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A Junior T.T. in the Wet.
AST week we mentioned that there was a strong

probability that "wet would be experienced in

this year's T.T. races. It was so in the Junior
event, and, all things considered, it has been a

blessing in disguise, for, as we expected,

troubles were more pronounced, and those that made
themselves evident would have been absent if the roads

had been dry. Naturally we refer to belt transmis-

sion, and the absence of properly designed mud
shields. Some really excellent specimens were used,

though in many cases the riders dispensed with these

necessary fitments, and no doubt the race has taught

valuable lessons in this respect. The fact is that the

small engine pulley of the .average Junior machine is

the weak point of its transmission. Efficient as these

pulleys are on dry surfaces, all sorts of troubles crop

up on wet roads. Effective magneto and plug covers

must also some day be standard ; fully twenty stops

were recorded through absence of these protectors.

In comparison with last year's race over the same

course the average speeds were slower. When we
consider that the winner stopped eight times in all,

the poor comparison is explained, especially when it

is taken into consideration that the state of the roads

was very bad in places, especially early in the race.

Beyond Ramsey, for example, much water lay upon
the course, and those of the competitors who were not

wise enough to take the path suffered either belt or

magneto troubles. The splashing of the water on the

belts caused violent belt slipping, and the sousing of

the magnetos naturally produced short circuiting.

The silencing question was not well dealt with this

year. Silencers are, of course, dut of place in a race,

but as this is a race for touring machines silence ought

to be taken into consideration, though we realise the

difficulty of fixing a standard of silence. The organisa-

tion was excellent, and the scoring board was splen-

didly arranged. The weather, though bad at the start,

became magnificent, and the race as a whole was a

great" success. The industry was excellently repre-

sented among the spectators, and while the number of

ordinary sightseers was considerable, the race was a

trifle slow at times, and at the starting and finishing

point there was little excitement, but this was only to

be expected as there were comparatively few com-
petitors and the course was a long one.

As regards reliability under racing conditions, eleven

finished out of twenty-one who started. This is about

the average of previous races, but hardly good
enough we think. It is the pace which kills, as the

old proverb says, and we think it would be wise before

the industry decides not to give further support to such

contests to seek first to improve these averages, for it

is doubtful whether standard machines run at their

highest speeds oyer the same course and under the

same conditions would behave any better. It should

be remembered that previous Tourist Trophy races

have been invariably favoured with fin\ weather and

dry roads, therefore the trade has perhaps been led

to think that the lessons to be learned from road

racing have lost their importance. Last Friday's con-

test, however, proved that roads and weather, which

would have little or no effect on the reliability of a

motor cycle at ordinary touring speeds, found out the

weak spots when the machines were urged to their

utmost limits. The results are a distinct score for the

multi-cylinder engine and counter-shaft transmission.
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Descending Beggars' Roost would provide a tip-

top braking test, especially if the A.C.U. would make
it a timed descent with a maximum time.

We then followed the Ilfracombe Road for about

one mile, when we took a turn to the right opposite a

little railway bridge where signposts point " To Martin-

hoe " and "To Lynton Golf Club." Going straight

along this lane, we went across the Lynton Golf Links.

The surface of this lane was very rough.and stony, and

in places overgrown with grass ancl several gates had

to be opened. After passing the third gate, four cross-

roads" were reached ; here we took the right-hand turn

to Martinhoe, and followed this for about half a mile,

when three roads were reached. Turning to the right

here, where the signpost points "Woody Bay," we
followed the road right down to the sea through the

most charming scenery imaginable. Halfway down we
found; a closed gate across the road and a notice

" Motor cars not allowed." Being on the more humble
motor cycle we opened the gate, closed our cut-outs,

and went on down hill until the road all but disap-

peared. Clambering the last few yards over the rocks

on foot, we once more found ourselves at sea level.

A Dangerous Fence.

Then we started the long climb up again, and a long

climb it was on low gear with cut-outs, shut ! _. After

repassing through the gate where the notice had been

placed, we took the road to the right that could be seen

winding along round the cliffs. What with hairpin

corners, great. gutters across the road, and, stretches of.

loose rock and stones to boot, there was no T.T. work

on this bit. Moreover, the road is nearly on the edge

of the cliff, where sometimes it seemed that only a skid

would be required to pitch you into the sea hundreds

of feet below, and, in the most dangerous places, there

is a "fence" to -" save " anyone from falling over,

but I should not like to see a sparrow risk its life

by sitting on it.

Hunters' Inn to Trentishoe.

The road then wound right round Highveer Point,

turned in again by the side of the R. Heddon, until we

suddenly found ourselves at Hunters' Inn, one of the

most charming and secluded retreats in Britain. Pass-

ing right across the front of the inn, wre bore to the

right and followed the road for half a mile until we

reached two cottages, where a little lane turns up to

the right and a signpost points " To Trentishoe." At

the top, we were told, was Trentishoe village and

church, but that we should never get up there, as no

motors had ever been up before. This was too tempt-

ing, and we set off up at once. Riding for a few hundred

yards "over rocks, stones, and watercourses that nearly

pitched us off the machines, we wondered what would

happen next. However, after several bad corners and

a terrific climb, at last some cottages and the church

hove in sight, but with the road still .going up. Hold-

ing on for dear life, and thinking that we were up,

what was our dismay when the road suddenly shot up

still steeper and disappeared round a hairpin corner

to-'the left.

.. <&£*?•£,

The writer on the f rst hairpin bend Hookway Hill between Carjford and Porlock.

The machine is a three-speed Rover.

Removing a cover after undergoing a severe test or

Hookway Hill, where the surface was of the worst.
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On went the throttle, and slowly we wound up and
round that tortuous bend, and with huge delight found
ourselves actually at Trentishoe. The cottagers all

came rushing out to welcome us, and assured us we
were the fust motorists who had ever ridden up. After

obtaining some bread and cheese off a kindly dame, we
sel off down again and safely emerged once more at

lunters' Inn. Thus was Trentishoe added to the

trophies of the chase.

@TOM(feiL! /}.'

Still

Hunters' Inn to Martinhoe.

anxious for fresh worlds to conquer, we then
tried the road up to -Martinhoe opposite the inn, before
proceeding to Combe Martin. This proved to be a

very bad rise, known as Mannicott Hill, about one
mile long, with the usual acute corner, but we sur-

mounted it quire easily. It was, however, a very long
trying climb, and would prove a " real terror with a

again to Hunters'downfixed gear. Droppin^
Inn, we took the Combe
fartin Road, leaving the

> now conquered Trentishoe
on our right. Soon we
vere once again climbing,

the road reaching 1,000

feet above sea level in a

rery short distance. We
found it a comparatively

easy rise, although a. 1,000
feet climb is never to be
despised.

Reaching four cross-

roads, we took the un-

directed road to the right

instead of the usual Combe
Martin Road. This un-

directed road keeps to

the top of the moors,
and falls into Combe
Martin by a long winding
hill of a severe character,

but the views obtained
from it are far grander
and more impressive than

those from the usual

route in the valley.

Turning to the right at Combe Martin, we very soon

traversed the few remaining miles to Ilfracombe, which
seemed an enormous size after the tiny villages to which
we had become accustomed. On the return journey,

for a change, we took the main road back through
Parracombe, and safely arrived in Lynton without

incident.

This is another section of the Six Days' Route, part

of. which will lie taken both ways. If it is wet special

caution should be exercised between Ilfracombe and
Parracombe, as when wet I have found this road more
skiddy than anything it has been my ill luck to strike

elsewhere. There is a special surface of chalky, limey

slime which will strike terror into the heart of the

smooth tyre brigade i

The double Parracombe dip up and down should

give no real trouble. There is a nasty right angle

turn on the one up to Lynton, and a bad turn to the

left on the one to Ilfracombe, otherwise it is plain

sailing.

Calling later at a postcard shop we happened to

mention the fact that wc had climbed I'm lock. Lyn-
mouth, Beggars' Roost, and TrentisTioe. What was
our surprise when we were told that we had not yet

Conquered the worst of all, namely, Station Hill, this

being the main road up to the station from Lynton. Ii

seemed incredible that there could be another hill

higher yet, but it was only too true.

Station Hill, Lynton.

Turning to the right down a very steep pitch opposite

the lift, we traversed a couple of streets and sure

enough found the road darting up again in a most
extraordinary manner. The gradient got steeper and
steeper, and the surface beyond description, until on

almost the worst bit there was only loose shale to ride

over. Still, we did it, and Station Hill was added to

the list of our victories. Though I. had visited Lynton
many times never before had I ever heard of this hill.

Roost, and the sui-

is incredibly worse,

The gradient must rival Beggars'

Des ending Hookway. Observe the stony surtace.

face

and the machine that will

climb it will do anything.

Lynmouth and Porlock

are child's play to it.

Calling, at the Post Offi( e

on our way back we were
delighted to find a little

package awaiting us in

the shape of two brand
new B. and B. racing

model variable jet carbu-

retters.

A little later and yye

were once more safely in

the " Blue Ball," talking

over the struggles of the

day, and wondering what
the morrow would bring

forth, and whether we
should yet find our

Waterloo.

The next day we set

off with light hearts and
our new carburetters

fitted, to explore the

Oare and Doone valley •

district, and pay a proper visit to Porlock Hill.

Hookway Hill.

Leaving Lynmouth by the Watersmeet Road we
followed it to Hillsford Bridge. Turning to the right

we took the new motor road to Sim-onsbath as far a ;

the top of the hill, but then followed it right round

instead of turning off to Simonsbath, until we reached

the Brendon signpost. Taking the road indicated,

two steep pitches down brought us to Brendon and s 1

on to Oare. The usual thing to do then is to turn

off opposite Oare Church, when a well-made road and

easv hill bring you to the top of Exmoor and the

Porlock Road. This is the easy way out of Lynmouth
where Countisbury Hill presents any difficulty. How-
ever, being out for the worst that could be found we
followed the bottom road on past Oare Church to

Oareford, when we discovered another steep ascent

known as Hookway Hill, leading up to the Porlock

Bead, ft is a typical Devonshire rise, with awful sur-
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face and a heart-breaking- corner. We climbed it,

however, with the same steady success that now
seemed inevitable.

It is a much more difficult MI
Lynmouth, and so far as we could
the first motor cvclists to climb
Exmoor Road, a short run of a mile or so brought us
again to the renowned Porlock, up and down which
we went with the greatest of ease, so as to get a few-

snapshots and to measure its length. From the Ship
Inn. where the hill begins, to the junction of the new
and the old road, it was just over three miles, and to

the top of the worst part, i.e.-, just past the second
corner, just over one mile.

A Race with a Red Deer.

We (hen proceeded quickly to jog along back to the

Blue Ball. Suddenly from out of the wood leisurely

stalked a wild red deer. The moment it emerged
from the hedge it sighted

us, leapt on to' the road,

and darted off like the

wind. Here was fine

sport indeed ! I dashed
the throttle open and
leaned over and opened
the jet as the engine

crashed over with its

answering roar. Faster
vet and faster still, until

I knew I was gaining.

But the corners came
thick and fast, and how
that animal took the

corners "all out" was
a revelation. I lost

heavily on each one, but

with a few bits of straight

going, including one
mad rush down hill, I

began to gain fast until I

was but a few yards behind
along at over forty miles

now gaining a bit and now losing a bit, and never but
a few yards between us. Then came a succession of

bad corners, and I was hard put to hold my own until

the road opened out down a little hill again. " Ah,"
I said, as I pushed the throttle over, " now's mv
chance to win my first race." Away thundered the
Rover, and I drew closer still, when suddenly the

road swerved to the left and for an instant I saw my
quarry in the air as it leapt a wall and disappeared
in the forest. Thus ended the hottest race I have
ever run, and few indeed must be the motor cyclists

who have been paced by an Exmoor deer

!

The next day we regretfully turned our faces home-
ward; first running up Lynton and Station Hill for

some photographs. From Lynton we made for

Beggars' Roost, which we took on the run, and thus

reached the Watersmeet Road again and followed it to

Porlock, via Brendon, Oare, Oareford, and Hookway.

DunRery Beacon.
INoiV was to come the tit-bit of our tour. Poring

over the map in' the Blue Ball the night before, we
had decided to attempt a climb of Dunkery Beacon,

V20

@tom(j<siui JULY 4ih, 191-2.

Dunkery Beacon, showing the kind of loose stones which had to be ridden

over. This point is about 1,707 leet high.

For over a mile we tore

an hour by speedometer,

the highest point on Exmoor, 1,707 feet above sea
level. Leaving Porlock by the Minehead Road, we
took a right-hand turn to Horner, about a
mile out. Following the lane round through the
village of Horner, and past an old mill, we reached
four cross-roads. Here we took the Cloutsham Road,
which at once began to rise to the moors. About a
mile further on we reached a junction of two roads,
when we took the left-hand turn which we could see
wandering away in the distance up towards Dunkery.
At the cross-roads we had found we were only about
300 feet above sea level, but there soon commenced a
telling climb. The road was narrow and shockingly
loose,. with a terror all its own in the shape of little

gullies cut right across the road every hundred vards,
or so for '• drainage " purposes.

Sometimes the road would shoot ud from these
gullies in an appalling manner, but no " rushing " was
possible, only a long slow grind on low gear. Such a

bumping I've never had in mV life before, and how
the frame and forks

stood it is a marvel.

Suddenly the engine
roared round, and for

the first time in my life -

I found I had broken a
Forward fastener. And
no wonder! A replace-

ment was but a matter
of a moment or so, and
once more I was speed-
ing up.

After 1 % miles of this

gruellintr. dprine which
we had climbed over

1,000 feet, we had to

leave~ the road, which,
after reaching 1,453 feet

above sea level, goes on
over the moors to Cut-
combe. A man in a

waggonette here appeared
on the scene and assured us we were the first motor-
ists ever seen on the Beacon. He pointed out a path
leading off the road to the right which we could see

winding its way to the summit now in view. Mv chum
looked at the path with dismay and said it was use-

less to attempt it. It looked more like the bed of a
river than a path, and in places there was not a foot

to ride on. However, it was unthinkable that we
should be baulked now. Go on we must. With some
trepidation we let in the clutches and mounted the

bank up to the path, and set off on this last lap. This
was about the worst ride it has ever been my lot 4o

tackle. It was not the gradient that troubled us but
the indescribable nature of that " path." Stones and'

rocks lay about its narrow way, with yawning pot-

holes galore. The bumping on the road was bad
enough, but this lot beggared description. Tossed
about like corks on the sea we slowly and laboriously

made our way up until at last we were at the foot

of the great mound which forms the summit.
Once more the throttle went over, and with
a roar of triumph and delight the engine bore us
right up to the very foot of the cairn itself. Dunkery
Beacon was conquered. Just as we were starting to

devour a picnic repast a gentleman and his wife "and
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child appeared, who had come up on foot, and this

gentleman kindly gave us his name and address as a

witness of our feat.

The Start for Home.
After a few photographs had been taken, we once

more set out for home and civilisation. Regaining
the road we reached Cutcombe and pulled up at the
•' Rest and Be Thankful " Inn. Here we made further-

enquiries, and found we were indeed the first motor-
ists up the redoubtable "Dunkery." Leaving Cut-
combe, we travelled by lovely and secluded by-lanes
through Luxborough, Kingsbridge, and Roadwater to

Washford on the main Minehead Road. Here we
raised our gears, and then made a fast and uneventful
ride to Gloucester, which was reached at 7.30 p.m.,
the only incident worth recording being the fact that I

easily registered over sixty miles an hour on the level

by Cowey speedometer, with about 30 lbs. of luggage
aboard. A no-trouble run back to London next day
brought to an end one of the finest tours it has ever-

been my lot to accomplish. The distance covered was
514 miles. The petrol used about 6y2 gallons. One
puncture, the broken belt fastener, and one stop to

adjust the belt with a spare link, were my only mecha-
nical stops during the whole run. My friend fared
even better than I, only once adjusting his belt.

Not a nut was touched or a plug removed nor a nut
lost or a spring broke::. The Armstrong gear was
beyond all praise. It never failed and gave no
trouble. it was a complete revelation, and 1 am
finallv converted to the speed gear. A Dunlop belt-

was used throughout and looks good for thou-

sands vet.

I have net had space to deal with the scenery and
the many unequalled joys of North Devon. They
must be experienced to be believed. At this juncture

what better advice can I give than to join the A.C.U.
and enter for the Six Days' Trial.

For those who do not know Devon and its joys this

will be a fresh treat and a new experience.

Of the Blue Ball I. have written before. The best

of everything is its motto, and our bill for supper, bed
and breakfast, for Friday, Saturday, and Sunday was
only 12s. od. each, and a tip-top garage thrown in.

Lastly, I cannot close this article without taking
off my hat to the ior2 three-speed Rover, which went
so surely and so faithfully throughout

(Unfortunately the actual photographs taken
on the trip were not suitable for reproduction.

Another run over the course was, therefore, made
with The Motor Cycle photographer mounted on his

Douglas, and one or two friends, for the purpose of

securing some larger and better prints.)

ENGLISH-DUTCH TRIAL.
THE DUTCH TEAM.

THE team to represent Holland in the English-
Dutch Reliability Trial on August Bank Holi-
day has now been chosen, and we give the

names of the selected riders below. It will be observed
that British machines are well represented, the makes
including Douglas, Rover, Rudge, Royal Enfield,

James, and Humber.
PRIVATE OWNERS.

Class A.

G. "Th. Arends (2 Vulkaan) I J. H. Nieuwenhuis (2J
P. N. Jelsma (2£ Eysink)

| Douglas)
Reserves : Vict. Fonck (2 Vulkaan) and Ch: v. d. Bossche

(2J Douglas).

Class B.
J. A. v. d. Garde (3J Rover) I R. J. Tellegen
E. J. E. Maas (5-6 F.N.)

|
malti.)

Reserves : D. de Roon (5-6 F.N.) and N.
N.S.U.).

Class C.

H. Dieters (6-7 Phanomobil) I H. Daalmever
D. Croll (7 Indian sc.) nette)
Reserves : S. Eweg (4£ Minerva) and H.

h.p. Peugeot).

TRADE RIDERS.
Class A.

A'ulkaan Works (2 Vulkaan) I N. V. v/h. I)

D. v. d. Mark (2i F.NJ (2^ Evsink)
Reserves : M. Adler (2| Humber) arid J. Witmondt (2|

Royal Enfield).

Class B.

R. S. Stokvis and Zn., Ltd. | P. J. Adrian and Co. (3J,

(3J, Rover) . 1 Evsink)
Hugo Smit Ezn (3J, N.S.U.)

|

Reserve: H. J. van Rynstfa (5-6 F.N.).

Class C.

J. L. Geidt (6-7 Cyclo- 1 J. Boots (6-7 Coronamobiel)
neltel

I C. Witteveen (3^ JamesJ

Of the foreign machines the Vulkaan and Eysink

are Dutch built ; the former use the Z.L. "engine, the

latter their own. The Cyclonette is made by the

Cyklon-Maschinen Fabrik, of Berlin, and was ex-

hibited at the last Olympia Car Show. It is a front

wheel driving and steering tricycle, with sociable seats

and twin-cylinder engine placed over the front wheel

(3i Rudge

Ruyter (Q

(6-7 Cyclo.-

C. Doik (5

H. Eysink

A. Howie and the T.T. Rudge, on which he won a road race from Changs
Grove to Pretoria and back, sometimes called the " Motor-cycte Derby " of

South Africa—Howie's time was lh. 8m. 37Js.

f.2ii
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Some Features of

THE Alcyon machines have many in-

teresthv; points. Chief amongst
them is the engine, which has two
inlet valves and two exhausts, the

stems of the valves being inclined at an
angle of 30° with the horizontal. The
combustion chamber is in section almost
hemispherical, and the plug is accom-
modated in the middle of the head. The
tappets are carried in brackets held

down by bolts direct to the cylinder

head, and have large bearings. In com-
mon with those on most French engines
the valves and valve springs are ex-

ceedingly light.

The Riviere two-speed hub gear.

There are two separate long exhaust
pipes fitted to Slatter's machine, but
Stoeffel's has his short ones terminating
in a box fitted immediately in front of

the crank case. The bore and stroke of

the engines are 65x105 mm.,, the longest

stroke used in the T.T. For all that, the
engine does not look at all unwieldy.
On the pulley side of the engine is a
six to one reducing gear in an oil proof

aluminum case ; from this a cross shaft

Change-speed lever and chain of

Brampton's variable pulley gear.

Extra air inlet extend-
ing rearwards which is

largely fitted to the T.T.
racers.

A30

Models.

Valve mechanism of the T.T. Alcyons.

is taken through the bottom bracket, and
the final drive to the back hub from the
bracket is by chain. On Stoeffel's

machine a kick-starter is fitted, conr
sisting simply of a pedal and free wheel
on the counter-shaft, and this seems to

work very well indeed. The back hub
contains a two-speed gear known as the
Riviere. It is certainly a very neat and
quite light-looking job, and works on
the epicyclic principle. The brakes for

this gear are entirely enclosed. The
clutch is operated by a pedal on the left

footrest. and the change-speed by a

small lever on the handle-bar. The
engine can be started with the back

Scott silencer as fitted to the T.T. machines.

wheel on the ground. The lubrication on
Stoeffel's machine is combined drip feed
and pump. A large oil tank is placed
close by the saddle and discharges through
an adjustable sight feed on the timing
gear case to the crank-chamber. On
Slatter's machine, pump feed only is

fitted, and, indeed, it differs in a good
many respects from the other. For

An effective type of rear brake.

instance, really good brakes are fitted,

and an Amac carburetter. The accom-
panying sketch shows what a French
racing man considers an ideal form of

brake. It is simply a piece of copper
tube bent into a circle threaded on a

steel wire, attached d. la aeroplane, and
passed round a drum. The wire is con-
nected direct to the pedal. As a means
for pulling the machine up, this crude
device certainly acts most effectually, but
does not appeal to English motor cyclists.

It is in matters of this kind that Mr. G.
N. Higgs is so discriminating—he knows
the little weaknesses of French manu-
facturers, and he takes good care that
they do not figure on his Alcyons.

Safety peg on the Armstrong three-speed gear
lever of B. Ellis's 2| h.p. N.U.T.

The double brake pedal on Hugh Mason's 3' h.p.

twin Matchless-Jap.
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twin Humber, also made a clean
ascent, and J. Edge, who bor
rawed a similar machine ami
rode 100 miles to the hill, did

the same, but unofficially. Noel
Brown (2^ Hazlcwood) took a

passenger up on his carrier for

about halt the distance, stopped
and di'opped his passenger, and
then successfully completed the
ascent without assisting ' his

engine in any way, but time
did not permit a solo attempt
being made, in which the feet

must not touch the ground
during the climb if the rider

is to qualify for a silver

medal.

Mrs. Baxter, the only lady to

attempt the ascent, rounded the

bend successfully, but failed to

reach the top. On going down
for a second attempt she lost

Noe! Brown (2:£- h.p. Ha2lewood) half-way up
the Pass.

AS mentioned last week, about
thirty members of the Liver-
pool A.C. recently attempted
Bwlch-y-Groes. The start was

200 yards below the hairpin bend, which
proved too much for about half the
riders, and most of the remainder were
stopped by the loose stones near the
top. In addition to those already
mentioned as having made successful

climbs, C. Hobbs, riding Philpott's 2J

A 7 h.p. two-speed Indian, with passenger on the

carrier, one-third of the way up.

the cover of the magneto contact
breaker, and had to tie the spring
down with string.

Eleven solo riders have now accom-
plished the climb—those previously
mentioned and also F. W. Newsome
(Triumph). S. Wright (3j h.p. Hum-
ber). A. S. Lloyd (Triumph), and M.
Glasgow (Triumph). Two sidecar

drivers have also been successful, R.
Lord (6 h.p. Rex sidette) and J. Mills

(6 h.p. Enfield sidecar).

We are, of course, referring to

ascents of the Bwlch-y-Groes pass on
the more difficult side, viz., that

nearest Dinas Mawddwy. The climb
begins in the Dovey Valley near Pont-
y-Peiinant, and rises nearly 1,200 feet

in about two miles.

S. W. Plaliiou ,2
;; h.p. twin Humoer) above the hairpin cornor
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OCCASIONAL COttttENTS.
By

The Future of the T.T.

Nobody can doubt that the T.T. races still play a

very valuable function in the design of motor cycles.

A prolonged road race provides more information both

in regard to theoretical design and practical metal-

rgy than any other kind of test; and if we were able

consult the interests of the pursuit, viewed either

as a sport or as an industry, the future of the T.T.
would be assured.

As a matter of practical politics, however, the future

of the T.T. is primarily a financial question. Few
can seriously criticise the trade for signing an abstin-

ence bond. The expense of competing is extra-

ordinarily heavy, and the race withdraws the cream
of a factory testing staff from headquarters at a time

when their presence is urgently needed.

Several firms have a long start of the rest in racing

experience, and only the winners can hope to recoup
themselves for their outlay. Price competition is

excessively keen nowadays, and shareholders have to

lie considered.

The real question is whether the expenses of future

races can be approximately balanced without the aid

of sixty or more heavy trade entry fees ; and the answer
lies with amateurs; partly with the -racing amateur,
who is willing to compete at heavy expense to himself
(I rule out the shamateur), and partly with the tourist

amateur, who is willing to subscribe a guinea or so to

assist the evolution of the industry, and to provide
himself and his friends with a very sporting spectacle..

Shamateurism can only lead to a stiffening of the

trade bond, or other restrictive measures; paucity of

public subscriptions will saddle the A.C.U. with a
heavy loss. The repetition of the race is certainh in

jeopardy at present ; and I should not be surprised if

a 1913 race were made dependent on large guarantees
from the motor cycling public I imagine there must
be a deficit on the 1912 races; that the trade will

again formally abstain in 1913; and that the A.C.U.
cannot continue to make a loss indefinitely.

Handlebar Contrjl of Clutch and Gear.
Wherever motoi . y'clists meet, there has lately been

Mich controversy about the proper location of clutch
a d geai controls- Fiom every point of view opinions
appear fairly unanimous, that if the gear be foot con-
trolled it should be of a type where the clutch is em-
bodied with the gear,. as at starting it is helpful to
'leg" the machine, both to ease the pick-up with a
poor clutch or- uphill, and to balance the machine

I see no reason whatever why all separate gear con-
sols should not be immediately transferred to the
handle-bar. There is nothing I loathe more than
having to dive under the flaps of my waterproof jacket
to find a gear lever, while I am simultaneously hard
pressed to keep the machine vertical on a stony hair-
pin, and to set the carburetter levers accurately for
a clean pick-up round the bend. Moreover, there is

very little strain on the control of a well-designed
modern jear; old-fashioned gears certainly required
some pressure and a great range of lever travel, but
the up-to-date gear is usually no more awkward to
operate than an ignition switch.

IXION."

It appears to me inevitable that before long all

separate gear controls will be on the handle-bar. The
question of the clutch control is less simple. There
is invariably a severe strain on the connections, and
a very substantial lever and bracket would be neces-

sary. I • have had heartrending experiences with

flimsy h.b. clutch controls which stripped, twisted,

broke, and stretched wires. I very much prefer the

h.b. clutch control for starting, but for momentarily

freeing the engine when negotiating a bad bend the

pedal is more suitable, as any manipulation of a

handle-bar lever requiring some strength is apt to

upset the. steering. On the- whole, my vote would be
given at -present to hand control for the gears, and
foot control for the clutch.

A Needed Legal Reform..
No doubt - many motor cycle journalists desire a

small reform in the registration laws, the need of

which is frequently brought home to me. Manufac-
turing concerns are continually- sending me machines

on loan asking my opinion on some engine, frameT

carburetter, or gear. The registration laws forbid

them to provide me with trade numbers.
The factory tester brings the. machine with red

numbers clipped over black blank plates ; arriving at

my , house he leaves me numberless, slipping the red

plates in his pocket. I am not supposed to use my
private numbers for two different machines, either

simultaneously or consecutively, but it is- absurd to ask

me to register a machine that is lent to me for a week.

Consultants and journalists surely require a special

clause in the registration orders, permitting them to

hold an " omnibus " number at a slightly increased

fee, so that they can attach it to any machine tem-
porarily entrusted to their hands.

Pie. B. H. Wardie (31 h.p. Ruage), a despatcn rider attached is tht

Shropshire Yeomanry.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
July 4th 9.16 p.m.

6th
8th
Oth

... 9.15

... 9.14

... 9.13

Police Traps.

Motor cyclists riding on the road be-

tween Manchester and Huddersfield are

advised to go" very carefully through
Failsworth.

No Motor Cycles at the Paris Salon.

Motor cycles will not be exhibited at

the Paris Salon this year. At the con-

clusion of a long article, in which it

voices its displeasure upon this deplor-

able state of affairs, La Revue de I'Auto
mobile, an important French technical

journal, says :
" We have touched upon

almost virgin soil, on which we have
worked and fertilised, and have sown
with good seed, full of promise for the
harvest ; now the fruits are ripe, we
retire hat in hand before the English,

who come to gather in the results of our
labours. Poor France !

Grand Prix de Turin.

The results of the above Italian 100
kilometres road race, held on the 16th
ult. , are :

Class 1.(250 c.c.).—Luschi (S.I.A.M.T.),
Ih. 48m. 41§s.

-Class II. (250 to 334 c.c.).—Rava
(S.I.A.M.T.), In. 29m. 53|s.

Class III. (334 to 500 c.c.).—D. Ferrera
(Ferrera), lh. 11m. 15|s.

Class IV.—Bellorini (Frera), lh. 16m.

The team prize, awarded to the fastest

complete team, was gained by Scales,

and two Italian riders on S.I.A.M.T.'s.
Mr. Scales is the son of the manager of

the London agency for this machine.
Thirty-nine started, and the fastest

time gives a speed of 52.33 miles per
hour.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

The Definition of a Private Owneb.
—This matter is receiving earnest con-

sideration at the hands of the Auto
Cycle Union. One rider whom the Union
has reason to believe is not a bona-fide

amateur will be, in future, refused entry
to Competitions as a private owner,
and a meeting will be called in- the
Midlands shortly at which manufacturers
and club secretaries will be invited to

attend to discuss this important matter
thoroughly.
Membership. —Since the last meeting

of the committee, twenty full members
and 395 touring members have been
elected. 148 members have been brought
in by clubs newly affiliated, and 256
through increase of membership of clubs

already affiliated. This makes a total

increase of 819.

Scottish Auto Cycle Union and the A.C.U.
Formal notice is being given to ter-

minate the agreement between the
A.C.U. and the Scottish Cyclists' Union,
and an agreement will shortly be entered
into ,b,etween the Auto Cycle Union and
the new Scottish governing body.

Stolen Machines.

The two Rudge multis mentioned
last week as having been stolen from a

.

garage at Stamford Hill have been re-

covered. They were traced to a stable
at Edgware, and the thief has been
arrested. Two other motor cycles were
found with them.

British Motor Cycles in Canada.
British motor bicycles scored heavily

in the Toronto Motor Cycle Club races,

on the half-mile dirt track at Toronto,
Canada, on Saturday, June 8th, which
were witnessed by 11,000 people.

N. Newport (Triumph) captured, two
events, a five mile private, owners' race

July 6.—Dublin M.C.C. Open Hill-climb

., 15.

—

Irish Open End-to-end
Reliability Trial.

,, 18.—Oxford M.C.C. Open Speed
Trials.

„ 20.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

.. 20.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Speed
Trials.

,, 20.—South Wales A.C., and Cardifl

M.C. Open HilJ Climb at
Caerphilly.

.. 27.— R.A.C. Associates' Gala Day
at Brooklands.

and a five mile "Tourist Trophy" con-

test. Triumphs also finished second
and third in the former race, while in

the latter Newport won from several

American mounts. Newport's best time
was 7.13m.
A feature of the meet was the riding

of Bob Barton (Rudge), who travelled

exceedingly well, but whose chances
were spoiled by spectacular spills. Bar-
ton found it rather difficult to negotiate

the turns on the small oval, but showed
considerable nerve and skill nevertheless.

The first sidecar race ever put on in

Canada, was run off at this meet, the
result being entirely in favour of British

motor cycles. Percy Barnes (Triumph),
the winner, rode the three miles in

5,J3m., with A. F. Astley (Triumph)
second, and M. Amuss (Rudge) third.

The big twenty-five miie race was won
by Harold Cole, the seventeen-year-old
Canadian champion, on an Excelsior. Cole
rode twenty -five miles in 30m. 54|s.

,

establishing a new Canadian record

SPECIAL FEATURES.

TOURIST TROPHY RACES.
Detailed Illustrated Description.

EXPLORING EXMOOR.

Proposed Amateur Motor Cyclists'

Association.
A meeting will be held at the A.C.U.,

89, Pall Mall, W., to-morrow evening,

Friday, at eight o'clock, to discuss

the question' of the formation of- an
amateur motor cyclists' association. Mr.
H. P. Harding will be in the chair.

Further particulars can be obtained from
Mr. C. C; Cooke, Rose Cottage, North
Minims, Hatfield, Herts.

Army Manoeuvres, September, 1912.

At the request of the War Office, the

A.A. and M.U. (Motor Cycle Section) is

arranging for sixty motor cyclists to serve

as despatch riders with the Blue Force
from the 14th to 20th September. The
a'lowances, etc., will be as follows: (a.)

Third class railway fares for cyclists and
conveyance of their motor cycles between
llieir homes and the manoeuvre area, (b.)

Cost of messing in camp, or a subsistence

allowance at the rate of 8s. per diem (in

lieu of payment of bills for food and
lodging at hotels), (c.) Special allowance
of 8s. per diem, not including days on
which train journeys only are performed,
to cover cost of petrol and upkeep of

motor cycle. including insurance of

machine against accidents. All motor
cyclists who are willing to volunteer for

service are kindly requested to send their

names to the A- A. and M.U. , Caxton
House, Westminster, S.W., as early as

possible.

Paris-Liege Run.

A sporting French newspaper, L'Aero,
and the Journal de Liege, are organising
a 250 miles run from Paris to Liege
on the 7th inst., under the auspices of -the

Moto-Club Liegeois, and under the
general rules of the A.C.F A hill-climb

will take place at Bouillon, which will

be decided on A.C.U. formula. Every
competitor who reaches the destination

with full marks will receive a gold medal

"

from L'Aero. Several other cups and
prizes are offered. The route (which must
be ridden in a day) is : Rheims. Sedan.
Bouillon, Paris, L/aroche, Aywaille. and
Liege. The entries stand as follows

:

N.8.U. (eleven machines), Sarolea (eight).

F.N. (seven). Alcyon (four), Rudge-Wliit-
worth (three), Scaldis (one), New Hud-
son (one). Seventy entries are expected.
The minimum speeds for sidecar

machines have been reduced from 36 to 32
kilometres an hour, so as to give the 3£
h.p. machines a chance. Special arrange-
ments are being made to enable foreign

competitors to take part without the
necessity of paying Customs deposits.
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THE JUNIOR RACE.
Examination of the Machines. Meeting of Competitors and Officials.

ON Thursday morning the competitors in the Junior
Eace met at Woodlands, where in a field adjacent
to the main road the machines were arranged, each
with its back wheel opposite a post bearing its

number. The duty of making the examination was vested

in a committee of officials who had agreed to undertake this

work. This committee consisted of Messrs. L. A. Baddeley,

A. V. Baxter, S. W. Carty, H. W. Fortune, G. A. Gregson,
F. Scriven, and A. Ii. Priestley, under the leadership of

Capt. A. H. Davidson, R.E. But of this number only the

chief examiner and Messrs! Priestley and Baxter turned

up ; consequently the whole of the work fell into the hands
of these three, who were aided by Mr. E. P. Greenhili. In
all cases save two, the front and back wheels and frame
were sealed, the two exceptions being the Alcyons, the

engines of which bore no number. Besides the N.S.U.'s the
only absentee was Hugh Mason's 2J N.U.T., fitted with
the only 2f overhead twiu J. A. P. engine in existence.

Mason had finished his practice successfully, and on his

way to the garage his frame came to grief.

In the evening there was the usual meeting of competi-
tors and marshals, who were addressed by Mr. J. R. Nisbet,
the clerk of the course. In addressing the former, Mr.
Nisbet urged them to turn up punctually and to drive with
due consideration for one another. Ha pointed out that
only one helper was allowed to each machine at the depots,
who might only give assistance in the distribution of oil,

petrol, water, covers, or tubes. Spare belts, if wanted,
had to be carried. A post at Keppel Gate, though
apparently not really dangerous, had been painted white.

Scene at the start. P. J. Evans (22 h.p. Humber), last year's winner, the first to start. He suffered ill-luck.

l>3
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answered. The marshals
A question concerning the

The International Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Races.

—

He also announced that compstitors would be despatched

singly at one minute intervals. A few questions, asked by
competitors, were satisfactorily

then received their instructions,

sbe of the Douglas engines

was brought up during the

afternoon, as the capacity,

worked out on the dimen-
sions given (61 x 60 mm.),
gave a slight excess over

350 c.c, but it was pointed

out that 61 mm. was the

nearest metrical equivalent

and that actually the cylin-

ders were to size. The engine
sizes could, if necessary, Be
verified after the race.

The Day of the Race.
Friday morning was

.

beautifully fine, and the

weather looked distinctly

better. The sun shone
through the clouds and a

light westerly breeze was
blowing. There were mist
and rain on the mountains,
however, and it looked
lather threatening to the
westward. Later on, just

as the men were lining up
for the start, there came a

torrential downpour which
looked like lasting, but ere
the lap was completed it

cleared up, and remained
beautifully fine for the rest

of the day. Petty and
0'Donovan were the first

riders on the course. The
arrangements were excellent.

The depot close to the timing box was provided with two
heaps of sand and two shovels in case of fire. Every
facility was given to the press, the scoring board was
admirably worked by Mr. A. H. Priestley, while it goes
without saying that Mr. J. R. Nisbet made an, excellent
Clerk of the Course. It might almost be said he was better
than usual, as, thanks to the excellent secretarial work done

James Stewart of Belfast (Douglas),

an old T.T. rider

by Mr. T. W. Loughborough and Mr. H. P. Bcasley, his
assistant, the clerk of the course was able to throw his

whole energy into the duties he was specially appointed to

carry out. As the time for starting approached, the com-
petitors were arranged in order of starting in Selburn Road,

just off the course. The
police exercised their duties
in a tactful and excellent
manner, while one constable
was seen pinning a badge on
a competitor. Col. Madoc,
the Chief Constable of the
Island, who watched the
race from the timing box,
first went round the course,
taking with him Mr. A. H.

'

Cubbin, secretary to the
Highway Board, who told
us he had found the roads
in quite good condition,
except in one or two places.

Stoeffel and Slatter were
rather late arrivals, but both
started. They were mounted
on four-valve machines, and
Stoeffel 's engine had a
Gobi carburetter, a new
French make much patron-
ised by aviators. These car-
buretters, Stoeffel told us, are
automatic, and not sensitive
to change of temperature.
As reported ' previously,

there were four absentees—

.

the three N.S.U.'s and
Mason. Just before "ten

o'clock Mr. Nisbet and the
two timekeepers, Messrs. A.
V. Ebblewhite and F. " T.
Bidlake, took up their posi-

tions in the pouring rain,

and at ten precisely Evans,
last year's winner, was given the word to go, amid the
cheers of the spectators. His engine appeared to misfire at
the start Bailey, the hope of Australia, got away in splen-
did form. Kickham, another rider of a Douglas, Harrison
Watson, and Newman also started well.

Ellis, while the timekeeper was counting out the seconds
before he had to start, had his attention called to a
loose terminal on his magneto, and he was still gazing at it

when the word to go was given, consequently he lost two
minutes. Having fixed. the terminal, he went off with his
stand down, and had to stop to fasten it up. Stoeffel came

fourth to finish, chatting with Noel E. Drury,
,
also from the Green Isle.

E Kickham Doujlasj on the bend at the summit of Bray Hill. Root. Ellis i,2
i
h.p. N.U.T.-Moto-Revej after descending the mountain roau.
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llustrated is our —
"KERRY" IDEAL
:: :: SUIT. :: ::

It has a deep, well-cut

storm collar, overl

giving double protection

to chest and shoulders.

Strap and storm cuff to

sleeves. Full length and

roomy skirt, strong spring

fasteners and gusset to

overalls to prevent wet

soaking through holes on

to th

— The Prices of the —
"KERRY" IDEAL
:: SUIT are :— :•

With ordinary overalls,

£1 13 6
With trouser overalls,

without seat,

£1 16
With trouser overalls,

with seat,

£2 6

There are also 6 olhei

patterns in Kerry Water-

proof Motor Cyclists'

:: :: Wear. :: ::

WRITE FOR LIST.

'KERRY MOTOR
CYCLE WEAR r 1

. i 2

For Touring,

For Racing.

For Business.

For all Weathers.

As specialists in Motor Cycle Clothing for Ladies

and Gentlemen we can offer an unrivalled selection

of garments suitable for all purposes. The design,

quality, style, and cut leave nothing to be desired,

and there is none more comfortable . Send for our

Illustrated List, make your choice, then see your

local agent—but insist on having SKERRY WEAR."

East London Rubber Co.,
LONDON : 29, 31, and 33, Great Eastern Street, E.C.

BRISTOL : Kerry House, 150. Temple Street.

SHEFFIELD: Kerry House. Furnival Street.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.
' E5
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Where they score
is in that extra efficiency and endurance which are the result of an experience extending over

the entire period of motor cycle development. You can feel the superior quality of the

N.S.U.'s running on the very first run, but it is only after many many miles have been covered

that you arrive at a true appreciation of its sterling worth. There is a certainty of satisfaction

in the N.S.U. you cannot find in any other. The four N.S.U. models meet all requirements

and each is equipped with all the most approved features. Write to-day for particulars.

3 h.p. Twin cylinder.

6 h.p. Twin cylinder.

21 h p. Single cylinder.

3 J h.p. Single cylinder.

All can be fitted with the N.S.U.
Two-speed Gear and free eng.ne.

N.S.U
THE N.S.U. MOTOR
CO., LIMITED.
Offices and Showrooms: 186,

Great Portland Street, London, W.

Goods and Repairs: 83-85,
BoUover Street, London, W,

/ ,/ anxir-riiHf //lis advertisement tc h (Iv-SV'tzWe to mention " The Mo'for Cycle,*'
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The International Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Races.
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up with a newspaper over his machine to keep the rain off.

At the word "Go!" his carburetter caught fire, but J.

Griffiths saved the situation with Ins cap. The healthy
bark of W. H. Bashall's Douglas as he left the starting
line was most remarkable, and the engine told its tune in
no uncertain tones. Owen -was late starting, as he had
to tighten his belt. Creyton went off on one cylinder,, and
as he disappeared from view the rain stopped, much to
everyone's relief, and the weather - began to improve. After
an interval news began to filter slowly through the telephone.

Bailey Leads in the First Lap.
At about 10.40 it was announced by Mr. Nisbet on the

telephone that Bailey had passed Ramsey, while Kickham,
Newman, Watson, and Bashall were not "far' behind. Then
it was . announced that Watson had broken a belt
near the above named town, and a little later that Bailey,
aaid after him Kickham, had passed the Bungalow. The ex-
citement rapidly grew, and presently Bailey" flashed by the
timekeeper's box with a spare belt dangling dangerously
from his luggage carrier. Kickham stopped at the depot
for replenishments. This he did every lap, and thereby lost
considerable time. Shortly after Bailey had gone by
a clicking was heard in the timing box for several seconds.

P. W. Owen (Forward) at Hilberry Corner. He Bnished flfth.

Major Lloyd, who was acting as timekeeper's auditor, ticked

out a lightning sum on his calculating machine, and an-

nounced that Bailey had covered the lap at a speed of

38.03 miles an hour. These announcements added greatly to

the interest of the race, and were much appreciated by those
who heard them. The times and speeds in miles per hour
at the end of tthe first lap were as follows :

Lap speed
m.p.h.

= 38.03
= 36.19
= 36.06
= 35.85
= 31.93
= 31.29

1. S. L. Bailey (Douglas)

2. W.H. Bashall (Douglas) ...

3. H. C. Newman (Ivy-Precision)

4. E. Kickham (Douglas)

5. H. J. Cox (Forward)
6. D. O 'Donovan (Singer)

7. P. W. Owen (Forward)
8. R. Ellis (N.XJ.T.)

9. E.-V. Pratt (O.K.-Precision)

10. H. Petty (Singer)

11. J. :Haslam (Douglas)
12. J. T. Bashall (Humber) ...

13. D. M. Brown (Humber) .:.

14. R. G. Mundy (Douglas) ...

15. P. J. Evans (Humber) ...

Bailey was travelling, so well, his chances of winning
seemed to be of the brightest, while Bashall, H. C. Newman,
Kickham, Cox, and O'Donovan, whose machine had one of

the smallest engines in the race, were all making good per-

il, m. s.

59 10

2 10
2 34
2 56
10 28
11 54
12 22
17 5
17 18
23 29

25 35
32 51
46. 2

58 34
4 29

D. R. O'Donovan (2.
1
. h.p. Singer) at Ballig Bridge. This is the point where

the machines usually leap off the ground, but the jumps were hardly
perceptible in the Junior race.

formances. An idea of how well Bashall was travelling may
be gathered from the fact that he started fourteenth and
passed fourth in the first round, while Kickham, who
started eighth, passed second. The muddy condition of the
riders showed that the roads were wet and greasy in the
nore shady places on the course.

Hopes of Australia and Manxland,
News presently came to hand that Watson and

Creyton were walking home. Eventually both arrived
together at the depot, and told how both their machines
had come to grief near Keppel Gate—Watson through timing
gear trouble, Creyton through a seized engine. Bailey had
stripped his gears at the hairpin bend near Ramsey, and
now the chances of Manxland and Australia were lost. Poor
France, who supplied the only two foreign-made machines,

H. C. Newman (2A h.p. Ivy-Precision) speeding along the road to Woodlands. He
was among the first three for two laps, but burst a tyre on the third circuit.

ny
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was hopelessly out of it, already, as neither Alcyon finished

(.lie tirst round.

"ik'ie second lap order was as follows :

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

W.
E.
H.
H.
P.

R.
E
J,

h. m.

1 59
2 1 59
2 2 29
2 9 33
2 22 50
2 24 50
29 13
30 1

32 37

2

2
2
2 40 54
2 52 6
2 52 14

3 14 31
4 24 21

Lap speed
m.p.h.

= 39.58
= 38.10
= 37.55
= 38.03
= 31.93
= 33.21

H. Bashall (Douglas) ...

Kickhara (Douglas)

C. Newman (Ivy-Precision)

J. Cox (Forward)
W. Owen (Forward)
Ellis (N.U.T.)
V. Pratt (O.K.-Precision)

Stewart (Douglas)

H. Petty (Singer)

D. R. O'Donovan (Singer) ...

J. Haslam (Douglas) ...

J. T. Bashall (Humber)
P. J. Evans (Humber)
R. G. Mundy (Douglas)

stage Kickham had his usual stop at the depot,

iu wasted no time there. Newman burst a tyre beyond
Quarter Bridge, and then pushed and rode on the rim to

Ballacraine, thereby losing his third position. Ellis passed,

going steadily. Then Stoeft'el walked in, reporting he had

At
but

this

E. Kickham (Douglas) at the Gooseneck on Snaefell.

had a puncture and valve trouble. As the said valve took
him two hours to dismount, he gave up. Slatter was reported
to have had a fall. There was a long interval after the first

three had come through.

The third lap results were

:

H. Bashall (Douglas)
Kickham (Douglas)
J. Cox (Forward) ...

W. Owen (Forward)
Ellis (N.U.T.)
Stewart (Douglas)
Petty (Singer)
Haslam (Douglas) ...

V. Pratt (O.K.-Precision)
R. O'Donovan (Singer) ...

C. Newman (Ivy-Precision)
J. Evans (Humber)
T. Bashall (Humber)

This was J. T. Bashall's last appearance, as sooted plugs
and lubrication trouble, followed by a burst tyre on Bray
Hill, which nearly resulted in serious consequences, put him
out of the running.

:.-•-.'

Harold J. Cox (Forward) dropping down Biay Hill. The starling and
finishing point is hidden among the trees in the background.

It was now time to expect the winner, and telephone
messages from Ramsey, the Bungalow, and Willaston an-
nounced his progress, and that Kickham was close behind
him. At last he came in sight and, going as well as ever,

passed the line amid the cheers of the spectators, while
Kickham came in second by 4m. 37s. The crowd imme-
diately became somewhat too anxious to get on to the
course, but the stentorian voice of the clerk of the course
through the megaphone, followed by a sharp rebuke to the
marshals to do their duty, incited the latter to act promptly
and keep the people off the road. Just after he came in

Bashall's machine was pushed off the course by Mr. Albert,

followed by Captain Nicholl, to the examination yard, while

1. W.
2. E.

3. H.
4. P.

5. R.
6. J.

H.
J.

E.
D.
H.
P.

J.

Lap speed

h. m. s. m.p.h.

2 53 1 = 41.20
2 57 43 = 40.37
3 9 31 = 37.52
3 28 45 = 34.13
3 30 28 = 34.28
3 30 41 = 37.09
3 39 16
3 57 1

4 3 25
4 9 51
4 24 44
4 32 8

5 6 26

ALI SMILES The two leaders, W. H. Bashall and E. Kickham—both
amateurs—shaking hands at the finish. They rode 2J h.p. Douglas machines,
and were separated by 4 min. 37 sees. only.
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HUNTS Ltd.
The City & West End Motor House, RELIABLE ACCESSORIES AT

117, Long Acre, London, W.C. LONDON'S LOWEST PRICES

GREAT BARGAINS IN TYRES.
Having purchased a

Bfewa manufacturers' stock
^^~. of new Covers and

*§*&$$*£, Tubes, we are able to

offer the following

£3 makes at greatly re-

||jg' duced prices.

||ir Clincher A. Won
jjsy^ rubber -studded

covers, 26 X 2£ in.,

29/11, usual price

37/9; ditto with ribbed tread, 24/11, usual price, 31/7.
Westwood rubber studded, 26 x 2I, 23/11, usual price
30/6. Westwood heavy tri-car, 26 x 2}, 35/-, usual
price 47/-; ditto, 26 x 2.V, 38/6, usual price 51/-.
Clincher Inner Tubes, 26 x 2, 6/11, usual price 11/4.
Westwood, 26 x 2$, 7/3, usual price 0/9 ; ditto, heavy
tri-car, 9/3, usual price, 11/0. All New Goods.
Postage on covers, Sd. extra, tubes- 40!.

THE HUNT NEW MODEL COMPACT VALISE.

Length, 18in.; width, llin.; depth, 6in. Manu-
factured of finest cowhide. Strengthened inside
with strong hide-covered metal bands, and at the
bottom with two wood batons which prevent bag
being chafed by carrier. The inside is lined with
a strong twill, and the outside is fitted with two
spring lever locks and handle. The bag is strongly
riveted throughout, and it is impossible for it to
lose its shape. The handle enables it to be also
used as a Suit Case. Fitted with two leather
straps 48xgin. for- attaching to carrier. The
motor cyclist can carry sufficient clothing inside
this case to last him for a fortnight's tour. On
arriving at his' hotel, the bag can be taken to his
room as an ordinary portmanteau. Finished in
dark nut-brown leather. Price 30/.-

THE WESTWOOD specially prepared Repair Bamfs.

For use on outside of
cover after same has
burst or been gashed.
The outside edges are
tucked inside rim,
i.e., between rim and
cover. .

Price 1/-, postage 2d.
Ditto for inside, 8d.

The Hunt Heilessn Dry Cell.

No corroding terminals. No
. acid. No charging. Always
ready, clean, and dry. The
" Flash." Height 6£x4£x
2£in. Approx.- mileage with
single-cyl.

, engine, 1,500.
Price 6/6. The "Flight "

ditto. Height 5£x5£&2iin.
Price 6/6. The " Midget "

emergency ditto. Height
5^x4gxl3in. Will run
approx. 300 miles. Price
4/4. Postage 8d. extra.

THE HUNT EXCELSIOR
WATCH AND HOLDER.

Weather and dust-proof
case. Watch guaranteed
to stand vibration. Can
be wound and adjusted
without removing from
the case or handle-bar,
For attaching to the
handle-bar.

Price 5/6. Postage 2d.

THE HUNT
Valve Spring Remover.
By means of the

compound action the
stoutest spring is
easily raised by a
slight turn of the
winged nut, leaving

- both hands free.

Price 2/6.

30TOR CYCLES in stock for

Immediate Delivery.

381 w
No. 3 Model.

Any make of

Motor Cycle or
Side ar supplied
to order.

The H.S. All-rubber.Goggles,

including one set each of If
smoked and plain g]as?e:

Price 1 /9. Postage 2d.

THE HUNT MAGNETO
KNIFE, A useful little tool.

RUDGE-WHITWORTH (in stock).
1912 3i h.p. • Multi-speed Model, with

free engine, multi-plate clutch, pedal
engine starter, and raulti speed gear ;

price £60
ZENITHS, with the Gradua Gear (in stock).
1912 35 h.p. Model £55 13
1912 6 h.p. Model £70 7

BRADBURY (in stock).
1912 3 J h.p Standard Model £48
1912 3 J h.p. Chain Drive £58 10

TRIUMPH.
1912 3J h.p. Free-engine Model £55

DOUGLAS (in stock).
1912 2* h.p. Twin, Model (i £41

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Moto-Revc, 1911 model, 2| h.p., twin-cyl., fitted

with the Villiers free-engine hub, complete
with toots and spares ; price 32 Guineas.
Cost £60, condition as new

1912 MODEL SBDECARS in

stock for Immediate Delivery.
THE HUNT 1912 IMPROVED MODEL

(in stock).

Upholstered
wicker o h air ,

cushion, detach-
able clips, 26 x
2 1 in. tyre. A
strong and re-
liable sidecar at
a popular price,
stocked to fit all

motor cycles.

Price £5 15s.

MILLFORD SIDECARS (in stock).
1912 Herald, improved model £6 6
1912 Rigid Model, with wicker body. . £9 9
1912 Rigid Model, with coach-built

body £16 7 6
1912 Radial Castor Model, with wicker

torpedo body £13 13

CHATER-LEA SIDECARS (in stock).
1912 Standard Model, with wicker body £8
1912 Coach-built Model £10 17 6

SIDECAR BODIES (in stock>.
No. 1, Wicker Body, upholstered . . £1 10
No. 2, extra strong," ditto £2
No. 3, Torpedo type, art cane body,

upholstered £3 5

FILE : Poi
smoothing down
Platinum Points
to secure even
contact. GAP-
GAUGE for aet-
tinK Platinum
Points correctly.
KNIFE The
utility of which
every motorist
will appreciate

Price 1/-

Postaro Id.

THE HUNT "ANTARNISH,
A non-greasy, weatherproof, and IN-
VISIBLE Lacquer for applying to the
plated parts of Motor Cars, Cycles,
etc., and also to bare clean steel, brass,
or any other metal. Price per tin, 9d.

Postage 3d.

THE HUNT "ROSCO"
CYLINDER PAINT.

Keeps the engine cool,

prevents overheating,
produces a smooth dead

black suriace. Unaffected by heat
or water.

Price per tin, 6d. Postage 2d.'

THE HUNT
Motor Cycle Box Spanners.

Containing six sizes, with

The Cowey regis-

ters from 5 to 40
and 10-60 miles
per hour. Price

£4/4/0.

The Stewart registers up
to 60 milts per hour,

£2/15/0," ditto with Trip
Recorder, £3/10/0. The Jones registers up to 60
miles per hour, £3/3/0, ditto with Trip Recorder,

£4/4/0.

" CGVEROLE." For Repairing Leaky Petrol

Tanks, Pipes, Unions, etc.

Directions.

For Worn Unions.—Paint the
treads and cone liberally with
Coverole, screw up tightly, and
give a final application to the
outside.

For Cracked Pipes, etc,—Smear
a piece of paper, canvas, tape, or
similar material with Coverole,

and wrap tightly round the pipe.

Price 1/-. Postage ad.

PWetrotTaitlis W$S

THE H.H. HUNT BELT
PUNCH AND CUTTER.

• Both the cutter and punch
are easily removable for

sharpening, and either can
. be immediately renewed at
i the cost of a few pence.

—

,
this is an advantage not to

be obtained in any other

j

punch.

Suitable for all size belts.

Price 5/-. Postage 2d

*$ THE HUNT TOOL BAS.

Size g| x 5 X 41 in.

With Pockets for Oiler

Plugs and Springs.

Price 7/6. Postage 40".

IOO page ii lustrated catalogue post free.
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COLONIAL AGENTS! ^E^^to t£e

In the 1912 REX-JAP motor cycle, we
have endeavoured to produce a motor

cycle that will give - satisfactory service

under all conditions—a motor cycle with

the speed, power, hill-climbing ability, and

reliability so essential for comfortable

touring—and the letters of appreciation

we are receiving every day from

PRIVATE OWNERS prove that our

effort has been successful.

OUR AGENCY PROPOSITION
will interest every Colonial Dealer

—

we
shall deal direct with the Agent—and
cannot consider applications from Mer-
chants or Factors. With regard to

delivery, upon receipt of order, by letter

or cable, we can ship any model within
three weeks.

—May we send you a supply of Cata-

logues and Literature, and our special

Agency Terms ?

The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., HIT Birmingham.

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
PALMERCORD&OTHER TYRES

shows itself in the mileage. Read the following
letter, which is a typical example of :: :: :: :: :: ::

PALMER
DURABILITY

Plymouth, March 7th, 1912.
Extract of letter from A. E. Dyson, Esq.

. . . I have since done 8,000 miles, not 500 of -which, distance has been
done without sidecar, and am only now fitting a new cover owing to a gash
in "wall of tyre through riding over a lot of unrolled stones in the dark. I

have had about five punctures, and I should think, bar the gash, the tyre

would be good for at least another 1,000 miles on back wheel. Anyway,
experience is the best test, and in future you may depend my tyres will be
Palmers. Bear in mind our Devonshire and Coinish roads are not level

tarred roads as around London, but in the majority of cases are very hilly

with a loose granite surface.

Write for Price List of 3 grades of Palmer Motor Cycle Tyres and the Privateer.

The Palmer Tyre, Ltd.,

119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W C.

Motor Cycle Tyre Dept. : 103, St. John Street, Clerkenwetl, E.>

.

In answerino these advertisements it is desirable to mention.
J
he Motor Cycle."
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The International Motor Cycle Tourist Trophy Races.

—

soon after Captain Davidson, the Rev. K. P. Greenhill, and
Major Lindsay Lloyd, with the measuring instruments
(which, by the way, are the invention of Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough), followed.

in excellent sportsman, and it is good Lo be able to record
his win. He is quite impartial as to his choice of makes,
as he rides all kinds of machines, and does not continually
pin his faith to one firm. Of the two Forwards entered
both finished, one third^and the other fifth, while Cox has

The winner, W. H. Bashall (2J h.p. Douglas), cros ing the finishing line. His average speed throughout was 39"65 m.p.h. The excellent lap scoring Doara is

plainly discernible on the left.

Soon after it was announced that the victorious Douglases
did not exceed 350 c.c, which statement was received with
cheers. To Kickham went the honour of having made the
fastest lap. as he had covered the fourth round at the rate

of 41.76 miles an hour, while Bashall's lap had been covered
at the rate of 41.23. Truly we owe a debt of gratitude to
Major Lloyd for bringing his calculating machine with him,
thus enabling the speeds to have been so promptly given out.

The win was a most popular one. We are intimately
acquainted with Douglas machines, both past and present,
and are thus fully au fait with their worth. We have
followed the progress of the firm since its earliest days.
It has deserved success, and we are delighted that success
has been obtained. W. H. Bashall is a keen amateur and

now held third place for two years running. Petty, oii

one of the smallest engines in the race, came in seventh, and
his Singer was the first of the single-cylinders to finish. New-
man had indeed hard luck, and but for his burst would
have probably finished high up in the list. Evans, last

year's winner, had more troubles than he could remember,
but he stuck gamely to his task, and the fact that he
finished earns him our congratulations. Ellis at one point

during the race lost all the screws out of his timing gear

case except two. He cut some wood plugs and fitted them
in the holes to replace the screws that were missing, and
the fact that he finished sixth is proof that he wasted
no time. This is a very good example of British grit and
perseverance.

JUNIOR T.T. LAP TIMES AND RESULTS AT A GLANCE.

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11

Name. Make.
No.
of

Cyls.

Bore and
Stroke,

mm.
Gear.

1st Lap.

h. m. s.

2nd Lap.

h. m. s.

3rd Lap.

h. m. s.

4th Lap.

h.-in. s.

Total.
h. m. s.

Speed,

m.p.h.

W. H. Bashall

E. Kickham .

,

H. J. Cox
J. Stewart. . .

.

P. W. Owen .

.

R, Ellis

H. Petty

J. Haslam . .

.

E. V. Pratt .

.

H. Newman .

.

P. J. Evans . .

.

D. O'Donovan

J. T. Bashall..

R. G. Mundy .

S. L. Bailey .

D. M. Brown
J. H. Watson
N. Dr Shatter

M. Stoeffel....

W. Creyton .

.

Douglas .'.'.'..".

Douglas
Forward
Douglas
Forward
N.U.T
Singer

Douglas
O.K. Precision

Ivy-Precision .

Humber
Singer

Humber

Douglas
Douglas
Humber
Humber
Alcyon
Alcyon
Humber

2-

2

2

2

1

1

2

61 x
61 x
56 x
61 x
56 x
53 x
69 x
61 x
70 x
70 x
60 x
69 x

61 x 60

61 x 60
61 x 60
60 x 60
60 x 60
65 x 105

65 x 105
61 x 60

Douglas 2-sp.

Douglas 2-sp.

S.A. 3-sp. .

Douglas 2-sp.

S.A. 3-sp. .

A.T. 3-sp. .

.

S.A. 3-sp. .

Douglas 2-sp.

S.A. 3-sp. .

Brampton . .

,

A.T. 3-sp. .

.

S.A. 3-sp. .

.

A.T. 3-sp. . .

.

Douglas 4-sp.

Douglas 2-sp.

A.T. 3-sp. .

.

A.T. 3-sp. .

.

Alcyon 2-sp.

Alycon 2-sp.

A.T

1 2 10
1 2 56
1 10 28
1 24 21

1 12 22
1 17 5

1 23 29

1 25 35
1 17 18

1 2 34
2 14 31

1 11 54

1 32 51

1 58 34
. 59 10

1 46 2

' 56 51

. 59 3

59 5

1 5-40
1 10 28
1 7 45
19 8

1 26 31

1 11 55
59 55

1 10 12

1 29

54
55 44
59 58

40
5 55
5 38
6 39
4 55

1 34 12

2 22 15

17 27

53 58
*53 53
56 58
58 23

9

46 59
51 36
6 29

29 4
31 54
32 26
42 19

5

15 39

22 27
43 21
gave out

39.65
38.86
36.51
33.45
33.10
33.03
31.88
29 .92

28.51
27.91
26.21

also

1 3

1 1 58
1 3 3

13 4
1 12 14

57 43

1 17 27 1 11 13

1 2S 57 Six plugs

inlet valve trouble

Lubrication and tyre

troubles, sooted plugs.

2 25 47 Puncture on mountain road
Retired at Hairpin, stripped gears

Pulley bearing

Timing gear trouble, Keppel Gate
Gear trouble, Crosby
Valve broke, tool; two hours to dismount it

Retired, seized engine, Keppel Gate •

Reference to Gears.—S.A. 3-sp. = Stur-mey-Archer 3-speed; A.T. 3-sp. = Armstrong-Triplex 3-speed; Brampton-
variable pulley^ *Fast3St lap..

Brampton
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IMPRESSIONS OF THE RACE FROM QUARTER BRIDGE.

LAST year Quarter Bridge was considered to be the

most difficult and dangerous corner on the course,

as it possesses a right-angled bend immediately fol-

lowing a fairly steep descent from Woodlands.
Lately the Manx Highway Board have at considerable

expense widened the road over the bridge, and though
competitors in practice had taken liberties as a consequence,

the cornering at Quarter Bridge was conspicuous for the
care displayed. A big crowd assembled at this point.

The First Fall.

In the very first lap M. Stoeffel (Alcyon), who, by the
way, could not speak a word of English, dashed up to the
corner without slackening speed and fell heavily. This was
surely a bad start less than a minute from the word " Go,"
especially as his machine caught fire momentarily at the
start, and he was very slow in getting away by means of

the clutch. Bailey (Douglas), who started favourite, Harri-
son Watson (Humber), Newman (Ivy-Precision), Gox
(Forward), and Harry Bashall (Douglas) were among the
best corner men. J. Stewart (Douglas), the Irish rider, and
Robert Ellis (N.U.T.-Moto-Reve) took matters very steadily,

and did not encroach beyond the centre of the road—which
perhaps was a good fault.

excitement naturally ran high among a little party
consisting of the Messrs. Douglas, Arnand, and others at
Quarter Bridge.
Cox was going splendidly, but his riding position, with

back almost erect, caused some comment. One could hardly
believe that Bashall could have stopped six times and yet
obtained second position. An idea of the wet state of the
roads was gained by the bespattered condition of the com-
petitors and their machines. There was again a long inter-

val, and great surprise was evinced at the absence of
the Humber team. These riders, it was subsequently learned,
were the victims of extraordinarily bad luck, Evans, for

instance, the most fancied rider, having a number of stops
for plug, belt, and tyre troubles.

A Long Wait.
Then followed four or five riders, but the thinning of the

ranks had robbed the race of a great deal of interest, and
the ordinary spectator was getting bored. This state of
affairs got worse as time progressed, for the gaps became
longer and longer, and the riders still in the running fewer
and fewer. The crowd became somewhat careless, and re-

sented the appeals to keep the course clear whilst no ridei

was in sight. Bailey was anxiously awaited, as the tim*
he was due passed by but Kickham had gained the lead.

Harry Bashall (2; h.p. Douglas) at Quarter Bridge, where a big crowd collected. Observe the condition of the road on the first two laps.

Most of the three-speed riders changed to the middle
gear on approaching the corner, mainly in order to get
away more quickly on releasing the valve lifter.

Where Some Riders Failed.

Some were very tardy in picking up speed, and un-

doubtedly the majority were too anxious to get in the top
gear. The winner was a notable exception ; he kept his

low gear in and raced his engine until it attained a con-

tinuous buzz; certainly the speed would be 30 m.p.h. before

the high gear went home.
Reports came to hand that Stoeffel had stopped again near

Braddon, and a mile or two further Slatter had an enforced

stop. There was a long period of waiting after all the
starters had gone by, and in some ways it was unfortunate
that the course was so long and the competitors so few.

At last the riders came round again, but in much slower

time than had been expected. The sticky state of the roads

between Quarter Bridge and Ramsey troubled them a great

deal. Bailey, the Australian, was first round, having passed
Evans, the Junior T.T. holder ; then followed Kickham,
who started eighth and had stopped at the Woodlands depot

;

Newman, on the single-cylinder Ivy-Precision, and Bashall,

the fourteenth; and, after a gap, Cox (Forward). Douglas
riders had thus gained an early and convincing lead, so

hotly pressed by young Newman, whose reputation foi

winning hill-climbs had gained him many admirers. Next
came Bashall, Cox, Petty (Singer), Ellis (N.U.T.), Stewart
(Douglas), and Owen (Forward).

Speed and Reliability of the Twins.
The twins were demonstrating their, speed and reliability

thus early, for only two single-cylinder riders were now in

the running.
The order on the third lap was unchanged, with the excep-.

tion that Newman had to give up his duel with Kickham,
as he dropped back considerably owing to a burst tyre, and
Ellis (N.U.T.) had overtaken and passed Petty (Singer),

and Owen (Forward) had crept up a place. How slowly the

time passed for those who with pent-up feelings watched
for the survivors on the last lap of the thirty-seven and a

half miles course can be better imagined than described.

When again Kickham, Bashall, and Cox passed in the order
named, it was seen that these three would count the winner
among them.
Bashall started after Kickham, and had 6m. in hand.

Three private owners fighting out a battle of their own is

indeed a new feature of T.T. races, and each is deserving

of the greatest credit. Their success was most popular.

G.S
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DONLOP BELTS are made in five sizes: I", }", i", 1", and 1 i"

lengths, from 7' 6" to 9'. Prices from 1s. 9d to 3s Id. per foot.

Full particulars of tyres, belts, etc., in catalogue, post free.

The DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE CO., LTD., Aston Cross,

Alma Street, COVENTRY.
Branches—London, Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle,

Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

BIRMINGHAM;

Bristol, Leeds,

Tr> answering (hi* advertisement it is desirable to mention " The, Motor Cycle.
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Dougla
Douglas
Douglas
Douglas
DOUGLAS BROS., Kingswood, BRISTOL
Telegrams—" Douglas, KingswcooV' Telephone—No. 51«

London—336, Goswell Road, E.G.

^.iim^m—« mm IMI I H|||M«MI«MM—1MB——llllll*
B14 In answering this advertisement it is desirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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OBSERVATIONS AT CREG WILLEY AND CRONK-Y-BODDY.

AT 8 a.m. I made a start for my allotted position on
the course (Creg Willey's hill), and on my way out,
though no rain was falling, some very dangerous
patches of grease had to be traversed, especially

under the trees and round sheltered corners. I selected a
point on the sharp right-hand bend to watch the corner
work, and almost directly afterwards a heavy rainstorm
came on, which continued till most of the competitors had
passed on their first lap.

At a quarter past ten exactly, the roar of a perfectly-

tuned twin was heard approaching, and immediately after-

wards Bailey shot by on his Douglas. He took the corner
fast and close in, and disappeared up the hill with a final

roar. Next came Petty's Singer, which was naturally not
quite so fast, as it was handicapped by its engine size.

Both Petty . and O'Donovan (also on a Singer) had service-

able looking belt guards, which must have proved particu-

larly useful on the first lap. Then came Stewart and Kick-
ham on Douglases, the latter going particularly well, fol-

lowed in quick succession by Newman (Ivy-Precision), Cox
(Forward), and Brown and Watson (Humbers).
Brown stopped before the crest of the hill to shorten his

belt and tighten up a plug terminal. This, however, did
not take him long, and he was off again in a few minutes.
The next few machines passed at longish- intervals. W. H.
Bashall was particularly noticeable on account of his pace.

Evans came along in the twelfth position, and when he
passed his engine was missing fire, owing to plug trouble
which dogged him all day. Mundy, who was riding the
new four-speed Douglas, came up the hill on rather too

high a gear, and the engine never attained its maximum
revolutions.

A Well-tuned Engine.

Pratt (O.K. -Precision) was travelling well, and his

machine had a clean healthy bark, denoting a well-tuned
engine. By this time the sun was shining brightly, and
with the help of a good stiff breeze the road surface was
rapidly improving.
Moving to the fast stretch of road which lies between

the top of the hill and Cronk-y-Boddy, I caught the sound
of a racing single approaching. Could it be Petty's Singer,

worked up to first place in the second lap ? There was
quite a flutter of excitement amongst the little crowd of

spectators gathered at the cross roads, near the village, as

a head and shoulders appeared over the crest of the hill.

It turned out to be Stoefiel on his Alcyon, still on his first

lajp. He came down the straight very fast, but wobbled
slightly. 'A few minutes after he had passed, Bailey flashed

by again at a great speed, his spare belt dangling danger-
ously behind. However, he appeared to be quite conscious

of the fact, for he looked round and continued on his

course. After an interval of about ten minutes Kickham
came by, also travelling very fast.

: There was a strongish wind on this section of the course

blowing at the riders' backs, which considerably improved
their speed. Newman ran third in this 'lap, the speed of

his single-cylinder machine astonishing everyone. W. H.
Bashall came fourth, and he cheerily waved his hand as he
rushed by and disappeared on the down slope. He had
picked up five places, and was going particularly strongly.

Cox came next, the quietness of his exhaust giving one
the entirely fictitious idea that he was travelling slowly.
Then O'Donovan went by, his little Singer engine (one of the
smallest in the race) turning over at a wonderful speed.
Ellis (N.U.T.) had gained six places, and appeared to be
travelling fast and quietly. ' Petty was still well up, but
had dropped a place or two. Pratt was going well, and
Evans passed with his engine still missing fire.

The competitors had now spread out a good deal, and
it was not long before Kickham passed on his third lap,

followed, after a short interval, by W. H. Bashall. These
two, followed by Cox, had now taken up. the positions
in which they finished, Bashall winning on the difference
of starting times. What had become of Bailey ? Had his

spare belt got in the back wheel and given him a nasty
spill, we wondered ? There was some anxiety shown, and
we were quite relieved when we heard that he was safe
and sound, though hung up with gear trouble on the
mountain road.

A Piece of Bad LucK.
The race now became decidedly dull from a spectacu-

lar point of view as the riders passed singly and at long
intervals. This decided me to make a move, and by fol-

lowing devious byways, chiefly noticeable for their entire
lack of surface and awful grease, I eventually arrived at
Ballacraine corner in time to see the seventh competitor
pass on his third lap. This proved to be Owen (Forward),
who took the corner carefully and got away in style on
the up slope. O'Donovan followed, and then, after a
longish interval, came Newman, riding very slowly and
wobbling terribly, and it was soon evident that his back
tyre was flat. He pulled up at the corner for repairs, and
having hastily removed the rear wheel, he repaired the
damage and made a fine effort to catch those who had
Eassed him. This, however, he was unable to do, as a
urst tube takes some time to repair. This was a piece

of extraordinarily bad luck, as he was running third, and
but for the accident would undoubtedly have been the
first single-cylinder rider to finish. As it was, this honour
fell to Harold Petty, whose little Singer performed
extremely well.

The Pick-up of a 2f h.p. Twin.
Haslam (Douglas) took the corner carefully, but shot away

directly he had got round. It is a noticeable fact that in
these days of variable gears and change speed devices cor-

ners can be taken with more caution and yet without the
loss of valuable time, for the pick up of a modern 2| h.p.
machine on a low gear is nothing short of marvellous. Kick-
ham held the lead at- Ballacraine Corner on the last lap,

followed by W. H. Bashall, both going as well as on the
first circuit. Next came J. T. Bashall (Humber) still on
his third lap, and, as usual, Pratt's yellow O.K. -Precision
attracted our attention. Time was now getting on, and as

I particularly wished to see some of the finish I rushed off
.

again, and after more execrable side roads reached Douglas
just after the first three machines had finished. I saw very
little trouble, and fortunately no accidents. What incidents
I did see were almost entirely confined to belts at Creg
Willey on the first lap, and poor Newman's burst tyre,

H.D.T.

THE RACE AS SEEN FROM THE RAMSEY DEPOT.

THE Ramsey depot is not usually regarded as one of

the most interesting points from which to view the
T.T., but it was very promising at the start of the
Junior Race this year. The main road from Sulby

to Douglas runs through the centre of Ramsey in the form
of a soundly macadamised loop, but the racing course takes

a. short cut via a private road, which has never been pro-

perly metalled. This year the private road (some 300 yards
in length) was in truly execrable condition, great pools of

water three or four inches deep alternating with sludgy
puddles and hard ridges. It is impossible to imagine
a more diabolical bit of going for racing purposes.

.

About 9 a.m. the roadmen set to work to sweep the.

water off the road with heavy brushes, but towards 10 a.m.
a great storm, which had been hovering over Snaefell, burst
upon us, and the only possible plan was to telephone across
to Douglas that the men might ride on the footpath. This

permission introduced a certain gymkhana element. The
cinder path (4ft. 6in. wide) had to be mounted at an angle,
where a formidable stone wall awaited the unlucky Jehu who
miscalculated his swerve off the road ; then it flattened out
to cross a by-street, and where it began again was well
guarded by pools and sludge. Then it ran for 200 yards along
some iron railings, through which daring urchins constantly
thrust their heads, and finally the riders had to charge down
off the path again on to the road at the start of a sharp
uphill curve.

As we stood patiently in the driving rain,, waiting for

the first arrivals, prophecy ran riot, and the general opinion
was thus early in favour of a Douglas win, as their com-
bined drive employs a large counter-shaft pulley, and so
minimises belt slip. Consequently, we were not surprised
when the first distant rattle proved to be Bailey, 'who roared •

past at- a great speed with his spare belt trailing in the
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mud, having covered his first twenty-five miles in 35 mins.
This was equal to a 52£ minute circuit, and was very
creditable considering the perilous road conditions ; some
twenty miles out of the thirty-seven were bad enough to

excuse an expert's side-slipping at touring speeds.

Kickham was the next man through, his nett time being
half a minute better than Bailey's, and the Douglas backers

' were already shaking hands. As the procession roared
through, VV. Bashall and Rex Mundy (also on Douglas
machines) were lying third and fourth, with Newman (Pre-

cision) and Creyton (Plumber) fifth and sixth respectively.

We could hear the shrill reverberating rattle of the exhausts
dying away up into the mountain for a good three minutes
after a machine had passed, and, judging by ear, W.
Bashall, Newman, and Kickham were travelling best above
the hairpin.

Dodging the Bunkers.
Meantime there was plenty of sensation under our very

noses. Harrison Watson pulled up with a dead taut belt of

large section absolutely refusing to grip, and lost five

minutes drying out. Cox preferred the road to the path,
,and got through in clouds ot spray with a racing engine and
much plunging in the sludge. Petty quitted the footpath
too soon, and had to stop just as he struck the hill, for his
belt was swamped and his plugs flooded. O'Donovan came
through very slowly, and managed to dodge all the bunkers.
J. T. Bashall pulled up sadly, and cleaned both his plugs.

When engines are racing continuously for twenty-five miles
(as most straight-through belt drives did on the first lap) it

is difficult to lubricate with accuracy. W. H. Bashall made
an electrifying transit, narrowly missing- the wall as he
mounted the footpath.

1 Creyton, like several others, shorted his plugs and got his

belt slipping in the "water jumps"—at one time there were
five or six men stalled with drowned machines, but they all

got away by mopping the wet off the porcelains. Slatter

was the only starter who never reached us, though Evans,
Watson, Brown, Stewart, Haslam, and Stoeffel were all very
late. The latter's clothing was all cut about.

On the second lap Bailey shot through faster than ever,

and made a magnificent recovery from a hair-raising wobble
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M. Stoeffel (2 J h.p. Alcyon) fell at his first attempt to round the corner at

Quarter Bridge. He is seen straightening the handle-bars.

when he dropped off the footpath. As we afterwards learnt,

he stripped his gears whilst changing up just above the

hairpin. W. H. Bashall was now neck and neck with the

Australian on nett time, and the latter's misfortune pre-

maturely ended a most promising duel.

Bashall took the footpath more cautiously than on the

first round, but the sun was now shining again, and, aided

by a strong wind , the roads were drying fast. Newman and

Blf>

Kickham were pressing the leaders hard, but this quartet

had drawn well away from the field. Nobody got stuck in

the sludge and water on this round
;

quite half the men
kept in the centre of the road, but they took their bath at

touring pace, instead of racing into it as before.

Two or three men replenished their tanks at the depot,

and Pratt on the O.K.-Precision overhauled his compres-

1

S. L. Bailey (Douglas) taking the Gooseneck at speel.

sion thoroughly, renewing his valve cap washers, and adjust-

ing his exhaust tappet. He had lost half his front brake
clip, and as his rear brake shoe was glazed he was finding

the corners anxious work.

Evans explained his requiring 2| hours for the first sixty-

two miles by saying he had stopped seventeen times,

chiefly due to constant belt troubles and the wet state of the

roads. Bailey, in spite of his speedy running (63 miles in

94m.), stopped three times in the first round and twice in

his incomplete second. The Australian looked bitterly dis-

appointed at his hard luck.

A High Speed Reliability Trial.

On the third lap W. H. Bashall and Kickham were quite

out by themselves, and as the conditions had improved, the

remaining forty-nine miles resolved themselves into a high
speed reliability trial between the two Douglas cracks, with
Cox hanging doggedly on, readv to avail himself - of any
slackening. Nobody was within fifteen minutes of these

three. J. T. : Bashall wobbled in over the.Sulby grease

to retire with his back tyre punctured, but was more than
consoled when he heard that his brother had a cosy lead.

Ellis came in quite coolly, and managed to take a huge
bite out of a wad of sandwiches, even im the act of re-

starting. The marshals were uneasy at seeing. him take a

dirty belt on board, which he claimed to have left behind

on the first lap.

News now came in that " Duggie " Brown's pulley bear-

ing had given out on the mountain, and that Newman's
absence w.as due to a tyre burst (place unknown). Stewart

again took the water jumps too fast, and sustained a stop

on the awkward slope, where restarting was exhausting.

Pratt's engine was once again compressionless and blowing

through at its joints, but he was uncommonly smart at re-

placing the washers, and his yellow machine barked away
again in good form.

We now settled ourselves to watch the final of the Bashall-

Kickham duel, and the excitment was intense when they

rounded the wide sweep into the town almost simultaneously.

Bashall pulled up, waving frantically, while Kickham shot

through along the footpath, crouching so low that he, almost

disappeared into his tank fillers. Bashall only wanted a can

of oil emptied into his tank, and shot away again after.

a

lightning stop with practically the whole of his starting

allowance (six minutes) in hand of Kickham. This was

nearly enough to ensure a win if he had to coast down from
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Snaefell Summit, and when the telephone announced that

thr pair had passed the Bungalow within two minutes of

Ken other, we knew that a double-barrel Douglas win only

Emended on the correctness oi their engine dimensions.

Cox was nearly fifteen minutes behind, and the disquali-

fication of the leaders was, therefore, bis only hope. L'his

Comparatively little known man is a really fine rider, the

CONCERNING THE WINNER AND HIS MACHINE

IT
was our pleasant duty to congratulate an old friend

upon winning the Junior T.T. W. H. Bashall, of

Ockham, Surrey, is an amateur motor cyclist and ear

driver, and has had a most varied experience of all

forms of motor vehicles. This was his fifth appearance in

T.T. races, a previous sue- ^^agjaawmmiB^" '
' - .
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others were miserably tailed out, and, as usual, the con-

eluding stages excited very little interest.

A visit to Sulby Bridge proved that for once this ill-

omened corner occasioned no excitement, except for Mundy's

belt coming off when another rider was oil his heels
:

while

the solitary thrill enjoyed by the crowd at the hairpin was

Bailey's mournful coup de grace, received when he looked

like a winner. H.H.I).

ceis being second position

in the 1908 race, when he

rode a 5-6 Bat-Jap. Bashall

is a rider of fine physique

and scales 13 stones, so that

the manner in which his

little Douglas sped over the

ground is all the more
remarkable.
We were astonished to

learn that he stopped six

times in the first lap, due
to mud being thrown on to

the back plug by the belt.

Despite this handicap; he

was second on time. He
stopped again in the second

lap to fill up with petrol

and oil at the Woodlands
depot, Douglas, his • only

other stop being for oil at

Ramsey on the _ last lap.

His chances of the trophy
were almost jeopardised

by this shortage of

lubricating oil, which caused
him to resort to the low
gear for five miles. The
jyar ratios, by the way,
were 41 and 7| to 1. He
was not aware of his' posi-

tion until at Ramsey on the

last lap, where Alec Ross
told him that Kickham
was leading him by a minute. After that, Bashall

told us, he rode as he had never ridden before 111 any

T.T., which will be best understood by those who

know his' dash and daring. He further confided to us that

the 350 c.c. Douglas was as fast as his last year's 585 c.e.

Senior twin.

Harry Bashall, the winner, being carried shoulder high by W. W. Douglas

and A. J. Sproston.

It is an interesting fact that, although he dashed through

the mud and grease, he experienced no sign of belt slip

whatever—a testimony to the big driving pulley.

Bashall related one or two amusing incidents of the race.

He started with his breeches pocket full of tools, but these

chafed on the tank, wore a

hole through the cloth, and
one by one dropped out on

the road. Once when he

stopped to clean a plug the

rag he was using burst into

flames. Another incident

of his eventful ride was
when dropping down the

mountain road at a mile

a minute speed.

He was gradually over-

hauling P. J. Evans on the

Humber, who was responding
to the aupeal of the French-
man, Stoeft'el, for an inner

tube, and just as Evans
threw it overboard, Bashall,

dashing along in the rear,

caught it on his toe and
carried it along some dis-

tance. As regards the run-

ning of his horizontal

twiii, it behaved faultlessly

throughout, and if anything
was faster at the finish than

at the start. It is safe to

say that there has never

been a more popular winner

of any Tourist Trophy. The
enthusiasm w-as tremendous,
and Bashall was lifted shoul-

der high as soon as he

dismounted his faithful

Douglas. In the evening

the scenes of enthusiasm at the Palace, Douglas, when the

trophy was presented by the Clerk of the Rolls will be

remembered for a long time to come. The winner's Douglas

had an Amac carburetter, Hutchinson tyres, Bosch mag-

neto, Lyso belt ; whilst Pratt's spirit and Price's oil were

also used.

THE GYMKHANA
On Saturday afternoon a gymkhana was held on Belle

Vue Racecourse in aid of the Isle of Man hospitals. There

was plenty of fun, and everybody enjoyed himself to the

full. The' first event was a to-and-fro race. 1st, Vernon

Taylor (Rudge). In the. lifebelt event, Vernon Taylor was

again first in. the foot race, but only finished second in the

belt fixing. In the cigarette-lighting race the competitors

had to race over an allotted distance to ladies, who pro-

vided cigarettes and matches, and had to light the former,

in this Taylor was first, Fenn second, and Woodhouse third.

The next item on the programme was a potato planting-

race, in which ladies in sidecars had to put potatoes in

Hower pots. J. Jones (Bradbury sc.) was first, Eric Myers

(Scott sc.) second, and Hugh Gibson (Bradbury sc.) third.

Myers was riding a new Scott sidecar, beautifully sprung

and extraordinarily comfortable. The writer had a ride in

it round the track, and found it the most comfortable in

which he had ever sat.

Next came a duel on the track, W. G. McMmmes
(Triumph' versus W. Douglas (Douglas), in which the

Triumph proved an easy^ victor. The track was of grass

and verv soft and rutty in one corner.

During the afternoon the Douglas riders, who turned up

in red caps and red sashes, were persuaded to run a one-

design race. Early in this Stewart had a bad toss and

rolled over and over, but with better success than A. H.

Priestley, who before the gymkhana started had a nasty

spill, and dislocated his shoulder. W. H. Bashall held

the first place all through, and finished first with Bailey

second, but both had a tumble after passing the finishing

line. Quite an amusing event was the three-mile motor-

paced cycle race, Alec Ross (champion of Scotland 1880)

v. George King (six hours' record holder 1887). Ross was

conspicuous for what lie did not wear and King for what

he did. Ross came in an easy winner. The gymkhana
closed with a tug-of-war, single-cylinder riders verms twins.

in which the twins were victorious. Twenty pounds, it was

said, were cleared for the. hospitals.

A mogt regrettable accident occurred during the practising on

the Thursday. John Gibson, a sportsman of the best type, had

travelled down Bray Hill at a good speed on his Trump-
Jap, when a car driver unexpectedly backed out of a side

road across his path. Poor Gibson did his best to avoid the

car, but unfortunately hit the front wing. He was taken to

hospital where it was found he had a fractured skull and

other minor injuries. He has been steadily improving, we
are glad to say. and his condition on Tuesday gave h<

for recovery.

hope
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THE SENIOR RACE.
HIGH SPEEDS. FINE RIDING.

THE morning or the great race was none too promising
as regards Weather. A cold north-westerly wind
was blowing, it had rained in the early morning,
and mis* hung heavy on the mountains. Fortu-

nately, however, greasy patches were comparatively few in

number, and th j stvong wind was in favour of the coin-

Lining up lor the stari. No. 1, J. R. Hasweli (Triumph); No. 2, J. R. Alevan ler

(Indian) and W. Helton (Dot-Jap). In the foreground is Mr. J. R. Nisb it,

clerk of the course ; at the extreme left Mr. T. W. Loughborough, and next to

him the timekeepers, Messrs. F. T. Bidlake and A. V. Ebbiewhite.

petitors up from Ramsey and down from the Bungalow.
The preliminaries were much the same as on Friday last,

the only difference being an increased number of spectators

and the bettei preservation of order on the course. The
competitors were roped off from the crowd, and marshals
with two ropes—one each side of the road—kept people from
encroaching on the men at the start.

Hasweli (Triumph) was given the word "go" punctually

at 10 a.m. J. R. Alexander (Indian) got away well, and
so did Heaton (Dot), who was the oldest rider in the race.

N. F. Holder's (Blumfield) engine fired immediately and
had a clean, healthy bark. Hart-Davies (Triumph) had a

gummy and refractory engine, which required a long, strong

push to make it fire. Applebee (Scott), with his father

looking proudly on, essayed a start on low gear from a

standstill, but in his haste he stopped the engine ; it

restarted at the second kick. Philipp (Scott) was more
successful, and got away in excellent form. Garrett (Regal-

Green) was the funny man among the competitors. He,
as also did Woodhouse, wore an elaborate blue garter on
the left knee. When Franklin (Indian) got away just before

him, accelerating splendidly, with his engine emitting a

healthy roar, Garrett facetiously complained of the noise,

and later, when he had a stop during the race, he shook
hands with a spectator and wished him good-bye.

Bolton's Rudge was in absolutely new condition and
looked wonderfully smart. 'Griffith, on Watson's Humber,
looked too lightly clad for a long race on a cool morning,
wearing a leather waistcoat, flannel trousers, and no
gloves.

Pettv, next came up with his Singer with its musical release

valve, at which someone remarked, " Hence the machine
evidently derives its name." Ware (Zenith) started on one
cylinder, but the other quickly chimed in. By this time
news came to hand that Hasweli, J. R. Alexander, Applebee,
Philipp, Blumfield, Heaton, Garrett, and Franklin were at

intervals passing Ramsey. Next Bailey, calmly smoking a

cigarette, came up to the start. The brothers Collier went
off amid the hearty cheers of the crowd. Then came Mundy
(Singer), and last of all started Jamieson (Singer) and Kick-
ham (Douglas).

1. F.

2. F.

3. J.

4. H
5. S.

6. H

111. s m.p.h.
46 31 = 48.37

45 64 = 47.87
48 20 = 46.55
48 32

48 £6

49

ANOTHER BRITISH SUCCESS.
Just after the latter had left, Hasweli was announced to

have passed the Bungalow, up to which point no one had
overtaken him. Soon after he arrived, travelling splendidly,
followed by the redoubtable Applebee, whose stand was
trailing. All appeared to be going well, and among them
Bailey's gallant little Douglas was conspicuous.

Order of First Lap.
The order of the first six past the post on time was :

Speed
Rider and machine.

A. Applebee (Scott) ...

Philipp (Scott)

R. Hasweli (Triumph)
. Mason (Matchless)
F. Garrett (Regal-Green)

. A. Collier (Matchless

In the first lap procession Griffith passed with a broken
footrest. News came to hand that Mason, who was fourth in

the first lap, had had a fire at Ramsey, but had gone on.
However, he was never seen again at Woodlands. A. S.

Jones (Rudge) was reported to have left his machine at Hil-
berry and to be walking towards the finish. It was long
before he arrived, and when he did turn up he told dire tales

of a broken valve which had jammed in the cylinder and a

broken plug.

A Disqualification.

Mundy stopped near the timing box through lubrication
troubles. The oil refused to flow into the crank case. Hart-
Davies was reported to have retired at Ramsey owing to a

seized engine, but, to the great astonishment of everyone, he
turned up on the next lap and succeeded in finishing. He-
was disqualified, however, after the race as he took in petrol

outside a depot. Bailey was announced to have had a broker
chain near Ramsey, to have repaired it, and to have
continued.

The Second Lap Order.

* Rider and machine.
1. F. A. Applebee (Scott)

2. F. Philipp (Scott)

3. J. R. Hasweli (Triumph)
4. C. B. Franklin (Indian)
5. H. A. Collier (Matchless)
6. H. Reed (Dot)

Lap speed
m.p.h.h. m. s.

.. 1 32 33 = 48.88
.. 1 35 37 = 46.39

.. 1 36 26 = 46.87

.. 1 37 11

.. 1 38 21

.. 1 38 57

J. L. Emerson. (Norton) and I. B. Hart-Davies (Triumph) on the footpath at Ramsey,
in order to avoid a bad stretch of road.
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J. W. Blumfield (4 h.p. Blumfield) leaving Ramsey.

The two Scotts seemed to have established themselves as

first and second, Mason had retired, and Garrett had lost

his place. Franklin had got up to the fourth position,

while H. A. Collier and Reed began to creep up towards
_lhe top of the list. Just about this point in the race, P. W.
Owen (Norton), who had not been seen~for the first lap, at

last appeared, having taken 2h. 25m. 28s. to make one
circuit. In the third lap, Applebee, whose stand was in

position on the second lap, was again trailing this part of

his machine on the ground.
Haswell rode close behind him. Hart-Davies appeared to

be going well on this lap.

Third Lap.

Rider and machine. h. m. s.

Lap speed
m.p.h.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

F.

F.

J.

H.
C.

C.

A. Applebee (Scott)

Philipp (Scott)

R. Haswell (Triumph) ...

A. Collier (Matchless) ...

R. Collier (Matchless) '

...

R. Martin (Triumph) ...

2 18 4

2 22 3

2 22 52
2 26 33
2 29 31
2 30 38

49.44*

48.47
48.47

*Fastest lap of the day.

The first three, it will be noticed, kept their places.

Franklin dropped out owing to a buckled w^heel caused by
a fall on Bray Hill, and gave the fourth place to H. A.
Collier, who was greeted with applause when he next passed

the timing box. C. R. Collier also crept up into fifth

place, with Martin (Triumph) sixth.

Fourth Lap.

3.

4.

5.

6.

h. m. s.

3 4 40
3 8 55

3 10 59
3 14 48
3 19 15
3 20 38

Lap speed,

m.p.h.
48.97
48.01
46.76

Rider and machine.
1. F. A. Applebee (Scott)

2. F. Philipp (Scott)

J. R. Haswell (Triumph)
H. A. Collier (Matchless)

C. R. -Collier (Matchless)
D. C. Bolton (Rudge)

It will be seen that the order of the first five remains
unaltered, but carburetter and other troubles put Martin
back and gave the sixth place to D. C. Bolton, who had
earned it by his consistent running. Bolton, however,
retired later with a broken valve. Griffith (H umber)
managed to complete four laps satisfactorily, and then ran
out of petrol on the mountain and had to retire. The final

results will be seen in the lap table on next page

W. Heaton (3J h.p. Dot-Jap) and 1. B. Hart-Davies (3£ h.p. Triumph) at the hairpin on Snaefeli
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A WelUdeserved Victory.
Applebee carried oft the trophy after a hard fight and

ivell-aeserved victory. Haswell showed by being beaten
only by 6m. 54s. that the day of the single-cylinder is not

yet over. Had not Philipp's tyre come oft the rim at

Ballaugh Scotts would have finished first and second, but
Philipp with an oval rim dropped from second to eleventh"
place. Applebee's win was most popular, and on his arrival
he. was lifted shoulder high, a position which he rapidly
and modestly changed for terra firma. Hoffmann and

'

Adamson placed two more Triumphs among the first six.

SENIOR T.T. LAP TIMES AND RESULTS AT A GLANCE.

Name. Make.
No.
of

Cvls.

Bore and
Stroke. Gear.

1st Lap 2nd Lap 3rd Lap

m. s.

4th Lap

m. s. m. s

ith Lap

m. s.

Total.
h. m. s.'

Speed,
m.p.h.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
17

18
19*

20

F. A. Applebee .

.

J. R. Haswell
H. A. (.'oilier

C. R. Collier

J. A. Hoffmann .

.

J. W. Adamson . .

.

A. Kirk

J. R. Alexander .

.

C. R. Martin

A. H. Alexander .

Frank Philipp . .

.

W. Heaton
J. F. Sirett

Harry Reed
S. L. Bailey

Percy Butler

E. Kickham
S. F. Garrett

I. B. Hart-Davies
Blumlield, jun. .

.

G. Griffith

Scott

Triumph . .

.

Matchless. .

.

Matchless. .

.

Triumph . .

.

Triumph . .

.

Triumph . .

.

Indian
Triumph . .

.

Indian
Scott

Dot
Indian
Dot
Douglas . .

.

Triumph . .

.

Douglas . .

.

Regal Green
Triumph . .

.

Blumfield . .

.

Humber . .

.

D. C. Bolton

J. Emerson .

E. B. Ware .

W. Jones .

.

Q. Smith . .

.

Rudge
Norton . .

.

Zenith
Rudge
Triumph .

.

C. B. Franklin.

.

P. W. Owen
F. Dixon
N. F. Holder .

.

H. Hucklc
A. Hal]

R. Mundy
C. W. Jamieson
S. Perryrnan . .

.

H. Mason
H. 0. Mills

H. Petty

J. Woodhouse .

A. S. Jones

Indian
Norton
Cleveland . .

.

Blumfield...

Zenith

Rudge
Singer

Singer

Blumfield. .

.

Matchless. .

.

P^egal-Green

Singer
Regal-Precis.

Rudge

09. 8x
85 x
70 x
70 x

85 x
85 x
85 x
7<> x
85 x
70 X
69. 8x
76 X
70 X
7ti X
HI X

85 x
61 x
85 x
85 x
81.

5

x
(iO x

63.5
88

64.5
64.5
88

88
88

64 .

5

88

64.5
63.5
55
64 .

5

65

liO

88
60

88

88

95

60

Scott 2-sp. .

S.A. 2-sp. .

.

Matchless. ..

Matchless . .

.

S.A. 2-sp .

.

S.A. 2-sp. .

.

S.A. 2-sp. .

.

I ndian 2-sp.

.

S.A. 2-sp. .

.

Indian 2-sp.

.

Scott 2-sp. .

.

P. & M. 2-sp.

1 ndian 2-sp.

.

P. & M. 2-sp.

Douglas . .

.

S.A. 2-sp. .

.

Douglas . .

.

Brampton .

.

S.A. 2-sp. .

.

S.A
A.T

85

79

76
85

85

x 88

xlOO
X 55 .

5

X 88

x 88

70 x 65

79 x 100
85 x 88

81. 5 x 95
76 x

x
X
X

Multi ...

S.A
Gradua.

.

Multi ...

S.A. 2-sp.

Indian 2-sp.

S.A

85

85

85

55.

88
88

88
61. Sx 83

70

85
85

85
85

X 64.5

X 88

X 88

x 88
x 88

Single ....

Gi-Udua ....

Multi

S.A
S.A
S.A
Matchless.

.

Brampton .

S.A
S.A
Multi

46 31

48 20
49
50 39
50 30
51 13

52 14

51 27

52 9

64 11

46 54
56.51

64 10

49 53
49 36

55 45
55 28
48 56

52 25
64 32
61 30

49 42
83 44
53 10

53 43

61 12

49 58
145 28
55 39
88 28

53 20

56 26

72 9

52 57

82 15

48 32

49 39
55 1

53 48
58

46 2

48 6

49 21

50 13

50 48
53 55

54 48

49 56
48 32
56 18

48 43
54 6

52 10

56
52

55

99 19

69 47

61 27

50 44
51 6

57 24
62 9

49 43

47 13

71 28
79 47

56 51

77 4

203 45
70 43

68 57

45 31

46 26
48 12

48 39
50 15

50 37

48 58
50 16

49 57
46 53
46 26
52 37

50 18

53 8

63 27

55 15

53 32

83 50
51 59
61 54
68 12

50 36
76 8

77 19

53 55
88 11

53 37

77 47

159 15

46 36
48 7

48 15

49 44
51 8

49 42
49 34
51 29

53 42
47 5

46 52
51 31

50 28
53 44
52 49
54 54
65 45

52 40

53 27

65 18

72 52

49 36
54 37

86 24
99 16

51 15 Retired, tyre troubles

Ramsey
Front wheel buckled after fall

Timing gear broken Quarter Br.

46 23

46 58
47 8

48 22

50 8

48 35
48 33

59 19

52 44

46 34
76 39
53 21

54 18

65 43
57 28
54 15

52 47

48 46
54 24

73 26

51 3

57 57
1 56
7 37

12 49
14 2

14 7

14 27

17 4
21 1

25 34
28 26

29 24

31 32

35 30

36 9

39 41

49 13

11 34

34 57
Ran out of petrol

mountain

48.69
47. 2S
46.50
45.43
44.46
44.29
44.29
44.20
43.77
43.10
42.45
41.97
41.82
41.51

40.90
4.0.76

40.33
38.96
36.17
35.73
on the-

l.ubrication troubles

(m fire at Pvamsey

Retired, tyre troub.es Ramsey
Fell on mountain road, and smashed machine
Valve broke and jammed in cvlinder

* Disqualified for taking petrol outside a depot.

Reference. Gears : S.A. Sturmey-Archer three-speed ; A.T. Armstrong-Triplex three-speed
;
Brampton, Brampton variable.

THE RACE FROM
THE ideal way of seeing a T.T. Race is to vary one's

position. Perhaps a balloon or aeroplane would
provide the best means, but, in the absence of these,

I resolved upon a plan to see the Senior Race from
different points. Assembling with the competitors at

Woodlands gave me an opportunity of finally examining each
rider's machine, and I was particularly disappointed to learn

that Harry Bashall had decided not to ride. He was over
persuaded, and regretted it before the race was over. Mon-
day broke dull, and there was a boisterous wind
accompanied with fine rain at 7 o'clock, and at 9 clouds
obscured the summits of the hills, so that the outlook at the
commencement of the proceedings was not of the best.

The crowds assembling on the course were noticeably
larger than on Friday. Haswell told me that the grease on
the mountain was very treacherous (he had been staying at

Ramsey as usual). How workmanlike and clean the brothers
Collier keep their Matchless machines ! The Indians were all

ready for the fray, every detail having received attention, the
petrol pipes being wrapped up with insulation tape to prevent
leakage in case of a fractured pipe. W. H. Wells had told
me to watch A. H. Alexander who had shown great promise

DIFFERENT POINTS.
in practice. The Scotts which, on arrival, weie immed :

ately
surrounded by a big crowd, had two sparking plugs to
each cylinder. Plugs have caused this make considerable
trouble in the past. Applebee and Philipp started favourites.
C. R. Martin was reported to have the fastest Triumph.

Excitement at the Start.
The manner of starting was interesting to watch. Some

undoubtedly got flurried and did things which they would
never do in the ordinary course.

J. R. Alexander went off at a big rate on his Indian, a
strong wind assisting the competitors.
Hoffmann made the best start of the Triumph riders.

The Regal-Green riders were joking everlastingly, and
seemed not to be too seriously concerned in the race. Ware
started with one cylinder firing, but soon made up lost
time at the start by means of the Gradua gear. C. R.
Oollier was another who made a poor start, and Mundy had
to stop and flood the carburetter before finally getting away.
Hardly had the last and fortieth man started—Kickham

(Douglas)—than the telephone announced that Haswell had
passed the Bungalow first, so it was clear he could hold his
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Percy Butler (Triumph) ieapmg over Ballig Bridge.

own with most of the twins following him. J. K. Alexandei

(Indian), Applebee (Scott, seventh to start) were the second

and third riders announced, and Martin (Triumph, No. 17)

next. This order was maintained past Hilberry and Willas-

ton corners, and also past the starting line.

It is strange, after past experience, that such a common
trouble as trailing stands should befall T.T. competitors at

this stage, but a number were troubled in this wise. J.

R. Alexander's stand bumped on to the ground every twenty

yards as he flashed past the scoring board, with F. A.

Applebee on his heels.

After rounding Quarter Bridge the Scott was much quicker

in picking up than the Indian, and so Applebee had over-

hauled four competitors in little more than one lap. Next
Hart-Davies's burly form loomed in the distance. hi*s leather

waistcoat inflated like a balloon by the wind. Already the

race had proved far more interesting than the Junior event,

the waits being much shorter and less frequent. As on

Friday, the riders exercised great caution at the corners,

but t was impressed by the fact that the Triumph
riders approached the bends much faster than the majority,

relying absolutely on the efficiency of their brakes in the

last fifty yards to steady their breakneck speed.

Private Races.
The times were faster, in my opinion, by reason of the

duels being fought out on the course. I noticed Adamson

doing a steady 50-55 m.p.h. along a favourable stretch, and
an Indian twin overhauling him, and immediately Adam-
son realised this he found some more speed somewhere, and
these two riders disappeared side by side. Up to the fifteenth

competitor the only three missing were the Blumfield riders,

but they appeared later, and it was a noticeable feature of the

race that of the forty starters all completed the first lap.

Kirk (Triumph) was going in fine style, having passed a

number, but we hardly agree with him waving to friends at

mile a minute speeds. Petty's Singer was more of a touring

machine than any; it was moderately quiet, too. Huckle,
who had had innumerable falls in practice on his Zenith, was
going steadily and well. Griffith, on a 2| h.p. twin Humber.
was travelling wonderfully fast, but I noticed his right foot

rest bent. Harry Collier had passed his brother, but he
only led by half a minute or so. These veterans received a

cheer each time they passed, for the Colliers are wonderfully
popular on the Island. I have a firm conviction that the
Colliers little thought that they were to be beaten, for a

number who saw them at different points of the course con-

firmed my belief that they did not seem to be exerting
themselves. I was not aware at the time that C R. was
having trouble with his ball bearing pulley

Bailey (Douglas) passed, having completed a fast lap, de-

spite a fall on the Ramsey hairpin. Harry Reed (Dot) had
kept his place, but Perryman (Blumfield) was very late.

The scene at the Kirk^Braddan depot was interesting.

J. Woodhouse (Regal-Precision) and E. B. Ware (3$ h.p. Zenith) travelling

towards the Gooseneck on the mountain road.

Frank Philipp (Scott) running on to the pathway at Ramsey.

I watched several replenish, and Garrett (Regal) adjust

his float needle. News reached here that Mason's Match-
less had momentarily caught fire while being filled with
petrol, and the wonder is that more were not ablaze con-

sidering the way the spirit was bundled into the tanks and
slashed over the hot engines.

At Willaston.
I then moved to Willaston Corner, and Haswell passed,

having still retained his premier position, his machine being
bumped about badly on the uneven surfaces Sirett (Indian)
was close behind endeavouring to kick his stand up. Applebee
was gaining on the No. 1 man, and had time to wave and
smile. Evidently his position had been signalled to him.

Alexander (Indian) followed Philipp (Scott) going faster
than ever. There were longer gaps now as the ranks were
gradually being thinned. A noticeable feature of the race
was the fine running of the eight Triumphs. Almost regu-
larly as clockwork they came round each lap until the fourth
when Quentin Smith, the Manxman, was delayed by a
burst tyre.

The little Douglases sounded much like the Scotts in the
distance and they were going splendidly.
As the power of the sun increased it made matters much

more pleasant, but the wind did not appreciably lessen in
its strength. There was a short period of suspense at Bray
Hill as the inevitable dog ran into the road as a racing
machine was heard approaching. It was chased by excited
officials, and eventually left the course.
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The wmuer F A Applebee (Scott), Oiling up a! Ramsey. With the assistance
of O. C. Godfreyllast year's wmner), he replenished in the-record time of H sees

Emerson (Norton) wobbled badly as he hit a lump in the
road while descending Bray Hill' The two Nortons were
extremely fast, and the two riders of this make must have
had trouble or they would have been hi the running. Petty
(Singer.) shed one of his number plates, but he was going
so iast it is doubtful if he knew it.

A Record Breaker Checked.
C. B. Franklin (Indian) fell heavily at the Bray Hill corner,

but he jumped up, and without stopping to examine his
machine shot off again, his front wheel wobbling dangerously.
D. C. BolLon was travelling best of the Rudge trio. Again
I noticed H. A. Collier oiuy half bent over tlis mount and
looking about unconcernedly.
There, were- 'not many spectators at Willaston. Here I

found Geo. E. Roberts telephoning news to the start I
also learned that Hugh Mason had fallen at Hilberry
corner and damaged his knees, and had been taken to
Douglas by a lady motor cyclist on a Scott sidecar. A
police whistle denoted the approach of a competitor at this
corner. Harry Reed was most cautious here, partly as he
had already fallen and cut his hands. Haswell, Applebee,
and Philipp were still leading, but nearing the completion
of the fourth lap Applebee had passed Haswell, though
the single-cylinder rider hung on tenaciously. He was much
slower at Willaston corner, however. The interest here
was very ordinary, so I wended my way back to Bray Hill
ind the finish, in time to see App'lebee flash over the line
is the winner, closely followed by Haswell. But Philipp
was an absentee, and no news of him was obtainable on tne
telephone. Eventually it was learned that he had burst a
tyre, which let in Harry Collier to third place. G.S.

CREG WILLEY AND CRONK-Y-BODDY.
TiE sound of the first competitor reached me on the

bend of Creg-Willey, ten miles from the start, at 10.13
a.m. As the noise increased, Haswell (Triumph)
appeared, and taking the corner fast, but a shade

too .Jose in, vanished up the hill at a fine pace. He was
followed by J. R Alexander (Indian), who seemed to change
a little late; his machine, however, picked up rapidly on
the low gear. Holder's Blumfield shot up next, the sharp
crackle of his water-cooled engine being particularly notice
able. Hart-Davies's Triumph did not seem worried with
its 13 stones odd rider, and took the rise in style. Applebee's
Scott ran fifth, both he and Philipp (Scott) creating a very
favourable impression by their speed, silence, and fine
cornering

Perryman's Blumfield passed, going well, but got hung
up within a mile by r burst tyre, which caused a stop of
nearly half an houi. Franklin's Indian came up well
Garrett (Regal-Green) came very fast, but took the corner
too wide and nearly hit the bank After an alarming wobble
he made a fine recovery, but as he disappeared his engine
was misfiring slightly. Qu-ntin Smith (Triumph) changed
into the high gear too soon and had to change down again.
F. W. Owen on a lon

fi st-oke Norton tore by. but his engine
began to misfire badly, and he stopped to change a plug.
Hall s Rudge was travelling slowly, something which we
could not discover being obviously amiss. Bailey's Douglas
roared by, and .seemed to be going much faster than several
of the larger machines.
The Collier brothers were going well up to their usual

hne torm, C. R. just leading, and Harry Reed (Dot) went
by like a flash. The competitors passed wonderfully close
to their starting order.

Applebee Gaining.
At the conclusion of the first lap I moved up the hill to

the long undulating straight. There was a very short
interval before Haswell passed on his second round, followed
by Applebee. who had run up into second place. J. R.
Alexander came next, and then Philipp. David Bolton
went by at a great speed, having picked up five places • his
Rudg<- appeare.- tc be in fine fettle. C. B. Franklin had
worked up foui places and seemed very fast. A. H.
Alexander brought his Indian along fast, but had dropped
several places, and Harold Petty (Singer)- had passed five
men. Ware and Huckle on Zen-'ths went by. one behind
the other. Woodhoase (Regal-Precision) was' exceptionally
fast, as also was W. Jones (Rudge).
The Collier' passed together again, but H. A. had taken

the lead, and. I afterwards learnt, maintained it all through

the race. Bailey and Reed were both noticeably fast. There
was a stiff head wind blowing down this section of the
course, which had a considerable effect on many of the
high-geared machines, and thus the infinitely variably-geared
mounts scored, as they were able to reduce their gears till
their engines were running at the most efficient speed.

In the third lap I moved just through the village of
Cronk-y-Boddy, so as to get a view of the long downhill
slope. Though the riders reached a great speed here,
they were impeded by the curves, which, though not acute,
cannot be taken all out.

Haswell still passed first, but the gap between him and
Applebee was perceptibly shorter. Philipp had run into
third place in order of passing, thus changing places with

J. R. Haswell (Triumph) Oiling up at Ramsey. He finished second, and wa.
the first amateur and the flrst single-cylinder rider, average speed 47*27 m.p.h
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F. A. Applebee (two-stroke Scott) finishing a winner of tne 1912 Tourist Trophy Race. Average speed, 48.69 m.p.h.

J. R. Alexander (Indian). Hoffmann (Triumph) was working
his way up, and rode extremely well ; in fact, the regular

limning of the Triumph machines attracted much atten-

tion. The Blumfield machines had suffered a series of

mishaps which put them out of the running. They had,

unfortunately, had little time for tuning up, though when
they passed me ther- speed was extraordinary. The Colliers

were together as usua'. H A. having overtaken twenty-
seven competitors since the start. Reed was going strongly,

and when he went by seemed to be the fastest.

In the last lap Applebee took the lead, though he was
hard pressed by Haswf.l!. whose Triumph was none the

worse for its gruelling. Philipp went by third, and I had
no time to see more, but rushed off to the finish. On exami-

nation, the engine sizes proved well within the limit.

£.. Kickham (Dougias) at Ballig Bridge. It will be noticed that both his

wheels are oft the ground.

The Indian team were unlucky in losing their crack man
Franklin, who, when well in the running, was put out by
a buckled front wheel the result of a spill. The Colliers,

who probably had most supporters in the Island, finished

third and fourth, and the Triumph had scored an extra-

ordinary team performance, being second, fifth, sixth,

seventh, ninth, sixteenth, and nineteenth.
This is the first time that a two-stroke engine has won

the classic event, and it remains to be seen what effect* the

win will have on popularising the principle. Finally, the
capabilities of the modern Junior machine were demon-
strated by Bailey and Kickham, whose Douglas machines
finished fifteenth and seventeenth respectively. H.D.T.

AT THE RAMSEY DEPOT.
T was early evident that the Senior riders were not to

be troubled with belt slip. True, Snaefell was wearing
its mist cap, but the old salts in the harbour asserted
that with a nor'-west wind rain was improbable, and

they were true prophets. On Sunday "night, I walked down
with the Triumph team to inspect the atrocious 400 yards
of private road, christened the " water jump " by the
Junior riders. We found the week-end's wind had evaporated
most of the water, but the deep troughs remaining were, too
formidable to be risked. The first trough would set up a

bad front wobble, and before it could be corrected, the
machine would encounter the succeeding troughs, each of

them a long pot-hole 5ft. or 6ft. across, and from 2in. to
6in. in depth. So we turned our attention to the footpath.
and kicked down the ruts on it with our heavy boots, for

Manx mud dries hard like cement. To show the pains some
riders take, men like Haswell and Hart-Davies mapped out
their track within a few inches all along this 400 yards of

path.

On Monday morning it seemed strange to see men like

Godfrey and Hugh Gibson lounging in the depot with
attendants' badges on their arms; Godfrey in particulai
scented the air, gauged the wind, and eyed the track like
some old racehorse turned out to grass. He was dogrnaticallv
confident that his business partner, Frank Applebee. would
win outright, and events justified his certainty.

Ramsey depot is twenty-five and a half miles from the
start, and as there is no real climbing along this section
the best men came very near averaging 60 m.p.h. over it.

At 10.28, J. R. Haswell (No. 1) was heart 1 cutting out.
with marvellous spitting and crackling, for the Ramsey
corner, and he tore past at a truly frightful pace, taking
the footpath past the bumps, and following to a hair'a
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D. C. Bolton 3' h.p. Rudge-Muiti} rounding the Gooseneck.

breadth the line he had sketched out on Sunday night.

J. R. Alexander presently followed, having thus early sur-

rendered some two and a half minutes to the Triumph
expert : we wondered already whether the Indian engine
had been materially slowed by shortening its stroke. Let
me here say that the Junior Race was child's play compared
to the Senior. Some wiseacres opined that Bailey and
Kickham on their Douglas machines would outstrip half

the. Senior entry, but on the first lap the fastest Seniors cut
out such a pace that they ran perilously near the kerb enter-
ing the depot, and they passed by much faster than Bashall
did on Friday.
By our rough timing thirty-two riders covered the .

first

twenty-five and a half miles within a range of from twenty-
seven to thirty-three minutes, Frank Philipp being the
fastest. The Blumfields seemed to be touring. One or two
men, notably Hugh Mason, Bolton, Martin, and Alister
Kirk, rashly eschewed the footpath, and, rushing the bumpy
road at speed, did involuntary " long-arm balance " on their
handle bars, simultaneously correcting frightful front wheel
wobbles. A number of spectators wisely skedaddled behind
an iron fence. When all the men were through on their
first lap (except Mundy, whose tyres delayed him), we made
comparative notes, and found that the Scotts and Triumphs
were fractionally faster than the Indians, while the two
Colliers were already headed by several riders, and some-
how or -other Harry had managed to pass Charlie. Of the
outsiders, the two Regal-Greens were travelling with most
promise. No. 22 (Griffith) was a trifle late, and paused to

pick up an inner tube. No. 23 (A. H. Alexander, riding
Godfrey's victorious machine) came through misfiring, but
went straight on up to the mountain, trusting to an auto-

matic remedy. The two Douglas machines emitted such a
continuous " hum " that many people mistook their

approaching exhaust for the Scotts. When the crowd was
past, the patriots rejoiced in the backward running of the
red Indians, and voted for a Triumph win if the Scotts
failed to last, while Godfrey vowed that Applebee's Scott

at any rate was sure of a mechanical non-stop.

Mist on the Mountain.
We knew the second lap would be interesting, because the

Triumph, Scott, and Matchless teams were due to take up
petrol at 1^ and 3^ laps. The starting order was now be-

coming disarranged, and the men arrived in this order

:

Haswell, Applebee, J. Alexander, Philipp, Mason, etc., etc.

Those who stopped told us the mist on the mountain was
very trying, and that speeds over 20 m.p.h. were as perilous

is they were inevitable. Suddenly cries were heard at the

filling station, and a pillar of flame shot up from Mason's
Matchless. Instead of mounting and " riding the flames
(inf." as I saw Creyton do two years ago, he flung the

machine down in the road The sand was on the far side of

the depot, and there were no spades or buckets, but an army
.of marshals dashed sand upon the Matchless with their
hands, and off it went little the worse. Meantime the
furious procession kept roaring through, and by our timing
the two Scotts were leading, Haswell lying third, with
Franklin and the Colliers close up. 'Quite a crowd of machines.
including most of the Triumphs, two Indians, Garrett's
Regal, Bolton's Budge, and Bailey's Douglas, were within
five minutes of Applebee. Hoffmann, as .he passed, caused
great gloom by crying that Haswell had seized his engine
on Creg Willey ; but we guessed he must mean Hart-Da vies.

Blumfield had to reinflate his back tyre. Garrett and Bolton
once more took the bumps all out, their bodies being jerked
several inches up in the air. Quentin Smith's rear brake
was missing—quite the most awkward contretemps imagin-
able in such an event.

Jockeying for Positions.
Great excitement was caused by six riders all arriving in

a clump, and the jockeying that ensued to gain the foot-

path and the vantage round the bend into the mountain
road was worth seeing. News of incidents began to filter

in—a visit to the Hairpin showed that all the men were being
sensibly cautious. Only Bailey sustained a fall there, and
presumably until his first replenishment stop, he imagined
that victory was possible for a 2| h.p. by taking all risks.

Hart-Davies toured in looking very disappointed. lie

reported that his engine had seized six times in sixty miles,
and finally his petrol union came loose, and his tank running
dry, he had to replenish at an unauthorised point. He was
about to retire when we pressed him to finish at all costs,

even though he were afterwards disqualified, and off he went
again. Petty walked in festooned with rent tubes; his hack
rim had been so kinked by a large stone that the cover refused
to remain in position. Tyre troubles were unduly numerous,
and a rumour went round that some malicious person had
strewn the road near Sulby with nails. What principally

surprised me in the depot work was the fact that some half-

dozen of the epicyclic hubs required a most trivial adjust-

ment, and that not one of the riders knew how- to perform
it. They fumbled and abused the hub until Hugh Gibson or

some other bystander explained how the work should be done.
Such reckless ignorance in a race is simply astounding !

The third lap lacked incident, except whjn Applebee and
Jamieson entered Ramsey alongside, and the Scott deftly

snatched the inside berth in time to dodge the bumps.
ISolton again very foolishly preferred the road to the path and
lost a lot of time. On the first lap eight of the forty starters

took the road, thereby losing many seconds, hut by the fifth

lap everybody had learnt sense. It was already clear that
only an accident could let up an Indian or a Matchless into

first place.

The fourth lap was crammed with incident. The judges .

'phoned through that we were to stop Franklin at all costs,

" V ' •v„::::;.~:..'-:.~:c^;^:"7~',\.
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J. L. Emerson (Norton; on the twisty ascent ot Snaefel! mountain,
gradient hereabouts is 1 in 9.
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Rear brake mechanism
on the T.T. Scotls,

which, as will be

noticed, acts on the

tyre rira.

as his front wheel was dangerously loose, and a marshal
stripped a child of a Red Riding Hood coat and waited at the
corner for a long time, but Franklin never came round again.

Nearing the End.
The Triumph men drank hot Bovril when they stopped.

Martin hurled a broken belt at us and nearly lassooed a

marshal. Hall reported an hour's stop with his tyres.

Jamieson passed with his stand trailing. Petty after a

stay of an hour went off with a fearful squeak in his engine.

P. W. Owen reported using up nine sparking plugs. Hart
Da vies had seized his engine on two further occasions.

Mundy walked in with his back tyre right off the rim. And
so on. There was plenty of trouble about.
Our information as to the faster men's positions was as

complete as could be had at Douglas, thanks partly to the
telephone and partly to the accurate timing and lap-scoring
of several officials. As we waited for the men's fifth and
last appearance a motor cyclist brought in word that
Applebee had passed Haswell just above the Gooseneck.
This can hardly have been true, for presently they crashed
through at a tremendous pace, Applebee leading and taking
all risks, with Haswell fifty yards behind doggedly hang-
ing on. Nobody else was quite so speedy as these two,
and since Applebee had six minutes' starting allowance in

The Douglas piston. The
absence of the second ring

will be noticed.
Petrol filter under float chamber, and rubber
covered pipe on J. R. Haswell's Triumph.

hand, we knew he had only to reach the mountain top to

win. The telephone messages soon came in "7 and 1

passing Bungalow." "7 and 1 reached Douglas," and chief

honours were secured for two immensely popular men. " What
price Godfrey and Applebee shares now'/" was the slogan.

From observations made, we know Applebee could not have
been ignorant how he stood, yet he was not sitting on his lead

and riding quietly to finish, but fighting as though somebody
were a minute in -front. He nearly came over in this last

transit of Ramsey.
We could not feel sure of the placings until the Colliers

were through, as nobody would be seriously surprised if

Harry and Charlie Collier did a lap at 60 m.p.h. in an emerg-
ency, but before long Harry passed through well behind,
shaking his head mournfully, and Philipp sang along at his

heels, signalling that back tyre troubles had delayed him.
C. R. Collier passed through quietly four minutes later,

and except for waiting to see whether all the Triumph
team could finish, the interest was now over. The victory
was tremendously popular in R,amsey, as the Scott and
Triumph teams were staying there, and Applebee and Has-
well made hosts of friends. B.H.D

A. H. Alexander (Indian) leaning over at a great angle on the S bend at Kirk Braddan.

IAPRESSIONS AT QUARTER BRIDGE AND BRADDAN DEPOT.

THE spectators at Quarter Bridge were treated to the
finest exhibition of corner work they have ever seen
or are likely to see for some twelve months or so

The difference between the methods employed by the
various riders to get round the somewhat awkward bend at
this point was most marked, and although some were more
skilful than others, the design of the machine in many cases
made it far easier for the rider. For example, the Scotts
ridden by Applebee and Philipp clung to the road in the
way only a Scott can. The Douglases were only slightly
inferior in this respect, closely followed by the Indians.
The Colliers' style is almost unique ; apart from any ques-
tion of design in connection with the machines, the Colliers

take no risk. C. R. Collier raises his valve lifter and holds
it up until he has slowed sufficiently to get round safely;
when he is well round, he drops his valve. H. A. Collier

adopts practically the same method, but is inclined to

hesitate slightly in comparison with his brother. Those
who kept close to the kerb got round best, because the new
and wider portion of the roadway is banked in the wrong
direction for fast corner work, and those who rode on to it

through travelling too fast and not keeping close in either

made a bad turn or fell.

A.t Quarter Bridge, very few men used their feet as an
aid to getting round; in fact this was qui'.o noticeable by
its absence.
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E. B. Ware (3; h.p. Zenith) at Ballacraine corner.

G. Griffith (twin Humber) was the first to fall, but as he
only had a short amount of practice with this machine it is

excusable. He was up and off in a moment, and in depart-
ing' shouted, "I am very sorry."

The first hearty cheer to be raised was for C. R. Collier,

and as he came thirty-seventh in the order on the pro-
gramme it is surprising that those who preceded him gained
no great amount of applause. At this juncture a diversion
was created by a spectator falling into the river—fortunately
quite shallow at this point. The second loud cheer greeted
the burly Butler (Triumph), who, by the way, is 4 lbs.

lighter than last year.

The Douglases were the nearest approach to the Scotts in

their continuity of exhaust note, thereby showing what a
high number of revolutions these eugines can attain.

The second time they passed Quarter Bridge, Applebee
and J. R. Alexander (Indian) had a dust up along the
straight towards Braddan Depot ; the Scott easily got away.
Franklin (Indian) and Garrett (Regal-Green), who were the

next two to make a race of it, disappeared riding almost
neck and neck.

At KirK Braddan Depot.

Here we found more interesting incidents occurring, peace
only being marred by a wordy warfare between the marshal
in charge and a local journalist over a breach of the regula-

tions. The marshal kept his ground, and the Manx penman
is probably still unconvinced.
Woodhouse (Regal-Precision) treated us to one of his

electric thrills on the S bend at Braddan, and soon after

came to grief somewhere on the mountain road. C. R.
Collier passed with his engine making a weird grating noise

that sounded ominously like timing gear troubles or rubbing
brakes, and one or two spectators looked anxious : what-
ever it may have been, it was cured on the next round.

A number of riders took too long to replenish, and it was
quite interesting to watch the difference in the way the

attendants handled the petrol and oil. What struck us more
than anything was the expeditious methods employed by
the Indian attendants, who were by far quickest.

It is little use having large filler caps and special funnels

if the orifice of the petrol can is not equal to that of the
funnel and tank. It is also quicker and better to squirt

all the oil into the tank with a pump titan to spill half of

it over the tank sides. Jamieson (Singer), when he stopped,

reported a partly seized gear as he could not use the lower
ratios. Sirett (Indian) dashed up and gasped one word
" tube "

; he barely stopped and flinging the tube round his

waist was off. Among others who took up fuel, etc., at this

depot were Bolton (Rudge), Dixon (Cleveland), Hall (Rudge),
Heaton (BlnmlieH). Garrett (Regal-Green), Ware (Zenith),

a.nd Reed (Dot).

Douglas four-speed gear,

showing outer chain
and dog clutches.

H. A. Collier (Matchless) finishing in third place, average speed 46.5 m.p.h

Douglas four-speed doub.e control levers.

• Bailey (Douglas) was loudly

cheered at this point in the. third

round, and right wtll he deserved
the applause. Franklin's front

wheel was noticed to be
wobbling badly as he left the

depot; it was_tiot observed by the officials as he rode in, or

he would probably. have been stopped.

A. H. Alexander (Indian) showed evidence of a spill, his

left knee being plastered with mud ; luckily he was wear-

ing leathers.

Fmierson (Norton) arrived during the crackling of a

particularly noisy single, which shall be nameless, and
startled the attendants by sirging out his number with a

lusty voice. The attendant jumped, and well he might,
for no previous competitor had had to shout his own
number ; there were too many ready and willing to do it

for him.
On enquiry C. R. Collier quietly remarked- to the officiak

at Braddan that his engine pulley bearing was giving him
trouble, but he might easily have been referring to some-

thing of much less importance, so calmly was the state-

ment made.
Returning to Quarter Bridge we met Dixon (Cleveland)

pushing his machine, having experienced trouble with the

timing gear. A little further on Kickham. and Bailey

rode past together; on the previous round they were sepa-

rated by six minutes. W.G.
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THE VICTOR AND HIS MOUNT.

IT
was a few minutes to two when F. A. Applebee finished

a winner of the Tourist Trophy of 1912, having covered

the course of 187^ miles in 3h. 51m. 3s., or an average

speed of 48.69 m.p.h., i.e., 1.14 miles an hour faster than

0. C. Godfrey, last year's winner. The machine he rode,

a two-stroke two-cylinder two-speed chain-driven Scott, shod

with Continental tyres, had a capacity of 486.6 cubic centi-

metres, the smallest engine in the race, excepting the three

Junior machines.
Chatting with the winner immediately after the conclusion,

he told us that Ms machine had run faultlessly throughout
except for a brief period of misfiring in the first lap. Twice
he stopped to replenish his tanks at Ramsey, and with

the assistance of 0. C. Godfrey clocked the record times of

15s. and 14s. respectively. On two occasions his stand fell,

but he managed to kick it up on the run. He knew his

position every lap, as he had arranged with his father,

F. W., to signal to him. "There were no incidents at

all," Applebee said in response to our query. It was a

case of "sit fast and hold tight" throughout. Still.,

judging by the way the Scotts held the road, thanks to their

low centre of gravity and smooth running engine, there was
less difficulty in holding on than in the case of most of the _

other leading competitors.
Applebee once ran on to the footpath at Willaston corner,

but he did it purposely to avoid the gutter. His radiator was
only, just warm at the finish, proving the efficiency of the
water-cooling apparatus. Surely Godfrey and Applebee are

ideal partners, winners respectively in 1911 and 1912.

Mr. Alfred A. Scott, the designer of the machine bearing
his name, saw Applebee's performance, and was naturally

highly delighted. In face of strong opposition, Mr. Scott

was brave enough to abstain from signing the manufacturers'
bond, and his independence of spirit has brought his machine
the finest advertisement it could possibly have had.

Questioned as to whether the gear-driven rotary distributer

valve would eventually find a place on the standard machine,
Mr. Scott said that it certainly improved the flexibility and
general running, but he did not like what he called the
" abominable gear wheels." Eventually, however, it might be

THE FIRST SINGLE-CYLINDER RIDER.

JAMES R. HASWELL, of Crick, near Rugby, put up a
magnificent ride. By reason of his many records at
Brooklands, he was regarded by many as having a
splendid winning chance, and his opening laps con-

firmed the belief. Haswell rode fearlessly and cornered in

true racing style, several times hitting his right foot-rest

on the ground owing to laying over at an acute angle.

Practically a Non=stop Run.
He enjoyed a non-stop run except for two halts to

replenish at Ramsey, although bothered by a stretched

exhaust lifter wire. His Dunlop tyred Triumph was
standard throughout except for the Sturmey-Archer- two-
speed gear and also a detail in connection with the car-

buretter, which had a receptacle underneath the float

chamber containing a gauze filter. He-used a rubber petrol

pipe. The engine was in wonderfully good condition at

the finish, the domed-top piston having only one step cut
ring at the top and drilled with oil holes. Gear ratios of

4 and 6 to 1 were used.

adopted. The Scott pistons were noticeably clean. Three
diagonally cut rings, two above and one below the gudgeon,

were used. The gear ratios were 3 and 4.8 to 1.

First and second to finish, F. A. Applebee (Scott) and J. R. Hasweil (Triumph).

AT THE PALACE.
Motor cyclists attended in their thousands at the Palace

on Monday evening, when the Clerk of the Rolls handed
over the trophy to Applebee, who was cheered to the echo.

Much amusement was afforded when efforts were made to

persuade Applebee senior and Haswell to make speeches.

Major Lloyd said he hoped that a more strenuous and more
interesting T.T. would be held early in June next year.

(Cheers.) The awards were then announced as follow :

F. A. Applebe- (Scott) the Tourist Trophy, £40, and a

gold medal
J. R. Haswell (Triumph) £20 and a gold medal.

H. A. Coll'er (Matchless-Jap) £10 and a gold medal.

J. A. Hoffman (Triumph) Private Owners' silver cup.

Gold medals were awarded to C. R. Collier (Matchless-

Jap), J. A. Hoffmann (Triumph), J. W. Adamson (Triumph).

J. R. Alexander (Indian), C. R. Martin (Triumph),
A. H. Alexander (Indian), and Alister Kirk (Triumph).

The consolation prize presented by the proprietors of the

Palace to the favourite (decided by vote) who did not
finish first was awarded to Frank Philipp (Scott).

->-• ••-<-

CLUB NEWS.
Evesham M.C.

Result of reliability trial : 1, D. Young (8 Morgan Run-
about) ; 2, F. I. Willmott (8 Morgan Runabout) ; 3, F. Sharp

(3i B.S.A.)

Stockport and District M.C.C.

A reliability trial was held on the 23rd ult. over a course
of 115 miles. Results :

Sidecar Class (h.p.s. 100).—1, H. Greenhalgh (Match-
less), 97 marks; 2, J. Collier (Clyno), 89; 3, F. T. Lees
(Rex-Jap), 86.

Solo Machines (h.p.s. 100).—1, H. Marsden (5 h.p.

Mate] 'ess), 88 marks; 2, J. Harding (6 h.p. NiS.U.), 86.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The open reliability trial for passenger machines will be
held on the 20th inst. Particulars may be obtained by
application to Mr. H. J. Cox, 21, Stirling Road, Edgbaston.

Wisbech and District M.C.C.

A club has recently been iormed in Wisbech under
the above title. Various soci'ii runs and competitions have
been held, amongst them the following

:

May 29th.— Flexibility hill-climb.—Single-cylinder class:

1, Brown (3^ Triumph) ; 2, Brooks (3^ Triumph). Open
class: 1, ' ..Clayton (2| Douglas).
June isjth.—Petrol consumption trial on formula : 1,

Mott (8 Bp,t), 90 m.p.g. ; 2, Crabtree (3i Rover), 140 m.p.g.
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THE VICTORIOUS COMPETITORS AND THEIR MACHINES.

F. A. Applebee (two-stroke Scott), the T.T. winner

Second, J. P. Haswell (3J h.p. Triumph), first

private owner and first single cylinder.

H. A. Collier (Matchless-Jap), third in order of speed. Fourth, Charles Ft. Collier (Matchless-Jap).

T.T. TRIFLES.
Some of the Junior twins accelerated perceptibly better

after a corner than most of the Senior singles.

It is unusual for Franklin to fall. He had two on
Monday—one at the Bungalow, and again at Bray Hill, which
buckled his front wheel so badly that he was stopped.

The Triumph gear ratios were 4- and 6 to 1 (the bottom
gear being disconnected), and the riders changed down at
every corner to obtain rapid acceleration.

E. . C. Paskell's happy and original idea of entering a

.Junior machine in the Senior Race on behalf of the Colmore
Depot provided most excellent results for comparison.
Owing chiefly to non-delivery, there were actually three
Junior machines in the Senior Race—two Douglases and
a H umber.

David C. Bolton is ever unfortunate in T.T. races. This
year he rode magnificently on his Rudge-multi and had gained
fourth position on the fourth lap. Everybody was sorry
when it was learned' that he had broken a valve at Sulby
Bridge on the last time round.

A. S. and W. Jones were the two first men to turn up at

the start, both with lady passengers on the carriers.

After the Douglas win several leading manufacturers
resolved to standardise the belt-cum-chain drive for 1913.

S. F. Garrett (Regal-Green) started with the unlucky No.
13. He started well but, singularly enough, finished

thirteenth. He had at least two tumbles.

The binding with insulating tape of all the likely parts
to shake loose, such as mudguard stays, etc., was a smart -
move on the part of the Indian competitors.

The Singer tank cushion and knee grip combined was a
good little fitment ; it prevented any vibration of the tank
against the top tube.

Geo. Griffith's little Humber showed up well in the Senior
Race. He told us that he passed more than one Senior com-
petitor on the level stretches, and in contrast to the belt

troubles experienced by the riders of this make on Friday,
his Pedley belt, was untouched throughout.
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Club News.—

Essex M.C.

The annual twenty-four hours ride from Woodford to

York and back will take place on August 30th and 31st,

when Hie moon will be at its full. The route will be via

Cambridge, Huntingdon, Grantham, and JJoneaster.

Westmorland M.C C.

A petrol consumption competition was held on June 20th

over a course of thirty-six miles. Result: 1, C. Cumpstey
(New Hudson); 2, H. B. Harrison (Budge); 3, T. O'Loughlin
(Rover).

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

Ten competitors completed the course in the annual 200

miles reliability trial. The route was a difficult one and com-
prised Ormesby Bank, Birk Brow, Whitby, Scarborough,
York, Harrogate, Ripon, Bedale, and Northallerton. Result :

1, J. Dale (34 Triumph); 2, W. Armstrong (34 James
and sc); 3, J. Gilchrist (34 Zenith); 4, E. Young (3| Scott).

Chorley and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held on the 19th ult. at Rivington, on a

private road, by permission of Sir W. H. Lever. Results

:

Solo Class.—1, J. Cowsill (34 Rudge), time . 49s. ; 2, T.
Bentley (34 Triumph), 66s. ; 3, J. Leach (3-4 James), 70s.

Sidecars.—1, T. Bentley (34 Triumph sc); 2, J. Cowsill

(3i Rudge sc); 3, J. H. Yates (3J J.W.C. sc).

North-west London M.C.C.

The members' hill-climb was successfully run off on Satur-
day... June 22nd,. at a new hill near Dunstable, which pro-
vided good sport.

CxT
The results on formula ~-nr~ worked out as follows :

350 c.c. and Under.
Fig. of merit. Time.

1. G. E. Purchase (2» Douglas) ... 18.5 ... 20f
2. J. Gibbs (2? Humber) 18.7 ... 18|.

3. F. L. B. Dyne (2| Douglas) ... 22.3 ... 27

500 c.c. and Under.
1. J. Gibbs (2| Humber) 18.7 ... 18
2. E. L. Buchanan (34 Norton) ... 20.0 ... 13-J
3. W. C. Knight (34 Triumph) ... 20.1 ... 13

Ovkr 500 c.c.

1. W. Cooper (34 Bradbury) ... 23.0 ... 14|

Passenger Machines.
Fig. of merit.

1. A. J. Dreydel (5 Ivy-Precision and sc.) ... 29.4
2. F. J. Wilmott (8 Morgan Runabout) ... 31.7

The French tour will start on August 2nd, and a second
party will be arranged for August 3rd if necessary. The
Circuit du Rhone Race is to take place on August 11th, over
a very sporting course of about 120 miles.

Dewsbury M.C.

This newly formed club held a knock-out hill-climb on the

25th ult. The winner of the handicap turned out to be
Captain G. J. Newsome (34 Rover and sc), 28s. start.

Results on time ; 1, F. H. Dunston (34 Rudge), scratch ; 2,

C. Sydney (34 Bradbury), scratch ; 3, W. J. M. Sproulle (34

P. and M.), 6s.

Dublin and District Motor Cycle Club Novices' Trial

P. Beattie (3! h.p. Rudge) leaving Inchicore.

W. Woods (Triumph) and N. O. S^resby (Rudge) starting in the class for

Standard Singles in pairs at the Chesterfield and District M.C.C. hill climb,

held on the 26th ult., at Stone Edge. . . . . .

Leicester M.C.C.

On the 20th ult. members and friends, numbering
altogether about thirty, paid a visit to Birmingham for the
purpose of inspecting the Armstrong Gear Co.'s works.

Daimler M.C.C.

The annual reliability and speed-judging contest will be
held on July 13th. Competitors will be required to make
four circuits of a course at a speed of twenty miles per hour,
the total distance being about 100 miles.

Surrey M.C.C.

The results of the reliability trial for the Triumph
challenge cup, held on the 18th and 19th of June, from
Guildfortl to Exeter and back, are as follows : 1, H.
Mitchell (34 Premier), Triumph cup and Bates tyre ; 2, J.

H. Sparks (34 Trump-Jap), gold medal; 3, R. E. Eley (34
Bradbury), silver medal; T: G.-Meeten (34 Rudge and sc),

special gold medal for passenger machines. P. Kork (34
Triumph), S. Holbrook Crow (34 Zenith), E. Cox (34 Zenith),

H. R. Owtram (34 Triumph), C. R. Nash-Wortham (6-8

Zebra), and C. J. Feeny (34 Triumph), bronze medals.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

Some good sport was witnessed at the recent hill-climb.

Results :

Class 1 (touring lightweight singles).—1, J. A. Bassett
(2 Humber); 2, G. Brenchley (24 A.J.S.).

Class 2 (touring lightweight twins).—1, F. Roberts (2-J

Humber) ; 2, B. Crouch (2| Humber).
Class 3 (T.T. single-cylinder, fastest time only).—1, E.

Goult (34 Rudge) ; 2, D. Gill (34 Calthorpe) ; 3, T. Durant
(34' Norton).

Class 4 (standard touring single-cylinders).—1. L. Baker
(34 Rudge); 2, G. Brenchley (24 A.J.S.); 3, F. Dunstan
(34 Rudge).

Class 5 (twins up to 1.100 c.c).—1, J. H. Wilkinson (5 .

Matchless), fastest time of the day.

Competitors who made fastest tune in Classes 1, 2, 3, 4,

and 5 ran off for the final for the Humber gold medal, and
were handicapped according to the difference of their pre-

vious fastest times. The competitors who rode were J. A.
Bassett, F. Roberts, E. Goult, T. Durant, and J. H. Wilkin-
son. F. Roberts was the winner of the medal on his 2%
h.p. Humber.

.-'.-• B17
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

A'.I letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street. E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Hill-climbing.

Sir,—If some of your readers want to try a mountain climb
let them attempt Moel Fammau, near Mold, Flint. This was
ridden up some years ago by J. Edge, of Liverpool. It is

1,820 feet high. MOLD.

Motor Cycle Insurance.

Sir,—My attention has been drawn to the paragraph in
your issue of June 20th respecting the recent improvements
in the A.C.U. policy which may have given the mistaken .idea
that the A.C.U. have on their staff an insurance manager.
This is not absolutely correct.
Mr. A. H. Priestley, of 199, Piccadilly, W., is not on the

staff of the Union, but he is the originator of our insurance
scheme, and he renders valuable assistance to the Union by
dealing with all enquiries on insurance matters in his official

capacity as West End manager of the Liverpool Victoria
Insurance Corporation, Ltd. who issue our recommended
policy.

. T..W. LOUGHBOROUGH, Secretary A.C.U.

Dangerous Driving.

Sir,—With reference .to the letter from " C 5546 " in the issue
of June 20th it is a little difficult to understand, your corre-

spondent's .point of view, as he is apparently one of the first

victims of the increased activity of the Cheshire police, re-

ferred to by "Within the Legal Limit." The latter was pro-
testing against the reckless driving of a few motor-cyclists,
which is likely to bring trouble upon all riders, the majority
of whom no doubt drive with due care and consideration. It

would therefore appear that he should be supported by all

who have the true interest of the pastime at heart.
" C 5546 " makes some sweeping assertions about the nature

of the traffic on the Saturday in question. The danger on the
part of the Manchester Road referred to lies in certain cross

roads, which appear to those driving along them to J>e main
roads, and T presume "C5546" is not prepared to assert that
there was no traffic along these. M.

Should Ladies Race?
Sir,—One more word, please, to appease the mind of Mr.

Holmes on a few subjects on. which he apparently feels sore.

Firstly, my letter was not intended to give offence—in fact

that is my way of being pleasant—and I do not liken pram
pushing to motor cycle racing. 1 use the simile as a form
of contrast ; he really should read a letter through twice
before answering. My " racing career " evidently worries
him. My only entry was at the Coventry and Warwick-
shire M.C.'s hill-climb last September, where I finished

among the "also ran"—fifth out of five. If the same club

have a ladies' class this year, I hope again to enter, and
maybe shall finish last. And now Mr. Holmes, anything else?

(Miss) MAY WALKER.

1
Sir,—May I explain the difficult points of my letter to

Miss May Walker. The allusions to the Suffragettes' and
coal strikes are not shots but analogies. It is not suggested
that ladies racing has anything to do with either. I am
not a minor, I only wish I was. "The usual thing" was a

quotation, that is why it was in inverted commas. The
object of these illustrations was to show how difficult it is

to please all parties in these days. Even in iEsop's time a
man tried hard but failed. Perhaps if Miss Walker had
read my letter twice she would not have missed these rather

obvious points. ACTON HILL.

ei8 '

;

The M.C.C. Team Trials.

Sir,—I was an interested spectator at the M.C.C. team trial

at Daventry on June 15th, and am fully in accord with your
praise of the way it was managed. Might I, however, with
all the humility of one who does not know the difference
between an internal cam and a carburetter, make a suggestion
for similar future events? Would it not be better if all mem-
bers of the competing clubs who were not themselves taking
part in the trial were debarred from travelling over the course
while the contest was on?
Suppose a reserve, riding with fruit for his friends, meets,

his club team on a quiet stretch of road. Suppose he
knows by his watch that they are so much too fast or so
much too slow, even a good sportsman would be tempted to
speak. Why not forbid him to go on the course and remove^
the temptation.- H. S. TWELLS.

Petrol Consumption.

Sir,—I have often checked the consumption of my 1910
Triumph (fixed engine) by the distance run on a measured
amount contained in a special drum. I never have any difficulty
in running 95 m.p.g. in undulating country out here. I can-
not say that I have ever checked it on long hill-climbs. I did
138 miles on a full tank one day, and then there was a small
amount over; that works out at 112 m.p.g.

Punjab, India. R. D. E. DARELL.

Sir,—I enclose photograph of my Indian and sidecar con-
taining mother and two brothers (not counting luggage).-
We have two Indians in our house. What I wanted to write
you about was petrol consumption. I ran with above load
to Berwick on May 24th, 1912, not attempting to economise
in the least (Berwick to Newcastle is something, over sixty-

The writer of the accompanying letter with Indian sidecar and passengers.

nine miles). I ordered one gallon of petrol at a garage in
Berwick, expecting the tank would take 1£ gallons, but it

would not take a gallon. That is to say that it ran on less

than a gallon nearly seventy miles 1 I am only sixteen
years old, and have had four machines, including one 2|
and one 3^ New Hudsons, but prefer. chain drive for sidecar
work.

,

BAXTER ELLIS.
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The Price of Petrol. .

Sir,—The letter of A. W. Gamage, Ltd., in your issue

nf June 20th is very interesting, but if the suggestions con-

'ained in it are carried out it appears to me it can only

i>e at the cost of eliminating the ordinary dealer and
jreating a monopoly for a few of the large houses. The
ordinary dealer, especially in the country, is at the mercy
of the manufacturer or his wholesale agent, and it is im
possible for him to dream of fighting them. Every increase

of price in the supph to him means that same increase,

plus an extra percentage for profit, to the itinerant

motorist. It is doubtless hard on the motorist, but the

retailer is obliged to live, except, of course, motorists grant
the monopoly to such establishments as A. W. Gamage,
Ltd., and knock the retailer out altogether. DEMOS.

Another Road Danger.

Sir,—Some additional legislation with a view to the
proper regulation of heavy traffic on country roads is urgently
required.

On the 22nd ult. while driving a motor cycle, with sidecar

from Buxton towards Bakewell, I overtook three heavy
motor chars-a-banc. After considerable trouble, I managed
to pass them, but was immediately afterwards blocked by a
herd of cattle and had to stop my engine. The gradient
was fairly stiff, and before I was able to start again, all

three vehicles were again ahead. As there was a good deal
of low gear work still before me. I decided to let the engine
cool down and give the cars of Juggernaut an opportunity
to get well" ahead. I hoped that they would turn off some-
where, but half an hour later a dust storm in front indicated
that my hopes were in vain.

The road was now level or slightly down hill. 1 was going
well and decided, justifiablj I think you will admit to
pass. I gave several warnings with the horn, and noted
with satisfaction that the omnibus drew slightly to the left.

The passengers in the rear had seen me, and I judged that
the driver had been informed of my approach. I had drawn
level with the front wheel when the driver, who afterwards
blamed some of the passengers for talking to him, seemed
to let his wheel follow his eye to the right, with the result
that my sidecar was struck and lifted right over the bicycle.

I found myself on the road, and my wife, who had made
the longer journey over the bicycle, joined me an instant
later. Had we been thrown the other way, the accident
would almost certainly have proved fatal to one or both.
As it is, my machine is a total wreck.
Now, sir, I think, as a result of my unpleasant experience,

that something ought to be done to compel the owners of
long noisy vehicles to have some responsible person at. the
rear. The driver declared that he could not hear my horn,
and I believe that he was telling the truth ; twenty yards
behind I could not hear my own engine, and the cut-out
was open.

I may add that, while a few of the passengers showed us
kindly consideration, the tone of the crowd was distinctly
hostile. D. H. McCURTAIN.

'

Overloading.

Sir,— I was much interested in your leaderette in

The Motor Cycle of June 20th on "Overloading " . with
which I heartily agree, but you mention the 2f h.p. twin-
cylinder machine as being the most suitable type for the
average beginner. I venture to think that a 2i'h.p. single-
cylinder is the best type of machine for a novice, as it is

certainly easier to understand in- the first place -and simpler
and less .expensive to keep up.
As regards simplicity, there is nothing to choose between

a 2^ h.p. single and a 3A h.p. single, the chief difference
being that a 2-i- h.p. would be easier and lighter to handle
and push about. Regarding the practice of overloading
by passenger-carrying on the carrier, I am glad to read that
you do not approve -of it as a regular thing, but I think that
the manufacturers themselves are partly to blame, as one
cannot help noticing the photographs appearing in the ad-
vertisements depicting their particular make of machine
carrying as many as six people up a steep hill. Well the
individual motor cyclist is led to think that if the manu-
facturer advertises the machine in this way and apoears
to hold with it, surely there is no harm for him to carry
Mly one person on the carrier.

1 contend that the 2'
2 h.p. and 3J h.p. motor cycles are

made to carry one and not two or more, as the tremendous
weight, imposed by passenger-carrying, is bound to tell on
the machine in the end.

A 3i h.p. motor cycle with a two or three speed gear is

quite capable of taking a sidecar nearly everywhere as we.

all know, but the strain of a sidecar is, I think, less severe
on the machine than continuous passenger-carrying on the
carrier, beside being far safer. S. W. TURNER.
[We recommended for an unmechanical novice 2 or 2-^ h.p.

—Ed.]

Motor Cycles in the Malay States.
Sir,—It has occurred to me that a letter dealing

with motor cycling as practised in this country might prove
of interest to your readers.

This country, of which most people at home knew next
to nothing a few years ago, has developed very rapidly
lately, due to the "rubber booms," and, under a rich and
progressive Government, not the least important direction
this development has taken has been in the provision of
a system of roads which are, for the most part, well-
engineered and wonderfully good of surface considering all

things. In consequence motoring has been eagerly embraced
by all who were in a position to indulge in it.

Speaking for myself, I have had many enjoyable trips,

both in friends' cars and on motor cycles, of which I have

A New Hudson and Lincoln-Elk outside the writer'.* bunijalow-

owned two. My first mount was a 1909 Triumph, and very
trusty and handy I found it. Recently I have invested in

a 1912 New Hudson, 3j h.p., with Armstrong three-speed
gear, which I purchased through the local agents, Hock
Leong Hin, Kuala Lumpur. I may say straightaway I

could not wish for a mount more suited to the peculiar

needs of this country. Even on the main roads, well
engineered though they be one constantly meets with sharp
bends, nay, veritable " Devil's Elbows,' in the middle of
steep hills, and if one has to cross one of the many passes
it means a succession of sharp corners, which can only be
taken at a crawl, whether ascending or descending ; these
are nightmares to riders of single-geared machines.

I always look forward with pleasurable anticipation to

the weekly advent of The Motor Cycle.
Federated Malay States. NEW HUDSON.

B19
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Speedometers and Wheel Sizes

Sir,—Willi regard to Mr. C. R. Woolley't; letter, which
appeared in your issue of June 20th last, and the remarks
put forward in the said letter referring to one of our speed
indicators, we would like to remark that we have always
recognised the fact that there is a difference between the
actual and nominal size of a tyre. We proved this to be
the case as the result of experiments which wt conducted on
the road before placing our motor bicycle speed indicator on
the market, and in order to compensate for this difference
we altered the ratio of our gearing.

We would add that we have found from experience that
all tyres of a given diameter are not identical in size. This,
combined with the fact that certain riders always run with
their tyres inflated to a pressure- which is either above or
below the average, makes it exceedingly difficult to provide
against slight inaccuracies in certain cases. At the same
time, we are always willing to supply special gearing, exactly
suited to the requirements of a particular machine, if, when
ordering, the purchaser will give us the proper information.
The most useful information to supply is the exact distance
from the ground to the centre of the wheel with the tyre
normally inflated and with a rider seated in the saddle.

If your correspondent will be so good as to communicate
with us in the matter of his speed indicator, we shall be only
too pleased to forward him a gear wheel to replace that
already attached to the spokes of his front wheel, which,
when fitted, will correct the discrepancy which lie has noticed
in the readings of his speed indicator.

THE COWEY ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

fflSLta JULY 4th, jgn

Sir,—Under the above heading your correspondent C.
R. Woolley comments on the variable reading of a, speedo-
meter due to the variation in tyre size. Although the
remarks do not specifically refer to our Jones speedometer,
we feel it incumbent upon us to point out that in our Jones
speedometer, as in our Veeder cyclometer, allowance has
been made in the gearing for the average compression of a
pneumatic tyre actually correct to size, but it is, of course,
well known that so-called 26in. tyres, for instance, vary
considerably in their diameters, and, of course, the method
of inflation will also have some bearing on the wheel travel.

It would be obviously impossible to supply a speedometer
that would automatically adjust itself according to the actual
tyre diameter. It is, therefore, up to the party concerned

.
to give the manufacturer with his order the actual, not
nominal, diameter or travel of the tyres, and we have no
doubt that our competitors, like ourselves, would be able
to supply an instrument correctly geared to suit.

In the case of our Veeder cyclometer, which your corre-
spondent touches on, it is true we have standardised actually
a 27{in. cyclometer as for a 28in., as it was found in the
stress of competition that the tyre manufacturers had
gradually reduced the size of their so-called 28in. tyres, but
these "are not parallel cases. In the one you have a general
cut down in tyre size. In the other, in the case of motor
cycle tyres, the position is that such tyres may vary ..one

way or the other, according to the make and design of the
tread. One tyre mav be as much over-sized as another may
be under-sized. That, we think, is where the difficulty

comes in. The remedy, therefore, rests with the party
ordering the speedometer to be careful to state the actual
diameter of the tyre, as we have endeavoured to explain
above.

MARKT AND CO. (LONDON), LTD.

Brijfs'j Motor Cycles in Canada.
Sir,—As a constant reader of your paper, I take the liberty

of writing you just to comment on a leader which appeared in
an early May issue. From the address below you will note
that I am located in the Far West, and so far as applies to
Vancouver I wish to endorse your warning to the British
motor cycle makers with regard to this important trade out
here. One year ago motor cycles were few and far between
in our streets, but a. great change has come about, and there
seems at present to be a perfect craze for these machines.
As an enthusiastic motor cyclist, and having been con-

nected with the trade in the old country, I am surprised
that so few British machines are seen amongst the hundreds
that now throng our thoroughfares. Nine out of every ten
are American so far as I can see, and this in spite of the
fact that the British makers have a large preference in duty.
On the occasion of my ordering an English machine of a
well-known make I was informed that the home makers
were so busy with home orders that I might have toj
wait a considerable time for my machine. Since then,
through the courtesy of an agent, I have had my machine
despatched, arid I am hoping to be able to show some of
my friends here that the British motor cycle can hold its
own with anything.
There is a great future for the motor cycle in B.C., and!

this market is certainly worth looking after.
Wishing you every success with your up-to-date paper*,

which I never fail to have sent me. AUTO.
Vancouver, B.C.

Whose was the First Ascent?
Sir,—Having read with interest accounts of the various'

attempts to scale the famous Bwlch-y-Groes (Dinas
Mawddwy) with a sidecar machine, my friend, Mr. J. Mills,'
decided to attack the hill with his 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar.
Accordingly, at 10 a.m., on Friday, June 21st, a start was;'

made for Bala, the sidecar being occupied by George Yar-fi
nold, and I accompanied the party on a Triumph.

Bala being reached without incident, we pushed on anda
arrived at the summit of the Pass, both machines having
climbed the "easy" side without difficulty.
The Triumph was then abandoned, and descending as farj

as the gate on the carrier of the Enfield I sat down to wait.';
The machine disappeared from sight, round a bend, andri

after what seemed an age, could be distinguished returning
up the steep gradient at a good speed.
The first attempt was, however, doomed to failure, for on;'

reaching the steep section, after the gate, Mills, in his
excitement, fouled his levers, and the machine stopped dead-
A fresh start was made, and this time all went well, the.

J.A.P. engine pulling wonderfully, and after the worst,
patch was covered, accelerating "to the summit.
The latter portion of the climb was witnessed by a Mr.

Hugh Morris.
I should like to say, in conclusion, that although this

pass is without doubt an extremely steep and lengthy
climb, we are of the opinion that the hill on the road
from Llanfair Talhaiarn to Llansannan (the former village
is five miles from Abergele) is considerably steeper, and the
surface is much worse. This hill is about three-quarters of a
mile long. FREDERICK WELLS.

- Sir,—Regarding my climb of Bwlch-y-Groes, I might say
that when I was returning down the easy side after success-
fully climbing the pass, both Mr. Lord and myself stopped
at the same- spot and chatted together. I told him I had
climbed the pass, and my friend, Mr. Fredk. Wells, has
written you an account of the climb. He (Lord) was then
going up with Mr. Owen, of Bala, in the sidecar, whom he
afterwards successfully carried up the pass as a passenger.
Lastly I might mention my gears were standard, which

are, I believe, 5 and 9 to 1. JAMES MILLS.
P.S.—I think the above account proves that mine was the

first witnessed sidecar climb of the pass.

The latest type of Crescent Runabout with flush sided body This cycleear

is now friction driven and can be supplied with tandem (as shown) or sociable

seating.

-ZO

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. L. C. Wilks, whose letter on "The Danger of Un-

controlled Dogs " was inserted on June 20th, writes to say

that he is not a member of the C.T.C., but that "The Dog's

Black List" is under the control of the N.C.U.

Mr. R. H. Adams writes that the mileage mentioned in his

letter of last week should read 11,000 not 1,100
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(The Science of Simple Control.)

ftowclon Control
Wii'D,

Beware of Cheap and Inferior Imitations .

THE True and Perfect Quality of BOWDEN WIRE
MECHANISM attained only through fifteen years'

experience is marketed under the following Trade Marks:

BOWDENITE—The popular style of black waterproofed
wire used on all motor cycles.

BOWDENSILVER—Similar to the above but having an
armoured wrapping of white metal ribbon
to give further protection. This is also made
with brass wrapping under the style of
Bowdenbrass.

BOWDENAMEL—Used for work where protection from the
ravages of weather is not essential. The
wire has merely a coating of enamel.

BOWDENOIR—Same as above, except that the wire is

oxydised.

BOWDENSOLO—Similar to preceding, but with a "tinned"
finish.

•I***** •*• •** *•*** *•*•*•*

Having regard to the serious functions to be performed by

BOWDEN WIRE, we Refuse to Lower Quality.

See the above marks on
the Genuine Article.

BOWDEN
WIRE Ltd.,

We shall be glad to send our

. 1912 Catalogue on request.

Note- Genuine
Trade Mark
has no place

name under it.

Pratt St., Camden Town,

LONDON.
In aiiswering litis advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor On- 1 '

"
bji
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JUNIOR T.T. RACE-RESULTS^

U competitors finished, and out of

these 9 used throughout the Race the

BELT
with the following wonderful results

:

Finishing 1st. W. H. BASHALL on a DOUGLAS.
2nd. E. KICKHAM „ „ DOUGLAS.
3rd. H COX „ ,, FORWARD.
4th. STEWART „ „ DOUGLAS.
5th. OWEN „ „ FORWARD.
7th. PETTY „ „ SINGER.
8th. HASLAM „ „ DOUGLAS.
9fh. PRATT „ „ "O.K."

11th. EVANS „ „ DUMBER.

9 out of 11-How's that for "LYSO" RELIABILITY?

Always specify and use "LYSO" Dark-Rubber BELTS

LYCETT'S
'The Saddlery" BIRMINGHAM.
Write for a copy of our new issue of "The Saddle Book" free. eh

B22 In answering' this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

t
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The A.K. Sporting Belt.

The A.K. Company's chain belt can be
purchased with a tool bag attached if

desired. The illustration shows the
tools and spares which may be carried in

the bag. It will hold just those things

the sporting type of rider is likely to

need in a hurry, such as an adjustable

spanner, a belt fastener, repair outfit,

sparking plug, and a piece of spare belt.

The A.K. Manufacturing Co., 36, Swaine
Street, Bradford, supply the belt and
tool bag, but not the tools.

Tmdem Sett;.

W. J. Bradley, 116, Regent Street,

Leamington, is the maker of a new pattern

tandem seat, which is provisionally

patented. The seat fits over the ba-ck

wheel like a pannier, thereby enabling the

passenger to- sit on it facing right or

left, or to straddle it, as desired. It is

made of wicker or cane, and covered with
waterproof material, weighs 11 lbs. only,

and has been tested to carry over 4 cwts.

A foot rest is fitted to each side, and

FJb 1X3.

Accessories
when the'' seat is in position the rear
wheel is covered from top of mudguard
to centre of hub on each side, thereby
forming a dress guard for lady passengers.
It is supplied with or without a spring
cushion and at a moderate price.

Clutch Control. Exhaust Siren.

Messrs. H. Taylor and Co., Ltd., 21a,
Store Street, Tottenham Court Road,
W., inform us that they have lately

brought out a handle-
bar control to operate
the clutch on Douglas
machines. The device
can be fitted by the
rider or by Messrs.
Taylor and Co. for
quite a small sum.
Another accessory in-

troduced by this firm
is an exhaust siren, a
neatly designed alarm
which is foot operated.
This is quite a novelty
in the way of methods

~

of giving audible and
sufficient warning.

A Novel Mascot.

A novel mascot has been submitted
to us by Maude's Motor Mart, 136, Great
Portland Street, W. . This mascot is a
metal figure of a policeman, and in front

is a small screw propeller. As the figure

travels through the air, on the front of

a motor cycle at speeds above four or

five miles an hour, the propeller revolves

and works the arms of the figure up and
down. Seven-eighths or one inch clips are
provided for attaching it to the handle-
bar.

A Xhree-ply

J. T. Bradford,
91, Burnley Road,
Colne, Lanes., has
sent us a sample
of leather belting

which is so con-

structed that when
passing round the
engine pulley the
bottom layers are
compressed as little

as possible, so en-

abling the greatest

flexibility and pre-

venting belt slip.

Thin rivets are
used, so that the
strength of the
leather is not de-

stroyed by cut-

ting large rivet

holes, and wide
copper washers on
the top layers keep
the leather from
doubling up under
driving stress.

Novel tool kit, made
by Middlemore & Lamp-
lu?h. Each tool is

separated from its neigh-

bour by a strip of leather,

the whole being looked

ti'.htly together by the

spring shown, which is

pushed into position at

the end of the kit

A Convenient Spare Tank.
The Service Company, Ltd., 292-293,

High Holborn, W.C., have introduced
a torpedo-shaped spare petrol tank, de-

signed to be fitted to any convenient
tube of a sidecar, to which it is fastened
by brass straps. It is provided with a

filler cap of ample size and a petrol tap.

A Collapsable Valise.

A collapsable metal box or valise is

made by the " Holcro " Company, 740,

Seven Sisters Road, N. This measures
7in. x7in. x4jin., and is intended to hold

the usual amount oi toilet necessaries for

one night's use. When not in use the

box may be made to fold entirely flat.

Loops are provided for straps to fasten

the box to the luggage carrier, whereon
it may remain permanently if desired.

An Electric Motor Cycle Horn.

The Fortavox is the name of a motor
cycle electric horn just introduced by

Ward and Goldstone, Springfield Lane,

Salford. Manchester. It is small and

neatly enamelled black, and conse-

quently is no trouble to clean. It is

worked by means of a dry battery, and
when the switch is depressed emits a

penetrating but not unpleasant sound.

The wiring is of the simplest description,

and if a sidecar combination be used,

switches may be provided both for the

driver and the passenger. If used with

a sidecar a rather larger battery may be

carried with advantage.
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(f T HAVE had so many exciting rides," said F. W.
Barnes, when I tackled him on the subject,

* " that I could fill a volume, but there was one
which I shall never forget. Most rides, currently

exciting, become mere subjects for amusing anecdotes
in retrospect, but my sidecar record ride with

Weatherilt in the passenger seat at Brooklands on
March 7th was, nerve-racking enough-. You must
realise the enormous strain on the engine, frame, and
tyres with a sidecar, going all out on Brooklands, with
its many rough patches,

before you can have any

idea of the prevailing .

conditions in a two hours'

ride at nearly fifty miles

an hour. We had made
adequate arrangements,

and Weatherilt, instead

of lying down in the car,

had to replenish the oil

and petrol tanks by
means of a special appli-

ance, and keep his eyes

on the sidecar wheel, the

watch, and lap scoring

card."
" We soon accelerated

to top" speed, and were on

the mile a minute mark
after a steady lap. After

seventeen laps Weatherilt

with difficulty managed
to

_
replenish the petrol

tank from a spare two-

gallon tin, but with two
more laps to accomplish

in order to get fifty miles into the first hour, we ran

short of oil. My passenger was struggling with the

syringe and the spare
r

oil, while I was fumbling about

in order to receive it in the oil tank. As a fact I

received it all over, my face, for the jolting and the

wind prevented Weatherilt- from getting the oil into

the tank and we both of us got smothered. Anyhow
we stopped just before^ the expiration of the hour and
loaded in the ordinary way. We were so oily that

our fingers were like thumbs, and when we restarted

the machine slipped but of my hands and I had to

make a dash for it, landing in the saddle with as

much luck as judgment. As we passed the time-

keeper, I turned to Weatherilt to shout in his ears a

query as to whether we had managed the fifty, and I

never saw such a sight in my life. Weatherilt was an
oily mass, barely recognisable, and I suppose I must
have been nearly as bad. What with the oil in our

eyes, and the attempts to get some in the tank, we

lost count of the laps, and simply went all out,

bouncing about like a cork on the. ocean. On some
parts of the track we were doing nearly seventy, and
it was at our greatest speed that I, with horror, heard
Weatherilt say something about the sidecar wheel
coming off. We were then passing under the mem-
bers' bridge, and the bend was rather sharp. Like a
shot I grabbed the exhaust lifter, shut the throttle,

and applied the brakes, but these manoeuvres did, not

seem to check the speed, and every moment I expected

to see the sidecar wheel
--—-- ^___~^2~^ part company with the

- •,;. i combination. Then we
began to slow up with me
feeling as scared as ever

I I was. Another yell—

-

|. I 'Go on,' said Weatliej:-
'. ilt, .'we're slacking.'

With what little breath I

had left I shouted
'What's the matter?

'

to which Weatherilt re-

plied that the sidecar

wheel was coming off—
the track (lifting)

!

Oh, the relief! I opened
out again, but it was an

I experience not to be for-

*

"

gotten. A bit later we.

i j stopped for more petrol.

J
", On again at a fine turn of

/ 5 speed, and we were getr

' I ting near the finish when
the belt fastener broke.

Hc£J On stopping, I turned tq

Weatherilt for the spare

belt, but he was stretched out in the sidecar, having
received a blow from the belt which had temporarily

stunned him. He had a nasty bruise on his forehead,

and 1 began to administer first aid, when he came
round and insisted on finishing the ride, which, after I

had fitted another belt, we did, completing 100 miles

in just over two hours."
" Anotherlittle incident which occurred during my

racing career was a fall at Brooklands while doing
seventy-two miles an hour, owing to a burst front tyre."

" On another occasion I ran into a cord attached to a
kite which had, strayed from the aviation sheds. I was
doing

,
sixty 'miles an hour, and the cord cut through

my clothes and then my hand as I tried to pull it away
from my throat."

F. W. Barnes, who is the inventor of the famous
Gradua gear and the works manager of the Zenith
Company, secured fifty-three first prizes in 1911, and
so far this year has secured fifty-eight.
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THE NEW
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wheels.

with improved frame and perfect springing arrangements. It is without
doubt the motor cycle de luxe. Speedy, silent, and smooth in its running,
it can be ridden for long distances without the slightest sign of fatigue.
A point which should commend this model to all long distance riders.

Head Office: 3, Great Winchester St., London, E.C. S^A^iSm waif
-
"

Works: Corporation Street, Stafford. . Showrooms: The Motor Maintenance Co., 184, Gt. Portland St., W. Telephone:
4339 Mayfair. Sole Agents for Manchester and District: Manchester Motor Exchange, 32, Downing Street, Ardwick.
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Stepney Road-Grip Tyres
FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

The extraordinary success of the Stepney Road-Grip Tyre for Motor Cars

has encouraged us to put on the market a similar tyre for Motor Cycles,

and we guarantee that the same quality rubber and canvas is used in -the

manufacture of same as that of our Motor Car Tyre.

PRICES.
Road-Grip Cover, 26 x 2|in.

Inner Tube
35 II butt ended

50/-.

9/9
13/4

The Stepney Road-Grip Tyre will grip the road better than any other form of

non-skid, and is more resilient and lasts longer than a Steel-studded Tyre.

FOR THOSE WHO WILL HAVE THE BEST.

The Stepney Spare Motor Wheel, Ltd.
5tepney Works, Llanelly.
168, Great Portland St.. London, W.
130-132, King: St., Toronto, Canada.
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LONDON - EDINBURGH
-AND BACK RUN. The
world-famous and always reliable

Motor - Cycle
Headlight

was the one used by Mr. G. Brough in the
above great Run, which he won, and thus
gained the M.C.C. CHALLENGE CUP
and GOLD MEDAL for double journey.

— A really fine performance, which, points

a moral :

—

Always use a " P. & H." Lamp
and so secure the highest efficiency in "Lighting
Equipment " awheel.

— The "P. & H." is not the most expensive
lamp by a long way, but it is the . most efficient

by far. Note it

—

The Winner's "P. & H." Model 125
A powerful 7m. Projector Lamp, fitted with " Roni

"

Non-carbonising burner, specially silvered Mangin Mirror, and
4Un. best plate-glass bevelled Convex Lens. Special "Generator
with Adjustable Bracket, complete with best grf y rubber tubing.
Can be fitted on. handle- bar stem or usual lamp bra?ket.

Price, complete as illustrated, 27/-
— obtainable of all Agents, etc., or direct.

Powell & Hanmer, Limited,
Chester Street, Birmingham.

NO\T-SKID

THE

"BURNETT"
PATENT SUCTION - CUP

TYRE,
TESTIMONIAL.

30, Upper Sandhurst Road,
Brislington,

BRISTOL.
March 27th, 1912.

Messrs. The Burnett Motor Tyre Co.,

Melksham, Wilts.
Dear Sirs,—It is with much pleasure that

I express to you my satisfaction of
excellent results 1 have had from one of
your Special 3-ply Motor Cycle Tyres, which
purchased from 'you in 1910.

I fitted tyre to the rear wheel of my 4J h.p.

single-cylinder motor cycle, sidecar attached, and
ran about 3,000 miles without having the least

bit of trouble, not even a puncture. I have since
removed lyre to wheel of sidecar, and after 1,000
miles is still m excellent condition.

It is also interesting to'note that during the time tyre was running on
rear wheel of motor cycle, I used no less than three tyres of well-known
makes on front wheel, which caused me no little inconvenience.

1 may also add that I found tyre excellent as a non-skid during bad
weather and far superior to any other make of tyre which I have ever tried.

Yours truly, W. H. WHITE.

26 X 2

26 X 2\
2.6 X 2-J

3-Hy.

33/-
34/6
36/-

Tubes.

8/6
9/6
10/6

Carriage Paid. Less 10% Cash with Order.

THE BURNETT MOTOR TYRE CO.,
MELKSHAM, WILTS.

Tel. : 33, Melksham. Tel. Address : " VACUUM, MELKSHAM."

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Port Talbot to Woolwich.

Kindly give me the best route

and mileage from Port Talbot
(Glamorgan) to the East End of

London, avoiding as much traffic

'. as possible. "What time should
it taker—M.R.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Port Talbot, Bridgend, Cowbridge,
Cardiff, JNewport, Severn Tunnel Junc-
tion, by train to Pilning, then through
Chipping Sodbury, Chippenham, Devizes,
Upavon, Andover, Whitchurch, Basing-
stoke, Odiham, Farnham, Hog's Back,
Guildford, Shere, Dorking, .

Reigate,

Redhill, Westerham, Hayes, Bromley,
Bellingham, Lewisham, . Blackheath,
Greenwich, ferry to Woolwich, whence
you can reach almost any part of the

East End of London. This would be
better than driving through the whole
of London from west to east, as you
would have to do by any other route,

and it avoids the traffic as .far as pos-

sible. The distance is approximately 230
miles. We cannot tell you how long it

will take, as this depends upon how
fast you intend to drive. .

Single Gear Tricar.

I am using a 3^ h.p. tricar,

^Tl with two coach-built seats, wheel
\ steering, chain drive, free engine,

-iJ leather-to-metal foot clutch, single

gear, weight about 3 cwts. I have
fitted a B. and B. carburetter with No.
32 jet. Would you be good enough to

inform me if this is the correct size

jet, and, if not, if this is the reason

I cannot get enough power to get up a

hill with passenger, combined weight
about 22 -stones? Perhaps you can tell

me what is wrong. Further, is it neces-

sary for me to take out a revenue
licence for the machine? I use it solely

for business purposes, and have a plate

bearing name and address, but as I

sometimes require one of my travellers

to accompany me, I am wondering if

I am liable if I take him as passenger
in the front seat.—F.W.M.

The size of your jet is about right. Pro-
vided that the engine is in good order,
it is probably geared too highly. We are
afraid you are liable for the revenue tax
of £1. To be exempt a machine must
be constructed in such a way that "it

can only be used for commercial purposes—i.e., you should have a box in front
for the conveyance ef goods, and not a
seat.

Magneto Timing. ,

I ride an 8 h.p. 1912 Rex-

^1 Jap and sidecar (Service Co.)

> fitted with Roc two-speed gear.

-JJ (1.) My yearly mileage is about
12,000 miles. After about what

distance should the gears be overhauled ?

(2.) Am I right in assuming that the
magneto is at its maximum when the gap
between the armature and the pole piece

is six millimetres? (3.) With B. and B.
carburetter, what is the best size of jet

for this combination ; top gear, 4 to

1; also what size choke tube? (4.)

What is the greatest mileage per gallon
to be expected under most favourable
conditions? I get 50 m.p.g. (5.) What
is the best setting of the magneto for

touring with this combination? When
the machine arrived from the makers
the timing was as follows : With the
spark lever fully advanced, the platinum
points broke when the piston was ^in.

down the firing stroke. The machine
would not take more than half throttle

unless air was cut off altogether, and
I consequently blamed the carburetter,
thinking it was starved, and could not
get rid of the trouble until I took down
the engine after 1,000 miles. The state

of the exhaust valves, the stems of

which were burnt almost half through,
at once caused me to look to the timing,
when I discovered the state of affairs

before mentioned. At present I have
the magneto timed as follows : Piston
on top of compression stroke, lever
fully retarded, platinum points at

breaking point. With this setting the
engine is inclined to knock occasionally

on picking up. (6.) Which of Price's and
Vacuum oils is best for this machine in

summer?—F.G.T.
(1.) We should recommend you to have
the gear examined at the end of 5,000
miles. As the gear is well made there
should be no parts likely to require re-

newal except the bearings. (2.) The gap
between the end of the armature and the
pole piece should be about 5 mm., and at

that moment the platinum points should
be about to break. If the gap be
any wider the firing will take place
earlier. (3.) The correct size jet and
choke tube are best found by experiment.
Try a .32 jet and .53 adapter. (4.) Fifty
miles to the gallon would be about right.

(5.) You have set your timing correctly.

It was very far wrong before. (6.) Price's

Huile de Luxe or Vacuum B.

T.ie ReJ Cross Service in Paris. A Bedelia used for transporting an injured person from the suburbs
to one of the hospitals.
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Guildford to Bedfrtl

(1.) Would you kindly give me
the route and distance from
Guildford to Bedford? I am a
pure novice, having only ridden
for three weeks, but I wish to

go this way at a future date with a
6 Is. p. twin and sidecar. (2.) Are
there any tricky hills (I have free

engine and two-speed gear) ? (3.) Can
I avoid all towns with tramlines?

—

O.A.D.

(1.) You" best route would be as follows;

Guildford, Chertsey, Staines, Windsor,
Slough, Beaconsfield, Amersham, Ches-
ham, Tring, Dunstable, Ampthill, and
Bedford. (2.) There are one or two
tricky hills between Beaconsfield and
Chesham. (3.) -We do not think you will

be troubled with tramlines on this route.

The distance is approximately eighty
miles.

Climbing Birdlip.

I read in The Motor Cycle.

^Tl of May 2nd an account of

> the A.C.U. one day trial, and see
-2-1 that you talk of Birdlip Hill as a

mere incident for a modern motor
cycle. Would it not be possible to
give approximately the gear ratios of

the machines in these trials? It would
give readers a better idea of a machine's
capabilities. I took a trip to Gloucester
one day recently in order to see what
Birdlip was like. I rode a well-known
3£ h.p. 1912 clutch model, gear ratio

4^ to 1. My weight is 10 stones. The
result was the machine conked out after
about half a mile of climbing. I then
lowered the gear to 4^ to 1, and went
down to the foot of the hill and tried
again. I managed to get up all right
this time, but the engine knocked
terribly after the last corner near the
top. However, I managed to coax it

to the top without using the clutch.
Yet you say this hill is a mere slope

!

By the way, what was the normal gear
of the Rover you rode? Do the riders
reckon to climb these lulls on an ordi-
nary touring gear (referring to single-
geared machines)?—D.C.

There were only two single gear maclines
in the A.C.U. trials, and we are unable
to state their actual gears. It is an open
secret that competitors in reliability

trials gear slightly lower than for touring
(probably about 5 to 1), though a very
low gear cannot be used on account of
petrol consumption and overheating.
Competitors are not allowed to alter gear
ratios during the trial. The normal gear
on the 3^ h.p. Rover which we were
riding was 4| to 1. The machine was in
full touring trim, and in addition to our
own weight in overalls (about 11^ stones)
was carrying a small box of luggage on
the carrier. - The hill was taken on the
run without cooling the engine. We have
climbed the hill on many modern machines
and some ancient, but with the exception
of lightweights have seldom geared below
5 to 1. N.B.—W. B. Gibb (2| h.p.
Douglas) very nearly reached the summit
on top gear. •

Ipswich to London, W.
Kindly inform me of the best

• route from Ipswich to the West
End (Queen's Gate). I have no
objection to a circuit to avoid
traffic—G.C.P.

Your route will be as follows: Colchester,
Witham, Chelmsford, Chipping Ongar.
Epping, to Woodford. At the end of-

Woodford take the right hand fork and go
straight on until you come to Waltham-
stow (ten-mile limit). Here take the first

on the left and second on the right, where
you enter the main road to Ware. Turn
to the left and take the road leading under
the G.E. Railway bridge marked "Seven
Sisters Road Station ; frequent services
of trains to London, etc." Continue
straight on till you meet some tramlines
with central standards. Here turn right
for about fifty yards, and left immediately
afterwards. Follow the tramlines with
overhead wires to the foot of Muswell
Hill. Climb Muswell Hill, and continue
straight on until you come into the Great
North Road. Here turn left, and take
the first turning on the right marked
"Private Road," at the end of which turn
to the right and you will find yourself on
the top of Hampstead Heath. At the

pond turn left, when you enter the ten-
mile limit, and descend Fitzjohn's Avenue.
At the bottom bear slightly to the right,'
and go down the wood paving until youi
come to a public house (Eyre Arms) onj
the right-hand side, near which there is a"
public hall. Follow this road round tol
the left, and then go straight down Grove
End Road, on into Lisson Grove, turn
right at Marylebone Road, and make ycur
way into Oxford and Cambridge Terrace,
take the second on the left, second on the
right, and second on the left again. This
will bring you into Lancaster Gate, oppo-
site Victoria Gate. Go straight across
Hyde Park, coming out at Alexandra
Gate, whence you will find Queen's Gate
th most important turning on the left.

«

have
my

Eyeglassss in Wet Weather.

I should much appreciate your,
advice as to the best method of
overcoming the difficulty of rid-
ing in heavy rain and being, com-
pelled to wear eyeglasses? I
a pair of goggles which fit over;
glasses, but the glasses in the

former get so wet that I cannot see
:

through them, and I have to stop re-
peatedly to wipe the glasses .dry. I
shall be glad of your help.—F.B.

Probably the best thing to do is to rub
the glove over the glasses so as to smear
the rain and prevent it forming; in drops.
The trouble may be reduced slightly
by wiping the glasses of the goggles or -m
spectacles with a mixture of glycerine •

and water. This, again, prevents the
rain . forming in drops.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences of

others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which
the replies may be forwarded. Answers to the
queries below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"G.W.E.C." (Wallasey).-4 h.p. 1912
Rex.
"J.D.D." (Cornwall).—6 h.p. Enfield

sidecar for use in a hilly country.
"F.N.Z.A.A." (Wellington, N.Z.).—

7 h.p. four-cylinder T.M.C. with and
without sidecar. Reliability and suita
bility for rough work.

THE POPULAR SIDECAR.
The atove group was photographed in the Stockport M.C.C. Reliability Run on the 23rd ult., and shows some of the competing sidscarists at

Monk's Heath—the second control. Matchless and Clyno outfits are conspicuous.
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CHANGE SPEED GEARS.

771

A SELECTIVE CLUTCH GEAR.

WE have before us the working drawings ot a new
bottom bracket gear, the design of which is par-

ticularly sound, and which has already given excel-

lent results on the road. This'is to be marketed
in a form which will fit almost any modern motor cycle, and
will suit any Triumph machine made since 1906 without
structural alteration.

The engine-shaft is fitted with two chain sprockets mounted
on an extension of the shaft, and held thereon by means of a
split spring washer and lock nuts, no keys being employed.
A distance piece between the sprocket is chambered out and
drilled for lubrication, thus allowing for a certain amount of

slip to absorb the harshness of the drive. The third sprocket
shown is mounted on a free wheel and connected to a kick or

handle starter »s desired."

Counter<shaft Mechanism.
The counter-shaft gear mechanism is mounted on a shell

which is. eccentrically bored, and passing through, which is

the main inner hollow-shaft. Through this hollow-shaft runs
a push rod, which may be given a lateral motion by the move-
ment of a double pedal to which it is connected by means of

a pin working in a helical slot. At the end of the push rod
remote from the pedal is carried a cross head mounted on two
ball bearings, and to which are attached two thrust plates

having inclined surfaces machined on them to correspond with

THREE-SPEED COUNTER-SHAFT GEAR.

A.
B.
C.
D.
B.
H.

J.
K.
L.
N.
O.
P.
TJ.

V-
z.

Eccentric shell.

Inner hollow shaft.
Push rod with ball-races
Shell carrying main bearings.
Expanding gunrnetal drums.
Outer case carrying push rod
bearings and thrust plates.

Socket carrying worm box.
». orm box.
Locking ring.
Crosshead.
Thrust nuts [sprocket.
Kick or handle starting
Lubricating tube main
bearing.

Locking nuts.
Main driving sprocket
screwed to shell D.
End cap with loose cover en-

closing push rod mechanism.

Three-speed counter-shaft gear fitted to a 3] h.p. New Comet-Precision.

The annexed illustration is of a new three-speed counter-

shaft gear with clutch made by Mr. A. H. Haden, Princip
Street, Birmingham, maker of the New Comet motor cycles.

The chief point in this gear is its adaptability to a standard
frame with 3| Precision engine, for which it has been
specially designed. The total weight of the gear, with the
controlling mechanism, is 23 lbs., and if the pedalling gear
usually fitted be deducted the net additional weight is only
11 lbs.

Sectional sketch of the Rigby two-speed gear.

similar faces on the inside of the clutch drums. The main
shell is carried on ball bearings and immediately outside it lie

two phosphor bronze clutch drums. These drums are split in

two places on their periphery, and when not expanded form
bearings for a pair of large chain sprockets mounted upon
them.

Pedal Control.
A backward motion of the pedal, before mentioned, causes

the thrust plates to expand the outer of the two clutch
drums, and thus lock the high gear sprocket to the main shell,

leaving the low gear sprocket free, and in a similar way a
forward movement of the pedal engages the high gear. The
final drive is by chain from a sprocket mounted on the main
shell to the rear wheel. All the ball races are adjustable, the
working parts are enclosed in a dustproof cover and a sensible
chain cover is fitted to the forward chains. This gear is

made on the selective clutch principle, which gives a direct
drive on. both the high and low speeds, the only additional
friction being the idly running chain and sprocket wheel.

A feature of the gear is that the clutch drums are so

designed as to give the maximum possible amount of gripping
surface, this being the reason why they are split in two places
instead of one as is usual. This gear is not an experiment,
for it has been tested for some thousands of miles on two big
twin-cylinder machines, in each case with a sidecar attached.
The manufacturer of the gear is Mr. E. J. Rigby, Prescot
Road, St. Helens, who should find a big future for it.

THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
Slight Alterations to the Published Routes.
Mr. T. . W. Loughborough informs us that several alterna-

tive portions will be included in the daily runs.

The homeward journey, after Lynmouth, on the second
day (Tuesday), will probably be via Parracombe, Blackmoor
Gate, South Molton, and Tiverton, to Exeter (lunch). Then
either Sidford or Salcombe hills, Lyme Regis, Bridport,
Beaminster, Crewkerne,

.
Chard, and Combe St. Nicholas.

On the fifth day the hilly country around Wotton-under-
Edge and Dursley will be traversed.

On the Saturday the alternative route wili be followed
Chard will be gained by .the hilly road via Castle Neroche.

The second slow climb will be on Winyard's Gap, just-

beyond Crewkerne, on the Dorchester roac-.

ANOTHER NEW CYCLECAR.

A new design lour-wheeler which is being made by E. Gilyard & Co.,

Barkerend Road, Bradford. Tne power is supplied by an 8 h.p. Chater Lea
engine, through ball-bearing gear box of the same make, and thence transmitted

to the rear wheel by chains. Tne frame is made ol steel tubini, and is

sprung both fore and aft. Tne car 15 said to be particularly steady at high
speeds, and as it is light (4 to 5 cwts.) it climbs the average hill with ease.

B29
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The Auto-Aero mudshield fitted to the front

wheel of a 7 h.p. Indian. The arrangement of the

centre panel allows air to pass but not mud.

Brooklands Successes.

At the B.A.R.C. meeting on the 15th

ult., out of the twelve events, Pratt's

Perfection motor spirit succeeded in

securing six firsts and nine second places.

Trade Note.

Messrs. Mackenzie and Co., Bath
Passage, Birmingham, who are makers
of sidecar bodies of all kinds, will be
pleased to^ forward illustrated particulars

of their various patterns to manu-
facturers who are interested.

Sidecar Improvements.

The manufacturers of the Turner side-

car, J. H. Griffin and Co., Minories
Chambers, Minories, Birmingham, have
recently made some great improvements
in the latest type, particulars of which
they will be pleased to supply on appli-

cation.

Instruction in Driving.

The London School of Motoring, Ltd.,
Tudor Place, 19a, Tottenham Court Road,
W.C., is the first motor school of which
we have heard where instruction is given
in the art of driving a motor cycle.

There is no doubt that the London
School of Motoring will supply a long-

felt want.

Delays in Delivery.

Readers who have Douglas machines
on order will be interested to hear that
the makers now expect to receive large
deliveries of magnetos, which will

enable them to send out numbers of
machines which have been waiting for
several weeks for these necessary
adjuncts to the power unit.

B30

SPARKLE'

Trade Note.

Messrs. Herbert Terry and Sons, the

well-known spring manufacturers, of

Redditch, have started on an extension

of their premises.

" Territorial Monthly."

No. 1 of The Territorial Monthly
(2d.), the official organ of' the Legion

of Motor Cyclists, was published last-

week. It can be obtained through news-

agents and bookstalls.

Tyre Repairs.

The Continental Tyre and Rubber Co.,

Thurloe Place, London, S.W., have a

finely equipped repair works at Willes-

den, where is a staff of specialists in tyre

repair and a plant specially laid down
for this work only.

Addresses Wanted.

The number of people who send en-

quiries and repairs to various firms and
omit to give addresses is astonishing.. The
North British Rubber Co. (Clincher tyres)

have received a tube for. repairs from

Southwold (Suffolk), and a Mr: R. G.

Setter, Camberwell, - has sent an enquiry

to the Leicester Rubber Co., both with-

out sufficient address. If this attracts

their notice will they communicate with

the firms in Question?

Petrol Consumption.

The Nubric Co., Spring Bank, Wigan,
are selling locally a soluble powder which

they have named Petropel. It is claimed

for this that there is a saving of twenty

per cent, on the petrol account. One
experimentalist in the district asserts

that he obtained ten minutes' extra run-

ning out of a gill of petrol in a test

recently made with a fixed engine.

JULY 4th, 1912.

•Change of Address.

Messrs. Pirelli, Ltd., have removed
from 45, Basinghall Street, to 144, Queen
Victoria Street, E.C.

Counter-shaft Two-speed Gear.

The G.H. is the name of a bottom
bracket counter-shaft gear which em-
bodies handle starting, chain transmis- '

sion, and a friction clutch. It is being (

fitted to the 3^ h.p. Wulfruna motor
cycle. This gear' is specially adapted for -

sidecar work. The makers, the Wul-
fruna Engineering Co., Wolverhampton, '

also supply the gear separately if desired.

Catalogues Received.

The latest list of Rich detachable air

tubes shows a considerable reduction in

prices.

John Piggott, Ltd., 117, Cheapside, 3
E.C, have just issued a new general list •

which includes all accessories and clothing 1

.for motor cyclists.

The latest price list of Michelin motor J
cycle tyres also gives particulars of the
Michelin butt-ended inner tube and the %
various covers for which this firm is so j
highly reputed.

. The Crown Mfg. Co., Small Heath, t
Birmingham, issue a catalogue entitled 3
"What Every Motor Cyclist Should I

Know." The third edition is just to -

hand and contains illustrations and i|

descriptions of this firm's Monarch tyres t

and Crown rubber belting. Geo. Brough i

made use of one of these belts in the I
London-Edinburgh Run.

A well-illustrated leaflet of the Mead-

1

Flyer is just to hand. This machine is

marketed by the Mead Cycle Co., 11-13,M
Paradise Street, Liverpool, and is sup- -'

plied in 2£ h.p., 3J h.p., and 4£ h.p. 1
models with and without free engine hub. jj

All motor cyclists requiring spare parts ',

or accessories will be well advised to get
a copy of the very comprehensive cata-
logue issued by Messrs. Brown Bros..
Ltd., Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.'
This catalogue contains practically every-
thing that is likely to be required by
motorists or motor cyclists.

A group of tourists in Germany. From left to right they are—H. Rossner (3J- hp. Scatt),

B. Rude (6 h.p. N.S.U.), Mrs. C. H. Rossnjr (3§ h.p. Scott), and C. H. Rossner (7 h.p. Indian). The
machines are shod with Palmer and Kemphall tyres.
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JOHN PIGGOTTS
Fawn and

Green Shades
of

Drill (heavily

Rainproofed)

DUST
JACKETS
Double-breasted,

16/.

SEATLESS
GAITER TROUSERS.

Spat Fronts and
V Shape Gusset 8/8 pait

Ditto Leggings. . T/4- pair

OUST JACKETS
Single-breasted Crash,

super quality 3/3

GAITER TROUSERS
With Seat, Spat
Fronts, and V
Shaped Gussets.. 6/6 pair

Our Latest

Speciality for

Motor Cyclists

LEATHER

UNDER-
COAT.

to be worn under an

ordinary coat.

The Jacket is fitted with a

wind-flap, which entirely ex-

cludes all cold winds. When
not in use can be folded up
into small compass and carried

on the machine.

Made in Tan Leather

usual Price Sale Price

29/11
SEATLESS Ditto T e°-<nn°s 4-/6 Dair

GAITER TROUSERS. Ultt0 Le»»m&-- '

117-118, CHEAPSIDE & MILK ST., LONDO

L

FOR SALE!
1912 3J T.T. TRIUMPH, silver

finjsh, as new, £42 10s. nett.

1912 6 h.p. ZENITH, with £18 18s.

Gloria Sidecar, splendid set of

Goldenlite Lamps. The best

Sidecar Machine on the road,

£65 nett. A Bargain.

1912 Single-speed DOUGLAS, as

new, £35

1912 Free-engine BRADBURY, as
n ew, £45

1912 Single-speed MOTO-REVE,
3 h.p., as new, £27 10s.

THESE MACHINES ARE PERFECT.

CYRIL PATTESON WILBERFORCE & Co.,

Motor Engineers, CATERHAM VALLEY, SURREY.

TELE
grams: 'Tone, Caterham Valley."
i hone : 100, Caterham Valley.

MOTOR CYCLES
BY EASY PAYMENTS

Whiteleys can supply ANY MAKE OF
MOTOR CYCLE or CYCLECAR on the

EASIEST OF EASY TERMS.

Interest Charge trom 2 per cent
(Carriage Paid.)

A TEN POUND NOTE
secures delivery, and you can pay the balance

afterwards by twelve monthly instalments

WHY WAIT 6 WEEKS WHEN WE HAVE IN STOCK

Premiers
Bradburys
Triumphs
Indians
Douglas
Rex-Japs

Alcyons
New Hudsons
A.C Sociables
Humbers
Singers
Motosacoche

Bats
Zeniths
Hobarts
Clynos
P. & M.'s.

Rudges

Special agents for Rollo cars.

WHITELEYS
-QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W-

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
1
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Telephone G. N. HIGGS,
31, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.

Vlotorla 1215.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES
OF

ALCYON MOTOR CYCLES
A-C SOCIABLES

BRITON MOTOR CARS
REPAIRS OF ALL KINDS BY EXPERIENCED WORKMEN.

A-C SOCIABLE REPAIRS A SPECIALITY.

Quadrant - Armstrong

Latest Successes/
A.C.U SPRING RELIABILITY TRIALS, 2 NON-STOPS.
LONDON TO EDINBURGH ... 3 GOLD MEDALS.

Owing to completion of extensions—IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF 4\ h.p MODELS.

CASS'S MOTOR MART,
5, WARREN STREET,

LONDON, W.

HARRODS LTD.,
BROMPTON ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.

u QUADRANT," Lawley Street, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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THE MUCH COPIED BUT THE LATEST COMPLIMENT TO THE

UNEQUALLED "A.C." "MIGHTY ATOM M

AT BROOKLAND3 CYCLE CAR RACE
(June 1st),

The6H.P. "A.C."
SINGLE CYLINDER (723 c.c.) WAS STARTED

SCRATCH WITH A

10 h.p.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS OF THE

DE LUXE MODEL, £92 10 0.

TWO-CYLINDER CYCL

CAR (1070 c.c.) AND WAS ONLY
BEATEN BY A FEW SECONDS .

SPEED NEARLY 47 MILES PER HOUR

NOTE. THE SAME "A.C' MACHINE

UNALTERED IN ANY WAY CLIMBED THE
BROOKLAND3 TEST HILL

ON TOP GEAR
AUTO CARRIERS (1911) LTD.,

FERRY WORKS.
Tel. 245 and 246 Molesey. THAMES DITTON.

BOTH BEFORE AND
AFTER THE RACE

IMMEDIATELY

MAN'S MASTERY
.OVER THE AIR..
This fascinating subject should appeal to

everyone who is interested in mechanical

locomotion. Human flight, in all its as-

pects, is fully dealt with month by month in

A High-class Monthly devoted to the interests of Avxaiio,

Written in practical and not too technical

language, and profusely illustrated.

Published Monthly.
(First Thursday.)

Of all Newsagents and 'Bookstalls,

Specimen Copy, Nine Stamps, from the Publishers

:

For

Maximum

.. Power ..

on your

Motor Cycle

use

THE FAMOUS

LODGE
PLUG

Obtainable everywhere. Price 4- / -
English made and guaranteed.
When ordering, specify "Motor Cycle Type."

Lodge Bros. & Co.. g*'^ Birmingham

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ovele."
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95 GUINEAS, ready for the Road. 100 GUINEAS, with Windscreen and Hood.
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.

20/3/12. " The Rollo is running extremely
well—in fact, far better thnn I anticipated.
She holds the road perfectly."
18/4/12- "I like the Hollo very much, and
wish you every success."

29/4/12. " The machine is running very
well, and attracts a good deal of attention."
8/5/12- •' I have nDW done about 800 miles
on the car. and am very pleased with it.

The car easily does 35 jn-p-Ji., although I

have not tried it all out. It also climb-: very
well- Everybody I meet is much interested,
and I should think you would have plenty
of sales here."
17/5/12 " The car runs all day like a
clock."

17/5/12. I am still getting satisfaction
out of my car. . . 1 hope you are getting
plenty of orders."

AND MANX OTHERS.

THE RELIABLE ROLLO.
The Premier 4-wheeled Cyclecar. Fast, Safe, and Simple.

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.
20/5/12- " I should like to tell you that
my car is goins beautifully at present. . .

It has climbed Dashwuod Hill with 24
stone up, also three suit cases, spare tyres,

oil, and petrol."
25/5/12. "I fully endorse the testimonials

you have received. The little car is a mar-
vel, and goes wonderfully.

"

31/5/12. •* I should like yen t.i know that

1 am delighted with' my Itnllo car. I ran
drive and control it perfect and have in-

dulged in scrapping witu eminently siitis-

factorv remits- With two up and luggage
I passed five cars which were all endeavouring
to pass one another to avoid the du-st, and
have attained a speed of 47 m-p.h. I also

left an 8I1.1 . and sidecar on the

road. This would have beaten me if it bad
not been for your variable gear- l'lease

accept uiv best compliments.
AND MANY OTHERS.

Catalogues and lull particulars from The ROLLO CAR Co.. Ltd., Conybere St., Birmingham (Eng.)

Two Useful Books for Motor Cyclists

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW
TO MANAGE THEM."
Fifteenth Edition now on sale.

This book has long been recognised

as the standard handbook of the

modern motor cycle.

Net 1 /-, post free 1/2.

Obtainable from leading

Booksellers and Railway

Bookstalls, or direct,

with remittance, from

Hide and Sons Ltd., 20,

Tudor St., London, E.C.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE'
ROUTE BOOK."
First Edition now on sale.

Specially compiled for users of the high-

way in the United Kingdom. Route

finding is made both instructive and
entertaining. The book contains the

maximum amount of information in the

smallest possible space.

Net 1/6, post free 1/9.

Economical. Puncture-proof.
Light. Rigid. Good. Cheap.
Detachable. Durable.

LOMAX I

Best English Chrome Leather, impervious to wet. Fitted

with Steel Studs that will not pull out Attached to

tyre by means of clips which clinch the rim. Yon can

fit it yourself.

BANDS
Try one over that
old tyre of yours.

Accept no imitations. Get our list from

The Lomax Tyre Company
(Dept. YN.), William St., BIRMINGHAM.

RENOLD CHAIN
on your Motor Cycle means "no roadside stoppages for Transmission trouble.

Write for Booklet which tells The Story of Benold, to.—HANS RENOLD, LTD., MANCHESTER.

m§w>

MOTOR
CYCLES

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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CYCLECAR RIMS.
Our energies are concentrated

on the manufacture of

RIMS FOR MOTOR CYCLES, MOTOR CARS,

CYCLECARS, SIDECARS, also BRAKE and
BELT RIMS.

Prompt deliveries of standard sizes.

Special sizes and sections to order.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS.

H. JAMES & Co., Ltd
SHADWELL. ST., BIRMINGHAM.

TELEPHONE : 1430 Central TELEGRAMS: FELLOES, "BIRMINGHAM.'

BEWARE OF FRAUDULENT IMITATIONS.
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"PATCHQUICK" TO THE RESCUE!
THE WALLET. Miss E- L. C. Watson, in her daring and strenuous

ride through South Africa by motor cycle, proves

the super-excellence of " Patchquick^." On one
occasion her tyre was punctured by the Karoo thorn

(

illustrated below (half size), but a sure and per-

manent repair was quickly made by the application

of a " Patchquick " Patent Patch. - Patchquick "

was true to name." says Miss Watson in " Motor
Cycling." " Incidentally 1 found that this repair

outfit is a favourite here-'-'

THI OUTFIT.

CARRY YOUR OUTFIT IN THE
"PATCHQUICK" WAY.

These Outfit Wallets, made specially to
hold the world-renowned three shilling
" Patchquick " Outfit, have created a
furore in motor cycling circles. They
are provided with strong attachment
straps.

Price, complete with tyre levers.,

3/- each; without tyre levers,

2/6 each. Outfits, 3/- extra.

The celebrated No. 4 outfit, price 3/- each,
known and appreciatedfrom Equatortothe Poles

• One oi the most useful and novel
accessories which have been brought to

our notice."

—

The Motor Cycle.

A photograph of the actual Karoo thorn which punctured

Miss Watson's tyre. Half life size. I Reproduced hy courtesy

of "MotorCycling.")

Illustrated Lists Post Free.

WOODGATES BROTHERS,
Dept. F, TIYERTON ENGLAND.

This outfit is the most popular and efficient
Repair Outfit on the market, tens of thousands
being made and sold annually. It has broken alt

sale records the world over, proving itself as
popular abroad as in the British Isles. Our long
experience has resulted in the evolution of the

perfect product
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"PATCHQUICK FIX" in tubes 6d. and 1/-; in
screw top tins, 9d. Supplementary outfit 1 / ea

USED IN FIVE CONTINENTS! FIXED IN FIVE MINUTES!
In answering lliese advertisements it is desirable to mentio™ " ^1" Motor 'Pwln:
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1

Half-Time

RAPID REPAIR

KIT
Price Complete with 12 Plugs

Puncture Repairs

15/-
Special Illustrated Booklet

post free for the asking.

THE PARSONS
NON-SKID Co., Ld.,

23, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road,
London, W.C

And 237, Deansgate, Manchester.

%»

—better and permanent, too—if you use a

Parsons Rapid Repair Kit. instead of the old-

fashioned, troublesome, patch-and-solution way.

Isn't this a strong inducement why YOU--
Mr. Motor Cyclist—should spend 15/- NOW
on a PARSONS RAPID REPAIR KIT ? No
"waiting for patches to dry" ; no uncertainty

;

no leaking ; no mess—with the Parsons Way.
You can be on the move again in a minute

if you carry this little 7in. by 4m. Repair

Kit. Get one To-day.

See how

ifs done.

tfwvwKm

Anyone can pay

cash for

a motor cycle-

but why
should YOU?

Ill
Read it

Again.

—when Pagets Plan enables you to purchase

by monthly instalments — to enjoy the use of

the machine whilst paying for it. Anything

more easy or straightforward could not be

imagined—just pay one-fifth down and the

machine is yours. Send us the balance so

much a month.

Early Deliveries if Orders given now.

Write for full details of Pagets Plan.

PAGETS LIMITED,
10 and 11, Jermyn Street, London, S.W.

PAGETCL
PLAN l3 !

1,459
MILES
IN A WEEK.

The a'oove remarkable record ride was accomplished
by Mr. Arnold Butler, with a sidecar and passenger,
on an "A.S.L." fitted with the

U.H.
AGNETO.

The U.H. Magneto is absolutely reliable/under all

conditions. Extremely simple, having fewer working
parts than any. other.

Booklet containing full par-

ticulars post free.

S. WOLF & CO.,
115, SouthWBrk St., London. S.E.

A .16 In answering these advertisements it. is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle..
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I

Are made in a factory equipped with special
machinery for turning out high-class sidecars only.
Our illustrated catalogue will be sent post free, show-
ing clearly the many refinements and improvements
only to be found in the " CORONET."

CAN BE OBTAINED FROM ALL DEALERS.

Ornamental Cane Bodv, as illustration,
ur Close Reed Cane Body, £8 8s.

CORONET DETACHABLE JOINTS enable our side-
cars to be detached in one minute.

We illustrate herewith the "Coronet" Quick-
detachable joints, which are fitted to all our models.
To detach is simply a matter of unscrewing nut
about five threads. When attached, and nut screwed
tight, the joint is solid and perfectly rigid, and
does not rattle like some patent joints held in
position by springs and pins that are liable to shake
loose.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large stock of the best makes from

59/6. Your old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

25/- ALLOWED
for your B. & B. or Amac Carburetter if fitted with
H.B. control in exchange for a new 1912

SENSPRAY or BINKS.

c
BOOTH'S MOTORIES,

KEIGHLEY MILLS BEDFORD ST. NORTH
(ofi PeUon Lane), HALIFAX. Tel. 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"lOH Royal Eufield, 2-<-peed, frpe engine, in splendid
-It* condition; £34/10.—Atkinson, Nelson. [X4598

;ood running order, spares, etc.; £32.
Ivelson. [X4599

1 Q 10 Scott, in1» —Atkinson,

Oh. p. Clyde, accumulator ignition, running order; £6
«-^ no oilers.—Atkiiwon. Nelson PXdfinr[X4600

R
1 Qll 5h.p. Bex de Luxe, new tyres, Wliittle belt;L& flO.-Beesley, Charlcstown RJ., Blackley. [X4849

OVER, 1912. 3-speed model, only ridden 600 milr*:
£45.— George Duckett, Brantwood, Burnley. 1X4547

HUMBER,
sidecar

;

REX,
30

Model r. High-class Canoe-front Body, Cranked
Axle, and other improvements, £6 6 0.

chain drive, 2-fipeed, mag., h-b.c, take
£13.-2, Waverley Rd.. Bradford. [X4621

3ih.p-, 1911. August, little ridden, perfect;
gns., lowest—Reed, 6, Blake St., Icrk. [X4677

I Q12 B.S.A , standard, done abcut 500 miles, as new;iw £59.-103, Waterloo Terrace, Aahton, Pieston.
[X4777

Oin-p. Bradbury, 1911, perfect, £30; wanted. 1911
2 Triumph,. 'Standard.— Wood, Manor Rd.. Oldham.

1X47883 in. p. FN"., mag., h.b.e., splendid condition; £14.—
4 Knox, 141, Marsh House Lane, Warrington.

TX4841

N.5.U-, i903. ojh.p. H.T. mag., first-class order; £15
cash.—Motor Exchange, 32. Downing St., Man-

chester. [X4811

1 Qll Bradbury, 3ih-p-, free engine model, perfect
J-*J condition; £34 cash.—Thomas Byrom, 50, Albion
St., Leeds. [X4650

"I Qll Himiber, 3!h.p., 2-speed mrdel, good condition;
J-«-' £34 cash.'—Tiioiuas Byrom, 50, Albion St.. Leeds-

[X4651
-] Q10 Premier, 3ih.p., single gear, speedometer, lamp,
*-*} horn, complete; £27 cash.—Ttiomas Byrom, 50,
Albion St., Leeds. [X4652

- 5-6h.p. Clyno, 2-speed gear, chain drive, nearly
new; £54 cash.—Thomas Byrom, 50, Albion St.,

[X4654
rl9

:

Leeds.

RUDGE Multi, not done 100 miles, guaranteed per-
fect: £50.—Craig-, 25, Hollinshead St.. Chorlev.

Lanes. [X4793

TRIUMPH, 3J.h-p., 1908, perfect condition, ju«t re-
bushed and re-bored, new belt, perfect; £25.—

,
Below.

TRIUMPH, Sih.p-, 1911, T.T., ffood condition, very
fast; bargain,- £30—Below.

|
rriRiUMTH, 3h.p., 19U6, just overhauled, new B. and

j
J- B. carburetter, new tyre; £18.—Below.

INCOLN-ELK, 1908, Millennium 2-speed gear. Rood
i running order; £15-— Belo'.r-

clutch model, perfect condition, only
done 1,200 miles, new tyre ana belt ; £47/10.

Talbot Garage, Ltd-, Mersey Sq., Stockport. [1738

splendid condi
Raikes Parade

[1726

RUDGE, 1912,
d

3Ah. p. Fafnir, mag., m-o.v., h-b.c, ir
2' tion; £14/10, or cflers—39.

Bkukpool.

"I Q 11 B.S-A-, stanoara, new August, perfect cond:
-«- *J tion ; £36, bargain.—!?. V. Sellers, Overdale,

. [1727Keighley.

REX. 1909£, 3£h.p.
new ; a bargain

Mimche-ter.

magnificent condition, runs like

-"W-, 175, North Ed.. Clayton,
[S4021

"I Q12 Rudge, standard, new April, scarcely used, as
JLU new, all tools, lamp. horn. etc. ; £40.—Timber-
lake, Wigan. [S4707

TRIUMPH, very late, 1911. standard, new Christmas,
a* new, not ridden 800 miles: accept £39.—Timber-

lake, Wigan. [X4708

PREMIER, late 1910. 3*h.p., standard model, excel-
lent condition, very little used, splendid order,

fast; £26.—Timberlake, Wigan. 1X4709

TRIUMPH T.T. Roadster, late 1911. specially tuned
for competitions, adjustable footrasts, 1912 spring

forks, hardly soiled, been ridden bv expert, complete
with tools, horn, knee grips, etc.; £40. — Timberlake,
VVigan.

'

1X4710

rRIUMPHS, several 1908 and 1909 models, to be
cleared, all in good order and condition, from £20.

-Timberlake, WigaD. [X4706

3ih.p., tree engine, with torpedo side-

1, Hart
[X4531

QUADRANT Motor Cycle, 3ih.p., new cylinder, new
accumulator; £7. — 72, New Hey Rd., Lindley,

Huddersfield. rX481

£>h.p. Lightweight, 90 lbs., Amac, Bosch, Druids, per-& feet ; any trial ; accessories. — 15, Berkley Av.,
Levenshulme. [1856

MERRICK lor Bradburye, Chater-Lea, Rudge, A-J.S.,
Matchless, etc.—Merrick's Stores, Listerhilla, Brad-

lord. 'Phone: 2439, [0038

DOUGLAS, 1910, condition excellent, new back
fyre. accessories, spares; trial; £25.—Rodgers, New-

itead. Rotherham. [X463V
"IQ12 Rudge Multi, 3ih.p., new, never been ridden, I

-i-t/ £55 for quick sale; good reasjn for selling.- >

Reed, 6, Blake St., York. [X4627
j

GENUINE Bargain—1912 3£b.p. torpedo Precision
new April, lamp, generator, horn, speedometer

sacrifice £38/10.—Mynekyme, -Gidlow Lane, Wigan.
[X3921

1 Qll SingeT,
1-*J car, Lu
St.. Southport.

GOING ! GOING !

!

The opportunity to secure a Brand New ioirj

Sk h.p. PREMIER at a reduction of £n w.il soon be

gone. Only a few remain unsold.

LIST PRICE, £47 10.

OUR PRICE, £36 10.

Fitted with Sturmey-Archer or Arm-
strong 3-speed gears, £10 extra.

Finest Sidecar Machine n:ade.

CLYNO, 1912, only run 2co £63 10
HUMBER, 1911, jA n.p., two speeds, handle

starting, and MUlford sidecar £40
PREMIER, 3* h.p., rgn model £30
N.S.U., 3-\ h.p., magneto, h.-b. control,

spring forks, 2-speed gear £17 10
N.S.U., 3A h.p., 1908, magneto, 26in. wheels £13 10
REX, 3A h.p., 1908, spring forks, magneto . . £16 10
Twin DOT, 5-7 h.p., 2 speeds, igro £35
CLYNO—New 1912 model in stock, £68 5

4i b.p. PRECISION, Millennium 2-speed hub,
iqi2 mo lei. only run 300 miles £42

REX DE LJXE, 5 b.p. twin, roil M.O.V.,
with £ 12 12s. Rex sidecar £47 10

REX ^i h.p-» vertical engine, magneto .... £8 10
TRIUMPH, 1909, 2 soe-jds £33 10
N.S.U.. y\ h.p., 1909, 2-speed gear £23 10
SAR0LEA 5 h.p. Tricar, P. & M. gear £10 10
ENFIELD Lightweight, r 9 ro £18 10
QUADRANT, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks £16 10
ix.S.U. ,3£ h.p.; M.O.V., magneto £15 10
DARRACG. 9 h.p. 2-seater Car, 3 speeds and

reverse £15 10
HOBART, 3 h.p.. vertical engine, low £8 10
PKfciYllES, U)i2, 3-speed, only run 300 miles £43 10
QUADRANT, 3 h p., vertical engine . ... £5 10
HUMBER Tricar, open frame, wheel steer-

ing, water-cooled £15
ANTOINE, 3 h.p., vertical engine, h.b. con-

trol, spring forks £8 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

ENGINES.

3i h.p. M.M.C., silencer, magneto, M.O.V. .
-. £8 10

3I h.p. EXCELSIOR, with Mabon free engine £3 10
22 h.p. MINERVA. M.O.V.

,
pulley £3

4* h.p. GARRARD, water-cooled, clutch . . £4 10
z| h.p. WERNER, 30/- i\ h.p. MINERVA, 29/6

GREAT CLEARANCE L.ANE.
Heavy Rubber-studded Covers 15/-
26 x 2£ Best Butted Tubes 6/11

24 x 2 and 2+ Beaded Clipper Covers, new.. 8/6
New Lycett Rubber Belt, 7ft. 6in., I'm 11/6

4j h.p. PRECISION ENGINES.

Ws will make a good allowance for your old
engine in part payment for one of the above up-
to-date powerful engines.

NEW 1912 MILLENNIUM 2-SPEED HUBS.
We can supply from stock a limited number of

,these well-known gears at the special price of
£6 175. 6d.

MISCELLANEOUS
XL'All Spring Forks 9/6
Nearly new 1912 benspray 2i, 6
Bradburv pattern Handle-bars 6/
Lowen Sidecar, cost £14 £5
Longueinare, Minerva, F.N. Carburetters .. 4/6
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends 5/6 and 6/y
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/0
Gripskin Belting: |in. 10d., gin. 11d., rin. 1/-
Wide Mudguards 4m pair 2/11
B. & B. and Amac, h.-b. control 13/6
New Amac Carb., h.-b. control io/ -

Montgomery Sidecar, 10 guinea model .... £3 10
Mills-Fulford Sidecar £3 15
Tubular Carriers, with drop ends 4/0
New Mirror Lens Lamp with generator .... 12/-.-

Sidecar Lamps, show red behind 6/9

Booth's Motories,
Keighley iv.ills, Bedford Street North, Hainan,

Tel. 1062.

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each adverusement. and the date ol the issue. *39
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EXPERT
ADVICE
FREE.

Don't be afraid to ask ques-
tions. We're here to help you.
All our men are expert and
practical motor cyclists, and will

willingly advise you as to the
selection of. a machine or iu any
other way. You will save time,
worry, and money by buying
through us. We buy keenly and
sell keenly. Hence our success
and ability to give advantages
over others. Write or call at once.

1912 MODELS IN STOCK.
Clyno, 5-6 h.p., standard,

1912 model £68 5
Chater-Lea, k h.p., No. 7,

3 speeds, 1912 model £78 15
Premier, 3$ h.p., 3-speed

model " .... £58
Ariel, 3* h.p., T.T., 3 speed.
Kerry-Abingdon, 3^ h.p.,

2 speed £59 17
Rex de Luxe, 6 h.p., 1912,

2 speed £62 10
Rex Sidette, 6 h.p., com-

plete combination . . £75
Corah, 4 h.p., T.T. model.

Our price £40
Douglas, 2 % h.p., model K,

2 speeds £50
Douglas, 2% h.p., model G,

standard £41
Rudge, 34 h.p., multi-sp. £60
RUDGE, "3.I h.p., free eng. £55
RUDGE, 3ih.p., standard£48 15
BAT. 1912, 6 h.p., 2 speed,

chain drive (about 10
days) £73

Morgan Runabout, 2-seater.Offers

Deliveries within 3 weeks of

A.C. Sociables.

SCOTTS,
HUMBER (3* h.p., 2 speeds).
CLYWOS.
EWrlELD (6 h.p. combinations).

Aud almost all other models.

THE SIDECAR -»£

W* SPECIALISTS.

COMFORT AND STABILITY.

Best £6 6s. model made.

£7 7s. model. £8 8s. model.

Lower positions. Chater Lea
hubs, 26 x 2:iin. Michelin tyres,

flat type heavily plated rims,
heavier fittings, stronger mud-
guards. Write

—

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART-

NOTE THE ADDRESS. 2BT

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HUMBER, 1912, new, 22h.p., 3-speed, unused, just

received; listed at £52/10; best offers.—Wasling's
City Garage, Blake St., York. [X4612

HTJMBER, 1912, 2h.p., ladv's new, uriusecL just re-
ceived; lifted £40, best offers.—Wit slink's City Gar-

age, Blake St., York. 1X4613

PRESTON.-In stock, 6h.p. Zemth-Gradua, 3ih.p.
AUdays; Matchless 2-spucd, twin Ceutaur light-

weight, 3-speed ; exchanges.

PRESTOX.—Anything for the motor cycle; we have
it ; in sidecars we defy competition.—The Motor

Cycle Hou«e, 82a, L-'isnergate. [S4776

ROYAL Enfield, 1910i, not done 2.000 mile*. Dun-
lop^ Yeeder trip, condition -excellent. — Witham,

Sandylands, MoTceanibc. [X4762
LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Cycle, 3h.p., Bcscn mag.,

low, perfect order; £12.—Motor Exchange, 32,
Downing St., Manchester. [X4S12
DOUGLAS, 1911, model D, 2-^peed, excellent con-

dition, mud screen, Rich horn, snares; £35.—
Daniel, Abbey Rd., Barrow. [54741

1Q10 Fafnir, 3ih.p., Bosch inag., 26in. wheels, studded
It/ tyres, k-b.c.; £18.-111, Cottage Retreat, Man-
chester Rd., Huddersfield. [X4809

-lQll-12 2Jh.p. Enfield, 2-speed, F.E-, V. and H.
-L *J lamp, generator, perfect condition throughout

;

±53/10.-93, Wallgate
:
Wigan. [X3922

"H Oil; Standard Bradbury, brand new 1'. and H.Av lamp, generator, hern, belt, splendid condition

;

£37.—Hough, Park Rd-, Wigan. [X3923

"I Oil 2-speed Hnruber, perfect, and only done 2,000,
JL*7 complete with Millford castor wheel lanoe side-
car; £40.-65, Hilden St., Bolton. [X4843

"I Qll Premier, 3ih.p., clutch, model, whistle, all acces-
-L *J sorics, good condition ; £40.—Simmons, South
Kirby Rd., Hemsworth, Wakefield. [1695

TRIUMPH, 1908, excellent condition, not been ridden
for la^t 12 months, previously overhauled; £25.—

43, Mossley Rd-, Aston-under-Lyne. [1765

SCOTT, 1912, not unpacked, first £65 secures; also
P. and M., 1910. with Millford castor sidecar, £45.

—Horner, Ejln St., Beesum Hill, Leeds. [1835

3 h.p. Huiuber, magneto, Palmer tyres, everything first-

class condition: any examination or trial; lowest
pi-ice £9/15.—Stansfield. Smithwell, Heptonstall. [X4850

SCOTT, 1910, 2-speed, free engine, thoroughly over-
hauled by makers, not ridden since; trial, appoint-

ment ; bargain, £38.—Milner, 5, Church Av., Selby.
[X4576

LATE 1911 Free Engine Var. Gear Ariel, good side-
ear machine, in perfect order ; will ride 30 miles

to customer.—Etiye, 95, Corporation St-, Manchester-
[1914

J-A.P.-REX 5h.p. Twin, side valves, fixed gear, almost
new coach-built sidecar; £39/10 complete; ex-

chance lightweight.— 2, Victoria Buildings, Fishergate,
Preston. [X4778

RUDGE. T.T-, 1911, full roadster equipment, engine
ju-st back: from makers. Dunlcps, Terv fast, and

in nerfect order; £35 —Midgley, Wocdhead, Grange-over-
Sand«. [1912

3h.p. Kulecom, Palmer tyres. 26x2i, new condition,
long burs, low position. Whittle belt, in good run-

ning order; sacrifice £8.—Rothwell, 7, Cowper Av.,
Clitheroe, Lance. [1780

1Q11 Zenith, only ridden 1,100 miles, pood condition,
JL«7 only one puncture in tubes, new Watawata, and
spare valve, lamp, and horn; £46.—Lnw^ou, 46, North
St., Scarborough. [1957

4h.p. Twin, Chafer, Druids, B. and B. variable. Beech,
Whittle, Mil'nelins not done 200, too fast for

owner; £35, or close offer.— 26, Darley Rd., Seymoui
Grove, Manchester. [X4808

1 Qll 6h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, free engine, Jones spfedo-
X*7 meter, Keinpsball back, Continental front, ex-
cellent condition in every respect; £55. — Witham,
Sandy'.ands, Morecambe. [X4761

*| Q 12 Hazlewocd, 2Jh.p. J.A.P.. Armstrong1 3-speed1" sear, Cowey ihuieator, Rushinore lamp set, as
new, £47: 3^h.p. Rex de Luxe. ,perfect working order,

good tyres ; a bargain, £28.—Everinnham, Poeklingtoh.
tX4626

TRIUMPH, late 1907, engine overhauled by makers,
£31: 5h.p. Rex, late 1908, equal new, £22; 3Jh.p.

Rex, 1908. just overhauled, any trial. £20; many others;
cash or exchange.—Parker, Wcstbrook St., Bolton.
'Phone: 1348. [X4634

SPECIAL Clearance Offer.—New 1911 motor cycles-

tourist and free engine, and 2-speed models, at
reduced prices; easy payments from £10 deposit; bal-

ance in 12 nionthlv payments.—Halifax Motor Exchange,
Weftpate, Halifax. [2007

1Q12 New Clyno aud Bradbury Motor Cycles;; liberal
0- *J exchanges made

;
de lively from stock.— Colliers,

.

Westgate, Halifax. [2008;
j

LIVERPOOL. -Deliveries from stock :

'

3 ;'h.p. Brad-

j

burys, new; 6h.p. Zenith, new; 3ih p. Zenith, new;
4h.p. Singer, 2 speeds, new; 2ih.p. Singer, 2 speeds,

new ; 3;h.p. Ariel, var. gear, new ; 3Jfc p. Ariel T.T.,
3 speeds, new; 6h.p. Rex T.T-, new; 2h.p. Alcyon. new.
-F. C. Jones and Co., 3, Redcross St., Liverpool. [X3893

TRIUMPH, late 1909. free engine, in sj.l. ndid ( audi-
tion, just overhauled, including sidecar, complete

lamp/horn, took. etc.. £32/10; also motor cycle shed,
£2/10, cost nearly double; giving up riding.—435, West
Derbv Rd- Liverpool, or 81, Liscard Eit., Seaeoiube.

LX4529

BARGAINS
WITH A
BIG "B"

7hey really are bargains.

Every single one. We are
offering SECOND-HAND Motor
Cycles now at unprecedented
prices to dear. Look down the
list below or send for the full

S.H. List. First cheque secures.

All guaranteed. All in good run-
ning order. No rubbish. See how
we overhaul every one.

Air Machines Guaranteed.
A selection from our list of

second-bands. All ready for im-
mediate delivery. 5% extra only
for deferred payments ! 25% de-

posit and balance in twelve equal
monthly payments.
Clyno, 5-6 h.p., 1912 model,

-used for trials £62
Premier 3$ h.p., 1912, 3-sp.,

"'used for trials £47
Rex, 5 h.p., tourist model,

spring forks £18
Antoine, 5 h.p., low built,

tourist model £16
Roc, + h.p.. 2 speeds, 1908

model £20
F.N., 5-6 h.p., magneto, spring

forks, good order £27
F.N., 2i h.p., i9ro, light-

weight, 2 speeds, mag.. . £23
Chster, . 5 h.p., Antoine en-

gine, twin, magneto . . £17
Scott, and Millford ' sidecar,

water-cooled, 2 speeds. . £45
Rex, 5-6 h.p., de luxe, new,

1911 model, unused . . £50
Indian, 5.n..p., 1911, clutch,

blue finish \ £42
Douglas, 2|-h.p., T911 model

D, perfect order £30
T.A.C., 3 h.D., rgio nipdel,

3 -speeds, 4 cylinders .. £44
Portland, 3^ h.p., 191 1 model,

carefully used £28
Triumph. 3* h.p., 1910 model,

very fine order £33
IWoto-Reve, 2 h.p., 191:0 mod.7-

twin, magneto ......... £22
F.N., 5-6 h.p., 1910 mo'dei,

4-cylinder, magneto..., £29_
Rex, 5 h.p., 19:19, tourist, ex-

cellent order £29
N.5.U., 5-V h.p., iqjS, 2 speeds '

low built £24-

Re>., 5 b.p., 1909 model, 2

speeds, perfect £29
Rex 5-6 h.p., 1908 model, 2

speeds, very fast £27
Rex, 5 h.p., 1908 mod?), free

engine, magneto £24
Douglas, i9ro, 2$ h.p., good

orfler, Druids .... £24
Douglas; iqrr, 2J h.p., care- -

fully used £27
Bradbury, 1912, 3?. h.p., sum-

dard, as new £37
Rex, iQir, 5 h.p., de luxe,

2 speeds, magneto .... £42
Scott, 2-stroke, twin,2 speeds,

magneto, Palmers .... £25
Triumph, 3* h.p., 1909 stan-

dard tourist model .... £27
F.N., 4-cyIincler, 4S- h.p., and

sidecar, magneto £23
Peugeot, 7 h.p., magnet'i, just

overhauled £24
Mineiva, 2 h.p,, coil and ace,

M.O.V., good tyres £6

If none of the above appeal to

you, write for our complete list

of S.H. bargains.

MAUDES
MOTOR BVSART

(Popularly known as Maude's
Money-Savin? Mart),

136, Gt. Portland St., London W.
Telephone—522 Mayfair.

Telegrams—"Abdicate, London."

-rm SEE OUR OTHER COLUMN.

» (O Al! letters rel.iting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertiBeir.ent.-iand the date or the issue.
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SCOTT'S,
ALL MACHINES ACTUALLY IN STOCK

Powell St„X
HALIFAX. ^

X
X

Two Multi Rudges in stork. First cheque
secures, PRICE £60.

RUDGE 2-speed and free-engine and
adjustable pulley ; engine starts with 2rf

the back wheel on the ground £56 10
L RUDGE free-engine model £55 oY
- RUDGE standard £48 15

I RUDGE T.T £48 15 X
f ROYAL ENFIELDS 1912, any model.

L NEW HUDSON 3-speed, 1912 £57 X
SCOTT, 1912, brand new. first cheque for

£70 secures. V
, ZENITH GRADUA £55 13 IT
L NEW HUDSON, 3-speed several improve- X

ments, not done 200 miles £50 __
PREMIER, 3* h.p., 1912, 3 speeds and free X

engine, Sturmey-Archer gear, starts

with wheel on the ground, brand new £56 10 X
L REX, 3$- h.p;, 2 speeds and free engine,

^ N 1911.I, with 1912 improvements .... £30 OX
J.A. P., rni2, 4 h.p., with latest improve- _

ments £32 10X
CENTAUR, si h.p., chain drive, P. & M.

"
2-speed gear £22 10 X

N.S.U., 4 A h.p., 2-speed gear, free engine, __
Bosch m igneto ignition, suitable ror X
sidecar work £22 -_

LINCOLN ELK, 1912, 3^ h.p.. 2-speed gear, X
ch.iin drive, kick starter, etc £38 vRUDGE standard, 1912, 3J h.p., not done X(300 miles, like new £43 ,.

-

HUMBER, si h.p., 2 speeds, and free X
engine, like new £42 v

P. and M., %\ h.p., late 1909, complete X
with 9 guinea Miller sidecar ; a beauty £38 v

REX, 1910J, with 1911 improvements, X
6 h.p., 2 speeds and free engine, not «*
dor.e i,oco miles £38 X

REX, 1910-i-, with 1911 improvements, »
6 h.p., 2 speeds and free engine, com- X
plete with sidecar -r £37 »«

REX, 5 h.- ., 1908, complete with Roc X(2-spe d gear and free engine, handle »
star ing, a bargain £20 X

(TRIUMPn, 3^ h.p., like new/ late 19.10 . . £36 %#NEW HUDSON, 2| h.p., J.A.P. engine, X
C1912,

Armstrong 3-speed gear, not ,
**

done 200 miles £40 X
N.S.U., 3i h.p., h.b.c. carburetter £17 y
JAMES, 1912, any model. Delivery from stock. X

£ J.A.P.-CAMPION, new, 1912 £38 vV F.N. Lightweight, 1911, 2 speed gear, free X
i# engine, shaft driven, complete with u-
\ over £10 worth of spares £40 X
HUMBER, 1911, like new, complete £44 10
F.N., 5-6 h.p., fitted with new engine,

2-sp:ed gear, and free engine
; cost

over £80 ; a bai a 1 £38

c

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

HUMBER,
£35.—P.

1911. 2-speed model, excellent condition;
J. Evans, 358, Stratford Rd-, Birming-

ham. [1715

LADY'S Hobnit, 1911, 5-speed model, new condition;
£32-—P. J. Evans, 558, Stratford Rd-, Birming-

ham. [1716

DOUGLAS. 1912. 2-epeed, £42; 1911 standard. £28;
.1910 standard, £22.—P. J. Evans, Spaikhill, Bir-

mingham. [1717

TRIUMPH, 1910, flee engine, new belt, tyre, splen-
did condition; £35.-29, Lower Hastings St-, Lei-

cester. [X4739

3.1 h.p. Rex, in good working crder, h-b-c, B. and B
2 carburetter; £10.—W. Harper, Collie, '

a-Zouch.
Ashby-de-

[1X3916

SCOTT,
first

•hurch.

1910, recently overhauled,
reasonable otter accepted. -

Palmers; trial;
— Vickers, Dun-

[S4732

3ih.p. Norton Twin, mag.,-B. and B., splendid con-
4 dition; £16.-21. St. Thomas Rd., Eidington,

Birmingham. [X4848

ROVER, free engine, 1912, not ridden 50 miles; best
cash offer accepted.—Box 873, The Motor Cycle

Office.*, Coventry.

3ih-P
2

[X4790

CONDER, 3ih.p , h.b.c, spring forks, mag., perfect
running order; .£25.— Greenwood, Park House,

Eaaton,. Stamford. ["1773

4h.p. Anfoine, Roc free engine, handle starting. Brown-
" Barlow, Bo^eh, lamps, horn, spares; bargain, £24.

-54. Hill St., Coventry. [X4806

Humber. spring forks, seat-pillar, fast, power-
ful, take sidecar; trial here; bargain, £9—Toms,

138, Catherine St., Leicester. [1701

ROYFR, 1912, 3£h-p. free engine, perfectly new, not
ridden ; write at once- for clearance stock-taking

price.—Sturgess, Garage, Leicester. [X-4318

ROVER, 1912, 3£hp.. Armstrong Triplex 3-speed gear,
quite new, ridden few miles ; at stock-taking price

;

Linnot fereat.—Sturgess, Garage, Leicester. [5.4819

1912. free engine, 3_ speeds,
special price before stock-
Leicester. [X4820

X
oX
oX

ignition h.b.c £18 A
Two Motor Cycles requiring slight repairs, first «

cheque for £5 secures both Al

i# MOTO-REVE, late 191 1, like new, 3 speeds
\ and free engine £32
* CHATER-LEA-PEUGEOT 3* h.p.,
"V neto ignition h.b.c

HAZL"F\VOOD, 2Jh.p.,
perfectly new ; very

taking.—Sturgess, Garage,

TRIUMPH, 1912, very little used
valve; trial allowed: £42/10,

chion, 36. Spencer Av., Coventry.

with horn, spare
3 offers.—Mi -Cut-

[X4696

model, 1911 piston.
£32.—Teall, Jockey

TRIUMPH. 1909.
cyl., and dutch, all aceessorieri

Rd., Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham^ ' [X4033

1 All T.T. Triumph, very fast machine; £38; reason
J- is for selling, owing getting new machine and side-

'car.—Cycle, 25, Chester St., Coventry. [X4595

3 h.p. Minerva, rn.o.v-, accumulator, new belt, lyres, and
tube, good condition; cheap; trial.—W. Moore,

Station Rd-, Quern, near Loughborough. [X4578

1 CI 11 5h-p. Rex de Luxe MotoT Cycle and coach-built
J-*J sidecar, done 2.000 miles; £52, or nearest offer;
trial-—13, Bourneville Cottages, Bourneville. [X4540

HUMBER, 2h.p., 1911, 2in. Palmer cord tyres, spare
back wheel, with Michelin tyre, perfect conditirn :

£25.—M., 35, St- Patrick's Rd., Coventry. [X4924

MULTI Speed R-udge
delivery ; also_6h.p.

unpacked-—

A

6
5 X

As Illustrated, 10 GUINEAS.
S. & R. Sidecar, wicker basket, nicely up-

|l£ holstered £5
I'* S. & R. with wheel supported at both sides £6

X Write for a sidecar catalogue which tells you the
latest improvements in sidecars. "It

V- Second-hand 9 guinea coach-built Sidecar £4 15
'* Second-hand 7 guinea £4 J(

X
X
X
X

Footrests, post paid 2/10

X SCOTT, Victoria Motor House,

X
n Powell Street, HALIFAX.

Telephone—43i National. V
Telegrams—" SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax." "

1 012 Campion, 4h.p., free engine, Armstrong 3-speed,
JL*7 not been 50 miles, perfect; 48sns. ; cash wanted.
-Box 874, The Motor Cycte Offices, Coventry. [X4796

ALLDAYS, 1911J, free engine, 2-speed, 3ih.p., ridden
very little, perfect condition, tyres unpunctnred

;

£28/10, bargain.—32. Bath Row, Birmingham. [X4034

in stock, ready for immediate
Rex Sidette, neither machines

Tarr, Gaterord Rd-, Worksop. [X4753

PRECISION, 2^h.p. engine, only been nsed twice,
practically new, Miehiliii tyres, mag., Druid forks;

bargain, £29.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.
[X4821

LIGHTWEIGHT Motor Cycle, 2h.p Stevens engine,
mag. ignition, low built; £12/10.—Brown's, 12,

Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X4822

MOTO-REVE, 2J-h.p. twin-cyl., mag.. Druid spring
forks, Michelin tvrcj ; bargain. £16/10—Brown's,

12. Bull Ring, "Birmingham. [X4823

J.A.P. Motor Cycle, 4h.p., mag. ignition, var. gear,
Dunlc.p tyres; bargain, £24.—Brown's, 12. Bull

Ring, Birmingham. [X4824

REX, 1911 model, 3ih.p., mag., free engine, handle
starting, aluminium footbrards, spring forks and

seat, splendid order; bargain, £31.—Brown's, 12, Bull
Ring, Birmingham. CX4825

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, 3{h.n., Dunlon tyres, mag.,
spring forks. Brooks saddle ; bargain, £25/10 —

Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham. TX4826
1910, 3ih.p., Dunlop tyres, Whittle

belt, Druid soring forks; bargain, £28.—Brown's,
12, Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X4827

BRADBURY. 1910 model, 3jh.p. free engine, Bosch
mag-, spring forks; bargain, £31; exchange enter-

tained.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X4828

QUADRANT, 1910 model, 3Jh.p. free engine, Dun-
lops, first-class order; accept £25—12, Bull Ring,

Birmingham. LX4829

N.S.U., 2ih.p., twin-cyl.. mag., spring forks, Conti-
nental tyres, under-geared pulley; bargain, £16/10.

BRADBURY,
b

Collier's Motories,
Westgate, Halifax, England.

1912 BRADBURYS.
THE IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINES.

The greatest power in single-cylinder machines, giving
maximum efficiency and freedom from attention.

3 J h.p., tourist .... £48 3A h.p., 2-speed, chain £58 1

3i h.p., 2-speed, belt £55 s\ h.p., 3-speed .. . £58 10

Exchanges Quoted. Distance no objection.

191

1

Brand new lourisi ana ue Luxe rteAtS
iron, stock. Liberal Exchanges in ad-
dition to special Cash Discount. Easy
Payments at one-fourth deposit , and
twelve equal monthly payments.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
-CASH, EXCHANGE, drt EASY PAYMENTS.-

ror2 New GLYNO. Best cash oiler accepted. * „

iqio 2-speed SCOTT £37 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, magneto, spring forks £23 10

4 h.p. 2-speed ROC, handle starting £24 10
igri 3 Jt h.p. tounsi REX, new and unused 34 Gns
lorr ji h.p. HUMBER and sidecar £39
igro 7 h.p. twin REX, M.O. V. £37 10

New iqn 3A h.p. 2-speed REX DE LUXE and new
sidecar ". 50 Gns

h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £18 IS
z'i 114. KERRY, runs well, spring forks £10 10

23 h.p. DE DION, spray carburetter £10 10
19T1 3$ h.p. 2-speed N.S.U., spring trame £35
2\ h.p. BAT, spring frame £10 10

5 fc.p 2-speed twin REX DE LUXE and sidecar. . £37 10

1910 Twin REX, special finish £29 10
New ign 3.1 h.p. cone clutch REX 39 Gns
Special 3* h"p. Magneto REX, free engine £26 10

3j h.p. light, low REX, h.b. control £12 10
roil 3i h.p. tourist REX, too miles only £32 10

5i h.p."twin REX, spring forks £16 10
3" h.p. M.M.C., special finish £10 10
16-20 h.p. 2-seater VYOLSELEY Car £39 10

Twin-cylinder REXETTE, to carry three £29 10
A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

Collier's Superbe Side-

car, with best tyre and
apron, £6 6s.

Brown's, 12, Bull Einir, Birmingham. [X4830

Collier's side

entrance Sidecar,

£7 10s.

Backed by 10 years' experience.
Every car guaranteed 12 months.

" Popular," Clipper or Continental tyre £5 5
"Superbe" type, with best tvre, apron, etc. . . £6 6
"Superbe," Side-entrance body, as illustrated £7 10
"Superbe," with bast coach-built body £7 12 6
improved Quick Detachable Joints, Cranked Extra

Strong Back Axle and Spindle to all models. Prompt
delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U.'s, Indians, and
any other make.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A43
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ROBERTSONS
i
At the time of going to press, our stock includes the

flowing, unless otherwise stated ;

BAT
1912 35 h.p. 2-SPEED MODEL £59
191? 6 h.p. STANDARD MODEL £58

: BRADBURY :

1912 3ih.p. 2-SPEED, BELT DRIVE £55
•1911 3.1 h.p. SPEED MODEL £36
•1911 3J h.p. STANDARD MODEL £36
•1911 3j h.p. STANDARD MODEL £38

• ' ' C^Sm IMG) * • "

1912 6 h.p. 2-SPEED, CHAIN DRIVE £68 5

(Delivery 7 days.)

CHAS. EDMUND.
1912 3.1 h.p. J.A.P., SPRING FRAME £59 8

: DOUGLAS :

1912 2J h.p. MODEL K £50
(Delivery 14 days.)

! 1912 2$ h.p. MODEL G £41
•1911 2} h.p. STANDARD MODEL £30
•1910 21 h p. STANDARD MODEL £25
•1911 2J h.p. 2-SPEED & CLUTCH £37

: : : HUIV1BER :

1912 3% h.p. 2-SPEED " £52 10
•1912 3| h.p. 2-SPEED £49
•1912 2f h.p. 3-SPEED £46
•1909 31 h.p. 2-SPEED £27

a I *^f^^P
I 'iff I

1912 3.1 h.p. PRECISION, STANDARD £42
1912 T.T. MODEL £45

NEW HUDSON
1912 3ih.p. 3-SPEED £59 17
1912 2J h.p. 3-SPEED £49 7

: NORTON

:

1912 31- h.p. STANDARD £48

"-: RUDGE :

1912 3i h.p. MULTI-SPEED £60
1912 3i h.p. CLUTCH MODEL £55
1912 31 h.p. STANDARD MODEL £48 15
1912 3Jh.p. T.T. MODEL £48 15
•1912 31 h.p. CLUTCH MODEL £50 C
•1912 3J h.p. STANDARD £42

SCOTT :

1910 31 h.p. 2-STROKE, 2-SPEED, W.C £32
1910 31 h.p. 2-STROKE, 2-SPEED, W.C £30

: TRIUMPH :

1912 31 h.p. CLUTCH MOHEL £55
•1911 31 h.p. MABON CLUTCH £49
•1909 3 T h.p. STANDARD MODEL £29

: : : ZENITH :

1912 3£ h.p £55 13
1912 6 h.p £70 1

1912 8 h.p £72 9
•1912 6 h.p £63
•1912 3£ h.p £39
*1911 8 h.p £54
1911 3} h.p £40
•1910 34 h.p £36

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4-CTL. F.N., Koinp; order, all spares ; £12/10.—Morris,

Coten End, Warwick. [X4702

"1Q10 F.E. Ariel, 3£h.p., decompressor, new belt; any
It/ trial; £28.-E. E. Morris, Warwick. [X4701

TRIUMPH, 1911, standard., exceptional condition, un-
used through winter: bargain, £35, receipt given;

no offers.—64, Tilton Rd-, Small Heath, Birmingham-
[X4640

MOTO-RTCVE, 1911, 2}h.p. twin, Druids, new studded
tyre, Duulnp and 'Whittle belts, horn, tools, spares;

£19/10.-35, Weatheroak Rd., Sparkhill, Birmingham.
[X4814

TRIUMPH, E.E., 19.10!;, Cowey, 2 spare belts, lamp,
generator, Lucas horn, many spares, just over-

hauled, condition perfect ; £35, or nearest. — W. J.

Collins, Earl Sliilton, Hinckley. TX4752

la 3ih.p. Htnhber, 2-speed, new condition, not done
000, Jones speedometer, head light, whistle,

mirror, spare cover, belt, valves, etc., manv refinements;
£38.—Hirst, 214, North Fosse, Leicester. [1956

"1 Q12 E-E. Triumph, done 2,000 miles only, complete
*-*J with Cowey, Lucas lamp and generator, horn,
watch, new Keujishall on back, and all spares and tools;

what offers?—Triumph, 28, Narborough Rd., Leicester-
'Phone: 1929. [X4926

2-epeed, D., condition perfect, full

and extra footresta interchange-
able, spares, belt aud tube carrier; approval, deposit;
£34, or offer-—Baynee, St. AnthonyV Hill, Desborough,
Market Harborough. [1722

also F.E- Zenith, Singers, immedi-
1911 F-E. Singer, just overhauled

by makers, £39; two 1911 Triumphs, standards, con-
dition excellent, not ridden since March, being taken in

exchange; £37 each.—Midland Cycle Co., Coalville, Lei-
jester. [X4S96

TRUMP Motors, Ltd., Birmingham.—1912 free engine
Rndge-Wliitwurth, practically new, £50; 3-'speed

3turmey-Archer 3ih.p. Trump-Jap, with sidecar, 1912,
perfect condition, £56 complete.—App^y, Exchange De-
partment, Trump Motors, Ltd., 36, John Bright St.,

8irmingha.m. [X4920

TRIUMPH, 1910$, just been thoroughly overhauled
by makers, many 1912 improvements, including new

carburetter, piston, engine pulley, handle-bars, belt, etc.
perfect condition, Lucas lamp, many spares, not done 200
oiles since overhaul; owner bought car; £55.—Holcroft
Ingleside, Four Oaks, Warwickshire. [X4028

19 1

DOUGLAS, 1911J,
set tools, pedals

I Q12 Budge, T.T.,
z-*J ate delivery;

SECTION V.

Suffolk, Cambridge,Norfolk,

and Bedford.

t Qll T.T. Budge, in sound order,
1- t» Lambert, Tlietford.

Huntingdon,

new tyres; £33.—
[X4602

1Q11 37I1.P. 2-speed Hurnber, in first-class
1- *7 everywhere ; £37.—Lambert, Thetford,

lOU Enfield LigMwciglit,
J-t? 1911, £25.—Lambert,

cheap ; 3ih.p.
Tlietford.

ALSO:
1912 SINGER, 4 h.p., 2-speed £65

1912 LINCOLN ELK, 3 h.p £29
1912 CHATER-PRECISION, 4 [ h.p £38
1912 N.L.G., 4 h.p £38
1911 PREMIER CLUTCH, 3! h.p £42

*1911 ENF1E .D, 25 h.p. twin cyl £26
•1911 F.N., 2} h.p., 2-speed £33
•1911 N.S.U., 6 h.p., 2-speed £45
1910 V.S., 5 h.p. 2-speed £33
•1909 F.N., 4-cyl £20
•1909 REX, 5 h.p., CLUTCH £20

1Q12•Indicates Second-hand machines, all complete with Lamp.
Horn, and Tools,

ROBERTSONS
TELEPHONE: MAY FAIR 5767

157b, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.
Bicycler

A44 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number

FREE Engine B.S.A., free engine
Premiers, lightweight Premiers,

in stock—Lambert, Tnetford.

8 h.p. J.A.P., Chater-Lc-a, new April, cheap-
Thetford.

N-S
cS&;

condition
[X4603

N.S-U-, new
[X4604

Budges, 3-speed
Bradburye. etc-,

[X4605

Lambert,
[X467E

3ih.p., 1908, Bosch, Brown and Barlow, good
; £16.—Fox, Whittles-ea. [X46K

INDIAN, 7h.p., 1912 model, deliver at once; Ariel,
3{.h.p., T.T. model, in stock.—Coward, Wisbech.

[X4S75
N.S-TJ., 3h-p., mag., B and B., new belt, good goins;

order ; bargain, £14, or nearest.—Lowe, W-nlpole.
Wisbech. [X4037

Minerva, new condition; cost over £20 Sept.,
accept £14; bought higher power.—G. Seaman

Hunstanton. ~. [181£

MINERVA, 2ih.p-, splendid running order, new belt
fast; £5/10, or £1 and mag.—K. Matthews, 48

High St., Southwokl. [176Z

1 Ol2 Zenith. 6h.p., bargain, quite new, complete witl
i-U 1912 Gloria sidecar costing £22/10. F.R.8- JE3/1C
lamp. 5 gn. Jones .speedometer, 24/- horn, spare belt
and number other spares ; 75 gus.—RobinsonV, Greer
St.. Cambridge. TX472J

DOUGLAS, 1910 pattern, tyres and enginp as gooc
as new; price £27.—Robinson's, Green St., Cam

ROBERTSONS
CYCLE CARS
FROM 95 GUINEAS
A.C., C.M.C., G.W.K
P. IVS. C, DOMINANT
Second-hand " G.-N., 1

1912, complete with Lamps, Accessories, an

Spares. Cost £115. Accept £88. Guarantw
in perfect order.

SIDECARS
FROM £.3 10 TO £.22

G RAD UAL
PAYMENTS.
NEW MOTOR CYCLE!

FROM

1

SECOND-HAND F R O IV

5

3iii.li.
2 ac

bridge. 1X472:

GLORIA Sidecar. 1912. N.i. 4, nearly new, complete
iritli travelling trunk; £15.—Robinson's, Green

St., Cambridge.

CLTNO. 5-6h.p„ 2-SDi
Counties ; £68/5—

bridge.

ed : sole
Robinson'

agents i

, Green

[S4722

a Eastern
St., Cam-

[X4724

1 Q12 Triumph, free engine model, actually in stcck;
JLtF price £55.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

[X4725
2 Zenith. 5-6h.p-, very little need, complete witl 1

lamp, speedometer, - norn, spare belt and other
spares; genuine bargain, £57.—Robinson's, Green St.,

Cambridge: [X4726

LADY'S Douglas, 1911 pattern, 2-speed, handle start-
ing, ridden a few miles only, complete with lamp,

horn, and spares ; £38-—R:>binson's, Green St.. Cam-
bridge. rX4727
ROBINSON'S

Cambridge,
Motor Bicycle
Triumph agents.

Cambridge.

Garage, Green St.,

Tel. : 388. T.A.

:

[X4728

Any Motor Cycle or Accessorj
(OVER £5 IN VALUE)

:an be supplied on this system. From i percent, toiaj

oer cent, has to be added to the advertised price of machffll
recording to the type of motor cycle chosen. One quartM
if the full amount to be paid on receipt of motor cycle, am
the balance in twelve equal monthly payments. THIIf

MACHINE BECOMES THE ABSOLUTE PROPERTY 01

PURCHASER AS SOON AS FIRST PAYMENT IS MADE'

A LL S PA R E

for ZENITH
CYCLES AND
ENGI N ES IN

RA R ' T Sj

MOTOR
J. A. P.
STOcm

EXCHANGES
DUNLOP,
WHITTLE

LYSO,

F. R. S.,
P. & H.

MILLER,!
LAMPS,

COWEY & JONES!
Ml

ROBERTSONS!
TELEPHONE 5767 MAYFAIR.

157>GREAT PORTLAND STREET W.
I
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Two-stroKe Engines.

THE
result of the Senior T.T. Race calls to mind

the fact that a two-stroke engine has never pre-

viously won a classic motor race in this or any
other country, and from now onwards the full

limelight of publicity will be turned on this

principle of constructing an internal combustion
engine. Among the advantages of the two-stroke

method, particularly in multi-cylinder form, is its

even turning moment or continuity of torque. Doubt-
less many will ask why it does excel in this degree over
the conventional type. The answer is that a working
stroke takes place at each downward thrust of the

piston, so that a single-cylinder is almost the equal

of a twin, and the twin is equivalent to a four-cylinder.

Owing to the fact that the explosion and compres-
sion pressures balance one another, there is a con-

tinuous force exerted on the piston head which en-

ables very light reciprocating parts to be used.

It should not be imagined, however, that because

the working strokes are doubled that the power is

multiplied to the same degree ; this is because the

cylinder of a two-stroke engine does not fill so com-
pletely as the four-stroke, and the explosions are

thereby weakened. It is argued by some tiiat on
account of the increased number of working strokes

the two-stroke engine should be handicapped in races,

but this opinion is open to argument, particularly as

races such as the T.T. are instituted to bring out the

best features of individual types. The amount of

power that can be obtained from a given cubical

capacity irrespective of fuel consumption is the chief

desideratum in motor cycle racing. For the

commercial article expense in the way of increased

consumption can then be reduced by decreasing the

size of the engine, thereby lightening the machine.

One of the disadvantages of the two-stroke principle

is that the increased number of explosions induces

greater heat, and it has not been found practicable

to run these engines without the introduction of a

complication in the way of water-cooling. On the

score of simplicity and freedom from trouble water

radiators, piping, and joints are a complication, as

there is something more to go wrong, and water-cooling

systems require extra attention in winter to prevent

damage through frost. *No one could accuse us of

being unfairly critical if we point out that the winning

of this year's T.T. by a two-stroke engine has hardly

proved the great superiority in power which is claimed

over a four-stroke of equal size, because, giving it all

credit for. its success, it should, on paper, have beaten

the four-stroke by a greater margin than seven minutes.

What the two-stroke has demonstrated is its capa-

bility to win the most important event in the motor

cycle world against all comers, and what would have

been a more complete defeat of the four-stroke was
only prevented by the tyre failure of the only other

two-stroke machine in the race.

To sum up, the result of the T.T. proves that as

regards power there is very little difference between

the two systems. The consumption of the two-stroke

is certainly greater, but it has the distinct advantage

of superior torque, simplicity, and absence of vibration.

Finally, we take this opportunity of heartily con-

gratulating the designer and makers on their success

and for their perseverance in perfecting their system

in face of such overwhelming odds.
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Combined Belt and Chain Transmission.
WHO emerged with most credit from the Junior

T.T. ? I modestly asked a group of enthu-

siasts in Douglas within a few hours of the

close of the Junior event a week last Friday. The
usual volley of " buts " and " ifs " were fired at me.

'.'If" Bailey's gear hadn't stripped: "if" New-
man's tyre hadn't burst: "if" W. H. Bashall had
ridden the Humber he originally entered, and so forth.

At the cease fire I gently insinuated—with my world-

famous modesty—'
' It will always be called my race !

'

'

This lit the fuse. I was indignantly informed that

I had merely sat on the best chair at Woodlands,
cadged drinks, gorged chocolate, and so forth. When
they had abused me sufficiently, I continued—still in

Uriah Heep's role
—"Who's been telling the trade

and the public for two years past that the combined
belt and chain drive is going to kill the straight-

through belt, dead as a doornail?" An awkward
silence followed : several innocents had not remem-
bered the Douglas transmission in their meditations

on the race.

Equally Matched.

I

" Look here," 1 said importantly, "the Humber
showed up best last year, the Douglas was easily, top

dog'to-day. Put them side by side: they are the

same weight, same power, same all-round class. Match
them on a dry day at Brook-
lands, and the winner will

depend on the. luck of the

race, pure and simple. On
a dry day they are as nicely

a matched pair as you cou
find in the world. But in the

mud and the wet of Friday's

race the first half-lap put the direct drives down the

list.

We have learnt—the world has learnt—that the

combined belt and chain drive laughs at rain and
mud and surface water. The chain drive has never

conquered the British market : we all of us grumble
about our belts when it is wet. The combined driv\-

is going to be the popular drive of the nation within

two years. It would have come anyhow. But that

- one wet lap has hustled forward two years : and now
it's coming soon; you might almost say it's come.

In the very near future I predict that every type of

machine—from 2*4 to 8 h.p.—that's not wholly chain-

driven is going to have the combined drive. And
you'll all be wondering why you were such jugginses

that you didn't see it before.

You'll get twice the distance out of your belts that

you get now : you'll be able to go full tilt through a

watersplash without your engine racing itself silly,

and you'll climb Amulree in Scotch rain till your

engines seize with never a sign of belt-slip.

Now I pretended to claim credit for myself when I

opened fire, but I was only shamming, for it was the

-Douglas machine which taught me in 1910 that the

combined drive was the solution of the transmission

problem, and the credit's all theirs. I'm only one of

those fools who know a

good thing when they see it.

I'm sure Douglas has
done himself a bit of

good : but I'm also sure

he's done the whole
dustry good.

IXION

1.—Motor Cyclist Scouts, attached to the Sherwood Rangers Yeomanry. 2.—Lijhtweight riders at Bubworth Park,
Retford, Notts. 3.—Arthur H. Saxby, oj the Royal East Kent Mounted Yeomanry. 4.—Trooper W. R. Guildford,
L. W. Hudson, and H. S. Yearsley, of the West Kent Yeomanry. 5.—The motor cycle section of the Cambridge
University Officers' Training Corps at Aldershot. 6.—Lie.-Cpl. Bagshaw (3! h.p. Bradbury) and Trooper Bagley (3! h.p.
Humber) of the Northants. fmperial Yeomanry.
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WHATEVER else may have been taught by the

International Tourist Trophy Races of 191 2,

the events will go down in history, as a

decisive score for the twin-cylinder machine. For

years these contests have been regarded as exciting

and important tussles between single and twin-cylinder

engines, quite apart from the actual T.T. victory,

but this year for the first time could the races be

regarded as real' battles of the cylinders. All com-

petitors in the Junior Race were allowed to use engines

up to 350 cubic centimetres capacity, and in the

Senior up to 500 c. a, irrespective of whether they

were single or multi-cylinder, two-stroke, air, or

water-cooled. This year's was the first race of its

kind. Hitherto single-cylinders were obliged to con-

cede advantages in engine capacity to multi-cylinders.

Let us examine the results. In 1907 and 1908, when
petrorconsumption was taken into account, there was

no limit to the size of the engine, yet the single-cylinder

made better time in each case on a smaller consump-

tion of spirit. In 1909, speed alone was the deter-

mining factor in the placing, the twins being half as

big again as the singles. This time two twins beat

the singles, and the result w-as reproduced % year

later, when multi-cylinders were reduced.- to 670 c.c.

Last year the twins were still further reduced to

585 c.c, but again, notwithstanding their gradually

restricted capacity, three got home before any sjngle-

cyUnder. A twin also won the Junior Race.

In 1 912 it was resolved to place all on an equal

footing, and the twin has emerged triumphant in both

events. It will also be seen that, notwithstanding

smaller engines in the Senior Race, the speed has

gone up in inverse proportion.

Successful Machines of Unconventional Design.

A couple of years ago the suggestion to race singles

and twins on level terms would have been laughed at

;

this year they were almost equally matched, but the

writer goes so far as to say that in two years' time

the twin machine will have to give the single a start.

Turning now to the mechanical features of the

winning machines, it is interesting to observe that

both the Douglas and the Scott can be termed of

unconventional design, the one with a twin-cylinder

opposed engine, the other with a side by side twin on

the two-stroke principle. Another significant point

which I have not seen emphasised by anyone as yet

is that both had outside flywheels. Many an; expert

to-day regards the outside flywheel engine as the more

efficient and satisfactory, and I verily believe that

machines' with outside flywheels steer better. Can it

be due to the influence of the gyroscopic action in-,

. duced by larger

.flywheels ? Like-

wise the countei-

shaft method of

transmission, em-

bodying a change

speed gear amid-

ships, was a

feature of both

T.T. winners' ma-
chines, so that

more knowledge
is being gained

with regard to the

debatable point,

of light or heavy

back wheel. One
can hardly com-

pare piston de-

sign, seeing that

the engines are of different types ; the Douglas

had a drilled piston and used only one ring

to each, whereas, the Scott had three rings per piston. '

Haswell's Triumph, which finished second, had also

but one ring on the drilled piston. In this connection

it would be well if standard design could be insisted

upon for pistons and cylinders. One ring on a loosely

fitting piston in order to get high engine speeds

would not suit for ordinary touring work. K revolu-

tions can only be produced by loosely fitting parts,

surely it points to something wrong with the design

of piston and cylinder which causes unequal expan-

sion. This is a matter which should be rectified.

A2*

The twin-cylinder two-stroke engine of the

winning T.T. Scott, showing the rotary dis-

tributor value. The sides of the cylinders only

are water cooled.
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The Success of the Twin.

—

Speed and the Difference.

Haswell's ride on the first single-cylinder—

a

Triumph; as usual—was regarded as an extremely fine

performance. The thousands who witnessed the race

would know how much more difficult it was to sit the

single-cylinder at mile a minute speeds compared to

the smooth-running Scott. I overheard Applebee and
Haswell discussing this subject in the measuring

enclosure, and their remarks interested me greatly,

as I had noticed the single bounce on the rough sur-

faces. By the way, has anyone realised that the

Triumph Co. missed second place last year owing to

their reticence in adopting the speed gear? Haswell's

1 91 2 time was hut im. 47s. slower than Godfrey's

(585 c.c. Indian) last year. Although practically the

same 85 x 88 mm. machines were used, we have the

interesting fact that the Sturmey-Archer three-speed
gear, of which only the two top ratios were used,

JULY nth, 1912.

foremost it brought home the fact that small engim
pulleys on lightweights are of little use for racing in

wet, "and the large driving pulley on a counter-shaft,,

geared up from the engine, is infinitely preferable, nrm

only reducing wear and strain on the belt, but almost

eliminating slip.

What a pity the' competing machines were not

weighed. It was doubly important this year seeing

that engine dimensions were the same. I hope tha

A.C.U. will not overlook this another year.

Transmission.
The vexctia qucestio of chain or belt is no nearer

solution except for the fine showing of the combinea
drive. The following statistics form interesting

reading.

Belt
Chain
Chain

and belt

JimoR T.T
Started. Finished. Percentage

12 ... 7 ... 58.33

6 ... 4 ... 66.67
2 ... ...

'*' "^, *£. HHHHH .

A T.T. DUEL AT QUARTER BRIDGE.
At the beginning of the second lap the spectators were treated to a private duel between the winner, F. A. Applebee (Scott) and J. R. Alexander (Indian),

both rounding the corner almost together. On the picking up stretch the two-stroke machine forged ahead.

improved the speed of the Triumphs over the 187^
miles course by no less than 18m. 52s. Carvill's

time last year pq a Triumph geared 4^ to 1 was
4.h. 1 6m. 49s., whereas Haswell on the two-speeder

(4 and 6 to 1 ratios) took only 3I1. 57m. 57s. In

comparing the times we must remember that, owing

to the treacherous road surface on the morning of the

race, rubber-studded Dunlop tyres were fitted to this

year's Triumphs, which are not so fast as the plain

tread wired-on covers which have been used hitherto.

Would Rain have Affected the Result ?

What would have happened if it had rained during

the Senior Race? Some said chain-driven machines
would have scored easily, others considered that the

chains would have got clogged with mud and become
harsh and stiff. In some respects it is a pity wet was
not experienced as in the Junior Race, for the first

two laps in that event taught us such a lot. First rind

126

JJe.lt

Chain
Chain

and belt

Senior T.T.
Started.

... 29

... 2

... 8

Finish*

.. 11

2

7

Percentage

37.93
100
87.5

Change-speed Gears.

There were eleven survivors of the twenty starters

in the Junior Race, and twenty out of forty in the

Senior event. The following table shows the percent-

age of successes of the gears used

:

Junior T.T.

Two-speed gears
Three-speed gears

Variable gears
Fonr-speed gears

Two-speed gears
Three-speed gears

Variable gears
.Single gear

... 7 . 4 . .. 57.14

... 11 .. . 6 . .. 54.55

... 1 1 . .. 100.00

... 1 .

Senmr T.T
... 18 . 16 .. 88.89

... 10 1 . .. 10.00

... 11 3 . 3.67

1 . .
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The Success cf the Twin.—
Single or Twin ?

Another phase of the battle of the cylinders is pro-

vided by the figures below, giving the percentage of

survivors on each type.

Junior T.T.

Started.

... 14

... 6

Senior T.T.

... 17

... 23

The Senior figures will cause some astonishment,

but it is ..only fair to mention that the small number of

survivors on single-cylinder machines was no fault of

the Triumph riders, seven out of eight of whom com-

Twin-cylinders
Single-cylinders

Twin-cylinders
Single-cylinders

Finished.

... .8 .

... 3 .

11

9 .

Percentage.

57.14
50.00

64.71

39.13

plcled the course—by far the best team performan.ee.

The consistency of their naming is worthy of special

mention. Hoffmann averaged 44.46 m.p.h., Adam-
son and Kirk 44.29 m.p.h., Haswell (the fastest)

averaged 47.28 m.p.h., and at the other end Hart-
Davies 36.17 m.p.h.

With ordinary luck in the matter of tyres the Scotts

might have been first and second, and as this is the

first big event in which a two-stroke machine has

emerged triumphantly, one must admire the foresight

and perseverance of its designer, Mr. Alfred A. Scott.

His was the first motor cycle to have a twin-cylinder

two-stroke engine, a standardised open frame, a kick

starter, and it was always marketed with chain drive

and a two-speed gear. There never was a more
original .design. G.S.

J. A. Hoffmann (Triumph) rounding the
corner on the Gooseneck, which is half a
mile above the hairpin.

THE SNAEfELL MOUNTAIN CLIMB.

A. H. Alexander (31 h.p. Indian) and H. A. Collier (3J h.p. Matchless)
negotiating the corner close together.

A view from below the Ramsey hairpin,

showing S. L. Bailey .2 ,' Douglas).

AN OFF DAY IN THE ISLE OF MAN.

ON the occasion of the one clear day which the

writer was able to enjoy in the Isle of Man,
an exceedingly pleasant time was spent on a

, 2^ h.p. Motosacoche, the small engine of which

accredited itself admirably on the many stiff hills

• which abound there. The first part of the journey

was northwards over th6 mountain road. Near

; Keppel Gate a little light pedalling was necessary, as

. the gradient is somewhat steep, but the ' little

engine pulled well, and the long climb was finished in

, excellent style.

At the Bungalow, Captain Nieholl handed Over to me
j

the four-cylinder F.N., which had been placed at his

disposal for the race week by the F.N. Agency, and
a very excellent machine it is. Fitted with a most

\ comfortable saddle and the finest pair of spring forks

it is possible to imagine, to say nothing of the per-

fectly balanced engine, it was an absolute dream to

ride. The charming smoothness - and the glorious

;
feeling of absolute comfort render it perfectly

delightful.

It was driven three parts of the way to Ramsey, and
in sight of the Albert view-tower was stopped, turned

round, and restarted by pushing with the low gear in

engagement (purposely). The engine fired at once, and
"was accelerated till the bevel screamed a song of joy,.

then top gear was engaged, and the climb finished

without a change down. It was an interesting and
most enjoyable experience which the writer was very

glad to have had.

The rest of the day included a climb up to Snaefell

summit on foot, and, returning to the Motosacoche,

a ride down the precipitous Sulby Glen Road, from

which the journey was continued via Ballaugh, Kirk

Michael, and Peel by the coast road. After Peel the

road to Port Erin was taken, then Glen Meay, the

hill beyond which has a corner possessing a very stiff

single figure gradient, which appeared so suddenly

•that both the writer and his companion were forced

to dismount. Thanks, however, to the Motosacochi'.

pulley gear, an easy restart was made.

Then ensued a stiff climb 'over the hills, which the'

baby satisfactorily negotiated, and a long run down
to pretty Port Erin. Our ride back to Douglas was :

without incident, save that we encountered a smashed

up Matchless sidecar machine, which had struck a

car end on and been reduced to an absolute wreck.

It is a pity visitors do not use their machines with

more care in the one place in the United Kingdom
where the police act with the utmost lenience and

consideration to visitors generally and motorists in

particular. E.M.P.B.

A2J
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A Method of Carrying Spares.
Last week I was examining the machine of a chance

roadside acquaintance, and I detected a' most original
method of storing sundry spares, .A small piece of
mahogany board about an inch thick: was fastened,
horizontally between the rear ends of his carrier panel,
and two spare valves and two plugs were mounted
underneath it, in -the usually, wasted, space -between
the carrier and the tail of the rear mudguard. De-
pressions were hollowed in the wood to accommodate
the valve-heads,' and the stem slipped through a
central hole, the spring," cap, and cotter being affixed

below to lock the valve. The sparking plugs were
screwed up from beneath into holes of the correct
thread. The rider said he had carried his spares in

this fashion for two seasons with great satisfaction.

The next dodge I expect to see will be spring clips
on each spoke on both sides of the rear wheel, into
which two spare belts may be coiled and snicked !

'

Steering Design.
Just at present I am inhaling my ozone on a T.T.

Rudge, and it draws one's attention to the great
variations one meets in steering forks. This machine
is tuned for speed work, with very much advanced
ignition, and a carburetter 'adjustment which will not
allow it to fire regularly at much under legal limit,

and it only gets into a nice even purr towards 35
m.p.h. or so, while it can beat a mile a minute if I

give it permission. .Yet except when the machine is

all out, it can be safely and comfortably steered one-
handed, and the springs in the fork roll out all uneven
surfaces.

About as much could be said of an Indian I rode
earlier in the year, and doubtless of other leading
makes which I have not sampled recently. But I

must say that there are plenty of machines which fall

below this standard ; machines with bounceable forks,

which register the location of" every shallow pot-hole
on the joints of one's vertebrae, machines which can
only be kept upright at low speeds by considerable
address, and which invariably necessitate two wrists

of steel if they are to be held on a beelme when the

speedometer needle is half-way round its dial.

Now why don't the makers of these bad steerers

examine the principles embodied in the few perfect

sleerings, and duplicate them?

Fly-up Stands.
Having ridden many machines with stands which

had to be kicked up and pressed into a spring holder,

1 . found my puzzled toe wandering out rearwards to

urge the stand into its clip, and with a pleased smile

I realised that the L.M.C. stand flies up of its own
accord. This is a very convenient and simple detail

.which might reasonably be copied with advantage.

No one wants to handle a part of the machine ^vhich

is always more or less dusty or muddy, according to

circumstances.

American Journalism.
T always enjoy reading,the American motor cycle

papers, though' their ways are not ours. Of late their

star reporters have been more lurid than usual; -When
the 95 m.p.h. track record. was put up the other day
one scribe remarked it was lucky they had electric

- timing, for you' couldn't ,se.e the rider or his machine
at all, so fast were they travelling ; in fact, you could

only tell when they passed you by two tokens—the

draught and the noise.

If the American libel laws were in force over. here

we should be. able to give much freer vent to our

occasional resentment against the police. The current

issue of a Chicago paper remarks of one Chief
- Constable, " He is reasoning with his feet, and they

are cross-eyed !" And of another, " This is the man
who fought two years for a six-cylinder automobile,

urging that the superintendent and detectives could

hurry faster to a scene of crime. He got the machine,

but is seen oftener hurrying to a scene of conviviality

than to a scene of crime." (How German motor
cyclists must envy such rights of free criticism !)

The chief American cities keep a squad of motor
cycling constables mounted on high-geared 7 h.p.

twins, and these scouts employ a provocative policy,

if the press reports are truthful. Wearing no uniform,
they coax some unsuspicious tourist to engage in a
" scrap " with them, and when he has got his nose
well down and his throttle open, they reveal their

identity and arrest him. Motoring offences in most
States render the culprit liable to instant arrest : he
is immediately haled before the magistrate, and has

to pay the fine before he is allowed to proceed.

JUNIOR T.T. RACE. Harold J. Cox (2; h.p. Forward), the third to finish,

at Hilberry corner. Cox was also third last year.
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ENGLISH-DUTCH TRIAL.
Programme of Events in connection with the International Trial on August 5th.

ARRANGEMENTS for the above international re-

liability trial to be held in Holland, on August Bank
Holiday Monday, are proceeding apace. On this page
we outline the programme of events, and the order

in which the riders will be started in trios from Amsterdam
at 8 a.m. By riding together the competitors will check one
another, ana no one will have an advantage in being

acquainted with the course.

Order of Starting.
H = Holland. E = England.

No. Team I.

—

Private Owners.
H 1. J. A. v. d. Garde, Class B (Rover).

E 2. Geoffrey Smith, Class A (Humber).
H 3. H. Dieters, Class C (Phanomobiel).

Team II.—Trade.
E 4. W. W. Douglas, Class A (Douglas).

H 5. Hugo Smit Ezn, Class B (N.S.U.)
E 6. Frank Smith, Class- C (Clyno).

Team III.

—

Private Owners.
H 7. E. J. E. Maas, Class B (F.N. 4-cyl.)

E 8. C. M. Down, Class A (Royal Enfield).

H 9. D. Croll, jun., Class C (Indian sc.)

Team IV.—Trade.
E 10. R. Hollowav, Class A (Premier).

Hll. P. J. Adrian and Co., Class B (Eysink).

E 12. F. W. Barnes, Class C (Zenith).

Team V.

—

Private Owners.
H 13. P. N. Jelsma, Class A (Eysink).

E 14. W. 0. Oldman, Class C (Bat).-

H15. D. de Roon, Class B (F.N. 4-cyl.), first reserve.

Team VI.—Trade.
E 16. Sam Wright, Class A (Humber).
H 17. R. S. Stokvis and Znen, Class B (Rover).

E 18. F. A. Applebee, Class C (Scott).

Team VII.—Trade.
H19. J..Fonck, Class A (Vulkaan).

E 20. W. F. Newsome. Class B (Triumph).
H 21. J. L. Geidt, Class C (Cyclonette).

Team VIII.

—

Private Owners.
E 22. V. Taylor, Class B (Rudge).

H 23. G. Th. Arends, Class A (Vulkaan).

E 24. W. Cooper, Class C (Bradbusy).

Team IX.—Trade.
H25. D. v. d. Mark, Class A (F.N. 1-cyl.)

E 26. W. Pratt, Class B (P. and M.)
H 27. J. W. Boots, Class C (Coronamobiel).

Team X.

—

Private Owners.
E 28. F. Dover, Class B (Premier).

H 29. J. H. Nieuwenhuys, Class A, (Douglas).

E 30. C. W. Wilson, Class C (Morgan Runabout).

Team XI.—Trade.
H31. N. V. v/h D- H. Eysink, Class A (Eysink).

E 32. J. H. Slaughter, Class B (
)

H 33. C. Witteveen, jun., Class C (James).

Team XII.

—

Private Owners.
E 34. F. A. Hardy, Class A (Norton).

H 35. H. Daalmeyer, Class C (Cyclonette).

E 36. E. Lester, Class B (P. and M.)

The time and general meeting place at Harwich will Oe

announced later.

The list of rules are in the press, also the route cards,

and copies will be issued to the team members together with
the circular number plates which are similar to those used

in the Tourist Trophy races, but smaller. Accommodation
has been reserved for the English teams at the Hare Hotel,

Amsterdam, which is close to the official garage.

As regards the transport of competitors and their machines,
Mr. H. Maroney, of the Royal Automobile Club Touring
Department, is obtaining special quotations from the Great
Eastern Railway, and this information will be divulged as

soon as all arrangements are complete.
It is hoped to make up a London and a Midland party ol

competitors. All must report themselves at the Parkstone

Quay, Harwich, not later than 6 p.m. Saturday, August 3rd.

The boat leaves at 10 p.m.

Special Awards.
Offers of special prizes in connection with this event have

reached us. In addition to the silver challenge cup, called

"D'e N.M.V. Beker," presented by Messrs J. Ferwerda
and A. Citroen for international competition, Messrs.
Phelon and Moore, Ltd., offer a silver cup for the best per-
formance by a Dutch private owner.
The Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union offers a ten guinea

cup for the best performance by an English private owner.
The Motor Cycle offers a silver cup for the best perform-

ance by a trade rider, whether English or Dutch.

Non-competilors.
We have been asked by a number of readers who desire

to journey to Holland with the teams if they may compete.
Having queried the secretary of the Dutch .Motor Cycle
Club on the matter, the answer is that no further entries
can be accepted. Only those motor cyclists who entered
for the International event in the first instance and were
subsequently chosen as reserves will be checked in addition
to the International teams, and silver medals will be awarded
to all such competitors who complete the 160 miles course
to schedule time, and bronze medals if not more than thirty
minutes late.

Programme of the Trip.
Sunday, August 4th.

5.15 a.m.—Arrival of the English competitors at the Hook.
7 a.m.—Breakfast in Hotel Aerika, Hook of Holland.
8 a.m.—Start for the Hague, where machines can" be stored

gratis in the garage of the Haagsche Automobiel My.
11 a.m.—Start for Scheveningen. Lunch at 12.

3 p.m.—Official reception and tea offered by the president of
the N.M.V.

4 p.m.—-Start for Amsterdam, via den Deyll and Haarlem.
6 to 6.30 p.m.—Examination of machines in the official garage

at Amsterdam.
7.30 p.m.—Official dinner in Amsterdam, presented by the

N.M.V. to the thirty-six internationals, representa-
tives of The Motor Cycle, the A.N.W.B. Dutch
Touring Club, the Dutch Automobile Club and the
press. Evening dress.

Monday, August 5th.
7 a.m.—Competitors assemble in front of the National Gallery

with machines ready for start.

7.30 a.m.—Ride to the start, a few miles out of Amsterdam.
8 a.m.—Start of the trial. Mr. Citroen will act as official

starter during the whole trial.

7 p.m.—End of the trial at the official garage, viz., Darracq
Palace, 100 Stadhouderskade, in the neighbourhood
of the National Gallery. The last rider is due at

6.56 p.m., plus 30 minutes—7.26 p.m.

Tuesday, August 6th.

Visit by boat to Volendam, where the A.E.W.B. Touring
Club of Holland offers an official lunch to the thirty-six com-
petitors, the representatives of The Motor Cycle, and the

N.M.V. The boat trip will cost about 3s. 4d. After lunch

by the same boat to Marken, a most celebrated fishing

town, and by boat back to Amsterdam.
At 9 p.m. visit to Theatre Cinema Pathe, Kalverstraat, No.

122, Amsterdam, where the N.M.V. will show a moving
picture of the arrival of the British teams at the Hook of

Holland, the visit to the Hague, Scheveningen, etc.

Wednesday, August 7th
The English competitors return home. The same route as

Sunday, vid Haarlem, Lisse, etc., will be followed to Ouden
Deyll, thirty-five miles from Amsterdam, where lunch will be

taken. Afterwards to the Hague for dinner, and then to the

Hook of Holland, where the boat leaves at 11.50 p.m. A
long time will be required to empty the petrol tanks and to

get the machines on the steamer.

Special Note.
The official dinner, the official lunch, and the tea at the

Grebbe (on Monday) are free of cost only for the thirty-six

international competitors.
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T.T. TRIFLES.
E. V. Pratt wore a belt consisting of tiny leather pouches,

each containing a spare part.

If the rain had continued throughout the Junior Race, it is

doubtful whether a single direct belt drive could have
finished.

Harrison Watson pulled up at Ramsey on the first round,
and drily remarked that though his machine hadn't com-
pleted one lap, his engine had aone at least three.

Some of the Senior entrants meditated deeply on the
merits of the belt-cum-chain drive during Friday's debacle.

Hulbert was riding an experimental chain-cum-belt two-
speed Triumph last winter, and found the belt gripped even
in deep snow.

If you asked any non-finisher what had happened to him,
he invariably said "tyres I" But there are other things
which can go wrong.

In the Junior Race the wind was blowing at 20 m.p.h.
against the riders over the mountain top.

The Triumph men were praying for similar weather on.
Monday, believing they had the best " wind-sloggers " in

the entry.

In the Senior Race, S. L. Bailey, on the Colmore-Douglas,
broke Friday's Junior record lap on three occasions. But for

a spill at the Ramsey hairpin and a broken chain he would
have been well up. Fifteenth place is something to be proud
of. There were more Senior machines behind him than in

front of him.

Seven Triumph riders out of eight completed the course—

a

typical result in connection with this lr.ake of mount in T.T.
races. The absentee retired owing to a burst cover in the
last lap.

A. H. Alexander ran badly for two laps, his carburetter
catching fire owing to flooding and his inlet valve rocker
sticking. At last his Indian metaphorically got the bit

between its teeth and he completed three fast laps.

Harry Reed's performance is typical of the pluck dis-

played by many of the unfortunate in their desire to corn-

plate the course. The valve lifter pin broke., and dashing
down the mountain at over a mile a minute, he raised the
lever at Kepple Gate corner only to find it inoperative.

He made dirpct for the wall and was n-Jy Faved bv the turf

at the roadside. He had six more spills at corners owing to

the failure of this pin.

We regret to have to announce that there has been again
too much fast driving in the Island, and one bad accident
occurred on the eve of the Senior Race, while the police
had to complain of inconsiderate driving on the Douglas
promenade. The A.C.U. looks after the competitors well,

but it cannot control visitors, and it is a shame that those
to whom a most hearty welcome is extended should abuse
the exceedingly lenient treatment accorded to them. The
police have been advised to take the matter into their own
hands.

The Triumph riders experimented with concave-topped
pistons ; as these got hot, there was a tendency for the
piston head to flatten out and seize.

The private road at Ramsey ought to be repaired at al\

costs before another race is held. There were at least twenty
narrow escapes of falls due to taking the footpath at high
speeds, and any such fall might easily cause the victim to
be impaled on the iron fence. Moreover, the path is only
4ft. wide, and more than once a man left the depot a few
yards down the read just as another rider tore up. This
compelled the second man to take the high-Toad, and if his
pace was estimated for the path, the bumps in the road
caused a fearful quadruple wobble.

AH the small parts of Applebee's Scott were additionally

secured with insulating tape and glue.

" Wait and see what Indians can do next year, if there
is no trade bonds I" Wells said curtly after the Tace, "I sign

no more bonds !"

Haswell has a splendid phrase for the sound of a well

tuned engine; he says, "it's revving_ nicely."

On Tuesday morning Jack Woodhouse's machine was still

lying in the ditch near Snaefell Summit, bearing obvious
signs of its fall.

The noise of some of the Junior engines minus silencers
was simply appalling. The continuous crackle of some of

the fast-running twins would put a 60 h.p. Brooklands racing
car in the shade.

The Colliers were as careful as ever. They never hustled
their refills, but always had a rag waiting, and mopped off

any spilt petrol before proceeding. Harry was overheard
to say on the boat, "I'm getting too old for this game."

Godfrey, last year's winner, made of steel and rubber
though he is, confesses to feeling very fidgety for an hour
before the start of his races ; but once he's off, he does not
care a washer if it snows.

J. R. Haswell, curiously enough,, was the only Triumph
rider to utilise an old engine, and though it had a domed
piston, it was well " run in." Though he was rather "jumpy "

the night before (like many of the riders), he rode like a
demon when he once started. In fact he was slowed because
he began hitting the ground with his foot-rests at corners,
a trouble he had never encountered in practice.

There is a lot of false signalling to competitors in T.T.
races. The exact signals given by the trainers depend on
different riders' mentality. In 1911 Wells kept signalling
"second" to Godfrey, when he was actually leading, desir-
ing him to travel faster, and make assurance doubly sure,
while trusting him not to lose his head ; but Godfrey's friends
along the course kept yelling his real place to him.

Besides the Hairpin and the Gooseneck, there are three
other corners on the mountain climb which call for much
address. On the drop off the mountain there are two un-
named corners which need careful negotiation at speed.

Noise is not speed. Spectators had several proofs of this
during the Senior T.T. A noisy machine would come along
and impress the onlookers with its fleetness, but. it needed
a buzzing Scott to pass these machines to gain an idea of
the pace they were travelling.

This year Applebee senior signalled "first" to Ms bril-
liant son ; but Frank rode as though somebody was a
minute ahead of him, and took all possible risks right up to
the finish, sustaining three frightful swerves in his final
passage through Ramsey.

Egg-flip and hot Bovril were the racing men's favourite
refreshers ; tea, beer, and whisky cause indigestion, and
chocolate induces thirst. Most of the men go through fasting,
as they find any food dangerous when they are jolting
about with a full stomach.

The Triumph riders were much happier than last year's
team in being provided with change speed gears. This year
they all changed down at every bad corner.

Some of the men who were unaccustomed to variable
gears did notuse their low ratios half enough. Three times
we saw two riders fighting desperate and even duels on rising
ground ; in each case the man who changed down got clean
away. None of the Seniors got away from a bad corner
betterSfhan the Douglas machines, and we estimate that the
Douglas men only lost time up and down, the mountain •

they seemed as fast as anybody on the winding levels.
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Mechanical Features of T.T. Machines.

Forced feed from the exhaus'

pipe on a 2f h.p. Humber.

The Triumph semi-automatic carburetter used on
some of the T.T. machines. The jet is more exposed

than on the standard model. The extra air can be

adjusted by a slide at the top of the rearmost barrel.

Oil tank on the top tube of the water-cooled

Blumflelds, showing Best and Lloyd and auxiliary

oil pumps.

Enlarged gauze covered

air intake on the Amac
carburetter fitted to

Collier's Matchless.

Cylinder ot the latest Green water cooled engine, showing pannier

radiators and overheard inlet and exhaust valves.

17--

jar*

Blumfield overhead valve

mechanism.
m§ 9

Forward cylinder head and air-cooled

exhaust lead Humber engine pulley belt guard.

Cylinder of new 2* h.p. Precision. The
exhaust valve is larger than the inlet.
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Week in the Isle of Man.

FOR the benefit of future visitors I will commence
by offering a few wrinkles about visiting the

island in comfort. A machine is essential to

an enjoyable visit, and it should be preferably a light-

weight, for ease of handling on the steamer. Luggage
is a nuisance, as a motor cycle and overalls lumber
a visitor up considerably ; my tip is to send the kit

by parcel post in a couple of large parcels. Indifferent

sailors should arrange to leave Liverpool at 10.30
a.m., when a three-hour turbine steamer can be relied

on ; on the return journey you can pick your boat and
your sea, and if you are cutting things fine to catch

a train -

at Liverpool, just label your machine at

Douglas arid hand it over to the Steam Packet Co.

;

they 'will take it home for you without any bother at all.

Finally, eschew hotels, which are crowded and noisy

in race week; the island abounds with good boarding
houses, where the food is excellent and terms are

reasonable. It is much pleasanter to stay with a few
chosen friends at one of these establishments than
to put up at an hotel.

The Direct Belt Drive.
The 191 1 races once for all established variable

gears in popular favour, thus confounding the cynics

who pretend that racing is valueless for the public. I

have great hopes that the 191 2 Junior Race will utterly

rondemn the direct belt drive ; if rain had fallen

steadily during the Senior Race, this much-to-be-

desired result would have been inevitable, for pro-

bably the Scott, Indian, and Douglas machines would
have had the finish to themselves. I nearly got lynched
in Ramsey op the Sunday night for remarking to a

belt-loving team that I hoped it would pour with rain

all night, but really the Junior Race had amply con-

firmed the touring experiences of every all-weather

roadman. There was sb much surface water lying on
the roads that I saw three or four machines absolutely

refusing to propel themselves on the flat with brand
new belts of iin.' section as taut as bow-strings on
pulleys of 4, 43^, and sin. diameter.

Some critics may opine that other troubles were
concerned, seeing that these belt-driven machines did

not pull up rapidly in the succeeding laps of the

Junior Race when the roads were drying. A little

reflection will solve the puzzle. Belt-slip was con-

tinuous on lap 1 with every direct belt-driven

machine, though the degree of slip varied—some only

had to throttle after a particularly deep pool, others

were perpetually dismounting, and one rider told me
his engine had done a total of r.p.m. equivalent to

three laps in twenty-five miles.

Lubrication and Belt Slipping.

To counteract extra revolutions, some riders omitted

to increase their oiling, so that their engines seized;

others increased thei; oiling, hut were unable to gauge

the excess accurately, so that their plugs sooted up, and

By B. H. DAVIES.

their cylinders carbonised, and their valves fouled.

That evening I saw a famous works manager kicking

himself round and round a bandstand, crying, "Why
didn't I fit combined drive ?

,: When the weather

continued showery and lowering on Saturday and
Sunday, the faces of the belt-loving entrants for. the

Senior grew longer and longer.

On Saturday I paid a visit to Sulby Glen—a notori-

ous hill-climb which I should imagine is worse than

any hill in the Scottish Trials, and is certainly far

stiffer than any ascent in last year's Harrogate Trials.

Excessive gradient is practically continuous, the sur-

face is non-existent, and the hairpin bends are as

narrow as they are acute. My T.T. Rudge-Multi

negotiated the gradients very comfortably indeed, but

owing to my being an indifferent cornerman the hair-

pins gave it all it could do, and I might not have got

up if the belt had not been on the slack side. This

is where the Rudge-Multi scores on a tricky or wet

hill ; you can get a little belt-slip where you need it

on a stiff corner, and expanding the pulley stops the

slip when you want to pick up again.

A Question of Steering Design.

In company with sundry riders I enjoyed a few-

scraps over the mountain road, and here I encoun-

tered another point in which the races are bound to

benefit the private user. Dropping down off Snaefell

summit at 60-70 m.p.h. is a lurid test of steering.

In past years makers have thrown the whole onus

of this test on the rider ; if he swayed or cut out down
the straights, or rocketed a trifle at the corners, the

directors who were watching shifted their cigars to the

far corner of their mouths and said, " Tomkins has

a lot to learn."

This year the trade big-wigs were forced to notice

that the men were not wholly to be blamed or credited.

Certain frames and certain fork designs stood out

head and shoulders above all others, both in straight

steering at speed over ruts and potholes, and in con-

vincing cornerwork. I think sundry inferior frames

and forks are tolerably certain to be altered in the

near future, as the direct result of this year's Manx
experience in particular. More than one machine dis-

figured by a fork which is quite unworthy of it will be
sternly taken in hand.

On Monday the start was distinctly tremulous.

Thanks to the reduced capacity of the twins, the in-

creased reliability of the Scotts, and the fact that the

Triumphs had at last bowed to public demand and
accepted variable gears, the race was felt to be ex-

tremely open. The Colliers had not shown sensa-

tional speeds in practice, and the two famous brothers

are not growing younger ; outright victory for them
was deemed improbable, and as events proved, thev

could not have won even if they had escaped a few
trivial bothers with their overhead valve gear. At the
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A Week in the Isle of Man.—

same time, the Indian entry was not quite so formid-

able as in 1 911; Godfrey and poor Moorhouse were

out of the way, and owing to the trade bond we were

not up against the opposition of the Hendee factory.

A Prophecy for 1913.

The 191 1 Indian machines had been merely relieved

of their vaseline coating, and fitted with new connect-

ing rods, flywheels, and cams in London. No very

exhaustive experiments had been performed to decide

if all the minutise of design required by a shortened

stroke were the absolute best, and nobody was much
surprised when the opening laps promised a British

victory. I venture to prophesy that if the T.T. he

held next year, and trade affairs permit the Hendee
factory to enter heart and soul into the event, the

Indians will once more have to be dreaded and beaten.

The race showed plainly in what a very casual spirit

many entrants undertake their task. I should say

tiiat quite half the users of three-speed hubs were

ignorant how to adjust their control, the rod of which

was liable to get bent in falls, or even by frenzied

knee-gripping at anxious moments. More than half

the competitors had omitted to make any detailed

study of the course. The cracks knew where the bad
ruts were, and had studied a definite line at the worst

corners, to which they adhered closely every time

they came round, while the

ruck simply 'drove
, as fast

as they dared, and bounded
haphazard ail over the

road ; one or two men, who
finished the course, took

the same corner in five dif-

ferent ways. Engine troubles

seemed over-numerous;
think this was due to

die trade bond, which
prevented complete pre-

liminary tests at Brook-
lands. If the trade as a

PROMINENT TOURIST TROPHY RIDERS.

whole formally compete next year, we shall not hear of
riders seizing their experimental engines every single

morning in practice, and finally shilling in the race
with an untried piston-cylinder combination.

Technical Lessons of the Race.
Summing up the technical lessons, ' I should say

that in 191 3, supposing the races continue, we shall

see the combined drive, on many machines, we shall

see a crop of new forks, and possibly of new frames

designed to hug rough roads more evenly, and we
shall see gears which place the additional weight

nearer the centre of the wheelbase.

The question will also arise whether the two-stroke

engines ought to be handicapped in cylinder capacity.

If a team of six S.cotts were entered under existing

conditions, one could hardly look elsewhere for the

winner. By the way, both races were won by machines
of absolutely unconventional design, which have had

to fight their way on to the market, a fact full ot

comfort and encouragement to original designers.

This year the trade bond threw a specially heavy

strain on the riders. One has to train as hard for a

motor cycle race of 187 miles as for a boat race or

other athletic feat, and the early rish.g for morning
practice during the preceding week always renders

training difficult.

On the , return journey we had a better boat than

usual, and a calm passage;
but the time occupied in

disgorging two or three

motor cycles from the

bowels of the steamer at

Liverpool emphasised the

wisdom of sending machines
home as unaccompanied
freight ; and another year

the A.C.U. would do well

to arrange for supplies of
petrol at the Liverpool as

well as the Douglas landing

David C. Bolton (3; h.p. Rudge-Muiti), who occupied sixth place
on the fourth lap but retired with a broken valve.

T^S^yJi^^^™S\d
H

re
-

S
;,f- ??"SiXg\ h "p- water- A - H - Alexander, mounted on the 31 h.p. Indian ridden to victory by 0. C. Godfrey

cooled Regsl-Green-Precision). He was the thirteenth to flnish. last year. The young Scotchman was delayed by carburetter troubles.
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CHARLIE COLLIER did not take long to fix

upon his most exciting ride, for one race of

his stood out from all others on the score of

excitement, and he at once brought to mind the races

of 1906 between himself and George Barnes, other-

wise known as " Cannon Ball " Barnes. ' Barnes had
expressed his confidence of beating any motor cyclist

in the world at a purely speed contest, and he
challenged whosoever cared to meet him in The Mntnr
Cycle. Charlie, to whom Barnes especially directed

the challenge, took up the gauntlet, and an hour race

was therefore soon arranged between him and
Barnes. Charlie rode the same 6 h.p.

Matchless twin which had
just been built for the

international race of that

year, while his opponent
had an 8 h.p. Buchet.
There had been a deal of

controversy as to the re-

spective capabilities of the
two riders, but Collier

easily won the event. Not
to be thus easily accounted
for, Barnes offered to

meet Collier in short dis-

tance races, and a series

of three, over distances

of one mile, three miles,

and five miles respec-

tively, was arranged for decision at Canning Town.
" In the first event, over a mile," said Collier,

ill relating his experiences, " I got away at the

start and finished first, but the second race

—

distance three miles—was the most exciting ride

I have ever had. I knew it was a case of the

man who first got going .properly winning, and
to my horror I saw Barnes getting off the mark first.

Before he had fully accelerated though, I was passing

him, and I settled down to the ride. I have never
travelled at such a dangerous speed before or since,

and even now I look back and marvel at the wonderful
time I made. The second mile was covered in 57%s.,

so that I was doing over a mile a minute on that little

track. I hardly realised the danger I was running.

so anxious was I to win, and I sped round as fast

as my machine would take me, keeping as near the

edge as 1 could.. I had little fear that Barnes

would overtake me, for it was impossible to do so

at that speed on . the Canning Town track, but I

could not dream of slowing down, and so I went on,

apprehensively, but with my blood up. It was over

in a little more than three minutes, and the rubber

decided, for I had secured the first two events. That

second mile will never be beaten on that track,

for in the condition it is now such a speed would

he impossible, and even then it was stupendous."
" How did you feel when it was

over?" I said.
" Feel ! Why, I just thanked my

lucky stars that it was finished, and.

after . cooling down, I

realised that I had won
and began to forget that

I was feeling dazed. In

the third race I let Barnes

have matters all his own
way, for I could not ride

any more that day, and

after doing a short distance

I stopped, and Barnes

finished alotie. 1 have never

been so keen about any-

thing as I was to beat Barnes then, and possibly my
anxiety contributed to the excitement I felt ; in any

case, I have never been so thrilled before or since,

and do not wish to be, either. Following on the

match, I took the same machine away to compete in

the eliminating trials for the International Cup,
and won."

" Were you not excited over the match with De
Rosier last year?" I queried.

"No," said Collier. " Brooklands is not Canning
Town." I agreed with him. and marvelled at thai

sixty miles an hour sprint over the little track in the

East of London.

NEXT SATURDAY'S
The following are the entries for the Tenth Short

Handicap (5! miles) at Saturday's B.A.R.C.
meeting :

A. E. Pontin (1-eyl. Rudge) 85 x88mm.
Scott Aitkeii (1-cyl. Rudge) 85 x88
L. Stoker (1-cyl.' Jap) 85 x85
H. H. Square (1-cyl. Robin-Minerva) ... 69 x59
K. Yano (2-cyl. Bat) 85 x58
S. Day-Timson (1-cyl. Rudge) ' 85 x88
P. Newbold (2-cyl. Zenith) 76 x85
James Gibbs (2-cyl. Humber) 60 x60
Basil Collier (1-cyl. Rudge) 85 x88
A. G. Walker (1-cyl. Rudge) 85 x88
J. A. Manners-Smith (1-cyl. Triumph) ... 85 x88

BROOKLANDS MEETING.
H. Jepson (1-cyl. Zenith) ...

J. Cocker (1-cyl. Singer)

G. E. Stanley (1-cyl. Singer)

P. Schmidt (1-cyl. Puch)
H. Martin (1-cyl. Martin)
H. Belcher (A. G. Fenn) (2-cyl. Humber)
B. C. Remington (1-cyl. Rudge) ...

F. H. Hannis (1-cyl. 'jap)

R. L. Printz (2-cyl. Bat)

E. B. Ware (2-cyl. Zenith)

D. R. O'Donovan (1-eyl. Singer)
C. Pressland (1-cyl. Rudge)
L. L\E. Edwards (1-cyl. Rudge)
E. Remington (2-cyl. Jap)

85^x85
69 x80
69 x80
76 x77
76 x59
60 x60
85 x88
77^x90
85ix65
76 x55^
69 x80
85 x88
85 x88
90 x77
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudoi S reet E.C., and should be accompanied by the .writer's full name and address.

Jake de Rosier.

Sir.—Regarding your paragraph headed "Jake de Rosier,"
may I say that I am much surprised after hearing of the
enormous sums that he was making in America to find that
he is so much on the rocks. Whilst being quite willing to

add my mite to any scheme that may be brought forward
for his benefit, I should certainly like to know if what we
were given to understand was true, or were they simply
"running us up the garden." INTERESTED.

Tyre Makers and (he A.C.U. Six Days' Trial.

Sir,—The policy of the members of the tyre section of the
Manufacturers' Union in deciding not to enter their tyres
in the above trial will surely give an opportunity for makers
outside the Union to demonstrate the worth of their products.
I. for one, will not patronise any firm who is satisfied to
rely on the unfortunate user to test his goods and refuses
to bear any expense in the matter. It will be interesting
to see which makers have sufficient confidence in their tyres
being able to withstand the trial to come forward and reap
the benefit which is certain to reward their enterprise.

NON-UNIONIST.

Road Conditions between Kew and Richmond.
Sir,—I have been interested in the correspondence which

has appeared in The Motor Cycle regarding the abominable
condition of the Kew Road, and can fully endorse all that
has been said, but I think your correspondents cannot have
been in the neighbourhood for some time, or they would have
found things in a state which will rejoice the hearts of all

r^otor cyclists who are compelled to travel from Kew to
Richmond. The authorities appear to have suddenly leapt
into action and are now busily engaged removing the ancient
tramlines and laying the foundation for a new road of wood
blocks. The operations are expected to last from four to six
months, and in the meantime traffic is being diverted by
the route indicated by Mr. Little.

Referring to the comments of " Ixion " in your issue of a
few weeks ago regarding the weakness of the component
parts of three-speed hubs, my experience strongly confirms
his remarks. I had only ridden, about 700 miles on my
own three-speed geared machine, when I was one day held
up by slipping clutches. On dismantling the back hub, I
found that the ring nut, which keeps the discs against the
spring plate and was only about rsin. thick, had stripped
its four threads. Surely a part having a strain to stand like
this should have been made of stouter material to give some
factor of safety. P. WILLIAMSON.

Power Required for Sidecar Work.
Sir,—I hope you will kindly grant me space to reply to

Mr. R. H. Adams. If he will read my letter again he will,
I am sure, admit that he has not answered one single point
raised by me. I certainly did not condemn wholesale the
oj h.p. for sidecar work. I said that for serious sidecar work
a: 6 or 8 h.p. "twin was required, but that a ,3^ h.p. would
do well enough for occasional sidecar work on good roads.
This I most emphatically repeat. My remarks as to examin-
ing engines (not cylinders) were distinctly stated to refer
to single-geared sidecar enthusiasts.
By serious sidecar work I mean being on the road prac-

tically every day in all weathers over good and bad roads.
Anyone who knows County Donegal in the winter will
know what that means—ploughing through mud and stones,
up steep hills, and against heavy gales and rainstorms.

I agree with Mr. Adams that I was unkind to my 3^ h.j,

machine, though not in the way he means. I got the
machine in October and rode it until the end of the yea-
through the most frightful weather with sidecar and passenger
for 3,500 miles, and up to 2,5C0 experienced very little

trouble ; but after that the engine began to give up, the
-principal trouble being with the erankpin rivets, which were
constantly shearing off. Let me say at once that I do
not consider it any discredit to the machine that these
troubles should have occurred—it was being called upon to

do work for which it never was intended, being conrtantly
driven with the throttle wide open, and I may mention here
that it was the constant letters appearing in your paper
from those whom I may call the "thousand mile brigade"
which induced me to invest in my 3J- h.p. combination- the
impression left on my mind by these letters being that a 3£
h.p. had any amount of power to spare when pulling a
sidecar. I am fully aware of the capabilities of a thoroughly
tuned specially selected 3^ h.p. engine in the hands of an
expert.. Anyone who saw the wonderful ascent of Glengesh
Hill by Hugh Gibson with Bradbury and sidecar and
passenger in the Dublin and District M.C.G. 24 hours'
trial, could -not fail to have been greatly impressed. He
made an almost clean ascent, running alongside for about
twenty yards when almost at the top—a most meritorious per-

formance when one considers that out of thirteen machines
which arrived at the hill only three made clean ascents,

amongst those that failed being a big 7-9 Ii.jp. twin two-speed
ridden solo. But, unfortunately, we are not all Hugh Gib-
sons, and therefore I say to sidecarists, .have a sufficient

reserve of power to allow for an unexpected hill with hairpin
bends, a gale of wind, and an engine slightly out of tune.

Those who, like myself, use their machines almost entirely

for business, have not time to be tuning up every day. Let
me say, in conclusion, that I am cordially in agreement with
your correspondents who sign themselves " 7-9 h.p. " and
"Loidis." - F. G. TOWNSEND.

Petrol Consumption.

Sir,— I am rather surprised at the conclusion your corre-

spondent comes to, after summarising the other letters on
the matter, that 90 m.p.g. is all that one can expect from
a 3^ h.p. single.

My present mount is a 1912 3^ chain-driven P. and M.
I have ridden it nearly 3,000 miles, and the average mileage
is 112 per gallon.

The machine, as you know, is by no means a lightweight

—

190 lbs. nett—I weigh 13 stones myself, and all the distance

has been covered on give and take roads, going ' anywhere
and up anything.
A recent run was 173 miles in Kent and Surrey, and

that is about my usual day's run once or twice a week.

Regarding the discussion on gears with reference to petrol

consumption, my gears are low, 5 to 1 and 9 to 1, although

the latter is practically never used except fOT starting.

The engine has not been touched, has never given me a

moment's trouble, and is pulling just as powerfully now as

it did at first, and is just as amenable at slow speeds in

traffic.

Transmission troubles, except for the eternal nuisance of

lubricating, nil ; in fact I have not had the least trouble of

any kind. Why can't the P. and M. people and others
give us an oil bath gear case for the chains? I rode a Sun-
beam push bicycle thousands of miles and never even saw
the chain.

Permit me to ad I the usual disclaimer. H. D. LEE
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The Irice of Motor Cycles.

Sir,—As an engineer, with eleven years experience in the

motor cycle trade, I read with interest Mr. W. J.

Fitchett's letter on the above subject, and have much
pleasure in replying to his request for suggestions.

In the first place, there is no doubt about there being a

demand for a machine of about 3^ h.p. at a price below the

present £48 to £60 article. Given a reliable machine, the

difficulty would be to keep pace with the orders. At the

price mentioned, the machine would be within the means
of a very large class of buyer, both for business and for

pleasure, who is at present absolutely uncatered for, and
who looks at a second-hand machine with distrust.

It would be advisable to retain the magneto, even at a
slight increase in price, as previous to its general adoption
nine-tenths of motor cycle roadside troubles were due" to

ignition. Nowadays, we never hear of anything but tyres

causing delay on a journey, no matter how great the
distance. The dry battery, with suitable coil and contact
breaker, is a good and reliable ignition, but the public have
been educated up to the magneto, and will have nothing
else. I have proved this daily in selling second-hand
machines of old pattern ; in fact, many ^otherwise good
bicycles are absolutely unsaleable until converted to magneto.
Almost the whole of the parts, usually nickel-plated, would

be stove enamelled with advantage to user and manu-
facturer.

The engine should be of dimensions large enough to

guarantee long life without extensive repairs. Above all

bearing areas should be, if anything, in excess of present
day standards. There is no doubt that if in daily use in

all weathers, connecting rod bushes require renewing more
frequently than is good for the reputation of the machine.

. This applies to engines of the highest grade.

In the hands of the public, the small lightweight engine
requires complete overhauling at frequent intervals to

maintain its original horse-power, the working parts being
of such unusual dimensions.
Some few years ago I went thoroughly into this subject,

and it was only lack of capital that stopped me going into

business on my own account to put a machine of this type
on the market. With an article built on the right lines

there is not the. slightest doubt about Mr. Fitchett's venture
being an immediate commercial success, and he has the
best wishes of J. C. HARLEY GILL.

Sir,—The letter in a recent issue on this subject opens
up a question of great interest and importance to the majority
of motor cyclists.

At the present time we are in the midst of a boom of

which the manufacturers are availing themselves to the
fullest extent, and one can scarcely blame them for doing
so; but at the ;ame time, many area findings the cost of

motor cycling considerably higher than they anticipated, a;

the growth of the movement, though very rapid, is curtail

in consequence. I admit the modern motor cycle is

beautiful piece of work, but do not agree that it is fi

value for the money. I think that a reduction in pri

could be made which would still leave a fair trading pro!

How is it that many firms manage to buy engines, framn

tanks, etc., and assemble a machine with everything of t

very best at prices considerably below those charged
most of the big firms who do this work for themselves a

save 'these various profits of different firms? The hi

prices paid by- a motor cyclist for his needs and luxuri

seem to me to be most pronounced when he (as I do) requii

a two or three-speed gear. I can buy one of the standa
three speed hubs for a push cycle for 25s., but if I want o

for a motor cycle I am asked £10 10s. Now I ask, as

matter of commonsense, what is there to justify this enormoi

difference in price Of course there is the clutch a

control, and the gear is stronger all through, but surely

should be ample to cover the cost. If a sidecar hub
wanted, £2 2s. extra. Why £2 2s.? Surely a little ext

strength does not justify this extra charge any more th

that a clock should cost any more than a watch. If t

possessor of an old machine wishes to put on a counter-sh:i

two-speed gear, again he is asked to pay £10 10s. for

Here the price seems even more exorbitant than in t

other case, when one considers the comparative simplicity

a two-speed counter-shaft gear.

Is there no manufacturer who is wise and bold enough
offer for £5 a reliable, well-made gear of this type -,v

chain drive to counter-shaft and belt by. 8in. pulley to to

wheel, which can be simply attached to existing macho
on removing the pedalling gear?

There is a huge market awaiting him and undoubted sn

cess, provided his gear is simple and reliable. If it cam
be done at the price, why not? There seems to me to

nothing in the manufacture to prevent it.

So long as manufacturers have to spend huge sums on
army of trade riders, and, possibly, in some cases supply t

profit to pay a dividend on an over-capitalised push cy

business, and whilst artificial prices are also maintained
trust methods, so that free trade amongst retailers is p"

hibited, so long will motor cyclists have to pay these hi

prices.

It is the history of the push cycle business over aga
when, as some of us remember, £15 to £20 had to be pi

twenty years ago for a decent solid tyred safety, and
accessories were priced in proportion. This righted its

in lime, and so will the present inflated prices of the moi

cycle trade.

How can manufacturers be expected to trouble about pr
competition when their whole possible output is sold twei

months in advance? B.Sc

JUNIOR T.T. COMPETITORS.
e. W. Owen (2j h.p. Forward) who flnished fifth. H. Petty (2i h.p. Singer) seventh to finish, Uis was the first single-jyunde.
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Whose was the First Ascent?

—With reference to my climb up Dinas Mawddwy, I

toy first ascent at 9.45 in the morning, another at

thou drove on to Bala, and on the way met Mr. Mills

Enfield going to the hill, so I think that it is clear

; was first. After lunch, on going again with Mr.

we met Mr. Mills returning. R. LORD.

Petrol Consumption.

—No doubt most readers are interested in the letters

ring lately in your columns regarding petrol consump-

and many, like myself, would be delighted to obtain

wonderful* results claimed. I would suggest to those

that the correspondence would prove more interesting

istructive if they would kindly tell us how these results

e obtained by others. I have keenly followed all that

en written on the subject the past few weeks, but apart

being told that certain makes of machines have run

ing from 100 to 150 miles on the gallon I have not

e any wiser in learning how others can do it. It does

est altogether with the machine, for we find two
lies of the same make giving entirely different results

ridden by different riders, showing that much depends-

3 manipulation.

ive lately taken to riding a 5 h.p. Indian, but up to the

it I have not been able to get more than 50 m.p.g.

cession, spark, and all else are in good order. Now will

of our high mileage friends kindly give up the secret,

>ive us some definite particulars of the way to run

nically with machines of similar make to their own?
A. EASTGATE.

Should Ladies Race ?

—I seem to have "put my foot into it" rather badly,

scarcely think that Miss Walker has herself shown the

icy which she has found wanting in me. In dealing

ny letter she says, firstly, that she did not write to give

e. But I never said that she did so write. I said

.

he had taken offence. Again, I wonder how often she

I up her references when searching for a suitable name
iur journalist. Stiggins is, of course, a character from
iwick Papers." The earlier chapters about him make
ir that the only thing he could do really well was to

3 phenominal quantities of pineapple rum and hot
•ed toast.

ally, he is summed up in chapter 45 as one of those

i prophets and wretched mockers of religion who,
nt sense to expound its first doctrines or hearts, to feel

st impulses, are more dangerous members of society

:he common criminal." I do not for a moment suppose
\liss Walker meant quite all that

;
possibly it was just

3 of carelessness, but I think she will agree that I

had every excuse for thinking that she had ta-;en offence.
Lady motor cyclists may quite logically maintain that they
have as much right to risk life and limb as the men ; but
on the other hand many ladies are just beginning to realise

that the motor cycle is a practicable vehicle.

One or two really serious accidents at hill-climbs, etc.,

would revive the idea among the indiscriminating—and they
are many—that the motor cycle is dangerous, and it does
seem that ladies could do a real service to the movement by
abstaining from risky work until the lady's machine is a
little more firmly established. D. S. HOLMES.

The Danger of Uncontrolled Dogs.
•Sir,—I notice a letter in your issue of June 27th, from

Mr. S. H. Merrick, in which the writer states that he
suggested the dogs black list "about a year ago." May
I remind him that the dog'sblack list" was in operation long
before the idea appears to have occurred to him. The scheme
was evolved by me, and first saw the light in my contribution
to the National Cyclist's Union Review, of August, 1909.
It was taken up by the N.C.TJ., and Mr. L. C. Wilks
(Gordon House, Woodford Road, South Woodford, Essex)
has been hon. secretary of the scheme and keeper of the
black list ever since. Dangerous dogs should be reported to
Mr. Wilks, who will enter them on his list and advise the
owners of their dog's propensities. H. W. BARTLEET.

Jake de Rosier Fund.
Sir,—In your- issue of June 27th you ask if a motor cyclist

will make a collection on behalf of poor Jake de Rosier. I

beg to state that during my visit to the" Isle of Man I

collected a .sum of £5 lis. 5d. for this unfortunate racing
man. Many will remember that he came off his machine
through no fault of his own at a speed of over ninety miles
an hour and will never be able to ride*a motor cycle again,
hence his living is taken away. I therefore think it becomes
-every motor cyclist to sympathise and help a fellow sports-
man and his young bride. I therefore appeal to all motor
cyclists to co-operate with me in this most urgent and need-
ful cause, and therefore propose to open a shilling fund for
poor Jake. All riders or others who send me a subscription
may feel assured that it will be directed to the right quarter
and a receipt for the amount will be sent if desired.

I may add that I know de Rosier very well and always
found him a fine sportsman. I "had many opportunities of

meeting him when he was over here. Others will remember
his splendid racing at Brooklands, and I think all will agree
with me he was an "artiste" on a motor cycle. Many
American riders have sent subscriptions to "the Arthur
Moorhouse memorial fund, so let us send something to Jrke
de Rosier. Address to me as under.

T. A. CARTER,
The Pin-ley Motor Cycle Depot, 6, High Street, Purley.

Nottingham motor cyclists outside the "Cat and Fiddle" Inn, en route tor Liverpool and the Isle ol Man, to witness the Tourist Trophy Hacas.
Mr. E. G. Young has taken a T.T. party to the Island several times.

B.5
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M.C.C. Fourth Annual Race Meeting.
A well organised even!. A cyclecar wins (he car race.

The start of the fourth race, which was for any type of motor bicycle with single-cylinier engine up to 560 c.c.

THE Motor Cycling Club was favoured with a fine day
for its annual meeting at Brooklands, and successfully
carried out a very»full programme. The starts were
made with great punctuality, and no- accident

marred the day's sport. The races all started and finished
at the. fork, and the finishing straight was not used through-
out the day.

The first event was a handicap for single-cylinder touring
machines up to 560 c.c, distance three laps, and was sup-
ported by a large and representative entry of sixteen. W.
Cooper's Bradbury was very fast, but, unfortunately, the
engine seized on the last lap just as he was picking up the
winners.' Result :

Bore and
stroke.

85x88
85x88

H'cap Time

45
12

Speed
s. m.p.h.

5 60.54

85 x 88 scr.

Rider and machine.

1. N. 0. Soresby (1-cyl. Rudge
2. D. H. Noble (1 Rover) ..

3. H. C. Mills (1 Green-Pre
cision)

H. de Vack (Motosacoche) was unlucky in
belt jump off at the start, but both he and O.
on a similar machine ran with the utmost regularity through
out the day, and we unofficially timed their little mounts to
be lapping at over 38 m.p.h. regularly. Karslake's Rover was
running in full touring trim with belt guards, etc., the only
alterations being racing bars and a neat foot-controlled oil

pump.

having his

L. de Lissa

E. B. Ware (Zenith), wins the sidecar race from F. W. Barnes on a similar machine.

B6

Brough Averages Over 66 m.p.h.
Second event, handicap for touring twTins between

and 1,000 c.c. ; distance, three laps. Result

:

Time. Spec
1. G. Brough (1-cyl. Brough) 85 x85 scr. 7 25 '

2. R. E. Guest (2 Matchless) ... 85^x85 12

3. H. H. Huckle (2 Zenith) ... 76 x54^ 1 12

Brough had an easy win. He is comparatively a novj.

at Brooklands racing, but rode beautifully, and with a liti

more experience would be a very formidable opponent
our leading track riders. He was handicapped by hav
touring handle-bars and a hand-operated oil pump, but
8 h.p. twin Brough appeared to be the fastest machine
the track. Huckle had some difficulty in getting away, a
thus lost a good, deal of his handicap.
The fourth event was a handicap} for any single-cylinc

machine up to 560 c.c. ; three laps. Results :

1. T. Peachy (1-cyl. Premier) 85 x88 2 12 9 i

2. R. Croucher (1 Kerrv-
Abingdon) ... .*.. 85 x88 2 30

3. F. C. North (1 Ariel) ... 86^x85 51

Croucher's machine ran very well throughout and look

like a winner. Peachy had trouble with his tank
nevertheless made a fine performance, his auxiliary exhai
Premier being extremely fast. „Both Mills and Garrett
their T.T. Green-Precisions were very fast, but both, Strang'

enough, suffered with plug trouble, though their perfor
ances in the Isle of Man would not have led one to expi

this. Soresby's Rudge was going very well, and Bari
(Zenith) obtained a great speed, but was unable to pick
his handicap.

The Lightweight Race.
Handicap, any type of motor cycle up to 350 c.c. Distal

three laps. ' Results :

1. I'". W. Barnes (1-cvl.

Zenith) "... 76x65^ scr. 9 30 51
2. W. A. Jacobs (1 Singer) ... 69x80 18

3. P. C. Patterson (2 Humber) 60x60 30
Barnes won easily from the scratch mark.

The sixth event was a handicap for any type of mo
car. Three laps. Results :

1. W. T. Yvaimvright (4-cvl.

Rover) "... 75x130 2 54 10 16 48
2. C. Gordon Watson (4 F.N.) 82x120 148
3. C. M. Keiller (4 Vauxhall) 90x120 scr.

J. T. Wood drove his G.W.K. cyclecar (2m. 30s. sti

in this race, but was troubled with a chokel carburet)
Keiller made up for it, however, later in the afternoon
winning the Albert Brown Challenge Trophy on a sini)

machine.

6;
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C. M. Keiller (G.W.K. cyclecar), winner of the Albert Brown Trophy.

HP-he seventh event was a handicap for any motor cycle
1 ween 400 and 1.000 c.c. ; four laps. Results:
1 Li. Croucher (1-eyl. Kerry-

Abingdon) 85x88 4 4 12 10 55.64

I S. F. Garrett (1 Green-
Precision) 85x88 1 36

3 E. B. Ware (2 Zenith) ... 76x54^ 1 36
;ti this event G. Brough (scratch) rode a very sporting race.

il only just failed to get a place. The Rovers ridden by
I'ble and Newsome appeared very fast. Milner's Indian

8J'
not seem to be going its best.

Two Lap Sidecar Race.
landicap for single-cylinder maclunes with sidecars ; two

as. Results :

I R. Croucher (1-cyl. Kerry-
' Abingdon) ... ... 85 x88 1 10 7 42 42.3

IF. J. Watson (1 Swift) ... 85 x88 56
5 F. C. North (1 Ariel) ... 86-^x85 34
forth, who was troubled with his gears slipping out of

8.;agement. made a very close finish with Watson.
he ninth race was a handicap for any twin-cylinder motor

jle with sidecar ; two laps. Results :

I E. B. Ware (2-cyl. Zenith) ... 76x54i 2 10 7 21 44.39
i F. W. Barnes (2 Zenith) ... 90x77^ scratch

S. F. C. Haward (2 Zenith) ... 76x85 110
'. W. Barnes made a splendid show. He started scratch,

li. travelling at a great pace, nearly caught E. B. Ware,
A3 had 2m. 10s. start.

A Cyclecar wins the Brown Trophy.
The tenth race was a ten lap handicap for cars up to

30 h.p. (R.A.C.) for the Albert Brown Challenge Trophy.
The M.C.C. appears to treat cyclecars and cars as one type
of vehicle, for the G.W.K. , which is a cyclecar, competed in
two of the car events and won the challenge trophy. Results :

1. C. M. Keiller (2-cyl. G.W.K.)... 86x 92 33 36 48.53
2. F. J. Jenkins (4 Rover) ... 75x130 scratch
3. S. G. Cummings (4 Crespelle) ... 75x150 scratch

The G.W.K. was a late entry, but made a particularly fir'e

performance. The win, however, was extremely lucky, as
the machine crossed the line with its engine stopped owing t j

a choked jet. C. Gordon-Watson's F.N. looked like a winner,
but something went wrong in the first lap, which put him
out of the race.

The eleventh item was the club motor cycle championship,
a handicap for any touring motor cycle, for the " Harry
Smith" gold Challenge Cup. Result:

1. R. E. Guest (2-cyl. Match-
less)

2. H. C. Mills (1 Green-Pre-
cision)

3. E. B. Ware (2 Zenith) ...

This event drew thirty entries, and the large number of
runners somewhat complicated lap scoring. Several competi-
tors were making very fast laps, notably Barnes, Soresby.
Brough, North, and Garrett. They were, however, unable
to pick up their allotted handicaps.
So ended a very successful and well organised meeting.

Messrs. F. T. Bidlake and A. V. Ebblewhite (timekeepers)
worked hard, and were most prompt with their results, and
the organisation could hardly have been improved upon.
There was some little difficulty in keeping spectators off- the
course at the fork, but W- Cooper officiated in his usual
keen and masterly way, and accomplished wonders.
At the close of the meeting, a few thoughtless people

careered round the track in the wrong direction, thus causing
a good deal of unnecessary trouble and annoyance.

85|x64 2 40 25 29 63.95

85 x88
76 x54i

2 40
4

INTER-CLUB TEAM COMPETITION.
The Woolwich, Plumstead, and District Motor Club is

arranging an inter-club team trial, which will take place
on the 20th inst. There are nine riders in each team, some
with sidecars. There is apparently no hard and fast rule
regarding the composition of the teams, as we notice that
while one club has entered a team consisting of five

sidecars and four singles, three teams have no passenger
machines at all. The clubs which will take part are Brook-
dale M.C. (Catford), Purley and District M.C., Putney and
District M.C. South-East London M.C.C., Streatham and
District M.C.C.. and Woolwich and District M.C.

N. 0. Soresby (Rudge), winner of first race.

THREE WINNERS AT THE M.C.C. RACE MEETING.
(3.) G. Brough (8 h.p. Brough), who won

(2.) F. W. Barnes (Zenith), winner of lightweight event. the second race and attained tho fastest

speed of the day.

Bet,
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TIME lO LIGH7 LAMPS
Illy 11th

,. 13th

„ 15th

., 17th

9.13 p.m.
9.11 ,.

9.9 ,,

9.7 .,

At the M.C.C. Race Meeting.

We noticed Harry Bashall, fresh from
his Isle of Man victory, among the
spectators at the Motor Cycling Club's
meeting at Brooklands. The G.W.K.
cyclecar was seen to climb the test hill

in good style with four passengers.

Indian Machines and Racing.

An American contemporary says that
"there are strong rumours going the
rounds in America that the Hendee Manu-
facturing Co. are going to retire from
lacing altogether as a result of poor
Moorhouse's untimely end."

60 Miles in 60 Minutes on a Lightweight.

Who will be the first to cover sixty
miles an hour on a 350 c.e. Junior
machine? The matter is at present
occupying the attention of riders of this

i lass of machine, and at least one attempt
may be expected very shortly. Mean-
while, S. Wright's hour record" of 58 miles
1,408 yards on a 2f h.p. twin Humber is

in jeopardy.

Traffic Census.

Our contemporary Motor Traction has
a yearly census taken of the total traffic

passing over Putney Bridge between
9 a.m. and 9 p.m. on a Sunday in each
year. The last count was on Sunday,
June 30th, and shows a remarkable in-

crease in the number of motor cycles.

In 1911, one hundred and ninety-three
motor cycles were counted ; this year the
total is three hundred and" forty-seven.
Of this number, one hundred and forty
"were sidecars. The remaining passenger
machines, to the number of five, were
made up of tricars and other three-

wheelers.

Scottish Six Days' Trials.

The following additional entries have
been received for the above trial, bring-
ing the total number to eighteen : 1!.

Lord (6 h.p. Rex), Rev. P. W. Bischoff

(3i h.p. Rudge), F. C. North (3£ h.p.

Ariel), Eric B. Keiller (3i h.p. Rudge),
W. Pratt (3i h.p. P and M.), and G.
T. Gray (3j h.p. Rudge). There has
also been a slight alteration in the route.
On the third day the section from Brae-
more via Ullapool to Lairg has been cut
out, and riding north the route will be
Dingwall, Ardgay, Lairg, to the North
Coast round by Tongue and Thurso. Then
on the forth day down the East Coast
ilia Helmsdale, and to Garloch via Ding-
wall. Braemore, aid Little Gruinard.

British Machines Barred.

A German club, not 100 miles from
Munich, recently announced a 200 miles
reliability run. Owners of English
machines were informed, on making appli-

cation for entry forms, that as English-
built motor cycles would reduce the
chances of the home manufactured article,

their entries could not be accepted. What
would be said if we were to adopt such
a policy in this country?

A Trial Trip on a Williamson.

Recently, at the suggestion of Mr, W.
Williamson, the maker, we enjoyed a short
trip in a Williamson sidecar, with 8 h.p.

Douglas twin water-cooled engine. The
bicycle, which is an enlarged edition of

the 2| h.p. Douglas, we have already illus-

trated. The machine, as may be sup-

posed, has ample power, and climbs hills

in splendid style. We surmounted a
quarter-mile rise of approximately 1 in 7

on top gear with consummate ease, the
engine pulling with certainty even at the
summit when the speed had fallen low.
It is smooth running, silent, and has a
fine turn of speed. The Williamson side-

car is sure to appeal to that section who
have been used to a T.T. bicycle and now
desire to take a passenger.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
THE SUCCESS OF THE TWIN.
TOURIST TROPHY LESSONS.

PARIS-LIEGE RUN.
M.C.C. BROOKLANDS MEETING.

Two Trials on Saturday Week.
' There are two open reliability tria

fixed for Saturday, July 20th. The Bl
mingham M.C.C. will hold its postponi

trial for passenger machines over a cour
of 180 miles, embracing the Cotswold
and the North Middlesex M.C.C. will hoi

a twelve hours' trial for solo and passengi

machines from Hampstead to Stratford-o

Avon and back.

Jake de Rosier Fund.
With reference to "Ixion's" suggestui

that a collection should be made in til

Isle of Man for Jake de Rosier, Mr. T.-J

'Carter, of the Purley Motor Garage, i

forms us that he- collected £5 lis. 6d
mostly in one shilling donations. T'fl

sum will be forwarded to The Motor C'j„

Illustrated of America. We have receive

from Mr. William Maeneill. Edwinsforn
Llandilo, South Wales, a cheque for £1
for de Rosier, which we are forwardii

direct to him at the Crocker Stre

Hospital, Los Angeles, California.

M.C.C. FOURTH BROOKLAND3 MEETiNS.

D. H. Noble (Rover) and H. C. Mills (Green-Precision) neck and seek in the first race at the M.C.C.
, race meeting at Brooklands last Saturday.
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IGibson's Condition.

!'he latest information concerning John
ijson, whose sad accident we re-

lied last week, is of a quite satisfactory
jffiure, so his doctor -states. He is now
nag quite well.

Is Dutch Trial.

Both last year's and this year's T.T.
Miners will take part in the Dutch
'Jial on August Bank Holiday, 0. C.
(dfrey having decided to accompany F.
j Applebee, who is one of the chosen
> eearists.

Eta Day of tie Associated Clubs at
Brooklands.

There will be two motor cycle events at
ts meeting—(1) Motor cycle short distance
lndicap (distance about 5J- miles), the
inner will receive a cup presented by
r
ie Molar Cycle; and (2) Motor cycle
i;er-club team race (distance about 5f
ijes). Each team to consist of one
ngle-eyUnder machine up to 500 c.c,
h multi-cylinder up to 750 c.c, and one
jssejiger machine up to 1,000 c.c. The
'jiining club will receive a trophy and
ph member of the team a silver
hrkomer medal. -

find Prix de France.

The Motor Cycle Club de France has
ofinitely fixed on August 25th (Sundav)
i

1 the date of its great race of 450 kil'o-

rtres, embracing the following route :

Intainebleau, Arbonne, Acheres. Vry,
Ick to Fontainebleau. It would appear
tit the M.C.F. has taken up the ques
tn of a Grand Prix race where the
iiC.F. has dropped it. There will be.
q'.sses for all machines from 250 c.c.
i 1,300 c.c, the latter being for side-
i?s. Entry forms and full particulars
c;i be obtained from the M.C.F., 48,
lie St. Ferdinand, Paris.

lick Racing at Cambridge.
At the Cambridge Town and County

l cling Club's sports on the 4th inst.,
fere was a five-mile motor cycle handi-
|a. The final heat of this event, in
iich three competitors took part, viz.,
I Hodgkinson (Tottenham), 350 yards,

Potter (Cambridge), 400 yards, and
irry Martin (Croydon), scratch, proved

t; finest race ever seen in Cambridge,

g
the riders flashed over- the line there

vs not a machine's length separating
ijjy of the riders. Martin finished first,
It was disqualified for passing on the
nide. the race being awarded to
^dgkinson.

I

^gine Speeds in the T.T.
It is interesting to note the minimum
;|erage revolutions per minute of the
femes used- by the leaders in the T.T.
ites, as it conveys some idea of the
spuous nature of the test of engines.
Inormg stops, and also the fact that low
|ars were frequently in operation, the
liures show that the minimum revolu-
ins during the whole- of the race were:
Scott (F. A. Applebee).—Revolutions
r minute, 1,873; total (3 to 1 gear),

;JS,uOO. .

'

Triumph (J. R. Haswell).—Revolutions
;(r minute, 2,420;. total (4 to ' 1 gear),

Douglas (W. H. Bashall).—Revolutions
it minute, 2,478; total (4|- to 1 gear),
12,500.

fpiiK(5pL&

MTOE EBfESra
July 15.

—

Irish Open End-to-end
Reliability Trial.

„ tS & 20.—South Wales A.C. and
Cardiff M.C. ' Open Hil:

Cliinb at Caeiphiily

., 18.—Tauciton & District M.C.C
Open Hill Climb.

., 20.—Birmingham M.C.C. Open
Cyclecar TriaL

„ 20.—B.M.C.R.C, Race Meeting.

„ 20.—Liverpool A C.C Open Sped
Trials.

., 27.—R A.C.. Associates' Gala Day
at Brooklands.

37.—Oxford M.C.C. Open Speed
Trials.

A Real Lightweight.

A 2J h'.p. lightweight, weighing about
90 lbs. sounds very attractive. Such a

machine is being built, but it is not

intended for ordinary touring purposes.

A special Douglas machine has been put
in hand for S. L. Bailey for short dis-

'

tance races. It will be reduced in

weight to the finest limits, and will be
equipped with single tube tyres. Bailey
anticipates that it will attain a speed
of 65 rii.p.h.

Cyclecars at Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

The Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union,
who, in conjunction with the Society of

Motor Manufacturers and Traders, are the
organisers of the Olympia Motor Cycle
Show, have decided to admit for exhibition
purposes all cyclecars which come within
the R.A.C. and. AC. U. definition, viz.,

chassis weight unladen with tyres 6 cwts.,
engine capacity -not exceeding 1,100 c.c
This will be interesting news to many
manufacturers of cyclecars, as there has
been some doubt as to whether any four-

wheeled motor cycle vehicles would be
admitted to the motor cycle show at all.

79J

A Good Response.

With the British contribution of ovei
£15, the Jake de Rosier fund has now
reached a total of over £100.

A Difficult Test.

There are thirty entries for the Coven-
try and Warwickshire Motor Club's reli-

ability trial for the Manville Trophy
next Saturday. The course is of approxi-
mately 180 miles, and includes eleven
difficult hills.

Our Recommended Formula.

The formula recommended by The
Motor Cycle for hill-climbing competitions
is being largely adopted. It is now being
used in South Africa, whilst Australian
clubs adopted it some time ago, and, of

course, the leading clubs at home have
. used it for a long time. The formula is

:

CxT'
W

C. = capacity.

T = time.

W = weight.
Squaring the time is found to suit late

models of motor cycles, which are so fast

on hills, much better than the old A.C.U.
formula.

B.M.CR.C. Fifth Members' Meeting.

Tha next members' meeting will take
place on the 20th inst., when there will

De five events as follow : The Third 1912
Time Trials, the Junior Five-lap Scratch
Race, the Senior Five-lap Scratch Race,
All-comers' Five-lap Handicap, and
Brooklands Test Hill-climb. For this

meeting entries close on Saturday next.
On August 24th the Brooklands T.T.
Race will be held, starting at 2 p.m.
Prizes .ire offered for both senior and
junior competitors as follows": First, a

silver cup value £5 5s. ; second, club's

gold medal ; third, silver medal ; fourth,

bronze medal. Entrance fee, non-
members 10s. ; members 5s.

AN EXCITING FINISH AT THE CAMBRUJGE SPORTS.

A five miles handicap was included in the Cambridge Town and County Cycling Club Sports. Our photo-

graph shows the final heat, in which all finished within a machine's length. The riders are H. Hodgfciason
leading, H. Potter seeond, and Harry Martin third.

BI3
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THE PARIS-LIEGE RUN.
THE above contest, which

its organisers, L'Aero

and the Liege M.C.,
have called " Le Petit

Londres-Edinbburg," was run

off on Sunday last between
Paris and Liege. The route

was via Rheims, Sedan,

Beuihon (hill-climb), Laroche,

and Aywaille, a total distance

of 250 miles. The competi-

tors were divided into five

classes, as follows: 250 c.c,

350 c.c, 500 c.c, above
500 c.c, and sidecars. The
lollowing average speeds had
to be maintained: Class i>

] 7.4 m.p.h. ; Class

m.p.h. ; Class 3,

22.3 m.p.h. ; Class

4, 24.8 m.p.h.
;

sidecars, 22.3 m.p.h.
Competitors were
penalised one mark
for each minute early

or late. All machines
were sealed on the

Saturday afternoon

at the garage Ger-

ber from 2 to 6

p.m., and had to

conform to touring

requirements, and to

be fitted with spring

forks, efficient mud-
guards, two brakes,

luggage carrier, rear

wheel stand, lamp,

and generator ; silen-

cers were compul-
sory, but a cut-out

could be used.

Handle - bars were

not allowed to extend below

the top tube of the frame.

The entries, which num-
bered ninety-two, included

Vernon Taylor and W. D.

South (Rudges), A. D. Arter

(James sc), and A; J. Dixon
(Singer).

English machines ridden by
foreigners totalled seven

:

New Hudson, two; Rudge,
three; B.S.A., one; and
Triumph, one. England was
therefore represented by
eleven machines.

Other countries were repre-

sented by their various makes
as follows, the riders being
mostly members of the Ant-
werp and Liege clubs, Belgian

Moto Club, French Touring
B14

THE T.T.—CONTRASTS IN CORNERING.
1. S. L. Bailey (Douglas) in the first round of the Senior Race has

at the Ramsey hairpin. 2. F. A. Applebee (Scott) overtaking

Haswell (Triumph) at the corner in the last round of the Senior

3. A. Kirk (Triumph) in a peculiar attitude on the hairpin.

a spill

J. R.
Race.

Moto Club, A.C.C.F., am
M.C.C.F. : Twenty - um
N.S.U.'s were entered in thi

competition; F.N., fifteen

Wanderer, thirteen ; Sarolea

ten ; Alcyon, eleven ; Peugeot
three; Clement, three; Moto'
sacoche, three ; Scaldis, two
At 2.30 a.m., competitor

in Class 1 were sent off 11

groups of four from Villiers

sur-Marne. The other classes

followed at intervals of on'

hour, the sidecars being des

patched at 5.30.

The combined speed tria

and hill-climb at Bouillo-

commenced at

quarter to two, ar,i

j consisted of a sec

tion of level run

ning, followed by
climb of 1 in 15 t

20; distance, tw.

kilometres, flyini

start.

Seventy - five

the ninety-two er

trants left Villien

sur-Marne on Sun
day morning lasl

and of that numbe
fifty-eight arrived

Liege the same ever

ing without loss c

marks. The ever

was voted on
sides an unqualifie'

success. In const

quence of the lad

arrival of most of tt

riders and the Ion

calculations necessary to a.

rive at the results of the h|:

climbing test at Bouillon tt

names of the winners of tr

five classes are not availab'

this week.

The first arrival at Lief

was Eversers (N.S.U. 5c

c.c), followed by Pire (San;

ea), and Thoen (four-cylii

F.N.), the fourth arnj"

being Milly (B.S.A.), sixth 1

J." Dixon (Singer), sevem
Cussac (Wanderer), eighi

Chartier (Wanderer). Tl

two English riders of Rudge
Vernon Taylor and W. 1

South, arrived thirty-eigh

and thirty-ninth, A. D. Art

(James sidecar) forty-thirj

and Gutteret (Rudge) fort!

eighth.
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Club Competition Results.
Speed Trials at Saltburn.

The motor cycle race at Saltburn speed trials, on Saturday
last, was won by G. W. Phillips, riding a 5 h.p. Blumfield.

Gloucester M.C.C.
A 100 miles reliability trial was held on the 4th inst., the

course embracing Chepstow, Ross, and Malvern. There were
nineteen competitors, the leaders being : 1, B. F. Peplow
(Matchless sc), error 57s. ; 2, W. B. Gibb (Douglas), error

lm. 10s. ; 3, P. R. Currell (Rudge), error 2m. 17s. The
first and second won the silver cups offered for the best

passenger and solo machine respectively.

Haverstock M.C.C.

A speed-judging contest took place on the 7th inst., the

winners being : 1, H. Moliver (Rudge multi and sc.) ; 2,

A. L'unnon (3^ Zenith and sc.) ; 3, W. Bishop (2£ Brown)

;

4, D. Ackland (Rudge multi and sc).

A petrol consumption trial will be held on the 21st inst.,

and particulars may be obtained from the hon. secretary, Mr.
H. Moliver, 81, Prince of Wales Road, N.W.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The Dublin and District Motor Cycle Club held a hill-

climbing competition at Ballymacroe Hill on Saturday last.

There were three classes, and in addition to an award for

fastest time in each, there was a prize on A.C.TJ. formula.

The results in the three classes were as under :

Class A.—Under 340

1.

2.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

W.
W.

F.
T.
O.

J.

B.

c.c.

Time.
m. s.

G. Greene (2i A.J.S.) ... 2 6|
F. Parker (2| Douglas) ... 2 6|-

Class B.—Under 520 c.c.

J. Walker (3i Rudge) ... 1 4|
E. Greene (3^ Rudge) ... 1 5|
G. Price_(3± Rudge) ... 1 8f

Class C—Over 520 c.c.

J. Harvey (5 Bat) 1 Of
B. Harvey (7-8 Bat) ... 1 2|

Fig. of

Merit.
154
226

. 601
•

650
661

811
1023

Merthyr M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held on the 4th inst. at Penyderyn Hill.

Class I. 1, J. Rogers (Rudge); 2, I. E. Lewis (B.S.A.); 3,

D. Williams (Bradbury).
Class II. 1, I. E. Lewis (B.S.A.); 2, D. Williams (Brad-

bury) ; 3. J. Rogers (Rudge). Fastest time of the day was
made by J. Rogers.

mfl

H. A. Shaw, of Illinois, U.S.A., on his Thor VII. at Brooklands last Saturday. He
is touring Europe. The machine illustrated is one ot the best known in the States

ROUND THE COAST
OF DEVON AND
CORNWALL.

The twenty-four hours' reliability trial recently held by
the Exeter and District M.C.C. resulted in P. Pike (3i h.p.

Humber) and six other competitors finishing within schedule

time. It was therefore decided to put the septet to a further

trial to determine the winner. In the latter trial a difficult

course of 130 "miles in the Western Counties was covered,

and included the notorious Porlock Hill, the time allowed

being six and a half hours. Mr. Pike, riding his Humber,
was ultimately declared winner, and secured the Hancock
Silver Cup.

PARIS-LIEGE RUN.
LIST OF GOLD MEDAL WINNERS.

At the moment of going to press we have received a list

of the gold medal winners in the above run, wh' ' are as

follow :

Lambelin (Scaldis)

Marechal (Alcyon)
Paquay (Alcyon)
Simon (Wanderer)

Beer (F.N.)
Poznensky (Sarolea)

Devaux. (Peugeot)

Class I.—250 c.c.

Laloup (Alcyon)
Cardol (Alcyon)
Gaussin (Alcyon)

Class II.—300 c.c.

Greame Fenton (Clement)
Golaz (Clement)
Lacroix (Peugeot)

Class III.—500 c.c.

A. J. Dixon (Singer)

Vernon Taylor (Rudge)
W. D. South (Rudge)
Pire (Sarolea,)

Thoen (F.N.)
Lassois (Sarolea)

Foubert (N.S.U.)
Cassac (Wanderer)
Collin (Sarolea)

Delune (N.S.U.)
Cardol (N.S.U.)

Class

Janssens (N.S.U.)
Lamborell© (N.S.U.)
Dupont (N.S.U.)

Mathot (Wanderer)
Dewaele (F.N.)
Dedroog (F.N.)
Defays (Wanderer)
Mathot (N.S.U.)
Touchet (Wanderer)
Corombelle (F.N.)
Berens (N.S.U.)
Colette (Wanderer)
Lambotte (Wanderer)

IV.—Twins.
Devergraum (N.S.U.)
Pierard (N.S.U.)

A. D.

Class V.—Sidecars.

Arter (James and sidecar)

B19
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MILITARY AOTOR CYCLING NOTES.
By "CELERITER."

MY remarks this week will be brief, but I venture
to think they will be very much to the point. .

I have it on the very best authority that

within the next few months the -military history of the

motor cycle will advance by leaps and bounds, and
I hope in the course of the next week or two to

indicate the lines along which progress will be made.
For some months now a few active and intelligent

brains have been devoting much time to studying the

possibilities of the motor cycle from the military point

of view, and- the conclusions arrived at will be as

astoundingly novel as they will be interesting, not only

THE HULL TEAM. Left to right, Sergt-Major Evans (2} h.p. Centaur), J. A. Latze

(Matchless), W. T. Tarnfleld (Rex), G. McWaine (Matchless), and W. Jennison

(Triumph).

to military men throughout the world, but to all motor
; cyclists. The confidential notes that I have before

me open up totally new fields to the motor cyclist

—

fields which, so far as I am aware, have hitherto been

untouched, even in the imagination of our most

fictitious writers. Whether these fields will prove

fecund is another matter, but the outlines which 1

hope shortly to make public are at least thrillingly

novel and totally original.

The Legion Mobilisations.

The authorities have been much impressed by the

splendid achievements of those who have taken part

in the various mobilisation trials organised by the

Legion ; they have succeeded in the object for which

they were instituted, and have disproved many of the

pet fallacies entertained by those who did not know.
It now only remains for our motor cyclists to come
forward in their thousands and join the Legion of

Motor Cyclists, which body is rapidly building up an
organisation of national importance that must eventu-

ally earn the recognition which it deserves.

Those members of the Legion who have not yet

provided themselves with the official badge are

requested to do so at once by applying to the Hon.
Secretary, 128, Jermyn Street, W., enclosing is. 4d.

to include postage. The first issue is rapidly becoming
exhausted, and some time must elapse before the next

issue can be struck. In the meanwhile some Important
developments are' likely to occur, and those Legionaries

who have neglected to provide themselves with badges
may well have cause to regret their tardiness.

The Third Mobilisation Test.

The third mobilisation test was held at Nottingham
on Sunday last, and this time was in the nature of a

team test, an organising officer selecting a rendezvous
for each team. In connection with the test, only one
brief reference was published in this journal, but the

response was excellent. Prompt to the stroke of

1 p.m. the whole of the Cheshire team arrived in the

Nottingham Market Place, which soon presented an
animated scene as members of the Hull team arrived,

followed by sections from Peterborough, Manchester,
Coventry, Bradford, York, and elsewhere. The
Cheshire team, under Commander J. J. Darlow, made
the best performance. The test was voted most enjoy-

able by all the participants.

Autumn Manoeuvres.
This year's Army manoeuvres are to take place

in the vicinity of Cambridge and Thetford from
the 13th to 20th September. The War Office

has already approached the Auto Cycle Union to

provide motor cyclist orderlies for the umpires and
directing staff, but the Legion of Motor Cyclists will

furnish all riders required for the combatant forces

from amongst its own members. Those motor cyclists,

therefore, who are not already members and are

desirous of taking an active part in the manoeuvres,
are advised to become members of the Legion.

A groi'p of motor cyclists who participated in the third mobilisation test, assembled in the Nottingham Market Place.
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A Run on a Scott Sidecar.

191

(t.) Mr. and Mrs. Eric Myers, competing in

the Douglas gymkhana on a Scott.

THE NEW SCOTT SIDECAR WITH PATENT SUSPENSION.

(2.) The special straight tube frame (3.) Rear view showing dummy axle, also frame tubes,

showing method of springing. The sidecar is attached to tne bicycle at four points.

A
PATENT has been taken out' by Mr. Alfred A. Scott

for a special form of sidecar frame with an entirely

original method of springing. The first model was
shown to us by Mr. Eric S. Myers, of Bradford, who

will market the device. The sidecar body is slung on a bowed
laminated spring in front, and, in addition to being supported
on short spiral springs at the back, is mounted on bell crank
levers and an auxiliary axle, the muvement of which is con-

trolled by long spiral springs. Straight tubes are used
throughout, and the sidecar is attached to the motor cjcle

at four different points, viz., at the steering head, base of
crank case, seat tube, and chain stay. Mr. Myers took us'

a run over some of the most bumpy surfaces around Douglas,
and no matter at what speed we travelled there was a

total absence of bumping or jar. A lun on a Scott sidecar

is an experience to be remembered.

THE MOBILIZATION TSST.—THE CHESHIRE TEAM, ALL OF WHOSE MEMBERS ARRIVED ON THE STROKE OF 1.0 P.M.

Right to left J. J. Darlow (commander, Rex), A. Stubbs (Precision), H. Stubbi (Triumph), E. C. Jenson (Triumph), C. Massasey (Triumph;, J. J. Cockson

(Matchless), W. H. Williams (Zenitn), T. E. Leigh (Triumph), and C. R. Sprague (Triumph).

TRIALS IN NEW ZEALAND.
The fourth annual two-day trials arranged by the New

Zealand M.C.C. resulted :
'

Reliability Trials.—Lightweights.
Rider and machine.

1. C. Wright (24 A.J.S.)
2. J. Beck (2| Douglas)

Heavyweights.
1. V. Sutherland (34 Triumph)
2. J. Hall (34 Rudge)

Private Owners.
1. R. Burn (34. New Hudson)
2. J. V. Wilson (34 P. and M.)

Hill-climb.—Lightweights.
Time.

1. C. Wright (24 A.J.S.) ... 480s.
2 T. B. Rhodes (2-| New Hudson) 540|s.

Pig. of merit.

192.4
152.7

170.2

154.4

198.2
184.6

459.5
479.9

Heavyweights.
V. Sutherland (34 Triumph) ... 466,1s.

A. B. Collin (34 Triumph) ... —
Private Owners

R. Burn (34 New Hudson) ... 365s

J. V. Wilson (34 P. and M.)... 433s.

Petrol Consumption.—Lightweig
C. B. Rhodes (2| New Hudson) ...

C. Wright (24 A.J.S.)

Heavyweights.
J. Boucher (34 Rudge) ._

Private Owners.
J. V. Wilson (34 P. and M.)
G. E. Gibbs (34 Rudge)
Bidwell .Barton.—Championship

W. Wilson Id Indian)
Cup.

611.1

651.3

454.3
507.3

42.4

39.4

39.4

58.2

39.8

189.4
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CLUB NEWS.

WINNERS OF THE AUSTRALIAN SPEED TRIALS.
F. R. Limb (3* Calthorpe), who won his class riding the only Calthorpe entered.

Speed 531 m.p.h. A. Bartholomew (6 h.p. " Rova"-Jap), seen on the liihf, was
winner of the twin class. His speed was 59 m.p.h.

Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A speed-j udging competition was held near Sandridge on
the 6th inst. Results : 1, A. K. Wells (Triumph), error 6s.

;

.2, R. H. Batchelor (Wanderer) and F. J. Beard (Triumph),
7^s. ; 4, A. N. Guttridge (Rudge), 8j[S. The slow running
event was Von by Miss M. Walker (Hobart), 8£ m.p.h.

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C.

The members' hill-climb held on the 22nd ult. resulted :

Class I. (lightweights) : 1, N. H. Brown (2| Hazlewood).
Class II. (single-cylinders up to 560 c.c.) : 1, F. Rees (3^

Rudge).
Class III. (multi-cylinders up to 1,000 c.c.) : 1, S. 0.

Taylor (8 Rex-Jap).
Class IV. (sidecar machines) : 1, F. Rees (3^ Rudge sc).

Class V. (single-cylinders on time) : 1, J. J. Day (3^

Bradbury).
Class VI. (multi-cylinders on time) : 1, F. Naylor (7

Indian).

North-west London M C.C.

An inter-club hill-climb v. Oxford M.C.C. will be hold on
the 13th inst., at 4.30, at Arms Hill, Henley-on-Thames.

Welsh A. and A.C.

The twelve hour motor cycle run took place on the
29th ult. over the following route : Swansea, Builth,
Aberystwyth, Cardigan, Fishguard, and Carmarthen. The
roads were bad for the early part of the trip, but four com-
petitors succeeded in obtaining full marks, viz., Ivor L.
Roberts (3£ B.S.A.), C. Simons (3£ Triumph), Edw. T.
Strick (3£- Triumph), and Edgar P. Thomas (3£ Triumph).

Ipswich and ^District M.C.C.
A members' hill-climb was held in Shrubland Park (by

kind permission of Lord De Saumarez) on the 6th inst. The
hill measured 640 yards, rising to 1 in 7. The surface, through
recent heavy rains, was in a very loose condition. Results :

Class 1. (touring models, single -cylinders, up to 500 c.c.)—1,
K. Portway (B.S.A.), time 34|s.

Class II. (T.T. and T.T. roadsters, single-cylinders, up to
500 c.c.)—1, E. Herdman (Rudge), time 30^s.

Class III. (novices' class, single-cylinders, up to 500 c.c.)—1,
M. K. Williamson (Premier), time 31|s.

Class IV. (lightweights up to 400 c.c.)—1, D. W. Popple-
well (Singer), time 38|s.

Class V. (any machine up to 1,000 c.c.)—1, E. Herdman
(Rudge), time 29|s. (fastest time of the day).

Class VI. (slow climb, knockout, same gear as employed in

fast climb)—I, W. Low (V.S.)
Class VIII. (standing start, any machine)—1, E. Herdman

(Rudge), time 37§s.

Hants M.C.U.
The Bournemouth section of the above Union held a hill-

climb last week on a short sharp rise with a gradient of
1 in 5. A thirty or forty yards start was allowed. The
hill selected was unknown to any of the sixteen riders until

they were taken to the spot. It is situated on the front
at Bournemouth. Results :

Class I.—1, A. G. H. Alsford, Bournemouth (Douglas),
20s. ; 2, Percy Kiem, Portsmouth (New Hudson), 20^s. ; 3,

F. Eyers, Portsmouth (Hobart), 21s.

Class II. (3£ h.p. machines).—1, O. Goodman, Bourne-
month (B.S.A.), 16|s. ; R. C. Pearson, Portsmouth
(premier) and F. Tappenden, Portsmouth (Premier), 17s.

Class III. (open to all comers).—1, O. Goodman, Bourne-
mouth (B.S.A.), 16|s. ; 2, H. "J. Bleach, Southampton (Bat-,

Jap) and A. G. Goodland, Bournemouth (Triumph), 16fs.
Class IV. (sidecar machines).—1, A. G. H. Alsford,

Bournemouth (Clyno), 20s. ; 2, R. C. Pearson, Portsmouth
(Premier), 21s. ; 3, W. H. Blackmore, Bournemouth (Cal-

thorpe), 22|s.

B24
Kiln (3J New Hudson) starting.

HALTS MOTOR CYCLE UNION (BOURNEMOUTH SECTION) HiLL CLIMB.
He unfortunately fell at the corner. Tapp nden (3J Premier) going.well. He obtained third place.
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Flashlight Photograph of the start from the Town Hall, Sheffield, last Saturday evening ol the Sheffield and Haliamshire M.C.C. Annuul
Reliability Trial to Holyhead and back, for the " Hutton" Shield.

Uxbridge C.C.

A meeting will be held at the Chequers Hotel to-morrow
(the 12th inst.) at 8.30 p.m. with a view to forming a motor
cycle section. All motor cyclists are welcome.

North Middlesex M.C.C.

A twelve hours' open reliability trial will be held on the
20th inst. for motor cycles, sidecars, and cyclecars. The
route will be to Stratford-on-Avon and back. Arms Hill

will be included in the course only for those who wish to

make the ascent.

Ponteiract M.C.

The annual twelve hours' reliability trial was held on
July 4th

.
over the following course. Pontefract, York,

CJarrowby, Scarborough, Whitby, Saltburn, Thirsk, Piipon,

and Pontefract. The winner was H. Craven (Chater-Lea
and sc.) ; F. Hiley (T.T. Triumph) was second.

Sheffield and Haliamshire M.C.C.

There was probably the biggest assembly of motor cyclists

ever gathered together in Sheffield at the annual 320 mile
trial to Holyhead and back. The route was vie? Millhouses,
Buxton, Knutsford, Chester, Prestatyn, and Bangor.
The following riders finished, the first four tying for first

place : D. Bradbury (3^ Norton), F. Dover (3£ Premier), J.

fiaslam (6 Zenith and sc), R. Garnett (6 Matchless-Jap), T.

Duvant (3£- Premier), H. Short (8 Chater-Lea and sc), J. B.
Nicholson (3i Campion-Jap), F. H. Ronksley (3£ T.T. Rudge)

(

3. Sawer (3/, Premier), C. Halcombe (3£ Bradbury), and J.

A Stacey (6 Rex-Jap and sc).

Birmingham M.C.C.

The third annual paperchase, organised by this club, was
held on the 6th inst. On Saturday, the 20th inst., the open
reliability trial for passenger motor cycles and cyclecars

takes place. Full particulars can be obtained from Mr. R.
Vernon C. Brook, Oakfene, Cambridge Road, King's Heath,
Birmingham. Entries close on the 16th inst. A large entry is

anticipated, as the course is a thoroughly sporting one,

including, as it does, Edge Hill, Sunrising, Weston, Birdlip,

Sudeley, Ilmington, and Saintbury.

The third annual reliability trial for the Sangster trophy
will take place on the 13th and 14th inst., and take the form
of a run to Aberystwyth and back. Route via Bromsgrove,
Leominster New Radnor, Rhavader, and Devil's Bridge.

Cork and District M.C.C.

'as held on the 3rd inst. at Grange Hill.A hill-climb

Results

:

; I. Sidecars.—1, P. J. Cox (5 li.p. A.J.S.).

II. Private Owners up to 500 c.c.—1, R. S. Russell (3£ h.p.

T.T. Matchless), 45-^s. ; 2, M. J. Chambers (3£ h.p. T.T.
Triumph). 49|s.

- CxT 2

III. Unlimited on time and formula as recommended
W

by The Molar. Cycle.—Formula order: 1, M. J. Chambers
(3| h.p. T.T. Triumph), 44fs. ; 2, R. S. Russell (3£ h.p. T.T.
Matchless). 43|s. ; 3, P. A. Egan (3i h.p. T.T. Bradbury),
43|s. ; 4, L. Dobbin (8 h.p. Matchless), 39|s.

Start of the Birmingham M.C.C. Paperchase. The hon. sec, R. V. C. Brook, setting out ; his passenger has the supply of paper.
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What the WAR OFFICE TIMES AND NAVAL REVIEW says about

THE HAZLEWOOD.
"The ideal motor bicycle is THE HAZLEWOOD, and, in our opinion, superior to any other motor cycle in the

world. It is extremely suitable for Military^ and Naval Officers as a machine of the highest class for speed,

power, and reliability."

COST OF UPKEEP.
This will interest you.

10th June, 1912.

Hotel Anjiiolo and Simplon, Milan.
Messrs. . Ha/.lewootls, IM., Coventry.

Gentlemen,
I have just arrived at Milan after a

meat jtleasent journey tbroush France. I

am glad to aay that my Hazlewooil
machiae behaved splendidly and I had
uot' the slightest trouble, although I

covered about 1,000-miles.

J find that the petrol consumption was
very small. I found I could average 1371
to 150J miles per gallon, and at this I

was most astonished, especially as one
part of my journey took me from Lansle-

lourg over the Mont Cenis to Milan.

I cannot speak too highly of the splen-

did reserve of power which I always bad
in hand when running my machine.

Yours faithfully,

11. G. BALMAIN.

FJRST
PRIZES

AWARDED

SPECIAL
GOLD

MEDALS.

For Power
and

Reliability

in ail the

latest Trials.

THIS IS THE MACHINE THAT DOES WHAT HIGHER-POWER MACHINES FAIL AT. YOU'VE NOT GOT THE BEST UNLESS IT'S HAZLEWOOD

CHAMPION FOR HOME AND COLONIAL USE.
LOOK FOR THE The World's Greatest Lightweight Manufacturers. LOOK FOR THE
big h HAILEWOODS, Ltd., Coventry. big h

ALWAYS IN FRONT. ESTABLISHED 1876. ALWAYS IN FRONT.

For the conven-
ience of tourists

the size of the
book has been
made suitable

for the pocket
or valise.

F]otor(xcle

Route Book
Know your road

before you start.

It will save much time and discomfort.

" The Motor Cycle " Route Book
contains carefully selected routes

for the whole of the British Isles,

with distances clearly shown

;

45 Sectional Maps and Index
Map (by Bartholomew), Speed
Limits, and a copious index.

In every case the BEST route—and not

necessarily the shortest—has been chosen.

Large towns, congested districts, and bad
roads are avoided.

Before commencing a tour every motor
cyclist should study this book carefully. He will be well repaid

by the added enjoyment which comes of freedom from worry.

Price 1/6 net. By Post 1/9.

E28

Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, LONDON, E
And from all Booksellers and Bookstalls. {Remittance should accompany orders sent by post.)

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle"

/
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Club News.

—

South Wales A.C. and Cardiff ETC.

The entries close on the 10th inst. for the open hill-climb

and speed trials, which will be held at Caerphilly and Porth-

cawl respectively, on the 18th and 20th inst There will be
classes for motor bicycles, sidecars, and cyclecais.

Herefordshire M.C.C.

This club joined with the Newport Club on the 23rd ult.

in an inter-club run, which took the form of a speed-judging
and reliability contest. Result : Hereford M.C.C. lost 91£
marks ; Newport M.C.C. lost 62A marks.

East Yorkshire M.C.C.

A new club has been formed for Hull and district with
the above title. Its features are : No trade influence," affilia-

tion With the A.C.U., limited membership and subscription

fee of 10s. 6d., which will cover the period from now until

the end of 1913. The lion, sec, Mr. T. H. Straker, 12,

Percy Street, Hull, will be glad to send particulars of mem-
bership to anyone interested.

Scarborough and District M.C.

On the 26th ult. a novel endurance contest was held on
Sutton Bank, near Thirsk. The competitors had to make
non-stqp consecutive ascents of this famous hill with hot
engines, only thirty seconds being allowed at each end for

signing checker's book and turning round. First and
winner of gold ' medal, G. H. Storey '(3^ single-geared

Norton), who made seventeen consecutive ascents and only
retired then because he was the only competitor left

running; second, S. H. Clay (3j F.E. Triumph), eleven

ascents ; third, J. W. F. Tranmer (2§ Humber lightweight
with three-speed Armstrong), eight ascents.

Belfast and District M.C.

The above club held a petrol consumption trial on the
22nd ult. Results:

Rider and machine.

1. Hugh Denby (4 Rex)
2. W. Rickerby (3^ Rudge)
3. Tom Mallon (2£ Premier)

Hamilton and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held on the Louinsdale Hill, Kirkfield-

bank, Lanark, on the 22nd ult.; also a flying half-mile two
days later. Results :

Hill-climb.
Class I. : 1, Dr. Fotheringham (3£ Bradbury) ; 2, J. Berg-

man (3£ Rudge-Multi ; 3, J. Low (3£ Rudge)-.

Class II. : 1, T. Gibson (8 Dot) ; 2, R. McA. Walker (5-6

A.J.S.).

Class III. : 1, A. L. Wilson (2| Enfield) ; 2, W. Dick (2-J

F.N.).

Sidecar Class: 1, R. McA. Walker (5-6 A.J.S.); 2, —

.

Adams (3j Zenith).

Flying Half-mile.
1, J. Bergman (3£ Rudge-Multi) , 35|s. ; 2, M. Garry (3J,

Triumph), 37|s. ; 3, J. Low (3J,
:
Rudge), 38s. Fastest time of

the day : 1, M. Garry (3£ T.T. Triumph), 331s.

Sheffield" and Hallamshire M.C.C.

A hill-climb took place on the 29th ult. at Bradfield.

Results :

Lightweights.
Time. Fig. of merit.

1. D. Bradbury (2g- New Hudson) 53s. ... 44.3
2. J. W. F. Tranmer (2-J Humber) 59,1s. ... 63
3. J. Carter (2£ A.J.S.) 79s. ..'. 82

Standard Singles.
1. N. Newton «^ Rudge)' ... 44|s. ... 55.6
2. D. Bradbury (3i Norton) ... 47^s. ... 61.8
3. S. Swift (3£ Triumph) ... 48|s. ... 68.3

Multi-ctlindek Machines.
1. R. Garnett (6 Matchless) ... 45is. ... 85.7
2. W. Telfer (7 Indian) 50is. ... 119

E. L. Moxey (8 h.p. Matchless) made fastest time.
An open hill-climb will be held near Sheffield on a very

steep, perfectly safe hill, with excellent surface, on the 27th
inst. There will be seven classes. Information can be
obtained from Mr. D. Bradbury, 3, Fulmer Road, Sheffield.'

Total Petrol

weight. used. F.M.
lbs. ozs.

382 . .. 42 .. 909
366 . .. 60i . .. 604
346 . .. 59i . .. 581

Essex M.C.

A gala day will be hell at Brooklands on August 17th,

when there will be motor cycle, sidecar, and car races, and
a hill-climb on the test hill.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

An examination of the checking sheets of the novices' trial

to Maryborough and back, reported in the issue of the 27th ult.,

showed that there was a tie for first place, J. Livens

(3£ Rudge), H. T. Carroll (3£ Singer), and W. J. Towell

(34 Rudge), each scoring the maximum number of marks
(100). Seven of the other twelve finishers won bronze
medals by scoring seventy per cent, of the maximum marks.
In the re-run of the dead heat in the White cup, which was
run off in connection with the trial, the two men Roche

•(3i- Rover) and Browne again tied.

Cork and District M.C.C.

The following events were run off on Garryvoe Strand on
the 26th ult. :

Event I. (sidecars) : 1, C. G. Pohlmann (3£ Rudge), 10s.

start; 2, L. Dobbin (8 Matchless), scratch.

Event II. (motor cycles under 500 c.c.) : 1, M. J. Cham-
bers (3i T.T. Triumph) ; 2, R. S. Russell (3£ T.T. Matchless).

Event III. (four mile handicap) : 1, L. Dobbin (8 Match-
less), scratch ; 2, M. J. Chambers (3J, T.T. Triumph).
A scratch race for sidecars resulted in a win for Pohlmann

;

Dobbin's belt broke.

Chesterfield and District M.C.C.
There were over fifty entries for the Stanage Hill-climb on

the 26th ult. Results :

Event I., Passenger Class.—Fastest time, J. S. Wilcocksor.

(7 h.p. Indian and sidecar), 53^s.

Event II.. Unlimited c.c.—Fastest time: Twin-cylinder, F
B. Halford (8 h.p. Brough), 35§s. ; single cylinder, J. J
Kelly (3£ h.p. Bradbury), 39§s.

Event III., Standard Singles in Pairs.—W. Woods (3£ h.p
Triumph), 44§s.

Event IV., T.T. in Pairs.—J. Farrow (3£ h.p. Triumph)
39fs.

J. Farrow (3J, h.p. T.T. Triumph) and 'J. J. Kelly (3£ h.p

T.T. Bradbury) then ran off for fastest time singles, am
Kelly won, his time being 38fs ; Farrow's 40f s.

A FUM. LOAD.

Frank Smith's Clyno sidecar eamoination was very popular with the ladies on the
" prom " at Douglas, and was always sure of a full load.

"31
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'UEJflONS
& 'Replies

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

V

Machine will Only Run Fast.

My machine refuses to rim

@ slowly and constantly stops, but
will run fast with the throttle

open and the air closed. Will
you please advise?—J.S.E.

\ s should advise you to take the car-

b iretter down and carefully overhaul it
;

ei idently there is a stoppage. The failure

tc run slowly may be due to a partial

obstruction in the jet or elsewhere in the
carburetter, or too much air due to the
ru ion not being air-tight.

One Cylinder Misfires.

I have a 2\ h.p. twin which
has lately commenced to misfire

in the front cylinder. I thought
at first the plug was at fault,

but find that a plug which sparks
regularly in the back cylinder will not
in the front. Can you explain this?
Is it possible for .the carburetter to be
at fault? If so, is the getting at the
choke tube (as fitted 1910) a difficult

matter?—F.J.L.
It is possible that the magneto carbon
is cracked, broken, or making poor con-
tact. We should advise you to examine
this. But it is more likely that the car-

buretter requires cleaning. In these
carburetters one jet supplies each cylinder,

so if one is choked the result is obvious.
They are rather troublesome to dismantle
and must be carefully reassembled.

Oil Grooves.

Which is the correct thing to
do in building an engine, put
the oil grooves on the crank pin
or in the bush of the connecting
rod? I may inform you that

having had the connecting rod rebushed
with white metal, and after a run of

100 miles with plenty of oil, it has all

been, ground out, possibly by the oil

grooves in the crank pin. Your opinion
on the subject will be looked for by a
good many of your readers, ae the
idea here is that the engine has been
constructed wrongly, and I have been
advised to have a new crank pin made
with no oil grooves in, but oil grooves
•in the bush.—E.V.

The answer to your question is that both
methods are correct. Grinding should
be impossible with spiral grooves properly
cut, but if the groove is a straight one
and on the side where the pressure is

greatest, it might occur, especially if the
edge is sharp. It is unusual to bush
motor cycle connecting rods with white
metal, phosphor-bronze is usual.
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A Holiday in the Isle of Man.

I intend soon to go over to the
Isle of Man for a holiday, and
wish to take my motor cycle,

1912 Clyno and sidecar, with me,
and I shall be glad of the follow-

ing information : (1.) Before embark-
ing at Liverpool must I empty, my
petrol tank? (2.) Do I require any
special licence for touring in the island?

(3.) Do the Isle of Man Steam Packet
Company's men take charge of putting
machine on board ship and unloading?
(4.) About how much will the cost be
to take the machine from Liverpool
to Douglas and back?—O.W.

(1 and 2.) Yes, the petrol should be
emptied from the machine before em-
barking. The steamer authorities, how-

.
ever, are not extremely strict. When
you get to the I.O.M. you must call at
the offices of the Highway Board in

Athol Street, and fill up a form. This
is an act of courtesy ; there is no charge
for it/ (3.) The I.O.M. Steam Packet
Company's men and those employed at
the Liverpool and Douglas docks see to

the loading of the machine. (4.) A side-

car costs- 5s. each way. Porters 6d. each.

Building a Cyclecar.

I am contemplating building a
small three-wheeled cyclecar. (1.)

Would a 2 h.p. motor cycle air-

cooled engine be sufficient

(weight of car and load thirty

stones)? (2. j Are differential gears
necessary for three-wheelers? (3.)

What is the best material for frames?
—L.P.J.

(1.) 2 h.p. is just about half the power
you require. (2.1 Differential gears are
not necessary. (3.) Special cycle tube.,

which can be obtained from most largjb

factors of parts and fittings.

THE MOTOR CYCLE FOR ALL AGES.

Mr. James L. Norton, a well-known competitor in past T.T. races, was seen in the Island on a sidecar this

year with his lather as passenger. Mr. Norton, jun., is the maker of the machine bearing his name.
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Sidecar on Four-cylinder Machine.

As I intend purchasing a
second-hand 4i h.p. F.N. would
you kindly answer the following
questions regarding that mount

:

(1.) What would the mileage per
gallon be? (2.) Is the lubricating oil

consumption great? (3.) Would the
machine be able to take a sidecar over
ordinary roads (20 stones load)? (4.)

Is lack of oil the cause of engine seizure?

(5.) As it is a fixed engine, what is the
hest method (and easiest) of starting

with sidecar attached?—C.N.R.
(1.) The mileage per gallon would be
about sixty or seventy. (2.) The con-
sumption of lubricating oil would be
rather greater than that of a twin-
cylinder. (3.) The machine would take a
sidecar over ordinary roads if a two-speed
gear is fitted. (4.) Lack of oil would
certainly cause seizure. (5.) We should
advise you to have either the two-speed
gear sold by this firm, or a free-engine
clutch. Without it a sidecar would not
he advisable.

Stamford to Swansea.

I shall be glad if you can tell

^1 me the shortest and best route,

^ avoiding large towns as much as

-iJ possible, from Stamford (Lines.)

to Swansea (Glam.)?—S.E.R.
Your best route from Stamford .to Swan-
sea would be as follows : Through
Rockingham Forest via Weldon. Corby.
.Market Harhorough. then two miles after

crossing the Leicester-Northampton Road,
branch to the left and take the road
through Rugby over Dunsmore Heath,
through Leamington, Warwick, Stratford-

on-Avon, Alcester, Evesham. Tewkesbury;
I lien you can either go to (Gloucester and
follow the Severn estuary by Newnham,
Chepstow. Newport, Cardiff, and Bridg-
end ; or you can go via Ledbury, Ross,
Monmouth. Raglan, Pontypool, and then
follow the railway to Crumlin, Tredegar
Junction. Rhymney Junction, Nelson,
Aberdare, and Neath to Swansea. We
are inclined to think that a combination
of the two routes would give you the
linest scenery, by going through Ledbury
and Monmouth and then turning south
to Chepstow along the Wye Valley and
taking the coast road.

Carburetter.

1 have a 1911 Douglas a.o.i.v.

^T] On taking out air and throttle

^T slides after running. I find both
JL1 saturated with petrol, also

petrol on walls and at bottom of

air chamber. What is the cause of

this, and does it account for carbon
deposit forming so rapidly on piston

and cylinder heads? 1 have to scrape-

deposit off every 500 miles. Inlet

valves open ^-in. , springs are strong.

and petrol level is not too high. There
is no leakage.—A.G.

You might try a rather smaller jet. and
this should prevent; the deposit forming
quite so rapidly, also try reducing the

amount of lubricating oil slightly. Also
it is quite possible that, although the

petrol level is not too high when the

machine is standing, the excessive move-
ment of the needle valve may yet allow
an overflow when on the move. The
needle valve should be able to rise high
enough" to allow an ample supply of

petrol, but no more. Too rich a mixture
will cause a deposit.

Latest model Roc tricycle, produced oy A. W.
Wall. Ltd.

Various Queries.

(1.) Should the* exhaust valve
click much when the engine is

being throttled down? This has
only happened since my Easter
tour. (2.) How can you prevent

an acetylene lamp from going out when
one rides fast? I might add I have
spring forks and the light is put full

on. (3.) What is the gradient of

VYrotham Hill, in Kent? (4.) What is

the best way to prevent a clutch from
slipping?—G.R.F.W.

ll.) The click is probably due to excessive
clearance between valve stem and tappet
(there should be not more than ^-in. at

the most) or to worn or badly cut gear
teeth. The click in itself will do no
harm. See that the gear wheel bearings
are not too slack. (2.) A good acetylene
lamp should not be perceptibly affected
by the pace. We cannot answer this

question without seeing the lamp. (3.)

This is not a severe hill, the steepest
part being about 1 in 10. (4.) If a disc
clutch, clean out with paraffin and if

Sol

possible adjust spring. If this fails, new
discs or spring may be necessary, though
probably a thorough clean will put
matters right. If a leather cone clutch,
clean and scrape leather and dress with
castor or collan oil.

Sidecar tor a Potterer.

1 am thinking of buying a

motor cycle and sidecar, and shall

feel obliged if you will give me
your opinion on the matter. At
present I do not know anything

about motor cycles, but I want a
machine so that my niece and self can
jog along the country roads at a nice
easy rate. I may say that I am getting
on in years (nearly 60). (1.) Could 1

purchase a reliable second-hand machine
and sidecar for about £30? (2.) What
kind would you advise me to get?

(3.) Is it difficult to understand? (4.)

Could I read up the subject in any
book? (5.) What is the cost of licence"?

—G.D.
(1.) £30 is not quite enough for a second-
hand motor bicycle and sidecar. (2.) We
should recommend a machine with engine
not less than 3j h.p. and fitted with a

change-speed gear. (3-4.) If you purchase
a copy of " Motor Cycles and How to
Manage Them " you will be able to under-
stand a motor bicycle easily. (5.) The
driving licence costs 5s., registration 5s.,

and local taxation licence £1.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences ot

others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelop 2 in which
the replies may be forwarded. Answers to the
queries below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"H.G.G." (Cambridge).—Bowden two-
speed gear and free engine.

"J.G." (Glasgow).—1912 3£ h.p. Lin-
coln Elk (clutch model) for solo work.

"W.G.H." (London).—Watawata belt

on 6 h.p. Zenith.

"H.B.A." (Folkestone).—3i Rudge
Multi and sidecar. Belt wear with Jin.

and lin. belts.

"D.N.R." (Glasgow). — Four-cylinder
1910 F.N. (single-geared) for use with
sidecar, particularly as regards hill-climb-

ing, tyre wear and petrol consumption.

- i

THE DOUGLAS TEAM IN THE JUNIOR T.T.

From left to right the riders are : J. Haslam, J. Stewart, W. H. Bashall (winner), Rex Mundy,
and S. L. Bailey. E. Kickham, second to finish,
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Carburetter Spraying Device.

Petrol is supplier] from the usual float

lumber to a spraying device consisting
of a pair of cones which are super-

posed and attached to a base C to

form an annular chamber D in which
the petrol finds its level. An air

port E passes through the base C, and
other. air inlets F are arranged just above

JpraBfJqus

ml
YicJfimifdrd

J?C./7?.vV

which the petrol is sprayed by the air

drawn in through the ports L and F.

—

0. H. Austin, No. 19,759, 1911.

A Balancing Device.

In order to counteract the unbalanced
effect produced in a single-cylinder
engine the inventor proposes to use a
bob-weight suspended m a bearing B on
the top of the crank case C. This bob-

JULY nth, igi3.

weight is oscillated by a pin D, and the
direction of oscillation is S';<-li as to

counteract the unbalanced movements of
the engine.— VV. E. Lilly, No. 277.071,
1911.

Spring Handle-bar Mounting.
The handle-bar A is mounted on a

sleeve B carried by a pair of rocking links
C bolted to a sleeve D, which passes
into the steering, head, the attachment

the top cone. The ports F are opened
and closed by the operation of a sleeve

G, which also carries' a needle H for

regulating the opening of the port E.
With this also is combined the engine
throttle J. with its control lever K.
Small orifices are left at the upper end
of the cylindrical port E, through ^&S55S^35S5

at E being such that the angle of the
handle-bar can be varied. The links Q
carry rods F passing through lugs G on
the sleeve and having springs H threaded
upon them, allowing (resilient movement
between the parts.—J. T. Dallaway, No.
13,837, 1911.

A Neat Repair Outfit.

The Leicester Rubber Company have
sent us a very neat tyre repair outfit

called the "John Bull." The box
measures 3£in. x3Jin. xljin., so that its

title, "Compact," is a suitable lie.

This outfit is one of the neatest brought
to our notice, and its contents are well

selected.

Racing Helmets.

In 'espouse to our query respecting
pneumatic helmets for racing purposes,
.Messrs. Alfred Lunhill, Ltd., 359-361,
Euston Road, N.W., write to say that
they have made many such helmets and
have several in hand at the present time.
They prefer to make them to fit the
head. These helmets can be relied upon
to prevent concussion, as there is a space
of one inch between the outer layer, which
is of thick cork.

Electrically Welded Petrol Tanks.

it may not be generally known that the
operation of welding petrol tanks is

employed on some makes of motor cycles.

The Lnfield Cycle Co., Ltd., have devoted
a considerable amount of time to perfect-
ing their petrol tanks, and have now
introduced an electric welding machine
which welds the top joints.

T.T. Winners' Selections.

F. A. Applebee's winning T.T. Scott
was equipped with Continental tyres.
Bosch magneto, Renold chains, and Brooks
saddle, whilst Pratt's spirit and Wakefield
Castrol oil were used.

In the Junior Race the results proved
the popularity and efficiency of the Amac
carburetter, which was used on nine of
the ten leading machines.

SPARKLETS.
" Rudge Wrinkles " is the title of a

booklet that has just been produced by
Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., Coventry. It

gives excellent information on the tuning
of engines, and the Rudge engine in
particular. It is the intention of the
firm to distribute " Rudge Wrinkles

"

among motor cyclists who enquire.

Works Extensions.

The Armstrong Co. are doubling their

capacity, and a new building is to be
erected-at a cost of ten thousand pounds.
Another ten thousand is to be spent in
additional machinery. These extensions
are necessary in view of the demand for

the gear, which is fitted to many machines,
and the big contracts which have already
been secured for 1913.

INDIAN RIDERS IN THE SENIOR RACE.

Lett to right : J. F. Sirett, A. H. Alexander, C B. Franklin, and J. R. Alexander. The machines used
were exactly the same as those ridden last year, with a reduced stroke.
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I GODFREY &

& APPLEBEE

Winners »«««Senior "T.T."

1911 and 1912.
Tune—Ancient Song "Keep on doing it."

When Godfrey rode an Indian
and tuned it up for flight,

Some scalps were raised,

and the Indian Braves
sung round their fires that night.

Keep on doing it, keep on doing it,

Keep on doing it each T.T.
Keep on doing it, keep on doing it,

Good old Indian's 1,2,3.

When Applebee his partner
tuned up his British 'Scott,'

He said "O.G."
just wait and see

This scalping business stop.

Keep on doing it, keep on doing it,

Keep on doing it each T. T.

The old Firm's doing it,

The straight Firm's doing it,

Good old Scott and Applebee.

So shout hurrah for England,
Three cheers for the trusty Scott,
Hurrah for the 2 stroke engine.
So cool when pace is hot.

We keep on doing it, keep on doing it.

We keep on doing it each T.I

.

Keep on doing it, keep on doing it,

Either Godfrey or Applebee.

Godfrey & Applebee are now booking orders for 1913
Scotts, and " keep on doing it." So don't delay if you
want one as orders are taken in strict rotation.

Ltd

208, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.
Telegram*—" Golrabike,

London."

IVlephone-Mayfair 4350.

Sole London Agents for

Scott, Trump-Jap, and

Corah Motor Cycles.

Exclusive Agents for

Indian Motor Cycles.

Special Agents for

Alcyon, Bradbury, and

Zenith.

I
P

I
P

I
L

i
E

i
B

i
E

i

jfoi answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Mako your choki

ALCYON Motor Cycles

A-C Sociables - - -

BRITON Motor Cars

The ideal light-

weight. 2 h.p.

Weight 100 lbs.

Much copied but

unequalled.

British throughout.

Fully guaranteed.

Telephone

Immediate Deliveries of any of these.

G. N, HIGGS, victona i 215.

31, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.

o—

o

$(0000000000000

REPAIRS OF I

ALL KINDS

BY EX-

PERIENCED

WORKMEN.

A-C

SOCIABLE

REPAIRS

A
SPECIALITY.

o—

o

Price, with comfortable two-seater body,

100 Guineas.

™E WALL TRICARRIAGE
The first cyclecar on car lines.

(Frame patented and designs registered.)

Shaft transmission, differential axle, Roc epicyclic
change speed gear, tyres interchangeable.

Easy to start, safe to drive, economical to use.

Write for lists and users' opinions to the Sole Manufacturers,

A. W. WALL,, LTD.,
ROC MOTOR WORKS, HAY MILLS, BIRMINGHAM.

Trials daily. Early deliveries.

"LINCOLN ELK" New Models, 1912

Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone :

2Y5.
Telegrams :

"ELK," LINCOLN.

Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58, Great Clyde Strest, Glasgow.

3|h.p., £34-0-0.
3 h.p., £30 -10 - 0.

2{- h.p., £28 -10 - 0.

All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and
Footrests. " Druid " Spring

Forks.

Sole London Agent:
R E Y,

Heath Street Motor Works,
5, Heath Street,

Hampstead, London, N.W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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AMAC AMAC

h

Tourist Trophy Race, 1912.

JUNIOR RACE.
Machines fitted with AMAC Carburetters obtained the following positions in the race :—

1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th.

SENIOR RACE.
Machines fitted with AMAC Carburetters obtained the positions of:

—

3rd and 4th.

Excluding machines fitted with makers'own carburetters,AMAC obtained the positions of:

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th.

Remember the course necessitated not only a speedy carburetter, but flexibility,

acceleration, and other qualities were important factors in the selection of same

AMAC ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES CO., LTD.,
TALFORD STREET, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM. AMAC

They go fast-they last.
Wood-Miines have shown themselves

unbeatable for that !

The speed capacity of " Wood-Milnes " has been proved
repeatedly in the longest and severest road competitions of the

season, including the Exeter, Gloucester, Edinburgh, Stratford-

on-Avon, and Birmingham-Land's-End Runs.
As to durability—the fabric foundation of a "Wood-Milne",
is up to car tyre standard. The canvas is woven from strong-

est-fibred cotton, and there is an extra layer. Its quality of

weave, its uniformity, and its perfect rubber-filled mesh make
this fabric equal to any strain that road work can put upon it.

The "Wood-Milne" Steel rubber tread prevents punctures,
grips the road—helps the engine up hill—adds both to speed

and lasting power.

WoodMilne
MOTOR CYCLE TYRE.
Made in " Griprib," " Gripstud," and Rubber Studded Patterns.

The Wood-Milne Steelrubber belt is the only

rubber bell that will not slip when wet.

Send for Price List.

WOOD-MILNE, LTD., PRESTON.
Telegrams :—" COMFORT, PRESTON." Telephone :—Preston, 413.

LONDON, BRISTOL, BIRMINGHAM,
BELFAST, DUBLIN, GLASGOW, PARIS, VIENNA.

In answering, these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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EXCELSIOR
The Sidecar Machine with the Pulling Power.

The big cylinder(650c.c.

)

A\ h.p. Excelsior will do

better work than any

other motor cycle that is

made. Its pulling power

is wonderful. On one

occasion this machine

took four heavy people

up Stoneleigh Hill, and

on another three, at a

good turn of speed, up

Catalogue and full particulars

post free.

BAYLISS, THOMAS
& CO.,

EXCELSIOR WORKS,
COVENTRY.

Established 1874.

The 4J h.p. Excelsior two-speeder as it ascended Sunrising Hill

with three passengers.

Sunrising Hill. In both

cases this was with a

substantially-built sidecar.

Sidecar work was what

this engine was designed

for, and in this respect it

is absolutely unsurpassed.

4i h.p.
Model with

Free Engine,

57 Gns.

LONDON — Messrs. Godfrey and
Applebee, Ltd., Great Portland St., W.
BIRMINGHAM—J. & C. Swanns,

Ltd., 211. Broad St. LIVERPOOL
—F. C. Jones & Co., Redcross Street.

MANCHESTER— Manchester

Motor Exchange, 32, Downing Street.

Agents in almost every district.

Write for the name of nearest.

E.H.O.

The All

J.A.P. 60 x 76 3 h.p. Twin Engine.

MOTORS. British

The repeated successes which have been
gained on J.A.P. engines, both on the road and
track, are ample proof of the high-class work-
manship and material used in their construction.

Tourist Trophy Races, 1.0.M,
1907
1908
1909
1910
1910
1911
1911
1912
1912

J.A.P. 1st.

J.A.P. 2nd.
J.A.P. 1st.

J.A.P. 1st.

J.A.P. 2nd.
J.A.P.
J.A.P.
J.A.P.
J.A.P.

2nd in Senior Race
(

d,

X""
flM

)

1st Single in Junior Race.
3rd in Senior Race.
4th in Senior Race.

J.A.PRESTWICH & CO.
Northumberland Park, Tottenham, London, N.

Telephone—1936 (2 lines).

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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BARGAINS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS
SPECIAL PRICES during Sale only.

MOTOR CYCLE DUST CLOTHING.
JACKETS and SEATLESS
GAITER TROUSERS

(Heavily Rainproofed).

Can toon, Drill, Fawn and Green Shades.
Double-breasted Jacket {as sketch).

Worth 19/6.

INNER TUBES for MOTOR CYCLES.
Made by the MIDLAND RUBBER CO.

159 only. Heavy Motor Cycle Tubes, very Best
Red Rubber. Assorted Sizes.

Usual Price, 9/6 Sale Price, 6/11.
Postage 2d.

Sale Price,

16/-

JOHN PICGOTTp
117- 118, CHEAPSIDE & MILK ST..

LONOON.E.C

$3atless Gaiter Trousers.

Fitted with V-shaped gusset,
patent push fastening, and

spat- fronts.

Worth 11/6 pair.

Sale Price, 8/8 pair.
Ditto, short leggings,

spat fronts.

Worth 9/6 pak.
Sale Price, 7/4 pair.

Sizes in stock

—

Jackets, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
chest.

Gaiter Trousers, 32, 34, 36,

38, 40 waist.

Leg measures to each waist,

31 and 33 only.

Holland Dust Jackets,
(Will wash well.)

Single or Double - Breasted
Jackets.

Worth 7/6. Sale Price, 5/11
Superior Crash.

SEATLESS Single-Bveasted,

GAITER TROUSERS. Worth 12/6. Sale Price, 9/3

CLEARANCE LINE (English Made).

120 ACETYLENE GAS LAMPS
'

• Suitable for Sidecar.

Usual Price, 8/9.

Sale Price, G/3
Postage 6d, each.

SEND FOR

SALE LIST

OUR "IDEAL" MOTOR SUIT.
Comprising—Double - Breasted Motor Jacket
(36in. long, fitted with Wind Cuffs, Deep
Storm Collar, Tabs on Sleeves), and 1 Pair

Shaped Thigh Leggings. The above are made
in a Double Texture Fawn Paramatta.

Suit complete, 23/11

300
MOTOR CYCLE HORNS
Treble Twist, Nickel-Plated.

Usual Price Sale P'ice

7/6 5/11
Postage 5d.

OUR LATEST SPECIALITY
FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.

Leather U rider-Goat.

To be worn under an
ordinary coat.

The Jacket is fitted with a
wind-flap, which entirely. ex-
cludes all cold winds. When
not in use can be folded up
into small compass and carried

on the machine.

Made in Tan Leather.

usual price Sale Price

\ 32/6 20/11
MOTOR CYCLIST'S

UMDEE-COAT.

Illustrating the New 2-1 H.P. Machine.

This Machine completed the RETURN JOURNEY.
WINNING SPECIAL

GOLD MEDAL in the London to Edinburgh Run,
ridden by Mr. Harold Patteson, a competitor for the

M.CC Challenge Cup.

3 hp. TWIN.-with
3-speed Gear and

Clutch

48 Guineas

.

EARLY DELIVERY.

2|h.P. SINGLE,
37 Guineas.

2 h.p, SINGLE,
27 Guineas.
Free Engine Model,

£32 17 6

The MOTO-REVE Co., Ltd., Acton Vale, London, W.

SKEW ?
CYCLAR
YRES.

All Rubber
Round ANTISKID. Square IMONSKID

NOTE. The heavy section, with re-enforced tread

ENSURING

Reliability. Long Life.

Price List and full particulars POST FREE.

OYLlRS manufacturers,

35, New Cavendish Street,

LONDON, W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention." The Motor Cycle.' 35
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Rinctupes lose theirtenor
In the old patch and solution days, punctures

were serious things. But since the introduction
of the Parsons Rapid Repair Kit punctures have

lost their terror. With a Parsons Rapid Repair Kit

in your toolbag or pocket, the permanent mending
of a puncture is only a matter of three or four

minutes' easy work. You locate the puncture, take
out about a foot of tube, punch the hole clean, insert

a plug, and compress same with the special pliers

supplied. That completes the job. And a puncture
mended in this way is permanent— it can never
leak, neither can the plug creep.

Write for

descriptive

booklet.

Complete Kit, which measures 7^x4", and weighs

1 lb., contains piercing tool, stretcher, closing

pliers, and 12 plugs. The cost, is

The Parsons Non-Skid Co., Ltd.,

23, Store Street, London, W.C.
and at 237, Deansgate,

Manchester.

Ill
Read it

Again.

Anyone can pay

cash for

a motor cycle-

but why

should YOU?

—when Pagets Plan enables you to purchase

by monthly instalments — to enjoy, the use of

the machine whilst paying for it. Anything

more easy or straightforward could not be

imagined—just pay one-fifth down and the

machine is yours. Send us the balance so

much a month.

Early Deliveries if Orders given now.

Write for full details of Pagets Plan.

PAGETS LIMITED,
10 and 11, Jermyn Street, London, S.W.

PAGET
PLAN

THREE RIBBED. STEEL STUDDED.

SPENCER
MOULTON
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES
Made in three kinds—three-ribbed,

steel studded, and standard heavy.

The same excellence of quality
obtains in these covers as in our
well-known motor tyres.

Full particulars and prices on application to—
GEORGE SPENCER MOULTON & Co., Ltd..

London: 77 & 79, Cannon St., g.C. KINGSTON MILLS,
Glasgow : 65 & 67 ,

&othu>ell St.

Leeds: 6th Jllbion Street.

BRADFORD-ON-AVON,
WILTS.

436 In answering these advtrtisemenU it is desirable' to' mention " The Motor Cycle."
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10 Models to select from. Write now for illustrated

catalogue, showing full detailed specification of the

World-Famed Coronet Sidecars. Strongest, lightest,

and scientifically constructed by practical men.

CAN BE OBTAINED FROM ALL DEALERS.

Model 1. . Higb-class Canoe-front Bouy, Cranked
Axle, and other improvements, £6 6 0.

Model 4. Ornamental Cane Body, as illustration,

or Close Reed Cane Body, £8 8s.

CORONET DETACHABLE JOINTS enable our side-

cars to be detached in one minute.

^fO?
We illustrate herewith the " Coronet " Quick-

detachable joints, which are fitted to all our models.
To .detach is simply a matter of unscrewing nut
about five threads. When attached, and nut screwed
tight, the joint is solid and perfectly rigid, and
docs nol rattle like some patent joints held in

position by springs and pins that are liable to shake
loose. *

MAG N ETOS. MAG N ETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large stock of the best makes from

59/6. Your old coil and ace, taken in exchange.

25/- ALLOWED
for your B. & B. or Ainac Carburetter if fitted with
H.B. control in exchange for a new 1912

SENSPRAY or BINKS.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH

(off Pellon Lane), HALIFAX. Tel. 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3 l_li. p. T-T. Triumph, 1911 model, in perfect condl-

2 tion; fastest Triumph in the North; expert exam-
ination and trial ; guarantee 65 m.p.h. ; bargain, £39-
—Fred. Tuivey, juu.. The Motor House, Sunderland.

[X5602
5-6hp. Twin Kerry, mag. ignition, Whittle belt, tyres

iu splendid order, great bargain, £17 : or with
Montgomery sidecar, £21-—Turvcy and Co., The Motor
House, Sunderland: [X5603

3ih.p. Premier, late 1911. in splendid order, good as
2 new ; a bargain to clear ; £29.—Turvey and Co.,

The Motor House, Sunderland. [X5604

1Q12 31h.p. Premier, 2-speed, free engine, practically
A*/ brand new, will take sidecar anywhere; cost £60,
sacrifice £50; also 1912 2ih.p. Premier, 3-spced, free
engine, cost last month with accessories £50; real bar-
gain, £40 ; both guaranteed absolutely perfect.—E. G.
Eaglesfield, Maryport [X5709

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

T lVKRPOOL.

C^LE of new and 2nd-hands.'

DOUGLAS; stock bought before the T.T. boom.-
Cohnore Depot, 18, Kenshaw St., Liverpool. [2328

CHATJER-LEA, No. 7, pass/enter model, just received-
—Colinore Depot, 18, Rr-nshaw St., Liverpool [2329

BAT. chain drive, 2-sneed,
Depot. 18, Rensliaw St.,

8h.p.. readj\—Colmore
Liverpool.

. [2330

PRECISION", built .to order for 38gns. ;. wonderful
value-—Colmore Depot, 18. Bensliaw St-, Liverpool.

^ " [2331
fiLYNO; immedinte delivery.—Colmore Depot, 18,
V^ Renshaw St., Liverpool. [2335

BAT.—What offers for new but odd stork: 8h.p.. 1912,
.belt, 2-speed; list price £63/10.—Colmore Depot.

18, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [2332

TRIUMPH, 1910, 3Jh.p . and Huinber, 1911, 2-speed,
3±h.p. ; £34 each-—Colmore Depot, 18. Renshaw

St., Liverpool. [2333

TpNFIELD, 2?h.p-, 1912, only used a few times, _
JLJ dueed from £52/10 to £4S; taken in exchange for
Dinger machine-—Colmore Depot, 18. ReushaTv St., Liver-
pool- [2334

"OH Seott^new tyres, in fine order; £45. — ^Cross,
agent, Rotherham

"IQll Douglas, in fine order
-Cro« ent.

£31
Rotherham.

[X5889
1911 Rudse. £35.

[X5851

MODEL K Douglas,
Triumph, in stock,

umphs, Matchless,

NORTHERN Depot. Ltd.,
Leece St., Liverpool.

LATEST 1912 Clutch Kerry-Abingdon, been 45 miles:
special bargain price, 45 gns-, usual price 51 gns.

Full makers' guarantee- .

gtoek, £50; new free engine
£55.—Cross, agent for Tri-

Bradburys, and Douglases. [X5852
'• Everything Motorish,"

(rear,

£58.
ROVER, with mark 111 Armstrong

pan seat, slightly shop-soiled;

STANDARD Kerry-Abiugdon, 45 gns
51 gn.s. ; latest 2-speed Bradbury,

pulley, £58 ; clutch Triumph, £55-

CONE Clutch 4h.p. Rex-Jap. with Brooks pan seat.

£54/12. All the above actually in stock. [2067

CARRS. Knoweley St., Bury.—1912 Rudge, free en
gine, only used once; bargain.

CARRS, Bury.-1912 B.S-A.,
allowance for exchanges.

ABBS, Bury.—1911 2-speed Humber, ideal suderai
machine, excellent order throughout ; £38, or offer.

: clutch model,
with adjustable

free engine; generous

C
CAKES,

£39,
Burv.-19U
or offer.

Zenith, 3;h.p., excellent order

:

CARRS, Bury—7h.p. Swift car, in pood running
order, tyre*, engine, and years perfect; £29.

CARRS. Bury.—10-12h.p. Humber, 2-seat., 1906, finest
car Huinbere made, lamps. horn, screen, Stepney,

etc; £50, great sacrifice. - [X4962

RTJDGE Multi in crate : special exchange bargain.—
Cans, Knowsley St., Bnry. [X5676

CLYNOS.—For motor cycles and sidecars
21, Leicester Grove, Leeds.

TO 12 Scott Cvcle, been 600 miles, as JA3 The Motor Garage, CastleCord:

IQll Free Engine i

±iJ £46—Ewbank
"IQll Motosacoche, lady's, in excellent condition; £20.lO -R. Ewbank, Aire St., Ca-tlcford. [2111

order; buying
[X4029

try rotter,
[X5681

ew; £60.-
[2109

speed T.T. Triumph Motor Cyc
and Co., Castleford. [2107

IQll 2Jh.p. 2 -spend F.N., splendid1J 1912; i28.—240, Wyke Lane, Wyke.

"1Q12 Mag. Frontier Lightweight, 2h.p., as new; £15.
J-«/ —Bartlett, Groye, Early, Colne, Lanos. [2055

IQll Royal Enfield, 2-speed, free engine; in splendid
AJ7 condition; £34/10.—Atkinson, Nelson. [X4598

"I Q10 Scott, in good running order, spares, etc.; £32.
A£» —Atkinson, Nelson. [X4599

3h.p. Clyde, accumulator ignition, running order; £6,
no offers-—Atkinson. Nelson. [X4600 1

Brand New Bargains.

Just a few Brand New 191 1 J- 3 J h.p.

PREMIERS at a reduction of £11.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue.

LIST PRICE, £47 10.

OUR PRICE, £36 10.

Fitted with Sturmey-Archer or Arm-
strong 3-speed gears, £10 extra.

Finest Sidecar Machine made.

CLYNO, 1912, only run 200 £63 10
HUMBER, ryir, 3.

1 h.p., two speeds, handle
starting, and Miltford sidecar. ... . £40

PREMIER, 3* h.p., rorr model £30
N. S.U.

f 3! h.p., magneto, h.-b. control,
spring forks, 2-speed gear .' £17 10

N.S.U., 3ih.p„ 1908, magneto, 26111. wheels £13 10
REX, 3i h.p., rooS, spring forks, magneto . . £16 10
Twin DOT, 5-7 h.p., 2 speeds, rgio £35
C1.YNO—New rcjr2 model in stock £68 5

4} h.p. PRECISION, Millennium 2-speed hub,
1912 model, only run 300 miles .... £42

REX DE LUXE, g h.p. twin, rorr M.O.V.,
with £12 r=s. Rex sidecar £47 10

REX 3j h.p.
f
vertical engine, magneto .... £8 10

TRIUMPH, rgop. 2 speeds £33 10
N.S.U., 3? h.p., 1909, 2-speed gear £23 10
SAR0LEA 5 h.p. Tricar, P. & M. gear £10 10
ENFIELD Lightweight, rgro .'. £18 10
QUADRANT, 3* h.p., magneto, spring forks £16 10
N.3.U. ,3i h.p.. M.O.V., magneto £15 10
DARRACQ 9 h.p. 2-seater Car, 3 speeds and

reverse £15 10
HOBART, 3 h.p. vertical engine, low £8 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V., magneto £8 10
PREMIER, rgt2, 3-speed, only run 300 miles £48 10
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., vertical engine £5 10
HUMBER Tricar, open frame, wheel steer-

ing, water-cooled £15
ANTOINE, 3 h.p., vertical engine, h.b. con-

trol, spring forks £8 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

ENGINES.

3* h.p. M.M.C., silencer, magneto, M.O.V. . . £8 10
3l h.p. REX, M.O.V £4

2J h.p, MINERVA, M.O.V., pullcv £3
4* h.p. GARRARD, water-cooled, clutch . . £4 10
2.V h.p. WERNER, 30/- lili.p. MINERVA. 29/6

GREAT CLEARANCE LINE.
26 x 2^in. Heavy Pedley Cover ; listed 50/. 27/6
26 x 2J Best Butted Tubes 6/11
24 x 2 and 2j Beaded Clipper Covers, new.. 8/6
New Lycett Rubber Belt, 7ft. 6in., Jin 11/6

4| h.p. PRECISION ENGINES.

We will make a good allowance for your old

engine in part payment for one of the above up-
to-date powerful engines.

MISCELLANEOUS.
New I9T2 B. & B. Carburetter 23/6
Nearly New 1912 Binks' Carburetter 26/6
Bosch Magneto, nearly new £3 6
XL'All Spring Forks 9/6
Nearly new 1912 Senspray 23/6
Bradbury pattern Handle-bars 6/6
Lowen Sidecar, cost £r4 £5
Longuemare, Minerva, F.N. Carburetters ., 4/6
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends .... 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p. 3/3 and 4/6
Gripskin Belting: 'Jin. 10d., fin. 11d., iin. 1/-
Wide Mudguards, 4m pair 2/11
B. & B. and Ainac, h.-b. control 13/6
New Amac Carb., h.-b. control 20/-
Montgomerv Sidecar, ro guinea model .... £310
Mills-Fulfor'd Sidecar £3 15
Tubular Carriers, with drop ends 4/3
New Mirror Lens Lamp with generator .... 12/6
Sidecar Lamps, show red behind 6/9

Booth's Motories,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halifax.

Tel. 1062.

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A3Q
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ODD FELLOWS

3

—because we deliver when we say we will

and because we do thoroughly tune up and

guarantee every machine, new and second-

hand and pay carriage. Odd, isn't it, for

motor cycle agents? Buy through this

Approved society and ensure satisfaction and

maximum benefits.

WHAT OFFERS

for new igr2 MORGAN, hood, screen, and

3m. rear tyre, new 1912, for delivery this

week ?

191: models actually in scock at time of

going to press

:

REX SIDETTE, 6 h.p.

RUDGE, multi, 3* h.p.

RUDGE, multi, 35 h.p.

£75

£60

£80

RUDGE, standard, 3! h.p £48 15

RUDGE, free engine, 3i h.p £55

RUDGE, free engine, 3.V h.p £55

PREMIER, 3-speed, 3 J h.p £58

ARIEL, 3-speed, 3 l h.p £55

ZENITH, 3 J h.p., Gradua gear £55 13

CLYNO, 6 h.p., 1912, standard £68 5

DOUGLAS, 2J h.p., model G £41

DOUGLAS, 2-2 h.p., model K (4 days) £50

SCOTT, 3? h.p., standard (6 days) .

.

£65

A.C. Sociable de Luxe (14 days) .... £92 10

BAT, 6 h.p., cliain drive, 2-speed .... £75

Any other within 10 to 14 days.

PORTLAND
THE SIDECAR SPECIALISTS.

SIDE-CARS

The best £S 6s. model made.

£7 7s. model. £8 8s. model.

Lower positions, Cbater-Lea hubs, 26x2} in

Michelin tyres, flat type heavily plated rims,

heavier fittings, stronger mudguards. Write

lor Sidecar List, two stamps.

lAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
13S, GX. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON ,—- W.
Telephone : 522, May fair.

Telegrams :
" Abdicate, London."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

WE -have the.' following new and 2nd-hand motor
cycles in stock and ready for the road :

"[ Q12 2*h.p. Douglas G; £41.

1Q12 2Jh.p. Douglas H, 2rspced; £47.

1 Q12 2lh.p. Premier, 3-speed and free engine; offers.

"I Q12 3£h.p. Premier, 2-speed and free engine; offers.

New Hudson, 3-speed and free engine

;

3-speed and free engine

TO 12 3ih.p. James, free engine; offers.

1Q12 3ih.p. James, 2-speed
JLt/ Canoelet sidecar; offers.

1Q12 3Ah.p.
X */ offers.

"J
Q12 3ih.p. New Hudson

JL& Jap ; offers.

3ih.p
£52/10.

3-ih.p.

3 Mi.p.

3ih.p.

3ih.p.

andHumber, 2-speed

Multi-speed Rudge;

Rudge, free engine

Rudge Lady's, free engine;

Triumph, free engine; £55

and free engine and

free

1 0CJ
A CHANCE IN A HUNDRED
to secure a real bargain. Any one rf the
second-hand or shop-soiled motor cycles below
is an absolute sacrifice at the price n arked.
You will not do better if you wait until m d-
winter. Send now: •

£50.

£55.

19 12

19 12

19 12

19 12

19 12

~f Q12 6h.p. Clvno and Coach-built Sidecar,
i-U cost £86/10, accept £70.

engine;

1 (kll Rudge,
i-V £37.

new tyres 1 and belt, just overhauled;

1 Q 10 Triumph, just overhauled; £33.

1 Q09 Triumph; a bargain, £30.

1 Q09 5h.p. Vindec Special and Iree engine; £23.

1 Q09 3Jh.p. Bex, Whittle belt and new tyres; £20.

I QUI 2h.p. Humber. as new; £23.

1 Q10 2Jh.p. Moto-Eeve; £14, a gilt.

A h.p. Rex Tricar; a gift, £10/10:

TTEBDENS Motor Mart, Burnley. Tel. : 48? [2356

19
Burn

19 12_T
a
T.

TRIUMPH. 3h.p., ma?., new Whittle, tyres

£13/10.—Fred Coupe, Wiilton-le-Oale, Preston.

3h p Bradbury, Bosch B. and B., hew whee's and tyres

;

£16; photo.—80, Bisphaui M-, Southport. [X5688

£64.
[2110

12 2Jh.p. Lady's Douglas, 2-speed and free en-

gine, not run 100 miles.—Hebden's Motor' Mart,

Burnley. ' t2357

Triumph Cycle, only been 500 miles ;
£45.

good;
[2050

1Q12 Phelon and McoresXV -The Cycle Shop

19

immediate delivery

26, Aire St., Castletird.

12 Rudge, standard, new April, scarcely -.u^cd, as

new, complete: £39/10.—Tiniberlake. Wigan.
[X5683

TRIUMPH, very late 1911, standard, new Christmas,

as new, nut ridden 800 miles ; £39.—Tiuiberlake.
Wigan.

fork
lake

been ridden
"Wigan.

by

late 1911,
312 fuoti

expert, complete

£5.5684

specially tunedTRIUMPH, T-T. roadster, _
for competition woik, 1912 rootrests and spun;

£40.—Timber-
[X.5685

nrlTRIUMPH. 1910, ..

centurion, climb anything ; £33. — Timberlake
standard, thorough gocd order

"" ber
[X5686

••h.p Matchless, 1910. a.oi.v., standard model, gocd
"O condition, fast; £50.—Timberlake, Wigan. [X5687

TRIUMPH, late 1907. scarcely used, new condition,

comp'etc; £25: approval.—80, Bispham Ed., South-
[X5578pert.

INDEC-PEUGEpT, 5-6h.p,

Leeds,
V__._Whittle.—Particulars, 19

L.M.C, 3Jhp-.
tyres; £20

St.. Preston.

BRADBURY,
miles ; whi

Hindley, Lanes.

twin, rnffaults, Bosch,
Lyndon Av., Garforth,

[X5746

and B. carburetter, Palmer
—Waddington, 53, Norriss

[2087

1912 model, free engine
,_
not ridden 50

t" Lane,
[X5695

1910, B.
or often

ALL GUARANTEED.
All overhauled ready for use. Only 5% extra
[for the deferred payments ! 25% deposit and
jvve deliver the machine.

SPECIALS

I Suitable for sidecar work.

All fully guaranteed.

CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., 1912 model, only done
500 miles, all accessories, guaranteed. . £58
Or with rigid sidecar £63

RUDGE, 3^'h.p., 1912, multi, shop-soiled,

Lucas 60/- lamp, horn, etc., etc., all

spares, ready for road
;
guaranteed . . £54

Or with rigid sidecar" ; . . . £59
P. and M., 3A h.p., 1911 model, Cowey .

speedometer, lamp, horn, hew , chain,
Millford sidecar, perfect passenger
mount, guaranteed £59

SCOTT, 3f h.p., water-cooled, 2-stroke,

standard, perfect beauty, with Millford
sidecar, guaranteed £48

BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., 1912 model, stan-
dard tourist, complete with lamp, horn,
tools, etc., etc t £39
Or with rigid sidecar : £44

OTHER BARGAINS.
DOUGLAG, 2^h.p., 1911 model, carefully

used, and as new, guaranteed £29
REX, 5 h.p., 1908, very fast, magneto,
guaranteed £20

PREMIER, 3^ h.p., 1912, 3-speed, used
for trials .

." £47
REX, 5 h.p., tourisl model, spring forks £18
ANT0INE, 5 h.p., low built, tourist model" £16
f.N., 5-6 h.p., magneto, spring forks, good

order £27
F.N., 2} h.p., 1910, lightweight, 2 speeds,

magneto \ .

.

£23
CHATER, 5 h.p., Antoine engine, twin,
magneto £17

DOUGLAS, 23 h.p~ 1 9,1 1, model D, per-
fect order .* £30

T.A.C., 8'rfcp., 1910 model, 3 speeds, 4 cyl. £44
PORTLAND, 3?. h.p., T911 model, care-

fully used .". -. £28
TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., ryro model, very

finenorder .' £33
MOTOiREVE, 2 h.p., 1910 model, twin,

magneto '. £22
F.N., 5-6 h.p., 1910 model, 4-cylinder; mag. £29
REX, 5 h.p., 1909, tourist, excellent order £29
N.S.U., 5* h.p., 1508, 2 speeds, low built £24
REX, 5 h.p., 1909 model, 2 speeds, perfect £29
REX, 5 h.p., 1908 model, free engine, mag. £24
DOUG LAS, 19 to, 2J h.p.. good order,

Druids £24
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2$ h.p., carefully' used. ". £27
SCOTT, 2-stroke, twin, 2 speeds, magneto,

Palmers £25
TRIUMPH, 3A h.p., 1909, standard tourist

model ..." £27
F.N., 4-cylinder, 4J h.p., and sidecar, mag. £23
PEUGEOT, 7h.pJ mag., just overhauled £24
F.N., 2| h.p., 19 10, -tricycle, all.accessories £30
REX, 5 h.p., magneto, Druid forks £23

Full list post free with pleasure.

ford. 'Phone: 2439.

MERRICK for Bradburys, Chater-Lea, Rudge. AJ.S.,
Matchless, etc.—Merrick's Stores, Listerlnlls, Brad-

[0038

exchange 6-8
~ Mar-

ket St., Lancaster. [2250

231i.p. Clifle, B. and B., h.b.c-, Albion, accumulator,
4 spring- forks, just re-hushed, low, in good condi-

tion; £12/10-—Cro^s, 17, Osborne Rd., Levenshulme.
[X5644

]Q11 T.A.C perfect order: 42gu
&> h.p. 2-speed Matchless-Bat or Zenith—22, Mar.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
136. GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON , W.
"The Spot far BARGAINS."

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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IDEAL WITH A FIRM WHO STUDIES X
THEIR REPUTATION. „

Sscotts, as**
?ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED AND X
) ACTUALLY IN STOCK. X
\ Two Mutti Rudges in stock. First cheque V

secures. PRICE £60. JX
i RUDGE 2-speed and free-engine and V

adjustable pulley ; engine starts with **
1; the back wheel on the ground £56 10 V
1

R U DG E free-engine model £55
DRUDGE standard £48 15 V
* RUDGE T.T : £48 15**
i) ROYAL ENFIELDS, 1012, any model. V
CNEW HUDSON 3-speed, 1912 £57 **
jXSCOTT, 1912, brand new, first cheque for Y
f I £70 secures. £X

JZENITH GRADUA £55 13 Y
INEW HUDSON, 3-speed several improve- **

J ments, not done 200 miles £50 Y
ROVER, 3} h.p., 1912, clutch model, not **

done 300 miles £50 Y
8EDELIA, 1911,8 h.p., 2-seater, in very

good running order, a beauty £40
PREMIER, 3^ h.p., 1912, 3 speeds and free

engine, Sturmey-Archer gear, starts

with wheel on the ground, brand new £56 10
X

REX, $1 h.p., 2 speeds and free engine,
ioni, with 1912 improvements .... £40 _

JJ.A.P., J912, 4 h.p., with latest improve- Y
ments £32 10

CENTAUR, 3
1
- h.p., chain drive, P. & M. Y

' gear £22 10
)
_ ....

; LINCOLN ELK, 1912, si h.p., 2-speed gear,
. chain drive, kick starter, etc £38
} RUDGE standard, 1912, 3% h.p., not done
. 300 miles, like new £43
; HUMBER, 35 h.p., 2 speeds, and free

engine, like new ^ £42
P. and M., 3^ h.p., late 1909, complete

with 9 guinea Miller sidecar ; a beauty £38 v vREX, 1910J, with 1911" improvements, J^
6 h.p., 2 speeds and free engine, not _-
done 1,000 miles £38 j[

R EX, 1 9 10 J> wi th 1 9 1 1 irhprovements,
6 h.p., 2 speeds and free engine, com- y^
plete with sidecar £37 __

) TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., like new, late '1910 . . £36 X
JNEW HUDSON, 2$ h.p., J.A.P. engine,

"
R 1912, Armstrong 3-speed gear, not J[
J done 200 miles £40 __
f JAMES, 1912, any model. Delivery from stock. X
Jj.A.P.-CAMPION, new, 1912 £38 "
fif.U, Lightweight, 191 1, 2 speed gear, free yQ

engine, shaft driven, complete with __
over £10 worth of spares £40 J^

HUMBER, 1911, like new, complete .... £44 10 -_
F.N., 5-6 h.p., fitted with new engine, J\

2-speed gear, and free engine ; cost __
over £8r> ; a bargain £38 X

MOTO-REVE, late 1911, like new, 3 speeds __
^

' and free engine ; £32 7^
Two Motor Cycles requiring slight repairs, first _-

cheque for £5 secures both. J\

2 re

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 1908, splendid condition, just overhauled

by Triumphs, snare tyre and part* ; interview by
appointment—Ward, 4, Hough Green, Chester. [X5573

TRIUMPHS, free engines, in stock; B.S.A., 2-speed
models and free engine models, in fitoek ; immediate

delivery.—Motor Depot, High St., Blackheath, Staffs.

[X3834
LATE 1911 Ivy Precision, 3£h.p., in perfect condi-

tion, new back tyre, horn, lamp, to'ols, and spares;
reaeon for selling; offers-— Ellis, Salop Rd-, Oswestry.

[S5763
T.A.C., 1911. new condition, bucket seat, £35; Bat-

Jap, 6h.p-, a.i.v., twin, spring frame, and sidecar,
£32 ; exchanges entertained.—Hackett, Moor Lane,
Wilmslow. [X5111

3ih.p. Brown, with mag., B.B. carburetter, good con-
2 dition, guaranteed in perfect running order ; any

trial; a good sidecar machine; price £24.—W Riddlew-
worth, 9, Lowe St., Macclesfield. [2132

Triumph, 1909. in new condition in every
respect, guaranteed perfect ; a.ny trial . allowed

;

price £30, or will exchange for a Morgan runabout.—
*'. Bayley, Roe St., Macclesfield. .[2133

MOTOSACOCHE, lih.p., ma*?., "Whittle belt, over-
hauled 3 weeks ago by Motcsacoche people ; bar-

gain, £14, or nearest offer; lamp and generator inclt-ied.

—Box L7,952, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor Bt.,

E.C. [2.'X6

ZENITH, 1912, not run 20 miles, £50; Enfield, 191?,
2-speed, new, £45; Zenith, Singer, Triumph, En-

field, Oalcott, 1912 models in stock; Triumph T.T. 1911,
£32; Bradbury and sidecar, £29; Bat 6h.p-, £25; En-
field twin, £17; Rex mag., £15.-Oswald Parker, Mel-
bourne, Derby. [X5800

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

"DIRMINGHAM.

QALE of new and 2nd-hands.

P.
and M., ^sh.p., 2-speed: £60; another coming.—
Colmore Depot, 27, Colmore Row, Birmingham-

[2336

CHATER-LEA No. 7 Passenger Model, just arrived.-
Colmore Depot, 27, Colmore Row, Birmingham-

[2337
BAT, 6h.p., chain drive, 2-speed, ready.—Colmore De-

not. 27. Colmore- Row. Birmingham. T233Rpot, 27, Colmore Row, Birmingham, [2338

As illustrated, 10 GUINEAS. y
S. & R. Sidecar, wicker basket, nicely up- *»

J
holstered £5 5y

]S. & R. with wheel supported at both sides £6 6 *»
"rite for a sidecar catalogue which tells you the -_

latest improvements in sidecars. 3C
lecond-hand 9 guinea coach-built Sidecar £4 15 _-
Jecond-hand 7 guinea £4 X

"oDtrests, post paid 2/10 X,
SCOTT, Victoria. Motor House. VPowell Street, HALIFAX. **
Telephone—433 National. V
telegrams—« SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax/* /v

MATCHLESS. 6h.p.. 3-^peed. passenger model: re-

duced to £65, great bargain.—Colmore, '27, Col-
more Row.

PRECISION, wonderful bargain, built to order; 38
gns-—Colmore Depot, 27, Colmore Row, Binning

-

"ham. [2339

TRIUMPH, free engine model, in stock.—Cohfiorn
Depot, 27, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [2340

PREMIER, 3ih.p., with Armstrong 3-speed, best ma-
chine for sidecar or solo; terms or exchanges

arranged.—Colmore Depot.

SCOTT; August delivery: open for booking.—Colmore
Depot, 27, Colmore Row. Birmingham. [2341

ENFIELD Sidecar Combination; immediate delivery:
trials-—Colmore Depot, 27, Colmore Row.

DOUGLAS; big stock bought before the T.T. boom.—
Colmore Depot, 27, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

[2342
WILLIAMSON, water-cooled, with Douglas 8h-p. en-

gine, complete with sidecar.—Colmore, 27, Col-
more Row.

PREMIER.-£38 buys an odd stock new 3Jh.p., differ-
ing onlv sli'ditly from standard: usual price £47/10.

—Colmore, 27, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [2343

SIDECAR Machines.—F.N. 5h.p., Vindec 8h.p-, Clyno
6h.p. : 2nd-hands £15 to £25.—Colmore Depot. 49.

John Bright St, Birmingham- [2344

JAMES, 1912, 4i-h.p.. 2-speed, kick start, almost new:
£49.—Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St-, Bir-

mingham. [2345

Seven 1910 and 1911 2nd-hands, £20
lall and choose: sent on approval.—Col-

more Depot, 49, John Bright St., Birmingham- [2346

TRIUMPH, P. and M., Alldays, Premier, Zenith,
Singer, and other good 3}h.p-'s from £20 to £40;

call and choose; sent on approval-—Colmore Depot. 49.
John Bright St., Birmingham. [2347

F.N., 2^h-p., mas., splendid order; £15.—Palmer, 33,
Coten End, Warwick. [S5847

B-lS-A., 3ih.p., 1911, new condition; £35/10.—Palmer,
33, Coten End, Warwick- [X5848

f*5.—2$h.p., 26in. wheels, good running order.— 223,
&* High St.Bracebridge, Lincoln. [X5900

N.S.U., 3£h.p., free engine, h.h.c, excellent condi-
tion ; £16/10— Baiues Bros., Gainsborough. [X5614

3 3.h.p. De Dion Motor Bilre; owuer abroad; first cash
4 £10; ride away.-Flamwcll, Worksop. [S5765

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, excellent condition; £22/10;
trial given.—Behnore, William St-, Rugby. [X5837

MOTOR Cycle, Rex, 3£h.p., good order and condition,
fast; £12.-Haunam, Bristol Rd., Northneld

[X5645

DOUGLAS.-
to £36;

Collier's Motories,
Westgate, Halifax, England.

1912 BRADBURY'S.
THE IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINES.

The greatest power in single-cylinder machines, gi/ing
maximum efficiency and freedom from attention.

3£ h.p., tourist .... £48 3J b. p., 2-speed, chain £53 19

3} h.p., 2-speed, belt £55 3J h.p., 3-speed . . .£58 10

Bradbury 31 H.P

Exchanges Quoted. Distance no objection.

m g% m m Brand New Tourist and de Luxe REXES
I y I I from stock. Liberal Exchanges in ad-

| * dition to special Cash Discount. Easy
llll Payments at one-fourth deposit and

twelve equal monthly payments.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
—CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS. -

1912 New CLYNO. Best cash offer accepted.

1010 2-speed SCOTT J £37 tO

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE. magneto, spring forks .... £23 10

4 h p. '•-speed ROC, handle starting £24 10

5 h.p. 2-speed Twin ROC £29 10

icii 3$ b.p. tourist REX, new and unused 34 Gns

1911 3J h.p. HUMBER and sidecar £31

New inn 3i h.p. 2-speed REX DE LUXE and new
sidecar ..:..;........ 50 Gns

3i h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £18 18

23 h.p. KERRY, funs well, spring forks £10 10

2% h.p. ROBINSON & PRICE, magneto £14 10

1911 3} h.p. 2-speed N.3.U.;spring frame £35

2j h.p. BAT, spring frame .'..:. ...'.'.... £10 10

5 h.p. 2-speed twin REX DE LUXE and sidecar. . £37 10

1910 Twin REX, special finish .'...'...' £29 10

New 1911 3i h.p. cone clutch REX 39 Gns

Special 3J h"p. Magneto REX, free engine £26 10

3i h.p. light/low REX, h.b. control £12 10

1911 34 h.p. tourist REK, 100 miles only £32 10

d h.p. twin REX, spring forks £16 10

3 h.p. M.M.C., sp-cuu linish £10 10

q h.p. Magneto BRADBURYy-spring forks £16 10

16-20 h.p. 2-seater WOLSELEY Car £39 10

Twin-cylinder REXETTE. to carry three £2S 10

£*<>!-> f\ \U |\J and 5/- weekly secures

cKf <& U V^ ww Mm prompt despatch of

3 h p. QUADRANT....... •?!2 32
2* h.p. KERRY......... SO »0

2S h.p. BAT, spring frame : ...£10 10

3i h. p. light, low REX, very smart £12 10

3i hp M.M.C. torpedo tank
,

*'0 10

3 h.p. OLYMPIC .....: • fig jo

3 h.p. GLOBE *

3 h.p. KYNOCH ....... r
t8 »

Collier's Superbe Side-

car, with best tyre and
apron, £6 6s.

Backed by 10 years' experience.

Every car guaranteed 12 months.

Popular," Clipper or Continental tyre £5 5
"Superbe" type, with best tyre, apron, etc. .. £6 10 U
"Superbe," Side-entrance body, as illustrated £7 10
"Superbe," with best coach-built body £7 12 6

Iiyproved Quick Detachable Joints, Cranked Extra
Strong Back Axle and Spindle to all models. Prompt
delivery to suit Kexes, Triumphs, N.S.U.'s, Indians, and
any other make.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date Of the issue. hj 3
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ROBERTSONS
At the time of going to Press our Stock includes .

NEW 1912.
334 BAT, 6 H.P., 2-SPEED S73
1 165 BAT, 3S H.P.,^-SPEED £59
175
1 68
336
?64

229
227
239
232
166
337
338
188
96
191
213
332
226

BAT. 6 H.P., STANDARD £58BRADBURY, 31 H.P.2-SPEED... £55BRADBURY, 2-SPEED, chain drive £58 10
CI-5AS. EDMUND, spring frame,

3* H.P £50 8CLYWO, 6 H.P., 2-SPEED £68 5DOUGLAS, KODEL G £41DOUGLAS, H9DEL K £50HUMBER, 3\ H.P., 2-SPEED £52 10

1183 N
1186

IVY, T.T. IHODEL, 3t H.P £45
IVY, MODEL A, 3J H.P £42
IVY, MODEL C, 34 H.P £42
SMEW HUDSON, 34 H.P., 3-speed £59 17NORTON, 34 H.P., STANDARD £48RUDGE, !l H.P., STANDARD £48 15RUDGE IViULTI, 34 H.P £60TRIUMPH, F.E., 31 H.P £55
ZENITH,].'. H.P. ...". £55 13

SECOND - HAN D.
ALL ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED IN
PERFECT MECHANICAL ORDER and

not merely in running order.
1312.

1169 CHATER-PRECISION,
4$ H.P. Binks carburetter. Fine order ....

1196 HU WISER, 34 H.P., 2-SPEED. Like
new. Lamp, horn, and tools .'.

1181 HUMBER,21 H.P., 3-SPEED. Foot-
boards. Like new. Lamp, horn, and tools

1167 LINCOLN ELK, 3 H.P. Ridden
about 50 miles. Lamp, horn, and tools ....
N.L.G., 4 H.P. O.A.F". Lamp, horn,
and tools

RUDGE, 34 H.P., F.E. MODEL. As
new. Lamp, horn, and tools

1197 RUDGE, 34 H.P. Splendid order
Lamp, horn, and tools . . .

1198 TRUMP-JAP, 4H.P. Brand new
engine. Very fast, horn

1199 TRIUMPH, F.E.. Used for four days
only. Lamp, horn, and tools

1175 ZENITH, 34 H.P. In perfect order
with the exception of back tyre. Lamp, horn

1147 ZENITH, 34 H.P. Hardly used.
Lamp, horn, and tools

1143 ZENITH, 3i H.P. Senspray carbu-
retter. Like new. Lamp, horn, and tools

1188 ZENITH, 6 H.P. Beautiful order.
Lamp, horn, and tools

1911.
1173 BAT, 6 H.P. New condition. Lamp,

horn, and tools

1142 BRADBURY, 34 H.P. Fine order.

Lamp, horn, and tools

1177 BRADBURY, 3£ H.P. Exception-
ally good order. Lamp, horn, and tools . .

1130 BRADBURY, 3J H.P. SPEED
MODEL. In perfect order. Lamp, horn, etc

1193 DOUGLAS. 23 H.P. 2-SPEED and
CLUTCH. Lamp, horn, and tools

1109 DOUGLAS, 2; H.P. Lamp, horn,
and tools

1141 ENFIELD, 2J H.P. Beautiful order.

Lamp, horn, and tools

1180 F.N., 21 H.P., 2-SPEED. Lamp, born,

and tools

1154 F.N., 4-CYL1NDER, 5-6 H.P., 2-SPEEO.
Lamp, horn, and tools

1187 N.S U., 6 H.P., 2-SPEED. Fine side-

car machine. Lamp, horn, and tools

1192 PREMIER, F.E., 34 H.P. Fine
order. Lamp, horn, and tools

1176 TRIUMPH, F.E., 3* H.P. Almost
like new. Lamp, horn, and tools

1200 ZENITH, 6 H.P. Splendid for sidecar.

Lamp, horn, and tools

1090 ZENITH, 34. H.P. Good appearance.
Lamp, horn, and tools

1182 ZENITH, 3i H.P. Exceptionally good
order. Lamp, horn, and tools

1910.
1189 BAT, 8 H. P., F.E. Car rear cover. Like

new
1129 DOUGLAS, 2J H.P. Very little

used. Lamp) horn, and tools

1161 SCOTT, 31 H.P., 2-SPEED, 2-STR0KE.
Lamp, horn, and tools

1091 SCOTT, 34 H.P., 2-SPEED,2-STROKE.
Lamp, horn, and tools

1191 V.S , 5 H.P., 2-SPEED. Good sidecar
machine. Lamp, horn, and tools

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q08 Triumph, just been
-Lt? fitted: £24—Plastow,

inn 5-6h.p.
Jli/ excellent

F.N.,
order

;

overhauled and new parts
Grimsby. [X5749

4-eyl., bevel gear transmission,
£28/10.-Plastow, Grimsby.

[X5750
tf>3.h.p. Minerva, Bosch magneto, fitted with Hoc 2-^4 speed gear, handle starting; £16/10.—Plastow,
Grimsby. [X5751

1Q11 Humber, 2-speed, complete, lamp, horn, whistle,
JL«/ etc., run 2,000 miles, new condition; £37/10.—
Plastow, Grimsby. [X5752

1 Oil Rudge, F.EAv heavy tyre: ;

lamp,
£39/10.-

horn, generator, Kempshall
-Plastow, Grimsby. [X5753

1Q12 Muiti Rudge, brand new,
X*/ and horn; oilers.—Plastow,

complete with lamp
Grimsby. [X5754

1 Q12 B.S.A., 2_speed, brand new, complete with lamp
J- *J and horn, 2 iin. Dunlops ; otters. — Plastow,
Grimsby. [X5755

TRIUMPH, late 1910, condition
£34.—A.G., 21, Milton St., Mi

£37
£49
£45
£28
£36
£49
£39
£38
£53
£45
£49
£51

£64

£45
£35
£37
£34
£36
£29
£27
£33
£39
£45
£40
£45
£54
£40
£42

£42
£25
£30
£32
£33

y; a bargain,
1, Notts.

[X5699
T.T. Rudge, not done 300 miles; too fast for owner,

only wants seeing ; £42.—Jim Ireland, Atherstone.
[X4952

JAMES (1912), new, 3-epeed, Bunlop tyres, belt, take
sidecar anywhere.—54, Raddlebom Rd., Bournville.

[X5756
GREAT Scott! What about the T.T.P-1910 Scott,

any trial, Palmers ; bargain, £30.—Viewers, Dun-
church. [X5846

5h.p. Twin Rex, 1909,
ade, Leamington

2-^peed

;

£23.—Main, 36, Par-
[X5697

OJth-p- Excelsior,. 1910, Mabon clutch, in good order
and condition ; 20 gns.—Main, 36, Parade', Leam-

ington. [X5696

REX, 5-6h.p., Bosch, handle star-ting, accessories, per-
fect; £24, or exchange lower power.—47, Court

Lane, Erdington. [2178

ROBERTSONS

HUMBER Lightweight, 2h.p., 1911, new condition,
lamp, horn, and spares; £23. — 351, Soho Rd.,.

Handsworth, Birmingham. [X5762

ROVER, 1912, 3^h.p. free engine, perfectly new, not
ridden; write at once for clearance stock-taking

price.—Sturgess, Garage, Leicester. [X4818

ROVER, 1912, 3^h p.. Armstrong Triplex 3-speed gear,
quite new, ridden few miles'; at stock-taking price;

cannot repeat.—Sturgess, Garage, Leicester. [X4819

1912. free engine, 3 speeds,
special price before stock-

taking.—Sturgess, Garage, Leicester. [X4820

also Mill
.pring wheel

ost £19, take £16.-42, Spon St., Coventry. [X5558

CLYNOS, the sidecar machines; three latest 1912
models in stock for immediate delivery ; trade sup

plied.—P. J. Evans, wholesale agent, Sparkhill, Bir-
mingham- [2219

HAZLEWOOD, 2Jh.p.,
perfectly new ; very

1 Q10 5h.p- Twin Peugeot, single gear, £23;Iw ford rigid sidecar, close white wicker,

LADY'S Hobart,
complete.—P.

3*h -p-

1911, 3-speed model,
J. Evans, Sparkhill,

as new; £32,
Birmingham.

[2223
Minerva, overhauled, engine re-bushed, new

piston, cylinder re-bored, new belt, take side-

car; £12.—Morris, Rubber Merchant, Melton Mowbray.
[X5892

SINGER, 2£h.p., 1912. standard, extras, ridden 300
miles, going in for sidecar, splendid hill-climber

;

£30, or nearest offer.—45, George St;, Balsall Heath,
Birmingham, [X5716

5h.p. Twin Rex, .1908, free engine, handle starting,

Bosch mag., spring forks, very low riding position,

ROBERTSON?
CYCLE CARS
FROM 35 GUINEAS^
A.C., C.M.C., G.W.K
P. M.C., DOMINANl||
Second-hand "G.-N.JI
1912, complete with Lamps, Accessories, a;

Spares. Cost £115. Accept £88. Guarantee
in perfect order.

SIDEC
FROM £3 10

ARS
TO £2S|

GRADUAd
PAYMENTS
NEW MOTOR CYCLE

FROM

1

SECOND-HAND FRO

Any Motor Cycle or Accessoi
(OVER £5 IN VALUE)

:ari be supplied on this system. From i per cent, to
J

per cent, has to be added to the advertised price of machp
lecording to the type of motor cycle chosen. One qu
of the full amount to be paid on receipt of motor cycle,

;

the balance in twelve equal monthly payments. Tl
MACHINE BECOMES THE ABSOLUTE PROPERTY f|

PURCHASER AS SOON AS FIRST PAYMENT IS MAC

splendid condition

;

ion St., Coventry.
£15, bargain.—A. Holland, Claren-

[X561C

2p.p, Clyde, mag., B. and B., h.b.c, low, P. and
H. lamp, generator, Shamrock belt, new spare

Clincher tyre ; trial here ; bargain, £9/10, offers.—P.
Brookhouse, 6, Buller Rd., Leicester. [2280

3^h.p., free engine, B^ech mag.,
B. and B.. lamp, generator,

condition as new; baTgain, £27/10.—
[X5784.

CHATER-LEA^T.A.P.,
Druid spring folks,

spare tube, etc., co
923, -The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

£5/10.—Taken for debt; great bargain.—3ih p. Whit-
ley, recently overhauled and enamelled, low, fast,

rebtirihed, new rings, new belt, new accumulator, heavy
Dunlops, climb anything; trial here.—Zar-Mo Manufac-
turing Co., SketchTey, Hinckley. [X5743

12 Rudge, T.T., also F.E. Zenith, SingerB, immedi-
11 F.E. Singer, just overhauled

by* makers, £39; two 1911 Triumphs, standards, con-

dition excellent, not ridden since March, being taken in

exchange; £37 each.—Midland Cycle Co., Coalville, Lei-

cester. : [X5886

p. 1909 Torpedo Minerva, A mac, h.b.c-, accumu-
lator, in splendid trim, £13; also 3h.p. Fafnir,

mag., B. and B., h.b.c. Palmer cords, in fine order,

£12; exchange both for 2-speed sidecar combination;
would iide 50 miles on either.—Patman, Dysart Rd.,
Grantham. - [2240

V.

19

3ihl

SECTION
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge,
and Bedford.

Huntingdon,

INDIAN,
3ih.p.,

7h.p., 1912 model, deliver at once; Ariel,

T.T. model, in etock.—Coward, Wisbech.
[X4875

TELEPHONE: MAYFAIR 5767

157b, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.

A44, • AUJe^ers-reJatin&tQ,^ ^^^^l^^iMji^^M^.^^ the dflte of the issue.

ALL SPARE PART
FOR ZENITH MOT(
CYCLES AND J.A. I

ENGINES IN STO 1

EXCHANGE
DUNLOP, LYSCl
WHITTLE BELTS)

MILLER
LAMPS]

COWEY & dONB
SPEEDOMETERS!

ROBERTSON*
TELEPHONE 5767 MAYFAIR.

S57GP.EAT PORTLAND STREET <|
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The Cyclecar.
RGBABLY one of the most interesting topics'

of conversation among motor cyclists, par-

ticularly sidecarists, at the present time is that

of the cyclecar. The motor bicycle and side-

car, although regarded at first as more or less

. anakeshif t device, has proved its worth and survived

J opposition from other types of motor cycle

jftseriger carrying vehicle. A miniature motor car

Jibadying all the advantages of a sidecar and none
5 its disadvantages has been the dream of the motor

O-'list and the ambition of many motor cycle engineers

f*i designers for years past.

\re these desires about to be realised ? In other
'ji,rds,, will the new type supplant the sidecar in

rt Hilarity or only become another class of motor cycle
VJisengei vehicle with a limited sale, and consequent
"tatively high cost ? Designers and builders of cyclecars
gnear to have followed two distinct lines in the pro-
,{J:;i;>n of vehicles of this class—-those built on motor
Jffle lines and those constructed as miniature
,«'<|Hcas of motor cars.

"On many of these machines stock parts originally

JUgned for both motor cycles and cars have been
„i-ised, and when this policy has been followed the
fjiit ensemble has usually been a most unhappy one.

M cyclecar is to be a success it must be made
iJbughout with parts specially designed for it, and it

"Srather a costly, although most necessary, feature of

Jf,,
future that a complete set of shop ' patterns be

Spared. This and other works' processes can only be
[ 'lertaken by firms with capital who are prepared to
[;ad such costs as these over a large output, other-

ff'je. the price of the completed vehicle must be pro-

hibitive. There is no gigantic difficulty in making a

motor car on small lines, omitting some of the refine-

ments which are not absolutely essential to a vehicle

of the cyclecar class, but the obstacles in the way
of marketing it at a price which will bring it within the

reach of motor cyclists are great. Only the largest

and best-equipped firms in the motor cycle business

ran hope to make the cyclecar remunerative at the

price they will be called upon to produce it, either by

placing on the market a set of parts from which the

assembler can build a machine or marketing a com-
plete vehicle in sufficiently large quantities to enable
the price to be kept low.

In our opinion there is no necessity for sidecar

makers to worry themse.lves unduly regarding the

immediate future", even if the cyclecar should take a

sudden bound into popularity, as the handy sidecar

will remain as a passenger-carrying adjunct to the

motor bicycle for some time to come. Many will

still prefer it to any form of four-wheeler because
of its extra speed (particularly uphill), low cost of

upkeep and reduced running expenses, initial lowness

of price, and ease of storage.

The jeiuiesse doree of the motor cycle world—they

who always invest in the latest and best irrespective

of cost—will be the cyclecar makers' customers for a

year or so at any rate, but it will be some time before

the cyclecar, fascinating as it may be, can oust the

sidecar from its popular position. The cyclecar

appeals strongly to the motor cyclist who as a side-

carist can afford to keep two machines, but the greatest

feature of the sidecar is its easy detachability, enabling
the owner to have the advantages of two machines in

one. This will cause sidecars to die hard.

A19
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PREPARING FOR THE
SIX DAYS' TRIAL.

BY AN OLD COMPETITOR.

DO not propose to travel over familiar ground

and describe how such basic .details as engine

carburetter, and ignition should be tuned" up
A rider "who is au fait with these things needs no

instruction, from me, and the novice should send his

machine to the factory, and personally
.
see that the

head tester tries it before return. I will only suggest

that in all modern six days' trials genuine freak hills

are now part of the daily menu

;

and therefore a carburetter which

can puff out a good head of gas at

low engine speeds, and a magneto
timing which can give a real hoi

spark with the piston on dead
centre, are absolute essentials. Big

choke tubes and early timings should

be reserved for Brooklands.

Tyre Troubles.

The trouble most likely to rob

the aspirant of hi:, gold medal is

spelt with a T—tyres ! Hence I

plump for the heaviest beaded-edge
tyre obtainable, with a good thick

non-skidding tread.

If it be fitted immediately before

the trial, it should be attached and
removed three or four times, till its

beads grow supple, or else ridden

ioo miles and then removed and
replaced. A brand new cover may
spoil the score sheet; by protracting

the time lost over a puncture.

Within the cover there should be an
endless tube at the start, because
endless tubes are less likely to give

internal trouble than butts ; there is no reason why
the tube should be new ; an unpunctiired tube that has

done 2,000 miles without a puncture is a proved
article ; a new tube may split.

After Tyres, the Belt.

The majority of riders using rational covers get

through six days "without inflation ; but should a punc-

ture occur, the endless tube should be cut out, and
/a butt-ender inserted ; never employ a type of butt-

ender that has not been tested. One butt-ender may
be buttoned round the handle-bar, and. a second spare

may be furled round the body under the "waistcoat.

The tyre repair kit is best carried in a separate bag,

and should include a gaiter in case of emergencies.

After tyres the most probable cause of lost marl

is the belt. If the route be severe, belt troubles an

inevitable, since there is almost sure to be rain o

some of the days. My own tip is to carry three beltii

One is the "service" belt, always used when 'tin*

permits, and it contains two adjustable fasteners. B!

the aid of these fasteners, and an adjustable pulley

time need seldom be wasted in punching and drilling

if the belt has to be cut, care is. taken to cut off thl

oldest bolt-hole of the four. .

Tie easy road out of Lynmouth (avoiding Countisbury Hill), leading from Oare Church to tie
main Porloek Road.

A second belt is carried looped round the tank!

ready for rapid substitution if the " service " bell

gives trouble when time is pressing. It is cut tfl

suit a medium gear, and-has a plain hook fastener.i

The third belt is carried in a case, and is ready fqj

virulent belt slip on rain-soaked mountains ; it is cui

to suit the lowest obtainable gear, and also has i

hook fastener ; some riders would use a well-stretchec

leather belt for this third belt," and, if so, they should

carry a stick of Belticu'm. The pulley flanges may bi

drilled all over, if of stout section: otherwise they

should be drilled at the height of the lowest gear.

Control wires need attention, which they do nol

often receive. At the start of the Six Days, all control

wires should be open to the full adjustment, and theii
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TOURING IN DEVON. View of the Coast Road from Hunters' Inn to

bis drop into

nipples should be perfect ; if the rules permit, a spare

exhaust -lifter wire, tested for fit, should be carried

throughout—no breakage is more aggravating.

The magneto should be fully shielded, and sparking

plug protectors are desirable.

A complete kit of spare valves and springs and

cotters, all tested for fit, should be carried, and if the

makers' valve cotters have a tendency to burr, special

cotters of harder metal should be used, or the strength

cf the valve springs reduced.

A petrol filter is advisable, and some riders like

gauze air screens, which prevent dust entering the

Wooly Bay. Observe the iow wall at the side of the road, . n 1 the

the valley.

engine. Such screens should be cleansed whenever

a chance occurs in dry -weather, for if dust collect it

will interfere with carburation.

Filially, the time schedule is the real crux of the

trial, and consequently a- reliable speedometer and

two watches are needed ; it is foolish to rely on a

single watch, which .may
i
become - erratic or stop

altogether. The regulations should be carefully

studied, and a half inch map of each day's route should

be carried. You may lose your way just when time is

most pressing, and the arrowman has had a

breakdown.

AN UP TO DATE CONVERSION.

It is difllsu't to believe that the above side by side two-seat ;r wis originally an 8 h.p. twin-cylinder Rexelte with tandem seats.

It was "converted" by Mr. £?, H Hand, of Earlsdon, Coventry.

A23
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NEW CYCLECAR HOUR RECORD.

The final touch-up before the start.

HC'DENTS OF THE NEW CYCLECAB HOUR RECORD.
H. WarJ (Belelia) starting.

OX Wednesday last week a Bedelia cyclecar, driven

by H. Ward, regained the hour record pre-

viously held by the G.W.K.. The record
now stands at 45 miles 278 yards, or 388 yards better

than the old record. Ward was lapping at 50 m.p.h.
for six consecutive circuits, but speed fell off in the

last six laps caused by a control wire- fouling its pro-

tecting tube and preventing the ignition from being
fully advanced. The lap speeds as given out by Mr.
A. V. Ebblewhile (timekeeper) were :

Speed. Speed. Speed.
Lap. m.p.h. Lap. m.p.h. Lap. m.p.h.
1 44.95 7 50.07 13 40.80
2 50.33 8 49.82 14 38.88
3 50.38 9 50.12 15 :. 38.55
4 50.02 10 43.95 16 35.71
5 50.33 11 50.43 17 35.05
6 50.38 12 45.50

The effect of the ignition trouble is very plainly
seen in the lap table. Two attempts were made pre-
vious to the successful effort, as after running half an
hour on the first attempt the driver threw out a blaz-

ing piece of floor cloth and then pulled up with smoke

Putting out the fire after tr.e eleventh !a", caused
by tne heat ox t,.e exhaust p pj

rolling from the- back of the machine. Sand and !

water were hastily obtained and the flames were ex-

tinguished after a few minutes, and before they hadi

time to damage more than the -wood side pieces, floor

boards, and Tear crosspiece. An exhaust pipe placed!

too close to the woodwork of the frame caused a con-
flagration" which was quickly extinguished ; thereafter

the woodwork in the neighbourhood of the exhaust
pipe was flooded with water and no further trouble

occurred. - The machine used had not been run in or

tested oh the track previous to the record. The 80
by roo mm. 90 twin-cylinder engine was .exactly

similar to standard except that a Nilmelior magneto
was fitted with a special contact maker designed to

interrupt at the correct firing point to suit the angle

of the cylinders. Minor alterations which had been 1

embodied in the chassis design were a tubular torque.'

rod between the engine crank case and the frame,

thicker steel steering wires running in flexible metal
casings, and an improved type "of foot brake,

which advances will be incorporated in furthei de-

liveries of Bedelia cyclecars which are sent over to

England.

The Bedelia at full speed round cne of the benls.

A 24
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OCCASIONAL COAAENTS.
By "IXION. 1

A Cyclccar Tourist Trophy.
!)nlv cue cyclerar—a grey .streamline Rollc—was in

Id'ence at Douglas during the Isle of Man races, but

I presence caused many riders to remark that a

lecar T.T. would be extraordinarily interesting.

luppose the fact of the matter is that at present there

I: not sufficient cyclecars made to justify a race, and

manv of their manufacturers are small firms, not

erburdencd with capital, there would have been no

ikc for a race to fill.

With two or three exceptions cyclecars are rather

the experimental stage at present, but by next

tar or the year after they may have entered upon a

lor boom. They should develop faster than any

'viiius type of motor vehicle has done, as the

fine, the ignition, and the carburation were all un-

ved problems at the advent of previous types;

se are now successfully standardised, and it is only

chassis of the cyclecar which needs perfecting,

nsequentlv a cyclecar T.T. will soon be required

the type is to be permanent, and it is conceivable

1 a race would fill in 1913. If the race were

[anised in good time, and the conditions settled be-

e autumn, some of the more sporting and wealthy

bs might assist the experiment by designing and -

tiding special cyclecars, and putting up all expen-
ded member to drive the vehicle. Some enthusiasts

re clamouring for a sidecar T.T. I can only say

10 not envy the passengers. Fancy occupying the

lit of a sidecar in a T.T. race when the driver is

ting excited! At speed on corners sidecars are

her readily overturned at the best of times, and

•idents- would be somewhat numerous.

Buying a Racing Mount.
it is die custom of the trade at present to send out

ir T.T. roatisters tuned for racing speeds. This

ling, implies three main items, viz., early timing of

ignition, special valve setting, and special carbu-

tcr setting.

the two first items are perfectly adaptable to ordi-

ty work, but the special carburetter setting usually

plies a certain difficulty in starting. The " chok-
' device is of large aperture, and the machine

]inres to be pushed off very energetically before an

ilosive mixture can be sucked out of the jet. Such
citing is a nuisance in ordinary roadwork, especially

en frequent stoppages are necessitated, and pur
asers will do well to modify it by fitting a smal

rtter over the "bottom air" orifices. This pla

abies the rider- to get a fierce starting suction on thi

, and yet to retain the free pull_essential to reall;

;h speeds.

Variable Gears.

Once again variable gears emerged triumphant!}

>m a fierce racing test. Gears have now vindicates

;mselves magnificently in two successive races, a;

11 as in last year's Six Days, and when the Tauntoi,
t Days are over, their position should be completely
ured. In the old days we eschewed variable gears,

cause they increased the certainty of trouble ; but
w it is hardly too much to- say that a first class gear
as reliable as a magneto or a carburetter. Apart

from this will the lessons of the T.T. Races shape
the tendency of development in favour of the counter-

shaft gear? Hub gears proved their reliability, but in

the course of practice and racing we learnt two definite

facts. The one is that extra weight is best situated

in the centre of the wheelbase: a heavy back wheel
does not enhance perfection of steering, either on
grease or at high speeds over dry roads. The other
is that small engine pulleys are not ideal, and that

the two-step drive, embodying a 6in". or 8in. drum as

the minimum, avoids belt troubles and prolongs
belt-life.

A Luggage Carrier Problem.

What is the use of providing a strong carrier witfi

plenty of space on it if any bag strapped thereto hits

the unfortunate rider about the region of his back
brace-buttons? After years of tribulation we have
reached a point at which we can rely on receiving

a strong and spacious carrier as an integral portion

of any machine we order. But on many machines
carrying a large bag means a mass of blue and black

bruises on the small of one's back. I have been

riding two machines fitted with very similar carriers.

I put my Brooks kit bag on the one carrier, and never

knew it was there, except in mounting, when I had to

vault high. I put it on the other, and it ceaselessly

nagged my vertebrae every mile I rode.

THE THEATRICAL GARDEN PARTY.
Consul, and his adopted daughter, Nancy (who appears to te shy of having

her photograph taken), arrive by motor cycle and sidecar.



AFTER a T.T. race regrets and gloatings are rife,

and without doubt an immediate vote would
command a huge majority for a repetition of

the T.T. races. Towards winter the blood cools down
a trifle, and it is difficult to awake private enthusiasm,

whilst works managers are thinking more of un-

delivered material and angry customers than of defeat-

ing ancient rivals in a road race. As a consequence
the fate of the T.T. often trembles in the balance as

December comes round. History is tolerably certain

to repeat itself, and by next Christmas it may once
more be exceedingly doubtful whether there shall be
a race in 1913.
The first question we must ask is

Are the Races worth while ?

A famous constructor remarked to me -in Douglas
the other week, :! You know I voted for continu-

ing 'tlie races, although other makers voted for absti-

nence because they thought they could not beat us

and one or two others. Why, we learnt 75% of what
we know from T.T. experience, and if the others

keep out of racing we shall stay on top indefinitely!''

That was a manufacturer's private opinion, and the

opinion, moreover, of a manufacturer whose spesial

reputation has been won by reliability and by dur-

ability; his machines don't break down, and they

don't wear out quickly. Or again, take points. acces-

sible to die general public. It is an obvious fact that

the X()ii races once for all established variable gears

as, integral parts of a full roadster specification; that

variable gears have increased the popularity of tour-

ing by 50".., and have multiplied sidecar sales by five.

I: is early days to say what will result from the 1912
races, Doubtless there will be many a subtle and
secret modification of internal construction, new cam
shapes, new valve timings, new valve sizes, and new
metals applied to valves, etc. There will probably
be fresh attention given to steering design and weight
distribution ; the diamond frame may possibly time
i

fs decline from last month, the combined belt-cum
chain drive should gradually acquire popularity. In

short, the T.T. exercises a profound and all-pervad-

ing influence upon design and manufacture; and if

this is so, whatever the trade think about it, private

users will certainly vote to perpetuate an event which
has brought many valuable benefits.

Racing and the Industry.

If it is agreed that the T.T. must be perpetuated,

the question arises whether in its present form it satis-

fies the needs of the moment, or whether like the reli-

ability trials, it requires stiffening up. The routes

and regulations of all legal limit trials have been made
vastly more stringent during the last two years, but the
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THE FUTURE OJ

THE T.T. RACEJ!
SOME SUGGESTIONS.

By B. H. DAVIES.

T.T. race of 1912 was similar to that of 19U.
should be remembered that the present race is exact

chiefly from a rider's point of view. It is not a v

frightful undertaking regarded as a mechanical til

A ride like .Franklin's 300 miles on Brooklands ta.

far more out of a machine, though it require'

machine of rather different type (or "tuning)

.

prevalence of variable gears has relieved the dem;i

for a flexible engine within limits, cooling difficult

have been largely surmounted, brakes last out w\

As a mechanical test the existing course is deficient!

two main respects: it is ve"ry short (187 miles, as ct

pared with Franklin's 300 miles), and it does not|

elude a really steep hill.

Snaefell would be contemptible were it not fori

corners—there is no extremely severe grade fr

bottom to top. , Thus any stiffening of the T.T.

only be obtained by lengthening the course, as a bdie

hill-climb cannot be found nearer than the Alps,!

as the riders could not be set to race over more tl

2od,miles at a stretch on two-wheelers, the first stiff!

ing of the race must take the form of a two-day ra:

with up to 2co miles racing each day.

The Financial Side of the Question.

Turning to the financial aspect, there is no dSt

that" the A.C.U. must face a loss on this year's ra.

though the loss will not be- so great as one rnai

expect, since expenses were' economised.

The A.C.U. is now offering so many benefits,

a 5.S. .subscription that its increased membership c

not bring it a large balance to play with. If there'

no trade bond next year a Manx race should be
munerative. If many trade concerns once ni;
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The Future of the T.T. Races

:
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THE FIRST LADY MOTOR CYCLISi IN MANXLAND.
Miss Eileen Woods, daughter o£ Dr. Woods, and her 2 h.p. Moto-Reve.

abstain, the A.C.U. must count on more private

entrants ; and its obvious plan is to enquire into the

cost of running off the 1913 T.T. in France, where
sixty additional entries could easily be secured.

A French course would be considerably more con-

venient for most British spectators, and would tap
the huge London district of a great, army of petrol

enthusiasts. The sole difficulty about a French course
would be the inclusion of a real hill

;
police expenses

might be greater, as a Continental crowd is com-
paratively uncontrollable.

The line of progress seems, therefore, to indicate

a race over a longer distance, possibly in the island,

if. the "trade compete; probably in France if the trade

are so short-sighted as to abstain, and this would in

any case be a two-day race. The need for a prolonged
race is not so urgent but that a 187 mile course would
suffice in 1913, but by 1914 a two-day race will be
inevitable if the lessons to be learnt are to touch the

maximum. The order and number of the. finishers in

any previous race would probably have shown large

variations if the race had been continued for a

second day.

The Second Day.
On the second day the precedent of the Grand Prix

would be followed, and only those who finish within

a time limit on the first day would be allowed to start.

Moreover, it should be permissible for every rider to

change both his tyres under strict observation. I

regret this necessity, for tyres need development more
than anything else we use, but in a race a rider's life

may depend upon his front tyre, and for this reason
we have no right to make a road race into a tyre test.

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN THE TRANSVAAL.

A pionser lady motw cyclist in Sout:i Af.'ici minted on a twin Forward

A FRENCH LADY AND HER ENGLISH MOUNT.
Madame Alderson, of Orpington, Kent, a new member of the Woolwich

P umstead and District M.C. This French lady riles a 2] h p. two-spee*,
D )uglas, and is very keen on competitions. She has won priies at rinsing
f nd tennis, and finds her motor cycle invaluable in connection with sporting

and social events

DEMONSTRATION OF A TWO-JET
CARBURETTER.

Mr. H. D. Ashworth, who is representing Messrs.

C. Binks, Ltd., recently demonstrated to us the

capabilities of his firm's two-jet carburetter, fitted to

a 3% h.p. single-cylinder machine, and, although

greatly handicapped by the traffic, gave an excellent

proof of its flexibility, which was remarkably effective.

The pick up was very rapid, while the slow speeds

at which the engine could be run on the road were

decidedly more extreme than the average. In fact,

the writer calculated, by timing the beats, that at

its slowest the engine (an inside flywheel type) was

turning at only about r6o revolutions to the minute.

There was another very valuable point, too, that was

noticeable about the working of the Binks, and that

was in suddenly opening the throttle to the full, it did

not seem to upset the mixture.
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'uejtions
^'Replies

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addres;ed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Leeds to Grimsby and Bangor.

(1.) Would you kindly give
me particulars of the best route
to take from Leeds to Grimsby,
stait'ng from Leeds and avoiding
the hilly districts, and also the

mileage? (2.) Also the best route
to Bangor in Wales, and the mileage
starting from Leeds?—I.J?.

(1.) . Leeds, Hambleton, Selby. Howden,
Newport, 'Welton, Hull (cross Humber
to New . Holland), Ulceby, Laeeby, to

Grimsby (eighty-two miles). (2.) Leed3,
Huddersfield, Marsden, -Stalybridge,

Stockport, Northwieb, Chester:, Hawar-
den, Rhuddlan, Abergele, Conway, to Ban-
gor. This route (about 160 miles) is hilly,

but you cannot cross the Pennines with-
out encountering hills. If you wish to

avoid the ferry from Hull to New Holland
you can go by Doncaster, Gainsborough,
Market Basen, Caistor to Grimsby, but
this route is longer.

A Trip to the Cuntinent.

A friend and I intend to take
a ihort trip abroad this year. We
wish to do from 800 to 1,000

miles, and shall spend about two
weeks on the road. The only

town we definitely wish to visit is Paris.

Can you advise us of an interesting

route with fairly good roads? We shall

be glad to have any suggestions which
you can make.

—

Indian.

We should advise you to join the Scottish

A.C., or a club affiliated to it, which is

in turn working in conjunction with the

A.C.U. or A.A. and M.U. This

will entitle you to apply to the

Touring . Department of either body,
where every facility is given to

those wishing to tour both in England
and on the Continent. We should not
advise you to visit Paris with your
machine. What you had better do is to

cross over from Newhaven to Dieppe, or

Southampton to Havre, and run down the

Valley of the Seine, from Dieppe to Rouen
via Totes, or from Havre to Rouen via
Caudebec, continuing through Rouen and
Les Andelys. If you cross to Dieppe a

good plan is to go to Pontoise ; there

leave your machine and go into Paris by
train. From Pontoise there is a road en-

circling Paris from the south, going round
Versailles, which allows you to see the
Palace. There is a certain portion of bad
road to be covered going round Paris, but
not so much as going in and out of the

city, where, the roads are appalling, and
the traffic very badly regulated.

?

Hct Spirit at Slow Speed.

(1.) I have had my machine one
year and ridden 4,000 miles,- and
now it does not start (by decom-
pressor) as easily as when I first

had it. It will fire at a sharp
walking pace, but will not pick up when
put in free engine. Originally it would
pick up after firing twice. The decom-
pressor itself is in perfect condition, and
the machine runs splendidly. Could
this be owing to the magneto not giving
quite' such a hot spark at slow speeds
as when new? Ihe points are properly
adjusted, etc. (2.) I do most of the
distance with sidecar, and get 1,400
miles out of a |in. rubber belt. Is this
what I must expect with the variable
gear fitted to the machine? (3.) Do
you recommend a rubber or leather belt
for a gear of this type, which is natur-
ally rather severe on the pulley and belt
as regards slipping for starting, etc. ?

—

H.E.C.
(1.) We should think it is quite possible
that the magneto is not giving as good a
spark as it was when new. You might
try adjusting the sparking plug points a
little closer. The mileage you are getting
from the belt is not at all bad considering
the nature of the gear. A rubber belt
is best for this type of gear.

L. W. Lea-mount, of Penang, Straits Settlements,
wb.3 is an enthusiastic rider of a 3£h.p. Rudge.
The owner tells us that he has no trouble to keep
the engine cool even when riding " all out " mile
after mile in a temperature of 150°. Incidentally,
the picture shows the riding apparel of motor
cyclists of the Straits Settlements.

Newcastle-on-Tyno to King's Lynn.

I am riding from Newcastle-
on-Tyne to King's Lynn, Norfolk,,

next "week-end—could you kindlyj
give me the most direct route?

!

I do not . mind riding through ii

big towns. ; Will there be any stiff i

hills, and- in what condition are the
roads, also what is the distance?^!
E.G.G.

Your best route would ba as follows:

Newcastle, Nevill's Cross, Darlington.
Northallerton, Boroughbridge. Wetherby,
Aberford. Ferrybridge, Doncaster, Ret-
ford, " Tuxford, Newark, Sleaford, Spald-
ing, Long Sutton, to King's Lynn. There .'

are hardly any hills worthy of the name
on this, route. The .surface is good almost 1

the whole way. The distance is approxi-
mately 220 miles.

A Lightweight in SwHzerland.

' - I should be indeed obliged ifjl

you would kindly, give, me the"
benefit of your advice ' and experi-

ence in the following : I purpose
taking a tour of some 1,600 miles <

roughly, as follows : -Boulogne, Paris, ,

Geneva, Chamounix, Little and Great St.

Bernard to Martigny, thence over 1

Simplon to Domodossola, thence over.i

St. Gothard, Grimsel, and Furka Passes -

to Interlaken, Zurich, Lucerne, over the-
Arlberg Pass to Innsbruck, M-eran, over'r

the Stelvio to Colico on Lake Como,
thence over the Splugen Pass to Basle.
This may seem a terrific programme,
but I only weigh 9^ stones, and shall I

travel practically without luggage. II

shall never travel more than 100 miles
per diem on the level, and of course
have some kind of variable gear.

1

Taking this into account, I fancy a

2-£ h.p. "machine" will suit me better than
a 3j h.p. one. What do' you think?'
With reference to the passes mentioned I

above, none have a grade of more than 1

11%, and that only occasionally.' Allil

are traversed by diligences, and arey
regularly crossed by motor cars.^f
H.St.J.B.

With regard to your route. There is now
a road from Chamounix to Martigny, but it

is in a very bad state, and it is said that .

its condition is dangerous. Martigny iss
inaccessible 5ver the Great St. Bernard,
and motor cars are forbidden from the
Swiss frontier on. You could easily do
the journey on a 2^- h.p. change-speed,
except that the pace would be somewhat
slow travelling over the long straight
roads in France to your destination. .
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to enjoy the tour at all and safely reach)
jour destination, we should advise you to
avoid Boulogne and Paris, and to travel
via Newbaven and Dieppe, then through
Rouen, Chartres,. and Orleans, where the
roads are very much better. Only those
who have ridden in and out of Paris know
what this means. We should strongly
recommend you to consult the managers
of the A.A. and the R.A.C. Touring De-
partments to which you are entitled if

you are a member. A lightweight
machine with a variable gear should suit,

yon admirably. • -

Second-hand Machine fox Beginner.

I am trying to procure a good
second-hand motor cycle. I can
only afford about £15 15s. for

a beginner's machine. Should
I be better treated by a dealer

r
or a private seller? Could I get a
'decent machine to last a year to learn
.'upon. -.for the amount mentioned?

—

H.H.-
You'cau get a fair second-hand machine
for' about- the price mentioned in your
letter." As" to- whether-you go to a dealer
or a.priyate owner does not matter very
much as often bargains can be picked
up from -either, but before purchasing
the machine you should, get an, indepen-
dent "expert's opinion -on it, so as to

make quite sure that the machine is what
it is represented to be.

Carburetter Adjustment.

I should be much obliged if

you could help me with regard to

the following. I have a 1912
twin Fafnir 70 X 80 mm. (magneto)
-which I cannot get to run at al!

. -slowly. When in the low gear (10 to 1)

or free engine, the_ engine races away
at a very high speed (even when re-

tarded). The carburetter is a 1908
pattern. The throttle control is

-extremely poor, and seems to have, no
effect, at all on the speed. I may
say the carburetter was recently fixed

on a single-cylinder engine; perhaps
it is not suitable for engine, or would
a more recent make be advantageous?

—

LC 1811.

The trouble is probably due to bad
carburetter adjustment. What you have
to aim at is to get a strong mixture and
little of it to run at slow speeds.

Obviously you would get better results by
fitting a modern carburetter.

m
Fulham to Wellington (Salop). '

Will you be good etfough to

JT] forward me details of the best
j route from Fulham to Welling-
-SJ ton, Salop, avoiding hills, and if

possible emoting mileaere?

—

F.E.H
6

Your best route would be as follows :

Go straight over Putney Bridge, down
Upper Richmond Road, afife straight as
you can go through Richmond, Twicken-
ham, turning to the ."right" '"across the
River Crane at Fulwell Park, ;

go. straight
on till you come to 'the Bath Road, then
go through Col'ubrook,. Slough, Maiden-
head, Henley, Nettlebed,- Benson; Dor-
chester, Oxford, Woodstock, Chipping
Norton, Moreton-in-the-Marsh, Evesham,
Worcester, Kidderminster, Bridgnorth,
Wellington. The distance is approxi-
mately 170 miles.

Camborne-Reading-Aberdeen.

Could you inform me the best
routes from Camborne to Read-
ing, passing through Ash-
burton, and from Reading to

Aberdeen, avoiding as many large
towns as possible, but at the same
time taking as little time over the
journey? Please, inform me where to
look out for police traps ?—A.McN.F.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Camborne, Redruth,, Zelah. Mitchell,
Bodmin, Liskeard, Callington, Two
Bridges, Ashburton, Chudleigh, Exeter,
Honiton, Chard, Ilchester, llminster,
Edmonton, Hindon, Amesbury, Andover,
Whitchurch, Kingsclere, Aldermaston,
Reading. To Aberdeen : Reading, Mar-
low, High Wycombe, Amersham, Dun-
stable, Luton, _. Hit'chin,

Eaton
Biggleswade

Buckden, Stilton, Stam-Socon,
ford, Grantham, Newark, Tuxford, Ret
ford, Bawtry, Doncaster, Ferrybridge,
Aberford, Wetherby, Boroughbridge,
Leeming Lane, which follow right to thj
end, then go through Bishops Waltham,
Corbridge, joining the Carter Fell road
beyond Otterburn, over Carter Fell to

Jedburgh, Earlston, Lauder, Dalkeith,
Edinburgh, Granton, by ferry to Burnt-
island, Kinross, Perth, Coupar Angus,
Glam'is, Forfar, Brechin, Stonehaven, to

Aberdeen. You can, if you like, go from
Burntisland to Kirkcaldy, then through
Cupar, Newport, Dundee, Arbroath,
Montrose, Stonehaven, to Aberdeen. We
do not know of any police traps on the
routes we have given.

8-n

Engine Noises when Running Light.

I have, a 1907 Triumph wilier.

^1 is a simple, reliable, and entirely
*£ satisfactory machine, but the

L-^-l engine knocks when there is nc
pull, such as down hill or on tin

flat, a rattle which I ease by using the
exhaust lever a little, when at the same
time there is an increase of speed. The
compression bears 14 stones on the pedal
a few seconds. . (1.) What requires tc
be done? (2.) Would it be better to
send the engine by itself to Coventry
or take the bicycle complete to a local

engineer, and '
let it be repaired

there?

—

Um.qt.tk.

The rattle, of course, may be due to a
loose bearing. To find out if this is the
case it would probably be necessary to
take down the engine. We should think
it would be advisable to send the engine
complete to Coventry and let the makers
overhaul it. Of course, the rattle may-
only be due to the noise of the valves,
arid we should recommend you to try and
make certain of this point before going
to the expense of having it sent away.
The knock is likely to be more serious
when it occurs with the engine running
under load.

Overheating.

I have a 1911 3^. h.p. free-

? engine Triumph motor cycle
(purchased new), and wish" to

-^-i know if it is strong enough to
take a sidecar? The combined

weight of self and passenger would be
about twenty-three stones. The gradients
in this district- are very slight, the.

steepest being, perhaps, 1 in 20, and
only for short lengths of a furlong or

so. If I can use a sidecar with the
machine, how much should I lower

For solo work, I use 4£ to 1the gea
gear. If the' gear is lowered to, say,
5 or 6 to 1, would it in Srry way be
detrimental?—E.M.R. (Jhansi, India).

A Triumph should take a sidecar .very

satisfactorily on the gradients you men-
tion. We should recommend you to

lower the gear to about 5^ to 1. This
should riot cause overheating. The heat
of the atmosphere makes some difference,

but not as much as might be supposed,
e.g., Captain Scott's, air-cooled motor
sleigh had to be abandoned because it

overheated in South Polar regions. On
the other hand, some of our corre-

spondents assert that their engines never
overheat in hot countries

.;

- (120° Fahr. in the shade,

l^^^ra for instance).

EXPERIENCES
WANTED.

"R.C.G." (Bridlington).
--5-5 h.p. Bat, with and
without sidecar.

"E.P.R." (Cowbridge).—
Heron two-speed fitted to

3^ h.p. with chain drive
and sidecar.

. "Zenith" (Glasgow).

—

Decompressors on a big
twin, particularly as re-

gards ease of starting and
slow running.

'

' Roc '

' (Rugby )
.—P unc-

tirre-proof bands.

AN IMPRESS ON OF SPEED ON A TORONTO RACE TRACK.
The picture gives an idea of the immense erowl? (the stand is packed) which w.tness the meet ngs, the sharpness of the bends,

SDd the extraorjinary angle the riders assume in Tountog the bends at s;eeJ. On ttose d:rt ifacks the dust is appalling and
rfjnae.-ous w..en several riders are corned. ng together.

If "Shone" (Hawarden)
will comply- with our rules

his query will be dealt -with.
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A Trial of the Arden Cyclecar.

IT
is some weeks since we described and illustrated

the Arden cyclecar made by the Arden Motor Co.,

Berkswell, and now, thanks to the kindness of the

manager, Mr. E. A. Isherwood, we are enabled to

speak of its behaviour on the road. Before doing so

we may mention one or two more or less important

alterations since our first reference appeared." The
petrol tank has been moved behind the dash, and is

neatly located under the scuttle. Formerly it was in

front of the dash and under the bonnet. The fan

drive is also differently arranged. It will be remem-

bered that a belt was used at first, but this broke occa-

sionally and disappeared

altogether. The drive is

now by friction wheel, and
proved, to be efficient by

the cool running of the 8

h.p. J.A. P. engine. The
fan, it may be mentioned,

is in front of the engine,

the cylinders being set trans-

versely.. To form the

friction wheel three discs of

leather are clamped between
metal plates, and bear on
the periphery of the clutch

drum, a spring helping to

keep them in contact. A
further amendment in de-

sign is the substitution of

2 8in. wheels for the 2 6in.

fitted to the first model.

Our trial was on the ex-

perimental cyclecar which
has npw run several thou-

sand miles. Starting away,

the top gear lever .was en-

gaged.in about thirty yards,

and there it remained for

practically the whole of our

trial, except after stopping.

AVe first steered for Stoneleigh, the Coventry test hill,

and accelerating to about 30 'm.p.h. at the hill foot,

the little car ascended the 1 in 8 gradient oh top gear

without, hesitation. The dozen or so testers we
noticed in; the shade of a huge oak tree, with all makes
of. machines, could really be forgiven for a smoke and
chat that close afternoon. Continuing via Milverton and
Warwick, .and repeating the top. gear run through the

The first model of the Arden cyclecar,

centre of the latter town, which is no easy matter on
account of the combination of narrow streets, traffic,

and tramcars, we ran along the main road to Strat-

ford-on-Avon. Changing places with the driver, we
were impressed by the ease of steering, but for that

matter we always had a high opinion of the wire an*d

bobbin method on the 8 h.p. Rover" for light cars.

The vibration at the steering wheel was, however,
rather discomforting. It disappears, we. found, at

faster speeds, but is always present at about legal limit

pace. The bodywork and springing was quite comfort-

able, and should be better still after the substitution of

_:8hj. wheels. The control

is simplicity itself.- The
ordinary Amac air . ancT

throttle levers, are clamped
to the steering pillar, and
with these alone one can
throttle down to about 10

m.p.h. and accelerate to

nearly 40 m.p.h. without

a change of gear, but in our

opinion the top ratio could
be raised with improvement. .

Any machine is much more
pleasant to drive with the

engine turning over at a

comfortable speed. -

A long gradual rise known
as Sherbourne Hill, the

Arden simply revelled in.

Satisfied with its hill-climb-

ing we retraced our path,

the good J. A. P. again

making light of. the gradient

.past the Leicester's Hos-
pital, Warwick, and so. oh
back to -Coventry, vw
pibbet Hill. Only once

did we have occasion to use

the change-speed ' lever;

it acts on a quadrant and was rather stiff in action,

but details such as these "have, been amended on the

standardised car. - .To sum up, the Arden is fast

enough for all. reasonable minded tourists. The gears

and differential are practically silent, and if one may
judge from a short trial, it is reliable and economical

in running. Finally, the weatherproof shaft drive is

a big point' in its favour.

Croup of members of the Leicester & District M.C.C. who made a tour of inspection of the Singer Company's works hut Thursday.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All .euers should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudot S.reet E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Power for Sidecar Work.
Sir,—If you will allow me a few lines I can further endorse

Mr. R. II. Adams's statement. On June 2nd I returned from
Bristol to Manchester, a distance of 200 miles. This was
done iir the day with a standard 3J h.p. single gear Sun and
sidecar (gear 4J to 1), my passenger being over 11 stones.
tVe-came without a single stop, except for the. changing of

a belt, as it poured with rain the whole of the way. This, I

iliink, is a splendid performance.. for a 3j- h.p. machine, as

the country is by no means flat. We had many a burst of 35
m.p.h., and the macliine is still running well.

V. SUTTON.

The Danger of Uncontrolled Dogs.

am very pleased to see this matter is beingSir,—I am very pleased to see this matter is being taken
up by your correspondent, Mr. Wilks, and others. I have
had several nasty spills caused by dogs charging me, and
many narrow escapes. My experience is that the owners do
not "care a rap " as long as the dog comes to no harm, and
they very seldom make any effort to check them. I could
supply a few names for the b'ack list.

CHARLES F. BERRIDGE.

Sir,—With reference to letters on page 726 of The
Motor Cycle on the danger of uncontrolled dogs, I received

the other morning no less than fourteen complaints
from your readers. The law requires that it shall be proved
that the oinier of the dog knows of its dangerous habits.

On a dog being reported, full, details are entered in the
black list, a registered letter sent to the owner of the dog,
and the police* asked officially to warn the owner. Should
the dog offend again, chances of success in "legal action"
are fairly rosy. Full name and address of owner of dog and
a. description of the " bow-wow "1 should be sent. Under no
circumstances is the name of the informer betrayed, but
anonymous letters will be ignored L. C. WILKS.
Gordon House, Woodford Road, South Woodford, Essex.

Steel Pistons for Motor Cycle Engines.

Sir,—At the present time a large number of motor cyclists

throughout the country are endeavouring to improve their

machines in various ways in order that they may get faster

aild better results from them. As one who has had some, I

am sending this letter to warn them not to spend, their

money on experimenting with steel pistons.

I had a couple made for !my lightweight Humber, fully

expecting, that they would be considerably lighter than the
.standard Humber piston, .which. isr however, quite light, and
to my surprise when they arrived they were only one ounce
'lighter than the standard piston, in addition to which they
were extremely roughly finished, .although they were very
expensive. By dint of a lot of drilling, turning, and
machining, I managed to lighten them considerably, but
the weight so saved is so slight as not to warrant the
expense for the very real and genuine risk of scoring the

cylinders by the use of a steel piston.

I know of .a case where a steel piston was fitted to a

3-^ h.p. macliine by an engineering expert who fully under-
stands the properties of steel and the necessity for excep-

tionally easy and careful fitting, as well as ample lubrication.

In his case, it has spoiled his cylinder, and he had to pur-

chase another one, whilst, as in my case, the money laid

out on the steel pistons is wasted
I give these experiences in order to save motor cyclists

their money as well as annoyance.
S. W. PKILPOTT.

The 1913 T.T. Races.
Sir,—I think that the A.C.U. is to be congratulated on

carrying through the T.T. Races this year in the face of
much opposition. As a competitor, I can truthfully state
that the organisation was perfect, and it will be a bad
clay for the English motor cycle when races are done away
with. To strengthen the hands of the A.C.U., I have
decided to enter for the T.T. Race next year, and if other
riders would do the same, immediately, the A.C.U. could
then set to work and frame the regulations.

In the course of conversation, a leading manufacturer
stated to me that he would immediately set to work and
prepare for next year's races. From this it seems that
races will be held, and if they are to be a success every
prospective rider should send his:, name in immediately to

the A.C.U and support it in its go-ahead policy.

IVAN B. HART-DAVIES.

The Cost of Hotor Cycles.
Sir,—With reference to the letter from Mr. Fitchett upor.

the above subject. Are there not a number of persons,

who, thinking of paying from £20 to £25 for a motor cycle,

would rather purchase a 'second-hand machine, with mag-
neto, etc., than a new macliine without the refinements ol

the present day motor cycle?'

-Nevertheless, I am sure there are many who would wel-

come such a machine as Mr. Fitchett suggests, especially as

ignition by dry battery and coil is now so reliable. If Mr.
Fitchett puts his idea into execution let us hope it will

be in time for exhibition at this year's show.
I have before me a 1912 catalogue of a machine fitted with

accumulator ignition, and minus spring forks, mudguards,
stand, or earlier. This is sold (?) or offered to. the public

as a racing model, and the price is 36 guineas nett.

How, then, is Mr. Fitchett going. to get his price down,
even to £25, without sacrificing the essential parts of a

touring mount?
I trust that more will be beard of this interesting subject,

although it seems scarcely feasible to expect a reliable

macliine at half the price of the majority of ..present first -

cl'iss machines. LIONET, EVERSHED.

A novel decorated motor cycle and sidecar turn out at the Stroud carnival.

The machine, as may be observe}, is a B.S.A.

EJ
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Sir,—Replying to Mr. W. J. Fitchew's recent letter,

I am perfectly convinced that lie would be courting disaster

by fitting any other type of ignition- except magneto, for I

think it is pretty generally acknowledged that it is to the

magneto, more than to any other source, that we owe the

absolute reliability that petrol engines display to-day. Then
again, as regards' cheapness, I feel sure that, except for a

slight difference in the initial cost, the magneto would prove

much the more prolitable investment, as it is both irksome

and expensive to be compelled to buy new batteries every

few hundred miles, besides having a feeling of uncertainty,

after they have been run for a time. No, sir, there are only

two ways by which the motor cycle can be materially

cheapened—firstly, absolute standardisation, and secondly,

facilities and a market to turn them out in huge quantities,

say 1,000 per week. Against these two essentials we have to

place the inane faddiness of the average motor cyclist, and
what is more lamentable still the fact that whereas every
alieii Tom, Dick, and Harry can dump his machines down
here free of charge—nay, we even welcome them—the English

manufacturer is fenced out of foreign markets on every side

by a huge tariff wall, so high in many instances that the

smaller firms fail to surmount them. At the present time
England is by far the foremost country in the motor cycle

industry, and everyone interested should do all in "his

power to keep her there, as it is one of the very tew things

in which she is first, but I know for a fact that there is a

movement afoot in America for the turning out of motor
cycles on the same principle as the cheap American car.

Should this come about, the English manufacturer must
look to. his laurels. Mr. Fitchett is quite right in supposing
that there is a demand for the £25 motor bicycle. I have
no doubt that there is. a huge demand. It is merely a ques-

tion of whether we shall be sharp enough to supply the

demand ourselves, or whether we shall wait for Cousin
Jonathan from across the Atlantic .to do it for us. I must
remind you, sir, in conclusion, that aireadv Americans hold
nearly all the world's records. " FRED PEEL.

Motor Cycle Insurance.

Sir,—I have never yet taken up any of your valuable
space in the correspondence columns, although I have been
a motor cyclist since the very early days. I now feel,

however, that I should like to give publicity to the very
generous treatment I have just received from Mr. Priestley

under the A.C.XJ. insurance policy. Although I have
always been insured I have never had a claim until this

year, when I joined Mr. Priestley's Co. Now, in less than
six weeks, I have had two bad accidents, both costing Mr.
Priestley's Company a good deal of money. Both claims
were promptly admitted, and the repairs executed by the
Service Company in less than a week, although the machine
in each case had to be taken right down and new parts
obtained from • the makers and afterwards re-enamelled.

ALFRED R. ABBOTT.

Sir.

Devonshire Roads.

•Having seen some correspondence in your columns
lately on routes in Devon,,and having just returned from a
trip in North Devon, I think it might interestysome of your
readers to know that the main road from Bideford to South
Molton is absolutely disgraceful, being so cut up by heavy
lorries and traction engines as to render a journey over it

i torture' in fine weather and positively dangerous in wet
weather. I intended to avoid this road on return by going
over the Exmoor Road through Simohsbath, or' by the
Lynton-Minehead Road, but was informed by local garage
owners that theimoor roads were so rough as to be almost
unrideable on motor bicycles, and that the Lynton-Minehead
Roads, on account of. a wet June, were very dangerous
as the surface on the steep hills was extremely bad.

I might mention that North iDevon motorists are so dis-

gusted at the state of the roads that they are paying their
licence and registration fees to. other counties, and that on
both my trips between Barnstaple and South Molton I saw
only one motoi cyclist, no cars at all, but I .should think
•i bout a dozen heavy lorries or traction engines ! The absence
of motorists on the main road across North Devon speaks
nlumes in itself. The road between South Molton and
•'aunton is an improvement on the Bideford-South Molton
portion, but requires care, as it is narrow and, in places

" pot-holey "; repairs, such as Noah might have carried
out on the deluge-damaged roads, that is, pot-holes filled

in with loose stones, the sharpest point upwards on top,

make matters worse for any but a large shareholder in tyre
companies. Local garage owners complain a lot of the
absence of motorists. Is the Road Board unable or un-
willing to rectify this and give " Glorious Devon " a chance?

BADLY BUMPED.
[The fault does not lie with the Road Board, which has, we

believe, reserved £15,000 for Devonshire upon certain con-
ditions with which the local authorities refuse to comply.
—Ei>.]

Tips for Douglas Riders.

Sir,—Perhaps the following tips may be of use to Douglas
riders of 1911 machines :

(1.) For easy starting, shut off most of the main air by-

fitting a piece of metal to slide over and cover a portion
of the gauze-covered spoon-shaped air " intake. This can be
removed after starting. The tickler need not then be used.

(2.) Place a rubber band, on the magneto to hold
the snap-on terminals in position, as after protracted use on
bumpy roads they are liable to come off.

(3.) When cleaning the back wheel on the stand, fasten
exhaust lifter close up to the handle -grip with a rubber
band or piece of copper wire twisted.

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C. Reliability Trial"to Harrogate and back. The
early arrivals at the turning point. (See Club News.)

(4.) The plug at the top of the crank case for paraffin
swilling is very inaccessible and often needs the removal
-of carburetter, induction pipe, etc., .to get at it. My 'plan
is to wait till the lubricating oil chamber is empty,, then
put the requisite amount of paraffin hr it and pump it into
Crank case. This plan needs nothing removed, and also keeps
oil tank and oil pipe in clean condition.

(5.) After a few thousand miles have been covered, watch
carefully the exhaust valve lift. The bell crank tappet ends
have a hollow worn in them by the -valve stem ends, and,
recently, by the closest, possible, adjustment of the two ends
when hot, I was able to put an extra ten miles an hour
on the speed and to get up the steepest hills without
pedalling. Previous to this close adjustment, the last third
of the throttle lever, opening was ineffective. Now, throttle
opening right to the end produces acceleration. '

'6.) If the tickler end of nozzle pin ,in float chamber
ever gets stuck up, and the float chamber top refuses to
unscrew, turn the petrol tap three-fifths off aiid run the
machine without float chamber control of the netrol. I
recently rode twenty miles like this without any "discomfort.

I should be glad to read in your paper of other tips used
by riders. Personally, they-would be more interesting -to me
than accounts of minor hill-climbs. T. WINTERBOTTOM.
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THE NEW MODEL

A.S.L.
with 26in. Wheels and

Improved Frame.

'Riding on Air'
.is literally true of the rider of the
A.S.L. The air cushions or cylinders

which are fitted to the front and.

back forks annihilate all vibration.

Speed is increased ; Comfort is

assured
; and the pastime is robbed

of its greatest perils, viz.- the
physical danger arising from exces-

sive vibration. No motor cyclist can
afford to overlook the manifold
advantages of the A.S.L, and should
not. hesitate to make it his choice.

The booklet will prove A.S.L. advant-
ages, a copy of which will be mailed

free on request.

Head Office

.

3, Gt. Winchester St., London, E.C.
Teleg. :

" Infrequent, London."
_ 'Phone; 14:S5 London Wall.

"Works: Corporation Street, Stafford. Showrooms: The
MotorMaintenance Co., Is4, Gt. Portland St./W. phone:
4839 Mayfair. Sole Ajrents for Manchester and District:
Manchester Motor Exchange, 32, Downing St., Ardwick.^ C.D.C.

^
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WOLBROWN SIDECAR

The conveniently arranged cupboard
fitted to the Wolbrown sidecar.

Look for the label

The unprecedented success of the
" Wolbrown " (reg.) has brought
the usual crop of imitations—
mostly bad. Don't be misled,

insist upon the genuine Wolbrown
—the first sidecar body to be

made in solid reed cane.

A step forward which
all manufacturers who
want to keep their
business must follow.

<i

" WOLBROWN "Jv
REGISTERED. J

A Wolbrown registered label (as above)
is attached to every sicecar we send
out, and none is genuine without it.

For your own protection

—

Look for the label.

ASIDECAR you will be proud to possess—a carriage you
can without diffidence ask your best friend to ride

in—comfortable, convenient, and smart. It is designed on
quite original lines, and possesses distinct advantages over
the usual type. Roomy and practically weather-proof . No
"sagging" of basketwork. No draughts. First on the

market, made of solid reed cane, which gives great rigidity

and strength, and does not wheeze like wicker or split cane.

W. H. BROWNLOW,Manufactured
by

Portland Gate Works, Portland Crescent, Leeds.
Behi ndTheCollseum. TelephoneNo.223x Cent ral .Leeds.

In answering these advertisements, it is desiri^lc 10 mention. *' The Motor Ovcie B7
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RD -For- -two jfeai-s running in
-the Junior X.T. RACE is -the

RECORD o-F

The Reliable 'FORWARD'

YEAR

ACHIEVE-

MENT.

ONLY TWO

FORWARDS

ENTERED,

i GAINING

j
3rd and 5th

PLACES.

JThe Winning V Twin
J

38 guineas complete. lists free.

I FORWARD CYCLE & MOTOR CO.,

1 & S ' EP!VJUWD ST., BIRMINGHAM .

I CONVINCING PROOF For the ,ast
6

3 successive years in the Senior T.T. Race.

FORWARD
FASTENERS

have been fitted to

the Winning Single

Cylinder Machine.

INSIST on a

FORWARD.
SJMPLE YET

PERFECT.
Pat.Xo.
19463,09

FORWARD EJECTOR, the plug

Read this unsolicited testimonial, one of

hundreds.
Dear Sirs.

It may interest you to know how the Ejector
Plug, with which you supplied me shortly before
Easter, has behaved. I used this Plug for a week's
practising on BrooUIands, then in the Short Race
on Easter Monday. Since then it has done about
3,ooo mile?, partly on the free engine Triumph^^^ used :n the race, and the rest 011 the

j

back cylinder of my twin N.S.U. which
was previously rather addicted to
sooting up. Not once, however, have
I had a stoppage for plug sooting, and
this, I think, speaks well for the design

U^J of the plug, as I am a firm believer in**^ generous lubrication for a small low
geared twin. Congratulating you on your success

in once again obtaining 3rd place in the Junior

T.T.; I remain, Yours faithfully, K. VAUGHAN.
p.S.—You are at liberty to use this if you so wish.

ftarrT^nahr-f-fcafl

FOR
SOLO

The motor cyclist

who has equipped

his mount with

S B-E BiS.-G.
SHAMROCK gg, SHAMROCK
EXCELSIOR —- GLORIA

TYRESIBE LT
is the man who
has decided to have
NO TROUBLE in his

tyre and belt departments.

Fully priced booklet sent pee on request.

THE HANOVER RUBBER CO.,

17, G o s w e 1 1 Road,
Aldersgate Street,

LONDON, E.G.

FOR
SIDECAR
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A Couple ot Hints.

Sir,—The following hints may be of some use to your

readers :

Eisemann magnet". Tlieie is a spring stop like a little

spanner to prevent the central contact breaker bolt turning

round. If this stop is pressed inwards, it allows the

hexagon to revslve when unscrewing the spring stop to

one side.

Cleaning platinum points. Very good tools for this job

are the little sandpaper boards which are sold by chemists

for trimming one's finger nails. If it is not convenient to

detach the contact breaker, they are thin enough to go
between the points. As they are made in different grades

of fineness, it is possible to use a coarse grade for grinding

out the black pitted marks, and then obtain a very highly

burnished surface with one of the finer grades.
POINTICURE.

All, save

A Sidecar Picnic.

Sir,—I am venturing to enclose a photographic print of

a sidecar picnic I took part in this month
two-people and my hosts who invited me to
join the gathering, were strangers to me,
and it was not until a roadside halt occurred
near our destination that it was noticed
that ail, save one pair (riders of a Bat-Jap),
were mounted upon 3£ h.p. two-speed
Humbers, and all were members of the A.A.
Considering the event somewhat unique, is

my excuse for inflicting my handiwork upon
you, but I am aware of your interest in the
pastime as well as the sport of motor
cycling, arid I think my snap-shot shows,
not only the popularity of the Humber and
the A.A. , but that sidecaring for married
folk is also Al.

W HAROLD GOODENOTJGH.

The Over Zealous Policeman.

Sir,—Owners of A.C. Sociables and
similar tricars may be interested in an
experience I had recently. I was driving
my A.C. from London to Heathfield during
the early hours of the morning. My machine
suddenly stopped for want of petrol. I got
out to rill it, and a policeman came up, and
on going round the car informed me my rear
light was out. The machine was standing
still when he came up. I showed
him my oil reservoir was full, and
plenty of wick, and informed him that I had inspected
the lamp eight miles back, when it was alight. He pointed
out that the wick was charred, and said that as I had come
over some bumpy roads it had evidently been jerked out.

I was surprised to receive a summons to appear at Uckfield
Police Court for driving a motor car without a lamp illu-

minating my back number. After the constable (P.C.
Morris, of Nutley) had given his evidence, on being asked
by me he denied mentioning anything about the charring
of the wick. I then contended that the machine w-as not
a car, but a tricycle, and by the law was not required to

have a back light, and also quoted the case of the R.A.C.
appeal, Printz v. Sewell, the decision of which is, " That
if the lamp which illuminates the number plate accidentally
goes out owing to no fault or neglect on the part of the
motorist no conviction can be recorded." The Bench
upheld me, and the case was dismissed.

It seems that the policeman is a youngster only too

eager to get some sort of case. R. JONES.

Some Old Memories.

Sir,—1 notice in your issue for July 4th a query re

Birdlip. This brings back old memories. Seven years ago
I took delivery of the first Quadrant 3^ h.p. motor cycle,

engine No. 3,001. The first ride I had on this machine
was up Rownham Hill, accompanied by Messrs. Silver and
Harrison, of Quadrant's Bristol depot. The machine roared
over the hill at such a pace that I had to cut out to round
the halfway corner. I should think the pace was about
35 m.p.h.
A few days after, when I had altered the choke and jet

in the Longnemare carburetter, and raised the gear to

Zg to 1, I tackled Constitution Hill, and was successful

first time. When I told Silver, lie would not believe me
until he saw it done. Speaking from memory, I should

say the gradient was Tin 4 and the length 600 yards. This

hill had to be taken at a very low speed at the bottom,

owing to the bad surface and nasty bend. The hill itself

had no surface; in fact, it was more like a river bed than

a road.

A month after that I tackled Birdlip, and ascended this

hill first time, using the same gear of 3f to 1. I have also

taken a trailer with a 9 stone passenger over Dinmore Hill

without any trouble.

On this machine I covered over 10,000 miles in twelve

months, and never had any trouble with it. I attribute m\

success largely to the fact that I kept the machine clean

and looked after the valves regularly. ANODE.

Shoit Measure in Petrol.

Sir,—Like a great number of your readers, I started about

the middle of last summer to check my petrol consumption,

and soon noticed that the two gallon cans did not contain

A SIDECAR PICNIC. All the machines save one are 3! h.p. two-speed Humbers, and all

the owners members of the A.A.

that measure. Right up to the present time I have not had

a single can containing two gallons. They are usually about

"a pint short, and in one instance the can only yielded a

short seven quarts. I was told at the garage that the

cans are just as they receive them.
Now that we are paying more for petrol I think we should

at least be guaranteed measure, and I should be glad to hear

through The Motor Cycle if any other readers have noticed

the same deficiency. The seals' in each case did not appear

to have been disturbed, and I do not stick to one brand ot

petrol. FAIRNESS.

Another Road Danger.

Sir,—May I trespass on your valuable space to draw atten-

tion to the great danger to which motor cyclists are exposed

at night by cattle and horses wandering on to the roads

'from the adjoining common and forest lands on which they

are allowed to graze. Last Sunday night, in a dark

country road in Epping Forest, I suffered a severe collision

with one of these trespassers in the shape of a stray horse

standing "broadside on" across the road, having come

there from the common land close by. Although I- had a

good lamp and was not travelling fast, the animal loomed

out of the darkness before I could possibly avoid it, the

results being disastrous to my machine, though fortunately

I escaped serious injury myself. Cannot something possibly

be done to protect motorists against this unbooked for

nocturnal danger? Why should it be lawful for owners,

although they may turn their animals on to common by day,

to allow them to wander at will by night.

OSCAR H. CORBLE
EC,
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A SEVERE ONE-DAY TRIAL.
Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club's 182 Miles Trial for Manville Trophy.

ONE of the hardest tests for motor cycles crammed into

a day event was the Coventry Club's contest last

Saturday. The course was much the same as that

used on May 4th in the open trial, when only nine

of fifty-four starters claimed non-stop runs. Two further

ascents were included in the more recent event, viz., Edge
Hill and Sunrising, which, together with Ilmington, Camp-
den, Saintbury, Birdlip, Sudeley, Gutting Grange, Weston-

sub-Edge, all steep acclivities boasting gradients of about

1 in 6, provided a sporting test. The Coventry Club Com-
mittee have long adhered to the practice of selecting a really

difficult course to determine the winners in preference to

split seconds timing, which proves little or nothing of the

capabilities of the motor cycle. There were "thirty-two com-

petitors, including a number of leading riders, the entries

being divided into twenty motor bicycles—four of these

lightweights—six sidecars, and five cars. The start was

8 a.m., rain falling at the time. All hills were observed, but

there was little need for an official on, Edge Hill, as every

competitor made a clean ascent. At Stratford. Reg Hollfiway

who was mounted on a 3$ h.p. three-speed Premier and

sidecar, was obliged to withdraw, as he discovered a fracture

in the frame. He had made a splendid ascent of Edge Hill.

All got up Ilmington, though Harold Williamson (Calcott) re-

tired at this point with magneto trouble. The first secret check

was on Saintbury Hill, and as a number of competitors had

stopped to cool their engines at the hill foot, they were con-

siderably out in the timing. C. T. Lloyd (Rex) was nearest

with only three seconds error. Nearing Stow-on-the-Wold,

G. E. Cuffe (7 h.p. Indian and sc.) stopped for a puncture

in the sidecar tyre. Undaunted, he sh-apped the cushion

on the carrier, left the sidecar at a wayside cottage, and

continued with his passenger. From Guiting Grange to

Vinchcombe the competitors were taken over grass grown

roads, only just rideable, which the Coventry Club term

[he colonial test. Hereabouts S. Wright (Humber)

punctured, but effected a lightning repair. Down Sudeley,

the latest Cotswold terror, then Cleeve Hill, through Chel-

tenham to Cross Hands and Birdlip. In the corresponding

trial last year only eight competitors gut up Birdlip, but on

Saturday only two stopped. These were Alec Walsgrove

(Hazlew'ood), whose overalls suddenly caught fire and caused

him to divert his attention from the control levers to beating

out the fire, and W. H. Carson (Excelsior sidecar), who got

to the top knuckle before his engine finally gave out. The
competitors arrived very punctually at the Queen's Hotel,

Cheltenham, where lunch was taken, after a morning's run

of ninety-eight miles. At half distance the three leaders

were : C. T Lloyd (Rex), total error 21|s. ; A. N. Barrett

{oi Rudge), 30s.; and H. D. Teage (Clyno), 30fs. A feature

.f the trial run was the wonderfully regular running, trouble

being comparatively non-existent.

The homeward course was over the same ground as the

outward run but omitting the Birdlip section. A sharp
shower had rendered the surface of Cleeve Hill tacky, and
a number were brought down to low gears. We passed V.
A. Holroyd (Rudge multi) adjusting his belt, and later he
suffered a puncture, so retired.

Tlie Steepest Test Hill.

Few dare attempt Sudeley on the run with hot engines, but
all made clean ascents excepting Carson and Walsgrove. The
hill has several deep ruts and the surface was moist and hold-

ing, and it was regarded as the most difficult climb. of the
lot. Only three single-geared maclunes were hi the trial.

These included W. F-. Newsome's Triumph, G. £. Newsome's
Rover, and W. F. Wartnaby's W.D. The last mentioned
machine, which possesses the desirable feature of forced lubri-

cation to all bearings, made a most creditable debut. The twin
Humbers, ridden by S. Wright and G. Smith, were the lowest
powered machines to climb all the hills, and both easily

accounted for. Sudeley. J. F. Spencer's performance on the
big single-cylinder Excelsior sidecar is also worthy of a word
of praise. He ran most consistently throughout, and no hill

proved too much for him. Guiting Grange was climbed by
all, and after Stow-on-the-Wold, Weston-sub-Edge followed.
Unfortunately. K. A. Bennett (Rover) and B. Yates (Humber)
went off the route in this neighbourhood and missed Weston
altogether. E. A. Gorton (Rex sidette) was the only one to

come to a standstill, and that was owing to a broken belt

—

hard luck indeed, as up to that point he was leader of the
sidecar class. The second secret check proved to be a mile
outside Stratford, and timekeeper D. K. Hall caught most of

the motor cyclists ahead of time. A small crowd of motorists
assembled at Sunrising, the last test hill, but this ascent did
not trouble the competitors after ,what they had gone
through. The run home was via Kineton, Wellesbourne. and
Warwick, only D. Elson (Rex) failing to put in an appearance
•before the timekeeper left.

The complete results are given hereunder. The system of

marking was—a stop on a~hill entailed a loss of five marks,
and for every minute early or late after the first minute a

mark was deducted :

WlNNEK OF MaNVILLE TkOI'IIT.

Rider and machine Total error.

H. Nelson Smith (25 h.p. Hillman car) ... 2m. 9^s.

'. Best Performance by a Private Owner.
Cars.—Gilbert Spicer (Lorelev).

Motor Cycles.—C. T. Lloyd (6 h.p. Rex sidette).

Motor Cycle Class.

1. W. F. Newsome (3-i h.p.. Triumph) ... 3m. 13s.

2. J. H. Pountney (3^. h.p. Rover) ... ;3m. 40?s.

(1*. C. T. Lloyd {6 h.p. twin two-speed
Rex) on Birdlip Hill.

(2). J. F. Snencer (ExeeKior Sidecao who won the

sidecar iri e, making a good ascent of Birdlip.

(31. G. E. Cuffe (7 h.p. Indian) on the corner on
Birdlip. He left his sidecar at a wayside cottage

*nd mounted his passenger on the carrier.
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A Severe One-day Trial —
Best P.im'ORjiiNCF f-i A Lightweight

(J. Wright (2| h.p. H umber).

Best Performance on a Sidecar.

J. F. Spencer (4^ li.p. Excelsior).

Souvenirs are awarded to the following, wlio completed the
course with a loss of not more than ten marjts.

Motor Bicycles.

*\V. G. Blatch (3£ h.p. Rudge) Non-stop
A. N. Barrett (3£ h.p. Rudge) „
P. Moss (3£ h.p. Premier) .,

»(}. Smith (2J h.p. Humber) ',,

W. F. Wartnaby (3± h.p. W.D.)
,

L. A. Bees (3i h.p. L.M.C.)
*H. D. Teage (5 h.p. Ciyno)
*0. T. Lloyd (6 h.p. Rex)
W. E. Roots (3^ h.p. Singer) .,

C. T. Newsome (3J,- h.p. Rover) ,,

Sidecars.
*E. Gorton (6 h.p. Rex) ... Belt broke Weston- Hill

Cars.
Gilbert Spicer (12 h.p. Loreley) Non-stop.
E. W. Cheshire (12-14 h.p. Wolseley) "'

*Private owners.
The under-mentioned made non-stop runs, but ran off tbi

course: K. A. Bennett (3^ h.p. Rover) and Bert Yates (3£
h.p. Humber).

The assistant lion, sec, Mr. Ambrose Elson, ably organised
the event.

SPANISH ROAD RACE.
A motor cycle road race was held on the 29th and 30th

nit., the course on the first day being Iriui to Bilbao vid
San Sebastien and Vittpria, distance 124 miles. The second
day tile return journey to Irun was made by another route,

distance 9j miles. Big crowds assembled in the towns along
the "route, the number of spectators at San Sebastien being
estimated at 10,000. The lirst six places were all gained
by Spanish riders mounted on Rudge machines.

-^—«© 04

Leicester Club Members at the Singer Works.
ON -Thursday afternoon last some forty members and

friends of the Leicester and District M.C.C. accepted
an invitation of Messrs. Singer and Co., Ltd.. Coven-
try, to visit the works and make a tour of inspection.

Commencing with the frame building department, the mem-
bers were escorted through the different shops and the
various processes through which the hundred and one parts
of a motor cycle are passed briefly explained by the guides,
Messrs. W. E. Bullock (works manager), G. H. Mansell (sales

manager), and C. Pole (traveller). Everyone must have been
impressed by the great activity which prevails in the Singer
works, though it is an open secret that the company have had
a record year, and at the time of the' visit had actually turned
out 1,500 motor cycles since the Olympia Show. In the
grinding shop a group of members of the Leicester Club were
much interested in the operation of finishing a connecting
rod ; one member who had watched with open-mouthed

!
interest a grinder sending a shower of sparks in a perfect
line, picked up the rod for examination. The hasty manner
in which he dropped it reminded one of .the Irish" boy who
caught a wasp thinking it was a pretty fly, and threw it down
exclaiming, " My, his feet were, hot- !

"

An Experimental Cyclecar.
The engine assembling shop commanded the most attention.

Here the members saw engines being timed like clockwork,
and other delicate operations performed with precision. A
specially light T.T. piston drilled like a lantern came in for

a good deal of attention ; it scaled 14 ozs. In the erecting
shop an experimental cyclecar with two standard 3^ h.p.
engines in front, and to which we vaguely referred recently,
held up the party for some time. It is illustrated on this

page merely as a matter of interest to show how up-to-date
makers must keep abreast of the times. The Singer Co. have
gained a good deal of useful knowledge from this experimental
four-wheeler, but it will not be offered for sale. After the

our of inspection the party was entertained to tea in the'
loaid room, and subsequently returned home after a most.

nteresting and instructive afternoon.

tour

b

tThe experimental Singer eye'eenr with double engines. It will not be marketed.

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIAL ENTRIES.
It is to be hoped that a record entry will be received foi

the above trial, to be held from August 12th to 17th,
as it will undoubtedly be the most severe of its

kind which has ever been held. Tauuton will be the centre,
and the routes will include the most difficult ascents, to be
found in the West Country. The new system of marking
which prohibits competitors being more than ten minutes
in advance of or. behind schedule time at any point without
loss of marks should -make it a difficult matter for machines
to come through with a clean sheet. Twenty-two machines
have already been entered. The entry list closes on July
29th. The Auto Cycle Union will be glad to receive offers
of assistance from any motor cyclists or local repairers will-
ing to assist in directing the competitors upon the correct
routes or to undertake checking the competitors where re-
quired. A tyre and belt trial will also be held in con-
junction with, the Six Days' Trial.
The following is a complete list of entries for the Six

Days' Trials un to date :

Motor Bicycles.

Rover Co. (3^ Rover)

Rover Co. (Jl Rover)

Rover Co. (3^- Rover)

G. T. Gray (3J, Rudge)

A. N. Barrett (3^ Rudge)

C. L. Scott (3J> Rudge)

W. Cooper (3J. Bradbury)

A. Raymond Penney (2'
2

A.J.S.)

\V. Pratt (3J, P. and M.)

P. Shaw (3£ P. and M.)

S. H. Drake (3^ P. and M.)

W. J. M. Sproulle (3i P.

and M.)

J. F. Sirett (7 Indian)

B. Alan Hill~(7 Indian)

A. H. Alexander (7 Indian)

F. C. Wasley
,

Bristol
M.C.C. Team

G. B. Fry
]

A. G. Barr j

Passenger Machines.

•J. R. Haswell (3i Triumph sc.)
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
July 18th

„ 20th

„ 22nd
„ 24th

9.6

9.4

9.2

8.59

p.m.

'The Motor Cycle" Index.

The index for the six months ended
J ime 27th is now ready. Subscribers
will receive it free on application, 11011-

subscribers can obtain copies, price 6d.
each, on application to Thi Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor .Street, E.G.

Stolen Machines.

A 1912 B.S.A. free engine model,
regiijered No. LE2825, engine No. 1904,

.with all accessories, including lamp and
two generators, was stolen on Thursday
evening, the 4th inst., about 10.30, from
outside the "Duke of York," Potters
Bar. The owner, Mr. Samuel Limdy,
151, Grosvenor Road, Canonbury, N., is

offering a reward of £5 for information
%r!?ich will lead to its recovery.

Accident to H. Collier, Senior.

We regret to report that in the early

hours of Friday morning last, a car con-

taining Mr. H. Collier, sen., and a
mechanic, overturned at the junction of

the Bromley and Beckenham Roads at

Southend village. Both occupants were
pinned under the vehicle, and some little

time after th;y were released Mr. Collier

was found to be rather severely hurt and
was taken to the Lewisham Infirmary,
where he is progressing favourably. The
car had to swerve to avoid a large cart,

which, it is said, had 110 rear light.

A.C.U. Notes.

R.A.C. and A.C.U. Race Meeting.—
The annual- inter-club meeting and gala

day of the associated clubs will be held
at Brooklands on Saturday, Julv 27th.

The A.C.U. Membership.—The returns

to the end of last month show that the

membership is, approximately, 9.COO, a

very satisfactory increase from this time
last year.

Silencer Trials.—It is expected that
the preliminary tests in connection with
the silencer trials which the Auto
Cycle Union proposed to hold will take
place shortly.. The experimental silencers

have now been fitted to standard 3^ h.p.

Triumph and 11 udge machines respectively.

These will be ridden before the judges
and adjusted until they are satisfied that,

the noise made by the machines will be
such as to cause no annoyance or incon-

venience to other risers of the highway.
The results of the preliminary tests will

be communicated to the various manu-
facturers - and those specialising in the
manufacture of silencers, and the Auto
Cycle Union will then be prepared to

accept entries for the open trial, which
will le held in about six or eight weeks'
time.

B14

French Hill-climb.

In the Val-Suzon (Dijon) hill-climb,
held on the 7th inst:, there were
numerous classes for motor cycles. Guzea.il
(on a Terrot) won Classes B and E

;

Guignet (Motosacoche) Class F ; Pean
(Peugeot) Classes C and G ; and Gabriel
(Triumph) Class H. The fastest time was
accomplished by Pean on a Peugeot

—

2m. c4s.

Hill-climbs and the Surrey Police.

Organisers of hill-climbs would do
well to obtain written permission from
the police authorities before the contest
takes place, as the following will show:
C. W. Meredith was fined 20s. and costs
for riding up Pebble Hill at an estimated
speed of over 35 m.p.h. The lion, secre-
tary stated that he had permission, but
was unable to show anything in writing.
W. I. Stratin was fined 30s. and costs
for a similar offence after the competi-
tion was over. He seemed to be acting
in a spirit of bravado.

A Warning.

The inhabitants of Ruabon are pressing
for a speed limit in consequence of the
inconsiderate driving of many motor
cyclists who, especially on Sundays,
cause great annoyance by riding at an
excessive pace through the . town and
with their cut-outs open. There- are four
churches along the main road, so it can
easily be understood that noisy machines
disturb many people. It is riders of

this class that bring the motor cycle into

disfavour.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
CYCLECARS.

PREPARING FOR THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

IRISH END-TO-ZND TRIAL.

Mont Ventoux Hill-climb.

There will be four classes for motor
cycles in the above hill-climb, which will

take place on August 10th and 11th.

Class I.. 500 c.c. ; Class II.. 350 c.c. ;

Class III., 250 c.c. ; Class IV., sidecars
and tricars carrying two passengers. The
event always attracts, a. big and important
entry. . The entrance fee for motor cycles

is £2 each machine, and should be sent
to reach 1'Automobile Club Vauclusien,
9, Place Crillon, Avignon, France, on or

before Friday, the 9th August.

Marseilles Race Meeting.

The Marseilles Auto Cycle Club held a

race meeting on the 1st inst. with the
following results :

Class I. (250 c.c.) Laurent (Alcvon).

Class II. (300 c.c.) Sain (Alcyon).

Class III. (twins) Arnaud (Peugeot).

Class IV. (500 c.c.) Pen-in (Peugeot).

Class V. (650 c.c, twins) riursteJ

(N.S.U.)
Class VI. (twins over 650 c.c.) Chabauo."

(Peugeot).
Class VII. (variable" gears) Perrint

<N.S.U.) •
-

.

_

First prize in general classification,

Perrin (Peugeot) ; Auto Cycle Club Cup,
Arnaud (Peugeot).

ANNUAL WELSH BUN OF THE BIRMINGHAM M.C.C.
A group ot competitors at the surprise check, who arrived with sealed watches in hand.
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The Cyclecar.

A persistent rumour was circulated

last week-end that the Ford Co., of

America, were about to build a large

quantity of eyclecars for the British

market to sell at about £60. We asked
the firm if there was any truth in the

report, and their reply, received by wire,

vvas most emphatic. It read :
" No

!

No! No!"

Cyclecar Trial Abandoned.

For the second time the Birmingham
M.C.C. have had to cancel their open
cyclecar trial. Saturday, the 20th inst.,

was the day fixed, but only two entries

were forthcoming, so the committee
decided to abandon the event. The Iron,

sec., Mr. Brook, gives as the reason for

the scarcity of entries the severe nature

of the course.

German Motor Cyclists.

As on previous occasions the place of

meeting of the Allgemeine Deutsche
Automobil Club constituted a rally for

motor cyclists and light car owners.

Nearly forty motor cyclists entered. The
winners Of the classes were as follows :

Lightweights, C. Muller (li N.S.U.).
Under 500 c.c, A. Boldt (3 N.S.U).
Over 500 c.c, K. Gassert (6 N.S.U.)

Next Year's T.T.

Next year's Tourist Trophy Races
promise to be more interesting and
instructive than ever if the recommenda-
tions of the Auto Cycle Union Competi-
tions Committee " be adopted. It is

suggested that the races occupy two days.
Friday, June 6th. and Monday, June 9th.

On each day the junior machines would
be required to cover four laps of the
Snaefell course, and the Senior machines
five laps. In the interval the machines
would be kept under lock and key: No
changes are recommended in regard to
the cubical capacity limits, viz., 350 c.c.

for Junior machines and 500 c.c. for

Senior machines, and no handicap is

suggested for the two-stroke motors.

Biitish Imports and Exports.

From the following table, the value of
the imports and exports of motor cycles

for the periods of one and six months
ended June 30th. may be seen at a glance :

liU'ORTS.

For month ended June 30th.
1910. 1911.

' 1912.
Motor cycles ... £6,389 £5,973 £3,803
Parts thereof... 4,615 4,144 14,886

Total ...£11,004 £10,117 £18,6

For six months ended June 30th.
Motor cycles ...£26,974 £28,528 £24,828
Parts thereof ... 28,344 33,413 57,292

Total ...£55,318 £61,941 £82,120

Exports.
For month ended June 30th.

Motor cycles ... £7,859 £13,408 £23,115
Parts thereof ... 3,569 , 3,731 9,878

Total ...£11.428 £17,139 £32.993

For six months ended June 30th.

Motor cycles ...£44.019 £95,878 £195,311
Parts thereof.. 19,006 30,393 74.187

CHJS

A.A. and M.U. Membership.

The membership of the A. A. and M.U.
now totals 48,620.

Six Days' Record.

Last week J. Guzwell, of Cleethorpes,
riding a Rudge-Multi, claims to have re-

gained the six days' record from W. J.

Clark, of Doncaster. Guzwell reports
having ridden 3,080 miles, beating Clark's
performance by seventy-two miles. The-
route followed lay principally in the Mid-
lands and East Anglia.

Police Traps.

It is reported that there is a police
trap at Godstone just past the station
bridge. This is worked two or three
nights a week and nearly every Sunday.
What appears to be a new police trap

is working in Bounds Green Road. Wood
Green, N. The trap commences quite
close to Jollv Butchers' Hill and extends
for 220 yards.

luly ca & !0.—South Wales A.C. ana
Cardiff M.C. Open Hit.

* Climb at Caeiphilly.
is.—Taunton & District M.C.C

Open Hill Climb.
20.—B.iM.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

?o.—Liverpool A C C Open Speec
Trials.

27.—R.A.C. Associates' GaJa Day
at Br.joklands.

.T.—Oxford Vf.C.C. Opct, Speecl

TriaU

2.—Bristol B.&M.C. Open 24 Hours
Trial to Land's End and back

3.—Cumberland C.M.C.C. Ope
Speed Trials.

French Competition Notes.

Prizes to the value of over £100 are
to be awarded in the M.C.F. Grand Prix
on August 25th, particulars of which were
announced last week. The Circuit de
Trets is the title of a 200 kilometre con-
test organised by Le M.C. de Marseilles
to be run on August 4th. There are
classes for 300 c.c. and under, 400 c.c

500 c.c, and over 500 c.c. Entries shouh
be sent to the Secretary, Marseilles M.C,
14, Coins Belsunce, Marseilles.

8X9

Grand Prix de France.

The above event, of which we gave
details last week, is to take place on
Sunday, August 25th, over a course of 450
kilometres. We hear of three British
motor cyclists who will take part, includ-
ing S. L. Bailey (Douglas) and Ivan B.
Hart-Davies (Triumph).

Showden Climbed.

On Saturday last, L. W. Spencer, of

Uxbridge, riding a three-speed Rover,
succeeded in climbing Snowden. Mr.
Spencer will be remembered as the
writer of the article in our Summer
Number, " A Week-end Exploring
Exmoor."

A.C.U. Six Days' Trials.

New features to be introduced into the
regulations of the Six Days' Trials in the
West Country are slow climbs of two
test hills, in each case over a measured
mile. Competitors will be expected to
keep below 10 m.p.h. For every ten
seconds or part of ten seconds in excess
of this speed, a mark will be deducted.
A special prize is offered in each class

for the best performance. One of the
test hills suggested is Countisbury.
Those competitors having machines

capable of climbing Lynton Hill. Lyn-
mouth, and Beggars' Roost, may receive

a bonus of twenty-five marks for each
ascent, though it has been decided that
no competitor will have marks deducted
if he be unsuccessful in the attempt.

Roman Roads.

A special committee of the Roads
Improvement Association is now investi-

gating the whole system of the old Roman
roads in this country to decide whether,
in view of the facilities now afforded by
the Imperial Road Improvement Fund,
any action can usefully be taken to bring
any of the roads, now disused, into

service again. The stability and thorough-
ness of construction of the old Roman
roads are well known, but during the
railway era a number of them became
obsolete. It has frequently been
suggested that, now that traffic is rapidly
returning to the roads, many of the old

Roman highways, which have excellent

foundations, might be made up and
utilised for cross-country traffic

Total £63,025 £126,271 £269,498
A newly-designed 6 h.p. Rex which is being standardised. Miss Hind took delivery of the first model

a week ago, and rode it in the Irish End-to-end trial last Monday. She has also entered it for the Scottish

Trials which commence on Monday next.
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THE IRISH END-TO-END TRIAL.
Forty-one Competitors in the Annual Trial tor the Palmer Trophy.

THIS year the entry of forty-one was a record

one. About twenty-five competitors arrived at

Goleen, some three miles from the start, on

Saturday afternoon and evening. Frank Smith (Clyno

sidecar) did not arrive till eight o'clock on Sunday

evening. For the first time a lady motor cyclist in

the person of Miss Muriel Hind entered for this severe

test of both rider and machine. She was mounted on

a new. design 6 h.p. Rex. Soon after midnight oh

Sunday the competitors left Goleen for the starting

point (which they left at one o'clock), and unlike the

usual English trial all competitors were started

together, some getting away at the word "go," others

waiting back till the dust had somewhat abated.

Below is a eomnlete list of starters :

J. Stewart (3£ -Triumph)
J. Lavery [3^ Ariel)

P. Phillips (2| Douglas)
E. Clark (2| Douglas)
YV. J. Chambers (3£ B.S.A.)
F. C. North (3± Ariel)

J. R. Thompson (3± B.S.A.)
H. Gibson (3j Bradbury)
Miss Muriel Hind (6 Rex)
R. Lord (6 Rex)
J. Clarke (3£ Rudge)
P. H. Hurse (3£ Rudge)
P. Beattie (3£ Rudge)
F. Smith (6 Clyno)
W- F. Adams (3£ B.S.A.)
C. E. Murphy (3£ Triumph)
R. S. Russell' (3£ Matchless)
H. Greaves (2| Enfield)

YV. J. O-'Callaghan (3£

Zenith Gradua)
P. J. Brady (3L Rudge)
L. Dobbin, jun. (8 Matchless)
S. S- Sloane (3£ Rudge)
F. Short (3± Humber)
YV. J. Towell (3£ Rudge)
R. Walshe (3-£ Calthorpe)
G. Roche (3£ Rover)
T. Greer (5 Rex)
C. Kirk (3£ Triumph)
W. Parker (3£ Humber)
YV. Dowse m Zenith

Gradua)
YV. Kirk (5 Indian)
YV. J. Burney (2| Enfield)

D. Gray (3£ James)
H. P. Mooney (

)

T. J. Woods' (3£ Ariel)

Rex Mundy (2J Douglas)
M. Shields (3£ Humber)

YV. Humphreys (3£ Humber)
S. Ruddell (3£ Bradbury)
J. Levins (3£ Rudge)
T. E. Greene (3i Rudge)

Promptlv at 1 a.m. the competitors were despatched-

on the journey north by the chief coastguard from the

coastguard station at Mizenhead. -The first 28 miles

of the course to Skibbereen is undoubtedly the worst

portion, being extremelv bumpy, twisty, and stony ;

This had to be tra\ersed in the dark. . The first man
to experience trouble was North, who punctured some
two miles from the start. Later his rear cover unfor-

W. Parker (3J h.p 'two-speed Humber) preparing to leave Dublin for the

completion of the Irish End-to-end.

tunately came off six times. On reaching Dublin he

bought a new cover, but found he was two and a

quarter hours behind time, so he retired from the trial

and enjoyed a fast ride to the finish. Near Dunmanway,
44 miles from the start, we passed Dobbin, who had
collided with a stray donkey in the dark and knocked'
it over, of course coming down himself. Russell also

hit the same donkey with his footrests without, how-
ever, falling off. The first check was held at Cork,

where sandwiches and coffee could be obtained, thence

the route lay to Dublin with checks at Michelstown,

Cashel, Maryborough, -and Dublin. At Dublin one

hour was allowed for unch. Miss Hind said she was
troubled with her wrists owing to vibration from the

rough roads. Considering the loose state of the sur-

face in most places' very little tyre trouble was experi-

F. Short (Si h.p. Humben at the Dublin control. W. J. Chambers (3| h.p. B.S.A.) leaving the garage at Dublin
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The Irish End-to-End Trial.

Competitors in the End-to-end trial passing over Inchicore Bridge.

enced, though we passed I.avery on two occasions with

his rear tube out.

After lunch the competitors proceeded through

Droghecla, . Dundalk, Banbridge, Co. Antrim, and

thence to the finish at Fairhead, some three miles from

Ballycastle, which the first man was due Ic teach ar

y.4_> p.m. During the latter part of the journey a

very great deal of dust was encountered, which made
it fat from comfortable. Eight miles from Moira, Rex
Mundy ran over a dog, unfortunately killing it and

breaking his oil pump, he was obliged to stop every

few miles and fill the crank case from an oil gun.

Hugh Gibson finished five minutes late, but ex-

plained that he had run short of petrol. The com-

mittee will consider this in company with Rex Mundy s

application, the latter, arriving at the finish foui

minutes earlv, being under the impression that the

trial terminated at Ballycastle. C. E. Murphy rode a

Triumph with three-speed Sturmev-Areher gear and
Triumph decompressor.

All watches were placed in a sealed cardboard box
in which a circular hole was cut for examination of

the dial. Each man was therefore timed by his own
watch, an idea first adopted by the Bradford Club.

Great difficulty was experienced by the timekeepers

at the checks, as all competitors being despatched
together caused a great number, sometimes a dozen or

more, to arrive at a check at the same time. We
would suggest in future that the competitors be started

at one minute internals.

BIRMINGHAM CLUB'S TWO-DAY TRIAL.
The Birmingham Motor Cycle Club held their annua!

trial for the Sangster trophy last week-end over a. courBe

from Birmingham to Aberystwyth and back. A secret check
was arranged both on the outward and homeward run, and
many of the competitors ran verv close to their twenty-mile
schedule. The following checked in at the finish : A. D.
Arter (3£ James and sc), T. Pollock (3£ James), W. H.
Egginton (3£ New Hudson and sc), B. Bourke (3£ New
Hudson and sc), K. Clarke (3£ Corah), B. Ball (3£ Triumph),
R. N. Corah (3£ Corah twin). S. Smith (3£ Norton). R. W.
Duke (3£ Zenith), F. T. Hill (3£ Zenith), F. C. Sangster

(3£ Ariel), W. H. Edwards (3£ New Hudson and sc), H.
G. Blackwell (6 Zenith), P. J. Taylor (2± Veloce), W. E.

Bavlis (3£ New Hudson), S. A. Rowlandson (3£ Rudge), N.
Newey (2£ Levis). V. Underbill (3£ Monarch), A. Webster
(Hobart), E. T. Blumfield (3£ water-cooled Blumfield), and
V. Busbv (Humber).

IRISH TRIAL RESULTS.
The results of the above t.

Cold
J. Stewart (3£ Triumph)
J. Lavery (3£ Ariel)
P. Phillips (2| Douglas)
Miss Hind (6 Rex)
R. Lord (fa Rex)
W. F. Adams (3£ B.S.A

)

W. J. Chambers (3J, B.S.A.)
E. Clark (2| Douglas)
J. R. Thompson [3£ B.S.A.)

Silver
W. Humphreys (3£ Humber)
P. J. Brady (3£ Rudge)
F. Short m Humber)
R. Walshe (3£ Calthorpe)

ial, subject to confirmation, are :

Medals.
C. E. Murphy (3£ Triumph'
R. S. Russell (3A- Matchless)
H. Greaves (2| "Enfield)

T. E. Greene (3i Rudge)
L. Dobbin (8 Match! jss)

S. S. Sloane (3-£ Ruage)
W. J. Towell (3£ Rudge)
C. Kirk (3£ Triumph)
T. J. Woods m Ariel)

Medals.
G. Roche (3i Rover)
T. Greer (5 Rex)
M. Shiels (3* Humber)

->—<»o<

ANOTHER ACCIDENT DUE TO ABSENCE OF A
REAR LIGHT.

We deeply regret to record a fatal accident to Cyril Bailey,

hon. secretary .of the Leicester and District M.C.C., and a

member of the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.. which
occurred on Saturday evening last. Mr. Bailey was return-

ing from Barrow-on-Soar at about 10 p.m. on his motor
cycle and sidecar, and when descending Bhstall Hill, ran

into the rear of an uniighted trolley ear. The sidecar was
overturned, pinning the unfortunate driver underneath. He
sustained a fractured skull and died in a few minutes.

His lady passenger luckily escaped with a shaking.

This accident again draws attention to the urgent necessity

for all vehicles—and especially those of the slow moving
type—to exhibit a rear light after dark. It would be difficult

to say how many lives could ha've been saved if only this

simple provision were included in all byelaws. Years ago,

the Coventry Club started an active campaign to i'enJer.

rear warning iights compulsory on all vehicles, and thousands
of signatures were obtained in its favour.

Later the Royal Automobile Club took up the campaign,
but still without general success. It is shameful to think
that fatal accidents are constantly occurring, clue to the
absence of warning lights, and yet the authorities refuse to

heed continued appeals on the matter.
At the inquest, the Coroner, Mr. E. G. B. Fowicr, drew

attention to the subject, and we are glad to say that the
jury returned a verdict of accidental death, the foreman
saying " they considered rear lights to be indispensable for

safe traffic, in the country perhaps more than the town.

All vehicles ought 1u carry fear liglilx."

The Coroner :
" I am very pleased to hear you say so."

Dan Bradbury (34 h.p. Norton),

hon. sec. of the Sheffield and
Hallamshire M.C.C.
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Motor Cycle Racing at Brooklands.
ALTHOUGH theib was only one race for motor cycles

in Luc programme of the B.A.R.C. meeting on
Saturday last, yet that one was of a particularly

exciting nature from the spectators' point of view.

Moreover, the weather was such as to make a pleasant after-

noon under the Brooklands pines one of the most enjoyable
ways of spending onp'f. time.

'there was a large entry, of which no fewer than eight

were Budges. A certain number of entrants were obviously

from the amateur class, and it is to be hoped that of the

many motor cyclists who are capable, a further number
will realise that racing at Brooklands has much to teach

an enthusiastic rider.

The authorities are to be congratulated on the erection

of an additional tier on the press stand, so making the

view from it one of the best to be obtained from any part

of the track. The starters were as follows :

THE TENTH SHORT MOTOR CYCLE RACE.—Distance,

about 5^ miles.

Handicap, m. s.

R. L. Prince (2-cyl. Bat, 748 c.c.) .' scr.

K. Yano (2 Bat. 658 c.c.) 6

P. Newbold (2 Zenith. 771 c.c.) 6

H. Jepson (1 Zenith, 488 c.c.) 18

H. Martin (1 Martin, 339 c.c.) 26
F. H. Hannis (1 J.A.P.. 493 c.c.) 26

"A. E. Pontin" (1 Rudge, 499 c.c.) 36

Scott Aitken (1 Rudge, 499 c.c.) 36

S. Day Timson (1 Rudge, 499 c.c.) 36

Basil Collier (1 Rudge, 499 c.c.) 36

A. G. Walker (1 Rudge, 499 c.c.) 36

B. C. Remington (1 Rudge, 499 c.c.) 36

L. L'E. Edwards (1 Rudge, 499 c.c.) 36

A. G. Fenn (2 Humber, 339 c.c.) 36

E. B. Ware (2 Zenith, 494 c.c.) 36

J. A. Manners-Smith (1 Triumph. 499 c.o.) ... 36

G. E. Stanley (1 Singer, 294 c.c.) 48

C. Pressland (1 Rudge, 499 c.c.) 48

J. Cocker (1 Singer, 294 c.c.) 1

D. R. O'Donovan (1 Singer. 294 c.c.) 1

H. H. Square (1 Minerva, 2E8 c.c.) 2 30

Looking round the machines before the start, it was
apparent that ma ay were trying various devices in the hope

of getting some additional efficiency from their engines.

Pressland's Rudge had a big extra air pipe curiously con

trived out of bent sheet copper and rubber tape.
" Puntin's " Rudge had a large copper pipe leading from
the timing case near the magneto to the extra air pipe.

presumably in order to get an injector action above tht

jet. A similar device, but with a rubber tube and a different

general arrangement, was on Hannis's J. A. P. Basil Collier's

Rudge had a Bowden wire and spring-controlled oil pump
adaptation..

At the start the field bunched together well, the Minerva
leading on its starting allowance, but travelling slowly.

The first circuit saw the Minerva still ahead, with Stanley
(Singer) hard behind and Cocker (Singer) pressing him
close. Walker (Rudge) had come up to sixth place, while
Timson (Rudge) was also well up.

The Result.
At the finish Ware (Zenith) got well home an easy first

and passed the post looking round and wobbling badly.

Handicap.
SEf'S.

1. E. B. Ware (2-cyl. Zenith-Gradua) ... 36
-2. A. G. Walker (1 Rudge) 36

3. S. D. Timson (1 Rudge) 36

4. C. Pressland (1 Rudge) ,
48

5. J. A. Manners-Smith (1 Triumph) 36

The main body came in together. Stanley's Singer did

not seem up to its usual good form, and for some reason
Hannis did an extra lap, so finishing some time behind
the field. Taken as a whole the race was extremely well

handicapped.

B.A.R.C. AUGUST MEETING.
The Brooklands Automobile Racing Club will hold a meet-

ing on August Bank Holiday, the 5th proximo, when the
following motor cycle races will take place
The eleventh short motor cycle handicap for all classes of

motor cycles. Distance, 5| miles.-

The ninth long motor cycle handicap for all classes of

motor bicycles. Distance, 8^ miles.

The first sidecar and cyclecar handicap. For all motor
bicycles with sidecar, not exceeding 1,000 c.c, and carrying
a male passenger weighing not less than 9j stones, and for

cyclecars as defined by R.A.C. and A.C.U., chassis weight
unladen 6 cwt., engine not exceding 1,100 c.c. Distance,

5| miles.

In each case the entrant of the winner will receive 10 soys,

oi' cup at option, second 5 sovs. or cup, and third 3 sovs.

or cup.

Entry fee for the first two events 10s. 6d. each, sidecar

race £1. Entries close 123rd inst., to Secretary B.A.R.C,
Carlton House, Regent Street, W.

—<

A SWISS HILL-CLIMB.
A hill-climb, which can best be described as a race up one

of the famous Swiss mountain roads, was recently held in the

neighbourhood of Geneva—the summit of the hill is called

Treize Arbres. At one bad corner on the road a swerve
would have meant a fall of about 1,600 feet, so the organisers

had a wcoden wall built to prevent rider and machine falling

r the edge. The climb comprised about
fifty bad hairpin corners, and the surface

was bad, with plenty of loose stones.

It is expected this event will be-

come a yearly fixture.

Eighteen took part this

year, including six

on Mntosacoches,
seven on

Moto
Reves.

and two on Peugeots. The results were :

Class I. (Singles 300 c.c. Twins 350 c.c.)—1, Bertie (Moto-
Reve) ; 2. Guignet (Motosacoche) ; 3, Jaquemod (Motosaeoche).

Class II. (Single and Twins oyer 300 and 350 c.c.—1,

Lavanchy (Motor-Reve) ; 2, Pontis (Moto-Reve) ; 3, Pean
(Peugeot).

Class III. (Open).—1, Ervin ( Moto-Reve) ; 2, Lapalud
(Moto-Reve) ; 3, De Angelis (Moto-Reve). These three also

won the Amateur Class, finishing in the same order.

New straight tube dropped trame ot the latest 6 h.p. Rex for use by either sex.

SPEED TRIALS IN HEYTHROP PARK.
The open speed trials promoted by 'the Oxford M.C.C.

are to be held in Heythrop Park, near Chipping Norton,
Oxon, on Monday, the 22nd inst.

Double fees will be charged for late entries received up
to 12 noon on the 20th inst., and should be sent to Mr.
R. C. Davis, 12, Cornmarket Street, Oxford.
The classes have been arranged under the open competi-

tion rules of the Auto-Cycle Union, and the club regulations,

as follows :

Class 1.—Junior T.T.
Class 2.—Senior T.T-
Class 3.— Standard touring singles or twins up to 350 c.c.

Class 4.—Standard touring single twins up to 750 c.c.

Class 5.—Single-cylinders (unlimited).

Class 6.—Twins (unlimited).

Class 7.—Touring sidecar combinations up to 1,000 c.c.

Class 8.—Touring cyclecars up to 1.000 c.c. R.A.C.
definition.
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ENGLISH-DUTCH TRIAL.
The Transit Arrangements for British Competitors and their Machines.

THE complicated work of arranging a tour abroad has
been rendered as simple as possible to the British

contestants in the above trial, thanks to the help of

the Touring Department of the Royal Automobile
Club. Every competitor has had a type-written copy of the
special transit arrangements forwarded to him. In brief

the
1

details are as follows :

On Saturday, August 3rd, the British riders will leave

Liverpool Street Station (Great Eastern Railway), London,
at 4.10 p.m., arriving at Parkeston Quay, Harwich, alongside

the steamer at 5.45 p.m. A special truck will be attached
to : this train for the conveyance of motor cycles, and
passengers' accommodation will be reserved on the train.

The special rates are : 7s. 5d. for the transport of each motor
cyo'le from London to the Hook of Holland (owner's risk),

return fare 15s. (payable to the R.A.C. in advance).
Passengers' return fare from London to the Hook is £2

second class and first class on the steamer.

Transit Arrangements from Harwich only.
Those who cannot join the party at Liverpool Street should

make a point of reaching Parkeston Quay not later than
5.30 p.m. The cost of first-class return tickets between Har-
wich and. the Hook is £1 13s. The cost for the transport of

each motor cycle from Harwich to the Hook, at owner's
risk, is 4s. 6d. each way, double journey 9s. The cost of

the' transport between Harwich and the Hook, and any
passenger ticket required, should be sent in advance to the
Secretary of the Roval Automobile Club (Touring Depart-
ment), Pall Mall.
Motor cycles with sidecars will be charged double.

The return journey will be made on the night of Wednes-
day, August- 7th.
- It will be necessary for each member of the party, whether
an actual team member or reserve, to obtain from the Royal
Automobile Club before departure :

1. A special Customs card, by which the machines may
be taken into the country free of duty.

2. An international pass, which gives the holder the right

to travel in Holland on his ordinary British numbers.

How to obtain the International Pass.
It is necessary for the holder of each international pass to

carry a little oval plate bearing the letters "G.B.," but this

plate is supplied with the international pass. Before an
international pass can be issued it is necessary for the owner
and the machine to be examined by a duly authorised
examiner, and it is necessary to write to the most conveni-

ently situated examiner well in advance, making an appoint-
ment for the examinations to take place on a specified date.

After undertaking the necessary examinations, the authorised

examiner sends in a certificate to the R.A.C, who then
forwards the international pass to the applicant.

It is most important that arrangements should be made well

in advance, as the ordinary work of the Touring Department
is excessively heavy at the present time of the year.

It is essential that the examiner should be supplied with
three small photographs of each driver, measuring about liin.

square, head and shoulders only, unmounted."

How to obtain the Special Customs Card.
The special Customs card, by which a motor cycle only, or

a machine fitted with a sidecar, may be taken- into Holland
free of duty, can be obtained from the Touring Department
of the R.A.C. on behalf of the A.C.U. free of charge, but it

is essential that the following information concerning the

machines should be supplied well in advance :

1. Owner's full name.
2. Home address.

3. Profession.

4. Make of machine.
5. Horsa-power.
6. Number of cylinders.

7. Maker's number on engine.

8. Maker's number on frame (if any).

One of the small photographs is attached to the card.

Hampshire Motor Cycle Union hill-climb at EastMeon. Percy Kiln (New Hudson) nearing the top of the rise. The hill, which is nearly two miles in length," appears to be an ideal one for hill-climbing purposes.

Big.:
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Inter-club Hill-climb at Arms Hill.
North-west London M.C.C. v. Oxford tt.C.C.

R. C. Davis (Oxford) makes a good climb with his 8 h.p. Cl.ater-Lea sidecai.

THE venue this year for what has now become an
annual contest between these two clubs was Arms
Hill, near Henley-on-Thames. Each club turned up
with fourteen starters, and as the performances of

six only on each side were to be taken into account, it was
thought that the struggle would be a very close one.

Shortly before five o'clock, Mr. F. (Jr. Barton sent away
the first man, R. A. Bishop, Oxford (6 h.p. Enfield sc. j,

who drove up without a falter. Following Bishop were
H. F. S. Morgan, Oxford, and F. J. Wilmott, London
(Morgan runabouts). Hal Hill, London (& h.p. Zenith sc),
broke a belt; he was offered another start, but did not
avail himself of it. It was unfortunate, as his failure

!

meant a loss of 100 marks to his club. R. C. Davis,

1
Oxford (8 h.p. Chater-Lea sc), successfully accomplished
the ascent. The passenger machines having been disposed
of were followed by the solo motor cycles, each Oxford man
being followed by a member of the N.W.L. The star

performance of the day was undoubtedly A. C. Hardy's,
Oxford (Norton), whose speed at the cannons approached
40 m.p.h. ; he went up as straight as an arrow.

According to the regulations, six performances were
chosen from each club to determine the winner. One of
these had to be a sidecar, two had to be multi-speed solo

mounts, while of the remainder not more than three must
have engines over 500 c.c. The Oxford Club team proved
the winners, with 560 points to 420.

>—

•

VV. A. Matthews (Triumph; of the winning t;am on the steepest part.

The complete list of membe
performances in marks are set

Oxford M.C.C.
R. A. Bishop (6 Enfield

sc) 100
R, 'C. Davis (8 Chater-
Lea sc.)

H. G. R. Slingo (5-6

Clyno 2-sp.)

H. F. S. Morgan (Mor-
gan)

A. C. Hardy (3^ Norton)
F. Cooper (3j Triumph)
J. W. Tolladay (3i
B.S.A.)

J. Lee-Evans (3^- Ivy) ...

H. A. Beard (3£ New
Hudson 3-sp.) ...

H. G. Hill (2J, Calcott)

H. G. Hill (3$ Bradbury)
H. Askew (3£ Triumph)
W. A. Mathews (3^

Triumph)
T. G. Hill (3^ James) ...

100

100

100
100
100

300
100

60
60

!

60
60

40

20.

Total 1,100

is of each club with their

out beljw :

N.W. London M.C.C.
F. G. Wilmott (Morgan)
H. Karslake (3£ Rover

3-sp.)

G. E. Purchase (2|
Douglas 2-sp.)

E. F. Lawrence (3-£

Rudge) ...

King Smith (6 Bal) ...

H. E. Taylor (5-6 F.N.
2-sp.)

G. H. Hollis (2J Douglas
2-sp.)

H. Berlandina (2| Doug-
las 2-sp.)

L. Joiner (3^ Brown) ...

W. King (S.I.A.M.T.) ...

Eric Rose (3£ P. and M.)
H. J. Pooley (3J Premier)
Claude Rose (3^ Rudge)
Hal Hill (6 Zenith sc)

100

100

100

60
60

40

40

40
-'0

-40

40
.40

20

Total 720

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
The organisers of the Scottish Trials, the Edinburgh and

District M.C., have been favoured with seventy entries for

this important event. Below will be found a complete list.

The competition commences on Monday next, the 22nd.

R. Holloway (3£ Premier)
J. Oliphant (3i Premier)
A. D. Scott (3i Triumph)
J. D. Morrison (5-6 Bat)
R. S. Hood (6 Brough)
A. A. Hay (4^ Quadrant)
R. White (3i Alldays-

Matchless)
N. Soresby (3£ L.M.C.)
A. J. Sproston (3£ Rover)
F. Begley (3 Hazlewood)
F. S. Douglas (8 Dot)
E. P. Macdonald (4 Norton)
G. E. Cuffe (7 Indian)
H. G. Dixon (3^ New Hudson)
H. Douglas (3j New Hudson)
C. M. Keiller (8 G.W.K.)

G. Bell (3i New Hudson)
J. E. Chisholm (3£ James)
Duncan Bell (5 A.J.S. sc).
Charles W. Munro (2|

Douglas)
L. Newey (3£ Ariel)

C. T. Newsome (3£ Rover)
P. E. Tolfree (3i Bat)
J. Steel (3i B.S.A.)
M. Pratt (3i .Alldays-

Matehless)
A. F. Downie (3i Ariel)

N. W. Downie (3£ James)
A. O. R. Downie (2£ A.J.S.)
K. G Mundy
G. T. Wood (8 G.W.K.)
H. BBvir (3^ L.M.C.)

T. Silver (3^ Quadrant)
L. E. Cass (4£ Quadrant)
Miss Muriel Hind (6 Rex)
S. J. K. Thomson (8 Bat sc.)

V. Taylor. (3^ Kudge)
C. W. Meredith (3i Bradbury)
W. D. South (3i Rudge)
Hugh Gibson (3^ Bradbury

sc.)

B. A. Hill (7 Indian)
J. S. Holroyd (2£ Moto-

sacoche)
H. Le Vack (2^ Motosacoche)
J. H. Begg (3^ Rudge)
R. Lord (6 Rex) .

'

F. C. North (3i Ariel)
P. W. Bischoff (3| Triumph)
E. B. Keiller (3* Rudge)
W. Pratt (3^ P and M.)
G. T. Gray (3i Rudge)
G. E. Wnitehouse (S Rover)
J. Cocker (2£ Singer)

H. E. Wace (3'i L.M.C.)
W. Houghton (3^ Bradburv

sc.)

W. Westwood (3^ Triumph)
George Brough (6. Brough)
G. Taylor (3£ Rudge)
Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno)
J. R. Alexander (7 Indian)
W. B. Gibb (2| Douglas)
G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas)
A. H. Alexander \2% Douglas)
W. G. McMinnies (3i
Triumph)

J. F. Morrison (2| Douglas)
W. B. Little (3b Premier)
F. G. Edmond (3i Humber)
Bert Yates (3£ Humber)
A. G. Fenn (2| Humber)
W. Creyton (2| Humber)
F. J. Hutchison (5-6 Rex-
Jap sc)

A. J. Dixon (3J Singer)
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A Further Development,

YET another field of military utility has been

found for the motor cyclist, who is gradually

coming into his own (everything is gradual in

this country where military matters are concerned). A
new and, somewhat romantic corps is in process of

formation in which motor cyclists will .'be asked to

•volunteer their services. The new corps is termed the

'"War Kite Squadron," with headquarters at n,
Adam Street, Adelphi, Strand. It is a very high-

flying corps both in actuality and metaphorically

speaking, for it cares not a snap of tne fingers for

the War Office or the Royal Flying Corps—in fact-,
'

-it is rather inclined to fancy itself a cut above both

those .institutions.- The War Kite Squadron aims at

producing on a voluntary basis an ideal intelligence

service for our armies in time of war. Its man-lifting

kites can go up even in a gale of wind to carry

observers up into the air ; the observer is linked to

terra firma by a telephone wire, and next dooi to him
a> wireless kite is flying to speed all the information

gathered across the waves of ether. The squadron
has. not sought, nor does it propose to seek, the

approval of the military authorities—it is quite con-

tent to bide its time as a volunteer institution until

the. War Office itself makes the first advances.

Already the London squadron has completed its

skilled aeronautic ratings- with willing recruits, and it

has invited the Legion of Motor Cyclists to provide

the men for the motor cycle section. Each squadron
requires to enrol the services of one- motor cyclist

officer and ten N.C.O.s and men on motor bicycles..

Their, chief duty will be to carry messages telephoned

down to them from the kite-lifted observer to army
headquarters and to subordinate generals in the

vjcinity. Incidentally, also, the motor-cyclists will

be taught how to lay a telephone line when travelling

at "a high speed and also how to pick it up again at

at least twenty miles ah hour.

A Uniform for the Legion.

; It will be seen from the official notices in the

Legion Magazine that a uniform has been designed

and sanctioned for those corps of the Legion who
decide to adopt it. The design is extremely ingenious,

for it, enables the jacket to be used both for civilian

and military purposes by the simple expedient of turn-

ing up Ihe collar and buttoning up the reveres and
adding the authorised belt and cap.

\ The materia] is of '.greyish waterproof fabric, the

knickers are cut like riding breeches and laced below
the knee, which gives a very smart appearance. When
the collar is turned up it shows a band of scarlet, round
the neck, but when turned down it presents the

appearance of an ordinary lounge jacket with outside

breast pockets. The buttons are of leather. Messrs.

Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., are the contractors, and the

whole outfit can be obtained for thirty-five shillings i

ordered through organising officers.

A'rmy Manoeuvres.
The Legion of Motoi Cyclists has been invited to

furnish motor cyclist despatch carriers for the army
manoeuvres in September this year, and this invitation

may be considered as the first olive branch towards

official recognition. Full details will be. published in

The Motor Gycle as soon as they are divulged. This

is an extremely enjoyable way of taking one's holiday,

and economical withal, since the pay and allowance

will amply cover all expenses of the individual and of

his machine.

The Third Mobilisation.

It is greatly to be regretted that urgent affairs pre-

vented Capt. Trapmann from being present at Not-

tingham on this occasion, and it is feared that owing

to his absence several motor cyclists who' wished to join

the test failed to get their postcards returned to them

in time. Owing to the holidays, and manoeuvres no

further tests will be held until the autumn, and it is

to be hoped by then that the military authorities will

have been so favourably impressed with the value of

the motor cycle that they will not require any more
tests to prove, to them that which is so obvious.

The Legion of Motor Cyc'jsts.

I am asked to say that all members of the Legion

who have not yet provided themselves with the Legion

badge should do so at once. This can 'be obtained

from the Hon. Sec, at 128, Jermyn Street, price

is. 4cl. post free.

.:,',, :: .-:..-::..;;: ':;'/[",

J
Mr. and Mrs. Barnes, of Surbiton, who are enthusiastic users of a 3-i h.p. Premier

and sidecar. The hood and screen on the sidecar are worthy of note.
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CLUB NEWS.
North Birmingham A.C.

A hill-climb will be held at Weatheroak on the 27th inst.

Mersey M.C.

The team trial to TJttoxeter and back was held on the

14th inst. The winning team consisted of Baxter (6 Rex),

P. Syvrett (6 Rex sidette), and A. J. Mason (3J, Rudge).

Evesham M.C.

On the 11th inst. a speed-judging competition was held.

The numbers in brackets a-re : the mites per hour -the com-

petitors drew. G. - W. Whitehouse (Rudge-Multi) .(16),

I67 miles per hour; R. D. Hodgkinson (6 Enfield and sc.)

(20), 19£ miles per hour ; E. Holloway (3£ Triumph two-

speed and sc.) (9), 9!f miles- per hour

Western District M.C. (London).

The reliability trial for the Winter Cup was run off- on

the 14th inst., and proved most exciting. The course was
I65 miles round, starting from Gerrard's Cross, and had to

be traversed eight times. The total distance amounted to

132 miles. Each circuit w-as timed. The results, subject to

confirmation, were : 1, H. J. M. Hughes (6 N.S.U.), error

(fast or slow in seconds) 73.9s. ; 2, W. F. Ritchie (3£ Brad-
bury), 82.9s. ; 3, R. F. Addey (3£- Triumph), 188.5s.

The next run is to Boulter's Lock, Maidenhead, on the

21st inst.

Xhe petrol consumption trial fixed for the 27th inst. has

been postponed until September, as the R.A.C. Associates'

Meeting at Brooklands Motor Track takes place on that day.

Brecon and Radnor M.C.C.

The above club held its first reliability trial on Wednesday,
July 3rd, over a course of 140 miles, vuC Builth to Aberyst-

wyth, hence to Lampeter, Llandovery, and Brecon.

The following qualified for first-class medals : C. Nott (3£-

Humber), F. Morgan (3£ New Hudson), J. G. Morris (3£

Bradbury), H. Jones (3£ New Hudson), J. Beynon (3£

Rudge), D. Fryer (3£ Premier), E. J. Allen (3£ Lincoln-Elk).

R. S. Powell (3£ Bradbury). G. F. Jones [Q Rudge), T.

Cooper (3i Rudge), G. Child's (3£ N.S.U.), L. Harpur (3£

Triumph), F. Phillips (3£ Rudge), P. Albutt (3£ Bradbury),

and W. Evans (3£ Humber).
The special prizes for those running nearest to their

schedule time were gained as follows : 1st, Hubert Jones

(3£ New Hudson) ; equal 2nd, G. F. Jones and J. Beynon
(3£ Rudges) ; equal 3rd, C. W. Nott (3£ Humber), F. Morgan

'

(3£ New Hudson and sc), and D. Fryer (3£ Premier).

Grasvenor M.C. (Manchester).

On July 7th this club carried out a very successful hill-

climbing competition at the famous hill at Heyden Bridge
on the borders of Cheshire and Yorkshire. The full course

of two miles was taken. There were two classes, bicycles

and three wheelers or cyclecars, of which there are several

in the club. Results : "Bicycles, H. V. Prescott (3£ Ivy-

Precision) ; cyclecars, E. E. Crisp (4£ Eagle Runabout).
(This machine, it is interesting to note, is twelve years old

and the first made.)

Lincolnshire A.C.

Speed trials will be held at Thorrock Park, near Gains-
borough (by permission of Sir Hickman Bacon) on the
20th inst. There will be three classes, No. 1 up to 350 c.c,
No. 2 up to 500 c.c, No. 3 over 500 c.c The formula

wf— will be used.

Rotherham and District M.C.C.

A reliability run to Bridlington and back was held on the
7th ihst. Owing to the rain in the morning only a poor
number turned out. The results were :

Solo Mounts.—1, R. H. Gilling (P. and M.) 3 2, E. Cross
(Triumph).
\ Sidecars.—1, W'. Davis (James) ; 2, H. Page (Premier).

Merionethshire M.C.C.

The above club held a hill-climb on Bwlch-y-Groes on the
11th inst., starting from Bala, the distance being five and a

quarter miles. Results : E. Wynne Hughes (3£ Triumph),
11m. 50s. ; Arthur Williams (3£ Triumph), 12m. 49s. ; O. P.
Hughes (3£ three-speed Arno), 15m. lis. ; Dr.. E. Williams
(3£ Triumph), 18m. 48s. Enion Pierce, on his Rudge,
failed at his first ascent, but afterwards was successful.

Bristol M.C.C.

The trial to the top of Porlock Hill and back was re-ran

on Saturday last, and a fine entry was obtained, with the
result of a splendid competition and the conquest of Por-
lock Hill (despite its present very bad condition) by a large

majority of the competitors.

The trial was a go as you please to Alcombe, 58£ miles

from Bristol, then a non-stop to the top of Porlock Hill at

. 20 m.p.h., and then home again, checking at headquarters;
total, 136 miles. One mark penalty for every second early

or late. All over five minutes early or late declared out of

competition. Results : 1, J. B. Kellar (B.S.A.), total error

8s. ; 2, H. Wasley (Douglas), 21s. ; 3, E. Kickham (Douglas),

25s. ; 4, P. Grout (Quadrant), 74s. ; 5, H. Moxley
(Rover), 97s. .

Glasgow M.C.C.

This club held their annual twelve hours' reliability trial

on July 6th, and secured .a record entry, of twenty-six. There
were twenty starters, and of these fifteen finished the
severe course of 205 miles. In addition to the ordinary
checks there were secret controls on certain twenty mile
stretches, and the winners were those whose times were
nearest to the schedule at all checks, both open and—secret.
The following riders completed the course without loss of

marks, and hence qualify for gold medals : W. Hood (Rudge),

H. J. Macial (Rudge), W. Deans (Rudge), A. Pow (Triumph),
A. Eraser (Rudge), G. W. Orr (Ariel), D. Reid (Rudge), G.
Thomson (James), and J. Garner (Triumph).
The president's prize for the best performance was won

by W. Deans, and the special prize, offered by Messrs.

Stich and Roberts, for the best sidecar performance, went
to Duncan Beel (5 A.J.S.). Lindsay (3£ Rover and sc.) was
awarded a gold medal for his excellent performance.

Cfosvcnor M.C.C. hill-climb at Heyden Bridge. A group of competitors at the foot of the hill.
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Redditch and District M.C.C.

The result of the speed-judging contest was
1. E. Webb; 2, E. White; 3, L. Hadley.

Oxford M.C.C.

The second social run, to meet members of the

Motor Cycling Club, took place on the 26th lilt.

George Hotel, Wallingford.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.

The team trial arranged for the 29th nit. had to be post -

pohed on account of heavy storms, until the 20th inst..

the occasion of the run to Southwold.

North Middlesex M.C.C.

The Devonshire tour will start on August 3rd. at 3 p.m.
On August 10th there will be an open reliability trial for

ladies only.

Hunslet M.C.C.

There was a muster of over forty for the Jiv ' invitation

run. The route was rid Otley, Ilkley, Whemside, New-
biggin, Masham, Bipon, and Harrogate.

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C.

On tiie 7th inst. there was a reliability run to Hf.rrugate
and back, 155 miles, via Longridge, Clitheroe, and Skipton.
Result: 1, S. 0. Tavlor (8 Rex-jap); 2, R. G. Parker (2|
Douglas); 3, H. B. Bailey (3J,- Triumph).

Surrey M.C.C.

A reliability competition from Guildford to Lyme Regis
will take place on the 20th inst. The controls will be as
follows : Alton, Romsey, Ringwood, Dorchester, to Lyme
Regis. Every section must be covered without a stop.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

The fuel consumption trial was held on Saturday, 6th
inst. Result

:

Competitor and machine.
Gilchrist (3^ Zenith)
Liddle (3^ Triumph so.) ...

Challons (3^ Premier)
Deuchars (3£ Roc-Jap)
Bowers (3^ Roc)
Jefferson (3j Triumph'

Fuel. m.p.g. ton -m.p.g.
>enzol 162 27.7

92.3 24.8

el rol 133 21.1

115 18.8

•a 104 16.3

}> 88.8 12.7

J. W. F. Tranmer (2? h.p. thrto-

speeJ Hurr.ber}, hon. sec. of t>.

Sen-borough and District M.C.C.

Speedwell B.C.

The Speedwell Bicycle Club, which was founded in 1876,
has formed a motor cycle section, to be run on touring and
sociable lines. Anyone interested can obtain information and
entrance forms from. Mr. W. Y. Pinfield, 1, St. Alban's Road.
Moseley, Birmingham.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

On the 20th inst. the club will hold a sporting competition,
run, and hill-climb on an unknown hill.

The committee have decided that the Allday cup be
awarded as a perpetual trophy to the member making the

best, performance in club competition during the season, and
the L^-cett cup be won outright by the amateur in a similar

manner.
NOTICE.

Owing to the great increase in the number of clubs in the

country and the general desire expressed for notices respecting

club doings to appear in the club news pages, secretaries are

requested to be as brief as possible.

THE MOST NORTHERLY MOTOR CYCLE CLUB.
The most recently formed and the most northerly motor

cycle club on the mainland is called the John-o'-Groat's

M.C.C. It is open to the County of Caithness with head-
quarters at Thurso. The opening run consisted of a tour of

sixty miles by John-o'-Groat's and Wick. The run was not

officially observed, and the stops for tyre and thirst troubles
were not recorded against the riders. The home journey
was broken at Wick, where the club had tea. The club is

to arrange for a speed trial and a hill-climb during tht-

summer.

The new.y formel John-o'-Groat's Motor Cycle Club—the most northerly

club in Great Britain.

Members gathered at John-o'-Groat's on the occasion oE the opening run
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A NEW LONGUEMARE
CARBURETTER.

Years ago Ihe Longuemare was the best

kiiown and must genially used carburetter
on motor cycles. That was in the days
cf tank lever control: Longuemdne
Freres have now introduced a new auto-

matic carburetter suitable for motor
cycles, embodying interesting departures,

the action of which may be easily seen

from the appended drawing.
The float chamber is on the usual lines,

except that the float needle is very short

and is held up by a small spring ball

valve. The float itself is guided by a

pin attached to the lid. A neat filter of

good proportions is fitted at the petrol

intake. The jet is a single one and

The latest Longuemare motor cycle carburetter,

rather long, and is surrounded by a brass
piston throttle.' The part shown black in
the drawing is stationary, but the other
part, may be raijed by means of a lever

and Bowden wire attachment. All the
air is taken hi from the base of the car-

buretter and passes directly past the jet.

It will be noticed that owing to the
contour of the piston valve, the air open-
ing around the jet is gradually increased
as the throttle is opened. This action
gives the effect of a choke tube, variable
with the throttle opening. The mechan-
ism is easily accessible, and the float

chamber may be swung to any position.

A handle-bar controlled piston throttle
is a new departure for this firm, and
enthusiastic users of Longuemare carbur-
etters in the old days will no doubt try
the latest design with interest. The
agents are E. J. Hardy and Co., Queen
Victoria Road, Coventry.

A NOVEL ELECTRIC LAMP.
A lamp which we referred to as being

seen on one of the competitors' machines
in the London to Edinburgh run was the
Nups, sold by J. A. Husbands, 14a,

Leicester Street. Leicester Square, W.
The lamp is an electric one, and has the
bulb placed centrally in the internal
reflector, and in front of this is a power-
ful dioptic lens ; consequently, a very
fine and powerful beam of light is pro-
jected. As far as possible the lamp is

B2j

devoid of all exterior excrescences; and is.

consequently, very easy to keep clean.

The particular lamp shown, which is of

a -peculiarly pleasing appearance, is de-

signed specially for sidecar work, and has
internal sockets for the fork bracket. Mr.
Husbands informs us that he is about to

get out a small t type tor motor bicycle

use, and will endeavour to light it by
means of dry batteries. This lamp will be
a replica in miniature of the one we illus-

trate, and, as is the case with the latter,

will be provided with a neat telescopic

focussing arrangement for the bulb.

A SIMPLE SPRING
IMPROVEMENT.

Many" cars are now fitted with spring
devices interposed between the shackles
of the springs on
which the chassis

i s suspended.
These springs ab-

sorb all the minor
road shocks which
the larger leaf"

springs are too.

stiff to take up.
This excellent

system has now
been adopted foj'

sidecars, and the
accompanying illustration shows a set

supplied by Mr. H. Tavlor, of Store
Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.

A NEW BELT PUNCH.
The Dunlop Tyre Co. seldom do things

by halves, and, having been most success-
ful with the round topped Dunlop belt,

they have now introduced a belt punch
which has been specially designed to
take this pattern of belt in any size from-

A RECIPROCATING VALVE
GRINDER.

The Warrow reciprocating valve
minder is an ingenious tool placed on
the market by Brown Bros., Ltd.. .15.

Newman Street,

Oxford Street, W.
ft will be seen on
reference to the
sketch that the
grinder somewhat
resembles an ordin-
ary geared brace,

but the rotary
motion of the
handle, instead" of •

producing a con-
tinuous motion of

the spindle, causes
the latter to move
round half a revo-
lution and return
once to every re-

volution of the
handle. The re-

ciprocating motion
is produced simply
by the aid of a
bevel gear wheel on
the handle from which more than half the
teeth are missing, so that when the teeth

on the wheel are engaged with the top.

bevel on the shaft it drives the shaft in

one direction, and when they engage with;

the bottom bevel the spindle is -driven

the other way.

fin. up to lin. It pierces a clean hole
in the centre of the belt, and, although
primarily intended for round topped
belts, is equally suitable for the flat

pattern.

Another new fitting, by the same firm,

takes the form of a sidecar lamp bracket.

It is substantially made and drilled so

as to be fixed on to the spring by the
existing U clip, a special clip being
supplied if necessary.

Trial Lessons Free.

The London School of Motoring, 19a,

Tottenham Court Road, W.C, inform us

that they have decided to give a trial
,

lesson free to anyone who^ is contemplating
the purchase of a motor cycle.

In Case of Need.
• Telephone services are being organised
on main roads by the A.A. and M.U.
Patrol sentry boxes are being erected at

intervals along main roads, and in each
will be installed a telephone connected to

the nearest exchange. Members will be
able to use these telephones free of charge
except in the case of trunk calls, when
the usual fees will be charged.

Peugeot Motor Cycles in England.
One of the most successful "motor

bicycles made in France is the Peugeot,
and during the recent revival of the

motor cycle industry in that country, in

nearly every competition in which it has
taken part, it has emerged with flying

colours. These machines will in future
be sold by Messrs. Peugeot (England)
Ltd.; 10, Brompton Roaa, ' S.W.
The types marketed are the 2^ h.p. light .

weight singles, and the 5 h.p. and the
7 h.-p. twin-cylinder models. These
machines are fitted with Truffault spring
forks, which are exceedingly comfortable.-
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" For the Highway or the Skyway."

BROOKLANDS, -J^'jc 10th, 1912.

HOUR CYCLECAR RECORD
broken by a BEDELIA using:

WAKEFIELD
CASTRO

L

beating; the previous one by 388 yards.

45 MILES 278 YARDS
were covered in this remarkably short time. Give
" CASTROL " a trial and notice the difference in the

running; of your machine.

C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO., 27, Cannon St., London, E.G.

U >»
(REGD.)

In answering these aavertiseiiieiiis it is desirable tc mention, " The Motor Cycle." B27
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Wherever motor
cycling is followed, the

name "MATCHLESS"
is known and respected.
Matchless SPEED, Matchless RELIA-

BILITY, and Matchless SATISFACTION
IN USE, are the unequalled attributes of

this champion motor cycle. For hard work on

all sorts of roads, and unc"er all conditions of

climate, the " MATCHLESS " is pre-eminent. Write

for the Illustrated Catalogue.

H. COLLIER 81 SONS, Ld,
Offices and 44, Plumstead Road,

LONDON, S.E.owrooms :

Works :

Burrage
Grove,

Plumstead.

4,500 miles or. a RICH
Tube and Cover without
using the pump. This
absolutely unsolicited

testimonial can be seen,

with a thousand others,

at our office ; also hun-
dredsof endsof all other
m kes — British and
Foreign .— with th

opinion of the riders.

Write for Booklet and
copy »' Testimonials.

GUARANTEED AIR-TIGHT, with free Air Passage.

Reduced Price List,; Julvt Sth.

HEAVY.
Recommended lor all

ordinary purposes.

2Giu. 28in.

Il .. 9/" •• IO/"

2 .. 13/- •• 15/-

2t .. 14/- •• 1°/-

2 J .. 16/6 .. 18/6
24m., 6d. less.

PEDAL CYCLE, ii, I

EXTRA HEAVY.
For h -avy and hi^h
power michiues.

26in. 28in.

2j . . 17/6 . . 20/-
2.1 .. 22/- .. 25/--

3 .. 26/- .. 30/-

3i • • 3*/; • • 36/-
24in., 1/- less,

i, ii .. .. 6/-

TANDEM HEAVY ii, ij ..

Converting own Tubes.

Approx. ij 2 2i 2j 3 3l

Price 3/- 5/" ih 6/- 7/- 8/-

Pedal Cycle 1/6 Tandem, 2/- & 2/3

If you cannot obtain them from

the Trade write direct, enclosing

P.O. Sent per return post.

The RICH Detachable Air Tube Co.

Crawley, Sussex.

Telegrams: "Rich, Cra-wler.

The RICH COVERS
Best Value on the

Market.

26X2B.E. 32/-, 2136/
21 40/-

One Quality Only

—

THE BEST.

Guarantee of" Perfection.

MOTOR CYCLES

Sole Makers :

FILTRATE WORKS, LEEDS.
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Clarionettc
—the best English M.C.
horn on the market.

TheSIMPLEST
and SAFEST
TERMINAL YET

INTRODUCED.

Sure Contact.
Simply bare and
position wire, Lend
over, and fasten

with hammer or

pliers.

From your Agent,

High or Low
tension, 1 /- a doz.

This horn has pleased

all who have purchased

it. It is a handsome
fitment i6"long, heavily

plated with nickel. The
bulb is of high-grade

make. A dustcap is

fitted. Its shape renders

it very easy to clean.

The tone is very pene-

trating—audible for a

considerable distance

—

yet it is musical.

Any good agent will supply

you with this horn at 18/9.

(Wholesale only)

ROTAX MOTOR
ACCESSORIES Co.,

43/5, Great Eastern St.,

LONDON, E.C.

LAMPS andGENERATORS

,

HOLD WORLD'S RECORDS.

Sidecar

Bracket

to hold any
size

generator,

on any
sloped tube,

in an

upright

position,

6/6
complete.

VI

Send for Catalogue of our

LAMP with 1,200 feet beam

HALL, LTD., Wrotiesley Street, BIRMINGHAM.
60, SHOE LANE, LONDON.

Service Co., High Holbovn, W.C
Taylor and Co., Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.
Robertsou, 157, Great Portland Street, W.

SPECIAL
•AGENTS

ii . .in.

Harrods
BARGAINS

FOR THE

HOLIDAYS
A Few Shop-soiled Machines at Special

Prices.

1. 3| h.p. Standard "Bradbury" . . £44

2. 3J h.p. "B.S.A," 2 speed F.E. . . £55

3. 2i h.p. "Elswick," F.E £40

4. 4 h.p. "Norton" (Big Four) 2 speed

F.E £55

5. 3J h.p. "Premier," 3 speed

Armstrong £53

6. 2\ h.p. "Premier, 3 Speed

Armstrong £44

7. 3| h.p. 'Rudge," F.E £50

8. l\ h.p. "Rudge," Multi-speed £55

9. 3Jh.p. "Singer," F.E £50

10. 4 h.p. " Singer," 2 Speed F.E. £60

11. 5/6 h.p. " Zenith Gradua." . . £65

12. 3f h.p. " Zenith Gradua." .. £50
THE ABOVE ARE ALL NEW MACHINES AND
OFFERED SUBJECT TO BEING UNSOLD ON

RECEIPT OF ORDER.

For IMMEDIATE DELIVERY o? all the leading

makes go to HARRODS '.

SPECIALISTS IN

CYCLECARS, G.W.K., MORGAtM,
A.C., etc,

UNIQUE AND COMPREHENSIVE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION.

Any make supplied on
Deferred Payments.

HARRODS LTD.,
Richard Burbidge, Managing Director,

BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

Tn answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ct/elt'.' S3i
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95 GUINEAS, ready for the Boad. 100 GUINEAS, with Windscreen and Hood.
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.

20/3/12. " Tiie Itollo is running extremely
well—in fact, far better than I anticipated.
She holds the mail perfectly."
18/4/12. "I like the Rnllo very much, and
wB3h you every success."

29/4/12. ' The machine is running very
well: and attracts a pood 'deal uf attention."
8/5/12. "I have n.jw done about 800 milee
on the car. and am v^ery picas.',] with it-

The 6ir easily does 35 m.p.n., although I
have not tried it all out. It also climbs very
well- Everybody I meet is much interested,
and I should think you would have plentj
of sales here."
17/5/12 • 'xue car runs all day" like e
clock." , ,

THE RELIABLE ROLLO.
The Premier 4-wheefed Cyclecar. Fast, Safe, and Simple.

17/5/12. ' I am
out of my car. .

plenty of orders."

AND MANY

till getting satisfaction
1 hope you are getting

OTHERS.
Catalogues and full particulars from Ths

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS,
20/5/12. "I should like to tell you that
my ear is going beautifully at present. . .

It bii* climbed Uashwood Hill with 24
stone up, also three suit "casea, spare tyre-;,

nil, and petrol."
2575/12. "I fully endorse, the testimonials
you "have received. The little ear is a mar-
vel, and goes wonderfully."
31/5/12.. "I should like you to kuow that
I am delighted with my Rollo car. I can
drive and control it perfeetlv. and have in-
dulged in aciappiag; with eminently satin-

factory resulted With two up and luggage
I passed five cars which were all endeavouring
to .pass one another to avoid the diiet, anifi

have attained a speed of 47 in-p.h. I al«o'

left an 8b.r. and sidecar on the
road. This would have beaten me if it had
not' been for your variable gear- Please
accept uiv best compliments. '

AND MANY OTHERS-
ROLLO CAR Co.. Ltd , Conybere St., Birmingham (Eng.)

EENOLD CHAIN
for Motor Cycles.—Will outlast many belts and give better running.

Write for Booklet which tells The Story of Renold, fo:-HANS RENDIcD. LTD., MANCHESTER.

WHEN ARRANGING A TOUR
use "THE MOTOR CYCLE ROUTE BOOK'

Price, 1/6 net. By post, 1/9.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, E.C.. and all booksellers.

Grand Prix de Turin
ioo Kilometres, June 26th, 1912.

Marvellous Successes
accomplished on Motor Cycles fitted with*

U.H.
MAGNETOS

CLASS I.

Luschi on S.I.A.M.T. - - - - FIRST.
Oliveri on E.A.I.A. - - - - SECDND_
Rowlands on E.A.I.A. - - - - THIRD.

CLASS II.

Rava on S.I.A.M.T. ... - FIRST.

CLASS III:

Della-Ferrea on Della-Ferrea - - FIRST.
Valenzana on Della-Ferrea - SECOND.

CLASS IV.

Semisia on S.I.A.M.T. - - - SECOND.
Surely a Magneto of this description is what you" require

on your Motor Cycle.

Booklet containing full particulars Post Free.

S. WOLF & Co., 115t^,

oN^
r,c

s^
ee, •

Telegrams : "Widerstand, London.' Telephone : C172 Centra].

BEST VALUE.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY from the LONDON

AGENTS

:

MATCHLESS.
8 h.p. Double Belt Passenger- Models,

and 5 h.p. T.T. 6-speed Models.

HAZLEWOOD.

CALTHORPE;
ACCESSORIES. REPAIRS.

THE 5

MOTORS
MAINTENANCE

COMPANYEstablished ' 36B3fi*l^E3f£S ! '1907.

184, Great Portland Street, W.
Tele/ ph°ne

:

4839 Mayfare.

\ grams :• ' Moteoanee,- London."

In answering tlu&e advertisement* it is desirable to mention, " The Motor Circle.''
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•

Rinctures Iose1narterrc»r\>
In the old patch and solution days, punctures

were serious things. But since the introduction

of the Parsons Rapid Repair Kit punctures have
lost their terror. With a Parsons Rapid Repair Kit

in your toolbag or pocket, the permanent mending
of a puncture is only a mattei- of three or four

minutes' easy work. You locate the puncture, take
out about a foot of tube, punch the hole clean, insert

a plug, and compress sam; with th3 spscial pliers

supplied. That completes the job. And a puncture
manded in this way is permanent— it can never
leak, neither can the plug creep.

. .
' Complete Kit, which measures J" x 4", and weighs

.
-

. y
'

1 lb., contains piercing tool, stretcher, closing
E)00ki£t.

pliers, and 12 plugs. The cost

The Parsons Non-3kid Co., Ltd.,

23, Store Stree;, London, W.C.

HE BLUEMEL-MASCO
Special Steatite

Pi; ice

3/6 Each.
Price

3/6 Each.

The Bluemel Mascot plug will

stand up to the severest
work it is possible to give it

—

and all the time. It will

get the last ounce out

of your Engine.

A Triumph T.d-r does 14.000

miles with one Bluemel-Mascot plus.

Dear Sirs Rose Eden, Staines. April 15th, 1912.

I am taking this opportunity of thanking you for the

plug you sent, and saying what 1 think of the last one

I had.

I ran it over 14.0CO miles on a Triumph machine

and during the whole ot ihat time it was

never even cleaned, in fact it gave no

trouble whatever. Yours truly.

(Signed) H. Parkinson

Motor Cycle

List, post frss.

C. W. BLUEMEL & BROS.,

W0LST0N. - Nr. COVENTRY.

In answring tliesc advertisements it it desirable to mention " The Motor Ct/r7e A33
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P. J. EVAN'S M0T0R
DEPOT

CARRIAGE PAID
ON ALL

MACHINES.

1912 MODELS IN STOCK.
1912 TRIUMPH, Clutch Model £55
1912 NUMBER, 3i h.p., 2-speed £52 10

1912 HUMBER and Canoclct £65
1912 ENFIELD, 5 h.p., arid sidecar £84
1012 CLYNO and sidecar £80
1912 0LYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed £68
Igl2 ZENITH, 3* h.p. model £55
1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p. model .'. £70
3012 BRADBURY, 2 speed £55
10,12 BRADBURY, chain drive £58 10

1912 B.S.A., 2-speed £60
1912 RUDGE, multi £60
1912 NEW HUDSON, 2} h.p., as new . ... £42
1912NEW HUDSON, 3.Vh.p., soiled £55
1912 ARIEL, T.T., shop'soilcd £42-

1912 JAMES, 4 h.p., chain drive £59 10
1912 JAMES, 4 h.p., 3-speed £58 10

1912 ALLDAYS 3* h.p., 2-speed, as new .

.

£45

1912 ENFIELD, 2J h.p., 2-speed £52 10

1912 DOUGLAS, Standard £41

1912 A J.S., 2-speed £48
i9 t ,. HUMBER, i\ h.p., 3-speed £52 10>

MONTGOMERY AND 0ANOELET SIDECARS

6 h.p. ENFIELD
Coach-built Sidecar,

Zs©4? complete.

I have four of

these in stock,

secure one

at once.

THIS PHOTOGRAPH
REPRESENTS A POR-
TION OF MY STOCK,
DUPLICATES are

packed in crates
ready for immedi-
ate despatch
Let me have
your enquiries.

I am sure to

suit you
Trade
sup -

plied.

6 h.p.

CL.YNO
and

Sidecar,

complete.

Four of these famous
models in stock.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

¥W

SPECIAL
TERMS TO
THE TRADE.

I can

deliver

from stock

ALL THE
CHOICEST
AND BEST

MAKES. With
the above selection

there is no need to

await delivery, call

and inspect machine,

and ride it away. : If

unable to call, write me.

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
1912 HUMBER, 2-speed, as new £45
1912 ENFlELDandCoachs'car;cost/"88.. £75
1912 DOUGLAS, 2-speed £42
1912 NEW HUDSON, 2| h.p., 3-speed £42
1912 ARIEL, T.T., shop-soiled £42
1912 BRADBURY, slightly used £42
M 1 2 ALLDAYS, 3H1.P., and sidecar .... £48
1911 HUMBER, 3! h.p., 2-speed £35
1911 HUMBER, sidecar, and spares £40
1911 TRIUMPH, Clutch Model £42
ign DOUGLAS, Standard £28
191 1 ENFIELD, 2;} h.p., chain drive £28
1911 A.J.S., 2.! h.p., belt drive £23 D
1911 BRADBURY, Clutch Model '.

. £36
1911 BRADBURY, Mabon Clutch £32
1911 HUMBER, 2 h.p., lightweight £25
1911 L.M.C., with variable gear £30
1910 TRIUMPH, Crutch Model £32
1910 TRIUMPH.Standard £30
19 10 SCOTT, excellent order £30
1909 TRIUMPH and sidecar £30

SPARKHILL, BIRMINGHAM.
'Phone:
13

Victoria.

A34 answering litis advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
T IVERl'OOL.-Cohnore Depot.

CALK of new and 2wl-hands.—18, Ren-Aaw St.

DOUGLAS: "took lionet before the T.T. boom.-
—Colmore Depot. 18, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [2568

flHATERLFA, No. 7. Dnssenprra model, ready. -
Colmore Depot, 18, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [2569

BAT, chain drive, 2-speed, 8h.p., frefih from works.—
Colmore Depot, 18, Eenshaw St., Liverpool. [2570

PRECISION, built to order for S8gns. ; ,
wonderful

value.—Colmore Depot, 18, Renshaw St., Liverpool-
[2571

CLYNO 'Sidecar Combination, immediate delivery.—
Colmore Depot, 18, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [2572

BAT.—What criers foi new but odd stock: 8h.p., 1912
belt. 2-speed: li«t price £63.10.—Colmcre Depot!

18. Renshaw St., Liverpool- [2573

TRIUMPH, 19y), 3;h.n.. and 1910 Douglas 2-speed;
£34 each.—Colmore Depot* 18, Renshaw St., Liver-

pool.

n:

[2574

"IQ12 Scott Cycle, been 600 miles, as new; £60 —
J-*7 The Motor Garage, Castleford. . [2109

DOUGLAS, model K, just received: £50 cash.—Evan6,
motor agent, 50, Market St., Wigan. [2623

O ih p. Motosacoche, mag. ; bargain, £20.—Tuddenham,
**» 2 c/o Seed, 63, French Gate, Doncaster. [X6574
"lttll Royal Enfield, 2-speed, free'engine. in sp'endid
J-tf condition: £34/10.—Atkinson, Nelson. [X4598
"B Q 10 Scott, in geed running order, spares, etc. ; £32.
-L *s —Atkinson, Nelson. [X4599

3 h.p. Clyde,
no offer:

accumulator ignition, running order; £6,
—Atkinson. Nelson. [X4600

OLTON.—Late" 1909 Triumph, everything good con-
dition; any trial; £29, or exchange.—Below.

BOLTON.—3£h.p. Precision, just re-enamelled, plated,
overhauled throughout, latest B. and B., Bosch

mag-, new Dunlop:-, stand, carrier, etc.; £21, cnlv wants
seeing.—Below.

BOLTON.—Several Rexes from £r8 ; also many othei
makes for cash, or exchange.—Parker, Westbrco!:

St., Bolton. 'Phone: 1348. [X657:;

1 Q12 T.T. Triumph Cycle, only been 500 miles; £45.
-L" —A. H. Burnell, Aire. St.. Castleford. [2108

"1Q12 1'helon and -Mccre.3 ;' immediate delivery: £641" —The Cycle Shrp. 26, Aire St., Caetlef.rd. [2110

1 Q12 Budge, standard, new April, scarcely used a>
J-tC new, complete; £39/10.-Timberlake. Wigan.

[X6S5E
TRIUMPH, very late 1911, standard! new Chri--tuias,

as new, not ridden 800 miles; £39.—Timberlake
"Wigan. [X685C

TRIUMPH. 1910, standard, thorough gocd crder and
condition, climb anything ; £33. — Timberlake,

Wigan. [X6857

ifjh.p. Matchless, 1910, a.oi.v., standard model, good
v" condition, fast; £30.—Timberlake, uigan. [X685S

RUDGE Multi, 1912. 3sh.p., new, never been ridden;
good reason for selling; £54.—Eeed, 6, Blake St.,

York. [X6642

REX, 3ih.p., August, 1911. perfect, 30gns. com-
plete, cart 50.-Eeed, 6, Blake St., York. [X6641

1t>12 New Twin Clyno; £68/5: liberal exchange or
-iLtf cas}i offers considered.—Collier's, VVcetgate, Hali-
fax. [2486

ANTOINE 6h.p. Twin, mag., Saxon forks, low,
dropped frame; £23/10.-Col!ier's, Wnsrgate, Hali-

fax. [2487

PSESTON.-In stock, 6h.p. Zenrfh. 6h.p. Jap-Eex,
twin Centaur lightweight, 3-^peed ; sale or ex-

change.

PEESTON.-Barga
clear; sidecard,

ins in. modern 2nd-hanuV. musl
the best ever offered ; send for lists

PEESTON-—Cyclecar, almost new, one of the best on
the road ; cheap, or exchange.—The Motor Cycle

House, 82a, Fishergate. [X6779

"IQ10 Triumph, re-bushed, tvres and belt nearly new,
J-«7 perfect ; £28, lowest.—26, Carter Knowle Ed.,
Sheffield. [X6376

12 3'h.p. Elswick, B-S-A. free engine, as new:
sacrifice £45, cr exchange fci twin.— 12, Jaflery

St., Leigh. [X650C

DOUGLAS. 1910, condition excellent, new back tyre,

accessories, spares ; trial ; £25.—Eodgers, Ncwstead,
[X6554

perfect condition.- Whittle ; any trial.
"

, Arnclifle Terrace, Legiains
[X6728

2-speed model, in stock: 66
Clyno - in stock, £65.—Crr^s

[X6902

in fine ordCT, £35; 1911 Bradbury, £33.
jeweller, Eotherham. [X6903

SCOTT. 1910', excellent condition, Palmer cords; bar-
gain, £35.-Pro=pect Cycle Co., 176. Wakefield Ed.,

Bradford- 'Phone: 2969. [X6513

REX, 1909, 3ih.p., fine Dunlops, footboards, very
good condition; £25.—Prospect Cycle Co., Brad

ford. [X6514

Rctherham.

I ftll! Humber
-«-=> -J. S. Smith, 18
Lane, Bradford.

"VTEW 6h.p.- Matchless,
-L^l pns. : new 5-6h.p.
agent, Rotherham.

1Q11 Budge.
J- 1? -Cross,

DO IT NOW !

Send on vour cheque and secure a Brand New
ignh 3I h.p. PREMIER, fitted with all improve-

|

ments, as turned out by makers, at a reduction of

£n. Only the price of a "second-hand."

LIST PRICE, £4-7 10.

OUR PRICE, £36 10.

Fitted with Sturmey-Archer or Arm-
strong 3-speed gears, £10 extra.

Finest Sidecar Machine n:ade.

CLYNO, 1912, only run 200 £63 10
HUMBER, ion, jjt h.p., two speeds, handle

starting, and Millford sidecar
PREMIER, 3^ h. p., ion model
N.S.U., 3I h.p., magneto, h.-b. control,

spring forks, 2-speed gear
N.S.U., 3I h.p., 1908, magneto, 26in. wheels
REX, 3i h.p.^igoR, spring forks, magneto .

.

Twin DOT, 5-7 h.p., 2 speeds, igio
CLYNO—New 1912 model in stock

4i h.p. PRECISION, Millennium 2-speed hub,
iqi2 model, only run 300 miles -

REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p. twin, 1911 M.O.V.,
with tTi 2 12s. Rex sidecar

REX ^1 h.p., vertical engine, magneto ....
TRIUMPH, igog. 2-speec's

N.S.U., 3^ h.p., 1909, 2-speed gear
SAROLEA 5 h.p. Tricar, P. & M. gear
ENFIELD Lightweight, 1910
QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., magneto, spring forks

N.S.U., 3A h.p.. M.O.V., magneto
DARRACQ 9 h.p. 2-seater Car, 3speeds and

reverse
HOBART, 3 h.p. vertical engine, low
3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V., magneto
PftfcMIEft, 1912, 3-speed, only run 30c miles

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., verticalengine
HUMBER Tricar, open frame, wheel steer-

ing, water-cooled
ANTOINE, 3 h.p., vertical engine, h.b. con-

trol, spring forks

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

£40
£30

£17 10
£13 10
£16 10
£35
£68 5

£42

£47 10
£8 10
£33 10
£23 10
£10 10

£18 10
£16 10
£15 10

£15 10
£8 10

£8 10
£48 10

£5 10

£15

£8 10

ENGINES.

3lh.p. M.M.C.. silencer, magneto, M.O.V. .. £8 10
|

3 l h.p. REX, M.O.V £4
ij h.p. MINERVA, M.O. V., pulley £3
ii h.p. GARRARD, water-cooled, clutch . . .£4 10
2.1. h.p. WERNER, 30'- I.V h.p. MINERVA, 29/6

GREAT CLEARANCE LINE.
26 x 2jin. Heavv Pedley Cover ; listed 50/- 27/6
26 x 2$ Best Butted Tubes 6/11

24 x 2 and 2\ Beaded Clipper Covers, new.. 8/6
New Lycett Rubber Belt, 7ft. Gin., Jin 11/6

4} h.p. PRECISION ENGINES.

We will make a good allowance for your old

engine in part payment for one of the above up-

to-date powerful engines.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED.—XL' All Spring Forks.

New ro,i2 B. & B. Carburetter 23/6
Nearly New rnrz Binks' Carburetter 26/6
Bosch Magneto, nearly new £3 6

Nearly new ror2 beuspray 23/6
Bradbury pattern Handle-bars 6.6

Lowen Sidecar, cost £1+ £5
l.onguemare, Minerva, K.N. Carburetters .. 4/6
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends .... 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6
Gripskin Belting: Jin. 10d., Sin. "lid., lin. 1/-

Wide Mudguards. 4in pair 2/11

B. & B. and Amac, h.-b. control 13/6
New Aniac Carb., h.-b. control 20/-

Montgomerv Sidecar, ro guinea model .... £3 10

Mills- Fulford Sidecar £3 15
Tubular Carriers, with drop ends 4/0
New Mirror Lens Lamp with generator .. . :2/6

Sidecar Lamps, show red behind 6, 9

s
Keighley Mills, Sedlor-J Stree North, hai.ai.

Tel. ro62.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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'

£7 7S. model. £8 8s. model.

26 x 2J111. & 26 x 2£in, MIGHELIN or CONTINENTAL
tyres (Hutchinson Studded), 5/- extra, beaded edge

QUICK DETACHABLE FITTINGS, ENGLISH CANE
AND WICKER BODIES, CHATER-LEA HUBS,
FLAT BASE STANDARDIZED RIMS, BEST
QUALITY CEE SPRINGS, ALL TELESCOPIC
TUBES PLATED, FIT ANY MACHINE.

GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
"DUTCH CLOG" model £1111
"ALL CANE" model £12 12
"LOUNGE BODY" model £13 13

Read what users say : 14, Warwick Road,
New Southgate, N.

Dear Sirs,—Some time since I purchased from you
a shop-soilecl sidecar, and after runn'n; same for

about 3,000 miles felt I should like to let you know
how very satisfactorily it has been running. The
chassis is now as true all over as on the day it was
delivered to me, and that' in spite of being run on
many occasions with two passengers and urdsr the
worst (i conditions.

After seeing the sorry turn-outs some of my friends

have paid three times as much for. after barely
1,000 miles' running, I feel it only due to you to send
this appreciation with the usual disclaimer.

You arc at liberty to use this letter as you please,

and to give fny name and address to any enquirer.
Personally 1 have, and shall, always recommend

a " Portbnd " to anyone who wants a practiol and
thoroughly efficient siderar.

Yours, faithfully,

(Signed) W. E. BAKER.

A New Hudson rider says :

Ifney Road, Oxf-rd.
. . . I think this is good evidence ..of the

strength and reliability of 5 -our machines.
The way we go up hills is simply marvellous.

The machine simply advertises itself wherever it

gees, and causes a lot of attention with one of

Maude's " Dutch Cleg " sidecars attached.

I have driven both motor cycles and cars for over
five years, and have never had a turn-out give such
satisfaction.

You can use this letter if you like, but .1 expect -

you have any number of such letters.

(Signed) G. S.

Why not have a catalogue ?

Trade terms to bona-ficle agents only in open
districts.

1912 MODELS IN STOCK.
CLYNO- 5-6 h.p.. standard, 1912 model .... £68 5
PREMIE?, 3^ h.p.,. 3-specd model £58
ARIEI, 3W1P, T.T., 3-speed ."

REX Dc LUXE, 6 Ji.p., 1012, 2-speed £62 10
REX SIDETTE, 6 h.p., complete combination £75
DOUGLAS, 23 b.p ,

Model G, standard ".

. . . £41
RUDGH, 3V h.p., multi-speed £60
RUDGE, 3I h.p., free enqine £55
RUDGE, 3* h.p., standard £48 15
BAT, 10*2, h.p , 2-speed, chain drive (about

10 days) £73
MORGAN .fiunabo'it,'. scaler. Offers

Deliveries within 3 weeks of A.C. Sosiablss.

SCOTTS. HUMBER (3V h.p., 2 speeds).

GLYNOS. ENFIELD (6 h.p. combinations).
And almost all other models.

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

l_OM D O 1-1 W-
Telcphone 552. Mtxyfair
Tele6rams "AWriienfre" Londnn

(l_ISTS POST FRE.E)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A., 1912 2-speed, 3!li.p-. shop-Soiled', trials only,

done 300 miles; £52.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deana-
k-ate, Manchester. [2575

NEW Hudson, 3ih.p.. 3-spned, as new, hardly soiled,

makers' guarantee ; £53 m tt cash, first cheque-—
Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [2576

INDIAN. 5h.p., red. very East, perfect condition; £32
cash.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deanipito, Manchester.

[2577
DOUGLAS, n.uslas, Douglas, all inrdols in «tock ; im-

mediate delivery for cash; exchanges arranged;
modele K., G., L., J. all in now.—Coliuoie Depot, 261,
i leansgate, Manchester. [2578

MATCHLESS, 3ih.p.. TT.. very fast, in real geed
order; £34 cash: any trial.—Colmore Depot, 261,

Deansgate, Manchester. [2579

MINEBVA, 3Jh.p., 1909, -nag., L.b.e., climb anything;
£16; any trial—Cohnure Depot. 261. Deansgate,

Manchester. [2580

MEEEICK for Bradhnrys. Chater-Lea, Eudge. A.J.S.,
Matchless, etc.—Merrick's Stores, Listerhills, Brad-

ford, 'l'hone: 2439. [0038

MOTOSACOCHE, 2ih.p.. almost new. Palmer special
tyres, splendid condition; £25. lowest.—Collins, 11,

Hard Lane, St. Helens [X6718

3ih.p. Chain-driven Humhcr, very low, newly enuin-
2 elleu, excellent condition"; a bargain, £9.-45,

Lew Rd-, Hunslet, Leeds. [S6842

MOTO-REVE, twin,, mag., just overhauled by Pat-
teson; trial by appointment; £14. — Marsdi-n.

Stamford Place, Fairfield, Manchester.. [2647

A.S.L., 1912. the famcus air sprung £52/10 model,
done 200 miles r.nlv : take £42/10 sunt cash.-

Motor Exchange, 32, Downing St., Manchester. [X6692

ENFIELD, 1911J. 23h.p., chain driven, overhauled
makers this week, tyres perfect ; any trial ; £27

;

owner taking sidecar machine.—W-, 18, Ni rth Rd., Long-
sight [X6701

£4/15—31h.p. Rex, h.b.c,
mnlator, crank case era

same, good a« new, £4.-16,
Chester.

3 ih. p. Rex, lew built, mag., h-b.e
2 perfect condition; £16, or ne

spring folks—E. Brock, LightcliSe
Halifax.

spring forks, 26in.. accu-
ked; also 4h.;i. engine, fit

Burton St., Gorton, Man-
[XE-910

Continental tyres,

r rn'er: al-:o spare
Ei :vd, Barkisland

[S652C

sideMINERVA, 3!hp., 1909, and sidecar; £15/10, or
separate; Hellesen's, nil spares, valve plugs, belts,

ccols, etc. — 27, Amos St., Church Lane, Harpurhey.
Manchester. [X6735

SCOTT. 1911. perfeit condition, enamelling and
plating good as new, l'owell and Hanmer lamp,

generator, horn, toch, complete; £45.—Six~uiith, Mar-
ket St.. Wigau. [X6716

6h.p. N.S.U., twin, 2-speed,
£26 ; new torpedo Mitocui'

just fitted new engine, £22; en

Brock, Brighouse.

mag.
,

just overhauled,
£7; 61i.li. 4-cyI. F.N.,

di or exchanges.—Iivine
[2658

DOUGLAS, 1912. model K. indi.-timiuidiable from
new, nearest £46; Ccronef sidecar, £6/6 model,

not yet delivered, accept £5—Welcome Hotel, Great
Marton, Blackpool. [X6640

RUDGE, 1912, 34h.r., F.E., net ridden 400 miles,
Pcwell-Hanmer lamp, generator, hem, tcols, etc.,

complete: £45. or offers—Maxwell. 59, H-mrMd Rd.,
Higher Incc, Wigan. [X6717

CLTNO, 1912, May 15th, tyres unscratehed, un-
punctured, perfect i rdcr throughout, as new;

giving up sidecar wcik; £55 lor rjnick sale.—Lockwcod
37. New St.. Huddersticid. [X6599

REX de Luxe. 1911, 5h.p., 2 speeds; five, Whittle.
Continental," spare cover, valve, plugs, Antoolipse,

back rest. Smith's speedometer; £37.— Melting, 159, Eger-
ton St-, Moses Gate, Bolton. [2373

SJLh.p-, J-A.r. engine, perfect, 1911 B.B., good belt,
2 tubes, tyres, new long handles, footboards, very

fast, low position: price 9gns., or ori'ers.—C. Parker, 35,
Clarendon Rd., S-S-, Blackpool, [2410

HAZLEWOOD, 2Jh.ii.. 3 .need, 1912, fitted Cowey
speedometer, Seabrcok lamp, net ridden 1.000 miles,

everything practically as new, very fast and reliable;
£45.—Everingham, Poeldinston. [X6643

rrh.p. 1911 2-speed Indian, £50; Budge ninlti, with
I sidecar, new, in crate, £65 ; Alldays-Ma_tchless, 2-

--leed, with sidecar, lamp, horn, our special, £o5.—Parry,
Meter Cycle Depot, George St., Oldham. [X6734

TEILTMPH. 1909, good condition, Palmer tyres, lamp,
horn, etc., £30; also sidecar, rigid, nearly new,

quick retaehable fittings, £4 ; seen by appointment.—
Williams. 25, Lowly Lane, Warrington, [X6504

LATE 1910 Free Engine Triumph, everything in first-

class condition, only just had new bearings, etc.,

fitted by makers : this machine has been well eared for,

and is a bargain, £36—Ece Buck Hotel, Kay St., Bol-
ton. - [X6577

J Q 1 2 Enfield Lightweight; new May, only ridden 500
JLitf miles, condition abolntety as new; bought sideeaT
combination ; accept £40-—Wiltshire, 52, Barnsley St.,

Wigan. [X6777

£3 Deposit, and 5/- weekly for 2Jh.p. Kerry, £8/10;
3h.p. Quadrant, £9/10: 2*h.p. Bat, spring frame,

£10/10; 3h.p. Chater-Lea-Kvuoeh, £8/10: 3h.p. Olympic,
£10; 3Jh.p. Globe, £9/10—Motor Exchange, Westgate,
Halifax. [2490

rSECOND-HANDS

A Selection from our
List of Second-hand

Motor Cycles.

All Overhauled

therefore

All Guaranteed

specials.
Suitable for Sidecar work. All fully Guaranteed.

CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., 1912 model, only done 500
miles, all accessories, guaranteed ......... £58

Or with rigid sidecar £63

RUDGE, 3$ h.p., 1912, multi, shop-soiled, Lucas
60/- lamp, torn, etc., etc., all spares, ready
for road, guaranteed £54

Or with rigid sidecar £59

P. & M., 3J h.p., 1911 model, Covey speedo-

meter, lamp, horn, new chain, Millford sidq-

crr, perfect passenger mount, gu-iranteed . . £59

SCOTT, 3'i h.p., water-cooled, 2-stroke, stand-
ard, perfect beauty, with Millford sidecar,

guaranteed £48

F.N., 5-6 h.p., 2 speeds, shaft drive, Millford

sidecar, excellent order £35

OTHER BARGAINS.
DOUGLAS, 25 h.p., 1911 model, carefully used,

and as new, guaranteed £31

PREMIER, 3* h.p., 1012, 3-speed, used for trials £50
ANTOINE, 5 h.p., low built, tourist model £16

F.N., 5-6 h.p., magneto, spring forks, good order £27
T.A.C., 8 h p., 1910 model, 3. speeds, 4-cyl. .... £44
PORTLAND. 3.V h.p., 1911 model £28
MOTO-REVE, "2 h.p., 1910 model, twin £22
F.N., 5-6 h.p., 19:0 model, 4-cymider, magneto £29
N.S.U., 5k h.p., 1908,-2 speeds, low built £24
REX, 5 h.p., 1909 model, 2 speeds, perfect . . £29
REX, 5h.p.,'iqo8 model, free engiue, magneto £24
SCOTT, 2-stroke, twin, 2 speeds, magneto ....-£25

F.N., 4-cvlinder, 4^ h.p., and sidecar, magneto £23
PEUGEOT, 7 h.p.. magneto, just overhauled . . £24
F.N., 2-] h.p., 1910, tricycle, all accessories .-. . . £30
REX. 5 h.p., magneto, Druid forks £23
REX, 5 h p., tourist, spring forks £27
MINERVA, 42 n.p,, suit sidecar £17

F.N., 2f h.p., magneto £12
MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., 1911, free engine £21

REX, 5-6 h.p., tricar, very powerful £21

PHCEN1X Quadcar, 8 h.p., fine order .... . .-. . £27
A.J.S., 2h h.p., 2 speeds, 1911 model £28
A.J.S.. 2"Vh.p., twin, just overhauled ,. £24
REX, 3i h.p., spring forks, h.b.c £8
V.-S., 5 h.p., magneto, free engire £26
ANGLIAN, 2 h.p., V belt, spray carburettei £6
ANTOINE, 4 b-P-> Clutch model £12
IMPER1A, 2 h.p., handle-bar control £7
CHATER, 4 h.p., Kelecom engine £12

CLYNO, 6 h.p., 1912, Cowey lamp, etc., etc. . . £62
BAT,. S h.p., 1911, and sidecar £44
CENTAUR, 2 h.p., coil and accumulator £6
EXCELSIOR, 3 h.p., tricar, 2 speeds £12

REX* 3* h.p., 1909 model, tourist £21

Full List post free with pleasure,

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
I36GREAT PORTLAND STREET.UOM DO M, W.

Telephong 552, Mftyf<\ir
*Tele6i-Ams 'Ab-dicate* Londor*

POWELL STREET HALIFAX
Telephone 433. National
Tele4r?J,,s ' Petrol' Halifax.(lists post free)

20

A.33 All letters -relating- to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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X DEAL WITH A FJRM WHO STUDIES X
v THEIR REPUTATION. y
x SCOTT'S, '

x
x
X
X
X

HALIFAX. X
XALL MACHINES GUARANTEED AND

ACTUALLY IN STOCK. X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

"X
oX
oX
X

X

Two Multi Rudsres in stork. First cheque
secures. PRICE £60.

RUDGE 2-spetd and tree-engine and
adjustable pulley ; engine starts with
the back wheel on the ground £56 10 Jf

._ RUDGE free-engine model £55
X RUDGE standard ., £43 15 X
X

RUDGE T.T £43 15*,
ROYAL ENFIELDS 1-912, any model. X

-- NEW HUDSON 3-speed, 1912..... £57 f*
J\ SCOTT, T912. brand new, first cheque for J^
%m £70 secures.

A ZENITH GSADUA £55 13 X« NEW HUDSON, 3-speed several improvc-

/^ raents. not done 200 miles £50

X
ROVER, 3J h.p., 1912, clutch model, not

done 300 miles £50
XBEDELIA, 1911, 8 h.p., i-seater, in very

good running order, a beauty ." £40

X PREMIER, 3I h.p., 1912, 3 speeds arid tree

engine, Sturmey-Archer gear, starts

Xwith wheel ou the ground, brand new £56 10 -,
REX, 3.V h.p., 2 speeds and free engine, A

X1911J-, with 1912 improvements .... £40 __
J.A.P., /0T2, 4 h.p., litrst improvements £32 10 X
CENTAUR, ik h.p., chain drive, P. & M. __,

speed gear £22 10 X,
CHATER-LEA, 6 h.p., N.S.U. engine, 2-sp.

gear, Bosch igniticn. h.b.c, complete
with sidecar, a bargain £30

LINCOLN tLK, iqi2,3j- h.p.. 2-speed gear,
chain drive', kick starter, etc. £38

RUDGE standard, 1912, 3^ h.p., not done
300 miles, like new £43

HUMBER, 3s h.p., 2 speeds, and free
engine, like new £42

P. and M,, 3i-hyp., late 1909, complete
with 9 guinea Miller sidecar ; a beauty £38

REX, 1910}-, with 1911 improvements.
6 h.p., 2 speeds and free engine, not
done 1,000 miles

REX, igioi, with 1911 improvements,
6 h.p., 2 speeds and free engine, coru-

Xplete with sidecar £37
TRIUMPH-, 3£ h.p., like new, late 1910 . . £36

XNEW HUDSON, 2) h.p., JtA.P. engine, .

1912, Armstrong 3-speed gear, not
X-done 200 miles £&0 O %*

JAMES, 1Q12, any model. Delivery from stock. J\
J.A P.-CAMPION, new, 1912 £38 «
F.N. Lightweight, 191 1, 2 speed gear, free f\

engine, shaft driven, complete with «*
over /io worth of spares £40 f\

HUMBER, 1911, like new, complete £44 10 y
F.N., 5-6 h.p., fitted with hew engine, ^

2-speed gear, and free engine : cost **
over ^8n ; a barg in £38 ^

MOTO-REVE, late 1911, like new, 3 speeds v
and free engine £32 7%.

£33 0,

X
:-x

X

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TjIftJUINGHAM. Colmore Depot.

OAT.E ol now and 2nd-hands.—Colmore Depot.

j^HATER-LEA No. 7 Passenger Model, ready.—^ Colmorc Depot, 27. Colmoro How. Birmingham.
12557

BAT, 61]. p.. chain drive. 2-speed, ready.—Colmore I le
pot, 27, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [2558

MATCHLESS, 6h.p.. 3-fj d, passenger model; re
duced, great bargain. -2/, (Colmorc Row.

PRECISION, wonderlul value, built to order; 38
gns.—Colmore, 27, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

,
f2559

nPRirill'H, free engine model, in stork.—Colmore
J- Depot, 27, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [2550

PREMIER, 3in.p.. with Armstrong 3-speed, best ma>
chine for sidecar or solo; instalment terms or

exchanges arranged; state your requirements.—Colmore
Depot.

SCOTT: August delivery: c-pen for booking.—Colmore
Depot, 27, Colmore Ro.v, Birmingham. [2561

ENFIELD Sidecar Combination: immediate delivery;
trials given.—Colmore Depot, 27, Colmore Row.

DOUGLAS: big stock bought before the T.T. boom;
get a Model J, like the one we supplied to Mr.

Bailey.—Colmore Depot, 27. Colmore RoV, Birming-
ham. [2562

WILLIAMSON, with Douglas Sh.p. engine, com-
plete with sidezar.—Colmore, 27, Colmore Row.

PREMIER.—£38 buys an odd-stock new 3Jll.p.
:

, differ-
ing only slightly from standard : usual price £47/10.

—Colmore, 27, Colmore Ro.v, Birmingham. [2563

SIDECAR Machines.—F.N. 5h-p„ Viudec 8h.p., Clvno
6h.p.: 2nd-hauJs £15 to £25—Colmore Depot, 49

John Bright St., Birmingham. [2564

JAMES. 1912. 41h.p.. 2-epeeii, kick start, almost new;
£49-—Colmorc Depot, 49, juhn Bright St-, Bir

mingham. [2565

DOUGLAS.—Seven 1910 and 1911 2nd-hands, £20
to £35: call and choose; sent on approval.—Col-

more Depot, 49, John Bright St., Birmingham. [2566

TRIUMPH, P. and M., Alldavs. Premier, Zenith,
Singer, and other good 3;h.p s from £20 to £40 :

call and choose ; sent on approval ; instalments or ex-
changes.—Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. [2567

PLASTOW, Grimsby, has for immediate delivery the
following new and 2nd-hand machines

:

"J012 Matchless,' free engine, 8h.p. ; 61gn.=.

19
19
19
19
19
19
19

£55.

10.

12 Triumph, free engin

12 Huniber. 2-epeed ; i

12 Douglas, Model K: 40gns.

12 Douglas, Model G; 38gns.

11 Rndge, run 1,800 ini'.es, perfect order, com
plete"; £41.

11 Rudge, free engine; £?6.

11 Huniber, 2-speed, as new; £3G.

»11 F.N., 5-Bh.p., 4 cyl.-., gear transmission; £26.

IftlO Triumph, free engine; £36.

"1 O09 Triumph; £28"

1Q08 Triumph; £24.' ip.

XAs S'lusiraSed, HO G;5J]?J& S.
S. & R. Sidecar, wicker basket, nicely up-

Xholstered £5 5
S. & R. with wheel supported at both sides £6 6

X Write for a sidecar catalogue which tells you the
latest improvements m sidecars.

X Second-hand o guinea coach-built Si:lecar £4 15
Second-hand 7 guinea £4

Footrests. post paid 2/10 #V
SCOTT,
Powell

Victoria Motor House, V
Street, HALIFAX. "

V Telephone—433 National. V
** Telegrams—• SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax." "

ah.p. Fairv, mag. ; £10/10
4,

10 Motosaccehc, 1 Whirl!, belt;

Collier's Motories,
Westgate, Halifax, England,

Motosaccclie £9. [X6661

F

1AMPION. 25h-p.. good condition; £8/8, or nearest
offer.—H. W. Davis. Ashby-dc-la-Zouch. [X6385

N-, 5-6h.p., 1910, very little used, perfect order: any
trial; £28.—Bowskill, Grimsby R<t., Grimsby. [2703

tf?7.—3h.p. Bike, good order, tyres new, h.b.c, ride 40w miles.—Groom, AVoodshires Green, Longford, Cov-
entry. [X6675

5 h.p. Indian, late 1910, perfect condition throughout,
also spares; £27.—F. Richards, 210, Martin St.,

Leicester. [X6555

CLYDE. 4h.p. J.A.P.. Mabnn clutch, low built, in

excellent condition: £25. -Wait and Co., Ltd.,

Leicester. [X6401

8 h.p. Overhead J.A.P.. Chater-Lea frame, everything
in good order: £24.—Brown, 64, Warwick Rd.,

Kenilworth. [X6797

1 Q12 3jh.p. Free-engined Lincoln Elk, uncrated ; cost
J-t7 £36/10, sacrifice £32/10. — 41, Spring Rd.,
Edgbaston, Birmingham. [X6759

1912 BRADBURYS.
THE IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINES.

The greatest power in single-cylinder machines, giving
maximum efficiency and freedom from attention.

3-Vh.p., tourist £48 3* h.p., 2-sp. chain £58 10

3J h.p., 2-specd, belt £55 3J h.p.,. 3-speed .. £58 10

Bradbury 3) H.P

Exchanges Quoted. Distance no objection.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
— CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS. —

iqio 2-spced SCOTT £34 10
fi h.p. Twin ANTOINE, magneto, spring forks £23 10
roi2 3-speed NEW HUDSON, only had road tests £49 10
loir Twin 2-spced REX DE LUXE, new £53 10
inir 3.V h.p. Tourist REX, new and unused 34 Gns,
loir 3> h.p. HUMBER and Sidecar £39
1912 3* h.p. Free-engine LINCOLN-ELK £29 10
New ion 3! h.p. c-speed REX DE LUXE and new

sdecar, very smart lot 50 Gil:.

roil 3.'. h.p. 2-spced N.S.U £35
19'id Twin REX DE LUXEand Montgomery sidecar £42 10
2i h.p. KERRY, runs well £8 10
2} h.p. Magneto BRADBURY £18 10
191 1 3! h.p. Tourist REX, very reliable

2.1 h.pfBAT, spring frame £10 10
5 h.p. 2-speed Twin REX DE LUXE aud Sii.cc.ir £37 10
2j h.p. 2-speed MINERVA £18 18
iqio Twin REX, special finish £29 10
New ioir 3i h.p. Cone Clutch REX 39 Gns.

3 h.p. QUADRANT, with accessories £9 10
3' h.p. Light Low REX, h -b. control £12 10
loir 3*- h.p. Tourist REX, 100 miles onlv £32 10
5?. h.p.'Twin REX, spring forks £16 10
3i h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £19 19

TRICARS-
5* h.p 2-spccd REXETTE, wants attention £7 10
3.i h.p. 2-speed HUMBER Tricar £12 10

Twin-cylinder REXETTE, to carry three £29 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

COLLIERS
1S12 Sidecars

from £5/5.

.Backed by 10 years' experience.
Every car guarante.d 12 months.

" Popular," Clipper or Continental tyre £5 5
" Superbe," type, with best tyre, apron, etc. . . £6 6
Side entrance body, as illustrated £7 10
Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6
Improved Quick Detachable Joints, Cranked E.\tra

Strong Back Axle and Spindle to all models. Prompt
delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U. 's, Indians, and
any other make.

Discount to frade. Exchanges entertained.

Brand New Tourist and de Luxe REXES
from stock. Libera. Exchanges in ad-

dition to spec.al Cash Discount. Easy
Payments at one-fourth' deposit

twe.ve equal monthly payments.
and

SUNDRIES.
Farrar's Sidecar (rigid wheel) £3 5
Shop-soiled Cane Sidecar Body 16/6
igir Brpdbury 2-speed Gear, NEW £7
24. x 2^ Clipper Covers, 10/6 ; Tubes 5/9
£12 12s. Montgomery Sidecar, almost new £6 6
Fuller's 20-amp. Accumulators, NEW 11/6

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A4I
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ROBEBTSONS

STOCK
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

"I Q 11 ! Himiber, 2-speed, done 1,800, Jones, manylw spares, lamp, whistle; £38, cost £60.—Hirst, 214,
North Posse, Leicester. [2494

O-3'i-P- Clyde, 1^4 and srnatai

TAKI
SALE
EVERY MACH9NE
OVERHAULED AND GUARANTEED

1203

1181

1167

1183

1186

±y sir:

19

D

1175

1147

1143

1188

1912.CHATER-P DECISION,
4} H.P. Binks carburetter. Fine order ....IW PRECISION, 31 H.P. T.T.
MODEL. Ridden about too miles
HilUBVlES!£.K,2:i H.P., 3-SPEEJ. Foot-
boards. Like new. Lamp, horn, and toolsCLVNO & SiDECAR, Lamp.
horn, and tools. Hardiy used
LINC.LN L„.;,3H.f. Rid, en
about so miles, Lamp, horn, and tools ....
N.L.G., 4 H.P. J.J%.P>. Lamp, horn,
and tools

RUDGE,)!H.P,F.E. MODEL. As
new. Lamp, horn, and tools

RUDGE, 3J H.P. - Splendid order.
Lamp, horn, and tools

TROW1P-JAP, 4 H.P. Brand new
engine. Very fast, horn
N.S.U. 6 H.P. 2-3PEED ant) CLUTCH.
Magnificent sidecar machine. Beautilui order
-» Ki«JlVSF»H, F.E.: Used iorfjur- days
oniv
ZENITH, 31 K.P. In perfect order
with the exception of back tyre. Lamp, horn
ZENITH, 3i H.P. Hardly used.
Lamp, horn, and tools

ZENITH, 3J H.P. Senspray carbu-
retter. Like new. Lamp, horn, and tools
ZENITH, 6 H.P. Beautiful order, fen"D EX,

tools ....... SOs. -" ha

£38
£42
£45
£63
£26
£34
£48
£33
£33
£54
159

. mag. ignition, thoroughly overhauled,
and guaranteed perfect running condition; £'11.

—Wait and Co., Ltd., Leicester. " [X6557

fQll 2-specd Humbcr, Cowey, lamp, good condition
Xt/ throughout"; nearest £36.—Langham, 18, Chest-
nut St., Leicester. Private owner. [2495

LADY'S .Tap-Norton, perfect condition, just done up
by makers: selling through illne^ ; 2ib.p. ; £17.—

Hilton, Orliiigbuy, Wellinyboio'. [2641

"J(Q12 Triumph, equal brand new, with. horn, spares',
J-t/ etc.; bargain seldom met with at £42.—
MeCutchion, 36, Spencer Ay., Coventry. - [X6819

3_lh-p. Rex, Ti.ru:*., II. B. carburetter, Mabon free, en-
Si gine, spring 'forks, IcctbOardSj low saddle, new

tyieii, excellent condition ; £17/10.— Hinkins, Retford.
LV6645

CLYNO. the sidecar machine, three latest mcdels in
stock for immediate delivery.—P. J. Evans, Whole-

sale and Retail Agent, Sp.irkhill, Birmingham. Teh:
13 Victoria. [X6742

HUMBERS, Sih.p., 2-speed, and 23h.p., 3-speed, in
stock, immediate delivery.—P. J. Evans, Spark-

hill, Birmingham. [X6743

HUMBER, 1911. 2-speed, excellent order, £55; with
sidecar, £40.-360, Stratt'oid Rd., Birmingham.

1X6744
6h.p. lncde-Ifc, with coach-built sidecars,

£fe4; immediate delivery guaranteed.—
Motor Depot, Spurkhill, Birmingham.'

[X6745
ENFIELD, 1912, 6h.p., and coach-built sidecar, com-

plete i/jtcas lamp, spares; coet £36, accept £75.-
P. .T. Kvan3, 360. Stratford Rd., Birmingham. [X6746

ENFIELDS,
in stock;

P. J. Evans

Hudson, 1912, 231

pa-res ; cost £52 few w
Stratford Rd., Birmingham.-

P. 3-epeed, Lucas lamp,
ago. accept £42.-360.

[X6747

SCOTT, 1910, 3h.p., water-cooled, in exhibit order;
-£30.-558, Stratroid Rd., Birmingham. [X6748

11 Hnmbr-r. 3£h.p..,

generator, epai es,

Horace Jones, The Hollies

OUGLAS, 1911, 2-

horn, cyclometer, perfect,
change Model K with cash
church. .

2-.i peed, free engine, lamp,
perfect conditiou ; £34.—
Acocks Green, Birmingham-

[2543
peed, free engine, not done 1,400,

linscratched

;

adjustment--
£38, or ex
More. Dun-

[X6712

MOTO-REVE 1910 Twin
hauled and fitted with B.

Albany Rd-, Coventry.

Lightweight, just cver-

and B. h.bc. carburetter,
very fast and reliable machine; £17/10.—Geo. Smith. 67.

[X6764

latest models 2ih.p: A.J.S.. 2Jh.p. Enfield,
B.S A., 3ih.p. Triumph, and 6h.p. Zenith-
o 3ih.p. Famir, 2-speed, 2nd-hand, 14gns.
ge, Lincoln.

ROBERTSONS

STOCK
TAKING

SEE OTHER COLUMN.

MEW SVIACHBNES
ACTUALLY IN STOCK
AT TIP/iE OF GOING TO PRESS.

5 F.E. TRIUMPHS, £55 ea.

3 BATS, 2-speed, 6 p.p., £73 ea.

A. C. SOCIABLE
GW.K. CYCLE CAR
ROC TRICARRIAGE, £105
P & M., " K " DOUGLAS.
PASSENGER MATCHLESS

TN stodc,
i- 3!h.p.
Gradua: alf

Port's Gar;

NOTE: We cannot take second-
hand machines in part exchange

[X6656 for any of the above.

£48 R TJDGE,
esne

Ives, tools

West Parade, LineUn.

1911, exceptional condition throughout,
ially engine, tyres, and belt, lamp, spare

etc.; very cheap at £33/10.—North, 135;
[X6C54

1154

1187

1192

1090

1182

1129

1091

1191

Lamp, horn, and tools

191-1.
BAT, 6 H.P. New condition. Lamp,
horn, and tools

BRADBURY, 3! H.P. Fine order.
Lamp, horn, and tools

BRADBURY, 31 H.P. SPEED
EVIODEL. In perfect order. Lamp, horn, etcDoUGLAS, 2J H.P. Lamp, norn,
and tools. Like new
ENFIELD, 2» H.P. Beautiful order.
Lamp, horn, and tools

F.M., 2; H.P., 2-Si=EED. Lamp, horrj,

and tools. XL'ALL saddle
F.N., 4-CYLINDER, 5-6 H.P., 2-SfEE^.
Lamp, horn, and tools ....:. .

N.S5 U., 6 H.P., 2-SPEED. line side-
car machine. Lamp, horn, and tools. .... .'

B=»!REIV1IER, F.E., 3J H.P. Fine
order. Lamp, horn, and toolsTRIUMPH, F.E..3J H.P. Almost
like new. Lamp, horn, and tools .'

ZENITH, 6 H.P. Splendid for sidecar.
Lamp, horn, and tools

ZEMITH, 31 H.P. Good "appearance.
Lamp, horn, and tools

ZENITH, 31 H.P. Exceptionally good
order. Lamp, horn, and tools

1910.DOUGLAS, 2J H.P. Very little

used. Lamp, horn, and tools

SCOTT, 31 H.P.,2-SPEED,2-STROKE.
Lamp, horn, and tools

V.S , 5 H.P., 2-SPEED. Good sidecar
machine. Lamp, horn, and toots

5h.p. twin, 1908, fitted with Eoc free engine,
nd!e starting1

, spring forks and e.eat. Bcseh mag.,
I just" been overhauled; £19, baigtin.—A. Holland,

j

Clarendon St., Coventry. - [X6522

£39, Oilrp- Enfield, lalest 1911 medel, new Marrh. 1912,
F.E. and 2 speeds, speeial 2* Dreadnought tyres,

like new, condition excellent; ccst £54, sacrifice £39.—
Dr. Taylor, Hucknall, Notts. [3.6722

£34'

£33
£30
£25
£30
£38
£42
£33
£42 19 1

£52
£38
£41

5-6h.p. Clyno, late 1911 model, 2 speeds, Lucas lamp
and horn. sri:ire inner tubes- and valv.es, mud shield,

etc-, tools, just been overhauled by makers.-
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

-B x 965,
[X6795

MINEKVA, 3!h.p.,
forks, Palmers,

3ih.p. 1910 Hex de
2 P. and H. lamp,

CLYNO, DOUGLAS,
NUMBER, NORTON,
RUDQE MULTS, IVY,
ZENITH, ROVER, BAT,
NEW HUDSON, Etc., Etc

SIDECARS
FROM £3 10 TO £22.

late 1 909, Bosch mag. , spring
exceptional condition, very little

hsed ; bargain, £19 ; coinbination wanted, good.— 64.
Tilton Rd.,' Small Heath, Birmingham. [X6393

Luxe for sale, Jones speedometer,
. 3-ndte he rn, drip feed ; £40, or

!

ft'er ; not done more than 2,000 miles ;; lovely sidecar*
uouut.—Apply, Motorist, 10, Charles St-, Nuneaton.

[X638ll
2 Precision, 3Jh-p-, Sturmey-Archer 3-?iieed and
free engine, starts v,ith back wheel on ground,

done 300 miles, perfect, variable choke and jet, Bosch
waterproof mag., h.b.c. throughout, climb anything, ideal
for solo or sidecar; bargain,- 42gns.—Kelham, Bourne.

[S6768I
-|Q12 Budge. T.T., also F.E. Zenith, Sinners, immedi-
i-w ate delivery: 1912 F.E. Singer, just overhauled can be supplied on this system. From i per cent, to io
by makers. £39- two 1911 Triumphs, standards, condi- per cent, has to be added to the advertised price of machine
tion excellent, not ridden since March, being taken in according to the type of motor cycle chosen. One quarter

G RAD
PAYMENTS-
\Any Motor Cycle or Accessory

(OVER £5 IN VALUE)

£24
£28 B
£30

exchange

;

Leicester.
£37 each.-Midland Cycle Co.,

May.

Coalville,
[S6909

ROBERTSONS
TELEPHONE MAYFAIR 5767

157b, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.

A42 AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number

EOUGH, 5-6h.p., a.i.v., twin, May. 1910. Simmt
B. and B., Brooks, 1912 handle-bars, frame _

enamelled, engine in excellent condition, good tyies,
,spring-up stand, accessories; £30; trial by appointment;
Brongh 3 firsts Loudon-Edinburgh trial.— Walker, 15,
Sneinton St, Nottingham. [56721

TEITJMPHT, 1910£, just been thoroughly overhauled
by makers, many 1912 improvements, including new

carburetter, pist.m, engine pulley; handle-bars, beh% etc.,

perfect condition, Lucas lamp, many spares, not done
200 miles since overhaul; owner bought car; £35.—Hoi-
croft, Ingleside, Four Oaks, Warwickshire- [X6524

of the full amount to be paid on receipt of motor cycle, and
the balance in twelve equal monthly payments. THE
MACHINE BECOMES THE ABSOLUTE PROPERTY OF
PURCHASER AS SOON AS FIRST PAYMENT IS MADE.

ROBERTSONS
TELEPHONE 5767 MAYFAIR.

I5MREAT PORTLAND STREET W.
at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
lowMINERVA, 2Jh.p., £9; Crown speed inilieator,

built, good running order—34, Sportsbank St.,

Catford

F.E. Rudge, B.
done 150; £48.—Seen

S.W.

"I Q 12 F.E. Rudge, B. and _B., v

Rd.,
Benwell's,

[2362

unseratched,
14. Clapham

[2659

TRIUMPHS. Clynos, Douglas, A.C. Sociables to-day;

deferred terms a speciality. — Whiteley's, Queen's
Ed.. W. [1661

£9/15.—3h. p. Clyde, m.o.v., rang., good tyres, perfect

conditi jn ; or exchange tricar.—Strong, jun., Aeton,
London. [2587

I»3.1i.p Twin Moto-Reve, mag.. Druids, tyres good;
cheap for cash. — Swanb'ourne, Brawning Rd.,

Worthing. [2680

31h.p. 19102 Triumph, splendid condition, lamp, horn;
2 £32 for quick sale. — 54. "Wellington Rd., St.

Still in the

front rank

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BRADBURY, 3'Ji.ii, standard; £43; in rtock.-r-

Agents, Brit-lit and Huyles, 73, Church St..

Oamberwall Green; [X6645
2-ipi'ed model; £55: in stock.
iti.i Hayles, 73. Church SI ,

[X6C46

BRADBURY, 3!h.p.,
—Agents, Bright

Camberwell Green.

BRADBURY Sparc Parts and Rcpnm a Speciality.—
Bright and Hayles, 73, Church St., Uainbcrwell

Gieen. 'Phone: Hop 50. [X6647

MATCHLESS.-The unequalled
get early delivery call at enc

Pavement] London.

2I1

of Motor Cycle fitments.KS
ARIEL,

use.

John's Wood.

2 speeds

L2676

very little used.TNDIAN, blue, 1912, 7h.p..

lamp, freneralor, horn, cloi'k, tools, new spare tube
£72.— See below.

MOTOSACOCHE 2£n.p., 19113. free engine, mag.,
absolutely perfect, spares, accessories ; £27.—M.tor,

1. Addison Bridge Place. Kensington, W. Tel.: 5215
Western- £2591

KERRY, 2Jh.p., mag., in good running order; £10/10.
—Somerset Villa, Crauville Rd.. Wandswoith.

[2506
ARIEL, Ariel, variable gear models : immediate de-

livery: trial runs arranged.—Beck, Camden Passage,
Islington, [0007

en ignition

;

Rd.. Wands-
[2504

3ih.p., only been 80, Dunlops, Helle
2 nearest £9/10. - 72, Brcctlebank

worth.

ff?9 for 3Jh.p. De nion meter cyole, B. and B.., very
low, t:ike sidecar anywhere.

Brighton.
-55, Islinyward Rd.,

[2449

ZENITHj Rudge, and Douglas, all models, for imme-
diate delivery; trade supplied.—Rey, 5, Heaih St.,

Haroprtead. [X896

DOUGLAS, 1912, model G-, new condition, fine
climber, accessories ; £37-—Longman, 40, Lillie

Rd., Fulham. [2374

ARIEL, variable gear models; immediate delivery;
trial runs arrange^!.—Taylor, 28, Lower Addiscombe

Rd-, Croydon.- -

— [0060

TRIUMPH. 3ih.p., new rvL, niston, valves, tvre, re-

bushed. Amac; £18.-29, Gilston Rd., South Ken-
sington, S.W. [2592

2sh-p.. splendid order, spares ; £7 ; no
seen.—Wc.odiord, Wells Motor

Works, Essex. [2448

idecar machines- To
—Ki-vs, 44, Piii-I.nry

[2582

clutch model, 1912, as new, perfect, ncce^
bar-ain, £43.—Bhicki-r, 23. High St-,

Middle'sex. [2376

2ih.p., Amae. h.b.c., ready for immediate
fine condition all ttuTCiigh; bargain, £9.— West,

29a, Walm Lane, N.vv. [X6519

MOTOSACOCHE, 1909," Uh-p-. mag., little us.ii,

new.Pahni-r tubes, accc.-^orii.'S ; £16, bargain.— 14.

St. John'd Rd., Brixton. [X6823

REX de Luxe, 1911, 3{h.p-,
soiled, bargain. £34/10.

M' jw9, 1'ortman S'i-, w.

cone dutch, scarrely
- Ca-'i', 24, Berkeley

Fafnir, 2 speeds, handle starting, wheel tsteer-

£16. or offer. — Whitelcy's Motor Woikt*.
Clarence Rd., Hackney. [2492

jT*12.— 3;h.p. Bat, splendid condition, just overhaul^!,
ow low, fast, good climber.—Wheeler, 85, The Avenue,
Bruce Grove, Tottenham. [X6523
Qlh.p. Hurnber Lightweight, like new; accept £26. or^ exchange for higher power. — P. Kestcrton, 13,
Priory Park Rd., Kilburn. [2482

new tyre.
bargain.—
[X6563

1 Q 10 Triumph, 3ih.p.. penoct condition,
-*-*/ just overhauled and le-bushed-; £33,
W., 2, Hi*

MINERVA, 2ih.p
carburetter, a

h Rd-, Chi:

tyres
i, eti

Xewick. Sussex

MINERVA.
correspondence

;

The GARNER

MX. ALARM

"I Q12 6h.p. Zenith,
JL*7 fine condition:
Lodge, Winchmore Hil

good condition, B. and B.
; £7/10.—Geo. Bannister.

[2406

just overhauled by J.A.P.'s, in
£55.—Norman Gray, Wilton

, N. [2512

BAT-J.A.P.,
tm-ettes

:

January. 1912, 8h.n.. DunloD voi-
cost £62, accept £s9.—Dobbs, 121,

Breakspears Rd., Brockley. [2669

TRIUMPH, 1909, flat piston, liorn, tools, tyres
good, overhauled for sale; £28/10.—Bacon, 33,

Madeira Rd., Streatkam, S.W. [2513

TVTOTOSACOCHE

It will

1910'., mug., 2h:p., 2 Whittle.?.

head light, fcotrests, horn, perie.t; £18. — 67.

West Side, Clapharn Common. [X6815

f., 1909. 5-6h.p., 1-ey'i. mag., central intake, B.
X' and B., h.b.c. good tvies, fine elder; must sell,

16gns.-2. Trcwint St.," Earlsfield. [X6833

£)3.h.p. Auto, h.b.c., spring forks, new belt, carburetter
'W4 wants attention; £6, or nearest effer.—Dun-ant.
Parkfield, Hadley \\cod, Barnet. [2392

give you perfect QAh.p. Noble, B.B.. Bosch, now Dunlop . b-lt, tyres
3reat bargain; brand new 1911 Satisfaction and Outlast your machine. "2 good, must sell; bargain, £15 or offer.—34,
months' guarantee ; cost £52/10. Willoughby Park Rd., Tottenham.

1 1 1 Standard Douglas, splendid order, not
«-*/ 1,000 miles; £31, first cheoue secures.—

VV mag.. 2 speeds, cream finish, as new; £38/10.- The i°7 ™ your Summer tour will be [Uenzies, Englefleld Green, Surrey. [2602
Belc™"- enhanced by it, so be sure to purchase at £>9.-3Jh.p. De Dion, new Chatcr No. 6~ frame, good

sidecar maehinc, Whittle belt, etc.— 58, Luxrn
GoiaiiarbouT Lane, CamberwelL [S6720

str.-nir,

carrier

;

[2369

HPRIUMPH, late 1911, nearly new condition, perfect

Tunbridge'wei"*^
8a™ flce * 38,1°- 51

'

Hi
fl6f^ remains unequalled, although often imitated.

13.h.p. F.N. Lightweight Motor Cycle, good condition;
4 owner going abroad; what offers.-—Aldridire, Park

Rd., Brentwood. [X6475 Buy the original.

~\T7ANn5WOETH.-Great
VV V N . 4 cyls.. 10 moi
£45.—Below.

Tj^7'ANDSWqRTH.-V.S.. 1910 model, 7-Sh.p. twin,

WANDSWORTH.—Premier, latest 1910 3i-4h.p. twin once,
m.o.v., mag., first-elaes order; bargain, £29/15.—

Below

WANDSWORTH. - Humber. 1909J, 3jh.p.,
mag.. 2 speeds, Druids, fine order ; bi

£2?/10—Bcl..w.

[26S5

done

Stocked by all leading agents and factors

the kingdom and abroad.

cr:;:er

"W
7"AND3WORTH.-Bat-Jap. 1909 model, 9h.p. twin,

tine sideear machine; cheap, £29/10.—Below

TJX7AND3WORTH -Rex de
V* 2 speeds, free engine,
Below.

Luxe, 5-6h.p. twin, mag.
new condition: £28/10.-

TyANDSWORTH.-N.S.U., 3{-4h.p.,
V-V speeds, spring forks, run. well;

- Below.

m.o.v., mag.. 2
bargain, £22/10.

The -i Q in Nickel | >r //» Black

Price, I ^/ O Plated. 1 tJ/ O piated.

United Kingdom, Postage 5d. extra,'

QAh.p. 1911-i Motor Cycle, Singer
<!>' 2 powerful machine, with back p;:

£24.-9, Exmouth St., Stepney, E.

KERRY, 23h.p., splendid condition, new Lornax
bands, overhauled; sacrifice, £12/10.—P. Piersou,

46, Bernard Ay., W. Ealing, W. [2402

MOTOSACOCHE, 1910 2hp. free engine. Whittle
belt, tyres perfect, fine condition; £18.—Chatwin

and Hartley, King St., Richmond. [2548

\T7A^n:3WOKTH.-Roc Military model, 4h.p., m.o.v.
VV mag., Druids, handle starting, nice (rder; £19/19.— Bc-lr.w.

WANDSWORTH.-N.S.TT..
mag., B. and I!., h.b.c..

Below.

late 1908, 4,

splendid order

;

i.n. twin,
£18/10.—

'ITrANDiWOETH. - Quadrant. 3Jh.p., like new
VV s £12/15: exebangis.—Wandsworth Mi tor Fx-
change. Ebner St., Wandsworth Station. [S6834
31b.p. Kerry, B. and B., Xlall forks. Matchless 'Phone; •—^outh 5 & a2 Wke, and footrests: £11/15.-25, Gloucester

^"ones
• ^outn 3 & 4.

Cip^K-pnwpi) necrt T,nm5 •—"Dependable, Moseley.

Sole Makers and Patentees :

HENRY GARNER, LTD.
IVJoseley Motor Works,

Birmingham,

HUMBER, 3ih.p., 2-speed, December, 1911, Palmer,
Dunlop, Lucas head light, accessories; £37,

bargain.— 1, Townley Rd., Dulwich. [2657

Qiih P- Minerva-Royal Enfield, new tyres and tubes,
,W1 low, in running order; £8/10, bargain.—Ather-
ton, Church Rd., Upper Ncrwccd. [2510

ZEDEL-GRIFl'ON. 2ih.p., splendid order. £10; very
low, light cycle, cost £8/8, take £3/10, or ex-

change.— 30. Eglinton Rd., Bow, E. [2496

HUMBER, 1911, 2b. p.. lightweight, perfect condi-
tion; £25/10, or nearest offer—Ogden Smiths. St.

John's Hill, Clapham Junction, S.W. [X6392

St., Cierkehwell.

B.S.A., 1911,
scarcely used,

Clapham Common.

LATE 1910 Clutch Triumph, in splendid condition-
trial run given, £35.—W.H., Mason's Arms, East

St., Walworth, S.E.

2h.p. Lightweight,
cover, good condition.—Scott, '35

South Tottenham

[2650 Grams

ne
?^,

£3J : also Douffias, ic,u Birmingham Showrooms:
£27.—Seen, 56, North Side,

&
[2640 78, NEW STREET, Opposite G.P.O.

LONDON STOCKISTS:
T2493 Brown Bros.. Qt. Eastern Street.

spring forks, new tubes and Bransom. Kent & Co., Gt. Eastern Street.
Talbot Rd., C. Lohmann. Gt. Eastern Street.

[2670 Robertson's Motor Agency, 157, Gt. Portland St.
T\0UGLA6. 1910, in perfect order throughout; any W.
•-J examination; £26—Heath, Ophir Laundry Pari; The Service Co.. 292, Holborn. W.C.

' [2589 East London Rubber Co,, Gt. Eastern St.. E C.

DOUGLAS.—Place your order new if ycu want im-
mediate cr early delivery of Douglas motor cycles.—

Keys, 44, Finsbnry Pavement. Lt nden. [2581

13.h.p. Minerva Lightweight, Longuemare, Clinchers,
4 low built, thorough^ condition; £5/10.-10,

Tottenham.

Aulay St., Ossory Rd., Old Kent Rd. [2671

AND M., light model, 1911, 2 speeds, liaudle rtart-

imr, etc., perfect: £36, or nearest offer; also Model
Douglasl"—H., 24, Fulham Rd., S.W. [X6663

1910, excellent eendition ; £31. or ex-
Douglas rr sidecar combination.—Pigct-

Malbrocke, E. Melesev. Surrey. [267S

4-cvl. model, practically as new;
st cfier—Anply, Bex L8 019, l'hr

Uotor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., EC. [2454

P
E
TRIUMPH

change

F.N.. 1912. 5-6h.p.
£40, or ne:

ill letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the uace «i me issue.
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MOTOR BlCi CLES FOR SALE.
EAGLES—N.S.TJ., ijl1.11., l.viiii.l new, enamelled

cream, luw build, rnu?., 1911 >i>riuy l'urks, ad-
instable lmllcy: £31 deferred uayments,

EAIiLES.-B.S.A., 1912
engine model, lutb all

aso, onl3' ridden 203 miles

EAGLES—N.S.U.. 4h.p.,
valves, 2 speed*, free

3;li-p., 2-specd and free
ifcessories, new a few weeks
cost £65, accept £50.

twin, 1910 model, rn.o-

mgine; £30.

1912. 2-epeed aud free engine
nearly new; £47.

3Jh.p., 1908, magneto, spring
and B. carburetter, adjustable

engine
or ex

171AGLKS.-Bradi.mv,
J-J model, belt drive,

IRAGLES. - N.S.U.,
i forks, 1912 B.

pulley; £17/10.

EAGLES.-Indian, 7h.p., 1911, twin, free
model, enamelled blue, flue condition; £43;

change lower power.

^AGLES.-E.N., 1911, 4-cyb, automatic carburetter
' drip lubrication, fine condition ; £34.

I^ATaliES.—Mills-Eulford sidecars; always a largi
-J stock of latest models, from £6/6.

I^AGLES.-N-S-U., 6b.p-, latest model, twin, witi
J 2 speeds, free engine; £61/15 (the ideal sidean

machine); delivery from stock.

EAGLES.—Immediate delivery from stock of the
famous N.S.U. 2-speed gears with free engines

from £oU5; for Triumph, £6/15.

E

"1,1AGLES and Co.,
ii London district
1012 incde'*: liberal allowances for machines in "pa
pTiiimt.—T'

'

h St., Actou.-N.S.rr., \Vorsl

ncy. Immediate delivery

el. 556 Chiswick. [X6901

11
EX de Luxe, 1911, .Till.]), tree engine, -handle start

S, brand new, ridden twice; bargain, £33/10.-
reicy, 47, Canterbury Terrace, Maida Vale. [271Z

TEItTMl'H, 1912, 3Jli.p., free engine model; instam
delivery; £55, cash, or defened payments.—Join

Barker and Co., Kensington High St., M. [X562;

C?1S— 4-eyl. 4h.p.^ h.b.c, lamp,
£18.-J. Bnrchett,

FN., mag., B. and B. carburettei
spares, etc.. perfect running crder

" Mortlake Ed., Kew. [205.

ROC-PEUGEOT, 1910, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, Whittle
Bc-ch. B. and B., F.E.S. lamp; £28:—Garaged

Weeks, 254, Archway Ed., Ilighgate, N. [2541

4Xh.p. F.N., good condition, just overhauled, guaran
2 teed sound, 2^ tyres, spares; examination aftei

7; £19/10.— Lewis, 8, Fdrster Ed., Beekenham. [250:

]\/TOTO-EEVE, 1910, 2(h.p., twin, Druids, just beei
-L»-L thoroughly overhauled, good tyres; £15/10, r,i

nearest cfler.—Jenkins, 173, Camden Ed., N.W. [2351

HAZLEWOOD, 1912, 23h.p., 3 speeds and clutch
lamp, born, sneedometer, only done SOO.mile^

£45.—Ivy Bank; Carshalton Rd., Sutton, Surrey. [263

ZENITH, 3;n.p.. 1911, perfect order, new Whittle
lamp, bom. new back tvre, etc., £41/10; wit

iJle.ar £43'10.— O.'.u r, 4, St. Anne's Ed., Hanow. [259i

TEIUMPH, 1910, almost new condition, spares
Palmer cord just fitted; £40, or near offer; buy

nig. chain-driven:—Wcodgate, tobacconist, Margate. [2461

1' LXCOLN Ell;. 3Jh.p., 1911$. in new condition, horn
-l mirrcT. spare tube, belt, plugs, valves, etc.; £27-

High. 37, Boston Ed., Walthamstow, Essex. [X65E!

TKIUMl'H, 1909, with 1912 Bosch mag., in splendi,
condition, lamp, horn, spare valve, plugs, etc. •

£28.—H.. 37. Bo t„u Ed, Walthamstow, Essex. [X6591

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4. Percy St., W., lav.
several 2nd-hand P. and M.'s for sale; particular,

on application or can be seen at above address. [X677.'

-JQ11 Eerry-Abingdon, 3;h.p., Bosch, B. and B.
JLtf footboards, Lucas head light, trip cyclometer
accessories; £32/10.—Broom, Willow St., Eomford: [2681

1Q12 3£h.p. Premier, 3-speed Armstrong, new cor,
At/ dition; £44, absolute bargain; all accessoric-
—7, Vale Ter., Chelsea. Tele. : 2705 Kensington.

[263
"BQ10 Triumph, rebushed throughout last week, nev.
Ac7 belt, good tyres, lamp, generator, spares, etc..

perfect condition; offers.—Reeve, Wanehai, Wcking.
[246T

*|Q10 2ih.p. Douglas, in first-class condition, hac
L & little use, good climber ; bargain, £25 cash.-
Ai plv, E. Henshaw, 35, oi. George's St., Canterbury

[24&1
OFFERS, 2}h.n. Kerry, B. and B., h.b.c, new Pa

mers. re-bushed throughout, footrests, low, an.
distance to buyer.—156, Charlton Lane, London, S.I

[263.
DOITGLAS. late 1910, 2}h.p., magnificent condition

absolutely unscratched, new 1 lunlop tyres and tubee
lamp, belt, all spares; £23/10.-28, Eye Lane, Peckham

[X656I
T> UDGE, 3ih.p., free engine, perfect condition, use,
JA, only 2 months: £36.—Ladbroke Ed. Motor Works
SI, Ladbroke Rrl., London, W. 'Phone: 4130 Western

[X658:
BEADBUEX, 1911;, 3Jh.p., Palmer and Dunloi

tvres, tool,., bag, and spares, climbs anything, abso-
lutely like new: £31/10.— 108a, Penwith Rd., South
Held-. [X683r
MINERVA. 3h.p., 1912 B.B-. good tyres, lamp, horn

-pare belt, etc., beautifully tuned ; seen evening
between 6 and 9: £12—W- T. Francis, 58, Upper Tulsr
Hill. [2451

T.A.C., 1911, 3-speed, worm drive, handle starting,
just overhauled, with sidecar, tcols, accessories;

erT=:s: further nartieulars.—Wyatt, 80, Queen's Rd..
Norwich: [X6675

NYSE'S
Delighted owners write to us every day in reference

to our Popular £6 6s. Torpedo-bodied Sidecar with
side door. Why pay big prices when you cau procure
such good value for money. Call and inspect for

yourself.

Popular Sidecar de Luxe with Torpedo Body

SPECIFICATION. — Torpedo wicker
body. Side door. Cranked back axle. Michelin
tyre and tube. Quick detachable joints. Clips
to fit any machine. Only £6 6s.

NYE'S SUPPLY THE TRADE.
Write for terms.

FULL SPECIFICATION BY RETURN.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
1912 2-SEATER 8 H.P. MORGAN.

JULY DELIVERY.
NEW A.C. SOCIABLE st REDUCED PRICE.
New Engine and Carburetter. Grey Finish.

CASH, EASY PAYMENTS or EXCHANGE.

JULY DELIVERY.

NEW A.C. as above. Green Finish. Hood,
Screen, etc.

j 1912 6 H.P.'ZENITH. Stock £73 7s.
|

1912 4 H.P. SINGER .. Stock £65.
TWO-SPEEDS.

j
1912 8 H.P. MATCHLESS . . £73.

J

Easy Payments accepted on any of the above.

Please submit your Cash Offers for the following.

Exchange or Easy Payments,
rgii 7 h.p. INDIAN, late model, little used,

T.T. pattern £45
inn 3* h.p. PREMIER, T.T. model £30
igiz 4~ h.p. SINGER, 2 speeds, nearly new .. £55
ion 6 h.p. CLYNO, 2 speeds £52
ign 2? h.p. HUMBER-FORWARD, nearly new £28
Fine 4-cyl. F.N., just overhauled £20
1910 8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., and sidecar, 2 speeds,

trial, etc '. £50
1909 TRIUMPH, good order £29
191

1

2£ h.p. P. & M., 2 speeds OSers
And others. Call and inspect. Big Bargains.

ACCESSORIES.
2C0 Feet Reddaway's iin. Rubber Belting, per ft. 1/5
Chater-Lea Cear Box, nearly new £4 10
Bowden Gear in wheel , 50/-
1 20-amp. 4-volt Accumulator 8/0
Large Post Horns, as sold at 14/- each 12/6
r 7-9 h.p. Peugeot Engine, 1912 £9 10
1 De Dion -i% h.p., quite sound 50/-
Rear Luggage-carriers, large size each 4/-
1 doz. Handle-bar Watches, in cases .... „ 5/6
1 New Bosch Magneto, waterproof type .... 60/-
1 New Ruthardt 50/-

NYE'S 100-PAGE ACCESSORY CATALOGUE
POST FREE.

NYE'S,
16, HAMPSTEAD ROAD,

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,LONDON (near Maple's).

Tel. 3625 North.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"I Q 12 Triumphs.—We have two free engine models
J-*/ iij stock, also 0110 1911 free engine model.—
Pioneer Motor Co., Lower Edmonton. 'Phune : 1834
Tottenham. [2390
"1 (XI 2 Bradburys.—Two 2-speerI models in stock.—
JL«/ Pioneer Motor Co., Lower Edmonton. 'Phone:
1834 Tottenham. [2391

1 Q 1 - 2£h.p. Twin Hinnbrr, as new, tyres impum-
At/ tur^d. only ridden 300 miles; £38, complete with
lamp.;, etc.—Deeble, 8, Antrk^er, Rd., St- Mary Cray,
Kent. [2533

"j Q 09 3ih-p. Rex, B. and B.. Boseh. decompresscr,
A. «y sprin- forks, low, overhauled ; £15; exchange
handle starter, 2 speeds; ca*3h.^l'irrdiie, Bromley Rd-,
Beekenham. [2365

MATCHLESS, 1911, 6h.p., V.S- gear, fitted with
MatfMpss coachtmilt sideror, splendid rendition;

bargain, £.8/10.—C, The Woodman, Archway Rd-,'

Highgatfc N. [2524

4]}. p. J.A.P. Engine, Bcseb mat;-, B.B. carburetter,
new 5in. pullev : can be tried; £9/10; guaranteed

perfect.—G, Humphreys, 38, Chaucer Rd., Wood St-,

Walthamstow. [2688

1 ChO? Genuine Minerva, 3h.p., m.o.v., new B. and
J-«7 B, h.b.c, carburetter, also accumulator, foot-
boards, powerful and perlejt; £10 only.—514, High
ftd., Leyton. [2649

VINDEC Special, 34b. p., 2-«peed, and sidecar, new
Michelin Trident on back wheel, 1912 Ainae, Bosch

ma?-, lamrw, etc.; £22.—Chatwin and Hartley, King
St., Richmond. [2547

PREMIER, 1912, 3Ah.p., Armstrong 3-speed gear,
head lamp, horn, extra belt (Whittle), 2 tool-

bags, etc., run 2,000 miles, perfect order; 45 gnV
—

Read, Sheerness. [2631

MR. GWTNNE'S 1911 T.T. Special Triumph., very
fast, and complete with max. hand hpeeuometer

.ind watch: bargain at £38.—Apply, Pond, 349, ttest

£nd Lane, Loudon. [Z6789

TRIUMPH, 1906. all bearings as new, var- pulley, very ;

fast and powerful, guaranteed in perfect order;
£16/10, bargain; stamp, reply.—Mullis, The Grange,
Staplecross, Sussex. [2435

3ih.p. Chater-Fafnir, watertight Bosch, B. and B.,
2 F.R.S. head light, new belt and tubes, Clinchers,

tools and snares; bargain, £16/10. — 14, fcjheriogbain

Rd., Barnsbury, N. [2682

3'Xh.p. Zenith-Gradua ; £34; late 1910, excellent con-
2 dition throughout, tine engine, 1912 B. and B-,

Quick Grip lever, horn, tools. — 110, Sunnyhill Rd.,
Streatlutm (after 6 p.m.) [2550

DOUGLAS Standard Model, new October, 1911,
very little used, tools, spare inner tube, new

f.vso belt, new Lucas lamp; £31/10, bargain.—Bridges,
53, Bridge Rd., Uxbridge. [2643

T.T- Rudge. with Brcoklands exhaust pipe, tind 3-speed
Singers, in stock, and ready for yuur summer holi-

days : exchanges-—Crow Bros-, Motor Cyclists' Garage,
190, High St., Guildfcrd. [2702

MOTOR Cycle, 3ih.p. Stevens/very powerful, tyfe3
nearly new, extra band, in sri'eiuitd running order;

(iriit offer of £12, worth double-—Apply, JJown View,
Dyke Rd. Av., Brighton. [2427

ANGLO-SAXON.—West End agents for the celebrated
Sun 3ih.p. Precision 3-speed, the ideal sidecar

machine; trial runs by appointment; £53/11 cash, ex- '

UUlCl]

L'han: :e, or instalments.

ANGLO-SAXON.—West End agents for the celebrated
Kynoch-Jap 4h.p. 3-speed"; cash, exchange, or

instalments.

4 NGLO 'SAXON. — J-A.P. Twin, mag., Chater-Lea
l\- fittings, Wnittle belt, splendid order; any trial or
examination ; £27/10; cash, exchange, or instalments.

A NGLO-SAXON. — S« veval 2cd-hand machines from
xl_ £10; any reasonable offer accepted; must clear;

cash or instalments-

ANGLO-SAXON Motor Co.—Note oux address: 100,
BoHover St., Gt. Portland St., W. 'Phone: 4044

Mayfair. [2708

BAT-J.A?., 6h.p_, Show finidi, only ridden 200
mil.i-, tvr^s unpunv'tar^l, with lamp, hom, spares,

t".'o spare lin. Dun'cp; £54, or best offer.—Ban-ait,

19, T-riwrt Rd., East Dulwkh. [2608"

I>AT-JA.r., practically new, 8hi>-, fr'eti engine, Ccwey
> speedometer, lar^e Lucas horn and lamp, 1'illmn

-oat.; any trial; £62/10. 'Phone: 8179 Central—At-
Irin-i, 14, Bartholomew Close. E.C. [X6636

MINERVA, 3ih-p-, 1912, B. and B-, free engine,
Whittle, Continentals, low, fast, with 6gn. sidecar,

tin nni^Mv overhauled, new condition ; £25 lot.—45,
Bismarck* Rd., Highgate Hill, N- [2447

DOUGLAS; jaef completely overhauled, sp'endid con-
dition; any exaaiiuation, owner bought Mgher-

pew'ered machine ; ^cim any time. — Heath, Ophir
Linmdrv, ParK Lane, Tottenham, N. [2092

TRIUMPH, 3|h.rj., 1909, little used, excellent order
throughout, "new belt, head lamp, horn, spare

belt, valves, tools, etc., buying" sidecar machine; £30.
—18, Ouseley Rd., Wandsworth Common. [2673

6h.p. Twin Saro>a, nearly new, Cbater-Lea frame and
fittings, anjasiable pulley, new B. and B. car-

buretter, in splendid condition; any trial; £22.—D.,
3, Upper Cedars Mews, Cedars Rd., Clapham, S-W.

All otters relating to advertisements sliould 0'iote the number ;it the end of e.ich ndveitisement t and the date of the issue.
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Designs of ihe Future.

UNTIL this year the history of. the T.T. race has

led the public to imagine that there was some
tangible reason for allowing multi-cylinder

machines a larger cubical capacity than singles

;

1912 has proved that 500 c.c. twins are as fast

and as good climbers as singles of equal Volume. This

being so, we venture to suggest that it might be ad-

vantageous for manufacturers who have up to now
devoted all their experience and energy to perfecting

the single to turn their attention to the advantages to

be derived from two-cylinder engines.

The single scores greatly on the question of

simplicity, and also from a manufacturing point in

cheapness of production, but those who have had
experience of both types will agree that the best

singles are not so comfortable to ride as the most
perfect twins. A twin-cylinder engine provides an

evenness of running that is most fascinating, and
gives one the impression of being towed along as com-_
pared with the propelling effort, of the single.

If the twin had had the same attention bestowed

upon it as the single, it would be an even more perfect

article to-day. but in the opinion of many engineers

the multi-cylinder is the motor cycle engine of the

future.

When designs for 1913 are under consideration

it might also be worth while to ask whether we are

not rather too prone to accept the conventional type

of frame as final in motor cycle construction. De-
partures- from recognised and successful designs re-

quire the most careful deliberation, but past events

have proved that it is possible to be unconventional

and at the same time successful.

Youthful Drivers and Recklessness.

THE question of the reckless driving of motor cars

and -motor cycles by a. certain section is creating

a great amount of publicity at the present time.

It is hardly possible to pick up a paper which
includes a column of cycling notes without

observing some bitter complaint of the recklessness

of some motorist. The push cyclist is perhaps the

best person to judge in these matters, although his

opinion of motorists is. likely to be somewhat biased,

as there is a growing' feeling abroad that cyclists are

gradually being driven off the roads by the number
and speed of cars and motor cycles and by the dust

they create. We do not attempt to deny the fact

that there are unfortunately a lot of careless motor
drivers on the roads, just as there are casual and

thoughtless push cyclists who apparently do not know
the common rules of the road. As we have often

pointed out, the reckless driver endangers not only

himself, but also those with whom he may collide.

Whilst on this subject, we may draw attention to a

recent decision of the National Cyclists' Union in

discussing this matter. Believing that the youthful

motor cyclist is the worst offender, the N.C.U. has

resolved to make an attempt to have the law

amended which permits boys of fourteen years of age

to ride a motor cycle. An important point also

discussed by the same body is that a juvenile driver

may in the case of an action for damages caused by

a collision successfully plead infancy. In this con-

nection the N.C.U. will endeavour to get legislation

altered to make parents or guardians responsible for

damage caused by minors when driving motor

vehicles.
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CYCLECARS :

THEIR ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES.

UNDOUBTEDLY the cyclecar has arrived, and

it will most assuredly stay, but what final

form will it take, and will it oust the popular

sidecar? These questions are not answered so easily

as might be expected, for at the present moment,

though cyclecars are by no means new, and puzzled

designers years and years ago, the miniature 'four-

wheeler is in the chrysalis stage, and cannot be

expected to hatch into its final perfect shape until the

many and various forms at present under construc-

tion have undergone long and strenuous tests. There

are even now several very clever designs of cyclecars

to be bought which run extremely well, and a few

which have already competed successfully in long-

distance events. The general run of cyclecar is,

however, not anything like so satisfactory as the -

modern motor cycle, and there is no hiding the fact,

but this is hardly to be wondered at as it is a com-

paratively recent development Certain light four-

wheelers known as quads existed in the very early

days, 'but most of them were given up on account of

the difficulties experienced from vibration.

Vibration Trouble.

This trouble is, unfortunately, not yet extinct, and

it is from vibration that the cyclecar designer still has

most to fear. I have come into contact with several

cyclecars and more cyclecar owners, and nearly all

have, after the first few weeks, grumbled to a greater

or less extent about their machines falling to pieces.

Sometimes it has been a strained and twisted frame,

but more often it has been mudguards rattling and the

s':ays breaking, or nuts and bolts falling off and fittings

coming loose, belts slipping, or rear wheels lying

down on corners, etc. All this does not necessarily

imply discredit to the manufacturers, for the public

WILL THE CYCLECAR DISPLACE THE
SIDECAR ?

demanded cyclecars before the majority of manufac-
turers were ready, and it is really wonderful that good
machines have' been evolved in the time. The idea

of a miniature motor car sounds so simple that few

anticipate any more trouble than with a car.

Light Cat s.

At the present moment there is a decided reaction

against the ultra light motor cycle engined, belt-driven

runabout, and. one or two large factories are "consider-

ing, or even actually constructing, machines with four-

cylinder water-cooled' engines, three-speed and reverse

gear boxes, and shaft drive to a live axle. Here,
however, other difficulties begin to crop up. The
weight becomes excessive, and the machine develops

into a small car instead of a cyclecar, and the price

necessarilv increases, which must not be the case if

the cyclecar is" to. become a popular means of locomo-'
' tion. I believe it is quite possible to make and sell

a machine on these lines at ,£125 if manufacturers
will refrain from slavishly following car design, but

great care wdll have to be exercised to prevent the

machine becoming nasty as well as cheap.

There is no doubt that a smooth-funning four-

cylinder engine would increase the life of nearly all

parts, especially tyres, etc., and be far more com.-

fortable to drive, but it is a debatable question whether
it would not be better to build a sound two-cylinder

engine and put the money saved into first-class fittings

all round. Too many people imagine that a good
engine makes a good machine, but this is by no means
the case, as a weak frame or badly designed trans-

mission more than counteracts the advantage given by

the best engine ever built.

So far cyclecar trials have been few and far

between, and have been very badly supported hv most

THE MEDINGER LIGHT RACING CAR.
This machine, which was built by M. Medinger, oae of the winning Sunbeam drivers in the Grand Prix car race, might reasonably be classed as a cyclecar. Ths
motive power is a single cylinder engine and the driving axle has no differential gear. The pointed torpedo front and extremely narrow radiator will be noted.
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Cyclecars : Their Advantages and Disadvantages.-—

manufacturers at that, consequently the public. have
had very little chance of deciding on the merits and
demerits of the, new type of machine. Now. comes the

manufacturers' opportunity. The Auto Cycle Union
Six Days' Reliability Trials are to be held next month,
and'.if cyclecars can prove their worth and utility

in this event it will have a more lasting effect o 3

the public than meteoric flights round Brooklands
or even a good performance .in a one day trial. I

have been given to understand that at least one
cyclecar will be entered in. the • A.C.U. Six Days'
Trials, and its performance, together with those ni

other cyclecar entrants, will be closely watched by
a" large section of the public, • who only want to be .

convinced that the cyclecar is reliable to place their

orders at once.

Cyclecars v. Sidecars.

So far I have striven to point out the disadvantages

under which manufacturers are working, for there is a

very general opinion among the motor cycle public

that the cyclecar is not yet as good as it looks on
paper. As to its utility, who can doubt that in a

short time cyclecars in some form or another will be
common everywhere ? To some degree they will re-

place sidecars, which, comfortable and popular
though they be, are at the best a makeshift, and a

particularly unmechanical makeshift as well. They
will be used bv country doctors and all those who

have to coyer a large area in a short time and wish

for; more comfort and cleanliness than a motor cycle

provides,- They will- be used by owner-drivers of large

and' moderate-sized cars for short trips, thus, avoiding

the necessary cleaning of the big machine ; and they
:

are bound to become extremely popular for light

delivery work.

Now to answer the question of the final form.

There are sure to be two distinct classes of cyclecars. _.

(1) A machine which will cost not more than x motor
cycle and sidecar, i.e., ^75 (I do not mean the most-

expensive 'motor cycle with the best possible sidecar,

but a sound touring mount), for the keen motorist of

limited means. This will necessarily be a little'crude, .

but provided it is well designed and built should give

every satisfaction. (2) A' more luxurious article which
must have at least three speeds and- reverse on account

of its weight, and which must also have a positive

drive to the rear wheels. Probably the motor cycle

engine pure and simple will be fitted to the first

mentioned type, and a water-cooled engine or specially

designed air-cooled engine to the second. ' Whether
\

three ox four wheels are to become the fashion is a.

subject on which we have already heard much, arid

are likely, to hear more. The writer favours four

wheels, though there is much to be said on both sides.

Finally, let us hope that the new branch of the

industry is not to be handicapped by heavy taxes, for

the cyclecar .is essentially the vehicle for the man "cf

limited means. Ubique.

•

>

B&

The ubiquity ol the motor cycle is demonstrated in .the above picture, which shows a grouo ol Motojacoche riders sna.ped at the Pyramid:.
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OCCASIONAL COAAENTS.
By

Oil Carriers for Three=speed Hubs.
I have failed to find in the accessory factors' lists

any suitable container for reserve supplies of hub oil

c i long tours, but I have satisfactorily solved the ques-

tion bv purchasing one of the little leather cases

designed to hold a half-pound tin of carbide. The
tin is oiltight, and serves the purpose admirably.

The Carriage of Spare Belts.

After trying every device on the market, I have

come to the conclusion that a belt case is the best

way of carrying a single spare. As belt cases are sub-

jected to considerable vibration, I fasten mine" with

two or three steel plates, bolts, and nuts, "used by some
makers for attaching toolbags to the carrier. If the

pins are burred over these cannot vibrate loose.

If I am starting on a long, tour, or using a sidecar-

—

circumstances which render the carrying of one or two
spare belts advisable—the leather belt goes into the

case, as it requires protection from wet and dust; and
I fasten the spare rubber belt to the carrier by a couple

of straps.

Belts and Pulleys.

Fierce competition now exists in the motor cycle

world, and will -in time force the bulk of the demand
into channels where belt-life is longest, and where the

liability to belt slip is smallest.

Tut into practical terms, this tendency is bound to

enforce one of two alternatives upon makers. Either

they will have to fit ugly belt shields, protecting their

drive against slip, or they will have to fit combined
belt and chain drive.

That a combined drive must prolong belt life and
reduce belt slip is obvious from the following con-

siderations. A maker desires to adopt 4^ to 1 as his

standard roadster gear. If he drive direct from a small
engine pulley to a rear belt drum, his belt will have
about twelve square inches of contact surface on the

front pulley; if he employ the combined drive, effect-

ing half the reduction by chain and sprocket gear, he
can use an 8in. counter-shaft pulley, on which his belt

will have twenty-four square niches of contact area.

Verb. sup.

Other Views
The writer of the motor cycle notes in the R.A.C.

Journal takes the view that the Junior T.T. Race
points rather to- an ultimate conquest, by the chain,

and to the urgent need of more weather guarding. I

am, however, almost convinced that the' present
alternative is between belt shields and combined drive.

I have often used belt shields, and they can certainly

be made efficient. But they are always ugly in aspect,

they obstruct access to the belt and pulleys, they do
not prolong the life of the belt, and they are very
easily damaged. Moreover, the Junior T.T. threw "no

light whatever on their merits, while it afforded a con-
vincing demonstration of the merits of the combined
drive. Consequently I am sure the race will give a

healthy impetus to combined drive.

The sole drawback to combined drive is an extremely
minute and fractional decrease in efficiency, due to the
nominal friction of a balh bearing shaft, chain, and
chain wheels, and this is trivial compared to the firm
grip and increased wear of the belt.

A24

IXION."

Automatic Carl ureit, rj.

1 am ' :

a prood man the day." For several years

past I have been urging the value of automatic carbu-

retters as a selling point with amateur customers who
possess little technical skill. I have not previously

seen the fruit of my labours. Many accessory firms

have patented automatic and semi-automatic carbu-

retters, but the motor cycle manufacturers nave not

been eager /to adopt them as standard, and have con-

tinued to fit two-lever types.

At the present moment I am testing a single lever

carburetter, produced by one of our most famous
motor cycle factories with an eye to its 1913 models.

It is early days to say whether the device will be
standardised or not, but the preliminary tests point to

'

its excellence. With the original tw.o-lever carbu-

retter it was difficult to start the engine by pulling up
the back wheel; with the one-lever vaporiser- it starts

first pull, thereby showing that the mixture provided is

of the correct proportions.

Either on the stand or the road the carburetter gives

even and smooth acceleration, without lag or choke',

from. the first notch to the last, whether. the throttle.be

banged or glided open. I have fitted an extra air in-

take, but cannot induce the engine to take more air

at any speed than the automatic device supplies. I

have closed some of the fixed air inlets in running,

without obtaining any improvement in results. A
,
revolution counter shows that the maximum efficiency

is, if anything, a shade better than the original two-

lever device procured, while the fuel consumption re-

mains unaltered. The carburetter, is, therefore, ex-

tremely promising.

It is useless for correspondents to write and ask

who are_the makers of the device, as I am pledged to

secrecy for the present. I merely give this brief

description of my experience in the hope that other

leading manufacturers will seriously consider . auto-

matic and semi-automatic carburetters for next year's

models.

The North-west London v. Oxford M.C.C. hill-climb at Arms Hill. A
competitor making use of his feet to reach the top.
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Cape Peninsula M.C.C. Speed Trials

k
N June 22nd the C.P. M.C.C.

held a speed trial over a

course approximately i%-
miles long on the road from Dur-

banville to Malmesbury. The
results were as follows: T. C. L.

Smith (2 1/^ Torpedo), first on
formula; J. P. Faucis (3 '2

Rudge), second on formula ; N.

S.! Olive (7 Indian), fastest time.

The road surface was in excel-,

lent condition, except for a. dried-

up watercourse about 200 yards

from the finish. This caused

rather a severe bump, so an

official was .posted at the spot to

warn competitors. There was a

good representative entry, and
some fast speeds were attained.

T. C. L. Smith had to stop on
his first attempt, owing to some
horses wandering about the

course. However, after they had
been driven off, he succeeded in

making -very good .time. Many
British machines were included

Cape Peninsula M.C.C. Speed Trial at Harting Point. T. R. Butler (Zenith), the president of the club, is

seen gathering speed in the flying start event.

of

in

the best known
the entry list.

The event was run off under ideal conditions,

was consequently a great success.

and

Another West-country Hill Conquered.
TRISCOMBE Hill between Bagborough and Crow-

combe, and about ten miles west of Taunton,

has at last been successfully scaled by motor
cycles. The rise commences at the old Blue Ball Inn,

and runs direct up the face of the Quantocks to the well

known Triscombe Stone, celebrated as a meeting place

for followers of the red deer. The gradient is about

1,000 yards in length, and rises 450 feet in this dis-

tance, with a gradient in places steeper than 1 in 6.

The difficulty in ascending is to keep down to a low

enough speed and dodge the boulders. On Tuesday last

week W. Pratt, R. M. Marians, and W," Drake, accom-

panied by W. G. Potter, H. E. Potter, and Golds-

worthy Crump, of the Taunton and District M.C.C,
inspected the hill, and then Pratt mounted and made a

perfectly clean ascent. He was immediately followed

by R. M. Marians, who did likewise. W. Drake came
up fast and well considering the surface. Later, he

made a second climb at reduced speed with equal

success. W. G. Potter also made an excellent ascent.

As if this were not enough, Pratt came down to the

steepest and loosest place, started up, and got away
on the clutch in splendid style. The four machines

used were 1912 standard P. and M's. T.G.C.

OWSawssaasufewwaswŝ ^j
f . W. Pratt (3* h.p. P. and M.), who made the first ascent.
2. The four P. and M. riders at TriscombB Stone.

3. W. Drake making an ascent. The rough state of tlie

road will be noticed.
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Autumn Army Manoeuvres.

THIS year the Autumn Manoeuvres are to be on a

larger scale than ever, for in addition to the

fifty thousand regular troops taking part, there

will be some seven thousand Territorials, h'aif of whom
will be cyclists. In order to provide the necessary

staff of generals' orderlies and umpires.' messengers

no fewer than sixty civilian motor cyclists will be

required. Of these twenty are to be found by the

A.C.U., and the remaining forty will be selected from
members of the Legion of Motor Cyclists.

The period for which the services of the majority

of these will be required is from September r4th to the

21st, and each motor cyclist will receive six and six-

pence per day petrol allowance in addition to his

board and lodgings.

Already many applications have been sent in by
motor cyclists anxious to enjoy this novel way of

spending a holiday, but there are still several vacancies

for suitable men, preferably those who have attended
previous manoeuvres or who have had some military

training. Preference will, of course, be given to men
who are already members of the Legion of Motor
Cyclists. Those who have not yet registered them-
selves as members should do so at once, and send in

their application to the Hon. Secretary of the Legion,

128, Jermyn Street, London, W., together with a

stamped addressed envelope, is. 4c!. for the Legion
badge, and a penny stamp..

In due course full details will be posted to the

selected candidates, and next week I hope to be able

to give an advance copy cf these.

What Army Manoeuvres Mean.
For the benefit of those who have not hitherto been

lucky enough to enjoy the experience of going out on
army manoeuvres, I will sketch a brief outline of what
their duties will be. They will be asked to rendezvous

at some hotel in East Anglia on the appointed day,

and there to report to the general to whose sen-ice

they have been told off. That night there will be no
work required of them, and until the following after-

noon they will probably be free.

Then at a moment's notice a motor cyclist messenger
will be called up by a staff officer and handed a

despatch to deliver to a general commanding perhaps
twenty miles away, and the motor cyclist must, of

course, move as fast as his engine will take him.

For this one glorious week he need have no thought
for police traps nor speed limits—the faster he goes

the fetter everybody will be pleased.

When the message is delivered the rider is either

instructed to return with a reply or allowed to make
the best arrangements he can for the night. Some-
times this will mean shaking down with the nearest

body of troops, but usually the motor cyclist will be
told to look for dinner and a, bed for himself- and to

charge the account to the authorities.
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' a- -jii, day after day, the motor cyclist's time wii

be occupied in alternating hours of complete idleness,

watching long columns, of troops defile past him, and
in occasional exhilarating bursts of speed, dashing off

on some errand of importance. -

A Few Hints.
It must be remembered that quite half of the des-

patch riding is done after sunset, and therefore an
efficient lamp is very essential.

It is advisable to provide oneself with a loud whistle

(the "Thunderer," to be had at any ironmonger's, is

recommended), for troops on the march pay not the

least attention to the hooting of a motor horn or syren,

be it ever so loud, but discipline teaches every" man
to look round when he hears a whistle—it is, in fact,

the only way of clearing a path for oneself along a

road congested with troops.

Another point worthy of attention in passing infantry

is to try to make as little dust as possible. These
poor fellows have a pretty rough time of it on
manoeuvres after marching their ' thirty odd miles a

day, and, they have to swallow an appalling amount of

dust raised by their own feet without taking into

account motor dust. A little consideration in this

matter will win the motorist deep, though perhaps

unvoiced, thanks, whilst consistent neglect of this will

tend to unpopularity—to use a mild term.
.

There is one part of an army on the move against

which motor cyclists should be warned—it is the cable

and air line telegraph companies of the Royal Engi-

neers when engaged in paying out or picking up a line.

Their movements cannot be depended upon,- they do
not keep to the left of the road, and they are liable

to stop dead or turn round at any given moment.

Three lightweight riders who survived the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
severe one day trial of 182 miles. The riders are G. Smith 2y b.p. Humber),
Sam Wright (2J h.p. Humber), 'and Alec Walsgrove (2J h.p. Hazlewood). On the
right is Ambrose Elson, the trials hon. sec.
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/t "ir jrY most exciting ride took

|\/| place at Pontypridd in
A* J- 1903," said Bert Yates,

who has been riding Humber
machines since the very - earliest

days of. motor cycle racing. "The
race was a five miles handicap,

. and I remember that I had to

give the limit man 3^ minutes start.

The track was well banked for those

days, but not sufficiently so for the

speed we reached that day. The
top of the banking was guarded by
board fencing, supported at intervals

by stout posts. I had all my work
cut out to pick up my handicap,

-and soon found myself at the top of

the banking. Next I was touching

the boards, and finally I actually

found myself riding on the fence

itself, as the speed was so high that

it was impossible to keep on the

track."

- A Lucky Win.
" Well,J won .the race, but only

because my opponent's belt came off

in the last lap. Even then he would

probably have won if he had not

pulled up to put it on again, as he

had a good lead and the impetus

would have carried him over the

line.

"I was riding a 2 % h.p-. chain-

driven Humber, and just before the>

race'noticed that the rear tyre cover'

was worn through, but managed' a

temporary repair by binding the

worst place with a silk handker-

chief."

Speed m the Early Dayf.

Not manv riders can have had a

much more exciting ride than this!

but Bert Yates told us several more
anecdotes of races of almost as

exciting a nature.

The speed accomplished in those

early days by Bert Yates and certain

ether expert riders on the old 2 %..

h.p. chain-driven Humbers was little

short of marvellous, and in some

cases they put up records which,

would be hard to beat, owing to the

fact that the tracks could not stand

a higher speed.

->-••«—

f

A novel method of constructing bodies for sidecars

and cyclecars was brought to our notice recently by
Mr. H. S. Harvey, of the Light Car Body and Fittings

Co., Coventry. Any shape. can be made, and when
the body is finished it has. the appearance of having

ibeen shaped from a solid piece, as there are no visible

constructional details or joints. The method of build-

ing is the invention of Mr. Harvey, and it results in a

very strong body, at the same time it is lighter than

the usual coach-built type, and the appearance is very

good. The only framework used is that for fixing

the door, and. a light strip along the top where the

upholstery is attached. The model which we illus-

trate has a detachable front and a seat for a child.

The door fastener is strong, simple, and conveniently

placed.

A sidecar body constructed in this way has much the

same appearance as if it were made of shaped metal,

to make which special and costly appliances are re-

quired ; and unless a very large number of bodies were
made of precisely the same shape, these appliances

would make the cost prohibitive, Another advantage
which a wooden body has over -metal is the absence
of clanging and rattle.

.

A NEW SIDECAR BODY.
Mr. Harvey showed us a small model which was

made some time ago and had been subjected to any

amount of knocking about, but- it had withstood the

rough treatment perfectly, and

when we examined it all

joints were quite firm.

Sidecar body of novel construction made
by Light Car Body and Fittings Co. This

method of building admits of any shape

b-ing made, and no framework is required.

it3
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The "Deluge*
overall suit.

Brown Bros, telescopic

sidecar jack.

r==^

Among the

Accessories

A Practical Suit of Overalls.

F. C. Noar and Co., 19, Watling
Street. Shudehill, Manchester, have lately

introduced a thoroughly
practicable and quite nice

looking suit of motor cycle
overalls. It is made of

> f *fl good wearing material, and
amongst the chief points
may be mentioned the
double protection for the
shoulders, double-breasted
front, and bishop's sleeves,

which form a most excellent

type of wind cuff Loops
are provided on the sides

for.a* belt to .prevent the

coat from bellying out in a
wind. The material is, we
unde rs't'ah d, absolutely

stormproof. The. leg -por-

tion of the suit has been
carefully designed, and the

portions which wear out so

quickly—the straps underneath the foot—

.

are made of double thickness. The fasten-

ings are spring buttons.

Light Sidecar Jack.

A neat and very light sidecar jack is

being marketed bv Brown Bros., Ltd.,

15, Newman St.. Oxfprd St., W., which
takes the form of

a fork mounted on
a telescopic tube.

The fork "may be
raised to the neces-

sary height, where
it is locked by a
simple jamming
action, and may
be released by.
pressing a" spring-

controlled .trigger.

When the ' stand
.

has been set to the
correct height, the

sidecar axle may
be lifted on to it

or rolled into

position. The sub-

stantial square base
is turned down at the corners so as to

.

grip the road surface and prevent rolling.

This jack is absolutely firm when set

in position, light in. weight, and con-

venient in size.

A New Terminal.

The Eotax Motor Accessories Company,
43-45, Great Eastern Street, E:C:, have
introduced a new and simple terminal
for electric cables. . It is stamped in

two halves, round one of which , the
stranded high tension wire is looped.

The other half is then bent over and
clipped down with the aid of

j

pliers,

making a safe and satisfactory job.

A32

A Handy Patch Press.

The Chemico patch press is a handy
little contrivance which, when placed
over a tyre patch, grips both patch and
tube and dispenses with the necessity for

holding "the patch down with thumb and
finger until the solution is dry. With
the Chemico patch press an even pressure
is distributed over the whole surface of

the patch and tube, which pressure
can be regulated to a nicety, and the
appliance can then be clamped to ensure
perfect adhesion.

In the case of one or more punctures
requiring to be repaired, a patch can be
placed in position and fixed with this

press and a fresh repair can be prepared
at the same time, as the hands are free

for other work.

Simple Spring Footrest.

A very simple and neat form of spring
footrest has been invented by Mr. S. J.

Heany, and will shortly be put on the

Heany's spring footrest.

market. It consists of a tubular hanger

which may be fixed to the usual footrest

bar at any angle. On the outside of this

hanger, slides a ease carrying a leather-

covered footrest on a tubular extension.

The hanger is. slotted, and a bolt passes

through the sliding member from side to

side, thus serving the double purpose of

keeping the footrest in the correct posi-

tion, and of forming a take off for two
springs enclosed in the hanger. The lower
spring takes the weight of the rider's foot

and the upper acts as a recoil spring.

Both are easily accessible. Spring foot-

rests should have a good sale as many
riders complain of hot feet, the result of

vibration.

New Kick Starter.

Wait and Co., Ltd., of Belgrave Gate,

Leicester, are marketing a kick starter

which can be adapted to almost any
make of machine. A small pinion

mounted on a free-wheel is fixed to an
extension of the crankshaft on the

Wait & Co.'s " Clyde " kick-starting device.

is .a large sector which can be rotated

by a sharp kick on the pedal attached

to it. Arrangements are bexig made, to

fit. a free-engine clutch in conjunction

with the' device so that even out-of-date

machines may.be converted.

Five organisers of the Australian Workers' Union who travel throughout Australia on their L.M.C.'motof .cycles.

These riders visit remote parts of the Commonwealth carrying their " swag " (about 150 lbs.) with them.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, ". The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Bevei Gear Transmission.

Sir,—One of the arguments urged against the positive bevel
drive, as exemplified on the four-cylinder F.N., is the danger
in case of a seizure in the engine. I have experienced such a

seizure (due to some screws of a big end coming adrift) when
travelling at a speed of 35 m.p.h. by Cowey indicator. The
back wheel skidded for 25 yards before the machine came to

rest. The tyre was a 26 x 2^ Kemp'shall. The shock did not
throw me over the handle-bars, the steering being somewhat
affected, and was similar to travelling through sand.
My brother had a similar experience when travelling at

20 m.p.h., and he also experienced no difficulty in staying on
the road, and kept his seat in the saddle. In both cases we
were able to complete our journey (100 miles in one case and 40

in the other) by taking out the piston and connecting rod of the

refractory cylinder. The roads had good firm surfaces.

It speaks very highly for the strength of the teeth on the
bevel wheels that they can withstand shocks of this descrip-

tion. The bevel drive only requires very occasional attention,

whereas belts when used in sandy districts require anything
but occasional attention. A. VALLMED.

Bowden Wire Lubricator.

Sir,—I enclose sketch showing a little device for lubricat-

ing the flexible wires used for controlling brakes, throttles,

etc. Being in the motor trade, I have noticed that a large

number of flexible wires
break owing to rust and un-
necessary friction in the outer

casings of these wires.

Of course' the device would
be placed at the highest point

of the wire so that the oil

wotild work down the wire.

It is easy to fit, as it is

only necessary -to cut: a piece out of outer casing to allow

room for the lubricator and slide lubricator on and re-

p'ace the rest of casing. ALFRED J. KETTLE.

The Race for the Albert Brown Trophy.

Sir,—May I call your attention to an inaccuracy in the
account given in your paper of the race for the Albert Brown
trophy (July 11th, 1912, page ,789), where it is stated that
" C. Gordon Watson's E.N. looked like a winner, but some-
thing went wrong in the first lap, which put him out of the
race." It was at the end of the seventh lap that something
went wrong. I had, at that time, maintained my initial

lead on the scratch cars and had passed the cars which
started in front of me. C. GORDON WATSON.

Automatic Carburetters.

Sir,—I have been very much interested in the letters and
articles on the above subject which have lately appeared
in your columns, but I have been disappointed to find no
reference to "the behaviour of automatic carburetters when
used on twin engines (especially lightweight twins). I under-
stand that the problem of carburation is much simpler on a"
single, and that, while it is now well-known that the Binks,
C.A.P., Lukin, Stewart-Precision, and others (to place them
in alphabetical order) give excellent results on the standard
3^-h.p. 500 c.c. machine, it is not so certain that they would
be equally satisfactory on a twin engine of 350 c.c. ; at all

events information on this subject is somewhat lacking.

The fact that the C.A.P. was fitted to the Forward, which
was third in the Junior T.T., hardly applies to the case, for

the circumstances of this ride are very different from ordinary

riding conditions. Personally, I consider the following points

desirable : (1.) Slow steady running without missing both
on the level and on hills. (2.) Quick pick-up without knock
or jerk after slowing down for traffic. (3.) Good hill-climbing

power and fair pace when required. (4.) Satisfactory petrol

consumption and a cool engine. I shall be glad to hear if

any of the carburetters mentioned can be relied on to give

these desiderata. SOCRATES.

Sir,—As an interested watcher of the tardy improvement
of our motor cj'cle carburetters,, may I add a few words of

criticism on the letters that have appeared.
I think that every rider of a single-geared motor will

agree that the extremes of engine speed of the cycle are far

greater in every ride that one takes than they are once in

a blue moon in a car engine.' That the car engine with its

four cylinders can turn round at a crawl no one doubts,
but it does not do so as a rule in actual driving, and has
not to do so per force. For speed, in goes the top gear ; for

starting and for hills, the engine speed is pretty constant
on the lower gears.

I have read the correspondence on the subject of multiple
jet carburetters, and am now quite convinced that at start-

ing, and perhaps when the second jet has just come into

action, the correct mixture may have been obtained, and
that at every other position of the throttle the mixture
must be much too rich.

Let us have some consumption tests of automatic car-

buretters quoted by the satisfied users. 100 miles per
gallon for a 3^ h.p. is none too good, the average should
be well over that to be an improvement on older types.

The use of the word "suction" is, I think, confusing, and
there is no need to confuse the average motor cyclist, if one
may judge of his knowledge by the letters that are published.

I should like to know why we should have the complica-
tion of inlet valves with variable lifts, when the throttle

can, and does, exactly the same.
The rush of air into the cylinder is dependent on three

things only : The vacuum in the cylinder, the atmospheric
pressure, and the opening of the throttle. The petrol taken
in depends on the rush of air past the jet (and, of course,

size of jet, petrol level, and size of the choke tube), but these
are secondary. It is the rush of air caused by the pressure
of the atmosphere that carries up the petrol, and the open-
ing of the extra air lets in air that does not carry up petrol

and reduces the strength of the mixture, and also reduces
the rush of air past the jet, thus reducing the strength in

two ways; and it is this double reduction of the strength of the
mixture that makes it necessary to close the extra air when
speed is reduced. A simple experiment made me quite sure

that nearly all carburetters are wrongly made to obtain

what is wanted, viz., a spray. With a few bits of glass

tubing and a cork and a glass of water one can see that a

solid column of water is taken up by blowing past a

jet of the ordinary form, and that by blowing water with

two tubes at an acute angle, like a scent spray, the finest

spray is obtained. I am quite sure that in future we shall

either have some gas-making plant, that is not thought of

now, or we shall have the petrol atomised by currents of

air across the jet, in addition to some air from below as at

present. I have greatly improved the running of my Triumph
by soldering up the extra air holes and making one large

hole in their place, which has a pipe soldered on parallel

with the inlet to the cylinder, the pipe having a dust
excluding gauze at the end. Warm air is taken in with less

dust and the blow-back petrol is trapped. ACORN.
»3
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Oily Engines.

Sir,—I have been an interested reader of your paper for

several years and also an enthusiastic motor cyclist.

I have just bought my 1912 mount with a popular make
of engine, and I cannot let this opportunity go without
complaining bitterly about the "oil slinging" propensities
of this particular make, and, I believe, others. They are
acknowledged by the makers to be, as they termed it, " oily

engines." They have had it back, but it is still no better.

This is a state of things which ought to be altered, as it

is impossible to ride the machine without overalls. Felt
washers have been put on the mainshaft behind the pulley,

but, the flow of oil never ceased. I should like to hear other
riders' experiences on this subject, as it strikes me as being
a very important point.

" Ixion " in his notes remarked about manufacturers
fitting covers over the enclosed waterproof magnetos, and
held the manufacturers up to ridicule lor doing so. I had
occasion to be riding when it was raining very heavily, and
my machine started misfiring and stopped, and when I took
it to the nearest garage, we found that there was water on
the magneto. I thought that this might have been a mis-
adventure, but two of my friends have also had the same
trouble with their 1912 instruments, so it seems that covers
are still necessary. I might say that the washers between
the end covers and magnets were intact when they were
taken off. GROWLER.

"The Motor Cycle" Formula in South Africa.

Sir,—Enclosed you will find a cutting from a local sporting
paper, which, I think, will prove a source of amusement
to you, in particular the interpretation by the writer-
expert (?) of The Motor Cycle hill-climbing formula.

I would like to suggest that next time you publish a

formula, instead of using letters only, you print the words
in full, so that there can be no danger of our experts inter-

preting

D to mean distance.

S to mean sideslip.

T to mean tractive resistance.

W to mean wheelbase.
' You will see that three versions of your formula are
given in the same issue of the paper in question.

1. D ! xT=xS

D
S
T
W

W
distance,

speed.

cubic capacity,

total weight.
D 2 xTxC.C 3

W
D = distance.

T = time of ascent.

C.C = cubic capacity.

W = total weight.
And 3, the correct formula :

D ! xSxT !

D
S
T
W

\\

diameter of cylinder.

stroke.

time.

total weight.
- This last was given by a dissatisfied sidecar competitor, who
looked up the back numbers of The Motor Cycle.
Johannesburg. THERMOS FLASK.

Two-stroke Engines.

Sir,— I have read, with interest, your remarks on two-
Istroke engines, and, having studied and experimented with
them, I think the time is ripe for good two-cycle engines.

You state that the system enables very light reciprocating
parts to be used, but in this I think you are not quite
correct, though I admit it is in no way detrimental to the
two-cycle engine. If you consider a two-cycle engine,

-

and that it should, for any reason, misfire, the next
explosion is of an exceptionally full charge and the pressure
is very considerable indeed—in fact, it may considerably
exceed that of four-cycle engines. Petrol engines, though
,so common, are by no means well understood, and the two-cycle
.engine, being more simple, will probably be found more
ireliable in the users' hands. So many four-cycle engines are

ruined by " grinding in the valves " and mounting up the
internal flywheels out of alignment—even irooth of an inch
is serious in this case.

It is in the best interests of the popular motor press, I

think, to decrease the cost of motoring and motor cycling,

and it will be found Hhat two-cycle engines are not only
more reliable, but are cheaper to produce power for power.
It is power not piston displacement, much less " bore,"
which is wanted, the power to turn the wheel round.

A. E. PARNACOTT.

Combined Chain and Belt Transmission.

Sir,—With regard to " Ixion's " remarks in issue of 11th

inst. regarding combined chain and belt transmission, I am
afraid I must contradict him.

I do not see how Messrs. Douglas can be credited with
"the solution of the transmission problem," as I have a

twin sidecar machine, built by W. W. Fenn, now running
in its fifth season, which has a Fafnir counter-shaft, two-
speed gear and free engine driven by chain from engine

and geared 2 to 1, and then by belt from a 9in. pulley to

back wheel ; I agree that the large pulley does away with
belt trouble.

The Fafnir gear is absolutely foolproof and ran without a
single adjustment for four years, and was only taken down
this year for two new brakes.

SATISFIED.

A Roadside Repair.

Sir,—I thought the following might interest some of your
readers as a tip for a roadside repair-. After finishing an

eight days' tour round North Wales, I

had arrived within seven miles from
home, when the petrol tap on my friend's

Clyno began to leak, and in tightening it

up I turned it clean out of the tank,

causing a dangerous stream of petrol to

pour out over the hot engine. I used my
ringer as a plug, after which I procured a

good cork, tapered it down, pushed a hole

through the middle, got a clay pipe, broke
off the stem, and inserted it in the cork. Then I cut off

three inches of the gas lamp tubing, and slipped it on the
pipe stem and over the feed pipe. R. IJYMAN'.

Modernising an Old Pattern Mount.

Sir,—I am sending you a photograph of a 1906 chain-

driven Humber which I have just modernised. As an
amateur, at such an undertaking, I am very pleased with
the results. . I have, of course, added new magneto and
carburetter. The magneto is a Simms, and the carburetter

The 23 h.p. modernised Humber motor cycle referred

a B. and.B. ; being able to vary the jet ensures one getting
in all weathers the very best results from the engine. I

meet with no hills that I cannot climb ; I do not get badly
left by any of the modern 3^ h.p. motor cycles, consumption
is about 100 m.p.g., and I hope to do better. The idea of

such extensive alteration would not have suggested itself,

but for the fact that the engine is still, after years of
constant running, in perfect order and good for another six
years. C. W. WILLIAMS.
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OPEN HILL CLIttB AT CAERPHILLY.

**«

A. B. Wade (6 h.p. Zenith and sidecar) rounding the top bend in the hill-climb

at Caerphilly, in true racing style.

IDEAL weather favoured the hill-climbing tests organised
jointly by the South Wales Automobile Club and the
Cardiff Motor Club, and held on Thursday, the 18th inst.

Few better spots in Wales could have been found than
the mountain road leading from Caerphilly to Cardiff. The
course was over a route of 3,582 feet, the total rise being
387 feet, the average gradient 1 in 9.2, and the steepest

part 1 in 6.2. Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, of the Royal Auto-
mobile Club, filled the capacity of starter.

There were some rather dangerous bends in the road,
but these were negotiated with great skill, and the pro-
ceedings were unmarred by any serious mishaps, despite
the fact that very much faster times were recorded than in

last year's events. -

The start was made soon after eleven o'clock, the first

event being for touring machines, with cylinder capacity
not exceeding 350 c.c.

J. F. Crundall (Humber) went off in fine style, the healthy
bark of his 2j h.p. engine attracting no little comment from
the spectators. F. W. Barnes (Zenith) won this event on
formula, taking lm. 58fs. H. C. Newman (Ivy-Precision)

found second place in lm.' 26s.-

In the second class for Tourist Trophy machines, H. Brit-

ton (Douglas) finished first in lm. 20|s. In the single-

cylinder racing machine section, G. Clarke (liudge) suffered

bad luck in sustaining a dry skid, and falling off his machine
when almost at the top of the hill.

• The event looked forward to with most interest was the
open contest for all comers, with unlimited capacity. This
class was full of surprises. B. M. Lewis (3£ Premier)
finished first in the exceedingly short time of lm. ll^s.

,

beating Barnes by fs. This was a particularly wonderful
performance, as Lewis, who is practically a novice, was -

riding a stock machine, only received from the works two •

days before the tests.

Barnes would have undoubtedly won the sidecar class had
he not suffered ill luck at the last bend, bursting a tyre,

but riding to the top of the hill on the rim, he gained third
place.

The twin-cylinder, capacity not exceeding 1,000 c.c. com-
petition, for members only, was won by W. Phillips (5

Kerry-Abingdon), who accomplished the climb in lm. 24fs.
A peculiarity of this event was that the two Kerry-Abing-
dons entered completed the course in precisely the same
time, gaining first and second places on formula.

Class I.—Touring cycles not exceeding 350 c.c. (open).

Determined on formula.

1. F. W. Barnes (2-L Zenith)
2. H. C. Newman (2Jt Ivy)
3. J. J. Mathias (2f Humber)

Time,
lm. 58-|s.

lm. 26s.

lm. 261s.

1

2

3

Class

1.

2.

3.

Class II.—T.T. machines not exceeding 350 c.c. (open).
Determined on time.

1. J. Parsons (2| Douglas) ... lm 20 2
s

2. F. W. Barnes (2-L Zenith) lm 27|s'
3. H. C. Newman (2£ Ivy) lm. 29lS .

Class III.—Touring standard cycles not exceeding 600 c.c
(open).

Determined on formula.
1. V. Taylor (3^ Budge) lm . 13is.
i.

;. C. 1. Newsome (3£ Rover) lm. lis
3. W. D. South (3L Rudge) lm. l&iS:

Class IV.—B,acing single-cylinder machines not exceeding
500 c.c. (open).

Determined on time.
C T. Newsome (3^ Rover) lm. lis.
H. Wessendorf (3^ Premier) lm. 12|s.
W. G. McMinnies (3£ Triumph) ... lm. 14J-s.

V.—Racing twin-cylinder machines not exceeding
500 c.c. (open). Determined on time.

H. Britton (3 Pioneer) lm. 15-'-s.

J. J. Mathias (2j> Humber) lm. 28ls
C. R., M. Peatty (2| Douglas) ... lm. 33fs.

Class VI.—Touring twin-cylinder -machines not exceeding
480 c.c. (open).

Determined on formula.

1. A. V. Shirley (7 Indian)
2. E. Chapman (6 Zenith)

Class VII.—Unlimited capacity (open)

1. R. M. Lewis (3-£ Premier)
2. F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith)
3. W. G. McMinnies (3£ Triumph) ..

Class VIII.—With sidecar and adult passenger (open)
Capacity unlimited. Determined on formula.

1. — . Burrelli (6 Zenith) lm. 23fs.
2. E. Chapman (5-6 Zenith) lm. 31|s.
3. F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith) lm. 24|s.

Class IX.—Standard touring machines not exceeding 560 c.c.

(Members' class.) Determined on formula.

1. ,T. J. Mathias (2| Humber) lm. 41|s.

2. R. W. Jones (3^ Rudge) lm. 341s.

C. Hinton (3| Scott) lm. 24-|s.

X.—T.T. machines (members only) not exceeding
500 c.c. Determined on time.

II. Wessendorff (3^ Premier) ... lm. 15Js
J. C. Moore (3J, Rudge) I'm. 15|s.

F. J. Tanner (3| Triumph) ... ... lm. 16-^-s.

Class XI.—Two-cylinder machines not exceeding 1,000 c.c

(Members only).

Determined on formula.

1. W. Phillips (5 Kerry-Abingdon) ... lm. 24?s.

2. ,T. C. Owen (5 Kerry-Abingdon) ... lm. 24|s.

3. E. Chapman (5-6 Zenith) lm. 20|s.

lm. 15|s
lm. 26s.

On time,

lm. 11-is.

lm. 12s.

lm. 12Js.

3.

Class

1.

2.

3.

Group of competitors in tne Lincolnshire M.C.C. Speed Trials at Thonock
Park. Sir Hickman Bacon is standing in the centre.

B 7
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Climbing Snowdon by Motor Cycle.

INCIDENTS OF THE REMARK-
ABLE ASCENT OF SNOWDON

ON A MOTOR CYCLE. .

(1) A comparatively easy section.

(2) L. W. Spencer and his Rover with
some of the witnesses.

(3) Passing through a gap in the wall
near the summit.

(4) The last few yards.

(5) Just tef- re reaching the fourth gate.

(6) Nearing the summit. Notice the
prscipice on the left ; the hotel at
the summit is seen in the back-
ground.

(7) Lift'ng the machine over a rocky
barrier.

THE ascent of Snowdon has been accomplished success-
fully, as mentioned in our last issue, by L. W.
Spencer, of Uxbridge, in spite of the many and great
difficulties encountered. The start was made from

Llanberis at 8 a.m. on the 13th inst. At first the surface of the
road was good, and although very steep, it was surmounted
without difficulty. However, after passing through three gates,
Spencer and his friend Gilbert Brooking found that the road
had practically disappeared, and they found themselves on a
steep path of fair width covered with stones. Soon the path
became worse, but Spencer mounted it steadily, and after a
couple of bad turns stopped to wait for his friend who had
gone back for a second attempt. When he presently arrived
they started on the clutch, and gradually worked their way
upwards over a loose rock-strewn track, covered here and-
there with sodden grass and pools of water. The driving
wheels were unable to obtain a proper grip, but progress was
made slowly. Then came a mass of rocks over which
the machines had to be lifted. The track was now actually
a river bed, the water being in places as much as six inches
deep, and patches of wet clay added to the difficulties of the
riders

; in addition, the belts began to slip.

After the half-way house was passed the going "was better
for about a mile. Here a stop was made for lunch, and gears
were lowered as far as possible, giving a 13 to 1 ratio on
the lowest speed. The engine now had power in reserve, but
the clutch began to slip, and it was a case of pushing beliind
by Brooking and Wade (the photographer) until a rocky
barrier was reached where the machine had again to be
carried.

The track now passed under a railway bridge, and for a
few yards had a 2,000 feet precipice on one side with the rail-

way rising abruptly on the other.

A little later the machine was dragged on to the railway

track, and though the gradient was still very steep, the
machine made light work of the ascent, as the surface was
better, and the summit was reached at 3 p.m. Owing to lack

of time Brooking regretfully decided to abandon the attempt
to get his machine up as well.

Spencer's machine was a new drop frame 3^ h.p. Rover,
fitted with a Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear, Pedley 2^-in;

tyres, a Pedley belt, and extra heavy spokes. Brooking rode

a standard 3£ h.p. Rover with Armstrong gear.

Essex M.C. and Walthamstow M.C. Gymkhana. The start of the Car and
Sidecar Flower Race. The machines are a G.W.K., Indian, and Scott -
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TWO NEW
CYCLECARS.

The Wall Four
Wheeler.

LAST week we had
tile opportunity of

examining a neat
four - wheeled cycle-

car, which will be built

and marketed by Wall
Cars, Ltd., of Tyseley,

Birmingham. The new
company is being formed
so that the manufacture of

this cyclecar may not inter-

fere with the work in hand
at the present factory of

A. W. Wall, Ltd. Two
models are being built, a
6 h.p. twin and a 4^ h.p.

single, both fitted with
Precision engines. The
twin has a two-speed and
reverse gear box, the

changes being made by
means of pedals. From
the gear box, the drive is

transmitted to a live rear

axle through a universal

joint and a propeller-shaft

which is enclosed in a stout

torque tube. The chassis

is particularly simple, and consists of straight-channel

members suspended from the axles by curved leaf springs.

Radius rods prevent the front axles from moving out
of line. Steering is direct, and operated by a large wheel.

A band brake is fitted to each rear wheel, and the foot

brake acts on the gear drums. The body is suspended
from the chassis on long leaf springs extending the full

length of the coachwork, and is of comfortable proportions.

Everything is made weather-proof and accessible, and engine
adjustments can be made by merely swinging back the hinged
jdummy radiator. A novel feature is the method employed
'for starting. At present we are limited to saying that the
device fitted enables the engine to be started from the
driver's seat with the minimum of effort. The magneto is

gear driven, and placed in front of the engine, and an Amac
carburetter supplies the gas. 26 x 2£in. tyres are fitted

throughout. The gear ratio is 5 to 1 on top, with a 50%
reduction for both low speed and reverse. The gear box is

a particularly neat piece of work, following the well-known
Hoc epicyclic design, and is geared down from the engine,

the whole gearing being enclosed in an aluminium box.

Substantial mudguards combined with a running board,
though not shown in the illustrations, add considerably to

the pleasing appearance oi the vehicle. The price is to be
below £100, but' realising that many people would be
content with less speed, at a small cost, a single-cylinder

type will be marketed, and we inspected one of the smaller

machines- in the course of erection. The engine and gear

unit are the same as that used in the Wall three-wheeler
(as already described in this journal), no reverse being fitted,

and it is fitted in a channel steel frame suspended on four

The new Wall cyclecar, with its designer, Mr. A. W. Wall, at the wheel.

quarter elliptic springs ; the body is not sprung from the
chassis, but in other respects the smaller machine closely

follows the lines of the twin. The top speed gives a ratio

of 5^ to 1. The design struck us as being very practical,

and there should be a good future for such a sound machine
at such a moderate price. Correspondence regarding these

vehicles should be addressed to Mr. A. W. Wall, The
Laurels, Lynden End. Sheldon, near Birmingham.

;.si!;.V

Side view of the b h.p. twin-cylinder Wall cyclecar showing method of springing

Springing of twin Wall cyclecar, showing radius rod for front axle.

The P.D.A. Cyclecar.
Messrs. Pickering, Darby, and Allday, of the Belgrave

Garage, Bristol Street, Birmingham, have constructed a very
neat and ingenious cyclecar, which in its preliminary tests has
given excellent results. The motive power is a twin Blum-
field engine of 80 x 95 mm. bore and stroke, fitted with

a large auxiliary outside flywheel, which also serves as the

outer clutch member.
The patented suspension of this machine is rather unusual,

as it may be said that the engine, rear axle, and gear box are

rigidly connected. On the rear live axle is mounted a two-

speed and reverse gear box with gears of the sliding type ; and
leading from the front of the gear box is a stout torque

tube, which encloses the propeller-shaft. The front end of

this tube is rigidly attached to a sub-frame carrying the

engine, and this frame is slung in front from a circular

cross member of the main frame ; thus a straight drive is

ensured, and universal joints are dispensed with. The whole

engine moves when a road bump is met, but so slightly

that no ill effects arise, the actual movement being equal

to l-64in. when the road wheels rise 3in.

A light T-section frame is used to carry the body, and
is suspended on a single cross spring in front and two
elliptic springs at the rear. The gear box is fitted with

Timken roller bearings, and,, the road wheels with Hoffmann
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ball bearings. The gears are beautifully cut, and run very
silently, the ratios obtainable being 4.7 to 1 and 9.7 to 1,

while the reverse gives 11 to 1.

The clutch is of the leather-to-metal type, and when it

is withdrawn a further movement of the pedal applies
expanding brakes in the rear wheels ; a similar pair of

brakes, also in the rear wheels, can be applied by a hand
lever.

A light metal body is fitted -with tanks to contain three

gallons of petrol and three quarts of oil. A Best and
Lloyd drip feed lubricator, placed under the scuttle dash,
is employed to lubricate the engine. A Simms magneto is

fitted, and probably a Lukin automatic carburetter will be
standard.

Steering is direct, actuated by a wheel, and the steering

column may be set to any angle to suit the driver's
convenience.

The design is unusual, but good, and the workmanship
excellent in all important parts. We hear that the P.D.A.
cyclecar may shortly be seen at Brooklands in connection
with an important event.

JULY 25th, igi2.

Three-quarter front view ol the P.D.A. cyclecar.

ENGLISH-DUTCH TRIAL.
ONCE again we would urge the British teams to apply

to the R.A.C for their international passes and
tickets at once, otherwise there will be difficulty in

reserving the necessary accommodation on the train

and boats. As little would be gained by making up a Mid-
land party, it has been decided that all meet at Liverpool
Street Station, London, in time to catch the 4.10 p.m. boat
train, to which a special van or vans will be attached for the
competitors' motor cycles.

Competitors are requested to note the following points

:

Price's oil will be provided for English riders at Amsterdam,
but they are requested to leave oil in their tanks when
embarking at Harwich, so that they may have a supply with
which to ride to that place.

Riders are expected to arrive in Holland with English
flags on their machines. The Dutch national colours will be
presented to them on arrival.

Competitors will be entertained at dinner, lunch, etc., as
the guests of the Nedcrlandshe Motorwielrijders Vereeing-
ing, but passengers will be expected to pay for meals.
The Hare Hotel is in Dutch Hotel Net Haasje :

It is impossible to divide kilometres exactly into miles,
but the error on the cards when present will be very small,
and there is a time allowance of fifteen minutes.

Points concerning the International Trial.
In connection with the trial itself, the arrangements for

its control will follow closely English ideas. The route
cards giving distances with spaces for times at the different

controls and checkers' signatures, will be printed on stiff

linen. Competitors also sign their names on the checkers'

sheet. The route will be shown in detail on stiff cardboard,
and an illustration of the different international warning
signs also appears for reference purposes.

Dangerous places on the route are marked O before the

name, and the Dutch M.C.C. have further engaged several

men who will show, by means of the Dutch flag (red, white
and blue), the right way to take. In the district where the
wrong road might possibly be taken, viz., between Opel-

doorn and de Steeg, the route will be arrowed.

The Dutch officials are wise enough to realise that con-

stant reference to the route card might lead to an accident,

seeing that the rule'of the road is "keep to the right," so

the main instructions will be clear if each competitor keeps
his eyes on the road. Further, the whole route is marked
by name and distance signposts of the Touring Club of

Holland.

Corners in Holland are usually sharp and consequently

dangerous, but no mistake can occur if caution be exercised.

Special care should be taken in riding through towns, its

motor trials are infrequent in Holland, and it is desirable

to create a good impression.

The times will be taken at the actual checking stations,

which will always be clearly marked by notices and the dis-

play of the national colours. Several competitors have
asked if it is really necessary to take over evening dress for

the official dinner, seeing that luggage is such a nuisance on
tours of any kind. We approached Mr. Citroen on the

matter, and he considerately replies that the competitors

may please themselves entirely. The council and the

N.M. V. and the other officials will be in evening dress, but

it will not be considered a breach of etiquette if the teams
appear in morning dress. The actual teams are now definitely

fixed, and their names will be published in the next issue'

of this journal.

LINCOLNSHIRE M.C.C. SPEED TRIALS.
The results of the Thonock speed trials, held on Saturday

last, by kind permission of Sir Hickman Bacon, were :

Class 2.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

L.

W. J. S. Bament (3£ Rudge)
J. H. Brookes (3£ Rudge)
J. E. Harston (3£ Campion)

Class 3.

L. Wacher (6 Zenith) ...

L. W. Forington (7 Indian)
B. Rhodes (6 Zenith) ...

Time. Formula
341s. ... 60
37|s. ... 77
40|s. ... 80

341s. ... 74
32|s. ... 90
36s. ... 91

Tiie 1 . 0. a. cyclecar enjine, snomn; method of suspension, etc.

W. Forington (7 Indian) made fastest time of the day.
The course was 1,000 yards' in length, with a good surface.
Sir Hickman Bacon very lcindly entertained the members
to tea

.* \%
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AGAIN
Helped the WINNER of the SENIOR

TOURIST TROPHY RACE
TO VICTORY,

conclusive proof of their

SUPERIORITY in STRENGTH and RELIABILITY.
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WON ON "CONTINENTALS."
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What we
Mr. Harry Long completes his ride rouro

Q^tf Wr-tf/,

The route

covered

by

Mr. Long,

5,128 miles.

SIN
with sideca

Mr. Harry Long, riding a

4 h.p. Two-speed SINGER,
with sidecar and passen-

!

ger and full touring outfit

(the whole weighing about

780 lbs.), has completed his

great coast ride, having

now covered 13,563 of the

20,000 he has determined

to do within six months,

without a single involun-

tary stop or the slightest

mechanical trouble.

During his ride Mr. Long

has found it necessary to

climb some of the worst

hills, and traverse some of

the most badly-made roads

in Great Britain.

The ease with which Mr..

Long has accomplished his

most severe task fully

justifies the faith he placed

in the SINGER, and proves

once again what a truly

wonderful machine it is.

The SINGER 4 h.p. model

with the reliable Two-

speed gear is a machine

worthy of your confidence.

Would you like to know

more about it before de-

ciding on your new mount ?

Let us send you

our Catalogue.
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Edinburgh, Saturday, July 20th.

OWING \o the large number of entries (seventy-five)

two alterations have been made in the route, the

selected hotels being unable to accommodate so large

a crowd. John-o'-Groat's will not be visited, the

inland cross road to Thurso being preferred, and Amulree Hill

has, unfortunately, been deleted, owing to hotel troubles.

This famous ascent will, however, be tackled from the Ken-
more side next year.

The 3 h.p. twin-cylinder J.A.P. engined three-speed Hazlewood, which is being

ridden bv F. Begley.

Entries for Team Prize.
The following are the entries for the team prize :

L.M.C.—N. Soresby, H. Bevir, and H. E. Wace.
Bat.—J. D. Morrison, P. E. Tolfr.ee, and S. J. K. Thomson.
Hnmber.— A. G. Fenn, W. Creyton, F. G. Edmond, and -B.

Yates (nominated from).

Rover.—G. E. Whitehovtse, A. J. Sproston,
Newsome.

Douglas.—W. B. Gibb, G. L. Fletcher, and A. H. Alexander.
Bradbury.—W. Houghton, H. Gibson, and C. W! Meredith
Rudge.—G. T. Gray, V. Taylor, J. H. Begg, and G. Taylor

(nominated from).
Quadrant.—A. A. Hay, T. Silver, and L. E. Cass.

Indian.—J. R. Alexander, G. E. Cuffe, and B. A. Hill.

New Hudson.—G. Bell, H. G. Dixon, and H. Berwick.
Premier.—W. B. Little, R. Holloway, and J. Oliphant.
Ariel.—F. C. North, L. Newe'y, and A. F. Downie.
There are no marks or timings for the hill-climbs, the

ascents being so formidable that a man is held to have
performed with credit if he reach the next control in schedule
time, but performances on the following climbs will be

"observed," and taken into account in the a.wards-for all

the special prizes.

Observed Hills.

First Day.^Rest and be Thankful.

Second Day.—The Devil's Elbow (up to Oairnwell Summit,
the highest main road in Great Britain). Rinloan (a

piece of very bad going, with an awkward start). Cock-
bridge (a combinaTion of hairpins and gradient, perhaps
the stiffest ascent in the trial). Bridge of Brown.

third Day.—Eriboll (a new hill to trials competitors, with

excellent surface, terrific gradient, and three acute

bends). Hill near Hope (a quarter of a mile dead
straight, so steep that a racing 7 h.p., with flying start,

can barely top the crest). Appagill (covered with loose

stones a foot deep; the hill on which Fred Dover failed

eighteen times on his coast ride, his machine being hauled

up by a donkey).

Fourth Day.—Berriedale (the south side, not previously

ascended in any trial; long and steep).

Fifth Day.—Little Gruinard (loose and bad turn at top).

Poolewe (not very difficult). Glendoe (long, steep climb).

The competitors check at the summit of Eriboll. and t/hen

return down the hill, as attempts to- arrange for ferrying on

the far side have broken down. There is likely to be some
confusion here, with seventy-five competitors ascending and
descending a very twisty hill ; as the day's ride amounts to

211 miles,' it may not be feasible to arrange an hour's wait

at the summit.

FIRST APPEARANCE OF THE 1913 MODEL THREE-SPEED CXYNO.
li Rear view showing the two detachable and interchangeable wheels shod with Sin.

Paimer tyres.

21 Front view showing . new design coach-built body. Frank Smith is driving the

machine in the Scottish Trials.
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The Scottish Trials.

-

Tlie road reports are not very encouraging. , Roads near
Drumnadroeh.it, Rinloan, and Lairg are announced to be in
process of repair, and almost impassable. Yesterday a large
car shed its engine attachment bolts in trying to negotiate a
two-mile stretch near Lairg. Altogether, some of the
English trade entrants are likely to receive eye-openers both
in respect of bad going and of gradient.

Sunday, July 21st.

Hanover Street, outside the rooms of the Edinburgh and
District M.C., presented a remarkably busy scene this after-

noon, when most of the competitors presented their machines
for labelling.

The trials are run in a very free and easy fashion, and
the machines are not sealed in any way, the remote and
desolate character of the places visited rendering substitu-
tions impossible. Most of the entrants presented themselves,
and some of the machines were of exceptional interest. A
centre of attraction was Frank Smith's 1913 Clyno -sidecar,

shod with 3in. tyres on all wheels, both cycle wheels and the
sidecar wheel being detachable in half a minute and inter-

changeable. The Clyno is further fitted with an experimental
gear box, affording three speeds by a sliding key.
Talking of gears, there were probably more Armstrong hubs

to be seen in Hanover Street than have ever been collected

together before outside one maker's stores. W. Creyton
appeared with his Junior T.T. Humber. If he earn a gold

medal, who shall dare to say that the Manx machines are not
roadsters? At least two riders hope to get through on single

gears. P. E. Tolfree has transferred his overhead valve

J. A.P. engine from a Matchless to a Bat frame to complete
the Bat team. His lowest possible gear ratio is 5 to 1, but he

=ass
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has one of the new Morrison pilot jets fitted, with the aid
of which he says the machine can lug itself up any gradient.
This device, which we illustrate, is fitted midway between
the engine and the carburetter, and consists of a small brass

By-pass jet fitted to P. E. Tolfree's Bat-Jap.
A. Inlet pipe. B. Adjuster. C. Lock nut. D. To cylinder.

E. Jet. H. Holes opening into inlet pipe. ,F. To carburetter.

tube which vertically bisects the inlet pipe. This small tube
is open to the air at its lower end, and closed at the top
end by a conical ended adjuster screw. It communicates
with the mist pipe by two holes, drilled through its centre.

INCIDENTS OF THE IRISH END-TO-END TRIAL (described in our last issue.)

(1) A bird's eye view of the competitors at the Dublin Control. (2) Early arrivals at the Control at Cork.

3) Hugh Gibson (Bradbury) at the Du jlin Control. He did very well

in the trial, but ran short of petrol when in sight of the end. He (4) Miss Hind leaving Cork on her 6 h.p. twin Rex.

had given the contents of his swe tin to a stranded competitor.
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A. J. Sproston astride the 35 h.p. three-speed Rover which he is riding in

the trials.

capable of being partially covered by the aforesaid adjuster

screw. The pilot jet is centrally mounted inside this -tube,

and receives its petrol via a small" separate pipe from the

main carburetter float chamber.
Several of the competitors have belt shields fitted in view

of the Highland rainstorms. Those on W. D. South's Rudge
look particularly effective. Two of the sidecarists are essay-

ing extremely herculean tasks. P. W. Bischoff is taking

round the only lady motor cyclist winner on Brooklands, Miss

Beatrice Langston, and in practice they found that the ratios

of their three-speed Triumph were a shade too high for the

worst hills, so they wired for a Stunney-Archer Triumph,

which arrived late last night, and have spent the interval

fitting the old. engine in the new frame, Miss Langston prov-

ing herself quite an expert as mechanic and chauffeur. Miss

M. Hind brought up her new twin Rex fresh from its Irish

victory in the End-to-end trial.

A Start in Bad Weather.
Monday, July 22nd.

The weather was unpromising at the start this mornin'g,

for a sea soaker in drizzle came up the Forth at daybreak.

Several competitors sustained heavy falls on the greasy

tramlines in their two-mile ride out to Murrayfield car

terminus^ where the trial actually began. The non-starters

were H. Bevir (L.M.C.), H. E. Ware (L.M.C.), Chas. Fraser

(Campion-Precision), J. R. M. Larnach (3^- Kerry-Abingdon),

making seventy-one starters. The L.M.C. team thus fell

through. N. Soresby's machine had a new gear designed

by Mr. Lloyd with belt for high ratio and chain for the low.

'Hutchison (Rex-Jap and so.-), withdrew as his machine was
delayed on the railway from Coventry.

P. W. Bischoff was' nearly late at the start. He finished

transferring his old engine to the new frame late on Sunday

evening, and en route to Murrayfield for the official start

;

he was several times delayed, 'his magneto timing wheel

shifted, and a plug sooted.

_)Rain fell steadily throughout the preliminary preparations

and at eight o'clock precisely the first quartette departed

on their arduous task. The entry was effectively strung out

by starting in fours at two-minute intervals. As a foil to

the forthcoming scenery and precipices, the Scottish trial

always starts with ugly level districts, and everybody was

glad when Stirling, the first check, was reached. A com

petitor said that if Scotland is the land of cakes she got

them for her pot-holes. Worse was to come. The valley

road striking west towards Loch Lomond was like corrugated

iron and the lakeside road was much _jougher. There was

no question of leaning in 01 leaning out on corners, Jior the

trouble was to keep the machines on the road at ail. Leaving

Loch Lomond, we cut across the neck of a narrow peninsula

and lunched at Arrochar, on the shore of Loch Long. The

men were all well up to time, and a few punctures were the

only troubles reported. The afternoon route rounded the

head of Loch Long, crossed over Rest and be Thankfr.l to

Loch Fyne, passing Inveraray Castle, then hugged the locll

side to Lochgilphead and along the sea coast into Oban.
There is no finer scenery in the kingdom. We were glutted

with continuous panoramas of lake and peak and forest,

whenever the pot-holes and innumerable blind corners
suffered us to glance off the road. On one stretch there
were actually twenty hidden hairpins in a single mile.

However, motor cycling interest centres on the climbing
of Rest and be Thankful. It is an unusual hill. The real

climb consists of 100 yards of 10% gradient, an easy bend
and a bad bend, but the preface of the hill -includes seven
miles of gentle collarwork, and many riders tackle this on
full throttle so that engines are plum colour ere the bad bit

is reached. Thanks to variable gears, only three or four men
were short of engine power, the contrast with previous years
being strongly marked.

The Ascent of Rest and he Thankful.
The conditions were ideal, a gentle cooling wind blowing

across the road and light sunshine, the rain having been left

behind in Stirling. The road surface was simply magnificent
up to the bad bend, and was smooth round the corners for

anybody who -swung wide, but the inside of the hairpin was
a mass of 4in. granite chunks. Clean ascents were few and
far between, being largely confined to the men who had
competed in previous years. The others took the cornel
clcse in, where the stones lay deep 'on a 1 in 3 grade, and
they mostly paid the penalty. Owing to the miserable
numbers provided it was very difficult to identify the riders,

especially if they arrived in clumps. The first man up was
Angus Macmillan, who purred round in clean style on his

Scott. Thompson, mindful of his sidecar breakage on this

corner in 1910, swung round gently. McMinnies (Triumph)
stopped far below. Viewed through the telescope, he ap
peared tojbe lowering his single gear. Finally, he came up
well. Pratt (P. and M.), was good; Sproston (Rover)

seemed to have 3 h.p. in hand; Creyton (2f h.p. Humber)
stuck in the stones; Steel (B.S.A.) fell twice, each time
baulking one rider, first Holroyd (Motosacoche) and then
Alexander (Indian); C T. Newsome (Rover), Fenn (Humber).
J. Morrison (Bat), and Chisholm (James) were all good ; Hugh
Gibson roared up on his Bradbury sidecar as if he were on

the test hill at Brooklands. When he cut in the stones threw
his gearing out, and his frightened passenger forgetting to

lean out, he nearly took the ditch, but just cleared it, and
scraped up by clutch manipulation. Returning, he laughed
to see' how simple the corner is when you have seen it.

Munro (Douglas), fell and Keiller's Rudge Was brought over

by the recumbent machine.
At Keiller's second attempt, White (Alldays) played him

a similar trick, but he got up next time with the aid of

Mrs. H. J. Woodgate, who is the latest convert in Leicester. She rides a 2i h.p.

two-ipeed Douglas.
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much legging. F. S. Douglas (Dot) fell and baulked Alan

Hill (Indian); the Clyno negotiated things well; Soresby

(Rudge) was helped by a lucky skid ; Vernon Taylor^ (Rudge)

good ; Brough performed an absolutely circular skid, went

down and lowered his single gear, and came up again easily

;

Alexander (Douglas), Pratt (AUdays), Westwood (Triumph),

Morrison (Bat), Lord (Rex). W. Downie (James), Miindy
(Macbeth), Little (Premier), Downie (Ariel), Meredith (Brad-

bury), Gray (Rudge), all creditable. Holloway (Premier)

made perhaps the best climb of any stranger to the hill. W.
Gibb (Douglas) performed a Cakewalk in the stones, so

baulking Silver and Cass (Quadrants), who were hard on his

heels. H. Berwick (New Hudson), Graham Dixon (New
Hudson), Newey (Ariel), Fletcher (Douglas), Cocker (Singer),

and Begg (Rudge), all found it advisable to push with their

feet. Allan Hay (Quadrant), the sexagenarian humorist,

lost his steering in the stones, charged the far bank with
his engine roaring, popped neatly over the handle-bar, and
got up laughing. Donaldson (New Hudson) dismounted
further down and then came up well ; Miss Hind's wrists

were not powerful enough to curb her plunging Rex, when
she got among the boulders, but she restarted on the, clutch

with a little help ; North (Ariel) skidded heavily on his

first attempt, but ran- down a few yards, turned on the

clutch, and shot up. Cuffe (Indian) made an admirable
climb ; the twin Hazlewood's engine was full of ginger, but
the rider dangled his legs for fear of skids. Dixon (Singer)

was baulked by cries of " Wide " when he had begun to cut

in. Macdonald (Norton) fell heavily; Bell (New Hudson)
stopped, Wood (Brough) stuck, Houghton (Bradbury), after

a long wait down below, arrived minus his passenger,
Oliphant (Premier) stopped but restarted on the clutch.

The two G.W.K. cyclecars came round magnificently, Keiller,

the faster, requiring a tremendous hand at the wheel to

avoid the ditch ; Wood slower but neater. Bischoff , who
knew the hill, made a well nigh perfect climb, his Triumph's
slow speed being eloquent of power, while Miss Langston
weathered it in professional style. Le Vack (Motosacoche),
who had stopped down below, stuck deep in the rut,

while the telescope revealed Whitehouse (Rover) manfully
pushing in the distance.

A Clever Makeshift Repair.
P. E. Tolfree accomplished a very elever roadside repair.

As he oiled up for Rest and be Thankful, the glass of his

oil pump burst, so he fastened the pieces in position with
court plaster, failing to obtain a new glass. In Chan he
bought a thin glass lamp chimney, filed it to its proper
length, padded it to correct thickness with wrappings of

diachylon piaster, and cut a hole in the plaster for sight feed.
"

White ran off the road at one corner, and buckled his wheel.
He finished, but the tyre was badly worn on one side.

The remainder of the run would have been child's play
but for the blind corners and rough going. A practical

rider can guess its nature, if I say my 3^ h.p. did it all on a

3J gear, but that I steered two-handed. There is ample
accommodation of a comfortable nature in Oban, and we are~

all looking forward to a continuance of sunshine to-morrow.
To-day should effect a general improvement in the cornering,
which is urgently needed. The fact is that English methods
do not pay here, as a string of potholes just round a bend
throws the front .wheel out wide in six inch bounces.
The alleged stiffest section of the route comes after lunch

on Tuesday, with severe and twisty climbs at Devil's Elbow
arid Cocydridge.

Marks Lost First Day.
The following list of marks lost were announced on Tuesday

morning : .
'

Mundy, Lord, Duncan, Bell, J. Bell, Miss Hind, 1 each.
U. Downie, 3.

Keiller (Rudge), 9.

Douglas (Dot), 18.

A. D. Scott, 60.

W. F. Crsytori card incomplete.

Pitlochry, Tuesday afternoon.
" More circus riding ' was the curt comment of one rider

a few miles from the start this morning, and it was fortunate
that the bright sunshine continued, for the roads were quite
trying enough without the grease. The route ran along the
shore of Txich Etive for a few miles, and then crossed the
glorious pass of Brander, ovei to Dalmally once again.

Bumps and corners cruelly blinded us to most of the scenery.

One wag remarked that the road reminded him of an inebri-

ated corkscrew spinning on a lathe. Near Dalmally the
surface got worse.

A humorous side light on Scotch roads is provided by the
following incident : An official car and several competitors
rode for half a mile down a turning when the road suddenly
petered out, and it proved that they were on the rough
foundation of an unmade road, but it had felt just like the
ordinary highway. Near Crianlarich the surface improved,
and sometimes straight stretches nearly 100 yards in length
were encountered We saw no riders stopped, except one or
two men whose tyres were gashed through by sharp stones,

and all the early starters had made good time up to the first

check at Killin.

When we passed through Killin and on to the luncheon
stop at Pitlochry the road was familiar to many, but its

surface is not so good as in 1911, and wherever the surface
was really good, for a mile or two, the police were obtru-
sively busy. There was no hill -climbing this morning, and
out one excitement has consisted in trying to acquire a
permanent squint so as to watch the gorgeous scenery with
one eye and the road surface with the othPr

FRENCH INTERNATIONAL CUP RACE.
Organised by the A.C. de Sarthe and the French paper

L'Auto, an important race entitled La Coupe Internationale
des Motocyclettes will be held on September 8th. The
course will be guarded by military, as in the important car
races, and will be a circuit of twenty-five kilometres to be
covered either eight or ten times—248 or 310 miles.

Front view of the Wall cydecar, showing dummy radiator swung back,

rendering the engine accessible (see page 841).

CLUB COMPETITION RESULTS.
The results of the Hampshire Motor Cycle Union hill-climb,

held on Wednesday last week, at Hayden Wood Hill, East
Meon, are as follow. The hill is threequarters of a mile

long, and there are no bends. There were nearly fifty entries,

and just over 130 sat down to tea at the George Hotel

:

Class I.—F. J. Burt (2f New Hudson) ; 2, Percv Kirk (2|

Enfield) ; 3, F. Eyers (2^ JHobart).

Class II.—1, R. C. Pearson (3J, Premier) ; 2, F. J Burt (2|

New Hudson); 3, Percy Kirk (2J Enfield).

Class IV.—1, Frank Tappenden (3i Premier) ; 2, R. C.

Pearson (,3i Premier) ; 3, Rate Barclay (T.T. Rudge).
Class V.. Sidecars.—1, Frank Tappenden (3^ Premier); 2,

P. Kiln (3
1 Hudson) ; 3, R. C. Pearson (3£- Premier).

J. G. Kimber (6 Matchless) made the fastest time of the

day, and is the winner of a special gold medal. A Wood-
Milne tyre was given for the fastest time in Class II., -which

was won by R; C. Pearson (3^ Premier).

A Consumption Test.
A petrol consumption test, held by the Haverstock M.C.C.

on the 21st inst., resulted as follow: 1, W. Brown (3^ Zenith

sc.) ; 2, F. Richards (3i Centaur sc.) ; 3, H. Moliver (Rudge
Multi sc); 4, A. Lunnon (3^ Zenith sc.) The winner's con-

sumption worked out at 133 m.p.g.
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RIMS AND TYRES.
Rim Width, Resilience, and Side-slip.

THE suggestion made in The Motor Cycle some
months ago that tyre manufacturers should

send out metal templates for testing rims is an
excellent one, and it is to be hoped that it will be acted

on. Everything appertaining to tyres and rims is of

such prime importance, not only to the user but to the

entire trade, that the Manufacturers' Union might well

keep the subject always before its members—at least

until something has been done to reduce the present

amount of loss, annoyance, and, at times, danger due
to lack of standardisation in tyre and rim sizes and
certain other matters. If- the manufacturer could be

induced to regard the tyres as equal in importance to

the engine, users would soon observe an improvement
in them, with a proportionate reduction of expense and
enforced stoppages.

Countersunk Rims.
There is a point in connection with rims whereon

we might with advantage copy the Americans. This
is in countersinking the rim to receive the nipple head
and washer. The only objection I -have ever heard
raised to this practice is that the smooth surface of

the hub side of the rim would be spoilt, but this is

quite negligible. It is surely better to have the " hob
nails " on the exterior of the rim than to have a

similar or rather rougher pattern inside. The accom-
panying sketch shows a section of an American motor

,

cycle rim with punched spoke hole and recess for the

rivet head, as sent out by the makers. English rim

makers send out the bulk of their rims drilled and
'plated or enamelled, and if they could be induced to

countersink them also there would be no extra trouble

involved, in wheel building—in fact, a rim with the

spoke holes punched at the correct distances and pro-

perly "staggered" saves the wheel builder consider-

able time and results in a better wheel.

Damage to Tubes.
Nipples, washers, and spoke ends (which latter are

not always filed flush as they should be) are responsible

for much tyre trouble ; they give a wavy seating for

the beads of a tyre, and if these are of the kind
intended to meet in the rim bed instead of overlapping,

the nipples will often cause a series of gaps through
which the inner tube blows into blisters and either nips

or bursts. Moreover, even when completely covered
by a flap or a tape the nipples seem in many cases to

have the unpleasant knack of reproducing themselves
on the tube in the shape of small blisters

—
" babies'

heads " as they are called by repairers—and if these
do not burst, the unequal strain frequently causes the

tube to perish and crack at these places, causing an
otherwise sound tube to be scrapped. With wired-on
covers the washers and nipple heads make the work of

attaching and detaching far more difficult ; let anyone
who doubts this try putting a wired-edge cover on a

rim before it is built up and without a tape in the bed,
and afterwards try it when the wheel is built up and a

tape fitted over the nipple heads. Were the rims
countersunk, after the wheel was built the depression
could be filled up with some subs-tance that would set

hard—shellac, for instance—and the result would be
a perfectly smooth interior surface which if desired
could be covered with a very thin adhesive tape This

The Neglected Wired-on Cover.
would make easier the work of attaching and detaching

beaded-edge tyres, while it would practically remove
all objections to the wired-on tyre, which at present is

rather troublesome to those who have not acquired the

very simple knack of manipulating it. -

Rim Widths and Tyre Sizes.

Just now, when many firms are selling 2 J^in.

tyres to fit existing 2%in. rims, and 3m. tyres for 2^in.
rims, it may be well to mention that such tyres need
to be kept well inflated on a solo mount, otherwise

there is a tendency to roll at corners, and also a

greater disposition to sideslip. Rim width has a very

great influence, both on resilience and skidding- the

narrower the rim in proportion to the tyre upon it,

the livelier or more resilient will be the tyre, and cor-

respondingly increased will be the tendency to roll or

skid. If the width of a beaded edge rim be reduced
beyond a certain amount, the tyre would pull off at

comers, and, of course, the greater the speed and
load the more readily would this happen. Apropos of

this, it may be mentioned that the special Kempshall
tyre fitted for sidecar work on the P. and M. machines
has a specially wide rim.

The Wired=on Cover.
This is the " Cinderella " of the motor cycle tyre

world, but it is gradually gaining ground. Personally,

I favour the wired-on cover because it is cheapest,
both in first cost and in use ; it cannot cut or burst

at the beads, and no retreader can alter the size and
fit on the rim unless he wraps something round the

wires. Again, the shape, of a wired-on rim seems to

prevent it getting kinked as much as beaded edge rims

—some of the latter having very wide spreading flat

beads—and, further, a kinked rim does not mean a

cut cover or affect the security of the cover upon the

rim. The tendency to creep when deflated is one of

the objections raised to the wired tyre, but it will not
creep if pumped to a pressure of 15 or 20 lbs. to the

square inch, which is too low for riding any motor'
cycle tyre.

Owing to the difficulty of obtaining studded wired-

on covers, many riders with a preference for this tread

have put their inclinations aside and used beaded
covers. Many manufacturers still" decline to make
wired covers with really efficient non-skidding treads,

but it is now possible to obtain rubber studded wired

covers in various sizes and weights from Messrs. W.
and A. Bates, the Leicester Rubber Co., and other

firms. The Michelin Tyre Co. make a steel studded
wired cover in 26m. x 2in. and larger sizes, and the

Rom Tyre Co. have a heavy tyre with combined
rubber bars and steel studs, which is stout enough for

sidecar work.

Experience induces the opinion that a 2%rin. wired

tyre will stand sidecar work better than a beaded -tyre

of the same size, though a larger size is at all times

preferable for a passenger combination. Precentaur.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.

July 25th

„ 27th

,, 29th
,.. 31st

8.58 p.m.

8.55 „
8.52 „
8.49 ,,

Cyclecars.

At the end of next month two new
cyclecars, the product of large. Midland
firms, are expected to be made public.

Detachable Wheels £or Sidecars.

The latest fitment on sidecars is a

detachable and interchangeable wheel.

The 1913 model Clyno has this feature,

the makers having purchased the

patent -from J. M. Lamb, whose quick

acting device was illustrated in The
Motor Cycle of February 15th, page 180.

Rear Lights on Vehicles

The byelaw made by the Kent County
Council on May 15th, making it com-
pulsorv for all vehicles to show a red

rear light at night, will come into force

on August 1st next. The following

counties now have byelaws rendering
' rear lights compulsory on ail vehicles :

Warwickshire, Hampshire, Buckingham,
and Kent. It is sincerely to be hoped
that all counties in the kingdom - will

follow suit, as the number of fatal

accident:, due to unlighted Vehicles on
country roads, is on the increase. It is

little short of criminal neglect to fail to

carry these necessary warnings, which, in

th» case of reflectors, are so cheaply
obtained, and entail no cost or worry to

maintain ; n a state of efficiency.

Speed Trials in the North.

The Cumberland M.C.C. has received

permission to hold open speed trials on
August 5th. This club asked the A.C.U.
to appoint a judge, and Mr. T. W.
Loughborough will act in that capacity.

Kick Starters.

'There is no doubt that engine foot-

starting devices will.be more in evidence

on 1913 models than ever before.

Already we have seen "three experi-

mental models for .1913 with such a,

fitment under test.

Bad Surface on Honister.

On Sunday. July 14th, a party of the

Westmorland M.C.C. had a run to

Honister. Two members attempted the

climb from Buttermere, E. Jeffreys

(7 h.p. Indian) and B. Jefferys (5-6 h.p.

AUGUST BANK HOLIDAY.
Owing to the above Holiday,

the issue of "The Motor Cycle"
for August 8th will be closed for
press earlier than usual. All copy
and instructions for paragraph
advertisements in this issue must
therefore be in our hands not
later than first post on Thursday,
August 1st.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
THE SCOTTISH TRIALS

(Illustrated.)

TWO NEW CYCLECARS,

WEEK-END COMPETITIONS
IN ALL PARTS

Described and Illustrated.

W. T. Wartnaby (3! ii.p. W. & 0.), a successful

competitor in the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Manville Trophy Trial. -JHe climbed alt hills on a
single gear.

Bat-Jap). The surface of the road was
atrocious, the left-hand side being im-

possible to ride on, owing to the skids on
coach wheels having torn it up about " a

foot deep. B. Jefferys's first attempt
nearly landed him into the stream. His
second attempt was successful, and, as

an exhibition of nerve and skilful driv-

ing, would be hard to beat. The gear
used on the Bat was -a 4| to 1. The
foreman of the slate quarries at the top
of the pass said that it would be im-
possible Tor any motor bicycle to climb
it, ,as the road was so much worse than
when Collier and Smith climbed the pass.

Open Exhausts.

Fines are being imposed in America
on motor cyclists who ride about with
open exhausts. Arrests have been fairly

numerous of late, and five motor cyclists

were recently fined $3 each. The judge
made it clear, however, that unless the
nuisance be stopped soon a penality of a

more serious nature will be imposed.

Motor Bicycles with Silent Knight Engines.

We are given to understand that Mr.
J. S. Gibson, manager of the Mechanical
Department of the Canada Motor and
Cycle Co., West Toronto, will shortly
bring out a motor cycle fitted with, a
Knight engine. There have been several

rumours in this country of motor cycles
fitted with this engine, but up to the
present time we have not heard of one
behaving satisfactorily on _the road.

A Comprehensive Issue.

This issue contains illustrated' reports

—in most cases exclusive—of important
club competitions held in all 'parts of

the country. The Motor Cycle is the

only journal which regularly covers i

every important motor" cycle event, no •

matter whether in the " north, south,

east, or west.

The first two ' days of the Scottish

trials are. also described, and illustra-

tions of the new models__in that im-

portant event included.

Mont Ventoux Climbed in 29 Minutes.

A touring test, including the ascent

of' Mont " Ventoux, was held ,by the"

Marseilles M.C. on the 14th with th:

following result : Class I. (300 c.c)|

riders of Terrot machines were 1, 2, and
3. Class II. (400 c.c), Motosaeoches 1

and 2. Class III. (500 c.c), 1 Moto-
Reve, 2 Peugeot. Berlie (Moto-Reve)
gained most points, winning a silver

shield. The fastest ascent in the hill-

test was made by the rider of . a Rene-
Gillet in 29m.

K
VSeS

Showing the outward appearance of the new
handlebar-controlled Longuemare automatic

motor cycle c:\r5uretter.
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A Good Sidecar Load.

The accompanying photograph depicts
a standard single-geared clutch model
Triumph with a load of ten passengers
and driver (about 116 stones in all).

With this load the driver, Mr. A.

Jvfrol!(g^

A. Spurgeon with his Triumph sidecar combination
and ten passengers,

Spurgeon, of Coventry, claims to have
ascended a hill near that city a quarter
of a mile in length, the gradient of
which is 1 in 23. The machine, which
had previously covered 6,000 miles, was
geare'd 6 to 1, and, we are told, was

. started from a standstill by means of
the clutch, accomplishing the test with-
out a hitch.

,

s

The Junior T.T. Winner Better.

W. Harry Bashall, who has lately had
a "week in bed with a poisoned throat, is

out and about again, we are glad to say.

Motorists' Insurance.

A certain town clerk is credited with
the rather absurd statement that
motorists being insured did not have to

pay their own fines, consequently it was
of little use imposing a penalty of that
sort upon them. He suggested imprison-
ment as an alternative.

Record Breaking in Canada.

The first annual championships of the
recently organised Canadian Motor
Cyclists' Association were held at Hamil-
ton, Ontario, on Dominion Day, the 1st

lnst. , when 4,500 persons saw all exist-

ing Canadian records badly smashed.
Although many good racing men from
the United States took part in the meet,
including the renowned Don Klark, an
Indi 11 rider of Detroit, the new Dominion
champion turned up in Joe Baribeau. a

real Canadian of Winnipeg, who also
rides an Indian machine. Baribeau took
three out of the four trade rider events.
His greatest triumph was in the
twenty-five mile race, which he won in

27m. 10s., or three minutes better than
T;he distance has ever been covered before
in. that country. Klark won an invitation
ten mile race in 8m. 55s., which was
also a record. ' A British machine took
first place in the on'y event on the pro-
gramme in which overseas machines w»re
entered, N. Newport, of Toronto, on a
Triumph, walking away with the prize
in, the five mile belt drive race. Several
American

' makes were beaten in this
contest.

Open Speed Trials.

There is a big entry for the speed trials

of the Oxford M.G.G., to be held in.

Heythrop Park, near Chipping Norton,
on Saturday next.

Police Traps.

A trap is being worked between St.

Albans and Redbourne, and it is said the
trappers are secreted in cottages which
burner the road. Motor cyclists are
warned to be very careful on this section

of the London-Birmingham Road.
Care should also be exercised in Long

Preston (Yorks).

Motor Cycle for Sewerage Inspector.

At the last meeting ,of the West Kent
Sewerage Board, held at Bromley, the Sub-
committee reported that an order had
been placed with Humber, Ltd., for a 3^
h.p. two-speed Humber with extra strong
tyres ; also a sidecar to carry a workman
and the necessary tools. The machine is

for the use of the assistant engineer of the

West Kent Division

July 27.— R.A.C. Associates' Gala Da>
at Brooklands.

„ 27.—Oxford M.C.C. Opfn Speee
Trial-.

Aug. 2.—Bristol B.&M.C. Open 24 Hours
Trial to Land's End and back

. 3.—Cumberland C.M.C.C. Open
Speed Trials.

„ 12-17.—A.C.U. Six Days' Trials.

„ 31.—Coventry and Warwickshire
M.C. Annual Open Hil I--

climb.

~^1 special heading wilt be found in
the fll^scelbaae-Dus Adrertitement columns
for annowirancnts of forthcoming club
competitions
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Rear Lights in Kent.
On August 1st a new byelaw comes into

force in Kent compelling all vehicles to
carry a rear red light " visible at a reason-
able distance." Reflectors will be allowed.
The byelaw excludes cycles, traction
engines, or vehicles drawn by hand.

Important Rudge Developments.
We are authorised to state that the

management of Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.,
have decided to manufacture two new
models for 1913. One is a four-wheeled
cyclecar, in which will be embodied
several new features, and the other is a
sidecar, which will be specially designed
to suit the Rudge-multi. Details of the
new patterns will be made public in the
late autumn of this year.

First Propeller-driven Vehicle.

The daily press last week described a
French motor car fitted with an aeroplane
propeller as a novelty. TI13 first vehicle

to be driven in this manner was con-

structed some years ago by Anzani. It

was a motor cycle with the propeller in

front, and was used by Professor Arch-
deacon for determining the angles of

aeroplane propeller blades ; it attained a

speed of fifty miles an hour on the road.

Phenomenal Petrol Consumption.
The performance of H. S. Askew in

the consumption trial, held on May 11th

by the Oxford M.C.C., and duly reported

in The Motor Cycle, was so remarkable
that few would credit it. We suggested
that Mi'. Askew repeat the performance
under similar conditions, which he
attempted to do. The total weight
was 5 cwts. 2 qrs. 14 lbs., and the

petrol allowance 31 ozs. 6 drs., the same
as before. The distance covered was
26.4 miles, which gives 135.6 miles per

gallon. This- is a very fine performance,

and deservedly gains first prize in the

passenger class.

THE WELSH OPEN HILL-CLIMB AT CAERPHILLY,

J. C Moore <R udge) negotiating the abrupt bend in the Cardiff M.C. hill-climb.
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B.M.CR.C. FIFTH MONTHLY MEETING.
THE fifth monthly meeting .of the British Motor Cycle

Racing Club must be in every way written down a

Jj, thorough success. As the following results show,
some excellent performances were put up, including

new figures for the flying mile in two classes. The pro
gramme opened with the Third 1912 Time Trials, over a

measured kilometre and a measured mile, flying starts.

The good figures made are perhaps in a degree due to the
absence of wind. Results :

Class A.—275 c.c.

Kilometre.
sees. ro.p.h

H. Martin (1 Martin) 76 x59.5 35.2 =63.5

Class B.—350 c.c.

H. Martin (1 Martin), 85.5x59.5 32.9

S. Bailey (2 Douglas), 61 x60
\V.Hodgkinson(l Caeco),85 x60
S. Axford (1 Martin), 70 x90
W.Hodgkinson(l Caeco),85 x60
*New figures for the flying mile Class B, the previous best

being also Martin's, 65.97 m.p.h.
t

made August. 1910.

Martin's kilometre record, made at the same time, still stands
at 68.28 m.p.h.

C—500 c.c

35
45
48
47.6

= 67.9

= 63.91
= 49.7
= 46.6

= 46.9

Mile,
sees. m.p.h.

57.4 =62.72

*53.06 = 67.86

.56.4 =63.83
74.8 =48.13
75.0 =48
76.6 =47

Class
P. Brewster (1 Norton), 79 xlOO
G. Stanley (1 Singer), 85 x88
S. D. Timson(l Rudge), 85 x88
S. Axford (2 Martin). 76 x58

30.25 = 73.95 *48.95 = 75.57

31.8 =70.34 51.0 =70.59
35.2 =63.35 56.8 =63.38
35. =63.9 57.4 =62.72
Stanley's previous Singer*New record, just beating G. E

figures of 73.2 m.p.h. Singularly enough. Stanley's figures for

the" kilometre, viz., 75.43 m.p.h., made at the same time. May.
1912. still stand as record.

Class' D.—750 c.c.

R. Printz (2 Bat-Jap), 85.5x65 35.8 =62.48 56.2 =54

Class E.—1,000 c.c.

E.Baragwanath(2Winit),90 x77.5 30,4 =73.58 49 =73.47

Class E.—1,000 c.c. with Sidk-ak.

G. Hunter (2 Zenith), 90 x77.5 35.6 =62.84 56.6 =63.6

Junior Scratch Race.
The Junior Five Lap Scratch Race for machines up to

350 c.c. brought out six starters. The distance was 13 miles

1,035 yards.
Bailey (Douglas) got away in wonderful style, and had

already established a lead of twenty or thirty yards at the
entrance of the railway straight. This was evidently too

S. L. Bailev (Douglas). P.. Brewster (Norton), who set up
a new mile record.

The start of the five lap Scratch Race. S. L. Bailey (Douglas; put up a good
race, but was eventually beaten by Stanley (Singer 1

.

much for Harry Martin, who set out at once to pick up the
Douglas, which he did behind the aeroplane sheds in very
fine style. The first lap finished in the following order";

Martin (Martin-Jap): Bailey (Douglas), 3 yards; Stanley
(Singer), 100 yards; and Woodman (Humber), 100 yards.
On completing a lap, Slatter (Alcyon) turned in apparently

with valve trouble. The same order was maintained for the
second lap. On passing the fork Martin's long exhaust pipe
canle loose, and this rider pulled up, letting Bailey into

'

first place.

On the third lap Bailey led Stanley _by about 150 yards'.*

Woodman being' about a mile behind the latter. It was .

quite obvious, however, that the Douglas was being steadily

overhauled by the Singer, and no one was therefore sur

prised to see only 50 yards separating Bailey and Stanley
on the completion of the fourth lap.

The Singer showed no signs of slackening, and, thanks
largely to Stanley's splendid riding, caught the humming
Douglas on the Byfleet banking, and obtained a narrow win
by only three-fifths of a second, or about 15 yards. Stanley's

time from a standing start was 13m. 49|s., or at the rate of

59.4 m.p.h. Result:
' Stanlev (1 Singer) 69x80 299 c.c.

Bailev "(2 Douglas) 61x60 350 c.c. J
Woodman (2 Humber) ... 60x60 340 c.c. 1

Senior Five=lap Scratch Race.
This event was for any type not exceeding 500 c.c. Dis-

tance, 13 miles 1,035 yards. Six starters.

After his splendid riding in . the time trials. Brewster.;']!

(Norton) naturally started a warm favourite. The first, lapj
was completed with Stanley (Singer) leading by abouta
10 yards from Brewster, and Timson about 100 yardsj
behind, Garrett and Mills (Regal-Precisions) and Axford

j

(Martin-Jap) forming a bunch in the rear. Another circuit 1

brought Stanley forward considerably, so that he- was nowj
leading by a couple of hundred yards. The third lap onlyj
served to make the differences more distinct, as the next J
man behind Stanley was a good half-mile away. Brewster'sJ
magneto was now giving him trouble, and he therefore*
yielded second place to Garrett, who was being closely;!

followed by Axford. Timson^ and Mills in this order.

Except "for the fact that Axford had to retire througllH
sooted plugs in the next round, no change, took place exceptj
the lengthening of the gaps between the riders. Stanley was. 5

never challenged, and steadily increased his lead, hna|ljS
• crossing the finishing line fully a mile in front of Garrett,M
while Timson was third, and Mills fourth. Result -

:

1. G. E. Stanlev (1 Singer) 85x88 499c.c.l
2. S. F. Garrett (1 Regal-Precision) ... 85x88 499c c

3. S. D. Timson (1 Rudge) 85x88 499c.c;§
4. H. C. (Mills (1 Regal-Precision) ... 85x88 499o.jB,

1. G. E
2. S. L.

3. A. E
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B.M.C.R.C. Fifth Monthly Meeting-

All Comers' Handicap.
. This was for motor cycles with or without sidecars up to
1,000 c.c, and for cyclecars up to 1,100 c.c. Eleven
starters. The Carter cyclecar made its debut in this event,
and was the centre of a curious crowd. It is a three-
wheeler with a steel frame attached to the front axle by a
transverse laminated spring arranged like the Sizaire-Naudin.
Two straight leaf springs are used in the rear, the radius
rods being pressed steel members of U section. The engine
is an enormous air-cooled twin—101-^x130 mm. = 2,102 c.c.

—with cylinders arranged at 90°. For the purposes of the
race, however, one of the cylinders had been removed, and
the hole in the crank chamber covered with a cap. The inlet
valve, situated immediately over the exhaust, is automatically
operated. Between the cylinders is arranged a four-bladed
centrifugal fan of large diameter, driven by a friction roller

from the edge of a very large flywheel, which enabled the
engine, even as a single-cylinder, to run quite slowly and
steadily. Transmission is direct from the crankshaft to the
back wheel by means of a leather V belt running over an
expansible pulley, this providing the only clutch and change
speed gear. Steering is by rack and pinion. A quite smart
torpedo body is used with a petrol tank in the extreme
"nose" thereof.

I Bailey (Douglas ) from the very first assumed a lead that
-he managed with little difficulty to hold all the way through,
thanks principally to the fact that Baragwanath (Winit-Jap),
who was on scratch, dropped out at the end of the second
lap for some unexplained reason. He and his large engined
machine (998 c.c.) were travelling at a terrific speed, and
there was every indication that he would certainly over-
haul the whole field quite easily up till the time that he
disappeared.
The progress of the race will be apparent from the follow-

ing table, which represents the positions of the riders at the
end of each lap.

Lap 1.—Bailey (Douglas), Woodman (Humber), Hunter
(Zenith so.), Carter (Carter cyclecar), Garrett (Regal-Pre-
cision), Holzapfel (Holzapfel-Jap), Mills (Regal-Precision),

Pi'intz (Bat), Baragwanath (Winit-Jap). Brewster (Norton;
retired through magneto trouble.
Lap 2.—Bailey, Garrett; Woodman, Mills, Holzapfel,

Raragwanath, Printz, Carter. Hunter retired at the end of

this lap.

Lap 3.—Bailey, Garrett, Mills, Printz, Holzapfel, Wood
man. Timson retired.

Lap 4.—Bailey, Garrett, Printz, Mills (missing fire and
dropping behind), Woodman.

Result :

mm. c.c. m. s.

1. S. L. Bailey (2 Douglas) ... .:. 61x60 350 2 5

2. S. F. Garrett (1 Regal-Precision) 85x88 499 1 20
3. H. G. Mills (1 Regal Precision)... 85x88 499 1 20

Test HilLclimb.
The afternoon's sport concluded with the Brooklands Test

Hill-climb, for which eight entries had been received, though
only three riders actually made ascents. Competitors were
-started on the level about 50 yards from the foot of the hill.

Class B.—350 c.c.

S. L. Bailey (Douglas) 33.36 m. p. h.

Class C—500 c.c.

S. D. Timson (Rudge) 28.59 m.p.h.

Class E.—1,000 c.c.

G. F. Hunter (Zenith-Gradua) ... ... ... 32.46 m.p.h.

Bailey's ascent was marvellous, and its finish amongst the
most sensational that has been seen at Brooklands. At the
summit of the hill the ground becomes suddenly flat, and
Bailey came up at such a speed that his machine completely
left the ground a dozen feet before returning to terra-

firma again, which it did with its rider quite unconcerned.
South's machine was geared very low indeed, but its speed

was sufficient to give a very well pronounced Ballig Bridge
leap.

Hunter was evidently no novice at test hill work, or, at

any rate, he had no wish to go flying, for he cut out
practically as soon as he reached the 1 in 4 portion. Con-
sidering this, his speed was excellent.

->-•«•—<

Irish End-to-end Reliability Run.-Results.
• The committee of the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland,

Ulster Centre, having verified the timekeepers' checking
sheets at the various controls, it has been found that nine-

teen riders qualified for gold medals with a maximum of

120 marks, and nine riders qualified for silver. F. Ruddell
{Bradbury) and F. C. North (Ariel) finished 22 mins.
and 20 mins. respectively before schedule, thus

exceeding the 10 mins. margin allowed, and being in con-

sequence disqualified. Whilst sympathising with Rex
Mundy, who thought the finish was situate beyond Bally-
castle, and lost three marks by being "early, and with Hugh
Gibson, who gave away his stock of petrol to another
competitor,- and left himself with an empty tank, losing as

a consequence five marks for being late, the committee
regretted their inability to depart from the placings arrived

at in accordance with the conditions.

To ascertain the winner of the Palmer Trophy, it was neces-

sary to utilise the times at the secret check, and the
placings are : 1, C. E. Murphy, Cootehill (3£ h.p.

Triumph), total variation from schedule 35s. ; 2, J.

Stewart, Belfast (3^ h.p. Triumph), lm. ; 3, J. Lavery,
Belfast (3i h.p. Ariel), lm. 45s.

The following riders were successful, in addition to those

mentioned in last week's unconfirmed list (page 821) : Gold
medal, W. Kirk (5 h.p. Indian) ; silver medals, R. Mundy
(2|h.p. Douglas), H. Gibson (3£ h.p. Bradbury), H. P.

Mooney, and D. Gray (3^ h.p. James).

Special prize for best lightweight performance.—E. Clark

(2| h.p. Douglas).
Special prize for best sidecar performance.—H. Gibson

(3f, h.p. Bradbury).
Special medal, presented by Dublin District Club.—C. E.

Murphy (3£ Triumph).

Streatham and District and Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.C.'s Inter-

team Trial. The competitors' machines parsed by the road side during the

luncheon stop. Cant. Nicholl, the judge, is seen in the foreground.

BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. SANGSTER TROPHY TRIAL.

The Sangster Trophy trial results are as follows : A.

D. Arter (3^ James and sidecar) and W. H. Egginton

(3^ New Hudson and sidecar) lost no marks, bracketed

first. Each is awarded a gold medal, and will hold the

trophy for six months. T. Pollock (3i James) last 30 sees. ;

and S. Smith (3£ Norton) lost 1 minute.

On Saturday next, 27th inst., a club reunion will be held

at Stratford-on-Avon. Members will start from King's

Heath tram terminus, and ride to Stratford vid Alcester..

B19
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Sutton Coldfield A.C. Members' Hill-climb.

H. C. Newman (Ivy-Precision) with W. Creyton as passenger in an
extraordinary position.

Tiints Hill, near Tamworth, was this year's venue of the
Sutton Coldfield annual climb. Coalport Hill being at pre-

sent in a quite impossible condition, the search for a suit-

able test ended in the choice of a hill without the usual
bend, but with a stiff gradient. The well tuned up machines
of the " crack " riders, c£ course, made some very fast

times, and it was pleasant to go through an afternoon's
good sport without the slightest mishap to mar the . enjoy-
ment. In Class II. H. C. Newman (34§s.) (3^ Ivy Precision)
really made fastest time, but was disqualified owing to his

machine not quite conforming to regulations—though of the
standard " Ivy " model. Class VI. was won by F. Shake-
speare (8 Rex-Jap) in the fastest time of the day. He also

made fastest time in the sidecar class. This rider had
never before ridden in a motor cycle competition.
Results (subject to confirmation) :

Class I.

—

Lightweights.

P. W. Owen (37|s.) (2£ Zenith) ...

F. S. Whitworth (2g Douglas) ...

V. Busby (2| Humber)

Time.
... 1

... 2

... 3

Formula
... 1

... 3

... 2

Class II.

—

Singles under 520
J. Woodhouse (3£ Regal-Precision)
H. G. Dixon (3£ New Hudson) ...

L. A.. Bees 1.3* L.M.C.) ... ....
Class III.

—

Multi-cylinders under
F. S. Whitworth (37§s.) (4 Matchless) .

J. St. John (6 F.N.) ...

Class V.—T.T. under 500 c.

K. Clark (34s.) (3£ Corah)
H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy-Precision) ...

J. Woodhouse (3£ Regal-Precision)

Class VI.

—

Singles or Twins over
F. Shakespeare (34s.) (8 Rex-Jap) ...

H. Kenway (8 Matchless) ... ...

T. Pollock (3i James) ...

Class VIII.—Singles and Sidecars.

H. C Newman (45fs.) (Ivv-Precision) ... 1

T. Pollock (3£ James) "... 2

J. Woodhouse (3j Regal-Precision) ... 5

Class IX.

—

Unlimited and Sidecars.

F. Shakespeare (41|s.) (8 Rex-Jap) ... 1

H. C Newman (3£ Ivy-Precision) 2
T. Pollock (3^ James) ... 3

c.c.

.. 1 .

.. 2 .

..3 .

750 o.i

.. 1 .

. 1 .

. 2 ..

. 3 -..

520 c.c

. 1 .

: 2 .

. 3 .

R. H. Edwards {Triumph} nearing the summit. The photograph conveys a
good idea of the nature of the hill.

FRAMED ADDRESS TO MR. F. STRAIGHT.

The framed address which F. Dover and other

readers suggested should be presented to F. Straight

(late secretary of the A.C.U.) was forwarded to the

recipient this week. The address reads as follows

:

" We, the undersigned, desire to express our appre-

ciation of the valuable services rendered by you to the

motor cycle pastime and industry during the ten years

you acted as secretary to the Auto Cycle Union, and
we request your acceptance of this address as a slight

mark of our esteem."

W. Creyton (2J h.p. Kumber) crossing the finishing line.

Alf. Bednell.
H. Belcher.
C. C. Cooke.
Fred Dover.
E. St. Clair Duncan.
W. Grew.
Jack Haslanr.
Victor Avison Holroyd.
F. Hulbert.
C. E: Murphy.*

E. Nelson.
J. R. Nisbet.
Julian W. Orde.
S. W. Phillpott.

W. Pratt.

Shep Sawer.
M. J. Schulte.

J. Stuart Shaw.
Geoffrey Smith.

.' H W Staner.
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SPEED TRIALS AT PORTHCAWL.

Competitors for the All-comers' Handicap at Porthcawl lined up for tie start. Observe the starting planks to prevent the wheels sinking into the wet sand.

Owing to the wetness of the sand. and the protest of the
competitors, a start could not be made in the motor cycle

events until 6 p.m. on the 20th inst. Some very good times
were made considering the heavy state of the track. The
distance was one mile. Before the competition could be
finished the sea came up again, and the last race was won in

about 9in. of water. In the Sidecar Class two riders stuck
in the soft sand. Newsome was the most successful rider,

annexing two firsts. His speed was upwards of 50 m.p.h.

Results :

Class I.—Machines with Cylinder Capacity not exceeding
350 c.c.

Rider and machine.

1. Kickham (2§ Douglas)
2. Weatherilt (2^ Zenith)

3. Britton (2| Douglas)

Class II.—Machines not exceeding

1. Newsome (3£ Triumph)
2. Lewis (3i Premier)
3. Kickham (2J Douglas)

Time.

. lm. 15J;S.

. lm. 20|-s.

. lm. 27|s.

560 c. c.

. lm. Us.

. lm. 14|s.

. lm. lfiis.

->—»•••

Class III.—For Machines with Cylinder Capacity not exceed-
ing 1,000 c.c.

1. Newsome (3^ Triumph) lm. 14s.

2. Barnes (8 Zenith) ' lm. 17is.
3. Kickham (2J Douglas) lm. 24fs.

Class VI.—Machines with Cylinder Capacity not exceeding

350 c.c.

1. J. J. Mathias (2| Humber) ... walked over.

Class VII.—Machines with Cylinder Capacity not exceeding
560 c.c.

R. M. Lewis (3^ Premier) ... ... lm. 16|s.

J. C. Moore (3£ Rudge) lm. 17|s.

J. J. Mathias (2J Humber) lm. 27,1s..

IV.—Machines with Cylinder Capacity not exceeding
1,000 c.c. with Sidecar Attachment.

1. E. Chapman (5-6 Zenith) 2m. 37-^s.

Barnes and Wade stuck in the sand.

Class VIII.—Machines with Cylinder Capacitv not exceeding
1,000 c.c.

1. J. C. Moore (3i Rudge) lm. 17J,s.

2. E. Chapman (5-6 Zenith) ..: ... lm. 30fs.

<

i.

2.

3.

Class

CLUB NEWS.
Mersey M.C.

An open hill-climb will be held at Pen-y-ball/ Holywell,
on August 3rd at 3 p.m. There will be classes for motor
cycles and eyclecars. The hill is straight, the average
gradient l.in 7, and the steepest 1 in 4. The surface will

be in good order. Entries must reach the hon. secretary,

Mr. S. W. Carty, 5, Redcross Street, Liverpool, not later than
the 30th inst.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

An open reliability trial will be held on August 5th and
5th. Routes: First day—Dublin, Fermoy, Mallow, Killar-

ney, Kenmare, Glengariffe (229 miles). Second day—Glen-
jariffe, Inchgeela, Cork, Cashel, Dublin (214 miles). Com-
jetitors must assemble each day at 5.30 a.m. An average
speed of 20 m.p.h. must be observed. There will be
several valua^'e prizes. Entries close on the 31st inst.

Application should be made to Mr. F. J. Walker, hon.
secretary, 9, Grafton Street, Dublin.

The Motor Cycling Club.

A standard reliability hill-climbing and brake testing trial

will be held on August 3rd and 5th. The route will be
Hungerford, Marlborough, Trowbridge, Wells, Bridgwater,
Porlock, Lynmouth, Lynton, Parracombe, and Barnstaple.
Competitors will be expected to make clean ascents of both
Porlock and Countisbury Hills, and stop not more than three
times on the test descent.

Lincolnshire M.C.C. Speed Trials. L. W. Forington (fndian) passing the

finishing post. He made fastest time and gained second place on formula.

'•31
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Club News.-

Streatham and District, and Woolwich, Plumstcad and District M C.C.'s inter-team

trial. H. P.. Ccllier is seen in a new role, starting the competitors.

Evesham ffl.C.

On the 17th inst. a petrol consumption trial was held over

a route of thirteen miles. The results were obtained by the

A.C.U. formula, and the figures given are simply figures of

merit :

1. F. Sharpe (34 B.S.A.) 43.72

2. E. Holloway (34 Triumph) 41.13

3. A. White (34 Triumph) ... 38.36

Stratford-on-Avon and District M.C.C.

Result of the hill-climb held at Ilmington Hill on the

13th inst :
- '•

•

-*'-

Touring Singles.—1, H. W. Wynn (Rudge), 24is. ; 2, W.
Ball (Rudge), 27|s. ; 3, F. Drew (Rudge), 31s. > :

T.T. Singles.—1, F. Guyver (Triumph), 22|s. ; 2, Heiss

(Rudge), 24is. ; 3, R. Holyoake (Triumph), 26fs.

Open.—1, H. W. Wynn (Rudge), 24s.; 2, Heiss (Rudge),

244s.; 3, F. Drew (Rudge), 24|s.

Westmorland M.C.C.

Speed trials were held last week in Lowther Park, Penrith,

by kind permission of the Earl of Lonsdale. Results :

Lightweight Class.—1, S. W. Phillpott (2J Humber) ; 2,

N. H. Brown (2J Hazlewood) ; 3, R. M. Chaplow (2J
Humber).

Single-cylinder Class.—1, L. Pierce (34 Corah); 2, W. B.

Little (Rudge) ; 3, V. Harsmann (Singer).

Twin-cylinder Class.—1, L. S. Parker (Scott); 2, B.

Jeffery (Bat) ; 3, J. W. Nelson (Scott).

-

Sidecar Class.—1, F. Rees (Rudge); 2, E. Burras (Zenith).

Old Crocks' Class.—1, J. Braithwaite (34 Braithwaite).

Torbay and District M.C.C.
' A club hill-climb was held on the 20th inst.

are the results on time :

500 c.c. OR OVER.

The following

1. R. Broadbear (3-4 Premier) ...

2. E. Hancock (34 Premier) ...

3. F. Edwards (8 Matchless) ...

Under 350 c.c.

1. A. Powell (2f Enfield) ...

2. W. P. Harding (2| Douglas)

Passenger Class.

1. F. Edwards (8 Matchless sc.)

2. — (6 Zenith sc.) ...

3. — . Williams (3i Premier sc.)

m. s.

56|
1 2|
1 3«

1 9f
1 131

49i
21

2 33f-
theIn the passenger class Edwards carried Mr. Davey,

heaviest member, who weighs about sixteen stones.

Miss Arden made a fast ascent.

R. Broadbear made a. brilliant dash on his Premier and
easily made fastest time of.?the,day.

JULY 25th, 1912.

Boncaster and District M.C.C.

A flying kilometre handicap was held at Stapleton Park,
near Pontefract, by the kind permission of Mr. J. Hope
Barton, of Stapleton Park. The winner was the competitor
who made the best increase on his previous time up to and
including two and a half per cent. Results : 1, W. Wagstaffe
(3-4 h.p. Premier); 2. L. Baker (34 h.p. Rex); 3, R. Eddell
(5 h.p. Matchless). A special prize for the fastest time of the
day was won by J. H. Wilkinson (5 h.p. T.T. Matcliless), his

time being 32|s.

Essex M.C.

A joint gymkhana was held at King's Oak. High Beech,
Essex, on the 20th inst., in conjunction with the Waltham-
stow M.C Results : £

Potato picking.—F. A. Applebee (34 T.T. Scott).

Tilting at the rings, lemon cutting, and Turk's head
cutting.—F. W. Applebee (2| Centaur).
Musical chairs.—C. Pearson (2| Douglas).
Belt changing.—C. Pearson (2J Douglas).
Target pegging.—J. A. Campbell* (34 Rudge and sc).

Apple bobbing.—G. F. Gray (34 Rudge).

Inter-club Team Trial.

The following clubs sent teams to compete' in the inter-

club reliability trial held on a fifty-eight mile course in West
Kent : Woolwich and District, Purley and District, Streat-

ham and District, Putney and District, Brookdale and
South-East London. The result was a win for the Brook-
dale Club, seven riders out of nine negotiating the whole
course within schedule time. F. Cox (A.C.), J. Holt (34

Pratt), E. M. Oliver (34 Triumph), H. A. Cooper (34 Brad-
bury), R. Croucher (34 Kerry-Abingdon), C. Cakebread (34

Triumph), J. Southgate (34 Matchless), W. Guiver (34
Rudge), and F. Bowes (34 B.S.A.) represented the club.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

A flexibility hill-climb was held at Stannington on Saturday
last. Results :'."•..

Diff. between fast

and slow climbs.

1. J. Haslam (6 Zenith) 3m. 45s.

2. F. Donovon (6 Zenith) 3m. 44|s.

3. S. Sawer (34 Premier) 3m. 12s.

4. J.. Carter- (24 A.J.S.) ... ... ... 2m. 5|s. •

The official results of the Sheffield-Holyhead-Sheffield re-

liability trial are :

Lost marks.
D. Bradbury (34 Norton)
J. Haslam (6 Zenith) ... ... .".. ...

T. Durant (34 Norton)
F. Dover (34 Premier) 14.

5. R. Garnett (6 Matchless)

North Middlesex M.C.C. Open Trial. A general view of the start

at the Old Gatehouse. Highgate.
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Club News.—
Cumberland County M.C.C.

The reliability trial to Harrogate will take place on the
28th inst. instead of August 4th as previously arranged.

Northamptonshire M.C.C.

The annual non-stop reliability trial was held on the

13th inst. over a circular course in the vicinity of Cogenhoe.
The prizewinners were :

1° C. T. Underwood (3^ h.p.

Bradbury), Wren silver challenge trophy and gold medal;
2, A. J. Osborne (3£ h.p. Triumph) ; 3, R. P. Seal (3^ h.p.

Triumph).

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

A reliability trial for the -Corke Challenge Cup will be
held on the 28th inst. The course will be by way of

Bewdley, Ludlow, Knighton,- Bishops Castle, Church
Stretton (one and a half hour's stop for lunch), Dorrington,
Shrewsbury, Ironbridge, Wellington, Market Drayton (stop

for tea, one hour), Newport, to tram terminus, Tettenhall.
Competitors will be timed at the rate of 20 m.p.h.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

The results of the 100 miles reliability trial for the
Dennis Bayley Challenge Cup were as follow : 1, Geo.
Brough (Brough), time error, 10m. 59s., Challenge Cup and
gold medal; 2, N. 0. Soresby (Rudge), 30m. 3s., gold
medal; 3, J. Richards, 36m. 7s., Wood-Milne tyre. Only
seven finished out of twenty-two starters, the course being
over the worst of the Derbyshire hills.

Manchester M.C.
> \ An open twelve hours' reliability trial will be held on
3rd August. The course will be one of about 200 miles in
length, but the actual route will not be announced until

the morning of the trial. The maximum running time for

the journey will be at the rate of eighteen miles per hour
and the minimum twenty miles per hour. Drivers must
proceed cautiously through towns and villages and show con-
sideration to other users of the road, or they will render them-
selves liable to disqualification. Entries must be sent direct

to the trials lion, secretary, Mr. C. E. Kettle, c/o Lookers,
Ltd., Hardman Street, Deansgate, Manchester, not later than
Saturday, 27th inst.

Purley and District M.C.C.

A novel contest was run off for passenger machines only on
the 13th inst., over a course of about sixty miles, including
six test hills—Marlpit Lane, Coulsdon ; Wray Lane, Reigate

;

Pebblecombe Hill, Bletchworth ; Coast Hill, Dorking ; White
Down Hill, Abinger ; and Box Hill. The only clean non-stop
run was made by L. F. Ebbutt (5-6 A.C. Sociable) who thus
.wins the captain's gold medal, a silver one presented by the
secretary falling to C. Mason, and W. Leigh being third.

Crossgates and District M.C.C.

A reliability trial was run off on the 13th inst. The
course was to Otley, Blubberhouses, Pateley Bridge, Ripon,
Knaresborough, Wetherby, back to Whitkirk, the total

uistance being about eighty miles. The results were :

85T

Error fast or slow.

... lm. 10s.

... lm. 24s.

lm. 42s.

4m. 27s.

4m. 55s.

8m. 45s.

1. H. Whitfield (3£ Triumph) ...

2. J. Stuart White (2| A.J.S.) ...

3. H. and E. Haswell (3^ Bradbury sc.

4. F. Crosthwaite (6 Matchless sc.)

5. T. Wilkinson (6 Matchless) ...

6. J. Tattersall (3£- Bradbury sc.)

Taunton and District M.C.C.
The annual members' hill-climb was held on Buncombe Hill

on Thursday, the 11th inst. The hill is 1,380 yards long, and
has one bad corner, where the gradient is 1 in 5, otherwise
the average is about 1 in 8. The timing was done by aid of
the telephone, and was higlily satisfactory. There were five

classes, for which seventy-five entries were received. Results:

Class I.

—

Lightweights up to 360 c.c.

Rider and machine. si. s.

1. A. H. Knight (2| Humber) 1 42£
2. T. Marks (2^ Motosacoche) 2 9§
3. R. C. Westlake (2| Enfield) 2 18

Class II.

—

Machines above 360 c.c.

1. W. E. Phillips (3i Triumph) 1 19
2. G. Wright (3i Triumph) 1 24^
3. T. H. Birdsall (3|- Premier) 1 28|
Class III., Section I.

—

Lightweights rr to 360 c.c.

1. E. R, Norton (2| Enfield) 1 50|
2. H. F. Potter (2| Enfield) 1 54i
3. T. Hood (2| Douglas) 2 22£
Class III., Section II.

—

Machines over 360 c.c.

1. E. J. Hancock (3i T.T. Premier) 1 161
2. W. E. Phillips (3^ Triumph) 1 20|
3. W. F. Stone (7 Peugeot) 1 23-i;

Class IV.

—

Flexibility (Fast and Slow Climbs on same Gear)
Difference.

. G. Potter (3^ P. and M.) ... .... 5 30*

G. Bermingham (3£ P. and M.) ... 5 4f
T. H. Birdsall (3J, Premier) 3 38-f

Class V.

—

Sidecaes.
. E. Phillips (3J,- Triumph) 1 49|
. H. Maunder (5 Clyno) 2 19

Copplestone (5 Rex) 2 45

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The annual reliability trial was held recently over a

very difficult course of approximately 300 miles. The follow-

ing well-known hills had to be climbed : Greenhow Hill, Kid-
sto'ne Pass both sides, Kirkstone Pass from Ambleside,
Yorkes Folly, and Norwood Edge. Thirteen started, but

only seven completed the course. The -competition was rur
for the £25 trophy which had been presented to the club bj
Messrs. Muratti. The result was as follows : T. C. Atkin-

son (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph), W. Fawcett (2^ h.p. A.J.S. two-

speed), and H. W. Fortune (3^ h.p. Brown two-speed), lost

no marks and tied for first place ; G. Hill (3i- h.p. Scott two
speed), failed at Kidstone second day and late at checks, lost

26 marks ; E. R. Davies (6 h.p. Matchless), continuous tyrt

troubles, lost over 100 marks; S. Clay (3^ h.p. Triumph)
failed on Kirkstone and Kidstone Pass and late at checks
lost 57 marks ; J. E. Brooke (3i h.p. Triumrjh three-speed)

gear troubles, lost over 100 marks.

1. W
2. A.
3. T.

1. W
2. w
3. F.

A group of members of the Haverstoek M.C.C.
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VZJtIONS

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked^' Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Auxiliary Motor.

I am trying to obtain informa-
tion regarding auxiliary motors.
Can you oblige me by answering
the following questions: (1.) Can
you recommend an auxiliary

motor to fit on to a push cycle with
fly nuts? If so, please state price
(about), where obtainable, and power.
(2.) Can you describe the method of
transmission? (3.) Have you any know-
ledge of its speed and hill-climbing

power?—G.H.
. and 2.) We emphatically do not recom-
mend an engine attached to a pedal
bicycle. A pedal bicycle is not meant to
be mechanically propelled, and would be
most uncomfortable under these condi-
tions. In preference to any attachment of
the description mentioned, we should
advise' the purchase of one of the well-
known lightweight motor cycles, of which
there are several examples on the market.

Engine Won't Run Slowly.

(1.) I have a 2^ h.p. machine
about five years old, and I cannot
get it to run slowly. The slowest
speed I am able to go without
misfiring is about 18 m.p.h. I

have tried stopping up some of the air

holes of the B and B. carburetter (old

pattern, converted to h.b.c), but this

has little effect other than heating the
engine more rapidly. The extra air

lever I keep shut off all the time. (2.)

Would fitting a smaller jet have the
same effect on the running of the engine
as closing the throttle? (3.) The engine
overheats very quickly in spite of the
fact that I drive on as little throttle
opening as possible and take in as much
air as I can, but, as mentioned above,
this latter is not possible to any extent
unless I am going fast on account of

misfiring.—A.fi.

(1.) The engine mentioned is of small size

with light flywheels, and it is always diffi-

cult to make these small engines run
slowly. You should, however, be able to
run slower than 18 m.p.h. Probably the
latest B. and B. hand-controlled carbu-
retter would improve matters. (2.) No

;

fitting a smaller jet would reduce con-
sumption and power of the engine, but
would not have the same effect as closing
the throttle. It would, however, enable
you to run more slowly. (3.) The over-
heating may be due to many causes, but
probably the timing gear is worn as it is

an old engine, and the exhaust valve lift

is insufficient.
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?

Woolwich to Weymouth.

Will you please give me the
best route from Woolwich to

Weymouth? As I am bad at

following routes, please make it

as explicit as possible.—T.H.

Your best route would be as follows :

Woolwich, Blackheath, Catford Bridge,
straight along the Bromley Road till

you find the turning to Beckenham Hill,

pass -close by Beckenham Station, straight

on to East Croydon. Just before reach-
ing East Croydon Station turn left and
go as far due south as you can. At the
end of this road turn right and follow

the road, which will lead you eventually
into the main Brighton Road, close to
Purley. Go straight on down the
Brighton Road till you reach Redhill,

here turn right and go through Reigate,
Dorking, Gomshall, Shalford, Guildford,
and over the Hog's Back to Farnham,
Alton, Winchester, Ringwood, Wim-
borne, Dorchester, to Weymouth. For
full and exact details of this route

we should recommend you to become a

5s. touring member of the Auto Cycle
Union, 89, Pall Mall, S.W., and apply
to their Touring Department.

Liners in Tyres.

Would you be good enough to

say : (1.) What the advantages,
and disadvantages are of fitting

"liners" (in between the inner

tube and outer cover, I under-
stand) to motor cycle, tyres? (2.) Do
they really minimise the risk of punc-
ture to any great extent? (3.) Do they
ever cause the outer cover to "creep "

?

(4.) Are they really worth the time and
expense of fitting?—H.G.S.

(1.) Advantages : Liners prevent punctur-
ing. Disadvantages : They slightly slow
machine owing to extra thickness of

tread, and cause a certain amount of

heat. (2.) Undoubtedly, if properly fitted

and made of the right material. (3.) No,
they cannot cause cover to creep. (4.)

Yes, we think they are worth the time

and expense of fitting, particularly if the

machine be ridden in districts where the

road surface is of a flinty nature.

ON THE SHORES OF DERWENTWATER.
Three Burnley motor cyclists on the return journey after a thousand miles holiday ride to John-o'-Groat's

The maclinis are two Douglas, 2} h.p. 1910 pattern, and one 3i h.p. Rex. Even the rugged pass ani

storm-swept roads of Glencoe were successfully negotiated, the return heing made hy Fort William anc

the coast route.
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Lubrication.

I should be most grateful for

~^l your advice regarding the lubri-

V cation of my 6 h.p. twin J.A.P.
-!-i engine. Would you kindly tell

.me: (1.) Whether you consider

thirty spots a minute sufficient, as this

is a hilly country? The engine appears
to get enough, as it sometimes smokes,
and on taking off cylinders I found
plenty of carbon deposit on them and
on heads of pistons. On the other
hand I am not troubled with sooted
plugs. (2.) I am inclined to attribute
the overheating to defective carbura-
tion, it being impossible to give enough
extra air with the type of carburetter
with which it is fitted. Would this

have the effect of causing the crank
case to get so hot after a few miles that
one can often barely hold one's hand
upon it, and cause the engine to slow
on quite ordinary hills?—R.W.C.

(1.) It is very difficult to give any fixed

rule with regard to lubrication. You
must be guided entirely by the behaviour
of- the engine. If you set the lubricator
to give thirty drops per minute, and the
engine smokes occasionally, probably the
amount is too great. (2.) - It is quite
possible that the overheating might be
due to imperfect carburation as you sug-
gest. The crank case gets hot through
conduction.

A Model Specification.

(1.) Among the many adver-
tisements and illustrations of

motor cycles, I do not remember
-i-1 seeing one of a three-speed chain-

driven model. If there is any .

inherent objection to the type I

shall be glad- to know. I am con-
sidering -the question of a motor
bicycle, and for my purposes I need
one that would require the minimum of

attention and be ready for use in all

weathers. (2.) The specification I

have thought of includes 3J h.p. Pre- -

cision engine, Sturmey-Archer gear,-

Eoman rims and spokes, Druid forks,
Renold chain-drive in some form of

cover. Is this a design from which
one may expect hard work and plenty
}f wear, a light sidecar and eight stone-

passenger being carried? (My weight
is eleven stone.) (3.) The by-roads
of East Dorset are, in winter time,
disgraceful. Would it be better to

fit 2£in. instead of the- usual 2^in.

tyres, or would the former slow the
machine too much? (4.) From point
of view of economy in petrol, how
does an automatic carburetter compare
with an adjustable one?—E.H.G.B.

(1.) There is no three-speed chain-driven
model on the market except the No. 7

Chater-Lea. This machine is more
especially for sidecar use. There is,

however, no possible objection to this type.

(2;) Your specification is a very practical
one, and should be quits capable of taking
a light passenger and sidecar. The three-

speed gear mentioned is not made for
chain transmission, and it would not be
advisable to use a chain drive with this

gear. (3.) By all means fit 2^in. tyres if

there is sufficient clearance. These will

not slow the machine to any great extent.

(4.) As regards petrol consumption there
i.i little to choose between the automatic
and hand controlled carburetter.

Machine for Commercial Work.

(1.) What horse-power would be
advisable for travelling (com
mercially) in all parts of Devon
and Somerset? (2.) Would a
single-cylinder be preferable to

a twin? (3.) Would it be possible to
carry samples (weight about 20 lbs.) on
carrier without their getting a lot of
shaking? (4.) What make or makes
would you advise? (5.)' About what
would be the cost of running and de-
preciation of machine, cycling about
200 miles a week?—W.S.P.L.

(1.) A 3^ h.p. with a change-speed gear
would do what you require. (2.) Whether
you have a twin or a single-cylinder is

a matter really of taste. (3.) There will

undoubtedly be a certain amount of

sinking on the carrier, but the only
thing to do is to have the box in which
the samples are carried sprung in some
way or other. (4.) We regret we cannot
recommend any particular make, but if

you care to ask our advice about any
one which you think would suit your
purpose, we shall be glad to advise you
concerning it. (5.) The cost of running
a 3£ h.p. would be about |d. per mile,
and 5 to 6 h.p. about Id. a mile. The
depreciation depends upon the make of
machine, as some makes depreciate more
than others.

Belgium and Germany.

I should like to take my
^Tl Douglas motor cycle with me to

<$ Zeebrugge (Belgium) for my
_LJ fortnight's holiday. (1.) Should

I be exempted from duties if 1

joined the A.C.U., and w'ould they
arrange my passports_and- give me the
necessary instructions? (2.) Are the
roads good (equal to the English ones) ?

(3.) Should I have to pay duty again

at the German frontier? (4.) What is

the price of petrol per gallon in

Belgium? (5.) Should I have to take
spare tubes with me on this trip? In
England I never carry any.—D.H.W.

It would be advisable for you to join

the Auto Cycle Union, or some similar

body, and they will help you greatly in

your journey. (1.) Membership of the

A.C.U. exempts you from paying duty,

and they will arrange your driving

licences before you start. (2.) The roads

in Belgium are likely to be bad, but

there is a path at the side, which is not

supposed to be used by motor cyclists,

but we should advise you to make use

of it. Down the Rhine the roads are

.exceptionally good—quite as good as, if

not better than, those in England. (3.)

At the German frontier, or before you leave

England, you will have to pay a duty,

as this is one of the countries which does

not allow motor cycles in free. You also

have to take out a " steuerkarte," which
costs a few shillings, and is available for

a few days or a month. (4.) The price

of petrol 'is Is. 8d. a gallon in Belgium,

and less in Holland than in England.

(5.) You would do better to take spare

tubes, as you might have difficulty in

getting the correct size abroad.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences of

others with various motor cycles or accessories

must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which
the replies may be forwarded. Answers to the

queries below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"H.A.L." (Transvaal).—8 h.p. 6 cwt.

cyclecars for rough roads of South Africa,

lieliability and petrol consumption.

"Friction" (Forfar).—Model K 1912

Douglas. Clutch and change speed gear.

"O.B.P." (Aldershot).—G.W.K. cycle-

car. Reliability and hill-climbing.

If "H.W.S." .(Oxford), "J.M.E."
(Lexden), " C.H.M." Weston-super-Mare),
"A.B.C." (Bromley), "J.G." (Bromlev),

"J.S." (Scunthorpe), " G.H.J. S." (Uck-
field). " C.P." (Ashton - under - Lvne),
"A.E.M." (Banff), "Dako" (Cardiff),

"J.A." (East Ham), and "S.G.T." (Leek),

will comply with our rules and send
stamped addressed envelopes, they will

receive answers to their queries.

Grosvenor M.C. hill-climb at Heyden Bridge. — Wood (Levis) travelling well at the sun.

B.-y
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A Belt Punch.
This belt punch, which is adapted to

hold securely belts of varying sizes, con-
sists of a frame A having
flat sides. Screwing through
one side is the drill or
punch, which is operated by
a screw B. The belt C is

held in position bj' a plate

D, which is recessed to

receive the sides of the
frame A as illustrated, the
plate being moved to hold
the belt by means of a
second screw device E.—R.
T. Shelley, No. 19,310, 1911.

A Light Vehicle.

The accompanying plan
and elevation show the
general arrangement of

a light car, the engine
A of which drives, by
a propeller-shaft B, to a
counter-shaft C, provided
with a pair of expanding
pulleys D, driving by belts

E to the rear axle F, the
tension of the belt being
regulated by moving the
counter-shaft C bodily. This
counter-shaft is carried on
runners between guides.
The details of construction
are not suitable for repro-
duction in the form of an
abridgment, but are fully

set forth in the specifica-

tion.—F. W. Vallat, No.
91. 1911.

VieW WdJ/dti
i-p.^i

A Sight-feed Lubricator.

In this device the glass cylinder A is

arranged horizontally, being clamped
between end plates B C by means of a

stud B screwing in a hollow boss E carried

fsggsa^p
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by the end plate

C. - The end
plate C is formed
to receive a
needle valve F,
which is provided
with a screw
thread for ad-

justment pur-
poses, a locking

device (not
shown) being
fitted. The oil,

which may be either pressure fed or iu-^

duced by the suction in the crank case,

passes in at 6, and travels, along the

tubular boss E and through a tube H,
where by means of the glass cylinder it

can be readily seen, passing to the engine
through the passage _ J.—W. Douglas,

No. 23968, 1911.

A Petrol Gauge.

To the side of the tank A is attached,

by riveting or otherwise, a frame B
having a trans-

parent dia-

phragm C. The
enclosed cham-
ber thus formed
c o m m u nicates

with the in-

terior of the
tank by holes

D E, . resulting

in the level in the gauge always corre-

sponding with that in the tank.—C. A.
Allison (H. and A. Dufaux et' Cie.),

.

No. 6,443, 1912.

A New Sidecar.
Mr. E. Bowser, who claims to be the

original designer and maker of the solid

reed cane sidecar body, has commenced
business on his own account at 50, Park
Lane, Leeds. He is marketing a new
pattern sidecar.

Parts for Old Pattern Werners.
We occasionally receive enquiries from

readers who possess old pattern Werner
motor bicycles, and who are in need of

spare parts. They will be interested to

know that they can obtain parts for

every type of Werner motor bicycle if

they communicate with The Car Agency,
Ltd., 175-176, Piccadilly, W.

Accessories—Deferred Payments.

Hitchen's Motor Exchange, Morecambe,
inform us that they are relinquishing their

accessories trade and disposing of the
stock at big reductions. A feature of

the business during this year has been
the sale of machines on deferred pay-
ments, from 1£ to 2*2% being charged
for the accommodation according to the
length of time over which the amount is

spread.

Imitation Jets.

We are again asked by the makers of

the B. and B. carburetter, Brown
and Barlow, Ltd., to point out to readers
that there are several imitations of the
genuine Brown and Barlow jets on the
market. As these in many cases will not
fit their carburetters at all, they find

it necessary to warn motor cyclists against
buying them. The cases of genuine B.
and B. jets have '.' Brown and Barlow,
Ltd., Birmingham," on the outside,

whilst the imitation ones have simply
" Jets for B. and B. carburetters."

B30

A Locally-built Mount.

The machines ridden by W. Hodgkin-
son and H. Potter, who secured first and
second places in the five miles open
handicap at the Cambridge Charity
Sports on the 4th inst., are made by
the Cambridge Automobile and Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd.j 21, Hobson Street, Cam-
bridge, and are called the " Caeco."
The engine, which is manufactured by the
above firm, is a single-cylinder 85x85
mm., and the machine is built on standard
lines with a dropped frame, chain driven,
magneto, stand, and carrier.

Scientific Selection of Lubricants.

The Stern Sonneborn Oil Co., Ltd.,

make use of a very scientific testing

machine for the purpose of selecting the
most suitable qualities of lubricant foi

various kinds of work. The speed of this

machine can be varied to produce the
equivalent of from 50 to 3,000 r.p.m., and
the pressure on the bearing surfaces can
be varied from 1 lb. to 750 lbs. per
square inch. At the same time the
temperature can be raised from that of

the frictional surfaces, when at rest, to

about 850°F. This machine can be in-

spected at the offices of the firm, Royal
London House, Finsbury Square, E.C.

Collapsable Luggage Valises.

Bright and Hayles, 73, Church Street,

CamberwelL; S.E., claim to be the origin-

ators of the collapsable metal luggage
carriers and valises, having placed the
Colapsi on the market in May, 1909.

Catalogues Received.
The catalogue issued by Messrs. R. G.

Nye and Co., 16, Hampstead Road,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W..
shows that they specialise not only in
complete machines, new and second-hand,
but also in engines, gears, and many other

'

things. Any motor cyclist desiring to fit

a new engine can obtain a good price foi

his old one in exchange. The repair de-
partment undertakes all kinds of repairs
and replacements, converts old machines
to magneto ignition, and cuts down
frames, etc.

This is the first year Alfred Dunhills,
359-361, Euston Road, N.W., have issued

a separate catalogue for motor cyclists.

It is a publication well worthy of such
a firm. A speciality is made of motor
cycle clothing, and a section is devoted
to lady's clothing and headgear. Numer-
ous accessories are also included, and not
the least interesting part of the book
is a trouble-hunting table.

One of the most comprehensive cata-

logues dealing with complete machines
and accessories is that issued by Messrs. 5

Hunts, Ltd., 117, Long Acre, W.G.
Many well-known makes are illustrated,

and special, attention is
;
"iven to sidecars,

no fewer than five pages Wing devoted to

these popular passenger attAc'iments. The
list of accessories is extraordinarily com-
plete, and any enthusiastic motor cyclist

will read the catalogue with great interest.
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CLIPPER
Motor Cycle Accessories

THE " CLIPPER " BELT.
FOR MOTOR-CYCLES.

»OOD ACCESSORIES

only are in keeping with good Tyres and Machines.

Selections shown this week rank with the indis-

pensables for up-to-date Motor Cycle Equipment.
lgin. ..

Stock Lengths : 7ft.

fin. .

.

2/- per ft.

lin. .. 2/3 „

2/8 per ft.

6in., rising 6in. to 9ft.

THE CLIPPER BELT

for Motor Cycles contains all the improvements

in construction which test and experience

demand. The Belt for reliability and consistent

wear.

["HE CLIPPER BELT CASE.

Clipper Inflator

for Motor Cycle
Tyres.

Specially designed to securely contain a spare belt

of any size. Made of compressed fibre, it is

strong, weather . proof, easily attached, and

requires but a modicum of space on carrier.

THE CLIPPER CARRIER CASE.

An improved Carrier Case of ample dimensions

with extension lid, and made expressly to fit

on carrier. Strong, rainproof, and of smait

appearance, it mikes an ideal business or touring

auxiliary.

[["HE CLIPPER INFLATOR
FOR MOTOR CYCLE TYRES .

A new pattern Inflator in Plated Meial,

splendidly made and of great power, with

folding handle and foot-piece for ready use and

attachment to machine. For rapid inflation

with the minimum effort it has no superior.

Only wants seeing to ensure its adoption.

•OR FULL RANGE

Clipper Motor Cycle

Belt Case.

18 x I'm.

18 x lin.

Price 3/- each.

Clipper Motor Cycle

Carrier Case.

of Cycle and Motor Cycle Tyres and Accessories,

Wood Rims, Motor Clothing, etc.,

Size 16 x 9 x 6in. Closed.

Price 6/6 each.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST—FREE.

HieCLIPPER TYRE Co. Ltd.

o2-60, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.
ONDON: 18, Chiswell St., Finsbury Sq., E.C. COVENTRY: Alma St.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle A3 3
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it LINCOLN ELK" New Models, 1912 t

Manufactured Completely by

J. KIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone

:

2Y5.
Telegrams :

"ELK," LINCOLN.

Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58. Great Clyde Street. Glasgow.

—
3ih.p., £34 - - 0.

3 h.p., £30 -10 - 0.

2,1 h.p., £28 -10-0.
AU Models fitted with Palme _
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, andJ
Footrests. " Druid " Spring

Forks.

Sole London Agent:
R E Y,

Heath Street Motor Works,,
- 5,

-
fiieath Street,

Hampstead, London, N.W. -

EENOLD CHAIN
SSENTIAL to a Motcr Cycle with a heavy sidecar—GOOD for ANY machine."

Write for. Booklet which tells The Story of Renold to:—HANS RENOLD. LTD., MANCHESTER.

RBJQLD

WHEN ARRANGING A TOUR
use "THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK

Price, 1/6 net. By post,' 1/8.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, E.C.. and all booksellers.

Ipswich & District M.C.C.
Hill Climb, July. 6th.

Touring Class.

2nd PRIZE ONSTERN O L
Mr. H. G. Moss, Motor & Cycle

Works, 345, Woodbridge Road,
Ipswich, writes :—"On the, same
machine I beat -all touring times

for the hill, beating several T.T.
machines.'

'

Mr. Moss used for lubricating

his machine standard quality
"3TERNOL" OIL. "Sternol '

quality never varies, so YOU
can obtain equally good results.

rTrniTAT 56 * R°yal London
STERNOL, House, Finsbury

Square, E.C.

THE THORNTON 2-SPEED AND FREE ENGINE HUB.

Combining

—

STRENGTH, -

SIMPLICITY,

AND

EFFICIENCY

Price £3,

Parlicuisrs from

THE LEICESTER GEAR CO., THORNTON LANE, LEICESTER.

BEST VALUE. 1

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY from the LONDON;
AGENTS:

MATCHLESS.
J

8 h.p. Double Belt Passenger! Models,

and 5 h.p. T.T. 6-speed Models.

HAZLEWOOD.I
/\aWaLr'o

CALTHORPE.
J

ACCESSORIES. HEPAIRS.l

THE
MOTORj

MAINTENANCE
COMPANY-; •

Established .- - i < |^^ 1907.

184, Great Portland Street, W.
Tele / Pnone : 4S39 MayfaiB.

\ grams - " Motenance, London.'*

*-34 In answering thesp- advertisements it is desirable to mention " The; Motor Cycle."
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
AT FROM £10 DOWN.

icotts, P. & M.'s, Bradburys, Zeniths (single and twin),

Morgan Runabouts. A. C Tricars, G. W. K.'s, Rex-Jap

This we MEANT. Some people with three or four machines
will advertise quite as good a story! With US we have
the Agencies, Contracts running, and are, financially, in a

position' to take, up the machines when the makers have
them ready for delivery, and have .them in stock for your
acceptance when you are ready to buy them.
At the present moment £5,000 won't buy what we have

in stock—at the Stations and -at the Works. There is no
need for you to wait while we write to ask the makers when
they can deliver. They have already delivered, and the
machines await your acceptance.

,

If you don't want to deal with us on account of the" rlis-

tan:e, ask your Local Agent to write us for ternis. We will

supply you through him with pleasure, and he can then give

you lessons in riding, and any other assistance that you
may require. . -

, ...

We have been telling you for three years a similar story—

,

that we have the largest stock in ' the world—and we now
confirm same.

H umbers, Matchless, Bat-Jap, Douglas, Premier, Clyno,

Motosacoche, Lincoln Elk, Rudges, Triumph, etc., etc.

We have also told you that we can supply you with a
brand new machine for from £10 down, with very little extra
added for the accommodation. Or, again, if you are a cash
buyer, we shall be glad to have your esteemed commands
for same.
We have a few second-hand machines still on hand, and

a few hundreds of pounds worth of accessories, which must
be sold] Look in the miscellaneous advertisements of this

paper for a list of accessories. Write us for a complete list

of Motor Cvcles and Accessories, issued each week. Please
let us have'YOUR OFFERS. The stuff is going, but there
is still plently left, and if you will only make us a firm offer,

we can supply you with anything you want, we feel quite sure.

Before starting to build up your Motor Cycles, write to

"us for parts. If you are in the Trade, our terms will suit

you whether for new or second-hand machines or Accesories.
Remember, we want your orders.

You cannot do better than come to Morecambe for your
Holidays.

SPECIAL OFFER.—To move the Stock before the month is out, we offer any size of Morecambe Robber Tyres
at 11/11$; ditto, Studded, at 14/111. All guaranteed, and on approval against Cash.

REMEMBER THE ADDRESS—

HITCHENS, LTD., MORECAMBE.
'Phone, 112. Wires: "Motor," Morecambe.

MOTOR CYCLES
BY EASY PAYMENTS

Whiteleys can supply ANY MAKE OF
MOTOR CYCLE or CYCLECAR on the

, EASIEST OF EASY TERMS.

Interest .Charge from 2 per cent.
(Carriage Paid.)

A TEN POUND NOTE
secures delivery, and you can pay the balance

afterwards by twelve monthly instalments.

WHY WAIT 6 WEEKS WHEN WE HAVE IN STOCK

Premiers Alcyons Bats
Bradburys New Hud sons Zeniths
Triumphs A.C. Sociables Hobarts
Indians Humbers Clynos
Douglas Singers P. & M.'s.

Rex-Japs Motosacoche Rudges

Special agents for Rol o cars.

WHITELEYS
-QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.-

The Guest Decompressor.

THE little ariicle illustrated herewith
makes motor cycle starting simplicity
itself, and not an aihletic feat as

heretofore.

EASY TO START THE ENGINE.
SIMPLE TO FIT.

SUIT3 ALL STANDARD MACHINES.
FITS INTO EXHAUST CAP.

NOTHING TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

Price 12/6
Postage 4d.

each.

GUEST DECOMPRESSOR CO.,

107, HIGH ST., WEST BROMWICH.

J. B. JACQUEMIN BROS-'
COLLAPSIBLE " CHLOROPHYLLE " EYE PROTECTORS.
I-UICHISON'S PATENT.) REGD.

TOURIST TROPHY RACES, 1912.

Mr.E.KiCKHAMf^ndin the Junior T.T.Race) writes— "1 have great pleasure

in stating that your Goggles are the BEST I have EVER used. I wore them

in both races and found them perfect in driving ram, sunglare, mountain

mist, and dust; and. furthermore, they are exceedingly comfortable."

THE EXPERT'S OPINION—PERFECT all WEATHERS.

PKICt trom 4/9 CHLOROPHYLLE LENSES, 3/6 PLAIN (Postage 20.)

WRITE—CHAPPELL & CO., 11, Hatton Garden, LONDON.

In answering tfiese advertisements it is aesirabh to mention " The Motor Cycle." A37
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word

after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In tho

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in.

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by

the first po?t on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisament, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors arc not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every c re is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many readers like to. know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before

coing further afield.

Pian showing division of England into Sections.

Durham, andNorthumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford.

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick".

SECTION V. .

Norfolk; Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon and Bedford.

SECTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Breeknock, Monmouth,
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke..

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.
SECTION VIII.

Hertford; Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotlandc

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

BETTER BARGAINS

TNAN EVER.
For HOLIDAY BUYERS.

The kingdom's largest selec-

tion of Newest rgi2 Models of

all Best Makes and Desirable

Second-hand Machines that

have been overhauled and put
in excellent riding condition
will be found at Bargain
Prices at

'AUGHORB
ASK FOR TO-DAY'S LIST. IT INCLUDES

5752. 3ih.p. ion 3-speed PREMIER .. £37 10
5753. 3 J h.p. 1912 T.T. TRIUMPH ....£42
5767. 35 h.p. 1912 Free-engine ROVER £45
5775- 7*9 h.p. roro 2-speed V.S. and s'car £38
5776. 5 h.p. roirVspeed REX DELUXE £35
5780. 8 h.p. igr2 3-speed CHATER-LEA

and sidecar £85
5781. 3i h.p. 1912 2-speed -BRADBURY £42 10
5782. 6 h.p. 1912 ZENITH, with Canoe-

let Sidecar £75
5786. 2-2 h.p. 1912 3-speed NEW HUDSON £40
5788. 3.V h.p. 1912 2-speed HUMBER . . £45
5716. 2.1 h.p. 19 10 2 speed F.N £25
5729. 3* h.p. 191 1 Cone Clutch REX £30
5732. 2! h.p. Igl2 2sp. ROYAL ENFIELD£45
5737- 3^ h.p. 1910 2 speed P. Sl M £40
5742. 3i h.p. 1910 T.T. TRIUMPH .... £32 10

5743. 4 h.p. 1911 DOUGLAS £28
'5690. 3* h.p. 1911 Standard TRIUMPH £35

3in.p. 1911 3 speed PREMIER .. £37 10

5695. 3* h.p. 1911 A.S.L £27 10
5702. 6" h.p. 1912 Twin REX DE LUXE £48
5705. 3 h.p. Two-strnke IXION £12 10
5710. 3* h.p. 1908 MINERVA £17 10
5711. 5-0 h.p. 1912 4-cyl. F.N. £50
5715. 3* h.p. 1911 Standard BRADBURY 30 Gns.

5604. 8 h.p. 1912 2-speed BAT £75
5672. 5 h.p. 1910 INDIAN and sidecar.. £30
5684. 3* h.p. 1911 Free-engine TRIUMPH £42
5691. 2| h.p. ign 2-sp. ROYAL ENFIELD S37 10
5625. 3±h.p. REX £7 10
5633. 3'. h.p. 1911 KERRY ABINGDON 30 Gns
5540. 8 h.p. 1911 2-speed MATCHLESS ._.

and sidecar £65
3369. 3i h.p. 1910 KERRY ABINGDON £32 10
5606. 5-6 h.p. 1908 2-speed 4 cyl. F.N... £25
5612. 3! h.p. 1909 tourist REX £22 10
5613. 3lh.p. 1908 MATCHLESS-J.A.P... £18
5618. 3} h.p. 1911 BAT-J.A.P £33 10
'i62i. 2% h.p. 1912 3-speed HUMBER ..£45
5571- 2* h.p. HUMBER £15
5is8. .3JI1.P. 1908 2-speed N.S.U. and

sidecar £25
5169. 5 h.p. 1908 twin G.B £20
'3931. 5 h.p. 1910 tourist REX £30
'5504. 3I h.p. 1910 PREMIER, Mabon

free engine £24
5543. 3} h.p. 1911 3-sp. Lady's HOBART £35;

5547. 6 h.p. 1911 ZENITH GRADUA
and sidecar £63-

5560. 2J h.p. 1912 Standard PREMIER £30
5562. 23 h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS, Roc 2-sp. £29
5055. 3i h.p. i9ir L.M.G., variable gear £35
5332. 5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cyl. F.N £33 10
535S. 2f h.p. 1912 2-speed ENFIELD . . £47
5468. 3 J. h.p. mi BRADBURY ....£35
'5327- 7 h.p. 1911 2-speed REX DELUXE £45

Close to "Daily
Mail " Office in

Fleet Street, near
Ludgate.

Shops' Act.

—

Close at
one o'clock on
Saturdays.

'Phone : Holbom 5777.
Wires

:

" Opificer, London."

Noi

c/c

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
Tor the conve ience of advertisers, letters ma)

addressed to numbers at" The Motor Cycle" O
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra
and th.-ee stamped and addressed envelopes must be
for-forwarding replies. OJy the number will appej
the. advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "

000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
; or if " Lo'nd

is' added to the address, then to the number given,
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, F..C.

JW^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who. hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves" of ad
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " Thd
MotorGycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.. 1

.The time allowed -for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three day?," and if'a sale is effected we remit tha
amount to the seller, hut if not we return the amounl
to the depositor, and each party tb' the. transact j..rit rays
carriage one way. For all transactions^exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. Cd. is charged, when underi

£10 the fee is is. "All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Ilifle and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard tbl
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eaeb

one by post

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE. J
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, ant
Westmorland.
KADJSTJR-Y, 3ih.p., 1911 m.rdel, new; accept £ 39/10-

Hall. Skinnergate, Darlington. [X7803

4h.p. Scott, in splendid condition, new tyres ; £39.—
Illingworth, Highgate, Jiendal.

.
[X7719

BRADBURY, 1909 model, in perfect condition)
£26; a bargain.—Walton, Nook St., Workington-,

[3009

Oh. p. Dene, ' re-bored, new rings, 26in. wheels, nearlyO new tyres, strong serviceable machine, ready to ride?

£8; must sell; bought twin.— 7, Crown St., Morpeth.
[X7803

6 h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, Roc 2-speed. £38 ; also lots of

spares and accessories to sell cheap, including 194*
Albion clutch.—Particulars from Lawson, 36, Eanbum
St., South Shields. [2752

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

T IVERPOOL.

DOUGLAS; stock bought before the T.T. boottB
—Colmore Depot, J.8.. Renshaw St.. Liverpool.

[30661

CHATER-LEA, No. 7, passenger model, just Wf
ceived.—Colmore Depot, IS, Renshaw St., Liver]

pool. [306j

BAT, chain drive, 2-speed, 8h.p., Teadv.—Colmoii
Depot, 18, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [306(

PRECISION, built to order for 38gns.
; wonderffl'

value.—Colmore Depot, 18, Renshaw St.. Liver

pool. ; 306!

CLYNO; immediate delivery.—Colmore Depot. 18

Renshaw St., Liverpool. [307(

TO be Cleared -Quick on account of stock-taking; JW1
I 31st:

"I Q12. Bat-Jap, ,3iB,rj.,_ P- and M. 2-speed._ lamp, :

B

etc-, not done 600 miles; to clear £48.

2 BS-A-. free engine, Laiea.- lai

tools, absolutely as new ; £48.
"IQ12 B.S-A._. free engine, Lucas lamp, horn, fujl

"I Q'09- T.T. Triumph, 3£h.p„ "Whittle/ lamp. hnra,
A*/ valve, etc.,. and plus, new speedometer,
meter, and full kit tools; £30, a bargain.

1A12 3ih.p. 3-speed Rover, free engine, Millfcr
car; list price £75, our price £68; bran

3rB.p. Rover, brand new; list £49. cui

£43.—Hartley Clegg, Ltd., 6, St. Jam
urTO 12 3ih.p. Rover, brand new; list £49xv .--

Burnley-

DOUG-LAS, 1911, good condition, new back tgfl'l

£30.—Whitehead, Brookdale, Burnage Lj;n*. Afo
Chester. :X773

I Q12 Free Engine Triumph, new; also 1909 fre.

Lytham.
gine Triumph, excellent condition.—Stod

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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(RAND NEW 1911 REXES.
DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

Makers' price. Ours.

f
1 p. Rex Tourist 43 guineas 34 guineas

jj
ji.p. Free Engine 48 guineas 39 guineas

I i.p. 2-speed de Luxe 57 guineas 46 guineas

Know and guaranteed. Exchanges liberally dealt with

NOTE.—ALL New 1911 Twins are now sold.

SECOND-HAND REXES.
1912, 2-speed Junior de Luxe, 100 miles .... £32 10
5-6 h.p., 1909, 2-speed, twin, de Luxe ...... £34 10
2-specd Junior dc Luxe, 191.7, 100 miles only £29 15
3& h.p., 1911, clutch model, as new £34 10

3! h.p., iqii, carefully used £31 10
5 h.p., twin, spring forks £16 10
2-speed de Luxe, 191.0*, 5 h.p., ion M.O.V.
ngine ". £39 10
3i'h.p., magneto, free engine £26 10

3I h.p., light and low £12 10
2i h.p., magneto, lightweight, N.B. control.

.

£16 10
1910, 5-6 h.p., twin, very fast £29 10

3,1 h.p., belt drive £8 10
iqii, 3I h.p.i 1912 magneto and fittings .. £33 10
19 11

> 3$ h.p. Rex de Luxe, trials only . . . .
.'. 42 Gns.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
MO, new 1912, just delivered, complete with

Wlamp, horn, and new de Luxe sidecar ... 1 ... . £76
HI- DE LUXE, 6 h.p., 19 12, and new sidecar £67 15
ISjjl., 3-V h.p., 2-speed, and-Montgomery sidecar .. £38 10
.11 DELUXE. 5 h.p., 2 speeds, and sidecar .... £37 10
Bl D3URY, new, 1912, 3! h.p., 3-speei, new s'car £63 15

(tl
! DE LUXE, new 3I blp., iqii, 2 speeds, and

-

Hjiew sidecar, great "bargain 49 Gns.

9»VN t 1911 twin, clutch, new sidecar £44 10

f
MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.

fjf, w.-c, 2-speed, late 1910 £34 10
'RfllER, 3.1 h.p., magneto, spring forks £25
IIDLN-ELK, iqii, l.i h.p.. free eugiri', as new £29 10
PBURY, 2} h.p. Bosch magneto, spring tori - £18 10

KlVN, ?l h.p., magneto ignition £16 10
WL 5 h.p., 2 speeds, free engine -£29 10

!<t h.p., 2 speeds, free engine £25 10
ILIPIC, 3 h.p., vertical engine - £10
HtY, 2 :? h.p., vertical engine £9 10
llHRANT, i h.p., spray carburetter £9 10
IR'VN, 3.1 h.p., h.-b. control £14 10

H2I h.p., spring frame £10 10
HNSON & PRICE, 2% h.p., magneto £14 10
YaCH, 3 h.p.. Chatcr-Lca frame £8 10

t\l1,
2.5 h.p., footboards £8 10

iER-LEA-MINERVA, 2jh.p., Nata 2 spojti,'

oring forks, Model de Course tyres £18 1

mE, 3^ h.p., vertical engine, h.-b. control £9 10

1912 SIDECARS.
Illustrated List on application.

ige," with Continental' motor cycle tyre £5 5
jLuxe," with best tyre, apron, footmat £6 6
tujee." with reversible child's seat £7 7
Luxe," with best coach-built body £7 12 6
Troved Quick Detachable Joints, cranked extra
I back axle and spindle, tip-up body, and caged ball
to all models. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes,
jphs, N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any other make.

$Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

lie Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

| WESTGATE, HALS FAX.
|

: 766. Telegrams : " Perfection.'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 OH Clutch Triumph, as new. £40; accessories, 30/-;
J-J/also 1912 2-speed 6h.p. Matchless, and 1912 Mill-
ford spring wheel sidecar; £75.-8, Egypt St-, Warring-
ton. [X7762

"I Q12 Enfield Lightweight, new May. only ridden 500
J-*/ miles, condition abolntely as new; bought sidecar
combination; accept £40.—Wiltshire, 52, Bariirdcv St.,

Wigan. [X7743

1 Qll Triumph T.T. Boade-ter, touring bars, tyres and
X«7 belt new, Dunlops, perfect condition, hum,
Garner, .-pares; £37/10.— Hesketh, 82, Campbell St..
Faruwnrth, near Bolton. [2771

SCOTT, 1912, new, in stock, £65; Rudxe rnulti, new,
in stock, £60; Hazleivobd, 1912. 2Jh.p., 3 speeds,

new condition, lamp, Cowey speedometer, a bargain, £45.
— Everingham, Pocklington. [X7606

CLYNO, 1912, with sidecar chassis, Wolbrown, cane
body, speedometer, watch, whittle, horn, .-pan'

tube, eocer. done 1,500, cost £95, accept £80. -Field.
Clough Mills, Sowerby Bridge. [X7758

A..T.S. Featherweight, Uh.p., re

£12; Bnchet lightweight, :

cheap, must be Cleared, room w;
hike as part—23, White Cress Ed

nt's machine.
;h.p , £9; both dirt
ateil; consider pedal
Toil;. [X7605

Kb. p. Indian, a flier, late 1910, little used, newly
is painted red, plated, and engine thoroughly over-

hauled regardless of cost; what ortersr— Meagher, 131,
Wilmslow Rd., Witliington, Manchester. [X7556

3 ill. p. Scott, 1910 pattern, plating and enamel as
2 new. guaranteed perfect condition, 1912 improve-

ments, automatic lubricator ; 50 mile sidecar trial given

;

£34; sidecar, £4, perfect.— 105, Milarow Rd., Rochdale.
1X7672

1Q 12 -Scott, 5h.p. A..T.S., 2.Jh.p A.J.S., Douglac-,
X«-* Matchless, Zenith, Biadburv, .Tames 3-spcerl 'used
twice, £481, above in stock; also 1911 F.E. Triumph,
£40; 1912 ditto, mileage 78, £48.-W.E. and Co., 5,

Cheltenham Parade, Harrogate. [X7620

1 Qll Chater-Lea, ' No. 7, 8h.p. J.A.P., with 1912
-L" Turner £18/18 sidecar, lamps, horn, spares, £65;
1909 Triumph, Mabon clutch, and tools, recently over-
hauled by makers, £34, or nearest offer.—Simpson and
Co., 6. Dalton Rd., Barrow-in-Furness." [X7781

SALE of Lightweights—Late 1910 Moto-Reves, single-
eyb, as new, £15: ditto, twin. £18; ditto, net

so good condition, £15 and £12/10; 1911 Moto-Reve
£22/10; 1910 F.E. Motosaooche, £15; 1911 F.E. Moto-
sacoche. £20; others equally cheap.—Write for lists.

Hitchens, Morecambe. [2814

ZENITHS, all models; list price cash; deferred terms
arranged.—Hitchens, Mcreeambe. [2812

P.,
and M. ; immediate delivery; £60: deferred terms
arranged; no waiting.—Hitchens. Morecambe. [2813

1Q11 P- and M., complete with splendid sidecar,
J-tf rieid type, lamp, horn, etc.. all tools. £57/10-
1,911 7-8h.p. Bat, P. and M. 2-speed gear, Mills-Fulford
sidecar, all in gocd order, £60: 1911 free engine
Triumph, in perfect order and condition, £38 ; several
others.—Embro Cycle and Motor Co., Holderness Rd,.
Hull. ., [X7515

T.T. Triumphs.—Mr. J. A. Hoffmann has for sale
1911 T-T., full touring. equipment, Jones 60 ui.p.h.

trip speedometer, laiun. generator, nerfect condition,
absolutely reliable, £39; 1912 Isle of Man racer
[finished second single), Sturmey-Areher gears, exactly
as ridden in race, perfect sidecar machine, £56, or very
nearest offer; or 1912 T.T. racer (not ridden 1,000 miles),
winner cups and medals, practically unseratched, £44/10.
— liaildon, near Shipley, Yorkshire. ...... [X7711

GREAT Sale of motor cycles.—3)h. p. Rex, £7/10:
4h.p. Chater-Lea, magneto, spring forks, B. and

B.. £12: 3h.p. TriHmph. £9: 1909 Douglas, £18/10:
1911 Kerry-Abingd.m. £28; 5-6h.p. Rex, 1909, twin
e.vl., free eugine, and sidecar, £25, worth £40; 1908
Triumph, new condition. £26: P. and M-. nearly new, 2
speed, free engine, £37/10; we have about 60 second
hand motor bikes in stock, consisting of 1907, 1908
1909. 1910 Triumphs, prices from £15: several Brad
burys, Singers. Moto-Reves; all machines sold are
warranted in good order; sidecars from 50/-.—The Motor
Cycle Exchange, 160, Y'oung St., Sheffield. [0100

NORTHERN Depot, Ltd., " Even-thing Motorish."
Leeee St., Liverpool.—Latest 1912 Clut.-h Kerry.

Abingflon, been 45 miles, special bargain price 45gns..
usual price Signs.: Rover with mark 111 Armstrong
gear. Brooks nan seat, £58: standard Kerry-Abingdon.
45gns.

; clutch model, 51gns. : latest 2-speed Bradbury
with adjustable pullev. £58; clutch 4h.p. Rex-Jap with
Brooks pan seat, £54/12; A.C. Sociable tricar, latest
model; 6h.p. Zebra ear, 2-seat. : what offers for William-
son iiiarhine? Now on exhibition. Clyno and cabrio
de luxe, F.R.S.. Cowey. etc.. etc., new last Easter, cost
£112, what offers? All above machines actually in
tock. [X7619

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

fciffiF* HAMPSTEAD.
Close to Hamostead Tube Station.

Tele: "Rey, Hampstead." Tel : 3678, P.O., Hampstead.

Terms : Cash, Exchange, or Extended Payments.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
AND IN STOCK TIME OF GOING TO PRESS:

3 rgr2 CLYNOS, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, chain drive .. 65 Gns
7 rgi2 ZENITHS, 3! h.p 53 Gns
4 rgr2 ZENITHS, 6" h.p 67 Gns
3 1912 ZENITHS, S h.p 69 Gils

2 ror2 T.T. Roadster TRIUMPhO £50
6 I9r2 F.E. TRIUMPHS £55

9 lt)l2 T.T. RUDGES MS 15

4 r9 i2 F.E. RUDGES £55
4 roi2 Multi RUDGES £60

1912 BRADBURYS, all models, from £48
4 rgi2 SINGERS, 4 h.p., 2 speeds £65
r r 9 r2 SINGER, 3i h.p., 3 speeds £58 15
2 lgr2 2-speed B.S.A.'s £60

lgi2 DOUGLAS, all models, including K and L.

I 9 t2 LINCOLN-ELK, 3 h.p. model £30 10

3 r 9I 2 HUMBERS, 3?, h.p., 2-speed £52 10
rgra MATCHLESS, 'all models.

r rgr2 SCOTT, 2-speed £65
1 r9r2 P. snd M., 2-speed.

4 r9r2 Standard A.C.'s for Immediate Delivery £87 10
rgr2 MORGAN Runabout, rj days.

igra G. and N. Runabout, ro days.

Any other makes on application.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

p. Trim
£26, no

late 1909, in splendid condition;
•3.—Leathes, Llanbedr, Ruthin. [2870

3112
"IQII Free Engine Bradbury, cuarauteed good order;
J-i'. 37gus., cash.—Rigby, Rosebauk, Prestwieh.'

ROVER,
miles;

1912, free
£50.-Colly(

[X6503
engine, uew, not ridden 100
, 14, Tamworth St., Lichfield.

[2776

Machines at Bargain Prices to Clear.

£29. F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p. 1911
£28. F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p rgrr
£25. F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p. rgro
£18. F.N., 4-cvlinder, 4V h.p rgro
£35. T.T. RUDGE, 3.1 h.p rgrr
t40. T.T. RUDGE, 3.I h.p 1912
£35. ZENITH, 3 i h.p. rnrr
£67. ZENITH, 6 h.p., and sidecar rgrj
£16. REX, 3.V h.p rgro
£39. BRADBURY, 3,V h.p., as new rgra
£46. ZENITH, 3! h.p., as new 1912
£186. BAYARD, S h.p., 4-cylinder, 3 weeks old,

Quantity of spares rgrs
£285. F.N. Car, ro-r4 h.p., as new rgr2

All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

The £4-10 REY Sidecar £3-1
With Hutchinson or Michelin 26x2! tyre and tube,

30/- extra.

Side entrance, £7 ; Ccach-built, side entrance, £9 1C$.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

5, HEATH
STREET, HAMPSTEAD.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue. A41
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Your 1912 sidecars are

Better Value than ever
Vide Testimonial.

[

Our Model de Luxe sidecar is admitted to be the
huest all-round value ever offered. Cranked axle,

quick detachable joints, caged hall races, with
e.itra stout wheel spindle. Guaranteed 12 months..

Complete with Lamp, Foot Hat, Kick-up Stand,

Quick Detachable Joints, Continental or Michelin
Tyres, Round or Car Pattern Mudguard, and
CARRIAGE PAID. Send for list.

OUR

REED CANE BODIES
have undoubtedly hit the mark.

Undoubtedly this class of cane is far superior and
more classy than ordinary cane or wicker work,

besides being considerably lighter. Tbese beautiful

sidecars appeal to those who want absolutely the

best BVaocfioS E

£8 as-
Complete as above and carriage paid.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Lycetl's "Top Tube" tool bags 7/-
2^ h.p. Sarolea Engine. £1 5
2 -.h. p. Stationary Engine, water-cooled .... £4 10
Albion Clutch, fits Triumph , 47/6
New Screw-cutting Lathe, 4m. centres £6 10
Brooks's B130 New bat! die, 1912 model . . .-; 14/6

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX ffikSSf
Telephone 919.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3ih. p. Premier, brand new, not done 60, guaranteed;

2 tost £47/3 0, sacrifice £37.-Cluetts, Tarporley.
[2768

(TJih.p. Premier, brand new, guaranteed; cost £36,
/W2 £32 yets it; any trial.—duetts, Tarporley.

T2769
TRIUMPH, 1909, in exceptional condition; £30, or

nearest otter.- Motorist, 42, Regent St., Wrexham.'
[X7760

1 Qll 5h.p. Indian, perfect condition, spares, etc. f
A*/ £35, cash -ffanti'd. — ilinshall, Stoneway, Bridg-
north. TS7513
1 Q 12 T.T. Trump-Jap, 5£b.'p., Senspray, as uew
J-9J throughout; £40.—Allen .Tone-;. Tanyrnaea, Car-
narvon. L2828

F.N-, 5-6h.p., shaft drive, guaranteea perfect condition;
£28.—W. A. Gorton, 46, Darlington 'St-, "Wolver-

hampton. . 1 2788

£6.—22h.p. L-T. mag. Clyde, running order. Palmers,
adjustable pullty ; near clrer.—Trevethan, Rhyl.

[X7542
TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine, unridden, speedouieter-

—P. G. Chambers, Shelton Wharf, Stoke-on-Trent.
[X7558

CLEMENT Lightweight, lamp, horn, cyclometer, new
Michelin; bargain. £8.-54, Sand-well Rd-, West

Eromwich. [S7691

TRITJAIPH, 1912, T.T. model, fiercely soiled, spares;
sacrifice £42, first cheque-—Newlands, Arboretum

Rd., Walsall. [2992

TRIUMPH. 1910. late, free engine, -splendid condition,
accessories; £32/10.-MkklewrightJ 208. Waterloo

Rd-, Wolverhampton. [X7468

BRADBURY, 1911, late, brand new, standard model,
3£h.p., never been on road; £37, a bargain.—Sey-

mour, Son and Poster, Sale. [2823

TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine model, perfectly new,
used 100 miles; bargain, £51.—Bos 1,019, The

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X7723

MOTOSACOCHE, 2h.p., excellent condition; spring
fork©, h.b-c. ; £10, bargain-—Davies, Ahna Cot-

tage, Maesgwyn Rd., Wrexham. [X7759

B.S.A., 1912, clutch model, new two months ago, care-

fully ridden, perfect, new condition ;
£44.—Cutler,

Lynton, Wrights Lane, Old Hill. [X7467

MOTO-REVE (1910) single-cyl., recently overhauled;
seen by appointment ; £15, or highest offer.—

Atkinson, Barlastou, Stoke-on-Trent, [2946

~|Q 12 Bat, 3jh.p., standard, done 10 miles only; cost
J-*7 £48/10, bought last week; sell £45, or near-—
Pjx, Barracks Golf Club, Lichfield. [X7623

LADY'S Moto-Reve, 1911, 2h.p-, free engine dutch, per-

fect condition, little used; £30, with all acces-

sories.—Rowland, Belvedere, Bangor- [X7020
1Q12 New Hudson, SAh.p. J.A-P., 3-spced gear, not
-t-t/ ridden: must sell; cost £69, offers wanted.—No-
1,013, The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry [X7624

MATCHLESS-J.A.P-, 1911; 8h p., spedl gear, Hutch-
insons, everything perfect; £55; part - exchange

1912 3ih.p.—Astbury. Northop, Flintshire. [2795

"1 Qllf T.T. Roadster Triumph, like new, exception-
A*/ ally fast, 2 Pavis handle-bars, etc.; £40, absolute
bargain. -Cresswell, Westbourne Rd., Walsall. [X7776

4JLh.p. Twin Minerva,, m.o. valves, Hellesen igni-
2 tion, Mabon free engine, new rings, lamp,

etc.; £18.—J. Lovatt, Liverpool Rd., Newcastle,
Staffs. [3036

B.S.A., absolutely as new, £40; with 7gn. sidecar £46;
also 5-6h.p. twin Rex, splendid condition, accept

£22- or exchange-—W. Blackshaw, Congleton Rd-, Mac-
clesfield. [X7027

BRADBURY, May. 1912, 2-speed, chain drive, kick
starter, very little used, guaranteed perfect; £46;

wanted, runabout.--Box 1,015, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry _ [X7684

B.S.A., 3ih.p., November, 1&J.1, splendid condition,
as new, any trial; accept £34, or pxchange sidecar

combination, cash adjustment.—Kenworthy, ironmonger,
Alfreton. [2976

"IQlO.Boc, 2-speed, handle starting, new Gradua en-
JL*J trine just fitted, suit heavy ridei or sideearist,

up-to-date, smart; £26/10.—Hill, High St., Abbots
Bromley, Staffs. [2846

MINERVA, ?£i.p., hite 1909, spring forks, h.b.c,
exceptional good condition, little used, will

guarantee; 12gns. : approval; cash only.—Hallam, Baths.

George St., Buxton. TX763.9

J.A.P., 5-7h.p., carburetter B. and B., in perfect -con-

dition, footboards, Whittle belt, engine lately over-

hauled; tyres good, butt-ended, spares; £18.—R.. . 17,

Vicamge Av., Derby. [X7784

TJEX, 1909. 3jh-p., excellent condition, new beit, Dun-
JLX lop studded back, Michelin front; giving up riding,

doctor's orders; £19; any reasonable trial.—Challoner,

Greenfields, Wrexham. [X7025

1A12 F.E. Triumphs, from stock, £55; 1910 Tri-
JLt/ umph, £30: 1909 Triumph. £25; Moto-Reve,
2h.p., new mas. and B.B., h.b.c. carburetter, £15.—Jones,
Efailnewydd, Pwllhe''. [X7603

TRIUMPH 1908 Standard, just overhauled by
Triumph, splendid condition, spare Palmer cord

tyre, 2 spare tubes, many spares; price £28.—Ward, 4,

Hough Green, Chester. [2977

TWO 1912 3ih.p. Zeniths, one done 1,500 miles and
has won reliability trials, other only 80; what

offers; buying higher power and sidecar. — Privately

owned by Gordon-Jones, Holm Lea. Newcastle, Staffs.

[X7602

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
We have a quantity of frames by well-known maker.

Price 32/6 each.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 45/- extra.

Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

ONE ONLY
1911J 3£ h.p. JPREMIER, Armstrong 3-specd gear,

brand new ; £46 .

ONE ONLY
1912 8 h.p. MORGAN Runabout, 2-seater, ready fop

delivery, brand new ; 85 Gns. I
WE HAVE READY FOR DELIVERY.

3! h.p. 3-speed 1912 NEW HUDSON 57 Gns
2| h.p. ditto ditto 47 Gns
3i h.p. 3 speed rgrri PREMIER -. . £46 -©M

3j h.p. 1912 RUDGE" £48 15
|

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.

3^ h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, h:b. control, Bosch £25 0'

190S 6 h.p. REX Litette, w. cooled. 2-speeds £20
1911 (Nov.) 3* h.p. RUDGE, free engine £39
1908 3

1 h.p. P. and M., 2 speeds £28
3I h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks £17
2 h.p.. WOLF, magneto, spring forks £15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., 26m. wheels .. £14 U»

3A h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, spring forks, £16
1910 8 h.p. BAT, M.O. V., 2 speeds £45
ign Lady's HOBART, Armstrong 3-speed.. £36 '0

3f h.p Twin PREMIER, fine machine .... £25

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
rgio 3$h.p., fine goer £27
rgio si n-P-i extra good £28
3* h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23 '$'

3~h.p 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17 :
.

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
1006 5-6 h.p. Twin Res £16^B
5-6 h.p., Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear .. £22
7 h.p. de Luxe, 2 speeds, M.O.V. £48
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, 2-speed model.... £23

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
8 h.p. BAT, 2 speeds, Millford sidecar .... £50 .0

5-6 h.p. 2-speed 1908 REX and sidecar .... £33 9-

7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £53 A'

X"2 T\AWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.aoo liuwn balance 5/- weekly.
3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V. ...... £12

3^ h.p. EXCELSIOR. Amac, h.b. control .. £10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., vertical engine .. £14

X>A. DAWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.I
3fc»*4- UUWn BALANCE 25/- MONTH.
2 h.p. WOLF, magneto, 26in. wheels, A.J.S.

engine £15 '0

3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks £16
3i h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and free engine . . £16

-OK flAli/N SECURES ANY OF THESE..
3C#*} UVWI1 BALANCE 30/- MONTH.
3 h.p. 1908 REX. Bosch" magneto" ..'.,".. £17

5 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.b. control £16 101

41 h.p. H.UMBE8 'Iricar, 2 ^speeds; "wheel. *

steering £19

5 h.p:- NUMBER Car„ 2-seater, -good goer .*. £22"H
5 h.p. REXETTE, Oppermann 3 speeds .... £18 jl

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New. Sidecar, basket body, upholstered green til

One ditto, upholstered red £1

1912 b. and B. Carburetters, variable jets.. 28/6

igr2 B. and _B. Carburetters, single jet . . .

.

27/-

19 1 2 Senspray Carburetters 28/8
Camel iin. Rubber Belting per foot 1/3

Sidecar Lamps, show red light behind 7/0

Trailer, 26in. wheels 25/-

New Toolbags, 9 x 6 x $\\n 4/6

Sidecar Aprons; green or red, with studs .

.

7/6

New Lycett's Tubular Carriers 4/11

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

Telephone HALIFAX ?™S
1A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the nunfter at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

\.
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WOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
:\|)i;ri;Y, 1910-11. exLidlent condition, new Dun-

l.-ii tjfe, belt ; expert examination ; first cheque
KM.—J, N. Johnson, Gleiu-ot, London RqL, Cnulville.

. [X7693
ftADBURY. 1912, free engine, very little used, us

."new, Lucas horn, good reason for selling ; £45.—
:icath. Isabel Cottage, Rotiiley, near Leicester.

[X7780
llh.p, Mitchell Lightweight, low Chnter, li. and B-,

h.li.c., lon-i hainlles 26m. wheels, Clincher, ww
1 necuniulator, horn; £8/8. — Motor, 80, Bridget
Rllgby-

, _
[X7783

,10 3ih.n. Ariel, free engine, 2 speeds, deeompre.s<or,
good tyres, new ' Dlinlop belt, B.Ii., and- Eosch,

[),n 2.000 niilos; bargain to clear, £25/10-— E. E.
. 1-. Warwick. [X7598

~;OYYN, 2Jh.p., Long-uemare carburetter, splendid
^condition, engine as new; owner giving up niotor-
laacrifiee, £5/10, or ueaiest.—A.P., '36, Gordon St.,

j'Njjton Spa. [X7704

,12 Rad-e, free engine, June, demonstration
I machine,, a* new, lamp, generator, Chauteeler
;hst Signal, backrest, etc.; £46. — Dove and Son,
Bby, Lincolnshire. - [X7722
r\lU.MPH, free engine, Sept., 1910. 1911 T.T. en-
L. gine, ftist-ela^s condition, £37/10 : free engine
it. J912, not ridden 100 miles, £47/10. -^Alfred
,,01). 1. Buioar St., Clec tliorpes. [2895

»i. .
Tv.in m.o.i.v. Minerva, 1910, n.b.c., Whittle,

t ininplete every accessory and spares, Brocks" ease
ftUpare belt and tuhe ; 19gns., or exchange Ught-
ftt; photo.—Motoiist, Bungalow, Stechford. ' [X7748

WUMPH, 1910, free engine, Kempshall back. Dun-
16b front, new Dunlop belt, engine just cverhauled;
WO.-C. It. Wartnabv, Clipston, Market Harborough.

y,
[X7765

II. Hninber, chain drive, clutch, long handlebars,
' Stopped frame, .stand, accumulator, enamelling,
fclg in trocd condition, ready to be ridden away;
U\—Brings, plumber. Upper Conduit St-, Leicester.

[2717
>i

. Humber, chain drive, new Dunlop tyres, new
I

\ accumulator, long handle-bars, will touch 40
mi . spare valves, good hill climber; £10.—Box
$,0, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C.

[3031
I ;AL Enfield, 2ih-p., 1910i, second mcdel, special
•luachine, engine just re-bushed, cverhauled, neV
wand rings fitted, little used, appearance like new,
in tfect: £25; buying- sidecar machine.—Hearth,

ti id, London Eel., Leicester. [X7473
WMPHS, two 1912 free engine models in etoik:
Jjue 19ili free engine Triumph, Whittle, Luca>
mi etc., complete as new, £42/10 ;. one 22-h.n. twin
oulis. in, perfect condition, Whittle belt, footboards,
q.j:25.-The Stamford Garage. Stamford. [X7818
BfepH, 3^h.p.. 1908, thcroughly overhauled, Lueap
t 'tmp. nearly new Kempshall*, splendid condition.
BJ1912 Corah, overhead tap, 90x77jr. fir^t-rate con-

do over 60, Corah tyres, £40.—Auto Repairs Co-,
>njlie!d Place,- Hamuli Lane, Coventry. [X7497

WMPH, 1909, good condition, not ridden (since
* September, Continental back cover, butt-end "tube,
,H-;d front cover, Continental belt, all hardly soiled,
ao u-w, lamp, horn, tools, £26; Jones speedometer,
If (000 miles, £2 extra.—Allen, jeweller, Market
rUu.h. [X7767
E'MPH. 1910$, just been thoroughly overhauled

makers, many 1912 iinprovements,'--including new
tter, pistnn, engine pulley, handle-bars, belt, etc.,
condition, Lucas lamp, many spares, not done

Ifig since overhaul; owner bought ear; £55.—Hol-
ngleside, Four Oaks, Warwickshire- [X6524

The best

machine -

is the cheapest in

the long run.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 1912, P.B

Sole district agents,
modM; immediate delivery.—
Crabtree's Garage, Wisbech.

[X684IJ

ALLDAYS, 1912, standard 3jh.p. model, magnificent
value, beautifully finished; 40kijs. — Crabtree'a

Garage, Wisbeeli. [X6847

WE CAN GIVE

Immediate Delivery
from Stock !

of all the best makes,

including the following

New 1912 Models

TRIUMPH.
(Free Engine and T.T. Roadster.)

wanted.—Crabtree-fl
TX6851

3ih.p. J.A.P. engine,
delivery. — Crabtree's

[X6852

3-speed
Garage,
[X6853

SCOTT,
(2-stroke, 2-speed.)

REX.
/6 h.p. de Luxe and\
\ 6 h.p. Racer. /

DOUGLAS.
i% h.p. Model K, '

speed, Kick Starter.L

B.S.A.
(3j h.p. 2-speed.)

ZENITH.
(6 h.p., Gradua Gear.)

SECTION V.

Suffolk, Cambridge,I*;
Bedford.

Huntingdon,

l'X
.

; £17.-
in first-cla

3a, Brid^

q i 3ih.p. Triumph, standard mcdel,
a-def; £25.-3/, Searle St.,

order and condition, like
St., Cambridge. [X7500

a«JLAS, 2ili.i

17/10.—Garnh
III Enfield Lij
*-[Utit)u; £24,

solutely like new
;

I-racks, Ipswich.

HAZLEWOOD-J.A.P.
(2| h.p. 3-speed.)

N.S.U.
(3j h.p. 2-speed.)

PREMIER.
(3= h.p. 3-speed.)

REX-J.A.P.
(6 h.p. de Luxe Model and special Sidecar.)

good going
Cambridge. [X7501

1911, peerless older; bargain,
96, Crown St-, Ipswich, [X7661

eight, 1911 mcdel, splendid con-
tain ; no offers.—Ho'den, Thet-

[2S88
UOIPH Free Engine Models in s+onk for imine-

fti delivery.; £55. — Townsend Cyele Stores,
I Ediunnds- [2936

O iLAS. 1911. almost r/ew. fully equipped; cost
i< ilutc delivery; what offers? — C. Fuller,

pj Huntingdon. [2803
1911 B.S.A., 600 miles only, genuine machine,

£38/10.—Slaff-Sergt. A.O.C.,
[2985

h.p. inclined Minerva, just overhauled, condi-
good.-Shorley, 25, Bower St.,. Bedford.

;
[X7764

late 1911. 3-h,p., free engine- model, splendid
t; £37—Garnhain, 96, Crown St-, Ipswich.

„^ TTr, ./ [X7813UEvE Twin. 2Jh.p.. adjustable pulley, spring
s, exeeptionally line order; £17, bargain.— Garn-
Crown St., Ipswich- [X7815
3 Advance, in grrd condition, mag-, B. and B.,

.
;
£16.—Lidfliard's, Downing St., Cambridge.

[2843
• ^. h.p.. U-- endue, and var. gear; £50.—
uiard'ts. Downing St., Cambridge. [2844

\U letters relating to advertisements should auote the number

Second hand Machines.

—

We have over 50 in stock, all ready
for the road— list free upon request.

CASH, EXCHANGE,
OR PAYMENT BY
INSTALMENTS.

The Premier
Motor Co., Ltd.,

Aston Rd., BIRMINGHAM
nCTTJ XT I

grams: "Primus," Birmingham.
-* i-'i-'i-'

\ phone : Central 4310.

Robinson's, Green St.,

1.2848

HUMBEE, 1912, 2h.p. lightweight, 2Jh.p. twin 3-

bpeed, 3ih.p. 2-8peed.—Crabtree's Garage. Wisbeoh.
[Xetae

DOUGI.A8, 1910. standard model, just overhauled
and in good condition ; £25.—Craljtree'3 Garage,

Wisbeoh. [X6849

ROVER, 1912, Triumph clutch, used personally for

few hundred miles, fully .equipped as new: what
offers?—Crabtree's Garage, Wisbech. [X6850

INDIAN, 1910, 5h.p., just overhauled and in^fine con
dirion : cheap to clear, offers

Garage, Wisbech.

BRADBURY. 1912. latest model, with Sturmey 3-

speed gear ; early delivery. — Crabtree's Garage_,

Wisbech.

NEW Hudson. 1912,
gear ; immediate

Wisbech.

3h.p. Rex Mot.u Cycle, mag.,' h.b.c, low, light, and
fast on hills: £17/10.-P. Riddelsdell, Boxford.

Suffolk. [X7827

MOTOSACOCHE, 1909, llh.p.. splendid order,

throughout, engine perfect ; any trial
:
good reason

selling; £10.—Groom, Snape Bridge, Saxiuundham,
Suffolk. [X7622

~IQ 12 Bradbury, 2 speeds, free engine, also Bradbury
JL«? sidecar, fitted with child's seat, all new: cost £67,
exchange Morgan, A:C.. G-W.K. — 127. London Rd..

King's Lynn. [X7817

TRIUMPH, November, 1908 just overhauled, new
piston, etc., perfect condition, lamp, watch, new

belt, good tvrea, all spares, overalls; £28. — Jeffrie..,

Acton So.., Sudbury. [2887

6h.p. 1912 Zenith, ridden under 1.000 miles. F.R.S.

lamp, Lucas horn, mirror, spare Whittle belt and
other spares, plating and enamelling and generally

good as new; bargain, £57.
Cambridge.

BROWN, 3ih.p., mag., engine recently completely

overhauled, good running order; £15.—Robin-
son's, Green St., Cambridge. T2849

Oh. p. Humber, 1912, quite new; price to clear £32/10.
/* —Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge. {2850

5-6h.p., just delivered, immediate delivery;

£63/5.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [2851

TWO 1912 Free Engine Triumphs, just delivered, no
waiting; £55.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

[2852

LADY'S Douglas, 1911, 2-speed gear, handle start-

ins, ridden under 1.000 miles, lamp, horn, speedo-

meter, etc.: £38.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.
[2853

DOUGLAS, late 1910, complete, very litt'e used,

tvres quite new; £27. — Robinson's, Green St..

Cambridge. [2854

ROBINSON'S Motor Bicycle Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge, Triumph agents. Tel. : 388. T.A. :

Bicycles, Cambridge. [2855

BEST of Everything.—Racing J.AP., 8h.p., overhead
valves, Chater-Lea frame, Druids, Powelt-Hanmer,

spares, do nearly 80, 8 months old. not dene 1,200,

owner always uses car; cost £75, £40 or very near

quick sale; perfect tune. — Apply, Guy Strata. Jesus

College, Cambridge. [X7660

SECTION VI,

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-

nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,

Cardigan, and Pembroke.

1C112 T.T. Roadster Triumph, ridden one week only;

JLS' £45, or ucarcst.-Weale, Leominster. [X7773

IO 12 Scott, lamp, generator, accessories, condition

X.U perfect; bargain, £55.-Hinton, Pen-y-Lan Ed,
Cardiff. [X7761

IMMEDIATE Delivery Bradbury standard, also

Premier, 3{h.p., free engine, 1912 models, bract
new—Hereford Motor Co., Hereford. [X7510

1 Q12 3'.h.p. James, free engine, run about 150 miles,

13 almost new, complete, Lucas lamp, horn, and

spares- £47/10—1,020, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-

entry. [X7816

IOII Triumph Roadster, first-class condition, new
I-iJ Dunlop cover and belt complete, I.E.S. lamp
and generator; approval, deposit; £38. or near oiler.—

Box 1.018, The- Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X77"2

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham
Wilts, and Hants

CLYNO,
r

Berks,
and Channel Island:.

"DRADBTjRY', 1912. free engine model, brand ne

shop-soiled only; £49.—Ginger, Motrirs. Banbury.
TX7699

TEIUMPH, 1912. free engine mcdel, new; in stoik.

immediate delivery; £55. -Ginger, Motors, Ban-
bury. 1X7700

OTOE Cycle, Alldavs and Onions, 24h.n., running

order; low price.—Sewrey. Ma:leet Place, Eeadimr.
1X7634

M c

at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A45
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1Q12 Triumph; any machine taken in part payment
-1*7 easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Huinber; any machine taken in part payment
J-«7 easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

any machine taken in part payment
-Julian, Broad St., Reading.

I Q12 Bradbury;
-I- «7 easy terms.

1Q12 Enfield; any machine taken in part payment
J-i/ easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

I Q12 Radge
-*-*? easy terms.

aay machine taken i

Julian, Broad St.,

1 part payment
Reading.

any machine taken in part payment
i.—Julian, Broad St-, Reading.

-|Q12 A.J.S.;
J- *J easy term:

"I Q12 Triumph; any machine taken in part payment
J-*y easy teims.—J uliaii, Broad St., Reading.

~|Q12 Humber; any machine taken in part payment
JL*/ easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

~| Q12 Bradbury; any machine taken in part paymentUs easy terms.—Julian, Bruad St., Reading.

nv machine taken in part payment
-Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1 Q12 Enfield;
J- *7 easy term

"IQ12 Budge : any machine taken in part payment
-«-«-' easy terms.—Julian, Bread St., Beading.

-JQ12 A.J.S.
•*-*J easy terms

1 Q12 Triumph
-L*J easy terms
TQ12 Humber; anv machine taken 'in part payment
Jl«J easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Bradbury; any machine taken in part payment
-i-*7 easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Enfield; any machine taken in_part payment

any machine taken in part payment
-Julian, Broad St., Reading,

any machine taken in part payment
-Julian, Broad St., Beading.

easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Beading.

ay machine taken in part pa
-Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Rudge ; any machine taken in_part payment
M-iJ easy terms.

"1Q12 A.J.S. ; any machine taken in part payment
-*-*/ easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Triumph; any machine taken in part payment
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-Julian, Broad St., Reading.

any machine taken in part payment
-Julian, Broad St., Reading.
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Reading.
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CLEAR THE DECKS!
Next week, and the week after, and the

week after that, we shall be receiving,
daily, consignments of new

SCOTTS,
DOUGLAS,
MATCHLESS.
TRIUMPHS.

'

We shall sell them easily enough ; they
are "goers," not "stickers. ' But we are
getting clogged up with

—

SECOND-HANDS,
—and some- of these must, absolutely must,
be cleared at once, so everyone who wants
a real—

BARGAIN,
—just look at the list below, pick out a
machine that will suit, and make us an

—

OFFER,
—and we will sell every machine for the
best offer. High or low, the machine shall

go. But, remember, if you * make your
offer too low, you will lose the machine

;

someone else will be a pound or so above
you. If you prefer -to use the deferred
payment system, we will arrange with you.
Write, say what machine you want, and
what the

—

INSTALMENTS AND DEPOSIT—is that you desire to pay.
510. EXCELSIOR, 1906, 3} h.p. . . £6
357. N.S.U., 1905, 3 h.p. £9
447. ARIEL, 1906, 3* h.p £9

3. QUADRANT, "1906, 3J h.p.,

Dunlop tyres £12
N.S.U., magneto, 24m. wheels . . £14

388. F.N. , 1910, 5 h.p., magneto, 4-cyl. £14
389. F.N. , T910, 5 h.p., magneto, 4-cyl. £19
5x1. LINCOLN ELK, 1910, 3J h.p.,

magneto £20
512. ENFIELD, 1910, 2\ h.p., mag. £20
176. DOUGLAS, 1910, standard £22
534. CENTAUR, 1908, 3* h.p., free-

engine £22
MOTO-REVE, 1910, 2i h.p., mag. £22

482. ENFIELD, 1910, 2\ h.p., mag. £22
583. QUADRANT, 1910. 3^ h.p £24
432. DOUGLAS, 1911, standard £25
286. VINDEC, 1910, 7-9 h.p., mag-

neto, 2-speed, free-engine .... £25
REX, 1910, 6 h.p £25

182. F.N. , 191 r, 5 h.p.,magneto, 4-cyl. £25
549. TRIUMPH, 1908, 3* h.p £26
331. DOUGLAS, 1911, standard .... £28
188. DOUGLAS, 1911, standard £30
570. N.S.U., 1911, 3 h.p., 2-speed, free-

engine £30
339. N.S.U., 1911, 3J- h.p., magneto. . £32
304. DOUGLAS, 191 1, standard £32
411. P. & M., 1909, 2-speed, magneto £32
78. TRIUMPH, 1910, standard £34

596. KERRY ABINGDON, 1910,

3ih.p £34
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed, free-

engine £35
583. DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed, free-

engine £37
275. PREMIER, 1912, 2^-h.p., mag-

neto, 3-speed £39
CLYNO, 1910, 5 h.p., very good
machine and sidecar £42

BAT, 1910, 8 h.p., Roc 2-speed,
very good machine £42

539. ZENITH, ic>ir, 3* h.p £44
540. SINGER, 1912, 3 h.p., free-engine £46
582. PREMIER, 1912, 3£ h.p., 3-sp.,

free-engine £46
MATCHLESS, 1911, 3k h.p.,

V.S. 2-speed, free engine .... £46

35, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
18, Renshaw Street, Liverpool.

261, Deansgate, Manchester.

62, High Street, Leicester.

45, John Bright St., Birmingham.
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I
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Iv.b. 2-speea, iree engine .... S4b ^

Colmore Depots:

I

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAl
~l Qll Douglas, in splendid condition; a bared±*J —Wright, 48, Grosvenor Ed., Aldershot. p

DOUGLAS, 1911. almost new. fnllv emiippefl
£43, sacrifice £29/10.—Heyhoiun, Motor-, M

head.

HUMBER, 1912. 2Jh.p. twin, fixed entdn
new, perfect; £33/10.—Heybourn, Motors, M

head.

DOUGLAS. 2{h.p„
£24. no offers.-

bury.

BRADBURY, 1912.
soiled; accept £44,

Witney.

new November,
Norman WJiite;

1910,
High i

standard, brand new,
packed," F-O.R: WitriS

complete, engine requii
bargain.—Eyers, Orehu

MINERVA, 4-Jh.p-, and sidecar. 2-speeds,
mag., Whittle belt; £25.-139. New

mouth.

2ih.p. Motor Cycle,
2 in frame; £5,

Southampton.

HUMBER, 1909i, 3^h.p., 2 speeds/ good contf

£26 or near offer.—Salter, Clarence Yard
port, Hants.

A.J.S. Motors for immediate delivery, 2ih.p.
h-p.—Sole agent for Bristol, Bath, Fair, Cgi

ham Rd., Bristol.

3 h.p. Ariel, new condition, very little usedJj
B. and B. carburetter ; trial any time.—Of

F. Soul, High St., Olney.

"I Qll Moto-Reve, 2ih.p. twin, very little and jiffl

JL*y ridden; expert inspection invited; £25,Mj
Millhams St., Christchurch.

BRADBURY. 3£h.p., converted, new mag.;'
might entertain exchange foi higher pC,

Kellow, Laverstock, Salisbury.

TRIUMPH, 1912, new clutch and standard m
delivery from stock ; exchanges and easy pas

entertained.—Laytons', Bicester, Oxon.

free engine model, used 120
o offers; no exchanges.— La:

TRIUMPH, 1912,
only; £50, ]

Bicester, Oxon.

B.S-A., 1912. 3£b.n» free engine, and 2

very slightly; li«t price £60, our price £5
changes or easy payments considered.—Laytons',
Oxon.

TRIUMPH. 1911, clutch model, in nice CO

throughout; £40.—Laytons', Bicester, Oxon. £
T>EX, 1912, 4hp., used 1,000 miles; cost £46,

>

, 1912, 4hp., used 1,000 miles;
real bargain.—Laytons', Bicester, Oxon. G

BRADBURY, 1911. little used, excellent com
P. and H. lamp, horn, new Lyso, watch,

J"

"

srares; £35.—Heanley, Ascott-Wyehwood, Oxon."

HUMBER, 3ih.p., 2-speed, free engine, thor
overhauled, sidecar, lamp, and horn ; £30;

too nervous.—Can he seen, Vicks Motor Garage,
shot.

DOUGLAS. Model K, practically new, not riddf

miles, Millers lamp. Serpentine horn; doctc

hihits owner riding

;

Below.
bargain seldom met with,

.etc., only
e new model;

DOUGLAS, 19113, lamp, horn,
trying, taken in part exchani

approval.—Below.

BRADBURY, 1912, chain drive, 2-speed. ridd

miles only for demonstration; £55.—Gibb, j
and Son, Gloucester.

MATCHLESS, Sh.p., passenger model, ji

livered; offers wanted; makers' price, £7%
Freeman, 151, Barton St., Gloucester.

ELSWICK Motor Cycles, SJh.p., touring, free
models, £55; 2£h.p. lightweight, free«3

models, £47.—Miller and Co., 16. Narrow Wii
Bristol.

MOTOSACOCHK. 2 Ih.p.. finp condition, A*''""

adjustable pulley, Yeeder, lamp. Hollan
waterproof covers, etc- ; £28.—Phelps, 13, Eldo
Reading.

"I Q12 3-^h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, free engine
JLt/ model, spares, pillion seat, and ac«§

Rose Villas, Desborough,£38—Apply, Tippett,
Rd., High Wycombe.

LATE 1911 Kerry-Abingdon, everything as new,
B. and B., adjustable pulley, trip cyclom^ 1

cessories, all latest improvement*; £30. — Nan
Lower- Arcade, Bristol.

"I Q12 Free Engine 2-speed Singer, not ridden 50
X.*J absolutely perfect in every respect; makes
price £48/15. reduced to 38gns.—Julian and Sqgi
mongers, Basingstoke.

Kelecom engine, good tyres, new I b^
tnbe, accessories, reliable, bargain, £15jJ

30/-; Palmer cover, new condition, 26x2i, £1.—
Lawrence, Bourton-on-the-Water.

DOUGLAS Model K Motor Cycles in stock. r«
immediate deliverv; £50.—The Motor CyclO

43, Palmerston Rd., Boscombe. Tel.: 1248 I

mouth. Telegrams: Alsford, Boscombe.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1910. in splendid conditio

mers, butted - tubes, spares, Lucas lamp,

etc, re-enamelled and plated, appearand a> new
offer to 12, Leighton Ed.. Cheltenham.

J>p..

"I Q12 Humber; any machine taken in part
JL«7 easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

A46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Industry Abroad.
fWTITH the motor cycle industry in such a flourish-

Bm| mg condition in this country, it will be
WW interesting to contrast the state of the trade.

I f on the continent of Europe, where the manu-
facture of motor cycles was, some years ago,

IS the greatest importance. The pastime is reviving

a France, where the motor cycle trials organised this

Hear have met with a very fair amount of support
!!rom English competitors, and next year the pro-

rioters of these events are counting on further

assistance of the same kind, one of their sporting

allies having recently sent a contributor specially to

Jungland to visit the various manufacturers and stir

;ip increased interest in this direction. This repre-

entative visited the important centres of the industry,
! Ind went home very favourably impressed with all he
jaw and heard.

i.i As a contrast, let- us turn to Germany, where the

Uotor cycle industry is in a really bad way. In that

:jountry there are practically only two important firms

;ft to manufacture motor cycles. We recently re-

vived a visit from a German gentleman, a member
f a London motor cycle club and a most enthusiastic

ider of a British-made machine. It was he, his

rather, and some friends, all keen riders of British

1 lachines, whose mounts were barred from a German
pmpetition quite recently because they were of British

. jianufacture, mention of which was made in The
' iotor Cycle a few weeks ago. We are fairly well

acquainted with Germany, both its country and its

>eople, and have a sincere admiration for the industry
luf the latter and the sound lines upon which the
prmer is run. We cannot, however, congratulate the

Germans so far as the motor cycle industry is con-

cerned, on that characteristic thoroughness which we
have always been wont to attribute to them in other

matters.

This branch of automobilism, which is assuming
such large proportions in England and is showing
signs of springing into a new lease of "life in France, .

is being throttled out of existence in Germany by
means of the short-sighted policy of the few clubs

which exist and the arbitrary attitude of the Govern-
ment. The taxes a motor cyclist has to pay are per-

fectly exorbitant, and by the time the unfortunate

rider has finished with the various fees and formalities

he is the poorer by ,£10. Even the cylinders have
to be taken off" and the engine dimensions measured
by the police. Of course there is- a strong prejudice

against this type of locomotion in Germany, but we
have had the same thing in England, and prejudice

can always sooner or later be overcome.

The most serious objection to the progress of the

industry is, as we have said, the arbitrary attitude of

the Government. However far ahead of other nations

Germany may be in some respects, certainly as regards

the motor cycle industry she has allowed herself to be

pushed back to a very low position indeed. We do
not say a word against the two surviving firms, who
are really turning out excellent machines, but we do
think the German Government might give what might

be a thriving industry a fair chance to regain the

ground it has lost.

Motor cyclists in this country think that they are

hardly dealt with in being taxed -£1 10s., but if we
had to pay ^10 the movement in Britain would barely

exist. ,...-
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T is a curious fact that the most exciting incidents

in a motor cyclist's career are often to be found

in short pleasure jaunts, while races provide only

those thrills which are common to all

speed competitions. Frank Applebee,

holder of the Tourist Trophy, gave me
an incident in a little holiday spin,

when I asked him for his most ' excit-

ing ride. " It was on the London-
Yarmouth road," he said, " while I

was riding a Rex with a sidecar

attached, in company with a friend

similarly mounted. There are a lot of

nice little straightaways on this road,

and on one of them we paired up for

an impromptu race. We soon got to

a high speed and pelted off neck and
neck. But gradually the road
narrowed, and by the time I had
noticed it, there was so little room that

I found myself getting into the ditch.

I didn't want to stop, and tore on,

with both bicycle wheels in the diteh

and the sidecar wheel on and off the

ground.

A Tight Corner.
" Soon the sidecar wheel began to

leap higher, and I was • so scared
that I dared not take my foot off the

rest to press down the pedal brake
for fear of overturning. It seemed an
age, whereas it could not have been
more than a minute that I was in the

gully, and why I did not throttle down goodness only

knows. I seemed unable to do anything but sit tight

and wait for the apparently inevitable. But at length

I did the only thing possible, and shut off, with the

result that I slowed down just in the ordinary way and
came to rest wondering why I hadn't done so sooner.

My companion was a good way ahead of me by this

time, and there was I, just recovered from a state of

abject terror over a trifle. In cold blood it may not
sound very exciting, but I was never more thrilled.

I have had other exciting episodes, but so far as my
->

racing career is concerned, it has just been methodical

riding without any incident of note.

" This year's Tourist Trophy Race was the easiest I

have ridden, and it is an interesting

point that it was the first race I comj

peted in since the T.T. of last yearj

Most of my work is done with a side*

car, but it doesn't take one long to gj|<

into a racing stride on a solo mount.

An Early Experience.

I ventured to suggest to Applebee
little incident which is still fresh in mi

memory, but I think that he was les

excited on this occasion than myselfl

Applebee was driving a Rex Litette ii

the Six Days' Trial of 1907, and I wa,

his passenger. On the penultimati

day, after five days' " blinding

which had kept us with a clean sheet

we were confronted by a hefty waggO!

round a bend. Applebee took thl

Litette up the banking and came dow
in the hedge, slightly scratched, whil

I was thrown. under bolting horses an
woke up the next morning in Glouceste

hospital suffering - from concussion.

Applebee, by the way, was, in hi

early days, an amateur trick cyclist

no wonder he can show us somethin
in the way- of corner work. When
asked for a few riding tips, Applebe
said that the present-day motor eye

was so efficient, that it was only nece
sary to sit on and let the machine do the work, so lor

as ordinary care in the garage was taken. The constrii

tional or bicycle parts should be tended to more tha

they are, he said, for the average rider thinks so miic

about his engine that "the frame suffers from neglec

A good tip he gave was to be careful about clean)

ness, for, as he said, in cleaning the machine one
apt to come across loose bolts and nuts which wou
otherwise be missed.

Frank Applebee, worthy son of a pioneer and
principal in the firm of Godfrey and Applebee, Lfc

B.A.R.C. AUGUST MEETING.
The following entries have been received for the

two motor cycle events at the above meeting on Bank
Holiday. The first race is at 12.50 p.m.

S. D. Timson (1 cyl. Rudge)
W. Dewar (1 Triumph)
G. E. Stanley (1 Singer)
W. T. Wartnaby 1 W.D.)
A. Brunton (2 Bat')
P. TSTewbold (2 Zenith)
H. H. Square (1 Minerva)

A26

C. Whitehead (1 Triumph)
S. ' F. Gaxrett (1 Green-

Precision)

B. C. Remington (1 Eudge)
James Gibbs (2 Humber)
E. H. Dolley (1 Jap)
C. Townsend (2 Zenith) :

F. Picken (1 Eudge)
E. Croucher (1 Kerry)
"A. E. Pontin" (1 Eudge)
W. Stanhope-Spencer - (1

Eudge)
W. H. Elce (1 Eudge)
S. Russell Cooke (I Rudge)
A. P. Williams (2 Matchless)
N. D. Slatter (1 Alcyon)
P. Schmidt (1 Puch)
W. Gordon-Fowler (1 Rudge)

H. C. Mills (1 Green)
J. A. - Manners-Smith

Triumph)
H. H. Huckle (2 Zenith)
F. H. Arnott (1 Rudge)
K. Yano (2 Bat)
E. F.. Remington \2 Mat<|

less)'. - -"

W. Moore (2 Zenith)
F. Hannis (1 J.A.P.)
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NEWS via PARIS.
Sensational Reports which should not be taken too seriously.

^HE correspondent of a French contemporary,
L'Aero, has recently made a tour of the leading
English motor cycle factories, and has written

article giving the following details he gleaned re-

ding impending developments at the Triumph,
:no, Rudge, and other factories. We do not confirm
reports, but from the article we learn:

rhat the Triumph Co. are bringing out a special

>c.c. T.T. engine with overhead inlet valve, which
1 be used for record attempts and at important
.-climbs, and. will make its first appearance in the
C. de F. Grand Prix Race."
rhat the ClynoCd. have a new cyclecar on the
:ks which will be ready for the Show. This is to
'e four wheels, a four-.cylinder water-cooled 12 h.p.
;ine, and will -be marketed at about ^100.

That the Rudge-Whitworth will introduce at

Olympia a twin-cylinder two-stroke 7 h.p. engine,

which will, so it is said, develop 14 h.p. on the brake.

That the Indian firm are contemplating an attack

on the 500 c.c. world's hour record with a special

3^ h.p. twin, to be ridden by C. B. Franklin.

That the Spanish agent of the Rudge firm has bet

the Madrid agent of the New Hudson Co. ,£240
(presumably ,£240 to nothing) that a 500 c.c. Rudge
will beat a New Hudson of similar capacity in a

600 miles race from Bilbao to Madrid and back.

That the race will take place on August 18th, and
that Vernon Taylor will ride the Rudge.

That O. C. Godfrey and F. A. Applebee will com-
pete in all trials next year organised by L'Aero.

That the English invasion is only commencing.

Member ;' hill-climb of the Dutlon Coldficld A.C. F. S. Whitworth (Douslas)
fin'.;. ling at a fast speed. He was placed second on time in Class 1.

COVENTRY CLUB'S OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
- The regulations for the Coventry and Warwickshire
Motor Club's seventh annual open hill-climb, to be

held on Saturday, August 31st, have just been issued.

There are eight classes on the programme as under:
Class 1.—Touring lightweights up to 350 c.c.

Class 2.—Touring machines from 350 to 500 c.c.

Class 3.—Touring variably geared machines, with stopping

and starting test.

Class 4.—Tourist Trophy class.

Class 5.—Touring sidecars and cyclecars.

Class 6.—All comers.
Class 7.—For members. Sealed handicap.
Class 8.—Cars. Members only.

There will be a time and formula prize, the formula

adopted being the one recommended by The Motor

C x T2

Cycle. —
tt-jJ W.

Applications for entry forms should be addressed

to the hon. sec, Mr. Geoffrey Smith, 19.,^ Hertford

Street, Coventry.

A2g
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Clutch Control of Three=speed Hubs.

A difficulty in connection with three-speed hubs is

concerned with the clutch control, especially when

these gears are fitted to machines not designed for the

purpose. There is a great strain on the spindle carry-

ing the clutch pedal, the spindle being normally bolted

to the front down tube of the frame. The spindle

. screws into the frame-clip, and the action of engaging

the clutch causes the spindle to unscrew, thus disturb-

ing the adjustment of the clutch rod, and causing the

free engine position to be lost.

- The gear makers have lately brought out a new type

of clip, on which the spindle projects and carries a

lock-nut; but this remedy is worse than the disease,

as the strain now causes the clip to twist round on the

tube. I prevented this twist by fitting grubscrews

right through the clip into the tube, but found that

the grubscrews were apt to shear. I then saw the

necessity of supporting the spindle at two points. r On
my machine its outer end passed within an inch of a

particularly solid exhaust pipe, and by inserting a

shaped metal block into this gap I gave the spindle a

two-point bearing, and absolutely prevented any

movement.
The metal padding block should be of large dimen-

sions, and should half encircle the exhaust pipe, other-

wise the pipe will be dented.

Four=speed Gears.
• I should not like to say that the four-speed gear is

going to supersede the three-speed, but in theory the

more speeds we have the better, and if a light and

reliable four-speed gear can be produced, it must_ be

more useful than a three-speed, and in a recent article

I indicated that a four-speed gear was likely to

be tried.

Last week I received particulars of a light four-

speed gear, with which belt slip is practically impos-

sible, as the front pulley is .half the diameter of the

-rear pulley.

In the case of a three-speed gear where the direct

drive is the intermediate ratio, if an engine pulley of

rational diameter be employed, the top gear will be

about 3 to i, which is in no sense .a genuine roadster

gear," and is only suitable to a jj£ h.p. single-cylinder

engine for scrapping purposes down a gentle grade.

The four-speed gear will afford this high ratio
_

for

special purposes, a 4y2 to i gear' for normal running,

a 6j4 to i for bad hills, ancl a 10 to i gear for restart-

ing on hills or hauling a sidecar up precipices.

The Right Side for Speedometers.

I am considerably- surprised that most speedometers

are constructed for attachment on the right hand side

of the front wheel. It is often a matter of delay and

difficulty to obtain a near side speedometer from cer-

tain firms. After all, most riders use the left hand for

one-hand steering, and consequently prefer to mount
their hooter on the right side. If a big -hooter arid a

heavy- speedometer are. both mounted ,on the.,Hght-
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hand half of the steering bar, the machine has a vei

lopsided appearance which is deleterious.
_

Surely tt

correct side for a speedometer is the near side? I ai

aware that some speedometers have a reversible tram

mission, but I am generalising in the above paragrapl

Wanted, a Belt Repair Kit.

The custom nowadays is to sub-divide the toolki

One or two of the tyre specialists have markete

delightful little strap-on wallets containing a seM
levers, solution, etc., and it is a great convenience'

be saved dismounting the entire toolkit when a puni

ture has to be mended. I understand this wallet isi

first-rate selling proposition, and I think the belt perjpi

would do well to market a similar miniature walleiB

repairing belts, such wallet to contain spare fastene*

length of belting, punch, knife, screwdriver, and bd

spanner.

The pair of standard pannier toolbags provided 1

manufacturers with such unanimity to-day are only j,f

large enough to hold the main kit. For instance,
|

own off-pannier contains a large tool-roll; my nei

pannier contains two valves, two plugs, and a case -

three-speed gear bits. 1 have to accommodate boi

belt and tyre kit elsewhere, and thousands of riffl

are in the same position.

Backlash in Epicyclic Hubs.

One unpleasant feature of almost all epicyclic f#

is the amount of backlash existing between belt rimfli

hub. I took out such a machine the other day, |i

as it got away with me . I fancied the
.

strange engl

was knocking badly. A little experience of its w|
showed me that the noise really proceeded from t

back hub, which clattered loudly until the revolutici

mounted up to a rate at which the dogs were \A

pressed tightly forward. I know this complaint is •

old as the hills, but I can recall at least one.prehisto

hub, long since deceased, which efficiently surmount

this most displeasing noise. 1
The only way to prevf

it is never to start except on the bottom gear, and wh

rounding a sharp turn, if the engine power be lowj

the weight propelled, change down and then up agi;

as soon as the corner is safely negotiated.

The Air Throttle Start.

Can anybody say why no maker has yet standardis

the shutter on a. carburetter's main air opening, vp

the idea of simplifying engine starting and perfect!

carburation ? . It seems to be an agreed fact that m
makers reduce the area of the main air orifices in 0%

to ease starting, and so cause the mixture to b«
the rich side at all lever positions, an inefficiency of>

partially remedied by reamering out the top air hoi

The same result.would.be more perfectly obtained

providing a tiny shutter (preferably operated fr

the handle-bar) for partially closing the main orifi

Such a shutter considerably facilitates starting, nvs

form. Might it not pay some accessory house'

market such a notion in a form applicable to two

three of the most popular carburetters? .
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A MONTH or two ago we took delivery of a 6

h.-p. Enfield sidecar combination, and . since

that tune many enjoyable' fides have been our

lot. The Enfield^ as may be' recalled, first made .its

appearance at the

Olympia Show, and
it was eagei'ly ex-

amined, as it' had
'

been produced /to

cater for the un-

doubted demand
for a passenger

machine capable

of climbing all

main road hills

and averaging the

speed of a good
nioti ir bicycle. Our

. experience is that

the machine is

able to answer all

requirements i ri

this respect, for

it will exceed 40
miles per . hour on
occasion

it must
fessed

sidecar

fortable

(though

be con-

that no
is com-
either to

Section of the Enfield two-specl and free

engine ge3r. It is of the internal expand-
ing clutch type, the clutches being engaged
by a pair of cams sliding in either

direction.

sit upon or drive

at this speed), and
it will climb 1 in

6 gradients on the

low- gear without

taxing the engine

to its utmost.

The steering of the machine is splendid ; no doubt

the special construction and attachment of the sidecar

to the bicycle accounts for this in no small measure.

First Experiences.
Our initial experiences of the machine were not so

happy as they might have been. .-On the occasion of

the first long run the engine started at the fiist turn

of the geared-up handle, but we- could not persuade
the low gear clutch to start the machine from a stand-

still, no matter how tenderly the lever (which is

situated on the top tube) was engaged. Kventually
Colver came .to the rescue, and his advice, which we
have always acted upon since, was gently to tap the

lever rearwards. This method works fairly well, but
the clutches are not so sweet in action as they might
be, and no doubt wilL be on the. 1913 model. At the
end of that .run we found smidry .bqlts. a_nd,nuts miss-
ing, and we found it paid to go carefully over, the

machine with a spanner at regular intervals. This
-precautionary measure would, however, be unnecessary
Were every nut split pinned or fitted with a spring
washer as it should be. The slipping clutch on the

engine-shaft, and the patent cush drive situated in

the rear hub. undoubtedly conduce to the smooth
running of the machine.

The Engine.
The J;A.P. side :by-side valve engine has behaved

exceedingly well -throughout, though we have been
troubled by broken valve springs—evidently some of

a badly tempered batch. This model engine, with

comparatively long .stroke to bore ratio, viz., 76 x

85 mm., is a highly suitable one for passenger work,
though one could wish that 'the noise arising from the

valve lappets was not so pronounced.
But for these untoward experiences, the Enfield has

behaved itself splendidly. What we have liked all

along has been its ready response to the throttle lever.

An eighth of an inch- extra opening and away the

machine will bound, a change of gear only being

The standard pattern 6 h.p. Enfield two-speed sidecar combination with
• cane body.

necessary on hills approaching single-figure severity.

One secret of enjoyable running on a poweiful sidecar

is to have tyres well up to their work. The voiturette

Dunlop on rear wheel has given entire .satisfaction,

though it is strange how luck varies. For instance,

after a long spell of no trouble running, we experienced

four punctures in one day in the front tyre—and it

has never been blown up since.

A cane sidecar is supplied with the standard article

having a torpedo front and cane door. A coach-built

sidecar—which we prefer for powt "til machines

—

may be obtained at slightly extra cost.

The. petrol consumption with the Amac carburetter

is not excessive considering the weight, . power} and
speed; 55 to 60 m.p.g. we find about the average.
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THE last issue of The Motor Cycle

dealt with the performances of

the competitors in the above trial

up to Tuesday mid-day, where a

stop was made at Pitlochry for luncheon.

On the first day, the run was via,

Stirling (first check), alongside Loch
Lomond to Arrochar for lunch. In the

afternoon competitors had to climb the

famous Rest and be Thankful, and,

owing to the loose and stony surface

on the inside of the bend, many came
to grief. The individual performances
were detailed in our last issue, pages
843-4. The night was spent at Oban,
the day's run being 166 miles.

There were exactly seventy" starters of

the seventy-five entrants, the actual com-
petitors being as follows :

N. Soresby (3£ L.M.C.)
R. A. Macmillan (3|- Scott)

J. S. Holroyd (2^ Motosacoche)

S. J. K. Thomson (8 Bat so.)

W. Pratt (3i P. and M.)
A. G. Fenn (2J Humber)
W. Creyton (2| Humber)
Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno)
A. J. Sproston (3^ Rover)
C. T. Newsome (3^ Rover)
C. W. Munro (2| Douglas)

W. Houghton (3^ Braabury- sc.)

J. E. Ghisholm (3^ James)
W. G. M'Minnies (3i Triumph)

'

J. F» Morrison (2| Douglas)
H. Gibson (3£ Bradbury sc.)

G. Griffith (b Zenith)

E. B. Keiller (3£ Rudge) '

F. G. Edmond (3£ Humber)
J. T. Wood (8 G.W.K. cyclecar)

Bert. Yates (3£ Humber)
L. E. Cass (4-i Quadrant)
.T. Steel m BtS.A.)
P. W. Bischoff (3£ Triumph sc.)

J. R. Alexander (7 Indian)

R. Lord (6 Rex)
R. White (3i Alldavs-Matchless)

C. M. Keiller (8 G.W.K. cyclecar)

M. Pratt (3£ Aildays-Matchless)
W. B. Gibb (2| Douglas)
G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas)
Duncan Bell (5 A.J.S. sc.)

W. Westwood (3i Triumph)
G. Taylor (3£ Rudge)
F. Begley (3 Hazlewood)
George Brough (6 Brough)
Vernon Taylor (3£ Rudge)
H. G. Dixon (3^ New Hudson)
H. Berwick (3^- New Hudson)
J. Donaldson (3^ New Hudson)
R. S. Hood (6 Brough)
A. F. Downie (3£ Ariel)

N. W. Downie (3£ James)

A novel air inlet pipe on Bert Yates's 31 h.p.

Humber. It will be seen that the main and
auxiliary air inlets are connected by a pipe, with
a single opening for the entry of air at the rear.

A. H. Alexander (2| Douglas)
G. Bell (3| New Hudson)
A. A. Hay (3£ Quadrant)
T. Silver (3J Quadrant)
W. B. Little (3-L Premier)
G. E. Whitehouse (3i Rover)
J. H. Begg (3i Rudge)
H. Le Vack (2£ Motosacoche)
J. D. Morrison (5-6 Bat)
P. E.'Tolfree (3L Bat)
W. D. South (3i Rudge)
Miss Muriel Hind (6 Rex)

L. Newey (3^ Ariel)

F. C. North (3£ Ariel)

A. D. Scott (3-l Triumph)
i'. P. Macdonald (4 Norton)
G. E. CufTe (7 Indian)

C. W. Meredith (3| Bradbury)
J. Cocker (21 Singer)

A. J. Dixon (3£ Singer)

R. Holloway (3£ Premier)
J. Oliphant (3£ Premier)
F.' S. Douglas (8 Dot)
R. G. Mundy (3^ Macbeth-Precision)
B. A. Hill (7 Indian)

G. T. Gray (3£ Rudge)
A. U. R. Downie (2£ A.J.S.)

Second Day, 179} Miles.
Starting at 8 a.m., the competitors

journeyed via Dalmally, Killin", and
Aberfeldy to Pitlochry (lunch and control).

Later news unfortunately shows that

the loose surface on the corners was
productive of several heavy spills. Tom
Silver skidded on a skew bridge near the
Pass of Brander and cut his head opeiir

Fortunately his accident occurred near
the residence of Mrs. Campbell, whose
husband is a claimant to the Dunstaffnage
peerage, and she happened to have a

trained nurse at hand who attended to
his injuries. Munro sustained a similar

mishap with his .Douglas, knocking his

front wheel into the shape of a kidney,
and both men have retired. Houghton
broke the axle of lus Bradbury side-

car near Oban yesterday, and his

passenger was somewhat hurt. Hough-
ton is continuing solo. He started this

morning with his passenger on the carrier,

but left him at Dalmally after a skid and
fall. Many other machines bear the
mark of minor accidents. The fact is

that the roads are nowhere suited to
" making -up time," and as some of the

roads do not admit of maintaining

.

schedule speed, the competitors are always
nervous about their time, and are usually

AT THE START. The seienty competitors were despatched in buncies of four.
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tempted to drive rather faster than is

safe. Wood's G.W.K. cyclecar has lost

marks through a most peculiar misfortune.

The G.W.K. wheels are keyed to the

hub shell, and one of his rear hub castings

contained a blowhole just at the keyway.
This gave way, and so one of his driving

wheels began* to run free. When last

.seen he was laboriously filing out a new
keyway.

The Afternoon Run.
This afternoon's run was deemed by the

officials, and hoped by the competitors.

•to be the sternest patch of the entire

trial, the route consisting almost exclu

sively of stony moorland tracks, and in-

cluding several miles- of single figure

gradient with numerous perilous corners.

From Pitlochry we cut across to Kirk-

michael, commencing with a long pull

very trying to small-engined sidecars,

and containing three bridges nearly sharp

enough to foul a crank case. Here we
hit the Braemar road, which was in

moderate order as far as the Spittal of

Glenshee. The remaining fifteen miles

may be tersely described as " eight up and
seven down." The surface is sandy and
stony, terrible in wet weather, .as the

riders in the 1910 trials well remember.
The hill resembles "Rest and be Thank-
ful." It contains little real gradient,

but the long miles of collarwork exhaust
an engine, and "both sides of the pass
were littered with spectators' cars and
cycles, which had overheated and
petered out short of the summit. A
quarter of a mile from the top comes the

ill-famed Devil's Elbow, a wicked double
hairpin with a grade of perhaps 1 in 8, if

taken wide, and 1 in 5 if the rider cut
in on the inside.

The Motor Cycle representative and
photographer were the only officials

present when the stream of competitors
appeared, all the other motorists accom-
panying the trial having .been out-dis-

tanced. After we had observed a few
men, an official car appeared, and the

Scenes at the Erst check at Stirling.

judges asked me' to race on to the scene
of the next hill-climb. The climb is

very deceptive, a length of 1 in 17 up
grade below the corner appearing to be
downhill, and it was amusing to see the
three-speed men change up on to top, and
to catch their expressions when their

resentful engines began knocking. The
first man up was C. T. Newsome, whose
Rover had plenty of reserve power

;

apparently he did not stop to ' cool for

the Elbow, as most of the others found it

'advisable to do. Alexander's Indian had
lots in hand, and cornered well. Steel

hit the bank at the lower zig-zag, dis-

mounted, and ran up alongside, stopping
higher up. Thomson made a lurid ascent
at high speed with his Bat sidecar, using
the grass as banking for the side wheel,
and nearly leaving the road with a giant
skid at the upper corner. Quite a number
of competitors found tins bend too much
for them. I now hurried on to the scene
of the next climb;

ALLARGUE BKAE, LOCALLY KNOWN AS COCKBRIDGE LADDER.

A competitor on the narrow and twisty hill near Balmoral Castle, known as CockbrUgc- Lad£?j
The surface is composed of deep, loose sand.

'''•5
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Trie Scottish Trials.—

Vernon Taylor (Rudge) : Very good.
Westwood (Triumph).: Good.
Steel (B.S.A.) : This rider stopped

;

legging proved useless, and he was
pushed.
Brough's low compression twin made

light of the hill, and is the only single-

geared ma-chine at ail equal to the
Scottish grades.

Edmond (Humber) : First-rate, but
Yates had little to spare.

Gibb (Douglas) shot up with a gigantic
skid on the bend ; judging by the shouts
he mistook the road and drove into the
farm yard at the second corner.

Cuffe (Indian) seemed anxious, in spite

of his 7 h.p., and kicked hard with his

feet.

Begley (Hazlewood) had to run along-
side on both the lower bends.
Berwick (New Hudson) and Newey

(Ariel) : Very good.

Macdonald (Norton) misjudged the
corner, cutting in badly, but his engine
did not mind, and he went up well.

Begg (Rudge) came up at a ridiculous

speed, and took a toss : his second shot
was' very good.
Pratt's Alldays was rather slow, in

fact it just got up.
Keiller's G.W.K. cyclecar made a mag-

nificent climb, with abundant power in

hand.
Downies.'s Ariel roared up, but the

clutch slipped on the bend, and he dis-

mounted with his engine racing.

White (Alldays) : Especially good in
view of the waggling of his buckled wheel.
Miindy steadied his Macbeth with his

foot, but had power to spare : the same
applies to North (Ariel).

Holloway's Premier reproduced its

previous good form on the other hills.

The Clyno climbed finely : Frank Smith
eyed the bad rut with comical resentment
after his bad skid.

Donaldson legged to steady himself.
Morrison (Bat) : Neat and workmanlike.
Miss Hind (Rex) : Splendid.
Cocker (Singer), Vack, Lord (Rex), and

Houghton (Bradbury) rushed up in a
clump, leaving poor Vack stationary, ex-

hausted by pedalling. Houghton's side-

car and passenger had been abandoned,
as described above.
Gray (Rudge) and Downie (A.J.S.)

nished up with speed and neatness : t' 1
•

latter's 2£ h.p. is doing excellently. The
big A.J.S. and sidecar had an ugly smash
this morning owing to the handle-bar
coming loose on a corner. Both men
were rendered unconscious, and the
passenger was an hour coming round.
They pluckily repaired, and got into
Grantown after dark.

Bischoff turned into the hotel yard
after twenty yards of the hill ; while he
had a drink and lowered his gear, Miss
Langston walked up the hill. Bischoff
ran and was helped by a pusher on the
opening portion, but his single-cylinder
must have done well, for he finished the
day's run with four minutes in hand. The
hills were trying his Triumph, chiefly-

owing to the collarwork between climbs.

An Unfortunate Collision.
Alan Hill was very late. As he coasted

down into Braemar, a competing Rover
and a non-competitor charged him over
from behind and broke his handle-bar

;

half of it was, so to speak, hanging by
a bit of skin. This upset his Indian grip
control, and with bad roads and fierce

corners, he did well to proceed.
Whitehouse's single-geared Rover and

Hood's Brough both appeared very late,

and their engines failed low down.
When I rode up the hill later, both men
lay exhausted on the bank halfway up,
while kindly spectators pushed their
machin3s up.

From the summit into the finish at
Grantown was a long surfeit of severe
climbs, hair-raising descents, and bad
surfaces. Eight miles out I thought -my
machine was bumping a little more than
usual, and dismounting to examine my
tyres, found both down, the front cover
gashed through with a stone, the back
one gashed, and pierced by a nail in

addition ! This gave me a total of seven
punctures for the day

!

Marks Lost on Tuesday.
There was a big list of retirements and

lost marks on Tuesday . evening after

such a severe day's running. . Those who
withdrew during the day include : C.
W. Munro (Douglas), W. Houghton
(Bradbury sc), H. G. Dixon (New Hud-
son), T. Silver (Quadrant), W. B. Little

(Premier), A. D. Scott (Triumph), and A.
A. Hay (Quadrant).

J. E. Ohisholm (James) lost 60 marks
(maximum), E. B. Keiller (Rudge) 60,

J. T. Wood (G.W.K. cyclecar) 60, L. K
Cass (Quadrant) 60, J. Steel (B.S.A.) 18
Duncan Bell (5 h.p. A.J.S. sc.) 60, G
Taylor (3£ h.p. Rudge) 60, G. E. White
house (3A h.p. Rover) 54, H Le Vaol
( Motosaeoche) 13, P. E. Tolfree (Bat
60, F. E. Douglas (8 h.p. Dot) 60. A
J. Sproston (Rover) and G- Brougl
(Brough) held over, cards illegible.

3rd Day. Wednesday, 21 If Miles
Route : Grantown, Inverness, Dingwall.

Bonar Bridge. Lairg. Aultnaharra, Hope
Eriboll, Tongue, and Thurso.

To-day's route was a real rim-denter,
and we are now all used to riding over
rough stones. Our starting number, was
slightly impaired this morning, as' last
night's list shows. Graham Dixon's
gudgeon pin bush came om* through the
cylinder wall yesterday, and he has
trained home. Thomson broke the stem
of his forks a mile or two outside Gran-
town last night, but inserted a liner, and
got through to-day's run rather late.

We left Grantown in fine weather,
but rain began to fall as soon as we
joined the classic End-to-end route. Of
course it is usually raining in Inverness,
but for once there was no dangerous
grease—Inverness keeps a special side-
slipping brand all its own. The rain
cleared for the day at Beauly—also as
usual.

For the first thirty-five miles there
were no incidents except a few spills on
the new unrolled metal wliich covered
the road from edge to edge in places, and
a remarkable, number of -punctures. In
Inverness,

_ Wood hit a sheep with his
G.W.K. cyclecar and had to pay £2 for
it, besides shearing his wheel key again
by violent braking in the effort to
avoid the animal. A cattle, fair was in
progress at Dingwall, and the droves
necessitated many dismounts. ' " Over
Aultramein Hill there was a novel sur-
face composed of innumerable very small
stones, which caused our back' wheels
perpetually to dry skid three inches or so,
and made the riders look very curious
when viewed from behind. "

At Bonar Bridge we quitted the record
route, turning sharp left, and the going
for eleven

_
miles into Lairg was rathei

queer, and included a few minor gradients.
An excellent lunch prepared us for the
strenuous work ahead.

CLIMBING REST AND BE THANKFUL, THE FIRST TEST HILL.
One of the less fortunate competitors, who Geo. Griffiths (8 h.p. Zenith, who made a good climb and Miss-Hind (6 h.p. two-speed Rex) who

ii<i not follow the outside edge. another competitor in the act of fallin» stopped in the stones, but restarted on
the clutch.
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Avon Motor Gycle Tyres.
Suitable for all climates.

AVON MOTOR
CYCLE TUBES

fitted with motor cycle valves.

No. 2 Quality P.A. Quality
(Red or Grey) (Red or Grey)

24", 26", and 28".

2" - 8/9 ea. all 2" - 7/6 ea.

2\" - 9/6 „ CUARAN- 2\" - 8/3 „

2 1" -10/3,, TEED. 2-1"- 9/- „

All motor cycle tubes can be fitted

with the Avon Dome Ends at

2/- per tube extra.
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AVON MOTOR CYCLE BELTING.
in- .- 1/5 per foot. gin- .. 2/1 per loot
in. .. 1/9 per foot. lin. ... 2/4 per foot.

AVON MOTOR CYCLE
COVER RETREADS.

Size 26" or 28" x 2", 2}", and 2 J".

Steel Studded -------- 29 /6

Avon Combination (1910) - - - 25/-

Exlra Heavy Rubber Stud or

7 line pattern ----- 13/6
Medium A. Rubber Stud, or 7 line

pattern - 11/6

HUH
Bicar.

Made in 24", 26",

and 28".

2J" - 32/6 each.

2'" - 34/3~ „

Suitable for

31 lo 5-6 h.p.

Druid.

Made in 24", 26",

and 28.

2" - 21/- each.

2
J" - 22/9 „

2j" - 24/6 „

Suitable for

25 to 3J h.p. and
Sidecar wheels.

Lightweight B.

Made in 24.", 26",

and 28".

2" - 15/S each.

2±" - 16/3 „

2i" - 17/- „

A special grade

at a special price.

Steel Studded.

Made in 24", 26",

and 28".

2" - 45/9 each.

2j' - 47/6 „

*j* " 49/3 „ ||

Specially construcle ',£»^

studs, large base. ^S

Write for our new illustrated catalogue, free upon application, full information

Whatever machine you ride, see that the Tyres bear AVON name.

The Avon India Rubber Co., Ltd., Meiksnam, w«ts, Engiana.

LONDON: 35, Long Acre, W.C. MANCHESTER : 229, Deansgate.

B IRM INGHAM : 204, Corporation Street. GLASGOW: 197, Buchanan Street.

Large Stocks kept at all our Branches. Also at most high-class Motor Cycle Depots.

In ansiceriny this advertisement it is desirable to-mention "The Motor Cycle'." B-
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HUNTS Ltd.
The City & West End Motor House, RELIABLE ACCESSORIES AT

117, Long Acre, London, W.C. LONDON'S LOWEST PRICES

GREAT BARGAINS IN TYRES.
Having purchased a

manufacturers' stock

of new Covers and
Tubes, we are able to

offer the following

makes at greatly re-

duced prices.

Clincher A. Won
rubber-studded
covers, 26 x z\ in.,

29/11, usual price

37/9; ditto with ribbed tread, 24/11, usual price, 31/7.

Westwood rubber studded, 26 x 2I, 23/11, usual price

30/6. Westwood heavy tri-car, 26 x si, 35/-, usual

price 47/-; ditto, 26 x 2!, 38/6, usual price 51/-.

Clincher Inner Tubes, 26 x 2, 6/11, usual price 1 1/4.

Westwood, 26 x 2i, 7/3, usual price 9/0 ; ditto, heavy
tri-car, 9/3, usual price, 11/9. All New Goods.

Postage on covers, 8d. extra, tubes 4d.

THE HUNT NEW MODEL CO?dPACT VALISE.

Length, 18in.; width, « llin.; depth, 6in. Manu-
factured of ,finest cowhide. Strengthened inside
with strong hide-covered metal bands, and at the
bottom with two wood batons which prevent "bag
being chafed by carrier." The inside is lined with
a strong twill, and the outside is fitted with two
spring lever locks and handle. The bag is strongly
riveted throughout, and it is impossible lor it to
lose its shape. The handle enables it to be also
used as a- Suit Case. Fitted with two leather
straps 48 x gin. for attaching to carrier. The
motor cyclist can carry sufficient clething inside
this case to last him for a fortnight's tour. On
arriving at his hotel, the bag can be taken to his
room as an ordinary portmanteau. " Finished in
dark nut-brown leather. Price 30/-

THE WESTWOOD specially prepared Repair Bands.

For use ou outside of

cover after same has
burst or been gashed.
The outside edges are
tucked inside rim,
i.e., between rim and
cover.

Price 1 /-, postage 2d.
Ditto for inside, 8d.

The Hunt Helleson Dry Cell.

No corroding terminals. No
acid. No charging. Always
ready, clean, and drv. The
"Flash." Height 6£x4ix
2 Jin. Approx. mileage with
single-cyl. engine, 1,500.
Price 6/6. The "Flight"
ditto. Height 5£x5ix2iin.
Price 6/6. The "Midget"
emergency ditto. Height
5£*4gxl3in. Will run
approx. 300 miles. Price
4/4. Postage 8d. extra.

THE HUNT EXCELSIOR
WATCH AND HOLDER.

Weather and dust-proof
case. Watch guaranteed
to stand vibration. Can
be wound and adjusted
without removing from
the case or handle-bar.
For attaching to the
handle-bar.

Price 5/6. Postage 2d.

THE HUNT
Valve Spring Remover.
By means of the

compound action the
stoutest spring is

easily raised by a
slight turn of the
winged nut, leaving
both hands free.

Price 2/6.

MOTOR CYCLES in stock for

immediate Delivery.

RUDGE-WHITWORTH (in stock).

191 2 ptp. Multi-speed Mode!, with
tree engine, multi-plate clutch, pedal
engine starter, and mulfci speed goat' ;

price £60

ZENITHS, with the Gradua Gear (in stock).
191.2 :ii h.p. Model £55 13
1912 h.p. Model £70 7

BBADBURY (in stock).

1912 3! h.p Standard Model £48
1912 3 J h.p. Chain Drive £58 10

TRIUMPH.
1912 3i h.p. Free-engine Model £55

DOUGLAS (in stock).
1912 2; h.p. Twin, Model G £41

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
Moto-Reve, 1911 model, 2} h.p., twin-cyl., fitted

with the Villiers free-eDgine hub, complete
with tools and spares ; price 30 Guineas.
Cost £60, condition as new

Triumph, 1910 Model, in perfect running order.
complete with lamp, horn, and accessories ;

price £32

1912 MODEL SIDECARS in

stock for Immediate Delivery.
THE HUNT 1912 IMPROVED MODEL

(in stock).

TJ p li ola to red
wicker c h air,
cushion, detach-
able clips, 26 x
2 Jin. tyre. A
strong and re-
liable sidecar at
a popular price,
stocked to tit all

motor cycles.

Price £5 15s.

MILLFORD SIDECARS (in stock).

1912 Herald, improved model £6
1912 lUgid Model, with wicker body. . £9

THE "ALL-WEATKE3" SUIT.

Manufactured :n
double texture fawn
water-proof material.
Coat,double breasted,
wind and rain cuffs,

storm collar, throat
tab, ventila.ed under
arms,two side pockets
with flaps. Leggings
manufactured of the
same material to
match,with straps foi-

attaching to brace
buttons, spat feet.

Stock sizes : Coat,
length 36m., chest 40,
42, 44m. (size taken
over coat) Leggings,
full length 3iin.,
length inside leg agin.
Price of suit complete

£150.
Coat only : . £0 17 6
Leggings only 076

Postage Cd. -

The H.S. All-rubber Goggles,
including one set each- of
smoked and plain glasses,

Price 1/9. Postage 2d.

THE HUNT MAGNETO
KNIFE S A useful little tool.

F I L E : For
smoothing down
Platinum Points
to secure ovou
contact. GAP-
GAUGE for Bcfc.

tine Platinum
Points correctly.
KNIFE Tho
utility of wbicli
every motorist
will appreciate

Price 1/-,

Postage Id.

THE HUNT "ANTARNISH."
weatherproof, and IN-A non-greasy,

VISIBLE Lacquer for applying to the
\ plated parts of Motor Cars, Cycles,
-3 etc., and also to bare clean steel, brass,

WNTadwi^IU 01" anv other metal. Price per tin, 9d.
Sff5rJ:JS8 Postage 3d. - -

THE HUNT "ROSCO"
CYLINDER PAINT.

Keeps the engine cool,

prevents overheating,
produces a smooth dead

black surface. Unaffected by heat

or water.

Price per tin, 6d. Postage 2d.

THE HUNT
Motor Cycle Box Spanners.

Containing six sizes, with
tommy. English manu-
facture. Guaranteed.

izes §5, §«, I(I , §-, i$, jo in.

Price 2/6 set, postage 3d. l^ĝ t^igi^jg^: X-&

SPEED INDICATORS.

All Speed Indicators

fitted free.

The Cowey regis-

ters from 5 to 40
and 10-60 miles

.

per hour. Price

£4/4/0.

The Stewart registers ujS
to 60 miles per hour,

£2/15/0, ditto with Trip
Recorder, £3/10/0. The Jones registers up to 60
miles per hour, £3/3/0, ditto with Trip Recorder,

£4/4/0.

" COVEROLE." For Repairing Leaky Petrol

Tanks, Pipes, Unions, etc.

Directions.

For Worn Unions.—Paint the

treads and cone liberally with
Covercle, screw up tightly, and
give a final application" to the

ou tside.

For Cracked Pipes, etc.—Smear I

a piece of ,
paper, canvas, tape, or

similar material with Coverole,

and wrap tightly round the pipe.

Price 1/-. Postage 2d.

THE H.H. HUNT BELT
PUNCH AND CUTTER.

Both the cutter and punch
are easily removable for

sharpening, and either can
be immediately renewed at
the cost of a few pence

—

this is an advantage not to
be obtained in any other
punch.

Suitable for all size belts.

Price 5/-, Postage 2d.

THE HUNT TOOL BAG.

Sizeo^ x 5 x 4$ in. .

With Pockets for Oder
Plugs and Springs.

Price 7/6. Postage 4d. '

100 page illustrated catalogue post free.
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The Scottish Trials.—

News now came through of further
smashes. The entire Quadrant team was
in the wars. Cass charged a bridge
before. lunch and bent his frame, while
Allan Hay missed a corner and rammed
an iron gate.

The road continued to be very rough
into Braemar, where a control enabled me
to repass the leaders. For eight miles

we followed the broad main road down
Deeside, which was inches deep in white
dust. Just outside Braemar I leapt two
feet into the -air over the great-grand-

father of all potholes, but others which
succeeded were well up to sample. At
Inver Inn we turned sharp right up an

fine highway up Donside. In many
cases the joy wyj short-lived, for we
soon turned up the renowned precipice
described on maps as " Allargue Brae,"
and known to local riders as " Cockbridge
Ladder." The first section of this hill

is a mile in length, and contains seven
right-angle corners, all rendered arduous
by loose surface and the narrowness of

the road. After a brief dip a second
mile of gentler climbing supervenes.
That it is no phenomenal climb was
shown by a Scotch girl, who flew up
on her Douglas in great style, but it is

sufficiently trying for tired men with hot
engines at the end of a gruelling day.
Here again The Motor Cycle representa-
tive was for some time the only press-

<St>3

Holroyd : Vigorously pedalling his

Motosacoche.
Creyton's Junior T.T. Humber : Ex-

cellent.

Fenn (Humber) : Slow; apparently all

out.

South kicked, more to steady, himself
than to help his Rudge.

Griffith's Zenith : Good; lots in hand.
Gibson coaxed - his Bradbnry sidecar-

round the first bend by clutch-slipping,

then stuck, and disappeared running and
helped by pushers.

Soresby (L.M.C.) changed gear much
too late, and promptly stuck ; was
pushed off, but was running when he
passed out of sight.

Morrison's Douglas : Verv good indeed.

Rev. P. W. Bischoff, with Miss Beatrice Langston as passenger, accomplishing a splendid ascent of Rest and be Thankful on a Z\ h.p. Triumph sidecar

with Sturmey-Archer gear. The beauties of the surroundings will be appreciated by an examination of the photograph.

almost perpendicular hill, partly covered
with boulders and with a surface of

loose sand inches deep. Only one in

two men made clean ascents, several

conking out on the bottom ratio of three-

speed hubs ; the, swerves and plunges
were ludicrous to behold. Reaching the
summit, we. found a much better surface
than in 1910, and, the road being well

marked with arrows, the 1910 fiasco,

when everybody got lost and the section

was cancelled, was not repeated.

Good Going at last.

A stiff pitch at Reinloan accoimted for

several more riders, and everybody was
pleased when a steep drop put us on the

man and official on the hill. There was
a' great crowd of spectators. Owing to

the dry weather, this entire section was
at least 100% easier than in 1910.

An Exclusive Record of
Performances,

The following are my notes of the

performances—the only record taken,

since no official car appeared until most
of the men were up. ITnluckily, all the

photographers were lost, and no camera
had reached the hill by 6. p.m. Our
own Man was delayed with tyres at

Reinloan :

Pratt's P. and M. : Good ; skidded on

first bend.

Alexander's Indian : Very good; plenty

in reserve.

C. T. Newsome and Spioston (Rovers) :

Both excellent.

McMinnies (Triumph) had to jump off

on the bend, and vanished upwards,
running alongside gamely. A single-speed

single-cylinder is no machine for Scotch
trials.

Thomson's 8 h.p. Bat and so. ; Very
fast, saved from ditching by a, bad skid.

Macmillan's Scott went tip with con-

vincing ease.

Alexander's Douglas made perhaps the
i-rack ascent of the day—simply toyed
with tb hill.

,
Fletcher was less at

home. \Jt> quite good.

fc*4
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The Scottish Trials.
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A Causeway of RocKs,
Eight miles out lay the patch of road

where a car was alleged to have shed
its engine bolts a few weeks before.

Scorching ahead of the competitors, I

found that the road was being " refaeed
"

under a grant from the Road Board. All

I can say is that if the old face was
worse than the new, immediate decapita-

tion would have been a simpler plan, for

the "road" was a causeway of rocks

sprinkled with sand.

I got through on my low gear in great

plunges without coming off, and most of

the competitors were equally fortunate,

though- W. Pratt fell under his machine
and hurt his ankle.

Some of the competitors complained
bitterly of the next 100 miles, but in

reality they provided some of the best

going we have had. Some sixty miles

consisted of grass grown moor tracks, and
either of the ruts or the hoof-track pro-

vided a soft excellent going, much more
comfortable than the pot-holey main roads
we have sampled. Of course the
gradients were always stony, and to-

wards Tongue there were many miles

of rank bad going, deep sand or large

stones right across the road.

Wi!d but Beautiful Scenery.
Steering in ruts leaves small chance to

gaze at scenery. It was:wild and desolate

till we reached the noith coast; indeed,

the chief attraction of this district was
the absence of wrong turnings one might
take. Near th • coast the roads grew
worse and th_' sc_nery became goigeLui

—

indigo mountain*. ultramarine l.iclis.

green bracken, purple heather, white
road, grey serisge— _i veritai le not of

colour embodied in the grandest shapes
and masses, but to look about spelt a

hair-raising wobble. Near Hope the
minor gradients were all single figure and
very rough, whilj a mistake 'at a bend
often meant a deep drop- clean into the
sea.

Finally, with aching w lists, I reached
the test hill. Eriboll, and romped up to

the summit on quarter throttle and bottom
gear. It ftarts like Gurnard with a bad

J|@li(Lii^C!L3

A Rudge rider in <. ; ttecriiar attitude, accounted
for by his machine side-slipping in the loose surface

on one of the numerous bends.

bend ; 100 yards ' up there is a fearful

haiipin—a clean, sudden •volte, face, in a

very narrow road on a very stiff gradient
—100 yards further up there is a second
hairpin, a trifle less severe, and a third

corner * which is merely a sharp curve
conducted the men to the checker. After
getting their cards signed they retraced

their steps to Hope, and then struck

across to Tongue.
Tuere was no confusion, as might be

txpected, with men ascending 'and

descending simultaneously, for the whole
hill is visib'e from any point below the

third bend, and difficulties only arose

when a sidecar coming up met a sidecar

going down.

Fine Sidecar Ascents.
The Motor Cycle representative was

again the only press man on the hill, but
this time the officials were present in

force. Let me say at once that of many

ALGUST rst, icjij.

fine ascents the climbs of Hugh Gibson
and P. W. Bischoff with their respective

3j h.p. sidecar outfits most deeply im-
pressed the onlooker, and if one must
choose between the two Bischoff had a

shade more in hand.
Though the hill does not compare with

Cockbridge Ladder, it is a fine achieve-

ment for a single-cylinder engine to bring
up a sidecar, no matter how low the gear
ratio may be.

Individual Notes.

Newsome's Rover : Excellent ; conking
accompaniment on bends.

Steel (B.S.A.) fell at second bend : was
pushed off, ran, and rounded third bend
in saddle. The same applies to Soresby's
L.M.C.
Edmond's Humber : Good ; legged on

second bend.
J. Alexander's Indian : Excellent ; lots

of reserve power.
South's Rudge : Good ; legged on second

bend.
McMinnies : Touch and go whetliei

the engine stopped on second and third

bends ; achieved a clean ascent by skilful

driving.

Griifith's Zenith : An easy climb.

Macmillan's Scott : Very pretty ascent.

Morrison's Douglas : Baulked by
Yates's Humber, which fell just in front

of him on second bend ,• nevertheless went
up well. Yates got going again, and
rode remainder of hill with ease.

' W. Pratt's P. and M. : Good ; kicked
to steady himself on second bend.

Holroyd : Got np with pushing and
pedalling.

Gibson's Bradbury sidecar swung round
the second bend with its side wheel clean

off the ground. It then went up slowly
but surely ; a grand performance. The
oarliness of his arrival is creditable, as

the forty-nine -miles from Lairg were not

designed for passenger outfits.

C'uffe's Indian : Very good climb.

Vernon Taylor's Rudge : Stopped second
bend, rider dismounted third bend.

Sproston's Rover and Newey's Ariel :

Excellent.
Brough's low compression 6 h.p.

actually attempted the climb on a 3^ to 1

NEGOTIATING THE DEVIL'S ELBOW (between the Spittal ot Glenshee and Braemar.)

C. T. Newsome (3J h.p. three-speed Rover), the first competitor to S. J. K. Thomson (8 ho. Bat si iecar) successfully rounds the difficult benl.

arrive making a good ascent.
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Scene at the luncheon stop at Arrochar, on the shore of Loch Long.

single-gear (officially verified); he failed

to pick up after the bad hairpin, but re-

started and raced up Hie remainder. .

Morrison's Bat: Excellent ; -rider knew
the hill.

Westwood's two-speed Triumph : Very
good.
Berwick's New Hudson : Kicked hard

in third bend.
Begg's Budge : Almost stuck on third

bend.
Cass's Qua-drant : Bider running on

third bend.
.Begley's Hazlewood : He ran alongside

for half the hill; his spring forks are

damaged (reason, a cow) and wobble so

badly that it is wonderful he can corner

at all.

Fenn's Humber : Bider kicked at both

bad bends to steady himself.

Downie's (A.J.S.) : Grand climb for

a lightweight; neat and sure.

Dixon's Singer took second bend very

neatly indeed : Good.
Meredith's Bradbury : Good.

Cocker's 2i h.p. Singer : Bider took

the second bend rather awkwardly, but

the engine did not mind, and machine

went up with the clutch squeaking a

little.

F. Smith's Clyno sidecar : Splendid

climb. The corner work at the second

bend was perfect; at the third he skidded

"badly.

M. Pratt (Alldays) fell heavily at the

second bend ; iust got round the third,

being half baulked by a descending com-

petitor.

Mundy (Macbeth-Precision) : Very
pood indeed.

Keiller (G.W.K. c.yclecar) : Magni-
ficent -climb ; his second turn was a

masterpiece

Donaldson (New Hudson) : Good
climb; took the second bend well, went
into a ditch at third bend, but rode

cleverlv out again without a spill.

in clouds

V certain

more

North (Ariel) : Slow climb
of blue smoke.

Bischoff (Triumph and se.) :

climb. Miss Langston once
" weatherilted " in enviable style

Miss Hind (Bex) tackled second bend
at too high a speed and stopped, was
pushed off and stopped at third bend

;

Donaldson who was descending politely
helped her to restart.

Lord (Bex) : Very good.
Fletcher and Alexander (DougUs) : Roth

very good.

G. Taylor (single-geared Briidge) : Ban
most of the way between the bends.

G. Bell (New Hudson) came np, but
had several stops.

N. W. Downie (James) had a great
struggle, and finally walked up without
his machine, and asked to have his card
signed ; the cool did his engine good, and
getting a start above the third bend he
managed to ride the rest.

B. Holloway (Premier) : Probably the
best 3£ h.p. climb ; apparently on middle
gear till near the top, and cut out thirty
yards below each corner.

Gray (Budge multi) : Neat and easy.

Oliphant (Premier): Clean ascent; lots

of power.
Alan Hill (Indian) : Very good.
G. Bell (New Hudson) : Slow, but clean

ascent.

Creyton (Junior T.T. Humber) kicked
on both hairpins.

D, Bell (A.J.S. sc.) failed at bottom on
first attempt ; came up well after as far

as third bend, where he hit the bank:
after a long delay clambered up the rest

somehow ; his bent forks handicapped
him at the corners. He showed how use-

ful a handle-bar controlled clutch can be
on a bad hill.

Be Vack (Motosacoclie) got

stages with much "H.P.A.
- '

Macdohald (Norton) arrived la.te to

make a first rate climb.
White (Alldays) got

stops.

Whitehouse (single

stopped at third bend.
As. I left the hill after a two hours'

sojourn I met Tolfree's Bat and Douglas
on the Dot sidecar coming out from Hope,
and heard they both stopped on the hill.

up

np with several

- geared Rover)

Alan Hill (7h.p. two-speed Indian) on Allargue Brae or Cockbridge Ladder. Notice his walking stick

attached to the handle-bar. Hill is lame.

BIJ
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Entering the garage at Pitlochry. More than one competitor carried a spare cover around his

waist, as done by the rearmost rider.

Wood's G.W.K. cyclecar, Thompson's Bat.

sidecar, and Downie's Ariel-were tremend-
ously late, but all got up. Keiller

(Rudge) stopped.

The Worries of an Official.

The officials are having trouble with
some . of the competitors. Some un-
mannerly spirits let off fireworks at the
dinner table in a first-class hotel at

Granton last night. One firm have
sent their men spare tyres ready mounted
on vvheels. Even our longsuffering judges
baulk at such replacements !

The sixty-nine miles home consisted of

fifty-four rough miles, and fifteen miles
calculated to gladden the heart of an in-

veterate " blinder." Local croakers
prophesied a wholesale failure of the
entry on three alleged "unrideable" hills,

viz., Hope Hill (lbO yards of stupendous
gradient), Kinloch Hill (half a mile of

bad surface and severe gradient), Appegill
Hill (which gave Fred Dover so much
trouble on his coast ride). Local croakers
usually ignore the capabilities of trained
riders and well-tuned engines. I can
only saj that I do not know which of the
many moderate climbs between Hope and
Thurso are referred to. Personally, I

climbed them all on the middle ratio of

my Triumph with Armstrong hub, and
though my long stay at the official test
hill made me too late to observe the com-
petitors, I hear that only one or two
experienced any real difficulty on the con-
cluding sections.

Wednesday's Run Difficult.
To-day's run has been gruelling. Two

hundred and eleven miles over rough
roads

_
are necessarily exhausting, but

there is a marked improvement in
, every-

body's corner work, and the men are be-
coming so familiarised with bad going
that they have taken the bad pieces at
30 m.p.h. There was quite as bad goin<^
in the 1911 Harrogate Trials (for Tan Hill
is rougher than the new road at Lairg),
but the crux of the Scottish Trials is that
practically every mile is rough. And yet
next year the course may be more severe

!

BI4

Fourth Day, Thursday, 190 Miles.

Route : Thurso, Berriedale, Brora, Bonai
Bridge, Strathpeffer, Braemore Lodge.
Dundonnel Hotel, and Gairloch Hotel.
We have had our first drencher to-day.

Some of us heard the rain beating down
on the roofs at Thurso at one o'clock ihih

morning, and when we, at six. _looked
out of our windows we could scarcely see
across the road so thick was the Scotch
mist. The drizzle accompanied us south,
with variations. For instance, at Dun-
beath it was as dark as twilight.

Towards Bonar Bridge the drizzle changed
into a torrential downpour, and everybody
was quickly soaked. We heard of no
garments but oilskins that were proof
against it. This lasted until lunch, when
the sun came out.

The going was good from Thurso by the

inland S.E. cross cut to Latheron. The
surface of the Caitliness portion of the
End-to-end route is proverbial for excel-

lence, and was better than I have ever
seen it before. 'J. he road has been
widened and rolled. Berriedale troubled
nobody ; tha three-speed men nearly all

got up on their intermediate gears.

There was no excuse for sideslip until the
downpour converted the loose pieces

across Aultnamain Hill into soft sludge,
but we heard of no tumbles.

A Machine on Fire.

The morning's incidents consisted of

Hugh Gibson's Bradbury sidecar catching
fire at the Brora check, when he restarted

;

after filling his tanks, and of yet another
accident to the unlucky A.J.S. sidecar,
which collided with the well-known skew-
bridge at Alness Moor. The poor passen-
ger, who was unconscious for an hour
after their first smash, is again badly cut,
and the sidecar has been withdrawn.
The subsequent proceedings interested me
only by deputy, as I broke the high ten-
sion brush of my magneto, took the mag-
neto to bits once in pouring rain to re-

cover the pieces, and then took it down
again in a stable to remove the water.
In addition, I had to rebuild my front
cover with canvas, and to mend four
punctures in the back tyre, and so for the
rest of the day I figured as an " also ran,"
and report by hearsay.
Quite a number of men were despair-

ingly talking of retiring at lunch, until
the sun came out. The remainder of the
ride' was quite enjoyable, though once
more the stones prevented enjoyment of
the truly gorgeous scenery. There are
no finer views in Great Britain than can
be found along the stretch from Dun-
donnel Inn to Kinlochewe via- Gairloch,
but rough going, added to grease, glued
all eyes to the road.

A Dangerous Bridge.
- Just beyond Strathpeffer a T.T. maclune
was seen resting against Contin Bridge
with its forks looking very drunk. It

B. A. Macmillan (Scott) at the water splash between Lairg and Hope. Observe the rocky surface.
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The Scottish Trials.—
turned out that pool' C'reyton had mis-

judged tile bad corner, but escaped with
a sprained wrist. There is some excuse
for him, lor in Scotland a solitary public

house at cross roads may be granted a

ten-mile limit, so that men grow apt to

discount danger signs.

1'his particular death trap is only

honoured by a red triangle, though in

happy. Hill has fixed up his broken handle-

bar with a walking stick, but finds left-

handed corners rather awkward, as the
improvised bar fouls the tank.

Observations on Hills (THURSDAY) -

George Brough, who rode a 6 h.p. single-geared
twin Brough in the Scottish Trials.

England it would be guarded by a

perfect forest of boards. A mile or two
further on a six-cylinder limousine, lying
sideways in a ditch, gave eloquent testi-

mony to the roads. Poor Gibson - has
been less amusing than usual to-day ; he
has been gradually educating Ms passen-
ger in corner work, and rumour asserts

that he has been seen violently thump-
ing his drowsy cargo when a sudden
corner loomed up. But to-day his back
wheel covers have given trouble, and,
owing to the wobble, his back tyre
rubbed against, the stays until it burst.

Pratt's foot is still troubling him ; it

turns out that crossing the "new road"
at Lairg he fell over the side of the cause-
way, and his overalls catching on his
machine, he was unable to extricate
himself.

Gruinard Hill.

There was a great plague of midges
along the lochside towards Gruinard,
and at the turn of the' bay the sand lay
much deeper across the road than usual.

Gruinard Hill proved an easy climb for

nearly everybody. It consists of a short
steep pitch,, say 300 yards of 1 in 7 or
so, with a corner at the bottom and a

corner at the top. The corner at the
top is very

s

loose. (Details of the per-
formances are appended.) Most of the
men seemed tc find Poolewe Hill more
difficult, but there have been no difficult

ascents to-day. and if it had not been
for the rain we should have had quite a
picnic.

Hutchinson appeared at Lairg with his

Rex-Jap sidecar, which was delivered
too late for the start from Edinburgh.
He was missing last night, and I hear
he upset on a corner near Aultnaharra.
owing to his having no passenger ; the
front forks were broken, and his un-
official run thus comes to an untimely
end. A bee flew down Fenn's collar,
and as the Gairloch midges have also taken
a particular fahev to him. he is very un-

Name of Machine ami Rider. Cairnwell. Gruinard.

N. Soresby ( 3 1 L.M.C.) N.O Verv good
K. A. Macmiilan (3,5 Scott) . , . Very gone1 Excellent

J S. Holroyd (-2.V Motosacoche) Pedalled Excellent
~S. J. K. Thomson (8 Bat sc.) Top gear,

very fast

Excellent

W. Pratt (3* P. & M.) Goocl .... Excellent
A. G. Ferm (2% Humber) Good .... Kicked
W. Creyton (2$ Humber) Good .... Retired
Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno) Very good Star per-

formance
A. J. Sproston (3*- Rover) . .

.

Very good Excellent
C. T. Newsome (3^ Rover) ,. .

.

Verv goocl Excellent
W. Houghton (3I- Bradbury Shed —

sidecar). passenger
W. G. McMinnies (3$ Fairly Kan

Triumph) good alongside

J. F. Morrison {2% Douglas) .

.

Very good Excellent
H. Gibson (3i- Bradbury sc. 1 Stopped Shed

passenger
G. Griffith (6 Zenith) . .

Good Excellent
E. B. Keiller (3$ Rudge) . ... N.O —
F. G. Edmond (3.'. Humher) Good .... r 0.

J. T. Wood {d G.W.K. cyclecar) Very good Excellent
Bert Yates (3$ Humher) Very good Excellent
L. E. Cass (4*- Quadrant) .... Fair N.O,
T. Steel (3,1 B'.S.A.) Fair N.O.
P. W. Bischoff (3* Triumph Stopped Excellent

sidecar)

I. R. Alexander (7 Indian) . .

.

Good Very good
R. Lord (6 Rex) Good .... Good
R. White (3 t Alldays- Very good

Matchjebs)
C. M. Keiller (8 G.W.K. Very good Excellent

Cyclecar)
M. Pratt (3$ Alldays- Very good Excellent

Matchless) :

W, B. Gibb {zl Douglas) Very good —
G. L. Fletcher {?% Douglas) '.

.

Very good Excellent
W. Westwood (3J Triumph) .

.

Verv goocl N.O.
G. Taylor (3A- Rudge) Stopped.'. Stopped
F. Belgey (3 HazelWood) .... Stopped . .

—
George Brough (6 Brough) . . .- Very good Excellent
Vernon Taylor (3^ Rudge) .

.

Fairly good Excellent
H. GrDixon (3A- New Hudson) Fairly good Excellent
H. Berwick (3* New Hudson) Very good Excellent

J. Donaldson (3J New Hudson)
R. S. Hood (6 Brough)

Very good Excellent
N.O .

Verv good Excellent
N. W. Downie (3^ Tames) . N.O Excellent
A. H. Alexander {2! Douglas) Verv good Very good
J H. Begg (34 Rudge) N.O. . Excellent
H. Le Vack {2$ Motosacoche) Pedalled

and ran
Retired

J. D. Morrison (5-6 Bat) Very good Ran
alongside

P. E. Tolfree {3^ Bat) N.O Excellent
W. D. South (3* Rnd;e) N.O Exce but

,

Miss Muriel Hind (6 Ret) .... Stopped
top bend

Excellent

N.O Excellent
F. C. North {3* Ariel) Stopped Excel 'en t

A. D. Scott (3,V Triumph) .... N.O „
I. P. Macdonaid (4 Norton). .

.

Good .... N.O.
G. E. Cuffe (7 Indian) Verv good Excellent
C. W Meredith (3 LV Bradbury) N.O" Very good
T Cocker (•>.! Singer) N.O Excellent
A J Dixon (3* Singer) N.O Excellent
R Hollo'.vay (3$ Premier) . .

.

N.O Excellent

J Oliphant (3.
1
, Premier) N.O Excellent

l
r S Douglas (8 Dotl N.O —
R G Munclv Very goocl Excellent
B. A. Hill (7 Indian) Excellent Excellent
G. T. Gray (3* RUdge) ...... Good .... N.O.
A. U. R. Downie (3J A. f S.) Very good Excellent

N.O. : Not observe:!.

An Additional Hill.
The competitors are anxious about a

tumour that, the Kenmore side of Amulree
Hill is to be inserted in the Saturday's
route. It is true that the hills have
been unnecessarily easy, not one of them
containing gradients steep enough to test

a multi-speeded 3^ h.p.—surface and
corners have constituted the only
difficulty on the test hills. It would
seem unfair, however, to deprive men of

their gold medals if -they lose time on a
hill which was not in the original sche-
dule : the riders, are quite agreeable t"

accept an optional hill-climb, provided
that everybody who fails may go into
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check by a loop road. From hints 1

have heard the hill-climbing tests in

the 1913 Scottish Trials are to be positively
stupendous. Frank Smith ran off the
road while he was bending down to oil,

and broke a stay of his sidecar frame.

Renewing KroKen Parts.
Some controversy has been aroused

about the use of spare parts. Alan Hill,

after being charged on the Devil's
Elbow by a non-competitor, wired for a
spare handle-bar, but the judges refused
permission to fit it, and only allowed him
to repair the damaged bar in running
time. This apparently stern decision
was doubtless inspired by the cool

audacity of other competitors, whose
troubles were purely due to the fault of
their machines. It is said that one well-
known rider was actually caught in -the
act of mounting an engine borrowed from
a non-competitor's machine, while several
men walked calmly into the Oban and
Grantown hotels with new wheels in

their hands. As a consequence, the
judges have taken a firm line.

G. T. Gray broke his magneto H.T.
brush, and was towed six miles by the
judges' car. He found this so uncom-
fortable that he decided to attempt a
repair, and as the judges had pressed a
tow upon him, they decided he should
not be disqualified if he finished by mid-
night. The mishap occurred on Ault-
namain Moor at 11 a.m., and after being-
towed to a farmhouse where he could
work out of the rain, he put things to
rights, and reached Gairloch at 11 p.m.

Fifth Day, Friday, 130f Miles.
Route : Gairloch, Auchnasheen, Garve,

Drumnadrochit, Fort Augustus, and
Inverness.
Friday morning opened fine, and out of

the original seventy a depleted band of
fifty-three stalwarts faced the starter.

Up to the Loch Maree Hotel the
scenery was perhaps the finest of all we
have seen. For the next ten miles to
Auchnasheen the going was atrocious.
The dips in these dirt roads often sink
through the foundation, and then a
canny Scot comes along and builds a
cairn of stones over the place, and we
ride over them and fall off.

The stretch from Loch Maree to

Kinlochewe included some very perilous
corners, some quagmiry patches, and a

long steep climb, on which many engines
conked out last year. To-day there was
no wind, and we all got up easily.

There are so many variably-geared hubs
in the trial that we now describe hills

in terms of those hubs. On these lines

all the climbs before lunch were "middle
gear hills."

After Auchnasheen we got some fine

going into Garve, through rather de-

serted regions.

A Terrific Thunderstorm.
After Garve the roads were good

through Muir of Ord and Beauly into

Glen tlrquhart, where a terrific thunder-
storm burst right overhead, and in

half a minute the roads were awash witli

water. Lightning seemed narrowly to

miss one or two riders, and the down
pour was tropical in its intensity. Belt

troubles followed instantaneously. One
or two men, notably McMinnies and
South, had started the trials with belt

shields. Others had improvised guards
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dining yesterday's rain; Brough, for
instance, had a huge sheet of lino sur-

rounding his crank case. But the re-

mainder were popping along at 10 or 12
m.p.h. on their bottom gears, and
engines roared if the throttle was
timidly opened.
The drivers of belt-driven sidecars had

to dismount and run up perfectly con-
temptible hills.

Jury Rigs.
- Gibson appeared with Cocker in his

sidecar, the latter's frame having collapsed

near Invermoriston. Gibson has sur-

mounted his cone troubles, but the punc-
ture fiend visited him on seven occasions
before lunch. Frank Smith's Clyno runs
as rigidly as ever the broken lug being
safeguarded by a broomstick, straps, and
lashings of cord.

The first arrivals at Fort Augustus
enjoyed some little excitement, for there

was no checker, no petrol, no oil, and
lunch had not been ordered. However,
a car presently rushed up. and everything
was put to rights. As the day's run was
very short (130 miles), and Fort Augustus
is a most charming place, the judges
granted us two- hours for lunch.
The first person we met was W. B.

Little, of whom we knew nothing except
that he had retired near Oban on Monday.
He was limping and bandaged. The back
tyre of his Premier burst when he was
travelling at 45 m.p.h. A wire arrived
from Le Vack" announcing that he had
retired uninjured yesterday. He has
sustained many minor troubles, and could
not coax his lightweight up the hills.

Ascent of Glendoe.
Three-quarters of a mile from the hotel

begins the ascent of Glendoe. It com-
mences with about a mile and a half ol

gradient, in short steps of 1 in 5, 1 in

6; and 1 in 7, separated by brief " land-
ings " of 1 in 12 or 20. The surface is

good, and the corners are negligible. In
past trials it has proved rather formid-
able, but to-day there is nothing which
can stop an alert man on a three-
speeder. Practically all the survivors

JpiraE@3LB

made clean ascents, though a good number
had nothing up their sleeves. Some of

the men drove very badly : they allowed
themselves to be deceived into the belief

that the "landings" were level, and so

they repeatedly changed up from first to
second gear, and hastily changed down
again when the engine knocked loudly.

The following are notes of individual
performances :

Newsome (Rover) : Fast, bottom gear.

Pratt (P. and M.) : Good, low gear.
Holroyd (Motosacoche) : Pedalled.
Yates (Humber) : Very good.

'

Edmond (Humber) : Not quite as fast.

J. Alexander (Indian) : Excellent.
J. Steel (B.S.A.) : Excellent.
McMinnies (Triumph) : Excellent.
Griffith's (Zenith) : Perhaps the fastest

ascent.

Sproston (Rover) : Excellent.
Morrison (Douglas): Phenomenal speed.
Alexander (Douglas) : Faster still.

Westwood (Triumph) : Stopped first

ascent. Second climb good.
Brough (Brough) : On 3£ to 1 single-

gear ; a terrific ascent.

Taylor and South (Rudge multis) : Ex-
cellent.

Frank Smith (Clyno sc.) : Very good,
(His ratios are 4£, 8, and 14.)

Fletcher (Douglas) : Fair.

Soresby (L.M.C.) : Rather slow.
Berwick (New Hudson) : Verv good.
Macmillan (Scott) made a lovely climb.
Thomson (Bat sc.) : Went "up ' easily.

Cass (Quadrant) : Very good.
Morrison (Bat) : Excellent.
Newey and North (Ariels) : Excel-

lent; Newey halfway on middle gear:

. Keiller (G.W.K.) : At a good speed.
Wood's sister machine was equallv fast.

Bischoff (Triumph sc). G. Taylor
(Rudge), and Donaldson (New Hudson)
arrived in a clump. Bischoff, clean
ascent on bottom gear. Donaldson barely
outstripped the sidecar; while Taylor's
single gear took itself up.

Fenn (Humber) ran alongside for a

considerable distance.
Pratt (Alldays) : Very good.
Holloway (Premier) : Excellent.
White (Alldays) : Rather slow.
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Meredith (Bradbury) and Dixon
(Singer) : Excellent.
Ohphant (Premier) : Good.

Another Severe Hill.

At this point 1 moved on to observe
a rumoured hill a mile further on, and
when my own 3i h.p. Triumph knocked
to a standstill on a t>'2 to 1 gear 1 knew
I had missed some fun. Tnis topmost
hill is a continuation of Glendoe. There

is a long drop after the first climb, end-

ing in a sharp turn over a bridge.

From this bridge there is a short steep

pitch of, say, 1 in 6, followed by a few
yards of 1 in 15, and then without any
warning there comes a terrific S bend:
The grade on the first corner is 1 in HJ,

(official survey), and the second cornei:

comes within twenty yards of the first.

The following macle clean ascents :

Both the G.W.K.'s. all three Premier
machines, Newspme's Rovei , Newey
and North on Ariels, Downie's 2^ h.p.

A.J.S., Miss Hind" and R. Lord on Rex
twins. Alexander's Douglas. Smith's
Clyno, Mundy on the Macbeth, .Mere-

dith's Bradbury, Alan Hill's Indian, and
Pratt's P. and M. All the rest failed,

and a good number of them failed twice.

I should add that Keiller's G.W.K.a
stopped through a mulled gear change,
but that he adroitly restarted on the
steepest patch.

This surprise tit-bit concluded the
day's fiercer joys, and a peaceful run of

thirty-three miles into Inverness was a

pleasant conclusion. The going was
excellent, but some lazy spirits noticed
that the route-layer had failed to safe-'
guard a short cut. by a check, and so

saved themselves seven or eight miles.
- A meeting of the competitors is to be
held this evening, at which the judges
will probably announce :

(a) That several extra special prizes
are to be awarded.

(b) That nobody need expect- one.
unless he climbs Amulree from the I

Kenmore side.

(c) That riders may select the easiest

route if preferred.

(d) That anybody who starts up
Amulree must get up somehow.

Wailing outside the Fort Augustus check. W. Pratt (P. & M.) and C. T. Newsome (31 h.p. Roverj in the
pouring rain on Friday.
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In response to these suggestions, the
riders took a vote, and, as a majority
were in favour of climbing Kenmore,
the entire trial will go that way.
For list of marks lost in to-day's run

see table at end of report.

Last Day, Saturday, 178 J Miles.
Route : Inverness, Kingussie, across the

Grampians, Pitlochry, Aberfeldy, up Ken-
more side of Amulree, Crieff, Stirling, and
Edinburgh.
The withdrawal of Macdonald and

Cocker (see table) left thirty men still in

possession of clean sheets, and there was
an atmosphere of bated breath about the
start, in view of the inserted climb at

Amulree, perforce accepted by the com-
. petitors in view of the cffkials firm stand
at the meeting on Friday night.

J. Donaldson (3j h.p. New Hudson)
overslept himself, and though the official

start was timed for 8 a.m., he did not
wake till a few minutes before nine. He
scrambled into his clothes, rushed to the
garage, flattened his nose down on to the
lamp bracket, and raced over the moun-
tains. Having no watch or speedometer
he was quite ignorant how he stood, but
he reached the check at Kingussie, forty-

five miles away, with a few seconds in

hand.

Over the Grampians.
The other men purred peacefully over

-the summit, for the Grampian road is

now a first-class highway, broad and
smooth.

Pot-holes of great depth, indented at
frequent intervals, spoilt the last few
miles into Pitlochry, where we lunched at

Scotland's Hotel.

We had scarcely got away from Pit-

lochry before another Highland thunder-
storm burst upon us. I ran out past
Aberfeldy to inspect the Kenmore Hill

before the men got there, and • went
straight up non-stop with a hot engine,
without even having to trail my feet on
the bends. This test run made it evident
that the ascent would not cost any solo

machine a gold medal. It is impossible
either to "observe" or describe so long
and tortuous a hill. It commences with .

single figure gradient, rising clean out of

the Aberfeldy-Killin Road at an angle of

thirty degres or so, and a good rush can
be snatched off the bridge. The road is

very narrow and stony, with here and
there great slabs of rock jutting out of

the track. There are at least eight
corners which necessitate slowing right
down, and at least two of them are
genuinely difficult, but there is no terrific

combination of corner and gradient at
any given point.

The -sidecars and cyclecars were started
last this morning, lest they should stick
on the hill, and baulk the bicycles. The
following appeared to make absolutely
clean ascents: Newsome (Rover), Pratt
(P. and M.), Alexander (Indian), Mac-
millan (Scott), Fletcher (Douglas), Mere-
dith (Bradburv), ITolloway (Premier), A.
U. R. Downie (A.J.S.), and Miss Hind
(Rex).
"> I may add that all three official cars
(modern vehicles of good horse-power)
stuck on- the hill.

The following made good ascents,
although not actually clean climbs : Hol-
royd (Motosacoche)," Griffiths (Zenith),
Cass "

(
Quadrant), Alexander (Indian),

Brongh, Alexander (Douglas), Downie
(A.J.S.), R. Lord (Rex), F. Smith (Clyno),

and Keiller (G.W.K. cyclecar).

Rain fell in sheets for most of the
fifty-five miles which separated us from
Edinburgh, and belt-slip hindered most
of us. The back cover of Alan Hill's

7 h.p. Indian burst thirty miles from
home—a sickening contretemps ijith a
gold medal almost in one's grasp. We
saw him under the trees with his back
wheel out, assisted by passing motor
cyclists, and we thought his medal was
doomed, but a little later as we trickled

through a ten-mile limit he roared past
at terrific speed, and he just got in to

time, amidst general congratulations.

The crowd at the finish was as large

as ever, in spite of the mud and rain.

The flooded roads gave us one piece of

information. We thought the gigantic
pot-holes for which most of the Scotch
main roads are remarkable were ascrib-

able either to carelessness or to parsi-

mony, but we saw to-day that they
serve one very useful purpose. We passed
through one village w-h?re there was a
deep pot-hole full of water to each square
yard of road and a duck in almost every
pot-hole! Basil H. Davies.

Special Awards.
Private Owners' Prize f'/'/ir Mann

facturers' Union Tropin/), value
1 10 10s. ;

R. A. Macmillan (3f h.p. Scott).

Trade Riders' Prize :

W. Pratt (3J, h.p. P. and M.).

Passenger Machine Prize :

M: Keiller (8 h.p. G.W.K. cyclecar).

Lightweight Prize :

A. U. R. Downie (2J, h.p! A.J.S.).

Team Prize :

Team (J. R. Alexander, B.

and G. E. Cuffe, 7 h.p.

Indians).

C

The Indian
A. Hill,

TABLE OF AWARDS AND MARKS LOST.
Rider and Machine, Mon. Tues. Wed. Thnrs Fri. Sat. Total Remarks.

R. A. Macmillan (3! Scott) Gold medal

J. S. Holrovd (2^ "Motosacoche' b Gold medal

W. Pratt (3* P. & M.) Gold medal

Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno sc.) .

.

b Gold medal

C. T. Newsome (3A Rover) .... Gold medal

W. G. McMinnies (3I- Triumph) Gold medal

J. F. Morrison (2$ Douglas) .

.

Gold roe'da

G. Griffith (6 Zenith) Gold medal

F. G. Edmond (3* Humbe ) .

.

Gold medal

Bert Yates (3^ Humber) Gold medal

P. W. Bischoff (3^ Triumph sc.) Gold medal

J. R. Alexander ("7 Indian) .... Gold medal
C. M. Keiller (8 G.W.K. cyclec'r) Gold medal
M,. Pratt (3* Alldays-Matchless) Gold medal
W. Westwood (3J Triumph) .

.

Gold medal
George Brough (6 Brough) .... Gold medal
Vernon Taylor (3J Rudge) . ,

.

Gold medal

H. Berwick (3^ New Hudson).

.

- Gold medal

.J. P. Morrison"(5-6 Bat) . - Gold medal
W. D. South (3* Rudge) Gold medal
F. C. North (3i Ariel) b -Gold medal .

-

.C. W. Meredith (3* Bradbury) Gold medal
Gold medal

R. Holloway (3J Premier) . ._.

.

Gold medal
Gold medal

R. G. Mundy (Macbeth- Precis'n) Gold medal
B. A. Hill (7 Indian) Gold medal

J. Donaldson (3^ New Hudson) Gold medal
A. U. R. Downie (2.VA.J.S.) .. _Gold medal
G. L. Fletcher (2^ Douglas) .

.

_
Award undecided

A. H. Alexander (2$ Douglas).

.

3
Disqualified

J. Steel (3£ B.S.A.) 18 1 19 Silver medal
N. W. Downie (3$ James) 33 38 Silver medal
A. J. Sproston (3! Rover) .... *

36 *5 4i S.M. * Lost way and punctured

52 ,0 52 Silver medal
R. Lord (6 Rex) 3

3

*
38

*
38

15

3

57

59

S.M. * Helping Miss Hind

1 14 S.M. * Tyre troubles

*6o 60 S.M. * Hit a bridge

J. H. Begg (3* Rudge) ' 60 60 Silver medal
G. T. Gray (3.V Rudge) *6o 60 S.M. * Ma.meto breakage

R. White (3^ Alldays-Matchless *6o 8 68 S.M. *. Broken spokes, front wheel

H. Gibson (3i Bradbury sc.) .

.

*6o 15 75 *Back wheel cones and burst tyre,

award undecided

G. E» Cuffe (7 Indian) 60 60 Silver medal

*6o 22 82 Bronze medal. * Tyres, etc.

S. J. K. Thompson (8 Bat, sc.) *6o 60 120 B.M. * Broken steering stem

60 31 9 1 Bronze medal

J. T. Wood (8 G.W.K. cyclecar 0. *6o *6o 120 B M. *Collision, sheared hub ke.

P. E. Tolfree (3I Bat) 60 60 46 30 196 B.M. Weak on hills

G.E. Whitehouse (3?.- Rover) 5-1 41 60 60 4i 256 B.M. Weak on hills

N. Soresby (3 £ L.M.C.) 44 _ 44 Disqualified, towed 8 mis. Friday

60 Ret.
W. Creyton (2$ Humber) *2

3 fRtd. * Ty.es. t Hit bridge at Contin

C. W. Munro (aJ-Douglas) *Rtd. * Hit bridge

W Houghton (3§ Bradbury, sc.) *Rtd. * Broke sidecar axle

J. E. Chisholm (3I James) 60 Ret.
E. B Keiller

(3 | Rudge) 60 Rtd.
W. B. Gibb (2I Douglas) Rtd. Disqualified

Duncan Bell {5 A.J.S., sc.) *6o *6o Rtd. * Accidents due to h'bar twisting

Rtd. Stripped nuts of front fork

H. G. Dixon (3* New Hudson) Rtd. Gudgeon pin burst cylinder wall

R. S. Hood (6 Brough) 60 Rtd.
G. Bell (3,^ New Hudson) 1 60 Rtd.
A. A. Hay (3.V Quadrant) Rtd. Ran into a gate

T. Silver (3* Quadrant) Rtd. Hit a wall

W. B. Little (3* Premier) Rtd.
H. Le Vack (2£~ Motosacoche) r3 24 Rtd.
A. D. Scott (3^ Triumph) 60 Rtd. General troubles

I. P. Macdonald (4 Norton) — Rtd.

18 60 60 Rtd.
Rtd. Broken frame

F. S. DougIa"s (8 Dot! General troubles
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Sheffield Club's Open Hill-climb.

THE Sheffield and Hallamshire Motor Cycle Club's
open hill-climb was held on Saturday last on a hill

near Chesterfield, locally known as Slack Hill. This
hill, sometimes called Amber Hill, is on the main

Chesterfield -Matlock Road. It is a long pull of .nearly a
mile, commencing with a straight gradual rise, then a bend

General view of the start, looking towards the summit of Slack Hill.

to the right on a gradient of about 1 in 6—the steepest part
—followed by a more severe twist to the left, and culminat-
ing in about a quarter of a mile of 1 in 10. The surface is

more gritty than in the case of the average Derbyshire hill,

consequently the road was not greasy, despite the heavy
rain.

The. weather did not favour the organising club, for

shortly before the advertised time of starting a violent
thunderstorm broke over the district. So violent was it

that when we passed through Chesterfield the water was
pouring through the lower rooms of a row of houses, the
frightened occupants retreating with articles of furniture.

The road from Sheffield via Chesterfield was completely
cut off by a swollen river. At the top of the hill a car
containing several officials, and belonging to the president
of the Sheffield Club, Mr. Bisby, was struck by a. flash of
lightning, and some of the paint and metalwork damaged;
the occupants, however, escaped injury.

Class 1.—Lightweights up to 350 c.c.

In Class 1, E. Woods (2£- Levis) made a very good ascent.

H. C. Newmau (Ivy) made a very fast climb, as also

did J. Dudley on a 2^ Hobart-Precision. Mrs. Carter, the
only lady competitor, failed at the corner. Result :

m. s. Fig. of merit.
S. Philpott (2 Humber) 1 -561 '• 83.3
H. C. Newman (2j Ivy) 1 17J. ... 90.2
J. Dudley (2J Hobart-Precision) 1 28f ... 103.4

Class 2.—Lightweights up to 350 c.c.

J. Haslam on his T.T. Douglas rode well, especially at
the corner, whilst Dan Bradbury on an overhead valve New
Hudson would no doubt have made fastest time had it not
been for misfiring when in sight of the finishing banner,
the magneto terminal having come loose. R. N. Corah on
a small red twin also made good time. Result :

D. Bradburv (2| New Hudson) .. 1 30 ... 73.4
J. Haslam "(2f Douglas) 1 121 •• 84.7
H. Petty (2J, Singer) 1 36J- ... 86.1

Class 3.—Standard singles up to 560 c.c. -

H. C. Newman again made the fastest climb in this class,

coming well round the corner. R. Flint (Norton) also
rode steadily and well. Dan Bradbury on his Norton made
a good climb. Result :

M. S. Fig. of merit

1 9s :.. 88.9

1 21 ... 98.5

1 111 ... 98.7

D. Bradbury (Norton)
H. C. Newman (Ivy)

S. Sawer (Premier)

Class 4.—T.T. singles up to 500 c.c.

This was the best supported event. Especially good
climbs were made by H. Eardley and F. Dover (Premiers),

R. Flint (Norton), E. L. Mosey (B.S.A.), and W. F. New
some (Triumph), but all those mentioned were overshadowed
by H. C. Newman (Ivy-Precision). Newman was appar-

ently geared higher than usual, but he shot up the 1 in 6

section like a rocket. S. Crawley (Triumph) exhibited more
dash than Newsome at the bends, but as he had to switch

off several times we doubt if he saved a second thereby.

D.
E.
H.
K.
H.

Bradbury (Norton)
L. Moxley (B.S.A.)

C. Newman (Ivy)

Clark (Corah) ...

Eardley (Premier)

8 .. 87.4

2# .. 90.8

3+ .. 99.8

U .. 100.1

51 .. 100.9

3# .. 101.1

21 103.2

1

1
1

1

1

G. S. Hall (Scale-Jap) . ... 1

Fastest Time : R. Flint (Norton) 1

Class 5.—Standard multi-cylinders up to 1,100 c.c.

This event was rather disappointing, the big twins not

making much better time than the singles, although A. B.

Wade (6 h.p. Zenith) rode splendidly.- Jack Haslam, on

a similar mount, appeared to wobble slightly at the corner,

but recovered himself.

A. B. Wade (6 Zenith) 59 ... 117.4

Jack Haslam (6 Zenith) 1 5f ... 127.6

T. Roper (7 Indian) 1 9| ... 162.4

The twins, with the exception of Wade's Zenith, which
made fastest time of the day in this event, were again

slow. Result :

A. B. Wade (6 Zenith) 58
Jack Haslam (6 Zenith) ... ... 1 5

R. Garnett (6 Matchless) ... •.., 1 12|

Class 7.—Sidecars and cyclecars.

This was carried out in the pouring rain, the competitors
having the course to themselves, all the- spectators having
scrambled to shelter. . A. B. Wade made a third ex-

ceedingly fine ascent, but the best performance was un
doubtedly that of H. C. Newman, whose 3j h.p. Ivy
brought,the rider and sidecar up at a wonderful speed, tin-

passenger being obliged to lean over on the bends to keep
the wheel down.
The Gordon cyclecar started well, but commenced mis-

firing at the corner, and did not finish the climb. Result :

H. C. Newman (3i Ivy) 1 30,1

A. B. Wade (6 Zenith) 1 19

Jack Haslam (6 Zenith) 1 34f
H. P. Jeffries (6 Zenith) ... 1 45

The general arrangements were very good,
delays being occasioned by a small amount of tra

hill, but a telephone installation prevented any possibility

of collisions.

115.3
126
132.4

89.3

93.8

100.2
120
the only

affic on the

K. (lark 131 h.p. Corah-Jap) negotiating the second bend on Slack Hill.
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ENGLISH-DUTCH RELIABILITY TRIAL.
FINAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL TRIAL ON AUGUST 5th-

THE arrangements for the above trial are now
complete. On Saturday next, the majority of

the British riders will leave Liverpool Street,

London, by the 4.10 p.m. boat train, and will be met
by the remainder of the party at Parkeston Quay,
Harwich. Every competitor must report himself to

the captains, Messrs. Cooper and Pratt, by 6 p.m.

The boat leaves for the Hook of Holland at 10 p.m.,

and is due at 5.15 a.m. The hon. secretary of the

.

Dutch Motor Cycle Club and members of the council

will be in waiting to welcome the English competitors.

Number-plates and the complete regulations have
been issued to all competitors.

The final selection of the British team is as follows

:

Private Owners-.
Class A.—For machines up to 350 c.o.

Xo. E2. Geoffrey Smith (2| h.p. flumber).
E8. C. Maurice Down (2| h.p. Enfield).

E34. F. C. Wasley (2f h.p. Douglas).
Reserves: F. A. Hardy (Norton) and J. C. Bennett-

Mitchell (2| h.p. Douglas).

Glass B.—For machines from 350 to 500 c.c.

E22. Vernon Tavlor (34 h.p. Rudge).
E28. Fred Dover (34 h.p. Premier).

E36. E. Lester (34 h.p. P. and M.)
Reserve: Seymour Smith (34 h.p. Norton).

1,000

E30.
' E14.
Reserve :

E4.
E10.
E16.

Reserve :

Class C.—For machines from 500 to

E24. W. Cooper (34 h.p. Bradbury).
C. W. Wilson (Morgan Runabout).
A. E. Uffleman (6 h.p. Rex-Jap).
W. O. Oldman (Bat).

Trade Team.
Class A.—For machines up to 350
W. W. Douglas (2| h.p. Douglas'
R. Holloway (24 h.p. Premier).
Sam Wright (2| h.p. Humber).
H. Graham Dixon (2f h.p. New Hudson).

Class B.—For machines from 350 to 500 c.c.

E20. W. F. Newsome (34 h.p. Triumph).
E26. W. Pratt (34 h.p. P. and M.)
E32. J. H. Slaughter (34 h.p. New Hudson).

Reserve : F. C. North (34 h.p. Ariel).

Class C.—For machines from 500 to 1,000 c.c.)

E6. Frank Smith (5-6 h.p. Clyno sc,)

E12. F. W. Barnes (6 h.p. Zenith sc.)

E18. F. A. Applebee (3J h.p. Scott sc.)

Reserve: R. Lord (6 h.p. Rex Sidette).

Tuesday will be spent at Volendam, and the

evening at Amsterdam. On Wednesday the English

party return home after visiting Haarlem, Lisse,

Ouclen Deyll, and. the Hague. The boat leaves the

Hook at 1 1.50 p.m., but the G.E.R. advise the whole
party to be at the Hook not later than 8 p.m.

Preliminary Stages of A.C.U. Silencer Trials.

AS announced in these pages-, the preliminary

portion of the silencer trial was devoted to

establishing a standard of silence to which the

silencers ultimately entered will be required to attain.

Thanks to the courtesy of. Messrs. Auto Carriers,

Ltd., Ferry Works, Thames' Ditton, their splendidly

equipped factory was placed at the disposal of the

Union, and the principals of the firm, Messrs. John

feller, J.
Portwine, and H. Carr, together with their

foreman, rendered valuable assistance.

In addition, those present were: Col. H. C. L.

Holden, F.R.S., R.A., C.B., Messrs. A. M. Low,

A. Sharp, J. W. G. Brooker, V. Hart, E. M. P.

Boileau, the Secretary ' and the Assistant Secretary

representing the Auto Cycle Union, while Mr. John
V. Pugh (Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.), and Messrs. F.

Hulbert and C. Hathaway (Triumph Cycle Co.) repre-

sented the' trade.

The Experimental Silencer.

As previously mentioned in The Motor Cycle, the

experimental silencers consisted of a cylinder 5111.

diameter by 12m. long, into which a slightly smaller

tube was telescoped and rendered adjustable. The
inner tube had" an outlet about ij^in. in diameter.

These experimental silencers were fitted to a Triumph
and a Rudge, placed at the disposal of the A.C.U.
by their manufacturers.

Mr. H. P. Beasley, under the direction of Col.

Holden, rode the machines in turn. . First the silencer

was used with the inner tube shut right in, then half

extended, and then fully extended, each time at varying

speeds. The best results as regards quietness were
obtained with the tube half extended, while full ex-

tension resulted in rendering the sound peculiarly

metallic,

The committee were not satisfied with the results

ohtained, and so a lin. pipe gin. long was fitted to

the outlet of the experimental silencer.

The results Avere then adjudged to be_ satisfactory,

and it was finally determined that a silencer which
would give the correct standard of quietness should

be made up of a size '5111.. diameter by I2irr. long,

with an outlet pipe ioin. long and fftin. bore. The
original lin. outlet was found to be too large, and
so a S/^in. tube was fitted inside it. The Triumph was
fitted, with an extra small exhaust pipe to fit the

experimental silencer. The Rudge exhaust pipe was
of standard size. The dimensions of the final silencer

will be sent to all intending- entrants, so that they

may know the requisite degree of quietness.

The experimental silencer fitted to a Triumph It is shown extended.



TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Aug. 1st 8.48 p.m.

3rd ... 8.44

5th ... 8.41

7th ... 8.37

Next Monday's Brooklands Meeting.

S. L. Bailey will compete at Brook-
lands on Monday next on a 2J h.p.

Douglas. His name was omitted from
the official list of entrants published on
page 856.

Three-speed Gears for 1913.

The Sturmey Archer Gear Co. are
bringing out a slightly enlarged pattern
of the S.A. three-speed hub gear suitable

for powerful machines, particularly when
used with a sidecar. We understand that
there will be practically no alteration to

the gear, but the hub barrel will be larger

in diameter, and the width over the
cones increased.

Through Floods on a Sidecar.

An exciting experience befell the writer
last Saturday whilst driving a .

Singer
sidecar on the way to the Sheffield

Club's open hill-climb. During lunch
at Bakewell there was a cloud burst in

the Peak District, water running down
the hillsides and quickly flooding road
and railway track. After the storm, a

start was made, for Slack, the scene of

the hill-climb, but near Haddon Hall
we were, confronted by a sheet of water
a yard d?ep which held up a number of

cars and excursion parties. As progress

this way was impossible, a return had
pertor 'e to be made to Bakewell and
another outlet attempted via Chesterfield

Road until the turning to Edensor and
Chatsworth was reached. Passing
through several water splashes, a further
s'heet of water, about six to eight inches

deep, was encountered at Edensor, and it

extended for several hundred yards into

Chatsworth Park. This successfully

negotiated, a mile or two further on the
deepest water splash of the lot barred
entry to Rowsley village. The water
was quite a foot deep m the roadway
and six inches on the footpath. By
riding the sidecar at a great angle with
the bicycle wheels on the pathway and I

the sidecar wheel m the road with water
above the axle, Rowsley was eventually
reached, and the journey continued with-
out further incident. Luckily it so

happened that the machine we were
riding—a 4 h.p. two-speed Singer—was
the most suitable motor cycle possible.

. 1 he high magneto position was ideal, for

die machine never misfired, and it is

further testimony to the big counter-
shaft driving pulley when we state that,

on the level at any rate, the Dunlop
rubber belt would grip with the pulleys

submerged in water.

Midland Reliability Trial.

The South Birmingham M.C.C. trial

over a 109 miles course, including
Farlow Bank and Ankerdine Hill, was
decided last week-end. Only three com-
petitors climbed Farlow, and this decided
the result, which was : 1 (dead-heat),

J. J. Woodgate (2^ h.p. Singer) and S.

A. Rowlandson (3^ h.p. Rudge multi) :

3, S. K. Jones (3-J, h.p. L.M.C.).

SPECIAL FEATURES.

THE SCOTTISH TRIALS
Complete Report and Tabulated List

of Awards.

R.AC. AND ASSOCIATED CLUBS'
GALA DAY.

SHEFFIELD OPEN HILL-CLIMB.

AUGUST BANK HOLIDAY.
Owing: to the above Holiday,

the issue of "The Motor Cycle"
-for August 8th will be closed for
press earlier than usual. All copy
and instructions for paragraph
advertisements in this issue must
therefore . be in our hands not
later than first post on Thursday,
August 1st.

Pedestrians' Rights in Austria.

The Vienna police, being of the opinion

that pedestiiaiis are chiefly to blame for

street accidents, have issued a notice to

the effect that a pedestrian, if he wish
to cross the road, must do so in a direct

line, taking the shortest path. Persons
found walking along the street length-
wise and thus endangering their own
safety and that of others will be repri-

manded by the police, and in the case

of their not complying with such
directions will be subject to fines varying
from Is. 6d. to £8. We can imagine
the clamour that the mere 'proposal to

institute such a regulation in this country
would create.

Hill-climbing.

A. G. Cox, 89, Gladstone Road, Smi

Heath, Birmingham, informs us that"

recently made an ascent of Great Orran

Head, Llandudno, on a 1\ h.p. Ba'

Levis geared 6£ to 1.

Behaviour on the Scottish Trials.

We regret to report that the behavir,

of a certain section, of the competitt

at certain hotels left much to be desin

The riders stayed in every instance

first-class hotels. Some of them I

off fireworks during the hotel dinner i

one town^ and at another they wreck
the largest smoking room, which look

next morning as though it had b(i

bombarded, while they made a gut

uproar until well on in the small hoii'

disturbing the regular guests.

We may say two things about si>

conduct. It is a pity to create an-i
pression that motor cyclists as a cli

are bounders, and it is a pity to co

plicate the already very difficult task

arranging hotel accommodation. The
sertion of a rule that a repetition of su-

conduct would entail disqualificati

appears to be the best remedy for sii-

absurd manners.

THE SCOTTISH TRIALS. Climbing Wednesday's test hill in a cloud o£ smoke.
. (3J h.p. Seottl, winner of- the private owners' class.

R. A. Macmillar-
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ie A.C.U. Six Days' Trials.

Kntri 3s al ordinary fees for the above
la] closed on the 29lh ult. Late entries

ill be accepted at double fees up to

iturdav next.

31 h.p. ties with an 8 h.p. Machine.

A particularly good performance at the
utton Coldfieli A.C. hill-climb was that

I K. Clark riding a 3^ h.p. Corah-Jap.
his rider tied with F. Shakespeare on an
h.p. Ilex-Jap for fastest time of the

iy.

ont Ventoux Meeting.

It is interesting to note, in connection
ith the above meeting, which will be
»ld on August 10th and 11th, that the

icord for the hill-climb is held by
amberjack on a twin Griffon motor
icycle—25m. 40s. Will anybody beat
lis time on an up-to-date mount?

Good Climb.

Lynton Hill, Lynmouth, one of the test

ills in the A.C.U. Six Days Trials, was
imbed on a single-geared lightweight
,st Thursday. Herbert Bunce, of

aterha.n, was the rider, his mount being
2£ h.p. Premier. He tells us that the
acbine negotiated both hairpin bends
ithout pedal assistance.

bservers in the Six Days' Trials.

Motor cyclist observers are urgently re-

uired for the Six Days' Trials. Many
ders could well spend an enjoyable time
1 the beautiful West Country, see the
iiist interesting phases of the trial, -which
ill probably be the biggest the A.C.U.
as ever held, and at the same time
inrler the governing body valuable assist-

Bfe. Those who feel disposed thus to
curler the Union a service should com-
umcate at once with the secretary, Mr.

. \V. Loughborough, 89. Pall Mall, S.W.

uto Cycle Union Notes.

The F. I.C. if.—As has been previously
mounted in these pages, the Auto
ycle Union is exerting every effort to
(-establish the International Federation
:. Motor Cyclists. Mr. T. W. Lough-
ji'ough. the secretary of the A.C.Li.,
iforms as that he recently had a visit

'om Mr. G. Sweerts, a representative
: the French paper L'Aero, and this
lurnal will use its influence with the
ubs in France, Belgium, and Germany.
BE W. H, Wells is now on a visit to
merica.. and has promised to interview
ie Federation of American Motor
yclists on the subject, while the A.C.U.
self is in communication with the
ading clubs of other countries. It has
sen suggested that as soon as the
ederation has been formed a meeting
loidd be held in London. This will
lobably be during show week.

Tyre Tests in the Six Days'.—It was
entioned recently in The Motor Cycle
rat the tyre section of the Manu-
icturers' Union had resolved not to
iter their tyres in the six days' trials,
his resolution has now been rescinded,
meeting was held at the Holborn

estaurant last week, at which several
're manufacturers expressed their de-
re to enter despite the resolution. Up
1 the present the A.C.U has received
lines horn the Palmer Tyre, Ltd.—one
it of Palmer tyres, 25in.' x 3in., which
ill be used by R. C. Davis. Five Rom

. j.— Bristol B.&M.C.Open 24 Horns'
Trial to Land's End and hack

3.—Cumberland C.M.C.C. Open
Speed Trials.

3.- Mersey M.C. Open Hill-climb

on Pen-y-Ball, Flintshire.

35.—M.C.C. Reliability and Brake
Testing Trial in Devonshire.

i;-i 7._A.C.U. Six Days' Trials.

, z —Coventry and Warwickshire

M.C. Annual Open Hi'l-

climb.

tyres (Rom Tyre and Rubber Co.) have

also been entered, consisting of 26in. x
2^in. tyres for the front wheels, and
26in. x 2^in. tyres for the rear wheels.

which fit 2iin.."rims. The Stellastic Tyre
Co., 76, York Street, Westminster,

S.W., who are bringing out a new tyre

in which steel wire is interwoven in the

tread, have entered twelve tyres. J.

Pedley and Son, Ltd., have entered

Pedley tyres and belts, and the Wood-
Milne Co. and Leicester Rubber Co. are

expected to enter their tyres. The Ser-

vice Co. have also entered three belts.

Six Days' Trials Arrangements.—It

has been arranged to store the machines
in the Drill Hall, Taunton, and as the

hall has had to be hired competitors

will be asked to pay the nominal fee of

6d. per night . for the accommodation.
Machines will be oh view to the public

in the Drill Hall on Monday, Tuesday,
and Friday, August 12th, 12th. and
16th, from* 8 to 10 p.m., and on Wed-
nesday and Thursday, August 14th and
15th, from 9 to 10 p.m., admission Is.

The aid of 150 boy scouts has been
invoked to mark the course, and all the
R.A.C. guides in the West of England
will render their assistance.

Oxford M.C.C. Open Speed Trials.

The open speed trials promoted by the

Oxford M.C.C., which were to have been
held on Saturday last at Heythrop Park,
near Chipping Norton, were cancelled at

the last moment owing to lack of trade
entries.

Unsuitable Lamps
At a coroner's inquest held at Bromley

(Kent) on D. H. Foote, a member of the
Putney M.C, who unfortunately met
with his death through colliding with
the rear of a market cart at Bromley
early in the morning, the evidence
showed that he was using an ordinary
pedal cycle lamp. There was no rear

lamp on the cart, but the side lamp had
a small red glass at the back. Deceased
and two other members of the club had
been unable to obtain overnight accom-
modation at an hotel on the Westerham
road, and were riding to Bromley.

Two-wheeled Sidecars and Taxation.

An interesting case to owners of Low en
sidecars was heard at the Bury Court
on Thursday last, when W. T. Booth,
Bury, was summoned in three cases for

driving' an unregistered motor car, having
no identification plate on same and no
rear' light. The evidence proved that the
defendant was using a two-wheeled side-

car, and the ruling of the Court was that
as it had four wheels it ought to have
been registered as a moLor car, and should
have complied with the motor car regula-

tions. The defendant's legal representa-

tive asked the magistrate's Clerk if he
would call a motor cycle and trailer a
motor car? The witness replied, " No,
sir." He was then asked if he did not
say that a motor vehicle with four wheels
was a motor car. and his reply was,
"Not exactly." The Court ruled that
the particular sidecar and motor bicycle

was a motor car within the meaning of

the Act, and that the defendant must, in

future, carry a rear light and pay the car
licence fee. Defendant was ordered to

pay the costs of the three cases.

SHEFFIELD OPEN HILL CLIMB.
W. F, Newsome (3« h.p. Triumph on the first bend. The gradient is steepest at this point.
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Western District M.C. (London).

A large number of members visited Brooklands on Satur-
day last, and much enjoyed the programme provided.

Goulburn (N.S.W.) M.C
At a meeting of the club held on the 14th June. Air. W.

G. Thompson gave an interesting lecture on the magneto,
describing the construction in detail. A two days' run will

shortly take place to Chatsbury.

Walthamstow M.C.

The two hundred mile standard reliability trial held on the

21st ult. to Norwich and back resulted as follows : 1, A. T.

Peppercorn (34 Bradbury), silver cup ; 2, VV. Wilson (24
S.I. A. ALT.), silver cup ;

'3. T. Danaker (3J, H umber), silver

cup.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

There will be a reliability run on the 5th inst. to Bowes
and back for a cup presented by Humber, Ltd. A club

hill-climb will be held on the 17th inst., and a passenger
machine trial on the 31st inst. for a silver cup presented
by the New Hudson Cycle Co.

Luton and South Beds. M.C.C.

On the 27th ult. a paperchase was run off, starting from
Luton and finishing at the Bridgwater Arms, Little

Gaddesden. F. Alussell (Rex sc. ) and Deacon (Rudge)

,

the hares (twenty minutes' start), successfully eluded the
hounds, numbering about twenty. Gutteridge (Rudge) was
the first man in, about ten minutes after the hares. After
tea an impromptu speed-judging and speed trial was run
off, with the result that Gutteridge was first, Karslake
second, and Jarvis third.

Willesden Green C. and M.C.C.
A speed-judging and reliability trial was held on the

20th ult. to Bicester and back. Out of seventeen starters

fifteen finished. Result : 1, J. W. Buhner (2| h.p. Douglas),

lost 9 marks; 2, C. W. Sufford (34 h.p. Humber and sc),

lost 10 marks: "3, F. W. Lemming (5-6 h.p. F.N.), lost 11

marks.
The club has made arrangements for a clubhouse in

Willesden Green. Hon. sec, Mr. J. C. Ball, 166, Chapter
Road, Willesden Green, N.W....

The threft winners in the Birmingham M.C.C. speed - judging competition.

W. H. Egginton (3^ h.p. New Hudson sideoarj, Seymour Smith (3J h.p. Norton),

and S. K. Jones (3} h.p. L.M C.) outside the Swan's Nest, stratford-on-Avon.

Goole M.C.C.

This newly formed club has a membership of twenty-five.

A run to Blackpool will take place shortly. The hon. sec. is

' Mr. T. Huntingdon, Ousedene, Goole.

Mersey M.C.

Tile date for receiving entries for the open hill-climb on
August 3rd has been extended to noon on August 2nd.

Late entries at double fees will be accepted on the morning
of the race.

Finsbury Park C.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The President's Challenge
Cup will be competed for in

a hill-climb to take place on
August Bank Holiday Afon-

day. It has been exhibited
in the window of Alessrs.

Humber, Ltd., 32, Holborn
Viaduct, E.C. The donor
of the cup is Air. George
A. Touche, M.P.

Birmingham M.C.C.

There was a very good
turnout to the speed-judging
competition on Saturday,
and the run to Stratford-on-
Avon proved very pleasant.

The start was from the
King's Head Hotel, Alces-

ter Road, at three o'clock, the riders having drawn for speeds -

as usual. Results : 1, Seymour Smith (Norton), with only

30s. error ; 2, W. H. Egginton (New Hudson), error lm.J
3, R. Ball (Kerry), error lm. 4s.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

At the general meeting held recently a special com-
mittee was formed to organise and run all social events.

Special encouragement will be given to gentlemen to bring

out ladies on runs, and local experts in the different districts

in which members reside will be at the service of mem-

'

bers for advice. Air. H. J. Jeffery is secretary.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

A hundred mile handicap was held at Portmarnock on the'j

27th ult., which resulted as under :

1. C. B. Franklin (3£ Indian)
2. W. Curtis (5 Indian)
3. T. E. Greeve (34 Rudge)
4. S. W. Dunklev (34 Indian)
5. W. J. Towelf (34 Rudge)
6. J. Heag (34 Rudge) ...

Scottish Border M.C.C.

A hill-climb at Lanton Hill was held on Saturday in splen-

did weather. There was a good entry, and. although the

hill was very rough indeed, good sport was witnessed. The
times were as follows : 1, A. J. C. Lindsay (34 Rover), 57^s.

fast, 4m. 34s. slow ; 2. W. B. Smith (34 Bat), 81s.' fasj«

3m. 13|s. slow.

, Knock-out Competition.—W. J. Pringle beat J. 0. HalhV
day, N. White beat L. Purdon, T. Alilligan beat J. P. Laing,

A'. J. C. Lindsay beat Geo. Miller, N. White beat W. 3.~

Pringle, A. J. C." Lindsay beat T. Alilligan, and Lindsay (34

Rover) beat White (34. Victoria-Precision).

Sidecar Results.—1, W. B. Smith (34 Bat and sidecar), ';

107s. ; 2, T. Gillies (34 Bat and sidecar), 107fs.

The new timing apparatus worked splendidly, and all

classes were run off smartly.

Stait.

8m. . . 2h. 9m. 13s

13m. . . 2h. 15m. 43s

13m. . . 2h. 18m. 46s

13m. . . 2h. 31m. 6s

30m. . . 2h. 38m. 38a

22m. . . 2h. 39m. 46s
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Royal Automobile and Associated Clubs' Gala Day.
THE second animal gala day of clubs associated to the

E.A.C. was held at Brooklands on Saturday last.

The weather was all that could be desired, and the
attendance excellent. The motor cycle events were

larticularly well supported, and the keenest interest was ,

aken in them. The Auto Cycle Union is responsible for

nany associates to the parent body, and consequently the

aces in which it is most interested formed an important

iart of the programme. The first motor cycle event had so

nany entries that two heats had to be run off, the first eight

n each competing in the final. The race was down in the
irogramme as: The, Motor Cycle' Short Distance Handicap.-'

i"or any class, of. motor cycle, the cylinder capacity of which
loes not exceed 1,000 c.c, owned by a member or an
(filiated member of the. A. C.TJ. Starters allowed. The
machines could be stripped for racing. Distance about 5J
uiles, start at '

' fork
'

' and finish on "the.. long finishing

Lue." The machines had to pass the fork once and then
nter the straight. Prizes : The winner, the cup presented
ly The Motor Cycle ; the second, third, and fourth, cups.

C. R. Collier broke his belt on the way to the fork and
onsequently could not compete. The order past the fork
ras as follows : Beasley, Parker, Jacobs, Hillis, Flanders,
Jarrett, S. R. Cooke, Southgate, Bolton, Guest, H. G.
lyers, Nash, J. W. Ayers, and Dreydel. The race resulted

ri. a win for Garrett, , who caught Beasley just before the
nishing line. Garrett's Green-Precision ran in splendid
orm and covered the distance at the rate of 64j m.p.h.

." S. F. Garrett (1 Green-Precision) 85x88 499 56s.

. H. P. Beasley (1 Singer)... ... 69x80 299 2m. 22s.

. R. E. Guest (2 Matchless) ... 85x64 726 34s.

'. R. G. Parker (2 Enfield) ' ... 64x54 349 2m. 10s.

. W. A: Jacobs (1 Singer) 69x80 299 lm. 56s.

. D. C. Bolton (1 Rudge 85x88 499 40s.

. G. Flanders (1 Rudge) '. 85x88 499 lm. 16s.

| J- Southgate (1 Matchless) ... 85x85 482 lm. 6s.

Second heat. V. E. Horsman broke the piston of his
linger, received permission to ride the smaller of his two
machines, and as he could not get the latter to start was
nable to compete. Martin was riding a very pretty mount
f his own make which was provided with a Rotherham
ressure feed lubricator provided with a very diminiStive
nd neat looking gauge. At the start a group of six

lade an impressive departure, each with lm. 16s. start.

>ailey, the Australian Douglas exponent, got away in excel-

?nt form. The first lap order was : Reed, Bailey, Mills,

'owler, Martin, Colliver, Rowden, Brunton, Lawrence, Da
iilveria, Le Grand, Buchanan, and Pooley. Harry Reed
omped in an easy winner, having accomplished the distance
t the splendid speed of seventy-three miles, an hour. Mills
assed Bailey just on the finishing line :

Second Heat Result.
. H. Reed (2 Dot) 90 x77.5 997 12s.

.- H. C. Mills (1 Regal-Precision) 85 x88 499 56s.

. S. L. Bailey (2 Douglas) ... 60 x60 345 56s.

. W. G. Fowler (1 Rudge) ... 85 x88 499 lm. 16s.

. E. A. Colliver (1 Zenith) ... 90 x77.5 499 lm. 6s.

. H. Martin (1 Martin) ... 80.5x59 345 56s.

. A. Brunton (2 Bat) 85 x65 738 38s.

. J. Rowden (1 Triumph) ... 85 x88 499 lm. 6s.

The next motor cycle event was the Inter-club Team Race
>r teams of three motor cycles entered by clubs affiliated to

tie A.C.U. Each team had to consist of one single-cylinder
lachine up to 500 c.c, one multi-cylinder up to 750 c.c, and
ne passenger machine up to 1,000 c.c. All had to be
;andard machines fully equipped. Starters were allowed,
'he' entrants were given marks according to their relative

nishing positions, i.e., the first over the finishing line one
lark, the second two marks, and so on, the winning club
eing the one whose three riders obtained the least number of

larks. No machine was adjudged to have finished unless it

rossed the line less than five minutes after the first one in.

he distance was five and threequarter miles. Prizes : The
'inning club a trophy and each member the silver Herkomer
ledal, while each member of the second team received its

ronze Herkomer medal. The Streatham Club turned up in

reat form with two teams, the first of which was a veritable
iwer of strength, as it was composed of such famous riders
s Barnes, Weatherilt, and Tessier. All twenty-two riders
tarted together, and a very fine sight it was. Tessier led at

the first lap, and finished first, accomplishing a speed of 67

m.p.h. As all the riders started from scratch the clubs, ol

course, finished in a jumble, so we can only give the names
of the winning clubs :

1. Streatham (1).—P. Weatherilt (3£ Zenith-Gradua), S. T.

Tessier (5 Bat-Jap), and F. W. Barnes (7 Zenith-Gradua),
12 marks.

2. Herts County.—E. A. Colliver (3£ Zenith-Gradua), A.
Brunton (5 Bat-Jap), and C. M. Down (7 Indian), 24 marks.

3. Streatham (2).—P. R. Hunter (3£ Triumph), H. Hunter
(5 Zenith-Gradua), and G. F. Hunter (7 Zenith-Gradua),
35 marks.
The following clubs also competed : North-West London

M.C.C., Middlesex County, Mersey M.C., Purley and Dis-

trict M.C.C., and Nottingham and District. H. Reed (5

Dot) and F. C. Jones (8 Zenith-Gradua) finished second and
third.

The last motor cycle event was the final of the Motor Cycle
Short Distance Handicap for The Motor Cycle cup. The
finish was most exciting and a tribute to the skilful handi-

capping of Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite. Harry Reed (Dot) finished

first, winning The Motor Cycle cup, and passing Beasley
almost on the finishing line, Garrett (Regal-Precision) finished

third, Bailey (Douglas) fourth, followed by Southgate (Match-
less), Parker (Enfield), Guest (Matchless) and Jacobs (Singer).

SIDECAR TRACK RECORD LOWERED.
On Thursday afternoon, while the silencer trial was being

carried on, Stanhope Spencer was busy making an attempt
at Brooklands to lower the existing sidecar record. Mounted
on. a standard 3g h.p. Rudge fitted with a Bramble side-

car (Coventry production), he was started off by Mr. A. V.
Ebblewhite and covered his first lap at the rate of 48j m.p.h.,
while his subsequent laps were run off at 49, 50, 47£, and
43^ miles an hour respectively.

Then something happened to the carburetter and a fresh

start was made. Spencer made an excellent beginning on
the occasion of his second attempt, as he covered the first

lap, from a standing start, at 48.92 m.p.h., keeping between
48 and 50 he went well till the thirteenth lap, when a broken
valve caused him seven and a half minutes' delay.

In spite of this, he broke the hour record by covering
43 milss 356 yards in that space of time. Previous best,

F. E. Pither (Rudge), 40 miles 1,660 yards, 3rd October, 1911.
After replacing the valve, Spencer made- his fastest lap,

52.60 m.p.h., and continued to travel well till he had to stop
.for oil and petrol. At the end of lh. 52m., the plug blew
out and a part thereof became wedged beneath the exhaust
valve. The ride was stopped at the end of two hours, and
it was found that 80 miles 1,250 yards had been covered
at the end of that period, thereby establishing a two hour
record. The fifty miles were covered in lh. 10m. 7s.

W. Stanhope spencer, who set up new sidecar records at brooklands last week.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Oily Engines.

Sir,—I notice "Growler" is complaining of an oily engine.
I think that if he fitted an extra crank case release it would
overcome his troubles. C. L. MOUBRAY.

To Prevent Shoriing Troubles.

Sir,—We notice in your issue of the 2oth ult. a complaint
in the latter part of "Growler's" letter that he lias 1iad
trouble with his hew enclosed waterproof magiveto. He,
together with his two friends, will no doubt be interested to
luiow that if the high tension cable is removed from the
vulcanite holder on the magneto and dipped into hot paraffin

wax before being replaced, troubles from shorting, due to

rain, will be at an end. Unless the magneto has been dis-

mantled and carelessly reassembled, this point is the only
possible source of trouble, which can always be cured by the
means we have suggested.

THE BOSCH MAGNETO CO., LTD.,
J. A. Steven's, Secretary.

Bevel Gear Transmission.

Sir,—I j-ead with interest Mr. A. Vallmed's letter in The.

Motor Cycle of the 25th ult. re his experience with his four-

cylinder F.N. , but I should like to point out that not all the
four-cylinder F.N. machines are positive drive, for the multiple

disc clutch in flywheel of my machine, and scores of others

now upon the road, would completely overcome any such
difficulty with the engine.

My four-cylinder F.N. (1911) engine has now' taken me
5,500 miles without a single replacement (except inlet valve
springs and cotters), nor have I ever been hung up upon
the road for anything except punctures, which were quickly
repaired.

With regard to Mr. Vallmed's remark about the strength
of the bevel or spur pinions, I might mention that.aftev 1

had fitted to my machine the two-speed gear in place of the
fixed shaft, I wished to take off the bevel and spur wheels
from the old shaft; but although I had the shaft held tightly

in a vice, and used my full strength with blows of a hamma
I

on a cold chisel resting against a tooth of the wheel, I coul<
I

not remove same (the wheels are screwed upon shaft). 1

then lost my temper and determined to smash all the teetl

off ; but in this I was also unsuccessful, with the excepttW'
of just a small chip at edge of a tooth. So much for thi

F.N. Company's toothed transmission wheels.
I am in no way connected with the trade «r the F.N

Company. FRITZ C. SCHOVE. i

Military Motor Cyclists.

Sir,—Your contributor " Celeriter " mentions that tin

A.C.U. are supplying twenty motor cyclists for the Atom
Manoeuvres and the Legion of Cyclists forty. Apparently lv

is ignorant of, or ignores, the fact that sixty are being seiti|

by the A.A. and M.U., making the total 120, not sixty, as hi

states. F. W. HASSARD-SHORT.

Ten-mile Limits in Scotland.
Sir,—As many readers of your paper may have occasion]

to pass through Scotland, either on holiday or business, oi

motor cycles, I think it only right that they should bil

warned against the never-ending string of ten-mile limiti

that obtain in some parts of that country. I have latelj

seen an example of this on the coast road from Genrock oi

!

the Clyde down to the town of Ayr.
No sooner are you out of one ten-mile limit thao you ami

slap into another one, and it is only by watching out mog
|

carefully for the little posts that one can avoid getting inl'

trouble. Unfortunately for myself,. I failed to observe tin
j

one at the entrance to the village of Fairlie, and the over*)

sight cost me a- fine of £2. I was informed, however, thai
the ten-mile limit posts at the next village of Largs may bill

ignored altogether, as they have been put up by the local

authorities without the necessary powers having beei'j

obtained. I trust this warning will be the means o,
preventing strangers to Mje district from being "rushed'
in- the way of fines, etc.

FOREWARNED-FOREARMED.

SCOTTISH SK DAYS'

Trials competitors chatting over their experiences. Note the headgear.

In the foreground is J. S. Holroyd's Motosaeoche.

RELIABILITY TRIALS.

Some riders experienced no trouble and had time to waste out3ide controls.

W. Pratt is seen above amusing Bert Yates with a small bagnine.
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Pillion Seats.

Sir,— I notice in your leader on tlie cyclecar you put for-

ard as the one great hope of the sidecar its easy detach-
lility. Many people are content with something even
ore of a makeshift than the sidecar, viz., the luggage
irrier. Th-e danger of the latter is its great drawback.
11 the. other hand, there cannot be the slightest, doubt that

is simply impossible to resist its use on occasions. There
a fortune awaiting the inventor of 'some device that will

nder passenger carrying on the carrier safe. H.M.

Outside Flywheels in the T.T. Races.

Sir,—As a reader of The Motor Cycle of several years
anding, and an enthusiastic motorist, I should like to

lint out that your correspondent "G.S." is, I believe,

correct in stating that both the winners of the T.T. races

id outside flywheels. The Scott, I think, has not.

STANLEY C. PARFAIT.
'G.S." is perfectly right; an 'outside flywheel is one
which does not run in the crank case. The Scott flywheel

is placed centrally between the two crank cases and the
driving chains are on either side of it.

—

Ed.]

The Necessity for Rear Red Lights or Reflectors.

Sir,—Yet another motor cyclist has met with an appalling

ath owing to the absence of tail lights. He was travelling

nig the main road here (Bromley) at quite an ordinary
ce, and the first he knew of the proximity of a large

lit van, was when he dashed out his brains on the metal
;etl at the back of the cart.

May I suggest that every motorist—cycle or otherwise—who
ly read this, should write to his member of Parliament urging
or to bring the matter before the Government. Surely in

ese days of fast motors on the road, every vehicle should
rrv a tail lamp and everv cycle a reflector.

KENTISH .MAN.

Steei Pistons.

Sir,-—We notice a letter signed by Mr. S. W. Philp'ott

the issue of July 18th warning motor cyclists against the

e of steel pistons, and we consider that such a letter is

:ely to mislead people and do considerable injury to an
portant industry.

Steel pistons are now generally admitted by motor manu-
iturers to be the correct thing, and, whatever your corre-

orident may have to say as regards his particular case,

•el pistons have come to stay.

We happen to be the firm whom Mr. S. W. Philpott
voured with his order for two "tiny" pistons which were
be made to his sample, and because they were so small a

sign, in which it was impossible to effect any saving of

ital with safety, he is disappointed and begrudges the
mey he has spent.

We have supplied these, pistons to practically all the lead-

z motor cycle manufacturers throughout the country
lcluding the firm .who made his engine), who speak most
glily of them, and are constantly sending repeat orders,

they are evidently easier
t
to please than Mr. S. W.

lillpott.

As regards the weight, we may say that a Triumph size

ston, 85 mm. diameter, made by our method weighs about
ozs. as against the lj lbs. of a cast iron piston. Then as

gards the risk of damage- to cylinder, this is nil, as we
ive not yet heard of a single case of seizure.

We are- quite aware that this kind of thing happened
len steel pistons were made from hot stampings, but in

e case of pistons made from drawn steel tube of uniform
ickness there is no unequal expansion under the heat,
d therefore rio risk of seizure, provided the correct
sarance is allowed.
In conclusion, we may mention for the benefit of S.W.P.
id others that our pistons are being regularly used on the
ick in motor cycle and motor car engines running up to

DOO revolutions per minute, and we have in our possession
iters from amateurs and professionals who have won races

aich they attribute to our light steel pistons. One motor
clist admits that he gets ten miles per hour more out of

s machine than he did with cast-iron pistons, and never
ids that his engine shows any tendency to seizure.

THE OXYGEN WELDING WORKS, LTD.

Starting with a Kick-starter.

Sir,—I have frequently found it difficult, when using tiis

kick starter on my 2i h.p. chain-driven single-cylinder, to get
the engine to fire, though I have occasionally succeeded at
the first attempt. To those who experience the same trouble
my method of overcoming it may possibly be of interest.

I came to the conclusion that the valve should be dropped
when the engine is about half-way through the compression
stroke ! It is only by chance that this happens unless the
engine is first set in the correct position. By trial I found
that with my machine this should be just at the end of the
induction stroke. Having done this—a matter of a few
seconds—on pressing down the kick starter the engine is about
half-way through the compression stroke just' before the end
of the movement and. on dropping the valve at the same
moment, the engine invariably tires straight away. It may
be possible to apply the principle to other methods of start-
ing, but haying only recently taken up motor cycling I have
not had sufficient experience to say whether it would be of
any great advantage. S. J. EVANS.

The Motor Cycle in Sumatra.

Sir,- -Having read with great interest various accounts of

club runs in your paper, [ thought a short description ol

motor cycling out here might be interesting to your readers.

The writer of the accompanying letter and his Moto-Reve.

Our roads are very smooth, but gritty. Agencies for the
following are in Medan (our largest town) : Triumph, Humber.
Enfield, N.S.TJ., Moto-Reve and Torpedo.
On the 16th June an organised run from Bindjei to Brandan

(fifty miles) took place. Fifteen of us presented ourselves at

the starting post, and nine arrived at Brandan. It is in-

tended to form a club and to have the club quarters in

Bindjei.

Our great enemy here is the heat, which causes our engines

to overheat very quickly. Petrol costs about Is. 7d. a gallon,

and is distilled in the country.

I might mention that nearly all the Europeans here are

employed on either tobacco or rubber estates. We get two
holidays a month, viz., the 1st and 16th. while we work all

the other days (Sundays included). Tyres, etc., can be

obtained in Medan, but the other accessories (speedometers,

etc.) are quite unobtainable: There are about 5,000

Europeans in Sumatra, and about fifty or sixty motor cycles.

We have, unfortunately, comparatively few, places to visit,

there being only about 300 miles of good roads. I myself,

whenever I leave the estate for a ride, have to have the

machine carried across a broad shallow river, and this, as

you can imagine, rather damps one's ardour for riding unless

it is of importance. I enclose a photograph' of myself and a

2 h.p. Moto-Reve, which I find ideal for this country.

Kwala, Sumatra. H. G. GREINER.
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Acceptable Assistance.

Sir,—Please allow me to thank you for a short paragraph
you inserted in The Motor Cycle asking for help in the
solution of a "difficult problem" with an old type engine.
Glad to say response was very good. Several came to see
the engine. Each and all, separately unknown to each other,
pointed their ringer of scorn at the exhaust cam. A new
cam was made giving -fgin. lift instead of ^in. as before,
and the results are most "grateful and comforting." Engine
does not now overheat, runs faster on the level, and climbs
hills very much better. I was very glad of such spontaneous
offers of help from unknown but very enthusiastic motor
cyclists, who were ready to write letters, make appoint-
ments, call and examine and give advice with no hope of
reward except to think they had helped someone out of a
difficulty. Again thanking you for the paragraph.

S. W-HITTAKEB.

Puncture-proof Bands.
Sir,—As scarcely a reliability trial occurs without one or

more competitors losing their place through puncture troubles,
it is surprising that puncture-proof bands are not more.widely
used. Is it because these are inefficient or the wear on the
tyres is increased in consequence of a little less " life " in
them.

It would be interesting to know what per cent, of com-
petitors use these bands, as I think they should go a long
wav towards eliminating the " puncture fiend."

W. D. LTJMB.

rower for Sidecar Work.
Sir,—With regard to the correspondence in your paper

as to the power required for sidecar work, my experience
has been with both a 3g h.p. single and the 6 h.p. twin
Royal Enfield. I must say that the latter machine is more
convenient to start, and is " easier to control either at high
or low speed, and one great advantage I find is that when
coming to any hill one has no doubt in one's mind as to
whether the top can be reached without the necessity of the
passenger in the sidecar being asked to get out and walk.
In conclusion, I would like to thank the Enfield firm for
their courteous and prompt manner in business transactions
with me, though I have not the slightest personal interest

or knowledge of the firm. J. T. OSBORNE.

Sir,—There is naturally a "happy medium" power both
for sidecar and for solo work, and although .one cannot
ignore the recent wonderful performances of the Humbers
and New Hndsons with sidecars, yet there is little doubt
that they were being driven "all out." One has but to see

the 3£ h.p. sidecar combination on the road to know that
the reserve of power is little or nothing on top gear when a
hill of any size is encountered. Moreover, I am fully con-
vinced that the average 3£ h.p. single does not possess the
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necessary durability for the severe strain of sidecar drivii
The machine which I consider ideal for this work, a
which I use myself, is the big cylinder Excelsior of '650 c!

jwith three speeds. In this I find the embodiment of eve:
thing necessary for sidecar work. After various adjustmei
I find that the engine is at its best with a 4£ to 1 top ge
and that it will take average hills with this at high snel
with a splendid reserve, and no overheating. Who can s
this of the 3i h.p. siagle? MYER B. LEE

The Low Engine.
Sir,—A few months ago there appeared in the columns

The Motor -Cycle, mention of a Low cyclecar. The engine!
tins machine was said to develop an enormous amount1

power, although the cubic capacity was only that of a lig
weight twin. Mr. Low announced" his intention of enterini
machine for the T.T. this year. This did not appear, an<
hSve heard, two or three people say that thev would like],
know what has become of it.

SOMERVILLE G. TELFER:
A copy of the above letter was submitted to Mr. Low, w

replies as follows :

Sir.—I thank you for your letter and note the remaiks
your correspondent.

The. original engine was built by myself about a year g

and was running six months after. It was very successf
giving nearly 18 h.p, on the brake at 3,400 r.p.m. wiffl
consumption of .46 pt. b.h.p. hour. The engine was a'

degree 2in. x 4in. twin, and-it has run for as much as Iff

hours on end at full load. Although these results wc
considered remarkable, the engine was very difficult toaji
trol. though giving promise of great flexibility by varying

{

petrol admission valve and its cut off. Being in a posits
to do so, I decided to perfect the engine before letting it t

placed on the market, and I certainly was never so foolisK'l

to attempt to get it out in time for the T.T. , as no exp6i
mental engine can be reliable in its first stages. I have nil

an engine building on this principle, which I shall fit to

bicycle for testing, and.while I do not want more power .tft

in the original engine, I intend to give it reliability, de-

bility, and silence before placing it on the market.
A. M. Lo\ri'

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE,
Mr. W. H. Edwards writes that he rode a 3£ h.p. Jann

two-speed and sidecar in the Birmingham Club's two dii

trial, not a New Hudson as officially reported.

Mr. F. Denham Tell, vice-captain of the Ceylon M.Ci
complains of inattention on the part of some makers
urgent orders for repairs, and points out that Ceylon ridul

are deterred from purchasing certain reliable makes'
machine solely on this account. Motor cycling, he sa;

is increasing in Ceylon bv leans and bounds.

SCOTTISH TRIALS. THE DEVR'S ELBOW, WHICH IS PRECEDED BY A LONG ASCENT. J. R. Alexander (7 h.p. two-speei Injian) on (he bad Deal
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The 1912

in the hands of private owners again proves itself

THE BEST SOLO MACHINE !

THE BEST SIDECAR MACHINE !

49

I

Sntton Coldfield and Mid-
Warwickshire Automobile flub

Mr. F. Shakespeare

Hill Climb, Hints Hill, 20 July. 1912.

Class V.—(Unlimited Singles or Twins).

8 h.p. REX-J.AP., 34 sees-, 1st on Time.
2nd on Fcrmula.

and FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY!
Mr. F. Shakespeare

Class ix.—(Sidecars and Cyclecars).

8 h.p. REX-J.A.P., 41%secs., 1st on Time
3rd on Formula.

FASTEST PASSENGER MACHINE!
Extract from The Motor Cycle,

July 25th, 1912.

" Class VI. was won by P. Shake-
speare (8 Rex-Jap) in the fastest

time of ihe day. He also made
fastest time in the sidecar class.

This rider had never before ridden
in a motor cycle competition."

"If you have
never driven one
up a hill you
havemissed half
the sport of
motoring !

"
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RELIABILITY !

Blackpool & Fylde M.C.C. Reliability Trial,
7th Tuly, 1912.

WINNER, Mr. S.O.Taylor, 8 h.p.. REX-J.A.P.
and Sidecar. V the course and gained iogi marks out of a possible 200. /

|-«»s^-w<w*w~av-w -ov-w~ov *»«- "ssr- ^?e- -"wr* *»«* -»er -ssy ~a%r f

Blackburn M.C.C. Reliability Trial, 28 July '12.

WINNER Mr. Fletcher, 6 h.p. REX J.A.P. & Sidecar
/ The REX-J.A.P. was the only sidecar machine to complete \

\ the course and gained iogi marks out of a possible 200. /

fa
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The Premier Motor Co., Ltd.,

May we post you Art Catalogue fully illus-

trating and describing the various models.

COLONIAL AGENTS. The Rex-Jap Colonial models a-e the most
suitable machines for your requirements. Write for our terms The
enormous resources behind the machine ensure pro.npt delivery

ASTON
ROAD,

Tele rrams"-. " Primus. Birmingham-'

Birmingham.
Code ABC. 5th Edition (and Private).

V.

1
I

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " Tl\v Motor Ci/rle."
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This new edition has been
revised thoroughly by the staff

of "The Motor Cycle," and
much new and valuable inform-
ation has been added.

Every motor cyclist, and
everyoncwho intends topurchase
a machine, should possess a copy
of the book. It is a reliable

guide to the beginner and a help-

ful companion to the more
advanced rider and the expert.

Commencing with advice on
the choice and purchase of a
machine, it tells how the motor
works, and how its mechanism
may be understood and mastered.

It then deals with every con-

ceivable point in regard to the

care, management, and running
of machines of all types.

It is the jonly work of the

kind published which gives

details of the leading 1912
improvements.

The index is arranged alpha-

betically and is very copious.

Numerous explanatory drawings
are given.

The FIRST and BES'
book on the motor cycle.

"MOTOR CYCLES &HOW TO MANAGE THEM'
was first published in 1900. Since then it has

run through fourteen editions — thereby proving iti!

immense popularity. Each edition has beer

thoroughly revised and brought up-to-date, anci

to-day the book is recognised as

TheStandardHandbook
of the Modern Motor Cycle

J1otor(ycles!
& how tomanage them.

(Fifteenth Edition)]

Revised throughout by the staff of

, . " The Motoy Cycle.'' . .

Containing new chapters on cooling systems')

ladies' machines, etc., and numerous up-to-dat'

illustrations of new features embodied, in thi

leading machines of the day.

Price 1/- net. By post 1/3.

ORDER YOUR COPY TO-DAY

OBTAINABLE FROM—

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED, 20, Tudor Street

LONDON, E.G. - And all booksellers and bookstall:

Remittance must accompany all orders by post.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle"
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"

ueJtjons
^'Replies

879

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be- accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

3aiborne, Cornwall, to IUrajDirbe, Horih Devor.

I purpose spending a week in

Ilfracombe (North Devon), and
should feel obliged if you will

kindly inform me (1) the best

route to take from here (Cam-
borne, Cornwall), and (2) what is the
total distance? I ride a 2^ h.p. 1911
Motosaeoche. Also (3) will you kindly
inform me of a change in route for

returning from Ilfracombe to Cam-
borne, and mention any bad hills on
either route?—W.J.S.
our best route would be as follows

:

amborne, Redruth, Zelah, Mitchell,

odmin, over Bodmin Moors to Launces-
>n, and then via Holsworthy, Torring-
m, and Barnstaple to Ilfracombe. The
stance is approximately 128 miles. You
mid slightly vary the route by going
ick through Bideford, Hartland, Strat-
n, Camelford, Wadebridge, St. Columb.
:-addon, Ladock, Tresillian, Truro, and
edruth to Camborne. We do not know
any very terrible hills on these routes.

. Exhaust Valve Timing.

My machine is a 1910 twin
7T| (77^x70 mm.). (1.) I have

> just had a new crankshaft
-iJ (timing side) fitted, and the

machine overheats, whereas it

formerly ran cool all day with side-

car attached. I had, of course, to re-

time the engine, and timed the exhaust
valves to close dead on top of stroke,
and I find they open one inch (approx.)
from the bottom of the firing stroke.

Is this not very early for a stroke of

only 2Jin.? The inlet valve cams are
solid with exhaust valve cams, so have
not been altered—relative to the ex-

haust valve timing. Magneto points
break dead on top of stroke ; all carbu-
retter adjustments, etc., exactly as
before new shaft was fitted.—K.M.S.
lie exhaust valve should commence to
)en when piston has completed six-

ivenths of the working stroke, i.e.,

'proximately ten mm. from bottom
stroke. Your valve is opening much
soon. If you set valve to open a

;tls later and close a little later it may
iprove matters. Fitting the new crank-
laft may have caused flywheels to be out
line or some part of the machine to

; wrongly assembled, so that it throws
ldue strain on pistons or connecting rod
:arings. What position is timing lever

magneto in when magneto points
•eak, or are just about to break? It
lould be fully retarded.

Gear or Engine.

I have a forecar with White
and Poppe engine, water-cooled

^Tj head, m.o.i.v. ; it is a 4 h.p. and
$T has epicyclic gear. Now it will

-i-l not face an ordinary hill with
passenger up, and the low gear- obtained
by pressing pedal and tightening band
is f" use, although the gear seems
good enough. The engine runs well

enough and the compression is good, but
it does not seem to have enough power
for its work. I have had a new B.

and B. carburetter fitted. Can you let

me know or give me any idea what is

wrong? Do you think this engine is

4 h.p. from the description I have
given you of it? Any advice you could
give me would be greatly esteemed.

—

, C.S. -

Judging by your query, we suppose that
the band brake which encircles the
epicyclic gear does not hold the drum
tightly enough, and in consequence the

low gear does not come into operation.

Is this so, or is it that the engine refuses

to take the weight up the hill and
stops? If the latter takes place, the
machine is either geared too highly or

is not developing its proper power. If

the former, the band brake requires
either refining or adjusting so that it will

hold the drum tightly. The engine should
give about 4 h.p. at about 2,000 r.p.m.
but as it may have been in use for some
time, it probably requires overhauling.
Examine the timing gear and see that
the valve lifts at least a quarter of an
inch, fit new exhaust and inlet springs.
If machine is registered as a motor cycle,
the lighting arrangements are exactly the
same on a forecar as on a bicycle. In
any case it is advisable to carry two
front lights showing the full width of the
vehicle for your own safety's sake. No
rear light is required, but the front
numbers must be illuminated, as in the
case of a motor cycle.

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

Miss Muriel Hind and Ri Lord, with their 6 h.p: two-speed flex twins ; behind them T. P. Macdonald
(4 h.p. three-speed Norton) and G. E. Cufte (7 h.p. two-speed Indian.)

E2j
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Lon don-Warwick-ChEStcr.

I shall be obliged if you will

kindly tell me the best road from
London to Chester, calling at

Warwick, but avoiding all large

towns such as Birmingham,
Wolverhampton, etc. I should like to

vary tire return journey via Shrews-
bury by some pretty route. Should

there be any hill en route of single

figure gradient, I should like to have
particulars.—FB 601.

Your best route would be as follows :

London, Bainet, St. Albans, Dunstable,
Fenny Stratford. Stony Stratford, Tow-
cester, Weedon, Daventry, Southam, War-'

wick, then continue through Stratford-on-

Avon, Alcester, Headless Cross, Broms-
grove. Kidderminster, Bridgnorth, "Well-

ington, Whitchurch, to Chester. You can

return via Wrexham, Shrewsbury, and
then along Watling Street, through
Weston, Weeford, Atherstone, Daventry.
and by the same route as on the outward
journey. We do not know of a single

figure average gradient on this route, but
there is a long rise between Kidder-
minster and Bridgnorth.

Engine gets Red Hot.

I should like to know if a

2 h.p. lightweight ought to carry

ten stones along a level road at

twenty miles per hour without
the engine getting too hot for

hand to bear. The lightweight

engine I possess gets almost red-hot

very soon after starting, but this does

not seem to affect its running.—J.C.W.
Very few, if any, air-cooled motor cycle

engines will run cool enough to allow

the hand to be placed on the radiating

tins of the cylinder. This is only possible

in the case of a water-cooled engine. In

the old days it was no uncommon sight

to see the combustion head of a motor
cycle engine glowing at night, but im-

provements in cooling have been made
since then. Your engine should not get

red hot. If it does
p
there is something

wrong with it. Either the exhaust gas

does not get away quickly enough, or

you drive with the throttle too far open,

taking into consideration the amount of
work the engine is called upon to do,

or the ignition is not sufficiently advanced.

AUGUST id, jgi2.

the
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A simple chain adjuster introduced by
Brown Bros., Ltd. The ends of the chain

are drawn together with a uniform tension

by screwing the fly nut.

Valve Timing.

My 1911 engine, 85x85. mm.,
has" not yet run 200 miles.

Although oiled copiously, it

stops through overheating after

only about twelve miles of

practically level running. It knocks
badly on the _least provocation, and
will take very little air. Suspecting

' the timing of the engine, I tested it

according to " Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them" with the following
astonishing results. Inlet begins to

open fin. before the top of the exhaust
- stroke and closes fin. up the com-

.

. pression stroke. Exhaust valve opens
ijin. before bottom of firing stroke and.
closes ^in. down induction stroke.

Will this account for the overheating,
and can it be altered?' If so. how?

—

T.G.,
The engine seems to be tinred with an

*

overlap in the valves which is- supposed
to be the best practice for getting high
speed out of an engine. We do not think
this would account for the overheating
trouble. Probably you are using a jet

which is too large, or you are not using
suitable lubricating oil. Buy only the
very best brands of motor cycle oil for
lubricating, and be sure that it is in a
sealed tin, otherwise yon may. purchase
oil which is ruining the- engine. As the
engine will take very little air, this points
to the fact that there is an obstruction
somewhere in. the petrol pipe or car-

buretter which would cause symptoms
similar to those of over-heating. We
should advise you to take down the car-

buretter and clean it thoroughly, examine
the petrol pipe, and change the lubri-

cating oil. .

Cracked Piston.
t ,,

(1.) Would you mind infoi

ing me if there is any danger
using a cracked piston? I

Is it possible to have it wek
. to give satisfaction, it being

3J, h.p. with the rings one at 'A
end of the piston, and the crack, l

verv large, about ^in. long, acri

the" bottom slot? (3.) Would tj

cause loss of compression?—E.G.
(1.) Yes, consid?rable danger. Ifthepisi
brokeit would probably cause a. lot

damage, which would be very much m<
costly than replacing at once with lii

piston. (2.) Electrical welding is sat

factory in some cases, but it is qu.

impossible to say whether it would i

satisfactory in the case of the piston

question.' What we should advise .

a

to do would be to communicate witfc

firm undertaking electrical, welding, _se'

them the piston, and ask them if tit

can make a satisfactory job of it. I

any case the piston would have to »

machined after the welding if the crack
across the ring slot, and probably a m
piston would be cheaper in the long i<i

(3.) It depends entirely on the size)

the crack whether it would cause loss-

compression, but We should be inclined •

think it would, as in all probability t

crack opens when the engine is started.

EXPEDIENCES WANTED. \

Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences o

others with various motor cycles or accessorial

must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in whic.li

the replies may be forwarded. Answers to Ull
queries below should be addressed c/o The Editor. I

"F.J." (Reading).—2J h.p. DoulJ
two-speed with light sidecar.

"F.D.O." (Tottenham). — Kempsha
|

with 4 h.p. sidecar combination.
" L.F.CV (Simonstown).—6h.p. Siiwl

tricar converted to sociable.

"G.W.L." (Derby),—Two-speed gfc

and free engine clutch for fitting to 513ll

1910 Indian.

"T.W.LXV'-2i h.p. Levis. Cooljfi

of running and lubrication.

" Humber " (Salisbury).—3£ h.p. 19

two-speed Humber, with sidecar!

"R.A." (Bombay).—Glover cyeleeaj

A TEaT HILL IN THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

The hairpin bend on Rest and be Thankful, which unseated many riders. Bert Yates (3J h.p. Humber) is seen successfully round, after having passed his stible

companion F. G. Edmond, who ran on to the loose stones on the inside of the bend.

B26
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Stanley at Brooklands
Another Dash for the Records

by the SPEEDY

SINGER
Who won -the Five Lap Senior
and Five Lap Junior Scratch
Races in -fine StyBe on Saturdays
July 20th.

Writing of the Senior event "THE MOTOR CYCLE" said:—

"Stanley was never challenged and steadily increased his lead,

finally crossing the finishing line fully a mile in front."

"MOTOR CYCLING" said:—

"At the end of the first lap Stanley was leading at a terrific

pace on his 3|-h.p. Singer. At the second lap Stanley had a

lead of over a quarter of a mile. From this point to the finish

Stanley simply romped away from the field, and eventually won.'

12 Models to select -From.

Prices from £39 to £65.
WRITE FOR ART CATALOGUE.

& Co., Ltd.,

COVENTRY.
London Depot

:

17, Holborn Viaduct.

IRISH STOCKIST:
Mr. C. E. Jacob. 184. dreat
Brunswick Street. Dublin, and
32a, Queen Street, Belfast.

LEEDS AGENT:
Mr. A. I. Greenwood.

39, Guildford Street.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention" The Motor Gyth.'
J
£27
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FORWARD SIDECAR
FOR 1912.

Tulip Model 7.
For 3!. ami 5 h.p. motor cycles £11 11

For?' -;; » h.p. ,,' _ £12 12

Fitted with Duniop and Michelin Tyres.

Extfas.—Windscreen, 25/- ; Apron, 8/6 ; Luggage
Carrier, 20/- ; Hood, 40-.

Telegrams—" Streamline." IVlcplinne—Victoria, S'*2.

BVi. v5. VARLEY,
Forward W'kt. Stoney Lane, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK,
3! h.p. free engine TR'UMPK £55

3', h.p. free engine B.S.A £56 10

35 h.p. free enjrinc PREMIER £54 17

3l h.p. 3 -speed PREMIER £58

3 V h.p. 3-speed NEW HUDSON £59 17

3J h.p. multi-speed BUDGE £60

3> h. p. 2-speed NUMBER £52 10

f> "h.p. 2-specd MATCHLESS £69 6

ROLLO CYCLECAR, with hood and screen 100 Gns.

The following: Second-hand Motors
have been thoroughly overhauled

and are in excellent condition:

2= h.p. 1909 DOUSLAS £19 10

2 h.p. 1911 SINGER VELO £22 10

2} h.p. 1911 MOTOSACOCHE £22 10

3! h.p. 1911 PREMIER £34 10

The above are genuine bargains.

TOM NORTON, LTD.,
The Palace of Sport,

LLANDRINDOD WELLS.-
Branches :

RHAYADER and KNIGHTON.

Castings of
CYLINDERS,

PISTONS, RINGS,
BUSHES, Etc.,

for REPAIRS.

I. C. DALMAN & SONS,

BIRMINGHAM.

Cover issued by Telephone or Telegraph.

MOTOR

POLICIES

ANYSH.P.
PERCY BUTLER & Co. ^cSSTtIS:
Telegrams :

' Butlerism.' 'Phone : 22S2-2132 Central.

Also at London, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, etc.

Fullest particulars on application.

APPLICATION FOR AGENCIES INVITED.

— 'Meets with enthusiastic approval evervw 1—Vide one of the foremost aidecarists in En
j

THE TOURING

Gondola
Tat. No. II (105 Keg. Design Nob. 6U)nT3.fl

t

STREAMLINE BOAT BODY. Steers beau
Keeps clean. You leave the dust behind.

PATEN i CHASSIS. Engineers' work. . huj»
Underslung frame, reinforced axle. Susp
3-poiut, shackled.

ACCOMMODATION: The " place for everyl

machine, yet speediest sideenr on the market, I

Itlustrat (1 Boojilebfree on application. £1

Manufacturers : WIW. HASTINGS £ ,

Motor Engineers.

WORKS : HUDDERSFIELD, ENG.

TWO
GOOD THINGS:

THE LATEST DALL

Belt Fastener.

THE DALL

Trouser Guard.
1/6 each.

Postage 1d. from all Agents.

DALL, Ladybank, FIFE.

FOR QUALI

Prices are on rail StaineeS h

64ft.Y4ift.x6ft. high£!<l
7ft. x 5ft x 7ft. JH1
8ft. x. 5ft x ?ft. ,:;»
8ft. x 6ft. x 7ft „ .

9ft. x 7ft. x 7ft. „*§
!Oft. x8ft. x 7ft. „-'«

I2ft. x8ft/x7jft ,M
DouM iiouTs2/6ert n

Roof double b.:ai*ded20^1|
Walls ditto one-third C

|j

These houses are tenants' fixtures, and can to
jj

together in a few minutes. They are made of soun V
seasoned matchboard, and complete with Hour. '1

1

in any desired position. Roofs of Stoniflex fin
treat each house with Brown Sideroleum.
It' galvanised iron wa-lls and roof, 50 per cent M

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF —

ORGAN
RUNABOUTS.

PUTNEY GARAGE, H,GH ST
PUTNEY, S.W,

NOW IN STOCK..
B.S.A., 2-speed.
TRIUMPH, Clutch Model.
2? h.p. NEW HUDSON.
RUDGE, Multi and Single.
4 h.p. SINGER.

E. T. MORRISS & CO., f
139a. & 139b, Finchley Road, N.'

Motor Cycle Covers Retreaded

Ex. Heavy Rubber Studded 12/6) vulcanized

Medium Weight,, „ 10/- 5£"g?.JE;
I teed not to
' come off.

Light 7 line part. 8/6

Elite Rubber Co.
7, Station Avenue,

LoLLghboro1
Junci., S.W,

CHIPHAN'S HOUSES.
Weatiier proof, Seasoned tintber.

Treated preservative.

RAISED DAMP-PROOF FLOOR
7'.:. X 5ft. x 7ft. high ..£2 6 6
8tt.x6ft.x7ft. „ ..3 1

gf t. x 7ft. X 7ft. „ .. 3 11

ioft.x8ft.X7AU. „ ..4 9
I2ft. x8ft.X7iU. „ .. 5 "3 u Enl
Wide double doors 2/- extra PriceB on rail Saves L£EQ>|

btaineB Tenant's Fixture, Delivery from Stock. Lists I

CHIPMANS, LTD., KINGSTON ROAD, ST/

CLARKE'S,
New Century Motor Cycle Wl
ST. ALBANi
EARLY DELIVERIES OF I

FIRST-CLASS MAKES, I

SEND FOR LIST OF SECOND-HAND MACrsl

B28 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycie."
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(

Pleasure—for you & your €tpal 3±—
pleasure that is never marred by irritating delays, roadside

->f;"*+'ments or repairs— pleasure that is pleasure purely.

And the bicycle that makes that possible is the

CALTilORVE 4i h.p.

with patent two-speed Gear-box and coach-
body built Sidecar—

A machine that takes you out and brings you back with

constant regularity.

We would like to send you full details—write us and we

will do so.

Note thai in the recent

South Australia Speed
Trials, Mr. P. R. Limb,
mounted on a 3i h.p. Cal-
thorpe, won the 3h n -P-

class from 1 5 other com-
petitors and, in so doing,

set up a speed of 56} m.p.h.

TJieCALTHOHPE MOTOR CYCLE Co., Barn St., Birmingham.

City Agents—The Motor Maintenance Co.. 1S4. Great Portland Street, London, W. Agent
for Kensington and Hammersmith District—H. C. Backer, 133, Hammersmith Road,

'

London. Agents for Chelsea— The Stanley Bridge Cycle Co., 52, King's Road, Chelsea.

m

WHERE ARE
YOU GOING

FOR YOUR

HOLIDAY?

All best routes

are given in

1 '"Che Jttotor Cycle"

ROUTE BOOK.
It contains descriptive" main routes for the whole

of the United Kingdom ; speed limits ; forty-five

• . . . maps (Bartholomew) : and copious index

Pric

1/6 net.

By post,

1/9.

Obtainable at ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street,

London, E.C., and leading Bookstalls.

'liemit'ance must accompany alt post orders.)

4,500 miles on a RICH
T ube and Cover without
'. si.ig the pump. This
absolutely unsolicited
testimonialcan be seen,
with a thousand otners,
at our office ; also hun-
dredsof endsof all other
mrfkes — British and
Foreign — with the
opinions of the ciders.

Write for Booklet and
Extra:! of rsj.imonials.

GUARANTEED AIR-TIGHT, with free Air Passage.

Reduced Retailed Price List, July 8th.
'

HEAVY.
Recommended for all

ordinary purposes.
2Gin. 26in.

Il .. 9/" •• IO/-

2 .. 13/- .. 15/-

z* ..14/ •• 16/-

2i .. 16/6 .. 18/6
24.U1., 6d. less.

PEDAL CYCLfi, il, if, ij

EXTRA HEAVY.
For h-avy and hitrh

power machines.
26in. 28in.

2j .. 17/6 .. 20/-

2j .. 22/- .. 25/-

3 .. 26/- .. 30/-

34 .. 32/" •• 3<V-
24111., 1/- less.

.. 6/-

Ths RICH COVERS.
Best Value on the

Market.

26X2B.E. 2J 36/. 32/-. :

2i 4°A
Ons Quality Onry

—

TH£ BEST.

lANDtM HEAVY ii,"ij

Converting own Tubes.
Approx. i| 2 2i 2j 3 3i

Price 3/- H- 5/- 6/" 71- 8/-

Pedal Cycle 1/6 Tandem. 2/- & 2/3

If not obtainable frcm thi

Trade write a..^.., erasing F.U

fi/v-Hc .<\,. je>_ re.urn post

The RICH Detachable Air Tube Co.

Crawley, Sussex.

Tele.:rama: ' liicti. Crawjey

In answering these advertisements il is desirable to mention

Guarantee of Perfection.

Motor Cycle." < B">i
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ITS THE SOLO

BICYCLE FOR

BUSINESS

GENTLEMEN
WHO DESIRE

RELIABILITY

WITH LOW COST

OF UPKEEP
READY FOR

ANYWHERE AT
ALL TIMES.

CHAMPIONSHIP HONOURS
ARE SECURED WHEREVER IT COMPETES AGAINST

all powers by the HAZLEWOOD.
THE WORLD'S GREATEST LIGHTWEIGHT.

VA

IT'S THE SOLO

BICYCLE THAT
WINS FIRST

PRIZES, AND

MOUNTS THE
STEEPEST

GRADIENTS WITH

EASE, WHERE
HIGHER POWER
MACHINES

FAIL.

Remember its sensational performances in the recent Reliability Trials. Write for Catalogue and List of Successes.

Its characteristic points are Speed, Power, Reliability, and it's built as a motor bicycle should be bu.it.

HAZLEWOODS, LTD.. The
E
wiri

B
dH

IS
GreSest

8
Ltht- COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

weight Manufacturers.

LONDON AGENTS: MOTOR MAINTENANCE CO.. 184, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.

Books forMotorcyclists
Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them.
The standard Handbook of the Motor Cycle,
Fifteenth edition, revised and enlarged, now
on sale. Price 1 /- net. By Post 1 /3.

Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists.

Full of usefnl "wrinkles '-' with regaid to the

care and management of ( motor cycles. }m
edition. Price 1 /. net. By Post 1 /2.

The Motor Cycle Route Book.
Contains best routes for the whole of the

British Isles, 45 rriaps and sfe^d limits.

Price 1 /6 net. By Post 1/9.

Obtainable (with , remittance) from 1LIFFE & SONS
20, Tudor Street, LONDON. E.C., also from all Books

J. B. JACQUEM IN BROS.
COLLAPSIBLE " CHLOROPHYLLE " EYE PROTECTORS.
\aiichiso"5's patent j rec.d

TOURIST TROPHY RACES , 1912.

Mr.E.KICKHAM(2nu in the Junior T.T.Race) writes— "I have great pleasure

in stating that your Goggles are the BEST I have EVER used. I wore them
in both races and found them perfect in driving rain, sunglare, mountain
mist, and dust ; and, mrlhermore, they are exceedingly comfortable."

THE EXPERT'S OPINION—PERFECT in all WEATHERS.
rnluc rum t/n UHLOKUPHYLLE l-ENdEs, >/o l-LAlri irostase 20.J

WRITE—CHAPPELL& CO., 11, Hatton Garden, LONDON.

The vital part of your engine
is the ignition apparatus. To avoid faulty ignition

the best plan is to fit the

U.H. Magneto.
It fives a perfect spark at all speeds ; and can always be relied

upon. See that your mount is fitted with a U.H. on your next

run. Send for booklet, it will interest you.
'

115, Sourhw*r1c Street,

LONDON, S.E.

Telephone: smOontrai.

S. WOLF & Co.,
Telegrams: "Widerstaod, London."

B32 In aiiswerin/)'these advertisements U is desirable to mention " JFhe^Motor Ctirlr."
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l^EVOID ^Jr F Jl. IE V O I D \^ F M ROUBLE]
MOTORS. —

The finest machine in the World for

Design, Workmanship, & Finish
OAKAMOOR HILL CLIMB.

1 DOT entered, awarded 2 Silver Cups.
Write, 'Phone (2 125 Central), or call—

306, Deansgate.
Manchester.

Sole Agents for Manchester & District for the Canoelet Sidecars.

Applications for Agencies invited.

London Agents—The Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Liverpool Agents—Messrs. Henry Whitlock & Co., 40, Hope St., Liverpool.

Leeds Agents—Messrs. F. K. Langton & Co., 3, Briggate.

Stoke-on-Trent Agents—Messrs. J. E. & L. Fritchard, London Road.

H. Reed &- Co.;

HUILE DE LUXE
— /-, '. f Summer
Two Grades

\ Winter

WAS USED ON THE

First Six Machines
FINISHING IN THE JUNIOR

Tourist Trophy Race,
HUILE DE LUXE is the finest lubricant

ever produced for medium and lightweight

machines.

The Summer grade is specially suitable for

powerful sidecar engines, such as Chater
Lea, Clyno, and Enfield, running under
average conditions.

It is the fatty matter which is lacking in

other oils, which has lifted Huile de Luxe
to its present enviable position.

Huile de Luxe gives clean and delightfully

free running and no " gumming up I

"

Huile' de Luxe was used by C. E. Murphy
in the Irish Erid-to-End Reliability Trial,

1912 Lists and all particulars from

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE CO. LTD.

Battersea. LONDON, S.W.

Harrods
BARGAINS

FOR THE

HOLIDAYS
A Few Shop-soiled Machines at Special

Prices.

1

.

2| h.p. " Elswick," F.E. . . -. . £40

2. 3f h.p. '^Matchless" £51

3. 4 h.p. "Norton" (Big Four) 2 speed

F.E £57 10

4. 3| h.p. "Norton" £42

5. 3i h.p. "Rudge," F.E. . . . . £55

6. 3| h.p. "Rudge," Multi-speed £60

7. 3| h.p. "Singer," F.E £50

8. 2|h.p. "Singer" £44

9. 4 h.p. "Singer," 2 Speed F.E. £60 15

10. 3\ h.p. " Zenith Gradua" . . £50

11. 8 h.p. "Bat," 2 Speed .. ..£73
THE ABOVE ARE ALL NEW MACHINES AND
OFFERED SUBJECT TO BEING UNSOLD ON

RECEIPT OF ORDER.

50 OTHER MACHINES IN STOCK OF ALL
LEADING MAKES.

HARRODS ARE SPECIALISTS

IN CYCLECARS,
G.W.K., MORGAN. A.C., etc.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE ON
APPLICATION.

Any make supplied on
Deferred Payments.

HARRODS LTD.,
Richard Burbidge, Managing Director,

BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' A-35
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95 GUINEAS, ready for the Road. 100 GUINEAS, with Windscreen and Hood.
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.

20/3/12. ,: Tup \'. Ilo is running extremely
well—in fact, tar bettei than I anticipated.
She hoi :1s the road perfectly."
18/4/12. "I like the Rollo very much, and
wish you every success."

29/4/12. ' The machine is running very
well, and attracts a pood deal of attention."
8/5/12. " I have now done about 800 miles
on the ear. and am very pleased with it.

The car easily does 35 m.p.ii., although I
have not tried it all out. It also climbs verv
well. Everybody I meet is much interested,
and I should think you would have plenty
of sales liere."
17/5/12. ' 'j.i.e car runs all day like r

clock."

'5/12. - 1 am still getting satisfaction
tipi, <>i my car. . . 1 hope you are getting
plenty of orders."

THE RELIABLE ROLLO.
The Premier 4-wheeled Cyclecar. Fast, Safe, and Simple.

AND MANY OTHERS
Catalogues and full particulars from The ROLLO CAR Co.. Ltd.,

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.
20/5/12. •• I sliould like to Ml you that
my car is coins beautifully at present. . .

It has climbed Dashirood Hill with 21
stone up. also three, suit oases, spare tyres,

oil, and petrol."
25/5/12. I fully endorse the testimonials
you have received. The little ear is a mar-
vel, and goes wonderfully."
31/5/12. •• I should like you to know that
1 am delimited with my Rollo ear. I can
drive and control it perfeetlv. and have in-

dulged in scrapping with eminently satis-

factory remits- AVith two up and hifrgage

I passed hve ears which were all endeavouring
to pass one another to avoid the dust, and
have attained a speed of 47 m-p.h. I also

left an 8h.i . and sidecar on the
road. This would have beaten me if it had
not been for your variable gear- Please

accept inv best compliments.
AND MANY OTHERS.

Conybere St., Birmingham (Eng.)

The Guest Decompressor.

THE little ariicle illustrated herewith
makes motor cyclestartingsimplicity
itself, and not an aihletic feat as

heretofore.

EASY TO START THE ENGINE.
SIMPLE TO FIT.

SUITS ALL STANDARD MACHINES.
FITS INTO EXHAUST CAP.

NOTHING TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

Price 12/6
Postage 4d.

each.

GUEST DECOMPRESSOR CO.,
107, HIGH ST., WEST BROMWICH.

REGAL PRECISION.
Birmingham Open Hill Climb, Wenlock Edge, June 1st, 1912.

Mr. Jack Woodhouse entered one machine, winning
seven medals, including first on Formula; in the side-

car class.

Our speciality is s,\ single-cylinder two or three-speed

sidecar machine. Send for particulars.

Ernest Smith & Woodhouse, Ltd.,

88, John Bright Street, BIRMINGHAM.
London Agents:

Messrs. H. C. Mills & Co.,

15, Woodhouse Parade,

Gt North Road, Finchley.

W$M

with the VOLEX GIANT 4* volt (Patent I

applied for-) DRY BATTERY.
Far superior to accumulators, always ready, does not I

deteriorate by keeping, gives 65 to 80 hours' light without!

renewing. Complete with satchel
for fixing to frame of machine,
motor head lamp, self focussing -

lamp attachment, metal filament
bulb, complete ready for use, - THE
Price 20/- post free. HVO LE *
Send for our M. & S. Catalogue, El

r A x
ghing full particulars of these

1
1 /YI^'tT

lamps. The most interesting

Catalogue of its kind issued.

Mention " The Motoi Cycle." t| BATTERY
WARD AND
GOLDSTONE,

Contractors to H,M,-~
(jovernment,

SALFORD,
MANCHESTER,

Telephone—
''0S4-5-G Central.

Ttlpcrams—
Multum,

MaiiiytiiSter.

Spare Vo-ex Giant Kcfiiis,

4-/6 etub. Tii qjo ;

powerful and Jastiog dry
battery made. Ideal for

i^oitio n

PARIS-LIEGE
-—TRIAL

WON BY
Mr. Vernon Taylor on a "Rudge"

Motor Cycle, using an

EISEMANN
MAGNETO
Mr. Taylor also made fastest time in

the hill climb, covering the 2 kilom. in

1 min. 49 sees.

Fit the Eisemann to your machine.

THE EISEMANN MAGNETO CO.,

43, Berners Street, Oxford Street, LONDON. W.
Telephone : 4601 City. Telegrams :

" Rousillon, London.'

A36 In answering these, advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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We illustrate herewith the "Coronet" Quick-
detachable joints, which are fitted to all our models.
To detach is simply a matter of unscrewing nut
about five threads. When attached, and nut screwed
tight, the joint is solid and perfectly rigid, and
does not rattle like some patent joints held in

position by springs and pins that are liable to shake
loose.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large stock of the best makes from

59/6. Your old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

25/- ALLOWED
for your R. dfc B. or Amac Carburetter if fitted with
H.B. control in exchange for a new 1912

SENSPRAY or BINKS.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
KEIGHLEV MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH

(ofi Pellon Lane), HALIFAX. Tel. io6*.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HEBDEN'S can now supply from stock, and

waiting.

1Q12 Model 2Jh,p. Douglas, G; £41.

|

1Q12 Model 2Jh.p. Douglas, H;-£47,

12 Model 2Jh.p. Douglas, K; £50.

James, 2-speed and free engine,"
£73.

I Q12 Model 3ih.p.
-I- «/ chain drive, and eanoe'let sideuar

*|Q12 Model 3ih.p. Rudge Multi-speed (2); £60.

T012 Model 3ih.p. Eudge Free Engine; £55.

1012 Model 34h.p. Rudge irr.
; £48/15.

12 Model 3ih.p. Triumph Free Engine (2) ;" £55.

12 Mbdel 3ili.p. Triumph T-T. Roadster; £50.

12 Model 3±h.p. Humber, 2-speed and free engine;
£52/10.

1 Q12 Model 35h.p- New Hudson, 3-speed and free
J-J7 engine J.AP. : £59/17; offers.

OND Hand.—1912 Model 6h.p. Clyno and Sidecar, a3
<*W new; cost £88, accept to quick buyer £70, a rare
bargain.

1Q12 Model Rudge, free engine, lady's, cost £57/10,
At/ not done 150 miles; accept £49.

1 Q12 Model Douglas, 2-speed 1 and free engine, lady's;
J-*/ cost £52 a month ago, accept £46.

I Q 1 1 Rudge T.T-, splendid condition; £36
:

10 Triumph, in tip-top order; only £33.

09 Triumph Standard, just overhauled; £30.

09 Res, 3ih.p-, new tyre and belt ("Whittle), little

used; £20.

.TJ., 3£h.p.; 2-speed and free engine, condition as

new; £23-.

Moto-Reve, ,22h-p. twin; a gift, £14.

lh.p. Res Tricar, 2-sneed and free engine, in Bound
2 condition, and very reliable; accept £10/10.

09 5-6h.p. Vindec Special,

car: £23.
free engine, and side-

WRITE us if you are in want of anything in the
motor cycle line ; we are constantly changing.

E carry large stocks _ of sidecars, both cane and
coachbuilt bodies, new and 2nd-hand.

LAMPS, horns, tyres, tubes, belts, iir great variety,

by all the- best makers- We can supply everything

required by the up-to-date motor cyclist. Write, call,

or ring up.

HEBDEN'S Motor Mart, St. James' St-, Burnley.
Tel.: 488. [3439

OLTON—1912 free engine Triumph, 8 weeks
with all accessories ; cost £71, offers-—Below.

old,

BOLTON--
hauled. any

Late 1910 free engine Triumph, just over-
trial; £36; 1909 Triumph, in very

good condition, £28.—Below.

BOLTON.—1912 free engine Premier, just as new,
£42; several other machines for cosh", or exchange;

sidecars and accessories. The house for motor cycle bar-
gains.—Parker, Stanley Garage, Westbrook St., Bolton.
"Phone: 1348. [X8689

ENFIELD, 1911J. 22h.p.. chain drive, perfect; £30.
—Simpson, la, Balfour Rd., Southport. [S8530

OTJGLAS, Model K, just received; £50 cash-
Evans, Douglas Motor Agent, Wigan. [3287

9.—Motor cycle, 3h.p , low, long handle-bars, perfect
condition.— 9, Chelmsford Rd., Stockport. [X8639

Williamson motors in stock.—Sole
em, Gourlay, Fallowfield. [X8798

D
£
DOUGLAS and

Manchester i

-| Q 09 Triumph, fitted with LMC. Tar. sear, Wocd-
J-J7 Milne tyres; £24.-65, Hilden St., Bolton.

[X8742
FREE Engine B.SA- late 1911, only run 865 mileB;

£40, or nearest offers.—Wray, Postmaster, Catterick.
[X8557

N.S.TJ. 3h.p. Cycle, pood condition, tyres new; £12.
—Particulars, Sykes, Hifrhfield, Clifton, Briphouee.

[X8667

3 .lh.p. Minerva (1908). H.T. mas., torpedo tank, low,
2 perfect condition; £14.-30, Clive Place, Brad-

ford. [3225

KEKET-ABINGDON, 3{h.p., 1911, perfect condition
throughout, all accessories ; £28.—L. Slade, Harro-

eate. [X8782

BEAND New P.E. Eudge; cost £55; as cannot ac-
cept delivery, will sell £49.-26, Ashton Ed., More-

cambe. .[3123

Clyde . Motor Cycle, low tension ignition, legs

mag. ; £3/10.—Pilling, Hough Lane, Eagley,
Bolton. [3104

3ih.p» Automoto, vertical engine, 26in.. new tyres,
2 good running order ; £5.—Walton, Dawson Sq.,

,

Burnley. - [X8577
I

2P*

FOR
NOTHING!

We offer a Brand New xgix} 3I- h.p. PREMIER
at.a reduction of £11. Guaranteed by makers. AU
improvements. Delivery from stock. Why buy
second-hand ?

List price .... £47 10 1 Discount for cash.

Our price £36 10 f Exchanges.
Above machines fitted with 1912 Sturmey-Archer or
Armstrong 3-speed gear, £10 extra. Ideal for side-

car work.

CLYNO, 1912, only run 200 miles £57 10
HUMBER, 1911, i£ n.p., two speeds, handle

starting, and Millford sidecar £40
PREMIER, 3} h.p., 1911 model £30
N.S.U., 6 h.p., 1910, 2-speed, and new sidecar £38 10
N.S.U., 3! h.p., 1908, magneto, 26in. wheels £13 10
REX, 3J h. p., 1908, spring forks, magneto . . £16 10
Twin DOT, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, handle-starting,

with sidecar £36 10
CLYNO—New 1012 model in stock £68 5

SCOTT, 1911, nice order £47 10
REX, twin, 1910, Speed King £20
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p. twin, 1911 M.O.V.,

with £12 12s. Rex sidecar £47 10
REX, ^i h.p., vertical engine, magneto .... £8 10
TRIUMPH, 1909, 2-speeds £33 10
HUMBER, 1910, 2-speed gear £29 10
SAROLEA 5 h.p. Tricar, P. & M. gear £10 10
ENFIELD Lightweight, 1910 £18 10
QUADRANT, 3$ h.p., magneto, spring forks £16 10
DAVIS DOUBLE, 1911, 6 h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed

gear ; cost £94. £24 10
DAKRACQ 9 h.p. 2-seater Car, 3 speeds and

reverse £15 10
3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V., magneto £8 10
WOLF Lightweight, 19 o .. £10
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., verticaiengine £5 10
HUMBER Tricar, open frame, wheel steer-

ing, water-cooled £15
ANTOINE, 3 h.p., vertical engine, h.b. con-

trol, spring forks £8 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

ENGINES.

7-9 h.p. PEUGEOT, magneto, carburetter .. £11 10
6 h.p. Twin, magneto, carburetter, etc. . . £8 TO

4} h.p. PRECISION, only run six months . . £10
2$ h.p. De Dion 30/- 1$ h.p. Minerva 28/6
3 h.p. Simms. M.O.V. 37/6 2 h.p. Antoine 28/6

GREAT CLEARANCE LINE.
26 x 2^ Pedley Covers, fit 2jin. rims 32/6
26 x 2I Heavy Rubber-studded Covers .... 26/-

24 X 2 and 2^ Beaded Clipper Covers, new.. 8/0
New Lycett Rubber Belt, 7ft. 6in., gin 11/6

41 h.p. PRECISION ENGINES.

We will make a good allowance for your old

engine in part payment for one of the above up-
to-date powerful engines.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WANTED.-^XL'All Spring forks.

New 1912 B. & B. Carburetter 23/6
Nearly New 1912 Binks' Carburetter 26/6
Bosch Magneto, nearly new £3 6
Nearly new 1912 Senspray 23/6
Bradbury pattern Handle-bars 6/6
Lowen Sidecar, cost £14 £5
Longuemare, Minerva, F.N. Carburetters .. 4/6
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends .... 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 b.p. 3/3 and 4/6
Gripskin Belting: fin. 10d., |in. lid., iin. 1/-
Wide Mudguards 4in pair 2/11
B. & B. and Amac, h. b. control 13/6
New Amac Carburetter, h.-b. control 18/6
Montgomery Sidecar, .10 guinea model .... £3 10
Mills-Fulford Sidecar .- £3 15
Tubular Carriers, with drop ends 4/6
New Mirror Lens Lamp with generator

^ .. . 12/6
Sidecar Lamps, show red behind , 6 9

Booth's Motorics,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halifax.

TeL-1062

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, Ajg
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~Jm \ \5m%€AR
COMFORT AND STABILITY.

Best £6 6s. model made.

£7 7s. model. £8 8s. model.

26 x 2jin. & 26 x sAin. MICHELIN or CONTINENTAL
tyres (Hutchinson Studded), 5/- extra, beaded edge.

QUICK DETACHABLE FITTINGS, ENGLISH CANE
AND WICKER BODIES, GHATER-LEA HUBS,
FLAT BASE STANDARDIZED RIMS, BEST
QUALITY CEE SPRINGS, ALL TELESCOPIC
TUBES PLATED, FIT ANY MACHINE.

GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
"DUTCH CLOG" model £11 11

"ALL CANE" model £12 12
"LOUNGE BODY" model £13 13

Read what users say

:

14, Warwick Road,
New Southgate, N.

Dear Sirs,—Some time since I purchased from you
a slop-so^ed sidecar, and after running same for

about 3,000 miles felt I should like to let you know
how very satisfactorily it has been running. The
chassis is now as true all over as on the day it was
delivered to me, and that in spite of being run on
many occasions with two passengers and under the
worst of conditions.

After seeing the sorry turn-outs some of my friends
have paid three times as much for, after barely
1,000 miles' running, I feel it only due to you to send
this appreciation with the usual disclaimer.

You are at liberty to use this letter as you please,

and to give my name and address to any enquirer.
Personally, I have, and shall, always recommend

a " Portland " to anyone who wants a practical and
thoroughly efficient sidecar.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) W. E. BAKER.

I

A New Hudson rider says

:

lffley Road, Oxford.

. . . I think this is good evidence of the
strength and reliability of your machines.
The way we go up hills is simply marvellous.

The machine simply advertises itself wherever it

goes, and causes a lot of attention with one of

Maude's " Dutch Clog " sidecars attached.

1 have driven both motor cycles and cars for over
five years, and have never had a turn-out give such
Satisfaction.

You can use this letter if you like, but 1 expect
you have any number of such letters.

(Signed) G. S.

Why not have a catalogue ?

Trade terms to bona-fide agents only in open
districts.

1912 MODELS IN STOCK.
CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., standard, 1912 model £68 5
PR -.EVIIER, 3$ h.p., 3-speed model £58
ARI =L 3* h.p., T.T., 3-speed

REX DE LUXE, 6 h.p., 1912. 2-speed £62 10
REX SIDETTE, 6 h.p., complete combination £75
DOUGLAS, 2$ h.p., Model G, standard £41

RUDGE, 3ib.p., multi-sp^ed £60
RUDGE, 3^ h.p., free engine .' £55
RIDGE, 3I h.p., standard £48 15
BAT, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed, chain drive (about

to days) £73 j
MORGAN Runabout, seater Offers

Deliveries within 3 weeks of A.C. Sociables.

SCOTTS. HUMBER (3* h.p., 2 speeds).

CLYNOS. ENFIELD (6 h.p. combinations).

And almost all other models.

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.LON DOM W.

Telephone 552, Mayfair
Teleijrrtms "AHd.eate" London

( L-ISTS P=»OST RREE.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4h.p. Campion-Jap, late 1911, Palmer cord tyres,

lamps, equal new.—George Walker, jun., Wales,
Sheffield. [X8645

SCOTT, 1911, just overhauled by makers, absolutely
perfect condition, spares ; £45.—Tunstall, draper,

Hindley. [S8707

1Q 08 Triumph, £28, eplendid order, Xl'all saddle, all
J-v accessories-—Fielding, tobacconist, Hebden Bridge,
Yorkshire. [X8657

SCOTTS, 1912, immediate delivery; 6 in stock; no
waiting; £65; deferred terms arranged—Hitchens,

Morecambe. [3184

MATCHLESS, 2-speed, 1912, all models in stock;
uo. waiting; deferred terms at list price.—Kitchens,

Morecambe. -
' [3185

CLYNOS, 1912, with or without sidecars, 6 in stock;
deferred terms at listTprice; no waiting.—Hitchens,

Morecambe. [3186

1 Q12 Budges, all models, discount for cash, list priceAv on deferred.—Hitchens, Morecambe, [3187

BRADBTJBYS, 1912, all models, immediate delivery,
no waiting; list price on the deferred.—Hitchens,

Morecambe- [3188

HUMBERS, 1912, 3±h-p., 2-speed; immediate de-
livery ; list price on deferred-—Hitchens, More-

cambe. [3189

2-speed ; immediate delivery

;

Why wait?—Hitchens, More
camDe. [3190

DOUGLASES, 1912,. all models in stock; no waiting
;

special terms on the' deferred.—Hitchens, More-
cambe. [3191

PREMIER, 1912, 2-speed; list price deferred; dis-

count for cash.—Hitchens, Morecambe- [3192

BAT. 1912, chain drive, immediate delivery; deferred
terms arranged. Why wait ?—Hitchens, Morecambe.

[3193
BRADBURY, 1912, free engine model, not riddeu

50 miles; sacrifice £10.—F. Anders, 38, Piatt Lane,
Hindley, Lanes. _ [X7477

T 012 6h.p. Enfield Turnout, new June, latest im
-L£/ provements; £70.— W-F. and Co-, 5, Cheltenham

INDIAN, 1912, 7h-p.,
cash or deferred.

Parade. Harrogate- [X8787

RUDGE, T.T., 2-gallon tank, perfect condition, only
done 350 miles-—Jones, 159, St. Anne's Rd. East,

St. Anne's-on-Sea. [X8698

LIVERPOOL.—1911* Royal Enfield, 23h.p., guaranteed
faultless ; trial ; everything on ; .£35-—McAdam,

276, Scotland Ed- [3164

1 Q12 New 3ih.p. B.S-A-, 2-speed, free engine, done
*-& 50 miles, new lOgn. sidecar; £62/10.—Crown
Garage, Scarborough.

1Q12 2|h.p. Humber, Armstrong 3-Bpeed, spare tyre,
--*/ belt, and lamp, done 300; £40, cost £58; ownei
bought Clyno-—Above- [X852f*

MINERVA, 3hp-, h.b.c-, adjustable pulley, splendid
running order; £8/10.—Farr, 279. Warrington Rd-.

Lower Ince, Wigan. [X8531

MERRICE for Bradbury*. Chater-Lea, Rudge, A.J.S..
Matchless, etu-—Merrick's Stores, Listerhills, Brad

ford. 'Phone: 2439. [0038

TRIUMPH. 1911, free engine, complete with lamp,
horn, tools, etc., perfect condition ; £38.—Sutclifie,

34, George St., Oldham. [X855E

HUMBER Lightweight, 1911, 2h-p., lamp, generator,
horn, etc.; £23; getting combination. — Lees,

Hamilton St., Bury, Lance. [X8661

TJOYAL Enfield, 1911^, 2-speed, free engine, jnevi

court Place, Scarborough. [326£

NEW Unused 6h-p. Twin Zenith; cost £70; as con-

not meet account, will sell £62/10 cash-—Johnson,
18, Castle Park, Lancaster. [312E

1Q11 B.S-A., standard model, only done 4,000 miles,
X *J all in new condition ; £37.—Wilson, Crossfield

House, Farsley, near Leeds. [X8694

3ih-p. T.T. Triumph, 1912, exceptionally fast, just
2 completed 100 miles, complete; what offers?—26.

Carter Knowle Rd., Sheffield. [X7999

REX, 3J,h.p.. 1908, new in 1909, Bosch. B. and B..

excellent condition; £18, or close offer.—Hudson,
89, Albert Rd„ Colne, Lanes. [X8601

RUDGE, 1912£, free engine, done 120 miles, guaran-
teed perfect throughout; £45.—Walmsley, 12,

School St., Accrington, Lanes. [3321

BAT-J.A.P-, 6h-p., late 1910, clutch, spring frame,
Bosch, carefully used, very fast, reliable; £36-—

Arnott, Fife Rd., Darlington- [3122

MOTOR Cycle for sale, 4h.p. Trump-Jap, as new,
not ridden 200 miles; list price £48, accept £34.

—Sanderson, Station Garage, Filey. [3327

TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine, not done 1,000 .miles,

perfect, lamp, horn, usual spares; £50, no offers.—

J.H.G-, 37, Sankey St-, Warrington. [X8003

£30;
.

pri-

[X8560

3ih.p. Zenith
£50, Model G. Douglas £41. P- and M. £60.

Scott £65.—Greenland, agent, Oarnforth. [3124

1A11 3^h.p. Rex Tourist, free engine, eparea;
-Lt/ condition as new, tuus 110 mileB to gallon;

vate owner.—Larrad, Horbury, Wakefield.

"I Q12 Motqr_ Cycles, must be oleared;

PRICES DOWN
QUALITY UP.

Always our Motto.

Call and Inspect. All fully guaranteed.

Exchanges or Deferred Payments

RUDGE MULTI . 3* b-P-, 19", new.... £gQ

RUDGE CLUTCH
' 3i h.p., 19", new .

. £55
pCV 8IDETTE, 6 h.p., 1912, new £75
DEV DE LUXE, 6 h.p., 1912, new . £gO 10

ARIEL 3* h.p., 3-speed, new £gg
PCV SIDETTE, 1912 model, as new..£EO 4A
BEV DE LUXE, 1912 model, perfect. CAR 1

A

PREMIER, 3 * h•"- I92 3 speed £48
PREMIER, 3* h.p., 1910 model .£32

RUDGE 3i b,p '' I911 T 'T ' model

ARIEL 2i h.p., ideal lightweight . .

.

F N ->"6 n,p*' ^speeds, *rce engine . .

.

DOUGLAS, 2i h -p- I9" mqdel •

T A ^ 7-8 h.p., 1910 model

INDIAN 7-9 h-P-, 19", 2-speed

CLYNO,'6 h*.*9«.«

£34
£10
£31

P. & Mm, £&*• I9°9,

2

"speeds
'
Iovely £32

£31

£44
£54
£60
£54
£56
£46
£33
£25
£23
£27
£28
£30

RUDGE 3* h,p" I9I2> multi

P Ri M 3 - h-P*< 10IT model

C^ftTTT 3I h.p., 1010 model ......

F K 3"^ h-p-, shaft drive, 2-speeds .

.

^PflTT twin, 2-stroke, 2-speeds .

.

EM 4j h.p., 4-cyli-ider

A I C 3 h.p., iwin, just overhauled

\f © 5 h.p., free- engine, magneto. . .

.

F U 2£ h.p., 1910, tricycle, 2-speeds

PEUGEOT, £?ilt
h

;

p
;: .

™^°:
. !

ow £24
REX, 5 h-p- tourist model £22
MINERVA, 41 h.p., spring forks

• . £J ft

A.J.S.,
9I

2

speea £33
ANTOINE, ***** twin

-
,owbuiIt - £19

PHCENIX, 8hp "" 2Seater £26
ANGLIAN, '- h:p- lightweight £8

ANTOINE, 4 h.p.. clutch model......
£-J 2

IMPFRIA z h.p., handle-bar control .. £0

f^HATFR 4 k,p '' Kelecom engine £4 O

EXCELSIOR, 3 hP> tricar, speeds £12
NOTE.—Above subject to being unsold. Exchanges

can in some cases be arranged. Deferred pay-

ment charge , ro% extra on reduced prices.

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.LON DO N.W.

Telephong 552, Mayfair
Telegrams 'Ab-dicate" London

20 POWELL STREET HALIFAX
TelephoneM 43 3.,, National
TeleQrams Petrol Halifax.

(lists post free)
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The Silencer Tests.

THE
Auto Cycle Union silencer tests, reported last

week, have shown that the best quietening

effect is obtained by passing the gas first into

an expansion chamber twelve inches long and
five inches diameter, the final exit being

through a pipe five-eighths of an inch diameter. The
tests are most interesting, and confirm the statements

repeatedly made in these pages that silence without

back pressure can only be obtained by adopting a fairly

large chamber into which the gases can. expand.

Theoretically, this chamber should hold about six

'

times the volume of the cylinder capacity. The
capacities of the cylinders on the motor cycles used for

the test were approximately thirty cubic inches. The
cubical contents of a silencer or expansion box twelve

inches by five are two hundred and thirty-six cubic

inches, or nearly eight times the volume; there-

fore, theory and practice once more agree when
the practice is sound. Manufacturers have now to

produce a small exhaust box which will give the

same quietness. In our opinion they will never

secure the same result with a small box, either by

means of baffle-plates, small holes, and other similar

devices, without a certain amount of back pressure.

The correct principle of exhaust gas silencing is to

expand the gas and allow it to cool.

Articles published in The Motor Cycle as far back

as 1903 and 1904 showed that exhaustive experiments

were made in Great Britain and on the Continent with

motor cycle silencers, and that the best results were

obtained by using a moderate sized expansion chamber
and a pipe from it, the latter being sometimes sub-

divided into two or three branches.

Very few makers will agree to disfigure their

machines by the addition of large silencers and ugly

pipes, with the result that motor cycles have a reputa-

tion for noise.

All the noise of the exhaust does not come from
inadequate silencers, as we have already explained;

a good deal of it is due to valve cam design and valve

timing. Generally speaking, efficiency means noise at

least from the exhaust, although it is possible to have

great noise and very little efficiency."

Motor Cycle Taxation.

A
FEW weeks ago we drew our readers' attention

to the case of a North-country motor cyclist

who uses his machine for business. This

rider for two or three years had made use of

a motor cycle for purposes of business. He
claimed exemption in the first instance, and the

Inland Revenue officers did not press him for pay-

ment ; in fact, he has documentary evidence in his

possession that they considered he was exempt. On
the introduction of the new motor cycle taxation of

jQz and the taking over of the collection of the tax

by the local authorities, this motor cyclist received a

demand for payment of the tax, and naturally referred

the authorities to the previous ruling.

They pressed the case, and when our advice was

asked we recommended the rider in question to lay

his case before the Auto Cycle Union, who decided to

take action, and it is probable that the hearing will

take place at Barnsley on the 9th inst.

This test case will settle once and for all a vexed

question in motor cycle taxation.

A2I
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Nearly 80 m.p.h. on the Open Road.
An Early Morning Attempt to Win a Wager.

A privately arranged attempt to cover £0 m.p.h. on the road on an 8 h.p. Zenith

: and (2) at

BED pulls very much at 4 a.m., especially after returning
• at midnight; but still the occasion- was worth it -and
we all tumbled out,, ducked our heads into cold water,
and stood in -the -hall of the hotel clamouring for hot

coffee, which the alert landlady was ..endeavouring to produce.

.The reason of this, rising in the wee sma' hours was because
we hoped to see one of the finest riders in the North of

England win a wager of .well, never mind
.
how much.

by doing eighty miles per hour over a measured quarter of

a mile. After the hot coffee, we proceeded at well over the

legal limit to the rendezvous, a dead level and straight piece

of road about six miles away from the hotel.. Here, in

contrast to the quiet and peaceful country side at that early

hour, everything was bustle and argument. Some were
busy measuring the course to a fraction of an inch, others
driving in the stakes and laying the wires of the electrical

timing apparatus, and last, but not least, the stripped

machine, with its open exhausts, was being finally looked over.

The First Attempt.
At last everything is ready, the rider cannons down the

road a mile away to get a flying start, and after what seems
an age, we hear a sound like the hum of an aeroplane engine,

and hardly before we have time to realise what has happened
- the machine with its rider has thundered down the course,,

the very ground trembling as he passed. "What was his
"time?" everybody anxiously enquires. "Has he done it?"

-Gradua. - (1) Breaking the tape of the electrical timing apparatus at the start,

the finish.
, . „..•.._,

ll|s. only 76.27 m.p.h. However, he has two more
chances to win the wager, and after one or two minor adjust-

ments he goes down for his" second attempt. ' Again lie

thunders past. an,d although he' is hurled along at such a

terrific pace, his course is' as straight as an arrow. We
could all tell he had improved upon his previous time, and
there was a yell of delight when we found that he had
knocked two-fifths of a second off and so accomplished
78.95 m.p.h. There,was still another -chance. Could it be
done? The excitement grew intense, for we all knew tha,t

the rider had only to improve' his last time by a bare or.e-

rifth of a second and the task was accomplished.
Once again, and for the last time, the thread jof the timing

apparatus is broken, and one can imagine our feelings and
our opponents' joy, when we hear that he again only eanalled

his second performance by doing the quarter in llfs. or

78.95 Miles an Hcu-.
It was almost exasperating to be so near and yet so far.

Few people realise what a fifth of a second means at such
terrific speeds, but they cannot help seeing it when it

is shown thus: Over a quarter mile course lljs. =80.36
: m.p.h., whereas over the same distance ll|s. =78.95 m.p.h.
Therefore one-fifth of a second makes a difference of

1.41 m.p.h., and to further show how near the rider came to

winning his wager, if the course had been seven yards shortei

he would have accomplished 80 m.p.h. S.
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. LYNT0N.H1LL, LYNMOUTH, ONE OF THE TEST HILLS IN THE A.C.U, SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
Riding a 21 h.p. Premier lightweight, H. Bunce recently succeeded in climbing the notorious Lynton Hill. He is seen above negotiating the two hairpin bendo.
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Round the Scottish Trials as a Free Lance.
BY "THE MOTOR CYCLE" REPRESENTATIVE.

ASCENDING GLENDOE, A SCOTTISH TRIALS TEST HiLI.

The competitor is W. Pratt (3i h.p. P. and M.) who won the Traie Riitr-' Irize.

AS a camera man feelingly observed to me, in

every trial the pressmen have about twice as

much work as anybody else, and they get no
medals when all is over. This particularly applies

to the Scottish Trials. However, like the rest, I had
a thoroughly enjoyable week, and came home bronzed
and carrying extra weight.

Reviewing the Trial as a whole, I noticed one vast

contrast, between this and all previous six-day events,

for nobody except the sidecar drivers ever felt any
anxiety about the hills. In previous trials, both

English and Scottish, there has always been a certain

atmosphere of anxiety about the worst test hills. We
had, as usual, the handful of weaklings who cannot

climb Dashwoods with certainty, but the vast majority

of the entry never worried about the hills ; they knew
that their variable gears would take them up any
gradient, and if they should mull an acute hairpin

a clutch restart would be easy. Such small machines
as Douglas, A.J.S., and Motosacoche went up some of
the worst precipices in Scotland. By the way, I did not

encounter a single case of trouble with gears—and
this although they were roughly, used, with very

frequent changes, and often employed as brakes,

bottom gear being jerked in against the compression
when a machine was travelling too fast near a bad
comer.

The second point that struck me was the extra-

ordinary number of accidents. Quite a formidable

proportion of the entry fell out through smashes of

one sort or another ; I am afraid these were princi-

pally due to criminally bad driving. In Scotland a

by-road is continually trying to suck its own tail, and
the resultant corners are as blind and prolonged as

they are often unexpected. The chancy type of driver

is bound to come to grief on such roads, though the

Trials were well advanced before all the clumsy sort

were eliminated. .

These dangers were enhanced by deep pot-holes

and loose surface, which often threw a machine right

across the read and caused expert cornerists some
breathless moments.
The third feature was the grand show put up by

the passenger machines, over roads which are only fit

for careful soloists. The two G.W.K. cyclecars

electrified us all, especially on the hills, though one

of them enjoyed the poorest of luck. The Bat and

the 5 h.p. A.J.S. must have left home on a Friday.

Smith's Clyno put up another perfect score; Smith

says he always alters some points of design after a

trial, and I suppose he will now strengthen the chain-

stay lug. Hugh Gibson had a very gruelling time,

and proved what a magnificent driver he is. But

personally I thought Bischoff's easily the finest per-

A25
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A S.W.K. cyclecar climbing Rest and be Thankful.

TEST HILLS IN THE SCOTTISH TRIALS.

Vernon Taylor (3J Rudge) on the S bend of Glendoe. H. G. Bell (New Hudson) on Keinloan.

formance in this class, even though putting a
2,

JA h.p.

sidecar round this route is a freakish job, like going
out to shoot lions with an air-gun. He enjoyed splen-

did luck, escaping without a puncture for instance;

but I do not think there are many men in England
who could duplicate the performance.
Hugh Gibson, I thought, attempted too much. He

was obviously anxious to take his passenger up all

the hills, and put his outfit to frightful strains in the

attempt, with the result that his tyres gave trouble.

Bischoff nursed his machine and tyres, and made it

his single aim to finish up to time.

The fourth point was the excellent lightweight dis-

play. The special prize awarded to the 2 x/2 h.p.

A.J.S. was quite deserved. It was a single entry, not

the pick of a large team ; the engine pulled like a

team of elephants, and it was beautifully handled.

In the 500 c.c. class many well-known machines
gave the display we should expect. Amongst com-
parative newcomers the Rover finally earned its spurs.

W. Pratt's win on the P. and M. is well merited.

A Modern Three=speeder.
I accompanied the men on a Triumph with Arm-

strong hub, and enjoyed the mastery over hills which
a modern 500 c.c. engine with a three-speed hub

always ensures. The machine made clean ascents of

every hill except the S bend on Glendoe, and that

failure rankssagainst its rider, for carburetter reasons.

I had to use an improvised jet to replace a broken

one—naturally the adjustment was not quite correct.

My hub control was adjusted once, and the gears were

oiled whenever I found time—say thrice during the

week. Adjustments and condition were perfect on the

Saturday night. I escaped with one heavy spill, due

to running on to new metal when rain had converted

the dust on my goggles into an opaque paste. For
the first three days I enjoyed a picnic, .save for a few

punctures. But it is plain that the roads were severe

on tyres, or I was particularly unlucky if I say that

by Saturday night I had practically exhausted my third

repair outfit, that both covers were heavily reinforced

with canvas, and that each had a large gaiter inside

it. Kind friends hint that my plethora of punctures

is due partly to the extra speed required from a press

representative, and partly to my being too short-

sighted to see nails lying on the road ! Here I think

they must be pulling my leg. I can understand a man
spotting a broken bottle on Brooklands, but how any-

body can espy a shepherd's boot nail on the lochside

tracks puzzles me.

F. C. North (Ariel) and C. M. Keiller (G.W.K.) negotiating the S bsnd
on Glendoe.

The two twin Rexes, Miss Hind and R. Lord up, on Glendoe. " The Motor
Cycle " photographs were the only ones taken at this poin'„
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Round the Scottish Trials as a Freelance.

—

My worst moments of the week were as follows

:

(1.) Arriving lunchless at the foot of Cockbridge

Ladder about 4 p.m. after ten hours' work; I knew
1 was ahead of the men, and dashed up to the hotel

door with my purse out to read the following notice,'

'"Closed till 6 p.m." Luckily I coaxed the landlord

down from the worst corner.

(2.) Getting a huge staple through the back tyre

after twelve hours' work, when I was still sixty miles

from our destination for the night.

More Troubles.

(3.) The carburetter got full of water, and after

taking the usual methods to empty it I found it neces-

sary to dismantle. I was using an experimental car-

buretter of peculiar design, and in my hurry I broke

the jet in half. I was miles from anywhere, it was
pouring with rain, and I had no jet of any sort or kind.

Luckily a Triumph passed, and the rider had a spare.

Then my trouble was to make the large hole in his jet

as small as the original, which is essential when your

Scottish Trials competitors crossing Bonar Bridge in the pouring rain on Thursday.

air supply is invariable. I soldered it, and borrowed
a drill from a watchmaker ; the drill dated back t;

the Stone Age, being of the bow and pulley order, anc.

I shudder to remember how often we had to grind z

new point on that drill.

(4.) Breaking the carbon brush of my magneto in .

pouring rain. When the engine stopped I tested the

spark and found it good. I wasted twenty minutes
(like a fool) searching in every other direction. Then
I came back to the ignition, and this time there was
no spark, to my joy, for at least I had narrowed the
field. Traced the cause to a broken high tension
brush, and tried to remove it by external, means

;

fished with a bent wire tipped with solution; no catch.

At last hung my waterproof over the back wheel, so
making a little tent, sat beneath in the sopping road
(my mackintosh unmentionables are seatless !) and took
the magneto all to bits; recovered the fragments of
the brush, which had caused a lot of sparks where J

did not want them, and joy ! found enough of the

S. Holroyd iMotosacoche) successfully rouni the S bend on Kenr. ore.

Holroyd, as usual, gained top marks in this severe trial.

brush's stump left to get a spark by
a little faking. Subsequently I

found water had got into the magr
neto despite my improvised tent,

and I had to seek the shelter of a

neighbouring farm, where I soon'

put things -to rights. The farmer

put me in a shed with about thirty

young turkeys—execrable farmer

!

When the engine started up there

was a tremendous fluttering and
:lircking of young turkeys. How-
ever, who cares when the engine

is going? Further on I borrowed

from a local rider of a Triumph
a full length carbon, and my
magneto troubles were at an end.

I shall carry a spare carbon brush

in future. In conclusion I .should

like to mention the organisation and

management of the Trials, which

reflect the greatest credit on the

Edinburgh and District M..C.C.

Ge). E. Cutfc (Indian) Jails among the bracken in attempting th>

S bend on Giendoe.

A 36
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A New Variable Jet Carburetter.
A Compact Instrument, completely Controllable from the Saddle.

EVEN the merest novice knows that a single jet

carburetter cannot supply all requirements on

a motor cycle'. It is obvious that in level

districts a small jet is required if petrol is to lie

economised, but in hilly country a big jet 'is a sine

qua non. Consequently the manufacturer who uses a

single jet carburetter is obliged to strike the happy
medium, with the result that at times petrol is being

Section of the new " S.D."

variable jet semi-automatic car-

buretter"

needlessly wasted, and yet frequently a hill proves
too much for the machine simplv because the jet is

not large enough. The question is almost on a par
with the change-speed gear problem. In the case of
variable gear or variable jet, the selection is governed
solely by the prevailing conditions, but with' a fixed
ge?r (or jet) a machine has its limitations in "either

direction.

Complete Controllability.

A variable jet opening and a variable main air

supply has been the writer's pet fad for years past,

and consequently a proffered trial of a tiew design
automatic carburetter known as the " S.D." was
accepted with alacrity. The carburetter is made by
the Sydenham Mfg. Co., Sydenham Road, Birming-
ham, and it is shown in section in the accompanying
illustration. As will be seen, the carburetter has an
annular jet, the orifice of which is only .005 wide,
but, being spread around a circle of o-i6in. diameter-,

the petrol issuing therefrom must of necessity be
almost perfectly atomised. With a large single jet,

petrol issues in blobs and is imperfectly broken up.
The S.D. is controlled by two handle-bar levers of

the ordinary kind, the upper controlling the opening
of the jet independently of the throttle, the lower
one the throttle, jet. and air openings.
The action is as follows. The conical jet is closed

tight when the throttle is closed, and consequently,
if desired, a float chamber can be dispensed with, but

in that case it would be necessary to keep the je 1

;

lever closed tightly when the engine is not runnin rr

As the throttle is opened, the cone forming the jet 16,

raised in unison with the throttle opening by means
of a specially constructed screw which gives a correct

sized jet at all speeds.

The amount of " lift " to this jet for a
3-J-

h.p.

motor cycle is approximately .009 from closed to full

open. This, of course, can be varied to. suit any
machine. It follows, therefore, that the area of the

jet is automatically increased with the throttle

'

opening in the correct proportion.

Effect of the Variable Jet.

The -4 h.p. sidecar machine on which we used the

S.D. carburetter was vastly improved by the con-

version, and hills on which it previously toiled were
now rushed on top gear by the simple expedient of
opening the jet slightly. In the ordinary case the

air lever is partially closed on hills to enrich the

mixture, thus reducing the" charge when actually you
. want more, but with the S.D. the barrel, which con-

trols the throttle and air openings in the manner of a
::

straight through " plug tap, is opened to the full,

and if a stronger mixture be desired the jet is raised

by means of the top iever. By reason of the fact

that the right jet

opening is used for

all positions of the

throttle, the con-

sumption is con-

siderably reduced.

We covered jusi

over eighty mile;

(Coventry to the

Peak District) on

the first gallon

of petrol under
favourable condi-

tions, passengers'

combined weights

roi stones, about
seventy miles on
the second gallon

over wet roads and sixty miles on the third gallon

on sticky roads and against a strong head -wind. The
varying conditions exactly suited our test. In the

case of the last run (Newark. Notts, to Coventry) slow

progress would perforce have been made as there was
a gale of wind, but increasing the jet opening enabled

over 20 m.p.h. to be averaged and every hill—includ-

ing Bunny Hill, near Nottingham—ascended on top

gear. The S.D. is the first carburetter we have
sampled which enables an engine to turn over so

slowly that the explosions can be counted with ease,

and by doing no more than manipulating two levers

cause it to develop a continued roar of explosions.

A choked jet is a thing of the past with this car-

buretter. Should an obstruction be suspected, the

lever is opened slightly and the foreign matter thus

freed. We predict a big future for the S.D. It

should appeal to the speed man as well as the every-

day tourist.

Showing the compact appearance of

the S.D. carburetter. It is of the
.straight through type.
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It is not only in speed,
it is in all-round use that

DUNLOP TYRES* BELTS
have demonstrated their superiority season after season, and they are

doing it more convincingly than ever this year—not in one event alone,

nor in the hands of a few riders, but in all kinds of competitions open to

private riders throughout the country.

Typical examples of Dunlop successes.

SUTTON COLDFIELD A.C. MEMBERS' HILL-CLIMB.—Eight places
on Dunlop tyres; nine places with Dunlop belts.

SOUTH WALES A.C. and CARDIFF M.C.C.—Eleven places on Dunlop
tyres in the hill-climb at Caerphilly; ten places with Dunlop belts.

Four places (three firsts) on Dunlop tyres in the speed trials at

Porthcawl; three places and fastest time with Dunlop belts.

Competitors anywhere can reap the same rewards provided their

machines have the same equipment.

)i

ASK
your local

Agent about

DUNLOP
LIGHT CAR

TYRES
Of

write for1

particulars.

The DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE CO., LTD., Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM; Alma Street, COVENTRY
BRANCHES—London, Nottingham. Manchester, Newcastle. Bristol, Le :ds, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A3J
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Nine Months' Experience wi

New Hudson.

A WEEK'S experience last year in the Isle of

Man with a 1911 2^4 h.p. three-speed New
Hudson was the inducement which caused us

to place an order with the" New Hudson Cycle Co.,

Birmingham, for a rqi2 model of

the .same power.

This machine was delivered last

November, and has been ridden

regularly ever since, so we are

in a position to speak of its capa-

bilities. When we say that its

reliability is second to no machine
the writer has ever ridden it is

saying a good deal, for he has

owned many of the best machines
on the market, its speed capa-

bilities are remarkable when the

c.c. of the J. A. P. engine is taken

into account; 70 x 76mm. is

only 292 c.c, yet with this com-"

paratively small engine the

machine is capable of an average

touring speed of about twenty

five miles an hour, and for a

short distance on top gear a

speed of 45 m.p.h. can be at-

tained. Owing to the Armstrong
three-speed gear hill-climbing is

its strong point, and it is very

fascinating to know that there is

no hill too steep for it. The
extreme comfort of this know-
ledge adds considerably to the

pleasures of a ride in strange

country, where one never knows
when the next corkscrew ascent

may loom up in front. Riding

this little machine with its change-

speed gear giving ratios of 4 l/2 ,

6J^, arid 9 to 1 was quite a new
experience for the writer, who
had previously owned mostly

heavyweight single geared mounts
although trying change-speed
gear machines from time to time.

Renewals, Belts, and Tyres.

Coming to the question of the .

machine's behaviour during the

past nine months, when we say

that it is one of those which can
be ridden week end after week
end without attention beyond
filling up with petrol and oil and cleaning, Ave have
said enough to convince the reader of its absolute

reliability. The only renewal has been an exhaust

valve :and spring, and they were merely fitted to obviate

the necessity of regrinding the old valve. The cofn-

Plan viJW of the 2j New Hudson showing gear

and clutch controls, etc.

pression is almost as good to-day as when the engine
was new, and no trouble whatever has been caused
by the added complication of a change-speed gear.

We always make it a practice to lift the exhaust valve

before changing, not because it

is necessary, but the loss of way
so caused is slight, and wear (in

the dog teeth of the gear must
be thereby lessened. Every two
hundred miles the gear and clutch
are well lubricated with thin

bicycle oil in accordance with

the makers' instructions, which
are printed in gilt letters on the

tank, and the adjustment of the

gear change rod is checked every
few weeks ; if it be found incor-

rect it is a moment's work to

reset it. Tyre and belt wear are

extremely small, as the original

Durrlop rear cover is still on. the

wheel, and the J^in. Lyso belt

en the pulleys ; both appear good
for a considerable distance.

Useful Refinements.
It will be noticed on reference

to the illustrations which accom-
pany this article that the change-

speed lever is in a convenient

forward position on the top tube,

that the tank is provided with

gauze filters to petrol and oil

compartment to prevent the spirit

washing about. The magneto
control is on the handle-bar, a.

great convenience, particularly

in the case of small engines

where the magneto contact

breaker can be advantageously

retarded and advanced more often

than is usual with larger motors.

The carrier and rear guard are

readily detachable; one of the-

illustrations shows this. Slots

are provided at the stay ends.

s ) the pins attaching them to the

frame merely require to be

loosened.

Many imagine that a light-

weight is only capable of carry-

ing medium weight riders, but-

the writer finds his 13 stones not

the least- bit too heavy for the

2.;

4 h.p. New Hudson, and on the first* speed- ratio of

about 9 to 1 hills of 1 in 6 are easily negotiated with

a hot engine. . . .

One week-end ride with this machine which will

always be remembered was a run to North Wales,
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Nine Months' Experience with a New Hudson.

—

when the route taken was Coventry to Shrewsbury,

Lake Vyrnwy, over the mountain road to Bala,^ up

the easy side of Bwlch-y-Groes down to Dinas

Mawddwy, and home through Llanfair and Welsh-

pool The whole of this run was accomplished with-

out a falter—wait, there was one small adjustment, a

pin which connects the clutch operating rod to the bell

crank jolted out and had to be replaced with the

BAFFLt PLATES

1
Îf

QOUBLE. Mfllil'-OHi

New Hudson petrol and oil tank. Note the double partition, gauze filters,

and baffle plates.

nearest substitute provided by a small Welsh cycle

shop in the shape of a large split-pin.

This calls to mind one little improvement that

might be worth the makers' attention, viz., to make
all the pins for clutch and gear controls a little longer
and split-pin them. Change-speed gear machines are

particularly likely to shed bolts and nuts which are

not securely pinned or lock-nutted. We attribute this

partly to engine vibration set up when the machine is

climbing long rough hills on a low gear ratio, as from

our experience any bolt or nut which works loose can

usually be traced to a previous single figure climb on

low gear with the engine turning over at its highest

speed.

Detiching hair th.3 rear mudsuard and carrkr to facilitate tyre rep lirs.

The above remarks will confirm the good opinions

previously expressed regarding the New Hudson light-

weight, a motor cycle which we have every confidence

in recommending as a staunch and reliable mount.
->—•©«»>—<-

RIMS AND TYRES.
THE Rom Tyre and Rubber Co., Ltd., call

attention to a matter of considerable import-
ance to motor cyclists, and one that may be

the cause of a good deal of dissatisfaction. With
the advance of sidecar requirements, a good many
makers are fitting motor cycles with rims to take

which, though large, were made specially to fit motor
cycle rims, should on no account be used on voiturette

rims. If riders have wheels with voiturette rims they

should fit them with 650 x 65 mm. or 700 x 80 mm.
voiturette covers, otherwise they are certain to have
trouble. Similarly it will be readily understood that

on no account must riders attempt to fit voiturette

tyres to motor cycle rims. To fit either pattern of

tyre to unsuitable rims is simply asking for trouble,

and the rider is sure to get it.

Fig. 1.

A 650 by 65 mm. voiturette

tyre on a voiturette rim ; beads
filling the clinch perfectly, and,
consequently, chafing does not

tike place.

Fig. 2.

A motor cycle tyre 26 by 3
or 26 by 2.1 in. on a voi-

turette rim." Beads fill the

clinch insufficiently, hence
movement takes place, and
the wails of tyre are chafed
through.

voiturette tyres,- and obviously such rims are totally

unsuited for motor cycle sizes of covers, as a com-
parison of the accompanying sketches will show.

The bead of a motor cycle cover, if fitted into a

voiturette rim, will obviously be worn away in a

very little time, owing to its not filling the clinch

of the rim and having space in which to work about.

A 26in. by 3m. tyre that the Rom Co. recently

brought out, for riders who
require heavy work from their

tyres but were already tied

down to the motor cycle size

of rims, is, owing to its size,

still more likely to be sub-

jected to the same unfair

usage, and it should be made
quite clear that these tyres,

Fig. 3.

A motor cycle tyre 26 by 3

or 26 by 21 in. on a motor
cycle rim. Beads fill tie

clinch perfectly.

H. Reed (D-t-Jap , winner of The Motor Cycle Cup in the handicap at
• the R.A.C. Gala Day at Brooklands.
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IN the recently

held Reliability Trial

promoted by the

Streatham and District

M.C.C., Mr. W. L.

BarraU, riding a BAT,

won the JULIAN ORDE

CHALLENGE CUP.

This same handsome

trophy was also won

in 1911 by a BAT

rider, a remarkable

record, and a striking tribute to

its consistent running.

ANOTHER
SECOND
YEAR

IN

SUCCESSION

WIN

In the 1912
SCOTTISH
SIX DAYS'
TRIALS -

admittedly the most

searching trial of the

year—^-_b»^__b.

Mr. J. D. Morrison, on a BAT
lost no marks, and qualified

for GOLD MEDAL and
FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATE.

When you are considering

a new machine, study

The Book of the Bat ; sent

post free on application.

THE BAT MOTOR MFG. CO.

PENGE, LONDON, S. E.

R.A.C. Associated Clubs Meeting at Brooklands, July 27.

MOTOR CYCLE INTER -TEAM CONTEST

BAT
19 12

FIRST
ridden by Mr. S. T. Tessier.

————— as in 19 11
In answering l?iis advertisement it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle." B3
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BRITISH N AVAL
SUPREMACY

{ due to its "Dreadnought?,"

th: most efficient in the work'.

B itain also holds the supremacy

fjr Motor Cycle Tyres, the

best being the "CLINCHER
DREADNOUGHTS"
manufactured by the NORTH
BRITISH RUBBER Co. Ltd.

North British Supremacy in

Motor Cycle Tyres

is as impregnable as Britain's

naval supremacy and
" Dreadnoughts "are the reason,

—for durability and hard-wear-

ing qualities they have no equal.

The mileage to be obtained

from them is really remarkable.

The non-skidding properties

have earned for them the

unqualified approval of all riders.

Their reliability is absolutely

dependable.

Specially constructed for use on

twins or high powered machines,

particularly those which are used

with passenger attachment.

Stocked by all Agents through-

out the country

THE

NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO.
TYRE SALES DEPARTMENT, [Ltd.

CLINCHER HOUSE,
GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.

Telegrams :

" Nobritire
London. '

'

Telephones

:

Gerrard SE78.
Gerrard 8579.

DREADNOUGHT

MOTORCYCLE,

" TSfeZSyre that is
(Superior* '

REVOLUTION
IN

CARBURETTORS
GENTLEMEN,

I ASK YOU TO
CONSIDER WHAT IS

WRITTEN BELOW.
IT MUST COUNT.

Mr. Smith, on T.T. Triumph.
Manchester Wednesday Hill

Climb, won on Formula and
Fastest Time.

Mr. K. C. Clark, on 3i h.p. Corah,
with Binks,' Fastest Time in 500
Class ; also in All Comers, tied for

Fastest Time with 8 h.p. Overhead-

Jap at Warwickshire Auto Club
Annual Hill Climb.

Thos. Clayton & Sons, the well-known
Birmingham Firm, write, saying

:

"More than delighted with it on T.T.
Bradbury.,"

Edwards, the well-known actor, had a
Binks fitted by his agents, Messrs.

Chilton & Co., on his Bradbury on
his arrival in London. Wired to

them: "God bless Binks."

A. Beaumont, Esq., writes; "Never
appreciated my Matchless till I had
a Binks fitted."

Rev. C. E. Palmer, Nuneaton, writes :

Far beyond anything in pre-Binks
days."

Mr. C. E. Robbins, the well-known rider,

writes :
" I ran third in the great London-

to-Edinburgh and back Run, and won
Gold Medal, and also won the SILVER
CUP in the N.W. London Club's Run to

Coventry and back on Binks."

I could fill pages with similar testimonials.

DO NOT BE MISLED, THE 2-JLT BINKS
is the only carburettor to give tast and slow
running, a tick round, and instant start.

PRICE 45/-
With 6 snare jets, 2 keys, and

handle-bar control.

^

,

C. BINKS, Ltd., ECCLES
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Presentation to Mr. F. Straight.

Sir,—Please accept my sincere thanks for the handsome
illuminated address which you have kindly forwarded to me.
1 can assure you that I greatly appreciate the kind sentiments
expressed thereon, but feel that any assistance I may have
been able to render to the motor cycle pastime and industry
during my term of office as secretary of the Auto Cycle Union
has been amply repaid nie by the number of friendships that
I have made during that time.

1 am glad to say that I shall still be connected with the
industry, and consequently able to remain in touch with those
friends. The address will, however, always remind me of
my ten years of office and of my very pleasant connection
with the motor cvcle pastime and industrv.

'
F. STRAIGHT.

A Flag of Distress.

Sir,—It is very pleasing in these days of supposed extreme
selfishness to see on the road the spirit of eamaraderie which
motor cyclists so often exhibit. If a motor cyclist be held
up on the roadside, it is a most unusual experience to find

another motor cyclist who does not slow down or actually stop
to offer assistance. It may be that the " held-up " one is

merely shortening the belt (motor cycles in these days have
attained such a state of perfection that rarely do they require
mechanical adjustment on the road) ; anyhow the rider
-rarely has occasion to ask for assistance. Now, if a motor
cyclist is held up for ten minutes on the road, particularly
a busy road, it is more than likely that a large number
of motor cyclists will slow down or stop, and. as often
happens, unnecessarily.

Could not some badge be arranged to prevent this

unnecessary delay to others? A small flag might be exhibited
which would indicate ''assistance required." HELP.

Cyclecars.

Sir,—As an old reader of your esteemed journal, will you
allow me to make a few remarks on the question of the cycle-

car? " Ubique's " article in last week's number gives all

points clearly that are difficult to overcome, but are they
really so hard to surmount? A few days ago 1 had a chat
with II. lie-linger, whose cycle racer yorr depict in a recent

issue. . M. Medinger does not seem to think that the chief

point, i.e., the price, ought to be a difficulty at all. He has
a good ten years' work behind him on small cars, and especi-

ally what you call here in England the cyclecar. This type
he has been developing for the Austrian race track for a good
while, and when M. Medinger came this year to England he
was surprised to find that the cyclecar is so far behindhand
considering the splendid roads we have got here. M.
.Medinger, who is coming out with the Medinger cyclecar

shortly, does affirm that for the light type of car destined to

replace the sidecar combination a differential and reverse can
easily be dispensed with. M. Medinger has done touring and
racing in Austria, Italy, France, and Germany, and here in

England, and speaks from practical experience. But again.

M. Medinger admits that we have further to overcome 'vibra-

tion trouble, and as a suo rosa rernark I may say that the
Medinger cyclecar is to have a new departure of valveless

engine with a to be patented design of carburation to elimi-

nate this trouble of vibration.

It is hoped the first tests of the new type " M.C'.C." will

be made in September if force, majeure, is not stepping in, and
to make matters still more interesting for the English motor
cyclist it is hoped that M. "Robert Medinger. the Austrian

motor cycle record breaker and holder of Alpine track (Seni-

mering) record, will establish the new cyclecar records on
track and road with the Medinger cyclecar.

Not to intrude further on your valuable space, I will only
add that I am at present no further interested in M. Medinger
but as a countryman and an anxious worker for the proper
cyclecar. AN AUSTRIAN.

Punctures.

Sir-,—May I be allowed a few lines wherein to record my
personal experience re. above, in reply to " Verator's

"

enquiry?
About a year ago I took delivery of a new mount and had

the misfortune in one of the first rides thereon to suffer

from twenty-three punctures ! This was certainly over some
exceptionally bad secondary roads, but, nevertheless, most
annoying. Just about the same period the " Firmax

"

people were offering sets of their well-known compound at

reduced prices as (I presume) an advertisement, and out of

sheer desperation I was tempted to invest in one ! Although
a keen motorist of many years standing, I had never be-

lieved in these puncture preventive measures, but after a

thoroughly extensive trial of "Firmax," am now quite

convinced, that it actually does what the makers claim,

provided always that their instructions are carefully carried

out in first instance. As a latest example of its use, I may
mention that on my return journey from a recent short tour
round' the Lake District I picked up a hob-nail in side-

car tyre, piercing the tread and inner tube to the bead.
This was discovered firmly embedded in the rubber when some
thirty miles from home, and although it was then pulled

out, the tyre did not appreciably become deflated for several
hours (despite a twelve stone passenger and heavy luggage
in sidecar), and I was able to reach my destination without
stopping at all.

This is only one of many somewhat similar experiences
during the year, and it is a real comfort always to get " there
and back" without tyre troubles nowadays! I must, in

conclusion, add the usual disclaimer; I am not in any way.
directly or indirectly acquainted with or financially inter-

ested iii the linn. F.. J. KELSHAW CONWAY.

A rotary engined motor cycle built by the Gyroscopic Motor Synd., Ltd. The
photograph shows the engine revolving at a speed of 4,000 r.p.m., but it will te

noted that, although the photograph has been taken by timed exposure, the outline

of the machine is very clearly defined, which is a good demonstration that the

engine is practically vinrationless.

B5
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Automatic Carburetters and Twin Engines.
Sir.—I have recently fitted a Binks two-jet carburetter to

my 6 U.p. twin Hex, and noticing a letter in last week's issue

on this subject, I should like to give you my experience. The
carburetter fulfils all the conditions mentioned by " Socrates."

The flexibility of the engine is increased in a marked degree,

and I now run through all traffic on a 3£ to 1 gear
;
previously

1 had to use the low.
The engine picks up quickly and without jerk after slowing

down, the velocity- of the air past the small jet is high at

slow speeds, and a small charge of good gas is taken into the

cylinder, consequently there is no misfiring. The machine
runs from 25 to 30 m.p.h. on the flat on small jet alone, and
the large jet is only used on stiff hills.

My consumption at ordinary touring speeds on average
roads is about 70 m.p.g. I carefully checked my last run of

sixty-five miles, and the consumption' worked out at 73 m.p.g.

ERANK HALL.

Combined Chain and Belt Drives.
Sir,
—" Ixion " in an issue of The Motor Gycle recently

claims to have. done much to popularise the combined drive.

Be this, as it. may, it has takeir him six or seven . years to

come to the conclusion that the speed gear is a necessity on
a touring machine. Even to-day he has got the "hang" of

the .full chain drive. !

.
.-.-..'

.

Personally, I favour the combined drive from the simple
fact that it is a decided step towards the chain drive and
its adoption, and . its winning the Junior T.T. will do a
very great good . in e.xpioding some of the "popular"
fallacies regarding the chain drive.

Looking into trie advantages of the combined drive over
the direct drive, we get with the former a short high speed
chain drive to a counter-shaft, thus being enabled to use

a larger "small" pulley for the belt drive. This belt

drive in consequence becomes more durable, and less likely

to belt slip—two very desirable points of advantage. We
are assured by riders of this drive that it is perfectly satis-

factory. For years motor cyclists have been taught by the
press that the belt drive is best ; now the press is going out
to teach the motor cyclist that the combined drive is better

than the belt—tlrat by introducing the. weakest half of the

much abused chain drive we are getting a better drive. This
I thoroughly uphold from my own experience of various
forms of drive. In use the combined drive adds one
hundred per cent, to the life of the belt ; we have this on
good authority from many riders of this drive. It also

reduces the worry from belt slip. This result is gained by
the adoption of the weakest half of the chain drive—the
high speed front chain. This is a point I want motor
cyclists to understand ; hence its repetition. In fact, the
chain is given the first and hardest part of the driving
stresses to transmit, whilst the. belt is let off with a com-
paratively light part to do. Even then the much abused
chain wears longer thau the belt, and gives less trouble on
the way. This being a fact, I fail to see the object of
retaining the belt at all ; why not have the back chain of
the ,:hain drive as well? The back chain gives less trouble
than the front chain, and generally lasts for about 12,000
to 15,000 miles.

Designers are aiming at a belt drive that does not slip

and has long life. There have been great improvements in
belts and pulleys, and now by the introduction of the chain
to help them out these aims have nearly been accom-
plished, but we still do get belt slip and belt adjustments
to do on the road. Directly the makers do attain these
perfections in their belt drives, they will only have attained
the points of superiority that the correctly designed chain
drive, as brought out nine or ten, years ago by Messrs.
Phelon and Moore, has held out to them for all this time.
What is there in the belt itself that makes "it so beloved of
the average motor cyclist '! Want of experience with chain
drive, I think.
For those who do not know what a correctly designed

chain drive should be, I may say that the important points
in such a drive are that it should have an independently
adjustable slip clutch in addition to the clutch or clutches
necessary for a speed gear if fitted ;. that the chains should
not be long enough between centres to allow excessive side
swing ; and that easy adjustment should be provided. The
P. and M., Enfield, and A.J.S. are chain drives which
satisfy these conditions. There are many other chair,
drives on the ma'-ket besides these at present, but which
b6
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do not have slip clutches fitted, and these latter are only
too likely to make the chain drive harsh. It is not an
absolute necessity to have the chains covered, but only an
advantage, and if they are covered the covers should be
absolutely oil and dust-tight, otherwise the chains are better
left uncovered altogether.
The first cost has more to do with the popularity of belt

drive than whether it is the best drive. T. F. MAW.

Running on Paraffin.
Sir,— I should like to give your readers the benefit of

my experience of running on paraffin. The following
experiments were conducted on a 3 h.p. Triumph, with a
19il B. and B. carburetter and 32 jet. The first fuel tried

was White Rose oil, flash point 105° F. The tank was
emptied of petrol and filled with this oil, the top of the
float chamber was unscrewed and filled with petrol, and the
paraffin tap turned on. The engine started up easily, and,
after running about half a mile, I thought it would stop,

but no, it kept going merrily on the paraffin, so I tried a

few hills. I found that I obtained slightly less power and
that the engine, would not run so fast as on petrol, and
the exhaust was slightly smoky. However, I ran for two
months on White Rose, cleaning the cylinder and piston

every hundred miles. I also found that the engine would
not restart on this paraffin unless the engine was very-

hot. During a short run the engine got very hot indeed
and special air-cooled oil had to be used, and advantage
had to be taken of cooling the engine on every down grade,
but with all these precautions the engine played the black-

smith's tune on steep hills, which could not be rushed.

To start from cold by filling the carburetter with petrol

was a troublesome and dirty task, so I rigged up a petrol

tank underneath the seat, communicating with the car-

buretter by means of a cock and a one-eighth inch copper
tube. A one-eighth inch hole was drilled in the spraying
chamber just above the choke tube, and the copper pipe
was pushed through the hole until its end was vertically

above the hole in the jet. To start the machine from cold,

the petrol cock was turned on and adjusted until petrol

dropped slowly from the bottom air funnel ; the engine
then started at a walking pace, and after running three-

quarters of a mile the paraffin could be turned on and the
petrol off. If the paraffin was turned on before the engine
was really hot thick clouds of smoke came from the exhaust.
My last experiment was conducted with Royal Dayligh*

paraffin, flash point 81° F., specific gravity .797, and heat-

ing value 20,100 B.T.U. per lb., price 8d. per gallon.

With this I found that I could switch over from cold

after covering 300 yards on petrol. The machine climbed
hills better, the exhaust was smokeless at all times, and
there was no sign of knock on hills, while the .engine ran
about 96 miles per gallon, and it was as fast as on petrol.

VULCAN. •

G. S. Hull (3J h.p. Scale-Jap) ready to start in the Sheffield and Hallam-
shire M.C.C. hill-climb.
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VICTORY OF THE DUTCH TEAM BY 35 POINTS.

M•AIXI.V by reason of tlie fact tliat

in England the motor cycle' is

much more popular than in any
other country, international con-

tests have not appeared as leading events

on our yearly fixture lists. Though Eng-
land was always willing to fall in with
any suggestion of international competi-
tion, no international reliability trial had
hitherto been arranged. The English-

Dutch trial was the outcome of a visit

to the Isle of Man last year for the
T.T. Races of a party of members of the

Dutch Motor Cycle Club.

Immediately the idea of an inter-

national contest was broached by the

sporting secretary of that body, Mr. A.
Citroen, of Amsterdam, it was taken up
with enthusiasm on this side, and last

November matters began to take definite

shape. The rules were formulated by the

Dutch Motor Cycle Club, and The Motor
C'yrfe. was invited by the officials of that

body to . receive entries from British

riders, which we agreed to do—though
taking no part in the organisation of the

trial—and soon so many entries were
received that a process of elimination

became necessary.
Eventually it was resolved to appeal to

committees of leading motor cycle clubs
to aid in the
selection, and re-

presentative teams
were chosen by
this means. In
brief, the chief

rules of the con-
test were as fol-

! o w s : Genuine
touring machines
to be used by
all, completely
equipped for the
road. Eighteen
riders to represent
each country, -com-
posed of nine pri-

vate owners and
nine trade men.
Each team to be
divided into three
lightweights, three
m ed i u mw eights,

and three heavy-
weights, with or

without sidecar
attachments. Con-
ditions, a non-'

stop run at 19
m.p.h. Entry
fees: Trade"
riders, £1 ;

pri-

W. F. Newsome (3| h.p.
vate

.
owners, 5s.

Triumph), trade. As it was neces-

sary for each team to appoint reserve
men in case of any untoward incident
preventing a team man from starting,
medals were offered to all reserve riders
who covered the 158^ miles course with-
out a stop and within schedule time.

Vernon Taylor <3i h.p. Rudge), private owner.

A Strong Trade Team.
The trial has been eagerly looked for-

ward to for weeks past. The English
trade section were very confident of suc-

cess, and a glance at the list will show
that practically all the leading reliability

trials riders had been voted to a place
in the team. The amateur section was
not quite so strong, for various reasons.

Unfortunately, Holland being so flat

the trial could not be made a strenuous
one, and our Dutch friends were evi-

dently anxious to ensure that the trip

be made enjoyable to their English
guests, for, instead of split seconds
timing at controls, fifteen minutes' lati-

tude was allowed.

Geoffrey smith 2:1 h.p. Humbert, private owner.

W. Cooper !3i h.p. Bradbury,,, captain of the

private owners' team.

Programme of the Trip.

In connection with the visit, the

Dutch Club officials thoughtfully
arranged an attractive programme tor

the English team, and the official

handbook, illustrated with photographs
of the officials, and printed in Dutch
and English, will be ' preserved by the
British participants in commemoration
of the occasion.

The English teams and reserves

assembled at Harwich last Saturday
evening, where they had been requested

to report themselves to the respective

captains, Messrs. Cooper and Piatt, be-
"«'«> six o'clock. Most had travelled down
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from town, the whole of- the arrange-

ments having been made by Mr. H.
Moroney, of the Royal Automobile Club
Touring Department. A goodly number
of non-competitors journeyed with the

party.

In the early hours of Sunday, the

boat reached the Hook, and here we
found Messrs. Citroen (hon. sec), Robt.

R. toe Laer (president), and J. Ferwerda
(committee) to welcome the party. After
breakfast in the Hotel America, a visit

was made by motor cycle to the Hague
.and Scheveningen, the noted bathing
place, the "Keep to the right" rule

troubling the riders not a little. An
official dinner had been arranged for the
evening in Amsterdam, the machines
having previously been examined and
locked up for the morrow.

The Course.
The 158^ miles course is shown on

the accompanying map, checks being
arranged at Soestdyk, Apeldoorn
(luncheon stop), De Steeg, De Grebbe,
Utrecht, and Amsterdam. The penalty
for an involuntary stop was three marks,

F. W. Barnes and passenger (6 h.p. Zenith), trad!

S. Wright (2J h.p. Number) trau„.

and one mark was deducted for every
minute early or late at controls. In
case of any competitor not finishing
within schedule time, fifty marks were
to be deducted.

The International Trial.

Competitors met at 7.0 a.m. at the
Darracq Palace, Stadhonderskade, where
armlets were issued and tanks replen-
ished. The British machines had green
circular number plates with the letter

E before the number, and the Dutch
machines H.
At eight o'clock, in the presence of a

big crowd, the first trio was despatched
by Mr. Citroen, followed by the remain-
der at minute intervals as follows :

F.eg Holloway (2J Premier) trade t'^m F. A. Applehee an.l 0. C. Godfrey (3i h.p. Scott Sidecar), trale.
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II. 1 N. Ruyter (l-cyl. 3£ N.S.U.)
E. 2 Geoffrey Smith (2-cyl. 2% Bomber)
H. 3 H. Dieters (2-cyl. 6 Phahomobil)

E. 4 W. W. Douglas (2-cyl. 2| Douglas)

H. 5 Hugo Smit (l-cyl. 3 N.S.U.)

E. 6 Frank Smith (2-cyl. 5-6 Clyno)

H. 7 E. J. E. Maas (4-cyl. 5-6 F.N.)

E. 8. C. M. Down (2-cyl. 2| Royal

Enfield)

H. 9 D. Croll, jun. (2-cyl. 7 Indian)

E. 10 R. Holloway (l-cyl. 2£ Premier)

H. 11 P. J. Adrian (l-cyl. 3 Eysink)
.

E. 12 F. W. Pomes (2-cyl. 6 Zenith)

H. 13 P. N. Jelsma (1-eyl. 2f Eysink)

E. 14 A. E. UfHeman (2-cyl. 6 Rex-Jap)

H. 15 D. de Roon (4-cyl. 5-6 F.N.)

E, 16 Sam Wright (2-cyl. 21 Humbcr)

H. 17 R. S. Stokvis (l-cyl. 3| Rover)

E. 18 F. A. Applebee (2-cyl. oi Scott)

H. 19 Jacq Fonck (l-cyl. 2 Vulkaan)

E. 20 W. F. Newsome (l-cyl. 3J, Triumph)

H. 21 J. L. Geidt (2-cyl. 6 Cyclonette)

E. 22 Vernon Taylor (l-cyl. 3i Rudge)

H. 23 G. Th. Arends (l-cyl. 2 Vulkaan)

E. 24 W. Cooper (l-cyl. 3J Bradbury)

H. 25 Dirk v. d. Mark (l-cyl. 2| F.N.)

E. 26 W. Pratt (l-cyl. 3i Phelon and

Moore)
H. 27 J. W. Boots (2-cyl. 6 Coronamobil)

E. 28 Fred Dover (l-cyl. 3£- Premier)

H. 29 J. H. Nieuwenhms (2-cyl. 2|

Douglas)

E. 30 C. W. Wilson (2-cyl. 8 Morgan
Runabout *

Firma Eysink (l-cyl. 2£ Eysink)

J. H. Slaughter (l-cyl. ty
New

Hudson)
C. Witteveen (l-cyl. 3£ James)

F. C. Wasley (2-cyl. 2| Douglas)
.

H. Daalmeyer (2-cyl. 6 Cyclon-

ette)

E. Lester (l-cyl. 3£ Phelon and
Moore)

= Holland, E = England.

H.
E.

H.

E.

H

31
32

33

34
35

36

U

vf. Pratt (31 h.p. P. & M.) trade.

A Dutch Victory.
The contest resulted' in a handsome

victory for the Dutch team, who lost 28
marks as compared with the English
team's loss of 63 marks. F. C. Waslev,
who early experienced trouble with his
magneto and missed one check in conse-
quence, lost 43 marks of the total English
loss.

_
The trial was rendered difficult by

atrocious roads, but the organisation was
excellent. The Dutchmen rode con-
sistently, and caused some surprise among
the English competitors, who hardly
expected to find their opponents so difli-

$3
cult to wrestle with. The weather was
fortunately, fine, and big crowds in tl.t

towns passed through witnessed the con
test and cheered the riders on.

Of the British team non-stop runs wen:
made by the undermentioi^l :

Jfred Dover (3* Premier) private owner.

PRIVATE OWNERS.

Geoffrey Smith (2| Humber)
W. Cooper (3£ Bradbury)
Fred Dover (3g Premier)
C. W. Wilson (8 Morgan Runabout)
E. Lester (3i P. and M.)

TRADE RIDERS.

W. W. Douglas (21 Douglas)
Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno sc.)

Sam Wright (21 Huniber)
W. F. Newsome (3£ Triumph)
W. Pratt (3i P. and M.)
F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith se.)

J. Slaughter (3£ New Hudson)
F. A. Applebee (31 Scott sc, C. G.

Godfrey passenger)

Further details will appear in our next
issue. It was arranged that Tuesday he
spent at Volendam and Marken, Wednes-
day at the Hague, the return journey
being commenced at eleven o'clock that
evening.

W. W. Douglas (2J Douglas) trade. 1. Slaughter (3; h.p. New Hudson) trade. W. 0. Was.ey (23 DouiUi) trade.

BI3
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TIME TO
Aug. 8th

,, 10th
,, 12th

„ 14th

LIGHT LAMPS.
8.35 p.m.
8.31 „
8.2B ,,

8.24 .,

1'ne Institution of Automobile Engineers

Some very interesting papers will be
read <it the meetings to be held during
the autumn. The paper on " Motor
Cycles " by Mr. W. Chater-Lea, and that
on "Two-cycle Engines", by Mr. Dugald
Clerk, F.R.S., should be particularly
interesting to motor cyclists.

A Favourable Report.

Frank Smith reports very favourably
upon the 1913 model Clyno three-speed
gear box he used in the Scottish six days'
trial. Dismantling it for inspection after

trial, it was found to be in perfect con-

dition, and consequenty it was put to-

gether again for the Dutch trial and the
A.C.U. six days' trial.

A New Light >!orton

The 2}, h.p. Norton ridden by F. A.
Hardy, a reserve rider in the Dutch trial,

is an advanced model of the machine the
Norton Manufacturing Co. will market
next year. The engine measures 67 x
85 mm. The first machine was hastily

assembled for the English-Dutch trial, but
the standard model will be lighter,

shorter in wheelbase, and in other ways
improved.

Military Motor Cyclists.

A new cyclist battalion is in process of

formation for -the County of Warwick-
shire of which, we understand, Colonel

W. R. Ludlow will be the honorary
colonel. The battalion will be commanded
by Colonel Arthur Du Cros, M.P., whose
idea is to have a battalion entirely com-
posed of motor cyclists. This has the
warm approval of the Secretary of State
for War.

Letters should be addressed to Colonel
Arthur DuCros, M.P., 4, Regent Street,

London W.

The Triumph Counter-shaft Gear.

The new Triumph three-speed counter-
shaft gear is expected to make its first

official appearance in the Six Days' Trials,

though there was a doubt last week-end
whether it would- be completed in time.

J. R. Haswell (who has had the confidence
to enter a 3£ h.p. passenger machine in

such a severe trial) and W. F. Newsome
are expected to use it. Both are
to use Sturmey Archer gears if the new
Triumph is not completed in time. The
•lew Triumph automatic carburetter will

appear on several machines of that make.
It. Lister Cooper will, it is said, ride a
lixed gear Triumph.

[MinOlE SWEETO
Aug. 12-17.—A. C. U. SIX DAYS'

TRIALS. Taunton as a centr:.

,, 3T.—Coventrv and Warwickshire
M.C. Open Hill-climb.

,. ii.—Dublin M.C.C. Open Sidecar
Reliability Trial.

Sept. 7.—Sbeatham and District Open
Hill-climb.

., 7-— Liverpool M C C. Open Relia-
bility Trial.

„ t4.—B.M.C'.R.C. Race Meeting.
., l6.—Edinburgh and District M.C.C.

Open Hill-climb on Amulree.
„ 2i.—Herts. County M.C.C. Open

Hill-climb.

2i.—'Birmingham M C.C. 24 Hours'
Run to Edinburgh (Ope

A Guide to the Six Days' Trials.

This issue contains reproductions from
the official maps, also a timetable showing
the time the competitors are due at

different points on the course, and a
complete list of entrants with their arm-
let numbers. Readers in the West
country will consequently find this issue

a particularly useful guide in identifying
the riders and following the trials next
week.

Scottish Six Days' Trials.

In the results of the above trials

published last week, it was stated tnat

G. Taylor (Rudge) lost 91 marks, and
gained a bronze medal. The officials

have since discovered that this was an
error, and have awarded Taylor a

silver medal, he having lost 60 marks
only. Hugh Gibson was disqualified

;

it will be remembered that this rider's

award remained undecided last week.
No reasons are given for the disqualifica-

tion. Frank Smith (Clyno sc.) claims a
clean ascent of Kenmore Hill, and points,

out that his sidecar was the only one
to climb the hill without a stop. C. M.
Keiller's G.W.K. also made a non-stop
climb.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
ENGLISH-DUTCH INTERNATIONAL TRIAL

A.C U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
Offi.ial Maps, Contorrs, Daily Routes,

and Entries,

F. A. Hardy (2.1 h.p. Norton Lightweight) who
went to Holland as a reserve in the English-
Dutch Trial,

A Record Entry for the Six Days' Trials.

There is a record entry for the Six

Days' Trial, which commences next
Monday. The A.C.U. officials will have
an extremely difficult task to handle more,

than 120 competitors. Great interest in

the trial is being taken in Devonshire
and Somerset, and it is expected that
hirge crowds will line the route. Motor
cycle trials are few and far between in

the West countiy.

A Triumph Desaxe Engine.
For some weeks past the Triumph

Cycle Co., Ltd., have been experimenting
with a 3£ h.p. engine with offset cylinder.

In other respects the engine is standard.

F. Hulbert is now using the new engine
in his own machine, but he told us last

week that he could detect little or no
improvement from the change, and there

was no likelihood at present of it being
adopted for 1913

The A.C.F. and the Motor Cycle.

The Automobile Club of France, like

the R.A.C. in Great Britain, is the
governing body of all phases of motoring
in that country, and it has at last

decided to take an interest in the motor
cycle. Its Competitions Committee
will hold a 1,500 kilometres trial

(approximately 930 miles) from October
7th to 12th. The course will radiate
from Paris, and for the first five days
will be 270 kilometres per diem, and
for the sixth day 150 kilometres. The
motor cycles will probably be stored at

Neuilly. Every machine will have to be
in touring trim, fully equipped for the
road. The classes will be as follow :

Class 1 (motor bicycles).—A. Single-
cylinders up to 250 c.c, minimum weight
40 kgs. without oil and petrol, tyre
section limit 45 mm. B. Single or
multi-cylinders up to 350 c.c, minimum
weight 50 kgs., minimum tyre section
45 mm. C. Singles or multis up to
500 c.c, minimum weight 60 kgs.,
minimum tyre section 50 mm.
Class 2 (passenger machines).—A.

Single or multi-cylinders up to 350 c.c.

B. Single or multi-cylinders up to
500 c.c. C. Single or multi-cylinders up
to 1,000 c.c. A clutch and change-
speed gear must be fitted to all passenger
machines.
A valuable cup will be presented to

the competitor losing the least number
of marks, and medals to others perform-
ing satisfactorily.
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Registration Letters.

The new registration letters for Bir-

mingham are O.A.

Stolen Machine.

A 1911 2 h.p. Singer was stolen on the

2nd insfc. from Reading. The machine
number is 254250. The front wheel has
an old Dunlop studded tyre and back
wheel new Palmer studded. Watawata
belt, special footrests with ordinary cycle

pedals. A reward is offered by T. Baker
and Sons, Friar Street, Reading.

Lady Motor Cyclists.

One does not often meet Be Dion
type tricycles on the road nowadays, and
still less seldom are ladies seen on this

old pattern machine, but we saw a smart
lady motor cyclist last week at Leo-
minster riding a motor tricycle, behind
which was a trailer containing one or

more children.

Imitating the Aeroplane.

The latest use for the motor cycle is

to provide the noise made by an aero-

plane at a theatrical performance. . The
aeroplane is heard "off" and the motor
cycles, two Douglas twins, with open
exhausts, are started upon the stand to

imitate the exhaust of a whirling Gnome
engine. The result is quite realistic.

Grand Prix de France.

The route for the Grand Prix de
France, August 25th, is as follows

:

Fontainebleau, Arbonne, Acheres, Ury,
Fontainebleau. This circuit measures
thirty kilometres and will have to be

covered fifteen times by motor bicycles,

and twelve times by sidecars in the

maximum time of twelve hours, or at an

average speed of 23.3 miles per hour for

motor bicycles and 18.7 miles per hour

for sidecars.

Racing in the Antipodes.

Some exciting racing was witnessed at

the flying mile championship of the New
South Wales M.C.C. on the Ascot race-

course at Botany Bay. There was so

large an entry that the championship
had to be run off in heats. J. E. Yee
(3^ h.p. Triumph) made the fastest heat

time in 4 mins. 32| sees., but he could

only finish second in the final, first place

going to A. Robinson, in 4 mins.

26§ sees. Robinson also won the handi-

cap held in conjunction with the

championship from scratch, Yee, also at

scratch, being third.

A Strange Advertisement.

The following advertisement was pub
lished in a recent issue of The Irish

Times in the " Motors for Sale and
Wanted '" column :

FRANCOIS 2i h.p. 1912, San
Salvador's contribution to the Motor
Cycle Trade; "Turnover" rims,

magneto governor, Protean gear, live

axle, gasoline cap four gals., wind
cooled, interruption on handle-bar

;

wonderful climber
;
quite unique.

Our knowledge of the industry does not

enable us to state definitely where the

machine hails from, but we should be
very interested to know what San
Salvador's contribution to the motor cycle

trade is. The Protean gear is also

unknown to us in connection with motor
cycles.

Petrol Consumption.

The results of the petrol consumption
test which recently took place at South-
land, New Zealand, were : 1, J. Davies

(3i B.S.A.); 2, A Prentice (3^ B.S.A.);

3, E. Gray (3£ B.S.A.). A large number
of competitors took part mounted on
various other makes.

Speed Limit Applications.

Two speed limit applications are now
under consideration by the L.G.B. They
are relating to certain lengths of road
in Wanstead (Essex) and Sutton Cold-
field (Warwickshire). Both applications

are opposed by the R.A.C. and the A. A.
and M.U. and local organisations.

Italian Road Race.

An Italian motor cycle race was held on
the 28th ult., at Milan, over a 314 kilo-

metres out and home course. The follow-

ing are the winners of the respe"ctive

classes: Class I., 250 c.c, Cremaschi
(Moto Reve), 7h. 44m. 48s.; Class II.,

333 c.c, Gnesa (Buchet), 5h. 45m. 22|s.

;

Class ni., 500 c.c, Vailati (Rudge),
5h. 8m. 7|s. ; Class IV., multis, 500 c.c,

Ghirlanda (N.S.U.), 5h. 22m. 14-|s.

Fastest time, Vailati (Rudge) = 61 kilo-

metres per hour.

French International Cup Race.

For the international race to be held on
the Le M'aus Circuit on September 8th
and 9th, the motor cycle course will be
considerably shorter than the car course.

Starting from Le Mans, motor cyclists will

travel along the route nationale until just

before the junction of roads at Mulsanne.
Here is a sharp left-hand turn, and then
the road passes through Ruaudin and
back to Le Mans. An alteration has been
made in the regulations which enables
cyclecars with a cylinder volume not
exceeding 1,000 c.c. to take part in

Class III.

895

Additional Entries Six Days' Trials.

P. J. Evans (2| Humber), A. J. Dixon
(3J, Singer), Miss Hammett (2| Douglasj.

Belgian Motor Cycle Race.

Or; the 25th Inst, a race will be
organised by the Motor Club of the Lit-

toral and of West Flanders, under the
patronage of the A.C. of Ostend. The
competition will be over a course 200
kilometres in extent. Further informa-
tion may be obtained from the secretary,

29, Avenue Leopold, Middelkerke, Bel-

gium.

Road Making in the North American
Continent

Mr. W. Rees Jeffreys, secretary to the
Road Board, has just returned from a visit

to the United States and Canada to secure

the attendance of the principal American
and Canadian road engineers at the Inter-

national Road Congress to be held next
year in London, and to enquire as to the

state of the roads in the two countries.

During a talk we had with Mr. Jeffreys,

he told us that things were really moving
in the States as far as roads were con-

cerned, and that a few years hence there

would be concrete evidence of the result

of the " good roads movement." Good
roads did exist in Massachusetts, and in

certain big towns, and especially in the
city parks, but roads as connecting links

between the great cities were practically

non-existent. . People, however, were
keenly alive as to the necessity of good
roads. Owing to the political system
good roads, were made, and then, owing
to frequent changes of officials, were often
allowed to be worn out to a quagmire.
Canada was far behind the States as

regards roads, but showed signs of waking
up. Mr. Jeffreys, who was a motor
cyclist in the early days, told us that he
saw very few motor bicycles over there,

but numberless cars.

English-Dutch Trial. Competitors wheeling their machines off the harbour station platform, Harwich.

"5
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MERSEY M.C. OPEN CLIMB AT PEN-Y-BALL.

A busy scene in the enclosure before the start.

THE Mersey M.C. held a successful competition at
Pen-y-Ball, Holywell, on the 3rd inst., which took
the form of an open flexibility hill-climb. The
formula used was F—S (where F = fast speed in

m.p.h., and S = slow speed, largest figure wins).

Class 1 (up to 350 c.c.)

Formula. Time.
F. Whitworth (2f Douglas)
E. J. Jenkins (2j Douglas) ...

E. J. Moon. (2} Douglas) ...

Fastest time was. made by S.

Humber). F. A. McNab (2| h.p. Douglas) broke his belt,

and A. J. Jenkins (2-J h.p. Douglas) blew out a plug.

Class 5 (Sidecars and Cyclecavs).

Formula. Time.
A. J. Brewin (8 Zenith-Gradua sc.) ... 1 ... 1

N. Brown (7 Indian sc.) 2 ... 4
H. W. Coopland (8 Williamson sc.) ... 3 ... 5

E. Longden (8 h.p. Dot sc.) carried a dog as well as

passenger, but the only adult passenger was Mrs. Baxter,
vho went up in the Williamson ; the other competitors
jarried local children.

1 ... 2
2 ... 5
3 ... 4

W. Phillpott (2-| h.p.

Class 2 (351 to 600 c.c.

Formula. Time.
... 1 ... 5
... 2 ... 3

3 ... 2

P. Proud (32
L Rudge multi.)

H. Bottoms m Triumph)
H. D. Ashworth (3^ Triumph)

The fastest time was made by T. Pollock (3^ h.p. James),
who failed in the slow climb. S. W. Phillpott (3£ h.p.
Humber) had chosen a low gear, and though he lost ground
in the fast climb, he came up so slowly afterwards that he
!:ad difficulty in steering.

Class 3 (601 to 1,000 c.c).

Formula. Time.
A. J. Brewin (8 Zenith-Gradua) ... 1 .:. 5
N. Brown (7 Indian) 2 ... 3.

J. J. Cookson (7 Matchless) .3 ... 2
H. Reed (8 h.p. Dot) made fastest time, but did n-..

attempt the slow climb.

N. Brown (Indian and sidecar) nearing the top of the I.U..
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lerscy M.C. Open Hill-climb at Pen-y-Ball.—

Class 4 (unlimited).

Formula. Time.
N. Brown (7 Indian) 1 ... 5

J. H. Roscoe (5 Victoria-Peugeot) ... 2 ... 6

E. F. Baxter (6 Rex) 3 ... 4

As in Class 3, H. Reed rode only in the fast climb, and
mde tho fastest ascent.

The weather was fine until Class 3 was being run, when
a drizzle began, which continued till the end. There was
a large number of spectators. The thanks of the club are
due to the police authorities and the Urban District Council.
In spite of the silencer rule, many machines had the ends
of the silencers removed and were very noisy.

The object of this competition was to prove that the
petrol engine is a flexible prime mover when properly driven.

->-»••-<-

M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB AND BRAKE TEST.
THE above annual- event was run off on Saturday and

Monday last. The conditions were quite simple, and
were really a test of the machine rather than of the
rider. The course started from the Bear at Hunger-

ord, on the Bath Road, to Devizes, Radstock, Wells, Bridg-

water, Minehead (lunch), Porlock (hill-climb), Countisbury
brake test), Lynmouth (tea), Lynton Hill (hill-climb),

'arracombe, and Barnstaple. The return journey was over

he same route, with a timed hill-climb on Countisbury to

Mersey M.C. Open Climb, competitors returning down hill for slow ascent.

lecide winners of the cups, and a brake test on Porlock.
fo qualify for a cup award, a competitor had to climb all

he test hills without pedalling, dismounting, or touching the
;round with his feet, and make a standard performance
iver the rest of the course of 276 miles. A splendid entry
f thirty-one was obtained, and the following started :

Rider, machine, and gear-
. A. Baddeley (31 P. & M..

r. H. M.)
1. M. Marians (34 p. & M.,

P. & M.)
I. J. Marians (3i P. & M..

P. o; M.
|

[. Karslako (34 Rover, Armstrong)
'. Walker (3i Rudge, Multil
I. T. Gray (34 Rudge, Multil
). S. Baddeley (6 Baddeley twin,

single gear).
> W. Meredith (3* Bradbury,

S. Aroherl
r. E. Bootes (34 Singer, S. Archerl I

'. 3. Bentley (34 "W.D., Arm-
strong)

l. J. Sproston (3! Eover, S. Archerl
i. J. Dixon (34 Singer, S. Archerl

It is interesting, to note that, whereas last year nine
lit of seventeen entrants used single-geared machines, only
ne out of thirty-one entrants used a single gear, this year,
nd that there were five passenger machines entered this
ear as against one last year.
Messrs. F. T. Bidlake" and F. Straight started the com-

ietitors promptly on Saturday from 8 a.m. onwards at one
mnute intervals. Incidents were few until near Rad
tock, when quite a number lost their way, and proceed
ng. we stopped outside Nether Stowey to have a chat with;
Jlsson, who was down to see his fellow members. Gray*
"as adjusting the back wheel part of his gear and cleaning
i sooted plug. Bentley had punctured, and Meredith

Rider, machine, and gear.
J. H. Kerr (34 N.S.U-, N-S.TJ.]
H. J. Beal (3 N.S.TJ. twin. N-S-Ti.)
W. P. Tinnett (34 Humber, Hum-

ber)

A. da Silveira (7 Indian twin,
Indian)

D. Popplewell (34 Rover. S. Archer)
O. T. Newsome' (34 Rover, S. Archer)
R. Charlesworth (6 Zenith, Gradua)
C. Percival (6 Zenith, Gradua)
R. O. Davis (8 Ohater-Lea so-,

1

Chater-Lea)
E. Guest (8 Matchless, Match-
less)

F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan cycle-
car, Morgan)
P. Hywe (3! Rudge, N.S.U.)

'

Kickham (2J- Douglas, Douglas.

E

reported having burst his back tyre at Devizes and changed
it. Dixon suffered a ,crop of troubles, punctures, silencer

end dropped off, and ran out of petrol, etc. Just outside
Minehead Guest broke his exhaust lifter wire.
The last ten miles into Minehead rain fell in torrents,

and this made Porlock Hill practically unrideable. Kickham
was reported as having seized his engine and retired near
Nether Stowey. Howe skidded and fell and had a puncture
near the same place. Beal was also in trouble with one
cylinder missing.

Porlock HilUclimb.
After lunch came Porlock hill-climb, and, as was antici-

pated, the hill was an inch or more deep in slime, with
much loose stone. Times were taken from about 200 yards
below the firstcorner to 1,360 yards up. This included both
bends, and finished- where the gradient eased to.l in 12.

Considering the state of the surface, it is remarkable that
anyone reached the second corner in the saddle, especially

considering that touching the ground with the feet put
the- rider out of the running for the cups. Observations on
the hill were that B. J. Marians got to the second corner
in the saddle, as did Karslake, Sproston, Meredith, and
Guest, who shed his passenger and then finished. Those
who stopped on the first corner for various reasons were
L.'A.- Baddeley, Gray, Popplewell (who descended and made
a clean' ascent), R. M. Marians, Walker, Bentley, D. S.

Baddeley, and Rootes. ; C. T. Newsome got round the
second corner, but had to stop because the front mudguard
was choked up with the mud. Morgan got to the second
corner, was assisted round, and finished with his passenger

—

a very fine performance. Dixon was the only solo rider

to stop in the saddle all the way, but steadied and assisted

with his feet practically all the way up.

Tippett and Charlesworth were very late and we did

not observe them., but they were reported -to have stopped.

Kerr, da Silveira, Percival, Davis, and Howe decided to

take the toll road after failing on the hill.

Lynton HilUclimb.
Everyone then proceeded to Lynmouth for tea, and after

inspecting the surface of Lynton it was decided to make
the climb optional. Strange to say, nearly all made clean

ascents, and these were in the order of climbing it : Kars-

Mersey M.C. H. W. Coopland (water-cooled Williamson) with

Mrs. Baxter in the sidecar.

B17
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M.C.C. Hill-climb and Brake Test.—

lake, Rootes, Morgan, Meredith, B. J. Marians, L. A.
Badd.eley, R. M. Marians, Popplewell, Charlesworth, New-
some, Dixon, Guest, Sproston, Davis, and Percival.
Percival arrived late and was not observed. Bentley failed

at his first try but made a clea.n ascent afterwards. Kerr
and D. S. Baddeley also failed, and the latter was towed
up by a waggonette Tippett arrived late in consequence
of a fall and a puncture. From Lynton to Barnstaple the
going was fairly easy, but very unpleasant in conse-
quence of torrential ram from Parracombe onwards. Of
the starters from Hungerford all arrived at Barnstaple
excepting Kickham and Beal, the latter having slashed a
tyre and retired. On entering the garage the Morgan
caught fire, and things looked lively for a few minutes.
No serious damage was done. We also noticed that Howe's
exhaust pipe was off and his belt rim bent. He seemed
to have quite a lot of small troubles all the way.

A Day of Rest.

Dixon had half a dozen pi-nctures in the last ten miles
and was considerably delayed thereby. The Imperial Hotel
was as comfortable as usual, and, the weather being xough
and stormy, Sunday was spent mostly indoors resting.

As there was only one hill-climb on the return journey
on Monday, the competitors did not start till 9.30. This
was much appreciated. Everyone, excepting Bentley, who
lost his wav, got well on time to Lynmouth.in preparation

for the timed climb on Countisbury Hill. The competitors

were divided into three classes and speeds were to be

judged at 12, 16 and 20 m.p.h. respectively.

Countisbury Hill-climb.
The running was exceedingly close, four competitors taking

practically the correct time. After leaving the top of the

hill B. Marians skidded in a rut and fell. This set his forks
over and rendered the springs inoperative. The lamp also

was badly damaged. Then on Porlock Hill, where a hrake

test was to be held, we met Haswell with his sidecar climb-

ing gamely near the top. The brake test could not be run,

as the surface was too greasy to be safe. We also met
"F.N." Bell and several Six Days' Trial competitors out to

have a look at the course of next week. The run after thin

was without incident, excepting that Rootes lost his way
and was knocked off his machine by a horse. The machine
suffered considerably, and he was rendered unconscious for

some mlfcutes. After getting his head dressed he pluckily

continued and finished to time. Those to finish were : L.

A. Baddeley (P. and M.), B. J. Marians (P. and M.), E.

M. Marians (P. and M.), Karslake (Rover), Walker (Rudge),
Gray (Rudge), D. S. Baddeley (Baddeley), Meredith (Brad-

bury), Rootes (Singer), Bentley (W. and D.), Sproston
(Rover), Dixon (Singer), Kerr (N.S.U.), Tippett (Humber),
La Silveira (Indian), Popplewell (Rover), C. T. Newsome
(Rover), Charlesworth (Zenith), Percival (Zenith), Davi%
(Chater-Lea sc), Guest (Matchless sc), Morgan (Morgan),

and Howe (Rudge).

THE EAGLE CYCLECAR.
THE new Eagle cyclecar, manufactured by the Eagle

Motor Manufacturing Co., Shepherd's Bush Road,
W., is quite an interesting vehicle, designed on sound
practical lines. The company does not intend to

place the machine on the market, but to manufacture its

component parts and to sell them to the trade or any private
owner- who cares to construct his own runabout. The motive
power is an 8-10 h.p. engine, twin cylinders, 85 x 88 mm.
The cylinders are set at 50°, and overhead inlet valves are
fitted. An interesting feature is the double exhaust.
Between the cylinders are two auxiliary exhaust ports, which
exhaust into a Y tube; consequently there are three exhaust
pipes running from the engine to the silencer—one from
each ordinary exhaust port and another which carries the
exhaust from the two auxiliary exits. The silencer is

placed transversely at the end of the chassis, and the
gases issue therefrom throu<. : a short fan-shaped pipe.

There is a large sump at the bottom of the crank case,

so that a good quantity of oil can be retained. The cotters

to the inlet valves are cone-shaped, and fit into a cone-shaped
collar, so that the wearing surfaces are larger, and conse-

quently will last much longer. The inlet valve tappets are

adjustable top and bottom. The timing gear cover can be
removed, leaving the timing wheels in situ, and to set the
magneto it is only necessary to make an adjustment either

on the. cone of the driving sprocket, or to remove the
small case which abuts on the timing gear cover, and effect

the adjustment by moving the pinion enclosed therein for-

ward or backward.

Details of Construction.
The first of these vehicles to be turned out has a tubular

frame, but in future models the chassis will be of channel
steel lin. wide, 2in. deep, and tapered to lin. It is narrowed
in front, so as to provide an ample steering lock.

The carburetter employed is a Lukin, and the magneto a

chain-driven Bosch. The clutch is of the leather to metal
type, 9in. in diameter, and is provided with two ball thrust
bearings, the external member having a heavy periphery,
which acts as an additional flywheel.

The gear box contains three speeds forward and reverse,

with direct drive on. top, giving a ratio ef 4^ to 1. The
after end of the gear box takes out and the shaft may be
removed bodily without dismounting the box.
The propeller-shaft has a universal joint fore and aft,

the final drive being by worm. The worm drive and
differential' are of particularly sound design. The two. brakes
on the rear wheels are of the internal expanding type, and

Bl8

a similar type of brake is fitted at the after end of the

propeller-shaft.

The steering is by worm and sector, and aH the steering,

rods are provided with ball joints. The control levers are

carried on the steering column on a separate bracket and do
not move with the wheel. These levers control the car-

buretter and the spark.

' A Sidecar Frame,
Another interesting item which we inspected at the

Eagle Company's Works was a new sidecar frame, the axle

of which is carried on semi-elliptical springs. The body is
j

Front view of Eagle cyclecar showing engine and tubular frame construction: I

supported on the usual C-springs and has the footboard also

sprung. It is provided with a telescopic luggage carrier

at the rear which can be shut away when out of use. Thei

bracket attached to the down tube of the sidecar is of some-
what novel design, and is fitted with a ball joint which can

be locked in any position, thus ensuring perfect alignment
and allowing the motor bicycle to pull directly on the side-

car. Usually these brackets take the pull through a right

angle tube.
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SPEED TRIALS AT PENRITH.
'he Cumberland County Motor Cycling Club held its

:; open speed trials on Bank Holiday at Lowther Park,
'irith, by the kind permission of Lord Lonsdale. The
gramme, which was excellently managed, consisted of

lit classes, six of which were open events, the remaining
, being limited to members of the club,

'he course, which was one of half a mile, presented a
'.ewliat difficult turn and steep descent, but, in spite

Kin's and the condition of the road owing to the heavy
sis, some excellent times were made. • The fastest time of
[I day, irrespective of weight, was made by H. Mason,
f.vcastle-on-Tyne, on a 5-6 h.p. Matchless, in 27fs., with
,ng start. The medal for this was given by Mr. W. B.
i>le, the cafptain of the club. Mason, riding a 2§ h.p.

fj.T., also secured for the fastest time (33^s.) in the
itweight class the medal given by Mr. W. Harrison, of

! Graphic Garage, Penrith.
,

[lightweights, singles and twin : 1, H. Mason (2f N.U.T.);
3. W. Phillpott (2 Humber) ; 3, R. N. Corah (2| Corah),
touring singles on formula: 1, E. Cooke (3£ A.S.L.); 2,

IBurras (3^ Zenith); 3, J. S. Whitelock (3^ Rudge).
•acing singles : 1, R. Bowness (3£ Matchless, 29|s. ; 2, —

.

fck m Corah), 31fs. ; 3, S. Crawley (3£ Triumph), 32|s.
.win-cylinders on formula : 1, H. Mason (5 Matchless)

;

p.. J. Moffat (6 Zenith) ; 3, B. Jeffreys (6 Bat),
mateurs on time (any machine) : 1, R. Bowness (3£

^tchless), 30s. ; 2, B. Jeffreys (6 Bat), 301s. ; 3, A. J.

Iffat (6 Zenith), 301s.

jidecar : 1, S. W. Braithwaite (3A Rudge) ; 2, E. Burras
i Zenith).

[embers' lightweight: 1, H. Mason (2J N.TJ.T.) ; 2, H.
w (2J TST.U.T.); 3, J. W. Whitelock (2| N.S.U.).

Members, any capacity, single or twin : 1, S.

(3i Triumph) ; 2, H. Mason (6 Matchless) ; 3, R.

(3£ Matchless).

6'99

Crawley
Bowness

_. :;:. ___ _.r_:: _::"]

The llrst ascent of Bwlch-y-Groes by a cyclecar. The machine is

Morgan, and the climb was made by Mr. Rey T. Aston, hon. joint

North Stafford M.C.C., on the 20th ult. The same machine went up
(Staffs), on the 28th ult.

an S h.p.

sec. of the
Mow Cop

Judges' Report of the Scottish Six Days' Trial.
^HE judges are particularly pleased with the manner

in which the competing machines have fulfilled the
conditions of the Trial, and the large number who
have gained full marks in what is admittedly the

lit severe test ever yet organised.

'he number of retirements is phenomenal, no less than
uty-one having retired for various reasons. Many were
I sftlely to the lack of reasonable care on the part of the
i petitors.

Excellent Hill Climbing.
lie judges are of opinion that had the sections been
iter fewer competitors would have gained full marks, as
i great majority of riders had trouble of a more or less

ijius nature during at least one section.

i le hill-climbing performances of the majority of machines

J:
excellent, and the greatest improvement is perhaps

theable in the manner in which many machines were able
>!limb for two miles at a stretch on a low gear without
lying symptoms of overheating.
•I though a few of the single-gear machines did remarkably
al performances, the excellence of the respective perform-
Sj- was more on the part of the individual than on the
a] of the machine, and they cannot recommend anybody
\ contemplates touring in Scotland in any portion over
l;h the route extended to attempt motor cycling on a
ile-geared machine.

Variable Gears Do Well.
jiie variable "gears performed well, and few cases of
'eble were reported, and such as came to their knowledge
(f caused chiefly by falls.

iae judges were particularly disappointed at the poor
w given by the supposed waterproof magnetos, scarcely
n,'of which was really rainproof in the correct sense of
lrword, and during the wet weather caused a great deal
E ifficulty to the competitors, especially in starting. They

I
of opinion that this could be improved without diffi-

lf. Belts showed up comparatively well in the wet
fiher, and the majority of competitors did not experience
uli difficulty in this respect. Chains also stood the
it well.

fie judges were particularly pleased with the perform-
Hi made by the cyclecars—two in number—which per-

ked most excellently on all the hills and generally
ning good performances. The friction drive fitted to the

two cylclecars seemed very satisfactory, and gave no trouble

throughout the whole test. As regards the sidecars, the

judges cannot give quite such a favourable report, as the

majority of the sidecars were in a broken-down condition

at the completion of the test. All the sidecars which got

through did good performances, in so far as many of the

roads were very much more severe for sidecars than they

were for solo machines.

Too many Broken Fittings.

The judges were disappointed at the manner in which
sundry fittings failed to withstand the test, broken mud-
guards, carriers, and the like being too numerous, while the

same applies to the more minor fittings. Several cases of

broken frames are reported, and the judges do not think

this satisfactory, nor do they think that the forks fitted

to many of the machines were of a sufficiently sturdy nature

to be fit for the work required of them, and the twisted

forks, admittedly caused by the careless riding of many of

the competitors, were too frequent.

The judges were pleased to notice the good condition of

the wheel rims, which stood the test of the rough roads
particularly well.

LacK of Power at End of 1,000 Miles.
The judges have to notice that the hill-climbing powers

of the competing machines were not so good at the conclu-

sion of the test as they had been during earlier periods of

the trial, and they are of opinion that there should be no
material loss of power after a journey of 1,000 miles, which
constitutes about a quarter of an average year's run. This
loss of power is mainly attributable to an excess of lubrica-

tion, which is, or ought to be, unnecessary.
The judges are quite satisfied with the manner in which

tyres stood the test, several of the competitors going
through the whole journey without a puncture. They,
however, would point out that the users of one particular

make found great difficulty in negotiating corners even
where the roads were dry, there being too great a tendency
towards dry skidding.

In conclusion, the judges are fairly pleased with the con-

dition of the machines at the finish, and much of the

damage noticeable was due solely to the lack of care on
the part of the riders, and not to fault on the part of the
machine, and it speaks well for the general improvement
that so many of the machines finished in good condition.
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Army Manoeuvres.

THE details of the' conditions under which mem-
bers of the Leg-ion of Cyclists will be em-

ployed during the culminating week of the

Army manoeuvres have just come to hand, and the

terms offered by the military authorities are sufficiently

liberal to cover more than any reasonable expense to

which motor cyclists might be subjected. Any motor

cyclist who wishes to take part, therefore, in Army
manoeuvres should at once register himself as a

member of the Legion of Cyclists and send in his

application to the honorary secretary to attend man-
oeuvres. The conditions laid down by the War Office

are as follows

:

i. Free railway pass for man and machine from

home to Cambridge (and return).

2. Eight shillings a day petrol allowance to cover

wear and tear of motor cycle, oil consumption, and
insurance. (This allowance will not be payable for

days spent in train journeys when the man and
machine are not available for military duty.)

3. Free messing and lodging in camp, or when
this is impracticable (as is usually the case) eight

shillings a day to cover hotel expenses.

The forty motor cyclists supplied by the Legion of

Cyclists will be utilised with defending force together

with twenty men supplied by the A.C.U., and those

who. are desirous of taking part should apply at once,

.as there are very few vacancies left. The period dur-

ing which the men's services will be required is from
September 14th to 20th, both days inclusive.

A Unique Opportunity.
Never before in the history of British peace man-

oeuvres have so many troops been called out as will

be the case next September, for in addition to the

70,000 regulars there will be ro,ooo cyclists, of whom
3,000 will be drawn from the various cyclist battalions

and will include a considerable number of motor
cyclists. It is probable, therefore, that the number
of motor cyclists employed will be greatly in excess of

those called out on any previous occasion, and a

rough estimate places their number as follows

:

Furnished by the A.C.U 20
Furnished by the A.A. and M.U 60
Furnished by the Legion of Cyclists ... ... 40
Furnished by Territorial Cyclist Battalions ... 70
Furnished by Regular Army 20 ,

Furnished by Officers' Training Corps 15
Furnished by Special Reserve, etc., and R.E. ... 30

Total ... 255

In addition to those who will be allotted to specific

duties there are. sure to be a goodly number of

attached officers and men who will turn out on motor
cycles, and thus bring the number up to close upon
the three hundred mark.

A Few Hints.

I would like to impress a few suggestions upon tho.1

who are selected to take part in manoeuvres, and wl:

have not had -any previous experience. First of a

as to expenses, which is usually a most important cbi

sideration. The allowances provided by Govemmei
amount to sixteen shillings a day, and the average di

tance that men will be called upon to travel will hard

exceed fifty miles a day, so that it will be seen thei

is a fair margin left for living .expenses. On the othi

hand, it must be remembered that when 80,000 me
' are suddenly imported into a country district suj

plies are apt to run short and accommodation is liab'

to be well-nigh unobtainable. The umpires, t):

directors, the foreign attaches, and the press invac

the hotels and fill them to overflowing. Generals an

regimental commanders fill up farmhouses and count]

inns, whilst staff clerks and other orderlies eager

grab any emergency accommodation that happens t

be left. Personally, I should advise every mote

cyclist to render himself independent of hospitality 1

providing himself with a blanket and a waterproc

sheet or cape, then if the worst comes to the worst r,

can doss down in the first tent or shed that is hand;

Secondly, the motorist should disabuse his mind c

any previous notions he may possess as to the nece

sity of four meals a day at given hours, because f

will probably have to content himself with snacks ar

one meal a day (and lucky if he finds place, time, ar
opportunity to get that !) Instead of going to an ove-

crowded hotel and paying three shillings for an ii

different breakfast he will do far better to throw hinj

self on tire indulgence of a farmstead.

Then as regards the machine, make it' as'weathe

proof as you possibly can. It may, of course, be fu

and dry, but it is wiser to be prepared for the wors

A good lamp is essential, as many journeys have to 1

run at night when troops and unlit waggons may 1

encountered on the road. Good non-skid tyres shou

also be fitted, since in wet weather the traffic of s,

army cuts up roads to an appalling condition of slusl

especially on the steeper portions, of gradients.

Addenda.
Since writing the above I have heard that the fu

complement of men required for the period Septemh
i4th-2oth has been filled up, but that there are no!

vacancies for twenty-two men for the period Septembi

8th to 20th. A P.O. for is. should be sent with eat

application to defray postages and probable telegram
1

LOST AND FOUND.
We receive many letters regarding- accessories, etc.. botli

" Lost and Found/' which we are unable to find space for.

As these particular matters are of interest to two persons
only, viz. , the finder and the loser, we keep a list ol such
articles, and, should we receive a letter from the finder
which corresponds to the article lost, the two persons are
put into communication.
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BANK HOLIDAY RACING AT BROOKLANDS.
l^HE changeable weather doubtless had some effect on

the attendance at Brooklands on Monday, but despite

the blustering wind and an occasional shower, there

was a very fair number of people. The meeting

1 in at noon instead of 2 p.m., and there was a good
her of events, which were well supported, with several

falg incidents to keep up the general interest. The first

inr cycle event was the Eleventh Short Motor Cycle

ftdicap. Prizes, £10 or cup at option, £5 or cup, £3
r ip. Distance, 5| miles. Fork start, long finishing line.

i
machines passed the fork once

i' then entered the straight. Of the

jpeting machines several were
tthv of comment. Pickin's Rudge
a an air inlet in the induction pipe.

j[T. W. Wartnaby put the mechani-

1/ lubricated W.D. on the track
vthe first time, and F. H. Arnott,
t" Humming Bird" fame, rode a
,'ge which showed no signs of
lial attention outwardly, but in
anterior doubtless concealed secrets

];h its owner would not give away
ij worlds. Unfortunately, Arnott
> his belt, and did not finish,

inend, the rider of a Zenith, had a

i
smash near the tunnel. He was

lidly racing on a badly-worn front
Sir. This burst, and he fell on
'head and slid down the banking.
I Paul, the hon. medical officer, was
jkly on the scene, and eventually
i| poor victim was conveyed to the
iiital on the aviation ground. His
il was badly cut, he was suffering
||l concussion, and his hands were
ijrely damaged, but fortunately no
is were broken. At the start
rler (Rudge) was slow at getting

{y, and Mills had considerable diffi-

\y in getting his machine to fire,

jvbold in starting made a bad
pre, and nearly collided with the
next to him. The first lap order
Square, Smith, Croucher, Bailey, S. R. Cooke, Elce,

son, Newbold, " Pontin," Remington, Fowler, Stanley,
bs, Townend, Garrett, Spencer, Wartnaby, Huckle,
ey, Whitehead, and Pickin. It was a good race, thanks

'he skilful handicapping of Mr. Ebblewhite, Elce winning
1 few lengths, and Newbold and Stanley (scratch) second
third, finishing almost neek and neck. Result :

Bore and stroke, c.c. m. s.

.W. H. Elce (1 Rudge) ... ... 86x88
!P. Newbold (2 Zenith) 76x85
'Gr. E. Stanley (1 Singer) 85x88
R. Croucher (1 Kerry-Abingdon) 85 x 88
S. L. Bailey (2 Douglas) ... 61x60
J. A. Manners-Smith (1 Triumph) 85

As Skitter, on the baby Alcyon, 3m. 27s. start, got away in

good form, and Garrett asked Mr. Ebblewhite if he might
have a small machine and secure a big start, Remington left

the line on one cylinder, and Croucher retired during the
first lap. The first lap order was : Slatter, Cooke, " Pontin,"
Arnott, Croucher, Gibbs, Stanley, Dewar, Garrett, Hannis
Mills, Huckle, Elce, Yano, Wartnaby, and Remington. On
the second lap the order was as follows: Slatter, Arnott,
Garrett, Stanley, Dewar, Cooke, Mills, Elce, Huckle, Yano,
and Wartnaby.

499 46
771 32

(3.) G. E.
H. C.

499
499

28*

1 10

85x88
85x88
85x88
85x88
85x88
76x54.5
85x88
85x88

351 58
499 1 10
499 58
499
499
499
499

1 18
46
58

1 10
494 46
499
499
258
340

1 18
46

7,

1 34
499 58

S. D. Timson (1 Rudge)
S. R. Cooke (1 Rudge)

j

S. F. Garrett (1 Green-Precision)
I B. C. Remington (1 Rudge)
|W. G. Fowler (1 Rudge)
1
H. H. Huckle (2 Zenith)
"A. E. Pontin" (1 Rudge) ...

W. T. W. Wartnaby (1 W.D.) ...

;

H. H. Square (1 Robin-Minerva) 69x69
J. Gibbs (2 Humber) 60x60
0. Whitehead (1 Triumph) ... 85x88

*Scratch.
ihe winner's speed was 62£ miles per hour.

Ninth Long Distance Handicap.
he next motor cycle event was the Ninth Long Distance
tor Cycle Handicap. Priz-es as in the previous race,
"k start. Long finishing line. In the event before the
> motor cycle races the well-known Triumph rider at
oklands, M. Campbell, while racing his Darracq, burst a
?, hit the edge of. the track, and smashed both off side
Jels. At the start Garrett, as facetiously garrulous as
.r, made the wait before the word to " go " pass quickly.

85x88 499 1 27
85x88 499 1 9
69x80 294 1 27

85x88 499 1 9
85x88 499 1 27

62x82 247 3 27

76x54.5 494 1 9

85x88 499 1 9
85x88 499 1 57

60x60 340 2 21

85x88 499 1 9
61x60 351 1 27

The English-Dutch Trial. Unloading machines at Harwich Station.

A Double Victory.
At the finish Arnott showed what his machine was worth,

and much to the surprise of the handicapper he romped in

an easy winner, and brought home the second Rudge that
day to victory at a speed of 60£ m.p.h. Result :

Bore and stroke, c.c. m. s.

(1.1 F. H. Arnott (1 Rudge)
(2.) S. F. Garrett (1 Green-Precision)

Stanley (1 Singer) ...

Mills (1 Green-Precision) ...

W. Dewar (1 Triumph)
N. D. Slatter (1 Alcyon)
H. H. Huckle (2 Zenith)

W. H. Elce (1 Rudge) ... ...

S. R. Cooke (1 Rudge)
J. Gibbs (2 Humber)
W. T. W. Wartnaby (1 W.D.) ...

S. L. Bailey (2 Douglas)
Bailey's Douglas came in on one cylinder as he broke an

exhaust valve. Arnott's win qualified him to run in the
Winners' Handicap with 53s. start in company with the
following competitors : K. Yano (25.8 Bedford), 49s.

;

C. H. Bird (15.9 Sunbeam), 10s. ; McL. N. Staight (15.9

S.C.A.R.), 36s. ; L. Coatalen (30.1 Sunbeam), scr. ; Turner-
Smith (13.9 Stoewer); and G. W. Hands (12 Calthprpe).

Arnott led easily and would have won but, instead of coming
down the straight as he should have done, he completed a

lap and thus lost the cup value £12 10s.

Jake de Rosier, who writes from the Crocker Street Hos-
pital, Los Angeles (Cal.), wishes to thank Messrs. W.
Macneill and T. A. Carter for their donations recently for-

warded through The Motor Cycle. De Rosier says that

the broken bones only began to knit about three weeks ago,

but it certainly braces a man up to know he is not for-

gotten by bis English friends. He is still on his back, and
is likely to remain so for some considerable time.

B23
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Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The officials of the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. report

an error in the results of the open hill-climb held on July

27th. The error was in Class IV., T.T. singles up to 560 c.c,

and the results should have read as follows: 1, Dan Brad-

bury (34 Norton), figure of merit 87.4; 2, K. Clarke (3J

Corah), 98.4; 3, E. L. Moxey (3£ B.S.A.), 99.0.

Exeter and District M.C.C.

Sixteen riders started on the second twenty-four hours'

reliability trial held by the club on the evening of the 26tli

ult. for the Gould Cup. Results (subject to confirmation)

:

1, S. J. Sanders (34 Rudge Multi), 21m. 29s. error; 2, J.

Milner (34 Rudge Multi), 47m. 28s. error; 3, A. C. Arden

(34 T.T. Premier), 56m,. 3s.' error.

Westmorland M.C.C.

The hill-climb held last week at High Cross

Lancaster, resulted as follows :

Lightweights.—1, S. H. Phillpott (Humber).
Single-cylinders.— 1, G. H. Braithwaite (Zenith);

Pierce (Corah) ; 3, J Dean (Singer).

Twin-cvlinders.—1, A. I. Moffat (Zenith); 2, B. Jefferys

(Bat) ; 3," I. H. Nelson (Scott).

Sidecars: 1, B. A. Jervis (6 Zenith); 2, H. H. Satter-

thwaite (8 Matchless). .

Fastest t'me of day.—B. A. Jervis (6 Zenith).

Dewsbury M.C.

The club held their second hill-climb of the season on

Tuesday, the 30th ult., on the knock-out principle. Results

:

Class I. (open to all members) : 1, S. Dawson (T.T.

B.S.A.); 2, F. Ward (Zenith-Gradua) ; 3, C. Sydney (Brad-

bury).

Class II. (open to members not having previously won a

prize in similar event) : 1, S. Dawson (T.T. B.S.A.); 2, H.

Hainsworth (Triumph) ; 3, G. H. Hirst (James).

The members' reliability trial for the Fenton Cup will

take place on the 13th inst. There will be two classes, solo

and passenger.

Durham and District M.C.C.

A speed trial was held on the 24th ult. over a quarter-mile

stretch of good road, and some good times were made. In

the single-cylinder class the result was as follows

:

Time
Rider and machine.

C.

E.
R.

in Speed
sees. m.p.h.

12i . .. 73.77

12? . .. 71.42

131 . .. 66.17

W. Smith (34 Smith -Precision)

Turvey, jun. (34 B.S.A.)

.. B. Smith (34 Ariel)

F. C. Wake (6 h.p, twin Zenith) covered the course in llfs.,

this being equivalent to a speed of 76.27 m.p.h.. but, as there

were only two entries in the twin class, this class Was

cancelled.

An all-night reliability trial was held on the 27th-28th ult.,

commencing at 8.30 p.m. The route was Durham, York,

Scarborough, Whitby, Saltburn, Stockton, to Durham, a total

distance of 185 miles. Seven competitors started, in fair

weather, but soon encountered much rain and thunder, there-

fore the stop of two hours and a half near York for refresh-

ments proved very acceptable. Only three competitors

succeeded in completing the course, and the result was as

follows: 1 C. F. Christon (34 Triumph); 2, R. B. Smith

(34 Ariel) ; 3, G. Philburn (3 Fafnir).

A hill-climb was held on the 31st ult. at 6.30 p.m. The

hill chosen was perfectly straight and the surface very good,

some fast times being the result. Results

:

Single-cvlinders.—1, F. Turvey (34 B.S.A.) 30s., gold

medal; 2," C. Smith (34 Smith-Precision), 31s., silver medal;

3, J P. Forster (34 Rudge), 34s., bronze medal.

Twin Class —1, F. Wake (6 Zenith), 264s., gold medal.

Sidecar Class.—R. Maughan (8 Matchless), 48fs., silver

medal.
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Herts County A. and Ae.C.

The members' hill-climb will take place on the 10th i

There will be classes for machines up to 350 c.c, 500 (

750 c.c, unlimited capacity, and passenger machines up

C x T"
1,100 c.c. The Motor Cycle formula —yj

— will be 1

in the handicap classes,- which will be open only to amats
riding their own machines.

Mid-Staffordshire A.C.

An inter-club hill-climbing competition was held at £

Cop, Rugeley, on the 27th ult. Some excellent sport 1

witnessed, the hill being a fast. one. Results:

1, G. W. Huntbach (34 h.p. Premier), winner of medal 1

Harley Jones challenge cup ; 2, S. C. Witcomb (8 h.p. Mali

less) ; 3, — Russell (34 h.p. Russell). Fastest time, J.

Prendergast (34 h.p. Ivy-Precision).

The members of the following clubs were competii

Derby and North Staffs., Leicester, North Staffs. M.C.C,
Mid-Staffs. A.C.
Both cup and fastest time were obtained by the Ntl

Staffs. M.C.C.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

This trial to G^ngariffe and back took place on the,

and 6th inst. The following arrived at Glengariffe on tin

H. T. Carroll (34 Rex), G. Roche (34 Rover), T. E. Gre

(34 Rudge), McArevey (34 Rex), R. Walshe (34 Calthor
F. J. Walker (34 Rudge), V. J. Farrell (34 Triumph),
-Doleman (34 Rudge), J. Browne (34 Rudge), F. Jules
Premier), J. Webster (34 Hobart), T. Woods (34 Ari

:

T. D. Rollins (34 Rover), B. J. Gogarty (34 Triumph), i

W. G. Greene (24 A.J.S.) arrived late. Dunphy retired

Cahir with magneto trouble. P. H. Hurse (34 Rudge)
lided with a cow at Maryboro' and damaged his mach
Woods had a collision with a dog near Cahir and sustai

injuries, but reached here. Browne (34 Rudge) shed 1

the spokes from his back wheel. J. D. Weirs (6 Enl

sc.) was last seen stopped afte rcoming .through the ft

near Maryboro'. Several riders had trouble here for

same cause. J. Healy (34 Rudge sc.) had belt trouble

was late at Mallow; later he burst his back tyre at Ri

more and transferred his passenger to McArevey's car

and drove on the rim to Killarney. H. A. Conneff
last seen with a^puncture.

Crossgates and District M.C.C.

Speed trials were held in Templenewsam Park on the i

ult., by the kind permission of the Hon. E. L. Wood.
course was about three furlongs, and some excellent sport

witnessed. The best times registered were

:

Solo Class.

Rider and machine.

*H. E. Haswell"(34 h.p. Bradbmy) ...

*A. Kirk (3-4 h.p. Premier)
F. Crosthwaite (8 h.p. Matchless)

H. Whitfield (34 h.p. Triumph)
T. Wilkinson (6 h.p. Matchless)

G. Botterill (34 h.p. Triumph)

Sidecar Class.

Vernon Crosthwaite (8 h.p. Dot)

F. Crosthwaite (8 h.p. Matchless)

H. E. Haswell (3i- h.p. Bradbury) ...

H. Whitfield (3-4 h.p. Triumph)
J. Stuart-White (3j h.p. Bradbury) ...

A. Longbottom (4 h.p. Singer)

*Tied for fastest time of the day.

The handicap was formulated on a trial run.

Solo Class.—1, W. Bramley (34 Triumph) ; 2, J. Stu

White (34 Bradbury).
Sidecar Class.—1, A. Longbottom ; 2, V. Crosthwaite

H. Whitfield.

Time.

25s.

25s.
'

25?s.

25fs.

251s.'

251s.

29s.

32s.

32s.

'

o41s.

37«s.

Results
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Competitors in the Wolverhampton M.C.C. contest for the Corke cup.

attook place

2, 0. Curphey

2, G. Maxfield

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

he reliability trial for the Corke Cup was run off on
28th ult. The route was via Bewdley, Ludlow,

L'hton, Church Stretton, Shrewsbury, and Wellington, 140
fs ui all.

North Birmingham A.C.

ie first hill-climb held by this club
..theroak on the 27th ult. Results

:

(do class : 1, F. W. Southern (Premier)
i'itii); 3, N. Fairley (Ivy-Precision).
.decars :

- 1, J. D. Watson (B.S.A.);
pedo); 3, G. Blood (Kynoch).
on. sec, Mr. W. Russell, 1, OakfieH Road, Erdiugton.

North Staffordshire M.C,C.

ie annual reliability trial for the president's trophy took
is on the 28th ult. The start was from Whitmore, and
course, which was secret till the morning of the trial,

I the competitors through North Wales, and was about
'miles, via Shrewsbury, Knighton, Newtown, Llanfair,
-einion, Dolgelly, Llangollen, and back to Whitmore.
lit : 1, 6. Tagg (Regal-Precision), error 35m., trophy and
ca;2, J. Attwood (Bradbury), 40m., gold medal.; 3, G.
s (Zenith), 50m., silver medal.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

ie result of the Bassenthwaite to Harrogate and back
miles) reliability trial for the Piel Wyke Challenge

j and club medals is as under : 1 (cup and gold medal),
i;>n Robinson (3J- T.T. B.S.A.), no marks lost : 2, E. A.
fele (3| Scott) and Beck (3^ T.T. Triumph), five marks
i (equal).

'j.is is the second year in succession H. Robinson has
}
the cup, which now becomes his own property. The

^her could not have been worse, fully half the distance
i; run in a perfect downpour.
j.e result of the speed judging, which took place from
: ;rdale Boat House was: Whitelock (Rudge) and Little

. Rudge) tied for first place, both arriving dead on
). Hilton Robinson (B.S.A.) being third, lm. fast.

, Fleet and District M.C.C.

A reliability trial was held on the 27th ult. for the Kinder
Cup. Results: 1, J. Haszard ; 2, C. Q. Roberts; 3, G.
Meredith. Six competitors made non-stop runs.

A.C.U. SILENCER TEST3.

The Expsrimental Silencer Contracted. (See page 871).

Bristol M.C.C.

The long-distance trial (400 miles) to Llandudno and back
took place on the 26th and 27th ult. Out of an entry of

fourteen, only seven faced the starter. The .results were
gold medals to the following six : H. Hutchinson and F. P.

Davis on Rudges, and Eli Clark, F. C. Wasley, P. Phillips,

and E. Kickham on Douglases. J. B. Kellar (B.S.A.) had
the misfortune to blow out inlet valve cap, and was forced

to retire twenty-seven miles from the finish.

Five members of the B.M.C.C. are riding in the Six

Days' Trials, Messrs. Fry, Grout, and Wasley forming the

private owners' club team, all on Douglas machines.

Exeter and District M.C.C. 24 Hours Reliability Trial. A group of competitors at Staines in the ear.y morning before the start of the return journey.
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A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
Official Maps, Contours, and Itinerary of Daily Routes

FIRST DAY (Monday, August 12th), 1 7 1 J. miles.

Mileage.

First man due. Place. Inter. Total.

8.0 a.m. Taunton ...

Honiton
Clyst Honiton
Alphinglon

10.51 a.m. Teignmouth
(2 miles at 15 m.p.li.)

Torquay
(5 m. at 15 m.p.h.)
Paignton ...

11.264 a.m. Xotnes
12.39 p.m. Plymouth

(2 m. at 15 m.p.li.

j

Lunch at Royal Hotel.

2.9

2.54

4.1i
4.411

p.m.
p.m.

p.m.
p.m

6.I84 p.m.

Plymouth (depart)

Tavistock
Two Bridges
(5 m. at 15 m.p.h.)

Moreton Hampstead
Exeter
Gullompton
Wellington
Taunton

17

13

23
6

15

12i
134
13

7

10.48 -.i.m

11.55J, a'.ni

12.554 p.m

lJuudry ... ... 74

Bristol 4|,

(3 m. at 15 m.p.h.)

Falfield ... _ ... 15*

Wotton-under-Edge 64

Edge ... ... 14

Gloucester ... ... 6

Lnnch at Bell Hotel.

GLOUCESTER Lunch .

Mrdwi$eAX\ >^£p<>ss /bate
i

SKCOND DAY (Tuesday, August l.'itli), 160!.

miles.

Taunton ....

Milverton
Wiveliscombe
Bampton ...

South Molton
Barnstaple
Bittadon ...

Ilfracombe
Barbrook Mill •

(4J m. at 10 m.p.h.)
12. 194 p.m. Lynmouth

Lunch at Lyn Valley Hotel.

(Slow hill-climb)

1.0

9.2J a.m.

9.554 a.m.
10. 31 J a.m.

11.6 a.m.
11.54 a.m.

8 8

3 11

95 20?

171 38J,

12 504

6-i 563

5i 62

154 774

4"A 813

p.m.

p.m.

2.0

2.33

4.6 p.m.

5.03 p.m.

5.524 p.m.

Countisbury (top) ... 2 831

(3 m. at 15 m.p.h.)
Porlock 10 933
Williton , ..: 134 1071

Bridgwater 174 1243
Street 12| 1374
Somei'tou ... ... 54 143

Langport 4i 147-i

Taunton ... ... " ... IS 160,5

THIRD DAY (Wednesday, August I4th), 1964

miles.

8.0 a.m. Taunton ... ... %
—

Bishops Lydeard • - ? 5

8.48 a.m. Bridgwater ... § 11

9.404 a.m. Axbridge
:

" 174
Cheddar | 24

10.104 a.m. Wellsway -Inn .... 3 74
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.U. Six Days' Trials.—

Third Day (continued).

5$ p.m. Gloucester (depart)

(2 m. at 15 m.p.h.)
Birdlip Hill (top) ...

Cirencester ...

Malmesbury
Chippenham
Bath
Wells
Glastonbury
Taunton

73 P- n '-

U p.m.

9i p.m.

8$ p.m.
p.m.

1 p.m.

i>£ p.m.

JRTH AugustDAY (Thursday,
secret route.

TH DAY (Thursday, August 16th), 150$
miles.

Mileage.

t man due. Place Inter. Total,

a.m. -Taunton ...

Coornbe St. Nicholas
Chard
Crewkerne ...

(Slow hill-climb)

Winyards Gap (top)

Dorchester ...

Weymouth
Wareham
Bournemouth
(5 m. at 15 m.p.h.)

Lunch at Central Hotel

a.m.

a.m.

a.m.

a.m.

a.m.
a.m.

p.m.

10$ 10$
2i 16

8 21

5 26
16 42

7* 49^
18 bli
14 81$

., p.m.

I p.m.

i: P-m -

,,- p.m.

U p.m.

Bournemouth (depart)

(4 m. at 15 m.p.h.)
Blandford
Sherborne
Yeovil .

llminster

Taunton

17g
20$

5$
13$
12

99i
119$
125

138$
1501

fH

a.m.

a.m.

.') a.m

j a.m.

•!'i
a.m.

I a.m.
U a.m.

DAY (Saturday, August 17th), 167

miles.

Taunton ... — —
Dunster ... non- 22 22
Porlock ... stop 7 29
(5 m. at 15 m.p.h.)
Lynmouth 12 41
(5 m. at 15 m.p.h.)
Blackmoor. Gate ...

South Molton
Tiverton
Exeter 15 95$

7

131

181
15

Lur.ch at New Lond >n .»ot?l.

48
61|

2

ORiDGVVATEt?

EXETE
lunch Stop

.:$ a.m. Exeter (depart)

.!$ p.m. Sidford Hill (top)

.:$ p.m.—Lyme Regis
(2 m. at 15 m.p.h.)

2 p.m. Bridgport
Beaminster

17 m.
non-stop. 17

12
112$

124$

132$
138$

1.58$
2.22$

3.3

p.m.

$ p.m.

p.m.

Crewkerne
Chard
Castle Neroche
-Taunton

7 145$
8 153$

6i 159J
7i 167

I00a.ro.
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LIST OF ENTRIES FOR THE SIX DAYS* TRIALS.

No.

1.

2.

3.

»4.

*5.

*6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

•11.

12.

13.

14.

»15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

•21.

*22.

•23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

•30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

*36.

37.

*38.

*39.

•40.

*41.

*42
*43.

44.

45.

46.

47.
48.'

49.

50.

51.

52.

*53.

54.

*55.

*56.

*57.

*53.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

'64.

*65.

*66.

67.
*68.

*69.

?o.
71.

72.

73.

*74.

*75.

76.

"77.

*78.

MOTOR BICYCLES.

Rider, machine, and gear.

C. T, Newsome (34 Rover, S. Archer gear)

1). H. Noble (34 Rover, Armstrong)
A. J. Sproston (34 Rover, S. Archer)
W. Cooper (34 Bradbury, S. Archer)
Philip Grout (44 Quadrant, Armstrong) ...

F. C. Wasley (2J Douglas, Douglas (2) ...

G. B. Fry (34 Bradbury, Bradbury)
C. L. Scott (34 Rudge, Rudge Multi) ...

G. T. Gray (34 Rudge, Rudge Multi)

W. D. South (34 Rudge, Rudge Multi) ...

A. Raymond Penny (24 A.J.S., A.J.S.) ...

W. Pratt (34 P. and M., P. and M.) ...

P. Shaw (34 P. and M., P. and M.)
W. C. Drake (34 P. and M., P. and M.)
W. J. M. Sproulle (34 P. and M., P. and M.)
J. F Sirett (7 Indian, Indian) (2)
B. Alan Hill (7 Indian, Indian) (g)
A. H. Alexander (7 Indian. Indian) (3) ...

H. Greaves (2| Enfield, Enfield) (2) ...

J. S. Holroyd (2| Motosacoche. Mo'che) (2)
Mrs. M. Hardee (34 P. and M.. P. and M.)
G. D. Hardee (34 Triumph, S. Archer) ...

R, C. Owen Wells (34 Bradbury, S. Archer)
W. F. Newsome (34 Triumph, Triumph) ...

S. Crawley (34 Triumph. S. Archer)
H. Lister Cooper (34 Triumph, S. Archer)

P. Moffat* (2| Douglas, Douglas) (2) ...

G. L. Fletcher [2% Douglas, Douglas) (2)
\V. B. Gibb (2j Douglas, Douglas) (2) ...

W. Houghton (34 Bradbury, S. Archer) ...

L. Newey (34 Ariel, Armstrong)
F. C. North (34 Ariel, Armstrong)
F. C. Sangster (34 Ariel, Armstrong) , ...

T. Pollock (34 James, James)
A. D. Arter (34 James, James) ... ...

S. Brown (34 James. James) ... ...

Frank Philipp (3| Scott, Scott) (2)
Jesse Baker (3-| Scott, Scott) (2)
J. Norman Longfield (3J Scott, Scott) (2)
F. Dover (34 Premier, Armstrong)
S. Sawer (34 Premier, S. Archer)

E. D. Dickson (7 Indian, Indian) (2) ...

E. P. Dickson (6 Zenith, Gradua) (2) ...

Bore
and

stroke.

85 x85
85
85
89
87
60
89
85
85
85
70
82
82
82

xaa
x88
x89
x95
x60
x89
x88
x88
x88
x82
x88
x88
x88

82.5x88.9
82.5x93
82.5x93
82.5x93
54 x75

x75
x88
x88
x89
x88
x88
x88
x60
x60
x60
x89

E. Cook (34 A.S.L., N.S.U.)
T. Stanton (34 Bradbury, Bradbury)
Piatt (34 Bradbury, S. Archer)
A. Bees (34 L.M.C., S. Archer)

K. Jones (34 L.M.C., S. Archer)
M. Soresby (34 L.M.C., L.M.C.)
Clarke (34 Rolfe, Rolfe)

W.
A.

P.

L..

S.

L.
J.

B. Haddock "(24 A.J.S., A.'J.S.l

W. \V. Heaton (24 A.J.S.. A.J.S.)

J. D. Corke (5 A.J.S., A.J.S.) (2)
J. Johnson (4 Kynoch, S. Archer)

IT. E. Haswell (34 Bradbury, S. Archer)

F. J. Watson (34 Swift, S. Archer)
Peachey (34 Swift. S. Archer)

D. Walker (34 Rudge, Rudge) ...

Ilolloway (34 Premier)
Oliphant (34 Premier, S. Archer)

Haslam (6 Zenith, Gradua) ($)

J.

P.

R.
J.

J.

P.

G.
J.

A.
A.
D.
W
Dr
J.

W
A.
F.
A.
H.

Weatherilt (34 Zenith, Gradua)

Griffith (6 Zenith,

H. Kerr (34 N.S.U.
Gradua) (2)
N.S.U,'

R. Abbott "(34 Bradbury, N.S.U.) ...

E. Catt (34 Triumph, S. Archer)
Hardman (34 Rudge, Rudge) ..-.

Land Dibb (6 Rex. Rex) (2)
Moss-Blundell (6 Corah, P. and M.) (2)
Farnsworth (34 Campion. G.H.)
Creyton (2| Humber) (2)
G. Fenn (34 Humber) ...

G. Edmond (34 Humber)
P. Morris (6 Zenith, Gradua) (2) ...

J. Beal (3 N.S.U., N.S.U.) (2) ...

V. Wilberforee (2§ Douglas, Douglas) (2)
G. W. Ruscoe (2| Forward. Armstrong) (2)

J. M. Oakey (6 Matchless, V.S.) (2) ...

54
82
85
89
85
85
85
60
60
60
89
86.4x85
86.4x85
86.4x85

x96
x96
x96
X63.5
x63.5
X63.5
x88
x88

86
86
86
73
73
73
85
35
82.5x93
76 x85
85 x88
89 x89
89 x89
85 x88
85 x88
85 x88
85 x85
70 x82
70 x82

85 x85
89 x89'
86.5x85
86.5x85
85 x88
85 x88
85 x88
76 x85
85.5x85
85.5x85
85 x88
89 x89
85 x88
85 x88
77.5x95
76 x85
85
60
84
84
85
58
60
56
76

x85
x60
x90
x90
x75
x75
X60
x70
x85

79. G. Castagnoli (34, L.M.C, S. Archer) ... 85
*80. H. A. Cooper (34 Bradbury, Bradbury) ... 89
81. E. T. Babbington (5-6 Bat, Armstrong) (2) 76

82. S. T. Tessier (7-8 Bat, Bat) (2) 85.!

*83. W. B. Little (34 Premier, S. Archer) ... 85-

84. George Brough (Brough)
85. L. Cass (34 Quadrant, Armstrong) ... 87.
86. Rex Mundy (34 Quadrant, Armstrong) ... 85

87. H. Berwick (34 New Hudson, Armstrong) 85
88. H. Dixon (34 New Hudson, Armstrong) 85
89. J. Slaughter (34 New Hudson, Armstrong) 85
90. J. Cocker (24 Singer, Singer) 69

*91. W. E. Phillips (34 Triumph, single-gear) 85
92. R. Poole (34 O.K., O.K.)' 85

*93. E. V. Pratt (34 O.K., S. Archer) 85
*94. S. C. Hubbard (34 Bradbury) 89
*95. Colin Macbeth (34 Rudge) 85
*96. F. G. Boddington (3-4 P. and M.) ... 82
*97. W. G. McMinnies (34 Triumph) 85
98. F. Begley (3 Hazlewood, Armstrong) (2) 60

*99. H. Mills (34 Green-Precision, S. Areher) 85
*100. G. Hunt (34 Campion, G.H.) 85
101. (5 Swan, Swan) (2) 68T

102. G. H. Donnelly (4 Swan, Swan) 85
103. F. H. Thornton (5 Swan, Swan) (2) ... 67

PASSENGER MACHINES.
*J. R. Haswell (34 Triumph sc. Triumph gear) ...

H. V. Colver (6 Enfield sc, Enfield)

J. T. Wood (8 G.W.K. cyclecar, G.W.K.)
G. W. Keiller (8 G.W.K. cyclecar, G.W.K.l ...

R. Creak Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc, Chater-Lea) ...

Hugh Gibson (34 Bradbury sc, Sturmey-Areher)
*H. Mellor Jameson (6 Enfield sc, Enfield)

Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno sc, Clyno)
*G. V. Moss (8 Autotrix cyclecar, Chater-Lea) ...

*C. P. Finn (6 Enfield sc, Enfield)

H. F. S. -Morgan (8 Morgan cyclecar, Morgan)
F. Hill (6 A.C. cyclecar, A.C.) t.

J. Munday (6 A.C. cyclecar, A.C.)
A. H. R. 'Purchase (6 Rolfe sc, Rolfe)

A. J. Stevens (5 A.J.S. sc, A.J.S.)
(8 Duo cyclecar, Duo)

C. R. Collier (7 Matchless sc, V.S.)

*R. E. Guest (7 Matchless sc, V.S.)
*.I. Tassell (7 Matchless sc, V.S.)

*G. Nott (7 Matchless sc, V.S.)
*V. Garland (5-6 Clyno sc, Clyno)
G. Wray (44 Wray sc, Wray)

* Private owners.

85

76

86

86

85

89

76

76

85

76

85

95

95

75'

74
85'

85

85

85

85

76

89

Mrs. Hardee, of Greenwich, has had a neat looking and effective muc

dress guard fitted to her 3! h.p. P. & M. Its design will be gathered

the above illustrations. Mrs. Hardee and her husband have entered fo

A.C.U. Six Days' Trials, August 12th to 17th.
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EVER VICTORIOUS.
A few Recent Successes

:

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
G. Griffith, 6 h.p. ZENITH, lost no marks and secured
highest award-GOLD MEDAL.

Only ONE Zenith entered for the Trials.

GALA DAY AT BROOKLANDS.
Inter Club Team Race.

Two of the three machines in the winning Team were
ZENITHS. There were also one ZENITH in the second
team and two ZENITHS in the third team.

CAERPHILLY OPEN HILL CLIMB.
Class I. ZENITH FIRST on time. Class II. ZENITH SECOND on time.

Class VI. ZENITH SECOND on formula. Class VII. ZENITH SECOND
on time. Class VIII. ZEMTH FIRST on formula. Class VIII.

ZENITH SECOND on formula. Class VIII. ZENITH THIRD on formula.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

Zenith Motors, Ltd., Weybridge
Spares stocked in London by ROBERTSON'S, 157, Gt. PORTLAND

STREET. Contractors to the War Office.

For

siness

or

tasure

a
District Offi«e, A.M.P. Society,

Tamworth, N.S.W., Australia, June 24th, 1912-
Dear Sirs,

Last August I purchased a 3$ h.p. L.M.C. Cob model for experimental purposes.
As art agent ot the above Society I worked my large district by train, bicycle, buggy and pair. Your
local agent here, R. W. Webster, urged me to get one, absolutely assuring me that 1 would double
my earnings, for we are purely on commission. This I have succeeded in doing during my first

six months, and at present I am earning nearly as much in a week as 1 made in a month by train

and buggy.
The comfort one has in doing a bag country run on our bush roads is remarkable.

Its all very fine to read about trial runs on a prepared track, but when you see my machine which
averages 250 a week over wheat fields, sheep runs through paddocks (fields), and the roughest of bush
roads, it really seems impossible.

My tyre troubles are my chief worry, simplybecause the surface of many of the roads
is rough and rocky. I have completed just on 4,000 miles up to date.

On a trip from Barraba to Tamworth, our local express does the journey in 6jj hours.
The distance is 56 miles. Last Thursday 1 left Barraba just as the train had gone at 4-1 5 p'.m ; and
1 was having my tea here at five past six. The express got in at twenty past ten o'clock.

(Mixed train).

Would you please send me your latest catalogue. I intend selling my old machine at
Christmas, and getting the latest 3h Cob model again.

If you desire it 1 will forward you a photo of myself and my machine.
Wishing the L.M.C. continued success and I personally see it is always in evidence here.

.Yours faithfully, R. W. FERRELL,

H^—IMMMIWHI 1111111111 III

Ride

the

L. M. C.

Makers: THE LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

L.M.C. Works, Monument Road, BIRMINGHAM.
In answe.rinq these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. B.U
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YSO" Reliability
—The New " LYSO " Belt has proved beyond doubt its thorough Reliability in the hardest and most s

tests. Read these remarkable records recently achieved by machines fitted with the New " LYSO " T

The Scottish Six Days' Trial
—In this event—which is the most severe and arduous test that the machine could be put to—the foil*

riders :—Vernon Taylor on a Rudge ; W. D. South on a Rudge ; H. Berwick on a New Hudson
; J. Dona

or. a New Hudson ; G. Griffiths on a Zenith, and G. L. Fletcher on a Douglas

all used "LYSO" BELT
-and all secured GOLD MEDAL
—R. Lord on a Rex and Miss Muriel Hind on a Rex obtained SILVER MEDALS, and E. Tolfree I

Bat obtained BRONZE MEDAL.
—These and all others who used the New "LYSO" experienced no belt trouble whatever.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C. Open Hill Climb, July 27th, 1912. -A. B. Wade
Zenith seorred FIRST place in the T.T. Class and also FIRST place in the Standard Class.

Irish End-to-End Reliability Run.—C. Kirk on a 3 -J h.p. Triumph secured GOLD MEDAL. E. 1

on a 2v h.p. Douglas obtained special prize for best lightweight performance.

Read what Riders say of the " LYSO " Belt.

" I return you the New 'LYSO' Belt that I used on my Singer with Sidecar on the worst roads in Ene

3,600 miles in all kinds of weather. Your Belts are doing me splendid service."

—

Harry.Long.
" Your Belt gave absolute satisfaction in the Irish End-to-End Run. I only shortened Belt once in 700-.)

I find this Belt has marvellous gripping qualities when slack."

—

Cyril Kirk.

''The Behaviour of the New 'LYSO' Belt in the T.T. Races was highly satisfactory, the same Belt

used without adjustment through both races and still is in perfect condition."—-E. Kickham.

"The New 'LYSO' Eelt I used in the T.T. Races gave no trouble whatever. I used the same Belt i:

Sidecar Race at Brooklands on July 6th when I obtained first place, and also in the B.A.R.C. Meetii
i

Brooklancls July 13th when I again got first place. I must say for the hard work I gave it the Bell

behaved abnormally well."—E. B. Ware.

— Fit YOUR mount NOW with the New "LYSO" Belt—the "Perfect Power-transmitter."

Of all Agents, etc. Prices : Size | in. 1/5 ; 3 in. 1 /9 ; I in. 2 /I
; 1 in. 2/4 ;

and 1J in. 2/9 pel

LYCETT'S, "The Saddlery," Bromley Street, Birminghf!

LUMMWP
B52 In answering this—advertisement it is desirable to mention '-' The Motor Cycle.
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Comments
Slow Hill-climbing in the A.C.U. Six Days.

In the A.C.U. Six Days competitors are going to be

penalised unless they can climb certain test hills " on

their top gears at a speed not exceeding 12 m.p.h."

What is a " top gear "? I have a three-speed hub in

conjunction with an adjustable engine pulley, and if

I choose I can- adjust the engine pulley down to give

a direct drive of 6^/2 to 1 ; this would be my middle

gesir, and with this setting my top gear would be 4 J^

,

scarcely low enough for a freak hill like Countisbury,

but I should be a fool to drive through the trial with

so small an engine pulley—^it would be asking for belt

troubles. Will competitors be allowed to adjust their

pulleys to any gear 'they like near the start of a slow

climb, or will -they be compelled to use their ordinary

running ratios?

On the other hand, -if I used a three-speed hub of

different make, the top gear would be the direct drive,

and in ordinary running would be, vsay, 4^ to 1, thus

;iving a second gear of about 6J4, and a bottom gear
if 9—the .ordinary trial ratios for men using this par-

icular hub ; but for a top gear slow climb of Countis-

)ury, the users of this hub could drop their pulleys

iQ 6 )A if permitted, thus reducing their two lower
atios to about 9 and 13 to j , which is absurd.

To my mind there is a mystery surrounding these

low hill-climbs, and surely the only sensible way to

leal with them is to apportion a gear limit for each
est hill for .each type of engine. I suspect the idea

9 to make the men do the climb non-stop on their

rdinary running ratios, in which case users of certain

lachines will be caught napping with gears almost as

igh as 3J2 to 1 (geared up top ratios), which is absurd.
Why not say plainly that a 3J/2 h.p. machine must

ot be geared lower than, say, 5 to 1 for these tests,

r a 2% h.p. lower than 6 to 1? At present the un-
irtunate entrants do not know where they are.

Gashed Covers.
In the past I have very frequently engaged in long

rid messy processes whenever I gashed a cover clean

li rough, my repairs taking the line of solutioning

latches and canvas to the cover itself. Recent
kperience has taught me a more excellent way. A
sting repair is an expert job, and best entrusted to

ie makers ; what we desire is a sound temporary
pedient which may enable us to conclude our trip

r tour. The best plan is to use one of the light

liters, designed to slip between tube and cover, and
assessing thin flaps of rubbered canvas which are

ipped in the clinch by the beads ; thick flaps make
ie tyre very awkward to replace, and may even cause
to blow off afterwards ; strap-on gaiters are impos-
ble with rim brakes, and may shift the spokes.
ailing one of these light-flapped gaiters, a good plan

I

to take a piece of canvas or roll of wide tape and
ild it spirally around the partially deflated tube, so

at two thicknesses of material embrace the tube.

lhe diameter of the cylinder must roughly approxi-

mate to the diameter of the inflated tube, though of

course it has to be rolled round the tube when the

latter is deflated. Care must be taken in tucking such

a loose roll inside the cover, for any turned-over edges

may chafe and cause fresh trouble. A liberal amount
of French chalk should be dusted over the lot. A
repair of this kind has lasted over 100 miles on my
back tyre. I am sure it is a mistake to use any other

type of gaiters, or to repair covers on the toad, when
these simple methods occupy no more time than a

simple tube patch takes to affix.

Exhaust Valve Lifters.

Such refinements as the exact method of raising the

exhaust valve for starting or coasting purposes reveal

the size of a designer's" brain cavity, and in this con-

nection I should like to pay a special tribute to the

Rudge, which has as effortless a valve lifter as I ever

tweaked on a hairpin bend.

I saw a well-known rider preparing his machine for

a big trial the other day, and reminded him of some
r9ir wrestlings when he broke his valve lifter wire on
the first day of a week's trial. He smiled astutely,

and conducting me to the offside of his jigger, proudly
indicated a small pedal, rod and hook, n6t exceeding

5 ozs. in weight, which enabled him to foot-operate his

valve lifter in the event of a broken wire.

It struck me that this fitting would not be unwelcome
on the average machine. It is delightful 'for long

coasts, useful in emergencies, and leaves both hands
free for awkward blind corners. My own machine, for

instance, has a throttle which does not shut dead tight,

and it possesses neither air lever nor switch. If my
valve lifter wire broke unexpectedly, I might find

myself in a pretty pickle.

Trying to kick off the high tension wire while steer-

ing through a flock of sheep would be most exciting.

a.c.u. silencer tests.

Th3 ju-7ge3 observes the effect of the telescopic silencer fitted to a RuoVe.

A33
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VIBHATIONLESS LIGHTWEIGHT

Referring to the

Test Hill -Climb

at Brooklands,

"The Motor Cycle"

(July 25th) said :

"Bailey's

ascent

was

marvellous."

S. L. Bailey (Douglas), winner
oE the AH Comers' Handicap
at Brooklands on July 20th.

The Winning Machine.
Jlnolher Remarkable List of Successes.

OPEN HILL CLIMB at CAERPHILLY,
JULY 18th.

Class II.—T.T. Machines, 350 c.c.

J. W. Parsons, DOUGLAS FIRST on time.

BROOKLANDS FIFTH MONTHLY MEETING,
JULY 20th.

ALL-COMERS' HANDICAP.
S. L. Bailey, DOUGLAS WINNER.

Bailey led in each of the five laps.

TEST HILL CLIMB.
S. L. Bailey, DOUGLAS •WINNER in Class B.

S. L. Bailey also secured SECOND PLACE in the five lap Junior T.T. Race,
and SECOND in Class B in the Time Trials, his speed for the Flying
Kilometre being (J3'<Ji m.p.h., and for the Flying Mile 63'83 rn.p.h.

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
J. F. Morrison, DOUGLAS GOLD MEDAL.

SPEED TRIALS on PORTHCAWL SANDS,
JULY 20th.

Class I.-E. Kickham, DOUGLAS .... FIRST.

A REMINDER.
In the Irish End-to-End Trials on July 13th the Douglas secured

TWO GOLD MEDALS and ONE SILVER MEDAL, also the SPECIAL
LIGHTWEIGHT PRIZE. In the recent London to Edinburgh run, the

Douglas secured 5 GOLD MEDALS for the double journey, and FIRST
PLACE IN ORDER OF MERIT FOR LIGHTWEIGHTS.

MAY WE SEND YOU FULL DETAILS OF OUR MODELS ?

DOUGLAS BROS., Kingswood, BRISTOL
Telephone—No. 5 1

.

Telegrams—" Douglas, Kingswood." London—336, Goswell Road, E.C,

*- : 4

awM«Mi» |'mMHftnft*itiWi ill in yHnir^i^'MiiaasgM&iB&B^^amMMa
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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OEJtIONS
%Replies

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

?

Timing a Twin Minerva.

-Will you kindly let me know as

clearly as possible how to time
my 4^ twin Minerva m.o.i.v.

motor cycle 45° engine, as it is a
great trouble to alter, having

nternal timing wheels. Starting from
;he front cylinder I take it that the
nlet valve should open as the piston

s at the top of cylinder. Then I do
lot know exactly how to go on with
.he back cylinder.—W.J.C.B.
Se method of timing a twin is the same
for a single. The inlet valve should

:m and the exhaust valve close almost
(the same moment, viz., when the piston
i descended a very little way on the
:tion stroke. Time the back cylinder
this way, then turn the engine 1^ revo-
ions and time the front cylinder in

I

same way. The exhaust valves
mid open when the pistons have de-
luded six-sevenths of the firing stroke,

apiece of cigarette paper placed between
; valve stem and tappet will show the
Ming and closing of the valves very
ljurately.

Motor Cycle Regulations in Jersey.

What are the laws and regtila-

q tions with regard to motor cycles

> in Jersey, Channel Islands? As a
-1J permanent resident, what tax

would I have to pay?—W'.H.H.
special regulations apply to motor

ucles in the island of Jersey, but
torists who drive to the danger of the

?)lic are proceeded against. We take
(from that that no number plates are
uired, and that you can drive a motor-
ic, without licence, registration, or
ving licence. In Guernsey you must'
d written notice annually concerning
number of motor cycles which belong
you to the Chief of Police under a
alty not exceeding £10, and you will
;ive annually from the police a' licence.
! police indicate the numbers to be

:'i'ied, which have to be painted on the
k of a car on a black plate in white
ering, but nothing is said about carry-
a front number plate or illuminating

j

An annual tax of 2s. 6d. must be
i on any kind of cycle. In the streets

litowns where drivers of other vehicles
obliged .to proceed at walking pace a

i]2d of four miles per hour is necessarv
ijer a penalty not exceeding £1. These
"j

all the particulars we have regarding
Ij Channel Islands, but you could obtain
4. further particulars on application to
M police on arrival.

Sudden Loss ot Power.

I shall be glad if you can

? elucidate for me the following

puzzle. . My 3^. F.E. machine
-2J (1911) has developed the curious

and annoying habit of suddenly
pulling up on ordinary gradients after,

say, a couple of miles running at about
30 m.p.h. When travelling well at 30
up a hill of about 1 in 12 or 1 in 15, it

suddenly slows down and stops as

though the brake were on or the throttle
closed—no "conking." but a sort of

spitting and spluttering in the exhaust
box. I can't persuade myself it is

overheating, as there is no knocking,
and with a 4^ gear it should run for

miles at 30 or over. The symptoms
point to starving of petrol, but I have
carefully examined petrol pipe and have
run off half a gallon direct to prove
there is no "air lock." B. and B. car-

buretter just returned from makers
for adjustment, as I suspected that;
compression good, and timing of valves
carefully checked, no misfiring, and
"break" occurs a few mm. before
top of compression stroke. The curious

thing is that just as it pulls
up, without knocking, putting out
the clutch does not keep engine
firing, and, as I have said, there appears
to be no missing at the plug—though
I have tried changing that. When it

occurred on a hill recently I turned
round straight away, fired to the
bottom, and started up straight away
from clutch and took the hill easily.

I can get 45 on the level for short
stretch easily, and there seems plenty
of power in the ordinary way, but this

sudden stoppage beats me. If you
. think it is overheating, why is there

no sign of knock? I use plenty of
Price's Huile de Luxe.—H.R.H.

It is difficult to diagnose the trouble
without a personal examination of the
machine, but it sounds like exhaust or
inlet valve sticking or magneto rocker
sticking. Should advise you to examine
both. If you find, valve at all a tight fit,

take it out and rub stem with emery
cloth until it is quite free. It probably
expands when hot. and that is why the
engine will pick up again after descend-
ing a hill and cooling down.

SCENE DURING THE SCOTTISH TRIALS.

J. H. Begg (31 h.p. RudgeJ crossing the Caledonian Canal.
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Cyclecar Queries.

Could you kindly give me any
information as to the cyclecar

driven by C. M. Keiller, as to
whether it is three-speed, free

engine, and what petrol it con-
sumes?—W.L.K.

The cyclecar referred to is the G.W.K.
Full particulars of this can be obtained
from the makers, Messrs. G.W.K., Ltd.,
Home Works, Datchet, Bucks. A de-
tailed description and illustrations were
published in The Motor Cycle, of March
7th, page 249. Back numbers can be
obtained from our Publishing Offices, 20,
Tudor .Street, E.C. The machine is

friction driven and, therefore, has an in-

finitely variable gear between two points,
the highest and lowest. A free engine
is obtained by removing friction drum
from friction wheel. As the engine is a
twin-cylinder of about 1,000 c.c. the
petrol consumption is probably in the
neighbourhood of forty miles to the gallon.

Responsibilities of Dog Owners.

1 was motoring through the
village of Birstwith, in York-
shire, when I came across a
farmer standing at his gate with
his dog. Suddenly the dog

jumped at me and followed for" about
haif a mile, barking and running round
the machine. On going a little further
up the road I found i had taken the
wrong turning, and had to return. I

found the farmer and his dog still

there, and again I had trouble, result-

ing in my being thrown from my
machine, damaging my leg and also

my motor cycle, owing to the dog
getting in front of the wheel. The
farmer never came to my assistance.

When I recovered from the shock I

went to him and asked why he did

not call the dog away, and the answer
I got was, " It always runs after

motorists, and I can't stop it." I

should be obliged if you could inform
me whether I shall be able to claim

for damage done to myself and cycle.

—B.S.
There is no doubt that you have a good
case against the farmer, as you are able

to prove that the man knew of his dog's

failings, which is the important thing

jfoiil!(5pLE
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The silver cup presented by the president, Mr-
William Allday, to the South Birmingham M.C.C.
as a perpetual trophy.

a.29

in these cases. We should advise you
to put the matter into the hands of a
local solicitor if it becomes necessary,

but make an attempt to settle out of

court in the first place

- Obstruction in Petrol Supply.

My motor cycle runs quite

smoothly at low speeds, but when
at full or threequarter throttle, it

starts misfiring and explosions

occur in the silencer. It is also

rather hard to get started, even when
warm. Should I fit a larger or a smaller

jet? I think it is the carburetter that

is at fault ; the magneto and plugs seem
in good order.—E.S.

It is rather hard to say what the particu-

lar fault with the carburetter is without
fuller information. When on full throttle

and explosions occur in the silencer, you do
not say what you are doing with the air

lever, whether any alteration of the air

lever makes any improvement. If closing

the air lever causes a sudden acceleration

and then afterwards the air lever can be
opened it seems to indicate that there is

a partial obstruction either in. the jet or

the vent in the filler cap is stopped up.

Obviously, the petrol does not get to the

carburetter quickly enough. The fact that

the machine is rather hard to start leads

one to suppose that there is some obstruc-

tion in the carburetter or else, through
a union being loose, too much air reaches

the engine.

Gradients and Gears.

(1.) What is the steepest

gradient that could be climbed
(approximately) by a 2 h.p.

machine in good tune on, first,

an 8 to 1 gear ; second, on a

6 to 1 gear? (2.) What are the most
suitable gears for winter and summer
for the above machine with a ten and
a half stone rider? (3.) WhatT would
cause loss of compression in a two-stroke
engine? Would such an engine be less

liable to loss of compression than a
four-stroke side by side valved engine?

(4.) What is the gradient of the

average main road hill ; say the
gradient of the steepest hill on. the

road to Bristol from Gloucester?

—

M.R.E.
(].) It depends on weight of rider.

Presuming he did not exceed eleven

stones, the machine should climb a
gradient of 1 in 8 with a gear ratio of

8 to 1. With a gear ratio of 6 to 1, it

would probably climb a gradient up to

1 in 12, in both cases without pedal

assistance. (2.) Summer gear we should
recommend about 5^ to 1 ; winter 6i- to 1.

(3.) Loss of compression in a two-stroke

engine would be caused by leakage at the

sparking plugs or piston rings, and if the
crank case were used for compressing the

gas, leakage would be caused by worn
crankshaft bearings. The only reason
why the two-stroke would be less liable

to loss of compression than the four-

stroke side by side valve engine would
be because there would be no possibility

of leakage at the valves. (4.) The
average gradient of the steepest hill on
the road to Bristol from Gloucester does
not exceed 1 in 16. The route referred

to is the one missing Thornbury. Of
course it is just possible that a stretch
on any of the hills might be considerably
steeper, but there is nothing steep on
"ui; road.

AUGUST 8th, igi2.

To Preserve Plated Parts.

Could you advise me on th<

following details for my new
Triumph? (1.) What do yoi

recommend for preserving th<

plating? I have heard paintim
celluloid on is good. If so, how ii

the celluloid liquefied? (2.) Is then
anything on the market for paintint

the engine, but which will not was!
off? What do you consider the bes
engine paint?—H. Bloxam.

(1.) There are several special preserva
tives for plated parts of a machine, sok

in tins reauy tor application. Cellulok

in the ordinary way is liquefied by mixin;

in with acetone, but there is no need to:

you to do this when you can buy ;

preparation ready 'mixed. (2.) Radiolim
and Ebonine are good preparations.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" W.McL." (Cowdenbeath). — 4j h.p

Mead-Precision.
" CO." (Ceylon).—Brampton gear.

"C.F.C." (Epsom). G.W.K. cyclecar.
j

"E.H.G." (Southwark). — 2£ h.jj

Gamage. Wearing- qualities, etc.

"AB2615 (Kidderminster). — 3| Wa
Scott and sidecar. Reliability, wear, etc

"A.S." (London).—Bradbury and sid<

car with three-speed Sturmey-Archer geai

" Ideal" (Huddersfield). — G.W.K
cyclecar.

"F.W.W.", (Dunmow). — Mabo
countershaft gear on 3£ h.p. Triumpr

THE KING'S PRIZE WINNER AT BISLEYvU

Arthur Fulton, winner of the King's prize all

Bisley. The photograph is interesting, as Mr. I

Fuiton is an ardent motor cyclist, and rode tol

camp each day to compete in the great shooting

competition. This should be a sufficiently con-|

vinc'n^ reply to that section who contend teal

motoi cycling unsteadies the nerves.
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i Make of the Machine does not

matter if the Engine's a

* • 95

" The Same as You Can Buy."

j

name of the machine means little—all standard

;s are good. It is the name of the engine that

ts. And if that name is "Precision" you are"

that you have the best engine that experience

:raild or money buy. Proof of this is given by
: acts (1) that many prominent manufacturers fit

'cision" Engines as Standard. (2) An ever-

: asing number of riders specify "Precision"

ii.ies only. (3) During the last 12 months as many
;5 in open hill-climbing have been won with
3 cision" Engines as with any other four makes.

.Bn could wish for stronger proof. You can appreciate
Hit means everything to you if your engine is a
Bislon."

utter what use you propose putting your machine to,

ris a "Precision " Engine which will do that work better
-ny other make.

Particulars posted upon request.

E. BAKER, LTD.,
Precision Works, Moorsom Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
Wholesale Distributing Agents for Australia:

Messrs. A. G. Healing & Co.,

.354-356, Post Office Place, Melbourne.

The Stewart

Speedometer

sole purpose of

cording speed and

thing connected with

end in view— design,

ish are all of such a high

could not go wrong unc!er

Magnetic
is made for the

accurately re-

mileage. Every-

the Stewart has this

workmanship and fin-

order that the Stewart

any circumstances.

An interesting Booklet will'be sent you free upon re-

quest. It explains why the centrifugal principle on which

the Stewart is designed means

slowly-moving parts, no wear,

and permanent accuracy. It

tells you how the Stewart is

compensated for the variable

English climatic conditions. It

shows why the Stewart
records from zero up. It

conveys an unexaggerated im-

pression of the beautiful workmanship which is put

into even the smallest part of every Stewart

MODEI. 43
Reading to 60 miles per

hour, and \vith season

mileage recorder. Price

£2-15-0
MODEL 4 2
60 miles speedometer, 10,000

miles odometer, and 1 00 miles

trip recorder. Price£3 - 10 - O

1
Speedometer. Send for it to-day. You will

realise that no other speedometer is good enough,

or accurate enough, for you.

MAGNETIC

THE COOPER-STEWART ENGINEERING CO,, LTD,

11, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C.

In answering these advertisements it-is desirable to mention ,

" The Motor Cycle." 4.39
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THIS WALL TMCAKMAGE
.... "more handy than a motor car

more useful than a motor cycle-"

Read how users speak of it— July 12, 1912.

"I find the little vehicle a great advance on the various motor'

cycles with which I have had experience, and it embodies all the

comfort of a fully fledged car. I have already reported to you

the result of my journey from Birmingham to Norwich and

back, when practically non-stop runs were made except for meals

en route. The petrol consumption on the outward journey was

"3a gallons per about 165 miles running. . . . The control is

splendid in traffic, and in emergency the tiller steering is more

responsive than the wheel You are welcome to

refer enquiries to a satisfied user of your very practical machine.

(Signed),

Walter T. Balding.

Trials any day by appointment.

Delivery at few days' notice.

Sole Manufacturers & Patentees: A. W. WALL, Ltd., Roc Motor Works, HAY MILLS, BIRMINGHAM.
London: Messrs. Robertsons, 157, Gt. Portland Street, W.

Write for Illustrated List,

Price with comfortable two-seater body,

100 Guineas.

THE THORNTON 2-SPEED AND FREE ENGINE HUB

"|_lli il IIIIIIIIIIIJIIilllillilil illilWiililiM-TlTTfriinrTTlg

Combining

—

STRENGTH,

SIMPLICITY,

AND

EFFICIENCY

Price £8.

Particulars from

THE LEICESTER GEAR CO., THORNTON LANE, LEICESTER

The Guest Decompressor.

THE little article illustrated herewith
makes motor cycle startingsimplicity
itself, and not an athletic feat as

heretofore.

EASY TO START THE ENGINE.
SIMPLE TO FIT.

SUITS ALL STANDARD MACHINES.
FITS INTO EXHAUST CAP.

NOTHING TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

Price 12/6
Postage 4d.

each.

GUEST DECOMPRESSOR CO.,

107, HIGH ST., WEST BROMWICH.

67 Miles
per hour

on "Sternol"
On Saturday, July 27th, Mr. S. T.

Tessier (Bat) riding for Strest-

ham Hill in the Inter-Club Team
Race at Brooklands, and, using a

standard quality " Sternol " Oil,

secured first place with a speed of

67 miles an hour. "Sternol" would

serve you just as well. The quality

never varies.

mm

V\ neve

Prices and full particulars\

on request.

STERNOL,
56, Royal London House, I

Finsbury Square, London, E.(

IVIARTIN-U.A.P. Motorcycles.
THE WORLD'S RECORD HOLDERS.
BROOKLANDS EXISTING RECORDS.

CLASS A. 13 h.p. MARTIN-J.A.P . 270 o.c.

World's Kilometre—over 66 miles an hour 1 I

Mile „ 64 „
.. 50 Miles Time 55 minutes 24 seconds.

Send for paiticulars of the New Martin

Lightweight with forced induction, price

40 Guineas.
81 h p. efficiency and speed with

2} h.p. economy.

MARTIN Motor Cycles
have for three years won
the A.C.U. Championship
at Brooklands against all

other makes,and still hold

the 50 Guinea* Trophy
for the same.

H. MARTIN & CO.
Works : Leslie Grove,

East CroydoD, Surrey.

A4.0 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention Cycle
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CLEARANCE SALE OF 1912 MOTOR CYCLES
ON DEFERRED TERMS AT LIST P
WITH SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR

IN MANY
CASH

We are now in a position to give
mmediate delivery of Clynos (with
Sidecars), Scotts, P. & M.'s, Brad-
mrys, Zeniths, Humbers, Matchless,
lap-Bats, Premiers, Rudges, A.C.'s,
J.W.K.'s, Morgans, Indians, Doug-
as, and Rex-Japs, etc., etc.

The above machines are all two-
ipeed gear models. If you have a
nagneto machine that you are pre-
>ared to value at about £15, we are
>pen to consider a swap with you.

Please write us at once ! If you have
not had one of our Lists of Second-
hand Motor Cycles and Accessories,
send for one immediately—the
bargains going in these will astonish
you.
By -the -by, we still have a few

Morecambe Covers to dispose of

:

Ribbed, ll/lli; Studded, 14/111.
This is shillings below cost. Must
be cleared. All on approval and
guaranteed.

HITCHEN'S, LTD., of MORECAMBE.
Phone: 112. Wires : " Motor, Morecambe."

MOTOR CYCLES
BY EASY PAYMENTS

Whiteleys can supply ANY MAKE OF
MOTOR CYCLE or CYCLECAR on the

EASIEST OF EASY TERMS.

Interest Charge from 2 per cent.
(Carriage Paid.)

A TEN POUND NOTE
'secures delivery, and you can pay the balance

afterwards by twelve monthly instalments.

WHY WAIT 6 WEEKS WHEN WE HAVE IN STOCK

Premiers
Bradburys
Triumphs
Indians
Douglas
Rex-Japs

Special

Alcyons
New Hudsons
A.C. Sociables
Humbers
Singers
Motosacoche

agents for Rollo cars.

Bats
Zeniths
Hobarts
Clynos
P. & M.'s.

Rudges

WHITELEYS
QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.

LAMPS andGENERATORS

,

HOLD WORLD'S RECORDS.

47/6 to 78/6
A WELL-KNOWN RIDER'S OPINION :

White Swan Hotel, Henley-in-Arden.
Dear Sirs,—Just a line to let you know what

I think of your lamp. Its beam is magnificent,
and in the opinion of a rider who does 40 miles
every night, it is the only lamp worthy, of the
name. Signed, Vernon Taylok.

WORLD'S RECORD BEAi

HALL, LTD.,
Wrottesiey St., Birmingham-
60, Shoe Lane, London.

. . |
SERVICE Co.. High Holborn. W.C.

-peoal I TAYLOR & Co.. Store St., Tottenham Cour: Road, W.
Agen.s| ROBERTSON'S, 157i Great pornand St., W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle." B43
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

J

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1 /6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. Series

discounts and special terms to regular trade

advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by

the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many leaders like to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before
going further afield.

Pian showing division of England into Sections.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford.

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilt* and Hants,
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex. Surrey, Kent, sod Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XL
Ireland and Isle of Man.

THE BEST MACHINE

AT LEAST COST
with promptest delivery,

and the certainty of

most satisfactory service,

can always be obtained

by a visit to

auc-hop.es
WHERE THERE ARE ALWAYS OVER
300 NEW AND RELIABLE SECOND-
HAND MACHINES IN STOCK, AND
TODAY'S LIST INCLUDES:

5-6 h.p. 1912 2-speed F.E. F.N £50
3* h.p. 1912 3-speed BRADBURY £50
2§ h.p. 1911 ROYAL ENFIELD £27
5-6 h.p. 1908 4-cylinder F.N £20

3 i h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £45
5816. 3* h.p. 1910 F.E. TRIUMPH ....£37 10
5811. 8 h.p. 2-speed BAT, 1911 £42 10
5809. 2| h.p. T.T. J.A.P.-CHATER, 1911 £32 10

5799. 3h h.p. T.T. BRADBURY £30
5793. 3 5h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH £29
5792. 8" h.p. No. 7 CHATER-LEA,

1912, and superb sidecar .... £85
5788. 3|h.p. 1912 2-speed HUMBER . . £45
5786. 2jh.p. 1912 NEW-HUDSON, 3-sp. £40
5752. 3* h.p. 1911 3-speed PREMIER ..£37 10
5753. 3* h.p. 1912 T.T. TRIUMPH ....£42
5767. 3i h.p. 1912 Free-engine ROVER £45
5775. 7-9 h.p. 1910 2-speed V.S. and s'car £38
5776. 5 h.p. 1911 2-speed REX DELUXE £35
5780. 8 h.p. 1912 3-speed CHATER-LEA

and sidecar £85
5786. 2! h.p. 1912 3-speed NEW HUDSON £40
5788. 3i h.p. 1912 2-speed HUIVBER . . £45
5716. 2j h.p. 1910 2 speed F.N £25
5729. 3* h.p. igir Cone Clutch REX £30
5742. 3 £ h.p. 1910 T.T. TRIUMPH .... £32 10
5743. 2j h.p. 1911 DOUGLAS £28
5690. 3* h.p. 1911 Standard TRIUMPH £35

3} h.p. 1911 3 speed PREMIER . . £37 10
5695. 3i h.p. 1911 A.S.L £27 10
'5702. 6 h.'p. 1912 Twin REX DE LUXE £48

5705. 3 h.p. Two-stroke IXION £12 10
57ro. 3* h.p. 1908 MINERVA £17 10
5711. 5-6 h.p. 1912 4-cyl. F.N £50
5715. 3* h.p. 1911 Standard BRADBURY 30 Gns.

5604. 8' h.p. 1912 str-=^d BAT £75

5672. 5 h.p. 1910 INDIAN and sidecar. . £30
5691. 2! h.p. I9n 2-sp. ROYAL ENFIELD £37 10
5625. 34 h.p. REX £7 10

5633. 3» h.p. inn KERRY ABINGOON 30 Gns

5540. 8 h.p. 1911 2-speed MATCHLESS
and sidecar £65

5569. 3* h.p. 1910 KERRY ABINGDON £32 10
5606. 5-6 h.p. 1908 2-speed 4 cyl. F.N... £25
5612. 3I h.p. 1909 tourist REX £22 10

5613. 3jh.p. 1908 MATCHLESS-J.A.P... £18
5618. 3jh.p. 1911 BAT-J.A.P £33 10
5621. 2} h.p. 19T2 3-speed HUMBER ..£45
5571. 2jh.p. HUMBER £15
5169. 5 h.p. 1908 twin G.B £20

3931. 5 h.p. 1910 tourist REX £30
5504. 3* h.p. 1910 PREMIER, Mabon

free engine £24
5543- 3i h P- IQI1 3-SP- Lady's HOBART £35

5547. 6 h.p. 1911 ZENITH GRADUA
and sidecar £63

ASK FOR TO-DAY'S LIST.

|i'lrak See the BARGAINS for Cash.

Send details of your used
machine and receive our offer

£*?S for same in part payment of

ss$^^" a new one.

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

'Phone :
Wires

:

5777 Holhorn. " Opificer, London."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES
For the convenience of advertisers, letters

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for reg
and three stamped and addressed envelopes mus
for forwarding replies. Only the number will a

the advertisement. Replies should be address*
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if
"

J

is added to the address, then to the number gj
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

2W*DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknowt

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselvi
Deposit System. If the money be deposited wi
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this rea

The time allowed for a decision after receip

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we r

amount to the seller, but if not we return the

to the depositor, and each party to the transact

carriage one way. For all transactions exceedin
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, whe
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should
payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and re

answer to their enquiries are requested to re:

silence as an indication that the goods adverb'! I

already been disposed of. Advertisers often k
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR S

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durban
Westmorland.

N.S-TJ. Twin, 2-speed gear, with
or without sidecar £34.

Premier,- 1911 model, in grand runnii
tyres practically new, new belt ; a barga

1912, only soiled, not

6 h.p. 1911
£39/10,

3_lh.p. Premier, 1912, only soiled, not do
2 miles, Lucas lamp and horn ; great baigi

—Turvey and Co., The Motor House, Sunderland.

NEW 6h.p. Royal Enfield Twin and Sidecar,
for immediate delivery : admitted the fliufor immediate delivery;

bination in the trade ; £84.

T^EW 1912 3£hp. B.S.A.. T-T. m

"V"EW 1912 3ih-p. Humber, 2-speed; £52/l(

"YTEW 1912 3ih.p. Triumph, free engine; £5!j

THE Above are offered ae being unsold.—To
.Co., sole agents for Humber, B-S.A., 1

Eoyal Enfield, motor cycles-—Write, wire, or 'p

catalogued, to The Motor House, Sunderland.

1 Q 1 2 Scotts, ready for delivery in 3 days ; 3
J- */ free tuning.—Walker's, Fishburn, Fer

~IQ12 Triumph, 2-speed chain drive Bradbi
J-v 6h.p. Enfields for quick delivery.—Walkei
burn, Ferryhill.

NEW Hudson, 3ih.p-, 1912 model, as new;
exchange for 1912 2Jh.p. and cash.—He

Roman Rd., South Shields.

1 Q12 Scott and Douglases in stock for imrae
It/ liverv, also three 2nd-hand 1911 Dot
Archdale, Bishopton Lane, Stockton. Tel. : ?S4.

FOR Sale, Indian, 4h.p., 1910^, single-cyl., ]

bauled, perfect; any trial; lamp, horn,

watch, cyclometer, spare tube, and many spares,

3,000 miles; £30; buying twin.—H. C. John
Hutton Av., West Hartlepool.

York and

SECTION
Lancashire.

II.

1 Q12 P. and M., 3ihp-, immediate delivery, u

J. *7 —Fred Lee, Pocklington.

DOUGLAS and Williamson motors in sto

Manchester agent, Gourlay, Fallowfield.

FREE Engine B-S-A.. late 1911, only run 8(

£40, or nearest offers.—Wray, Postmaster, C

CHATER-LEA Frame, everything except nu

mers; bargain, £5, offers.—Bell, Wesley E
ningley.

BRAND New F.E. Rudge; cost £55; as «
cept delivery, will sell £49.-26, Ashton E

cambe,

MERRICK for Bradburys, Chater-Lea, Eudg;

Matchless, etc—Merrick's Stores, Listerm-

ford. 'Phone: 2439.

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should qnote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issu
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Proposed Amateur Association.
HE attention of our readers has been drawn this

week to an announcement made elsewhere in

these pages of a proposition to form an amateur

motor cyclist association to be composed only

of bona fide amateur motor cyclists. We are

asked by the promoters' to invite criticism through the

columns of The Motor Cycle on the formation of this

association. Our own opinion respecting it is that

there would be no necessity for a separate association

of this nature if the Auto Cycle Union were fully alive

to the very large number of so-called private owners

or amateurs who compete weekly in events confined to

private owners, but who in reality do not comply with

the definition of a private owner laid down by the Auto

Cycle Union. This question of amateur and pro-

fessional is found in almost every sport under

the sun. It is a most difficult problem, and the Auto
Cycle Union as the governing body of the pastime has

our very sincere sympathy in its dilemma. We are

l rather inclined to think that perhaps the A.C.U. has

not been quite so strict as it might have been.

! Finding out who are trade supported and who
are not was a problem 'which always gave the govern-

ing body of pedal cycling the greatest difficulty.

History, therefore, is merely repeating itself in con-

nection with motor cycling. We have no desire

1

whatever to see amateurs separated from trade

riders in competitions, but' we most certainly think

that when a competition is open to both there

is something ntean, underhand, and unsportsmanlike

!

in posing as a private owner, especially when special
: prizes are offered for amateurs,- and at the same time
taking subsidies in some form or other from the manu-

facturer of the machine which is ridden, or of the

accessories used. It is obvious that the riders do not

do this to evade paying trade entry fees. Nor is- it

usually done to take an amateur's prize under false

pretences. It is solely to secure undue credit for the

machine ridden by the sham amateur.

Are Hill=Motor Cycles Good
climbers 7

THE
man in the street who is not yet converted to

the pastime would ask this question in all

seriousness were he to look over our shoulder

as we dealt with the voluminous correspondence

received in this office every morning at this time

of year, maiiily consisting, of queries as to the best

route from place to place. The extraordinary number
of routes we are asked for avoiding the steepest hills

is - simply astounding. Often we are asked for

routes in Wales, the West country, and even the

Highlands " avoiding the steepest hills," questions

which are just as futile as to ask how long such and

such a route would take to cover when the unfortunate

Editor is given no idea of the machine's capabilities.

Probably most of these queries emanate from users

of under-powered machines, or, worse, single-geared

sidecar combinations. If only these riders could

realise what they miss by wishing to avoid steep places

i they would take care to choose, change-speed mounts

or fit variable gears to their present machines.

The six days' trial now being run off is severe enough,

and too much credit cannot be given to those machines

which perform well on. the hills towards the end of the

.trial/ These are tire mounts which should remove

this query as to how to avoid steep hills.

aio
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INTERESTING CONVERSIONS.
ON this page we illustrate three conversions, which

serve to show the need for a light low-priced run-

about. At the present time there are very few

low-priced machines which have undergone prolonged

tests, so that quite a number of our correspondents

have been exercising their ingenuity by converting old

type quads and tricars to suit their requirements'.

Some of the resulting -
|M| || ||| |

-

[1M|

machines look smart

and some emphati:

cally do not, but in

roost cases they satisfy

the needs of the proud
owner-builder.

The reconstruction

of ancient machines

has many advantages,

for many of them were

of extremely ' sound
construction, and the

parts which have been

proved to be satisfac-

cooled Stevens engine, three speeds and reverse

gear box, and Chater-Lea frame fittings. These com-

ponents have been redisposed and a new body fitted,

with the result, the owner claims, that the machine

is more comfortable, steers better, rolls less, and

that the passengers get fewer road shocks owing to the

improved position of the seats.

Mr. Yeo's conversion

Tf] consists of an 8-10 h.p.

tandem Rexette gon^

verted into a sociable

and fitted w.ith a stout

hood.

The third illustration

shows perhaps the most

interesting machine, as

it was originally a quad-

car, built about 1897.

In 1904 it was converted

into a three-wheeler with

forecarriage, in which

state it ran till a year or

1.—An 1897 quad converted by G. Holme of Derby. 2.—An Invieta tricar converted by J. J. Holloway, Newhaven. 3.—A Rexette converted by J. Yeo, Mert.iyr.

tory by the test of time may be used for the new
vehicle. On the other hand, faults in design will

have made themselves obvious, and so can be easily

rectified.

The case of Mr. Holloway 's conversion is

typical. The machine was originally an Invieta
tandem tricar, fitted with a 7-8 h.p. twin water-

two ago, when the final alterations were started on:

The power plant consists of a 5% h.p. thermo-syphon

cooled engine (the radiator is home made), fitted with

an epicyclic two-speed gear. The body is made of-,

three-ply wood mounted on a steel frame. Mr. Holme,
the builder, is an amateur mechanic, and has carried

out the work very creditably.

->—<ae> <

A TRIAL OF A RUBY.
BY the courtesy of the Royal Ruby Cycle Co.,

Great Ancoats Street, Manchester, we have
been testing a Ruby motor bicycle and sidecar

on one or two severe hills in the Midlands. The
specification of ; this three-speed machine includes

3^ h.p. single-cylinder J. A. P. engine, B. and B.

carburetter, Bosch magneto ignition, Chater-Lea frame, -

Druid spring forks, and Sturmey-Archer three-speed

hub gear. The firm, however, will fit Armstrong
three-speed, Roc or Villiers two-speed, if required.

The gear ratios on the machine we tried were '

aYz

h.7.6

to 1 top and 9 to 1 bottom gear, which are quite

satisfactory on ordinary undulating roads, . but if

exceptionally steep hills have to be climbed we should

recommend a slightly lower bottom gear ratio, par-

ticularly for heavyweight passengers. On ordinary

roads the 4 J^ top gear renders the machine speedy,

and the slow running of the engine is less irritating

than exceedingly high engine speeds when used with

a top gear of lower ratio, but 5 or 5 % Id 1 top gear

is really better for steep hills, as it gives a bottom

gear of io-J- to 1, which makes climbinsr more certain.
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A Trial of a Ruby.—

Our first test. was on Warmlngton Hill, which lies

between Warwick and Banbury. Accelerating to a good
speed at the hill foot, the machine went over half way
on middle gear, and, with plenty of power in reserve,

climbed the 1 in 7 gradient on bottom ratio. Having
successfully climbed Warmington, we took the machine
to Edge Hill, which is a very formidable climb for

a 3>2 h.p. engine with a total weight of 6% cwts.

This was the weight of the combination and passengers

weighed on the Kineton Station weighbridge. The
luggage .carried included tea basket, "two-gallon tin

of petrol, and sundry tools and spares, such, as rear

cover, belt, etc.

The first attempt at .Edge Hill proved a little too
much for the comparatively.' high-geared, heavily

leaded combination, but even so weighted it was pos-

sible to get within 100 yards of- the top. Without the

passenger, but with the spares and luggage mentioned,

the machine easily climbed as far as the awkward bend
on the middle gear, and from there to the. top on the

i low gear the throttle was never more than half-way

[
open, thereby showing that with a slightly lower gear

j

ratio it would have taken the passenger up. The
engine power was not at fault. Unfortunately, we

[

could not obtain a lower gear than 9 to 1 with the

adjustable pulley fitted, or we should have tried what
! the machine was capable of with a 10 to 1 gear.

The sidecar is a standard Mills and Fulford with

wicker body, and the usual Bowden controls are fitted

for carburetter, front brake, exhaust valve lifter, etc.

The accompanying photograph shows Mr. C. Rigby
and his brother mounted on the machine which was
lent us. The former drives this combination in some
of the motor cycle competitions held in the neighbour-

hood of Manchester.

_

A 31 Royal Ruby-Jap and sidecar with its makers Messrs. C. and & E Rigby,
as driver and passenger.

Proposed Amateur Aotor Cyclists' Association.
A Purely Sporting Body composed only

A FEW weeks ago an announcement was made in

The Motor Cycle that Mr. C. C. Cooke, late

hon. sec. of the Herts County Ae. and A.C.
(motor cycle section), with- other motor cyclists, was

;

interested in the formation of an amateur motor cycle

i association. Mr. Cooke how writes us that those in-

' terested have had several meetings in London, and at

the last meeting the sub-committee appointed to - go
into the definition of an amateur completed their task.

Below we give the constitution of the proposed new
body, also the proposed definition of an amateur
rider.

This definition is somewhat drastic, but the sub-

committee are of the opinion that no half measures

!
will meet the case from their standpoint, but if need

I

be the meeting at a later date can somewhat modify

j
the ruling. It will be noticed that three prominent

j

motor cyclists are, connected with the movement, viz.,

Messrs. A. G. Reynolds (an old A.C.U. committee
man), A. P. Harding (another prominent A.C.U.

i member), and C. C. Cooke.

CoNSTrTTJTrON.

1. Membership shall be open to ladies and gentlemen ful-

filling the following definition of an amateur

:

(a.) A member must not be connected directly or in-
directly with the manufacture or sale of motor
vehicles, or accessories, or parts, used in con-
junction with them.

(h.) Must not be in the employ of any one in connection
with the above, or receive any payment in money,
goods, or other assistance for riding.

of bona-fide Amateur Motor Cyclists.

(c.J Must not receive advantageous terms in the pur-

chase of motor vehicles, their parts, or accessories.

- (d.) Must not be connected with the advertisement of
motors or accessories, or a paid member on the
permanent staff of any motor journal connected
with trade or motoring.

(e.) Must when competing under the rules of this

association undertake to prevent the publication
of his or her name, machine, and performance . in

the advertising columns of the press.

The promoters of the proposed body wish it to be

eJearly understood that it is in no way intended to

compete with any other club or body, it being solely

the intention to bring together a body of motor cyclists

whose ideas are in agreement with the above, and who
will support a national motor cyclists' movement on
tlie lines of this definition for the furtherance of the

sport of motor cycling.

A meeting will- be held at an early date confined to

those who are in sympathy with this object, and who
also are willing to subscribe to the provisional objects

of the proposed body. The date, place, and time of

the meeting will be notified later. In the meantime,

written application may be made to attend the first

formal meeting, and may be addressed to any of the

undersigned

:

Mr. A. G. Reynolds, 10, Old Fillebrook Road,
Leytonstone

;

Mr. E. P. Harding, 56, Great Marlborough Street,

London, W. ; and

Mr. C. C. Cooke, North Minims, Hatfield.
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Red Tape and Big Trials.

In these days of huge entries and tight regulations

long-distance trial riding is becoming somewhat of a

labour. The main aggravation arises from signing

checking sheets ; signing is necessary every few miles,

and the sheets are often entrusted to a single indi-

vidual, lacking in good manners and commonsense,
who soon loses his temper when he is hustled by an
impatient crowd of eager riders. In some trial long

ago, of which I have stupidly forgotten the venue,
signing was abolished j I was given a bunch of metal
discs bearing my number, and I had to leave them
at various points along the road.

Here is an idea for Mr. Loughl orough to work up.

Classification for first, . second, and third-class medals
complicates things, but the difficulty is not insoluble.

As regulations stiffen, trial riding will be eschc'wed

by sport-loving amateurs, unless some of the coils. of
red-tape are deleted, and the need to dismount every

few miles and fight one's way through a surging crowd
to an angry man at a small table is one of the chief

nuisances at present.

Speedometer Driving Shafts.

Of late I have been testing a variety of speedometers,

and I should 'particularly like to warn the unwary
against certain types which are made with a very light

driving shaft and casing., The two or three makes
which first catered for our needs were originally pro-

vided with very stiff and heavy shafts and casings,

and in my ignorance I used to declaim against them,
and deride the one-idead engineer, who, having found
a certain strength desirable for cars, employed a

shorter length of the same stuff for cycles. But that

one-idead engineer was .quite right.

A maker whose wares I have lately tested has gone
,,too far in the other direction. His speedometer arrived

minus any steadying straps, and I fitted it as sent. It

made a merry jangle-jangle against the front half of

.my machine. I put on one steadying strap, and it still

Lwhisked about like a lambkin's tail. I put on three,

and it responded by tearing them all to slivers. I

, have returned to my first love, with vows of eternal
|

fidelity.

Small Car or Cyclecsr.

I was under the (apparently false) impression that

the A.C.U. had defined a " cyclecar " under limita-

tions of price as well as of weight and cylinder

capacity. However that may be, cyclecars which sell

at well over ,£120 without accessories are now regu-

larly competing in motor cycle competitions and doing

remarkably well. With complete road equipment the

vehicles cost up to ,£15°. For this price one can

obtain several makes of small car proper, complete

with all equipment—to name a sample, a 6 h.p. Rover
with hood, screen, and lamps. What are the A.C.U.
trying to do ?

The .£150 _ cyclecar and the .£150 small car are

practically identical in ' specification, except that the

cyclecar is distinctly faster. If -the A.C.U. is of

opinion that the average small car is too slow, too

heavy, and too steady, I have not a word to say,

though it is scarcely the Union's function to guide

development in that sphere. But if—as I imagine

—

the A.C.U. believes it is possible to create a class of'

four-wheeled vehicles, which shall be genuine cycles,

and be differentiated from cars in price as well as in
i

weight .and horse-power, what is the ^150 cyclecar

doing in its competitions? By the way, some of these

cyclecars are a public danger :in some competitions,,

.where .they
.
are driven rather " blue "to catch up

.time after minor stoppages. I dare say their brakes

are all right, but I have seen them driven fast

round blind corners, and they need a good deal of'

the. road. .

Efficient Belt Shields.
I wonder no accessory factor has yet marketed an

efficient belt shield at a reasonable price, standardised

to fit. half a dozen of the- most popular makes. The
number of all-weather riders is increasing, and for

15s." or so an excellent belt shield should be obtain-

able, if made in quantities.

Here is one of the motives which would insnire

purchasers who are also owners of three-speed hub-,

geared machines, on which the intermediate gear. is

direct. The ratios of the gears vary according to

the diameter at which the adjustable pulley is fixed.']

The series I should prefer would be, let us say, 4%,
6, and 8*4 for solo work—I know none better on a

500 c.c. engine; they meet all requirements, including

saving belt and tyres on a clutch start, and the ascenti

of the most precipitous hills; But if the engine pulley

be adjusted to these ratios, its diameter is ludicrously

small, and the unshielded belt inevitably slips in a

shower of ram or when there is the least atom of stretch,

while a projecting fastener bolt will burr over the

threads of ' an adjustable pulley reduced to this

diameter, and render a; punch and hammer necessary,

whenever the loose flange requires to be moved for a

different ratio. Per contra, if the engine pulley be

kept at a reasonable diameter, say 4m., the series. of

gear ratios, with the standard i8in. belt drumriH
raised to 3%, 4%, and 6}4- In that event the top!

gear is practically useless, and the bottom gear does!

not allow tor a clutch start on single figure gradient,)

nor for the ascent of all hills, allowing for gear I

friction and occasional reductions of engine tune. In!

other words, without an efficient belt shield a threfr

;

speed gear is little else than a two-speed. Now these]

gears are selling like hot cakes, and almost everybody]

who buys one will sooner or later wish he had '
an

efficient belt shield. By " efficient " I mean a guard

which completely protects the pulley-encircling section

of the belt plus the bottom run to the rear drum.
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Among the

Accessories

Multiple Jet Adapters.

lond's multiple jet adapter consists

c a rose device for fitting over a single

j so as to turn it into a multi jet.

'. e latest form is now provided with
r extension so that the latter may be
1 d in a pair of pliers, and the auxiliary

E'aycr placed firmly over the top of

t' jet, without any necessity for dis-

Mitling the whole carburetter.- We
lve just fitted one of these multi jets

ia 1!. and B., and are inclined to think
lit the engine runs better than with
!: plain jet. Of course, most accurate
Its are necessary to prove an actual
i'rease in power, but the rough test

iide proved that the carburation was
ightly better with it than without it.

can be obtained from A. W. Bond,
15-7, Euston Road, N.W.

A Motor Horn Operator.

William Hastings and Co., Imperial
oiks. New Street, Huddersfield, have
ely placed on the market a motor horn

operator known as
the Sonorator. It

is constructed en-
tirely of metal, and
has no perishable-
paits. The cylin-

der is charged with
air at the top
through its own
valve and piston,
thus preventing the
possibility of the
reed locking and

;
also of drawing
,dust into the
mechanism. It is

^claimed that the
horn can be oper-

ated more quickly
and ea.-ily by this

method than by
any other method.
It can be worked
by hand or foot.

Specially light 3iu.

operators are made
for attaching to

the top tube of a

The Sonorator, a device motor bicycle, and
or operating motor herns also means are pro-

!wecMs

,0r bi°yCleS Md vided for attaching
these to sidecars.

Vhen in use with a sidecar it may be
ttached within easy reach of the pas-
enger's hand, so that either passenger or
Iriver can use it.

Simple Sidecar Sprag and Stand.

Sidecar owners who experience diffi-

culty in restarting on a gradient by means
}f the clutch will be interested to examine
the annexed sketch of a simple sidecar
;l>iag and stand which we recently saw
fitted to a machine belonging- -to-, the

A simple sidecar si rag .

and stand.

lever. The trigger

Sturmey-Archer Gear Co.'s expert, Mr.
Williamson. Sir. Williamson's device
was somewhat crude, but served the
purpose quite veil.

We have elaborated
it slightly in the
sketch, and placed
it next to the side-

car wheel instead of

between the sidecar

body and the bi-

cycle. The com-
bined sprag and
stand consists of a
long lever pivoted
round the sidecar

axle and provided
with a, lever and
trigger similar to a
brake or geai'-tihangiiif,

keeps the sprag or stand out of use, and
if it be desired to restart on a gradient

or to use it as a, sprag, the passenger has
merely to pull the lever back.

To act as a stand the lever is pulled back
as far as it will go, and the sidecar is

then pulled on to the stand. To make
the device complete it is advisable to

make a boss to clip round the sidecar

axle in two halves provided with a- couple

of slots—one for the stand position and
the other for the out of use position.

Into these slots the end of the trigger on
the lever fits. If the boss be. clamped to

the sidecar axle with a piece of emery
cloth between the two it will hold quite

firmly, and the centre of the lever will

work better on this boss than if it be
merely clipped tight- round the axle by
means of its own bolts.

Belt Guards.

The advantage of a proper belt guard,

particularly in wet weather such as we
experienced last week and at the August
-Bank Holiday, is great. Small engine'

pulleys and heavy rain are. not a pleasant

combination in hilly country, particularly

if you are reduced to the lowest gear,

owing to continuous belt slip, and the
speed is reduced to ten miles per hour
uphill. At such times one yearns for

an efficient belt guard that will really

An efficient belt guard.

keep the belt dry. Such a guard is the
one illustrated and fitted by H. Kars-
lake, who made it himself and used it

on his 3^- h.p. three-speed Rover in the
M.C.C. hill-climb and brake test in

South Devon. It 'is simple enough to
make, and a good tinman could easily

fit one to any belt-driven machine. The
guard is of sheet iron, quite flat, and

.
welded to the rear mudguard and bolted

to the engine cradle bolts. Its side at
the belt rim is level with the base of

the rim, and at the bottom the ledge or
right angled extension, which protects
the bottom length of the belt, is level

with the tyre rim. No guard is neces-
sary for the top length of the belt if the
above particulars are followed. One sees

many so-called belt guards fitted extend-
ing over the. top length of the belt, but
they are little or no use. The splashings,
which cause belt slip and consequent

,
rapid wear of belt and pulleys, come
from the rear wheel, and if these are
prevented from reaching the belt it will

pull as well as it does on a dry road and
in fine weather. The originator of this

type of guard is, we believe, Mr. Harry
Reed, who showed a machine so fitted

at the last Olympia Show.

Lodge Two Ignitions Plug.

There are doubtless a fair number of

motor cyclists who make use of two in-

dependent systems of ignition, more
particularly on old pattern motor cycles

or cyclecars. These will be interested in

the Lodge two ignitions plug, which
enables two systems of ignition to be

used quite independently with one spark-

ing plug. The sectional sketch illustrates

the circuits used
for both separate
sparks. The cen-

tral wire terminat-
• ing in a metal cap
' is connected to one
ignition exactly as

in an ordinary plug.

The second circuit

is provided with a
terminal clip with
a metal forked end,

winch is slipped on
to the narrow part
of the plug immedi-
ately above the
gland adjusting nut.

this is led by means of a metal tube

placed in the centre of the insulator and
concentric to the central wire, but divided

from it by another layer -of insulated

material. At the end of this tube the

current is conducted by means of a

flange to the spark gap seen on the left

of the diagram. The plug is primarily

intended for motor cars. The makers

are Lodge Bros, and Co., New Street,

Birmingham.

The new Lodge double

ignition plug.

The current from
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

n ust fce accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on. technical subjects.

?

Adjusting the Needle Valve of Carburetter.

(1.) I am using a Longuemare
carburetter on my 2^ h.p. cycle

and I wish to adjust the needle.

Can you inform me how much
petrol it should contain before

the needle drops and closes the valve?

(2.) Does the engine suck up all the
petrol out of the carburetter each time,

or does it only suck up a certain
amount?—W.G.

(1.') You should purchase a copy of "Motor
Cycles and How to Manage "Them "

; in

it are given several instructions for ad-
justing Longuemare carburetter or any
other make. In your carburetter -the
petrol level should rise to the bottom
of the conical orifice into which the
spraying jet is screwed, that is about an
eighth from the top of the cone. (2.)

The engine sucks up the amount of petrol
required for each charge. If it emptied
the float vessel each time the consumption
would be extremely heavy, as you could
well imagine.

Birmingham to Inverness.

Will you kindly tell me the

^1 best road to Inverness via York-
er shire from Birmingham, and the
-?-l return journey -via the Lake

District? I do not mind hills,

but specially wish to miss roads with
bad surface and large towns.—C.P.W.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Birmingham, Sutton Coldfield, Ashb3r-de-

la-Zouch, Loughborough, Nottingham,
which you can skirt by turning right
for Newark, Tuxford, Retford, Don-
caster, Aberford, Ferrybridge, then
through Barnard Castle, Middleton-in-
Teesdale, Alston. Longtown, Lockerbie,
Beattock Abington Inn, Symington,
Lanark, Carluke, Newmains, Cumber-
nauld Station, Denny, Stirling, Auchter-
arder, Perth, then through Dunkeld,
Pitlochry to Blair Atholl, Dalwhinnie,
Kingussie, to Inverness. . You will find

plenty of bad surfaces in Scotland which
will be quite unavoidable. Your return
journey, if possible, should be made down
Loch Ness as far as Spean Bridge, branch

;
off at Laggan shortly after Loch Laggan,
after Dalwhinnie follow the same road by
which you came until you reach Gretna
Green, and go straight on to Carlisle,

after which you branch off for Bothel and
back via the shores of Lake Bassen-
thwaite, Thirlmere, and Windermere,
joining the main road again at Kendal.
Here you shoi'' i return via Ilkley, Settle,

Sk^pton, CJtley, Harewood, and vid the

?

Great North Boad back to Birmingham.
This would be better than going back to

Birmingham through the West.

Registration cf Motor Tricycle.

I, a few days back, sent - a
cheque for £1 asking the Carlow
County Council to give me a
number for a Morgan runabout.
They do not seem to be certain

whether this should be as a car or
cycle. The Act has two classes—1,

motor cars ; 2, motor cycles—and in the
instructions for the size of number
plates it states : " Motor tricycles or
bicycles of a weight unladen not
exceeding 3 cwts. ; the dimensions of

car number plates much be halved"

—

suggesting that tricycles come .under
the motor cycle registration. The
Clerk to the Carlow County Council
has asked me for a further opinion,
and I have replied that I am putting
the matter before you. I may add
that Morgans do not exceed 3 cwts.,
and that they are fitted by the makers
with cycle size number plates.—A.I.L.

If the machine does not exceed 3 cwts.
it carries a motor cycle registration
number and the registration costs 5s..

also, having only three wheels, it needs
only a £1 motor cycle local taxation
licence.

Taxation Oisri.s.

I should be obliged vf

q| will kindly enlighten me on
5 following points : (1.) Is it n<

-iJ sary, on selling one's old m
cycle and buying another,

take out a fresh £1 licence ? (2.) !

posing two motor cycles are kept
used alternately, is one compellec
have £1 licences for each? (3.) W
a motor cycle is bought with a \

to re-selling, is it compulsory to

both £1 and 5s. licences?—D.B.

(1.) The local taxation licence, cos'

£1, entitles the holder to keep a mi

cycle for one year. Therefore then'
no- necessity, when selling the •

machine, to take out a fresh local ta

tion licence. (2.) If you own two mi
cycles and run them alternately,-

must have a local taxation licence

each. (3.) If the motor cycle is kept
not ridden at any time during the twe

months" it is exempt from the local ta

tion licence, but if it is used once
the road during that period you 1

liable, unless it is being ridden to '

registration offices for the purpose
registration.' The 5s. licence is' ; l

driving licence ; only one is necessa-

A motor cycle need not be registered
it is not used.

W. H. Elce and F. H. Arnott, winners of the eleventh short motor cycle handicap and ninth long
motor cycle handicap respectively, at Brooklands on the 5th inst.
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Speed and Petrol Consumption.

A question has been exercising

TTI several of your readers, which has
ended in some very wordy argu-

I ments. This conflicting evidence

does not seem to help us, so I am
not going to take any less authority

than your own to settle it in my own
mind. Question—If a motor cycle had
a, thirty miles journey which was done
in one hour, or dcae in two hours, which
journey would consume the most petrol,

ceteris paribus?—J.M.

e faster journey would consume the

1st petrol, and for this reason. The
line in either case will make the same
mber of revolutions, but when travelling

15 m.p.h. the throttle does not require

be so wide open as when travelling at

m.p.h., consequently less petrol will be
;en into the cylinders on each induction

oke, and as there are the same number
strokes the, petrol consumption will be

The Removal of Fulleys.

I have just purchased a 1803

~l engined 3g h.p. Triumph. I

Y should be much obliged if you
JJ could answer the following

questions : (1.) How can the

iulley (Triumph adjustable) be taken
;ff easily? I

2 -) How is an Albion

jljustable pulley engine-shaft clutch

tted ? Is there any way of fixing it

,1 to the shaft? (3.) Is the Triumph
alley or any ordinary pulley fixed on

\y anything, such as a set-screw? (4.)

/hen putting on the clutch, does the
alley go next the crank case or

jirthest out ? I shall not have to

lit it, on myself, but the shop is

lerely an ironmonger's and cycle

;

;ent's, and J want to know how to

fve the man directions for putting

on. (5.) Is it possible to get a

ad book map of Ross-shire and
jiverness-shire in the book form, and,
> so, at what price ?—R.F.

. Why not take your motor cycle to

irage where engineers will handle it

Teriy? It is unwise to entrust valu-

9 machines to anyone who is not

"

3: to handling them, as considerable

a|age can be done by
,

inexperienced
sjile. The pulley is removed in the

i\i way as any other. Take off the

*nut, drive a couple of wood wedges
Seen the crank case and' the pulley

a|e (not too tight), then with a

ijler-faced hammer strike the end of

(1 crankshaft a smart blow, when the
uisy should come off. In obstinate

Us it is necessary to use a special tool

r', jaws which go behind the pulley

aje. The tool is called a pullpy

it ex. Most garages have one in use.

!.| The centre portion of the clutch, re-

!lM to is keyed to the engine-shaft in

K'same way as the pulley. The centre
Djion must be bored to the same taper
she engine-shaft, and must have the
ei.'ay accurately cut in it to suit the
e; (3.) All pulleys are fastened by
e^ and keyways. (4.) The pulley must
e'.tted on the shaft so that the belt

1 the same line as before ; that is to
i\ the pulley on the clutch goes as

m the crank case as the ordinary
By. (5.) "The Motor Cycle Route
;ol: " includes Scotland, and can be
allied by our publishing offices, 20,

'Or Street, E.C.

Valve Grinding.

(1.) I should be grateful if you
would kindly inform me as to
the absolutely correct way in
which to grind valves in. By
this I ,mean the movement.

Twisting the, valve one. way and back
again is, I believe, wrong. (2.) Is there
any preparation that can be smeared
on the joints of a crank case to prevent
a small leakage of oil, and also to close

a small slit in an extra "air tube fitted'

to the carburetter? (3.). Is. there any
advantage in fitting an extra long air

,

tube to a Triumph 1912 carburetter? .

Does • it increase power and save
petrol?,—A.O. .. '

(1.) We have never heard the reciprocating
movement described as wrong. In fact,

Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., have just

designed' a special valve grinder which
is designed to" give a reciprocating move-
ment to the valve. All you . want to

remember, whether you • give a recip-

rocating or rotary movement, is to lift

the valve occasionally from the seat to
prevent scoring. This can be done by
placing underneath the valve head two or
three coils of an old inlet valve spring.

(2.) The best preparations we know of to

smear on the joint of a crank case when
it is taken apart and reassembled is a
light application of shellac varnish. If

you want to stop a leakage on the out-
side without taking the crank case to
pieces, seccotine might stop it. The
same applies to the extra air tube of the
carburetter. (3.) There is an advantage
in economy of petrol, as it saves waste
petrol dropping out of the extra air

inlet, and there is also a claimed advant-
age by reason of a slight forced induc-

tion, if the pipe is the correct length.

Lights on Sidecars.

(1.) Does a 3J,- h.p. sidecar com-
bination require, by law, a red
light at the back for .travelling

anywhere in England, or is it

optional? (2.) Does it require

two lights in front?—T. W.T.

(1.) The sidecar combination is a tricycle,

and conies under the motor cycle law
with regard to taxation and registration,

therefore no red light is required at the
rear, but the front number plate must be
illuminated on both sides. For your own
personal safety it is advisable to carry a

rear red reflex light. (2.) Two lamps are

not required in front of a motor cycle by
law, but again, it is advisable to have
lights showing the full width of tha
vehicle for your own safety.;

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"H.L.I.S." (Pembury).—1912 free

engine Premier.

"G.M.C." (Edinburgh). — 7 h.p.

Indian two-speed and sidecar.

" E.A.I." (Workington). — Wilkinson
"T.M.C." for solo work-—wear, con-

sumption, and speed.

"J.B." - (Wigtonshire). —3| h.p.

Scott and 5-6 h.p. Kcrry-Abingdon
with sidecar.

"A.L." (Chatham).—2% h.p. Royal
Enfield, 2£ h.p. F.N., and Z-k h,p.

N.S.U. twin two-speeds.

Baroness ile Laroehe, the first lady aviator, who rides almost aa.iy in U10 liois de Bou.ojne, Paris, on

her Motosacochc. She is usually accompanied by a fai Mui hound of tha " pol'.ce dog " breed.

A2g
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DECOMPRESSOR DESIGN.
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By B- H,

HISTORY repeats itself. Many years ago we of

the old brigade were riding De Dion tricycles

and -quads which possessed no valve lifters,

and were started by the aid of "decompressors."
The long handle of the compression tap was coupled

by a rod to a tank lever, and the machine was started

by pushing it along with this tap open. Instead of

the raucous crackle which dow betokens a ready

engine, we used to hear a fierce spitting, and the

power generated on this reduced compression was
sufficient to propel the machine on the level without

a rider in the saddle, -provided the bore 01 the tap

was small. Before long manufacturers increased the

bore of these taps, to render machines more push-

able, and an effective explosion was only procurable

when the ~ap was shut.

The P. and M. Decompressor.
The earliest firm to recognise the value of the

decompressor was Phelon and Moore, Ltd., whose

device has been fitted to the earliest models dating

from 1902-3. The exhaust cam carries beside it an

auxiliary cam of such a height that it does not normally

touch the valve rocker, but can be made to do so at

will by a simple action which interposes a slipper, and

thus raises the exhaust valve slightly on the com-

pression stroke. This is shown in fig. 1.

I am at present riding a T.T. single-geared

Ariel, with 3^ to 1 gear, capable of a road speed of

sixty miles an hour. Minus the decompressor, this

high-geared, high compression engine would be im-

possible to start uphill, and could only be started on

the level by running it

along at twelve miles

an hour; moreover, it

could not easily be
driven in traffic at

less than 12 m.p.h.

;

neither could it be
readily started up on
the stand, as it has no
pedals, and pulling

the back wheel up is

not a sure method
when there is no cone
in the carburetter, andFig. 2.—The Ariel.

D^VIES.

jet suction is adjusted for high piston speeds or

But as a matter of fact I can ride this mach
round a grass-plot 15ft. in diameter with the eng
firing regularly at 2 m.p.h. It will almost start wl

I am pushing it up steps into the house ; it will ahv
start from stone cold without priming or flooding

I walk it along at a speed literally no faster thai

m.p.h. It can be driven behind a flock of sh<

without lifting the valve. I can start it on the st;

by pulling up the back wheel with my forefinger,

this is attained by means of a simple decompres
device included in the timing gear case. There i:

small double pedal mounted on the 'crank case. Wl
this is in the forward position it pulls down
additional exhaust valve rocker, which is then opera

by the small dummy cam B (fig. 2). This causes

exhaust valve to open the least trifle on the c<

pression stroke, and, by allowing part of the cha

to escape into the silencer, reduces the usual ford
explosion to a faint woolly bark, containing

j

enough power to propel the machine and rider at fi

two to eight miles an hour, according to the settj

of the handle-bar levers. After the rider has moun 1

he tips the pedal back, and a spring lifts the ac

tional valve rocker so that it clears the dummy c

B, and the primary cam A alone operates. Thus v

this decompressor a racing engine can be started ir

easily and run more slowly than a standard i

engine touring machine. 8 h.p. single geared marhi

with trencher pulleys would become as docile:

kittens with the' aicT of this charming fitment.

Fig. 3 shows how an experimental device 1

under trial by the Triumph Co. attains the same re;
j

in a different way. This sketch shows a Triun

inlet cam cut in the web of the timing wheel.

B,

v

Fig. 3. The Triumph. Fig.' 4.

main inlet cam A is the full width of the cut-a'

web. The cam differs from the standard Triur 1

cam in that where cam A shades away' into the I

of the web C there is a small, low, continuing cl

B, which is only half the width of the cut-away 'Ji

(see fig. 4, a section of the pinion through B C). Wl
the rocker gets off cam A the piston is obviously I

starting the compression stroke, and the external I

compressor lever settles whether the valve rocker si

fall on to the rim C or ride on the narrow cifflil

Fig. 4 shows the two positions of the rocker al

rides the cam, the dotted lines being the positionl

the rocker when the decompressor is out of act I

The control is very simple. The stud of the roifl
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Decompressor Design-

protrudes through the timing gear cover and is held

up against it by a spring. A small toe-lever cam and
spring blade enable the rocker to be held on to the

cam B or pushed clear of it. In use this decompressor
is exactly similar to the Ariel device. It is not being

supplied to the public at present, but may figure on
the 1913 models.

Fig. 5.—The Eclipse
decompressor device.

Fig. 4a.—Hnmber.

The Humber and Eclipse machines are also

all fitted with decompressors as standard fittings, and

the following description of the Humber device may
be easily followed by reference to sketch (fig. 4a).

It will be seen that when, the small cam B is brought

into action it strikes the arm A and so releases some

of the gases on the compression stroke. The action

is governed by a lever on the left handle-bar, and its

action renders starting and traffic riding particularly

simple.

The Eclipse Device.

The action of the Eclipse decompressor may be- fol-

lowed by reference to the appended sketch (fig. 5).

The valve tappet B
is made with a rect-

angular projection B
B, and is mounted in

a guide A. The tappet

is operated in the usual

way by the valve lift-

ing lever E. Side by

side with this valve

lifting lever, and on

the same pivot, is

mounted an auxiliary

levei F which is

operated by an
auxiliary cam. When
the hand lever is re-

leased the tappet

guide A moves
through go and car-

ries round the tappet

. B with it, causing the

projection B B to en-

gage with the
auxiliary lever F and
release a portion of

the mixture on the compression stroke. When the

motor has started the hand lever is pulled up about half

its movement,, moving the guide and tappet into posi-

tion, shown in the lower sketch, which gives full

compression. Upon moving the hand lever still further

gig

it acts as -an ordinary valve release lever, being pre-

vented from falling beyond the full compression posi-

tion 'by a suitable catch.

Detachable Decompressor Devices.
> Two other models of decompressor are worthy of
mention, since either can be fitted to any existing

engine which possesses side-by-side mechanical valves,

i.e., any engine which has a solid valve cap capable

of being replaced by a spare cap drilled to take a

sparking plug, for both these devices are threaded

to take the place of a second sparking plug. The best

known is produced by the Amac Co. It consists of

a plug containing an internal double-faced valve, and
the merit of the device consists in the rigidity with

which this valve is pressed down on its lower face

by irreversible toggle mechanism to make the device

gastight when full compression is desired. When the

decompressor action is desired a handle-bar lever lifts

the valve up against its upper seating by means of

a Bowden wire, and on the compression stroke of the

engine a small percentage of the charge is allowed
to escape past this upper seating and to emerge into

the atmosphere via a hole at the top of the device. The
other decompressor screws into a valve cap, and

^\S\\s

Fig. 6.—The Amac.

G

^\ww

is known as the Guest
patent. It is similar

to the Amac, except

that it employs a cam
action instead of toggles

to maintain gastight

joints during full power
work, and in the patent

controlled by a milled nut

the plug, - which 'would get

specification it is

on the head of

unpleasantly hot in use, but, of course, Bowden
control could easily be arranged. This decompressor

is the subject of an illustrated article under the head-

ing of Sparklets (see page 938 of this week's issue).

One other form of decompressor is on the market
under the name of the P. and P. This device also

screws into the valve cap, but

works on quite a different prin-

ciple, for whereas in each of the

foregoing devices some of the

gases are allowed to leak into

the air, the P. and P. merely
increases the compression space,

and so converts a high com-
pression engine into a low com-
pression ' engine. The fitting

consists of a chamber screwed
into the valve cap, being nor-

mally sealed by a screw-down
valve. When this valve is opened the gases can flow

into the chamber and thus reduce the compression.
I regard these decompressor devices as by far the

greatest convenience introduced during my experience
of motor cycling.

Fig. 7.—The P. & P
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name ana address.

The Price of Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I think it is a capital idea to attempt to cater for
the man of moderate and less than moderate means, but I

would strongly advocate not going to the. unnecessary
expense of a magneto. As an experienced user of dry
batteries, I have proved them to be as free from trouble
as magnetos, one of which I have also had. Only the other
day a young man asked me to show him my dry battery
as he had never seen one. " Certainly," I replied, " it is

in here," tapping the compartment. I added, "At least
I suppose it is, but I have not seen it for over a month."
Of course, we know that a rider nowadays feels sadly
behind the times if he has not a magneto, but I think with
a brand new machine this feeling would vanish.

JOHN H. RANDALL.

Starting with a Kick Starter.

Sir,—If Mr. S. J. Evans is riding an A.J.S. (which
answers to his description of a single-cylinder 2^ h.p. chain-
driven machine), he will find the best way to start is simply
to kick the engine over the compression without lifting the
exhaust at all. One vigorous thrust will do it, provided
he takes care to get the engine in such a position that the
full resistance of the compression is met with the kick-
starter half-way down. This is easily done by lifting the
exhaust a little and pressing the starter down once or twice.

I can always start from cold with one kick if petrol is

injected vid compression tap, or with two if it is not.

The reader need not assume that my engine lacks compres-
sion ; it is only that the foot-starter gives one a tremendous
leverage. SYDNEY J. TAYLER.

Oily Engines and Shorting Troubles.

Sir,—Permit me to reply -to C. L. Mobray re an oily

engine. He suggests fitting an extra crank case release.

There is already an additional one to. the hollow shaft.

Surely another one is not necessary, making three in all ?

With reference to the letter from the Bosch Magneto Co.,

1 am very much obliged for their suggestion of paraffin

waxing the high-tension wire, and shall certainly, do so,"

although it is already a very tight 'fit. I tackled the makers
of my machine, and they say that the magneto was not

dismantled or interfered with in any way. Besides getting

water in the armature tunnel, I was also troubled with same
on the contact breaker, and the ring which holds the cam
gets jammed after it has been in the rain, which necessitates

it being taken out and rubbed with emery cloth. I still

maintain that protection is necessary for bad weather.
GROWLER.

A Sidecar Experience.

Sir,—1 was very interested in the account of the trial of the

6 h.p. Royal Enfield combination in the issue of the 1st inst.,

but I cannot help feeling that the article does not do this

splendid machine justice. I found no trouble from the very

first in starting the machine from a standstill on the low

gear, and can do so on almost any hill. I have not had a

single nut loose or lost in nearly 2,000 miles, and the con-

sumption when I first got it was 72 m.p.g., but I have

improved it by altering the jet in the Amac carburetter,

and now do 80 m.p.g. over give-and-ta,ke roads. The
machine has given absolutely no trouble whatsoever, and

has done on a good level road, with sidecar and two up,

52 m.p.h. for three miles I add the usual disclaimer,

having no connection with the makers, but felt it a sort of

duty to give my experiences. WILTON HUDSON.

Youthful Drivers and Recklessness.

Sir,—Will you kindly permit me to enter a protest against
the proposed action of the N.C.U. re the above heading?".

In my opinion, reckless drivers of motor cycles belong to

no special class, but come from every class. Of course, only

statistics of accidents can prove this, but reading the daily

and motoring papers as well, I have seen very few accounts
of accidents and reports of reckless driving attributable to

minors. It would be very interesting to me to know on
what basis the N.C.U. says, "Believing that youthful
drivers are the worst." I do not think that the N.C.U. is

a very sporting motor cyclists' union since it wishes to

stop minors from riding. H. MEDHURST.
[We take it that the N.C.U., which, by the way, is not a
motor cyclists' union, does not wish to prohibit all minors
from riding, but only wishes to raise the age limit,

slightly.

—

Ed.]

Power for Sidecar Work.

Sir,—On a former occasion I most strongly advised motor
cyclists in hilly districts not to be taken in by the plausible

tales of catalogues and interested parties. Amongst others

my letter was replied to by Hugh Gibson who said that he

hoped to prove to us in Scotland that a hefty single was a

reasonable mount even for us. Seeing this gentleman's name
in the Scottish Six Days' Trials, I journeyed to " the ladder

"

behind Cockbridge to see how far "the hefty single" and
sidecar would go before he failed. I knew him at once from
photographs in your paper. He failed earlier than any of

the crowd that passed. He tried all the tricks of the trade,

clutch slipping, etc., and did all that man could do. No
good. We closed round him and gave him the extra power
that he required.

Now, sir, in saying, as we do, that 3^ h.p. is not enough
for sidecar work, we are not to be understood as bigoted or

unreasonable. With two or three :speed gears the little

engine can do wonders. Who denies that it will plug up
wonderful hills? It is not made for this double work, and is

subject to endless ills and troubles when driven so long on
so much throttle. Certainly, with those who can often

change their machines troubles are not so apparent. They
go down to the second-hand market. But with the rank and
file of us, for whom you cater, our bicycle and sidecar are

horse and gig and all combined. We cannot change them
readily and cannot afford to over-drive or take the heart out

of our machines. A twin is the only thing for us in Scotland,

unless the passenger be a child. It is little short of criminal

folly to persuade any poor fellow beyond the Grampians to

buy a 3£ h.p. for passenger work ; within the first year the

engine will be a crock. There is, I think, a convincing
illustration. Three gears are better than two, but a hundred
are better than three. Instead of dropping into lowest gear

where in a mile of heavy pulling the poor little engine goes

purple and expires, the very last ounce and atom pf 3i h.p.

can be got with the Gradua gear.

With twin 6 h.p. Zenith and sidecar I have done thousands

pf miles, all in -the North, sometimes with heavy passenger,

and beyond half an hour with punctures or a plug have never
had a moment's anxiety. The machine is a joy and delight,

built for its job and fit for its job

It would be idle to add the usual disclaimer from^the far

North. I am only eager to save Northern . brothers of the

wheel from bitter disappointment

EXPERTO CREDE.
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Short Measure of Petrol.

Sir,—I was interested in what your correspondent "Fair-
ness " had to say with regard to short measure in petrol.

Might I offer the humble suggestion that a petrol can fail-

ing to give its full quota of two gallons of spirit is due to

I tiny leak in the bottom of the can caused by the almost
universal practice of opening the screw top of the can hy
means of the rim in the bottom of another? Why cannot

the top be fitted with a bayonet catch instead of a screw ?

I don't think for a moment that the short measure is due
to dishonesty on the part of the petrol manufacturer, but
rather to the carelessness of the consumer.

W. W. ANDERSON, M.B.

NJE^OLB g2i

Motor Cycle Mania.

Sir,—As an ordinary human motor cyclist, may I draw
attention to a few of our brethren who would be better in

a home than in the saddle.

Type No. 1, the man that will jog along thousands and
thousands of miles, day after day, for months at a stretch,

and then fill up the motor press with childish accounts", of

his absurd exploits. Such a one proves nothing, discovers
nothing, and benefits nobody but petrol vendors.
Type No. 2 is he who purchases a 3^ and sidecar, gears

it very lowly, invites his friends and relations to find seats

on the various fitments of his combination, and proceeds to
crawl up a gentle slope, takes twelve months' wear out of

his machine, has his photograph taken, and hawks it round.
Third and last type, the much discussed "Filbert "

; every-
one knows him in town, but we don't see much of him when
riding in the country. I wonder, oh I wonder why?

CHAS. H. GOULDEN.

and it was at lea_st ten minutes before he could really stand.

The very grave danger is palpable, as had the motor cyclist

gone another few miles the boy would have undoubtedly
fallen off the machine, it being obvious that he was too

weak and exhausted to retain his hold on to the driver any
longer, who, by the way, I understand, was bis father

This seems to be carrying things too far, and I feel sure

that all motor cyclists who really love the sport will agree

with me that such an action is tantamount to cruelty of the

worst kind, insomuch as it endangers life. 6.W.

Petrol Consumption.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. Eastgate's and other letters in

recent issues. To run economically with a non-automatic or
two-lever carburetter, the rider must not only have the skill

that is acquired by long practice, but he must also give his
air lever continuous and close attention. The average rider
has not the skill, and does not take the trouble. Mr. East-
gate's enquiry specially referred to a 5 h.p. Indian, presum-
ably with the Indian automatic carburetter.

In the petrol consumption competition of the Glasgow
Motor Cycle Club on June 8th the writer rode a 5 h.p. twin
Indian and his consumption is officially given at 111 m.p.g.
This was a disappointing figure, as the machine usually does
better than tins, but still it was very good running, much
better than Mr. Eastlake's fifty miles, in economy, power, and
noise, for these other qualities are by-products of economy
as it were.
This was obtained by using a Scott adjustable automatic

carburetter. In this carburetter the choke tube and the auto-
matic air inlet are so nicely adjustable that an approximately
correct mixture can be obtained for all speeds and throttle
openings, and as the adjustment is carried out while the
machine is running on the road it is not guesswork but exact
manipulation. WM. G. B. SCOTT.

Pillion Seats.

Sir,—As a motor cyclist of some ten years' standing, and
being able to cull from memory at least six accidents directly
due to carrying extra passengers on the carrier of motor
cycles, I marvel at the growing popularity of this insensible
practice.

In the case of adults of both sexes, who are presumably
alive to some extent to the risk they are taking, nothing
can be said, except a word against the undue strain on the
mechanism of the average motor cycle, which, of course, is

not designed for such a purpose.
The reason of this letter is not so much to condemn the

practice, bad as it is, of pillion carrying, but to draw atten-
tion to a glaring case of utter thoughtlessness and, in a
sense, cruelty of a motor cyclist competing in a well-known
London's club's reliability trials not long ago. This
enthusiast, presumably with a desire to create some new
record, brought a boy of twelve or thirteen years of age a
distance of over 100 miles, only stopping for the times set
out in the schedule, which, of course, were very short, and

: did not admit of nourishment being provided for the boy.
When he arrived at a well-known garage in , the

boy simply fell off the "motor cycle in a state of utter collapse,

A Six-stroke Engine.

Sir,— I read with much interest and instruction what
from time to time appears in The Motor Cycle as to the

efficiency of the two-stroke and the four-stroke engine

respectively, and it has frequently occurred to me " is it not

possible so" to construct a four-stroke engine that, cm every

alternate induction stroke, cold, air could, at the will of the

rider, be taken into the cylinder instead of gas, and that,

on every alternate compression stroke, the air would be

expelled without compression taking place?" It seems to me
that any modern machine with a four-stroke engine of good

make, on an ordinary give and take road, ought to travel at

any pace up to 20 or 25 m.p.h. on an explosion on every

alternate compression stroke, and that an open cylinder

taking cold air every alternate suction stroke would mean
a much better cooled and consequently much more efficient

engine in every respect. I am not an engineer, but I have

an enquiring mind with a mechanical turn, and so far as I

can see there ought not to- be much difficulty in designing

a valve arrangement to give, at the will of the rider, an

explosion either on every compression stroke or on every

alternate one. '

Should you think the subject worthy of consideration

and investigation, probably you would give your readers the

benefit of your views on it or. invite the views of your

correspondents. EFFICIENCY.

[An arrangement somewhat similar, has already been tried,

and most' successfully, on what might be called a six-stroke

engine, the strokes being as follows : Suction, compression,

explosion, exhaust, admission of pure air, expulsion of

air or scavenging stroke.

—

Ed.]

Built in 1905.

Sir,—The enclosed photograph of a Lagonda tricar may
interest you. The machine was built for me in 1905

specially to my requirements, with extra strong back wheel

and Michelin car tyre. Although this .machine was run

" •"

upwards of 10,000 miles all over the kingdom, I had only

«W) actual punctures in the back wheel, but the front

tyres suffered many a time. But (as you can understand

ahd sympathise with me) the ignition, carburation, and

lubrication proved a great source of trouble and expense.

C. GORHAM;
,. i- ..... . ^3
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A Dew model 3
' h.p. A.S.L., with 26in. wheels, similar to the one ridden by
W. E. Cook in the A.C.U. six days' trials.

A Waterproofing Mixture.

Sir,—I seldom read The Motor Cycle without learning some
(.seful tip. In a summer like the present the following will

prove useful to "mudpluggers." To waterproof calico or

canvas paint with this mixture ; allow each coat to dry before

applying the nest : 1, Turpentine, five ounces ; 2, driers,

four ounces ; 3, boiled linseed oil, one quart.

MUDPLUGGER.

L.C.C. and Driving Licences.

Sir,—It would be interesting, I think, to know whether
any other of your readers have been treated by the L.C.C.
in a manner similar to that in which I have been treated.

On July 28th I applied in the proper manner for a licence

to drive a motor cycle. I received it in due course, but it

was a licence to drive a car or motor cycle. A few days
later I received a letter requesting return of licence for

alterations. I obliged, and on August 3rd I received .my
licence with "Licence Expired" printed over it, and a
request that if I want it renewed I am too late, and must
take out a new one. Fortunately, I have the receipt for

the first one. B.R.W.

Motor Cycle Insurance.

Sir,—Will you be so kind as to allow me to ventilate what
seems to me to be an unfairness in the A.C.U. insurance
policy? In the spring I took out a policy which I believed
covered me in every possible way, as I was told it covered
the machine and accessories (I paid £4 12s.). I was not
told that the accessories were only covered if the machine
was damaged as well. On re-starting my machine (a new
one) I forgot to take out the clutch and ran into a lamp-
post, doing 18s. worth of damage by smashing the lamp,
but fortunately, as I thought, saving any damage to the
machine : really I should have been better off by doing a
few shillings' worth of damage to~ the machine, as I could
then have claimed for that done to the lamp. Not till I

wrote to the insurance company was I told that the machine
must be damaged as well. Many of your readers who are
insured may be under the same misapprehension. There
seems no reason for this. It seems to me that the insurance
company might easily safeguard themselves by stipulating
that the accessories must be on the machine for the claim
to .be valid. I should be glad if any of your readers could
tell me of a policy which does cover accessories. I would
gladly pay a few more shillings to cover accessories, as it

is aa easy thing to damage one's lamp, horn, or belt-case,
and yet save the machine. I shall certainly not again in-

sure under the A.C.U. policy. FRANK MATHEWS.
A copy of the above letter was submitted to Mr. Priestley,

of the Liverpool Victoria Insurance Corporation. Ltd.,
through whom the A.C.U. policies are issued, and his reply
is as follows

:

Sir,—I thank you for allowing me an opportunity of answer-
ing the accusation of unfairness made by your correspondent.

I enclose herewith a prospectus, in which it distinctly states
" Lamps and accessories are included under the Accidental
Damage Section of the policy when cycle is also damaged."

*>4

Surely this is quite clear, and should not lead to any mis-

apprehension on the part of policy holders. The memorandum
of endorsement (also enclosed) carries out the statement made
on the prospectus, regarding lamps being, covered " provided

such damage is the direct and immediate result of an accident

that at the same time causes the damage to some other

integral part of the motor cycle itself (lamp brackets

excepted)."

I have before me at the moment of writing specimen policies

of the leading companies doing this class of insurance business

and each one contains the same condition.

If your correspondent would call upon me at my office, 199,

Piccadilly, W. (presuming, of course, that he is resident in

London), I will show him these specimen policies, and the

same will no doubt interest him, seeing that, unfortunately,

he has decided not to insure again under the A.C.U. policy.

A. H. Priestley.

Colonial Motor Cycles.

Sir,—As makers are probably thinking of new designs

for colonial models, might I suggest the advantages of a

hybrid between the four-cylinder F.N. and the two-stroke

Scott as follows : Three-cylinder two-stroke engine arranged

as on the F.N. with same transmission and gears, water <

cooling (thermosyphon with large diameter pipes), largei

waterproof magneto and distributer driven by gear wheels

off crankshaft, forced lubrication, automatic carburetter,.!

large combined . flywheel and clutch, 26in. x2^in. voiturette

tyres, saddle and forks really well sprung, h.p. 4 to 5, gearl

ratios 4j and 8 to 1. This may sound rather a freakish

monster and likely to be very expensive, but experience

dearly bought goes to prove the necessity of something "of

this sort. For our work we must have weather proof trans-

mission and ignition, high ground clearance, plenty of re->

serve power, and as little as possible to tinker with before,

and after a ran. A machine built on the lines ~ suggested

would combine all the advantages of the two makes named'

while eliminating their few weak points.

Undugoda, Ceylon. L. M. W. WILKINS.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Will the rider of a Scott and sidecar, ",AK 18," kindlyi

communicate with E. Williams and Co., Ltd., the Garage,

Matlock Bath?
The rider of a Triumph who stayed at the White Horse

Hotel, St. Ives, Hunts, on, the 29th ult., is asked to com'-i

municate with Parker and Sons, Market Hill, St. Ives.

Will Mr. McAllister, who wrote to Glover Bros., Spon
Street, Coventry, from an address at Stirchley, kindly sendi

his full postal address?

The Editor would be interested to hear experiences of motor

cyclists who have made use of the Tilbury-Gravesend ferry.

A. J. Dixon (3.V Sin?er) tlie

only rider to climb to the
summit of Porlock Hill in the

M.CC. Devon Tour. He is

riding the same -machine in the
A.C.U. six days' trials.
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Choose

that saddle
choose any other model which bears

the name of BROOKS, and—

You will ensure perfect comfort—perfect

service.

Ill the recent

Scottish Trials
each of the riders in the winning
team made that choice, and—
The special prizes which were offered
for the best performance by a team of
three, and the best performance by a
trade rider, were won by men whose
bicycles were

BROOKS
equipped.
And we say the saddle helped them—we know it did

—

and you, if you compare its service with that of any

other saddle which you may have fitted to your

mount, to-day, will realise the value of its aid.

We suggest that you should make this test and, with

that object, shall be delighted to send you copy of

the BROOKS BOOK upon request.

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd.,

49 , Criterion Wks . , Birmingham

.

Note that a full range of the BROOKS Speciali-

ties may be seen (but not purchased) at our

London Showrooms: 11, Grape
Street, Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.C. {Oxford

Street end).

In ctnsirrrin.a ilua adveii.ixrmpnt if. is rf«i rnhle to mention " Tno Motor Cycle'." B5
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Irish End-to-End Reliability Trials—

THREE B.S.A. s ENTERED
ALL SUCCESSFUL

AND AWARDED

THREE GOLD MEDALS.
Scottish Six Days' Reliability Trials—

TOP POSITION
IN-

SILVER MEDAL CLASS
Won on a 3£ h.p. Two-speed B.S.A.

THE ONLY B.S.A. ENTERED.
Write now for Latest Catalogue of B.S.A. Motor Bicycles.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS COMPANY LTD., 13, Small Heath. Birmingham.

Model A "With fixed engine and fitted with
pedalling gear .. .. £50

Model B With free engine and double cone
clutch in back hub ; pedal starting

from saddle .. .. £51 10

Model C With free engine and two-speed gear
in back hub ; gear operating by foot

lever, which can be locked by control

lever on handlebar .. .. £60

Model D Tourist Trophy ; without pedalling

gear, fitted with 26X2jin. Dunlop
tyres, semi-racing handlebar ; wheel
base 3}in. shorter than standard £48 10

A Motor Cyclist's Advice: "Always use B.S.A. Cylinder Oil for Motor cycles:

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

L
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NEW PRECISION MODELS.
F. E. Baker, Ltd., Moorsora Street,

Birmingham, makers of Precision engines,

have decided to add several new models
to their list for 1913. These consist, be-

ronQqus

Method of fixing roller in valve rocking arm of

2! h.p. Precision.

sides the 500 c.c. Green water-cooled

engine, of a complete range of the over-

head valve type of engine, including a

2jJ
h.p. 70 x 90 mm., a 3£ h.p. 85 x 88

mm., and a 5-6 h.p. twin 70 x 85 mm.
We have inspected all these engines, and

were struck by their neat and workman-
like appearance. Special attention has
been paid to the important and desirable

feature of making the crank case oiltight.

Mr. Baker points out that he wishes to

introduce the overhead valve type as tour-

ing models and not as special racers.

They have undergone strenuous tests and
have proved in every way satisfactory.

To back up his argument he took us for

a run in his sidecar attached to a 3£- h.p.

engine of this type. A Sturmey-Archer
hub was fitted having a top gear ratio of

4^ to 1, and the power produced by this

Oil scoops or scrapers over flywheels of T.T.
Precision engines

engine at low speeds was so remarkable
that nearly all the thick Birmingham
traffic was traversed on the high gear,

and in the whole of our trip we failed to
detect a knock. It is interesting to note
that the cylinders of the Green engines
used by Mills and Garret in the Tourist
Trophy and at Brooklands have been in
;hard use for three years and are still in
excellent condition.

I

"

We illustrate two new fittings on
Precision engines. The first is a valve
rocker from the 2^ h.p. engine into which
a roller has been inserted in an ingenious
way. The roller is made in two pieces

and riveted together. The fitting is easily

explained by the sketch. The second
device, which is fitted to T.T. engines
only, consists of two scrapers fixed to the
baffle plates between the cylinder and
crankcase. Their object is to catch the
oil brought round on the flywheels and
throw it on to the cylinder walls.

A NEW BROOKS SADDLE.
J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd., Great

Charles Street, Birmingham, are intro-

ducing a new saddle, designed to have a

parallel motion. Their well-known system
of compound springing is retained, and
these springs take all the weight, so that
the system of levers used has no strains

imposed on it other than those required
to keep the saddle horizontal. It is

worthy of note that the firm are making
considerable extensions, so as to be able
to cope with the increasing demand for

their goods.

A REAR LAMP LIGHTED
BY THE MAGNETO.

We recently had the opportunity of
inspecting a very neat rear lamp lighted
by the magneto in the following way. A
small attachment carrying a carbon brush
is fixed to the insulated part of the con-
tact breaker ; this brush makes contact
during one of the two maximum positions
of the armature, not used for ignition

923

purposes, with a brass segment carried in

a fibre disc over the contact breaker.

This segment is electrically connected by
means of a small spring to the insulated

terminal in the contact breaker cover,
from which a low-tension current is

taken to the lamp by means of an in-

sulated wire. The lamp is furnished with
a four volt bulb, and although the cur-

rent is intermittent the glow is continu-

ous, and illuminates the lamp in a very
satisfactory manner. The device has been
patented by Mr. C. W. Hinksman, 29,

Upper Hanover Street, Sheffield.

A NOVEL KICK STARTER.
Riders of New Hudson machines with

standard Armstrong gears know that to

start the engine it is necessary to placu
the machine on the stand to start the

A novel kick starter.

Bright and Hayles, a firm of motor
engineers at 73, Church Street, Camber-
well, S.E., have sent us a photograph
of a kick starter they have fitted to_ a

New Hudson machine, which enables the
engine to be started with the back wheel
on the ground. The firm state that

they have simply locked the large nut
of the adjustable pulley and cut on it a

left-hand thread, on which is screwed a

motor cycle free-wheel chain ring. The
axle of the pedalling gear has been re-

versed to bring the chain wheel on the

left side, and the- chain shortened.

ENGLISH-DUTCH TRIAL. COMPETITORS CLIMBING DE GREBBE, THE ONLY HILL ON THE COURSE.

B7
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Sunday, August 11th.

THIS is being written on Sunday,
. the eve of the great trial, which,
as regards the number of entries,

the organisation, and probable
s"verity, will eclipse anything in the way
of a six days' test the A.C.U. has ever

A new model Triumph which is 3 T.T. roadster with free engine clutch

and single gear. Observe the long sileneer pipe with flattened end which is on
all the Triumphs in the Six Days'. The machine illustrated is being ridden
by H. Lister Cooper.

jj h.p.

the
held. The drive from town on a 3i
B.S.A. was rather a hard one,

westerly wind was dead ahead and
several soaking rainstorms had to be
gone through. That was yesterday. To-
day, though the weather is dull, the rain
has held off and, in Taunton at any rate,

we are all living in hopes of some im-
provement in this respect.

The official garage is the Territorial

drill hall, and as an overflow for thirty-

five machines which the drill hall cannot
hold, the miniature rifle range has been
brought into requisition, both of which

pafatory work is now seen to be bearing
fruit. Spaces are marked out in the big
hall for each machine. These are not
numbered, as the machines start and finish

in different order each day ; but the early
arrivals are to fill the back places to allow
room for those who come in later.

Passage ways are
left behind, in front,

and on each side of

the rows, so that
the public, who have
access to the hall at

night on payment of

a small fee, may
easily inspect the
machines. In each
garage there is a
clock bearing the
legend "Official
time."
From 10 a.m. this

morning work began
in earnest. Major
Nicholl, D.S.O., the
Rev. E. P. Green-
hill, and Mr. Archi-
bald Sharp, the
judges, each had
their several duties

to perform. Major Nicholl took note
of the equipment of each competing
mount, Mr. Greenhill, aided by Mr. J.

M. Trevarthen, worked hard with the
sealing instruments, and Mr. E. M. P.
Boileau the spare parts—a difficult and
rather thankless task. The chief difficulty

was in carrying out rule 14, which stated
what might be carried in the way of
spares, but did not specify what articles

were forbidden. Eventually it was de-
cided to interpret the rule as liberally

S. Crawley and the 3! h.p.

Triumph with Sturmey-Archer
3-speed gear.

as possible, and to confiscate only those

spares which, in the opinion of the

judges, were unlikely to be carried by
a private owner on tour.

Clutch pedal ot new Armstrong three-speed side^

car hub, fitted to 6 h.p. Brough.

buildings are in part of the old county
gaol. Outside there is a great yard
bounded by unscaleable walls, wMle the
only entrance is through an iron gate
guarded by an ex-policeman who knows
his job thoroughly. Credit for these ex-

cellent arrangements must be given
to the Taunton M.C.C. and to Mr. T.
W. Loughborough, whose excellent pre-

bS

Opeiating lever of the Triumph de-

compressor, which may be expected as

standard in 1913.

A Weird Collection.
At the end of the day a weird collecl

tion of parts was made, which comprised

several chain wheel's, three piston ring*

and two complete carburetters off ont

passenger machine, a phosphor-bronzo

brake shoe, a gear cone, an almost conn

plete dog clutch gear, an induction pipe

and numerous spare petrol pipes. A

blackboard on which the competitors!

numbers are painted is placed outsidil

the garages, and each momingi]

as soon as it is time for a com II

petitor to have his allottef'jj

quarter of an hour at hi I
machine, his number is crossei I

off, and he is allowed to ente 1

the garage.
He must not re a

main here more thai

fifteen minutes unde

pain of disqualifies

tion. Then he hall

ten minutes in thB
yard in which to reB
iplenish his tanks
' after doing which Ml
must start.

Weighing Opera
tions.

Each machine waf|

weighed this morninl
in the large garagifl

The scales were ju-'M

inside the door, an J
all a man had til
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The sidecar machines were weighed at

do was to push his machine up a the gasworks under the supervision of

specially constructed ramp straight on Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart.,

Spring box and arrangement 0! wheel
springing on Jones sidecar fitted to one

of the Matchless machines.
Comp'ete magneto cover on

the Scott machines.

Premier belt and pulley

guard. It also covers the
air release through centre

- of crankshaft.

to the weighing machine, wheel it off,

and take up his position ready for the
officials to make their examination.
This year the cylinders are sealed to
the frame, and the only other sealed poi^
tions are the two wheels.

who is officiating as travelling marshal.
Admiral Arbuthnot's promotion came
just too late to allow him to enter, so
he has kindly offered his assistance as
an official to the Auto . Cycle Union
during the trial. Another officer, Major

Arrangement 01" force feed

pipe from crankcase to car-

buretter on a 2J h.p. twin
Humber.

D. F. Nicholl,

whose excellent

work the Union
greatly appreci
ates, received hi?

promotion only s

few days ago
Valuable help ir

being given by
the following
members of the
Taunton and Dis-

trict M.C.C. : Dr.
lies, Messrs
G o ldsworth>
Crump, H. F.

Potter, J. Berm
ingham (sealing).

W. J. Goodwin,
G. F. Arnold, and
G. Wright. The
A.C.U. are dis-

tinctly fortunate

in having such
willing helpers at

Taunton.

AN"
examination of the competing

machines leaves one with the -

firm conviction that great advance
has been made in weather-proof-

ing. Not only does this apply to the
transmission, but equally to warding off

foreign matter from the magneto plugs,
and last, but not least, from the rider.
Secondly, change-speed gears are practi-
cally universal. Those machines with
single gears only are not regarded seri-
ously as having a remote chance of com-
pleting the trial without loss of marks, if

Ihey do so much more credit to their
aiders.

SOME OF THE COMPETING MACHINES.

Clutch pedal (Rex cone A flattened silencer pipe

tttch) on 3A h.p. Bradbury, end on the Triumphs.

Altogether the competitors' mounts are
very workmanlike lot. One or two can

e styled freakish, and others have some
rude arrangements of forced induction
nd other similar fakements, but, speak-

pg generally, they are well finished,

taunch, and reliable mounts, likely to
ive a good showing.

Mechanical Features,
Dealing with the new arrivals, there is

le~Rolfe, a sturdy machine with twin
reeision engine, countershaft, and speed
ear, and kick starter. A 1913 model
'umber also makes its first official appear-
lce, although we had an opportunity of
iamining it some weeks ago. It has a
ick starter and Sturmey-Archer three-
>eed gear, and looks very attractive. As
•gards the Triumphs, instead of the one
andard model usually entered for six
iys' events, we have in 1912 practically
1 possible types, including a three-speed
mntershaft geared model (which Haswell
'ill drive), a two-speed countershaft,
iree-speed hub gears, plain direct drive,

and lastly Lister Cooper's T.T. model
with hub plate clutch.

One of the Enfield sidecars, which model,
by the way, is well represented, has a big
undersliield, which should effectively

screen the magneto, engine, and gear.

The O.K. -Precision possesses interesting
points of design. One model has chain
drive and a two-speed counter-shaft gear.

The A.J.S. are among the best finished

machines in the trial, the three-speed
passenger machine at once attracting the
eye. This machine has a gear which is of

the now popular counter-shaft type, with
dog clutches for high and low ratios and
sliding gear for the intermediate.

The Swifts and Ariels can be walked
about the yard with the engine firing by
the aid of the decompressor.
The buzzing Scotts are making a good

show as usual and look spick and span.
The trials machines have a double
silencer arrangement and are particularly

silent.

Open Framed Machines.
The Swans are being watched eagerly.

These machines have open spring frames
and pan seats. The new A.S.L., with
26in. wheels, is very taking in French
grey. A. H. Alexander is riding a blue
single-cylinder Indian with two-speed

gear. The new -machines to six day
events are the Kynoch, which has a
Sturmey gear, the Campion-Jap (with

G. and H. gear), Wray-Precision, with

Effective dressguard on Mrs. Hardee's P. and M.

Bowden countershaft gear and kick

starter, and the Corah-Jap, with P. and
M. gear. The P. and M.'s are as clean

and neat as ever, and are sure to be

near the top at the finish. George Brough
has fitted one of the new Armstrong
sidecar gears to his 6 h.p. twin since the

Scottish trials, his lowest ratio being 5j

Competitors arriving at the Drill Hall, Taunton, for the weighing in and checking.

Ell
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o n.p. iwin Swan ridden by Gurney.
open frame and pan seat.

J f. Holnyds twin cylinder Motosacoche with two-speed
ge r. A new model in the Six Days' Trials.

H. Mills (3J Green-Precision water cooled).

to 1. The water-cooled Green-Precision
which H. C. Mills is riding- is conspicuous
for its high frame, but there is no doubt
about the power in the engine.
Miss Hammett (Douglas) . and Mrs.

Hardee (P. and M.) are to be congratu-
lated on their pluck in riding in such a
severe trial.

Green-Precision .

The 3-2- h:p. Regal-Green-Precision is

quite an interesting machine. The motive
power is the 3^ h.p. 85 x 88 water-cooled
Green-Precision engine. In addition' to
the honeycomb radiator incorporated in

the copper water jacket, there is a supple-
mentary tank provided with a large filler

cap at the end of a tube, about 3in. high,
carried forward of the petrol tank, the
dut yof which is to leave room for expan-
sion. The frame has the top tube dropped
at the rear in the usual way, but the
supplementary stay is now duplicated
laterally, and allows the valves to be
easily readied. The two tubes of which
it is formed more or less follow the contour
of the bottom of the tank. The belt is

guarded in front of the engine pulley and
entirely enclosed on the offside. The gear
is the Sturmev-Archer.

Norman Tiybr (twin Yat-Jap ani Millford
sidecar), who caims to have beaten the six

days' sidecar record.

There are several example's of tl

L.M.C., one with a combined chain an

belt drive. An entry accepted after tl

programme had gone to press was S. 5

Tessier's " 8 h.p. two-speed Bat sidec;';

combination. Another Bat—a twin-

1

entered by G. Babington, has an Am'
strong gear, the first Bat with this geil

we have seen.

The James mounts have the 1913 threi

speed countershaft gear, and are bouni

to score in hill-climbing. Two of-JBI

New Hudsons have countershafts an

combined chain and belt drives to enab.

big driving pulleys to be used. Ho 1

royd's twin Motosacoche, with two-spe(

gear, is being eagei-ly watched, as th|

is a forerunner of a new 1913 series. J

can be said without contradiction tlnli

the Zeniths and N.S.U.'s are the neare. 1

to standard of any machines in the tria*

consequently their reliability is know: 1

The Quadrants are well representei

three of this make having three-spes

hub gears. The Matchless sidecars loqj

smart, and no hills have troubled thett

at the time of writing. Another passeng'r

machine which greatly interests the We>
Country folk is the A.C., of which the-

are two examples.

Ee.t guard fitted to A. G. F(nn'i Humber. L.M.C. L.M.C. 2-speed gear with combined chain

and belt transmission.
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W. D. Sooth (Rudge Multi).

SCENE AT THE START ON MONDAY.

W. Cooper (3J h.p. Bradbury), Sturmey-Archer gear.

First Day, Monday.
auntuii. Teignmoutli, Torquay, Plymouth

(luncheon), Tavistock, Exeter, Taun-
ton, 1714 miles.

Monday morning began well. The
eather was fine but dull, and but for the

i.ct that the glass had fallen during the

;ght there was nothing 'to show that the

st day's run would be on otherthan dry
lads. At 7.30 the yard presented an
liimated scene. Early starters began to

rive and show a keen interest in the

bard on which the numbers were- painted.

,;r. J. R. Xisbet, clerk of the course,

isisted by Mr. Macnamara, who took the

lines, called out each man's number to

,'e second. Everything was done in an
jderly and businesslike manner
'Just before starting time Col. Boles,

LP., M.F.H., arrived, having driven

>ht miles into Taunton for the express

jtrpose of starting the leaders. The two
Jiy competitors were given the prefer-

ce. Mrs. Hardee, on being given the

>rd to "go" punctually at 8 a.m. by
[il. Boles, failed to make her P. and M.
fcrt, though Pratt had made the kick
•nrter perform splendidly five minutes
pace, so she had to be pushed off by
'Ring helpers. Miss Hanimett (2| h.p.

.nights), however, scorned assistance,

S. Brown (3! h.p. Jamesi, James gear,
Blagdon Hill.

and on being started a minute later she

made a neat running mount. Both ladies

were heartily cheered. C. T. Newsome
(Rover), No. 1, was next' dispatched, and
then Mr. Loughborough took charge of

the start, sending off the men in numerical

order. Frank Smith, who had had his

broken sidecar spring repaired during the

night, arrived just as the 'early starters

were leaving. • He was annoyed at the

judges' decision to prevent- him carrying

his detachable wheel. The only entrants

who failed to materialise were F. G.
Boddington (7 h.p. Chater-Lea). F. Begley

(3 h.p. Hazlewood), and W-. H. Bashall

(7 h.p. Bat and sidecar).

The early part of the run was over a

not very smooth road to Blagdon Hill

four miles from the start. The acclivity

rises abruptly from the plain, and though
the gradient is not unduly severe, the
hairpin corner encountered about one-

third of the way surprises those who do
not know the hill. In these days of

change-speed gears, however, little

emotions of this kind are of no account,

and the few observations we made on the

hill justify these statements.

The First Climb.
The two ladies got up in good form,

and after this the following competitors
made clean ascents while we were watch-
ing the trial from this point. Fry
(Quadrant), Scott (Rudge), South (Rudge),
Wasley (Douglas), Drake, Pratt, and
Shaw (P. and M.'s), who changed on the
corner. Shaw, by the way, shows his

contempt of superstition by accepting
No. 13. Sproulle (P. and M.), Sirrett

(7 Indian), who made particularly easy
work of the ascent, Alexander and Hill
on similar mounts, Greaves (Enfield),

Hardee (Triumph) had a little difficulty

in changing gear, R. C. 0. Wells also

found his gear difficult to operate, New-
some, Crawley, Lister Cooper (Triumphs)
came up in splendid style, as also did
Moffat, Fletcher, Phillips (Douglas), and
Newey (Bradbury). F. Dover, who had
forgotten to lubricate his engine, dis-

mounted, and one or two other failures

are recorded. A. H. R. Purchase (Rolfe
sidecar) experienced the first tyre trouble

only five miles from the start. We then

rode on to watch the performances on
Telegraph Hill. The remainder of the

climb up Blagdon Hill was easy, and
thereafter the road was good but narrow,
and quite unsuitable for fast work until

the main Exeter-London Road was reached
a few miles east- of Honiton. Near
Exeter a turn to the left was taken
which was indicated by a R.A.C. road
guide. The Automobile Association men
also gave valuable assistance at various
danger points and doubtful turnings.

The route at this point was most com-
plicated, but so well wa, the marking
done that to lose one's way was a sheer
impossibility.

On Telegraph Hill.

Telegraph Hill, which is on the main
road to Teignmoutli, is a long ascent

with one hump in the middle, with a

gradient of 1 in 7^- or thereabouts.

Many of the more powerful singles took
the ascent on top gear, while the lighter

machines came up easily on their lower
speeds. Among the newer machines we
noticed the Swans, the 2| h.p. twin
Motosacoche, and the Rolfes to be per-

forming well. Johnson (Kynoch) nearly

came to a standstill through changing up
too early, but the speed changing was

A. R. Abbott (3i h.p. Bradbury), N.S.U. gear,

changing speed on Blagdon Hill.

BI3
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A.C.U. Six Cays' Jrials —
done better here than at Blagdon, where
tlie corner came as somewhat of a sur-
prise. The only failure among the
bicycles was that of J. M. Oakey
(Matchless), through a high-tension
brush in his magneto coming un-
screwed. He had also had a puncture
and

>

other minor troubles at this early
stage. Hubbard (Bradbury) was badly-
obstructed by a car.

The Passenger Class.
Though the hill was hardly steep

enough to test the single machines, it

was a good test for the passenger class.
In this section the following made par-
ticularly good ascents : The two G.W.K.
cyclecars, Colver (Enfield sc), Jameson
(Enfield sc), Morgan (Morgan cyclecar),
Frank Smith (Clyno sc), C. R. Collier
(Matchless sc), the two A.C. Sociables,
Guest (Matchless sc), J. Tassel 1 (Match-
less sc), A. J. Stevens (A.J.S sc), and
V. tJarland (Clyno sc.) J. R. Haswell
(Triumph sc) nearly stopped through
changing down too late. The Duocar
driven by Be Peyncare came up well
and then suddenly pulled up on the
steep portion, and was in trouble for
some seconds.
A mile or two after Telegraph Hill

the first secret check was situated, but
practically all the competitors were on
time. A long climb over the moorlands
gave us our first glimpse of the sea, but
before Teignmouth was reached rain set
in," and thereafter the run was rendered
as uncomfortable as it could be. Oilskins
and waders were now hastily donned.

Great interest is being taken in the
trial, and crowds assemble in the towns
and villages along the route. In Teign-
mouth the competitors dropped down a
narrow street and had to round a hairpin
which was obscured by a high wall. As
several narrow escapes from falls occurred,
Mr. A. H. Priestley took up a position
here, but even his efforts did not prevent
one man falling. This was G. Hunt
(Campion} with whom the rider of the
twin Swan collided. Torquay looked
uninviting. Tile wet tramlines to
Paignton were not relished, but the
weather did not prevent a good crowd
abserving the ascent of the long winding
hill immediately following the toll bridge.

Miss Hammett and Mrs. Hardee, the two lady competitors, waiting their turn to start.

On through Totnes the roads were fast
becoming a mass of pools of water, and
occasionally a competitor would be
passed adjusting or changing his belt or
cleaning the terminals.

The Lunch Interval.
Lunch was arranged at Plymouth, and

but for the rain the morning's run would
have been much enjoyed. The return to
Taunton was by way of Tavistock, and
Two Bridges. The rain continued with
unabated vigour, and it was difficult to see
with rain being driven into one's face by
the strong easterly wind. This was the
more unfortunate, as the hills on this

section are twisty and narrow, and low
gear work was the order. Observers were
posted at Two Bridges, but they were
ornaments onlv, for everv rider we saw

had no difficulty in accounting for the

bend and 1 in 8 gradient.

On Merrivale Hill.

Up Merrivale Hill Mrs. Hardee came
in splendid form on her P. and M., 'J

changing into second at the bad corner.

Those behind her successfully negoti-

ated the long grade in the teeth of the

bitter easterly gale, which brought the

low-powered machines down to low

speed. All the way to Moreton Hamp
stead the unpleasant weather conditions

continued, but after the latter place,

where Lister Cooper, Arter, and several

others stopped for petrol, the road,

though very hilly, was more sheltered.

In the narrow winding road we over-J

took Phillip on his silent running Scott

A group ol passenger machines which are taking part in the trials.

EI4
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trailing a strap on the ground. At
Longdown was a secret check in charge
'of Sir. A. V. Ebblewhite (one of the
[official timekeepers), and near Exeter
iwe saw Major Nicholl and several inter-

ested spectators observing a hill. The
conditions were much better after

lExeter, . and near Taunton the roads
iwere quite dry. Miss Hammett may be
disqualified for receiving assistance in

mending a puncture. Stanton had a
broken front wheel cone, and was towed
home by Mr. Loughborough. H. A.
Cooper, had similar trouble in his rear

iwheel, and broke the rear axle, and
retired before Exeter. W. Cooper is

imissing.

The following also retired to-day : J.

Slaughter (3i New Hudson), R. Poole (3J
jO.K.), Colin Macbeth (3£ Rudge), Fred
iDover (3£ Premier), G. W. Ruscoe (2|
[Forward), S. T. Tessier (7 Bat), and G.
IV. Moss (8 Autotrix cyclecar).

Second Day, Tuesday.
jTaunton, Bampton, Barnstaple, Ilfra-

combe, Lynmouth (luncheon) (slow

hill-climb), Countisbury, Porlock,
Bridgwater, Somerton, Langport,
Taunton. Distance, 160£ miles.

The start was made this morning in

1 fine weather; the only absentees were
those whose retirements we have already

mentioned in our report. Miss Ham-
- mett's case was heard last night, and
', the judge decided that, as no assistance

could be provided, the matter could be
dropped ; her tyre had a huge cut in it,

i
;but she decided to continue on it to-day.

iThe main road to Barnstaple was fol-

1 lowed through Bampton. Near South
i 'Molton Gibb (Douglas) stopped to shorten

: this belt; Evans (3^. H umber) and Pratt
](P. and M.) stopped for a clean up twelve
miles from Lynmouth. Phillips (Triumph)
was seen stopped by roadside three miles

from Taunton, but incidents on this stage

were fairly raTe, except that Creyton
suffered a broken valve lifter, and
iWicker, who had sprained his wrist

through a fall in Plymouth yesterday,

had some difficulty in repairing a punc-

i ture. After we passed Barnstaple the

main road was followed to Ilfracombe,

;

after which the next point of interest

I ,was Parraeombe, the steep climb out of

iwhich was narrow and difficult to negoti-

, ate ; then came Beggar's Roost, the piece

de resistance of the morning's run.

i The Ascent of Beggar's Roost.
1 The surface was rough, but at the side

there was room for a motor bicycle.

Those who did get up performed well,

but failures were numerous. Those who
made successful ascents and gained a
bonus of 25 marks were C. T. New-
some, Sproston, Gray, South, Penny,
Pratt, Shaw, Drake, Sproulle, Hill,

Greaves, Mrs. Hardee, W. F. Newsome,
Crawley, Fletcher, Houghton, Newey,
North, Pollock, Arter, Brown, Phillip,

Baker, Longfield, Sawer, Dickson, Dick-
son, Haddock, H. Haswell, Mills, Bees,
Haslam, Heaton, Cook, Peachey, Wat-
son, Holloway, Dibb, Griffith, Herdman,
Soresby, Morris, McMinnies, H. Dixon,
Oakey, Babbington, Wilberforce, Moss
Blundell, Berwick, Little, Brough,
Dixon, Evans, Wood, Keiller, Stevens,

i Frank Smith, Jameson, Creak Bavis,
Haswell, Morgan, and C. Collier.

BROOMFIELO

This Thursday) morning's route, 852 mites

Ei?U Farm

Bishop's Wood

CHURCHINGFORD

A.C.U. Six Days' Trill. Total for the day, 154; miles.

Up to the time we left the hill there
had been no less than thirty-four
failures, while exciting incidents were
not uncommon. As Berwick was making
a fast ascent, a car with two dogs fol-

lowing was coming down, and the plucky
rider only missed one by a nair's-

breadth. South only dismounted after
being obstructed. Greaves came up
fast with several others, who drove
him into the side ; however, he re-

covered quickly, and though he had to
tackle the steepest and roughest part he
made a wonderful recovery, and an
absolutely clean ascent. Pollock also
had a similar experience. Particularly
fine ascents were made by Brough, Moss
Blundell, Hill, and Haswell. The latter
came up particularly well—a really fine

performance for so small an engine.
Though Beggar's Roost accounted for

many failings, Parraeombe also had its

share. Many of these, however, were
due to obstruction by four-horse wag-
gonettes.

A curious incident happened during the
morning's run. GreenhilPs machine broke
down, and Major Nicholl, with Sharp in

his sidecar came upon him in his trouble
and took him in tow, so two judges in a

sidecar towed in the other derelict motor
bicycle. After lunch at the Lyn Valley
Hotel, Lynmouth, ' the competitors pro-

ceeded to Countisbury for the slow hill-

climb.

FRENCH TRIALS REGULATIONS.
All is not well with motor eyele regu-

lations in France, judging by the letter

published in L Aero, and signed by
Grapperon, a well-known rider in French
competitions. M. Grapperon recom-
mends competitors not to enter for

competitions unless they are held under
the regulations of the Automobile Club
de France, and warns French manufac-
turers to be careful not to put machines
on the market such as are used for

racing purposes—a policy which killed

the industry in France some years ago.

He recommends that all machines
should be sealed, that the weight of

the driver should not be less than 10

stones, and that in the case of profes-

sional riders the name of the machine
should be published, but for amateurs
names only should be given. Cubic
capacities and weights to be tested

immediately after each event.
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Amateur IVjJotor Cyclist Association.

We understand that the organisers of

the proposed amateur association referred

to this week have a promise of influ-

ential support from a very high social

quarter.

John Gibson's Recovery.

We are pleased to inform our readers

that John Gibson, who was injured in

the Isle of Man whilst practising for

the T.T. races, is now quite recovered.

He was reported to have been seen

riding a motor bicycle at Stratford-on-

Avon last week.

English-Dutch Trial.

Owing to a. slip last week we inad-

vertently referred to F. C. Wasley (2§

Douglas) as a trade member of the Eng-
lish team in connection with the above
trial. As a matter of fact, Mr. Wasley
is distinctly a private owner, his profes-

sion being that of a dental surgeon in

Bristol and district.

A New Venture.
It will come as a surprise to many to

learn that W. F. Newsome, the well-

known Triumph rider, will shortly re-

sign his position with the Triumph Co.,

in order to open a motor cycle garage

and agency in the East of London, in

partnership with R. Fletcher. Everyone
will wish the pair success in their new
venture.

Mont Ventoux Hill-climb. British

Competitor Second.
The results of this French climb, held

on the 11th, are :

—....-;- m. s.

1. Perrin (Peugeot) 26 43£
2. Vernon Taylor (Rudge-multi) 28 21|
3. Dalny (Magnat-Debon) ... 28 53i
In the lightweight class two Terrots

were first and second. The winner of

this class making the excellent time of

25m: 15s. It is only fair,to state that the

French machines -were of a distinctly

racing type. ' The record is 25m. 40s.

made on a large twin-cylinder machine.

1913 Models.

The A.J.S. twin-cylinder sidecar

macliine of 1913 will have an engine of

74 x 84 mm., and three speeds instead of

two. The wheelbase will be lengthened -a

matter of 2in. , but the present style of

transmission will be retained. The front

forks will be of a stronger pattern, and a

system of mechanical lubrication and an
internal brake will probably be adopted.
The Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., who

have for some weeks had a three-wheeled
cyclecar under test, have decided to

market a light four-wheeled vehicle,

which will make its appearance in a

week or two. The same company also

have a new two-speed counter-shaft gear
nnder test. It is expected to make
its first appearance at the Olympia Show.
BSO

Suse-Mont Cenis Hill-climb.

In this Italian event, contested on the
11th, riders of Motosacoche machines
were first, second, third, and fourth in

class one, 334 c.c. In the 500 c.c. class

a Delia Ferrera was first, and S.I.A.M.T.
second. Fastest time 23m. 24^s.

Six Days' Trials Notes.

The failures on less significant hills on
Monday forecast an exciting day at Por-
lqck next Saturday.

A. E. Catt claims to be the only com-
petitor who is not carrying a spare belt,

inner tube, or sparking plug.

A weak point of the regulations is

that a competitor may make up lost time
in case' of '. trouble: This " is- -leading to

scorching after an involuntary stop.

Few will forget the ride over Dart-
moor oh Monday afternoon in the teeth

of a howling gale, with rain coming down
pitilessly.

So many entries having been received,

the last man leaves after 10 o'clock, con-

sequently he has to. finish in darkness.

Th.s has led to much grumbling, as some
of the passenger machines have to light

up each night, and, to a stranger, night
riding at 20 m.p.h. on the narrow and
tortuous roads of Somerset is not to be
recommended.

Forty-seven sets of tyres are running
in the trials, entered by the Palmer
Tyre Co. (3), Rom Tyre and Rubber Co.

(5), Hutchinson Tyre Co. (28), Stelastic

and General Syndicate (4). Wood Milne
Co. (2), Leicester Rubber Co. (2), and J.

Pedley and Son (3).

Practically every known combination
of rubber studded, steel studded, and
ribbed treads are in use.

The Service Co. entered a fin. Service

leather, belt, and J. Pedley and Son three

belts, fin., gin., and lin.

Vernon Taylor and his Rudge Multi on the summit
of Mont-Ventoux on Sunday last.

Motor Cycle Taxation.

In our last issue we pointed out that

a very important legal decision regarding

the use of motor cycles for trade

purposes would be decided at Barnsley
on the 9th inst. The case, was duly

heard, Mr. S. Neuman, solicitor, Brad-
ford, appearing for the Auto Cycle
Union-, and Mr. McGrath, Yorkshire
West Riding Council, for the prosecution.

Aftor formal evidence had been given

and after arguments, the justices forund

that the defendant's (Taylor of Skelman-
thorpe) motor cycle "had not been
constructed or adapted solely for the

purpose of business," and fined him
10s. and costs.

It is possible that the Auto Cycle Union
will -appeal against this decision.

Racing and Records at Glasgow.

At the Celtic Sports, Harry Martin
attacked records for the Parkhead track

on Saturday last. Off the mile standing

start he knocked a second, bringing the

time down to lm. 14|s., while the three

miles flying start he reduced by nine

seconds, setting up the track record of

3m. 15|s. Martin' rode his 2| -h.p.

Martin-J.A.P., and an interesting event

was the pursuit race between him and
A. H. Alexander on a 1% h.p. Douglas.

The riders started on opposite sides of

the track, and the race was for eight

laps, or until one rider overtook the

other. Alexander got away well, but

Martin steadily overhauled him when
once he got going, and passed in 2m. 34s.,

a result which was repeated in the second

match.

The French Grand Prix for Motor Cycles.

We have already announced that S. L.

Bailey (Douglas) and Ivan B. Hart
Davies (Triumph) have entered for the

Grand Prix de France on the 25th inst. .

Since then a Triumph team has been
arranged, the riders being H. Lister

Cooper, W. F. Newsome, and H. Grahame
Fenton. F. W. Barnes will also drive an

8 h.p. side by side valve Zenith-Jap with

sidecaiy P. Weatherilt as passenger.

F. C North is another probable entrant

on his 3i h.p. Ariel, which he has

tuned up to do 65 m.p.h. regularly.

The first sidecar entered will be driven

by the president of the club, M. Chartier-

Desvarennes, who has entered a 7-9 h.p.

Indian and sidecar.

The second is an 8 h.p. Matchless, which
will be driven by a gentleman well-known
to English riders, Sir. Melano, recently

manager in London of the Hutchinson
Tyre Co.

The Lyons M.C. will send- their two
best riders, De Baume (Ren4-Gillet) and-

Vache (Magnat-Debon).
As regards the Frencn nders, four

Rene-Gillets and two more Triumphs
have been entered. One of the Triumphs
will be ridden by Gabriel.
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With the British Competitors in the Netherlands.

THE first international reliability test

has been won and lost. Certainly

it was not due to the weakness of

the whole of the eighteen British

competitors that the cup must remain in

Holland, for whereas seventeen lost twenty
marks collectively—eleven less than the

Dutchmen—one English rider alone lost

forty-three marks, and so it is easy to

explain our downfall. It would be idle to

hide the fact that the Englishmen expected
to win easily, and all were surprised at

the regular running of the opposing team
on their F.N.'s, Eysinks, N.S.U.'s, Vul-
kaans, and Phanomobiles. The Dutchmen
thoroughly deserved their victory. They
recorded fifteen non-stop runs compared
with the British team's thirteen. Some
consolation to Englishmen is derived from
the fact that a Rover, James, and
Douglas, appeared in the Dutch team.

An Enjoyable Trip.
The outing proved most enjoyable.

Saturday evening, the 3rd inst., saw over
forty competitors and friends at Harwich
watching with breathless anxiety their

machines being swung aboard the Copen-
hagen in an open-ended cage, but nothing
more serious than bent footrests and guards
was the outcome of the crossing. Every-
one admired the enthusiasm of the officials

of the Dutch Motor Cycle Club committee,
who rode from Amsterdam and were in

waiting at the Hook to welcome their

English guests at 5 a.m. Enthusiasm, in
fact, characterised the whole of the
arrangements. There was no such thing
as too much trouble, the Englishmen were
never left without a guide, there were

sufficient functions to keep everyone inter-

ested, and that is why we returned with
such appreciation and respect for the
hospitality of our Dutch friends. It took

A SCENE IN MARKEN.
F. C. Wasley, who would make a One Dutchman,

is seen posing with two Dutch peasant girls.

nearly two hours to trans-ship the machines
and have them passed by the Customs
officers, what time a cinematograph opera-
tor was busy.

After breakfast in the Hotel Americ;i.

Mr. toe Laer, the president, headed the
long procession of riders, and away we
went for Scheveningen, the well-known
bathing place. But the roads ! We were
all expectant of macadam surfaces which
never came. Dutch roads are narrow and
twisty, whilst the surface is composed of

bricks very similar to tram setts. Holes
deep enough to allow three or four of the
bricks to be laid flat side by side existed

every fifty to sixty yards, and so, instead
of the Englishmen gazing around to study
the scenery, as they are accustomed
to do at home, all attention had per-

force to be concentrated on the road to
avoid a fall. Twenty miles per hour on
such roads is ample. On this run we had
our first glimpse of Holland. The seenery
has an attractive and unique character all

its own. It would be difficult to ade-
quately describe the beauty of the low-'

lands, for the dykes, the windmills, the old-

world costumes of the peasant girls were
all so unique and quaint. It was this

entire change of conditions that impressed
the English visitors so much.
The visit to the Hague and Scheven-

ingen, the fashionable sea-bathing place,

was much enjoyed. After luncheon
in the Kurhaus, the party dispersed in

various directions to see the sights. In
the afternoon, the competitors were
kindly invited to tea at the Palace Hotel
by Mr. and Mrs. Eobt. R. toe Laer,
where the party was photographed, and
in the evening a move was made for
Amsterdam (40 miles) via den Deyl,
Haagsche Schouw. Oegstgeest. HiUegom.
Heemstede; and Haarlem. The roads

C. \". Wilson (Morgan cunabout) leaving the first check at
Soestdijk

Competitors signing the checking sheet at Apeldoorn. The Coronamobil (a

three-wheeled cyclecar) in front, a four-cylinder F.N. in the background.

C21
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Arriving at Apeidoorn tor the luncheon stop.

A Piianomobile followed by the Clyno.

still caused much discomfort and severely

tested the machines. Our photographer
broke the frame of his sidecar, one of

Applebee's rear stays broke (he was carry-

ing a third passenger on the carrier), and
V. Taylor was seen with his cylinder off.

Sundry bolts and nuts were found to be
missing from several machines at the end
of the journey.

A Thorough Wetting.
The entry into Amsterdam was not a

dignified one, for it simply poured with
ram. The competitors' machines were
now filled with petrol and oil and locked
up for the trial on Monday.
The rain-soaked riders requiring so

long to change, the official dinner in the
American Hotel, Leidscheplein, was un-
fortunately late, but the arrangements
for this brilliant function were splendid.

The majority of the representatives of

both international teams were present,

Mr. toe Laer occupying the chair, and
welcoming the English guests. Speeches
v.-ere in English and afterwards trans-

lated into Dutch. The respective cap-

tains, Messrs. Cooper and Pratt, appealed
to the men to do their best and ride
carefully and cautiously. In a subse-

Arriving at the last check in Utrecht Market Place.

quent speech by Mr. A. Citroen, the
hon. secretary, a plaque -of honour, in
silver, and suitably inscribed, was pre-
sented to- Mr. Geoffrey Smith (The Motor
Cycle) in recognition of his services in

connection with the arrangements for the
trial in England. Suitable acknowledg-
ment was made. It was after midnight
when the competitors retired, and they
were early astir, for at 8.0 a.m. the trial

commenced.

The Trial.
The roads were little, if any, better. It

was bump, bump, bump, and every 200
yards of comparatively smooth road was
counterblasted by a jar sufficient to cause
one's vertebra? to dither. Certain it is that
bricks do not cause so much dust. .Railway
crossings are numerous in Holland. They
are not guarded by swinging gates, but
by a sort of collapsable gate which lifts

vertically. To see it descending as one
approaches the crossing is reminiscent of
the Sword of Damocles. The first check
at Soestdijk caught a number of riders
much too early, and in sight of the check
balancing feats were the order. Practi-
cally everybody was too early, and as
none of the milometers agreed with the

A group ot reserve riders starting.

distance on the route card, a re-measure-
ment was made, with the expected result;

that it was found to be short, and two :

minutes were consequently allowed every
competitor at this point. Unfortunately,
three leading English contestants were
outside this amount, and lost marks
thereby. They were W. W. Douglas
(Douglas), four marks; F. W. Barnes
(Zenith sidecar), one mark ; and F. Smith
(Clyno), three marks. Slowing down to

lose time, C. M. Down accidentally

stopped his engine—bad luck indeed.
The lunch proved somewhat of a

scramble. Here F. C. Wasley (Douglas)
failed to put in an appearance until after

the timekeepers had left, and lost the
maximum marks (forty) in consequence.
He experienced magneto trouble, the fibre

of the contact breaker having worn so

much that the platinum points would not
break. The hopes of the British team
were shattered thus early.

Public interest in the trial was most
marked : at every street corner crowds
assembled to witness the teams file,

through, and frequently cheers were
raised. The ubiquitous boy scout pointed
the way at all doubtful points. The
regularity with which the Dutch eom-

THE RESTART FROM APELDOORN AFTER' THE LUNCHEON INTERVAL.
Tht first team : G. Smith. (Humber), N. Ruyter (N.S.U.), and H. Dieters No. 4 team : E. Fischer (Eysink) and F. W. Barnes (Zenith;.

(Fhanomobile.)
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English-Dutch Reliability Trial.—

[

petitors were runnfng caused much sur-
prise and comment ; occasionally they
would be observed repairing tyres, which
did not involve loss of marks, and only

; three experienced trouble.

Holland and its Hills.

At De Steeg (81) riders dismounted to
sign the checking sheet, then on again
to De Grebbe (104i) for tea. De Grebbe
is one of three hills in Holland. Its

,, gradient had been kept secret, so the
competitors were somewhat curious to
know the worst. A standing start Was

!
made, and away the competitors were

i
sent every twenty seconds to climb, not
1 in 4, but a gradient of 1 in 14, which
most of them did in true English style

!

D. Croll, of the Dutch club, stopped his
I road. wheels owing to a slipping clutch.

1

Shortly after this, probably the prettiest
i stretch of the 'whole run was en-
countered. V. Taylor was passed by the
roadside ; his trouble remains a mystery.

, He was reported to be inflating a hard
i

tyre. An unlucky experience befell

I
Reg. Holloway hereabouts. His carbu-
retter commenced flooding," and at last

\

choked the engine. Pedalling his

! 'hardest, he kept the machine on the

I

move whilst he unscrewed the float

I chamber cover, but had to give . in . at

I
last and investigate matters. His trouble

j
was 3. punctured float, which he adjusted

i temporarily and continued. It was
generally agreed among the competitors
that the rough course tested the ma-
chines as severely as two or three long
days' runs over English roads. People
turned out in thousands at Utrecht,

I where for the twentieth time during the
trip the British National Anthem was

j

played by a band.

\ Impressions of the Final Stage.

A few more miles of tramlines, several

[

more railway crossings with the metals an
inch or two above the road level, bridges

1
approached at right angles, clumsy

j
waggon drivers who would not heed the

i

rale of the road, are recollections" of the
last stage of. the journey. F. Smith

I (Clyno) punctured, and changed a

[
"wheel, which at first worried the officials,

as they had ' not provided for detachable
wheels .-..on motor, cycles. Another un-
fortunate Britisher was F. W. Barnes,
who punctured his back tyre, but con-

R. G. Mundy (3.
1

. h.p. three-speed Quadrant),
who won a silver medal in the Dutch Trials as a
reserve and is riding the same machine in the Six

Days' Trials.

tinued on the rim. Near the end one
of the cylinders of G. Smith's twin
Humber commenced misfiring, but the
machine was kept going on one cylinder

for two or three miles, and by holding
the terminal close to. the top of the plug
so that a spark gap was obtained, the
carbon was burned away.

Fine Performance of the Trade
Team.

All the trade team rode consistently

and well, eight of nine accomplishing
non-stops, and losing a total of 11 marks

;

The Dutch trade team lost 19 marks.
The British amateurs had not .such a

good record, only five making non-stops,

the total lost marks being 52 ; the Dutch
amateurs lost 12 marks.
A big crowd assembled at the finish,

the Darracq Palace, Stadhouderskade,
Amsterdam (158^ miles). Subsequently
the results were announced as follow :
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Winners of the Internationa r

TRorHr (presented by Messrs. A,
Citroen and J. Ferwerda).—HOLLAND.
marks lost 31.

DUTCH TEAM.
A silver medal was awarded for maxi-

mum number of marks.
N. Ruyter (3i N.S.U.), bronze medal.
H. Dieters (6 Phanomobile), silvei

medal, non-stop.
Hugo Smit (3 N.S.U), b.m., n.s.

E. J. E. Mass (5-6 F.N.), b.m., n.s.

D. Croll, jun. (7 Indian sc), b.m.
E. Fischer (3 Eysink), b.m., n.s.

P. N. Jelsma (2J Eysink), s.m., n.s.

D. de Roon (5-6 F.N.), b.m., n.s.

F. Posno (3^ Rover), s.m., n.s."

Jacq Fonck (2 Yulkaan), b.m., n.s.

J. L. Geidt (6 Cyclonette), b.m., n.s.

G. T. Arends (2 Vulkaan), s.m., n.s.

D. v. d. Mark (2j F.N.), s.m., n.s.

J. W. Boots (6 Coronamobil), b.m.
J. H. Nieuwenhuis (2J Douglas), s.m.,

n.s.

Firma Eysink (2\ Eysink), s.m., n.s.

C. Witteveen (3£ James), s.m., n.s.

H. Daalmeyer (6 Cyclonette), s.m., n.s.

. ENGLISH TEAM.
Private Owners.

Geoffrey Smith (2| Humber), marks
lost, 0, s.m.

C. Maurice Down (2| Enfield), 3, b.m.
F. C. Wasley (2| Douglas), 43, ——

.

Vernon Taylor (3£ Rudge), 3, b.m.
Fred Dover (3^ Premier), 0, s.m.
E. Lester (3£ P. and M.), 0, s.m.

W. Cooper (3^ Bradbury), 0, s.m.

C. W. Wilson (Morgan), 0, s.m.

A. E. Uffleman (6 Rex-Jap), 3, b.m.

Trade Riders.

W. W. Douglas (2§ Douglas), 4, b.m.
R. Holloway (2£ Premier), 3, b.m.
Sam Wright (2J Humber), 0, s.m.

W. F. Newsome (3£ Triumph), 0, s.m.

W. Pratt (3£ P. and M.), 0, s.m.

J. H. Slaughter (3£ New Hudson), 0,

s.m.

Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno sc), 3, b.m.
F. W. Barnes (6 -Zenith sc), 3, b.m.
F. A. Applebee (3| Scott sc), 0, s.m.

Three special cups were offered in con-
nection with the trial. Messrs. Phelon
and Moore's Cup for the best perform-
ance of a Dutch private owner resulted

in a tie, and Messrs. Jelsma, -Arends,
Nieuwenhuis, Dieters, and Daalmeyer
will compete again.

negotiating one of the numerous bends. A
Dutch boy scout is seen nointins the way.

A general group of competitors, English and Dutch.
At the foot of De Grebbe, the '•' test " hill

which amused the British riders.
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English-Dutch Reliability Trial.—

The Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufac-
turess' and Traders' Union silver cup for

the best performance of an English private

owner may also be re-run in England,
as five competitors lost no marks. They
are Messrs. G. Smith, F. Dover, E.

Lester, W. Cooper, and C. W. Wilson.
Likewise The Motor Cycle, cup for the

trade resulted in a draw, Messrs. Pratt,

Newsonie, Slaughter, and Applebee of

the English trade team, and Messrs. Van
der Mark, Eysi'nk, and Witteveen, jun.,

of the Dutch trade team, qualifying for

the award. Silver medals will be pre-

sented to each rider, and the destination

of the cup settled in 1913.

The Reserve Men.
A number of chosen riders accompanied

the teams as reserves, and, not being
called upon, competed in a special sec-

tion. Those who won silver medals for

completing the course to schedule time
are :

R. Lord (6 h.p. Rex sidette).

R. G. Mundy (3£ h.p. Quadrant).
F. C. North (3^ h.p. Ariel).

F. A. Hardy (2£ h.p. Norton).

Seymour Smith (3i h.p. Norton).

J. C. Bennett Mitchell (2J h.p. Douglas).

Eight reserve Dutch riders also won
medals.

All the party met for dinner at the

Krasnopolslcy, Warmoesshaat, the same
evening, and next day the- much looked

forward to boat trip to.Yolendam and
Marken was enjoyed, a special steam
boat being chartered. The band on board
played the National Anthem as the

steamer moved off, and as the boat

approached the lock entry to the Zuider
Zee a cornet player again obliged. An-
other anthem much in evidence was the

British war-cry, " We're, here, because
we're here," etc.

The little fishing town of Volendam
with its picturesque inhabitants in

national costume was especially attrac-

tive to the English party in particular.

The children especially looked most
quaint in their old-world garb. A shop
with Dutch clothing and clogs in the
windows was too great a temptation for

Dover, Slaughter, and Wasley ; their

example was followed, and the shop
taken by storm. The men emerged one by
one attired in clogs and huge trousers,

>—» •—<
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and seemed most concerned because they
could not purchase a new pair of bags
with patches on !

At lunch the English teams were tho
guests of the Dutch Touring Club, Mr.
Fochema occupying the chair.

On the way back to Amsterdam the
Isle of Marken was visited, and if the
stay had "been prolonged all money
would have been spent, so anxious were
the party to take back some souvenir of

this delightful outing.

Dutch Officials Entertained.
In the evening the international trial

was seen on the cinematograph at the

Cinema Pathe. The film was not first-

class, but it was cheered to the echo.

Next morning, Wednesday, some explored
Amsterdam, whilst another party, piloted

by Mr. Citroen, started for Scheveningen.
All met at the Hook about eight o'clock,

and again getting the machines aboard,
Messrs. Citroen and Ferwerda were en-

tertained by the English riders to dinner,

amid expressions of appreciation of the

hospitality, kindness, and untiring atten-

tion of the Dutch Club officials to render
the outing a thoroughly enjoyable one.

The formula used

Torbay and District M.C.C.
The second annual open hill-climb will take place on

Saturday, September 14th.

Essex M.C.
The twenty-four hours' ride to York and back will take

place on the 30th and 31st inst. Entries close on the 26th
inst. All information can be obtained from Mr. H. Fuller,

51, Puteney Road, South Woodford

Cork and District M.C.C.
The result of the 100 mile reliability is as follows : 1, C.

G. Pohlmann (3£ Rudge and sc.) ; 2, P. A. Egan (3^
Bradbury) ; 3, W. Sheeby (3£ Triumph). Pohlmann holds the
New Hudson cup for a year.

Derby and District M.C.C.
A stiff course in North Staffs was selected for the Henmore

Cup competition. Results : 1, H. Baker (3£- Triumph) ; 2,

A. Ainsworth (3£ Rudge) ; 3, E. Hortou (3^ Horton).
There will be a hill-climb on the 17th inst.

Glasgow M.C.C.
A hill-climb was held on the 10th inst.

W
was Vj m The hill chosen was Garshake, near Dum-

barton, a severe gradient without bad bends and of good
surface. A. McCulloch (3£ h.p. T.T. Triumph) made fastest

time. Result

:

Fig. of merit.

1. T. L. Rankin (2^' Singer) 100
2. R. Jones (2£ A.J.S.) .'. 96
3. Graeme Taylor (3^ Rudge) 84

Herts County A. and Ae.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

• The members' hill-climb, held on a hill near Northaw,
on the 10th inst., resulted as follows :

Division I.—Decided on time only.

Class I. (machines up to 350 c.c.) : J. Dudley (2j

Hobart), 22s.

Class II. (machines up to 500 c.c.) : E. A. Colliver (3^

Zenith), 19fs. ; H. F. BaTge (3£ Rudge), 20fs.
Class in. (machines up to 750 c.c.) : E. A. Colliver (3£

Zenith), 19s.

Class IV. (unlimited) : E. A. Colliver (3^ Zenith), 19s. ;

G. S. Carter (5 Matchless), 201s.

Division II.—Decided on formula, open to amateurs only.

Class VI. (up to 350 c.c.) : Miss Walker <2| Hobart).
Class VII. (machines between 350 and 500 c.c.) : H. F.

Barge (3£ Rudge) ; E. C. Jarvis (3J Triumph).
Class VIII. (machines between 500 and 1,000 c.c.) : C. M.

Down (7 Indian).
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Mersey M.C.

An open reliability trial will take place on the 31st inst.

over a 200 miles course through Cheshire, Staffordshire,

Derbyshire, and Lancashire.

Finsbury Park C.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A hill-climb took place on the 5th inst. at Whitchurch, in

Oxfordshire. The formula used was that recommended by

The Motor Cycle,
*-**

Results : 1, R. Gordon Barrett (34

h.p. Rudge); 2. C. F. Revell (3J- h.p. Triumph). The first

named also made fastest time.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

The open hill-climb will be held on September 7th, within
twenty-five miles of South London. There will be four

classes for touring machines (with maximum weight limit),

three classes for any machines, also classes for sidecars and
cyclecars. The formula will be that recommended by The

C x t"
Motor Cycle, —™— In addition, the Greig Cup will be

competed for by touring machines with variable gears up
to 1,000 c.c. under the A.C.U. formula. Full particulars

can be obtained from Mr. B. I. Simmons, hon. treasurer,
'

33, Poynders Road, Clapham Road, S.W.

Dublin and District M.C.C.
The markings and awards in connection with the reli-

ability trial held from Dublin to Glengarriffe. and back on

the August Bank Holiday and succeeding day are as follows.

G. Roche and F. J. Walker tie for the cup for the best

performance, both gaining full marks all through, and will

run off the tie over the sidecar trial course on August 31st.

The holder, T. J. Dunphy, was knocked out on the first

day of the trial by magneto troubles :

Marks gained.

G. Roche (3i Rover) ...

F. J. Walker (U Rudge)
T. E. Greene (3| Rudge)
J. Doleman (3j Rudge)
T. Wood (3-i

Ariel)

R. Walshe (3^ Calthorpe)

H. T. Carroll (3£ Rex) ...

V. J. Farrell (3 Triumph)
J. McArevey (3£ Rudge)
W. H. Greene (2£ A.J.S.)

T. D. Rollins (5-6 Clyno sc.) ...

Open
controls.

. 200

. 200
.. 200
.. 200
.. 200
.. 200
.. 200
.. 198
.. 198
.. 198

189

All
controls.

200 \ Tie for first

200/
198
194
192
191
181
197
194
191
160

place

Gold medal

Silver medal

and £3 3s. for best sidecar performance.
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DONCASTER AND DISTRICT M.C.C. RELIABILITY RLN.

T. Drew (Triumph) and L. Bassett (Rudge) being started on the way to Whitby.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

The following revised result has been issued in Class IV. :

L. S. Parker (3J Scott), time 34fs., takes third place with

a figure of merit of .29, instead of B. Jeffreys (6 Bat), figure

of merit .28.

Cork and District M.C.C.

A reliability trial took place from Cork to Dungarvan and
back, a distance of 100 miles, on the August Bank Holiday.

Eighteen riders took part in the Competition, six of them
having sidecars attached to their machines. The weather
conditions were for the' most part unfavourable. The chief

prize of the competition was a challenge cup offered by the

New Hudson Cycle Co., which was won by C. G. Pohlmann
(3Js h.p "Rudge and sidecar). The prize presented by the

Hutchinson Tyre Co. was won by P. A. Egan (3i h.p.

Bradbury), and the Egan Challenge Cup for the best per-

formance by a novice was won by W. Sheehy (3^ h.p.

Triumph).

Canterbury and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held on Boxley Hill, Maidstone, on the

W
25th ult. The Motor Cycle formula, „ m. , was used in all

classes except the slow climb. T.T. machines were penalised

+ If"-

Class I.—Any type of machine. Pavillet Cup Competition.
Time. Result on

Place. Rider and machine.
1. B. Martin (3^ T.T. Budge) ...

2. G. Crump (3i Rudge)
3. S. D. Timson (3i T.T. Rudge)

Class II.—There being no entries for this class, a class was
run at the' end of the day for those who had never won a

prize for a fast climb, the day's fast climb winners also

barred.

1. G. Poxon (3J- Bradbury) ... 34|
2. G. Buley (3A Triumph) 40?
3. A. Letchworth (3J* T.T. Bradbury) 34

Class III.—Any type of machine, for members who have
never won a prize in a club hill-climb.

1. P. Kingsford (3J, Triumph) ... 38^ 515
2. L. Rawlinson (3^ Trump-Jap) ... 36-f% 493
3. G. Buley (3J.- Triumph) 39i 488

Class IV.—Slow climb (slowest up wins).
1. Q. Poxon (3i- Bradbury) ... 117f
2. G. Crump (3^ Rudge) 1141,

3. B. Martin (3L T.T. Rudge) ... 105
Class V.—Any type of machine (standing start).

1. B. Martin
(3J,

T.T. Rudge) ... 38 468
2. G. Crump (3i Rudge) 40| 424
3. G. Poxon m Bradbury) ... 42 355

Boxley Hill is rather more than 500 vards in length, and
the worst gradient is 1 in 5.75.

Sees. formula.

29^+lf 682

34^ 605
'34 +14 562

534
' 466

IB + lf- 415

Essex M.C.
a. gtua meeting will be held at Brooklands on the 17th

inst. .The following events have been arranged : Sidecar
race (2 laps, about 5^ miles) ; Short cycle race (3 laps, about
8^ miles); Long motor cycle race (5 laps, about 13| miles).

Manchester Hundred M.C.
A hill-climbing competition will take place, for both cars

and cycles, on August 25th. Hill to be chosen by com-
mittee and members apprised three or four days before day
of competition. A gymkhana will be held at Hoo Green on
August 31st.

' Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Already a good number of entries have been received for

the open hill-climb on Saturday, August 31st, and in view of

the fact that 'hill-climbs have been less frequent of late, an
entry up to the usual standard of the Coventry Club is

expected. We are requested to point out that Junior T.T.
machines may compete in Class IV., which is for T.T.
machines up to 500 c.c.

Hampshire v. Surrey.
An inter-county hill-climbing contest will be held on the

28th inst. Competitors will meet at Soutli Harting village

square at 3.30 p.m.
There will be five classes, each subject to a minimum of

four entries in the class, viz. : Class I.—Up to 350 c.c. Class
II.—Between 350 c.c. and 500 c.c. Class III. (unlimited).

—

Open on formula. Class IV. (unlimited).—Open on time.
Class V.—Sidecars or cyclecars.

The results, except in Class IV., will be decided on the
formula :

W
Figure of merit=

where : W= Total weight of machine and rider in lbs.

C= Capacity of engine in c.c.

T = Time of ascent in seconds.

t = Time of fastest ascent of the day.
The winning side will be the one whose best twelve per-

formances on formula show the better average figure.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.
The petrol consumption trial which, in the first place, was

abandoned owing to the terrible weather, was run on
Thursday evening last in wet and windy weather, which
somewhat interfered with the entries ; nevertheless two
classes were run. Results :

Class I.—For Solo Machines.
Fig. of merit, m.p.g.

1. W. E. Grange (3J Bradbury) ... .'. 11.8 ... 100.8
2. T. C. Atkinson (3i Triumph) 11.7 ... 154.6
3. W. Tawcett (2 2

l A.J.S.) 9.4 ... 132.5
Class II.—For Passenger Machines.

1-. C. A. Nettleton (3^ New Hudson sc.) 12.0 ... 70.3
2. G. Hill (3| Scott sc.) 9.3 ... 76.06
3. W. Atkinson (3| Scott sc.) 6.8 ... 50.4
The course was a. give and take one of twenty-nine miles.

The formula used was weight carried divided by petrol
used ; artificial weighting was allowed.

NEWCASTLE AND DISTRICT M.C.C. TWO DAYS' TRIAL.
T. Cooper (Triumph), G. W. Roper (2£ h.p. A.J.S.), and S. Dodds (Singer),

waiting for the word to start on the second day at Harrogate.

B2T
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WEAR OF BIG END
BEARINGS.

FROM readers criticisms in the correspondence
columns of The Motor Cycle there appears to

be a considerable amount of interest engendered

on the above subject, showing there is ample room for

improvement in this direction. The solution to this

problem appears to the writer to' be not very far

distant for the following reasons

:

It may be taken for granted the excessive wear on

any bearing is occasioned by, first, the excessive load

in relation to the area of contact of the frictional

surfaces squeezing out the film of separating oil

;

secondly, the quality of metal used for 'such surfaces.

One factor that influences the excessive load is the

hammering action that takes place owing, not only to

the explosive force behind the piston, but also to the

reciprocating action of the piston _and connecting rod.

Perhaps it may interest manufacturers and users to

know that I have in my possession a De Dion engine

of i -% h.p. that has run on the road a distance of

some 28,000 miles, and during the whole of that time

has run with the same bush in the big end of the

connecting rod, no adjustment of any kind having

been made. The secret, however, lies in the fact that

the area of contact 'of this bearing is nearly three times

greater than many engines of the present day of con-

siderably more power.

Referring again to the reciprocating action of the

piston and connecting rod assisting in the excessive

wear of the bearings, it must be obvious, if we can
make these parts lighter, we are not only going to

reduce the wear but also increase the speed.

A Light Steel Piston.

Some little time ago the writer took the trouble of

making a mild steel piston out of the solid, and it

weighed, when completed, some nine ounces less than

the one it replaced. This alone added some four miles

an hour to the speed of the machine.
Now mild steel pistons have proved in many-

instances a failure, because at high temperatures they

do all sorts of things, but let those who have failed

try the following tip : Case-harden the piston before

grinding for the final fitting to the cylinder. Naturally,

it must not under any circumstances be quenched so

as to make it hard. The process has. two very neces-

sary results—it consolidates the metal and prevents

warping at high temperatures, and also, what is equally

important, it adds that percentage of carbon to the

steel necessary for its wearing qualities. The piston

mentioned above was treated in this way and has run

some 3,100 miles, and shows no sign of wear and has
given every satisfaction.

One advantage that follows from a piston made of

mild steel is that it is unnecessary to make any fixing

for the gudgeon pin. The pin can be a very tight fit,

as there> is very little fear of cracking the piston1—the

only necessity is that in hammering in the gudgeon
pin care should be taken that the piston is not bent

in arty way, and for this purpose a jig is necessary.
B28

It will be noticed that this also saves a little mdre
weight.

So much for lightening the reciprocating parts. We
now come to the other question, viz., the material

of which the frictional surfaces of the- connecting rod

are made.

The well-known firm of Vickers, Sons, and Maxim
lately introduced a new metal which they call Dur-
alumin, and state its strength is that of ' steel, and
weight very little more than aluminium, and in their

announcement they show an illustration of a forged

connecting rod of this material, and if this metal will

stand the heat of an air-cooled engine it seems to me
ideal for the purpose.

In a most interesting presidential address given by
L. A. Legros, M.I.M.E., before the Institution of

Automobile Engineers on October nth, 1911, he

referred to the improvements in materials of con-,

struction, and stated " that there were, however, cer-

tain possibilities in the case of steel which may yet

have to be considered. It has been found that metallic

tantalum has very great hardness and power of resist-

ing wear by abrasion. It is recorded that ran attempt

to drill a tantalurii sheet by means of a diamond drill

run at 5,000 revolutions per minute for seventy-two

hours resulted in a penetration of the metal to the

extent of % mm. only, and was accompanied by con-

siderable wearing of the diamond tool. Now if we
suppose" that the surface of a prepared piece of steel

could be treated with tantalum in the same way as
f||

can be treated with carbon in the ordinary case-

hardening operation, and that, in fact, it could be

superficially coated with a firmly adhesive coating of

metallic tantalum, it should be possible to reduce any

bearing surfaces so treated to dimensions hitherto

unapproached under the heaviest loading."

This appears to be a peep into the future, but I

am not altogether sure it is very far distant. At any

rate, I think what has been written above will show

that makers are much alive to possible improvements.

Leonard R. Jones.
;

E i le Motor Manufacturing Co.'s sidecar frame showing cranked axle and
quarter elliptical frame springs. (See page 898, last week's issue.)
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For your information. In the Scottish Reliability Trials

more competitors used

DUNLOP TYRES
AND

DUNLOP BELTS
than any other individual make.

For your consideration.

Riders of DUNLOP TYRES or DUNLOP BELTS gained

15 Gold Medals, 6 Silver Medals, 3 Bronze Medals.

The conclusion.

L
No other tyre, no other belt, no other combination can equalDUN LOPS.

The DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE CO., LTD., Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM ; Alma Street, COVENTRY.
BRANCHES : London, Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Glasgow. Dublin, Belfast.

WHAT
J^
SAY

GENTLEMEN,
I have introduced several designs and

improvements that have set the fashion in

motoring:. I have given to motor cyclists

the true Two-Jet automatic carburetter. I

have been experimenting and making car-

buretters for fifteen years, and I do not

believe it is possible to make an automatic

carburetter as good as mine by the use of a

single jet ; the reason is obvious—no car-

buretter is any good that does not provide a

fierce rush of air past the jet ; if you have
this fierce rush past a single jet it will draw
far too much petrol out. In the Binks this

fierce rush is past a tiny jet which gives

you an instant start, a slow pull, a "tick"
round, then when you want more power
you automatically direct most of this rush
of air past a larger jet, and as the suction
increases on the large jet it automatically
decreases on the small one, giving you a
perlect mixture at all speeds. On any decent
machine on which it is fitted you can
saunter along dead slow and get the most
violent acceleration by slamming the throttle
wide open. Just consider my magnificent
collection of testimonials, every one un-
solicited, from the Aristocracy, Clergymen,
Doctors, Lawyers, Racing Men, and Tourists.
There is an automatic boom coming on

;

do not be let down by experiments. Profit
by my experience. Get the best, viz., the
Binks Two-Jet automatic, it is the only way.

Yours truly,

C. BINKS.

BEWARE
OF IMITATIONS.

FICTITIOUS, SECOND-HAND,

"ALMOST NEW"
BINKS CARBURETTERS.
A TICK ROUND, VIOLENT ACCELERATION,

INSTANT STARTING,
GREAT FLEXIBILITY AND POWER.
BY THE USE OF ONE LEVER ONLY.

PRICE

4-5/-
COMPLETE

SEND
FOR MY

TREATISE
ON

CARBUR-
ATION.

ADDRESS ME PERSONALLY,
G. BINKS, LTD. F#S? ECCLES

(HE. MANCHESTER).

WHAT USERS SAY
Lancaster, April 17th, 1912.

Dear Sirs,—The carburetter arrived by post this
morning;, and I put it on at once, and have to-day
had the most enjoyable run I have ever had on my
8 h.p. "Matchless." I could not believe a carbu-
retter could make such a difference. It works most
beautifully when running slowly and picks up in the
most wonderful way. 1 put" 4 jet in the pilot
and have kept the 6 in the main jet, and could not
wish for better results.

However, I will try various jets, and if I can
make an improvement will be more than satisfied.
I shall certainly recommend them to my various
nen s.

Believe me, yours faithfully, W. H.S.

40, West Blackhall Street,

Greenock, July 26th, '12.

Dear Sir,— I am writing you to express my satis-
faction with the carburetter you supplied recently
for my 6 h.p. twin Rex. I have given it an exhaus-
tive trial, and it does all you claim for it. The
flexibility is such that now I can negotiate all traffic
on my top gear, whereas 1 had to use the low before.
I use a No. 3 jet in the pilot, and though not so easv
to start with from cold as a No. 4, it is'just the thing
when running at speed, and the machine runs 24 to
30 m.p.h. on the flat without opening the main jet.

When I bought your carburetter I did not expect
to find any improvement in petrol consumption, an 1

am surprised to find that I can average 70 miles per
gall. I could not get much over 50 miles witli my
old carburetter. My last run of 65 miles was
done at the rate of 73 miles per gall. The addition
of your twisted handle makes an ideal method of
control.

The silencer you supplied to my order fitted with-
out any trouble, and the noise of the exhaust is now
scarcely audible. There does not seem to be any
back pressure as I cannot detect any difference in

the running of the engine, whetherthe cut-out is

open or shut.
I am recommending your carburetter to my

acquaintances. Thanking you for your courtesy,

Yours faithfully, Frank Hall.

The originals of above, together with hundreds of others,

may he seen at the works.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. B2.)
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A Visit to the Elswick Works.
THE accompanying illustration is from a photo-

graph taken whilst on a visit to the works of

the Elswick Cycles and Manufacturing Co.,
at Barton-on-Humber.
At the time of our visit the main shops were not

ready foi use, but the photograph gives a good idea
of the activity which prevails in the motor
cycle department, where about thirty

machines a week are being turned out.

Elswick motor bicycles are made in two
models only—the 3^-4 h.p. touring machine,
and the 2 l/3 h.p. lightweight, every part
being of the highest grade.

The 2J/2 h.p. machine, which is a dainty

little mount, is capable of a high rate of

speed, and very economical in upkeep. It

weighs with free engine under no lbs.

The machines possess some very -desir-

able features, the chief of which are the
drip-feed lubricator, patent back brake
adjustment, magneto platform which form.5

in integral part of the engine plate, paten!

Her caps which are of- large dimensions,
ind are fitted with spring locks, and excel-

ent finish which is well carried out in

he famous Elswick non-rusting green.'

A new crankshaft free engine clutch is

)eing introduced. For some months past
jine of these clutches has been in use on an
jxperimental machine, and has proved it-

jelf perfectly reliable. The company in-

iend, therefore, to produce it in quantities.

The clutch is of the plate type, and is actuated by
jpeans of a Bowden wire from the handle-bar, and all

!he thrust is taken up by two ball races which, owing
*-

to their construction, obviate any crankshaft thrust.

The whole clutch can be quickly dismantled for clean-

ing purposes, though this should seldom be necessary

owing tc the dustproof cover which is fitted. An
adjustable pulley fitted with a patent locking device

is provided, so constructed that a few seconds suffice

A batch of Elswick motor cycles ready for despatch to customers.

for altering the gear to any ratio between 4 to . 1 and
6 to 1. Ample adjustment is possible, and the weight
of the entire clutch and adjustable pulley is 8 lbs.

To Constantinople by Motor Cycle.
iA ^ we nave already announced, two motor
jt\ cyclists recently undertook the strenuous
' *" ride from London to Constantinople. They
Hsely entrusted the arrangements for their long
nd somewhat perilous journey to the Touring Depart-

V-&Z

sr*" L ^yi. Ani.«W'^''J

:nt of the R.A.C. through the A.C.U. We are
gabled to reproduce the permit issued to them by
tffe Turkish Embassy, which is quite interesting, as
i is written in the Turkish language. Several
ntorists have before attempted to reach the Turkish

capital, but no one has been successful, with the

exception of Mr. R. L. Jefferson, who got through on
an 8 h.p. Rover. Among those motor cyclists who
failed to reach their destination is Mr. A. F. Wilding,
the account of whose tour appeared in The, Motor
Cycle two years ago, who only got as far as Nisch.
Beyond this town travellers are likely to encounter
many strange experiences. Petrol is unobtainable,
and the inhabitants of the countries traversed are

sometimes not too well disposed to foreigners mounted
on modern methods of locomotion. Roads are prac-
tically non-existent, and the total absence of bridges
makes crossing the rivers a perilous undertaking.

The engine of the 3-?, h.p. Brown has recently under-
gone a nursber of changes. The radiating fins have
been increased, in number, there being eight round the
valve chamber instead of six, and twelve on the other
side instead of eight, larger valves and a larger ex-

haust port are also fitted. The oil release pipe, neatly

-

contained in the crank case casting, is now situated
to the rear, while an internal exhaust valve lifter is

a standard fitting. The Bowden Wire Co.'s two-
speed gear is fitted, and this, we understand, is giving
great satisfaction; it is being used by Mr. Brice in

long-distance events this year
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Change of Address.

The Rich Patent Detachable Air Tube
Co.., Crawley, has removed to larger

and more spacious premises on the main
London-Brighton Road.

Motor Cycle Makers who Ride.

It is unfortunately not all makers of

motor cycles who ride their machines.

Messrs. W. and S. Hazlewood, of Hazle-

woods, Ltd., however, are firm believers

in the motor cycle as an aid to business.

One of these gentlemen uses his 2f h.p.

Hazlewood lightweight for travelling in

the Southern and Western counties,

while the other is a director and works

manager, and uses his machine a great

deal. Both are heavyweights, but find

the three-speed gear enables them to

climb all hills.

Scottish Trials Notes.

Of five entrants who used Pedley tyres

in the Scottish Six Days' Trials, four

obtained gold medals and one a silver

medal. Mr. White, who obtained a

silver medal, lost time owing to a broken

wheel. Six entrants used Pedley belts';

five obtained gold and-one a silver medal,

Mr. White being again the only man
who lost time.

The Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co.

claim that more successes were gained

on Dunlops in the above trials than were

credited to any other make. Ten gold

medallists used Dunlop belts, and five

gold medallists used Dunlop tyres, whilst

many lesser awards in the shape of silver

and bronze medals were credited to this

firm.

It is worthy of note that in the

Scottish Trials awards three of the

special prizes were awarded to riders of

chain-driven machines fitted with Hans
Renold chains, viz., the private owner's

award to McMillan's Scott, the trade

rider's award to W.' Pratt's P. and

M., and the team prize to the Indian

team.

A Smart Showerproof Suit.

The smart motor cycling suit illus

trated is a new garment, called the

Showerdust, intro-

duced by A. W.
Gamage, Ltd., of

Holborn. The cloth

from which the suit

is made is specially

manufactured for'
Gamages. It is, we
are told, far more
durable than rubber,

much smarter in ap
pearance, and more
comfortable to wear.

The jacket is cut

easy and full, and by
buttoning close up to

the neck affords com-

plete protection
against dust. There
are also wind cuffs in

the sleeves. The
overalls are made
.with only one fasten

ing, which buttons on

to the breeches button ; while at. the foot

they are fitted with a broad elastic band,

which goes under the boot. This gives

when pulled over the boot, "and holds the

spats down more firmly than the ordi-

nary leather strap.

A Neat Valve Holder.

Mr. H. M. Carter, a Coventry rider

of a Douglas, recently brought to our •

notice a neat wood holder for four

Douglas valves—two inlets and two
exhausts. The 'sketch is almost self-

explanatory, but it may be well to point

out that the valves are retained in place

by a pin which passes through the valve

Wood holder tor tour valves.

cotter holes, the ring in the end of the

pin being pressed over the stem foot of

one valve which it is made 'to fit. The
holder is one which motor cyclists

who are handy with tools will probably

desire to imitate.

New Models.

1913 Precision engines will be on view
at the Tollard Royal Hotel, Kingsway,
from the 19th to the 23rd inst. Mr.
F. E. Baker, the managing director of

the firm, will be in attendance. Mem-
bers of the trade are invited to present

their trade cards.

Speedometers.

We hear very good accounts of the

Watford speedometer. Both the Norton
Manufacturing Co, and Harry Martin
and Co. have written the firm pointing

out the remarkable steadiness of the

indicating hand and the accuracy- of the

speedometer.

Tyre Successes.

In the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.
open hill-climb on Amber Hill, near

Chesterfield, Dan Bradbury rode three

different makes of machine all
1

fitted with

Clincher tyres, and obtained no fewer than

three first prizes. Mr. Bradbury is the

hon. sec. of the promoting club. The
machines ridden were 2J h.p. New Hud-
son, 500 c.c. Norton, and 560 c.c. Norton..

Cycleear Parts.

The New Merlin Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Gough Road, Birmingham, are now
manufacturing component parts for

cyclecars designed for 5-6 h.p., 7 h.p.,

and 8-9 h.p. V-type engines. These

parts consist of flywheel and clutch,

steering gear, differential back axle

(chain drive), front axle, and channel

steel chassis complete with semi-elliptical

springs. '
.

AUGUST 15th.. 1912.

Riding to the Butts.

The machine ridden by Arthur Fulton,

the King's prize winner at Bisley, is ;i

Triumph. This speaks well for the vibra-

tionless qualities of this make.

The Guest Decompressor.

This device, which is made to screw

into a valve cap, or, in case of sufficient

room, between cylinder and tank, intc

the compression tap hole in the centre of

cylinder, is made by the Guest Decom-
pressor Co., 107, High Street, West
Bromwich, and is extremely simple in

action. It consists of a double-faced valve,

which can be brought into operation by
turning the knurled
disc at the top.

When the knurled
disc is turned to the
left the cam which
is connected to it

working against the

body of the device

raises the valve and
prevents any gas

escaping through
the bottom face of

the. valve. To bring

the decompressor
into action the

knurled disc is

turned to the right,

which leaves the

valve free to act.

At each compression
stroke the top face

of the valve-is lifted

from its seat and part of the charge leaks

past so reducing the volume and likewise

the compression. The decompressor is

only intended to facilitate starting.

Catalogues Received.

A well illustrated catalogue of the

Williamson passenger motor cycles is t<

hand. These machines are made by the

Williamson Motor Co., Cromwell Works,

Earlsdon, Coventry, the engines and gear

boxes being constructed by Douglas

Bros., Bristol. The booklet illustrates

the air and water-cooled machines, both

of which are fitted with 8 h.p. twin

Douglas engines of 964 c.c. The William-

son passenger motor cycles have beer

designed specially for sidecar work, anc

have chain transmission, 3in. tyres, anc

gear ratios of 4J, and 7 to 1. The petro

capacity is If gallons,

and oil half a gallon.

We are informed that

steady deliveries of these

machines, both air and

water-cooled, have been

made for some weeks
past.

A Musical Horn.

The musical Testo-

phone horn, which plays

four notes in turn, the

melodious sounds of

which ' are often heard
on motor cars, has now
been made in a smaller

size for motor cycle use.

We illustrate the motor
cycle pattern, which is

sold in this country by
Alfred Dunhill, Ltd.',

359-361, Euston Road,
N.W.
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J. B. JACQUEMIN BROS.
COLLAPSIBLE "CHLOROPHYLLE" EYE PROTECTORS.
lAliCHlRiI-wS PATENT) REGD

TOURIST TROPHY RACES . 1912.
Mr.E.KICKHAM(2tn.in the Junior T.T. Race) writes— "I bavegreat pleasure

in stating that your Goggles are the BEST I have EVER used. I wore them
in both races and found them perftci in driving rain

;
sunglare, mountain

mist, and dust ; and. furthermore, they are exceedingly comfortable."

THE EXPERT'S OPINION—PERFECT in all WEATHERS
PRICE from 4,9 orlLOriOPHYLLE LENSEa, >/o rLAIrt UMSlaav r^.i

WKlTr.— i HAPPELL & CO., 11, Halton Garden, LONDON.

The Guest Decompressor.

THE little arlicle illustrated herewith
makes motor cycle startingsimplicity
ithelf, and not an athletic feat as

heretofore.

EASY TO START THE ENGINE.
SIMPLE TO FIT.

SUITS ALL STANDARD MACHINES.
FITS INTO EXHAUST CAP.

NOTHING TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

Price 12/© each.
Postage 4d.

GUEST DECOMPRESSOR CO.,
107, HIGH ST., WEST BRCMWICH.

MOTOR CYCLES
BY EASY PAYMENTS

Whiteleys can supply ANY MAKE OF
MOTOR CYCLE or CYCLECAR on the

EASIEST OF EASY TERMS.

Interest Charge from 2 per cent.
(Carriage Paid.)

A TEN POUND NOTE
secures delivery, and you can pay the balance

afterwards by twelve monthly instalments.

WHY WAIT 6 WEEKS WHEN WE HAVE IN STOCK

Premiers
Bradburys
Triumphs
Indians
Douglas
Rex-Japs

Special

Alcyons
New Hudsons
A.C. Sociables
Humbers
Singers
Motosacoche

agents for Rollo cars.

Bats
Zeniths
Hobarts
Clynos
P. & M.'s.

Rudges

WHITELEYS
QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.

HARRODS
HAVE IN S T O C K
the finest assortment of

MOTOR CYCLES in London
at the BEST PRICES, amongst

which are the following :

1\ h.p. "Elswick," F.E.

l\ h.p. "Matchless"

4 h.p "Norton" (Big Four)

2 speed F.E.

5$ h.p. "Norton"

31 h.p. "Rudge," F.E.

H h.p. "Rudge," Multi-
speed

3£ h.p. " Singer," F.E.

2J h.p. "Singer"

4 h.p. "Singer," 2 Speed F.E.

3J h.p. " Zenith Gradua"

8 h.p. "Bat," 2 Speed

THE ABOVE ARE OFFERED SUBJECT TO
BEING UNSOLD ON RECEIPT OF ORDER.

SO Machines
in Stock to select from.

End of Season
Special Bargains
at very favourable rates.

THE HOUSE for

CYCLECARS
Any make supplied on
Deferred Payments.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL LIST OF SECOND-HAND
MACHINES.

HARRODS LTD. l1^?™^™^
BROMPTON ROAD. LONDON, S.W.

In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention, " The. Motor Cycle." *35
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. Series

discounts and special terms to regular trade

advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by

tie f rst post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All Fetters relating to advertisements should

Quote the number which is printed at the end of

e&eh advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every c:re is taken
to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements, are ' classified into
districts, as many leaders like to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before
going further afield.

Piaii showing division of England into Sections,

Satisfactory
and Reliable
Bargains
can always be obtained at

\£fl!M5@
ASK FOR
A COPY

OF
TO-DAY'S

LIST.

in the largest selection o! every
first-class make, new or second-
hand, at lowest prices, with
immediate delivery, and most
liberal exchange allowances made
(or used motor cycles in part
payment of new. Our to-day's
list includes

—

! Northumberland^
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

. York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

'

: Cara.nvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford

I
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

S

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton
I

I

Warwick.
|( SECTION V.
, Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxlord, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants

;
Channel Islniuis.

SECTION VIII.
Iteitlord Essex, Middlesex. Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

- SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon. Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland alid Isle ot-Man.-

5812. zlh.p. ion MOTOSACOCHE .... £25
5822. 3I h.p. ior2 E.E. RUDGE ...... £45
5834. 5 h.p. ion Tourist REX £30
5836. 5-6 h.p. 1908 4-cylinder F.N £18 10
5839. sjh.p. 1911 MOTOSACOCHE .... £27 10
5840. 3% h.p. 1912 3-speed BRADBURY £50
5846. 5-6 h.p. I9r2 2-sp. 4-cylinder F.N. £50
5847. 3jh.p. i9oSTRIU(r!PH,Fitail2-sp.

gear £28 10
5856. 2} h.p. igri DOUGLAS £27 10
5857. 8 h.p. rgir 2-speed MATCHLESS £55
5858. 3* b.p. 1912 2-speed B.S.A £50 O
5859. 3§ h.p. 1912 RUDGE -Multi £50
5861. 7 h.p. BAT-ihA.P £25
5866. 3i h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £25
5870. 3ih:p. j 9I2 ZENITH GRADUA .. £45
5806. 6 h.p. 1912 F.E.MATCHLESS ..i47 10
5801. 3*h.p. 1912 ZENITH GRADUA .. £42 10
5732. 2J h.p. 1912 2-speed ENFIELD ..£45
5559- 3* h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £26

2| h.p. 191 1 2-speed PUCH £29
5809. 2i h.p. T.T. J.A.P.-CHATER roil £32 10
5799. 3ih.p. T.T. BRADBURY'... £30
5788. 3J h.p. r9I 2 2-speed HUMBER .. S45
5786. 2i h.p. 1912 NEW-HUDSON, 3-sp. £40
5752. 3! h.p. rgri 3-speed PREMIER . . £37 10
5767. 3i h.p. rqi2 Free-engine ROVER £45
5775. 7-9 h.p. 1910 2-speed V.8. and s'car £38
5776. 5 h.p. 1911 2-speed REX DELUXE £35
5716. l\ h.p. 1910 2 speed F.N £25
5742. 34 h.p. 1910 T.T. TRIUMPH £32 10
5743. 2? h.p. 19:1 DOUGLAS £28
5695. 3i h.p. igir A.8.L £27 10
5702. 6 h.p. 1912 Twin REX DE LUXE £48
5705. 3 h.u. Two-stroke IXION ......£12 10
57ro. 3J h.p. 1908 MINERVA £17 10
5672. 5 h.p. 1910 INDIAN and sidecar. . £30
5625. 3ih.p. REX £7 10
5633. 34 h.p.1911 KERRY ABINGDON 30 Gns
5540. 8 h.p. 1911 2-speed MATCHLESS

and sidecar £65
5569. 34 h.p. 1910 KERRY ABINGDON £32 10
5606. 5-6 h.p. 1908 2-speed 4-cyl. F.N... £25
5613. 3ih.p. 1908MATCHLESS-J.A.P... £18
5618. 3} h.p. I9n BAT-J.A.P ...£30
5621. 2| h.p. 1912 3-speed HUMBER ..£45
5571. 2fh.p. HUMBER £15
5169. 5 h.p. 1908 twin G.B. £20
3931. 5 h.p. 1910 tourist REX £30
5504. 3i h.p. 1910 PREMIER, Mabon

free engine £24
5543. 3$ h.p. 1911 3-sp. Lady's HOBART £35

THE NEWEST
DEVELOPMENTS
1912-13 Models in ladies'

and Sidecar Machines of

every best make can be

seen in our Showrooms,

S, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Wires

:

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters mav bl

l-addressed .to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" office.
i vVhen this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration
I and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be j-nl
for forwarding replies. Only the number will app..,
the advertisement. Replies should be address
000, c/o ' THeMotor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it " London ''

is added to the address, then to the number given c/c

|

"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, £.0. ' \5 I

3ETDEPOSIT SYSTEM. .

I, Persons who hesitate to send monev to unknown persons
may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of out
Deposit System. If the money be deoositea with "The
Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this receipt-.

_- The time -allowed for a decision after receipt of trie

goods is tliree daysu and if , a_sale is ejected we r/£mit the
amount to the seller, bu(. if not we return the amount
lo the depositor, and each party to the transaction rays
carriage one way. For' all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. :6d. if charged, when under
|-£io the- fee is is. :~AU "deposit- matters are dealt with at

I
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

special NOTE.
I Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

i-answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

1 silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eaoi
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, anc
Westmorland. "

;

h.p. 1911 N.S-TJ. Twin, 2-speed gear, With sidecar;
£39/10. or without sidecar £34.

3ih.p. Premier. 1911. model, in grand running order,

. 2 tyres practically new, new belt; a bargain, £29.

3 ih-p- . -Premier, .1912, only soiled, not done 500
2 miles, Lucas lamp and horn ; great bargain, £42.

—Turvey and Co., The Motor House, Sunderland. [X9269

NEW 6h.p. Eoyal Enfield Twin and Sidecar, in etwi '

for immediate delivery ; admitted the finest cu&
bination in the 'trade: £84.

T^EW 1912 31h.p. B.S.A., T.T. model; £48/10. '

T^EW 1912 Jth-p. Huniber, 2-speed; £52/10.

6

NEW 1912 3Jh.p. Triumph, free engine; £55.

THE Above are offered as being unsold.—Turvey and
Co., sole agents "for Humber, B-S.A., .Triumph,

.

Royal En field- motor cycles-—Write, wire, or 'phone for

catalogues, to The Motor Souse,- Sunderland. [X9270

ENFIELD, 3ib.p. (
h.b.c., just- overhauled, with acces-

i soriw; £15.—Box 1,112, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry. [X62

]Q12 Seotts in stack": "" deliver inmiediately ; and 2:
-£* speed cbain drive Bradburys in 3 'days-—Walkerla,

Fishburn, Ferryhill. [X245

1 Q10 P. and M..£40; 1909 P. and M.; £30; 1908
*-9J • 2h.p. NjS.U-, £12; excellent.—Walker's, Fishbarn,
Ferryhill / .

' [X246

3_lh.p. Humber, free engine, chain drive, h.hc, spring '

2 forks, Dunlops, very reliable; trial here; £10,—
25t Thompson St., Blyth. Northumberland- [X208"

1 Q12 P. and M-, with Millford spring wheel sidecar.

-

JLZf one mouth old, perfect: a bargain at £70, edst

£85.-Wulton, 67, Grange Ed., W. Hartlepool- [X9563

N.S.Ij., 6hp. twin, with 2-^peed and free engine,

"Whittle belt, good tyres. Bosch mag.; first fair

offer a^epted. Wanted, Durkop or F.N. 4-cyl.—Apply,

Walton, 16. Ely St., Gateshead. U»19 i

MOTOR Cycle, 3ih.p. Premier. 1911 model, in srand

_ running order, new back tyre and belt: a bargain,,

£29; expert trial and inspection invited.—Turvey and
Co., The Motor House, Sunderland. [X9899

MOTOR Cycle. 1912, 3ih.p. Premier, not done 500
miles, burn, lamp. Cowey 4gn. speedometer, only

pniled ; cost £55. a bargain, £42—Turvey and Co.. Tt

Mutjr House, Sunderland. [X9900.

MOTOR Cycle, new 1912 Triumph, free engiuo, it]

stock for immediate delivery; £55.—Turvey una

(Jo.. The Motor House. Sunderland. [X9901

Iih.p.' Motosacoche, 2 belts, dry battery, tubular fitfufcd

4 ind carrier, newly enamelled and lined. Fa^n£i

and Shamror-k idudded, spring forks in real geed en-Wi

i £12. -Nichoi. 22 Eawfioii' St.. Carlisle. [3S67

A36 .41' letters rciattc^ lo advertisements should quote the cumber at the end of each advertisement, and the date of tjie issue.
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NEW REX BARGAINS
Maker's Price. Our Price.

1911 3* h.p. Tourist i'45 3 34 guineas.
jqii 3J h.p. 2-speed de Luxe. . £59 xy 46 guineas
1911-12 5 Ji.p. 2-specd Twin de Luxe ; special price 51 gns.

1912 2% h.p. 2-speed Rex Junior de Luxe £45
1912 4 h.p. Tourist, 64k bore x 95 stroke £45
1912 4 h.p. 2-spced de Luxe, nandle starting. . . . t5o
1912 6 h.p 2-spee"1 Twin de Lu.-.e £ti^ 10

SOLD UNDER MAKERS GUARANTEE.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
CiYWD, igi2, rJEW, just received £65 10
NUMBER, igiz, 3* h.p., 2-speed, NEW £47 10
INDIAN, 19H,. 5 h.p. free engine £39 10
T.A.C., 4 cylinder, 3 speeds as 'new £39 10
N.S.U., 1911, 3i h.p., 2-speed, spring frame £32 10
SCOTT w.-c, 2-spoed, 1911 ] £34 10
PREMIER, 3$ h.p., magneto, spring fovi<; .... £25
LINCOM-ELK, 1912, 3* n.D., free engine, as new i29 10
BRA- BURY 2} h.p. Bosch magneto, spring rorks £18 10
BROWN, 2% h.p., magneto ignition £1b 10
ROC, 5 h.p., 2 speeds, free engine

, £29 10
hOC, 4 h.p., 2 speeds, iree engine £25 10
OLYMPIC, 3 h.p., vertical engine £10
KERRY, 2} h.p.. vertica engine £9 10
QUADRANT 3 h.p.. spray carburetter £7 15
BROWN 34 h.p., h.-fa. control £14 10
BAT, ejf h.D., spring frame £10 10
4jh.p Twin MINERVA, h.b. control, spring forks £16 1)
KYNOCH, 3 b.p.. Chater-Lea frame £8 10
KERRY, 2} h.u., footboards . .. £8 10
CHAIER-LEA-MINERVA, 2j h.p., Nala 2 speed,

spring torks, Model de Course tyres . £16 10
GLOBE 3* h.p., vertical engine, h.-b. control £9 10
3 h.p. REX and 2J h.p. incomplete '.each £3 15
3£ Magneto BAT, spring frame £16 10

Special Quotations for Easy Payments.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q12 Clyno, 2 speeds, Binks carburetter, Lucas lamp.
JL«/ large siren, exhaust whistle; £55, or near offer;
replacing with 1913 model.—Patter, Leicester Grove,
Leeds [X271
LATE 1911 Enfield, 2Jh.p., free engine, 2-speed, chain

drive, condition and tyres as new. horn, tools, etc.

;

£32; reason celling,- health.—K., 37. Alexandra ltd.,
Morecambe. [3954

ECISION", 3;h.p., Muy, 1912, S.A 3-epi-ed,

2i Dun'.op, all latest fittings: ccfit £58, tane
£48; faultless; bought big twin.— 15. Berkeley Av.,
Levenshulme. [3957

I Q 08 Triumph, just overhauled; any trial; Cowey's
JLt^ speedometer, watch, lamp, generator, tools, horn,
upare tube, plugs, coat, overalls, etc. ; £30.—Cottam,
Eshton Terrace, Clitheroe. [3743

1 Qlljh.p. Premier, Anustrong 5^peed, splendid sidecar
J-*/ machine, not run 100: too powerful; sell £45,
or would take good lightweight in part exchange : offers
—Minikin, naturalist, Keighley. [X9493

p. Bat Motur Cycle, good condition. £8/10; 3h.p.

CJUN-PEEO E.E.,

THE "EXCHANGE'
1912 RIGID

SIDECAR
£5-5-0

3,,

30/-

Rd.,
:
new Millford sidecar, £4/15--

Stoi kporr.
-Webb, 20. Repent

[X9512

BRADBURY, 1910, French prey, excellent condition,
just overhauled, all accessories, includin™ speed-

ometer, also spares, new Bates back tyre; £30.—Sut-
clifle, 57, Lincoln St., Oldhaui. [XI 64

rQ 12 2Jh.p. New Hudson, Rom combination batk
•J tyre, ridden under 500, new July; 1912 clutch

Triumph, ridden 78, unscratched; offers wanted.— W.P'.
and Co., 5, Cheltenham Parade, Harrogate. [X114

Map. Tourist Re's, complete with all accessorie.:,

lamp, tcols. etc., tyrea, belt, and enamelling like
new, engine recently overhauled ; bargain, £22/10.—
Pliibbs. Lin^ard Rd., Noithenden, Manchester. [3789

3&*

:" Exchange," with Continental motor cycle tyre £5 5
'" De Luxe," with best tyre, apron, footmat .... £6 6
" De Luxe," with reversible child's seat £7 7
," De Luxe," with best coach-built body £7 12 „
Improved Quick Detachable Joints, cranked extra

ttrorg back axle and spindle, tip-up body, and caged ball
aces to all models. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes
triumphs, N.S.U.'s. Indians, and any other make.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

SECOND-HAND REXES.
EEX, ioT2, 2-speed Junior de Luxe, rOD miles £32 10
jtEX, s-6 h.p., rooo, 2-speed, twin, de Luxe £34 1

C

ilEX, T909, 5 h.p., 2-speed de luxe £33 10
• EX, 3.V h.p., ion, shop-soiled only 31 Qns.
;!EX, s£ h.p., twin, spring forks .' £16 JO
,!EX, 2-speed de Luxe, roroj. 5 h.p., 1911 M.O.V.
1

Engine
l(grand sidecar machine £39 10

EX, 3* h.p., magneto, free engine £26 10

|J. 3= h.p., magneto, spring forks £19 19
!EX, 2* b.p., magneto, lightweight, h.b. control .

.

' £16 10
EX, loro, 5-6 h.p., twin, very fast £29 10.
EX, 3$ h.p., 1009, free engine £26 1
EX, 1911, 3$ h.p., 1912 magneto, shop-soiled . . 32 Gns

The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.]
Telegrams : " Perfection."

~i C|ll 4hp. Chater-Lea-.Tap, Bosch mag., 1912 B. and
J-«7 B., not done 1,000 mite, special 4h.p. J.A P.
engine, with overhead valves, lamp, etc.; £25; exchange
lightweight or cycle and cash.— Gray, Eastgate, Barn>ley.

[3754
NEVER Again ; compulsory.— 5h.p. twin Rex, Bosch

mag., patent saddle, h.b.c-. Brown and Barlow,
spring forks, etc., just re-bushed, etc.. at cost of £414

;

£18; twin Premier. 3!hp.. Rood order, £21, no offers.—
Short, Dinnington. Rotherham. [51151

GENUINE 1909 3Jh.p. Rex, m.o.i.v., Bosch, adjust-
able pulley, Continental, spring forks, new front

tyre, steel-studded back tyre, very reliable, new lamp
and generator, spare F.R.S. head light: bargain, £15/10.
—Particulars, Gregson, grocer, Chorley. [3872

"I Q07 2-speed Free Engine Triumph, Bosch, B.~ and
JL<lF B-, Brooks saddle, re-bushed, 1911, new cyl. and
piston 1910, new Lyso belt, new heavy Keaipshall, Pal-
mer front, excellent condition throughout, nearest £28

;

rigid sidecar, £3.—Sutclifle, \\ ood Top, Hebden Bridge.
Tel.: 58. 1X203

3ih.p. N-S.TJ-, excellent condition, accumulator and
2 Hellesen batterv. 3 gocd. spare belts, 1911 U.

and B. carburetter, lamp, horn, voltmeter, and all ac-
cessories, very fast machine; £12, or exchange with
eash for 1910 model. Triumph preferred—49, Gladstone
St., Scarborough. [3723

SCOTT, 1912, new, in stock, £55, Rudge Multi, new.
in stock, £60: Rumre free engine, 1911, perfect

condition, guaranteed a bargain. £39; Hazlewood, 1912,
3-speed~ gear, perfect condition, £40; Enfield, 1911. 23
h.p.. chain drive. 2-speed gear, new condition, £27.—Ever-
ingham, Pocklington. . . [X9541

SCOTT. 1911, bought new January, 1912, done 3.600,
Smith speedometer, valuable handle-bar stop watch,

spare petrol tin, electric horn, Xl'all saddle and back-
rest, P. and H. lamp, generator, carbide earner, 1912
chainguard, chain extractor, spare link. Rich tube un-
used, carrier bag, handle-bar bag, overalls, gauntlets,
in fact everything; giving up riding: cost nearly £/0,
genuine sacrifice, £45.—Heury Gerhart/., Clifton Villas,
Bradford. [X9997

GREAT Clearance Sale of Motor Bikes.-njh.p.
J.A.P., £7/10; 31h.p. Daw. B and B., Bosch

mag., spring forks, £8/10; 3h. p. Triumph, £7: 2;h.p.
Moto-Reve, free engine, £14; 3ih.p. Rex. 191U, with
2-speed, free engine, £22 ; 3Ah.p. Triumph, with free
engine, £23, worth £35; 5-6h.n. N.S.U.. 1911, 2-speed,
free engine and Mills-Eulford Sidecar, £35, worth £50

;

1910 P. and M. and sidecar, new condition, 3}h.p., 2-

speed, £38; 1912 Bex and coach-built sidecar, £55. We
have over 50 2nd-hand motors in stock. Sidecars from
50/-. It will pav you to visit us.—Motor Cycle Exchange,
160, young St., Sheffield. [0100

NORTHERN Depot, Ltd., "Everything Mntorish."
Leeee St., Liverpool.—Rover, with mark III Arm-

strong gear. Brooks pan seat, £58: latest 2-speed Brad-
bury, with adjustable pulley, £58 ; clutch 4h p. Rex-Jap,
with Brooks pan seat, £54/12; standard Kerry-Abingdon,
45gns. : clutch model. 51gns. : latest 1912 clutch Kerry-
Abingdon, shop-soiled, special bargain, price 40gns..
usual price 51gns. ; latent Sh.p. twin AYilliamson ma-
chine; 1912 3ih.p. 2-speed Humber ; A.C. Sociable tri-

car, -latest model : 6h.p. Zebra car, 2-seat- All above
machines actually in stock. [X8767

SECTION III.

]

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and

1
Merioneth.

5, HEATH
STREET,

Close to Hampstead Tube Station.
Tele. : "Rey, Hampstead." Tel. : 2678, P.O.. Hampstead.

Terms : Cash, Exchange, or Extended Payments.

FIRE! FIRE!! FIRE!!!
A few brand new 1912 Machines, slightly soiled

by smoke and water in recant fire, to be offered

at great reductions, as below

:

I 1912 DOUGLAS modei G £35
1 1912 Multi-speed RUDGE £52
1 1912 Standard T.T. RUDGE £39 10
1912 Standard BRADBURY £40
1912 Free-Engine BRADBURY . . £44
1912 4 h.p. 2-speed SINGER £54
1912 3 J h.p. ZENITH £46
1912 LINCOLN-ELK, 3 h.p £26
1912 3-speed SINGER £50

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
AND IN STOCK TIME OF GOING TO PRESS:

1912 CLYNOS, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, chain driv^ . . 65 Gru
7 ror2 ZENITHS, 3! h.p 53 Gnj
3 ror2 ZENITHS, 6 h.p 67 Gns
2 igr2 ZENITHS, 8 h.p 69 Gns
2 1912 T.T. Roadster TRIUMPHS £50
" rgr2 F.E. TRIUMPHS £55

rgi2 T.T. RUDGES £48 15
4 lor2 F.E. RUDGES £55
4 lore Multi RUDGES £60

ior2 RUDGE, c-speed £55
1912 BRADBURYS, all models, from £48

2 I9r2 SINGERS, 4 h.p., 2 speeds £65
r i9r2 SINGER, 3* h.p., 3 speeds £58 15
2 1912 2-speed B.S.A.'s £60

t9r2 DOUGLAS, all models, including K. and L.
r9r2 LINCOLN-ELK, 3 h.p. model £30 10

3 rgr2 HUMBERS, 3! h.p., 2-speed £52 10
1912 MATCHLESS, all models.
1912 SCOTT, 2-speed £65
I9t2 P. & M., Colonial Model £65

r 1912 P. and IY1., 2-speed.
2 rgr2 Standard A.C.'s for Immediate Delivery £87 10

1912 MORGAN Runabout, 15 days.
1912 G. and N. Runabout, immediate delivery.

Any other makes on application.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.SECOND-HAND

£29. F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p r9ir
£28. F.N. ,

4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p rgir
£25. F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 b.p igro
£40. T.T. RUDGE, 3£ h.p. igr2
£67. ZENITH, 6 h.p., and sidecar 1912
£37. TRIUMPH, TT. Roadster 1311
£23. MINERVA, i hrp., Twin (Mag) io'Oo.

£13. MAGNETO Mac, Brown eng., 3.1 h.p

£38. REX, 6 h.p., Twin Clutch, speedometer, with
Sidecar

£29. BRADBURY, T.T., good order ign
£30. REX, 3* h.p., Clutch Model rgr2
£18. HUMBER. 3! h.p., 2-speed Model rgog
£39. BRADBURY, 3j h.p., as new igr2
£46. ZENITH, 3J h.p., as new I9T2
£186. BAYARD, 8 h.p., 4-cylinder, 3 weeks old,

quantity of spares . , igr2
£285. F.N. Car, ro-14 h.p., as new I9T2
All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

£6-5s. REY Sidecar £5-5s.
With Hutchinson or Michelin 26 x zi tvre and tube.

Side entrance £7 ; Coach-built, side entrance, £9 10s.

'

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

Kit.
< O be HAMPSTEAD.

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at' the end of each advertisement, and the. date of the issue. A39

Peugeot, ma?.,
belt, Rood tyres

:

Pinxton.

E. and B-, P. and H- lamp, new
climb anything ; £14.—Biitpley,

[XJ.32

5, HEATH
STREET,
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Your 1912 sidecars ate

Better Value than ever
Vide Testimonial.

O-jr Model de Luxe sidecar is admitted to be the
finest all-round value ever offered. Cranked axle,
quick detachable joints, caged ball races, with
extra stout wheel spindle. Guaranteed T2 months.

Complete with Lamp, Foot Mat, Kick-up Stand,
Quick Detachable Joints, Continental or Michelin

Tyres, Round cr Car Pattern Mudguard, and
I CARRIAGE PAID. Send for list.

OUR

REED ME BODIES
have undoubtedly hit the mark.

Undoubtedly this class of cane is far superior and
more classy than ordinary cane or wicker work,

besides being considerably lighter. These beautitul

sidecars appeal lo those who want absolutely t'le

tra ' IVIociel E

Complete as above and carriage piid.

MISCELLANEOUS bARuAINS.
Lycett's " Top Tube " tool bags 7/-
2J h.p. Sarolea Engine £1 5
2 h.p Stnuonarv Engine, water-cooled .... £4 10
Albion Clutch, n ts Triumph .. r 47/6
New ->crew-cutting Lathe, «in. centres £6 10
iirooks's B130 New Saddle, rnx2 model 14/6

OUR WORKS ARE CLOSED AUG. 15, 16 & 17th.

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood lane.

HALIFAX
Telephone oiq.

(Two minutes
htm G.P.O.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

P.
and M. (Sept., 1911), and Montgomery No. 5 castor
sidecar, little used; £57.

P.
and M. (Nov-, 1911). and Millford radial castor
sidecar, with seat for child, cost £16/10 2 months

ago ; £65, or separate.

3Xh.p. 1911 New Hudson, J.A-P., Armstrong gear,
2 £43; 1908 Triumph, overhauled by makers, new

tyres, £26.

Motor Cycle and tradesman's carrier, 2-speed and
free engine-—Particulars, Rollings, Carriage Works,

Wrexham. . {X144

£34, or offers-—
[X9481

4h.p
fr

1 Qll 4-cyI. F-N"-, as new throughout;
A«J Harold Potts, fcroseley.

INDIAN, 7h-p., 1911 model, free engine, blue, with or
without^ sidecar; best offers-—Hanley Garage, X.td-,

[X9887

1911 model, 2-speed, free
cash.—Hanley Garage, Ltd.,

[X9888

Cheapside. Hanley.

ROYAL Enfield, 2?h.p.
engine, as new ; £35

Cheapside", Hanley.

HUMBER Lightweight, 1911 model, in perfect run-
ning order; bargain. £25, cash.—Hanley Garage,

Ltd., Cheapside, Hanley. [X9889

PRHMIER, 1911i, 3ih.p., new; list price £48, just
received from the wcrks; best offers-—Hanlev Gar-

age, Ltd.. Cheapside, Hanley. [X9890

NEW Hudson, 1912. 23h.p.. " 3-speed. T.T. ban
engine; must clear--Hanley Garage, Ltd.,

side. Hanley.

, J-A.P.
Cheap
[X9891

PREMIER, 1912, 3Jh.p., 3-speed, in stock to clear;
best offers—Hanley Garage, Ltd-, Cheapside,

Hanley. [X9892

MOTO-REVE, twin, 1910, good condition; £16, or
exchange Triumph-—H- Dixon, Fern Lea, North-

wieh. [XI 73

1911, 7h.p., clutch mcdel; exchange for
3;h.p. any good make.—39, \\ arcourt St.,

[X32:

clutch model, £55 ; New Hudson-Jap, 3-

gns. ; iu stock, just arrived. — Miller,

U-100
Rex-Jap, standard model, bought Whit-

.
perfect; £39; want twin. — C. Alcock,

jeweller, Shrewsbury. [X180

3i-4h.p. Excelsior, spring forks, h.b-c, Brown and
2 Barlow, new belt and tubes, perfect; £10.-33,

Queen's Rd., Fairfield, Buxton. [X13£

INDIAN, red, 1911. 2-speed, fast, in first-class con
dition; £42, or nearest; getting 7h.p.—1,120. The

Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X306

TNDIAN,
L 2% or
Derby.

TRIUMPH,
speed, 51

Craven Arms.

-IQ12 4h.p.
J-t/ suntide.

1 Qll Humber Lightweight, '2h.p-, gcod tyres, new
J-*/ Danlop belt, lamp__etc-, been carefully used;_£25.
-Wellsted. Oak House. Wirksworth. [X194

1QH2 Kerry-Abingdon, 2-speed, F.E-, handle start-
J-" ing, also sidecar, side entrance, spares, perfect:
offers.—34, Paradise St., Northwich- [X9525

F.N., 26in. wheels, new tyres, h-b-c-, fast and
perfect ; best offer ; must sell-—E. Allcock, Birch
,ane, Rudheath. Northwich. [X9526

2|h.P .

tyres,

Bent-
[3614

lQlli Standard 3.'.h.p. B SA., just as new.
J-«7 belt, and everything' perfect; £35.—T. W.
ley, 159. Waterloo Ed., Burslem, Staffs.

EXCEPTIONAL Offer.-1912 T.T. Arao, absolutely
perfect; exchange for 1911 standard Triumph, ci

sacrifice £35, bargain.—Thos. F. Watson, Ripley, Derby.
[X9531

~| Qllr Clutch Triumph, absolutely perfect, new Kerup
-LtJ 6halls, Whittle, Lucas lamp, horn, mirror, spares:
£42—Andrews, 22, Crowthorn Rd., Ashton-under-Lynp

{~S.$52.\3h.p. Humber, No. 9 pattern frame, chain drive, var.

Brown and Barlow, h.b.c, new studded tyres, splen-

did condition: £11/10.—Banatt, Fairfield, Buxton.
[X13S

TRIUMPH, free engine, just arrived from works

:

Rudse, free engine
, model, in stock : first cheque

seeure-s either.—Tupling and Viggor, Ltd., Whitchnrcu.
Salop.

i
[X9504

2^oeed. lamp, horn, Jones trip

Iso sidecar. Mills-Fulford, spring
wheel; £42/10. or nearest— 1,121, The Motor Cycle
Offices. Coventry. [X251

LIGHTWEIGHT F.N., Bosch -mag., geared pulley.
B. and B. 1912, B104 saddle, all spares, tool

HTJMBBR, 1911
speedometer.

lamp, stand
Chester Rd.

splendid condition

;

Winsford.
£14/10. — Meredith,

[X99

A SNIP.—3£h.p. Triumph, 1910, beautiful condition,
tyres, etc-, perfect, just overhauled, and ready for

touring, complete with lamp, etc-, etc. ; £30, lowest.—
Millard, draper, Chesterfield- [X152

"IQ12 Triumpli, clutch mcdel, brand new; also 3^h.p.Iw standard Bat, new; offers wanted, or will "take
good 2nd-haud Sunbeam cycle in uart for either.—Fox,
Lichfield Barracks, Staffs. rS96

Stock. B.S.A-, 2-speed, £60; Rover, free engine,
£55; Humber, 2:ih.p. twin, £42; Campion-Jap.

4h.p., £40; exchanges entertained; several 2nd-hands.~
Campion, London Rd., Derby. . [3545'

1 Q 11-12 8h.p. Matchless Sidecar Machine, model No.
Xe7 7, done 2,507, machine with spares cost £84/10.
property of an officer ordered abroad, tyres, etc., as

lew; offers wanted.—Apply, The Professional, Barracks
Golf Club, Lichfield- [X97

TN

NOTHING EXTRA
FOR

EASY PAYMENTS ! ! !

1 DOWN
Secures ariy-of these NEW 1912 machines. Balance

payable in Twelve Equal Monthly Payments.
6 h.p. CLYNO, 2 speeds £68 5
3'. h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds 57 Gin.

2} h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds 47 Gns.
6 or 8 h.p. REX-J.A.P., 2 speeds List Pricw

3-K 6, or 8 h.p. LENITHS multi-speed List Prices

3i h.p. RUDGE, standard model 448 15
3* h.p. RUDGE, multi-speed £60

All New. All guaranteed by makers.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
We have a quantity 01 frames by well-known maker.

Price 32 /6 each.
Rigid forks. 7/6 extra. Druid forks,, 45/- extra.

Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

ONE ONLY
z9lzh ik h-P- PREMIER, Armstrong 3-speed gear,

brand new ; £46

ONE ONLY
1Q12 8 h.p. MORGAN Runabout,

delivery, brand new ;

2-seater, ready for

85 Gns.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
3^ b.p. 1910 L.M.C., Bosch, h.b. control £22
3! h.p. roro TRIUMPH, beautiful order £33
3?, h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed model, Bosch . . £23
4 h.p. BAT-JAP, M.O.V., Bosch, spring frame £16 V
191 1 (Nov.) 3^ h.p. RUDGc, tree engine £39

3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring lorks, £17
2 h.p. WOLF, mae-neto, sprint; forks £15
3?, h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, sprirg forks £16 C

iyio 8 h.p. BAT, M.O.V., 2 speeds £45
ign Lady's HOBART, Armstrong 3-speed. . £36 C"

3? h.p Twin PREMIER, fine machine £25 '0

SlrVGLE-CVLfNDER REXES-
3i h.p. 1908 Tourist, Bosch, spring forks . . £21
3-V h.p. 1908 Tourist, 1909 engine. k £23

3; h^p. 1909 bpeed King, extra tine Vii Q*

3 h.p 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex £16 10
5-6 h.p., Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear .. £22 -0

7 h.p. de Luxe, 2 speeds, M.O.V £48 '

tf

5-bh.p. de Luxe. 1908, 2-speed model.... £28 ©.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
8,h.p. BAT, 2 speeds, Millford sidecar .... £50
;-6h.p. 2-speed 1008 REX and sidecar .... £33

7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £53

Xk O 1\AWN SECURES ANY OF THESE,
dCfO IWWll BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY,
r^ h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, Druids £9
3" h.p. MIHEkVA
3$h.n.

"'
vertical,

EXCELSIOR, Amac,
M.O.V £12
h.b. control .. £10

SECURES ANY OF THtSE.
BALANCE 25/- MON1

h.p. YVOLF, magneto, 26in. Avheels, A,J.S.

£4 DOWH BALANCE 25/- M :

engine \ • . £15 C

3^ h.p. N.S.U. t
magneto, spring forks £16

3^ h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and free engine . . £16

^5 DOWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
BALANCE 30/- MONTH.,

7, h.p.' 1508 REX, Roxch-'magneto . . .... S17'0

5 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.b. control £16-10

ii h.p. WOtF Tricar, 2 speeds. . .i . . .
.-. . . . £T9

t* n.p. HUfflBtR Trtcar, 2 speeds, wheel
. steering '..... £19

5 h.p. HUMBER Car, 2-seater. good goer . . HI I

£1

£1

28/6

IV-

BUSCELLAn.EOUi BARGAINS.
New Sidecar, basket body, upholstered green

One ditto, upholstered red

1912 R. and* 1-i. Carburetters, variable jets..

1912 B. and B. Carburetter^ single jet ....

1912 Senspray Carburetters

Camel lin. Robber Belting per foot

Trailer, 26in. wheels 25/-

Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs . . '/•

Ne» Lycett's Tubular Carriers *''

Bosch V Twin Magneto, 4^ d-gees 13 I'

4* h.p. Riley Engine, water-cooled, M.O.V. £8 1»

R"ilev 2-speed Gear Box, free engine £2 *

1/3

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
Telephone HALIFAX K^l
OUR WORKS ARE CLOSED AUG. 15, 16 & 17th.

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
12 New Triumphs. Sinffera, Zeniths, Kudge

:
'Whit-

Let us know your wants.—tttinson,
[Xi99

910 Kerrv Abingdon,
mag., B. and B.-, h.b.c,

IpJlS, 1911. cheap,
alvillo. Leicester.

;ip,N. 4-cyl. 5-61i.i>. Motor Cycle, freo engine, 1911
r model, excellent condition, tyres good; can be

!bn; £30, or ueaie.it oiler.—Apply, Bennett and Wcod,
fl„ Goefoid St., Coventry. [X183

3.h.p. Twin Humber, 3-spoed gear, ridden 1,200
•t miles only, specially pi.ked engine, fast and re-

ive. 2Jin. rear tyie, spaies; £42 cash.—Box l.lbl,
a Motor Uyc*e Oiiiees, Coventry. [A.325

JRADBURY, 2 speeds, free engine, "Whittle and
iP rubber belts, everything perieet condition, new
l, 1912; coat £58, accept £42; trial with pleasure;
*s.—Millington, Heanor, Notts. [3855

NTOINE, 6h.p. twin, h-b.a, spring forks, spring
. footboards, mag., new tyres, new belt; veiy power-
. fust, sound everywhere; genuine bargain, £19.—
vison, 32, Manor Rd-, Rugby. [XI 75

t|12 Triumph, free- engine, only done 2,500 miles.
it/ new Keiip'shall buik tyre, Covey fiieedometex,
i\- Dunlop belt, spare tube and valves; cost over £60.
•il accept for quick sale £47/10.—Starkey, 13, Bank
f[ Rugby- [5822

free engine, 3ih.p., Bosch
D.c, Clin"her studded tyres,

«re6, guaranteed periect condition ; any trial - £26,
1 nearest.— 1, Victoria Av., Glover's Rd., Small Heath,
jfrningham. [X41

lillllTJMPHS. two 1912 free entrine models in stock;"
one 19114 free engine Triumph, "Whittle, Lucas

lip; etc., corup'ete as new, £42/10; one 2Jh.p. twin
nglfis, in periect condition, Whittle belt, footboards,

1., £25.—The Stamford Garage, Stamford. [3121-

; LASTOW. Grimsby has the following 2nd-hand ma-
i chines on .tier: 1912 Indian, 2-speed and F-E.,
r

!

:
Montgomery sidecar. £65: 1911 F.E. Triumph, ex

cent order. £38/10; 1911 F.E. Budge, as new, £38;
I'l 3±h.p. Campion. .-.A.j.'. fmrine. new condition

f/10: 1911 F-N-, 5-6h.p, 4-cyIs., £25; 1910 3ih.p.
1.- mier. £22; oih p. Fxeeisior, De Dion engine, with
near, complete. £10/10. [X154

SECTION V.

Molk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
ind Bedford.

m. p. Huuiber, 1912, quite new; price to clear £32/10.
tl —Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [3694

(1LYN0, 5-6h.p., just delivered, immediate delivery

;

] £68' 5.—Robinson's, Green St.. Cambridge. [3695

'iWO 1912 Free Engine Triumphs, just delivered, m
I

waiting; £55.—llobinson s, Green St., Cambridge
[3696

IEXITH, 34;h.p., 1912 pattern, F.E.S. lamp, Lucas
4 horn and mirror, several spares, ridden 1,000 miles
dp; £45.—Robinson's, Green St.. Cambridge [5697

"i,0UGLAS Motor Bicycles.—Appointed sole agents for
j Cambridge and district for season, 1913, Robin-
e's, Green St., Cambridge. [3698

) 10 Indian, 5h.p. , first-class condition, tyres in good
order; £26.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

13699
r OTO-REVE, 1903 -pattern, engine mag., in thorougl
X good order, recently overhauled; £15.—Robinson's,
ten St., Cambridge. [370<

JEW and 2nd-hand B.S.A., Budges, Premiers, Brad
\ burys, Enfielde, etc.—Lambert, Thetford. [X8i

"[ill Bat, 6h.p., "2-speed, in perfect order; cheap.

-

-f —Lambert, Thetiord. L-a-6"'

BIO Mag, Motosacoche; 17gns.—Lambert. Thetford
[X6

1112 2-speed Bradbury, ridden 5-miIes on road; £5C
jj' —Parker and' Son, St. Ives. Hunts. [362'

10UGLAS, 1911 (August), new condition, lamp, horn
* outfit, tools-; £32.—Page, Meftan, Suffdk. [373:

ii.p. F.N. Lightweight, Bosch, spring forks, gooo
f tyres; £11/10.—Booker, Wereham, Stoke Ferry.
],

' • [X6i
^Lh.p. 4-cyl., in first-class order and conditio!

If throughout; £lb.--3a, Bridge St-, Cambridge.

"1109 Motosacoche, mag., Druid spring forks, in pe
' feet order; £12/12.—3a, Bridge St.. Cumbridgtk[X241912 Free Engine Triumphs; 45gns. ; each wii.

r| Lucas lamp and good horns.—Mitsou's, Newmarkei

li|12 Humber, easy starter, with lamp and horn, on'

-J
used for trials; 40gn6.-Mitsou's, Newmarket.

nSIUMPH, 1909, good running order; bought later
J model; £24—Wisbech House, Sedgcford, King's

r3610

THE SPOT
^ BARGAINS.

SCOTT
REX

REX-J.A.P.
Zenith Gradua, Premier, N.S.U.

Douglas, etc.

Latest 1912 Models in Slock

for Immediate Delivery.

a b B B

THE PREMIER
Motor Co., Ltd.,

Aston Road,
BIRMINGHAM.

Te'egrams :
** Primus,'* Birmingham.

Telephone: Central 4310.

fl B B

in.

4.1h.p. De Dion, good tyres, neir Lycett belt, spring* lorlM, good running order. ieilO—94. Mill Ed..
Hfctmdge. [Ji.237

TOTO-REVE, 1910, twin, thorough order, £20: eide-
;» rar, fit Triumph, 55/-.-Rofl, 28, Bridge ot,
Wmdge. [X233
jftTE 1911 Free Fngiue Budge, not ridden 500 wiles;3 rout i55, accept £38; must sell.-37, Searle St.,
CJbndge. ....... [X240
r lVIN J.A.1>. Racer, 7h.p., will do 75, like new; £33;

any tnal.-H. Middlcton, Ifairland -St., Wymond-
Htlrtolk.

. LX239

FULLY GUARANTEED
Second-hand Machines.

Write tor List giving complete Specification

of each Machine.

ROVER, ie-rr, 3^h.p., free-engine ..
:

. . £30
REX, rcjrT, 3V h.p., free-engine £28
MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 31 h.p., rgrr, free-

engine £33
BRADBURY, ^ h.p.,-rgrr, 2 speeds . . £33
TRIUMPH, 3lh.p., rgrr, free-engine.. £40
TRIUMPH, 3S- h.p., rgrr, T.T. roadster £35
TRIUMPH, 3! h.p., rgrr, T.T. roadster £32
TRIUMPH, 3J h.p., roog, standard £2S
MATCHLESS, rgrr, 8 h.p., 2 speeds .. £S0
BAT-J A P., 7-8 h.p., spring frame £28
DOUGLAS, rorr, 2J h.p., 2-speed £34
KERRY ABINGDON, rgrr, 3J h.p., free-

engine, and sidecar £30
N.S.U.. Tqin, 6 h.p., 2-speed, and coach-

built sidecar £38

Cash^ Exchange,
or Easy Payments.

B b m

MOTOR BICYCLES FOft SALE.
T\OUGLAS. 1911, 2Jh.p., exceptionally *ell cared
J-' fcr; £25, great bargain, tvouth £35.- Garnhain,
96, Crown St., IiMwich. [X9815MOTO-REVE, 1910, twin, free engine, mag.. Jibe,

\\nittle belt, splendid order; £15, bargain-—Gam-
ham, 96, Crown St.. lpMvieh. [a9816

CHATER-LEA-MINEItTA Motor Cycle, 1911, 3J
_

h.p., 2 speeds and F.E.. handle starting, specially
built fcr sidecar w_rk, very low, fast, and powernil; ex-
eeptional bargain, £24-— (iarnham, 96, Crown St. Ips-
wirh. [X9817

TATO 1912 Free Engine Triumphs and Standard Brud-
bnry; just delivered, no waiting.—Triumph Agent,

King's Lynn. [XS518

BRADBURY, 1912. free engine, 2-fpeed, absolutely
new; cost £55, first cheque £47.— liO, London ivii.

King's Lynn. [X9519

rRITJMPH, late 1910. clutch incdel, excellent eoudi-
ticn, not done 1,000 rhlles; off'.-rs.—h'renen'e 2WMcr

Jycle Depot, Bedford- fjx201

£24.—3+h.p. Calthorpe-Preeipiion. excellent condition,
all accessories, very fast and reliable. — 29,

ATontaguo Rd., Caml^-idge. [3853

Jih.p. Marsh, Hdletfen cell3, 2-way switch, new tyre;
t>2 £9/10. or offer-,-*.—Ccop er, ironmongers, Hertiord,
)
r 5, Adelaide So.., Bedford. fX234

ARIEL, 2ih.p-, splendid little machine, guaranteed
condition ; price only £9. for immediate eale.—

West, 8. George St. "West, Luton. [X10

»>h-p. Iris Lightweight, Dunlcp tyres, geed condition,
'W 26in. wheels, running order; £6, bargain-—Lewis
Waterloo H.mse, Mill Rd., Cambridge. [X9515

LATEST 1912 Bat Motor Cycle, fitted with 4h.p.
J A.P. ensine, just new, ridden some 200 miles;

a bargain, £42.-47, St. Peter's, Bedford. [3729

ENFIELD, .191U. 23hp. twin, 2-speed, free engine,
just thoroughly overhauled, accessories; cost £52.

accept £35.—Yokes, Itchen Abbas, Ahesford. [3782

MOTOSACOCHE, new Clincher, Whittle, tube, and
aceutnulat r, spring seat. Druids, verv- reliable ar(d

fast; bargain, £14.—Flack, Long Melford, Suffolk. [3613

3_lh.p. N.S.TJ., 1908, iu exceptional condition, 2-speed,
2 mag-, new Rom tyre, 1912 B. and B. carburetter;

'jargarn, £18/18.—Weaver, 41, XlefreviMe Av-, Cambridge.
[X263

NEW 34i p. M.M.C-, Chater-Lea, mag., B. and B.,
Hutchinsons. Trimnph. ppring forks-, stand, car-

rier, low, like B.S-A. ; £30; photo-—Curd, Electric
Theatre. King's Lynn. [3598

F.N". Motor, 5-6h-p.. free engine, 2 speeds, lamp, and
Co-wey; 1912 T-T. Rudge, as new, £38; late 1910

F.E. Triumph, complete, Mith Cowey, £38.—Crawley,
Triumph agent, Bedford- [X9503

1 Q12 F-E. Rover, 2-speed Bradbury, 3^h:p. Zenith,
J-t/ Douglas, Clyno and sidecar, several Triumphs
md nearly new sidecars in stock; best offers accepted,
;ash or exchange.—Young, Newmarket. [3955

FOR Sale, 1908 3£h.p. Triumph, in good running
order, and Montgomery sidecar, with flexible joii-ts,

having bought higher power machine ; cash price £30
complete.—Apply, Cross, The Brewery, Huntingdon.

L3733

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

BRADBURY (1912), 2-speed, chain drive, 1,200 miles,
and cane Comfy sidecar; £55.—Leyson, Pent*cyn&r,

Neath. [X211
TRIUMPH, 1912. fixed engine, mileage 2,000, Ccwey

speedometer, la-iip, horn, etc.; £40, no offers.—
Dunn, 23, Breinton Rd., Hereford. [3742

r'RIUMPH, 1910, free engine, cverhanled, re-busted
last mouth, lamp, horn, spares; £33-—Snatt.

Shrubbery, Camp Hill Rd., "Worcester. [5704

F.N., 2ih.p.
p

1910, 2-speed, free engine, tyres new,
accessories, excellent condition; £25- — Dr P.,

losport, Approach Rd., Manseiton, Swansea [X115

|Q12 New Hudson, 3Jh.p., Armstrong 3-speed, cost
Lt? £60 3 month** ago, machine scarcely soiled, cmly
ridden 100 miles; 52gns-—Box 1,093, lac Motor Uyae
Offices, Coventry. [X9524

1Q12 8h.p. Chater-Lea and Chafer Sidecar, 3 speeds.
a-*s separate gear box, delivered March 12th, ccst
£95, only run 600 miles; owner gcing abroad; trial

;

sacrifice, £70.—Etheridge, Sunnybauk, Grilfithstrwn.
[XI 12

SECTION VII,

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

2-speed modelD

E

£33.—Lay
[a 176

OUGLAS, 1911, 2£h.p.,
ton's, Bice.ster, Oxon.

RIUMPH, 1911, free engine model, 31h.p., excellent
condition; £58.—Laytun's. Bicester, Oxon. [X177

NFIELD, 23b. p.,- 1912. free engine and 2-speed,

;oiled only; £41,—Layton's, Bicester, Oxen. [X178

TRIUMPH, 1912, free ej;;ine and standard models,
delivery fro n stock ; exenanges considered.— Lay-

ton's.' Bicester, Oxon. [XI 79

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the is^ue. A43
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 1906, mag.. 18 bus.; also 2nd-haud

1912 Binffei aud 1911 Douglas.—Julian. Broad
St., Reading.

TRIUMPH, 1908. equal t.i new, 28 gn«. ; also 2nd-
llaud 1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas.—Julian, 84,

Broad St. Reading.

TRIUMPH 1909 equal to new, 30 gns. ; also 2nd-

hand 1912 Singer aud 1911 Douglas—Julian,
Broad St-, Reading.

TRIUMPH. 1910. equal to new, 32 gns.; ako 2nd-

hand 1912 Siuger and 1911 Douglas—Julian, 84,

Broad St., Reading.

TRIUMPH. 1911. 2-speed, FE., 45 gns.; also 2nd.

hand 1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas—Julian, 84,

Broad St.. Reading.

TRIUMPH, 1906. mag-. 18 gns-; also 2nd-hand
1911 Singer aud 1911 Douglas.-rJ ulian. Broad

St., Reading.

TRIUMPH. 190-8. equal to uew, 28 gns.; also 2nd-
hanrl 1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas.—Julian, 84,

Broad St.. Reading-

TRIUMPH, 1909. equal to new, 30 gns.; also 2nd-

liand 1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas—Julian,
Broad St.. Reading.

TRIUMPH. "1910, equal to new, 32 gns.; also 2urt

hand 1912 Singer aud 1911 Douglas—Julian, 84.

Broad St., Reading.

TRIUMPH. 1911. 2-speed, F.E.. 45 gns.; also 2nd-

hand 1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas—Julian, 84,

Broad St., Reading. .

TRIUMPH, 1906, mag-, 18 gns-; also 2nd-hnntl

1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas.—Julian. Broad
St., Reading.

TRIUMPH. 1908. equal to new, 28 gns.; also 2nd-

lland 1912 Singer and 1911 Dcuglus—Julian. 84,

Broad St., Readinr

TRIUMPH, 1909, equal to new, 30 gns. ; also 2nd
hand 1912 Siuger aud 1911 Douglas—Juliau,

Broad St., Reading.

TRIUMPH. 1910. equal to new, 32 gns.; also 2nd-

haud 1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas—Julian, 84,

Broad St., Reading.

TRIUMPH, 1911, 2-speed. F-E., 45 gns.; also 2nd-
hand 1912 Singer aud 1911 Douglas.—Julian, 84,

Broad St.. Reading.

TRIUMPH, 1906, mag", 18 gns.; also 2nd-hanu
1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas.—Julian. Broad

St., Reading.

TRIUMPH. 1908. equal ti new, 28 gns.; also 2nd-

hand 1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas—Julian, 84,

Broad St., Reading.

TRIUMPH. 1909. equal to new, 30 gns.; also 2nd
hand 1912 Singer aud 1911 Douglas—Julian,

Broad St., Reading.

TRIUMPH. 1910 equal to new. 32 gns.; also 2nd-
hand 1912 Singer aud 1911 Douglas—Julian, 84,

Broad St., Reading-

TRIUMPH. 1911, 2-speed. F.E., 45 gns.; also 2nd-

hand 1912 Siuger aud 1911 Douglas—Julian, 84,

Bioad St.. Reading.

TRIUMPH, 1906, mag. 18 gns-; also 2nd-hand
1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas.—Julian. Broad

St., Reading.

TRIUMPH. 1908 equal ti uew, 28 gns.; also 2nd-

hand 1912 Siuger and 1911 Douglas—Julian, 84,

Broad St., Reading.

TRIUMPH. 1909. equal to new, 30 gns. : also 2nd
hand 1912 Singer aud 1911 Douglas—Julian

Broad St. Reading.

TRIUMPH. 1910. equal to new. 32 gns.; also 2nd
hand 1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas.—Julian, 84.

Broad St., Reading.

TRIUMPH, 1911, 2-speed, F-E-. 45 gns.; also 2nd-
hand 1912 Singer aud 1911 Douglas—Julian, 84,

Broad St.. Reading.

TRIUMPH, 1906. mag.. 18 gns-; also 2nd-hand
191*: Singer 'and 1911 Douglas.—Julian. Broad

St., Reading. '

'

TRIUMPH. 1908. equal to new, .28 gns.; also 2nd
hand 1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas.—Julian, 84

Broad St., Reading-

TRIUMPH. 1909. equal to new, 30 gns.; also 2nd-
hand 1912 Sir.ger and 1911 Douglas.—Julian,

Bread St-, Reading.

TRIUMPH! 1910. equal to new, 32 gns.; also 2nd
hand 1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas.—Julian. 84,

Broad St.. Reading.

TRIUMPH. 1911. ?-speed, F.E.. 45 gns. ; also 2nd-
hand 1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas—Julian, 84,

Broad St.. Reading. •

TRIUMrH. 1906, mag.. 18 gns.; also 2nd-hand
1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas.—Julian. Broad

St., Reading.

TRIUMPH. 1908, equal to new, ,28 gns.; also 2nd
. hand 1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas—Julian, 84

Broad St., Reading.

TRIUMPH 1909, ennal to new. 30 ens.; also 2nd-
hand 1912 Singer and 1911 Douglas.—Julian,

Br.-ad St-, Reading. [3966

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS".' H EART OF THE TRADE'

Send a Sovereign

!

And any machine below shall be
immediately reserved for you.

Best

Offer

accepted

for

any

Machine

unsold

after

Three

Days.

Exchanges

or

Instalments

arranged

for

New

or

Second-

hand,

First-class Stock.
Stock No. Model. Price
1:..TRIUMPH, 3-i h.p., 1910, fixed,

good condition £30
18S. DOUGLAS D, ojh.p., 191 r, fixed

engine £28
9. DOUGLAS E, 23 h.p., loir, 2-

speed, free-engine ....... £37
679. SINGER T.T., 2i h.p., 1912, fixed

engine . £30
275. PREMIER, 2jh.p., 1912, 3-sp.,

free-engine £32
538. ZENITH, 3ih.p., 1911, Gradua

gear £40
666. TRIUMPH, 3* h.p., i9rr, free-

engine £40
627. MATCHLESS, 3J h.p., igir.V.S.

2-speed, free-engine ' £42
676. JAMES, 4i h.p., 1912, 2-speed,

free-engine- . £45
DOUGLAS", 2$ h.p. rgr2, single

'

gear, little wear £35
DOUGLAS, 2J h.p., 19T2, 2-sp.,

slightly used £43
PREMIER, 3£h.p., 1912, 3-sp.,

free-engine £48
MATCHLESS, 6 h p., 1912, 2-sp.,

slightly used £61
MACBETH-PRECISION, 3! h.p.,

I9r2, 3-speed, slightly used . . £48
ROYAL ENFIELD, 6 h.p., roi2,

2-speed, sidecar combination,
little used £72

PREMIER, 3ih.p., rgir, fixed

'engine, absolutely new £39
261. BRADBURY, 3* h.p., 1911, fixed

engine £30
iS. BAT, 8 h.p., P. and M. gear,

absolutely new £60
50. ZENITH 3*h.p., 1912, slightly

used £48
62. DOUGLAS Lady's, 2J h.p., iorr,

2-speed £32
18. BRADBURY, ii h.p, 1911, fixed

engine £33

Second-Class Stock.
Stock No. Model. Price.

18. MOTOSACOCHE, rorr, free-

engine, good condition £19
2or. INDIAN (Red), sih.p., rgro. ... £30
26r. N.S.U.,3ihp.,igo8,mag.,L.C.C. £17
250. MOTOSACOCHE, ij h.p., 1909 £8
176. DOUGLAS D, 2 1 h.p., rgro, fixed

engine £23
REX, 2* h.p., rgro, fixed engine £16
QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., igio, fixed.

engine £20
682. TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., rgro.Mabpn

clutch £30
661. P. and M., 3i h.p., 1909, 2-speed,

free-engine £30
468. MOTO-REVE, 2i h.p., igiQ.fixed

engine £15

659. MOTO-REVE, 2\ h.p., rgro.fixed j

engine '.

. . £18

675: SCOTT, 3} h.p., l9ro, 2-speed,

free-engine £28
250. TRIUMPH,- i h.p., rgro, fixed

engine £29
261. DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 1910 ...... £19

COLMORE
35, Colmore Row Birmingham.

18, Renshaw Stree Liverpool.

261, Deans-a'e, Mano?ie>ter.

62, High Street, Leicester

45. John BriSit St., B TMingaam.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ENFIELD. 2Jh.p., 2-*<peed, free engine, as new* (

52gna., accept £35.— Burner, Colnbiook. [38

TRIUMPH (late), 1911, free engine, in AM -.
i

dition; £42.—Pye, Mcreton-in-Marsn, Glo^. [3e

SINGER, 3ih.p., free engine, 1911i, goccl condit
throughout; £40.-2, Waiwick St.. Oxford. [3f

BRADBURY, 1912, free engine model, brand Di

shop-soiled only; £49.—Ginger, Motors, BaDbm >

fX9':

TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine model, new, in -1<

immediate delivery ; £55.— Ginger, Motors, Rantiu

[XBi

F.N-, .4 cyls., spring forks, Bosch, excellent cob
tion; £20, uneap.— Warrilow, Beckford, Ttwi

buiry. (31

FOR Sale, or exchange, Clement-Garrard light* -

motor cycle, just overhauled; £10.—Hooper, G*o
St., Stroud-

5 h.p. Twin Rex-engir-e Chater-Lea, mag., excellent e

dition, £18; sidecar, £5.—Smith, " Tuornleig J
Melkehain. [\:

RUDGE, 1912, 3ih.p., free engine, absolutely -aa n

been few miles, luxurious ; £48.—Stanley Gafi
High Wycombe.

GRIFFON, 2Jb.p., splendid condition; wanted, 81
105 covers, tube, or good vuleaniser; Bell, £V. I

vVilliams, Bicester. TX9!

MOTOSACOCHE, 1909, ljh.p, ' accumulator
running order, accessories ; £10. — A. Brow

\
fl

Bourne End, Bucks. [X9!

DOUGLAS, late 1911. run only 900 miles, new i

dition, lamp, hoin, etc.; 1 £27; must sell.—90, 1 '

\

toria Rd., Aldershot.

1 Q12. Hnmbc-r, 2h.p., Armstrong 3-speed and eltil

J-t/ horn, spares; cost £45 April, accept £31

Poyntz, Dorchester, Oxon.

| Q12 Dogulas, single speed m;del. used twice i

it/ absolutely as new- best oiler secures-—N, Jci

Woburn House, Cheltenham. [X9l

3_lh.p. James, 1911. heavy Kempshall. P. and H. lai i
2 horn mirror, tools, spares, new lin. Dunlop bi

£34.—Shuflrey, Witney, Oxen.

rRIUMPH, 1910,'Cowey speedometer, Rom bi

Dunlop front tyre, spares, just overhauled; £28;

—York, Albany Rd-, Salisbury.

3ih.p. Rex; £8/10; any trial; excellent tyres, sea

2 light, horn, tools: ride 20 miles.—Box 1,0

fhe Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry

MATCHLESS, 8h.p., passenger model, just

livered; offers wanted; makers' price, £73/1*

Freeman, 151, Barton St., Gloucester

33.h-p. Minerva, 26in. wheels, 3 accumulators, J

4 speedometer Brown and Barlow, fast ; £

Kington, 5-6, Market St.. Maidenhead.

MOTOR Cycle, 2h.p-, V.A.F. engine, good order, :

Dunlop tyres, dry battery. Fuller coil; £6/10,

offers.—Bourne, Wantage Rd-, Didcct, Berks. [3

BRADBURY, in perfect condition, N-S.U. 2-n
gear, free engine, as good as new, not done <

miles; offers.—Britton, Emberton. Newport Pagnell.

[X

2ih.p. Motosacoche. 1911, var. gear, spare tu

2 Whittle. Lvso, spares, etc. ; £30, or exclm

4-6h.p.—Bos L8.288, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Ti

St.,"E.C.

3 jib.p. Enfield, late 1511. tyres, enamelling,
4 plating ae new, accessories lamp, horn, min

sacrifice for 27gns-, cost £44—H-, 38, Bloomfieltl 1

Gloucester:

33.h.p. Kerry, Druid forks, Brown and Barlow, Bi i

4 splendid order, .spare new tube, tyre, all ac

series; £18; going abroad.—Lucena, Hannens H(

Lee-on-Solent. [3

BERKELEY, 5h.p. twin, m.o.v., low, faetj* h)
belt nearly 'new, footboards, foot brake; £12

or exchange modern drop frame machine, leas engiu

94, Belmont Rd., Maidenhead.

DOUGLAS Model K Motor Cycles in stock, ready

immediate delivery; £50.-*Ebe Motor Cycle De

43, Palmerston Rd., Boacombe. Tel,: 1248 Bop
mouth. Telegrams: Alsford, Bnscombe.

N1
owner unable to take delivery; Dunlop tj

itandard finish and equipment: accept £52/10 Joe_Qi

-ale.—Seen at The Morris Garage, Oxford, [is

1 A09 Twin Rex de Luxe, engine just overhauled

J-tf makers, Eoc clutch, 1911 Amac, lrn, 1

arrier, stand, toolbag, horn ; auv trial ; bargain, if.

Box 1,111, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. U

FOE Sale, 1912 Premier M.C., 3Jh.p., with Btiin

Archer 3-speed gear, free engine, 1912 Lucas 111

-md Jones speedometer, ridden 6no miles; ouner fit

to sea; £45.—Box L8.324, Ik Motor cycle Offi e*.

Tudor St., E.O.

4!h.p. Centaur-Minerva, competition wiun^r -

2 20th. Fit-all 2-speed, Beech, sight feed

pump lubrication, spring forks. Lyco saddle, tools, .!•

machine practically new condition, with sidecar; &
242, Desboro' Ed., High Wycombe.

RTJDC4E, 3!h.p., April, 1912, T.T. machine, at

sories include 2 pairs of handle-bars I J..J-

tourist), 2 belts, Cowey speedometer, long distapM

with large filler caps, in perfect condition ;
cost •

price- £40.—Jackson, Baiuillies Barracks, AldersDOT

A4 4. Ail.ktteis relatiug to advertisements- should quote the number at the end of each advertissment, and the date oi the issue.
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IOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

I
09 TriumpU 3£h.p., reoently rebushed, 1912

[i, good tyros, new ft. belt, new Portland

ill Bidoour, topping hill-climber, accessories, £38/10;

],- 4h n. Oriuond, Kelecoin engine, good tyret>, new
1 perv reliable, £14; Palmer cover, 26x2 J, good,

10 ' 'trailer, 25/-.—Sydney Lawrence. Bourton-ou-ilie-
[X9568

SECTION VIII.

ilford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

;d Sussex.

Tl\LKEE'S, Harwich,

ptN Supply the following 1912 machines from stock:

DUGLAS, 1912 models, K., instant deliveries from
stock- Get our Quotations ; exchanges.—\v alker's,

k
1912 models, Q-, instant deliveries from

exchanges.—Walker's,

TheHumber Depot
OF

DTJGLAS,
stock. Get our quotations

rpi'UMVHS. 1912, free engine models; instant de-
X liveries from stock. Get our quotations ; exchanges.
—W, Iter's, below.

NJV Hudsons, 1912-13 models, fitted with 1913
'irmstrong 3-speed gears and kick starters; instant

. liy : get our quotations.—Walker's, below.

BiiDBTJRTS, Enfield3, B.S-A., 1912 models; in-
,tnnt deliveries-—Get our quotations; exchanges-—

War's, below.

D7GLAS. 191H, fixed engine, run only 800 miles,
[is new, £30; Bex twin, 1909-10, fast, powerful,

ntiil condition, £20 ; others equally cheap; write
iw|or list*; offers invited. Get our quotations: ex-

s —Walker's Motor Depot, Harwicli, Essex. [3597

Henry Garner Ltd.

Opposite G.P.O.,

BIRMINGHAM,
Is the very best second-hand
market in the Midlands.

1
^DT Hobart, brand new, shop-soiled only; £25.

Ei'IELD, 6b. p., sidecar model; immediate delivery.
!-Tke Agents.

^*lj'IELD, 2jh.p., 2-speed; immediate delivery.

j
"lyi' Hudson, all models in stock.

VHTHS, 6b p.; in stall, no waiting.

MERVA, 4ih.p„
£28.—The Croydon Motor Mart,

Oroya. Tei. : 797 P.O.

Second-hand machines in first-class

running order and superb condition

at great bargain prices. The following
are samples :

—
Ariel, 3k h.p., 1911 £

Variable pulley and decompression 36

Douglas, 2| h.p., 1911
Two speed gear, handle starting 36

Humber, 3.V h.p., 1911
Single speed. Lamp, Horn
Generator

Humber, 3J h.p., 1911

Two speed, all accessories

Humber, 31 h.p.

Brooklands model, chain drive.. 26

s. d.

30

38

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
DOUGLAS.—Immediate delivery from Bt;*k-—Keys,

44, Finsbury Pavement, E-C [3680

DOUGLAS. K., eligntlj soiled ; £38.-Keys, 44. FinB-
bury Pavement, ji.O. 13681

MATCHLESS.—Immediate delivery from stock.—Keys,
44, Finsbury Pavement, E-O. [3682

NEW HudsonB.—Immediate delivery —Keys, 44, Fins-
bury Pavement, E.C. [3683

B.S.A.—Immediate delivery from stock.—Keys, 44,
Finsbury Pavement, E.C. [3684

B.S.A., only ridden 300 miles; £37.—Keys, 44. Fins-
bury Pavement. E.G. [3685

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Douglas, the great little

T.T. winner; Matchless, the famous sidecar model;
New Huds.-n. the unrivalled solo-cum-macnine : U.S.A..
the reliable no-trouble machine, if ordered at once;
cash or terma.—From Keys, 44. Finsbury Pavement, E-C.

[3686
"DBADBUEY, 3Jh.p., standard; £48; in stock.-

Agents, Bright and Huyles, Camberwell.

BRADBURY, 3ih.p., 2-speed ; £55 ; in stoek.-
Bright aud Hayles, Camberwell.

[JL214

-Agenta,
|5.215

BRADBURY, 3ih.p., spare parts and repairs a
speciality.—Agents, Bright aud Hayles, 73, Church

St., Camberwell Green. 'Phone : Hop 50. [X216

mag., complete with sidecar; -_ ... H
-, south End! Humber, 2| h.p., 1911

[X9575
j

x.T. Armstrong 3 speed, special
715.-
[3916

I

machineCITAUR, 3Ah.p. long bars, low; bargain, £8/1
08. Camberwell Rd. [3...

EJLES.-Triumph, 1911, free engine model, new .HumbeY, 2 h.p., 1911
indition, all accessories; £41. Armstrong 3 speed,

EiLES—New Hudson, 2Jh.p , 1911 model, TAP. u limi.pr 2 h 1912
ligine. 3-speed gear and free engine; £35.

MUmDer, i. H.p., 1314

-piLES.-Trinmph, free engine model, late 1911.
Lady s, Armstrong 3 speed, special

•LJ i312 spring forks, all accessories; £40. •

37

EALES.-N.S.U., 3h.p., single-cyl., mag., 1911 spring
Irks, specially built machine, enamelled cream,

irannew: £27.

machine, all accessories

L.M.C., 3| h.p., 1911
Two speed, all accessories

33

43 10

EiiiB8.-N.SC. 2Jh.p., latest pattern model, Bosch Humbor, 2 h.p., 1911
_Mae-. Iood frame, rear snrimr. 2 snppds. frpp I r*: i- i ~u~„Single speed, shop soiled only

Zenith, 3A h.p., 1911
Gradua gear

loop frame, rear spring, 2 speeds, free
'opir Cowey speedometer, P. and H. head lamp, as
iew:;37.

EAliES.-Excelsior, Chater.-Lea, 3;h.p., low built,

.
ib.c, adjustable pulley; £11/10.

PALES.-N.S.U., 4h p. twin, late 1910, m.o. valves, ,N.S.U. 3J h.p.
1 speeds, free engine; £30. Single speed, accessories.

EA.ES. - N.S.U, 3ih.p„ 1906, magneto, spring
orks, 1912 B. and B. carburetter, adjustable

alley £17/10.

25

31 10

38

PA ,ES.-N.S.U., 6b.p., latest model, twin,
' ispeeds, free engine; £61/15 (the ideal sidecar

lachJ) ; delivery from stock.

DAi.ES.—Immediate delivery from stock of theu iiioua N.S.U. 2-speed gears with free engines,
uffl i/15; for Triumph. £6/15, for Bradbury £7.

fjVAj.ES.—We have a few brand new 3Jh.p. 1911}u SU. (86x88 Model do Luxe, just delivered finer
iachi|s for sidecar "work, Bosch mag., 1912 spring
irks iid other improvements, finished in latest style,
imp]

.
with stand, farrier, tool case, full set of tools,

37; |S.U- 2-speed .rears £5/15 extra; Millford Herald
dpcajwith No. 1 torpedo body. £7/15 extra; deferred
'yuie s, exchanges entertained.

M(
:

ES and Co., High St., Acton.—N.S.U., West
' adon district agency. Immediate delivery of
12 ;odels: liberal allowances for machines in part
irmc-Tel.: 556 Chiswiek. [X165
"]H

f
'EB-LEA-J.A.P., No. 7. Si and 2jh.p. 3-speed

'. Sgers, T.T. Rudge in stock.—Below.

JihjZenith. 1912. and sidecar, only used 390 miles
St owing to doctor's orders, spares. £54; 1910

utch triumph, £37.—Below.

2 speeds, in fine condition, and
1911 2Jh.p. New Hudson-Jap, 3

feas.i go-anywhere machine, £34/15—Crow Bros.,
'» l;h St., Guildford. [3952
j'.N.il cyls., Sinims-Bosch mag., excellent condition;

^|.-C.B., 18. Caithorpe St., London. £X71
[Ah, N.S.U.

10

All overhauled and guaranteed in perfect running- order

This is a selection only. Plenty of
others from £8 upwards.

Whatever your wants, write or call.

Satisfaction absolutely guaranteed.

Full stock of new HUMBER machines
always on hand, and special sidecirs to

suit same. 0000000a

Henry Garner Ltd.

The Humber Depot,

REX, 3Jh.p., h.b.c, 1911 B. and B.; bargain, £10.-
Dixon, 24, Anerley Park, Anerley, S.E. [3740

DOUGLAS. 1912. Model D.. not ridden 1,000 miles;
£36.-W. Shutes, 3, Wilbury Av., Hove. [X317

I Q 12 3jh.p. Win Precision ; £36. or exchange sidecar
J-*J combination.—Plym. Cotterill Rd., Surbiton. [3826

TRIUMPH, 1911, standard, perfect condition; £35.
—Bounds Garage, 53, Willesden Lane, N.W. [X54

TWIN Rex. 1907, 2-speed aud free, h.b.c, good run-
ning ordei; £17.-13, Maple Rd., Surbiton. [X275

3h.p. Fafnir. good condition; bargain, £6/10; new
pistoD fitted; nearest.—W. Body, Biddenden. [3727

FN., 2-ih.p., mag., spring fcrks, h.b.c; £14; photo,
appointment.—227, Underbill Rd., E. Dulwich.

-

[X70
CLYDE, 3ihp., low tension mag., running ' crder

;

£7/10.-Morriss, Swiss Cottage, Finchley Ed., -N.W.
[X2

TJREMIER, 1911, 3Jh:p.. 2-speerL F.E. ; £35.—Mor-
riss, Swiss Cottage, Finchley Rd-, N:\V. [X3

2ah.p. MotoT Cycle, good running order; £10.—Cooper,
A' 15, Webb's Rd', Battersea Rise, S.W. [3777

"I 012 3ih.p. 2-speed Centaur, coudition as new; £45. .13 —G. Wadden, 6, 'Quadrant, Weybridge. [X6.

"I Qll Douglas, standard, new back tyre, done 1.500
J-C miles; £26.—Wadden, 6, Quadiant, Weybridge.

. [X7
3ih.p. Rex, overhauled, B. and B. ; £17, or with side-

2 car.—Billing, 41, Whitbread Rd., Brockley, S.E.
." [3632

TRIUMPH, standard, late 1910: £30; complete with
accessories.—A^iply, Worthington's, Hythe, Kent.

[3531
ENFIELD, 1912. lady's, 2-speed, condition perfect;

£37.-2, Williams Mews, Belsize Lane, Hampstead.
[3917

TRIUMPH. 3ih.p., in splendid running .order, all

spares; £17.—7,-Vale Terrace, King's Rd., Chelsea.
[3910

INDIAN, late 1911, 5h.p. F.E., little used, original
tyres; £40—J. Rawlings, 26, Gloucester St., B.C.

[3888
TRIUMPH, free engine, Dec-, 1909, all spares, etc-;

30gns.— White, 14, Kingly St., Regent St., London,
W. [3457

31.h.p. Bat. splendid order, condition, overhauled:
2 £12, offer.—85, Tho Av., Bruce Grove, Totten-

ham. [3671

33h.p. Kerry, B. and B., lamp, mirror, spare Whittle
4 belt, perfect : £7/15.-124, Romford Rd.. Strat-

ford. [3884

4h.p. Centaur, girder forks, 26in. wheels, good condi-
tion; £10.—Haveloeh, Western Rd., Boro Gieen,

Kent. [3747

O 3Lh.p. Kerry, Amac, h.b.c., new tyres, perfect order,
/*4 fast, guaranteed; £8/10.-200, Church Rd., Wil-
lesden. [X128 »

DOUGLAS, 1912, only done 200 miles; cost £42; will

sacrifice £36; bought car.-67. High St-. Bexley,

2.3k.p. Minerva, in runnim.
4 £8/10, or offer.—Athecton, Church Rd

Norwood.

[3617

order, low;, a bargain.
Upper
[3607

3ih.p. 1911 Kerry-Abingdon, tyres, tubes, engine per
2 feet, many

Ed.,

91 N.S.U.. 3h.p„
. hat, £34: " Opposite G.P.O., New St.t

BIRMINGHAM,
Wires: "Dependable, Birmingham."

§,£,-°'u -' Perfect ordc-T, new tyres in June: ™
7/10.-94, st. Saviour's Rd., Croydon. [3?06 Telephone : : : Central 7298.

ipares.— 8, Mayfield Place, Fast-

bourne. [X9573

PLENDID Zedel, 2{h.p., low, 26in. Dunlops. £10;
road-racer, cost £10/10 this year, £4.-30, Eglinton
Bow. [3975

N., 2Jh.p., in fine order, h.b.c. spring forks, tubular
carrier, kick-up stand: £12.—Perry. Netherton,

Dartford. [3886

3ih.p., 2-speed, Cowey, run 1.100
new condition ; £42.-2. Hillhouse Rd..

Streatham. 1> - * *

1Q12 Humber,
JL t/ miles.

RUDGE. 1912. free engine, done 300 miles, lamp,
horn, etc.; cost £58, accept £49.-239, Broadway.

Cricklewood.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number- at the end of each advertisement, acd the date of the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
£6(10. -Minerva, 2ih.p., h.bc, B. and Ii. carburettor,

Palmer tyres, thorough order.— 109, Clova Rd.,

Forest Gate. [3889

WE Can Give Immediate Delivery from stock of the

following new 1912 models; deferred payments
arranged.

SGE]
3Jh.p., 3-speed, £58/15

Q1NGEE, 2ih.p., 2-speed, control wire covers, £49/2/6;

L.M.C., 3131-p., adjustable pulley, £48; 4h.p., 2-speed

gear, spring footboards, £65.

A.S.L.. 3:h.p. Fieeision engine,

£52/10.

HUMBER. 3fh.p.,
operated; £52/10

complete rf.b.c.

;

Humber-Roc 2-epeed gear, foot

34h.p., free engine, var. gear, 6pring saddle

1912,BRADBURY,
miles, condition periect;

engine, run 200
- Putney Garage,

[X871S

SWIFT,
pillar; £55/5.

MTJNN and Underwood, motor cycle agents and re-

pairerB, Junction Garage, 165, Above Bar,

Southampton. [A.59

1 1 1 LJ1C T.T. model, perfect condition ; £29,
XtJ or near offer for cash.—Tibbe, South Rd., Wey-
bridge. [X107

June, " i'ree

£45.
Putney.

T ffcl2 Phelon-Moore, practically' hrand new, ridden 700
AtJ miles; £52," no offers.—Matthews, pawnbroken,

W. Croydon. [XI 62

ZENITH, Rudge, and Douglas, all models, for imm-
olate delivery; trade supplied.—Rey, 5, Heath St

Hampstead. Li.89C

KERRY, 3lhp., low, powerful, just overhauled, ne

tyres, Xi'all forks; £IO.-ro, Woodville Rd., Gc.

der's Green. -£371

KERRT-ABINGDOX. 3ih.p., 1910, standard, fine con

d.tion, aecessori and spares.— 53,

8-10h.p. J.A.P-, B. and B
order; £24, or offer.

T

Park Rd
[365'

low, very fast, splendi

Lancaster House, Biehmcno
[366'

5-6hp. 4-cyl. F.N-, mag., good tyres, good order ;
£22

or. offer.-Lancaster Hou:e, Richmond. 13ofc.

311 p 1912 Fudges in stock, multi-speed gear, peda

2 starter, fret cneine, and multi plate clutch model:

£60.

33Jip.; Free Engine, mnlti plate clutch and peda

2 starter model ; £55.

LARGE Stjck of accessories kept; flying mascots 1/3

post paid—The Surrey Motor Co, Eden St., Kin;.

ston-on-Thaines. [375;

mRIUAII'H, late, 1911, nearly new condition, perfee

A running order; accept £36/10.-51, High St., Ton
bridge Wells. [X951'

NS-TI, 3jh.p., 1910. little used, Whittle, aeeessorie.-

excellent condition ; £23.-295, Garratt Lane
Earlsfield, S.W. [365.

RUDGE 1912, free engine, only ridden 300 mile?;

cost £55 in June; 42gne.—22, Hargrave Ed.
Upper Holloway. [^-~

31h.p. Minerva, 1908, £15; 3Jh.p. Triumph, 1910
2 £29; both in excellent condition.—Clifford Caut.

Braiswick, Colchester. [0141.

7"ANDSWORTH.—Great sacrifh e, brand new je'jf.

4 cyls., 10 months' .guarantee; opportunity

£45 secures.—Below.

rANDSWORTH.—Hurhber, 1909J, 3ih.li., m.o.v..

mag., 2 speeds, Druids, handle starting; £28/10
—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Hoc,' 1909, m.o.v., mag., 2 speeds

Druids, handle .starting, perfect; £26—Below.

-iT7ANDSWORTH.—Roc, m.o.v., mag., 2 speeds, handliW starting, 6iuart machine; sacritlte, £23/10-
Below.

-nTANPSWORTH.-N.S.U., 1909. 6-7h.p. twin, mag.,

£45 i

W free engine,
Below.

sunns forks, runs tine; £18/10.-

Whittle belt, nil in .nice or-der £15,'1,0.-Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Singer, 3Jh.p., mag., B.B., h.b.e..

in new. eondilou; great bargain, £14,10.—Below

WANDS'VYORTH.-Indian, latest 1910 T.T., 5-6h.p

twin, m.o.v., mag-, fast, nice Older; £28/10-
Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Enne'.d-Miirerva, 3h.p., running;
£5/15: exchanges.— Mandsworth Motor Exchange

libncr St., Wandsworth Station. [X227

FN 21h-p. Lightweight, spring forks, mag., Palmer
tyre-', lamp," tools, complete; £15. -Peacock, 274,

H:gh Rd . llaLaai. .
[366;

F.N-. 22h.p-, excellent order.^new- tyres, lawn, tool:

complete ; accept £12.

Balham.

Sh-p. Kerry, mag., var. li.b.e. carburetter, spring forks,

Punlop belt-, good condition; £15.-56, High St.,

Bexley, Kent. [3831

Triumph late 1911, perfect condition, trust-

worrc - whine, new lamp, hern; £36.-55, Den-
man Rd-. Peckham. •

' [3807
' h.p. ' Roe-Peugeot. 1910'. 2-speed. Bosch, Whittle

F.E.S. lamp; £26, lowest.— Garaged, Meek's, 254.

Peacock, 274, High Rd.,
[3664

TT
,

ra,
»«,

GORDINGLEY
"The Motor Bazaar of the North."

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
3COTT, fitted with XL'All saddle £65
1LYNO, 5-6 h.p., with sidecar £84
10UGLAS, Model K Offers
"tnrsi: TVtnlti '. £60

r*M*v&JM CyCLECAR
Also the following

SHOP-SOILED BARGAINS
MUST BE CLEARED.

Usual Clearance
Price. Price.

3AT-J .A.P., 3j h.p., P. & M. 2-speed, chain

drive, handle-starting, 2^in. studded

tyre rear, spare exhaust valve, com-
plete with lamp, horn, generator, and
sidecar £67 i° SCO

One CENTAUR, z h.p., 3-speed 47 io 40

ior2 s\ h.p. ROVER, free-engine model 55 5 .47

3ne BRADBURY, 2-speed, belt drive . . 56 6 48 C

Ine BRADBURY, 2-speed, chain drive .. 58 ro 53

Jne SINGER, 4 h.p., 2-speed, bracket

gear, pedal engiue starter 65 - o 57 10

'JEW HUDSON, 3jh.p., 3-speed 59 17 54 C

)ne ROVER- 3-speed, sidecar machine . . 61 r2 54

3ne B.S.A., '2-speed 60 o 53

3RADBURY, free-engine model 54 ro C6 g

3ne PREMIER, free-engine mode! 54 17 46 q.

One PREMIER, 2}, h.p., free engine 43 7 38 ().

3ne RUDGE, free-engine model . . .. 55 o 48 q
No reasonable offers refused.

SPECIAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES
\ Special Bargain.—ZENITH, 6 h.p , 1912 model,

Jap engine, variable gear, Hutchinson 3m.
tyres, fitted with Millftrd cabrio cane sidecar,

F.R.S. lamp, generator, speedometer, all tools,

spares, etc., a really. smart combination ; had
very little use, and abso utely perfect ; owner
bought car Cost over £100 ; accept for

sharp sale .- £70 &
T.A.C., 1911 model, 4-cyhnder, shaft drive, 3-specd

gear box, absolutely as new, not run 600 miles,

guaranteed faultless ; cost last August £75 '>

accept "£45

BRADBURY, 3£ h.p., 1911 model T.T., exception-

ally fast machine ' £30
RUDGE, 3^-hp., 1912, T.T. model, special

machine for competition work, shop-soiled ;

clear for £42 10

INFIELD 1912 model, s| h.p., twin, two speeds,

free engine, handle- starting; helio, only run 400
miles; perfect; Cowev, mirror, lamp, "horn, etc. £44

ENFIELD, 2:| h.p., 1911, 2 speeds, with lamp, horn,

tools, anS registered £30
.flOTO-REVE, 1910 model a| h.p., grey new tyres,

perfect order £20

TUrnefT)
SIDECAR.

Mm tyriTurner Sidecar, complete as above, green,

Usual pricej £iS 10s.' Our price, £16.

Whatever you want appertaining to motors, write us,

We can save you pounds.

Our Speciality : Exchanges.

Hftslingden.
Telegraphic Address :

" Cordingley, Haslingdeh."

Telephone : 2Y, Haslingden. ' -W.W.H.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
"IQ12 Biadbury, 3-li.p., free engine, urn 301
Lis exrrllrnt nuK'liiin?, not scniti'heu, new em! Jb
£48.—Loke, Hinclj">ier.

TBITJMPH.S. 1912, 3Jh.p., free eugiuc tnodels; in,

diate delivery; £55. — 1*'. Spiitr.ii.ui, Jiriairp

Bishop's Stoitlord.

NEW Hudson, 2JU-P-, 3 spr-edV, only riddfU 200 mi
40puK. ; ditto, 3ili.ii., quite new, 57^iik

uian. Bridge St., Bishop's Stortfoid.

CHATER-LEA-.T.A.P., 4h p, 1910 (bu>), 1912 B
Palmer cords, Bosch (geai), himij, horn, tr.olB; {

tffer.-240. Bow Rd., E.

TRIUMPH, 1911, fiited with Mabr n « UU h, hom. |a

and Ktnerator ; £36. no ,tferi-.— Mosd, 1,

Alews, Primrose Hill, N-W.

12 Rudg>, just as new, Co^ey, lamp, and Le
£1/1 ufrn, fitted with Palmer cord; .flere—

Forest Drive W-, Leyton--t<-ine-

"1 Q12 Huuib»T Li'^htwei?l:t,* maK-, lamp, spares, n«
At/ new; biirL'aiu, £25.— Fullor. 2, Roi-ui'.mt 1

Kinchley Rd., Hump<-tead.

11 i Triumph, in excellent condition and or

tyres impunctured ; £^5, biirfrniu. — Mstthf

nawnbroVei, \V. Croydon.

3.fi P F.N., B. and B . h.he., tyr^s unimni.tmed, «

/W4 dition perfe t ererywheie; £9— G-E., 10. Ai

St., D^orj- Rd., Old Kent Rd.

19 1

19 1

1911. epiendid eondition, access
e 3;h-p.

E. Molesey, Snirey.

DOUGLAS, -

£27/10, or exchange 3 ; h.p. nioemne-—Pigct

MOTOSACOCHK, 1909. uini;., aeeessr.rie-, ts«!l

condition ; anv trial; £15. - N.C.T.. Fern*.
outhboront'h, Tunbridse Wells.

3ih.p Triunuih. fr-^i- engine, excellent e ndit

2 no ott'ors; 3fli.p. Hnaiher. £25: 3ilr.i). Bnuibi

;37/10—Jefl'ery, Hign St., Guildiord—

>h.V- N.S.U., ni-o.v.. lew built, dry cell, 2 bra)

> enamel and plating jierfect, lamp, horn, and tot

ill; any trial.— 106. Cmuch St., Chelsea..

CHATEE-LEA, neiv, So. 7. 6h p. J A. P. enjiac, i

leadv for delivery—To le echu at ebt.wrnoais, B
Jars, London Agency, 53, Goldhan 1; Ed., W. v

F.N., 2ih.p., '2-i=pi'cd. rdiat't drive, erod as w
little machine. Jom-r; speedoiiiHtev, all tools i

pares; £27.-151, Bc-ulah nil!,- Upper Nonvccd.(3i

3hp Vaf, Arnae earbnretter, trembler coil, hern, i<

boards, good condition; £6. or nearest .
ole

Vest, 181. ilayall Ed., Brixton.

11 Triumph, pcrfeet condition, tyres anil belt u

with spur--> and tools complete; £35,

10, Sorfolk Ed., Doiking-

HUMBEH, 1911, 3)hp., 2-speed. and sidecar,]

feet, snares and aooessories; £40, or offer. -

Parish, Primrose Hill, Chelmsford.

......ill, B. and ti., Jamp eonip'.ete, he

etc., splendid condition ; sacrifice at £18/10.-

Jalter, 102, Haggorston Ed., N.E.

very Ion . everything lat

grand eondition; £15/10, or exclii

St., Bishop StOrtford.
'

19 1

3ih.p. Eex, Bos
2

Jalter

41h.p. Twin Minerva,
2 povierfnl,

-137, Eye

33.h.p.
4 B. and B.. h.b

19 1

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, clutch, new May
;

cost, «

extras, £57/10: perfect, done 600 wiles; cfK!

2. Eiver 'View Gardens, Barnes, S.W,

N S-L".. 2-speed, and free, mag., lin. Whit

and B.. li.b.e., in good order; £17/lp.-|

:

wood, Gloucester Ed., Walthamstcw.

12 Bradbnry, free engine, and sidecar, had t

little use, all as new; bet otter over 12

..•cures.—189, Church Ed., Wiliesden.

5 -6b p Twin, il'iill spring fmlcs and saddle, HaM
sons heaiy tyres, excellent condition ; £15,

change.— 12, Loughborough Ed., Brixton.

MOTOSACOCHE, 5;h.P-, 1912. almost new, rij*

few miles; cost £40. sell £30 : no o8ers.-B-0

627, Barking Ed-, l'laistow, London, E.

Oh.p. Quadrant, B.B. carburetter, Clinrher rt»j

O front, new Duuiop bach, engine peiiect; HS
jo offers.—14, Oakland Ed., Doveicruit.

MLNEEVA, lih.p., in grand running nrder. s

Palmers, new accumulator, -etc. ; £o: woiuill

15 miles.—44, Union Grove, Clapham.

PEUGEOT, 6h.p. twin, 1911 Boseh, free .

spring forks, Chatcr frame, low and fast, e

condition.—69, Greenside Ed., Croydon.

HUMBEE. 1912, new .Tidy 1st. 2-speerl, free n
only ridden 400 miles; cost £52/10. eiimil to

£46.-Hl"imber, 11, The Leas', Folkestone.

\,T0T0sAC0CHE,
iVl head light, f

1910i, 2h.p mag., 2 V

.trcsts. Uriiids, guarantee!
* Clapham Common.

DOUGLAS, 1909. 23h.p., new covers, just beM

hauled, guaranteed good condition tniosw

price £22.—Hose, Motor Works, Uxbndge.

5-6hP." Chntei-Sarolea Twin, new 26X2i Cciitiiieoji

BJ and B., and Whittle, dry battery iguitum: I

—14, Cavendish Gardens, Clapham, S.W-

3h.p. Humber, free engine, low position, ***s!
battery in good running order, will pa" »'"'

seen any time ; £5.—Eosemount, Stanley Rd., t>- »•

ford, N.E.
Archway Ed., Highgate

a 46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Lessons of the Six Days' Trials.

LAST week's thousand miles trials of the Auto
Cycle Union proved to be the biggest and best
organised event in the motor cycle world. The
large districts covered and the reliability demon-
strated in all weathers should do much to help

R'orward the motor cycle movement. We referred last

week to the special points and departures in design
pjof the competing machines, for it is usual for manu-
acturers to put their models of the ensuing year
hrough the August reliability test. Dealing now with
he lessons to be learned from the results of the trials,

ve gather from observations made whilst riding with
he competitors that, in such counties as Somerset
md Devon, a change-speed gear is an indispensable
itment, but that any sort of gear will not do. By
'his we mean that a gear giving only a small reduction
>n the low speed is little better than a single gear.
Many competitors who have marks recorded against
'hem for failures on hills did not lose them owing to
ack of engine power, but simply owing to being un-
ible to use it through the medium of a low gear
'atio. It is, of course, generally agreed that three
speeds are better than two, and as a further proof of
his contention we may cite an instructive experience
m the first day. A strong easterly wind was blowing
n the teeth of the riders while crossing Dartmoor.
The two-speeders were noticed with their backs down
loing their utmost to keep on top gear. The three-
speeders, on the other hand, dropped to their middle
"atio and got along comfortably. But against some
>f the three-speeders it may be said that the lowest
ratio is not low enough to ensure an ascent of Porlock
inder conditions such as obtain on a wet day. In

emergency gear asother words, the low is not an
it should be.

In praise of the two-speeders it can truly be said

that several successful examples more than held their

own with the three-speeders. They could climb go%
of hills on top, and had recourse to the low gear for

emergencies only. The variable pulley gears suffered
.

by reason of the fact that their lowest gears were too
high for precipitous hills. We pointed out last week
the general improvement in protecting the belt and
other vital parts of the machine, and our remarks are

amply confirmed by the results, for only a single case

of failure on hills due to belt slip came under our
notice, and the weather was unusually bad. Belts,

too, have been improved, several competitors actually

never had occasion to touch them from start to finish.

It should, however, be stated that chain-driven

machines scored decisively, as an examination of the

results will show. Altogether the trial was a huge
success, but a suggestion we should like to make for

next year is to_award a prize for personal appearance.

Some of the competitors were a disgrace to the

pastime. Some carried tubes wrapped round their

necks, belts, around their waists, and oil tins secured

by string. Such methods offend rather than attract

new converts. It has been argued that the result of

a strenuous trial embracing such a number of freak

hills and on which there were so many failures may
have a tendency to deter' intending purchasers, but it

must be remembered that these events are held to

improve the all-round efficiency and reliability of

machines, and that to settle the awards there must be

an elimination. Many of the machines which failed on

abnormal hills would suit more level districts.

AI7
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THE INCOMPLETE FOURTH STROKE.
The appended diagrammatic sketch

serves to explain the ideas of an eigh-

teen year old correspondent on the
subject of cylinder scavenging. It will

be seen that a separate piston is placed

in the head and operated by cam gear

through an overhead rocker. (In the
specification a forked rocker, operating

.tw plungers on the piston, is mentioned,

Diagrammatic sketch of auxiliary piston.

but for simplification only one is shown
ita the sketch.) At the end of the exhaust

stroke, the auxiliary piston would' be

forced down and thus expel the last

remnant of exhaust gases. The idea is

quite ingenious, but is, unfortunately, not

new, and the experiments that have been
made in this direction have mostly failed

on account of the force required to start

the auxiliary piston from rest.

A LUBRICATOR AND FILTER.
, Several novel fittings to a.motor cycle

were recently brought to our notice "by

Mr. J. Bates, of West Hampstead, Lon-
don. Made according to his own idea,

they are fitted to a 1910 clutch model
Triumph, and, we are told, act very

satisfactorily.

The first, an auto
matic lubricator, is

shown in fig. I. To
prevent oil being
blown back on to the
sides of the glass

bowl by the presure
from the crank case,

as is the' case with
most drip feed lubri-

cators, a cylindrical

brass box A has been
interposed between
the inlet to the crank
case and the glass

bowl, on to the sides

of which the oil is

flung. In the hollow
portion B a jet is

placed to further
Fig. i. An automatic minimise the tendency

lubricator. for ji to be forced

back into the upper portion of the
lubricator.

The method of working is as follows :

At the bottom end of the hand-operated
pump is a two-way tap, so that the oil

may be pumped into the crank case direct

or into the lubricator. Before starting

on a ride a quantity of oil is pumped
up into the glass bowl C through the
pipe D ; thence it is sucked to the crank
case by way of the box A and lower
tube E.

Fitted to the same machine is a Binks
two-jet carburetter, to the air inlet of

which is fitted a novel air filter. An old
carbide tin forms the framework. In
this six or eight slots have been cut,

and tlie end has been removed, all the
openings being then covered with fine

wire gauze. The whole is clamped on
to the end of . the trumpet-shaped
adapter by means of a spring, as shown
in fig. 2. Bound the top of the float

chamber, as will be seen, Mr. Bates has
fitted a guard of flat brass to prevent the

rider's trousers catching the lid of the
float chamber and pulling it off.

A LONG CONTINENTAL RIDE.
A French motor cyclist, named Lucien

Psalty (whose photograph is reproduced
on this page), residing in London, sends us
particulars of a 3,000 miles Continental
ride accomplished in twelve days. Start-

ing from London recently, he went

Fig. 2. A carburetter air filter.

Lucien Psalty and his 3i h.p. Triumph, on which he
recently accomplished 3,000 miles in twelve days.

by road to Newhaven, crossed to Dieppe,

and thence by road to Paris, Bar-le-Duc,

and Nancy, to Strasbourg, thence to Bel-

fort,- and through Doubs, after climb-

ing the Ballon d'Alsace. on to Neuchatel
(Switzerland), and back into ,

France to

Pontalier. Again crossing the frontier

into Switzerland i he visited Lausanne and
Geneva, returning to Lyons by Bellegarde

and Culoz. After Lyons the route was
Valence, Montelimar, Avignon, Marseilles.

Nimes, Salon, through the provinces of

Aveyron, Lot et Garonne, and Gironde.

Thence to Nantes, Rennes, Mont St.

Michel, Caen, Rouen, Paris, and back to

London via Dieppe and Newhaven. He
rode a Triumph motor bicycle. His inter-

national travelling pass, No. 1992, issued

by the A. A., shows the Customs date

stamps at various towns on the route.
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HAMILTON B1FUEL CARBURETTER,
This carburetter consists of two

separate fuel nozzles A and B mounted
side by side within a small choke tube
C leading into' the mixing chamber of
the carburetter. Each fuel nozzle is in

communication with a separate float

chamber of the usual construction, one
being fed with paraffin and the other
with petrol. Mounted upon the central

choke tube, and arranged to operate as
a dashpot or damping device, is an air

valve, held in its normal or shut position

by a suitably proportioned spring or by
a dead weight. This air valve is in the
form of a circular disc, and is arranged
to open by movement upwards against
the action of the spring. The air valve
E carries a bridge piece in which are

adjustably mounted two tapering needles,

which coincide with and slide within the
orifices in the top of the 'fuel nozzles,

thus forming variable fuel valves. The
walls of the cylinder D are so shaped
and proportioned that for any position

of the -air -valve the ratio of openings
presented respectively by the air valve

and the combined fuel valves remains
constant.

The Hamilton Bifuel carburetter, designed to con-
sume petrol and paraffin, which are mixed at the

jet in the desired proportion.

In the first place, the respective areas

of the two fuel nozzles are so propor-

tioned as to give the required percentages
of petrol and paraffin required in the

mixture. Suitable needle valves are then

fitted to the bridge on the air valve.

With the main air valve in its normal
or shut position, the needle controlling

the paraffin orifice is screwed down until

in this position the paraffin is entirely

shut off, whilst the needle " controlling the

petrol orifice is adjusted until just enough
petrol is allowed to pass to carburet the

small amount of air passing through the

central bypass or choke tube. We have

thus what is virtually a very small petrol

carburetter sufficient to feed the engine

running slowly on nearly closed throttle

with no. load, and also sufficient to start

up with from cold, but directly the

throttle is open the air valves open-

ing automatically, bring into simultaneous

operation both the petrol and paraffin

orifices, and the engine continues to use

the mixed fuel in the proportions as

decided by the respective areas of open-

ing of the two nozzles.

It has been found in practice that it

is possible to run the Bi-fuel carburetter

economically with 60% of petrol and

40% of paraffin without any further

heating than that provided by the usual

hot air intake pipe F.

Al8
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A STREAMLINE CONVERTED TRICAR.
WE have received some interesting photographs

of a conversion by Mr. H. G. Featherby, an

engineer of Bishop's Stortford, who writes as

follows

:

" I am sending you herewith some photographs of

a tricar which may perhaps be of interest .to some of

your readers. I use the machine constantly as a busi-

ness runabout, and in designing the present body I

have kept to streamline form as far as conditions

Torpedo bcdied tricar constructed anl used by Mr. Featherby.

permit. The external fittings are as few as possible,

and the wind resistance practically nil ; in fact, just

as good time can be made against a gale as with it.

" The underbody, which is of sheet iron, is con-
tinuous with the shell, and the clean run from end to

end thus obtained renders the machine almost dust-

less. The shell is built of 3 -ply wood, %'m. thick, on
a light bent wood frame. Bucket seats are slung from
the coamings round the hatchways, and all the con-
trols and attachments are inside.

" The engine is a twin Fafnir, 80 mm. bore, water-
cooled, the radiators being arranged in two sets, in

close fitting boxes,

each side of the body.
Large scoops catch
and convey cold air

to the boxes, and
this finds its exit

either through the

louvred plates to the

outside, or through
controllable openings
into the body for

warming purposes in

cold weather. The
small louvred plates

fore and aft are for

body ventilation.
'

' The height of the

glass screen can be
regulated by sliding it

in its irame. The
_ . . .,.-.,. ,

' lamps are electric,
End view of body lilted to an old , . , ... .,

Bjieighette. which permits them

being fitted in neat sockets. The top of the lamp
sockets forms a step for access to the passenger

seat. The tail lamp is inside the body altogether,

the rays being projected down the fin-shaped box,

the sides of which are cut to form the registration

number. A white diaphragm down the middle of the

box renders the sign quite readable by daylight, as

may be seen by the photograph, and when illuminated

at night it is very much clearer than the usual painted
plate with outside lamp.

" The tanks are slung to the underside of the deck
between the hatchways, the fillers being brought up
through. The engine is fitted with a Polyrhoe carbu-
retter and a Mea magneto, and the transmission is by
chain through a 3 speed and reverse gearbox.

" When the machine came into my possession it

had come off decidedly second best in an argument
with a farm cart.

" If any of your readers possess a heavy tricar of

this now almost obsolete type, I can recommend-

a

conversion somewhat on these lines. It makes a most
comfortable and handy runabout which handles much
.more like a four-wheeled car than a three-wheeler.

There is an almost entire absence of the roll which is

so pronounced on most tricars. There is plenty of

leg room and ample space for adjustments."

This conversion is made more than usually interest-

ing from the fact that the makers of the Raleighette

the Raleigh Cycle Co., Ltd., Nottingham, are no
longer makers of motor cycles. It is a thousand pities

that this firm relinquished this branch of their busi-

ness, as the Raleighette was one of the best tricars

that was ever turned out.

J. P. Haswell (31 h.p. Triumph sidenar) leaving Taunton in the A C.U. Six

Days' Trials.
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The Warwickshire Battalion of Motor Cyclists.

SOME few months ago I was able to tell my
readers that a cyclist battalion was to be formed
in Warwickshire, and some two months later

this statement was officially confirmed. That energetic

officer, Colonel Ludlow, is to be honorary colonel, and
we now have it on his authority, that the new regiment

is to consist entirely of motor cyclists. I am under
the impression that Colonel Ludlow's hopes have out-

stripped the facts, and that the Director of Military

Training and Organisation has not yet definitely con-

sidered the proposition of forming this battalion

entirely of motor cyclists. . Moreover/ I am : very

doubtful whether, when he. does come to a decision,'

it will be entirely on the lines foreshadowed by Colonel

Ludlow.
Tha Arming of Motor Cyclists.

The idea is that there will be some three motor
cycles, and that every private will have a pillion seat

fitted on the back carrier on which a second man can
ride as passenger. The officers and N.C.O.'s will

presumably not carry passengers. If any organisation

on- these lines is finally adopted, then one cannot too

strongly urge that the passenger should be armed with

a " Rexer " automatic rifle. This- gun is capable of

firing about 220 rounds a minute, and can be fitted

with stays to act as a support, for, weighing just over

20 lbs., it is too heavy for a man to hold without some
form of support. Experiments in foreign armies nave
taught that the ideal arrangement is to tell off two
men for each "Rexer." One carries it and fires it,

the other carries the ammunition and observes the

fire; and in the case of this motor cyclist battalion

the passenger would be the man with the gun, since

the man who steered would make very poor shooting

after holding the handle-bars for a few miles, especi-

ally on slippery or badly-made roads.

Captain de Putron's Scheme.
This idea of using motor cyclists in conjunction

with automatic rifles is not new; it was formulated a
couple of years ago by Captain de Putron, one of

the staff instructors at the School of Musketry, Hythe.
In his monograph on the subject, which is now
reposing in a pigeon-hole at the War Office, he sug-

gested that these motor cyclists should be raised in

companies of forty men, each company being attached
on mobilisation to a cyclist battalion guarding the

coast. He argued, and very soundly, that this would
place in the hands of the officer commanding an
extremely mobile unit with immense fire power which
he could throw at any threatened point in a very short

space of time. These men would keep the enemy
busy whilst the cyclist battalion was concentrating and
proceeding to oppose the landing. Covered by the
battalion, the motor cyclist company would then be
able to disengage itself and replenish ammunition
supplies

A22

Pillion Seats..

At that time motor cycles were neither so powerful

nor so reliable as they now are, and he overlooked thg

,

possibility of carrying men on the carrier. I would-

now suggest that motor cycle drivers should bs-j

armed with automatic pistols for their own defence; in

an emergency they would then, to a small extent, bff.

able to provide a covering fire for their Rexer comrades

when the time came for these to extricate themselves

from the fray. The principal drawback to the pillion
'

idea is that if anything goes wrong with the bicycle

it throws two men out of the fighting instead of one..

That was one reason why the tandem bicycle was a

failure from the military point of view.

The Sordid Question.

Of course the question of expense is one that will,.,

weigh - heavily with the authorities in giving their

sanction to the raising of a motor cyclist battalion. At

present the allowance to'cover wear and tear, petrol,

'

and insurance is 6s. 6d. a day, and it is now being

altered to 8s. Three hundred times eight shillings for

a fifteen days' camp adds up to quite a biggish sum,

and each Dassenger machine will probably want a

larger allowance than even eight shillings. There is,''

' however, a way out of this. There would be no

military value in taking the battalion out fifteen days

running on a motor cycle joy ride. For the purposes,

of training if would be quite sufficient to motor down?,

to camp and back, again with,, say, two days during

the training when the motors would be required to go^
any distance at all. Therefore an allowance of £jm
per machine for annual training would be about the"

correct amount, and. this would total up to just about

the same sum now allowed to a cyclist battalion of

525 men for hire of their cycles.

Army Manoeuvres.

All motor cyclists who wish to attend the Army
manoeuvres have still three days in which to join

the Legion of Cyclists and to send in their appli-

cations. The cycle allowance will be on the" 8s. scale,

and those men not attached to a unit for messing and.

sleeping will draw another 8s. a day to defray living .

expenses.

The full period of manoeuvres will be from Sep-

tember 8th to 20th, both days inclusive, but those

unable to come for the whole period should state

exactly what days they can come for ; they will stand

a good chance of being able to come out, but of course

men applying for the full period will get the .

preference.

Applicants should write_ direct to the Hon. Sec.,.i

The Legion of Cyclists, 128, Jermyn Street, and

enclose is. for postage and telegrams, etc., and is. 4d
for the Legion badge.

The list of applicants will be made up definitely on
August 25th.
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Useless Straps,

It is astonishing that so many firms supply various

cases designed for attachment to motor cycles either

by leather straps or by ordinary bolts and nuts. I

have warned the trade until I am tired that only one

attachment is any use. so far as my experience goes,

namely, a clip composed of a flat steel plate, a bent

steel plate, two D nuts, and two bolts. Please print

the " D nuts " in heavy type, Mr. Compositor, for

they are the heart and soul of the device. This attach-

ment cannot break or shake loose, and in this respect

it is unique in my experience.

Some Transmission Notes.

I see Mr. T. F. Maw prefers the complete chain

drive to that hybrid pattern which employs a belt as

its primary unit. Each to his whim. The curious

obsession which attacks most chain-drive enthusiasts is

their stubbornness in ignoring the fact that British

riders have always cast a heavy majority verdict in

favour of the belt ; and that consequently theory is a

matter of small moment. Personally I am again

experimenting -with chain drive for next year. I make
it a rule to buy at least one chain-driven machine
every other- year, but my last two experiences were

unhappy. I selected machines of leading makes in

both instances. On the first occasion my machine was
technically disfigured -by the fact that two of its chains

shared a common adjustment. I will not say—at this

lapse of time—that I had to adjust my transmission

oftener than is the rule with the belt, but I will say

that the adjustments were much dirtier, and occupied
more time, and that even then my chains were never
all three in perfect adjustment.

Experiences with Chain=driven Machines.
On the second occasion I had a two-chain machine,

and I adjusted its transmission" eight times in the first

month, after which I had to purchase new draw-
bolts, as the threads were stripped, and the flimsy nuts

badly burred. I then sold the machine for reasons

unconnected with its transmission. In spite of these

somewhat depressing experiences. with the drive which
a minority of the riding public are always applauding,
I show my fairmindedness by ordering a chain-driver
for next year. This machine again is disfigured by a
grave- technical flaw in its transmission design, but its

public performances, and the praises showered on it

by many riders, lead me to hope that this defect is

less serious on the road than it is on paper. I am
afraid I am an incorrigible, prenatal belt enthusiast,
Mr. Maw ; but if I enjoy a season of entire freedom
from transmission troubles with my 1.912 chain-driver,
I hope I shall be frank enough to say so. The argu-
ments in Mr. Maw's letter will only bear one inter-

pretation, and that will not be agreeable to him. If

that item of chain drive which the general public are
clamouring for is the weakest item, obviously the
public are being compelled against their will to resort
to a length of chain for belt reasons, and are not at

w

all spontaneously fascinated with chain drive in itself.

The facts are perfectly simple. A majority of motor
cyclists clung to the direct belt drive as long as

possible ; but the vagaries of indiarubber belts with

big engines in wet weather competitions, and the failure

of direct belt drive on small-engined small-pulleyed

lightweights, made some modification inevitable

The Two Alternatives.

There were two alternatives—to scrap belts alto-

gether, and adopt a complete chain drive ; or to relieve

the belt of its one and only weakness. The latter

escape seems the more popular. In answer to another

letter, I still claim the credit of popularising the com-
bined drive for Douglas Bros. Others undoubtedly

utilijed it before the Bristol firm, but their machines
have made its merits public property. If it were not

for the counter-shaft gear box, it is quite possible that

a shielded belt would have been the more popular

solution; for with a very little ingenuity in the way of

weatherguarding, the belt would have solved all pro-

blems on a single-geared 3^2 h-P-, whatever might

have been needed on the small p.ulleved lightweights.

But the growing popularity of the counter-shaft gear

box indicates a chain as the primary item ; and the

referendum verdict of twelve years indicates a belt as

the secondary item. Of course, it may all be mere
prejudice, and the chain may ultimately oust the belt.

But I think it is sound judgment, founded on the

simplicity of belt adjustments, the stupidity of thd

average amateur, who cannot trust himself to attend

to chains, and the cleanliness of a (rubber) belt as

opposed to the grease which haunts a well lubricated

and well-used chain.

'

"

'" ~

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
F. H. Thornton (5 h.p. Swan). This was one oi the best mudguarded maenme 1

in the trials.
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'UZJtIONS
dL^EPUES

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended 'for publication or not

n list fce accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and

'

on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

?

Legal—Driving to the Common Danger.

I am under the impression that
a motorist must have been seen

riding to the common danger by
a member of the police force

before a conviction can be ob-
tained. Is this" so ? I am sure an
answer in The Motor Cycle would be
of great interest, as many fellow motor
cyclists are of mv opinion, rightly .or
wrongly.—R.A.L.P.

Our legal adviser writes as follows :
" In

reply to the letter from -'R.A.L.P.,'

there is no provision ' under the Motor
Car Act that the evidence, of a member
of the police force is necessary before
anyone is convicted of dangerous driving.

In fact one witness would be sufficient

whethe; such witness was a police con-
stable or not. Of course, to obtain a

conviction for exceeding the speed limit

two witnesses are necessary if the speed
given is a matter of opinion only, but a

single witness is sufficient if the speed is

not given as a matter of opinion, but as

a matter of fact ascertained by measure-
ment of distance and time."

Driving Licences.

Being a regular reader of your
excellent journal, I should be
glad if you could favour me with
some information on the follow-

ing question. I have a driving
licence taken out from the L.C.C. on
March 19th, 1912, which is made out
to rne at my address in London. I

now find that for business purposes I

shall have to live in Cheltenham. Will
the L.C.C. endorse it with the new
address, or must I take out a fresh
licence (and pay 5s.) from the Glouces-
tershire County Council?—C.F.K.

There is no need for the L.C.C.^ or any
other authority, to endorse your driving
licence with the new address, but when
you take out the fresh licence in March,
1913, you will have to apply to the
nearest police offices to your residence,
when a fresh licence will be issued with
your new address. In the case of the
registration, it would be necessary for
ygu to inform the County or Borough
Council with whom your machine is

icgistered of your change of address and
send them the registration form for

alteration. There is no fee for amending
the particulars on the registration form.
'1 he authorities are compelled to make
this alteration and provide you with a
copy of the details

A.26

Magneto Timing.

My machine had a fall when
I was mounting, but engine went
on running Jor a minute .or

so, then stopped, . the driving
chain coming off. I failed to get

it to work again ; firing in the exhaust
pipe. I took the engine down and
found two piston rings broken. (1.)

Do you think that was the cause of

firing in exhaust? (2.) The timing I

founds incorrect, the spark occurring
when piston was just down. I have
timed it when piston is \m. on down-
ward stroke. Am I right? (3.) The
spark occurs on alternate stroke. Is

that as it should be?—O.M.
(1.) No firing in the silencer would be
caused by an explosion being missed in

the cylinder and fired by the next hot
gas which entered the silencer. (2.) The
driving chain you refer to as coming off

is, we presume, the chain which drives

the magneto, as you found engine timed
incorrectly. The engine would not run at

all timed as you mention. To time
magneto you should retard lever to full

extent, place piston on dead centre of

compression and firing strokes, when con-

tact points should be just about to

separate. The spark occurs in a four-

cycle engine once every other revolution

of the flywheel.

Hounslow to Newark. •

Would you kindly inform me
the best route from Hounslow
to Newark (Notts.)? I want to

make as fast a journey as pos-

sible, and should be glad if you
would . give me (1) route avoiding

London, (2) through London.—S.L.S.

Your best route would be as follows;

Hounslow, past Heston-Hounslow Station,

Heston, Norwood Green, straight across

the main road N
to Greenford, where turn

left and then right through Greenford
Green and Harrow-on-the-Hill. At the

bottom of the hill turn right. Through
Pipers Green, on to the main EdgwaEe
Road ; turn down this, and take the'

turning to the left past Hendon Station,

which brings you on. to the main Great

North Road. Follow this through Barnet,

Hatfield, Welwyn, Stevenage, Baldock,

Biggleswade, Buekden, Eaton Socon,

Stamford to Newark. Through London,
follow the main Bath Road right through
Hammersmith Broadway, then go down
Holland Road, up Nottnig H 1". turn intc

Oxford and Cambridge Terrace, and .

straight on till you come to Lisson Grove

;

this brings you close to the G.C. station.

Go straight" into Grove End Road, bear

right by a fountain and then left, which

will bring you into Finchley Road, where

you enter the Great North Road

A.C.U. Six Days' Trials. The G.W.K. cyclecar on the weighbridge at Taunton. J. T. Wood, the driver,

is the central figure of the three just behind the machine.
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Jockey Pulley.

In your " Hints and Tips " 1

^T] observe the author advises the" use of a jockey pulley as a pre-

_LJ ventive for belt slip. The
roads in St. Austell during wet

weather get in a vile condition owing
to the china clay traffic, and the
belt slipping problem is an important
one, especially upon hills. In wet
weather I use a fin. Watawaia upon my
Douglas. Having about 7in. to spare
I am wondering : (1.) Whether a jockey-

pulley would be suitable? (2.) Where
could such pulley be obtained, and what
size pulley? (3.) Which do you con-
sider the most suitable place to fit upon
aTJouglas "E" model.—J.S.

/Vhy not have the firm's own two-speed
;ear and countershaft drive fitted? This
rould be better than a jockey pulley. If

on have made up your mind to try a
ockey pulley you would probably have
o have it made locally. We know of ,no
me marketing such a device to suit any
midline. In the case of a Watawata
•ou would have to use a specially made
ockey pulley with a groove in the centre
o take the heads of the rivets of the
arge washers, otherwise no doubt noise
vould be caused. We think the best
ilace to fit it ' would be on a bracket
fastened to the seat tube like the Moto-
acoche, and it ought to be controllable

>y means of a Bowden wire or lever so
hat it could be tightened and slackened
ecording to circumstances.

Petrol Consumption.

I have recently purchased a
^1 3j h.p. New Hudson. During
% my first fortnight I did 540 miles
-£J on good roads (about 300 solo

and 240 with sidecar and pas-
senger). During this taaie I used
nearly nine gallons of petrol, giving
me an average of about 64 m.p.g.
Ought I not to do more than this? I

have a B. and B. carburetter. I don't
know the size of the jet, but it is a
large one, and has been on all the
time, even when I was riding solo.

You must take into consideration the
fact that I "live in London, and at the
beginning of every ride I have a few
miles of. traffic to get through, which
entails constant use of the low gear
(10 to 1). Should I try a smaller jet,

or would that give me too little reserve
power for hilLclimbing when using the
sidecar with a passenger.—J. B.C.

IV e do not consider sixty-four miles to
he gallon very excessive with a three-
ipeed machine and sidecar. Brobably
with very careful driving you could im-
prove on it, as it is certainly possible to
do more, but if you alter the size of the
jet you may reduce the power of the
mar bine on hills, necessitating the use
of the low gear for many hills which
you now climb on either the top or middle
speed. We should advise you to keep
ignition advanced as far as possible con-
sistent with the speed, and drive with
the throttle lever as far closed as pos-
sible, using the free engine clutch to
descend all long hills. Of course, you
drive with the. air lever open as far as
possible consistent with obtaining a good
mixture. These are the essential points
in .connection with economy of petrol.
The normal jet should be No. 32.

?

New Piston Rings.

I have a 3A h.p. machine, and
recently fitted new piston rings.
I have also ground in. both valves.
Compression is not so good now
as when I first fitted rings, after

only 200 miles. When I had fitted

them I was surprised to find compres-
sion was perfect, but now it is only
really good when tlte engine is warm.
(1.) Do you think the cylinder requires
reboring? I do not see why it should,
or why was compression so good when
I first fitted rings and before they had
run at all? (2.) Ought not this to do
more on the flat than 35-40 ? Can you
suggest anything to give more speed?
I have been altering the carburetter,
and have now, I think, got it at its

best. My gear is 4^ to 1. (3.) Why
does my engine overheat? It is verv
hot after a fifty-mile run. I run vv-.th

spark advanced nearly full and as miuti
air as possible, getting about 95 m.p.g.
—W.B.

(1.) Brobably either new cylinder or piston

is required. You may have been deceived
when fitting new piston rings. These
would be tight, and what you thought
was good compression may have been
parity due to tightness of the piston rings.

(2.) You do not say the date the machine
was built. If it is an old pattern it pro-

bably wants new cylinder and piston before
it will exceed 35 to 40 m.p.h. and climb
hills well. (3.) We cannot tell you why
the engine overheats. It may be due to a
number of causes. We presume it is quite

clean on piston and combustion head ; that

is to say, it has recently had carbon
deposit scraped off. Consumption seems
to be about right. Do you think the
engine gets hotter than other motor cycle

engines after a fifty miles run? You must
bear in mind that they all get fairly hot

READER'S REBLY.
I have noticed in "Questions and

Replies" a query by " H.R.H." con-
cerning sudden loss of power on hills.

I have experienced exactly the same
symptoms with my motor cycle and
sidecar. I happened to change my plug
(originally a Bosch) and met trouble. J

use Brice's lubricant, and have always
found it satisfactory. The engine, though
apparently* seizing up, ran quite free
when pedalled on the stand, and ran
quite well after half a minute's rest. I

diagnosed the trouble to be due to the
new plug having long electrodes, which,
evidently, became red-hot and set up
slow combustion of the fresh charge on
the compression stroke. I put in the
original plug and ran over the course
where I previously experienced trouble

—

result no loss of power nor overheating.
I had previously lubricated well, and on
this test I drove hard and kept the oil

consumption down. I trust my ex-

perience will be of some use to " H.R.H."
—G. W. Tkenkakl.

EXBERIENCES WANTED.
"A.C." (Birmingham.)—5-6 h.p. A.J.S.

and 5-6 h.p. Blumfield, both with sidecar.

"R.C.G." (Bridlington.)—3£ and 6 h.p.

Zenith Graduas with and without side-

cars.

" C.F." (Doncaster.)—(1) Bowden two-
speed and (2) Haden three-speed on
3£ h.p. 1912 Triumph.

If "J.C." (Sandiacre), " Knarf " (no

address given), " H.W.S." (Bacton-on-

Sea), "R.R.T" (Aldershot), and
"A.E.B." (Eastboarne), will comply
with our rules and send stamped
addressed envelopes, their queries will

be answered.

BARRED

!

An incident of the English-Dutch Trial ; unloading F. W. Barnes's Zcmth-Gradua sidecar at the Hook of hoiianJ.

The photograph is reminiscent of the barred cage on the Zenith Co.'s stand at the last Olympia show.
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THE 1,000 Miles Trial of 1912 will be remembered for
long to come. The severity, of the Devonshire hills,

for years avoided by the average tourist, account
for a big proportion retiring from the contest, and

the survivors losing marks, but, on the other hand, last

L. Cass (31 h.p. quadrant), turning the corner at Tivo Bridges.

week's trial proved conclusively that £0% of present-day
motor cycles stop at nothing. Hills with the steepest
gradients <k> not worry the riders, and as for reliability,
they can reel off mile after mile, day after day, with clock-
like regularity.

Second Day, Tuesday (continued).
Taunton, Bampton, Barnstaple, Hfracombe, Lynmouth (slow

hill-climb), Countisbury, Porlock, Bridgwater, Somerton,
Langport, Taunton Distance, 160| miles.

Our last week's report of the first two days' runs left off
after the ascent of the tit-bit of the trial—Beggar's Roost,
or Barbrook Mill Hill. From the list of successes it would
be seen that quite half found the gradient of 1 in 3£—the
steepest gradient in Great Britain—too much for their
machines. All credit to those who were successful. Long
before the tail end of the string had reached Barbrook, the
vanguard had commenced the slow climb up Countisbury,
after lunching at Lynmouth. Consequently The Motor
Cycle.; with its two representatives mounted on motor cycles—a B.S.A. and P. and M.—is in the happy position of
being able to record from personal observation the perform-
ances on these two hills.

A clean ascent of Beggars' Roost meant a bonus of 25
marks to the successful riders, but failure did not involve
loss of marks. Complete teams which easily accounted for
the climb includes the James, Scott, and P. and M.

—

singularly enough, all chain-driven machines. Lister Cooper
on the single-geared Triumph was anxiously awaited by the
crowd assembled on the hill, and there was general regret
on learning of his retirement owing to an engine seizure.
The trouble is unaccountable, and it is worthy of note "that
this is the first time for years of Six Day's' Trials that a
trade Triumph has been withdrawn. F. G. Edmond (3^ h.p.
Humber) was another who did not reach the hill, it was
A30

subsequently learned owing to his rear tyre continually
coming oif the rim. VC. P. Finn (Enfield sidecar) was alsc
an absentee, and news came through that he had retired.
One of the judges, Rev. E. P. Greenhill, riding a Douglas,
had a valve rocker break. He was towed some miles by a
sporting farmer, who left his hay and got out his motor
cycle. Then Major Nicholl towed him to Lynmouth, where
Fletcher supplied a replacement.

The Slow Test on Countisbury.
Returning to our observations on Countisbury, it will be

remembered that this long gradual ascent, which is pre-
ceded' by 'a "quarter-mile of 1 .in 6, had to be climbed at a
speed not exceeding 12 rn.ip.h. Excess of this speed involved
loss of marks. It was not expected that there would be
failures, but nevertheless several came to a .standstill, most
probably due to attempting the steepest section at too slow
a speed. ' There was no rain at Lynmouth on Monday, so
the surface was quite dry. J. F. Sirett (7 h.p. Indian),
one of the first arrivals, impressed everyone by the, silence
and smoothness of running-of .his engine. S. G. Hubbard
(Bradbury) and A. H. Alexander . (3£ h.p. Indian) assisted
with their feet,' whilst Vv . Creyton (Humber) stopped, as
also did L. Cass (Quadrant), R. .E. Guest (Matchless side-
car), and J. Munday (A.C.) -Of the, others, again the whole
team of P. and M.'s, Scotts, and Jameses. crawled up on their
low gears, evidently in an attempt to win the special prize
for the slowest ascent. Other machines which toyed with
the gradient were Crawley's and Newsome's Triumphs, Alan
Hill s Indian, the Douglases, New Hudsons, Motosacoche,
L.M.C.'s, Enfield, and the three Rovers. Wasley did- well,

especially as he had taken the timing gear out and replaced
it at the hill foot. Mrs. Hardee (P. and,M.) and Miss
Hammett (Douglas) sailed up comfortably, attempting
nothing sensational, at a slow speed. The Zenith and Ariel

Marking ofl the starters' numbers in the Drill Hall Yard, Taunton.
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J. T. Wopi(G.W.K.) on Begjars' Boos* Not 'ong ago this h:il was
considered almost unclimbable.

riders also appeared to be travelling at a good 12 m.p.h.
W. E. Cook':, N.S.U. -geared A. S.L. -Precision made a sure
climb. Singularlj enough, practically none of the passenger
machine, drivers attempted slow ascents, though they could
surely have scored over' the bicycles on account of their

stability.

The Hero of Beggars' Roost.
. J. R. Has well, however, the hero of Beggars' Roost, on his

three-speed Triumph sidecar, simply crawled from bottom
to top. His slow accent was as monotonous to himself as

the spectators, for it appeared he would never get out of
sight. How his engine is able to plug away uphill for over
a mile on a 16 to 1 gear without knocking itself to a stand-
still is a mystery. About a quarter of an hour is Has-
well's time. There was much delay in the" concluding stages
of the slow climb owing to coaches and cars blocking the
narrow road.

We Were now in the tail of the procession, and hurrying
along over Exmoor by the coast road to Porlock without
time to enjoy to the full the magnificent land and sea-
scapes. We were astonished to meet competitors riding in
the opposite direction. They were, however, the early
birds trying Pollock, Saturday's test hill. The surface
was good, so most succeeded... L. Cass (Quadrant) had a
badly-burst tyre, and twice stopped to effect repairs. We
also passed Collier (Matchless) with belt trouble. There
is a hairpin bend .on a hill out of Porlock ; competitors

came upon it unawares, and severaJ""failed miserably. Near
Minehead we overtook Gray (Rudge multi) with his gear
in pieces by the roadside. It had run hot, and gave a
free engine in all positions. Having wasted over two hours
endeavouring to put matters to rights, he retired, and_ was
towed to Minehead Station by the Kempshall tyre car.

Further on Creyton (Humber) was again in trouble, his
timing having shifted. He, too, lost the limit of time, so

gave up. Near Williton we noticed the Duo by the road-
side, and, stopping to enquire, found that one of the d"-'ving

pulleys had broken. It was towed in by the Pediey tyre
car. Through Bridgwater and Somerton the going was
good, but the roads extremely dusty, in contrast to

Monday's rain, as, bad as it is, dust was preferred. H.
E. Haswell (Bradbury) collided with a car and bent his
footrest, but continued, whilst nearing Taunton W. Land
Dibb (6 h.p. Rex) ran into a wood cart and wrecked his
machine, hard luck indeed, as he had lost no marks up to
this point. Turning into the Drill Hall yard, Thornton
(Swan) ran into the gate and knocked a spectator over.

List of marks lost on Countisbury Hill

:

One Makk.—P. Grout (44 h.p. Quadrant) and R. Holloway
(Premier).

Three Marks.—P. C. Wasley (Douglas), G. B. Fry (34 h.p.

Quadrant), and W. E. Cook (A.'S.L.)

Four Marks.—P. Weatherilt (34 h.p. Zenith), J. IT. Kerr
(34 H.p. N.S.U.), and J. M. Oakey (Matchless).

Two A.C. sociables in the "check at the bottom of Telegraph Hill.

A. D. Arter (3J h.p. James) on Countisbury.

Six Marks.—F. C. North (Ariel), J. Haslam (6 h.p. Zenith),

W. E. Phillips (Triumph), G. H. Donelly (4 h.p. Swan), and
Miss Hamniett (Douglas).

Nine Marks.—Mrs. Hardee (P. and M.) and Hugh Gibson
(Bradbury sidecar).

Sixteen Marks.—L. Newey (34 h.p. Ariel).

The slowest ascents in the motor bicycle class were bv A.
R. Penny (24 A.J.S.), 10m. 26s., and Geo. Cocker (24 h.p.

Singer), 10m. 3s.

In the passenger the slowest were A. J. Stevens (A.J.S.),

17m. 5s., and J. R. Haswell (34 h.p. Triumph), 13m. 35s.

Third Day, Wednesday.

Taunton, Bridgwater, Cheddar Gorge, Bristol, Birdlip,

Cirencester, Malmesbury, Chippenham, Bath, and Wells.
Distance, 1964 miles.

The morning was dull, and the weather appeared showery,
while the roads were very wet owing to heavy rain in the
early hours, ^As this was the longest day, the men were
started in pairs, a practice which might well be followed on
most days, save on those on which very narrow roads have
to be traversed. As it was only seven miles to the surprise

hill of the morning, an early start was rrrade. We soon

overtook the two- ladies, who were greeted in all the villages

with cheers. Abbott, however, seemed in a hurry, so he

had to be overtaken, .as. we were bent on observing the

ascents of all the competitors. Major Nicholl. whose Clyno
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H. c, Mills (3£ h.p. Green-Precision) ready to start.

was temporarily . hors dc combat owing to tyre troubles,

borrowed Loughborough's Matchless, and as he was on duty

as observer, he pushed 'ahead, -and was just in front of us

on the steepest part of the hill when the back tyre suddenly

collapsed.

The hill is' approached by a sharp rise, followed imme-

diately by an 1 acute corner; then the gradient enses for a

stretch, and culminates in a section of about 1 in 6, followed

by a long and : fairly easy gradient. The surface was wet
at first, but became very greasy later on.

The following competitors climbed the hill successfully

:

Mrs. Hardee (P. and M.), Miss Hammett (Douglas),

Abbott (Bradbury), Herdman (Rudge), Catt .(Triumph), Kerr

(N'.S.U.)-,. Dr. Moss-Blundell (Corah), Haswell (Bradbury),

Holloway ' (Premier), Peachey (Swift), Watson (Swift), Has-

lam (Zenith), Oliphant (Premier), Griffith^ (Zenith), Little

(Premier), Brough (Brough). Weatherilt (Zenith), Berwick
New Hudson), Mundy (Quadrant), Dixon (New Hudson),
Cocker (Singeri, Morris (Zenith), who skidded slightly, Bab-

AUGUST 22nd, igi2.

bington (Bat), Wilberforce (Douglas), Castagnoli (L.M.C.),
Donnelly (Swan), Thornton (Swan) "Hunt" [Campion),'- Gibb
(Douglas), " Evans- (Humber), Dixon (Singer), Phillips

(Triumph)—the latter is a member of the Taunton Club

;

he is of quite an unmechanical turn of mind, so we are
informed, and yet he has gone so far without losing a mark-
South (Kudge), McMijihies (Triumph) Pratt (O.K.), Pratt

(P. and M.), Penny (A.J.S.) Shaw (P." and M.), Mills (Green-
Precision), Sirrett (Indian), Sproulle (P. and M.), Drake (P.

and M.), Hill (Indian), C. T. Newsome (Hover), Noble
(Kover), Scott '(Rudge), Spvottoh (Rover} Phillips (Douglas),

Newey (Ariel), Sat»gsier (Ariel), North [Ariel), Brown
(James), Arter and Pollock (James), Crawley (Triumph),
Bolroyd (Motosacochej, Newsome and Hardee (Triumph),"
Wells (Bradbury), Moffat (Douglas), Piatt (Bradbury), Clarke
(A.J.S.), Soresby (L.M.C.), Haddock (A.J.S:); Corke '(A.J.S.),

Philipp, Baker, and Longfield (Scott). Sawer .'(Premier),
Dickson (Zenith), Dickson (Indian), Collier (MatcHess sc),

Tassell (Matchless), Guest (Matchless), Haswell (Triumph sc.),

Colver (Enfield sc), Wood and Keiller (G.W.K.),F. Smith
(Clyno), R. C. Davis (Chater-Lea sc), Gibson • (Bradbury
sc), Jameson (Enfield), Morgan (Morgan runabout), Stevens
(A.J.S. sc.)

The following competitors were unsuccessful

:

,Cass (Quadtant), plug- blew out; Alexander (Indian), Grant
(Quadrant), Wasley

. (Douglas), Fenn (Humber), broke a
piston at the foot of the hill and retired ; Fry "(Quadrant),
Cooke (A.S.H). Nott. (Matchless sc), "clutch slipping.

Cothelston Hill occurred in the 43^ miles non-stop section. ;

T..c tcott Team climbing Countisbury Hill, Frank Philipp lea Jin.;.

Three compet't:>rs in Cheddar Gorge.

A descent followed into Bridgwater, and a long stretch
of fairly level road brought us to Cheddar Gorge! Spectators
were- gathered here in large numbers, quite a crowd being
on the banks at the worst bend, which is' also the steepest

part of the Gorge Cheddar is not a stiff climb, but it tried

some of the passenger machines fairly well, particularly the
single-cylindered sidecars.

The Ascent of Cheddar Gorge.
Most competitors climbed tho Gorge satisfactorily. Miss

Hammett was first up, followed by Mrs. Hardee. They
received an ovation for particularly neat ascents. * A. H.
Alexander again came to a standstill.'. He is having bad
luck; he attributes his failure to the assembling of his

engine, for the aiming is wrong. " He cannot rectify the
trouble in running time, as the timing gear is in the crank
case. Another who stopped on the difficult S bend was J.

Munday (A. C), whose compression tap blew out with a
loud report. A few miles further on, the non-stop section

of 43j miles from Taunton elided at Wellsway Inn. From
that point nothing in the form of serious gradients occurred
till Dundry Hill was reached.
The traffic of Bristol city is usually most difficult to

negotiate, but, thanks to good directions, the assistance of

the police and boy scouts, the route was easily followed
over Clifton Down on to the Gloucester Road at Filtjon.

Soon after Filton, down fell the rain, drenching roads and
competitors. At Falfield the main road was left and a

hilly course followed over the Cotswold range into

Gloucester, with glorious views of the Severn and Bristol

Channel. On tae. steep hill out of Falfield W. Heaton and
L. A.. Bees were seen stopped. The rain had rendered the.

surface very treacherous on parts of this section.

B2
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(Lett) trans Philipp (Scott), (right) W. Helen (A.J.S.) at top of CheJJa. Gorjf

Lunch \vas served at ^.the .Bell, Gloucester, and the. check-
ing and timing arrangements being under the control of
Mr. A. G. Reynolds was a guarantee of their being well
carried out. J. Cocker (2J- h.p. Singer) had to change a
plug a few hundred" yards from the' restart. After lunch
Birdlip was ascended, this well-known acclivity accounting
for more failures than it should have done, considering its

notoriety and the knowledge most competitors have of its

gradient and severity. A few miles from Birdlip summit
we saw Pollock (James) adjusting his machine by the
roadside; also R. H. Wells (Bradbury). Beyond Birdlip

there was litt'e to interfere witli the modern motor cycle nf
almost any power. Rain fell at intervals nearly all the
afternoon, the storms between Bath arid" Chewtrm Mendip
being particularly severe. The cold for the time of year
was felt keenly, and commented on by all. The route from
Birdlip was through Cirencester, Malmesbury, Chippenham.
Bath, over the Mendips (where there were some fairly stiff

ascents and descents), through Wells and Glastonbury to
Taunton.

Greenore Check.
At Greenore check, near Wells, a good deal that was of

interest could be learned. -The check was outside an inn
which bore the curious sign, " Ne .Nimium " ("Not too
Much "). -Shortly after our arrival just before Abbott, who
evidently was afraid of being late, the rain came down in
torrents,„-.an.d it was very 'cold. Garrey . (Swan) lost. a bolt
out. of his clutch rod. - Donnelly^fSwan) skidded in Bath, and
damaged, the side plate of the frame. In Bath also a com-
petitor sigle-slipped and bumped into W. Pratt, who in
turn cannoned off and knocked a butcher boy over who was
riding a, carrier tricycle. Mills suffered. a puncture. Evans's
Humber and the P. and MVs were conspicuous ior their
clean crank cases. Someone had . bumped into Grout's
machine while it was jacked up by the roadside and. bent
the stand. Br. Moss Blundell had a spill in Gloucester and
another in Bath, bent and damaged the. chain guards, tore
out' the exhaust lifter, and as a result he had to put in two
hours' work straightening things up. Rj' Gj O. Wells had
magneto trouble, and took out his plug and dismounted
his carburetter in looking for it. He thought he had traced
the trouble to the high-tension carbon brush, and just as
,he was starting he noticed his front. tvre was flat. Guest
pulled the valve out of his back tyre. Baker wore an apron
on his Scott, and kept himself beautifully warm and dry.
Mud was flying about, so Frank Smith cleaned his float

chamber as a precaution. On the way home, Morgan was
seen with the bonnet open in Glastonbury. Singster, who,
like several others, had lost a filler cap, was apparently
suffering valve trouble five miles from Taunton, and about
two miles from the finish Jones had- a puncture. The road
back was lumpy, and over Sedgemoor there were several

Three competitors at a check. The machines are a Bradbury and two twin Zeniths.

BiV
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bad doa d'dnes. A dangerous bridge, one and a half miles

from Glastonbury, marked by a red lamp, required caution,

and at Burrow Bridge the tollgate, with which anyone who
was unwarned might easily collide, came as a surprise to

the' competitors. A red lamp gave notice of our approach
to it, and Major Lloyd gave warning at the Greenore check

of both the above-mentioned dangers. The rain fortunately

cleared off before Taunton, which was reached before dark.

Sixteen miles from Taunton we came across J. Oliphant
(Premier), whose Sturmey-Archer gear locking arrangement
had turned in the fork end and broken the frame ; he had
to abandon the machine, and H. Colver very kindly took

him into Taunton on his Enfield sidecar.

Near the finish, W. B. Little (Premier) ran out of petrui,

and enquiring for paraffin at a neighbouring cottage -was

surprised and pleased to learn that the occupant had a small
supply of petrol.

Several riders finished .on fiat tyres, including Miss
Hammett (Douglas), who changed a cover during the day,

V. C. North (Ariel), and " No. 13," P. Shaw (P. and M.j
The competitors presented a sorry sight at the finish,- for

they had had alternately extremely dusty roads, then pour-

ing- rain—a 'combination which tested the most hardened
spirits. The ladies,- however—there are several on the
passenger machines—were no more perturbed by the adverse
weather- than some of the men. Although they had been
despatched in pairs for Wednesday's long run, it was dark
before the back-markers checked in. Several arrived very
late, : including Dri Moss Blundell (Corah). Punctures had
been the chief trouble during- the day, though the wet
found out weak spots in the ignition .system, and skids were

E. P. Dickson (6 h.p. Zenith) ascending Countisbury Hill. The photo is

taken from the bank almost directly above. ... _

not unknown. At the replenishment depot—which was very
systematically arranged—an attendant put oil into Owefi-
Wells's petrol tank.' This was the. last straw, as that rider,

had; suffered innumerable troubles during the day, but stuck
gamely to his task.

A. H. Alexander (3J h.p. Indian) and J. F. Sirett (7 h.p. Indian) in Cheddar Gorge. Alexander's Indian was repjrtei to be wrongly timed.
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After Cottielstone the route lay through Bagbbrough a

Watts House to a watersplash neat Elwurthy 011 the re

A competitor descending Pollock.

Fourth Day, Thursday.
Out and home from Taunton through Somerset lanes, see

maps in last week's issue, page 929. Distance, 154i
miles. A secret course until the morning of the fourth

day.

"The brave old Duke of York, he had ten thousand men,
First lie marched them up a hill, then marched them

down again."

Thus did the Auto-Cycle Union with the survivors of the

trial on Thursday last. The route was a maze of turnings
and surprise hills, and single figure gradients were common
objects of the country side. Before lunch the district west
of Taunton was covered. We left betimes as this morning
the start was at 7 a.m., and our destination was Collier's

Hill, where we were asked to officiate as observer. The
weather was dull and threatening, and the roads were wet
with recently fallen rain. The way out of Taunton was
shown by boy scouts, and every corner was marked both
with arrows and confetti. Soon the arrows turned us off

the main roads and lanes were traversed which were narrow,
rough, and greasy, and both winding and steep. A hill

beyond Rowford was a forecast of what was to come. Then
the surface became even worse, and finally there ensued
a steep descent, at the foot of which there was a sharp
corner—the awkward approach to Collier's Hill. The sur-

face here was excellent, and the gradient was no worse than
1 in 5£. Nearly everybody made a clean ascent; Mrs.
Hardee led the van as usual and made a splendid climb.
It now began to rain and never ceased at this particular spot,

a heavy downpour alternating with a Scotch mist.
Despite the inclemency of the weather, Morris (Zenith) wore

no cap. Grout (Quadrant) failed, and as his low gear was
jammed the intermediate (5 to 1) was too high for the gradient.
Knowing the nature of the route Grout decided to retire.

Wasley (Douglas) dismounted owing to his petrol tap being
turned off. Haker (Scott), being unaware that an obscured
hill was confronting him, stopped at the foot to pump his

front tyre. Mills (Green-Precision) came up well as usual,
but by way of a lark pretended to pedal. Our assistant
observed, and entered in his notebook in all seriousness that
he had employed this form of assistance. Platts (Bradbury)
had a bad squeak when the top gear was in engagement.
Kerr (N.S.U.) stopped owing to too slack a belt. Miss
Hammett arrived very late, as she changed a cover in the
garage/ A mile or two after Collier's Hill there are cross
roads where the arrows clearly showed the way, but at one
point a little farther on one of these must have pointed
in the wrong direction as several men climbed Cothelstone
Hill twice.

and
rsplash near Elw'wrthy 011 the road

leading to Raleigh Inn. The water was not deep, but the
ford was followed by a hill of approximately 1 In 12. W.
D. South (Rudge Multi) came to a standstill owing to his
belt being saturated with water. J. Peachy (Swift) also
stopped owing to the water and a rich alluvial deposit on
his magneto. The water put out Hugh Gibson's magneto
like snuffing a candle.

.
Through Wasbi'ord to Dunster the

road continued ever winding and undulating. There were
few incidents to record, though several skids were reported.
P. J. Evans took a toss over the handle-bars, breaking his
watch and chain and at the same time losing a gold medal,
which he would very much like restored to him. At last

J. R. Haswell had to give up his plucky attempt to take the
experimental three-speed Triumph through such a severe
trial. He has had trouble all along in changing down to
the low gear ; this action first causing the back wheel to
skid along and then suddenly taking the bit between its

teeth. Naturally something must give way under such
conditions, and Haswell himself predicted an early with-
drawal. It came to-day as the low gear dogs were sheared
off leaving him with but two effective speeds. He could
plod along in this manner, but the ascent of Porlock on
Saturday would have proved too much for him with the
16 to 1 ratio inoperative, so he retired. • Wheddon Cross to
Bampton was the next section, but this provided no severe
test.

Twenty-four Failures on Byber's Hill.

Byber's'Hill, Waterrow, was the real test of the morning,
and this climb accounted for twenty-four failures. The
gradients were kindly supplied to us by Captain Davidson,
R.E., who was an interested spectator. Beginning with a
short easy stretch, followed by a right-angled turn to the
left, when the bend is negotiated the steepest part, averaging
1 in 4^, is encountered. Small loose granite rendered a firm
grip for the wheels impossible, and several failures were due
to this cause. After the steep section the hill eases off to

1 in
1

8, culminating with a hundred yards of 1 in 7. Quite
a crowd assembled here in the anticipation of seeing fun,

and they were not disappointed. Before, referring to the
performances, we think it necessary to draw attention to

the lack of judgment of some of the competitors, both
on this and other hills. Knowing full well by the crowd
at the corner that something good was in store, many were
foolish enough to round the bend on top gear, and then
lost way in changing down, their, engines having no chance
to pick up.

The Morgan Runabout starting the ascent of Byber's Hill.
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A C.U. Six Days' Trials.—

: Mrs. Hardee (P. and M.) led,, as before, but paddled with
her feet, though' apparently her engine had ample power.
H. G. Dixon (New Hudson), G. Brough (6 h.p. Brough),
and J. F. Sirett (Indian) shone conspicuously, all three
making use of their top gears on the easy stages. Mundy
Qjadrant) just got up by skilfu] jockeying. Babington
(Bat) succeeded, though bis engine was misfiring. Miss
Hammett (Douglas) changed, gear too late, whilst C. L.
Scott (Rudge) had hard luck in breaking his belt in sight

. of the top. A. J. Dixon (Singer) made a clean and fast
ascent, though his stand was trailing. Really easy climbs
were' made by Noble and Sproston (Rovers), and Holroyd
(Motosaeoche), who went up "in a bunch, Newsome (Rover),
and the James trio—Arter, Pollock, and Brown. This
team, with the A.J.S., Scott, and P. and M. riders, can
always be relied upon for clean and sure ascents, and their
consistency is the main topic of conversation when a hill-

rlimb is in progress. Crawley and Newsome on their
triumphs, Holloway and Little_ (Premiers), are also com-
petitors who" are as sure on hills as it is possible for any
rider to be ;' the first-named was as fast as anyone on
Byber's "Hill, passing "three or four others" on his way up.
VVilberforce, after rounding the bend, charged the bank and
tore a finger nail. off, which caused him to faint. Recover-
ing in about fifteen minutes, he made one of the best ascents
of "the day on "his' Douglas. G. H. Donelly (Swan) failed,

and in" remounting- charged the bank, but did no real

damage. Penny and Corke (A.J.S.) were not up to form,
for 'they had their first stops recorded against- them. Greaves
(Enfield) also stopped, ' though haying seen him climb Bar-
brook" one would have thought that no hill was too steep

for his little twin. W. E. Phillips (Triumph) was appalled
by the gradient facing him after . rounding the bend, and
came to a standstill. The Ariels—Songster, North, and
Newey up—climbed well, and the Douglases ridden by
Fletcher and .Moffatt made excellent ascents. Hardee
(Triumph) got to the hill summit, j but noticed his engine
pulley running eccentrically. Investigation at the. top proved
that one ofi the flywheels had come loose, so he reluctantly

withdrew, though he had not up to this point a single mark
against his

1

name. Piatt's Bradbury passed issuing an
ominous squeak. W. E. Cook (A.S.L.) changed gear too

late and stopped. Abbott (Bradbury) almost stood still,

but picked up in surprising fashion and made a clean ascent.

P. Weatherilt and Griffiths, on Zeniths, went up well, but
Haslam was not so fortunate, as he skidded in the loose

stones, narrowly missed a group. of spectators, and bumped
his head on the ground. Thornton (Swan) was baulked on
his first attempt, but "did well next time. Catt (Triumph)
trayelled excellently. S. K. Jones's L.M.C. made light of

the steepest section.

The Passenger Machines.
The passenger mounts were eagerly awaited. First Frank

Smith (Clyno) showed the way, and was applauded for a

good show. Colver (Enfield) went over the crest very neatly,

also Jameson on a similar turnout. The silent running

G.W.K.'s got up well, but the driving wheels were inclined

to sliD. Munday's A.C. actually stopped with the back wheel

churning a deep rut in the stones. Gibson skilfully piloted

his Bradbury sidecar. Stevens (A.J.S.) made a sure ascent

as usual, though he was overhauled By the Morgan runabout.

It was left to C. R. Collier to make the fastest climb, to all

appearances, on his Matchless. Tassell (Matchless) was slow,

but "sure ; but G. Nott stopped, and next time thrilled the

spectators and came near to wrecking his machine. Rounding
the bend at * good 20 m.p.h.—an impossible speed—the side-

car lifted in the air, and, coming down with a bump, threw

out Mrs. Nott on one side. and the driver on the other, the

machine turning turtle without suffering the slightest damage.

Undaunted, the plucky pair tried again, and nearly repeated

the performance, the sidecar wheel being a foot in the air all

the way round the bend.- Guest (Matchless) did well. Dr.

Moss Blundell (who was late) ran on to the grass at the road-

side, but cleverly recovered, and got up well. Later in the

day continual chain breakages, gear trouble, and the result of

yesterday's fall caused him to retire, which was hard luck as

his machine had been travelling well. •

It was noticed that several who started on Thursday
morning were missing at Byber's Hill, the constant rain and
the severe nature of the course telling their tale un-

mistakably.

bS
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It was at first arranged to climb another steep ascent
in tills neighbourhood, which meant passing through a
deep water splash near Chipstable. Though a temporary
bridge was specially erected, it was at the last moment
decided to cut this section out.

Just outside Milverton there was another steep observed
ascent, which proved the undoing of Frank Smith, who ran
out of petrol and came to a standstill.

After lunch at Clarke's Hotel the main road to Wellington
was followed, then ensued more lane work, but the surface

was good until the foot of Backhand Hill was reached, where
the road was very loose, and at this point several of the
men had to dismount as the corner was sharp and the arrow
was not seen until one was almost on it. Among these

unfortunates was Cass (Quadrant), and Evans (Humber)
was reported to have had a tumble. The Blackdown Hills

had to be climbed three times in all, and'in every case this

necessitated a long climb, but in no case was the gradient
worse than 1 in 5. Perhaps the stiffest of these (in the sense

that.it required the most skill to negotiate) was Monument
Hill, which finished with three lacets. The only failure was
Tassell (Matchless), who stopped through belt trouble. We
watched a certain number of the men on all three ascents,

finishing up with Corfe Hill, which was a good test for

V. Wilberforce (Douglas) has a fall on Byber's Hill.

colonial models as it began with corners and steep pitches.

The surface was roughish at first, but it became more and
more grass grown, culminating in ruts, a fairly deep water
course, and finally a steep pitch leading on to the high
road. Each of these hills was over a anile long, but failures

were few, Wells's being the only one recorded on Corfe

Hill. The next section of interest was between Churching-
ford and Bishop's Wood, where there were several hills to

be negotiated. Thereafter all was plain sailing through
Ilminster to Langport. One mile from the .

latter place a
,

turn to the right was taken and a bad road with many
greasy patches had to be negotiated until the foot of Red
Hill was reached, immediately at the foot of which thick

mud covered the road for several yards.

The lull possessed several bends but few failures were
recorded. .. Among. these was Miss. Hammett, who again mis-

judged her speed -changing andtiied to engage the top too

early. The remainder of the rui>,. was over easy roads to

slaunton. Near the finish Bees (L.M.C), who had time to

spare, was seen cleaning his machine with a bucket of

water and a rag. During the afternoon Wood (G.W.K.),
who had not lost a mark, stripped a tooth in the differential

gear and had to withdraw.
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Reg. Hollo way (3 J h.p. Premier) at the top of the 1 in IS section ol Byte.'s Hill.

Further retirements on Thursday were as under : P. Grout
(Quadrant), low gear jammed ; A. H. Alexander (Indian)
engine wrongly timed ; and G. H. Donnelly (4 Sw an), frame
twisted.

Smoiling Concsrt.
On the evening of Thursday a smoking concert was

organised by the Tatmtsn and District M.C.C., at which
all the competitors, officials, and many local motorists

attended. Col. Boles presided, and later on in the evening-

the Mayor of Taunton took the chair. The entertainment
was of the best and was much appreciated. There was some
slight disorder- in the centre of the room caused by certain

motor cyclists whose spirits often got tbe ! better of their

discretion, otherwise the concert would have passed off

without a hitch. Rear-Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuthnot pro-

posed a vote of thanks to the Mayor, who made a brief

but excellent speech, mildly rebuking the originators of

the disturbance, which he diplomatically and jokingly attri-

buted to the invigorating air of Taunton.

Some Protests and the Result
Numerous protests were received by the committee against

marks being deducted from competitors who exceeded the
time limit in the garage in the morning. It was found that
the rule governing the question of the time to be spent on
the machines previous to starting had in. some cases been

! too leniently exercised, and in consequence an announce-
ment was made to the effect that the marks lost up to
Thursday would be cancelled, but the rule would be rigidly

enforced on Friday and Saturday.

Fifth Day, Friday.
Bournemouth and back. Outward journey : Crewkerne,

Dorchester, Weymouth, lunch at Bournemouth, return-

ing through Blandford, Sherborne, Yeovil, and II-

minster. Distance 150^ miles.

From the contour in the official programme, Friday's run
promised to be the easiest of the six, and thus it proved
but for two or three hours' rain. More hills were descended
than ascended, and we are confident it would have been
more strenuous if the course had been followed in the reverse
direction. The several retirements of. Friday left in the
running this morning eighty-nine starters. Through Chard
and then Crewkerne the course led to Winyards Gap, which
was to be the second slow hill-climb. There were some
exceedingly slow ascents on this hill, but the gradient was
not steep enough. Lengthening the measured stretch to

two miles helped to test the cool running qualities of the
engines more severely. Holloway (Premier) seemed as slow
as anyone, though Frank Philipp appeared especially anxious
to win the prize, for he travelled slowly and swayed from
one side of the road to the other. Corke (A.J.S.) and
others followed suit. P. D. Walker's Rudge ran hot, and
he had perforce to dismount. The passenger machines were
again at an advantage owing to their stability. G. Nott
^Matchless sidecar) ran hot and stopped. E. Dickson
(Indian) and. Newsome and Crawley's Triumphs were also

noticeably slow, but as the ascent was so easy we continued
our way over undulating roads ever twisty to Dorchester,
where crowds were as usual assembled at street corners.

Incidentally we may observe that the blue covered journal
containing a list of the competitors with their numbers was
greatly in evidence here, as in most other towns passed
through. At the top of Ridgway Hill, Upwey, a magnifi-

cent view of the coastline was obtainable, with Weymouth
on the right and several warships in the bay. No doubt
this sight at once attracted the attention of Rear-Admiral
Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart., R.N., who was a few minutes
ahead of us on his Triumph. On this section we were "in

close company with the Scott riders, whose smooth running
machines so greatly impress the villagers and townspeople.
If they have a fault it is their propensities for smoking.
The Rover team, too, may yet be in the running after

Porlock. They ale sure hill-climbers, and have gained full

marks to date.

A Fall on a Bend.
Skirting Weymouth by a hairpin corner at the entrance

to the town, the riders ran along the. coast to Warmwell.
On this hairpin, Mrs. Hardee suffered a fall. The vivacious

Hal Hill was officiating at the check. His first remark to

the writer was "Well, fancy riding a P. and M. !" Of
course it is well known that Hal Hill is a member of that

sporting section who must have a big T.T. twin, fitted with

overhead valves, and making a big noise. Let him, we would
not change! On such an easy course it was no surprise that

incidents were rare, the puncture fiend, however, was ever

present. The Bradbury team riders were going much better

to-day. Piatt had got rid of that irritating squeak, and they

had a no-trouble run. S. K. Jones and L. A. B;es have been

noticed as running very consistently, and this evening's

topic has been almost solely concerning the final titbits on

.
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F. C. North (Ariel) rounding the b>nd at the hi: foot.

The steepest section 0! 1 in 4 J follows.

CMM3ING BYSER'S HILL, WATERROW.
H. Be.wick (New Huiso u going weil. The I ew

Hudson rUei's were usually fast on hills.

P. W. Moffatt (Douglas) nearing the summit.

BMJ«
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G. Griffith (6 h.p. Zenith) suffers hi! one and only puncture on Friday afternoon.
• One of " The Motor Cycle " representatives watching the tube changed.

Saturday, "Porlock and iLynton." It is generally expected
that these two notorious, climbs' will settle the issue in the
team award and special cups.
Lunch was t-aften at the Central Hotel, Bournemouth,

the morning's run being about eighty miles. During the
interval rain began to fall and continued until Sherborne,
once more rendering the pot-holey roads a mass of surface
water. Through Yeovil to Ilminster the going greatly
improved, anil residents evinced' surprise at the mud
bespattered riders bedecked in ' oilskins when they had
seen no rain at all. A few miles from home we caught up
Griffith (Zenith) wno had suffered the first puncture, a screw"
penetrating the rear Pedley cover. A. lightning repair dicT

not benefit ruin, for he had to stop again two miles further
om With five minutes to go he had four miles to coyer,
and it suffices -to say that he did it, thanks to the speed
and power of his 6 h.p. Jap. Mrs. Hardee (P. and M.) and
Miss Hammett (Douglas) rode side hy side most of the
afternoon. They had good luck and were always in front
rather than behind time. G. B. Fry (Quadrant) retired

owing to water in the magneto, and Thornton (Swan) also

withdrew.

Winyards Gap Slow HilNclimb.
The following are the results of the slow hill-climb on

Winyards Gap, near Crewkerne :

Motor Bicycle Class.

1. G. L. Fletcher (Douglas) 23m. 4s.

2. S. Crawley (Triumph) 22m. 30s.
'3. J. Cocker (Singer) 21m. 36s.

Marks lost for exceeding 12 miles an hour : Mrs. Hardee
(P. and M.), 6; S. K. Jones (L.M.C.), 8; Haswell (Brad-
bury), 5 ; and Miss Hammett (Douglas), 5.

Passenger Class.

1. A. J. Stevens (5 A.J.S. sc.) 26m. 46s.

2. R. E. Guest.(7 Matchless sc.) ... 22m. 39s.

3. R. C. Davis (7 Chater-Lea sc.) ... 16m. 27s.

J. Peachey (Swift) and P. D. Walker (Rudge) failed, and
in consequence lost 10 marks each.

Sixth Day, Saturday.

Saturday, Taunton to Exeter and back, via Dunster, Porlock,
Lynmouth, South Molton, Tiverton, Sidford, Bridport,

' and Crewkerne. Distance, 167 miles.

In order to avoid the 'coaching traffic on Porlock a very
early start was made on Saturday morning. The first man
was sent off at 5 a.m., and when we started it was just light

enough to see without lamps. The road was greasy at first

but improved later, and the going was quite good from

G. L. Fletcher (22 h.p. Douglas) climbing Curry Rivel.

The second slow climb up Winyards Gap. F. J. Watson (Swift) passing a gun
carriage of the Wolverhampton Royal Engineer; (T.) Territorials.

Williton to the outskirts of Minehead. Mr. A. H. Priestley

on his Rex-Jap sidecar led the way, and during the journey,

though the day was young, numerous motor cyclists, some of

whom rode machines of ancient pattern, were encountered on

their way to see the most striking hill-climb of the Six Days'
Trial Johnny Gibson, who rode his Trump-Jap out to the

hill-climb, had a nasty fall where an official signalled the

beginning of the non-stop section, but though he hurt him-

self somewhat, he, fortunately, did not injure the wound in

his head, the result of his accident in the Isle of Man, which

is not yet healed. Porlock Hill was in a most appalling

condition. No hill ever ascended in a Six Days' Trial has

ever presented such enormous difficulties. The higher one

went the worse tue surface became. It was bad at the first

bend, fearful at the second, and above a sea of mud from

four to eight inches deep, with not a strip of even reasonable

surface on which to ride. In most places one could hardly

obtain foothold, and how any rider could make a clean ascent

was a puzzle to every one. There was a large crowd of

spectators, most of whom concentrated on the second bend.

Tip to this point only was the hill officially observed. Owing
to the length of the hill it was impossible for one man to

carry out the observation of the riders, so the two representa-

tives of The Motor Cycle, were stationed one at each bad

corner, and this report is compiled from the notes of both.

Wells (Bradbury) stopped between the two corners, arid

Newsome (Triumph)' pulled up, but restarted. -Mrs. Hardee
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TWO ASPECTS OF THE SECOND AND MOST DIFFICULT BEND ON PORLOCK.
N. 0. Soresby (L.M.C.) P. Phillips (Dous.las).

jP. and M.) made a particularly plucky attempt, but skidded
in the mud. Sawer (Premier) fell, likewise Heaton (A.J.S.).

It was agreed to allow paddling with the feet without
penalisation; owing to the abnormal' surface encountered.
Several competitors, however, made absolutely clean ascents,

and these were Newsome .(Rover), Noble (Rover), North
(Ariel), Pollock (James), Corke (A.J.S.), and Evans
(Humber). The following were recorded as having made
successful ascents, though in each of these cases foot assist-

ance was given: Castagholi (L.M.C), Sproston (Rover),

Pratt (P. and M.), Shaw (P. and M.), Drake (P. and M.),
Sproulle (P. and M.), Grawley (Triumph), Moffatt (Douglas),
Newey (Ariel), Wilberforce (Douglas), Brough (Brough),
McMinnies - (Triumph)," South (Rudge), F. Philipp (Scott),

The successful passenger machines were : H. V. Colver

.

(Enfield), Keiller (G.W.K.), Davis (Chater-Lea), Jameson
(Enfield), F. Smith (Clyno), Morgan (Morgan), and Guest
(Matchless). The lightweights noticeably steered better in

the thick mud than the heavy machines, Corke-s (5 A.J.S.)

proved a handful, but the clever steering of its rider brought
it safely round the bends. Evans received loud applause
for a particularly fine ascent. Of the passenger machines,
the Morgan runabout made a splendid performance and was
the - only one in which its passenger (Mrs. Morgan who
accompanied her husband throughout the trial) was seated
in a normal position. The G.W.K. with the wheels bound
round with cord carried the passenger on the locker at the
stern of the vehicle.

A Foolish Spectator.
The failures were interesting and afforded considerable

excitement. Mundy skidded round, kept his seat, and pro-

ceeded to descend, but was reminded by an official that he
must proceed up and not down the hill ; Haswell (Bradbury)
ran into a labourer who, despite Priestley's persistent warn-
ing, was standing in a dangerous position, but fortunately

neither was hurt. Just above the first corner there was a

bay into which the failures could conveniently be pushed and
their wait till their owners were ready to proceed. Many of

the men came up quite fast to the first bend, and more often

than not too fast and skidded. Herdman (Rudge) fell into

the hedge, Catt (Triumph) tried to get up by means of

excessive clutch slipping and failed, Phillips's Triumph ran
into the bay mentioned above. At the first bend several

even of the successful men skidded in the . most alarming
manner, among them McMinnies and Pollock (James). Tas-
sell and Collier, in company with the other Matchless riders,

wound cord round their tyres in order to obtain greater

adhesion. Tassell was travelling well past the first corner
when the cord broke, wound round the rear guard, and
stopped the machine* also damaging the tyre; and similar

trouble happened to Collier at the second corner, and in

each case valuable time was lost in setting matters right.

Sangster (Ariel) unfortunately just stopped his road wheel
though he restarted without assistance, Dickson (7 Indian)

stopped in the same position as the majority, namely, inside

the second bend, Bees (L.M.C), like many others, had plenty

of power, but stopped in the thick mud. Philipp, who was
travelling splendidly and without the sign of a skid lower

down, was baulked by Miss Hammett, and a collision seemed
a certainty, but they managed to keep their engines running
and got away in good form. Miss Hammett had stopped aittr

the first bend.. Soresby (L.M.C) treated the spectators to

a marvellous exhibition of trick riding, his machine skidding

from one side to the other. The two privately owned Scotts

(Baker and Longfield) skidded, although their engines never

faltered. The latter charged an almost perpendicular bank
and fell under his machine. Holloway (Premier) and Dixon
(Singer) got into a rut between the bends and stopped, but

restarted and completed the climb. Haslam and Griffith

(Zeniths) stopped almost side by side below the second corner.

Babbington (Bat) took the bend in a particularly skilful

manner. Little (Premier) ran into the side of the _''oad,

stopped his road wheels on a bump, and restarted without

leaving the saddle. . Brough, as usiu.1, made a'clean asceai.

H F S Morgan with Mrs. Morgan as passenger on the second bend on

The Morgan runabout gained a special cup lor the best passenger climb up
Porlock.
this hill.

BI3
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Frank Smith (three-speed Clyno) passing unsuccessful competitors on
Lynton Hili. It will be remembered that Sn.ith was the first to elimt

Lynton on a didecar. .

Splendid assistance was rendered by Mr: 0. Collier, a

Douglas private owner, who pushed one unsuccessful com-
petitor after another until he was well-nigh exhausted. As
regards the team performances-, the two complete teams to

make successful ascents were the P. and M. and Rover.

Special Prizes for PorlocK.

Two prizes were offered by Taunton residents—Mr.
Marshalsea, of Marshalsea's Garage, 'and Mr. Powell—to be
awarded in any way the A.C.U. thought fit. It was decided
to give these to the best performances on Porlock. Mr.
Marshalsea's prize was awarded to P. J. Evans (3£ Humber)
for the best performance of a solo machine, and Mr. Powell's
to H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan runabout) for the best ascent
of a machine entered in the passenger class.

A spectator on the hill, who wishes to remain anonymous,
was so much impressed with the magnificent pluck shown by
the competitors on Porlock that he offered to award a gold
medal to every man who made a clean ascent and has not

C. R. Collier (Matchless) hugging the wall on Lynton Hill. His back
tyre refused to grip on the steepest part.

otherwise earned a gold medal or won either of the above
prizes.

Over Exmoor to Lynton.
.
Over terribly bumpy roads to Countisbury, with huge

pools of water, the competitors proceeded to the second
bonus hill-climb—Lynton Hill, Lynmouth. Near the foot

of Countisbury a brake test was arranged, Messrs. Brpoker
and Sharp suddenly waving a red flag in front of the com-
petitors. The holding rather than the sudden stepping
powers of the brakes was more particularly noted. It waa
permissible to stop in Lynmouth.

Performances on Lynton Hill.

The following gained a bonus of twenty-five marks each
for making clean ascents of this hill

:

Newsome (Rover)
Noble (Rover)
Sproston (Rover)
Wasley ( Douglas)
Scott "(Rudge)
South (Rudge)
Penny (A.J.S.)
Pratt (P. and M.)
Shaw (P. and M.)
Drake (P. and M.)
Sproulle (P. and M.)
Sirett (Indian)
Hill (Indian)
Holroyd (MotosaGoche)
Newsome (Triumph)
Crawley (Triumph)
Moffatt (Douglas)
Phillips (Douglas)
North (Ariel)

Newey (Ariel)

Arter (James)
Brown (James)
Philipp (Scott)

Baker (Scott)

E. D. Dickson (Indian)
Bees (L.M.C.)
Haddock (A.J.S.)
Heaton (A.J.S.)
Corke (A.J.S.)

Watson (Swift)

Peachey (Swift)

Piatt (Bradbury)
Holloway (Premier)
Haslam (Zenith)
Griffith (Zenith)
Morris (Zenith)
Wilberforce (Douglas)
Castagnoli (L.M.C.)
Babbington (Bat), retired
Little - (Premier)
Brough (Brough) •

Mundy (Quadrant)
Berwick (New Hudson)
Dixon (New Hudson)
E. V. Pratt (O.K.)
McMinnies (Triumph)
Garrey (Swan)
Gibb (Douglas)
Dixon (Singer)
Evans (Humber)

Passengee Machines.
Keiller (G.W.K.)
Jameson (Enfield)
Smith (Clyno sc.)

Morgan (Morgan)
Stevens (Stevens sc.

)

R. C. Davis (Chater-Lea
sc.)

Leaving Maiden Newton. G. Brough (6 h.p. S-speed Brough) in front.

In the passenger class there was a large percentage of
failures, the oolite surface being too greasy for the back
wheel to gain sufficient aaliesion. Only six made clean
ascents.

BI4
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PALMER
Fitted to Mr. F. Smith's
5-6 h.p. Clyno and Sidecar

WINS THE MOTOR CYCLING G

FOR

BEST TYRE PERFORMANCE.
The superiority of Palmer Tyres has been demonstrated by the
marvellous way in which they have carried Motor Cycles to

victory through many a severe test. Now, side by side with
other makes, under official examination, and the severity of a
most exacting trial, Palmer Tyres have, by their usual
behaviour, proved the truth of our argument that the one and
only adequate wheel equipment for the modern machine is a
Palmer Tyre. The mauufacture of Palmer Tyres advances
with the times.

Illustrated Booklet and prices upon application.

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD.,
119, 121, and 123, Shaftesbury Avenue,

"TYRICO
e
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H. Mellor Jameson (6 h.p. Enfield sidecar) who gained all possible marks, and was
awarded " The Motor Cycle " private owners' cup for best performance on a

passenger machine.

The Luncheon Interval at Exeter.
Lunch was arranged at Exeter, the route being via South-

Molton and Tiverton. Troubles were not yet over. Miss
Kammett reported that her carburetter temporarily caught
fire, and her belt had also given trouble. Rain had fallen

incessantly since the Porlock climb, and penetrated to the
interior of the magneto of J. Cocker's Singer. He struggled
along gamely for miles, and missed his lunch in order to

finish, but finally the magneto gave out altogether, and
for the second time in Six Days' Trials Cocker had to retire

on the last day ; conld anyone imagine anything more
unlucky ?' Another who retired _

at Exeter was. Gordon
Fletcher. He, too, had seen life on this last eventful
morning. First one cylinder gave out, and he continued

'

on the other until No. 2 also stopped firing. He was also
in great pain, as he fell on the Taunton tramlines at the
start and sprained his shoulder.

A Strange Incident.
• At Bridport, on the last section of all, Wilberforce was
descending a hill when an exhaust valve cap came unscrewed
and flew i;ito the hedge. A hunt for it, proved fruitless,

so he procured a brass plug and turned it up to fit in a

blacksmith's shop. Trouble was prevalent to the bitter end.
W- D. South broke a valve, and war lucky to finish to time.

George Brough encountered a van broadside on in the-

roadway and unfortunately hit the wheel and cut his leg.

With true British pluck he had it hastily bandaged, and,
assisted into the saddle by Berwick and Dixon, he made a
non-stop run to the finish, and had to be lifted off the saddle
again, but he had accomplished his object—full marks,
throughout ! Eight miles from home Babbington's magneto
became saturated inside, and refused to spark. Reluc-
tantly he accepted Admiral Arbuthnot's offer to tow him
to Taunton. The crowd at the finish was much amused by
his mud-bespattered appearance, dirt having been flung all

over him from head to toe by Admiral Arbuthnot's Triumph.
R. C. Davis (Chater-Lea), who had lost no marks to date,
exceeded his time limit by. several hours. His delay was
due to water in the magneto, on the last stage of the 1,000
miles. Other retirements were G. Nott- (Matchless),
Phillips, the local rider of a Triumph; Haswell (Bradbury),
front wheel bearing trouble; and Sangster (Ariel), valve
trouble, which caused him to arrive outside time.

Re=examination of Machines and Tyres.
On_returning all the solo machines using tyres and belts

entered for test were taken into the small garage, and there
these accessories were removed and the tyres, examined to
see if they still bore the A.C.U. stamp, and to ascertain
their condition, and were weighed. They were weighed
before the trial after purchase, and by the amount of -weight

A dust layer in Maiden Newton. The competitors are : E. Herdman (Rujge),
G. Griffith (Zenith), G. Brough (Brough), and A. E. Catt (Triumph).

W. B. Gibb anl P. W. Moffatt (2J h.p. Douglas) chatting with Mr. Douglas, sen.,

at the finish on Saturday.

lost the degree of wear will be judged. Major Lindsay-
Lloyd and Mr. H. J. Macnamara were in charge of these
arrangements. Some of the tyres were in magnificent condi-
tion, and we could not help noticing the rear Pedley cover
off Griffith's Zenith, which appeared to be in almost per-
fect order, and showed little if any wear. The Palmer tyres
on Smith's CJyno were equally good, and it was almostim-
possible for any c'asual observer to tell the difference between
the redr one and a new cover. Hutchinson tyres behaved
consistently with their excellent, record under similar cir-

cumstances. The Stelastie tyres also came through the test
well. Tire Roms on the James machines were in very good
condition. The John Bull tyres were also well worthy of
notice. The Pedley belt was pre-eminently successful, and
the Service belt also behaved well in the wet weather. The
machines were examined by the judges early in the morning
after the trials had finished. They were, of course,
in an extremely dirty condition owing to the dreadful weather
experienced. Their condition mechanically was good on the

.. whole, though the following lost marks as under.

F. C. North (Ariel), stand broken, 5 marks lost.

S. Sawer (Premier), front mudguard clip broken, 5 marks
lost.

A. P. Morris (Zenith), back hub out of adjustment, foot-
rest broken, 5 marks lost.

G. Brough (Brough), head loose, 5 marks lost.

M. Garrey (Swan), back wheel damaged, frame distorted^
5 marks lost>
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THE OFFICIAL AWARDS.
The Team Prize.

For the fourxn year running Messrs. Phelon and Moore

have gained the team prize. Not only did their .
machines

obtain the highest number of marks—3,150—but their appear-

ance throughout the trial aroused favourable comment on all

sides. Messrs. Pratt, Shaw, and Drake deserve our heartiest

congratulations, and also Mr. Sproulle, who gained a gold

medal. Each of the three riders mentioned above gains a

gold medal, while Mrs. Hardee, the plucky lady rider of a

V. and M., is awarded a silver medal.

The Silver Cup, given by Dr. lies of the Taunton M.C'.C.

for the best performance of a private owner of a solo

machine in the slow hill-climb. Jesse Baker (3| h.p.

Scott), His total time on the two hills was 31.3m. ; speed,

S.75 miles an hour.

The silver cup presented by Messrs. Harrisons' Hotels,

Ltd., for the best performance of a private owner driving a

passenger machine in the slow hill-climbs. J. Tassell

(7 h.p. Matchless sc). Total time on the two hills, 21.33m. ;

speed, 8.44 miles an hour.

" The Motor Cycle " Cups.
The cup presented by The Motor Cycle for the best per-

formance of a private owner on a solo machine was awarded
to W. G. McMinnjes (Triumph), who also gains the cup

presented by Col. Boles, M.P., M.F.H., for the same per-

formance. The other private owners' cup presented by

The Motor Cycle was awarded to H. Mellor Jameson (6 h.p.

Enfield sc.),'who made the best private owners' passenger

performance. .Jameson also gains the cup awarded by Mr.

T. S. Penny, J.P., for the best private owner passenger

performance on the hills.

Tyre Awards.
The special tyre prize was awarded to the Palmer Tyre Co.

for the set of tyres (26 x 3in.) on F. Smith's Clyuo and sc.

The special belt prize. was awarded to Messrs. Pedley and
Son, set No. 17, used on P. Weatherilt's 3^ h.p. Zenith.

Analysis of Results.
The following is an analysis of the results :

Phelon and Moore, Ltd., five machines and gained four
gold medals, one silver, and team prize.

The Rover Co., Ltd., three, machines, gained three gold

medals, and came second for team prize.

A. J. Stevens, Ltd., five machines, gained four gold
medals and one silver, losing the fifth gold medal by
eighteen marks.
Hendee Mfg. Co., four Indians, three gold medals.

.

Enfield Co., four machines and gained three gold medals,

The winning P. and M. team : in the pouring rain. Left to right : W. Pratt,

P. Shaw, and W. C. Drake.- P. and M. riders have secured the team prize since

!909 (tieing last year)—a wonderful record of excellence and consistency.

one silver, and two special prizes.

Motpsaeoche, Ltd., entered one machine, and, following
their usual practice, gained one gold medal.
Components, Ltd., entered three Ariels and gained two

gold and one bronze medal.
James Cycle Co., Ltd., three machines, "three gold medals.
Scott Engineering Co., Ltd., three machines and gained,

three gold medals and one special prize.

Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., five machines, three gold medals.
Zenith Motors, Ltd., five machines and gained two gold

and three silver medals.
Lloyd Engineering Co., four machines and gained three

gold a,nd one bronze medal.
Swift Co., Ltd.,' two machines, two gold medals.
Collier and Sons, Ltd., five Matchless machines and

gained two gold and one silver medal and a -special prize.

G. Brough and Co., one entered and one gold medal.
Green Precision, one entered and one gold medal.
Morgan and Co., one entered and one gold medal an'd

special prize.

The Swan Tear

photographed in

the yard of th

Drill Hail, Taun-

ton. These ma
chines Rave open

spring frames and

pan seats, but

were unlucky in

the trials.
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A.C.U. SIX DAYS* TRIALS.
TABULATED LIST OF AWARDS, MARKS LOST ON HILLS AND FOR TIME.

Name ol Rider and Machine.

Monday. 1 Tuesday.
|
Wednesday! Thursday. Friday. 1 Saturday.

Awards.
Maximum marks, 1050Hill-

:

' Hill-

climb Time. climbjTime.
Hill-

climb
1
Hill-

Time, climb Time.
Hill- !

' Hili-

climbjTime. climt Time

C. T. Newsome (34 Rover)

D 11 Noble (3i Rover)

18

36

15

20

37

10

—

50

13

50

50

50

50

Z

26

—

—

50

50

50
50

50
50
50
50
50

50

150

50
50

50
50
50
50
50
100

50
•'50

50
50
50
.50

50
50
50

50
50
50
50

100
50

50

50

50
50
50
50

50

18

z
__

34

15

31

89

24

106

16

21

1050 Gold Medal.
975 Gold Medal

C L. Scott (34 Rudge)
W. D. South (3* Rudge)

*A. R. Penny (2f A.J.S.)

W. Pratt (3i P. & M.)
] T I

P. Shaw (34 P. & M.) ^
W. C.Drake (3* P. &M.)I

pn
-

I

*\V. J. M. Sproulle (34 P. & M.) .

.

J F Sirrett (7 Indian)

50

50

50

z

50

100

50
50

50
50

1050 Gold Medal.
903 Silver Medal.
1000 Gold Medal.

950 Gold Medal.
1050 Gold Medal.
1050 Gold Medal.
1025 Gold Medal.
990 Gold Medal.
1000 Gold Medal

B A Hill (7 Indian) _ _ 1000 Gold Medal.

H. Greaves (2j Enfield)

J. S. Holroyd (2| Motosacoche) .

.

*Mrs. Hardee (34 P. & M.f
*R. C. 0. Wells (34. Bradbury) ....

W. F. Newsome (34 Triumph) .... —

50

50

z

925 Silver Medal.

975 Gold Medal.
905 Silver Medal.
832 Bronze Medal
1000 Gold Medal.
1050 Gold Medal.

S Moffatt (2| Douo-las) 1012 Gold Medal.

P. Phillips (2J Douglas)

L Newey (34 Ariel)

—
,

50
13

925 Silver Medal.
1034 Gold Medal.

F. C. North (34 Ariel) 25

/

40

18

150

50

1039 Gold TVtedal.

T. Pollock (34 James)
775 Bronze Medal
1050 Gold Medal.
1000 Gold Medal.
984 Gold Medal.

F Philipp (3| Scott) 1050 Gold Medal.

Jesse Baker (3f Scott) 1000 Gold Medal.

*J. N. Longfield (3| Scott)

*S Savver (3| Premier)
975 Gold Medal.
970 Gold Medal.

*E. D. Dickson (7 Indian)

*F. P. Dickson (6 Zenith)

W. E. Cooke (34 A.S.L.)

P. Piatt (3J Bradbury)
L. A. Bees (34. L.M.C.)

S. K. Jones (3* L.M.C.)

L. M. Soresbv "(34. L.M.C.)

B. Haddock (2 J A.J.S.)

W. Heaton (24. A.J.S.)

*J. D. Corke (2J A.J.S.)

*F. J. Watson (34. Swift)

*J. Peachey (34 Swift)

1000 Gold Medal.

951 Gold Medal.

697 Bronze Medal.

967 Gold Medal.
982 Gold Medal.

834 Bronze Medal.

975 Gold Medal.
1000 Gold Medal.
1000 Gold Medal.

982 Gold Medal.

954 Gold Medal.

965 Gold Medal.

*P. D. Walker (34 Rudge)
R. Holloway (34. Premier)

J. Haslam (6 Zenith)

P. Weatherilt (34 Zenith)

G. Griffith (6 Zenith)

z' Z
— 50

835 Bronze Medal.

1000 Gold Medal.

947 Silver Medal.

882 Silver Medal.
1000 Gold Medal.

*J. H. Kerr (34. N.S.U.)
*A. R, Abbott (34. Bradbury)
*A. E. Catt (34 Triumph)
*E. Herdman (34 Rudge)
*A. P. Morris (6 Zenith) —

100

50

50

800 Bronze Medal.

850 Silver Medal.

951 Gold Medal.

945 Gold Medal.

V. Wilberforce (2f Douglas) ....

G. Castagnoli (3* L.M.C.)
*W. B. Little (3J Premier)

844 Bronze Medal.

1009 Gold Medal.

1000 Gold Medal.

1020 Gold Medal.
— 66 — 50 784 Bronze Medal.

R. Mundy"(3A. Quadrant)
H. Berwick (3£ New Hudson) ....

H. Dixon (34 New Hudson)
*E. V. Pratt (34. O.K.) — 50 —

17 947 Silver Medal.

1000 Gold Medal.

1000 Gold Medal.

925 Silver Medal.

W. G. McMinnies (3J Triumph) .

.

H. C. Mills m Green Precision) .

.

G. Hunt (34 Campion)

~

—
— 50 —

50 —
:

50 40

50 —
50 126

50

1050 Gold Medal.

975 Gold Medal.

940 Silver Medal.

W. B. Gibb (2$ Douglas)
*Miss Hammett (2J Douglas)
*A. J. Dixon (34 Singer) ,

—
50 —

- 100 19

925 Silver Medal.

926 Silver Medal.

657 Bronze Medal.

1000 Gold Medal.

P. J. Evans (3| Humber)
|

'
1

1

•1
i

|

i

|

1050 Gold Medal.
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PASSENGER CLASS.

Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday Thursday. Friday. Saturday.

Name of Rider and Machine. Hill-

climb Time.
Hill-

climb Time.
Hill-

1

climbjTiine.

Hill-

climb Time.
Hill-

climb Time'.

Hill-

climb Time.
Awards.

H. V. Colver (6 Enfield)

0. M. Keffler (8 G.W.K.)
H. Gibson (34 Bradburv s.c.)

*H. M. Jameson (6 Enfield)

F. Smith (5-6 Clyno s.o.)

H. F. S. Morgan' (Morgan)

J. Mundav (6 A.C.)

A. J. Stevens (5 A..J.S. s.c.)

C. R. Collier (7 Matchless s.c.) .

.

*R. E. Guest (7 Matchless s.c.)

*.). Tasscll (7 Matchless s.c.)

—
61 10 —

—

23

50

100

50

52 —
—

50

50
50
50

50 17

1000 Gold Medal.
1050 Gold Medal.
1000 Gold Medal.

1050 Gold Medal.

975 Gold Medal.

1050 Gold Medal.
637 Bronze Medal.

975 Gold Medal.

975 Gold MedaL
965 Gold Medal.
883 Silver Medal:

attached, the Union is in a very strong
position. The Union badge is now being
issued, and is a striking production with
its red lion rampant on a yellow ground.
With attractive insurance schemes (inelud-

A.C.U. Six Days' Trials. J. Oliphant and R. Holloway (Premiers! passing Upottery school,
Note the enthusiastic onlookers.

Tyres in the Six Days' Trial.

It is worthy of note that the tyres
fitted to the P. and M. team machines
ridden by W. Pratt, P. Shaw, and W. C.
Drake were Kempshalls. The same tyres
were also used to the fourth P. and M.
ridden by W. J. M. Sproulle.

Taunton Topics.

J. R. Haswell knew early on Mon-
day that he was in for trouble with his
experimental gear. The shell of it ought
to revolve forwards on the high gear,

backwards on the low gear, and to re-

main stationary on the middle gear ; but
on Monday it was revolving forwards all

the time. It was hastily assembled late

on Saturday night, and when it was
finished it was hardly in good trim.

But time prevented its being taken down
again, ifc,

Some Scottish Notes.

A Joint Hill-climb.—The Scottish

Border M.C.C. and the Edinburgh M.C.C.
are to hold a joint hill-climb on August
24th at Lanton Hill, near Jedburgh, the

place of the Anglo-Scottish matches.
The S.A.C.U.—The Scottish Auto Cycle

Union continues to progress rapidly, and
there is now no doubt of its claim to the
control of Scottish motor cycling. With
all the important clubs such as Edinburgh,
Glasgow, Perth, etc..}? giving their sup-

port, and only a few minor clubs un-

ing au unlimited third party policy for

£1), free legal defence, touring and hotel

facilities, use of R.A.C. and S.A.C. scouts,

etc., it is no wonder that the Scottish
clubs are experiencing a great accession
to their ranks.

No Scottish Show.—An .attempt was
made to include a motor cycle section in

this year's Scottish Motor Show, held bi

Glasgow last January, but the trade
refused their sanction. The Scottish
Motor Trade Association hoped, however,
to hold a combined motor cycle, indus-

trial vehicle, and motor boat show in

Edinburgh next year, but, unfortunately,

this also has fallen through, so that

Scottish motor cyclists have yet to see a

representative selection of modern
machines, and this in a country where
more motor cycles are owned in propor-

tion to the population than in England.^

The Trade in the United States.

We understand that with the exception

of two important firms, which have made
exceptional arrangements for quick pro-

duction, all manufacturers in the States

are behind in deliveries and cannot cope

with their orders. Several are making
additions to their factories and one firm's

addition alone will cost about £25.000.

We also understand that mere than one

American firm contemplates building

in Canada to ascape tariff duties.

THE LAST SEVERE HILL ON THE SIX DAYS' TRIAL RO0TE.

R. C. Davis (8 h.p. Chatec-Lea sidecar) on the acute bend of Lynton Hill, Lynmouth. This was one ol

the two bonus hills.



AUGUST

TIME TO
Aug 22nd

„ 24th

„ 26th

„ 28th

LIGHT LAMPS.
8.8 p.m.

... 8.3 „
7.59 „
7.55 „

Saturday at Brooklands.

There is a fine entry for the B.M.C.R.C.
meeting at Brooklands next Saturday, a
lumber of prominent riders having
Altered for the 150 miles race, which is

he chief event.

iernian HilJ-climb.

The results of a - hill-climb held

war Bavaria recently are : 1, Dietz
l| Motosacoche) ; 2, Oberlaender (2f
Uotosacoche) , 3, Bernstein (2£ N.S.U.)
[The fourth and fifth riders also bestrode
v.o.rj.'s

l French Race Banned.

The motor cycle race announced for

lext Sunday over the Fontainebleau cir-

uit . and in which it was expected a
mmber of British motor cyclists would
ake part, will not prove the success
ntieipated, for the Auto Cycle Union
las stepped in and threatened to suspend
•II British contestants.
The next important race in France is

in the 3th prox.

orthern Speed Trials.

On Saturday last the Rotherham and
(istrict M.C.C. held a speed trial over
half mile courje with the following

esults : 1, J. Baker (3£ Rudge), 33|s. ;

L. Shephard (3i Triumph), 341s.; 3,

. Hardwick (3^ Ivy), 42s.

Sidecars —1, H. S. Watson (3j Premier),
2|s. ; 2. E. J. Willis (3£ James), 45is. ;

. Dr. Sedgwick (3^ Humber), 59fs.

Tench Clubs and Their Differences.

The delegates ot the different French
ubs who have refused to recognise the
utomobile Club of France as sole ruling
Dwer will meet on November 2nd and
d at the Moto Club de Lyon's head-
uarters. At this meeting the calendar
'i 1913 will be elaborated, and delegates
•lected to represent France at the Inter-
itional Congress, which is to be held in
bndon at the end of November.

range Requests.

Some strange requests hail from ovei
ie seas. We have just seen an enquiry
om i, member of a native regiment
Southern Nigeria who wants a motor

cle and anticipate? that for £7 10s. he
ill be able to get an up-to-date light
leight free engine in such condition that
i> one would- know it from a nen
achine. Solid tyres are also specified,
id on^a lightweight! Finally the
achine is to be supplied on the easy
yment system

Six Days' Trial in France.
The six days' event (1,500 kilometres)

to be organised by the Automobile Club
of France next month must, says a recent
decision, receive at least fifty entries.
" But France will only provide a very
small contingent," remarked somebody to

an influential member of the A.C.F.
" Well, we will fetch the others from
England " was the reply. Will the
English firms agree though?

The M.C.F. Grand Prix and Other Races.

The Automobile Club de France, which
claims the control of motor cycle events
in France, all of which must be run
under its rules, has discountenanced the
following competitions l the Circuit de
Fontainebleau, organised by the Moto
Cycle Club de France, to be held on
August 25th, and the Paris Tour, to be
run by the Touring Moto Club de France
on September 29th. Any riders taking
part in these events will be suspended
by the ruling body. Owing to the agree-
ment existing between the Automobile
Club de France and our own Royal Auto-
mobile Club, with whom the Auto-Cycle
Union works in perfect harmony, the
A.C.U. warns British riders against
taking part in these events, as should
they do so suspension is bound to ensue.
The Automobile Club de France is

organising a six days' trial early in Octo-
ber, and the Auto-Cycle Union will be
happy to undertake the organisation of

sending over British riders who wish to
compete as far as foreign licences and
the journey are concerned.

Roads Improvement Association.

The above Association has decided to,

present a petition to the House of Lords
against the use of tramcar trailers and
coupled tramcars in the Metropolis, as it

is thought that these will add very con-

siderably to the congestion and danger
of the already thickly trafficked London
streets.

French International Cup Race.

For the above event, which will be run
under A.C.F. rules on September 8th -9th,

and therefore a race in which British

riders may take part without incurring

the ban of the R.A.C. and A.C.U., the

following entries have been received :

Vernon Taylor and Scott (Rudge-Whit-
worths), Ravelli (Triumph), Grapperon
(New Hudson), four Peugeots, three

Terrots, two Alcyons, and a Wanderer.
In this race motor bicycles with engines

exceeding 500 c.c. will not be admitted.

Entries should be sent to the Secretary

A.C., de la Sarthe au Mans, or L'Auto,

10, rue du Faubourg, Montmartre, Paris.

A Cross Road Improvement.

A notable improvement has been

effected at a dangerous junction of

roads at Beckenham, Kent, where four

roads meet in the form of a cross. On
a signpost erected at the junction a

a mirror about three feet

high and the same width
has been fitted. It is of

concave form and shows
the approaching traffic.

English-Dwell Trial. One ot the numerous railway crossings. Observe the gates whioh are moved vertically.
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Geo. Wray's 4£ h.p. Wray-Precision sidecar which has a Bowden countershaft gear.

Ferry Charges for Cyclecars.

The A. A. and M.U. are endeavouring
to obtain more reasonable charges for

cyclecars at ferry crossings. At present

such vehicles are being charged full car

rates at many ferries, although the charge
for motor cycles and sidecars is very

much less.

Rumours that will not die.

A short time ago we published a

denial from the Ford Company stating

that they were not building or contem-
plating a cyeleear. This denial, however,
was not sufficient to kill the rumour, for

it has again reached our ears in a more
definite form than on previous occasions.

Band M.C.C. (Transvaal).

A reliability trial was held recently.

Jackson's Drift Hill was officially ob-

served. Result : 1, P. Flook (2J Chater-
Precision). hill-climb 56, reliability 55,

total 111; 2, G. Weddell (3A- New Hud -

son), 51. 52, 103; 3, Coulson (3£ T.T.
James), 48, 52£, 100| ; 4, Tavlor (3J,

Indian), 57, 43, 100, and Gwilliam (2§
Douglas), 60, 40, 100, equal.

tmports and Exports of Motor Cycles.

The value of the imports of motor
cycles and parts has increased by nearly
£10,000 in the last two years, this increase
being almost entirely in parts. The ex-
ports, as usual greatly in excess, have
increased by over £44,000 in the same
time. The value of these exports for the
first seven months of the present year is

£325,697, more than four times as great
as it was two years ago.

Motor Cycles at the Paris Show.

A few weeks ago we published a para-
graph stating that no motor cycles would
be exhibited at the Paris Salon. This
should have read, "no French motor
cycles," as we understand that English
and foreign firms other' than French will

'exhibit motor cycles. The reason French
machines will not be exhibited is because
a year or two ago the motor cycle manu-
facturers agreed not to exhibit in Paris
or elsewhere in the Department of the
Seine before January, 1913.

Coventry and Warwickshire

M.C. Open Hill climb.

31.—Dublin M.C.C. Open Sidecar

Reliability Trial.

7.—Streatham and District Open
Hill-Llimb.

Liverpool M C.C. Open Relia-

bility Trial.

14.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

16.—Edinburgh and District M.C.C.
Open Hill-climb on Amulree.

21.—Herts. County M.C.C. Open
HUl-cliinb.

21.—Birmingham M.C.C. 24 Hours'
' un to Edinburgh (Open)

Coventry Club's Open Hill-climb.

There are already a good number ol

entries for the seventh open hill-climb of

the Coventry and Warwickshire Motor
Club on August 31st, entries for which
close at ordinary fees to-morrow (Friday).

Eight classes are down on the programme.
A good proportion of the trade are in-

cluded among the entries. We understand
that the hill chosen is a safe one.

The Petrol Committee.

The first interim report is to hand and
contains much interesting matter. The
committee has been engaged in investigat-

ing the methods of handling petrol in this

country, and is of opinion that, if the Port

of London Authority will allow the trans-

port of consignments of 1,000 tons to pass

up the river for local storage, the possi-

bility of shortage owing to labour troubles

will be much reduced. The sittings will

be renewed in September. Copies of the

report may be obtained from Mr. J. W.
Orde, Secretary R.A.C., Pall Mall, S.W..
at Is. 2d. post free.

Touring and Hotel Charges. .

One or two enquiries have reached us

from affiliated members of the Auto Cycle

Union regarding the use of the officially

appointed hotels. It is not made abso-

lutely clear in the A.C.U. handbook that

on presentation of the affiliated member- 1

ship card the reduced tariff at these -

hotels can be made use of by members
of affiliated clubs. These hotels will be b

found in most instances both well

appointed and moderate in charges ; apart 1

from this it is a convenience to know
exactly what one is going to be charged

at an hotel, and such information is I

clearly set forth in the handbook. In

most instances the letters S.B.B.A. appear

under the name of each hotel, these

signifying supper, bed, hreakfast, and

attendance. Table d'hote dinner is not

usually included under this heading, and

it is advisable to bear it in mind.

H. Colver (6 h.p. Enfield Sidecar) rounding the lower bend on Beggars' Roost. Higher up he unfortunately

collided with the bank.
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YOU CAN GET A SCOTT IF YOU GO TO THE

COLMORE
Colmore Row, BIRMINGHAM. Bearasgate, MANCHESTER.

WHAT A RECORD FOR RELIABILITY!
T.T. Race - First
Scottish Six Bays - - Private Owners' Prize.
A.C.U. Six days - Three Gold Medals.

Each machine entered obtained a Gold Medal, and Baker (Private Owner- on Scott gained special prize for climbing
Test Hill in slowest time (Average, 5*75 m.p.h.) thus proving flexibility.

It is the machine for the gentleman rider in a class by itself for Speed, Reliability, and Simplicity.

COLMORE FOR SCOTTS.

lj.lf.lA/
A.C.U. Six Days'

Reliability Trials.

v

In this arduous test

FOUR L.M.C. MACHINES WERE ENTERED

ALL FOUR FINISHED THE COURSE
and secured

3 GOLD MEDALS **> 1 BRONZE MEDAL
For Business or Pleasure ride the L.M.C.

Makers: THE LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

L.M.C. Works, Monument Road, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering fhese advertisements ,it is desirable to mention " 7
r

he Motor Cycle."
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STILL ANOTHER

SUCCESS.\miOs
A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

THREE ARIELS ENTERED.

Result: I

TWO GOLD MEDALS.
ONE BRONZE MEDAL.
Two Ariel riders, L. Newey and F. C. North, secured the
bonus of 50 extra marks for successful By climbing
the Two Special Hills — Beggars' Roost and Porlock.

SCOTTISH SIX PAYS' TRIAL.
THREE ARIELS ENTERED and secured ONE GOLD
MEDAL, ONE SILVER MEDAL, and ONE BRONZE MEDAL-

Send for Art Catalogue, Dept. 2.

ARIEL WORKS,
B0URNBR00K, BIRMINGHAM.

London Address: FRISWELL'S, 1, Albany Street, N.W.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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SIX DAYS' TRIALS NOTES.
N. Soresby v»n,» first announced as having , made the
Invest ascent of Countisbury Hill on Tuesday, but it was

. bsequeiuly ascertained that he broke a chain and stopped
effect repairs.' . •

It is a distinct score for the A.J. S. to be credited with
e slowest ascents of Countisbury Hill, both in the bicycle
.,d passenger clashes.

The new baby Norton accompanied the trials riders on
several days, F> A. Hardy, the .press secretary, being in
the saddle.

Crawley (Triumph) on the first bend of Porlock. He was one of the twenty-six
who successfully, climbed the hill.

jfifty-nine competitors succeeded in making clean ascents
oBeggars' Boost and received the special bonus of twenty

-

fi; marks.

.'he number of retirements on the various days forms
ieresting reading. The number who gave up on Monday
vs 11, Tuesday 14, Wednesday 5, Thursday 10, Friday 5,

S.urday 4.

Philip Grout, dressed as a Dutchman, caused much amuse-
r,;nt by riding through the main streets of Taunton, on
liday evening, on a bone-shaker quite forty years old, the
fpperty of a well-known Taunton resident.

pne well informed daily paper announced on Wednesday
»>raing that a lady was still leading in the great motor
role race in which there were 132 competitors 1

pn Tuesday evening the officials of the Auto Cycle Union
\[re

. entertained . to dinner at Clarke's Hotel (where, by
fa way. the arrangements have been excellent). Colonel
Ijles. M.P., M.F.H-) presided, and on his right sat \'Alder=
r,n W. F. Whittingham, Mayor of Taunton. In proposing
fa toast of the Auto Cycle Union, Colonel Boles referred
t the beamy of. the country traversed during the trials,

fa hills in which he would back asrainst any in the country
£' going up or coming down. The trials were good, not
ay. for the pastime, but helping, to encourage a machine
fa. manufacture of which was an adjunct to the trade and
tsiness of the country. He coupled with the toast the
rpe of the Rev. E. P. Greenhill. ' Mr. Greenhill made an
epellent speech in reply,, and spoke of the great help
ip.dered by members of the Taunton club. Major- Lindsay
Ifiyd then proposed success to the Taunton and District
5C.C. The Mayor and Mr. Potter replied, and in his
s:eeh the litter referred to the interest taken in the trial
I;; the inhabitants of Taunton. Among those . present .was
ft. T.G-oldsworthy Crump, who has done magnificent work
ijhelping .tQ organise the trials. H© is the district surveyor,
:d,was mainly respe-BaiMe^for'tberoBte-'

Petrol supplies were carried out in a systematic way. The
Shell Co. supplied competitors, free of ' charge, and
arranged for ample supplies at the mid-day stops.
Approximately 1,400 gallons w«re used. Mr. A. E.
Cockerton supervised the arrangements.

Although, as we observed last week, scorching to make
up time in case of trouble was permissible, we saw very little

real racing. This was due to the competitors riding just
within minimum time and thus having twenty minutes in

|
hand for possible delays.

On Wednesday, between Felton and Falfield, we saw a
!
weird contraption in the shape of a tandem- motor bicycle,

\
with two bucket seats. A heavy downpour drove its occu-

' pants to shelter, and as we were on a competing passenger
machine we could not stop to examine it. We should imagine
it is a risky vehicle on grease.

Some fear was expressed, early in the week that competitors
would arrive at Taunton- after lighting up time. Thanks,
however, to careful organisation no man who rode to
schedule arrived later than the hour at which lamps, have to

~ be lit. "The 'evenings, however, were cloudy and dark, and
: several had to light their lamps oh Wednesday—the longest
day's run.

Tho'-jsecvfit check svstem has worked well. If a man was
late he had, of course, to try and make up time, but those

,
wno naa no trouoie aare not push too far ahead for fear of
arriving at some unexpected check too early.. Thursday was
much appreciated, as owing to the tricky course there were
no checks. There was a marked difference in the way the
men rode on Thursday to that in which they drove on the
other days.

Boy Scouts were of inestimable service in directing the
way. Several hundred were employed in this manner during
the week. Special praise, must also be accorded to the
police for assistance in guarding cross roads.

How interested were the public in the lady competitors!
In all the towns and villages the residents were especially
interested in the doings of Mrs. Hardee and Miss Hammett.

H. E. HasWell (B-adbury) skidded into the ditch on
and knocked down a spectator who persisted in

the first ten! of

standing on the
Porlock,
corner.

B17
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Six Days' Trials Notes.—

The WorH of the Of icials.

Tlie officials have done their work so well it is almost im-

possible to give praise to any individual for fear of offending

others whose names might by accident be omitted. Orateful

thanks must be rendered to Messrs. Potter, Crump, and
other members of the Taunton Club to whom the "success of

the trial is in no small measure due. Major Mieholl spent

ten days of a well-earned leave in acting as judge. Mr.
Nisbet, as clerk of the course, and general superintendent of

affairs, was, of course, splendid. Mr. Macnamara worked
hard and effectively, while too much praise cannot be given

to, Mr. H. A. Cooper, who, after retiring on the first day,

devoted the whole of his time to the A.C.TJ. and rendered
invaluable services. Mr. A. H. Priestley, who. has had con-

trol of tJie marshalling arrangements, had an important and
responsible position, which he filled in a most able manner.
The numerous other officials did excellent work, but mention
must be made of the untiring efforts of Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough, whose inexperience in long distance trials work
placed him at a disadvantage, but who carried through his

task in a most efficient manner, and sight must not be lost

of the work of the assistant secretary, Mr. H. P. Beasley.

Fletcher's Retirement.
On arriving at Taunton on Saturday night Fletcher

announced that his engine had been ruined by some
miscreant having put sand in his oil tank. The judges
carefully examined his engine and found that his state--

merit was absolutely correct. There was no doubt whatever
that the foreign matter was silver sand and not road dust.

The cylinder and bearings were, in consequence, very badly
scored. Of course there is no trace of the originator of this

dastardly act, of whom no words can adequately express our
opinion.

'The trial was a strenuous one for competitors, officials,

and pressmen alike. Few averaged more than six hours'

sleep, and some much less, owing to the early starts and
the immense amount of checking and figures due to the record

entry.

Unruly Behaviour.
It is our unpleasant duty to have to record that on Satur-

day night there occurred some incidents to which we would
rather not refer, but we feel we cannot let such behaviour
which was seen on that occasion pass without comment.
Fireworks were let off in the bar, a table was smashed, and
the conduct of certain people was of a most disorderly

nature. Those responsible are few in number, we are happy
to say, but some means must be found, and that without
delny, to nut n stop to such goings on once and for all.

AUGUST 22nd, 1912

Various ingenious owners of obsolete machines, desirous dfi
accompanying the trials, are said to have found some twenty-
different ways of getting out of Lynmouth.

The machines without sidepieces to the front mudguards
were plastered with red mud from end to end, and were at

least four times as dirty as the standard patterns.

The observation on the test hills was linx-eyed. One rider

thought he had spotted where all the officials were standing,
and he furtively gave two lightning dabs with his outside

foot. But he fqund himself penalised fifty marks when the
sheet was posted.

One of the judges stored his machine in a public garage. •

While he was cleaning it one evening, three nefarious com-'
petitors entered very furtively, with bits of their ' machines
in their pockets. The garage manager says " Faded " is the
only word which adequately describes their exit.

A spectator made a clean assent of Beggars' Roost on «v
single geared Triumph -on the day of the test. He, passed'^
several variably geared competitors struggling- to prevent
their machines

:
running backwards which was not compli-i!

mentary to the trials men. :

Practically everybody stopped
to cool at the hill foot.

Several forfeited 5 marks at the foot of Porlock in order
'

to cool their engines.

The secret checks and 20 m.p.h. rule were the chief bug-
bear of the competitors, who otherwise enjoyed the trial. ,

G. Nott (Matchless sc.) finished four and a half hours late;

and lost 212 marks, lie was so late that the arrows had
been removed and he lost his way.

The surface of Porlock was in such a bad state that the
judges talked of ignoring the failures on this ascent, but suit

25 were successful in reaching the summit, 50 marks were
deducted for failures according to the rules.

Should detachable wheels on passenger machines be barred!;'
The A.OIL judge's decision was in the affirmative, but
detachable wheels seem a feature which should be encouraged.

Beggars' Roost, the steepest hill in England, gradient 1 in'
3J,, is not nearly steep enough to stop the best motor cycles)

nowadays. It would really be interesting to know what is
]

the limit of a motor cycle's climbing powers.

Cleaning machines outside cheeks was again the rule. It

is said that a certain chain-driven team carried Selvyt rags

and polishing paste. Anyway, their spotless machines did

them great credit.

One can especially sympathise with those competitors who
retired on the last day.

Saturday's continuous rain penetrated to the interior of

several magnetos and put a fullstop to ttieir 'owners' records.

The 3A h.p. Humber, ridden by P. J. Evans, which is

practically a 1913 model, ran throughout the trial without a

single adjustment. The Dunlop belt was not even shortened

and the Continental tyres unpunctured. The rear tyre was
a steel-studded pattern which accounts for his steadiness on

Porlock.

P. and M. riders have not failed to gain the top award
since 1909.

P. j. cvans 13; h.p. 3-speed Humber) with 1913 kick starter, Evans sh.ne con-
spicuously throughout, winning a special cup for the best ascent of Porlock, and

gaining maximum marks.

,Bl8

A 40 h.p. Daimler, belonging to Mr Torkington, rendered

invaluable service, as also the official 20 h.p. Humber car

kindly lent by Humber, Ltd., and ably handled by J. Idiens.

There was great slaughter among the Devon and Somerset
j

fauna : the bag included a fox cub, a hedgehog, a rabbit, a

cat, sparrows, and several partridges.

Nearing Taunton each night certain trade riders might

be seen riding "hands off" and cleaning their machines

with a paraffin brush at 25 m.p.h.
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ENGLISH SIX DAYS

TRIALS

THE KEMPSHALL TYRE CO
(OF EUROPE), LTD.,

97-98. Long Acre, LONDON, W.C
Telephone : No. 244 Gerrard (two lines).

_. . .
Telegrams: "Studless, London."

Birmingham : Reginald G. Priest, 71, Lionel St. Paris :

% ',
Rl,e

„.
St

- charles. Antwerp : 48. Meir. Cape
Colony

: The Motor Supply Co., 7, New York Build-

IVs?: Vi,
GeorSe Street, Cape Towo. Agents (or the

United States : Cryder & Co., 583, Park Avenue, New
York. Sole Agents for New Zealand : Goldingham
and Beckett Ltd., Palmerston. N., New Zealand
Glasgow

: 5, Royal Exchange Square.

AGAIN WIN

THE TEAM
PRIZE

FOR THE
FOURTH YEAR
IN SUCCESSION

Coming through this severe Trial

WITHOUT A
PUNCTURE

Read the Telegram from M\ W. Pratt below:

Handed in at Taunton.

To Studless, London.

" Kempshall Tyres, on fo..r P. & M's. in Six Days' Trials came through
without a puncture. This is the fourth year in succession Kempshall
Tyres have been htted to Mr. Pratt's P. & M. and gone through without
a puncture, truly a genuine record, hearty congratulations.'*

PRATT.

C.D.C

J
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THE SUCCESS OF THE RELIABLE

C.U. SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIAL.
S. Sawer . . .... . . (3£ H.P. PREMIER.)
W. B. Little (3$ H.P. PREMIER.)
R. Holloway : m H.P. PREMIER.)

were awarded

HREE GOLD MEDALS
The trial was h=ld under most difficult conditions, the state of the roads and hills being extremely

unfavourable to the competitors.

write tor full details- THE PREMIER CYCLE CO., LTD., COVENTRY.

/
HIGHEST POSSIBLE MARKS
AND FINEST HILL CI 1MB.

Made by
U STERNOL " Users

in the A.C.U. 6 Days' Trial at Taunton.

22 Riders used "STERNOL"
(Standard Qual.ty Oil)

and completed the 1.000 MILES, or whom

10 secured Gold Medals
5 obtained Silver Medals

And 4 took Bronze Medals
'

. Mr. T. J. Evans, on a 3J h.p. Humber,
secured the highest possible marks (1,050), and
made the finest performance up Porlock Bill.

Mr. Corks, on a 5 h.p. A.J S., secured an extra
Gold Medal for performance on ibe same hill.

This, in addilion to the 6 Days-' Sidecar Record
recently beaten, where " Sternol " Oil was used, is a
proof of itssterling quality, which nrypT varies.

\
Write to-day for particulars and price list.

STERNOL,
56, Royal London Honse,

Finsbnry Square, LONDON, EX/ e.n.<>.

In anstcering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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L.M.C. chain ani belt 2-speed gear. Kick starter on new 3-spaei Hiuiber. Triumji bDttom braiket 3-speei geir, u»3i by J. B. Haswell.

One private owner's language was picturesque on Monday
ight, -when he paused outside control to "drain off,the waste
ibricant. _ The .factory mechanics had fitted- his special-

ials silencer in such wise that it was impossible to remove
le crankcase drain plug. .

The Rudge owner who brought to Birdlip an enormous
idecar resembling a giant vegetable marrow is requested to

jmmunicate with the advertising manager of Sutton's
eeds, Reading, ' from - whom he will hear"of ' something to

is advantage. -.. -..---...

The rules say that " passenger machines must ascend the
jst hills with the passenger seated in a normal position."
Jefinitions of " a normal position" by our own representa-

tive (1.) With her face in the oiler on the far side of the

rear hub (2.) With her toes chocked in, the carrier, body
horizontally rigid, head 2ft. outside side wheel. (3.) Toes
on the seat, body on' the carrier, tongue cleaning the back
number- plate (apparently). (4.) Under the seat (on straight,

easy ..hills only)., (5.) Sitting bolt upright, jerking violently

in parallelism 1 with- driver- (on : low-powered outfits only).

Some of . the three-wheeled. . cyclecars carried enormous
portmanteaux^ on their, back- carriers.- Four garage
attendants, -finding one such suit case, lying . about, en-

deavoured, to lift it. They sent for a steam crane. It is

suggested that the A.C.U. supply 56 lbs. weights at the

foot of each hill in future. Those single back wheels want
a lot of holding down.

WEIGHTS OF COMPETING MACHINES. Fully loaded and ready for the road.
ct. qr.

'.. T. Newsome (Rover) ..20
6. H. Noble (Rover) 2 o
[V. J. Sproston (Rover) . . .

.• 2 o

|; B. Fry (Quadrant) .... 2 o
E. L. Scott (Rudge) 2 I

tV. D. South (Rudge) 2 r

\. R. Penny [l\ A.J.S.) . . I 2

IV. Pratt (P. & M.) 2 o
''. Shaw (P. & M.) 1 3

iV.C. Drake (P. & M.) :... 2 o
V. J. M. Sproulle (P. & M.) 1 3

!s. A. Hill (Indian) 2 2

1 1. Greaves (Enfield) 1 2

'
. S. Holrovd (Motosacoche) I 2

i

Irs. Hardee (P. * M.) 2 o
1. C. O. Wells (Bradbury) 2 1

', V. F. Newsome (Triumph) 2 o
1 . Crawley (Triumph) .... 1 '

3
i'. Moffatt (Douglas) ...I 2
1. L. Fletcher (Douglas) . . r 2
'. Phillips (Douglas) 12

I

.. Newey (Ariel) . 2 o
'. C. North (Ariel) z I
'. C. Sangster (Ariel) .... 2 o

T. Pollock (James) 2
A. D. Arter (James) ...... 2
S. Brown (James) '. ...... . 2
F. Philipp (Scott) . . .-. 2
J.Baker (Scott) 2

J. N. Longtield (Scott) .... 2
S. Sawer (Premier) ...... 2
E. D.-Dickson (Indian) .... 2
F. P. Dickson (6 Zenith) : . 2

W. E. Cooke (A S.L.) 2
P. Piatt (Bradbury) 2
L. A. Bees (L.M.C.) 2
S. K.Jones (L.M.C.) 2
L.'M. Soresby (L.M.C.) 2
B. Haddock (A.J.S.) 1

W. Heaton (A.J.S:) 1

J. D. Corke (5 A.J.S.) '2

H. E. Haswell (Bradbury) 2

F.J. Watson (Swift) 2

T- Peachey (Swift) 2
P. D. Walker (Rudge) .... 2
R. Holloway (Premier) . . r

J. Oliphant (Premier) , . .

.'

2
J.-Haslam (6 Zenith) 2

ct. qr. lb. . ct. qr. lb.

to P. Weatherilt (Zenith) . . 2 o 24
10 G. Griffith (6 Zenith) 2 23
~8

J. H. Kerr (N.S.U.) ... . . : 2 o 9
12 A. R. Abbott (Bradbury) . . 2 o 22
2 A.-E..Catt (Triumph) 2 o 2

8 D. Herdman (Rudge) .2 o 15

4 A. P Morris (6 Zenith) 2 i 4
o V. Wilberforce (Douglas) . . 1 I 23
27 G. Castagnoli (L.M.C.) 2 12
o E. T. Babbington (7-8 Bat) 226
24 W. B. Little (Premier) .... 203
14 G. Brough (Brough) ..;... 2 o 24
3 L. Cass (4^ .Quadrant) ... . 2 o 13

4 , R. Mundy"(3l Quadrant) . . 2 o 10

It, PASSENGER CLASS.
26 '

• ct. qr. lb.

25 C. M. Keiller (G.W.K.) .. n 2 7

20
' R. C.-Davis (Chater-Lea sc.) 727

13 H. Gibson (Bradbury sc.) 527
24 H. M. Jameson (Enfield sc.) 623
24 F. Smith (Clyno sc.) 7 o 24

13 H. Fv S. Morgan (Morgan) 7 317
8 . F. Hill (A.C.) 8 3 7

H. Berwick (New Hudson) 2

H. Dixon (New Hudson)

J. Cocker (2i Singer) -....a; .1

W. E. Phillips (Triumph) . . 2

E..V. Pratt (O.K.) 2

W. G. McMinnies (Triumph) 2

H. C. Mills (Green- Precision) 2

G. Hunt (Campion) 2

M. Garrey (5 Swan) 2

F. H. Thornton (5 Swan) . . 2
W. B. Gibb (Douglas! 1

Miss Hammett (Douglas) . . 1

A. J. Dixon (3-V Singer). .. . 2

P. J. Evans (Humber) 2

t. qr. lb.

2 118.
3 .12
O 2
O 26

3
1 23
o 23
2 6

2 14

19
15

Ful'y loaded with fuel, etc.

ct. qr. lb.

J. Munday (A.C.) 83 r9
A. J. Stevens (A.J.S. sc.) .. 5 3 24
C. R. Collier (Matchless sc.) 6 2 14
R. E. Guest (Matchless sc.) 623
J. Tassell (Matchless sc.) . . 6 3 14
G. Nott (Matchless sc.) . . 6 30

Tie Super, a new belt driven cyclecar or smart design with tandem seats. The engine is a water-

cooled Anzani of 8-10 h.p., and there are ie . en speeds.

Perrm (Peugeot winner of tho Mont Ventoux hill-climb.

B2I
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Another Device for Burning Paraffin.
'lhis apparatus known as the Fear-

nought comminuter has been designed by
Mr. Uriesbach, of the M.G. and G.
Motor Patents Syndicate, Ltd. One of

the greatest troubles in the use of

paraffin for power is pre-ignition, and
on that account the compression must
not exceed 64 sq. lbs. to the sq. in. Of
this fact Mr. Uriesbach takes advantage
by providing a vaporising or heating
chamber oft' the combustion head of the
engine, and the extra compression space
thus afforded naturally loweYs the com-
pressnn.

Retelling to figure, the fuel is sucked
in by the engine at A. It is sucked
past the seating of a very lightly-loaded
spring valve (the top of the spindle can
be seen at B), which prevents its return
and then meets with the currents of

inspired, air that cut right across its

flow and break it up. The mixture, then
flows along the feed tube C, but as this
and all the tubing that follows is of
small diameter the velocity of the vapour
has to be proportionately great. D is the
vaporiser, or comminuter, in connection
with the combustion head of the cylinder,
and therefore the extension of the tube
C, which passes through the comminuter.

is surrounded by the hot gases resulting
from each cylinder explosion. At this

part of its passage, too, the vapour meets
a flat strip of metal that "has been
twisted helically, and is inserted in the
extension of the tube C. Tin's acts much
as the rifling of a gun acts on a bullet,

and the centrifugal force that it imparts
to the particles tends to throw the
mixture against the heated walls of the
small tube, and still further breaks it

up. Finally, still at high velocity, the
gas is conducted by the flexible tube E

to the chamber F, which is merely an

'inverted B. and B. carburetter throttle

worked by wires a.id lever control.

The comminuter itself consists merely

of a cast-iron ribbed cylindrical chamber
with an offset passage communicating
with the cylinder head and clamped
down to its seating by the dog G. The
offset passage is further extended at H
to accommodate the displaced sparking

plug.

In addition to preventing condensa-

tion, the high velocities of the gases

lead to a scouring action being secured

on the inner walls of the feed tube, so

that there is no deposit, and, though this

copper tube is of only 21 gauge, one
that has been in work two years as yet

shows no signs of giving out. ^
Mr. Griesbach has fitted his device on

a 3^ h.p. White and Poppe engine, and
tells us that it will take him up any
hills. In fact, with paraffin, the engine,

if. anything, seems to develop -slightly

more power up to speeds of 800 r.p.m.,

though above that limit naturally the

slower combustion of the paraffin begins

to tell, and " all out " petrol holds an

advantage of 2 or 3 m.p.h. 'The device

can be applied to single or twin engines.

->-<S>PC5—<—

CLUB NEWS.
Newcastle and District M.C.

The Gordon-Roberts reliability trial will take place on
the 24th and 25th inst. Route, via Lanchester. Alston, Pen-
rith, Keswick, Windermere, Kirkston Pass, Khap, Kirkby

.
Lonsdale, Brough, Barnard Castle, Darlington, and Neville's
Cross.

The Motor Cycling Club.

The awards in the standard reliability and hill-climbing
trial, held on the 3rd and 5th inst., are as follow : Silver

cup, presented by Mr. H. E. Hull—A. J. Dixon. Gold
medals—B. Marians, L. A. Baddeley, H. Karslake, D.
Popplewell, R. M. Marians, C. T. Newsome, and A. J.

Sproston. Silver medals—R. Charlesworth, G. T. Gray,
C. W. Meredith, W. E. Rootes, W. P. Tippett, P. H.
Bentley, P. D. Walker, D. S. Baddeley, J. H. Kerr, R. E.
Guest, A. da Silveira, R. C. Davis, C. Percival, and G. P.
Howe. H. F. S. Morgan was disqualified for being more
than 15m. ahead of schedule time.

Derbyshire and North Stafford A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

On Saturday, members of the above club held a highly
successful hill-climb on Hob Hill, Hazelwood. The weather
conditions during the earlier part of the morning were of

the worst, but towards noon the road dried up. Com-
petitors were handicapped on trial run times, any competitor
reducing his. trial time by more than five per cent, being
disqualified. This s^tem proved most suitable, as some of

the exciting fic'shes lully testified.

Hicat I.—D. C. Bolton (3| Rudge), bye; H. Russell (3£
(Bradbury), 4^8. ; beat J. A. Marshman (Rudge) ; E. G.
Linnell (34 Bradbury). 10s., beat E. S. Brittain (Triumph)

;

E. Russell (3£ Russell), 5s., beat A. F. Greeves (Triumph);
C. Smith (21 Douglas) beat T. Newton (TnumpL, 3is. ; G.
G. Walkdon m Bradbury), lis., beat F. Smith (Douglas).

Heat II.—H. Russell, 16£s. start, beat D. C. Bolton

;

E. G. Linnell, 9s. start, beat E. Russell; C. Smith beat G.
G. Walkdon 9£s.

Final for First Place.—E. G. Linnell beat H. Russell.

Final for Second Place.—H. Russell beat C. Smith.

E. G. Linnell thus takes the silver goblet, and H. Russell

a silver medal. Fastest time of the day was made by D.
C. Bolton, riding his famous "red" Rudge, in lm. 2s., so

gaining a silver medal.

Portsmouth and District M.C.

A paperchass was held on the 14th inst. Captain Tappen-
den on his 3^ h.p. Premier and sc. was the " hare," and had
ten minutes' start, but was not caught, although the hounds

were very close on him at the finish. The route was across

Purbrook Common to Denmead, Hambledon, Catherington,

to Horndean.

Essex M.C.

A members' gala meeting was held on - Brooldbnds Track
on the 17th inst. Results :

Short Sidecar Race (about 5£ miles) : 1, D. S. Kapadia (3

Rex-Jap), scratch; 2, C. F. Michell (5 Bat), 8s. Speed,

40.77 m.p.h.
Short Motor Cycle Race (about 8£ miles) : 1, A. da Silveira

(7 Indian), scratch; 2, J. H. Whitlark (6" Rex), 9s. ; 3, J. Jt
Campbell (3£ Rudge), 30s. Speed, 69.39 m.p.h.
Long .Motor Cvcle Race (about 13| mibs) : 1, J. H. Whit-

lark (6 Rex), 15s. ; 2, J. A. Campbell (3£ Rudge), 50s. ; E. G.

Brown (3^ Triumph), 35s. Speed, 63 m.p.h.

A newly designed sidecar with sheet steel body called the Dukelet.



A.CD. Trials. 1. Competitors passing through Porlock Village.

North London M.C.C. '-

\ club 13 being formed with the above title. Head-,
arters, 78, Turnpike Lane, Hornsey, N. Hon. secretary,

. E. Pickerdite, Ecelesbourne, Kelross Road, Highbury, N.

PurleyandDistrictM.C.C.

[The results of the re-run flexibility hill-climb on the
J;h inst. were as under (fast time divided into slow I :

JR. Charlesworth (6 Zenith), 4.52; 2, R. W. Gaskins
(, Rudge), 3.63; 3, P. Newbold (6 Zenith), 3.37. These
lis subject to confirmation by the committee.

Leeds M.C.C.

the Leeds to London and back reliability run, held on
i» 20th- and 21st ult., resulted as follows : 40 guineas
liphy and gold" medal, H. E. Haswell (3£ Bradbury) ; "gold

tidals, Cockroft, Moore, Bullus, and F. K. Langton. The
Illy Cup for best sidecar performance was won by Mr.
^d Mrs. Jenkins (3j Triumph), both driving and qualifv-

fe for gold medals.

One of the travelling rnarshalls in the A.C.U. Trials.

2. Scene on Byber's Hill. Note the loose surface.

- Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

An "old crock" hill-climb was held on Saturday, the 10th
inst., at Ormesby Bank.' Nine riders competed, and . Chal--

loner was declared the winner.' The next two. events will

be a paperchase and a sidecar trial.

Westmorland M.C.C.

A secret hill-climb was held last week on Towtop, Wither-
slack. Result: 1, B. Jefferys (Bat) ; 2, L. S. Parker (Scott);

3, J. H. Nelson (Scott). Fastest time: L. Pierce (Corah).

;
After the climb "the competitors were kindly entertained to-'

tea at the Derby Arms by Mr. S. Watson-Heatherburn, the
.donor of the challenge bowl.

Liverpool A.C.C.

The second, open reliability trial will be held oti Saturday,

September 7th. The course will be a circular one in North
Wales, and will pass the following places. Birkenhead,
Hawarden, Bwlch Gwyn, Wrexham, Chirk. Llangollen,

Llandegla, Corwen, Bala, Festiniog, Bettws-y Coed, Llanrwst,,

Benbign. Caerwys, Hoiywell, Northop, and Queen's Ferry.

There will be several steep hills officially observed. The whole
competition will be divided into classes. The principal

award is the Reliance challenge cup, and gold, silver, and
bronze medals in each class

The Motor Cycling Club.

A members' hill-climb for motor cycles and cars will be.

held on September 7th
Conditions.—This nill-climb is intended to be a test of

flexibility of the. machine and clutches, or gears, if fitted, can

.be used The hill will be divided into two sections, the first

section to be covered at as slow a pace as possible. The
road wheels of the macnine must be brought to a standstill

at the end of the first section, and the remaining portion of

the hill must be covered at as fast a pace as possible from a
standing start. The order of merit in all classes will be

decided on the formula S - F, S equalling time for slow

section, and F equalling time for fast section. No competitor

will be -allowed to assist his machine with his feet in the

first section. Machines and sidecars must be standard tour-

ing types as usually sold to the public, fully equipped for

the road.

Classks.—I., for motor cycles from 350 to 560 c.c. II.,

-for motor cvcles over 560 c.c. ' III., for motor cycles under

350 c.c. TV., for motor cycles with sidecar attached. V.,

for cars (which must be standard touring types) limited to •

30 h.p. by R.A.C. rating. ...
,

,

i ... .
B2'S
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Mater Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EC, and should he accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

The Silencer Tests.

Sir,—Reading your article on "Silencers" on August 8th,

and being worried about the noise of my 3i h.p. 1912 Humber,
I hjive ordered a Dunlop Ejector silencer, 5in. diameter, 14in.

long, to be placed in front of the engine, an elbow 2in. long
to catch a lOin. long pipe fin. bore, which pipe will run and
finish Under the footboard. I expect this silencer shortly,

and no 1 doubt this will satisfy as to noise. I do not think
the silencer put as I have described will disfigure the machine
in any way, and if it reduces the noise by half or two-thirds
I shall be very pleased. Thanks for your article.

C. DUPLESSY.

The Prob!eai of the Automatic Carburetter.
Sir,—htgaicaiig me , articles on "Automatic Carburetters,"

allow me to state my experience with the J.A.P. automatic.
I ride a 7 h.p. J.A.P, engine, and its carburetter will average
110 miles on one and a half gallons of petrol with sidecar,

and I recently rode from Newcastle to London in thirteen

hours. I have been using a J.A.P. a.o.i.v. engine five years
aud'ha've never been stopped on the road with engine trouble
norijiad a valve break. I put it down to the automatic inlet

valvps, which allow the exhaust valves to keep comparatively
cool at speed. Of course, I always keep my machine in tune,

as I cannot afford to take chances on my long business
journeys. I have taken your paper since its first number.

VICTOR TRAVERS.

Pillion Seats.
Sir,—In reply to your correspondent, "H.M.," in your

issue of August 1st, I should like to express my opinion on
the subject. I happen to be on a visit to the Homeland from
Australia, and a few weeks ago, at the invitation of a friend,

I went for a hundred miles spin as a passenger on a 3^ h.p.

Triumph fitted with a Pantalia passenger seat and fcotrests.

I may say I have travelled extensively by almost every form
of conveyances, but never in all my experience have I had
such an enjoyable run. It was simply perfection, and, in

order to prove my statement, if " H.M." will communicate
with me I shall be only too pleased to send the address of a
person who will be prepared to give him the opportunity of

testing same for himself, when he can form his own opinion
of its safety and utility. I have no interest whatever in the
trade. I simply read "H.M.'s" letter, and am writing, think-
ing perhaps that my experience will be of interest to him
and motor cyclists in general. W.R.

Inglorious Devon.
Sir,—I noticed in your columns various complaints of the

Devonshire roads, and in no case do I think the complaints
exaggerated. I myself am a constant user of the Devon
roads, and I have found some of the main roads almost
unrideable, having been cut up by heavy lorries. Surely
some steps could be taken to limit the weight of these
nuisances, as the damage which is being done will cost

thousands of pounds to repair, and the district boards seem
to be useless in this respect.. Around Torrington and

. Barnstaple the roads seem to be in the worst condition, and
in this district I have heard of several motorists breaking
their car springs and literally having their motor cycles

shaken to pieces. Another caution necessary for motor
cyclists contemplating riding at night in Devon is to keep a
very good look out for animals on the road, as sometimes in

the early morning I have seen sheeD lying asleep in the
middle of the road, having strayed off neighbouring moors

;

these are a positive danger by night.

THE OLD SWINGBQAT,
B2C

Waterproof Magnetos.
Sir,—We notice in your paper the report of the judges on

the Scottish Six Days' Trial, and contained therein is a

report on magnetos, and about which the judges state they
" were particularly disappointed at the poor show given

by magnetos, scarcely one of which was really rainproof in

the correct sense of the word, and during the wet weather

caused a great deal of difficulty to the competitors, especially

in starting." We think that before judges should make
such a sweeping statement they should have investigated

every machine. We are of opinion that the much better

plan is to put a magneto where it is not likely to be affected

by rain, as it is rather a hopeless job to make a magneto
waterproof in the strict sense of the word.

MOTOSACOCHE, LTD.,
O. he Lissa, Managing Director.

Sir,—I observe with great satisfaction that the judges of

the Scottish Trials in their very excellent report comment
strongly on the failure of the so-called waterproof magneto
to justify its name. Speaking from a short experience of

a twin-cylinder model, I say without hesitation, that it is by

no means as waterproof as the older patterns. One puddle can

generally be trusted to put the front cylinder of my machine
out of action. When this occurs it is by no means easy to

get it started again. The aluminium side plates are neat to

look at, but, in my opinion, useless, as they only protect the

condenser, which I have never known to be affected by wet.

JOHN KENNEDY, Jto.

Cattle Grazing on the Road ide.

Sir,—Can notiiing-be done to lessen or remove the ever-

recurring nuisance of cattle all over the road?
I and several friends have always been regularly hindered

and inconvenienced with unexpected delays, and often difficult

manoeuvring, in company with prejudiced and very indifferent

treatment by the man or men in charge. The crowning point

came quite recently. I was returning solo on my Premier
from Pateley Bridge district to Leeds, having to be at business
at the latter city at 9 a.m., and on this short run (twenty-
eight miles) I was troubled no fewer than three times, in each
case by an absolute block in the road.
As you know, cattle will invariably walk along in front for .

an almost interminable distance, however slow one crawls,
rather than turn off for one to pass. And again, the noise of

the engine, however "quiet," causes stampeding, so the usual

alternative is—shoving, which is a caution when the scene

of the encounter happens to be on a gradient of 1 in 8.

Upon the third stoppage I counted thirty cows standing all

over the roadway and the grass at the sides, in charge of one
man only. Getting into conversation with him, he told me
they were not being driven anywhere, but were being grazed
at the roadside. This licks creation, in my opinion, that a

farmer should be permitted to use the public main roads for

a playground for his cattle. Is it right?
I should like to say I am in no way prejudiced, as my,

father owns a farm, and we have several head of cattle of ail

kinds, so we are quite used to them, but believe in fair play:

to all road users if it can be managed. I should be very

grateful if you would kindly help me to see what other motor 1

cyclists think of the nuisance. FRED J. MA'ISON. |

[Tliis practice, though i'legal (except in a few isolated cases

where the grazing rights at the roadside are owned by the

Lord of the Manor) is, we fear, a very common one, and
generally winked at by the authorities." We should advise

j

our correspondent to lay the matter before the chief of

police.—Ep.]
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Chain v. Belt Drive.

gj r) Mr. Maw's letter greatly interested me, since he

link's precisely as myself concerning the chain drive.

; early every motor cycling friend tried to persuade me not

I have a chain-driven' machine for 1912. I am pleased to

iy that the chain transmission on my 2f h.p. Enfield has

It given me one moment's trouble in 3,000 miles, beyond

ghtening up when new. I have seen motor cyclists

tely with their belt drives who simply could not start

icir engine in this wet weather because their belts slipped

i. and others on the road with their engines racing as if

ey were in "free engine:" The belt, to my mind, is not

lly a great nuisance, but highly inefficient. It would be

iteresting to know how long a belt would last fitted

>tween engine and counter shaft, thus taking the place of

ie chain on the Enfield or Douglas. People, I think,

ould soon give it up in favour of the chain".

As regards comfort in riding with a chain drive, I am
ire that if any rider of a belt-driven machine would try

i Enfield, fitted as they are with slipping clutch on engine-,

iiaft and cush drive in rear wheel, and fitted with their

tbelient two-speed gear, he would hardly know that he

as not riding a' belt-driven machine. I personally would

it dream of returning to a belt-driven machine.

I cannot say what a 3£ h.p. single-cylinder fitted with

min drive is like, but then I infinitely prefer a small .twin

f 2f h.p. to a single of 3g h.p. It is interesting to note

at the new Sunbeam motor cycle is fitted with chain drive.

K. CHARSLEY. .

A Flag of Distress.

Sir,—Referring to -"Help's" letter in issue of 8th inst.,

me eighteen, months ago. having been reluctantly compelled

request the loan of a pump (my own having given out)

r a few moments from a cyclist the request was granted

tli such Bad grace that I resolved never again to ask for

J, even in so trifling a form, in the event of again being

randed. In the instance mentioned, not wishing to

convenience anyone by stopping him, I had waited till

;ming up to an idly dismounted rider.

As the outcome of this experience, the idea occurred to

b that, if subsequently in need of any assistance on the

ad, I would hoist on the offside handle-bar a red ensign

th the " jack " downward, and then await the event of

me good-natured rider who would see the inverted "jack"
d come to my aid, while a surly one would not be hindered
his course.

iHowever, as a result of the care and foresight bestowed
the building, my- machine has never necessitated any

ops other than to adjust the belt and for three tyre repairs,

'd these little jobs I have, when possible, carried out in some
.nvenient byroad, so as not to put the " gentlemen of the
id " (who are sometimes found amongst car drivers as well

. amongst motor cyclists) to the moral necessity of slowing to

quire if assistance be needed. Hence have so far had no
fcasion to put the flag idea into ^practice.

Sometimes, however, one merely stops to enjoy a pipe by
e wayside, and at such times a green flag might be used

i sigmty that all is well.' MELANZIE.

Power for Sidecar Work and Petrol Consumption.
3hvr-With reference to " Experto Crede's" letter in last

jek's issue, I have had the opportunity of making a com-
I'lison for six months between two 1912 standard machines,
»3^' h.p. Zenith and an 8 h.p. Zenith, both with Mills-
l.lford spring" wheel 'sidecars. The sidecar on the 8 h.p.
i somewhat heavier than that on the 3£ h.p.
The comparisons are interesting. (1.) The 3i h.p. does
Sb miles per gallon more than the 8 h.p., either solo or
th sidecar (mileage per gallon "with sidecar 65-70). (2.)

e 8 h.p. wears out two Service belts to three of the 3^
»

.
(3.) The wear on back tvres is approximately the same

4 each. On the 3i h.p. a "2-Jin. Hutchinson- lasted -2.700
ties. There is a 2J,in. Hutchinson on the 8 h.p. (4.) There
i about |in. play in the main bearings of the 3£ h.p. (total
fjleage 3,700), and practically none on the 8 h.p. (total
rleage 5,000). The 3-^ h.p. must now, of course, be re-
Ished. -

.

The mileage of both machines includes an Easter tour in
nles, a summer holiday in South Devon, and various rides
land about Surrey, Hampshire, and Sussex, chiefly on the
'rth Downs.

The 3^ h.p. has made a clean ascent of Reigate with
driver and passenger weighing 22 stone ; the 8 h.p. has made
clean ascents of Whitedown and Pebblecombe hills with
driver and passenger of 23 stone in weight.

With regard to " Ixion's "' wail about belt slip, I have
found thai the Service belt, running quite loose, grips in

all weathers even on. a very small pulley. A little Belticum,
. which can easily -be put on while running, stops any signs
of slip.

After running a 3^ h.p. Zenith and sidecar Jor two years
and a 5-6 h.p. F.N. two-speed four-cylinder for two previous
years, I have come to the conclusion that, even with the
Zenith gear, a 500 c.c. or under engine is not good enough

_. for sidecar work. I do not say that the 500 c.c. is not a
sidecar proposition, but for general riding, and touring more
especially, an infinitely variable gear and a 700-1,000 c.c.

engine is necessary.

I have no interst in the sale of the above goods ; in fact,

if I could afford it I should prefer a friction-driven cyclecar
like the G.W.K. and a 3i h.p. motor cycle for solo work!;
but for the man of moderate means the motor cycle and side-

, car is the thing. , PHILIP S. WHITE. '.

Dangerous Cross Roads.

. Sir,—Will you please permit me, through the columns of

of your valuable paper, to warn all motorists that use tha
main road between Epsom and Guildford of the many
dangerous cross roads that exist between these points, as

anyone
j
not traversing this road frequently cannot fully

realise the danger that these cross roads contain.' -

There is one in particular that, I think, needs a. more
efficient danger signal than the usual red triangle,, and that
is where the road from Newland's Corner to Ripiey crosses

the main road from Epsom to Guildford at the top of West
Cla-ndon Village. -There have been, to my knowledge,

- several accidents at this particular spot, and only recently
it was the scene of a bad collision between two cars, which,
I am pleased to say, was not attended with any fatal injuries,

but was, I believe, the result of one person receiving a
fractured jaw, to say nothing of placing both car hor.s-de-

combat for several hours. I am therefore prompted to ask
you to publish this letter in the hope that it may come under
the- notice of one of the governing bodies, who, I feel

sure, would erect a more prominent danger board in the
vicinity, and thereby help -to prevent a fatal accident at one
of these corners. The hedges at this time of the year
obstruct the view of the oncoming traffic until it is too late

to avoid collision. "This also applies to the cross roads at

West Horsley. the scene of several spills. - H.C.

C. T. Newsome (left) and D. H. Noile (contra who both rode 3J h.p. Rovers in

the A.C U. Six Days' Trials.

B2C,



A Sidecar Clip.

A hollow body A is adapted to be
more or less permanently secured to

the ''machine by means of the clip B.

Within the body A lies a split tubular
sleeve C, which' is coned at one end and
screwed at .the
other. The] re-

nvjv.'tble portion
of the sidecar
comprises a plain

tube'D. This is

slid within the
sleevo C. and
upon the screwed
end of the sleeve is then screwed a

coned nut E It is obvious that by
tightening up this nut. the sleeve- ,C is

Contracted to hold the tube 1) (irmly, and
,
at the same time is itself' firmly held by
the coned portions within the body A.

—

!•'. W. Mead, No. 24,612, 1911.

An Oil-retaining Tappet.

An ingenious feature o£ the 1912
Triumph engines is the adjustable spring
valve tappet, which. is so constructed as

to prevent any oil

exuding - from the
tappet, guides. The
guide A is extended,
and fitting oyer it

is' a sleeve B, which
is provided with, an
adjustable head 0.

The tappet rod D
acts upon the in-

terior of the head
oi the sleevo B so
that the impact is

inside, reducing
noise, a spring E
being arranged ' be-

tween the sleevo B and a shoulder F on
the rod D so as alwavs to keen the head

mmm
^EWC. W VfALFORD.FC.lPA

pressed into contact with the valve stem
and the rod D upon the cam rocker.

—

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., and E. L.

Roberts, No. 20,214, 1911.

A Belt Tensioning Device.

This device is adapted for use either

with or without variable pulley mecha-
nism. The usual

fixed rear wheel
spindle A is

formed with a
coarse thread B
on which is eccen-

trically mounted
a carrier C,

which in turn
supports the hub
shell proper D
upon ball bear-
ings E. Secured
to the carrier C

are end plates F, O, the latter of which
is formed with an extension H connected
to mechanism whereby it may be operated
to oscillate the carrier C about the spindle
A , thus moving the actual centre of the
wheei hub nearer to or farther from that
of the engine pulley. When the device is

used in conjunction with, a variable pulley

the correct belt line is maintained by
means of the thread B. which moves the

carrier C and wheel laterally to a slight

extent as the carrier is moved to adjust
the belt tension.—D. J. Thomas. No.
2,422, 1911.

1913 Mcfiels.

The Norton Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

intend to Ijnild for next year three
mo ids only— 4:'i, 34', and 2£ h.p. This
fuin's new address is Sampson Road
North, Birmingham.

Waterproof Suits.

In a letter to the East London Rubber
Co., Lid., Great. Eastern Street, E.G.,
.Harry Long, who has just completed a
ride round the coast- of Great Britain,

says that he gave the Kerry waterproof
suit a really good testing. For the first

fortnight he had to face very hard rain

every day and was not wet through once.

Trade Notes.
Mr. II. Douglas Kerr has been ap-

pointed assistant manager of the tyre

stdes organisation of the North British

Rubber Co., Ltd., Clincher House, 169,

Great, Portland Street, London, W.
The gross profit in connection with the

business of Bradbury and Co., Ltd.,

Oldham, the makers of the Bradbury
motor cvcles, for the year ended June
30th, is £19.189.

The Demand lor Motor Cycles in Natal.

An idea of the demand for motor
cycles ir Natal may be gained from a

picture in a recent issue of the Durban
Pictorial. In this issue appears a photo-

graph of a large consignment of motor

cycles received by Messrs. Buttery and

Hatton, Ltd., per s.s. Briton. All the

machines were sold within nine hours.

»3 .". ,

A Novel Trouser Guard.
A short time ago we published a photo-

graph of a new front wheel mudguard
designed to allow a draught of air to

flow through it on to the cylinders and
at the same time stop ali mud. This

guard is manufactured hy the Coventry
Auto Aero Co., of Priory Street,

Coventry. We are now able to illustrate

another novelty made by the same firm.

It consists of a metal plate in which a
series of air scoops are stamped, and is

made to clip on to the exhaust. and inlet

pipes, thus forming an effective trouser

guard without interfering with the cool-

ing of the valve pockets.

AUGUST 22nd, igiit.'

A Three-speed Gear.

. The driven member A of the gear i

Erovided with three concentric rings i.

evel teeth, B, C, D. On the driving

shaft are mounted three bevel pinion

E', F, G, adapted to engage the bev«
rings B, C, D respectively. The pinion

E arid F are loose upon the shaft, bu
may be clutched thereto by a dog clutel

member H sliding upon a non-circulfj

part of the shaft. Thus either pinioi

E or F may be the driver, the othei

remaining free. At this time the pinion

G is slid out of engagement. When
both pinions E and F are out of engage-

ment the pinion G may be moved intc

mesh with the bevel ring D, providing

the lowest gear. Two operating levers

are necessary for the control of this

gear.-C, Lurie, No. 11,862, 1911.

NOTICE.
The Editor dlsc'aims all legal responsibility i»,

any way for loss of copy in the form of manuscript

drawings, or photographs submitted to him. Rejectee

manuscripts, drawings, and photographs will only h
eturisl pmviiei a smipel addressed envelope L>

rentlosed for the purpose.

30,000 Miles with One Sidecar.

Mr. Frederick Home, Addiscombe, the

owner of a Mills-Fulford sidecar, has

informed the makers that he has covered

over 30.000 miles on his 1908 sidecar,

which has been used with six different

machines, and is still running satisfac-.

torily, but fitted with a new body.

Catalogues Received.
The booklet of the Leicester Rubber

Co., Post Office Place, Leicester, de-

scribes and illustrates the John Bull

motor cycle tyres and- belts.

.

Many "motor cyclists are enthusiastic

photographers, therefore they will be

interested to know that the Service Co.,

292, High Holborn, W.C.. issue a veryi

complete photographic list containing

illustrations and particulars of all the

latest and best photographic cameras ouj

tife market.
The Bosch Magneto Go., Ltd., 40-42,

Newman Street, Oxford Street, _W.,"

have sent us a booklet descriptive of the

ZE1 magneto, the latest waterproof

type, which is fitted to most of the

single-cylinder motor bicycles manufac-

tured this year. The book is exceed-

ingly clear," and is accompanied by illus-

trations and a list of spare parts. Defer-

ence is also made to the latest type of

Bosch plugs. Special emphasis is laid

on. the fact that this magneto requires

very little lubrication, aiid that oil

which may get uii the platinum points

causes these to bum more rapidly.
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RECENT . .

SUCCESSESZENITH
English-Dutch International Reliability Trial, 158I miles. Zenith

and Sidecar (^^^•"""J NON-STOP
Mersey M.C. OPEN Flexibility' Hill-climb .... 3 FIRSTS
M.C.C. Hill-climbi Countisbury HOI FIRST

M C C Hill-climb 1
Fastest time of the day and 3 FIRSTS

Durham & District MCC Speed Trial. 76J m.p.h. on a Stand-

ard 6 h.p, touring machine.

Durham & District M.C.C. Hill-climb, Twin Class

[Class II. ...;

Herts. County A.C. Hill-climb
{ „ III

. „ IV . ....

FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST

We only mention the " FIRSTS " obtained.

Prompt Delivery. Zenith Motors, Ltd., Weybridge.
Contractors to War Office.

10 Wins in 1 event; First in 5 great

Reliability Trials—all quite recent.

3 h.p. Twin Cyl. N.S.U.

Ou of the four models of the successful

N.S.U.

The N.S.U, still maintains its great reputa-

tion as one of the World's most efficient

machines. Buyers cannot fail to be im-

pressed by the masterly design, splendid

equipment, and durable construction of the

1912 models. Full particulars sent on
request. See the machines at our nearest

Agents' Depot.

FOUR MODELS :

Single cylinder : : 2\ and 3\ h.p.

Twin cylinder : 3 and 6 h.p.

Fitted with loop frame, rear springs, Bosch ignition,

automatic carburetter, etc. Can be fitted with N.S.U.
two-speed gear and free engine if desired.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

THE N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY, LTD.
Offices and Showrooms - 186, Gt. Portland Street* London, W.
Goods and Repairs - - 83-85, Bolsover Street, London, W.

sr

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Gyclt." B31
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AT SAUSBURY.

OF ENGLAND'S
ERIAL FLEET

ARE FITTED WITH

THE WORLD'S

PREMIER

PLUG

TAKE OUT THE TRASH &.

PUT IN THE OLEO PLUG.
I Leo. Ripault & Co., 64a, Poland St., London, W.

An exceptionally popular
and thoroughly successful

TWO.- ..SPEED HUB
" MBLLENNBUiVl " MAKE

I T is centrally designed—operated by

*. one foot lever—dust and waterproof.

Its simple, straightforward construction

renders mistakes impossible. Both gears

controlled by friction clutches.

Unimpaired efficiency on high r ear.

Makes control equal to motor < ar.

Essential to sidecar machines. C an

be fitted to almost any

machine.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

LAKE & ELLIOTT, LTD.,

Albion Works, Braintree, ESSEX.

London Showroom

:

14a Great Marlborough Street. W.

PRICE *10.
Ready to build up.

Two Useful Books for Motor Cyclists =j

MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW
TO MANAGE THEM."

Fifteenth Edition now on sale.

Tflis book has long been recognised

as the standard handbook of the

modern motor cycle.

Net 1/-, post free 1/2.

Obtainatle from leading

Booksellers and Railway

Bookstalls, or direct,

with remittance, from

Rifle and Sons Ltd., 20,

Tudor St., London, E.C.

"'THE MOTOR CYCLE'
ROUTE BOOK."
First Edition now on sale.

Specially compiled for users of the high-

way in the United Kingdom. Route
finding is made both instructive and
enlertainins;. The book contains the
maximum amount of information in the

. . smallest possible .space.

Net 1/6, post free 1/9.

UNBEATABLE-

For Large Stock, Prompt Delivery
and Grand Value. That's why

^ IWAUCHOPE'S
9, SHOE U"vE, FLEET ST., LONDON.

Rubber or
Leather

Motor Cycle
Belts.

'KROMADA'
fin. 1/5, fin. .1/9, Jin. 2/1, lin. 2/4 ft.

Liberal allowance for old belts.

AD. AHLERS, York Chrs., Sunderland.

CLARKE'S,
New Century Motor Cycle Works,

ST. ALBANS.
EARLY DELIVERIES OF ALB.FIRST-CLASS MAKES.
8END FOR LIST OF SECOND-HAND' MACHINES.

CLEARANCE SALE
Original Quadrants (Second-hand).

3 machines, 3$ b.p., magneto ijrnition, h.b. carburetter
1 machine, 3^" b.p., h.b. carburetter, accumulator

ignition. 3

' Particulars on receipt of postcard.

The Lloyd Motor Eng. Co., Ltd.,
Monument Road, Birmingham.

TRADE PRICES
For Cylinders, Pistons, Rings, Connecting Ro<K SW
Flywheels. Crank Cases. Bushes, Gear Wheels. ( *i

Nickel Steel Valves md Pulieys. Prize list "« applib i

CYLINDERS REBORED 1fl, MUp to 76 mm. with new piston and rings, u m^J~
Latest two-ring type pistons^/- extra.

NOBLE & CO., General and Automobile Enginesr
n *nd 11,' Surrey Kow, Blaefcfriars Road, LONDON, I

fl SMALL ADVERT
-.- .— IN—- *

. ;

"THE MOTOR CYCLE"
.will- soon find a customer for yottf

. -J second-hand machine.

B32 Jn an.ncfrhtff-tkese -advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motar Oyele."
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Reduced Prices
at end of Season.

MATCHLESS.
HAZLEWOOD.

CALTHORPE.
ACCESSORIES. REPAIRS.

THE
MOTORS

MMNTENANGE
"i COMPANY -Established MBBB 1907.

184, Great Portland Street, W.
Tele/ ph°ne: 4839 Mayfaic.

\ grams : " Motenance, London.'*

TO-&EV

2\ h.p., as illustrated .. . . 37 Guineas.

2 h.p., single 27 Guineas.

3 h.p., twin 42 Guineas.

EARLY DELIVERIES.

LATEST SUCCESS-
HILL-CLIMB AT TREIZE ARBRES

Class 1— 1st.

Class 2—1st and 2nd.

Class 3 (open)—1st, 2nd, and 3rd.

The MOTO-fiEVE Co., Ltd., Acton Vale, London, W.

HILL-CLIMBING AND RACING

CARBURETTORS.

The 'BROOKL4NDS''
MODEL, £,5 COMPLETE.

WITH THE OPENING AND SHUTTING MOUTH.
Can be purchased by instalments.

DON'T MISS A WORD OF THIS!
Although I specially cater* for the ordinary
tourist and every-day rider who loves
slow, quiet pulling, an instant start,
great flexibility and speed, and a tick round
when in traffic or with clutch out, things
he cannot get with single jet carburettors,
and which he does get with the *

SINKS' TOURING CARBURETTOR
complete at 45/-, and which does all

the above with the movement of one lever
only. I do not neglect the speed
man, I give him the Brooklan ds,

Conradson as "theMr.described by
demon," and a
demon it is on
hills and
the track.
Mr. Clark on a 3.1

h.p. Corah, using
this Carburettor
at the Warwick
Hill-climb, made
fastest time,
actually tieing in

speed with an
8 h.p. overhead
Jap.

This instrument
must, by reason
of its construc-
tion, give more speed
and power than any
other.

ADDRESS ME
PERSONALLY.

C.BINKS.Ltd.
PHuINIX WORKS,

ECCI.ES,
NEAR

MANCHESTER.

ALL
MOTOR CYCLISTS
SHOULD WRITE FOR MY
TREATISE ON CARBURA-

TION. QUITE FREE.

In answering these, advertisements it ia desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' A35
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WHITTLE QELTTHE

WAS USED BY MR. NORMAN TAYLOR IN THE

WORLDS SIX DAYS
SIDECAR

RECORD.

Mr. TA YLOR writes :

39, Charles Street, Hatton Garden, London, Aug. 6th, 1912.
Dear Sirs,- The WHITTLE BELT went through the WORLD'S SIX DAYS SIDE-

CAR RECORD through rain, hail, and floods without trouble or slip. When one
considers the terrible weather encountered during the ride it is really remarkable
that the WHITTLE BELT should go the whole journey without being touched.

(Signed) NORMAN TAYLOR.

THOS. WHITTLE
Telephone 365Y

& SONS, LIMITED, WARRINGTON.
Telegrams—"Belt, Warrington."

The advantages of

Cham transmission

for Motor Cycles.

Equally reliable in good or bad weather.

Less liable to give trouble*

Will outlast many belts*

In bad weather a Chain only needs keeping clear of mud. It will then run as;

sweetly as on the finest day.

A Belt needs constant tightening when wet, and there is always the risk of the

fastener pulling through or the belt breaking. A sudden shower does not entail a

change or adjustment of chain.

A Chain though hindered by mud still gives an efficient drive, whereas a belt;

slips unless tightened to such an extent as to risk breakage.

Properly installed, a Chain does not require attention during a run, and only

needs replacement when, after a long life, it is finally worn out.

All the leading makers of Chain-driven Motor
Cycles have adopted as their Standard the

for Motor Cycles
"No roadside stoppages for replacement.

'

The Guest Decompressor.
PATENT.

THE little article illustrated herewith
makes motor cycle startingsimplicity
itself, and not an athletic feat as

heretofore.

EASY TO START THE ENGINE, AND
GOES DEAD SLOW IF REQUIRED.

SIMPLE TO FIT.
SUITS ALL STANDARD MACHINES.

FITS INTO EXHAUST CAP.
NOTHING TO GET OUT OF ORDER,

Price 12/6 each.
Postage 4d.

GUEST DECOMPRESSOR CO.,
107, HIGH ST., WEST BROMWICH.

BAKER'S WINS!

ON STERNOL
{Standard Quality.)

3 MILES STANDING-START
LIGHT-MOTOR TRACK
R E C O RD— Previous Record
beaten by 23.2/5 seconds.

10 MILES FLYING START
LIGHT.MOTOR TRACK

RECORD,—After 9 } miles in 12 minutes (well within record)
ignition trouble prevented him finishing.

3 MILES NEW BRIGHTON TRACK RECORD —Baker's time
3 minutes 42 3/5 seconbs.

5 MILES NEW BRIGHTON TRACK RECORD. — Time

:

6 minutes 10 seconds.

Baker says :
" I attribute my success largely to ' Sternol.'

"

Price List free.

STERNOL, 56, Royal London House. Finsbury Sq., London. E.

A36 Tn answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention
'

' The Motor Cycle,

'
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DON'T OVERLOAD.
I Fit a " Coronet," the lightest and
I
strongest. 3

1
- h.p. machines pull them

j splendidly. Why overwork your engine
I with a heavy sidecar ?

I CAN BE OBTAINED FROM ALL DEALERS.

Model 1. High-class Canoe-tront Body, Cranked
Axle, and other improvements, £6 6 0.

Model 4. Ornamental Cane Body, as illustration,

or Close Reed Cane Body, £8 8S.

0R0NET DETACHABLE JOINTS enable our side-

cars to be. detached in one minute.

L 3&Q&&
We illustrate herewith the " Coronet " Quick-
:tachable joints, which are fitted to all our models,
b detach is simply a matter of unscrewing nut
Jout five threads. When att. ^ued, and nut screwed
fcht, the joint is solid and perfectly rigid, and
pes not rattle like some pateht joints held in
usition by springs and pins that are liable to shake

AGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
'We have a large stock of the best makes from
1/6. Your old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

25/- ALLOWED
f your B. 4 B. or Amac Carburetter if fitted with
3. control in exchange for a new 1912

SENSPRAY or BINKS.

BOOTH'S WIOTORIES,
KEISHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH

(off Pellon Lane), HALIFAX. Tel. 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

T IVEEPOOIi.

ALE of new and 2nd-hands.

OTJGLAS: stock bouglit before the T.T. boom-

DOUGLAS-WILLIAMSON, 8h.p., rare model, on show
and for 6ale.—Oohuore Deijot, 18, Keushaw St.,

Liverpool.

C HATER-LEA— Official agents, Colmore, 18, Renekaw
St., Liverpool.

MACBETH-PRECISION, exactly the same as won
gold medal in Scottish trials, climbed every hill,

no mechanical trouble, splendid result, built to order,
get details; 3-speed model £58; instalments or ex-
changes arranged; .discount to the trade.—Agents, Col-
more Depot, 18. Renshaw St., Liverpool.

CLYNO ; immediate delivery.
Renshaw St., Liverpool.

Colmore Depot, 18,
[X1164

TDOR Prompt Delivery;

fih-n. Royal Enfield, 2-sueed, and sidecar; £84.

Oih.p. Hurnber, 2-speed ; £52/10.

Olh.p. N.S.U., 2-speed; £53/15.

Oilhp. Royal Enfield. 2-speed. slightly soiled; £45.

Qh.p. Hurnber; £35.

3h.p. N.S.TJ. Twin, 2-speed, used for demonstration
purposes only, good as new : was £.49, now £43-

w HARRISON and Co.,

1 Q12 32h.p. Premier Twin, 2 speeds, Dunlops,
Xi7 down frame, shop-soiled; £55 to clear.—Ti

73, Bold St., Liverpool.
[X1118

TRIUMPH, every model in stock; immediate delivery.
—Timberlake's, Avigan. [X1014

NEW Hudsons, every model in stock ; immediate de-
livery.—Timberlake's, Wigan, [XI 01

5

TIMBERLAKE'S, "WigUn, Lave a number of shop-
soiled and 2nd-hund machines to be cleared cheap,

offers wanted; write or 'phone for particulars. [X1016
"|012 Budge, free engine, shop-soiled; £49 to clear.—
±iJ Timber lake's, Wigan, (X1017

cut-
Timber-

late, wigan. [X1018

TIMBERLAKE'S, Wigan, have a niimber of shop-
soiled and 2nd-hund machines to be cleared cheap,

offers wanted; write or 'phone for particulars. [X1166

ENFIELD Lightweight, 2^h.p., 2-speed, finished grey,
shop-soiled ; £46 to clear.—Timberlake, Wigan..

[X1020
1 Q12 Hurnber, 3£h.p., 2-speed, soiled, run 5 miles;
J-tf £46 to clear.—Timberlake, Wigan. [X1021

TIMBERLAKE'S, Wigan, have a number of shop-
soiled and 2nd-hand machines to be cleared cheap,

oilers wanted; write or 'phone for particulars. [X1167
"1 Q12 Premier, T.T., very fast, specially tuned engine,
J- *J ridden one climb ; £40.—Timberlake, Wigan.

[X1022
1Q12 2£h.p. New Hudson 3-speed Lightweight, shop-
t«7 soiled; £44/10.—Timberlake, Wigan. (XI 023

"I Q12 Enfield Lightweight, 2-speed, enamelled grey,
JLiJ almost unsoiled, ridden -300 miles, enamelling
and plating perfect; £36.—Timberlake, Wigan. [X1024

TIMBERLAKE'S, Wigan, - have a number of shop-
soiled and 2nd-hand machines to be cleared cheap,

offers wanted; write or 'phone for particulars. [X1168

WANTED to buy. Scott, brand new; state best trade
terms—Hitchens, Ltd., Morecambe. [4016

3JLh.p. 2-speed P. and M., perfect; best offer; going
2 abroad,-155, Woodbine St., Salford. [X825

DOUGLAS and Williamson motors in stock.—Sole
Manchester agenx, Gourlay, Fallowfield. [X8798

1Q12 Rudge, free engine, new, not been ridden; ac-
!»/ cept £45- -Watson. 35. Oxford St.. Manchester.

[4200
B.S.A., 1911, like new, not done 1,000; trial any

time; £35 or offer.—48, Church Rd., St. Anne's-
on-Sea. [4265

1Q12 Torpedo, 3sh.p-, free engine, almost new; cost
X«J £50, real bargain. £27.—Cooke's, Longsight, Man-
chester. [XI 30

HUMBER Lightweight, 2h.p., not done 700, splen-
did condition; bargain, £25.—Jowsey, Swallownest,

Sheffield. [X926

KA/_ Motor Cycles ; about half a dozen left. If
*J\J l you want one write for list.—Hitchens, Ltd.,

[3687
you want one write for list

Morecambe.
"1 Q12 6h-p. Matchless, with 2 speeds, free engine, in
X£F stock, £69/6 5-6h.p. Clyno, £65, new—Cross,
agent, Rotherham. [Xlllli

jQll 2-speed Dontrlas. £33/10; 1911 single gear
J-*/ Douglas, £31: 1912 B.S-A.. 2-speed model, done
1,000 miles,' "£40.—Cross, agent, Rotherham: [XI 11

6

List Price £47 10s.
Our Price £36 1Qs.

Saved - £11 Os~.

We offer a High-grade Machine, namely,

a BRAND NEW

191H3|h.p. PREMIER
at a REDUCTION of £11.

Fitted with all improvements. Fully

guaranteed. Delivery from stock.

FOR £10 EXTRA
we can supply above machine fitted with

Armstrong or Sturmey-Archer 3-speed

gear. Just the thing for Sidecar work.

CLYNO, 1912, only run 200 miles £57 10
HUMBER, T911, 3^ h.p., 2 speeds, handle

starting, and Miflford sidecar £40
PREMIER, 3} h.p., ion model £30
N.S.U., 6 h.p., 1910, 2-speed, and new sidecar £38 10
N.S.U., 3* h.p., 1908, magneto, 26in. wheels £13 10

REX, 3J h.p., 1908, spring forks, magneto. . £16 10
Twin DOT, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, handle starting,

with sidecar £36 10
CLYNO, New, 1912 model. In stock £68 5
VINDEC, 5 b.p., 1910. 2-speed £35
REX, twin, 1910, Speed King £20
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, 1911, M.O.V.,

with £12 12s. Rex sidecar £47 10
REX, 3} h.p., vertical engine magneto .... £810
BRADBURY, 1910, 3! h.p £20
HUMBER, 1910, 2-speed gear £29 10
SAROLEA 5 h.p. Tricar. P.. and M. gear $10 10
ENFIELD Lightweight, 1910 £18 10
QUADRANT, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks £16 10
DAVIS DOUBLE, 1911, 6 h.p. J.A.P. 2-speed

gear ; cost £94 £24 10
DARRACQ 9 h.p. 2-seater Car, 3 speeds and

reverse £15 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V. magneto £8 10

WOLF Lightweight, 1910 £10
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., vertical engine £5 10
HUMBER Tricar, open frame, wheel steering,

water-cooled £15
REX DE LUXE, 7 h.p., 1911, 2-speed £40
CLYNO, 1912, run 300 miles £52 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN. IN EXCHANGE.

ENGINES.
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, adjustable pulley . . £6

3* h.p. MINERVA, with Fitall 2-speed £6

2J h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V." £2 10

3 h.p. QUADRANT £1 10

si- b.p. DE DION, 30/-; 1* h.p. MINERVA, 30/-

GREAT CLEARANCE LINE.

26 x 2i Pedley Covers, fit 2Jin. rims 32/6

26 x 2} Heavy Rubber-studded Covers 26/-

24 x 2 and 2j Beaded Clipper Covers, New .

.

8/6

26 x 2j Tubes, best make 6/11

4| h.p. PRECISION ENGINES.
We will make a good allowance or your old

engine in part payment for one of the above up-

to-date powerful engines.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED.—XL'All Spring Forks.

New 191 2 B. and B. Carburetter 23/6

50 I2in. Horns ' 2/11

Mabon Clutch, fit twin Peugeot 35/-

Nearly new 1912 Senspray 23/6
Bradbury Pattern Handle-bars 6/6

Lowen Sidecar ; cost £14 £5
Werner and Hurnber Carburetters 2 /6

Long Handle-bars, dropped ends 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6
Fitall 2-speed, fit 3! h.p. Minerva £3 5

Wide Mudguards, 4in pair 2/11

B. & B. and Amac, h.b. control 13/6

New Amac Carburetter, h.b. control 18/6
Montgomery Castor Wheel Sidecar £6 10
Mills-Fulford Sidecar £3 15
Tubular Carriers, with drop ends 4/6.

New Mirror Lens Lamp/with generator .... 12/6
Sidecar Lamps, show red behind 6/9

Booth's Motorics,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halifax.

Telephone 1062.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each -advertisement, and the date of the issue. ' A39
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We are now booking orders for 19 13
models of the better known makes,
notably

DOUGLAS'S
SCOTTS
A.C. SOCIABLES
REXES
RUDGES
Etc., Etc.

We are open to take your present 1911^
or 191 2 model now in part payment,
and deliver the 1913 model at any
reasonable required date after the
show.

Further, we are pleased if required to

make any reasonable cash advance
upon your present machine, pending
delivery of the new model.

1
We have a number of second-hand
and soiled 1912 models to clear. Ask
for particulars.

No extra for deferred payments
on makers' 191 2 catalogue price.

All Machines Guaranteed.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES.

1
Special offer of a few 191 1 Rexes with
1912 magnetos, gear, footboards,
carburetter, belt, tyres," etc., etc.

All Guaranteed.

Maker's price . . . . 60 Gns.
Our price . . . . 51 Gns.

Deferred payments.

£54, payable £14 with order

—and

—

12 monthly payments of £3 6 8.

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET

l-OM DOM W.
Telephone 552. Mayfair
Telegrams "Ahdtente" London

(LISTS POST FRE.E)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
T> UDGK, 1911, good condition, engine Te-buslied, very
JtV fast; £32/10; deferred or cash terms.—Hitchens,
Ltd., Morecauibe. [4001

BAT, 1911, with F. and M, 2-speed Rear, perfect con-
dition ; £36 ; cash, or deferred.—Hitchens, Ltd.,

Morecambe. [4002

HTIMBER, 1909, 2-speed, good order, with sidecar;
£30 ; cash, or deferred.—Hitehens, Ltd-, Morecambe.

[4003
DOT, 5-8b. p., B- and B. carburetter, fl.rsfcc4ass con-

dition, wants new crank case side, mag. ignition

;

dirt cheap, £9, no swaps or deferred,—Hitchens, Ltd.,
Morecambe. [4004

GRITZNER. 3h.p., Bosch maj-., F.E., B. and B.
carburetter, good tyros, enamel and plating first-

class; £15/10 cash or deferred.—Hitchens, Ltd-, More-
cambe. [4005

KERRY, 22b-p., a.i.v., B. and B- carburetter, Bosch
mag., good tyres, belt, footrests; £13/10, cash or

deferred—Hitchens, Ltd., Morecambe- [4006

MOTOSACOCHE. 1910. F.E., niee condition through-
out, Druid spring forks, var. pulley; £16, cash or

deferred.—Hitchens, Ltd-, Morecambe. [4013

N.S.TL, 3h.p., m.o.T., B. and- B. carburetter, magneto,
tyres good_order, footrests-, stands, pedals; £13/10,

cash or deferred.—Hitchens, Ltd-, Morecambe- [4007

REX, 3£h.p., m.o.v., Longuemare carburetter, Bosch
mag-, good tyres, spring forks, 2 brakes, plating

|

good; £17/10 cash, or deferred.—Hitchens, Ltd., More-
cambe- [4008

BRAITHWAITE. 3Jh.p. f Fafnir engine, a.i.v., B-
and B. carburetter. 2 brakes, TJkantes stands, mag-,

I in going order; £12/10 cash, or deferred.—Hitchens,
Ltd-, Morecambe. [4014

N.S.TX, with 2 speeds, good motor cycle, -for sidecar
work

; deferred terms, £16 ; cash offers wanted.—
Hitchens, Morecambe. [4009

TO the Emits-—Don't be silly and offer us 10/- down
and 1/- a week for any of these machines. If you

want to buy a good mag. machine for cash, make us an
offer- We want to sell, and will answer all letters re-
ferring to same per return. ' If the above prices are
too much for you. send for list. We iave some in stock
as low as 35/-.—Hitchens, Ltd., Morecambe. [4015

MANCHESTER.-J911 F.E. 3ih.p. Bradbury, excel-
lent condition; £36, offers wanted.—Rigby, Rose-

bank, Prestwich. [X47
1Q12 T.T. Arno Motor Cycle, lamp, horn, Cowey,
J-«J watch, tools; £30- — Clare, Mosley Common,
Boothstown. [X929
"IQ12 New Hudson, 3-speed, 2£h.p., only ridden 20
J-tf miles; £41: approval willingly.—13, Chester St,
Middlesbrough. [X1001
TXEBDEN'S Gr.eat Clearance Sale.—Must be cleared-"- previous to alterations. Send at once to
secure the bargains.

"IQ12 New Machines.—Free engine Triumphs, T.T.
J-«/ Roadster Triumphs, Rndge's free engine and
multi-speed models.

JAMES 2-speed and Canoelet Sidecars; list £73/3
sale price £65.

NF.W Hudsons, 3-speed and Jap engine ; list
£59/17, sale £53.

HUMBER, 2-speed, F.E., and canoelet sidecar;
list £65/2, sale £59/10.

QXh.p.
/V2 £

D
Premier, 3-speed, and

£46/10, sale £37/10.

OTJGLAS, all models in stock.

free engine; list

EXCEPTIONAL Bargains in up-to-date 2nd-hand
Machines,, all mag,, including Triumphs,

5-6h.p. Vindec, free engine, and
ready for the road, worth £30; to clear,

Rudges, Rexes, Moto-Reves, Douglas, Enfields, etc..

etc., from £10.—Write us your requirements. We
must clear.

wicker sidecar,
£23.

1 Q 12 Free Engine Rudge\, guaranteed not run
J-t7 more than 250 miles; only £47.

5-6h.p. Rex and Sidecar, 2-speed and F.E., honestly
worth £35; first cheque £23.

31h.p. Humber, 2-speed and F.E., fit up complete,
2 a beauty, worth £45; our price, £35-

NEW 8h.p. Williamson-Douglas, 1913 model, water-

cooled, 2-speed, and free engine, the practical

sidecar machine of the future, with special canoelet

sidecar; £95/13, delivery 7 days.

WRITE, Call, or 'Phone your wants; we are sure

we can suit yoil.—Hebden's Motor Mart, St.

James St., Burnley. Tel. : 488. [4313

10 Rex, 5h-p., Mabon clutch, suitable for sidecar,

in perfect condition; £32.—Jos. Entwistle. 322,

Manchester Rd., Bolton. [X1070
19 J

Hamer
[S930

climber "write for particulars; £11/15
Beechwood. Hebdeff Bridge.

P.
and M.. lisht infidel, Boscli mar;., 2-speed, free en-

gine, spring forks. B. and B. carburetter; £18 cash.

—Hempel, Corn Mill, Bingley. [3724

311.p. F.N., December, 1911, 2-speed and free, per-

4 feet condition, excellent lyres
;
£35.—Reynolds,

32, Downing St-, Manchester. - [X1105

1 Q06 Twin Rex, mag-, clutch, spring forks, new
X*7 enamelled and plated; £13/10.—Bannister. Irory

St., Leathley Rd., Hunslet, Leeds. [X1100

IF YOU WISH
FOR THE BEST

REMEMBER
MAUDES 9

.

Always dependable. New or Second-ham j

All guaranteed. Call and inspect

Exchanges or Deferred Payments;—

I

RUDGE MULTI
. 3* b-P-, 19". new....

£g(

i

RUDGE CLUTCH . 3i h-P- 19", mw.. £|Jij

Bey SIDETTE, 6 h.p., igi2, new &1<

DCV DE LUXE, 6 h.p., 1912, new £gO ill

ARIEL 3l h.p., 3-speed, new £Ef! :

pry SIDETTE; 1912 model, as new..£CO i

DCV DE LUXE, rgi2 model, perfect. £4g 1 j

PREMIER, 3i h -p- I9T2
' 3

'speed ----
£4(|

PREMIER, 3J h.p., igro model
£3

RUDGE, 3i h.p., rgrr T.T. model .... £grj

faD J£ |_
2j h.p., ideal lightweight

£-Jj!

D Q^ Bfl 3i h.p., 1909, 2-speeds, lovely COP I

DOUGLAS, ^'i'p'.'iV" modef:::: g$\
T A A 7-8 h.p., 19 10 model j£4(''

INDIAN, 7-9 h.p. idii, -speed
£gj|

P.&IVI., 3i h-P-, 19" model W
SCOTT 3*

h 'p "'
19I° modeI

£3vf!

r M 4i h.p., 4-cylinder
£2

A I D 3 h.p., twin, just overhauled £0

WO 5 h.p., free- engine, magneto £fli'

P M 2i h.p., 1910, tricycle, 2-speeds jMl'

W%pV 5 h.p., tourist model jgfl

MINERVA, 4* h -p-. sp™s fOTk5 ••• £l|

ANTOiNE 5
"6 b,p '' twin

'
low built •

' £1

PHOINIX,' 8hp car 2"seater
£S

ANGLIAN, 2h -p- ligMweish-t I

ANTOINE 4h 'p" clutchmodel
£1

IMPFRIA - h 'P'> handle-bar control^^H|

EXCELSIOR, 3 h -p- Mc"1
w"ee*j|

M0T0-REVE, model".!?™:.:?:?. Si

MOTO-REVE, 2 h -p- Druid £orks -£1

CM 2i h-V; 19™ model, 2-?peeds
£J

MINERVA ii h-p- m*' Frencl,w
J1

RUDGE 3i h 'p" J ° 12 '
Mult1, as new " S!

SPECIAL LINE.
Shamrock-Gloria. Clearance Belts

half maker's list prices. Send for a length 'i

approval Money returned if not satisfactory.
|

fin, 8d. ; fin., lOd.
;

Jin., 1 /- ; tin., 1/2 per foV;|

MAUDES MOTOR MART
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREE1 I

LON DOM W.
Telephone 552 .

Ntayfair
Telegrams "Ahd.ente" London

(LISTS fn»OST FREE

*40 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SCOTT'S
Victoria Motor House, Powell St., Halifax.

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED AND
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

X
X
X
X

CLEARANCE SALE 2 X
w_ , x

One Multi Rudgein stock. First cheque **
secures. PRICE £60. W

"tUDGE 2-speed and free-engine and **
V: .adjustable pulley ; engine starts with V

the back-wheel on the ground , , . . £56 10 **
YRUDGE free-engine model £55 V
SUDGE standard £48 15 **

KftUDGE T.T £4815 V
JROYAL ENFIELDS, 1912, any model.
a SCOTT, 1012. new, first cheque fot £66 secures
JtENITH-GRADUA, i.ew, 3} h.p £55
PREMIER, 1912, new. Sturmey-Archer

\
3-speed gear, starts with wheel on the

I
ground £55

.- JLVNO, like new, complete with

\ 12-guinea sidecar £55

„ |\ & ML (late 1910), just been re-

\ enamelled and plated, also over-

3 hauled by makers, complete with

\ Mills-Fulford sidecar £41

V 1EW HUDSON Lightweight, 25 h.p.

I Top, like new, 3-speed gear, a bargain £35

v 'REMIER, V)i2 1 like hew 3 1 h.p £33

A lUDGE, Standard ir>i2, 3S h.p ".
. £38

XREMIER, 3* h.p., 1912, complete ivith

1 sidecar, 3 speeds . ..:.... £55

X-
i EW HUDSON, 3.1 h.p., 1912, not done
K 300 miles, 3 speeds £46 10

XjlUMBER, 3£ h.p., 2-speed and free

'\ engine, take a sidecar £39

with 9-guinea, like new ..

£36
£27

X^tEXi 5 h.p., 1910^, with 1911 improve-
J ments, not done 1,000 miles £34

X^WEX,' 1910, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, and free

I engine, complete with sidecar ....

X^mMPION, 3\ -h.p., 1911
. e
*].N. Lightweight, 1911-12, shaft drive,

X
shop-soiled, complete with £10 worth

it'- of spares £38
N., 5-6 h.p., fitted, with 2-speed gear *

and free engine at a cost of over £80,

X]
{
a bargain £38

iOTO-REVE, 1911, 3-speed Armstrong,

Xj!
gem, shop-soiled £29

JkX| 3.V h.p., n.b.c, magneto ignition,

XII spring forks, 1908 £16 10
J1NERVA,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IN Stock, B.S.A-, 2-«peed, £60; Rover, free engine,

£55; Humber, 2jh.p. twin, £42; Campnm-dup,
4h.p., £40; exchanged entertained; several 2nd-liauds.—
Campion, London Rd., Derby. [3545

INDIAN, royal blue brand new machine, 7-9h.p., 2

speeds, free engine, with 28x2* Hutchinson heavy
studded tyres, Canoelet, £13/13 model (royal blue), * to
match; cost £89/5; with many spares; reasonable offer

accepted, together or separate.—Cutler, Cherry Orchard,
Old Hill, Staffs." [X957

1 <1 1 2 2?h.p. 3-speed Humber, liardly used, first-class
J- *J condition, £38 : 1911 Bradbury, condition as

new. very powerful, £32/10 ; 8hp- Zenith, new, ideal
for sidecar, 69gns-: F.E- Rover, shop-soiled, £50; 6h.p.
Clyno and. sidecar, latest model, new, £85 ; exchanges
entertained.—H. J. Marston, New Chester Rd-, Rock
Ferry. [X8S4

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

piRMINGHAk.

CPECTAL Sale of new and 2nd-liands.

DOUGLAS.—Big stock, ordered before the Douglas
boom.—Colrnore, 27, Colinore Row, Birmingham.

DOUGLAS-WILLIAMSON., 8b.p., rare model, on
t.how and for sale.—Colrnore, 27, Colrnore Row, Exchasi^GS Quoted

Collier's Motories,
Westgate, Halifax, England.

1912 BRADBURYS.
THE IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINES.

The greatest power in single-cylinder machines, giving
maximum efficiency and freedom from attention.
3!-h.p., tourist £48 3.V h.p., 2-sp., chain £58 10

i% h.p., 2-speed, belt £65 3! h.p., 3-speed ..£58 10

Distance no objection.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
*Y TV/TAOBETH-PEECISION, exactly the same as won :>| h.p.'KERRY; runs. we.l £8 10
V|±TJ_ gold medal in Scottish trials, climbed every hill, s| h.p. Magneto BRADBURY £18 10** no mechanical trouble, splendid result, built to order, J9II ,1 h p Tourist REX, very reliable £32 10

get details; 3-speed model. £58: instalments or ex-l/k, ,.1..j t„^„ dcv -

PREMIER, 3}h.p., new, first-class machine, every parti HIIARdNTFPn EVD Af~!M I !M PQ
1912 except engine, iate 1911 pattern; best offer „Y5K -S£ !...,„,-«., JIoirkT.™^?.

£36 to £40.-Cobnore, 27, Oohnore Row, Birmingham. CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

Pi „ . ' _, •
' , '1912 Twin 2-speed CLYNO, NEW £68 5

' ^ M
ii^?i^'„?

aeI now -Colmore
'
27

'
Cotaor9 .lor2., h.p. Tourist REX, 84* x 95, NEW .... £46

Row, Birmingham.
1 19124 h.p. 2-speed REX DE LUXE, NEW ....£56

SCOTT-—Only official agents. Colrnore, 27, Colinore 1912 3* h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed, NEW £47 10
Row. Birmingham. I I9I2 GRANDEX-PRECISION, almost as new £29 10

ENFIELD Sidecar Combination, coach-built car; trial 1911 3* h.p. 2-speed REX DE LUXE, NEW £48 6
given; immediate delivery.—Colrnore, 27, Colrnore 3i h.p. Magneto PREMIER, fine machine £25

Row, Binninghain. 1 i?T2 2 J h.p. 2-speed REX Tunior, as new £29 10

MATCHLESS, 6h.p., 2-speed, magnificent machine; 2 i h.p. Torpedo PRECISION
f27 10

change your 3ih.p. lor this.—Colinore, 27, Col- '9" 5 h.p. Clutch INDIAN, splendid condition .. £39 10
more Row, Birmingham. 19" 2-speed SCOTT £34 10

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, magneto, spring forks .... £23 10
ion Twin 2-speed REX DE LUXE, new £53 10Clou 3* h.p. Tourist REX, new and unused 34 Gns.

HATER-LEA -Official agents, Colrnore, 27, Colrnore
5 . h.p.Vspeed Twin ROC, Druids £29 10

Row, Birmingham. 119113! h.p. 2-speed N.S.U £32 10

TRIUMPH, free engines and standards in stock.-

more, 27. Colrnore Row, Birmingham.
-Col-

X!
get details; 3-speed model, £58; instalments or ex-

changes arranged; discount to the trade.—Agents, Got

3£ h.p., h.b.c, magneto igni-

tion, spring forks £15

We beg to advise all readers that Messrs.
Scott's, of 20, Powell St., or Victoria Motor
louse, Halifax, have no connection whatever
yith Messrs, Maudes' Motor Mart of London.

50/- down and 5/- per week secures
the following :

fnir, 2} h.p., h.b.c £8 10
adrant, i\ h.p., spring for,*s £8
lotorCycles, Kerry and Lloyd's, want
siig.it repairs £5
niaea Sidecar, second-hand £4 4

I As Illustrated, 10 GUINEAS. „
. Write for Sidecar Catalogues. A

e claim to have the finest and strcn^est Side- «
* ca ,n the ma.ket. No fear of wheal dropping off. A

WATFORD SPEEDOMfcT RS v
Allodels. Liberal allowances made on old ones. /\

more, 27, Colrnore Row, Birmingham.

SINGER, T.T., 24L.p.. 1912. liardly used; £30.-
Colinore Row, Birmingham.

5 h.p. 2-speed Twin REX DE LUXE, and Sidecar £37 10
5* h.p. 2-speed N.S.U., h.-b. control £26 10
a| h.p. 2-speed MINERVA "

v ...
.'

... £18 13
2 ?> I . h.p. 2-speed Twin REX, spring forks £24 10

17ENITH, 3;h.p., 1911, powerful machine; £39—27, '£3 deposit and 5/- weekly secures:H Colrnore Row, Birmingham. [X1163 ^ MINERVA £13 15
1Q11 Free Engine Triumph; £35.—Hodgson, Rock 3\ h.p. BAT, spring frame £10 10
J-** House, Louth, Lincolnshire. t4182 3 , h.p! QUADRANT £7 10
1 Q12 T.T. Rudge, a real flier: owner buying car; £39, 2$ h.p. KERRY £8 10
-I-t/ or offer.—Jim Ireland, Atherstone. [X877 .3 h.p. KYNOCH £8 10

3h.p. Quadrant, in good running order, tyres nearly 3, •£• __ nloN il ' iV VoritVoi £9 10
new.-E. Enter, Scottlethorpe. Bourne. \^^f^JS^^^^^;:;;;:;;;\\\\\\ g {J

"DTJDGE, 2-speed, September, 1911, good condition; 2 i h p JESMOND. vertical engine £8 10SX ofler.-Hayward and Ball, Stratford-on-Avon, [4090 .
* * "

TRICARS AND CARS.
REX de Luxe, 1911, 6h.p.. 2 speeds, perfect condi-3.1 h.p. 2-speed HUMBER, Olympia Tricar £13 10

tion; £45.—Kendall, Post Office Place, Leicester- PHOENIX Forecar, less tyres 17/6

,„„.,. , ... , . .... K879 4-cyUnder 2-seater WOLSELEY Car, recently over-
10 Triumph.in splendid order and_condition, com- ^ '

iiau ietj
j
great bargain . . . ! £29 10

s. h.p. W.C. 2-speed MONOCAR, open frame £15
A CALL WILL REPAY YOU

19 plete ; £32.—Perkins, Friars Rd., Coventry,
rS1162

TRIUMPH, late 1911, free engine, fine conaition

;

£39. or offers.—NowtK, jun., Timvell, Stamford.
'

. [4189
BRADBURY, good order, all spares ; trial given

;

quick eale, £25.—Laundibury, Granville St., B^tnn.
[4176

1Q11 Bradbury, 3;-h.p., perfect condition, lamp, Jiom,
X't/ small spares; £29.-79, MiddleborougU Rd.. Cov-
entry. [S915
"1Q10 Enfield Lightweight, twiji-cyl., very little used,
J-*-' complete ; £25.—Johnstone, Friars Rd-, Cov-
entry. [X1161

TRITMP-J.A.P., 1912, 4h.p. free engine, nearly new;
£42.—Trump Motors, Ltd., 36, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [XI 188

1Q12 F.E. Triumph, 1912 Bradbury 2-speed, shop-
-L«7 soiled, £50 each; 7gn. sidecar, new, £5.—Clifford's
Motories, Eastwood, Notts. EX1054

TRIUMPH, 1909, just overhauled, first-class condi-
tion; nearest £27; going abroad-—Henry. 182,

Bristol Rd-, Birmingham. [X1002

2-speed Motor Cycle and side-

COLLIER'S
1912 Sidecars,

from £5/5.

BACKED BY TEN YEARS' EXPERie^c.
EVERY CAR GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS:XI1Q11J Humber 3;.h.p. 2

J- *J ear, nearly new. very reliable ; £43.-6, Heath „
I

Green. Ed.; Birmingham.
'

[X1032 Popular, Clipper or Continental tyre ...... £S 5Xi Superbe type, with best tyre, apron, etc. ..to D
T ADY'S 2h.p. Clyde, as new; sell £30, or exchange Side-entranre body, as illustrated £7 10
-L/ for gent's, cash adjustment either way-—Heup*h,

rjrests, post paid 2/10 V l'ennard. Birstall, Leicester. [4298

I^T.T' ^!5t? ri^ Motor House, »»
'
rpijiuMPH, latest clutch model, just delivered (newl,HALIFAX. yV' JL will accept Douglas or ether good make in part
payment.—Midland Cycle Depot, Hales St., Coventry.

:OTT,
r-r5

;

l
u,'e,, Street,

K i">bone
—±*3 National.

,;! lejrams—""SCOTT"poweU Street, Halifai." X ' [X996

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A43

Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6
Improved Quick Detachable Joints, Cranked Extra

Strong Back Axle and Spindle to all Models. Prompt
delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U. 's, Indians, and
any other mak^.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.
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ROBERTSONS
SPECIALTIES.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.U., 1910 model, twin-ryl., 4h.p., mag., free en-

gine, 2 speeds, Continental tyres; bargain, £22/10.
-12, Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X940

THE WALLTRICARRIAGE
5 H.P., 2-SPEED SHAFT DRIVE,
DIFFERENTIAL, 50 MILES PER
GALLON, 40 MILES PER HOUR.
PR!CE lOO GUINEAS.
COME AND HAVE A TRIAL RUN.

TURNER
SIDECARS.
MODEL No. 1 - _ _ _ £14 15 j)

MODEL No. 2 - - - _ £13 13
Extras : HOOD, 35/- ; SCREEN, 35/-
COME AND HAVE A TRIAL RUN

G.M.G. CARETTE
6-8 H.P., TWIN-CYLINDER, WATER
COOLED, 3 SPEEDS AND REVERSE,
WHEEL STEERING, PRICE 95 GNS

ILLFORD
SIDECARS
ALL MODELS, WICKER, CANE,
AND COACHBUILT BODIES
FROM £6 6 TO £24

THE
MOTOR

I MY
CYCLES

COWEY & JONESM
F.R.S., MILLER,
& P. & H. LAMPS.
XL'ALL SADDLES
ALL
FOR J.A.P. ENGINES,

ZENITH MOTORS,
AND ROC GEARS

OR AD UAL
PAYMENTS
ROBERTSONS

TELEPHONE : 5767 MAYFAIR.

I57.GREATPORTLAND STREET W.

JAMES, 1911 model T.T., 3ih-p., Precision engirt
Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter, Druid spring

forks, very fast; bargain, £28.
harn-

-12, Bull Ring, Binning
[X941

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, 3Jh.p.. mag., Dim lop tyres;
bargain, £25/10.—Brown's, 12, Bull King, Bit-

mingbam. [X942

MOTO-REVE. 2£h.p., twin-eyr., mag., Druid forks,
Michelin tyres; bargain, £-16/10.—Brown's, 12,

Bull Ring, Birmingham- [X943

REX, 3ih.iL; 1911, standard model, m-o-T-, aluminium
footboards, spring forks, splendid condition; sell

£25/10.-Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X944

REX, 5-6h.p-, twin-cyl-, free engine, handle starting,
Amae carburetter; bargain, £16/10.—Brown's, 12,

Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X945

"I Q l2 Model Rex de Luxe Sidette, 4h.p., free engine,
J-t/ 2 speeds, Palmer tyres, spring forks, and canti-
lever seat, fitted with handsome sidecar; cost £74 re-

cently, sell turnout- £54: exchange entertained.—Brown's,
12. Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X946

BRADBURY, 3£h.p-, 1910 model, free engine, mag-,
spring forks, Clincher Dreadnought tyres ; sell

bargain, £29.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham-
[X947

N.S.U. Motor Cycle, 3£h.p., mag., spring forks, Miche-
lin tyres, recently overhauled, first-class condition

;

sell bargain, £16/10.—Brown's, 12, Bui! Ring, Birming-
ham. [X948
1 Q12 Triumph, free engine, brand new, been 10 miles
Xt7 onlv; £49/10: or with 7gn. sidecar, £55; twin
wanted-—Wardle, Bastwood, Notts. [X1055

BRADBURY, 1911, splendid condition, best Lucas
lamp set, tyres good, exhaust whistle ; a bargain,

£32.-120, Derby Rd., Nottingham. [4127

TRIUMPH, free engine, excellent condition, 1911
machine, tyres good ; price £35-—Apply, X., c/o

Llandore Garage, Stratford-on-Avon- [X991

TRIUMPH, 1911 8-12, free engine, carefully used and
kept; accept any cash offer about £39/10.-240,

Reddings Lane, Sparkhill, Birmingham. [X977

HUMBER. 1912, 3^h-p.. 2-speed model, in excellent
condition ; sacrifice £42 cash, no offers.

Evans. 358, Stratford Rd., Birmingham-
P. X
[X276

HUMBER, 1911, 3ih.p., 2-speed, first-class order
£35, complete—360, Stratford Rd., Birmingham

[X277
ENFIELD, 1912, 6h.p., with coach-built sidecar,

bought Whitsuntide ; cost £88; Lucas lamp, spares;
accept £72.—P. J. Evans. 360, Stratford Rd., Birming-
ham.- [X278

NEW Hudson, 1912, 3Jh.p„ 3-speed, £48; also 2£h.p.,
3-speed, £42; both practically new, and eomplete-

—P. J. Evans, Sparkhill, Birmingham. [X279

CLYNOS, 1912 models, in stock, also sidecars; special
terms to trade.—P. J. Evans, wholesale agent.

Sparkhill, Birmingham. Tel. r 13 Victoria. [X280

SCOTT, 1912 model, just delivered, £65: also Canoelet,
12gns-—Evans, Sparkhill, Birmfngham. [£281

ALLDAYS 1912, 3£h.p„ 2-speed model, scarcely
soiled, £40 ; with Montgomery sidecar, £47, com-

plete.—P. J. Evans, 360, Stratford Rd., Birmingham-
[X282HUMBER. 1912, 22h-p. twin, several special fitments.

£35; also 3-speed ditto, T.T. machine, £42; both
as new, and fullv guaranteed.—P. J. Evans, 360, Strat-
ford Rd., Birmingham. [X283

MOTOR Cyclists.—You can inspect practically every
well-known make of motor cycle at P. J." Evans's

depot ; 60 machines in stock for immediate delivery

;

several at very tempting prices. See my column advert-
—P. J. Evans, Motor Depot. Sparkhill, Birmingham.

[X284
5-6h.p. F.N. 1911 M.C. and Sidecar, in excellent order;

2h.p. Humber 1912 lightweight, new May; 2£h.p.
Humber twin, new.—Baines Bros., Gainsborough. [X846

TRIUMPH. May. 1910. new Bom tyre and Dunlop
belt, lamp, horn. Rev whistle ; £29 cash.—A. T.

Wright, Broadway. Kettering. [X843

I Q12 3ih-p. Motor Cycle, Condor engine, Thomson-
J-«y Bennett mag-. C.A.P. carburetter, Continental
tyres; no reasonable offer refused.—F- Spencer, Priorv
Mill, Coventry [X1026

ARIEL 2;h-p. Lightweight, m.o.v., vertical engine,
accumulator ignition, 26x2in. Palmer tyres, very

speedy machine, in perfect order

;

don St.. Covenir;
£7.—Holland, Claren-

[X103r

IVY-PRECISION, 1912. 3Ah.p., Armstrong 3-speed,
free engine, Uunlops, Lucas lamp, horn, aluminium

footboards, spares, inner tube, 2 leather cases: £39, cost
£60.—Ness, 34, Bristol Rd., Birmingham. [4215

CLEARANCE Sale. — 3±h.p. Rudge, "free engine,
£52/10, usual price £55; 3ih.p. 2-speed free en-

gine Humber, £50, usual price £52/10; 2Jh.p. twin
Humber, free engine, £43/10, usual price £46; all

brand new and not unpacked.—Richardson, motor garage,
Northampton. [4105

TRIUMPH, 1908$, splendid condition, tyres gocd, new
Dunlop belt, trousers guard, decompressor, cover

to mag-, belt, tube case, horn, 1911 pulley, spares—Lyso
belt, cover, tube, pulley, valve, plug, mag. parte, care-
fully used ; will stand expert examination ; 25gns.
lowest.—Stanley, 15, Caroline St., Birmingham. [X1073

TELEPHONE: MAYFAIR 5767

157b, GREAT PORTLAND STREET,

144 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

ROBERTSON:
NEW MACHINE;
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVEF

ALL MODELS OF TRIUMPH, Bj

DOUGLAS, CLYNO, HUMBER, I'l

NORTON, RUDGE, ROVER, P. &
NEW HUDSON, ZENITH, ENFIEI
MATCHLESS, SCOTT, SINGER, E"

SECOND - HAN
EVERY MACHIN:
OVERHAULED AND GUARANTEI

.

1912.
G. N. CYCLECAR JM;

IN PERFECT ORDER **»»
1215 F» & M., i\ H.P., 2-SPEED, One iB

week old- Horn and lnmp never been used * *

1203 IVV PRECISION, 3+ H.P. T.T. £ ft
MODEL. Ridden about too miles m

1181 H U (VI BER, 2-; H.P., 3-SPEED. Foot- £
boards. Like new. Lamp, Horn, and tools * '

1167 LINCOLN ELK, 3 H.P. Ridden | A
about 50 miles. Lamp, horn, and tools .. ..

188 NEW HUDSON, 3 J, H.P., 3- £
SPEED GEAR, SHOP-SOILED ONLY .... * '

96 NORTON, 3! H.P. STANDARD * I

MODEL, SHOP-SOILED ONLY *

1186 RUDGE, 3£ H.P., F.E. MODEL. Asfl
new. Lamp, horn, and tools •

1222 RUDGE, 3\ H.P.TT. MODEL. Lucas Jjft
lamp, Max, Cowey, spares, tools . - --.

1198 TRUMP-J.A.P-, 4 H.P. Brand new £1
engine. Very fast, horn « }

1175 ZENITH, 3} H.P. In perfect order £
Lamp, horn, and tools * H

1147 ZENITH, 34 H.P. Hardly used. £
Lamp, horn, and tools * '

1143 ZENITH, 3£ H.P. Senspray carbu. £
retter. Like new. Lamp, horn, and tools * ^

1188 ZENITH, 6 H.P. Beautiful order. |H
Lamp, horn, and tools * ••

1911.
1173 BAT, 6 H.P. New condition. Lamp, f ft

horn, and tools * '

1142 BRADBURY, 3JH.P. Fine order. £
Lamp, horn, and tools *

*

1202 BRADBURY F.E., 3! h.p. XI
All accessories ^^5

1154 F.N., 4-CYLINDER, 5-6 H. P., 2-SPEED. f B
Lamp, horn, and tools * *-

1217 HUMBER, 2$ H.P., 3-SPEED. |1
Splendid order, lamp, horn, and tools .... * V

1208 SCOTT, 2-SPEED, 2-STROKE, 2-CYL. |J
water-cooled. Suitable for a lady • J?™

1192 PREMIER, F.E., 31 H.P. Fine
order. Lamp, horn, and tools VH_

1200 ZENITH, 6 H.P. Splendid for sidecar, j
Lamp, horn, and tools «?3

1090 ZENITH, 3£ H.P. Good appearance, t
{Lamp, horn, and tools

•-•"'"S

1182 ZENITH, 3£H.P. Exceptionally good | .

order. Lamp, horn, and tools -^

SVHSCEL.L.ANEOUS
1091 1910 SCOTT, 38 H.P., 2-SPEED, £

|
2-STROKE. Lamp, horn, and tools * '

1211 4 H.P., STEVENS, Magneto, H.B. £
j

control, spring forks, lamp, horn and tools *

1211 1910 PREMIER, 3J H.P. 2-CYL. £ I

Lamp, horn, tools. Most excellent condition *

1220 SWIFT, 3J H.P. WHITE & P0PPE £ }
ENGINE. Lamp, horn, and tools .,.

*

1219 1908 F.N. ,4-CYL. 1912 carburetter and
clutch. Lamp, horn, and tools. Perfect £|?
condition

' *

• 154 1909 F.N., 4-CYL. In perfect order. (

i

Lamp, horn, and tools.

bobehtson:
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iOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
tfQLAS, winner of 6 days trials
./livery .—Keys, 44, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

immediate de-
[4069

E0GLAS, K-, slightly soiled, new condition-—Keys,
44. Finsbury Pavement, E.C. [4084

CUGLAS, the lightweight that equals the average
3;h.p. machine— Per immediate delivery coll at

& "44, Finsbury Pavement. E.C. [4070

TU.TCHLESS, the famous sidecar machine; imrnedi-
JJate delivery.—Keys, 44, Finsbury Pavement, E.C

[4071
VjTCHLESS, the sidecar machine that has plentv of
Si reserve puwer.—Immediate delivery from Kevs. 44
miry Pavement, E.C- [4072

Ntf Hudson, the reliuble solo-cum machine; immedi-
ate delivery.—Keys, 44, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

JJ [4073
V.rt Hudson is noted as the " no trouble " machine,
hieing smooth in running, and thoroughly reliable.
-^mediate delivery from Keys. 44, Finsbury Pavement,

[4074

BA—This machine equals many higher power
aodels, and is reliably adapted for sidecar or solo

YOU ARE

>r -Immediate delivery
fotient, E.C.

Finsbury
[4075

BA.. £50 model, 200 milts wear only; £37/10—
Jail and see this model at once, Kevs 44, Fins-
j^B'aTemeut, E.C. [4076

i , First-srade SIr.tor Cycles of any make delivered
^1 roiu stock

;
eash or terms.—before purchasing call

•*.ys, 44. Finsbury Pavement, E.C. [407/

TUMPH. 1909, perfect, just spent £4 on overhaul:
>17sns.— 209, Xorthend Kd., West Kensington.

MRP. Motor Cycle, good running order; £10.—
Cooper, 15, Webbs Ed., Battersea Else, S.».

[4097
T|j|t'0-EEVE. 1910. tivin-cyl., mag., fine tvres, new
Hbelt: £15/10.-230, Ferme Paik Ed., Hornsey.

D'GLAS. late 1910. excellent condition; any trial;

J22; any day after 6.-333. Norwood Ed., S.E.

j . „ [X728
OsV- Kerry, tyres new, gird condition, cheap; seen,
<*4 tried—Particulars, Stephens, Eusfield, Tonbridge.

MPO-REVE Twin, Cowey, Lucas set, spares; £25
or exchange.- 49, Tuustall Kd., Addiscombe.

[X931
1<JLJ Douglas, excellent condition, lamp, and spares:
M£26, or nearest offer.— Long, 12a, Hill St: Wool"

[3989

IffOSACOCHE. 2{h.p., -new May, little used, per
u»|!ct condition; £25—Jams, Corner House, Old
.lit uv. [;99i
Qji. Minerva, mag.. 1912 C.A.P. carburetter, all in
g] perfect order; £15—47, South Lambeth Ed.,

[X1051

PROUD OF
your machine no doubt, and
always care for it as much
as possible. You buy only

the "best accessories for it,

and the very best accessory is

The Garner

MX. Alarm

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ROC Motor Cycle, 4Jli.p., niag., free engine, and side,

car; £28: any trial given—J.A», 47,
31, Barnsbury, N-

Ellington
[3987

3in. p. Minerva,
2 '

QIDRANT. 4h.p.. ii

Jid Duniop belt;
t>ic ter.

good condition, new rear tyre
£22/10. — Parker's Garage,

[4051
tB'MPH, 1912, clutch model, brand new, uroisei:
Wist offer over £50—55, Nevill Ed., Stoke New-

- - [X1125
THIv ilPH. in splendid running order, complete with
v.

|
oessoiies ; £17—7, Vale Terrace, King's in.

1 [4159

Oii'. F.X., shaft-driven, in good order, mag.; 20gns. •

te'bo seen any time. — 99. Churehfield Ed.,
[4053

New 19i2 Zeniths, 6h.p.,— ey's, 1, Endell St.. Long
iore.r.C

.

• [X1112
>1K Premier, 1911, free engine model, new'condi-
'.»jaou: £37/10—W. Bailie, 6, Carrington Mews,

•' <tf W. - [4023
1 Q; Douglas, evervthrii!

f *»iippointment.
"SSjIsses.

17N of Season Bnrcain*.-
B;2: 3Jh.p., £49—Storey's

„ perfect , condition ; £22;
Motor, 17. Suffolk St., -Forest

[4059
yE:TH, Eudge, and Douglas, all models, for imrae-
1/ ;ite delivery; trade supplied—Eey, 5, Heath St.,

fit [TEE, 3ih.p.. 1911;
. >w: bargain, £38/10-

[X896

,
free engine model, like

K , ™ ™, — u , iu.-155, Goldhawk Ed., Shep-
'etd^nsh. [4194
PJOiLAS Model K, 2-speed, kick starter, spares,
'•land new condition—Bonaccord, Hadleigh Rd.,

-«sbi-Sea. - -

B
[41S4

Jh.prriumph, mag., free engine clutch, perfect- order,
f aal new; bargain, £28—Sheppard, 18, Holywell

. Albans. [X802
[)0iLAS. 2Jh.p., 19101. good condition: seen any
\T ;e: £20 cash for quick sale—Stone's Garage.
^wJie-on-Sea. ....

[4041

\\ Humber, chain drive, mag., Amac spring
- ,eat, long bars; £12; any trial-—Primrose Cot-

fge, lanleigh. [4213
}lb Zenith,-, 1911.
* £38. or near

llcrali, Surrey.

perfect condition throughout

;

offer—John Mills, Faircroft,
[4281

PRIMPH, 3Jh.p., recently overhauled, rebushed
h. .,« tyres, accessories; £20—Pi
»u-i ackenham

iCOf, Sept.,W [owerful

;

outbids, s.W.

accessories; £20.—Preston, 48, Queen'i
[4181

1911, with 1912 lubrication, silent,
bargain, £43/16—Southdean Gardens,

[4109

Acknowledged to be the

Finest Exhaust Alarm.
The output steadily increases

weekly, thus proving its claims.

EASILY FITTED AND ADDS TONE TO
YOUR MOUNT.

Nickel

Plated- 12/6
Black

Plated 13/6
United Kingdom, Postage 5d. extra.

Sole Makers and Patentees :

HENRY GARNER, LTD.,
Moseiey Motor Works,

Birmingham.
Phones :—South '3 & 4.

Grams:—"Dependable, Moseiey.-'

Birmingham Showrooms

:

78, NEW STREET, Opposite G.P.O.
LONDON STOCKISTS:

Brown Bros., Gt. Eastern Street.
Bransom, Kent & Co., Gt. Eastern Street.
C. Lohinann, Gt. Eastern Street.
Robertson's Motor Agency, 157, Gt. Portland St.,

w.
The Service Co., 292. Holborn, W.C.
East London Rubber Co., Gt. Eastern St., E.C.

T>EX, 3ih.p., late 1910, free engine, spares, acces-
J-V sories; £28.—Biuknell, 326, Queen's Ed., Upton
Park, London, E. [X853

RUDGE. 1912, free engine, only ridden 300 wiles;
cost £55 in June; 42gns.—22, Hargrave Ed..

Upper Holloway. [X56
TRIUMPHS, 1912, 3*L.p., free engine models; imme-

diate delivery; £55. — F. Spearman, Bridge St..
Bishop's Stortford. [3919

MOTO-REVE, 2h-p. twin, mag., good condition;
£13: bought sidecar combination.— 1 8, Nightin-

gale Ed.. Hampton.
. [X1004

3ih.p. Eex, Longuemare, new brass tank, and tyres,
4 splendid running order; £8/15.—Speechley, 45,

Church Ed., Acton. [X1096

NEW Hudson, 1912, 2Jh-p., 3-speed, new April, tyres
new, lamp,

. and spares; £42, net,—Cook, 118,
James Lane, Leyton. [X723

BEADBUET 3ih.p. Standards, £48; 2-speeds, £55.—
Agents: Briaht and Hayles, 73, Church St-,

Camberwell Green. [X1129

BEADBUET, 3ih.p., spare parts and repairs a
speciality.—Agents, Bright and Hayles, 73, Church

St., Camberwell Green. 'Phone: Hop 50. [X1130

1908, £15; 34-h.p. Triumph. 1910,
£29; both in excellent condition.— Clifford Caut,

Braiswick" Colchester. [0140

33.h.p. Vindec Special, mag., excellent order through-
4 out ; must sell ; first reasonable offer.—Eectory

Farm, Gestingthorpe. [4114

MOTOSACOCHE, 19111, 2£h.p., splendid condition,
Brooks padded saddle, good tyres; £24.—Eadcliffe,

Jarvis Brook, Sussex- [4122

EAGLES.—Bradbuiy, 3ih.p., just delivered, with
Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear and free engine ; ex-

change or deferred payments.

EAGLES.—Rover, 1912, fixed engine model, latest

pattern, with dropped rear frame, slightly soiled;
£44.

EAGLES.-New Hudson, 2Jh.p , 1911 model, J-A.P.
engine, 3-speed gear and free engine; £35.

EAGLES-—Triumph, free engine model, late 1911.
1912 spring forks, all accessories; £40.

EAGLES.-N.S.U., 2*h.p., latest pattern model. Bosch
mag-, -loop frame, rear spring, 2 speeds, free

engine, Cowey speedometer, P. and H. head lamp, as
new; £37.

EAGLES.—Excelsior, Chater-Lea, 3ih.p., low built,

li.b.c, adjustable pulley; £9/10.

EAGLES.—N.S-U., 6h.p-
T

latest model, twin, with
2 speeds, free engine; £61/15 Cthe ideal sidecar

machine) ; delivery from stock.

EAGLES.—Immediate delivery from stock of th«
famous N.S.U. 2-speed gears with free, engines,

from £5/15; for Triumph £6/1-5, for Bradbury £7.

EAGLES.—We have a few brand new 3>}h.p. 191H
N.S.U. 85x88 Model de Luxe, just delivered, fine

machines for sidecar work, Bosch mag., 1912 spring
forks and other improvements, finished in latest style,

complete* with stand, carrier, tool case, full set of tools.

£37; N.S.U. 2-speed gear £5/15 extra; Millford Herald
sidecar with No. 1 torpedo body, £7/15 extra; deferred
payments, exchanges entertained.

IfAGLES and Co., High St., Acton.—N.S.U., West
-i London district agency. Immediate delivery of"

1912 model-* ; liberal allowances for machines iu part

payment.—Tel. : 556 Chiswick. - [X1041

6h.p. Twin Motor Cycle, spring frame, perfect condi-
tion, good sidecar machine; £15, or near offer-—

. [X1030

3^h.p., Dnnlops, perfect, abso-
-D lutelv reliable; £24.—Eev. Wheeler; The -Manse,
Little Ha'dham, Herts. ' [X451

13. North St-, Barking

READBURY, 1910,

SPLENDID Lightweight, 2h.p. Minerva engine, latest

dropped frame, all in perfect order; £10-—P-C,
167, Victoria St.. S-W. [3981

TWIN N.S-U., 2-speed, free engine, new tyres, m.o.
valves, large driving pulley; price £30.—C. Gapp,

24, Gordon Ed., Ealing. [4011

: near
Police
[X885

horn, lamp, mirror, le-

W. B. Verrall, 275. Lou-
[X872

3i-4h.p. Centaur, splendid order; £12/10, c

2 offer, must be sold. — Full particulars,
Station, Ashford, Kent.

DOUGLAS, 1910, 2fh.p. (

flector, and tools; £24.-
don Rd., St. Leonards.

MOTOSACOCHE, Zh.v'., mag.,
.
Druid forts, stand,

carrier, etc.; £12/10, genuine bargain. — 23a,
GrevUle Ed., Kilburn. [X1127

"IQli; Triumph, in excellent condition and order,
JL*J tyres unpunctured; £35, bargain. — Matthews.
pawnbroker, W. Croydon. [X163

"I Q10 Moto-Eeve, nearly new and look new, not ridden
JL«7 last year or this; owner gone away; £16, or best
offer.—ilovter, Colchester. [4260

1Q104 Royal Enfield, 2}h-p., Bosch mag., Druids,
JL*J thoroughly overhauled and enamelled which cost
£8; great bargain. £20; new condition, lovely machine.
—Morter, photographer. Colchester. [4259

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, aa"?
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
2JLh.p. Precision-Brown, unpunctured, used 2 months;

2 cost £56, bargain, £30; owner buying 3£u.p.—
43, Leavesden Rd., Watford. [X1003

"I Q 12 3ih.p. Centaur, decompressor, not done 200
A*/ miles, expensive lamp and horn; £45.—Chaplin,
Southern Hospital, Dartford. [4256

3in- p. Ariel, mag., 1912 Araac, h.b.c, good tyres,
2 Lyeo belt; any time; £13/10.—J. Hebblethwaite,

Jan., Gould ltd., Twickenham. [4040

1Q12 T.T. Triumph, in splendid condition, very fast
-L*J |' Phone: 1525 Kingston); best offer secures.—
37, Richmond Rd., Kingston. [4157

4h.p., 3h.p., 2«h.p. motor cycle; must be sold, from
£5, in good running order, exceptional value.

—

Allison, 46, Church Rd., Acton". [4285

RTJDGE T.T. Roadster, late 1911, splendid condi-
tion; accept 30gns., immediate sale.—11, Boithwick

Rd., Leytonstone Rd., London, E. [4280

DOUGLAS, 1911, Model D., splendid condition, horn,
tools, etc. ; £30.—Apply after 6 o'clock, Loader,

36. Stamford Rd-, Fnlhani, S.W. [4018

13.h.p. P.N. Lightweight, Bosch, h.b.c, under-geared
4 pulley, spring forks; bargain, £10/10.—Manager,

[X1087

low, Palmer
md __

[3984

—— jjiuicj, spring nxiiD, wi
12, Elephant Rd., Loudon, S.E.

3 3 h.p. _
4= cord; £10, or exchange higher power and cash

De Dion, spring forks, h-b.c-,

£10, or
-134, Katherine Rd., East Ham.

starting, lamp, horn, spare valve's, perfect condi-

£36.-33, NDrthbrook Rd. Lee. [4104

NEW Hudson, 2fh.p., 3 speeds, only ridden 200 miles,

40gns. ; ditto, 3ih.p., quite new, 57gns.—F. Spear-
man, Bridge St., Bishop's Stortford. [3920

3ih.p. Minerva, B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c, recently
2 overhauled, in perfect order ; £9 ; trial by ap-

pointment.—Goff, Hale Farm, Edgware. [4306

EXCELSIOR, B. and B., spring forks, new tyres,

powerful, engine perfect, lamp, spares; £14-—L.
J. Driver, 104, The Grove, Ealing, W. [3998

TRIUMPH, 1911i, free engine, in excellent condition,

new back tyre, new belt, lamp, horn, and tools j

£38.—Obo, Esher Av., Walton-on-Thames. [3996

1Q11 Douglas, 2-speed, free engineand clutch, handle

tion;

MINERVA, 23h.p., low frame, B.B., dry cell, adjust-

able pulley, tyres good, fast; photo; £12, offers.—

E.R.L., 298, Romford Rd., Forest Gate. [4186

3 A.h.p. Motor Cycle, low, free engine clutch, m.o.v.,

2 Amac cartr., h.b.c, good tvres and condition;

£10/10.-25, Crisp Rd., Hammersmith, W. [4193

ARIEL, 2£h-p-, h.b.c, B. and B., new accumulator,
tyres, and belt, in good condition, lamp and horn

:

£10-—Widdowson 43, Water Lane, Stratford. [4063

BRAND New Budge 1912 T.T. Roadster, unridden,

very fast engine; must sell, £42, bargain. — 11,

Borthwick Rd., Leytonstone Rd., Loudon, E. [4279

4h.p. Stevens, Chater-Lea, spring forks, Whittle,
footboards, with sidecar, thorough going order;

£16.—R.F., 32, Belhaven St., Grove Rd., Bow. [4148

DOUGLAS, Model D, late 1911, lamp, horn, cyclo-

meter, 2 spare tyres, and belt, perfect; £30;
giving up riding.—Tubbs, Avondale, New Eltham. [4222

IOII F-N., 4-cyl., 5-6h.p., perfect running order, new
J.*/ condition, very little used, complete equipment;
£29/10.-15, Boveney Rd., Honor Oak Park, S.E. [4183

-|012 Douglas, 2-speed, and 1912 Forward, 3-speed,

J.*/ both perfect bargains; also Amac carburetter, tc

fit Douglas, 20/-.—S-, 20, Clavering Av., Barnes. [4049

DOUGLAS, 1910, recently overhauled, good going
condition, lamp, horn, accessories, bought new ma-

chine; £24, or offer.—21. Beaufort Rd-, Reigate. [X1068

TRIUMPH, 3±h-p-, 1908, B.B. 1912 carburetter,

h.b.c, excellent condition; any trial; £20.—John-
son, Silchester Mews, 1 min. Latymer Rd. Station. [4020

TRIUMPH, 1912, 3£h.p., free engine model; instant

delivery; £55, cash, or deferred payments-^JohD
Barker and Co., _ Kensington High St., W- [X5623

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4, Percy St., W.
t
have

several 2nd-hand P. and M.'s for sale; particulars

on application or can be seen at above address. [X6772

DOUGLAS.—OrdeT at once for immediate delivery oi

the famous Douglas motor cycles ; all models in

stock.—Macbeths, 294, Holloway Rd., London, N. [4078

PRECISION-MACBETH—The last word in value

fitted with Precision engine, Bosch mag., Dunlop
fcyres etc., built to order for 38gns; every accessory of

the best obtainable.—Macbeths. 294, Holloway Rd-, Lorn
ion, N. [4079

B.S-A.—Immediate delivery of all models ; largest stools

in London ; cash or terms

ONCE AGAIN.
NOW that business is eas ing a little wel

can spare a few minutes' chat with

old and new friends. We have been
rushed out of the place with orders, and the

constant demand for " Cordingley Bargains
"

has been maintained throughout the year. We
have not finished all of them yet ; so it it

has not been your luck to obtain one, write

for our list at once. It is a shrewd business

man's policy to save money. Why don't you
save when next you buy a Motor Cycle?
Nowhere in the country do you find a select

stock such as we have at the moment. It

may not be quite as large in numbers as

some of our competitors, but it is larger in

quality. It does not interest'you when some-
one shouts " A thousand bargains "—You only

want one. The place to get it is Cordingley's.

By the way, if you have got fixed up for this

year, don't do anything for rgi3 until you
have either seen or written to us. We have
secured some very special agencies, and we
can "treat you right." Glance through our
list, and if anything interesting, let us havfl

your offers or enquiries. We are here to

receive your call, but call now.

1912 MODELS HERE.
CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., with or without sidecar.

ENFIELD, 6 h.p., with sidecar.

RUDGE Mult 1.

TRIUMPH Free-engine Model. .

SINGER, 4 h.p., bracket gear model.
NEW HUDSON, with the new " Start-on-the-

ground " Armstrong hub.
SCOTT, 1912 model, XL'All saddle.

-

Other models. Send for list and prices.

loway Rd., London, N.
Macbeths. 294, Hol-

[4080

MATCHLESS-—The unequalled sidecar machine; to

get immediate delivery call at Macbeths, 294, Hol-

loway Rd., London, N. [4081

BS A , 1912. free engine model, few weeks' wear;
£47/10.—Macbeths, 294, Holloway Ed., London, N.

[4082

MOTORS-—Before -purchasing a motor cycle, it will

pav you to call and inspect the stock at Macbeths,
294. Holloway Rd., London, N. [4083

3ih.p. Fafnir m-o-i.v. Motor Cycle for eale, h.b.o.
4 less coil and accumulator; £7, no offers-—Box

L8.400, The Motor Cycle Offices, - 20, Tudor St.. E.C.
[4021

ARDEN CYCLECAR
for Immediate Delivery.

SHOP-SOILED 1912
MUST BE CLEARED.

£60
40

47

48

53

57 10
Offers

54
53

46

46

38

48
42

BAT-J.A.P., 3* h.p., P. & M.
2-speed, chain drive, handle
starting, 2£in. studded tyre

rear, spare exhaust valve,

complete with lamp, horn,

generator, and sidecar . . £67 10
One CENTAUR, 2 h.p., 3-sp. 47 10
Two ROVERS, free engine

models, each 55 5
One BRADBURY, 2-speed,

belt drive 56 6
One BRADBURY, z-speed,

chain drive 58 10
One SINGER, 4 h.p., 2-speed,

bracket gear, pedal engine
starter 65 o

RUDGE Multi 60 o
One ROVER, 3-speed, sidecar

machine 61 12
One B.S.A., 2-speed 60 o
Two BRADBURYS, free en-

gine models, each 54 10

One PREMIER, free engine
model 54 17

One PREMIER, 2% h.p., free

engine 43 7
One RUDGE, free engine
model 55 °

One RUDGE, T.T. model .. 4815
No reasonable offers refused.

SPECIAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.
A Selection from our Second-

hand Bargains.
INDIAN, 5 h.p., twin, 1911, new August,

and bad little and careful use, clutch

model. Special bargain .£40 '

BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., T.T., 1911 model,
Druidforks,splendid and fast machine 32 t

V.S., 5-6 h.p., twin, rgio model, fine

machine • 30- I

ENFIELD, 2% h.p., 19 r 2 model, only run
400 miles, 2 speeds,free engine,handle

starting, enamelled helio, new £4 4S >

Cowey, watch, lamp, generator, horn,

etc., as new 45 i

PREMIER, 3"i h.p., late 1910 model, and
in perfect order, complete with lamp,
horn, and good sidecar ; really good 35 (

DOUGLAS, 2% h.p., 1910 model, splendid

order and condition throughout 25 <

MOTO-REVE, 1910 model, 2% h.p., grey,

new tyres, perfect order 20 (

J. S. CORDINGLEY,
THE MOTOR CYCLE MART,
Haslingden, Lancashire.
Wires—" Cordingley, Haslingden."

,
phone—2Y, Haslingden.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAW 1
INDIAN, late 1911, 5h.p., free engine, conditU I

new, complete with Chater-Lea sidecar; £48 I
trial.—Anglo-Saxon Motor Co., 100, Bolsover flt. 1

J '

MODELS.
Usual Clearance
Price. Price.

ROC, 4h.p., 2 speeds, mag. ; accept £19/10 to of
Anglo-Saxon Motor Co., 100, Bolsover Sfc,

J.A.P. Twin, 6h.p., mag., Chater-Lea firings, con
with sidecar; £26, rare bargain.

TRIUMPH, standard, 1911, condition as new;
any trial.—Anglo-Saxon Motor Co., 100, Bo

St.

1 Q12 B.S.A., cost £50, not ridden 700 miles, j I
-*-t/ cellent condition; would accept £40, —
L8.435, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., ) 1
"J
Oil Rex, 1912, free engine hub, clutch. IllA *J starting, lamp, horn, speedometer

; quick ]%
£37; seen any time.—Crompton, 137, High Sk, ill

I

B
6h.p. Twin, mag-, m.o-v-, speed, gear and ire I

tyres, spring forks, very low. splendid condi H
19gns. ; after 5 p.m.—26, Matthews St., Battersea. I
"I Q12 B.S-A., standard, perfect, Lucas set, horn,
\J-*J complete; £43, genuine bargain; any trial ( H
owner buying car.—Barty, Windmill St., Graveser*fl

[ I
DOUGLAS, 1912, 2-speed model, practically 1

owner buying higher power ; price £42, grea* r-

gain.—Ramsgate Motor Works, Alpha Rd., RamB m
31h.p. Brown, h.b.c. smart, reliable, £8/10, take H

4 part; Bowden triple lever, 6/-; F.N. carbui jfl
4/6; plain coil, 4/6.-6, Streatfield St., LimehomH

'0

NEW Rex, 1912, 4h.p., water cooled, m.o.v. a I
complete with 1912 Bosch mag.; real baig 9

Bastone's, 215 and 217, Pentonville Rd., King's ' •DM
ZENITH-GRADUA, 1912, 3£h.p., with horn, 1

Talves, etc.; cost £55 Whiteun, accept £4l
cood sidecar machine; call after 7.—11, Lorn Rd., 9
ton.

F.N-, 1911, clutch model, single control caibmhB!
central intake, full equipment, including a

ometer; £35.—Berliet Motors, 40, Sackville St., .1
dilly, W.

DOUGLAS, 1912, Model K-, 2-speed, and frt'jj
gine clutch, with tools, spares, lamp, and m

price £40.—Write No. 1,158, The Motor Cycle *
Coventry.

.

BROWN 2^h.p. Lightweight Motor Cycles alwa in

Btock; £36 cash or 50/- monthly, no extra foj -i

payments. — Lamb's Motor Stores, 151, High 1,
Walthamstow. I U

ARIELS.—We have always a complete range of m
fast, cool running models in stock from £40 d;

no extra for easy terms.—Lamb's Motor Stores, >1,

tiigh St., Walthamstcw.
f J3

NEW Hudsons.—These splendid hill-cljjnbers 1 .yl

in stock from £49/7 cash; no extra for easy 1 '£.

—Lamb's Motor Stores, 151, High St., Walthams.
[24

NEW Hudson, model 3B, 3J-4h.p-, 3-speed, 9B

soiled; £54/17 cash, usual price £59/17; c raT

repeat this offer.—Lamb's Motor Stores, 151, Higi t,

Walthamstow.

BROWN Lightweight, 2£h.p., slightly shop-s;B
£33/10, usual price £36; only one left.—L Mi

Motor Stores, 151, High St.* Walthamstow. I

"j Q10 P. and M„ like new, mileage 2,650, C IS
It/ Lucas lamp and spares, with special, new, i^*

low torpedo sidecar; £47/10.-1, Chaffinch Rd., B'

M

ham.

NOBLE, 2£h.p., grey, very fast, accumulator, a*

overhauled., good running order, took sideca od

12st. passenger last week; £6.—Brant, 112, Hig. •*•

Margate.

3ih.p. Century Lightweight, very low, spring fl

2 B. and B. -carburetter, fast machine; ba m-

£8/10. — Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton,&
Holborn. t

*-

SPEED Rex de Luxe (Roc gear), 3ih,p., a

1909, just overhauled, good as new; sacrifice !5

giving up motor cycling.—14, Bushey Rd., HarluM
Middlesex. P 7*

3ih.p. HumbeT, chain drive, Hellesen, 1912 B xti

2 B. universal, climb all hills, good tyres, "
W. Ford, Blackham, Langton Green, near u»

Wells.

12 2|h.p. New Hudson, XI'All saddle, lamp «
as new, £45 ; also new tube, tyre, belt M

pxing pillar for sale.—Vallance, Medway Dairy, G
J£

ham, Kent.

3ih,p. Motor Cycle, low Chater-Lea frame, tyhj
2 new, in excellent running order, take any H

any inspection ; bargain, £17-—Einwald, 44, LM
Rd., Forest Hill.

MINERVA, 2ih.p., low frame, Druid forks, <
>

ignition, Brown and Barlow carburetter. M
new tyres, sound condition; £12.—Cowan, 16, BiclH
Rd., Wimbledon.

ZENITH Gradua, new 1912, 3±h-p., only ridde ,M

miles, perfect condition; owner ^^Jgh* m f"

lower h-p-—Can be seen

South Kensington.

2- 1

£11
brid

19 1

9;

03.1-P- F-N.,

any time. 69, Drayton G« Hk

adjig}
., mae-, 2-speed, free engine,

pulley, spring forks, stand, earner, in I

condition; fl6. oftere.-Perry, 23, St. Maitine

Lower Edmonton, N.

A48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Change Speed Gears.
HE variable gear question is to motor cyclists

an interesting topic at any time. A few words,

therefore, on this. subject will be opportune at

a period when next year's models are in course

of preparation. The position occupied by the

gear appears to be unsettled at the moment. Omitting
the variable pulley gears, there are three places which
the gear can occupy, viz., the rear hub, the counter-

shaft, and engine-shaft : the last is almost obsolete,

although not by any means mechanically wrong or to

be despised. The first type has been popularised for

motor cycles by, reason of the high class workmanship
of two leading firms who make a speciality of hub. gears

for pedal cycles. For solo, work these gears are

eminently satisfactory, albeit they must absorb an
appreciable amount of power on the lower ratios.

For passenger work, as at present made, they are

barely strong enough, although we understand that

special passenger patterns will be marketed for next
year. The counter-shaft reducing gear is probably the

best solution for all round passenger and solo work,
particularly as it allows a combination of chain and
belt (which shows signs of becoming very popular),

gear and belt, or all chain itansmission. Expanding
or variable pulley gears are excellent for solo work,
and also for passenger work where no lower ratio than
8 to 1 is required, but a much lower ratio is often

essential with the most powerful engines. Again,
omitting variable pulleys, three speeds have so far been
confined to hub gears with the exception of some T.T.
and special models which are not yet standardised.

As we observed last week, before a motor cycle

can be described as a " go-anywhere " machine it must

be supplied with a really low gear suitable for all

emergencies. This is where the advantage of a

three-speed gear comes in, for, if the low gear of a

two-speed is really an emergency gear, it is too low

for the hill where, especially against a wind, the

engine just begins to labour oh the high gear. The
selective clutch gear has an advantage in this case,

for, by the change of a sprocket and chain, the low

gear can be altered, without disturbing the top ratio,

in a very few minutes.

For 1 913 we hope to see all standard solo motor
cycles provided with not less than two speeds and

a friction clutch for starting from a standstill. The
clutch should be so designed that it will start the

full load anywhere from rest and not slip on hills.

Many so-called clutches are misnamed : they do not

clutch when they ought to, and some which are quite

satisfactory for singles give trouble when called upon
to transmit full power with a passenger on abnormal

gradients. A properly designed clutch should last a

season of, say, 5,000 miles without any renewals, and

proper means should be provided quickly to adjust

the gear without dismantling it. Most motor cycle

gears and clutches should be made larger and stronger.

Neatness is desirable, but when this end is too closely

followed the parts are apt to be too much reduced

in size and strength to enable them to stand up under

occasional cases of extreme stress. We are, of course,

treating the subject broadly ; there are machines

already made which embody the above desiderata.

Another matter which goes hand in hand with the

change-speed gear question is the weatherproofing of

the transmission. No matter whether belt or chain be

adopted, it should be efficiently screened from the

elements.

A2I
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WHAT THE SIX DAYS'

TRIALS TAUGHT.
By B. H DAVIES.

THE principal feature of the 1912 Trials is the

absolute annihilation of gradients by the vari-

able gear. The west country, notorious for

its blind corners, rough, surfaces, and single figure

gradients, failed to furnish a single hill which could

hope to stop a good rider 011 a. modern machine with

a variable gear. In every 1 rial the entry necessarily

includes a percentage of weaklings—inferior riders and
inferior! engines—who by reason of mistakes or tem-

porary derangements would suffer one or more hill-

failures in any trial that included a couple of single

figure gradients per diem. But the 191 2 machines of

real excellence and known make stormed up the most

notorious ascents of the West with consummate ease

and mastery, so endorsing the. more" convincing ver-

dict registered on the more exacting hills in the Scot-

tish Trials. Porlock stands in a class by itself. On
a dry day it is an easy climb for a good rider on a

variably-geared machine, who knows what line to take

at the two corners, and i\ has often been cleanly

climbed by an amateur at the, first attempt. Had the

narrow side track been dry on August 17th, probably

eighty of the ninety survivors would have made clean

ascents with their feet on the rests." But when Porlock

is wet it hecpmes a matter for the rider rather than
for the. engine,, and as it .was very wet last- Saturday

week, sixty men or more came to grief on it. It

should.be clearly understood that even thus the engines

were not in the least blameworthy,; with—at the mcst
—a dozen exceptions.- In the majority of cases the

riders were responsible for the failure.

Remarkable Pluck, and Good Temper.

The officials; were eager not to miss an hour of

knockabout comedy, and so they insisted on putting

the men to a test which may bring discredit upon the

machines and the engines unless the Press is able .to

correct a very false impression. The men evinced

remarkable pluck and good temper—only two riders

allowed themselves to get fretful—and the fact that

two dozen managed to slither up to just above the

sesond bend without falling off shows as good an aver-

age of luck and skill as could be expected under such
ridiculous circumstances. As a technical test it was
comparatively worthless. Two or three small points

of technical interest may be elicited by a closer study.

1. Seventeen solo machines got up to just above
the second bend without a stoppage, though all the

riders steadied with their feet. Of these only two
ivere of more than 3*2 h.p., the vast majority of the

big variably geared twins were- helpless, which shows

K2 2

that a lightish machine of medium power is the

handiest for trick riding.

2. The machines which were limited by factors of

design to ordinary bottom gear ratios practically all

failed. A bottom ratio limited to 7 or 8 to 1 is less

efficient than a three-speed hub which, in conjunction

with an adjustable pulley, can ^supply a 12 to 1 gear

in emergencies. Very few of the men who got up
used single figure gears.

3. Certain machines fitted with narrow handle-bars

.brought far back were helpless in the mire, on Porlock,

and were noticeably unsteady on the grease along many
portions of the route. A wide bar of short reach is

advisable for bad going. • ••• -

4. Only one or two machines were pushed up the

hill. The men who failed -rode' most of the hill, but

either pushed or were assisted on the softest patches.

5. The- passenger machines were mostly in need
"of "more weight" on" the back "wheel ;~~irf fact, "only" the

G.W.K., which has. its engine aft, and also had a

. roped back tyre, seemed quite sure of its driving grip,

though the Morgan wheel, with a heavy suit case on
the carrier, never completely lost its bite. So far as

sidecars are concerned, designers are helpless; the

sidecar passenger must-ledn on sharp corners, and
must climb on to the carrier, when the outfit tackles a

greasy gradient." T5ut cyclecar designers can easily

concentrate a "little extra' weight further aft," and I-

;hope they will .assimilate the- lesson. I fancy -most

;

passenger outfits will carry Parsons chains as a stanrl-

:by in the 1913 trials.

J. S. Holroyd (2} h.p. twin Motosacoche), who won a gold melal in the Six
Days' Trials. Only one hili proved too much for Holroyd's machine, and t.iat

was Porlock, but he made up for that mistake by cliinbiiu Lynton Hill and
gaining the bonus.
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What the Six Days' Trials Taught.—

In tliis trial the hill tests served two purposes only,

apart from advertisement : they eliminated bad

machines and duffer drivers, and they showed that the

modern engine will stand phenomenally low gears

without overheating. It rests with the A.C.U. to

decide "hat hill-test policy it will adopt next year.

Personally I should like to see a limitation of gear

ratios : these abnormal gears are not' obtainable on

standard machines in many instances, and in some

cases were adopted as a relief for lost engine tune and

power. I think a 3-i h.p. solo machine ought to be

limileil to a low gear of, say, 8£ to 1. Had this

regulation been made this year, a few engines only

would have conquered all the test hills; by the latitude

allowed in respect of gear ratios, inferior engines are

artificially made to pose as equal to the best.

The Secret ChecKs.
The secret check system caused the men who had

any < onsiderable stoppages to suffer penalties : to

Hj^ms 971

change that they are awkward to change deliberately.

Probably the best gear lever position is half way along

the tank on the right hand side. The valve lifter can

then be operated by the. left hand and gear changed

with the right.

Spring Forll9.

Several spring forks designed to embody complex

parts at the fork ends gave trouble : some jammed
with mud : some sustained excessive wear : and some
squeaked painfully. Moving parts are best mounted
high out of the mud.
The belt drive came through a week's rain much

better than was anticipated. 1 saw very little slipping

or shortening, though every morning a few men
tightened their belts soon after leaving the garage. I

do not think belts have altered very appreciably. The
rain was almost continuous and at times heavy. Most
of the men used large belts on large pulleys.

I wonder how far. the belt trials are trustworthy.

There are persistent rumours to the effect that the

METHODS OF CORNERING THE ARIEL TZAM.
The picture was taken on the acute bend of Blagdon Hill. It will be seen that though member; of one team, all three riiers adopted a different

met' ol of naiotiatins the corner. Sai'ster is insiie the bend where the gradient is steepest and the surface Ioosb. Newey has adopted a medium course,

w-ls. North is on the outside— the best course to steer.

perfect this system the checks should be more
inumerous.' Unfortunately the "tedium resulting from
1 close schedule will gradually eliminate amateur
entries.

Minor control details pwved rather tiresome : the

iivater .stiffened the carburetter controls of most
nachines, and put the handle-bar control of dozens of
nagnetos completely out of action every day. Mag-
letos are more weather-proof than formerly, but can-
lot yet be termed literally- waterproof. When pro-
jected by a separate cover and some insulating caulk-
ing at the point where the cable penetrates the end-
date, they gave no trouble.

Many of the men found it awkward to change gear
ivhen hurried. It is foolish to fit a gear quadrant-'
'inder the saddle on either side, and some of the
xmtrols are so safeguarded against an accidental

officials failed to safeguard one loop-hole for ingenuity.

I hope that in next year's trials a special marshal

wid be appointed, whose sole duty shall be to inspect

officially-entered belts at frequent intervals.

H -avy Tyres give Immunity from Punctures.

Tyres gave noticeably little trouble. I doubt how-

far this sis ascribable to a genuine impiovement in the

standard light cheap tyre fitted to machines sold in

the ordinary way. In previous trials trade entrants

have often relied on these light cheap tyres for com-

petition purposes : this year the majority of the

machines were fitted with specially heavy covers and

punctures were rare. We cannot compel manufacturers

to include heavy tyres in their, catalogue price: but

we can insist on heavy tyres and pay for them as a:i

extra. For a similar reason there was little skidding.

"3
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What the S'x Days' Trials Taught.—

The West country is reputed to be second only to

Derbyshire in the quality of its grease, but the heavy

non-skids kept the machines remarkably steady, and

] -saw very little sign of skidding except in corner

work, where a machine would occasionally complete

a turn on a side of the road obviously not contemplated

by its driver. Probably a vast portion of the wet

surface traversed was not genuinely slippery : but more

than once when I temporarily dismounted I found it

quite difficult to keep my footing, although the machine

had been travelling quite steadily.

The organisation aroused sincere admiration through-

out ; nothing had been overlooked, and there were no

hitches. The event was a model to all secretaries.

Suggestions for 1913.

So far as the work of the Competitions' Committee

is '-concerned, one might' humbly suggest that for next

year the number of secret checks should be considerably

increased, so that a fifteen minutes' stoppage on any

portion of this route should inevitably be. penalised.

That the notion of piling up 1.000 miles by including

several hundred miles of straight level highways be

jettisoned in favour of a shorter total mileage limited

to ' severe or tricky going, and that all prudential

notions in the matter of hill-climbing be finally

discarded.

If a town lying in a mountainous district (?{/_,

Wales) is selected as the centre of the rcprjj trials,

and all discoverable hills are included, irrespec-,

tive of number, gradient, corners, and surface, the

evolution of the motor bicycle will be accelerated.

If the weather had by chance been uniformly fine

this year; the trials would have degenerated *into a

mere farce. It would not be a bad idea to commence
the 191 3 trial by a really formidable climb up a

severe gradient with goodish surface, and free from
trick corners, posting skilled observers every few

yards. Any machine which failed on this climb from
inherent feebleness should be precluded from con-

tinuing. At present inferior machines are allowed to

struggle up the hills with assistance from spectators,

and finally secure a minor award. The outside public

are then led to infer that the machine is in itself

excellent, but that some trivial misfortune has pre-

vented its securing a. gold medal. Every experienced

rider is keenly aware that engines vary widely in

efficiency, and the fault of the present trials is that

they do not differentiate sufficiently. They sever the

sheep from the goats, no doubt,- but " they fail to

distinguish the sheep from the hybrids.

Cleanliness.

Turning to details, cleanliness ought to be taken

into account next year, and ought to be distinguished

from a paraffin brush. The mudguarding of certain

machines was grossly defective, while only two or

three makes of engine retain their oil ; but so long

as a machine which has b'een cleaned four times a day
i-; lumped with a machine which has kept itself clean,

cleanliness marks are useless.

The policy of awarding " bonus " marks for climb-

iig easy hills and docking penalty marks for failing

on difficult hills is obviously illogical. (I use " easy "

and " difficult " in a comparative sense.) The fifteen

minutes' garage allowance might well be deleted in

1 91 3,"leaving all adjustments to be made in running

time. The igr? trials have made one thing' perfectly

plain, viz., that it is impossible to jnake the ^13
trials too difficult.

The rule about silence was as farcical as usual

i':veral machines, in sjii'e of sealed cut-outs, made
f^.ore noi;e than many a standard machine creates with

its cut-out open. The cut-outs were sealed with very \

-light and flexible wire, and after a day or' so most of

the riders discovered that by prising the wire with a

lever they could open their cut-outs ad lib. without

'breaking the seals. Personally, I am no, admirer

of silent motor bicycles,, and regard them asperils to-

their owners and to the public. But the A.C.U. should

In consistent. If its leaders really value silence, thev

should at least penalise noise in their own trials. As
it is, they only succeed in creating the impression that

there is a wide divergence between their secret beliefs

aid their public professions. Why not adopt the

ideals of any gentlemanly rider, leave the cut-outs

unsealed, and penalise any undue noise in populous
places? The only effect of their present rule is to

insure noise all the time.

A Triumph rider on the 1 in V. section of Byner's Hill, a difficult ascent
include! in T.iursdjy's secret route.

A. J. Stevens (5 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar) in a check.

tie was one of the gold medal winners.

A24
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A FOUR-CYLINDER
CYCLECAR.

The Singer Company's Latest Produc-
tion, wiih Three-speed and Reverse

Gear, and Detachable Wheels.

Chassis of the new 10 h.p. Singer cyclecar, showing channel steel frame
and general distribution of parts.

THIS week we are able to' describe and illustrate

what is bound to create a great amount of

interest both in the car and motor cycle worl
It is an open secret that the Singer Co., Lt
Coventry,' has for months studied the question

of a light four-wheeled passenger machine, and
it was. only a few weeks .ago that we illustrated

their first model—a double engined vehicle.

Not finding this so comfortable and roadworthy
as the Singer Company's productions must- be
before they are marketed, an entirely new
vehicle was put in hand on more ambitious
lines, and the outcome is the four-cylinder

three-speed four-wheeler under discussion. It

is a light car, but it comes within the cyclecar

definition, weighing approximately 7 cwts., and
having a cubical capacity of 1,096 c.c.

Though possessing no real departures so far

as car design is concerned, the Singer cyclecar
has embodied in its design the best car practice, and
a cursory glance over the chassis is, sufficient to prove

hitherto

cvclecar

that no single part has been scamped for cheapness

It is safe to say that no attempt' has been made
in a

Design of. tig end
bearing showing brass

inlets to take up wear,
oil channels, and Dig

end bolts with flat sides

to prevent movement.

to incorporate such desirable features

as are to be found on the latest Singer.

Engine Details.

Commencing with the power unit, the engine is

a to h.p. four-cylinder, measuring 63 x 88 mm.
bore and. stroke. Each pair of cylinders are

cast in one piece, and to save overall length

the ordinary valve cap has been dispensed with.

In its stead a cover plate fpr each pair of inlet

and exhaust valves is used, tapped for the

sparking plug and compression tap. The mecha-
nically operated valves are on one side and

operated by a gear-driven camshaft on which

the cams are formed solid. Adjustable tappels

are used with fibre insets td reduce noise, ami

rollers at the foot. Thermo-syphon cooling is

relied upon in conjunction with a neat-looking brass-

finished radiator following usual Singer design. The

The neat and compact design of 3-speed gear and
back axle in one.

The inspection cover and operating levers

will be noted,

A27
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Singer Four-cylinder Cyclecar.

important question of lubrication has received special

attention, and at the rear of the crank case a" pump
forces oil to the three main crank case bearings and

also keeps the troughs into which the big ends dip

plentifully supplied with oil. Any overflow passes to

the rear of the base chamber through a filter and is

pumped round again. The clutch is of the leather

cone type. Extremely, fine adjustment of the magneto

is provided by means:, of. two 'serrated plates, and in

a few moments one can alter the timing to the mere

extent of one-ninetieth of a circle if desired.

The Gear Box and BacR Axle.

The three-speed gear box, which is operated by a

gate change, is mounted upon the back axle casing,

and forms a very compact unit. One can appreciate

the care in design when it' is mentioned that there are

no less than thirteen ball bearings and one thrust

bearing in the gear box; arid . back axle alone. . The
gear ratios are 4}i, 6 1/., and 10 to i, which seem to

. be an ideal selection.

The front axle • is dropped to enable a low and

racing-looking vehicle. The channel steel frame

AUGUST 29II1, 1912.

appears amply strong for its'work, while the little car

should be extremely comfortable with four leaf springs

at. the front and- five at the rear.

The rear road wheels are carried on sleeves mounted
over the driving axle, thus^relieving the latter of strain,

whilst the brakes are of the internal expanding type. .

The wheelbase is. 7ft. and the track 3ft. 6in.

A beautifully upholstered two-seated body with, high

side dooi;s and scuttle dash in combination with a iow

raked steering pillar are commendable points of the

design. Altogether the Singer cyclecar is cleanly

designed and has received careful thought and coa-

sideration from the smallest nut and bolt. It has

700 x 80 mm. Dunlop tyyes on Sankey detachable

steel wheels, including a spare wheel. A hood and

screen complete the equipment of what is un-

doubtedly the most ambitious cyclecar we have been

privileged to examine to date. Our next reference to

it will relate to its performances on the road.

PUMP FEED
I

Ease of crank chamber showing force feed oiling arrangement and
troughs into which the big eni bearings dip.

A PETROL-PARAFFIN CARBURETTER.
A new design carburetter for the purpose of utilising.';

paraffin. as a motive power for motor cycles has been-

1

introduced by C. Binks, Ltd., of Phcenix VVorks, .

Church -Street, Eccles, Manchester: The fuel tank',

is intended to be'made in two compartments, 75% of'(

the space to carry paraffin and the remaining 25% ,

petrol. The carburetter has two float chambers and'

two jets. On slightly opening the throttle the smaller.

1

of the two jets is uncovered, through which petrol is.s

sprayed for starting and slow running purposes. A I

further motion of the throttle uncovers the larger on
paraffin jet, and the engine begins to run on almost 1

pure paraffin as the suction on the petrol jet is auto-,

matically decreased. On easing up again the paraffin

jet is cut out and petrol is used for low speeds. This
device has met with considerable success in launch
work, and needs no hot air pipes or jacketing such as-

h usual' with most paraffin carburetters.

10 h.p. Singer fcur-cjilinde: eyewear en;ine,- showing valves a!l on one side and
position of magneto.'

A COLLISION AND THE RESULT.
The marks deducted from George Brough's scoring s

sheet for a loose steering head were cancelled by the t

A.C. U. judges after it had been explained that the (

looseness was entirely due to the collision which
Brough sustained with a van nearing the finish of the

trial. Brough could i>ot leave Taunton last week
owing to the injury he sustained to his leg, but is now
home at 'Nottingham again.

"""'.,"
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Dummy Belt Rims.
Any rider afflicted with a machine possessing a

separately spoked belt rim on one side of his back
wheel (due to a clutch or gear hub) and a dummy belt

rim supplied for braking purposes on the other side is

struck with pangs when* he sustains his first puncture.

;He attacks the valve first from one and then from the

other, and makes a .mental note to buy a pair of

pliers with corkscrew handles at the next garage.

Then he prepares his. levers, and attacks the bead,'

rjnly to discover that as soon as his levers assume an

angle at which the bead begins to lift they foul one or

other of the belt rims. Finally he dissolves into tears
;

by the roadside, and buys a single-geared racing

machine. Will the wiseacres who design these double-

.rimmed machines please remember that we still use

:yres, and that whatever the tyre manufacturers' adver-

:isements may lead an innocent draughtsman to sup--

jpose, tyres still puncture, and when new, cannot be
removed without leverage.

\

Efficient braking may be obtained with a belt rim

pf very small diameter, provided the leverage at the

brake shoe is good, and the material of the shoe

[suitable for its purpose. A wide brake rim of small

diameter would be better than a narrow rim of great

liarneter, taking all things into consideration. I am
sorry to notice that some manufacturers, principally

:hain drive enthusiasts, still retain external band
irakes. They should have heard the free comments

pf; a band of riders I met. in Coventry after the Six

Days' Trials ; "as soon as real work was 'demanded from
his type of brake, it struck, and all the smearing
[nostrum in the world failed to restore its lost grip.

By-products of the Varialle Gear Boom.
It will be interesting to watch the by-products result-

ing from the variable gear boom.' The really expert

md fastidious driver simply slings a three-speed hub
:>n a standard machine, and drives as easily and as

[prettily as ever. But some of the horrible sights and
sounds which greet my offended eyes and ears as I

ravel about lead me' to prophesy that variable gears

'.vill
' cause sundry modifications of existing design.

For instance, there is the clumsy driver who always
runs his engine much too fast when he is ^sitting

jisfraddle with the clutch out. He sins because he is

it raid of stopping his engine if he throttles it down
delicately. For him- we must introduce the throttle

vhich does not shut off all the gas, but allows the

pngine to tick softly over when the throttle is pushed
jack to its extreme: and that will necessitate a switch,
or we cannot make the power of stopping an engine
[dependent on the solitary wire of the valve lifter.

Then there is the duffer who muddles his mixture
vhenever he changes gear ; for him the automatic car-
buretter will become essential, and it will not greatly
natter if, as some croakers allege, these carburetters
pre a shade less efficient than the two-lever, type; for
has he not a bottom gear of about ro to 1 in reserve

for grave emergencies ? Finally, will not the weight

of our machines and the dimensions of our engines be

steadily reduced r

In every big trial we see machines with 350 c.c.

engines doing all that is necessary. Much of the

continued popularity of the 500 c.c. engine; is due to

the fact that some people cannot afford variable gears,

and those who can are still obsessed by the old

tradition, now happily obsolete, that nothing under

500 c.c. is effective for touring purposes.

Combined Near Side Lamp for Sidecars.
A correspondent remarks -with some justice that a

sidecar requires a red rear lamp, and that. a motor
cycle is not designed, to carry an arsenal of lamp's.

Fie- clamours for a near side lamp, with a double
reflector and two burners, desiring to carry a lamp on
the outside of his chair, which shall threw a white

light forward and red light backward. Surely, the

red-light ought to be on the off side of the machine,
which explains why no maker has supplied his wants.

Personally, I am well content in sidecar work to

employ two red reflex mirrors—one on the tail of the

motor cycle carrier (off side) and the other at the

back of the sidecar on the near side. If my corre-

spondent is dissatisfied with ...reflex mirrors, I think he
has tried an inferior brand ; some' of these mirrors

hardly possess any real reflecting powers' at all, but

the original., brand, and possibly, one or two others,

serve all rear warning needs quite, efficiently, and
reflect light at a considerable" distance.

Mrs. Carter (2! h.p. Levis,, the latest recruit to the ranks of lady mctoi cyclists

in Derbyshire.
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THE WEAR OF BEARINGS.
IMPORTANCE OF EFFICIENT LUBRICATION.

A CORRESPONDENT has recently called atten-

tion again to this pressing problem, but the

real crux of the matter he does not touch.

This, to my mind, is summed up in the one word
" lubrication."

Modern engines have bearings designed for very

heavy loads, e.g., the load on the gudgeon pin is in. the

neighbourhood of 3,000 lbs. per square inch, but this

high bearing pressure is frequently found on large gas

engines, particularly large Continental engines,

and is not at all peculiar to the motor cycle

engine alone. Now these large stationary engines are

equipped with very thorough systems of forced lubri-

cation, and the result is that -' bearing wear " is no
more trouble than on a slow speed steam engine with

comparatively low bearing pressures of about 200 lbs.

per square inch. Consider also the motor car engine,

this is vastly better in respect to bearing wear than the

average motor cycle engine, and here- again the reason
is found in a better system of lubrication, although
much room for improvement still, exists.

Forced lubrication is slowly coming to the front,

and this year has seen several new engines employing
it in one form or another, e.g.', the \ eloce or YV.D.

The advantages of forced lubrication were very

apparent when I recentlv saw one of the first-men-

,tioned engines dismantled; although the engine had
done much work, and should, if of ordinary design,

have been exhibiting signs of bearing wear, the marks
of the tools were still plainly visible, and the bearings

were nor properlv worn in. Incidentally, carbon
deposit was also strangely absent, and the cool run-
ning of the engine had to be 'experienced to be
believed.

Here, then, is the problem already solved, forced
lubrication under a pressure of 10 lbs. per square inch
is employed, and bearing wear vanishes to a negligible

.

amount, bringing also other advantages, with which
. however, we are not at present concerned.

Another method, the one advocated by the corre-

spondent previously mentioned, is the lightening of

the load to suit the bearing. This, to me,, savours of

bad practice—we are starting designing from the

wrong end, since we should design the bearing to suit

the load, not the load to suit the bearing. However,

I agree for various reasons that light reciprocating

parts are desirable.

Steel pistons are best made by the welding process,

and I have seen many fine examples of pistons so con-

structed, an ordinary 85 mm. piston weighing about

14 ozs. with the gudgeon pin and rings. This process

is much cheaper than machining from the solid, and

good results are assured since the distortion of pistons

so built has so far not given trouble, although many
hundreds are in use. The welded steel connecting

rods' recently brought out ought also to be very satis-y

factory, but as far as Duralumin is concerned, 1 am
not very hopeful. I was recently present at a test of a

beam built of this material and it certainly is very

strong* and light, but the beam failed at a much lower

stress than for which it was designed, due probably,

to fatigue. I am not allowed to say more as the tests 1

were being conducted on behalf of the Admiralty.

Aluminium, however, and its alloys seem to suffer

badly from internal decay or "fatigue," as it is

commonly called, and I am under the impression that

a connecting rod of Duralumin would not give satis-

faction for long, since the reversals .of stress which

take place in a connecting rod would very soon pro-

duce '' fatigue." In conclusion, let us" lighten recip-

rocating parts as much as possible and this will cer-

tainly improve matters, but better still, let us lubri->

cate our engines, not merely fling oil on them whetr

we happen to think of it. , A.G.D.C.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES.
N a recent issue we referred to the important test

case decided at Barnsley respecting motor cycle

taxation exemptions. A Mr. T. VV. Taylor, of

Skelmanthorpe, who for several years rode a motor

.

cycle without paying an inlands revenue licence,

claimed exemption on the grounds that he used his

machine solely for the purpose of business. He had
his name and address painted on the machine in

1' tiers of the regulation size, and the inland revenue
officials allowed the exemption. When the local

1.1 \ation authorities took over the collection of the
taxes they immediately claimed payment. The matter
was laid before the Auto Cycle Union, who decided to

defend, but the case was de'eided against Mr. Taylor,
the bench stating that the defendant's motor cycle
had not been constructed and adapted solely for the
purpose of business: He was fined ros. and costs.

The Auto Cycle Union considered the question of
appealing" against this decision, but, acting upon the
advice of the local solicitor, Mr. S. Neuman, of
Bradford, who says that there is no probability of
success if an appeal were lodged, the Auto Cycle
Union has decided that they cannot go any further in

.132

the matter. It seems to our mind a very, great pity

that the decision of a local bench of magistrates should •

be regarded as final in an important.case of this kind.

THE PASSENGER T3IAL IN YORKSHIRE.
Group of competitors at the Stamford Bridge check on the first day's run.
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A New Automatic Carburetter.

A NOVEL automatic carburetter on the lines of

those generally used on American motor cycles

is shortly to be produced by Holley Bros. Co.,

46, Northumberland Road, Coventry. The operation

of the device can

best be understood

by reference to the

sketches reproduced
herewith.

The float chamber,

surrounds the jet,

petrol being fed in

from the top, and
the flow is con-

trolled by a hinged
cork float which
actuates the needle

A. The petrol

passes through a

hole (not shown)
in the main cast-

ing B, and thence

through the holes

H to the jet. This
jet is adjustable by
the needle I, and
acts as a control on
the flow of petrol

only, as when the

engine is stopped
or running very

slowly the petrol

level is considerably

higher. For start-

ing purposes almost.

iure petrol is sucked from the well G through the

>ipe J and through a small adjustable orifice on the

neine side of the throttle. This orifice should be

Sectional view of Holley Carburetter.

adjusted so that the engine will just revolve slowly

when the throttle is quite shut. As soon as the

throttle barrel is raised air begins to pass through the

intake port (shown in sketch), the size of which may
be adjusted by a small lever. It then passes down-
wards round the outside of the choke tube L, and
then through the choke tube to the engine, having
picked up a supply of petrol at' the jet. When the

engine picks up speed the level^of the petrol in the
well rapidly decreases until, at high speeds, it is

drawn' direct from the jet. When the level in G gets

below the bottom of the vaporising tube M, air is free

to pass downwards
through the small

holes N, and thus

mingling with the

petrol prevents too

strong a mixture at

high engine revolu-

tions. On slowing
down the level again
rises in the well,

thus giving a strong

mixture for slow-

pulling. A small

drain pipe C "

is

formed in the main
casting to remove
any surplus petrol,

and a tap is fitted

by means of which
petrol or impurities

may be drained

from the float

chamber. The
throttle is of the

Barrel type, controlled by a Bowden wire,

shortly to try the device on the road.

The complete Carburetter.

We hope

->-.««-^-

THE SEDGER FOUR-SPEED GEAR.

THE arrangement consists essentially of a sun wheel

0, which is representative of a pinion fixed to the

engine-shaft, this driving the internally-toothed

annulus H by means of gear trams, of which there

re four, each coming into action in turn as required, accord-

lg to the relative position of the gear box Kjvith reference

j the sun wheel 0.
' The gear trains referred to above consist of a train of

i'heels mounted on bearings rigidly fixed to the box K, the

lethod by which any particular train of gears is brought
litq gear with the sun wheel being as follows :

The box K is carried on a boss A projecting from a
pecially designed carriage C, which is rigidly fixed to the
.rank case of the engine, this boss being eccentrically

liranged with reference to the engine driving-shaFt which
arries the sun wheel 0.

[
This eccentric boss A forms a bearing about which the

• hole system of' gear trains can be revolved, the amount
f eccentricity being adjusted so as to bring about during a
implete revolution the required number of gear changes.
It will thus be seen that as the box K is rotated con-
mtrically about the boss A different gear trains will be
vouglit into operation, the box K bejng locked in any
quired position corresponding to a particular gear ratio.

The actual operation of changing gear is performed in
ie following manner : The cone . clutch M connecting up
le engine-shaft to the driving pinion is first released,
ie box K is then rotated about the boss A by means of a

1
ver until the particular gear ratio is obtained, the clutch is

jien closed and the drive thereby transmitted to the belt

rim H, which drives direct on to the pulley of the back
wheel.
The gear is designed to obtain four ratios—10 to 1, 8 to 1,

6 to 1, and 4 to 1 (when the belt rim is twice the diameter
of the pulley)—with a gear box weighing only 'about 15 lbs.

and having an external diameter of 8in. ; also, since the box
moves concentrically on the boss A, the belt tension will

remain constant for all gears, the extra weight being located
near the centre of gravity.

Another slightly different design of this ge.w provides side

meshing of gears and stationary position of gears not in use.

B3
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A WEEK IN

WATERPROOFS

AN ACCOUNT*OF THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS FROM A RIDER'S POINT OF VIEW.

I

MAKE a rule of riding to the venue of a trial, as

nothing else tells one so certainly that all the

workshop adjustments are top hole; a long jour-

ney would only mean extra carbon deposits towards

the end of the .thousand miles, but forty or fifty miles

of hilly road provide a final test of the tuning. My
own adjustments included very slow timing of the

magneto, lowering of the compression ratio, a car-

buretter setting which gave a good head of gas at low

engine speeds, etc., etc., and the last road test showed

that the machine could do 55 m.p.h. on the flat (which

meant high r.p.m. on the test hills), and that it could

"climb single figure gradients on bottom gear as slowly

as I could balance or steer. Incidentally my gear

"ratios were 4.5, 6.3. and 9, which took me up all the

test hills with power in reserve : I could have got a

low gear of 13 to r by adjusting the engine pulley

elown to its minimum diameter, but I never touched

either the pulley or the belt throughout the week, and

in the journey home from Taunton the machine did

.57 m.p.h.. i.e., was 2 m.p.h. faster after the trial than

it was before it.

Reaching Taunton on the Saturday, we found the

city absolutely motor mad : even the telegraph boys

were practising " leaning out " round all the corners.

It was a great comfort to find a capacious garage

with a clean floor: in some previous trials we have had

to store our machines in dirty stables, and have been

so crowded that the morning adjustments were most

uncomfortable, and in case of rain we have often been

wet before the start. This year Mr. Loughborough's

starting arrangements were so admirably- spaced and

timed that there were seldom more than twenty riders

at work simultaneously in the garage after breakfast,

and even if we had been packed into a quarter of the

actual space provided there would have been neither

crowding nor confusion. In fact, the entire organisa-

. tion from A to X was perfectly magnificent, and the

new secretary's cttbut was a stupendous triumph.

Monday. Over Dartmoor in the Wet.
Monday's run was to have been a picnic, but the

clerk of the weather intervened, and Ave were very

damn Dicks indeed when we reached Taunton at

night. There were no gradients capable of teasing a

three-speeder, and the surface on the open roads was
too hard and gritty to be really slippery. The terrors

i if West Country grease have been exaggerated : I was
using covers with very shallow longitudinal ribs, which

wore right off in the 1,000 miles, and I only felt a

slip twice, in each case on a tramline. Our main
discomforts on Monday were negotiating slimy streets,

especially from Torquay to Paignton, and facing the

rain across Dartmoor, which lashed our faces like

volleys of duck shot, thanks to the raging gale at its

*4

back. Many of the alleged "storm-proof" garments
leaked like sieves, and the oilskin merchants did a

roaring trade. I was one of the very few men who
kept dry, and I recommend my outfit to genuine

storm-pluggers.

A Rai.iproof Outfit.

It consists of a pair of separate oilskin leggings,

which stop short of the waist ; they are more genuinely

waterproof than the best paramatta, and their low

cut eliminates ventilation troubles. My. feet are pro-

tected by storm goloshes, which are indistinguishable

from patent leather boots- in appearance, and arc

instantaneously cleanable (waders look hideous, cause

perspiration, and are awkward to get oiv and off).

After trying expensive jackets of every known material,

and finding them all porous in prolonged rain, irre-

spective of their cost, I have adopted a good .oilskiii

coat, of the light non-sticky type. Oilskin specialists

stock the higher-priced coats in grey, fawn, green,

and brown, so that one is not limited to the hideous

blacks and yellows. I am most proud of my head

gear; a cap lets runnels of water flow freely down
one's neck; the tail of a sou'-wester " lifts '•' in the

wind like the planes of a Bleriot, so I use a close-

fitting Flixson-cloth helmet which comes down on to

the shoulders and round under the chin, its" only

orifice being an oval face-hole. Not a drop of water

penetrated my armour all week, and its total cost was
33s. complete.

The " secret check " system is more gratifying tn

the public than to the competitors. It is very tedious

to ride r.ooo miles with one eye on a watch and the

other on the odometer, but there is no simpler method
of insuring that trouble shall incur a penalty. In all

previous trials I was normally thirty- minutes ahead

of schedule time, and could face an awkward repair

without risking the loss of a single mark. In this trial

I was normally dead on time, and it was always

questionable whether even a simple puncture might

not result in a penalty. It depended on how close

ahead the next secret check might be. " Blinding"

has been automatically eliminated, except in those

rare cases when a man is fighting to avoid disqualifi-

cation by finishing a day's run not more than two

hours late.

Tuesday. Ths Bad Roads of North Devon.
Tuesday was a forriiidable day. We had our first

taste of the badly kept roads of North Devon, and

sampled its gradients. Several men had to dismount

and gallop alongside out of Parracombe village—the

hill took us by surprise, and the corner at the foot

was greasy. I was busy wondering whether I had

better try a lower gear than q for Beggar's Roost.

But my engine felt very full of ginger that morning-
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Avon Motor Cycle Tyres.
Suitable -for1 all climates.

AVON MOTOR
CYCLE TUBES

fitted with motor cycle valves.

No. 2 Quality P.A. Quality
(Red or Grey) (Red or Grey)

24", 26", and 28*.

2" - 8/9 ea. all 2" - 7/6 ea.

2J" - 9/6 ,

10/32V
GUARAN-
TEED.

2l
•7I"2 5

8/3
9/-

All motor cycle tubes can be fitted

with the Avon Dome Ends at

2/- p^r tube extra.
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— 1/5 per foot.
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BELTING.
.. 2/1 per loot
.. 2/4 per foot.

AVON MOTOR CYCLE
COVER RETREADS.

Size. 26" or 2S" x 2", 2 J", and 2.1".

Steel Studded - - - : - - - -"29/8
Avon Combination (1910) - - - 25/-

Extra Heavy Rubber Stud or

7 line pattern - - - - - 13/6
Medium A. Rubber Stud, or 7 line

pattern -------- 11/6

Bicar.

Made In 24", 2^"

and 28".

2J* • 32/6 each

2i" - 34/3 „

Suitable for

3J to 5-6 h.p.

Druid.

Made in 24", 26",

and 28 .

2" - 21/- each.

2>" - 22/9 „

2j" - 24/6 „

Suitable (or

2^ to 3& h.p. and
Sidecar wheels.

^--,,

Lightweight B

Made in 24", 26",

and 28".

2" - 15/6 each.

2i" - 16/3 „

2j" " W/- „

A special grade

at a special price.

Stee! Studded

Made in 24", 26',

and 28".

2"
,- 45/9 each.

2J" - 47/6
,;

'il' - 49/3 ,.

Specially constmete

studs, larye base.

Write for our new illustrated catalogue, free upon application, full information

Whatever machine you ride, see that the Tyres bear AVON name.

The Avon India Rubber Go., Ltd., Meiksham, witts, England.

LONDON: 35, Long Acre, W.C. MANCHESTER: 229, Deansgate.

BIRMINGHAM : 204, Corporation Street. GLASGOW : 197, Buchanan Street.

Large Stocks kept at all our Branches. Also at most highclass Motor Cycle Depots.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable -to mention " The Motor Cycle..". E5
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There it is—
my saddle—the saddle that has leveabd to me the real luxury

of a perfect saddle service—the

BROOKS-
the only saddle that can embody that exclusive feature— the
BROOKS Patent Compound Spring.

And you must learn by actual experience the value of that feature— it

cannot be over-estimated, and — it means " the roughest road
vibrafionless "

1

Let us send you copy of the BROOKS BOOK!.

J. B. BROOKS 81 CO., LIMITED,
49, Criterion Works, Birmingham.

Note

that a

full range

of the BROOKS
Cycle and Motor

Cycle Specialities

may be seen, {but not

purchased) at our London

Showrooms — Criterion House,

11, Crape Street, .Shaftesbury

A'eenue. W.C. (Oxford Street ev.di

The Speedy
Little Car with

the Big Prestige.
(English Made)

SPECIAL POINTS OF ADVANTAGE. —
Simple construction—every part easily accessible—of best

workmanship and material—does not skirl—easy on tyres

—

petrol consumption about 50 mile* per gallon—low cost of

6|| upkeep

—

do differential gear box—in every respecr. the

£|| ideal ' little ' runabout. Frice £Gfi

P*| Or with lamps, double hood, wini screen, searchligut and
t|$ generator, and other extras, £114.m _._—

_

m.
Jllmtratal Booklet >uul Price List free from

SABELLA CARS, Limited,

SIDECAR RECORD
At Brooklands, July 25th, 1912.

Mr. W. Stanhope Spencer with " Bramble " Sidecar.

THE BRAMBLE MANFG. CO., LTD.,
Charterhouse Mills, London Road,

Tel. 835. COVENTRY.
Prices of all Designs on Application.
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A Week in Waterproofs.—
and when the hill hove in sight I could see there were

no obstructive corners. I had read Spencer's in-

valuable article in The Motor Cycle of June 27th,

and knew I had to hug the wrong side all the way up.

So I tackled it. on the run with a hot engine geared

9 to 1, and yelled up, taking, only- one precaution,

which I invariably observed on all test hills, viz., not

to follow closely on the heels of another rider who
might stick and baulk me. It was shocking to hear

of so many failures, for the grade is only fractionally

worse than Sutton Bank (1 3.33 as against r in

3.96). I think some of them made driving blunders

due to brief acquaintance with their machines. I

know of two men who fitted three-speed hubs specially

for the trials, and when they slammed the lever across

to bottom gear notch for the P,oost, the hub remained

on middle gear, as often happens if the gears are

.

short of oil or if the delicate control is a shade out

of adjustment. So they promptly conked out in

blissful ignorance of the fact that- a touch at the valve

lifter would have snicked the gear home. The one
silly mistake made by the judges was to make Beggar's

Roost and Lynmouth hills " bonus " ciimbs (twenty-

five marks for success and no penalty for failure) and
to make Porlock a fifty mark penalty climb, for Por-

lock—in the condition we struck it—was twenty times

more arduous than either of the bonus climbs.

An Inspection of Porlock and Ly nton.

Running into Lvnmouth for lunch, we all walked
off to survey Lynton Hill, which had to be faced on
Saturday, and we found Spencer's advice quite cor-

rect. It is an easy' climb when you know it, but a

stranger would probably fail on his first attempt, even
if he used an 8 h.p. engine 011 a 10 to 1 gear.

Countisbury came immediately after lunch, and was
listed as a " slow climb," but we were at liberty to

use our bottom gears and slip our clutches; the

rumour about taking it on top gear was nonsense. It

is a simple climb for a single speeder when it is drv,

150 yards of r in 6 round the easy curve at the bottom
is its only difficulty, and except -in wet weather there

is always" a. strip of good going r8in. wide on the

wrong side. Not knowing the hill I thought it wise

to leave the crawling prize to others, and popped up
comfortably at 10 m.p.h., changing on to middle gear
above the Tors Hotel garage. I took special note of

Porlock Hill as we dropped down it, for it was another
new hill, and we had to tackle it with carbonised
engines on Saturday morning. Some of the astute

trade riders turned round at the bottom and made
triaL ascents, as there were no officials about, but

I their cunning did not profit them, for Porlock on
Tuesday dry and Porlock on Saturday wet were as

different as cheese and rice pudding. After this we
;
had a soft run home.

Wednesday. An Easy Run in Gloucestershire.

Wednesday was a tolerably easy day in spite of
much heavy rain. : The hill-climbs, Cothelstone,
Cheddar, YVooiton, Scot's Quarry, and Birdlip,
brought very few men off middle gear, and burdened
only a handful of weaklings with penalties. In fact

only a combination of bad corner, bad gradient, and
had surface can tease a modern three-speeder, and as

..
a consequence the hill-climbing element of a trial has

lost most of its sporting interest. It was very foolish

of the organisers to "observe." The yard at the

top of Birdlip looked like an Olympia Show—1 have
never seen so many motor cyclist spectators gathered
together. One brought a very curious sidecar which,

as somebody said, was ;
' trying to look like a vege-

table marrow."

Thursday. The Secret Route.

In Taunton everybody was talking with bated breath

of Thursday's secret route ; to hear the croakers one
would fancy we should be set to climb trees and ford

rivers. Some of the trade men had previously ex-

plored the side tracks in the neighbourhood, and they

assured us there was no cause for alarm. The climb-

ing shrank to a very few patches of single figure

gradients in narrow' lanes, and the water' splashes

dwindled to a couple of tiny trickles across the road.

It was an interesting day, nevertheless, for the hedges
and corners kept us perm; nentlv on the qui vice—
one. never knew what was coming. I smelt a rat

whenever I momentarily found mvself on a good road
with a range of hills anywhere handy, knowing it was
heavy odds on a .double V corner inside a mile,

followed by a greasy lane ascending 'tortuously. How-
ever, the hills were all '-' potty " (except Byber's) and
I look them easily on middle gear.

A Surprise Hill.

' Bvber's was most ingeniously planned. Our watch-

fulness had been lulled by twelve miles of decent

highway, the route

card said " Taun-
ton 85 miles," the

speedometer trip

said " 75 miles,"

and the milestone

said " Taunton
10." The obvious

deduction was that

we were to amble

g e.n t 1 v straight

down the main
road into lunch,

with - no more
twists or thrills.

A 7 h p. J.A.P, engine with several novel and Four of US swung
original devices to gain e'<tra speed which F. H. -,

Arnott is taning up for an attampt to break the rotlllU an easy
Brooklands short distance records. curve at ^o m.p.h.

when suddenly an arrow made us turn V-wise round

a most awkward corner. Great was the squeaking of

brakes and crackling of oaths. The presence of an

official concealed inside the corner showed that a dis-

mount spelt a penalty, and simultaneously we sighted

a huge crowd almost vertically overhead massed in

that arc formation which- shrieks the information '' 1

in 5 hairpin " to an experienced competition man.

Somehow or other the clump of us bundled up the

rjrkscrew to discover some real gradient on a stony

L.-.face that was unsuccessfully trying to be genuinely

Scotch. I clambered up after an awkward wrestle

with my gear lever. This narrow squeak lor 50

marks taught me a lesson, and ever afterwards I

changed down early when a bad hill was anticipated.

The afternoon's run was free from the awful grease

which had bothered us all morning, and simply

bristled with little hills, (hough none of them could be
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A Week in Waterproofs —
termed difficult. I was surprised more use was not

made of the 'Dartmoor and North Devon -by-roads,

which are distinctly more severe than any in the im-

mediate neighbourhood- ol Taunton.

Friday. Less Rain and Easy Roads.

Friday was pure bathos— 150 miles of undulating

main road, with only one footling little slow climb to

spice it. It gave us a rest in preparation for the

terrors of Lynton and Porlock on Saturday, and

served to show off our machines to the public in yet

another district. Moreover, there was not as much

rain as usual. In the evening we all got very nervous.

A pressman who was spending the night in Porlock

village telephoned that rain had fallen steadily all

day, and that the famous hill was in a shocking con-

dition. Some "sixty amateur motor cyclists had

attempted it during' the day, and only two had got

up, for a deep sea of red mud ex-
, .,^ssB^a

tended practically across the road KfiSH

at the second corner, and covered j

it from hedge to hedge higher up.

Lynton Hill would, of course, be

equally difficult, and we had to rise
\

at 4 a.m. and" face these perils on ||,

empty stomachs, for who can eat 11:

heartily- at sunrise ? J
Saturday. The Grand Finale.

Some of the men put their gears

right down to 12 and 13 to i,"

others -contemptuously kept their

pulleys up. I decided on a 9 to 1

gear out of policy, not conceit, for

the eight miles non-stop prior to

the hill would not be good for the

engine on a 6y2 geav. Down the

short hill into Porlock most people
cooled their engines by coasting on
low gear, so getting as much as

500 idle revolutions, and tackling
the climb with chilled cylinders. a group of motor
A little jockeying for positions
ensued—nobody wanted to ascend behind a clump

.
and get baulked—and then up we went. On the
initial stages, which are easy and have a com-
paratively good surface, I kept my throttle nearly-

shut. When the first bend loomed up it was churned
into a quagmire of seething red mud, varying from
4in. to 12m. deep, and I took it wide, where in

happier days the smooth hard strip is wont to be
found. Whether there was a better track on the
other side I don't know.

I Slither up PorlocK.

Both wheels were sliding violently in all directions,

and the back wheel w-ould occasionally sink into a

deep patch and spin uselessly for a moment until the

throttle was shut, when it would bite suddenly and
tempt the engine to conk out unless the carburetter

levers were hastily reset. By this time all hope of a

technically ' :

clean ascent "with feet on the rests was
gone. Our feet were all trailing in the claret-coloured

mire, steadying our machines now on 'this side, now
on that, for the side of the road was banked gutter-

wards, and the centre was so ploughed up as to be

unrideable. The sides of the hill were littered with

machines that had conked out, and were going vp

b3

in penny numbers. It was a grotesque burlesque of a

hill-climb, for nobody was short of engine power, hut

nobody could steer or balance properly. Somehow
or other I slithered up to the second bend, where the

road vanished suddenly to the left, and a huge crowd
of spectators were consumed with laughter. Cutting

across the crook of the bend I espied on the left a

steep heather bank, on the right an indescribably

deep ocean of red mire, and in between them a narrow

V-section rut full of red grease. By a gorgeous fluke

I got my front wheel heading for the rut, and slid up
I

it, grade apparently 1 in 4.

And Just Miss a Boulder.
Suddenly in the centre of the rut there loomed up

a beetle-toothed boulder a foot high. The front

wheel missed it by- an inch, and giving it a frightful

kick with my left foot I just yawed the machine wide

of it and scraped up. Further up, in company wifs

cyclists attaihed to the South Midland Royal Engineers, at the camp on

Salisbu y Plain.

many others, I turned completely round in a deep

swamp of red mud where the road was practically

level, and tried to re-descend the hill. Everybody

who reached the check at the corner of the toll-road

up to time was unfeignedly glad. I was relieved to

hear I had not been abnormally clumsy, for" every-

body had to trail feet, while the big twins proved less

steerable than the singles.

Dropping "swiftly into Lynmouth through the white

fog banks and driving rain, we found a far more prac-

ticable climb awaiting us. Right up this hill there is

a well-beaten track T8in. wide on the wrong side, anil

though very greasy it was not deep in mud or unduly

soft. My back -wheel never spun on it, bat as die

tread was practically smooth, I was unhappy about

side swerves, especially with one's right hand knuckles

practically scraping the rock wall all the way up.

We were all unfeignedly glad when this wet and

weary week came to an end. Porlock in the grease

will long remain in our memories as the worst single

test to which motor cycles have ever been subje ted,

but otherwise—in spite of the rain—the west couuraj

roads are, after all, only child's play compared io die

Scottish Trials.
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MW "THE BEST THING 'IN' ENGINES.''

" It does

not

^Carbonize

'

MONOGRAM OIL
Recent Conspicuous Successes.

" It will

not

Clog "

SCOTTISH RELIABILITY
TRIALS.
C. T. IMewsome on a Rover.
R. Holloway on a Premier.
J. Oliphant on a Premier.
W. D. South on a Rudge.
B. Yates on a Humber.
E. G. Edmunds on a Rudge.
R. G. Mundy on a McBeth

Precision.
G. Griffiths on a Zenith.

Gold

Medal

Winners

NORTH MIDDLESEX MOTOR
CYCLING CLUB.

Open Trial.

THE ONLY GOLD MEDAL.

D. H. Noble on a Rover.

.CO. HILL-CLIMBING & BRAKE
TEST.

(Devonshire.)

GOLD MEDAL awarded to C. T.
Newsome on a Rover.

ENGLISH-DUTCH RELIABILITY
TRIAL IN HOLLAND.

HIGHEST HONOURS.

SILVER MEDAL awarded to R. G.
Mundy on a Quadrant.

Gold

Medal

Winners

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
R. Holloway on a Premier.
C. T. Newsome on a Rover.
D. H. Noble on a Rover.
W. D. South on a Rudge.
H. C. Mills on a Green

Precision.
W. B. Little on a Premier.
S. Sawer on a Premier.
E. P. Dickson on a Zenith.

A. E. Catt on a Triumph.
G. Griffiths on a Zenith.

R. G. Mundy on a Quadrant

Mrs. Hardee on a P. & M.

Bronze

I

Miss Hammett on a
Douglas.

W. E. Cooke on an A.S.L.

HILL CLESVSB.
Caerphilly. Glamorgan.

2 FIRSTS and 1 FASTEST TIME.
C. T. Newsome on a Rover.

BROOKLANDS.
B.A.R.C. Meeting. E. B. Ware FIRST.

Sidecar Race. B.M.C.R.C.
E. B. Ware FIRST.

ALL WON ON " MONOGRAM
HOTOR CYCLE OIL..

That we have made a successful study of the best kinds of lubricants for motor cycles

Is proved by the above successes. We will be pleased to advise you on any point con-

cerning the best oil for your engine. Advice gladly given gratis.

BRITISH MONOGRAM OIL CO., Ltd., THE VALE, ACTON, W.
'Phone—1012 Chiswick. 'Grams—" Oilogramic. London."

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention. " The Motor Curie
"
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HILL CLIMBING.
" I feel I must express my surprise at the hill-climbing qualities

of the fixed engine B.S.A. Motor Cycle you supplied me with. I

have same permanently attached to sidecar. I had occasion to

climb Maldon Hill twice recently, when it took same in grand style

with wife in sidecar on both occasions. This is considered the

worst hill in Essex, and was taken after a 16 mile run with warm
engine. It also appears a very cool running engine, as when riding

I can always comfortably bear my hand down fins on cylinder ; it

never seems to heat beyond a certain temperature. The balance

is perfect and it is easy starting, and altogether I am more than

satisfied."

H. G. DIGBY, West Mersea, Essex.

Write for Latest Catalogue of B.S.A. Motor Bicycles.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO. LTD, 13, Small Heath, Birmingham.

Fixed Engine Model

T.T. Model

Free Engine Model... ._ £56 10

Two-Speed Free Engine ... £60

pff¥a^MMiwB>Perfect iit
S«?^SS£ac»!o5*!K»K45j5>SJse>

In answering this advertisement it n desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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, The Editor does not hold himself respon
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motcr Cycle," 20, Tudor

Waterproof Glue.

Sir,—Your correspondent " Mudplugger's " tip for a
waterproofing mixture is splendid, being effectual and
cheap. I wonder if he or any reader could give us
ingredients for making a waterproof glue.

ANOTHER MUDPLUGGER.

Care of Belt Fasteners.

Sir,—A tip which 1 have found very useful, and which
may be of service to your readers, is to smear the hook and
rollers of the belt fastener thickly with vaseline. The
average . motor cyclist forgets all about this essential
accessory until, generally in the pouring rain, the fastener
pulls through. If the fastener is not kept Well oiled, rust
sets in and makes short work of the connection. Ordinary
oil soon works off, but a lump of vaseline will both ease
the hook and the roller and will prevent rust. It will

double or even treble the life of a belt fastener.

F. G. PEARSON.

ible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and adJress.

or longer- if necessary. Fiat jiistitia ruat roehim.
Surely it is possible to be "funny without being vulgar,"
as Albert Chevalier used to sing ACTON HILL

Pillion Seats.

Sir,—In your issue of August 15th appears a letter under
the heading of " Pillion Seats," signed by "G.W."

I would like first to say that I quite agree with the
writer as to the dangerous practice of carrying a passenger
0:1 a motor cycle in that way.

My object in asking you to publish this letter is because
the rider mentioned or referred to is a personal friend and
clubmate of mine, and as my initials are the same it might
lead one to suppose that the letter came from me. You, sir,

will, of course, know that this is not the case. So far as

I am aware, I do not know the writer. G. WEST.

The Behaviour of certain Motor Cyclists.

Sir,—I was sorry to read again in your columns of the

bad-mannered behaviour of certain motor cyclists. The
stories are very similar to what we read respecting the
rowdiness (to use a very mild term) which took place during
the Scottish Trials. If this sort of thing is allowed to con-

tinue, all motor cyclists will in time become tarred with
the same brush, and most undeservedly. I should like to

suggest that the A.C.U. take the matter up, publish the
names of the offenders, and suspend them for a twelvemonth,

Sir,—I have been using a pillion seat (Leamington chair)

for about twelve months and have had various upsets along
with a great deal of pleasure in using it. My first upset
was owing to making a wrong turn and trying to correct

myself too rapidly. The others have been due to grease,

i.e.. muddy roads. On these occasions, after much considera-
tion of the reason or the main cause, I have come to the
conclusion that the fall was dug tc a sudden application of

the brake on the front wheel.
Regarding the automatic carburetter, may I say that the

quest is more or less doomed to failure. You may get

simplicity, but you will get a hotter engine
;
you may even

save petrol, but you wdl never get the power that a twin
carburetter as the B. and B. will give. The automatic inlet

valve has gone out because it was not as unerring -as the
m.o.i.v., and so will the automatic carburetter.

HAMPSFIELD.

The Hover machines in the Six Diys' Trial ran most consistently. D. H.
Noble (shown above in the pouing rain at Two Bridges) climbed all hills on
the route and gained 25 marks tonus for an ascent ol Lynion Hill, Lynmouth.

The Braking Effect of Compression.

Sir,—I should be interested to know, in the columns of

your paper, by virtue of what one gets any braking effect

from running against the compression. Practically, of

course, one does, but theoretically it would seem that one
ought not to. When the engine is hot and the gas is turned
off while running it sucks in cold air alone, which will get

hotter and hotter during the cycle, till on the power stroke

it should be doing more work on the piston in expanding
hot than the piston has done on it in compressing it cold.

If the process were entirely adiabatic, which it very nearly

is, and the cylinder walls were at the same temperature as

the air in inlet, the work done on the air would be exactly

the same as the work got out of it again. But even when
the process is not truly adiabatic and the cylinder walls

are hot, it is doubtful whether the air ever reaches a higher

temperature on compression than that of the cylinder walls,

so that any transference of heat would be from the walls

to the air, and not from the air to the walls. Part of this

heat must necessarily appear in the form of extra work on
the power stroke. Unless, therefore, the fact that the

exhaust opens before the bottom of the power stroke is

sufficient to dissipate that extra work, as well as some of

that which would be got back from the air from ordinary

adiabatic expansion, it is not clear wherein the braking

effect lies. I have neglected the resistance due to friction

in the argument, as this is present even with the exhaust

open, though not to quite the same extent.

I would be very interested to hear an opinion expressed on

this problem. R. WEST.
EII
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Power for Sidecar Work.

Sir —Undoubtedly to many owners, simplicity is a sine

fj-.iri nnn. and this is why they prefer overloading a 3£ h.p.

to buving the more complicated machine. But the 3-^ h.p.

is not designed for sidecar work, generally speaking, and

.the sight of one of these gallant engines dragging the sort

of " hotel " that constitutes many modern sidecars, ought

to receive the consideration of the R.S.P.C.A. The machines

will do it I know, but is it good for them, will they last as

long, is it not in the end false •economy? I have seen

donkeys dragging an entire family to Epsom, but my
sympathy was with the donkey. I would therefore call the

attention of "simplicity seekers" to a combination which is

not overloaded when pulling a sidecar and possesses the

advantages of a single-cylinder. I refer to the 600 c.c.

singles. "The way in which these engines will pick up from

a traffic stop or" on a hill is nothing short of marvellous.

Lone grinds on low gear are unknown, and almost any main

road" hill can be' surmounted on a 4| to- 1 gear, my usual

touring gear being 4^ to 1. This, I believe, is impossible

on a 3j h.p. unless the owner lives in a very flat district.

Recently, having mislaid my belt punch, I was unable to

lower my gear from the abnormally high ratio of 4i to 1,

but managed to go from just outside Douglas to Ramsey on
- top. A passenger and luggage occupied the sidecar which,

unloaded, is not. light. These few remarks show that for an

extra 50s. one may be possessed of a combination that will

have ample power' coupled with the simplicity of the single-

cylinder. OLDEST.
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your columns, i am convinced that even a cheap third gnde
silver plate would give far better results than first gra u

nickel, and I should imagine the cost of the former proces;

would be very little more than that of the latter. The silver

has a much longer life. It is not destroyed by damp, as

the nickel is, the slight oxidisation that forms on it when'

it has been neglected for a while being easily cleaned off with

a soft chamois leather and a little plate-powder, leaving

the plated part as good as new. On the other hand, no

amount of polishing can restore the nickel when the fatal

"frosty" appearance sets, in; it is gone for ever. There is

also no effort required to restore silver to its virgin bloom,

when it has turned slightly "blue"; while cleaning corroded

nickel is a "terror;" Cannot some manufacturer muster up

enough courage to make the experiment? I am sure he will

be w-ell repaid. Scores of men would rather pay a little

more, and have a plating that would last two or three years,

than put up with the present unsatisfactory nickel finish, that

perishes in as many months, if it be neglected ever, so link.

ANTI-NICKEL.

A new model single-cylinder Moto-Reve uiih engine placed vertically,

production of the Geneva factory.

Silver Plate v. Nickel."

Sir,—Having had an extensive experience with cycles,

typewriters, and other nickel-plated articles, I have been

the recipient of many bitter complaints concerning the un-

satisfactorv state such things get into in a surprisingly

short time. After close observation I have arrived at the

following conclusions :

(1.) That nickel, no matter how good t/ie qualiti/, is

utterly unsuitable to a humid climate like that of Great

Britain.

(2.) That nickel perishes through the corrosive action of

damp, and never gets the ghost of a chance to wear out.

(3.) There exists no satisfactory method of adequately

protecting it ; the usual method of smothering it with

vaseline and other grease being most objectionable.

(4.) That it is high time some other metallic finish took

the place of the nickel process.

I suggest electro-silver. I know the machines can be

enamelled (after the fashion of an "all weather" mount), but

this is not a satisfactory solution of the problem. Bright metal

is attractive to the eye, and will always be preferred, to a

dull finish by most people ; consequently plating of some sort

must be adopted. The idea of silver may be startling at the

first blush, but I would like to see the subject discussed in

Petrol Consumption.

Sir.—I have noted correspondence in your columns lately

regarding petrol consumption, and see that very few gel

more than 90-95 m.p.g. It seems strange—perhaps it is "in

the air "—as a 3£ h.p. Humber with twe speeds that I had

averaged 115 m.p.g., and my present machine (1911 5 h.p.

Indian) regularly does 120 m.p.g. This seems a long

distance, but I assure you it is quite

accurate. The district round here ..is

very hilly also. Of course, the machine

is kept in decent trim, and engine

cleaned out about every 300 miles. I

presume the majority of people do not

worry about this more than once every

800 miles or so. I find it pays to clean

often, and have the pitting (if any) on

the valves turned off in a lathe. A
few revolutions with grinding paste then

does the trick without appreciable wear

on the seating.

The few motor cyclists around here

are extremely keen. Some weeks ago

a Salvation Army man, soliciting alms,

rolled up on a 3£ h.p. New Hudson—

a

gift to the Army from one of its

patrons. We got into conversation and

he told us he does all his travelling

round the country on it, rarely taking

a train. He was so keen he nearly

forgot to ask for a subscription

!

One grumble before I close, and as it

is a serious matter for those living on

bad roads, and is an old complaint, it

is strange so little notice is taken by

manufacturers shipping machines over-

machines fitted with extra strong

Even the front wheel, supported

by the spring* forks, loses its shape, and the back wheel is a

continual source of annoyance. My own machine was fitted

with special rims and spokes and 2|in. tyres by the Hendee

Co., London, without my requesting them to do so, and they

do not show the wear anything like some of the machines I

see that have not been subjected to the banging about mine

gets, nor half the mileage.

By the way, I seem to remember a threat last year that,

before long, Mr. Wells was to make our 3i h.p. singles eat

dirt, and a request that you make a note of it. That seems

to have been the end of the furrow. What a pity

!

Congratulations to tlie Old Country on regaining the T.T.

May she long retain it. I ride a machine of foreign manu-

facture, but like to see British machines do themselves

justice. BWANA M'DOGO.
Selukwe.

This is the latest

sea, why are not

rims and spokes ?

A Few Lines about New Zealand.

. Sir,—As I derive so much pleasure from your papejj

I cannot refrain from sending you a few lines about New
Zealand. I drive one of the few sidecars here, and tie

only one in this district, about half-way between Wellington
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and Napier. New Zealand, though a hilly country, is not,

at least in the southern half of the North Island, a country
of very steep hills, but nearly all the hills are fairly steep.

Grades worse than 1 in 9 are rare, most hills are between
1 in 12 and 1 in 10. In fact, the road has sometimes been
sacrificed to the grade. The hill roads -are always very
narrow and often very rough. There will be just room for

light traps to pass, and often on bad hills not that. I have
never seen in England roads so narrow with a cliff wall on
one side and a drop of from five to fifty feet or more on the

other. I hope one day soon to make some careful measure-
ments of some of the hills roind here. Judging by the pic-

tures in The Molar Cycle our corners are much worse than
yours.

I am hoping to get a powerful twin soon ; these hills are

just too much for Triumph -and sidecar unless the engiue is

in very good tune, and then you want to be lucky. We (my
wife and I) want to have the best sidecar that can be got.

But which is it? I had intended to be guided by the

A.C.U. Quarterly -Trials and the T.T. Race, so you can
imagine my disgust when I found that all the leading

makers had decided not to compete. As things are now.
I think the choice will be a Chater-Lea three-speed, with
which Mr. Ware performed so consistentlv last year.

Pahiatua, N.Z. C. H. ISAACSON.

A Sidecar Experience.

Sir,—Having carefully read the description given by a

member of your staff, in your issue of August 1st, 1912, may
I take up a little of your valuable space by a description

of my experiences with a 6 h.p. Entield sidecar combination,
which I purchased on June 8th.

Since then I have done close upon 3,000 miles, with- only
one slight mishap, which was on July 20th. I entered for

a reliability trial, but through some misfortune missed my
way and got twenty miles off the track. I made my time
up by travelling about thirty miles at between forty-five and
fifty miles an hour, but unfortunately missed a check and
got disqualified, my machine having made about the best

time of the day. Whilst travelling at the above mentioned
speed, I neglected to give the engine more oil, with the
result that the bearings got hot and wore the pulley end
bush. I ride my machine all weathers, and have been out
in such storms lately that no belt machine could have pulled
through. I certainly like the chain drive very much, as I

consider it is far cheaper than belts, as up to now my chain
is showing no signs of wear, and I could never get a belt

to run above 500 miles on a similar powered machine. It

certainly is a little heavier on tyres, but not much; I had
to change my back tyre at the end of about 2,000 miles.

With regard to petrol consumption, I can get far better
mileage than I could get with a single 3£- and sidecar, my
average mileage is about 70 to the gallon. The writer of

the article mentions various details with which he has had
trouble, e.g., the gear lever. If he had squirted a little

oil into the socket, he would have found that it would

have slipped into gear quite easily without any fierceness.

Now the writer also complains of the noise from the valve
tappets. Well, you have no other noise to hear, as the
engine is so silenced that you cannot hear it, whereas on
other machines you cannot hear the tappets for the noise
of the engine. The only fault I have to find with the En-
field machine in any way is that it is too quiet, or, to ex-
plain, I think it would be better with a cut out, as when .you
are going through traffic, and running very slowly you have
to be constantly sounding your horn to attract attention. I

am enclosing photograph of my machine at a surprise check
on July 20th. The sidecar passenger is Mr. It. Fearnside
(also an Enfield rider), the checker. Dr. Dolan. secretary of

Pontefract M.C.C. Wji. SHARROCK. JuW.

Sir.—Having read with interest your critique of the Royal
Enfield sidecar combination, may I trouble you with a short
account of experience with this machine. A month ago 1

purchased a 6 h.p. sidecar Royal Enfield from Messrs.
Wauchope, taken from stock, and up to now have done 1.100

miles on it. twice driving it through London. In this time
I have not broken one valve spring and lost only one nut,
viz.. the one that screws the mudguard to the carrier. Your
article infers that the engine shocks shake all nuts loose. I

have not found a single nut come adrift other than this one.

After twenty miles I found the gear perfectly sweet to

handle, and can now drive through London without a stop.

I ran over to Princes Risboro' the other day and climbed
Kop Hill with ease with a passenger. The only fault I can
possibly find with the machine is that it is difficult exactly to

calculate the drip feed, and I have had to stop once or twice
to clean the rear plug ; this, however, is a matter of experi-

ence. Up to now I have not had a puncture in any wheel.

R. C. OWEN-WELLS.

The Motor Cycle for Military Purposes.

Sir,—Having at different times read in your paper accounts,

of military motor cyclists, it occurs to me that your readers

may be interested to know how useful and practical motor
cyclists are when attached to a telegraph company of Royal
Engineers. The company under my command is entitled to

an establishment of eight motor cyclists, although up to now
only one has joined. This one, however, with a 3£ New
Hudson and sidecar, did splendid work during training

this year. On one occasion, on a scheme of telegraph com-
munications, an office was required for a force three miles

distant from the base on an existing cable line. The motor
cyclist was detailed for this work, and carrying a tele

graphist, and a complete office equipment, consisting of a

tent, instrument, etc., was able to reach the required spot

from the base, tap the line, set up an office, and dispatch
a message of ordinary length in less than fifteen minutes.
The old method would have been to send a light horsed cart,

and more than double the time would have been required.

For repairing faults and breakdowns, general orderly work,
and intercommunication where no lines existed, he was in-

valuable, and I only regret that others have not followed
his example and joined this most interesting branch of the

Territorial Force, although I trust that by next year's train-

ing the section attached to this company will be complete.

I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that it will be
one of the most useful sectons in the unit.

Both the two other officers of the company and myself
are keen motor cyclists, and all ride Bradburys. We find

that the motor cycle, when the work lies on the road and
not across country, is far handier and quicker than horses,

and it is quite easy for an officer to go over and inspect

the whole of an extensive scheme of communication from
end to end, when in the limited time available it would
often be impossible on horseback.

H. C. SAUNDERS (Capt.),

O.C. Home Counties Div. Telegraph Co., R.E.

W. Sharcoek, Jim. (6 h.p. Enfleld sidecar), in a secret check. (See letter above).

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Will "R.G.C." (Bridlington) kindly send his full name and

address to the Editor, as several communications are waiting

for him.
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THE LEA-FRANCIS,
An entirely New Design embodying

many Special Features.

Valve sije of the new 3 h.p. twio-
cy.inuer two-speed Lea-Francis,

WE tire able to publish in this article the first

description of a new motor cycle shortly to be
marketed by Messrs. Lea and Francis, Ltd.,

of Coventry. This firm's bicjcles have made such a

name for excellence of workmanship and detail that

it did not come as a surprise to us to find that their

motor cycles show the same care and thoroughness

throughout. As Mr. Ingallj who has charge of. the new
department, pointed out to us, they have laid them-

selves out to manufacture a machine which is. oil and
mud proof, and which can be ridden anywhere with-

out fear of getting dirty. The machine is emphatically

not a racer, but at the same time is capable of a very

fair turn of speed, and is constructed for comfort and
durability. The engine presents no very novel features,

Tije power unit. The front oil bath chain case has been removed to show
driving and magneto chains.

being a twin-cylinder of 60 mm. bore by 76 mm. stroke

and rated at 3 h.p. The chief feature of this part is'

the neat exhaust lifter and adjustable tappets. The
exhaust lifter may be adjusted, so that each valve is

lifted to exactly the same degree, or so that one.'

cylinder may be cut out before the other so as to suit'

the requirements of the owner.

An Automatic Carburetter.

A novel automatic carburetter will be fitted which at

the present moment we are not at. liberty to describe,

though we may say that, to our own knowledge, a

larger model is giving every satisfaction on a well-

known make of car at the present time. Behind the

engine, and driven by chain from the crankshaft, lies

a Bosch magneto, well out of the way of mud and
water, and capable of being moved longitudinally for

chain adjustment. Particular care has been taken to

place the make and break in an accessible position,

and the high-tension wires are carried in metal tubes-

clipped to the frame by a spring clip. From "the

engine-shaft also runs a chain drive to a two-speed
gear placed in the bottom bracket and of unusual
construction. Both the driving and magneto chains are

enclosed in an oiltight chain case, which is readily

detachable by means oftwo spring clips. The driven

sprocket is mounted loosely between two plates, which
it drives through the medium of four coil springs, thus

removing all harshness from the drive:

A Plate Clutch and Two Speeds.
Mounted concentrically with the sprocket is a multi-

plate clutch of particularly stout construction, and
containing twenty pairs of steel plates. The two-speed
gear is of the sliding dog type, and is carried in a phos-
phor bronze case, which case is mounted inside a special

steel casting which forms the bottom bracket. The main
gearshaft is eccentric to the bottom bracket, and thus

a rotary movement of the gear box in its outer shell-
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Spring drive and clnteh actuation. Arrangement of exhaust lift and adjustable tappei.
Rear brake shoe and adjustment.

forms a simple adjustment for the driving chain. By
a very ingenious construction this movement of

the gear box disturbs neither the adjustment of the

gear striking mechanism nor the kick starter. Springs
are arranged in the gear striking mechanism so as to

prevent damage from careless manipulation, and the

control is effected by a neat ivory-handled lever carried

on a quadrant brazed to the top tube, the connection
being made through Bowden wires. From the gear
box another chain drives the rear wheel, and this also

is enclosed in an oiltight casing.

Quickly Detachable Wheels.

The rear wheel is of the quick detachable type,

and is driven from the sprocket by means of dogs.

It is only necessary to swing up the hinged rear mud-
guard and detach one bolt, and the wheel may be
entirely removed, leaving the sprocket, chain case, and
brake gear in situ. So that the wheel may be easily

withdrawn from the dogs, a distance piece of slightly

more than the depth of the teeth is placed on the

side opposite to the chain wheel, and this distance
piece is carried on an arm hinged to the frame, so

that it cannot be dropped and mislaid. The wheel
runs on a ball bearing huh provided with felt washers

Three-quarter rear view showing the efficient mudguarding. An underpan
is also to be fitted as standard.

so as to keep out mud and also to retain oil. The
front wheel is held in the Druid licence forks by

means of sunk washers, but, so as to render it easily

detachable, these washers are made to stand out from
the forks, and have a knurled rim which can be

easily gripped. Both front and rear wheels are pro-

vided with V brake rims of such a diameter that they

do not interfere with tyre removal, and have shoes

acting on the inside of the V. This, of course, per-

mits the wheels to be withdrawn without disturbing

the brake tackle. The front wheel brake is actuated

by the usual hand-grip and the rear by a pedal placed

on the right hand side ; a similar pedal on the left

side operates the clutch, which may also be withdrawn
by a hand lever so as to make starting easier. The
clutch pedal is of the car type ; that is to say, as

soon as the pressure of the foot is removed the clutch

engages of its own accord, and no heel pedal is neces-

sary. Simple and accessible means are provided for

the adjustment of both brakes and clutch.

Special Mudproofing of the Machine.
Mudguarding has received very special attention,

and both front and rear guards have deep extensions

at each side running the complete length of the

guards. Long rubber-covered footboards extend from
the gear box to the front of the engine, which is

encased from below by a neat metal under-screen.

Stands are fitted to both wheels but are of the usual

type. The general lines of the frame are very neat,

and it is particularly noticeable that the front down
tube is parallel to the front cylinder, and that every

frame tube, with the exception of the back stays, has

a parallel in some part of the frame. A dropped top

tube is used, and ,neat V handle-bars which lie parallel

to the top tube and have a sensible drop at the rear

to ensure a comfortable position for the wrists. The
handle-bar pillar extends upwards through the bars

so as to form a convenient fitting for the lamp and
generator bracket, and in the open end of the pillar is

placed an oil squirt.

Bowden wires are carried inside the bars, and com-
ing out through special lugs at- the front they then

follow the frame tubes to their respective mechanism,
and are supported by special frame lugs and screw
caps, thus obviating the necessity for unsightly clips.

It may be mentioned that every pin joint works in a

hardened and ground steel bush, the pin itself being

the moving part. Thus only a new pin is required if

wear should occur. There will be no plating

except on those parts which it is necessary to see in

the dark. The tyres fitted are 26 x 2%. Beyond this

description we can only say that the motor bicycle is

typical of the Lea and Francis work, and we can
scarcely give higher praise.
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Tyre and Belt Tests in the Six Days' Trials.

Tyre Judge's Report (abridged).

THE prize offered " for the set of tyres which has with
stood the severe conditions of the trial most satis-

factorily " has been awarded to the set entered by
the Palmer Tyre, Ltd., and carried on F.

Smith's 5-6 h.p. Clyno sidecar. In making this award, it

was necessary to consider the exact terms of the conditions
under which the prize was offered. Those terms are very
specific, and are not qualified by any reference to the size

•ir costs of the tyres. [The italics are ours.

—

Ed.] The condition
of the set of tyres to 'which the prize has been awarded
was undoubtedly better at the conclusion of the trial than
that of any other set under my observation. In fact, except
for the tyre mounted on the driving wheel, it would have
been difficult to say that the covers had been used at all,

and on the driving wheel cover itself, except for the very
slight markings on the outstanding ribs, there were prac-

tically no indications of wear. I have placed second the
set of 26 x 2£in wire-edged Hutchinson tyres carried on
McMinnies' Triumph, which at the conclusion of the trial

were in most excellent condition.

I would also call attention to the excellent condition of

tha Hutchinson tyres used on A. R. Abbott's Bradbury,
of the Stellastic tyres on F. P. Dickson's 6 h.p. Zenith, and
the Pedley tyres on Griffith's 6 h.p. Zenith. The latter

rider was unfortunate in picking up a large wood screw,
which made a bad double puncture in his back tyre on the
fifth day, and also carried for some considerable distance a

formidable 4in. nail right through the tread and wall of

the tyre, which only just missed piercing tha inner canvas.

The position of the nail showed that the canvas was very

well manufactured, the fabric having withstood the strain

without tearing.

It is only right to call attention to the great difference in

price between the tyres thus specially mentioned above and
the set to which the prize was awarded. The conditions

governing the award do not admit this question of price

being considered therein.

The weights of the covers before the commencement of

the trial were noted and compared with those at the end of

the trial, but it is evident that too much reliance cannot be

placed upon this. The fact that iu some cases the tyres

were slightly heavier at the conclusion shows that the

differences do not entirely represent the loss of material

from the tyres, which can only be accounted for by assuming
that a certain amount of grit and wet had worked into

the tyres.

Although the running conditions were extremely severe, a

distance of 1,000 miles is evidently not sufficient for an

exhaustive test of modern tyres.

The only point in which any tyres appeared to have
deteriorated other than in the wear on the tread was in the

case of certain covers in which the joint between the bead

and the canvas did not appear to have been sufficiently

protected.

Evidences of wear at these points, where the rim presses

hardest on the cover, were observed, and in all such cases

water had soaked through the tyre and had reached the

inner canvas. The presence of this moisture right through

the wall of the tyre could only have the effect of rotting the

fabric.

Wheel Gain or
to Holes through Cover 01 Loss in

Size and Type. Make. Price. Used on. which
Fitted.

other Casualty not
Deflating Tube.

Weight
after Trial

Remarks

26x3 (2£ rim) Palmer Cord £7 X5 4 8 Chater-Lea sc. Back —oi oz. Cover : Studs very slightly worn, remainder of cover in

steel studded excellent condition. Tube : Excellent.

26x3 (2£ rim) Palmer Cord (604 8 Chater-Lea sc. Front + ioz. Cover : In excellent condition, ribs apparently not worn.

ribbed tread Tube : Excellent.

26x3 (2i rim) Palmer Cord '.6 4 8 Chater-Lea sc. Sid'car +- ioz. Cover : In excellent condition, ribs not apparently worn.

ribbed tread Tube : Excellent.

26 x zl (2J rim) Rom com. n.s. £3 18 2 Back —3* oz- Cover : Four metal studs and one rubber bar torn out.

Tube : Excellent.
Rom com. n.s. £366 3£ James Front — — 1 oz. Cover : Studs very slightly worn, remainder in excellent

condition. Tube : Excellent.

26x2$ (z\ rim) Rom com. n.s. £3 18 2 Back — —4l oz. Cover : One rubber strip on tread torn oft, canvas show-
ing on tread, and in twenty other places, remainder in

excellent condition.

36X2J Rom com. n.s. (3 6 6 — Front —1| oz. Cover : In excellent condition.

26 x z\ {z\ rim') Rom com n.s. £3 18 2 3^ James aBack —6| oz. Cover : One metal stud gone, slight cuts in rubber strips.

remainder in excellent condition. Tube : One patch.

26x2! :

' Rom com. n.s. £366 — Front — — i oz. Cover : Metal studs slightly worn, remainder excellent.

Tube : Excellent.

26 x 2 passenger Hutchinson — 2| Douglas aBack — — 1$ oz. Cover : Centre row of stud* wom flat, outer rows partly

worn, remainder in excellent condition. Tuj?e : 1 patch.

26 x 2 T.T Hutchinson — Front — |oz. Cover : In excellent condition. Tube Excellent.

26 x 2 passenger Hutchinson — Back — z\ oz. Cover : Centre row of studs worn flat, outer rows partlv

worn. Tube : Trial tube not used.

26x2 T.T Hutchinson — — Front — 1 oz. Cover : in excellent condition. Tube . Excellent.

26 x 2 passenger Hutchinson Back Nail through cover when
examined

— 3$ oz. Cover : Centre row of studs worn flat, outer rows partly

worn, joint between bead and carcase slightly worn.

Tube : Trial tube not used.

26x2 T.T Hutchinson - — Front — — 8 oz. Cover : In excellent condition. Tube . Excellent.

26 x 2 passenger Hutchinson fcBack Three small holes 2$ OZ. Cover : Centre row of studs worn flat, outer rows partly

worn
;

joint between bead and carcase worn, damp in-

side canvas in consequence. Tube : Trial tube not used.

26x2 T.T Hutchinson — — bFront — 1 oz. Cover : In excellent condition. Tube : Excellent.

26 x z\ passenger Hutchinson 3A New Hudson .

.

Back — 3 07. Cover : Centre row of studs worn flat, outer rows partly

worn, one 01 two studs peeling oft
;

3m, of joint

between bead and carcase cracked inside damr in

co'nsequence. Tube : Excellent.

26 x z\ passenger . Hutchinson —
-| Front — - Cover : Centre row of studs slightly worn, remainder

excellent.

26 x z\ passenger Hutchinson — 3i New Hudson .

.

Back — — 1 oz. Cover : Centre row of studs worn, remainder excellent.

Tube : Excellent.
26 x 2* passenger Hutchinson —

,

— Front Pin right through cover
when examined

— % oz. Cover : In excellent condition. Tube : Pinhole in tube

holding air till dismounted.
650 x 65 small car Hutchinson — 5 A.J.S. sc. Back — —3+ oz. Cover : Tread worn smooth, remainder excellent condi-

tion ; applies spare, run 2 days only. Tube : Excellent.

26 x z\ passenger Hutchinson — — Front - - |oz. Cover : In excellent condition. Tube Excellent.

26 x il passenger Hutchinson — — Sid'car _ — 1 oz. Cover In excellent condition. Tube Excellent

26 x 2I passenger Hutchinson ~ 2A A.J.S -Sack —4I oz. Cover Centre row of studs worn flat, outer rows pai r Jy

worn ; joint between bead and carcase slightly c ackeri

slight damp on inside canvas Tube One patch
26x24 T.T Hutchinson — Front — — £ OZ. Cover : In excellent condition. Tube : Excellent.
2t x 2I pas-ene^r Hutchinson - flBack — —2§ OZ. Cover : Centre row of studs worn flat, outei rows partly

worn
;

joint between bead and carcase slightly cracked

slisht damp inside canvas. Tube : One patch.

ffOnc puncture, nail 60ne puncture, flint. ^One puncture, pin
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Back Tyre

26 x2i

firovgh came

roaring along

all out Motor Cycling.

And wherever you find a reference to this
rider in the Press reports of the

A.C.U. Six

Days' Trials
you will find a similar note .

And these are the tyres he rode,

photographed as he finished—the

JOHN BULL
Cross Groove
They are ordinary 26 x 2\ and 26 x 2\
sections—not special sizes, and not specially

manufactured.

The machine they shod was a Brough 6 h.p.
Twin—not a lightweight—and in spite of

the gruelling condition of the roads they
came through the whole 1,000 miles without a
single puncture, and enabled their rider to
win Gold Medal.

That's service, and the actual photograph of
the tyres themselves should convince you of

the exceptional advantages derivable from
the special method of their making.

Brough knows their worth—do you?

If not, send coupon below for Booklet,
section, and particulars.

To the LEICESTER RUBBER Co.,

LEICESTER.
Please send me Booklet, section and particulars

of the JOHN BULL CROSS GROOVE.

Name

A ddress .

LONDON STOCKISTS: Harrods. Ltd., Brompton
Road, S.W. ; Nye & Co., 16, Harhpstead Road, N W.

:

The Service Co.. 292-3, High Holborn, W.C. ; H.
Taylor & Co., 21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court
Road, W.C.

Advertisements 35

f

Front Tyre

26 x 2i

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to -mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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The ~/l

\mM/ SUCCEEDS

WHERE MANY OTHERS FAIL

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

3 ARIELS entered 3 MEDALS
2 GOLD. 1 BRONZE.

Including: Bonus for successfully climbing; Beggar's
Roost and Lynmouth Hills.

(SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

)

3 ARIELSm 3 MEDALS
1 GOLD. 1 SILVER. 1 BRONZE.

The only team to complete the full course under
their own power.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
DEPT. 2

ARIEL. WORKS,
BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM.
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle.."
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TYRE JUDGE'S REPORT (continued).

Size and Type. Price. Used on.

Wheel
to

which
Fitted.

Holes through Cover or
other Casualty not
Deflating Tube.

Gain or
Loss in

Weight
after Trial

Remarks.

26 x 2\ passenger

26 x 2\ passenger

26 x z\ passenger
j6x 2J passenger

26 x 2} passenger
26 x 2! passenger

26 x 2 J passenger
26 x 2J passenger

26 x 2} passenger
65OX 65 small car

26 x 2} passenger

26 X 2 J- passenger

650 x 65 small car

26X2J passenger

26 x 2\ passenger

26 x 2\ passenger
wired on
clo. do.

-6x2} passenger

26 x 2* passenger
26 x 2j passenger

26 x 2£ passenger
26 x 2*- rubber

tread

do. do.

26X 3 (2k rims)
steel studded

ribbed
do. do.

26 x 3 (2J rims)
ribbed

do. do.
do. do.

26 x 2\ grooved
rubber, T.T. type
26 x zj do. ...

26 x 2h ribbed .

26 x 2.V ribbed .

26 x 2I ribbed .

26 x z\ ribbed .

26 x 2| ribbed
tread

26 x zh ribbed
tread

Hutchinson.
Hutchinson

Hutchinson
Hutchinson

Hutchinson
HutcHinson

Hutchinson
Hutchinson

Hutchinson
Hutchinson

Hutchinson

Hutchinson

Hutchinson

Hutchinson

Hutchinson

Hutchinson

Hutchinson
Hutchinson

Hutchinson
Hutchinson

Hutchinson
Wood-Milne

Wood-Milne
Palmer

Palmer
Palmer

Palmer

Palmer
Palmer
John Bull .

.

John Bull ..

Pedley

Pedley
Pedley

Pedley
Stellastic . .

.

Stellastic . .

.

£7 15 4

£e

£3 6

£3 6

£3 o

£3 o

3*O.K

7 Indian

7 Indian

3 J-
Bradbury ...

7 Matchless sc.

7 Matchless sc.

Si Triumph

6 Zenith .

.

3} Singer .

3.J Green- Precision

7 Matchless sc

5-6 Clyno sc. .

.

6 Brough ....

6 Zenith

3 A- Quadrant . .

.

6 Zenith

flFront

rfBack

Front
Back

aFront
Back

aFront
Back

Front
Back

Sidecar

Back

Fron

eSid'car

Back

Front
/Back

Front
Back

Front
Back

Front
Back

Front
Sidecar

Front
Sidecar
Back

Front
gBack

Front
Back

Front
Back

Front

Wire I* long right through
cover when examined

One nail hole ,

One stone cut

Cover roiled off turning
corner, tube did not burst

One flint hole

One nail hole
.

\" nail through' tread ami
wall, tube untouched

—ij oz.—2? oz.

— ^ oz.

—4i oz.

+ Joz.

+ &oz.
—9§ oz.

—4f oz.

—
% oz -

-n| oz.

—4 oz.

— J oz.

2h OZ.

+ Joz.— 2J- OZ.

+ Joz.
2| OZ.

+ £oz.— & OZ.

— & oz.

-i7l oz.

— i oz.

+ii oz.

+3i— i

oz

oz
oz

fj oz
oz

— Joz.—3 oz.

— £ oz.

Cover : In excellent condition. Tube : Excellent.
Cover : Centre row of studs worn flat, outer rows partly

worn.remainderinexcellentcondition. Tube : Patched.
Cover : In excellent condition. Tube : Excellent.
Cover : Centre row of studs worn flat, outer rows partly

worn, remainder excellent condition. - Tube : Excellent
Covec: In excellent condition. Tube: One patch.
Cover : Centre row of studs worn flat, outer rows partly

worn ; cut in tread 1" wide, 1" deep diagonally, appar-
ently due to imperfect vulcanising of tread at joint;
remainder very good. Tube : Excellent.

Cover : In excellent condition. Tube : One patch.
Cover : Centre row of studs half worn, remainder excel-

lent. Tube : Excellent.
Cover: In excellent condition. Tube: Excellent,
Cover: Tread quite smooth ; a few small stone cuts, one

right through
; remainder excellent. Tube : Excellent.

Cover : Centre row of studs worn flat, outer rows slightly
worn, near side especially

; joint between bead and
canvas slightly worn, damp inside canvas. Tube :

Excellent.
Cover : Excellent condition. Tube : Stretched owing to

swelling when cover rolled off.

Cover : Tread worn quite smooth, remainder in excellent
condition.

Cover : Centre row of studs worn flat, outer rows worn
slightly, remainder excellent. Tube : Excellent.

Cover : In excellent condition, except for cut in wall.

Tube : Spare used in place of damaged one.
*Cover : Centre row of studs slightly worn, remainder

excellent. Tube : Excellent.
*Cover : In excellent condition. Tube : Excellent.
Cover : Centre row of studs partly worn ; tread opening

slightly at joint, apparently due to imperfect vulcanisa-

tion. Tube : Split by puncture, third day discarded.

Cover : In excellent condition. Tube : Excellent.

Cover : Centre row of studs worn flat, outer row slightly

worn, remainder excellent. Tube : One patch cut, due
to twisted tube.

Cover : In excellent condition. Tub*' : Excellent.

Cover : Attachment between bead and carcase badly worn
neaily all the way round, much damp inside canvas in

consequence. Experimental tube discarded first day.

Cover :, In excellent condition. Tube : Excellent.

Cover: Steel studs slightly worn, remainder excellent.

Tube : Excellent.

Cover : Excellent condition, no appreciable wear on ribs.

Cover : Excellent condition, no appreciable wear on ribs.

Tube : Slight mud and damp on valve hole.

|Cover : Wear on ribs very slight, the only visible signs

of the -cover having been used being a few very small

cuts in tread of ribs. Tube : Excellent,

tDitto ditto ditto ditto

JCover : No visible signs of wear. Tube : Excellent.

Cover : Markings on tread worn, small stone cut, re*

mainder excellent. Tube : Excellent.

Cover : Excellent condition. Tube :' Excellent,

Cover : Slight wear on ribs
;

in excellent condition.

Tube: Two patches. "

Cover : In excellent condition. Tube : Two patphes.

Cover : Ribs considerably worn, remainder in excellent

condition. Tube : Two patches.

Cover : In excellent condition. Tube : Two patches,

Cover : Thin rubber covering to steel insertions in tread

nearly worn away ; several sideslips reported ; whole
cover in excellent condition. Tube : Two patches.

Cover : Rubber covering to steel insertions unworn, in

excellent condition. Tube : Two patches.

eQae large cut in wall through striking stone

(Awarded special prize for " the set of tyres

flOne puncture, nail. 60ne puncture, flint. cOne puncture, pin. c/Two punctures, cause not known.
in dark. /Three punctures, flints. gOue puncture, double wood screw. * Placed second in order of merit

which has withstood the severe conditions of the trials most satisfactorily."

(Signed) F. Lindsay Lloyd, Tyre Judge.

BELT JUDGE'S REPORT (abridged).

The accompanying sheet of particulars [Reproduced on the

next page.

—

Ed.] shows the details of the belts tested during
the Six Days' Trials and my remarks on the condition

at the conclusion thereof. (Only belts used on machines
which completed the trial are reported.) I have awarded
the prize presented for that set of belts which has with-

stood the severe conditions of the trial most satisfactorily

to Messrs. J. Pedley and Sons, Ltd., for their lin. Pedley
rubber belt used on Mr. P. Weatherilt's 3£ h.p. Zenith, and
placed second in order the same company's |in. belt used on
Mr. A. J. Dixon's 3^ h.p. Singer.

I would also mention as having gone through the trial in a

most satisfactory manner the set of Service leather belts

carried on Mr. W. B. Little's 3^ h.p. Premier. In all these
sets of belts one only was used, and in each case only one
piece required to be cut off. At the conclusion of the trial

they were all in a perfectly serviceable condition and ap-
parently good for use for many more miles

Examination of certain belts used during the trial showed
that considerable deterioration to the belts was caused by
the fastener having been badly attached, and in two cases it

appeared as if the fasteners used were somewhat too small
for the belt, a cross strain at this critical point being thus
put upon the belt itself.
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Belt Judge's Report (continued).
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No.
used.

J \V

Pedley rubuei . .

Pedley rubber . .

.

ServiceiCo. leatbei

Stanley Dennatine

' Pedley rubuei . .

.

Lycett Rawido . .

.

Lycett Rawido . .

.

Lycett New Winter
Lycett Rawido .

.

Pedley rubber .

.

* Pedley rubber .

.

v 1

, Quadrant
6 ..Zenith

$k Premier

3A Triumph

3J Bradbury

6 Zenith

$\ Green- Precision

Rider. Shortened

R. Mundv . . .

(.'.. Griffith . ..

W. B. Little

H. E. Catt

A. R. Abbott

A. P. Morris

H. C. Mills .

jA Triumph W. F. Newsome

3/; Zenith

3£ Singer

P. Weatherilt

A. J. Dixon

Judge's remarks on condition at the conclusion oi the trials,

(a) 2

(b) i
(a) 2.

[b) unused
(a) 5"

(b) unused
(a) 1"

(6)
2"

(a) nil

(b)2"
(a) rui

(6) nil

(a) -
!(&) nil

(«) if
\{b) unused
\\a)

2"

\(b) unused

Both belts constantly damaged through bottoming on the pulley, discarded on 4th day.
(a) Fastener broke 4th day, pulled through 6th day, otherwise in good condition.

(b) Fastener badly fitted ; in good condition.

(a) Belt scraped jth day, in very good condition, very flexible.

(a) Belt cracked 3" from either end, two other small cracks at outer angle, nearly worn out.

(a) Fastener badly fitted, belt worn in consequence, otherwise 10 good condition.

(b) In good condition.

(a) Reported slipping on 1st day, changed used again tor 2I days ; in good condition,

(b) Used 3 days, pulled through' at fastener 4th day, changed" to first belt, otherwise good.
(a) Used 1st day only, fastener pulled through.
(ft) Slight wear at fastener, otherwise in good condition.'

(a) Badly cracked 4th day 3" from end; unserviceable.

(b) Slight crack near one end, otherwise in good condition.

(a) In excellent condition. Awarded cup.

(a) In excellent condition. Placed 2nd in order of merit.

(Signed) F. Lindsay Lloyd, Belt Judge.

Inter-club Hill-climb in Scotland.
On the 24th inst. the Edinburgh and District M.C. and

the Border JVI.C.C. held a hill-climb on Langton Hill. Each

club was represented by one lightweight, two singles, one

twin, and one passenger machine. Results

:

Rider and machine. Sees. F.M.

Class 1

1. A. H. Alexander (2-| Douglas) ...

G. L. Carmichael (2^ Singer)

A. U. R. Downie (2£ A.J.S.)

Class II.

A. J. C. Lindsay (34 Rover)
A. H. Alexander (34 Zenith)

0. G. Braid (3f Indian)

Class III:

R. S. Morrison (5-6 Bat)

C Armstrong (34 Indian)

J. M. Martin (5-6 Matchless)

Class IV. (Scratch).—Up to 550

A. J. C Lindsay (3^ ' Rover)
P. E. Tolfree (3£' Bat) ...

A. H. Alexander (3^ Zenith)

79.8 .

92.2 .

113.6 .

. 3021

. 2567

. 2114

57 6 .

61.8 .

62.2 .

. 3599

. 3457
. 343.7

51.

62 8 .

61. .

.. 2873
. 2806
. 2406

c.c.

56.6

58.8

62.2

A STRANGE SIGHT ON NOTTINGHAM—DERBY ROAD, AT BARROW-
ASH, ON MONDAY LAST.

o:or cyclists who use their machine; lor business purposes were considerably
delayed. We are indebted to Mr. A. B. Bennett, hon. sec. of the Derby
and District M.C.C., for the photograph. This rider is seen atove with
his 6 h.p: Brough.

Class V. (Scratch).—551 to 1,000 c.c.

J. R. Alexander (7-9 Indian) 49.2

R. S. Morrison (5-6 Bat) 52.2
.1. M. Martin (5-6 Matchless) 57.6
A. J. C. Lindsay (34 Rover) 57.6

Class VI.—Passenger.

A. H. Alexander (34 Zenith) 96.
W. B. Smith (34 Bat) ...• ... ... 112.4

- Result of Team Competition.

The new ;

J
A it.D. iwc-speed chain-driven Sunbeam motor cycle with its designer-

Mr. Greenwood. The photograph was taken on the Yorkshire hills, where the
Suntea-n wa.' behaving very well, during a week-end tour

Edinburgh Club.
A. H. Alexander
A. H. Alexander
P. E. Tolfree ...

R, S. Morrison
A. H. Alexander

3021
3457
3325
2873
2805

15481

Border Club.
G. L. Carmichael
A. J. C. Lindsay
T. W. Milligan
J. M. Martin ....

W. B. Smith ...

2805
2674

2567
3599
2769
2406

2674

14015
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The Motor Cycle Grand Prix de France.
British and American Successes. Team Prize won by the Indians.

THE GRAND PRIX DE FRANCE.
0. C. Godliey (Indian twin), the winner, finishing amid great cheering.

WHAT promised to be an important and interesting

event was the above race, over a course of 280

miles,- organised by the Motor Cycle Club de

France. Unfortunately, as we pointed out last

week, owing to differences between the organising body
and the Automobile Club de France, the event was banned

bv the last-mentioned body and also by the Auto Cycle

Onion, with the result that the score or so of English riders

who had entered decided not to compete On Thursday the

differences were settled and the ban withdrawn, but it Was
then too late for the majority to make their arrangements.

G. C. Godfrey (twin Indian) and C. B. Franklin (single

cylinder Indian), accompanied by W. H. Wells and W. F.

Newsome, who was taking over a racing Triumph for

Graham Fenton, were the only Britishers to make the

journey. The Fontainebleau Circuit, on which the contest

was held, is in a very muddy state owing to the recent

rain, but this did not prevent fast speeds being accom
pushed, though severd pills were recorded.

A French amateur, de Vay (Triumph), the second to finish.

Early on Sunday morning the Boulevard Sylvam-Collinet
presented an unusually animated scene. At five o'clock

the first competitor was despatched on his long journey of

450 kilometres, the remainder following at half minute
intervals. A large crowd of interested spectators watched
the start, in spite of the early hour. The length of the laps

was thirty kilometres, and this had to be covered fifteen

times by motor cycles and twelve by sidecars in twelve hours.

The result was an ea-sy win for 0. C. Godfrey, who raced

again after a rest of several mouths. He was mounted on his

3§ h.p. Tourist Trophy two-speed twin Indian, and his time
was 6h. 34m. 59s., equal to an average speed of 42-^ m.p.h
de Vay, on a 3^ h.p. Triumph, was second in 6h. 55m. 14s..

C. B. Franklin (single-cylinder Indian) third in 71i. 5m. 24s.

Franklin was delayed by tyre troubles. Bloch (Rene-Gillet)

was fourth, time 8h. 9m. 44s. Godfrey's last lap was the
fastest, his speed being 46 miles 1,052 yards per hour.

In the passenger class Vanella (Rene-GiHet) was first, with
Chartier des Varennes second on an Indian.

Filling up Mon. Raid's 4 h.p. Indian. W. H. Wells is superintending operations.

Mon. Raid was fourth in order of finishing.

De Vay (Triumph) after finishing second in the Grand Prix de France.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.

Aug. 29th ... 7.53 p.in

,, 31st ... 7.48 „
Sept. 2nd ... 7.44 „

„ 4th , ... 7.40 „

New Records.

At the Canning Town track on Tuesday
morning, Harry Martin, riding a 2J h.p.

Martin-Jap, captured the standing mile

record, covering the distance in lm. 14|s.,

also the standing five miles record, time

5m. 32s.

One Race at Next Brooklands Meeting.

At the Brooklands A.R.C. meeting on
Saturday, September 28th, there is only
one motor cycle event on the programme,
viz., the Twelfth Short Race, a handicap
for all classes of motor cycles, distance
about 5| miles.

Streatham Hill-climb.

We are advised that there is already a
satisfactory entry in every class at the
Streatham and District M.C.C. open hill-

climb on September 7th, but further
entries will be accepted up till Monday
next. The Motor Cycle, formula will be
used, and we are asked to draw especial

attention to the cyclecar class.

A New Engine.

The Enfield machine H. V. Colver was to
have ridden in the 150 miles race at Brook-
lands last Saturday is fitted with a new
Enfield engine, which possesses several
notable departures in design. It has an
outside flywheel, mechanically operated
valves, with the inlet valve arranged

Handlebar lugs showing extension for lamp
bracket, and oil squirt.

overhead, and, of course, chain drive.

Colver was seen on the track with it a

month ago, and reported the machine to

be extremely fast. This Enfield may yet
be the first lightweight motor cycle to

cover sixty miles within sixty minutes.-

SPECIAL FEATURES.
A FOUR CYLINDER SINGER CYCLECAR.,

THE NEW LEA-FRANCIS.
A WEEK IN WATERPROOFS.

LE GRAND PRIX DE FRANCE (Illun.)

"> LE MOTOR CYCLE GRAND PRIX DE FRANCE.

The above illustration gives some idea ol the tortuous nature of the course. C. B. Franklin, who
finished third, is seen going well.

SECRETARY OF THE NEW HARTLEPOOL
CLUB.

A new motor club has been formed in West

Hartlepool. The existing Motor Cycle Club has

joined hands with the car owners to form a strong

and-influential club. W. T. Walton, junr. (who

has held the secretaryship of the Hartlepool Motor

Cycle Club for the last seven years), is to be secre-

tary of the new body. He is seen above on his

3S- h.p. P. & M.

Canning Town Track.

We understand that the cycle i'a<{H|

track at Canning Town— the only three

lap track in England suitable for speed

work—is to be demolished.

Important Hill-climb Next Saturday.

There are no fewer than 191 entries 1$

the, Coventry and Warwickshire Moto*

Club's seventh annual open hill-climb,

to be held on Saturday next, commencing

at 1 p.m.

"The Motor Cycle" Appreciated in I

America.

We note with interest that the adBj
which appeared in our spring issue nude

the heading of " How the Power ol ai

Engine is Tested " has been reproduced,

even to one of the sketches by M
American contemporary. (Of cours

without acknowledgment.) It is tmf

that most of the article has been
|

phrased, but some of it is written won

for word and is signed by the ingenious

correspondent.
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STERNOL r A.C.U. 6 DAYS' TRIAL
21 HONOURS SECURED.

10GOLD MEDALS

5 SILVER

6 BRONZE
33

33
Evans, in addition to securing highest marks, gained the Silver Cup for

Finest Performance on Porlock Hill.

He went up without his feet touching the ground at any point.

3 Sternoi Users Made Highest Possible Points.

Of those who dropped out not a single one had any engine trouble,

OFFICIAL RESULTS.

Name of Rider and Machine.
Marks

Maximum
1050

Award. Remarks.

P. J. Eyans (3$ Humber)

S. Crawley (3J Triumph)
G. Castagnoli (3J L.M.C.)

1050
1050
1050
1009
1000
982
982
975
975
951
947
940
925
925
903
844
834
832
800
784
637

Gold Medal

n >
» fi

11 11

11 11

1 11

11 »
11 ii

11 11

Silver Medal

11 11

11 11

11 11

Bronze Medal
11 11

11 11

11 it

11 11

Silver Cup finest performance up Porlock Hill.

10 GOLD MEDALS
Also a Gold Medal for fine performance up Porlock Hill.

5 SILVER MEDALS
6 BRONZE MEDALS
Broke contact breaker spring, retired.

Retired, reason unknown.
Collision, had to retire.

Retired owing to accident.

Illness, retired.

Water in magneto, retired 6th day.
Tyre troubles, retired.

Gear trouble, retired.

Trouble with wheel bearings, retired,

.Frame out of truth, retired.

Frame and chain trouble, retired.

Timing gear broken, retired

Water in magneto, retired.

L. A. Rees (3£ L.M.C.)

J. D. Corke (5 A.J.S.)

J. S. Holroyd (2$ Motosacoche) .

.

L. M. Soresby
(3£ L.M.C.)

J. Haslam (6 Zenith) .......

E. V. Pratt" (O.K.)

C. L. Scott (31 Rudge)

S. K. Jones (3$ L.M.C.)
R. C. Owen Wells

( 3J Bradbury) .

.

A. R. Abbott
(3 t Bradburv)

- J. Mundy (6 A.C. Sociable)
G. B. Fry (3.1 Quadrant)

W. Land Dibb (6 Rex)
Dr. Moss-Blundell (6 Corah)

J. Farnsworth (3I Campion)
E. T. Babbington (5-6 Bat)
S. T. Tessier (7-8 Bat)
R. Poole (3J O.K.)
Colin McBeth (3j Rudge)
G. H. Donellv (4 Swan")

F. Hill (6 A.C. Sociable)

Standard Quality Sternoi Only was used.

Remember that many splendid results have. proved that
for speed and power "Sternoi" is really the best lubri-

cating oil on the market. Motor cyclists using " Sternoi"
never experience trouble through gumming up, carbonizing,

starting from cold or sooting up of plugs. Engine troubles
vanish from the time you adopt " Sternoi," whilst you
will find your chances in hill climbs or any other contest
are materially enhanced.

We stake our reputation on "Sternoi." Many hundreds
of motor cyclists do likewise (and have never been
disappointed). YOU can do the same, with the complete
assurance of getting better results all the time.

Write to-day for Price List and particulars.

STERNOL
56, Royal London House, . , . .

Finsbury Square, LONDON, E.G.

In answering this advertisement desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Spnrkmg Pkg ©esigii.
Owing to the

unparalleled success 0?

THE FAMOUS

LODGE
PLUG,

DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM POWER,
with its 3 pure nickel sparking points and pure nickel centre rod

(PRICE 4/- EACH)
Other plug manufacturers are now including similar characteristics in

their productions.

But however closely they make their plugs to resemble
Lodge Plugs, they never quite succeed in imitating the

essential features which can alone produce equai results.

Don't be misled by appearances.
Avoid all imitations, which can do nothing but cause t

disaDpointment.
,

Use oniy genuine LODGE Plugs. BRITISH MADE.
When ordering, specify ' Lodge Motor Cycle
type."

LODGE BROS. & Co.,

Dept. E, New St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

r\$&\

<L

f///////////////////////Jb
\

THE "BAT" Model No. 3, with Two-Speed Gear.

THE VARIABLE GEAR
for motor cycles—whether they be used
solo or as a passenger combination —has
come to stay. This has been fully proved
in all the big trials.

In the

b

MODEL No. 3,

the TWO -SPEED Gear (in which both

Shafts run on Ball- Bearings, and which

has the pinions always in mesh) is

mounted as a countershaft gear, so that

neither the engine nor the back wheel
is encumbered by it.

Experience has shown this to be the cor-

rect position for a variable gear, and thus

the "BAT" again leads in correct design.

Illustrated Book of the Bat free on request.

THE BAT MOTOR MNFG. Co.
PENCE, LONDON, S.E.

Z

In answering these advertisements it in desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

F
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Che A.C.U. Judges' Report.

Cite delay in issuing the judges' report
if the A.C.U, Six Days Trials is, we are

old, due to the number of protests which
nave had to be considered.

3nd-to-end Sidecar Record.

t We understand that an attempt was to

be made on the Land's End to John-o'-

(Jroat's sidecar record, commencing
yesterday. A rider named Ellison

Hawks, of Leeds, had announced his

',intention of making the attempt, riding

m% Rudge Multi. One w,ould imagine that

ithe weather would effectually stop long
•.distance road records ot this kind.

[rend of Design in Australia

I
From an Australasian contemporary we

; learn that the fixed geared machine
without a clutch is almost a thing of the

.'past as regards the Dominion, and that
1912-13 contracts are calling for ninety-
live per cent, two-speed and free engines.

|Two firms in New Zealand alone use

Heets of forty and twenty-eight motor
cycles respectively for business purposes

Coventry Club's Open Hill-climb.

I Again the Coventry and Warwickshire
i Motor Club has secured a record entry

for its seventh annual open hill-climb,

fixed for Saturday next, the 31st inst.

Practically every well-known make of

machine is represented, and most of the

leading riders will compete. The venue
has been kept secret to prevent practis-

ing, but readers who desire to witness

(lie climb should apply to Mr. Geoffrey

Smith, The Motor Cycle, Coventry, for

In programme, enclosing stamps for o^d.

(Experimental Engines.

[ A correspondent who happened to be

it Brooklands last "week was surprised

ind interested to coine across a new
Engine under test. with an overhead inlet

Kalve. Further ^investigation proved

r
hat it was an experimental Triumph.
kVe are not surprised at this, as we saw
.he drawing of a Triumph engine with

ts inlet valve arranged on the 1 overhead
uinciple more than a year ago, and we
uivc heard several times during the last

wo months tr>at it had been seen on the

Sroad. Another strange machine which

s often seen to emerge from the Triumph
ivorks is a two-stroke single-cylinder

which appears . to run beautifully.

Verily, the Triumph Co. will not allow

grass to grow under their feet!

IXhe Tilbury-Gravesend Ferry.

i
Our best thanks are due to the many

(readers who, in response to. our request,

lhave kindly sent their experiences of this

ferry. Some report very favourably,

lathers the reverse. The fact is that

motor cyclists who own sidecars or heavy
I machines should make use of the carriage

I
ferry, giving notice to "the station-master

,

|

at Tilbury of the time of their arrival, as

i this ferry does not run regularly. Some- _

[ limes the passenger ferry will land the

[
inotcr cyclist at the carriage jetty at

(.ira'iesend, otherwise there are steps to
i be negotiated on the Kent side. At Til

I bury the arrangements are better, and
|
no porters are required, but the approach

J

is very circuitous, and the district un

I
inviting. Anyone who desires to avoid

j
London and the ferry must take the

I
lengthy route given in our issue of March
14th last, page 266.

rFTOJIRE rOTNTO

Aug. 31.— Coventrv and Warwickshire
M.C. Open Hill-climb.

,, 31.— Dublin M.C.C. Open Sidecar
Reliability Trial.

„ 31.—Mersey M.C. Open Reliability

Trial,

iept. 7.—Streatham and District Open
Hill-climo.

7.—Liverpool M C.C. Open Relia-

bility Trial.

„ 14. -B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 14.—Torbay M.C.C.Open Hill-climb.

r.6.— Edinburgh and District M.C.C
Open Hill-climb on Amulree

Presentation to a Lady Motor Cyclist.

Miss Muriel Hind was recently the
recipient of a gold .watch bearing her
monogram presented by the Rex staff

and employees as a token of their appre-
ciation of her riding. A short time back
the same lady was presented with a
splendid silver cup as a souvenir of the
Irish End-to-end Trial. It was subscribed
for by the other competitors.

Brooklands Meeting Postponed.

The B.M.C.R.C. meeting that was to

have been held at Brooklands on Satur-
day last, 24th August, was unfortunately
rendered impossible by rain. We under-
stand that it has been postponed to

Saturday, 14th September next, which
represents the next Brooklands meeting

9QT

of the, B.M.C.R.C. There was great dis-
appointment when it was seen that I he
event must be put off, as the 150 mile
race had attracted a representative entry
with promise of good sport being wit-
nessed.

Motor Cyclists and Army Manoeuvres.

A very large number of motor cyclist
members sent in their applications to be
included in the A. A. a*id M.U. con-
tingent for the manoeuvres to be con-
ducted from September 14th to the 20th.
The necessary number have been selected
to serve, and those not selected have
been asked to signify their willingness to
serve in the event of. additional motor
cyclists being required at the last

moment. Those who have been selected
must attend at the rendezvous on Friday,
the 13th prox., the day prior to the
manoeuvres.

"English Machines Obsolete.'

Thus reads a cross heading in an
American paper on motor cycle doings in

Vancouver, B.C. " The English machine."
it says, "is almost obsolete, while five

years ago they were the only make in

use ; the superiority of American goods
has proved itself more than equal to the
task of clearing the boards here as it has
in other sections of Canada. The same
failings mark their exit here as in other
parts of the country, namely, too light

a construction for severe, conditions, small
wheels and tyres, low clearance between
the crankcase and road, weak spring
forks, and last but not least it is a long
wait for a replacement from England."

A THREE-SEATED MOTOR BICYCLE
"The above strange-looking N.S.U. machine, which belongs to a Coventry motor cyclisi, was snapshotted rn

Warwick a short time ago. The owner regularly tabes his wife and daughter about with him tht seats bern^

arranged, one on either side H the bicycle anJ another at thj reir.
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The Reliable

Douglas
Five Vibrationless Douglas Lightweights

were entered in the

Six Days' Reliability Trial

FIVE
SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THE COURSE

and secured

ONE GOLD MEDAL
TWO SILVER MEDALS

and

TWO BRONZE MEDALS
Miss Hammett, riding a Douglas, was the only lady rider to complete

the Trial on a Lightweight.

All of the Five

Douglas Machines

secured the bonus

of 25 marks
for making clean

ascents of Lynton

Hill.
P. W. Moffatt (Douglas) on Byber's Hill.

MAY WE SEND YOU FULL DETAILS OF OUR MODELS ?

DOUGLAS BROS., Kingswood, BRISTOL
Telephone—No. 51.

P. Phillips (Douglas) on Porlock.

1

Telegrams—" Douglas, Kingswood." London—336, Goswell Road, E.C.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention- "The Motor Cycle.'
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SPEED TRIALS AT PORTMARNOCK.
The Dublin and District Motor Cycle Club held their

fourth speed trials of the season, on Saturday afternoon, at

Portmarnoclc. The weather was favourable, but there were
an unusually large number of gullies across the course. The
m vices' race was won by a new member. Results :

Two Mile Novices' Handicap (engines of unlimited
Cf parity): 1, C. Dunldey (5 Indian), 28s. start; 2, C. Bayton
v 3i Triumph), 15s. start; 3, V. J. Farrell (3i Triumph), 40s.

start. Won easily. Winner's net time 2m. 47|s.

four Miles Scratch Race (unlimited capacity) : 1, F. J.

Walker (3^ Rudge) ; 2, C. Bayton (3^ Triumph) ; .3. J. Healy
(3^ Rudge). Won very easily. Winner's time 5m. 8|s.

twenty-six Miles Open Handicap (unlimited capacity) : 1,

F. J. Walker (3£ Budge), 3m. start; 2, T. E. Green .(34
Rudge), 3m. start; 3,C. Dunkley (5 Indian), 4m start.

Won bv 38s. Winner's net time 33m. 32^s

. Walker {Rudge) who won two out of three races at PcrtmarnDck on
Saturday. He is seen turning in the twenty-six miles race.

PHILIPSON'S SELF-GOVERNING
PULLEY.

WE recently had the opportunity of inspecting this

ingenious device fitted to a Triumph machine. This
pulley is made in two patterns for racing and tour-

ing purposes. The principle of each is the same,
but the racing pulley, which was the one we saw. is

provided with a stronger
spring this causes the gear
to rise more quickly to the
maximum. where it will

remain under all ordinary
circumstances, a slight pressure
on the outer surface of the

revolving ring, which surrounds the spring box, being
required when it is desired to lower the gear. This can
be done by the rider's heel or by means of a small brake
shoe actuated by a Bowden wire and lever on the handle
bar. A very slight touch reduces the gear as required
"ii a hill or when turning a corner, and, when released,
the gear returns gradually and automatically to the
maximum as the road conditions permit. The touring
pattern has a lighter spring and is entirely automatic.
We arc requested not to describe the mechanism in detail

at present, but we can say that the gear is extremely simple,
and the photograph which we publish shows that 'it has a
very neat appearance. It is quite foolproof and cannot be
made to jam

; there is no end thrust, and it is self lubri-
cating. The maximum gear can be set in any desired posi-
tion within the limits of the gear, and it is- a matter of half
a minute or less to alter this maximum. Even when the belt
is loose it is gripped tightly between the two flanges of the
pulley, and it is impossible for belt tension to force the
flanges apart, which might conceivably happen in a gear
controlled only by a spring. Another point worth noting is
that a& the belt is continually rising and falling in the
pulley the latter is worn evenly and not in a groove—a con-

B. E. Harvey (7-8 Bat;, the scratch man in Saturday's races, gettinj unier weigh,

stant source of belt slip. It is interesting, also, to note
that the pulley is to be made for fitting in the counter-shaft,
where, owing to the large diameter allowable, it should be
very effective. As belt adjustment is so seldom necessary
Mr. Philipson proposes to connect the ends of the belt by
a couple of plates only, thus bringing the ends close to-
gether. If a fastener is used it is a good pla.n to wrap a
greenhide lace round the link in the manner shown in the
small sketch. This prevents the ends of the belt wearing
and subsequently pulling out.

LONDON TO YORK RIDE.
Entries for the Essex Motor Club's annual run

and back on August oOtli-olst are given hereunder:
to Yorl

C. H. Corfield (C. and H.
cyclecar)

D. S. Parsons (G.W.K.)
G. T. Gray (3J, Rudge)
Frank Roberts (3^- Rudge)
A. da Silveira (7 Indian)
A. A. Lillev (34 Singer)
Harold Karslake (3J, Rover)
L. G. Brown (34 Triumph)
J. H. Kerr (34 N.S.U.)
P. D. Walker (34 Rudge)
A. H. Gold (3J- Ariel)
H. J. Beal (34 N.S.U.)
J. A. Neumann (34 Rudge)
A. V. Deacoek (6 N.L.G.)
The start will take place at

A. (3i Brad-T. Stanton
bury sc.)

E. Brassington (6 Rex sc.)

E. Revill (8 Zenith sc.)

J. Sproston (34 Rover sc.)

H. Wells (7 Indian sc.)

Frasetti (7 Indian sc.)

A. Hill (7 Indian sc.)

Kcir Smith (7 Indian sc.)

F. Mitchell (6 Bat sc.)

Lord (6 Rex sc.)

S. Holroyd (24 Moto-
sacoche sc.)

G. L. Fletcher (23 Douglas sc.)

V. Garland (6 Clyno sc.)

7 p.m. to-morrow (Friday).

A.
G.
A.
W.
E.
B.

W.
C.

R.
J.

Philipson's Self-govsrninj pulley filled to a 31 h.p. T.-iumpX

BI7
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Ayr and District M.C.C.

The annual one day trial was held over a 260 mile" course
via Kilmarnock, Glasgow, Bowling, Balloch, Luss, Tarbet,
Cairndow, Inveraray. Dalmally, Taynuilt, and Oban, return-
ing the same way. With the exception of Miss May
Senior, who suffered from tyre trouble, all arrived at

Arrochar up to time. There were several falls on Rest and
be Thankful. G. Cocker broke his oil pipe owing to his

back brake jamming, which caused him to fall, and W. Munro

A few of the competitors in the Westmorlanf M.C.C. Hill-climb, held on
Underbarrow Scar last Thursday.

had his back tyre blow off the rim in Kilmarnock,
liold medals
Triumph), F. K.
Triumph), A. J
(3J P. and M.)

tyre

W.W. Allen (31 Triumph), H. Andrew (3-1

Dickson (31 B.S.A.), J. Gilchrist (31 T.T.
. C. Lindsay (6 Matchless), J. Meredith
W. Munro (2§ Douglas), and A. Reaves

(31 Rudge). Silver medals : G. Cocker (31 Rudge Multi)
and J. McKervail (31 Triumph).

Start of the

Novice Race in

the Portmarnock

Speed Trials last

Saturday—Dunk-

ley (5 Indian),

the ultimate win-

ner, is the second

on the left.

Leeds M.C.C. and Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

An inter-club flying kilometre speed event will take place
in Stapleton Park, near Pontefract (by .permission of Mr.
Hope Barton), on September 7th.- There will be eight
classes.

Leicester County M.C.C.

The Leicester County M.C.C. is a newly founded organisa-
tion, and, although only formed a fortnight ago, 'already

numbers over forty members. President, Mr. J. G. Shields,

J. P., C.C. ; hon. secretary, Mr. J. Dignan, Bell Hotel,
Leicester.

Evesham M.C.

The results of the speed trial held on the 22nd inst. over

a half-mile course were as follows : 1, H. W. Wynn (31
Rudge), 31s. ; 2, B. Longford (31 Rudge), 32s. ; 3, A. Bladder
(31 Rudge), 34s. ; 4, G. Hitchings (31 Triumph), 35s. ; 5, D.
Young (8 Williamson sc), 38s.

Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A hill-climb on the knock-out principle will be held on .

Scamblesby Hill, on the Horncastle and Louth Road, on
Saturday, September 7th, at 3.30 p.m. There will be three
classes : No.' 1 up to 350 c.c.. No. 2 up to 600 c.c, and No.
3 over 600 c.c. Two yards start will be allowed for each
5 c.c. difference in the cubic capacity of the engine.

Clapton and D.'strict M.C.

A reliability trial was held on the 18th inst. from the

Swan Hotel, Clapton Common, to Bishops Stortford and back.

There were ten starters. Results :

1. P. Bowman (4 J.A.P.)
2. A. Hewitt (31 Triumph sc.)

f G. Blain (31 Kerry-Abingdon sc.) ...

3.
-J

G. Davey (31 Kerry-Abingdon sc.)

I A. Smith (2| New Hudson)"

Total error.

... 10m.

... 11m.

... 12m.

..: . 12m.
;.. 12m.

Sheffield motor cyclists at Owler Bar last week-end. They are not downhearted in spite of the weather.

Ci 5
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JWES
LIABILITY TRIAL

The Tale of Triumph.
The usual list of HUTCHINSON Successes in the Severest

5
Trial ever held.

Special Silver Gups
J. Tassell (Matchless Sidecar). W. G. McMinnies (Triumph). H. Mellor Jameson (Enfield and Sidecar).

W. G. McMinnies (Triumph). H. Melior Jameson (Entieid and Sidecar).

GOLD MEDALS.14
6
3

J. F. Sirrett (Indian).

B. A. Hill (Indian).

S. MoBatt (Douglas).
E. P. Di-kson (Zenith).

B. Haddock (A.J.S.)

W. Heaton (A.J.S.)

J. D. Corke (A.J.S.)
H. /Berwick (New Hudson;.
H. Dixon (New Hudson).
W. G. McMinnies (Triumph).

A. J. Dixon (Humber)..
H..M. Jameson (Enfield).

A. J. Stevens (s A.J.S.. s.c.)

C. R. Co.iier (7 Matchless, s.c.)

SILVER MEDALS
P. Phillips (Douglas).

J. Haslam (Zenith).
P. Weatherilt (Zenith).

R. V. Pratt (O.K.)
W. B. Gibb (Douglas)

J. Tassell (7 Matchless, s.c.)

BRONZ£ MEDALS
P. D. Walker (Rudge). A. R. Abbott (Bradbury). W. Wilbcuforcc (Douglas).

Let us once more emphasize the fact that HUTCHINSON Tyres used in all

competitions are absolutely similar in all respects to those obtainable from any
agent, anywhere, at any time.

"DISTINCT FROM ALL OTHERS."

DM TYRE CO.,
t,| LONDON, EC.

Send for our Latest

Illustrated Price List.

In an<i>:crinij (7tis advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ct/ctc.
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A

GOLD

in the SCOTTISH
SIX DAYS' TRIALS
and a splendid letter of appreciation

from the winner, who used the

August 1th, 1912.

/ have received official notice that

Miss Langston and I won a gold medal
in the recent Scottish Six Days' Trials.

You will be pleased to hear that we went
through the entire Trial on the same 1 in.

Shamrock Gloria Belt, a fine testimony

to any belt pulling a sidecar and passenger

.

On some of the worst hills we
changed for a short distance to a |m.
" Shamrock.,'' to get a slightly lower gear,

but this second belt did not do more than

20 miles all told. This means that the

]in. took us for well over a thousand

miles without any attention beyond shorten-

ing on the first day to counteract its

original stretch.

Yours faithfully,

Rev. P. W. BISCHOFF.
Write a postcard for fully priced list.

The HANOVER RUBBER Co.,
17, Goswell Rd., Aldersgate, LONDON, E.C.

b
atmttmwiwmwmwtHf

31 HONOURS
IN THE

6 DAYS' TRIALS
WON ON

WAKEFIELD
a

CASTROL (Regd).

THREE SILVER CUPS
23GOLD MEDALS and
5 SILVER MEDALS.
The lubricant par excellence
for all Motor Cycles.

C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO.,
27, Cannon Street, E.C.

Looks Substantial, Eh ?

Substantial Results too!

Fit the

SIMMS
No. 10 Plug.

•It gives a fat hot spark, over-

oiling does it no harm, and it

does not soot up.

This plug has proved an enor-

mous success on all kin'ds of

motor vehicles. This is the reason

we make only one pattern.

The insulation is positively

unbreakable.

Ask your local agent to show you
one.. It costs only 3/3, arid it

will enable you to get better,

service from your engine.

THE SIMMS MAGNETO CO., Limited,

WVbeck Works, Kimberley Road.

Willesdsn Lane, Kilburn, N.W.
Telephone—SB 4 3 P a <1 (! i n g t o n .

Telei.'1'aius—"Expansible, London."

COVENTRY—St. Mary Street.
NEW YORK. U.S.A.—1780 Broadway.
PARIS—12. R u o do Courcelles.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Torbay and District M.C.C.

Ihe second annual »""»n hill-climb has been arranged for

September 14th mi Halsangai Cross Hill, which is about
three-quarters of a mile long. It is said to be quite safe,

being almost straight for its whole length and very slightly

curving, at the top, and will therefore be a fair test of

machines. There are nine classes, including one for ladies and
another for cyclecars. Entry forms and full particulars will

be sent on application to Sir. A. Powell, 37, Fleet Street,

Torquay.
Mersey M.C.

An open reliability trial will take place on the 31st inst.

I

The start will be made at 8 a.m. from Hamilton Square,

Birkenhead. The route will be Birkenhead, Chester, Tar-
porley, Stone, Cheadle, Mayfield, Ashbourne, Matlock, Bake-
well, Tideswell, Bradwell, Hope, Chapel-en-le-Frith, Alderley
Edge. Knutsford, Warrington, Cronton, Liverpool (Broad
I Ireen).

Competitors will be started in pairs and under pain of

disqualification they must ride together. Each competitor is

credited with 1,000 marks. Marks will be deducted as

follows : Failure to climb any hill 50 marks, pedalling or
: foot assistance on any hill 25, stop due to tyre troubles 5, any
other involuntary stop 20, for each full minute early at any
coiftrol 3.

Each competitor acts as observer to his comrade, and in the
event of a stop must wait and make a note of the cause.

If, however, the stop is unduly prolonged after carrying out
'certain prescribed forms, he may proceed" with the pair of

[ riders that follow.

The committee of this club would welcome the assistance

of any readers walling to act as marshals and observers on
the route of the open reliability trial on August 31st. Ap-.
plications should be. made to Mr. S. W. Carty, hon. secretary,

5. -Redcross Street, Liverpool. .

Dawsbury M.C.

the heldThe second reliability trial of the year was
Tuesday last, the prize being the Bat cup and gold medal.
Result :

Marks lost.

3
10

11

1.

2.

3.

F. H. Dunstan (3£ Rudge)
S. Naylor (3£ B.S.A.)
C. Sydney (3i Bradbury)

North Staffordshire M.C.C.

The third reliability trial for the Ashton cup took place

on the 18th inst., starting from Whitmcre and preceding to

Whitchurch, Bangor-on-Dee, Llangollen, Ruthin, Mold,
Chester and back to Whitmore ; distance, 111 miles. Results
of this trial: G. Jones (3£ h.p. Zenith), 100 marks; G. Tagg

(4i lr.p. Regal-Precision), and W. Palmer (3j h.p. Triumph),
tie for second place, 99^- marks; J. A. Prendergast (3j h.p.

Ivy-Precision), 95 marks; F. Tagg (5 h.p. Indian), 95 marks;
R. H. Attwood (3£ h.p. Bradbury), 89 marks. Final

results: 1, J. A. Prendergast (3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision), Ashtcn
cup ; 2, G. Tagg (4^ h.p. Regal-Precision), gold medal.

Tunbridge Wells M.C.C.
The third trial of a series of four for a challenge cup pre-

sented by the president, Col. Sladen (the mayor), took the

form of speed trials, the previous trials being a petrol con-

sumption test and a hill-climb. The speed trial was held

over a half-mile course, the result being :

1. Brown (3£ Rover) ... • 32|s.

2. Rumens (3 £ Singer) 33|s. ,

3. Carey (3| B.S.A.) 36£s.

It was a distinctly unfavourable afternoon for . such an
affair, the rain falling at intervals in. torrents, which called

for a considerable amount of pluck on the part of the

riders owing to the wet state of the road and the high
wind, consequently the times recorded were very creditable.

>—es»>-< -

A PASSENGER TRIAL IN YORKSHIRE.
THE two days' trial organised by the Harrogate and

District M.C.C. attracted twelve entries of which
eleven started. The first day's run was to Bridling-
ton and back (130 miles), the competitors having to

check in at numerous places, and climb Garrowby Hill with-
out a stop. This hill accounted for C. Kenny (4 h.p. Singer
sc.). G. Shepherd (3£ h.p. B.S.A. sc), and W. Atkinson (3|
h.p. Scott^sc). C. A. Nettleton . (3£ h.p. New Hudson sc.)

was late at a check in consequence of tyre troubles, thus
there were seven to start on the second dav over a far more
difficult route including such hills as Pot Bank, Leathley
Bank. Norwood Edge, and Guys Cliff (Yprkes Folly). E. R.
Bavies (6 h.p. Matchless sc.) did not start, and the remainder

ran on without trouble to Yorkes Folly, which caused the

downfall of W. Aldon (34 h.p. Premier "sc), H. W. Fortune

(3£ Brown sc). W. Hill (3| Scott sc), and G. Hill

(3J Scott sc.)

Two Inseparables.
Consequently. 1 W. Fawcett (5 Zenith sC.) and W.

Turner (8 Morgan) were the only ones to finish with a clean

sheet. To find a winner, these two were required to cliuib

Brownstay Ridge, and tliis being satisfactorily accomplished

they were then called upon to make a "five miles non-stop

run and again climb Yorkes Folly. Again they were success-

ful, so the officials decided to give both of them a gold medal,

and H. Fortune takes third prize for having climbed the

furthest up Yorkes Folly of the remaining competitors.

W-. Turner (8 h.p. Morgan runabout) climbing Guy's Cliff, near Pateley Bndge-
a hill which accounted for the most failures.

W. Ftwcett (6 h.p. Zenith sidecari negotiatin ; tie worit tend on Guy's Cliff

in the Yorkshire passen ..er trial.
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'UEStIONS
6l Replies

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or noi

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters :

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Abnormal Petrol Consumption.

I have a 3£ h.p. Precision

^T] engine and a standard carburetter

> with a- 32. jet in it, and can only
-U get about 40 m.p.g. out of it. I

have tried a smaller jet, but it

will not pull. Is it possible for the
engine to be at fault or the carburetter,

and can you give me any advice?—
S.W.W.

28 to 32 is about the normal size of jet

for the cubic capacity of the engine in

question. The reason it will not pull

when you fit the smaller jet is because
the choke tube is probably too large. If

you reduce the choke -tube in proportion

to the size of the jet you will probably
find the engine pull all right and be more
economical. Forty miles to the gallon is

ridiculous consumption for an engine of

tlus size. Probably there is some waste
taking place somewhere, either at the

extra air inlet, or there may be some
leakage in piping, tank, etc., which you
have not discovered.

Wood Green to Folkestone.

Would you be kind enough to

give me the best route from Wood
Green to Folkestone, avoiding, as

far as possible, traffic through
London and bad

,
hills. My

machine is a 5-7 h.p. Chater-Peugeot
and sidecar. I am an absolute novice,
and have not. ridden more than seventy
miles yet altogether. What" is the dis-

tance, and what time do you think it

ought to take me? Could you tell me
what mileage I ought to do on a gallon

of petrol ?—J.R.B.
Wood Green is rather awkwardly placed
for reaching the Folkestone Road. To
miss the traffic you would -have to make
a very long detour. What, we should
advise you to do is to start on Saturday
or very early in the morning and make
for the junction of the Brixton and Clap-
ham roads. Here you will find signposts
to Folkestone and Dover. The whole
road is signposted by the A. A. and M.U.,
and you cannot mistake it. The only
other alternative is to make your way
from Wood Green and go through Green
Lanes, Tottenham Hale, past the White
Hart, Black Horse Road Station, follow-
ing the blue road marked on the R.A.C.
official map of- recommended routes round
and across London (which can be ob-
tained, price Is. 7d. post free, from these
offices). This will clearly show you the
way of avoiding the traffic. The route
marked blue joins the Folkestone Road
B24

just beyond Bromley. The distance from
London to Folkestone is seventy-six miles.

Driving at twenty miles an hour, it would
take you about four hours. You could
probably run about 60 m.p.g.

Engine SUB at Starting.

I have a 1912 F.E. motor cycle,

and when starting it up for the
first time each day it gives a lot of

trouble before it will start ; it is

almost as much as I can do to
pedal round with the exhaust up, but
directly it has once started it runs
beautifully and will start up again per-
fectly. I have tried injecting petrol,

but this only helps a little. Is the
piston a little too tight? I should be
obliged if you would tell me what is

wrong and how to remedy it.—R.H.W.
If the piston moves easily hi the cylinder
of your engine after the engine had been
running it looks as if you might possibly
be giving the engine too much oil, and
do not put enough petrol into the cylinder
when starting from cold. It is unlikely
that the makers would fit a piston that was
too tight, but it is possible that expan-
sion of the cylinder under heat might
enable a slightly tight piston to run
tie I

'

Stirling from Cold.

My mount is a 1912 3^ h.p

_| two-speed. I find it rather difti

> cult to start by means of tli

-i-i kick starter when the .engine i

cold, and in consequence wish t

fit dry battery and coil ignition ord;i

for starting purposes, using the Lode'
two ignition plug. Will you pleas
let me know whether this, is practical

I take it that the contact breaker cai

easily be fitted in continuation of on'

of the gear wheels that drive the mag.
neto. The coil and battery will "fo

carried in the sidecar.

—

Jndta.
You do not want battery ignition t
enable the engine to start readily whei
cold. The trouble is that the engine i

not free, and therefore does not revolve

quickly enough to get a good spark an<

suction on the carburetter. If you injsc

a little petrol or paraffin through th'

compression tap- to ease the piston ring
before starting, you will find the engin-

will start quite readily with a kick starter

We should not advise you under an;

circumstances to attempt fitting dua
ignition, although it could be fitted, a

you say, to a continuation of one of thi

gear wheels that drive the magneto ; i

would, however, be. a costly process.

MXITARY MOTOR CYCLISTS. Sergt. Chalmers (Rex-Jap) and Lieut. Forsyth (Triumph) in camp witi
the lOtii Royal Scots (Cyclists) at Barry Camp, Forfarshire.
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DUNLOP SUCCESSES
in the Six Days' Trials.

I

3 SPECIAL PRIZESwon on

10 GOLD MEDALS - DUNLOP TYRES.
14 GOLD MEDALS DUNLOP BELTS.

4 SILVER MEDALS , DUNLOP TYRES.
3 SILVER MEDALSwon on DUNLOP BELTS.

2 BRONZE MEDALSwon on DUNLOP TYRES.
3 BRONZE MEDALSwon on DUNLOP BELTS.
THE DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE CO., LTD., Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM; Alma Street, COVENTRY.

BRANCHES—London; Nottingham Manchester. Newcastle, Bristol. Leeds, Liverpool Glasgow, Dublin. Belfast.

BOWDIN
:

1L1LV iLiIii)

See that all your levers bear the Genuine
Trade Mark—It has no name of a Town

beneath it—only just Recd.

When buying control levers see that you profit by the years of expert concentration

which alone has made our levers as perfect as they are. Those illustrated above are

our best pattern single and double control levers. They are made from solid

stampings, and can be supplied for right or left hand, and in two designs ; straight

or curved. Similar levers made from pressed steel can be supplied to give one,

two, or three operations at 4/-, 6/-, and 9/- respectively.

Please send for our igi2 Catalogue, and note that our only address is—

BOWDEN WIRE, LTD., Pratt St., Camden Town, LONDON,

*

.«-.•••••-••..

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

>>:..>-«»>>:«

B25
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HUNTS Ltd
The City & West End Motor House,

h 1 17, Long Acre, London, W.C.

RELIABLE ACCESSORIES AT

LONDON'S LOWEST PRICES.

ThoBOWDEN
RAPID VALVE
GRINDER has
been introduced
to malie valve
grinding easy,
certain, and ex-

peditious. It can
be operated in

any position on
any in a c bine
without disman
tlingthe cylinder

and will grind in a valve perfectly} in a, fraction of the time
taken by other devices-

THE HUNT "ROSCO'
CYLINDER PAINT.

MOTOR CYCLES in stock for immediate delivery.

The Hunt

Sidecar Jack.

Weight 14 ozs.

Flight extended
I7in. , closed loin.

Base 2 in.

Will raise any
sidecar.

Finished in b'ack
enamel.

Price 4/6.
Postage 4d.

THE HUNT
Moto'L' Cycle Box Spanners.

Containing six sizes, with
tommy. English man u-

factn re. G uaranteed.

Price 2/6 set. postage 3d.

Keeps the engine cool,

prevents overheating,
rroduces a smooth
dead black surface.

Unaffected by heat or

water.
Price per tin, 6'i.

Postage 2d.

1912

il!:i!!iil!ll!!III

RUDGE-WHITWORTH (in siock).

'6h h.p. Mill t.i-speed Model, with free engine,
multi-plate clutch, pedal engine starter, aud
multi speed gear ; price £60

ZENITHS, with the Gradua Gear (in stock).
1912 34 h.p. Model £55 13 1912 6 h.p. Model £70 7

BRADBURY (in stock).
1912 3 h h.p Standard Model . £48

TRIUMPH.
1912 3 i h.p. Free-engine Model £55

DOUGLAS (in stock).
1912 22 h.p. Twin, Model G £41

The Hunt Chain
Grip.

This useful little

accessory draws the
chair, together and
holds same in position
while the rider inset ts

the bolt and nut for
fastening.

Price 1/G,

Postage 2d,

FILE : For
smoothing down
Platinum Points
to secure even
contact. GAP-
GAUGE for set-

ting Platinum
Points correctly.
KNIFE The
utility of which
every motorist
will appreciate

Price 1/-

• Postage Id.

THE HUNT 1912 IMPROVED MODEL
SIDECAR (in stock).

TJ p h o I s 1 r e d
wicker c ha i r ,

cushion, detach-
able clips. 26 x
2',in. tyre. A
strong and re-
liable sidecar at
a popular price,
stocked to tit all

motor cycles.

Price £5 15s.

&TILLFORD SIDECARS (in stock).

1912 Herald, improved model £6 6
1912 Rigid Model, with wicker body £9 9

THE "ALL-WEATHER" SUIT.

Manufactured in

double texture fawn
water-proof material.
Coat.double breasted,
wind and rain cuffs,

storm collar, throat
tab, ventilated under
arms,two side pockets
with flaps. Leggings
manufactured of the
same materiaL to
match,with straps for"

attaching to brace
buttons, spat feet.

Stock sizes : Coat,
length 36m., chest 40,

42, 44m. (size taken,

over coat), Leggings,
full length 34m.,
length inside leg 2gin.
Price of suit complete

Coat only . . £0 17 6
Leggings only o 7 6*

Postage Cd.

tOO page illustrated catalogue post tree.

L.M.C
for RELIABILITY.

•

Alforil, Lines.,

Aug. 16th, 1912.

Dear Sirs,—I should like

to take this opportunity of

letting you know how
very pleased I am with the

machine. The engine seems

so much more powerful
than other 31 machines
and lately I have been using

a sideasr. Have just come
up here from Portsmouth,

21S miles in one day.

Yours faithfully,

R. M. G.

(Surgeon, R.N.).

309, Monument Road, Birmingham,
August 15th. 1912.

Dear Sirs,—I wish to acquaint you with the satisfaction Heel
at the performance of my new 4 h.p. L.M.C. motor bicycle.

I have recently put the machine to a severe test, having
accomplished 400 miles in -four days with a sidecarand
16 stone passenger, myself, the rider, 10 stone 6 lbs., and
personal luggage totalling up to 30 stone.
During start of this ride we encountered several very bad

' hills viz., on the Brighton Road, all of which the machine sur-
mounted, the Sturmey-Archer Three Speed Gear showing a
valuable acquisition.

In conclusion, I may say that the machine easily surpasses
all my expectations in the amount of power developedr-

Yours faithfully

(Signed) J. B. PAYNE.

SUCCESS in the SIX DAYS 1 TRIALS.
Four L.M.C. "S took part in this strenuous test

All Four Finished
AND SECURED

3 GOLD MEDALS and 1 BRONZE MEDAL.
THE IDEAL MACHINE FOR TOURING IN THE L.M.C.

Makers : The LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LIMITED,
L.M.C. Works, Monument Road, BIRMINGHAM.
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The Isle of Wight. •

Will you kindly let me know
"ITI what it costs to take a motor
r and sidecar from Portsmouth to

_±J the Isle of Wight? Are the

usual licences available, and are

Hie n.ads on the Island good?—A.C.

| u . cost of transport from Portsmouth

i Ryde is Is. 6d. The Isle of Wight
•nuts as part of the county of Hamp-
nr. so the licences are the -same. The
.ads in the Island are good but winding

id hilly.

Adjustable Pulleys.

I have had considerable trouble

—] with my adjustable pulley. The

< cap which keeps the locking nut
« I foT the near side of the flange

comes off. The old pulley was

right hand thread, and when I lost a

cap it screwed up and spoilt the thread.

\l had a new pulley fitted recently.

fjiis had left hand thread, but the

cap soon came off. I had just adjusted

;the pullev, and had screwed the cap

on as much as I could, standing on

the pedal to get it tight; yet it came,

off when I ran the engine on the stand

to see if it was all right. I have

lArrastrong three-speed gear. Would a

Iplain pulley suit me? I always run

with sidecar.—J.B.

ie makers- should be able to advise you

a case of this kind. If their method

locking the flange is not satisfactory

ey should supply you with a pulley

at is reliable. We have always under-

30d that the locking ring should be a

fcM hand thread and the flange a left

lid' You ran easily obtain an adjust-

le
'

pulley which will give you no

,uble Your old pulley will probably

ve to be sent for the makers to bore

bus pulley to the correct taper, or you

uild order it with a plain hole and get

h taper bored locally.

A First Machine.

I am intending to purchase my

@ first motor cycle if. the course of

the next week o> two and shall

esteem it a favour if you will

assist me to a decision. (1.) Is

(It advisable for a novice to choose a

lightweight, and if so, en what ground?

12) Would the vibration from a single-

frvlinder lightweight be such as to

lender a twin desirable? (3.) How
Ivould the cost of running such- a twin

Compare with that for a single? (4.)

Would such a motor cycle be capable

hi taking anything but a " freak hill

L top gear, or would it be advisable

o have a variable gear to compensate

ffor the low horse-power? (5.) Do you

: Idvise a second-hand motor cycle for a,

hovice entirely- without technical know-

edge?—F.J.T.

(1 It depends entirely on the man. If

tl novice is an old pedal cyclist and not

(fcr 35 we should not recommend a

lhtweight in preference to a heavy-

Night if the prospective owner likes a

1 le speed occasionally. The only reason

i v we sometimes recommend that a

1,-Ice should choose a lightweight

richine is because, generally speaking,

t| lightweight is easier to handle and

ijitrol. and. in these "days of variable

ars, a lightweight of good make is

tilv fast on the top gear', and will climb

rtetically anything. (2.) Not if the

richine 'is fitted with a well balanced

mWttlpLJE

.single-cylinder engine. A twin is, of

course, more comfortable than any single,

and if you require to have the least vibra-

tion, doubtless a good twin would be desir-

able. (3.) The additional cost of running
would be hardly noticeable with a twin, the
cubic capacity of which did not exceed
that of the single by very much. (4.) We
always advise a variable gear in any case.

(5.) A second-hand machine not more
than a year old would be almost as good
in the hands of a novice, or anyone else,

as a new one, but you ought to have
expert advice before purchasing.

An Explosion in the Crank Case.

I should be much obliged if you
_| could explain to me the cause of

"5T a cylinder explosion. My cycle

_!J is a 3-^ 1909 model, niageto and
h.b.c, and one morning I took

it out to have a run but could not get
it to start. (I was .surprised, as it

started quite easily the previous even-
ing, but before doing so I noticed a
bluish spark come from somewhere
near the plug.) I tried to start it on
the stand and the pedals went round
quite easily, but as soon as I dropped
the valve lifter the cylinder broke
into pieces, also breaking lower part
of piston. I noticed after flooding the
carburetter it seemed to overflow and
stream out from the bottom of the jet

chamber for a few minutes and then
stop. Would this have anything to do
with it?—J.T.

The bluish spark you mention coming
from somewhere near the plug was
obviously a short circuit. The explosion

apparently occurred in the crank case

below the piston and, therefore, must
have been caused by a collection of vapour
in the crank case. Had the spark you

997

mention set fire to vapour arising from
a flooded carburetter it would not have
burst the cylinder and broken the piston.

It would simply have burst into flame. •

How the petrol got into the crank case

we cannot imagine, but if the explosion

had occurred above the piston it would
have blown off the combustion head,
whereas occurring below the piston it has
broken the cylinder off above the flanges.

It is difficult to account for these explo-

sions without being in dose touch with
the machine at the time' of the accident.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences of

others with various motor cycles or accessories

must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which
the replies may be forwarded. Answers to the
queries below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

(Irthlingboro').—G.W.K.

Marlborough

"BD1355"
cyclecar.

"Dono" (Scotland.)

light car.
" C4.W.J.M." (Kent).—Wilkinson T.M.C.

for solo and passenger work, particularly

as regards flexibility.

"S.C." (Fulham).—1911 T.M.C. with,

sidecar for business purposes. General
reliability, wear of gears and tyres ; also,

1911 F.N.
"J.P." (Capetown).—8 h.p. Matchles!

and sidecar. Running cost, petrol con
sumption, double belt drive, and change-
speed gear.

"W.T." (Mysore).—5 h.p. four-cylinder

F.N. and four-cylinder T.M.C. with side-

car. Hill-climbing, speed, and upkeep.

"J.W.A." (Jersey). — Roc 'two-speed

gear fitted to Humber.
"E.A.L." (Brixworth).—1912 3i h.p.

two-speed Kerry-Abingdon.

IS CHEDDAR GORGE. R. C. Davis ( Chater-tea sidecar) and F. Hill (A.C. Sociable), Sis Days' Tria:s

compet.tors, climbing the ascent through Cheddar Gorge, abreast.
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Several competitors in the Six

Days' Trials had trouble with water

entering the magneto. It usually

runs down the high tension wire.

Our sketch shows a simple remedy.

Obtain a good tyre patch, cut a hole

in the centre and force the wire

through it.

Sidecar Wind Screens.

J. A. Taylor and Co., 241, Balfour

Road, Ilford, Essex, inform us that they

hold the sole patent rights for sidecar

screens, and have obtained an injunction

against infringers of their design.

Catalogues Received.

A very voluminous catalogue is pub-

lished by the Rotax Motor Accessories

Co., Ltd., 43-45, Great Eastern Street,

E.C. A speciality is the Rotax motor
cycle lamp, the generator of which is

somewhat of a departure from the usual

form. Some very neat tool kits are also-

listed, and a variety of tools of interest

to motor cyclists.

The latest 1912 catalogue of Hunts,
Ltd., 117, Long Acre, W.C., is particu-

larly well got out, and lists everything
from complete motor bicycles and side-

cars to the smallest accessory.

The Lukin carburetter is a most in-

teresting device, and a study . of the

method of construction will interest the
majority of motor cyclists. The carbu-

retter is fully illustrated and described

with lettered drawings in a new catalogue

just published by Lukin, Ltd., The Ride,

Newcomen Street, Borough, London, S.E.

We are in receipt of the latest cata-

logue of the A.J.S. motor cycle (A. J.

Stevens and Co., Ltd., Retreat Street,

Wolverhampton), which is one of the

most popular up-to-date lightweights in

the kingdom. Th» models described are

the 2^ h.p. lightweight and the 5 h.p.

passenger machine. Each model is

lucidly explained, and illustrations and
drawings are given of the gear box and
component parts thereof, and the trans-

mission. In the Six Days' Reliability

Trials, out of -the five machines entered

four gained gold medals and one a silver

medal, the latter losing the fifth gold

medal b\ 18 marks.

Belt Fasteners and Belt Drifts.

The Aston Motor Accessories Co., Tal-
ford Street, Aston, Birmingham, give a
guarantee for one year with their belt

fastener and belt drift, and claim that the
fasteners are practically unbreakable. The
belt drift forces the canvas of the belt

sidewise instead of cutting it, thereby
increasing the life of the belt at the joint.

Business Announcements.
H. Martin and Co., Leslie Grove, East

Croydon, are enlarging their premises
and forming themselves into a limited
liability company.

P. Piatt, the well-known Bradbury
rider, will shortly open premises at 129,

Union Street, Oldham. He will hold the^

sole agency for Bradbury and other well-

known motor cycles.

A new lug£a;e grid, a special fitting which may
te obtained with the Enfield s.decar combination.

G. W. Baker (2.
1
. Singer) who covered 3 miles

in 3 rain. 42J sees, ani 5 miles in 6 min. to

sec. on the New Brighton (rick on Bank Holiday

Monday.

A Good Record.

. A Pedley belt was used on George
Giiffitn's 6 h.pr: -Zenith .Gradua which
obtained a gold medal in the Scottish

Six Days' and also in the A.C.U. Six

Days' Trials.

American Police and Speedometers.

It is well known that the American
police use the motor cycle to a very large

extent in the execution of their duties.

All their mounts are equipped with
speedometers, and the Jones is the

favourite among them. The facsimile

of a letter has been shown to us, received

by Markt and Co., Ltd., 98, Clerkenwell

Road, E.C, from Captain Stiles, West
Chicago Park Commissioners, Police

Department, who is most enthusiastic

concerning the accuracy of these speedo-

meters.

Sparking with a Big Gap.

We had a very curious experience the

other day with a sparking plug. Tin
plug became damaged through the break-

ing of a valve, with the result that Up
electrode attached to the body of II.

plug" was bent inwards, so that a' plug
gap of slightly over -|'s in. was
Some experts who saw the plug bet il

owner that he could never start it

machine or get it to fire with the

However, the bet was accepted, the plug
was put in, and at the second revolution

of the pedals the engine started, and
fired fairly regularly. The magneto was
the new waterproof Bosch, and the ex-

perience related speaks well of the

excellency of its sparking powers.

Fan Dynamometers.
We aTe asked to point out that the

description of engine testing by means
of fan brake dynamometers published in

our issue of March 21st, and used by
Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., is W. G.

Walker's patent. This firm have now
issued a license to Rudge-Whitworth,
Ltd., to use and manufacture dynamo-
meters for their own use, and are willing

to grant licenses for others. The address

of the firm is W. G. Walker and Co.,

Emery Hill Street, Victoria Street, West-
minster, S.W.

Six Days' Trials Notes.

Winners of ten gold, two silver, and
two bronze medals in the A.CD. Six

'

Days' Trials used Monogram oil as their

lubricant.

The 6 h.p. Royal Enfield sidecar com-

bination driven by H. V. Colver in the

Six Days' Trial was taken out on the

one fine day last week, without any over-

hauling, for a test up Sunrising Hill.

The passenger seat was occupied by Mi.

J. Urry. of Birmingham, by.no menus a

lightweight, and after running, at top

speed from Redditch. Sunrising was

climbed without a falter. A few minutes

afterwards the same machine made
another ascent with three up, including

the driver. Directly afterwards another

ascent was made from a start sonie

distance up the hill, with Mr. Urry in

the sidecar and another passenger on the

carrier. Thus, the machine which had

undergone the strenuous Six Days' Trial

demonstrated that it had lost little, if

any, of its tune by making three ascents

of Sunrising within a quarter of an linn.

and on two ascents the combined weight

of the driver and two passengers totalled

35 stones.

Water tank on Comet-Precision, fitted with

Green engine.

B28
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A.C.U. Six Days' Trials.

5 Zeniths Entered,
5 Zeniths Finished,

Gaining

5 .

MEDALS, IS&.
Though there were no less than 47 retirements, every Zenith came through.

The ZENITH also
gained

The

1" Belt Prize
(Presented by "Motor Cycling ),

BEATING IN THIS RESPECT EVERY OTHER MAKE.
N.B. There was no trouble on machines fitted with the

Gradua Gear.
The Standard Road Gear was used.

See Report in " The Motor Cycle." "It can be said without contradiction that

the Zeniths and N.S.U.'s are the nearest

to standard of any machines in the trial,

consequently their reliability is known."

In addition to the BELT PRIZE, the ZENITH was specially mentioned for

lightness on tyres
—"Motor Cycling" said "the back cover on Griffith's heavy

twin Zenith being in particularly fine condition."

ZENITH MOTORS LTD.,
{
Te..£2E^m«.- } WEYBRIDGE.

Contractors to War Office. Spares slocked in London by
Robertson's, 157. Gt. Portland Street, W.

Iii answering this advertisement it is desirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle." BJQ
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THREE RIBBED. STEEL STUDDED.

SPENCER
MOULTON
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES
Made in three kinds—three-ribbed,
steel studded, and standard heavy.
The same excellence of quality
obtains in these covers as in our
well-known motor tyres.

Full particulars and brices on applicafioi. lo—
GEORGE SPENCER MOULTON & Co., Ltd..

London : 77 & 79, Cannon St., £.C.
Qlasgow: 65 & 67, gothwellSt-
Leeds : 68. Jllbion Street.

KINGSTON MILLS,
BRADFORD-ON-AVON,

WILTS.

^im
MORE
SPEED

on less fuel consumption is but one of the

many advantages of fitting the

u.h:
MAGNETO.
No ignition trouble with "U.H.'' It will

make your engine doubly efficient, and will

give it increased power on hills.

Booklet of the "U.H." Free.

S. WOLF & CO.,
115, Southwark St.,

LONDON, E.C.
'Gnrns :

" Widerstind, London,"
'Phone : 5112 Central.

A BIG ADVANCE IN ENGINE DESIGN.
IMMEDIATELY SUCCESSFUL.

London -Exeter M.C.C. Trial Gold Medal
Coventry .Reliability Trial Lost no Marks
Hill Climbing Trial M.C.C Silver Medal.

NO WEAR. NO WORRY.

Communicate with

w. d. motors, springfield place,

harnall lane,

Coventry.

4* REGAL PRECISION
for sidecar work gives just that little extra power

that you want.
Single Cylinder, S9x96 m/m., fiOO c.c.
Extra strong frame and forks, that you can always rely upon.
Extra large tank capacity, with detachable sump and petrol

filter.

Extra low saddle and comfortable riding position. .

Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, or Bowden or Roc 2 -speed.
Excellence of practical design and finish, heaps of good points.
That little "extra" all round that makes "just the difference."*

Immediate Delivery.

ERNEST SMITH & WOODHOUSE, Ltd.

88, John Bright Street, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON AGENTS: H. C. MILLS& Co.,15,Woodhouse Parade. North Finchley

1«T~
The Guest Decompressor.

PATENT.

I^HE little article illustrated herewith
makes motor cycle startingsimplicity
itself, and not an athletic feat as

heretofore.

EASY TO START THE ENGINE, AND •

GOES DEAD SLOW IF REQUIRED.
SIMPLE TO FIT.

SUITS ALL STANDARD MACHINES.
FITS INTO EXHAUST CAP.

NOTHING TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

Price 12/6
Postage 4a".

each.

GUEST DECOMPRESSOR CO.,
107, HIGH ST., WEST BROMWICH

B30 In answering fhes-c advertisements -it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Reduced Prices
at end of Season.

MATCHLESS.
HAZLEWOOD.

CALTHORPE.
REPAIRS.ACCESSORIES.

> the;
OVfOTORb

MAINTENANGE
'COMPANYEstablished 1907.

184, Great Portland Street, W.
Telei Pno^e : 4839 Mayiair.

\ gtams :
" Motenance, London.'

THE

BLUEMEL
MASCOT
:: PLUG ::

WILL get the last ounce out
of your engine.

WILL stand up to the hardest

work it can be possibly

put to.

WILL do so consistently for

a greater length of time
than any other plug.

WILL regularlyfire the
weakest mixture, and

WILL give you the much
desired immunity from
ignition troubles.

MODEL S for Motor Cycles.

Write lor List, Motor Cycle Depl.,

C W. BLUEMEL & BfiOS.

WOLSTON, near COVENTRY.

HARRODS
Great End of Season

Clearance of

MOTOR CYCLES AND
SIDECARS.

If you are contemplating
the purchase of a Motor
Cycle or Sidecar, do not
fail to pay a visit to

Harrods Motor Showrooms
and view the examples of

every make of machine
which are there being
offered side by side.

DO NOT FORGET that if

you require a runabout or

Cyclecar Harrods can

offer you the best selection

for immediate delivery in

London.

J

ANY MAKE SUPPLIED
ON HARROD UNIQUE
SYSTEM OF PURCHASE

BY DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

HARRODS, LTD.,
BROMPTON ROAD, S.W.

RICHARD BURB1DGE, Managing Director.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." KU
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An exceptionally popular
and thoroughly successful

TWO- SPEED HUB
MILLENNIUM " MAKE.

T is centrally designed—operated by

one foot lever—dust and waterproof.

Its simple, straightforward construction

renders mistakes impossible. Both gears

controlled by friction clutches.

Unimpaired efficiency on high gc ar.

Makes control equal to motor <ar.

Essential to sidecar machines. Can

be fitted to almost any

machine.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

LAKE & ELLIOT, LTD.,

Albion Works, Braintree, ESSEX.

London Showroom

:

14a. Great Marlborough Street, W.

PRICE' £ IO.

Ready to build up.

A AMAC
A.C.U.

SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIALS.

33 Machines filled with

AMAC CARBURETTERS
Result:

15 Gold Medals.
6 Silver Medals.
6 Bronze Medals.

Be.«t Performance i« Trial—Pass. Class: ..."
Private Owner, Enneld, AMAC.

Best Performance on Hill—Pas=. Class: '-

Private Owner, Enfield, AMAC.
Best Performance. Slow Running on Hill -Pass; Class:

Private Owner, Matchless, AMAC.
Countissbury Slow Hill-climb—Mo'orBicy'le Class:

i Won by A. K. Penny, A.J.S., AMAC.—Pass. Class :

Won by A. J. Stevens, A.J.S., AMAC.
Winyards' Gap Slow HM-climb—Motor Bicycle Class :

Won'by G. h. Fletcher, Douglas, AMAC.—Pass. C ass :

Won by A. J. Stevens, A.J.S., AMAC.

ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES CO., LTD.,

TALFORD STREET, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

AMAC

MJ' 1: void ^Jr f Jo. 1E V O I

D

l ROUBLE
MOTORS.

Th
6 and S h.p. Models.

finest machine in the world for

Design, Workmanship, & Finish!
RA.C. MEETING, BROOKLANDS, July 27th. 5J Mile

Race. H. Reed on DOT from Scratch finished first

Speed, 73 M P.H.

MERSEY MOTOR CLUB HILL CLIMB, Sat., Aug. 3rd.

H. Reed on DOT, fastest time of the day.

Write, 'Phone (2125 Central), or call— .

H Reed & Co., 3°6
'
°G3iSl^H%'s*^.

Sole Agents for Manchester & District for the Canoelet Sidecars.

Applications for Agencies invited.

London Agents—The Service Co., Ltd., 292. High Holborn, London, W.C.

Liverpool Agents - F. Jones & Co., 3, Redcross Street, Liverpoo'. Leeds

Agents—Messrs. F. K. Langton & Co., 3, Briggate. stoke-on-Trent Agents-
Messrs. J. E. & L. Pritchard London Road Belfast Agents The Stanley

Motor & Cycle Co , 19. Mayfair Buildings, Arthur Square, Belfast.

All Goods and Repairs to Ellesmere Street, Hulme.

MAXIMUM ENGINE
EFFICIENCY.

FITTED
ON

HUMBER
MACHINES,

m
FITTED
ON ALL
RUDGE

MACHINES.

EISEMANN
M AGN ETO

was used by Mr. V. Taylor (Rudge),

THE WINNER OF THE
PARIS -LIEGE TRIAL.

Booklet on request.

THE EISEMANN MAGNETO CO.,
43, BERNERS ST.;

OXFORD ST. LONDON, W.
Telepone: No. 4601 City. Telegrams: "Rousilloo, London.

'

1-.D.C.

V34 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
T^OE 1'roinr.t Delivery:

fih.D. Koral Enfield, 2-<speed, noil sidecar; £84.

Qih.p. Huniber, 2-sjeed; £52/10.

Oih.p. N.S.U., 2-speed; £53/15.

OSlip. Royal Eufleld, 2-spccd. eligLtly soiled; £45.

Qh.p. Humber; £35.

3h.p. N.S.TJ. Twin, 2-speed. used for demonstration
purposes only, good as. new ; was £49, ujw £43.

W. HAEEISON and Co., 73, Bold St., Liverpool.
[X1118

TXEBDEN'S Great Sale.

rpHESE are all there. is left.

DE quick to secure the bargains.

|ft 12 Rudge Multi (shop^soiled] ; £34.

1Q12 Free Engine Triumph, shop-soiled; £50.

1Q12 Humber 2-speed and cnnoelet sidecar; usual1« price £65/2. now £j9/10.

1Q12 James 2-speed and eanoelet sidecar, kickAw starter; £73/3, now £65.

1Q12 New Hudson {Jap! 3-sneed; £59/17, £53.

1Q12 2;b.p. Premier 3-speed; £46/10, now £37/10.

1012 Free Engine Eudge, shep soiled; £49.

1Q12 Free Engine Triumph, unpaeked-

1(112 TT. Eoadster Triumph, unpacked.

1Q12 Multi-speed Eudge unpacked.

OND-HAND.-1912 Free Engine Eudge, as new; £45.

"IQ12 Lady's Douglas, 2-speed and clut<Ji, as new;
J. J/ £44.

"iqil IT. Triumph, as new; £39/10.

1Q11 T.T. Eudge, as new; £33.

1Q11 Lincoln Elk, 2Jh.p. : £17/10..

1Q09 Standard Triumph; £^S.

1 O09 Rex, 3ih.p. ; a gift, £19.

1Q09 N.-S.U.,- 3;h.p„ 2-speed; £20.

VLNDEC special and Sidecar, 5-6h.p., free engine;
- £20. .

Oh.p. Triumph, mag., Druids, splendid condition; £16.

ALL the above machines are in first-class order and
all fitted wit^i_ mag. apd up-to-date fitments; no

rubbish, but every one an absolute bargain, and can
only be had from Hebden's Motor Mart, Burnley.
TeL : 488. [4578

BOLTON.—1912 free engine Premier, in new condi-
tion; any trial; £40, or near offer.—Below.

1Q10 Free Engine Triumph, in very gcod condition;
X«-' any trial; £35. or exchange-—Below.

"I Q09 Triumph, one of the most reliable machines on
J-«7 the road; any trial ; £28.—Below.

BOLTON.-1912 T.T. roadster Triumph, Just run
.1.000 miles, verv fast machine, and is just as new;

cost with all accessories £60 nirie weeks ago; will accept
£50, or exchange.

PAEKEE. Stanley Garage, Westbrock St., Bolton.
'Phone; 1348. [SL834

"IQ11 Bradbury, splendid order; must sell at once;
-Lt» £29.-105, Waterloo Terrace, Ashton, Preston, i

[X2001
"I Q12 TT. Singer, practically new; £37, or exchange"*
-L«/ Douglas.— 2, Victoria Buildings, Fishergate, Pres-
ton. • [X2000
"IQ 12 Peugeot. 3ih.p., tyres good, lamp, horn, etc.:
1.U £35.—Halstead, 15. Church St., Briereliffe. Burn-
ley [4409

'

"I O09i Triumph, new condition, new tubes, new cover,

j

i-iJ accessaries, back red ; £26/10.— 17. Moorgate,
!
Bury , ..._:.. [X199F

1Q1H Bat-.Tap, 3;h.p., spring frame, splendid condi-
l~*y tion ; . £52.—Watson, Crow TreC6, Addiugh-'ni
Hkley. [4474

DOUGLAS, .1910'.." engine overhauled and renewed
makers, new tyre; £22.-2, Coronation St.. Has-!

iingden. [X2007 1'

TEIUMPH, 1909, in splendid order and condition; ac-

cept £24" for immediate sale.—65, Hilden St., 1

Bolton. - [X1948

MAKE YOUR OFFER.
We like cash buyers. If you are in a position to

|

bay cash, make us an offer for any machine on our
list. We will accept if at all possible. You can

|

t

save pounds.

List Price £47 10s.
Our Price £36 10s.

Saved - £11 Os.
We offer a High-grade Machine, namely,

a BRAND NEW

1911*34 h.p. PREMIER
at a REDUCTION o? £il.

Fitted witt all improvements. Fully

guaranteed. Delivery from stock.

FOR £10 EXTRA
we can supply above machine f tted with

Armstrong or Sturmey-Archer 3-speed

gear. Just the thin? for Sidecar work.

CLYNO. roi2, only run 200 miles £57 10
HUMCER, 1911, 3} h.p., 2 speeds, handle

starting, and Miflford sidecar £40
PREMIER, 3* h.p., 1911 model £30
N.S.U., 5 h.p., roio, 2-speed, and new sidecar £38 10

N.S.U., 3} h.p., roo8, magneto, 26in. wheels £13 10
REX, 3A h.p., 1908, spring forks, magneto.. £16 10
Twin DOT, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, handle starting,

with sidecar £38 10
CLYNO, New, igr2 model. In stock £63 5
VINDEC, 5 b.p., 1910. 2-speed £35
REX, twin, rgro, Speed King £2J
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin; rgrr, M.O.V.,

with £r2 r2S. Rex sidecar . .< £47 10

REX, 3^ h.p., vertical engine magneto .... £8 10
BRADBURY, rgro, 3J h.p £20
HUMB2R, roro. 2-speed gear £29 10

SAROLEA 5 'h.p. Tricar, P. and M. gear £10 10
ENFIELD Lightweight, 1910 £18 10

QUADRANT, 3! h.p., magneto, spring forks i.16 10
DAVIS D0U3LE, rorr, 6 h.p. J.A.P. 2-speed

gear ; cost £94 £24 10

DARRACQ 9 h.p. 2-scater Car, 3 speeds and
reverse £15 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V. magneto £8 10

WOLF Lightweight, rgro £10
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., vertical engine £S 10
hUiVIBER Tricar, open frame, wheel steering,

water-cooled £15
REX DE LUXE, 7 h.p., rgii, 2-speed £40
CLYNO, rgt2, run 300 miles £52 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED.—XL'All Spring Forks.

New rgr2 B. and B. Carburetter 2!»/6

B. and B. Carburetter, h.b. control 7/6
Mabon Clutch, ht twin Peugeot 3»/-

Nearly new rgt2 Senspray 23/6

Bradbury Pattern Handle-bars , 6/fc

Lowen Sidecar ; cost £u • £

)

Mabon Clutch, tit rgr r twin Rex 33/-

Long Handle-bars, dropped ends 5/6 and „/<i

Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/J

Fitail 2-speed, fit 3! h.p. Minerva £3 a

Wide Mudguards, 4m pair 2/1

1

B. & B. and Amac, h.b. control 13/6

New Amac Carburetter, h.b. control 18/6

Montgomery Castor Spring Wheel Sidecar . . £6 10
MUls-Fiilford Sidecar £3 15

Tubular Carriers, with drop ends 4/6

Cyclecar Chassis, wheel, tyres, P. & M. 2-sp. £12 10

Sidecar Lamps, show red behind 6/9

EN3INES.

7 h.p. Twin REX, rgrr, M.O.V. '. £9 10 I

6 h.p. Twin KERRY, magneto, silencers . . £9 10

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE £6

4 h.p. ORIENT £3 3!, h.p. MINERVA £3 10

2| h.p. MINERVA £2 10 r j h.p. MINERVA £1 10
|

Exchanges entertained.

Booth's Motorics,
Keighiey Mills, Bedford street North, Hainan

Telephone 1062.

AH letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A3,
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GUARANTEED FULLY TWELVE MONTHS.

EARLY DELIVERIES

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

50/

ART CATALOGUE POST FREE. (

We are now booking orders for 191

3

models.
Get our exchange form.

Special offers in 1912 models. Imme-
diate delivery ex-stock of

REXES
DOUGLAS'SSCOTTSZENITHS
ARIELSRUDGES

Call and inspect or write.

No extra for deferred payments.

We still have for disposal a few brand
new and guaranteed 191 1£ Rexes, 191

2

footboards, magnetos, carburetters,

gears, tyres, belts, &c, &c,
Maker's price .. .. 60 Gns.
Our price . . . . 51 Gns.

Cash 01* Exchange.
Deferred payment terms £14 with order and 12

monthly payments of 66/8.
SEE WHAT WE SAVE YOU.
MAUDES MOTOR MART.
I56 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

L.ON DON W
Telephone 552 M<*yfair
Tclc^rrtins "AKdtente*' London

( L-l STS F>OST FRE.E)

Motor Cycles: about half a aVzen left. If
you want one write for list.—Hitehens, Ltd.,

Moreeambe. [3687

RUDGE, 1911, good condition, engine re-bushed, very
fast; £32/10; deferred or cask terms.—Kitchens,

Ltd-, Morecuinbe. [4001

BAT, 1911, with P. and M. 2-speed pear, perfect con-
dition ; £36 ; earth, or deferred.—Hitehens, Ltd..,

Moreeambe. [4002

HUMBER., 1909, 2-speed, good order, with sidecar;

£30 ; cash, or deferred.—Hitehens, Ltd., Moreeambe
[4003

DOT, 5-8h.T>., B. and B. carburetter, first-class con-
dition, wanta new crank case side, mag. ignition

dirt cheap, £9, no swaps or deferred.—Hitehens, Ltd
Moreeambe. [4004

GRITZNER. oh.p., Bosch mag.', F.E-, B. and B
carburetter, good tyres, enamel and plating first-

class; £15/10 cash or deferred.—Hitehens. Ltd-, Mere-
cambe. [4005

KERRY, 22h-p-, a.i.v., B. and B- carburetter, Bosch
mag., good tyres, belt, footrests; £13/10, cash or

defpired—Hitehens. Ltd-, Moreeambe- [4006

MOTOSACOCHE. 1910, F.E., nice condition through'
out, Druid spring forks, var. pulley; £16, cash or

deferred.—Hitehens, Ltd-, Moreeambe. [4013

N.S.U., 3h.p., rn.o.v., B. and B. carburetter, magneto,
tyres good order, footrests, stands, pedals; £13/10,

cash or deferred.—Hitehens, Ltd-, Moreeambe- [4007

REX, 3ih.p.. ni.o.v., Longuemare carburetter, Bosch
' mag-, good tyres, spring forks, 2 brakes, plitinj:

guod; £17/10 cash, or deferred.—Hitehens, Ltd,, More-
eambe- . [4008

BRAITHWAITE, 3ih.p., Fafnir engine, a.i.v., B
and -B. carburetter. 2 brakes, Ukantes stands, mag-,

in going order; £12/10 cash, or deferred.—Hitehens,
Ltd-. Moreeambe. [4014

N;S.U., with 2 speeds, good motor cycle, for sidecar
work; deferred terms. £16; cash otters wanted-

Hitehens, Moreeambe. [4009

TO the Knuts-— Don't be silly and offer us. 10/- down
and 1/- a week for any of these machines. If you

want to buy a good mag. machine for cash, make us an
offer- We want to sell, and will answer all letters re-

ferring to same per return. If the abore prices are
too much for you. send for list. We have some in stock
a<s low as 35/-.—Hitehens, Ltd., Moreeambe. [4015

1 Qll Free Engine Triumph, £41; 19ll 2-speed Doug-
lt/ las, £33/10; 1911 Douglas, £31-—Cross, agent.
Rotherham. . [X2004

KEBRY-ABINGDON, late 1911, splendid conditirn.
little used, tyres gocd, belt new; £28.—Ralphs,

Bristol St., Leeds. [X1669

TORPEDO 2ihp Precision, Bosch, B. and B-, new
July, complete, lamp, tools; £30 cash.—13, Park

St., Bare, Moreeambe. [X.1981

NEW 3±h.p. Lincoln Elk, 2-spced, chain drive ; cost
£42: sidecar, coach-built, cost £15; offers-—Bur-

rows, Oudworth, Barnsley. [X2002

F.N-, 2ih.p-, December, 1911, 2-speed and free, per-
fect condition, excellent tyres; £35.—Reynolds, 32,

Fiowninp St-. Manchester. [X2012

1 Qll 2J,h-p. New Hudson, like new, £31; 1911 3*h.pAw New Hudson, Mabon, 29, bargain.—Rimmer, 29b,
Liverpool Rd- South, Birkdale. [X1754

1Q 10 2h.p. Motosaeoche. just overhauled, absolutely
J-*J perfect, manv accessories; £18/10.—Leo Scott,
Auckland House, St. Helens. _ - [4462

P.
and M., light model, Bosch mag., 2-speed, free en-
gine, spring forks, B. and B. carburetter; £18 cash.

—Hempel, Corn Mill, Bingley. [3724

ROYAL Enfield, 19114. perfect order, just overhauled;
£28/10; parting through illness.—Rev. F- Ge.rge,

376. Scotland Rd., Liverpool. [X1836

3_lh.p. Rover, all new, enamelling, 1912 B- and a-
2 carburetter, belt, accumulator, tyres good; £11.—

Richards, 125, High St., Bolton. [X2037

1 Q12 Lincoln-Elk, 3ih-p-, 2 speeds, free, kick starter,
-L*J new condition; nearest £35; consider lightweight
part—20, Kiln St-, Beeston, Leeds. [X2051

1 (Q12 3sh.p. 2-speed Humber, new last month, per-
-*-•? feet: £46, immediate sale.—Barrow, 30, May-
field Rd., Whalley Range, Manchester - [4327

3h.p. Macr. N-S-U. , in perfect condition, climb any-
thing, h.b.c. Whittles, horn, 2 brakes; any trial;

£14.—Farnworth, 16, Pall Mall, Chorley- [X1898

EXCELSIOR, 4ilip-, 1912, still new, free engine,
£55. with Millford family sidecar £65 cash-

Motor Exchange, 32, Downing St., Manchester. [X2011

1Q11 Standard Triumph, absolutely perfect, complete,
-** lamp, horn, spare belt, tube, etc-, £34/10; good

sidecar, £2/10.—Roekside, Broom Rd., Rotherham.
[X2039

TRIUMPH. 3ihp.. 1909*. Whittle, new tyre, recently
overhauled, perfect; £31; with new 19r2 N.S TJ

2-speed gear, £36/10.—Roebuck, 19, Somerset Rd-. Hud-
dersfleld. [X1345

F.N. Lightweight, lib. p., Bosch mag., spring forks,

1912 B. and B., good condition, perfect order;
£15/10 (instalments if desired).—K., 194, Oxford Rd.,
Manchester. [X2022
HUMBER Lightweight, 1912, 2h.p., perfect, all acces-

sories; £25, or hear offer.—K., 194, Oxford Bd.,
Manchester. [X2023

'do it imowP
Delays are dangerous. Prices of second-hands

are now at low water mark, and it pays to buy now
and, if necessary, resell in March.
Cut your losses and save yourself £ s. d.
Below we give a list of New and Second-hand

Bargains. All guaranteed and ready for ImmediSto
Delivery.

EXCHANGES, DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
CASH O-FERS CONSIDERED.

RUDGE MULTI
> 3* h.p., 19", new....

£gQ
-.UDGE CLUTCH

> 31 h -P- 1912, new..
£ggDCV SID£TTE, 6h.p., 1912, new «e

REX DE LUXE
>
6 u 'P-> I'J", new

• £RO 1A

ARIEL, 3ih.p.,3-speed,neW
£Jg

ZENITH, 6hp II2new 67 Gns.

ZENITH, 3 hp9iev 53 Gns.

SCOTT, 3i h -p- I9"> new
£65

DCV 3£ h.p., 1912, de Luxe, new' 9K(\

S ECIAL OFFER. Almost new, 1912, A.C. Sociable

de Luxe model, with hood, screen, and lamps.

Guaranteed perfect.
C(J5t £( -| Q^ Accept £gg

tOIYWtf^ 6 h.p., 1912, sidecar combination £Ct)

TRIUMPH, &£&£?>:™™ £25

MINERVA, li^ .

s
?

od
..

orde
.

r

:..
£14'

r„»py SIDETTE.- 1912 model, as new
£fiO

DCV DE LUXE, 1912 model, perfect £525

PREMIER, 3lh-P-.W3-.peed.... £48

PREMIER, 3i".P.,i9Iomodel .... £32

RUDGE, 3i n.p., l9n T.T. model .... £34
A D IC I

' 2S- h.p., ideal lightweight
£-j Q .

D & M 3 * h-P-. In0 9. 2-speeds, lovely jDQO

DOUGLAS, 2V nip.; 'i'91'i model'::::
£3^

T.A.C.,
7"8 h -P-, I9IO model -£3g

INDIAN, 7 '
9 h -p- I9IJ

' 2 "speed
£52

P.& M., 3i h.p., 1911 model
£5()

**COTT 3 ^ ^-p** IQI ° mode '< and sidccar -£36

F-N. 4^ h-p *' 4"cyIindcr
• •

• £23
A I C 3 h.p., twin, just overhauled £27
If Q 5 h.p., free-engine, magneto . .- £28
C M 2-i h.p., 1910, tricycle, ^-speeds .... £QQ

DETY 5 h.p., tourist model £22

MINERVA, 45 ^p-.'H»ingiork.- .... £ig

ANTOINE 5
-6h -p" twin

-
low built • £19

PHCENIX,' 3hp car
'

2 -seater £26

ANGLIAN, = -p., height a
ANTOINE, 4 h-P.. clttch mode. £^J

IMPERIA 2 hp '' handle-bar control .. £j

EXCELSIOR, 3 b - p- tricar
-
>speeds

£1

J

SPECIAL LINE.
Shamrock-Gloria Clearance Belts a>

half- maker's list prices. Send for a length 01

approval. Money returned iinot satisfactory.

Jin., 8d. ; iin., lOd. ; Jin.,1/-; lin., 1/2 per foot,"

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

UOM DOM W.
Telephone. 55S M^yfair
Tele§r*ms "Ahri-enfe" Londtin

( L_l STS P>OST FREE)

&38- All letters relating to advertisements should quote the- Dumber at .the end of each advertisement, and the date, otithe issue.
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fSCOTT'Sj
1

t/i«fii*iQ Mntnr Mnnco PivvolE fit MalifayVictoria Motor House, Powell St., Halifax— — A
ALL MACHINES SEVERELY TESTED BEFORE „

LEAVING THE WORKS. X
ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED AND v

ACTUALLY IN STOCK. ^
CLEARANCE SALE!X

X:

!
One Multi Kudee iiTstbck. hicst cheque

secures. rRICE £60.

r
1 RUDGE 2-speed and iree-en^jne and

a Ijustable puHey ; engine starts with
the back wheel on the ground ,... £56 10

i RUDGE tree-emiine model £55
> RUDGE standard & £45 15

RUDGE" T.T. £43 15
• ROYAL iNFIELDS, .1912, anv model.

[ SCOTT -1912, new, first cheque for £66 secures
' Ze.«ITH-G :AJUA, .e\v, 3^h.p £55
PREMIER, 191-, new. Stu.mey-Archer

j speed geai, start with wheel on the
ground £55

\ GLYNO, " like " new, complete with
12-guinea sidecar' £55

' P. & M., as good as new, complete with
si iecar £45

NEW HUDSON Lightweight, 2$ h.p.

1 .p, like new, 3-speed gear, a bargain £35
FREKIER, iQi2,ltUenei\' 3* h^p £33
RUDGE, Standard 1912, 3A h.p. £33
PR £MiER, 3i h.p., 1912, complete with

sidecar, 1 speeds . . £55
NEW HUDSON, j.\ h.p., 1912, not done

360 miles, 3 speeds £46 10
HU.Vl-Jt.i 3-V h.p.. 2-speed and free.

engine, take. a sidecar £39
l\ TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., late 1908, a beauty £25
} KEX DE LUXE, 3A-h.p., 1911, with 12
J improvements, 2 speeds '.

. . . . £38
} LINCOLN ELK, 3J h.p., 2-speed and
U kici starter £36

. J PREMIER, 3 speeds, 1912, complete
J, with sidecar and numerous spares . . £54

J REX, .5 h.p., 19101-, with 1911 improve-

Jments, not done r,ooo miles £34
' REX, .1910, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, -and free

J

engine complete with sidecar £3B
F.N. Lightweight, 1911-12, shaft drive,

« shop-soiled, complete with £10 worth
/ ol spares £33
«] F.N., s-6 h.p., fitted with 2-sneed gear
# and free engine at a cost of over £Rc,

J
a bargain £38

I MOTO-REVE, ion, 3-speed Armstrong,
gem, shop-soiled £29

MINERVA, 3* h.p., h.b.c, magneto igni-

tion, spring forks
,

£15
TRIUMPH, 1907, 3^ h.p £20

/V 50/- down and 5/- par week secures>the following :

I

Fafnir, 2! h.p., h.b.c £8 10

>]
Qup'-'rant, zk h.p., spring forks £8

1 R . X and Forecar, complete, with free

\ engine, h.bx .- 3S14
J$ 2 Motor Cycles, Kerry and Lloyd's, wantu slight repairs .

.".' £5
^8-gui.iea Sidecar, second-hand IA 0,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALh,.

ly it]]

Models at reduced prices: Triumph £55, Zen
ith £50, Premier 3-speed £50, Knfield 2-speed £42

Calcf.tt £29 ; all brand new ; following sec. nd-Jiand—
T.T. Triunph (1911) £30. twin Bat £25, twin Rex £35,
twin Piejner £35, Rex mug. £40, Bradbury and eide^

ear £28— Oswald Parker. Melbourne, Derby. [X1950

1Q12 3h.p.
Its ligiitHL-

win N.S.U. with 2-speed gear, ideal

„ t, £49; 1910 free engine Triumph,
splendid order, £38 ; 1909 tree engine Triumph, well
equipped, a beauty., £53; 1909 standard Triumph, new
tyres, £28; 5-6h.p. twin Rex, bosch mag., h.b.c. spring
forks, Whittle be.t, sp t:ndid tyres, fine sidecar niaei ine,
bargain £18; 3jh.p. Viildeu, mag., 2-speed gear, £14;
3ih.p- Quadrant, mag , B.B., spring forks, £14; Moto-
«aeoche, Druid forks, good tyres, £9; 3 h.p. mag.
Minervii, £12; 5h p. Vindee twin, mag., spring forks,
£-2; 5h.p. twin Rex, accumulator, trembler coil; spring
forks, will pull sidecar, bargain £10; 3b, p. Bradbury,
aecu.uukvtor. tine machine for a learner, ±18; immediate
delivery of Scott, Triumph, Rudge, Premier, Singer,
and Douglas; cash, easy payment, or exchange; we are
at your serri. e.—The North Wales Motor JSxehant?e,
Rhosddu, Wrexham. Tel.: 283. [X1938

SECTION ;v.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

TpJIRMINGHAM.

QPECIAL Sale of new and 2ud-hands.

P.
and M.-We hare in etc-rlc both medele, standard
£60 aud colonial £65: fir^t oider secures delivery.

-Colmore Depot, 35, Cplmoro Row, Birmingham. T453'

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-ppeed. free engine, handle start-
iris, good oider; £33.—Colmore Depot, 35, Colmore

Row, Birmingham'. [4538

MOT03ACOCHE, 1910. free engine, fine condition.
£20.—Colmore Depot, 45, John Bright St. iiir

ui'ngham. T4539

PREMIER, 1911. 3sh.p., geed running order; £25.-
Colmoie Depot, 35, Cciinore Row, Birmingham.

T454C
TRIUMPn, 1910. standard, overhauled, good running

order; £29. — Colmore Depot, 35, Colmore Kiv.
Birmingham. f&Fa*

ENITH, 1911. 3ih p.. Gradua gear, fipieiraiu hill

imber; £35.—Colmore Depot, 45. John Brit:
St., Birmingham. T454f

TRIUMPH, 1911, 3ih.p., with N.S.U. 2-speed, wit!
or ttitiont sidecar; ±38.—Colmcre Depot, 35, Ool-

.nore Row, Birmingham. [454?'

BRADBURY. 1911, 3'.b-p.. 2-speed, wifh N.S.U
gear, powerful sidecar, ma'chine; £39.—Colmore

Depot, 35, Colmore Rcw, Birmingham. [4544

SINGER. 1912. 3!h.p., free engine, hardly used;
sacrificing for £42.—Conacre Depot, 35, Colmore

Row, Birmingham. [4545

Armstrong- 3-speed, T T.
£48.—Colmore Depot, 45,

John Bright St.. Birmingham. [454e

ENFIELD, 1910. 2Jh.p., good running order; £19.—
Colmore Depot, 45, John Blight St., Birmingham-

[4547
COTT, 1910, 32b. p., cverbnuled: £28. — Col more

Depot, 35, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [4548

OUGLAS, 1912, 2-speed, good as new; £42.—Col-
mcre Deprt, 35. Colmcre Row, Birmingham. [4549

1912, 2ih.p.. 2-speed, free engine, hardly
JCJ used": reduced from £52 to £42.—Colmore Depot,
45, John Bright St., Birminerhani. [4550

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X§
XD

Z"

PREMIER. 1912, 3Jh.p. r

model, fine condition;

I"
ADY'S Douglas, 1912 splendid machine, in

J order; £42.—Colmore Depot, 35, Colmore Rcw
Birminirham.

RUDGE-. 1912.
£44 to clear

Birmingham.

[4551

3'h.p, free engine, soiled only; take
—Colmore Depot, 45. John Bright St-,

[4552

NEW Hudson. 1912. 3'h.p.. 3-^peed, used a few times;
£49.—Colmore Deprt, 35, Cokuore Row, Birming-

ham. [4553

MATCHLESS, 1912. 6h.p .
vir. gear, hardly used, as

new take £61.—Colmoie Depot, 35, Colmore Rcw
Birmingham. [4554

PLASTGW. Grimsby, has the following machines
: 1912, for immediate delivery:

V! As Illustrated, 10 GUINEAS.
Write for Sidecar Catalogues.

Vi We claim to have the finest and strongest Side-
** ir on the ma ket. No fear of wheel dropping off.

V WATFORD SPEEDOM-T- RS
*

ill Models. Liberal allowances made on old ones.

X |L X

^'iotrests, postpaid 2/10 X
X lCOT.T» Victoria Motor Hovt >,

X
Powell Street, HALIFAX.
tlephone—1-3 National.
'Jlegranis—"SCOTT. Powell Street, Halifax."

1Q12 Triumpli, free engine

"I Q12 Douglas, Med' new; £11.

2 speeds ar.:11 Q12 Indian, 7h.p..13 Jc-.nes £7/6 speedometer, Muntgonlery
complete Tritli

£10/10

X
X

sidecar; 60 gns.

iQll Rudge. P.E., Kemp-hall tyre, excellent ccn-
X*J dition; £36.

19
1Q11 FN., 4-cylr. gear
J-H foctboards; £24/10.-Plastow, Grimsby. [X1960

QUADKANT, 2!b.p., just overhauled, h.b.c, nearly

new tyres; price £6/10.—Hisgs, butcher, Alcester.
[X1883

TBIUMTH for sale, 1908. in good running order;

• £24.—Wins 15, High St-, Stratford-on-Avon.
[X2053

11 Triumph, P.E., perfect order; £37.

transmission, pedals and

Collier's Motories,
Westgate, Halifax, England.

1912 BRADBURYS.
THE IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINES.

The greatest power in single-cyiiiirler machines, giving
maximum efficiency and freedom from attention.

i
1 h.p., tourist £C8 3A h.p., 2-sp., chain £58 10

,i h.p., 2-speed, belt £55 3J h.p , i-speed .. £58 10

SPECIAL EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS.

CASH, EXCHANGE OK EASY PAYMENTS.

1912, Twin, 2-speed, new .... ftffafC

RE5C r9t2, 4 h.p. Tourist, 84IX 95, new jg^C A

§1EX DE LUXE> J9i2, 4 h.p., 2-speed, new £gg Q
H UIVIBE R, ,g12 - 3i h -p- 2"speed

'
new £47 1

BER I912
'
new 3* h,p

''
2"speed £47 1

I9rt, ^ h.p., Clutch, splendid .©Oft "fl f*
5 condition *<" a "

SCOTT, ,9 "- 2 "speed £34 10
ANTOINE,

s

6
pnn

p
g'fori«

n,

..

magnet
;:£23 10

jJCVDE LUXE, igrr, T'vin, 2-speed, new fgQ
"J Q

REX, SSJ*. .

h -p
-.

.

To
^.

s

.

t

:

.

new
.

and
34 gns.

BCV DE LUXE, new 1911, 3! h.p., 2-speed," i-** and new Sidecar, very smart lot, with CA ffyrjc
makeis" guarantee ww.gllO*

N.S.U., ^9". 3^ h.p., 2-speed £g2 "j Q
KERRY, 2» b -p- tmswe" £810
BRADBURY, 25h -p" magnet0 ---- £18 10
DCy r9rr, 3^ h.p., Tourist, very reliable £Qft.

"fl Q

BAT, 2ih -p" sprinsframe £10 10
BCV DE LUXE, 5 h.p., 2-speed, Twin, and JOE Q

MJNER>fA', 2^^vv ;

;;

:: £1610
DEV 1910, Twin, special finish fOty ^f\

QUADRANT, 3h -p"withaccessories £715
B3JP3C r9 TI

. 34 h.p., Tourist, roo miles only ^gOA -fl A

REX 5i h,p" Twin '
spring f?rks £16 10

MINERVA, 4 J h -p-™n
'
spring forks

£1 610
N ^ II

sj h.p., 2-speed, Magneto Twin. . ^ft/>
-f,

tfh

MINERVA, 2 h

p

liBht veight £6 10
DE DION 2S h,p '' spray carbur

f
tter £6 10

ilESMOND, 2j h -p- Watawata bclt
- -£8 10

OLYMPIC, hp £10 10
MOTO REVE^-Sf^d^filS 10

Tftl:ARS AND CARS.
3* h.p. 2-speed HUMBER Runabout, with extra

seat attachment £13 10
PHUtmiA huiecai, less tyies 17/6
l-cylindei 2-seater WOLSELEY Car, recently over-

hauled, great bargain £2C 10
h.p. W.C. --speed MOfdOGAR, open trame Jr/16

COLLIERS 1912 SIDECARS.
'Popular,' Oppc or Continental Lyre £5 5
' Superbe " type with best tyre, apron, etc. . . £t> 6

iir'e-entranre body, as ihastrated £7 10
iJitto 'with best coach-Luiit body £7 12 6

Improved Quick Deta haLle Jcints, franked Extra
Strong Back Axle and Spmdie to an Models Irompt
jeLiVrtiy to sui f Rexes

;
"irtuni^hs, N.S.U. 's, Indians and

' other mak^.

D'scount to trade. Exchar.eo^ entertained.

SPECIAL OFFER.
1012 2-speed 2| h.p. REX Junior de Luxe. Only had
road tests, accept £32 10. Particulars on application

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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ROBERTSONS
SPECIALTI ES.
THE WALL
TRSCARRIAGE.
5 H.P., 2-SPEED SHAFT DRIVE,
DIFFERENTIAL, 50 MILES PER
GALLON, 40 MILES PER HOUR.
PRICE IOO GUINEAS.
COME AND HAVE A TRIAL RUN.

TURNER
SIDECARS.
MODEL No. 1 - -

MODEL No. 2 - -

Extras : HOOD, 35/-
COME AND HAVE

- - £14 15
- - £13 13

; SCREEN, 35/-
A TRIAL RUN.

G.M.G. GARETTE
6-8 H.P., TWIN-CYLINDER, WATER
COOLED, 3 SPEEDS AND REVERSE,
WHEEL STEERING, PRICE 95 GNS.

ILLFORD
SIDECARS
ALL MODELS, WICKER, CANE,
AND COACHBUILT BODIES.
FROM £6 6 TO £24 0.

THE IVY
MOTOR CYCLES
COWEY & JONES
SPEEDOMETERS
F.R.S., MILLER,
& P. & H. LAMPS.
XL ALL SADDLES
ALL
FOR J.A.P. ENGINES,

ZENITH MOTORS,
AND ROC GEARS.

GRADUAL.
PAYMENTS
ROBERTSONS

TELEPHONE : 5767 MAYFAIR.

|57ftGRtAT PORTLAND STREET W.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 1907, 3Jh.ii., h.b.c., Dunlop belt, just

overhuulcd; what often*?—Below.

ENFIELD, 1911, Plh.p., 2 speeds, free engine, as
new; what offerer— Bn'.rit

DOUGLAS, 1910, 23b. p., just been enamelled and
overhauled, fast; what offers?—Below.

PREMIER, 1912, 34n.p., standard, quite new; must
be- sold, what offers j*—IJelm*

TRIUMPH, 1912, F.E., in stock.-Alcester Motor
Co., Alcester. [X1847

33hp. 1912 Twin Humber, Armstrong 3-speed, 2lin.
4 baek tyre, double fin-treats; £42 cash; also

3ih.p. 1912 Free Engine Triumph, new at Easter;
2 £46: both machines have been ridden about

1,000 miles, are as new. and complete with lamp, horn,
spare belt, fastener, valve, and tool-;.— Geoffrey Smith.
Dunelm, Northumberland Rd., Coventry. [X2077

UDGE, free engine, new, registered ; offers, cash or

exchange.—Watson's Garages. Retford and TuxiOrd.
[X1954

OUGLAS, 1911, Model E, 2-speed, footboards; £34.
—Mess, 65, Ardcu Rd.. Handsworth, Birminghmn.

[X1915
THE Corah Motor Co . King's Norton, have a lew

^hop-soiled 1912 models to clear at reduced prices.

|>19713 ih. p. Minerva, overhauled, low, h.b.c., cood tyies;
2 bargain, £9.-Crease, Radford Place, Mansfield.

[X 200.9
1Q10 3sh-p. Brough, splendid condition, nearly new
-Lt/ tyres, very comfortable ; £24.—Mogg, Forest Rd..
Bulwell. [51742HUMBER, 1911$, 2-speed; lamp speedometer, etc.;

£35/10, cost £60.—Hirst, 214, North Fosse, Lei-

cester-
r4636

REX Lightweight modern, mag., new belt, tyres, re-

- cently- overhauled ; £15.—Parsons, 66, Regent St

Rl

D c

Leamington.

TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine, brand new,
what offers?- — J. Seanlau, 89, Bracebridge St

[X1860
in crate;

Birmingham.
i. Premier, good
first reasonable

Place, Mansfield.

TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine

-IQ11 H
-L «/ u^ed

;

[4469

very little

Heath Birmingham
"I Oldl Triumph,

riding, spares
Birmingham.

condition,
offer.—Carrs, Market

[4506

nearly new, with lamp.
" Smal]

[4561

standard, little used, no winter
£32.—Kerr, Claiemont Rd., SpaiU

[X1799

1Q12 Singer. 2'.hp-. faultless, not done 300, verv
J-*/ fa^t, splendid climber, ideal fcr solo; £26—23,
Highland Rd., Coventry. [X2034

1Q10; 6h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, free engine, Whittle,
X vJ good tyres, new condition; any trial; £34.—Lev
Hutu-line Culev

2
Ather&torie. [X1859

3.h.p. New Hartley £5/10, 3h r. Pebolt £7/10, both
4 inns bars, excellent condition; will ride 40 rnilee.

—Barratr, Kibircrth, Leicester. [X1929

-| Q 12jDougIas, model H-, 3-sireert, lamp, hom, Cower.
J-«/ in new condition, spare.-; £46, co*t £53/10
Easter.-Leafc, Irthltngborough. [X1842

61l.p. N.S TJ-, powerful, and in send condition, inag..

footboards, and all ac'ce^orie
The Motor Cycle Offices, C-tventry,

£16.-

offei

Hex 1,215
[512048

L.M.C., 1911, 3'h.p., free engine, 2-speed, perfect ren-
dition; trial: £36.— Goostry, 53, Harborne Park

Ed.. Birmingham. Tel.: 3520 Central. [X1824

Oih.I. 1910 Mcto-Rcve, Bosch, Whittle. Druirts ; sell

^4 £16, rr exchange for 3ib.p. mag. machine.—Box
1,216, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X2014

EIITMPH, F.E., £55 ; Caleott, 2;h.p., . £33 ; Hex
twin. 6hp, £55; Hobart, £37: perfectly new; what

offers?—Tuck and Blakemore, Coventry. . [X2080

PECIAL Clearance Sale of new and 2nd-hands pre-
vious to stocktaking ; now is ycur chance for genuine

bai gains: must be cleared;;no reasonable offer refused.

"VTEW 1912 25h.p. Ariel Lightweight, free engine, 3-

XN speed; list £52/10. accept £45.

NEW 1912 3hp. Twin N.S.U., free engine, 2-speed;
list £49. to clear £37/10

ARIEL, 1911,' Sihjj., free engine, var. gear, 1912 de-
compressor, with lamp, horn, tools, practically

new, £35. great bargain; another same model, -with
sidecar, £38/10.

S.A.. 1911, 2-speed modi 1, £40; New Hudson, late

1911, 23h.p., 3-spei-d, £38/10: Mctc-Reve twin
lightweight, £18/10.—Falcon Motor Depot, Li zells, Bir-

ming-ham. fX2024
31-4h.p. Clutch Mcdel Rex de Luxe, 1910', drip feed

2 lubricator. Brooks large carrier c*se, perfect, like

new: bargain, £26-—Turns. 138. Catherine St-, Leicester.
[4444

INERVA, 2ih.p.. excellent condition, good running
order, B. an/1 B contri I Auiac carburetter. Helle-

sen; £9/10.—Eieheubergc, "* '"''"'ton Ed., Boston, Lines.
[3.2035

3JLh.p. Triumph, 190t., good condition. Mabon clutch,
2 new ItunloP back, new belt, head light, spare

tube, numerous other spares; £24. — Allen, Saxby,
Grimsby. TX1955

h.p. Free Engine Rex, 1908. Bihfcs carburetter,
1911 tank, new belt and tyre just fitted, and

machine overhauled; bargain, £18/10.-37, Clarendon
St., Coventry. [X2079

B !

M 1

3ih
2 TELEPHONE : MAYFAIR 5767

157b, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the iss::e. A41

BOBEBTSONS
NEW MACHINES
TOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

ALL MODELS OF TRIUMPH, BAT,
DOUGLAS, CLYNO, HUMBER, IVY,

NORTON, RUDGE, ROVER, P. & M.,

NEW HUDSON, ZENITH, ENFIELD.
MATCHLESS, SCOTT, SINGER, ETC.

SECOND - HAND
EVERY MACHINE
OVERHAULED AND GUARANTEED.

1912.
>YCLECAR £gg|

£58

£42

£45

£26!

£45

£441

£481

£441

£34

£44

£461

£48!

£62

1215

1203

1181

1167

1186

1222

1198

1175

1147

1143

1188

1173

1142

1202

1154

1217

1208

1192

1200

1090

1182

IN PERFECT ORDER
F> & M., 3J H.P., 2-SPEED, One
week old. Horn and lamp never been used

IVY PRECISION, 3i H.P. T.T.

MODEL. Ridden about 100 miles

HUMBER, 2 l H.P..3-SPEED. Foot-
boards. Like new. Lamp, horn, and tools

LINCOLN ELK, 3 H.P. Ridden
"about 50 miles. Lamp, horn, and tools ....

NEW HUDSON. 3! H.P, 3-

SPEED GEAR, SHOP-SOILED ONLY ....

NORTON, 31 H.P. STANDARD
MODEL, SHOP-SOILED ONLY
RUDGE, 31 H.P., F.E. MODEL. As
new. Lamp, horn, and tools .

."

.

RUDGE, 31 H.P. T.T. MODEL. Lucas
lamp, Max, Cowey, snares, tools

TRUM F»-J.A.P.,4 H.P. Brand new
engine. Very fast, horn

ZENITH, 3J K.P. In perfect order,

Lamp, hom, and tools

ZENITH, 3i H.P. Hardly used.

Lamp, horn, and tools

ZENITH, 31 H.R. Senspray carbu-
retter. Like new. Lamp, horn, and tools

ZENITH, 6 H.P. Beautiful order.

Lamp, horn, and tools . , ,

1911.
New conditionBAT, 6 H.P.

horn, and tools ,

BRADBURY, 3A H.P.
Lamp, horn, and tools

BRADBURY F.E
All accessories '.

F.N., 4-CYLINDER, 5-6 H.P:, 2-SPEED.
Lamp, horn", and tools . .... .\

HUMBER, 2} H.P., 3-SPEED.
Spk'ndid order, lamp, horn, and tools ....

SGOTX, 2-SPEED, 2-STROKE, 2-CYL.
water-cooled. Suitable for a lady ........

PREMIER, F.E., 3.V H.P. Fine
order. Lamp, horn, and tools. .„'..-

ZENITH, 6 H.P. Splendid for sidecar.

Lamb, horn, and tools, v .....

ZENITH, 3£ H.P. Good appearance.
Lamp, horn, and tools

ZENITH, 2} H.P Exceptionally good
order. Lamp, horn, and tools

£391

1091

1211

1220

1154

Lamp

Fine order. £941

vf„:P . £39,

£38:

£32

£45

£38

£52

£38

£411

MISCELLANEOUS.
£28

£161

£29

£12

£24

£191

1910 SCOTT, 3J HP., 2-SPEED,
2-STROKE. Lamp, horn, and tools

4 H.P., STEVENS, Magneto, H.B.
control, spring forks, lamp, horn and tools

1910 PREMIER, 3? H.P. 2-CYL.
Lamp, horn, tools. Most excellent condition

SWIFT, 34 H.P. WHITE & POPPE
ENGINE. Lamp, horn, and tools

1908 F- N-, 4-CYL- 1912 carburetter and
clutch. Lamp, horn, and tools. Perfect
condition

1909 F.N., 4-CYL. In perfect order..

Lamp, horn, and tools

ROBERTSONS
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
S.A-. 1911, standard, guaranteed not

?roi

£3 5.-Tea 11

Iff;A,. 1911, standard, g
miles, tyios an ne,\v, front unpuuctured

done 2,000
several im-

115, Cjlniore
[5188',

cairn ts, all accessories
Birmingham

Indian, 5h-p., free engine, Cowey, Lucas lamp,
miii'1,1, spine chains, valves, penect order; any

r ; £40, or exchange Douglas and cash.—Nolan, con
d.ur, Nottingham. [X1985

3Jh p. Free Engine Motor Cycle, Ondor engine,
Violas. n-BenneU mag-, C-A.P. carburetter. Con

ti ital tyred; no leasonable offer refused.— 1«\ Spencer,
pry Mill. Coventry. [a102£

111-1912 Racing Triumph, cnly run 700 miles,
uifli eat condition.

AJNGI

ttvii he]

map;
won several sold medals, span

ui'b, tyie. carburetter, belt, very last, special througi,

0« Applv, Hali'.id, White Huuse, Kdwaltou, Notts.
paw:

qJIUMPH T.T. Roadster, Mar, 1911, Jones speed-
J ometer, Lucas lamp, horn, watch, tyres, and belt

priieally new, very fast; bought 1912 model : £37/lC
[0 uiek sale; nj offers.—Finnemore, 75, New St. B>r
niliam. [X1663

S5CIAL Bargain—6h.p. Zenith-Gradua, 1911, grip
lever, J.A.P. engine, patent drip lubricator, sp^en

iioondition, carefully u?ed about 2,000 miles; £48/15
lout.—Box LS.509, The Motor Cycie Offices, 20, Tudor
st'E.c. iiem
112 3;lip. Bradbury, good condition, spare valves,
-j Lucas lamp, new John Bull tyre on back, unused
le'Dnnlcp belt, also new Dunlop spare" cover, C^wey
spipmeter; what offers P—Wright, l'etherton House.
B ring [4411

BADBUKY, 1912, new June, free engine, £45;
Bradbury. 1911, perfect, _£34: Moto-lieve, 1910

-,i 211i.p., £16/10; Minerva, 2Jh.p., new B. and B,
tn! and one cover new, £11.—Robertson, 15a, Broad

eterboro'. [S845
PJGDON, 1911. clufcll model, 12 months old,

3,000, PR.S. 1,000ft. beam, lamp, all
belts, etc. ; £36, with sidecar £40 ; no dealers

;

e seen Sutt.n Coldfield—Box 1,211, The Motor
Offices, Coventry. [X.1933

N03, 1912 models in st:-ck; special offer, 1912
-speed, complete, coach-built sidecar, Lucas lamp,
spares, all brand new; £80; trade" supplied —l'.

wholesale agent, Sparkxiill, Birmingham. Tel.
T465fl

T-1ES. 1913, 3-epeed, chain drive, special gold meda*
'-' J days', machine fully guaranteed, and overhauled.
»« iv. several special fitments.—1'. J. Evans, Spirl;
lull lirmingham- [4656
TIMBER, 1912, 311i.tj., 2-spced, excellent order,
«-l;42; also 1911 and sidecar; splendid condition,

1'. J. Evans, 358, Stratford Rd., Birmingham.

.,
AlDAYS, 1912. 3;h-p.. 2-spced; cost £52 recently,
tVccept £40—1'. J. Jivajis, Spaikhill. Birmingham.

AjfOR Cyclists.—All the finest makes of motor cycle's
-i'-lnd side ars ou view at »'. J. Evans, Mctor Depot,
Wajiill, B:r.ningLanl. I can save you pcunds. Several
Ulmodels considerably reduced to clear [4653
rpiTMPH, T.T., 1911, very fast, won" hill-climbs
* pcenily, splendid condition, rebushed throughout,
Ilium good Older, Lucas lamp and generator, mirrorWtme, spare Dunlop tyie and belt, belt case ami
Itars.- trial; bargain, £36.-S. Whittle, Great Gien.

L
' r [X1797

1 0i Bradbury, free engine, sp'eudid condition,

,t,,'K-'"
aran,cel1 S'«' satisfaction, £45. no offers; also

i9il.Briid.bury standard, excellent conditon, £37, or
>lt(Tilso 1911 Douglas, free engine, 2-speedL not ridden

miles. £38; good reasons for sale.—Box 1.213.
(tor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [XI 939

)G2&®€9G

uteri;.!.

SECTION V.
*|lk, Suffolk, Cambridge,

Bedford.

Bge,

Huntingdon,

'PVGE, 1912. F.E.. 3ih.p„ splendid order; £36. b
"Mirguin.-Garnharn, 96. Crown St., Ipswich. [XI 103
'Kt arid 2nd-hand B.S.A.. Rudges. Premiers, Brad

lirys, Enfields, etc.-Lambert, Tnetford. [X81

19! fIee EnSine Triumph, in good order through-

IIC
: mi*te '£28.—3a, Bridge St., Cambridge.

«"i«l~...,. . ~. - . _ [X2028
]Q Standard Triumph, in. good running order, coin-

it "-"pietfi; £20, bargain.-37, Searle St., Cambridge.

pWjl912 Free Engine Triumphs, just delivered, no
,'iting; £55.—J. Ewen, King's Lynn, Norfrlk

>' fJE) Bradbury Torpedo Sidecar, 10 gn. model. Uun-
Smi yre

'
what offers f-Thomas CornMll.-Buiy St.

' n cT [XI 800
I i- 1910 Silver Quadrant, 3Jh.p., 1912 B. and B
Efe..

B
B
e

edfo
t

ra.
Ji<le b° mUeS EUr°taSeI

- "^x^S
VERT from

^fbaiuiidge.
m0t0r «^»-Eiw «*' g3«S

Do you

Want-
a toi2 Scott, . Triumph, Res-Jap, Zenith-
Gradua, Premier, Douglas, or any other really
good motor cycle ? We can give you . . .

Immediate Delivery,

whether you desire to

Pay Cash,

Make an Exchange, or

Pay by Instalments.

• • • •

SECOND-HANDS.
We have a large stock of overhauled and

guaranteed machines which we are offering at
very low prices. Full list, giving specification
of each- machine, free upon request. Write now,
or the machine you want may be sold.
A small selection is given below

:

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
MATCHLESS, loir, 8 h.p., 2-speed, double

belt drive, passenger model, and P.M.C.
sidecar £53

REX. igir, 5 h.p., free engine, and P.M.C.
.sidecar £38

B.S.A., lorr, 3I h.p., free engine, and
P.M.C. sidecar ; cost £63 ; and equal to
new ; not done 500 miles £45

N.S.U., 1910, 6 h.p., twin, 2-speed, and free
engine, N.S.TJ. coach-built sidecar

;

' cost new £95 ." £36

CYCLE CARS.
A.C., rgoq, 5-6 h.p., 2 speeds . . £38
MOTORETTE, /rgrr, 6-7 K.p., 2 speeds,

water-cooled i .-.--. _..} .1 . . £65

TWINS.
REX, 1909, 5 h.p., de luxe, 2 speeds, and

free engine £30
BAT, 1908, 7-9 h.p., Jap engine £26

SINGLES.
TRIUMPH, lorr, 3! h.p., free engine £38
TRIUMPH, igir, '3* h.p., T.T. roadster .. £35
TRIUMPH. lot', 3II1.P., T.T. madster .. £32
TRIUMPH, 1909, 3Sh.p., standard £25
MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1911,3.1 h.p., free eng. £33
MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1909, 3! h.p., 2 speeds,

and free "engine ."
: . £28

REX, 1911, 3i h.p., free engine £28
REX, 1910, 3J h.p., Speed King £20

And many others from £5 to £49.

List free upon request.

rjErv-ERY ,rom stock. 3Jh.p. Scott, P.E. Triumph

'"'^r-CaTnori^e.^
01 trtMi"E and

g,
rg«

p-feh.p., 2-speed, shaft-driven, late 1910, little use
lLf>, L

nt
?. «Parc<, -

IS-'. igam.-Wesc
'i ">ai Clyde, mag

.
perfect, condition, inside' arid out

.

-Wescombe. WhittJWa. [4566

s., h.b.e, new C Incher tyre and max.
,:, , J

ai
l

overhauled, excellent condition, low
t; bargain, £9.-Sinipson, 6, Ingram St

ad „
-limtii'don.

[4378

The Premier
BViotor Co., Ltd -

Aston Rd., BIRMINGHAM.

Tele-igrams :

- phone

:

" Primus, Birmingham.'
Central 4310.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOft SALE.
TRIUMPH, free engine, 1911, ridden 2,000 milea

only, Lucas lamp, Jones speedometer, horn, etc.,

sp'endid condition- £42.—Robinson's, Green St., Cam-
bridge. 1 [0145

MOTO-REVE, engine and magneto recently over-
hauled and rebushed exceptional value, £16 —

Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [0146

ZENITH, 3ih.p.; 1912 Gradua gear, ridden under
1,000 miles, horn, mirror, Epare- belt, etc. 1 £44

—Robinson's, Ureen tit., Cauibriuge. [0147

TRIUMPH, 1907, mag., h.b.c., tyres in good con-
dition; £16.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

[0148
DOUGLA'3 Agents for Cambridge and Newmarket,

Season 1912-13: Robinson's, Gre«o St., Cambridge.
[0149

1Q10 Moto-Reve Twin, free clutch, £22; 1910 ditto,
X.*J 2jh p. twin Enfield, £20, or exchange ; tricar,

4ih.p. M M.C.. water-ccoled, free clutch, £11.—Fred Gar-
ner, Watton, Norfolk- [4448

1 Q12 New Hudson Motor Cycle, 3ih.p. J.A.P. engine,
J-t/ 3 speeds, 4 moutiifi old, cost £/6. every equip-
ment, as new, ridden 700 miles ; owner buying car

;

riust tsell. £52, or will entertain exchange.—Smith ?nd
vYesby, motor engineers, Sasmundliam. [4415

1Q11 Royal Enfield Twin, 2 speeds and free engine,
J-t/ Cowey speedometer, lamp, long footboards, Xl'all

saddle, spare liunlop cover and Rich inner tube. 3
tourinir bags, trcl«, and spares, run only 1,200 miles;
£35.—Captain Willett, Britannia Barracks, Norwich.

[X1945
DOUGLAS, 1912. model K., cost with accessories

£ .^. \\\\\ adept £45: 'adv's Douglas. 1912, model
L-. cost with accessaries £54, will accept £46 ; both
machines fitted with free engine, footboards, kick starter,

new 2 months ago, little used; owner buying- motor.—
Hines, 216, Cauldwell Hall Rd., Ipswich. [4604

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

P.
and M., brand new, 1912, in stock; first cheque
£60 secures.—Stour Cycle Depot, Stourbridge.

[X2032
B.S.A., 1912. new June, clutch model, heavy Kemp-

shall rear wheel, liu- Dunlop belt, condition pej-

'\vt.—Stour Cycle Depot, Stourbridge. [X20;3

SCOTT, 1910, in perfect condition, good hill-climber,
new Palmer tvre, all tools.—Wade, Hilseson Hi use,

Albany Rd., Cardiff. [X1790

TRIUMPH, 1 909, in excellent condition, new
Miclielin tyres, Dunlop belt; £26. — Write, 33,

Leonard St., Neath. [X1918
33h.p. N.S U., perfect condition, mag., h.btc., new

4 ttutchin-?on back, new belt, variable pulley,
ici'essories': £16.—Walton, Kington. [4203

3.1 h.p. Brown, Chater-Lea, h.b.e. Amac, adjustable
2 -pullev, wants little attention, no tyres; £6. or

ofler.-26. Upton RcL. Newport, Mon, £X1776

I Q12 Zenith, 6h.p., with" Turner sidecar, complete;
It/ £65: exchance tonsidered. less power or run-
1bout.—Wallace. Market St., S-tcurbridge. [X1970

EXCELSIOR. 3ih.p. model, U A-o belt. Palmer tyres,

Binks i.'arburetter, Stnr !>ey- Archer 3-speed gear
and .free engine; £58/15.—Matthews, Neath.

SINGER, 1911, new tyres and belt; a bargain. £33/10.
- -Matthews.- The Spct. Neath. ;X2c88

"1 Q12 T.T. B.S.A., exceptionally fast, in perfect con-
It' dition, 9 weeks old; going abroad; £43/10.—Box
1.201. The Motor C'yc.e Offices, Coventry. [XI 796

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2J-h.p., condition as new, not ridden
500 miles, Clark's mudshields, horn, lamp, spring

pillar, spares; £30.—Dr. Burd. Upton-on-Severn.
[X949

"I Q10 2-speed Huraber, new Palmer ecrd cover and
-*-& tube on back wheel, new Hutchinson passenger
•over on front" wheel, " all accessories, and sidecar, just
overhauled; £30-—Stanley, Black Lion, Abergavenny

[X887
33.h p. Kerry, engine just overhauled, frame newly
4 t enamelled .b'rench grey, h b.c. fitted, splendid

going order; trial to bona-fide enquirers; a bargain at
£10.—C. D. Hooke. 147. Caerleon Rd., Newport. Mon.

[4574
TRIUMPHS in stock.— 1912, free 'engine, just de-

livered, £55: 2nd-hand 1911 ditto, £43; 1911
standard model. £39: 1909 ditto, £29; 1908 ditto, £25.
.—Full particulars on application, Hitchings and Sen,
i Triumph agents. Evesham. [X722

TRIUMPH, free engine, new Oct., 1910, good condi-
tion, recently completely overhauled and rebushed,

large F.R.S. lamp, horn, exhaust whist.e cost £1, butt-
ended tubes. Whittle, spares, and tools: cheap for imme-
rinte siip. £30 cash.—Address, No. 1.197, The Mr tor

Cycle Offices, Coventry. [XI 7 51

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

TRIUMPH, just delivered 1912. free engine, 3*h-p ;

55sns„—Street, Long St., Tetbury. [4339

3JLh.p. Triumph, 1909?, free engine, new clutch, tyre,

2 etc.; want Ught car.—Dr. Thomarson, Yaimnnth.
,
ujjnt. [4341

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A43
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1Q12 Triumph, free engine, £55; 1912 Singer, 2-
.!„*/ speed, fiee engine, not ridden 50 miles. 38 pns.

;

1911 Douglua, 2-speed, free engine, absolutely as new,
33 ens-; Triumph, 1906. mag., 18kii«. : Triumph. 1908,
equal to new. 26 gns.: Triumph. 1909, punal to new,
2o gns. ; Triumph, 1910, enuul to new, 30 gna. ; 1912
free engine Rudg»\ grand conditkn, 38 gns: ; 5n.p.
A.J.S., 2-epeed, 60 gna. 1912 6h.p. Enfield and sidecar,
not over m nth old, not ridden 1,000 miles, 72 gns.—
Julian,. Broud St. Reading.

"IQ12 Triumph, free engine, £55; 1912 Singer, 2-
Xt/ speed, free engine, net ridden 50, miles. 38 gns.

;

1911 Douglas. 2-speed, free engine, absolutely as new,
33 gns.; Triumph. 1906. iup™ 18 gns. ; Triumph. 1908,
equal to new, 26 gns. • Triumph, 1909, enual to new,
28 gns. ; Triumph, 1910, equal to new, 30 gns. ; 1912
free engine Rudge grana condition, 38 gns- ; 51), p.
A.J.S., 2-ejieed-, 60 gns. 1912 6h.p. Enfield and sidecar,
uot over in ..nth old. net ridden 1.000 mites. 72 gns.—
Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Triumph, free engine, £55; 1912 Singer, 2-
J-t/ .speed, fiee engine, not ridden 50 miles. 38 gns.

;

1911 Douglas, 2-speed, free engine, absolutely a* new,
33 gns. ; Triumph, 1906. mag., 18 gns- : Triumph. 1908,
equal to new, 26 gns-: Triumph. 1909, snual to new,
28 gns. ; Triumph, 1910, equal to new, 30 gnfi. ; 1912
free engine Rudge, grand condition, 38 gns ; 5i).p.
A.J.S., 2-speed, 60 gns- ; 1912 6h.p. Enfield and mdeear,
not over m nth old net ridden 1,000 miles, 72 gns.—
Julian, Broad St.. Reading-

1Q12 Triumph, free engine, £55; 1912 Singer, 2-
J-*/ speed, free engine, not ridden 50 miles, 38 gns.

;

1911 Douglas 2-speed free engine, absolutely as new,
33 gns- ; Triumph. 1906 mag.. 18 gns- : Triumph. 1908,
equal to new. 26 gns. ; Triumph 1909, enual to new,
28 gns. ; Triumph, 1910, equal to new, 30 gns. ; 1912
free engine Rudge. grand condition, 38 gns- ; 5n.p.
A.J.S-, 2-epeed, 60 gns-; 1912 6h.p. Fufield and sidecar,
net over m^nth old. not ridden 1,000 miles, 72 gns.—
Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Triumph, free engine, £55; 1912 Singer, 2-
J-«_* speed', free engine, not ridden 50 miles, 38 gns.

;

1911 Douglas, 2-speeu. free engine, absolutely as new,
33 gns-; Triumph. 1906. mag. 18. gns-; Triumph. 1908,
equal to new. 26 gns. : Triumph. 1909, eaual to new,
2o'gus. ; Triumph, 1910, equal to new, 30 gns. ; 1912
free engine Rnd'"1 grand condition, 38 gns ; 5h.p.
A.J.S-, 2-speed, 60 gns. : 1912 6h.p. Enfield and sidecar,
not over ui^uth old. not ridden 1.000 miles, 72 gna.—
Julian, Broad St.. Reading.

"IQ12 Triumph, free engine, £55; 1912 Singer, 2-
-i-*J speed, fiee engine, not ridden 50 miles. 38 gns.

;

1911 Douglas. 2-speed free engine, absolutely as new,
33 gns. ; Triumph. 1906. mag.. 18 gns- : Triumph, 1908.
Equal to .new. 26 gns- Triumph. 1909, enual to new,
33 gns. ; Triumph, 1910, equal to new, 30 gne. ; 1912
free engine Rudge, grauu condition, 38 gns- ; 5h.p.
A-J-.S-, 2-speed. 60 gns. : 1912 6h.p. Enfield and sidecar,
not over inmtn old. nGt ridden 1,000 miles. 72 gns.—
Julian, Broad St., Reading-

1Q12 Triumph, free engine, £55; 1912 Singer, 2-
A*7 speed, free engine, not ridden 50 miles. 38 gns.

;

1911 Douglas 2-speed, free engine, absolutely as new,
33 gns- ; Triumph. 1906 mag.. 18 gns- : Triumph. 1908,
equal to new! 26 gns- : Triumph 1909, enual to new,
28 gns. ; Triumph, 1910, equal to new, 30 gns. ; 1912
free engine Rudge granu conditkn, 38 gns. ; 5h.p.
A-J.S., 2-speed, 60 gns- : 1912 6h.p. Enfield and sidecar,
not over_mjnth old, not ridden 1,000 miles. 72 gns.—
Julian, Broad St., Reading.

"1Q12 Triumph, free engine, £55; 1912 Singer, 2-
J.J7 speed, free engine, not ridden 50 miles. 38 gns.

;

1911 Douglas, 2-speeu; free engine, absolutely as new,
33 gns. ; Triumph, 1906, mag., 18 gns. : Triumph, 1908,
equal to new, 26 gn«. : Triumph. 1909, ennal to new,
28 gns. ; Triumph, 1910, equal to new, 30 gne. ; 1912
free engine Rud""' grand condition, 38 gns- : 5n.p.
A-J.S- , 2-speed, 60 gns- ; 1912 6h.p. Enfield and sidecar,
not over m^nth old not ridden 1.000 miles, 72 gna.—
Julian, Broad St., Reading.

"IQ12 Triumph, free engine, £55; 1912 Singer, 2-

-M-*J speed, free engine, not ridden 50 miles, 38 gns.

;

1911 Douglas. 2-speed. free engine, absolutely as new.
33 gns. : Triumph. 1906 mag.. 18 gn«. : Triumph. 1908,
equal to new, 26 gns- - Triumph. 1909, equal to new,
28 gns. ; Triumph, 1910, equal to new, 30 gns. ; 1912
free engine Rudge grand conditicn, 38 gns- ; 5b. p.
A-J.S-, 2-speed, 60 gns- • 1912 6h.p. Enfield and sidecar,
not over nuntta old. nrt ridden 1,000 miles, 72 gns.—
Julian, Broad St.. Reading.

*|Q12 Triumph, free engine, £55; 1912 Singer, 2-
J. *J speed, free engine, not ridden 50 miles. 38 gns.

;

1911 Douglas. 2-spe*ad, free engine, absolutely as new,
33 gns.; Triumph. 1906 mag.. 18 gn*. : Triumph. 1908.
equal to new, 26 gns.; Triumph. 1909, ennal to new,
28gns.; Triumph, 1930. equal to new, 30 gns. ; 1912
free engine Rudge gran conditkn, 38 gns : 5h.p.
A-J.S- , 2-speed, 60 gns- : 1912 6h.p. Enfield and sidecar,
not over m.mth old. not ridden 1,000 miles, 72 gns.—
Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Triumph, free engine, £55; 1912 Singer, 2-
J-t/ speed, free engine, not ridden 50 miles, 38 gns.

;

1911 Douglas. 2-speed, free engine, absolutely as new,
33 gns. ; Triumph 1906, mag.. 18 gns- : Triumph, 1908,
equal to new, 26 gns. : Triumph. 1909, enual to new,
28 gns. ; Triumph, 1910, equal to new, 30 gns. ; 1912
free engine Rudge, grand conditicn, 38 gns. ; 5h.p.
A.J.S-, 2-speed. 60 gns- • 1912 6h.p. Enfield and sidecar,
not over m nth old n<~t ridden 1,000 miles, 7? cms.—
Julian. Broad St., Reading. [S1922

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS "Jjj THE HEART Of THE TRADE"

y^ts m
XMMORfDEPOT

H* B I R/V\l N G MA/VV —

-

We are not
hanging on

to stock.

We are
clearing it!
We are not old-fashioned. We aire not going to hang on

to onr stock till we can sell every machine at the price

we woulil like 'O. NO ; we prefer to sell half or three

parts of it NOW before the winter, even though we. know
we are selling machines at prices far less than we can getj

for them if we keep them over till the spring.

We consider it better business to turn the money over'

to sell our existing stock. NOW and to replace it. I

Therefore, we have prepared a list of every machine,

we have, and we are going to refuse nothing reasonable

Tell us your requirements

Lightweights 1910 81 1911.
Douglas, Enfields, Moto-Reves, Motosacoches, all recent

models, magnetos, overhauled, etc.

From £14 to £30.

3Jh.p. Models, 1910 & 1911
fixed or free engine or

variable gears.
Triumphs, Premiers, Zeniths, Bradburys, Singers, Kerrys,

etc all overhauled, and good machines.
From £20 to £35.

1912, 3| h.p. machines,
good as new.

Budges, Premiers, Zeniths, B.S.A., New Hudson, soiled

only or used for trial runs. Bargains.
Bargains from £35.

Call or write for a list

Make us a cash offer, and if we can let you have the

machine, we will do so.

Further than this, we can let go a certain number of

machines to customers who may prefer to extend the pay-

ments rather than purchase in a lump sum.

We would prefer cash oners, and, of course, the cash

buyer gets the best bargain.

In any case, if you^are scanning the pages of this paper

n search of a bargain you have struck it here.

Then make us an offer

COLMORE
35, Coimore Row Birmingham.

18, Rensnaw Street. Li\wool.

261, Deans»ate Manchester.

62, High Street, Leicester

45. John Bright St., Birmingham.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N., 1909. 5-6h.p.. recently overhauled, spring fori

mat".; £18.—Terry, Bast Islcy, Berks. [44;

3 ill. p. Humher, cheap fur immediate side.— Apply
2 Alan Davis, The Green, St. Briavels- [44

BAT-J. A. P.,- 51i. p., twin, new June, 1911, n«f«
condition'; £33.—Roberts, Par.. St., Windsor. [44;

TRIUMPH, 1911-12. F.E., tyros and tuhrs praetUai
new; 43gns.—Miller, 44, West St., Reading. [44:

3ih.p. N.S.U., mag., Barlow, splendid runnl
8 order; £15 or near—Chriss, Mytchett, Par

borough.
, [46i

LADY'S 1912 -Mctosaooclie, unriddeii, var. gear fr

engine; £48, what offers?—JOLrguuurown, I'cirnaj
Oxfordshire. [XI 6!

3 Ah. p. Triumph, 1908, new 2-spced, free engii
2 given up motoring; £30.—W. Cole, BIaokmo<

Liss, Hants. [461

DELIVERIES from stock Bradbury, cliaili-driveij
speed, £58/10; Douglas, model K, £50.-'.

Motors. Gloucestershire. [XVti

3 h.p. Fafnir, Chater-Lea, dry cells, B. and B.. perfe

.
running order, good climber, low 'built ; £14.-6

Woodstock Rd., Oxford.

F.N.. 4 cyls., Bosch, spring forks, 1912 B. and ~.\l

ready for lining, splendid condition; £17.—"SVai

low, Beckford, Tewkesbury. [45;

"I Qll T.T. Premier, 3ih. p., in geed condition, lain
-LtP horn, new Dunlcp belt; £30.— Lieutenant walk
Talavera Barracks, Aideishct. [44

rpRIUMPH, 1910, free engine model, in beaotil
J- order, been nursed, jic.t ridden ; honestly wi r

£40, £35.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon. [X19

TRIUMPH, 1910, standard, first-class order throw
out; £30.—Layton's, Bicesfer Oxton, [X19

DOUGLAS, 1911, 22h.p.',. 2-speed and free engin
£32.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxen. [X19

TRIUMPH! 1911. fiee engine model, 3',h.p„ exccBe
condition; £35.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon. [X19

HUMBER. 1912 twin, fixed engine; new conditir
only done 300, consider older machine part [n

ment; cash £33/10.—Heyb-urus' Motors, Maidcnlie:

[X9
EYLES and Eyles, 113. St. Aldate's, Oxford, hate

stock, 2nd-band Seotts, TiiiULpbs, Rudges, Keir 1

Premiers, Enfields, and N.S.U. ; special bargains
clear. r. [XB A

C HATER-LEA, Coronet engine, Bcsch mag., n
Michelin tyre, enamelled French grey, in jre-1

going order; £12.—Mapp. Haycroft, Snnningiiill, n.

Ascot. [X17

RUDGE Multi, 1912, April, £49: with £3 Lucas E;
of the Road lamp, £51/10; Mi lford radial casi

sidecar, 1911, llgns.—Foil, surveyor, Vvoburn 6an'

Bucks. [X18

1Q12 B.S.A-, 2-speed. free, engine model, little i
XiJ carefully used, appearance like new; 50 gas.,

near offer.—Davis, 21, Russell Rd,, \*estbuiv 1'

Bristol. |4>.HUMBER, 19121, uew July, 3-ih.p., 2-speed, free 1

gine, unscratched, equal to new, lamp, horn, mill
watch, tools, etc.; total cost £55/5. offers.—A. Wnal
Bourne Av., Salisbury. 144

CLYNO, 1911. excellent condition, only done 1 2

miles, 45gns. ; Douglas, 1912, model G, only del
750 miles, excellent condition, 35gns.— G. Parr, Somer,

Light Infantry, Bordou, Hants. [45

3JUi.p. Lightweight Ariel, 26in, wheels, long bars,

2 B. carburetter, dry batteries, low, light, and or

fortable, latest fittings, full.'- equipped ; lOgns- :
pi"

—Palmer, Damerham, Salisbury.. [X18

"I Q10 5-6h p. Roc, twin-cyl., free engine, handle stulv ing. Bosch mag., B. and E., machine very lit

used; £20 immediate cash; owner bought runaboul
Hams, 588, Commercial Rd., Portsmouth. [<I4

DOUGLAS Model E Motor Cycles iir stock, ready
immediate delivery; £50.—The Motor Cycle Dec

43. Palmerston Rd., Bcscombe. Tel.: 1248 Bom
mouth. Telegrams: Alsford, Boseonibe. [21

BRADBURY, 1912, chain drive, 2-speed, clut

kick starter, only ridden 70 miles, others

quite new; cost £53 few days ago, sell £50 or cl

offer.—Waller, 54, St. Clement's Rd., Boscombe. [4f

BRADBURY, 3Jhp., 1911 J, excellent" conditi

Mabon clutch^ spare adjustable pulley, nearly r

lin. belt. Garner. Jones speedometer, lamp, mirror,,

spares ; first £38 secures-—Horwood, Walnuts. St

Green, Holyport. [41

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Ke
and Sussex.

TRIUMPH, 1911, free engine, excellent eonditi'

£44—Below.
TRIUMPH, 1911, free engine, horn, lamp, el

meter, complete with Millford sidecar, exu.l

condition; £52.—Below.

BRADBURY, T911, everything perfect condition; I

—Below.

KERRY-ABISGDi.f, 1910, perfect condition; t- '

. Below.

KERRY', 3h.p., good condition; £6.—Roberts. .1

tion Rd., Eastbourne.

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Warning Signs.

THE
observant reader who travels about the

country a great deal must at some time or other

have been impressed by. the number of red
warning triangles which now abound. Equally
so notice must be attracted by the careless

selection in some instances of so-called danger spots.

These red warning triangles are intended as a warning
to road users to proceed with caution, but every sen-

sible motorist never does, otherwise so long as narrow
and twisty roads abound. The purport of this article

is to recommend that more careful selection be made
of real danger spots, or there is grave fear that the

numerous warnings will defeat their own object. In

other words, we have of late noticed warnings of

so-called danger points which naturally caused us to

slow down and proceed cautiously, only to find that

there was no real danger at all, but perhaps only an
entrance to a private carriage drive. This sort of

thing frequently occurs, untib at length the motorist

who may be desirous of losing no time is tempted to

take- liberties, thinking the sign an unwarrantable one,

and in so doing encounters at too fast a speed a really

dangerous ^place. It would obviously be absurd for

every by-road, carriage drive entrance, and such like

to be marked with danger signs, and this brings us

to another aspect of the question. Why should the

continual stream of traffic on a main road be checked

,
for the occasional by-road user? Would it not be far

more sensible to warn the by-road user that he was
about to enter a main road, and consequently that it

was his duty to proceed slowly arid cautiously? It

seems a far more reasonable plan to warn the minority

rather than hold up every user of the road.

Cycleear and Sidecar Bodies.

THE
last few weeks have brought out a consider-

able amount of information regarding cyclecars

for 1 913, and we notice that one or two

designers of these vehicles have had sufficient

forethought to provide them with bodies of

reasonable width. There are, however, a number of

experimental cyclecars and sidecars on the road with

ludicrously restricted bodies. One of the claims,

if not the greatest claim, made for the cycleear is

that its seating accommodation is side by side, yet

what do we see on the road ? Passengers seated side

by side in bodies barely wide enough for one bulky

person. A body of this type gives the impression that

the passengers have been pushed, down into the seat

and what would not go in had bulged, over the side.

If we are to have cyclecars in any numbers let us, at

least, have comfortable roomy bodies.

Then with regard to sidecars, although there are a

number of excellently designed and well-made sidecar

frames on the market there are comparatively few

convenient bodies. We refer particularly to accom-

modation for the multiplicity of traps which one finds

it necessary to carry in the case of passenger motor
cycling. We ask, where is the sidecar body made
which can be entered and left as quickly as a motor

car? Why should a sidecar passenger be incom-

moded by the driver's oilskin, overalls, and other sun-

dries whicti will never go into a little locker such as

is fitted to most sidecars. In addition, the said locker

is usually under the passenger's seat, and every time

anything is required the passenger must, of course, be

disturbed. Every sidecar should have a locker or

" boot " fitted, say at the back of the seat.

A19
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The Cape Peninsula M.C.C. 100 Mile Trial.

THE King's birthday brought" King's weather—a perfect

dry winter day—to the twenty-seven starters. Tho
route was as follovis : Salt River to Eerste River
(control) 22 miles, Eerste River, via Somerset Strand

and Gordon's Bay, to Sir Lowry Pass (control) 19 miles, Sir

Lowry Pass, via Somerset West, to Stellenbosch (oentrol and
luncheon stop) 17 miles, Stellenbosch, -via Bottelary Farm,
to Bellville (control) 17 miles, Bellville, via Durbanville and
Maitland, back to Salt River, 25 miles, total 1-00 miles.

Results: Time error. Stops. Total.

1. S. B. Priston (P. and M.) — ... H> ... 10

2. H. Dreyer (6 Enfield sc.) ... 2 ... 10 ... 12
3. R. H. M. Hill (Ariel) ... 10 ... 10 ... 20

The Eerste River control was much further placed than
competitors anticipated, resulting in many of them arriving

late, only Rev. S. B. Priston (P. and M.) managed the
right time, while on the other hand
Vincent Lee (7 Indian sc), who carried

two passengers in the sidecar and one
on the carrier, erred ten minutes.
The road had dried up very quickly

after the heavy winter rains if late, but
v. as free from dust—a 1'eal blessing.

Some of the competitors arriving at

Mis second control at Sir Lowry Pass had
>ade up time, thus preventing additional

lost, of marks, and they now hurried to

the water splash. C. Des Forges (Calthorpe sc.) droppeo
his passenger, while H. M. Hill (Ariel), and many othen
after safely negotiating the 12in. deep rivulet, came to i

stop on . reaching the other side, in most cases the watei
having fouled magneto or sparking plug.
A four-mile down grade stretch of road, bordered bj

stately trees, led through the village of Somerset West and uj
the hill leading into the main road, the severity of whicb
caused a stop to R. Lee (2| Humber).
On the long rise to Stellenbosch J. Thornton (Bradburj

sc.) had to run alongside on the 1 in 5 gradient of Red Hill,

while W. H. Logeman (Humber sc), after tightening his

Whittle belt, forthwith made up lost time.
The piece de resistance of the day was the long elimb

over a rough and uneven road leading past Mr. van Nie-
kerk's farm, Vissershok, on to the Koeberg Road.

Hereabouts the Rev. S. B. Priston met
with his first stop, the bottom part of

his front mudguard having come in con-

tact .with a boulder, thus upsetting the
rider's balance.

H. Dreyer (6 Enfield and sc.) went
merrily along, his passenger making good
use of a whip in chasing cattle desirous

of disputing the right of way. F. H.
Fritchley (P. and M.) was the only com-
petitor to make an absolute non-stop. run.

1.—The Rev. S. B. Priston (3J h.p. P. & ML), winner o! the 100 miles contest. 2.—The luncheon stop at Stellenbosch. The scene outside the Ma-onic
Hall. 3.— Ferkins

( Triump.:) entorinj from tie Gordon's Bay road into the mountain road for Sir Lowry Pass. The fine scenery in t.-ese parts will te noloi.
4.— Vmcert Lee 17 h.j,. Ind.ar. slJscarj. WaO wont through the 100 miles run with three extra passengers as shown. 5.—J. Thornton (3.V Bradbury— Canoeist
sidecar) icaung Stellenbosch.

430
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The Moral of PorlocK.
I suppose one .may now say without contradiction

tint the A.G.U. Trials were sent up Porlock Hill under
conditions that made a " cleaii

'

' ascent half a fluke and
halt a matter of jockeysbip, simply to settle the awards -

for the special prizes. Several teams and several

individuals were standing equal for the special cups
and medals, and the judges sawTio other means of

differentiating between them, if they were not sent up-
a hill which was absolutely certain to knock some of

the leaders out. On all other grounds it was undesir-

able to send the men up Porlock. Any machine, from
a $y2 h.p. solo with 15 to 1 bottom gear to an 8 h.p.

sidecar outfit with 12 to 1 bottom gear, could fail on
the hill without sustaining the faintest technical slur.

Success or. failure depended, almost exclusively on the
skill of the driver—with some slight element of luck
included. All over England people are talking vaguely
cf the " shc-cking exhibition

'

' the Trials gave on the
hill, and most of the critics are unaware that practically,

the entire entry would have romped up the hill on a
dry day, and that -the road conditions were so impos-
sible that the hill could be fairly described as unride-
able. Slithering over eight inches of mud with one's
-feet out on a double figure gear is not motor cycling
—it is knockabout gymkhana comedy. Nothing but
the need of awarding the special prizes to one team and
one or two individuals could have justified its inclusion.

Methods of Awarding Special Prizes.

Now I hope. this point will be kept in "mind for next-

year's Trials, and that similar impolitic fiascos will be
avoided by wiser regulations. Is it sensible or neces-
sary to award special prizes to teams or individuals ?

With all respect to the successful holders . of such
awards in this or previous years, no practical rider
imagines that a. yaw-ning chasm of profound superiority
separates these special prize winners from the bulk of
the gold medallists. The jockeys -may be fractionally

cleverer or more experienced ; more complete precau-
tions may have been observed by the entrants in the way
of equipping the machines for their special task, or of
acquainting the riders with the worst parts of the route

;

the capricious goddess luck (especially tyre-luck) may
have specially favoured the victors, and so on. But
actually their superiority is neither so tremendous nor
so absolutely an intrinsic feature of the machine as to
require or justify differentiation. I personally consider
it would be closer to the facts, and fairer to the riders
and to the trade, to stiffen the awards a trifle, and,
for instance, confine first class gold medals to such
machines and teams as lose no marks at all, and to
award second class gold medals to machines securing,
sa >'> 95%' H the powers that be differ from me, and
fancv they can Aerify the best individual combination
and the best, team, is a basis of trick-riding on freak
gears the wisest method of making the award ? Why
not, for instance, take into consideration the condition
of the exhaust valve, the amount of carbon deposit, or

other really technical and practical factors ? There is

a smaller chance of errct' in a team award, though I

think the time has come when a team should consist

of more than three machines ; but' I never attach huge
importance to special single rider awards; for instance,

in the 1942 Trials I know of more than one stoppage

on quite insignificant hills by machines which secured

special awards, which incurred no* penalty because no

official happened to' be at hand. If special awards are

persisted in, riding skill may fairly be made a factor

in amateur prizes; but in trade awards the public

interest -centres on the machine, not on the rider, and
the personal equation should, therefore, be eliminated.

A Warning about Cyclecars.
I should like to remind country buyers of cyclecars

that they must not corner 00 these light vehicles as

daringly as they would on a small car weighing from
ten to fifteen hundredweight. In corner work a cycle-

car resembles a sidecar ; it may have its wheelbase and
weight distribution so arranged as to give more balance
than the average sidecar affords, but it requires full

use to' be made of the occupants' weight if any daring

corner work is attempted. The man who tries to rush

sharp corners on a three or four-wheeled cyclecar with

himself and his (fair ?) passenger leaning haughtily

backwards is asking for trouble. " Weatherilting,"

as somebody calls it, is essential.

Two Defects of some Repair Outfits.

I am surprised to find that many repair outfits lack

two items which experience leads me to regard as no'

less vital than patches and solution—I refer to valve
tubing and a small gaiter. I bought two repair outfits

on tour the other week, both bearing very famous
trade marks. One contained no spare valve rubber,
and the other was . destitute: of any materials suitable

for patching or protecting a gash in the cover.

Quickly detachable wheels are a feature of the Lea-Francis, the first details

of which appeared in our last issue. It will be seen that when a wheel is

removed the driving chains and cases are left in situ.
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I he Rotherham Pilot Jet Carburetter.
ANEW pilot jet carburetter for motor cycles will

shortly be introduced by Rotherham and
Sons, Coventry. It is fitted with an adjust-

able main jet, which has an indicator by means of

-which the settings may be accurately checked. The
throttle and air controls are of the barrel type, and
lie side by side, both being actuated by Bowden wires

from the handle-bar. A branch pipe fitted just below
the main jet feeds a pilot jet placed on the engine

side of the carburetter. The bore of this jet is only

.009, and it lies in a small choke tube, the air intake

to which is adjustable by means of a screwed sleeve.

This may be made to uncover ports in the side of

the choke tube. The setting should be such that-jvhen

the throttle is fully closed the engine will just turn

<wer slowly. On the day of our visit we were unable

to have a demonstration of the carburetter in actual

use, but have been, promised a trial in the near future.

We are looking forward to this with some interest, as

the carburetter appears capable of very fine adjustment.

The carburetter is designed so that any part which
might need attention is accessible, though there

appears to be very little possibility of trouble. The
float chamber is fitted with a neat spring clip lid, and
the whole is finished in dull plating.-

Details of the ad-
justable jet on the
Rotherham carburet-
ter.

New Rotherham pilot jet carburetter.

The Latest Dew Spider Quad.
THE neat four-wheeler illustrated on this page

has recently been built by H. E. Dew, of

Eynsford, Kent, according to his own design.

In the general outline it follows the pattern of its

predecessor, the $}4 h.p. J.A.P.-engined cyclecar,

which, it will be remembered, was described and illus-

trated in our issue of October 12th, 191 1. The latter

machine was fitted with double belt drive from the

counter-shaft to back axle, while the present one has

chain transmission throughout", and several other

alterations and improvements have been made.
Describing it from -front to rear, its salient points

are three-point suspension, sprung fore part, the rear

heing quite rigid. The power is supplied by a 6 h.p.

Elumfield twin engine (65 mm. bore x 95 mm. stroke),

fitted into adjustable engine brackets, so. that the

engine may be moved either forward or backward for

chain adjustment. The carburetter is an Amac, and

the magneto a Bosch. A metal -to-metal clutch and
two-speed gear box (giving gears of 4^3 to 1 on top

and 8 to 1 on low) are mounted on the counter-shaft,

which is held on ball races in a sliding frame, the

sliding movement allowing for the adjustment of rear

chain.

Two foot-operated band brakes are fitted to the

rear wheels, which in turn are shod with Michelin
steel-studded non-skid tyres, those on the front wheels

. being of the Clincher grooved pattern.

The finished model is covered in with thin sheet

steel. In the illustration, however, these shields have
been removed, so that the general outline may be more
clearly observed.

Mr. Dew informs us that it has been designed for

fast Colonial work, but before despatching it we under-
stand that he will make an attempt to lower the cycle-

car hour record.

I &»<^SS^f*F*5Q.4 S ' " F , \ 11 S >r-" ' fer48f.I|

"W
iL^M "J

tuz

Three aspects ol t!:e latest Dew spider quad described abovo.
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The latest Wall Auto-Wheel.
Messrs. the International Auto-wheel

Co., Ltd., Russell Garage, Russell Road,
Kensington, W., have taken up the sole

agency of the Wall Auto-wheel, which is

now manufactured to their designs.

The power unit consists of a 1 h.p. four-

cycle engine, 52 x 54 mm., attached to a

frame supporting one wheel. The crank
case casting comprises an oil tank and a
platform for the magneto. The oil tank
lis arranged on the bird fountain prin-

ciple, which means that a constant level

is maintained in the crank case until the

reservoir is empty. The magneto is gear
driven, and the camshaft is geared 4 to 1

to the main shaft, there being two cams
instead of one, so that the timing is not
affected. To the end of the camshaft
there is attached a sprocket, connected
by a chairf to another sprocket on the
cycle wheel spindle. The inlet valve is

automatic. A special carburetter is

Jfitted, which is supplied with a single

lever control. There is one sleeve in the
(vaporising chamber which uncovers the
air and gas orifices at the same moment
and 1 in the correct proportion. Both the
cam and main shafts run in ball bearings.
The unit is, attached to the cycle in the

) following manner : There, is a stay
;attachedby clips to the back forks of the
bicycle, to the chain stays and the rear
spindle, thus forming a strong three-point
attachment. The unit is bolted to the
^horizontal member of this bracket so that
it is free to rise up and down with the

Side and rear views of the improved Wall wheel.

inequalities of the road. The carburetter
control and the exhaust valve lifter are
carried on the handle-bar.

The device is not
touring, but it is

of negotiating a hill

intended
said to

of about

for serious

be capable

1 in 16.

>«»-<-

HAND STARTING DEVICE FOR FOUR-CYLINDER ENGINES.
We have lately had the opportunity

iof inspecting an ingenious and simple

device for starting four-cylinder motor
cycles, invented by
Mr. W. A. Halls-

worth. It consists

of a flexible wire
wound round a

drum, which is

contained in a
small case, and re-

turned by means
of a clock spring

(which can easily be-

adj usted) after the
manner employed
in the small steel

tape measures-
which have proved
so handy. This
case is fixed be-

neath the flywheel,

round which the

wire is lapped
once before
being brought out
through" a hole in

the flywheel cover.
The wire is provided with a stop,

which answers the double purpose of

preventing it from being drawn too
far in by the spring or too far
out when being pulled to start

[the engine. When the spring has re-

turned the wire as far as possible, and
the handle ring is pushed into the clip

provided on the flywheel cover, the wire
encircles the flywheel loosely and drops
back from contact with it into the guide

;A, Frame members.
,B. Flywheel. C. Case,

D. Flexible wire.

provided. Our illustration shows a rider

in the act of starting his engine, a four-

cylinder "F.N. , the wire being drawn out

about half-way. The device is most

effective. " We saw the engine started

several, times, a single pull being suffi-

cient in each case. The start can be

affected from the saddle if desired.

A Neat Accessory.

A smart oilskin cap cover has been
sent us by the Para Rubber Co., 93,

John Bright Street, Birmingham. It is

Starting the engine by means of a wire and loop.

very light but thoroughly protects tlie

head. When folded it will .go into a. coat

pocket. These covers were used by
some of the riders in the Six Days' Trials,

and they are bound to appeal to all

weather tourists.

A25
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A New Sideoar Lamp.
Brown Bros., Ltd., of Great Eastern

Street, London, are marketing a neat oil

side lamp for sidecars. The lamp may
be had in brass or nickel finish, and
with fixing for bracket on either side.

the general agreement with this advice,
this accessory should be in strong
demand.

A Sidecar Wind Screen.

A very neatly manufactured wind
screen, for use on sidecars, has lately

been placed on the market by Messrs.

It is strongly made, and the fastenings

are substantial, which is of great im-
portance to sidecarists. In view of our
leading articles urging sidecarists to show
the extreme width of their vehicles, and

C. and W. Bluemel Bros., Wolston, near
Coventry. The screen is made of trans-

parent celluloid and is carried by special

brackets mounted on the sidecar body.
These brackets are arranged so that
they do not interfere with the entrance

to the body, and so that the screen may
be set at the most convenient and
effective angle. A waterproof apron
attached to the lower part effectually

prevents any wind or rain passing under
the screen. Instructions for correct fitting

are supplied with each article.

Tyre Solution Flask.

The Coro Oil and Bubber Company,
Ltd., St. Baul's Square, Birmingham,
have introduced
a very useful

and practical

flask for contain-

ing rubber solu-

tion. It is made
of well polished

plated brass, and
to the stopper is

attached a brush.
This is by far

the most practical

means of carry-

ing the solution;

as it keeps in

good condition,

and the case can-

not be damaged
like lead col-

lapsable tubes.

Burelto Sidecar Stand.

The accompanying
sketch shows an in-

genious sidecar stand

patented by Mr. Eltoft,

and manufactured by A.
B. Burton and Co., Ltd.,

Hale, Cheshire.. It may
be clipped on to the frame
of the the sidecar and slid

along the frame tube or
axle so as to form a stand
for the sidecar wheel "or a
rest for the cycle end of

the axle when the sidecar
is detached. A small
rubber - tyred wheel is

fitted to the bottom, and
it may be fixed at any
height or any angle by
means of thumb nuts.

Tin latest Wall auto-wheel, described on another page, ot (his issue. A tour-cyclo engine
is now used.

Six Days' Trials Notes.

Douglas riders won three gold medals
in the Six Days' Trials, Messrs. Moffatt,

Gibb, and Fletcher receiving the maxi-
mum award.
The 3i h.p. Premier, ridden by Mr. W.

B. Little, who won The Motor Cycle
private owners' cup, was equipped with
Stelastic tyres, which gave every satis-

faction. Mr. Dickson (7 h.p. Indian) also

used the new Stelastic tyre with eYery
success, neither . of these riders having
occasion to use their inflators.

A2(.
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Record Breaking at Canning Town.
In last week's issue we gave some details of records

annexed by Harry Martin, riding a 2£- h.p. Martin-Jap
(85.5x^9. 5 mm.) He used the track on which so many motor
cycle events were lost and won in the early days, probably

for the last time. His machine was the same he used in

the last B.A.R.C. meeting, being fitted with a Rotherham
pressure-fed lubricator, and the exhaust-controlled forced

induction to which reference has already been made in these

pages. The day was fine, and there was practically no
wind. His first attempt was the standing mile, which he
easily obtained. Next he had a try for the standing five

miles, whicn likewise fell to his machine. Finally, he made
an attempt on the ten miles, but as he changed the pulley

which gave him rather too high a gear, and the smaller one
threw the belt rather out of line and caused it to twist

over, he had to give up. Despite these troubles Martin also

captured the six miles record standing start. On his second
attempt something in his eye cau;"d him to stop.

New records. Old records.

H. Martin (2f Martin- C. E. Bennett (2| Mans-
Jap), Aug. 27th, 1912. field), Aug. 10th, 1907.

1 mile .. lm. 14|s. = 48.12 m. p. h. lm. 16£s.

2 miles ... 2m 19£s. 2m. 21s.

3 ,, ... 3m. 23s. 3m. 265S.

4 ,, ... 4m. 27|s. = 54.21 m.p.h. 4m. 32gs.

5 „ ... 5m. 32s. 5m. 401s.

6 „ ... 6m. 39-|s. 6m. 47fs.

Martin used C.A.V. accumulator, Pratt's spirit, Wakefield
oil, Dunlop belt, Continental tyres, and Amac carburetter.

1,- Start of the five miles record attempt. 2 & 3.—At full spesd on the banking, i.—Replenishing the fual tank.
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A.C.U. Six Days' Reliability Trial.
JUDGES' REPORT (Abridged).

THIS year's Six Days' Trial was held under very bad
weather conditions, which undoubtedly enhanced the
value of the trial as a test of machines. The routes
selected proved to be of a most varied nature, and

fuliilled admirably the object for which they were chosen.
Treating two of the steepest hills as " bonus hills," not in-

volving the usual penalty of 50 marks, appears in the light of

the tinal results to have been a mistake. The West Country,
abounding in steep hills, sharp corners, and indifferent road
surface, did not in fact prove severe enough to weed
out more than 30 per cent, of the entrants, over 70 per cent,

of those who completed the trial earning medals. Certain of

the observed hills were not chosen on account of their steep-

ness alone, and yet caused the failure of several whose
machines were capable of climbing more severe gradients.

The inclusion of such hills is most desirable, but in future
competitors should be informed by means of a flag or other-
wise where they officially commence and finish. The trial, in
spite of the weather, was a great success, and the local

enthusiasm shown in all towns and villages traversed was a
most gratifying feature.

The system of running to a speed of 20 m.p.h. with ten
minutes latitude early or late of exact schedule time at any
point of the route (not disclosed to the competitors) worked
satisfactorily. No excessive speeds on the road were
observed, and the longest time available for an adjustment or
repair without risk of losing marks was less than twenty
minutes. This system had probably also the effect of

making the trial less severe in one respect than last year's
trial, when the regulations permitted the competitors to
arrive just outside the known checking stations as early as
they pleased. Whatever may have been the cause, the con-
dition of the machines at the end of this trial was in general
appreciably better than at the end of last year's trial.

The system adopted this year of starting the competitors
at minute intervals, although tedious to the officials, success-

fully prevented "bunching" and traffic stops, and facilitated

the arrangements at the various controls.

In . the provisional results issued at Taunton, the cup
offered by Colonel Boles for the best performance by a pri-

vate owner driving a solo machine on the observed hills, and
the cup offered by the proprietors of Tlie Motor Cycle for

the best performance throughout the trial by a private owner
driving a solo machine, were credited to W. G. McMinnies.
Mr. McMinnies has explained that at the time of the trial

he was not the bona iide owner of the machine which he
rode, and has spontaneously waived any right he may have
had to any special award.
Another case to which the judges would draw attention

is that of H. Mellor Jameson (Enfield sc). Mr. Jameson
earned the maximum number of marks and would have been
awarded two of the special prizes had he not incurred dis-

qualification by a breach of the rule as to assistance.

Transmission.
The condition of the machines at the conclusion of the

trial was, as stated above, excellent. The behaviour of the
various types of gear during the trial is most instructive.

The comparatively simple variable pulley type of gear was
represented by the Gradua, which won two gold medals out
of five starters, and the Rudge Multi which won two
gold medals out of six starters. The judges are of' opinion
that this form of gear, whilst excellent for general purposes,
does not provide a sufficiently low emergency ratio, the
lowest ratio obtainable being in the neighbourhood of 8 to 1,
and this only at the risk of unfair treatment of the belt in

passing over the small engine pulley.

Epicyclic gears were fitted to many machines.
Comparing the two most popular types of hub gears, we

find that the Armstrong hub runs solid on its middle gear,
whilst the Sturmey-Archer runs solid on its high gear.

Presuming the ratios between the three gears are the same
in both hubs, it follows that with the Armstrong gear a

smaller engine pulley must be employed to obtain as low
a gear as is possible with the Sturmey-Archer, with greater
risk of belt slip. On the other hand, the reduction when in

bottom gear is performed through one epicyclic train in the
case of the Armstrong hub against two trains in the Sturmey-
Archer hub, with less frictional loss.

The V.S. gear, fitted to the Matchless machines, gives a

direct drive on top and fifty per cent, reduction on the low
gear. The necessity for an intermediate ratio must often be

felt on these machines, although the gear as fitted appeared

easy of manipulation and adjustment.
Counter-shaft gears were fitted to sixteen machines.

Here the whole transmission is very simple, and the per-

formance of this type of gear generally throughout the trials

leaves the judges no room to doubt its ultimate success over

other types. Besides the advantage of the wide range of

gear ratios obtainable and the better distribution of weight,

the counter-shaft gear possesses the important advantage of

leaving the back wheel free from complications and the back
tyre easy of access. The quickly detachable wheel is rendered

a more feasible proposition. The carrying of a spare wheel by
passenger machines should be encouraged in future trials.

Engines.
With one exception no serious trouble was recorded. It is

to be regretted that no representative of the 500 c.c. twin-

cylinder type of engine was entered for the trial. This type

of engine, with a suitable variable gear, would seem ideal for

a solo machine and occasional use with a sidecar.

Ball Bearings.
The hub bearings and steering heads of many machines

were in perfect condition at the end of the trial, with no ap-

preciable side shake. But almost as many machines left

much to be desired in this respect.

Brakes.
The fact that all the machines safely negotiated the many

steep descents included in the trial shows that the brakes in

general were efficient. In the opinion of the judges, however,
the method of applying the brake is in general open to

criticism. Foot brake pedals are not nearly stout enough or
large enough. The adjustment of the foot brake is a further

detail that requires improvement. Front wheel brakes as at

present fitted are, in general, practically useless, the pressure

applied by the hand being too feeble to produce much re-

tardation of the machine. The fault can be remedied in

two ways. Either the leverage should be increased, giving
necessarily a longer range to the movement of the lever, or

the method of mounting the brake shoes should be modified.

As at present fitted the front wheel brake blocks approach
the rim at right angles to the surface. " The fitting should

be so designed that the blocks approach the rim at an acute

angle, say 45 degrees with the direction of the rim's motion.

This gives a self-applying action to the brake, so that a light

hand pressure effects a great pressure between the block and
rim. When slotted guides are used they should slope upward
and forward instead of being parallel to the fork. If pivoted

links are used the ends secured to the forks should be much
higher up than the brake shoes.

Protection of Machine and Rider.
Once again the judges have to call attention to the fact

that the mudguards, as a rule, do not give adequate pro-

tection to the machine and rider. The Scott machines,

with their footboards and sloping shields, are notable

exceptions. Some failures were reported due to the so-

called waterproof magneto becoming water-logged. Manu-
facturers of motor cycles must evidently not place too

much reliance on the magneto being, in itself, water-

proof, but must still provide adequate protection.

Cyclecars.
The employment of friction drive in the G.W.K. machines

is worthy of note as having proved quite satisfactory under

certain conditions, in spite of the doubts commonly expressed

as to the practical efficiency of this means of variable trans-

mission. The excessively long belts used on such machines

as the Duocar would appear to be a likely source of trouble,

owing to the tendency under certain road and driving condi-

tions towards undue oscillation and possible twisting of the

belts. Many sidecars and tricars apparently suffered from

lack of sufficient weight on the driving wheel.

E. Percy Gbeenhxll,
Judges [ D. F. NiGHOtx, Major R.A.

Archibaw Shari>.
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A.C.U. Six Days' Trials: Amended List of Awards.
THE meeting of the judges last week confirmed

the following awards :

The private owners"' team prize, offered by

His Worship the Mayor of Taunton, Alderman W. F.

Whittingham, for the best performance of a team of

three private owners, who were nominated by and were

members of an affiliated club, was awarded to the

Woolwich and Plumstead team, composed of Messrs.

Nott, Tassel, and Guest, all driving Matchless side-

car combinations. The original rule stipulated that

at least five teams should be nominated. His Worship

the Mayor, however, was pleased to award the prize

notwithstanding the fact that only three teams entered.

The following competitors who, in the preliminary

announcements, were down as having been awarded

silver medals were awarded gold medals : A. E. Catt

(3% h -P- Triumpn; and W. B. Gibb (i% h.p.

Douglas).

The judges carefully considered the case of G. L.

Fletcher, and came to the conclusion that sand was
maliciously put into his engine by some evilly dis j

posed person. He is therefore credited with all the

marks he lost on the last day of the Trial, and is

awarded a gold medal. The A.C.U. is offering a

reward of ^10 for any information which will lead

to the detection of the originator of this dastardly act.

The case of H. Mellor Jameson (6 h.p. Enfield

sidecar) was discussed, and it was derided that, owing

to his being guilty of a technical breach of the rules

(his passenger assisted him), he was ineligible for

The Motor Cycle Cup for the best performance
throughout the Trial by a private owner driving a ; !

passenger machine. The judges, however, are fully

aware of the fact that he put up a most creditable^

performance.

The Private Owner Awards.
The prize offered for the best performance by a

private owner driving a solo machine on the observed!
hills, presented by the president of the Taunton audi
District M.C.C., Col. D. F. Boles, J.P., M.F.H.,
was awarded to J. D. Corke (5 h.p. A.J.S.)

The cup offered by Mr. T. S. Penney, J. P., for the

I

best performance of a private owner on the observer!
hill was awarded to R. E. Guest (8 h.p. Matchless'.;

sidecar).

The silver cup offered by the proprietors of The
Motor Cycle for the best performance throughout tha
Trial for a private owner driving a passenger machinal
was awarded to R E. Guest (8 h.p. Matchless).

The silver cup offered by the proprietors of The
Motor Cycle for the best performance of a private
owner driving a solo machine was awarded to W. B.'J

Little ($.}4 h.p. Premier).

The gold medal awarded to the rider who climbed!
Porlock Hill and did not qualify for any other award!
was granted to V. Wilberforce (234 h.p. Douglas).

\
W. G.. McMinnies, whose name figures in the pre-1

liminary list of awards, did not come under the

"private owner" definition, the two-speed Triumph'
he rode not being his own property.

Another New Cyclecar.

WE had the opportunity the other day of inspect-

ing at the works of Messrs. Godfrey and
Nash at Hendon the latest model of the

G.N. cyclecar, previous models of which have already
been described in The Motor Cycle pages, and it will

therefore suffice if we deal with the new features of

the present model, and refer our readers to the pre-

.^__ . .. -- _ vious descriptions

^mj for the general

arrangement details.

In the first place

the firm are employ-
ing an air-cooled

V type engine of

their own manufac-
ture, 80 x 98 mm.
bore and stroke. A
large outside fly-

wheel 1 4*4 in. in

diameter is em-

ployed, and to this

is due the remark-

able capacity of the

The twin-cylindei engine fitted to the G.N. engine to run
cyclecar. The points to be noticed are the ct„„j:i v „. s i nw
overhead inlet valves, cooling fan driven by aicduny ai alu "

flywheel, and cvlinders set at 90 degrees. speeds.

A feature of the engine is the 5^in. white metal

bearing between the crank and the flywheel.

Brown and Barlow carburetter and Eisemann high-

tension magneto are fitted. From the engine a roller

chain transmits the drive to the clutchshaft. The

clutch is of the gripping variety, friction being obtained'''

by the contact of metal with two discs of Ferodo.'.'

From the clutchshaft two chains take the drive to the-

counter-shaft, and a simple arrangement of dogs

enables either of these to be operated at will. At each

end of this counter-shaft belt pulleys are fitted toj

accommodate iin. Lyso belts, which transmit the

power to the rear wheels. The clutchshaft, it may

broadside view of the new G.N. cyclecar.

be added, is really hollow, rotating on a steel spindle.

Both hand and foot brakes act on the same shoes,

which press internally on the belt rim, the rocker-shaft

of which is carried on the top of the neatly designed

radius rods. Ackerman steering is employed, con-

trolled by wire cables fixed to a drum on the lower end

of the steering column.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsiDie for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Mottr Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.. an 1 should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Chain v. Belt Drive.

Sir,—Are.not the makers and upholders of the belt-cum-
ehain drive overlooking one point, and that is belt speed. Now
the faster a belt rims up to about 4,000. feet per minute, the
more' power it will transmit; beyond this region centrifugal
force counteracts the advantage gained by speed, and the
belt must be too tight to last long. A great many of these
machines are being run with a sidecar, and it is interesting
-to take the case of a sidecar going up a hill at 15 m.p.h.,
"all out," on bottom gear. Here we have the machine
moving at 22ft. per second, and, taking the wheel diameter
as 26in. and the belt rim at 20in., we have a belt speed of

20x22— og— = 17ft. per second or 1,020ft. per minute. Compare

this with running a solo on the high gear (with the engine
developing the same power), say, at 48 m.p.h., when the belt

t a ,48x88x20 v '

is running at a speed ot —-ft,
—nz— =54ft. per second or

3,240ft. per minute, which is about the most efficient speed.

.
In the case of a geared hub, exactly the reverse is the

case, as here we have the lower the gear, the higher the
belt speed for a given rate at which the machine is travelling.

I should like to hear some makers' and also users' opinions
and experiences on this point. Theoretically the geared hub
should cause much less wear on the belt than the counter-
shaft gear, but as the motor bicycle is one of those cases in
which practice upsets theory I should not be in the least

surprised to hear that I am entirely wrong. C.P.A.

Sir,—I was greatly interested by " Ixion's " vigorous

defence of belt drive in your issue of August 22nd. Now
I have owned four motor bicycles, all belt-driven, and every
belt I use gives me more trouble than its predecessor. I

have just returned from a holiday in Anglesey, when I was
accompanied by a friend. We both rode 3^ h.p. belt-driven

machines. My, friend's was a brand new rubber canvas belt

;

mine had seen some hundreds of miles usage, but should
have lasted me throughout the trip without giving much
trouble. We went from Bournemouth to Anglesey without
trouble, then came the deluge.

First day (ninety miles).—My belt broke once; the fastener

broke once; my friend's belt broke twice.

Second day (sixty-four miles).—My friend's broke once;
mine stretched and had to be shortened.

Third day.—My -friend broke a belt fastener; I had to

shorten mine.
Fourth day (140 miles).—I put on my spare belt and we'

liad no trouble beyond the belt coming off twice, although

it was quite tight. This was due to using a badly designed

fastener. _

Fifth day (170 miles).—My belt broke twice, when I

changed to the original belt which broke three times. My
friend's belt collapsed altogether and literally fell to pieces,

he being obliged to buy a new one twenty miles from home.
Our belts were of wefLknown and much advertised makes
costing over a guinea eaoh.

Has "Ixion" ever thought of the cost of belt drive?

Under the most favourable circumstances it costs me between
Is. and Is. 6d. per hundred miles, and in the case of my
friend's belt it cost him over 2s. a hundred. This is as

much as it costs in petrol and oil, and, in addition, I get

a free engine up hill when I am caught in a heavy storm.

Would any cyclist or car driver be content with such a

transmission system? Unfortunately the choice of chain-

driven machines is small, and unless something fresh appears

at this year's show, I shall be obliged to purchase another

belt-driven machine for next year ; but I shall still regard

the belt as a very poor makeshift and a blot upon the fine

piece of mechanism which the- modern motor bicycle un-

doubtedly is. E. K. WYATT.

W. Simpson, of Hewcastleron-Tyne, with his 3i h.p. Lincoln Elk-gondola side-
car combination. The Lincoln Elk double drive two-speed gear (belt for high
gear and chain for low gear) is fitted, and the sidecar is the touring gondola.
We are told that both machine and sidecar are giving r .iry satisfaction. The
tear ratios adopted are 5 and 10 to 1.

Tyres.-

Sir,—With the modern motor cycle in ordinary usage

mechanical breakdowns are practically non-existent. But,

oh, the tyres ! Why tyre makers cannot make a tyre they

can safely, guarantee holeproof for at least one season I

cannot understand. In these days of good engines, none but

the speed merchant, pure and simple, or road hog need worry

about two or three pounds extra weight in the tyres. Strong

special (?) tyres as at present made seem good enough for the

front wheel, but for the driving wheel of even 3i h.p.

machines with sidecar they should be at least twice as thick

on the treads and tapering to the beads. My experience of

specially heavy tyres for sidecar work with high-powered

machines as at present made is that they are only from

-r^in. to T̂ in. thick between the studs, and after from 600

to 1,000 miles with sidecar they are only fit for the scrap-

heap. My idea is four-ply, "two extra plies along tread, and

a third going halfway round, making a seven-ply tread, and

all well embedded in rubber; or why not line present tyres

like the Le Paris Club Cuirasse pushbike tyre? Thousands

I am swe, like myself, are willing to pay for the right article.

You do not half grind it in enough about tyre failures in the

various competitions, trials, etc. Oh for a good strong tyrel

ONE IN THE GREAT ARMY OF ROADSIDE
SOLUTIONERS.
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A Novel Sidecar.
Sir,

—

Be your reference, on page 963 of The Motor Cycle
of August is2nd, regarding an enormous sidecar resembling
a giant vegetable marrow, it may be of interest to horti-

culturists to know that this vegetable, of which I am the
grower, was grown from three ply seed during this extremely
wet season, and notwithstanding the adverse climatic con-
ditions, attained the weight of 65 lbs.—not a bad record con-
sidering that the artificial manure consisted mainly of glue.

Should Messrs. Sutton's Seeds, of Reading, be interested in
abnormal vegetables, they may procure seeds from me which
will be guaranteed to grow in like proportion at the modest
cost of £12 12s. per seed. CHAS. WAKEMAN.

A Problem that Baffled.

Sir,—In reference to the article that appeared some time
ago in The Motor Cycle upon petrol consumption of the
motor cycle compared with the motor car, I send you the
following notes :

The head resistance (windage) of a motor cyclist and
machine is assessable at six square feet.

You will remember Col. R. E. Oompton in The Cyclist
measured his own and pedicycle resistance at 5j square feet.

But he is tall, and the average pedicyclist with machine will
not measure so much, say, 4^ square feet. Then allow 1£
feet more to cover the extra head presentment of motor cycle
and we get 6 square feet.

We then make the statements :

Motor cycle, 3 cwts. load, has 6 feet head resistance, and
Motor car, 30 cwts. load, has 30 feet head resistance, thus
Motor cycle for every load-unit meets two windage-units,

and
Motor car for every load-unit meets one windage-unit.

So
Motor cycle, three load-units X two windage-units = six

load windage units.

Motor car, thirty load-units X one windage-unit = thirty
load-windage units.

Load windages (six to thirty) are as one to five, which, equal
the petrol consumption one to five gallons.

ELUCIDATOR.

A Sociable Tricar.

Sir,—I am sending you photographs and particulars of a
sporting type tricar, which I have built throughout for my
own use. The engine is a twin-cylinder, lOlj mm. bore,

130 mm. stroke, air-cooled, set at 80°, magneto ignition, with
accumulator and trembler coil to one cylinder for easy
starting. The drive is by V belt over expanding pulley
and hinged back wheel, to tighten belt, giving any gears
from 4^ to 2^ to 1, the operations being independent, and
either giving a smooth start. The belt is of strong proofed
canvas, to which are fixed fibre blocks. The machine is

fitted with electric lamps and magneto dynamo. The weight
is 6 cwts.

It was driven from Stirchley, Birmingham, to Brooklands
on July 20th with one cylinder removed to compete in the
All-comers' Handicap. It runs just over thirty miles per
gallon ; distance run, quite 3,000 miles. I have just put
on a new belt, but the old one is not worn out. It climbs
Sunrising Hill on a 3| to 1 gear.

I have been obliged to refuse orders owing to present
inability to promise date of delivery. If any of your
readers are interested in furthering the construction of this

type of cyclecar, I shall be pleased to communicate with
them. - S. CARTER.

Decompressors.
Sir,—I have read with interest the excellent article on

decompressors which appeared in the issue of August 15th,
but looked in vain for mention of the Endrick decompressor.
This device I have recently purchased and fitted to a 3£ h.p.
of well-known make and find that it entirely removes the
starting difficulty, and though the machine is fitted with a
clutch, I have, since fitting the decompressor, taken to
starting with a push; it is also invaluable in many other
ways, such as starting up on the stand, etc., and, taking
into consideration its low price and simplicity, it is, in my
opinion, one of the accessories which supply the many long-
felt wants of motor cyclists. I have no interest in the
manufacture of this article, but speak as a satisfied user.

GEO. F. PARSONS.

Inglorious Devon.

Sir,

—

I was interested to read your correspondent's letter

on this subject in your issue of August 22nd, and 1

do not think for a moment there are any Devonian motorists
who will not agree with him in every way. Our roads

are an absolute disgrace, both as to repairs and main-
tenance, and apparently there is little or no organised
supervision, as invariably the whole width of the so-called

roadway is re-metalled at the same time, and what is

worse is left so at night, while the methods and materials

used in such work have been abandoned as obsolete in

all up-to-date practice. The local councils controlling

our system of roads are composed chiefly from the bucolic

interest, who, while no doubt being excellent judges of

manure, have not the least idea of up-to-date road work,
with the result that the bottom foundations of the road

have vanished, resulting in the present pot-holes and grit

which have made Devon a by-word all over England.
This policy adopted by the local authority has resulted

in universal disgust, and the loss of a number of our best

visitors, and the withholding of any support from the

Road Board. Absolutely nothing will be done until con-

certed action has been taken by Devon motorists and no

further licences renewed in the county. DISGUSTED.

Sir,—The North Devon roads have been very much in

front of the footlights lately, but I think
;
in common fair-

ness to the surveyors, it is decidedly unfair to class all the

roads as bad, the roads in the urban areas are really all

that can be asked for—the fault lays with the three huge
rural areas, and these areas are as poor as they are large.

We now, however, see some prospect of improvement.
The Barnstaple R.D. Council now admit .that their roads

are in an appalling state, and, believing that their surveyor

has now more than he can deal with, at their last meeting
appointed two road foremen to assist the surveyor. In the

discussion it came out that the surveyor had no less than
600 miles of roads .to supervise, and did it in a way without

any assistance other than an office boy; it was also generally

admitted that more, stone was needed on the roads. This is

decidedly encouraging.
The Lynmouth-Simonsbath-Dulverton Road has been in

the hands of contractors for widening for a long time, and
was due to be completed a year ago last April. . The con-

tractors have now thrown up their contract, and the D.ulver-

ton Council taken it up themselves. The road is now so bad

that it is closed for traffic as being unsafe south of Brendon
Twogates. I understand the Council intend to push on with

the road improvement with all possible speed.

DEVONIAN.

B2
The novel type sporting sociable referred to in S. Carter's letter.
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(r
All The Refinements

of an up-to-date motor cycle

PROVED
by request - to be desirable
and by test - to be reliable

are embodied in the

Vfc

New Model
ENGINE.—Jap 5-6 h.p. twin cylinder, 76 x 85 mm. bore and

stroke, capacity, 770 cc. mechanically operated side valves;
or Jap 7-8 h.p. twin cylinder, 85 x 85 mm. bore and stroke,
capacity, 96t cc, mechanically operated side valves.

FRAME.—The Bat improved (patent applied for) ball bearing
spring frame. Perfect insulation of the rider, and a natural
and comfortable sitting position.

GEAR.—The Bat two -speed gear box, gear wheels always in
mesh, made from "Ubas" steel, carefully hardened and
ground true after hardening; ball bearings throughout.
Smooth and silent running. Operated by lever at side of tank

CLUTCH.—The Bat internal expanding clutch (patent applied
"for), normally in action, released by foot lever on left hand
side. Adjustment provided for slip, or can be locked tight
.np. No end thrust when driving.

FOOT-STARTING,—The new Bat foot-starter enables the
rider to start the engine by a kick of the foot while seated in
the saddle. With the low gear engaged the clutch is gently
let in and the machine moves away as smoothly and easily as
a thousand pound car. Whether used as a-solo mount or with
a sidecar the machine is always completely under control.

TRANSMISSION.—Renolds g x |in. Roller Chain.

LUBRICATION is effected by suction from the crank case

It is quite automatic, clean and reliable. We have used this

system exclusively for the past seven years, and have every

confidence in it.

IGNITION.—The Bosch high tension magneto. This is fitted

directly over the engine, in a cradle which forms part of the

frame. The tank is recessed, and the magneto is covered in

entirely. It is driven by bevel gears carried on either end of

a vertical live shaft. The drive is silent, smooth and positive

BRAKES.—Two very powerful foot brakes,independent action,

easy adjustment.

MUDGUARDS.— 4in. steel, specially strengthened,

wings to front mudguard.
Side

Write for

"The Book of

The Bat,"

free on request.

THE BAT
MOTOR
MFG. CO.,

PENGE,
LONDON,
S.E.

In, answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle..' B3
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A GRAND

ARIEL, 1911, 3J h.p £27 10

ARNO Lightweight, handy and powerful, 2J h.p

£5

Palmer £30

BAT-J.A.P., 19x1, with Millford sidecar £45

BAT-J.A.P., 1910, with Millford radial coachbuilt
sidecar, Cowey, F.R.S. lamp, etc., 8 h.p.,

Palmer and Kempshall £55

BRADBURY, vertical engine, good tyres, suit

beginner, z\ h.p

BRADBURY, 1912, standard, footboards, 3J h.p.

DunJop £42

BRADBURY, 1912, good for sidecar, 3^ h.p £42

CLYNO, 1912, second-hand, standard machine 60 Gns
CLYNO, 1912, standard, 5-6 h.p £59 10

CLYNO, 1911, standard, 5-6 h.p. " £53

CLYNO, 1912, second-hand, standard machine . . 60 Gns
CLYNO, 1912, standard sidecar with luggagecarrier £15

DOUGLAS, 1911 lady's model, 2-speed, free
engine, z\ h.p £38 10

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed, just overhauled, af h.p.
Avon £37 10

DOUGLAS, Model E, 2-speed, etc., 2| h.p £38 10

DOUGLAS, 191X, standard £31

ENFIELD, 1911 2-speed, free engine, pan seat,
a beauty £37

F.N., 1908, 4-cylinder, complete with sidecar,

4* h.p., Michelin £28

HUMBER, 1911, a handy machine, 2 h.p., Dunlop
studded £25

HUMBER, igix, shop-soiled only, 2 h.p., Dunlop
studded £32

HUMBER, 1910, 2-speed, free engine, si n -P £33

MOTO-REVE, 1909, magneto ignition, handle-bar
control, very light and low, an ideal light-

weight, 2* h.p .. £20

MIDGET Bicar, Precision engine, Mabon clutch,

. hand starter, 3^ h.p £27 10

MOTOSACOCHE, 1911, good condition £24
NEW HUDSON, 3-speed gear, a beauty, 1912,

little used, 3^ h.p., Dunlop £52 10

P. & M., 1911, enamel and plating in very good
condition, complete with Millford radial side-
car, 3J h.p £60

PREMIER, 1911, very powerful engine, nice con-
dition, 3! h.p., Dunlop £35

PEUGEOT, with Chater-Lea frame, low, with foot-
boards, and Mabon clutch, 5-6 h.p., 2*111. tyres £22 10

PHELON & MOORE, 1909, 2-speed and free en-
gine, useful for sidecar or solo work, 3J h.p.,

Kempshall and Continental £36

QUADRANT, Palmer .- £6 10

REX DE LUKE, 1911, 2-speed and free engine,
5 h.p., Continental and Hutchinson £40

REX DE LUXE, 1909, spring forks, and magneto,
5 h.p £28 10

REX DE LUXE, 6 h.p., twin, 2-speed, 1911, with
Turner coachbuilt sidecar, new engines fitted,

and thoroughly overhauled by the Rex Co.
in April, 1912, sidecar fitted with hood, screen,
and luggage carrier, Rom Combination tyre
on driving wheel, all three tyres done about
500 miles only £57 10

OPPORTUNITY
for the
Credit !

Buye r

For THIS
WEEK ONLY
No extra will be

added to the nett

cash prices of the

machines quoted in

these lists, to those

who desire to secure

a mount by deferred

payments.

Full particulars of
machines and terms
sent on request, or
call and inspect at

THE

SERVICE
co.- -LTD.,
292-293, High Holborn,

LONDON --W.C.

NEW MACHINES
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

READY FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
ARIEL,
BAT, Model 3.

BRADBURY, Standard and
CLYNO chain drive
DOT, 6 and 8 h.p.

DOUGLAS Model K. & G.
LADY'S HUMBER
MATCHLESS, 6 h.p.

NEW HUDSON, 2* & 3I h.p.
P. & M.
REX, w. cooled
RUDGE, Multi
RUDGE, F.E.
SERVICE
ZENITH, 6 h.p. J

All
second-

hand machines,
thoroughly over-

hauled and guaranteed
in good running order
before handed to buyer.

REX Sidette, second-hand, perfect sidecar com-
bination £45

REX and sidecar, powerful and reliable £43

REX, igio, Speed King overhead valves, French
grey, very racy and smart, 5 h.p. Continental £33

REX, 1911, tourist, very flexible and fast, nice

condition, 5 h.p., Continental £35

REX, iqio, tourist, almost new, 5 h.p., Service
and Continental £33

REX, 1909, spring forks, drop frame, low and
smart, long exhaust pipe, 3J h.p £22 10

REX, 1910, tourist, 5 h.p., Continental £33

ROC, very low, powerful, and reliable £23

RUDGE, 1912, T.T., 3£ h.p., Dunlop £42 10

RUDGE, 1912, standard, excellent throughout,
3i h.p., Dunlop £44

SCOTT, 1910, 2-speed, free engine, kick starter,

3£ h.p., Palmer £32

SCOTT, iqii, 2-speed, free engine, and kick starter,

3£ h.p., Palmer Corel studded, 26 x 2$ £47 10

SCOTT, 2 cylinders, 2-stroker water-cooled, 1910,

3$ h.p., Michelin £32 10

SCOTT, 1911, 2-speed, free engine, handy, and
powerful, 2$ h.p., Palmer £30

"SERVICE" Lightweight £30

TRIUMPH, 1909 - £27

TRIUMPH, 1909, many 1911 improvements, 1912
magneto, 3$ h.p -£32 10

TRIUMPH, 190S-9, Service belt, exhaust whistle,

3£ h.p., Clincher- £27

TRIUMPH, 1912, T.T. roadster, absolutely like

new, 3^ h.p., Clincher £45

TRIUMPH, 1910, standard, beautiful condition,

3i h.p., Clincher and Hutchinson £36
TRIUMPH, 1909, very reliable, 3^ h.p., Dunlop . . £27

TRIUMPH, iqio, free engine, T.T. bars, 3J h.p.,

Dunlop and Michelin £37

V.S., 1910, complete with lamp, generator and
nightingale whistle, 7-9 h.p., Michelin and
non-skid £32

WANDERER, magneto, and spring frame. Service
belt, 3 h.p., Peter Union and Shamrock .... £25

WANDERER, 1911, Service belt, trial machme
which put up such good performances, 3 h.p.,

Service studded £28 10

ZENITH, 191 1, very good condition, 3 J- h.p.,

Kempshall £45

The following are commission sales for cash only

.

3^ h.p. BAT-J.A.P., complete with generator, horn,
and spare belt- ' £35

B.S.A., 1912, clutch model, and sidecar, 3&h.p... £60

19 1 1 CLYNO and Chatcr-Lea sidecar, an excellent
combination, 5-6 h.p £55

2£h.p. ENFIELD, 1911, 2-speed £35

i\ h.p. ENFIELD, 1911, 2-speed £18

F.N., 4-cylinder, very flexible, 1912, 5-6 h.p. ,.'.. £47 10

F.N. Lightweight, 2-speed, free engine, 1912, 2\ h.p. £35

F.N., 4-cylinder, and sidecar, many improvements,
5-6 h.p £35

ROYAL ENFIELD, good condition, 2j h.p £25

BARGAINS IN ACCESSORIES.
Horns Saddles Tyres Lamps
Bags Tools Belting: Carburettors

Engines & Fittings. Plugs, etc., etc.
Shop soiled and second-hand. Lists free on application.

B4 In answering this^advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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To Pi>)vent Shorting.
Sir,—Your reader who asks for a waterproof glue will

find the composition as below very effective to prevent wet
from shorting the magneto at the carbon brushes.
Put two pennyworth of resin broken up into a basin (not

a soldertd tin) and a table spoonful of lubricating oil, place
in a hot oven, and when all is melted together, stir up and
test by dipping a piece of wopd in and put a drop-, on a
cold plate ; if too brittle add oil, if too soft add resin, clean
any grease off parts intended to be covered, and then start

building up with the composition hot, and as it cools it can
be built up to coveithe whole. '

F. W. APPLEBEE.

The Freemasonry of tile Road.
Sir,—I would remind the gentleman with a Rudge and

sidecar (lady passenger) whom my friends and I (riding 1912
Douglas and a Humbert and sidecar) found hung up a few
miles from Southend on August Bank Holiday, to whom I

lent a plug, that he has not as yet returned to me as
promised. I trust lis will be so good as to do his part, not
for the value of the plug to me, but in appreciation of the
time spent with him in tightening up his magneto near Ray-
leigh, also overhauling his carburetter at Romford. Maybe
he has mislaid my address, which is Amstel House, East
Sheen, Surrey. E. G. PARRATT.

Sir,—On Sunday last I had the misfortune to run into a
hedge at a very bad bend with my New Hudson and sidecar,
buckling my front forks, but otherwise coming to no harm.
I had just surveyed the damage when a motor cyclist and
sidecar came along, arid, stopping, helped me to get the
machine to a neighbouring farm, after having satisfied him-
self he could not temporarily repair the forks. While thus
occupied a big touring car came along, and the driver
(owner) offered to take us to our destination, but as we were
going in the opposite direction we did not trouble him.
Who says that freemasonry of the road is dying out?

After this experience my services will always be at the service

of any unfortunate motor carist or cyclist on the road.

BB 334.

Variable Gears.
Sir,—When is the light, cheap speed gear to come along ?

Take a two-speed Eadi& pedal cycle gear. It increases the
weight of a wheel by about 5 lb., costs 14s., and as to its

strength, a friend oi mine, a. racing cyclist, often averages
20 m.p.h. with this gear fitted^, and has climbed Westerham
and Cudham. Could not a stronger edition of this gear
be made for motor cycles,, to add about 2 lbs. to the weight
of a wheel, and cost, say, 35s. 1 This price, X should think,

would allow of a good profit being made, as there is practi-

cally the same amount of work in a gear, whether large or

small. In the case of belt-driven machines, a belt rim
would, of course, have to be fitted in place of a sprocket.

W. H. SIMON.

A Strange Proceeding.
Sir,—Whilst motor cycling just outside Abergavenny I

passed a carriage and pair. Thirty yards further my cap
blew off, and on returning for the same the owner of the
conveyance got out in a very excited way, took my number,
and said it was a scandalous shame the way motorists were
using the roads, at the same time saying I could either do
what, two other motorists did last week (pay 10s. towards
the local hospital) or take the consequences. I then offered

him 5s., which' he took. The above gentleman is a J.P.,
but this occurred just on the borders of Monmouthshire;
his county is Brecon." Was this a legal proceeding, and
was it in his power to prosecute ? I travelled carefully
past the horses, but on the ciear down grade I naturally
increased speed later. H. PERCIVAL.

The French Reliability Trial.

Sir,—I have been surprised to read in The Motor Cycle
the information that trie motor cycle Iciiability trial

organised by the Touring Motor' Club de France and the
Veloce Club de Tours—Paris Tours—to be held on September
29th, would not be run under the control of the Automobile
Club de France.

I am pleased to inform you, and am directed to do it, that,

on the contrary, this event will be run in accordance with the
Automobile Club de France regulations, and that any British
competitors have not to fear suspension from the Automobile
Association and Auto Cycle Union.

-

Mr. Hugo Storr, the Touring Motor Club de France presi-

dent, is to send you the race regulations, and in case any
British riders would run the course, I beg to inform them,
through your_ valuable paper, that they will find good
assistance in Tours. Anv information can be got from the
undersigned. G. GEO. BELLNOT,

V.C.T. ViCK-ritEsinENT, 14, Rue des Halles, Tours.

Dangerous Cross Roads.
Sir,—Referring to "A.C.'s" letter of August 22nd,

which appeared under trie heading "Dangerous Cross
Roads," I would mention a sad accident that occurred some
three rtiles from Newmarket on the Norwich Road recently.

A young man employed in a motor cycle garage was out
for a short ride. When approaching the main road to

Norwich from Newmarket, he saw a motor car travelling at

a high speed along the main road. The dust raised by this

car obscured a second car which was following it, with the
result that the motor cycle met the car broadside on. The
•cyclist's head-met the bonnet of the car, and the car swept
rider and cycle into a hedge ; the car followed, knocking

• down a signpost. The cyclist was rendered unconscious till

the time of his death some few hours afterwards; At the

inquest the driver asserted that, owing. to the dust raised

by the first car, he could see nothing till the accident. I

hope this will be a warning to anyone who i« not cautious

about crossing main roads. L. B. S. VAILE.

ANNUAL 24 HOURS' RIDE, WOODFORD TO YORK AND BACK.

Competitors leaving York, the turning point in the Essex Motor Club's Woodford to York and back 24 hours' ride.
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COVENTRY CLUB'S OPEN
HILL-CLIMB.

Another Record Entry Run off Promptly and Without Accident

at 7

Cycli

LL ways led to Woodway Hill, Dodford, near Daven-
try, on Saturday, for such was the venue of the
seventh annual open hill-climb of the Coventry and
Warwickshire Motor Club. The early birds started

30 a.m. in the shape
st Corps, who annually

of a
rende

detachment of the Rudge
r the club invaluable assist-

Miss May Walker (2J h.p. Hobart) starting in Class I. for lightweights. Lhe
was the only lady competitor.

ance by performing the weighing, erection of banners, and
the 101 other jobs necessary to ensure smooth working of a
big entry such as the Coventry Club are usually able to
aommand. Fortunately, the weather was bright and fine.

Weighing commenced at 10 a.m., two pairs of scales and
tripods being in position. After each machine had been
weighed and the totals noted by the results calculators,
Messrs. J. W. Roebuck, Wh. Ex., J. L. Milligan, B.Sc, and
E. Caudwell, the scrutineers took possession of the machine
for a few moments to check it over with the regulations.
In Messrs. J. R. Haswell, I. B. Hart-Davies; and C. S. Bur-
ney, the_ club had three hard-working examiners, who carried
out their important tasks excellently. All are keen riders
with considerable racing experience, and consequently knew
all the little fakements and dodges resorted to by the un-
scrupulous to obtain extra speed from " their standard touring
mounts." There was considerable amusement when Haswell
put a hand mirror underneath a silencer and discovered what
he expected—a gaping hole ! It is something to the credit
of the competitors that such practices were few and far
between. Passenger machines were weighed in Daventry,
and aEter the operation all were ranged in systematic order
in the orchard, specially hired for the occasion, at the hill

summit. A field at the" foot of the hill was used just before
the contest began.

The Selected Hill.

Woodway Hill, Dodford, is new so far as hill-climbing
competitions go. There is little to choose in the way of hills
in the Coventry neighbourhood, and consequently the wise-
acres thought Newnham must be the secret hill. They were
not discouraged in the belief by the officials, and .conse-

bS

quently, practising (prohibited) went on day after day. It is

certain that less than twenty riders sampled Woodway before

their timed ascents. The measured stretch was three fur-

longs, and the gradient averaged about 1 in 9. The surface

was in excellent condition. There are no bends on the hill,

and its only fault is its easy nature; but if ever there was a
" safe " hill, certainly it is Woodway.

At the Start.

By one o'clock there was a big crowd of spectators

assembled. Chief Marshal V. Holroyd and Hon. Sec. G.

Smith had ranged up the willing officials in the respective

positions, the telephone announced a clear course,

Mr. Alec Ross had a long line of competitors in

readiness, but the timekeepers were missing ! A
few - minutes' delay while Messrs. Ebblewhite and
Wakeford took up their positions, a start was made, and

thereafter a stream of competitors at regular intervals com-

'rined to keep the spectators interested.

Ladies First !

Class I.—Standard-pattern Touring Lightweights (with

engines up to 350 c.c). Twenty-two entries. First on

formula, Dodford Cup ; fastest time, gold medal.
Miss May Walker (Hobart) was first up. She, however,

mistook a signal to start, and had another attempt. She
made a good climb, but in finishing ran on to the grass at

the roadside, probably the only narrow squeak of the day.

Three Douglas machines were particularly fast, likewise -

the 2^ h.p. Singer ridden by Stanley, whilst Wright's

Humber impressed the onlookers. F. W. Barnes (2^ Zenith),

though allowed to run, was ruled out by a decision ol

the committee to debar engines with two overhead valves

from the touring classes. He was actually eleventh on time
and third on formula.

L*
A Corah-Jap rider half-way up the hill.
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Results on Formula.

THE FINISHING JOINT.

The results calculators, who worked out the results while the competition was
in progress, will be noticed on the left. There were 196 entries, but every

result was known oy 6 p m.

Class I.

Results on Time.

1
/F. Ball (2f Douglas)

±
- \G. E. Stanley (2± Singer) ...

, ?W. W. Douglas (2f Douglas)
V- \S. L. Bailey (2§ Douglas) ...

5. H. C. Newman (2£ Ivy) ...

6. F. S. Whitworth (2| Douglas)

Results on Formula.

1. G. E. Stanley (2^ Singer) ...

2. W. W. Douglas (2J Douglas)
3. R. Holloway (2| Premier) ...

4. H. C. Newman (2£ Ivy) ...

5. F. G. Edmond (2 Humber) ...

6. S. L. Bailey (2f Douglas) ...

:::)

. 38fs

39s.

39is
40-^s

Fig. of merit.

... 158

... 161

... 174

... 175

... 176

... 181

Class II.—Standard Touring Motor Cycles (variable or
fixed gears, with engines from 350 c.c. to 500 c.c).
Twenty-six entries. First on formula, gold medal

;

fastest time, -Woodway Cup.
.
The speeds accomplished in this event -were appreciably

faster, than in the lightweight section, though most of the
3^ h.p.'s had single gears and were consequently slower in

getting under weigh than the variably geared juniors. In
this connection it should be mentioned that the standing
start considerably affected the result. Often machines
proved very sluggish in firing and were 'slow in picking up.
The results below show the six fastest machines, though
special mention should be made of Stanley, who sat his
machine well and was obviously the speediest up the hill.

The Singer man had a field day on Saturday. Vernon
Taylor's ascent on a Rudge was certainly impressive, like-

wise C. T. Newsome's (Rover).
The "W.D." with forced lubrication was particularly

silent, but there was no doubt about its speed and power.
Newman—always a fancied man in hill-climbs—had to be
content with second place, likewise Woodhouse, another
Precision engine expert. L. A. Bees rode well on an
L.M.C. and should do better after a little experience. K.
H. Clark (Corah) could not get his engine to fire. Cork
and Howard (Matchless) were debarred from this class on
account of their overhead valved engines.

Class II.

-Results on Time.
1. G. E. Stanley (3-i Singer) ... ...

2. H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy-Precision)
3. C. T. Newsome (3J,-- Rover)
". J. W. Woodhouse (3£ Regal-Precision)
3. Vernon Taylor (3£ Rudge)
6. L. A. Bees (3f L.M.C.)

34fs.
36|s.

37s.

37£s.

37|s.

37fs.

1. G. E. Stanley (3£ Singer

„ / Vernon Taylor (3£ Rudge
J. W. Woodhouse (3i- Regal-Precision)

F g. of meri

:

.. 185

)

"] 191

.. 199

.. 200

.. 211

4. C. T. Newsome (3£ Rover) ..

5. L. A. Bees (3£ L.M.C.) ..

6. _H. C. Newman (3| Ivy) ..

The Stopping and Restarting Test.
Class III.—Standard Touring Variably-geared Machine;

(with engines up to 585 c.c). The regulations were :

" Competitors in this class must stop between the twe
lines in the middle of the hill, and, after bringing the
road wheels to rest, restart without assistance and
without leaving the saddle." First on formula, gold
medal presented by the Britannia Foundry Co., Ltd.):
fastest time, prize (presented by Messrs. Hobart Bird
and Co., Ltd.).

Class III., for variably geared touring machines, proved
a welcome change, and there was soon a »rowd in the middle
of the hill to witness the hurried stops and restarts. The
test sounds simple enough, but as a matter of fact it is ex-
tremely difficult to stop in a few yards, declutch, keep the
engine running, and restart on the low- gear. Try it ! F.
Clarke (Rudge multi), the first up, perfornied as neatly ,as

anyone, making good use of his powerful rear brake. V.
Busby (Humber) overshot the second line before stopping.
North (Ariel) was good, and more adept than his companion
Newey; Barnes (Zenith) was as cool and sure as one would
expect such an old hand would be ; Woodgate (Singer) was
rather slow ; Walsgrove (Hazlewood) stopped his engine

;

Jameson (Enfield) wobbled badly and lost time ; Dixon
(Singer) was handicapped by a strange machine with brake
and clutch pedals on the same side; Wright (Humber) stopped
neatly and accelerated in wonderful fashion for so small
an engine ; Whitworth (Douglas) was also good. Barnes
would have won on formula but for the rule referred to.

Class III.

Results on Time.
. (F. C North (3-i Ariel) ...
-1-

1 S. Wright (2| Humber) ...

3. F. Clarke (3\l Rudge)
4. F. S. Whitworth (2-f Douglas)
5. J. J. Woodgate (2^ Singer)

Results on Formula.

1. S. Wright (2| Humber) ...

2. F. S. Whitworth (2| Douglas)
3. F. Clarke (3i Rudge)
4. F. C. North (3i Ariel) ...

5. J. J. Woodgate (2^ Singer) ...

54*s.

56§s.

57|s.

-64s.

F g. of merit
.. 329
.. 362
.. 399
.. 404
.. 422

The Rollo c.vclecar going well half way up the hill. This machine, the only

four-wheeler, created much interest.
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TWO ASPECTS OF THE WINNER OF THE VARIABLE GEAR CLASS TAKEN AT THE SAME INSTANT.

'Bam Wright (2J h.p. three-speed Humber) from above and below, in the stopping and starting test. It may be noticed that the photographers have snapped each other.

A Twin wins the Formula Prize.

Class IV.—Tourist Trophy Machines (with engines up to

500 o.c). First on formula, President's Cup; fastest

time, gold medal ; second on formula, prize ; second
fastest time, prize.

With forty-three competitors in the T.T. class some good
ascents were witnesed, though it was difficult, if not impos-
sible to distinguish the fastest of the leaders. Weatherilt
made the best use of his Gradua gear in starting, and
undoubtedly gained a second or two on Stanley in this way.
Holloway (Premier) got off the mark smartly and flashed

up the 1 in 8 section, likewise Wessendorff, a new comer,
' who caused some surprise. Edwards on a Triumph was the
fastest private owner. It will be noticed from the formula
results that at last a twin has a chance of success in this

section, that is, if the performance is sufficiently meritorious,

thanks to The Motor Cycle formula. It means quite a lot of

added interest to hill-climbing contests.

Mcy.
R.
H.
R.

Class IV.

Results on Time.

Weatherilt (3i ZenitM ...

E. Stanley (3£ Singer) ...

Holloway (3£ Premier) ...

J. Wessendorff (3-^- Premier)
H. Edwards (3^ Triumph)

6. Four competitors tied

[34fs.

35s.

36s.
36J-s.

Be suits on Formula.

1. S. L. Bailey (2f Douglas) ...

2. J. Cocker (ij Singer) ... ....

3. F. W. Barnes (2i Zenith) ....

4. R. Holloway (3J, Premier) ...

5. P. Weatherilt (3i Zenith) ...

6. E. Kickham (2J Douglas) ...

Fi g. of merit.

152

161

166
179
180
181

Interest in the Passenger Machines.
Class V.—Touring-pattern Cyclecar and Sidecar Machines.

First on formula, Daventry Cup and souvenir for

passenger ; fastest time, gold medal and souvenir for

passenger ; second fastest time, prize and souvenir for

passenger.

The passenger class with twenty-one entries was much
appreciated. Most started by the clutch, some got under
power by dint of laborious shoving ;_other ingenious com-.
petitors started their engines, and at the signal to start

had arranged for their passengers to engage the low gear

from the sidecar seat, the "driver" pushing his hardest.

Newman and Woodhouse used single gears.

The 8 h.p. Williamsons made the best starts churning
up the gravel on being given the starting order. Though
Barnes made the fastest climb, at last the veteran has found
his match. G. Griffiths (8 Zenith) pulled a fastener out

on his first essay, but begged to be allowed to be timed.

SUCCESSFUI COMPETITORS IN THE COVENTRY & WARWICKSHIRE] M.C. OPEN HILL-CLIMB.

F. Ball (2J h.p. Douglas) fastest, time in Class L F. C. North (31 h.p. Ariel), fastest time in Class 111.
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Coventry Club's Open Hill-climb.—

TJie starter agreed, and he Recorded the time of 38gs.,

actually 3|s. faster than Barnes. The latter used a twin
Jap of" 85x85.5 mm., but Griffith had a 90x77.5 mm.

The Only Four=Wheeler.
The Rollo, the only four-wheeler competing, took 54£s. By

the way, this smart looking cyclecar with passenger and all

complete weighed 896 lbs. The Crouch carette was the
heaviest vehicle, totalling 1,232 lbs. all on.

In connection with the awards, it is worthy of record that

the Coventry Club have introduced a new feature, that is

' souvenirs for passengers, the idea being that in -sidecar

climbs the passenger plays an important part.
'

Class V.

Results on Time.
F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith)

H. M. Jameson (6 Enfield)

H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy-Precision) ...

W. W. Douglas (8 Williamson) ...

/Clifford Wilson (8 Williamson)
(G. E. Stanley (3i Singer)

Results on Formula.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

.. 421s.

.. 43|s.

.. 481s.

•- 48fs.

;;}50fs.

Fie
1. G, E. Stanley (3^ Singer) ...

2. H. C. Newman (3£ Ivy-Precision)

3. H. M. Jameson (6 Enfield) ...

4. J. W. Woodhouse (3i Regal) ...

5. E. W. Barnes (8 Zenith) ...

6. F. C. North (3i Ariel) ...

of merit.

208
215
217
256
262
287

The Open Class with Forty=seven Riders.

!

Class VI.—Open (motor bicycles of all descriptions). No
restrictions except as to brakes. First on formula, The
Godiva Cup ; second on formula, prize ; fastest time, cup-

presented by Mr. John V. Pugh, J.P. ; second fastest

time, gold medal.
Class VI., the best supported event, was a mixture of all

I
kinds of machines, some out for formula awards, others for

fastest time. Chief among the latter were six machines with
i monstrous twin J. A. P. engines, a 7 h.p. Indian, a 7 h.p.

Blumfield and two 8 h.p. Williamsons. The class was soon run

off, as the rule confining a competitor to one ascent, irrespec-

tive of the number of classes entered (excepting III. and V.)

\
weeded out -a goodly number.
We noticed that several of the big machines were ten

i seconds or so before they could be persuaded to fire, but
1 when once on the move they fairly flew, delighting the crowd

at the top. Barnes was expected to win on the 8 h.p. Zenith,

i
but Harry Reed, on a single geared chain-driven Dot-Jap

with overhead valves, proved more than a match, his speed
being terrific. He averaged 45 m.p.h. from a standing start,

which means well over 60 m.p.h. towards the summit. It

was a marvellous climb. Barnes was next, hotly pressed by
Cookson, a private owner of a Matchless. Griffith was slow
at the start, also Cuffe (Indian). The twin Blumfield travelled
very fast, also Hands on a stripped Williamson. Stanley and
Holloway were the only single-cylinder riders seriously to
challenge the twin-cylinder exponents for the honour of

fastest time of the day. Weatherilt, on the 2J, h.p. Zenith,
scored another striking . success on formula, with Cocker
(Singer) and Bailey (Douglas) in close attendance.

Class VI.

Results on Time.
1. Harry Reed (8 Dot-Jap) 30s.

2. F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith) - 31fs.

3. J. J. Cookson (8 Matchless) 32is.

4. G. Griffith (8 Zenith) • 33s.

5. T. F. Blumfield (7 Blumfield) 33fs.

fi
/G. E. Stanley (3-i- Singer) ...

D
- t'H. W. Hands (8 Williamson)

••••}34|s

Results on Formula.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

P. Weatherilt (2i Zenith)

J. Cocker (2± Singer) ...
l

S. L. Bailey (2| Douglas)
F. G. Edmond (2 H umber) ... ...

J. W. Woodhouse (3^ Regal-Precision)

6. R. Holloway (3J, Premier)

Fig. of merit.

... 146

... 154

... 156

... 175

... 178

... 186

Class VII.—Members' Class (sealed handicap). First

prize, Committee Cup ; second, club ^jrize. In this

• event Mr: Edward Lycett's prize was offered for the

best performance bv a member who had never won a
prize in a hill-climb.

The members' class only necessitated four ascents, the

remainder of the nineteen competitors having recorded

their times in the previous events.

Class VII.

1. Reg. Holloway (3^ Premier)
2. H. Green (3i Triumph) ...

3. S. L. Bailey (2| Douglas)

4. F. S. Whitworth (2| Douglas) ...

5. J. Dudley (2i Hobart)
6: W. Williamson (2| Douglas)

The seven events took 2h. 25m. to run off, so there was
no flagging of interest throughout, ' and the contest was
not long enough to become boring.

Actual time.

... 35s.

... 36fs.

... 39s.

... 40-Is.

... 42s.
'

... 441s.

SUCCESSFUL RIDERS AT THE COVENTRY HILL-CLIMB AT DODFORD LAST SATURDAY.

E. Stanley (2| h.p. Singer). Stanley was the most successful rider. Harry Reed (8 h.p. Dot-Jap), who made fastest time of the day.
' f averaging 45 m.p.h.
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Coventry Club'? Op»n Hill-climb.—

The results of two classes were announced almost immedi-
ately at the Wheatsheaf Hotel, Daventry, and every class

winner was posted by 6 p.m., so that competitors and spec-

tators were mostly home before dark, having seen the

biggest hill-climb ever arranged, and, what is more signi-

ficant still, being in possession of the results.

_Six teams competed for the special team prize, viz.,

Douglas, Williamson, Zenith, Rudge, Corah, and Colmore
Depot teams. The result was :

1, Douglas Team, W. W. Douglas (2f h.p. Douglas), F.

oraaopLE SEPTEMBER 5th, igis.

Ball (2j| h.p. Douglas), and E. Kickham (2^ h.p. Douglas).

Aggregate figure uf merit, 654.

2, Zenith Team. F. W. Barnes (2J, h.p. Zenith), P.

Weatherilt (3<, h.p. Zenith), and E. B. Ware (3J h.p.

Zenith). Aggregate figure of merit, 543.

3, Colmore Depot Team, R. Holloway (2£ h.p. Premier),

S. L. Bailey (2| h.p. Douglas), and H. Cork (3$ h.p.

Matchless). Aggregate figure of merit, 544

The foregoing results are official, and were confirmed by

the committee of the Coventry and Warwickshire Motor

Club on Monday evening last.

->—»o»—<-

HOLT'S CANTILEVER SIDECAR.
A Novel Sidecar with Adjustable Hammock Seat capable of being Folded.

• -',-<

1 ) Adjusted to suit a sr.ort passenger.

IIS
another part of this issue we refer to

the failings of many- sidecar bodies

?nd the lack of room for odds and
ends. On this page we illustrate an

entirely new sidecar, the body of which
is especially original. This sidecar is the

result of two years' experiment on the part

of Mr. H. Holt. 68a, Regent Street, Leam-
ington. The illustrations are for the most
part self-explanatory, so that a short de-
scription will suffice. The seat posts are

adjustable along the chassis to give extra
leg room, as well as for height. In these
posts there are strong springs, in addi-'

tion to which the seat is supported on
other springs which can be clearly seen,

the angle of the back (also, of course,
adjustable for height) is varied by means
of adjustable cables, which consist of steel

wires tested to a breaking strain of

2,500 lbs., and covered with celluloid to

preserve them from rust. These run
over small pulley wheels fixed at each
end. The arm rest tubes are telescoped
into the seat posts to allow for adjust-

ment, and each is provided with a small
pocket which is useful for carrying small

'2) Complete sidecar folded when not in use. In

this position it can be used as a carrier.

articles, such as gloves, handkerchiefs,
etc. The footboard is pivoted in front
and swings through a steel plate fastened

at the rear, and depends on springs re-

cessed over the downward clip rods.

Security for the Flexible Back.
The method Of fixing the flexible back

rest is by means of an iron cross tube
drilled with a hole at each end to receive

a solid rod, which is first passed through
a hem of the material and has right-

angled bends at each end ; these ends
are passed through the holes just men-
tioned in the cross bar, and the material
passed once or twice round holds the
whole firmly together. This, of course,
is wound up as the height of the back
is reduced.
The chassis is constructed throughout

with right-angled lugs and 14 gauge tub-
ing, except in the case of the cranked
axle, which is designed to bring the
wheel of the sidecar and bicycle, into
proper alignment and the bent front
attachment, both of these being 13 gauge
to give extra strength The attachments.

13) Normal adjustment and child's seat

light, strong, and neat, are of the taper

type the sidecar members being each held

firmly in place by one nut and spring

washer.
A tool box, large enough to contain a

spare cover, tube, belt, and-tools, or a two-

gallon tin of petrol, is in the base of the

chassis, held by means of a steel band

fastened with two clips at the sides, and

a clip behind in the centre of the frame.

On the lid of the box a child's seat, set

on springs, can be carried, or a spare can

of petrol may be strapped.

The mudguard has large wings on the

side next the body, which effectually

screen the passenger from dirt ; a stand

and lamp bracket are provided ; the end

of the front attachment is provided with

a security bolt which prevents the sidecar

from slipping off if the connections should

become loose by any chance. This side-

car is said to be exceptionally light ; as

we have not had an opportunity of riding

in it, however, we are unable to give any

account of its running, but it seems

to possess, with its universal adjustments,

great possibilities of comfort.

m
... ,-'... "-

(4) Sloping oackresi. Apron io cover pass?n»er (5i Sidecar from the rear Note the spring neao.

-

.6; A family oajtv
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MERSEY M.C. OPEN TRIAL.
THIS open reliability trial was lucky in being run off on

Saturday, one ol the few really nice days we had in

August. At eight o'clock the first of the sixty com-
petitors were started, in pairs, at minute intervals,

from Birkenhead, the first pair being the hon. sec, S. W.
Carty, and V. E. Horsinan, who, like the pairs that followed,

had to observe each other and report any stops, any stoppage
except for traffic being penalised. About forty solo machines
started and sixteen sidecars, one runabout, and a car.

A Sidecar Frame Brealis.
All went well except for a few punctures till Tarporley,

where a sidecar attached to a Clyno was seen with both the
rear attachment tubes snapped. Luckily, they were on a-
good road, and neither were hurt. 6. W. Windsor (the
driver) was heard to enquire if he could hire a sidecar in

Tarporley. He seems to have succeeded, as he came along on
Castleton Hill with another attached. There was a stop at

G. W. Windsor (5-6 h.p. Crynn sidecar) on the top beni of Castlelon Hill.

Derbyshire.

Stone for petrol, then on through Cheadle, and up the noted
Oakamoor Hill. This caused a few failures, and further on
at five cross roads nearly half the competitors took the wrong
toad to Ashbourne. Only one direction arrow was to be seen
throughout the course. The A. A. scouts and R.A.C. guides
rendered good assistance, but chiefly in towns, etc. After
the fifty minutes' lunch stop at Ashbourne the riders made for

Matlock Bridge, and tackled the noted bank where the cable

cars go. Crowds were here to see the fun and cheer the

successful ones. About half the number got up. It was a

grand competition between variable gears with small engines
and large engines with single gears, and the victory was very
decidedly with the gears. The Rudge Multi and Zenith-

Gradua shone conspicuously. It is strange. that nearly eight

years ago the first man to get up the bank (J. Edge on a

Bat) used a twin pulley and two belts. This time a Matchless
8 h.p. twin had the same on but failed, owing to the sidecar

tyre puncturing.. The Morgan roared up at a great pace, and
turned the bend at the top so- fast that the back wheel bent

over to about sixty degrees, which must have put a fearful

strain on the frame. Later on, after Castleton .
Hill, in

taking a corner too fast it ran up the bank and overturned.

A Real Hill.
" After leaving Matlock the route lay through Bakeweli and
Hope to Castleton. Here the competitors had to face the

worst hill on the run. It proved to be a real terror. Long,
loose, and winding, with grooves across every few yards
where the rivulets had made tracks, into which the wheels
dropped, making it difficult to remain in the saddle. Some
riders tried time after time, others got up in two or three

instalments. J. M. G. Lamb had to let his wife walk up
and come up solo, others ran part of the way. A couple of

hundred yards of new loosfe stones at the top, thinly laid

all over the road, was, to some, the last straw.

The run down to Chapel-en-le-Frith was fair till we reached
Bollington, where the main road is in a disgraceful state. At
Knutsford there was a twenty minutes' stop for tea at the

Angel Hotel. Another twenty-six miles through Warrington
brought us to the finishing point at Broad Green after 186

miles on all varieties and conditions of roads and hills.

[The results of the trial appear on page 1018.

—

Ed.]

->—^©sa—<-

NEW CROUCH ENGINE.
TrlE C. M.C. carettes are now being- fitted with a new

and improved engine of the company's own manu-
facture, the bore and stroke of which have been
increased to 80 mm. by 90 mm. The cylinders are

set at an angle of 60°, and- have cast with them 'valve boxes
which are covered by a

.. Js^'^^., quickly detachable aluminium
plate, thus enclosing the
valve mechanism entirely.

As before, an extension
piece bolts on to the side of
the engine, and serves to
enclose the clutch and sup-
port the gear box. On the
timing gear side of the engine
lies a small bevel box contain,
iug a pair of gears which
drive a shaft at right angles
to the crankshaft. This shaft

. serves to drive the magneto
and water pump, which are
carried on a special bracket-
fixed to the crank case. The
engine and gear box unit
weigh 163 lbs.

The engine made its first

public appearance at the
Coventry and Warwickshire

m , , , ;he new Crouch engine
11 ' 1

.

1-?1™ 15
/

w^re it unfort*
showing the enclosed valves. nateiy tailed to do itself

justice owing to gross over-
lubrication due to the oil tap having been left on. Shortly
after the climb, however, having cleared itself of oil, we

were invited by Mr. W. Crouch to try its paces. The engine
is possessed of great energy and is extremely flexible. It is

almost possible to walk beside the vehicle with the engine
firing regularly on top gear, and by sweeping open the
throttle the machine will gather speed at a rapid rate to'

over 40 m.p.h. On hills the legal speed may be maintained.

the ew Croucn en?in? an : sear box unit which sea'.es 163 'tis.

B'-9I
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Sept. 5th 7.37 p.m.

7th

9th
11th

7.33

7.28

7.24

Successes Celebrated.

A dinner was arranged at Mablethorpe
last Saturday in honour of the Notting-
ham and District M.C.C. winners, Mr.
G. Brough (London-Edinburgh Cup), and
the team which won The Motor Cycle Cup
in the M.C.C. Team Trial. " Dr. Iredale

presided, with Mr. F: W. Dance in the

vice-chair, fifty-five being present.

A 2| h.p. Sidecar Machine.

The smallest machine in the passenger
class of the Coventry and Warwickshire
M.C. hill-climb was" the 2^ h.p. three-

speed Hazlewood driven by Alec Wals-
grove, who was obviously .after the

formula prize. His total weight was
504 lbs., and' the fact that he succeeded
in climbing Woodway Hill is a striking

instance of what a good engine in com-
bination with a three-speed gear can
perform.

Mersey M.C.C. Open Trial.

The list of awards in the above trial,

described on page 1017, is as follows :

Gold Medal Winners.
V. E. Horsman (3^ Singer). Special

prize.

S. W. Carty v

(3i Ariel)

A. J. Mason (3g Rudge)
W. Davies (2| Victoria-Jap)

T. Heaton (3£ Bradbury)
E. F. Jenkins (3^ Macbeth)
G. Hunt (3^ Campion)
C. L. Scott (3i Rudge)
The above made non-stop runs.

Marks lost.

H. G. Dixon (31 New Hudson) ... 5

Special prize in sidecar class.

F. C. Jones (3^ Zenith) 5

A. J. Brewin (8 Zenith) 40

J. Cooke (3i Triumph) 44

W. H. Longton (3£ Ivy-Precision) ... 50

J. McG. Lamb (6 Clyno sc.) ... 50

P. Webster (3i Rudge) 50

Silver Medal Winners.
P. Proud (3i Rudge) Non-stop.

Marks lost.

H. C. Marston (8 Dot) ... 20

E. W. Davis (3i- Singer) 50

G. Bennion (3£ Bradbury) ... ... 50

The above were late at the finish.

C. P. Jarvis (8 Zenith sc.) 53

H. W. Coopland (7 Williamson sc.) 65

L. Mogridge (3^ Mead-Precision) ... 70
N. H. Brown (7 Indian sc.).... , ... 70

J. D. Nixon (3J Rudge) ' 70
A. J. Jenkins (2| Douglas) 70
A. Cadwallader (2| Enfield) 80

F. H. Whiteley (2| .Douglas) ... _ ... 100
The special lightweight prize-winner is

not yet settled.

Attempt on the End-to-end Sidecar Record.

We referred last week to .a projected
attempt on the End-to-end sidecar record
by Mr. Elison Hawks, of Leeds. His
mount was a Rudge multi fitted with
Bates tyres. . Weather and insufficient

knowledge of the route combined to delay
him, and the attempt was given up as
hopeless at Preston. The sidecar, was
fitted with a-special racing body.

Le Grand Prix de France et la Coupe
Internationale de Motocyclettes.
The entries for the above event, to be

held next week-end, are more representa-
tive than usual, and there should be a
fine struggle between the leading French
makes and the English machines which
are entered. England is represented by
Triumph, Rudge, Douglas, Williamson,
and New Hudson, and probably Indian
and Matchless machines, while against
them are ranged such machines as the
Griffon, Peugeot, Terrot, Alcyon,
Wanderer, and Bedelia, and probably
Rene Gillet. The trial is being conducted
by the A.C. de la Sarthe et de l'Ouest.
On Sunday a course of eighteen kilometres

via Le Mans-Mulsanne-Ruaudiu-Le Mans
will have to be covered twenty-two
times, making a total of 396 kilometres,
and on Monday a different circuit will be
followed, bringing the total to 648.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
NEW PASSENGER MACHINES.
WEEK-END COMPETITIONS.
OLYMPIA SHOW PLAN.

Open Hill-climb at Amulree.

The Edinburgh and Dictrict M.C. will

hold an open hill-climb on Amulree Hill,

Glenquaich, on Monday, the 16th inst.,

at 1 p.m.. There will be eight classes.

An Unfortunate Collision.

We are happy to be able to record
that G. L. Fletcher, whose accident was
reported in our account of the Essex
M.C. York and back run, is doing
satisfactorily and hopes to be able to

return to town this week.

What a Big Entry Means.

A certain amount of grumbling was
" heard at the Coventry and Warwickshire
M.C. hill :climb on Saturday last, be-

cause competitors were allowed only one
ascent of the hill on each machine
entered, -the time counting throughout.
It must, however, be remembered that if

all had been allowed to ride in each class

the event would have taken at least six

hours to run off, and would have con--

tinned until dark.

NOTTINGHAM AND DISTRICT M.C.C. SPEED TRIALS ON MABLETHORPE SANDS.

The start of the ladies' race. Left to right the riders are Mrs. K. Simpson (Rudge)—the winner—Miss

Kettle (Premier), and Miss Shipside (Premier) who is but 16 years of age.
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A FRENCH AUTOWHEEL, THE T3ACTEUR AMOVIBLE.
A Fr n^h dcvi e for attachment to a push ticycle. It has a Clement li h.p. engine, automatic car-

turettsr, Bosch Magneto, r und belt, two small tanks for oil and petrol, steel-studded Michelin non-skid

tyre on a wheel 14 in. in diameter. The inventor claims a speed of 20 m.p.b.

English-Dutch Trial.

The five Dutch private owners who
tied for the P. and M. Cup in the above
trial will compete again for the trophy
on the 22nd inst.

Brooklands T.T. Race.

The postponed 150 miles race of the
B.M.C.R.C. will be held on Saturday,
September 14th, and will be the only

event on the programme for that date.

A further limited number of entries can
be received up till Saturday next, the
7th inst.

Ten Pounds Reward.

£10 reward will be paid by the Auto
Cycle Union for information which will

lead to the apprehension and conviction

of the person or persons who maliciously

put sand in the oil tank of Mr. G. L.
Fletcher's 2§ h.p. Douglas motor cycle

whilst he was competing in the Six
Days' Trial.

Stolen Machine.

On August 31st, at about 11.30 p.m., a
6' h,p. Zenith and sidecar, 1911 late model,
W2337 frame, No. 1086 Mills-Fulford

Herald chassis, cane unbleached body,
with two new Hutchinson tyres 26in. x
2-|in. heavy passenger type on machine,
Continental tyre on sidecar, was stolen

from Messrs. Tarr and Fox, 7-11, Ceme-
tery Road, Sheffield.

Sidecar Track Record again Lowered.

On the 30th ult., Stanhope Spencer
attempted a four hours' record with a
3-£ h.p. Rudge fitted with a Bramble
sidecar on Brooklands track. At the
end of the third hour, however, he
abandoned his intentions, owing to valve
troubles. His failure with regard to the
above test did not, however, prevent
him, in the meantime, putting up a
fresh record for speed during his three
consecutive hours' run, the distances
covered being as follows : First hour,

ioig

46 miles 587 yards ; second hour, 86

miles 115 yards ; third hour, 126 miles

900 yards," 100 miles being covered in

2h. 16m. IOjS. The previous record for

two hours' consecutive running was
also put up by this rider in July last,

when 80 miles 1,250 yards were covered,

43 miles 35 yards in the first hour and
37 miles 1,215 yards during the second.

Previous to Stanhope Spencer's perform-
ance last week, there had been no
three hours' record.

A French Reliability Trial.

The attention of English motor cyclists

who are anxious to take part in a com-
petition in France is drawn to the motor
cycle reliability trial organised by the
T.M.C.F. It will take place on Septem-
ber 29th. The distance is 245 kilometres

(about 152£ miles). The course is par-

ticularly easy, from Paris to Dourdan
(the scene of the International Cup Race
in 1905), then to Orleans, and along the
valley of the Loire to Tours. The
machines will be classified in the usual
manner, and on arriving at Tours the
competitors will have to cover two laps

of the track at the Velodrome ~de Tours.
Entries should be addressed to Mr.
M. R. Desitter, treasurer, 48, Rue du
Moscou, Paris. Entries ' close on
Wednesday, September 25th, at 8" p.m.

Through the Floods on the Great North
Road.

W. Pratt set out on his P. and M.
from London to Cleckheaton on Tuesday,
the 27th ultimo, but, although he
started at 10 a.m., he did not reach
Doncaster till 8 p.m., having traversed

upwards of 200 miles, the direct distance

being 164 miles. He was first warned by
an A. A. scout that the road at Alconbury
was impassable, the water being up to

the windows of the houses. He rode
through several watersplashes and shallow

floods, but on more than on© occasion

had to get his machine taken across in a
cart ; once he had to return on his track

as there was no cart to be had. All

through he experienced no misfiring,'

which speaks well for the modern motor
cycle and the P. and 51., with its well-

placed magneto and chain drive, in

particular.

I
>

MORE RUDGE SIDECAR TRACK RECORDS.
The start of Stanhope Spencer's record ride on a 3i Rudee sidecar. Finishing the first hour, in Whien me ne covered 46 miles 587 yards.
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Snaresbrook to York and Back 24 Hours' Ride.
THE ESSEX MOTOR CLUB'S ANNUAL EVENT.

SEVENTEEN riders of, motor bicycles, ' fifteen drivers of

sidecar combinations, and two drivers of cyclecars

started from the Eagle Hotel, Snaresbrook, on Friday

list, at 7 p.m. In the motor cycle elas- there were

only two non-starters. The competition was a closed one,

the total distance being 403 miles.

The principal award is the challenge cup presented by the

A group of competitors outside the control at Grantham.

Triumph Cycle Company for the driver of a motor bicycle

or passenger machine who adhered closest to schedule time on
the double journey. Gold medals are awarded to those

finishing within twenty-four hours with a total error of 10m.

or less, silver medals to those finishing in the same period but

with a total error not exceeding 25m., and bronze medals to

those finishing within 25h.

Having due regard to the recent weather conditions the'

competitors turned up at Snaresbrook on FriSay night pre-

pared for the worst, but evidently Mr. Fuller, who managed
the run so well, successfully squared the clerk who is said

to control the elements, as the night, though cool, was fine,

the moon dispelled the darkness, and a glorious day followed

the dawn for the rest of the journey.

2} h.p. Sidecar Outfits.

In the sidecar class the two machines which attracted the

greatest attention were Fletcher's 2J Douglas and Holroyd's

2§ Motosacoche, to which their drivers had had the audacity

to attach sidecars. Ho'/royd had bad luck before the start

'with a seized big end, but he set matters right, and though
he could not compete he rode to Grantham and returned with
the rest of the party. Fletcher's Douglas behaved extremely

well, and more will be written of -his doings later on in this

report. R. Lord had Miss Hind as his passenger in his

Rex sidette. Once past Woodford the road surface was
splendid, and there was ncrdust; however, greasy patches

were met here and there, and near Sanbridgeworth some un-

rolled stones, not marked by any warning light, caused
several to dismount. The first check was at Hockerill, and
here, as usual, several men had to wait before signing on as

they were ahead of time. At this point "xcsssive tyre

trouble dogged Mr. Goodchild's Oryx car carrying Mr. E. J.

fWs, who was in charge of some of the secret checks. This
disaster put a further burden on the shoulde-rs of the in-

defatigable secretary, Mr. Fuller/ and resulted in several of

the. j.iccks being cut out, as the car could not complete the

whole of the run. Near Cambridy^ some more unrolled

atones were encountered, causing Lilley (3^ Singer) to fall.

J'i the University Town a goodly crowd welcomed the arrival

of the competitors, who checked in at the Castle Hotel.

The words on the route card, " Petrol, coffee, etc., here,"
denoted a welcome fifteen minutes' stop for replenishments
to man and machine. Between Fenstanton and Norman
Cross the men entered a section where a secret check might
be encountered. At Huntingdon was a known check in

charge of Dr. Moss-Blundell. The secret check came soon
after, situated at the top of Alconbury Hill. The competi-
tors now entered the flood district, and the remains of the
recent inundations were only too clearly evident, especially
at Wansford. During the night section the lamps as a
whole burnt well, and few cases of lamp trouble were seen.

A good supper well served was enjoyed at Grantham, in

which town part of the road was up, and a short detour
had to be made. During the hour's stop for breakfast

'

at the Windmill Hotel, York, Brassington's (Rex sidette)

sidecar tyre blew off the rim with a loud report, much to

the amusement of everyone save the owner. The homeward
journey was made in excellent weather.

An Unexpected Meeting.

At Ferrybridge we met Sawer, Haslam, Dover, and other
members of the Sheffield Club, who were taking part in .

a 160 mile trial, which included Sutton Bank. In Don-
cas ;er da Silveria (Indian) fell on the tramlines, and at

the finish was numbered among the missing. He had had
an accident to his machine before the start, and the fall

in Doncaster did further damage and threw his wheels
badly out of track. In Retford especial care had to be
exercised in the ten-mile limit, as the police were extremely
active. Two retirements have to be reported near Grantham.
At Sowerby poor Fletcher, whose little machine had been
pulling its unfair load so well that it went three-parts of

the way up Wentbridge Mil on top speed, collided With a

cart which had pulled right across the road in front of i

him. He was rendered unconscious, and was taken to the
Grantham Hospital. Pearson, Bis passenger, was slightly

injured. Howard (Jap) stripped his magneto pinion and
was forced to withdraw. In Stamford, Kerr (N.S.U.) ran
into a boy and bent his front forks so badly that the tyre

was rubbing against the sides, so he applied oil to minimise
the friction, and reached home safely. Some consternation
was caused near Huntingdon by Dr. Moss-Blundell having
moved the check outside the town ; at its previous situation,

though satisfactory at night, it was impossible by day
owing to the congested condition of the streets. The Oryx
succeeded in reaching Cambridge, and here E. J. Bass was

- in charge of the check.

The organisation throughout was excellent. Arrows were
placed at all doubtful turnings, A. A. and M'.TJ. scouts lent

their aid by night and boy scouts by day. The journey from

The ubiquitous A.A. scout saluting E. Frasctti (7 Indian sidecar) at Barnby
Moor Corner
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The Essex Motor Club's Annual Event.

—

Cambridge was devoid of incident. Weather and roads were
alike perfect, and the men rode wonderfully close to time,

errors of only three minutes being reported in several cases.

Those who finished the journey in time were the following:

Motor Cycle Class.—A. E. Uffleman (6 Rex-Jap), H. J. Beal

(3 N.S.U.), J. H. Kerr (3i N.S.U.), A. H. Gold (3i Ariel),

P. D. Walker (34 Rudge), A. V. Deacock (6 N.L.G.), L. G.
Brown (34 Triumph), F. Roberts (34 Rudge), H. Karslake (3*

Rover), A. A. Lilley (34 Singer), G. T. Gray (3£ Rudge), N.
C. Dear (2| Douglas), W. E. Rootes (34 Singer), J. A.
Campbell (3| Rudge), and W. Cooper (34 Bradbury). Side-

cars.—W. C. Hemy (34 Service), C. F. Michell (6 Bat-Jap),

W. H. Wells, E. Frasetti, and B. A. Hill (7 Indians). The
latter started a cleaning competition on the way back, and
arrived looking the perfection of neatness. G. E. Revill (6

Zenith), A. J. Sproston (34 Rover), A. E. Brassington (6 Rex
sidette), A. T. Stanton (34 Bradbury), V. Garland (5-6 Clyno),

W. K. Smith (7 Indian), R. Lord (6 Rex sidette), D. S.

Kapadia (8 Rex-Jap), and A. R. Abbott (34 Bradbury).
Cyclecars.—C. H. Corfield (6 C. and H.), D. A. Parsons (8

G.W.K.) Of the absentees, Mundy (44 Quadrant sc.) was
last heard of at a point near Grantham; Byott (6 Sal-

way sc.) arrived one hour late at York, the cause of his delay

being lamp trouble. Bouffler (Bradbury sc.) was missing.
Start for the open scratch race for engines up to 350 c.o. at the Mablelhorpe

speed {rials. F. P. Johnson (2-J h.p. Humber) proved victor.

SPEED TRIALS AT MABLETHORPE.
A largely attended and successful series of .speed trials

were held by the Nottingham Motor Cycle Club on the

sands ^at Mablethorpe on Saturday, and as the day was
fine and warm most of the visitors at the popular seaside

resort turned out to see the competitions. Special interest

was shown .in the ladies' race, in which one competitor

(Miss Shipside) was only 16 years of age. Two of the lady
competitors rode men's machines. Some difficulty was
experienced with sidecars in soft parts of the sand.

An unfortunate accident, in which a little girl was
injured, occurred during a practice run. The girl, who
was playing behind some boats on the beach, was badly
cut on the head and thigh. The results were as follows :

Club Handicap (distance, one mile).—1, F. B. Halford

(2| Martin-Jap); 2, J. R. Sylvester (2| New Hudson).
Ladies' Race.—1, Mrs. Simpson (34 Rudge) ; 2, Miss

Shipside (24 Premier).
Open Scratch (under 360 c.c.)—1, F. P. Johnson (2|

Humber) ; 2, J. Sylvester (2| New Hudson). 100 yards
between first and second.
Open Scratch (under 500 c.c.)—G. S. Hall (34 Scale-Jap).

Open Handicap (all comers).—1, G. S. Hall (34 Scale-

Jap) ; 2, J. D. Mitchell (34 Rover). 150 yards between
first and second.

Open Scratch (unlimited).—1, R. W.
Indian); 2, W. Grocock (6 Zenith). 75
first and second.

Cyclecar and Sidecar.—G. Brough (7 Brough sidecai-

).

Fornington (7

yards between

Start of the sidecar race, which was won by G. Brough (on left) on a 6 h.p. trough sidecar. The cyclecar is a Baby X.

COMPETITIONS IN IRELAND.
An open sidecar trial was held by the Dublin and

Dictrict Motor Cycle Club on the 31st ult. The start was
from Terenure. The conditions were of the customary
character, and there were two open controls at Wooden-
bridge and the finish, and five secret controls en route.
The course lay down the western side of the counties

Dublin and Wicklow, across the border by Tinahely and
Aughrim to Woodenbridge and home by Rathdrum and
Newtownmountkennedy, a total distance of 107 miles.
The afternoon was very fine but the roads rough.

Four of the riders, Roche (54 Rover), Greene (34 Rudge),

Weir (7 Indian), and Armstrong (34 Rudge), secured full

marks at the open controls, while Allen (34 Rover) and
Letchford (34 Humber) each lost one and Walker seven.

These were the only riders to complete the full distance,

and the Indian trophy, offeied in the competition, should

go to Roche, Armstrong, or Greene. Of the others, Jenkins

(5 Clyno) was in trouble early, and Rollins (5 Clyno) retired

on the first half or the journey, after having three punc-

tures and four bursts in his back wheel.

B»5
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Western District M.C. (London).

The postponed reliability trial for the Williams Shield to

Tetsworth and back from Uxbridge is fixed for the 7th
inst. A petrol consumption, -trial will be held on the
21st inst.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

The postponed novices' hill-climb wiil be held on the 7th
inst. The hill chosen will be quite straight, arid safe for

the knock-out principle. The classes are : Lightweight,
Touring, T.T., and Passenger.

Surrey M.C.C.
The Surrey v. Hants hill-climb, held on Wednesday last,

resulted in a win for this club, the members securing first

and second places in Classes I., II., III., and V., and scoring
1,717 points (average 143) against the 1,475 (average 123)
scored by the Hants M.C. Union. Results:

Class I.

Name. County. Machine.

A.- McNab, Surrey (2| Douglas) ...

W. Barnes, Surrey (2| Zenith) ...

Thompson, jun., Hants (2| Douglas)
Thompson, sen., Hants (2| Douglas)

Class II.

W. Barnes, Surrey (3^ Zenith) ...

Holbjook Crow, Surrey (3£ Zenith)
W. Watkins, Hants (3i Triumph)
A. Watkins, Hants (3^ Humber)

Class III.

W. Barnes, Surrey (2j Zenith) ...

A. McNab, Surrey (2f Douglas) ...

W. Watkins, Hants (3£ Triumph)
Barclay, Hants (3£ Rudge)

Class IV.
G. Kimber, Hants (6 Matchless)
W. L. Meredith, Hants (3^ Triumph)
W. Barnes, Surrey (6 Zenith) ...

G. Meeten, Surrey (3^ Rudge) ...

Class V.
W. Barnes, Surrey (6 Zenith) ...

C. Pearson, Hants (3^ Premier)
G. Meeten, Surrey (3^ Rudge) ...

Humphries, Hants (3^ Premier) ...

Scarborough and District M.C.

On the 25th ult. the annual autumn reliability trial was
held over last year's course. Seven hills were officially

observed, and competitors penalised for rendering assist-

ance to machines. One hill, Limber Bank, .is so severe

that every competing motor cycle failed. Needless to say,

the sidecar combinations failed as well ; even a 20 h.p.

car failed, at two attempts. The worst portion, 1 in 3£,

is preceded by an acute bend.
An interesting feature of the trial was the effort to find

out which is the superior machine over a difficult course

—

the motor cycle, motor cycle and sidecar, or the ordinary

car—and for this purpose a £5 cup was offered for the

best performance made by one of the three types. The
same system of marking was used for all three, excepting

'

that machines up to 560 c.c. with sidecars were scheduled

to run at only 15 m.p.h. Strange to say, the little 10 h.p.

two-seater Stoewer made the best performance by losing

only 6 marks. The next best performance was made by a

6 h.p. Enfield and sidecar, with a loss of 35 marks. The
best performance on a solo machine was poor compared
with the two previous performances, as the rider lost 54

marks. There were twenty-two starters. Eight had to

retire in the trial for various causes. Results :

Class I.—1, J. E. Truefitt, Scarborough (3£ F.E.
Triumph), lost 64 marks; 2, W. Jackson, Scarborough
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1.
rF.

IF.
3. T.

4. T.

1. F.

2. S.

3. H.
4. G.

1. F.
2. F.

3. H.
5. R.

1. J.

2. G.
4. F.
5. T.

1. F.
2. R.
3. T.
4. —

Time. Fig. of

m. s. merit.

1 44.2)

1 47.4/
175

1 52.8 114
2 19.2 98

1 33.8 153
1 40.4 140
1 34.8 135
1 43.2 132

1 45.4 180
1 43.8 177
1 31.2 148

1 33.4 144

1 26.8

1 27.6

1 33.2

1 35.4

1 57.6 120
2 30.0 116
2 31.2 105
2 41.8 104

(3£ Premier, three-speed), lost 126 marks; 3, D.
Doncaster (3-£ Calthorpe), lost 184 marks.

Class II.—1, C.'P. Finn, Pontefract (6 Enfield sc), lost

35 marks, 'the other three passenger combinations retired.

The Klawitter £5 cup for the best performance of the
day, for motor cycle, motor cycle and sidecar, or touring

car, was won by the hon. secretary, J. W. F. Tranmer, onR
a 10 h.p. Stoewer car.

Manchester Hundred M.C.

On the 31st ult. the club held their first annual motor
gymkhana at Hoo Green. The weather kept fine, and ' a
large number were present. The events were run off onj
the large field behind the hotel, and were thoroughly enjoyed
by both competitors and spectators. Much amusement was
caused in the tug of war by the breaking of the rope,

presumably the result of a practical joke.

Foleshill and North Warwickshire M.C.

The club hill-climb held at Newnliam Hill on the 24th
ult. resulted as follows :

For machines up to 500 c.c. : 1, C. Orr (3i Ariel); 2, W.
Brandish (3i Triumph).

For machines of any description : 1, W. Brandish (3£
'

Triumph); 2, G. H. Broad (3i Triumph).

Flexibility climb (same gear) : 1, W. H. Broad (3£ Ariel)

;

2, G. H. Broad (3£ Triumph).

C. Orr made fastest time of the day in the latter events

on an Ariel.

MERSEY M.C. OPEN RELIABILITY TRIAL LAST SATURDAY.

Competitors climbing Matlock Bank, a gradient of 1 in 5. Many came
. . to grief here
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A group of members

of the nowly formed

Goole and District

M.C.C. This club has

already a membership

of 26.

Wishaw and District M.C.C.
About fifteen members journeyed to village of Coulter for

a hill-climb competition with the following result : 1, Jas.

\ L. Muir (3£ Rudge), 39fs. ; 2, L. McLean (3i Triumph),
;' 43£s. The prize on formula went to W. Marshall (3 Claren-
;
don).

Cheltenham M.C.C.
A club has been formed in Cheltenham with the above

title; the headquarters are the Belle Vue Hotel. The club
will shortly be affiliated with the Auto Cycle Union. Chair-
man, Mr. W. J. Bache ; and lion, secretary, Mr. A. W.
Golesworthy, 413, High Street, Cheltenham.

Newcastle and District M.C.

The Gordon-Roberts Reliability Trial, which received an
entry of twenty-seven motor cars and motor cycles, was
successfully carried through on August 24th and 25th. In
both the motor car and motor cycle sections the first and
second prizes were presented by Messrs. J. S. Gordon and
G. E. Roberts respectively.

The competitors travelled by way of Gateshead-upon-
Tyne, Marley Hill, Annfield Plain, LanchesteT, Wolsing-
ham, Stanhope, St. John's Chapel, Killhope, Alston,
Melmerby, Penrith, and Greystoke, to Keswick, a distance
of eighty-seven miles ; and, staying there over-night,
returned by way of Windermere, Kirkstone Pass, Eamont
Bridge, Snap, Kendal, Kirkby Lonsdale, Sedbergh, Kirkby
Stephen, Brough, Bowes,' Barnard Castle, -Winston, Pierce-
bridge, Darlington, and Neville's Cross, to Newcastle-upon-
Tyne, a distance of 180 miles, bringing the total distance
of the trial up to 267 miles.

The weather conditions throughout the trial were of the
most wretched description, rain falling practically the \vhol6

of the time, and as a result the roads in some parts were
almost unrideable

;
particularly was this the case upon

Killhope. In other places the roads were so greasy that
many of the competitors had great difficulty in retaining

their seats.

Result of the motor cycle competition

:

1. G. W. Baper (2£ h.p. A.J.S.), who lost no marks;
error, 9£s.

2. Lawrence Austin (5 h.p. A. J.S. and sidecar), who lost

no marks ; error, 21£s.

Club enamelled silver medals.—F. A. Rudd (6 h.p.

Rex-Jap), L. W. Hall (Triumph), R. J. Spencer (3£ h.p.

Norton), and W. Baxter (5 h.p. A.J.S.), who lost under
30 marks.

Club bronze medals.—Jacob Garson (3i h.p. Ariel) and
W. S. Dodds (3£ h.p. Singer), who lost more than 30 marks,
but who completed the course within 36 hours."

Streatham and District M.C.C.

The Streatham open hill-climb is being held on Saturday
next, the 7th inst. Weighing in at the Clayton Arms, God-
stone, up till 1 p.m. The venue of the hill will be posted up
at the scales.

Belfast and North of Ireland M.C.C.
An excellent field turned out for the 100 miles reliability

trial on Saturday last for the cup presented by Messrs.
John A. Prestwich and Co. Result

:

1. James Millar (65 h.p. Campion-Jap).
2. Thomas McCluney (3£ h.p. Chater-Lea-Peugeot).
3. John Robb (3£ h.p. Swallow-Jap).

Westmorland M.C.C.

A reliability run was held on the 18th ult. for the Triumph
Challenge Cup, medals, and the Graphic' prize, presented
by the Graphic Garage, Penrith. The course, which was a
very severe one of 100 miles, and included Kirkstone Pass,
Red Bank, Gummers' Howe, and Underbarrow Scar, had to
be non-stop between checks. Result : 1, W. Hutchinson (6
Zenith) ; 2, H. B. Harrison (3£ Rudge), 5s. error ; 3, Geo.
Braithwaite (3£ Rudge), 30s. error.

Hill-climb held last week up Underbarrow Scar. Results :

Lightweights.—1, H. Jackson (2% Douglas) ; 2, R. N. Chap-
'low (2f Humber).

Single-cylinder.—1, G. H. Braithwaite (3£ Zenith) ; 2, L.
Pierce (3£ Corah).

Twin-cylinder.—1, J. H. Nelson (Scott) ; 2, L. S. Parkei
(Scott).

Fastest time.—R. Bownass (3£ Matchless).

Mid Bucks M.C.C.
The last of a series of four reliability trials was held on

the 26th ult., when, in spite of very adverse climatic con-
ditions, a most successful run took place. The route, which
was one of forty-two miles, was by way of Aylesbury,
Thame, back to Aylesbury, and thence to Leighton and
home, the competitors being required to maintain a speed of

seventeen miles per hour. The use of watches and speedo-
meters was barred. The entrants were despatched from the
club's headquarters, the King's Head Hotel, at 8 p.m., by
Mr. J. H. Smith, who acted as timekeeper, and some very
close times were witnessed. The results were as follow :

T. Hopcraft 99 points, E. G. Eborn 99, C. G. Strugnell 93, S.

T. Cook 92, F. L. Strugnell 91, and E. W. Russell 90. On
the four trophy runs points were awarded as follow : Hop-
craft (Rover) 344, Cook (Premier) 306, Eborn (Rudge) 285i,
Ball (Triumph) 281J,, C. G. Strugnell (F.N.) 253, F. L. Strug-
nell (Triumph) 166, Edgington 165i, Mott 86, and Smith
(Ariel) 84£. T. Hopcraft will hold the trophy for twelve
months.

Group 0! members of the Leicester County M.C.C, taken on the occasion of their :nau?un! ran.

B2q
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ueStions
& -Replies

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not
'

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and

on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters •

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from -

questions bearing on technical subjects.

Perfect Mixture.

I have been reading with great

interest the letters in The Molar
Cycle on carburetters. Could
you please answer the following

:

(1.) What is the perfect mixture?
Is it that at which the engine goes
fastest? (2.) What are the causes of

burnt valve seatings? (3.) My machine
has a peculiar symptom. When on long
journeys, after ten or fifteen miles, I

suddenly find the engine begin to knock
and clank most painfully. This is at

once stopped by almost or entirely clos-

. ing,;:the air lever, when the bicycle at

once gains way. The air'lever can then
be opened slowly. My normal jet is 32.

,1 have tried 33 and 34 (B.- and B.
carburetter), but the results are no

i better.—C.R-
(1.) A perfect mixture is that on which
the engine travels best at _a given throttle

opening."- As to the degree of opening
you can give to your air lever this depends
very much upon the combinatipn of jet

and choke, tube in the carburetter. The
exact position of the lever is absolutely

no guide. (2.) Driving on a strong mix-
ture" or on an excessively weak mixture
would cause it. Also the valve timing can
,have an effect on the burning of the valve
seatings. (3.) The symptoms you indicate

point to overheating, but are really quite

normal for an air-cooled engine. It pro-

bably means that you have been driving
too hard. The engine should recover after

a long run down hill.

Police Prosecutions.

Would you kindly inform me
of the law relating to riding a
motor cycle through a town? I

am to be prosecuted for riding

at the rate estimated by a police-

man (not timed) of eight to ten miles

an hour. JL)o you think that by join-

ing the A.C.U. now thev would take
the case up for me?—N.H.

The police cannot prosecute you for ex-

ceeding the speed limit and driving to

the danger of the public on the same
summons. They will either summon you
for driving to the danger of the public,

when the rate need not be timed, or if

you were driving through a speed limit

area in excess of the speed prescribed by
law, you could then be summoned for

exceeding that limit. You do not say
whether you were in a speed limit area

or whether you are being prosecuted for

driving to the danger of the public. In
any case, it depends entirely on the cir-

cumstances of the case whether the
A.C.U. would take the case up for you.

What you had better do is to join and
then acquaint the secretary with the
circumstances. Application for member-
ship should be addressed to the Secretary,

A.C.U, 89, Pall Mall, S.W.

Mysterious Misfiring.

I should be much obliged if

you or any of your readers who
have experienced a similar trouble
could give me any opinion as to

the cause of occasional misfiring.

ANOTHER NEW SOCIABLE.

GfO. E. Lambert, the designer of trie

Lambert cycleear, at the wheel of the latest

model of that make.

E30

Side view of the Lambert cycleear, showing chain

transmission. This neat three-wheeler is fitted with an 8
h.n. J.A.P. engine, and three-soeed gear.

About Six months ago my engine begar

misfiring with loud explosions in ths

silencer. I sent the magneto to thi

makers, who rebushed it and remag
netised it, besides generally overhaul-

ing it. I fitted the magneto on, and foi

a month the machine ran excellently.

then the same trouble began again.

I sent the magneto back to the makers
who returned it to me in no way im-

proved. I therefore took it down
myself and thoroughly cleaned it, but

found nothing wrong with it ; when I -

put it back, however, the machine ran

excellently, and has done so for two or

three months. Recently, however, mis-

firing' began again and I repeated the

treatment, slightly increasing also the

space of the safety gap with the same
excellent results. The misfiring does

not seem to me to be entirely due to

the oil in the magneto, as the firing

was improved by advancing the spark

until the engine knocked, and again the '

misfiring almost or entirely ceased when
the engine- had got quite hot and re-

' mained all right as long as it was kept

very hot, though the spark was again re-

tarded to a normal position. That the

misfiring was not caused by the auto-

matic inlet sticking seems clear from

the fact that when the misfiring

oecurred, the charge went through to

the silencer and was then exploded by
the heat. I have run the machine in

the dark and can see.no sign of short-

ing. The sprocket also had not slipped

round on the -Spindle, as both were

marked and were in correct relative

position. My only possible solution is

that the safety gap in the magneto 'is

slightly too short, and this I have en-

larged to a very small extent. The
makers, however, did not seem to think

it too small. The magneto gives a

strong spark when the armature is

turned sharply with the fingers.—

J.G.S.
We have carefully considered your

letter, and must say that the case

is a very puzzling one. The only way
really to settle the matter - is to

ask the makers of the magneto if they

would -be "willing to exchange the magneto

for another one or lend you a magneto of >

the same type for trial, so that you could

see whether there was any improvement.

It is possible for misfiring to occur

through sticking of the exhaust valve,

and if yours is at all a tight fit, we should

advise you to take' it out and reduce

same slightly with emery cloth.
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ALWAYS WINNING!

MOTOR CYCLE GRAND PRIX
i

THE TWO INDIANS -|ST Q QRD
WHICH CAME IN QC O^

USED

WAKEFIELD "CASTR0L"w>
Call to mind "Castrol" successes in the Grand Prix (Coupe de la Auto) for motor cars,

and the T.T. and 6 days' Trials recently held for motor cycles.

C.C. Wakefield & Go.,

1 27, Cannon St., E.C.

YET ANOTHER RECORD BROKEN.

Mr. Harry Martin, at Canning Town,
broke the 2| h.p. Record (1 to 6 hrs.)

using WAKEFIELD "CASTROL." J

DUNLOPS DO IT AGAIN!
ANOTHER NEW RECORD.

Mr. Harry Martin established new record— 1 to 6 hours—for 2f h.p. motor cycle,

USING DUNLOP BELT .

THE DUNLOP COUP in the SIX DAYS TRIALS:
3 Special Prizes, 14 Gold Medals, 3 Silver Medals, and 3 Bronze Medals

WON ON DUNLOP BELT.
10 Gold Medals, 4 Silver Medals, and 2 Bronze Medals

WON ON DUNLOP TYRES.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE M.C. CLUB, 18/8/12.

ASTON CUP, for BEST PERFORMANCE in 3 RELIABILITY TRIALS,

WON ON DUNLOP TYRES AND BELT
by Mr. J. S. Prendergast, Hordley House, Hanley, on 3J h.p. Ivy Precision.

Mr. Prendergast also made FASTEST TIME of the day in the Inter-Club Hill Climb, 27/7/12,

ON DUNLOP TYRES AND BELT.
THE DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE CO., LTD., Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM ; Alma Street COVENTRY.

qKANCHSS—London Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Lverpool Glasgow. Dublin, ieliist,

In answering Hiese advertisements it is desirable to mention " The M*tor Cucle.
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we make four grades of

PALMER TYRES
Cover
26 x 2\

Cord Tyre (strongest and best) 47/5.

Heavy Fabric Tyre (second only to the Palmer Cord) 41 /8.

Ordinary Fabric Tyre (for Light Machines) .... 29/9.

Privateer (A good cheap tyre) 26/8.

The 3in. Cord Tyre is supplied from stock.

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST.

The PALMER TYRE, Ltd.,

119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Ave., LONDON, W.C.

<£#

Worlds
Records

" The only

Carburetter which

PERFECTLYATOMISES
the Petrol."

at

Brooklands

fi^Tlfcw,, WITH A *^T

*£JVSPltN>
perfect Touring

and Racing Carburetter.

Carburetter.

On Friday, August 30th, at Brooklands, Mr. Stanhope Spencer,

riding a 3J h.p. Rudge, FITTED WITH SENSPRAY CAR-
BURETTER, put up the following WORLD'S RECORDS :

1 Hour - 46 miles, 587 yards 3 Hours - 126 miles, 900 yards.

2 Hours - 86 miles, 115 yards 100 miles - 2 Hours, 16m., 102
/ 5 s.

Send for illustrated booklet to the patentees and makers—

CHARLES H. PUGH, Ltd.,
Whitworth
Works, BIRMINGHAM.

E32 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Licences.

Having been a reader of your
paper for over seven years, I

should like you to settle a dispute

I have with a friend, by giving

me information as to the follow

ing questions. Is it legal for a man
to sell a solo mount to his wife (she

not to ride same after having bought
it) and buy a sidecar combination,
using his old revenue licence for the

new machine? Would it be legal for

the wife to keep machine bought from
husband without taking out revenue
licence.—E.I.R.

If the transaction be a bona-fide one, it is

quite legal for a husband to sell a motor
cycle to his wife and she would not have
to pay a local taxation licence for it pro-

vided she did not ride it at any - time

during the year. The husband, when
parting with the machine, would be com-

pelled either to transfer the old registra-

tion to his wife, the new owner, or she

could apply for the registration to be

transferred to her on payment of th€

fee of Is., or the registration could be

cancelled. When buying the new
machine, the husband would, of course,

have to take out a fresh registration,

but could use his old local taxation

licence, as the latter entitled the holder

to keep one motor cycle for a year, dating

from January 1st.

Oily Plug in Hear Cylinder.

I ride a 6 h.p. twin 1910

a.o.i.v. The back plug is always
getting clogged up with oil, and
not firing. I have tried reduc-

ing the oil supply, but it is still

no better. The oil burns across the

points and shorts. If I take the plug

out and thoroughly clean it it is all

right again for five or six miles, and
then the trouble starts again.—W.E.I.

If the plugs are fitted in the centre of

the cylinder right over the pistons and
not at the side, the trouble complained of

is due to over-lubrication. If the plugs

are fitted at the side the oil is flowing

oft' the edge of the piston right on to the

plug, and the best remedy is to change
the" position of the plugs to the centre

of combustion head or cylinder. A single

point plug will keep as clean as most
jthers, but you might overcome your
difficulty if you were to try a pair of the

special plugs made for the Ford car.

These are obtainable from the Lincoln-

shire Autocar Go., Carlton House, Regent
Street, W. The Bosch Magneto Co., 40,

Newman Street, Oxford Street. W., also

make a special plug for oily engines.

This plug has points with knife edges,

and the heat of the spark, it is claimed,
will burn off the oil.

Newcastle to Bournemouth and Back.

My chum and I intend riding

from Newcastle to Bournemouth
next month. We wish to go by
Harrogate and Birmingham, as

* we have friends to see at these
places. Can you tell us the best route
to -take and the distance? We pro-

pose coming back by London,
Grantham, and Doncaster.—J.B.

; Your - best route would be as follows :

Harrouate, Wetherby, Aberford, Ferry
': bridge Doncaster. Tickhill, - Worksop,
I .Mansfield, Derby, Lichfield, Sutton Cok"

J
field, Birmingham, then through Henley

|
in-Arde.n. Stratford -on-A von, Shipston

on-Stour, Woodstock, Oxford, Abingdon,
East Ilsley, Newbury, Whitchurch, Win-
chester, Romsey, Cadnam, Lyndhurst,
Christchurch, and Bournemouth. To re-

turn via London, take the following
route : Bournemouth, Lyndhurst, Cad-
nam, Winchester, Alton, Farnham, rin

the Hog's Back to Guildford, and on
through Ripley, Esher, and Kingston.
Your exit from London should be rid

Marlborough Road, Swiss Cottage,
Finchley, and Barnet, and then straight

up the Great North Road.

V

A MOTOR CYCLING MARRIED COUPLE
AT THE FORTH BRIDGE.

R. M. Chaplow (2-J h.p. Humber) and Mrs.

Chaplow (2 h.p. lady's Humber), who recently

completed a 500 miles tour in Scotland. We are

told that both machines ran splendidly through-
out. Mr. and Mrs. Chaplow are members of the

Westmorland M.C.C.

Improving an Old Machine.

I have just bought a second-

hand 5 h.p. twin Antoine coil and
accumulator, and I want to fit a

magneto. Could you tell me

—

(1.) What angle the cylinders are?

(2.) Would it make any difference in,

power? (3.) When the speed gear is in

the free position, that is half-way along

the quadrant, the engine runs free for a

few revolutions and then suddenly pulls

the machine forward for a few yards as

if locked and then releases again—could

you give me a remedy for this and tell

me the cause? (4.). It is fitted with an
old type of B. and B. carburetter—would
a newer one be an improvement? (5.)

Should both plugs be alike?—D.B.

(1.) To the best of our recollection, the

engine in question has the cylinders set at

an angle of 60°. The makers of the mag-
neto will, when you order it, tell you this

when you give them the name and date of

the engine. (2.) It would make a slight

difference in power. (3.) We should say

that the gear is worn, and that the lever

does not remain fixed in the quadrant, and

allows the low gear to engage slightly.

We cannot explain this in detail, as you

do not mention the type of gear fitted.

?

Adjusting the gear correctly will probably
cure the trouble. (4.) ' Yes, a modern
carburetter would be an improvement.
(5.) It is desirable, but not necessary.

Sidecir Machine [or a Novice.

(1.) I shall be grateful if you
will give me a few hints as to

the best kind of motor cycle to

purchase for solo and also side-

car work at a reasonable figure.

I am quite a novice as regards motors,
and am very perplexed as to a suit-

able make. (2.) Which is best sidecar,

a castor wheel or a fixed wheel? (3.)

Some cycles, I am told, have the

change gears controlled by the feet,

- others by the hand. Which is safest ?

(4.) Is it necessary to have three-

sneed gear or two-speed for sidecar

work?—G.E.W. -

(1.) It is always very difficult to give
advice regarding the purchase of a side-

car machine. The 3^ h.p. with change-
speed gear behaves very well in fairly

level country, but when stiff hills have
to be encountered the more powerful
twin-cylinder is the type which is re-

quired, but it is hardly such a good
machine for a novice to learn on as a

3^ h.p (2.) The fixed wheel sidecar is

the most popular. (3.) Most two-speed
gears are controlled by the foot, and
are very conveniently operated, while
the three-speed gears are .hand-con-

trolled. There is no difference as

regards safety. (4.) Most certainly.

Lights on Sidecars.

It may be of interest to fellow
— I readers to know that, if riding

5 through Llandaff, near Cardiff.
-U they may be fined 15s. 7d., as I

have been, for not having two
lamps in front on sidecar combination.
Whether it is legal or not, I was sum-
moned and had to pay as above,
although I pointed out that I had one
good light at the time. I should be
glad of your opinion.—W.B.

Our legal representative replies: "There
is no doubt that byelaws may be
made making stricter provisions with re-

gard to lights on sidecars than those
which are in force according to the
ordinary law of the land. I do not know
when the byelaw referred to was passed,
but I would point out that the Lights on
Vehicles Act, 1907. provided that all bye-
laws then in force relating to lights on
vehicles should from the date of the pass-
ing of that Act cease to have effect so far

as respects vehicles to which the Act
applies. As the Act does not apply to a

motor cycle, any byelaw passed before

that time would still be applicable, and
if it has been passed since that time, no
question arises."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
-S.K.R." (Wells).—Best way of run-

ning 3| h.p. Scott by one who has only
been used to a four-stroke.

"C.F." (Doncaster). — Triumph fitted

with Bowden two-speed gear.
" W.H." (Southport).—2| h p. E model

Douglas, with sidecar.

"T.B." (Mysore).—(1.) Four-cylinder
two-speed F.N. with sidecar. (2.) T.M.C.
with sidecar. (3.) G.W.K. cyclecar.

"D.M.I." (Derry).—4i h.p. Excelsior
fitted with Binks carburetter.
"A.J.K." (Dovercourt). — "Levis"

two-stroke. Reliability and consumption.
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A Forced Feed Carburetter.

On the suction stroke of the engine

the down stroke of the piston is utilised

to force air from the crank case along

¥59.:

the pipe A to the carburetter. The petrol

passage B is of large bore, and through

it passes a tube C along which the air

from the carburetter passes, providing

a full charge and inducing an adequate
supply of fuel from the jet outlet.—H.
C. Newman, No. 14,642, 1911.

A Belt Fastener.

The portions A embrace the ends of the

belt B, as usual, and are formed with

circular eyes, into which are secured

studs C, by acetylene welding or other-

wise. The parts A are held together by
plates D which are slotted to pass over

projections E on the ends of the studs

A Success in France.

Continental tyres were used by 0. C.

Godfrey when he won the French Motor
Cycle Grand Prix.

A New Address.

The " AK " Manufacturing Company
have moved into larger premises at 348a,

Idle Road, Bradford. They are the
makers of the well-known " AK " knee
grip, tyre gaiters, and pouch , belts, etc.

Lubricant in the Six Days' Trials.

In the A.C.TJ. Six Days' Trial Sternol

was particularly successful in gaining
twenty-one honours out of thirty-five com-
petitors who used it. It was also noticed

that the failure of the other fourteen
competitors was on no account due to

lubrication or engine trouble.

A Tyre Gaiter.

Messrs. A. Nuttall and Co., leather
factors, Goodmayes, Essex, have lately

brought out a chrome leather sleeve for

laying round the inner tube and protect-

ing it against bursts in the outer cover.

The sleeve, which is unaffected by heat,

is a useful accessory, and has called forth
several valuable testimonials from riders

who have found it of the greatest service

in actual practice.

Records.

We are in receipt of a booklet
published by the Hendee Mfg. Co.,

entirely devoted to records and perform-
ances obtained by Indian motor bicycles,

both in the United States and Great
Britain. The book makes most interest-

ing reading, as it forms a complete history
of this most successful make of motor
bicycle. The remaining three pages are
devoted to a useful speed table.

PATENTS.
C when the parts are in a position which
they do not assume when in use. The
parts, therefore, cannot become detached
accidentally —B. W. Young and H. J.

Walford, No. 14,004, 1911.

A Gradually Variable Gear.

Mounted upon the engine crankshaft A
is an eccentric carrier B. Around the

carrier B rotates, upon ball bearings,

a variable pulley device C of the
movable flange type.

This pulley mechanism
is driven from the

engine-shaft by a spur
gear D meshing with an
internal ring E, the

gears forming a reduc-
ing gear and enabling

a large pulley to be
employed. In operation,

the eccentric carrier B
is rotated upon the
crankshaft by a Bowden
wire F, or other device,

setting up a variable ten-

sion on the belt, which
is compensated by auto-
matic movement of the movable pulley
flange, thus providing a gradual variation
of the gear ratio.—No. 23,084, 1911.

A Cyclecar Differential Drive.
The driving wheels, A, B are mounted

upon short axles C and are driven by
chains D from a counter-shaft E. The
drive from the engine F to the counter-
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shaft is by means of a V belt G engaging

a pulley H, each flange of which is

mounted upon its own sleeve J driving

one of the chains D. One flange of tht

pulley H is slidable against a spring K
by means of a wedge device L, so that

when this is operated belt slip is per-

mitted and the rear wheels allowed to i

rotate at different speeds, thus providing

the effect of a differential gear.—C. N.

Legge, No. 6,570, 1912.

Silencers a Speciality.

We are in receipt of the latest catalogue
of Messrs. J. C. Lyell and Co., Ltd., 113,

Great Portland Street, W. The accessory

sold by this firm which is best known
is the Clair silencer, which has several

times been referred to in these pages.
These silencers are made in all sizes from

1-i h.p. to 7-9 h.p., and are suitable for

twin-cvlinder machines.

Catalogues Received.
The latest catalogue of the Forward

Cycle and Motor Co., 6-7, Edmund
Street, Birmingham, contains, in addition

to illustrations and particulars of the

2J h.p. twin-cylinder machines, several

interesting photographs of the 1911 Six

Days' Trials.

The Leatheries, Ltd., Birmingham,
send us their catalogue of saddles, tool

cases, carriers, etc. The Empire de Luxe
motor cycle saddle has been specially

designed to give the rider an extremely

low position.

The pocket edition of Brown Bros." cata-

logue is one of the handiest books of refer

ence for the motorist that we know of.

It contains illustrations, prices, and

descriptions of practically every article in

the accessories and fittings, trade with a

useful index. Readers may procure a

copy on application:

Shield to catch petrol

spray fitted to the latest

Triumph machines. It

is said greatly to econo-
mise petrol.

A RECOMMENDATION TO SIDECAR USERS
Recent accidents, at least one of which

has proved fatal, doe to breakage of the
front sidecar connection, draw attention
to the need for an additional supporting
tube. We reeommend every sidecar to

have a supplementary tube fitted, as shown.
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BrayRoni
Acetylene Burner

for—
£ Motor Cycle Headlights

Gives, from -a single ffas-'vay
only, an atmo~p/ier c flat flame
which cannot become distorted and
crack mirror or lens.

The burner is of the air-injecting type
—it will not carbonise.

It is now fitted with a pressure
check which obviates flaring.

Send for descriptive booklet of

the " Roni" Burner to

GEO. BRAY
& Co., Ltd.

Dept. M.,

LEEDS.

n

THE NON-SKID.

BURNETT" £m
PATENT SUCTION -CUP ImK \'$

((

Six Days' Sidecar Record beaten by Mr.
Norman Taylor on "Burnett Tyres," rilling

1,553 miles.—See "Motorcycling,' ' p. 367.

TESTIMONIAL.
30, Upper Sandhurst Road,

Brtslington,

BKISTOL.
March 27th, 1912.

Messrs. The Burnett Motor lyre Co.,
Melksham, Wilts.

Dear Sirs,— It is with much pleasure that
1 express to you my satisfaction oi excellent
results 1 nave had from one 01 your Special 3-pty
Motor Cycle Tyres, which I purchased from you
in 1910.

I fitted tyre to the rear wheel of my 41 h. p.
single-cylinder motor cycle, sidecar attached, and
ran about 3,000 miles without having the least
bit of trouble, no: even a puncture. I have since
removed tyre to wheel 01 sidecar, and after 1,000
miles is still m excellent condition.

It is also interesting to note that during the time tvre was running on.
rear wheel of motor cycle, I used no less than three tyres of well-known
makes on Iront wheel, which caused me no liltle inconvenience.

1 may also add that I found tyre excellent as a non-skid during bad
weather and far superior to any other make of tyre which I have ever tried.

Yours truly, W. H. WHITE.

26 X 2
2* X 2\
26 X l\

3-Hy.

33/-
34/6
36'-

Tubes.

8/6
9/6
10/6

Carriage Paid, Less 10% Cash with Order.

THE BURNETT MOTOR TYRE CO.,

Tel. : 33, Melksham.
MELKSHAM, WILTS.

Tel. Address: " VACUUM, MELKSHAM:

Reduced Prices
at end of Season.

MATCHLESS.
HAZLEWOOD.

CALTHORPE.
REPAIRS.ACCESSORIES.

Established

. THE
MOTOrb

MAINTEiSL^NeE
COMPANY 1907.

184, Great Portland Street, W.
Tele / PDorie '• 4839 Mayfair.

1 srraras • " Motenance, London.'*

2| h.p., as illustrated .. ..37 Guineas.

2 h.p., single 27 Guineas.

3 h.p., twin 42 Guineas.

AND
4 h.p., twin 48 Guineas.

WE CAN NOW GIVE DELIVERY

OF THIS MODEL.

Write for List.

The MQTO-REVE Co., Ltd. Acton Vale, London, W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A35
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DO NOT MISS THIS CHANCE

TO SAVE MONEY.

Previous to Stock-taking and the
introduction of 1913 Models we offer

a few

TRUMP-JAPS
At £5 to £8 under List prices.

3i h p. List £48 6 offered at

£43 lO
3 J h.p. Free Engine. List £53 11

offered at £48 lO
Sturmey Archer 3-speed. List £58 16

offered at £50 lO
ONLY A FEW LEFT.

SEND YOUR ORDER AT ONCE OR
YOU WILL BE TOO LATE.

For list of Agents refer to "The Motor Cycle," July 25th.

TRUMP MOTORS, LTD.,
36, John Bright Street, BIRMINGHAM.

LAMPS andGENERATORS

,

r- HOLD WORLDS RECORDS.

1,200 feet Beam,
78/6

1,000 feet Beam,
68/6

800 feet Beam.
47/6 to 58/6

SPECIAL AGENTS

:

SERVICE CO., High Holborn,
W.C.

TAYLOR & CO., 2T, Store St.,

loltenham Court Road, W.
ROBERTSONS, 157, Great
Portland St., W.

HALL,
LTD.,

Wrottesley Street

Birmingham.

60, Shoe Lane,
London, E.C.

MARTIN-d.A.P. Motorcycles.
THE WORLD'S RECORD HOLDERS.
BROOKLANDS EXISTING RECORDS.

CLASS A. l.i h.p. MARTIN-J.A.P . J70 c.c.

World's i-.uomei.re—over ub miles an hour ! !

Mil? „ 64 „
.. 50 Miles Time 55 minutes 24 seconds.

Send for particulars of the New Martin

Lightweight with forced induction, price

40 Guineas.
3! h p. efficiency and speed with

2J h.p. economy
MARTIN Motor Cycles
have for three years won
the A.C.U. Championship
at Brooklands against all

other makes,and still hold
the 50 Guinea- Trophy

for the same.

H. MARTIN & CC
Works : Leslie Grove,

East Crovdon, Surrev

STERNOLINE
MOTOR!
CREASES

In the 'new flat tin

with the handy scoop.

"STERNOLINE " Motor Greases
should be used by all Motorists who
consider economy.
They abolish ail friction, thus reducing
wear and tear on the car. See that
the seal is intact.

Full particulars and prices on request.

STERNOL,
56, Royal London House,
Finsbury Sq., London, E.C.

See that

Security Sleeve ?

It overcomes the one disadvantaga

of the Butt-ended Tube—bursting

the ends. It is tlie feature of the •

"ChalHner" Patent Butt-ended Tube.
With it you have the security of the endless tube

and ili handiness of the butt-ended one.

The Security Sleeve is fixed to the rim by the'winged nut

and boll; the butt ends of the tube fit in it like a glove.

The centre of the Security Sleeve is a bulkhead of insulated

Canvas which makes bursting of the ends an impossibility-

'ChalHner' Patent Butt-ended Tubes
are burst-proof at the ends.

If a tyre fitted with this tube were inflated to bursting point, the

burst could not occur at the ends.

The bulkhead keeps the Tube ends firmly in position; and being

fixed to the rim directly opposite the valve, it prevents all 'creepiiH.'

"Creeping" of the Butt-end Joint is what causes other tubes

to burst.

Fit "Challiner's" to your mount now I

PRICES (complete with Sleeve)

26" x 2" 26"*2i"
(65

26
*45

2'r

m) »00x75m/m

15/- 16/6 17/- 20/-

Se»t frost free on receipt of price.

Shrewsbury & Challiner Tyre Co. Ltd,

MANCHESTER. LONDON.
BIRMINGHAM.

<f>
i

A
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NO HUT REQUIRED
store a "Coronet.'* Our quick detachable joints

nablc sidecar to be detached in one minute, and caD

€ passed through a 30m. doorway.

CAN BE OBTAINED FROM ALL DEALERS.

!odel I, High-class Canoe-front Body, Cranked
Axle, and other improvements, £6 6 0.

lodel 4. Ornamental Cane Body, as illustration,

or Close Reed Cane Body, £8 8s.

1- H.P. PRECISION MEANS
POWER not PUSH.

!
Get rid of your under-powered engine. We will

I ke it in exchange for a powerful "Precision" and

I

ike a liberal allowance.

I We hold, a

LARGE STOCK
Id can deliver by return. We can supply either

itb or without magnetos, carburetters. All models

j
Precision engines supplied.

LEATHER -PROOF MAGNETOS.
Get rid of your out-of-date magaeto, coil, or
cumulator, and let us take them in exchange for

latest water-tight magneto.

i .

:NSPRAYS. Your old carburetter taken in ex-
!HAC8. change. Liberal allowance. Ask for
iNKS. quotation.
!
and B.'s.

I

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH
(ofi Pellon Lane), HALIFAX. Tel. 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HEBDEN'S Great Sale—These are all there are left

Be quick to secure the bargains.

1012 Budge Hulti, shop-soiled; £54.

1Q12 Free Engine Triumph, shop-soiled; £50.

1 Q12 Humber, 2-speed. and canoelet sidecar; usualA" price £65/2, now £59/10.

1Q12 James, 2-speed, and kick starter-, chain drive,
A*/ and canoelet sidecar; £73/3, now £65.

1 {&12 New Hudson, 3;h.p. J. A.P. engine, 3-speed and
J-i» free engine; £59/17, sale £53.

1 Q12 2jh.p, Premier, 3-speed and free engine; £46/10,
J-t' sale £37/10.

1012 Free Engine Triumph, unpacked.

1ftl2 T.T. Eoadster Triumph, unpacked.

IO12 Multi Eudge. unpacked.

QECDNXI-HAND-

1 012 Free Engine Eudge, as new; £45.

"I Q 1 2 Lady's Douglas, 2-speed, and kick starter, as
-L« new ; £44.

1 Oil T.T. Triumph, as new; £39/10.

"ICkll T.T. Eudge, as new; £33.

"lOH Lincoln Elk, 2Jh.p., as new; £17/10.

1 Q10 Moto-Eeve Twin, 2Jh.p.. new tyres, Whittle belt,
J-tf just overhauled; a gift, £19/10.

1Q09 Standard Triumph ; £28.

"1 Q09 Eex, 3-ih.p., new tyres and Whittle belt; a gift,
J-" £19-

1O09 N.S.TJ., 3ih.p., 2-speed; £20.

TTINDEC Special and Sidecar, 5-6h.p., free engine;
V £20.

ALL the above machines are in first-class order, and
all machines fitted with mag., and up-to-date fit-

uents: no rubbish, but every one an absolute bargain
and can only be had from Hebden's Motor Mart, Burn-
ley- Telr: 488. [5001

3 ill. p. Humber, low. new tyre, carrier, fine condition:
2 £8.-24, Church Ed., Urmston. [4799

SINCtEE, 2h.p., 1911. splendid order, handy for town:
£25.-Prelle, 67, Dale St.. Liverpool. [X2684

5h.p. Eex, free engine, mag.. B. and B-, spring forlw,
fine ordei; £17/10.— Stocks. Cross, Holmfirth. [4813

OjLb.p. Humber, new Dunlop tyres and tubes; £8/10.
tP 2 —Foster, Beech View, Sowerby Bridge, Y ork*.

[X2868
RUDGE. 19121. free engine, 300 miles, guaranteed

perfect ; £38—Wahusley. 12, School St., Accring-
ton. T4771

HTJMBEE Lightweight, 1911. new parts, spares, good
condition; £25—Ernest Holdsworth, Chevet, Wake-

Held. [X2195

"J
Q12 Bradbury (Junel, little used, perfect, unscTatched,

J-*J makers' guarantee; £38. bargain.—93, Wallgate,
Wigan. [S2197
1 Q 10 Phelon-Moore. 3ih.p., 2-speed, free engine, gcod
*-** condition; £39, or near offer.—Taylor, Crossbill
Driffield. [X2871
"1 Q12 Bradbury, N.S.TJ. 2-speed gear, never ridden-i«/ accept £44.-F. Anders. 38, Piatt Lane, Hind-
ley. Lanes. [X2696-

TEIUMPH, 3Jh.p., mag.. B. and B., new tyre and
belt, guaranteed perfect; £16.-17, Peel St..

Accrington- [X2865

3 ih. p. Chater-Lea-Brown. mag., in fine condition

;

2 £15, or nearest otter— 144, Fonthill Ed.. Kirk-
dale, Liverpool. [4841

SCOTT, 1911, overhauled, perfect order, spare tube,
lamp, horn, tools, complete; £46.-26, Blenheim

Ed., Bradford. [4936

I Q09 Tourist Trophy Triumph, only done 2,500
J-*/ miles, mudsbields, whistle; £25.—Moss Kav.
Dalton-iu-Furness.

MUST Sell Immediately—Bex, 1909.
weight, mag., Whittle, h.b.c. ; £10.-

St. West, Bolton.

Moss Kay,
[4937

2Hl.p. light-
15, Bradford

[X2S77

Mirfleld, Yorkshire.
Walker, The Nork.

[X2817

CLEMENT-CHATEB-LEA, ljh.p., low, B. and B.
carburetter, splendid condition; £10.-7, Chelten-

ham Ed., Blackpool. [X2623

TEITJMPH. free engine, new Feb., 1912 (1911 nirde'.,
little u^ed, lamp, horn, spates ; £40—Flet-1 er.

Lyndlmrst, Tadcaster. [X2870

MAKE MONEY NOW.
The best time to buy a motor cycle is now. A

little cash will go a long way. We are prepared to

consider offers for any machine on our list.

List Price £47 10s.
Our Price £36 10s.

Saved - £11 Os.
We offer a High-grade Machine, namely,

a BRAND NEW
19in3ih.p. PREMIER

at a REDUCTION of £il.
Fitted wit'i all improvements. Fully

guaranteed. Delivery from stock.

FOR £10 EXTRA
we can supply above machine ftted with
Armstrong or Sturmey-Archer 3-speed

gear. Just the thing for Sidecar work.

CLYN0 1912, only run 200 miles £57 10
HUMDER, igir, 3M1.P., 2 speeds, handle
—starting, and Mififord sidecar £40

PREMIER, 3! h.p., 1911 model £30
N.S.U., 6 h.p., 1910, 2-speed, and new sidecar £38 10
N.S.U., 3i h.p., 1908, magneto, 26in. wheels £13 10
REX, 3A h.p., 1908, spring forks, magneto.

.

£16 10
Twin DOT, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, handle starting,

with sidecar £36 10
CLYNO, New, rgi2 model, in stock £63 5

VINDEC, 5 h.p., 1910. 2-speed £35
REX, twin, rgro, Speed King £20
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, 1911, M.O.V.,

with £12 12s. Rex sidecar £47 10
REX, 3$ h.p., vertical engine magneto .... £810
BRADBURY, rgro, 3S h.p £20
HUMBER, roro, 2-speed gear £29 10
SAR0LEA 5 h.p. Tricar, P. and M. gear. ... £10 10
ENFIELD Lightweight, igro £18 10
QUADRANT, 3.V h.p., magneto, spring forks £16 10
DAVIS DOUBLE, r 9 rr, 6 h.p. J.A.P. 2-speed

gear ; cost £94 £24 10
DARRACQ 9 h.p. 2-seater Car, 3 speeds and

reverse £15 10

3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V. magneto £8 10
WOLF Lightweight, igro £10
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., vertical engine £5 10
HUMBER Tricar, open frame, wheel steering,

water-cooled £15
REX DE LUXE, J h.p., rS rr, 2-speed £40
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., 2 speeds, magneto £22 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

ENGINES.
7 n.p. Twin REX, rqir, M.O.V £9 10
b h.p. Twin KERRY, magneto, silencers .. £9 10
6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE £6
a h.p. ORIENT £3 31 h.p. MINERVA £3 10

2} h.p. MINERVA £2 10 li h.p. MINERVA £1 10
Exchanges entertained.

1Q11 Boyal Enfield. 2£h.n., new Whittle, spare Lyso,
i-«J fine order; £26, no otters—1.258, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry. [X2822

NEW Hudson, 1912, 3t41l.p., perfect condition; £48
r with sidecar £b2 ; o"

MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED—XL'All Spring Forks.

New 1912 B. and B. Carburetter 23/6
7ft. 6in, lin. Whittle belt 10 /.

Mabon Clutch, lit twin Peugeot 35/-
Nearly new rgr2 Senspray 23/6
Bradbury Pattern Handle-bars 6/6
Lowen Sidecar ; cost £14 £5
Mabon Clutch, fit rgri twin Rex 35/-
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends , , . . 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p. ' 3/3 and 4/6
Sidecar lamp brackets 1 /e
Wide Mudguards, din pair 2/l1
B. & B. and Amac, h.b. control 13/6
New Amac Carburetter, h.b. control 18/6
Montgomery Castor Spring Wheel Sidecar . . £6 10
Mills-Fulford Sidecar £3 15
Tubular Carriers, with drop ends 4/6
Cyclecar Chassis, wheel, tyres, P. & M. 2-sp. £12 10
Sidecar Lamps, show red behind . . .-, 6/9

Booth's IVtoton'es,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halifax.

Telephone T062.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A39
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£12120
£13130

Guaranteed Folly TWELVE MONTHS.

EARLY DELIVERIES.

ART CATALOGUE POST FREE.

!
We are now booking orders for 1913SCOTTS & DOUGLAS'S,.
Guaranteed delivery dates. Exchanges.

Dates reserved by £5 Deposit.

Special offers in 1912 models. Imme-
diate delivery ex-stock of

REXES
DOUGLAS'SSCOTTS
ZENITHS
ARIELSRUDGES

Call and inspect or write.

No extra for deferred payments.

We still have for disposal a few brand
new and guaranteed 191 1 J Rexes, 1912
footboards, magnetos, carburetters,
gears, tyres, belts, etc., etc.

Maker's price .. .. 60 Gns.
Our price .. .. 51 Gns.

Cash or- Exchange.
Def-rreu payment terms £14 with order and 12

monthly payments of 66 8
SEE WHAT WE SAVE YOU.
MAUDES MOTOR MART
6 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

1 Q12 Bradbury,
J- *s accessories

;

I Q12 Matchless,
J. «/ one of the

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
clutch model, used once, £7 sidecar,

, accept nearest £50, cost £32.-80,
Bispham Ed., Southport. [X2734

TRIUMPH, 3£h.p., 1911, free engine. 1912 spring
forks, in gjod condition; £36.—Broadbent and

Ellis. Didsbury, Manchester. [X2836

DOUGLAS, 1912, model K. latest improvements; im-
mediate delivery, no waiting'; £50; cash or deferred

terms arranged.—Kitchen's, Ltd., Mureeambe. [4708

"J
Q12 P. and M., colonial models; immediate delivery,

-1-O no waiting ; £65 ; cash or deferred terms
arranged.—Hitchen's, Ltd., Morecambe. [4709

1 Q12 Scotts, latest pattern, brand, new, just in fromAw "works; immediate delivery, no waiting; with
Xl'all saddle; £65/10; cash or deferred Serins arranged.
—Hitchen's, Ltd., Moreeambe. [4710

6h.p., 2-epeed, just in from works,
finest sidecar machines on market

;

listed £69/6, offers wanted; cash or deferred terms
arranged.—Hitch ctj's, Ltd., Morecambe. [4711

6h.p. Zenith, 1912, F.E. device, latest pattern; no
1 waiting, immediate delivery; listed £70/7; cash or

deferred terms arranged.—Hitchen's, Ltd., Morecambe.
[4712

"IQ12 7h.p. 2-epeed Indian, latest improvements, just
-L*/ come in; £75- cash or deferred payments
arranged; immediate delivery.— Hitchen's, Ltd, More-
cambe. [4714

1 Q 12 Bradbury, with 5T.S.TX. 2-speed or Sturmey-
X«7 Archer 3-spced; write for prices, must be cleared;

-Hitchen's. Ltd., Morecambe. [4715

1Q12 Rudge, ordinary model, brand new; listed -.at

J-*J £48/15, to clear will accept £41/10.—Hitchen's,
Ltd., Morecambe. [4716

"1Q12 Rudge, F.E., brand new; listed £55, to clear
1J/ £47/10.-Hitchen's, Ltd.. Morecambe. [4717

"IQ12 Multi-speed Rudge, brand new, listed £60. will
JLt7 accent £51 to clear.—Hitchen's, Ltd., Morecambe.

[4718
1Q12 8h.p. Rex-Jap, brand new; listed £73/10, ac-
J-*7 cept £65 to clear.—Hitchen's, Ltd., Morecambe.

T4719
"I Q12 Clyno, brand new and unpacked; listed at 65gns.,
AJ7 will accept £60 to clear.—Hitchen's, Ltd., More-

[4707

Lucas gener-

ator, spare tube, tools, and all accessories; £28.—
129, North Rd-, Clayton. Manchester. [4922

will accept £60 to clear. -

camoe.

Oili.p. Bradbury, new October. 1910,

19 11£ 5h.p. Rex de Luxe, \vhittle, insured, £35;
Montgomery cane sidecar, lamp, toolbox, £6.—

Beesley, Charlestown Rd., Blackley. [X2838

RUDGE Multi in stock for immediate delivery, just

delivered; exchanges entertained; £60.—"West YotIi

shire Motor and Garage Co.

TNDIAN,
Ltd., Settle. [52692

4h.p., late 1910, in first-class condition, al'

spares; £30, or near offer, or exchange for 5-6h.p
twin.— Gordon, Empire, Goldthorpe, Yorks. [X286J

I Q10 2ih.p. Twin Moto-Reve, tyres, engine like new, in
J- *J thorough sound condition, -had little .use,

liable; £20.-36, Meersbrook ltd-, Sheffield. [X2826

Oili.p. 1912 Bradbury, free engine. like new, lamp,
horn, tools, not done 900 miles, Palmer cord on

back.—Parkinson, 29, Devonshire Rd., Pendleton. [X2866

J Q10 Triumph, free engine model, perfect running,
-1- *J first-class condition. Whittle and Dunlop belts,

spare cover, etc.; £50.-141, High St., Marske-by-Sea.
[X2654

TRIUMPH, free engine, 1912, latest -model, as new,
never used ; must sell, accept first cheque £48

;

seen by appointment.—Griffon, 52, Barneley St., Wigan.
[X2682

"IQ12 Mead-Precision, 33h-p., brand new, in crate, as
At/ received from makers; list price £48; cash offers

wanted-— 1,259, The iuotoT Cycle Offices, Coventry.
[X2823

21 h.p. Handy Hobart, Armstrong 3-speed and free
2 engine, mag., Druid spring forks, like new; £32.

—Allen Bros., 75. Wellington Rd, South, Stockport.
[X2920

WANDERER Lightweight, Bosch mag., sprint? forks
geared pulley, just overhauled, enamelled and

plated; £18.—Allen Bros., 75, Wellington Rd. South,
Stockport. [X2889

"VfEW Rudge Multi, with sidecar, £63; free engine
-L^ B.S.A., only done 20 miles, £48; Rudge, free en
gine, shop-soiled, with sidecar, £53.
Bury.

Carr'B Garage,
[X2658

BRADBURY, 20/6/12, F.E., Miller lamp and gener-l
ator, watch, horn, tools, spare valves, good tyres,

|

in ahsolute perfect condition; £44.-98, Church. St.,

Eccles. [4880

~1Q12 T.T. Premier, magnificent condition, P. and H.

!

A *J lamp, spare valve, horn, very fast, not done 900 i

miles; £38.— Rk-hard Winder, Boiling's Corn Mill, Brad-
ehawgate, Bolton- [4856

"I Q12 5-6h.p. Clyno, Palmer tyres, Lucas lamp, horn,
J.*/ watch. Binks carburetter, condition and appear-
ance absolutely as new; approval, deposit; £50.—Potter,
Leicester Grove, Leeds. . . . [52869

DOUGLAS, 1910, 2-speed, conversion, lamp, horn,
spares, £513 speedometer, large saddle, kit bag,

2i Palmer cord back wheel; £27/10.—Apply, Box 1261,
, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X2888
' 1 Q0^ Triumph, fitted with all 1910 improvements,;Av including new tank, entrine just been re-bushed,
many spares and accessories; bargain, £25-—Hodgkiu-
son. Moorland View, Ben Rhydding. [4691

Exchange Specialists. We shall be pleased in any
case to allow you maximum market \ due on your
present mount in part payment for either

NEW OR SECOND-HAND MODELS.
We also consider cash offers on new and second-
hand machines.

Whatever your offer, do not be afraid to make
it. We are "case-hardened," and can bear a lot
of rough treatment in the way of cash offers.

WE MAKE NO EXTRA CHARGE
for deferred payments for most rgr2 models, and
can deliver from stock the undermentioned 1912
brand pew machines :

3f h.p. SCOTT.
6 h.p. REX SIDETTE.
6 h.p. REX DE LUXE.
3i h.p. REX SIDETTE.
% h.p. REX TOURIST.
l\ h.p. ARIEL, 3-speed.

2| h.p. DOUGLAS, Mod. K.

3i h.p. RUDGE, Multi.

3^ h.p. RUDGE, Free engines

Z\ h.p. ZENITH. (Gradua Gear)!

6 h.p. ZENITH Gradua Gear).
Send your offers.

All others, delivery within ro days
;

Morgan Runabout 15 days.
SECOND-HANDS (a selection from our lists). .

MINERVA, ^ep
to.

g
!?

d
..

or
.

de
l. £14

OCV SIDETTEj 1912 model, as new

PREMIER 3i h.p., igiz, 3-speed.

.

PREMIER, 3* h.p., 1910 model ..

RUDGE 3*h.p., 1911T.T. model...

ADICTI 2 1 h.p., ideal lightweight ....

DOUGLAS 2I h.p., 191 1 model

T A f* 7-8 h.p., loro model

P & fi/l 3- h,p '' IgI1 modeI

£60

£48

£32

£34

£10

£31

£36

£50
^tf^OTT" 3^ h *P*' 1 9 I ° moc^e'> and sidecar iCOfSM

p^ 4* h.p, -cylinder..., £33
A J O 3 h.p., twin, just overhauled .... £?OT)|

S7ECIAL OFFER
de Luxe model.

Almost new," T9T2, A.C. Sociable

with hood, screen, and lamps.

Guaranteed perfect
Cost £j j Q^ Accept £gg

P M 2£ h.p., tqio, tricycle, ^-speeds ....

OCV 5 h.p., tourist model

MINERVA 4^ n.p-, spring forks .;..

ANTOINE 5-6 h.p., twin, low built ..

PHOENIX 8 h.p., car, 2-seater

ANGLIAN, ^p- ^tweight

£30

£22

£191

£19!

£26

£81

ANTOINE, 4 h.P- clutch model £12 |

IMPERIA 2h -p- '
handle-bar control .. £gr

EXCELSIOR, 3 h.p., tricar, 2-speeds £^1
SPECIAL LINE.

Shamrock-Gloria Clearance pelts at

half maker's list -prices. Send for a length on

approval. Money returned if not satisfactory.

jin„ 8d. ; Jin., lOd. ; iin.,1 /- ; lin., 1/2 per foot

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
I36 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.LONDON W.

Telephone 552 . Mayfair
Telebrams "Abdicate" London

(l-ISTS P»OST FREEH

a40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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ALL MACHINES GL'ARAHIE£D AND
ACTUALLY IN oTOCK,

5COTT 9 Sj
F Woria Motor House, Powell St., Halifax, w

I .L MACHINES SEVERELY TESTED BEFORE X
LEAVING THE WORKS. -.

X
CLEARANCE SALEix

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

One Multi Kudse in stock. First cheque
secures. HRICi £60.

I R1GE 2-speed and tree-engine and
adjustable pullev * engine starts with

.-' the back wheel on the ground , . . . £55 10
1 DGE free-engine model £55

. IIDGE standard £43 15
' I0GE-T.T £43 15
* (YAL ENFIHLDS, 1912, anv model.
t INITH-GRADUA, cw, 3 ,V h.p £55
^ |W HUDSON, 3.V h.p., iui2, 3 speeds £44

' IJVSBER, 19 j ?, >speed. handle starting £41
^ |& M., as good as new, complete with

sidecar £45
* IW HUDSON Lightweight, 2% h.p.

1 lap, Jike new 3-speed gear, a bargain £35
1 IEIWER, u>i2.IiKene.v 3Jh.p £33
* IDGE, Standard 1912, 3i h.p £38
^ 1 EMI Eft, 3^ h.p., 1912, complete with
'

. sidecar, 1 speeds £55
v

1,W HUDSON, i* h.p., 1912, not done
'300 miles, 3 speeds '.

. £4S 10
1 JVIriES. 3.V h.p. 2-^pced and free

[•[engine, take a sidecar £39
* IIUM^H, 3A h.p., late 190S, a beauty £25

[ IX DE LUXE, 3-Vh.p., 1911, with 12
^improvements, 2 speeds £36

[ IICOLN ELK, 3 J h.p., 2-speed and
kick starter _ .-

^ IEMIER, 3 speeds, T912, complete
SKwith sidecar and numerous spares . . £54
[ IX, 190S, 3

> h.p., h.b.c £16
|Sc M., con-plctc with 9 guinea sidecar £32

^ IX, 1910, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, and free

. tengine complete with sidecar .... £36
vift. Lightweight, 1911-12, s^aft drive,

f
ehop-soiled, complete with £10 worth

EHof spares £38
yf., 5-6 h.p., fitted with 2-speed gear

£ jj
jand free engine at a cost of over jftio,

y |a bargain £38
\ rTO-REVE,, 1911, 3-speed Armstrong,

, [gem, shop-soiled £29
^ fVERVA. 3A h.p., h.b.c, magneto igni-

r tion, spring forks £15

i i!UMPH, 1907, 3* h.p £20

£36

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
DOUGLAS. 1912, Mcdel K., eendition as new, not

uuUeu union ; £42.—Hudson, bUiveyor, Skegness.
14801

Tp.N.. 5-6h.p., 4 cyls., central intake, footboards, eplen-
-*- did condition j uneis, exchange.— VVuite, 16, .lain
Ridge, Boston. TX2755
3 h.p. 1911 Huiuber, new condition, tvres very good, 5a

new belt; £26.—Apply, ii. H. Drakes. Tatbwell .

Grange, Louth. [X.2687

TjOU Triumph, clutch model, overhauled recently,
J-v lamp, hern, spares ; £40.—Robertson. Oadby,
Leicestershire, • 1X2875

1912 BRADBURYS.
THE IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINES

The greatest power in single-cylinder machines, giving

OJLU.P. 1910 Triumph, fixed engine, cplendid condi-'
™*imum efficiency and freedom from attention

«->2 tion; a bargain-, only £28.—Alf. apurgeon. 96 3J h.p., tourist £C8 3* h.p., 2-sp., chain 858 1

T4751 3a D -P-- 2-speed, belti'ur Gosi'ord St., Coventry.

1Q11 T.T. Triumph Motor Bike, very fast, like new;
3-*t only £35.—All. BpUrgeon, 96, Far GosiOld St.,
Coventry. . (4752

£55 3A h.p., 3-speed

VERY SPECIAL EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS

£58 10

3 ih. p. Condor Motor Bike.
2 £16.-

CASH, EXCHANGE, OK EASY PAYMENTS.

Ait. spurgeoa, .e,"^ fflrf1?.; SS GLYNO, 1912 -
Twin ' ""^ new Offers.

™* rJ
" f4753 BCV ' 1912. 4 h.p. Tourist, MX9S, new e/iR f\

T3BEMIEH 3;h.p.. 1909-10. very powerful, take fide- «"tA, -
J

- S'SO UX
r

c
.
ar '„<o

a
,

lef
T-

y
„
u*ied

' ,';
ew P;"'UM ^rd

.
Euilop front, neVDE LUXE, 1912, 4 h.p., 2-speed, new UCfi rt

perfeit: £21.—kelhaiu, Bcuiue. 1X2756 rSrEA ' " *..?' v SOD U
XTDRADIHJRY, Sjh.p., 1912. new May. 2-speed gear, Kl C II si Twin, 2-speed ,P*Jft 1ftJO free engine, belt drive: as new; £40; perfect.- W.W.W., SrAO IV

.Steward, Conservative Club, Kugby. [X2763 UjBBfifflRFB? rgi2, new 3} h.p., 2-speed JJ/S^ \ A
X'TJTJDGTi!. 1912, new. free engine; list price £55, will ._ .."l * *' ,VRTJDGK 1912, new. free engine

--ell at reduced pri; e, 'cfleis prf
j^lr/ic Motor Cycls Oilices. 20. Tudor St.

X|
QPT5CIAL Clearance Sale of new and 2nd-hands pre- REX. 7 h -P- Twin .

sPrinB fcrks, very hot £Og |AO vi9U', to stocktaking; now is ycur chance for genuine

ell at reduced price; -trteis preferred%-Bcx 1,8.553, |R§OI^By 191 r, 5 h.p., Clutch, sp'.endid £?QQ i Q
(4690

baigains; must be cleared: no reasonable cfler refused.

NEW 1912 2;h.p. Ariel Lightweight-, free engine, 3- ,_, _», nn mvc p
,
g i? .

j ___ .

-

speed; list £52/10, accept £45. REX '
* 9 h '

2"sPeed '

new£53 1\f
J

-L^ speed

„,"VrEW 1912 3hp. Twin N.S.TJ.

X -1-' list £49, to clear £37/10

X

ANTOINE, 6 h.p., Twin, magneto,
spring forks £23 10

free engine, 2-6peed

ARIEL, 1911, 3ih.p., free engine, var. gear. 19]
coinnressoi, with lamp, . horn, tools, practically

new, £55. great bargain

;

sidecar, £38/10.

912 dc
. i--

ancther same model, with

B.S.A.. 1911, 2-*peed model, £40: New Hudson, late
1

1911, 23b.p., 3-speed,' £38/10- Mctc-Reve twin
l-'a_con Motor Depot, Liaelle, Bir-XI liglitweigbt, £18/10.

luingliam.

ONE LnfeF* Pattern Budge Motor Cycle, fixed engine,
quite new, never been ridden, minus tyiesj what

nfl'ers.—Box 1,250, 'llw Motor Cycle Oriicets, Coventry

BRADBURY, 1912,
£j0 ; also standard,

BJCY iqii. ik h.p., Tourst, new andOfl«M«
H%Ib#%j unused, 1912 waterproof magneto **"

a

1»*
RCV DE LUXE, new 191 t, 3* h.p., 2-speed,"~** and new Sidecar, \ecy smatt lot, with /|ft (yrfflC

makers' guarantee ^^ fe^'"*

KERRY, =**.p,™.weu £810
BRADBURY, =* h -p- magne,°-- £18 10

TX2024 pCV 19 1 1, 3^ h.p., Tourist, very reliable £ftQ -I Q
z(>{\ p.n£rinp *

BAT, * v- sprmg frame £10 10
~"[X2649 PCV DELUXE, 5 h.p., 2-speed, Twin, and COC ft
, and ac- >»c>'» Sidecar *<*•* W

miNERVA, Jhp 2speed £1610
£2910

'. $0/- down and 5/- per week secures
the following :

;k (ADRANT, 35 h.p.. h.b.c £10 10
r r., J-cv!inder £16
* *' U., 3 J \

. 3i h.p.
' ODRANT, 2<, h.p., spring forks £8
HfC and Forecar, complete, with free
wsngine, h.b.c. £14
1 actor Cycles, Kerry and Lloyd's, want
HMight repairs £5* 8;iinea Sidecar, second-hand £4

TTVOUGLAS. late 1910. lamp, horn, mirror,

.
cesscrie--. 1'almer cord on back, engine and parts in nfllRICDVA zj h.p., ^-.

perfect order; £26, or cflere-2, Olten Terrace, Warwick. IVIINCKVA, * v
' "

2-speed. chain drive
[

mode]
1

, REX, I9I°' ^'^ Spe°ial ^'^
.. d, £38.—P. J. Evans, S-park- _._ _ _ ' _» _ «-^ . ...

hill, Birmingham. [4937 QUADRANT 3 h-P-.with accessories £J -j C

J! J
AM

d
]

rfve,
1

?pecial
0d
st %%s^f S5L'IS REX ,

'Qoo, 3 i Tourist, speciaUy good ...
. ££3 -JQ

(IS3^ new; £50-p
-

J
-

EraM
-

Spi [aREx| 5ih -p-M»' s« Ms £1610
8h

\o^
ic
¥Ts

c]i^o^i n
aTr

t

Jl

o?s? iSS--^R!5 MINERVA.^^-^'-'^^^fiie 10
butt-ended tubes; any expert examination.—Cock, Mi:i- _. — . . ., v '„ _„..j .,,„ at„ T __ _ j. «
freld, Grimsby. [X2617N.S.U. '

?
"Sp ed

'

MaSnet0 Twm • • £26 1
SCOTT

|

Meter
;

"Cycle, 2-speed, 2-cyI. 2-strcke, water- MIUCDI/A 2 h.p., light weight ....
ccoled. delivered from makers September. 1911, in IVIIilllKVM, •

: .

perfect condition: i45. or near offer—Quorn Garase, •-— p.,.., ,s h n smi rarhnrpitwDeprave Gate, Leicester- [X2549 DE Q|QN, * P '' p y

clutcli, Whittle, Druids, Con-

'

Illustrated, 10 GUINEAS. V
Write for Sidecar Catalogues. **

claim to hive the finest and strongest Side- V
i the market. No fear of w heel dropping off. **
WATFORD SPS€DOMETERS V

els Liberal allowances made on old ones. '

5-6h.p. Roc, Teupect
tinentali "

£6 10
£6 10

tion; £22; appcintment
Sparkbr.o-lc, Birmingham-

X911 Boech, eplendij'condi- JESiVIOND, 2 h.p., Watawata belt.

.

-Etvidge, 28, Anderson Ed,
£8 10

[X2786 OLYMPIC, 3h -p £10 10
1Q12 Rex do Luxe Sidette, 4h-p., m.o.v., free engine, jyiftTrt DC1/I? 2 h.p.,single-cylinder i»-| Q -i ff\

r"__ ? sPeej3 - mao-. with art cane sidecar, handsome l«w W »t W E>y very fine condition * B •» B "
DCY 5& Twin, free engine, good order .. jp-« O 4A

Every offer duly considered.

turnout, nearly new- ccst £74, accept £54.—Br«vn's
t

12, Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X2800

MOTOR Cycle. 1912 nirdel, 2ih p. Precision engine,
Druid forte, magi. Michelin tyres, practically new;

bargain, £26/10.—Brown's. 12, Bull Ring, Birmingljam.
- [X2801
TAMES, 1911. T.T. model, very fast. 3'hp.. Bc-r-ch
*J mag., Druid forks; bargain, £28—Brown's, 12.
Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X2802

TWIN Rex de Luxe, 5-6h.p.. mag.. Roc free engine, 2-
speeds, drip feed, spring 'forks, tyres practically new;

sell bargain, £29.~Br Jwn's, 12, Bull Ring, Birming-
ham. [X2803
BRADBURY, 1910 model, 3ih.p., Dnnlcp tyres,

£25/10: also 1910 Bradbury, free engine incdel.
£29.—Brown'-a, 12, Bull Ring._ Birmingham. [X2804

J .A. P. Motor Cycle, 4b p., mag-, variable gear. Whittle
belt, spring forks; bargain, £24/10—BrtTwn's. 12.

Bull Ring, Birmingham [X2805-

3ihp., mag. ignition, Michelin teres, recently
verhauled, li.b-c. ; bargain; -£16'10—Brown's, 12.

Bull Ring. Birmingham - [X2806

Qih.p. Mitchell, B.'aud B., h.b.c, low, leng handle-
rs 2 bars, Trimnph pulley, belt, tools, accumulator,
coil, 26in. wheels, tyres, running order; £7/7 ; ex-
change-—80, Bridget St., Ruzbv. [X2653

-Ll cvei

TRICARS AND CARS-
3$ h.p. c-speed HUMBER Tricar, Phelon & Moore

gear, seats two £2 10
PHl-m.a h'orecai, less tytes 17/6
4-cyUnder 2-seater WOLSELEY Car, recently over-

hauled, great bargain £29 10
*i h.p. W.C. --speed IVIUNOCAR, open rrame i,i_ j

COLLIER'S 1912 SIDECaK^
'Popular,' Cl'.ppe. or Co^ti leotai lyre £5 5
" Superbe " type with best tyre, apron, etc. . . Ho 6
5ifle-enttance body, as illustrated £"< 10
Ditto, with bes' coach-1 uiit body £) 12 6

Improved Quick Deta batle Joints, Cranked Extra
Strong Back AUe and Spindle to an Models 1 roimt
iel'vrtry to sui f Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U.'s, Indians and
any othei mak*3 .

D scoum to trade. Exchanges enteMrinrd.

'

F
£5?^P.^tp^

id 2/10 X rriRTUMPH. 1910. splendid condition, practically new
e .!' V,ctona. Motor House, V 1 X Cmcner Dreadnought back tyre, new inner tube,F.well Street. &-4A2-3FAX. ^V -

k
^300*—433_ National.

Street, IHA^r'AX^
3 National.

L;:ams—" SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax."
X

Lucas lamp, hci'n, new Brooks back rest, spare tyre and
belt, tools; £32/10—Smith. 430. Coventry Rd., Birming-
ham. [X2834

SP.CIAL OFFER.
1012 2-speed 2| h.p. REX Junior de Luxe. Only had
road tests, accept £32 1 Pai ticulars on app ication

\U letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisements and the date oi the issue, a-a^
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;

«p to the present have not i-broken out
into lengthy words of self-praise in
their advertisements. They have found
it qui ie unnecessary to do so : besides,
a couple of columns in "THE MOTOR
CYCLE" costs a lot ofmoney(Advertising
Manager please note). Their only
excuse tor doing so now is because their
Manager has just had a day's holiday,
and he has caught the holiday feeling.
He spent part of his holiday in reading
the advertisement columns of this
journal, and he thought what splendid
material was to be found in those
columns for an article on FIRMS. He
was interested to notice that there were
"Square" FIRMS, "Round" FIRMS,
"Nice" FIRMS, "Straight" FIRMS (he
knows some crooked ones), "Exclusive "

FIRMS, " Liberal " FIRMS, " Reliable"
FIRMS, "Superior" FIRMS, "The"
FIRMS, FIRMS who "can" supply
everything, and a lot that cannot, FIRMS
who give something for nothing, and
quite a number who give nothing for
something, FIRMS that "satisfy"
(sounds like a well-known "breakfast
food advertisement."). He noticed that
some FIRMS had fires (Robertsons
have only gas stoves), and others Stock
Taking Sales at which splendid motor
cycles are offered at ridiculously low
prices (that's ROBERTSONS), and after
his bewildered brain had become normal,
he momentarily wondered if it would not
pay ROBERTSONS to adopt a self-
added laudatory adjective prefixed to
their name, but these all seem to be
booked, so they still intend to be known
simply as

ROBERTSONS
While in this mood, the Manager would
like to point out to those artless enquirers
who want us to take in part exchange
for motor cycles, parrots, pianos, white
mice, gramaphones, mangles, etc.;

that they only deal in motor cycles,
as they do not like to have to refuse
these offers, some of which are really
quite generous. Besides, these kind
enquiries cost them quite a lotin postage,
and, anyway, ROBERTSONS like their
typists to leave off work at 6-30 p.m.
This is rather a rotten advertisement,
and it is doubtful if ROBERTSONS will
repeat it, but any enquiries that do come
of it will receive prompt attention, as
ROBERTSONS have no office canary,
or other insect to distract their attention
from their legitimate business, and
ROBERTSONS promise not to break
out like this again for a long time, if ever.
NOW forget all the foregoing,but remem-
ber this: ROBERTSONS require a
workshop of 25,000 superficial feet, and
the services of 14 mechanics SOLELY
for the purpose of overhauling their
second-hand machines before they are
sold. Butinspiteof this, ROBERTSONS
do not charge more than any of the
adjectival firms for your motor cycle . You
cannot possibly do better than buy from

ROBERTSONS

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
£13.—2jh.p. nice looking1 machine, very low position,

lone bars, spring forks, just been stove enamelled,
new tank, engine re-bushed, B. and B., ljng exhaust
pipe; teen and tried any time.— Particulars, and photo-
graph, Hopkinson, . Moorland, Retiord. [X2722

TRIUMPH, T.T., 1911, very fast, won hill-climbs
recently, splendid condition, rebushed througnout,

Dunlops good order, Lucas lamp and generator, mirror.
Serpentine, spare Dunlop tyre and belt, belt case and
sundries; trial; banraiu., £36.— S. Whittle, Great Gien,
Leicester. [X1797

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

TRIUMPH, standard, 1910, good order, must be sold;
£21.—Binks, Sedgeforri, King's Lynn. [4846

BRADBURY, 1912, free engine, fine order; £42. clcse

cash oft'eid considered.— Bailey, jeweller, Soham.
[4952

1910, free engine, as new, done small
£35.—Bailey, jeweller, Soham. [4953

Tj Q 11 Clutch Triumph, lamp, whistle, long exhaustX *7 pine, new tyre ; £58.—Young, w ocdhill, Downs

TRIUMPH,
mileage:

Rd., Luton. [X2766

SINGER Moto-Velo, splendid hill-climber, tyres like
new, all accessories; £18.—Humberstone, 7, Bolton

Lane, Ipswich.

DELIVERY from Stock, 32h.p. - Scott, F.E. Triumph,
and P. and M. motor cycles.—King and Harper;

Bridge St., Cambridge. [X1832

1 Q12 F-E. Triumph, new in crate; owner unable to
J- *? take delivery; £48, absolute bargain.—Parker and
Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [4947

TRIUMPH, F.E.. and 2ih.p. Premier, new, trSde or
retail; 3h. p. 'Lincoln Elk, Druids, bargain, £20.

Adams, Motors, Woodbridge. [4975

TRIUMPH, 1911, F.E., Cowey, speed indicator^ lamp,
horn, and spares, good condition ; £38.—Crawliy,

St. Mary's Motor Cycle Depot, Bedford- -[X2619

TRIUMPH, free engine, -1911, ridden 2,000 miles
only, Lucas lamp, Jones speedometer, horn, etc.,

splendid condition
bridge.

£42.—Robinioa'J, Green St.,

ZENITH,
1.000 mile,

Cam-
[0145

MOTO-REVE, engine and magneto recently over-
hauled and rebushed exceptional value, £16.—

Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [0146

3£h.p., 1912 Gradua gear, ridden under
horn, mirror, v spare belt, etc. ; £44

Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge. [0147

TBIUMPH, 1907, mag., h.b.c., tyres in good con-
dition; £16.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

[0148
DOUGLAS Agents for Cambridge and Newmarket,

Season 1912-13: Robinson's, Green St., Cambrid^.
[0149

DOUGLAS, model G, in stock, immediate delivery,
£41 ; Douglas, model K, in stock, immediate de-

livery, £50—Dan Albone, Biggleswade. Teh: No. 12.
[4798

1 OH? Clutch Triumph, perfect, £40; 1910 standard
±*7 Triumph, £30: 2ih.p. lady's Matchless, £22;
1912 T.T. Rudge, £35.—Leavis and Co., Downham.
Exchanges. 'Phone: 33 Downham. [4868

GET Your New Motor Bike through Leavis and Co.,

Downham. Swaps ; easy terms.—'Phone : 33 Down-
ham. [4871

3.1h. p. Triumph, excellent condition, all accessories,
2 £22; 2ih.p. Hobart, equal to new, very little

used, £20; Moto-Reve twin, mag., everything in perfect
condition, just overhauled- by makers, £18.—Popplewell's
Motor Cycle Depot, Ipswich. [X2747

3ih.p. Genuine Chater-Lea-Antoine, Amac carburetter,
2 , Bosch mag., spring 'forks, Clincher tyres 26x2*.

plating and enamelling like new, separate oil and petrol
tanks, in splendid order; bargain, £25; can be seen by
appointment.—Yarrow, 102, Ballingdon, Sudbury, Suffolk.

[4825

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

F.N., 2£h.'p., 2-speed, free engine, mag.; £18.—"Write,
Eairatt, 53, Northfield Rd., King's Norton. [4971

BARGAIN.—23h.p. Hobart, good condition. £7/10; 2?
h.p. Werner, £3/5, complete-— Glover, wheelwright,

Canton, Cardiff. [X2217

i-speed, June, 1912, very fast, perfect
accessaries, spares; best offer over £40.

—57, Newport Rd., Cardiff. [4928

"I Q12 4ih-p.- Precision Motor Cycle, £33; also art
J-V cane sidecar, £5; together or separate; trial

DOUGLAS,
condition,

-Rackham, Gilviern. Abergavenny. [X2767

"5TTHAT Offers!'—3}h-p. Ivy, new September, 1911. all

VV 1912 improvements, like new, had little run-
ning.—Wright, Blackwell St-, Kidderminster. [X2783

3 h.p. Triumph, batt. ignition, h.b.c, B. and B. car-
buretter, new belt, in perfect running order; £16,

or nearest offer.—Barnes, 38, Monnow St., Monmouth".
[X2735

3ih.p. Late 1910 L.M.C., just had £10 overhaul, new
2 Pedley, all spares, including C.A.V- head light,

157b, GT. PORTLAND STREET, W.
A-i4 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

and L.M.C. free engine attachment;
Pen-p-Cae, Brecon.

£30.— Glanvravon,
[4925

ROBERTSON,
NEW MACHINES

For Immediate Delivery

ALL MODELS OF TRIUMPH, E

DOUGLAS, CLYNO, HUMBER,
NORTON, RUDGE, ROVER, P. &
NEW HUDSON, ZENITH, ENFIE
MATCHLESS, SCOTT, SINGER, E

SECOND - HAN)
EVERY MACHIISS
OVERHAULED AND GUARANTE ).

1912.
1227

1203

1181

188

96

1229

1175

1147

1143

1188

BRADBURY, 31 H.P., 2-SPEED,
Belt drive, lamp, horn, and tools, like new.

.

IVV PRECISION, 3i H.P. T.T.

MODEL. Ridden about ioo miles

HUMBER, 2J H.P..3-SPEED. Foot-
boards. Like new. - Lamp, horn, and toolsNEW HUDSON, 31 H.P, 3-

SPEED GEAR, SHOP-SOILED ONLY ....

NORTON, 31 H.P. STANDARD
MODEL, SHOP-SOILED ONLY
-TRIUMPH, 31 H.P. Clutch model,
in specially fine condition. Lamp, horn, and
tools

ZENITH, 31 H.P. In perfect order,'

Lamp, horn^and tools

ZENITH, 31 H.P. Hardly used.

Lamp, horn, and tools

ZENITH, 3J H.P. Senspray carbu-
retter. Like new. Lamp, horn, and tools

ZENITH, 6 H.P. Beautiful order.

Lamp, horn, and tools

1911.
8

1226 TRIUIVflE=»H, 3i H.P. Mabon clutch.

Lamp, horn, and tools

1218 TRIUIVII=»H 5 3iH.P. T.T. ROADSTER.
Lamp, Cowey horn, belt and tube case, and
spares

1173 BAT, 6 H.P. New condition. Lamp,
horn, and tools

1142 BRADBURY, 31 H.P. Fine order.

Lamp, horn, and tools [

1202 BRADBURY F.E., 3! h.p.

All accessories ."

1154 F.N., 4-CYLINDER, 5-6 H.P., 2-SPEED. I'fcj

Lamp, horn, and tools t

1217 HUMBER, 2$ H.P., 3-SPEED. l4j
Splendid order, lamp, horn, and tools ....

f

1208 SCOTT, 2-SPEED, 2-STROKE, 2-CYL (H
water-cooled. Suitable for a lady r

1192 RREIV1IER, F.E., 3i H.P. Fine
;;

order. Lamp, horn, and tools P

1200 ZENITH, 6 H.P. Splendid for sidecar. Jft

Lamp, horn, and tools *

1149 ZENITH, 3| H.P. Good appearance. I

Lamp, horn, and "tools f

1182 ZENITH, 3i H.P Exceptionally good |
order. Lamp, horn, and tools r

1225 1910 REX, 5 H.P. Splendid condition. I
Lamp, born, and tools r-

miscellaneous!
1091 1910 SCOTT, 3.V H.P., 2-SPEED, >0

2-STROKE. Lamp, horn, and tools
f

1211 4 H.P., STEVENS, Magneto, H.B. jg
control, spring forks, lamp, horn and tools H

1211 1910 PREMIER, 3} H.P. 2-CYL. )Q
Lamp, horn, tools. Most excellent condition r

1220 SWIFT, 3! H.P. WHITE & POPPE '10
ENGINE. Lamp, horn, and tools P

1219 1908 F.N. ,4-CVL. 1912 carburetter and i|

clutch. Lamp, horn, and tools. Perfect M
condition f

1154 1909 F.N., 4-CYL. In perfect order. |
Lamp, horn, and tools

ROBERTSONS
TELEPHONE : MAYFAIR 5767

157b, GREAT PORTLAND STREE -
|W.
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JOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1.2 K Model Duuslas. 2.1 Dunli'P studs, Micliplin
t licit. Boiu uu b.i.'k, Chanleu'or whistio, tco ihhut-

,i i owner; cost £56/10. accept £45.—Protlieroe, 5.

i St., Tonj'ouiuty, (jlum. [4737

4 ljh-p. Wolf, just overhauled by makers, 1912
\iuir, h.b.c mas. iv iibted and enaaielled; £15

exchaafiO, 1912 2ib.p. Enfield or A.J.S.—
m. westgrove, vVest Ha^ley, near atourbridjre.

[X2832

SECTION VII.

Icester, Oxford, Buckingham. Berks,

Mis, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

fiO Doujrlas. perfect condition; £25, or offer.—W.,
«, 36. Hytbe lindso St., Oiford. [S2204

l liMPH, late 1911. free engine, in first-class con-

| lition ; £42.—Pye, Moreton-in-Marsb, Glos. [4853

UETMPH,
- mining

1910, Mab^n countershaft var. gear, fine
order ; £36-—G. Locbbead Forest. Melk-

[S2209

rirjlIl'HS. 2 in stock, free engine models, just de-

Ivered; no waiting.—Wire ; Ginger, Motors, Ban>
IB| [X2813

f^RVA, 4sh.p. twin, good tyres and belt, painted
(trey, guaranteed; £12/10—Ralph, Eadclyffe, Hyde,
in un- [4684

^;IELD (1912), 2}b.p., 2-speed, accessories, just
J vciliauled by makers : bargain, £35.—Sperrr, Higb
Si aeltenbani. [5.2893

S)!.

Douglas, recently overbauled, new Lyso belt

and spares, lamp, good condition; £22.—Cbappell,
rid St.. Swindon. [4843

il'-UPH, T.T. roadster. 1912, perfect condition;
- 34; would ride 50 miles—J.E.W., The Cabin,
Slg Island, Hants. [X2218

)UVERIES from stock Bradhury. chain-driven, 2-

)eed, £58/10; Douglas, model E, £50. ~
i»t<

; Gloucestershire.
Gougb's
[5.1789

llyMPH, 1910J, clutch model, 3(b.p., tyres brand
any, and sidecar, new P. and H. lamp; 40gns.—
irki, BlaeUwocr, Hants. [4748

T TJI1'H. 3Jh.j., 1909, excellent condition, lamp,
J>ols, accessories.; £30.—W. E. Hunt, Headbourne

House, Winchester- [4774

>m Triumph, recently overhauled and enamelled,
'2jJones speedometer, whistle, horn, lamp; £32 —
it Adelaide Rd., Andorer. [4917

9 Triumph, free engine, ready for de'.ivery in 2
weeks; first cheque for £55- secures same.—

!0( Higb St., Eairford, Glos. T4999

"*ITMPH. 1910, free engine model, in beautiful
- der, been uursed, not ridden ; honestly worth
iO;35.-Layton's, Bicester, Oxon. [X2788

W'MPH. 1910, standard, first-class order tbrough-
• t; £30—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon. [X2789

^R 51PH. 1911. free engine model. 3jh. p., excellent
edition; £35.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon. [X2790

".t, 5-6h.p., 1910, 4-cyl., excellent condition, lamp,
rn. spares, etc., tyres as new; £25.—Eayton's,

c«', Oxon. [X27S<

engine;
[X2837

\0GLAS, 1911, 23h.p.. 2-speed and free
' l'l.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxon.

>ATA.P., 3j-4h.p.. 19114, not done 3.000 miles

ppfcsex Regiment; Bordon, iiants. [4698

Q ' Semi T T. Premier, extra large tank and fillers,

"tDruid forks, special engine, carefully used, with
ojssories; £43—V. Clow, Cboshuut. [4816

NIlX. 7h.p., 2-speed, 1912, just bought, only done
miles, as new, guaranteed: what offers?—No.

!5fi"/« MoIot Cycle Offices, Coventry. fX2677
K^Sale, 35b. p. Rex. in good rnnnh\g order, 19.10

l'ine;_will ride 20 miles to purchaser; £12.—
W, SpSt, Leonard's Rd., Windsor. [4935

QJ Calthorpe, 3ih.p. W. and P. engine, h.b.c., as
"liew, guaranteed, £30: wanted, 5-6b.p. twin,
o.l.[-119. Haviland Rd., Bournemouth. [4916
'K1MPH, 3fh.p., B. and B., 1912. cylinder and

ton, 2 new belts, several spares; must sell, £^5,
' er—The Beeches, Ash Vale, AjQershot. [4847

'.«l Triumph, recently overhauled. 1912 piston, good
c '»«, accessories, new Dutch cl.g' £11/11 side-
'; .181 10.—Lawrence, Bourton-on-the-Water. [X2699
Cjl Premier, 2;h,p., free engine, done 500 miles.
'-'

i perfect condition; -cost £43. sacrifice, £37 —
1" 1588, Tlte Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St.. E.C.—

-

[4928
JJiiKelecom Engine, good tyres, new belt, acces-

iies. reliable, £13/10, nearest; trailer. 25/-; ]'al-
r, 26X24, 20/—Lawrence, uourton-on-tbe-

Q
1 K Model Douglas, 2J Dunlop

ts, "pan seat, Cowey. Xucas lamp, spare

[X2698

studs, Michelin
s lamp, spares, cost

HJte pcrteet and on y ridden few miles; no timenu,£50; uo offers.-Mr. Clegg. Marlborough. Wilts.

V,i
3:
,\
p
," ?i!

r
n
JJ?&^911

'
not drino 2.000^"« ™i " 12

,

N(3
'P-

2 'S1"- Cd SK ' r
'
n™ Kemi.:

" '', ? ,i"i '™taaM bv makers, good run-
(W.r, £2S/10.-KinS , 66, New Rd., Chippenham

[4S33

Special

Bargains
- a • I MB

SECOND - HAND
MOTOR CYCLES

Singles

:

—
TRIUMPH, 1911, free engine £40

TRIUMPH, rorr, T.T. roadster £32

MATCHLESS, rgrr, 3J h.p., free engine .. £33

MATCHLESS, 1909, 3i h.p., 2-speed £26

REX, rgrr, 3^ h.p., free engine £28

LINCOLN ELK, rgrr, 3} h.p £17

F.N., if h.p., magneto £14

DE DION, zl h.p., magneto £12

REX, 3J h.p. 1906, (accumulator) £6

Twins

:

—
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., rgrr, 2-speed, double

belt drive (special sidecar model) £50
REX, rgo9, 5 h.p., de iuxe, 2 speeds £28
BAT-J.A.P., 1908, 7-9 h.p £28

Sidecar Combinations.
REX, 1911, 5 h.p., free engine, and P.M.C.

sidecar, lamp, and horn £38

N.S.U., 19 io, 6 h.p-, 2-speeds and free

engine, kick starting,and N.S.U., Coach-
built sidecar £36

Special Notice

:

—
OUR STOCK is constantly

changing, and when this

issue is published we shall

have many more machines

in COMPLETE LIST, giving

specification ofeach machine,

FREE UPON REQUEST.

Triumph and Scott

Motor Cycles in stock for Immediate Delivery,

Also 1012 REX, ZENITH GRADUA, PREMIER
(3^ h.p., 3-spced), N.S.'J. (ror2, 34 h.p., 2-speed),

KAZLEWOOD (2J h.p., 3-speed)"

Cash, Exchange, or Easy Payments.

The Premier
tVSotor Co., Ltd

Aston Rd., BIRMINGHAM.
T^plpgrams : "Primus, Birmingham."
J. Ci.Cpnone . Central 4310.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 1910 late, 3'h.p., free engine, absolute

new condition, 2 studded Lhmltrw. rid.ien 50 miles,
new P. and H. lamp, at-'utrs.-oi i«s, new exnau3t vulve
spare.—Kirkby, Elackuicor, Hunts. T4747

DOUGLAS M.kIpI K Motor Cycles in stock, ready for
immediate delivery; £50.—The Motor Cycle Depot;,

43, Palmerston ltd., Bocirombe. Tel.: 1248 Bourne-
mouth. Telegrams: Alsfcrd, Boscombe. [2119

6J>iLh.p. Centaur, late 1912. torpedo tank, one month
^4: old, condition ad new, ridden 500 miiea, new
Lucas lamp and horn; owner buying heavier machine;
£38; any examination.—G. L. Edsell, Badaios Barracks,
Aldcrshot- [4739

FOE. Sale, 3h.p. Aavunce moror cycie, n.x. mag-, h.b-c-,

fiprin™ forks, good tyres, and running order, £12;
also 3ihp. Rex tricar. **h-t. mas., and running order,
£12, or offer—Win. Wesley Stoke Goldington,. New-
port PagneU, Bucks. |X2201

FOR Sale. Hurnber 1912 ^-epeed motor bicycle, new 6
weeks ago, hot done 400 miles, and fitted with

lamp ana horn, also Cwey speedometer; good reason
for selling; price £42/10.—Apply, J. R. Walker, Old-
bury Works, Tewkesbury. [4781

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

"DREMIER. Depot, 20, Holborn Viaduct-

TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine, in new condition;
£43, at Premier Depot.

PREMIERS-—A few 2nd-hand and shop-soiled 1S11
models, splendid value, guaranteed.

CANOELET Sidecars in stock; no waiting.—20, Hol-
born Viaduct.

4h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap and sidecar; £30, bargain.—Pre-
mier Depot.

5 h.p. F.N-, ready to ride away ; £16 only.—Premier
Depot-

IMMEDIATE Delivery Premier, 5h.p. twin, Sturmey
3-speed and kick starter ; ideal sidecar machine.

"VTILLFORD Sidecars, £7/15 model in stock.

"IOII 3ih.p Premier, as new; bargain.

1Q11 3Jh.p. Premier Twin 2-speed gear, good condi-
J-i7 tion: £42.

EXPERT Advice free ; trial run by appointment,
which places you under no obligation to buy,

WE may have just what you want, and at your price.
Call, write, or phone

:

PREMLER Cycle Co., Ltd., 20, Hclborn Viaduct, E.C.
[5003

"IOII Triumph and Sidecar ; £35.—Below.

-|Q11 Lightweight Humber; £25.—Below-

"J
iQIO Res, fairly good condition; £22.— Below.

1Q09 2-speed Humber and sidecar- £30.—Below.

"IQ11 F.E. Rex and accessories; £35.—Below

"J
Qll Rudge, F.E., and accessories ,- £37.—Below.

"DOUND'S Garage, Willesden Lane, Kilburn [5011

ARNO, 32h.p., 3-speed Sturmey-Archer gear, in stock;
£55.

ARNO, 3Jh.p., T.T. model, in stock; £45,

ARNO, 3£h.p., Tourist model, in stock; £45.

A RNO, 2$h.p., T.T. model, in stock ; £39.

ARNO Depot.—3Ah.p. Humber, 2-speed, and sidecar,

la 11amp, generator, and speeuometer, etc, ; £40.

TO Dep
£15/10.

A RNO Depot.—4ih.p. twin Minerva, accumulator;

A RNO Depot.—5h- p. twin Kerry, accumulator; £13/10.

ARNO Depot-—Repairs, garage, accessories.—2, The
Parade, Hiirh Rd.. Kilburn.—4807 P.O. Hanipsteud.

[4993

3 ill p. Rex, in perfect condition tyres like new, lamp,
2 tools, etc.; £12.

Olkp. Griffin-Zedel .n good running -order and con-
/W4 dition, low frame, h.b.e. ; £10.

13.b.p. Minerva, mag., low frame, horn, lamp, and
4 tools; bargain, £9.

3.h.p. Westlnke in fcocd condition, low seat, tyrea

/V4 good, horn, and. lamp; bargain, £6/10.

4h.p. L.M.C., Very fast and low built machine, new
tyres, h.b.c., horn, tcoLs. etc.. perfect condition;

£20.-The Wesfboxune Motor Co., Ltd., 230. Westbcurne
-o-rove. Tel.; 1606 Paddington. [4890

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oS the issue. A45
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SCOTT late 1911, perfect, lamp, horn, speedometer,

etc;; £.0. .

PREMIER. 1912. TT-, 3-speed, special machine, gold

medul winner; £48, or near offer.

ENFIELD, 1912, 2ih.p., 2-speed, chain drive, auto-

matic drip feed : £40, or near offer.

"DEADBURY, 1912, shop-soiled only, unridden; £43.

, 3-speed, 2i- tyres,

uaranteed ; £50.
REGAL-PRECISION, 1912, 4ih.p.

demonstration machine, fully g

CINGER, 1911, free engine, and sidecar, perfect,- £45.

"D UDGE, 1912. free engine, shop-soiled only, un
-El ridden ; £49.

T^OR Anything Motorish wnle, 'phone, or call or

ESTABLISHED 20 VEA«S"lg THE HEART OF TMETRAOE-

»e£
COLMORE DEPOT— B I R/WI N G MA/VV ^ -

Woodhouse Parade, N
[467',H. C. MILLS and Co., 15,

Finehley 'Phone: 377.

J.A.P. Twin, 6h.p., mag., Chater-Lea firings, complete
with sidecar; £2b, rare bargain.

TRIUMPH, standard, 1911. condition as new; £33,
any trial.—Anglo-Saxon Motor Co., 100, Bolsove.

St. [422i

ROC, 4h.p., 2 speeds, mag.; accept £19/10 to clear.—
Anglo-Saxon Motor Co., 100, Bolsover St., W.

T422f
INDIAN, late 1911, 5h.p., free engine, condition a.1

new, complete with Chater-Lea sidecar ; £48 ; anj
trial.—Anglo-Saxon Motor Co., 100, Bolsover St., \i

.

[422'.

TRIUMPH, just unpacked, free engine; £55—G«.
Baker and Son. .baling Green. [489'

3JLh.p. Singer, only soiled; £39, accept £34. — Geo
2 Baker and Son, Ealing Green. [489v

TRIUMPH, 1912, Armstrong 3-speed and free en
gine, almost as new; £51.

PREMIER, 1912, 2Jh.p., Armstrong 3-speed and free
engine, had 5 weeks' wear only, grand lightweight

,

£37/10.

"D UDGE, 1911, standard, in good order, guaranteed
offers.

EUDGE, 1912, multi, and Montgomery sidecar
in new condition, splendid outfit; £60.—H. *>

Moseley and Son, St. Ann's. Rd., Harrow. [490

a'.l

V.S., 5ih.p., as new, lamp, spares, etc. ; £20.-
27, descent Grove, Clapham Common.

-Roberts
[X27U

LATE 1912 2Jh.p. Twin Hmnber, as new, little used
£36.-Deeble, 8, Anglesea Rd., St. Mary Cray. [482.

3ih.p.
2

Rex, 1911, nearly new, accessories; bargain.
£28.-10, Hilda Rd., Mostyn Rd., Brixton. [48b

KERRY, 2Jh.p.; adjustable pulley, spare valves, nev
_ tyre, low; £10/10.-53, Brixton Rd., S.W. £482.'

KERRY, 3h.p., Amac, h.b.c., in good order; cheap
£8/10.-R., 72a, Mare St., Hackney, N.E. [48S.

3Jh.p.,
"" -49.

Amac, h.b.c, good running orderREX,
£9/10.-49. Palatine Rd., Stoke Newington. [48t;

TRIUMPH, 1909, new adjustable, pulley, Whitt..
belt, spares; £30, bargain.—53, Highgate Hill, r.

[497
QINGER 1911 Lightweight, perfect condition; to b

sold very cheap—Keteo Motories, Smarden, E>n\
[493

1Q11I Premier, 3£h.p., like new; £33, or near ofrei
J-v —136. Lavenham Rd., Southfields, "Wandswort.

[486

NEW Hudson, 2ih.p. De Dion; £5/10;" good order-
Particulars, P. Stalker, 15, Credon Rd., Plaistcv

[474
1 Q10 Douglas, splendid condition; owner got sidec;
J-Zf combination.—46, Walfrid Rd., Stoke Newington

[X274r
WANDSWORTH.-V.S., 1910, genuine 7-9h.p. twin

mag., 2 speeds, cream finish, perfect..; £38/10.—
Below.

WANDSWORTH. — F.N. 1909 Lightweight, mag.
h.b.c, spring forks, runs well; sacrifice £12/15

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Fairy, late type, 2{-3h.p. twin
Bosch mag., Druids, first-class order; £14/10.-

Below.

WANDSWORTH.-FN., late model, 4J-5h.p., 4-cyls.

mag., spring forks, splendid order; cheap, £19/19 '

—Below.

B.r,
Belov

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL1
3h.p. Minerva, h.b.c, low, fast, reliable, splendii -,.

dition, lamp, spares; £9.—Bannister, Bi
Sussex.

2h.p. Modern Lightweight, Bosch mag.. DmUou
belt, perfect ; £18.—A. Fryett, Ipswieb Ed ,

'

i
bridge.

Oih.p. 1911 Triumph; nearest offer £33, roust !
t)2 bought F.E. model.—91, Melbourne Rd.,

|

bourne. f)

5-6h.p. Peugeot, Amac, h.b.c., Truffault forks, y> H
belt; £17—34, Marlborough Rd., Collien :

Merton.

6h.p. Twin French Motor Cycle, spring frame
fast, good tyres, lin. belt; £13.-13, Ncrtl

WANDSWORTH—Singer, 3fl).p., Bosch mag.
h.b.c-, good order; great bargain. £15/10.-

TJITANDSWORTH—Roc. 4h.p-. m.o.v.. mag.. 2 speed,
Vi handle starting, fine order; £23/10—Below.

m.o.v., mag., f

sacrifice £19/19

Our stock is large and varied, we can suit

every possible purchaser. No matter what

you are looking to find, we have it and can

dispatch it promptly, you can rely upon

honest and fair treatment. We have a
number of

SECOND-HANDS VERY CHEAP
If you prefer to start with a moderate

priced machine, try a little lightweight, e

Douglas, or an Enfield, 'or a Motosacoche

We have some of these ranging from £14

or £15 up to £35 (the last being for a first

class machine of recent date, with two-speed

gear etc.) If "you want to start with one of

the best, then we call your attention to some

SOILED 1912's CHEAPER.
These machines come out cheaper than

second-hands wtien one takes quality into

consideration. We have machines that have

come to us from various sources, exchanges

for other makes, etc. One. or two have been

used a little, one or two may have been

used perhaps a week or two. We have a

free-engine Rudge, a three-speed Premier, a

jj h.p. Zenith, a 6 h.p. N.S.U. (very power-

ful sidecar machine),a 6 h.p. Zenith, etc., etc.

CASH OFFERS INVITED.
If you are open to purchase a new machine

at a bargain price, write us.

INSTALMENTS ACCEPTED.
Perhaps there are other circumstances to be

considered, that you would like to buy a

;ood machine, either second-hand or new.

Jtit would prefer not to pay out the whole

,f the cash at once, if so, will you give us

)articulars of how much it would suit you

co pay at time of delivery and how much
at later dates.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.
In addition, we are always open to do a

deal of one machine for another, you may
wish to change a lightweight, for a heavy-

weight or vice-versa, or to change a 1910

machine for a 1912, and soon. If so, simpl>

,yive us particulars of your old machine and

Either an exact or general idea of what you

vant to change to and we will give you a

quotation.

3in. p. C'arendon, B.
2 Druid spring forks

and B., Bosch, Palmer
£12.—F., 86, Bertram

M c

1Q10 Triumph; £26/10: fine condition alls
Xtf lamp; must sell.—Weston, 62, College

Llarrow.

MOTO-REVE Twin, mag., spring forks, good
tion; £12, or offer.—Florsutah, Nightingale

Hampton.

OT0SACOCHE, 1911. 2Jh.p., m.o.v., conditioi

rate ; no reasonable offer refused.—Halley, 30,

set St., W.

SINGER, 3Jh.p., 1912, free engine model,
used: list £55, sacrifice 33 gns.—12, StrB'

Place, S.W.

TRIUMPH, 1910, roadster, new condition, new I

shall, all- accessories ; £31.-22. Gayton Rd.,

row-on-Hill. -

PREMIER, 3Jh.p., free engine model, 19111, 1

new; bargain, £37.-155, Goldhawk Ed.,

aerd's Bush.

ZENITHS, all models; immediate delivery guarer.

—South Wimbledon Motor Co., 1, York
.Vimbledon. fS

3h.p. Chater-Lea-Scout, good, strong, reliable m»
in splendid condition; £12/10.—L., 33, Earl's 1

Gardens, S.W. P
AUTO-CHATER, 3Jh.p., B. and B., h.b.c,

running order; £12.—Plumstead, 14, CI

3t., Lambeth.

TRIUMPH, late 1909, first rate order throne

powerful; £26, bargain. — George Hall,

Hoathby. Sussex-

rEIUMPH, F.E-, 1911', spare tyre, tube, belt, 2

tools, sidecar, new 1912; £42.-49, Albion

3toke Newington.

SCOTT, Sept., 1911. with 1912 lubrication,

powerful; bargain, £42,

iouthfields, S.W.

immediate sale, splendid ru

WANDSWORTH—N.S.U., 3f4h.p.,
speeds, free engine, runs well:

WANDSWORTH.-F.N., 1911.
exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebn

St., Wandsworth Station.

6h.p., 4 cyls. ; £35
,
Ebne

[X284'

2ih.p. J.A.P. Lightweight, mag., Whittle, guaranteed
2 nearly new, do 40 £22.-76, Herongate, Mano

[X28i:

DOUGLAS, K, 1912, little used, 2-speed, kick starter

lamp, horn; £40.—E., 38, Gleneagle Rd., Streat

ham. [483".

N.S.U., 3h.p., mag., new Dunlops, good condition
trial run; 12 gns.—Smith, 8, James St., Walthan

[482.

COLMORE

-16, Southdean fla

klOi Triumph,I" "order: "trial; what offers P-Butcher; H
Hawkhurst, Kent.

j Q12 F.E. Triumph, 6 months' use, 2.500 1

i-<3 back tyre, lamp, spares, etc. ; £45.—Mill I

.Outfield, Dover.

1Q10 3Jb.p.,Fafnir, Mabon, B. and B-, rnag.,.I

It/ new tyres, lamp, horn, perfect order; £22

""lair, East Molesey. . ^

1Q115 Motosacoche, 2Jh.p., free engine, es
Jl?7 condition, lamp, horn, -etc., little used; ch

Westhays. Walton.

r»3h.p. Chater-Lea-M.M.C, 26x24 tyres, perfect

•*4 ning order; £6/15, or offer. — Speechles

Jhurch Rd., Acton.

P.
and M., 1911. splendid condition, numeroiffip

£45 ; appointment. Cnenebois,"

P
Ponzio's,

id.. Wanstead* Park.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1910
"back tyre, excellent

Robertsbridge,. Susses.

JEW Hudson, 1912, 23h.p., 3-speed. newj-pril.

i: 31h.p. Triumph,

Sraiswick, Colchester.

r>3.h.p. Royal Enfield, chain drive, 2-speedjj

2h-p-, new Whittle Del

L> newTlamp,' siMres;~£40,'or near offer.-Cookj

Tames Lane, Leyton.

31hp Minerva, 1908.
2 £29 ; both in excellent condition.-

Q4, "in June; cost 50 gns., accept £39—

P

31m Grove, Southsea-

1912, 5-6h.p., 4-cyl. model, splendid cold

-T.R.P.. " Montrose,"
TTl.N.. _-

i- trial bv appointment.-
lon Lane, Finehley, N.

DOUGLAS D, 1911. standard, splendid MM
accessories, only wants seeing; ±27. —

xewlands Ed., Norbury.

FN 2jh.p., 2 speeds, shaft drive, perfect com.

all tools aud spares; any trial; £26.— 1S>1, r

35, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

18, Renshaw Street, Liverpool.

261, Deansgate, Manchester.

62, High Street, Leicester.

45, John-Bright St., Birmingham.

A46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issw

till. Upper Norwood.

1012 Phelon-Moore. delivered Whrtsun, ndetti'

i-iJ mile.-:, practically new condition; £50.-.u,"

pawnbroker, W. Croydon.

03h.p. Minerva, low, new Dunlop tyres .

fi

beXt
A<t saddle, fast, in new condition; £8.-70, J»>

gate Ed., South Hackney.

-JTERRY Motor Cycle, with forecarriage attaci

IV 2 speeds and free: £12; any trial—loun

Kelsey, jeweller, Potters Bar.

,
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Road Surfaces.

THERE is no doubt that if motor 'bus and char-
a-banc traffic continues to increase at same
rate as at present something will have to be
done to our road surfaces to render them more
even, or motor cycling must inevitably suffer.

Drivers of light cars are beginning to complain also

of the execrable road surfaces that exist wherever these

motor juggernauts ply for hire. Our experience of road
touring per motor cycle is fairly extensive, as may be
imagined, and for -two or three years past we have
found that wherever a motor 'bus service is running
or chars-a-bancs ply for hire roads are in a parlous
state. It is absurd to argue that light motor cars and
cycles are responsible for this sad state of the roads
where 'buses run, for touring cars go everywhere and
all roads are not so bad. Take, for instance, the
main roads round Bath, where G.W.R. and other 'buses

run several times daily over the same route, also the
North-west coast, Welsh towns, and the coast roads
from, say, Colwyn to Carnarvon ; the surface, which
was like a billiard table in old pedal cycle days, is now
a collection of pot-holes with roughly mended sec-

tions ; huge boulders being laid to combat, so we are

told, the heavy toll laid on surfaces never intended to

carry such weights. We refer to vehicles weighing
several tons carrying thirty to forty passengers; these
cars are also a menace to other forms of traffic.

Almost without exception they are driven round sharp
corners o» narrow roads at too great speed in an
endeavour to keep on top gear. Motor cycling in

popular parts of North Wales and many such beauti-
ful districts is -rendered more dangerous by the over-
all width of these cars, which have a strong liking for

the crown of the road. At present they pay a tax of

fifteen shillings per annum. Why no more ?

Rotary Engines.

AS
far back as March 7th, 1910, we drew ou-r

readers' attention to rotary engines as motive

power for motor cycles. This was penned at

the time of the introduction- of the Gnome
engine for aeroplanes. Criticism of our view

was naturally forthcoming and was welcomed. We
are now pleased to lay before our readers technical

particulars of a rotary engine", which is not only

extremely light for the power developed, but provides

at the same time a gyroscopic action, thus reducing
the possibility of side-slip. Without trial of a machine
fitted with this engine, it is impossible to say what it

feels like to steer it, but we are inclined to think that

it should be practically impossible to upset it. It may
even be difficult to divert it from a straight line.

However, the proof of the pudding is in the eating

thereof, and we hope to try one very soon. . The
gyroscopic effect on the machine under review is

obtained by the revolutions of the outside flywheel in

one direction and of the cylinders in another, the

engine being placed transversely in the frame.

The possibilities in the direction of rotary motor
cycle engines are enormous, and the difficulties in

manufacture and running are not insuperable. Lubri-

cation appears to give the greatest trouble, but if oil

be fed to the cylinders with the fuel, it should not

prevent the engine from giving good results. We may
be on the verge of an immense development in motor
cycle efficiency if the known advantages of the rotary

engine are found to carry no unforeseen drawbacks.

A2I
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On an Enfield Sidecar in the
Six Days' Trial.

> ^ty'

WE gladly accepted the invitation to occupy the

passenger's seat of H. Colver's Enfield side-

car in the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials, as we
desired to have some personal experience of this

machine. On Wednesday, the third, day, we repaired

to the Drill Hall in good time and there found Colver

awaiting his turn to enter the garage. The fifteen

minutes in his case Avere hardly required. All he had

to do was to inflate the Dunlop tyres a little harder

owing to the extra weight the sidecar had to carry in

the form of a male passenger of about 13 stones, oil

the driving chains, etc. ; the 6 h.p, J. A. P. engine and

the remainder of the combination were all in good

fettle.

Oilskins a Necessity.

Rain was a certainty, so " oilies " were donned at

the start, and at 8.59 we got the signal to go. The
.first 43^ miles, to Wellsway Inn at the top of Cheddar
Gorge, was a 20 m.p.h. non-stop section", and included

the ascent of Cothelstone Hill, a severe gradient

described in our report of the Trials. The particular

Enfield sidecar we were on had been returned to the

makers as a " bad 'un " out of a batch of six that had

been supplied recently. Judging, however, by the

way it performed on this hill it must have been reborn

in the interval, or Colver's consummate skill as a

driver added a modicum of power, for it. took the hill -

in grand style. There w:as suspicion of clutch slipping

on the high gear at intervals during the day, which
was perhaps more an aid than. a detriment to its hill-

climbing powers. At Wellsway Inn we clocked in

about eight minutes in front of time.

Bristol was splendidly marked by boy scouts and
arrows, and soon we, were ascending the long winding

.hill on to Clifton Down. Close to the summit the

engine stopped suddenly. What is it ? Only a partial

air lock in. the petrol tank caused by the driver's coat

covering the hole in the filler cap. On over 'the

Downs,', more boy scouts, more police, interested

spectators, narrow roads, abrupt turnings, and on to

the Gloucester Road at Filtori.

Heavy. batiks of clouds denoted rain, and rain it

dii.l. Out. come the Hutchinson boots. Somewhat
regretfully we regard Mr; Alec Ross, dry and snug
in the official Humber, as he is whirled past us to the

Gloucester control. At Falfield we turn: off the main
road for Wotton-under-Edge, and after climbing up
•and running clown the Cotswolds. with . a splendid

view of the Severn Valley and Bristol Channel below,

we arrive at the Bell, Gloucester, well in front of time.

A Diversity of Road Surfaces.
Over this section, comprising greasv oolite surfaces,

steep and muddy roads alternating with occasional dry

stretches, the Enfield pulled without a falter After

lunch the route lay via Birdlip to Cirencester. Colver

A22

told us he had never been up Birdlip before, so we

coached him regarding the Knap f and other parts of

the ascent. Time was when Birdlip was a hill to

motor cyclists, now it is despised as a test; neverthe-

less a fair number stopped on it that day. Our com-

bination made an excellent ascent, the low gear being,

of course, requisitioned on the steeper parts. Colver

occasionally gave a dab at the oil pump, but the bulk

of the lubrication was effected by the automatic sight-

feed oiler, an Enots, which is on the top of the oil

tank and is operated by crank case suction. The road

through Malmesb.ury and Chippenham to Bath is un-

dulating, and nothing occurred of note, -nor are (here

any hills until after Bath is passed, when there is an

ascent on to the Mendips at Chewton.

Tea at the Greenore ChecK.,

Cold rain fell here in torrents, but it did not affed

the Enfield or its passengers beyond rendering the

latter half frozen ; a cup of tea at the Greenore check,

however, soon put us in a better frame of mind, and

with every confidence in our mount the remaining

thirty odd miles were completed via Wells and
'

Glastonbury with two stops, one to take up petrol at

Wells, the other to give a fallen competitor a litt I n in

the sixteenth milestone to the finish. We had started

at 8.59 a.m., and were due at Taunton at 8.26 p.m.;

it was, therefore, doubtful if we could get in without

lighting up. Our driver decided to go through, as

owing to our increased load, a fairly hefty male com-

petitor in our lap, the. average 20 m.p.h. in the dusk

was rendered more difficult.

Overtaking competitors who were a little too much

in front of time we romped along in fine style, and

Colver was rewarded for his sporting action in assist-

ing a fellow competitor by an arrival at Taunton nicely

within the prescribed limit. It is a pleasure to ride

with a man like Colver who takes no undue risks,

gives one the impression that all is right, yet never

loses a minute through excess of caution. Examina-

tion of the machine at Taunton showed a remarkably

clean engine, and considering the state of the road

surface and the weather encountered the rest of the

combination had kept remarkably free from mud.

A Summary of the Journey.

This day's journey of ic>6j-j miles was the longest

of the six, and. although not embracing the steepest

hills encountered during the, trial, was sufficiently

arduous to ' prove to the average tourist that the

Enfield is a go. anywhere sidecar. Four Enfields

entered for the trials, two gained gold medals (Colver s

and Jameson's) and one a silver medal. Jameson also

was originally awarded two silver cups, but was sub-

sequently deprived of any award owing to a technical

breach of the rules.
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MILITARY ttOTOR CYCLING NOTES.
By "CELERITER.

The Warwickshire Battalion.

TH K War Office have asked Warwickshire to raise

a. cyclist battalion, which the County Associa-

tion has consented to do, and Col. Arthur
DuCros, M-.PI, will be nominated to the command,
and he has conceived tlje idea of mounting this

battalion of cyclists upon motor bicycles instead of

upon the ordinary push cycle.

The suggestion has been debated in the daily Press,

and certain competent military critics have given their

opinions in writing, and it is more than probable that

the original idea will become somewhat modified. At
the request of Col. Ludlow, V.D., who is to .be

honorary colonel of the regiment, I myself made a

few suggestions which I should like to see adopted, be-

cause I feel sure that they would help to further the

cause of military motor cycling.

Other Suggestions.
These suggestions provided for the formation of a

pedal cycle battalion, two of the eight companies of

which would be mounted on motor cycles and armed
with Rexer automatic- rifles capable of firing 220

rounds a minute per rifle. These motor companies in

the scheme of coast defence would be placed in

reserve, but with their great mobility they would be

able to concent-rate quicker at any given point, and

with their great fire power they would form a most
valuable force to hurl at an invader at the moment he

was attempting a landing in ships' boats. I also sug-

gested in order to get these companies as compact as

possible that the men should be mounted in pairs, the

man with the rifle sitting on a pillion seat fitted on the

rear carrier.

Should my suggestions be adopted the following

would be the establishment of motor cycles in the

Warwickshire Cyclist Battalion :

(

Headquarters 1 motor
cycle officer, 1 motor cycle ; with each cyclist com-
pany 2 motor cyclist orderlies, armed with Mauser
pistols, 12 motor cycles; 1 captain, 1 subaltern, 8

N.C.O.'s in each of the two motor cycle companies
on single machines, armed with Mauser pistols, 2c

motor cycles; 50 men in each of these two companies,
i.e., 25 drivers armed with Mauser pistols, and 25
pillion men armed with Rexer rifles, 50. motor cycles.

Total, 83 motor cycles.

Great Fire Power. "

The fire power of each of the motor cycle companies
would be produced by 25 Rexer rifles if we neglect

the 35 officers, N.C.O.'s, and men armed only with

Mauser pistols, and would produce a volume of tire

of 5,500 rounds a minute, equal that is to say to the

fire of 500 infantrymen armed with the ordinary ser-

vice rifle. Of course, this rate of fire could not be

maintained for a long period.

Captain Trapmann, who in his capacity as horn

secretary of the Legion of Cyclists may be considered

an authority on the military value of motor cyclists,

has, I understand, conferred with Col. Ludlow on the

subject of the proposed battalion, and is shortly to

meet Col. DuCros also, and possibly this meeting will

result in a definite establishment being suggested to

the War Office for their sanction. In the meanwhile
1 would advise all motor cyclists who wish to join this

battalion to send in their names either to Col. Ludlow,
Warwickshire Cyclist Battalion Headquarters, Bir-

mingham, or to the Editor of The Motor Cycle.

A motor cyclist despatch rider in the Army Manoeuvres. The messenger has just brought a despatch to the advaice guard of cavalry and is

awaiting orders.
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A Double Motion Rotary Engine.

A IS the flywheel which is attached to the crank-

shaft, and rotates in an opposite direction to

the crank case and cylinders. It is a casting

arranged with blades to take the place of spokes

which give a cooling effect to the cylinders.

fi shows the cylinders in section. These cylinders

are turned out of solid steel and composed o.l outer

casing, sleeve valve, and inner casing or cylinder

proper, which are all secured to the cylinder head

cap as shown. The particular features of the cylinders

and valves are that they are extremely light, offering

very little resistance, and owing to the special arrange-

ment of the valve gear, the valves do not move under

load, and their movement is very quick, giving imme-
diate full port areas to the exhaust and induction gases.

In the design of the pistons lightness has had every

consideration.

The three connecting rods are fastened to the crank

pin by two phosphor bronze retaining rings C, which

are held in position by two steel spring clips which

are sprung over the crank pin and retaining rings

and drawn together by a set pin with an efficient lock-

ing arrangement for the two set pins as shown.
.

The crankshaft is of the ordinary balanced type.

D is a spur wheel with a long bush attached as

shown, which runs into the gear box and has attached

to it a lever which gives it a movement of approxi-

mately two inches. This is used for altering the setting

of the valves for starting up, and is claimed to be an

improvement on the new decompression devices, which
are at present being fitted to some machines. The

spur wheel meshes direct with the wheels E, of which
there are three, one for each set of valve gear. This
wheel is keyed on to the camshaft as shpwn, which
runs in the two brackets which are bolted to the

crank case and carry the valve operating gear. There
are four cams on the camshaft, one for operating the

induction sleeve in an upward movement, and one for

giving it a downward movement, of one cylinder, and
the other pair do exactly the same for the exhaust

valve of the other cylinder, doing away altogether

with springs and giving a positive movement to the

valves: If will be seen with this arrangement that three

sets of valve gears placed in the space inside the

crank case between the three cylinders does all the

valve operating that is necessary, and forms a very

compact arrangement which is always running in oil.

It should be pointed out that the cams operate inside

a rocking lever which is coupled to the lugs on the

valves by a short connecting rod and gives the desired

movement.
The crank case is built of three parts made from

castings, one being a cylindrical drum with three fiats

which accommodate the cylinders and two covers with

bearing bushes one for either side. One cover having
an extended portion which runs into the gear case,

and carries a gear wheel which is geared into 'a pinion

attached to the transmission-shafts. The crankshaft

also runs through into the gear case, and carries a

similar toothed wheel which is meshed in a similar'man-

ner with the other transmission-shaft. The crankshaft

rotates in an anti-clockwise direction, and the crank

<C3.

I

?»J»?»?»W?»>\
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A. Flywheel. a. Rotary silencer. N
B. Cylinder. H. Three-way induction pipe. O
C. Retaining ring which holds connecting rods to I. Stationary induct.on pipe. P.

crank pin. 1. Porcelain or ebonite distributer. Q
D. Spur wheel. K. Bevel pinions. R.
Ji. Timing pear wheel L. Crown wheels.
1'. Gear case, one half of which is brazed to the frame. M. Sleeve carrying: clutch plates.

Rear gear case castings.

Collar operated by Ptowden wire.
Spring.
Wedge pins.

Rear hub or drum.
The sleeve and the parts revolving in a direction

opposite to the engine are shown black.
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A Double Motion Rotary Engine.

—

case in the opposite direction, giving a movement to

the transmission-shafts in opposite direction and to

the back wheel in the same direction. The gear case

is supported to the frame of the machine by two stays

going down from the crossbar. It is a crucible steel

easting; made in two parts with the cover as shown.
The one-half of the gear case F is brazed up solid

to die two main bottom stays of the machine.
The transmission-shaft and crankshaft run on

Skefko ball bearings, which are accommodated in the

gear box, and the crank case runs on the long bush
on the crankshaft.

The other end of the engine runs also on a Skefko
ball bearing, not shown, which is ac?ommodated in

a lug which is brazed to the frame.

G is a rotary silencer which is attached to the strap

which encircles the cylinders and receives the in-

duction and exhaust gases, and H is a three-way p,ipe

also attached to the cylinder' strap, through which the

induction .gases pass to their respective cylinders. At
the foot of this induction pipe a phosphor ljfT>:rze face

plate with apertures is accommodated forming a mov-
able joint which" works against the face of the

stationary induction pipe coming from the carburetter.

On the stationary induction pipe I are fitted two
brushes for transmitting the high-tension current from
a Bosch magneto to the porcelain or ebonite "ring J,
which is fitted to the three-way induction pipe, and
receives three wires from contact pieces leading to

their respective sparking plugs.

Lubrication is provided for by means of a hollow
crankshaft, through which oil is forced by a, plunger
pump through the crank pin, which lubricates the big

end and from thence falls into the crank case, where
it lubricates the valve gear and other mechanism, [t

also passes through the two crank webs and lubricates

the main bearings. The gear case is lubricated in the

ordinary method by grease being forced in by a

Stauffer lubricator.

The drive from the gear case is taken up by two
bevel pinions E, keyed on to the two trans-

mission rods; these are meshed into two crown
wheels L attached to sleeve M, on which are fastened

a set of plates, which are accommodated in the main
hub and run between other plates fastened to the main
hub in accordance with the ideas of the ordinary plate

clutch methods. All these gears are enclosed in a

bevel gear case casting N, which is brazed on to the

back stays of the machine. The clutch is operated
by a Bowden wr ire, which when in tension pulls the

collar O against a spring P and so allows the wedge
pins Q to fall down and the plates to be disengaged.
When the Bowden wire is -not in tension the spring

P comes into operation, forcing the taper collar O
inwards, which in turn forces the wedge pins Q
between the two discs so engaging .the plates attached
to the sleeve- M and the main hub. It will be noted
that ball bearings are used throughout in the back hub.

Attached to the main drum R is the back rim, which
is built ud with tangent spokes in the usual method.
The engine in question was run for a period of two

hours at 4,000 revolutions on the stand, that is to say,

the cylinders revolved 2,000 r.p.m. in one direction

and the flywheel 2', 000 in the other, which they did
perfect !v satisfactorily without undue heating or

breakdown of any kind, and the lubrication through-
out was perfect.

Formulae for Flexibility Hill-climbs.

THE usual method of deducting the fast time from
the slow and giving first place to the rider

who can show the greatest difference between
his time has the merit of simplicity, but, having said

that, we have said all that can be urged in its favour,
for in every other respect it is sadly wanting. For
instance, two machines of equal weight and horse-
power compete; the first does its fast climb in 60s.
and its slow in 240s., the difference being 180s., and
the slow climb takes four times as long as the fast.

We will suppose that the second occupies 90s. and
270s. in its two climbs; again the difference is 180s.,
but in this case the fast climb is only three times as
fast as the slow. Tlris performance is certainly less

meritorious, 1sut the figure of merit is the same. The
Ayr and District M.C.C.^ lately adopted a better

f 1
S|OTV — tas t

formula, viz., -r- -- . 1 he above examp es
slow + last 1

worked out by means of this formula give .6 for the
first performance and 5 for the second. This is cer-
tainly an improvement, but it takes no account of
weight and horse-power. Now it is obvious that a
powerful machine with a light rider should not only
be able to make a faster climb than one of less power
or more w'eight, but it should also be able "to ascend
the hill more slowly without coming to a standstill :

therefore under the present conditions powerful
machines should win every time.

It is hardly possible to devise a formula which
should be fair to all sizes and weights and yet com-
pete "with the one in use on the score of simplicity,

but we are sure that club secretaries would prefer to

take a little more trouble and get fairer results. We
therefore suggest the following formula, each part to

be worked to three significant figures and the results

added together. The first part is to be calculated for

the fast time and the last for the slow

1,000 W W x t

C x t
2 1,000 C

This formula allows for weight and horse-power (or

capacity, which should be the same thing), and the

example we have given w^orks out as follows (taking

the weight to be 350 lbs. and the cubic capacity as

500 in each case). First machine:

350 x 1,000 350 x 240-

500 x 602

Second machine

:

350 x 1,000
+

500 x 1,000

350 x 270

•36:

•--75
500 x 90- 500 x 1,000

For the slow climb t is taken instead of t
2 because

the wind resistance at slow speeds can be neglected.

If the weight of the first machine had been 400 lbs.

the figure of merit would have worked out to .414.

And a lightweight of 350 c.c. and 330 lbs. weight

would, score .489 on the same time figures, and
deservedly so, for it is a finer performance
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Q&mJrJONS
&Replies

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Machine in Stable.

I am unable to keep my
motor cycle and sidecar at home,
having no room, but I can hire

a disused , coach-house near.

There is a stable adjoining,
separated only from where the cycle
will be by a wooden partition, and
I am told that the ammonia fumes
from the stable manure will be detri-

mental to the metal. Do you know
if this will be so ?—G.E.W.

The fumes from stnble manure, etc.. do
slightly affect the brilliancy of the plat-
ing, but they have no other effect oil 'he
metal.

Fitting New Piston Rings.

(1.) How could I fit a new
piston ring to my 3£ h.p. J.A. P.
engine, as the compression - is

weak, and I find this is the fault?
Should be pleased if you would

give me a little information as to
grinding a new piston ring. (2.) What
tools should I require?—H.R.

If the piston .rings in your engine are
really badly worn, the best plan is to
send the piston complete to the makers
of the engine and let them fit the rings
for you. Do not attempt to grind them
in, as running them in the cylinder will
do all that is required. If you order a

• standard ring from the makers it is

possible that the grooves may be worn
and ring will be too slack.

Single or Twin.

My experience only having
gone so far as a Douglas, and the
running or "pull" of this being
so pleasantly smooth, I am in
doubt. (1.) 'Should I tackle a 3£
the cylinder being the usual 85 x

for 1912, whether I shall find the pull
very much more "jerky,"' as I travel
at no great speed? (2.) If a F.E.
pulley has many drawbacks against a
hub clutch? (3.) Whether magneto
chain drive is likely, within a reason-
able running time, appreciably to alter
the "timing" by wear, or is it of no
consequence? Some good makers, I note,
still use chain drive.—A.W.T.

(1.) You would not find a single-cylinder
quite so smooth running as a twin, but
the modern single-cylinder is well balanced
and you would not find the vibration to
be objectionable or even perceptible. (2.)
No, if well-designed a free engine pulley
js as good as a hub clutch: (3.) Chain-
drive, if kept adjusted, is quite satisfac-
tory in the case of magneto ignition.

428

h.p.

Kilmarnock to Canterbury.

(1.) Do you think I shall be
able to undertake a tour ^rom
Kilmarnock to Canterbury with
my 4 h.p. Rex and sidecar with
fixed gear, myself and passenger

weighing about 22 stones? (2-.) What
would be the average speed per hour
you would recommend without over-
working engine? (3.) Does a N.S.U.
two-speed gear make more noise than
a Rex or a Roc hub gear, and does it

splutter the oil over belts, etc., when
in motion.—H.W.

(1.) Yes, _we think you could accomplish
the journey if your' machine is running
reliably. The following is a good route
over good roads all the way : Kilmarnock.
"lauchline, Cumnock, Sanquhar, Dum-
fries, Carlisle, Longtown, Alston, Mid-
dleton - in - Teesdale, Barnard Castle,
Scotch Corner, Boroughbridge. Wetherhy,
Aberford, Doncaster, Bawtry, Retford,
Tuxford, Newark, Grantham, Stamford,
Stilton, Huntingdon, Saffron Walden,
Thaxted, Durimow, Chelmsford, Billeri-
cay. Tilbury, by ferry to Gravesend,
Rochester, Chatham. Sittingbourne, and

Canterbury. (2.) If you averaged 16

m.p.h. you would do fairly well. (3.)

The gear is quite satisfactory and makes
no more noise than other fast running
gears ; it does not fling the oil about, as

it is protected with a shield.

Oilways in Pistons>

I have a 1912 Triumph and
would like to know if you advise
having oilworms cut in the

piston. Tins tip was given me by
a T.T. rider, and the advantages

were— (1) very easy starting and (2) more
speed. This idea has been adopted by
a friend who rides a 3^ h.p. Preeision-
engined machine. Both these riders

ride high compression engines that will

touch over fifty miles, and are

"speed" merchants. Before taking
their tip I should like your advice. My
object in asking is on account of the
easy starting. ' Speed—that is, excessive
speed—is not my desire.—A.B.H.

We cannot think that it would be other-
wise than beneficial to have oilways cut
in your pistous. Provided the job is well

carried out no harm could possibly result.

ESSEX M.C. RUN FROM SNARESBROOK TO YORK AND BACK.
A rest by the way at the top of Gonerby Hill, near Grantham. Reading from left to right the

the roadside are : A. E. Brassington, who rode a 6 h.p. Rex sidette, R. Lord (6 h.p. Rex
G. E. Revill (6 h.p. Zenith), W. Cooper (35 h.p. Bradbury), and J. H. Campbell (3J h.p. Rudgei.
iD the road may be seen C. F. Miehell with his 6 h.p. Bat-Jap sidecar.

riders on
sidette),

Standing
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Fining a Sidecar.

I have a Scott motor cycle with

sidecar attached which is diffi-

cult to steer. The wheel of the

sidecar is quite 2in. behind the

back wheel of the motor cycle.

Do you think this is the cause of the

bad steering? The front wheel of the

cycle seems always to be being pulled
' in the direction of the sidecar. The
man who fitted the sidecar says that it

is better to have the sidecar wheel run-

, ning further back than the back wheel
of- the motor cycle.—M.H.

We should strongly advise you to put the

sidecar farther forward. We should think

that, with the sidecar wheel in front of,

or level with, the rear wheel of the bicycle

the steering would be better. Of course,

with a sidecar machine there is always a

slight tendency to pull to the near side.

Misfiring.

About a week ago my machine
got very hard to start, but when
once going went fairly- well.

Shortly after this it started mis-

firing occasionally. I put in a

new plug, freshened platinum points,

and put them closer. The first day I

then rode it it went perfectly for ten

miles, when it began to misfire occa-

sionally. I put in an old spare plug,

which improved matters somewhat,
and brought me home. It again got

hard to start, but I put points of plug
closer. This made it start easier,

but misfiring continued at all speeds,

and I think the engine gets hotter

than it used to. I have had magneto
cleaned : the condenser was a little

loose, but on trying machine to-day it

went as badly as ever.—T.C.

We should be inclined to think the.

.rouble is entirely due to the fact that

,he fibre ring is worn. If you replace

.his, we think the machine will run as

veil as ever. Do not run with the plug
joints too wide apart. This would
ause misfiring at slow speeds and diffi-

:ulty in starting.

How to Avoid Bristol Traffic.

I should be very much obliged

if you could indicate a route to

avoid Bristol coming from
Gloucester. I want to get to

Highbridge and avoid Red Hill

and Dundry Hill. The map does show
a road, but it is not sufficiently plain

to enable one to be certain.—.7.S.B.B.

You can avoid Bristol by turning right at

jfilton, about fire miles short of Bristol,

just when you meet the Bristol trams;
'he road then bears left, and before you
come to Westbury-on-Trim you turn left

Jp a shady lane. This brings you on to

Clifton Down, cross this, keeping fairly

near the houses at the side, and go down
a winding road at the water's edge ; then
cross the new bridge (not, of course, the
Suspension Bridge), and you will find

yourself on the Long Ashton Road
;
go

through Flax Bourton. Congresbury,
Stock Lane, and Churchill. This place is

on the main Bristol-Taunton Road, not
far short of the Mendips. If you prefer

you can cross the Suspension Bridge (toll)

and go down a very steep, short hill to

the left. It might he as well to enquire
for the new bridge when you get to Clif-

ton Downs, as there are many roads, and
it is easy to make a mistake.

JvJ0OTl(gpu£

the

Silencer Dimensions.

As 1 understood from Thi
Motor Cycle of August 1st that
another A.C.U. silencer trial is

to be held, I shall be obliged if

you will kindly favour me with
dimensions of the final silencer,

together with all particulars as to time
and place of trials, as I wish to enter
for this competition.—J.W.

Full particulars regarding the preliminary
report of the silencer trial appeared in
The Motor Cycle of August 1st, page 871.

The committee decided that, the silencer
which would give the agreed standard of

quietness should be made up in a size'

5in. in diameter by 12in. long, with an

1033

acts as a clutch. We are sorry we can-
not give you definite replies to your
queries on this manufacturing subject,
but it is really somewhat without our
province. We are willing to give replies

to queries on the handling and upkeep
of motor cycles, but in the case of de-
signing a vehicle so many things have to

be taken into account that it is extremely
difficult to give advice which will lie of

any service in such cases as your own.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Newland " (Hull).—G.W.K. cyclecar.

outlet pipe lOi.n. Ions and |in. bore.

Further particulars can be obtained from
the secretary of the Auto Cycle Union,
89, Pall Mall, S.W.

Friction Drive on Small Car.

I have a desire to fix up a

_| friction drive on a,' small car,

^ weighing 8-9 cwts. loaded. Will
-IJ you kindly give me the following

information? (1.) What ratios of

gear (reverse also)? Back wheels are
28in. (2.) What size should disc and
friction wheel be to be most efficient?

(3.) Where is it best to put large wheel
—on counter-shaft or engine? (4.) With
this drive, is the ordinary clutch done
away with and the engagement of disc

with wheel in iieu ,thereof?-^-J.H.S.

(1.) The ratio of gearing depends entirely

on the -h.p. of engine, but presuming
this is about 6 to 8 h.p. the top ratio

should be somewhere in the neighbour-
hood of 5 to 1, and the bottom or lowest
ratio about 12 to 1. The reverse, in the
case of a friction drive, could not be very
much lower than the lowest (forward

ratio because the diameter of -the friction

discs defines the gear. (2.) This query we
cannot answer, as the efficiency depends
on the design of the friction gear. The
average size is : disc 2ft.. wheel 9in. to

12in. (3.) The large friction disc is

usually placed on the counter-shaft. (4.)

Yes, lcleasing friction drum from wheel

(Stourbridge). — -Morgan

(Salisbury). — Enfield

-Morgan and

"G.F.D."
runabout.
"A.W.K.S."

Autorette.
"J. S.A.J." (Holloway l.-

G.N. cyclecars.

"R.H.S.". (Rochdale).—Variable gear
and free engine suitable for fitting to 1908
twin Rex.
"Novice" (Fulham).—1{ h.p. Yloto-

sacoche, as regards speed, petrol con-
sumption, and hill-climbing.

"D.K." (Wat-grave).— 6 h.p. 1912 Speed
King Rex and 7-9 h.p. Indian. Reliability

and speed.

"R.M.D.T."—Clyno and T.M.C. sidecar

machines. Wear, reliability, ease of start-

ing and petrol consumption.

:
" S.V." (Bishop's Stortford).—Douglas

2J h.p., two-speed, with free engine
clutch, for hill-climbing and rehability.

"J.B." (Ditton).—1912 Scott with side-

car. Petrol consumption, wear of chains
and tyres, and particularly as regards
keeping in tune.

'Delta" (Australia).—T.M.C. and side-

car, general efficiency and strength for

rough touring, and petrol consumption.
Also as a sclo mount compared with other
makes.

If "F.P." (Tilehurst), "W.B.G."
(Penrhiwceiber). .

" M.H.S.K." (Ashtead),

and "A.B." (St. Leonards-on-Sea) will

comply with our rules and send stamped
envelopes their queries will be answered.

AT FULL SPEED UPHILL.

Hslf way up Woodway Hill, in the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. open h
: ll-climb, which attracted

196 entries.

A3I
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OCCASIONAL COAAENTS.
By

The Dulness of the Average Hill=climb.

Keen motor cyclist as I claim to be, the average
modern_ club hill-climb bores me to tears. 1 have
attended a few this summer, and except under pres-

sure of business I hope I may never be present at

.mother. For inevitable reasons a dull, straight road
is usually selected, and if the rapid ascent of the first

two or three machines can still stir a faint thrill in

my jaded nature, I grow uncommonly sick of the

gatling-gun procession before the entry is worked
through. Nor do these climbs retain the old technical

interest. "Time was when immense- gaps separated

engine from engine and rider from rider; to
:
day

success is more a question of which expert can coax
the greatest excess of power from a dozen engines

of different makes, which are normally much of a

muchness, and only fractions of seconds, divide the

half-dozen men at the .head of the results list." To
enjoy a hi'I-climb nowadays, one has to accompany
a Six Days Trial and see anxious men with carbonised

engines and variable gears essaying the conquest of

freak hills. The speed' sprint up a short, easy hill

commands no more interest than resides in the rivalry

of factories arid the personal achievements of our

friends and acquaintances. I should think the sprint

hill-climb will decline in popularity, as was the case

with push-bicycle climbs and free-wheeling contests.

Ugly Transmissions.
Ardently as we have clarnoured for weatherproof

transmissions,- the ugliness of some examples I

have recently examined comes as a rude, shock. It-

is a pity that, just when we have evolved graceful

machines with artistic outlines . and colouring, the

demand for a fully enclosed drive should cause

the production of such hideosities. I suppose for

the moment we must be ready to sacrifice beauty

to 'efficiency, but the- most graceful machine be-

comes a horror when two or three chains are provided

with awkwardly shaped metal covers. I wonder
if anybody has experimented with an enclosed shaft

as the primary unit of a two-step drive? A drive

consisting of an enclosed shaft transmitting the engine

power to a counter-shaft, from which the final drive

was by belt, could remain as neat of aspect as any-

direct belt drive, and I see no reason why such a

design need import any practical defects. [The
2.

x/2 h.p. and 4 h.p. Singer's are on the above lines, the

shafts being parallel.

—

Ed.] Without doubt the fully

enclosed primary chain is far from pretty. Big
sprockets are essential to the life of the chain,

and the counter-shaft sprocket must be at least

twice the diameter of the engine sprocket, if the

smaller belt pulley is to be large enough to secure

absence of belt slip and prolonged belt wear ; the

result is a grotesquely large chain case, which forms

a blot on the neatest design, so far as looks _are con-

cerned;. The bearings and tooth-meshing of such a

shaft would, of course, be adjustable ; and with good
steels the wear need neither be rapid nor excessive,

though there might be an increase of cost.

Belt and Chain Tests.

The A.C.U. belt tests proved of very limited value,

except to indicate to the general public that, although

IXION."

^in. and Ji'm. belts are frequently supplied mi

$% h.p. machines, yet when a public trial is imminent,
motor cycle' makers and belt makers regard 1 in. belts

as more satisfactory. Why were no. chain tests in-

corporated in the Trial? It would be interesting to

have authentic official information about chain wear,

and especially about front chain wear, since the com-
bined drive is attracting so many designers, and reliable

chain information is almost unprocurable. 1 meet
one man who says he scarcely ever touches either

front or back chair*- ; and then I meet another owner
of a similar machine who says that he cannot get more
than 1,000 miles out of his front chains. If 1 were a

manufacturer in process of selecting a transmission for

my 1913 models, I think I should buy three Douglas
machines (as being most susceptible to certain obvious
experiments). One of them would be direct belt-

driven ; I should put a three-speed hub in its back
'wheel, and run the best belt I could get to destruction

in the hands of one tester. To another tester I should
entrust the second Douglas machine, a standard two-
speed model, with combined . drive, and I should
verify the behaviour of its beJt and chain v&jy care-

fully.- The third 'Douglas machine I should pull, about
not a little ; I should fit a spring device on the engine
sprocket, and remove the back belt altogether, sub-'

stituting a second chain ; and the third tester would
give these chains a rare gruelling, both with and
without covers. At the end of three months I should
have spent some money, but I should know all I

desired to know about transmission, and my customers
would reap the benefit ne«t season. I might even go
further, and fit a fourth Douglas with enclosed shaft

drive from. engine to gear box. Incidentally I should
acquire a little special knowledge about the effect

different transmissions have upon tyres; but this

information would be less reliable, as the tyre wear
would depend to some degree on the idiosyncrasies

of the testers. As it is, I am a mere quill-driver, tied

down to speculation and partial experiments.

G, L. Fletcher (2J Douglas sidecar) with the smallest sidecar outfit in the

Essex M.C. London to York trial. On tfce return journey he collided with

a cart near Grantham.
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(fj-vARE DEVIL MARTIN," as the famous
1 pioneer is called, has been a winner since

the inception of the motor cycle movement,
and won the first open race promoted by the M.C.C.
at the Crystal Palace in February, 1902.

Since that time he has won over 250 first prizes,

and was the first Britisher to cover a mile in a minute.

His best work has been.done on saucer or grass tracks,

although he has also ridden conspicuously at Brook-
lands. His experience is related by-him as follows:

'

' My most exciting ride ?

Well, I have no hesitation

in stating that out of the

400 odd races and record

trials I have been engaged
. in during the past ten years,

one ride alone stands out as

the most exciting and hair-

raising experience of my rac

ing career.
" On April 13th, 1908, I

decided to go out for

world's three lap records for"

single-cylinder machines up
to 200 miles, and continue

up co six hours if conditions

were favourable. The
machine selected was a

single-cylinder ' Matchless-

Jap ' with a cylinder bore

of 85 mm. and a stroke of

75 mm. The brothers

Collier, in company with

'

Colver and a mechanic, came over to the track, and
like the sportsmen they are rendered me every assist-

ance. All being in readiness, a start was made o-n

receiving the necessary signal from the official time-

keeper, Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, at ir.30; the

machine .running well I was soon inside record, only

to be put out of action by a" bent valve stem. Two
other attempts were also fruitless from one cause ami
another, and it was at last decided to dismantle the

machine.

A Final Start.

" The machine was finally assembled and ready for

the final and last attempt about 3.50, the word to
' go ' being given at four o'clock. At the start the

weather was bitterly cold, with a strong N.E. wind
blowing, several hailstorms also making matters worse,
the general conditions being altogether quite un-
favourable from a record breaking point of view.
The machine ran beautifully, and with great regu-
larity, and in accordance with my schedule I got in-

side record at 10 1 miles', "time "2 h.~ 15m. 2i%s., beat-

ing previous best by im. 3s. From this point all three
lap ' records continued to go with monotonous regu-
larity, a stop being made in the meantime at r2o miles
to refill tank and change tyres. No trouble was ex-
perienced with the machine beyond tightening a belt
at 213 miles.

"Soon after 7.30 darkness rapidly enveloped the
track, and by 8 o'clock it was almost impossible to see
the_ bankings ; a kindly signal warned me to stop.
This I neglected, together with ether signals,' and

decided to go on, if possible,

for the full six hours. The
darkness was so intense that

the timekeeper found it im-
possible to see the machine
crossing the line, with the

exception of a i2in. long blue

flame from the open exhaust

of my J. A. P. engine.

Finish in the DarK.
' Two ordinary cycle

lamps were . therefore

brought into use, one being
placed on the outside of the

finishing line, and the other

in the timekeeper's box for

the purpose of obtaining

exact lap times. Speed on
the banking by this time

was a matter for extreme
care. The lights shot by
me each lap, the bankings

being taken at an angle automatically without actu-

ally seeing them, and this for nearly two hours!
" I had the satisfaction, however, of also learning

from the timekeeper that I had beaten Anzani's conti-

nental three lap record by 25 miles and British record

by 17 miles, the figures from 200 miles still standing

for single-cylinder machines on a three lap track."

In the judges' report of the tyre trials in the 1,000

miles the set of Rom tyres fitted to R. C. O. Wells's

3/^ h.p. Bradbury were omitted. These were a 26

x 2 r/;in. cover for the back wheel, fitted en a 2j^in.

rim, and a 2%in. tyre on the front wheel. The type

of tyre used was the combination non-skid. The
judges report that the tube was changed owing to a

puncture, reason not known. The cover on" the back
wheel was weighed at the end of the trial, and showed
a gain of y& oz., arid in the case of the front tyre

2^'oz. loss. The tubes were both in good order.

The front cover was in excellent order, and the back
cover showed a slight wear on the tread, but other-

wise was in excellent condition.
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LIGHT RECIPROCATING PARTS.
THE advantage in increased engine

speed to be gained by light
pistons and connecting rods is

very great, and numbers of firms
have experimented with steel pistons.
We understand from the Oxygen Welding
Works, Ltd., New Summer Street,
Birmingham, that the cause of dissatis-
faction 'in connection' with steel pistons
has been that hot steel stampings have

The Duplex piston ring.

been used. It was explained to us that
when a hot steel stamping is used for

the purpose, considerable expansion takes
place when the piston has been machined
and becomes hot in use owing to the
inequality of the metal. The Oxygen
Welding Works, Ltd., are making the
Simplex patent steel piston from cold

drawn weldless steel tubing, and it is

claimed by thern that this prevents un-
equal expansion owing to the uniformity
of the original steel tube from which the
piston is constructed.
Oxygen welding naturally enters very

largely into the construction of this firm's

patented specialities, the cap of the piston
being welded in to the top of a short
length of tubing, the ears or lugs for the
gudgeon pin being also attached to the
walls of the piston by the same process.

In conjunction with the piston a special
ring is supplied called the Duplex patent.
Examination of this ring is at first some-
what puzzling, because one wonders
how the ring has been made with ground
surfaces on the edges where the two
circles touch. The explanation is simple,

. but it is one that has to be explained
to nearly everyone who sees it for the
first time because slitting and cutting in
connection with piston rings is the first

process that occurs to one.
The Duplex ring is made by taking two

ordinary rings with wide slots and weld-
ing them together after the surfaces have
been ground dead flat. The weld is at
the point marked with dotted line in the
sketch. An ordinary 85 mm. piston
used in a well-known make of motor cycle
was handed to us by Mr. Patrick, the

' firm's representative. This weighed
1 lb. 10 ozs. He then placed in our
hands a Simplex piston of £5 mm. which
weighed 13^ ozs., just about half the '-

weight. Several motor* cyclists have
fitted these pistons to their machines,
and practically every one has found a.

tremendous increase in speed owing to the
lighter parts. Another great, advantage
of the steel piston over a cast iron one
is that when a cast iron piston has been

machined it may be dropped on the
brick or stone floor of the shop, and
being unannealed cast iron, it will imme-
diately break.

If a steel piston be dropped all that
can possibly happen is that it may be
knocked out of truth slightly, which is

eas ly rectified by grinding. The Simplex
piston and Duplex rings are beautifully
finished, and the fii'm are in a position
to supply them to fit any make of motor
cycle on the market.

_^__„__ % -

Hollow connecting rod, made in two h lives and
joined by oxygen welding.

Another interesting and most ingenious
article made by the same firm is the
hollow connecting rod of which we illus-

trate a section cut away to show the
method of construction. This connecting
rod is half the weight of an ordinary
stamping, and is made by pressing the
two

_
halves separately and afterwards

welding them together along the centre,
oxygen welding, of course, being employed
for this purpose. Bosses consisting of
short pieces of steel tubing are inserted
at each end to form supports for the
phosphor bronze bushes. These are als(9
welded into place.

->—aa» <

ENTRIES FOR THE B.M.C.R.C. BROOKLANDS MEETING.
On Saturday next, the 14th inst. , the

above meeting will take place. One of

the principal events is the 160 miles race,

which, it will be remembered, was
postponed from Saturday, August 24th,

and for which the following is a list of

entries

:

Name, cyls., and make. c.c.

H. Martin (1 Martin-Jap) 539
H. C. Newman (1 Ivy-Precision) ... 346
H. Petty (1 Singer) 299
W. A. Jacobs (1 Singer) 299
J. P. Le Grand (1 Singer) 299

S. R, Axford (1 Martin-Jap) ... 493
J. R. Hayes (1 Hayes-Pankhurst) ... 499

J. W. Woodhouse (1 Regal-Precisio
H. C. Mills (1 Green-Precision)
S. F. Garrett (1 Green-Precision)
V. E. Horsman (1 Singer) ...

W. H. Elce (1 Rudge)
W. Stanhope Spencer (1 Rudge)
S. R. Cooke (1 Rudge)
V. Taylor (1 Rudge]
C. R. Martin (1 triumph) ...

W. Edmondson (1 Triumph)
W. Dewar (1 Triumph)
J. R. Haswell (1 Triumph) ...

Alf. Miller (1 Premier)—
. Hatcher (1 Premier)

J. Oliphant (1 Premier)

n) 499 J- L. E. Emerson (1 Norton)
499 A. B. T. Bashall (2 Douglas)
499 J. T. Bashall (2 Douglas) ...

499 S. Wright (2 Humber)
499 C. Hobbs (2 Humber)
499 S. W. Phillpott (2 Humber) ...

499 H. E. Govett (2 Humber) ...

499 J. Harrison Watson (2 Humber)
499 A. E. Woodman (2 Humber)
499 R. Nison (2 N.U.T.)
499 H. Mason (2 N.U.T.)
499 H. H. Clark (2 Corah-Moser)
499 S. R. Axford (2 Martin-Jap)
499 H. V. Colver (2 Enfield) ...

499 H. H. Huckle (2 Zenith-Jap)

490
345

345
350
?«5

345
345

345

340

350

347

344
498

348

494

A NEW SIDECAR, built for Monsieur Chartier Desvarennes, president of the M.C.C. do France. The body Is of basketwork, with a wind-cutting front and side

door. A miniature Cape cart hood is fitted, and a wind screen which allows the passenger to enier the sidecar while the screen is fixed in position. Tae screen is

permanently attached to the hood and buttoned to the sidecar front when the hood is brought forward.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Waterproof Glue.

Sir,—(1.) Soak glue in water and when soft pour off

excess of water, melt the softened material and add bi-

chromate of potash (one ounce melted in half a pint of water),

keep in the dark till required, melt by heat and apply.

(2.) Make glue with linseed oil instead of water in the
ordinary way. MUDPLUGGER.

Pen-y-BaU Hill-climb.

Sir,—On examining results of the Mersey M.C. hill-climb

at Pen-y-Ball in your paper, August 8th, 1912, I notice you
say the only adult passenger was Mrs. Baxter, who went up
in a Williamson and sidecar, and the other competitors

carried local children. This is hardly correct. I entered my
8 h.p. 1911 Matchless and sidecar and gained the club's

silver medal for members, and my passenger was Mr. W. J.

Derbyshire, whose weight is about eleven stones. I would
not take a child because of the risk.

ALBERT MARSTON.

Combined Chain and Belt Drive.

Sir,—1 have been prevented from answering " Ixion's

"

few remarks on my previous letter before this, and trust I am
not yet too late to be allowed to do so.

It seems that "Ixion" has missed the main argument of

that letter. I asked why it was necessary to retain the belt

in this " two stage drive "—why not complete the improve-
ment and adopt the complete chain drive?

I still hold the view that the belt is the weakest part of

the combined drive, and " Ixion " does not dispute the point.

His claim that the greater popularity of the belt proves it to

be the best form of drive is no argument at all in its favour.

The popularity of the belt has nothing to do with the belt'

I

fitness as a drive. The belt has always been popular, and
will remain so for some time. Its popularity is due to several

causes quite separated from its own achievements. The first

is its cheapness in first cost, the second is that when new ii

serves the purpose of showing off the capabilities of an engin!

in a short race or hill-climb equally as well as does a chain,

but its life is very short in comparison, but more machine!

are sold by what they have done on the race track or hill-

climbs than by their " road worthiness." Thirdly, the makers
will still continue to boom the belt in preference to the chain

because of its slight saving in first cost to them. In this the
press has generally upheld them, for what reason I cannot
understand. [As far as we are concerned we deny this.

—

Ed.]

In the past the only chain-driven machines procurable were
either non-racing machines, or ones that had defective chain

drives—no. slip clutches. To-day things have altered, the

chain, notvyithstanding these setbacks, is becoming more
common every day. I can think offhand of sixteen makers
who are making a chain-driven model, and probably there

are more. Some of these do not fit slip clutches, which is a

mistake. This fitting is as desirable to a chain drive as a
correct belt angle on belt and pulley is to the belt drive.

These remarks refer to the direct belt drive.

Coming now to the combined drive. The first cause of the

belt's popularity disappears. The combined drive and the

chain drive, cost practically the same. Then why should the

makers, if they are at last going to spend the money, give up
the more durable and consistent drive? That is my point.

In a great measure I think the makers will not go right at

the chain drive because the average motor cyclist has been
schooled by the press and hearsay so continuously that the

general ignorance in regard to chain drive would affect their

sales. There are only a few firms with strong enough convic-
tions to make cliain-driven machines only, and of these the
ones that have gone in for the racing side of motor cycling
have carried off the most trying records—the T.T. and the
Grand Prix of France. The chain has had a certain amount
to do with these results.

" Ixion's " reasons for the growing popularity of the com-
bined drive are erroneous. The main cause for this is the
growing popularity of the gear box speed gear, and the im-
possibility of using the belt between the engine and the gear
box. As a further illustration of the fallacy of " Ixion's

"

popularity idea, you have only to go back a few years when
the magneto was in a very small minority. The accumulator
was the more popular, and, I suppose, " Ixion " would say it

was better in consequence. To-day, of course, the magneto
is more popular, and has always been better than the accu-

mulator from the very first day it was put on the market.
The two systems are to-day practically the same as they were
seven or eight years ago. The motor cycling public are longer

in discovering the superiority of chain drive, although its

superiority has been before them for at least nine years.

"Ixion" says he once had to adjust his chain eight times
in a month. This was very evidently not due to any defect

in the chain drive, as he infers, but to the fact that his back
wheel spindle waveither badly fitted or badly made. Such a
fault on a belt-driven machine of " Ixion's," I suppose, would
be traced to the correct cause right away.
There are one or two other points in " Ixion's " reply I

should like to criticise, but I think this is alreadv too long a
letter. T. F. MAW.

The Definition of Cyclecars.

Sir,—I notice in your issue of the 29th ult. an article

describing the Singer Motor Company's so-called cyclecar.

I think most people who know anything about the subject

A proof of the lightweight of the Singer cyclecar chassis.

will agree that it is unfair to describe it as a cyclecar. From
the illustrations it appears to be a. beautiful piece of work,
and I am not saying anything against the car as a car, but I

want to bring home to those interested the fact that there

is still something lacking in the definition of a cyclecar when
a perfect motor car in miniature is labelled with the same
name. JOHN D. ROWLAND,
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Wear of Clutche?.

Sir,—We note in your article on change speed gears the

writer says that a properly designed clutch should last a sea-

son or 5.003 miles. It may interest, you to know that the

clutch on the Vcloce test machine, that is our patent two-

speed gear engine with forced lubrication, has now run 7,(X0

miles. Out of this distance, probably 1,000 miles with a

sidecar, and is to-day as good as ever.

We also notice our name mentione.l in an article on lubri-

cation. There has not been the slightest hitch with the

Veloce test machine, and, as mentioned in the article, the

lubrication is persec. VELOCE, LTD.

Reliability of Belts.

Sir,—Evidently your correspondent, Mr. Sharrock, has not

been fortunate in his choice of belts. I have a lgin. Dunlop
which has dona 2,300 miles on a 6 h.p. Matchless- and sidecar

by speedometer. It has not broken yet, and has only been
shortened twice. There is not a crack in it, and it looks

good for a long distance yet. HA 218.

The Lubrication of Two-stroke Engines.

Sir,—In your report of the recent Six Days' Trials you
comment on the smoking propensities of the two-stroke

machines.
Undoubtedly, excessive oil consumption is the besetting sin

of this type of engine. In their endeavour to ensure a regular

supply of oil makers of these machines fit an automatic lubri-

cating device, but the success of this is to a large extent

nullified by retaining the frame tubes as an oil reservoir.

These tubes represent a tank of a capacity of less than a

quart with a superficial area of only a few square inches, but '

with a height of 14in. to 15in., consequently the oil level

rapidly descends, giving a constantly decreasing pressure

at the outlet to the engine. It thus follows that if the con-

trolling arrangement is correctly adjusted when the oil tubes

are, say, half full, with the' tubes filled the engine sucks more
than it should and vice versa.

With the idea of maintaining a more even oil pressure over
a longer period I fitted to a 1912 machine an oil tank behind
the petrol tank in the space immediately under the saddle.

This havirg a lunge surface would hold a quart of oil in a

depth of 3^in. , and gave a much more regular supply of oil

to the crank cases over several hundred miles without re-

adjustment.
After a comparatively small mileage (about 800 miles) one

of the packing glands on the crankshaft ceased to be com-
pression-tight, and the automatic, lubrication on that side was
upset altogether. When these glands fail the oil drawn in

by the suction stroke is ejected on to the chains by the

succeeding compression stroke and very little gets into the
crank case at all.

CH. STUART BIRT.

The Wear of Bearings. Importance of Efficient Lubrication.

Sir,—An article under the above heading, signed
"A.U.D.C.," appeared in The Motor Cycle for August fcdih.

This article contained a reference to the Veloce and the
W.D. machine. One of the former machines was referred

to as having been dismantled after having done much work,
and reference was made to the absence of wear in the bear-

ings a. id of carbon deposit in the cylinder. The writer
then went on as follows :

" Here, then, is the problem
already solved—forced lubrication under a pressure of 10
lbs. per square inch is employed, and bearing wear vanishes
to a negligible amount."

While in no way wishing to detract from the merits of

this machine, the makers' description of the engine shows
that ball bearings are employed on the main engine-shaft

and gearshafts. and the oil is mechanically fed into the

gearshafts, whence it is flung on to the big end of the
connecting rod. the circuit is open-ended, and there can
be little or no pressure. So that the writer's statement,
althuugli applicable to the W.I), engine, does not apply in

the case of the Veloce. We believe we are right in saying
that the former engine is the only motor cycle engine
employing a complete system of forced i <icn'i""i t" all

the engine bearings. W.D. MOTORS.

Sir,—The short article by "A.G.D.C." on this subject

struck me as being very sound, but he does not go quite far

enough, and suggest how forced lubrication is to be adopted
with ths present type of motor cycle engine.

I have long held the opinion that tha only satisfactory

way is to drop the old-fashioned built-up crank design and go

in for a solid crankshaft drilled for lubrication and an outside

flywheel. Only in this way is it possible to get bearings

large enough to stand up for 10.000 qr so without some wear.

There would b-e the further advantage that white metal could

be used in the big end bearings, and moreover the amateur
could take his engine apart and reassemble . it without
recourse to a lathe to centre up his crank and flywheels as is

necessary at present.

It can be shown that the solid crank design does not- mean
increased weight—rather the reverse 'lhere is a gr-it deal

of useless weight (from the point of view of utility as

flywheels) in the present inside flywheel, which has to be

made rather heavy at the web on account of the ends of the

crank pin being fixed therein.

With an outside flywheel no such necessity arises—the web
can be made lighter and nearly all the weight concentrated

in the rim, where it is of the greatest advantage in making
a smooth and slow running engine. With the use of variable

gear, the necessity- for the engine to b-e able to run slowly

when the machine is stationary is obvic.s. But how f -w

engines can, and what an unpleasant "racing" is usually

beard. Here the outside flywheel scores tremendously.
In this connection I may mention an ingenious oil pump

for forced lubrication which it seems to me, would be

A single geared 3£
h.p. Ivy-Prec's'on

sidecar (H. C.

Newman driv ng)

in (hs pa.senger
class at the

. Coventry and
W a r w i c k s hire

M.C. Open Hill

climb. The
standing start rule

pre ven t ed t*e

single geared

mounts scoring,

a: many seconds

were lost in
starting the
machines. Note

the passenger's

position.
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admirably adapted tor a motor cycle engine with one-piece

drilled crankshaft.

It is embodied in a certain make of two-cycle petrol

stationary engine of the displaced pump type known as the

Richards engine. It consists of a small oscillating valveless

pump situated inside the oil sump, from which it draws oil,

and driven by an eecentri' formed on the crankshaft. This

eccentric and its strap are made to act as the necessary

valve. The oil passes up the hollow pump spindle into the

eccentric, otrap, where a "hollow "is formed for its reception.

As the eccentric moves round, this hollow registers with a

hole drilled in the eccentric, and the oil is forced through
this hole and thence into the shaft and so to the bearings.

1 know, from personal experience, that this system works
admirably; there is an entire absence of external oil pipes,

all the apparatus being inside the sump. Regulation of How
is obtained by a needle valve throttling the pump suction

operated by a milled nut from the outside

There is no douht that motor cycle engines do wear their

bearings out far too quickly, and there is every reason why
they should, with the crude lubrication system makers still

cling to.

The only way is to get the flywheels out of the crank case,

where they only serve to starve the bearings of oil. . It is

disappointing to see new firms entering the motor cycle field

and still sticking to the old hand lubrication. I do not con-

sider the use of a sight feed pump drip in conjunction with

the hand punip any improvement at all. The most urgent

reform necessary to-day is the improvement of the lubrication

system. Who nowadays would look at a car with only a

hand oil pump? Yet in 1912 makers are not ashamed to ask

£60 for a machine fitted with this obsolete apparatus.
P.W.M.

A Strange Proceeding.

Sir,—The letter in last week's issue of The Motor Cycle

signed "H. Percival" is really quite alarming. May I ask

if he has really stated all the material facts? If so, as a

motor cyclist T s-vmonthise with him, and as a solicitor would

tell him that the learned J. P. had no more right to extort

money from him with threats than a highway robber has.

It is, to my mind, a monstrous abuse of petty authority,

and I am surprised that anyone should submit to it, even

though it emanate from a carriage and pair. Motorists

already contribute sufficient to the maintenance of our

national tribunals of justice to entitle them to be heard and

receive proper judicial consideration therein. E.C.B.

Cornering in Cyclecars.

Sir,
—" Ixion," writing in last week's issue of The Motor

Cycle, makes a statement with regard to cyclecars which

we cannot allow to pass uncorrected. He states that the

driver of a cyclecar must not corner on these light vehicles

as daringly as he would on a small car weighing 10 to 15

cwts. We have little experience with other cyclecars, but

with regard to the G.W.K. cyclecar this statement is most
emphatically wrong. We believe that it is practically im-

possible to turn one of these cars over in taking a corner

fast. We have made repeated attempts to see if we can

get these cars to tip, and - have so far only succeeded in

wrenching the tyres off the wheels.

By our method of suspending the engine low down in the

frame and seating the passenger also low down, there is

. not the least sensation of tipping, however fast a corner is

taken, and the danger of upsetting a G.W.K. is not- so

great as of upsetting a heavier car, after having been in

the habit of driving one of our small cars, by taking the

cornel's at the same speed that one can safely do with ;i

G.W.K. G.W.K. , LTD.

Sir,—Regarding " Ixion's' warning re cyclecars in

your paper last week, I would like to say that he is quite

in error, as several of the four-wheel type I have tried are

! quite free from anything of the sort.

The Rollo I had was quite good at corner work, and while
one does not advocate fast driving round corners, it sometimes
happens that a smart move of this sort would save an
accident.

I think you should correct this so as to give the public-

confidence, and if you have doubt in the matter, I would
be willing, in the interests of the public, to give a demon
stration anywhere. DENIS ROUND.

ZO39

The Judges' Report on the Six Days' Reliability Trials.

Sir,—lie judges' report ci the Six Days' Reliability Trials
the judges say, " Excessively long belts used on such machines
as the Duocar would appear to be a likely source
of trouble, owing to the tendency under certain roads and
driving conditions towards undue oscillation and possible
twisting of the belts." Now we have not had the slightest
trouble with our belts at all, and have never experienced
such things as twisting of the belts when driving, or undue
oscillation. It is because our belts are longer than those
used on a motor cycle that we get better results from them,
because, as everybody knows, the short drive employed on
a motor cycle is greatly to the disadvantage of the belt, but
this extra length, combined with large pulleys on the counter-
shaft, removes many of the objections to the useful and
reliable employment of belt transmission.
We would respectfully suggest to the judges that their

criticism merely represents words and not 'actual facts, and
they have no_ data before them on which to base such
remarks. It is open to anyone to suggest that anything
can be "a likely source of trouble," but the proof of the
pudding lies in the eating, and the belt drive as fitted by
us gives us 'no trouble and amply fulfils and justifies its
existence. DUO-CARS, LTD.
[We- have received a very similar letter from Mr. L. F. c 3

Peyrecane.

—

Ed.]

A "No Tool" Contest.
Sir,—Now that multiple speed gears have rendered even

the third-rate motor cycle an infallible hill-climber, and
the legal speed limit prevents the engines from being
severely tried on the road, some further penalties in the
A.C.U. competitions are absolutely essential if the awards
of the Union are to have any value in the eyes of the public.
Why not try and wean the motor cycle from the grimy,

grease and mud-stained hands of the professional and
amateur mechanics, who appear to be the only people who
can be relied upon to do a motor cycle credit. A motor car
will easily run 10,000 miles without adjustment on the
road. Surely it is not too much to ask that the motor cycle
shall do one-tenth of this distance without the use of a
spanner, after the morning overhaul ?

I suggest that the next six days' trial be a "no tool"
test. All adjustments could be painted over at the com-
mencement of the test with enamel of a special colour, or
sealed where advisable, and a mark or two could be
deducted for each nut showing the scratch of a spanner.
The tyre test should be developed with a weight or price
limit. RIDER.
[Our correspondent is rather severe; we thought the recent.

1,000 miles trials more stringent than any car trials we
have witnessed.

—

Ed.]

A well known and popular motor cyclist in Birmingham, Gordon E. Craig,
who, in addition to being an enthusiastic motor cyclist, is the manager of the
Grand Theatre, Birmingham. The photograph depicts his machine, an 8 h.p.
Matchless and sidecar, passing tnrougb the Wych Cutting, over the Malvern
Hills. The occunant of the sidecar is Mr. Craig's mother.

B5
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Streatham and District Annual Hill-climb
AT TITSEY HILL: PROVISIONAL RESULTS.

Formula.

Rex Mundy (Z% Doughs) ...

R. Holloway (2£ Premier) ...

H. C. Newman (2j Ivy) ...

Figure of merit
338
288
241

i

Time.
Rex Mundy (2j Douglas).
H. C. Newman (2± Ivy).

V. Wilberforce (2J Douglas).

One oi the competitors at full spe*>d near the start. The photograph gives a
good idea of the S bend.

THE Streatham and District Club were favoured with
a fine day for their annual open hill-climb. -The
venue of the climb had been kept secret till the last

moment, and most of the competitors first discovered

while weighing in at Godstone that the well-known Titsey

Hill had been chosen—a hill of considerable length and said

to reach a maximum gradient of ,1 in 6.

Close to the foot of the hill lies the village church, and
it so happened that a wedding was taking place while the

climb was in progress. We hope that the service was not

disturbed by the roar of the competing machines, and that

the cheer which greeted the happy pair as they left the

church may be some consolation for any inconvenience that

they may have suffered. Results :

Class I. Touring machines not exceeding 350 c.c.

First up was Wilberforce (2| Douglas), who made a fast

ascent. McNab, on a similar machine, was not so fast, his

machine was missing slightly and appeared slightly too high
geared on top. Newman (Ivy-Precision) made a character-

, istic climb, -his speed as usual being great. Next came
Holloway (Premier), who made a fine climb on the smaihst
machine in the entry. A. G. Daw (S.I.A.M.T.) appeared
to be suffering from belt slip and stopped. What appeared
to be quite the fastest climb in this class was made by R.
G. Mundy on a 21 Douglas. Results :

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

Class II. Touring machines between 400 c.c. and 500 c.c.

Formula.
A. Draper (3£ W.D.) led the way with a good touring

aseent, S. R. Axford (3^ Martin) was very fast, and with
R. Croucher (3^ Kerry-Abingdon) and .Barnes (3£ Zenith)
appeared faster than the rest. Tessier (3^ Bat) came up well
and quickly, and .Crawley (Triumph) thowed up well. The
3 h.p. twin Hazlewood, ridden by Beghy, was very quiet.

Results :

Formula.
1. S. R. Axford (34 Martin) 428
2. R. Croucher (3^ Kerry-Abingdon) ... ... 323
3. S. Crawley (oj Triumph) „ 311

Time.
1. S. R. Axford (3i Martin).
2. S. Crawley (3^ Triumph).
3. R. Croucher (3^ Kerry-Abingdon).

Class III. Machines as Class II. Time.
Axford, who had dene so well in the previous class, did

not come up, and we heard a rumour that he had been
disqualified for riding a stripped machine. Croucher (Kerry-
Abingdon), Weatherilt (3£ Zenith), Tessier (3£ Batl. Clark.

(31 Corah), and Newman (3i_ Ivy-Precision) all made fast

climbs. Results

:

Time.
1. S. Crawley (3J, Triumph).

6 \ R. Croucher (34 Kerry-Abingdon).
•"/ K. H. Clark (34 Corah).

Class IV. Touring rn.achir.3s between 500 and 1,000 c.c.

Formula.
The big Zeniths made a fine show, Barnes and Griffith

going great guns, while there appeared to be very little

difference between the pace of the Hunter brothers, mounted,
G. F. on a 7 Zenith, and A. R. on a 5 Zenith. A da Silveira

(7 Indian) appeared to be overgeared, a mistake which was
common throughout the day. Results :

Formula.
1. A. R. Hunter (5 Zenith) 301
2. S. T. Tessier (4£ Bat) ... 273
3. G. Griffith (8 Zenith) ... ' 242

A competitor

rounding the first

bend of Titsey

Hill. The curious

position of driver

and passenger

will be noted,

the f r m e r ap-

parently riding

side-saddle.

00
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Streatham and Disliict Annual ITU-climb.—

S. T. Tessier (34 h.p. Bat-Japi travelling well in the 500 c.c. class.

Time.

1. S. T. Tessier (4£ Bat).

2. A. R. Hunter (5 Zenith).

3. G. F. Hunter (7 Zenith).

Class V. Any machine not exceeding 350 c.c. Time.

In this class Wilberforce and Mundy were the most notice-

able. A new machine, the 2| Caeco, ridden by H. P. Storey,

made its debut in this class. Unfortunately, it appeared

to be suffering from over-lubrication, but, though misfiring

badly, it made quite a fast ascent. The engine was a 2|
overhead valve J.A.P., and was mounted in a racing frame
just big enough to surround it. It had no exhaust pipe,

and was fitted with a Longuemare carburetter. Its appear-

ance was striking—so was its exhaust. Results

:

Time.
1. Rex Mundy (2| Douglas).
2. H. C. Newman (2£. Ivy).

3. H. P. Storey (2|- Caeco).

Class VI. Any machine up to 500 c.c. Time.
Axford again put in an appearance, and made a very fast

climb, as did Tessier, Newman, and Mundy. Soresby
(L.M.C.) and P. Hamshar (Eagle) both seemed to be over-
geared. E. W. Russel had a strange exhaust pipe fitted

to his 3£ Rover; it extended to the rear of the machine,
and was brought up under the carrier, being flattened at
the end and drilled all over. Results

:

Time.
1. S. R. Axford (3£' Martin).
2. 8. Crawley (3£ Triumph).
3. S. T. Tessier (5{ Bat).

Class VII. Any machine up to 1,000 c.c. Time.

Barnes (8 Zenith) made a fine climb and Tessier (4£ Bat)
was very fast. Newman,- this time on a 3£ Ivy, made a
good ascent and then came H. Reed (8 Dot). After his
performance last week at the Coventry and Warwickshire
[.•lirab we expected something sensational. He got away with
a roar, but as he passed us we noticed a slight miss, which
sounded rather like too little petrol. As he went out of
sight he cut out or else his engine faltered, we were unable
to determine which, and. this continued intermittently to
the end of his climb. We missed Holloway's 3£ Premier,
which had been smashed up by a cart backing into it. Or.

F. Hunter started well, but his engine began to misfire
badly, and we suspected that the petrol was not turned on,
as we saw his hand by the tap, and almost immediately
the machine shot away again. A. R. Hunter dropped on
to one cylinder before he was half way up, and continued
the climb in this condition. Another fine ascent was made
by the rider of an 8 Zenith. Results

:

Time.
1. F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith), fastest time of day.
2. S. T. Tessier (3£ Bat).
3. E. D. Johnson (8 Bat).

1042

Class VIII. Sidecar machines, passenger to weigh not

less than ten stones. Formula.

Barnes, as usual, tore up the hill. B. l'attison and C. F.

Malkin, both on 3£ h.p. Triumphs and sidecar, made fine

climbs, the latter being the faster of the two. K> H. Clark

(3i h.p. Corah) had geared his machine too low, with the

result that the belt bottomed and slipped, causing him to

stop about half-way up. Results :

Formula and time.

1. F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith sc.) ...

2. G. F. Hunter (7 Zenith sc.) ...

3. G. Griffith (8 Zenith sc.)

Figure of merit.

... 235

... 212

... 180

Class IX. Cyclecars. Formula.

There were five entries for this class, and only the Roilo

failed to appear. It was difficult to say which was the fastest

ascent, but all the ..machines passed going well. R. F.

Messervy carried a mustard tin as a mascot. Results :

Formula a.nd time.
Figure of merit.

1. J.'T. Wood (G.W.K.) 100

2. Auto-Carrier (A.C.) '.. 61

3. R. Messervy (Duo) 50

Class X. Variably geared touring machines up to 1,000 c.c.

Formula.

Tessier, Mundy, and Griffith made the most noticeable

ascents, though the smaller machines performed remarkably
well for their size. A long wait and much amusement was
caused during this class by a large motor van sticking on the

hill. It required much hard pushing by some of the

spectators to get it up, and one marshall preceded it with an
official red flag. Throughout the day much inconvenience

was caused by the traffic on the hill, and it is a pity a more
secluded hill could not have been found. However, the hill

has so many advantages that they counterbalance this one
grave defect. Results :

Formula.
Figure of merit.

1. F. W. Barnes (2£ Zenith) 174
2. Rex Mundy (2| Douglas) 150

,

3. S. T. Tessier (3£ Bat) 124

Time.
1. G. Griffith (8 Zenith).

2. S. T. Tessier (3£ Bat).

3. Rex Mundy (2| Douglas).
The formula used was that recommended by The Motor

W
CxT

W
Cycle, ,- rpr, except in Class X., were the formula

was tried.

For the purpose of preventing the addition of extra weight

with a view to improving the figure of merit on formula, the

Streatham and District Club allowed only 140 lbs. to count

in Class I., 200 lbs. in Class II., and 250 lbs. in Class IV.,

no matter what the machines weighed.

F. W. flames making a last ascent on his 31 n.p. Zenith.
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STREATHAM AND DISTRICT ANNUAL
HILL-CLIMB.

(Left) S. R. Axiom (Ms.itln.-Jao), who won
Class li. on time ana .or nuia,

(Right) Rex Muddy (2j h.p. Djujias,, who
set up a similar perljrmanoe in Ciass 1.

Flying Kilometre Speed Trials.
The members of the Sheffield and Hallamshire and Leeds

Motor Cycle Clubs held a very interesting speed competition
on the 7th inst. in Stapleton Park, the private grounds, of
Mr. Hope Barton, Pontefract. Electrical timing was used;
Results

:

Class I. (standard lightweights).—1, J. Haslam, Sheffield

(2| Douglas) ; 2, Fred K. Langton, Leeds (2J Hazlewood),
Class 111. (standard singles).—1, S. Sawer (34 Premier);

2. T. W. B. Durant, Sheffield (34 Norton).
Class IV. (T.T. singles).—1, Chas. Benn, Leeds (34

Triumph); 2, T. W. B. Durant, Sheffield (34 Norton).

Class V. (standard multi-cylinders, unlimited capacity).—

1, J. Haslam, Sheffield (6 Zenith) ; 2, F. W. Roberts, Leeds

(6 Zenith).
Class VI. (T.T. multi-cylinders, unlimited cap^citv).—1,

F. R. Roberts, Leeds (6 Zenith); 2, J. Haslam, Sheffield (6

Zenith).

Class VII. (single-cylinder -sidecar machines).—1, J. J.

Kelly, Sheffield (34 Bradbury); 2, W. S, Clarke, Sheffield

(34 Rudge).
Class VIII. (twin-cylinder sidecar machines).—1, C. P

Finn, Leeds (6 Enfield) ; .2, J. Haslam, Sheffield (6 Zenith)

Group of members, and friends of the Leeds and Sheffield and Hailamshire M.C.C.'s at tho inter-club speed trials in Stapleton P?rk.

A West of England Inter-club Match.
The Bristol M.C.C. and the Bath M.C.C. had an inter-

club match on Saturday, the. 7th inst., over a non stop course

of forty-seven miles in the neigbbourhonrl <>f Bath in which
about fifteen hills were observed, all with single figure

gradients; more severe than Thursday's route in the Six

Days' Trials. The result was a win for the Bath Club, in

coiisequem-e of which the Bristol team, as losers, had to pay
for their own and the winners' dinners.

J. B. Kellar, Bristol, was only one-fifth of a second out on
checks, H. Clement completed course on a 4± to 1 gear, and

C. J. Taylor, weighing 17 stones, on a Scott, completed course

non stop.

Bath team—C. C. Wills (34 Triumph). H. L. Bush (34

Scott). C. J. Taylor .(3§ Scott), R. T. G. Kelly (3£ Scott),

A. G. Hayward (4 Singer), W. H. Grant (34 Rover three

speed), and A. Hopkins (5 Clyno and sc.)

Bristol team.—H. Wasley (2| Douglas). P. Grout (4$
' Quadrant), E. P. Haskins (34 T.T. Singer), T. P. Davies

(34 Rudge -Multi), J. B. Kellar (34 Triumph), H. Clement

(34 T.T. Singer), and T. Ball (8 Williamson and sc.)
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INTERNATIONAL CUP RACE IN FRANCE.
SUCCESS OF BRITISH MACHINES.

THE START FROM LE MANS.

W. H. Bashail (2-J h.p. Douglas) and a twin Peugeot rider about to be started.

. W-. W. Douglas will be seen on Bashall's le£t.

DOWN in the West' of France, in the important

"provincial town of Le Mans, there exists a

sporting organisation known as the Automobile

Club de la Sarthe et de l'Ouest, which is responsible

;or the event we are about to report and the Grand
;Prix de France, which will be dealt with in to-morrow's

tytocar. The town is en fete, and its inhabitants are

exhibiting symptoms of that delightful form of lunacy

Ivhich attacks all Frenchmen on such occasions. The
'examination of the motor cycles took place this

norning in the big public square. A few paving

jitones were pulled up, a space was
1

railed off, and
ioon the vicinity became a .seething mass of happy
responsible people who took the liveliest interest in

i:he goings on. Racing motor bicycles and racing

notor cars careered round, making the town resound

vith the noise of their exhausts. Later in the day a

•acing Bedelia, which showed" itself capable of the

nost unearthly din, went three times round the Place

Two of the sidecar machines waiting for the wora " Partez."

de la Republique for a trial trip. People rushed

madly hither and thither to. escape its mad gyrations,

but they did not care a straw, and while such behaviour

in Englard would have caused the offender to be

run in, here the greatest interest was evoked.. .

Of the thirty-five starters, eleven ride machines of

British origin, three represent America, while the other

nationality represented besides France is Germany.
The English riders report that the short triangular

course is so easy as to be difficult. This seems para-

doxical, but as the course is devoid of hills or severe

corners the machines will have to be driven hard all

the time as at Brooklands. Near the start the surface

is rough, but the remainder is excellent.

At an early hour Le Mans was awake, at six o'clock

the course was closed, and at a quarter to Ave left for

the Tribune on the gallant little Douglas, which had
carried us all the way from Dieppe on the previous

day.

Starting the

cyclecars. Two

Bedelias ana a

Cohendet. The

latter is the

machine on the

right.

BIJ
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W. D. South (Rudge) at the replenishing depot at Le Mns. South was
seccnd with an average speed of 47$ m.p.h.

Excellent Organisation.

The stands were opposite the depots, and above the

latter towered the great scoring board. At the start

the weather was excellent. Several interesting facts

-_are to be recorded. One of the Terrots carried a Con-

tinental air bottle containing. sufficient compressed air

to pump up ten 24 x 3% in. tyres and weighing about 2

lbs. English improvements are manifesting them-

selves slowly on French machines. On the Alcyon

and others one noticed handle-bar control and belt

rim brakes, but the Rene Gillet still keeps to auto-

matic inlet valves.

The arrival of the Douglas team created some sen-

sation. W. Douglas arrived with Phillips on the

carrier, and \V. H. Bashall turned up with his carrier

loaded with enormous petrol funnels. His machine
was fitted with a large pad or cushion on the top tube

against which he could lean. The Terrots were neat

looking machines with single cylinder engines. The
cylinders are inclined and have horizontal fins. The
Rene Gillet sidecar machine was fitted with a N.S. U.

gear. The men were started at half-minute intervals,

the only absentees being two Griffon riders, one ,of

whom had been called out to do his military sendee-,

and the. other who had had a slight accident during

practice, the Wanderer, and two Triumphs.

The Start.

All the British machines started well. Bashall's

and Kickham's Douglases were noisy, but Bailey's

was notably quieter. Hardly had the last man left

before the Bedelia, driven by Devaux, came past the

post. Unfortunately in most cases the numbers were

illegible, so the progress of the race was most difficult

for a stranger to follow. The men carried numbers on

their backs, and 'often wrapped tubes round them, so

that they could not be seen. Both the Rudges and

the Douglas were going well and Taylor was going

at a good speed. Pean's Peugeot was two minutes

faster than Bashall in the first round. Franquebalme
(Terrot) stopped near the depot, restarted, and then

came back the wrong way of the course, much to the

annoyance of the officials. His trouble lay in his oil

pump. Grapperon's New Hudson had evidently

punctured, as he slowed up at the depot on his second

round and picked up a tube. In his second lap,

Diosi (Rene Gillet) stopped at the depot to clean

his carburetter. The Douglas team had an interesting

system of signalling. Each man was' allotted 1

certain colour, for example Bashall red and Bailey

blue. The exhibition of a flag of, say, red denoted

it was time for Bashall to fill up at the next lap.

Every man had to dolhis own filling up and adjust-

ments.

As the course was a very short one, the times of

every two laps were posted. Kick-ham stopped at the

end of his fifth lap to fill up, and spent a few

minutes adjusting his inlet tappet. Several French

riders arrived at the depot at the same time. On his

second round, Vanella (R.G.) stopped and spent some
time adjusting his back wheel bearing. Bloch (R.G.)

arrived with his mudguard loose and his band brake

out of gear.

It is reported that Perrin was riding what was practi-

cally a pedal cycle frame, and it is said that it broke.

He was slightly hurt. Taylor had been delayed by a

broken valve and punctures.

In the passenger class Bourbeau's Bedelia main-

tained its lead, but Devaux was unable to steer a

straight course.

Devay passing through Le Mans. Note the way is which the courso

is barricaded.

Bailer (Douglas) passing the grand stand. This rider finished third,

covering the course in Sh.-19m.2is.

B14
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Pean (twin Peugeot), a consistent performer in French competitions.

He was fourth.

Fourth Lap.

m. s.

Perrin (Peugeot) ...\

Devay (Triumph)/
Dubose (R.G.)
Bailey (Douglas) . ..

South
Taylor
Pean

Devay (Triumph)
Dubose (R.G.)

South (Rudge)

Devay (Triumph)
South' (Rudge)
Bashall (Douglas)

Devay (Triumph)
South (Rudge)
Pean (Peugeot)

Devay (Triumph)
South (Rudge)
Pean (Peugeot)

55 1

56 59

57 30

Eighth Lap
h. m. s.

1 48 36
1 54 22
1 54 51

.Twelfth
2 43 8

2 50 27
2 57 15

(Rudge)
(Rudge)

^Peugeot)

m. s.

57 38
57 58
59 45

Bailey (Douglas)
Peart (Peugeot) ...

Bashall (Douglas)

.. Lap.
Gabriel (Triumph)...
Pean (Peugeot)
Dubose (R.G.)

Sixteenth Lap.
3 tii 45 I Tavlor (Rudge)
3 45 28 Bailey (Douglas) ...

3 £2 26 | Cuzeau (R.G.)

Twentieth
-

Lap.

]i.

1 55 41

1 56 55
1 57 38

4 33 6
4 42 19
4 51 40

Bailey (Douglas)
Dubose (R.G.)
Cuzeau (R.G.)

59 30"

52 37
54 19

57
57 9

4 31

52 25
55 55
4 32

1045

The fastest lap was made by Devay (Triumph) in

12m. 54s., while -South (Rudge) made second fastest

lap— 13m. 29s.

British Success.
The race resulted in a glorious British victor}'.

The winning machine needs no praise from us. It

was an absolutely standard model but minus a front

brake, and was splendidly handled by the plucky and
skilful Devay. At the grandstand there was nothing

much in the way of excitement until near the finish

Taylor came by at a terrific rate, and shortly returned

the wrong way of the course on the rim, quickly

detached the wheel from. South 's machine, which had
just arrived, and dashed off to finish seventh. Bailey

broke two tappets, had -the carburetter slide jam,

and broke a control wire.' Bashall broke a valve' in

the last lap, and another valve broke earlier in the day
which jammed in the guide. Scott suffered a broken

top tube, but finished ninth. It was a great race, and
Great Britain has to congratulate herself on the

Triumph, Rudge, and Douglas machines finishing first,

second and third.

Result.

Machine aril rider.

Triumph (Devay) «b X
Rudge (South) '. 85 x 88
Douglas, 2-eyl. (Bailey) ... 61 x 60
Peugeot, 2-cyl. (Pean) ... 56 x 70
Terrot (Cuzeau) 68 x .95

Douglas, 2-cyl. (Kickham) 61 x 60
Rudge (Taylor) 85
Peugeot, 2-cyl. (Devaux) 56
Rudge (Scott) , 85
Indian (Steibel) ...

Triumph (Gabriel)

Douglas, 2-cyl. (Bashall)

Alcyon i(Stofi'el)

Rene Giilet. 2-cyl. (Bloch)

Bedelia, 2-cyl. (Bourbeau)
Bedelia, 2-cyl. (Devaux) ...

The team prize was awarded

Avera ga
Bore nnd Time speed
stroke. h. m. s Kms m.ph,

85 x 88 5 6 54 78 :

61
56
64
80
80

x aa

x 70
x 88

82.5 x 93
" x 88

x 60
xlOO
x 76
xlOO
XlOO

to the Rudge team
(-19 points), with Douglas second (21 points).

The machines were divided into three principal

classes, viz., up to 250 c.c, 350 c.c, and 500 c.c, but

all ran together for the cup. In the passenger class

Bourbeau's Bedelia finished first. Grapperon's New
Hudson- was the only British machine in this class.

5 12 35
5 19 24
5 24 43
5 34 9
5 49 40
5 49 50
5 58 2
6 3 20

3 51
6 29
14 8
20 38
24 31

6 31 30
6 33 19

: 48£
77 = 47|
76 = 47

TEAMS IN THE INTERNATIONAL CUP RACE.
Three out of the [our Peugeot machines entered. The four riders were Pean, The Douglas team. From left to right the riders are : S. L. Bailey,

- .-» Baudry, Perrin, and Devaux W. H. Bashall, and E. Kickham.
P.19
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Sept. 12th ... 7.22 p.m.

., 14th ... 7.17 „
„ 16th ... 7.12 „
,, 18th ... 7.8 -

Well-known Rider Married.

B. H. Bdwen was married on Tuesday
of last week, and he and his bride are

n» / on their honeymoon.

Paris Salon.

We understand that Douglas Bros.,

Bristol, will show their 1913 models at

the Paris Salon in December immediately
following the Olympia Show. The same
firm are also opening a depot in Paris.

This is enterprise which we should like

to see developed.

k. Recommendation for Sidecar Users.

Riders of sidecar machines who are at

ail nervous about the front tube not being
sufficiently strong, can use, as a makeshift,
a strong strap passed under the sidecar

tube an<j attached to some portion of the
bicycle. This will prevent the sidecar

touching tlie ground in the event of

a fracture of the front connecting bar.

Real Enthusiasm.

Two lady motor cyclists recently rode
from St. Albans to Ravenstonedale,
Westmorland, in one day, leaving 6.15

a.m. and arriving 8 p.m. They rode
two free-engine 3^ h.p. Rudges (ladies'

models). It rained all the way from
Grantham and during one hour, owing
to the heavy ram and belt slip, only
fifteen miles were accomplished.

Motor Cycle Accident in America.

We very much regret to report a
serious accident which took place on the

Vailsburg track, New Jersey, on Mon-
day last, when Eddie Hasha,

-

travelling at

a speed ol over ninety miles an hour,

left the track and dashed into the spec-

tators, turned round, and charged
another competitor named John Allbright.

Both riders were killed instantaneously,

and six spectators were also reported to

have been killed and others seriously

injured. Eddie Hasha was the well-

known Indian exponent who recently^ ac-

complished several world's records on the
American three-lap tracks. It is re-

ported that, something went wrong with
the engine which caused the machine to

leave the banking. A similar accident
occurred in France some years ago at the

Park des Princes track, where the bank-
ing is not so acute as it is on the Ameri-
can three-lap tracks. Eddie Hasha was
married, and report says that his wife

witnessed the accident. He was quite a
young fellow, and we offer our sincere

sympathies to his widow. Doubtless
American sportsmen will see that she is

well provided for.

B20

SPECIAL FEATURES.

FRENCH CUP RACE:
ENGLISH VICTORY.

ROTARY ENGINES.

The late Eddie H sha.

Incitement to Crime.

At a recent meeting the Willenhall
councillors discussed the speed of motor-
ists, and Councillor Tyler suggested that a
bonus of 5s. should be offered to every

police officer who obtained a conviction.

The clerk regarded it as a good suggestion,

and the council purpose considering the
matter. If this suggestion is really carried

out it ought to be carried out to its logical

conclusion, and we think that a fair pro
rata bonus would be £10 in the case of a
burglary and £100 for the conviction of a
murderer. Also many people .regard the

cattle maiming outrages which have been
too common in South Staffordshire of late

as a more serious crime than exceeding the
legal limit, and more worthy of police

activity. We regard this suggestion as

most immoral and a direct incitement to

perjury and trumped up charges on the
part of the police, which have, unfortu-
nately, not been altogether unheard of

hitherto in several parts of the country.
We have previously had occasion to note
that, where great activity is indulged in

by the police in the highways and hedges
-—and anyone knows where the constables
will be found—other crimes, such as
burglary and assaults on children have
become much more prevalent.

Devay (Triumph), winner of the French International Cap race. He rode a standard machine in all

details, and his win was most popular among the British riders and spectators. Note the scoring board
above the grand stand.
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Motor Cycle Firm's Profits.

We are pleased to be in a position

to chronicle the fact that the Premier
Cycle Co., Ltd., of Coventry, one of the
oldest concerns in the cycle and motor
cycle industry, has just issued its

directors' report which was submitted to
the shareholders last Monday at the
annual general meeting. The net balance
of profit is £27,072 Is. Id., and a dividend
at the rate of 7£% en the preference
shares is being paid £9.375. 15% on the
ordinary shares £7,500, £10.000 is being
carried to tl e lieserve Fund, and £9.407
to next year's account. We congratulate
the directors of the Premier Cycle Co.
on such a prosperous year.

&.A. and M.U. Enterprise.

The A. A. and M.U. have recently in-

augurated a campaign by which members
will be able to obtain the use of clean

hand towels, brush and comb, etc. These
articles are enclosed in a special cabinet
under lock and key, and members who
desire it are provided with keys which
will enable them to unlock the cabinet
and obtain access to the articles. We
cannot see the use of this lastest form
of enterprise, because clean towels are to

be found in all decent hotels, and there-

fore it follows that hotels without clean
towels are unfit for A. A. patronage. On
the whole we think motorists would more
appreciate duster boxes containing choice
selections of silk waste and Selvyt cloths.

Or, stay, is this latest form of enterprise

due to complaints from hotel keepers?

British Imports and Exports of Motor
Cycles.

From the following tables the imports
and exports of motor cycles for the month
and eight months ended August 31st for

the last three years may be seen at a

glance

:

Imports
- Month ended August 31st.

1910. 1911. 1912.

£ £ £
Motor cvcles ... 4,Z98 2.597 3.741

Parts thereof ... 6,013 4,875 10,827

Total . 10,411 7,472 14,568

Eight months ended August 31st.

Motor cycles ... 35.462 34.096 33.426
Parts thereof ... 38.979 45.555 81.563

Total .. 74.441 79,651

Exports.

114,989

Month ended August 31st.

1910. 1911. 1912.

£ £ £
Motor cvcles . .. 11.317 19,497 56.857
Parts thereof . .. 4.766 5.990 18.738

Total ... 16.033 25,487 75,645

Eight months ended August 31st.

.Motor cvcles ... 64.978 139.786 295,316
Parts thereof ... 26.130 41,622 1C6.026

Total 91,108 181,418 401,342

As will be seen, the amount of exports
for the month ended August 31st, 1912,
is over four times the amount of the
same period of 1910, while for the eight
.rm-.nths ended; August 31st, 1912, is also
four i!mes that of the same time in 1910.
It ' will" also ". be noticed that the
imports of motor cycles are gradually
decreasing, while the amount of imports
of motor cycle parts is on a' steady incline.

Jilit. 14.—B.M.C.K.C. Race Meeting.

, 14.
—

'lorbay M.C.C.Open H:ll-cuinb.

. ID.—lidinDuigr, and Uistiict M.L.C .

Opet Hill-c imb on Aaiulref

.

,, 21.— Herts County A.C. Open H a 11-

clnnb.

„ 31.—Biimipguam M.C.C. Cpen P4
Ho'irs' t-OD lo hdii.1 urgb.

,
28- B.A.P.C. vetting.

, 2S.—Liverpool A.C.C. Postponed
Open Reliability Trial.

Oct. S.- Kc«»ll,tL (Vi.C.C. Open tlll,-

.-lii'nh

„ ia.—B.M.CR.C. Race Meeting.

Mr. Olssen's Recovery.

We were glad to see Mr. V. Olssen
again at the Stieatham and District climb.

He still has to walk with two sticks after

his accident in the M.C.C. London-Land's-
End run, but is progressing favourably,

and can drive his car again.

The French Six Days' Trial.

The most important motor cycle trial

yet held in France will be the Six Days'
Keliability Test for motor cycles and
three-wheelers, organised by the A.C.F.
The following information has been pub-
lished by the Competitions Committee.
The machines will be started each day in

order of entry. Each stage will be
divided into sections of from forty to

fifty kilometres. At the end of each there
will be controls. The minimum speed
imposed will be thirty kilometres an hour
for every class, which means ""that

machines may travel at a greater speed,
and no marks will be deducted for early

arrivals, but no competitor may sign the
sheet before the time -at which he is due.
English manufacturers will do well to

consider entering for this trial, which is

held under the auspices of the principal

motoring organisation in France. It has
been pointed out to us by foreign riders

of English machines that they are of the
opinion, that were the reliability and
excellence of British motor cycles properly
set before the Continental public the latter

would appreciate their value and learn

that they are worth the extra price.

Club Secretary in Trouble.

John King, reported to be the secretary

of the Nottingham M.C.C, was bound
over in £10 for three months at the AUord
(Lines.) Police Court on Monday of last

week. Defendant, who pleaded guilty,

was charged with being drunk in the
street on the "Saturday night following

the motor speed trials. The Police Ser-
geant, in giving evidence, said that some
of the men engaged in these trials behaved
in a most disgraceful manner. They broke
glasses and tables at the Louth Hotel and
glasses and windows at .the Bo^k-in-Hand
Hotel, and the defendant was' the ring-

leader. He was warned four times during
the night, so the witness said, and he
refused to go to his lodgings. Defendant
said he was secretary of the club and he
had paid for the damage done at the
Louth Hotel and told the proprietor he
would be responsible, and also that he
cou'.d not keep the members under control.

We imagine, in effect, the advice to

the other roysterers was " Don't do what
I do but do what \ tell you," attributed
to a certain sporting parson.. We
hardly think that a secretary against
whom is alleged such conduct is likely to

be able to keep his own members, or the
members of any other club, under control,

and we hope the action of the Mable-
thorpe police will prevent further -dis-

graceful scenes of this kind, which have
already done the pastime a considerable
amount of harm, and if continued cannot
fail to cause motor cyclists to be given
the cold shoulder. We have evidence to

prove that motor cyclists have been re-

quested to use special rooms at an A.C.U.
appointed hotel.

R. M. Davy (3J b,p. Calthorpe) making good time at the joint speed trials promoted by the

Leeds M.C.C. and the Sheffield and Hallamsbire M.C.C.

B23I
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Some Experiences with a 1912 B.S.A,

ITS first journey was a fairly long one—from London
to Taunton—where it found itself at once in

medicis res, as its particular work was to carry

me to those points of vantage in hilly Somerset and

Devon from which the Six Days' Trial could best be

seen. The trip to Taunton was made in weather

which more closely resembled April than August. A
slimy film of mud covered the wood paving all the way

to Hammersmith, Castelnau was little better, and Rich-

mond with its tramlines worse than anything. However,

it was soon over, • and when at Sunbury Admiral

Arbuthnqt stopped to raise his gear, he congratulated

the writer on being' a good pilot. He knew the North

Sea well enough, but he was blessed if he could have

got out of town on to the Exeter Road as quickly or

as comfortably. Staines was then passed, and here

the main highway was reached, which brought us

without incident to Basingstoke. After Basingstoke

the deluge. How it poured ! But sunshine followed

the rain at Andover, and good time was made over

the fine open road past Stonehenge, opposite the

military aeropolis on Salisbury' Plain—a wonderful

contrast between our greatest antiquity and our newest

form of locomotion. More heavy showers followed,

but easy to control in traffic, steady in grease, and

minding the elements not at all, the B.S.A. brought

me without a hitch to Warminster.

Naught troubled me in the way of hills as none
existed—-at least, if they did the machine noticed them
not. My first trip on the Six Days was to Blagdon

and then to Telegraph hills, both of which were sur-

mounted with ease, the low gear only being engaged

for a moment or two. These were but ordinary

incidents in a day's run, as the next interesting stage

of my journey was from Ashburton to Two Bridges,

which enjoys the reputation of being the hilliest road

in England. It poured and poured with rain, the

roads w'ere stony, rutty, and steep, and the wind

blew strongly
;

yet, save once to ask the way, I never
left the saddle. The road is No. 746 in the Contour
Road Book. Mostly " 1 in 7 or 1 in 8,". says Gall

and Inglis, not desirous of discouraging the enthusiastic 1

pedal cyclist, for whom the work was originally'

written—"all highly dangerous." Next day I did a
choice bit of -cross-country work from Barnstaple to

j

Blackmoor Gate without an involuntary stop. Parra.it

combe did not trouble the B.S.A. in the slightest, but'
Beggar's Roost called for a stop. I am confident,
however, the machine was equal to it, as I was geared

4% to 1 on top, and had I not been too lazy to open
out the adjustable pulley I should have got up, as

the engine had ample power, which it maintained the

whole time it was in my possession.

The machine gave the greatest satisfaction, was
comfortable, steered well, and ran with clocklike

'

regularity. Only one mechanical trouble did I suffer,

and that was at Crewkerne on the ill-omened Friday,

when I lost my overalls, my best screwdriver, someone
took a fancy to the horn, and the inlet valve broke
at the slot. Fortunately the garage people rose to the

occasion, and sent eight miles into Yeovil and brought
back another. The only criticisms I can give are,

firstly, that the exhaust tappet threw out a fair amount,
of oil, and, secondly, that the foot brake might have
been much more powerful. The front brake, however,
was distinctly good, and the C.A.P. carburetter, shortly

to be renamed the B.S.A. andalready standard, a joy

for ever. The improved gear control by one pedal only

was excellent. The release pedal to engage from low
or neutral to top, however carelessly depressed,
made the change so sweetly, thanks to the cone
clutch, that no shock of any kind whatsoever was
apparent. The starting of the engine by pedal was
always effected at the first turn if the engine were warm
or if the engine were cold and petrol were injected it

started just as readily. E.M.P.B.

->-<S19 0-<-

The Passes of the Pyrenees.

A Molotri -Ccmtal on the summit ol the Col d'Aspin, 4,912 test above sea level.

B24

" The Passes of the Pyrenees." C. L. Freeston,
F.R.G.S., Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner and Co.i-

Ltd. Mr. Freeston's name first came before our
readers in our review of his book " The High Roads
of the Alps." After the Alps one naturally turns to

the Pyrenees—a district possessing1 a beauty of its own,
quite different from that found in the Haute Savoie

and the great range stretching far east into Southern
Europe. Owing to the southern position the moun-
tains in this lovely region are clothed in verdure almost

to their summit, and little or no bare rock projects

abo^e the- leafy covering. The roads are good, and
mostly well graded, but in places the gradient attains

a maximum of 1 in 6, which is much steeper than is

usually encountered in France. The book itsejf is

replete with valuable information. —Every yard dealt

with has been covered by the author, who gives notes

on surface, gradients, and altitudes which have hitherto

been unobtainable. The work is well written and beau-

tifully illustrated, and is strongly to be recommended
to all who desire to tour in this attractive region, which

is best visited in late summer or early autumn.
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The C. & H. Cyclecar.

m

ve had the privilege of seeing the other

ay the " C. and H." cyclecar, which has
ueen placed on the market by Messrs.
Coriield and Hurle, 52, 'Winders Road,
Stamford Hill, N. It is driven by a 5-6

h.p. water-cooled twin-cylinder Fafnir
engine. 70 x 80 mm.

The engine is fitted with mechanically-

uperated valves, and there are ccmpres-'
sion taps in each cylinder. The magneto
is carried in front of the crank case, and
is gear driven. On the engine-shaft is 'a,

multiple-disc clutch.

" From the engine to the Chater-Lea
three-speed gear box, which is suspended
by two inner longitudinal members, the
transmission is by chain. On the counter-

shaft is carried an external contracting

band brake, operated by a pedal, and
ffom the counter-shaft to the rear wheel
the transmission is again by chain. The
side brake is of the external type, and
is carried on the rear wheel spindle.

The back wheel. is carried in a separate
frame, hinged at the rear on two stays

The 5 h.p. (win Fa'nir ftif ine fitted to the C. & H.
cyclecar, described on this page.

attached to the inner longitudinal mem-
bers of the main frame, thus allowing the
wheel to have a perfectly parallel up and
down movement. Interposed between the
main frame and the hinged frame are
semi-elliptical springs with shackles at
each end, while the front portion of the
vehicle is also suspended on semi-elliptical

springs with shackles at the rear ends.
Over the rear wheel there is a detach-

able cover and mudguard, secured by
means of two winged nuts. Its removal,
which is very easy, discloses the whole
of the back tyre. Wheel steering is

employed, and a 3j gallon petrol tank
and the oil tank are carried on the dash-
board.
We were taken for a short run in the

traffic, and found it to be easily control-

lable, livelv. and fairly viell sprung. It

showed itself to be capable of accelerating

on top speed to about 25 m.p.h. on a 1

in 20 grade, with" two passengers, de-
spite several checks.

South'

Birmingham
M.C.C. Novices'

H i 1 1-climb. A.

Woodgate (2J

Singer) leading

A. Spiers (2}

Douglas) in tha

final of the light-

weight class.

B27,
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Westmorland M.C.C.
The result of a petrol consumption trial held last week

is as follows : 1, J. Braithwaite (34 Braithwaite), 338
m.p.g. ; 2, L. Pierce (34 Corah), 320 m.p.g. ; 3, B. Jeffrey
(6 Bat). Result of a fast and slow hill-climb held on
Saturday last at Hutton Park. 1. R. K. Chapton (2J Hum-
ber); 2. L. S. Parder (34 Scott); 3, I. H. Nelson (34 Scott).

Mersey M.C.C.

Additional and amended awards are as follows : Special
prizes—Lightweight clas:,, W. Davies . (24 Victoria-Jap),
500 c.c, V. Horsman (34 Singer) sidecar, H. G. Dixon
(3£ New Hudson). Gold medals.—F. Rees (34 Rudge), H.

;
W. Coopland (7 Williamson sc), L. Mogridge (34 Mead
Precision), and A. J. Jenkins (2| Douglas). Silver medals.—
G. D. Ninon (34 Rudge), C. Hobbs (34 Humber), and W. H.
Longton (34 Ivy-Precision)

Birmingham M.C.C.

An open twenty-four hours' reliability trial, Birmingham
to Carlisle and back, will be held on the 21st inst., .starting
at 10 p.m. on the 20th. Route : Birmingham, Brownhills,
Newport, Whitchurch, Warrington, Preston, Kendal, and
Carlisle, and back through the same places in reverse order.

The distance is approximately 200 miles each way, and there
will be non-stop sections from Kendal to Carlisle on the out-
ward journey, and from Carlisle to Kendal on the return.

Full -particulars, together with entry forms, are now ready
and may be obtained on application to Mr. S. C. Perryman,
trials hon. secret;) ry, 67, Wood End Lane, Erdington, Bir-

mingham.

Western District M.C. (London).

The reliability trial for the Williams Shield to Tetsworth
and back from Uxbridge was successfully run off on Satur-

day, the 7th. The results, subject to confirmation, are : 1,

E: S. Nitter (2| Douglas), 4s. slow, non-stop; 2, F. W.
Ritchie (8 Matchless), 10s. slow, non-stop ; 3, M. G. Tweedie

(3i N.S.U.), 20s. slow, non-stop; W. F. Ritchie (34 Brad-
bury), 55s. slow, non-stop ; Dr. Merrick (34 Triumph), 10s.

fast, pedalled on Dashwood Hill.

The run to Bookham on 8th inst. was well patronised, and
members as usual picnicked on the common.

Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A knock-ovt hill-climb was held on the 7th inst. at

Scamblesby. Results

:

Class II. (up to 600 c.c.).—1, J. H. Brookes (34 h.p. Rudge);

2, W. J. S. Bament (3J h.p. Rudge).
Class III. (over 600 ex.).—1, B. Rhodes (6 h.p. Zenith;

2, A. W. Grocock (6 h.p. Zenith).

Unfortunately, traffic caused considerable delay in running

off the events. The surface of the hill was in good condition

and the weather fortunately fine. Several good finishes enter-

.tained the crowd of spectators on the. brow of the hill.

Armagh and District M.C.C.

Hill-climbing competitions, under the auspices 'of the

above club took place on Friday last. There were
three events', the results of which were as follows :

Local Event.
Actual time. H'cap time

J.

C.

T.

A. Peel (2| Douglas, 10s. start)

Walsh (2£ Singer, 12s.)

G. Anderson (34 B.S.A., 3s.) ...

Open Hill-climb.

32-is.

35|s.

27s.

... 22is.

... 23?s.

... 24s.

G.
J.

F

Pinion, Belfast (34 Matchless, 3s.)

Stewart, Belfast (2| Douglas, 10s.)

J. Walker, Dublin (34 Rudge, 3s.)

Obstacle Race.

26s.

33fs.
271s.

... 23s.

... 23|s.

... 24fs.

T.
C.

R

G. Anderson (34 B.S.A., 3s.) ...

Walsh (24 Singer 12s.) ...

W7
hitsett (34 Singer, 4s.) ...

46|s.
56ss .

49|s.

... 43fs.

... 46fs.

... 45|s

B2?

Manchester M.C.
An open hill-climb will take place on October 5th. There

will be five classes : Lightweights, Standard Touring
Machines, Racers, Unlimited, and Passenger.

Herts County A. and Ae.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The third open quarterly trial will be held shortly over a,
sporting course of 100 miles. There will be a paperchase and
.conking exhibition on the 14th inst. A start will be made at
3 p.m. from a point about half a mile north of Redbourn,
Herts, and a trail will be laid by hares (with ten minutes
start) over an intt resting course. The route, although severe,
will not be impossible, and members are requested to ride
with judgment

South Birmingham M.C.C.
A hill-climb was held on the 7th inst. at Hill Cop on the

knock-out principle. Results :

Class I., Lightweights to 350 c.c—1, A. G. Woodgate (2A"
h.p. Singer) ; 2, A. Spiers (2J h.p. Douglas).

Class II., Single-cylinder Touring Machines.—1, L. A. Bees
34 L.M.C.); 2, S. A. RowTandson (34 h.p. Rudge)

Class III., T.T. Machines to 520 c.c—1, A. R. Felton (3AI
h.p. J.A.P.); 2, J. Percock (34 h.p. Alldays).

Cardiff M.C.
Beautiful weather prevailed in South Wales on Saturday

last, when a sporting: event, in the nature of a hill-climb,
was held just outside Usk, on the knock-out principle!
Results

:

Class I. For machines of any power.
First Heat: 1, H. Wessensdorf (34 Premier), 3s. start;.

2, L. Sawyer (34 Triumph), 5s.

Second Heat :._ 1, W. L. Davies" (34 James); 6s. ; 2, A. B.
Shirley (7 Indian), scratch.

Third Heat : 1, E. Chapman (6 Zenith), 3s. ; 2 J Matliias
(2j| Humber), 5s.

Fourth Heat: 1, J. Clarke (34 Rudge). 3s.; 2 W D'
Giles (24 Precision), 10s.

Second Round. .

First Heat : E. Chapman (6 Zenith) ; 2, H. Wessensdorf
(34 Premier).
Second Heat : 1, W. L. Davies (.54 James) ; 2 J. Clarke

(34 Rudge).
Final : 1, W. L. Davies (34 James) ; 2, E. Chapman (6

Zenith)..

Class III. For motor cycles with sidecars.
Final: 1, E. Chapman (6 Zenith); 2. W. H. Smith (8 Jap).

Class IV. For machines built before 1909.

Final:- I, C. W. Cox (34 Rex); 2, D. W. Jones (34

Triumph).

Start ol the final In Class 1. at the Cardiff M.C. hill-climb. The machines
are a 6 b.p. Zenith (on left ot photograph) and a 3J !:.p. James.
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*>!!!!*BOWDEN VALVE GRINDER
and Spring Lifter.

Uesolkiiod Tostfmonlal from a <]d%luo<] ihs@s>

Par^ i?oaa North, Birkenhead.

I think I must have been one oj the first users of your valve grinder.

Easiest thing OUt ! and gets a perfect face on the

:::>>..

lvevalve
Yours sincerely, W. M. H.

Price 7/6 ; Postage 4d. extra.

Send for descriptive pamphlet.

BOWDEN WIRE, Ltd.,

Pratt Street, Camden Town,
_ —^ — _ — — , —^_ _ _ Has no name of a Towi' beneath

LONDON. it^nly just Regd

DON'T spoil your HOLIDAY with

ENDLESS Tubes and TROUBLE.
PUNCTURES have NO TERROR if you use the

DETACHABLE
TUBES

Guaranteed Air-tight, with free Air Passage.
Save Roadside Rer airing. Carry a Spare Tube.

Changed in 5 Minutes.

REDUCTION IN PRICE.

RICH
HEAVY

Recommended for all

ordinary purposes.
20 in. 28 in.

n .. 9/" .

2 .. 13/- .

2± .. 14/ .

1 6/6 .

IO/-

15/-
16/-

ic76
24m., 6q. te>s

Converting own Tubes.
i£ 2 2± 2J 3 3J
3/" 5/- 5/- 6'-7/"8/-

RELIABILITY
on their own MERITS,
4,600 mils on a RICH
Tiitte and Covtr without
using the pump. Tin?

absolutely unsolicited

te'itimonialcau bp ieen,

with a thousand otners,

at our otrjee ; als-" nun-
dr&ds >i endsot aJl otlie.

makes — British and
Foreign — with the

opinions of the riHers.

If not obtainable trom
the trade, write direct,

enclosing P.O. Goods
sent per return post.

THE RICH
Crawle , Sussex.

EXTRA HEAVY.
For h avy and iiifjh

power m -.chines.

26in. 28in.

2j .. 17/6
2j .. 22/-

3 .. 26A
3i • 32/-

The RICH COVERS.
Best Value on the

MarJest.

26x2 B.E. 32/-, z\ 36/-
2 J 40/

One Qual'ty Oniy—
THE BEST

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Oyclt.'' B29
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Douglas
VIBRATIONLESS ^M^P LIGHTWEIGHT

See How it Wins ! !

A big score in the

Coventry and Warwickshire
Club's Open Hill Climb.
Record entry of nearly 200, including all the best riders and machines.

Class i. DOUGLAS FIRST on Time.

DOUGLAS SECOND on Time.
In this event a Douglas tied with another make of machine
for first place, and two Douglases tied for second place.

Class iv. DOUGLAS FIRST on formula.

WINNING PRESIDENT'S CUP.

THE SPECIAL TEAM PRIZE
was won by the DOUGLAS TEAM.

Essex M.C. 24 Hours' Ride.

N. C. Dear, DOUGLAS, completed the journey to time and qualified

for GOLD MEDAL.

Surrey M.C.C. Hill Climb.

Class t. DOUGLAS FIRST and Fastest Time.

Westmoreland M.C.C. Reliability Run.

Lightweight Class. H. Jackson, DOUGLAS. FIRST.

MAY WE SEND YOU FULL DETAILS OF OUR MODELS ?

DOUGLAS BROS. Kingswood, BRISTOL
Telephone—No. 51. Telegrams—" Douglas, Kingswood." London—336, Goswell Road, E.C.

In answering tliis advertisement it is desirable to mention, " The Motor Cycle.''
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Club News.—

Oxford M.C.C.

- Tlie'committee regret that the open reliability trial arranged

to take place on September 14th lias been abandoned.

There will be a social run to Bournemouth for the week-end

mi September 21st, starting at 1 p,m., from Magdalen Bridge,

Oxford, returning early on the Monday morning.

Manchester Amateur M.C.C.

I A hill-climb will be held on Axe Edge, near Buxton,

Derbyshire, on the 22nd inst., at 2.30 p.m. The climb will

be a flexibility test, each competitor to make a fast and slow

climb. There will be two classes—(1) singles and (2) twins.

F
Formula

g
Torbay and District M.C.C.

For the open hill-climb on September 14th, the formula

known as the A.C.U. will be used. Another class has been

added for touring machines from 5C0 c.c. to 1,0C0 c.c, and

in the touring classes any handle-bars may be used pro-

vided the ends do not extend below, the top tube of frame.

This rule has become necessary owing to the difficulty in

deciding what is a touring machine.

Aberdeen and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held at Potarch on the. 31st ult. There

are two tricky turns and much depends on skilful driving.

Results :

Fig. of merit.
• ... 77

... 76

... 69
'

... 68

... 59

G. Cummings (3£ T.T. • Matchless)

A. Stewart (3£ T.T. Rudge) ...

J. A. Wood (3^ Rudge)
J. Coulter (3£ T.T. Triumph)
H. Frazer (3J, Rudge)

G. Cumming won the Challenge Cup presented by Mr. T.

W. Smith for fastest time.

Furness M.C.C.
•' A hill-climbing competition was held at Healinghearth

Hill, Rusland Valley, on the 1st September. There were

four classes, the results being as follows :

Class I. (lightweights under 450 c.c.)—1, J. Timmins

(21 Royal Enfield); 2, M. Bradbury (2| Douglas); 3, H.

Blamire (2% Douglas).

Class II. (Single-cylinder machines up to 5£0 c.c.)—1, G.

\V. Braithwaits (3^ 'Zenith) ; 2, H. Bloxam (3£ Triumph);
'3, P. Brvant (3i- Triumph).

Chss '[II. (Aiiy machine over 580 c.c.)—1, G. Bigland

(6 Zenith); 2, E. E. Cloed (6 Zenith); 3, W. Irving (4^

Precision).

Class IV. '(Machines with sc. any capacity).—1. E. E.

Clow (6 Zenith and sc.)'; 2, G. W. Braithwaite (3£ Rudge
and sc); 3, E. A. Wilson (3i New Hudson and sc.)

Competitors were timed by telephone, and results were
' W

declared on formula n .,Tz as recommended by The Motor

Cycle.

CxT 2

Hamilton and District M.CC.
On the 21st ult. the members held their petrol consumption

test under ideal weather conditions. Results: 1, Dr.
Fotheringham (3£ Bradburv) ; 2, H. Street (3* T.T. Triumph)

;

3, T. Gibson (8 Dot).

A highly successful flexibility hill-climb was run off, on the
31st ult., at Ivirkmichael Kirk Hill, naar Lanark. Some very
good performances were made. Results : 1, R. Mack (4|
Calthorpe); 2. R. Cassells (8 Matchbss) ; 3, H. Street (3A

T.T-. Triumph).

Leicester and District M.C.C.
A hill-climbing competition was hejd on the 29th ult.

The course.was a hill of medium gradient, and the distance
travelled was a mile. The top, portion of the hill was in
very bad condition, having a large quantity of loose stones
upon the surface. Notwithstanding this,- some very good
performances were made.
The Judge Cup, presented for the best performance of

CxT2
.

the day, determined upon the formula

—

w— , as recom-

mended by The Motor Cycle, has been decided in favour of
Woodgate (Douglas), whose performance was excellent.
The electrical timing apparatus again proved a great

success, and practically no comment was made by anyone
concerning the timing. ' Results :

1. J.

2. H

1. M
2. A.

3. F.

1. S.

2. W

1. S.

2. F.

3. W

4.

2.

3.

1.

2.

1.

2.

3.

E.
A.
E.

F.

E.

W
H.
W

Class A (1).

H. .Woodgate (twin Douglas) ...

Petty (lightweight Singer, single)

Class A (2).

Simpson (Rudge, single gear) ...

L. Barker (3£ Singer, with speed
gear)

Snowden (Rudge-multi-speed) ...

Class A (3).

Briggs (6 twin Zenith-Jap)
M. Matthews (6 twin Zenith-

Jap) ... . ... :..

Class A (4).

Briggs (6 twin Zenith-Jap)
Snowden (Rudge-multi-speed) ...

M. Matthews (6 twin Zenith-Jap)

Class A (5).

W. Leonard (T.T. 3£ B.S.A.) ...

L. Barker (3£ Singer, speed gear)

Folwell (3i T.T. B.S.A.) • ...

Class A (6).

Snowden (Rudge-multi-speed)

W. Leonard (T.T. 3£ B.S.A.) ...

Class B (1).

P. A. Chapman (6 twin Campion
Petty (3i Singer) ... ' ...

M. Matthews (6 twin Zenith-Jap)

'ormula.

7,712

8,300

Time.
lm. 22£s.

lm. 40is.

8,652 lm. 21s.

9,252

9,500

lm.
lm.

27s.

28£s

11,150 lm. 14s.

14,250 lm. 22s.

14,000
14,925

16,625

.lm.
2m.
lm.

47is

31^s

55is

9,225
9/50
9,650

lm.
lm.
lm.

24is
27±s
24s.

9,500

10,775

lm.
lm.

28J,s

31s.

-Jap) ... lm.
lm.
lm.

ra^s

19s.

22^s

A busy scene. Weighing In at the Coventry ana Warwickshire M.C. open hill-climb held at Woodway Hill, Dodford, near Daventry.

EM
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A Valve Cooling Device.

To prevent excessive heating of the
exhaust valve A,
a disc B ar>d rod
C of copper, or
other metal of
high conductivity
(of heat), is ar-

ranged as shown.
The rod C is pro-
vided with a
series of radiating
plates D. The
action is to pro-
vide a cool zone
close to the
exhaust valve,
reducing the
amount of heat

imparted to the latter.—E. B. Ludlow,
No. 24,061.

Poppet Valves.

The invention is shown applied to an
overhead inlet valve of the type used
on the Rudge machines. The valve A

itself is of ordinary
construction, but
the washer B is

formed with a
conical recess into
which the cotter C
fits. The spring D
extends around the
-conical portion and
up to the flange

illustrated, enabling
a long spring to be employed. Further,
the cotter is subjected only to a compres-
sive stress.—F. Pountney and Rudge-
Whitworth, Ltd., No. 22,399, 1911.

7W&
(pricW lOeJ/dJ-?

A Two-speed Free-engine Hub.

Upon the fixed spindle A is mounted
an internally toothed ring B, which forms
part of an epicyclic train, and carries the
belt pulley at C and pedalling sprocket
at D. The planet pinions E of the epi-

cyclic train rotate upon spindles F carried

by a ring secured to the hub shell at

G. The sun pinion H is carried by a
sleeve J mounted on the fixed spindle.

This sleeve J has slidably mounted upon
it a clutch member K adapter] to engage*

either a clutch member L carried by the
hub shell, or a clutch member M anchored
by an arm N to the frame. The eliding

clutch member K is controlled by a cross

pin 0, and is normally impelled into con-
tact with the clutch member L on the
hub shell by springs P. When in this

position the epicyclic train is locked solid

and a direct drive is provided. To
obtain the lower gear the clutch member
K is pushed out of engagement with
the clutch member L, and, into engage-
ment with that M anchored to the frame,
holding the sun pinion H stationary, and
transmitting the motion to the planet
pinions and hub shell at a reduced speed.
When the clutch member K is inter-

mediate of the cones L and M a free

engine is provided, and while in this

position the engine can be started up by
pedalling, the sprocket J) being carried

by the engine pulley C for this pur-

pose.—Birmingham Small Arms Co., Ltd.,

and H. M. Phillips, No. 21,082, 1911.
'

Saddle Springing.

The seat A is supported at each side of

the rear on com- v.

pression springs /*"
—

B and tension
springs C, ar-

ranged in align-

ment, so that
when the saddle
is under load a
direct thrust is

applied to the springs, and there is no
tendency to lateral bending. — A. E.
Wilby, No. 21,835, 1911.

A Neat Sidecar Accessory.

A call on Thomas Mackenzie and Co.,

Bath Uassage, Birmingham, is always in-

teresting, and last week we were privi-

leged to seie the first of several novel-

ties in the sidecar line. One of the
neatest fittings we have seen is the firm's

Cuverall, which is made of waterproof
material, and can be used either to cover
over a sidecar, when not in use, or to

protect the passenger, leaving only the
head exposed, or as an ordinary sidecar

apron. It may be fastened in any of

these positions by neat metal fastenings,

and presents a workmanlike appearance.

Two novel machines at the Ashburton eontrol in the Mersey M.C. reliability trial. The machine on the

left will be recognised as the spring-frame SJ h.p. Charles-Edmund-Jap, which was seen at the Olympia

Show of 1910. The right hand machine is a 3J1I.P. open-frame Victoria-Jap (S.A. three-speed)—the

smallest machine in the trial.

Belts in the Coventry Hill-climb.

A remarkable success by the Lycett's

"Rawido" Belt Co., Ltd., Birmingham,
was attained at the Coventry and War-
wickshire Motor Club hill-climb on the
31st ult., when every winner of the op^n
events on time and formula used the new
Lyso belts. W. Stanhope Spencer also-

used one of these belts on a Rudge and
sidecar when he broke the sidecar records

on the 30th ult.

Waterproof Magnetos.

Correspondence has recently appeared
in these pages respecting the waterproof
qualities of motor cycle magneto
machines. The judges' report" on the

behaviour of the magnetos in the

Scottish Trials was that they were not

so waterproof as they might have been.

SeveraL riders' in these trials suffered

from wet getting into the magneto
machine and shorting the current. J.

J. Oulsnam, a motor cycle agent, of

Wirksworth, in a letter to the Bosch
Magneto Co. , says that during the

recent floods he vode a motor cycle fitted

with a ZE ! magneto for a mile through
water, six to twelve inches deep, on the

low gear without a misfire, and at one

place where the road is below the level

of the River Trent he had to push the

machine through the water which came
over the top of the engine and magneto,
the crank case being filled with water as

well as the combustion chamber. After

,

this experience he says that he had not

to touch the magneto, and after cleaning

out the engine it started without the

slightest hesitation.

E32
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WHITELEY'S
WEATHERPROOF CLOTHING
FOR THE MOTOR CYCLIST

The Popular "Aqua Repela" Motor Cycling Suit—
Guaranteed Weatherproof. Made from RubS'erless material,
with all seams treble sewn. The Overalls are gusaeted and
fitted with patent instep fastening. A splendid outfit for

hard wear

This Suit can also be had with Overalls in Trouser style,

fastened with belt at waist-

Loose slip-on Coat from the 'same material, most suitable
for rough wear

Motor Cycles by Easy Payments

A TEN POUND NOTE
secures delivery of any Motor Cycle or Cyclecar, and
you can pay the balance afterwards by twelve monthly,

instalments.

WE HAVE IN STOCK
Premiers, Bradhurys, Triumphs, Indians. Douglas.
Rex-Japs. Alcyons, New Hudsons, James, Singers,

Rudges. A. C. Sociables. Bats, Zeniths, Clynos.

Write for Full Particulars.

29/6
37/6
25/-

Wm. WHITELEY, Ltd., Queens Rd., LONDON, W.

THE

"BURNETT"
PATENT SUCTION - CUP

TYRE.
Six Days' Sidecar

Record beaten by Mr.

Norman Taylor on

"Burnett Tyres."

Without puncture.

26 X 2

26. x 2}

26 X 2i

3-PIy.

29/-

30/6

32/-

Tubes.

' 8/-

9/-

10/-

THE BURNETT MOTOR TYRE CO.,

MELKSHAM, WILTS.

Tel. : 33, Melksham. Tei. Address :
" VACVVM, MELKSHAM."

, THE ,

»

Famous

BRAY "RON I"

ACETYLENE BURNER
For HEADLIGHTS.

Gives, from a single gasway only, an

atmospheric flat flame which cannot become

distorted and crack lens or mirror.

The Burner is of the air-injecting type—it will

not carbonise.

it is now fitted with a Pressure Check, which

obviates flaring.

Send/br(/esaip//i'ebooA/cto/'f/ie/?o/ir'Bivyjf'rfio

GEO. BRAY &C?,LT?;

Dept.EI LEEDS.

"In aimiiering tJitse advcrtiscvUnt-s it i& 'hcirablcjo men/ion "The Motor Ouch" J-15
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An exceptionally popular
and thoroughly successful

TWO - SPEED HUB
" M|LLENNIUIV1 " MAKE.

IT is centrally designed—operated by

* one foot lever—dust and waterproof.

Its simple, straightforward construction

renders mistakes impossible. Both gears

controlled by friction clutches.

Unimpaired efficiency on high gear.

Makes control equal to motor car.

Essential to sidecar machines. Can

be fitted to almost any

machine.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

LAKE & ELLIOT, LTD.,
Albion Works, Braintree, ESSEX.

London Showroom :

14a Great Marlborough Street. W.

PRICE £10.
Ready to build up.

^

LAMPS andGENERATORS

,

HOLD WORLDS RECORDS.

47/6 to 78/6
A WELL-KNOWN RIDER'S OPINION

White Swan Hotel, Henley-in-Arden.
Dear Sirs,—Just a line to let you know what

I think o£ your lamp. Its beam is magnificent,
and in the opinion of a rider who does 40 miles
every night, it is the only lamp worthy of the
name. Signed, Vernon Taylor.

WORLD'S RECORD BEAM !

O A| | ¥ TPfl Wrottesley St., Birmingham.
IlriiLlflj} Li 1 UP., 60, Shoe Lane, London.

. [ SERVICE Co., High Holborn, W.C.

a"
60

'

. 1
TAYLOR & Co., Store St. Tottenham Court Road, W.Agents)
ROBERTSON'S, 157, Great Portland St., W.

THE

BLUEMEL
MASCOT
:: PLUG ::M
WILL get the last ounce cut

Of your engine.

WILL stand up to the hardest

work it can be po^ibly

put to.

WILL do so consistently for

a greater length of time

than any other plug.

WELL regularly fire the

t

weakest mixture, and

WILL give you the much

'

desired immunity from

ignition troubles.

Write for List, Motor Cycle Dipt.,

C W. BLUEMEL & BROS.

WOLSTON, near COVENTRY.
MODEL S for Motor Cycles.

THREE RIBBED. STEEL STUDDED.

SPENCER
MOULTON
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES
Made in three kinds—three-ribbed,
steel studded, and standard heavy.

The same excellence of quality
obtains in these covers as in our

well-known motor tyres.
Full f-ar'iculars and prices o-i application to— -

GEORQE SPENCER MOULTON & Co., Lid.,

London: 77 &. 79, Cannon St., (5.C.

Glasgow : 65 & 67, 3}othwell St.

Leeds : 68. Jllbion Street.

KINGSTON MILLS,
BRADFORD-ON-A VON,

WILTS.

A34 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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are made in a properly equipped factory by
experienced mechanics. Every sidecar fully

guaranteed. You run no risk hi purchasing

Coronet,

CAN BE OBTAINED FROM ALL DEALERS.

Model 1. High-class Canoe-iront Bod?, Cranked
Axle, and other improvements, £6 6 0.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
JTEBDEN'S Motor Mart, Burnley.

WANTED, offevs lor the following shop-soiled
machine*, all new and guaranteed.

"I 012 Models.

TpHEE-ENGINE Triumph; list price £55.

JlJULTr-RUDGE; list price £60.

HUMBER, 3£h.p.i 2-speed, and canoelet sidecar:
list price £65/2.

HP.T. Triumph; list price £50.

TAMES. 2-speed, and canoelet sidecar; £73/3.

!
VTEW- Hudson, 3£h. p., J.A. P., 3-speed; £59/17.

Oih.p. Premier, 3-speed; £46/10.

QECOND HAND.—No reasonable offer refused.

1Q12 Rudge, free engine, as new.

1Q12 Lady's Douglas, 2-speed, as new.

1Q11 T.T. Triumph, as new.

1 OH T.T. Rudge, as new.

"I QH 2ih.p. Lincoln-Elk, as new.

"1 Q10 23h.p. Moto-Reve, worth £25, a^ new,

1 Q 10 Triumph, with new 2-speed, Bowden counter-
XJ7 shaft gear, kick starter, and new 8gn. sidecar,

Model 4. Ornamental Cane Body, as illustration,

or close Reed Cane Body, £8 8s.

4 1 H.P. PRECISION ENGINES

Power, and Plenty of it.

Get rid of your under-powered engine. We \vi

take it in exchange for a powerful " Precision " on
make a liberal allowance.

We hold a

LARGE STOCK
and can deliver by return. We can supply either

with or without magnetos, carburetters. All models
of Precision engines supplied.

WEATHER-PROOF MAGNETOS
,

Get rid of your out-of-date mayn^to, coil, oi

,
accumulator, and let us take them in exchange fo:

the latest water-tight magneto.

SENSPRAYS. Your old carburetter taken in ex-
|

AMACS. change. Liberal allowance. Ask for
1 BINKS. quotation.
B. and B/s.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH

fofi Pellon Lane), HALIFAX. Tel. 1062.

valued at £55/10.

1 Q09 Standard Triumph,
J-t/ less.

in grand condition, fault-

1 Q09 3£h.p. Rex, new tyre and Whittle belt, in
M-*J faultless condition.

"I Q09 N.S.U., 2-speed gear and free engine, in perfect
-I- *J condition, take sidecar.

"I Q10 3ih.p. Humber, 2-speed and sidecar, just over-lu hauled and in tip-top order, honestly worth
£46/10.

ALL the above machines are in guaranteed order
and must be cleared regardless of cost. The

first reasonable offer will be accepted in es£h case.

Now is your golden opportunity.

Tel. 488.
, [5305

exchanges quoted
Westjjate, Hali-

[5295

rTEBDEN'S Motor Mart, Burnley

19 12 Rexes, nil mcdels from stock:

on liberal terms.—Motpries, 16,

19 12
„
Rexes

without
Halifax.

all models from stock;
extra charge.—Motoriee,

easy payments
16, Westpate.

[5296

REX de Luxe, handle starting, pood tyres,

pine.— Motories, 16, Westgate, Halifax.
leps en-
[5297

1Q10 Pheloii-Monre. 3Jh.p., 2-spi-ed,

JL*J condition; £39, or near bfier.-

free engine, good
Taylor, Crosshill,

[X2871Driffield.

3XL. p. .lame.;, new condition, head lipht, spares, £34;
2 sidecar, £3.-9, Stade Hall Ed., Longsight, Man-

chester. [X3637

1 All Bradbury and Sidecar, 3;li.p., clutch model;
11/ £40, or nearest offer.—Smith, 22, Ridgway St.,

Manchester. [3757

Engine Triumph, Kemnshall rear, £41

;

10 Triumph, Mabon clutch, £34—Cross, agent,

Hot liemam.' [X3778

DOUGLAS, 2;h.p., in pood condition, just overhauled
by Douglas Bros.; £25.— li. W. Waterlow, Winter

lO 11^

ton, Doncaster.

I 1Q12 New Hudson, 2Jh-p., J.A.I
X*? months old, run 200 mile?

I

Lane, Stretford.

I "I Q12 Bradbury,
j-*J abeessi

j
Bispham Ed.

:

'Q3h.p. 1912 Humber, just

I
/V4 mileage 2,000; 34gns.-
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

1 QlOi- Enfield, 2ih.p., condition as_ new, recently over-
Ai/ hauled, good machine ; bargain, £20/10.—W.

clutch mrdel,
accep

Soutbport.

[X3737

enerinp. 3 speeds, 4'

£40.-Dunn, Edge
[5026

used once, £7 6idecar,
02.—80.
[X2734

as new and unboiled,
Box 1,309, The Motor

[X3636

Kellcy, EI1113 Av., Lytham. [X3048

£22.-1909 Triumph, with L.M.C. var. pear, Wood-
Milne tyres, enamelling excellent, genuine bargain.

9d. for 4d. Uncertain,
— but —

£47 10s. for £36 10s.

Certain.
We offer a Brand New High-grade

1911V 3Jh.p. PREMIER
as turned out by makers and fitted with

stand-carrier, toolbag, tools, number plates,

etc., fully guaranteed, for £36 10s.

A REDUCTION OF £11.

We will supply the same machine fitted

with free engine for £5 5s. extra.

STURMEY-ARCHER 3-SPEED GEAR
supplied for £10 extra, making it the best

sidecar machine on the market.

-65, Hilden St., Bolton. [X3600

F.N.. 4-cvl., glaring forks, ma?., central induction,
1912 B. and B., good running order; £10110—15,

1

Bradford St. West. Bolton. [X3599 1

3 ill. p. Brown, 2-speed, ma?., B. and
2' belt, accessories; sacrifice £19/10.-

incbester.

CLYNO rgi2, only run 200 miles £57 10
HUMBER rgir, 3ih.p., 2 speeds handle

starting, and Mifitord sidecar £40
PREMIER, 3I h.p., rgrr model £27 10
N.S.U., 6 h.p., rgro, 2-speed, and new sidecar £38 10
N.S.U., 3^ h.p., rgo8, magneto, 2f>in. wheels £13 10
REX, 32 h.p., rgo8, spring forks, magneto.. £16 10
Twin DOT, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, handle starting,

with sidecar £36 10
CLYNO, New, igr2 model. In stock £68 5
VINDEC, 5 h.p., roro: 2-speed £35
REX, twin, 1910, Speed King £20
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, rgir. M.O.V.,

with £12 12s. Rex sidecar £47 10
REX, 3} h.p., vertical engine magneto .... £810
BRADBURY, rgro, 3} h.p C20
HUMBER, loro, 2-speed gear £29 10
SAR0LEA s h.p. Tricar, P. and M. gear £10 10
ENFIELD Lightweight, rgro £18 10
QUADRANT, 3J h.p., magneto, spring forks £16 10
DAVIS DOUBLE, ion, 6 h.p. J. A. P. 2-speed

gear ; cost fm £24 10
VINDEC SPEC AL, 5 h.p.. twin magneto,

spring forks, h.-b. control, 2 speeds, free

engine £25
3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V. magneto £8 10
WOLF Lightweight, rgro £10
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., vertical engine £5 10
HUMBER Tricar, open frame, wheel steering,

, water-cooled £15
REX DE LUXE, 7 h.p., 1911. 2-speed £40
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., 2 speeds, magneto £22 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

ENGINES.

7 h.p. Twin REX, 1911, M.O.V £9 10
5 h.p. Twin KERRY, magneto, silencers . . £9 10

3i h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V £3 10
4 h.p. ORIENT £3 3 hp- QUADRANT £1 15

2} h.p. MINERVA £2 10 rj h.p. MINEKVA £1 10
Exchanges entertained.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED.—XL'All Spring Forks.

New igr2 B. and B. Carburetter 23/6
26 x 2.|in. Heavy Pedley Cover 25/-
Mabon Clutch, lit twin Peugeot 35/-
Nearly new lgr2 Scnspray 23/6
Bradburv Pattern Handle-bars 6/6
Lowen Sidecar; cost £r4 £5
Mabon Clutch, fit rgrr twin Rex 35/-

Long Handle-bars, dropped ends 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6
Sidecar lamp brackets ! 1/6
Wide Mudguards, 4in pair 2/1

1

B. & B. and Amac, h.b. control 13/6
New Amac Carburetter, h.b. control 18/6
Montgomerv r 2-guinea Castor Sidecar .... £6
Mills-Fulfor'd Sidecar £3 15
Tubular Carriers, with drop ends 4/6
{yclecar Chassis, wheel, tyres, P. & M. 2-sp. £12 10

£ idecar Lamps, show red behind 6/9

Booth's Motories,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halifax.

Telephone ro62.

'I St., Brooks Bar, i.c

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A37
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ADp VflTT buyin£ a Motor Cycle? If
r*xllJ xv/u SOf you are looking",
doubtless, for what you consider the best
market for your requirements.

VftTT AT^P* wanting the best possibleXV/U rt.n.Ej article at the lowest
possible price. You want something- to
give entire satisfaction.

TT TO therefore, better to deal with a
* * *&) firm who have a reputation to
keep. Other firms, doubtless, tell you that
they are "THE FIRM," etc., etc., and
insinuate others as being of a. doubtful
character. We do net do this, as we believe
that fair trading will supply the proof sooner
or later.

TO TT necessary to tell you how straightxo 11 dealing we are, or the like? Why
not ask your motor cycling friends for the
proof ? Perhaps you have not got our lists,
in which case we would like to send you our
1912 list of

It would prove very interesting, and we leel
confident that if you are a sidecar buyer you
cannot afford to neglect our claims. It is
post free lor the asking.

we have a few Motor
Cycles to offer at aMOREOVER,

great reduction.

WE ARE GIVING Ia^et~
dard catalogue prices for Second-hands for
cash customers. These discounts also apply
in the case of a few shop-soiled

1912 MODELS, ">
e£Zot"Ayo

X,
neglect our claims to being reasonable in all
respects.

^^'^ gP*%

Pi\V // tL

fiMIFw^r
—~

—

rr~~,
l

IPS
DEFERRED PAYMENTS Jfi
cases at makers' catalogue prices for 1912
models, no objectional enquiries being insti-
tuted, and matters carried through without
delay.

DO YOU THINK T-r'Sm.TS
so, why not try for yourself ? No catch-
penny advertisement, but genuine talk in the
interests of ourselves and our clients.

Maudes' Motor Mart,
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, — W.
'Fhone : 552 Mayfair. 'Grams : "Abdicate, London."

Works : Camden Town, N.W.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TltlUM I'H, free engine, F.E.S. lamp, horn, Dunloii

and Pedley tyres, new Sep., 1909; £32.—Heaton,
jeweller? Athorton, Lancashire. [X3572

3 ill. p. Humber and Sidebar, 2-*peed, free engine, just
2 overhauled, all accessories; £28, or nearest.—Ep-

worth House, Suuimereeaf, near Bury [X3635

TEIUMPH, 1907, low, with 1909 tank, carburetter,

forks, saddle, excellent condition; bargain, £22.—
Kenyon, 56. Portland St., Southport. [X3714

ENFIELD, late 1911. 2Jh.p., perfect condition, splen-
did hill-climber, new tyre, spares; £28.—T. (jret-

ton, 42. Billinge St., 'Blackburn, Lanes. rx3645

stock, £65;
exenange otters

[X3646

1Q12 Scotts ready for delivery, 2 inlv 1912 Kuclge Multi in stock; e

wanted.—Ereringham Brc--., Pockliugton.

3 Hi. p. Ball Bearing Overhead T.T. Matchless, painted
2 red, 3

£45.'—Ernest

19u
offere.

19 12

months' old. excellent condition, very fast;
Abiam, Stanley House, Stockport. [3811

P. and M,, colonial, spares, good condition,

26x2i Bates heavy cover, 7ft. 6in. I Eyso;
Lockivood, Cromwell Rd., South Bank. [X3776

3 ill. p. 2-speed Bradbury, only run 400 miles.

perfect order j owneT buying car; any reasonable
offer.—Snowdeu-Smith, Hulme Barracks, Manchester.

[X3512
41i.p. Twin Chatir-l'eugeot, Bosch, h.b.c., Clyno pul-

ley, new Michelin, Continental, take sidecar, ex-
cellent condition:—Myrtle Villa, Church Ed., TJrmston.

1.5129
I Q12 Triumph, clutch model, with Lucas lamp, horn,
JLJ/ spares. Palmer cords, only used. 300 miles, as
new; bargain, £50-—Thompson, 83, Anlaby Ed.. Hun.

[X3708
"I Q 11 '' 5h.p. Eex de Luxe, Whittle, accessories, ineuf-
JL*/ ance policy, £35; Montgomery cane sidecar, lamp,

-Beesley, Chariestown Ed.,

N.S.U., 1910-11
horn, spares,

tion ; bargain,
pool.

Blackl.

[£5756
6h-p. twin, 2-speed, Cowey, lamp,
done 4,000 miles, excellent condi-

£30.-8. Brainerd St., Tue Brook. Liver-
[X3693

2 h.p. Minerva, m.o.i-v., h.b.c-, new Dunlop cover and
tube, new Watawata, low, fast, reliable, carrier-

stand,
worth-

lamp, horn, etc. ; £9.-80, Church St., Fails-
[X3486

K-6h.p. Twin Kerry,
t/ stuff, and new

if required ; would ride 50 miles to
—167, Wigan Lane, Wigau.

Ions- low, grey, Bosch mag., hot
idecar, quick detachable joints

;

£30 : by appointment.— 10, Crescent Ed., Birkdale,
Southport. [X3520

TRIUMPH, 1912, roadster model, Lucas lamp, horn,
spares, condition equal new; expert examination

:euuine buyer ; £40.
[X3627

yl., most luxurious mount made,
3-spi'cd, shaft drive, 'machine and

splendid condition; sacrifice, £32. — Florin, 38,
)k St., Bradford, Ynrks. [X3754

Rex, mag., with Binks 1912 carburetter, belt

tnd tyres as new; nearest £20; 8h.p. twin ex-

e considered, any condition^—Asa Lulu, Stan^field
Ripponden, near Halifax. [X37TJ

T.A.C., 1911, 4
spring frame

qih.p

CALE, July,
^-handle-bar-

ha
Hej

TRIUMPH, 1909 mcdel, perfect condition, engine
overhauled, new 1 (unlop and Palmer tyres, new

Dunlop belt, all spares, take sidecar; £25, offer.—Ash-
worth; Cambridge Place, Tudmorden. [X3046

1912, 7h.p. Indian, free engine. T.T.
, Jones £5/5 speedometer, Lucas lamp,

horn, ppare cover, 2 tubes, many other spares; cost ever
£75;' as new, unscratched ; sell £60—Below.

1 Q 12 22h.p. Hazlewood, Armstrong 3-speed gear,
J-t/^, lamp, horn, other spares, only 3 weeks old, ridden
a few"xuile<5; sell £45; owner giving up motor cycling;
many spares to be cleared out; any examination or
trial any time.—Address, 146, Manchester Rd., Roch-
dale. [X3553

1Q1:: 7h.p. Indian, 2-speed, free engine, complete with
J- *7 horn, pump, tools, spare inner tube, and other
spares, in new condition, been used just over 2,months;
accept £60.—R. King, Ellesmere Mills, Wigan. [X3521

TO the Trade.-.-We are prepared to supply any ol
the first-class motor cycles that we are agents

for at a big discount off list price. Let us have your
enquiries at once. Lists free.—Hitchens' Ltd., More-
cambe. [4307

Bosch mag. and B. and E. car-

.
spring forks, good tyres, splendid-

condition; owner giving up; £12/15 lowest; no offers;

trial here.—Crook, Music Shop, Lower Inee, Wigan.
fX3626WE still have a few guaranteed new ana latest 1912

models to dispose of at bargain prices to clear
our season's stock, including 3-speed Rover, 3-speed
Colonial New Hudson, 2-speed Bradbury, clutch 4h.p.
Rex-Jap, standard Kerry-Abingdon, two clutch Kerry-
Abirigdons, A..C Sociable; if you want one of these
get into touch with vts immediately.—Northern Depot,
Ltd-, " Everything Motorisb," Leece St., Liverpool.

[52084
GREAT Sale 2nd-hand Motor Bikes, must be sold.—

2£h.p. J.A.P., £8/10; 2ih.p. Eex, mag., £12;
3;h.p. Triumph, mag., £17; 2h.p. Moto-R^ve, free en-
gine, 1910, £14/10; 3£h.p. 4-cvl- F.N.,- with 2-speed
gear, £18/18; 1910 Triumph, new condition, £26; 1909
"P. and M., 3£h.p., with 2-sre.ed and sidecar, new con-
dition. £36; 1910 Douglas, fM6; 1910 Rex, with 2-speed
gear, £20; 1912 Rex and Sidecar, practically new; £50.
—Motor Cycle Exchange, 160, Young St., Sheffield.

£0100

N.S.U., 3h.p,, 1911,
buretter, h.b.c.

EXCHANGES
EASY PAYMENTS
ON ANY OF UNDERMENTIONED:

1912 SCOTT 165
ie.12 REX (sidette), 6 h.p £75
1912 REX (de Luxe), 6 h.p £62
1912 REX (sidette), 4 h.p £70
1912 REX (de Luxe), 4 h.p £56
1912 ARIEL, 3-speed, 3I h.p £55
rgi2 RUDGE (free engine) £55
1912 RUDGE (multi) £60
1912 ZENITH, 3l h.p Gn». 53
1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p Gns. 67

All Brand New and for Immediate Delivery.

SECOND-HAND.

PREMIER, 3^ 3
'spceds

'
,9T2

£48>

RUDGE, *££iZ£-
I911 »<*' ™t£34

1

DOU6LAS, 23
r?in

P
eta

n
ehlne.

,

.

9I

.

I

.

m
."".''£31

PO# AJg ion, 2-speeds, Cowey meter, iJCC
• OC ITSbj Millford sidecar. A beauty *«»»

A^ Pociable, 1912 de luxe model, hood, tfOC
»Vi screen. All lamps. Like new .... »vw

RCV 3- h.p. 1911 model, cone clutch, £*)7
*-*»j overhauled **

g>RTY 3i h.p. de luxe, as new, with i*00
i\B./^

9 sidecar, 1910 model *"«
TA f\ 6/8 h.p., four cyclinder, 3-speeds, i>0|S"«^» 3 shaft di."ive,,nne condition. . .

.*OW

A I C 3 h.p., twin, just been overhauled &QA )VbV«9 ancj re-enamelled **'
FM 2$ h.p., igti model, 2-speeds, shaft i>CC I

"'*? drive, very good order AidAt

CPATT 3l n -P-- I 9 IO » ^-spee-is, entirely fiOQ /WW I I 5 Water cooled, kick start,' ****> *

MilL'ord sidecarFU 5/6 h.p., four-cylinder, exceptionally rOft )'"* good order **v
{*! VMA 5/6 h-P- T9 12 model, with i*CC :

%Pim I I*V jMil'lford cane sidecar *«J '

MOTO REVE.^^^Z'.^fin I

overhauled

IVIOTOREVE,^^SrSh
:£22;

Many others. Send for full list.

FOUR ONLY LEFT.
BRAND NEW 1911 REXES.

AM fully guaranteed.
6 h.p. TWO-SPEED MODELS.

Specification.—1912 Bosch magneto, z-speed gear,

.1912 forks and footboards, 19x2 B. and B. car-

buretter, 1912 belts, 1912 tyres, and, in fact, all

improvements.
£>£<> MAKER'S OUR CI g||e*00 price. PRICE ** « ,ia-

Or /"i4 with order and r2 monthly payments of 66/8.

REMEMBER, ONLY 4.

MISCELLANEOUS.
1912 B. and B. Carburetters Our price 22/6

1912 ditto, variable 'jet Our price 24 6

1 9 12 Senspray, second-hand 21/-

1911 B. and B., almost new 18'-

Amac, h.-b. control, second-hand 15 -

B. and B., tank control 10/6

Jones's Speedometer 32/6

Cowey Speedometer 57/6

Stewart Speedometer 32, -

Jap Automatic Carburetter 15/-

7ft. 6in. Lyso Belt, riu 11/6

8ft. Stanley Dermatine, -Jin., new 12/6

8ft. Gin. Stanley Dermatine, -gin., new 11/6

8ft. 6in. Stanley Dermatine, iin., new 14 -

8ft. 6in. Continental, -Jin., new 7/6

7ft. 6in. Continental, iin., new 10/-

7ft. 9in. Watawata, |in., new 15 -

SPECIAL LINE.
Shamrock-Gloria Clearance Belts a*

half- maker's list prices. Send for a length oa

approval. Money returned if not satisfactory,

{in., 8d. ; Jin., 10d.
;

|in., 1 /- ; iin., 1/2 per foot.

MAUDES' MOTOR MART
136, Great Portland Street, London, W. .

Telephone: 552 Mayfair. Telegrams: "Abdicate,Lock'"

LISTS POST FREE.

A3S AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SCOTT'S*
Victoria Motor House, Powell St., Halifax. ^

X
X
X

ALL MACHINES SEVERELY TESTED BEFORE
LEAVING THE WORKS.

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED AND
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

CLEARANCE SALE'X
* One Multi Rudge in stock. First cheque

secures. PRICE £60.

J
RUDGE 2-speed and free-engine and

adjustable pulley ; engine starts with

the back wheel on the grouad .... £56

, RUDGE free-engine mode! £55

i RUDGE standard £48
- RUDGE T.T £48
j ZENITH-GRADUA, new, 3?, h.p £55
, NEW HUDSON, 3* h.p., iqra, 3 speeds £44
J' HUMBER, 1912, 2-speed, handle starting £44
« P. & M., as good as new, complete with

4 sidecar £45

T NEW HUDSON Lightweight, 2J h.p.

/ lap, like new, 3-speed gear, a bargain £35
* RUDGE, Standard 1912, 3J h.p. £38
j PREMIER, 3$ h.p., 1912, complete with
« sidecar, 3 speeds £55
4 NEW HUDSON, 3^ h.p., 1912, not done
* 300 miles, 3 speeds £46
J NUMBER, 3V h.p., 2-speed and free

J
engine, take a sidecar £39

TRIUMPH, $i h.p., late 1908, a beauty £26
* CALTHORPE T.T., 3 j h.p., like new. . £33
/ LINCOLN ELK, 3$ h.p., 2-speed and
Jkick starter £36

PREMIER, 3 speeds, 1912, complete
)with sidecar and numerous spares . . £54

REX, 1908, 3$ h.p., h.b.c £16
)P. & M., complete with 9 guinea sidecar £32

REX, 1910, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, and free

% engine complete with sidecar £36
*'

F.N. Lightweight, 1911-12, shaft drive,

) shop-soiled, complete with £10 worth
ot spares '. £38

>F,N., 5-6 h.p., fitted with 2-speed gear
and free engine at a cost of over £80,Xa bargain £38

MINERVA, 3J h.p., h.b.c, magneto igni-

)tion, spring forks £15
-TRIUMPH, 1907, 3ih.p £20

We beg tc advise all readers thai Messrs.
Scott's, of 20, Powell St., or Vitoria Motor
House, Halifax, have no connection whatever
with Messrs. Maudes' Motor Mart of London.

>

>
\. 50/- town and 5/- per week secures

the tallowing :

A QUADRANT, 3} h.p.. h.b.c £10 10
u F.N., ^-cylinder £16
A N.S.U., 3V h.p £16

X
QUADRANT, zj h.p., spring forl^s £8
REX and Forecar, complete, with free

X
engine, h.b.c £14

S-guinea Sidecar, second-hand £4 4

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Vi As Illustrated, 10 GUINEAS. v
Write for Sidecar Catalogues. A

V We claim to have the finest and strongest Side- y
>.r on the market. No fear of wheel dropping off. A.

Y WATFORD SPEEDOMETERS v
11 Models. Liberal allowances made on old ones. /V

)3trests, postpaid 2/10X
X !OOT.T> Victoria Motor House, wX=>owelI Street, HALIFAX. Xslephone—433 National. __

'uegrams—"SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax." X

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
I Q12 Singer, 2;h.p., done 1.000, spares, Xl'all saddle,
J-*/ new belt in uucie, and tube, 1913 P. and A.
lamp and generator, watch; £40. — Grimes, Kineton,
Warwick. [5075

l(jl- Triumph, free engine, Palmer eordfi, self-seal-
JL v ins tube, P. and H. lamp, horn, spares, new
condition; price £46.—Julvan. Triumph asjent, Oowgate,
Peterborough. [X3755

I
ATEST Models.—Free engine Triumph, only done

J 50 miles, complete, ""48gns. ; 2-spced Royal Eniicld.
done 300 miles, 40-m?. ; 2-speed A.J.S., 24gns.—Wests
Garage; Lincoln. [X3813

BRADBURY Motor Cycle, 3}h.p., 1910 model, Bosch
mag.; B. and B. carburettor, Druid spring forks,

Dunlop tyro*, splendid order; bargain, £24/10.— Brown's.
12. Bull Bins. Birmingham. [X3679

1Q11 Twin Rex de Luxe, 6h.p., ru.o.v., free engine.
X«7 2 speeds, spring forks, aluminium footboards,
Bo*cb mas., fitted with handsome sidecar; sell turnout,
£45.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring-, Birmingham. [X3680

TRIUMPH Motor Cyele, 3ih.pl, Dunlop tyres, mas;.,
ni.-t-elass order ; sell bargain, £24.—Brown's, 12,

Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X5681

MOTOSACOCHE, 2h.p., eingle, ma-., Druid spring
forks, h.b-c. ; bargain, £12710.—Brown's, 12. Bull

Ring, Biruiinghum. [X3682

TWIN Rex 1908 Motor Cycle. 5h.p., Bosch mag.,
h.b.c, free engine, spring forks: bargain, £16/10.

—Brawn's, 12, Bull Rius, Birmingham. [X3683

1 Q 11 Rex, 3ih.p., in splendid condition, just been
At7 overhauled, Bosch, Druids, footboards cantilever
Spring seat, etc, most comfortable riding position; £25.
-A. Holland, Clarendon St.. Coventry. [X3669

1Q12 Douglas, Model- G.. splendid condition, notlv done 2,000 miles, Lucas 50/- lamp set, 30/-
Xl'all saddle, horn. Lucas mirror, watch, plug, valve
complete, all tools; £35; approval, or ride anywhere
Lincolnshire Saturday. Sunday-—No. 1.302, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X3547

COVENTRY Eagle, 4Jh.p. Precision, countershaft, 2-

ispeed model, Dunlop studded tyres, Bosch mag.,
B. and B. carburetter. Brooks saddle, brand new, per-
fect throughout, cannot possibly be repeated; further
particulars on application ; usual cash price 59 gns.,
clearance price £50, carriage paid iu United Eingdom.—
Coventry Eagle Cycle Co-, Coventry- [X3365

GENUINE Clearance Sale.— 1911 Rover, free engine.
perfect order, £35; 191 1^ Singer, free engine,

lamp, horn, spares, £42, as new: ako 1912 soiled models,
Bradbury standard. Rud^e free engine. Triumph free
ensrine. Ariel 3-speed, Rudge Multi, Bradbury 2-speed
and sidecar. Let me have your offers ; stock must be
cleared-—A. E. Clare, 364, Modeler Rd., Birmingham.

("X3684

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

Collier's Motories,
Westgate. Halifax, England.

1912 BRADBURYS.
THE IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINES.

The greatest power in sin^U'-cylindcr inachiues, giving
maximum effifciency ami freedom from attention.

3l h.p., tourist ..-.'... £48 3* B.p., 2-sp.. chain £5810
3i h.p., 2-specd, belt £55 3I h.p., 3-speed ..£58 10

SPECIAL EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS.

M
S

ORGAN; immediate delivery.—Knaeter, Cox,
Green St. , Cambridge.

COTT ; immediate delivery;'

Kna*ter, Cox.
Cambridge agents,

"1 Q12 Triumph, shop-foiled, caters; 1912 Motosaeoehe,
JL«7 var. gear, offers; 1911 Motosaeoehe, offers, shop-
oiled: 1911 Triumph, F.E., Palmer cord, tyres, lamp,
•renerator, grand order, £40.—Knaster, Cox, 29, Green
St., Cambridge. [X3790

12 Premier, 2jh.p., new; list price £36, what
offers?—Nash, Broad St., March. [X369819

TRIUMPHS, F.E.. 1912,
J- agents Rudge, Scott,
liveries.—Francis, Lynn.

jnst delivered, £50 ; sole
Douglae ; immediate de-

[X3742

C1LEARANCE Lines in 1912 Rovers Douglas, Brad-
* burys. Zeniths, Triumphs, equal to new; also

several good sidecars at bargain prices.—Young and Co.,
Newmarket. [5257

DOUGLAS, 1912, latest model, fitted with free en-
gine, 2-speed. only ridden 200 miles, new June

;

buying ear; cott with accessories £52, price £45.—
Hines. 216, Cauldwell Half Rd-. Ipswich. [X3578

HAZLEWOOD Motor Cycle, 2Jh.p. J.A.P. engine,
Armstrong 3-speed gear and free engine; as new,

been used for demonstration,' complete with Lamp, horn,
and tools; price £40.—Tom Mitchell. Trafalgar Road
Cycle Depot, Great Yarmouth. [5072

TRIUMPH, free engine, 1911, ridden 2,000 miles
only; Lucas lamp, Jones speedometer, horn, etc,

splendid condition £42. —Robinson's, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [0145

TRIUMPH, 3Jh.p., 1909 pattern, free engine, re-

cently re-bushed, with new belt. lamp, and horn;
£33.—Robinson's", Green St.. Cambridge. [0146

p; 1912 Pattern Premier Motor Bicycle, free en-
gine, not driven 600 miles, really new; £42/10-—

Robinson's, Green St.. Cambridge. [0147

and Newmarket for
Green St.. Cambridge.

[0148
ZENITH. 3ih.p., 1912 Gradua gear, ridden under

1,000 miles, horn, mirror, spare belt, etc.'; £44
—Robinson's, Green St.. Cambridge. [0149

3i

DOUtiLAS Agents for Cambridm-
Season 1912-13: Robinson's

CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

REX-JAP, I9,2i ° hp- 2--*pMd '
new £71 8

CLYNO, 1 " 1 - T" m
'

2 "srccd '
new

• • • Offers.

REX 19IJ
'

4 h 'p ' Iourist
'
8 -ii x 55. ncw £46

REX DE LUXE
'

r° 12
' •' bp- 2 -spck1 ne" £56

HUMBER, ,9,r
' 3ihp -' ::

"spccci
'
nt'" £47 10

HUiVlBER,-^i h^ t^;^;£34 10

INDIAN, 3itl!;
r: '

c,ulch
'

spe"" ;"£39 10

ANTOINE, ^u^ n
\:

u^::&2\ 10
PCV DELUXE, ion. .'Iwiii. 2-spccd. new.rCO jA
I »t 'v i9r2 gear and fittings *UU W
pry i^n. ji h.p., Tourist, new "and Q4nnc
»EV\j unused, 1912 waterproof magneto "^Bpry DELUXE, ion, 3-J h.p./ s-speed, find

.

I» t/V Sidecar, very smait lot, with makers' CQffnc
guarantee, brand 1 cw vw gfllOa

KERRY, ;ih -p '
lu"swdl £8 10

DCV 1911, 3J h.p., Tourist, very reliable £CQ 1 Q

REX^^E
;.

;

:

h
;

p
:.:"

sprad
:

1
':':

n,

.

aa ' 1 £35
pCV 1910, Twin, special finish £9Q 1

SPECIAL OFFER.
19 12 2-speed 2% h.p. REX junior de Luxe. Only had
road tests, accept£3210 I'aiticu!ars on applicati

ad I
on I

QUADRANT, 3 h,p"™|^
acces"?ries

M INFPVA 2 ^ h.p^Nala 2-speed gear
ITIIIlbnvn } -i in. tyres, spring forks

DCy 1911,3* h.p.,Tourist, 100 miles only,

npy 5 1 h.p.. Twin, spring forks

MINERVA 4 ~ h.p.,Twfn, spring forks

Djpy 1910. 3i h.p., Plate Clutch model,
I»E*»j iqii Druid pattern forks

OLYMPIC, p

MinTn RrVF 2li.p.,single-C5-iinder
ITIV I W rkl_ W -, very f„,e condition
w%py 1909, 3 i h.p. model, very good and
l»t/V, smartDAT 3^ n -P-> magneto, spring frame andDM , forks

TRIUMPH, ^^3^°:.^
flIIADRANT 3 "-P-- wants atten-
1j£w#*l/l»F»l» I $ tion, clean ncc pricepry 3} h.p., light and low, splendid*™ ** I runninR order

ppy 3 h.p., spring Io:'ks, wants attention

p M 1911-12, 4-cyhnder magneto

WOL.SE LEY, 25eater car
-

l6h -p -'

overhauled
1 4 -cylinder, recently

MONOCAR,
slight attention .

ppy DE LUXE, handle starting, good

YY.C, 2-speeds, wants

ha
t_\res, less engir

£7 15
£1610
£32 10
£16 10
£16 10

£10 10
£19 10
£22 10
£16 10
£35
£4 15

£12 10
£4 15
£29 10

£29 10

£13 10
£7 10

COLLIER'S 1912 SIDECARS.
" Popular/ Clipper or Couti.icntal tyre £5 5
" Superbe " type, with best tyre, apron, etc. . . £6 6

Side-entrance body, as illustrated £7 10

Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6

Improved Quick Detachal le. joints, Cranked Extra
Strong Back Axle and Spindle to all MorMs rrom.pt

delivery to suit Rexei Triumphs, N.S.IV., Indians and

any other make.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o s the issue. A41
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ROBERTSONS
NEW MACHINES

For Immediate Delivery.

ALL MODELS OF TRIUMPH, BAT,

DOUGLAS, CLYNO, HUMBER, IVY

NORTON, RUDGE, ROVER, P. & M.,

NEW HUDSON, ZENITH, ENFIELD,

MATCHLESS, SCOTT, SINGER, ETC.

SECOND - HAND
EVERY MACHINE
OVERHAULED AND GUARANTEED

1912.
1227 BRADBURY, 3* H.P., 2-SPEED, CAO

Belt drive, lamp, horn, and tools, like new .

.

*^*
1203 IVY PRECISION, 3J H.P. T.T. fQO

MODEL. Ridden about ioo miles *ww
183 NEW HUDSON, 3} H.P, 3- ACE

SPEED GEAR, SHOP-SOILED ONLY .... *«°
96 NORTON, 35 H.P. STANDARD fiAa

MODEL, SHOP-SOILED ONLY Wt
1175 ZENITH, 3J H.P. In perfect order. fAM

Lamp, horn, and tools SHf
1147 ZENITH, 3'i H.P. Hardly used. §AR

Lamp, horn, and tools *W
1188 ZENITH, 6 H.P. Beautiful order. Cfcn

Lamp, horn, and tools *UA

1911.
1225 TRIUMPH, 31- H.P. Mahon clutch. 1>O0

Lamp, horn, and touts *0©
1229 TRIUMPH, 3^ H.P. CLUTCH £fjtg%

MODEL. Lamp, horn, and tools *^*
1173 BAT, 6 H.P. New condition. Lamp, £*>Q

horn, and tools 9602J

1142 BRADBURY, 3iH.P. Fine order. £"5/1
Lamp, horn, and" tools etwt

1204 BRADBURY F.E., 3£ h.p. JJOQ
Wl accessories 3wO?l

1207 F.N., 4-CYLINDER, 5-6 H.P., 2-SPEED. MO
Lamp, horn, and tools SwO

1217 HUMBER, 2- H.P., 3-SPEED. $OS)
Splendid order. Lamp, horn, and tools .

.

<»«*£

1208 SCOTT, 2-SPEED, 2-STR0KE, 2-CYL. AAA
water-cooled. Suitable for a lady RflJHr.j

li92 PREMIER, F.E., 3* H.P. Fine MO
order. Lamp, horn, and tools SrvOi

1200 ZEN ITH, 6 H.P. Splendid for sidecar. |»Cft
Lamn, horn, and tools w^A

1149 ZENITH, 3J- H.P. Good appearance. TOO
Lamp, horn, and tools *wO

1133 ZENITH, 3i H.P. Exceptionally good £A-\
order. Lamp, horn, and tools *^» *

G

MISCELLANEOUS.
£28
£16
£29

1091 1910 SCOXT, 3} H.P., 2-SPEED,
2-STROKE. Lamp, horn, and tools

1211 4 H.P., STEVENS, Magneto, .H.B.
control, spring forks, lamp, horn and tools

1221 1910 PREMIER, 3J H.P. 2-CYL.
Lamp, horn, tools. Most excellent condition

1219 1908 F.N. ,4-CYL. ioia carbu.etter and
clutch. Lamp, born, and tools. Perfect
condition

1154 1909 F.N., 4-CYL. In perfect jjrder.

Lamp, horn, and tools

£22

£19

ROBERTSONS
TELEPHONE : MAYFAIR 5767

157b, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.|

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION VI,

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck'
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

1ftl2 3;l].p. Clutch Modei Eudse, little used, as new,
*-*J lamp, Cowey, spares; £45, or nearest offer.—Hole,
(jreenhill, Eveslam. [X3721

BRADBURY, chain drive, 1912, perfect condition,
splendid sidecar machine; £47/10. — Hereford

Motor Co., Hereford. [X3671

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, June, 1912, very fact, perfect
condition, accessories; spares; best offer over £40.

-57, Newport Rd., Cardiff. [5274

Sib. p. F.E. Premier, 1911$, Lucas lamp, horn, and
2 tools splendid condition, just overhauled ; what

offers?— 1,310, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X3648

3 h.p. Triumph, batt. ignition, h.b.c., B. and B. car-
buretter, new belt, in perfect running order; £16,

or nearest offer.—Barnes, 38, Mounow St.. Monmouth.
[X3661

RUDGE Multi, July, 1912. unsoiled, nnpunctmed. 500
miles ; cost with extras £62, nearest offer £52

;

expert examination and trial invited.—l'ritchard. Chester
Rd.. Kidderminster. [5028

F.F., brand new, delivered August 18th, 1912, 5h.p.,
2-epeed, H.P. clutch, steel-studded Englebert

covers both wheels, all latest improvements, butt-ended
tubes in tyres, one butt-ended tube spare, Hiller lamp
and generator, best nickel Serpentine horn; paid £60/11.
will sell for £55; no offers.—Box L8.636, Tin Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [5067

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

5 h.p. Twin Y.S. Motor Cycle, late 1910; £27/10.-
Coles.. Mill, Selborne. Hants. [X3761

OOD 2ih.p. Cycle, new H. plain coil and flash : £9.
H. Counsell, l-'aringdon, Berks. [X3579

TRIUMPHS. 2 in stock, free engine models, just de-
livered ; no waiting.—Wire ; Ginger, Motors, Ban-

bury. [X2813

£34.-1912 3<h.p. Precision, June, as new; approval,
deposit. — Nonnan, Desbcrough Rd., Wycombe,

Bucks. [5088

NEW Hudson, 22h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed, new condition,
done 1,300 miles; £35.—Wheeler, Rubber Works,

Melksham. [X3602

MATCHLESS, Sh.p., No- 7 passenger model, new;
6Sj;ns. cash. — Freeman, 151, Barton bt.,

Gloucester.
.

,

[5173

DOUGLAS. 1911. in perfect order throughout, all

accessories; £27/10; only requires trying.— Gibb,
Gloucester. ' •- [5308

5 h.p. Rex, free engine, handle starting, h.b.c, in good
condition : a bargain, £25.—H.N., Silverburn, King

Edward St., Slough. [5223

£>3.h.p Twin Lightweight Moto-Reve, as new, just
.~W4 overhauled by makers; £20 — Simpson, jun.,

Sandhurst, Berks. [5209

BRADBURY, 1911, good condition, back tyre nearly
new, Garner, P. aud 11 lamp, spare valve, tools;

28gns.—Hunt, Ascot. [5189

DELIVERIES from stork Bradbury, chain-driven, 2-

speed, £58/10; Douglas, model 'K, £50.-Gough's
Motors. Gloucestershire. [X1789

F.N., 2ih.p., 2-speed, late 1911. condition and order
excellent, "Xl-'all saddle, spares; £28, no offers.—

Child, Excise, Northleaeh. [5276

N.S.U., 33h.p., mag., Albion clutch, recently over-
hauled aud rebusbed, tyres almost new ; bargain,

.517.— 65a, Park St., Bristol. [X3624

5 h.p. Rex Speed King, new condition ; £24, oi would
exchauge 2-speed machine.—Box L8.651, The Motor

Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St. E.C. [5084

ZENITH. 3jh.p,, spring frame, Gradua gear, accumu-
lator ignition, comfortable machine; bargain, £15.

-Poate, 102, West St., Havant, Hants. [5248

F.N., 4-cyl., Bosch, spring forks, 1912 B. and B.
ready for fitting, perfect condition; £16, real bar-

gain.— Warrilow, Beclcford, Tewkesbury. [5220

INDIAN. 7h.p., 2-speed, 1912, just bought, only done
150 miles, as new. guaranteed; what offers?—No.

1,255, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X.2677

5-6h.p. Twin Rex, late 1909, all fitments, in excel-
lent condition. £26; also 8ft. length lin. Stanley

belt, unused, £14/6.-17, Craven St.. Newbury. [5232

-|Q12 T.T. Rudge. absolutely perfect, low mileage,
J-t/ carefully driven, tyres and belt all perfect, all

tools, etc.; what offers?—83, Northgate Street, Gloucester.
[5238

PREMIER Motor Cycle, 1912, 2-speed, free engine,
splendid sidecar machine, not done 200 miles, new

in May; what offers.-—S. ii. Weston, High St., Slough.
[X3548

TRIUMPH. 1912 model, T-T. roadster, only run
1,600 miles, absolutely unscratched, and engine

better than new; cost, complete with accessories, £54,
accept £46.—Reynolds, The: Lodge. Cosham, Hants.

[X3716

RECORD BARGAINS

m
For Keen Price in famous machine
of the most reliable make are offered ir

s
STOCK-TAKING
CLEARANCE'

If you want a motor
cycle oi sidecar, write
for our special List of
New, Shop-soiled, and
Second-hand Machines.

-SELECTIONS FROM OUR LIST.

FIRST CHEQUE SECURES.
1912 b h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2-speed,

F.E., handle-starting, 3 months old £45
1912 3* h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH, as new £42
1912 3^ h.p. BRADBURY, Clutch

Model, as new £47 10
1912 3ih.p. T.T. RUDGE, line

condition . . : £37

TAYLOR'S ASBESTOL AND HORSEHIDE
GLOVES.—Splendid value. For autumn wear.

In reindeer Price 4/9
In asbestol 5/6
Gauntlets 1/- pair extra,

WATERPROOF SUITS.—Double-breasted, wind

cuffs, double texture, separate legging. 25/6
complete suit.

With seatless trousers . , 30/- complete suit

North Road Model 37/6 „ « i

Sent on approval with pleasure. I

NewIamps For Old

1000 Foot Bean

f.r.s:
Liberal allowance made for your old lamp in

part payment.
Special London Agents for F.R.S.

800ft. set 58/6

1000ft. set M/t

1200ft. major set 78'*

TAYLOR'S P. & H. SET, New Model—Jiang'

lenses, adjustable bracket.
For powerful machines 40/-

For medium power machines .... 30/6

Desirable Bargains in Motor Horns
TAYLOR'S- POST HORN.—Unequalled in torn

and reliability. Extra strong clip.

Price, complete 13/6

„ with dust sieve -•
'^fifiS*

„ Medium size, with dust sieve 12/6

20 Triumph Pattern Horns. Usual price, 6/3

sale, 4/9.
12 Rey Pattern Exhaust Whistles. Advei

2t/- ; sale, 7/6.
16 Nightingale Exhaust Whistles, foot-operated.

Usual price, rj/6 ; sale, 12/6,

TAYLOR'S TOUR-
IST GOGGLES.—
Perfect view. No
possible obstruc-
tion. Price 2/9.
Or, with air cushion
draught and dust
excluding, 3/9 pair.

Large assortment in stock.

SPEED INDICATORS.
tr>i2 Cowey, hardly used. Usual price, r

\ is.

sale, £3 10s.

1912 Jones, run roo miles. Usual price, £3 ids.

WIND-SCREENS FOR SIDECARS.—Very itaht

easily fitted, made in transparent celluloid

adjustable. Price 35/-.

Ask for copy of our Big Accessory List, bent

post free.

Tottenham Court Road, London,
'Phone: Wires:
10957 Central. " Dynametro, London.

HHMHBaKSnaaHEUSa^MH
A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
llQ'O Trimuph. 3:h.p., standard, i)

iLO i'35,-S I.. .S:il<' c'o Kcrrid
perfect 1

e's Gnrat

ilQlo;. Douglas Lightweight 2 belts. spare
l«» £22. ,.r exchange nitli little rjisli

mdition;
'. Alton,

[5119

ares, perfect;
.- for higher

inver.— llfllllbry, 42. Latimer ltd., Winton, Bourne-
|HOUtll. [5105

ROYAL Enfield. 2Jb.li.. 2-speed. free engine, 1911'.,
with footboards, and side wallets, tyres, etc., in

pi.-udid condition; £36. or near offer.—Jlracher Rcd-
li« St.. Bristol. [X3677

il Q12 2Jh.p. Douglas, 2-specd. free engine, kick starter,
Lit tyres nnpuuctnied. positively brand new condi-
mu; accept £42 for iiuick sale.—Cox, 154. Highland

ltd.. -Portsmouth. [5040

Jt'OTT, 1912. 2-specd. free engine, only run 1.600
' miles, perfect condition throughout, l'almer cord
eras; exceptional opportunity ; £54 lowest. — Morris
forage, Oxford. [X3656
rKIUMTHS. 1912. lice engine models in stock

;

wish 'Or easy payments.—-Morris Garage, Oxford.

llfOEBIS Garage, Oxford.—New showrooms, *Queen
'X gt. Largest stock of new and 2nd-liand machines

ii the country; lurge stock of accessories and spare parts
Iwnys carried. [X3658
rvOTJGLAS Model K Motor Cycles in stock, ready for^ immediate delivery ;-£50.-The Motor Cvcle Depot,
3 Palmerston i{<]... Boscombe. Tel.: 1248 Bourne-
.outh. Telegrams: Alsford, Iloscombe.

. [2119

~V0UGLAS, 1912, model K, clutch, 2 speeds, kick
-' -starter, Jierl'ect condition, run 1,700 miles speedo-
meter (Coweyl. lamp -and generator, horn, Brooks
:ddle. extra bags, inner tube, tools, etc.- £45 —Dr

iN"aval Barracks, Portsmouth. [X3561

SECTION VIII.

j

ertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
J

and Sussex.

Tottenham.

1LYN0, £68/5: F.E. Triumph. £55; 3ih p -2-speedU Humbers, F.E. Bradbury £54/10; new 1912 FE
'railhury. also 1911 F.E. Eudge, best "offer; Moto-
coche, £22; 1910 e'afuir, - £22 ; sidecars, for all
Midlines from £5/5 complete to 12 gns.—The Stamford
Hill Motor/Co., 128, High Ed., Tottenham. 'Phone:
gi82 Tottenham.._.,. [X3786 i

jj

LJ>AT, 1912, Jlli. p., 2 months old; open to muck" dea
• |> -Bunting, Wealdsti.ne. , [X3685
jlllE i; Banting has the thing you want, he generally
•' has.-Hotor Exchange, U'etrldstone. [X3686
il3.li. p. Minerva, in good running ordcT- £7/10—9
|'4 Dickinson Sep, Croxloy. Herts. [X3718
ih.p. Special T.T. Triumph: £30.
'2 Grove, Cumberwell, London.

Lomond
[5094

<ROWW, 2J-h.p., in perfect running order; £7.-2,
» Barrett's Grove, Stoke Newiugton. [5130

Sh.p. CHyde. mag., spare .over and belt; offers," cash.
;
4 -9. Bndgeman Ed., Teddington. [5102

EADBtTRY Agents, Bright and Hayles. 73, Chinch
y St., Oambcrwell Green. 'Phone: Hop 50. [X3505
[ROWN. 3Jhp. mag. good order, £15; with side-

|» car, £17/10.-24, Sidney Ed.. Forest Gate. [X3591
C0

JX,,l?
n
i„

l>c?- Lt
'
mtlt' used

'
with sidecar; lowest

±s^/10.—32, Lower Kennington Lane, S.E. [5212

f)
12

.,
1
^
™"* Twin. Armstrong 3-spced, as new;w £35.-Motonst. 20. Claveriug Av., Barnes. [5096

,

ih.p. Lightweight Minerva, Chafer fittings, low, fast-
* ±5, or offer.—Berry, 125, Canal Ed., Mile End!

Q12 Free Engine Triumph, new August, not ridden" 80 nulcs; what offers ?-Bryan, 24, Aldgate, E.C.

Qll Bradbury, very little used, perfect order; £32." -Dean, 4, St. Augustine's Ed., Canterbury. |

Ih.p. Antaine-Ohater-Lea,. 2-specd, handle starting,!
= as new; bargain, £14.-208, Cnmberwell Ed., S.E.

|

Ih.p. Auto Motor, B.B., Chater-Lea, good llndi-2 tion; £11/10.-79, Aldred Rd., Kennington.

Q 11 Triumph "clutch Motor, studded tyres Whittle
I" bolts, as new; £40.-81. Stoke Newington Ed.,

[X3736
kOTJULAS. 1912. rondel D. ridden about 1 000 miles

practical./ new; £36.- W. Sliutes, 3. Wilburv Av
'

p '

[5070
10UGLAS. T910. splendid condition. Tliinlop tyres,

nearly lew
; £23.-H„ 38, Chaucer Hd., WalthW

[X3692
EIUMPH. 3lh.p., with speedometer, mirror and

watch, new condition; £33.-47. Camden Grove,
k"am

- [X3735
12
i7„

h"- <?>ster-Fafciir, h-b-c, inag.. Amac. dropped
frame, wide bars

; bai'gaiu.-7, Park Sq. Mews,

I

' [5280

T h -|' CIXde ' T 3-"/' ?• and B - h-b.c, running order;» tS/15 or best offer.—Speecllley, 45, Church Rd.,
[5236 1

,—Beauty of design, luxurious
riding, lightweight, great tyre
economy, are distinguishing
features of the P.M.C. Sidecar.
Made to fit any machine, with
coach-built bodies any special

colour required.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR Co, Ltd.,
Aston Rd., BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams ;

" Primus, Birmingham."

Telephone: Central, 4310.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
WANDSWORTH.-Rox, latest 1911 T.T., 6-7h.p

twin, m.o.v., mag, fast, new condition; £32/10.
-Below.

WANDSWORTH.-V.S., 1910, genuine. 7-91i.p.. mag.,
twin, 2 speeds, cream finish, perfect; £38/10.

-Below.

WANDSWORTIT.-Roc, 1909.
tree engine, handle starting

4h.p., m.o.v., mag..
, like new; £19/19.

mag.,
£26.

WANDSWCXTH.-F.N., latest 1911. 4 cyls., mag.,
drip feed, first-class, order; £35.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Indiau, '"latest 1910 T.T., 5-6h.p.
twin, m.o.v., mag., very fast, perfect.—Below.

WANDSWORTH. — Rex 1909 5-6h.p. Twin, mng.,
2 speeds, handle starting, new condition; £28/10

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Bat-Jap 9h.p. Twin. mag. in tank,
fine sidecar machine; sacrifice £29.' 10.—Below.

WANDSWORTH. - N.S.U., 4h.p., m.o.v., mag., 2
speeds, freo engine,, runs well; sacrifice £19/19.

—Below.

WANDSWOETH.-Roe, 1909J, 4h.p.. in.o.v.,

Druids, 2 speeds, handle starting; cheap,
—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-F.N. Lightweight, mag.; bargain,
£12/15; exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange

Ebner St., Wandsworth Station. [X367C

Tj\E. Triumph. 1912, not soiled: must sell; what offers':

1Q12 Clyno. F.E., kick starter. 2-speed, not been on
-LiJ the road; £62.-88, Farleigh Rd., Stoke Newing-
ton. [X3691

Sy Ilh. p. Minerva, Bosch mag., B.B., very low, and goodw4 running order; £13.-13, North St., Barking.
[X3651

"IQIO Bat-.Tnp 3ih.p., Wliittle belt, hom. etc.. per-XU feet order; £26.—Baylis, Crossness, Abbey Wood.
Kent. [5225

QLp. Werner, perfect running order, leather belt.
/W horn, .good tyres; £7.-239, Broadway, Crickle
wood. [5142

1Q10 Triumph, new belt, Lucas lamp and generate!
XU spares
Hill, W.

£28.-Nicholls, Ruston Mews, Netting
381C

1 Q12 Triumph, clutch model, only ridden 100 miles;Iw owner must sell; £48-—Verrier, Aerodrome.
Hendon. [X3607

GINGER Moto Velo, 2h.p., with accessories, good asO new; £25 cash.—Apply, Rayncr, 20, Windmill St.,

Gravcseud. [4365

REX, 3lh.p., 1909. mag., 2 speeds, free engine, h.b.c,
perfect ; trial ; £26.— 58a, Colebrooke Row, Isliue-

ireau. [5118

"DRADBURY, late 1911, splendid condition, lamp,
Sterling, Sidney Ed.,J-* horn, all accessories

Stockwell.
£30.-

[X3738

Weybridge-

TRIUMPH, 1911, free engine, Lucas lamp and
generator, 1912 spring forks, 1912 Chater-Lea

lOgn. sidecar; £45.—Sterling, Sidney Rd., Stockwell.
[X3739

TWIN Zenith, 6h.p.. 1911 model, recently overhauled,
perfect throughout; £50.—Wadden, 6, Quadrant.

[X3762

TRIUMPH, 1912, clutch model, nearly new; £44, no
offer—Wadden. 6, Quadrant, Weybridge. [X3763

DE DION. 1912. 23h.p. 'mag. model, soiled only;
£26; must be sold.—VVadden, 6, Quadrant, Wey-

bridge. [X3764

PEUGEOT. 5-6h.p., mag., fine order; £25: good Ride-

oar machine.— Wadden, 6, Quadrant, Weybridge.
[X3765

CROYDON— 6h.p. Enfield and sidecar in stock, also

2Jh.p. models; exchanges entertained.—The Croydon
Motor Mart.

CROYDON.-New 6h.p. Zenith, shop-soiled only; £62.
—The Croydon Motor Mart, 86, Southend, Croy-',

don.

CROYDON.—Handy 'Hobart. shop-soiled only; £25.—
The Croydon Motor Mart.

CROY'DON.-New Hudson, shop-soiled only: £43.-
The Croydon Motor Mart, 86, Southend, Croydon.

CEOYDON.-Late 1910 Premier. 3!hp., speedometer,
-perfect condition:—The Croydon Motor Mart. 86,

South End. Croydon.

CROY'DON-—4in.p. twin Minerva. B.isch mag., com-
plete with s sidecar: £28.—The Croydon Motor

Mart (exchanges entertained, machines bought and sold),

86. South End, Croydon. Tel. : 797 P.O. Croydon. [5207

MOTOSACOCHE h.bc, spring forks, Hellesen, ep'.en-

did couditi:.. ; nearest ±*C- -ffers.—Dyke, Stough-
ton, Guildford. [5132

5-6h.p. F.N. and Sidecar, recently overhauled, Bosch,
good tyres, accessories; £25.—Sheprierdson, Ang-

meriug, Sussex. [X3552

HAZLEWOOD, 23h.p. J.A.P.. 1912, 3-speed, free en-
gine, tip-top condition: -f/40 or offer.— 184. Gt.

P.utli- s St., W. [5061

TRIUMPH, lali, complete with tools, spares, lamp
Cowey speedometer, excellent condition through

out; £34, no offers.— 93, Aessel ZJ-, West V-aling.
TX374;

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A43



50 ADVERTISEMENTS.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3lb. p. Motor Cycle, m.o.i.v., footboards, just

2 enamelled; quick sale, £14.-881, lea Bridge Rd.
Walthnmstow. [5205

3 lb. p. Minerva, mas., £14; 3ih.p. Kerry-Abiugdon
2 1911, as new, £32.-Beuuett, 116, Eatbbone St.,

Canning Town. [5166

SINGER, 3jb.p., 1912, tree engine, unscratched, owner
buying eyelecar; £48.-119, Cambridge Gardens,

North Kensington. [5182

TRIUMPH, late 1911, little used, nearly new con-
dition: sacrifice, £34, bargain.—51, High St.,

Tunbridge Wells. [X3744

3Ah.p. Minerva, 1908, £15; 3Jli.p. Triumph, 1910,
2 £29; both in excellent condition.—Clifford Caut,

Braiswick, Colchester. [0140

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., mag., etc., 1907 machine, in
thorough working order; £19. — Ketco .Motoric,

Smarden, Kent. [5135

CJINGER Mag. Lightweight, 1911, in perfect order,
lO hardly been used; £20.—Ketco Motories, Smarden,
Kent. [5136

NEW Hudson, 3i-4h.p., 1912 machine, 3-speed and
free, model I1IB, with or without sidecar, not

done 500 miles ; owner bought Morgan ; bargain 1'or

quick sale.—Ketoo Motories, Smarden, Kent. L5137

IF You Want Motor Cycle Bargains, see our ever-

ohanging stock.—Ketco Motories, Smarden, Kent.
[5138

P.
and ML, October, 1911, perfect condition, all acces-
sories, Kenipshall tyres a6 new.—Taylor, 44, Deodar

Rd., Putney. [5282

EXCELSIOR, B.B., new tyres, engine perfect, re-

plated and enamelled, lamp, spares.—Driver, 104,
Grove, Ealing. [5275

tf)3.h. p. De Dion, 1912, B. and B., guaranteed per-
^4, feet, £9/10; also sidecar, £4/15.-35, Melrose
Gardens, Maiden. ['5229

OJih.p. Vindec Special, mag., excellent order through-
>W4 out; must sell; first reasonable offer.—Rectory
Farm, Gestingthorpe. [4114

TRIUMPH, 1909, absolutely perfect, new studded
tyres and belt; great bargain, £25.—Squire,

Broadway, Weybridge. [5245

DOUGLAS, 1911J. excellent condition, 2-speed, lamp
horn, Veeder, new tyre and belt; £53.-163.

London Rd.. Southend [525S

5h.p. Roc-Peugeot, 1910, 2-speed, Bosch, Whittle
F.R.S. ; £24, or near offer.—Garaged, Meck's, 264

Archway Rd., Highgate. [5152

MINERYA, 2Jh.p., m.o.y., footboards, new Grose non-
skid, new belt; bargain, £9/10, or offer. — 43,

Bousfleld Ed., New Cross. [4331

MOTO-EETE Twin, Just overhauled, new Wotawata,
Lodges, tyre ; £15, bargain ; leaving England.—

Francis, 20, Albany St., N.W. [5021

]Q10 Tourist Rex, splendid hill-climber, Whittle belt
-«7 head lamp set, complete machine; .£21. _— 57,

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—(Supplement xiv.; September i2tif, 191*3,

Poplar "Walk Rd. f
Berne Hill. [X3555

F.N., 2ih.p., 2 speeds, free engine, shaft drive, con-
dition perfect; any trial with pleasure; £26.-151,

Beulah Hill, Upper Norwood. [5183

RES Twin, in running: order, 3 accumulators, tyre?
fairly good; offers wanted— Goldsmith, Ashdown

Park, Colemana Hatch, Sussex. [5214

ZENITHS.—Now is the time to order 1913 models;
guarantee early delivery.— South Wimbledon Motor

Co., 1, York Rd-, Wimbledon. [X3723

STREATHAM.—3Jh.p. free engine Triumph, 1910
model, splendid condition, new Pedley on back

wheel ; a bargain, £33.—Below.

STREATHAM.—3 4h.p. 2-speed Minneapolis, free en-
gine, chain drive, new Clincher tyres, speedometer,

lamp, etc. ; £24.—Below.

STREATHAM.—3ih. p. Bradbury, 1910 model, perfect
order; sacrifice £32.—Arthur Mylam and Co., 42.

High Rd., Streatham, S.W. 'Phone: 1451. [5261

"I Qll F.N., 4-cyl., 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, excellent condi-lv tion, £36; or with sidecar, new April last, £42.
—Winscot, Albert Rd., Wimbledon.- [X376f

03.li.p- Chater-Lea-Kerry, rebushed, new horn, Helle-
/W4 sen, 2 belts, tyres unpunctured, perfect; £7/15.
-^Sinclair, 40, Page St., Westminster. [5146

4ih-p. Stevens, mag., B. and B., 2-speed, free engine,
2 h.b-c, good sidecar machine; £18, or offer.—

Radzan, 257, Bethnal Green Rd-, E. [5041

TRIUMPH, 1910, splendid order, new Michelin and
Service belt, complete with horn and tools ; £30.—

Rowe, 15, Ethelbeit Rd.. Wimbledon. [5221

3ih.p. Ariel Cycle, m.o.v., B. and B. carburetter, new
4= belt, spring forks, tyres nearly new; £10/10.—

H.S., 8, Clifton Hill, New Cross, S.E. [5269

rpRIUMPH, 19114, F.E., absolutely perfect condition,
J- lamp, born, spares; £37/10, bargain.—J. J. White,
Woburn, Holstein Av., Weybridge. [5304

KERRY, 3;hp., perfect, new piston and cylinder,

fast, little used, new jJunlops and belt ; £ 1 5.—
Binsmore, 9, High St., \\ ealdstone. [5265

WHITE and Poppe, 3ih.p., Chater, low, Palmer, B.
and B., sparine; £12, push bike and cash con-

sidered.-^, Lutwyche Rd., Catford. [5302

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS "IN THE HEART OF TME TRADE

mwwm
COL/WOREDEPOT~ BIRMINGHAM —

•
;-

These are just a few samples

,

we have over a hundred

others in stock . All are priced

very low, are overhauled, etc.

1910 DOUGLAS, 2§h.p...

191

1

DOUGLAS ..

191

1

DOUGLAS, 2-speed

1912 DOUGLAS, 2-speed

191 1 SINGER, 3| h.p. ..

1909 TRIUMPH," zl h.p...

191 1 PREMIER, 2 h.p. ..

191 1 BRADBURY, 3I- h.p.

191 1 BRADBURY, 2-speed

1911 PRECISION, F.E. .

.

1910 ENFIELD, 2\ h.p. .

.

1912 RUDGE, F.E.

1912 NEW HUDSON, 3-speed

1912 SCOTT
All above are Cash Prices, but instalments can

be arranged for some of them if desired.

£22

£33
£42

£25
£22

£32

£31
£25
£19

£44
£49
£60

Besides a big stock of

machines always on view,

we have the best selection of

ACCESSORIES
in the Midlands.

FOR YOUR AUTUMN TOUR

COLMORE

OILSKINS
Velvet-lined Collar, Wind Cuff;, and Belt*

The Suit 21/- Complete.
When orderinEjatate chest and leg measurement..

" Triumph " Pattera Horns
5/- each.

'XL-ALL' SADDLES™ mda,6f°r

25/-

a long ride).

and 30/- each.

COLMORE
35, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

18, Renshaw Street, Liverpool.

261, De.insgale, Manchester.

62, High Street, Leicester.

45, John Bright St., Birmingham.

2

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
jih.p. Kerry, mag., 1911 Brown and Barlow, n.4 Dunlop belt, good tyres, fine running order' f.

or offer.—Johnson, Manor Rd., Wellington. [514

TRIUMPHS! Triumphs! Triiunihe :— 1 912
gine, in stock; imniediali d< liverir*..— 6ff<

Sons, 94, Gloucester Rd., South K. usingtou. [507

TRIUMPH, 1912, 3jh.p., free engine mode!
delivery; £55, cash, or deferred payments.

Barker and Co., Kensington High St.. w. [X562

3JLh.p. Ariel, chain drive, Phoenix 2-speed gear^ b!

2 forecar attachment, not (l'uite complete; ilf/
Stone, The Mount, Brighton Rd., Godalrning. [502

3h,p. Motor Cycle, mag.. Palmer cord tyres, runuiii
order, good machine; £12.— Pleas, write, ml!

Classen, 12, Ulysses Rd., Hampstead, N.W".

4h.p. Quadrant, good condition, spring forks, a. 1

tyres, and spares; genuine bargain, ±14, .,r a,,,

ofler.—Woolgar, 11, Vellevue Rd., Banes.

PREMIER, 2ih.p„ Armstrong. 3 months ol
700 miles, perfect condition, all acce-sora-

£50, sacrifice 40 gns.—W. H. Carver, Upminster. [520

DOUGLAS. 19111, net run 300 miles, txcelli

dition, £29; Brown. Slh.p., mag., B.ii.. £20; Ian
ing eyelecar.—Jones, Victoria Rd., Woodbridge. [XZi'i

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4, Percy St., W., tan
several 2nd-hand P. and M.'s for sale; parte alar

on application, or can be 6een at above addie-s. [X677

Iifi.p. Clement Lightweight, 2-speed gtar, nearly uei
2 Clinchers, perfect condition and running ordei

£6/10, lowest.—Seen, 129, High St., Croydon. [X354

TRIUMPH, Oct., 1911, clutch model, in gooi

tion. been well looked after, complete with nun
spares; £40.— Gresweil. Aerodrome. Hendon. [X36a

EAGLES.—N.S.U., 3Jh.p., popular model, a

June, as new, mag., 1911 spring forks, adju-i

pulley, new Dunlop belt, Palmer cord tyre; £24/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.U. 3 h.p. Twin, latest pattern modi
spring frame, Bosch, m.o. valves, 2 speeds, ir<

engine, nearly new; £34.

1RAGLES.—Motosaeoche, 1910, Bosch, free eni^iin

-i Druid forks, Whittle belt; £16;

EAGLES.-N-S.U. 4h.p. Twin, 1910, Bosch, m.t

yalves, N.S.U. 2-speed gear, and free engine, cearl

new; £28.

EAGLES.—New Hudson, 2-Jh.p., 1911, J.A.P. eAgiix

Armstrong-Triplex 3-speed gear and free enginl

latest improvements; £33/10.

EAGLES.—Bradbury, 1912, belt, 2 speeds ami tn

engine model,, iiew, slightly soiled ; £50.

EAGLES.—Excelsior, Chater-Lea, 3ih.p., low bain

vertical engine, h.b.c.,- adjustable pulley; £9,10.

EAGLES.—Immediate delivery from stock of th

famous N.S.U. 2-speed gears with free engiuet

from £5'15, feu' Triumph £6/15, for Bradbury £7; trad

supplied.

EAGLES—We have a few brand new 3ih.p. 1911

N.S.U. 85x88-'Model de Luxe, just delivered, I'm

machines for sidecar work, Bosch 'magv 1912 sprin

forks and other improvements, finished in latest styl»

complete with stand, carrier,' tool case; full set of tool!

£37; N.S.U. 2-speed gear £5/15 extra ; Miliford Heral

sidecar with No. 1 torpedo body, £7/15 extra ; defene

payments, exchanges entertained.

EAGLES and Co., High. St., Acton.-N.S.U. Wes
London District Agency. Liberal allowances re

machines in part payment.—Tel. : 556- Chiswick. [X370

INDIAN, 4h.p., free engine, late 1911, splendid col

dition, carefully used; £37/10. or nearest-fiei

mayne, Glendale, 41, Natal Rd., Bowes Park, N. [514

DOUGLAS 2ih.p., 1911 standard; excellent corn!

tion, new P. and H. lamp and generator, lion

mirror; £27, nearest ofler.—44, Olive Rd.. Cnoklewooi

1 Q12 Premier, 3ih.p., Armstrong 3-speed, free engiia

J-i7p. and H. lamp, horn, and cyclometer, new Maj

bargain, £48.—(Star Garage, Amelia St., Walworth.
[505

ANTOINE, 3b.p., splendid condition, new Palhit

cord tyres, engine just overhauled, lootlx-am-

cheap.—173, Maiden Rd., Hampstead. After 7 p.m.
[595

ZENITH-GRADUA, 3ih.p., 1912 model, only rjdele

150 miles, condition as new ; owner bought low*

n.p. ; £48, or near oiler—69, Drayton Gardens, S.W.
[50b

10 2!h.p. Moto-Reve Twin, Druids. Dnnlops, I

and B., Whittle, in new condition; £19/10, 1

near ofler.-Sldnner, 63, Bishop's Rd., Cambridge Heat.

(310

~t O10 Triurnpli, in perfect condition throttBhoB

11/ Sl'all saddle, large head lamp, etc., been "t

kept; £36.-White, 5, Hargrave Ri, Upper H"11'™

OVER, 1911, 3ih.p., clutch model, new Dunlop ao

Avon tyres, front stand, accessories, perfect cona

tion; any trial; £35.-W.P., 59, Tufnell Park Boh

way. liM*

ZENITH-GRADUA, 34h.p„ 191U, decompressc

backi-est, footrest. mirror, all spares; any tna

money wanted; £36.-Sutton, 31, Howiey Place, Pi

'

dington.

TRIUMPH, 3h.p., mag., h.b.c, dropped frame, Ik
- powerful, good hill-climber; exchange higher pom

or sell £22.-Agra, Portmore Park Rd., Weybrid?

Surrey.

19 1

R c
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SEPTEMBER 1»TH, 1»1

The Motor Cycle for Two.

MAN,
as we have so often been told, is a gre-

garious animal, and motor cycling, like almost
e-ery other form of human activity, affords
many proofs of this. After all, what is a
motor cycle club but an expression of the

universal desire for companionship ? It is true that

most of. the members when they make their tours and
runs are on solo mounts, but they have a common
rendezvous, and at meal-times and after the day's
trip they all meet together. Even here we find fre-

quently
.
that the motor bicycle is made to carry a

passenger, and nowadays it is a common sight to see

a girl seated on the luggage carrier or some form of

seat.

The next stage in motor cycling companionship is

the sidecar, and, although men frequently ride together
on the"se' machines, undoubtedly the great majority of

sidecar passengers are ladies.

Last, but not least, we have the cyclecar—a very
wide term which embraces almost any form of motor
vehicle for two, from a couple of motor bicycles linked

together up to something which can scarcely be dis-

tinguished from a motor car ; indeed, as our readers

know,.the R.A.C. and A.C.U. definition of a cyclecar

had to be drawn up, so that some sort of dividing line

between the cyclecar and the motor car might be
established, and already there are a number of

machines which are about as near the border line as

they can be, and very small modification in their con-
struction would bring them oyer it.

One of the strangest tilings about the cyclecar move-
ment is that quite a number of peopTe, many of whom
ought to know better, seem to imagine that the cycle-

car, quadcar, or quadricycle is a novelty—something
which they have discovered, encouraged, or prophesied

about, when, as a matter of fact, the quadcar is con-

siderably older than The Motor Cycle itself. The
Motor Cycle made its first appearance early in 1903,
and about 1899-1900 the motor quadricycle, the ante-

cedent of the cyclecar, was a proved and tested vehicle.

No doubt many of our younger readers have never

seen such a machine, so we may outline it briefly.

The frame was quadrilateral and fitted with four

wheels, the front ones being sprung. The driver sat

on a saddle and the passenger in a fore carriage. The
engine was attached to the rear axle either behind or

in front of the axle, and the transmission was direct

by means of a straight pinion and gear wheel. A
balance gear was employed, and the design of the

axle was either tubular-enclosed, like modern car

axles, or bridged like a pedal tricycle.

The levers connecting the stub axles of the front

wheels to the steering column were designed to slightly

gear dow-n the steering, but it was not irreversible. The
average touring speed of the vehicle was. sixteen to

eighteen miles -an hour. With a single gear of 8 to 1

if this speed wrere exceeded the engine was prone to

overheat, but with an engine of about 350 c.c. quite

steep hills were climbed with pedal assistance. Later
models hadwater-cooled combustion heads and change-
speed gears.

Why the Quadricycle Died.

IT
may be asked how it was that a machine which
^yas well proved, and more than one of which ran
successfully in tne -great and historical Thousand
Miles Trial of the Royal Automobile Club of

1900, should have fallen into desuetude. We do
not hesitate to say that the four main reasons were
ignition, springing, seating, and price ; had the quad

. of. twelve years ago been provided with magneto igni-

tion, the chief cause of all its mechanical engine

troubles would have been overcome, while the draw-
back of price was simply that a really good quad cost

nearly as much as a little single-cylinder car.

By the time we came to the editorial chair o:

The Motor Cycle, vre had ridden some thousand:-

of miles upon quadricycles of various sorts, and we
confess- that for one we are convinced that, had
the makers persisted in them, they would have
shared in the same improvements which motor
bicycles and motor cars have enjoyed, and the

cyxlecar of to-day, instead of being regarded as more
or less of a novelty by some people, would have been 1

one of the established types of the day.

At the same time, much as we may believe in the

cyclecar as a very delightful form of machine for two _

people, we must not shut our eyes to facts. There
must, necessarily, be many people who cannot possibly

afford so luxurious a machine. Unquestionably, the

cheapest and fastest passenger combination known to

man is the motor bicycle with a second seat and
properly constructed to carry the weight of two people.

Next to it comes the sidecar, which is certainly much
more comfortable and in many ways safer, particu-

larly for ladies, as we do not consider that a single-

track machine with a lady sitting sideways is alto-

gether safe, and there is no question whatever that at

the present time the most popular vehicle in which
motoring and sociability can be combined is the motor
bicycle and sidecar, a combination which, moreover,

enables the owner, when he desires, to uncouple the

sidecar and use his bicycle as a solo mount.

No doubt very many patrons of the cyclecar will
,

come from the ranks of the sidecarists, but, at the

same time, while this is so it is equally certain that' the

motor bicycle and sidecar will remain a combination

which will not lose in popularity, as the cyclecar must

be more expensive in first cost and more costly

in upkeep. We do not say this in any spirit of

opposition to the cyclecar, but rather to make it clear

that just as the motor bicycle itself is the finest and

cheapest means of locomotion known to man, so is a

motor bicycle and sidecar the cheapest form of motor-

ing for twro.

A17
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THERE is every sign that 1913 is going to be
quite a cyclecar year. The cyclecar offers cer-

tain attractions which the sidecar cannot boast,

and a distinct percentage of the passenger outfit market
should soon fall to its lot. At the same time, cycle-

car design is in a state of flux, and the " form " of

very few machines put on the 19 13 market will be at

all fully exposed. We shall have to buy " a pig in a

poke !•' on the strength of the reputation makers have
won in other fields, or on the theoretic and paper

A new pattern three-seated 5-6 h.p. A.C. Sociable. The dickey seat may
te removed when not required and a luggage grid fitted in its place.

excellences of design, or on the manifest quality of

the workmanship." A little preliminary' discussion may
interest potential buyers, and if taken up by the

general, public might even exert some influence upon
design. There are two introductory points I should

venture to lay down quite dogmatically.

What to Avoid.
The first is that personally lam not particularly keen

on a three-wheeled cyclecar of the driving-wheel-astern

type, unless, its maker can prove to me that it is

safe in the event of the rear tyre hue-ting. I possess

a pretty catholic experience of the -old tricars, and
I never found one that could be termed safe if the

rear tyre suddenly deflated. There were one or two
types which could be brought to a standstill without

danger by a dexterous driver if the burst occurred on
a straight broad *oad of flat camber ; but I never tried

one which was hot highly perilous if a rear tyre burst

on a corner, or at speed, or on a sharply cambered
surface ; while several designs inevitably upset or

charged the hedge under such circumstances. Not
long ago I was attracted to a certain, three-wheeled

ey>clecar, but the difficulty in connection with rear

wheel detachment crowded me off. I admit there are

many advantages in a single driving wheel, . the chief

being simplicity.

The second dpgma I state confidently. is that nothing

would induce me to purchase a cyclecar with an

Al8

abnormally narrow track. The reduction of wind

resistance is doubtless a valuable point;, but a rider

who frequents lanes and by-roads with ruts gauged

at 4ft. 6in. or more, and is driving a machine with a

track of 3ft. 6in. or 4ft., is asking for discomfort.

These contradictory factors—the need of a standard

track and the need for reducing wind resistance

—

create a very real problem. Either the cyclecar must

have a big engine, and so become heavy and expensive,

or it must have a wide track, narrow tandem body, and

wide mudguards cleverly planned to be effective with-

out being wind catchers.

A third point may be stated with almost equal

arrogance. The ideal cyclecar should have an engine

built for the job. The average motor cycle engine—
large or small—is not designed to tick over slowly,

partly because a motor bicycle is not steerable at very

low speeds, partly because there is no room for a big

flywheel. A cyclecar is often compelled to remain

stationary for short periods with its* engine running

free : thus an engine which can run slowly is desirable.

So I should want a 90 twin, with a big outside fly-

wheel.

The Seating Arrangement.

Tandem seating is certainly less sociable than side-

by-side ; but side-by-side seating makes a wind-

stopper, and a wind-stopper wants a big engine ; and

a big engine means ^s.d.
As a go-anywhere, all-weather- tourist I should see

there was plenty of weight on the back wheels. With

an engine over- the front axle, and a heavy passenger

The two Bed-lia cyclecars, driven by Messieurs Bonville and Bourfceau in the

International Cup race held in France last week. It will be noted that bc»
machines are fitted with disc wheels.
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Points in the Choice of a Cyclecar. -

The sociable type two-seater which has been supplied to H.R.H, Prince George
of Battenberg by Duocars, Ltd.

amidships, the desirable stem weight is not easily pro-

curable. If the driver is to sit bang on top of his

driving axle, his seat will need very excellent springing.

I have no use for water-cooling. On a light, high-

speed vehicle its presence is technically unnecessary,

and its details would need very first-class workmanship

if reliability is to be secured.

Transmission Considerations.

The question of gearing is open. A- rigid drive

throughout, embodying sliding pinions, shafts, chains,

and the like, promises prolonged life, with the

minimum of adjustments and incidental expenses. On
the other hand, it implies arbitrary ratios, high first

cost, complication, and weight. . The belt is tre-

mendously attractive for the- purpose of a light, high-

speed vehicle. It offers infinitely variable ratios, low

weight, simplicity, small cost, silence, and silky run-

ning. But we cannot altogether surrender ourselves

into the hands of designers, if we ask for the belt -drive.

We cannot be put off with inferior belts and shoddy '

fasteners. We cannot be limited to a bottom ratio

which is not a true emergency ratio (this is the fault of

most variable belt transmissions). We do not want to

glaze or scrape our belts by running them slack to get a

free engine. I should say that for cyclecar work there

are great possibilities about Capt. Low's ancient

patents, - which employed a double set so£~ variable

pulleys irf conjunction with a swinging counter-shaft. -

This afforded a bottom ratio of 12 to i with a taut belt

on a motor bicycle ; and the extra space available on a

cyclecar would permit of a wider range than .4-12 if

necessary. A single plate clutch might complete such

a transmission.

Springing and Brakes.
Having kept the specification so extremely light and

simple so far as I have gone, I should dislike the in-

troduction of -a heavy steering gear, and I applaud
those makers who adopt the reel " and cable steering

in duplicate. I would not readily trust my life to a

single cable, however many millions of tons repre-

sented its theoretic breaking strain, but nobody can
cavil at cables in duplicate.

As the road vibration is bound to be marked on a

7 cwt. vehicle travelling at upwards of 40 m.p.h. on
occasion, I would not look at a machine in which all

nuts were not cottered or spring-washered, and I

should pay very careful attention to the springs, and
especially to the subsidiary spring dampers. Half-
elliptics forward and full elliptics aft may serve a car

that weighs a ton, though the huge sale of auxiliary

insulators in the car world shows that four plain

springs are not sufficient, even on a heavy vehicle. A
cyclecar presents many problems, but its springing is

the most acute of all. Many existing patterns are at

present grievously handicapped by engine vibration,

and when this is eliminated by the development of
special engines and carburetters, road vibration will

come more definitely on to the tapis. Then the frame
springs will have .their well-marked oscillations

smoothed out by small auxiliary coils, or other

absorbers. Brakes must not be forgotten. My out-

line specification permits of belt rim shoes on the back
wheels, and a double set, one within the rim -and one
without, should provide the cheapest and most reli-

able four-wheeler brakes on the road, and represent

an infinite advance on the internal expanding huh
type or the external band, both of which are chiefly-

remarkable for rapid wear- and frequent adjustment.
With the type of engine indicated, starring on mag-

neto-ignition by~a crankshaft" handle is easy and reli-

able, and no difficulty would be encountered except
with very high compression ratios, when the addition

of a decompressor would enable the- engine to be

swung like the four-cylinder vertical type can be.

"
.

'

AN ENTHUSIASTIC LADY MOTOR CYCLIST.

Mrs. Tucker, of Torquay, with her 31 h.p. open frame Premier, of whic'.i :::e is

a very enthusiastic rider. In writing to us, Mrs. Tucker says :
" I love motor

cycling, and think it is great sport. My machine climbs all hills in Devonshire
with a 4$ to 1 gear." Hill-climbing is her chief delight.

ATI)
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Points in the Choice of a Cycleear.

—

Finally, I think designers will discover that the

cycleear on motor cycle lines as opposed to the same
vehicle on car lines will appeal principally to sporting

individuals who value speed and a rakish appearance
above everything else. Recumbent seating a burble-

some exhaust, and a skeleton body, set such a one's

heart beating every time, when a docile, silent,

miniature two-seated vehicle appeals to the tourist.

One word to prospective purchasers and I have done.

The great strides which have been made in the design.

of sidecar combinations will prevent any falling off in

the demand for these vehicles, and already I know

SEPTEMBER igt'i, 1912.

of more than one firm who will fit 301. tyres as

standard on their sidecar models for next year, as

well as springing the rear portion of the bicycle. One
of the drawbacks of the old quadricycle, which ante-

ceded the cycleear, was lack of springing at the rear:

sidecar machines followed the example. In 1913,
with 3m. tyres and springing fore and aft, the sidecar

should quite hold its own with cyclecars, particularly

where price is a consideration. There will, however,
be a big demand, and the Qlympia cycle and motor
cycle show will be made additionally interesting this

year by reason of the number of cyclecars which will

be exhibited

A RUN ON THE LATEST SABELLA.
WE recently had a run on the latest type of 8 h.p.

Sabella cycleear (the Sabella Car Co., no,
Albany Street, W.) This vehicle is driven by

an 8 h.p. J.A. P. engine, as are so many of the light

cyclecars now on the road. The engine has an addi-

tional external flywheel, and is cooled by a fan driven

by round belt off the mainshaft. The transmission

A well turnod out two-seater. The liorae-shap.-d dash, roomy and well-upholstered body, Cape cart hood
wind-screen and mudguards to pulleys are noteworthy features.

from the engine to the ball bearing counter-shaft is

by chain, and thence to the two rear wheels by long

belts. The alteration of the gear ratios and the taking

up of the slack of the belt is effected by means of

two levers, one of which expands and contracts the

pulley, and the other pushes back or draws forward

the rear wheels and applies the brake. The particular

vehicle on which we were given a

trial run is well turned out, being

fitted with a comfortable body, pro-

vided with side doors, and both

hood and screen. Being fitted with

a Lukin carburetter, the engine was

extremely flexible and controllable,

picking up quickly and yet running

slowly when desired on top- speed

and when in neutral. In the course

of our run we took Fitzjohn's

Avenue at a good speed. A good

ascent was also made of Netherhall

Gardens, maximum gradient 1 in

7.8. This is the first time we have

ascended this well-known London
hill on a belt -driven cycleear. The
springing was a trifle stiff owing to

there being one leaf too many in

the new springs. The sociable

model as shown in the accompany-
ing illustration is standard for 1913.

An impression

of the Cohendet

cycleear at speed

in the French

Road Race. This

machine is made

by a large firm

of engineers
whose works are

in Paris.
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BY WW
Comments

The Life of Epicyclic Hubs.
It would be very interesting to hear the experiences

of riders who haye covered long mileages with any of

the popular epicyclic hubs. Like > most journalists I

have owned and used samples of piactically every

make of hub gear; but the very need for a sample
experience of every make prevents me from running

the hubs to destruction. I have used several types

for distances of from 2,000 to 4,000 miles, and when
I passed on to another make each sample was appar-
ently in perfect order and possessed a clean record.

Could I say as much, I wonder, if I had run the hubs
for double the-distance? I,was in a gear making shop
the other day, and its manager frankly expressed the

opinion that the modern three-speed hub contained

too many small parts to stand up in prolonged wear

:

he prophesied that within a season or two there would
be a general reversion to two-speed hubs, in so far as

the hub gear survives at all, because the fewer the
parts, the more substantial the hub. Of course, he
was talking with an eye on his own trade, for he
happens to own good two-speed hub patents, and has
no interest in any satisfactory three-speed hub patents.

But he has the courage of his opinions, for he is lay-

ing out considerable capital on booming a two-speed
hub next year. The great army of. private owners
should by now have some-definite information on this

point. How soon does a modern three-speed hub
begin to require attention from the makers? Of
course, nobody would grumble at expending, say, £1
in repairs at the- end of a hard season's work.

Belts and Chains.
It may well be questioned whether Mr. Wyatt's belt

experiences (page 1009, issue of September 5th) are

typical or representative. My own experiences this

year have been mixed. I had ceaseless trouble with
belts last year, and early this spring ordered belts of

another make, which were even worse than the brand
I patronised in 1911. In fact, during a thousand
miles ridden in July I wore out two new belts, and had
innumerable roadside stops. In August I again
changed my belt maker, and also began to ride another
machine. The July machine had an engine which
worked best on a 5J4 to 1 gear, and was planned for
a ^jin. belt. The August machine was geared 4 l/2 to

1, and utilised a iin. belt. With this combination—

1

big belt and high gear—L have encountered no trans-
mission troubles at all during a prolonged distance.
In fact, it almost approximates to the excellences of
a 2 H h.p. machine with combined drive. I really

believe that the best existing "no trouble trans-

missions " are (1) combined drive, with ^in. belt for

2^4 h.p. or iin. belt for'3^ h.p., and (2) large belt
and large pulley, used as a direct drive. My experi-
ence is that the front chain of a combined drive wears
distinctly better than the front chain of an all chain
drive. The shocks which survive the cushion device

on the crankshaft encounter a rigid transmission aft,'

where the remainder of the drive consists of chains,

or of chains and gears; but when the final item of the

drive is a belt, they have nothing solid to act upon,
and seem to lose something of their ferocity.

Of course, many adherents of the belt drive use in-

ferior belts and inferior fasteners. Despite. advertise-

ments I find great differences between various makes
of belt, and in the same way there are fasteners which
never break, and fasteners which seldom last a thou-

sand miles.

A Genuinely Clean Crank Case.

Worrying around with my microscope at the Cov-
entry and Warwickshire M.C. Hill-climb I found
something new—a crank case from which not even the

faintest shadow of a green blush emerged. At the

scales I found that a certain, new model nowhere, ex-

hibited the trace -of an oil leak. You can guess that,

I

hurtled up to the summit and pounced on those engines

after they had finished their timed sprint. But no

!

Their riders had not been busy with a lump of waste

—

the crank case is genuinely oiltight. I found a slight

flaw in the joint edge of one aluminium crank case

cheek, and furtively turned the engine over compres-
sion a few times to see if I could not get a leak there :

oil was lying just under the flaw, but when you pulled

the belt round this oil was sucked in, not blown out.

Here was a. mystery—evidently ascribable to a

vacuum valve. Now if a new firm manufacturing an
engine with a patented method of lubrication, can get

a positively oiltight crank case at their first shot, what
excuse is there for veteran designers whose engine pits

simply leak oil in all directions and even throw some
on to the rider and ruin his clothing ?

STREATHAM AND DISTRICT M.C.C. OPEN HILL-CLIMB.

G. F. Huntor (8 h.j>. Zenith) at speed negotiating the bend on Titsey. Both this

rider and his brother, A. Hunter, made good time on similar machines.
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^'REPLIES
A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions' should be

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must fee accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Local Taxation.

In March I bought a second-
hand 1911 T.T. Triumph, for
which the licences were taken
out at once by me, including the

. £1 tax. About six weeks ago I

bought from a friend a 1912 T.T.
Triumph, which I have been riding
ever since. I still have the 1911 ma-

' chine, which I am advertising for sale.

Since having the 1912 machine, I have
- only ridden the 1911 one on, I think,

one occasion, when I rode it a short
distance' this week for the benefit of a
possibl* buyer. Now the licensing

people are making enquiries re my
having paid the tax, and, as I am quite,

ignorant on these matters, I do. not
know how to act. I do not want to

pay £1 when I hope to have the ma-
chine sold by next week.—G.O.F.

4

As you have used the 1911 vehicle on one
occasion, you sxe liable for the tax for
both vehicles. One licence only enables
you to use one machine at a time. We are
afrai 1 you will have to pay the extra
local taxation licence, as you have ren-
dered yourself liable for it by using the
machine.

\^>- •

?

Engine Timing.

I removed the timing case of

my 2 h.p. 1912 single-cylinder

Humber cycle to fit a new pipe
washer, as it was leaking badly,
and in removing case the inlet

valve wheel and large intermediate
wheel came away with the case. I

" should be much obliged if 'you would
tell me how to reset the timing. There
are two punch marks on inlet wheel,
three on camshaft pinion, and one on
exhaust wheel, but there are no marks
that I can see on the large wheel or on
the magneto wheel.—J.D.

Without seeing if the marks are on
the teeth or below them we cannot tell

you how to retime your engine by the
marks. The correct timing is as follows,

and will easily be found with a little

care. The exhaust valve opens when the
piston is 6-7ths of its way down the
firing stroke (in your case about 10 mm.
from the bottom dead centre), and closes

dead on top, or, if anything, a shade after.

The inlet opens directly the exhaust is

closed and shuts just after the piston has
passed the bottom centre. The piston
then rises, compressing the mixture, and

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. NOVICES' HILL CLIMB AT STYLE COP.

L. A. Bees (3J h.p. L.M.C.J and — Roberts (3£ h.p. Triumph) near the summit ot the hill.

the spark should take place, i.e., points
of magneto contact breaker should separ-

ate,-when the piston is about 3 mm. from
the top of its stroke.

A Curious Click.

I have a 1908 twin 5-6 h.p.

_| N.S.U., rear cylinder, vertical,

^ front ditto inclined at 45°. On'
-i-i ordinary undulating roads the

machine runs well, and is a fairly

good hill-climber. It starts easily and
fires regularly. My only trouble is on
the long gradients. Here (Devon) after
running up hill for some distance there
is a decided clicking noise in the. back
cylinder, due, I believe, to slight pre-
ignition. On the old carburetter,
closing the air inlet slightly would cure
the trouble for a time, so will retard-
ing the spark considerably, but in both
cases there was a decided falling off in

power, and now I have an automatic
carburetter. The magneto adjustment
is the only one I have. Ihis, of course,
reduces the power available, and the
engine gets a lot hotter, and soon fails.

When there is carbon deposit in the
cylinder it is more common, but scrap-
ing out the cylinders does not stop it.

The compression in both cylinders is

good. Would reducing the compression
in the back cylinder by fitting a plate
between the crank case and the cylinder
improve matters? If so, what thick-
ness of plate would you suggest for
experiment? (I understand about
lengthening the bolts and tappets.)
This should allow the back cylinder to
work cooler, and at the same time not
affect the front, which is apparently
working all right, but I would increase
clearance in both cylinders if you think
it would be any advantage to do so. I
do not object to reducing the speed, as
the machine is faster than I care about
on level roads. Ihe sidecar is always

. attached.—PS 71.

The click is very probably caused by a
slack small, end bearing. If it is, as you
suggest, caused by pre-ignition, and your
automatic carburetter is a modern one,
try throttling down a little when the
knock occurs. This will not reduce your
power as much as might be expected, and
will keep your engine cooler. If you
decide to lower the compression, raise

both cylinders the same amount (about

[Vin. should suffice), but do not alter one
only. Are your inlet springs strong
enough? Weak springs often c»!iM a
curious click.

A*4
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Loss of Power.

Has it ever been discovered

where the power of old engines

goes? I have a 5 h.p. twin-

cylinder machine on which I

have covered about 32,000 miles.

I have just given the engine a thorough

overhaul, fitting new bushes every-

where, new crank pin, gudgeon pins,

piston rings, valves, and springs. I

cut the cylinders away round the valve

seatings so that there was no fear of

valves pocketing ; the magneto I had
overhauled and remagnetised by the

makers. I took great pains to get the

bushes a nice fit, and the piston rings

I ran in getting splendid compression

;

valves and ignition are timed correctly,

and carburetter is in order. Exhaust
pipes and silencer I took to pieces and
cleaned, yet, after all this, the machine
is nothing like it used to be. At one
time it would easily do 56 m.p.h. and
climb all hills about here with two up
on a 3| to 1 gear ; now, after about

600 miles running, 42 m.p.h. is the

maximum speed, and a mere struggle up
1 anything like a hill. Here is an engine

i apparently in perfect order, yet the

power cannot be restored.—B.G.D.
It is a difficult matter to answer your

^question, but granting all adjustments are

as good as they were there are certain

'possible explanations. Possibly your

cylinders require regrinding. After a
certain time most metals subjected to

shocks suffer fatigue which affects many
of their qualities. Did you have to cut

jaway much metal round the valve ports?

as this would lower the compression. The
most likely cause of loss of power is wear
in valve gear. Are your cams and
irockers worn? A small amount of wear
in these parts has a considerable effect on
the power ; even slackness in the gear

eeth makes a difference, especially "on a

win. Are your, valve springs strong

mongh? If you have atmospheric valves,

ire they a good fit in their guides?
oprings strong enough? Springs of equal

trength? Do they get much lift? 3-32nd
if an inch is usually ample for automatic
halves on a 5-6 twin.

Heat in a Motor Shed.

I am purchasing an A.C.

B
sociable, but find that our own
county (Gloucestershire) will not
register the machine as a motor
cycle or tricycle, owing to the

weight. Can you tell me any county
where I can register the same for the
5s. fee? I have built a wooden shed
for keeping the vehicle in, and find on
hot days that the temperature rises to

over 80° Fahr. . This, I think, must be
detrimental to the tyres. The place is

thoroughly well ventilated, and I have
had various suggestions as^ to the
cooling. What would you suggest to
cool the place, and what temperature is

the most suitable to preserve rubber ?

Perhaps other motorists have a similar
trouble.—F.W.

lit is doubtful whether any county will

•egister the A.C. for the motor cycle
fee. You will have to register it as a
:ar, but you need hot pay the car local
taxation licence, owing to the fact that
i.he vehicle is a three-wheeled one. Take
'}ut a local taxation licence for a
notor tricycle, and pay £1. Indiarubber
irticles certainly last longer if kept in a

?

cool, dark place, but when the weather
is really hot the temperature in most
sheds would rise to about 80°, and we do
not think you could avoid it in the case
of a shed. The best method of keeping
it as cool as possible is to whitewash the
roof and sides on which the sun's rays
strike longest. Watering the floor will
also be a help, and a tray of water
might be placed in the shed in very
hot weather ^ the evaporation will keep
the heat down to some extent.

Carburetter Troubles.

I have an old Minerva ma-
chine fitted, with a B. and B.
carburetter (jet No. 32 or there-
abouts). The engine runs beauti-

fully, but every 100 yards or so

the carburetter wants flooding ; some-
times it will go for a mile or two and
then wants flooding again. There is

no floating obstruction, and the needle
valve seems to work freely enough.
The joints are all tight and good. I

have ground inlet valve in, also needle
valve in carburetter ; the level of petrol

is also right ; in fact, I have tried every-
thing I can think of without avail.

—F.G.W.
Evidently the joints of the weights on
the float are badly worn and stick occa-

sionally. This is a faiTly common trouble
in old carburetters. You had better re-

place the parts which control the move-
ment of the needle valve, if they appear
to be much worn.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"S-H." (Wolverhampton).—T.T. Budge

multi and sidecar. -

"H.W.T." (Hampton Wick).—3J Lin-
coln-Elk with or without speed gears.

" R.B." (Dublin).—Mead-Precision. Hill-

climbing, speed, and petrol consumption.
"H.C." (Haywards Heath).—Triumph,

Bradbury, Excelsior, and Douglas, with
sidecarsr

"T.H." (Normanton).—Roc two-speed
fitted to 3-4 H umber with and without
sidecar.

"F.M." (Putney).—1911 T.A.C. with
sidecar for hilly districts, also Indian and
*Clyno.

;
"-R.H." (Pitlochry).—3| Scott with

sidecar. Reliability, consumption, hill-

climbing, and lubrication.
" S.G.I." (Middleton-in-Teesdale).—

6

Enfield, 6 Zenith, Clyno, 4 James (chain
driven), and 4^ Excelsior, with sidecars.

READER'S REPLY.

Mysterious Misfiiing.

Your querist on misfiring, "J.G.S.,"
in a recent issue of The Motor Cycle,
states that he thinks it is not caused by-
oil in the magneto. It is curious that I had
precisely the same symptoms and the
same results with the exception of im-
provement on advancing the ignition—
true, I have a 5-6 twin, but that is

not very different for the complaint
spoken of. I was bothered with chronic
misfiring and explosions in the long ex-
haust, which is equivalent to your corre-

spondent's silencer. This I stopped by
removing the carbon brush from the mag-
neto and inserting a. rod covered with a
piece of petrol-soaked rag ; I then moved
the engine, thus making the armature re-

volve and clean itself on the piece of

rag. By doing this occasionally I have
cured the trouble. I do not^ of course,

know the position of "J.G.S.'s" mag-
neto, but mine gathered lots of oil from
the seating of the cylinder which worked
its way in, although the magneto is sup-
posed to be oil-proof ! I had somewhat
similar trouble with another 5-6—this

1 was caused by losing the lock-nut from
the platinum screw in the magneto, thus
the point gradually worked through the
rocker-arm till it shorted on the other

platinum.—L.R.

DUTCH MILITARY MOTOR CYCLISTS.

A group of Dutch Volunteer Military Motor Cyclists studying maps in connection with the first

exercises undertaken by the corps.

M7
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
To Prevent Wear of Sidecar Bearings.

We have just received a sample of a
new registered sidecar i hub," the novel
feature of which is the gutter-like projec-
tion at the inside end, extending over the
cone. It is claimed for this that it is

A new sidecar hub which is fitted with a mud
catching trough on the inner end.

practically impossible for grit to enter the
bearings, even during the worst possible

weather. The sketch of the gutter-like

projection and hub end is practically self-

explanatory, but it may be added that
the construction allows muddy water to
run down the hub end and drop off the
fixed portion of the axle without it enter-

ing the bearing ball race. If it is desired
to make the hub still more waterproof,
a felt pad can be inserted in the hub
end. This idea is an improvement of the
old tip among pedal cyclists, who used
to wrap chenile round the axle close tc

the hub. so that the latter revolved
against the edge of the chenile. . The hub
is tl>e production of. F. J. Horton and
Co., Theodore St., Birmingham.

Night Riding.

One of the most annoying things in

connection with night riding is a de-

fective acetylene gas burner. Readers
who make use of the Bray Roni burner
will be interested to know that one of

the -chief features of this burner is

that it is of the air injecting type
and will not carbonise. The flat flame it

gives is produced from a single gasway
only, and cannot therefore become dis-

torted and crack mirror or lens. Finally,

a great improvement has recently been
introduced by the insertion of a pressure

jet, which prevents flaring when the
burner is subjected to excess of pressure

of gas due to decomposition of the carbide.

A Useful Electric Lamp.
A useful accessory which has been lately

introduced by Messrs. Siemens Bros, and

Co., Ltd., is the Satchell electric

lamp, which was used by Harold Kars-

lake in the M.C.C. London to Edin-

burErn run this year. Tin' I'tij consists

of a suosranual waterproof blacK .eatnci

case, stiffened internally with wood, con-

taining a Siemens dry battery. The lid

is secured by means of glove button
fasteners. In the lid is a Siemens Wotan
lamp, carried in a suitable reflector, and
at the side is a switch mounted on an
ebonite base. The best quality lamp is

supplied with a leather belt, so that it

can be strapped round the waist, and also

a leather shoulder strap, so that it can
be- slung round the neck. The battery

is fitted with, plug sockets and the con-

nections to the lamp and switch are made
by means of plugs, which can be with-

drawn from the socket when the lamp is

not being carried

To Prevent Petrol Splashing.

The accompanying sketch is that of a
patented device for fitting to filler caps
of petrol tanks, which, although admit-
ting air, prevents splashing. The cap is

fitted with a light cone
valve, winch is imme-
diately closed by the
upward splashing of

the petrol. The top
of - the centre tube is

closed, and a small air

hole is provided at the
side of same. The
makers, the Bowen and
Odery Manufacturing Co., 62, New Cross
Road, S.E., inform us that the device
has given perfect satisfaction during a
very lengthy trial of nearly a year

nx±

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
THE CRANE CASE DRAW TAP.
379, Few riders make sufficient use

of their crank case drain taps or plugs
;

indeed, many are unaware that engines are
provided with such fitments. The crank
case should always be drained after a pro-

longed ride, or before essaying the ascent
of a really trying hill! Oil loses a great
deal of its lubricating value after it has
been circulated around the engine for some
time, and the oil remaining in a crank case
is frequently almost entirely destitute of

any genuine lubricating value. At timed
hill-climbs it is a common tiling for the
" cracks " to empty their crank cases, and
start their timed sprint on entirely fresh
oil. " Moreover, the habit soon informs a
rider if he under or over-oils his engine,
and is thus a partial preventive of carbo-
nisation and worn bearings.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR VALVE GRINDING.
3S30, Every rider knows that when

the compression grows weak, the pits are
generally confined to the valve face, the
whole ring of the valve seat being usually
bright and clean and smooth. Most of the
up-to-date factories possess special valve-
facing machines, and are willing to reface
customers' valves for a trifling sum. It,

therefore, pays to send the valves to the
factory instead of grinding -them in at
home. The job is better done, and there
is no fear of getting abrasive into the
cylinder. If the seating is not perfect, a
very few turns of a brace with a thin

By "ROAD RIDER."
smear of fine abrasive will make the seat-,

ing match the valve; but, as a rule, a re-

faced valve may be slipped straight into

the engine without- any grinding at all.

A DECEPTIVE CAUSE OF FLOODING.
3533.. Often a carburetter seems to

be flooding, and induces its foolish owner
to grind in the needle valve or adjust the

level, when in reality the trouble is of

quite another nature. Many modern car
buretters have removable jets, and thf.

joint between the jet and its socket is

made petrol tight by a fibre washer. The
least speck of grit between this fibre washer
and its seating will cause a petrol leak,

which mav appear to be due to false level

or a worn needle valve. Hence, whenever
the jet is taken out, the fingers should be
spotlessly clean, and the jet" should not be
placed on any dirty or gritty surface.

VOLUTE CARBURETTER CONTROL
SPRINGS.

£382. One or two modern carbu-
retters are fitted with "volute" return
springs on the control wires, in lieu of the
old coiled springs. The change is due to
the fact that the control slides are remov-
able by a bayonet joint in the cap of their
tube, and while the coiled springs were
retained, some difficulty was experienced
in twisting them round in their tube- when
the bayonet cap was replaced ; this diffi-

culty was not met with volute springs.
But the volute springs are rather apt to
rust ar.d grow sluggish, so they have given

rise to a new form of carburetter trouble.
The rider thinks his air and throttle slides
are sticking, whereas in reality the springs
are rusty a.nd adhesive, so that washing
the slides with petrol or paraffin is useless.
The cure is to oil or grease the voluto
springs at frequent intervals.

THE STAND AS A SPRAG.
3S3. When a motor bicvcle

possesses a variable gear in addition to a
sprag, it is easy to effect a restart on
steep gradients in the fashion employed
by car drivers. The extra leverage
afforded by the low gear ratio enables
the driver to hold his machine with the
clutch during that vital moment between
the release of the brakes and the taking
up of the forward drive by the clutch.

The case of a singb geared free engine
machine is widely different. Such a sprag
is available on practically every machine
in the shape -of the back wheel stand.

Before a clutch restart is attempted with
a single-geared machine on any awkward
gradient, the-stand should be let down,
and its tips' should be scotched well into

the road surface by the pressure of the

foot. This done, almost any- singk-

geared F.E. machine should restart on

grades up to 1 in 9 at any rate. If. the

clutch be hand-operated, the restart

should be possible on any gradient what-

soever, for the rider can assist with his

feet. With a foot-operated clutch, a restart

is more difficult on really severe gradients.
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"ON MANOEUVRES. 57

A WEEK'S experience with the cavalry in East

Anglia may perhaps be sufficient excuse for

wearying readers of The Motor Cycle with a

few hints and tips, especially as the new arm has

started with such success that it would be a pity for

those who join the forces on grand manoeuvres nof to

benefit by the lessons of the last few days. The
Times special correspondent has praised the army

motor cyclists in 110 sparing fashion.

The motor cyclist in a country without ( ?) roads is par

excellence the best medium of communication. He is, of

course, only valuable behind the screening troops.

as he always gives sufficient warning of his approach to

enable a patrol to catch him. The 1 motor cyclist service

during the cavalry re'connaissance has been furnished almost
exclusively by the Universities' O.T.C. These men have
worked excellently, and their daring on the road is at times
appalling.

Such eulogy, from one of the highest 1 authorities on
mili tary matters in this country, should be no small

stimulus to those called out for manoeuvres.

Where to hide Despatches.

It will be noticed that the Times lays far more stress

on despatch carrying than on actual scouting, though

the former is no less hard work than the latter. The
despatch bearer must be always alert for signs of- the

enemy, he must learn to use covered roads as much as

possible, and to detect the hidden foe at a distance.

His despatches are vitally important. Even if he be
captured small harm is done unless his message falls

into the enemy's hands, thus exposing the intentions

of his commander or the like. Despatches should not

be hidden in the cap or puttees, as these are the cus-

tomary places ; it is best to put them inside field

glasses, Patchquick this, collars, or any less likely spot

Exceptionally important messages should be learnt by
heart, then in case of imminent "capture the message
can be destroyed quickly—the best way is to swallow

them. Non-committal discretion is the best policy

for the captured bearer of despatches. The enemy is

only empowered to demand his name and regiment
{i.e., to whom he is attached), and although it will

indubitably demand more it must be choked off.

As regards work, the average mileage seems to vary
between 60 and 100 per diem; the smaller figure for

lightweights used for short distances, and the larger

for more powerful machines. The rider is always
liable for duty. He must forego all except the mini-

mum of sleep, and get what meals he can. Plain

chocolate is an excellent standby ; bread and cheese
are easily obtained, and so, of course, is liquor. The
amount of kit carried varies with individual taste, but

it is advisable to carry on the machine a change in case

of rain, a good overcoat for night, and toilet acces-

sories. One blanket and one ground sheet are gener-

ally supplied to each man. Of course, the next night's

sleeping place is totally unknown, andlmay be miles

from anywhere ; therefore the rider must be complete
in himself, but not so overladen with kit as to be too

"slow for practical purposes.-

A map is, essential—these may be issued, but the

supply is already insufficient. Without one, the

cyclist is continually hampered and quite inefficient.

A celluloid map case is convenient to protect the map
from the weather.

Riding with Troops.

It has been found that riding with the troops is

bad both for troops and machines. It harasses the

horses, and overheats the engine.

A few "don'ts" as a finish:

Don't expect information on every subject. Most
people don't know; those who do, won't say.

Don't stop when you have a message to deliver

—

unless you break down, then

Don't forget to let your officer know you are hors

de combat for a time.

Don't give away information to civilians ; they

-will probably tell the enemy. C.J.G..

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN THE ABMY.

(!) The Maxim gun of the 5th East Yorks (Oycllsts), who are taking part in the Army Manoeuvres.

The complete equipment weighs about 8 cwts., and has proved very satisfactory. (2)

It is drawn by a 3J h.p. two-speed Bradbury.

The same gun followed by the team.

A3I
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In the West Country on a P. & M.
SOME months ago we were promised a trial of a

1912 Phelon and Moore, but it was not until the

time of the Six Days' Trials that matters could
be satisfactorily arranged. The makers appeared par-

ticularly anxious that we should test the machine
under such severe conditions as had been arranged
for the 1,000 miles trials, and as for ourselves we felt

that no better machine could be selected, and as events

proved we "would not have exchanged our mount for

any in the trial. The day before the start of the

memorable event we set out from Coventry for Taun-
ton via Cheltenham and Bath, and except for the fact

that this initial run provided our only involuntary stop

on the road while rhe machine was in our -possession,

the journey down was devoid of incident. The
.machine had been sent out with the high tension -wire

"

- hanging loose, and resting on the cylinder the rubber

had burnt through and caused a short circuit. All

that was necessary was to stretch the wire.

Belt and Chain Drive Compared.
The writer is more accustomed to riding belt-

driven machines than chain, and consequently was in-

terested to observe the difference in the comfort of

chain and belt transmission. There certainly is a

difference, a slight tremor being conveyed to the

handle-bar grips and footrests with the more positive

drive, but by the end of our test we were convinced

that this was more than. counterbalanced by the abso-

lute reliability of the chain under all weather condi-

tions.

Starting from cold is sure and certain with a P. and
M. after injecting a few drops of petrol into the cylin-

der via the tiny pipe provided, and the engine does

not go off with a roar on giving the kick starter a dig,

thanks to the half-compression device. As for the

gear we have nothing but praise; the clutches take up
the drive sweetly and without jar, and it is chiefly the

smooth action of the clutches which render the big

jump from the low to the high ratio less noticeable.

Hill-climbing is a delight with a P. and M. No matter

how steep the gradient, nor how wet the road surface,

one has a feeling of absolute dependability after a

little experience.

Devon and Somerset Terrors Climbed.
Beggar's Roost and its 1 in 35-2 gradient, Porlock,

Lynton, and Bybers, to mention but a few of the chief

acclivities which accounted for . so many failures in

the Six Days' Trials, have no terror for the P. and M.
rider. As we climbed merrily up single figure

gradients past crestfallen riders who were struggling

with their machines by the roadside we think that

many a one would have given worlds to exchange

machines. We will not dwell upon the -hill-climbing

capabilities of this machine, as its prowess in this

direction is patent to every reader who makes a study

of Six Days' Trials results, but we should in particu-

lar like to refer to an achievement on the part of our

mount on the last day.

The machine was not new from the works with an

engine tuned up to concert pitch ; it was, in fact, the

identical machine on which W. Pratt carried off the

special trade prize in the Scottish Trials a week or

two previously. Consequently the engine had run a

M2S

considerable distance before it came into our hands.
With the run to Taunton and several hundred miles

in close company with the Six Days' Trials riders,

many a machine would have lost long ago that excel-

lence necessary for the steepest ascents. Not so

the P. and M., which had never had its valves

attended to, its jet changed, or, in fact, any other

attention beyond filling with petrol and oil, twice

tightening the rear chain by means of the simple chain

stay adjustment provided, and twice adjusting the gear

—an operation entailing one minute's work.
Porlock on the sixth day of the trial, with its un-

speakable surface, was admittedly the piece de resist-

ance of the trial, but the F. and M. forged its way to

the summit, and only once success hung in the balance.

That was at the second corner when the engine com-
menced knocking, simply because .the rider was too

busily engaged in keeping the machine erect on the

slimy surface to give the levers the attention demanded
on such a precipitous gradient. Later in the morning,
and in fact after rain had fallen. constantly for three

hours, the -writer made another ascent in the presence

of Professor Sharp, Messrs. Brooker and Evans, the

A. C.U. officials.

General Equipment and Impressions.
Band brakes are frequently criticised in these

columns, so we feel it our duty to report that the rear

outside band brake was most powerful in action,

never once required adjusting, and its only fault was
squeaking when under severe strain. There seems to

be a general impression that the P. and M. is not a j

fast machine, and we to some extent share this view.

The opinion has no doubt clung to the machine since

its early days, but we found the 19 12 model as

fleet as the majority of t,}4 h.p. machines, and dis-

cussing this subject with the makers received the

assurance that every one now turned out will attain

a speed of 50 m.p.h. on the road.

One more important point in which the P. and M.
departs from current practice is the position of the

engine, inclined and rather high up in the frame.

Wiseacres who knew that the machine was strange

to us, predicted rolling and skidding on the Devon-
shire grease, but here again the machine belied their

words, for our confidence in its stability soon became
such that we bowled along over treacherous surfaces,

overhauling one after another competitor (as indeed it

was necessary for us to do), and seldom if ever did

we detect a suspicion of a skid.

Certainly, in a large measure, praise must be
accorded to the Kempshall tyres, which not only stood

up as no rubber tyre of our experience has done, but,

moreover, never punctured throughout the test. We
may add that the ldenticalpair of tyres went through

the Scottish Trials with the same result.

Finally, we must tender our thanks to Mr. Richard
Moore, of Messrs. Phelon and Moore, Ltd., for the

loan of the- machine. It came to us equipped as a

first-class machine usually is, and our experience would
only prompt us to offer the following suggestions,

viz., that the gear change lever be placed further along

the tank away from the rider's legs, and tli^t the foot

brake pedal be arranged on the orthodox side, instead

of being operated by the rider's right heel.
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AVON TYRE
More trouble in the Far East?
Possibly-but not Tyre trouble!

Where the Avon policy prevails there
is peace and an infinite content.

FROM
LONDON TO CONSTANTINOPLE

BY MOTOR CYCLE
WITHOUT A SINGLE PUNCTURE

Mr. A. Pratt, famous as the motor cyclist who recently completed this
hitherto all hut impossible journey, sends us a postcard from

Constantinople as follows:—

" Constantinople,

"Sept. 3rd. 1912.

"You will be pleased to know that my AVON TYRES have been perfect.

"In the journey from London to Constantinople, over mountain passes, sandv

"plains, and hundreds of miles of the vilest roads—I have not had a single

"puncture. Please accept my sincere thanks' for having saved me from

"tyre trouble.

"Yours faithfully,

"A. PRATT."

Your Motor Cycle must be shod with AVONS for brilliant achievements
like this.

AVON TYKES can be had from all factors and agents, or direct from

THE AVON INDIA RUBBER CO. LTD.,
MELKSHAM, WILTS.

Telegrams: "Rubber, Melksham." Telephone: No. 2, Melksham.

And branches :—LONDON : 35. Long Acre; BIRMINGHAM: 2C4, Corporation Street;
BRISTOL: Bristol Bridge ; MANCHESTER : 229, Deansgate ; GLASGOW : 197, Buchanan Street.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The .Motor C'yele."
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International Successes
— by

%$^&$±. THE

Dou
VIBRATIONLESS

IN FRANCE
International Cup Race

held on September 9th, at Le Mans.

LIGHTWEIGHT

There were 35 starters in this event, representing
the pick of Great Britain and the Continent.

THE DOUGLAS TEAM

3 r*> £*th,
finished —

AND Jx% HSH

th.

.,.,„,_.., ,
S. L. Bailey H. ha-hall E". Kickliajn

*S. L. Bailey s speed averaged 47 mp.h. for Tt, n i t • ,u t i .•
i r d 1 1 \a u- u«- , _ m

° ^ „ I he Douglas team in the International Cup Kace at Le Mans, whichover five hours, surely a marvellous secured SECOND PLACE for the TEAM PRIZE, being nearly
performance for a 350 C.C. machine. equal to the winning team, which were all higher powered machines.

RECENT SUCCESSES AT HOME,
Streatham and District

Annual Hill Climb.

Class I. Douglas.

Class V. Douglas.

Class X. Douglas.

FIRST on Time.

FIRST on Formula.

THIRD on Formula.

FIRST on Time.

SECOND on Time.

THIRD on Formula.

Speed Trials at Stapleton Park.

Class I. Douglas. FIRST.

Western District (London)
M.C. Reliability Trial.

Douglas FIRST, qualifying for

THE WILLIAMS SHIELD.

Armagh and District M.C.C.
Hill-Climbing Competition.

Local Event. Douglas.

Open I—Jill Climb. * Douglas.

Leicester and District

M.C.C. Hill Climb.

Class A. Douglas.

FIRST.
SECOND.

FIRST.

The Douglas also won the JUDGE CUP for the best

performance of the day.

Pin your faith to the SUPERIOR MACHINE.

MAY WE SEND YOU FULL DETAILS OF OUR MODELS ?

DOUGLAS BROS., Kingswood, BRISTOL
Telephone—No. 51. Telegrams—"Douglas, Kingswood." London—336, Goswell Road, E.C.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of "his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Eiitor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by tlie writer's full name and address.

Inglorious Devnr.

Sir,—Devon- is one of the few counties in this country
which will not hand over its main roads to the county
authorities, each section being controlled by the rural council
in whose district it lies. The county surveyor can exercise

no proper supervision over theru in these circumstances,
and the result is what we find. Small wonder that the
Road Board will not assist, SIDESLIP.

The Definition 01 Cyelecais.

Sir,—A letter in your last issue, signed John D. Rowland,
suggests that the new Singer cyclecar is out of your province.
I, for one (and I know many others), was pleased to see

the illustrations of this smartly designed four-wheeler. It

certainly dues appear to be on the border line (as you pointed
tint in the descriptive article), but I really think that the
artillery wheels give it a heavy appearance. If only the
Singer Co. would fit detachable wire wheels, it would look
lighter (though it might not be actually lighter), and further,

the vehicle would be more in keeping with a cyclecar. I

look forward with great eagerness to further references to
this cyclecar in your journal. YV.S.

Power for Sidecar Work.
Sir,— I am much interested in this discussion, particularly

the contribution by " Experto Crede " on the ideal machine
for Scotland. He recommends the 6 h.p. Zenith, but three
indispensable adjuncts to serious sidecar work are wanting,
viz., chain drive, kick start, and free engine clutch.

After using my two-speed chain drive Bradbury for 1.6C0
miles, with-jsidecar, on Scottish roads, without even shedding
the passenger on any hill, and this without ever touching
engine or chains, I naturally conclude that a big' single has
ample power. I would suggest that in the next AX.U. Six
J lays' Trials, every engine of 500 c.'c. and over should take
sidecar and passenger, for I think it ridiculous that machines
of 2 h.p. to 8 h.p. should compete in the same class.

XIL DESPERAXDUM,

Cattle on the Roads at Night.

Sir,—In reference to the remarks by your correspondent,
Mr. Fred Matson. regarding cattle straying on the roads,
etc., I should like to tell you -my recent experience. When I
r.;ad his letter I thought what a danger such would be at
night, and since have had the fact forced home on me. I
was riding a 2| h.p. machine with passenger on the carrier,
having to traverse about five miles of rather narrow and
winding road. I came across two flocks of sheep. The first
Hock was just round a corner. Some of the sheep were
grazing by the roadside and the others lying in the middle
<>t the road. I narrowly missed these and' made the determi-
nation to keep a sharp lookout in case of Ja recurrence.

I had got my journey nearly over, and had got back to the
main road when I met a second , flock. This time the result
was disastrous alike to the machine and to myself and
passenger, the machine being damaged severely.

Sorely something should.be done if cattle-driving after dark
-is to be allowed. The least that could be done would be for
the drivers to carry, a red lantern to warn road users of the
danger. Of course, this being in the night neither of us saw
the sheep until we were too close to stop.
With best wishes for the continued success of your publi-

cation, F.H.W.

A Problem that Baffler1 .

Sir,—May I ask in the columns of The Motor Cycle, your
correspondent "Elucidator" (September 5th), ^vhether he
would object to my putting his "statements" in this way.
Motor cycle, 3 cwt. load, has 6 feet head resistance, and

motor car, 30 cwts. load, has 30 feet head resistance.

(So far I agree for the time being.) Thus motor cycle for

each windage-unit meets half load-unit.

Motor car for every windage-unit meets one load-unit.

So
Motor cycle, six windage-units X half load-unit = three

windage-load units.
l

'i>'"r " . v windage-unit x one load-unit = thirty

windage-load units.

Loaa-winctages (three to thirty) are not as one to five,

as is the petrol consumption
If "Elucidator" objects to this, please sav win'.'

WRANGLER.

Brakes in the Six Days' Tria'.

Sir,—The comments of the judges on the behaviour of the

brakes during the Six Days' Trial have naturally been
perused by us with considerable interest. Most manufac-
turers fit their own rear brakes by means of rod and lever

applications. It is with the front brakes that we are par-

ticularly concerned, inasmuch as we, or our licencees, are

responsible for the production of almost every front brake
that is used on a. motor cycle to-day and applied by Bowden
wire mechanism. While we are not responsible for the fit-

ting of them, manufacturers themselves doing that part, yet

we are well aware of the great difficulties that are presented

in fitting them effectively. The peculiar design of some front

forks has a great deal to do with the question. Generally

speaking, however, our front brakes can be fitted with the
utmost efficiency, but we, and makers, recognise the extreme
danger associated with making these brakes act as effectively

as they can be made to act. The front brake is one which
must be .used with extreme caution, and we should never

Two Westmorland lady motor cyclists, the Misses M. & A. H. Beck,

with their Si h.p. Rudge machines. The above photograph was trken

a* they were leaving St. Albans for North Westmorland— a distance of

270 miles. After reaching Grantham rain fell all the time till they reached

their destination.
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advise that it be adjusted so as to lock the wheel as

quickly as the back brake, as anyone who rides a motor
cycle knows that under certain conditions to jam on a

front brake is to court disaster. Speaking from many years

of experience we say that the leverage afforded is generally

sufficient, and it is certainly so on our own designs. We
would approach with 'great hesitation the alternative sug-

gested by the judges in the Six Days' Trial. To adopt a

metnod of applying the front wheel brake to the rim at

an angle of, say, forty-five degrees to the direction of

rotation would be putting much too great a power of re-

tardation in the hands of the rider. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances, and under certain conditions, the presence of

mud and grit might cause a sudden dead-lock with disastrous

results. Even if it were desirable, in many cases it could
not be done owing to the construction of the spring forks,

unless the brake shoe were fitted to the girder tubes instead

of to the forks proper—an application which motof cycle

engineers would certainly not regard favourably.

BOWDEN WIRE, LIMITED.

Three-speed Hubs.

Sir,—It seems somewhat of a paradox that, just when the
three-6peed hub has proved its great reliability, there are
makers who come along with new two-speed machines for

next year. With the. desire for a fairly high top gear and
a very low bottom gear, the necessity for an intermediate
gear should be obvious, as this middle gear removes
the monotony of using the lowest gear too frequently. The
present big demand for three-speed hubs suggests that next
year will be a three-speed year.
Looking backwards, one recollects how the now universal

three-speed hub for pedal cycles met with a lot of opposition
in its early days, but, in spite of this, it quickly ousted the
two-speeder. History appears to repeat itself in the case of

the three-speed motor hub, as the old arguments are now
trotted out by a few critics against this fitting.

The modern three-speed hub embodies the best type of

gearing and the best type of clutch in a very neat form,
and its weight is quite in proportion to the weight of the
vehicle, and probably does not add as much weight (relatively

speaking) to the motor cycle as does the three-speed hub
to the pedal cycle.

As very few motor cycle manufacturers have the plant and
experience necessary to make a gear as it should be made,
it seems advisable to leave its manufacture to the firms who
have specialised in this class of work for many years, and
no doubt these firms will soon give us the perfected- article

—

a strong, simple hub gear and clutch, smoothly and easily

operated, of moderate weight, and almost everlasting wear,
and as free from trouble as its pedal cycle prototype.
A point not to be overlooked is that the modern three-

speed hub does not interfere with the simple and pleasing
lines of a motor cycle, and machines so fitted present a much
neater appearance than machines fitted with midway (rear

boxes, as the latter are invariably ugly. H.U.B.

Beit and Chain Transmission.

Sir,—In "Occasional Comments" " Ixion " seems hurt
about the superiority of the chain over belt, as he is using the
latter. I have preached for many a year with not the least

success that the efficiency, i.e., the power transmitted from
one shaft to another by a belt, cannot exceed 60%, whereas
the maintained efficiency of the chain drive is over 95%,
but it must b« borne in mind that the standard of accuracy
necessary for a successful chain drive is very much higher
than that which will do for a belt ; this, doubtless, is the
cause of many chain troubles, and the chief reason why
manufacturers, particularly the assemblers, do not wish to

be troubled with the alterations necessary for converting
a bicycle from belt to chajin drive. I have seen many a
motor bicycle with the back wheel out of alignment for the
purpose of preventing the belt mounting the pulley because
the centres are different—this is fatal to the chain drive.

The centres of the sprockets with a chain drive must be in

the same plane, and it is only the very merits of the chain
which lead to the thing being exposed to the dust and mud.
" Ixion " grumbles that his particular chain drive had to be
adjusted more than is necessary as a rule with a belt ; this

is absolute proof, in my opinion, that the chain was wrongly
mounted, and though he may be extremely experienced in

driving motor bicycles, his remarks that the threads of the

bolts were stripped and that the flimsy nuts were badly burred
reflect, in my mind, adversely on the mechanic and not on the
machine. For the benefit of your innumerable readers, I
venture to make a few suggestions as to screw threads and
nuts. The reason why inits are burred generally is because
a shifting spanner, not fitting the flats snugly, is used

;

nothing but a properly fitting set spanner should be used,
particularly if the nuts are somewhat undersized for the
work imposed upon them. _ Screw threads are chiefly stripped
by carelessly or rather not squarely forcing down the nut, and
the nut is frequently forced over a gritty or almost choked
thread, with the result that both threads are spoilt. No two
threads should be engaged unless they are scrupulously clean,

and I think that bicycle makers must improve the cleanliness

of their machines' much further than they have already done,
or they will be fostering the trade in well sprung, light four-

wheeled cyclecars. CYCARS.

Sir,—Your contributor, "Ixion." seems to have been un-

fortunate in his experience of chain-driven motor cycles,

judging by his remarks in your issue of the 22nd ult. I

have owned three chain-driven machines, and have never had
any cause to regret my choice of drive, although the chains

received very little attention in the way of oiling, etc., and
were used in all weathers.
On my present machine I find it necessary to tighten the

engine chains about every 1,000 miles and the driving chain

about every 700 miles, riding with sidecar and passenger.
Surely this is not an excessive amount, and the adjusting of

all three chains is a very simple matter.

My experience of belt-driven machines is somewhat limited,

but I have memories of being constantly employed shortening
belts to prevent slipping on moderately steep hills when I

owned a belt-driven machine, and I have often been amusfd
when some memtJer of the " knut " brigade has "sprinted"
past me on the road, and whom I have overtaken further

along repairing a broken belt—a sadder, but perhaps a

wiser man.
A stoppage due to a broken chain I have never known, but

should a link break it is not a difficult matter to repair it.

provided one carries a few spare split links.

With regard to two chains sharing a common adjustment,

while one must admit this is wrong theoretically, in practice

it will be found of little importance.
I ought perhaps to say that my machines have been 1910,

1911, and 1912 models of the same make, and it is possible

that the chain drive is better adapted to this particular

machine than the majority of motor cycles.

I should not trouble you with this letter, but I feel it is

only fair to give my experience of, at any rate, one make of

machine with chain drive after " Ixion's " rather critical

.

remarks. A. E. LOE.

A. Batchelor, of Eissie, Glamis, with his 31 h.p. 1912 Triumph and

Grosvenor double seated sidecar. The rider says that he has never stopped for,

want of power on any of the Perthshire or Forfarshire main roads, even with

the full equipment of passengers.
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Sir,—I see E. K. VVyatt is complaining of belt drive, so I

think it only fau to put in a word for belts. I will take
for example the return journey of my holidays from -Helens-
burgh to Stony Stratford.

First day (166 miles). Helensburgh to Kendal (rain in

Glasgow). No trouble.

Second day (260 miles). Kendal to Stony Stratford.
Tightened belt a shade as it was raining. (I find it best to
have the belt a shade tighter" for wet weather.) Before I

continued my return journey from Kendal I climbed two sides

of Kirkstone Pass (Windermere and Ambleside), and although
I was using a low gear and it was raining, the belt did not
slip. I had rain for the first 100 miles. I was using a Stanley
belt which had already done just over 1,200 mdes. My
machine is a 3£ h.p. Zenith, and I always reckon to get
at least 2,500 miles out of a belt, so this works out at 6d.
per 100 miles.

C. L. MOUBRAY.

Sir,—I was -very interested by "C.P.A.'s" letter on belt
speed in a recent issue, as it touches a point of design
that I have always considered wrong in the belt and
chain counter-shaft gear driven machine, which, by the way,
is the drive I favour most. As " C.P.A." clearly shows,
the belt is commonly run far too slow. I am therefore of the
opinion that the belt drive should be from the engine to the
counter-shaft, and chain from the counter-shaft to wheel

;

this would give the following advantages :

(1.) A higher "belt speed, making less strain on belt,

absorbing more vibration, and giving a longer life.

(2.) Retaining the use of an adjustable pulley, which
could be at least 6in. diameter to ensure plenty of grip.

(3.) A softened drive u the gears.

(4.) The belt would be less apt to get wet, as it would be
further from the splashes made by the back wheel, and it

would have the drying effect of the warm engine pulley.

I would like to hear if any makers have tried this style

of drive, and if so, with what results. J. DUNCAN.

Rotary Engines.

Sir,—On reading the last number of The Motor Cycle I

noted with much interest that experimental rotary-engined
motor cycles are on test. It is, I believe, claimed that
greater efficiency and horse-power can be obtained from them
than from the stationary type, weight for weight. 1 think it

extremely unlikely, however, that the rotary engine will be
an improvement on the ordinary type ; in fact, it will pro-
bably prove to be very inferior, both as regards reliability

and fuel consumption. The trend of aeroplane designs
is to" do away with the rotary engine, and replace it

with the ordinary vertical type. One may safely say that
the rotary engine has had its day, and any attempt to in-

corporate it in the motor cycle must certainly spell disaster.

VERTICAL.

Sir,—With regard to rotary motors, our knowledge of this

type of motor is almost entirely confined to the Gnome aero-
plane motor. Given constant attention and ' frequent
disembowelment, the engine has given aviators what they
wanted, i.e., sufficient power for cert -in limited periods, and,
without doubt, aviation owes a debt of gratitude to the
makers.
The advantages of the rotary engine are (1) even torque,

(2) lightness, and (3) easy cooling, but this latter usually takes
place on one side of the cylinder more than on the other,
hence liability to distortion, unless special precautions are
taken in the design. Against these advantages must be
set (1) short life and (2) lubrication difficulties. The rotary
engine is very extravagant in oil (most of which is flung out
with the exhaust), and feeding it iu with the fuel does not
sound an inviting proposition. (3) Inefficiency. No Gnome
comes up to its R.A.C. rating, even though a higher com-
pression engine might be more efficient. (4.) The high speed
rotary engine is a very real danger, and, apart from the
risks ot internal rupture, gyroscopic action seems, from
aviation experience, to be a very doubtful blessing.
Immunity from sideslip can be gained in other ways.

In aviation, the rotary type has "just suited" for a
while,- but for safety, reliability, and fuel efficiency there
are better engines, and before long it will doubtless go. Inl

view of its inherent disadvantages. I doubt its capacity to
succeed in the motor cycle. G.M.P.

Sir,—Gyroscopic reactions are not the simplest phenomena,
we know, although they may be briefly stated thus. When the
axle of a rotating body is twisted the body resists the twist
strongly, and as strongly tends to twist the .axle at right
angles to the direction in which the applied force is trying to
twist it..

To get a clear idea of the reason of this, suppose a flywheel
rotating slowly about a vertical axis so that to one looking
down on it it is rotating clockwise. Now I pull the top end
of the axle south and push the bottom end north. In doing
so I give the northward portion of the rim an upward motion
and 'the southward portion a downward motion. But the
flywheel rotating carries these portions with their respective
upward and downward momentums round, and after a quarter
of a turn of the flywheel we find that the east side has an
upward momentum and the west side a downward one. The
axle accordingly tends to tilt, the top to the west, the bottom
to the east, i.e., at right angles to the direction in which I

was trying to tilt it.

Applying this reasoning to a bicycle, we see that the
gyroscopic effect of the flywheels is to resist twisting the
cycle round a corner, and when in spite of it the cycle is

twisted, to react in the direction of twisting the tyres out
below the rider.

' This does not apply to engines mounted across the machine
as in the 2^-3 F.N There the reacting twist is fore and aft.

A simple way to prevent gyroscopic effect is to have two
flywheels parallel to each other rotating in opposite direc-

tions. This is practically, accomplished in the engine de-

scribed in last week's issue, which should (unlike the ordinary
engines) have absolutely no external gyroscopic effect.

This principle has been suggested to prevent gyroscopic
effect in aeroplanes, e.g.. by employing two Gnome engines
rotating in opposite directions. Of course, in the framework
between the two engines severe stresses might be set up by
the counterbalancing gyroscopic forces; indeed, it may be
remembered that such, strains were suggested as possible

causes for the unknown disaster which overtook the high
speed turbine destroyer Cobra. N. S. MAIN.

Sidecars and Safety.

Sir,—Referring to your remarks in your last issue regarding
the recent sidecar fatalitv, and your recommendation for an
additional attachment being fitted as per your sketch.

In my opinion the extra tube you recommend is quite

unnecessary, and I feel certain that, if it were possible to

prove it, it would be found that sidecars with four-point

attachments are more liable to break than properly designed
sidecars with three-point attachments.

In connection with the enquiry into the circumstances
attending the sad accident in which Mr. Power met his

death a fortnight ago, I was consulted by the solicitor engaged
in the case to give an independent expert opinion as to the

cause of the accident, and therefore made an examination of

the motor cycle and sidecar. I found the sidecar was one of

the four point attachment variety, having two attachments
at the front, somewhat similar to those shown in your illus-

tration, and the axle tube was cranked with the object of

having the sidecar wheel in line with the driving wheel.

" THE CHAR.OT," a specially strengthened sidecar frame, designed lor a lev

body position. The maker's name is witheld, as the article will not bo ready for

the market till November

»5
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All four attachments to the motor cycle were sound, but

the tube running parallel with the bicycle had broken close

np to the T lug which carried the forward cross member of

the, frame.

I have no doubt that the breakage was due in a great

measare to unequal distribution of weight, but in my opinion

the extra attachment had hastened matters and caused a

breakage to what would otherwise have been a bent tube.

At the inquest on the 7th inst., Mr. Alex Craig, M.I.G.E..

was o.lled by the authorities to give expert evidence, and h-j

stated that the tube had become crystallised through vibra-

tion, and I take it that sidecarists generally will require to

know that all sidecars are not open to tins dread possibility,

and will welcome an explanation of its prevention.

It is tolerably well known that the sidecar is "theoreti-

cally" wrong in its conception; but, in spite of this, it lias

been developed on absolutely safe lines by trial and elimina-

tion of error, therefore the margin of design for safety is

perhaps narrower in this than in any other vehicle on

the road.

It is not possible to produce a perfectly rigid sidecar frame,

and the ill-considered tendency for bringing the wheel further

back to be level with the driving wheel, and at the same
time pushing the body forward so as to bring the passenger

on to a level with the driver, throws too much weight on the

unsupported part of the frame, and weakens it considerably.

The extra attachment at the front is introduced to

strengthen the frame, but in practice it only stiffens the side

tube and destroys its elasticity. The -effect of this is to con-

fine the vibration to a short length of tube, which eventually

will break in its weakest point, i.e., the nearest brazed joint.

There are other important considerations, such as the

special quality of tube required for the maximum of strength,

the attachments of the springs, balance of weight carried,

etc., which have been tested and proved by many thousand
miles riding over all sorts and conditions of roads in public

competition and private touring.

The conclusion is that, provided the sidecar is properly

made, it can be used with full confidence and certainty of

excellent service. - W. MONTGOMERY.

Transmissions.
Sir,—-The experience of motor cyclists writing under the

above heading is so contrary to my own that, in justice

to the company manufacturing the belt and tyres fitted to

my machine, I gratefully record my experience.

I have driven a 5-6 h.p. twin two-speed Bat sidecar com-
bination with a lin. X 9ft. Dunlop belt 2,200 miles. The
belt has been shortened twice only, is still almost as good
as new, and looks good for double the mileage it has already
doro. On the driving wheel is fitted a Dunlop 650x65 light

car grooved tyre, which has run 1,700 miles, has never been
punctured, and the tread has worn only to the extent one
might reasonably expect. Further, I would add that my
runs have been mostly over very hilly country (Cornwall)
with a surface not above the best. F. C. POLGLASE.
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The Braking Effect of Compression.
Sir,—In answer to Mr. West's letter appearing in The.

Motor Cycle recently, I should like to say that I quite
agree with him regarding what he says about the braking
effect of compression, ana that it has none. But this

is only a term used, the braking effect is really got from
port friction ; the piston on the induction- stroke induces the
charge under a partial vacuum, therefore the pressure under
the piston is greater than on" top, and the piston, coming
down on that pressure, retards the free motion of the engine.

Precisely the opposite occurs on the exhaust stroke ; the
piston is then going up the cylinder with a positive pressure
forcing the charge out ; this also has the effect of retarding
the rotation. If it were not for these forces, the speed and
power of an engine would be unlimited, assuming the
mechanical parts could be made to stand the strains.

HENRY GRAFTON.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. S. R. Ashford writes that he was not disqualified

in Class III. of the Streatham hill-climb, but that somehow,
thinking that Class III. was the racing class, he stripped
his machine, and, on finding out his mistake, did not ride.

The Bosch Magneto Co.. Ltd. write that the trouble e.\

perienoed with magnetos in the Six Days' Trials were in

every case caused by mud and water being allowed to get

on the high tension cable and run down to the socket in

which the cable fits. This cable end, not being fitted with

. wax according to instructions, gradually permitted an
accumulation of conducting material which ultimately

caused a short circuit. A Bosch magneto ran during the

whole of the Olympia Show with Water pouring over it.

F. W. Roberts writes that at the Leeds and Sheffield and
Hallamshire M.C.C. speed trials he tied with J. Haslam and
beat him in the return. Both rode 6 h.p. Zeniths.

Several letters are awaiting Mr. W. A. Hallsworth, the

inventor of the hand-starting device for four-cylinder F.N.
motor cycle engines illustrated on page 1003 in The Motor
Cycle of September 5th. Will he kindly send his full postal

address to the Editor?
Will the motor cyclist who borrowed a Lodge plug near

Watford communicate with the lender Mr. H. A. Freeman,
Lewes Villa, St. John's Road, Watford?
A letter addressed to R. Marley, 30, Woburn Place, W.C.,

has been sent back to us through the returned letter office.

If the correspondent will forward his correct address the

reply to his query will be sent to him.

THE NEW 10 h.p FOUR-CYLINDER SINGER CYCLECAR.

Side view of the new Singer showing its clean lines and Sankey detachable wheels. Front view from which will be noticed the ample width
mudguards with inside extensions.

The Molor Cycle representative at the wheel drove the machine on one of its first trials, and will shortly give it an extended test. .

b6
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THE weather was fine and cool -with little or no wind
for the postponed 150 miles race of the British Motor
Cycle Racing Club, held last Saturday. Great
interest has been taken in the event by reason of the

fact that it was almost a Tourist Trophy reunion, the entry
list being a representative one of fifty-six runners, twenty-five

of that number being in the Junior Race. Unfortunately,
the non-starters were rather numerous, only fifteen actually

answering to the call of names in the first event, which was
started at 11 a.m.—much earlier than advertised—and which
accounts for the small sprinkling of spectators when Major
Lindsay Lloyd gave the signal to start.

The Junior Race, 150 Miles.
The starters in this event were as under •

Rider and machine.

J. T. Bashall (2 cyl. Douglas) ..

A.'B. T. Bashall (2 cyl. Douglas) .'.

F. A. McNab (2 cyl. Douglas) ..

S. L. Bailey (2 cyl. Douglas)
V. Wilberforce (2 cyl. Douglas) ...

A. E. Woodman (2 cyl. Humber)..,
S. W. Phillpot (2 cyl. Humber) ...

Sam Wright (2 cyl. Humber)
Hugh Mason (2 cyl. Nut-Jap.) ..,

W. A. Jacobs (1 cyl. Singer)
H. V. Colver (2 cyl. Enfield)

F. G. Edmond (2 cyl. Humber) ...

H. C. Newman (1 cyl. Ivy-Precision)
A. J. Jenkins (2 cyl. Douglas)
P. W. Owen (2 cyf._ Forward)

Of the machines, perhaps the most interesting was Colver's
new model Enfield with a new engine of the company's own
make. It has overhead inlet valves, forced lubrication, and a
magneto in the tank. It has great promise. Newman used

c.c.

350
350
350
350
350
345
345
345
350
299
348
340
346
350
344

the Brampton gear, as he found it greatly assisted him by
" reviving " the engine "when a low ratio was employed for

a few seconds. J. T. Bashall rode his brother's Junior T.T.
winner. Jenkins rode a Douglas in full touring trim, and
had, in fact, ridden it down from Liverpool the day previous.

Owen's red Forward was conspicuous for its big petrol tank.

The Douglas and Humber teams promised a keen struggle,

and so it proved.

The Race Descrihed.
At the start Bashall and Bailey shot ahead on their two-

speeders, and after passing the members' bridge the riders

had already formed a long procession, showing how some
men gain a substantial lead right away. At the end of the
first lap Bailey was in front, closely followed by Edmond
and Woodman, Newman on the single-cylinder being in

close attendance. Edmond's engine commenced misfiring,

and on the next round Wright had gained second place.

Jjdmond was fourth, J. T. Bashall fifth, and Newman sixth.

As time progressed, it was seen that the two favourites,

Bailey (Douglas) and Wright (Humber), were always in

sight of one another and often following one another's back
wheels.
The Nut-Jap, which had started indifferently with Mason,

its rider, tinkering with the carburetter as. he sped along,

was noticeably improving every lap and began to over-

haul the leaders. On the sixth lap Wright gained the lead

with Bailey close behind and the third man (Woodman) a

long way off. J. T. Bashall was fourth and Newman fifth.

Wilberforce was one of the earliest to stop for replenish-

ments. Wright led until the tenth lap, though both he
and Bailey were obviously keeping their machines well .n

hand, .which was natural in view of the strenuous natuie

of the test. They were lapping at about 55 m.p.h.. though
both can maintain over 60 m.p.h. when they desire it.

Mason was now fourth, with Woodman still going consistently.

V. Wilberforce (2J Douglas) in the Brooklands Junior T.T, Race passing the competitors lined up for the Senior event
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Iim'or and Senior T.T. Races at Brooklands.
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A Steady Trio.
Competitors to attract special notice were Owen, Phillpot,

s-.'.d Jenkins, who had apparently adopted a set speed of

about 48 ni.p.h., and nothing would tempt them to go faster.

The sight of others speeding past at over 50 m.p.li. did not
runcern them. Colvev stopped to clean a ping, McNab rode
in on a Hat hack tyre. On the twelfth lap Bailey had
gained a useful lead over Wright, but both these riders
were nearly a lap ahead of the rest of the field. Culver
withdrew his Enheld owing to n broken exhaust valve, his

Scene at the rjplenishment depot. S. L. Bailey changing the belt on ,ils Douglas.

He ultimately won the Junior event from a big field.

spare being too long, and misfortune also befell Newman, his

valve rocker breaking when he was among the first half

dozen.

At the end of the first hour Bailey still led, the

distance credited to him being fifty-two miles three yards.

He at once stopped, replenished his tanks, and changed a

belt. McNab blew off another tyre, so this time fitted a

new wheel from. " Bizzy " Bashall's machine which had been
withdrawn in the seventh lap with engine trouble. Mason,
with- his overhead valve Nut-Jap, had now crept up to

second place, which position he was destined to hold almost
to the finish. Audrey Bashall came into control on a flat

tyre, which had blown off the rim and almost thrown him.
Jacobs was delayed owing to a lengthened yalve. Wright
unfortunately blew off his rear cylinder, so Bailey was left

without a rival, Mason having lost time at the start.

Bailey and Mason clung together for several laps, though
Bailey had completed forty-two laps when Mason had
thirty-nine to his credit, the next in order of merit at this

point being : Wilberforce (33 laps), Woodman and A. B.
Bashall (32 laps), Jenkins (31), Phillpot (29), Owen and
Edmond (28), and McNab (26). These were the only ten left

in the running.
The number was reduced by Audrey Bashall's retirement,

due to a leaking tank, and Edmond who was the victim
of hard luck. A stone got in the belt rim, threw the belt

off, and jammed the back wheel, with the result that the
rider ran into the bank, but luckily sustained no injury.

Tyre Troubles on the Track.
More tyre trouble befell Jenkins. Bailey's Douglas con-

tinued to run most consistently, the engine emitting a roar
resembling a rotary aero engine. He finished a winner by
two complete laps in the record time of 2h. 49m. 45s. Being
informed that the three-hours record was within his reach,
lie hastily refilled and was off again, and succeeded in cap-
turing this record also. Mason, as was expected, came in

an easy second, and six were left to fight out the third

bS

position, viz., Woodman, Jenkins, Phillpot, McNab, Wilber-
force, and Owen. Interest had waned as they were so far
behind. The last-mentioned had two cases of tyre trouble,
so retired, and, despite a delay in changing a valve, Wood-
man, the popular one-legged rider, finished third, six minutes
ahead of Jenkins.

The times for the 150 miles are:

1. S. L. Bailey (2* Douglas)
2. Hugh Mason (2| Nut-Jap)

A. E. Woodman (2| Number)
A. J. Jenkins (2| Douglas)
F. A. McNab (2J Douglas)

li. m. s.

2 49 45
3 35
3 50 21

3 56 5

The Senior Race.
'1 he stragglers in the Junior event were so long finishing

that a start had to be made with the Senior Race. By this,
lime the spectators had greatly increased in numbers,' and,
with a field of twenty-six starters on faster machines, the
interest was great. It was a sight to he -remembered when
Mr. Loughborough dropped the flag, all getting away
smartly, though S. K. Oxford unfortunately collided with
another "competitor in mounting, and his machine was thrown
to (he ground, breaking the oil pump and causing other
minor damages.

The Senior T.T. Competitors.
The. starters and their machines were :

c.c.
J. R. Haswell (Triumph) 499
S. D. Timson (ltudge) ... ..' 499
C. R. Martin (Triumph) 499
F. K. Portway (Triumph) 499
S. Russell Cooke (Rudge) ... 499
Stanhope Spencer (Rudge) 499
W. H: Elce (Rudge) 499
A. G. Miller (Premier) 499
E. B. Ware (Zenith) - ... 498
H. Huckle (Zenith) 498
P. Weatherilt (Zenith) ... 495
V. E. Horsman (Singer) 499
J. L. E. Emerson (Norton) 490
P. Brewster (Norton) 490
S. F. Garrett (Green-Precision) 499
H. C. Mills (Green-Precision) 499
J. W. Woodhouse (Regal-Precision) 499
S. R. Axford (Martin-Jap) ... .' 494
Or R. Collier (Matchless) 498
H. Cork (Matchless) ,. ... 498
W. Howard (Matchless) 498
A. N. Tooney (Matchless) ... ..' 498
T. A. Carter (Martin-Jap) 498
L. Hill (Rudge) 499
F. Bateman (Rudge) ; 499
II. C. Godfrey (Indian) 498

L. Hill led on the first time round with Emerson, on the
long-stroke Norton, close behind. Great things were expected

Hugh Mason (2j h.p. Nut-Jap), who finished second in the Junior Race.
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Junior and Senior T.T. Races at Brooklands.

—

of the last mentioned rider, for several Brooklands hahituf.s

told ns that he had lapped during the week regularly at 68
in.p.li. S. F. Garrett (Green-Precision) was next, P. Brew-
Ster fourth, and H. Petty fifth. In the second lap Garrett
dropped back owing to the loss of his oil filler cap ; 0. C.

Godfrey and C. K. Collier crept up several places, and next-

cam? Woodhouse, Petty, Haswell, Martin, and Horsman.

The Leaders Unchanged.
Up till the tenth lap the positions of the two leaders were

unchanged. Hill and Emerson had set up a crackling pace,

completing lap after lap in 2m. 28s. (66.11 m.p.h.) as regu-
larly as clockwork. But would the pace last? Emerson
gained the lead on the eleventh lap, Hill being next, T. A.
Carter third, and Brewster fourth.

Emerson showed no signs of relaxing his pace and gradually
drew ahead until on the fourteenth lap he was half a minute
in front. In the fifteenth lap Hill was seen to have dropped
out. leaving a still bigger gap between the leader, Emerson,
and the next man, C. R. Collier. In this round there w-as a
general shuffling of positions, Weatherilt gaining third place,

vVare fourth, Godfrey fifth. Haswell sixth, Martin seventh,
and Carter eighth. Several now stopped for replenishments,
including Emerson, which caused, his supporters disappoint-
ment as he was inside record and had a chance of the hour
record if he had kept going. J. Mills retired with a seized
engine (his radiator was seen to be leaking), and Garrett's
pulley came off.

On the eighteenth lap Weatherilt was second, Collier third,

and Haswell fourth. The last named had damaged his

standard engine the day previously and decided to use the
experimental Triumph engine with overhead inlet valve. It

had been ridden down by road, but it was going great
-guns on the track, and. in fact, carried Haswell without a
stop or trouble of any kind. Weatherilt dropped back
owing to a stop for petrol, and at the twentieth lap the
positions were : Emerson, Collier, Carter, Haswell, Godfrey,
the two last named hanging together as is their wont when
competing in track races.

Huckle, who had been going extremely well, dropped out
awing to a broken valve lifter rocker, and Brewster also had
;ngme trouble. Ware and Collier now made ar.other.pair to fight
nit a duel of their own, and together were second and third
at the end of the first hour. Emerson, of course, still leading
with over sixty-three miles to his credit. Martin, who was
using Haswell's old record-breaking Triumph, engine, had to
change a valve Woodhouse retired with a seized engine.

Alter one and a half hour's riding Emerson had completed
apparently thirty-five and a half laps, and was two and a half
laps ahead of the field—something like a convincing lead. Of
course, every one was asking who was Emerson, whose Norton

S. L. Bailey (2| h.p. Douglas), winner of the Junior Race, shaking hands
with W. W. Douglas.

A racing Triumph, with overhead inlet valve, ridden by J. R. Haswell at

Brooklands on Saturday last. It is unlikely that it will he supplied to

the public for some time.

was shining so conspicuously. He is a native of Hull.
Carter, though travelling magnificently, sits his machine
peculiarly, swaying his body about all the time. When God-
frey stopped for oil naturally W. H. Wells was there with
the big syringe. F. A. Applebee looked after the petrol, and
the rider was off again before one could realise he had
stopped at all.

An Unmistakable Wi-ner.
As the fifty-sixth lap drew nearer it was regarded as a fore-

gone conclusion for Emerson and his wonderful Norton which
had run regularly throughout. There was hardly any varia-

tion in Ills lap times, and the exhaust continued to be as crisp

as ever. Finishing an easy winner, a':id capturing three
world's records on the way, he continued for the three hours'

record, but had perforce to give up owing to tyre trouble.

Weatherilt was second in order, but, nearing the end of the
150 miles, his oil tank burst and poured 'oil over the engine
and belt causing the latter to slip. He made a gallant

attempt to finish, knowing that Haswell was only half a lap

behind, but the Triumph rider never slackened a tick, and lie

came in a good second, '.Godfrey also passing the Zenith rider

on his last lap. Ware was fifth, Carter sixth, and Elce
seventh, these being the only competitors allowed to finish.

.

The official times of the survivors are given hereunder

:

h. m. s.

1. J. L. Emerson (3i Norton) 2 20 52

2. J. R. Haswell (experimental Triumph) 2 34 8|
.3. 0. 0. Godfrey (3f Indian) 2 35 32|

4-. P. Weatherilt (3^ Zenith) 2 36 42-L

E. B. Ware (3i Zenith)' 2 45 17
X. A. Carter (3i Martin-Jap) 2 48 56f
W. H. Elce (3i Rudge) ... 2 50 6

Details of Records.
In the Junior Race S. L. Bailey (Douglas) annexed the

150 miles record, time 2h. 49m. 45s.. and co'serei iu9

miles 990 yards in three hours, also a record in Class B.

In the Senior Race J. L. Emerson (3^ Norton), besides

covering the 150 miles in record time (2h. 20m. 52s.), covered

the 100 miles in lh. 33m. 25|s., and in two hours traversed
127 miles 645 yards—all new piass C records.
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A CHANNEL STEEL SIDECAR FRAME.

A channel steel framed sidecar made by
the Gosford Engineering Co., Coventry,
and described on this page. Tne inset

shows the method of sprin^inj th rear
portion.

We recently had brought to our notice

e sidecar frame made on novel lines by
its designer, Mr. W. E. Boyes, of the

Gosford Engineering Co., Coventry.
The frame, which is attached to' the

motor cycle at the usual three points,

viz., front down tube, seat tube, and
chain stays, is made of channel . steel.

The body, which is made by the Bramble
Mfg. Co., as will be seen, is suspended
on two threequarter elliptical springs at

the rear, and the front portion on one
semi-elliptical spring set transversely to

the frame.

The present type of body is, we under-

stand, only experimental, as in future

the front portion will have an upward
curve, so that if at any time the front

stay of the sidecar should come loose

or "break, the makers claim that the side-

car will skid along the ground until the

engine may be stopped.
One of the features of the frame is

that there are no brazed joints or cast-

ings on any part of it. Another point

worthy of note in the manufacture of the

sidecar is its weight, and we are told

that the complete machine without body
scales exactly 48 lbs. Although being
slightly under the average weight of

this type of vehicle, it is of sound con-

struction, and well made throughout.

A Double Clinch Cover.

The Coventry Rubber Co., who are the
manufacturers of the Three Spires non-
skid tyre, have just introduced a new
cover which they call a Double Clinch tyre.

As will be seen on examination of the

annexed illustration, which is that of a
section of the cover, the walls close to the

.

bead have been thickened so that when
th'e tyre is compressed in use the opening
and shutting action, which takes place

usually right against the bead, is trans-

ferred to a point well above it and about
the middle of the side of the cover. The
base of the thickened rubber wall rests

on the edge of the bead of the rim, thus

BIO

strengthening and supporting the weakest

part-of the cover. Motor cyclists know
that there has been a considerable amount
of dissatisfaction this year with some
motor cycle covers owing to the way in

Tno D;uble Clinch—a new Three Spires tyre,

which they have given way at the beads.

Mr. J. Jelly, the manager of the com-
pany, and patentee

of this device, in-

forms us that among
the advantages of

this new tyre are

that creeping is.

prevented owing to

the edge of th© rim
being gripped be-

tween the bead and
the buttress. A per-

fect seal takes place

between the rim and
the buttress, making
it impossible for

water to get in at

this point. Anti-
skidding qualities are
enhanced owing to

SEPTEMBER i9th, igi 2 .

the tyre being always in a direct line

between the wall and road. It is quite
remarkable how the tyre stands up when
pressure is applied to it, a partially in-

flated tyre being as rigid laterally as a

fully inflated one of the ordinary type.

The Double Clinch tyre is provided with a

The Haztewood front fork end, showing the
mudguard stay andjront wheel stand fittings.

nun-skidding tread which is formed of two
ridges moulded in such a position that the
non-slipping parts are not worn dewn
level with the cover before the tyre is

worn out, thus making it equal to a plain

tyre, but the anti-skidding parts are on
the edges, where no wear takes place.

This is a point often overlooked in tyre

construction, and one worthy of the

attention of readers. From an examina-
tion of the tyre we think that Mr. Jelley

has a distinctly good thing in the Double'

Clinch tyre, but, of course, it is impos-
sible to predict definitely its success or

otherwise without a trial of a machine
fitted with the tyre. There is, however,
no reason why it should not be as fast

or faster than an ordinary one, and if it

transfers the bending stress to some other
portion of the cover than the weak por-

tion of the beaded edge, that alone justi-

fies its existence.

The 3 h.p. Twin Hazlewood.

Hazlewoods, Ltd., of West Orchard,
Coventry, have for some time past been
thoroughly testing a new 3 h.p. twin-
cylinder model, and are now delivering

it in considerable quantities. One
day last week we were invited to inspect

a batch of four which were being sent

to Soutn Africa. The machine resembles
the well-known 2£ h.p. model in most
respects, but is fitted with a twin-cylinder

J.A P. engine of 60 mm. bore and 76

mm. stroke. The frame has been con-

siderably strengthened, and the " Mark
V." Armstrong three-speed hub for 6 h.p.

machines is employed. There are several

detail improvements on the new model.

Valve side of the new 3 h.p. tw.n-cylinder Hazlewool.
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For instance, the lootrests are mounted

separately from the dutch pedal bracket;

nh control rods are quite straight
;
pedals

are fitted, as the new Armstrong gear is

capable of being started with the wheel

Jj5l3f(l

on the ground ; a. neat front wheel stand
is now embodied with the front forks,

and the mudguard stays are mounted oh
separate bushes on the fork-ends and
merely held in position by set-pins. The

->-»0»-<-

NOVEL ROTARY ENGINE.

A novel rotary engine for motor cycles, invented by a well-known motor cyclist.

AN interesting engine has lately been
completed which is the invention
of G. T. Gray, a well-known
Rudge rider. The cylinder con-

iists of a circular endless tube in which four

listons L 1 travel continuously in one direc-

ion. These are joined through a slot in

.lie cylinder to arms which cross each
)ther at the centre and work scissor

,'ashion. Thus the space between any two
idjacent pistons can be, made to vary in

;ize, which space forms the combustion
chamber.

These spaces are caused to vary in size

)y connecting the four arms to four planet
limons by means of short connecting rods,

:o that as the planet pinions revolve they
ause the arms and pistons to be alter-

nately drawn together and moved apart.
The pinions mesh- with a sun wheel keyed

to the engine casing, and are carried

on a cage T keyed to the main shaft.

It must be understood that as the four

pistons travel round the cylinder in the
same direction they alternately approach
and depart from each other.

The operations of the four cycles in this

engine are as follows : The port cut in the
cylinder wall at C is the induction port.

The timing of the planet pinions is so

arranged that when any two of the pistons
come opposite this port they shall be
closest together. While they are passing
it the forward one will accelerate, thus
enlarging the space between them and
drawing in gas. When just past the

'

port the following piston will accelerate.

The space between them will close up and
compress the. gas until they are closest

together, which occurs at the dead centre
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finish of the whole machine is carried out

in the usual Hazlewood black and brown,
and has a very neat appearance. On
Hazlewood machines all nuts are either

split-pinned or lock-nulled.

of the connecting rods. At this position

the sparking plug D, which is fitted in the

cylinder, will fire the gas. The power of

the explosion will force the two pistons

apart, although both continue to travel in

the same direction.

When the pistons have been forced

apart to their fullest extent they will

have travelled round the cylinder to a
position opposite the exhaust port B.

While they pass this port the following

piston will accelerate and push out the

exhaust gas. This completes the cycle

of operations.

As these operations take place between
each of the four pistons in turn, there

are four explosions per revolution, all

taking place at one point in the cylinder,

namely, where the sparking plug is fixed.

It will be noticed that the piston does not

uncover the plug until the gas is fully

compressed so that a timed spark is not
necessary.

A two-speed gear is provided by means
of an internally toothed ring meshing
with the planet pinions. Lubrication is

provided by centrifugal force.

An outside flywheel can be fitted if re-

quired, but would not be necessary for

speed work owing to perfect natural
balance, total absence of reciprocating
parts, and almost constant torque.

For certain purposes, cyclecars for in-

stance, two or more complete engines
could be coupled on to one shaft, the
resulting motor being very compact, arid

the torque almost equal to that of air

electric motor.
The design readily adapts itself to

water cooling if necessary. Mr. Gray is

anxious to dispose of the patents, arid

letter's may be addressed to him c/o the
Editor.

THE RECORD-BREAKING NORTON—
A NEW CARBURETTER.

The Norton motor cycle so successfully

ridden by Mr. Emerson on Saturday last

was supplied as a standard machine. On
careful inspection after the race, we
could find nothing about the engine that

was not standard, except for strong

valve springs. Piston, connecting rod,

cams, etc., are all as usual. Those who
favour the long stroke will be interested

.

to know that the usual Norton sizes of

79 mm. bore and 100 mm. stroke were
• used. Mr. Emerson's lap times steadily

improved, and the lap previous to the
tyre trouble he completed at the speed
of 67.94 m.p.h. This speed with the

gear used equals 3,022 r.p.m., and a

piston speed of 3,380 feet per minute.
The Amac Co., Aston, Birmingham,

have decided to market a single lever

carburetter which, after prolonged tests,

has given excellent results. Outwardly
it resembles the standard two lever type
except for the absence of one control, ft

will have six small jets arranged as usual

with one main control jet. The single

barrel is operated in the usual manner,
forming a combined throttle, choke tube,

and air level.

Bi3
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HILL-CLIMB AT AMULREE.

Competitors weighing in previous to the start of the hill-clmb on Amulree
last Monday.

THE Edinburgh M.C.C. held their annual hill-climb on
this now famous hill. The bad weather which had
prevailed had somewhat lessened the. number of

entries, but despite this they totalled forty-five. A
noteworthy entry was the twin Indian ridden by Oswald G.
Braid. It was the identical machine ridden in the 1911 T.T.

Race by J. R. Alexander, when it had a capacity of 570 c.c,

but when Alexander rode it (as he did) in the 1912 T.T. Race
he had shortened the stroke and reduced the capacity to

496 c.c.

Another interesting maehine entered was A. H. Alexander's

1% Douglas with sidecar, in which he had the previous day
successfully taken a passenger up the hill, and certainly

in the lightweight class, as a solo machine, he played with
the corners and made a fast ascent. The timing was
electrical and automatic, each competitor breaking a thread
which started a stop watch at both ends and hreaking another

at the finish that stopped both watches. Just at first it

gave some trouble, one of the watches refusing to start, but
this was soon put right.

Last year the starting point had been at the foot of the

hill, and at the start competitors had to cross a bridge at

right angles to the road. This, combined with the rough
surface, caused the officials to look upon it as too dangerous,

and as a result the starting point was moved about 400
yards up the hill. The corners this year were rougher than

last year, and did not appear to have been swept, but the
second corner had been slightly more banked, which made it

a bit better.

The start was timed for 1 p.m., but the first man did not

get away till after half past, and this slight delay just pre-

vented us seeing the last two events, the stopping and
starting test and the sidecar class. The classes were eight

in number, and were as follow :

Class I.—Novices (abandoned).
Class II.—Lightweights under 350 c.c. (handicap).

Class III.—Single-cylinder (handicap).

Class IV.—Twin-cylinder (handicap, abandoned).
Class V.—Scratch race, single or twin under 550 c.c.

Class VI.—Scratch race, single or twin under 1,000 c.c.

Class VII.—Stopping and starting test. Machines to be

stopped after passing a line, wheeled back behind the line,

and re-started again (a very good arrangement).
Class VIII.—Passenger machines (handicap).

The first .man off in the lightweight class was McGregor
(Douglas), but he stopped on the corner. He was followed

by A. H. Alexander (Douglas), who made a fine ascent.

A. U. R. Downe (2^ A.J.S.) fell, but restarted and finished.

As the electrical timing "went on strike" just then he

had to have another try and succeeded in making a clean

ascent—lucky for him.

Class III.

In Class III. all got round the bends without falling, but

A. J. C. Lindsay had to dismount at the second bend and
run alongside, while Oswald Braid (3£ twin Indian) stopped

on the bend.
J. R. Alexander was to have ridden his 7 Indian in the

passenger class, but had to content himself with the solo

scratch class, as he had broken the low gear. He had some
doubts about his possible success on the corners solo, but
he managed to get round all right.

Taken all round, the event was a most successful one, the.

weather, which, till a few days previous, had been wet, de-

cided to change and turned out gloriously fine for the week-
end. A head wind did not help the competitors, but it was
nothing like the half gale that blew during the same event

last year. There is still a dangerous ridge just past the

second corner that throws machine and rider off the ground,

but otherwise, with a little sweeping, the road is not so bad,

except at very high speed, when it becomes dangerous.

The results were not obtainable when we left, as no

arrangements were made, to work out the' results on the

spot. A proper list of entries was not available owing to

late entries, but among many others might be named the

brothers A. H. and J. R. Alexander,. the brothers MacMillan
on their Scott machines, and McGregor on his 2J Douglas.

Breaking the tape at the start. The ends ean be seen each side of the ridsr. A rider ol a 7 h.p. Indian, taking the first bad bend on Amulree.

BH
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Torbay and District Open Hill-climb.

LAST Saturday the solitude of Halshanger, Dartmoor,

was rudely 'broken by the crackle of many and vari-
.

ous exhausts. One hundred and four entries were re-

ceived for the above event. The weather was all one
could wish, the organisation good, and nearly all the entrants

faced the starter. The Brooklands postponed race prevented

many more men' from coming, but the committee regard

over a hundred entries as very satisfactory, it being the

largest gathering for an open climb held in the West. The
hill in places had been washed out by the recent rains, but
presented no difficulties on that score, and justified its

description as a safe course, the event not being marred .by

the slightest mishap. There were the usual stops occasionally

for traffic. A field was hired at the foot of the hill, and the

weighing performed under a large oak. The hill is of rather

a deceptive nature, being steeper than it appears -to be,

gradually approaching a hump half-way up. There is another
smaller hump at the foot, over which' many of the front wheels
jumped yards. Timing was successfully carried out by tele-

phone, .a tent being erected at the top of the hill for the
timekeepers and instrument. Times were thus known imme-
diately a man passed the tape, and Mr. Coombs was busy
working out the formulae from the commencement, the whole
being known very shortly after, except the team results,

which will be known later. The men were despatched rather

slowly at first, but afterwards went up at intervals of thirty

seconds. G.' "Griffiths, on an 8 h.p. Zenith, secured fastest

time of the day in 47s., G. Clarke obtaining the same
honour for the singles in 49§s. F. Ball, on his Douglas,
made a brilliant ascent in the excellent time of 56gS. R.
Holloway only rode his 2^ h.p. Premier, but made good
time, winning on formula. Miss May Walker rode in three
classes, winning the ladies' class both on time and formula.
A large number of visiting motor cyclists and others were

lining the route. The A.A. scouts gave assistance in marshal-
ling the course, and the whole day was made a picnic by
many local people. Cinematograph films were taken by
Gaumont, to be shown at the Torquay Electric Theatre.

Unfortunately for the secretary, who was acting as starter,

the principal members of the club are keen riders, and
some were competing in five classes. This reduced the

number of helpers -somewhat, otherwise everything went
well. The Triumph silver medal was won by R. W. William-

son for the best single-cylinder time in the unlimited club

event. The Humber silver cup was won by A. Powell for

the best lightweight performance.

Results on Time.
Passenger Class.

G. Griffiths (8 Zenith sc.)

61.4
500 c.c. Variably-geared

Touring Machines.
R. Broadbear (Premier) 53.0

V. Taylor (Rudge) ... 55.0

S. Crawley (Triumph) ... 56.0

500 c.c. Fixed Gears.
S. Crawley (Triumph) ... 52.0
R. Broadbear (Premier) 53.8

V. Taylor (Rudge) ... 55.2

Ladies' Class.

Miss M.Walker (Douglas) 65.0

Mrs. Tucker (Premier)... 70.8

Mrs. Simpson (Rudge)... 73.0

500 c.c. Racers.

G. Clarke (Rudge) ... 49.6
R. W. Williamson ... 51.0
R. Broadbear 54.0

Results on FoKMULA.^-F/vent 1 : 1, R. Holloway
(Premier); 2, J. Dudley ; 3, F- Ball. Event 2: 1, J. Dudley;
2, V. Taylor; 3, W. E. Bootes (Singer). Event 3: 1, A.
Powell; 2, H. P. Overmers (Doiiglas) ; 3, W. P. Harding.
Event 4: 1, W. E. Rootes ; 2, V. Taylor; 3, J. Dudley.
Event 6 : 1, Miss May Walker ; 2, Mrs. Simpson ; 3, Mrs.
Tucker. Event 7: 1. R. W. Williamson; 2, W. Chenoweth
(Jap) ; 3, A. Powell. Event 9 : 1, W. E. Phillips (Triumph).

Open Lightweight Class.

F. Ball (Douglas) . ... 56.5

J. Dudley (Hobart) ... 63.2

A. Powell (Enfield) ... 68.4

Club Lightweight.

A. Powell (Enfield) ... 66.4
W. P. Harding (Douglas)

70.0

H. Benny (Enfield) ... 73.0

Unlimited Racers.

G. Griffiths (8 Zenith)... 47.0
G. Clarke (Rudge) ... 51.2
R. Williamson (Norton) 52.4

Club Event—All Comers.
R. Williamson (Norton) 51.4
E. J. Hancock (3^ Premier)

58.2

W. Chenoweth (3 Jap) 59.6

HILL CLIMBING ON DARTMOOR. Incidents in connection with the open hill climb at Halshanger, organised by the Torbay and District M.C.C.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Sept. 19th 7.5 p.m.

21st

23rd
25th

7.0

6.56

6.51

The Cyclecar Convenient.

A writer in The Sunday Clironide,
commenting on cyclecars, objects to
tandem seating, but says the vehicle

should be capable oi being kept in the
hall or front parlour

!

Police Trap.

A trap is working on the Maidstone
Road between Riverhead and Seal, and
an elderly motor cyclist on a luggage-
laden touring machine, who was crawling
along, was made one of the victims.

Obstructing the Highway.

The landlord of the Gate, Matlock
Bath, was fined 10s. and costs for obstruct-

ing the highway on the 31st ult. at

Smedley Street Crossing. A trial from
Liverpool was in progress, and a passing
machine had jerked a stone against one
of the hotel windows and broken it.

This caused the defendant to place a
rope across the road and keep it there
about four minutes. The Bench con-

sidered the defendant had been very
foolish indeed and inflicted the above
penalty. The breakage was paid for.

Belgian Race Meeting.

The automobile meeting at Spa, Bel-
gium, September 21st to 24th, has re-

ceived so far sixteen motor cycle entries.

Among the entries are Indian, Rudge-
Whitworth., F.N., Sarolea, Alcyon,
Triumph and N.S.U.

Stolen Motor Cycle.

A member of the A. A. has lost his 3£
h.p. Humber motor cycle and sidecar. It

is a 1912 model and the frame number is

4251. The machine was stolen from a

street in Camden Town.

Motor Cycle Accident in America.

In our brief report of the sad track
accident which took place in New Jersey,
when Eddie Hasha rode- over the palings
on the top of the banking, we stated that
it was reported that something went
wrong with the engine, so causing the
machine to leave the track. This was
the general impression on the ground and
was cabled to us as the supposed cause
of the accident. We now understand,
from Mr. W. H. Wells, that it was quite
a customary practice for Hasha, in en-
deavouring to overtake the other riders,

to get on to the vertical palings at the
top of the banking and Hasha (who was
only just out of the hospital) might have
become dazed, and owing to the speed at
which he was, travelling miscalculated
his distance and ridden over the top.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
THE MOTOR CYCLE FOR TWO.

OPEN HILL CLIMBS '

NORTH and SOUTH.

NOVEL ROTARY ENGINE.

STOCKP0R1 M.C.C. SPEED TRIALS
Two successful machines of a new make, built by J. Woodrow, of Stockport. u . Woodrow (5 h.p. Woodrow-

Jap), the rider on the left, made fastest time of the day, while J. Emerson (8 h.j). Woodrow sidecar) was winner
of the passenger class.

Overloading Sidecars—A Warning.

A member of the Croydon M.C.C., S.

Hurlbart, sustained a nasty mishap near
Bromley on Thursday last. He was
driving an overloaded motor cycle and
sidecar, when the bicycle broke just

above the fork crown.

Awards in the Six Days.

Mellor Jameson (6 h.p. Enfield sc), who
lost the A.C.U. gold medal, certificates;

and silver cups awarded to him through
being disqualified by the judges on a
technical objection that his passenger had
assisted in some slight adjustment of the
machine, has been presented by the En-
field Cycle Co. with a silver cup on their
own behalf to show their appreciation of
his performance as a genuine private
owner.

Motor Cycle Taxation.

On Monday night last a White Paper
was issued containing the report of the
committee appointed last December to

confer regarding the horse-power rating
of motor ears. The- committee suggest
that the schedule of rates of duties should
be amended in the case of motor cycles by
the addition of a motor car' or cyclecar
class, not exceeding 5 h.p., to pay £1 per
annum. The present taxation for a motor
cycle weighing under three cwts. unladen,
and with not more than three wheels, is

£1. Cyclecars with four wheels, irre-

spective of weight and engine capacity, .

are at present liable to a tax of not less

than two guineas, and if the cylinder
bore exceed 102 mm. for singles and
72 mm. for twins, they are liable to a
tax of three guineas. The committee's
suggestion would mean' that a cyclecar
fitted with a single-cylinder engine not
exceeding 89 mm. bore, or a twin not
exceeding 63 mm. bore, would be taxed
£1 irrespective of stroke. Four-wheeled
cyclecars with engines over these dimen-
sions would be charged at the usual
motor car rates. Of course it must be
taken into account that if this become
law, and there is every reason to believe
that it will, sidecar combinations where
the engines exceed 89. mm. bore in the
case "of a. single-cylinder, ot, 63- mm. bore
in the case of a twin, will also be liable
for the motor car taxation. The com-
mittee contend that the suggested alter-
ation is to put on a fairer basis both the
high and the low powered cyclecars and
sidecars. Will the Treasury solve the
definition of a cyclecar by means of taxa-
tion? It looks a-s though they will.
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H. Thompson (3} h.p. Kynoch) who il is slid

recently attained a speed of 59J miles per hour
lor two miles. The ride was accomplished on a

• eluded road. We should recommend Mr.
Thompson to enter for Brooklands events.

An A.C.U. Worker.
Victor Hart, a prominent A.C.U.

official, is shortly leaving for Johannes-
burg, where he has accepted the editorship

of a leading automobile journal. We
wish him success. -

Preparations for 1913.

We saw F. W. Barnes last Saturday
astride an experimental Zenith with a

neat kick starter, and also a device

enabling a free engine no matter what
gear ratio is in use. Details cannot be
divulged at present, as. the machine has
not undergone a sufficiently lengthy test.

The A.C.U., the Scottish A.C.U., and the

M.C.U. of Ireland.

The reciprocity agreements between the

Scottish A.C.U. and the M.C.U. of Ire-

land are practically complete, and will

shortly be ready for signature. This
neans that members of the Irish and
Scottish Unions may enjoy A.C.U. privi-

eges in England, and vice-versa.

into Cycle Union News.

The following permits have been
granted: The Liverpool A.C., hill-climb

October 12th, and a reliability trial Sep-
tember 28th; the Manchester M.C.,*a hill-

;
climb October 5th ; the Birmingham
M:C.C, a reliability trial September
20th; the Mersey M.C.C., a hill-climb on
either 5th or 12th October. These per-

mits for hill-climbs are granted subject
to the hills being approved by the A.C.U.
The Autumn One Day Trial.—This

event, which will take place on Satur-
day, October 26th, will start and finish

at Kendal, while the course will be a
stiff one in the Lake District. On the
previous Friday there will be a council
meeting^ in Liverpool at 2 p.m.
The Fate of " The Motor Cycle " and

other Cups.—It has been suggested that
The Motor Cycle, Auto Motor, and Motor
Car Journal challenge cups, formerly com-
peted for in the A.C.U. race meeting now
discontinued, should be put up for the
following races, to be held by the British
Motor Cycle Racing Club : One mile time
trials, a three mile scratch >*ue for
machines up to 350 c.c, and a one hour
scratch race for machines up to 500 c.c.

This proposal has to come up before the
General Committee for confirmation.

L913 Models.
We have heard of a prominent West-

country firm who are experimenting

with a four-cylinder air-cooled cyclecar.
The machine is reported to be extremely
neat in appearance, and as four air-

cooled cylinders will keep cool on a
motor bicycle, we see no reason why
they should not do the same on a cyclecar
if the engine be properly designed and
fitted in front.

Motor Cycle Manager's Supposed Suicide.

It is with great regret that we have
to announce the death of Mr. G. Schink,
the London manager of the N.S.U. Com-
pany. Mr. Schink was a lieutenant of

the reserve of officers in the German
Army, and every year 'used to spend his

holidays serving with the colours, to
which time he used to look forward

[MirOJRE IOTiTO
Sept 21.—Herts County A.C. Open Hill-

climb.

„ 2i.— Birmingham M.C.C. Open 24
Hours' Run to Carlisle.

„ 28.—B.A.R.C. Meeting.

,, 28.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Relia-
bility Trial.

Oct. 5.—Edinburgh M.C.C. Open Hill-
climb.

„ 5.—Manchester M.C. Open Hill-
climb.

„ 12.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 26.—A.C.U. Open One-day Tr ial.

J Nov. 2.—N. Middlesex M.C.C. Open
Winter Reliability Trial.

wkn the greatest pleasure. He had
just returned from his native country,
and went straight to his office (Great
Portland Street) and there, at the time
of writing, appears to have shot him-
self, dying at once. No reason is known
for this sad act. Mr. Schink was well
known to the trade and to the many
private owners he had to deal with,
over whom he took the greatest trouble.
He was an exceedingly hard worker, and
to his untiring energy the success of the
N.S.U. Company in England is due.

Arthur Moorhouse Memorial Fund.

Tl it- 'secretary of the Auto Cycle Union,
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, writes to say
that the above fund must now be closed.

Will all holders of collecting cards there-

fore return them to the lion, treasurer, 22
and 23, Jewin Street, E.C. , as soon as

possible? Those who wish to subscribe to

the fund, and have not yet sent in their

subscriptions, are requested to do so with-

out delay to the address given above.

The F.I.C.M.

During the Olympia Show week a meet-
ing at which an attempt will be made to

re-found the Federation Internationale

des Clubs Motocyclistes, will be held of

delegates from the bodies controlling

motor cycle affairs in the various Euro-
pean countries and America, and to which
the delegates from the Scottish A.C.U.
and the M.C.U. of Ireland will also be
invited. The secretary of the A.C.U. is

using every endeavour to get into touch
with the representatives of the foreign

clubs. Curiously enough, the A.C.F. has
so far ignored communications.

Urban District Council of Penge.

The Urban District Council of Penge, in

a courteous letter, write as follows :
" Com-

plaints have been made by residents in

Anerley that many motor cyclists ascend
the Anerley Hill at a great speed, appar-
ently for the purpose of carrying out speed
tests, more especially on Sunday after-

noons, and that it is not only a public

danger, . but also causes a nuisance by the

noise created by the machines. The com-
mittee feel that they will be compelled to

make application for speed limits in certain

parts of the district if motorists will persist

in travelling at such great speed, but they
have, however, directed me to communi-
cate with the motoring journals in the

hope that they will appeal to those readers
who travel through tins district to drive
slowly through the Anerley Hill and
Beckeniiam Road, which are both busy
roads with many sliarp turnings, cross

roads, and schools." Motor cyclists will

do well to heed this warning.

NECK AND NECK IN THE SENIOR T.T. RACE AT BBOOKLANDS LAST SATURDAY.

l.-The two competitors ar; C. R. Collier matchless). 2.—0. C. Godfrey (Indian). Th- third rider is

a competitor In the Junior event.
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NEW MODELS.

The big er.d.

A NEW CYCLECAR ENGINE.
Method of holding down tappet guides. Valve tappet.

A New Cyclccar Engine.

A new engine has been specially de-

signed and constructed for cyclecar work
by Manly and Buckingham, engineers, of

Spon Street, Coventry. The engine,

which is a single-cylinder air-cooled of

90 mm. bore x 120 mm. stroke, includes

several interesting features.

The firm have kept two main objects

in view—to make an engine which will

stand the heavy work imposed by cycle-

car usage and to keep the price within
reasonable limits—and we may safely say

that the latter has not been accomplished
at the expense of the former.
* The cylinder, which has deep radiating

fins, is swelled out at the top to accom-
modate the separate head fitted with large

overhead valves ; incidentally the ridge in

The general arrangement ol the new cyclecar

engine.

the combustion chamber prevents the

valves falling into the cylinder unless they

should break off just below the seating.

They are, however, well designed and
made of carefully selected material, and

should give little trouble in this way. As
wil be seen from the sketch, the cylinder

head is flat and projects slightly into the

combustion chamber, a broad flat face

making the joint compression tight. A
particularly sound piece of design is in-

corporated with the overhead valve

rockers, which are supported on a double

row of adjustable ball bearings, thus pre-

venting the rattle which is so common
with this type of valve gear. By undoing
a- single nut the arm which carries both

B24

with rockers

The crank
are cast in

single cover

plate, which carries the magneto, bolted

on. Only two gear wheels are employed
and the magneto is direct driven through

rockers can be removed
and push rods complete,

case and - timing case

one piece and have a

The cylinder head of the Manly anj Buckinjnam
cyclecar engine.

a flexible joint, consisting of a circular

leather disc, to which are attached a pair

of arms on the camsnaft and a corre-

sponding pair (at right angles) on the
magneto-shaft.
The crankshaft, which is a solid forging

of l£in. diameter, is mounted in very
long, plain bearings, and carries at one
end a 15in. outside flywheel weighing
28 lbs. The unit has a neat but solid

appearance, and the engine without fly-

wheel weighs well under 50 lbs. Tlie firm

are building a cyclecar to which this

engine will be fitted ; it has a pi'essed

steel frame and a double chain drive

to a counter-shaft, from which the drive

is continued by belts. A two-speed gear

is obtained by clutching either one or

other of the chains to the counter-shaft.

The engines will, however, be built and
supplied without the cyclecai.

The Premier Motor Co., of Birmingham,
who manufacture the Rex-Jap and the

P.M.C. voiturette, are at present experi-

menting with a four-wheeled cyclecar.

Details are not yet publishable, but the

machine will probably be listed for 1913.

We inspected last week a useful 1'ttle

refinement which Rudgc-Whitworth, Lt I.,

will fit to their 1913 models. Rulers

of these machines know that the magneto
timing adjustment is one of the simplest.

It will be further simplified for nexf

year, as there will be no necessity to re
;

move the timing gear cover. On the sidt

of this latter, and opposite the end oi

the armature spindle, is a small gunmetal
inspection cover plate. When this is re-

moved, the magneto can be retimed with

the greatest ease.

The Arden Motor Co., of Berkswell,

Warwickshire, have made several improve-

ments to the cyclecar which we recently

described and illustrated. The magneto
is now carried on a special bracket above
the twin cylinders of the J.A.P. engine,

and.not down below as previously arranged.

A new fan bracket has been designed

which allows for adjustment of the belt.

A large cylindrical exhaust box is now
fitted in front of the engine just behind the

starting handle; the J.A.P. automatic

carburetter is used. This is connected

to the cylinders b.y a flexible piece of

armoured hose. Twenty-eight inch wheels

are now fitted as standard. A recent

inspection of several of these machines
which are going through the works con-

firms our good opinion of this runabout,

which is a sound practical job fitted with

an upholstered body of reasonable width.

The complete turnout presents a very

smart appearance.
The latest firm to enter the motor cycle

industry is" the- Monopole Cycle find

Carriage Co., Ltd., Coventry. This firm

has previously confined its attention

to pedal cycles, but at Olympia, Stand

No,. 56, two motor cycles. will be shown,

namely, -a 3^ h.p. three-speed and a 2£

h.p. F.E. lightweight. The name of the

firm was omitted from our plan of .the

Show, published on September 5th. be-

cause this is the first intimation we have

received that the Monopole Co. was

marketing a motor cycle for 1913.

The 1913 twin Enfleld. This new model has a 54 x 76 mm. engine, overhead valves, and forced feel

lubrication. It was ridden by H. V. Colver at Brooltlands last i »turday.
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MORE WORLD'S RECORDS
SMASHED—September 14th, 1912—BY

British Motor Cycle Racing Club Meeting,

Brooklands Senior T.T. Race, 150 Miles,

Mr. J. L. E. Emerson on a 79 x 100 — 490 c.c

NORTON
(the smallest engine in the field)

WON, setting up the following

WORLD'S RECORDS:

100 MILES—
1 hour, 33 min., 25*4 sec.

150 MILES—
2 hrs., 20 min., 27 sec.

2 HOURS—
127 miles,

645 yards.

The
marvellous

regularity
< with which
the NORTON ran

can be appreciated
from the factthat each

of these records repre-
sent an average speed

of about 64 miles per hour.

REMEMBER—
The NORTON holds the

1 MILE WORLD'S RECORD
7357 MILES PER HOUR

made by Mr. P. Brewster. July 20th, 1912.

NORTON MOTORS,
Sampson Road North,

:: BIRMINGHAM, tj

LONDON AGENTS: Harrod's

Stores, Brompton Rd., S.W. ;

Robertson's Motor Agency, 157,

Great Portland Street, W.
In answering this advertisement it -is desirable to mention ' 'I' lie hi>u,i CiiO»
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IMPORTANT
PUBLISHERS' ANNOUNCEMENT

During the two years " THE AUTOMOBILE ENGINEER " has been in existence, it has proved
remarkably successful. We feel, however (and the impression is confirmed by the opinions
expressed by many readers), that its scope and usefulness are curtailed by the restrictions which
are necessarily imposed through publication only once a month.

The prime interest of "THE AUTOMOBILE ENGINEER" has all along been centred upon
internal combustion engineering, but it has been found impossible, in a monthly paper, to treat
the subject as broadly as was intended originally, and as is desirable in view of the enormous
increase in the applications of the internal combustion engine.

It has therefore been decided to broaden the scope of the paper considerably by dealing also with
other and larger internal combustion engines, their construction and application ; in fact, to make
the paper the authority on the subject of modern prime movers.

To render this enlargement of scope possible the paper will be published fortnightly, on and

after October 2nd next, and the title will be altered to

INTERNAL COMBUSTION-
ENGINEERING

incorporating " THE AUTOMOBILE ENGINEER."
The size, style and price of the paper will remain as at present, and the features which have
established "THE AUTOMOBILE ENGINEER" will be retained, but the greater frequency
of publication will permit exhaustive treatment of a far wider range of subjects than hitherto has
been possible. Fuller details will be published later.

, THE AUTOMOBILE ENGINEER PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
(pr.OPRIETOES: ILIFFE & SONS LTD.). - .

20, Tudor Street, LONDON, E.C.

— THE —

'MonAero' Mudguard
YOU WANT cleanliness of rider & machine.

„ „ engine efficiency.

5J 5) every ounce of power.

Mr, HARRY LONG. 20,000 miles Sidecar record holder. He uses

the M.A. Guard, and says—" the advantage gained against head
wind is enormous, would not be without it."

Mr. G. E. STANLEY. The Singer Crack Track Rider. He uses the

-

M.A. Guard, and says—" should be fitted to every motor cycle."

Mr. A. J. DOXON. The well-known Gold Medallist (the only man
to climb Porlock), who, in expressing his appreciation, says—"the
' Mon-Aero ' Guard is a very necessary part of the equipment
of all motor cycles."

Note result in Coventry and WarwidcsMr-s
— Club Hill Climbing Competition. —
6 Firsts. 2 Seconds.

The 'Mon-Aero' Guard fitted—gave that little extra power and did the
trick.

These men know their work and requirements. Do you ? Send at once
and hold y.iur own in all weathers.

For Competitions-^-for Touring—for Sidecar work

YOU WANT IT ; 12/6
See your local agent—if not in stock write direct.

All remittances to be crossed London City and Midland.

THE COVENTRY AUTO-AERO CO., LTD.,

Priory Street, Coventry.

AMAC—AMAC
STREATHAM & DISTRICT

OPEN HILL CLIMB.
5 FIRSTS.
2 SECONDS.
6 THIRDS.

INTERNATIONAL CUP RACE
IN FRANCE.

BAILEY on a DOUGLAS, First in Lightweight
Class, and THIRD amongst a whole field of

Heavyweights. —
.

BROOKLANDS.
SENIOR AND JUNIOR T.T. RACES.

Senior Race, Second, HASWELL on a TRIUMPH.
Junior Race, Second, MASON on a N.U.T.

Successes everywhere.
Too numerous to advertise.

ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES CO., LTD.,

TALFORD STREET, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

AMAC AMAC
B26 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle,"
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CambBrlanl M.C )

Results of this club's hill-climb, which was run off on

September 12th, at Warnell Fell, on the knock-out system,

are as follows : Motor bicycles—1, L. Pierce (3-4 Corah-Jap)

;

2, J. W. Moffat (34 Singer) ;
passenger class—1, Eric Long-

den (8 Jap) ; 2, —. Payne (7 Indian).

Cork and District M.C.C.

The results of the reliability trial, which took place on

September 11th, are as follows : 1, H. Flannagan (34 Zenith)

;

2, L. Dobbin (8 Matchless) ; 3, R. S. Russell (34 Matchless).

The course included two severe hills, and the chief award
was a prize presented by the Rover Company.

Cape Peninsula M.C.C.

A slow speed test was held on August 24th. A deserted

level road was chosen and 176 yards measured off. Com-
petitors were not allowed to exceed two miles an hour, and
the best performances were put up by the following : 1, .

Rev. S. B. Priston (34 P. and M.), time 3m. 58is. ; 2,

Duncan McMillan (34 Bradbury), 3m. 53§s. ; 3, A. Douglas

(34 Triumph), 3m. 18-|s.

Bristol M.C.C.

The members' hill-climb was run off on September 14th

on the final portion of Blagdon Hill. The course was
straight, about on? mile long, and not steeper in any place

than 1 in 10. The various classes were run off on the
" knock-out " system. Results :

Up to 345 c.c. : W. B. Gibb (2J Douglas).

Up to 500 c.c, touring class : W. H. Moxley (34 Rover).

Unlimited : P. H. A. Mathew-s (34 Ivy-Precision).

Passenger class : F. P. Davies (34 Rudge Multi).

Best performance by member who had not previously won
ii prize in any. hill-climb : H. Hutchinson (34 Rudgej.

Portsmouth M.C.C.

A hill-climb took place at Gravel Hill, Shedfield, on the

lllh hist. Results :

Solo Class.
Time.
26|m.
44m.
32«-m.

F.M.
. 27
. 26
. 25

1. Bleach (3£ Bat) ...

2. Kiln (2| New Hudson) ...

0. Pearson (34 Premier)
Sidecak Class.

1. Kiln (34 New Hudson) ... - ... 44fm. ... 30
2. Tappenden (34 Premier) 50m. ... 28
3. Pearson (3£ Premier) 52|m. ... 27

The surface of the hill was fair, and the length about two-
thirds of a mile.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
The results of the recent reliability trial, Sheffield-Pickering-

Sheffield, are as follows :

Marks lost.

1 S. Sawer (34 Premier) 'i'p
"" D. Bradbury (34 Norton) /
3. J. Haslam (6 Zenith) ... 6
4. F. Dover f3£ Premier) 7

Qualified for bronze medals: E. Cross, G. Carter, C. S.

Squire, N. Newton, and J. A. Stacey.

The reliability trial on Saturday last proved a great
success. The course embraced some of the most beautiful
moorland country which surrounds Sheffield, and was quite
off the beaten track. There was one test hill and the usual
checks. Official results are not known until the arrival of
the secret check times,- but the following competitors com-
pleted the course in the allotted time: Sawer (34 Premier),
Dover (3£ Premier), Durant (3£ Norton), Parker (2| Douglas),
Lambert (34 Kerrv-Abingdon), Dudley (34 Precision), Eardley
(34 Premier), Carter (3£ A.J.S. sc.), Stacey -(34 Rudgej,
Donovon (34 Zenith), and A. Carter (34 A.J.S.).

Herts County A. and Ae.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

Owing to the gratifying support promised, the third
quarterly trial will be held on October 5th.

Luton and South Beds. M.C.C.

The non-stop reliability trial at 20 m.p.h., held on
September 7th, proved a great success. The course, which
was a severe one of sixty-four miles, included Sharnenhoe,
Pulloxhill (check), Liddlington, and Offley. Extra marks were
awarded for quiet driving through villages and good ascents.

Result : 1, Terry (New Hudson) ; 2, Gutteridge (Rudge) ; 3,

Mussell (Rex 5 h.p.).

Manchester M.C.

A hill-climb was held at Heyden Bridge on Saturday last.

The various classes were run off on the " knock-out " prin-

ciple with handicap, and the results were as follow :

Single-cylinder motor bicycles : 1, H. Taylor (34 Brad-
bury) ; 2, J. Smith (34 Triumph); 3, H. Reed (34 Dot).
Twin-cylinder motor bicycles : 1, H. Reed (8 Dot) ; 2,

J. McCann (7 Indian) ; 3, A. H. Cowap (7 Indian).
Sidecars : 1, H. Bottoms (34 Triumph) ; 2. A. H. Cowap

(7 Indian); 3, W. Houghton (34 Bradbury).
H. Reed (8 Dot) made fastest time of the day.

Cowhridge and District M.C.

A hill-climb was held at Ewenny on September 11th. tho
length of the hill being seven-tenths of a mile. Results :

Class I. (Machines with capacitv up to 350 c.c, club mem-
bers onlv).—1, J. R. Homfray ("2| h.p. Enfield); 2 D. J.
Evans (2| h.p. Enfield)

Class II. (Machines with, capacitv up to 560 c.c, club mem-
bers only).—1, E. Clissett (34 h.p. B.S.A.) ; 2, J. R. Staiens

(3 h.p. James).
Class III. (Handicap for machines of any capacity, open to

members of the Bridgend and Cdwbridge Clubs).—1, E.
Clissett (34 h.p. B.S.A.) ; 2, A. Sanders (34 h.p. Triumph).

Class IV. (Sidecar handicap, club members only).—1, J.

R. Staiens (34 h.p. James\
Apart from the programmed events, an open class was

arranged. In the final H. Wessendorf (34 h.p. T.T. Premier)
beat E. Clissett (3A h.p. T.T. B.S.A.).

M. Stoeftel (Alcyon). This machine was used in the Internatio™i cup race

in France. It is interesting to note this "pocket edition" of a motor cycle.

We are surprised the organisers allowed such an obviously racing mount to

compete against touring machines.
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Dewsbury M.C.

was held near Dewsbury on the 10th inst.

Eastwood (6 Enfield) ; 2, H. Hainsworth (3£

Club News—

A hill-elimb

Result : 1, F.

Triumph).

North-west London M.CC
The annual race meeting and gymkhana will he held at

the Stadium on the 28th inst. The programme will consist

of sixteen events, handicap and scratch races, cyclecar time

trial, relay race, and five fancy events. An open permit

has been granted for the scratch and handicap races. Light-

weights are limited to 300 c.c. Entries close on the 24th

and should be sent to Mr. H. J. Pooley, 23, Clifton Avenue,

Finch! ey, N.

Scottish A.C.

A ciass for motor cycles is included in the closed hill-

climbing competition which is being arranged by the Scottish

Automobile Club to take place at Tummel Bridge, Perth-

shire, on September 28th, commencing at noon. Entries

close on September 24th, 11 a.m., to the secretary of the

club, Mr. R. J. Smith, 163, West George Street, Glasgow.

Western District (Lcndon) M.C.

A petrol consumption trial will be held on September 21st,

starting at 4 p.m. A course sixteen and a half miles long

has been selected, starting from the Bull Hotel, Gerrard s

Cross, and passing through Slouch. The results will be ealcu-

W x M x X
lated by the A.C.TJ. formula, i.e., -p

should be sent to the hon. sec, Mr M. G. Tweed
Baldwyn Gardens. Acton. W-. at once.

Ipswich and District M.CC.
Speed trials over a measured course cf one riiile took place

on September 7th, and resulted as follows :

S.ngle cylinders up to 500 s.c.—1, D. W. Popplewtll
(il'riumpn)j 2, K. Portway (Rudge) ; 3, R. Fenn (Triumph.).

Lightweights up to 360 c.c.—1, K. Portway (Humber) ; 2,

D. ,W Popplewell (Singer).

Touring models up to 500 c.c.—t, W. E. Sneezum
(L.M.C.); 2. D. W. Popplewell (Triumph).'

Any machine ud to 1.000 c.c-—1, D. W. Popplewell
(Triumph) ; 2, K. Portway (Rudge).

Leicester and District M.CC.
The results, of the third reliability trial for the Edwards

Cup, held on the 5th inst., over a fifty-six mile course, are

as follow :

Total error.

1. T. Nedham (3£ Campion-Jap) ... lm. 12s.

2. H. Petty (3£ Singer) 2m. 19s.

3. A. L. Barker (3£ Singer) 2m. 41s.

4. N. Mee (3£ Bradbury and sc.) ... 3m. 3s.

5. R. G. Wainwright (3£ Campion-Jap)... 3m. 8s.

6. E. Folwell (3± B.S.A.) 3m. 10s.

Entries

1,

North Staffs M.CC
Results of the knock-out hill-climb held at Winkhill, near

Leek, during the week-end are as follows : Fastest time, J.

A. Pi*endergast (3£ Ivy) ; final of handicap, A. Miller (3£

Rudge).

Derby. and District M.CC
Results of the hill-climb held recently have been declared

as follows: 1. G. S. Hall (3£ Scale-Jap); 2, F. A. W.
Greeves (3£ .Triumph). The winner of the petrol consump-
tion trial held on Saturday last was A. L. Spriggs (3£
Bradbury).

Walthamstow M.C.

A non-stop and reliability trial from Clactou-on-Sea to

Woodford was held recently. The following made non-
stop runs : J. W. Percival (2| Douglas), F. W. Apple-
bee (2| Centaur), F. Picken (3-L Rudge), W. S._ Low (3f
Scott), H Chambers (3£ Humber sc), D. Fairhead la-

Indian sc.), and L. Pullen (10-12 Waverly, car).

Leicester County M.CC
A successful hill-climb was held at Ab Kettleby on Thurs-

day last. The following are the results:

Lightweights.

H. J. Woodgate (2| Douglas)
H. Petlv (2£ Singer) ...

O. R. Pratt (2i Premier) ...

Standard Singles.
M. Simpson (3£ Rudge)
F. Snowden (3£ Rudge)
W. Lee (3!2 Singer)

T.T. Singles.
H. Petty (3£ Singer)

E. Folwell (3i B.S.A.)
M. Simpson (3£ Rudge)
F. Snowden (3£ Rudge)

Results Results

on time. on form .la

... 1 2

... 2 1

... 3 3

... 1 2

... 2 1

... 3 3

'/ 2

Standard Multi-cylinder. Machines.
J. Pass (b Clyde)
W. P. A Chapman (6 Campion)
W. G. Glover (6 Rex) ...

Open Class.
J. Pass (6 Clyde) . . ....
W. G. Glover (6 Rex)
H. Petty (3j Singer) 3

Sidecars.
W. P. A. Chapman (6 Campion) ... 1 ... 2

W. G Glover (6 Rex) ... .\ ... 2 .., 3

F. Snowden (3 Rudge) ... 3 .. 1

Ab Kettleby is on the main road from Nottingham to

Melton Mowbray. The -Surface is' very good, the bends are

not severe, and the steepest gradient is about 1 in 6.

BS
A group cf i omnetiiors and spectators at the start from Sheffield of the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.CC. tr'al on Saturday last.
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Club Kews.-
Manchester M.C.

An open hill-climb will be held on October 5th. Full

particulars may- be obtained from Mr. C. E. Kettle, 31,

.Market Street, Manchester.

Bournemouth and District M.C.C.

A special run to North Devon will take place at the end
of the month, starring on the 28th inst. A prize will be
awarded to any member climbing Porlock, Beggar's Roost,
or Lynton hills.

Liverpool A.C.C.

An open reliability trial will take place over a circular

;iml sporting course in North Wales for the Reliance Chal-
lenge Cup on the 28th inst. The start will be from Hamilton
Square, Birkenhead, at 8.30 a.m. There will be numerous
classes and awards for both amateur and trade riders.

t

Belfast and North of Ireland M.C.C.

A successful hill-climb was held .on the 7th inst. at

Lisnabreeny Hill, Castlereagh. There was only one event
; on the card, which was run off in the presence of a large

crowd of spectators on the time trial principle. The com-
petitors started singly, and the handicap of each was
determined by a preliminary run over the course ; the time
was taken on a stretch of about 600 yards. Result : 1, T.

M. Cluny (Chater-Lea Peugeot) ; 2, W. Dunbar (Swallow
Jap); 3, T. Brown (Brown). R. McKibbin (O.K. Precision)
gained special prize, fastest time 25-^-s.

Newcastle and District M.C.

Tlie Bevan-Goold reliability trial and hill-climb .will take

i
place on the 22nd inst. Route : Heddon, Corbridge, Hex-

I

ham, Brunton Bank, Stagsliawbank Top, West Woodburn,
i

Elishaw Bridge, Otterburn, Elsdon, Thropton, Rothbury,
i Lakeside, Corby Hill, Alnwick, Eglingham, Wooler. Mill-

Held, Cornhill, Coldstream, Kelso, Jedburgh, Hawick,
Langholm, Longtown* Brampton, Greenhead, Chollerford,
and Newcastle—a distance of roughly 230 miles. The hill-

climb will be held on Corby Hill, which is about seven miles
from Rothbury, and no competitor will be allowed to dis-

mount after leaving Rothbury until he has reached Alnwick,
|

where a stop will be made for weighing.

Bediord and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb took place on the 5th inst. The fastest time
of the day was made by C. W. Jamieson (8 Matchless).
Results

:

Touring Class.-—1, Woods (3£ Triumph) ; 2, Murkett (3£
I
Rover); 3, Allen (3£ Triumph).
Tourist Trophy Class.—1, Crump (3£ Triumph) ; 2, Few

(3i Triumph) ; 3, G. Crawley (3£ Triumph).
Unlimited Class.—1, C. Afy . Jamieson (8-10 twin Jap) ; 2,

Few (3L Triumph), 3, G. Crawley (3* Triumph).
Touring Sidecar.—1, Allen (3£ Triumph) ; 2, G. Crawley

(3i Triumph) ; 3, Kell (3£ New Hudson).
Unlimited Sidecar.—1, Jamieson (8-10 twin Jap) ; 2, Allen

]
(3i Triumph) ; 3, G. Crawley (3£ Triumph).

XZ77

North Staffs M.C.C.

A flexibility hill-climb was held at Aston, by Stone, on
tb« .J, ate. The hill was almost half a mile in Ifingtli. The
O-.ilj was timed electrically by a device belonging to Messrs.
Ashton and Madeley, the joint trial secretaries—the rider
breaking a thread at the start started the watch, and break-
ing a thread at the finish stopped the watch. Results : 1, R.
H. Attwood (3£ Bradbury), 39s?s. fast, 2m. 58|s. slow, gold
medal; 2, G. Tagg (4i Regal), 42s. fast, 2m. 42s. slow, silver
medal. Fastest time, J. A. Prendergast (3j Ivy), 29|s.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The markings in the open sidecar competition held on
the 31st ult. are as follows

:

Marks.
G. Roche (3£ Rover) ... *100
T. E. Greene (3£ Rudge) *100

S. Allan (3-i Rover) 98
J. D. Weir (7 Indian) ... 97
E. W. Armstrong (3-j Rudge) 95
R. A. Latehford (3£ Plumber) 92
F. J. Walker (3£ Rudge) ... .'. 70

* Tie for trophy.

It will be remembered that Roche, Greene, and Armstrong
secured full marks at the open controls, and the two former
secured full marks at the - secret controls as well, and,
therefore, tie for the Indian trophy.

Essex M.C.

The results of the run to York and back have now been
worked out and passed by the committee, and are given
below. Of a total entry of forty-five there were forty-two
starters, of whom thirty-six finished within schedule time,
twenty-three gold medals being awarded, seven silver, and
four bronze, while one award was left over until the next
meeting.

Gold medals.—Motor cycles: G. T. Gray (3£ Rudge), W.
Cooper (3£ Bradjrury), A. A. Lilley (3£ Singer), F. Roberta
(3£ Rudge), J. A. Campbell (3* Rudge), W. E. Rootes (3*

Singer), P. D. Walker (3£ Rudge), A. E. Ufneman (6 Rex-
Jap), N. C. Dear (2| Douglas), L. G. Brown (3£ Triumph),
H. J. Beal (3 N.S.U.), H. Karslake (3A Rover), and A. H.
•Gold (3-1,- Ariel). Sidecars : A. T. Stanton (3£ Bradbury),
B. A. Hill (7 Indian), E. Frasetti (7 Indian), D. S. Kapadia
(8 Rex-Jap), W. H. Wells (7 Indian), C. F. Mitchell (6 Bat-
Jap), A. J. Sproston (3£ Rover), and W. C. Hemy (3£
Service). Cyclecars : D. S. Parsons (8 G.W.K.).

Silver medals.—Motor cycles : A. V. Deacock (6 N.L.G.).
Sidecars : A. E. Brassington (5 Rex sidette), G. E. Revill

(6 Zenith), W. K. Smith (7 Indian), and R. Lord (6 Rex
sidette).

Bronze medals.—Motor cycle : J. H. Kerr (3£ N.S U.).
Sidecar : V. Garland (5 Clyno). Cyclecar : C. H. Corfield

(6 C. and H.).
Special prizes.—Triumph Cup, G. T. Gray (3£ Rudge) ;

best amateur sidecar, E. Frasetti (7 Indian) ; second motor
cycle amateur, W. Cooper (3£ Bradbury) ; second sidecar
amateur, held over.

A group of members ot the Luton and South Bedfordshire M.C.C. on the occasion of one of their club runs.

E3t
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A DAY ON A W.D.
URING a chat with Mr. Draper at the recent

Coventry and Warwickshire hill-climb, he

suggested that we should have a machine jor
a day's trial. Accordingly one day last week we took

over a 3^ h.p. fixed gear model for a business trip

in the Midlands. This sort . of run tests a

machine thoroughly, for though We encountered no

really severe hills, yet the traffic conditions in large

cities such as Birmingham and Coventry often neces-

sitate a quick pick up on an up grade, and of this

the W.D. proved itself fully capable. On our-*un

over to Birmingham we had plenty of opportunities

of testing the paces of the machine, and found that

it would throttle down to~a crawl and pick up quickly

to a good speed. The- engine had the- silky feel of

a well-balanced well-run-in engine, but had plenty of

power. This silkiness is probably due, to a large-

extent, to the system of forced lubrication employed,
which necessarily keeps the crankshaft and big ends
floating on a film of oil.

This forced lubrication gives one a pleasant sense

of freedom from trouble, as one has only to glance

at the pressure-gauge and note that the needle indi-

cates about 10 lbs. pressure to be assured that all is

well. This was especially pleasant in the thick

Birmingham traffic, as there was no need to bother

about lubrication. In spite of the fact that the roads
were up in many parts of the town, with the conse-

quent congestion of traffic, the machine ran so slowly

that only once did we have to dismount. Our readers

will remember that the W.D. engines have a force-

feed system through the crankshaft and up a copper

pipe in the connecting rod, and having^ leads to ail

the main bearings. Oil is forced through this system
by a small "Albany" type pump, which may be
bodily removed from the engine

without letting out the oil from
the sump. Th^ pressure used
may be varied by means of an
accessible adjustment, but for

fouring purposes about 7 lbs. is

found to be correct. The pres-

.

sure on the gauge remains prac-
tically constant, for sufficient oil

is pumped to maintain this pres-

sure at quite low speeds, the

surplus merely returning to the

sump through a release valve.

We -found the valve gear par-

ticularly quiet, and the crank
case was as clean when we re- The w.d. connecting rod.

turned as at the start. -Few people yet realise the

advantages of forced lubrication, though in a short

time it will probably become as universal on motor
cycles as it is 'on cars, as its advantages are extremely
numerous.

LOST AND FOUND.
V/e receive many letters regarding accessories, etc., both

" Lost and Found," which we are unable to find space for.
As these particular matters are of interest to two persons
only, viz. , the finder and the loser, we keep a list of such
articles, and, should we receive a letter from the finder
which corresponds to the article lost, the two persons are
put into communication.

"STUDYING THE MAP."
E32
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Some Consideration on Silencers.

IT
is evident from the suggestions that appear from

lime to time in The Motor Cycle, that a great

deal of misconception exists on the subject of

silencers.

When the exhaust valve opens, the explosion of

the charge is not completed, and the sound of the

explosion and the hot gases travel down the exhaust

pipe to. the silencer. The sound of the explosion,

however, travels at a much higher speed than the

exhaust gases, and, unlike the latter, is not confined

l>\ the exhaust pipe and silencer until the exit is

reached. The sound impinges on the walls of the

exhaust pipe and silencer, and is transmitted through

them to the air outside. Of course only a portion of

the original sound escapes in this way; some of it is

absorbed by the metal walls, but most of it is reflected

back to the interior and finally escapes to the outside

through the same openings as the exhaust gases:

' These gases travelling at a fairly high velocity are

also noise producers, and if allowed to escape through

the cut-out, help in making the familiar "barking,"

or if broken up by passing through a number of small

holes cause a more or less " spitting " sound. In the

latter case, slight back-pressure is inevitably produced
as the gases escape comparatively slowly.

Two Kinds of Sound.

The conditions described are those which obtain in

most standard makes of motor cycle, and the two
kinds of sound can be clearly distinguished by listening

carefully. The sound which comes through the

silencer walls has a " chugging " nature, while that

which leaves with the gases has a spitting bark.

It may be thought that the sound which passes

through the silencer walls is quite insignificant, but

such is by no means the case. If the ordinary silencer

holes are stopped up and a long pipe is taken, from
the silencer barrel to the rear of the machine and
there connected to one of the various special silencers

on the market, it is found that the exhaust gases leave

almost inaudibly, but the " chugging " sound passing
through the exhaust pipe and silencer barrel is now
very evident, as it is no longer masked by the usual

"barking.". The only way to eliminate this noise is

to absorb it. The ordinary, standard silencer and ex-

haust phpe consist of thin metal, and vare ill adapted
tor keeping" in sound. II, is a matter of everyday
knowledge that some kind of padding is necessary to

protect any space from noise, a common instance
being seen in the case of a telephone box. If it were

.

,
practicable some soft substance, such as putty, would
form a perfect exhaust box. Such a substance being
out of the question, one of the solutions of the problem

is to use some lining, such as asbestos cloth, in a metal
case, and further, to ensure that the entering sound
gets reflected backwards and forwards before getting

a chance of leaving the silencer. At each reflection

some of the sound will be absorbed, and eventually

the whole of it will be dissipated.

It is quite possible to arrange such a thing without
at all obstructing the exhaust gases, and the author
has made a sidecar silencer on this principle which is

extremely quiet, and having no hole smaller than the

diameter of the exhaust pipe is found to give no back
pressure. This silencer has for the shell a piece of

iron stove pipe, 2ft. long and 3H1. in diameter, with

end plates bolted on. It is lined inside with a double
thickness of asbestos cloth which is kept in position

by a series of loosely rolled coils of coarse iron wire

netting. A series of asbestos baffles are arranged to

absorb and reflect the sound, the whole arrangement
being clearly shown in fig. r.

A small amount of sound penetrates the walls of the
long exhaust pipe, but no doubt even this could be
absorbed by an outer covering of asbestos cloth.

A Fallacy.
One of the most frequent suggestions for silencers

is the adaptation of the " injector " principle, and dia-

grams such as fig. 2 are given in illustration. In ail

such cases the high velocity of sound is not taken into

account. When the sound from the exhaust pipe
reaches the bend, it will travel both left and right with
a velocity of 1,090
feet per second, or

723 miles an hour.

An air current of this

speed would have to

be set up at the point

of the funnel in order
to prevent sound
escaping out of its

mouth. The bicycle

speed necessary to produce such an air current would be

exceedingly high, and even when produced the roaring

torrent of air would need a great deal of silencing on

its own account, besides creating a big back pressure.

Some Experiments with an Open Exhaust Pipe.

An open exhaust pipe does not of necessity mean
lack of back pressure. On several occasions the

writer has set his engine running comfortably on the

stand with the exhaust pipe open, and then has placed

a tall-form empty carbide tin over the pipe with the

mouth of the exhaust a few inches away from the

bottom of the tin. The tin was then gradually re-

moved with remarkable effect on the engine ; at one

point, when the end of the pipe was some inches out-

side the carbide tin, the " back pressure " set up was
so great that the engine was stopped. A factor of

similar nature may be present in the standard type of

silencer where the exhaust pipe enters through the side

of a barrel. Different makers adopt different posi-

tions of entry for the gases, the most usual patterns

being where -they enter radially or tangentially, with the

idea of avoiding reflection of the pressure wave back

up the exhaust pipe and of imparting a spinning motion

to the gases. A. F. GIRVAN, B.Sc.

fig. 2.
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SPARKLETS£*

ANOTHER MANX LADY MOTOR CYCLIST.

Miss C.Gerard, of Glen Helen Hotel, the second
lady motor cyclist in the Isle of Man. Her mount
is a 1912 mode! two-speed open trame Douglas,
which has proved a great success, having covered
upwards of 2,000 miles without any trouble.

Trade Announcements.
Noble and Co., 115, Blackfriars Road,

have opened premises expressly for the
storage of motor cycles, which, in their
opinion, will be of the greatest convenience
for business men who ride to the city

per motor cycle.

We have received particulars of a
machine which is being marketed by the
Cleveland Motor Cycle Co., Douglas
Street, Middlesbrough. As it is made
of everything of the best and is apparently
a well-built machine, judging by the
illustration, local readers will be interested

to examine this machine at the address
mentioned

Spare Wheels for Cyclecars.

The Stepney Spare Motor Wheel Co.,

Ltd., have introduced a spare wheel
specially made for the G.W.K. and other
light cyclecars. Although the cyclecar

is a light form of four-wheeled motor
cycle, there is no reason why owners
should not relieve themselves from the
worrying annoyance of repairing air tubes
while en route. The enterprise therefore

of this firm of introducing a spare wheel
so early for this machine is very com-
mendable. The spare wheel in . question

is carried on the G.W.K. running board,
slightly abaft the seating.

A Week in Waterproofs.

Several readers have written to ask for

details of the waterproof outfit worn by
our contributor during the Six Days'
Trials. "The goloshes and the Flixson
cloth helmet were procured from a

branch depot of Chas. Macintosh and
Co., the well-known rubber providers.

Good oilskins are procurable from
several firms. Many motor cyclists

imagine that the cheap, sticky yellow and
ILica abominations sold by some out-

fitters are the only oilskins obtainable.
Such. should procure a catalogue from
eithii John Barbour and Sons, South
Shields, or Parker's, Lancaster. The out-

fit described in the article is genuinely
waterproof, and less expensive than the
average Paramatta suit, though possibly
it is a shade more liable to tear."

Tyre Successes.
At the Streatham and District M.C.C.

hill-climb (Titsey), Hutchinson tyres

gained no less than twelve firsts, and the
makers point out that it is their proud
boast that they have never constructed
a special tyre for competition purposes.

• Trade Notes from Manchester.
E. Woods, a well-known Manchester

rider, has been appointed manager • to the
Manchester Motor Supply Co. at their
hew depot, 30, Deansgate. The firm has
the sole agency for several different makes
of motor cycles and cyclecars.

- C. E. Kettle, trials hon. sec. of the
Manchester M.C., informs us that he has
severed his connection with Messrs.
Lookers, Ltd., Hardman Street, Deans-
gate, and will shortly be opening show
rooms, garage, and repair works in the
Manchester district, specialising in motor
cycles and cyclecars.

Catalogues Received.
To compile a complete parts list in the

case of a firm which has made motor
cycles since 1909 is rather a big order.

One of the most complete price lists of
motor cycle parts which we have ever
seen emanates from the Hendee Manu-
facturing Co., 178, Great Portland Street,

"

W. The book is carefully indexed so

that no trouble should be occasioned in

finding the price of any part of an Indian
dating from 1909 to the present year.
One has merely to turn up " oil tank " and
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"hand oil pump," for example, and refer

to page 58, when one finds all the details
for the various parts under one heading,
and one has merely to order by number.
If the part be enamelled, the colour must
be stated. Several of the more important
parts are illustrated "with thumb nail

sketches and half-tone blocks. The bonk
can be obtained from the Hendee Manu-
facturing Co., 178, Great Portland
Street, W.

The Senspray Carburetter.
During a recent reliability trial a

rider rode his Rudge machine, fitted with
a Senspray carburetter, from Weston-
super-Mare over Dartmoor to Plymouth,
Torquay, Weymouth, Brighton, Londun,.
and Bristol, thence to Cardiff by train.

He started from Cardiff with half a gallon

in the tank, and purchased threequarters
of a gallon at Taunton, one gallon at

Plymouth and Weymouth, threequarters
gallon at Prig-hton. and half gallon at

London. Th" distance according to

Cowey speedometer was 579 miles, and as

there was over a pint of petrol left in the

tank at Bristol the consumption works
out at 132^ m.p.g.

Motor Cycle" Exports.
. The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston
Road, Birmingham, inform us that they

are now exporting about twelve Rex-Jap
machines per week to South Africa!

The firm have just heard from Messrs.

Gibson Bros., their Kimberley agents,

that they are perfectly satisfied with the

results of the sample machine imported.
This South African firm enquired for

particulars regarding the sole agency for'

Kimberley and Johannesburg, and were
advised to have one machine out first

to see whether it would suit the severe

conditions ot the Dominion. As the result

of the behaviour of the sample machine
they are now enquiring if the agency
is still open.

20,000 MILES IN FIVE MONTHS.
Harry Long:, who recently completed a " Round the Coast " ride on a 4 h.p. two-speed Singer side-

car, covered 20,000 miles in five months. From many out of the way spots Long has been snapshotted

by readers who have kindly sent us copies of the photographs.
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ONE WEEK-END'S SUCCESSES ON ZENITHS FITTED
WITH THE WORLD RENOWNED PATENT GRADUA GEAR.

(.Infinitely Variable.)

Cass 4.

Class 7.

Class 8.

Class 10.

Streatham and District M.C.C. Open Hill Climb, Sept. 7th
A. R. Hunter
F. W. Barnes
F. W. Barnes
G. F Hunter
G. Griffiths

F. W. Barnes
G. Griffiths

5 h.p. Zenith
8 h.p.

2-| h.p.

8 h.p.

Fastest time of the day, F. W.
Winner outright of Greig Cup, F. W, Barnes.

1st on formula, 2nd on time.
1st.

1st on time, 1st on formula.
2nd on time, 2nd on formula.
3rd on time, 3rd on formula.
1st on formula.
1st on time.

Barnes.

Three consecutive years.

Cardiff Motor Club Hill Climb, Sept. 7th.
Class-1.
Class 3.

E. Chapman ..

E. Chapman ..

6 h.p. Zenith 2nd and fastest time of day.
1st.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M C. v, Leeds M.C. Speed Trials, Sept. 7th,
Class 5.

Class 6.

Class 8.

J. Haslam ... .. 6 h.p. Zenith
F. R. Roberts . . „ „
F. R. Roberts .. „ „
J. Haslam .. .. ""„ „
J. Haslam .. . . „ „

Fastest time of the day, F.

1st
2nd.
1st.

2nd.
2nd.

R. Roberts. 6 h.p. Zenith.

Class 1.

Class 2.

Leven and District M.C.C. Open Hill Climb, Scotland.
A. H. Alexander
A. H. Alexander
A. H. Alexander
A. H. Alexander

3£ h.p. Zenith

Class 4.

ZENITH MOTORS,
Contractors to War Office

1st.

1st on form u Is

1st on time.
1st.

WEYBK1DGE.TTin I Phone—Vo. 4. I

*f'**r»f I Telegrams— "ZENITH." /

Spares stocked in London by ROBERTSON'S. 1 57, Gl Portland St. W.

i k
A.C.U. SIX DAYS1 TRIAL.

PALMER TYRES
Fitted to Mr. F. Smith's 5-6 h.p. Clyno and Sidecar
WON THE "MOTOR CYCLING" CUP for

Best Tyre Performance.

6 out of 7 Riders of Palmer Tyres gained Gold
Medals. The 7th failed through mechanical trouble.

Our booklet tells you why Palmer Tyres are so wonderfully

durable and safe. Write for a copy to-day.

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD.,
119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, London. W.C.

Motor Cycle Tyre Dept. : 103. Gt John St., Clerkenwell. EX.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' *33
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"LINCOLN ELK" New Models, 1912.

Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone

:

2Y5.

Telegrams :

"ELK," LINCOLN.

Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58, Great Clyde Street, Glasgow.

3-i h.p., £34-0-0.
3 h.p., £30 -10 - 0.

2-1 h.p., £28 -10 - 0.

All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and
Foolrests. " Druid " Spring

Forks.

Sole London Agent:
R E Y,

Heath Street Motor Works,
5, Heath Street,

Hampstead, London, N.W.

THE THORNTON 2-SPEED AND FREE ENGINE HUB.

Combining

—

STRENGTH,

SIMPLICITY,

AND

EFFICIENCY

Price £8.

Particulars from

THE LEICESTER GEAR CO., THORNTON LANE, LEICESTER.

The Guest Decompressor.
PATENT.

THE little article illustrated herewith
makes motor cycle startingsimplicity
itself, and not an athletic feat as

heretofore.

EASY TO START THE ENGINE, AND
GOES DEAD SLOW IF REQUIRED.

SIMPLE TO FIT.
SUITS ALL STANDARD MACHINES.

FITS INTO EXHAUST CAP.
NOTHING TO GET OUT OF ORDER,

Price 12/6
Postage 4d.

each.

GUEST DECOMPRESSOR CO.,
107, HIGH ST., WEST BROMWICH.

Reduced Prices
at end of Season.

MATCHLESS.
HAZLEWOOD.

CALTHORPE.
ACCESSORIES. REPAIRS.

THE
MOTORj

MAINTENANCE
-.COMPANY -'Established IfiUfi 1907.

184, Great Portland Street, W.
Tele/ ph°ne . 4839 Mayfair.

\ grams : " Motenance, London."

Have the Machine
You Fancy oh
PA0€T5 PLAN
of Monthly
Payments

Take advantage of

Pagets Plan—buy the

make of new machine

you prefer—and use it whilst paying for

same in small monthly instalments.

Could you imagine a more commonsense,

satisfactory way of buying a motor cycle ?

Then purchase your new machine on Pagets

Plan, and secure

EARLY DELIVERY OF BEST-KNOWN MAKES.

.. > et us post you full details.

PAGETS LIMITED, 10 & 11, Jermyn Si, London, S.W.

PAGET^laN
A34 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES
BY EASY PAYMENTS

Whiteleys can supply ANY MAKE OF
MOTOR CYCLE or CYCLECAR on the

EASIEST OF EASY TERMS.

Interest Charge from 2 per cent.
(Carriage Paid.)

A TEN POUND NOTE
secures delivery, and you can pay the balance

afterwards by twelve monthly instalments.

WHY WAIT 6 WEEKS WHEN WE HAVE IN STOCK

Premiers
Bradburys
Triumphs
Indians
Douglas
Rex-Japs

Special agents for Roilo cars.

WHITELEYS
QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.

Alcvons Bats

New Hudsons Zeniths

A.C. Sociables Hobarts
Humbers Clynos
Singers P. & M.'s.

Motosacoche Rudges

End of Season

CLEARANCE SALE.
We have a quantity of machines left,

comprising the following makes:—

Scott,

P. & M.,

Matchless,
Douglas,
Clyno,
Lincoln Elk,
G.WH. & A.C.

Rex-Jap,
Bradbury,
Bat-Jap,
Premier,
Motosacoche,
Morgans,
Rudge, etc.

and we shall be pleased for yon to enquire
our prices for same. You can have on

Cash, Deferred, or Exchange Terms.

Lists of new and second-hand Accessories and
also of Motor Cycles waiting your acceptance.

Special line of

Morecambe Covers 10/6, Studded 13/6
ALL GUARANTEED.

Hitchens, Ltd., Morecambe.
Telephone: 112. Telegrams : " Hitchens, Ltd., Morecambe."

BooksforMotorcyclists
Motor Cycles and How to

.Manage Them.
The standard Handbook of the Motor Cycle.

Fifteenth edition, revised and enlarged, now
on sale. Price 1 /- net. By Post 1/3.

Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists.

Full of useful " wrinkles " with regaid to Ihe

care and management of motor cycles. 3rd

edition.- Price 1 /.net. By Post 1/2.

The Motor Cycle Route Book.
Contains best routes lor the whole of the

British Isles, 45 maps and speed limits.

Price 1/6 net. By Post 1/9.

Obtainable (with remittance) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD..
20, Tudor Street, LONDON. EX.. also from all Booksellers.

STERNOL
am for warn

SPEED.
In the Mersey Motor Club's
200 miles Reliability Trial,

Mr. V. E. Horsman was

^^^^^^^^^^^^^_ awarded Gold Medal for
^^^^^^^^^^^^^* Non-Stop run : also secured
special prize for best performance in the 3^ h.p. class.

He was using " Stemol " Standard Quality Oil on
his 3J h.p. Singer.

Write for particulars and prices.

6'1'l'ltlUflf 56, Royal London House,» M. MliKlV*Vti ' FinSbury Sq., London, E.C.

JUST THE TIME OF YEAR
when protection is required

against wet and mud.
Extra mudguards may keep

the rider clean, but they
certainly do not prevent water
carrying grit from working
havoc in unprotected hubs
and other bearings.

HUB LUBRICANT is recognised as an ideal

lubricant for ball bearings. Its special value

however, is in the protection that it affords

against the ingress of wet and mud.

The Judges in their Report
on the 1912 A.C.U. Six Days'
Trial emphasize the need for

adequate lubrication of the

hubs and other ball bearings

to protect them from the disast-

rous effects of wet and grit.

1912 Lists detail other uses of Hub Lubricant

—

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE CO. LTD.,

BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Hub Lubricant—post free— «lb. tins, 9d. : lib. tins. 1/-

In. answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle. a^7
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
— First 14 words or less 1 /6, and Id, per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. Series

discounts and special terms to regular trade

advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To insure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor St., E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end
each advertisement, and the date of the issue ir.

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For" the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many readers like to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before
going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections,

f.

SECTION I. 1

Northumberland,
,
Cumberland, Durham, and West-

morland.
SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.
Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, I>erby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and' Merioneth. '

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glam6rgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.
SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset^ and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland. -

SECTION XL
Ireland and Isle of Man.

NOW and ALWAYS
The Same FOR LOWEST PRICES,

LARGEST SELECTION,
INSTANT DELIVERY, andHone can Equal M0ST UBERAL EXCHANGES

9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street,

LONDON, E.C.

'Ph^ne 5777 Holbora. Wires : "Opificer, London '

SEND A POSTCARD FOR A COPY OF TO-DAY'S
BARGAIN LIST, WHICH INCLUDES:

5983. 3i h.p. 1911 s-speed BRADBURY £37 10
5984. 3* h.p. 191 1 PEUGEOT £22 10
5986. 6 h.p. 191 1 2-speed CLYNO £35
5987. 6 h.p. 191 r 2-sp. CLYNO and s'car £50
5989. 3* h.p. 1912 ZENITH-GRADUA .. £45
5993- 3§ h.p. 1912 SCOTT and sidecar . . £66
5994. 3* h.p. 1912 F.E. B.S.A £42 10

3* h.p. i9I 2 F.E. RUDGE £42 10
3* h.p. igr2 2-speed ALLDAYS . . £42 10

5953- 3i h.p. r9r2 2-speed HUMBER ..£45
5957. 3J h.p. 19*2 2-speed BRADBURY,

chain drive £47 10
5061. 3* h.p. 1911 Standard TRIUMPH £35
5968. 8 h.p. 1912 2-sp. BAT, chain drive £62 10
5975- 3i h-P. 1912 Free-eng. BRADBURY

and sidecar £42
5977. 3l hp- 1912 3-sp. QUADRANT .. £42 10
5979- 5 h.p. ioio REX DE LUXE and sc. £40 O
5950. 5-6h.r>. 191 1 4-cyl. F.N £28
5951. 5-6 h.p. 1912A.C. Sociable £85
593o. 2} h.p. KERRY £8
5931- 5 h.p. rqo9 2-speed twin REX DE

LUXE _ £30
5934. 3i h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, Roc 2-sp. 30 Gns
594i- 3|h.p. iqii SCOTT and sidecar .. £42 10
5947- 2j h.p. J909 DOUGLAS £20
5882. 2j h.p. 1910 ENFIELD £20
5883. 3i h.p. igri Free-engine PREMIER £35
59or. 5 h.p. I9ir Cone Clutch REX.. .. £32 10
5904. 6 i.p. new 1912 Speed King KEX £40
5908. 3I h.p. 1910 CENTAUR £18 10
5910. 3i h.p. CHATER-LEA-J.A.P £17 10
5875. 6 h.p. 1912 ZENITH and Millford

sidecar £65
5880. 5-6 h.p. 1911 2-sp. 4-cyl. F.N. and sc. £37 10
5861. 7 h.p. BAT-J.A.P £25
5850. 4j h.p. 1908 4-cyl. F.N £18
5840. 3* h.p. r 9 r2 BRADBURY,

Sturmey-Archer gear £50
5834. 5 h.p: 1911 Tourist REX £30
5812. 2ih.p. ion MOTOSACOCHE ....£25
5809. 2J h.p. 191 1 T.T. JJV.P £29
5799. 3i h.p. 1911 T.T. BRADBURY ..£30
5788. 3* h.p. r9i2 2-speed HUMBER . . £45
5786. 2jh.p. rgi2 3-sp. NEW HUDSON £40
5776. 5 h.p. 1911 Twin REX DE LUXE £35
5767. 3} h.p. 1912 Free-eng. ROVER . . £45
5742. 3* h.p. ^gio T.T. TRIUMPH £32 10
5732- 2jh.p.rgr2 2-sp. ROYAL ENFIELD £45
5621. 2| h.p. 1912 3-sp. HUMBER, T.T.

model £39
5606. 5-6 h.p. rgo8 2-speed F.N £25
5600. 2J h.p. GRIFFON £15
5596. 3ih.p. 1910 KERRY-ABINGDON £32 10
5559- 3* h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £26
5543- 2£ h.p. 1911 3-sp. Lady's HOBART £35
5504. 3l h.p. 1910 PREMIER, free eng. £24
5441. 3J h.p. 1911 Standard BRADBURY £35
5420. 2j h.p. 1911 ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-s. £37 10
5333- 2 h.p. 1910 MOIO-REVE £20
5332. 5-6 h.p. 1911 4*cyl. F.N £33 10
,055. 3 J h.p. r9 11 L.M.C., variable gear £35
.903. 5 h.p. 191 1 Tourist REX £27 10
'885. ij h.p. 1910 M0TOSACOCHE £18 10
2965. 2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE £17 10

3
S3i. 5 h.p. 1910 Tourist REX £30

OUR BETTER VALUE
Includes lower prices for

later models of most
famous makes and a
selection of over 300
machines of New and
Second-hand igr2 makes
only slightly used, over- if : ;. / ,

;

hauled, fully repaired,
'

and guaranteed.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear xii

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.,
000,, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London' 1

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

WtDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of om
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle, ' both'parties -are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt o'f the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding -£10 in 1

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under >

,io the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at t

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made t

payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no a

answer to tbeir enquiries are requested to regard the •

Hence as an indication that the goods advertised hive
ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so )

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each 1

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and fl

Westmorland.

PEUGEOT, 5-6h.p,, Bosch, P. and M. 2-speed, Rom
2i tyres, in excellent, condition; £23..

F'AFNIR", 3n.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, B. and B., Drains,
Simms inag., excellent condition ; £21.—Thome,

Maufland St, Hought on-]e-Street, Co. Durham. £5408

SCOTTS, 1912. the ideal motor cycle; ready for im-
mediate delivery; £65.—Walker, Fiehbiirn, Ferry-

hill. fX462B

P.
and M., 1910, 3£h.n., 2-speed, fine order, £38; 4h.p.
2-<>peed 1911 Quadrant, like new, £33; 22h-p. 1209

Douglas, new tyres, £17; 4h.p. free engine Roc, fine

order, £16: 2
;
'.h.p. J.A.P., accumulator machine,' £5.—

Walker's, Fishburn, Ferryirill. [X4629

1 Q12 2£h-p. Singer, good as new, plating and enamel
J- »? unscratehed j £32.—Howkins, Rocknur^t, Hartle-
pool.

.
[X4391

TRIUMPH, 3£h.p., 1908 model, mag-, in good cor*;

dition ; JS22/10, or exchange with good push cycle

and balance cash.—19, Victoria Place, Carlisle. [X4586

1 Q09 N.S.U., 4h.p., mag., Whittle belt., in gcod con-
J- *J dition, bargain, £20 ; a'so Montgomery flexible

sidecar, £4/4.—fin. Kerr, Edentown, Carlisle. [541B

33h-p. Rex Lightweight, mag., Amac, h.b.e, perfect
4 condition, lamp, horn, tools, spares; £17-; wanted,

sidecar machine.—East View, Hanghton, Darlington.
[X4331

RUDGE, 3jh.p., free engine, 1912 mode], just out of
crate, not been used, cannot take delivery ; cost

price £55; best offer secures.—A, Halsny, tobacconist,
English St- Carlisle. [X4585

NEW Hudson, 2Jh.p., T.T., overhead valve, J-AJ\ 3-

- speed and free engine, very hot, done 200 miles;
cost £54712, first reasonable effer.—Thompson and Ed-
wards, Weft Hartlepool- [X4626

T.T. Rover, special competition model, record breaker,

just delivered; £50.—Thompson and Edwards, West
Hartlepool. [X4627

MOTOSACOCHE, spring forks, Shamrock and Pa'l-

imer. Whittle and round belts, tubular carrier and
stand, newlv enamelled, perfect; £12, or offer.—Burton,

95, London Rd., Cariisle- {5453

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

END of Season.—To clear, at best offers, only 3 left.

Humbers, the 1912 machine.

Oh.p. Lightweight.

OJLh-p- Twin, 3-speed.

2-speed.

4

3^ B

ALL above new and unsoiled, packed in crate—Write
at once, with ofler. to Hy. Whitlock and Co.: official

Humber agents, Liverpool. Manager, S. W. Phillpott.

A38 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the is

gj . s,. : i his . tti s a am >J«*up Oiuucv : _ s*n*>tm W-.-'-
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The Halifax Motor Exchange
r - " H

Largest Rex Dealers,

It 6, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.!
1 Phoue : 766. Telegrams : " Periection." 1

NEW REX BARGAINS.

Maker'? Price. Our Price.

jii-12 3* h.p. 2-speed de Luxe.. £59 17 46 guineas.
,11-12 5 "h.p. 2-sp. Twin de Luxe ; special price. . 61 Gns

112 4 h.p. 2-speed de Luxe handle starting .... £56

SOLD UNDER MAKER'S GUARANTEE.

SECOND-HAND REXES.

EX. IQ12, 2-speed, Junior de Luxe, 100 miles .,

£36 10
£32 11
£23 10
£49 10
£16 10
£30
£26 10
£19 19
£16 10
£32 10
£29 10
32 Gns
£14 10

EX, 1912, 4 h.p., Tourist, done 200 miles only.
IX, 3* h.p. magneto, free engine, 1909 model .

:X, 2i h.p., magneto, lightweight, h.b. control.

:X, 191 1, 3i h.p., 1912 magneto, shop-soiled .

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SCOTT, 1911, overhauled at makers and in perfect con-

dition, new spare tube, spare links, punctureproof
band, lamp horn, tools, etc.; any examination: £44.—
30. Edmund St., Bradford. [5565

EXCEPTIONAL Offer.~1912 Res. 4b.p., with^new
Goodrich tyre, Xl'all 50/- saddle, cyclometer,

lamp, horn, mirjor ; cost £52 recently, accept £42.

~

Walker, Wales, Sheffield. [X4312

LATE 1910 Ilex, new Dnnlop baclt, new Duulcp lin.
belt, fast machine, take sidecar, had little use

;

£32; 'would exchange Kood 2-^peed lightweight Douglas,
or Enfield preferred; trial.—Smith, Hall Green. Upper
Holland, Wigan. [5593

BRAND New 1912 Free Engine James, £47, bargain,
usual £55/15 ;-nearly new Red Indian, £35; 3^h.p.

Rex-Jap, a beauty, £25; S-H. sidecar, £4; 3 special tor-

pedo wicker sidecars, usual 8 gns-, to clear £6/10; plain
basket sidecars, £4/10, to clear.—Anderson, Goreehill.
Stretford, Manchester- [X4503

THE Following Latest 1912 Models (new), to be cleared
at bargain prices: 3-speed Rover, 3-<=peed Colonial

New Hudison, 2-speed Bradbury, clutch 4h\p. Rex-Jap,
standard Kerry-Abingdon, 2 clutch li.erry-Abingdons.—
Apply immediately, Northern Depot, Ltd-, Everything
Motoric;h, Leece St., Liverpool. [X4529

GREAT Sale 2nd-hand Motor Bikes, must be sold.—
24h.p. J.A.P., £8/10; 2*h.p. Rex, mag., £12;

3;h.p. Triumph, mag., £17; 2h.p. Moto-Reve, free en-
gine, 1910, £14/10; Sirup. 4-cyi. F.N., with 2-speed
gear, £18/18; 1910 TriumpU, new condition, £26; 1909
P. and M., 3ih.p., with 2-speed and sidecar, new con-
dition. £36; 1910 Douglas, £26; 1910 Rex, with 2-speed
gear, £20; 1912 Rex and Sidecar, practically new, £50.
—Motor Cycle Exchange, 160, Young St., Sheffie'd.

[0100

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

EW Rudge Multi, with free engine; £60, list.—
Marston's, Grunge Rd., Birkenhead. fX4494;£

1

_ D

LIBERAL EXGHAN6ES
1

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
IX DE LUXE, 6 h.p., chain drive £70 o!
< X DE LUXE (new), 4 h.p., 1912, and newsidecar £61
i:i.U. f 3^ h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar . : £25 10
tX DE LUXE, new 3^ h.p., 1911, 2 speeds, and
new sidecar, great bargain 49 Gns.

I*IAN, 1911 Twin, clutch, new sidecar £44 10

'

IX DE LUXE, 1911-12, new £10 10s. sidecar .. £63 10

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
1 IUMPH, 1910, clutch, splendid £35
I VER, 1911, clutch model ; cost £55 , ... £42
IMBER, 1012, 3* h.p., 2-speed,~new £47 to
fEMIER, 3^h.p., magneto, spring forks £25
I ., 4-cylinder, 1911 late model : . . . £29 10
IYAL ENFIELD, twin lightweight, magneto .. £19 10
IC, 5 h.p., 2 speeds, free engine £29 ;o
KOINE, 6 h.p., magneto, Saxon forks £21 10
( VMPIC, 3 h.p., vertical engine £10
I RRY, 2J h.p., vertical engine £9 10
I IIAN, roir, 5 h.p., twin clutch model £39 10
TTO-REVE, igri, single, good £23 10
41. p. Twin MINERVA, h.b. control, spring forks £16 O
I N0CH, 3 h.p., Chater-Lea frame £8 10
J.RRY, 23 h.p., footboards £8 10
CATER-LEA-IHINERVA, 2} h.p., Nala 2-speed,

,

spring forks, Model de Course tyres £16 10
I CELSIOR, 3-V h.p., cheap and good £12 10
OBE, 3$ h.p., vertical engine, h.b. control ... £9 10
3 p. REX and 2J h.p. KERRY, want attention, each £3 5
VIITE & POPPE, 3i h.p., magneto, spring frame £16 10

Easy Payments quoted on any machine.

1912 SIDECARS.
Illustrated List on application.

"schange," with Continental motor cycle tyre £5 5
_
jj Luxe ,

with best tvre, apron, footmat £6 6
j i Luxe with reversible child's seat £7 7
e Luxe, ' with best coach-built body £7 12
liproved quick-detachable joints, cranked extra strong

pk axle and spindle, tip-up body, and caged ball race>
ti.ll models Prompt delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs,
fl.U. s, Indians, and any other make.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained

EW Free Engine Borer; £55, list price.—Marstcn's.
Grange Ed., Birkenhead. CS4495

EW Standard Triumph; £48/15, list price.—
Marston's, 97, Grange Ed., Birkenhead. [X449F

EW 8h.p. Zenith-Gradua ; list price £7219-
Marston's, Grange Ed., Birkenhead. [X4497

EW Clyno and Sidecar; list price £85 —Marston,
Grange Ed., Birkenhead. [X4498

H"UMBER 2Jh.p. Twin, with 3-epeed, almost new;
will take £38 for quick sale. We are open to

cash offers for above, or _will consider exchanges at

reasonable prices.—H. J. Marston, 97, Grange Ed.,

Birkenhead. [X4499

SCOTT, new 1912 model, in stock, with special Xl'all

saddle; £65.—Moss, Wem. [X4504

PHELON and Moore, new 1912 standard touring

model, just arrived from works.—Moss, Wem.
[X4505

3.3h p. Douglas, splendid condition, tyres and belt

4, good as new; £25.-G. l'ettit. Pied Bull, Chester.
[5363

TEIUMPH, 1908, new tyres, cylinder, and belt; £22.

—Apply, Stephenson, Eectory, Clicadle. Cheshire.
[5460

31h.p. Minerva, reliable, fast, £9; sidecar complete,
2 50/-; lamp, tyre, cheap.—Ison, nlemaker, Blox-

wich. [X4458

"I Q10 Humber, 2-speed, free engine, perfect, powerful,
19 Bosch, B. and B. ; £35.—Fieeborough, 77. Macklin
St.. Derby. [5588

"TVOUGLAS. K., 1912. new Mny. special tyre, perfect
yj order, as new ; cash offers.—Grimlhs, chemist. Kids-
grove, Staffs. [X3896

RUDGE, "1912, TT., large tank, all accessoiies, speedy,

re'iable, guaranteed; £36/10.—Bishop, Brynhnrst,
Wednesfield. [54408

TEIUMPH, 1907, sound condition, any trial; £18
for quick sale. — Lloyd, The Central, Ctiureh

Stretton, Salop. [X4492

1Q114 2Jh.p. Enfield, chain drive, beautiful condi-
J-tJ tion. little used; sacrifice £27.—E. Else. Lea-
wood, Matlock. [X4488

PEEMIEB. 2!h.p., 3-speed, done 1,200, perfect,

powerful, unecratched; great bargain^ £33.— Glenur-
quhart, Ludlow. [5522

REX, 3Jb.p., fast, reliable, good tyres, new belt, en-

gine overhauled by makers month ago ; £20.—
Palace, Winsford. [X4334.

NEW Hudson Motor Cycle, 3-speed, 2Jh.p., latest I

model, new ; special price to clear.-rHanley Garage.

Ltd., Cieapside, Hailey. [5368

BAT-J.A.P., 6h.p., just overliauled by makers, Jones

.

speedometer, Lucas Lamp ; £40. — Lester, 27i,

Dudley St., Wolverhampton. [X4491

1Q 10 FE. Triumph, new engine and clutch, spares,]

A */ including tubes, belt, and accessories ; £34.—J.
|

Vernon and Sons, Wolverhampton. [X4607

5 h.p. Twin Baro'.ea, mag., Bink3 1912 carburetter,!
splendid going order, good cumber; £21; or with

sidecar £25.-PIant. 86, Otter St., Derby. [X4490

1

wis;-™ hampstead.
Close to Hamnstead Tube Station.

Tele. : "Rey, Hampstead." Tel. : 2678, P.O., Hampstead,

Terms : Cash, Exchange, or Extended Payments.
SALVAGE STOCK

only a few left for CASH ONLY.
A few Brand New 1912 Machines, slightly soiled in recent

fire, to be offered at great reduction, as below :

SINGER, 4 h.p., 2-speed, r9 r2 £54
BRADBURY, free engine, rgrg £43 0-

RUDGE, T.T. Roadster, tors £39 10
BRAHRURY, T.T:, 1912 £39
RUDGE, Multi-speed, 1912 £52

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
OF 1912 MACHINES AND IN STOCK TIME

OF GOING TO PRESS :

BRADBURY, Standard, T.T., and F.E
BAT, 5-6 h.p., chain drive, 2-speed £73
BAT, 7-8 h.p., 2-speed, chain drive £75
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-speed, No. 5 67 Gns.
MATCHLESS, S h.p., 2-speed, No. 7 70 Gns.
CLYNOS, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, chain drive 65 Gns.
ZENITHS, 3i h.p-. 53 Gns,
ZENITHS, 6h.p 67 Gns.
ZENITHS, 8 h.p 69 Gns.
F.E. TRIUMPHS £55
T.T. RUDGES £48 IS
F.E. RUDGES £55 •
Multi RUDGES £60
RUDGE, 2-spccd £55
BRADBURYS, all models, from £48
SINGERS, 4 h.p., ^..speeds £65
DOUGLAS, all models including K and L
HUMBERS, 3!, h.p., 2-speed £52 10
SCOTT, 2-speed £65
P. & M., Colonial Model £65
P. & M., 2-speed."
Standard A.C 's for Immediate Delivery £87 10
MORGAN Runabout „ 85 G Irs.

G. & N. Runabout, immediate delivery 95 Gns.
Any other makes on application.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNT8 ALLOWED.SECOND-HAND

£28. F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p 191V
£25 F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p 1910
£26. F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p., with clutch 1910
£28. TRIUMPH, F.E. Model 1910
£38. RUDGE, T.T. Roadster 1912
£46. ZENITH, 8 h.p., and sidecar (Millford) ign
£37. TRIUMPH, T.T. Roadster ion
£37 5EX, 6 h.p., clutch, speedometer and sidecar 1911
£67. -. iNITH, 6 h.p., with sidecar, as new 1912
£45. KATCHLESS, 6 h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar .. 1911
£20. REX, 3A h.p., good order 1910
£39. BRADBURY, 3J h.p., as new 1912
£30. HUMBER, v' h.p., 2-speed, like new 191s
£27. LINCOLN-ELK, 3 h.p., as new 1912
£43. MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., 2-speed, nice order .. 19H
£41. DOUGLAS, Model H, 2-speed, as new 191a
£230. F.N. Car, 10-14 h.p., hood and screen, acces-

sories, as new 1912
£180. BAYARD, 8 b.p., 4-cylinder, 3 weeks old,

quantity of spares 1912
£280. F.N. Car, 10-14 h.p.; as new 1912
AH Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

THE FAMOUS "REY" SIDECARS.

£6 5s. £5 5s.
Side-entrance Models, Wicker, 4E7. Coach-built, £9 10s-

2 Elegant Cane Models, Side-entrance, £10 lOs.
All complete with Hutchinson or Michelin 26 * 2jin- tub*

and tyre, and quick detachable joints.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.
ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

5, HEATH
STREET, HAMPSTEAD.

611 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issuo. A4I_
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OUR
REED CANE BODIES

have undoubtedly hit the mark.

Undoubtedly this class of cane is far superior and
more dassy than ordinary cane or wickerwork,

besides being considerably lighter. These beautiful

sidecars appeal to those who want absolutely the^ Model

£8 8s.
Complete as above and carriage paid.

SMART, LIGHT, AND STRONG.
Our Model de tuxe Sidecar is admitted to be the
finest all-round value ever offered. Cranked axle,
quick detachable joints, caged ball races, with
extra stout wheel spindle. Guaranteed 12 months.

Complete with Lamp, Foot Mat, Kick-up Stand, 1

Quick Detachable Joints, Continental or Michelin
Tyres, Round or Car Pattern Mudguard, and
CARRIAGE PAID. Send for List.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New Rubber-studded Covers, 26x2j, beaded 17/6
Water Circulating Pump 5/-
Small Tricar Radiator 5/-
Triumph pattern Handlebar, new 6/6
Mabou Clutch, fits Rex 35/-
Pair Druid Spring Forks, light model £1
19 12 B 104 padded Saddle, new 16/6
New Prested Accumulators 7/6
New Prested Trembler Coil 15/-
Lycett's " Top Tube " Toolbags . . .

.

7/-
2 h.p. Stationary Engine, water-cooled..,. £4 10
Albion Clutch, fits Triumph 47/6
New Screw-cutting Lathe, 4m. centres .... £6 10

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX <£•„• SRS?
Telephone 019.

A42 All letters relating to advertisements

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PREMIER Motor Cycles,

Rear; special price to
application.—Hanley Garage,

with or without g-apeed
ilear ; full particularson
Ltd. , Cheapside, minaey.-

[6569
£9.—F.N., 2Jh.p., new B. and B. carburetter, adjust-

able pulley, h.b.c, accumulator, splendid running
order, new pedals, coaster hub, new tank.—Mitchell,
Wem. F.X4493

F.N., 1912, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, free engine, perfect order,
as new, and sidecar, spares, tyres and tubes unpunc-

tured; trial; cost £75, cash offers.—Griffiths, chemist,
Eadsfrrove, Staffs. [X3895
"1 QlCH Triumph, Mabon clutch, unscratched, used
-Lt/ pleasure only, any trial or examination, tyres
good, new Bunion belt ; 29gns. lowest.—Rose Cottage,
Newhall, Burton-on-Trent. [X4471

~| Q12 James. 2-speed model, chain drive, back wheel
-L *J fitted Rom tyre, Canoelet sidecar, apron, and
wind screen, all nearly new, perfect order, not done 500
miles; cost £79, accept £65; buying runabout.—Holden,
Bridge St., Belper. [X4316

TRIUMPH, 1909. 1912 Bosch, engine Tebuebed, new
timing gear, piston, cylinder by Triumph Co., new

back wheel and. Duulop heavy tyre unpunctured, new
Dunlop belt, new spares -, £32 ; expert inspection in-

vited.—Hopkins. 33. Willowbank Rd.. Birkenhead. [5631

CLEARANCE Prices, following brand new 1912
motor cycles; Zenith £48, Premier 3-speed £48,

Enfield 2-sneed £42, Calcotts £27; also 2nd-hand 1912
Triumph T.T. (500 miles) £45, 1911 T.T. £30, Brad-
bury and sidecar £27, twin Bat £24, Rex mag. £13.—
Oswald Parker, Melbourne, Derby. [X4474

JAMES, late 1911, 3£h.p., T.T. model, recently over-
hauled by makers, C.A.P. carburetter, Biuiutield

pulley, Jones speedometer, Gaulois covers, Palmer belt,

Whittle, lamp, horn, spare valve, covers, tool kit com-
plete, sidecar fittings ; cost £55, sacrifice £38 ; must
sell; expert advice invited.—Rev. Owen, Hope Village,
Mold. [X4265

1Q12 Scott, brand new, £65, from stock; 1912 3hp.
Xt/N.S.TT. twin, with 2 speeds- and free engine, only
ridden 250 miles, just like new, £38; 2 Rudge Multie.
absolutely like new, £55 each; 1910 free engine Tri-
umph, new back tyre, £38; 1911 3}h.p. Rex Speed King,
fine order, £28; 5h-p. Vindec, twin, Bosch mag., h-b.c-,

bargain, £20; 1911 3:hp. free engine Singer, a beauty,
£35; 1912 Clyno and sidecar, very little used, £75;
Motosacoche, accumulator, good tyres, perfect order,
Druid spring forks, £9 : 3£h.p. Rex, spring forks, ac-
cumulator, trembler, £10; 3ih.p. V.S., Bosch mag., 2
speeds and free engine, a bargain, £14; exchanges are
our speciality. Write at once.—The North Wales Motor
Exchange, Rhosddu. Wrexham- Tel.: 283. 1X4597

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.
IEMINGHAM.B 1

ptLEABAXCE oi New and 2ud-lian<i Stock.

DOUGLAS, 1910, standard. 2Jh.p., good order.
—Colmore, 49, John. Bright St., Birmingham

£22.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
8 h.p. BAT, 2 speeds, Millford sidecar .... tSO

5-6 h.p. 2-speed iqo8 REX and sidecar .... £33 8

7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £53

NEW Hudson, 1912, 3-;h.p.,

slightly soiled- only

X>A ftAWN SECURES ANY OF THESE
d&tf- lJUWll BALANCE 25/- MONTH.
2 h.p. WOLF, magneto, 26in. wheels, AJ.S.

engine .... :..-.'..-.' £15

3 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V. S11

3 h.p. BROWN, magneto, Druids £16

.OK )\nWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.SjO VUWll BALANCE 30/- MONTH.
4-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks .... £16

3 h.p. 1908 REX, Bosch magneto .: t'17 1)

5 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.b. control £16 10

4* h.p. WOLF Tricar, 2 speeds £19

4jh.p. HUMBER Tricar, 2 speeds, wheel
steering ....... ; £19

[X4543
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed, free engine, good running

order, useful machine for business man; £35.—
Colmore, 49, John Bright St. [X4544

DOUGLAS. 1912, model H.. 2-Jh.j).. 2-speed, only used
a few times; £43.—Colmore, 49, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [X4545
MOTOSACOCHE, 1910, good order; yery cheap, £18.

—Colmore, 49, John Bright St., Birmingham.
TX4546

PKEMIEE, 1911, 2h.p., fixed engine, splendid con-
dition, eyery working part, and a'.so enamel and

plating good as new ; £24.—Colmore, 49, John Bright
St., Birmingham. [X4547

SINGER, 1911.. 3ih.p., overhauled, fast, powerful
machine; £30.—Colmore, 49, John Bright St., Bir-

mingham. [X4548
BRADBURY, 1911, 3ih.p. ; £30.—Colmore, 49 Join

Bright St., Birmingham. [X4549

PREMIER, 1912, 2ih.p.,- complete with Armstrong
3-epeed gear and free engine, fine condition; cost

£46/10 recently, £35.—Colmore, 49, John Bright St.,

Birniingham. [X4550
ZENITH, 1911, with Gradua gear, everything in good

order; £35.—Colmore, 49, John Bright St., Jiir-

uingham. [X4551

MOTO-REVE, 1910, overhauled, etc., good; for £16.
—Colmore, 49, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[X4552
ENFIELD 1910 2ih.p. Lightweight, very suitable for

town riding; only £19.—Colmore, 49. John Bright
St., Birmingham. [X4553

N.S.U., 1912, 3b.p., 2-speed, free engine; a bargain
for £28.—Colmore, 49, John Bright St., Birming-

ham. [X4554
3-speed, £59/17 model,

£49.—Colmore, 49, John
Bright St.. Birmingham. [X4558

LADY'S Douglas, 1912, complete with 2^peed gear,

free engine, perfect running order; £42.—Colmore,
49, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X4557

CLYNO, 6h.p., 2-speed, free engine, good order, £45;
or complete with new Clyno coach-built sidecar,

£58.—Colmore, 49, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[X4555

HUMBER 2h.p. Lightweight. 1911, in good order;
£20.—Box No. 1,369, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-

entry. - [X4542

should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

NOTHING EXTRA
FOR

EASY PAYMENTS ! ! !

5 DOWN
Secures any of these NEW 19T2 machines. Balance

payable in Twelve Equal Monthly Payments.
6 h.p. CLYNO, 2 speeds ....£68 S
3i h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds 57 Gm.
2jh.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds 47 GM.
6 or 8 h.p. REX-J.A.P.. 2 speeds List Pries

3i, 6, or 8 h.p. ZENITHS, multi-speed List Prita
3* h.p. RUDGE, standard model £46 IS

3j h.p. RUDGE, multi-speed 160 •
All New. All guaranteed by makers.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES
We have a quantity of frames by well-known maker

Price 32/6 each.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid Corks, 45/- extra.

Enamelled and plated in brst-class style.

ONE ONLY
igiij 3J h.p. PREMIER, Armstrong 3-speed gear,

brand new ; £46

ONE ONLY
1912 8 h.p, MORGAN Runabout, 2-seater, ready for

delivery, brand new ; 85 Gns.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1910 SCOTT, a beauty £32
4-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks .... £16

3 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V £11

3 h.p. BROWN, magnetOjDruids, 26in.wb.eels £16

34 h.D. TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto £24
4 h.p. ign QUADRANT, Roc, 2-speeds .... £30

3J h.p. 1910 L.M.C., Bosch, h.b. control £22 8

3i h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH, beautiful order £33 8
3i h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed model, Bosch . . £23
1911 (Nov.) 34 h.p. RUDGE, free engine. ... £39
2 h.p. WOLF, magneto £15
1910 8 h.p. BAT, M.O.V.. 2 speeds £45 C

1911 Lady's HOBART, Armstrong 3-speed.. £38

3J h.p Twin PREMIER, fine machine .... £25

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
3J h.p. 1908 Tourist, 1909 engine £23

sl h.p. 3909 Speed King, extra hue £23

3 h.p 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES
1906 5-6h.p. Twin Rex £16 10

5-6 h.p., Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear . . £22

7 h.p. de Luxe, 2 speeds, M.O.V £48
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, 2-speed model.... £28

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

3^ h.p. Rex engine, two-stroke £4 15

Powell's 2-speed, free-ehgihe back wheel . . £4 15

New Basket Body, upholstered green, .... £1.

One ditto, upholstered red £1

1912 B. and B. Carburetters, variable jets., 28/6

1912 B. and B. Carburetters, single jet .... 27/-

1912 SenspfayXarburetters 28/6

Camel iin. Rubber Belting per foot 1/3

Trailer, 26in. wheels 25/-

Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs ... 7/6-

.New Lycett's Tubular Carriers ...*;-..* 4/11

Bosch V Twin Magneto, 48 degrees £3 1*

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane
Telephone

919. HALIFAX «"&
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
iTNCER. early 1912. clutch model, just renovated at
J Sinfrer Works, belt aud tyre as new. lamp, ]i, tu,
iid .1 ssoriea included; bareain, £42.—Apply, Cocker,
2, Middlctou Hall Ed., King's Norton. [X4il3

SLANTED, prompt offers for 1911 Service-Jap, 3Jb.p ,

» V Bosch, B. and Ji., Druids, Millennium hub, 2-
pped, with Service sidecar, very low, tyia* nearly new,
pare valve, plugs, etc., flue condition throughout, very
eliable.—Francis, 6, Bertha St., Treforest, Glam.

[X4508

SECTION VII.

iloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berk3,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

10 Triumph, £26.id

19

! ih.p. Lightweight, with Motosacoche engine, free en
:L4 gine; £6.

A LL the above in perfect running order, and warrantee
^*- lu good condition : trials im-itpr)

10 Twin Moto-Kere ; £16.

h.p. Bradbury, mag.; £16.

power unit, suitable
[5525

ryANTED. 6-7h.p. A.C. twin *
i» cyclecar—Kellow, Laverstoclc, Salisbury

r)OTJGLAS, 1911. 2}h.p., 2-speed and free engine;•J £30.—Layton's, Bicefiter, Oxon. [X45S5
pEIUMPH. 1912, free engine, new. £55; Motosacoche.
I. 1911, 2Jh.p., £18.-l'itt, Fcrdingbridge. [X4621
DAT-JAP., 5h-p., twin, new June, 1911 perfectL» condition; £33.-Koberts, Park St., Windsor. [4428

CLEARANCE Sale of new 1912 model motor cycles,

see t i
6"Shtly shop-soiled; deferred payments

^
IN

£4l
E
2,'6

2!h
'n-e I'ST*

control-wJre covers; list

ilNGEE, 3ih.p., 5-ftpeed; list £58/15, price £53.
r - -

;^.M.C., 3ih.p., adjustable pulley; list £48, price £44".

\ ,S
'J
J
>;!,;,

3
A
h 'p - .J'recfeion- engine, complete h.b.c. ; listA £52/10, price £42.

jJJWIFT, 3{h.p., free engine, var. gear, spring saddle
' pillar; list £56/5, price £48. -

:yTUN!Sr,and Underwood, motor cycle agents and re-
i rers, Junction Garage, 165, Above Bar,

inithampton. [X460E
' 9 12

?-
T LT^lm-g'ni„iom 1 '800 miIes

.
touch 65; bar-

l '" 'am ' S40.-B. -Coupe, 36, New Ed.. Basingstoke

DOUGLAS. 1911 in perfect order thrcmsliotrta'j'l
^.accessories; £27/10; only requires trying.-Gibb
ouceeter. r530 ^
'-SPEED 1912 Eover Motor Cycle, not ridden 300mi es. Eushmore lamp, horn, etc.; £55.-Scott and
ns, Dunstable.

[5405

«
EIi?S e

M-' 19
},
2

'
exceI;en.t condition thronghent;

'idenh d
accessones.-Heybourn, Motcrs!

iTTIMBEE 1912, 2ih.p. twin, practically new, per-
leet; nrst reasonable offer, cash or exchange.-Hey.

uirn, Motors, Maidenhead. [5384
J.S., 1912, 2ih.p., 2-speed, chain drive, splendid

„.„
eondition, go anywhere; £30; guaranteed.-Hey-

:

arn, Motors, Maidenhead. [5385
:i>EADBUET, 1911, good condition, back tyre nearly
» new Garner, P. and H. lamp, spare valve, tools;
igns.—Hunt, Asco!. . T5189

)
E
J

,JV-EE
I?„S„ ,

„
ron

i.
st(x'k Bradbury, chain-driven, 2-

' epeed, £58/10; Douglas, model E, £50.-Gough's
otore. Gloucester. • [X.17S9
lAOTTGlAS. 1911, Model E.. free engine, 2-speed gear
h J"»? tnoroughly overhauled by makers ; £33.—Vicar,
raw, Melksham, Wilts. • [5518

JiOUGLAS, 1910, late, lamp, horn, good tvrrs, per-

UiJS*.
co^t

l
aa; aJy tria 'i *23.-G. Holland, 360,

,iterside, Oliesham, Bucks. [5412
jkTJADRANT. 3h.p., accumulator, new belt, just over-
C ntul™. good condition, including tyres ; £12.—
jump, Farnngdon, Alton. Hants. [X4332
Q12 Douglas, K model, kick- start, 2-speed. free en-

!« <,?
u^. B^'K't condition ; £41. or nearest oflc.-

in. M. Nicholas House, Gloucester. [5549

^^Hl. 1909. excellent condition, new back tyre

k ?™i t' "^S-. just overhauled, all accessories:.o.-App!y, Lowe's Garage, Aldershot. [5569

2
h 'r

i„
M
,M

er?a
' !?

as" B
- ™a B- lJ-b.c.,- Whittle, ad--s Justable

!
pulley, thorough good running order:

:;3. or nearest offer.-Webb, 26. Broad St., Swindon.
p- [5362

[
liSS n

3*?-";' 2-»Beed, new Whitsuntide, 1912,
."- is-einpohall back tyre, new belt; good rpportunitv
I bargain; £42/10.-S. J. Fair, 201, Cheltenham Ed!
C™- [X4605
'9 12

o^'
T'

I
TJiumJh '

only done about 1,000 miles,

l"nMA rr,l^ v Zenith, £30; 1911 F.T5. Eudge, in

ftSSfhim
* tott

'
£33--d-E.- Steel, Ltd., High St.,'eirennam. [X4442

A TIMELY
TALK
to winter riders.

The weather is miserable, and if you
appreciate real comfort awheel during
the winter months, ensure it by the fitment

of a P.M.C. Sidecar—with this Sid-ecar,

you will be absolutely immune from
side-sl p, , even upon greasy tram . lines

and stone sets—and the ease with which
the machine can be manipulated in traffic

witliout taking the feet off the foot-rests

gives added comfort and confidence of
control. The ease of attachment, light

weight, and scientific construction, make
the P.M.C. the most practical and efficient

Sidecar on the market.

Price, Coachbuilt, £7 12 6
„ Wicker, £5 17 6

Our 1912 Catalogue, containing a com-
plete range of Sidecars will be of interest

to you. Copy_.sent post free on application.

THE PREMIER MOTOR
COMPANY, LTD.,

ASTON ROAD. BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams—" Primus, Birmingham."
Telephone—Central 4310.

\Yith our Quickfit Couplings any side-

car ean be att'.ic) ed in sixty seconds, and
detached in f rty seconds; SINGLE
HANI>ED. NO TOO .S REQUIKED.
SAhER than ordinary fitti 'es—no nma to
come off or bolts to "strip " The strain on
frame tubes is sreatty reduced. Price 30/- the
set of three couplinRS, to fit any make. 5/-

allowed on old fittings (any makef.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
CLEARANCE Sale of Motor Cycles

Douglas, Zenith,- A.J.S., Enfielda. etc.
for list.—Julian, 84, Broad St-, Reading.

CLEARANCE Sale of Motor Cycles.
Douglas, Zenith, A.J.S., Enfields, etc.

lor list.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading.

CLEARANCE Sale oi Motor Cycles-
Douglas, Zenith, A.J.S.r Enfields, etc.

for list.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Reading.

— Triumphs,
, etc. Send

— Triumphs,
, etc. _ Send

— Triumpha,
etc. Si.-nd

CLEARANCE Sale of
Douglas, Zenith. A.J.S

for list.—Julian, 84, Broad

CLEARANCE Sale of
Douglas. Zenith, A.J.S

for list.—Julian, 84. Broad

CLEARANCE Sale of
Douglas, Zenith, A.J.S,

for list.—Julian, 84, Broad

CLEARANCE Sale of
Douglas. Zenith, A.J.S.

{
for list.—Julian, 84, Broad.

CLEARANCE Sale of
Douglas, Zenith, A.J.S.

for list.—Julian. 84, Broad

CLEARANCE Sale of
Douglas. Zenith, A.J.S.

for list.—Julian, 84, Broad
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Douglas. Zenith, A.J.S., Enfields. etc.,

list—Julian, 84, Broad St, Reading.

LEARANCE Sale of Motor Cycles
Douglas, Zenith. A.J.S., Enfields,- eta,
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"I Q 12 2Jh.p. 3-speed Ne;w HudBon-Jap, little need,
A*/ speedometer, horn, lamp; cost £55/12, sell £42;
without speedometer and lamp, £38: no offers.—Rayn-
ham, Cirencester. [5379

"1Q12 Free Engine Triumph, run 2,600 miles, epeed-X& oiiieter, J?\R.S. lamp, horn, etc., complete, aa
new; first cheque £47—Box L8.732, The Motor Cycle
Offlues, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [5343

DOUGLAS, 23hp.. free engine, 2-speed, absolutely
perfect ; any examination ; new extra heavy back

Dunlop; cash £33/10-—Apply, Keith-Aiurriy, Tylney
Hall Estate Office, Winchfield, Hants. [5332

DOUGLAS Model K Motor Cycles in stock, ready for
immediate delivery; £50.—The Motor Cycle Depot,

43, Palmerston ltd., Boscombe. Tel.: 1248 Bourne-
mouth. Telegrams: Alsford, Boscombe. [2119

ROVERS.-Two latest 1912 models, must be cleared
immediately at greattv reduced prices, one free

engine type, single speed, and one 3-speed model ; write
immediately to eecure.—Grosvenor Garage. Bournemouth.

[X4272
TRIUMPH. 1912 model, T-T. roadster, only run

1,600 miles, absolutely unscratched, and engine
better than new ; cost, complete with accessories, £54,.
accept £46.—Reynolds, The Lodge, Cosham, Hants.

[X3716
"I QU 3ih.p. Clutch Model Rex, new May, 1912, mile-
J-t/ age 2,000, new rear Palmer cord, new Dunlop
lin. belt, with sidecar, Chater-Lea attachments, all in
new condition ; £40, or near.—Green, East Ilsley, Berks.

[5335
33h.p. Precision, B.B., 26x2* Dunlop back, and belt,

4- only run 500 miles, £35; Res 3£h.p. engine, in
Humber frame, low, 26x2i wheels, £14; Chater-Lea-
Fafnir, 3h-p., low position, £10/10—Palmer, Newent,
Glos. [5400

NEW Hudson-Jap, 2'}h.p., 1912, 3 speeds, free engine,
fast, perfect condition, with lamp, horn, speed-

ometer, tools, done about 1,000 miles: £40, or nearest
offer.—Yorke, 2, The Chalets, Upper St. Michael's Rd.,
Aldershot. [X4268

1 Q12 3ih.p. Peugeol Druids, B. and B. var. jet,X *J Bosch mag., Kerry 2-^peed and free engine
clutch, harullo starting, in excellent condition; £36.—
Col.-Sgt.-Maj. Adshead, Garrison Gymnasium, Black-
down, Hants. [5618

FOR Sale, Humber, 1912 2-speed motor bicycle, new 6
weeks ago, not done 400 miles, and fitted with

lamp and lurn, also Cowey speedometer; good reason
for selling; price £42/10.—Apply, J. R. Walker, Old-
bury Works. Tewkesbury. [4781

INDIAN, 1912, 7h.p., 2-speed, free engine, sp'endid
condition throughout, had careful use, run 2,000

miles, Kempshall tyre back, Hutchinson front, lamp,
generator, and horn, lot of spares; open to any examina-
tion; £63.—Morris Garage, Oxford. [X4569

PREMIER, 1912, 3£h.p., 2-speed, free engine, with
sidecar, excellent condition throughout, lamp,

generator, and horn/ perfect passenger combination, not
run 2,000 miles

; v
cost £65, accept £45.—Seen at Morris

Garage, Oxford. , [S4570

SCOTT, 1912. 2-speed, free engine, only run 1,600
miles, perfect condition throughout, Palmer cord

tyres; exceptional opportunity; £54, lowest. — Morris
Garage, Oxford. . [X4571

TRIUMPHS, 1912, free engine models in stock

;

cash or easy payments.—Morris Garage, Oxford.
,f£4572

MORRIS Garage, Oxford.—New showrooms, Queen
St. Largest stock of new and 2nd-hand machines

in the country ; large stock of accessories and spare parts
always carried. [X4573

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

rpOTTENHAM.

F'.E. Triumph, £55; 3£h.p. 2-speed numbers, £52/10:
F.E. Bradbury. £54/10; 1911 F.E. Bradbury and

FE. Rudge. quite new, best offers: Motosacoche. £22;
our owu sidecars, £5/5, complete; Millford sidecars,
£6/6 t^ £12/12: Michelin tyres, 1912 stock. Write for
list.-The Stamford Hill. Motor Co., 128. High Rd-,
Tottenham. 'Phone: 1982. £314457

TX^ALKER'S, Harwich.

T3ARGAINS.—New, hut shop-soiled.

npItlUMPHS.-Latest 1912 clutch model; £50.

"ptOT'GLAS—Latest 1912 K models; £46.

"FVOUGLAS.-Latest 1912 G models; £37./10.

"TVOUflLAS, 1911, 2nd-hand, fixed engine-; £26.

li,|"OTO-RE\"E, 1911, as new, free engine, twin; £28.

"DEX. 1910, 2nd-hand, 6h.p. twin; £24.

DON'T Miss the Above Guaranteed Bargains; write
fur details at once.—Walker's, Motors, Harwich.

[5374

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS "IN 1 HE HEART OF THE TRADE"

COLMOREDEPOT
O- BIRMINGHAM-

COLMORE-
DOUGLAS
You want success, quality, reliability ; the best

all-round results obtainable in a motor cycle ; get

at once a Douglas, a Colmore-Douglas, from the

best Douglas agents, the Colmore \ Depot of

Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester, and Liverpool.

Delivery is prompt and certain, machines are fresh

and new, attention is careful and experienced.

We have supplied Douglas machines, Colmore-

Douglas machines, to many of the most successful of

the riders of the day, for instance :

—

MR. MACNAB,
who weighs 16 stone and stands six-foot-

three, yet he wins hill-climbs on time against

men half his size, upon his Colmore-Douglas.

Aug. 28. Surrey M.C. Climb . . Fastest and first

Aug. 3. Mersey C.C. Climb

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
F.E. Triumph, new; must sell; what offers?—46, Wal

ford Rd.. Stoke Newington- [X456.r

£15.—3ih.r- Minerva, Bosch mag., B. and B.—Collier
26, Coiupton Av., Brighton. [549.'

3 h.p. Rover, m.o.v-, good running order; £8/15, or ofia—Speechley, 45 Church Rd., Actcn.

31

on formula.

Fastest time on

a lightweight.

MR. BAILEY,
another Colmore-Douglas rider, has astonished

the Frenchmen (and the Englishmen, too) by

riding 246 miles at 47 miles an hour, on the

road. The most wonderful long ride ever

accomplished, and upon a Colmore-Douglas

supplied by Colmore Depot.

MR. REX MUNDY,
Another recent convert lo the Douglas, has

now a Colmore-Douglas, bought from us.

He swept the board at the Streatham Climb

ten days ago, winning almost every class, and
beating many 3-\ h.p. machines, as well as

easily leading all other lightweights.

Moral-What is the machine to get?

Why a Douglas-a Colmore-Douglas.

[550'

„h.p. 1911 TTinmph, perfect condition; cash £29/10
2 —91, Melbourne Ed., Eastbourne. [5601WBENCH'S, 344. Euston ad.—Clearance of moto:

cycles ; good eelection : send for list. [551:

SPLENDID 2Jh.p. Zedel-Griflon ; £10; excbang.
higher power.—30, Eglinton Ed., Bow, E. [551:

DOUGLAS, G, 1912 new condition; anv trial; £34-
Capel Curig, Nether St., North Finc'hley. [5571

J .A. P. Motor Cycle, 2-ih.p., B.S.A. frame, a.i.o.v., goet

valve; £10.-31, Centurion Ed., Brighton. [539'

TRIUMPH, 3^h.p., all accessories, running order
£15.-7, Vale Tenace. Jung's Ed., Chelsea. [X458;

1Q12 Eudge Multi, new June 18th; accept £50.-
i-V Elliott, 15, Woodstock Ed., Bedford Park. [544.1

WANDSWOETH.-F.N., latest 1912, 6hp., 4-cyl.

clutch model, as new; sacrifice £47/10.—Below

WANDSWOETH.-N.S.U., 5j-6hp. twin, mag.. :

speeds, free engine, very powerful, perfect,

£22/10.—Below.

WAND3WOETH.-F.N., 1909 lightweight, ljh.p.

mag., spring forks/- var. gear, good order

£12/19/6.—Below.

WANDSWOETH. -Moto-Eeve 1911, 2Jh.p., twin

mag., Druids, grey finish, as new: £18/18.-
Below.

WANDSWOETH.—HumbeT, 1909J. mag., 2 speeds

handle starting, Druids: £28/10.—Below.

WANDSWOETH.—Eex, latest 1911, T.T., 6-Thjp

twin, m.o.v., mag., fast, new condition ; £32/10
—Below.

WANDSWOETH-—Indian, latest 1910, T.T., 5-6h.p

twin, in.o.v., mag., very fast, perfect; £18/10.

—Below.

WANDSWOETH.—V.S., 1910, genuine, 7-91i.p., mog.a

twin, 2 speeds, cream finish, perfect ; £38/10.-'

Below.

WANDSWOETH.-N.S.U., 4h.p., m.o.v-, mag., :

speeds, free engine, runs well; sacrifice £19/19.-
Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Rss, 3ih.p., Druids, perff-ct

£7/15 ; exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange
Ebner St.. Wandsworth Station. [X461I

TEIUMPH, clutch model, 1910), good condition; see)

any tiinC; £34.—Edge, 123, Holloway Ed., N.

[538:

ZEDEL, 2Jh.p., Brown and Barlow, h.b.c, Hellesen

low; £9.—E. Hillnian, High St., Cuekfield, Sussrj
[544'

3JLh.p. Rex, new Peter-Union, horn, lamp, runiiini

2 order; £7/10.-620. High Ed., Leytonstone.
[X461

2 3.h.p.. Moto-Eeve, good order, tyres nearly new; £1£
4 —Smith, Swanbourne, Browning Ed., Wortiiiui:.

[546

N., 5-6h.p., 1910, in perfect order, no use for saintF having bought car ; £25.—Allen, Elstead, Godalm
ing. _ 1X436.

ZENITH, 1911! 6h.p., Lucas.head light, horn, Whitfcl

all accessories : £42.-235, Battersea Park Ed
S.W. [533

231i,p. Minerva, m.o.v., Amac carburetter. Dunln
4 tyres and belt; £8/10.-224, Wood St., Wnlttai

stow. [X448

DOUGLAS, 191H, nearly new, new Palmers; bm
gain. £29/10.—Nash, 155, Goldhawk Ed. Bhepherd'

Bush. [558

PEEMIEE, 1912. free engine model, nearly new; niu-

sell: bargain. £36.—Seen, 155, Goldhawk M
Shepherd's Bush. [558

ZENITHS, all mrdels, immediate delivery guaranteea.'

Wimbledon Motor Cycle Co., 1, York Ed.. Win
bledbn. ,

[X159

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1911, 6h.p., £45; of with si*

car £50.—Holden, West Wickham, Beckenhim

Kent. I
550

3h.p. Ohater-Pafnir, 1911 Amac, Hellesen, eon

order; £12, offers.—198, Eglinton Hill, Plim

stead. [556

TTVOUGLAS, late 1910, everything right, £23;
Perhaps you are yearning for one of these, but there

is some little difficulty-write us, and see if we can.jj— -—
"W"Triuni^-Tlma7"i2, S

make some arrangement with you. London.
~"mO-EEVL.

fine engine; £12; trial.-Duke, -17, Jewin
i
BV

Brown and Bu
- SJiea

[X426

'"VTOTO-EEVE. twin, mag. just overhauled, perfre'

COLMORE-3 h.p. Quadrant, spring forks, h.b.c., „
low, new tyres; £14.-M.M., 9, Palace Ba.,JtH»

35, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
18, Renshaw St., Liverpool.

261, Deansgate, Manchester.
62, High St., Leicester.

45, John Bright St., Birmingham.

Qlli.f. Minerva and Sidecar, tyres nearly new, mot

0>2 new spares; £16.-R. Bridger, 38, Baker i'-

Brighton. i^ 3"-

SINGEE Moto Velo, 2h.p., with accessories, good i

new; £25 -cash:—Apply, Eayner, 20, Windmill bi

Gravesend.
,/

'" it

\
A46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
|

RUDOE Motor Cycle, brand new, 1912. taken for

debt.: tuke £40. — Seymour, 10, Mansfield Rd.,

Hamiistead. [X4366

3 lb. p. Bradbury, 1911i tnodel, everything in new eon-

2 dltion ; £35, or near otter — Q. White, The Warren,
Gujldford. [5471

Kb. p. Bex. Bosch Kempshall, B.B., free, perfect;
ij trial with sidecar; £22/10—410, Eotherhithe St.

[5404

perfect condition throughout,
" *

-croft,

[5604

Itotherliithe.

31h.p. Zenith. 1911. .

5 fast and reliable; £34.—John Mills, Faircroft,

Hcrsharn. Surrey

3Ah. p. Kerry-Abingdon, 1911, thoroughly overhauled,!
2 splendid running order; £29.—Edmonds, Station

ltd.. Chiugfjrd. [X4483

ROVER, been thoroughly overhauled and renovated,
like new, fast, good hill-climber; bargain. £25.—

Edmonds. Station Rd., Chingford. [X4484
j

lift 11: Bnulmry, Kempshalls, horn, lamp, new be'.t;'

J-t7 £28, or exchange higher power.—85, Lavender,
, [5430

No
Rule of Thumb

about this.

Lirove, Dalston.

1Q10 Standard Triumph, beautiful condition, Palmer
r o.rds; £30.—Box L8.769. The Mulor Cycle Offices,

20. Tudor St., E.C. [5647

8h.p. Minerra, F.E.. handle starting, too powerful, best
offer, or exchange good 3|h.p.—Nix, Meadow View,

Southend, Catford. [5403

ZENITH, 6h.p., March. 1912. tools and spares, per-
fect; any trial; £55—Snell. 35. Ccttenham Park

Mr, Wimbledon. [5409

3ih.p. De Dion, 1911 B. and B. carburetter, Dunlops,
2 good condition; £10.—Haydou, 175, Wanstead

Park Rd-, Ilford. , [5387

1Q12 3ih.p. Rudge Multi. and 3ih.p. Rudge standard.
J-*/ free engine, quite new ; what offers?—Philpct.
Motors, Ramsgate. [5357

TRIUMPH, 1908, quarter down and 12 equal pay-
ments.—Donald Cheers, Heriotdene, Waldegrave

Park, Twickenham. [5366

IQ12 Calcott. 2;h.p., £23; Bat. 2ib.n., splendid con-
<-«/ dition. £6/10; Druid light forks, 15/-. — F.
.'layton, Wallington. [5478

I Q12 2ih.p. Premier, free engine, 3 speeds, 200 miles,
Lt7 as new; £39, no otters; seen any time.—Turner,
4, Alfred Rd., Acton. [5451

f>h.p. Longhnrst. Amac h.b-c, Chater-Lea frame, low,
|r* 26 wheels, new tyres; £6.-87, Bexhill Rd., Craf-
on Park. Ereckley, S.E- [5551

ENFIELD, 2jh.p., 1911, 2-speed. new condition,
'lamp, horn : £32 ; appointment.—Clark. 102, Cen-

ral St., St. Luke's, E.C. [5354

RUDGE T.T. Roadster, 1912 brand new, with acces-
sories; £39, great bargain. — Green, \>avside,

older's Green Rd., N.W. [X4365
>h.p. Hobart. h.b.c. Amac earb., low, tyres good, in
' good running order; £12/15.—Stern, Cintra, Cum-
erlaud Rd.,. Bromley, Kent. [5378

£h.p. Peugeot, Truffault forks, mag., new saddle, fast
.», - and powerful; lowest £19/19.—No. 1.357. The
To/or Cycle Offices. Coventry. [X4321
PIOUGLAS. late 1911, excellent condition, numerous
p-* spares, including new belt, lamp, horn; £26.—
bbsfleet, Ashley Rd., Epsom. [5398

TRIUMPH. 1909, complete, with spares, just paid £10
'L for thorough overhaul; bargain, £28; any exam-
iation.-53, Highgate Hill, N. [5560

Q08 Triumph, perfect condition and running order,
-tT recently overhauled; any reasonable trial; £25.—
35, Romford Rd., Forest Gate. [5575
?11.—3jh.p. Bat. low, fast, reliable, B. and B., foot-
* boards, splendid climber. — Wheeler, 85, The
ivenue, Bruce Grove, Tottenham. [X4392

/"ERRY, 2Jh.p.. new tyres, number new accessories,
-»- very smart appearance; £14, great bargain.—Fran-
j:s, 7, Francis Terrace, Highgate- [5506

911 2Jh.p. A.J.S., 2-ppeed, free engine, chain drive,
in perfect condition, lamp, generator, good tyres

;

30.—Turtle, North End, Croydon. [5602

ORADBURT, 1912, 3Jh.p., lamp, generator, horn,J 3 valves, plug, accessories, new condition; £35 —
adgell, 1, Church Path, Mitcham. [5446

.3RADBURY, 1912. T.T. model, very fast, new con-
-* dition. brand new tyres, head lamp and generator,
j3/10—Seen, Purley Motor Garage. , : [5485

IfOT0REVE, 1911," twin, 2}h.ii., just overhauled,
'A engine like new, tyres good; bargain, £24, or
earest.-73. Shepherd's Bush Rd.. W. [5546
Q12 Humber, 3$h.p., 2-ppeed, lamp, horn, spare tube,
-y belt case, and spares; low price for quick sale.—
Hers to Read Bros., Tunbridge Welti. [5492

ipRIUMPH, 1911}, F.E., everything absolutely per-
.„'«- new back tyre, all spares; for quick sale
56/10—Squire, Broadway, Weybridge. [5439

As your right hand is to the

rest of your anatomy, so is

The Garner

MX. Alarm
to Your Best Motor Bike.

To do without it is to suffer

inconvenience and annoyance-

THE GARNER IS ONLY

12/6S 13/6 S£
United Kingdom, Postage 5d. extra.

Dirt cheap at double the pric;.

STOCKED BY ALL LEADING AGENTS & FACTORS

Sole Makers and Patentees

:

HENRY GARNER, LTD.,
Moseley Motor Works,

BIRMINGHAM.
Phones :—South 3 & 4.

Grams :—"Dependable, Moseley/'

Birmingham Showrooms

:

78, NEW STREET, Opposite G.P.O.

LONDON STOCKISTS 1

JEW 1912 2ih.p. Free Engine Motosacoche, cash Brown Bros., Gt. Eastern Street,
132; also 3jh.p. Precision-Dot, very 1',TTr *="* n ^—* * r*~ ri * "3—*"*="-

,36.—Rhodes, 242, Brockley Rd., S.E.
low, fast, Bransora, Kent & Co., Gt. Eastern Street.

E5445 C. Lohmann, Gt. Eastern Street.
ATE 1909 Free Engine Triumph, 1911 improvements, Robertson's Motor Agency, 157, Gt. Portland St,

-J Ion- exhaust pipe, etc., in excellent condition; any W.
arable trial; £28/l0.-Alderton Lodge, Staines The Service Co., 292, Holborn. W.C.

[X4319 East London Rubber Co.. Gt. Eastern St., E.C

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 1941 mcdel, fitted with Mabon free

engine clutch, horn, lamp and generator; £34.—
Moss, 1, St. George's Mews, Primrose Hill. [5561

KERRY, 2i(h.p., in gcod condition, B.B. carbur-
etter, belt, and accumulator, all quite new, adjust-

able pulley; £8/15.-14. Clapham Rd., S.W, [5607

RUDGE, 1912i. free engine, 300 miles, lamp, horn,
spares. £46: also 1910* Triumph, horn, lamp,

bargain, £32.-239, Broadway, Crkklewood. f5603

3 lb. p. M.M.O., Amac, h.b-c., new Clipper baik,
2 Palmer front, iu splendid order; £16, offer.—

Oooper, 15, Webb's Rd., Buttersea Rise, S.W. [5426

23h.p., Chater-Lea frame, new tubes, good covers, in
4 splendid order; offers.—Cooper, 15, Webb's Rd.,

Baltersca Rise, S.W. [5427

TRIUMPH, 1912, 3ih-p., free engine model; instant
delivery; £55, cash, rr deferred payments—John

Barker and Co., Kensington High St., W- [S5623

EAGLES.—N.S.U., 3ih.p , popular model, new last

June, as new, mag., 1911 spring forks, adjustable
pulley, new Dualop belt, Palmer cord tyre; £24/10.

I
RAGLES.—N.S.U. 3 h.p. Twin, latest pattern model,
-J spring frame, Bosch, m.o. valves, 2 speeds, free

engine, nearly new; £34.

"UAGLES.—Motosacoche, 1910, Bosch, free engine,
-p Druid forks, Whittle belt; £16.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. 4h p. Twin, 1910, Bosch, m.o.
valves, N.S.U. 2-speed gear and free engine, nearly

new; £28.

EAGLES.-Bradbury, 1912, belt, 2 speeds and free
engine model, new, slightly soiled; £50.

EAGLES.—Excelsior, Chater-Lea, 3*h.p., low built,

vertical engine, h.b.c., adjustable pulley; £9/10.

EAGLES.—Immediate delivery from stock of . the
famous N.S.U. 2-spepd gears with free engines,

from £5'15, for Triumph £6/15, for Bradbury £7; trade
supplied.

EAGLES.—We have a few brand new 3Ah.p. 19114
N.S.U. 85x88 Model de Luxe, just delivered, fine

machines for sidecar work, Bosch mag., 1912 spiing
forks and other improvements, finished in latest style,

complete" with stand, carrier, tool case, full -set of took,
£37;_N.S.U. 2-speed gear £5/15 extra; Millford Herald
sidecar with No. 1 torpedo body, £7/15 extra; deferred
payments, exchanges entertained.

"

EAGLES and Co., High >' St., Acton.-N.S.U. West
London District Agency. Liberal allowances for

machines in part payment.—Tel. : 556 Chiswjck. [X4451

F.N. , 1911, 4-cyl. ,
perfect condition ; £30. or near

offer, or would consider exchange 2ih.p. lightweight
same make.—Hall, 9, Arodene Rd., Brixton Hill. [5598

DOUGLAS, 191U, 2-speed, free engine, splendid con-
dition, new lamp, spare belt, tyres excellent; £30.

-Wood, 13, St. GermanJs Rd., Forest Hill, -S.E. [5539

£30—New lightweight torpedo Precision, with all ac-
cessories, fully guaranteed; mu*t sell before Friday.

—George, 4, St. Michael's Terrace, "Wood Green. [X4353

NEW Hudson. 191H, 3-speed, 3-ib.p. J.A.P-, as new;
cost over £60: will accept £45/10 for quick sale.

-Capt. Duke, 65a, Rosendale Rd., West Dulwich. [X4618

"I QJ1 5-6h.p. Twin ~R ex," free engine, handle starting,
JLeJ spl:-ndjd condition, lamp, horn, speedometer; se^n

any time; £30. -Cra-mpton, 137, High St., Acton. [5450

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1911, 2 speeds, foot clutch pedal,

accessories, absolutely perfect ; £47/10; owner pur-

chased car.—Day and Day, 114, Long Acre, W.C [54S3

PHELON and Moore, Ltd.. 4, Percy St., Wl, have
several 2nd-liand P. and M.'s for sale; part^ .ulara

on application, or can be seen at above address. U-6772

HUMBER Lightweight, late 1911, like new, splendid
machine ; owner soin? abroad ; what offers over

£20.—F. Keeterton. 13, Priory Park Rd., Kilburn. [5395

2 3h.p. Twin Mjto-B,eve, mag-, tyres and tubes new,
4 perfect running order; £20, or near offer.—Brett,

c/o Eaton Garage, 3, Elizabeth Sv "Victoria, S.W. [5406

INDIAN, 7-9h-p., 1911, 2 speeds, fool
,
Dlut-'i pedal,

accessories, absolutely perfect ; owner pnj aliased

car; £50.-Day and Day, 114, Long Acre, W.O [492a

DOUGLAS, 1911, new condition, Lucas lamp and
generator, horn, mirror, 9 months unexpired Mi.tcr

Union policy:' £30.—The Brewery, Larkbaii Rise, fcj.W.
r5622

FOR Sale. 1912 3^h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed and free
engine, penect'.y condition, nearly new; £48; only

ridden 30O miles.—Pethtc, 75, Sheen Lane, Mortlake.
[5493

6h.p. Twin Ahyon, accumulator, spring forks, low,
perfect, £12fl0; 3^h.p. Ascot, mag., practically

new, £22/10—B., 47, Sandiingham Rd, Willesden
[5449

ARGABN—3ih.p. Brown, very low position, lake
siaecar; i;14. — Cobbold, c/o Blomfleld, watch-

maker and jeweller, 127, Leytonstone Rd., Stratford.
[5532

INFQVA, 2h.p., " upngnt. 26x2i-, just enamelled,
plated, splendid condition; £9, or near offer,

genuine bargain.—Peter?. 18, Barchard St., Wandsworth.
T5532

BRADBURY, 1941, free engine, speedrmeter. lamp,
horn, belt aad tyres rearly new; £35, or near

offer; cash wanted.—Fox. 5. Charlec^te Rd-. Wort'inEr.
T5555

rpRIUMPH, 1912. F.E., new Aug. 25th, useu once,
X jelling through illness.; first offer £49/15 accepted.
—Bok LS',660, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St.

E.C. . . - [5435

5
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BRADBURY, 1912, free engine, new July, only run

250 miles, in perfect order, plating and enamel
unmarked; £40. — Lambert Thornycroft, Eichmond,
Surrey. [5567

23.h.p- Minerva, goo.i running order, spring forks, B.B
4 carburetter, Whittle belt, 26in. wheels, -b.bc

accessories

;

Surrey.
£9/10. — MeCreath, The Grove, Egham.

[5341

"IQ103 4h.p. Scott. 2 speeds, free engine, all
J-v gorier, excellent condition; £30, or exchange

acces-
ge com-

bination. — Lauielmount, Churchfield Ed-, Walton-on-
Thames. [X4469

TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine, Cowey, P and H.
lamp, horn, mirror, watch, mudshields, 2 extra

tubes, spare valve, Whittle; 48gns.— 127, Harbord St.,

Fulhani. [5440

"J
Oil T.T. Triumph, special machine, very fast, in first-

J-/W rate order, with max. hand Cowey, 2 handle-bard;
only wants seeing; at £36.— Pond, 349. West End. Lane,
London- [X4516

"I Q09 P. and M., just overhauled by makers and new
J-«7 Kenrpaliails litted, lamp, tube cane, all spares;
£30; running perfectly.—E.V., 113, Hotel Eembrandt,
Kensington. [S4407

HTJMBEE, 2Jh.p., running order, accumulator,' £5

;

Shaw-Crawley forecarriage and motor bicycle, 3i
h-p. motor, in good condition, £3.—Laweon, Moy, Steyn-
ing, Sussex. - [5517

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., Mabon var. gear, free engine
(1912), Lucas lamp, set, horn, etc., tyres un-

Bcratched, overhauled, spares; £33—21, Atheldene Ed.,
Earlsfield, S.W. [X4425

ANTOINE 6h~.p. Twin, Bosch, B. and B. car., h.b.c,
spring forks, tyres new, £18 ; with Montgomery

sidecar, castor wheel, £14/14 model, £23.-49, George
St., Camberwell. [54fc7

MOTOSACOCHE, 1910*, mag., Whittle, Druids, free
engine, h.b.c, 160 m.p g., guaranteed perfect me-

chanically, carefully used; bargain, £18.-2, Colonnade
Rd., Eastbourne. [5329

"I Q12 7h.p- Chrtch Model Indian, perfect, very fast;aw any trial; £53/10; or with Millfbrd sidecar, £58;
can be seen at Clarke's Garage.—Searle, 66, Victoria
St., St. A'.bans. [5624

TRIUMPH, Sept., 1909, 3£h.p., standard except
"Whittle belt Dreadnought Clincher back tyre, re-

bushed April last, excellent condition; £24.-76, Crom-
well Av., Highgate. [5501

late _1911, free engine model, Luetic

, spare
tyre, perfect condition; £40.—Apply, Lyons, 25, Wood-
ford Rd., Watford. [X4368

3ih.p. Triumph, late 1910, recently overhauled, Kemp
2 shall and Michelin tyres, almost new, lamp, horn

and-accessories: £30.—R. Urquhart, 2, Elwill Way, Park
langley, Beckenham, Kent. [5554

ZENITH, 1912, 8h.p-, all spares, perfect condition,
take sidecar anywhere ; offers, or consider 1912

2-speed Djuglas and little cash; Surrey—1,308, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X3653

3ih.|i. Tourist Rex, late 1910, perfect condition
2 throughout little used; 25'gns., or cash balance

for modern higher powered twin.—2, Lovelace Villas,
Portsmouth Rd-, Surbiton. [5318

1912, Aug., free engine, complete with P.
lamp, etc, 3-note horn, etc., ridden 500

miles, absolutely in, new condition ; accept £48.—Pea-
cock, 274, High Ed., Balham. [5481

F.N. 2ah.p. Lightweight, spring forks, Bosch mag.
Palmer tyres, stand, carrier, lamp, horn.

3ih.p. Triumph,
2 lamp, horn,

_
6 fitted solid leather bags,

RUDGE,
and H.

GORDINGLEY
"The Motor Bazaar of the North"

GREAT CLEARANCE
OF 1912 STOCK.

GREAT BARGAINS. CANNOT REPEAT.

Palmer tyres.
plete, perfect order; bargain, £15.
Rd., Balham.

, COU1-

Peacock, 274, High
[5482

F.N., 2£h.p., 1908 model, had little use, complete with
lamp, horn, etc-, perfect order; £12. — Peacock.

274, High Rd., Balham. [5483

SPECIAL Bargain.—2ih. p. Chater-B-rutue, Amac,
absolute, h.b.c.,'. splendid- condition, re-enamelh»d

and overhauipcf; only wants seeing; £8/10, offer.— 29
Broughton Rd., West Ealing, W. [5617

MOTOSACOCHE, 2ih.p„ Oct., 1911, free engine,
B. and B, carburetter, adjustable pulley, Cowey

speedometer; £19. — A.B., c/o Cass's
Warren St., Tottenham Court Rd.

Motor Mart
[5536

MORMAN and Bliss, London Rd., Hoimslow. 'Phone:
227.—Prompt deliveries of New Hudsons, Budges

Singers, or Bradburys; our allowance on 2nd-hands will

surprise you, ail carr. paid U.K. [X452;

5-6h.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea, spring forks, footboard?,
dry battery, 1912 Mabon tree engine clutch, nev*

Palmer cord, P.H. lamp. JJunlop belt; £17/10, or ctfer.

-35, Colwell Rd., E. Dulwich, E.C. > £5391

DOUGLAS, late 1910, exceptional condition, enamel,
plating excellent, Palmer cord, Rom uupunctured,

all accessories and spares, speedometer optional; £24.—
S. Reeves, Lavender Rd., Wallington. [545P

FREE Engine 3jh. p. 2-speed 1912 Calthorpe, abso-

lutely new, in perfect condition ; cost £54, will

take £45. or best offer.—Applv, J. Edmontoji, " Utrpi;,

Press," 44, Worship St., London, E.C. [X452£

-1912 models end of season, great re
Humbtr, 3ih.p., 2-speed; Premier. 5-

h-p., 3-speed: Singer, 2ih.p., 2-speed; can deliver from
stock.—Baddeley and Co., Lancaster Rd. Tel-: 100.

[X3610

PRESTON.-
ductions. Humbtr,

NEW MACHINES
(SHOP-SOILED ONLY).

Usual Clearance
Price. Price.

BAT-JAP., 3jh.p., with P. & M. chain- £ s. £ s.

driven 2-speed gear, large tyre rear, spare
exhaust valve, one of the finest machines
in the world .60 o 54

BRADBURY, ^.V h.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, with
variable pulley 56 6 47

BRADBURY, 3£ h.p., 2-speed, chain drive 58 10 49

BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., free engine model . . 54 10 45

ROVER, 3* h.p., free-engine model 55 5 46

DOUGLAS, 2f h.p., Model K, 2 speeds, kick
starter, and' free engine 50 o 47 q

SINGER, 4 h.p., 2-speed bracket gear, pedal
engine starter 65 o 55

NEW HUDSON, 3$ h.p., 3 speeds, F.E. model 59 17 51

PREMIER, 3£h.p., free-engine model 54 17 44

PREMIER, 2£ h.p., " the Solo Mount," F.E. 43 7 37

CENTAUR-HUMBER,2h.p.,3-sp.gearmod. 47 10 40

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS
ENFIELD-J.A.P., 6 h.p., and sidecar 84 o 75

SLYNO, 5-6 h.p., ditto .85 5 75

The above are the remainder of onr 1912 stock, and we
want to make room for the 1913 models, for which
we are now booking orders.

DON'T FORGET TO WRITE US BEFORE YOU BUY.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES
F.N., 5-6 h.p., 4-cyl., shaft drive, all tools, lamp,

etc., very special bargain £35

REX, 5 h.p., Twin, magneto, 2 speeds, free engine,

handle starting, complete with sidecar £27 10

V.S., 5-6 h.p., 1910 model, splendid and fast machine £27 10

ENFIELD, 2| h.p., roi2 model, only run 500 miles,

2 speeds, free engine, handle starting, enamelled
helio, special long exhaust pipes, XL'All saddle,

Amac carb., watch, tools, etc., as new £40

PREMIER, 3J h.p., late rgro model, complete with
P. & H. lamp, separate generator, horn, sidecar,

really good combination r £32 10

DOUGLAS, 2J h.p., igro model, nice order £22 10

MOTO-REVE. ?-?- h.p., 1910 model, good solo

mount, perfect £18

SIDECAR
One only Brand New "TURNER," coach-built, -

painted Lincoln green, 2$in. tyre, luggage grille,

hood, screen, fits any standard machine ; usual
price, £18 10s. ; clearance price £16 0,

Owing to the extraordinary low prices quoted above,
we are unable to entertain any exchanges. Remember,
there can only be one buyer for each of the above.
YYE CANNOT REPEAT. Come earli- and avoid
lisappointment

Haslingden.
Telegraphic Address :

" Cordingley, Haslingden.

"

Telephone ; 2Y, Haslingden. " w.h.h.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
RELIABLE Motor Cycle, f tted 2gh.p. Minerva, 191?

Mabon clutch, B. and B., Bosch, all h.bc
Palmer cord, Lomax. perfect condition

;

A.C., 20, Eland Rd., Clapham Junction.
£18/10.-

[5230

BARKER'S for Motor Cycles.—In stock aod ready for
instant delivery. Triumph, Singers, MotoBacoche

and the spring frame Barlier-Fafnir, 1912 models. -.Jnln,
Barker and Co., Kensington High St., W. [0075

F.N. 2ih.p. Lightweight, 2 speeds, free engine, nhait
drive, ideal little' machine, in perfect conditiwi,

Jones speedometer, complete with t^ols and sparea- i>26—C. Heron, Dalwood, 180, Beulah Hill, Upper Nnrwood!
[5553

LINCOLN Elk, 3*h-p., 1912, only run 600- milee,
lamp, horn, mirror, spare belt, valve, plug*, etc.;

£26, or nearest offer this week; owner leaving England'.
—Eenton, 9, Cazenove Rd., Stoke Newington, London N.

- - [X4584
ETJDGE, 1912, speedometer, P. and H. lamp, spnre

• valve, 2 belts, unscratched,' urjpunctured, perfect
in every detail; .accept £42, no ofieis; Kent county.—
Box L8.679, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., EO

[5311
rpRIUMPH, 1912, free engine, delivered fWtniulitX ago, fitted up with Cowey speedometer, Mi'.ler oxy.
dised lamp and generator, and all spares, only ridden 40
miles; cash price £55.—To be seen at Erwin, jobmaster,
Grove Crescent, Kingston. [5358

F.N., 1911, 4-cyl., 5-6h.p., 1912 clutch, Stewart speedo-
meter, P. and H. lamp set, horn, tools, spare

cover and butted tube, £36; 2-speed £42; sidecar and
luggage carrier £45; £2/10 insurance transferred; eeen

any time.— 955, Fulham Rd. [5543

ZENITH. 34h.p., Nov., 1911, £8/8 sidecar, 2 larvo

Lucas lamps, and large generator, epeedomcter,
extra tube unused, 2 belts, tyres perfect, spaie petrol

tank, all snares; cost £72, accept £55.—Turner, 9,

Albany Rd-,
l

Stroud Green, N. [X3901

P.
and M. (1909), in excellent condition, 2-speed. free

engine, machine just overhauled, and engine lately

thoroughly overhauled b~ makers, tyres new; can be seen

by appointment ; £30 or near offer.—Haydon, 189,

Fentiman Rd., Vauxnall, London. [5509

QUADRANTS—1912 models supplied by Cass's Motor
Mart from stock. 4£h.p. passenger mode 1

., recog-

nised as the finest combination for solo and sidecar

work; exchanges and extended payments; for particulars

and latest catalogue apply Cass's.

CASS'S.—Triumph, 3-}h.p., 1911, clutch inodel; any
examination ; £39.

CASS'S.—Motosacoche, 2ih.p., 1912, brand new, Tar.

gear; £39.

CASS'S—P. and M., 3Jh.p., late 1910, 2-speed; bar-
I

gain, £38.

CASS'S.—T.A.C., 4-cyl., 3-speed, gate change, B. and
B. var. jet carburetter; any examination; £35.

GJ SS'S.-J.A.P., 3Sh.]
bargain, £18.

B. and B.' carburetter, mag.j

B.S.A. fittings, good run-CASS'S.-Minerva, 2jh.p
ning order; £9/9.

CASS'S for Sidecars.—Torpedo pattern, with side door,

apron and mat, 2iin. tyre, quick detachable joints;

irom £6/15; best value obtainable.

CASS'S will send complete list of their splendid trtocfe i

of 2nd-hand and new machines upon application;

inspection of stock invited; exchangee or extended pay-

nents arranged.— 5, \\arren St., "W. (opposite Warren

it. Tube Station). Tel.: 3624 Mayfair. [5535

"IQ11 22h.p. 3-speed New Hudson, in first-class con-

J-*J dition, J.A.P. engine, perfect compression, £34;

1911 3ih.p. Huuiber, 2 speeds, only run 1,200 miles,

-ngine, appearance, and general condition perfect—

Jrow Bros., 190, High St., Guildford. [5592

FOB Sale, 2Jh.p. 1912 Singer, bought end of March,

splendid condition ; £35, including cyclometer,

lamp, generator, horn, extra toolbag, new Brooks

iaddle.-Apply, by letter, firstly, M. F. T. Cleaver, 11,

Carlton Hill, St. John's Wood, London, TS.W. [5542

20UNX) Bargain.—3Jh. p. White and Poppe, enamelled

lO grey, like new, plating perfect, h.b.c., 2£ cord tyres,

mtted tubes, new rubber belt, lamp, horn, pump, tools;

pare cover and-tube and valve. 2 accumulators, wipe con-

tact, will hold 14 stone on compression ;
£12.—Watrr-

aian, Chorleywood, Hert6. [5520

8h.p. Overhead Valve J.A.P.. 85X85, Chafer No. 9

frame. No. 2 spring forks, Jones speedometer to 80,

Lucas lamp and generator, only done 1,800 miles, per-

fect condition; £45.—Blake, c/o Bamford's Garage, 42,

Providence Place, Brighton. [X4320

TQ11 F.N., 5-6h.p., perfect condition, little and oare-

J-l/ fully used, enamel, plate, and tyres good order,

.432;, Jones speedometer, £3/10; 6h.p. twin Rex, ires

engine, lately overhauled, quick sale £23 ;
ride reason-

ible distance—Letters only, Bennett, Woodside Lane, JN.

^'inchley. t66"
i A12 Phelon and Moore, purchased new July 1st,

1.U cost £70. hardly ridden, all spares, tools, Jonesl

ipeedometer, tyres as new, guaranteed perfect ana

jenuine; honest reason for selling; sacrifice, £58.

Giimaldi, 5. Hillside Mansions, Jackson's Lane, Hicn-

gate, London. I5615

P.
AND M., 3ih.p., 1910, nearly new 2J back tyre,

spare cover and tubes, tube case, extra girders,

XL'all, Cowey, lamp, watch, pannier bag, all spares

and tools, the whole in excellent condition; £43; My-

runabout —Thomas, 30, Narborne Av., Clapnnm

Common, S.W. [5568

a 48 All letters relating to advertisements snould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Motor Cycle Taxation.

A
BRIEF reference made last week to the re-

commendation of the Committee which has sat

since last December to consider the question of
motor car taxation has, as we expected, caused
quite a nutter in the motor cycle world. The

secretary of the Manufacturers' Union immediately
circularised his members, asking them for opinions
regarding the suggestion that motor cycles with engines
over 89 mm. bore should pay two guineas, the
Treasury rating this as 5 h.p. If a majority of the
members think that a protest should be entered, the
Treasury will be approached and asked seriously to

consider this recommendation. Our view is- that the
suggestions are fair only so far' as they apply to cycle-

cars,- i.e., four-wheeled cyclecars fitted with single-

cylinder engines under 89 mm. bore should not be
expected to pay more than the motor cycle tax of £1.
Even this is 5s. too much while two-wheeled horse-
drawn carts pay 15s.

It will be seen, on reference to the motor car table

showing the tax upon any size of motor car and
published by The Autocar, that the owner of a twin-
cylinder cyclecar will, if the recommendation becomes

• law, have to pay two guineas per annum when the

bore of the cylinders exceeds 63 mm., and three

guineas per annum when the cylinder bore exceeds

72 mm.
For three guineas a twin engine can have a 98 mm.

bore. Four cylinder car engines practically commence
at three guineas with a bore of 64 mm., and over 68
mm. they are four guineas. Of course, for two-
guineas a single-cylinder engine can be fitted up to

102 mm. ; this equals by Treasury formula 6.45 h.p.

Where the recommendation will affect motor cyclist

\
owners is in the case of motor bicycles and motor
bicycles with sidecars fitted with V twin engines

which exceed 63 mm. bore. Now practically all twin-

cylinder sidecar machines have engines exceeding this

dimension, and the majority of them exceed 72 mm.,
and they will have to pay a tax of three guineas per
annum, which is the same as a 68 mm. four-cylinder

motor car. Even the four-cylinder F.N. comes within
the two guineas tax, as, although the total capacity of
four cylinders 52^ x 57 mm. only equals 494 c.c,
the horse-power by Treasury formula is 6.8.

The formula being 0-/5 ± ^ vvjjj ^
i6r3

seen by this that, although the committee doubtless
wishes to separate the cyclecar' from the heavy
motor car, as regards taxation, its recommendation,
although perhaps fair to cyclecar owners, is most
unfair to motor bicyclists and sidecarists. In the White
Paper recently issued is a printed statement handed
in by Mr. Archibald Sharp, representing the Auto
Cycle Union. In his statement Mr. Sharp recom-
mended that motor cycles should be taxed in general

on a sliding scale of capacity. Apparently his sug-

gestions have been entirely ignored. He recommended
an annual tax of 10s. up to 350 c.c, 20s. from 351 c.c.

to 500 c.c, 30s. from 501 c.c. to 800 c.c, and over

. 800 c.c. 40s. He also pleaded that there should be a

reduction on old pattern machines, and, quoting from
The Motor Cycle, pointed out that in our sales columns

the prices of sixty machines varied from £7 10s. to

£62, the average being ^30 3s. This and the c.c

rating have been totally ignored, which seems strange,

considering Mr. Sharp was the only person consulted

on the question who, so far as we know, had any prac-

tical knowledge of motor cycles.

A Complicated Position.

THE
position is really very complicated, because

on the one hand we have the Treasury formula

recommended by the R.A.C., and, on the. other

_ hand, we have the definition of the R.A.C.
and A.C.U. with regard to cyclecars, where

the total cubical capacity of the engine is fixed

at 1,100 c.c, the bore and stroke in this instance being

both accounted for in the calculation. For example,

an engine with a total cubical capacity of 1,100 c.c.
1

allows for a twin-cylinder of approximately 88 x 90
mm. Now a two-cylinder engine of 88 mm. bore on
the Treasury formula is over 9% h.p., and a tax of

three guineas is demanded. To quote an example of

the iniquity of the suggested taxes, the owner of a

four-cylinder motor bicycle of under 500 c.c: would
have to pay as much as the owner of a 6% h.p. motor
car, and a twin sidecar engine over 7 2. mm. bore would
pay the same as an n h.p. car.

At the moment of writing it is impossible to say,

whether the recommendation will become law, but we;

hope it will not—at least, we hope that motor

cyclists will be allowed to run two and three-wheeled

machines with the present annual payment of jQi. Wei
do not say this because motor cyclists, generally speak-

ing, are men who cannot afford more, but because we
think that on the lines of general taxation motori

cyclists are sufficiently burdened already. We are

called on to pay is. 6d. per gallon for petrol, and 3d.]

of this goes to the Treasury. We pay £\ per annum;

for the use of the roads, and only a portion of it goesj

to the Road Board for road maintenance and improve-j

ment. We pay 5s. for a driving licence each year, or!

a total of over £2, basing the petrol consumption at

80 m.p.g. and 5,000 miles per annum. This sum
from 75,000 riders should satisfy

. even the most

rapacious Chancellor of the Exchequer. What really

ought to have been recommended was a taxation by

bore and weight combined. Then a light motor cycle

fitted with a low-powered engine and incapable of high

speed would have got off lightly as it should do, and

a light or heavy machine with a more powerful motor

would, have been taxed in proportion to its higher .

power and speed.
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ANOTHER FOUR-CYLINDER CYCLECAR.
FEATURES: Motobloc cylinder casting, enclosed valves, worm drive.

Chassis of the latest Averies 8-10 h.p. four-cylinder cyclecar, which has a channel steel frame and three-quarter elliptical springs at the rear.

' E dealt last year with the Averies
Ponette, and now are able to

describe the 8-10 h.p. four-

cylinder model, which comes
within the cyclecar definition on account
of its weight and cylinder capacity. The
motive power is a four-cylinder monobloc
water-cooled engine, 59 x 100 mm., with
chain driven cam and magneto shafts.

All the valves are on the near side, and
the exhaust chamber is neatly ribbed.
The Marvel automatic two-jet carburetter
is also on the valve side, only the mag-

neto being on the off side. As regards
lubrication, a rotary gear wheel pump
delivers oil to the main bearings and
keeps a constant level in the troughs, irt

which the big ends dip. The water circu-

lation is on the thermo-syphon principle.

Transmission Details.

The clutch is of the leather-covered
cone type, while the gear box, which is

neat and small, contains three speeds for-

ward and a reverse, the ratios being 4,

7, and 10-| to 1. The rear brakes are of

the internal expanding type, and may be
put into operation either by a pedal or

hand lever. The chassis is of pressed
steel, narrowed in front to allow an ample
lock. The drive from . the gear box to

the back axle is by propeller-shaft, the
final transmission being by worm. The
chassis is suspended on semi-elliptical

springs forward and threequarter elliptical

springs at the rear, the latter being of

somewhat unconventional design. 700x75
mm. tyres are fitted. The neat-two-seated
body with scuttle dash is clearly shown.

Left and right side views of the Averies water-cooled engine, which has a monobloc cylinder casting and valves entirely enclosed.

>-*>g<b~<

OPEN RACE MEETING AT BROOKLANDS.
On October 12th at the British Motor

Cycle Racing Club open meeting at Brook-
lands the following Auto Cycle Union
Championships will be run off : One hour
race for machines with engines of a cylin-

der capacity not exceeding 500 c.c. for

The Motor Cycle. Challenge Cup, a one
hour race for machines not exceeding 350
c.c. for The Automotor Challenge Cup, and

a five-mile race for machines with engines

not exceeding 1,000 c.c. for the Motor
Car Journal Challenge Cup. These cups

are being put up for tbese races subject

to the consent of the donors for this year

only. The winner of the challenge cup in

each race will also be awarded the Auto
Cycle Union gold championship medal,
wluch will be presented by the B.M.C.R.C.

The second man to finish will be awarded
the Club gold medal, the third man the

Club silver medal, and the fourth man the

Club bronze medal. Earlier in the after-

noon there will be a cyclecar and sidecar

race. Entries will be 7s. 5d. for members
of the A;C.U. and B.M.C.R.C, and one
guinea each for those unconnected with,

either of these bodies.
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Hub Gears.

I hear that some of the most conscientious firms in

the industry have failed to perfect the three-speed

bottom bracket gear. It has proved unexpectedly

difficult to obtain a design which should be light aan

weight, proof against the vagaries of non-mechanical
clients, and capable of delivering a maximum percent-

age of the engine power at the road wheels on the lower

ratios. (I am at the moment referring to epicyclic

counter-shaft or bottom bracket gears ; the sliding

dog clutch type has long since proved its relia-

bility.) It is therefore probable that many leading

firms will fit proprietary three-speed hubs next season

for all customers who desire a variably geared model.

I sincerely hope that they will include some dodge for

making the rear wheel more readily detachable ; my
chief objection to modern three-speed hubs is the time

required for changing a cover. If no such device be

incorporated—and beyond contradiction it will tax

ingenuity—I advise a heavy and costly cover which

may be expected to outlast a season's riding.

A Wet Weather Tip.

During the recent long distance trials several

riders came through the wettest runs without

being soaked, and questions elicited the fact that they

wore oilskins under ordinary waterproofs. Since then

other riders have adopted the tip. They use fawn
Paramatta suits for general riding, these suits making
the neatest garb for all ordinary work, and failing

only when wind and rain test their proofing to the

uttermost. As soon as a real drencher begins, a small

roll, consisting of light oilskins of good quality, is

unpacked from the usually empty corner between the

tail of the carrier and the back mudguard, and these

oilies are worn beneath the Paramatta until the rain

stops. A suit of good oilies can easily be packed in

the corner described ; but personally I should prefer

to wear them over the Paramatta, rather than beneath
it, for two reasons, oilskins dry quickly, whereas

Paramatta, once sodden, dries slowly; and why strip

off the Paramatta suit, when oilies can be cut loose

enough to fit over it ? Flixson cloth suits are becom-
ing very popular amongst cyclecar owners. They are

not cheap, but their varnished surface shoots away the

heaviest rain, and they look neater than the best

oilies. By the way, we are still waiting for a durable

waterproof glove. Indiarubber gloves are costly and
soon perish, owing to their frequent contact with oil.

Asbestos gloves are genuinely wetproof, but are rather

thick and heavy for use on' a motor bicycle, with its

small control levers. Most of us continue to use leather

gauntlets, which are only temporarily satisfactorv.

Cyclecar Carrosserie.

I notice that some cyclecar makers are committing
the same blunder which for years disfigured the pro-

ductions of most automobile factories, i.e., they fail

to provide adequate front mudguarding. Last week

a friend of mine drove 120 miles on a cyclecar which
had front mudguards without any down-turned lip

and without flaps between guard and bonnet. His
machine and person were in an indescribably filthy

state when he reached his destination. If a machine
possesses running boards, the gap between the boards

and the side members of the chassis should also be

filled in with leather or waterproofed canvas. These
additional guards cost a good deal of money when
the work is done by the trade, for patent leather is

expensive, and the work takes time. A car catalogue

before me as I write charges about seven guineas for

these three indispensable extras. I have once or twice

made the guards myself for different vehicles at very

small expense. Paper templates may be cut, and
taken to a shoemaker's supply stores, when the leather

can be cut from odd bits at a reduced charge, instead

of a whole hide being used. The inside flaps for the

front guards may be fitted with brass eyelets, and
laced to guard and frame with hide laces ; this method
is more lasting than rivets. The lip to prevent mud
and water blowing back from the outside edges of

the front guards may be bent out of sheet iron and
riveted in situ. The filling pieces to cover the inter-

stices between running boards and chassis require a

great deal of leather, and I should be inclined to

experiment with some cheap waterproof fabric, such

as Willesden canvas. These fillings must be so

attached as to avoid leaving a trough in which dirt

can collect. . If cost be no great concern double glazed

leather can be obtained from a good leather shop.

Patent leather glazed both sides enables mud, etc., to

be more readily sponged or swilled off.

A LONG TOUR THROUGH EUROPE.
Two American tourists, the brothers Cooledge, ol Atalanta City, Georgia, with

their 7 h.p. Indian and Thor motor cycles, on which they have just completed a

6,000 miles trip. They arrived at Dover one day last week, and describe their trip

in the vernacular as a " nifty " time.
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NEW PREMIER MODELS.

Premier two-speed counter-shaft gear. On the

primary shaft are mounted a multi-plate clutch

(in the centre), also the ongine chain sprocket and
the 8in. driving pulley.

TWO new Premier models have
undergone their preliminary tests

and are now under construction
for 1913. The first is a Riy*cia]

three-speed model, which includes. several
improvements. The engine is similar to

the present 3j h.p., and retains all ies

special features, sucn as auxiliary ex-hausi
port, gear driven magneto, pear shaped
radiating fins, ate, but it is carried in
a new type of frame which allows the
cylinder to be removed with ease, and
carries a substantial form, of bottom
bracket and pedalling gear. Druid forks
are also fitted to the model we. in-

spected. The tank has a considerably
larger capacity, and has neatly rounded
corners, which grettly enhance its' appear-
ance. The rear wheel is fitted' with a
b\in. wide mudguard. A front wheel stand
and a neat spring up rear stand; are in-

corporated with tire new., frame.
The foot-rests give a choice of~ three

positions, and can be varied to suit the
requirements of the rider by clcLaching
the rubber pads and remounting them

on the crossbars
in a different hole,

carrier sup-
pair

The
ports a pair of

metal covered
pannier bags, and,
with the mud-
guard, swings
downwards t o
facilitate tyre re-

pairs. The Arm-
strong Mark . V.
three-speed hub is

employed, and our
readers will re-

member that this

gear allows the en-

gine to be started
with the. back
wheel .on the
ground. The drive
is by a lin. belt,

which is protected
at the front by a
neat aluminium
casting enclosing
the pulley. This
model should make
an ideal touring
mount, and the
has run long distances

loaded sidecar.

Combined belt and chain transmission is a feature of a new model two-speed

Premier.

machine
with

a trial

heavily.

A New Departure.

Tliose who prefer the counter-shaft gear
will be suited by another new model
which is being specially manufactured
for sidecar work. This has also the 3j
engine, and, in most respects, the frame
resembles the one described above, except
for the fact that footboards replace the
adjustable footrests.

The chief novelty lies in the gear itself,

which is mounted behind ,the seat tube,

and is capable of being slid backwards
and forwards for adjustment of the chain.

The chain "connects the engine with a
sprocket loosely mounted on the primary-
shaft. The gearshafts are mounted on ball

bearings throughout, and wherever a shaft

projects leather washers are fitted to pre-
vent the egress of oil.

A MultUplate Clutch.

Probably the most novel feature of the
gear is the clutch, which is of the mujti-
plate type and lies on the primary-shaft
inside the gear box. It is operated by a
neat toggle aetion, and ball thrusts are
fitted wherever necessary.

Further than this we are not yet per-
mitted to describe the clutch. The change
of gear is' effected by sliding dogs,
mounted on a shell on the outside of the
clutch drum, and moved by means, of a
striking rod and fork. (This is not visible
in the sketch of gear). Outside the chain
sprocket on the primary-shaft lies an 8in.

adjustable pulley, from which the drive
is conveyed to the rear wheel by a lin.

belt. A starting dog is fitted to the pro-

A THREE-SPEED PREMfER. This model has a new design dropped frame, permitting the
removal of the cylinder without disturbing the crankcase, also Druid spring forks.

Clutch toggle actuating mechanism oa tbo

now change-speed Premier.

jecting end of the layshaft, and thus the
starting handle is considerably geared up
to the engine, making starting up easy.

The standard gear ratios are 4£ and -8-4

to 1. but by altering the adjustable pulley
a low gear of 12 to 1 can be obtained.
The operating lever for the gears, is placed
in a convenient position on the top tube.
In future the chain drive will be entirely

enclosed in an oiltight aluminium casing,

part of which will be cast integral with
the crank- chamber.

A27
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In North Wales on a 4 h.p. Sidecar.

WE recently spent a very interesting and

enjoyable week's holiday driving a 4 h.p.

Singer sidecar combination round the Wye
Valley and North Wales. The outward journey was

from Coventry via Ross, Hereford, Kington, Rhayader

to Aberystwyth, along the coast to Aberavon, back to

Dolgelly via Aberystwyth, Tal-y-llyn, and Cross

Foxes, then to Bala, Corwen, Oswestry, Bishop's

Castle, Ludlow, Cleobury Mortimer, Kidderminster,

and Stratford-on-Avon to Coventry.

Wet Monday.

A few notes regarding the roads and incidents of the

route may be of interest to readers, also our experiences

with the machine may be a guide to prospective pur-

chasers of sidecar combina-

tions. The second day was
the never - to - be - forgotten
'

' wet Monday '

' when Nor-

wich was flooded out. The
sidecar being stabled in a

fine big coach house with

cement floor and plenty of

light, opportunity was taken

i to thoroughly overhaul it,

not that it needed it, but it

was something to do. How
continuously it rained from

morning till night ! Many
lanes in the neighbourhood

of Ross were flooded, and
one enterprising baker who
endeavoured to reach his

customers with horse and
cart had to turn back when
the water came up to the

shafts.

Next day (Tuesday) was
beautifully fine, and the

. run through the Pass of

Plinlimmon was most enjoyable. The road surface,

except in the neighbourhood of Pen-y-bont and

Llangurig, was good. On the road to Devil's Bridge

the little stream which crosses the road just beyond

Castel Dyffryn was, owing to- the rain, converted

to a wide swift flowing torrent about eighteen inches

deep in the centre. It was not worth wetting engine

and magneto to get through this, as the bridge at

Pont-Erwyd was only a mile or two further on. The
road from Devil's Bridge to Aberystwyth is good,

because visitors to the falls usually arrive by rail,

but Aberystwyth to Aberayron is a Great Western

motor 'bus route, and the surface of the road is ex-

ecrable as can be imagined. The little port of

Aberayron, once of far greater importance than it now
is, is specially worthy of a visit.

Thursday's ride included the Corris Pass and the

ascent to Cross Foxes from Tal-y-llyn. Both these

climbs were easily negotiated on the low speed of

8 }i to 1 with a combined weight of 23 stones—passen-

gers and luggage. Chars-a-bancs run over this road

and the surface in places has been badly broken up
owing to the heavy traffic, for which the present road

surface is quite unsuitable.
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The two-speed 4 h.p. Singer sidecar combination.

The mountain road from Dolgelly to Bala, especi-

ally for the first ten or twelve miles, was particu-

larly lumpy, but it improved from Bala to Corwen.

Just beyond Bala the road forks : both lead to Corwen,

but the right hand is the better of the two. The
main Holyhead Road from Corwen to Llangollen was

two or three weeks ago in a verybad state. The pot-

holes were filled up with loose flints which were

scattered in every direction by passing traffic, but, of

course, a light sidecar does not scatter the stones, and

it is a very difficult matter to dodge these pot-holes,

as they are so numerous and dotted about the road.'

A Good Route to Wales.

Friday's run home through Oswestry to Bishop'

Castle was without further

incident. This is a splendid

road either in or out of Mid-

Wales. The surface is far

better than the Holyhead

Road, and the hills are not

severe. In addition, ' the

scenery between Welshpool

and Bishop's Castle and on

to Ludlow is infinitely

prettier than the Holyhead
Road between Llangollen

and Shrewsbury. Between

Welshpool and Bishop's

Castle the road is a little

difficult to find—all sign

posts apparently point to

Shrewsbury, and in Mont
gomery there are signpost!

at the cross-roads pointing

to every place but Bishop':

Castle and Ludlow. As
reaLmatter of fact, the road

does not go into Bishop's

Castle, but it passes ver

close to it. As the' route is a through one, and one

the best from the Midlands to Mid-Wales, it is sur

prising it is not better signposted.

At Ludlow we heard that the water was out nea

Tenbury, and were strongly advised to travel via

Cleobury-Mortimer.

Never having ridden from Ludlow to Cleobury, the

long uphill grind to the summit of the Clee Hill came

as rather a surprise. However, the Singer combination

tackled it successfully, and had it not been for a

flock of sheep right across the road within ioo yards

of the summit it would have been a non-stop.

Incidentally we may mention that the 4 h.p. Singer

sidecar is a machine constructed on sound lines, with

single-cylinder engine of 88 x 88 mm., and on this

tour no adjustments were required beyond those usually

undertaken by tourists who wish to keep their machine

in good running order while en rovte. A leaky petrol

tank on the last day was the only contretiiiijis.

Taking everything into consideration, we found th

machine a reliable touring mount, and the air tube

of the Pedley tyres, a set of which were fitted to th

bicycle, were never seen. The 2j^in. back tyre look

as good to-day as when the tour was started.
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CYCLECAR DESIGNS.

10S7

Chassis of the Roulette Cyclecar. La Roulette tandem seated cyclecar.

An Underslung Model.

THE above line sketches are of a
new French cyclecar with under-
slung frame. The pressed steel

frame is of channel section, and
the front and back axles are steel tubes.
The wheelbase is 7ft. 4in., and the track
3ft. 3in. Wire spoked wheels 650 x 60
mm. (26in. X 2£in.) are used, and ring
ball bearings are fitted on the axles. The
front suspension consists of double
springs, which ensure very comfortable
riding. The engine is a twin V-type 8-10
h.p., 85 mm. x95 mm., with natural water
circulation, vertical tube radiator, auto-
matic carburetter, magneto ignition, and

Side view of the Alvechurch cyclecar one of two new models made Dy
Messrs. Dunkley of Alvechurch.

is started by means of a handle in front.
The transmission is by chain, the constant
tension of which is secured by a movable
transverse counter-shaft. Three brakes
are provided, one operated by peflfal and
two by hand lever. The rear brakes are
on the lines of the old Bollee and Wolse-
ley cars, viz. the wheels and axle axe

i moved towards the fixed brake blocks.
The accelerator is controlled by both foot
and hand ; the first is used for town
drivings A pedal controls the clutch, one

|

brake, and also alters the tension of the
belts; finally, the same pedal moves the
back axle forward until the brake drums
meet the brake blocks on the frame. The

i

body is furnished with a seat for the
I

driver in front, and either one or two
rear seats. If the driver's 6eat be at the
back the two passenger seats are placed
forward. The passengers' seats can also
be placed side by side in front of or
behind the driver. The total weight of
this cyclecar, which is called La Roulette,
is 3 cwts. 3 qrs. 20 lbs., and it is made by

i

Monsieur Mazette, 45, Rue du Chemin de
Per a, Courbevoie (Seine), France.
The French are particularly smart in

designing these light belt-driven cyclecars,
and there are a number on the road in the
neighbourhood of Paris which h,ave not

i yet been seen in this country.

The Super Cyclecar.

A week or two ago we published an
illustration of a useful looking cyclecar,

the Super, and we take the present oppor-
tunity of giving a few details about this

interesting little machine, which is being
placed on the British market by E. Jozot,

59-61, New Oxford Street, W.C. Three
features deserve particular attention.

Firstly, it is designed to be steered and
driven from the front seat ; secondly, a

water-cooled engine is used ; and, thirdly,

the steering is positive by rods, no wires

being used.

The two cylinders of the V-type 8-10

h.p. Anzani engine measure 75 mm. x 120
mm., and are water-
cooled by thermo-
syphon circulation in

conjunction with a
small tube radiator,
and a Claudel Hob-
son carburetter is

used.

/_-«fii From the engine a
*5g»Ss3^. chain transmits the'

power to a counter-
shaft, whence from
expanding pulleys
on each side belts

drive rims on the
back wheels. The
gear ratio of these
pulleys is varied by
a hand lever work-
in g transversely,

and to allow for the tightening or loosen-
ing of the belt as the gear is raised or

lowered, the back axle is secured to the
ends of the back springs, which swing
at their front ends on shackles, and at
the centres are secured to arms by a
rocking shaft that is inter-worked with
the pulley expansion mechanism. To ob-
tain chain adjustment, the engine setting
is so arranged that the complete engine
can be moved slightly backwards and
forwards by a screw mechanism.
The petrol tank, placed at the top of

the driver's seat-back, holds three
gallons of petrol, and, while well out of
the way, is very accessible. The writer
spent a most interesting aiwnioon on
one of these cars, which, while it had
good acceleration and speed capacities,

showed itself a wonderfully handy
vehicle in traffic, the action of the brakes
being particularly effective, not only in

. their powerful effect, but in the total

absence of sideslip they caused. The
hammock seats too proved exceedingly
comfortable, and the body, which affords
a very strong form of construction, also

offers splendid shelter from the wind. At
the moderate price asked, this vehicle
ought to meet with instant success.

A Cyclecar Wicker Body.

Thos. Mackenzie, of Bath Passage, Bir-

mingham, is manufacturing a neat side-

by-side two-seated cyclecar body. It is

entirely carried out in basket work, and
weighs only half a hundredweight. In
spite of this light weight it is very rigid,

and in view of the present popularity of

cvclecars its future seems assured.

Latest model of the 8 h.p. Arden cyclecar which has
the cylinders, twenty-eight inch wheels,

a new flush sided body, the magneto arranged anovo
and other less important improvements.
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ABOUT TYRES.
By B. H. DAVIES.

I
WANT to lay before economically-minded readers

two or three considerations about tyres which
several seasons of experimenting have impressed

upon me. The first is the fact that costly tyres are

the most economical in the long run. Most manu-
facturers fit as standard a light 26in. x 2^in. type,

which is listed at about 35s. per cover. These covers

are so thin that they puncture very frequently on
the back wheel; a pin, a tack, a bit of wire goes

clean through, and stoppages are fairly numerous.
Further, in hard, go-anywhere work they sustain

gashes; a sharp stone, a piece of 'glass, a large nail,

a heel-iron, a sharp edge on a tramline or a level

crossing, will cut. the cover right through. These
gashes do not admit of any lasting repair. They can
be faked by inserting a gaiter, by internal patching,

and the like, but the first gash sounds the knell of

the cover. The rip extends, water enters and rots the

fabric adjacent to the cut, and the tyre ceases to oe

trustworthy.' If it be kept on the wheel there is

danger of trouble at every succeeding mile. My ex-

perience with these tyres is that they are well enough
on a front wheel, ,but that 1,000 miles about repre-

sents their average life on the driving wheel of a

solo 3^ h.p.

Heavy Covers.

Should the rider so elect, he can order his machine
with a heavy cover costing upwards of 50s. on the

driving wheel. My experience of such covers is that

their average life on the back wheel of a 3^ h.p. solo

is..not less than 3,000 miles, and. with . good fortune

they may wear for 4,000 miles. During this period

they resist all small puncturing instruments, and only

large nails find entry to the tube. It is no un-

common thing for such a cover to remain free from
puncture for 2,000 miles, which is double the total

life of most standard covers. In my _experience the

50s. cover should wear, say, 3,500 miles, with, say,

four punctures, whereas the 35s. cover wears 1,000

miles, with six punctures. Tabulating the contrast,

I should estimate tyre experiences as follows :

Distance, 4,000 miles.

Four light standard covers, twenty-four punctures,

three wheel removals

—

£•].

One extra heavy cover, four punctures, no wheel
removals—_^2.ios.-

The Question of a Non=sKid.

In this connection a second point is vital. The
all-weather rider dare not travel on plain treads.

Heavy covers are made by some firms with treads

excavated in very shallow corrugations. I have at

this moment on both wheels of my 3 J4 h.p. machine
a pair of strong and expensive tyres with treads con-
sisting of shallow circumferential grooves. These
grooves made admirable non-skids when the tyres

were new. The covers have done 1,000 miles, and
so far as walls and casing are concerned, they -are

equal to new, and promise perhaps 3,000 miles further

running. But they have already ceased to be non-
skids. The back tread is worn perfectly smooth, and
my machine skids dangerously on wood paving
lightly filmed with grease. The ribs have almost
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vanished from the front tyre, and though it still retains
slight non-skidding qualities it does not grip enough
to correct the gyrations of the back tyre. There are
two or three heavy covers on the market which are
so deeply corrugated that they act as non-skids for
upwards of 3,000 miles. Tyres of this design repre-
sent the maximum of economy and satisfaction.

Shallow-grooved tyres of heavy construction are only
fractionally more economical than the light standard
types, since after 1,000 miles work they demand a
fresh non-skid tread vulcanised on to the casing.

Detachable Tubes.
My third point is the value of Jbutt-ended tubes.

I am not thinking of the relief from backache*, derived
from being

-

able to take the tube out and repair it

without stooping to the ground level. I find that

sooner or .later I send all my endless tubes away to

be converted '• into butt-enders. Here is the history

of two endless tubes supplied to me this year

:

No. 1. During a. competition this tube developed
a small leak. I never had the chance to test it with
water, and grew tired of blowing it up every fifty

miles. Finally I cut it out and inserted my butted
spare ; I found the " leak in water, and sent the tube
away to be butted. This trouble would have been
avoided if a butted ' tube had been originally pur-

chased, and I should have saved 2s. on the job
as well.

No. 2. A second tube behaved similarly, and was
cut out. When tested in water I found two -minute

blowholes, both situated within quarter of an inch

of the edge of an old patch. I should have saved
another 2s. had I bought a butt-ender originally.

F. Jones, of Liverpool, with his 3i h.p. Bradbury. The dog jumps on the bacfc

of the carrier every morning and
-

goes to business with his master. At night

he returns in the same manner and always looks for the chance of a ride

during the day. The dog is not in any way enticed on to his insecure seat.
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Birmingham to Coventry and Brooklands.

COVENTRY

MOTOR cyclists in the Midlands are constantly

riding to and from Brooklands track either

to compete in races or to witness others

taking pari in the numerous events which are held

on this famous motodrome. I am aware that almost

every rider has a pet route of his own, but having

found the one described below better than others'

I have traversed, I have

sketched a map of the course

followed and append a de-

scription, which may interest

others. The following may
be improved upon, but. will

lie found free from traffic

and ten-mile limits, good sur-

face, and fairly easy to find.

Distance about 100 miles.

Coventry, Banbury,- and
Oxford are too well-known to

require description. Out over

Magdalen Bridge (Oxford)

an.l Ifrley Road. Through
Nuneham and old-world Dor-

chester, and on to Benson.

i\here take a very sharp

scissors turn right. It is

much sharper than a hairpin,

and may easily be overshot.

.Then over Nettlebed, with

the well-known golf links,

and shoot down into Henley,

leaving Arms Hill a few miles to the left.

Cross the Thames and up White Hill. At the top

ignore the Royal Society for Prevention of Cruelty to

Animals' notice board, and keep straight on over a

picturesque and undulating road with many blind

corners, where ''dead slow" is only judicious. Up
over sporting hills and we run through Maidenhea'd

Market, erstwhile beloved of the High Toby man, on

to the Bath Road, and keep left for Maidenhead. As
we trickle gently down the hill a ten-mile limit post

heaves iu sight. Almost immediately we turn right and

going under the railway bridge look out for the
Windsor turn, left, after a long brick wall. This road
lias recently been re-made and has splendid surface.
In the early morning time can be saved along here;
later, in the day it is advisable to move circumspectly.
Soon Windsor Castle- towers in the distance, the last

few hundred yards through the meanest of mean
streets, which we wonder are tolerated so near a Royal
residence. - A sharp turn right and swinging round
the castle on a steep hill laid with large but fairly

smooth stone setts, we cut across Long Walk. Before
long we see the Thames, ar.-J : signpost—Egham and
Staines Except at High Water—so, keeping right up
a long rough hill with a very loose surface, vve come
out on a pleasant common, and keeping left are soon
running down the hill into Egham.' The turn right
for Thorpe should be enquired for. The twisty and
bad surface gravel road is well signposted. Running

- through the village of Chertsey, we turn sharp right for
Weybridge, and are soon riding up the hill towards
the track.

When the river is normal keep along the towpath
at the high water post. A romantic run past Runny

-

mede and Magna Charta Island brings one out on the

Southampton Road a mile out of Staines. Turn right

at the bridge and right again down Chertsey Lane

—

very loose or deeplv mired according to the weather,
and you pass through Chertsey main street and join

the previous route.

On a fine day it is a jolly run, the riverside view
being a. big change for the Midlands rider. It should
be just possible, by making an early start, to get there

and back in the day and see the racing, but rather

strenuous.

There arfe, of course, many other ways, but they
are anything up to twenty miles further. The main
Oxford-London Road should be avoided, as from
Wycombe to Uxbridge it is bad surface, towriy, and
there are ten-mile limits. I have also tried the Holy-
head Road to St. Albans, but the suburban roads
through Watford, Riekmansworth, etc., are very slow

and tiresome. V.A.H

The winning Bath Motor Cycle Club team In the Inter-club trial held recently between this club and the Bristol M.C.C.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AM letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by tile writer's full name and addross.

Cornering in Cyclecars.

Sir,—If "Ixion" lias still any. doubts about cornering on
cyclecars, we shall be very glad to give him a trial on a
G.N. that will entirely convince him. We will guarantee
that we will take him or anyone else in doubt round the
worst hairpin he can find at a far greater speed than any
motor bicycle will take the corner. "G.N." LTD.

Road Shocks.

Sir,—Being a, constant reader of your paper I have gained
much information therefrom, but I have failed to notice any
reference to inconvenience to motor cyclists by reason of

"road shock" caused by uneven roads. To me this is the
chief drawback to motor cycling. I find that travelling at a
fair speed I receive so many bumps and jars that after about
thirty or forty miles I have had about enough of it. My
machine is a new one—2J h.p., twin-cylinder, two-speed, and
one of t.lio best on the market. I will be thankful to any of

your readers who can advise me how to obviate the discomfort
I complain of, cither by means of saddle or shock absorber or

both. - SENEX,

Warning Signs.

Sir,— I was interested to read the article on " Warning
Signs." I have frequently noticed how useless some of them
ippear to be.

Some months ago I was out for a ride and passed several
triangles which seemed out of place; then, when passing
another, I nearly came to grief, as the road turned to the
left and practically doubled back on itself. As it was, I

j List got round, but if anything had been coming the opposite
way, I should most certainly have collided with it.

During the same ride, if I remember rightly, I came
unon some rather similar corners which had no sign at all.

R. A. BATTSON.

Petrol Consumption.

Si:.— X believe there was a discussion in The Motor Cycle
a short while ago about the mileages made by various motor
cycles on a gallon of petrol.

It may be of interest tc» your readers that in August last I
left Cardiff with one gallon of petrol in my tank for Fish-
guaivl. At Neath I missed the correct road and managed
to wander round through Pontardawe and Ammanford to
Eland ilo. From here I used the road to Carmarthen, through
Newcastle Emlyn, Cardigan, Newport, and so to Fishguard.
Without refilling here, or having refilled at any point in
the run, I returned to Newport, Pem., and even then had
a fraction left in the tank. According 1 Bacon's map this
makes up 130 miles. My machine is a 3^- h.p. Triumph, and
that day 1 used a .032 jet. GETHIN DAVIES.

The Cyclecar Nothing New.
Sir,— In your;, of the 5th under the heading of "Another

Now Cyclecar" you gave a description of our new engine
with illustration of complete car. It has occurred to us
that those who have only recently become subscribers to
your valuable paper may be misled into the belief that we
have only just commenced manufacturing cyclecars, whereas
you may remember that you published a description of our
machines in 1910, from which we received about 700 en-
iniiries. We shall be glad if you will publish this to prevent
any possiblo misunderstandings. G.N., LTD.

Belt and Chain Transmission.

Sir,— I have followed with great interest the recent corre-

spondence of chain and belt drive. Mr. Wyatt's experiences

fill me with alarm, as I am anxious to take a machine out

to India, which will not give me the trouble he has experi-

enced with a belt drive.

Would a shaft drive be the best for India? An officer at

this station (Tralee, Co. Kerry) has a F.N. (shaft drive)

which he used for five years abroad without a day's trouble

on this score. NOVICE.

Sir,^,#e Mr. E. K. Wyatt's letter in your issue of

the 5th inst., regarding belt-driven machines.
I have owned seven machines, all belt-driven, and have

never experienced any trouble with them. My latest is an 8
h.p. Zenith with Canoelet sidecar, total weight with passenger
and self 6 cwt. without luggage. - On August 13th we rode to

Wetherby from London, thence on successive days to Alnwick,
Edinburgh, Ambleside, Chester, Stony Stratford, and back to

London. Although it rained for three days I had no sign of

belt slip, and during the whole journey broke one fastener

only. This I cured by using an Amac. We climbed Kirk-
stone Pass in pouring rain with full load. The belt used was
the lin. round top Dunlop, the total mileage of which is 1,566.F P ' S

W.C.K.

Sir,—I feel sure that there must be many motor cyclists

like myself who have not had such unfortunate experiences

with our belts as our friend Mr. C. K. Wyatt. Undoubtedly
the method of driving has a lot to do with the life of a belt

in the same way that it affects the tyres, the strains having

to be put upon the belt before being transmitted to the

road via the tyres. Now, I am twelve stones, and ride a

machine that scales a little above the average 3£ h.p.

standard weight, but up to the present belt troubles have
been too slight to worry me.
At the beginning of this year I purchased my present

mount second-hand, and on it was fitted a fin. Whittle belt,

with which I had not had any previous experience. This

belt had been in use some time before the machine was sold

to me, and, although I have done over 1,000 miles on it (in- .

.....

A NEW MODEL OF NEAT DESIGN.

The 3\ h.p. Diamond. This machine, as will be seen, has a two 1

overhead mechanically-operated inlet valve, and chain transmission,

marketed by the Diamond Engineering Co., Wolverhampton.

speed gear,

It is oeing
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dudirig some good hills and speeds), the wear is practically

nil. and I have never yet been held up with belt trouble.

1 take it down every 300 or 400 miles, and apply (after

cleaning) the Whittle belt dressing. This operation takes
about one hour, and if perfermod in the evening the belt is

ready by the next morning, and I guarantee that there will

oever be any belt slip if this course is pursued. Before Mr.
Wyatt goes in for a plain chain drive machine, I suggest
he tries a leather belt, which, given proper attention and
fair usage will ensure a pleasant run, free from this trouble.

CHAS. G. HUNTLEY.

Motor Cycle Taxation by Horse-power Rating.

Sir,—Seeing the paragraph in the last issue regarding
taxation, I feel led to protest against such a proposal as
being unfair and out of all proportion. I ride a 7 h.p. motor
cycle (and sidecar occasionally with wife and child). In
spite of the arguments re horse-power rating, it is obvious
to me that a two or three-wheeled motor cycle vehicle does
not cause the wear and tear ofl" the road as a small motor
car, even though the horse-power of the former may be
slightly higher. Then again, it must not be forgotten that
there has been an increased demand for higher powered motor
cycles the last two seasons because of the increasing popu-
larity of the sidecar, and the necessity for higher power is

obviously greater in the case of a motor cyclist having a

wife and small family. If they are to share in the pleasure,

as they naturally should, it must be borne in mind that he
is not only put to more expense in having to procure a
machine of increased horse-power, but that he is also «on-
tributing much more to the national exchequer by the tax
on his petrol.

I cannot see anything but selfishness behind the above
proposal, and—one thing I am sure it would most certainly
do if it were adopted as law—it would deprive my wife and
child of -what is to them one of the best means of enjoyment
and' adjuncts to health, for I certainly should be compelled
to sell my present mount and purchase a lower powered
one, thus having to do away with the sidecar, for I could not
stand a three guinea tax.
' I trust no time or opportunity will be lost by those con-
cerned in lodging an emphatic protest against what would
be nothing less than a most injust and wicked imposition.

T. ENDERBY.
[The members of the Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union are
contemplating calling a meeting to consider the question
of protesting to the Treasury against the proposals of the
eommittee.

—

Ed.]

Sidecar Design.

Sir,—I shall feel obliged if you will allow me a few lines

in the interests of my fellow sidecarists to call attention to
a, to my mind, unsatisfactory kind of fitting in use, I believe,
with many kinds of sidecars, and not entirely confined to the
cheap variety either. I refer to the telescopic fitting which
slides into a split tube, which is secured at the end by a
metal band, tightened, to close the tube, by a bolt and nut.

Unfortunately, I write from experience of the defects of

this method of adjustment, having sustained a breakdown
recently which might have had very serious consequences.
As it was, the passenger (my father) was rendered unconsci-
ous, and is still suffering from severe injuries to the head and
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J. L. E. Emerson, of Hull, who scored a runaway win in the Brooklands 150
miles T.T. race. He rode a tong-stroke Norton, and annexed three world's records

during the ride. His average speed was nearly 64 m.p.h.

hands, wliile the" damage to the machine will certainly cost

not much less than a £5 note to make good.
In my own case, and probably in others, it appears that the

metal band becomes somewhat bent after being used a few
times, with the result that the ends of the band meet without
thoroughly binding the, tube underneath it, and consequently
there is a liability for the telescopic tube to slide either in or

out, especially when any strain, such as turning a corner, is

put upon it.

In the accident mentioned, the back connection came right

out and let down the sidecar, causing a similar " list " on the
cycle in the opposite direction, which prevented steering, and
as a consequence it mounted the pavement, struck a tree and
a wall, and threw out both passenger and driver, with the
result previously stated.

For. the future I shall use a non-adjustable connection (an

adjustable fitting being unnecessary after the machines have
once been put in true alignment), and if a telescopic fitting

be used it will be secured by a screwed bolt passing through
both inner and outer tubes and locked by a nut on the

other side.

Sidecarists using the first-mentioned type of fittings will do
well to see that they are quite firm. Even then, after my
experience with them, I would not like to guarantee safety,

the connections on my machine having been tested thorouglily

only just before starting out. WALTER S. LEWIS.
[We have always found the clip in question hold well if

properly screwed up, but there are clips and clips. Perhaps
our correspondent has a poorly made one. His remarks
might, and do, apply equally to handle-bar clips, but one
seldom hears any complaints regarding well-made ones.

—Ep.]

A group of

members of the

Cowbridge and
District M.C.

(Glam.) taken on

the occasion o f

the recent hill

climb

.

B*
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What is a Cyclecar?
Sir,—It is really extraordinary what a distorted idea some

manufacturers have of a cyclecar. They produce a vehicle

that resembles a 40 h.p. Rolls-Royce viewed through the

wrong end of a telescope, and dump it on the market as

a cyclecar !

The very presence of the adjective "cycle" seems to me
to demand that the car be built on cycle lines, therefore I

hold that the machine should have a tubular frame, four

cycle wheels, and usually an air-cooled engine, which should
i ot exceed 8 h.p. lhe nature of power transmission should
be such that a differential gear is excluded, and, above all,

the price of the complete turnout must be kept lower.

The present tendency to overdevelop the cyclecar will

inevitably cause its disappearance, and that would be a pity.

OHAS. H. GOULDEN._
[Most people hold different views on the subject, but, while
the R.A.C. and A.C.U. definition remains what it is, a

cyclecar is any vehicle weighing under 7 cwts. unladen

;

many alleged cyclecars weigh more. Our correspondent
seems to lose sight of the fact that some manufacturers
prefer to build their vehicles on well-tried lines, others

prefer to experiment. The whole question resolves itself

into one of price, and time alone will show the correct

lines to be followed. In the meantime, he who pays the

highest price will probably get the best article.—En.]

Sir,—In answer to Mr. Rowland's letter of September 12th,

I see no reason why the Singer machine should not be termed
i cyclecar. One can make a cyclecar either by working back-

wards from a car or else forward from a motor cycle. It will

be a case of the survival of the fittest, and. that type, will

succeed which best fits the demand. Until then let all

machines falling within the A.C.U. definition have
,
a .fair

fight, with no backbiting from those, who think they have
already solved the problem to the general satisfaction of the

uublic. A. T. GRANGE.-

Combined Belt and Chain Dave.
Sir,—As one who has consistently advocated the change-

speed gear in the counter-shaft, chains to the gear box, and
belt to the back wheel, I am beginning to think that the

matter requires no more proof. I have from the beginning
urged this upon Messrs. Douglas, and the proof of the

pudding is in the eating. For over 20,000 miles I have
iriven this combination, in which time I have used four

belts, including that now in use. The last, a Dunlop, has
been on since February last, and is still good. Owing to

changes in the gauge of chains I have not run any one chain

nver 5,000 miles, but never had to change a chain because it

was worn out. My belt and chain are, however, efficiently

mudguarded. This is the secret. Chains open to the

weather are equally impossible.

Now, the complete chain drive necessitates some form of

shock absorber. The rubber belt fills the bill better than
any other form and with less loss of power. It is- a spring

as well as a slip; in fact, the slip part is negligible. I do
not know who Mr. T. F. Maw is and what his experience of

belt-eum-chain is. I only know that I use my machine day
and night over roads, and lanes, and field tracks to the tune
of about 10.000 miles per annum, and I am riding the same
Douglas that I originally purchased from the firm in March,
1909. As a single-speed, belt-driven, with a cotton-reel

pulley in the winter it was never perfectly reliable, but now
with the combined chain-cum-belt I go anywhere and at any
hour with ease arid comfort to myself. Mr. Maw says we
have not had a proper trial of chain drive. It has been
fitted to my personal knowledge to motor bicycles for the
last ten years and shaft drive for the last six. I will make
a shrewd forecast that Olympia will show the astonished

motor cycling public what the experts think of the matter
now. : CHARLES L. PATTERSON, M.B.. M.R.C.S.

SEPTEMBER 26th, 1912.

I had a 26 x 2^in. Kempshall nomskid fitted to the
driving wheel, and the usual Palmer cord tyres which the
Clyno fit as standard on front and sidecar wheels. I decided
to enter the Birmingham M.C.C.'s run to Carlisle and back,
and at 3,197 miles if took the Kempshall off the back wheel
and have fitted another of the same make, and for safety
I took the Palmer cord off the sidecar wheel, and have fitted

a 26 x 2^-in. Pedley, of which I have heard some excellent
accounts from private owners.
Of course, I know I am fortunate in not getting a punc-

ture, but no doubt the tyres have had a little to do with
it, and I agree with " Roadside Solutioner " that most
motorists are quite willing to pay a good price for a good
tyre, and I shall have a 26 X Sin. tyre fitted to my driving

wheel when I require another ; and also tyres would be all

the better if made stronger at the bead. The Kempshall I

have taken off I should think would do another three to

four hundred miles, and the Palmer will do more.

R. HADDOCK. .

Wayside Petrol Vendors.

Sir,—One day while being supplied with some motor spirit

by a small wayside dealer in one of our villages I was very

impressed with his 'lament :
" So very few cyclists ever call

for petrol that I sometimes think whether it is worth white

taking the trouble to supply it in less quantities than a

whole tin." Now, sir, if we only exercised a little thought,

it is quite patent that these small dealers are a great conT.

venience and should be patronise'd as often as is possible,

provided that the charge is the ordinary market one.

MOTORIST. ;
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Tyres.

Sir,—Re letter on tyres by one of the " Roadside Solu-

tioners " in your issue of September 5th, I wish to give

you my experience, and I am only a novice, this being my
first year at motor cycling. I bought a Clyno and sidecar,

and my total mileage up to now is 3,474, and I have not ||
had a puncture. I have been over some of the worst roads
in Devonshire after doino- over P 900 miles—the road from SCENES DURING THE BROOKLANDS T.T. RACES.

r aomgover ?r*w nines tne )....! m.j.
R Mason (Nut.Jap . and A B T _ Bashall (Douglas) passing under tin

Lynton to Simonsbath and. Challacombe, until you meet
the main road to Ilfracombe, being particularly bad.

B4

members' bridge. S. L. Bailey (Douglas) using S. Wright (Humber) as a wind

screen. They rode for many laps in this order.
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VIBRATIONLESS LIGHTWEIGHT

Distinguishes

itself

at

"The Motor Cycle" says:
" Bailey (Douglas) was left

without a rival."

at

" The Motor Cycle " says :

" Bailey's Douglas conlenued
to run most consistently. He
finished a winner 'jy two
complete laps in the record
time of 2h. 49m. 45s. Being
informed that the three hours
record was within his reach,
he hastily refilled and was off

again, and succeeded in cap-
turing this record also."

S. L; BAILEY ON A DOUGLAS.

WINNER OF THE

Junior T.T. Race at Brooklands
ON SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER _J4th.

In this race the Douglas also secured

the 150 Miles Record
(Time 2hrs. 49m. 45s.)

and the Three Hours' Record
in Class B. (Distance 159 miles 990 yards.)

Torbay & District

Open Hill Climb.

.. Douglas FIRST on Time

in Lightweight Class, also

FIRST on Time and Formula

in Ladies' Class.

Leicester County

M.C.C. Hill Climb.

Douglas FIRST on Time and

SECOND on Formula

in Lightweight Class.

MAY WE SEND YOU FULL DETAILS OF OUR MODELS ?

DOUGLAS BROS., Kingswood, BRISTOL
Telephone—No. 51. Telegrams

—
"Douglas, Kingswood." London—336, Goswell Road, E.C.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle,." £.*>
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1 HOUR
2 HOURS NEW RECORDS

were established at Brooklands on

Sept. 20 by a Bedelia lubricated with

WAKEFIELD
CASTROL (REGD.)

50 MILES

100 MILES

It broke the existing hour record and
established new records for 50 miles,

100 miles, and 2 hours. Yet another

instance of ' Castrol ' superiority.

C C. WAKEFIELD & CO., 27. cannon st., london. e.c

SOME RECENT SUCCESSES.

SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

The one A.S.L. entered

GAINED MEDAL and BONUS MARKS
for climbing Beggars' Roost.

Cumberland M.C.C. Speed Trials,

AS.L. FIRST.

NO VIBRATION,
MORE COMFORT,
LESS WEAR:
With the

/%.• S^« J-J*
9

No jar or shock can possibly be experienced,
therefore crystallisation of the steel parts cannot
possibly set in, and greater durability is the result.

The "A.S.L" is the easiest machine to manage and
to ride, long spins being easy to undertake without
any discomfort whatever.

See the new model w.th 26in wheel, improved
frame, and girder forks. Let us post you our latest

catalogue.

Head Office: A.S.L., Ltd.; 3, Great Winchester St., London, E.C.

Tel.: "Infrequent, London-" 'Phone: 1435,London Wall.
\\orks— CoiporutionSt., Stafford: London Showroorne:
Gordon F. Teall and Co.. , 14a, . Leicester Street,
Leicester Square, W. Sole Aleuts for Manchester «nd
District — Manchester Motor Exchange, 32, Downing
Street, Ardwick. Sole Agent for Liverpool — British
Cycle Manufacturing Co., 1 and 3, Berry St.. Livetprol.
Sole Agents for Birmingham—W. Goodwin and Co., Vic-
toria Square, Birmingham.

b6 In answering these advertisements it is desirahle iji mention " The Motor Cycle "
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THE ttOTOR CYCLE IN THE ARftY
rtANCEUVRES

Again the value of the motor cyclist as a despatch rider and scout has been demonstrated, ' and universal

praise has been accorded to the motor cyclist sections and their mounts. The pride and care with which

the machines were prepared for the recent manoeuvres is proved by the fact that several teams ran

throughout the manoeuvres without an involuntary stop. Sir John French (the Inspector General) personally

complimented a number of the leaders on their valuable work.

Mrt)r cyclists played an important part in the manoeuvres. Our' photographs show: (1) Bed Cross men giving lemonade to a thirsty scout, who is astride
a Premier machine. (2) Field telegraph office and general staff. The car is used for the telegraph and maps can be seen on the mudguards and wind screen,
with officers awaiting news from a scout who has just arrived on his Torpedo-Precision. (3) On the battlefield. A group of scouts and despatch carriers'
motor cycles in readiness for messages. (4) Early morning refreshments on the road. (5) Discussing the way the flght is going and by which route the
enemy are coming. (61 An officer consulting the map as to the most nrobablo wav the invaders will a/ivanno. a mntnt cyclist scout havine iust arrived
to report having sighted the enemy.
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Tandem and Sociable-seated Cyclecars.
A French and English production both with water-cooled engines.

The Automobilette.

THIS cyclecar, which is of French
origin, is made in two patterns;
one has a single-cylinder, the other
a twin-cylinder engine. The chassis

is very low and long, and is therefore very
stable. The lightness is secured by doing
away with gears and superfluous parts.

The chief aim in building these cycle-

cars was to use one organ for several

purposes, and to make the frame very
tight and strong.

Water cooling has been adopted, not
to obtain excessive speed, but a speed
that would not decrease appreciably when
climbing long hills. The change of speed
is obtained by a variable pulley move-
ment, giving three different speeds.
The Automobilette is to be guaranteed

for one year. The chassis is of armoured
wood, and tubular axles are used. The
tyres are Michelin's 650 x 65 mm. The
front is suspended on - a long spiral

spring, whilst laminated springs are used
at the rear. The control is by aluminium
steering wheel, and bobbin and cable.

Transmission is first by Renold chain
then to the rear wheels by belts.

The brakes are four in number. Two
actuated by pedals work on the wheel
drums ; two others, controlled by a lever,

act on the rear pulleys. A Bosch magneto
and Claudel automatic carburetter have
been adopted. Lubrication in the single
cylinder type is by. drip feed, but the
twin has forced lubrication. The weight
complete is given by our Paris correspon-
dent as 440 lbs. The single-cylinder type
is rated at 6-8 h.p., bore and stroke 80" x
130 mm. The two-cylinder model is of

9 h.p., 70 x 130 mm. bore and stroke.

The L.E.C.

A newcomer into the cyclecar class is

the L.E.C, which is sold by the New
Phonophore Telephone Co., 31, Budge
Row, E.C., and is .made throughout at
the company's works at Southall. The

Automobilette, a French tandem seated cyclecar which is said to scale under 4 cwt,

engine is a two-cylinder, vertical, water-
cooled, 80 x 108 mm., and the water
pump and U.H. magneto are chain-
driven. The radiator is of the multi-
tubular type, and in external appearance
resembles a Daimler. The carburetter
is the Lukin, and the lubrication is on
the gravity drip system, keeping a con-
stant level in the crank chamber, the
engine being lubricated entirely by
splash. The clutch is of the leather-to-

metal type, the clutchshaft being pro-
vided with the usual universal joints

between it and the gear box. The latter

is of the three-speed sliding type, the
ratios being 4, 8, and 13 to 1. The
gear box contains a differential, and

there are cross-shafts carrying pulleys,

the final drive being by belts, which are

partially protected by means of guards.
This system, we understand, will be
done away with in favour of a live axle.

The belts are l^in., of Service make,
and the frame is of channel steel, sus-

pended on semi-elliptical springs in

front and Lanchester type springs at the
rear. The steering is by rack and
pinion. 700 x 75 mm. tyres are fitted.

The control is by hand throttle on the
steering wheel. The magneto advance is

on the dashboard. The brakes consist of

two belt pulley brakes worked by the
side lever, and the propeller-shaft brake
by pedal. The coachwork is decidedly
smart, and the body is of pleasing
appearance. The petrol tank, which if

cylindrical, is carried behind the back
seats.

The L.E.C, a water-cooled ensined cvclecar with a Daimler pattern radiator.

A NEW SPRING FORK.
A spring fork has been invented and pro-

visionally patented
by Mr. A. Hayes,

^the special feature
of which is that
provision is made
for absorbing both
vertical and hori-
zontal shocks, a
separate spring
being used for each
purpose. T f, how-
ever, a violent
shock of any nature

. should be caused,
both springs come

S into action at once.

The fork is neat to
look at, and weighs

. approximately the
same as other spring
forks on the market.
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A 90° twin cylinder air-cooled J.A.P. Engine specially designed for cyclecars. The position and
accsssibiuty of the magneto will be noted.

90° J.A.P. Cyclecar Engine.
The photograph reproduced herewith is

that of a new 90° J.A.P. engine, built

specially for cyclecars. The principal
feature about it is the overhead mechani-
cally operated inlet valve placed over the
exhaust and operated by a long tanpet red
working through a lug cast on the inlet

pipe ; the rocker is carried on a bear-
ing cast on the dome. The magneto is

placed between the two cylinders and

T.M.C. 1913 Developments.
We had recently an interesting talk

with Mr. Kirschbaum,. the managing
director of the Wilkinson T.M.C. Co.,
Ltd., Oakley Works, Southfield Eoad,
Acton, W., regarding the company's pro-
gramme for 1913. Among the models
to be taken up for next year will be
a new cyclecar, fitted with the 7 h.p.

T.M.C. engine, 60x75. which is fitted

to the sidecar model. It will have three
speeds and reverse, propeller-haft drive,
and differential.

The latest pattern T.M.C, which, in

future, will be sold only as a sidecar
combination, has been slightly altered as
regards the design of the back tank, and
a new starting arrangement, consisting of
a pull up handle attached to a rack
which meshes with a free wheel on the
main shaft, is fitted and works admirably.
The Stewart-Precision carburetter is now

standard. The machine is fitted with a
most comfortable sidecar, sprung in the
same manner as the T.M.C. machine, on
parallel leaf springs. We were given a,

short run on one of these machines, and
could almost bring ourselves to believe we
were seated in a high-class car. The engine
runs without vibration, is capable of
quick acceleration, and the riding is

most luxurious. An improved honey-
comb radiator is now fitted.

The Wooller Two-stroke.
A new departure will be the taking up

of the Wooller motor bicycle, an inter-

Phoemx sidecar chassis, showng telescopic
luggage grid.

esting two-stroke machine which created"
a great deal of interest at the 1911 Motor
Cycle Show. The present engine has a
capacity of about 230 c.c, but the new
model will be enlarged to 350 c.c. Since
its appearance at the show the machine
has not undergone any startling changes,
except that a compression release valve
has been fitted. The machine, it will be
remembered, has a double-ended piston

and blank-ended
cylinder. The
gudgeon pin pro-

j e c t s through
slots in the cylin-

der walls, and
carries at each
end a connecting
I'od to the crank-
shaft. The lubri-

cation is by oil

pump, which throws jets of oil on the big
ends and other worlring parts, while an
outside pipe delivers the cil to the piston.

The change-speed gear is of the expanding
pulley type ; one pedal expands the pulley
and the other serves to contract it. Pro-
vision is made for taking up the slack in
the belt.

Adjustable footrests on the
new Premier

ior view of the new Premier countcrsaaft
two-speed gear.

driven by chain. Strong double magnets
are provided to enable easy starting with-
out gearing up. The nominal horse-power
is ten, but the engine gives considerably
more on the brake. As most readers
know, the 90° twin gives a better balance
than a four-cylinder engine, so that
the makers, J. -A. Prestwich and Co.,
jlottenham, N.W., should experience a
'considerable demand for this engine from
- vcleear - manufacturers. The latest model four-cylinder T.M.C. sidecar combination which has a water-cooled engine.
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AMULREE
1070 of our last issue).'Referred to on

RESULTS OF AMULREE HILL-CLIttB.
The following results of the above open hill-climb, held

on the 16th inst., have just come to hand

:

Class I. (novice handicap) was abandoned
Class II. (up to 350 c.c.).

Rider and machine.
A. H. Alexander (2J Douglas
A. U. R. Downie (24 A.J.S.j

HILL CLIMB, ORGANISED BY THE EDINBURGH & DISTRICT M.C.
1.—A competitor between the benis. 2.—-Breaking the thread controlling the electrical timing apparatus.

1.

2.

1. A. H. Alexander (34 Zenith)
2. A. F. Downie (54 Ariel)

3. C. H. Macmillan (3| Scott)
4. K. A. Macmillan (3| Scott)

5. 0. G. Braid (34 Indian)
6. — Dodds (34 Singer) ...

Class IV. (handicap, 551 c.c. and
Class V\ (scratch, up to

1. A. H. Alexander (34 Zenith)
2. 0. G. Braid (34 Indian)
3. A. F. Downie (34 Ariel)

4. C. H. Macmillan (3-| Scott)

5. R. A. Macmillan (3| Scott)

6- — Dodds (34 Singer) ...

Time. Fig. of

Sees. merit.

... 76.8 .. . 3.051

... 85.8 .. . 2,793

to 550 c.c.)

... 66.8 .. . 2.927

.... 75.8 .. . 2,735

... 96.8 .. . 1,945

... 123.2 .. . 1,507

...*121.0 . . 1,356

...*127.6 . . 1,217
up) was abandoned.

o 550 c.c).

... 66.6

... 67.8

... 77.4

... 94.4

... 122.8
.*131.8

The Swan sidecar illustrated above has a frame of square section steel

tube and Is very strong and light. The body is suspended on coil springs.

It is ttu. product of tho Midland Motor Co., Cowley Road. Oxford.

Class VI. (unlimited scratch).

1. J. R. Alexander (7-9 Indian) ... 58.4

2. R. S. Morrison (5-6 Bat) ... 63.4

3. A. H. Alexander (34 Zenith) ... 68.0

4. — Dodds (34 Singer) 78.8

Class VII. (passenger handicap), result not decided.

Class VIII. (restarting test).

1. A. H. Alexander (34 Zenith)

2. O. G. Braid (34 Indian)

3. R. S. Morrison (5-6 Bat)
4. C. H. Macmillan (3J Scott)

5. A. F. Downie (34 Ariel)

6. C. McGregor (2| Douglas)

1.0

91.6

98.0

106.0
110.0
119.4

* These times include 45s. penalty for assisting machine.

>—«sOe>—<

BROOKLANDS MEETING on Saturday,

On Saturday next, the 28th inst., the Brooklands Auto-

mobile Racing Club has included a motor cycle race in its

programme. The particulars and entries are as under :

2.25. The Twelfth Short Motor Cycle Race (a handicap).

About 5| miles. Prizes : £10, £5, and £3, or cups a<

option. For all classes of motor bicycles.

Bore and stroke

G. Roberts (1 cyl. Rudge)
R. L. Keller (-1 Triumph)
G. E. Stanley (1 Singer)

J, Cocker (1 Singer)

J. A. Manners-Smith (1 Triumph) ...

H. H. Square (1 Robin-Minerva) ...

D. Lavender (1 Rudge)
B. C. Remington (2 Matchless)

Sydney Hall (1 Rudge)
L. Hill (1 Rudge)
W..H. Elce (1 Rudge)
F. Bateman (1 Rudge) ... ...

W. Stanhope-Spencer (1 Rudge)
E. W. Russell (1 Rover)

A. G. - Walker (1 Rudge) ...

Harry Martin (.2 Martin)

Harry Martin (1 Martin)

F. A. McNab (2 Douglas)

F. H. Arndtt (1 Rudge)
F. n. Arnott (2-J.A.P.) ... ." ...

- Clifford Pressland (1 Rudge.) :

S. F. Garrett (1 Green-Precisiou) ...,"'

W. A. Jacobs (1 Singer) ... ...

S. L. Bailey (2 Douglas)

J. P. le Grand (1 Singer) ... ...

... 85 x88

... 85 x88

... 85 x88

... 85 x88

... 85 x88

... 69 x69

... 85 x88

... 90 x77±

... 85 x88

... 85 x88

... 85 x88

... 85 x88

... 85 x88

... 85 x88

... 85 x88

... 76 x55

... 85
s
x59i

... 60 x60

... 85 x88

... 90 x77i

... 85 x88

... 85 x88

... 69 x80

... 61 x60

... 69 x70
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OPEN 24 HOURS 5

TRIAL,
Birmingham to Carlisle and Back.

QUITE a. crowd assembled at the Birchfield Motor Works,
near Perry Ban1

, on Friday evening last to watch the
competitors start on their 400 miles run to Carlisle

and back. Inside the garage the machines were
.11 ranged in rows in order of starting, and the competitors
were busy with finishing touches; and putting on oilskins,

gloves, etc., for though the night was fine there was a chill

in the air reminiscent of winter.

Arriving in good time, we strolled round the competing^
machines, and though most of the preparations made for

long distance competitions have become more or less common,
there were a few interesting fitments to be seen. Fenn had a

very neat idea for fixing his generators, which consisted of a

Lucas forked lamp bracket fixed to the down tube of his

Huinber, each fork of which supported a Powell and Hanmer
generator iii the usual P. and H.. manner. The fitting is so

extremely neat and simple that it is a wonder that ho one
has thought of it before.

F. Hill faced the starter on an A.C. Sociable, but was not
allowed to take part in the trial, as he was unable to procure
a passenger. This was hard luck, as the performances of
passenger machines are always watched with interest.

Woodhouse was riding a 4-^ Regal-Precision fitted with the
G.H. counter-shaft gear. He had attached to his machine a

very novel sidecar, which is the production of Smith and
Woodhouse. The frame of the sidecar., instead of being parallel

to the ground, slopes upwards to the front frame fixing, thus
avoiding a bent fixing tube and giving a good straight pull on
the axle. The body fitted was very long and low, and the
passenger lies almost flat. This sidecar has been designed for

Brooklands.
Begley pointed out the extra heavy spring fork links fitted

to his Hazlewood, which point will be standard on all the new
models.

The Start.
Punctually at 10 p.m. the doors of the garage were opened

and Egginton (New Hudson sc.) and Wintle (Rollo) were
sent off. The former stopped almost immediately, but got
going again. From the sounds we' should guess the trouble
to have been a fouled plug.

There were eight non-starters, leaving a field of forty-six.

Miss Hough started (No. 30), and was given a cheer as she
glided away on her Scott sidecar. C. R. Collier had F.
Whitworth as his passenger in the Matchless combination.
Hugh Gibson (Bradbury and sc), who was going through
his own country, was thoroughly prepared for the run. R. G.
Mundy was mounted on a new Rudge. The competitors
were informed that there would be a check at the top of

Shap and at Kendal on both outward and homeward runs.

S. C. Perryman and Vernon Brook were both too busy with
the organisation to take part in the trial, but their work
was well repaid by the smartness with which the men were
got away.
Trouble began early, for Woodhouse had the misfortune to

break a chain a few miles from. home. Unluckily the smash
damaged his rear wheel, and he was unable to continue.
Cocker (4 Singer sc.) suffered his usual hard luck and hit a
bridge at Lancaster during the early hours of the morning,
and though he and his passenger were not much hurt, his
machine was effectively put Jwrs de combat. Just before the
ascent of Shap, Fenn's Armstrong gear control rod broke,
the gear automatically went down to the low speed, and as he
was travelling a fair pace at the time he was thrown forward
on the tank, and the shock damaged his rear tyre. Many
of the competitors chose routes of their own into Wigan, as
there are several roads into the town. The Rollo, the only
cyclecar in the trial, was reported to have valve trouble, and
was seen being towed into Carlisle on return journey by a
New Hudson sidecar outfit. Farmer's 2£ Calthorpe-Precision
was going noticeably well, but unfortunately broke a valve and
failed to get in to time. There were the usual crop of punc-
tures, and Sheldon (Regal-Precision) retired at Preston on
the outward trip for this reason, but rode home with the rest.

R. W. Duke (3i Zenith) and H. J. Cox (2J Forward) were
the first pair to reach the finishing point, and arrived (as
did all the survivors} covered with dust. Duke's machine
J»as fitted with the new single lever control B. and B.

carburetter. Cooke (A.S.L.) reported timing trouble and a
puncture.
Begley (3 Hazlewood) suffered his first puncture this year

—a tine record for so constant a rider. Busby (Huniber) was
much troubled with punctures, and came in on a fiat back
tyre. Mundy, whose Rudge was still partly enclosed in its

packing, had a no-trouble run, and his Steeiastic tyres were
untouched. Bamett (3^ Kynoch) was two hours late at

Penrith, and so decided to retire.

Mogridge (3^ Mead-Precision) broke his exhaust lifter,

but finished to time, driving on an extemporised fitting.

Collier and Guest (Matchless "sc.) had no-trouble runs, but
Nott, who had ridden down from London for the event,

failed to turn up within the time limit. Greaves (6 Enfield

sc), whose machine was fitted with the latest B.S.A. car
bnretter, turned up late, having suffered from punctures,
and he had somehow lost his sidecar mudguard.'

Sale (3j Matchless) ran into a wall near Whitchurch, and
Miss Hough, who had the misfortune to lose her way in

the dark, pluckily finished amid cheers from the spectators,

though, unfortunately, tool ate for an award.

Official Results.

11. G. Mundy (trade, 3£ Rudge), ^ min. error, P. J. Evans
trophy.

N. G. Blackwell (private owner, 6 Zenith), lm., Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' Union trophy.

0. R. Collier (7-8 Matchless sc), lm., P. J. Evans rose

bowl.

R. W. Duke (3£ Zenith), l£rn., gold medal.
II. Ball (3^ Triumph), l£m., gold medal.
E. Walker (4-^ Monarch), 3m., gold medal.
V. Underbill (3-^ Monarch), 6m., gold medal.

G. H. Alldays (3i Alldays), 2m., gold medal.
J. H. Percox (3^ Alldays), 5m., gold medal.
R. E. Guest (7 Matchless sc), ll^m., gold medal.
T. Pollock (3^ James), 54m., gold medal.
W. Begley (3 Hazlewood), 14m., gold medal.

H. Gibson (3i Bradbury sc), 3m., gold medal.

S. A. Rowlandson (3^ Rudge), l£m., gold medal.
F. Chidley (3j Triumph), 16m., silver medal.
H. J. Cox (2| Forward), 12m. silver medal.
P. Taylor (2£ Veloce), 16m., silver medal.
N. Steeley (3-£ Triumph), 24m., silver medal.

W. H. Egginton (3^ New Hudson sc), bronze medal.
A. Johnson (3£ Alldays), bronze medal.
A. Young (3£ Kerry Abingdon), bronze medal.
V. Busby (3-j Humber), bronze medal.
G. N. Norris (3^ New Imperial), bronze medal.
A. G. Fenn (2-f Huniber), bronze medal.
W. E. Cook (3£ A.S.L.) made an. error of 17^m., but was

disqualified on account of the noisy exhaust of his engine.

Tea, coffee, and refreshments were provided at the start

by Messrs. Duke and Sarsons, the proprietors of the Birch-

field garage.

A registered sidecar frame made by Smith and Woodhouse, Ltd., primarily

for racing on Brooklands. It was used in the Birmingham— Carlisle Trial.
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NEW REX CYCLECAR.
Features: Friction drive, pressed steel frame, V twin water-cooled engine.

LAST week we examined the new Rex
cyclecar which the Rex Motor
Manufacturing Co. of Coventry,
are building and will exhibit at the

Olympia Show.
To commence our description of the

chassis, which was the state in which we
inspected it, we will begin with the
frame. This is made of channel steel,

and is underslung, the rear dumb irons

being upturned at the ends and the rear
axle passing across and above the frame.
Tha rear springs are semi-elliptical,

shackled at each end, and provided with
tubular spring torque rods. Two cross

p embers are provided and one longitu-

dinal central member, also an inner
frame of channel steel on which the
engine and change-speed gearshaft bear-
ings are carried. The front springs,
which are flat and fastened to the inner
frame members, project through the space
at the end of the channel steel section

and are attached direct to the tubular
front axle. This narrows the width be-

tween the centres of the front springs,

which are usually fitted to the main
frame side members.

Steering and Engine.
The steering pillar, which is very

rakishly inclined, passes through the
dashboard and also a hole formed in the
right side of the radiator. The steering

tube is connected by a ball and socket
joint direct to the right-hand side stub
axle lever, the steering centres being of

the jaw type and the steering wheel of

ample diameter.
..'The engine is a V-twin type water-
cooled Rex, 84^x95 mm., with cylinders

inclined at 48°, the crank case being
attached to the inner frame by cradle

plates as in motor cycle practice. The
engine is identical with other Rex models
so far as details are concerned, but the
drive to the magneto, which is fixed on
the left side, is by enclosed chain from
the sprocket on the engine-shaft, so that

View of the chassis showing engine in front and friction drive mechanism immediately in front

of the back axle.

the magneto runs at half engine speed.
A large diameter outside flywheel is

also provided between the engine and
the gear mechanism.
Large water pipes are led from the top

of each combustion head to the top of

the radiator; this latter is constructed of

vertical gilled tubes arranged in the form
of a flattened V with the apex pointing
forwards, and water pockets, made of

moulded brass, are formed all round the
radiator.

The wood dash carries a hand oil

pump by which the engine is fed ; there
is also a pressure fed drip lubricator, fed
from an oil tank also on the dash and
connected by piping to the shaft bearings
of the friction drum and friction wheel,
also the rear axle bearings.

We now come to the most important

part of the construction, namely, the

friction-driven change speed mechanism.
The engine is in . front with crankshaft
placed longitudinally. A fairly long shaft

running in plain bearings •- brings th«

friction drum well back behind the seat-

ing. The shaft is squared, in fact, it

slides in an extension of the engine crank-

shaft so that by means of a long foot lever

the drum can be - withdrawn from the

friction wheel against the pressure of a-

400 lb. spring, so obtaining a free engine.

If extra pressure be required to keep the

drum against the friction wheel, a hand
lever fitted close to the driver's left

hand, i.e., in the centre of the frame,

enables more pressure to be put on the

spring. This, however, will only be

necessary for restarting on a very steep

hill.

BI4
Front and rear views of the new Rex friction driven cyclecar, which is driven by a twin-cylinder water cooled engine.
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New Rex Cyclecar.—

The friction wheel is carried on a short

shaft with plain bearings, which are

supported on the ends of the two inner

frame members, and the wheel is free

to slide on a square of the shaft. The
total variation in gear ratio equals the

diameter of the drum, so that when the

friction wheel is in the centre of the drum
no driving tahes place. Moving the fric-

tion wheel to the outer edge, of one side

of the drum gives the top gear forward

ratio of the vehicle and the reverse for-

ward ratio on the other. Movement of

the friction wheel is effected by a hand
lever suitably connected by short levers

and rods which actuate a long forked

rod taking its fulcrum from the rear

cross member of the frame. The friction

wheel is covered with Raybestos, which
is a mixture of asbestos and woven
copper wire. The method of operating
the gear change is to depress the pedal
lever referred to while sliding the friction

wheel transverselv by the hand lever to

the required spot on the drum to give
the requisite gear ratio for the load and
gradient. The final drive from the
friction wheel shaft to the rear road
wheel axle is by -fVin. roller chain. The
rear axle is a solid steel shaft about
l^in. in diameter; it runs in two plain

bearings attached to the spring centres.

Both rear wheels are fitted with out-
side drum brakes, the bands being lined

with Raybestos ; they are operated by

pedal, and there is also another brake
drum on the squared shaft of the friction
wheel, actuated by hand lever. The
wheelbase dimensions are 6ft.. 6in. and
track _4ft. 3in. The 26in. road wheels
are wire spoked, fitted with 3in. Con-
tinental tyres.

One feature which should not be over-
looked is that the underslung frame
makes the ground clearance 7in., and
none of the mechanism projects below
the lowest line of the frame. This
enables a flat undershield to be fitted run-
ning the total length of the frame.
The body is coachbuilt and roomy, and

the usual cyclecar fitments, such as Cape
hood, screen, etc., will be supplied to
order.

->—»••*-<-

NEW B. AND B. CARBURETTERS.
The greatest innovation in the B. and B.

programme for 1913 will be the new auto-

matic carburetter. Outwardly it resembles

the two lever type, but a single barrel

replaces the two This barrel is forced

downwards by
t

a coil spring, and can be

raised by the usual Bowden wire method.
The wire, however, is not .

attached

directly to the barrel, but to the jet cover

(shown black in sketch). As the jet cover

is raised it forces up the barrel against the

pressure of the spring, and at the correct

moment uncovers a second and then a

third jet hole. These jet holes are all

drilled horizontally into the main jet tube,

and it is important that they should face

the engine.

A long tube attached to the rear of the

carburetter carries a clever compensating
device for varying engine speeds. In the

tube lie two coil springs. The one nearest

Ithe carburetter is parallel and just fits the

bore of the pipe. The other is a conical

•spring, and is made so that in its normal
position the coils touch and make a coni-

cal choke tube. The two springs carry be-

tween them a brass adapter tube. When
the engine is running slowly the only air

Brown and Barlow's automatic carburetter. Nolo
the spring balance gear in the air intake p pe.

to pass is that which flows through the

adapter, but as the engine speed and
suction increase the adapter is drawn
towards the barrel, and this, by opening
the coils of the coned spring, allows more
air to pass.

We saw the carburetter on test in the

firm's well equipped test shop, and tried

the device with and without the balance
gear. We found that though the carburetter
would work without it. the balance gear
gave much quicker acceleration and in no
way detracted from the maximum power.
The "universal" type will still be re-

tained, but has been improved in detail.

The size of the maximum jet has been
reduced and the main air adjustment
removed ; the base of the barrel has also

been recessed, which is found to make
the carburetter less delicate to control.

The standard model remains the same,
but an extra model is made with what is

known as a ' hooded jet. The jet proper
lies at the bottom of a tube, which tube
has a narrow slit down the 'side which
faces the engine. This device is found
to prevent the Wowback of petrol in all

throttle positions, except wide open.

KILOMETRE RACE AT SPA.
The above event, held on the 22nd,

resulted as follows : 500 c.c. Class—1,
Vernon Taylor (Rudge) ; 2, A. J. Dixon
(Singer). Over 500 c.c. Class—1, Griffith

(6 Zenith 85 x 76 mm.); 2, Janssens (7
Indian, 82| x 93 mm.).
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CYCLECAR RECORDS BROKEN.
On Friday evening last at 5 o'clock the

8-10 h.p. Bedelia made an attempt on
and was successful in obtaining the
fifty miles, one hour, 100 miles, and two
hours' cyclecar records. The evening
was fine, but there was a fair amount
of wind. The first lap from standing

start was made at a speed of 46.48 miles

an hour. The fastest lap was the eighth,

which was covered at a speed of 49.87

miles an hour. After this the" speed

fell away somewhat. At the end of the
first hour 45 miles 504 yards had been
covered, beating the machine's own
record by 226 yards, and establishing a
hew fifty mile record in lh. 6m. 29s.

At the end of the hour a stop was
made for replenishment.

On the completion of the two hours
the distance traversed was 84 miles 600
yards, while the time taken for 100 miles

was 2h. 25m. 20fs. An interesting

feature of the 90° Bedelia engine is the

new Nilmelior magneto, specially de-

signed for engines with cylinders set at

this angle. The armature is stationary,

while the pole pieces revolve.

«I9
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Sept. 26th 6.49 p.m..

„ 28th 6.4b ,5

., 30th 6.40 „

Oct. 2nd 6.36 ,;

Saturday's Open Trial in the Norlh-west.

The route selected for the Liverpool

A.C.C: open trial on Saturday next, the
28th inst., embraces several severe climbs.

Starting from Birkenhead (Hamilton
Square at 8.30 a.m.), the route is via
Queensferry, Caergwrle, Bwlchgwyn,
Ruabon, Llangollen, Horse Shoe Falls

'

Pass (old road), Corwen, Bala (lunch),

Festiniog, Blaenau, Festiniog, Bettws,
Llanrwst, Llangerniew, Llanganuan, Den-
bigh, Caerwys, M'ostyn, Holywell, Peny-
ball, Holywell, Flint, and Queensferry
(finish).

Climbing the Great Orme.

The Mersey M.C. held a non-stop run

to Llandudno on the 22nd inst., and the

two prize winners, F. C. Jones (3^

Zenith) and V. E. Horsman (3£ Singer),

afterwards rode on the tramway track up
the Great Orme, a climb of about five-

eights of a mile, including two stretches

of 1 in 3j. These two riders were the

only ones to make the ascent at the first

attempt.

This is not the first climb up the Orme,
several motor cyclists haying made non-

stop ascents. A member of our staff who
was holidaying at Llandudno a fortnight

ago, also successfully drove a 1913 model
three-speed .James with empty sidecar

attached, to the tram centre.

Rowdyism at Competition.

For rowdy behavious after the speed

trials held by the Nottingham and Dis-

trict M.C.C. at Mablethorpe on Aug. 3rd,

R A. Johnson and W. H. Madgwiek
have been called upon to resign their

membership of the Auto Cycle Union.

The case of J. King, secretary of the

Nottingham and District ~M.CC, was
very carefully considered, and it-was de-

cided to take no action, but to express

the sympathy of the A.C.U. with him on
this occasion for the treatment he had
received at the hands of the police. The
case of W. H. Bashall and A. Woodman
during the Six Days' Trials week- was
considered, and it was decided that as no
previous eorhplairits had been brought
against them, they should be censured
by the Chairman and cautioned as to their

conduct in the future. It was decided
to suspend Vernon Taylor sine die for

misbehaviour alleged to have occurred at

the same time. We understand he has
appealed against this decision to the
stewards of the Royal Automobile
Club.
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A.C. de France Trial.

The Coupe de la Commission Sportive
is a six days' reliability event, to be held
by the Automobile Club de France from
October 7th to the 12th, over a distance
of 1,500 kilometres.

Rudge Cyelecar Experiments.

Every morning, in the early hours, the

'Rudge cyelecar emerges from the works
to undergo its daily test. The first

model, which has two standard 3^ h.p.

Rudge engines, has been on the road
some weeks. The second is said to have
a big single-cylinder engine with a long
stroke, but we are given to understand
that nothing definite has yet been
decided with regard to its final form.
The machines have variable pulley gears
and belt drive at present.

Track Trial of the New Triumph.

The experimental overhead valve
Triumph, successfully used by J. R.
Haswell for the first time in the 150
miles Senior T.T. Race, has great promise.
It was not properly tuned up for the
events as it was only decided to use it

at the last moment. After Haswell had
finished the race, he kindly offered it to

us for a trial on the track, and we covered
four laps at a speed faster than we have
ever travelled on a single-cylinder. There
is a noticeable absence of engine vibration,

even on the highest speeds. At present
the machine will touch 66 m.p.h., but it is

considered that this can be improved udoii.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
CYCLECAR DESIGNS (Illustrated).

TWO NEW SINGLE LEVER CARBURETTERS
BIRMINGHAM TO CARLISLE AND BACK.

Paris-Touts Reliability Trial.

The following British entries have been
received for the Paris-Tours Trial on the
29th inst. : Vernon Taylor and W. D.
South (3£ Rudges) and A. J. Dixon (3J
Singer). Devay (Triumph), "winner of the

Grand Prix on the Sarthe Circuit, will

also compete. The total entries in four

classes are thirty-eight, mostly French
machines.

1913 Models.
Ihis week we publish the first descrip-

tion and illustrations of the following

1913 models:
The Averies four-cylinder cyelecar.

L.E.C. cyelecar.

Rex cyelecar.

L'Automobilette.
B. and B. single lever carburetter.
Premier three-speed model.
The Isochronous speedometer.

Illustrations also appear of the latest

J.A. P. 90° cyelecar engine, Arden and
Alvechurch cyclecars, Amac single lever

carburetter, Swan sidecar, and the Smith
and Woodhouse racing sidecar.

The first illustrations and details of the

1913 twin-cylinder Hazlewood appeared in

our issue of September 19th, but we notice.

that a contemporary claims the first illus-

tration and particulars this week

!

UP ARMS HILL ON A SINGLE CYLINDER SIDECAR. .

Arms Hill, Henley, lias been climbed on a 31 h.p. two-speed ohain-dtiven Bradbury sidecar. The driver is

A. R. Abbott. This is claimed to be the first ascent of Arms Hill on a single-cylinder passenger

machine. The total weight of driver and passenger was 21 stone.
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STOJ1KE O/E&TO

Sept. 2S—B.A.R.C. Meeting.

28.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Relia

bility Trial.

Oct. . 5.—Edinburgh M.C.C. Open HiU-
climb.

5.—Manchester M.C. Open Hni-
cinub.

12.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

12.—Liverp 01 A.C. Open Hill-

climb.

20.—A.C.U. Autumn Open One day
trial.

Nov. 2.—N. Middlesex M.C.C. Open
Winter Reliability trial.

A C.U. Membership.

Since the last meeting of the A.C.U.
Committee well over 500 new members
have joined the ranks of the Union.

Affiliations to the A.C.U.

The Cheltenham M.C.C. and the motor
cycle section of the Uxhridge C.C. have
lately become affiliated to the governing
body.

The F.I.CM.
The Canadian Motor Cyclists

r
Associa-

tion has expressed its willingness to come
to -a reciprocity agreement with the Auto
Cycle Union, and will probably help to

form the new Federation of Motor Cycle
Clubs.

Amateur Police Traps.

The Cyclists' Touring Club, which takes
a stand at the Olympia Show each year,

and attempts to cater for motor cycle

members, is adopting a most extraordinary-
attitude towards the self-propelled vehicle.

According to The Autocar, members of

the C.T.C. are about to institute amateur
police traps with, the object of catching
scorching motorists. Unattached motor
cyclists will do well to think of this

action of the C.T.C. when considering
which organisation they should join.

A "Motor Cycle" Prophecy.

After the Tourist Trophy races an
article appeared in these columns predict^
ing a big future for the combined belt

and chain transmission, and mentioning
the possibility of it being largely adopted
in 1913. As proof that our words were
not far short of the mark, we may
instance the fact that of five next year's

models we have so far examined four have
the combined belt and chain drive, viz.,

the Premier, New Hudson, Hazlewood,
and Levis.

The Taxation of Motor Cycles.

The evidence of the delegates represent-
ing the Auto Cycle Union on the Treasury
Horse-power . Committee has been abso-

lutely ignored, and this committee ap-
peal's entirely to have evaded the ques-

tion of second-hand machines. Tn recom-
mending the increased taxation of motor,
cycles, the committee appears to have com-
pletely overlooked the light weight of

motor cycles. The matter is receiving the
earnest attention of the A.C.U., and the

Manufacturers' Union, and motor cyclists

may rest assured that their interests are

being Well looked after by both bodies.

Byelaws which affect Sidecars.

The County Council of Gloucestershire

have passed a byelaw compelling all

drivers of carts to use either a rear red
light or a reflex light. This is an addi-

tion to the list we have already pub-
lished giving the names of counties which
have byelaws to this effect. In addition,

we have been trying for weeks past to

obtain a list of the counties which have a
byelaw compelling sidecarists to carry
two lights, showing the full width of the
vehicle, but up to the present the Local
Government Board has been unable to

supply • such a list. This is rather

awkward, as touring motor cyclists do
not know which counties have these bye-

laws and which have not,j with the result

that two or three motor cj lists have been
summoned and convicted for infringing

borough and county byelaws. Our advice
to all sidecarists is to exhibit two lights,

showing the~width of the combination.

THE SUCCESS OF THE MOTOR CYCLIST AS A DESPATCH EIDER,
motor cyclist has played an important part in this year's Army Manoeuvres, and on all sides has

received praise for despatch ridin;. Trio photograph shows the motor, cycle section of the 25th County of
London Cyclists attached to the Blue force. Thev are drawn ud for infection outside their tents.

The

A LADY MOTOR CYCLIST OF 16.

Miss Phyllis Edwards, of Taunton, must be the
youngest lady motor cyclist in the West Country.
She is but 16 years of age, yet manages her
2 h.p. Humber withArmstrong three-speed pear with
ease. Incidentally, her father, W. P. Edwards,
has instructed nine ladies in the in ins .enuiU of

motor cycles.

A.C.U. Meeting in Liverpool.

The meeting which has been called in

Liverpool, for 2 p.m., on October 25th,

the eve of the Autumn One Day Trial,

to discuss the question of the amateur,

will be confined to clubs affiliated to the

A.C.U. It will be held at the St.

George's Restaurant, the headquarters of

the Mersey Motor Club.

The Resignation of Mr. Victor Hart.

Members of the A.C.U. will doubtless be
interested to leajn of the appointment, of

Mr. Victor Hart to the editorship of The
South African Motorist, mentioned in our

last issue. At a recent committee meeting
of the Union, a vote of thanks to him
for his past services was accorded.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

A Stolen Motor. Cycle.—A member
has lost, by theft, his 3| h.p. Humber
motor cycle and sidecar. It is a 1912

model and the frame number is 4251.

The ma-chine was stolen from a street in

Camden Town.

Sleeping and Drunken Carters.—One
of the Association's road patrols recently

witnessed an accident caused to a mem-
ber's motor cycle and sidecar by a market
van, .the driver of which was asleep when
the. accident took place. The motor cycle

and sidecar were, run into a bank and
damaged: The van . drive? . was prose-

cuted,- and upon the. evidence furnished

by the patrol, he was .fined £1 and
7s. 6d. .costs, or in default 14 days.

The road -from Oswestry to Gobowen is

closed from September 16th to the middle
of November to allow of the reconstruction

of a bridge. The alternative route is

through Whittington.
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THE ISOCHRONOUS SPEEDOMETER.

A
WONDERFUL clever speed

recording instrument has been in-

vented by Mr. B. Bonniksen, 16,

Norfolk Street, Coventry, a well-

known watchmaker who is known
throughout the watchmaking industry as

one of its most ingenious members, and
particularly as the inventor of the " Kar-

rusel " movement, which, by^ giving a

periodic rotation to the carrier of the

escapement of a watch, has overcome one

of the greatest difficulties in connection

with accurate timing, inasmuch as the

accuracy of the watch is unaffected by

its position.

Now, the principle of Mr. Bonniksen's

speedometer, while old so far as
_
watches

are concerned, is new in connection with

speedometers.. Everyone knows that a

speedometer must have some form of

governor, and this usually takes the form

of a centrifugal governor pulling against

the resistance of a spring or - springs.

There is also the electro-magnetic gover-

nor, and combinations of. both the mag-

netic and the centrifugal are not unknown.

The Fundamental Principle.

In the Isochronous speedometer the

governor takes the form of an enlarged

watch- bala.nce movement, in other words,

a wheel moving backwards and forwards

under the influence of a balance spring.

This is the fundamental difference be-

tween it and other speedometers. There

is no need for us to enlarge upon the

The new Bonniksen speedometer,

extraordinary accuracy of the watch bal-

ance, because that is so well known the

world over, nor have we any intention

of dealing with the rest of the internal

mechanism except to say that it is most
carefully and accurately made and tested.

It will be noticed, however, that there

are two hands on the dial, and both these

register arEeniateiy. Every five seconds,

whatever the speed of the machine, the
hand-pointing to the figure is replaced and
the other hand flies back to zero. During
that five seconds the indicating hand is

absolutely immovable upon the speed
figure. Then, whether the speed has

gone up or down or remained constant,

the hand at zero flies round the dial to

the proper place and the other goes back
to zero. The speed at which the hands
move alternately round the dial depends
upon the speed of -the motor, but, whether
fast or slow, the reading remains abso-

lutely firm for five seconds, and then is

immediately continued by the other hand,

so that, however fast the road speed, the

reading is always easy—indeed, the higher

the speed the easier it becomes—and, of

course, it is at high speeds that ease of

reading is so essential.

A Speedometer Registering up to
200 m.p.h.

The dial is graduated up to fifty miles

an hour and then overlaps, so that at

sixty miles an hour it will register ten.

Obviously, there is no objection to this,

as even the most phlegmatic of riders

would not imagine he was doing ten miles

when he was really doing sixty. Indeed,
the inventor tells us that up to two
hundred miles an hour it is impossible to

harm the mechanism or to get an in-

accurate reading.
It certainly strikes us as being one of

the simplest and cleverest instruments we
have seen, while the- reputation of the

maker, who, by the way, invented a
speedometer of the centrifugal type for

pedal bicycles some twenty years ago, is

sc high in the watchmaking world that it

is almost unnecessary to say that the

workmanship is of the highest class.

New Single Lever Amac Carburetter.
Last week we published a short descrip-

tion of the new Amac single lever carbu-

retter. We are now able to give further

details, illustrations, and also our experi-

ences of it after a short road trial. As
mentioned last week,
a single barrel re-

places the two to

which we have be-

come accustomed on
the 1912 carburet-

ters. This barrel is

shaped at the base

in the form of an
inverted V, a por-

tion of the rear arm
being cut away at

the bottom so as to

allow more air to

enter. Either more
or less of this arm
is cut away to suit

various types ' of

engine. As will be
seen from the ap-
pended sketch, the

barrel closes down over the row of jets

(six in number), which are supplied by the

main controlling jet below.

A drilled plate at the top of the carbu-

retter, forms by opening or closing corre-

sponding air holes in the carburetter cap a

slow speed adjustment, but hardly affects

the engine when running at high speed.
This plate has a milled edge, and is held

in position by a spring washer. The
adjustments necessary from atmospheric
or other conditions, can be carried out in
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a few seconds and without the use of

tools.

We gave the device a short trial on a
6 h.p. single-geared Matchless sidecar

combination and found it to work admir-

ably. We could throttle down and run
steadily at about 10 m.p.h. and pick up

Iho throttle barrel.

personal factor in driving will be apparent
to all.

While on this subject, the Amac' Co.

particularly wish us to again impress on
our readers the necessity of preventing air

leaks on the engine side of the throttle,

as these are the cause of many complaints
that engines will not run slowly.

Complete Amac carburetter,

quickly to a good speed. Running free

the engine throttled down quite slowly,

and if the valve stems had not been slack

in the guides, through wear, thus causing

a considerable air leak, it would probably
have run even slower. The advantage of

a single lever carburetter eliminating the

Method of adjusting air supply.

The firm will, of course, continue' to

manufacture their two lever types, which
will embody several small improvements.
Notably the control is neater, and is fitted

with milled finger adjustments for the

wires. The five jets on the present type

will in future be replaced by six
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Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A social meeting of members of this section will be held

at Skegness m September 29th. The rendezvous is the Lion
Hotel at 11.30 a.m.

Westmorland M.C.C.

The balloon race will take place on Thursday, Oct. 3rd,

the balloon being liberated at 4.30 p.m., at the top of Hutton
Park Hill.

Llanelly and District M.C.C.

A non stop reliability run was held on the 14th inst. over

a course of fifty miles. . The following is a list of the awards :

1, Luther Griffiths (3£ Premier), gold medal; 2, E. Morgan
(3^ Trump-Jap), silver medal. This is the first year of this

club, and already over fifty members have been enrolled.

In the, hill-climb, held on September 3rd, L. Griffiths (3£

Premier) gained first prize, E. M. Williams (3^ Triumph)
being third.

Western District M.C. (London).

The petrol consumption trial took place on the 21st inst.

over a sixteen and a half miles circular course, starting from
Gerrard's Cross. The results, subject to confirmation, are :

Fig of merit, m.p.g.

1. F. W. Ritchie (8 Matchless) ... 391 ... 107

2. M. J. Tweedie (3£ N.S.U.) ... 382 ... 85
3. E. S. Ritter (2| Douglas) ... 370 ... 160

A committee meeting will be held at headquarters to-morrow
(Friday)' evening at 8 o'clock.

Exetar and District M.C.C.

The above club will hold an open hill-climb on Merry
Pitt Hill, near Postbridge, on the 6th prox. The climb
will be on the knock-out principle,, and there will be three

classes, viz., 350, 560. and l.OCO c.c. A special cup has
been presented by Mr. W. W. Douglas for lightweights, and
gold medals will be awarded to the winners in other classes.

The hill is five-eighths of a mile long, and is perfectly straight

from start to finish. Entry forms, etc., are obtainable from
the hon. secretary, Mr. E. H. Chestnut, Exeter Garage Co.,
Paris Street, Exeter.

Sutton Coldfield and Mid- Warwickshire A.C.

This club will hold a petrol consumption test for motor
cycles, sidecars, cyciecars, and motor cars, on Saturday next,

starting at 2.30. The following formula will be used :

c.c. X weight ...... . , ,,
"

p , . ^-y-, highest figure to be the winner.

Luton and South Beds M.C.C.

A hill climb was held at Sundon on the 18th inst. The
formula was that used recently by the Ayr and District

M.C.C, which gave very good results. Gutteridge (3£ Rudge)
made fastest time. Results : 1, Gutteridge (3j Rudge) ; 2,

Brighten (8 h.p. Chater-Lea) ; 3, Smart (3 1 Rudge) ; 4, Jarvis

(3£ Triumph) ; 5, Dickinson (3£ Rudge) ; 6, Terry (3£ New
Hudson).

Manchester Hundred M.C.

The club held a hill-climb at Axe Edge, Buxton, on the
15th inst. Results, on the Nightingale formula, are as

follows : 1, H. Thompson (3£ Kynoch) ; 2, S. P. Dawson
(4 F.N.); 3, H. C. Hambleton (3£ Bradbury). Harold
Breakell (5 twin Indian) made fastest time of the day. A.
speed-judgment competition, from Manchester to Bakewell,
will be held on Saturday next.

Glasgow M.C.C.

This club held recently a 100 miles non-stop run which
attracted twenty-one entries. The weather broke down at

the start, however, and of the eighteen starters only five

qualified for gold medals. Belt slip, shortage of petrol, and
sideslip accounted for many failures, even on the first round
of the twenty-six mile circuit, which included some severe

hills. A Clyno was the only passenger machine to obtain

a medal. One rider ran out of petrol a few miles from the

finish, and another finished six minutes before his schedule
time after a non-stop run, both losing awards thereby, while

a third rider mistook the finishing point, and was awarded a

silver medal, as no departure from the rules could be made.
The gold medal winners were : , Thomson (James), Orr
(Ariel), Chisholm (Ariel), Lanson (Clyno and so.), and the

rider of a Rudge.

The first motor
cycle race in Cal-

cutta proved a
great success.
Our photograph
shows the start

on the Barrack-

pore Trunk Road.
There were 30
competitors,
handicapped ac-

cording to size of

engine used. The
results were 1st,

Johnstone (2J
Enfield) ; 2nd,

Gale (3 J Ariel);

3rd, Robertson

(2J Enfield).
First prize was a
purse of 100
rupees (about

£10 presented

by the Maharaja
Tagore.
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Starting the first competitor in the Mersey M.C. non-stop run to Llandudno, last

week-end. The sidecar is a Clyno. The start was on the new Chester
and Queensferry Road, near Eastham.

Goulburn (N.S.W.) M.C.
The last hill-climb of the above club was held on an

alleged gradient of 1 in 3 for seven-tenths of a mile. The
winner was timed to do liu. 12s., and he rode a twin King-
Dick, as did the second and third competitors.

The Motor Cycling Club.
A paperchase has been arranged for September 28th, start-

ing from the Abercorn Arms, Stanmore, meet at 2.30 p.m.
There will be two classes : 1, solo machines ; 2, passenger
machines. The trail will be laid through Hertfordshire
lanes, and so distributed that a high-powered machine will

have no advantage over a lightweight.

North-west London M.C.C
The race meeting and gymkhana at the Stadium,

Shepherd's Bush, on Saturday next, promises to be an inter-

esting and well attended function. The open races will

take place between 3 and 4 p.m., and the charge for admis-
sion has been fixed at the lowest possible figure, viz., Is.

There are sixteen events, and racing will start at 2 p.m.
The entrance fee is 7s. od. for one event and 10s. for two.
The A.C.U. has granted a permit for the open motor cycle _

races, provided engines are used with a total displacement
which does not exceed 300 c.c. Machines must have' long
exhaust pipe, silencer, and" brake, otherwise there are no
restrictions. Entry forms can be obtained from the Editor
of The Motor Cycle, or Mr. H. J. Pooley, 23, Clifton

Avenue, Finchley, London, N.

Scarborough and District M.C.
The resignation of the secretary, Mr. J. W. F. Tranmer,

has been accepted with regret, and Mr. H. Frain, who acted

as hon. secretary during 1910-11, was unanimously re-elected

to the post. The club has written to the A. A. respecting
certain dangerous corners near Scarborough.

Herts County M.C.
This club has been compelled to abandon the idea of

holding an open hill-climb this year, the Manufacturers'
Union having definitely refused their support to such an
event. The next important .fixture will be the third open
quarterly trial on Saturday, October 5th.
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Willesden Green C. and M.C.C.

The result of a speed-judging and reliability trial held
last week-end for a cup presented by the New Hudson Cycle
Co. was as follows: 1, W. J. Williams' (3£ B.S.A.);
2, E. Bolner (2J Douglas); 3, W. H. Wilson (8 Bat Jap).'

. The president's prize goes to J. T. Carpenter (Invicta cycle-
car), for a total of five non-stops during the season's events.

North Middlesex M.C.C.

In a special notice to the members signed by the hon.
secretary, Mr. H. Boocock, and the chairman, Mr. W. H.
Browne, the committee point out that for next year they
propose to cater for the amateur, and will endeavour' tc

cater for the amateur, and will endeavour to arrange joint

arrange joint or inter-team competitions with other clubs.

The late hon. secretary, Mr. (J. D. Blakey, has resigned, a:

also has Mr. J. A. Hilger, the Trials secretary.

Liverpool A.C.C.

The following is a list of classes for the open hill-climb tc

be held on October 12th on a hill about thirty miles from
Liverpool

:

1. Single-cylinders up to 350 c.c. (on formula).
Twin-cylinders up to 350 c.c. (formula).

. Single-cylinders, 351 c.c. and over (formula).

Twin-cylinders, 351 to 500 c.c. (formula).

Twin-cylinders, 501 and over .(formula).

For Junior T.T. machines (time only).

For Senior T.T. machines (time only).

Any machine (time Only).

Stopping and re-starting, any machine (on time).

Stopping and re-starting, any machine (on formula).

Any single-cylinder sidecar (on formula).

Any twin-cylinder sidecar (on formula).

Variable geared machines allowed in any class.

The entry fees (which must be sent in by October 7th) are

10s. each class for trade riders, and 5s. for amateurs (club

members half price). Late entries at double fees, will be

received up to midday on the day of the climb. The formula

CxT3

to be used is as recommended by The Motor Cycle.

W
Dublin and District M.C.C.

The racing season at Portmarnock was brought to a con-

clusion on Saturday afternoon with the fifth series of speed

trials held under the auspices of the Dublin and District

Motor Cycle Club. There were three events, the principal

one being a twenty miles open handicap. Results

:

Two Miles Novices' Handicap.—1, W. F. Parson (2£ h.p.

Singer), 20 sees, start; 2, V. J. Jarvice (3i h.p. Triumph),
40 sees, start ; 3, J. Boyton. (3^ h.p. Triumph), 10 sees, start.

Winner's time, 2 mins. 50 sees.

Eight Miles Scratch Relay Race.—1, F. J. Walker (3£ h.p.

Rudge) and W. Curtis (5 h.p. Indian), 10 mins. 11J sees;

2, W. J. Towcer (3i h.p. Rudge) and J. Heog (3i h.p.

Rudge), 11 mins. 3 sees. ; 3, T. E. Greene (3^ h.p. Rudge) and

J. Boyton (6k h.p. Triumph).
Twenty Miles Open Handicap.—W. Curtis (5 h.p. Indian),

24 mins. 36£ sees. ; 2, J. Boyton (3i h.p. Triumph),

26 mins. 30 sees. ; 3, F. J. Walker (3£ h.p. Rudge), 26 mins.

23 sees.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

A group of members of the Sheffield and Haltamshire M.C.C. taken before the start from Owler Bar for the competition last Saturday.
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Club News.

—

Portsmouth M.C.C.

An enjoyable run to Warnford, in the Meon Valley, was
made on the 15th inst. Thirty took part.

Purley and District M.C.C.

The result of the last night trial of the Purley and District

M.C.C. was a tie between C. W. Meredith (Bradbury sc.)

and VV. P. Syraonds (Triumph), who share Mr. Murray
Scott's challenge cup for next vear. Third place is taken by
D. H. Ebbutt (A.C. Sociable), and fourth by V. Tomkins
(Rover).

South Birmingham M C.C.

The above club held a paperchase on the 14th inst. over
a rough course in the vicinity of Alcester. There were
about fourteen starters. The result was a good win for

A. H. Johnson (3£ Alldays), J. J. Woodgate (2£ Singer), who
had innumerable belt troubles, being second, whilst J.

Huntington (I'.T. Triumph) filled third place.

Herts County A.C.

In the paperchase and. "konking " expedition on the 14th
inst. the competitors had, without doubt, the most severe
thirty miles' gruelling of their lives. Two fiends laden with
paper and mounted on a 3Jj h.p. Zenith and 3j h.p. Triumph
respectively left Redbourne punctually at 3 p.m., and ten
minutes later some twenty-three motor cyclists started in

pursuit. - The route had been carefully mapped out before-
hand, and trouble was early in store for the poor hounds,
sixteen of whom petered out : in the first five mites. Only
three survivors completed the course, their times behind the
hares being as follows :. Gutteridge (Rudge), 22m. ; Biggs
(Bradbury), 38m. ; iv'ott, 50m. The "konking" was wonderful
to hear.

Taunton and District M.C.C.

_, The results of a hill-climb held on the 12th inst. on Buck-
land Hill near Taunton, were as follow :

Class I.

—

Lightweiuhts.
T. H. Birdsall (2| Enfield) fastest time
T. Marks. (2£ Motosacoche) ... ... 3£s. slow
A. H. Knight (2± Humber) 4s. slow

_ Ilass II.

—

Heavyweights.
E. J. Hancock (3i- T.T. Premier) ... fastest time
H. F. Potter (3-J,- "Premier) 16s. slow
W. H. Lock (3i Rex) Hip. slow

Class III.

—

Flexibility.
T. G. Crump (3£ P. and M.) ... difference 6m. 9s.

W. G. Potter (3£ P. and M.) ... difference 5m. 2s.

T. Marks (2^ Motosacoche) ... difference 4m. 6s.

Class IV.

—

Sedecaks.

W." E. Phillips (3i Triumph) fastest tim9

W. G. Potter (3* P. and M.) 25s. slow

North Birmingham A.C.
This club is holding a six hours' reliability run on the

29th inst., leaving headquarters, the Acorn Hotel, Erdington,
at 10 a.m. Firs{. prize, gold medal; second prize, silver

medal. Entrance fee, 2s. 6d., which must be paid a week
in advance.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
The awards in the recent reliability trial held by the abov*

club have now been passed • by the committee and are ae
follows : First prize, S. Sawer (3£ Premier) and — . Stacey
(3^ Rudge) tie ; silver medals, — . Dudley (3^ Precision),
Eardley ( ), J. Carter (A.J.S. sc), and G. Carter (A.J.S.).

Manchester Hundred M.C.

A hill-climbing competition for motor cars and motor
cycles, in two classes, was held at Axe Edge, Buxton, ©n
the 15th. The course was 1 mile 528 yards. H. Breakall (7

twin Indian) made fastest time of the' day, and H. Thomp-
son second fastest. The results are to be decided on formula.

Furness M.C.C.

A reliability trial was held on the 15th inst., the course
being a circular one of 128^ miles. There were fourteen
competitors, and the speeds between the different controls
varied from 16 to 18 m.p.h. There was also a secret check.
The trial was very keenly contested, the ninth man losing
only two minutes. Result:

1, P. h. Bryant (Triumph) and E. E. Clow (6 h.p. Zenith)
tie for first place, 100 marks, both one mark out at secret
check ; 3, H. Blamire, 100 marks, three marks out at check.

Derbyshire and North Stafford A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The last speed trials of the season took place on the 14th
iust., under most favourable weather conditions. The course
selected was from Etwall to the Burton Road, the distance
of the races being one kilometre, from a standing start.

Excellent sport was witnessed, some of tbo finishes being
extremely close. The competitors were again handicapped on
the trial run times, any competitor reducing his trial time by
more than five per cent, being disqualified. Results

:

Round I.—D. C. Bolton (3£ Rudge), scratch, beat A. F. W.
Geeves (1 Bolton-Jap) ; G. G, Walkden (Bradbury), 12|s.

start, beat H. Russell (Bradbury), scratch (Walkden exceeded
his allowance and was disqualified); E. T. Bolton (3| Scott),

10,1s. start, beat F. Newton (Triumph^ ; E. Russell (1

Russell), 15|s. start, beat F. Smith (2| Douglas).
Round n.—D. C. Bolton, scratch, beat H. Russell, 7|s.

start ; E. T. Bolton, scratch, beat E. Russell, 15s. start.

Final.—E. T. Bolton, 14fs. start, beat D. C. Bolton,
scratch. E. T. Bolton, however, exceeded his allowance, so
the second place was decided upon by a knockout, between TT.

Russell, E. T. Bolton, and E. Russell, E. Russell (1 Russell)

winning. D. C. Bolton takes a silver medal for fastest tn.uo

of the day, also silver medal for first place. E. Russell takes

a bronze medal for second place.

r.EICESTER M.CC.'S INTER-CLUB

W. P. A. Chapman (6 h.p. Campion-Japj starting in the sidecar ciass.

This rider was flrst in tha mnlti-p.vlinrifir and siHAiiar i>lassit£-

HILL CLIMB AT AB KETTLEBY.

(2) ?. Soowden (3.'. n.p. Rudge), who was flrst on formula in tha

ildacai class, rounding the flrst bend on the MIL
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'UEJTIONS

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EiC.j and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

?

Cambridge to Keswick and Cambridge to

Portsmouth.

Would you kindly tell me the
best route (to avoid lulls as much
as possible) and mileages from (1)

Cambridge to Keswick, (2) Cam-
bridge to Portsmouth? I wish to

avoid big hills, as my machine is a 3^
h.p. single-geared one—a Triumph.

—

E.M.N.
Your best routes would be as follows: (1.)

Cambridge, Godmanchester, Huntingdon,
straight up the Great North Road through
Stilton, Stamford, Grantham,- Newark,
Retford, Doncaster,, Ferrybridge, Aber-
ford, two miles south of Wetherby, turn
left and go through Otley. Ilkley, Skip-
ton, Settle, Ingleton, Kirkby Lonsdale,
Kendal, Ambleside, to Keswick. You
will find the Kendal Road somewhat hilly,

but this cannot be avoided. There is

nothing on this route which a 3^- h.p.

-Triumph will not take with ease. The
distance is approximately 250 miles. (2.)

Cambridge, Royston, Baldoek. Stevenage,
Welwyn, Hatfield, St. Albans, Watford,
Rickmansworth, Denham. LTxbridge, Coin-
brook, Staines, ' Chertsey, Guildford,
Godalmjng (where drive with extreme
caution), Milford (keep to right). Hind-
head, Petersfield, Cosham, to Portsmouth.
The distance is approximately 110 miles.

Godalming can be avoided by turning to
the left at Peasemarsh, about half-way
between Guildford and Gudalming (or by
going through Shalford). The road, which

is rather narrow but fair, passes over
Munstead Heath and skirts Busbridge
Hall ; a mile further on turn sharp to the
right at Hydestile, and passing Milford
Street take the Portsmouth Road at Mil-'

ford, crossing the Haslemere Road at the
entrance to the village.

Magneto Queries.

Some time ago you were kind
enough to help me with the
timing of my twin Rex. One
more question I would like to

ask you, and that is with regard
to the magneto, which runs in the re-

verse way to the engine, which is a
b h.p. twin. The two metal segments
on the contact breaker ring are evi-
dently of a different size, for in one
case' the platinum points break directly
the fibre earn comes in contact with
the segment, and in the other case the
fibre cam has" travelled nearly half way
over the segment- before the f points
break, and they do so very gradually
instead of opening completely all at
once as in the other case. Moreover,
the segments are marked I. and II.,

which refers to the cylinders, but which
cylinder is I. and which II.? When
does the spark occur at the plug?

—

J.R.W.
The break should occur for each cylinder
when the fibre block comes in contact
with the segment. Evidently one seg-
ment wants packing up a little from the

back ; or try a new contact maker. The
platinum points should separate quickly.

The back cylinder is usually No. I., but
you can easily verify this by noting, with
the help of a piece of wire passed through
the compression tap, which cylinder is at

the top of its firing stroke, or nearly so,

at the moment when the points break on
No. I. segment. The spark occurs at the
moment when the platinum points

separate.

Engine Overheating.

I should be very pleased if you

|~| could enlighten me on one or two
> points, i.e. : (1.) Engine getting.
LiJ nearly red-hot after the first

four or five miles, therefore
losing most of its power. (2.) Failure
to answer to throttle after having
same about half open. (3.) How
cant stop oil working out of the joint

of the crank case 1 My mount - is a

Minerva machine with Bosch magneto
and B. and B. carburetter. The power
of the engine is very good when cold. I

have had it to pieces as the magneto -

gear got- broken.—E.H. (Nqrthfield).

(1.) The cause of the first trouble might
be want of lubrication or maladjustment
of the carburetter. (2.) This also would
prevent the machine from answering to

the throttle. Possibly- too large a jet is

fitted. (3.) A packing of brown paper
soaked in boiled linseed oil. Also check
over your timing carefully. You may
have upset this. in re-assembling.

B2U

Some of the motor cyclist despatch riders who were acting in conjunction with the Blua and Bed armies in Cambridgeshire last week.
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MEMBERS OF THE CAPE PENINSULA M.C.C.

Competitors meeting outside the cycle track, Mouillo Point Road, August 21th. The occasion was the

slow speed competition.

Dissolved Acetylene.

I am a medical man about to

give up my horses and traps, and
have gone in for a motor cycle

—a Scott. I shall be greatly
obliged for your guidance about

the following liquid acetylene outfit

:

Where it can be obtained, where re-

charged, if satisfactory, and the cost.

^J.H.K.
Liquid acetylene for a motor cycle is

somewhat unwieldy on account of the size

of the cylinder. The Dissolved Acetylene
Depot is at Long Acre, E.C., whence full

particulars can be obtained. They have
depots throughout the country where
these cylinders may be recharged or

exchanged. It is quite satisfactory, but
somewhat expensive (see page 528 of our
issue for May 16th, 1912).

Repairer Sells Magneto Parts.

Recently I broke the frame of

my motor bicycle, and took it

to a local garage to be repaired.

Whilst waiting for the frame to

come back from the makers the
proprietor of the garage sold the contact
spring and cover off my magneto (un-

known to me). When I went for the

machine he duplicated the sold parts,

but. the motor would not go with the
spark advanced. It broke down alto-

gether since, and has cost me various
sums. Now it refuses to spark at all.

1 have taken it back to him, and pointed
out that as it was quite in order when
he had it in the first place, he must put
it quite in order again. This he refuses
to do, and will not promise to reimburse
me for out of pocket expenses and the
necessary repairs to the machine.
What do you advise?—F.S.S. .

Our legal adviser writes as follows ; " If

all parties agree that the repairer had
nothing to do except to repair the broken
frame', he would have no right to interfere
with the contact spring or the coyer to
the magneto, and certainly he had no right
to sell same. On the face of it, it seems
to me, to be a criminal offence ; but, in
any event,' your correspondent can sue
the repairer for : the damage reasonably

i sustained through the wrongful action. I
think your correspondent's best plan is to
set the machine back again from the
repairer and let someone else examine it,

and then consult a solicitor, who would be
able to advise as to the best course to

adopt, having regard to the whole circum-

stances and the evidence."

v,i**S
%.

E. Clissett [5$ h.p. B.S.A.), who was the most
successsful competitor at the Cowbridge and Dis-
trict M.C.C. hill-climb.

Silent Motor Cycles.

(1.) I should be very glad if you
could tell me which makes of

motor bicycle are the most silent.

I have been told that the engine
is very silent indeed on an Indian.

(2.) I should also be glad if you would
tell me if the lightweight motor
bicycles, with 1

free engine and two
speeds, are easy to start.—T.T.

(1.) You will certainly find the Indian to

be a. very silent- machine. Several other

motor bicycles also run very quietly ; in

fact, most machines are silent with the

cut-out closed, but, unfortunately, too
many owners run with the cut-out open.
Almost any machine can be made quiet

with the addition of a good silencer. (2)

Most lightweights are very easy to start,

particularly if possessed of a variable gear.

Sluggish Starting with a Twin-cyiinder Machine.

My 5 h.p. twin will sometimes
only fire on one cylinder for fifty

or sixty yards when starting

;

then the other one starts, and
no more trouble is experienced

throughout that journey. It is al-ways

the rear cylinder that fails. At night-

time when it starts like this, I see

sparks running from the bearing of

the magneto along the sleeve of the

chain sprocket, and every time these

sparks disappear the engine fires per-

fectly at all speeds from a walking
pace. I have cleaned and adjusted
the contact-breaker, examined both
brushes (both seem perfect), tried new
plugs, and yet it occasionally does this

after the machine has been left for a
time. Can it be oil or dirt inside the
magneto? The magneto is a D.A.V.,
1910.—A.M.G.

Probably the trouble is due to a poor
connection in the magneto, the carbon
brush sticking, oil on the sparking plug,

or the plug on this cylinder having a
greater gap than the other. Sticking of

the carbon brush might cause the ex-

ternal sparking of which you complain.
You might try cleaning the collector ring

of the magneto.

READERS' REPLIES.
Oily Plug in Rear Cylinder.

In reply to enquiry of "W.E.I." in

The Motor Cycle of September 5th re the
back plug of Iris 6 h.p. twin sooting up, if

he would use one of the Auto plug cleaners,

obtainable from any of the large

accessory houses, he would find his

trouble immediately disappear ; I find

the device most effective on my own
machine.—E. Winson.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" E.H.M." (Finchley).—4 h.p. Scott and

Canoelet sidecar.

"E.G-.T." (Smethwick).—3£ and 4J h.p.

Precision engines.

"C.H.M." (Bradford).—6 h.p. T.T.
Matchless, Bat, and Zenith.

"W.E.A." (Coventry). — Free engine
and change-speed gear to suit 1S08
Triumph and sidecar.

"S.V." (Bishop's Stortford).—2| h.p.

New Hudson. Durability, and working
of three-speed hub.

If "T.S." (Stockport) and "W.T." (St.

Helens) will comply with our rules and
send stamped addressed envelopes they
will receive replies to their queries.

DaDDDUDDDDDDDQaDDDaDDDDDOa
D
n "The Motor Cycle" Photographs, a

a
~r -Duplicates of photographs appearing ^°

In "THE MOTOR CYCLE" will bo °
E! supp ied at the following rates:

—

^
^ Unmounted prints, half plate. 1/6 post ^
p: free; mounted, " /9 post free. This ^
^ refers only. to photographs taken by ^
3 "THE MOTOR CYCLE." 9o - a
rn Orders, which must be accompanied j-j

q with remittance, should be addressed q
to the Photographic Department— lliffe q

rj and Sons Limited. 20, Tudor Street,
^

q London, E.C.

DDnaDDDDDaDDDDnnnDDDnaaDPD
B20.
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The Fulure of the F.N.
The F.N. Motor Agency, 106, Great

Portland Street, and 45, Glipstone Street,

W., is shortly to be taken over by
"F.N." (England), Ltd., temporary pre-

mises 51, Foley Street, W.

Cyclecar Silencers.

J. C. Lyell and Co., 113, Great Port-
land Street, W., inform us that they have
lately produced a new silencer for the
8 h.p. twin engines largely used on
eyclecars.

Three Successive Wins.
The Greig challenge cup was won out-

right at the Streatham and District hill-

climb by F. W. Barnes on a Zenith.
Barnes has won this cup three years in

succession, and it is now his property.

New Electric Lamp.
Messrs. Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., 359-361,

Euston Road, N.W., who have long been
dealers in motor cycle accessories, have
now so far specialised in this branch of
their busines that they have set aside a
totally separate department, in which
none but motor cycle goods are sold.

In it are to be found specimens of cloth-
ing and all types of accessories, including

Dunhill's electric motor cycle lamp.

a neat looking electric sidecar lamp, which
we illustrate herewith. A speciality is

the Dunhill sidecar, which is strongly
made, well finished, and provided with
telescopic joints. Below the accessories
department is a repair shop, where
motor cycle repairs are effected.

A Comprehensive Win.
In the lull-climb held by the Portsmouth

section of the Hants M.C.U., Premier
machines greatly distinguished them-
selves, particularly in the sidecar class, in
which they gained second, third, fourth,
fifth, and seventh places. This is a big
scoop for one make of machine, especially
as the well-known 3i h.p. type was re-

sponsible for each position.

Humber Success in the Colonies.
A one mile speed contest, organised

by the Diamond Fields M.C.C., Kimber-
ley, South Africa, last month, attracted
eleven entries, all, with the exception of

B. Carnell, being mounted on 3^ h.p.

machines. Mr. Carnell rode his 2f h.p
Humber twin lightweight, and demon-
strated in a convincing manner the speed
capabilities of this model, for, notwith-
standing that it was the lowest-powered
motor eyale in the contest, it made fastest

time of all competitors, and secured the

silver trophy.

Electric Lamps.
Siemens Bros., Ltd., Tyssen Street,

Dalston, N.E., have now got a full range
of Wotan battery lamps, which can either

be run from dry batteries or accumu-
lates. These lamps have filaments of

pure drawn Tungsten wire, and are

operated at an exseedingly high efficiency.

B30

A Gloucester Garage.
A new garage has been opened in Glou-

cester, known as the Bristol Road Motor
Garage Co. The general manager, W. J.

Welling, was formerly a works superin-

tendent at Kynoch's, Birmingham.

Belt Fastener Case.

We have been using a Forward belt

fastener case this season. It is a handy
little leather case in which reposes any
type of fastener, and as it protects the

fastener screws and nuts they do not get

abraded by vibration.

Useful for Cuts.

The Hutchinson Tyre Co., 70, Basing-
hall Street, E.G., have sent us a sample
tin of Vanoric bandage. This is both
antiseptic and adhesive, and all that is

necessary in the case of cuts and wounds
is to wrap it round the injured member
and lap it over on to itself. We trust we
shall not be called upon to use it.

Books to Read.
The latest edition' of the Homeland

Reference Books—" Southern England,
Coast and Countryside," The Homeland
Association, Ltd.. 15, Bedford Street,

Strand, W.C. This booklet contains an
article on the cathedrals of Southern
England by E. W. Harvey Piper, a special

article on the South country by Arthur
Henry Anderson, and other useful in-

formation concerning motoring, golfing,

and angling.

S. W. Phillpott (2J Humber), who finished 01th
in the Junior T.T. Race on Brooklands, but was
not properly checked owing to the Senior Race
having to be started before all the Junior T.T.
competitors had finished.

SEPTEMBER 26th, 1912.

Universally Jointed Connecting Rods.

The Lloyd Motor Engineering Co., Ltd.
Birmingham, inform us that they arc Btill

making pistons for L.M.C. machines with
a universal joint to the small end of the
connecting rod. These are being fitted to
certain speed machines.

Catalogues Received.

The latest catalogue of the Crescent
•yclecar, which is made by Crescent
Motors, Ltd., Pleck
Road, Walsall, has
just reached us.

These vehicles are
now friction driven.
The bodies are par-
ticularly smart look-
ing, the souiable
type having a flush- Aut0 A«o Co.'s wind

sided body of very
s?»»Ps which dsflect cool

„„„. j J
- J air to the va ve pockets,

neat d e s 1 g n , to .

which a Oape oart hood and screen «an
be fitted. We notiae a tandem model
with flush sided body is still listed.

Binks Racing Carburetter.

S. R. Axford, who performed so well
at the Streatham hill-climb, used one of
the new Binks racing carburetters, illus-
trated and described in this journal on
April 4th, 1912, page 364. He won three
firsts and made fastest time of the single-
eylinder macliines, and also scored the
highest figure of merit.

Valve Covers.

Motor cyolists are aware that no matter
how carefully made the engine may be a
certain amount
of oil usually
exudes from the
tappet guides.
One or two
makers have
fitted valve
covers, which
certainly make a
motor cycle
engine lo ok
neater, as even
if a little oil does
exude, dust and
grit are not attracted to the sticky surface

of the valve cover guides, springs, etc.,

because they are protected by the coyer.

These covurs have been up to now ;i

feature of one or

two makes only.

Mr. Tom Ford. 98,

Chestergate, Mac-
clesfield, has, how-
ever, introduced a
valve cover which
will fit existing

machines of all the

leading makes. The
annexed skotch is

self - explanatory.
The spring blades

fit each side of

the eylinder so
holding the cover
firmly in posi-

tion. The body
of the eover is of aluminium, polished,

and shaped at the lower end to a neat fit

on the tappet guide projections on tlie

r

crank «ase, while the gripping springs are

nickel-plated. Inset is a small illustration

of a New Hudson motor cycle engine

fitted with one of the covers ki question,

and very neat it looks.

The spring blades which fit

around the cylinder.

The valve cover In

position on a New
Hudson,
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In splendid isolation-
By jeason of its SPRING FRAME—(fore and aft)—WEATHER-PROOF
MAGNETO POSITION—TWO-SPEED GEAR (countershaft type)—FOOT-
STARTER (free of the footboards and SILENT,' SUPPLE CHAIN DRIVE.

No other motor cycle has all these features.

Write for details

of the

NEW MODEL,

THE
BAT MOTOR MFG. CO

,

PENGE.
LONDON, S.E.

BEST TYRE PERFORMANCE
IN THE

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIAL.
The 'MOTOR CYCLING' CUP for BEST TYRE PERFORMANCE

was won by

S^AJjJjdEK TYRES
Fitted to Mr. F. Smith's 5-6 h.p. Clyno and Sidecar.

6 out of 7 riders of Palmer Tyres gained,
in addition, 4 Cups and 6 Gold Medals.

Illustrated Booklet and Price List on application.

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD., 119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON. W.C.
MOTOR CYCLE TYRE DEPARTMENT : 103. St. John Street, ClerkenweU, E.C

4n
In answering these, advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." r;it
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Lady Rider's Wonderful Performance
IN 24 HOURS' RIDE.

MISS M. HOUGH-
ON HER

Colmore-Scott& Sidecar
Fitted with HUTCHINSON TYRES, successfully

completed the 410 miles distance.

Colmore Depot for Scotts
The machine which brings you and your passenger

home again.

g~* r%Y Thjff sOllTTT* 31 » COLMORE ROW, BIRMINGHAM.
%mSKJ M~frVE.%JFI%,MLf 9 49, JOHN BRIGHT STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

THE
FAMOUS EEDELIA TORPEDO

TWO-SEATER
Exhibiting at

Olympia
Nov., 1912.

again leads the way. Following the recent success at Le Mans in the International Cup Race when, in the

Tricar and Cyclecar class, BEDELIAS finished FIRST and SECOND, A. Jones, on a standard 8-10 h.p.

BEUELIA, set up, on September 20th, 1912, FOUR NEW RECORDS.
45 miles 504 yards in 1 hour.
34 miles 300 yards in 2 hours.

50 miles exactly in 1 hour 6 minutes 29 seconds.
100 miles exactly in 2 hours 25 minutes 20 2/5tn seconds.

Following a long list of previous successes this remarkably consistent running establishes the Bedelia as

the best Cyclecar yet produced.

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERIES

The 8-10 h.p. Model is

vibrationless.

Trial run with pleasure-

B12

Write at once for (post free) Bedelia Catalogue to

L. N. PALMER'S GARAGE, So,e c
B
n
rS°£$,**"' ""

MERTON TRAM TERMINUS, TOOTING.
Telegrams—"Palmer's Garage.Tooung." (8 mini, Balham L.B S.C. Rly.). 'Phone—aoSStreatham.

7-n- answering these, advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.

PRICES
Type A, 3.V h.p. . . . . 56 guinea!

Type Al, 4* h.p 66 guineas

Type BD1, 5* h.p 80guin;a!

Typo BD2, 8-10 h.p. .96 guineas

Type BD2. Model de Luxe 103guuiea»
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^CLE-LAMP=r

with the VOLEX GIANT 44 volt (Patent
applied for) DRY BAtTERY.

Far superior to accumulators, always ready, does not
|

deteriorate by keeping, gives 65 to 80 hours' light without
]

renewing. Complete with satchel
for fixing to frame of .machine,
motor head lamp, self tocussing
lamp attachment, metal filament
bulb, complete ready for use,

PKce 20/- post free. fvO^Ev
Send for our M. & 1. Catalogue, H 1\ x
gi\ing full, particulars of these I Kgj (>.IAlS>
lamps. The most interesting ''

Catalogue of its kind is?ued.
Mention " Tha Motor Cycle."

WARD AND
GOLOSTONE,

Cootractors to H.M.
Government,

SALFORD,
MANCH£3^R

Telephone

—

7084-5-G Central.

Teleirrams

—

Multum,
Manchester.

Spar*- Volex Gi^nt Refills,

4. 6 each. The most
powenut and lasting dry
battery made. Idea io*

ignition.

WHY
Is It that on nearly every one of the " crack "

machine-! you sec about everywhere you find a

infefliiiii wS wk
PLUG?

One reason is probably that
the owner is a discerniug
rider and knows a good
sparking- plug when he sees
one.

Again, it is now widelyknown
amongst motor cyclists that
a, Lodge Plug is so designed
as to develop just a shade
more power than can be
obtained with any other plug
made. And engine power is

what they want.

Suitable with all magnetos
on all motor cycles, the Lodge
Plugs are English made, and
are obtainable everywhere.

Price 4y ~ each.

When ordering specify "motor cycla
typo *—those in UEL> boxes.

LODGE BROS. & CO..
Dept H..

New St., BIRMINGHAM.

IMPORTANT
PUBLISHERS' ANNOUNCEMENT

During the two years " THE AUTOMOBILE ENGINEER" has been in existence, it has.proved

remarkably successful. We feel, however (and the impression is confirmed by the opinions

expressed by many readers), that its scope and usefulness are curtailed by the restrictions which

are necessarily imposed through publication only once a month.

The prime interest of "THE AUTOMOBILE ENGINEER" has all along been centred upon

internal combustion engineering, but it has been found impossible, m a monthly paper, to treat

the subject as broadly Is was intended originally, and as is desirable in view of the enormous

increase in the applications of the internal combustion engine.

It has therefore been decided to broaden the scope of the paper considerably by dealing also with

other and larger internal combustion engines, their construction and application ;
in fact, to make

the paper the authority on the subject of modern prime movers.

To render this enlargement of scope possible the paper will be published fortnightly, on and

after October 2nd next, and the title will be altered to

INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINEERING

incorporating "THE AUTOMOBILE ENGINEER."

The size, style and price of the paper will remain as at present, and the features which have

established "THE AUTOMOBILE ENGINEER" will be retained, but the greater frequency

of publication will permit exhaustive treatment of a far wider range of subjects than hitherto has

been possible. Fuller details will be published later.

THE AUTOMOBILE ENGINEER PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
U'ROPKIETOKS : ILTFFE & SOjNS LTD.!.

20, Tudor Street, LONDON, E.C.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A33
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m FOR
SPEED
WORK

there is no magneto to equal the

'U.H'
The most reliable ignition appar-
atus extant and the most
economical too. Will give your
machine more speed and
more power on hills.

Let us send you illustrated

descriptive booklet.

S. WOLF 6 Co.,

115. Southwark Street.
London, S E.

Grams: " Widexstand, London.*
I

Telenhone : 5172 Central.

c

"N

LAMPS andGENERATORS

,

HOLD WORLD'S RECORDS.
Sidecar

Bracket

to hold any

size

generator,

on any

sloped tube,

in an

upright

position,

6/6
complete.

Send for Catalogue of our

LAMP with 1,200 feet beam.

HALL, LTD., WrottesEey Street, BIRMINGHAM.
60, SHOE LANE, LONDON.

cpprTAT I
Service Co., High Hblborn, W.C.

Ar»NT« i Taylor and Co.. Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W."UIli "
J Robertson, r 57, Great Portland Street, W. S

THE

m BLUEMEL
MASCOT
:: PLUG ::

WILL get the last ounce out

of your engine.

WILL stand up to the hardest

work it can be possibly

put to.

WILL do so consistently for

a greater length of time

than any other plug.

WILL regularly fire the
weakest mixture, and

WILL give you the much
• desired immunity from

ignition troubles.

MODEL S for Motor Cycles.

Write for List, Motor Cycle Dept.,

C W. BLUEMEL & BROS.

WOLSTON, near COVENTRY.

4i REGAL PRECISION
FOR SIDECAK WORK GIVES JUST THAT LITTLE EXTRA POWER

THAT YOU WANT.
Single Cylinder, 89x96 ni/m., 600 c.c.

Extra strong frame and forks, that you can always rely upon.
Extra large tank capacity, with detachable sump and petrol

filter.

Extra low saddle and comfortable riding position.

Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, or Bowden or Roc 2-speed.
Excellence "of practical design and finish, heaps of good points.

That little "extra" all round that makes "just the difference."

Immediate Delivery.

ERNEST SMITH & WOODHOUSE, Ltd.,

88, John Bright S'reet, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON AGENTS: H. C. MILLS & Co.,15,Woodhouse Parade. North Finchley

The Guest Decompressor.
PATENT.

THE little article illustrated herewith
makes motor cycle startingsimplicity

itself, and not an athletic feat as

heretofore.

EASY TO START THE ENGINE, AND
GOES DEAD SLOW IF REQUIRED.

SIMPLE TO FIT.
SUITS ALL STANDARD MACHINES.

FITS INTO EXHAUST CAP.
NOTHING TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

Price 12/6
Postage 4d,

each.

GUEST DECOMPRESSOR CO.,

107, HIGH ST., WEST BROMWICH.

A34 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOR CYCLES
BY EASY PAYMENTS

Whiteleys can supply ANY MAKE OF
MOTOR CYCLE or CYCLECAR on the

EASIEST OF EASY TERMS.

Interest Charge from 2 per cent.
(Carriage Paid.)

A TEN POUND NOTE
secures delivery, and you can pay the balance

afterwards by twelve monthly instalments.

WHY WAIT 6 WEEKS WHEN WE HAVE IN STOCK

Premiers
Bradburys
Triumphs
Indians
Douglas
Rex-Japs

Special agents
#
for Rollo cars.

WHITELEYS
QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.

Alcvons Bats
New Hudsons Zeniths.

A.C. Sociables Hobarts
Humbers Clynos
Singers P. & M.'s.

Motosacoche Rudges

AMAC AMAC
BELT FASTENER.

PRICE

ONE year's guarantee, made out op solid steel
BARS. HARDENED—UNBREAKABLE.

ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES Go. Ltd.
Talford Street, Aston, BIRMINGHAM.

AMAC AMAC
2 Firsts, 8 Seconds, 4 Thirds, and
fastest time ofthe day on STERNOL.

These successes were scored by Tessier
and Newman, in the Open Hill Climb
at Titsey, on 7th Sept.. lubricating
with standard quality " Sternol."

Silver Cup & Two Gold Medals.
The Silver Cup for best performance
by a private owner on observed hills in
'he 6 Days' Trial was awarded to
D. W. Cprke, who also secured a gold
medal, and qualified for a special gold
medal for his performance on Porlock.

At Brooklands Junior T.T. Race of
150 miles, Second place was taken by Hugh Mason on a Twin N.U.T.,
J.A.P. Standard quality " Sternol " was used in both cases.

Write for particulars and prices of ** Sternol."

STFTONItftl. 66, Royal London House,Ot£j£il^UU ( Finsbury Sq„ London, EC. 1

A.C. MORGAN. G.W.K.

Also of high-class Motor Cycles

such as SCOTTS, P. & M.'s,

BRADBURY, REX-JAP, ZENITH,
HUMBER, MATCHLESS, BAT-
JAP, DOUGLAS, PREMIER,
CLYNO, MOTOSACOCHE,
RUDGE, etc., etc.

TERMS :—

Cash; Deferred; and Exchanges of

cheap Motor Cycles.

Lists of Accessories, also of new and

.second-hand Motor Cycles, waiting.

HITCHEN S LTD.,
MORECAMBE.

Telephone: 112, Telegrams: " Hitchen's, Ltd., Morecambe."

One of the Classic Events
of the 1912 Race Season.

BfiOOKLANDS T.T. RAGES
— 14/9/12. —
THE

SENIOR

RACE

THE
JUNIOR

RACE

was won by J. L. E. Emerson
on'a3J h.p. long stroke Norton
on which he was using our
filtered, racing grade Castor oil.

J. R. Haswell was second on a
3j h.p. Triumph, and he was
using Motorine A.

like the Isle of Man Event was
a splendid success for the

Doug'as. It was won by S. L.

Bailey, who was using Summer
Huile de Luxe.

Hugh Mason on a N.U.T. was
second. He was using our
Motorine A.

PRICE'S OILS 1st & 2nd in both Races.

1912 Lists of all Oils will interest Motor Cyclists.

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE CO. LTD.,

BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

In answering these advertisements \t w desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle." *37
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id, per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. Series

discounts and special terms to regular trade
advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To insure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor St., E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements shouU
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
j

to avoid nvstakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY,
j

For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand
j

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many readers like to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood . before
going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

Northumberland
morland.

Durham,

SECTION IT.

West. I

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.
SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Susses.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

Greatly Reduced Prices
ape Quoted in the

SEASON'S CLEARANCE a*

9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street,

LONDON, E.C.

Buy now to secure the

BEST BARGAINS OF THE YEAR

j
6016. 2$ h.p. 1911 2-speed DOUGLAS,

Model E £32 10
6009. 8 h.p. 2-speed BAT £40

I

6008. 3} h.p. 1911 F.E. TRIUMPH and
sideear £42 10

I 6007. 2\ h.p. ion DOUGLAS ~ £26 10

J

6004. 3I h.p. 1912 j-speed BRADBURY
and sidecar £62

j
6002/ 3* h.p. 1912 2-speed ALLDAYS . . £37 10
5998. 3^h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £42 10
5993- 3i h.p. 1912 SCOTT and' sidecar .. £66
5989. si h.p. 1912 ZENITH GRADUA .. £45
5987. 6 h.p. 1911 CLYNO and Clyno

sidecar £50
5986. 6 h.p. 191 1 CLYNO £35
5984. 3ih.p. ion PEUGEOT £22 10
5983. 3J h.p. 1911 2-speed BRADBURY £35
5981. 5-6 h.p. 1912 A.C. SOCIABLE £79
5980. 5-6 h.p^ 1911 4-cvIinder F.N £28
5977. 3» h.p. 1912 3-speed QUADRANT £42 10
5975- 3* ti-P- 1912 F.E. BRADBURY and

sidecar £40
5968. 8 h.p. 1912 2-speed BAT,, chain

drive £60
5961. 3ih.p. 1911 standard TRIUMPH.: £33

j
5947. 3} h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS £20
5934- 3h h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH, Roc 2-sp.

gear £30
31- h.p. CHATER-LEA-J.A.P. .. £17 10

3J h.p. 1910 CENTAUR £20
6 h.p. 1912 Speed King REX, new £40
5 h.p. 1911 cone clutch REX .... £30
3* h.p. 1911 F.E. PREMIER ..v.. £33 O
2i h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD ..£18
5-6 h.p. 2-sp. 4-cvl.F.N. and sidecar £35
3I h.p. 1912 ZENITH GRADUA . . £42 10
6-7 h.p. BAT-J.A.P £22 10
3* h.p. 4-cylinder F.N ,. £18
3* h.p. 1912 3-speed BRADBURY £50
5 h.p. 1911 tourist REX £30
2j h.p. 1911 MOTOSACOCHE, free

engine £22
25 h.p. 191 1 T.T. J.A.P £28 10
3i.h.p. 19TI T.T. BRADBURY . . £28
3lh.p. 1912 2-speed HUMBER .. £42 10
2J h.p. 1912 3-sp. NEW HUDSON £37 10
5 h.p. 1911 twin REX DE LUXE £37 10
3i h.p. 1912 F.E. ROVER £42 10
3S h.p. 1910 T.T. TRIUMPH £32 10
2j h.p. F.N .£12 10
2$ h.p. 1912 2-speed ENFIELD . . TE42 10
il h.p. 1912 3-speed HUMBER . . £37 10
5-6 h.p. 1908 2-speed F.W £20
25 h.p. GRIFFON £15
3* h.p. 1910 KERRY ABINGDON £30
3I h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £23
2i h.p. 1911 3-sp. lady's HOBART £30
3* h.p. 1910 free-engine PREMIER £24
3* h.p. 1911 standard BRADBURY £30
2jh.p. 1911 2-speed ENFIELD .. £35
2 h.p. 2-stroke lady's £7
5-6 h.p. 4-cylinder F.N., I9ir model £33
2j h.p. DE DION pattern
2' h.p. 190S MOTO-REVI
6 h.p. twin G.B
3i h.p. L.M.C., 2-speed g<

3^ h.p. 1911 tourist REX
5" h.p. twin PEUGEOT

ASK FOR A COPY
OF THE LIST.

Call and see our great
show of over 300
Motor Cycle Bar-
gains, largest & most
.easily accessible from
every part.

'Phone—6777 Hoi torn.
Wires—' Opificer. London.'Enonanm

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters m

addressed to numbers at " The Motnr Cycle

"

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registi
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must b
for forwarding replies. Only the number will app,
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed,
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " Lor
is added to the address, then to the number givet
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

JWDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown pe

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with
Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this recei

Thetime allowed for a decision after receipt o
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remi
amount to the seller, but if not we return the an
'jo the depositor, and each party to the transaction
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when r

.10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt wii

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be i

payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receiv

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard
ilenee as an indication that the goods Advertised

ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receiv-

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to

one by post." •

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALI
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, .

Westmorland.

SCOTTS,' 1912, the ideal motor cycle, ready for
mediate delivery; £65.—Walker's, Fishburn, Fi

,

mlL -- \ [X!

ROVER, 1912, 3ih.p., 3 speeds, free engine, eomj |
h.b.-e,. only- run 10O -miles; £40.—Linsley, i\

St., Darlington. - - '[X!

3ih.p. -N.S.U., mag. ignition, h.b.c., Whittle bell

2 - bargain, £12/12.-Tu'rvey and Co., The 11

House, Sunderland. [X4

3Ah.p. 1911 Triumph, T.T. roadster, h.h, la,

2 Triumph in the north, guarantee this bitcp ti

65 m.p.h. on- the level, not ridden 1.500 miles; n

gain, £37.—Turvey and Co., The Meter House, Siii!

land.
.

{X4

3ih.p. Triumph. 1911, free' engine, in perfe.-t it

2 not done 2,000 miles, lamp, horn, watch ; a

gain, £40 ; inspection and trial invited.—Turvey,
Motor House, Sunderland. [X4

3Ah.p. T.T. B.S.A., new, £48/10. for immediate
2 livery; 3^h.p. Triumph, free engine, new, i

immediate delivery: new Humber canoelet, £12/12,
,

delivered ;
~ new torpedo sidecar, patent apron and co

£11/11 : sole agents for B.S.A., Triumph, HurabeT, Ei

-Enflelds, etc., motor cycles.—Turvey and Co., The M'

House, Sunderland.- LY4

3ih.p. Motosacoche, 1911, mag., h.b.c., 'Whittle 1

2 Palmer tyres, lamp, horn, complete; £2
Morrison, Broughton Moor, Maryport. [X5<

'

31h.p. 84±x89 Rex. as new, enamelling and plat

2 perfect, hern, valve, tools, etc.; £29/10; eett

3-speed.—Motor, 6, Devonshire Terrace, Darlington.
- [51

1Q12 Scott, £50; also 1910 Triumph, £25, or 1

J-iJ offer; both in perfect eonoiiiun. new tyres, et

Further particulars, Lewis Pennington, Victoria 9

race, KendaL

NEW Phelon and Moore, Colonial model, in etoei, f

cheque £65 secures; Model K. Douglas, o

run 50 miles, as new, £45—Stout's Garage, Egrenie

Cumberland. 'Phone: 1X2. [X5;

SPECIAL to Speed Merehants.-1912-13 T.T. road;

Calthoipe. special competition Precision eagi

B. and B. racing carburetter; just delivered; £4.

Muirs', Stockton. Tel.: 361.

iftll 3Jb.p. Free Engine Triumph, Lucas lamp lic'

:

J-t/ 1912 standard Bradbury, as new; 1911 free

gine Rover; 1911 2ih.p. Hobart; new 1912 chain dn

Bradbury, 2-speed; 2}h.p. new 1912 Centaur, Armstri

3-speed, shop-soiled; best offers secure.—Stout'6 G
Egremont, Cumberland- [X5i

|
SECTION II.

.York and Lancashire.

B.S.A., 1911i. lamp, horn, tools. Whittle belt; £3!

Wigfall, Hillsbro', Sheffield. [X5;

SCOTTS, great Scotte : delivery now, list Jiice-Hai

Cycle and. Motor Co., Holderness Ed., -Hull. P

A38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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I
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

BRADBURY, 1912,
tica throughout

price
Ltd.,

2-speed, remarkably good condi-
eost £55 few months ago, our

£36 oash ; deferred terms arranged.—Hiichen'tt,
Mcrecainbe- [5757

£9 cash ; defene-i.
Morecambe.

terms arranged.

NEW REX BARGAINS.
Maker's Price. Our Price*

311-12 3& h.p. Tourist £45 3 34 guineas-
ji r-i 2 34 h.p. 2-speed de Luxe., £59 17 48 guineas*

Ill-is 5 h.p. 2-sp. Twin de Luxe ; special price. . ol dns
)iz 2J h.p. 2-speed Kex Junior de Luxe £45
)I2 4 h.p. Tourist. IJ4I bene x 95 stroke £45

h.p. Free-engine Tourist £49 10
h.p. 2-speed Je Luxt, handle starting .... £56

N-S.TJ.. mag. ignition, B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c,
decent condition, running order, reliable mount

;

Hitdien's, Ltd.,
[5759

TJOYAI* Enfield. 1912, brand new, 2-speed and free
J-V engine, chain drive, makers' full epecification

;

listed £52/10, our price £42 cash; deterred terme ar-

ranged.—Hitchen'e. Ltd.. Morecambe. [5760

DOUGLAS, 1912. Srspeed, kick starter, clutch, speed-
oiiieter. pan saddle, numerous sparer, perfect con-

dition ;

La.sn

az 4
)I2 4
126
\tZ 6

,12 6

cost £58. accept £45, or near offef.—Bjx No.
The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C,

[5653
T3.S.A. Clutch, bought July, only 1,200, practically

new; any trial; var. jet B- and B., 2 belts, tour-

h.p. 2-speed Twin de Luxe £62 10 ins and T.T- bars, spare valves, complete, plugs, tool8

;

h.p. 2-speed de Luxe Sidette £72 10 highest over £40—Bernard, 17, Princes Av., Liverpool

h.p. 2-speed Twin de Luxe, chain drive. . £70

SOLD UNDER MAKER'S GUARANTEE.
Any model of Rex taken in exchange.

EX,

[X5408
NS.TJ-, 3lh.p-, mag., Dunlops. 2-speed, free engine,

and sidecar, splendid order, £22 ; also 3ih.p. Hum-
ber, free engine, spring forks and saddle, £12; 2Jh.p.
Kerry, footboards, and good tyres, £8.—Yates, engineer,
Sowerty Bridge. [X4822

«r-A*i.rr» .._ w^v-™—s* I
TiOUGLAS, 1912, Model K-, also 1912 Msdel L.

SECOND-HAND REXES.
\

i-f (lady's). 1,000 miles each only, unseratclied, each
. I complete with Lucas lamp, horn, tools, spares, spare

jCA, 1912, 4 h.p., tourist,- nearly new £36 10] petrol tank, cyclometer, etc: genuine bargains. £42
EX. Tor?, 2-speed, Junior de Luxe, roo miles .. £32 10 each.—Braddock, MaTple. near Manchester. [X5291

«^Ln P
T.in°

9
;Ine

lSSt
A
Ve

.

ry
e
mart «?22 rpR"™™ (Nor, 1911). F.E., 2.20O miles, perfect,

EX, 1910. Twin, 2-speed, de Luxe £34 10 1 caIefully kept, new Dnnlop and Bom tyres and
EX, 5* l .p., twin, spring forks

_ £1o 1 tubes (£6), new belt, back rest, spares ; any examination

;

EX. 3* n.p. magneto, free engine, roog model .. £26 10
1
guaranteed. £40: also Canoelet sidecar, dark green,

EX, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks £19 19 400 miles, unscratched. luggage carrier, £10/5: both
EX. 2h h.p.. magneto, lightweight, h.b. control. . £16 10 £49/5.—CaDtain Ballard. Koyal Field Artillery, Preston.

jEX, I9ir, 5 h.p., 2-speed, de luxe, chain drive. . £4£ C [X5247
EX 1910, 5-6 h.p., twin, very fast £29 10|Ti AT ' 5-6h.p.. T.T., 1912, nearly new, only run about

EX; rgir, 3i h.p., 1912 magneto, shop-soiled .. 32 Gns', 60?' w
i"

d
.°

70 mlles PeT hcmr
'

Slde b/ 6lde TOl
.

ve
1'

EX dhD liehtandlow hb control S12 in; IonR exhaust pipes, easy to manage, and economical.
' 10

cost £62. will accept a low price: Bat. 7-8h.p., 1911,
2-speed. Kenip^ball hear*- tyres, l.-ug exhaust pipes, in
good going order, £45, sidecar to suit. £5—Embro Cycle
and Motor Co., Holderness Ed., Hull. [5700

and M., two of these famous machines for immedi-
ate delivery, list price.—Embro Cycle and Mctor

Co.. Holderness Ed., Hull. [5701

HAMPSTEAD.5, HEATH
STREET,

Close to Hampstead Tube Station.

Tele. : "Rey, Hampstead." Tel. : 2678, P.O., Hampstead

Terms: CASH, EXCHANGE,
or EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

End of Season 1912
Shop Soiled Machines

at Bargain Prices.

RUDGE, MuIti "speed

SINGER, 4h -p- 2 -speed

BRADBURY, RE - Model

BRADBURY, TTModel

RUDGE, T -T - Ro:,dster

ZENITH, 8hp

TRIUMPH,
DOUGLAS,

£50
£54
£43
£38
£39

F.E. Model

Model H

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
P
THE Following Latest 1912 Models (new), to be cleared

at bargain prices : 3-speed Rover, 3-^peod Colonial

:X DE LUXE, 5 h.p., chain drive, and spring
wheel coach-built sidecar £48 10

:XDE LUXE (new), 4 h.p., rgi2. and new sidecar £61
S.U., ^£ h.p., 2-speed. and sidecar £25 10

^r !tte?Jiin
t9f°' aSPeedS

' andriSidSi(JeCar
'»«lll New Hu*011

'
***«* Bradbury, clutch 4h.p. Eex-Jap,greai Dargain «» 10 standard Kerry-Abiugdbn. 2 clutch Kerry-Abingdons.-

.« „ . J/J-
1™' clutch

'
,

n?w sidecar £44 10 Apply immediately, Northern Depot, Ltd.. EyerytMng
:XDE LUXE, 191 1-12, and £ro 10s. sidecar, new £63 10. Motorish, Leece St.. Liverpool. [X5398

1 f~* BEAT Sale 2nd-hand Motor Bikes, must be sold.—
,VX 2ih.p. J.A.P., £8/10; 2jh.p. Rex, mag., £12;

CLYNO 5
"6 h,p

''
2"speed

A f* standard Model

LINCOLN-ELK, hpModeI

MATCHLESS, 8 hp 2 -specd
'

h.p.,

No, 5 . .

,

£58 10

£42
£59 10
£80
£27
£62

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
lADBURY, 3-speed, 1912, new £58 10
IUMPH, 1910, clutch, splendid condition £35
>VER, 1911, clutch model ; cost £55 £42
EIY1IER, 3A h.p.. magneto, spring forks £25
>YAL ENFIELD, twin lightweight, magneto . . £19 10
TOINE, 6 h.p., magneto, Saxon forks,,-. £21 10
YMPIC, 3 h.p., vertical engine £10
)IAN, 1911, 5 h.p., twin-

clutch model £39 10
TO-REVE, 19x1, single, good order £23 10
h.p. Twin MINERVA, h.b. control, spring forks £16 10
ATER-LEA-MINERVA, 2£ h.p., Nala 2-speed,

1
spring forks. Model de Course tyres £16 10

1ITE & POPPE, 3^ h.p., magneto, spring frame £16 10

Easy Payments quoted on any machine.

THE FAMOUS "REY" SIDECARS.

36
UNTESTED MACHINES.
each—or close Cash oSer buys

—

3* h.p. GLOBE, h.b. control.

3 h.p. «EX, spring forks. 2.; h.p. KERRY
3i h.p. EXCELSIOR. 3 h.p. OLYMPIC.

3jh.p. Triumph, mag., £17; 2h.p. Mcto-Beve, free en-
gine. 1910. £14/10; 3ih.p. 4-cyi. F.N.. with 2-speed
gear. £18/18; 1910 Triumph, new condition, £26; 1909
P. and M., 3jh.p., with 2-speed and sidecar, new con- r
dition. £35; 1910 Douglas, £26; 1910 Res, with 2-speed *-° OS. *0 OS.
gear, £20; 1912 Res and Sidecar, practically new, £50. ,Side-entrance Models, Wicker, 4E7. Coach-built, £9 10s.
—Motor Cycle Exchange, 160, "Young St., Sheifle'd.

1 2 Elegant Cane Models, Side-entrance, £10 lOs-
tOlOO ail complete with Hutchinson or Michelin 26x2iin. tube

SECTION III. and tyre, and quick detachable joints.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,] LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.

Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and | |VI IVIED IATE DELIVERY
Merioneth.

0f lgl2 MACHINESi over 60 IN STOCK OF LEADINQ

r(112
Lincoln Elk. 3h.p., free, as new, crate free; MAKES, INCLUDING P. & M.'s, SCOTT MORGAN RUN-

>J £29—Merry, draper, Stonebroom. [X54S4 ABOUTS. A.C.'s, AND G. & N.'s.

"I Q11J Douglas, splendid condition^ £27.—Shurne-
JLU hotham, 7. Delamere St,

1911. 1912

1912 SIDECARS.
Illustrated List on application.

Exchange." with Continental motor cycle tyre £9 5
)e Luxe," with best tyre, apron, footmat £6 6
)e Luxe " with reversible child's seat £7 7
)e Luxe," with best coach-built body £7 12
mproved quick-detachable joints, cranked extra strong
'* axle and spindle, tip-up body, and caged ball races
iall models. Prompt delivery to su;t Rexes, Triumphs, *ree H d
s.U.'s, Indians, and any other make.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

SCOTT,
makers, accessories

Oswestry.

BRADBURY. 1911
tion, £2

Brierley Hill.

33.h.p. Premier. 1912
4 spe

Chesterfield

West, Crewe [X5641

lubrication, just overhauled
£40.-Shaw. 18, Salop Rd.,

[5771

all accessories, splendid condi-
or near : sidecar, £3.—Parry. Laurels,

[X5197 £28,

even firing twin, Armstrong 3- £38,

Cloi
[X5339 £37.

£28.

£25
£26.

I Q12 F.E. Bradbury; cost £54/10 fortnight ago. must £37
-LO sell, actept £48, nearest.—Thos. F. Watson. £67.
Ripley, Derby. [X5467 £20,

1 Qll Res, free engine, 6h.p., excellent condition, £39.
J-tf Xl'ali pan seat- £34, bargain.—Morton- 'Ander- £30.
son, Oswestry. [X5476 £27.

3ih.p. Rex, mag., good condition; £16; would ex- *^-
2 change, with cash, for sidecar machine.—19, Pear- £280,

" Derby. [X5504 ,

TRIUMPH. 1908. free engine, back rest, Whittle, in
£180,

excellent condition; bargain, £26.-26, Erddig
Rd., Wrexham.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.SECOND-HAND

F.N., 4-cyIinder, 5-6 h.p 1911
F.N.

V
4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p 1910

F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p., with clutch 1910
TRIUMPH, F.E. Model 1910
RUDGE, T.T. Roadster 1912
ZENITH, 8 h.p., and sidecar (Millford) 1911
TRIUMPH, T.T. Roadster I9ri
REX, 6 h.p., clutch, speedometer and sidecar 1911
ZENITH, 6 h.p., with sidecar, as nev/ 1912
REX, 3A h.p., good order 1916
BRADBU RY, 3J h.p., as new rqr2
HUiVlBER, 3V h.p. 2-speed, like new 1.

n

LINCOLN-ELK, 3 h.p., as new I.I2
DOUGLAS, Model H, 2-speed, as new '912'

F.N. Car, io-r4 h.p., hood and screen, acces-

sories, as new 912
BAYARD, S b.p., 4-cylinder, 3 weeks old,

quantity of spares 1912

[X5529 £280. F.N. Car, ro-r4 h.p., as new 1912DA1I Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.
OUGLAS, 2-speed, free engine, new week ago, hand-

Selhorne
Ue

st
aC,:

waSifL
; £^' ^^ TT

'
Dousla

r
3
>;^

8
V We are now Booking Orders for 1913 MACHINES and

r5851 RUNABOUTS, now is your time to Book with T.-.E ONLY

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
Telegrams : " Perfection,

BAT-J.A.P., 6h.p., Just overhauled by makers, Jones HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.
srjeedometer,_ Lucas lamp ; £40. — Leeke's^

"'

Phone ; 766.

Dudley St., Wolrerhampton. k&443l Only
5-6h-p. F.N. Motor Cycle, mag., central intake, climb Address

anything: £15. great bargain.—Jenkins and Cj.. ,

Wolverhampton. [X5587
anything

:

Bath Rd.,

5, HEATH
9 STREET,

PSTEAD.
wards, 378, Osmneton Rd., Derby. [X5495

}

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A41

~|Q12 Campion-Jap, 4h.p., Armstrong gear, done 200
X %r miles, £40 ; aleo sidecar, £3.—Particulars, Ed-
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OUR
REED CANE BODIES

have undoubtedly hit the mark.

Undoubtedly this class of cane is far superior and
more classy than ordinary cane or wickerwork,
besides being considerably lighter. These beautiful

sidecars appeal to those who want absolutely the
best Model G

£8 8s.
Complete as above and carriage paid.

SMART, LIGHT, AND STRONG.
Our Model de Luxe Sidecar is admitted to be the
finest all-round value ever offered. Cranked axle,
quick detachable joints, caged ball races, with
extra stout wheel spindle. Guaranteed 12 months,

Complete with Lamp, Foot Mat, Kick-up Stand,
Quick Detachable Joints, Continental or Michelin
Tyres, Round or Car Pattern Mudguard, and
CARRIAGE PAID. Send for List.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New Rubber-studded Covers. 26x2$. beaded 17/6
Water Circulating Pump 5/-
Small Tricar Radiator 5/-
Triumpb pattern Handlebar, new 6/6
Mabon Clutch, fits Res 35/-
19 1 2 B 104 padded Saddle, new 16/6
New Prested Accumulators 7/6
New Prested Trembler Coil 1 5/-

Lycett's " Top Tube " Toolbags 7/-
2 h.p. Stationary Engine, water-cooled,... £4 10
Albion Clutch, fits Triumph 47/5
New Screw-cutting Lathe, 4m. centres .... £6 10

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX (?wo **
Telephone 919.

from G.P.O.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q10 Indian, 5h.p., just overhauled, lamp, etc.;
J-*/ £31/10. or exchange 3ih.p. T.T. Triumph.— v>.
Nolan, 24, Oxton Ed., Birkenhead. 15863

SINGER, 3h.p., Bosch, Amac var., lamp, horn, tools,
spares, new Duulops, just overhauled; buying twin.

—Harvie, MountlanaV. Altriucham. [5850

TRIUMPH, 1908, 3±h.p., Bosch map., good tyres,
new belt, P. and H. lamp, and all spares,, in per-

iect order; £21—33. Park Grove. Derby. [X5477
1 Q12 4ih.p. Regal-Precision, Villiers free enpirie, hot
-L«/ done 1,000 miles, perfect condition; any examina-
tion; £43.—Tagg, Airfields, Newcastle. Staffs. [5949

TJ012 New Hudson, 3£h.p-, free engine, 3-speed. ac-Xt/ cessories, etc., condition as new; cost £64, nearest
offer to £46.—Mainwaring, Goodfellow St.. Tunstall.3^ [X5411

h.p. Kerry, Watawata, Amac carburetter, h.b.c..
adjustable pulley, new Continental, eompret^inu

perfect; £10/10.-105, Sydney St., Burton-on-Tient.
[X5256

TRITJMrH, 1912, special T.T. racer, very fast, condi-
tion as new, 2 spare tyres, 3 belts, etc.; any trial;

£40, or near offer.—K. S. Brittain, Orient Lod^e. Bux-
ton. [X5447
SCOTT, 1912, condition as new, complete with lamp,

horn, watch, Cowey speedometer, pillion seat

;

£62/10.--Hud*on, School House, Barrow Hill, Chester-
field. [5828
*1 Q12 Standard Bradbury, done 600 miles, new PedleyX«7 tyre on back, XL'all saddle, 2 pairs footrests;
£38, or near offer; any trial, very fast.—Fox, Barrack?
Golf Club, Staffs. [X5520
"IQ12 3£h.p. Free Engine Budge, new June. £40. inX*/ splendid condition; 1912 3}h.p. free engine
Excelsior, £30, guaranteed in good order.—Thos. Booth,
Frodsham, Cheshire. fX547C

1Q10 7hp. Chater-Lea-Peugeot, Bosch Druids, B.B.,Xt/ Kenipshall and Palmer tyres, just been over-
hauled, perfect, smart appearance, all accessories; £23
bargain.—T. W. Bentiey, 159. Waterloo Ed., Burslem.

[5857
N.S.TX., 3h.p., mag., B. and B., h.b.c, Lyso belt

(nearly new), footboards. Brooks saddle, 2 brakes,
spring forks, 24in. wheels, splendid machine, reliability
itself ; photo sent ; £ 1 8.—Clifford Jarman, Oakdene,
W rexham. [5834
"I Q07 Triumph, fitted with Senspray carburetter, 1910X if ball bearing Bosch mag., Bates special heavy
back tyre. Palmer front, tubes unrunctures. Lyso belt,
Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear fitted engine, fitted with
1909 cyl., piston, first-class sidecar machine; first cheque
over £30 secures.—Horswill. 103. Brook St., Chester.

£5784
TBIUMPH, 1910J, free engine, condition as new.

F.B. St; spring seat, and numerous spares, bargain,
£35: Enfield, 1911, 2$h.p.. lightweight, been carefully
used, almost new, £26: Minerva, 3h-p., 1912 B. and B.
h.b-c., mag., in perfect condition throughout, £14;
A.J.S. 1912 lightweight, 2£h.p., only ridden 600 mile?,
accept £25.—Pollard's, Bridge St., Wresnam. . [X4820

SINGER, 2J.h.p., 2-speed. free engine, not done 300
miles, perfect in every detail, cost £50, for im-

mediate sale £37/10; Budge, free engine, Millford 16 gu.
sidecar, Lucas lamp, speedometer, and spares, a bargain,
£52/10. or will separate; Douglas, 2-speed. free engine.
used for demonstration only, offers; Millford £16/16
radial castor wheel, art caneT run 1,000 miles only,
£11/10.-J. H. Wedge and Co-, New Ed., Willenhall.

[X5350
1Q12 Scott, brand new, £65, from st?>; 1912 3h-p.
XJ/N.S.IT. twin, with 2 speeds and f_ce engine, only
ridden 250 miles, just like new, £3%; 2 Budge Multis.
absolutely like new, £55 each; 1910 free engine Tri-
umph, new back tyre, £38; 1911 3Ah.p. Bex Speed King,
fine order, £28 : 5h-p. Vindee, twin, Bosch mag., h.b.c,
bargain, €20; 1911 3;hp. free engine Singer, a beauty,
£35; 1912 Clyno and sidecar, very little used, £75;
Motosacoche, accumulator, good tyres, perfect order,
Druid spring forks, £9: 3;h.p. Bex, spring forks, ac-
cumulator, trembler, £10; 3ih.p. V.S., Bosch mag.. 2
speeds and free engine, a bargain. £14; exchanges are
our specialitv. Write at once.—The North Wales Motor
Exchange, Ehosddu. Wrexham. Tel.: 283. [X5528

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

ROYAL Enfield Twin Lightweight, 1910; price £18.—

j

23a Coundon Ed. Coventry. [X5628
|

£15.—Zenith-Graaua, atu.v, 1912rB. and B. var. jet,

free engine perfect.—Gotch. 2, Kent St., I oi cester.

T5782
Tl/TTJLTI Budge, o months old, perfect condition, with
-LtJ. or without sidecar.—Osborne, Weston. Towoester.

[X5471
"pOB Sale, 3ih.p. motor^cycle, perfect condition; £12,

ton
or near offer.—236, Wellingborough Ed., Northamp-
* nf.5422

"I Q12 Clutch Triumph, just overhauled bv makers:
X*J £47, or close offer.—62, Cedar Bd., Northamp-
ton. [5835

INDIAN (Bed), 1911, 5h.p., free engine, little 'used:
£26/10. — Walker, 130, Eavenhurst Bd.. Har-

bonw. [X5569
1 Q12 3±h.p. Zenith-Gradua, purchased July, not done
1*7 700 miles, as new; 40gns.—126, Cambridge St.,

Leicester. [X5515

9h.p. Bat. splendid condition, 1910. very fast; £29;
would exchange for good Triumph.—Satchwell. High

St., Harborne- [X5461

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
We have a quantity of frames by well-known maker

Price 32/6 each.
Rigid forks, 7/6 ex ira. Druid forks 45/- extra.

EnamelJed and plated i nrst-class style,

ONE ONLY.
ioiiI 3i h.p. PREMIER, Armstrong 3-speed gear,

brand new ; £46

ONE ONLY
1912 8 h.p. MORGAN Runabout, 2-seater, ready for

delivery, brand new ; 85 Qns.

Nothing Extra for Easy Payments.

We are prepared to supply almost any

make of New 1912 Motor Cycles for

\ DOWN
Balance in 12 equal Monthly Payments.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1910 SCOTT, a beauty £32
4-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks .... £16
3 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V £11

3 h.p. BROWN, magneto.Druids, 26in.wheels £16

3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto £24
4 h.p. 1911 QUADRANT, Roc, 2-speeds .... £30

3J h.p. I9TO L.M.C., Bosch, h.b. control £22

3J h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH, beautiful order £33

3J h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed model, Bosch . . £23
1911 (Nov.) 3i h.o. RUDGE, free engine £39
2 h.p. WOLF, magneto £15
1910 8 h.p. BAT, M.O.V., 2 speeds £45
1911 Lady's HOBART, Armstrong 3-speed.. £36

3} h.p Twin PREMIER, fine machine £25

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
3 \ h.p. 1908 Tourist, 1909 engine £23

3$ h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra tine £23
3
"h.p 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag, £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex £16 10

5-6 h.p., Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear .. £22

7 h.p. de Luxe, 2 speeds, M.O.V £48
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, 2-speed model £23

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
8 h.p. BAT, 2 speeds. Millford sidecar .... £50
i-6h.p. 2-speed IQ08 REX and sidecar .... £33

7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £53

JC/I nnUN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
3w*+ UUHll BALANCE 25/- MONTH.
2 h.p. WOLF, magneto, 26in. wheels, A.J.S.

engine £15

3 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V £11

3 h.p. BROWN, magneto, Druids £18

-O R nAWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.SpO llUWn BALANCE 30/- MONTH.
4-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks .... £16

3 h.p. 1908 REX, Bosch magneto £17

5 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, b.K control £16 10

4* h.p. WOLF Tricar, 2 speeds. £19

4|b.p. HUMBER Tricar, 2 speeds, wheel

steering £19

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Twin Rex Motor Cycle, less engine £5 (

3I h.p. Rex engine, two-stroke £4 15

Powell's 2-speed, free-engine back wheel . . £4 15

New Basket Body, upholstered green £1 [1

One ditto, upholstered red £1

1912 B. and B. Carburetters, variable jets.. 28/6

1912 B. and B. Carburetters, single jet .... 27/-

1912 Senspray Carburetters 28/6

Camel iin. Rubber Belting per foot 1/3

Trailer, 26in. wheels .'..... 25/-

Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs ... 7/6

New Lycett's Tubular Carriers 4/11

Bosch V Twin Magneto, 48 degrees E3 1

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.
Telephone HALIFAXMS

A42 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SO TT'SJf MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3iili.p. 1912 Twiu number, Armstrong 3-spced, 2iin.
4 back tyre, doublo footrests. belt guard; £42 cash;

Victoria Motor House. Powell St., Halifax. X or near ofler: als°

XOlh.p. 1912 Free Engine Triumph, new 'at Easter;
^* 2 or near offer ; both machines hsve been ridden

X
about 1.200 miles, are. as new, and complete with lamp,
h. rn, epare belt, fastener, valve, and tools.— Gecflrey
Smith, Uunelm, Northumberland Ed., Coventry. [X2077

A1Q12 41h.p. O.K. Precision, F E. clutch, 2J Hutch-„ i" insons, B. and B.. Whittle; £40.-10, Lincoln

J{ St., Birmingham. [X5414

ALL MACHINES SEVERELY TESTED BEFORE

LEAVING THE WORKS.

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED AND
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

CLEARANCE SALE'^A
X

One Multi Kudge in stock.

RUDGE 2-speed and free-engine and
adjustable pulley engine starts with
the back wheel on the ground .... £56 10

RUDGE tree-eumne model £55
RUDGE standard £48 15
RUDGE T.T ' £43(5
ZENITH-GRADUA, new, sh h-P £55

i NEW HUDSON, 3^ h.p., 1912, 3 speeds £44
1 HUMBER, [9/2, 2-speed, handle starting £44
l P. & M., as good as new, complete with
l sidecar £45
l NEW HUDSON Lightweight, 2$ h.p.

t iap. like new, 3-speed gear, a bargain £35
l RUDGE, Standard 1912, 3J h.p £38

j
PREMIER, 3* h.p., 1912, complete with

I sidecar, 3 speeds £55
I NEW HUDSON. 3* h.p., 1912, not done

300 miles, 3 speeds £48 10
]- NUMBER, 3£ h.p., 2-speed and free

engine, take a sidecar £39
j TRIUMPH. 3iVh.p., late 1908, a beauty £26
' TRIUMPH, with 2 speeds and free

engine £25
1 TRIUMPH, clutch model, 1910* . . £36

J
LINCOLN ELK, 3$ h.p., 2-speed and

kick starter . £36
}i REX, 1908, 3i h.p., h.b.c £16

I
P. & M., complete with 9 guinea sidecar £32

1; REX, 1910, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, and free

engine complete with sidecar .... £36
1 REX, 19T1A, 2-speed, free engine .... £36
' CHAMPION, 1911, like new £26

J
F.N. Lightweight, 1911-12, shaft drive,

shop-soiled, complete with £10'worth
y of spares £38

:
F.N., 5-6 h.p., fitted with 2-speed gear

1 and free engine at a cost of over £80,
'< a bargain . .

;

£38
/ MINERVA, 3A h.p., h.b.c, magneto igni-
.' tion, spring forks £15
* TRIUMPH, 1907, 3£ h.p. £20

'} 50/- down and 5/- per week secures

the following :

LLDAYS, 1912, 3ft.p., ttoo 2-^peed and free en-
gine, large lamp and horn, liardly ; soiled : £40.—

Lcwin, High St., Kettering. 1X5518

TRIUMPH. 2-€peed N.S-TL, new tyres, tubes, B. and
B. carburetter. etr.» rJuunpion hill-climber ; £22 —

: Horton Ahbe* m., WUucai^. [X4811

I

Collier's Motories,
Westga+e, Halifax, England.

1912 BRADBURYS.
THE IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINES.

The greatest power in single-cylinder machines, giving
maximum efficiency and freedom from attention.

3} h.p., tourist £C8 3^ h.p., 2-sp., chain £58 10
3i h.p., 2-speed, belt £55 3* h.p., 3-speed ,. £58 10

SPECIAL EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS.

CASH
:
EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

V I
TNDIAN 5h.p. Twin 1911. excellent condition, little'DCY BASS 1912, 6 h.p., 2-specd, new £*'7-fl

*~j JL used, lamp, born; £42, or nearest ofier-^Leea, B»t/V"*#«Bj ovl I

pCV 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed, latest pro- £J7fl
— » iv '.! " auction, chain drive

X

V! chemist. Carriugton, Nottingham. [X5194
• I QJLh-p. 1912 B.S.A., 2 speed*, free engine, kick starter,02 new July, 2; tyres, done 600 miles, as new; £54.

-Martin, Harrowby Ed.. Grantham. [5796
PFY r 9 12 - 4 b -P- Tourist, 84^ x 95, $$&i»B_^, handle starting, NEW ***0

1Q12* Ariel, var- gear, decompressor, as new, £40; ! REX 0E LUXE
>
J9 I2 « 4 b.p., 2-speed, new f»EC

A«J 4ihp. Fafnir, 2-^peed, mag., .good Biaecar ,

»—*» *«/«
/V

1 machine. £22.-36

X
X
X
X

8

Hainton Av., Grimwby.

TRIUMPH, 1911. 3Jh.p., free engine, fitted with
forks, eery little used, and equal to new; £42

The Premier Motor Co., Ltd.. Aston Ed., Birmingham.
[0155

EIUMPH, 1911. 3ih.p., T.T. roadster, fast manhine,XTJ- in good_ccndition ; £30.—The Premier Motor Co.
Ltd., Aston RcL, Birmingham.

MATCH LESS-J.A.P., 1911, 3Ah.p., free engine, excel-
lent condition

j £33.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0157

XI rpitlTJAIPH Motor Cycles.—Latest 1912 free engine

J 1 and T.T. roadster, models in stock; buy your
machine frrim the official agents for Birmingham and
district—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingiiam. [0158

BAT. 4Jh.p. Stevens engine, B. and B. carburetter,
tyre-s good, battery ignition, late 1906, perfect con-

[59so HUMBER,^^"c^S £34 1

INDIAN, £&*£* Caucb
'

sp 'endid £39 1

ANTOINE, ^'toS™ 1
-gncto, £21 10

?Bfw?S;S ,,.^jS £53 10
1911. 3A h.p.,

[0156

DCV iqti. 3I h.p., Tourst, new and ^Attne
*r*&**5 unused, ior2 waterproof magneto wS'gllOaDCV DE LUXE, too, 3J h.p., 2-speed, and
**t** Sidecar, very smart lot, witn Kfl<yHQ

makers' guarantee, brand new wwgllai
DCV 19H7 3J h.p., Tourist, very reliable j£?SJQ "j A
DCV 1910, Twin, special finish £9Q 1 ft

SPECIAL OFFER.
1912 2-speed 2f h.p. REX Junior de Luxe. Only had
road tests, accept£3210 Particulars on application

QUADRANT, 3* h.p., h.b.c.>

i F.N., 4-cvlinder .'.. £16
" N.S.U., 3* h.p £16
fc Q JADRA'NT, 2£ h.p., spring forks .... £8
"REX and Forecar, complete, with free
ft|- engine, h.b.c £14
n 8-guinea Sidecar, second-hand £4

dition; £12.—G. E. Potter. 24, St. Mary St., Stamford.
[X5203

LADY'S 3;h.p. T 2-spced and free engine, chain drive,
footboards, large lamp and horn, in perfert order

and condition; £35.—Savory, Pytchley Rd., Kettering.
[X5517

TRIUMPH T.T. Roadster, new August, lamp, horn,
Cowey indicator, spares, and overalls, £46; DCV

I

machine only, £42.—Ball, 6, "Wheeler's Rd., Binning- ntA)
X TTOR Sale, Singer, 2jh.p., 1912, perfectly new; also

(
IVI IN EftVA, afin"-*tytes sprin^fofks

1
'* 6 10

XX1

Bradbury late 1911
3J.p.

free engine 2 sp^.'ppw 1911, 31 h.p. Tourist, '100 mUes onJy.tfOft -g A
Montpnmery sidecar; what criers?—Jobsun, Motui Wks.. KCAi ' ' JS *^ ' SO& III
Wainfleet. [X5193

A] O S h.p. Kerry, 1912 mag., 1911 B. and B., h.b.c.,'

X'V'* pedal* and hinged footboards, belt and tyret- ex-
. cellent, lamp, and tools.—Bailey, Ethel Huuse, New

,\ Balderton, Newark. [5671

1

1911, 5 h.p., sidette coach built, &AQ *1A
spring wheel, chain drive S^ftO I v

£10 10 HUMBER, 3^h.p., new August, 1912, Dunlops, only
ridden 50 miles, as good as new; ownei buving

lightweight: photo: £32/10.—Ruthven House, Binoui
field Rd., Coventry. [S5444

"I CI 11 6h.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea, free engine, goodLv condition; seen by appointment; £29/10, or ex-
change good lightweight same value. — Frisby,
Terrace. Uppingham.

Dean's
[5765

HUMBER, 191 U. 3ih.p., 2-speed, new condition,
1.500 miles, new Dunlop back, lamp, horn, spares;

£36; take push bike part exchange.—Eden. Mur<ton
Green, Birmingham. [X5^62
"I Q12 Improv
At/ as new.

d 2-speed 4h.p. Rex de Luxe, condition
. Lucas lamp., riding access j'ries, spmes,

only u.sed as an engineer's pleasure mount; £46.—Copier,
St. Catherine's Rd., Lincoln. [X529*4

1912 cylinder head, com-'

REX 5*
h 'p" Twin '

sprine forks £16 10
MINERVA, 4ihp Twin springfoks £16 10
Q^ftTT Water-cooled, 2-speed, special 1JOQ A

OLYMPIC 3 h 'P "'
special price ^° clear£6 1

MOTO REVE,2

v
h
e P-tf^t?o

e

n
r £19 10

DCV 1909. 3i fa-P- model, very good and fAA < A

DAT 3j h.p., magneto, spring frame and !*< C 4 A

TRIUMPH^g^SSf!!^^! £35DCV 3i h -P-, I'eht and low, splendid 611} iA
f\EL/\, mining order * I £. !U
DCV 3 h p., spring forks, wants attention QA 4C

SUNDRIES."lOllS Eudge, T.T. model,
J-*J petition maehine,- ex.-ellent' condition, overhauled New, Sooft. F.R.S. Lamp, grid generator 35'.

o«J°
r™' w&UgSi ST'^L* ^'^ bar3:

*rl
5
«"S Twin Rex de Luxe, less engine £7 10ofler.-74, Bndgford Ed.. Nottinglain. [X5489

pil0enjjl Fo,ecar ,4S tyTe5
s

17/6
TQ10 Mntoeacoehe. free engine, adjustable pulley, Shop-soiled Cane Sidecar Body 16/0Atf Wliittle belt, mag., eperially tuned up, and fery 1912 Bradbury 2-speed Gear, NEW £7
powerful, as pood as new. electric lamp from accumu-

, 24 z ,j clipper Covers,10/6 ; Tubes 5/9
lator. etc.

:
£20.-C. W. PenneU. Lincoln. [X5330

fi 2 ^ Montgomery Sidecar, almost new £6 t
DOUGLAS. 1911 model, guaranteed perfect, splen- : Fuller's 20-amp. Accumulators, NEW 11/i

did condition, all spares, etc., very little u*ed ; ^—^^— —^^^^^^—
bough! car; take £25: fir*t cheque secures.—Laughton, TDBOARC AND fARG
97, Dennis Ed.. Sparkbrook. Birmingham. [S4821I I Kiunno «"" ^.Hrso.

Dnrrr-T a c na*. i , . ^ . ^ ^J h.p. P. & W1.. 2-speed, Humber Tricar £13 10
OUGLAS. 23h.p., in excellent runnlmr order, just Jf.,*, PH rFNI',- , « r,n^H Trimo maeneto imition £15 10
overhauled bv the makers, enrne practically new, ,4l n p. ^PHffiNIX, 1 >pj* I nmo ™agneto-ignitija.n xm m

;
with various 1912 refinemeute: owuer • buying 191 j |4-cyhnderj!-seaterW_OLSELeV Car, recently over-

^

H Guaranteed for 12 Montns.

3 As Illustrated, 10 GUINEAS.
\ Write for Sidecar Catalogues.

if We claim to have the finest and strongest Side- .* ,
" !

Vir on the market. No fear of v, heel dropping ofl. X
i

m <lcl : mav b seen, by appointment—Bos 1,410, Thet hauled, great bargain IZ9 10

f WATFORD SPEEDOMETERS „ Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry. [X5434 J4i h.p. W.C. 2-speed MONOCAR, open frame £15

Vll Models. Liberal allowances made on old ones.
"
X "DOVPE. 3ih.p.. 1912, Sturmey-Archcr 3-speed gear,
_- J-** delivered June last, ridden 1,400 miles ; listed at

notrests, postpaid ?/io V
C E?OT.T' Victoria Motor House, v» Powell Street, HALIFAX! Xf Jephone—433 National.

"
•"Jegrams—"SCOTT Powell Street, Halifir." X

Ditto, wiin best coach-built u

£59. will accept £49/10: would take a sidecar anywhere,
no offOTe or exchanges entertained : may be seen by ap-
pnintnient—P. W. Johnson, 22, St. George's Ed.. Cov-
entry. [XS283

TEIUMPH, 1912, clutch model. <£55, just amved;
new Zenith Gradua, 33h.p.. T T. Eudge. 2^h.p.

Singer lightweight, what offers: 1911 TriuiuohB. stand-
ards, not riddeD 1.000 miles, £35; 1912 4h.p- Singe! -

and Bidecarnage. £57/10- must eoll.—Midland Cycle Co., ,
any °tb

.
e' make.

Coalville. Leicester. D:5611

1

Discount to trade.

COLLIER'S 1912 SIDECARS.
"Popular," Clipper or Continental tyre £5 6
" Supfcn.? '' fvpe. with best tyre apron, etc. . . £6 6

Side-entrance body » £7 10
£7 12 8

Improved Quick Deta;batle Joints, Cranked Extra

Stroua Back Axle and Spindle to all Models. Prompt

ards,. not ridden L000 miles, £35; J V4h.p7 Singer" delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs, N-S.U.'s, Indians, and

Exchanges entertained.

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A43
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POBERTSONS
1913 "WALL"

5 H.P., 2-Sneed, Shaft Drive.

100 Guineas. Come and try it.

1913 C.M.C. CYCLECAR, 100 Guineas
7 H.P. W.C., 3 SPEEDS and REVERIE.

New 1912 Motor Cycles
Scott, Zenith, Bat, New Hudson,
Norton, Douglas, Triumph, Rudge,

Matchless, etc.

SECOND - HAND
1912.

1234

1227

1231

1203

183

1175

1194

122S

1229

1173

1142

1204

1207

1217

120S

1192

1200

1149

MATCHLESS, 8 H.P. 2-SPEED,
Twin belts, F.R.S. and P. & H. lamps,
P.M.C. coach built sidecar, £4/4 generator,

£4/4 speedometer, spare cover and tubes,
etc., etc. Cost £112 in June
BRADBURY, 3} H.P., 2-SPEED,
Belt drive, lamp, horn, and tools, like new.

.

CS.YNO & SIDECAR, lamp,
horn, Cowey, tools. Cost £92
IVY PRECISION, 3} H.P. T.T.
MODEL. Ridden about 100 milesNEW HUDSON, 3! H.P., 3-

SPEED GEAR.. SHOP-SOILED ONLY ....

ZENITH, 3} H.P. In perfect order.
Lamp, horn, and tools

ZENITH, 6 H.P. Beautiful order.
Lamp, horn, and tools

1911.

£78
£39

£72

£35

£54

£44
£62

£38
£40

£36
£34

£36
£38
£28
£44

£36
£52

£36

MISCELLANEOUS.

N

19

TRIUMPH, 3J H.P. Mabon clutch.
Lamp, horn, and tools

-rRIUMPH, 3} H.P. GLUTCH
MODEL. Lamp, horn, and tools

BAT, 6 H.P. New condition. Lamp,
horn, and tools

BRADBURY, 3£ H.P. Fine order.

Lamp, horn, and tools

BRADBURY F.E., 3£ h.p.
All accessories

F.N., 4-CYLlNDER, 5-6 H.P., 2-SPEED.
Lamp, horn, and tools

HUMBER, 23 H.P., 3-SPEED.
Splendid order. Lamp, horn, and tools .

.

SCOTT, 2-SPEED, 2-STROKE, 2-CYL.
water-cooled. Suitable for a lady

PREMIER, F.E., 3$ H.P. Fine
order. Lamp, horn, and tools

ZENITH, 6 H.P. Splendid for sidecar.
Lamp, horn, and tools

ZENITH, 3J H.P. Good appearance.
Lamp, horn, and tools

1161 19^0 SCOTT, 3* H.P., 2-SPEED,
2-STROKE. Lamp, horn, and tools

1211 4 H.P., STEVENS, Magneto, H.B.
control, spring forks, lamp, horn and tools

1221 1910 PREMIER, 3J H.P. 2-CYL.
Lamp, bom, tools. Most excellent condition

1230 1910 CHATER - J.A P., 6 H.P.
Lamp, horn, and tools ',

1232 1910 BROWN, with 1912 N.S.U.
2-SPEED GEAR. All Accessories

1154 1909 F.N., 4-CYL. In perfect order.
Lamp, horn, and tools

ROBERTSONS:
TELEPHONE: MAYFAIR -767

157b, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.

£28

£16|

£29

£26
£29
£19

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PLASTOW, Grimsby, has the following machines on

offer: 1912 Douglas. Model K., new a month ago,
run 100 miles only, £44; Douglas, Model G., £41;
1911 F.E.- Triumph. £37; 1911 Rudge, N.S.U. 2-speed,
with Mjntgomery sidecar £39; 1911 Douglas 2-€peed,
£31; 1911 Premier lightweight, £22. [55443

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

EW and 2nd-hahd Motor Cycles of all makee at
greatly reduced prices-—Lambert, Tbetford. [X4429

FREE Engine Triumph, 1 909 model, in real good
order; £28.—3a, Bridge St., Cambridge. [X4630

08 Model Triumph, in real good order and condi-
tion; £23.-37, Searle St., Cambridge. [X4631

TRIUMPH, free engine, 1909, carefully used. Palmer
cords, "Whittle; £30, lowest.—Robinson, Sandy.

Bedfordshire. [5879

33.h.p. F.N., mag., spring forks, adjustable pulley,

4 tyres good, new Dunlop back; £11/10. — Bird.
Harrold, Beds. [5859

EASY Payments.—Motor cycles, any make ; £10 de-

posit, balance monthly.—General Trading Com-
pany, Gt. Tarmouth [53058

3.1 h.p. Minerva, Amac carburetter, new trembler coil,

2 good tyres, new handle-bars, all in good running
order; £8.—G. Seaman. Hunstanton. [X5359

ZENITH. 3£h.p.. 1911, lamp, horn, speedometer,
watch, Kempshall baok, good machine ; £30.—

Artnn Dyson, Albert Sq., Gt. Tarmouth. [5747

DOUGLAS, model K, picked demonstration machine,
used twice only, spring seat pillar, backrest, special

exhaust bos, very Quiet, guaranteed as new; £45.—Ivel
Garage, Biggleswade. [5968

TRIUMPH T.T., 1911. picked engine, all- spares, 2

belts, P. and H. lamps, horn, handle-bar mag.
control, also roadster bars, seen any time; £39, or close

offer.—S.B., 34, Green St., Cambridge. [X4459

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-

nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

1Q12 B.S.A., as new; any trial; best offer accepted.—
Xt/ Harold Herbert, Evesham. [X5485

1Q12 New Hudson, 2£hp., as new; letters only; £43.
1.U —Purcell, Belle Vue House, Malvern. [5670

2jJh-p. Rex (1508), Bosch mag., Dunlop belt, low
4 frame, wants overhauling; cash offers.—Philpott.

Ledbury. [X5202

3.1 h.p. Quadrant, mag., h.b'.c, lamp, horn, complete

:

2 £16: low saddle, good condition-—Motorist, Ar-
cade. Llanelly. [X5599

EXCELSIOR. 3ih.p., new last April, N.S.U. 2-epeed
gear; cost £52, accept £38/10, bargain.—Lewis,

Tregroes, Llandyssil. [568E

ZENITH-GRADUA, 1911. as new, with sidecar, or

separate; 1912 clutch Triumph, 100 miles; 2-!h.p.

1910 twin, offers—Thomas, Aberfan, Merthyr. [X5473

1 (klO 2ih.p. F.N., Bhaft drive, 2-speed, free engine,
J-*J new heavy tyres, 2 bags and tools; any examina-
tion; £22, offers.—41, Church St., Blaenau Festiniog.

[X5416
3JLb-p. Ariel-Minerva, h.b.c-, dry ignition, 26in. wheels.

2 spring forks, all accessories; bargain, £10/10-
ride 50 miles to bona-fide purchaser.—Morley. Builth.

[X5318

F.N., brand new, delivered August 18th, 1912. 5h.p-,

2-speed, H.P. clutch, steel-studded Englebert
covers both wheels, all latest improvements, butt-ended

|

tnbe3 in tyres, one butt-ended tube spare, Hiller lamp
and generator, best nickel Serpentine horn; paid £60/11
will sell for £55; no offers.—Box L8.636, The Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [5067

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

1 012 New Free Engine Triumph.—Soul, 11, High St..XV Olney. [5858

DOUGLAS, 1911, 23h.p., 2-speed and free engine;
£30.—Layton'e, Bicester, Oxon- [X5559

TRIUMPH, free engine, late 1911. horn, good condi-
tion; price £40.—Eldridge, Cinderford, Glos. [5683

KERRY, 3ab.p., 1911, fitted with carriage body
. sidecar, accessories; £38. — 63, Frogmore St.,

Bristol. .. [X5570

DOUGLAS, 1911. in perfect order throughout, all

accessories; £27/10; only requires trying.—Gibb,
Gloucester. [530E

ZENITH, 6h.p., 1912, excellent condition throughout;
lowest, £56; with accessories.—Heybourn, Motors

Maidenhead. [5383

MINERVA, 3ih.p., tyre3 and tubes good, one spare
cover, in constant use, good condition ; £8.—Kirkbv,

Blackmoor, Hants. [5681

MINERVA. 3£h.p., m.o.i.v., yery fast and reliable '.

thorough, good condition, climb anywhere; £14.— a
Backhouse> Coshain. uants. [5749 |"

For CLASS & QUALITY

BARGAIN PRICES
GET INTO TOUCH WITH

advantages we offer in

HIGH-GRADE MOTOR
CYCLES, NEW and

SECOND-HAND, and in

all Fitments and AccesH

sories for Motor Cycling.

1912 6 h.p. A.C. Sociable de Luxe, fitted

with front brakes, non-skid tyre, wind-
screen, just delivered, ready to drive
away, 2 speeds, foot-starter £90 15

1912 5 h.p. A.J.S. and Gloria Sidecar, new
F.R.S. lamp set, post horn, special
cover-all apron, spares, in perfect con-
dition ; cost nearly £90 £70

1912 P. & M., immediate delivery £€0
1912 6 h.p. CLVNO, 2 speeds, not run

25 miles £63
1912 3} h.p. BRADBURY, Clutch Model,

new, mech. inlet, N.S.U. 2-speed,
owner instructs us to sell £54 10

I9t2 (Early) 6 h.p. F.N., 4-cylinder, mul-
tiple clutch, 2 speeds, fine order . . £45

1912 i\ h.p. A.J.S., 2 speeds, foot-starter £48 4
1912 lih.p. WANDERER, spring frame,

free engine, hardly used £22
r9 r2 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, Clutch Model, just

delivered £55
1912 3i h.p. T.T. RUDGE, very fast, fine

condition £37
rgo9 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, splendid condition £26
1907 3l h.p. TRIUMPH, good order £17 17

1911 2} h.p. ENFIELD, chain drive £25
1909 3i h.p. REX Tourist J20

FITMENTS & ACCESSORIES
AT BARGAIN QUOTATIONS.

1912 Cowey Speed Indicator, perfect £3
1912 Mabon Clutch, fit Rex 35/-.
6 26 x 2J Extra Heavy Fearnought Rubber-

studded Covers ; usual price, 33/9 sale price, 26/6,

All new stock.

12 26 x 2in. Inner Tubes 6/6
7 26 x 2iin 7/6
20 Leather Carbide Carriers, fix anywhere on

frame ; 1/2. Post 2d.

N.£W lamps For Old

1000 Foot Beam
;

We are Special London Agents for these famous

lamps, and take old lamps of any make in part

exchange. Trade supplied.

800ft. sets 58/6

1,000ft. sets 68/6

1,200ft. Major set • '»/*

Lucas 462 set J"/"

„ 458set 50/-

„ 452 set W
TAYLOR'S P. & H. NEW MODEL GENUINE

BAUSCH AND LOMB LENS, adjustable bracket

Set complete 45/-

„ „ medium size . . 30/6

BARGAINS IN HORNS.
25 Serpentine Pattern, 5Un. bell : Usual pnce,

10/6 ; sale price, 7/11. 4Jin. bell : Usual pnce,

8/6 ; sale price, 5/11.

THE HOUSE FOR
UNBEATABLE BARGAINS.

21a, Store Street,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.C.

'Phone :

rog57 Central.
Wires

:

„
" Dynametro, London.

A44 All letters relaljij to advertisements should quote the. number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.



October 3rd 1912.

Motor Cycle Taxation.
FOLLOWING the article published in our last

issue, we return to the question of taxation,

which is now occupying the minds of motor
cyclists all over the country. What motor
cyclists must do if they wish the recommenda-

tion of the Taxation Committee to be reconsidered by
the Government is to act, and act quickly ; otherwise
what is now a recommendation will become a law.

We think the real question motor cyclists should
ask themselves is, What are we being taxed for? If
it is for the use of the roads—and we presume it is

—

our opinion is that taxation should be based on a com-
bination of bore and weight. The desire of the Com-
mittee is to bring the taxation of motor cycles into

line with motor cars ; therefore the light weight of a
motor cycle should be taken into consideration. For
example, if the recommendation become law, a twin-

cylinder sidecar combination with an engine over

72 mm. bore, and weighing about 4 cwts., will be
taxed ^3 3s. per annum, the same amount as a four-

cylinder 11 h.p. motor car weighing about a ton and
carrying four passengers. This example alone is

sufficient to show the absolute absurdity of the recom-
mendation arid its unfairness.

We cannot help thinking that those who are respon-

sible for the recommendation cannot have sufficiently

considered the light weight of motor cycles and the

very little damage they do to roads in comparison .

with heavier forms of vehicle. This being the case,

and taking into consideration the protests we have
received from readers on the subject, we have inserted

in this issue a loose inset with the wording of a

petition to the Government.
Readers are asked to assist to prevent increased

taxation of motor cycles, particularly small twin-

cylinders over 63 mm. bore and sidecar machines with
engines over 72 mm. bore. With the form of the

petition we publish an article embodying our sugges-

tions, and the reasons why we think the present re-

commendation unfair to motor cyclists in general. We
suggest to our readers that they should sign this

petition form themselves and obtain as many addi-

tional signatures as they possibly can. Space is

allowed for twelve signatures, but if further signatures

are obtainable they can be written on a plain sheet of

paper and attached to the form.

The petitions should be addressed, The Editor, The
Motor Cycle, 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and envelopes
should be stamped with a penny stamp.

In addition to signing the petition, readers will

greatly assist the movement if they forward the copy
of the article on the subject (which will be found on
the back of the petition form) to the member of Parlia-

ment representing their borough or county, accom-
panied by a letter stating the horse-power of the

machine owned, with bore and stroke and weight, and
asking the member in question to vote against any

increased taxation on motor cycles ; also to ask for the

matter to be referred back to the Taxation Committee
for further consideration.

Some Reflections on the Cyclecar
Movement.

WE
recently had a long talk with a prominent
designer and manufacturer of one of the

earliest successful passenger vehicles, who is

now engaged in the production of- a high-grade
motor car. People are apt to look upon the

cyclecar movement as something absolutely new,
whereas it is really not so. The early-day Phcenix
quadcar, the 6 h.p. Rover, the 9 h.p. Riley, the

O.T.A.V., and other light four-wheelers were fore-

runners of the modern cyclecar, and designers knew,
in those early days, that to sell their vehicles it Was
necessary to place them on the market at as low a

price as possible. -The consequence was that the cost

of constructing the " quad," which was in its declining

days when the tricar rose Phoenix-like from the ashes

of the latter, placed the four-wheeler out of the

question altogether in comparison with a tricar, per-

haps owing to the expense of the differential and
extra wheel. Now belt drive did not prove satis-

factory with the heavier types of three-wheeler, and
quickly chain drive came along and survived until this

class of vehicle became practically obsolete from a

manufacturing point of view. The reasons why the

tricar went under were various. As regards mechani-
cal design there was nothing very seriously wrong with
it, except for the absence of suitable springing and
that there was an occasional want -of adhesion on the

part of the rear tyre, and, further, the latter was, in

many cases, hopelessly inaccessible. The other

objections were high price and the crying demand for

sociable seats. In the early days it was quite easy to

turn out a single-geared fore-carriage, as the earlier

form was called, at a very low price indeed, but it

was somewhat under-powered and unsuitable in many
ways. The tricar gradually became more and more
car-like, and, in doing so, became more efficient and
naturally more expensive, and in many cases more
unwieldy. The same development is about to occui

with the cyclecar unless it be nipped in the bud.

It is possible to turn out cyclecars at a moderate price,

but only by making great sacrifices and laying down an
enormous plant and by keeping the prices down almost

entirely through a very large output. Now, had the tri-

car been made in any quantities it would have been

possible to sell it at twenty or thirty pounds cheaper

than was actually the case, and we think it just as well

for those who are engaged in the industry to know this.

We have the assurance of more than one prominent

manufacturer that a well-designed multi-cylinder cycle-

car fitted with a good system of transmission, three

speeds and reverse, differential, etc., can quite well

be manufactured at under a hundred pounds, provided

motor cycle lines are adhered to.

ai?
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LEFT Nottingham at

4.30 p.m. on Friday,

the 13th ult., to join

the A.A party at Cam-
bridge at seven o'clock,

and thanks to the A. A.

ucouts I was enabled to

arrive in good time. At
»he Lion Hotel a dinner

Bad been arranged so

that we might have an
opportunity of getting to

know one another. After
dinner Mr. Cheeseman
handed out our unit cards,

and, together with five

other motor cyclists, I

was
,
attached to Neutral

Signals with Director of

Manoeuvres, and had to

report to Captain E. G.
Wace, R.E., Lion Hotel,
at noon next day, and
that we were to be
boarded at Ye Olde
Castel Hotel— pleasant
news, as it meant no
bivouacking in the open.

Before reporting, we
decided that it would be
a good idea to take a ride

out of Cambridge to get to know the various outlets

to the town, so that when we received despatches
there would be no difficulty in getting away quickly.

The six of us reported to Capt. Wace, who num-
bered us as follows : Farnsworth (Rover, three-speed),

No. 1 ; Gates (8 h.p. Matchless), No. 2 ; Symes
(Triumph F.E.), No. 3; George (Douglas two-speed),
No. 4; Wardle (Rudge F.E.), No. 5; and Spence
(D.O.T.T.T.), No. 6. Capt. Wace issued maps and
blue and white armlets (Neutral), and told us to report
again at six o'clock in the evening. Myself and No. 2

were then sent out with test messages against the
telegraph (this we did not know at the time). I was sent

to Clare, thirty miles distant, and beat the telegram
by several minutes. The Matchless rider had to go to

Great Yeldham, thirty-two miles, and he was only
one minute too late. Our report officer considered
this very good work, as when we started it was 6.50
and quite dark.

A Heavy Night's WorK.

Sunday.—Rover and Matchless were free until noon
and paid a visit to the Royal Flying Corps Camp at

Hardwick. We were allowed to inspect the flying

machines in the hangars, and had numerous details

explained to us. Triumph and Douglas were out after

lunch, and I came on after six o'clock and had to

take three despatches—-one to the Chief Umpire at

Newmarket, one to Col. Wintowe at Stradishall Place,
and the other to Lord Roberts at Stetchworth. Start-

ing out from Cambridge at 8.30, my first despatch was
easily delivered, but Stradishall Place was about seven-

teen miles away on by-roads. My lamp would not
burn properly, and at n p.m. I was several miles
from my destination. I knocked a police sergeant up

and he put me on the right track. I eventually found

the house in the middle of large grounds at 12.15 a -m -

I knocked the door and got the receipt signed by the

butler, and was soon off back to Newmarket to find

Stetchworth and Lord Roberts. Refilled the lamp
and it burned slightly better; arrived Stetchworth 1.45

a.m., and found his Lordship in bed; landlady signed

my receipt. I started back to Cambridge, and ran out

of petrol ; pushed machine about two miles to nearest

cottage, woke up its occupants, and obtained some
paraffin. Though the engine was quite cold it fired

within three yards, and I ran splendidly into Cambridge,
arriving there at 2.45 a.m., after covering nearly ninety

miles, all unknown country on a pitch dark night.

Monday.—'Despatches to Chief Umpire at New-
market and to Capt. Dillion, A.D.C., to Lord Roberts

at Stetchworth, and ran through large bodies of troops

on the move. Our other riders were not very busy
to-day.

Tuesday.—Sent with despatches to Saffron Walden
to try and find the Fourth Division of the Blue Army,
as their whereabouts were unknown. I rode from
camp to camp and round the country lanes but could

not find them until night, and then I came across them
in some fields bordered all round with woods. Retraced
my steps to Cambridge and found despatches wait-

ing for me to take to the Second Division. I went out

to Haverhill, and met several regiments on the move
and many more were bivouacking close to the road.

From Haverhill I went on to Hunsdon. A whole bri-

gade of artillery were bivouacked here, and a few

fields further on the Brigade of Guards, but no tidings

of the Second Division until I got to Stradishall; then

I heard they were near Farley Green. I succeeded
in finding the O.C. and delivered my despatches, but
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the trouble was how to find my way back to Cam-
bridge, as it was a very dark night and we were in the
heart of the country. Thanks to my F.R.S., which
gave a splendid light, I worked across to Newmarket,
and from there it was easy going to Cambridge.

Delivering Messages until 3.0 a.m.

After supper I started out with a despatch for Lord
Haldane at Babraham Hall. Again I had great diffi-

culty in finding my way, as it was very foggy and my
lamp was very bright. I turned the hood right down,
but I could only go at 5 m.p.h. on bottom gear and
using the clutch as well. When I eventually found

the Hall it was 1.15 a.m. and everybody in bed.

I managed to get the butler down,
and from there I went on to Lin-

ton Camp. I found them very

wideawake, as their transport had
got lost and they had had no food
since morning ; scores of them
were walking about to keep them-
selves warm. I arrived back at

Cambridge at 3 a.m. thoroughly
tired out, and the big day coming
on Wednesday.

Wednesday.—The headquarters
were moved out of Cambridge to

the cross-roads between Linton
and Horseheath, and we had to

report there at 9 a.m. We had
great difficulty in getting there, as

the roads between Abingdon and
Horseheath were one continual

stream of troops. By this time
we had acquired a very martial

air and felt quite above civilians,

headquarters we found that a big battle was expected

at or near Horseheath, and the sixty-pounders were
hard at work by ten o'clock. I was sent with a

despatch to General Robertson and told that he would
probably be at Wigmore Pond. I came across two
ammunition waggons jammed in the narrow roadway
and banks on either side, so I had to wait a few
minutes. I told the officer in command for whom
my despatch was, and he had the road cleared for

half a mile so that I could get through as quickly as

possible.

On returning to headquarters I had to take a

despatch to General Henderson, who was with Sir

John French. I found them at Horseheath with Sir

Douglas Haig, C.-in-C. of the Red Army. The great

battle was at its height, and I spent an hour in the

midst of the troops and saw Horseheath captured by
the Reds and retaken by the Blues. General Allenby,

Chief Inspector of Cavalry, told me that what sur-

prised him was the ability of motor cyclists to go
anywhere. On returning to the report centre I found
that the other motor cyclists had not been so fortunate

as myself, as they had been away from the battle.

A Message to the Kinf.

At 4.30 Sir John French asked ior motor cyclists

to go out and find the King and bring him to head-

quarters, as they wished him to sound the cease fire.

I was one sent out. After riding about three miles

towards Balsham I came across the King's cars. I

asked if they knew where the King was, but they did
not, and wished they did, etc., as they had not seen
him for over an hour. I rode on towards West
Wickham about 1^ miles, and actually came upon
the King and his staff. I jumped off my machine,
saluted, and told His Majesty that Sir John French
wished him to ride to the headquarters to sound the

cease fire. I had the honour of riding in front to

show the way. Naturally I was very pleased, and
was congratulated by Capt. Wace on being the fortu-

nate one. We then stood at attention while several

brigades marched past. We left headquarters at 7.30,
and I again ran out of petrol and had to invest three-

pence in paraffin, wrhieh carried me on to Cambridge
to a well-earned dinner.

A group of motor cyclist despatch riders at their annual camp. The figure standing is Leon Cody,
Colonel Cody's son. In the background is Commander Sander's biplane.

On arrival at On the Thursday I had despatches for Surgeon-

General Robertson, Haverhill Camp, or wherever he

might be. I located him after covering over thirty

miles of country. Calling at a country public-house,

I found a dozen or more officers eating bread and
cheese and drinking beer out of pint mugs. What a

change from Piccadilly

!

A Strenuous Week.
At 8.30 p.m. I started out with despatches to

Wimpole Park Camp, and had rather a difficulty in

delivering them, as I found several regiments

encamped there, and I had to find each O.C.

Arrived at n p.m., and with the aid of my pocket

flash lamp, I managed to locate them all. We were

on duty until Friday morning, but had nothing further

to do, this finishing a most enjoyable though

strenuous week. I look back on it as one of the

events of my life. During the week my milometer

registered 678 miles. Capt. Wace thanked us all,

and said how pleased he had been, and that we had

been very successful during the manoeuvres. He
thought that we were one of the best units attached

to the Army, that none of us had had the slightest

trouble (not even a puncture), and that every despatch

was delivered promptly and to the right person, and he

hoped that we should all be under him again next

year, only, instead of being sent by the A. A., we

should be a proper unit of the Army—a reserve corps

—now that the War Office had found what we were

really capable of. J-
Farnsworth.

A 19
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Loss of Power.

I have a 2| h.p. a.o.i.v. motor
cycle with accumulator ignition.

Each time I go out for a run it

stops every two or three miles.

It recently took me three hours
to go twelve miles. If you could suggest
a remedy I should be very grateful. I

can give it very little extra air with-

out throttling down the engine. It

very easily overheats. The petrol
. blows back into the carburetter, which

is a 1911 B. and B. I may say that I

recently had new connecting rod and
timing gear fitted.—J.W. (Innerleithen).

As to what the ignition trouble is we
cannot tell you. Accumulator ignition is,

unfortunately, very unreliable, as there
are numerous loopholes for short-circuit-

ing. The only thing to do is to look
over the wiring carefully, and see that
your accumulators are up to the mark,
and that every connection is sound.
With fegard to the petrol blowing back
into the carburetter, we should say that
this is caused by too weak an inlet valve
spring, or to the inlet valve having too
great an opening.

A Sluggish Slarter.

I have a 2^ h.p. Zedel engine,

and cannot get it to start. It

has accumulator ignition. The
accumulator has been recharged,
and sho.ws full voltage ; the

wiring is apparently sound. I have
fitted a new high-tension wire and
new plug. The compression is excel-

lent, the timing is correct, and the
carburetter is clean. I might also

mention that I get a good spark on
any part of the machine from the
high-tension wire, when contact is

made by revolving the engine. Every-
thing, as far as I can see, is quite in

order, and yet I cannot get it to start.

—E.W.D. (Uxbridge).

The trouble may not be due to the
ignition at all, as you get an excellent

spark. Probably there is a bad leak in

the inlet pipe, allowing too much air to

enter the cylinder. If you overhaul your
carburetter and its connections, you will

probably find the cause of the trouble.

If you have had the carburetter down
and re-assembled it incorrectly it might
cause the symptoms.

?

TOURING IN THE PEAK DISTRICT. A scene on Castleton Hill, one of the most picturesque spots in

Derbyshire. Observe tne road winding away in the distance.

Darlington-Bradford-London.

Will you please let me have
particulars as to best route from
Darlington to Bradford and from
Bradford to London? — T.P.
(Morpeth).

Your best route would be as follows :

Darlington, straight on to Leeming
Lane, then through Scotch Corner,
Leeming, Ripon, Ripley, Leathley,
Otley, and Bradford. From Bradford
to London your route would be through
Wakefield, Doncaster, Retford, Newark,
Grantham, Stamford, Stilton, Buckden,
Eaton Socon, Biggleswade, Baldock,
Stevenage, Welwyn, Hatfield, Barnet,
and Regent's Park, London.
Timing of Exhaust Valve and Magneto. Warwick

to Putney Bridge.

My machine has a 2^ h.p.

a.o.i.v. J. A. P. engine. (1.) Is it

possible to prevent the inlet

valve from clattering? Altering

the tension of the spring does
not seem to have any effect. (2.)

Relatively to the position of the piston,

when ought (a) the exhaust valve com-
mence to lift? (b) the magneto points

commence to break? (3.) Ought there to

be any " side play " at the big end of

connecting rod? (4.) Would this account
for a slignt fouling of the flywheels by
the connecting rod? (5.) Which is the
best route from Warwick to Putney
Bridge?—H.E.P. (Shrewley).

(1.) If altering the tension of the spring

does not prevent the valve from clatter-

ing, try placing a washer between the

cotter and the collar of the valve, thus

reducing the opening. (2.) The great thing
is to note where the exhaust valve closes.

It ought to close on the top of the exhaust
stroke or a few, degrees past dead centre.

The magneto points are about to break when
the spark is fully retarded and the piston

is dead on top of the compression stroke.

(3.) A certain amount of side play in

any of the bearings does not matter. Ver-
tical play, of course, must be avoided.

(4.) Excessive side play might cause the

fouling of the flywheel by the connecting
isod, and in this case matters should be
looked to. (5.) Your best route would
be as follows : Warwick, Banbury, Ded-
dington, Bletchington, Islip, Wheatley,
Stokenchurch, High Wycombe, Beacons-
field, Uxbridge, Acton. At Askew Road
turn right and follow the trams to Ham-
mersmith Broadway. Cross Hammersmith
Broadway and follow trams to Putney
Bridge.
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Aldershot to Windermere.

Will you let me know— (1.) The
best route from Aldershot to Lake
Side, Windermere, avoiding large

towns if possible? (2.) The dis-

tance? (3.) Is it too long a
journey for one day on a 3^ h.p. single?

I do not want to do any night riding,

but should not mind starting early.

—

L.H.R. (Dover).

Sour best route would be as follows

:

Aldershot, Odiham, Reading, Streatley,

Wallingford, Shillingford, Oxford, Wood-
stock, Shipston-on-Stour, Stratford-on-

Avon, Alcester, Bromsgrove, Kidder-
minster, Bridgnorth, Wellington, Whit-
church, Tarporley, Warrington. Here ask
your way to Prescot, and go through
Rainford. Ormskirk. Rufford, Preston,
Garstang, Lancaster, Kendal, to Winder-
mere. The journey is almost too long to
be undertaken in the day at this time of

the year. What we should advise you to

do is to start at daybreak and get as far

as you can in one day, and then complete
your journey the next day.

A knock when picking up speed.

At the end of July I bought a
brand new T.T. machine of well-

known make, and now, when I
start, or pick up after turning
corners, it knocks a great deal

if I do not retard the spark. The
engine is quite free from carbon
deposit, and is always kept perfectly
clean. The gear is 4 to 1. (1.) What
is the cause of this ? The machine runs
"very well, but is not as fast as I should
like it to be. (2.) Will a long exhaust
pipe make much difference? (3.)

Will an extra air pipe to the carbu-
retter make any difference?—R.E.S.
(Woking).

(1.) The symptoms may be due to a loss

of compression since the machine was
new. Inspect the valves and seatings.

Probably the best way to get it tuned up
would be to send it to the makers, or

write to them for advice. (2.) The long
exhaust pipe certainly causes less back
pressure than a silencer. (3.) This de-

pends upon the adjustment of the car-

buretter, though a long pipe does seem to
effect an improvement, chiefly in con-

sumption.

Carburetter too close to engine.

I should be glad of your advice
^Tl on the following questions: (1.)

5; Should a B. and B. carburetter
-iJ on a 3j h.p. J.A. P. engine get

too hot to be touched with the
hand in a short ride of, say, four or five

miles with sidecar? If not, what is the
probable cause? The compression is

good and the inlet valve in good condi-
tion. Is there any danger of the carbu-
retter catching fire? (2.) Does vaseline
or grease damage the covering of Bow-
den wire? (3.) What is the best way
to keep the accumulator of an electric
light set when not in use, i.e., laid up
for the winter?—AT 1146.

(1.) The fact that the carburetter is hot
may be due to its proximity to the engine,
and perhaps to too strong a mixture.
There should not be any danger of fire.

(2.) No; vaseline or grease does not
damage the covering of Bowden wire.
(3.) Really the best plan is to get it

charged from time to time ; otherwise,
you may run down the cell through a
lamp and fill it up with distilled water.

Broken Window.

I have had the misfortune to
?have a small smash with my

cycle and sidecar. The facts are
-IJ as follows, and can be borne out

by an entirely independent
witness. I was taking the machine
back to the garage and was proceeding
about two or three miles per hour (the
machine was going on its own momen-
tum), and I blew my whistle in turn-
ing up the road to the garage. One
man would not give way to me, but
seeing that I was in danger of doing
serious damage to some shop windows
at last gave in, but too late fo allow
me to get round the corner. I man-
aged to swerve. and avoid knocking him
down, but my machine took the kerb
and the sudden swerve of the front wheel
sent the handle-bar through the window.
I must add that the kerb at this point
is only about 2ft. or 2ft. 3in. wide. The
very fact that the machine is not
scratched beyond the lamp glass broken,
and that I myself did not get any cuts,
prove that I used all reasonable caution
and care, and that the speed was not
excessive. I am an experienced driver
and have driven and owned four

L'Automobilette. the French tandem seated
cyclecar described on page 1094 last week.
The engine is a twin cylinder water cooled
pattern, the radiator being wedge shaped.

machines. The insurance company (the
windows are insured) have sent me
a letter saying that they will put
through a bill for replacement in due
course. Before acknowledging their

letter I should be glad if you will
advise me if they have any claim against
me, and whether I should repudiate
responsibility. My witness saw the
whole affair and came voluntarily to
offer his services.—A.A.

Our legal adviser writes as follows : "If
the court is satisfied that the facts as
stated by your correspondent are correct,

I think the insurance company would
have great difficulty in obtaining dam-
ages. At the same time, details as to
how the accident actually occurred are
rather meagre, and when a motor cyclist

turns from the road to cross into premises,
it does -not necessarily follow that he
must expect pedestrians to stand still

while he crosses. It is just as much the
business of a motor cyclist to get off and
walk it across the pathway as it is for the
pedestrians to be on the look out. 1

think the proper plan is for your corre-

spondent to dispute all liability, and then
if the insurance company proceed he

III3

should go with his witness to a solicitor

and take his advice on the matter. In
order- to succeed, the insurance company
must show that your correspondent was
negligent or careless in his riding, and
this is a question of fact which can only
be settled by hearing the evidence on both
sides."

Petrol Consumption.

I have a 3^ h.p. James motor
cycle with an Amac carburetter

and sidecar. I can only go
fifty-five to sixty miles on a gallon

of petrol. The engine is in good
I might say that with throttle

lever about a quarter open or less I can
fully open the air lever without the
engine misfiring. I use a No. 32 jet,

and if I use a smaller I cannot get suffi-

cient power to finish hills.—J.A.C.
(Wolston).

Failing the use of a smaller jet you must
increase the air supply, as at present there

is insufficient when the throttle is open.
If the machine is really pulling well it

would be hardly worth while your upset-
ting things for the sake of saving a few
pence on about every hundred miles of

travelling. As a matter of fact, an
average of 60 m.p.g. with a sidecar and
engine of 86 x 96 mm. is good.

trim.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"Waverley" (Reading). G.W.K.

cyclecars, for business purposes.
"M.M." (Ecclefechan). A.C. Sociable,

particularly with regard to the carboni-
sation of engine.
"X.Y.X." (Lewis). 3^ h.p. 1911 two-

speed Humber with sidecar.

"S.W." (London). 2| h.p. two-speed
Douglas. Reliability and power after

5,000 miles.

"L.C.D." (Wolverhampton). T.M.C.
and 8 h.p. water-cooled Williamson for

solo and sidecar. Reliability and running
costs.

"H.R." {Scalby). No. 7 Chater-Lea
and sidecar. Tyre wear and petrol con-

sumption.
"T.B.R." (Cleethorpes). Clyno and

T.M.C. sidecars. Wear and reliability.

"A.P." (Bristol). 4i h.p. Excelsior

and 5 h.p. Rex de Luxe with sidecar.
" W.H.W." (Willesden). Roc and other

two-speed gears suitable for 8 h.p. and
sidecar.

"W.H.E." (Armagh). 2| h.p. Win-
chester. Hill-climbing and petrol con-

sumption.

"F.W.C.G." (Fremington).—3| h.p.

Scott with sidecar. Retention of crank

case compression.
If "Novice" (Northampton) will send

a stamped envelope together with his

name and full postal address, a reply will

be sent to his query.
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a "The Motor Cycle" Photographs.

^ Duplicates of photographs appearing ^° in "THE MOTOR CYCLE" will be °
° supp ied at the foLiowing rates :— }±

^ Unmounted prints, half plate, 1/6 post ^
^ free; mounted, 1/9 post free. This bJ

^ refers only to photographs taken by £° "THE MOTOR CYCLE." - Ej

rj Orders, which must be accompanied q
q with remittance, should be addressed q
rj to the Photographic Department— lliffe q
q and Sons Limited, 20, Tudor Street, p
q London, E.C. q
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ON many occasions have wordy warfares raged in

these columns on the subject of single-cylinder

machines for sidecar work, the majority con-

tending that the 3^ h.p. mount is not sufficiently

powerful for general touring requirements. Such may
be the case with engines of under 500 c.c, but after a

tour extending to nearly a thousand miles, and em-
bracing North Wales, the Midlands, and the South
Coast, mounted on a James of 558 c.c, the writer

can state emphatically that every 3^ h.p. cannot be
saddled with the verdict above mentioned. True, it

had a three-speed counter-shaft gear and enclosed

chain drive, and was, in fact, a 1913 model, which
accounts for why it came into my hands last month
to undergo test.

Starting away from Coventry soon after 10 a.m.,

good going was made via Stonebridge to Castle Brom-
wich, and along the Wafling Street to Cannock Chase
and St. George's, where the first stop was made for

petrol, and the run continued via Shrewsbury (the

second speed being brought into operation on Wyle
Cop) to Llangollen. On this latter section, the engine,

which it may be observed was brand new, in addition

to the bicycle and Canoelet sidecar, refused to climb
as before, demanding the air lever to be almost closed

—a sure sign of a choked jet. This rectified, Chirk
and Llangollen soon hove in sight, and the long ascent

to Corwen climbed mostly on top gear. The road
surface hereabouts deteriorated rapidly, thanks to

motor 'bus traffic, and there was no possibility of

dodging the pot-holes, for they abound everywhere.

Caution required in Wales.
It rained sharply when nearing Bettws-y-Coed, but

the machine climbed gaily on top gear the rise leading

to Llanrwst. In this town I was disgusted with a

police officer who, gossiping and joking at an acute

bend with two yokels, was entirely unconcerned when
a motor char-a-banc swung round at over the 10 m.p.h.

limit without sounding a horn, and only just left room
for the sidecar to squeeze through. In this connection

I should like to warn readers in their own interests to

travel most cautiously in Wales, for few heed the rules

of the road, and drivers of public vehicles seem the

worst offenders.

The wind increased in violence as we neared the

coast and our objective-—Llandudno. The run had
proved most enjoyable, our only involuntary stop being

to clear the jet. It did not take long for me to realise

\ that in the 1 913 James I had a machine of the first _
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An Unofficial 1,000 Miles Trial.—

water, and as for the multi-plate clutch I

was soon full of praise. It is exceptionally

smooth in action, and would start the com-
'lination on the middle gear with ease. Our
average, including all stops, was 19^*2 m.p.h.

Some facts and figures may interest the

economically minded. The journey of ap-

proximately 150 miles was accomplished on

less than three gallons of petrol and one
quart of oil, say 6s. 6d. for two persons,

which result was equalled on the return

journey. But what a boon it is to have a

motor of some description at a seaside resort

and be independent of trains and chars-a-

bancs ! Nearly every day the James was on

the road, my wife and I visiting most of the

interesting places roundabout, and much
more cheaply than the ordinary methods -of

conveyance would have entailed.

An Ascent of the Great Orme.

We climbed the Great Orme by the coast road on

second gear, but, not satisfied with this achievement,

attempted the ascent by the tram track, which boasts

two sections of 1 in $% gradient. For 300 or 400

yards the engine tugged gamely on its lowest ratio,

but came to a full stop at the gate, this with our tour-

ing tackle aboard. My passenger was so. thoroughly

frightened that she positively refused to try a second

ascent, so descending, I made an attempt with the

sidecar empty. I had chanced to meet a friend, Mr.

T. Blyth Clayton, of Birmingham,, who, lucky man!
had his Wolseley car and Bradbury motor cycle with

him. Being a camera man, he stationed" himself about

halfway up. Securely tightening the engine valve caps,

which had a habit of working logse, and injecting two

j

charges of oil, I turned a deaf ear to the tram con-

i ductor, who assured me that dozens of motor cyclists

try but few succeed, and commenced the climb.

The ascent was comparatively easy this time, however,

for relieved of the weight of the. passenger, the

James engine turned over merrily, and the speed of

! the machine was only governed by the lumpy road
- surface. 'The second pitch of 1 in 3^ near the top

demanded full throttle and a retarded spark, but there

was never any doubt of the machine's ability to

accomplish the ascent. I climbed Beggar i' Roost in

The 1913 mode] James with th»ee-speed counter-shaft gear and kick starter, also chain drive
with grease bath chain cases.

Devonshire a month previously, but I do not 'con-

sider it quite so steep as the Great Orme, and the

performance left me with a great respect for the capa-

bilities of the 86 x 96 mm. 1913 model James. Mr.
Clayton's three-speed Bradbury was not geared so low
as mine, but he reached a point about 200 yards from
the top. . The descent proved a genuine brake test,

but again our trusty mount was not found wanting.

Another climb worthy of special mention during

our travels—especially as it was the only main road
climb calling for the lowest gear ratio—was the

Sychnant Pass, between Penmaenmawr and Conway.
On the low gear, loaded as we were with touring kit

(and not forgetting a Blenheim spaniel who loves

motors), the engine did not seem distressed in the

least when we slowed down to a walking pace in order

to pass two horse brakes, and then opened out again.

Through the Centre of England.
Being keenly interested in the 150 miles race to

be held at Brooklands on the Saturday following, we
set out for Coventry on a Tuesday, this time preferring

the route via Colwyn Bay, St. Asaph, and Chester.

In parts the road surface was frightfully cut up, and
only a staunchly-built sidecar could stand incessant

bumping such as we endured. After lunch in Chester,

we took the wrong turn and went several miles out

r *\
COAST SCENES IN NORTH WALES DURING THE

1,000 MILES TRIAL OF A 1913 JAMES.

\£ iK
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An Unofficial 1,000 Miles Trial.—

of our way, but

eventually got on

the right track

again, and
made good
progress to

N a ntwich,

once more

Showing the rout?

covered during the

test ot the 1913
three-speed James.
Alternative routes from the

Midlands to North Wales and
the South coast are also outlined

overshooting the turn for Stone and Rugeley, and finally

reaching Coventry by way of Lichfield and Coleshill,

the steep hill in which town was actually climbed on
top gear with a hot engine. Again the average worked
out at approximately 20 m.p.h., inclusive of stops,

the macrrne several times attaining a speed of 40
m.p.h. on secluded stretches of road. The James
continued to run as regularly as ever, but I thought

it time to tighten the driving chain slightly. ' Grease

retaining cases entirely enclosing the chains are a fea-

ture of the transmission, and I noted with pleasure that

every link was well greased whenever I peered inside

the axle hole. I have only one fault to find with such

complete cases, and that is that they prevent one

testing the chain tension. Inspection windows seem
desirable.

Along the Thames Valley.
Next morning the journey to town was commenced,

but the run via Banbury, Oxford, Henley, and
Maidenhead was just as featureless as formerly, except

' for a sooted plug to vary the monotony. A day at

Brooklands proved a welcome change, though we
came away having seen and heard of every imaginary
engine trouble, and during the run back to town in

the dark we were haunted by visions of broken valves.,

pistons, connecting rods, and seized engines. Any
reader who desires to retain a good opinion of the

reliability of motor cycles should on no account deign

to watch a long-distance race on Brooklands. Is it

in the air, I wonder ?

A run to Brighton next day in company with an

owner of a 6 h.p. twin-cylinder two-speed sidecar

served to demonstrate the advantages of three gears

over two in hill-climbing. Not only would the James
on its middle gear rapidly overhaul the two-speeder,

which on gradients of 1 in 10 to 12 was either labour-

ing on its high gear or hopelessly undergeared on the

Ascending the Great Orme, Llandudno, by the tram track The gradient at the point in the ieft hand photograph is 1 in 3J.
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An Unofllcial 1.000 Miles Trial.—

low, but it was very little slower on the level, as the

adoption of a three-speed gear enables a higher top
ratio to 1 e selected. There is no acclivity on the

famous London-Brighton road worthy the name, which
may account foi our average speed being so good
(^4 m.p.h.), but Handcross and Reigate on the run
hack necessitated a change down. Near Reigate
misfortune befell my companion, for the locking rings

ol the rear sprocket came undone and caused some
damage. Being dusk, it was resolved to leave the

machine for the night, and the only thing to do was
to find a seat for the driver on the carrier of the

James and for the passenger in the sidecar. Thus
we progressed with four up the twenty miles to Rich-
mond, but even under such severe treatment as this

the engine did not cry out, and there was no need to
stop and cool down, as would certainly have been
necessary not many months ago. The James won
another golden opinion that night, and again next
day when it transported its owner and a partner of -

the Holbrook Garage, Richmond, to the scene of the

mishap. Matters were soon righted on the twin with
the assistance of daylight.

Over the Old Quarterly Trials Course.
In order further to vary the roads traversed I

selected another route home to the Midlands, via Ux-
bridge and the old Quarterly Trials course to Ban-
bury. My chief object was to try Dashwood Hill,

which regularly stopped motor bicyclists in the trials, •

but with a hot engine we got to the summit comfort-
ably on middle gear, which is surely testimony to the
lasting qualities of the engine, for it had not had a

Illy

valve touched, or in fact any adjustment since the
start fourteen days' previously. The final jaunt to
Coventry and Birmingham needs no special reference,
for the machine pulled as well as ever, and I parted
with it quite reluctantly.

Summary of Experiences.
Handing the combination over to Mr. A. D. Arter, I

learned that it had no special shock absorbing
mechanism other than the clutch, yet the flexibility of
the engine had hidden this fact from me. The only,
point one can criticise is the change-speed lever, which
may appear somewhat cumbersome, though easily
manipulated after a little practice. I like the foot-
controlled clutch, and once as a test actually started
from a standstill on a gradient of i in 5 with the side-
car loaded. The kick starter is well designed and
substantial, sturdiness being a feature characterising
the whole outfit. The petrol consumption may appear
rather high—50 to 55 miles per gallon—but a smaller
jet than the one I had could be used with impunity.
-The engine, too, it must be remembered, is nearer
5 h.p. than 3% hVp. The chains were still smothered

. with grease when I parted with the machine, so there
is no doubt' about enclosed chain drive being a dis-
tinct advantage. As for the Canoelet sidecar my pas-
senger speaks in high terms of praise ; the new water-
proof scuttle distinctly enhances its appearance and
comfort I suppose I must'have' been in luck's way,
for though the James had three different makes of
tyres on—.a Dunlop sidecar, Palmer front, and Rom
rear tyres, I had no punctures or trouble at all. The
fact is that if in 1914 my holiday tour is as enjoyable
and free from trouble I shall be contented. G.S.

A RUN ON A WALCYCAR.
ONE day last week Mr. A. W. Wall, the maker of

the Walcycar (a new title), illustrated in
The Motor Cycle of July 25th, called at our

offices to take us for a short trial run on the latest

model. Mr. Wall was careful to explain that it was
not his intention to indulge in any record-breaking
hill-climbing feats or speed attempts : he merely wished
us to gain an impression of what the vehicle was
capable of under ordinary riding conditions, par-
ticularly with regard to the comfort of the body and
the springing. The run embraced about twenty-five
miles of Warwickshire roads, and when we say that

j

the road from Coventry to Warwick constituted part
of it, we have said sufficient about road surfaces to
prove that if the vehicle were comfortable when driven
over this road it would be luxurious practically any-
where else. It was only when the wheels went down
into an exceptionally large pot-hole that one felt the
bumps unduly.

The -secret of the springing of the Walcycar is that
the frame is sprung from the wheels, and in addition
the body is supported by a second set of springs which
insulate it from engine vibration.
The Walcycar is possessed of a fair turn of speed,

and presents quite a natty appearance. The springing
is exceptionally good for a low priced runabout of
this description, and we have no fault to find with the
amount of space provided in the body. We took the
driver's seat for a short distance, and found that the
Isteering was quite easy and the control quite simple.

It cannot be said for a cyclecar that it holds the road
like a big and heavy four-cylinder car, but the
Walcycar steers quite well enough for the speed such
a vehicle is able to attain with comfort to the
passengers. The control of the engine would be
improved were it provided with an automatic car-
buretter, but, of course, the engine being of the motor
cycle class, viz., a V twin Precision, it is fitted with
the standard carburetter supplied with variable hand-
controlled throttle and air. The fitting of an auto-
matic carburetter would, however, be a very simple
alteration, and one which we know Mr. Wall would
undertake for anyone who desired it.

The Walcycar can be. supplied with an 8 h.p. twin
J.A.P., 85 x 85 mm., or a 6-7 h.p. M.O. twin
Precision, 75 x 80 mm., both air-cooled engines.
The standard gear ratios are 5^. and io>2 to 1,

and the starting of the car and change of speed are
effected by means of two pedals. This simplifies the
control immensely, because in the case of a pure
novice fie -need not concern himself with the control
of engine speed, valve lifting, or similar methods
employed for easy changing of gears. All he has to
do is to start the engine, depress the low speed pedal,
and when the cyclecar is under way release the low-

speed pedal and apply the high speed. We estimated
our average speed to be 25 m.p.h., and a top speed
°f 35 m.p.h. was possible without unduly accelerating
the engine. No speedometer was fitted or we should
have been able to make a more accurate statement.

»3
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NEW CYCLECAR RECORDS.
A G.W.K. brea ks (he Hour and FiKy Miles Records.

M

ON Wednesday afternoon at 2.27 p.m., J. T.
Wood set out on an attack on the hour, fifty

miles, two hours, and 100 miles records on
Brooklands Track. The day "was fine and a light

north-easterly breeze was blowing, Started by Mr.
A. V. Ebblewhite, the G.W.K. went off in excellent

forrn^ thanks to the friction drive, which enabled the

driver to raise his gear gradually as the speed increased,

on his record ride at 2.50. His first lap (standing

start) was covered at the rate of 49.72 miles an hour,

and his next lap at 53.99. For the first few laps

(excluding the first) his average was 54 m.p.h., and in

the tenth lap he managed to attain the excellent speed

of 55.15 miles an hour. This looked extremely hope-

ful, but, unluckily, a plug failed in the fifteenth lap,

necessitating a stop. His next flying lap was reeled

off at 50.96 miles an hour, which speed he improved
to 52.05. Despite the stop the hour record was broken

by 2 miles 886 yards, as against the Bedelia's perform-

.

ance on the previous Friday of 45 miles 504 yards.

Fifty miles were covered in ih. 2m. 32s., previous

best Bedelia ih. 6m. 29s. Wood then continued in

an attempt on the two hours' and hundred miles'

records, but was forced to stop at the tw-enty-fifth lap,

owing to a cracked water jacket, due to a leak at the

water pump connection. The G.W.K. is propelled

by a twin-cylinder vertical engine.

I. T. Wood on the starting line. Observe the streamline tail on the G.W.K. cyclecar.

but was a long time completing the lap, so that it was
evident that, some trouble had been experienced.

When Wood arrived it transpired that the plug below
the main jet of the' Zenith carburetter had fallen out.

Fortunately, the. ingenious driver .was not long in dis-

covering that a sparking plug would fit the. orifice,

but unfortunately the particular plug used was too long

and the joint was not petrol tight.

Over Fifty=five Miles per Hour.
Luckily, T/ie Motor Cycle representative unearthed

a Sphinx Gnat plug, and having filed off the points

and fixed a washer we offered it to Wood, who found it

an exact fit; and, having tested it on. a. trial lap, started .

B4
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The Improvement in Free Engine Clutches.
A few years ago a very sensitive toe was necessary

to effect a clutch start on the level with the best free

engines then on the marVet. To-day many a novice

starts a single-geared clutch model with ease and
smoothness at his first essay. Perhaps the main need
of the present day is a really perfect handle-bar clutch

control. The fingers are always more delicate in mani-
pulating controls than the foot can ever be, especially

when it is shod by a great hob-nailed- boot, and the
one-leg balance of the machine is a trifle precarious.

There are several fairish handle-bar clutch controls

on the road, but I cannot help thinking tha.t there

is still room for improvement. Clips twist on the

bar, ratchets strip, and the heavy leverage is usually

tiring to the fingers, and apt to disturb the steering.

1 do not see why we should not eventually obtain a

handle-bar control which will be as easy as opening
the throttle. The rawest novice would then be able

to effect low-gear restarts on precipitous gradients,

while balancing his machine with both legs straddled,

and both feet on the road.

The American Saucer TracH Smash.
The later American press comments on the terrible

saucer track smash at Newark, N.J., ajre not pleasant

reading. It is alleged that Hasha had been in the

doctor's hands for a week past, and only started in

the race under pressure from the management. These
saucer tracks are not technical testing grounds ; they

are rather a kind of open air music hall, run simply

and solely as money-making affairs, and for Hasha to

be on the track and not to turn out was as awkward
for the management as a night's indisposition of Harry
Lauder would be for a hall where he was billed, or

Hamlet with the part of Hamlet omitted. A racing

veteran, Frank Hart—the man whose leg was broken
in the smash he had with de Rosier last year—was
standing just opposite the point where Hasha's
machine ran amuck ; he says Hasha fainted, -and left

hold of his handle-bars, so that his Indian simply

swirled over the top of the steep banking, and ran

round along the faces and chests of the spectators in

the front row.

Allbright was close on his back wheel, and was
knocked off the banking immediately ; the wives of

bith men were present, and saw their terrible end.

The same witness denounces the track management
and the F.A.M. (a body corresponding to our A.C.U.)
for setting six men, all capable of lapping at 90 m.p.h.,
to race on a track of the four laps to the mile type,

on which there was only room for three men to ride

ahreast. Seymour, who was leading when Hasha
fainted, covered two more laps before he could pull

up, and this at the rate of little worse than ten seconds
per lap.

After the smash the crowd stole most of the frag-

ments of Hasha's machine as souvenirs. Hasha
received a fee of ^30 per night. Naturally the career
of a saucer track racer is extremely brief, and men

)MMENT6
are attracted to the work by the prospect of earning

enough in two seasons to start in business.

The whole affair leaves a very nasty taste in one's

mouth, and makes us hope that these morbid and
perilous exhibitions will never become popular in Great

Britain ; they are too nearly akin to the gladiatorial

shows of ancient Rome to be termed sport. There are

few issues of the American motor cycling papers which
dq not record smashes on either the saucer of dirt

tracks ; in this accident six persons were killed on the

.spot, and a score more received serious injuries.

Increased Taxation.

We cannot very seriously complain- that a revision

of motes: taxes is impending,; the present scheme
bristles with absurdities. In our own field, a tenth-

hand i% h.p. featherweight bought for, say, ,£10,
and a brand new 8 h.p. with sidecar costing about

,£80, both pay the same tax. In the car sphere, a

third-hand 50 h.p. 30 cwt. car, picked up at auction

for under ^100, pays a higher tax than a de luxe

lightweight up-to-date chassis weighng, say, 17 cwt.,

bought brand new for ,£500. It may be questioned

whether horse-power is the correct basis. I suppose
the really fundamental principle underlying sound
taxation is to discover the man with the biggest

income and make him pay in proportion.

A horse-power basis is a roughly accurate method,
since the more powerful the motor, the more it costs

to run ) but as the motor industry grows more adult

and complex, it caters for the needs of two classes.

In both car and cycle worlds you find the man who
wants the maximum of power and pace obtainable

for his money, and, side by side with him, another

man who wants the absolute cream of design and

workmanship, irrespective of speed and horse-power.

Taxation based simply upon horse-power misses this

distinction. I expect the wisest compromise would

be to tax machines bought as second-hand upon their

second-hand price, or to reduce their taxable value

by a certain percentage for each year of their life.

The Regal ricing sidecar built by Smith and Woodhouse, Ltd., for track work.

The chassis was illustrated in our last hsue, page 1097.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AM letters should be addressed to the EJitor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St.-eet, E.C., and should bi accompanied by t^e writer's full name and address.

Winter Riding.
Sir,—The winter will soon be upon us, and I should like

to call readers' attention to what I consider the best boots for
keeping one's feet warm and dry. I am an all-weather rider, -

and find military leather riding boots over a pair of woollen
stockings the thing. They keep out the weather, have no
laces to collect mud, and are easily cleaned. At the end of a
journey they polish up splendidly, and are neat in appearance.
It is advisable to rub a little French chalk inside the boots—at
the instep and just above the heel—when they will slide on
and off quite easily. FRANCIS WM. FLEXMAN, Jra.

Rowdy Behaviour.
Sir,—It seems that certain motor cyclists recently amused

themselves- by "blinding" through a meet of staghounds
on their low gears, with open exhausts, after which they
proceeded- to repeat the performance in front of a quiet
hotel, which they afterwards entered dripping with mud
and rain.

They have since boastfully owned to this behaviour, which
inclines me to suppose them innocent. Surely the A.C.TJ.
should take steps to investigate the truth of the matter,
and, if it be proved, suspend the offenders indefinitely.

C. P. SYMOiNDS*.

Suggested Revision of the Motor Acts.

Sir,—Surely the time has come now for one of our wealthy
organisations to agitate for a drastic revision of the Motor
Acts? Members would appreciate far more legal permission
to travel at reasonable speeds in the country than the most
ingenious and expensive scheme for outwitting the police'.

The excuse so far seems to have been that matters would
adjust themselves automatically ; no one can say this has
been the case—on the contrary, ten-mile limits multiply
monthly. This could be tolerated if accompanied by in-

creased freedom on the open road, but even there we are
submitted to split second timing in zealous endeavours to
detect technical breaches of the law. Meanwhile, the
guardians of our sport apparently remain apathetic. Can
it be that they fear to lose members when the principal
reason for the existence of their patrols and guides is past?

C.H.M.

An Appeil to Car Drivers to give Motor Cyclists More Room.
Sir,—Will you or any of the readers of The Motor Cycle

suggest some scheme which will bring chauffeurs of large

motor cars to understand the absolute necessity for giving

motor cyclists, especially sidecarists, full share of the road?
It is the one danger completely 'out of the control of the

motor cyclist, excluding mechanical troubles of course.

Every now and then one sees accounts of accidents, motor
cyclists "colliding with motor cars, but very few of us are

suicidally inclined, and I believe these collisions are

frequently due to the careless and negligent driving of the

larger cars, in that they will not go far enough to their

own side of the road.
The sidecarist is squeezed to the very edge of the kerb,

perhaps on to it, or some similar obstruction at the side of

the road. This causes a wobble, the handle-bar touches some
part of the car, and, in many cases, all's over. The s'tory

is then told at the following inquest by the survivors (always
the car), and, nemine. contradicente, it is accepted. I

am quite aware of the seriousness of such a statement, and
I am not making it in a light-hearted manner. I am making
it after due consideration and' after many unpleasant ex-

periences—but fortunately without the wobble or handle-

bar catching the passing car—but only because of luck in

not striking th8 kerb, and" just managing to keep the outfit

in a steady course. No credit to the driver, however, for

that, who quite unnecessarily compels one to go through
these ordeals, with three, four, five or more feet to spare on
his side. MEDICUS.

A Hooded Sidecar.

Sir,—Having seen in your issue of the 12th ult. a motor
cycle with sidecar having a special hood, apparently made in

France, I venture to send you photographs of my sidecar with
hood designed by myself and ably carried out by Messrs.
Brownlow, of Leeds. The bodywork is of best canework and
the latest torpedo design. The hood when up has a sloping

front to cut the wind, with a talc window in it, also a
ventilator opening behind. The front flap rolls up as shown in

the photograph, and when down fastens on to the stays at

the side and on the apron at the bottom. The machine itself

needs no words of mine to praise it. A.J.S.

An efficient sidecar hood designed by a Yorkshire reader. See lotter signed "A.J.S.'

lif.
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Single-cylinder Sidecars.

give a

a lliree weeks' tour my wife and I enjoyed this August m
spite of the delays of rain day after day. I first of all took
delivery of a 1912 popular chain drive. From the moment
I had machine trouble began with a slipping clutch ; this

I had attended to by efficient engineers on no less than four

different occasions, but the money I spent did the clutch no
good. Wot to be discouraged about a 3^ h.p. and sidecar; I took
delivery of a Rudge-multi, on which, in three wesks, I travelled,

with my wife as passenger and two suit cases, 1,500 miles

by speedometer, going over some of the worst roads in

England and Scotland. During the whole time, the engine
never faltered, nor did the belt slip through all the bad
weather, which was, I think, partly due to the multi gear.

New York, U.S.A. ALBERT PERRY.

Change-speed Gears.

Sir,—I think " H.W.B." and others have rather misjudged
the two-speed counter-shaft gear box. I have tried both hub
and counter-shaft gears and find the latter much superior in

many ways. The two machines that I have had with hub
gears have given me trouble, the latter one especially. They
may be all right for lightweights, but 'certainly not in the
same street with the gear box for sidecar work. There are
two very good reasons why hub gears are unsatisfactory. "(1.)

There is more power developed in the back wheel than in. the
counter-shaft owing to the gear ratio from engine pulley to
counter-shaft being less generally than from the engine pulley
to the back wheel, therefore more strain on the back wheeL
(2.) There is more room for gears in the frame. Most of the
good two-speed gears are larger without clutch than the hub
gears with three gears and clutch. Change-speed gears
are the coming thing—therefore why cramp them up into as
little space as possible? W.B.E.

Substitutes for Petrol.

Sir,—I should like to have your readers' opinions regard-
ing a device in connection with the use of paraffin instead
of petrol.

At present, so far as I can gather, the carburetters made
for use with paraffin make it essential to have a small
petrol supply for starting the engine when cold. Do you
think that by having a pipe fitted from the exhaust pipe
to the carburetter (forced feed) it would remove the diffi-

culty of starting a cold engine on paraffin ? The feed pipe
would have to be of sufficient length to cool the exhaust
gas, I suppose, as in the case of the latest Martin-Jap
machines. . While the machine was run with the exhaust
valve lifted, would there be sufficient power in the exhaust
pipe to drive air through the forced feed pipe, thus making
a high velocity past the jet? Would not this vaporise the
paraffin sufficiently to enable one to start an engine on
paraffin ?

I should be pleased to hear if any of your readers hare
made this experiment, and whether the defects exceeded the
advantages, or otherwise. L. E. S. VAILE.

Dilatory Attention to a Foreign Order.

Sir,—One or two letters have recently appeared in
the columns of your valuable paper, showing how the
American manufacturers are striving to push their machines
and accessories into Canada, and is it really suprising, when
one hears so continually the delay experienced in the delivery
of the "British" manufactured articles?
On the 10th of April last I ordered through a large

Calcutta firm, a six guinea speedometer from an accessory
firm in London who advertise these articles, together
with lamps and generators, and after waiting "three
months without receiving the article, wrote and asked the
reason, and the reply was to the effect that they had sold
out the make I required last Olympia Show and had not
been able to get one from the makers since, but that they
would execute my order in the course of the next week or
so, but no further news up to the present.
The worst part of it is, one has to pay the usual deposit

with order, and wait the manufacturers' leisure for the order
to be executed. From the 10th April to 20th August should
be sufficient time for the making of one speedometer.
Barrackpore, India. DISGUSTED.

Motor Cycle Taxation.

Sir,—I should like to say a word about the proposed
alteration of the tax on motor cycles. If there is going to
be any alteration, why not do away with the licence and
put an extra tax on the petrol? Such an alteration would
be just to everyone : all would pay in proportion to
the use of the roads, also in proportion to the power of
the engine. It would also be a good thing for the industry.

R. GREEN.

Sir,—I was astounded to read the paragraph relating to

motor cycle taxation, which is most unfair to motor
cyclists generally.

If the recommendation becomes law, an entirely different

type of engine will be demanded to evade the tax. The
outcome of the experience gained has brought about the
general design of engine of to-day, which has approxi-
mately equal bore and stroke, and to compare and place
on the same taxation basis with the motor car engine, with
stroke twice the bore, is - ridiculous. Again, the power
developed by an air-cooled engine is twenty-five per cent,

below that of a water-cooled engine of equal bore and
stroke, and even that only for short periods.

The existing jigs, drawings, patterns, and in some cases

special machines, will become a dead loss to the makers,
except for renewal purposes.
To my mind, there should be some relation to the value

of the machine in the basis of taxation, and I hope every
motor cyclist will make an endeavour to combat this unjust
proposal, even if it does not affect him, but for the sake
of the poorer end of the body, motor cycling is the poor
man's motoring. BILL JACKS.

Sir,—Manufacturers of all twin sidecar and cyclecar outfits

realise that the proposed taxation means the last straw to

over half their customers. Do sidecarists know that with this

additional imposition on top of our present taxes it will cost
them 2s. 6d. every time they go out? I am taking the
majority of sidecarists to be the week-end rider, whose average
journeys would not be more than forty in' the year. Has the
fact been brought to this Motor Taxing Committee's notice

that the majority of motor cyclists are just a working class

of individual whose onlv hobby is his motor, for which he
already pays too dearly? J. TASSELL.

Sir,—It was with consternation that I read of the pro-

posed increase in taxation of motor cycles. I purchased for

£55 a second-hand motor cycle (8 h.p.) and sidecar. My
yearly expenses are about as follows

:

£ s. d.

Petrol 60 galls, at Is. 3d. (exclusive of tax) 3 15

Oil 15

Tyres and belts 8 10
Repairs, about ... ... ... ... ... 1 10

£14 10

I already pay petrol tax (60 gallons at 3d.) 15s., driving

licence 5s., motor cycle licence £1, total £2. It is pro-

posed to increase this by £2 2s., or to £4 2s. Is it seriously

thought that a person who can, by strict economy in other
directions, pay £14 annually for his recreation, including

use of machine on his summer holiday, also pay £4 2s. in

taxation, especially having regard to the present inflated

and unjustifiable price of petrol?, I should like to see the
petrol companies mulcted instead. It may be a slight matter
to wealthy owners of large cars, but to the small fry it is

a most serious thing. Even to those who can afford £80
odd for a first-class new sidecar combination it is oppressive.

To the workman who nicks up a small-powered second-hand
machine for £12 or £15 the tax of £1 5s. is equally hard.

A motor cycle and sidecar is a poor man's machine. I have
about fifty Tides per year. The taxes would be Is. 8d. per

ride.' What with income tax, duties on tea, coffee, spirits,

beer, and tobacco, servants' insurance stamps, employees'
liability insurance, heavy rates, etc., the middle class

(incomes, say, £300 to £600) is being crushed out of

existence.

The man who keeps a dogcart and six horses (one for

every day in the week, and must have an income of £2,000
or so to do it) gets off with 15s. for the dogcart. [Bridle

horses also pay no tax.

—

Ed.] It is proposed that I pay £3
3s., or as much as the owner of a luxurious car, who may
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afford £150 per year or more to keep it going. I bought

my 8 h.p. machine solely to have power for hills, not for

speed , work, having . found that a 3£ h p machine was no
good for bad hills if a sidecar were attached. My speed,

except on hills, is no greater with the 8 h.p. machine than

with the 3^ h.p.
'

All 1 seem to get for my £2 5s. at present is a species of

purgatory in riding over the -twenty miles or so (out and

home) of badly-kept suburban roads in getting to the

country. I am sure the proposed increase, if made law,

will be the most disastrous blow ever dealt to the motor

cycle industry. The manufacturers and dealers will soon

find this out. I for one shall have to give up motor cycling.

I would suggest that strong representations be made to

members of Parliament by all motor cyclists and by the

manufacturers and dealers, protesting against any increased

taxation and asking for a reduction of the present tax of

£1 in the case of machines under 500 c.c.

ONE OF THE SMALL FRY.

Three and Four-wheeled Cyclecars.

Sir,—Mr. B. H. Davies always makes interesting and
usually instructive reading, but inasmuch as his article,

" Points in the Choice of a Cyclecar," will probably be

perused by prospective as well as actual owners of these

vehicles, I am tempted to champion to some extent the

three-wheeled variety, being'an extremely satisfied driver of

one over a distance of 1.100 miles. Firstly, with regard to

the disastrous results or otherwise of -a "burst rear tyre,"

I 'fear personal experience of such is nil, for in nine years'

almost daily motoring vagaries on cars, cycles, and cyclecars,

I have never had a burst tyre on the road, and hence the

odds are against my three-wheeled friend letting me down
for a similar cause. Secondly, I am very much in accord

with his opinion that "the average motor cycle engine is

not designed to tick over slowly." My cyclecar is engined

with a very popular 8 h.p. air-cooled cycle engine, but it

has a big flywheel, and it will "tick over slowly." When
I took delivery of same, its racing propensities, in the free

engine and when changing gear, were appalling to a sensi-

tive driver ; this difficulty I entirely overcame by the simple

expedient of fitting my carburetter with a variable jet

controlled by a lever on the dashboard. My driving involves

constant stops (level crossings, etc.), and embraces hills

above the touring average, but anything approaching engine
racing is a thing of the past, and incidentally my petrol

consumption has increased from fifty to sixty-two miles to

the gallon.

In conclusion, I can, as a motorist of ample experience,

anticipate no improvements that could render my own three-

wheeler more efficient and more delightful to use, and I am
amply repaid by the result for a weary wait of seven months
before delivery. ' FELIGTTAS.

Sir,—The battle of three and four-wheeled cyclecars has
been fought on paper with spirit by both sides, but is it not
time to ask for facts and not fancies

'

A contributor to The Motor Cycle asks where would the
rider of a three-wheeler be if his back tyre burst? From

regrettable incidents lately, it would seem that the fate
of the driver of even a large four-wheeled car is not
always a happy ono in such, circumstances. There are very
many more three-wheeled cyclecars on the road to-day than
four-wheeled, to say

.
nothing of the host of siSecars.

Have more serious mishaps from burst tyres occurred to
the former than to the latter 1 If so, when and where '!

• As regards reliability, the English Six Days' Trials, .

which one hoped might be decisive, left the three-wheeler
with an indecisive victory. One O.W.K. (four-wheeler) out
of two entered gained full marks and gold medal. The one
Morgan (three-wheeler) entered did' the same, and beat
the O.W.K. on Porlock. One A.C. (three-wheeler) obtained
a bronze medal. All the other cyclecars failed. It might
perhaps be taken into account that the only successful fouiv
wheeler cost nearly half as much again as the successful
three-wheelers.
Let us by all means "cut the cackle" of theorising, and

come to the practical test of up-to-date experience. Would
the principal makers of cyclecars of both types submit to
some severe comparative test, and would the A.C.U. or
the R.A.C. carry it out pro bono publico?

W. COUPLAND.

Amateur Police Traps.
Sir,—I read with mingled surprise and regret the paragraph

under the above heading, which appeared in your issue of
the 26th ult. Surprise that a well-informed journal like The
Motor Cycle should have given publicity to such a ridiculous
rumour, and regret at the underlying hostility to' the C.T.C.
which can be read into the last sentence of the paragraph.
Permit me, sir, to state most emphatically that the council

of the Cyclists' Touring Club knows nothing of the in-

dependent amateur detective agency referred to by The
Autocar, and if the proposed enterprise on the part of a few
individual members of the C.T.C. in a certain district is ever
brought officially to the notice of my council I am well assured
it will not meet with either their sympathy or their approval.

The Cyclists' Touring Club aspires—and. with conspicuous
success I venture to assert—to cater fully for motor cyclists.

It is using all the resources at its command, its organisation,

its experience, and its funds to attract and keep this section

of the wheeling public. This being so, the suggestion that

it contemplates a war on motor cyclists is unthinkable. I

trust that, in common fairness to the C.T.C, you will find

space for this letter in vour next issue.

W. S. BURKE, Secretary C.T.C.

.
SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.

"O.P." writes : " It may interest your readers to kno^ i

that I successfully drove my 4-J h.p. Regal-Precision right to .

the summit of the Great Orme, Llandudno, above the hotel,

with sidecar and passenger last month, having previously i

taken a passenger on the carrier. The machine was fitted

with a Sturmey-Archer three-speed."
A letter signed " Spectator " complaining of the delay,

timing, and other matters in connection with Torbay and

District M. C.C. hill-climb is withheld. Communications
sach as these should appear over' the writer's signature. -

Sheffield anil Hallamshlre M. C.C. hill-climb at Ccrdwell Hill, Derbyshire. A group of competitors and Mends at the fool oj the hill.

BS
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GYMKHANA AT THE STADIUM.
Hig 1

! Horse Powers and Insufficient Banking cause Two Accidents.

N.W. London M.C.C. race mistinj an! gy.n'ihini at t'.ia Stiiiu n. " T.ike the pij to mirket " race. This and some other events were run off on the gras>,

THE North West London M.C.C. held their annual
gymkhana on Saturday last. Unfortunately, there
were two accidents owing to speeds being attained
on machines which were too powerful for the banking

of the track. A. J. Dreydel had a fall and a bad shaking at

practice, and in the multi-cylinder race D. Grey Blakey
lost control ; he was thrown quite eighteen yards, and sus-

tained a compound fracture of the arm, in addition to sundry
cuts and bruises. In the open events only lightweights
were allowed, but the members might use any machines
they pleased. Later enquiries showed that Blakey was pro-
gressing favourably. Results :

"Take the Pig to Market" Race.
I. Passenger Machines Handicap (three lap).—1, S. Hil-

house m Zenith sc.); 2, W. C. Knight (8 Zenith sc.).

Time 2m. l|s.

II. Lightweight Scratch Race (two lap).—1, W. Cooper
(Douglas); 2, P. H. Goddard (Douglas). Time 59|s.

III. Scratch Race (three Lip—for singles).—1, E. F.
Laurence (Rudge) ; 2, E. Gwynne (Rudge). Time lm. 22s.

IV. Taking the Pig to Market (for motor cyclists and
foot passengers, holding a seven foot string).—1, 0. Hill
(Douglas).

. Va. Lightweight Handicap (three lap).—1, H. J. •

Pooley (2i Premier); 2, H. E. Taylor (2 Humber). Time
lm. 56s.

Vb. Douglas Handicap (three lap).—1, P. H. Goddard
(12s.); 2, W. Cooper (scr.). Time lm. 374s.

VI. Multi-cylinder Scratch Race (three lap).—1. R. L.

Priutz (5 Bat) ; 2 A. Brunton (5 Bat). Time lm. 151s.

VH. Air Balloons.—1, G. H. Hollis ; 2, A. Brunton.
VIII. Open Lightweight Scratch Race (three lap).— 1. F.

G. Barker (2^ Zenith) ; 2, R. Holloway (2!, Premier). Time
lm. 23s.

IX. Single-cylinder Handicap (four lap).—1, E. Gwynne
(Rudge) ; 2, E. F. Laurence (Rudge). Time lm. 55s.

Attempt on Mile Record.
Attempt on the mile record iov engines not exceeding

330 c.c, which stood at 68fs.—H. Martin (1J Martin, 270
c.c), 64s.; F. E. Barker (2£ Zenith, 294 c.c). 71|s.

X. Musical Chairs (lady passengers).—H. E. Taylor and
Miss Taylor; (solo machine) R. L. Printz.

XL Open Lightweight Handicap (four lap).—1, F. E.
Barker (2^ Zenith), 5s. ; 2, H. Martin (1J Martin), scr. Time
lm. 46fs.
XVI. Relay Race.—Pink Team : H. Bevlandina (Douglas),

C. Rose (Rudge), A. Brunton (5 Bat), and E. G. Westacott
(3^- Zenith sc).

XVII. Solo Machine Handicap (nine lap).— 1, P. H.
Goddard (Douglas) ; 2, W. Cooper (Douglas ; 3, E. L.

Buchanan (3£ Premier).
XIII. Turks' Heads.—1, H. J. Pooley; 2, G. H. Hollis.

Start of the

ihree-lap open
scratch race.

The winner, F. E.

Barker (2J Zen-

ith), is seen on the

left of the picture.
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Motor Cycle Racing at Brooklands.
The Last B.A.R.C. Meeting of the Year.

THE laat meeting of the year of the B.A.K.C. on Satur-
day last was a distinct success. The' weather was
glorious, and the attendance was very good. Un-
fortunately, the wind was too high for flying. The

one motor cycle race had attracted tw-enty-six entrants, of

whom twenty-tlvjee toed the line at the fork. At the start all

got Bway without difficulty. Mc-Nab's Douglas gathered
speed with marvellous rapidity, but Bailey's machine did not
on tins occasion appear to accelerate quite so quickly. The

Final meeting cf the 1912 season at Brooklands. Competitors lined up for
the twelfth short motor cycle handicap.

v
two inseparables, Jacobs and Le Grand, both on identical
machines (2^ h.p. Singers) had exactly the same start, and
went off with but a few yards between them, but at the
finish several places divided them. The race appeared in the
programme as the Twelfth Short Motor Cycle Handicap. The
machines had to pass the fork once and then enter the

' ftraight. The prizes were as follows : The entrant of the
winner £10 or cup at option, the entrant of the second £5
or cup at option, the entrant of the third £3 or cup at option.
The order past the fork at the end of the first lap was as
follows : Square, Jacobs, Le Grand, Cocker, Bailey, Press-
land, Walker, Hall, Manners-Smith, Hill, McNab, Elce,

Stanley, Garrett, Roberts, Lavender, Axford, Remington, and
Keller. Remington (Matchless) gradually forged ahead, and
came in first with ease. Owing, however, to the failure of

his front brake he went straight up tlie banking and
over the top. Great excitement prevailed for a few seconds,
after which, much to everyone's relief, Remington stood on
the bank waving his arms reassuringly. - Immediately after
his disappearance the nearest policeman rapidly scaled the
bank perceptibly, slowing up as the gradient steepened. Pant-
ing, he changed to first, or, in other words, dropped on to
all fours, being so busy in securing a foothold that he did
not see Remington, who had had such a lucky escape, con-
vulsed with merriment at liis well-intentioned efforts. Report
also has it that another man climbed the bank hat in hand
expecting to find a corpse. The fortunate rider escaped with
a shaking and a few scratches from the brambles into which
he fell, while his machine was not much damaged (both wheels
buckled) considering the severe nature of the accident.

Brake out of order Causes Disqualification.

Major Lloyd reported the incident to the stewards, CoL
H. C. L. Holden, F.R.S., R.A., and Mr. J. W. Orde, who
took the view that Remington should have seen that his*

brakes were in order, and disqualified him for not stopping
within the prescribed limit. This decision let up L. Hill (3J
Rudge) to first place, W. H. Elce, on a similar mount, being

second. His speed was 73| m.p^h. The result was as follows

:

Rider and machine. B

1. L. Hill (1 cyl. Rudge)
2. W. H. Elce (1 Rudge)
5. S. L. Bailey (2 Douglas)

H. H. Square (1 Robin-Minerva)

W. Jacobs (1 Singer)

J. A. Manners-Smith (1

Triumph)
S. Hall (1 Rudge)
C. Pressland (1 Rudge)
S. F. Garrett (1 Green-Precision)

. F. A. McNab (2 Douglas)

J. P. Le Grand (1 Singer)

S. R. Axford (2 Martin-Jap) ...

G. Roberts. (1 Rudge)
A. Symes (1 Triumph)
A. G. Walker (1 Rudge)

The winner's speed was 65^ m.p.h.
retired owing to a broken belt.

nd stroke c.c. H 'cap.

m. s.

85x88 499 42

85x88 499 42

61x60 350 1 4

69x69 258 3 C

69x80 294 1 56

85x88 499 1 4

85x88 499 114
85x88 499 1 24

85x88 .499 050
61x60 350 1 V
69x80 294 1 56

76x55 499 4£

85x88 499 1 4

85x88 499 1 14

85x88 499 1 4

Thacker (Martin-Jap)

Motor cyclists who rendered signal service on Covenant Day at Belfast. Ulster motor cyclist despatch riders and signalling corps starting out with heliographs
and flags to flash messages from outlying districts to Belfast;
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Paris-Tours Reliability Trial.

The start cf the Paris-Tours Reliability Trial list Sundiy, in which over fifty eoaipatitors, including several British riders, took part.

'J'lie above event, organised by the Touring Club of France
in conjunction with the Veloce Club of Tours, and under
the regulations of the Automobile Club of France, took place
on Sunday last. The following British competitors and
machines took part : Pollack (2| Singer), W. D. South
(3£ Hudge), A. J. Dixon (3£ Singer), Rex Mundy (3j Budge),
and C. L. Scott (3j Rudge). Devay, the winner of the
Grand Prix de la Sarthe, rode his 3i Triumph. Altogether
fifty-three entries were received in four classes. Vernon
Taylor who had entered was, owing to his recent suspension,
replaced by C. L. Scott. Unfortunately, the winners of

the various classes cannot be announced, as the flexibility

test, which was to decide the winners, could not be held
owing to darkness falling before the close of the event.
The flexibility test will take place in the neighbourhood
of Paris at a later date, when the prize winners will be
officially announced. The following lost no marks

:

Class I.

Lacroix (Peugeot) 1 Kamermant (.Lurquin - Cou-
Tatin (X ) [

dertj

Class II.

Poulain (N.S.U.)
Gonipertz (New Hudson)
Guyot-Desvarennes (N.S.U.")

Fenlon (Clement)
Sweerts (Terrot)

Pernette (X
)

Barberet (Motosaeoehe)
Pean (Peugeot)

Brunet (Griffon)

Pollack (Singer)

Vuillemin (Clement)
Golaz (Gladiator)

Finat (Peugeot)
Robertson (Jiotosacoche)

Honorez (N.S.U.) "

Paul (N.S.U.)
Gabriel (Clement)
Colas (Peugeot)

Desitter (6 h.p. Twin N.S.U. and sidecar1
, a successful competitor in the

Paris-Tours Reliability Trial.

Closs (N.S.U.)
Burghard .(Rudge - Whit
worth)

Devay (Triumph)
W. D. South (Budge)
Touchet (Wanderer)

Class III.

Mundy (Rudge)
C. L. Scott (Rudge)
Jjubost (Rene Gillet)

Rousseau (New Hudson)
Brubach (Peugeot) .

Sidecars.

I Lightfoot (N.S.U.)Desitter (N.S.U.)
Honorat (Indian)

Results of the speed trial on the Velodrome

1. Golaz (Gladiator) ... 44|
2. Pernette (X ) ... 4f
3. Vuiiieniin (Clement) 47|
f. Paul (M.S.U.) ... 4d|

5. Scott (Rudge) ... 494

b. Devay (Triumph)

7 1 Closs (N.S.U.)

1 South (Rudge)
9. Fenton (Olement)

10. Brunet (Griffon)

eecs.

.. 49j
• 501
50|

. 00

. 54

A rear view of some of the competitors reproduced to show the very

*egibie numbers they carried on their backs.

The race for the Grand Prix resulted as follows

:

First Round.—1, Pernette ; 2, Bruneng ; 3, Herve.

Second Round.—1, Pernette ; 2, Bruneng ; 3, Herve.

The last-named was disqualified for cutting in on Bruneng.

B13
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DUTCH PRIVATE OWNERS' RE-RUN TRIAL.

Lt H. Daalmeyer '6 h.p. Cyclonette), winner
I- r.f the P. and M. cup.

The start. The winner is on the extreme right

oi the pictuie.

It will be remembered that on the occa-
sion of the English-Dutch reliability trial

five memberspf the Dutch M.C.C. tied fur

the P. & M. Cup, offered for the best per-

formance by a Dutch private owner. 1 lie

trial was re-run last week over the same
course and under the same conditions.

Three motor cyclists rode with each com-
petitor to ensure that he made a nun-
stop run, and club officials occupied the

spare seats of the passenger machines.
Four riders experienced no mechanical
trouble whatever, the fifth, H. Dieters, on
a Phanamubile, with A. Citroen, the hon.

sec, as checker, ran into the canal be-

tween Apelduorn and De Steeg. The
occupants clung to the machine and ulti-

mately managed to scramble out. The
result was : Lieut. H. Daalmeyer (6 h.p.

Cyclonette), n.s., error in time 0; O. Th.
Arends (2 h.p. Vulkuan), n.s., 1; J. H.
Nieuwenhuys (2| Douglas), n.s., 1; P. N.
Jelsma (2^ Eysink), n.s., 2.

-) O S eg—<-

Thanks to the courtesy of Mr. A. W.
Torkington, of Torkington Tires, Ltd.,

76, York Street, Westminster, S.W., we
are enabled to give details and illustra-

tions of the Stelastic motor cycle tyre,

which behaved so well in the Six Days'

.Trials.

As regards its construction, the carcase

of the tyre, beyond being of the very

best material, presents no special

features, as it is no departure from
standard practice, the whole novelty

A STEEL-TREADED TYRE.
the rubber and steel do not part. A
layer of rubber is inserted between the
armoured tread and the fabric, so that,
the springs cannot penetrate. As a non-
skid, the cover is effective on wood and
asphalt, but in its present form, owing
to its having no projection, it is hot quite
so effective in slimy mud as a studded
tyre. AH those who have used the cover
have told us that cuts in the tread are
impossible

;
punctures are almost entirely

prevented, and the only record of a
puncture we have heard of is from a
thin nail, which was apparently struck
at the correct angle and entered between
the layers.

Mr. Torkington has gone the right way
to work, and has not put the Stelastic
covers on the market without first of all

putting them to some private and public
tests, not only on high powered cars, but
on motor cycles from 3£ to 7 h.p. We
hope shortly to test the cover on one of

our own machines, and shall report upon
its behaviour.

Sectional view of the St lastic tyre. The tread
is composed of coil springs with rubber forced
between the coils by hydraulic pressure.

being in the tread. The accompanying
sketch shows of what this is composed.
Coils or springs of hardened steel piano
wire are woven into the fabric, and under
hydraulic pressure of 70 lbs. to the
square inch pure rubber is forced into

the former. Each piece then becomes
iractically a sheet of rubber.

Springs add to the comfort.

This is guillotined off into strips,

which are placed upright side by side

and form the tread. Since the steel is

springy, the resiliency is not affected, as

when the rubber is compressed by the
weight of the motor cycle on the road
the springs compress in harmony, while

B14

Valve side of the 1913 2J h.p. three-speed New
Hudson power unit. The magneto is chain-driven,

and the spring footboard will be noted.
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HILL-CLIMBING IN WESTMORLAND: Longsleddle to Kentmere Pass.
Mr. Nelson, of the Westmorland M.C.G., recently chal-

lenged any fellow-members to climb the above ascent, and
of course the challenge was taken up by a number. It was
climbed for the first time in history about a fortnight ago

by W. Westwood on a three-speed (Sturmey-Archer)
Triumph, but one day this week quite a large party turned
out to scale it. Zeniths, Rudges, Indians, Bats, Matchless,

Braithwaites,. Premiers, Scotts, B.S.A. 's, and Enfields, etc.,

were represented. A start was made from a bridge on the

main road, a lane then turns sharp to the left into a farm-

yard, and then to the right and left again. The surface

is grass-grown most of the way, enlivened here and there

by small watercourses across the track. The gradient for

the first ltO yards is about 1 in 5, then follows about ZOO
yards of fairly easy climbing, after which the fun com-
mences. The gradient gradually reaches 1 in 3^, and of

course the usual corkscrew piece is included.

The determination of the riders in attacking the climb
was very creditable, "some trying six or eight times. The
following conquered the hill

:

J. Braithwaite (3^ h.p. Braithwaite), 65 to 1 fixed gear.

G. W. Braithwaite (3i h.p. Rudge), Bowden two-speed,
bottom ratio 10 to 1.

R. Bowness (3^ h.p. Matchless), 51 to 1 fixed gear.

B. Jefferys (5-6 h.p. twin Bat-Jap), 65 to 1 fixed gear.

W. Westwood (3j- h.p. Triumph), Sturmey-Archer three-

speed gear.

Several failed through various causes. Sidecars need not
attempt the hill, as they could not be driven round the

>—•»

corners. The hill is practically unclimbable in wet weather,

as the surface is treacherous when wet and causes side slip-

ping. The foot of the hill is about ten miles from Kendal,
and is reached by turning off the Shap to Carlisle road 4i
to 5 miles out of Kendal.

Hill climbing in Westmorland. R. Bowness (3J h.p. Matchless-Jap), who at

the twelfth attempt got up Longsleddle to Kentmere Pass with a fixed gear
of 5

7

to 1. Tills was the highest fixed ratio used by tny of the party.

LATE CLUB RESULTS.

Side view of the Kendal eyeleear with hood and wind screen. This cyclecar is

made by Ken Jail's Motors, Spark hill, Birmingham, and has an 8 h.p. twin-cylinder
engine, 80 x 94 mm., ash frame, plate clutch, two speeds forward, and 26 x 2 'in.

tyres. Tr.e final drive to rear wheels is by belts which are well protected.

Liverpool A.C.C. Trial Results.

The results of the trial described on page 1130 reached
us on going to press. They are as follows :

Winner of Reliance Cup and Club Gold Medal.—E. F.
Baxter (6 Rex).
Best Performance by a Lady.—Miss M. Hind (6 Rex).
Best Performance by Local Amateur.—E. F. Baxter
Best Performance on Lightweight.—W. Heaton (2§

A.J.S.)

Best Performance by Amateur Sidecarist.—J. R.
Haswell (3^ Triumph sc.)

Club Members' Awards.—Trade : A. J. Jenkins (2|
Douglas). Amateurs : L. Mogridge (3£ Mead-Precision).
Among those who gained medals are :

E. A. Eastwood (2| Douglas), S. W. Phillpott (2| Humber),

Manchester Amateur M.C.C.

Amended result of hill-climb held at Axe Edge on the
22nd ult. : Class IL—1, P. W. English (7 Indian) ; 2, H.
Marsden (8 Matchess), lm. 4s.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

The last event of the season, a speed-judging competition,
was held on the 28th ult. The start was from Fendley's
garage, Carlisle to Milburn's garage, Penrith, a distance

of eighteen miles. The result was as follows : 1, Hilton
Robinson (5i, B.S.A.) ; 2, William Beck (31, T.T. Triumph);
2, Stanley (3£ P. and M.)

Aberdeen and District M.C C.

On Saturday last a flexibility trial was held on- the
Slug Road. The weather was dry and cold, and there was
a large number of spectators. Results : 1, T. Smith (3^
B.S.A. ), winner of rose bowl presented by the vice-president

Mr. J. Spencer) ; 2, A. Stewart |3£ Rudge) ; 3, W. Simpson
(3-Jj Rudge) ; 4, G. Gumming (2^ Levis). The Levis arrived

with a sidecar attached and a 12 stone passenger.

Burnley A.C.

A reliability trial will be held on the 6th inst. Route, vid

Whalley, Trough of Bowland, Lancaster, Morecambe (stop

of about three hours), Garstang, Preston, Mellor, and Burnley.

The start will be from the Old Red Lion Hotel, Burnley,

at 9 a.m.

H. New (3i Triumph), V. E. Horseman^ Singer), S.

Crawley (3^ Triumph), P. Shaw (3i P. and M.), Mrs. Baxter
(3£ Rex), H. J. Marston (8 Dot), F. Smith (5-6 Clyuo sc),
A. Marston (8 Bat), T. Smyth (5 A.J.S.), M. Rimmer
(Zenith), and F. C. Jones (3£ Zenith).

Manchester M.C. gymkhana. The cigarette race.

BIO.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Oct. 3rd 6.33. p.m.

5th
7th
9th

6.28

6.24

6.20

S'olen Machines.

_ A 1912 2-i h.p. two-speed F.N., No.
52892, has been stolen from 465, Battersea
Park Road, S. W. Information concerning
it should be sent to the owner, S. C.
Buxton.

To Birmingham and Dis'.rict Riders.

The A.A. has circularised its Midland
members, pointing out that the Chief
Constable of Birmingham has approached
the Association, to see what- can be done
to prevent certain motor cyclists riding

at excessive speeds, and without proper
consideration for others. The Association
appeals to the good feeling of all Bir-

mingham motor cyclists to assist in pre-

venting further complaints being received.

The Si.encer Question.

The silencer which is the outcome of the
preliminary A.C.U. trials has now been
made and fitted to a Rudge motor bicycle,

which has been tested before Colonel

Holden, who is satisfied that it gives the

correct degree of silence. Invitations will

be sent out this week by the A.C.U.
inviting manufacturers to enter for the

trial, which it is hoped wiD be held this

.autumn. We understand that the Local
Government Board is shortly about to

issue regulations affecting the use of cut-

outs on motor cycles.

New Irish End-to-end Record.

J. Stewart did an excellent perform-
ance on the 25th ult., on his Douglas,

as he reduced the previous record made
by C. E. Murphy by sixteen minutes,
and the lightweight record held by him-
self by two hours and eighteen minutes.
His time for the whole distance was
twelve hours and fifty minutes, giving an
average for the journey of thirty-one

m.les per hour. Stewart started at 5.30

a.m. from Mizen Head ; the morning was
cold and the roads loose. Better roads
were met with near Cork, but much
delay was caused by herds of cattle.

Cork (81 miles) was reached at 8.23.

Breakfast was taken at Cashel, after

which the journey was resumed at 10.30,

when good progress was made, till a

horseshoe nail caused a puncture. This
was too hastily mended, and a nip soon
followed, 'ihe road through Dublin was
taken in preference to the shorter road
through the bog. Near Dundalk, Stewart
ran short of petrol, but by tilting the tank
and free wheeling down the hills managed
to reach a supply. The journey was
finished at 6.20 p.m., and the time
occupied was twelve hours fifty minutes.

C. and M. T. Benevolent Fund Dinner.
The Seventh Annual Banquet of the

Cycle and Motor Trades Benevolent Fund
will be held at the Connaught Rooms,
Great Queen Street, on Thursday, October
24th, at 7 p.m. Mr. Albert Brown will
be in the chair. This Society is one
which is deserving of the greatest support.

A Record Signpost?

Just off the Preston-Lancaster Road
there is a sign post near Garstang with-
three arms, and the total mileage thereon
totals up to 2,493£. It would be interest-
ing to know whether this constitutes a
record for one post. It certainly would
for three arms.' Below are the distances :

North : Lancaster 12, Kendal 33, Car-
lisle 77, Edinburgh 171, Glasgow 172,
Thurso 454.

South : Liverpool 41, Manchester 42,
Chester 59, Holyhead 144,. London 224,
Penzance 387.

East : Chipping 9^, Slaidburn 21,
Clitheroe 19, Skipton 36, York 80, Hull
121, Lincoln 131, Lowestoft 260.

The Motor Cycle in War.
F. Whitaker, of Orpington, who par-

ticipated in the army manoeuvres on the
Blue side, writes that he had to carry
a despatch from Wimpole Park to
Wendy. The message was from Major
Duncan to the effect that the umpire,
Major Bridger, was to be at a certain
spot at a given time, and that he was
unable to go on horse back. The motor
cyclist despatch carrier therefore took
the umpire on his carrier to the rendez-
vous and had several minutes to spare.

A prominent journalist writes that in

his opinion motor cyclists will supersede
cavalry. This is after a fortnight with
the combined armies and from an ob-

servant writer.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
MOTOR CYCLE TAXATION.

UNOFFICIAL 1,000 MILES TRIAL.

PARIS-TOURS TRIAL.

The Institution of Automobile Engineers.

A meeting of the Birmingham Centre
of the Institution of Automobile En-
gineers will be held on Thursday, 17th
October, in the theatre of the Uni-
versity Buildings, Edmund Street, Bir-
mingham, when Mr. Douglas Leechman
(member) will read a paper entitled
" The Influence of Low Production Cost
on Quality." The chair will be taken
at 8 p.m. by the president of the institu-

tion, Mr. T. B. Browne, and an invita-

tion is extended to all those who are
interested in the above subject.

Motor Cycle Taxation.

The A.C.U. is forming a strong com-:

mittee to deal with the taxation question,

the duty of which will be to show up the,

injustice of the present proposals and
suggest alternative ones. Questions will

be asked in the House, and, if necessary,;

the Chancellor of the Exchequer will be
asked to receive a deputation. This com-
mittee will be under the chairmanship of,

Mr. Otto Thomas, while Mr. T. W.:
Loughborough will act as secretary. The'
three members representing the A.C.U. will-

be Major Lindsay Lloyd, Major D. F.

•

Nicholl, D.S.O., R.A., and Mr. Archibald,
Sharp. The following bodies will also be
invited to send three representatives each

:

'

The Scottish Motor Cyclists' Union, the

M.C.U. of Ireland, the Motor Cycle Manu-
facturers' Union, the Commercial Motoi
Users' Association, and the A.A. and M.U.

N.W. LONDON H.C.C. GYMKHANA.
The start of the sidecar race at the Stadium on Saturday last, won by S. Hilhouse (3J tup. Triumph),

who is seen in the centre of the photograph.
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J. Farnsworth (3S n.p. tnree-speed Rover), the

contributor of the article on military motor
cycling in this issue.

Fresh Registration Marks.

The new London County Council
registration marks are LH. This is in

addition to A. LC, LN, LB, LD, LA, LE,
and LF.

The Inventor of (he Low Engine.

Dr. A. M. Low, D.Sc. , the inventor

of the Low forced induction engine and
the Low detonating plug, has recently-

been made a doctor of science.

A Denial.

The Triumph Cyeie Co., "Ltd., wish us

to deny a rumour which has gained
ground in Scotland that it is their in-

tention to close their depot in Glasgow.
The firm say that they have never even
contemplated such a course.

Military Motor Cyclists.

It is interesting reading to hear that

officers who commanded the combined
armies in the recent manoeuvres have
expressed a wish that next year's motor
cyclist 'despatch riders should be "a
proper unit of the Army " instead of

being collected by the motoring organisa-

tions. We echo the desire.

Definition of Cycleears.

A few manufacturers of cycleears have
queried us with regard to the admission
of cycleears at the Olympia Motor Cycle
Show. The Manufacturers' Union has
decided that the A.C.U. definition of a
cyclecar must be followed, viz., chassis

weight with tyres 6 cwts. cylinder
capacity not exceeding 1,100 c.c. The
definition of a chassis according to The
Autocar, which is an authority on such
matters, is : Chassis includes tyres, all

tanks (empty), bonnet, mudguard irons,
running board irons and dash.

The Worst Roads in England.

Tlic Sanitary Record, in a paragraph
headed "The Worst Roads in England."
says much that is to the point about the
Devonshire highways^ -The Birmingham
Daily . Mail has quoted the paragraph
under the same heading, but says nothing
about the Warwickshire roads. If the
Devonshire roads are worse than the
Warwickshire ones, they are indeed bad.
After the splendid surfaced highways of
Herefordshire and some parts of

Worcestershire, it is purgatory to bump
over tli© Warwickshire apologies for top
dressing.

Italian Road Race.

The Taiga Florio car course in Italy

was used for an important motor cycle

race recently. England, France, and
Italy, were represented, the winner being
an Italian named Revelli, who rode a
3J, h.p. Triumph. The distance vvas 240
kilometres.

Interest in the Cyclecar.

Humber agents assembled in force at

the .Coventry works of the company last

week, and of all the new models open to

their inspection, none attracted moro
genuine interest than the ne-'.v cyclecar,

to be- known, by the way, as the
Humberette. It is common knowledge
that the Humber Co.. have been experi-

menting with a twin-cylinder air-cooled

three-speed shaft-driven cyclecar for

eighteen months, in fact ever since the
original two-speed model was dealt with
in The Motor Cycle in the spring of 1911.

They are now able to offer a vehicle of

prove'd reliability which has undergone
a 6,000 miles test on the road. Last
Thursday, the engine of the cyclecar was

^UW£ tOTSTO

5.—Manchester M.C. Open Hill-

climb.

5.—Herts County A.C. Open 100
miles Reliability Trial.

5.—Exeter and District M.C.C.
Open Hill-climb.

12 —B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

12.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Hill-

climb.

26.—A.C.U. Autumn Open One
day Trial.

2.—M. Middlesex M.C.C. Open
Winter Reliability Trial.

ife^s
%

started at 11 a.m., and so great was the
demand for trial runs on the car that it

was kept going until after dark. Every-
one is enthusiastic in praise of the
Humberette.

Ladies and the Pastime.

Ladies tour on motor cycles now as
easily as men. Mrs. S. Robinson, of

Northampton,, has just completed a long

tour to Scotland and back on a light-

weight machine fitted with a 2£ h.p.

J. A. P. engine and three-speed gear. Mrs.
Robinson, who lias taken to motor cycling

with great enthusiasm, considers the
pastime a most fascinating one, and
hopes that other ladies in Northampton
will follow her example. .

A New Use for Sidesar Bodies.

In the current issue of The Autocar
appears a novel suggestion entitled " A
Mew Use for the Sidecar." The recom-
mendation is that, in the case of a two-
seated car with narrow wind cutting tan-

dem body, if the owner wishes at any time
to take extra passengers, instead of seating

them on thfl sfcepboard as is so often done,

a detachable sidecar body could be fitted

on the running boards in such a way that
an extra passenger could be carried on
each side in a wicker or cane sidecar

bodies, pannier fashion. Of course the

body or bodies would be made easily

detachable, and so fitted that they did

"not overhang the overall width of the
wings.

nay

Open Championship at Brooklands Meeting.

In addition to the Auto Cycle Union
Championship Races to be held at the
B.M.C.R.C. open meeting on the 12th,
and announced, in our last issue, the
following events will be run off in the
morning: The Fourth 1912 Time Trials,
One Hour Cyclecar Race, and One Hour
Sidecar Race. Entries close on Saturday
next, the 5th inst., and should be sent to
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, lion, sec, Deli
View, Shooters Hill, Kent.

A Dangerous Practice.

The old trick of placing a string across
the road on a level with the head of the
rider of a motor cycle or pedal cycle has
cropped up again in Bishop Auckland.
It would be well if the police were to
take very drastic action in cases of thia
kind, as serious injury can be caused
to a rider's eyec, not to speak of knock-
ing him off his machine, blinding him,
or cutting his throat with the taut
string. In the particular instance under
discussion, the string was supposed to
have been placed in position by some boys
about twelve years of age. The birch is

the only cure for this kind of thing.

Gaillon Hill-climb.

This French event is a combined sport-
ing and social function, and practically
amounts to the hill-climbing championship
of France. It will take place on Sunday,
the 6th inst., and entries should be sent
to L'Auto, 10, Rue du Faubourg, Mont-
martre, Paris. For motor cycles, etc.,

the cost of entry is 10 frs., entries closing
to-day; (Thursday). Gaillon is most
accessible from Dieppe, the distance being
only about sixty-one, miles, so that one
can cross by the morning boat and reach
Gaillon, or the immediate vicinity, the
same evening with only about half an
hour's night riding. Not only motor
cycles, but big cars will take part, and
there is always a possibility that the
record for cars of 158 kilometres (ninety-
six miles) an hour might be beaten. The
route is a most enjoyable one, and we
advise the journey to be made by road.
Week-end tickets from Nowhaven to
Dieppe cost 18s.

The change speed gear fitted to Harry Reed's

Dot-Jap in the Liverpool A.C.C. Trial last Saturday.
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The Liverpool A.C.C. One Day Trial.

THE Liverpool. A C C. laid itself out to give its

competitors a sportinp course, and it' a series of grue-

some corners, steep hills, and vile surfaces are con-

sidered to attain this end, it succeeded admirably.
Seven lady riders appeared at the start, but we have never
seen less of a lady's trial. On the other hand, the trial was
a fine test for machines, and anything that could make-

a'

non-stop over the course chosen may be considered Capable
of going anywhere. We heard several complaints of the 1

course being very badly marked, but though we had a little

difficulty in places, the officials had obviously worked hard,
for, to begin with,_there was a confetti trail, and then came
arrows and pain marks, but there were so many corners on
the course that it was almost impossible to mark 'them alL
The local police did good work iii directing competitors
and deserve great praise.

The start took place from Hamilton Square; Birkenhead,
and, in consequence, the Birkenhead hotels were j full.

We were lucky in meeting S. Crawley "on- our arrival ', in

Liverpool the night before, who warned. us bf the state of

affairs and advised staying in Liverpool. ..

Among the interesting machines, we noticed H. Reed's
Dot which was fitted with a new three-speed counter-shaft

gear and chain-cum-belt drive; the gear will be fitted, in

1913 with either a similar drive or chain drive throughout.
Haswell's three-speed Triumph was fitted with a long change
speed lever working in a quadrant fixed to the tank, and a

3£ Bradbury and sc. had a N.S.U. two-speed on the engine-

shaft and a Sturmey-Archer three-speed hub, giving in all

five changes of gear; this machine also had a useful belt

guard fitted. The 6 h.p. Clyde-Jap looked a useful machine,
and we were glad to see it entered in a big trial.

At 8.30 the first competitors were got away, and one of

them ran over a dog almost immediately, fortunately without
serious results.

A few miles from the start S. Child (2| h.p. New Hudson)
shed his front brake' shoes with a rattle, but no further

damage was done, and he was able to continue.

Special arrangements had been made for competitors at

Queensferry Bridge, but as we were without an official

number we had to pay a 6d. toll.

The run to Llangollen was comparatively uninteresting in

view of what was ~to come, and little of moment occurred.

Some competitors went astray at, Hawarden, and Miss
Baxter, who was piuckily riding a 2| h.p. Douglas which had
only been delivered to her the night before, had trouble with
the low gear refusing to engage. About three miles from
Llangollen came the first warning of trouble in the form of a

long steep ascent which joins the Corwen Road at the top.

Phis hill proved a stumbling block to many ; in fact, none of

the early arrivals made clean ascents. Probably many failed

on account of the strong cross wind affecting their carbu-

retters; certainly Fenn (2| h.p. Humber), who failed at

the first attempt, came up well afterwards, protecting the

Six out of the

seven lady riders

in the Liverpool

A.C.C.trial. From
left to right they
are Mrs. Hardee
(3i P. & M.),

Miss Pickles jSJ
Rud?e), Miss
May Walker (2|-

Hobart), Mrs.
Baxter

(3J
Rex),

Miss Muriel Hind
(6 Rex), and Miss
Baxter (2| Doug-
las).

Bird's eye. view of the old road from Llanroilen to Ruthin, known as the
Horseshoe Falls road. The rijer in the foreground is Mrs. Hardee (P. & M.),
who made a clean ascent.

air-intake with his hand. No speed could be attained on ao
count of the awful cross gullies. After this hill we were taken
over a narrow road towards Bryn Egyls. This road led through
slate quarries and bristled with hairpin bends, the surface
being narrow and bad. As we descended one little piece of
about 1 in 6 over lumps of slate and boulders with a narrow
gate to follow we wondered what would become of the side-
car outfits, and subsequently heard that one at least had
overturned. However, on reaching the main road again we
had a good run into Bala. (Lunch stop.)

After lunch the mountain road to Festiniog was traversed.
The scenery was grand, and the surface for a mountain road
good. In Festiniog we took a sharp right-handed hairpin
corner to Blaenau Festiniog, and thence up the long hill out of
the town ; the surface of this was good, and it did not trouble
the majority of the competitors. Then followed more fine

scenery to Llanrwst, and afterwards a long steady pull up on
the Abergele Road. After" this we were taken down lanes to
Llansannan, and until we reached the main Denbigh Road
competitors were too much occupied in trying to retain, their

seats to worry about scenery.

This section of road was all up and down heavy gradients,
the lanes being very narrow, and the surface simply appalling.
We cannot think that any tourist would choose this sort of

road for pleasure, and it was with a sigh of relief that we-
regained the main road, and so into Denbigh. Here a twenty
minutes' stop was allowed for tea and refreshments. After a

short stop and a chat with a few competitors we continued on
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The Liverpool A.C.C. One Day Trial.—

ilie third and last section, on pariia of which it was quite hard
:o find' the way. We reached Mostyn by devious routes, and
jkugllt a fleeting glimpse of the sea. Here we descended a bad
hill on to the coast road along which the route led until it

turned up the hill to Holywell. Then came Penyball Hill, the

pi!ice de resistance of the trial. There is a long steady pull

up hill, then two right-angled turns in the narrow village

streets, and then the real hill. Failures were extremely
numerous.
At the .top of this hill the road disappears for a short

distance, -and one takes the choice of a rocky path or grass
(personally we preferred the grass). The route then led

back to Holywell, and thence to the finish at Queensferry.

1 Jesuits will be found on a previous page.

We cannot refrain from mentioning a little incident which
occurred early in the trial. . A certain lady competitor who,

had trouble with her machine prevailed on a kind-hearted
marshal to let her have his machine, on which to ride to the
nearest railway station, while he mounted her damaged
machine and was towed over ten miles of rHngerous
mountain roads. To prove her gratitude for this kindness,
instead of stopping at the station the lady rode on a
further twenty miles to the lunch-stop at Bain, and left

her unfortunate benefactor to cool his heel 5 for jjarly four
hours at a dismal railway station.

Our thanks are due to Mr. Carson, of the Excelsior
Motor Cycle Co., who kindly suggested" that we should ride

a 44 h.p. Excelsior fitted with the G. 'and H. gear and Binks
carburetter. The machine ran splendidly throughout the
day, and climbed all the hills with the greatest ease. We
stopped on two or three of the worst for observation pur-
poses, and each time restarted comfortably. The gear ran

II3I

silently and sweetly, and the slipping clutch renders it aa

flexible as any belt. The carburetter also was a great
convenience, and gave plenty of power, a quick pick up,
and beautifully slow running in traffic. '

Restarting after lunch at Bala. N. Brown (Indian) leading off.

Co <

CLUB NEWS.
North Middlesex M.C.C.

The remaining competitions arranged for this year have
Deen cancelled.

Manchester M.C.

An open motor cycle hill-climbing competition will be
held on the 5th inst. at 1 p.m. The hill is practically

straight and safe. There will be five classes.

Cowbridge and District M.C.

A non-stop reliability run and speed judgment competition
Has recently held in connection with the above club. The
course was over a distance of fifty-five miles, which included
two stiff hills. Five competitors made non-stop runs and the
awards were as follows : 1, F. E. P. Dunn (3£ h.p.' two-speed
Humber); 2, B. S. Bird (3£ h.p. Triumph). A hill-climb,

followed by a supper (when the prizes won during the season
will be distributed), will be Held on the 9th inst.

Sheffield and Hallamshira M.C.C.

On Saturday afternoon, the members held a hill-climb

up an old grass grown lane near' Owler Bar, Derbyshire.
After a tie, Flint (3^ Norton) won.

Feilding (New Zealand) M.C.C.

A flexibility hill-climb was held on Brickfield Hill recently.

Fast.—1, E. Hinds (7 Indian) ; 2, E. Ford (3J Triumph).
Slow.—1, E..S. Pecs (2-| Douglas) ; 2, P. S. Pecs (2| Douglas).

E. S. Pecs was the winner.

Motor Cycling Club.

The paperchase announced for the 28th ult. will be held on
Saturday next, the 5th inst.

The annual dinner and presentation of prizes will be held

at, the Adelaide Gallery on December 7th. Particulars will

be sent out in due course.

Welsh A. and Ae.C.

A lull-climb was held on the 21st ult. at Llethryd Hill.

Results on A.C.U. formula :

Sidecar Class.—1, A. Jackson, .287; 2, F. C. Harrison,

.255 ; 3, D. G. Hughes, .241.

Motor Cycles (Solo).—1, Edgar Thomas .294; 2, Edgar
Morgan, .254; 3, W. Trow, .240.

Manchester M.C.

The 'second gvmkhana and sports for this season took place

on the 28th ult., at Hoo Green, Cheshire. The weather was
tine, but the cold wind was responsible for keeping many
away. In the tJig of war, car owners v. motor ' ovists-, the

car owners, being much the heavier, won easily. Tne meeting

was most successful.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

On Saturday last an impromptu hill-climb was held on

a fairly stiff hill of about half a mile in length. Each
competitor had to ride the hill once, and afterwards to again

ride up the hill as near as possible to his original time.

Ti.ere was some remarkably fine running, the first four

competitors being within one second of their previous times.

Resiit :

W. E. Grange (3£ Bradbury) ... O^s. difference.

W. Jb. iiiKinson (21 Douglas) ... Ois. difference.
1.

a.

The old road from Llangollen to Ruthin, A. S. Plerson (6 tup. Rex-Jap sidecar)

half way up the MIL

/C. A.'NettletoD (3^ New Hudson) 0|s. differenoe.

IH. W. Fortune (3± Brown) ... Ofs. difference.

B25
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Club News.— •

Walthamstow M.C.
The above club held a handicap speed trial over a private

course, distance fourteen miles, on the 29th ult. Results :

L, A. E. Uffleman (6 Rex-Jap) ; 2, A. R. Abbott (3* Brad-
bury) ; 3, F. A. Applebee (7 Indian). F. A. Applebee made
the fastest time of the day.

Afceiavon, Port Talbot, and District M.C.C.

A speed trial was held on the sands at Aberavon on the
19th ult., with the following results :

Weight.
Cts. Lbs. c.c.

... 3 1

... 3 42£
Premier) 3 74

Ridor and machine.
G. Jones (James)
J. Locke- (Zenith)

B. M. Lewis (T.T.

Time. Fig. of
c.c. M s. merit.
bb8 1 4i 689
750 1 Of 732
499 1 13A 787

Southampton and District M.C.C.

The annual hill climb for members took place at - Gravel
Hill, Shedfield. The hill was "in good condition, and-.not
too steep, so that everyone had a sporting chance. The re-

sults, with figures of merit, were as follows

:

Solo class.—1, J. Tuffin (34 h.p. New Hudson), 21.2; 2,

W. Winckworth (3| h.p. Sun-Precision), 19.3; 3, H. Scott

(34 h.p. Ariel), 18.0,

Sidecar class.—1, W. Winckworth (34 h.p. Sun-Precision),

24.8; 2. J. Tuffin (34 h.p. New Hudson), 21.6; 3, J. Silvey

(6 h.p. N.S.TJ.), 16.1

Birmingham M.C.C.

TIi? fourth annual flexibility hill climb was held on Satur-

day last. There were some forty entries, and the climb
was run off very promptly. Each competitor had to make
two ascents of the hill in each class, one slow and the other
fast, the greatest difference between the times was taken as

being the " flexibility " of tlie machine. The results are

as follows :

Class I. (for variable geared machines).

Time difference.

K. Holden (34 B.S.A.) 8m. 24s.

V. Busby (34 Humber) ' 8m. 14s.

N. C. Pickering (24 A.J.S.) 5m. 40s.

Holden also made fastest time of the day.

Class II. (for fixed gear machines, or variable geared machines
with gears fixed).

N. Ball (34 Triumph) 3m. 40s.

J. J. Woodgate (4 Singer) 2m. 43s.

H. J. Cox (2| Forward) 2m. 20s.

Class III. (for variable geared passenger machines).

K. Holden (34 B.S.A. sc.) 6m. 26s.

J. J. Woodgate (4 Singer sc.) 4m. 35s.

Dr. B. Fawssett (8 Chater-Lea-Jap and
Lowen so.) 3m. 52s.

The hill was about one-third of a mile long, and had a
gradient of about 1 in 8 at the steepest part.

Essex M.C.
The annual dinner and distribution of prizes will tak«

place on December 14th at the Great Eastern Hotel, EC.

Dundee and District M.C C.

Open speed trials will be held on the sands on Monday,
the 7th inst. These are the first open events of this nature
held on sands in Scotland.

,

Bristol B. and M.C.
The above club recently held a spot-ting trial through the

hilly and picturesque country near Stroud, the course being
from Bristol to Wotton-under-Edge, Dursley, up Uley Hill,
Stroud, Nailsworth, and Chipping Sodbury. There were-
fourteen starters, eleven making non-stop runs. So close
did the majority run to_ time: that a special secret check
was utilised to find a winner, the result being : 1, A. S.
Richards (24 A.J.S. ), 2, F. C. Wasley (2f Douglas), 3, R.
H. Bishop (5 A.J.S. s.c). The principal prizes were tyres,
presented by Messrs. Wood-Milne Tyre' Co., and Messrs.
the Ke,vmshall Tyre Co After the run some thirty members
and friends sat down to tea at the, Grapes Hotel, Chipping
Sodbury. ...

M.C.U.I. (Ulster Centre).

The ab 7e centre held a series of hill-climbs on Saturday
last_ on a lull- situate midway between Dromore and Bally-
nahinch, County Down. The elirnb was exactly half a mile,
and the gradient averaged about 1 in 7. There was an open
and a lightweight class, and the entries totalled twenty-two.
The competition was decided in heats on the " knock-out

"

principle, and J. Stewart (2f h.p. Douglas) won both events
J. Hobson (34 h.p. Singer) won the novice prize. Results

:

Open Class (Final),—J. Stewart (2f h.p. Douglas), handicap
10s., beat J. Martin (34 h.p. Triumph), 5s.

Lightweight Class (Final).—J. Stewart (2 J h.p. Douglas),
scratch, beat S. Stewart (24 h.p. Singer), 3s.

Mersey M.C.
An open hill-climb will take place on the 12th inst. at

Pen-y-ball (Holywell). Class I., singles and twins up to 300-
c.c; Class II., singles and_twins between ^00 and 600 c.c;
Class III., singles and twins between 600 and 1,000 c.c;
Class IV., sidecars and cyclecars. Awards: Gold, silver, and
bronze medals in each class for best performances on formula
and fastest times. Formula as recommended by The Motor

Cycle. —™y . A Palmer tyre (presented by Palmer Tyre,

Ltd.) will be awarded to the best performance on time and
to the best performance made by a novice.

TV". B.—The definition of a novice is a competitor who has
never won any prize in any open hill-climb.

Entries close on Tuesday, the 8th inst., at noon, at

ordinary fees, and up to October 12th, at noon, at double
fees. Entry forms can be obtained from Mr. S. W. Carty,
hon. sec. Mersey Motor Club, 5, Red Cross Street, Liverpool.

Mr. Alec Ross (A.C.TJ.) despatching competitors at the start of the Suiton Coldueld A.C. petrol consumption trial.
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A simple c©Mnterslaft Gear I© £i£ Your MacMiie.
The Bowden Two-Speed Gear is simply and substantially constructed, and in'it is incorporated every form of advantage associated with the countershaft

type of gear. Transmission is by chain from engine shaft to gear box, and thence by belt from an Sin. pulley. Belt slip from this large pulley is negligible.

One of many unsolicited testimonials.
Bristol, 27th August, 1912.

Dear Sirs,—/ have had your gear fitted to a triumph with MUlford sidecar and hate been running it all the summer.

The result has been most satisfactory, and Pve given it some folly hard work to do, including a run over Dartmoor

the other day through Two Bridges and on to Tavistock and Plymouth.—T.R.P.

Price (Standard Gear, Engine Sprocket unbored) £10 : lO : O. May we send you a descriptive leaflet?

BOWDEN WIRE LTD. (Dcpt. 9), JXden3"™: LONDON.

*

'•"."""

V

Worlds..
Sidecar.

Record .

,

Broken .

by 104 m
on

" 1 ,656 miles in the Six Days .... the engine

never once showed any signs of getting hot."
(Extract of letter given below, original at our Office.)

EVERY MOTOR CYCLIST SHOULD READ THIS LETTER.

23, Queen Street, Horncastle.

Messrs. The British Monogram Oil Co., Ltd., Acton Vale, W.
Dear Sirs,— 1 used your Oil last week when I broke the World's Sidecar

Rec-rd by 104 miles. 1 covered 1 656 miles in the six days. As you know,

this is a very severe test, as machine and passengers weighed 6 cwt., but your

Oil was splendid, and during the whole six days the engine never once showed
any signs of getting hot, which is wonderful on a severe journey like this. There
is not a doubt your Oil is perfect, and I wi=h you every success.—Yours truly,

(Signed) WM. J. CLARKE.

THE BRITISH MONOGRAM OIL CO., Ltd., The Vale, Acton. London, W.
Telephone—No, 1012 Chiswick. Telegrams— " Oilogramic, London."

ONOGRA
Tn answering thee advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B27
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FIRST and BEST.

TRONG
3-SPEED MOTOCEAR.

The ARMSTRONG is the PIONEER

MOTOGEAR and not an EXPERIMENT
—it has been used by riders for the last

THREE YEARS and not found wanting.

IMPROVED PATTERNS 1913.

HH Ani/ \ff Normal Middle Drive.
IVIHrtrV Y Ratios : 4|, 6J, 9.

Solid Top Drive.

Ratios : 4|, 7£, 11 J.

SPECIAL POINTS.

lUIAni/ %#| Solid Top Drive.

FOR MOTORS UP TO 6 H.P.

ENGINE STARTS WITH BACK
WHEEL ON GROUND.

ARMSTRONG WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.

E28 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Club News.-

SCENES AT THEAMULREE HILL-CLIMB.

A. H. Alexander (2J h.p. two-speed Douglas) on which he competed in the
siiecar and lightweight classes.

Bedford and District M.C.C.

The above club will hold a reliability trial on the 5th prox.,

starting at midnight from Bedford to York and back.

Kingston and District M.C.C.

This club held recently a reliability trial and speed-

judging test from Kingston to Oxford via Dashwood.
Eleven members competed for the G. G. T. Butler challenge

cup. The winner was T. A. Edwards (3i Premier) ; 2, D.
W. Morgan (3^ Triumph).

Redditch and Stratford-on-Avon M.C.C.'s

The result of the inter-club reliability trial between the

Redditch and Stratford-on-Avon M.C.C.'s was a win for

Stratford by 288 points. Seven rode on each side, the top

score being made by C. W. Barnard (3i T.T. Triumph), who
gained full marks.

Cheltenham M.C.C.

The results of a recent reliability trial were : 1, H. Lewis
(3i h.p. Triumph); 2, G. Nash (3i h.p. Triumph); 3, W. B.

Gibb (2J h.p. Douglas). The competitors were started from
the Belle Vue Hotel, and the route lay through Prestbury to

Cleeve Hill, . then through Sevenhampton, Synford, and
Stow-in-the-Wold back to Cheltenham.

Manchester Amateur M.C.C.

A flexibility hill-climb was held at Axe Edge on

September 22nd, the course ' being about a mile and an

eighth long, with a splendid surface. Before the actual

start was made, H. Marsden (7-9 h.p. T.T. Matchless) and
J. McCann (7-9 h.p. T.T. Indian) ran off a tie on the

"knock-out" principle. The course being clear, the riders

streaked up the hill neck and neck, H. Marsden eventually

running home by a couple of wheels. Unfortunately, how-
ever, their times were not taken.

; The. results of the flexibility hill-olimb, based upon the

difference between fast and slow ascents, are as follow :

Class 1.—Singles up to 550 c.c.

1. R. Birkett (T.T. Triumph) X-

2. H. D. Ashworth (T.T. Triumph) ... 0m. 50s.

3.' R; N. Earwacker (2i Levis) ...' ... lm. 16s.

'.. Class 2.—Twins up to 1,000 c.c.

1. P. W. Englebach (7-9 Indian) ... X
2. J. McCann. '(7-9 T.T. • Indian) ... 0m. 32s.

3. H. Marsden (7-9 T.T. Matchless) ... lm. 24s.

Class 3.—Sidecars.

1. S. H. Y. Birley (8 Zenith)
2. C. R. J. Roberts (6 J.A.P.)
3. T. Y. Arnfield (6 Enfield)

Fastest time of the day was made by J. McCann (Indian).

. Bradford M.C.C.
There were twenty-nine entries and some fine racing was

witnessed at Bucliffe Woods Hill on the 21st ult. Results :

1, C. Sydney (3i T:T. Bradbury), Dyson shield and gold modal

;

2, Haswell (3£ Bradbury), silver medal; 3, Fenton (7 Indian),
bronze medal. Passenger machines : 1, W. Gilyard (8 Gil-
yard cyclecar), P. and M. cup and gold medal; 2, C. Finn
(6 Enfield sc), silver medal; 3, G. Gilyard (8 Chater-Lea sc),
bronze medal.

Liverpool A.C.C.
The reliability trial for the Hobbs cup, postponed a few

weeks ago, was run on the 22nd ult. The course was a
circular one of about seventeen miles through the narrow
winding roads of the Wirral district. The start was from
the Clegg Arms, Gayton, which had to be passed four times.
A dozen competitors took part, the first to come round dead
on time was N. Brown (7-9 Indian), followed bv Mrs. Haxter
(Rex). Several lost' the way. The final calculation showed
that Mrs. Baxter (Rex) was nearest to schedule time, being
eighteen minutes out in the seventy-five miles run, and
she was judged the winner.

Clapton and District M.C.C.
The above club held" its second reliability trial to Cam-

bridge and back on the 22nd ult. Fifteen minutes stop were
allowed at Cambridge, but with that exception no other stop
was allowed, and the competitor who succeeded in riding the
whole distance (104 miles) under these conditions nearest to a
consistent speed of 20 m.p.h. between all checks was declared

. the winner. Speedometers and watches were barred.
Results :

Rider and machine. Total error.

1. A. Hewitt m Premier sc.) 12m. 20s.

2. P. Bowman (4 J.A.P.) 14m. 53s.

3. R. Wright (3£ Centaur sc.) 21m. 15s.

Leven and District M.C.C.
The above club held an invitation hill-climb on Lang

Young's Hill on the 21st ult. Results :

Class I. (sidecars on formula).—1, A. H. Alexander (3£
Zenith)* ; 2, J. Christie (3^ Kerry) ; 3, J. Williamson (6

Rex-Jap).
Class II. (singles on formula).—1,

Zenith) ; 2, H. Braid (3£ Norton)

;

Trump-Jap).

_ Class III. (twins on formula).—1, A. H. Alexander (2J
Douglas; ; 2, A. J. Carlow (6 Rex-Jap) ; 3, A. G. Braid

(3i T.T. Indian); 4, J. R. Alexander (7 Indian)*

Class IV. (under "600 c.c.)—1, A. H. Alexander (3A

Zenith)* ; 2, A. G. Braid (3£ T.T. Indian) ; 3, R. J. Braid

(3^ Trump-Jap). '

Class V. (unlimited, over 600 c.c.)—1, J. R. Alexander
(7 Indianjt; 2, A. J. Carlow (6 Rex-Jap); 3, J. Ware3
(6 Rex).
*Denotes fastest time. tDenotes fastest time of day.

A. H. Alexander (3£

3, R. J. Braid (3t

The machine on the scales is a 2] H.P. two-sneed Douglas on which

was conspicuously successful at Amulree and at the Leven Club'

the results of which are given above.

A. H. Alexander
s hill climb,

B29
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1913 NEW HUDSON MODELS.
Features: Combined belt and chain drive, hand starter, and decompressor.

f HF New Hudson Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Birmingham, are introducing for

next year a range, of chain-
cum-belt models, which will

replace the direct belt drive used
hitherto. A description of the 3£ h.p.
model (which we illustrate herewith) will

give our readers a general idea of what
the firm will produce in 1913, for the
new 2| h.p. model has an engine of

350 c.c, but is otherwise on similar

lines to those of the 3£ h.p. The engine
of the 3-£ h.p. remains the same as last

year, with the exception of a decom-
pressor working on the exhaust valve
gear, and operated by a neat handle-bar
control lever By this means the lift

of the decompressor cam and the escape
of g.is can be varied.

The chain wheel side of the crank case

is now fitted with a long plain bearing,

in addition to the usual ball race, so 'as
to minimise the overhang of the crank-
shaft. The drive is taken from the
engine by chain to a sprocket mounted
between two phosphor-bronze plates kept
in contact by powerful springs.

This device is, of - course, for the
purpose of absorbing any harshness in

the chain drive, and is mounted with
the large diameter belt pulley on. a
double row of Skefko ball bearings, the
whole having an eccentric chain adjust-

ment in the bottom bracket. The engine
chain is entirely enclosed in a neat oil-

tight aluminium case, which may be
detached by the removal of a few screws.

It is strong, and, does not rattle, and
allows for ample chain clearance. To
accommodate this new form of drive, the
frame has been slightly altered in the
region of the bottom bracket. A lin.

belt conveys the drive to the belt rim
of the Armstrong Mark V. gear. While
we were in the works we caught a

glimpse of a similar machine fitted with
the New Mark VI. gear, which is

mentioned elsewhere in this issue.

1913 model 3J h.p. three-speed New Hudson with combined belt and chain transmission.

At the present time a handle starter is

geared -by chain to the rear wheel
sprocket, but it is possible that this will

be replaced by a kick starter.

Very neat aluminium footboards are

fitted, which pivot at the front on the

front footrest bars, and are sprung at

the rear. The rubber pads are still re-

tained on the front rests, and give a

complete change of position.

As regards equipment, a 2^in. tyre has
been wisely adopted for the rear and a
2£in. in front. The saddle is a Lycett,
enabling a very low riding position in

conjunction with the dropped frame.
The popular Druid forks are used, also

stands front and rear; and pannier bags.
A much stronger gear-changing rod is

used, and the lever is placed about the
middle of the .tank.

As for the finish and detail work,
they are the usual New Hudson standards,
which have already made such a good
impression on the public.

The New Hudson decompressor, showing method
of operation.

The New Hudson power unit, showing spring footboards, detachable chain case,

and method of transmission.

AN AMERICAN CYCLECAR.
A few weeks ago we stated that there

was a rumour abroad that an American
firm was about to place a cyclecar on the
British market to selj at about £65. We
further stated a few Weeks later that
the rumour refused to be laid, despite
the Ford Co.'s reply to our query that
they had no intention whatever of

making a cyclecar. We now understand
that the Ford Co. is not the firm, but
another important American concern is

contemplating the manufacture of a cycle-

car with either single-cylinder or twin-

engine, chain drive to the counter-shaft

and thence to the back wheel. . The
sample vehicle has only one of two
.rear wheels driven, and the gear box is

of the dog clutch two-speed type. It is

undecided at present whether the manu-
facture of this vehicle will be undertaken
in England or the States, but the price is

to be about £50, and sociable seats are

decided on.

J»3°
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CYCLE CAR PARTS
SLIP TOGETHER LIKE MAGIC.

You can turn out quantities by dealing with us.

Shaft and chain drive components, or complete chassis
now ready.

Belt and friction drive parts under way.

We can make you any part from clutch pedal to complete
car or chassis.

Four-cylinder, Two-cylinder, V type,
water cooled).

or Vertical (air or

Everything neat and good, and at reasonable prices.

THE NEW MERLIN CYCLE CAR CO., LTD.,

. GOUGH ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Have the Machine
You Fancy on
PAGETS PLAN
of Monthly
Payments

Take advantage of

Pagets Plan—buy the

make of new machine
you prefer—and use it whilst paying for

same in small monthly instalments

Could you imagine a more commonsense,
satisfactory way of buying a motor cycle?

Then purchase your new machine on Pagets
Plan, and secure

EARLY DELIVERY OF BEST-KNOWN MAKES.
Let us post you full details,

PAGETS LIMITED, 10 & 11, Jermyn St., London, S.W.

PAGEt^lAN

SKEWS
were fitted on the

G.W.K. Car, which

gained a

GOLD
MEDAL in the

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIALS,

and in the SCOTTISH

PRICE LIST

and SECTION sent on

application to the

MANUFACTURERS:

OYLER5,ud„
35, New Cavendish St,

I, W.

m@Y CJ w
2-2|-3 and 4 h.p.

• Dear Sirs,

You will no doubt be interested

to hear what your machine will do.

Riding one of your 2 h.p. 27 guinea

models, I came from Offord, Hunts.,

to Scarboro', 186 miles, at an average

of 18 miles per hour, including stops

for petrol. Considering that I weigh

1 1 stone, this, I consider, is a

remarkable performance for such a

small machine, and one which only

weighs 80 lbs. Congratulating you

on this remarkable little engine,

Yours truly,

L. M. J.

NOTE NEW ADDRESS:

M0T0-REVE Co., Ltd., Alperton, Middlesex.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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at end of Season.

MATCHLESS.
HA2LEWOOD.

CALTHORPE.
ACCESSORIES. REPAIRS.

- THEr ';•".;

MOTOK;
MAINTENANCE

COMPANY
I

Established ""^ffffl I&US SRffl^' 1907.

184, Great Portland Street, W.
Tele i PDOne : 4839 Mayfair,

\ grams :
" Motenance, London."

THE THORNTON 2-SPEED AND FREE ENGINE HUB.

Combining

—

STRENGTH,

SIMPLICITY-

AND

EFFICIENCY

Price £3

Particulars from

THE LEICESTER GEAR CO., THORNTON LANE, LEICESTER.

The Guest Decompressor.
PATENT.

THE little article illustrated herewith
makes motor cycle startingsimplicity

itself, and not an athletic feat as

heretofore.

EASY TO START THE ENGINE, AND
GOES DEAD SLOW IF REQUIRED.

SIMPLE TO FIT.
SUITS ALL STANDARD MACHINES.

FITS INTO EXHAUST CAP.
NOTHING TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

Price 12/6 each.
Postage 4d.

GUEST DECOMPRESSOR CO.,
107, HIGH ST., WEST BROMWICH.

"Bristol

Engineering

.

Exhibition. .

February, 1913.

The promoter of this Exhibition having

been appointed organiser of the Bristol

International Exhibition for 1914, and
expects to leave for Canada almost imme-

diately for an extended period, has felt

compelled to ABANDON the project for

1913, more particularly in view of the fact

that heavy machinery could not be accom-

modated in the building already arranged ;

but he would, however, be glad to receive

enquiries for the larger proposal of 1914,

for which a site of upwards of 50 acres of

land, close to the city, has been acquired.

Write THE MANAGER,
Central Chambers, St. Augustine's, Bristol.

BOOKS
Motor Cyclist-Photographers

Every Motor Cyclist who uses a Camera will

find these books instructive and interesting.

Photography for All. Photography by Rule.

Practical Slide Making. Practical Frame Making
Toning Bromide Prints.

Price of any of the above

1/- nett per volume. By post, 1/2.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle**'
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Don't Carry Overweight.

"Coronets" are strongest and lightest.

Why lit a heavy sidecar to a 33 h.p.

machine ? You have no surplus power,

why take surplus weight? Fit a "Coronet,"

and you will be right.

CAN BE OBTAINED FROM ALL DEALERS.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, clutch, late 1911. little used, epares

;

£35, offers.-E.S.G., 7. Chapel St., Preston. [X6359 ,

1Q11 Free Triumph, as new. spares: £43—79, Clar-
i-t/ encLu Ed., Chorlton-on-Medlouk, Manchester,

[X5695
1 Q12 BS.A., B-speed, lamp, horn, spares, excellenti" condition.—Mawson, Wharfedale Garage, Skipton.

[6023
EXCELSIOR. 3ih-p-, free engine, and sidecar, new

June. 1911; £34.-479, Stretford Rd., Manchester.
[6145

OTJGLAS, 1912. K., perfect condition, little used,
spare tyre; £40.—Lous, 15, Park View, Wigan.

[X6322
TVTINERVA. 3Jh.p., low. torpedo tank, H.T. mag., per-
-LvX feet condition; £14.-30. Clive Place, Bradford.

[X6439
COTT. 1912, perfect, powerful, plating as new, all

.- accessories, and spares; £55.-29, Oak Lane, Brad-
ford. [6170

10.—2)h.p. lightweight, low, comfortable, 1912 var.
B. and B., h.bc, perfect.—Moore, Hymers H.use,

Hull. [X6059
MOTOSACOCHE, mag., new Palmer, excellent condi-

tion; £17.—Seen and tried at Hall's Garage, Tad-
caster. [X6424

O-Lh.p. F.N., 1910, mag., spring fcrks, good condition:
A<2 must sell; cash needed, £10/10.-168, The Moor,
Sheffield. [6018

12 Clyno. £6 spares. £23 sidecar, same tyres, not
trial.—Burrows, Cudworth,

[X6306

D c

S c

£ :

19

Ooetti's Best Bargain.
We offer a Brand New High-grade

191U 3i h.p. PREMIER
as turned out by makers and fitted with
stand-carrier, tooibag, tools, number plates,

etc., fully guaranteed, for £36 10s.

A REDUCTION OF £11.
We will supply the same machine fitted

with free engine for £5 5s. extra.

STURMEY-ARCHER 3-SPEED GEAR
supplied for £10 extra, making it the best

sidecar machine on the market.

scratched; £75;

Model I. High-class Canoe-front Bod;', Cranked I

Axle, and other improvements, £6 6 0.

Model 4. Ornamental Cane Body, as illustration,

or close Reed Cane Body, £8 8s.

ii H.P. PRECISION ENGINES.
We carry a large stock of these well-

known engines. We will make a liberal
allowance for your under-powered engine
in exchange. Therefore why not

GET RID NOW.
Ml models of Precisions supplied, with or
without magnetos, carburetters. Remem-
ler—

POWER IS GRAND.

WEATHER-PROOF MAGNETOS.
Get rid of your out-of-date magneto, coil or

iccumulator, and let us take them in exchange for
he latest water-tight magneto.

BOQTH'S MOTOR I ES,
KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH

(of! Pellon Lanel, HALIFAX. Tel. io6».

1Q12 (Aug. 24th) 3ih.p. 2-speed Lincoln Elk; cost
*-** £42, offers; must sell—Burrows, Cudworth.
Barnsley. [X6271

TRIUMPH, free engine. August. 1911. perfect, jnst
overhauled; nearest £39.-Welcome, Great Marton,

Blackpool. [5999

3ih.p. Triumph, very good condition throughout, all
2 tools and spares; £26.—Urmson, 393, Ashton

Ed., Oldham. [6086

1 Q12i Bradbury, little used, perfect throughout; Baeri-
-*-*/ rice £36, unusual bargain-—Mynekyrne, 93 Wall-
gate. Wigan. [X6416
"I Q12 Free Engine Rndge. n.-.t delivered: £50; gettingl" higher power for sidecar—Tomlinson, Great Mar-
ton, Blackpool. [5998

TRIUMPH, 1912. standard, equal to new, horn, valve,
etc.; genuine bargain, £38.—Topping, 169, Marie-

bonne, -Wigan. [X6276

T.T. Chain-driven Clutch Eex.—No nervous folks
should apply for particulars to T. Bradbury, 33

Frizinghall Rd., Bradford. [X6392'

"IQ12 2ih.p. Brown-Precision, perfect condition, lamp,
-*.*» horn, Jones speedometer; accept £32.—Alldred,
241. Middleton Ed., Oldham. [6014HUMBER Lightweight, late 1911, unpunetured. like

new, spare tube, whistle, etc. : £23, no offers —
Highton, Lord St., Southport. [X6398
1 Q12 P. and M., 3{h.p., 2 speeds. Hutchinson, Kemp-1" shall, back rest. Eey whistle, reflex, spares; £56
-Peters, 4, Wilfred Rd., Bolton. [6244

TRIUMPH for 6ale, 3jhp.. newly painted and over-
hauled, new tyres, splendid condition; cheap £18

—Apply, County Hotel, Lancaster. [X6158HUMBER. 1911. 2-speed, Whittle, horn, spares, just
overhauled, and new gear fitted, splendid condition •

£32—Daley. Electra Palace, Sheffield. [6172

3ih.p. N.S.U. Motor Cycle, h.b.c. carburetter, mag.,
2 26tn.x2iin. wheels: £18, or exchange for higher

power—Carley, 20, Bradley Av-, Castleford. [6129

DOUGLAS, 1912, model K, latest improvements; im-
mediate delivery, no waiting; £50; cash or deferred

Terms arranged.— Hitcheu's, Ltd., Morecambe. [4708

1 012 P. and M., colonial models; immediate deliveryll/ no waiting; £65; cash or deferred terms
arranged.—Hitchen's, Ltd., Morecambe. [4709

"1Q12 Scotts, latest pattern, brand new, just in fromlt' works; immediate delivery, no waiting; with
Xl'all saddle: £65/10; cash or deferred terms arranged.—Hitchen's, Ltd., Morecambe. [4710

1Q12 Matchless, 6h.p., 2-speed, just in from works,
i- *s one of the finest sidecar machines on market

;

listed £69/6, offers wanted; cash or deferred terms
arranged.—Hitchen's, Ltd., Morecambe. [4711

/»h.p. Zenith, 1912, F.E. device, latest pattern; no
*-» waiting, immediate delivery ; listed £70/7 ; cash or
deferred terms arranged.—Hitchen's, Ltd., Morecambe.

[4712
1 Q12 7h.p. 2-speed Indian, latest improvements, justJ-" come in; £75: cash or deferred payments
arranged; immediate delivery.—liitchen's, Ltd., More-
cambe. [4714
"IQ12 Bradbury, with N.S.U. 2-speed or Stnruies
J-«^ Archer 3-spced: write for prices, must be cleared
—Hitchen's, Ltd., Morecambe. [471.c

"I Q12 Clyno, brand new and unpacked: listed at 65gns.
J-" will accept £60 to clear.—Hitchen's, Ltd., More
cambe. [4707

1 Q09 Eex, 5-6h.p., and sidecar. F.E., handle starting,
-LtJ mag., ho., new Palmer cord back, unpunetured,

, |

Whittle, accessories; offers—39, Park, Woodlands, Don-
faster. [X6432

CLYNO, tot2, only run 200 miles £57 10
HUMCER 1911, 3i h.p., 2 speeds, handle

starting, and Miiilord sidecar £33 15
PREMIER, 3i h.p., rgrr model . : £27 10
IY1OT0-REVE, rc.ro, splendid condition .. £16 10
N.S.U., ji h.p., rgoS, magneto, 26in. wheels £13 10
REX, 3.J h.p., rgo8, spring forks, magneto. . £16 10
Twin DOT, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, handle starting,

with sidecar £38 10
VIHDEC, 5 h.p., igro, 2-speed £35
REX, twin, T910, Speed King £17 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, 1911, M.O.V.,

with £r2 T2S. Rex sidecar . .

.

;
£47 10

REX, 3! h.p., vertical engine, magneto .... £8 10
BRADBURY, rgro, 3} h.p £20
HUMBER, l9ro, 2-speed gear £29 10
SAROLEA 5 h.p. Tricar, P. and M. gear £10 10
ENFIELD Lightweight, !9ro £18 10
QUADRANT, 3j h.p., magneto, spring forks £16 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p., single cyl., rgroj, special side-

car model, with two-speed gear, complete
with siderar £35

VINDEC SPECIAL, 5 h.p. twin, magneto,
spring forks, h.-b. control, 2 speeds, free
engine £25

3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V. magneto £8 10
WOLF Lightweight, igro £10
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., vertical engine £S10
FAFNIR, 3 h.o., M.O.V £6 15
MINERVA, 2i h.p., nice order £6 10
RcA Ot LUXE, 7 h.p., rgn, 2-speed £40 „
REX DE LUXE, s h.p., 2 speeds, magneto £22 10
TWIN DOT, igr2, 6 h.p., J.A.P. engine, M.O.V.,

2 speeds, complete with sidecar; cost £So £47 10
PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

£2,OOO WAITING.
We are buyers of good magneto machines in any
quantity, either new or second-hand. Send us full

particulars of the machine you wish to sell, and
lowest cash price you wiirtake.

ENGINES.
7 h.p. Twin REX, rgrr, M.O.V £9 10
9 h.p. DARRACQ, water-cooled, pump, and

carb £9 10
3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V 37/6
4 h.p. ORIENT £3 3 h.p. QUADRANT £2 10
2j h.p. MI..ERVA £2 10 =1 h.p. DE DION.. 30A

Exchanges entertained.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED.—XL'AH Spring Forks.

New 19T2 B. and B. Carburettei 23/6
26 x 2iin. Heavy Pedley Cover ,,, 25/-
Fitall Two-speed Gear £3 5
Nearly new rgr2 Senspray 23/6
Bradbury Pattern Handle-bars 6/6
Lowen Sidecar ; cosl £r4 £5
Mabon Clutch, fit rgrr twin Rex 35/-

Long Handle bars, dropped ends 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and t/6
Sidecar lamp bracl.ets 1/6
Wide Mudguards, 4m pair 2/11
B. & B. and Araac, h b. control 13/6
New Amac Carburetter, h.b. control 18/6
Montgomery r2-guinea Castor Sidecar .... £6
Mills-Fultord Sidecar £3 15
Tubular Carriers, with drop ends 4/6
Cyclecar Chassis, wheel, tyres, P. & M. 2-sp. £10 10
Eisemann Magneto, good order £1 10

Booth's Motorics
Keighiey Mills, Bedford Street North. Halifax.

Telephone 1062.

'
tters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol t»?e issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PREMIER, 1911, 3ili.p., Millennium 2-epeed gear and

free engine, perfect condition, very little used

;

£40.—Fairbiirn,
fc
chemist, Northallerton. [6049

HUMBER Foiecar. 3ih.p., free engine, good order/,
cheap, £16, or exchange for good motor cycle.- ~

Bellwood, 43, Cambridge St., Scarborough.
H.

[X6242

ENFIELD, 1912, 23b. p., 2-speed, free engine, in per-
fect condition, very littie used, with lamp, horn.

spares, etc. ; £36.—H. Pinck, Tadcaster. [X6290

3Xb.p. Motor Cycle, good hill-climber, tyres good, belt
2 new, B. andB. carburetter, spring forks; £16,

or beat cash ifler.—Havirarth. Settle. Yorke. 16026

FITS ALL MACHINES.
OUR LIST EXPLAINS FULLY.

£6 6
£8 8

£11 11
ALL FULLY

£7 7

£9 3
£12 12

GUARANTEED.

DOTXGLAS, 2Jh.p., 2-epeea, splendid . condition, lamp,
chain, horn, speedometer, with all spares; £36, oi

nearest offer.—197. South View Rd.. .Sheffield. [X6260

EASY Payments for Humbers. Bradburys, Budges, at
oaeh prices ; this week only • to reduce 6tock ; im-

mediate deli cry.—Cooke's, Longsight, Manchester. T5654

BBABBITRY, 1912, 2-speen, remarkably good condi-
tion throughout ; cost £55 few months ago, oui

price £36 cash

;

Ltd., Morecambe-
deferred terms arrang

N.S.U..
decent ' condition.

PRECISION ENGINES.
Your present engine accepted in part payment
and good allowance made tor the new 4 j h.p. or
other Precision engine.

J.A.P. Sl PEUGEOT
also supplied. Trade sue

Hitchen'e,

, .[5757

map. ignition, d. ana B carburetter/ h.b-c,
running order, reliable mount;

£9 cash; deferrel terms arranged. — Hitchen's, Ltd.,
Morecambe. [5759

ROYAL Enfield, 1912, brand new, 2-speed and free
engine, chain drive, makers' full specification

;

listed £52/10, our price £42 cash, deterred terms, ar-

ranged.—Hitcnen's. Ltd.. Morecambe. [5760

1 Q09 Wolf, 2h.p., new accumulatori and back tyre,
-Li/ running order. 20in frame, 26 wheels; £7/10. or
exchange 22in. push bike and cash-—Walby, 2, Hollina
Grove S-, Danven. [X6466

"1Q12 Jamee, 3Jh-p., free engine, new Julr, perfect,
At/ £41/10; 1912 Humher, 2h.p., new Aug. 6th,

EXCHANGES
EASY PAYMENTS
ON ANY OF UNDERMENTIONED:

absolutely new condition,
Pilot St., Accringtoa.

31 h.p. Calthorpe, September, 1911.
2 just overhauled, and £5 worth spares

amination welcomed ; £30

;

man, Sheriff Hutton, York.

giving up.—Coupe, 7,
[X6419

perfect condition,
expert ex-

reaeon buyimg car-—Plow-
[X6052

~l Q08 Triumph, all accessories, Xl'all saddle, new John
J-*J Bull cover, new Pedley belt, splendid running

Fielding,
[X6361

order, £25; also rigid sidecar, £2/10.
tobacconist, Hebden Bridge.

MACHINES for sidecar work now in stock include
1912 P. and M.. Scotts, A.J.8. twin, Bradbury,

N-S.TJ. gear, 3$h.p. Zenith, etc.—W. F. and Co.. 5,

Cheltenham Parade, Hairogate.

VEW Hudson, 1912, 23h.p., 3-speed, Rom back.jiearly
new; cost. £50, take £39.—Above. [X6426

M
MISCELLANEOUS.

xgi2 B. and B.jjCarburetters Our price 22/6
igr2 ditto, variable iet Our price 24/6
Amac, h.-b. control, second-hand 15/-
B. and B., tank control 10/6
Jap Automatic Carburetter 15/-
7ft. 6in. Lyso Belt, rin 11/6
8ft. Stanley Dennatine, I'm., new 12/6
8ft. 6in. Stanley Dennatine, fin., new .. 11/6
8ft. 6in. Stanley Dennatine, iin., new.. 14/-
7ft. gin. Watawata, I'm., new 15/-
Long Handlebars, heavy gauge 6/6
host Horns, with Dust Screen 10/6
Three Twist, Triumph pattern 4/-
Two-note Horns 3/6
Three-note Horns 4/6
Kumfi rubber handle grips Per pair 1/2
Pair Greenwood car headlamps, new .... 70'-
Fit all 2-speed gear, new 60/-
Dropped frame, unenamelled 17/6
200 amp., 6 volt, car accumulator 32/6
ioo volt., 3 amp. dynamo or motor .... 65/-

j5oiled_->6_x 2* Continental M/S covers .. 25/-

afo^Bj^i?frnuTtftitffrp^fl»pB^flEflagEp^gi

GENUINE De Dion, 23h.p., plain coil, Hellesen dry
battery, 2 pulleys, belt rim bTake, 1911 B.B. car-

buretter, J Crow.i rubber belt; £4/10 the lot.—Win.
Scholey, 56, Chapel St., Wath-on-Dearne. [6158

CLYNO, July, 1912, 600 miles, Palmer cords. Xl'all
saddle, lamp, horn, practically new, £55 ; with

Montgomery spring wheel sidecar, £60.~Garson, Lin-
skill House, SouthfieLd Rd.. Middlesbrough. [X6229

END of Season Bargains.—1909 T.T. Triumph, £25;
1910 standard Triumph, Mabon clutch, £34; 1911

Bradbury, a flier, £30: 1911 Rudge, £32; 5-6h.p
Clyno, new, 60 gns.—Cross, agent. Rotherham- [X6427

THE Following Latest 1912 Models |new), to be cleared
at bargain prices : 3-speed Rover, 3-speed Colonial

New Hudson, 2-speed Bradbury, clutch 4h.p. Rex-Jap,
standard Kerry-Abingdon, 2 clutch Eeny-Abingdons.—
Apply immediately, Northern Depot, Ltd., Evervthing
Motorish, Leece St., Liverpool. [X5398

GREAT Sale 2nd-hand Motor Bikes, must be sold.—
2ih.p. J.A.P., £8/10; 2jh.p. Rex, mag., £12;

3ih.p. Triumph, mag., £17; 2h.p. Moto-Reve, free en-
|gine, 1910. £14/10; 3*h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., with 2-speed
'gear, £18/18; 1910 Triumph, new condition, £26; 1909
P. and M., 33h.p., with 2-speed and sidecar, new con-
dition, £36; 1910 Douglas, £26; 1910 Rex, with 2-speed
gear, £20; 1912 Rex and Sidecar, practically new, £50.
—Motor Cycle Exchange, 160, Young St., Sheffle'd.

[0100

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

PHELON and Moore, new standard touring model,
just arrived.—Mess. "Wem. [X6335

SCOTT, 1912 model, absolutely as new, only run 200
miles, makers' full guarantee; £59.—Moss, Wem,

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

l_ON O O M W.
Telephone 552 Mayfair
Telegrams "Ahrf.cnte'' London

(|_IS"TS P>OST RRE.E)

Rover,
Cooke,

[X6336
and 2nd-hand ditto, to be sold

Sandbach. [X6056
NEW 3{h.B.

cheap.—J.

1 Q12 3ih.p. Rover, free engine, 6bop-soi!ed; whatlu offers to clear?—Lester's Garage, Lichfield.'
[X-6385

1Q12 3ih.p. Singer, free engine, 6horj-€Oiled ;
i what

J-*/ offers to clear?—Lester's Garage, Lichfield.
[X6386

1 Q12 2ih.p. Singer, °-«peed gear, shop-soiled: -what
J.*/ offers?—Lester's. Garage, Lichfield.. [X6387

3.1 h.p. Rover Motor Cycle, free engine, as new-— I

2 Smith, Welsh Eow, . Nantwieh. [X6053I

BRADBURY, 19114. free' engine, 1.000 miles: what
j

offer?—Best, Whituker Rd., Derby. [X6145

Ior2 REX (sidette), 6 h.p fj
Ior2 REX (de Luxe), 6 h.p fft

Iar2 REX (sidette), 4 h.p §7i

lgj2 REX (de Luxe), 4 h.p £&
1912 ARIEL, 3-speed, 3^ h.p £5
191: RUDGE (free engine) (5
1912 RUDGE (multi) £6
1912 ZENITH, 3'. h.p Gns. 5

1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p Gns. »
1912 NEW HUDSON, 3; h.p., 3B, 1913 gear,

kick start Gns. 5

All Brand New and for Immediate Delivery.

A FEW

AT

M0DEI
REDUCI
P R I C

I

TO CLEAR.
CALL FOR PARTICULARS.

SECOND-HAND.
RIJ flfiF 3l h-P.. T.T. 1911 model, veryMftUUUC, fine order **

DOUGUVS, 2|
r
h
in
p
eta

n
ctol

,

.

9I
.

1

.

m
.

odd
-«2

P.&M.,
A.C.

191 1, 2-speeds, Cowey meter, £E
Millford sidecar. A beauty *"

Sociable, 19 r 2 de luxe model, hood, £t
screen. All lamps. Like new .... **

ZENITH, ^•p
50

I

InL!
t

.

andard
•

no
.

t; «
HUMBE R, iehclr ,9"' 2 "sp

!

ed '

"? &
INniAM 7/9 n.p. 1911, 2-speeds, and. CIII1WIHI1, £8/8/0 sidecar . . *'

MINERVA,» *ey
ch

m

.

agnet0
: *1

PCV 5 h.p., spring forks, twin, handle- |M>tA , bar control *
ADICI 2ft h.p., handlebar control, CIMrilEfc, 2oin- wheels *'|

A I C 3 h.p., twin, just been overhauled Cf
.V.O., and re-enamelled *':

FU 5/6 h.p., four-cylinder, exceptionally ft
Iv., good order *

MOTfl RFVE 2i h.p., grey finish,
ITIUI W rtmwt, IgIO model twin..

DOUGLAS 25 h P-. 19" model,LTirUUknO, 2-speeds, as new

DllftU 119 h -P-> T-T- model, Boschl~WUn, magneto

FN 5/^ h.p., good tyres, r9ro model ..

£5

£2

£5

£1FSJ 4J h.p,, 1909 model, good running"j order „-

1/fppy 2% h.p., vei^ nice lightweight J.

£

£

DEV 3 h.p., vertical engine, handlebar
control

.

MOTOSACOCHE.ntto^ndll:
bar control.

WERNER, u-drivr""'. .

engin
:

ppy 6 h.p. 191.2 deluxe, 2-speed,

rex',

belt drive

order
1910 3J h.p. tourist, Druid forks ,

£n

MAUDES MOTOR MAR
156 GREAT PORTLAND STREE'

Telephone 552 Mayfaii*
Telegrams "Ahd.cate" London

( |_I S-TS POST FPE.B

ilz6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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WANTED
Orders for

Ft U DG E S
» ZENITHS SSCOTTS S
E DOUG LAS 3
n LEVIS I
§ JAMES F

C t. Y N O
i .

SCOTT'S
POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

I 1
HUMBER, ior2, 2-speed, handle starting £44
«tW HUDSON Lightweight, 2| h.p.

lap, like new, 3-speed gear, a bargain £35
!UDGE, Standard 1912,3} h.p £38
'REMIER, 3* h.p., 1912, complete with

sidecar, 3 speeds £55
IEW HUDSON, 3* h.p., 1912, not done

300 miles, 3 speeds £45 10
1UMBER, 3} h.p., 2-speed and free

engine, take a sidecar £39
RIUMPH, 3* h.p., late 1908, a beauty £25
RIUMPH, with 2 speeds and free '

engine £26
RIUMPH, clutch model, 1910I . . £35
INCOLN ELK, 3i h.p., 2-speed and
kick starter £36

l!EX, 1908, 3j h.p., h.b.c £16
. & M., complete with 9 guinea sidecar £32
EX, 1910, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, and free

engine complete with sidecar .... £36
:EX, 19J1J, 2-speed, free engine .... £36
HAMPION, 1911, like new £26
,N. Lightweight, 1911-12, shaft drive,

I shop-soiled, complete with £10 worth
of spares £38

N-, 5-6 h.p., fitted with 2-speed gear
and free engine at a cost of over £80,
a bargain £38
INERVA, 3i h.p., h.b.c, magneto igni-

tion, spring iorks £15
UMBER, 3! h p., and forecar, P. & M.
2-speed.. i £18

50/- down and 5/- per weak secures

the following :

JADRANT, 3l h.p., h.b.c £10 10
,S.U., 3! h.p £16
!
1ADRANT, 2i h.p., spring forks . . . . £8
:X and Forecar, complete, with free
engine h.b.c £14
minea Sidecar, second-hand £4 fl

Guaranteed for 12 Months.
As Illustrated, 10 GUINEAS.

Write for Sidecar Catalogues.

j'e claim to have the finest and strongest Side-
con the market. No tear of wheel dropping off.

;

WATFORD SPEEDOMETERS
A Models. Liberal allowances made on old ones.

F' rests, post paid 2/10

5
COT

.
T > Victoria. Motor House,

lawell Street, HALIFAX.
liohone—433 National.

% Tiframs—"SCOTT, Powel: Street, Halifax."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TWIN Huuiber, 23h.p., Armstrong 3-speed gear, 2Un

rear tyre, double fooxrests, belt guard, epare belt,
lamp, horn, and spares, splendid condition ; near offer
to £40.—Geoffrey Smith, Dunelin, Northumberland Rd-,
Coventry [X2077
ROVFR. 3Jh.p., 1912, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear,

delivered June last, ridden 1,400 miles; listed at
£59, will accept £49/10; would take a sidecar anywhere;
no ofleis or exchanges entertained ; may be seen by ap-
pointment.—P. W. Johnson, 22, St. George's Ed,, Cov-
e.iu-y. [0163
31n.p. Clement-Garrard, Eisemann, B. and B., h.b.c,

Whittle, spring forks, N.A.B., Brooks B100, 2
brakes, new Hutchinson. Mieheiin, Autocide, gene-
rator, footrests, born, stand, carrier, outfit, pump,
cyclometer, overalls; £10.—Wells, *• Twistwo," \Vaverley
Rd., Kenilwortb. [6285

1TRIUMPH. 1912, elutch model, £55. just arrived;
new Zenith Gradua, 3ih.p.. IT. Rudge, 2$h.p.

Singer lightweight, what offers; 1911 Triumphs, stand-
ards, net ridden 1.000 miles, £35; 1912 4b. p. Singer
and sidecaniage. £57/10; must sell.—Midland Cycle Co.,
Coalville, Leicester. [X6382
BARGAIN.—Triumph, 1907 model, with 1911 cyl.

and piston, 1912 improvements, new belt, Dunlop
tyres, Triumph lamp and generator, Jones speedometer,
T.T- and touring handle-bars, spares and tools, in splen-
did running order; take £27/10, or near offer.—Bos No
1,435, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X6068

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

I Q08 Standard Triumph, in good going order; £22,
J-w all snares.—37 8<wt1p St., Cambridge. [X6063

NEW Free Engine Triumph, just delivered twin
N.S.U., mag-, £J9.--K,wpji King's Lynn. [X644;

6 h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, m perfect order; bargain, £15.
—Cox, St. Andrew's txx'xl. Cambridge. [S6253

NEW and 2nd-hand Motor Cycles of all makes at
greatly reduced prices-—Lambert, Thetford. [X4429

5-6h.p. Cls.no, 2-speed; :mu=t be sold, £49 for quick
sale.—Watson, 5a. Pembroke St., Cambridge.

1X6252
"J Q09 Free Engine Triumph, in real good order and
A«J condition; £27.—.

"I Q 12. Triumph, shop-soiled; offers; Scotts and Mor-
JL*/ . gans in stock.—Jinasier and Cox, Green St., Cam-
bridge.

. [X6254

TRIUMPH, 1912. free engine, just delivered, quite
new; offers invited.—Shaw, Waterworks, Royston,

Cambs- [6175

1 Q12 3ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, only 2 months old, very
X*7 little used, excellent condition; £43.—Parker and
Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [6207

TRIUMPH. 3±h.p., standard, 1908. tip-top order; bar-
gain, £24, or light « eight and cash.—Garnham, 96,

Crown St., Ipswich. [X6480

EASY Payments.—Motor cycles, any make; £10 de-
posit, balance monthly.—General Trading Com-

pany, Gt. Yarmouth. [X3058

TRIUMPH, 1908, Palmer cords, excellent condition
overhauled thoroughly

Bridge St., Cambridge.
"X6060

St., Rose Lane. Noitvich.
£20, or nearest.— 9. John

[X5680

B.S.A..
1.600 miles

:

~|Q11 Ariel, tree engine, decompressor, very fast, gold
X«7 medal London- i^xelev, like new. accessories; £36.
-Stiles, 10. Chalk Hill Rd., Norwich. [X6237

1 Q12£ Douglas K, kick start, 2-speed. free engine,
A*/ lamp and horn, cost £52/10 in Julv. not run 400
wiles; take £42.—Foil, surveyor Woburn Sands. [X6375

1912. 3ih.p-, free engine, 2i tyres, only ridden
5 miles, condition as new; owner going abroad:

1,433. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X5698

"I Qlli Triumph, F.E.. Lucas lamp, Cowey speedometer.
At/ new spare belt, new heavy Kempshall tyre (52/6),
sp.U-e Rich tube, all excellent order; £45.—Win. auk-
fltt. Chatteris. [6102

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

B.S.A., 1912, free engine model, used one month only;
£40.—Stour Cycle Depot, Stourbridge. [X6390

"I Qll Free Engine Triumph, splendid condition, F.R-S.A J/ lamp, spares, tyres new; £42'.—Woodward, Upper
Wick. Worcester. [X6198

RUDGE Standard. 1912, not ridden 700 miles, per-
feet. Serpentine horn and Miller's lamp; £38/15.—

Edmunds, Windsor Chambers, Penarth. [X6411

BRADBURY, June, 1912, pertectly new condition,
easily do 50. climb anything : necessity compels

sale.—Mi 11ward, Trentham, King's Norton, Birmingnam.
[6128

CLEMENT, 2h.p., 1912, B. and B., cylinder rebored
and new piston, good tyres, new belt; first reason-

able offer.—Box L8.958, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20,

Tudor St., E.C.- [6288

CLYNO, 1912, fitted with Clyno. sidecar, 5-6h.p.. twin-

cyl., kick starter, extra large Brooks saddle, exhaust
whistle. Palmer tyres sidecar and front wheel, Kempshail

I bar':, complete with all tools and spares, in splendid

!
running order, tyres and machine as new ; trial run given

i if desired; cost £85, accept £65 for cash.—On sale at

Everitt's Garage, Droitwich. LX6227

Collier's Motorics,
Westgate, Halifax, England.

REX-JAP., all 1912 Models.

LISTS FREE ON APPLICATION.

CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

KUVCn, ion, 3J h.p., fine order ZiO" 10
W.O. U.j3l h.p., 2-speed and magneto 3&AS 1U
TRIUMPH I910

' 3 -shp ' mag £35 10o n u nirn , net0 and free engine wo i w
REX, g^ 4 h -p

-

Tourist
' 84iX95

' £46
REX DE luxe;

jj£3£"#* £56
INDIAN,TdI

con
h
d^„u

.

teh
'.

s

.

p,e

.

D

: «39 10
REX, v

7
e^

p
h

-

ot
Twin

'

spring £orks
' £35 10

ANT0INE^SS^«23 10
DFX DE LUXE, i9iiJ,Twin, 2-speed, fK.'l 1 Q**t** new, 1912 frame and control . .

Mvv I V
REX DEI-UXE, r9 rr, 3i h.p., 2-speed
B *t**and new sidecar, very smart At% pno

lot, with maker's guarantee . .
^^ &"a "

KERRY, 2j h.p., runs well £8 10
REX,Sie3 - hp" Tourist

'

very £29 10
DCVDE LUXE, 5 h.p., 2-specd Twin, (9E ftl»t'» andsidecar . „ *">»» v

1912 BRADBURYS
LIBERAL EXCHANGES.

N.S.U.,Trd^.-
speea

'
magneto - and £26 10

MINERVA, ^p
yres

sp
!

ed £16 10
KtA) 1910 Twin, special finish. . . . AA9 10
SCOTT, • rp^o

coo
bar

d
gam

2 -sp

r:

d
: £33

ppy 1909, 3^ h.p.,Tourist, specially £AO 4 A

R EA, <£ h.p., Twin, spring forks . . £1 6 10
MINERVA/^r'.!:: /.^! £16 10
OLYMPIC, 3 h.p., vertical engine £7 1

MOTO-REVE ^hp, single
ITIVT U'nCVt, cylinder, very tft Q 1ft

fine condition »" ,w

WHITE &POPPE,m^p
o£1G 10

spring forks Ml 9 I 9

REX, 5*
h -p-

Twin
-

fr

r00d
eS £18 10

j A p >j
2 i h.P.,Ligh

£;
e^,sp

o
nng

oi
£« 1Q

REXj 3ib.P.,H.B. control, excellent £g 1Q

Every offer duly considered.

1912 REX EXCHANGES

SPECIAL QUOTATIONS. OFFERS WANTED.

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. AZg
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ROBERTSONS
1913 "WALL"

5 H.P., 2-Speed, Shaft Drive.

100 Guineas. Come and try it.

1913 C.M.C. CYCLECAR, 100 Guineas
7 H.P. W.C., 3 SPEEDS and REVERSE.

New 1912 Motor Cycles
Scott, Zenith, Bat, New Hudson,
Norton, Douglas, Triumph, Rudge,

Matchless, etc.

SECOND - HAND
1912.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2Jli.p., 2-speed and free engin
£29.—Layton'6, Bicester. Oxon. [X6460

rpEIUMPH, 1910, standard model; £30. - Lavton's,
J. Bicester, Oxon. £6461

1234 MATCHLESS, 8 H.P. 2-SPEED,
Twin beits, F.R.S. and P. & H. lamps,
P.M.C. coach built sidecar, £4/4 generator,

£4/4 speedometer, spare cover and tubes,
etc., etc. Cost £ri2 in June

1235 BAT, 5-6 H.P. Shop-soiled only

1227 BRADBURY, 31 H.P., 2-SPEED.
Belt drive, lamp, horn, and tools, like new.

.

1231 CLYNO & SIDECAR, lamp,
horn, Cowey, tools. Cost £92

0250 IVY PRECISION, 31 H.P.
Shop-soiled only

1203 IVY PRECISION, 3} H.P. T.T.
MODEL. Ridden about 100 miles

0188 NEW HUDSON, 3* H.P., 3-
SPEED GEAR SHOP-SOILED ONLY ....

1236 F.N., 4-CYLINDER, 5-6 H.P. Clutch
Model

1175 ZENITH, 3 1 H.P. In perfect order.
Lamp, horn, and tools

1194 ZENITH, 6 H.P. Beautiful order.
Lamp, horn, and tools

1911.
1229 TRIUSV1PH, 3.1 H.P. CLUTCH

MODEL. Lamp, horn, and tools

1173 BAT, 6 H.P. New condition. Lamp,
horn, and tools

1142 BRADBURY, 3.1 H.P. Hue order.
Lamp, horn, and tools

1204 BRADBURY F.E., 3\ h.p.
All accessories

1207 F.N., 4-CYLINDER, 5-6 H.P., 2-SPEED.
Lamp, horn, and tools

1217 HUMBER, 2? H.P., 3-SPEED.
Splendid order. Lamp, horn, and tools .

.

1208 SCOTT, 2-SPEED, 2-STROKE, 2-CYL.
water-cooled. Suitable for a lady

1 92 PREMIER, F.E., 3£ H.P. Fine
order. Lamp, horn;, and tools

1200 ZENITH, 6 H.P. Splendid for sidecar.
LamD, horn, and tools

1149 ZENITH, 3£ H.P. Good appearance.
Lamp, horn, and tools

F.N., 5-6h.p., 4-oyl., in very nice order and well tyred
£25, or near oner.—Layton's, Bicester, Oxou.

[X6462
"IQ13 Douglas, all models.—Ensure early delivery byAt/ ordering now from Gibb, Motors, Gloucester._ [5308
TD.S.A., 1912. 2-speed, little used; beet offer accepted.
J-* K., Simmons, " Inwood," Rectory Rd., Redditcb.

[6250
r^XFORD—Eyles and Eyles, 113, St. Aldate's, have
V-f the famous G.W.K. cyclecars; immediate delivery;
trial runs.

OXFORD.—Eyles and Eylea.—1912 Scotte, B.S.A,
Premiers, and Bats, 2nd-hand mcdela; Zenith,

Rudpre, Premier,, Scott. Kerry, Enfield, and N-S-U. ma-
chines taken in part payment. 1X5563

TRIUMPH, 1909 model, perfect order, horn, whistle;
lamp, carefully used; £27.—Cottage, Cromwell St.,

Gloucester. [X6433

TRIUMPH, 1911. speedometer, footboards, lamp, new
Kempshall, new belt, perfect.—Murray, Angel Cafe,

Basingstoke. [X.6240

3ih.p. 1911 Singer, condition perfect; sacrifice £30;
2 trial by appointment.—Harold Whitehead, Ken-

ward, Slough. [6165

DOUGLAS, late 1909, Lyeo, Palmer cords, beautiful
condition throughout; £20.—A. C. Base, West

Wycombe, Bucks. [X6239

DOUGLAS, 1911. P. and H. lamp, horn, Veeder re-
corder, studded tyres, waterproof coat ; £30.—Wqcd,

Beeches, Cheltenham. [6084

4h.p., W. and P., 1911 B. and B-. mag., spring forks,
lamp, accessories; trial willingly; £17. — Lane,

Honey St., Pewsey, Wilts. [6224

£78
£54
£39
£72
£36
£35
£54
£32
£44
£62

£40
£36
£34
£36
£38
£28
£44
£36
£52
£36

MISCELLANEOUS.
£32
£28
£16
£29
£26
£29
£12

DOUGLAS. 1912, model H.. practieaiiy tow, splendid
running order

; price £38, or near offer.—Rossiter,
South Rd., Kingawood, Bristol. [X6291

1237 1910 TRIUMPH, Clutch Model.
Lamp, horn, and tools

1161 1910 SCOTT, 3£ H.P., 2-SPEED,
2-STROKE. Lamp, horn, and tools

1211 4 H.P., STEVENS, Magneto, H.B.
control, spring forks, lamp, horn and tools

1221 1910 PREMIER, 3£ H.P. 2-CYL.
Lamp, horn, tools. Most excellent condition

1230 1910 CHATER-J.AP., 6H.P,
Lamp, horn, and tools

1232 1910 BROWN, with 1912 N.S.U.
2-SPEED GEAR. All Accessories

1220 3| H.P. SWIFT. All accessories

3h.p. Quadrant, B. and E., h-b.c-, new studded Dunlope,
spring forks, smart, grand condition; £9/10.—

Electricity Works, Avonmouth. [6091

HUMBER, 1911. 2-speed, free engine, handle start-
ing, perfect order, full equipment; £33-—Hum-

phrys, Holme Villa, Newbury. [X5692

TRIUMPH, 3£h.p., 2nd-hand, new piston, cyl., pul-
ley, back cover fitted ; owner going abroad ; what

offers?—Cecil Odell, Newport Pagnell. [X6156

QUADRANT, 3h.p., h.b.c, Brown-Barlow, Heljesen,
spring forks, new tyre, perfect order; £8, offers.

—65, St. Mary's St., Stantonbury, Bucks. [6118

PREMIER, late 1911, free engine, 3£h.p., just over-
hauled, accessories, £35; with Herald sidecar £41,

complete. — T-, " Breydon, ' Channinster Rd., Bourne-
mouth. [6245

1Q10 3ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, handle starting, com-
*-*? plete, horn, tools, etc., excellent condition; £30,
or near offer.—Sommerville, 8, Melrose Place, Clifton
Bristol. [X6459

TRIUMPH. 3ih.p., Bosch. B. and B., 2 new belts,

absolutely perfect, numerous spares ; any trial

;

£22/10: useful exchange. — The Beeches, Ash Vale,
Aldershot. [6001

ROYAL Enfield. 22h-p., 2-speed, new August 16th
1912, not ridden 500 miles; cost with lamp and

extras £54, sacrifice £42/10, no offers- — H. Harris,
jeweller, Bicester. [X6170

DOUGLAS, 1912, Model K^ 2 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, perfect condition, speedometer, lamp, horn,

mud screens; £45.—Captain Robinson, Colewort Bar-
racks, Portsmouth.

"
[6088

TRIUMPH, 1912, tree engine model, F.R.S., and all

spares, only ridden 3 times, 100 miles total; cost

few weeks ago over £60. accept £52/10.—Reynolds, The
Lodge, Coshain, Hants: [5868

OUGLAS, 1909, late, in first-claBs condition, free en-

gine clutch, engine just been overhauled, 2 -new
inner tubes; bargain, £28/10; owner going abroad.—Fir-
grove, Hucclecote, Gloucester. [X6"295

DOUGLAS Model K Motor Cycles in stock, ready for

immediate delivery; £50.—The_Motor Cyele_Depot,

D c

43, Palmerston Rd-
mouth. Telegrams

Boscombe. Teh:
Alsford, Boscombe.

1248 Biurne-
[2119

TELEPHONE: MAYFAIR 5767

157b, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.

SCOTT, 1912, new September, run 400 miles, perfect,

Xl'all saddle. Lucas lamp and generator and horn

;

accept nearest offer to £60.—Apply, Newman, 16, Os-
bourne Villas, St. Michael's Park, Bristol. [6114

LATE 1910 Clutch Triumph, started new 1911, care-

fully kept, little ridden, magnificent engine, new
condition and appearance, mirror, Veeder, accessories

;

best offer over £36.—Milward, Wood St., Swindon. [616(

"I Q 13 2i-3h.p., 2-spced, free engine, multiple plateXV clutch, shaft driven, F.N. lightweight, cost £47/5
few weeks ago, run 100 miles onlv, perfect order ; sacri-

fice £39/10.—Alsford, Studund, Christchurch, Hants.
[6013

P.
and M-, late 1910, 2ih.p.. 2-speed, free engine,
with B. and is. carburetter. Palmer cord tyres,

Cowey speedometer, in good condition, and perfect run-
ning order ; £30, or near offer.—Lawrie, Farnham Cora
loon, Slough. [X5282

THOROUGHLY RELIABLI

fiifflfi!
for MOTORIN

That in a word Is the secret of our suecei
Buy your motor cycling wants of us, and g
thoroughly reliable goods—the secret of succc

IF YOU WANT A MOTOR CYCLE BARGAI
MAKE YOUR CHOICE NOW FROM TH
THOROUGHLY RELIABLE SELECTION.

1912 si h.p. P. & M., just delivered £60
1912 6 h,p. A.C. Sociable de Luxe, screen, ^

front brakes, etc £8,

)

1912 5-6 h.p. CLYNO, slightly scratched
in railway transit ; usual price £68 5s. £61 :

1912 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, Clutch Model . . £55
1912 3J h.p. BRADBURY, Clutch Model,

hardly soiled £46 t

1911 3i h.p. BRADBURY, F.E., and s'car £30 .

19113J h.p. BRADBURY Tourist £24
1909 3J h.p. TRIUMPH, fine condition . . £25 I

1912 li h.p. SERVICE WANDERER,
spring frame, hardly scratched £19 I

1912 (Early) 5-6 h.p. F.N., 2-speed, perfect £42
1912 3J h.p. T.T. RUDGE, very fast £37
1912 6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2-speed .... £45
1912 3i h.p. T.T. BAT, run about 300 miles £38
1912 5 h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, foot-starter,

and Gloria sidecar, lamp, and horn,
perfect £66 I

1909 si h.p. REX Tourist, fine condition £20
1909 3} h.p. P.& M., 2-speed .".." £34
1911 (Late) si h.p. P. & M. and Gloria '

sidecar, powerful engine £63 (

Taylor's Competition Waterproof Double Torn)
Suits.—Double-breasted jacket and separate 1<

gings ; 25/6. With seatless trouser overalls ; 30/

North Road Double Texture Bi

quality Jackets and Seatless Trout

Overalls ; 37/6.

ASBESTOL GLOVES.—Stand he.

steam, water, and washing, W(
wrists ; 6/6.

With gauntlets ; 7/6 and 10/6.
|

Finger and thumb only ; 7/6,

Special Consignment of

MOTOR CYCLE EXTRA HEAVY INNER TUB!
Best quality.

26 x2m., 5/-. 26 x 2jin., 5/6. 26x2*in., 6,

Post 3d. Approval.
A quantity of Good 2nd-hand Covers'from 3,

COWEY SPEED INDICATOR.—r only 19

not run 50 miles, guaranteed perfect ; a

£4 4s. ; £3 10s. 6d.

New!amps For Ol

Bean:1000 Foot

' Jf# K«Oo
We are Special London Agents for these farm

lamps, and take old lamps of any make in p f

exchange. Trade supplied.

8ooft. sets !

1,000ft. sets w I

Lucas 462 set ®

„ 458 set j

;

„ 452 set *l

P. & H. MAJOR SET, GENUINE MANtj

LENS, very powerful ; 45/-. Medium size;

Write for our catalogue. Nearly 200 pages
|

thoroughly reliable motor cycling
j

21a, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road, London, V

Telegrams

:

Telephone

:

** Dynametro, London." 10957 Ceni

A30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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OTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
10 I'liilou and Moure, with 1911 improvements,

OQrefully used, in excellent order, £36; also 1911
n Bud Moore, new heavy Keinpshull buck cover,

carburetter, very little used, £45.—Wilhvay and
1,1.1. St. Augustine's. Bristol. [X6153

[TJMPH (mag). Oct.. 1907, perfect order and con-
iltinii, with 1912 Mabon clutch, new Mieheliu
!' U.S. lump, new B. and B. carburetter, horn,
tube, i'l'', -!>riug pillion seat included; £25.—

IL8.962, The Motor Cycle OtHces, 20, Tudor St.,

[6292
SECTION VIII.

inrd, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
d Sussex.

1 MBKR 2h.p. Lightweight not ridden 300 miles;
1)26.—ltogers, 42, Church Ed. Heudon. [X64i

I'Ml'Il. 3jh.p., 1909, excellent couditicn, speedo-
meter, pan saddle, lamp and generator; £28.—

h, 42, Church Kd., Hc-ndon. [X6401

>
T
0, 3!b.p., 2 months old. all spares; £36.-5,

fcjpper Walthamstow Ed.. N.E. [6287

[2 Singer, 2ih.p., fixed, almost as new; £27/10.—
y 10. Capal Villas, E. Barnet, N. [X629*'

I 2;SBeed Mag. Eoo, 1909; £23; exchange power-
hd twin.—75, Edridge Bd., Croydon. [X6415

;.p. Minerva, good order; £10, nearest offer.— 16,
: Jl>,-ville Ed., St. Peter's,. Broadstairs. [6113
r r.Y, 3;b.p., mag.; £16/10. a bargain.—Franklin,
If 32, London Ed.. Kingston-on-Thames. [5996

|CT., 3ih.p., mag., rebushed, £16/10; sidecar £4/10.
-T., 12, Martin's Ed., Shorthands, Kent. [6179

P2 Singer, 2ih.p., nearl- new, comp'ete; £30.—
B Lockwood, 19a, Brooksby St., Islington. [6124

, p. Kerry, low. smart,
order; £7.-6, Bow Ed.,

BNTISWORTH.—P.N., latest 1912, 6b. p.,
f

.
done 700 miles, as new; sacrifice £45/10.-

3TDSWOETH.-Eex. 1909, 5-6h.p. twin,
BJiew Binks free engine, splendid order;

mag.,
£26.-

footboards, good running
Southwark, London. [6262

p. Quadrant, good running order; a bargain, £7.
—20, Chestnut Grove, Balham, London. [6166

ITHS, all models, immediate de'iverv.—Wimbledon
[Uotor Cycle Co., 1. York Ed. Wimbledon. [X623

r.MBEE. 2-speed. 1911, almost new; £42.—Address,
rike, 60, Fellows Ed-, Hampstead, London. [6107

j. Twin Bosch mag., free engine, lightweight;
I" ,18. condition as new.— 100. Bolsover St.. W. [6204

rip. Jap-Chater, low, verv powerful; £25.—Barb
utocar Co., 142, Shepherd's Bush Ed., W. [6230

1912, 6h.p., 4-cyl-,

Below.

JT,\
TDSWORTH.-V.S., 1910, 7-9h.p. twin, mag., 2

»i speeds, cream finish, as new; £38/10.—Below.

[Js
TIJSWORTH.-Bat-.Tap. 7-9h.p. twin, mag., spring

J frame and forks, extra powerful; £28/10.—Below.

j/KPSWORTH.-Moto-Reve, .1911, 2jh.p. twin,
»wag., Druids, grey finish, as new; £18/18.—
to

(7

>

TD3WOETH—Eoc, late model. 4h.p., m.o.v.,
Sjiuag., Druids, 2 speeds, fine order; £26.—Below.
JK'DSWOETH.-N.S.U., 4J-5h.p. twin, mag., h.b.c,
|:ery fast uiaehiue, nice order; cheap. £18/10.—
jlo

fT (DSWOETH.—Motosacoche, 2h.p., mag., Druids,
»iuns well; great bargain', first chemie jno/15

[Ti DSWORTH.-Singer, 3!h.p., mag.. 1911, B. and
* 1., h.b.c., perfect order; here's a bargain

; £12/15.

7! PSWORTH.-Rex, 3!h.p., Druids, perfect

;

.'15. exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange,
M-- Wandsworth Station. [X6399

I Humber, 2-epeed, F.E., 3Jh.p., only 1,300 miles,« llrst-olasa condition; £42.—Morriss and Co., Swiss
S(W- [X6162

IRiMPH, new. clutch model.—Morriss, Swiss Cot-
!:f. N.W. [X6163

^R ill'H, 18104. clutch model, excellent condition;
6-Mornss, Swiss Cottage, N.W. [X6164

'R Ml'H. 1907, just overhauled and enamelled, good
• .amon; £15.-Mcrries and Co., Swiss Cottage,

[X6165
j)l. Premier. 3Jh.p., 2-speed, jF.E,, in good condi-

ion; £27/10.-Morriss and Co., Swiss Cottage,
[X6166

O • 4h.p. Bex de Luxe, 2-speed, new lin. Lyso andK jire, all accessories, as new.—72, Ealing Ed, W.

W Bradbury, shcp-soiled, F.E.; must sejl. £47. cost
54/10.-46, Walford Ed, Stoke Newington.

iv,., [X6504H riuiuph, 1912, new; must sell, going abroad,
it oflers?-38, Chaucer Ed., Walthamstow.

Ih»i> [X6452
'h.pKover m.o.v., 26x2i tyres, splendid running

jet: £8/10.-Speechley, 45, Church Ed., Acton.

J'
8
)' 1912

„- 3h.p. twin. N.StJ. 2-speed gear and free
" -Carles, 81, Hereford Ed., Bayswater.

[6126

£30.-

THE Sidecar Machine

—a letter of appreciation from—

A PRIVATE OWNER:
Ludwell,

Salisbury,

28/A June, 1912.
Dear Sirs,

Having covered 2,400 miles on my 1912
6 h.p. REX-J.A. P., the major part with
Sidecar, I think I am in a position to express
an opinion on its behaviour. It is with a
great deal of pleasure that I can express my
complete satisfaction.

It is very rare thai I have to use the low
gear with a 15 stone passenger, the high gear
being 4 to 1.

The riding position is excellent—/ have
ridden for hours without feeling t'-e slightest

bit tired. I usually average 30 miles per hoi-r

with Sidecar. I ha e taken the cylinders off
once, and then found Scarcely any deposit. The
engine is wonderfully clean—it would be quite
possible to ride in white flannels.

A word of praise for the Dunlop Belt
which has gone the zvhole distance, and is good
for many more miles.

any-You are at liberty to use this

way you think fit.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) R. Gatelwuse.

May we have the pleasure of

sending you Catalogue fully illus-

trating the unique features of the

REX-J.A.P.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR Co., Ltd
Aston Road, Birmingham.

Telegrams :
" Primus," Birmingham.

Code : A. B.C., 5th Edition (and Private).

A

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
UADKANT, 2Jh.p„ lamp, B. and B., good order; £7.
—5, Odborno Terrace, Hanworth Ru., Hampton

16213
OTO-EEVE. twiu, just re-bushed, overhauled, nc«
Wutawata; £16.—Francis, 20, Albany St., N.u.

[6192
2 ill. p. F.N., shalt driven, in excellent order; £20;
4 can be seen any time.— 99, Churehrlcfd Ed.. Acton,

[6024

INDIAN, late 1911. 6.h.p twin, free engine, excep-
tionally fast' £37. a bargain.— 100, Bolsover St.,

W. [6205

1 Q10 Humber, 2-speed. F.E., just been overhauled by13 numbers; £32.-88, Farleigh Ed., Stoke Newing-
ton. [X6505

DOUGLAS. 1910. nice condition, speedometer, spares,

etc. ;
particulars Srec—Ketco Motorics, Smarden,

Kent [6294

iniO 5-6h.p. 4-cyl. F.N.. In perfect condition; £25;
A*/ lower power part payment. — Sinclair, East
Molesey. [X6367

MOTO-REVE, twin, mag., fine engine, perfect con-
dition; £12.—Duke, 2, Monkhain's Lane, wood-

ford. [6282

ARNOSI Amos! Arnos!-3}h.p. T.T., £45; 2ih.p.
T.T., £39; 3ih.p., 3-tpeed Sturrney-Archer, £55; in

stock.

RNO Depot.—Easy payments, no extra charge, ODe
quarteT down, balance 12 months.

AENO Depot.—3!h.p. 1912 Eudge, free engine, with
torpedo sidecar, all tyre3 as new ; £42/10.

AENO Depot.—3Jh.p. 1912 Aino, T.T. model, very
fast, new in June; £37/10.

AENO Depot.—3Jh.p. 1911 Humber, 2-speed. complete
with sidecar, lamp, generator, speedometer, etc.

;

£39.

AENO Depot, 2. The Parade. Kilburn, London;
'Phone: 4807 P.O. Hampstead [6279

5-6hp. Peugeot, Truffault forks, Amac. h.b.c. Whittle,
very fast; £16.-34, Marlborough Ed., Meiton,

Surrey. [6191

"I Q10. June, Indian; £35; very good condition.—
y*J Ancell, 27, Albemarle Gardens, New Maiden,
Surrey. [6238

3h.p. Antoine, Amac, Service, Clincher, in splendid

going order; £15, or offer.—W. Watson, 27, Spencer

Park, S.W. [6045

OTJPGE Motor Cycle, brand new, 1912, taken for

XX debt. ; take £40. — Seymour, 10, Mansfieki Ed.,

Hampstead. [X4366

TO 12 Chater-Le.i-.Tap. 4h.p.. T.T. roadster, very fast;

13' nearly new; £26/10.-5, Station Ed., Edgware,
Middlesex. [X6366

3Ah. p. Minerva, fast, spring forks, lamp, horn, and
2 spares; £16; also sidecar less tyre—29, \A ymond

St., Putney. [6117

V.S., 5h.p., Bosch, B. and B.. Truffault. new heavy
Kempshall; £23. — Meadowview, Southend, near

Catforct, S.E. [6130

rf|12A Arno, 2Jh.p., perfect condition, accessories;

•J trial willingly; 31gns.-H., " Abbotsford," Seven-

oaks, Kent. t6135

MOTOE Cycles bought, sold; or exchange, at The
Ketco Motories, Smarden, Kent. Accessories

lov.est prices. [6297

1Q12 2Jh.p. Enfield, as new; £40, or near offeT.—

'

JL«/ Frank Whitaker. The Eendezvoux, Green St.

Green, Orpington. [X6201

Oih.p. Lightweight. Amac, h.b.c, new belt, tyres per-

& 4 feet: £7; bought sidecar machine.—7, Killarney

Ed., Wandsworth. [6021

"I ft 09 Triumph, 3Jh.p.. speedometer, watch, mirror,

It/ splendid condition; bargain, £31.-47, Caiudeu

Giove, Peckhain. [X6482

3JLh.p. Brown, accumulator, B. and B-, h.b.c, good

2 condition; £12.—Toombs, 125, St. Margaret's

Ed., Twickenham. [6033

ANTOINE. 3ih.p., splendid order, gocd tyres and belt,

low, fast; photo; £10.-127, South St.. Bishop's

itortford. Herts. [6154

TEIUMPH, 1911. fitted with Mabon clutch, horn.,

lamp and generator; £34.—Moss, 1, St. Georges
Mews. Primrose Hill. [6150

1 ft 12 Triumphs, free engine models, now in stock:
-Lt/ immediate delivery.—F. Spearman, Bridge St..

Bishop's Stortlord. [5925

5-6h p F.N., late 1911, ridden thousand miles, lamp,
hooter, accessories; £33. — F.N. (Englandl, Ltd.,

106, Gt. Portland St. [X6363

3Ah p. 19114 Rover. F.E., first-class condition, new
2 tyre back, 2,000 miles; £35.—Holmewood. Capal

Ed.. E. Barnet, N. [X6293

TEIUMPH, 1911, free engine, perfect condition, little

used, new back tyre and tube; cash £36.— Gibson,
42, Park Lane, Croydon. [6218

PEEMIER Motor Cycle, 35h.p. twin, late 1910. con-

dition as new, will take sidecar; £25.-32, lmrlston

Kd-. Kingston-on-Thames. [X6051

ZENITH. T.T., 3*h.p. practically new, Gradua gear:

£58. or near oflcr.—C. Gardner, 12, St. Anthony's
Av-, Eastbourne, Sussex. [6036

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, a.u
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 1910, perfect condition, just overhauled,

lamp, horn, new Dunlop belt; £32.-54, Old Park
Ed., Palmer's Greeu, N. [6254

33.h.p. De Dion, Aniae h.b. carburetter, spring fork
4 and seat pillar; Been any time; £10.—36, Stroud

Green Rd., Fine-bury Park. [6260

TRIUMPH, 1912, F.E., new August, absolutely new
condition; any trial; £45, no offers.—Harvey, 47,

South Lambeth Ed., S.W. [X6376

33Lp. Peugeot, h-b.c, new tyres, bars, and lamp, ex-
4 eellent condition: £10; appointment.—Bextleld,

195, Sixth At., Manor Park. [6007

31h.p. Eex, late 1909. mechanical, new Dunlop tyre,

2 accessories, fast, and reliable; £22.—Bedford,
Chuiehfelles, Horley, Surrey. [6029

3h.p. Minerra, hb.c, new Michelin tyres, B. and B.,
sound running order; £8/10.-6, Broomwood Ed..,

Wandsworth Common, S.W. [6028

8h.p. Bat-Jap, Bosch, B. and B., Whittle, spring frame,
lamp, horn, condition perfect; bargain, 32 gns.—67,

Mill Lane, West Hampstead. [X6436

TRIUMPH, F.E., 1912, quite new, with accessories,
taken for debt: what rfrers for cash?— Green, Way-

side, Colder Green Ed,, N.W. [6298

5-6hp. Rex. 1908, splendid condition, spare belt and
Talves, new Dunlop studded back, all accessories

;

£22.-35, The Avenue, Kew. [6183

5-6h.p. Eex de Luxe (late 1909}, 2-speed, free engine,
good condition; £26; with sidecar £30.—Bedford,

Churchfelles, Horley, Surrey. [6030

2ih.p. Motor Cycle, tyres and everything in good con-
2 dition, dry cell ignition; £8, or offers.—A.F..

Long Meadow, Bovingdon, Herts- [6247

Q-lh.p. Zedel. very low. £10; 2ih.p., in good order,^Z £6 ; exchange two for higher power; frame
wanted.—30 Eglinton Ed., Bow. [6190

REX de Luxe, brand new month ago, twin, 2-speed,
only used short tour ; £45 ; single 2-speed considered.

—56, Eiverview Grove, Chiswick. [X6318

EUDGE, 1912, standard, splendid condition; £'.0;

;Ci.uis loi naau-cidi lemons; trial any time.—Dixon,
fc&, Lancaster Rd., Uiuibledon. [X6228

P.
and M.,~ 1911. October, perfect condition, Kemp-
shall tyres, spares : expert examination invited.—

Taylor, 44, Deodar Rd., Putney. [6270

BRADBURY, 1912, 3ih.p., lamp, generator, horn,
spare valves, plug, tyres as new ; £35, offers.—

Tadgell, Maple Terrace, Mitcham. [6231

TRIUMPH, 3h.p., 1906, B. and B.. new tyres and
belt, excellent condition; £18/10, or nearest offer-

—118, Portobello Ed-, Notting Hill. [6252

SCOTT, 1912, brand new, just arrived, also Morgan
and P. and M; offers or exchanges wanted.—

Pepper, Market Hill, Eoyston, Herts. [6225

£8/10.—2ihp. Rex, Amac carburetter, h.b.c, very low
machine; exceptional offer.—Figgins, 15, Boxworth

Grove, Richmond Rd., Barnsbury. N. [6200

13.h.p. F.N. Lightweight, new tyres, engine just re-

4 bushed, Bosch mag.; £15, or nearest.—Butler,
Handel House, Northwood, Middlesex. [6219

EAGLES.—N.S.U., 3ih.p., Model de Luxe, late 1911
model, latest improvements, spring frame, N-S-U-

2-speeds, free engine; £34/10.

EAGLES.—Lincoln Elk, 3hp., 1911, Bosch mag-
Druids, B. and B. carburetter, all accessories; £18.

EAGLES.—Triumph-Jap, 2£h.p., modernised frame,
sprinsr forks, B. and B. carburetter, accumulator

ignition; £8/10-

EAGLES-—N.S.U., 3h-p., single-eyl., new last June,
mag., 1911 spring forks, new condition; £21.

EAGLES.—N.S.U-, 4h.p. twin, 1910, Bosch, m.o.
valves 1911 spring forks, N-S.U. 2 speeds, free

engine; £28/10. . .

EAGLES.—N.S.U, 6h.p. Twin, 1912 model, latest

improvements, purchased in July, 2 speeds, free

engine; £50; as new.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., 3Jh.p., popular model, new last

June, as new, mag., 1911 spring forks, adjustable

pulley, new Dunlop belt, Palmer cord tyre; £24/10.

1RAGLES.—Motosacoche, 1910, Bosch, free engine,
J Druid forks, Whittle belt; £16.

EAGLES.—Immediate delivery from stock of the
famous N.S.U. 2-speed gears with free engineB.

from £5'15, for Triumph £6/15, for Bradbury £7; trade

supplied.

EAGLES.—We have a few brand new 3£h.p. 19114
N.S.U. 85x88 Model de Luxe, just delivered, fine

machines for sidecar work, Bosch mag , 1912 spring

forks and other improvements, finished in latest style,

complete with stand, carrier, tool case, full set of tools,

£37; N.S.U. 2-speed gear £5/15 extra; Millford Herald
adscai with No. 1 torpedo body, £7/15 extra; deferred

payments, exchanges entertained.

EAGLES and Co., High St., Acton.-N.S.U. West
London District Agency. Liberal allowances for

machines in part payment-—Tel. : 556 Chiswick. [X6414

BRADBURY, 3fh.p., 1911, splendid condition, acces-

sories, new Dunlop belt; £30. — Armstrong, 33,

RoEehery Rd., Gillingham, Kent. [6139

TEIUMPH, 1912 T.T., perfect condition, spares;
£40- seen by appointment.—Hallows, 75, Lam-

beth Palace Rd., London, S.E. [6133

DON'T

SPECULATE
when buying a second-hand
motor bicycle, see that your
purchase is a good investment

You ensure this by
selecting a machine
from our stock. You
will get good value
and will be able to
put the machine into
immediate use,
secure in the know-
ledge that it has been

minutely overhauled, and
prepared for the road by us.

MAY WE SEND
YOU OUR LIST?

Each machine is handled by
the same efficient workmen in

the same well-equipped work-
shops that have earned for us
the distinction of being
appointed Official Repairers
to all the large motoring

organizations

—

R.A.C., A.C.U.,
A.A. & M.U.

DON'T

INVEST
in a new machine without first obtain-
ing the opinion of someone who
" knows." It is our business to know
what is good in motor cycles, and we
shall be delighted to give you sound
advice after carefully considering your
own particular requirements. Our
Agencies embrace all the desirable

makes, and we can deliver almost any
1912 model immediately.

EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS
form a large portion of our business,

and if you wish your present machine
taken in part payment for a new one,

we will make a generous allowance for

it. Let us send you our Exchange Form.

WE WILL ARRANGE
TERMS OF PAYMENT
TO SUIT YOUR CON-
VENIENCE.

EASTERN
GARAGE,
418, Romford Road.

FOREST GATE, E.

' Phone : 10 Stratford.

• Grams :

" Ergaraco,"
London.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL
£11.—3ih.p. Bat. low, fast, reliable fuotboar b

and B., splendid climber. — Wheeler, 85 "w
Avenue, Bruce Grove, Tottenham.

1Q12 Humber Lightweight, 2«Jh.p. twin. AnmtiA*/ speed, free engine, lamn, horn inirrot:
S.B.P., Sildon, Berkhameted, Herts.

TRIUMPH. 1909, just been overhauled and re-l lit
new back cover, spare valve, horn, and v.

£27.-50, Fitzj aim's Av., Hampstead.

INDIAN, 5h.p., 1911, clutch model, excellent l
tion and very carefully used; £39, or near trt •

E. Taylor, 17, Taviton St., London, W.C.

~| QUi Clutch Triumph, perfect; any eiamii wl" Auteclipse lamp, horn, whist'e, new be jj
gns.—Write, 28, Wellesley Rd., Chiswick.

1 Qll Douglas, splendid condition, little used, JA*/ uapunctuied, tools, spares; £28.—'Phone m
Tilbury.—Westwood, 62, High St., Grays.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1911. lamp, spare belt, « If
condition, good as new: £12/10. — Box 1

The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G.

1Q09 Triumph, Mabon F.E. clutch. Whittle >h.
J-«7 lamp, horn, and generator; £25.—Apply, J|

Bevis, "Victoria Av. (nest G.E.R.), Southend.

"I Q12 Rudge, F.E., also a Rover; either wool' m
-L«7 for new; £15 oft new price; accessories givt 2
—Bunting, Motor Exchange, WealdEtone. [ S
IVY-PRECISION, 33h.p., Villiers. P.E., Dnnloi m

and belt, Xl'all saddle, just delivered, nw
den; £46.-18, Kinver Rd. South, Sydenham. Q

3ih.p. Clement, extra low. Brown and Barlo &
2 justable pulley, tyres and belt new, running ;*

£7/10, or offer.-106, Trafalgar Rd., Old Kent Rd. (9

TRIUMPH, 1912, 3Jh-p., free engine model; : vA
delivery; £55, cash, or deferred payments _i

Barker and Co., Kensington High St., W.
PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4, Percy St., W. 1

several 2nd-hand P. and M.'s for sale; part aa
on application, or can be seen at above address. :3

TRIUMPH, 1910, free engine, tyres and machii m-
fect condition, accessories; inspection invited 34.

—Sholl, Sudbury Lodge, Park Hill Rd., Sidcup.

INDIAN, 7h.p., 1912, purchased May, been ver?li
fully used, tyres like new and unpunctured, p I

£54.-Laurel Cottage, 112, Hatfield Rd., St. Ai
f

''

Oih.p. Mecanique. 1912 Brown and Barlow, I
<W2 frame, re-enamelled. Palmer tyres; £6/K iu-

gain.—Simmonds, 135, London Rd-, Boxmoor, U

NEW Hudson, 3£h.p., 3-speed, 1911£ machin- iki

new, cost £67/10. with speedomeTer, Lucua lj

etc.; take £42.—65a, Rosendale Rd., West Duhr
I 141

BAT-J-A.P., 5h.p., special light model, 1911. fa-

fortable, complete tools, spares, electric head its,

as new; £33/10.-259, Beckenham Rd., Eecken! ...

"I Q12 3ih-p. Chater-Lea, Bosch, B. and B., "fl

J.U Palmers, Lycetts, not ridden 400 miles- £

exchange modern lightweight—13, Baythorne St.

E.

LADY'S Model 2h.p. Humber 1912 Lightweight
strong 3-speed, hardly used; cost over £50

months back, £40.—H. Taylor, 17. Taviton St., L
W.C.

TRIUMPH, 1911.J. T.T., complete with all acca

in exceptionally fine condition and v-i.

machine; £37.—Croucher, 80, Southlands Rd., Bi

Kent.

TRIUMPH, 1912, standard, only done 1.500 i*
beautiful condition, new lamp, generator, am ! -

39gns.—Bromley Motor Works, Masons Hill, Bi kj.

Kent.

HUMBER, 19114, 3ih.p., 2-speed, just been rel

excellent sidebar machine, and in fiue con 1

£34.—Bromley Motor Works, Masons Hill, Bj

Kent,

ARIEL, 1912, 3£h.p.
(

free engine, var. geaft

prefer, 2.700 miles, excellent order, coi

£39.—Lieutenant Taylor, Eastwell House, Lexdt »
Colchester.

NEW Hudsons from 47 gns., or 67/- monthly;
from £40, or 55/- monthly, all models sto" k

changes.—Lamb's Motor Stores, 151, High S<

thamstow.

DOUGLAS, K, 1911$, 2-speed, and accessories 39;

Douglas, L-, 1912. 2-speed, June machine, 1

cessoriee, £45 : Ariel, var. gear, grey, shop-soil

dnced to £46/10; Brown lightweight, shop-foiled «
New Hudson, Model 3B.. 3-speed. shop-s.iled, red

£54/17; several smart =idecars going cheap, from I

to 12 gns-; any may be had on easy payment *v ;

desired.-Lamb's Motor Stores, 151, High St., Vh j£
stow.

Q-SPEED 3ih.p. (April, 1909) Rex de Lux %
/W gear, etc^, everytinmj splendid condition :

mi

cash needed, what offers—14, Bushey Rd., Har '«

Middlesex.

HUMBER, 1912, 3ih.p., 2-speed, free engine,

starting, lamp, generator, horn, watch, refles

£43.—Letters only, Broadley, 31, Earl's Court St w*

don, S.W.

BEST Offer over £37.-1912 2£h.p. Premier, i *
gine. 3-speed, lamp, horn, and spares, 01

miles, unscratched ; seen any time.—Turner, 13/ **

St., Acton,

A32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Motor Cycle Taxation.

IT
is distinct encouragement, to us in our campaign
against the proposed new system of motor cycle

taxation to receive by every post batches of our
petition forms duly signed by readers. Even on
the first day after publication of our last issue

some hundreds of forms arrived, many filled to the

last line with the names and~addresses of those who,
with us, are ready to show their disapproval of the

unfairness of the suggested taxes. We have already

given examples of the unjust system proposed. It is,

absurd that a sidecarist should be called upon to pay
as much as the owner of an 1 1 h.p. motor car weighing
over a ton and capable of carrying five passengers.

The comparison is almost too preposterous to deserve
consideration by reasonably minded persons.- Another
phase of the matter has been brought home to us by
one or two letters received with the petition forms.
Workmen employed in motor cycle factories are in

tear that their positions may be made insecure should
the proposed taxes become law, and this applies to

many thousands, especially in the Midlands.
To return to a previous pointer of ours, viz., the

second-hand machine of ancient origin which the

Motor Car Taxation Committee have entirely ignored,

,
a number of riders point out to us that their mounts
are entirely out of date, were bought at a bargain
price—the most they could afford—and if the new
taxes are passed it will mean that the machines are
Inn their hands, for a ^3 3s. tax is beyond their means,
lit seems incomprehensible that these important
matters should have been ignored.
An out-of-date twin-cylinder sidecar machine in

running order is purchasable at less than ^20. An
!
owner of a motor car costing anything up to ,£400
(would pay the same tax if the Taxation Committee's
^proposals were adopted. Many other examples
of the iniquity of the proposals could be quoted ad lib.,

but they should be patent to anyone who considers
the matter intelligently.

We leave our readers to show "their disapproval of
the suggestions by their signatures on the petition
forms issued last week. We ask that they be for-

warded to us promptly, as action must be taken at

once and determinedly if success is to be attained,
Prospective as well as actual motor cyclists may sign
the form, also workmen employed in motor cycle fac-
tories, garages, etc., who are' likely to be affected
should the new rates become law.

We refuse to believe that those who have recom-
mended the increase can have foreseen the injustice

which they were doing to motor bicyclists, sidecarists,

and men engaged in the trade.

Growing Favour of the Twin Engine.

IT
is more than probable that the .year 191 3 -will see

a great increase in the number of twin-cylinder

motor cycles ; there is, in fact, every likelihood

of a twin-cylinder boom. Of course, the large

twin has been with us for a number of years, and
the lightweight nearly as long, but the medium-powered
twin machine has up to the present made practically

no headway against the 500 c.c. single-cylinder.

1 Only a few years ago a 500 c.c. single was held to

hg the equal of a twin-cylinder machine of a capacity

of 750 c.c, or half as much again, but thanks to

Tourist Trophy Races the twin has received the" atten-

tion it deserved and has been developed in efficiency.

This year, for instance, the twin had so increased in

efficiency that it competed against the single on equal

terms and Avon both senior and junior races. Then,
again, the, power of the lightweight has- increased, and,

with the addition of a variable gear, the machine has

now become a medium weight, which, except for fhe
fact -that it is not advisable to attach a sidecar, will

equal the performance of the 500 c.c. of two years ago.

Evenness of torque, smoothness of running, excellent

acceleration, and the absence of vibration are among
the advantages of the twin-cylinder engine. The added
complication of an additional cylinder deters many
possible buyers, but, after all, this complication is

by no means as serious as it appears. It is, of course,

rather more trouble to take down two cylinders for

cleaning purposes than one, not only because there are

two instead of one, but because the nuts are generally

rather more inaccessible ; there are also double the

number of valves to grind in and pistons to scrape.

On the other hand, the presence of a second cylinder

is often a help to the diagnosis of trouble in the event

of an involuntary stop. Another point worth noting is

that a twin is much more easily silenced than a single of

equal capacity for reasons explained on another page.
' Then again, owing to the evenness of torque, much

less strain is imposed upon the transmission and gear-

ing, for two light impulses are substituted for one

powerful one, the whole machine, including the tyres,

reaps the benefit, and the problem of chain drive with

its increased efficiency is very much simplified.

A2I
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LADY MOTOR CYCLISTS ON TOUR.
Brief account of a tour to the Laka District by two Brighton ladies.

ART1CULARS have reached us of an ambitious

tour to the Lake District recently undertaken

by two, Brighton lady motor cyclists. Miss Eva
Plumbri'dge and Miss E. S. Mortimer, both riders

of 2 ?4 h.p. twin-cylinder two-speed Douglas machines.

It is certainly a striking proof of the absolute depend-

ability of the modern motor cycle for two ladies to

undertake such a long journey entirely on their own
account, and as

an incentive to -
:

"^.
r
.

other ladies to go

and do likewise we
give brief particu-

lars of the roads tra-

versed. On the first

;
day Malvern was
reached, a distance

of 1 60 miles—quite
a good start off

Near Swindon a de
lay was caused with

Miss Plumbridge
:

-s

machine by the

magneto. refusing to

spark, the trouble

being eventually

traced to water in

the contact breaker.

It took nearly two
hours before mat-
ters were set right.

From Malvern to

Chester (ninety

miles) was the

second day's jaunt,

and on to Ulverston
(r2o miles) the

third day. Ulver-

ston had been
selected as the

touring, centre, and from here various trips were under-

taken round the English Lakes, including Winder-

mere, Coniston, Wast Water, etc. in all completing

from 200 to 300 miles in this district. Part of- the

time a passenger was mounted on the. carrier of ope
of the machines. The weather was not of the best,

rain frequently falling heavily.

The run home to Brighton was via. Burnlev, Roch-
dale, Oldham, Southport—a trying ride if ever there

Kiss Flumbridge end Miss Mortimer, of Brighto
two-speed Douglas

was one—and thence through the Peak district o'f

Derbyshire to Warwick and Oxford, skirting London
to Reigate, bringing the total mileage covered to

nearly a thousand.

The two fair tourists exhibited great pluck in enn*

liming the journey in face of adverse weather cur
ditions. They were both struck by the interest taken in

the motor cycles and the courtesy shown when passing

through the thickly

populated Lanca-

shire district.

The little Doug-
lases again proved

their wortrTT" Ex-

cept for the mag-
neto trouble in

Swindon, the only

other delays were

caused bv two junc-

tures and a slight ly

slipping clutch, due

to oil working mi

to the clutch leather.

At Staines Miss

Plumbridge unfortu-

nately got a small

piece of stone i:i lv.-r

eye ; whilst stopping

here a lady showed
her interest in a

practical maimer- by
providing 1 h e 111

with tea and (Irving

some r f their wet

clothes, which aeii ui

was very much ap?

predicted. T h c

good Samaritan is.

w e understand.

now contemplating

the purchase of a motor cycle. As regards hill-climh-

ing the Douglases behaved . splendidly, ~and seldom

required the low gear ratio. As to reliability; 1 he

Jesuit could hardly have been more satisfactory. The
two ladies were able to manage their own mounts.

outside assistance only being requisitioned to put right

the rained out magneto.

We are indebted to Mr. F. F. Turpin, of Brighton,

for the photograph reproduced.

i. who recently toured teethe:
machines.

Group of members of ths Uxbrijge motor cycle club outside the Chaousr; Hotel, The club was formed two months ago and already boasts thirty members.
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Wanted, a Definition of Cyclecars.

How- is it that in both the Scottish and English Six

ay Trials a cyclecar was permitted to start which

eighed well over n cwts. minus its passengers! One
,11'hine which received awards in the Taunton Trials

aled no less than newt. 2 qrs. 7 lbs., or 4 cwt.

qrs. 7 lbs. over the A.C.U. limit of 7 cwts. If we
lake allowance for a huge tank capacity, this, vehicle

'list either have carried a kit of 'spares and tools

stly in excess of those specified by the rules,, or,

ternatively, it must have weighed more than 7 cwts.

ripped, or, again, the published weights are wrong

'hat has Mr. Loughboiough got to say ?

Body Balancing on Cyclecars.

I must accept the assurances of several corre-

hondents that body-balancing by passengers on bad

irriefs is not really accessary. In defence of my
uagraph on the subject' I can only state that I have

itched several famous cyclecars cornering in the

fincipal trials of the season, and that I have seen a

eat deal of this body-balancing done by expert

ivers and their mechanics. I do not imply that it

is indulged in when turning sharp street corners at

v speeds, but I cannot disbelieve the evidence of my
;n eyes, and whether it is necessary or mere
'.wank " there has been plenty of it to be seen in

[gotiating twisty ascents and descents at illegal

seeds.

I especially remember one occasion when a very

Inous driver was presumably catching up lost time

Iwn a long and tortuous pass. His passenger's head
s a good two feet outside the track of the car on

1 ire than one corner.

Difficulties about Delivery.

I have received a red hot letter from a reader, who
flounces the trade in unmeasured terms for adver-

t rig goods which they cannot deliver. As I find

self largely out of sympathy with his diatribe, I

1st deal with it at some length. There is a good
il of excuse for the fact that articles are often de-

ibed in the Press which are not immediately obtain-

:e from stock.

Sometimes an impoverished but clever inventor

coigns some admirable notion. If it were not de-

ibed and illustrated the notion would be stillborn,

little judicious publicity interests financiers and
1 ults in the article being commercially manufactured
t a large scale. At the present moment I know of

i
nplete" motor vehicles which are being advertised

1 this system. The inventors' have perhaps just

sjficient capital to manufacture ten samples, and to

'i.ertise them. They have sufficient confidence in

t|ir goods to spend their tiny capital to the last

f thing in the hope of attracting a financier, but in
t meantime they can only accept ten orders, and can
oty supply those orders very slowly.
uich methods may be irritating . to the wideawake

I ;er, who spots the good thing, but it is hard to

devise any other plan , by which the invention coul

obtain a footing. In other cases, the* article is properly

capitalised, and the factory is in full working order,

but the manufacturer of some part, or the contractoi

who is pledged to deliver certain raw materials, fails

to deliver punctually, and the. advertisers are hardly

to blame for their short stock. At one period this

spring a certain factory lia,d over ^10,000 worth of

motor cycles standing in their stockroom, a'll ready

for the road, except that not one of them had a mag-
neto ! In another case the contracts for tyres or tub-

ing or castings or some other essential are not punc-

tually fulfilled. The whole process of supply is far

more complex than my correspondent appears to

realise. He may take one thing for granted, viz., that

every manufacturer is burning with eagerness to supply

as great a quantity of his wares as possible in as short

a time as is practicable ; and consequently, wherever
delavs and disappointments are experienced, there is

some real and vital reason at the back of things. In

some instances, of course, the entire factory output is

contracted for by agents, and
s

immediate delivery may
be obtained from large dealers, or from, provincial

agents who have ordered more goods than their local

clients require.

When we fail to obtain immediate delivery of the

articles we fancy, we ought to feel a very considerable

sympathy for the unfinauced inventor, for the small

firm whose trade is hampered by lack of capital, and
for the_ works manager of the big factory who is hung
up because his supplies of raw material are slow in

corning through.

What annoys us is in reality far more aggravating

to a number of persons behind the scenes.

GYMKHANA AT THE STADIUM.
The balloon competition. A. Greenhill (Zenith and sidecar) is about to burst

one of the balloons by driving tie front wheel over it.

A23
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IT
is a rather singular thing that the

silencing of explosion engines seems
to have received comparailrely slight

attention from scientists. In the case

of very large internal combustion engines,

such as are used for driving 'factories

and electric generating stations, the

problem of reducing- noise is very con-

siderably simplified by the fact that

there is always plenty of room available,

and, as we shall see later on, space is

a matter of great importance. That is to

say, a large chamber can be let into the

ground outside the wall of the power
house, and the exhaust gases led direct

into that.

It is, of course, true that, during
recent years, great strides have been
made in quietening the engines of motor
cars, but here again space lias never
been so restricted as in motor cyels.

design. On the other hand, it is an
undoubted fact that this quietening has
been largely effected not so much through
the proper handling of" the exhaust gases
as through better design of valve and
gear mechanism and a general boxing up
of moving parts. For quite a number

Fie- i.

of years now, the actual silencing of a
car engine's exhaust has been quite a
simple matter. It is not so, however,
with the motor cycle ; but why this should
be so it is liard to say.

Motor cyclists as such are surely not
less sensitive to noise than cars users, yet
it is quite obvious that they are quite
content to put up with something that
the latter would not tolerate lor a
moment.

Why Motor Cycle Engines are
Noisy.

Two explanations for" this present
themselves. The first is that for some
reason or other motor cycle- manu-
facturers, generally speaking, have been
rather slow in producing a really silent

machine, and the second is that the motor
cyclist, once out on the road and travel-
ling at a fair speed, is not much con-
cerned as to the amount of noise he is

making, because he leaves the greater
part of it behind him. That the
noise made by the majority of motor
cycle engines constitutes a nuisance seems
to be an undoubted fact, but hardly
more so than that the actual user of the
machine is rather less to be blamed for

-this state of affairs than the manufac-
turer.
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After all, the buyer must put up with
what he can get ; this being always one
of the worst features of the period of

high commercial prosperity which is at
present being enjoyed by the industry as

a whole. Oil the other hand, it is quite
impossible to excuse a certain section of

motor cyclists who do honestly enjoy

Fig. 2.

making themselves heard over a whole
diocese, but, one may reasonably ask, is

it fundamentally their fault when silencer

design is so bad that the mere kicking
open of a cut-out will give the speed
merchant that extra five or seven more
miles an hour that he is so pardonably
keen on ?

First and last, therefore, the man'u- -

facturer should bear the brunt of the
blame, the only thing that can be said
on his behalf being that he has un-
doubtedly got a lather difficult problem
to solve.

The Cause of the Noise.
If a manometer, or pressure gauge

capable of reading small values, were
placed close to the open -exhaust ol a
single-cylinder engine, if. would register

normal atmospheric pressure during three
strokes of the piston, and a comparatively
high pressure when the exhaust gases
were being ejected. It is these sudden
changes in pressure which cause the
noise; and it is important to notice that
it is the change and not the pressure
itself which is responsible. In other
words, if the pressure of the "exhaust gases
were constant at the point- at which they
impinged upon the atmosphere, it would
make very little difference whether they
issued at a high pressure or a low one.

Noise -is produced not by the pressure
but by its inconstancy. Before, proceed-

ing any further it - is necessary to make
it quite clear that the explosion of the
charge inside the temporarily sealed
cylinder is quite inaudible until the
exhaust valve is opened. This is a fairly

obvious thing when one comes to con-
sider it reasonably, and it is pointed out
merely because the suggestion has been
not infrequently made that the reason

why air-cooled engines are gener 1

noisier than water-cooled ones was 1

1

in the case of the latter the thicknes.

cylinder wall and jacket helped, ai I

were, to keep the noise in, whereas
\

thinner wall of the air-cooled cylinder I

it through much more readily. Dynai

.

exploded within a very strong herm

;

chamber gives rise to a noise that is < I

just perceptible, and this is most
;

[

baBly due to the sudden setting up

internal stresses in the material of

chamber itself.

The Ideal Silencer.
Fig. 1 is a diagram giving a rough i j

of the change of pressure at the exh; I

port of a single-cylinder engine,

question now arises—how to get rid i

the sharp peaks A, B, C, and D, or I

you like, how to chop the tops of

mountains off and utilise them for fil
j

up the valleys. One point may nowj
noticed in connection with this anal

and that is, ithat when the unevennesiE

pressure has' been flattened out, J

resulting constant pressure must be so?

thing higher than normal.

Fig. 4-.

The ideal silencer is clearly the ins

merit that will enable an intermit! M
pressure of gas to enter at one end I

issue forth at the other in a parfe M
steady stream. Now, if space were olH
account the whole trouble could be I
come -at once by - leading the cxlisK

gases into a large chamber, many I [1
dreds of times larger in capacity than 2

swept-nut volume of the motor cylin' ..

and allowing them to emerge thro US

quite a small pipe. It wilt be rea

understood that the addition of a si I
volume to what is already a very I

volume of gas would, in this hypotCet i

case, lead to a very small net inci'easi

pressure, and the larger the elian I

provided, the smaller would this inert I
of pressure be. Unfortunately, mi

cyclists, it is to be feared, would rail

object to carrying a fair size gasom I
on their machines, so the above met!
has to be dismissed as impractical
although its principle must essehti

be adhered to.

The next most obvious method is

take advantage of the fact that gas, li f—

i

ever light it may be, lias inertia, anil

also- elastic. It will be realised t

when the exhaust valve opens the g.

H

are not only open at a_ considerable p
-

.sure but that they are also (as a co -

quence) forced through the exhaust lie

at a very high rate of speed. Hence jt

is obvious that, for silence to be m '-
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I'd, tin's series of sharp imparts must
welled down. This can he done by
ecting a perfectly straight pipe of

boi'e and of very great length to t he

nst, and the action will then be as

as :

(ect of Long Exhaust Pipe.
.inning that the air contained in the

is quite stationary and undisturbed,
when the exhaust valve is opened

[rases will accelerate it towards the
Now, if instead of air in the

Fig. 5-

i| there were a series of balls these
olI be shot out at the one end just as

imly as the gases were shot in at the
il -. Air, however, or any other gas
hat matter, being compressible, can-

11 r.uismit an impulse in this manner,
;
restrained from doing so not only

:s own inertia (the more important
1), but also by its friction upon the
nal walls of the pipe. In other
s, that part of the column of air in

u iipe nearest the exhaust valve will be
[fitly compressed, and, consequently,
il'lose velocity, so that the part of the
)!;ui of gas next to it will not be so

;
1

1
y accelerated as the first one was.

t.ie same time the inertia of the gas
1 out will again produce slight com-
eon in this part of the column, so
B further and further on the accelera-
oi,\vill he less and less.

Ijiyided that the pipe be of sufficient
i! 1. therefore, rapid changes of
v ration at one end will be converted
lia constant average velocity at the
h, and accordingly the pipe will act

i: I silencer. But it would need to be
H 1 long were it not that the exhaust
B are hot. This fact at once siinpli-
Bhe problem, because it means that
H ieed can be rapidly reduced by the

act of reducing the volume by

Cooling the Gases.
iof will hardly be required of the
us fact that if a certain volume
a certain time to pass down a

half the volume will pass down in
ime time at half the velocity. The
of this is to shorten the pipe ro-

il by an enormous amount, but,
tunately, not enough to allow it to
a perfect silencing action on a

' cycle, unless thirty or forty feet
pe hanging behind 'is considered a
r of no moment ! Incidentally, it

is necessary to point out that a device of
some kind would need to be fitted even
to this enormous exhaust pipe iu order
to break up the sound waves. If it were
of perfectly plain and uniform bore, the
waves. would be transmitted down it un-
interruptedly. The waves, however, can
easily be broken up by the use of a fan-
tail end, see fig. 2, or by the interposition
of a small "expansion" box, as shown
in section in fig. 3, or by allowing the
gases to emerge through small holes, as
illustrated in fig. 4, or even by reducing
the diameter, of the pipe so as to provide
a conical jet, fig. 5.

It will be readily understood that, pro-
vided the velocity of the gases has been
reduced to a constant one, and the volume
also reduced by cooling, quite a small
final orifice may be used without giving
rise to "back pressure."

What is Back Pressure ?
Of this phrase some explanation is

needed, as I believe it is not generally
quite properly understood. "Back
pressure " is simply the resistance which
a gas exhibit to pass round sharp corners
or narrow constrictions when travelling at
a high _ rate of speed. The power thus
absorbed by any given resistance varies
as the cube of the speed of the fluid, so
that it will very easily be seen that to
insert any form of constriction or baffle,

%. 6.

,or sharp corner, close to the exhaust port
is simply to waste power, since near this
point the gases are travelling at an
enormous rate. Consider the case of an
engine in which the exhaust port area is

one-eighth of .that of the cylinder bore.
The terminal pressure at the commence-
ment of the opening of the exhaust valve
will be roughly thirty pounds to the
square inch, that is to say the cylinder
will contain twice as much gas as it would
hold at normal temperature and pressure.
Now, with the engine revolving at 2,000
revolutions per minute, and the exhaust
valve being open for the whole force
piston stroke, it is clear that the speed
of the gases through the exhaust port
will be sixteen times the speed of the
piston on the exhaust stroke, because
there are two volumes, and the port is

of one-eighth the area of the piston. An
engine 85x88 ram. bore and stroke,
500 c.c, at 2,000 revolutions per minute
has a piston speed of, roughly, 1,200
feet per minute, so that the exhaust gas
speed is 19,200 feet per minute, or 216
miles per hour. I admit I have taken a
rather favourable, perhaps extreme case,

but it serves to make one realise what
sort of speeds are being dealt with.
And, if it does nothing else, it at least

indicates the utter futility of trying to
test a silencer for back pressure by blow-
ing down it—quite a common practice
which has been indulged in from time
immemorial—or, rather, ever since motor
cycles have been made.
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Speed of Gases at Silencer End.
Assuming that the silencer, of whatever

kind that is used, reduces the gases to a

constant velocity, and likewise their
volume by half, it is easy to see that
their issuing speed will only be some 27
m.p.h.—one-eighth of their initial speed,
since the volume is half, and the final

exhaust port is open four times as long

as the exhaust port. From, this it is

Fig. 8.

simple to calculate that a baffle plate or
other resistance placed close to the engine
end of the exhaust pipe will absorb 512
times as much power as when it is placed
at the farther end.

Before proceeding to deal with actual

silencing devices, it is necessary to turn
aside to consider one or two points which
have a bearing on the matter.

Firstly, comes the effect of increase of

the number of cylinders. It is obvious
from what has been said above by in-

creasing the number of cylinders which
(this is important) exhaust into the same
silencer, silence will be far more readily

attained for the reason that the impacts
upon the gases already in the silencer

will follow one another with greater

rapidity, and in consequence the accelera-

. tion of these gases will be far more
steady. In other words, four cylinders

are more easily silenced than one cylinder

equal in size to one unit of the four, am
of course, much more so than a single

cylinder engine of the same power or
capacity.

A Multiplicity of Cylinders
Easier to Silence.

If an infinite number of-cylinders were
possible no silence/1 at all would be
needed, but only a snort pipe from which
the exhaust gases would issue forth at a
perfect constant, although prodigious,

speed ; that is to say, all the " peaks

"

would be removed from a pressure dia-

giam taken at the terminal end of the

Fig. 9.

pipe. The four-cylinder F.N. and the

twin-cylinder two-stroke Scott (four cylin-

ders, in fact) are very naturally quiet

machines, but the silencers used on them
would be far less effective if attached to

a single-cylinder motor of the same
capacity.

The concluding instalment of this instruc-

tive article, by W. G. Aston, will appear in

our next issue.

A27
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XL'ALL SADDLES.
Two new "saddles have been produced

by Xl'AII, Ltd., of Moseley Street, Bir-

mingham, as additions to their present
models. The first is similar to their

present pan seat, but is extended up-
wards at the rear to form a back rest,

the whole being padded in their usual

style. In the second case the saddle is

as usual, but the levers and framework

OCTODLK ioih, n,y

New "XL'AII" combined anaionn.a] seat

and back rest.

are made in a considerably neater way,
there being only two stampings in the

whole construction. The system also

allows of a lower saddle position, as the

stampings can rise into the forward peak
of the seat.

A BINKS ENGINE.
We illustrate herewith a navel engine

designed ' and made by Charles Binks,

Ltd.. of Eccles. Mr. Binks does not

intend to market the engine, but con-

structed it with the idea of discovering

the maximum power obtainable front a

500 c.c. air-

cooled engine.

We hear that
the r tsnlts
a 1 r e a d v ob-

tained have
been very
satis factory,

aud have been
piomised the
use of a- motor
c y c 1 e fitted

w i t h t li i s

engine so that
we may . form.

o a r o w n

opinions. The
greatest diffi-

culty expeii-

enced to date
has been to

make a cylin-

der strong
enough to

withstand the
terrific force

of the . explosion, the compression being
exceptionally high. The novel arrange-
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ment of the overhead valves will be

noticed. They are set at an angle of 45°,

and so' that an even thrust may be
obtained the tappet rods are crossed.

The engine has been built for speed only,

and consequently the reciprocating parts
are extremely light.

A RUN
ON A LEA-FRANCIS.
We experienced a most enjoyable run

of about seventy miles one day this week
on the new Lea-Francis motor bicycle,

which was described and illustrated in

detail on August 29th, pages 934-5. Ram
fell heavily at the start, but it made no
difference to the L.F., and taking the
shortest route to Edge Hill we averaged
twenty-five miles an hour by Cowey
speedometer, so as to arrive at the hill

with a warm engine. We were told tire

machine would climb the hill on the top
.gear of 5 to 1, but as the road was wet
and holding we were not surprised to

rind that a combination of a 13 stone
rider and thick mud demanded a lower
ratio. However, considerably over
halfwav was reached on top, and on
the lower gear and with the thiottle

nearly closed the Lea-Francis went over
the top with the greatest ease.

So much for hill-climbing: We will

now describe our experience of the run-

ning of this machine from a touring point

of -view. The L.F. has been ^designed
primarily for tourists and those who
want to climb hills without rushing.

Firstly, the twin -J. A. P. engine runs
beautifully, and closely resembles a four-

cylinder so far as evenness and balance
are concerned. The engine weight, etc.,

is well forward, "which improves tiie

steering by-distributing the weight better

over the length of the iwheelbase. The
saddle positron is comfortable, and the
handle-bar position ditto: these, com
bined with springy wood footboards, add
greatly to the pleasure of riding. The
chain transmission must be most efficient

running in oilbath cases; the chains are

hardly heard, and the gear is quite

noiseless. Special silencing renders the

engine almost inaudible; the result is "a

quiet running machine, which attracts

attention by its polite manners. By means

of a kick starter the engine sta
once on the pilot arrangement o
Senspray carburetter fitted to the
machine, and accelerates very ra

Gear changing is easy, and once
way the machine will* average 25
with the throttle level' on hand
practically closed. This proves th,

loss of power in gear and transmiBi
very small, or the machine cou]>

average the speed it does with a

engine of 50x75. 430 c.c. The ma>
top speed reached by the mak;
52 m.p.h.. if the speedometer fit

truthful.

No noise arises fromJ.be chain
and "although the machine is a Mill'

for the engine power when eoTtt

with some other belt-driven model
doubt if its speed is appreciably I
thereby, even up hill. The extra ^

Acting on the suggestion of a sidecar i

Lei and Francis, Ltd., Coventry, have
a _reflex light for sidecars which \

a red rear light and a white front light. '

a good method of showing the full widtl

sidecar both from front and rear proviJ

light on the overtaking or oncoming vet

sufficiently brilliant to illuminate the refl
[

device.

is also an advantage in some way?
I

enables the machine to hoi I thi

better, and gliding better- describ

motion of the Lea-Francis than
Incidentally, we saw the rear wh'l
tached by means of tiie patented I
rear axle and solid wheel pin. Mr
time for the complete operation was
seconds Fortunately we did not )

resort to this, but il is comfort
case of tyre repairs to know til

wheel can be dropped out in

minute, leaving the chain and wl -

position. For further details com
it, we refer them to our issue of -

29th last.

Latest French cyelecar. 'he "Babv," which is propelled by a 6-S h.p. water-cooled Buchot engine, ?|
four speeds and reverse. The frame is of pressed steel, and the steering by rack and pinion. The I

>"

Central Garage have secured the agency in this country
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A Test Run
3n the Singer
Hyclecar.

rom Four to Forty m.p.h.

on top gear.

Consumption over Forty
Miles to the Gallon.

IF
every Singer cyclecar which emerges from the

factory is as .good as the one we had the pleasure
of testing during a week-end jaunt of 300 miles,

,'i\v will have cause to complain, but we have every

onfidence in saying that future models will be better,

satiirally, our trial of the machine in its raw state

las not wholly free from trouble—indeed it would have
been almost a miracle if a three day trial of a car in

rs chrysalis stage did prove a non-stop affair—but we
[re glad to record that the stoppages were such as

ould be comparatively easily overcome, and the ail-

lents such as can and will be quickly remedied in the

ell-equipped works of the Singer Company.
[

A Claudel carburetter had been fitted the day before
e took over the machine, and this was an immense
nprovement, for the engine would turn over slowly
nd immediately accelerate on sweeping open the
irottie (which works on a quadrant in the centre of

le steering wheel) without a suspicion of choking.
Ve set out along the main Coventry-London Road
hid soon realised that in the Singer we were handling
! lively little car as smooth in running as one could
issibly expect a light car to be. The even torque of

ne four-cylinder engine and the excellently upholstered
ate did much in fact to dispel an underlying notion
ours that no car of light weight could be called

imfortable at speed. The fixed magneto ignition

emed to be no drawback at all, for never once did the
lgine show any tendency to kick back when starting,

id yet a speed exceeding 40 m.p.h. is possible under
vourable conditions. Braunston Hill and. the main
reet in Daventry called for no change of geari At
eedon we had occasion to make a halt and reverse,

11I in so doing the change speed levers seem to have
it strained, for the gears were afterwards rather
fficult to engage. An adjustment effected, the car
In merrily to St. Albans, via Dunstable, on top gear,

ere we elected to stay the night.

Low Petrol Consumption.
Although the Singer had run several miles before we
ok the wheel, we were agreeably surprised to find that

e tank would only take an additional two gallons of

itrol, which gives a consumption of over forty miles

the gallon—splendid for a four-cylinder engine of

i
x 88 mm. The engine was difficult to start from

ild, due to the absence of a shutter over the air inlet.

rag stuffed in the hole soon set the engine buzzing

errily. The Great North Road was to be our testing

ound this day, so after sundry trips in the morning,
t struck out for Hatfield in the early afternoon, and

having now gained confidence in the machine we
opened out more and found we could easily maintain a

speed of 30 m.p.h. A bubbling at the radiator cap,

however, caused us' concern on hills; this, of course,

will be got over by the adoption of a larger radiator.

The wind was blowing from the east^direct on to the

carburetter side. Whether this was the cause of the

carburetter freezing we know not, but we .had the first

indication by a spluttering at the exhaust pipe outlet,

and a gradual diminishing of power. We were at first

inclined to ascribe the cause to a choked carburetter,

but twenty minutes spent dismantling this revealed no
cause for the stoppage. A swing at the handle and
off the engine went. This happened on twro other

occasions—once outside Stamford in the dark—the

symptoms being repeated exactly. The reason the

engine started off again after standing- for a time was
due to the hot cylinders conducting heat, along the

induction pipe, and thawing the frost. A shorter inlet

pipe seems the obvious remedy, and this is receiving

attention. It came on to rain when nearing Grantham,
so we put up the hood and got along very cosily, wind-

ing our way through the crowds in the streets on top

gear at little more than a walking pace. Gonerby Hill

called for the second gear, but thereafter splendid time

was made to Newark, for the moon appeared to light

our track. We stopped here for the night, the after-

noon run being over 100 miles.

Up Bunny Hill on Second Gear.

Next day we set outTor Coventry via Nottingham,

Loughborough, and Leicester. A business call in Nott-

ingham took us through the town, and again we were
delighted with -the way the car rolled along smoothly

and practically noiselessly, except for a soft engine

purr.

Bunny Hill was the most severe hill on our route,

and this the Singer climbed mostly on top, calling for

the second gear on the last steep stretch. We de-

scended" the hill again and repeated the performance,

so no one need have fear of the hill-climbing capabili-

ties of the Singer with a first gear in reserve. On one

or two occasions we had opportunities of comparing

speed with larger cars, and we think more than one

owner w^as surprised when the little low grey car sped

past with no other noise than a slight hum in the gears,

and an exhaust as healthy and crisp as a Brooklands

racer in the distance, this, of course, with the throttle

open. Our last hundred miles had been as enjoyable

as they could possibly be. In Leicester we stayed for

tea, and on attempting to restart found the gear strikers

15*
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(1) In the Ave mile; an hour limit at

Fenny SUatford.
(2j The Dunstable e

Telford's hi:

haik cutting on
hway.

At the top of Bunny Hill on tin

Mottingham-Lou^hijorough Road,

had again become strained in some way. Nothing-

would induce the car to get off the mark, so we had to

suffer the ignominy of pushing it to an adjacent garage,

half the loafers in Leicester on our heels. A short

delay and matters were put to rights, so we set out in

the gathering gloom on our last trip.
,
What a boon it

is to be free of the .worry of lubrication. The sump
of the Singer is replenished each morning and the

mechanical pump can be relied upon to do the rest.

Does an Engine run Better at Night?

We answer the question emphatically, " Yes." The
way the engine purred away, answering every move-

ment of the throttle lever on hills or level ground,

caused us to excuse it entirely for that push in

Leicester. - We should repeat that the machine was-

merely in the testing stage, it was the original model

we tried, and our contretemps
. will.give the re

some insight into the work of a tester, though our

would have been considered a pleasant jaunt. Ma!|

recognised the Singer cyclecar from, the illustrafio

published, and expressed pleasurable surprise, at its 1<

build and small proportions ; the photographs do r

convey accurately, an idea of its proportions. -"But
is hardly a cyclecar," one or two remarked. May.
not, but this is what amuses us. . A certain foil

wheeler, which performed conspicuously in. the. i\

Days' Trials is accepted as. a cyclecar without questic

yet the Singer is nearly 2 cwt. lighter! If peon
were governed more by facts than mere guesswork

|

would be better. The artillery wheels on the Sind
have misled

.
nine

.
out of ten weight estimators,

promises to be the centre of attraction at Olyinpia. I

is a Rolls Rovce of cvelecars—and it won't be cheal

A New Motosacoche Departure.
ANEW' experimental Motosacoche machine which

has just arrived from 'the works ,was lately

seen on Brooklands Track, when, we are told,

it was unofficially timed to do seventy-three miles an

hour. .These figures show that the engine is a startling,

departure from former Motosacoche practice. It is

a V twin of 750 c.c, fitted with overhead mechanically

operated inlet valves. Both inlet and exhaust valves

are of large dimensions, and the former are carried in

a dome, consisting of a casting bolted on to the

cylinder by three bolts. The inlet springs are external.

The exhaust lifters are of the exterior type, and are

coupled by an adjustable rod, so that both valves

may be set to lift simultaneously or one may be made
to rise before the other, allowing the machine to run

on one cylinder only. The ignition is the latest type

Bosch magneto, driven by enclosed chain. The pipe .

carrying waste oil- from the relief valve is directed on

to the chain running from the counter-shaft to the rear

wheel. The exhaust pipes are of generous dimensions,

and that from the rear cylinder joins that from the

front close below the union nut, the final pipe extend-

ing to a point well in the rear of the machine. It must
be clearly understood that this motor bicycle is purely

experimental, having a short, frame and being suitable

only for track work. It is very light for its horse-

power. A_ glance at the accompanying illustration

reveals the extreme cleanliness of the crank case, which

we are assured has not been cleaned since the maclii

underwent its preliminary tests dii the track, while

will be noticed that the usual type of Motosacoc
gear fitted to the chain-driven models is employ
The engine, which impressed us most favourably,

we understand, mainly for sidecar and cyclecar woi

A M5 twin Motosacoche, rated at Oh. p.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only* numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Compression.

I find that on turning my
pulley backwards there is de-

cidedly better compression than
when the same is turned for-

wards. The piston rings are

almost new and are a good fit. Can
you suggest anything to explain this ?

—G.B.
Probably, in turning the engine back-
wards you find a slightly different resist-

ance of the cams against the tappets and
springs, and thus the compression seems
to be greater, but this is really not the
case.

Chatham to Plymouth.

I propose making a trip with
^Tl my 3^ h.p. Bradbury and sidecar

> from Chatham to Plymouth. I

JLI want to put up for the night
somewhere en route. Will you

kindly tell me the best road to take,
avoiding large towns, so that I can
arrive comfortably on the second day?
-F.A.R.

We should recommend the following
route : Chatham, Wrotham, Riverhead,
Westerham, Redhill, Reigate, Dorking,
Shere, Guildford, Famham, Odiliam,
Basingstoke, Andover, Amesbury, Hin-
don, Wincanton, Ilchester, Ilminster,
Honiton, Exeter, Chudleigh, Ashburton,
Plympton, to Plymouth. A good place at
which to stop the night would be either
Basingstoke or Whitchurch.

Position of the Plug.

I should feel greatly obliged if

Syou would kindly furnish me
with an exact explanation as to

why you experience a loss of
power by placing the sparking

plug of a side-by-side valve engine,
with ordinary magneto ignition, over
the exhaust valve, in proportion to the
power obtained by the plug being in
the usual place, viz., over the inlet
valve. I feel sure that this will prove
a source of much interest to your
readers.—N.A.G.

There are two reasons : (1.) When
placed over the exhaust, the plug points
are much more likely to get hot and
cause preignition combined with a feeble
explosion, as they have not the advant-
age of being cooled by the incoming
gases. (2.) When placed over the inlet
valve, tne gas in the neighbourhood of
the plug is purer and less contaminated
by the residual exhaust gases from the
previous explosion, hence a quicker ex-
plosion and consequently more power.

Loss of Compression.

I have lately had my engine
rebushed and new piston and
rings fitted. When I got the
machine home from the repairers

there hardly seemed to be any
compression at all, but the repairer
said that I should have to run it 100
or 200 miles, when the compression
would be right. However, I have run
it about 300 miles, and it will take
me solo at about twenty miles per
hour, but when I put the sidecar on
the speed is painful—ten or twelve.
Just after being rebushed it would not
take any extra air at all, so I had a
choke tube put in (none in before),

and then it would take about half
throttle and a half extra air, which
was an improvement, but when the
sidecar is fitted it wants threequarter
throttle and no extra air to give
twelve miles per hour on the level.

B. and B. carburetter, jet .031. The
engine gets very hot.—J.J.JI.

Evidently the repair job has been done

S. A. Rowlandson (3£ h.p. Budge), who tied

for second place in the Birmingham-Carlisle-
Birmingham 24- hours' run with 1A- minutes
error. The rider finished up his holidays with
this trial, totalling 1,600 miles in 1 4 days.

very badly, and we should strongly

recommend you to insist upon the re-

pairer putting it in order again. A
new piston may be needed. We should
say that by now the engine was properly-

run in. As to the exact cause of the
trouble, "it is impossible for us to say.

The machine should really be taken down
again, and every part verified, especially

the bearings. Possibly a tight bearing
might cause the failing in power, or, as.

we said before, a new piston as well as

new rings may be necessary.

Cancelling Registration Numbers.

Last September, 1911, I sold

my motor cycle and wrote to

the clerk of the peace asking
him to cancel the numbers,
which, it appears, he did not

do because I did not tell him to whom
I sold it, and the result is I have had
the police after me. Could you please

tell me if I ought to tell him to whom
I sold the motor cycle?—A.M.

We have never heard of it being neces-

sary for the county or borough clerk to

refuse to cancel a number because he is

not told to whom the machine is sold. If

you have taken the number off your
machine your responsibility ends, but if

the number remains on the machine it

rests with either you or the purchaser
to acquaint the authorities of the change
of ownership, and pay Is. for the number
to be ^transferred. If, however, you
cancel the number, the buyer must re-

register the machine. .

Hints on Balancing.

Please tell me how to check
and improve the balance of a

single-cylinder engine.—J.B.

We published an article on balancing
engines on June 2nd, 1909. Shortly,

you proceed as follows : Stand the fly-

wheels beside weighing scales, place the
piston on the pan, keeping connecting
rod horizontal; this gives reciprocating
mass. Opposite to the crank pin and
at the same radius hang a weight equal
to half that of the reciprocating mass
by means of a small hole drilled in the
flywheel and a bent wire. Next place

the whole upon two level rods with a
mainshaft on each rod, and test for

balance. The flywheels should Kinam
in any position ; if they do not, drill

out metal from the. heavy side until the
balance is perfect. It is, of course,

desirable to drill the same amount of

metal out of each flywheel.
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Loss o f Power.

I should be very pleased if

^T] you could enlighten me on one

% or two points, namely : (1.)

-JJ Engine getting very hot and re-

fusing to take small hills. (2.)

Engine whistling when the throttle is

nearly closed. (3.) The machine 1

refer to is a 1908 Triumph, and I have
fitted a new cylinder and piston.

There were two small springs on the
crankshaft, which I removed. Would
they be for lifting oil up to the

.
cylinder ? I have been giving the
machine a charge of oil every ten

miles.

—

Novice.
(1.) The cause may be bad carburation.

incorrect timing, carbon deposit, or

wear of the exhaust valve lifting

mechanism. (2.) This may be nothing
at all, merely the hiss of the air in the

carburetter. (3.) The two small springs
you refer to are for catching the oil and
directing it on to the bearings.

Water Cooling and Easy Starting.

I should like to have your
opinions and advice on the
following questions : I have
been much impressed with the

Scott, as an ordinary coat does
not seem to be splashed, and can be
worn over the knees. (1.) Would you
consider it as good a choice as any '!

(2.) Is there much trouble with radia-

tors leaking, etc.? (3.) Is there any
method of preventing the water freez-

ing if left outside in frosty weather ?

(I ask this because I have heard of

adding spirits to the water in the
lamp generator to prevent freezing up.)

(4.) If the compression is good, is

the engine likely to be sound, suppos-
ing I buy a second-hand one? (5.) Is

it likely to soon lose compression ?

From the explanation of its working
in your handbook, I consider a good
piston fit is everything in this

machine. (6.) Does it start from cold
easily"? I have a mile or two only, and
at present can walk it almost as soon
as I can get the machine ready and
my overalls on. (7.) Could you tell

me the real or actual horse-power on
the road ? The 1912 has larger bore
but is still called 3§ h.p. (8.) Is it

heavier to handle than, say, a standard
3^ h.p.? (9.) With regard to my pre-
sent machine (70 x 76 J. A. P.) there
is nearly -r^th clearance at the base of
the valve stems. I gather that this is

too much. How can I reduce it ?

(10.) When I leave it out of doors a
few hours, and come to start it, it

runs badly for about half a mile. It

will stop a few times and is then all

right. Can you suggest anything
beyond the petrol,, flow ? The jet is

clear. (11.) Shall I have to sell this

before I get another cycle, or pay for

licence again? (12.) Is this about the
best time for buying second-hand
machines ? It seems to be from the
list in The Motor Cycle.—A.W.

(1.) Yes, we consider the choice to be a
good one. (2.) No, you will not be

N. G. Blackwell (6 h.p. Zenith), winner of the

Manufacturers' Union Trophy for the best perform-

ance of -a private owner in the Birmingham-
Carlisle-Birmingham 24 hours' run.

troubled with the radiator leaking. The
radiator is a particularly good one. (3.)

Glycerine is sometimes added, but it is

perhaps safer to empty the water out in

frosty weather, unless you keep the
machine in a shed, the temperature of

which does not reach freezing point.

(4.) You had better not buy a second-
hand one unless you get someone who
understands the machine thoroughly to

examine it and send in a satisfactory-

report about it, (5.) Naturally, it is

most important that the crank case com-
pression should be retained. (6.) It

starts from cold quite easily. (7.) We
should say it develops about 4^- h.p.

.

(8.) It is not heavy to handle, as the
weight is very well distributed. (9.)

The clearance is rather too much. You
can buy adapters for fitting on to the
bottom of the . valve from the Service

Co., Ltd.,. 292-293, High Holborn, W.C.
(10.) The machine probably runs badly
because it requires warming up. Per-
haps the carburetter is rather too far
away from the cylinder. (11.) If you
are using both machines at once you will

have to procure an extra local taxation
licence. (12.) Yes, second-hand machines
can be purchased fairly cheaply now.

Overheating.

I should be much obliged if

you will settle an argument I

had with a friend of mine. He
says that if a motor cycle is

getting plenty of lubricating oil

it will not heat up. I was riding my
cycle—a twin Rex—one night, and
owing to fault in carburetter starving

engine it became very hot after I had
run about six miles. Can heating be
caused through a defective carburetter'.'

—G.N.R.
Most certainly, an incorrect mixture
causes overheating. A motor cycle

engine will overheat if it 'receives an
insufficient quantity of lubricant, but if-

the overheating is from another cause
altogether—say from carbonisation, late

opening of the exhaust valve, incorrect

timing, or as above—it will overheat,
whether it is flooded with oil or only
given a normal amount.

READERS' REPLIES.
In reply to enquiry of "E.H." (North-

field) in The Motor Cycle recently,

I had the same trouble with a Minerva,
viz., overheating and failure to answer
throttle after being half open. I tried

adjusting the carburetter in every way,
but found no improvement ; the engine
got so hot that two cylinders were cracked'

between valve caps. I then tried a

r^-in. liner under the cylinder, and so

reducing the. compression which turned
out a complete cure. I use a 0.32 jet in-

a B. and B. carburetter.—H. J. Tkevett.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences of

others with various motor cycles or accessor'es

must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which
the replies may be forwarded. Answers to the

queries below should be addressed c, o The Editor.

" M.C." (Godalming).—Lukin carbu-

retter on twin lightweight.

"E.A.M.L." (Louth).—3^- h.p. Triumph
with Mabon clutch.

"B.R. " (Lincoln). — Overhead valve

engines, various makes.
"G.S.B." (Cheadle).—1912 Douglas

model K for general reliability.

"R.M." (Hatch End).—3* "h.p. Bat,

Zenith, and A.S.L. models.

"R.D.E.D." (Punjab).—5-6 h.p. two-

speed Clyno and sidecar in hilly country.

"A.C.B." (Windsor).—Binks two-jet

carburetter, racing or touring models, on
1912 Douglas.
"J.G.M.". (Stockton-on-Tees).—3| h.p.

Scott and Canoelet sidecar, 7 h.p. T.M.C.
and sidecar. Consumption and freedom
from vibration and noise.

MOTOR CYCLE RACING AT THE STADIUM.

An impression ol a motor cycle race at the Stadium (which track is insufficiently banked
for high speeds). The photograph was taken on the occasion of the N.W. London M.C.C.

gymkhana.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Ejitor, " Tfl- Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Springing of Kotor Cycles.

Sir,—I have -read "Senex's'' letter re "Road Shocks,"
and fully endorse his remarks. It is regretted that our
leading manufacturers have not given some attention to this

important defect. Surely a motor cycle should be sprung as

much as any other road vehicle ! It is the only speedy one
that does not possess this important adjunct. I hope the
leading firms will make a standard fitting of a spring frame
for their next year's models, which will be more conducive
to comfort and longer life of the machine and tyres.

SPRINGUS.

Experiences with Dissolved Acetylene.

Sir,

—

I have read a letter from "J.H.K." seeking for

information concerning the above.
For the past eighteen months I have had on my Scott one

of these outfits. They fit quite snugly on to the down tube
of a Scott, and take up very little room. The motor cycle

size costs complete £3 15s., and when the cylinder of gas
is empty, it will be replaced by a full cylinder for 2s. 6d.

I never would again return to the old-fashioned generator,

which requires considerable attention to ensure good lighting.

DR. K. B., F.R.C.S. Eng.

Importance of Efficient Lubrication.

(
Sir,—We noticed a letter from W.D. Motors in a

recent issue to which please permit ns to make a short

reply. The Veloce engine is fitted with ball bearings which
do not require lubrication under pressure. By means of a

pump a clean and ample supply of oil is forced through all

vital parts of our engine, including the gear wheels. We
claim to lubricate our engine and gears mechanically in a

more efficient manner than is accomplished in any other motor
cvcle. VELOCE, LTD.

What is a Cyclecar?

Sir.—I notice there have been a few letters in your journal
about the new- Singer cyclecar. Perhaps it is on the border
line, but, from a mechanical point of view, I think it one
of the best cycleears yet manufactured. The three-speed
gear box and shaft drive is, in my opinion, far better than
friction or belt drive. In some makes of cycleears the belt
has to run on the bottom of the pulley to get a free engine.

I may say I have no connection with the Singer firm in any
wav. but should like to hear more about this machine.

T.D.

Sir,—I note with considerable surprise that the latest pro-
duction of the famous Singer factory is described in your
columns as a "cyclecar." Sow, sir, to my mind, and I am
sure to many others, this description is obviously wrong.
Surely a car fitted with a four-cylinder water-cooled engine,
gear box, and live back axle—in fact, a small edition of a
large car—ought not to be included in the same category
as many of the light three and four-wheeled cycleears con-,

strueted on motor cycle lines? Of course, I am quite aware
of the A.C.U. definition of a cyclecar, but this seems to be
the very root of the evil. We might just as well include
several of the many light two-seated motor cars and calf

them cycleears. To me it would seem most unfair to allow
a vehicle of the Singer type to compete against some of the
genuine examples of what & cyclecar ought to- be.
We have already had a most excellent example of over-

development in the tricar, and what applied to that class

will apply to the cyclecar. The only way in which to stop
this is to fix a price limit. The ideal machine for the man
of moderate means is one constructed on cycle lines and,
above all, coming within the meaning of that alluring term,
"the £100 motor for two." EDGAR RUSSELL.

Tyres and Tyres.

Sir,—With regard to Mr. B. it. Davies's letter "About
Tyres." As an Irish rider, accustomed to vile roads and
lanes in my ministerial work, I cannot agree with his

remarks with regard to the 35s. type of cover. I weigh
fourteen stones, and the original Clincher tyre supplied on
my 1911 Triumph is still going strong at 4,410 miles. It

has done service on both wheels, and, with the exception
of a slight tendency to slip round in the rim when soft,

is still in wonderful condition. Mr. Davies says, " These
gashes do not admit of any lasting repair." I had two
gashes on this tyre (glass in each case), and I sent it to
the Clincher Co., who put in new pieces, and the tyre has

since done 2,179 miles by speedometer, the repairs show
no signs of severing from the original cover, and so I do
not agree with " the first gash sounds the death knell of

the cover." These tyres do not puncture in the way your
correspondent states—twisted copper wire thorn catchers on
the stays has hindered me from getting a puncture in the last

fourteen months. I have no interest in the above company.
I am an absolutely satisfied user. BALTIE.

A Home-made Sociable.

Sir,—I am sending you herewith two photographs of a

cyclecar I have just built. I find it runs well and is very
.,

roomy and comfortable. It is fitted with a 7-9 h»p. Peugeot
engine driven by chain to counter-shaft and then by belts

to the rear wheel. There are two belts, one for top and one

for bottom ' speed ; the pulleys are engaged on counter-shaft

by dog clutches. I think it quite possible to be built for

about £80. JAMES MATSON.

A locally assembled three-wheeled sociable. See letter Irom James Matson.

»5
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The Braking Effect of Compression.

Sir,—A correspondent states that the result is due to the

energy used in drawing in and expelling the gas from the

cylinder. Now, when a gas is compressed it becomes heated ;

if none of this heat is lost (i.e., if the gas is compressed
adiabatically) the gas would expand again to its original

volume without absorption of more energy ; but if this heat
is lost through conduction through the cylinders, work will

have to be done to cause the gas to expand again to its

initial volume, for work is equivalent to heat. I should
be glad to know if any of the braking effect can be
attributed to this cause. INVESTIGATOR.

Three and Four-wheeled Cyclecars.

Sir-
,—In your issue of the 19th ult., Mr. B. H. Davies

says re above that he does not consider a tricar safe should
the driving wheel suddenly deflate or burst at a corner—

•

a very rare occurrence indeed. I have driven an A.C.
tricar for thousands of miles during the last two years,

through Devonshire. Dorsetshire, etc., and have never had a

sideslip nor the slightest indication of tilting, although I

round nearly all corners on top gear.

(2 On the 22nd ult., for the first time, my rear tyre suddenly
deflated at a corner in a narrow lane near Mitcham Junction
through being pinched by a new outer cover, but, although
I rounded another corner just beyond, there was not the

least indication of tilting, simply a gentle swerving motion.

What Mr. Davies says is doubtless true of the old, high,

narrow type of tricar, but it is evident he has not had much
experience with the A.C. broad built sociable (4ft. 6in track),

which I doubt if anything less than a brick wall could over-

turn. With three up, I ' have run sideways on to a steep

bank and came safely on to the road again.

I am not a servant of the A.C, neither am I paid to write

this, but am a delighted owner of one.

H. J. BEANEY.

Sidecaring in Demerara.

Sir,—I enclose a photograph of my 3^ h.p. Norton
(Millennium two-speed hub gear) and sidecar which I thought
might interest your readers, as it comes from a place very
little heard of. - -

The number of motor cycles here is increasing by degrees,
though I doubt if two years ago there were more than a
dozen altogether.

The roads are terrible, and tyres give more trouble than
all the other things put together.

My mount is exceedingly useful for going shooting, as
plenty of birds abound on our sea coasts, which make very
good eating. W. H. COLLIER.
Georgetown, Demerara.

A Tip for Removing Cylinders.

Sir,—l'erhaps the following may prove useful to some of
your readers who find difficulty in removing the nuts holding
the cylinder to the- crank case. The top half only of the
nuts are filed down to fit a smaller box spanner. The nuts
retain their full depth and number of threads. I have done
this to my Triumph, and removing these nuts is now a
pleasure when taking down the cylinder for removing
deposit. ECYOB.
Deccan (India).

Motor Cycle Taxation.

Sir,—The report of the Committee on above comes as a
thunderclap to such as I. At the end of last year, I bought,
second-hand, a 1909 twin Rex tricar 76 mm. bore at about
25% of its -original cost, but to make it of any use I had to
spend more than. its original cost to me to fit it for the road.

Now that it is in perfect running order, I am faced with;

an increase of tax to £3 3s. No doubt my position is similar

to many others. I purchased the machine to take my wife
and child out on Sundays (I being at work all the week and
my wife in business), and, during the summer, I had managed
to get in a few evenings as well before dark.

I find, on looking up my record of runs, that I have
covered about 1,540 miles. since May 25th, 1912, and for that
distance I have paid, in the form of a tax, £1 iocal taxation,

5s. driving licence, and petrol tax on forty gallons 10s.,

working out to about Jd. per mile, to be allowed to get out
in the

.
fresh air. Can the suggested alteration of tax be

considered justified, when even the present one hits me,,

and a great many, others, so hard, more especially owners of

passenger machines, nearly all of which will come under the

increased taxes if the suggestion be followed '(

I, for one, most strongly protest against the proposed
alteration, and think that some strong action by the trade
association and by the A.C.U. (of which I am a touring
member) should be made, otherwise I am afraid many of us

will have to drop out of a very enjoyable pastime.

M. COOPER.

Sir,—Many persons have bought an old twin engined
tricar, as I have done, to give my wife and children an oppor-
tunity of enjoying the country, and run, perhaps, less. than
two thousand miles in a year. First cost was perhaps £20
to £25, and annual expense, including £1 licence, averages
£4 to £5. A three-guinea tax is obviously most unfair,

and in some years- would equal or exceed the total of all

other expenses. The very advantage of a motor as com-
pared with a horsed vehicle—that of being able to cut down
expenses by very moderate usage—is lost if there is a fixed

charge of £3 3s. to start with. Is not the tax on petrol

sufficient, coupled with a small tax on the vehicle? The
pleasure is then taxed in proportion to the amount it is

indulged in. Cannot the Committee see that heavy fixed

taxes press heavily on people of small means/ but are us

nothing to the well-to-do leisured people who travel perhaps
20,000 miles in a year by motor? J.T.J.

Sidecaring in Demerara. Photojraph accompanying W. H. Collier's letter.

Sir,—-What further injustices are we poor motor cyclists

to suffer at the hands of a Government who are evidently
out for blood? Where have the R.A.C. and A.A. and
M.U. delegates got their information that motor cyclists

will not object to an increase of taxation? Because we, as

lambs, paid, smiled, and tried to look pleasant when more
than 33% increased taxation was demanded, shall we now
be further taxed on a hypothetical horse-power given by
an unpractical formula? No, sir,, if pay we must, let us at

least have the satisfaction of knowing that our own live

representatives have done their best to instil a little common-
sense regarding motor cycles into the minds of those in

authority. Further, let us agitate for better treatment
in the way of making our Local Taxation licence available

for the full twelve months from date of payment, and not,

as hitherto, to the end of the financial year. Cannot some-
one suggest to the authoritative ones, if further '

taxation

is demanded, that an increase of duty on petrol would be
less obnoxious than an increase of direct taxation? Then one
would pay in proportion to one's use of the machine and_ its

actual norse-power. MOTOR WALLAH.
b6
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Sir,—Alay I beg a small space in your valuable paper to
urge all motor cyclists to protest against the proposed new
taxes by signing the petition issued in last week's Motor
Cycle? I am quite sure that motor cyclists as a body are
sufficiently organised to bring about some moderation in

the excessive taxes proposed.
The Surrey M.C.C. is prepared, if you will send it forms,

to place a few in the hands of members in each town in

the county where it has members, and I am sure getting
the signatures would be an easy matter.

If all clubs would undertake to do the same, the trouble
that you, Mr. Editor, have taken in drafting the petition
would, I am sure, not be in vain.

EDWARD COX,
Chairman Surrey Motor Cycle Club.

[A further supply of petition forms have been forwarded.

—

Ed.]

ML® 1147

Sir,—Together with some thousands, I thank you for
your endeavour to mitigate the threatened addition to the
already extortionate tax upon the motor cycle. I may say
for the south-west of Scotland that tjie motor cycle, with
and without the sidecarriage, and the tricar is all over the
comparatively poor man's mount, and that, more for busi-
ness than for pleasure. Doctors here all use cars; but vets.,

Inland Revenue officers, commercial travellers, engineers,
plumbers, artists, and a lot of farmers use the motor cycle
daily, and it is only the high tax and price of petrol which
prevent dozens of artisans from using motors. I have sent
letter to our M.P., but it appears to me that the whole
proceedings in the House of Commons are run by one or
two who hate motors, and have ah eye for nothing in par-
ticular but to haul in money by badly thought out taxation.

I trust your ever ready hand to the plough in this matter
will be a success. J. COPLAND.

Sir,—I have pleasure in signing and returning to you the
petition against the proposed increase in the -taxation of

motor cycles. " Heaven knows " the upkeep or maintenance
of the same is already sufficiently high. You will know that
I am in an almost level country (Doncaster) with good roads,
and at present the same are not ruined by heavy motor traffic

owing to the Trent barring the way, yet my hand is always
in Qij pocket for the machine. BENJ. WEST.

Sir,— I enclose form with six signatures, including my own,
and I must congratulate you on your enterprise in bringing
out these forms, as I consider we motorists are taxed too
highly already. I am also sending your suggested letter to
our member for Bristol West, Col. C4ibbs.

LAURANCE A. WESTON.

Sir,—I send petition form with names herewith. At the
same time I have copied out the letter and forwarded to
David Davies, Esq., and Col. Pryce Jones, our county and
borough members. ' JAS. A. SMITH.

Sir,—All motorists will support the A.C.U., A. A., and
kindred associations, and also your petition in a combined
effort to condemn any proposed increase to the already exces-
sive taxation on motor cycles. If this committee is allowed
to stand and shoot at us without a strenuous effort -to
protect ourselves, what is to prevent further demands next
year, and so on ad lib. This does not seem possible, but
it must be forgotten that the present Government is out to
kill all sport, with motoring as a preliminary.

I am pleased to note the second-hand buyer is not being
overlooked in this matter, as naturally the man whose only
alternative is perhaps a three or four years old mount, and
who must have power reserve for sidecar work or hilly

country, or both, will be robbed of his healthy week-end
pastime, because no sane person could suggest the majority
who buy second-hand mounts can afford a £3 3s. tax. I am
presuming a lightweight does not appeal to him, and, of
course, for passenger work it need not be mentioned,
neither can the popular 3^ h.p. be reckoned with without a
speed gear, and this adds to the expense.

I trust all motor cyclists and cyclecar owners will also help
to defend themselves individually by referring this question
to their M.P., as suggested by your journal. The motor
cycle clubs can also do their share in this direction.

AT 1097.

Sir,—Please find enclosed my signature against further
taxation upon motor cycles.- May I take the liberty of
suggesting that the petition be further advertised. If you
will kindly forward me some forms, I shall be pleased to
distribute them amongst my friends.

F. J. LONDON.

Sir,—I return your petition form. I should like to
endorse the letter signed R. Green in last week's issue of
The Motor Cycle. To me it is a novel and sound suggestion,
and it would make everyone pay in direct proportion to the
cubic capacity of his engine, with only a slight varia-
tion for the skill in " tuning up." A. COLLINSON.
[The above are but a selection of letters received from readers

on the subject of the proposed new taxation of motor
cycles, but they clearly show motor cyclists' views of the
matter.

—

Ed.]

Cyclecar Design.

Sir,—I am greatly interested in cyclecars and appreciate
the' efforts you are putting forth to popularise them in face
of the opposition I believe exists in certain quarters. I
believe they are destined to be extremely useful" in the
colonies, as you can sit in them when the roads make it

impossible to ride a motor cycle. Another point I should
like to mention is that if the track be made about three feet
six inches, the cyclecar will ride between the ruts made by
cars, waggons, etc., and will, also run on the sleigh tracks
in the winter. A. H. RANDELL.
Moose Jaw Sash, Canada.

Clutch Control.

Sir,— I am delighted to see " Ixion " is converted to
handle-bar control for clutches. I changed the control on my
Sturmey-Archer hub clutch from pedal to hand some months
ago, and cannot conceive anyone going back to the foot control
after using the hand. I used a lever sold by Bowden Wire,
Ltd., with single point ratchet giving fin. pull, and at the
hub end a pair of telescopic tubes as used for their magneto
control. The standard Sturmey-Archer triple armed worm
cup I replaced with a single armed cup with an adjusting
screw in the centre. The arm is 2iin. long to centre of

shackle hole. With the fin. pull available, this releases

and engages the clutch perfectly, and the hand lever works
as easily as the exhaust valve lifter, which is on the same
hand. The clutch can easily be disengaged with two fingers

on the lever, and, in changing gear up, I grip both levers

so that the engine cannot race and I get a perfectly clean
change. The conversion cost me 16s. 6d. I made the new
worm cup lever rnvself, and it is well worth it.

W. WOODWARD.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
" Flycatcher " writes that the waterproofing tip suggested

by " Mudplugger " has not been successful in his case, and
that the article has dried "tacky." Will " Mudplugger

"

oblige with a remedy?
" Inquirer " would like to ask " Mudplugger " wliat sort of

linseed oil must be mixed with glue to make it waterproof.
The Eagle Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd., London, write

that the form of poppet valve cotter described and illus-

trated under the heading of " Patents," on page 1052,

September 12th, " has been fitted by them as standard for

some years.

With regard to the paragraph " Amateur Police Traps
and the C.T.C.," Mr. Burrows writes that while it is true

that he occupies an honorary official position in the Man-
chester Centre of the C.T.C. in the matter of amateur police

traps, he has an entirely free hand. We are glad to note

that the C.T.C. is not officially responsible for this extremely
silly idea, but at the same time we presume that - Mr.
Burrows will rely upon the help of the members. Of course

it is within the right of any citizen to report flagrant cases

to the police, and riders who drive to the danger of others

deserve no sympathy. What we object to is the magnifying
of a purely technical offence, already punished by penalties

out of all proportion to the crime, and we should like to

point out to Mr. Burrows and other busybodies of the same
sort that there are many ways in which their energies could

be better expended if, _as he says, he is really desirous of

assisting the law, but we suspect that his action has quite

another motive.
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100 Miles Open Reliability Trial.

The Herls. County A.C. Third Quarterly Trial.

THE start ot this event, in which twenty-six riders

took part, was from the Cricketers' Hotel, St.

Albans, a small inn standing at the junction of the
Wheatliampstead and Luton roads. Getting there

was not quite so easy as it sounds, as there was a dense
fog, which rendered the early part of our journey from town
most difficult, but fortunately it cleared off at Finchley.

Also, to make matters worse, our carburetter frequently
froze up, so that the inlet pipe had to be lagged in a

rough and ready way to enable any progress to be made at

all. However, at St. Albans the weather was glorious, and
later it became much warmer. Newsome was riding a
Triumph, which, beyond having a three-speed gear, was
fitted with the Pliillipson patent governor pulley we
described recently. This pulley raises the gear auto-

matically, and can be kept at any desired gear by pressing
the heel on the exterior of the outer drum, which contains

a spring keeping the movable flange against the belt.

With this pulley there is no belt slip, even on a low gear.

Mr. Archibald Sharp, who examined the machines before
the start, found that H. L. Meyer (Triumph) had only
one brake, and in consequence disqualified him. Both
weather and roads were perfect, and a splendid run was
made to Luton, where we came upon W. Cooper filing his

valve stems. Some miles further on at Barton-in-the-Clay
we left the main road and entered some narrow lanes which
led to Sundon Hill. Shortly before Barton was reached
Newsome's cap blew off, and while stooping to pick it up
he let his machine fall, but fortunately no damage was
done. The lanes on the way to Sundon became very narrow
and winding, and in many places were grass-grown. W.
Cooper and several others were riding in a group, when
they came upon a farm cart, the horse attached to which
shied, pulled the cart into the ditch, and threw out the

boy -who was in charge. He rapidly got clear, chased tlje

cart, and caught it up, just in time to speak words of

comfort to the nervous quadruped as the others came by.

Performances on Sundon Hill.

The foot of Sundon Hill was a control, and between this

point and Aston Hill there was a secret check. Sundon
Hill rises quite abruptly, has a fairly rough surface, and a
gradient of about 1 in 8. The following made light work of

the hill : Jarvis (Triumph), Colliver (Zenith), Gutteridge
(Rudge)-, Penny (A.J.S.), Cooper (Bradbury), Charlesworth
(Zenith), Newsome (Triumph)', Wills (Triumph), Bently
(W.D.). Cooper (Enfield), Howe (Zenith), Meredith (Brad-
bury), Oliphant (Premier), Gold (Ariel), Newbold (Zenith),

Lord (Rex), F. W. Applebee (Centaur), and Jacobs (Rex sc.)

AT THE START.

Mr. D. K. Hall, the timekeeper, despatching E. C. Jarvis (31 h.p. Triumph).

Fordham (Quadrant) and Moss (Rex sc.) failed. The only
cyclecar, Keiller's G.W.K., made an excellent ascent. We
waited to see all the men tackle this, the first hill on the
course, and then pushed on towards Kop Hill. The route
was well marked, so it was quite easy to find one's way.
Near Dunstable the surface was very bumpy, which caused
our lamp bracket to give up the ghost, necessitating a most
annoying delay, and rendering it impossible to include Aston
Hill, the next severe gradient to be encountered in our
journey, as otherwise Kop Hill would have been reached too

late. Aston Hill is so well-known that it needs but a pass-

ing reference, while, beyond its rough surface and length,
there is nothing to worry the modern machine. We pushed,
on quickly and caught up the vanguard about three miles
from Prince's Risborough, where a sharp pitch with ;i

church at the roadside took those who did not know the
course by surprise. After Prince's Risborough, Kop—in

an exceedingly loose state—up which steep acclivity

Penny (A.J.S.), Cooper (Bradbury), and Charlesworth
(Zenith) did really splendid performances. Bentley (W.D.),
Walker (Hobart), Tippet (Humber), and Newsome (Triumph),
excellent. Berwick (New Hudson). Wells (Triumph), Howe
(Zenith), Lord (twin Rex), and Meredith (Bradbury) all made
excellent ascents. Fordham (Quadrant) dismounted. The
next interesting point on the course was the corner on Pink
Hill, taken after the descent of Kop. Here Newbold (Zenith'

.

Ceo. laaxur (Basil-Jap ana sidecar) round.nj th» hairpin on Fink Hill. E. Lcrd (6 h.p. Rex) on th3 steepest portion of Kop Hill. oth these assents

are in the neighbourhood of Prince's Risborouzh.
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J. Chater Lea (Chater-Lea sidecar) climbing Sundon Hill. In the distance
a sidecarist can be seen by the roadside.

was sent down to warn those at the foot to be careful, and,
not taking sufficient care himself, collided with Keiller's
G.W.K., damaging the radiator and putting the gallant little
eyclecar out of action. Newbold then came up in front of
Gold (Ariel), and, in taking the corner, fell in front of him.
Gold had a narrow- escape, but cleverly avoided a collision.
It is assumed that the collision damaged Newbold's forks
and upset his steering. From the foot of Kop Hill to
MiSsSnden was a non-stop section. As there were cattle on
Pink Hill, five minutes were allowed to the competitors.

The Slow HilUclimb.
A beautiful run through leafy woods, looking glorious

in their autumn tints, brought us to Great Missenden, where
lunch was served at the Buckingham Arms Hotel. Here
we had an opportunity of looking round the machines. P.
H. Bentley's W.D. had a remarkably clean crank case, and
as the machine is fitted with forced lubrication this ,iact
denotes great 'care in manufacture. Walker had a puncture,
which was noticed in the hotel yard, and after this point he
did not again put in an appearance. After lunch we pushed
on to Maple Hill, taking Rectory Hill on the way, and
negotiating a stiff climb out of Chesham Maple Hill is

quite a stiff rise, and used to be the scene of early Herts
Club hill climbs. On Saturday it served for the slow hill-

climbing test, and provided much that was of interest.
Charlesworth (twin Zenith) made a remarkably slow ascent,
as nlso did Newsome (Triumph), Jarvis (Triumph), Meredith
(Bradbury), Jacobs (Rex sidette), and Bentley (W.D.). P.
W. Applebee (Centaur) tried to travel too slowly and stopped,
but made certain of the ascent on his next attempt, and
came up at a good pace. Gold (Ariel) and Fordham
(Quadrant.) came up fast. After Maple Hill there were no
difficulties till after the Dunstable control. But between
this point and the village of Caddington there is a hill known
as Shaul End, which took several of the men by surprise,

among whom may be mentioned Jarvis (Triumph), Fordham
(Quadrant), and F. W. Applebee (Centaur). Thereafter the
run to St. Albans by the main road w:as quite easy.

The Awards.
The following are the awai'ds and performances :

Class A.

—

Lightweights.

F. Cooper (2| Enfield) Silver Medal.
W. P. Tippet (2| Humber) Bronze Medal.

Class B.

—

Single-cylinder Machines.
W. F. Newsome (3J,- Triumph) ... Gold Medal.
C. W. Meredith (3^ Bradbury) ... Silver Medal.
W. Cooper (3£- Bradbury) Bronze Medal.
H. Berwick (3£ New Hudson) ... Bronze Medal.
P. H. Bentley (3£ W.D.) Bronze Medal.

Class C.

—

Twins.

R. Charlesworth (6 Zenith) Silver Medal.
E. A. Colliver (6 Zenith) Bronze Medal.

The silver cup for the best performance of a trade rider

in the trial was awarded to W. F. Newsome (3? Triumph),
while the cup for the best performance of a private owner
•was awarded to R. Charlesworth (6 Zenith).

Non-stop runs were made by A. N. Gutteridge (3^
Rudge), A. R. Penny (2£ A.J.S.), A. R. Wells (3J,

Triumph), C. Howe (3£ Zenith), J. Oliphant (3£ Premier),
and A. H. Gold (3^ Ariel).

A Few Failures.
E. C. Jarvis (3^- Triumph) failed at Shaul End, and had

a sooted plug at Harpenden ; W. P. Tippet (2| Humber)
complained of being baulked on Shaul End ; H. A.
Fordham (3£ Quadrant) failed on all the test hills ; P. H.
Newbold (6 Zenith) retired after his collision ; R. Charles
worth (6 Zenith) was reported to have stopped and waited
in the last non-stop section between Dunstable and the
finish, as he was too early ; W. A. Jacobs (6 Rex sidette)

and G. Baxter (6 Basil-Jap) both took the wrong road in

Dunstable, and went many miles out of their way, arriving
very late ; C. A. Moss (6 Rex sidette) failed on Sundon,
and did not finish to time; J. H. Kerr (5-6 N.S.U.) was
wrongly directed at Boxmoor, and arrived very late.

The judges were Messrs. Archibald Sharp, A.M.I.C.E.,
and F. G. Carter, while the timekeepers were Messrs. F.

Straight and D. K. Hall. The organisation was good, and
the course was well marked by arrows, reflecting great credit

on the secretary, Mr. C. M. Down.

(1) W. Coorer (3> Bradbury) and W. F. Newsome (3V Triumph) passing through Luton. (2) Outside the control at Sundon, J. Oliphant (Premier), H. G. Dixon
(New Hudson), R. Lord (Rex), and C. M. Keiller (G.W.K.). The competitor riding past is F. Cooper (21 Enfield). (3) On the way to Dunstable.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Oct. 10th

„ 12th

„ 14th

„ 16th

6.18 p.m.
6.13 „
6.9 „
6.4 „

The Petition against the New Taxes.
The petition against the proposed new

taxation for motor cycles is being taken
up enthusiastically by motor cyclists.

Shoals of forms duly signed are being
returned to us by every post.

The Premier and Motor Cycle Taxation.
A reader informs us that, on the arrival

of the Prime Minister at Ladybank, on
Saturday last, he sent him per " Express
Post" a copy of the letter inserted in

The Motor Cycle last week, and that he
understands from an inside source that

it was carefully perused by the right hon.
gentleman. We look forward with some
confidence to the result.

F.N. 1913 Kodels.
Great secrecy is being observed regard-

ing the new four-cylinder F.N. We
hear, however, from an outside source

that this machine will create a sensation

when it arrives. It has mechanically-

operated inlet valves worked on the
overhead system, while the exhaust
valves are on the opposite side. There
is a sump in the crank case for oil,

from which the latter is delivered by
pump to the bearings. The finish of the

machine will also be very different from
the usual somewhat sombre appearance
one has been accustomed to associate

with the F.N.

Amateur Motor Cyclists' Association.
A meeting has been called for the

16th inst., at 7.30 p.m., at the A.C.U.
premises, 89, Pall Mall, S.W., to con-

sider the formation of an Amateur Motor
Cyclists' Association. Those respon-

sible for the formation of this body ask
us to make it clear that they are not
attempting to define an amateur for the
world at large, but intend to tackle the

matter so far as motor cyclists who may
desire to join are concerned.
Mr. C. C. Cooke, who has been calling

upon club secretaries during the last six

weeks, has collected a considerable
amount of information respecting motor
cyclists generally and their wants, and
has come to the conclusion that reform
in many ways is needed. The provisional
committee have several schemes for first-

class events in 1913, and have definite

promises of support from many private
owners throughout the country. This
being the case, there will, of course, be
no objection to one of four events being

sporting tussle between amateur and
de riders. The meeting on the 16th

is open for all genuine private owners,
and Mr. Cooke hopes they will turn
'op and give their support.

Liverpool Open Hill-climb.
We are requested to state that by

special request of the Auto Cycle Union,
the open hill-climb arranged by the
Liverpool Auto Cycle Club for the 12th
inst. has been postponed until Saturday,
the 19th inst. In the stopping and
restarting test, competitors need not stay
in the saddle. Should four or five ladies

enter, a special class will be arranged
with prizes equal to the other classes.

A Belated Official Result.
Revised results of the Junior T.T.

Race, organised by the British Motor
Cycle Racing Club on September 14th,

have just been issued officially. The
only difference is as regards those who
finished after the third man. The
details are : 1, S. L. Bailey (Douglas),
2h 49m. 45s. ; 2, Hugh Mason (Nut-
Jap), 3h. 0m. 35s. ; 3, A. Woodman
(Humber), 3h. 50m. 21s. ; 4, S. W.
Phillpott (Humber), 3h. 50n>. 27s. ;

' 5,

F. A. McNab (Douglas), 3h. 52m. 25s.
;

6, A. J. Jenkins (Douglas), 3h. 56m. 5s.

SPECIAL FEATURES:
PROPOSED NEW TAXATION.
Opposition to the recommendation.

WEEK-END CO" PETITIONS AT HOME
AND Aj.^aD.

SEVERAL NEW CYCLECARS
(ILLU^TRATtD).

Whitworth, of the
Mr. G. H. ManseU,

Ltd., as to the

£100 Challenge.
As an outcome of a friendly argument

between Mr. F. S.

Colmore Depot, and
of Singer and Co.
superiority of G. E. Stanley and S. L.
Bailey as a motor cycle tuner and rider,

a sporting match has been arranged with
stakes of £100 a side. Both G. E.
Stanley and S. L. Bailey are holders of

world's records. The former will ride a
Singer, and the one time Australian
champion a 2J h.p. Douglas,
conditions are as follows
capacity limit 350 c.c. The events," which
will be three in number, consist of a hill-

climb, a five lap and a ten lap race On
Brooklands. The hon. secretaries of the
Sutton Coldfield A.C. the Coventry and

The simple

Cylinder

TWO WELL KNOWN RIDERS WHO ARE TO COMPETE FOR A STAKE OF £200.

S. L. Bailey (22 h.p. Douglas). G. E. Stanley (2J h.p. Since; .
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THE LIMIT IN CYCLECARS

!

The Bedelia cyclecar in the Gaillon hill-climb. This machine is fitted with a 30 h.p. twin-cylinder engine
(cylinders set at 90 ) with double belt drive—one off each end of the engine-shaft direct to the rear wheels.

The be t rim. it will be noticed, Is only a trifle larger than the pulley itself.

Warwickshire M.U., Oxford M.C.C, and
Mersey M.C. have been invited to form
a committet with the editor of this jour-

nal and another.

Scenes during the Dutch Trial.

The suggestion having been made to us,

we have arranged with one of The Motor
Cycle photographers to prepare a series

of copyright picture postcards of the first

Knglish-Dutch reliability trial at a charge
of 2s. 6d. per dozen, and 3s. 6d. for a
set of eighteen.

A French Team for the London-Exeter Run.
Our contemporary, L'Aero, in a prettily

worded article, thanks British motor
cyclists for their support in the recent
French events, and proposes to return
the compliment by organising a team of
French motor cyclists to take part in the
M.C.C. London-Exeter and back run at
Christmas.

Newsome's New Venture.

W. F. Newsome (till lately the leading
competition rider for the Triumph Cycle
Co., Ltd.) and R. Fletcher (well-known
as a Premier rider) are now settled in
their new premises at 3, Sandringham
Parade, Ealing, W., as motor cycle
specialists, and have 1912 models of the
Triumph, Douglas, Premier, A.J.S.,
Zenith, and Rudge in stock. Repair work
is to be made a feature.

No Cut-out Regulation Issued.
We have been very much amused by

seeing a statement elsewhere to the effect
that a Local Government Board regula-
tion prohibiting the use of cutouts has
been issued. As a matter of fact, no
such regulation has been issued. What
the Local Government Board has done
is to issue a draft regulation, this draft
having been submitted in confidence to
the leading bodies for their consideration
and opinions. To it amendments may
quite likely be made, but for the time
beiug it remains but a draft proposal.
At the same time, wnile a draft regula-
tion is not the real thing—though
evidently some people imagine that it is
—there is no doubt that cut-outs will
bo prohibited next year ,- indeed, this has
been clear for some time, and all who
have read our references to it will experi-
ence no surprise when a prohibitory regu-
lation is eventually issued.

One Armed Motor Cyclist.

The fact that J King, who recently
won tht INottingham and District M.C.C.
reliability trial of 100 miles, has only one
arm shows that the riding and manage-
ment of a motor cycle is neither a difficult

nor dangerous occupation when due care
is exercised.

IMTOI&E tOTKTO

Oct. i?.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 12.—Mersey M.C. Open Hill-
climb on Pen-y-Ball.

„ ig.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open
Hill-climb.

,, 26.—A.C U. Autumn Open One
Day Trial.

Nov. 2.—N. Middlesex M.C.C. Open
Winter Reliability Trial.

_

„ 8-i6—MOTOR CAR SHOW AT
OLYMPIA.

25-30.—MOTOR CYCLE SHOW
AT OLYMPIA.

Proposed Amateur Police Traps.

We continue to receive cuttings from
the press anent the proposed " National
Road Guards," accompanied by letters

from our readers, who, in many cases,

express surprise that the C.T.C. is not
officially cognisant of what is being done
by the' Manchester Centre. According to
the Daily News and Leader it was stated

1151

at the meeting that, in the event of con-
victions being obtained, half the fine went
to the informer—pleasant term ! This
statement was regarded as a point of
great importance. We are, however, glad
to be able to assure our readers that there
is no truth whatever in this statement,
and that the amateur sleuth hounds will

be disappointed of their guineas.

Saturday's Meeting at Brooklands. .

For the B.M.C.R.C. meeting next
Saturday, a record entry has been re-

ceived. In the time trials there are
sixty-four entries, one hour cyclecar
race twelve entries, sidecar race sixteen
entries, Junior one hour race sixteen
entries, five-lap 1,000 c.c. race twenty-
four entries, and 500 c.c. championship
twenty-nine entries. Racing starts at
10 a.m.

The 1913 T.T. Races.
We . gather from opinions expressed

that the trade generally are in favour of

supporting the Tourist Trophy Races next
year. We understand that the matter
has already been considered by the Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' Union, and the re-

commendations that the trade generally
support next year's T.T. have only to be
confirmed by the council. This is good
news, for it will mean that the 1913 T.T.
Races will be thoroughly representative.

A two-day race is under consideration for

next year, the Junior and Senior machines
to compete together.

Imports of Motor Cycles.

September imports of motor cvcles

totalled 45 of a value of £1,673. This
is a decrease, but motor cycle parts

imported show an extraordinary jump,
viz., from £6,274 in September, 1911,

to £14,866 this year, making the total

£16,539. During the nine months ended
September 30th, the imports of motor
cycles and parts were as under :

1910. 1911. 1912.

£81,738 ... £87,859 ... £131,528
The great increase in imported parts

entirely accounts for the rise in figures.

British Experts.
Our exports of motor cycles have, how-

ever, increased in far greater proportion.

Last month 1,425 complete machines
were sent abroad of a value of £57,352,

or £76,398 with parts. During the nine

months ended September 30th, British

exports of motor cycles and parts are

represented by the following values :

1910. 1911. 1912.

£106,656 ... £213,997 ... £477,740
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THE HUMBERETTE.
Features: Air-cooled V type engine, three-speed gear box, tubular frame, shaft drive.

IT
may be said without fear of contradiction that no
cyclecar has received such a severe and thorough
testing before being placed on the market as the

new Humberette. Eighteen months ago the first

example was seen on the high road ; it was a two-speed
model, but in other respects the main features were
the same as they are to-day, though, of course, sundry
improvements and alterations have been made during

the time the machine has been undergoing its many
thousand miles road test.

What will- undoubtedly appeal to the reader is the

fact that the Humberette is a real cyclecar, embody-
ing, as it does, most of the true characteristics of the

motor cycle, viz., wire wheels, air-cooled engine of

the V type, and tubular frame. It certainly has no
chains or belts, but the shaft drive may be regarded as

a distinct advantage, seeing that it is entirely weather-

proof and likely to be more reliable. '

Three-quarter front view ol the 1913 Humberette.

The Entiie and Fittings. _
,

,.','."
, . . , ,

The engine gives approximately 8 h.p., the bore
The carburetter, which is ofnew design with four jets

and stroke being 84 x 90 mm. ; the cylinders are inter-
opening one after the other is neatly disposed between

changeable and set at an angle of 5o
u

to one another.
he cylinders. It is of the automatic type, and is

known as Smiths patent. The
clutch is of the leather to metal
cone type, operated by three
springs which are easily adjustable.

An aluminium casting bolted to the
engine base forms a neat housing
for the clutch and gear box, and
makes an exceedingly compact unit.

The ratios are 4.46 to 1 on top,

7.87 on second, and 13.6 to 1 on
first speed, the reverse being r8 to
1.' The gear box is of the sliding
tooth type, operated in usual car fashion by a lever
working over a quadrant enclosed within the body.
From the gear box the power is conveyed to a bevel
differential in the back axle by a long shaft. The
universal joint is at the rear end, a star joint being
utilised at the gear box end.

The frame is tubular, with two side and three cross
members,

_
and is supported at the front on a trans-

verse spring, quarter elliptic 'springs being used at

the rear. The front axle is of-weldless steel tube.
External brakes are- used throughout, one acting
on the gearshaft, the hand brake operating on the
rear wheel hubs. All have milled nuts to provide
rapid adjustment with the fingers. The rear wheels
are detachable in a few minutes. A cotter pin is used
to key the hub to the spindle in the same way as a
crank is attached to the bottom bracket axle of a
bicycle. The wheelbase of this miniature car is 7ft.

3in. and the track 3ft. 6in.

The magneto is in a most accessible position in front

'

of the engine, the contact breaker
facing forward, it is driven from the
timing gear. The handle starter
operates on the camshaft, thus giving
two revolutions of the engine to one of
the handle.

The control is by a throttle lever
mounted on the steering pillar inter- Stuffing gland on

connected with an accelerator pedal, {S'ffiMS"
E14

Humberette adjustable

tappet.

Recessed piston with two-
step cut rings.

Rear spring bracket and spring torque rod.

Front view of the Humberette
chassis, showing twin-cylinder
engine, position of magneto,
tubular frame and transverse

spring.
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The Humberette.—

conveniently placed between the clutch and brake
pedals.

A variable spark advance lever is provided in the
centre of the steering wheel. The petrol and oil

tanks are carried on the " dash. The oiling arrange-

ment is by sight drip feed, but a pump is provided.

The silencing of the vehicle is excellently carried
out. Two pipes enter a large sized silencer placed
amidships; the exhaust thereafter is conveyed to the

rear of the car by another pipe.

Good tool accommodation is provided, and the 1913
Humberette will be sold complete with hood, screen,
lamps, and horn. Leather side extensions are fitted

to the mudguards and running boards. We examined
examples of the Humberette finished in green and
French grey, and in the latter finish the vehicle looked
particularly imposing. A dummy radiator is used
which certainly enhances its appearance.
We subsequently tried the machine on the road,

and what impressed us more than anything else was

nBH^HHBBBI

Broadside view ol the 1913 Humberette, which is to he sold complete with
hood, screen, lamp, and horn.

the efficiency of the springing. We purposely selected
a potholey road which is avoided by all Midland
motorists, and we were astonished at the degree of
comfort. The engine is possessed of ample power

THE HUMBERETTE ON THE ROAD.
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Rear view of power unit, from which will be seen the control arrangement,
also the clutch housing and three-speed geai-box.

for all ordinary requirements, and, we understand, will

attain a speed of over 40 m.p.h. It will slow' down
to about 10 m.p.h. on the same gear without the

engine knocking or showing signs of distress. The
rack and pinion steering is neat, and we found it

light and simple to handle.

As we have already pointed out, the Humberette
is not an untried machine. The makers had such

confidence in their production that 500 were put in

hand some months ago. We have actually seen piles

of frames, cylinders, gear boxes, and axles in the

various finishing shops. The reception of the vehicle

on the occasion of its first inspection by Humber
agents was such that 500 more were at once put in

hand, and deliveries will be commenced at the end

of this month. There seems to be no doubt about

the success of the Humberette.

At Finham Bridge on the way to Stoneleigh. In the gateway of Kenilworth Castle.

Big
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THE GAILLON HILL-CLIMB.

Rex Mundy

(3 1 Rudge)

at full speed
in the Gaillon

hill -climb,

France, on
Sunday last.

He was beaten

by fs. by A. J.

Dixon (3 \

Singer).

THIS is the fourteenth year that the above event has
been held on the famous hill at Sainte Barbe,
between Paris and Rouen. The hill is not steep
nor tortuous, and the average gradient, does not

exceed 1 in 10. Messrs. Douglas, Bashall, and Mundy agreed
with us that it was not a hill-climb at all. The first thing
we noticed on arrival was that an enterprising proprietor of

a shooting gallery in the village had converted his tent into

a motor cycle garage. The hill was well guarded, a wire
fence being erected along one side, and behind this the
spectators were supposed to take their stand. There was a
fair crowd on the hill, and racing started at 1 p.m., or thirteen

o'clock as the up-to-date French papers have it. The organisa-

tion generally was good, but there were apparently no regu-

lations for the motor cycles, with the result that the majority
of the French competitors turned up on stripped machines,
and were thus at an advantage. The Britishers, on the con-
trary, rode with full touring equipment, but Mundy removed
the mudguards of his Rudge when he discovered that petrol

tanks of the dimensions of a 1 lb. carbide tin were permissible.

The car results were decided on formula and speed, but the
motor cyclists had to be satisfied with speed positions only.

Very few motor cyclists carried numbers ; in fact, we only
saw three or four, and they were on British machines, but
wait, one Frenchman made amends for the rest for he carried

a number on his back (not 13) about 2ft. square ; he did not
intend his friends to miss Ms ascent or mistake him for

anyone else.

Success of a stripped Racer.
The Motosacoche in the 350 class was an absolute - racer,

fiedal cycle tyres, overhead valves, no exhaust pipe—in

act, one could see the valve through the port. Under
the circumstances, it is not surprising that it won fairly

comfortably from the Terrot and Douglas. We do not write
this in any spirit of jealousy, but we do really think that

the organisers should see that all compete on equal terms.

A rule to the effect that equipment was not restricted would
have saved a lot of trouble and expense to the Britishers.

Of the ascents in the various classes, an Alcyon ridden
by Soly or Stoffel, Terrot III., Dixon's 3| Singer, W.
Douglas's Douglas, Rex Mundy's Rudge, and De Vay's
Triumph went up fastest.

Several English riders who had entered were absent,

notably F. W. Barnes, who had entered three Zeniths in

three classes, but failed to put in an appearance. Cocker
was absent, and Rockwell (a relation of Bashall's), who
would have made the third Douglas, was prevented from
crossing by reason of illness in his family. Scott (Rudge)
was present, but did not get placed.

The Austral ridden by Dacier is fitted with a four valve
Alcyon engine, no exhaust pipes, and was seen in the Isle

of Man.

Fenton's Clement is an Enfield motor cycle with a

Motosacoche engine. That old veteran, Riviere, had
entered with a Mototri Contal, but did not compete ; he

does not look a day older. Bourbeau's Bedelia and the

Automobilette represented the cyclecars. Both climbed

well, but would certainly have been beaten for speed by
Barnes's Zenith and sidecar had he turned up.

A Monstrous Cyclecar.
One of the features of the meeting was a SO h.p.

Bedelia, which competed in the 2 litres 700 to 3 litres

racing car class. The engine is a 90° twin of about

120 mm. bore, and the drive is by two ordinary gin. leather

belts direct from each end of the engine-shaft to the rear

wheels. The wheelbase is 11 feet roughly measured by
paces, and the body, which is of streamline design, has

seating for one. To see the belts flapping as this monster

went up the hill caused a knot of British spectators to give

vent to exclamations of surprise. A photograph of this

strange machine appears on the previous page.

Journeying to Paris in the train at dusk, we could see a

trail of dust which hung over the road, showing the

passage of competitors and spectators returning to Paris

by road. Results :

Class I.—250 c.c.

m. s.

,
56'1. Frauquebalme (Terrot) _ ..

2. Lacroix (Peugeot)

3. Stoffel (Alcyon)

Class H.—350

1. Guignet (Motosacoche)
2. Cuzeau (Terrot)

3. W. Douglas (Douglas)

5

81

Class IH.-

1. A. J. Dixon (Singer)*

2. Rex Mundy (Rudge)
3. De Vay (Triumph) ...

'Fastest time of the day.

-500 c.c.

44-L

46f
47

42

421

42f

Passen-ger Classes.

Class I.—350 c.c.

Greame Fenton (Clement) 1 24

Although this class was for passenger attachments, Fenton
went up without a sidecar and was placed by the organisers.

Class HI.—1,000 c.o.

1. Bourbeau (Bedelia) ... ... 1 15
2. (Automobilette) 2 5

Cla;ss 11., 500 c.c, was scratched, F. W. Barnes being the

only entrant.
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Manchester Club's Open Hill-climb.

L'. Mogridge (SJ h.p. Meai-P.-ecis.on) near the top.

PEN-Y-BALL, Holywell, Flintshire, was the scene of

another- hill-climb on Saturday last, the Manchester
M.C. being 'the organisers on this occasion. The
police and citizens of Holywell are of sporting disposi-

tions and received the motor cyclists with open arms, and
one could have imagined oneself at Douglas during the

Tourist Trophy races, so numerous were the riders to be

seen in the streets.

The hill rises abruptly from the centre of the town with
;i reputed average gradient of 1 in 6, the course covered

being about three-quarters of a mile. The surface has been
greatly improved since the Mersey M.C. held a similar event
there two months ago.

The somewhat twisty nature of the course did not bother

the riders witli the exception of H. Taylor (Bradbury), who
came off at the first bend. Several surprises were caused,

one being the defeat of H.' Reed, but it is only fair to state

that he got a very bad start.

A real lightweight. The 2J h.j. Hobart, ridden by J. Dudley, the rider on the
left, made a good climb. This machine scaled about 100 lbs.

H. Reed (8 h.p. Dot-Jap) on the first lend.

On time the results were :

Class I.—Standard Touring Lightweights up to 350 c.c.

Maximum weight limit, 140 lbs.

1. F. S. Whitworth (2f Colmore-Douglas) 53^s.

2. S. W. Phillpott (2| Humber) ... lm. 16s.

3. H. C. Newman (2£ Ivy-Precision) ... lm. 25-|s.

Class II.—Standard Touring Machines up to 600 c.c.

Maximum weight limit, 200 lbs.

1. V. E. Horsman (3J,- Singer) 49|s.

2. H. Gibson (3J, Bradbury) 52§s.

3. F. S. Whitworth (2| Colmore-Douglas) ... 56s.

Class III.—Unlimited.
1. J. J. Cookson (8 Matchless-Jap) 42s.

2. H. Marsden (7-9 Matchless-Jap) ... ... 44|s.

3. H. Reed (8 Dot) 46|s.

Class IV.—Racing Machines up to 600 c.c.

1. E. V. Horsman (3^ Singer) 48|s.
2. K. H. Clark (3£ Corah) 48|s.

3. H. Eardley (3^ Premier) 50s.

Class V.—Touring Cyclecars and Sidecars.
1. F. Shaw (8 Zenith-Jap) lm. 5s.

2. E. Longden (8 Dot) lm. 22£s.

3. A. W. Montgomery (8 Morgan) ... lm. 281s.

Fobmula Results.

Class I.

1. F. S. Whitworth (2| Colmore-Douglas).
2. S. W. Phillpott (2J Humber).
3. H. C. Newman (2^ Ivy-Precision).

Class II.

1. Y. E. Horsman (31 Singer).

2. F. S. Whitworth (2| Douglas).

3. J. Dudley (2? Hobart).

Class III.

1. F. S. Whitworth (2| Douglas).

2. H. Eardley (o^ Premier).

3. W. G. McMinnies (A? Triumph).
Class IV.

1. V. E. Horsman (3^ Singer).
'2. H. Eardley (3^ Premier).

3. F. S. Whitworth (2| Douglas).
Class V.

1. H. Gibson (3£ Bradbury).
2. F. Shaw (8 Zenith-Jap).

3. E. Longden (8 Dot).
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RECORDS AT BROOKLANDS.
m.p.n. This was due to the engine

having a very low compression. At
five o'clock in the afternoon, S. L. Bailey

(Douglas) went for the five miles record,

which he succeeded in beating. His time

for the distance was 4m. 51£s., an average

speed of 61.81 m.p.h. The' previous best

was by Harry Martin, who, on the 17th

May, 1911, covered the distance in 5m.

1.2s., riding a one-cylinder Martin-Jap,

76x59.5 mm., 270 c.c.

Stanley again went for record on
Saturday, and covered five miles in 4m.

14.4s. this gives a speed of 70.75 m.p.h.,

and beats the previous records in both

Class C, held by Stanhope Spencer

(Rudge), of 4m. 33.6s., and Class D. held

by S. T. Tessier (Bat-Jap), 76 x 64, 580

c.c, of 4m. 18.4s.

BELT FASTENERS.
The latest Dall belt fastener is illus-

trated herewith, and it should be noted

that steel liners, which formed a feature

of this fastener, have now been dis-

carded, as the swivel necks take all the

wear. The connecting link? are made'

from high tensile steel, such as is used

for motor cycle chains. This steel has a

breaking strain of 15 tons to the inch.

At the start of G. E. Stanley's attempt on Vai one hour sin?!e-cylinder record. In the picture may be

noticed S. L. Bailey (on the lett), Harry Long, H. V. Cotter, and G. Cocker.

We heard late on Wednesday evening
(Oct. 2nd) that G E. Stanley was to make
an attempt on the hour record- on a 3g h.p.

Singer on the following day. The
weather, however, though beautifully

fine was very windy ; in fact, so much so

that Stanley postponed his attempt until

5.30 in the evening. This was much
too late, and after a magnificent per-

formance in which he kept inside record
the whole time, he had to give up, as it

was too dark to see. The first lap, from
standing start, was covered at a speed of

65 05 miles an hour. His first twelve
laps were covered at an average speed of

69.75 miles an hour, while several laps

were covered at 69.98 m.p.h. In the

sixth lap he slowed up slightly, owing
to the oil not going through properly

and reduced his speed to 63.44 m.p.h.

Save for this, his average speed through-

out was well over 69 m.p.h. It was
exactly a year ago. that Stanhope Spencer
went for the hour record, in which he
also beat the fifty miles, .covering that

distance in 45m. "34.24s. Stanley, how-
ever, easily beat the latter record by
covering the distance in 43m. 40s. and
at an average speed of 68.70 m.p.h.

During the afternoon Harry Long on his

Singer sidecar combination went for a

trial run on the track at the end of his

long distance ride, and succeeded in

doing his best lap at a speed of 37.63

The method of securing the belt by
bolts from underneath and nuts on the

top, instead of tapping the bottom plate

of the fastener, enables a much lower

gear to be used without damaging the

threads of an adjustable pulley. There
are no hook ends, yet it is extremely easy

to attach or disconnect the fastener.

NEW PREMIER TWIN ENGINE.
The Premi

produced a 7
for cyclecar
combinations.

er Co., of Coventry, have
9 h.p. twin-cylinder engine
work and for heavy sidecar

-9 h.p. twin Premier engine.

The engine has a bore and stroke of

85 mm. x 88 mm. respectively ; in fact,

the cylinders are identical with those

of the 3j h.p. model, but without
auxiliary exhaust ports. The connecting
rods are fitted with large big end bear-

ings, which work on a common crank
pin. Extremely heavy flywheels have
been fitted to ensure slow running, their

diameter being 225 mm., or approxi-
mately 9}|in. The timing gear is

similar to that used on the 3J h.p.

twin, but the new engine has a chain-
driven magneto. Adjustable tappets are
fitted to all valves. Flanges are bolted
to inlet and exhaust ports, and these
hold their respective pipes by a clip

action. This is a particularly good point
in respect of the inlet pipe, as it renders
it a simple job to make an air-tight

joint. On the driving side the crank-
shaft is driven into the centre of the
flywheel, and fastened to it by three
rivets passing through a flange made
with the shaft and a corresponding boss
on the flywheel. The engine should be
a great success for passenger work, and

will form the power unit of the' ne
Premier cyclecar.

The timing gear covsr removed.
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1913 Model Baby Peugeot.
ANEW cyclecar which will shortly

make its appearance in this

country is one produced by the
renowned firm of Lion-Peugeot,

of Beaulieu, Doubs, and to be known
is the Baby Peugeot. This firm lias

had a long experience in the manu-
facture of motor cycles and cars of all

Bizes—old pattern Peugeot light cars are

running to this daj'7—consequently the

design adopted by the firm for a two-

seater car of the lightest possible type

will be studied with interest.

The engine is a four-cylinder with
monobloc cylinder casting, the bore and
stroke being 55 x 90 mm., giving a

capacity of 856 c.c. The valves are

mechanically operated, the inlets being
arranged on one side and the exhaust
valves on the opposite -side of the
engine. The carburetter and magneto—
which is the ignition solely relied upon

—

are arranged in line on the off side of the

vehicle. The carburetter unions are

neat and accessible, as will be gathered
from our illustration of the power unit,

one branch feeding each pair of cylin-

ders, as in standard car practice.

Water-cooling has been adopted, the
gi lied type radiator fitted in front being
very slightly wedge shaped.' The bonnet
is of D shape and has louvres cut

in the sides.

The Frame and Body.
The frame is of channel steel, and

suspended on semi-elliptical springs. All

control and brake levers are enclosed

within the body. Steering is by worm
and sector. No running boards are pro-

vided, but the mudguards -are of ample
width, the front guards having inside

extensions. The body is of clean design,

the high scuttle dash under which the

fuel tank is fitted giving the car a com-
pact appearance. We understand that

this car complete with hood and screen

Showing the power unit, position ot magneto and carburetter, and the water-cooled engine wnicn has
enclosed valves.

and lamps will be marketed' for 1913 in

the neighbourhood of £1C0. There is no
example of this entirely new model in

this country at present, but it is almost
certain to be exhibited at Olympia, where
it is sure to attract a considerable amount
of attention.

THE BOSCH WATER
PROOF rtAGNETO.

We would again impress upon our
readers the importance of fitting the
high-tension wire to this type of magneto
machine as directed by the makers.

Tue Baby Peugeot for 1913, a tour-cylinder engined vehicle of 55 x 90 mm.

Previoas to describing how this should be
done, a word or two of explanation is

necessary. The ebonite recess from which
the wire protrudes is a cul-de-sac, and
water cannot leak through to the interior

of the machine. It is, however, possible

that in continuous rain, the recess may,
if the wire is not fitted properly, . become
choked with wet and grit. When this

happens, and the cable is externally wet,

the current can leak from the terminal

to the cable, and thence across 1 the wet
ebonite edge of the portion which fits

against the end plates to the metallic

plate itself. Now to obviate this chance
altogether, firstly a wire of the correct

size should be
selected, and next
the recess should
be filled with
melted paraffin

wax (any sort

of wax will do).

Now the cable

with the wire cut

off flush with the
. end should be in-

serted and the

screw at the back
of the recess

screwed up home
through the cable
and the interior

wire to the ter-

minal. A per-

fectly satisfactory

joint ,.is now
made. The Bosch
Co. will do it for

those who do not care to undertake the

job themselves. The B6*ch Co. feel per-

fectly confident that, if their instructions

be carried out, none of the troubles of

which we have heard lately would be ex-

perienced. If is, of course, absolutely

fatal if a stoppage occurs in wet weather

to remove the end plate, as immediately

wet enters the interior of the magneto

matters are made much worse.

One of the cups to be
presented by the Bosch
Ma%neto Co., for competi-
tion during the 1913
season, among private

owner members of motor
cycle clubs.
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Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
The closing run and speed-judging contest will be held

inest Saturday, meeting at Wellesbourne at 2.45 p.m.
prompt. Three prizes are offered. If five cyclecar drivers
enter a fourth prize will be given.

Burnley A.C.

The inter-club hill-climb v. Nelson M.C.C., held at Barby
Hill, in ideal weather, resulted in an easy win for the
Burnley club, which won five events to one win by the
Nelson club. One event was won by a lady member.

Northamptonshire M.C.C.

On the 5th inst. the members held their last competition of
the year on Dodington Hill. It took the form of a flexibility

hill-climb for the president's prize. The results were as
follows: 1, C. T. Underwood (Bradbury); 2, W. Lees (T.T.
Triumph); -3, C. J. Peck (Triumph).

Hertfordshire M.C.C.

The articles of association have been issued. The member-
ship, with the exception of a certain number of founder
members, the list of whom is now complete, is confined to
residents in Hertfordshire or within ten miles of its

boundaries. The lion. sec. is Mr. F. E. Woods, 16, East-
cheap, London, E.C.

Walthamstow M.C.

The above club held a team trial over a sporting course of

sixty miles, with the following results : Winning Team—

.

D. Fairhead (7 h.p. Indian and sidecar), T. Danaher (4 h.p.

Indian and sidecar), and W. S. Low (3§ Scott and sidecar).

A 200 hundred miles reliability trial to Norwich and back
was held on the 28th ult., with the following result : 1, A. E.
Uffleman (6 li.p. Rex-Jap), silver cup.

Nottingham and District M.C.C

A reliability trial of one hundred miles was held on
Saturday., the 28th nit., over a very billy course, to Ketter-

ing and back, via Melton Mowbray, Oakham, Uppingham,
and Rockingham. Fifty marks were deducted for failure

to climb the observed test hills, and one mark was deducted
for each minute lost or gained in controls. Results :

Possible 500.

Rider and Machine. Marks gained.

1. J. King (3j Premier) 500.

2. J. D. Mitchell (3± Rover) 498.45

3. F. Welsh (2| Humber) 498.15

4. G. Brough (6 Brough) 498
5. N. D. Soresby (34 L.M.C.). 496.35

6. ,H. Dawson (3£ Bradbury) 496.30

Brecon and Radnor M.C.C.

A hill-climb

inst. Results
was held at Tumbledown Dick on the 2nd

Class B (single gear machines up to 500 c.c.)

Fig. of merit.

1. F. Phillips (34 Rudge) 29.01

2. C. Nott (3i Humber) 30.06

3. G. T. Jones (3£ Rudge) 32.46

Class C (single gear machines up to 610 c.c'

F. Phillips (3-i
Rudge

2. G. T. Jones (3-t Rudge)
3. C. Nott (3i_ Humber)

Class H (machines with one or more speeds;

1. H. Jones (3£ New Hudson)
2. C. Wild (6 Matchless)

Class K (open to all comers).

1. T. Lloyd (3i B.S.A.)
2 G. T. Jones (3£ Rudge) ,

C Wild (6 Matchless

28.52
31.15
32.84

open).
36.04
41.46

29.99
31.15

45.41

Canterbury and District M.C.C.
A hill-climb was held at Barn Hill, Wye, on the 26th ult.,

a hill about 700 yards long, with a maximum gradient of

W
1 in 6|. The formula in Classes 1., H. and V. was —

C x T'
as recommended by The Motor Cycle. T.T. machines penal-
ised + 3s. ; dropped handle-bars i£s. Results :

Class I-—Any type of machine, including Pavillet Cup
Competition.

Result on
Rider and machine. Time in sees, formula. Place

A. Baker White (3£ T.T. Rudge) X + 10.3 + 3 ... 373 ... 1

G. Crump (3£ Rudge) X + 13.2 ... 371 ... 2
S. D. Timson (3£ T.T. Rudge) ... X + 14.3 ... 314 ... 3

Class II.—Any type of machine for members who have never
won a prize in a fast hill-hill-climb.

A. Baker Wlute (3£ T.T. Rudge) A + 10.3 + 3 ... 373 ... 1

L. Rumens (34. Singer) X + 18.8 ... 327 ... 2
T. Finn (34. Premier) X + 25.1 ... 246 ... 3

Class IV.—Speed-judging contest, standard time, 70s.

T. Finn (34 Premier) +38 1

G. Poxon (31 Bradbury) +37 2

L. Rumens (34 Singer) +46 "... ... 3

Class III.—Club Sealed Handicap. .

Time on
Time in sees. Handicap. Place

S. D. Timson (34 T.T. Rudge) ... X+ 7.6 ... X + 5.4 ... 1

L. Rumens (34 Singer) • X + 16.1... X + 5.7 ... 2

Lt. H. Simonds, R.N. (34 Trump) X + 12.4 ... X + 7.6 ... 3

Class V.—Fast climb on formula. Members might enter

machines for other club members to ride.

Result on
Time in sees. formula. Place

S. Timson (34 T.T. Rudge) ... X+ 7 +3 ... 434 ... 1

G. Crump (34 Rudge) X + 10.5 ' ... 422 ... 2

Lieut. H. Simonds (3J Trump-Jap) X + 11.2 ... 409 ... 3

Team Rack v. Naval Officeks' Team.
Rider and machine. Points

R. Henshaw (34 T.T
Rudge)

A. Baker White . (3£
T.T. Rudge)

S. Timson (34 T.T.
Rudge)

C. Dawson (3£ 1908
Triumph)

Total

376

374

314

258

1322

Rider and machine. Point

Lieut. F. Simonds (34
Trump-Jap) 7,86

Mr. C. W. Anstey (34
Singer) 289

Lieut. T. C. Bolster
(Rudge-Multi) ... 268

Lieut. E. O. Disney -

(Rudge-Multi) ... 231

Total ... 1174

Fastest time oi the day.—C. Wild (6 Matchless).
A twin-cylinder chain-driven Motosacoche of 6 h.p. Some details of this new

mount are given on page 1142.

B26
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Members of the

Manawatu-
Feilding (N. Z.)

M.CC. who took

part in the recent

hill-climb held on

Brickfield Hill.

Cambridgeshire M.CC.
A novelty competition was held on the 26th ult. at

Arrington. There was a large entry of members, and many
of the tasks imposed were most amusing. An unexpected

incident was the sudden appearance of the local policeman,

who demanded to see everyone's licence. The prize winners

were : 1 B. L. Peters, 2 H. J. Wallis, and 3 P. W. Cowell,

all riding Rovers.

Cathcart District M.CC
A twelve hours' reliability trial was held on the 30th

ult. The weather conditions were very bad, there being, a

heavy gale of wind and rain almost from start to finish.

The competitors left Cathcart, Glasgow, - at 8 a.m., via

Abington, Lockerbie, Gretna, to Carlisle. Out of ten

starters only six arrived in time at Carlisle. Only James
Spence (9 Zenith sc), G. W. Orr (3£ Ariel), and J. E.

Chisholm (34 Ariel) arrived home to time. Several com-

petitors lost their way and were considerably delayed owing
to the extremely dark night.

Hamilton and District M.CC.
The club held a successful reliability trial on the 18th ult.

under very severe conditions, and over a course of thirty-six

miles, including two bad hills. All toolbags were sealed.

The only accessories allowed were a repair outfit and two tyre

levers. Those who finished the whole course in scnedule

time were : J. Low (3i Budge), T>. Fotheringham (3g Brad-
bury), J. Currie (34 J.A.P.), J. Sword (34 Singer), G. Cop-
land (34 Triumph), W. Johnston (34 Bradbury), and R.
Mc A. Walker (6 A.J.S.). The first award was a gold medal
presented by Mr. J. Ledley Hamilton.

The Motor Cycling Club.
The annual dinner and presentation of prizes will be held

at the Adelaide Gallery on December 7th. There are nine
cups and one hundred and seventy-six gold medals, forty-

two silver medals, and nine bronze medals to be distributed.

R. Croucher and S. T. Tessier have won four prizes each.

Sutton Coldfield and Mid-Warwickshire A.C.
The above club held their annual petrol consumption test

on Saturday, September 28th. The route was from Sutton
Coldfield to Lichfield and back, this course being covered

twice, the distance in all being thirty-two miles. The awards
were made on formula, an additional gold medal being

awarded to the member averaging the greatest number of

miles per gallon irrespective of size or weight of machine.

Cx W
The formula used was . The route was practicallv

Petrol
devoid of hills, but there was a gusty wind. The gold
medal was won by H. Newey.- riding a 24 h.p. Levis,

whose consumption averaged 190 m.p.g. The results are as
follows

:

Rider and machine.
Cycles.

J. L. Norton (4 Norton) ...

Seymour Smith (3j Norton)
F. W. Finnemore (34 Triumph)
B. W.-Lee (34 B.S.A.) ...

Sidecab Machines.
J. Woodhouse (44 Regal-Precision)

P. Mosedale (34 Quadrant)

Formula. Mileage to

gallon.

6770 ... 335
4571 ... 138
4258 ... 114
4254 ... 128

?.
-

4996 68
4079 64

A club meeting of ths New Zealand MMor Cycle Cub, vrSoss headquarters are at Wellington. AH machines appear to be of British make.
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THE WEST CYCLECAR.
Features : 8 h.p. air-cooled V type engine. Two-speed epicyclic gear. No differential.

single lever on the steering wheel and ;iti

Eiseraann magneto driven by chain from
the crankshaft.
The steering is effected by a rack and

pinion, and both axles are mounted on
quarter elliptical springs.

The petrol and oil tank are carried in

the scuttle dash, and the body, which
was in an unfinished condition at the time
of our visit, has flush sides and is carried

out in a single curve on each side.

26x2j mm. Continental tyres are fitted.

and are held in place by wing nuts." The
machine has been designed throughout so

Chassis 01 the 8 h.p. West eyclecar, showing aeneral arrangement of parts.

A neatly designed eyclecar has just

been built by Mr. E. J. West, of

Coventry, who has had considerable ex-

perience in automobile construction, and

Front suspension of tbe West eyclecar on
laminated springs

is a believer in the future of the light

eyclecar Last week we . inspected the
first machine made, and now publish
explanatory photographs and sketches.

The engine is. an 8 h.p. air-cooled

Chater-Lea fitted with a large outside

flywheel in which lies a leather-to-metal

cone clutch. The power is transmitted
through a universally jointed propeller-

shaft to a bevel driven counter-shaft, on
which is carried a simple two-speed
epicyclic gear ; thence to the solid rear

axle by means of a single chain. The
gears are operated by means of a side

lever, a dog clutch serving to lock the
gear solid to the shaft for the direct

drive, while a rearward motion of the
change-speed lever causes an external

band to lock the low gear drum.
As mentioned above, the rear axle is

solid and has no differential, but an
ingenious slipping device is incorporated

by means of which each rear wheel is

driven through a friction plate, against

which it is held by a powerful spring-

within the hub shell. The
frame is of armoured
wood, but the engine and
gears are carried on a
separate tubular under
frame, and may be de-

tached quite readily. The
model we inspected was
fitted with a Sthenos car-

buretter controlled bv a

Change speed lever of the new West eyclecar.

The two notches are tor n jutral and top gears,

the ratchet is to contract the low speed band.

as to give the maximum strength for its

weight and at the same time to be quite

simple even for the amateur to erect, if

the component parts are purchased. The
brakes on the rear wheels are of the

contracting "type, and on the first model
the low gear band serves as a counter-

shaft brake, but in future an auxiliary

counter-shaft brake will also be fitted.

The two-speed epicyclic gear and bevel boxes. Design of universal joint. The single short driving chain.

E23
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An Oil Tank Idea.

Tlie oil tank A
is provided with
a diaphragm B,
which can bend
under pressure to
force the oil along
the pipe C when
the tap D is open,
a suitable air vent
being provided.

—

H. and A. Dufaux
et Cie., No. 6,442,
1912.

The Canoelet Sidecar.

The accompanying side and rear
elevations illustrate the general lines of
this sidecar, in which it

is sought to enable the
body to be arranged very „
low down. The longi- ,-''

Utdinal member consists /
of a single tube A bent •

round at the front, an
upward extension being
provided at the rear for

attachment to the frame,
as shown at B. The
rear frame is bridged at

C to pass over the

wheel, the frame thus being supported
or. both sides of the wheel spindle. The
suspension of the body by means of the
leaf springs D and E is clearly shown.

—

F W. Mea'd and T. W. Deakin, No.
21,045, 1911

A Tyre Repair Outfit.

In this outfit the repair materials are
nit to suitable sizes for single repairs,

and the various elements are stored in

receptacles so as to prevent damage.

engaging corresponding faces on the
planet pinion carrier and on a member
AI which may be operated by an arm N
to expand the clutch K into fractional

engagement with the interior of the hub
B. In operation, . when the sun pinion
dogs 6 are moved into engagement with

-^FW^k

the dogs on the planet pinion carrier, a

solid drive is transmitted to the clutch

K, and therefrom to the hub member B.
On moving the sun pinion dogs out of

engagement with the planet pinion carrier

into engagement with the fixed member

Thus, tubes of solution A, patches B,
rolls of canvas 0, and tubes of French
chalk D, each sufficient for a single
repair, are carried, as illustrated, facili-

tating tvre repair.—M. J. Schulte, No.
23,738, 1911.

A Two-speed Hub.
The hub comprises two main parts

A B, the former carrying the belt pulley
or other power transmitter, and the
latter being spoked to the wheel rim.
Within the hub is mounted a planet
pinion earrier C having pinions D en-
gaging an internally-toothed ring E fixed
to the member A. The pinions D rotate
about a sun pinion F, which is provided
with dogs G on either side, whereby it
may be engaged either with the planet
pinion carrier C or with a member H
anchored to the frame by a bar J.
Within the larger part of the hub shell
B is an expanding clutch K, comprising
a gun-metal cylinder and a steel sleeve,M '" latter having internal coned faces L

H, the planet pinions are free to rotate

on their spindles, and a reduced gear
ratio is provided. . The hub member B
is provided with a free-wheel clutch 0,
whereby the engine may be started up
without driving the machine, when the
clutch K is out of engagement.—W. C.

Pinsou and W. R. Blaxley, No. 21,480,
1911.

A Three-speed Hub.
The belt pulley or other power trans-

mitter is carried by a sleeve A, which is

extended at B to form a wide internally

toothed ring engaging planet pinions C D.
rotating on spindles in a carrier E formed

DDDDDDDaQDDDDDDDDDDDnDnDDD
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3
"The Motor Cycle" Photographs. °

rd Duplicates of photographs appearing ^" in "THE MOTOR CYCLE" will be U

^ supp ied at the- following rates:— tj

td Unmounted prints, half plate, 1/6 post id

^ free ; mounted. 1 /9 post free. This Jd

^ refers only to photographs taken by ^° "THE MOTOR CYCLE."
Orders, which must be accompanied q

j with remittance, should be addressed q
2 to the Photographic Department— lliffe, n

and Sons Limited, £0, Tudor Street, * n
p London, E.C.
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on the driven sleeve F. This sleeve F
carries a cone clutch member G engaging
a corresponding member H fixed to the
hub shell. The engagement is normally
maintained by springs (not shown), but
the member G may be withdrawn by the
rod and pin J acting through the thrust
bearing illustrated. The two sun pinions
necessary to complete the epicyclic trains
are shown at K and L and can be moved
so that either is engaged with the dogs
M on the fixed, spindle. The sun pinion
K is also provided with dogs N, whereby
it may be locked to the planet pinion
carrier E. When in this position the
gear is solid and a direct drive is trans-
mitted.

_
To obtain the lower gears the

sun- pinions are moved into . engagement
with the dogs M on the fixed spindle, pro-
viding gear reductions corresponding to
the proportions of the two trains. A

modified construction is described m the
specification in which a double reduction
can be obtained through both gear trains,
providing a very low fourth speed.—M.
Saunders, No. 15,343, 1911.

A Driving Belt.

This is a V belt in which the core
comprises a cen-
tral portion A of

metallic canvas
preferably folded
into three layers

as shown, and
surrounded by
ordinary canvas *B, which is moulded into

the belt C as usual. The metallic canvas

comprises a fibrous warp and wire weft,

and may be woven in strips of the

requisite width, or cut from the piece.-

-

H. W. Hassberger and A.

Burnett, No. 940, 1912.

A Back Best.
Secured to the

saddle frame A
are a pair of ears

B which carry the
pivot for the back
rest support C to

which the rest it-

self D is adjust-

ably bolted. The
support G may be

moved into either

a vertical or hori-

zontal position and
'is locked by a

slide E having a
projecting tongue
F which engages
the ears B, and
can be operated
by hand, cable, or
levers, as desired.

—B. Brooks and
H. Morrall, No.
26.194. 1911.
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An Interesting Presentation.

On the occasion of his marriage Mr.
J. H. Slaughter was the recipient of

a piano subscribed for by his many
friends in the motor cycle world.

Bnmingham to Carlisle and Back Run.

The winner of the P. J. Evans trophy
in the Birmingham to Carlisle and back
twenty-four hours' trial used a Senspray
carburetter and Pedley belt.

A Striking Sue ess.

The winners of both Senior and Junior
T.T. races at Brooklands rode machines
fitted with a carburetter the patent rights

of which have been acquired by the
B.S.A. of Birmingham, who will shortly
place it on the market.

A Hobart Rider's Success.

At the Torbay and District M.C.C.
hill-climb, Miss May Walker, riding a

2| h.p. Hobart machine, was first on time
and formula. Her time was 65|s.,

actually 7|s. faster than the next lady
competitor.

Calcium Carbide.

As readers may know, carbide is made
in various qualities. Turco carbide is

the outcome of much laboratory research,

and is unaffected by air. The firm who
manufacture it, Turco Ltd., Clayton,
Manchester, guarantee a maximum gas
yield per pound.

South African Competitions.
The Excelsior trophy offered by the

Rand M.C.C. for competition during the
year has, we understand, been won by
H. L. Weddell, riding a 3^ h.p. James.
This is one of the most important com-
petitions in South Africa, and has been
run in three sections at intervals of three
months. The results were based on hill--

climbing and general reliability.

Gold Medal Winners.

Two Monarch-Precision machines,
ridden by E. Walker and V. Underbill,
were represented in the Birmingham
M.C.C. open twenty-four hours' trial to

Carlisle and back, both gaining gold
medals. It is interesting to know that
these machines were fitted with Roc two-
speed gears, and the riders reported at

the finish that neither gear was touched
during the whole run.

E. Walk r ana V. Underhill (3 Ittonarchs) who gained
gold medals in the Birminghan-Carlisie-Birmingham

Open Trial. Both machines are fitted with the
Roc two-sreed £czr.
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A New Tyre Firm.

The Burnett Motor Tyre Co., of Melk-

sham, are opening new premises at the

Valley Rubber Works, Limpley Stoke,

near Bath. We understand the mill is

being fitted with the latest machinery for

the manufacture of the Burnett motor
cycle and other tyres.

"A Week in Waterproofs."

In addition to the firms mentioned in

the issue of the 19th ult. as supplying a

special kind of oilskin, the Service Co.,

Ltd., 292-293, High Holborn, W.C.,
write us that they not only supply the

oilskins in question, but were among the

first to announce this class of water-

proof clothing for motor cyclists.

A Unique Testimonial.

An advertisement in The Times of
India for August 15th reads as follows :

" The Triumph motor cycle is acknow-
ledged to be the best machine made.
190S models in stock, unique with im-

provements." The italics are ours.

The correspondent who sends us this

cutting says that the above is not a

single misprint, but has been running

for years. The Triumph Cycle Co.

could not have a better testimonial.

Aiti-skidding Tyres.

The Skew non-skid motor cycle tyres

are the production of Messrs. Oylers, Ltd.,

35, New Cavendish Street, W. The tyres,

we are informed, went through recent

trials- without a scratch and behaved most
satisfactorily. Like the car tyres made
by this firm, the motor cycle covers are

cured under a pressure of threequarters of

a ton, which brings about a thoroughly
homogeneous cover, which does not cut

readily and wears remarkably well.

Irish End-to-end Record.

J. Stewart's Douglas on which he
recently broke the Irish End-to-end
Record was fitted with Hutchinson tyres.

The same make of tyres were used by
Eric F. Remington, when he finished first

in the last of the B.A.R.C. Races on the
28th ult. In a letter to the firm, Mr.
Remington informs them that the front

tyre has covered 4,500 miles on road and
track, and the rear tyre about 1,500

miles—both are the ordinary beaded heavy
ribbed pattern.

Catalogues Received.

The illustrated advanee sheet of motor
cycle fitments made by the Bowden Brake
Co., King's Road, Tyseley, Birmingham,
has just reached us. This sheet illus-

trates Bowden controls, from the small

single magneto lever to a control box for

the steering wheel of a cyclecar. This
control box has three levers, and is a
neat method of controlling throttle, air

and magneto in one fitment. It is

attached to the centre of the steering

wheel, and the levers come- within easy
reach of the driver's hand.

OCTOBER 10th, 1912.

Business Announcements.
We are informed that E. Folwell won

the Leicester and District M.C.C. reli-

ability trial held recently, and the high

speed competition of the same club on

Gaulois tyres.

H. H. Charge informs us that he has

joined the depot staff of Rudge-Whit-
worth, Ltd., and is controlling their

Leeds depot. He is well known through-

out Yorkshire as an active rider.

The Car and Motor Sundries, Ltd.. of

which firm the managing director is Mr.

W. T. Pritchard, has taken over the busi-

ness of H. Martin and Co., Croydon,
previously conducted by Harry Martin

and S. R. Axford. The services of the

two last mentioned well-known riders

have been retained, and they will have
full supervision of the works.
The style of the business of Godfrey

and Applebee, Ltd., 208, Great Portland

Street, W., has been slightly altered to i

cope with the expansion of trade, and
in future the business will be divided

into two distinct establishments. That
of Godfrey and Applebee, Ltd., 87, Great

Portland Street, W., will conduct the

Scott agency, under the management of

F. A. Applebee. Here a large and well-

equipped workshop will be installed for

handling any necessary repairs and tuning

up this make of machine.' The original

business (dealing in new and second-hand
machines) will be conducted by O. O. '

Godfrey, and will be known as Godfreys,

Ltd., 208, Great Portland Street, W.

The Manufacturers' Union Trophy.

The annexed illustration shows the

Manufacturers' Union Trophy, specially

designed by Messrs. Elkington, which is

fifteen guineas in value. These trophies

are offered by the Manufacturers' Union

for the encouragement of the sport

and pastime, and are to be won out-

light. They are awarded at the dis-

cretion of the clubs promoting the events

for the best performances of private

owners.
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"MABON" VARIABLE GEAR gives 8 speeds and fres engine
Suitable for sidecar and so'o work. Easily fitted to Triumph'
Prec sion, Rudge, Single and Twin J.A.P. Belt always in tension
Large diameter of pulley for low gear. Simple and reliable*

PROMPT DELIVERY. PRICE 7 GUINEAS-

MABON MOiOR WORKS, High Rd., North Finchley, N.

"Nothing Succeeds like Success.'

: : THE : :

Iflon-Aero-Guari
(W. Maughan's Patents)

Is already the Standard Front
EVSudguard for Motor Cycles.

One day's mail contained orrfers for nearly

400 GUAR! >S.
Leading Manufacturers -fitting
as Standard — i.e., on entire

output—for 1913.

-To Agrents : Write in, and fix up XOW— at the Show
may be tod late.

To Riders : Specify and insist on it being fitted to your
Kliw machine, at very slight extra cost, if any. Owing to
the great- trade demand a certain proportion of output is
reserved for YOU, but see your nearest Agent NOW, if

not in stock write direct, enclosing crossed P.O. for 12/6.

The COVENTRY AUTO-AERO CO., LTD.,

COVENTRY.
Telegvams :

" Monsoon. Coventry." 'Prone 911.
London Agents : Robertsons, Gt. Portland St., W.

End of the

SEASON

OF

iachine:

; CLEARE!

ALL NEW MACHINES.

GENUINE REDUCTIONS

HARRODS Ltd. ?£2£K?K
BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

answering these advertisements li ii desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Sole Makers

FILTRATE WORKS, LEEDS.

W"

ADVANTAGES
of the

BRAMPTON
VAK I A BLE
GEAR and FREE ENGINE.
(Immediate delivery of 2l h.p. type.)

It gives a positive drive in

wet as well as dry weather.

No slip even at bottom speed,

gives Seven speeds and free

engine, simple in construction,

light and~ easily attached.

The gear is very easy and

simple in action either for

starting or changing up or

down. The drive is taken

up as sweetly as could be

desired.

Write for fall illustrated

: booklet free,

BRAMPTON BROS. Ltd.

Oliver Street, Birmingham.

AMAC
Sutton Coldfield and Mid-

Warwickshire A.C. Petrol

Consumption Test, heidonSePt.28

H. Newey, 21 h.p. two-stroke
Levis, won GOLD MEDAL,
averaging 190 miles to the
gallon.

J. L. Norton, 4 h.p Norton,
secured 1 st pi ace on formula.

J. Woodhouse, 41 h.p. Regal
Precision and Sidecar, was
FIRST in the Sidecar Class.

ALL USED

AMAC CARBURETTERS.
ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES Co.Ltd.
Talford Street, Aston, BIRMINGHAM.

AMAC AMAC

tLAMPS andGENERATORS

,

r HOLD WORLDS RECORDS.

1,200 feet Beam,
78/6

1,000 feet Beam,
68/6

800 feet Beam,
47/6 to 58/6

SPECIAL AGENTS :

SERVICE CO., High Holborn,
w.c.

TAYLOI? & CO.. 2i, Store St.,

Tottenham Court Road, W.
ROBERTSONS, 157, Great
Portland St., W.

HALL,
LTD.,

8 Wrctlesley Street

I
Birmingham.

60, Shoe Lane,
London, E.C.

iSwinton Row,
Edinubrgh.

24, Queer; Street.

Glasgow.

In dnswer'mq these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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OTOR CYCLES
BY EASY PAYMENTS

Whitelevs can supply ANY MAKE OF
MOTOR CYCLE or CYCLECAR on the

EASIEST OF EASY TERMS.

Interest Charge from 2 per cent.
(Carriage Paid.)

A TEN POUND NOTE
secures delivery, and you can pay the balance

afterwards by twelve monthly instalments.

WHY WAIT 6 WEEKS WHEN WE HAVE IN STOCK

Premiers
Brad bury

s

Triumphs
Indians
Douglas
Rex-Japs

Alcyons
New Hudsons
A.C. Sociables
Humbers
5 ingers

Motosacoche

Bats
Zeniths
Hobarts
Clynos
P. & M.'s.

Rudges

Special agents for Rollo cars.

WHITELEYS
QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.

Complete Oulfit, comprising

Lantern Flexible Conducting

Cord, Metal Filament Bulb

Switch, 52-volt Giant Volex

Battery, ready for use. Can be

fitted in a few minutes.

PRICE £1 O.

Full particulars of useful Electric

Accessories for Ike Motor Cycle. See

our M. & E. Catalogue on application.

\y Pj'asvoLT

mix
1 1

\% \. CIRMT. I

cu™""

'

WARD &
GOLDSTONE,
Contractors to H.M. Government,

Salford, MANCHESTER.
Telephone : 7084-5-6 Central.
Telegrams: "Multum, Manchester."

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

^*^^»g=W^J-^H|ffalfl
^l^™^M^Tr1T ,

THE

BLUEMEL

WILL get the last ounce out

of your engine.

WILL stand up to the hardest

.

work it can be possibly

put to.

WILL do so consistently for

a greater length of time

than any other plug.

WILL regularly fire the
weakest mixture, and

ILL give you the much
desired immunity from
ignition troubles.

Write /or List, Motor Cycle Dcpl.,

C W BLUEMEL & BHOS.
WOLSTON. near COVENTRY.

Cycle.' A37
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/3, and Id, per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately

Name and address must be counted. Series

discounts and special terms to regular trade

advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertissments in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To insure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor St., E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements shouli

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-band

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many readers like to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before
going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and West-
j

.morlaud.
SECTION' II.

York and Lancashire.
'

. SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire. Derby, Stafford,
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton, T

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
vVorcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.
SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XL
Ireland and Isle of Man.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE
the great stock of newest
models of every leading

make, and the display of

desirable .bargains in

slightly soiled and second-

hand machines, and also

to study the quite match-
less low orices Quoted at

"'"Till-
Call now, or get to-day's list, which includes—

6050. 3\ h.p. 1908 2-speed N.S.U £16 10
6051. 2} h.p.' BRADBURY 86 10
6052. 3 .Vh.p. 1912 RUDGE Multi £47 10

6053. 3.V h.p. MINERVA £8 10
6056. 3A h.p. 1912 free-engine TRIUMPH £46
6057. 3.'. h.p. 1912 standardTRIUMPH.. £39
6000. 3 i h.p. 1911 F.E. TRIUMPH £38
oo5r. 5" h.p. 1911 twin REX DE LUXE £37 10
60.2. 3JI1.P.-1910 standardTRIUMPH. . £32

63-. 3Jh.p. 1909 BRADBURY £22 10
6019. 4" h.p. 191 1 Free-engine INDIAN £32 10

61:3. 5 h.p. 1909 Twin REX £22 10
60 '.4. 3 h.p. M.M.C. Rum bout £22 10
6o-6. 3H1.P. rgl2 2-speec HUMBER .. £44
6035. 8" h.p. 1911 T.T. MATCHLESS ..£50
6040. 8 h.p. 1912 3-speed CHATER and

sidecar, No. 7 mooU £67 10
•6041. 2l h.p. ror2 Free-engine SINGER £35
-6007. 2! h.p. 1911 DOUGLAS £26 10
6004. 3J- h.p. 1912 3-speed BRADBURY

and sidecar £62

5989. 3* h.p. 1912 ZENITH GRAOUA .. £45

5987. 6 h.p. 1911 CLYNO and Clyno
sidecar £50

5986. 6 h.p. jgri CLYNO £35
5983. 3J h.p. 1911 2-speed BRADBURY £35
5981. 5-6 h.p. 1912 A.C. SOCIABLE £79
5980. 5-6 h.p. 19TI 4-cvlinder F.N £28

5975- 3H>-P- !9 12 F-E- BRADBURY and
sidecar £40

5968. 8 h.p. 1912 2-speed BAT, chain
drive £60'

5947. $i h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS £20
5908. 3^ h.p. igro CENTAUR £20

5904. 6' h.p. 1912 Speed King REX, new £40
590T. 5 h.p. 1911 cone clutch REX ... . £30
5S83. \\ h.p. 1911 F.E. PREMIER ....£33
5882. 2J h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD ..£18
5870. 3!, h.p. 19-12 ZENITH GRADUA .. £42 10

5861. 6'7h.p. BAT-J.A P £22 10

5850. 3Jh.p. 4-cylinder F.N £18

5834. 5" h.p. 1911 tourist REX £30
5812. 2j-h.p. 1911 MOTOSACOCHE, free

engine £22
5809. 2? h.p. 1911 T.T. J.A.P £23 10

5799 3! h.p. ran T.T. BRADBURY ..£23
1788. 3lh.p. 1912 2-speed HUMBER .. £42 10

5786. 2* h.p. I9r2 3'sp. NEW HUDSON £37 10

5776. 5- h.p. 1911 twin REX DE LUXE £37 10-

5767. 3H1.D. I9r2 F.E. ROVER '. £42 10

5742. 3! h.p. 1910 T.T. TRIUMPH ....£32 10

5732. 2l h.p. 1912 2-speed ENFIELD ..£42 10

5621. 2j h.o. 1912 3-speed HUMBER .. £37 10

5606. 5-6 h"p. 1908 2-speed F.N £20
5600. 2» h.p. GRIFFON £15
sso.<5. 3l h p. 1910 KERRY ABINGDON £30

5559. 3i h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £25

5504. 3! h.p. rgio free-engine PREMIER £24

54.tr. 3 i h.p. 19H standard BRADBURY £30

5420. 2J h.p. I9n 2-speed ENFIELD ..£35
5346. 2 h.p. 2-stroUe lady's £7 10

ALL-ROUND REDUCTiONS
are continued on nearly 300 stock machines, and
most liberal exchange still for your present mounl
in part payment of a new one.

9, Shoe Lane,

Fleet Street,

LONDON, E.G.

'Phone : 5777 Holborn,

Wires :

"Opibcer, London."

I NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may b«

[ addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.

j

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London*'
Is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

'

^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed 'for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to -the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For ail transactions exceeding £10 in
.value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
,io the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited. l

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their epquiries are requested to regard the

•ilence as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

1Q12 Triumph, T.T. roadster, perfect condition;
J-«/ £38. bargain.—Whittaner, High St.. Sunderland-

T64783 ill. p. Quadrant, Bosch, 1911 B. and B-, new tyres,
2 tubes, all spares, including valves ; cheap.—Taylor;

62, Thornton St., West Hartlepocl. [X7227

3h.p. 1910 Twin Moto-Eeve, 1912 mag, Watawata
4 belt, Continental tyres, splendid order; £18/10.

—Fearnsides, photographer, Penrith. [X7349

3ih.p. NS.U., mag. ignition, h.b.c, Whittle belt; a
2 bargain, £12/12.-Tnrvey and Co., The Motor

House, Sunderland: [X4816

3 ih. p. 1911 Triumph, T.T. roadster, h.b., fastest
2 Triumph in the north, guarantee this bike to do

65 m-p.h. ou the level, net ridden 1,500 miles; a bar-

sain, £37.—Turvey and Co., The Motor House. Sunder-
land. • rX1817--

3 Hi. p. Triumph,' 1911, free engine, in perfect order,
2 not done 2.000 miles, lamp, horn, watch ; a bar-

sain, £40 : inspection and trial invited.—Turvey, The
Motor House, Sunderland. [X4818

3ih.p. T.T. B S.A-, new, £48/10. for immediate de-

2 livevv: 3Sli.p. Triumph, free engine, new, £55,
immediate delivery: new Huuiber canoelet, £12/12, .just

delivered; new torpedo sidecar, patent apron "ami cover,

£11/11 ; sole aaents for B.S.A., Triumph. Hninber, Royalm.._ ..., r,. ™.
e jjot r

[X4819

2

use, Sunderland.m
INDIAN", 7-9h.p., 1912. free engine model, not done

3.000 miles, in good condition! with speedometer.
Brooks carrier bag, etc- £57.— liloag, Darlington Rd .

Peiryhill. [X7159

TRIUMPH. 3;.h.p., speedometer, watch, horn, lamp,

in perfect condition, also full insurance; a bar-

gain. £29/10. — Robinson, 49, Giosvenor Place, New-
castle-on-Tyne. [6364

ROVER. 1912, ArmstronE 3-speed sidecar hub, FR.S-
Major lamp set, Jones spedoiueter, with trip, watch,

and horn complete with spares, in excellent condition,

tyres new; £55—Clark, 15a, lousda'.e St., Carlisle.

[X7323
TRIUMPH, free engine, Sept.. 1909. new Dmili Ji

belt, tools, lamp, hern, also standard Trimnpli,

Sept., 1908. recently overhauled, new heavy tyres, botli-

in splendid condition ; offers. — Hill, chemist, Speiuiy-

nioor. [5503

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
1012 Scott, as new; £5G.-Ewbank, Castleford.
1JI [X6338

MATCHLESS-.T.A.P.. 7h.p., in thorough order: £27.
—Bennett, 34, Dicconson St., Wigan. [X7296

12 P. and M., as new, with £12/12 sidecar, lamp,

and horn; £65.—Ewbank. Castleford. [X6340

08 Triumph, just been replated and re-blacked by

makers, like new; £26/10—Ewbank, Castleford.
[X6341

19
19

A<.S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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WE URGENTLY
£» Require a large number of Accumulator Rex
^^ Machines, and until the demand is satisfied

gfl we are prepared to offer unprecedented

allowances for them in part payment the

QJjy under-mentioned

NEW REX BARGAINS.
Maker's Price. Our Price.

1911-12 3} h.p. Tourist £45 3 34 guineas

1911-12 3i h.p. 2-sp. de Luxe £53 17 46 guineas.

iqn-if 5 h.p. 2-sp. Twin deLuse, special priceol Gns
1912 z§ h.p. 2-speed Rex Junior de Luxe . , £45

IQ12 4 h.p. Tourist, 84 i- bore x osstroke., £46

191 2 4 h.p. 2-specd de Luxe, handle starting £56

1912 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin de Luxe £62 10

1912 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin deLuxe. chain-drive £70

19126 h.p. 2-speed Coach-built Sidette . . £75

SOLD UNDER MAKER'S GUARANTEE.

SECOND-HAND REXES.
REX.I9I2, 4 h.p., 2-spced de Luxe, 200 miles £4S 10
REX, 1912, 2-speed, Junior, 100 miles .... £29 10
REX, 1912, 6 h.p. Twin de Luxe, 2 speeds . . £49 10
REX, 1912, Twin, 2-speed, de Luxe £49 10
REX, 5 J h.p., Twin, spring forks £16 10
REX, 1912, 4 h.p., Tourist, done 200 miles £38 10
REX, 3i h.p., magneto, free engine, 1909 . . £26 10
REX, 3I h.p., magneto, spring forks £19 19

REX, 2.\ h.p., magneto, lightweight, h.b. con. £16 10
REX, 1909, 5 h.p., 2-speed, Rex de Luxe . . £29 10
REX, 1910, 5-6 h.p., Twin, very fast £29 10
REX, 1911. 3i h.p., 1912, mag., shop-soiled 32 Gns.
REX, 3] h.p., light and low, h.b. control . . £12 10

EASY PAYMENTS QUOTED AT KEEN RATES.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
TRIUMPH, 1910, clutch, splendid ........ £35
ROVER, 1911, Clutch Model : cost (15 £39 10
HUIY1BER, 1911, 3* h.p., Tourist, little used £29 10
PRECISION, 3J h.p"., magneto, Druids £32 10
F.N., 4-cylinder, 1911 late model £29 10
ROYAL ENFIELD, Twin Lightweight, mag. £19 10
ANTOINE, 6 h.p., magneto, Saxon forks .. £21 10
OLYMPIC, 3 h.p., vertical engine £10
KERRY, 23 h.p., vertical engine £9 10
M0T0-REVE, 1911, single, good £23 10

4 J h.p. Twin MINERVA, h.b.c., spring forks £16 10
ROC, 4 h.p., 2-speeds, handle starting £23 10
CHATER- LEA -MINERVA, 2} h.p., Nala

2-sp., spring forks, Model de Course tvres £16 10
WHITE&POPPE, 3; h.p.,mag.,springframe£16 10

Easy Payments quoted on any machine.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
THE North Wales Motor Exchange, Ithosddu, Wrex-

ham. Tel. : 283.

every machine exactly asw E invite inspection

:

represented.

Tj QL2 Clyno mid Sidecar, well equipped, perfect order,
J-*/ only done 900 miles, £70 a real Frank Smith;
1912 Scott, in beautiful condition, £55; brand new
5b. i). overhead Matchless-Jap, 6-speed, in stock, cash
or exchange; 1912 3h.p. N.S.tT. twin with 2-ppced gear,
only done 250 miles, £38; 1911 free engine Singer, a
beauty, £38; 1910 free engine Tr'umph. £36; 1908
Triumph, just been overhauled by Triumpn Co., £25;
1910 Sih.p. Rex Speed King, just -been overhauled, new
pulley and tyres, £28; 5h-.p. V.S., twin mag., good tyres,
£20; 3ihp. V.S., with 2-speed .gear, Bosch niag., Whit-
tle belt, grand goer, £14.—We invite offers frum begin-
ners for the following, all of which are in pood order,
must be sold, no reasonable offer refused: 1907 3}h.p-
Bex, spring forks, accumulator, good tyres; 1906 5h.p.
twin Rex. in splendid condition, 'spring forks, new dry
battery. Whittle belt; Motosacoche, in splendid condi-
tion, Druid "forks, new Dunlop back cover, lib.pl

;

3;b.p. Quadrant mag., E.B. carburetter, good tyres

;

3jb.p. Minerva mag., h.b.c; 6;h.p/. Humber ear, 2-seat.,

Stepney spare wheel, good tyres, nice appearance, 3
speeds and reverse, complete with lamps, ready to drive
away. £18. 3>t US quote you for your new mount; your
enquirv will receive our most careful and immediate
attention. [X7586

"\TKW 3jh.p ; Rover, and 2nd-hand ditto, to be sold
li cheap.—J. Cocke, Sundbach. [X6056

3ih.p. Rover Mctor Cycle, free engine, as new-—
2 Smith, Weleh Row, Nantwich. [X6053

HUMBER, 1912. 22b. P-, twin-cyl., 3-spned, new, shop-
soiled only; £44.—Gaol Square Motors, Stafford.

[X6412
05-Rex, 3idi.p., accumulator, splendid running older,
ct' good tyros; bargain, must sell—Mitchell, \\>m.

[X7
—

WHAT Ofrers?-3ih.p.
h.b.c.. free, engine,

stone, Bioaeley.

09 Standard Triumph,19 mer cord cover,
Stafford.

Minerva, g 6d comiiti
tyres nearly new-—W, In

[X726E

in good condition, new Pal
lamp, horn, tools. -Lloyd, Ga

[X7344

1Q12 F.E. Trinmphs in Rtbek, £55: 1912 F.E. Tri
J-tr umpb, not ridden 500 mile=, £50.—Jones, motor
asent, Efailnewydd. Pwllheli. [X7318

"I Q12 5-6hp. Itex, free engine, equal to new, many
XtF spares; sacrifice £37/10, cr with sidecar £44.—
Wedge and Co., Willenbalh [X7038

1912 SIDECARS.
Illustrated List on application.

" Exchange," with Continental tyre £5 5
" De Lu:ce," with best tyre, apron, footrnat £6 6
" De Luxe," with special side entrance body £7 10
"De Luxe," with best coach-built body . . £7 12
Improved quick- detachable joints, cranlted extra

strong back axle and spindle, tip-up body, and caged
ball races to all models. Prompt delivery to suit
Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any other
make.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

SUNDRIES.
Lycett's Large Size Motor Saddle, new .... 9/6
New 8ooit. F.E.S. Lamp, grid generator . . 35/-
Twin Rex de Luxe, less engine £7 10
Phcenix Forecar, less tyres 17/6
Shop-soiled Cane Sidecar Body 16/3
Wicker Sidecar Body -. 10/-
1912 Bradbury z-speed Gear, NEW £7
24 x 2j Clipper Covers, 10/6 ; Tubes .7. . 5/9
£12 12s. Montgomery Sidecar, almost new £6 6
XL'All Spring Forks 8/6
Myers 1

Motor Cycle Stand 3/3
Fuller's 20-amp. Accumulators, NEW 11/9

the Halifax MotorExchange"

Largest Rex Dealers,

18, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Pboae. 966. Telegrams: "Perfection."

All letters relating to advertisements

MOTOSACOCHE, lih.p..
imnctured, excellent re

Bosch, Whittle, tyres un-
iiditk.n, born, tools ; £17.

Brooklyn. Newton, Alfreton. [6532

T.T. Twin Matchless, lOh.p., hardly soiled, £50; T-T.
twin, 1911. 4b. p., in perfect order, £30; any trial

with either.-184, Witton St., Nortlnvich. [X7338

LEVIS, 1911?, new studded tyres, unscratcbed, Liicae
lamp. T.T. and touring bars, perfect: nearest £25:

bought sidecar.—Newns, Tabley, Knutsferd. [X7264

1QU Campion-Peugeot, 3ihp-. m.o.i.v., E. and IL.
±-*y Druid, Bosch uew Dunlcp belt; bargain, £25.—
Bingham, 70, High St., TibsheJf, Derbyshire. JX7117
1Q12 T.T. Bradbury, with Biuks and all spares, very
X*/ fast, special machine; approval anywhere"; £36.
-Box No. 1,489, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

[X6694
PREMIER, F.E., 3ib,p., 191U. Lueaw lamp, horn,

Dunlops, in splendid condition; £36, or. nearest
offer.—A. N. Powell, The Eagles, Newtown. M nt.

[X7305
MOTOR Cycle. 3£lr.p.; Chater-Lea. excellent tyres and

tubes, nearlv new front tyre, and Advance pulley
new, strong built ; £5.— C. Howells, Sandiford, Holmes
Chapel. [6330

ROYAL Enfield, 2ih.p. twin, late 1910. free engine,
all accessories, perfect'crdcr- ;

getting sidecar ma-
chine: bargain, £18-—Rock, Goldthorn Hill, Wolver-
hampton. [X7335

"JO 12 Model K. Douglas, drne—270 miles, new 23k1

J-«7 of September, £44: with speedometer £46; nrt
soiled.—Apply, Professional, Whittington Burruclw Golf
Club, Lichfield. [X745:

DOUGLAS, late 1911, £50 model, clutch and 2-epec"
gear, in splendid c ndition, comp'ettT with lamp

and bora: £32; any trial or examination.—Hough
Leamorc. Walsall. [X730C'

BARGAIN.—1912 free engine Bradbury and sidecar,
cost £63 few weeks ago, scarcely u;ed ; must sell,

accept £50, nearest ; 'iriumph part.—Thos. E- WaT<=cm.
Uyecroft, Ripley, Derby. [X739C

1Q12 2?h.p. Twin 2-ppeed Enfield, £32 eaeh ; also
!«/ 1911-12 3-ih.p. Bat, fitted lust month with P. and
M. 2-speed. and overhauled, £35 ; property of officers.

-Fox. Lichfield Barracks, Staffs. [X7383

Iib.p. Motosacoche, Druid spring forks, very low, new
4 Dunlop studded cover, accumulator, complete with

etand. carrier, etc-, splendid goer; bargain, £7/10.—W-
Jones, 64. Rhosddu Rd., Wrexhaxu- [X7263

TRIUMPH, splendid condition. Palmer ccrd and tube,
unpunetured on back ;• any trial ;

plating like new,
lamp, horn, spare tube, etc., only wanbs seeing; bar-

gain, £31.-35. Arboretum Rd.. Walsall. [X7377

1 Q ! 2 Free Engine Model Bradbury, 3^h-p. . condi-
JO? tion afl new, run about 300 mile^ ; cost £54/10:
must sell; approval anvwhere at £39/10. — Box No,
1,487, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X6687

(THE NAME WITH A REPUTATION. Established 1900.)

Itr
h
eIt:

h hampstead.
Close to Hampstead Tube Station.

Tele. : "Rey, Hampstead." Tel. : 2678, P.O., Hampstead.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
NO EXTRA CHARGE

on LIST AS UNDER—
BRADBURYS, BATS, RUDGES, MATCHLESS,
CLYNOS, ZENITHS, SINGERS, DOUGLAS,
LUMBERS, ENFIELD, NEW HUDSON,
PREMIER, TRIUMPH.
ALL NEW 1912 MODELS, until further notice.

1 mifiBfljai BALANCE TWELVE EQUAL
- UU 11911. MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

FOR CASH ONLY
1912 SHOP-SOILED MACHINES, otherwise new.

RUDGE, Multi-speed £50
SINGER, 4 h.p., -speed £54
BRADBURY, F.E. Model £43
BRADBURY, T.T. Model £38
RUDGE T.T. Roadster £39
ZENSTH, 6 h.p £58
TRIUMPH, F.E. Model
DOUGLAS, Model H £42
CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed £59
A.C., Standard Model £E0
LINCOLN-ELK, 3 h.p. Model £27
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-speed, No. 5 £59
BAT, 5-6 h.p , 2 speed, chain drive £62 10
BAT, 7-S h.p., 2-speed, chain drive £64 5
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-specd, No. 7 double belt £62
HUMBER, 3* h.p., 2-spced £44
RUDGE, 2-speed £46
RUDG£, free engine £46
BAT, 5-6 h.p £49

Compareour prices with others.

SIVJIVIEDIATE DELIVERY
OF 1912 MACHINES, OVER 63 IN STOCK OF LEADING
MAKES, INCLUDING P. & M.'s, SCOTT, MORGAN RUN-
ABOUTS, A.C.'S, G. & N.'s, AND G.W.K.'s.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES,
INCLUDING SIDECARS AND CYCLECARS.
E.IBERAI. DISCOUNT.
ORDER NOW FOR EARLY DELIVERY.

We are now Booking Orders tor 1913 MACHINES and
RUNABOUTS, now is your time to Book with THE ONLY
HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

Sole LONDON Wholesale Agents tor LINCOLN ELK.

SECOND-HAND
£28. F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p ion
£25 F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p 2910
£26. F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p., with clutch 1910
£38. RUDGE, T.T. Roadster 1912
£37 REX, 6 h.p., clutch, speedometer and sidecar 1912
£67. ZENITH, 6 h.p., with sidecar, as new 1912
£20. REX, 3I h.p., good order 1920
£39. BRADBURY, 3.V h.p., as new I9r2
£27. LINCOLN-ELK, 3 h.p., as new 1912
£41. DOUGLAS, Model H, 2-speed, as new I9r2

£28. JAP-CHATER, 4 h.p 1912
£23. REX, Twin, 4 h.p., T.T 1920
£8. MILLFORD Radial castor cane sidecar .... 2911
£2 10s. 1012 MABON CLUTCH.
£180. BAYARD, 8 h.p., 4-cylinder, 3 weeks old,

quantity of spares 1912
£280. F.N. Car, 10-14 h.p., as new rgi2 -

All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

THE FAMOUS "REY" S9DECARS.
f6 5s. £5 5s.

Side-entrance Models, Wicker, £7. Coach-built, -C9 10s.
2 Elegant Cane Models, Side-entrance, £10 10s.

All complete with Hutchinson or Michelin 26 * 2\ in. tube
and tyre, and quick detachable joints.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.

Only
Address:

5, HEATH
9 STREET,

PSTEAD.
should quote the numbei at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A41
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OUR
REED CANE BODIES

have undoubtedly hit the mark.

Undoubtedly this class of cane is far superior and
more classy than ordinary cane or wickerworlt,

besides being considerably lighter These beautiful

sidecars appeal to those who want absolutely the

best - Model G

£8 8s.
Complete as above and carriage paid.

SMART, LIGHT, AND STRONG.
Our Model de Luxe Sidecar is admitted to be the
finest all-round value ever o tiered. Cranked axle,
quick detachable joints, caged ball races, with
extra stout wheel spindle. Guaranteed 12 months.

Complete with Lamp, Foot Mat, Kick-up Stand,
Quick Detachable Joints, Continental or Michelin
Tyres, Round or Car Pattern Mudguard, and
CARRIAGE PAID. Send "tor List.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New Rubber-studded Covers, 26x2^ beaded 17/6
Water Circulating Pump 5/-
Small Tricar Radiator 5/-
Triumpb pattern Handlebar, new 6/3
Mabon Clutch, fits Rex 35/-
New Prested Accumulators 7/6
New Prested Trembler Coil 15/-
Lycett's " Top Tube Toolbags 7/-
2 h.p. Stationary Engine, water-cooled.... £4 10
Albion Clutch, fits Triumph 47/j
New Screw-cutting Lathe, 4)11. centres .... £6 10

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX (Two n,inu,es
rrom G.P.O.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 1910}, Mabon clutch, lamp, generator,

spare cover, new Dunlop belt, overalls- any trial,
examination; unsciatthed; £29, no offers; bought car.
-H., Stanton Colliery, Burton-on-Trent. [X7289

I

THE Bargain of the week.—32h.p. twin Premier, Bosch
mag., touch 60, eilent. £4 worth of spares, etc..

just overhauled cost of £3/i0, condition guaranteed per-
fect; £22.—Palmer, ironmonger, Staveley Town. [X7459

1Q10 7h.p. Chater-Lea-Peugeot. Bosch, Druids, Kemp-
X«/ shall and Palmer tyres, just been overhauled, per-
fect, smart appearance, lamp, etc.; the lot £19, or
nearest offer; must sell.—T. W. Bentley, 159, Waterloo
Rd-, Burslem- [6334

MOTOR Cycle Bargains—Practically new 1912
standard Rudgc, £32; 1911 2-speed Humber, new

last November, with new 1912 sidecar, and all acces-
sories, £35: 1911 standard Budge, £27—The "Walsall
Garage, Walsall. [X7310
1Q13 A.JS.'s, Scotfc-, Triumphs, and Douglas's;
-Lt/ book your order now; we are in a position to
deliver two of each model at the show.—The Walsall
Garage, Walsall. Tel.: 444. [X7311
"I Q12 Rudjre, special bargain, just come into stock from
X*/ customer, T.T. model, special, fust, F.R.S. lamp,
best horn, all spares; cost £63, and had special tunc,
only run 1.600- any approval at £39, all touring fittings.
—Smith's Motors, Chesterfield. [X6693

SINGER, 2^h.p., 2-speed, free engine, not done 300
miles, perfect in every detail, cost £50, for im-

mediate sale £37/10; Rudge, free engine, Millford 16 gn
sidecar, Lucas lamp, speedometer, and spares, a bargain
£52/10, or will separate; Douglas. 2-speed. free engine
used for demonstration only, oilers ; Millford £16/16
radial castor wheel, art cane, run 1,000 miles only,
£11/10.-J. H. Wedge and Co-, New Rd., Willenhall.

[X5350

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

TDrRMINGHAM.

/"-CLEARANCE of New and 2nd-hand Stock.

MOTOSACOCHE, li'h.p., £18. or accept best offer,
useful as a little runabout.—Col more" Depot, 45,

John Bright St- -

REX, 1911, 3Jh.p., £27. 'in good running order, sound
machine—Colmore Depot. 45, John Bright St.

LINCOLN Elk, 1912, 3ih-p.. 2-speed, free engine, had
very little -wear; a 2-speed machine for £33.—Col-

more Depot, 35. Colmore Row.

BRADBITRY, 1911, 3£h.p., good reliable bargain for
£33.-Colmore Depot, 45, John Bright St.

ZENITH. 1911, 3ih.p., a noted hill-climbing machine;
£40 or -will clear for best offer.—Colmore Depot,

35, Colmore Row.

TRIUMPH. 1912, free engine, scarcely used; owner
purchased lightweight : honestly worth full price

£55, take £48.—Colmore Depot. 35, Colmore Row.

and M.. 1911, 3 ill. p. 2-speed, a rare machine;
£45-—Colmore Depot, 45, John Bright St. [6584

PLASTOW, Grimsby, has the following machines on
offer:

"I Q12 Douglas, model K, new a month ago; 1910 F.E
JL& Triumph, £32,10 : 1911 Dmiarlafl, 2-spppd. frot-
boards, handle starting, £32/10; N.S.U., 2-speed gear,
£37; 1911" Douglas, 2-speed, £30; 1911 Premier light-
weight, £22. [X7451

ARNO, 1911. 3;h.p-, been carefully used, perfect con-
dition; £27.—Rover Co., Victoria Sq-, Birmingham.

[X7>?9
TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine, only done 500 miles,

equal to new.—Garlick, contractor, Coventry,
[X7467

1 Q12 Rover, Armstrong mark III. 3-speed gear; cost
It/ £61'12, price £50.—Southlands, Kettering.

[£7417
TRIUMPH, 1906, mag., good condition, good tyres,

new belt; £17/10.— Gardner, 15, York Rd., Leam-
[X7215ington-

CDYNO. 1911. 6h.p.
complete, spares

;

mingham.

2-speed. in excellent conditi:n,
£42.-360, Stratford Rd., Bir-

[6617

5n.p. Indian, 1910, new chains, re-bushed, Cowey
speedometer, lamp and generator; £33-— Glover

Bros., Coventry. [X7199

BRADBURY, 3ih.p., 1911, eplendid order through-
out, just overhauled: £28.—Meadow View, Learn

Terrace, Leamington. , [X7205

1Q11 T.T-- -Triumph, splendid condition, very fast

:

J.*/ £38 or nearest.—Moore, Bolton House, Donis-
thorpe, Ashby-de-la-Zouch. [6332

1 Q12 T.T. Rndge, in perfect- condition : too powerful
Ji*J for owner; take for quick, sale £30.—Johns n,

44, Clarendon St., Coventry. [X7196

3h.p. Motor Cycle, good condition, nearly new tyres,

new belt, mag., and B. and B. carbretter; £10 cash.

Clarke's Garage, Leamington. [X7031

BRADBURY Motor Cycle, 34h.p„ mag., B. and B.
carburetter, spring forks, head light, horn, etc.

;

sell £22.-56. Sutton St., Aston. [X7313

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
We have a quantity of frames by well-known maker

Two styles to chose from.

Price 32/6 each.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks 45/- extra.

Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

NOTHING EXTRA FOR EASY PAYMENTS.
We are prepared to supply almost any make of New

1912 Motor Cycles for

Balance in 12 equal Monthly Payments.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS
1912 2| h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds, new £42
1511J 3i h.p. PREMIER, 3 speeds, new £46
1912 8 h.p. MORGAN RUNABOUT new 85 gns.
1912 3j h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds £46
1910 SCOTT, a beauty £32
4-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks .... £16
3 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V. £11
3 h.p. BROWN, magneto.Druids, 26in.wheels £16
3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto £24
4 h.p. 1911 QUADRANT, Roc, 2-speeds £33
3* h.p. 2910 L.M.C., Bosch, h.b. control.. .. £22
3i h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH, beautiful order £33
3J h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed model, Bosch ..£23
igri (Nov.) 3} h.o. RUDGE, free engine £J9
2 h.p. WOLF, magneto £15
1911 Lady s HOBART, Armstrong 3-speed . . i32
3J b.p Twin pittivilfcH, nue machine .... £25

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
3! h.p. 1908 Tourist, rgog engine £23
3$ h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23
3 h.p 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex ., £16 10
5-6 h.p., Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear .. £22
7 h.p. de Luxe, 2 speeds, M.O.V £48
5-0 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, 2-speed model £28

SIDECAR CON! Bl NATIONS.
8 h.p. BAT, 2 speeds, Millford sidecar .... £50
c-fih.p. 2-speed TonR REX and sidecar .... £33
7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £53

J?4L FiAWN SECURES ANY OF THESE,** l»UWn BALANCE 25/- MONTH.
2 h.p. WOLF, magneto, 26in. wheels, A.J.S.

engine v . . £15

3 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V. £11

3 h.p. BROWN, magneto, Druids. £16

^C TinWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.e^S WUW11 BALANCE 30/- MONTH.
4A- h.p. N.S.U., Bosch magneto £19
4-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks .... £1 6

3 h.p. 1908 REX, Bosch magneto £17

5 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.b. control £16 10

4* h.p. WOLF Tricar, 2-speeds £19

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New Lycett's Saddle, large size 9/6
F.R.S. "Headlight, new 25/-

F.R.S. Headlight, second-hand . .-. 15/-

Powell's 2-speed, free-engine back wheel . . £4 15

New Basket Body, upholstered green, .... £1

One ditto, upholstered red £1

1912 B: and'B. Carburetters, single jet .... 27/-

1912 Senspray Carburetters 28/6

Sidecar Aprons, green or red. with studs .. 7/6

Bosch V Twin Magneto, 48 degrees £3 10

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21,23,25, Hopwood Lane.
Telephone HAIiSFAX <K°~

Telephone qiq.

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should <ruote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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WANTE
Orders for

RUDGES
» ZENITHS
S SCOTTS
I DOUGLAS
co LEVIS
°i J AKtES

O t. V M ©

POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

I Z3
HUlttBER. ior-2. 2-speed. handle starting £44
NtW HUDSON Lightweight, 2} h.p.

tap, like new, 3-speed gear, a bargain £35
PUDGE Standard tcii2, 3-Lh.p £33
PREMIER, 3* h.p., ior2, comptete ,vith

sidecar, 3 speeds £55
NEW HUDSON, ii h.p., 1912, not done

300 miles, 3 speeds £43 10
HUWBER, 3! h.p., 2-speed and free

engine, take a' sidecar £39
TRiUMPH, 3J h.p., late 1908, a bcautv £23
TRIUMPH, with 2 speeds and free

eigine £25
TRIUMPH, clutch model, raioi . . £33
LINCOLN ELK, 3I h.p., 2-speed and

kick starter £33
BEX, 1008, 3J h.p., h.b.c £ld
P- & M., complete with 9 guinea sidecar £32
REX, 10,10, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed.- and free

engine complete with sidecar £33
QUADRANT, jl h.p., Bosch, B. and B. £18
P. & M., <ooo, 2-speed £2S
CHAMPION, 191 1, like new £26
F.N. Lightweight, inlT-12, shaft drive,

shop-soiled, complete with £roWorth
of spares £38

F.N., s-6 h.p., fitted with 2-specd gear
and free engine at 5 cost of over £e'o,

a t ar »ain £33
MINERVA, 3; h.p., h.t.c, magneto igni-

tion, spring lorks £15
HUMBE3, 3} h p., and fore-car, 1'. & M.

2-speed £18

50/- down and 5/- per week secures

the following :

REX, 2! h.p., B. and B £3
N.S.U., it h.p £1o
REX and Forecar, complete, with free

engine h.b.c £14
8-guinea Sidecar, second-hand £4 C

Guaranteed for 12 Month".

As Illustrated, 10 GUINEAS.
Write for Sidecar Catalogues.

A'e claim to have the finest and stro
car on the market. No fear of wheel >li

igest Side-

lining off.

Footrests, post paid

SC*>"?Tj Victoria ft

Street,

2/10

flotor House,
Powell Street, HALIFAX.

Telephone— 433, National.
Telegrams— " SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOH SALE.
1012 5Jh:p. T.T, Matchless, new July do 60. £ 42 j

JL*7 1912 3'h.o. T.T. U.S.A., brand new, £40.-
Shurrock, 176, Bristol Ed., Birmingham. [X7297

TBHTMl'H, 1910, .
Alhinn F.E., .Tones speedometer,

lamp, spare tube in case, and belt, new back covei
£32.— Goodwin. 68. Bristol St., Birmingham. [6314

TRIUMPH, late 1911 model T.T., 3th. p., Dunlop
tyres, horn, head light, condition a* new; barguin,

£34.-Brown's. 12, Bull Ring. Birmingham. [X7314

JAMES Motor Cycle, -3!h.p.. T.T. model, 1911. hern,
lamp, aocessoxies. Spares, excellent condition: £30.

—Kentish. 75, Trafalgar Rd., MoscIcy. llirniinghaui.
_ [X7162

TRIUMPH, 1911, 3ih.p„ free engine, fitted with 1912
forks, very little used, and equal to hew; £42 —

The Premier Motor Co., Ltd.. A.ston Rd., Birmingham.
10155

TRIUMPH, 1911..3)h.p., T.T. roadster, last machine,
in good condition ; £30.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Ltd., Aston Rd.. Birmingham. T0156

MATCHLESS-J.AJP., 1911, 3{h.p, free engine, excel-
lent condition: £33.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0157

TRIUMPH Motor Cycles-Latest 1912 free engine
and T.T. roadVter models in stotk; buy your

machine from the official agents for Birmingham and
district—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [0158

3ih.p. Humber, 1909. 2-specd. free engine, Whittle
2 belt, engine juvt overhauled by makers, and new

rigid sidecar; £50.— Gill, 32, Kimberley Rd-, Rugby.
[X7209

NEW Hudson, 1912, 3!h.p.. 3-speed, Colonial model,
first-class conditio)*, Lucas lamp, horn, etc. ; £45

nctt.—23, Aubrey Rd.. Small Heath, Birmingham.
[X7466

TRIUMPH. 1909. just overhauled, new piston, splen-
did condition, g< cd climber, lamp, spare belt, valve,

tools, etc. good Kres- £25.— Stafford, 13. Much Park
Sl. Coventry. [X7115

3.3h.p. Motor Cycle, Bosch mag., h.b.c., good tyres,
4 -lamp horn, etc., complete, in good running con-

dition: £12/10, or close crier.—Small, Innishowen, East
Kirkby, Notts. [6402

BRADBURY. Sept., 1911. 2 speeds. Lucas lamp.
horn, spare tube, Duulop belt, new tyre, £30

;

Turner sidecar, heed, screen, £9.—3i, Regent Parade,
Birmingham. * [X7351

DOUGLAS E., 2-speed-, free engine, footboards,
Brooks saddle, absolutely perfect .condition, very

little used; what offers?—Cooper Harrison, Cctswrld.
Syston, Leicester. [X7373

1 Q09 Triumph, grrd fvres, Palmer cord ba-ck, new
ItJ Bunion belt, new eyl. and other parts, 50/- Lucas
lamp, £2 worth spares;. £25, rare bargain. — Wykes,
RotLley, Leicester. [X7365

LATE 1911 3|h.p. P. and M., perfect condition, run
only 2.000 miles, practically new tyres, spare ewer,

lamp, horn, spares; £45. — Price-Hus he.s, 12, Little
Church St., Rugby. [X7342

<) lh.p. "Enfield 1910, new 1911, net ridden 1.000
rd 4; miles, condition as in w. just overhauled, cpaies,
unused, Rich detachable, valves, and belt; £22.—Gray.
164, Victoria St., Grimsby. [X7221

1Q12 Improved 2-speed 4h.p. Rex deTlmxe, condition
A*/ as new, Lucas lamp, riding accessories, spares,
only used by engineer for pleasure ; £44.—Copley, St.
Catherine's Rd., Lincoln. [X7464

ner cord tyres, guinea
., unsi ratihed, had

only 3 months' running ; nearest to £45 secures,—
Morris, Ccton End. Warwick. [X7463

A.J.S., 2Jh.p. 2-spec-d, latest model ; Alldays-Matchlcss,
3^h. p , "2-speed, latest model, French grey finish:

must sell; no reas nable oiler refused-—Belgrave Garage,
Bristol St., Birmingham. [6557

TRIUMPH. 1909, fitted with Zenith-Gradua gear, free
engine, exceptional condition, unused through

winter months: bargain. £28.— Drapery Stores, 64. Til
t..n Ed.. Small Heath, Birmingham. [X71C3

TRIUMPH. 3!h.p., 191-2, Miller lamp and generator,
hem, spares, r.en condition, used very little, £41

;

with-eiitccnr. canoe treat, £45; bargain; first cash order
secures.—McCutchion, 36, Spencer Ay., Coventry. [X7352

B017I, 3.1). p.. 1912, Sturmey-Areher 3^peed gear,
-B-V delivered June last, ridden 1,400 miles- listed at
£59. wilt accept £49/10; would take a sidecar anywhere:
no offers or exchanges entertained; may be seeu by ap-
pointment.—P. W. Johnson, 22, St- George's Rd. Ccv-
entry. [0163

I
?NFIELD—Exceptional, opportunity. Slightly used
-J Royal Enfield, 2Jh.p., 1912 2-specd. chain drive,

only ridden few mill's; cost £53/10 recently; take £35
for quick sale; perfect machine- no fault: good reasons
for urgent sale.—Box L62, 77ic Ms/tor Cycle Offices. 20,
Tudor St., E.C. Tiro*

LATE 1910 Speed King Rex. 3;h.p , single, very fast
machiue, all spare;, including <; p.iu> nuncLe-bais,

inner tube,, watch, lamp, horn, etc., 3 belts, 2 long
exhaust pipes, engine just rebored and bushed through-
out; exceptional condition; £25, no offers. — Astley,
Eaton Rd., Coventry. [X7366

BARGAIN.—Triiimph, 1907 lu.del, with 1911 eyl.

and piston, 1912 improvements, new belt. IJuulop
tyres, Triumph lamp and generator, Jones speedometei,
T.T. and touxinc handle-bars, spares and tools, in splen

j

did runuiue: order; take £27'10 or near offer.—Box NY
j

1,435. The Motor fi/c.e Orfli es, Coventry. T0167I

I 1 Q12 Free Engine Triumph, Palmer
J-V whistle, Lucas horn, spares,

Gofer's flrtotories,

Westgate, Halifax, England.

REX-JAP., all 1912 Models.

LISTS FREE ON APPLICATION.

CASH, EXCHANGE OR EASY PAYMENTS.

ROVER, i,rr, 35 h.p., fine order £39 19
IvaOiVi)^ h.p., 2-speed and magneto %& 9 fiU

TRimPH,Z^ti?e^ £35 10
REX, „?;* 4 h -p - lom[st 8t* x 55

' £4@
REX DE Ll3kk

>^: i^-j« £56 Q
2jh.p,, vertical engine, &Q K

J nice condition, wants *** *^

slight attention

, i

7
erv

P
hot

TnHni SPr ""g ,m"'<S'£35 10
DINE,^%

r^ i

?irS?r£23 19
©CV DE LUXE, igui.Twin, 2-speed, &&<% Ufa»**» new, 1912 frame and control,. WO 1W
REX DE LUXE

'
IStl» 3^ h-P- 2-speed

'"** and .new sidecar, very smart /BQ &HC
lot, with maker's guarantee . .

^** gllBa-

3 2$ h.p., runs well .... o&O B O

REX.X'bic3*
hp" Tourist

'

vcry £29 10
REX °fd gg£s*

h

;

p'".H^f"'"' £35

1912 l[HAOB&JRYS
LIBERAL EXCHANGES.

4 h.p., 1912, cone clutch, only £?OQ.
J had few journeys, -as -new. . . .

**0\?

MINERVA, ^in

h ;P:

re3

2sp^£16
&%ttii\j 1910 Twin, special finish. . . , c&<&9

SCOTT, ^tarim"5

^!' £33
REX I0°9 ' 3 " u 'P-'Tourjst .

specially £22
RtA, sj h.p,, Twin, spring forks ..£16
M S N ERVA, 4^P- Twi "' spring

£1

6

8VY-PRECSSl@Ceii:r
p
a
:

ri£32
MOTO-REVE,^i^.1q

fine conditiou 3& 8 *?

WHITE &P0PPE.4X
spring forks

^Flf 5-5 h.p.. Twin, free engine,
"° l& '*'! good order

JAP -'I h.p., Lightweight, spring. .ffQ.P«>u ., forks, H.B. control «•»

REX Si ".p., H.B. ormtrql, exceUont £Q

Every offer duly co^s'dered.

1912 REX exchaaiq:;

SPECIAL QUOTATIONS. OFFERS WANTED.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisemen'., and the date of the issue, A4

j
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^
EVERY DAY IS BARGAIN DAY

AT

15 Ditto.—Cyclecar or car size.

7/6; sale price, 4/9. Post 4d.
Usual price.

25 WIRE-
BOUND CLEAN-
ING BRUSHES.—
Large size. Bristles
will not come out.
Usual price, 1/9

;

sale price, 1/3.

Ditto.—For coachwork. Usual price, 2/6. 1/9.

BELT FASTENERS
of every make in great variety.

50 Celerio Belt Fasteners.—Very strong. Usually
advertised at 1/-. |in„ £in., and iin. 7d. each.

20 Star.—Jin., gvn., and iin. 6d. each*
50 D-AII.—Adjustable. Usual price, 1/6 ;

sMe price, lid. each.

jy) 16 Triumph Pattern
Horns.—Usual price,

6/3 : sale price, 4/3.

SIDECARS AND BODIES ONLY.
2 only M.llford Herald, soiled ; usual

price, £6 6s £4 19 6
1 only Second-hand Sidecar, good order £3
2 only Taylor's 403, cane body, best

quality
;
usupI price, £5 15s £4 7 6

2 only Taylor's 39S, ditto
; usual price,

£si5? £4 7 6
Taylor's Wind-screen ; usual price, 32/6 £10

HANDLE-BARS AND GRIPS.
14 Pairs Long Handle-bars.—£in. and iin. stem.

Usual price, 7/- ; sale, 4/11. As new.

20 Pairs Celluloid
Hook Grips.— Jin. and
iin. Usual price, 1/6

;

sale, 1/2. Post 2d.

Everyone who wants the finest

possible value for money with

promptest attention to all orders

should study this list of our . .

| STOCKTAKING BARGAINS. |

Any article sent by post. The extra cost of
postage to be sent with order. Hundreds of
desirable bargains. Call or write for special list.

50 LEATHER GAR-
BIDE CARRIERS.—To
fit on frame or carrier.
Hold i lb. tin of

carbide. Usual price,
1/8. Sale, 1/2. Post 2d.

25 TOOL KITS AND TOOLS complete.containing
12 very useful tools for cyclecar or car.
Usual price, 2r/- ; sale price, 13/6.

20 LEATHER
HIDE TOOL ROLLS.—Best quality, with
fittings for eight
tools. Usual price,

3/6. 2/6. Post 2d.

20 Pairs Dover and
Celluloid Grips.— Jin.
andiin. Usual price,

1/3. lid. Post, 2d.

We have also a grand list of Special Bargains in
Motor Cycles. As.i for copies or call and select to
suit your requirements.

21a, Store Street,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.C.

Telegrams

:

Telephone

:

" Dynametro, London." 10957 Central.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TWIN Humber, 2Jh.p., Armstrong 3-speed gear, 2iiu-

rear tyre, double iootreste, belt guard, flpare belt,

lamp, born, and, spares, splendid condition; near offer
to £40.— Geoil'rey Smith, Uimehn, Northumberland Rd .

Coventry. [0141

1Q11 Twin Rex de Luxe, fitted Roc foolproof 2-

At/ speed, Bosch man.. Druids, B. and B-, in per-

fect order throughout,. guaranteed, ideal sidecar machine;
sacrifice £32/10—Holland, Clarendon St., Coventry.

[X7028
HUMBER Motor Cycles, 1912, new shop-soiled

models; 1912 3ih.p., 2-speed, £45; 1912 22h-p.
T.T. or touring, £35; 1912 lady's 2h.p„ clutch model.
£37/10: ditto, 3-speed. £40; 1912 2h.p., 3-speed,
£37/10; ditto, single-speed, £30; for cash only; no ex-
changes.—Humber Depot, 78, New St., Birmingham.

[6615
MOTOR Cycles-—1912 Humber, 3}h.n.. and Mont-

gomery coach-built sidecar, £46 ; 1911 Humber,
3ih.p-, 2-speed, £32; 1910 ditto, £25: 1911 22h.p. 3-

speed, £32; 1911 Zenith Gradua, £32; 1910 Enfield,
2ih.p., £15: 1911 Humber, 2h.p-, £22; 1910'Epecial
Humber. 3;h.p., chain drive, £18.—Humber Depot, 78,
New St., Birmingham. [6616

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

TDLANT Motors, Bedford.

2JLh.p. Royal Enfield: 16 gns., complete with spares,
& good tyres, Dunlop belt.

3_lh.p. Triumph, good condition, spares, Dunlop belt;
2 £28.

3 l.h. p. Alldays-Matchle&s, nearly new, lamp, Cowey,
2 1 Duulop, Mabon 1'ree engine, good spares; £35.

[6497
"I Q09 Free Engine Triumph, in real gccd order and
itf condition; £27.—3a, Bridge St., Cambridge.

[X6060
2h.p. Minerva, m.o.v., new tubes, just overhauled, in

i running order ; £4.—AY. S. Green, Gt. Barford,
Beds. [6527

PREMIER. 2£h-p., 1912 model, not done 100 mile*.
used for demonstration purples; accept £30.— J.

T. Jackson, Stalham. [X6674

TRIUMPH, late 1908, perfect condition, lamp, watch,
new belt, good tvre-s. all spares, overalls; £25.—L.

Jeffries, Acton Sq., Sudbury. [6536

"I Q10 Triumph, engine just overhauled by makers,
J-*/ enamel and plate as new, Whittle, lamp, horn,
tools', perfect; £33.—Booker, Wereham, Stoke Ferrv.

[X7233
B-S.A-, 1912, 3ih.p.. free engine, shop-soiled, not

ridden, usual price £56/10: also 3^h.p. Multi
Rudge, only ridden about 100 miles; what offers?—H.
YV. Miller, Nene Quay, Wisbech. [X7423

5-6h.p. Rex de Luxe, late 1910, just had £10 overhaul
and replacements at works, perfect running order,

used, every day, horn, tools, and spares. Palmer cords
and butt-enders • trial given; cLsest £35, or exchange
5Jh.p.—Gordon Parker, Mildenhall, Suffolk. [6554

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

B.S-A., 1912, T-T., perfect condition; nearest £39;
spares.—Spratt. 2, Taff Embankment, Cardiff. [6562

I Q12 Clutch Triumph, not ridden -450 miles, condi-
*~*y tion perfect; £48.—Postmaster, Henllan, Card.

[P50]
BRADBURY, 3ih.p., 1910*. mag., excellent climb-

ing condition; £30; after 5.—Dunn, Taff St., Tre-
Verbert. [6371

"j Q12 Multi Rudge, new August, perfect condition;
8-O any trial ; 46 gns-—"Walker, Horset'air, Kidder-
minster. [6531

TRIUMPH, 1912, F.E-, almost as new, all spares,
watch, cyclometer ; £49.—Weightman, Osha^ton.

Monmouth. [X720T

TRIUMPH, 1911<\ clutch, excellent condition, full
spares and kit; £4-1, or offers—Marshall, BpI'p

Vug House, Malvern. [6361

RUDGE, 1912'. free engine, new August last, perfect
condition: £50; owner buying lightweight.—Sones.

Leighterton Tetbnry, GIos. [6572

HUMBER, 19122, 2-speed* free engine, ridden 500
miles, new tyre, lamp, generator, all accessories.

tools, 3ih.p. ; £55.—Win. Recs, The Cedars Hengopd.
[X7iar

ROYAL Enfield Motor Cycle, as new, for sale, abund-
"*ant spare parts, 2 speeds, twin eyls., Palmer

studded tyres.—Tunbridge, Northampton Place, Swansea
[6433

TRIUMPH. 1907, recently over^nu'ed at works. Bo?6h
mag., B. and B., h.b.c., splendid condition, also

I tamp, horn, accessories; first £j.8 secures.— VYi,liam>,

1
outfitter, Cwmfelinfach, Mon. [X7356

HUMBER, 1912, 22h p. twin free engine, only 3
months old and only done 1,400 miles, very fast

and in perfect condition in every way, plating and
enamel as new, Rom combination on back; £39.—J. W.
Love, tobacconist, 29, High St., Aberavon, Glam.

[X7334

FOX
RETREADING
Pays the Best.

Beware of Imitations.

18/3/12.
" The tyre you retreaded last year has

done over 3,000 miles, and looks like doing
another 3,000."

L, R. PEARSON*
Wolverhampton.

10/6, 12/6.

Extra Heavy,
15/-.

Guaranteed not to come off. My
process does not stretch the beads.

Usual time two days.

IF I DO NOT CONSIDER
YOUR COVER WORTH
RETREADING, THEN I

WILL ALLOW FOR IT
AGAINST A NEW 40/-

FOX COVER.
28x2J

TRIAL PRICE, 25
—EXCELLENT VALUE.-

22/8/12.

"y.'joo miles without a puncture on Irish

roads, and good fur some mileage yet."

MURRAY & CO., Cork
r

SEND FOR LIST.

FOX, DEPARTMENT D,

30, John Bright Street,

BIRM INGHAM.
A44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote tbe number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Taxation of Motor Cycles.

THE
petition forms which we issued a fortnight

ago urging motor cyclists to protest against the

proposed new rates have daily continued to

pour into our offices duly signed by readers, and
by Saturday next, which is the day we require

all the petition forms in our hands, we hope to have
sufficient evidence to convince the Treasury and every
member of the Taxation Committee that the recom-
mendations of the latter are unsound, and, further,

likely to do an immense amount of harm to a rapidly-

growing industry by preventing new converts from
taking up the pastime and restricting the use of the
motor cycle. This is the fifth consecutive week we
have devoted space to show by example how absurd
the new taxes if adopted would prove, and every

week further evidence of their weaknesses accumulates.

We might mention that we took particular care to

see that the members of the Taxation Committee re-

ceived a copy of The Motor Cycle of October 3rd in

which our petition was enclosed, and some of the
injustices of the recommended taxes clearly exposed.
For further ventilation of the subject we have also

to thank a number of leading newspapers for their

references to The Motgr Cycle petition, practically

all agreeing that in the light of the weaknesses dis-

closed by the examples we have quoted success is

almost bound to attend our efforts.

As our readers well know, our chief argument
against the suggested taxes is the absurdity of rating
motor cycle engines on the size of the bore, ignoring
the length of the stroke as in the case of motor
cars. Such a system will not only influence design
and restrict progress, but will eventually become
a laughing stock. To quote one or two glaring

examples: A J. A.P. engine, measuring 90 mm. bore x
77j^mm. stroke '= capacity 493 cc, would have
been taxed £2 2s., yet an 89 x 89 mm.- Bradbury of

554 c.c. capacity = just 61 c.c. bigger, or a 4% h.p.
Precision, 104 c.c. bigger, would have got off with £1.
The Scott (535 c.c), owing to its short stroke, is rated
at £3 3s -) which will be the tax payable on the power-
ful twins of much greater capacity, and now we come
to the most absurd example of all. A. owns an
Excelsior (650 c.c.) and sidecar, -the total weight of
which is about 4% cwts., B. a four-cylinder F.N.
motor bicycle (494 c.c), a machine notably light on

tyres and consequently doing no damage to the road.

A. pays £1 for his licence, while B. is mulcted to the

extent of three guineas !

These are but a few of dozens of absurdities if the
Treasury adopt the committee's proposals and tax

motor cycles on their cylinder bore alone. United
action must be taken at once to combat these unjust
rates, and we desire readers—whether actual or pro-

spective riders—to post to us by Saturday next as many
signed petition forms as they possibly can, so that

we may use them to the best advantage on behalf of

the whole community of motor cyclists, whose numbers
must now be approaching 100,000.

Determined Action Necessary.

THE
need for action is pressing, as the Treasury

has issued the draft of the new regulations,

which are to come into force on January 1st

next. These follow the recommendations of

the Committee on the Horse-power Rating of

Motor Cars, and not one of the -injustices we have
outlined above has been in any way reduced. Luckily,

the regulations are at the present moment only in

draft form, and there is time for representations to

be made to the Treasury, but unless these are made
in the strongest possible form the motor cycle will

be handicapped by one of the most unjust systems

of taxation which has ever been applied to any form
of locomotion.

The Auto Cycle Union has not failed to recognise

the seriousness of the position, and it is inviting the

co-operation of the Automobile Association and Motor
Union, the Scottish Auto Cycle Union, the Motor
Cycle Union of Ireland, and the Motor Cycle Manu
facturers' Union. Our petition will do much tc

strengthen the hands of these representative bodies.

At the same time, it has been a matter of surprise to

us that so vital a matter should have been so tardily

taken in hand, not only by the A.C.U., the governing

body, but by the Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union.

A serious blow has been dealt at the motor cycle

industry, which may affect thousands of workmen.
Now that the draft regulations have been issued per-

haps they will recognise to the full that the time for

action is short, and that, unless the strongest possible

representations are made, there will be no chance of

obtaining a revision of the unjust propositions con-

tained in the draft.
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SILENCERS.
The first instalment of this article appeared in

our last issue.

OCTOBER lyth, 1912,

^J

C
Fig. 10.

Increase of Power Caused by
Silencers.

It is often said that if a silencer is of

good design it should give more power
than if an open exhaust be used. This is

partly true and partly not. The explana-

tion generally given is one explosion

helps out the exhaust of the one that
follows it. So far as single-cylinder

machines are concerned this is a pure
fallacy, because none could possibly carry

a pipe long enough to begin to have any
such effect, even could it be produced

(which is doubtful),

but there is. some-
thing more in it with
regard to multi-
cylinder engines. If

the cylinder exhausts
direct into the at-

mosphere, then the
gases must accelerate

the air they impinge
upon to their own
speed from rest,

whereas if it ex-

hausts into a cham-
ber in which the
gases are still mov-
ing as a result of the
previous exhaust,

then the power required for the accelera-
tion is obviously less.

On the other hand, there are many very
well authenticated cases where speed has
actually been taken off a single-cylinder
machine when the whole silencer was
removed, such silencer having been
admittedly of imperfect- design. The
explanation is more than probably
simply this, that when the exhaust pipe
has been re-

moved it has
left the ex-

haust port di-

rectly facing

the direction

in which the
machine is
travelling, so

Fig. 11.

that the gases have had to emerge against
the resistance of an appreciable positive
pressure, which at a fairly high speed
would certainly amount to as much as, if

not more than, the assistance of a bad
silencer.

Or.e thing, however, is quite certain,

viz., that no silencer worthy the name
has any need whatever for a cut-out. It
is a plain admission of incompetence on
the part of the designer, or that the de-

signer's wishes are restricted by the
amount of space at his disposal.

AlS

Why Water-cooled Engines are
Quieter.

As has been suggested above, water-
cooled engines are quieter than air-cooled

engines for the reason that in the former
case the temperature of the exhaust gases

is less, and hence with the same, or

equal silencers, the final outlet velocity

has less well-marked peaks in it ; or,

in other words, is more nearly constant.

This matter of cooling is, as may be
gathered, of the utmost importance ; and
that being pretty obviously so, it may
well be a source of continual wonder to

anyone who has given the matter a
moment's thought that so many ma-
chines are turned out with nickel-plated

exhaust pipes, which accordingly present
to the atmosphere the very worst pos-

sible radiating surface. No doubt it is

done with the laudable intention of making
things look nice and keep nice, but it

is unquestionably bad from the point of

veiw of the silencer designer. Surely it

is possible to devise some matt black
surface that is more or Jess imperishable
and looks well.

For the same reason, exhaust pipes

should be as thin as possible, and should
be made of some material that is more
or less dead, as far as producing sound
waves of its own is concerned.

The Shape of the Exhaust Pipe.

If the rate at which the exhaust im-
pulses are felt by the pipe correspond, or are

a simple multiple of the vibration period

of the pipe itself, a noise due to harmonic
vibration will be set up. The best ex-

haust pipe that can be practically con-

sidered would appear to be a very thin

cast iron, or cast malleable iron, tube fur-

nished on its outside with a number
of radiating flanges fixed at right angles

to the axis of the pipe, whilst inside

there might be longitudinal fins, which,
while enormously increasing the radiating

surface, would affect the actual resistance

of the pipe to no appreciable extent. A
sketch of a half section of the suggested
pipe is given in fig. 6, in order to make
the idea clear. The pipe would probably
have to be made in two halves, so that

the internal surfaces

cculd be filed smooth
and to allow for

thorough cleansing of

the interior.

I have already men-
tioned the very great
importance of proper
regard being paid to

resistances close to the

cylinder, where the
exhaust gas speed is very high. This
is where really good engine design comes
in, on account of the effect which is

Fig. 13.

exercised by the shape and contour of the

exhaust port itself. It need hardly be

said that no silencer, however well

planned, can possibly neutralise the initial

ill-effect of a badly shaped port. A point

where power may easily be lost is in

the fitting of the pipe itself. Where, as

shown in fig. 7, a union joint is used

and the internal diameter of the pipe is

slightly less than that of the port, con-

siderable resistance is set up by the sharp

corners, and in like manner by the fitting

shown in fig. 8, in which the pipe is

simply thrust into the port and pinned

in position. In this case the port should

be counter-drilled, as indicated in fig. 9,

A Typical Motor Cyc'e Silencer.

In fig. 10 is given a rough sketch of

the typical motor cycle silencer such as

is used, with, in some cases perhaps,

slight modifications, by a great many
manufacturers. Briefly described, it is

a cylindrical box with a number of small

holes either at the side or in one of the

ends. Since it is simplicity itself, if

not actual crudeness, it would quite

naturally be supposed, as indeed it is

sometimes claimed, that there is nc

back pressure, whereas, as a matter oi

fact, such a device could not possibly

have any quietening effect whatever

unless there was a. good deal of back

pressure. To start with, the exhaust

pipe is of very inadequate length, and
consequently the gases get no oppor

tunity to cool as they should do, and as

a result they enter the " silencer " proper

at an exceedingly high speed. They
immediately strike the bottom wall of

the box at the point marked A, and re-

bound thence in all directions, setting up

a good deal of resistance by the forma-

tion of a complicated series of eddy
currents.

Still travelling at a high speed, they

are forced to emerge through the small

outlet holes, unless the cut-out, which
provides an alternative route, is in

operation. Such a " silencer " may be

best described as an instrument which
partially interrupts direct sound waves,

but does not attempt to deal with the

exhaust gases at all. The chamber is of

totally insufficient volume, and cooling

is totally neglected.

Gases entering at a Tangent.
It is rather interesting to note that

an attempt to get over the back pressure

difficulty due to eddy currents lias been

made by Mr. James Norton, and is in-

corporated in the Norton motor cycle.
'

It consists simply in directing the

stream of gas tannentially to the wall of

the cylindrical box instead of rlia

metrically. Beyond fractionally "increas-

ing the radiator efficiency of the wall
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silencers.—

in the immediate vicinity o£ the pipe, it

is difficult to see what advantage is to

be obtained, as, obviously, eddy currents

will stiil be produced by the gas shooting

round only at one end of the box.

Another type of instrument is that

j I lust rated in fig. 11, which is furnished

on a few makes of machines. It gives

evidence of excellent intentions at all

events, if nothing else, but suffers in

common with the previous type in

having so small a radiating surface, so

that the gases never get a chance to

cool. A really good silencer should let

them emerge almost stone cold, and at so

slow a rate that they should hardly be
felt when the hand is put close against

the pipe. However, in this respect fig.

11 is better than fig. 10, but only because
a long pipe to the rear takes the place
of the series of small holes.

A Suggested Design.
Now, since there is but limited space

in which to carry the silencer on a motor
cycle, it follows, almost as an axiom, that

the cooling should be very efficient in-

deed, and I have already suggested how
such an end can be easily achieved with
regard to the exhaust pipe. It seems to

me that there is no reason, other than
that of slightly increased cost, why a

similar idea should not be applied to the
silencer chamber itself—that is to say,
furnish it very thoroughly with cooling
ribs both inside and out.

By rolling a sheet of iron into the form
shown in fig. 12, it would be unnecessary
to cast the box, so that additional cost
w-ould not be very high. Then, as shown
in fig. 13, which may-b; taken to repre-
sent a design for a more effective silencer,

the silencer box would be very long as
well as of fair diameter, and the exhaust
gases, furthermore, would enter it axially.

The pipe through which they would leave

for there is not the slightest r'.oubt that
it would allow the explosions to be heard ;

at the same time, it would cfrtainly be
very much better than fire "silencers"
now in use on most machines, and it

would be almost completely without
noticeable back pressure. T will not pre-
tend that it would either look particu-
larly well or olcai.

easily with its ribs

and serrated tubes.

but it certainly would
be practically effec-

tive.

Fig. 1.5-

the main box would have a sealed end,
but a number of large, holes at the sides.

This pipe would stretch to the extreme
rear of the machine, where it would carry
another small expansion box. In the
middle of this the pipe would be stopped
up, and holes bored each side of the
partition, -as shown in the drawing. To
increase the cooling area, both this last

box and the long pipe itself could be made
of serrated section, and all would be
finished a dull black.

It is not suggested that this design of

silencer would be anything like perfect,

In considering, however, the real

silencing of motor cycles, it must be
realised tnat this is by no means the same
thing as the silencing of motor cycle
engines. Undoubtedly the engine is the
worst offender, so far as noise is ..on-

cerned, but it is a long way from being
the only one, and in some machines there
are other things which nm it very close

indeed. To realise which it is only neces-
sary to coast down a hill, first with the
engine switched off. and then immediately
afterwards with the belt off.

W. G. Astox.

JACKSON CYCLECAR.
The Jackson cycleear is now complete

with its body. As will be seen from our
photograph, it is a striking vehicle with
artillery wheels, to which are attached

760x90 mm. tyres and high side doors.

The latest type of Jackson cycleear is

not yet on tile road, but we are enabled,
through the courtesy of Messrs. Reynold,
Jackson and Co., Ltd., Brunswick House,
High Street, Notting Hill Gate, W., to
give a few details concerning it. The
engine is the 90° 10-14 h.p. fan-cooled
J.A.P., 85x120 mm., which is placed
transversely in the channel steel chassis

position. The drive is by propeller-shaft
to the gear box, which contains two speeds
and reverse, whence there is a cross shaft
driven by bevel on which the sprocket is

carried. Thence to the back wheel the
drive is by chain. The rear axle is of

ample width, and is carried in a separate
tubular frame. The vehicle has great

laterial rigidity, so much so that two
people 'can stand on a board attached to

the chassis, one of these being outside the

wheel track. The chassis is suspended on
coil springs in front. The steering is of

the rack and pinion type.

ARMSTRONG GEAR
IMPROVEMENTS.

A call on the Armstrong Triplex Three-
speed Gear Co., Icknield Street, Bir-

mingham, last week elicited the informa-
tion that their motor cycle hub gear
improvements are many. The firm are

also adding a new pattern three-speed
hub gear to the one already manufac-
tured. This latter has a top direct

ratio of 4| to 1, a middle ratio of 1\ to

1, and an emergency gear of 11 to 1. It

is so constructed that the engine can be
started with the driving wheel on the

1

«

The latest model Jackson cycleear, propelled by a 90° air-cooled twin engine set transversely.

ground. Mr, Reilly, the manager, in-

formed us that they had had so many
applications from sidecar owners for a

gear which would give a bottom ratio

of 11 to 1 that they had decided to make
that their standard for sidecars. This
confirms what we have written about hub
gears for single-cylinder machines re-

quiring an emergency gear, which should
be sufficiently low to make climbing the
severest hill a certainty instead of an un-
certainty.

Another improvement is the strengthen-
ing of the gear operating rod. This in

future will be equal in diameter to the
clutch push rod. The spindle diameter
will be increased to -[i-in. , and a new con-

trol dispensing with tlie.trigger will also

be ready by the date of the Olympia
Show.
The company, while kindly providing

us with these particulars, wish us to

point out that they are not in a position

to supply the public at present, but will

be ready to make deliveries immediately
after the end of next November.
A refinement in the control is the fit-

ting of a horn handle in lieu of the

metal handle previously supplied. De-
tachable brackets for carrying the control

lever will be made in three lengths to -

suit various widths of tank, and the
brazedon type will also be supplied in

three lengths—2^in., 2|in., and 3£in.

centres. The clutch pedal will be oval,

and the clutch rod will be pushed in

by means of a worm and nut instead of

the usual levers.

The indirect top gear pattern, which
we have had in use for' months on New-
Hudson and Humber machines, will be con-

tinued ; in fact, the firm are specially

arranging to supply both types to cater

for different requirements. Some favour

the indirect top and others the direct top

gear pattern. In 1913 both tastes will

be satisfied.

Aiq
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THE J.B.S. CYCLECAR.
.js

(1) Sido view of the J.B.S. cyclecjr. (2) Front view showinj how the bonn3t tipa up and rsnd3r5 the whols of enjine, cirburettBr, clutih ets. accessible.

THE other day a representative of The Motor Cycle
had the pleasure of a trial in one of these cyclecars,

which are being placed on the market by Messrs.
J. Bagshaw and Sons, Ltd., of Batley, Yorkshire.

The machine, which has now completed a thousand miles
trial, including three clean ascents (successive) with a
passenger up Keighley Gate (the hill that caused a great
deal of trouble to the competitors in the A.C.U. 1911 Harro-
gate trial), behaved very well whilst we were testing it on
the rough West Riding highways, and held the road nicely
at speeds up to about 35 m.p.h. This speed can be
exceeded when occasion offers. The seating accommodation
for two is ample and comfortable, while under the seat and
also at the back are fitted receptacles for all tools, spares,
etc. The overall dimensions of the chassis are approxi-
mately 9gft. x 4^ft. It is built up of tubular steel

and sprung by means of semi-elliptical springs fore and aft.

The engine, an 8 h.p. J.A.P., is placed at the extreme
front of the chassis, and therefore receives the full wind
pressure for cooling purposes. A leather-to-metal clutch
is used with a three-speed gear box and propeller-shaft.

The steering gear is on car lines, as also the general

operation of control, one pedal being for a brake fitted on

the propeller-shaft, another pedal working the clutch, and
a third being for the foot throttle. There are two side

levers, one being for the internal expanding brakes on this

rear wheels and the other for operating the change speed.

There is one lever fitted to the steering column, and this

is for advancing and retarding the magneto, which is

a Bosch. A single . control Lukin carburetter forms part

of the regular equipment, and has given very satisfactory

results. The petrol and oil tank is placed on the dash,

petrol being gravity fed and oil by the J.A.P. automatic

lubricator, and also an ordinary pump. The body is of

metal, the complete machine weighing about 6 cwts. The
position of the engine and the removable footboards make
everything very get-at-able.

Altogether the machine behaved satisfactorily, and after

one or two slight modifications (which road tests have

shown desirable) have been made should prove itself equal

to, if not better than, a large number of small cars now
seen on the roads.

->—33«9

The Taxation of Motor Cycles.
A few opinions from readers concerning "The Motor Cycle" Petition.

Sir,—We shall be very pleased to co-operate with you in

obtaining as many signatures as possible protesting against
the suggested motor cycle taxation, and will have the petition
form signed and returned to you in a day or so.

CALCOTT BROTHERS, LIMITED.

Sir,—We will certainly obtain as many signatures as

possible for the petition to the Motor Car Taxation Com-
mittee. THE WILKINSON T.M.C. CO., LTD.

Sir,—I enclose my petition together with signatures. I

have sent letter to Sir John Simon, and trust every motor
cyclist will take this up enthusiastically.

Congratulating you upon your action, and trusting vou will

fight this to a finish. E. J. BOWEN," Jln.

Sir,—I beg to enclose you herewith four lists of signatures
for the petition against the proposed increased taxation. I

trust that your efforts will not be in vain.
Wishing The Motor Cycle every success,

E. S. DANGER.

Sir,—We shall be very pleased to co-operate with you to

obtain as many signatures as possible in protesting against

the recommendation of the Motor Car Taxation Committee to

tax motor cycles on the motor car basis. If you will kindly

send us two or three forms we will have them put in a promi-
nent position here so that our customers may sign.

BOWDEN WIRE, LIMITED.

Sir,—-We have much pleasure in returning petition duly
signed. We sincerely trust your energies will be rewarded by
the proposed new taxation falling through.

THE PREMIER CYCLE CO., LTD.

Sir,— I return petition duly signed. Well done ! The. Mod)

Sir,—I have much pleasure in sending a few signatures

from members of the stock exchange who own motor cycles

(and ride them). PAUL DRINKWATER.

Sir,—Regarding the petition for protest against increase
in taxation on motor cycles. You can leave it to us to get

as many signatures as we possibly can.

THE REX MOTOR MFG. CO., LTD.

Cycle. We wish you every success.

Sir,—Please accept my best thanks
you are making on behalf of all motor

E. B. BARTON.

for the great effort

cvclists

T. A. DYER.

Sir,—I enclose herewith signatures for petition and wish 3"ou

every success with your project. I had a typewritten copy
of your suggested letter written, and rode four miles to

hand it personally to our member for Eccles. He promised
to attend to it. F. SHACKLETON.
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Occasional GommeKts

Waterproof Magnetos.
As the makers of the waterproof magneto very

properly assert, trouble in wet weather can only arise

from bad fitting of the cable. The unfortunate thing

is that the original fitting may have been carelessly

done by an agent, or after having been properly done
in the first instance, may be disturbed by the owner
and carelessly refitted, as, for instance, when the cable

is removed to see how it is fitted, when it is accidentally

pulled out of its socket, or when the owner takes it

out unnecessarily in the effort to trace a trouble.

Two points should always be verified before a machine
fitted with a waterproof magneto is taken out in bad
weather: i

"

(1.) The cable should be a tight fit in the ebonite

bush by which it disappears into the-, endplate.

(2.) The cable should be caulked into the ebonite

bush with wax. The Bosch Co. recommend running

melted paraffin wax round the cable at this point,' but

it is quite sufficient to let a candle drip round the joint.

When these two precautions are taken trouble is

impossible. It is, of course, suicidal to remove the

endplate in the open air when rain is falling, for the

armature has no other protection than the endplate,

and water is sure to be blown in under the arch of

the horse-shoes. It is wiser to push two miles to find

shelter rather than interfere with the endplate in the

open.

Tyre Bursts.

In his article on his personal oyclecar fads Mr.

Davies introduced the question of tyre bursts, with

special reference to three-wheeled cyclecars. He did

not extend the scope of his remarks and apply them
to" all pneumatically tyred vehicles, and it, should not

lie forgotten that a tyre burst is always a nasty thing,

and that no sensible man will use tyres in such bad
condition that a burst is at all probable. If we com-
pare the risks attaching to tyre bursts with two, three,

and four-wheeled vehicles, I suppose it is beyond
contention that a burst is least, perilous on a four-

wheeler. Mr. Edge's public demonstration over razors

and broken bottles with a Napier car. at the Crystal

Palace some years ago was generally discounted by
the fact that a magnificent driver was permanently on-

the qui vive to correct the swerves resulting from a

burst cover. But I have personally sustained several

sudden bursts on four-wheelers, and I do not regard
them as really dangerous. In particular I remember
how a front cover burst two years ago when I was
driving a light racing car downhill at an" excessively

illegal speed, and yet I brought the vehicle to a stand-
still without real difficulty.

The case of two- wheelers is very different; a bad
Swerve, is inevitable; but, as de Rosier showed us
when he was travelling at over 70 m.p.h. in his.

Brooklands race with - Charlie Collier, . the accident,
need not produce a smash. The salvation of the

motor cyclist who bursts a tyre at speed lies in his

ability to jam his feet down.
The case of the modern three-wheeler is short of

evidence at present, and it would be interesting if

owners who have burst tyres on modern three-wheelers
at speeds well in excess of legal limit would write
to the Editor. J know of one 1906 tricar which sent
three people into hospital for this cause before it

caught fire last spring, and made tardy atonement for
its misdeeds by realising ^,"100 insurance money—

•

about three times its face value !

This machine, like many of its contemporaries, -was
absolutely unsteerable with a flat back tyre, and its

owner could only pray that bursts would occur when
there was a pile of hay, or other soft material, some-
where adjacent. I presume the latest three-wheelers
are steerable at low speeds" with a flat back tyre, and
that at high speeds the owner must be content to take
his chance, like all users ' of pneumatically tyred
vehicles, from the owner of a racing car to the 'modest
motor cyclist

Could not some leading manufacturer of three
wheelers, give a public demonstration at Brooklands?
Whatever danger exists can best be met by only using
sound tyres on the driving wheel, by avoiding high
speed work in hot weather, and by being very
methodical" in fitting new tubes. •For the circum-
stances under which bursts are probable are :

1. Using badly worn tyres.

2. Driving too fast on hot days.

3. Nipping new tubes.

H. Vandyk, the well-known Court photographer, with his specially fitted up
1912 P. and M.
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Motor Cycles for Colonial Use.

number
rapid!}',

WITH experience of road surfaces in Australia,

Cape Colony, and Rhodesia, as well as in

England, possibly my notes on the subject

of the ideal Colonial mount may be of interest

During the last twelve months or so the

of motor cycles in Rhodesia has increased

and most of the best-known

British makes are represented.

Beyond the municipal areas
J

macadamised roads do not exist. jfa

The "natural" roads of the

country are, as a rule, rideable

only in the dry season (i.e., the

winter), from about April to

-November, and occasionally in

1 letween spells of rainy weather

;

but during the summer months
wheeled traffic converts the sur-

face into a series of ruts along

which progress on a single-

tracker is impossible. When the

surface is wet—except in sandy

country —*- the wheels become
clogged with mud and immov-
able in a few revolutions.

As has often been mentioned
in The Motor Cycle, manufac-

turers have as yet paid no special

attention to colonial require-

ments. When they do, I think

the sale of suitable machines will be largely increased.

For use in or near the larger towns, both in Australia

and South Africa, where macadamised roads are

general, the standard models fill the bill satisfactorily ;

but for outside use the design of the whole machine
needs to be verv carefully considered, and a special

colonial model might be turned out for export.

Height of Magneto and CranK Case Clearance.

For Rhodesian use, the position of the magneto
is an important matter. It should be placed as high

as possible. Some of the best-known machines can-

not be pushed through more than a few inches of

m.

Douglas' rider going

Matopo hills, twenty

water without the magneto being submerged, and thij

is a serious drawback where streams have to be forded.

In nearly every machine both the silencer and the.

crank case are so low that great care has to be exer-'

cised not to get them damaged by contact with pro-

jections on uneven surfaces. Tyres of not less than

2j-2in., and preferably 3111., in

diameter, of greater thickness

and strength than are usually

supplied with the machines,

would, give greater satisfaction, e

Rims and spokes, especially in

.

the back wheels, should be

heavier in proportion ; and wide

hubs, giving greater lateral

strength, are advisable.

The transmission question it

not such a troublesome one here

as it is in a wet country, since,

very little riding can be done in

the wet season. The dry atmos-

phere at an altitude of 4,500
feet has a deteriorating effect ou

rubber, and for this reason

leather . belts are being used a

good deal. The conditions of

road surface change so much
and so rapidly that variable

gears give an enormous advant-

age. What form these should

take—whether hub-contained, counter-shaft, or vari-

able pulleys—is not of so much consequence as that

the system shall be absolutely reliable and simple.

An important point in favour of a belt or chain drive

through a counter-shaft is that the usual large-diameter

belt rim, with its great risk of damage from projec-

tions, is replaced by a comparatively small rim or a

chain wheel.

A free engine clutch and a kick starter give a great

advantage to the rider." Although a vigorous' mail:

can start a fixed geared machine up a steep gradient

or on a sandy surface, it is too strenuous an exercise

for most people. On bad roads, with- perhaps

through a stream near the

miles from Butawayo.

M 1 ^..KSJS&taal

(1) The same stream, erossei a mile farther on. The machines are—a Rui;e, Triumph, Douglas, and an N.S.U.

hill from the Matopo Hotel towards Butawayo, Gradient 1 in 7.

) A Rudge and a Singer descending tie
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numerous streams to be crossed, dismounts are gene-

rally frequent, and the energy saved by being able to

restart from the saddle can only be appreciated by

those who have tried other methods.

The type of engine most suitable is, of course, a

debatable point. From the fact that it gives more
clearance than a vertical engine, I favour the hori-

zontally-opposed twin-cylinder type as used on the

Douglas machines. With slightly increased cylinder

capacity and a choice of gears, such a high engine

speed would not be necessary. A single cylinder is

less trouble to keep tuned up, and this type will no

doubt always find its advocates. The greater part

of Southern Rhodesia averages 4.500 feet above sea

level, and engine power is consequentlv . reduced by

1109

something like 25%, so that allowance must be made
lor this loss, either by increasing the original power
or by using lower gear ratios. Naturally, high speeds
are not ofte,. possible., and an average of from fifteen

to twenty miles an hour is considered quite respectable
travelling, so that gear ratios of, say, 4, 5^, and 8 to

1 would be most satisfactory.

Motor cycles are more often adopted in Rhodesia
as a means of getting from place to place, than
as a pastime. It is comparatively expensive, and the
absence of "made" roads detracts very, much from
the pleasure, though the " sporting " nature of some
of the rides appeals to the more adventurous. Most
of the best machines are sold at an advance of 30%
to 40% on the English price; and petrol at 3s. 6d.

per American gallon. Bertram Woods.

—^—<^©Ctt»~^—

A Run on an 8 h.p. Cyclecar.
LATELY we made a careful inspection of the

8 h.p. Duo car built by Duo Cars, Ltd.,

York Street, Westminster. The engine, which is

set longitudinally in the frame, drives by chain to the

counter-shaft, at each end of which are two adjust-

able pulleys, which are controlled by a side lever;

which also pushes backwards or forwards the rear

wheels, thus keeping the tension on the belts equal,

irrespective of the gear in use. The movable
flange slides on a square shaft, and the expanding or

contracting of the pulleys is effected by means of a

quick pitch thread. The whole is packed with grease

and will run without attention for about six months.

The steering is worthy of note. The front axle ends

forming the bearings for the steering pins are raked,

and the arms connecting the tie rod are slightly out

of centre, giving a trailing action tending to keep the

wheels in a straight line.. The movement of the wheels

is effected by three strong wdre cables wrapped round
a fibre pulley, each being provided, with a spring at

one end to ease the strain, save the wire, and allow

for any stretch. The side brake shoes are shod with

Service belting (the same type of belt is used in the

transmission), and a limited oscillating movement is

permitted, allowing the shoe to adapt itself to the

rim, while means of adjustment are provided. The
wheel hubs are of large size and ball bearings of the

cage type ,are employed, rendering the wheels detach-

able. The throttle and ignition control are by wire.

The engine is the well-tried 8 h.p. J. A. P. with extra

outside flywheel. The cooling is assisted by an alu-

minium fan running on ball bearings.

The Touring Model.
When Mr. de Peyrecave suggested a trial run, he

invited a choice of twro vehicles, a racing-looking
machine and a smart, w:ell-finished cyclecar fitted with
hood and screen. We chose the latter.

During the early part of the run Mr. de Peyrecave
took the wheel, and skilfully threaded his way
through the traffic to Ealing, thence through the lanes
to Denham. When once well away from the haunts
of men we took over the control ourselves. The side
lever which controls the free engine and gears, if

pushed forward applies the brakes, while a second
side lever puts extra tension on the belt. Of the two
pedals, that on the right hand works the brake, while

that on the left is the accelerator. The steering

was good and we did not spare the car. In fact, we
drove as fast as the vyinding nature of the lanes

would allow, and yet the perceptible rise up Red
Hill, the. first gradient encountered on the main road,

was taken without a falter. All went well until we
were a mile or so from Gerrard's Cross, when the

vehicle suddenly gave a heavy list to port, neces-

sitating a quick pull up. An examination revealed

that the near side spring shackle plate bolted to the

frame had come adrift, as both bolts holding it had
sheared. Fortunately, a motor furniture van came
by and one bolt was procured which saw us into

Beaconsfield. Here another was purchased, and the

rest of the run was concluded without further trouble.

The several steep pitches between Beaconsfield and
Amersham were taken in comfortable style, also

Rectory Hill. After tea we followed the same route

in the reverse direction, taking Gore Hill with plenty

of power in hand and the other short but stiff ascents

on top gear.

The springing was good, but a little more care

might be bestowed on the design and upholsterv of

the seats. On the whole the vehicle impressed us

most favourably.

An 8 h,i>. Duo competing in a U 1-climbing contest.
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How to Become a Military Motor Cyclist.

THANKS to the indefatigable efforts of those

who have taken up the cause, motor cyclists

have at last been acknowledged by the military

authorities, and a place has been found for them on
the establishments of the Territorial Force—(1) with

the Divisional Telegraph Companies of the Royal
Engineers, and (2) with the Cyclist Battalions. In

order to join, all that is necessary. is to write a letter

to the " Officer Commanding " the most convenient

unit and to ask to be enrolled. I append a list of

units

:

(1.) ENGINEERS.

E. Anglian Divisional Tel. Co. E.E., 13, Hassett Street,

Bedford.
Highland Divisional Tel. Co. R.E., 80, Hargate Street,

Aberdeen.
Home Counties Divisional Tel. Co. R.E., Coombe Road,

Brighton.
East Lancashire Divisional Tel. Co. R.E., Seymour Grove

Old Trafford, Manchester.
West Lancashire Divisional Tel. Co. R.E., Engineers' Hall,

Cropper's Hill, St. Helens.
First London Divisional Tel. Co. R.E., 10, Victoria Park

Square, E.
Second London Divisional Tel. Co. R.E., 67, College Street,

Chelsea, S.W.
Lowland Divisional Tel. Co. R.E., 192, Main Street,

Rutherglen, Glasgow.
N. Midland Divisional Tel. Co. R.E., Shelton, Staffs.

Northumbrian Divisional Tel. Co. R.E., Barras Bridge,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

S. Midland Divisional Tel. Co. R.E., 32. Park Row, Bristol.

Welsh Divisional Tel. Co. R.E., 59, Charles Street, Cardiff.

Wessex Divisional Tel. Co. R.E., The Priory, Colleton
Crescent, Exeter.

West Riding Divisional Tel. Co. R.E., Glossop Road,
Sheffield.

(2.) Cyclist Battalions.

London Cyclist Battalion, Fulham House, Putney Bridge,
S.-VV. (Detachments: Leigh and Finsbury Park.)

Kent Cyclist Battalion, Drill Hall, Tonbridje. (Eastbourne,
Canterbury, Chatham, and Maidstone.)

Hampshire Cyclist Battalion, Southampton. (Farnborough,
Havant, Winchester, and Basingstoke.)

Sussex Cyclist Battalion, Ship Street, Brighton. (Also East
Grinstead, Hastings, Battle, «tc.)

Devon Cyclist Battalion, Exeter. (Torquay, Cullompton,
Crediton, Dartmouth, and Plymouth.)

Welsh Cyclist Battalion, Park Street, Cardiff. (Swansea,
Neath, Bridgend, Barry, and' Aberavon.)

Highland Cyclist Battalion, Birnan, Perth, N.B. (Stirling,

Forfar, and Fife.)

Lowland Cyclist Battalion, Headquarters Linlithgow. (Boness,
Armadale, Bathgate, Uphall, Fauldhouse, West Calder,
and Kirkliston.)

Northern Cyclist Battalion, 7, Ridley Place, Newcastle-on-
Tyne. (Sunderland, Hartlepocl, Chester-le-Street, Gos-
forth, and Whitby Bay.)

E. Yorks Cyclist Battalion, Hull. (Howden, Beveiley, Brid-
lington, Hornsea, and Filey.)

Norfolk Cyclist Battalion, York House, Rosary Rca-2, Nor-
wich. (Framlingham, Cromer, etc.)

Suffolk Cyclist Battalion, Ipswich. (Saxmundham, Lowestoft,
Yarmouth, etc.)

Essex
,
Cyclist Battalion, Colchester. (Chelmsford, Brent-

wood. . Maiden, .Rocliford ; Leyton.)

The Conditions of Service.

Men between the ages of seventeen and thirty-six

are eligible, provided they come up to the physical

standard required and pass the doctor as to fitness.
.

They engage to serve for four years, but should they 3

wish to resign before the expiration of their service 8
they are entitled to do so on payment of a sum which
is usually assessed as follows : During the first year

,£3, second year £2, third year £1, and in the fourth

year nil. If, on the other hand, the reason for retire-

ment is justified on the plea of business or absence
abroad, a tree discharge is granted.

During his first year the recruit must put in forty :

hours of attendance at military exercises, such as

recruits drills, lectures, and field days. In subsequent

years only ten hours are obligatory.

The attendance at camp (or army manoeuvres in

lieu) is for fifteen days, unless a certificate from the

employer is produced saying that the man can be

only spared for eight days or not at all. Then leave .

of absence is granted and no penalty exacted. Each
man is supplied free with a complete set of arms and

equipment and two complete suits of uniform. Whilst

at annual camp, in addition to the pay and allowances

of his rank, a motor cyclist draws 6s.- 6d. a day petrol

allowance, whilst in a Cyclist Battalion he also draws

;£i a year cycle grant and has any damage made
good which is incurred whilst on military service.

When attending army manoeuvres the motor cyclist

draws 8s. a day petrol allowance (this covers break-

ages and insurance), and another 8s. a day for hotel

expenses if he is not provided with board and lodging.

No man can be called up on any particular day

except in the event of a national crisis, when a general

mobilisation has been called by an Order in Council.

It will, therefore, be seen that the terms of service

are by no means as onerous as some people believe.

The Social Side.

The class of motor cyclist who joins the 'Territorial

Army is typical of the sport, and nobody but an arrant

snob could find anything to grumble at in th& com-
pany he will have to keep. Moreover, the motofS
cyclists, whether it be in the Engineers or in the Cyclist

Battalions, usually hang together and form a little

mess of their own, and here Stock Exchange men,
solicitors, doctors, insurance agents, and mechanics
hob-nob together and learn to appreciate.one another's

good points and to get a wider outlook upon life.

Even when two men can find no other common topirs

of conversation, there is always that inexhaustible topic

—the motor cycle—for them to discuss and to wax
friendly over.

As described above, there is at present room on the

Territorial establishment for 112 motor cyclists with,

the Engineers and 221, motor cyclists with the Cyclist.

Battalions. About half of these vacancies are alreadv/.

filled, and there appears to be quite a rush for places.
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The Progress of

the Motor Cycle.
Impressions by the New President of the Institution of (n^k^y%

Automobile Engineers. %:

IN
the course of his presidential address, read" on

Wednesday, the 9th inst., before the Institution

of Automobile Engineers, Mr. T. B. Browne,

M.I.Mech.E., dealt with the progress of the motor

cycle. We publish below an extract from his address 1

A branch of our craft which has extended enormously

within the last year or two, and which has attracted quite

an appreciable amount of capital, is the motor cycle industry.

It is but a few years since many scoffed at the idea of a

successful motor cycle, as they did at the idea of a success-

ful motor omnibus, and as we have seen, the number
of motor bicycles registered in this country is about 130.000,

net to speak of a large number spread throughout our colonies.

I cau give you no authentic statistics in relation to the

number of motor bicycles now actually in use, for the reason

that registrations once made are seldom cancelled, though the

machines to which they refer may have been placed on the

scrap-heap. However, 100,000 is a round number sufficiently

accurate, and it is being added to very rapidly, and it is unite

certain that where there is a demand for one car, there will

be room for at least a dozen motor cycles. Large makers are

now turning out machines by the thousand, and there is a
host of smaller makers also busily at work. It will be
remembered that a few years baek the motor cycle sprang into

popular favour, and a large number of these machines were to

be seen on our roads, but, curiously enough, after a short
period of popularity they seemed to fall into disuse, until at
last it was quite rare to meet a motor cycle anywhere.
The reason of this strange disappearance was due to the fact

that the motor cycle had come before its time. Two very
important adjuncts had not been sufficiently perfected to make
it reasonably safe and reliable. The first was the non-skid
tyre, which is an absolute necessity for motor cycles, and the
other was the magneto ignition. In the early forms of motor
cycles the vibration experienced was so great that no
accumulator could be made to stand up against it, with the
consequence that frequent breakdowns' and renewals of

batteries were experienced. The excessive vibration was also-

so trying to the rider that only the hardy athlete was capable
of enduring it.

The Comfort of the Sidecar.
By going carefully into the question of spring suspension

this last objection has been entirely removed, and the
problem of springing is, indeed, much" easier than with the
cars, the weight being so much less. Only those who have
taken a ride in a sidecar can realise how very smoothly these
lightly sprung vehicles run.
That this is so may be seen in the adoption of the motor

! bicycle for pleasure purposes by quite middle-aged men, who
take out their middle-aged wives in sidecars, and also in the

i

wide use of the machine for commercial purposes in carrying
; light and delicate goods. It is now no novelty for business
tiims to equip their travellers with motor bicycles, and they
find that it pays them to do so, particularly in districts badly
served by the railways, or where railways are few and the

:
-distances to be covered great.

This combination of circumstances has been instrumental, in
our colonies especially, in bringing prominently before
business men the advantages to be derived from the use of
the motor bicycle. In several districts in England, Post Office
contractors have adopted the motor cycle in their work with
great success, the reliability of the machines making its
adoption for such a class of undertaking quite safe. In the
recent floods at Norwich, motor bicycles and sidecars were
used with great success for carrying mails to the beleaguered
city when the railway facilities had failed entirely.

1
As in the car world, each year sees new ideas put forward,

!
but progress in design is necessarily slow, and one step has to

be proved sound before another can be taken. In cycle

engine design, the past year has seen no wonderful changes,
but there are several interesting portents. For instance, the
Tourist Trophy race of 187^ miles, held in the Isle of Man,
was won by a two-cylinder, two-stroke, water-cooled, chain-
driven macliine. at an average speed of 48.69 m.p.h., the cylin-
ders being 69 8 mm. bore and 63.5 mm. stroke. This was not
mere luck, foi during the race in 1911 such a type of machine
covered a lap of 37 miles at a higher speed than any of its

competitors, and its victory this year was freely predicted.
The extensive experiment with water-cooling which has been
going on throughout this year and last thus received very
welcome encouragement, especially as water-cooled machines
of other makes, though failing in the race owing to tyre and
minor troubles, showed a gain in speed on the hills. The
result is that water-cooling for motor bicycles is receiving
more attention than ever, and is making steady progress
towards wide adoption.

This year has seen the production of several cycle engines
with rotary valves, but these have not yet been placed on the
market in the ordinary way.

Features of Present=day Motor Cycles.
Other noticeable features of the development of motor

cycles shown during the year are the almost universal use of

the chain for transmission on high-powered machines, the
very common fitting of clutches, and of a foot-starting device,
and the wide use of change-speed gears.

Three-speed and gradually variable gears have come much
into favour, giving, as they do, a wider selection of ratios

with which to meet changing conditions of road and load.

There is also a noticeable increase in the favour with which
automatic carburetters are now regarded, and next year
several machines will be fitted with these devices. Whatever
may be the excellence of the carburetter with adjustable air

supply in the hands of the expert, it is certain that the auto-
matic carburetter gives better service in the hands of the
ordinary motor cyclist.

These, then, are the principal lines on" which mechanical
cTevelopment has taken place in the motor cycle of recent
times.

As regards the capabilities of the machine, there is prac-

tically no hill in the British Isles which the motor cycle
eannot climb, while on the track it has attained a speed of

93 miles an hour, has covered over 3,000 miles in six days,
and 20,000 miles in twenty-one weeks with a sidecar, and
40,000 in forty weeks as a solo machine.

A Z\ h.p. B.S.A. two-speed machine climbiner W*atheroik Hill with a total

weight .including sidecar) of 66 stones.

A3

1
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The Williamson.

Several refinements have been carried

out on the new model Williamson, but
the most important is the fitting of a
spring device in the rear sprocket, so as

to abolish any chain snatch. The device

1913 MODELS.
drive and the wonderful absence of

vibration for so large a twin-cylinder
engine. One is apt to consider the
Williamson as a sidecar machine only,

and though it is built specially for that
work we found the air-cooled model
very comfortable and handy as a solo

mount. It has a wonderfully quick
pick up, and yet is as quiet as a lamb
in traffic. Mr. Williamson is preparing
to manufacture in quantities, and we
should not be surprised if the machine
becomes extremely popular.

Wil iimson inlet pipe showing new carburetter position.

consists of two plates, on one of

which is fitted the rear or driven

sprocket, while the other carries a

series of buffer and recoil springs

mounted on a circular steel rod, and
arranged between stops. Similar stops

are arranged on the sprocket carrying

plate, and these, when the device is

erected, lie between the pairs of washers
(marked A in sketch). Thus when the

sprocket is revolved the drive is con-

veyed through the springs to the hub.

In actual practice the . device works
admirably, and a very considerable

motion of the sprocket can be obtained

relative to the wheel. Other improve-

ments consist of a new inlet pipe, which
carries the carburetter inside the frame
and behind the magneto, and an im-

proved system of chain guarding.

We had a short trial run ,on an air-

cooled model, and were impressed with

the smooth starting due to the spring
Spring shock absorber fitted to Williamson

rear sprocket.

Two Large Contracts.

We understand that the Triumph and
Humber companies will fit the Sturmey-
Archer three-speed hub gear foi

1913, these two contracts alone calling fur

200 gears per week.

Zenith Motors, Ltd.

The chief improvements' in next year's
Zenith machines will be the introduction
of a plate clutch in the hub and a kick
starter, which refinements will be supplied
as an extra, some original innovations as

regards mudguarding and the fitting of a

more comfortable saddle. Messrs. Zenith
Motors, Ltd., are busy at present with
their colonial models, which have a good
crank case clearance and yet allow the
cylinders to be readily dismounted with-
out removing the. engine from the frame.

Auto-carriers, Ltd.

For next year very little will be altered

in the A.C. Up to the present the most
recent improvements have been the fitting

of enclosed front wings, the provision of

cast, iron steps each side of the floor-

board of the front seats, rubber covered
control pedals, and a new method of

operating the top gear. The latter is

now controlled by a side lever which
works the top speed clutch with the aid of

Bowden wires attached to the rod work-
ing the expanding mechanism. If the
lever is pushed forward the high gear
is engaged, if pulled right back the brake
is applied. The new automatic Brown
and Barlow carburetter, allows the engine
to be run slow 1v.

->—• »<

AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
. An Extension Piece for Belts.

The Stanley Motor. Belt Co., 32,

London Road, Bromley, Kent, send us
particulars of a new belt link! It has
been patented by . Stanley Webb, and
fills a want in that it enables a belt to

be shortened or lengthened in a minimum
of time. ' The usual drawback to belt

fasteners with long hooks is that a con-

siderable length of the belt is" unsup-
ported when passing over the small, dia-

meter of an engine pulley. In .conse-

quence, there is a jerk which is quite

noticeable when the engine is turned
slowly, but not very apparent when the

machine is running at speed. The

Skew Non-skids.

Our sketch shows .the latest pattern

Skew non-skid tyre. This tyro is giving

the greatest satisfaction on motor bicycles.

It will be noticed that the tread is

square with a series of recesses situated

at intervals around the circumference of

the covef. The cover is built absolutely

on car lines, and the greatest care is

used in its manufacture, while there is

an ample' amount of rubber on the tread.

Stanley new hook link.

Stanley Jink fills this gap, " and con-
sists of an ordinary hook fastener at one
end and a pin at the other. ; The link
is brought up to the full section of the
belt by means of fibre blocks, one on
each side. If it be desired to increase,
the length of the belt, more than one
link can be used, and it is claimed that
the link is unnoticed and quite silent

when running over the pulley.

A.32

Another form known as the Non-skid is

of similar pattern except that the tread 1

is round and it is not quite so heavy.

The Skew tyre is made in the following

sizes: 26in. x2iin., 26in. x2£in., and

26in. x 3in. We hope to submit shortly

one of these to a strenuous test, after 1

which we will report on its behaviour.

A New Leather Belt.

We illustrate a leather belt made by

J. T. Bradford, of 91, Burnley Road,

Colne, Lanes. It is constructed of

special leather cut in strips, and riveted

together with a washer on the- top of

each rivet so as to keep it in shape. (

Section of tne Skew non-skid.

Bradford's leather ' elf.

the inside of the belt alternate ends are

allowed to project loosely for an inch 01

two, so that the belt must always be run ifJ

in the same direction. This is an

important detail which is too often for-

gotten. — We have one of these belts I

under trial at the present time, and

shall report upon it shortly. The belt i*

very flexible and will bend round the

smallest of pulleys.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "Ta- Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Sheet, E.C., and should b- accompanied by Ue writer's hiuVname and address.

Inconsiderate Ridin?.

Sir,—He your note respecting Midland riders and the chief
constable of Birmingham.

1 hope good results will follow the efforts of the A.A.
It is a shame that a few would-be " knuts " and budding
motor cycle! manufacturers should bring obloquy on us all.

There is a small band of riders (whose names and numbers
are known), and if they do not modify their speeds (and
their noise), it will be a simple matter to bring them
individually -to the notice oi the authorities. Some of these
riders are quite good performers in hill-climbs, but the
majority are " swankers."
Why do they not go and practise on Dinas Mawddwy if

they want to let off steam? Though I do not suppose there
is more than one of them who could climb Dinas on a
single-geared 3j h.p. machine. FT 3698.

An Appeal to Cir Drivers.

Sir,—With reference to a letter by " Medicus " asking
for someone ;to suggest a scheme which will bring
"chauffeurs" (I would suggest the word "drivers" here, as
chauffeur suggests, the paid- driver, who; • in- my opinion, is

not the worst, offender) of large motor cars to give motor
cyclists and sidecafists more room.
As this is the first letter I have noticed complaining of

.this treatment, I have thought that my own experience must
be exceptional, and that I-was a most unfortunate- individual
to meet so many road- hogs.

I have driven several makes of machines "since 1903 without
an accident and without coming into contact with the police,

so may claim that I am a careful driver ; but many a time
I have had to take to the footpath to save a smash.

It is . difficult to suggest a scheme to deal with this

effectively, but 1 think that if others like "Medicus"
and myself,- who feel they have good cause to complain,
were to make an effort " to secure numbers of offending
cars, and send a complaint, with the number, to the
R.A.C. and M.U., if they were members of either associa-
tion this would reach them and probably bring, forth an
apology. S. JEFFORD.

Hub Gears and Belt Drive;

Sir,—With regard to " Ixion's " query as to the life of
three-speed huBs, it is quite probable that the wretched
summer has prevented the piling up of big mileages, but
I know of one instance in which over 7,000 miles have been
covered

! very satisfactorily by a 5 h.p.- machine and sidecar.
Of course, -this is not a great deal, but it; shows that- these
hubs are getting out of the experimental stage. Within the
next twelve months I hope to cover over 10,000 miles on
a. Triumph with Sturmey-Archer hub in the way of business
and pleasure.

I notice that "Ixion" puts in a good word for the direct
•derive by belt if a large belt is used with a large engine
pulley.

. With a small neat belt guard near the pulley, this
drive will be hard to beat, and is much neater in appearance
than the combined drive.

Inferior belts of small section made the combined drive
necessary, and your contributor did well to champion this
arrangement, but now belts are improved and larger, belt
fasteners stronger, and bigger engine pulleys can be used,
there does not appear to be any particular need for the
primary chain, and it is by no means an ornament.

I should think that belt drive, being smoother, will con-
siderably lengthen the life of the gears, as is the case with
other kinds of machinery. . .ENGINEER.

Hill-climbing.
Sir,—I should be glad to know, it any 3^ h.p. motor cycle

has climbed the hills around Mevagissey (South Cornwall)
with a passenger- - on the carrier. : On the 22nd ult.-' I
climbed New .Road -Hill and (I- think it is called) Polkirk
Hill with a 12 stone passenger, my weight being 11 stones.
A rider of a Seott machine witnessed our ascent, and said
he thought we- were the first 3£ h.p. to climb these hills.

CHIMPEE.

The Definition of Cyclecars.
Sir,—Referring to the letter over -the initials " W.S.'.'

in a reGent issue of The Motor Cycle, may I,- as a possible
purchaser of a Singer., cyclecar, express the hope that the
makers will not fit wire wheels, as suggested by .your corre-
spondent, but that they will adhere to their announced
intention of fitting Sankey wheels, which to my mind will
be more suitable in every way. They will certainly add to
the appearance of t-he little vehicle, and they are much more
easily cleaned. VERDANT.

Cyclecars for Commercials.
Sir,—This is a subject you have broached on occasion, and

for the benefit of your readers I can give them a few facts
that may help.

' The cost to run the G.W.K. Works out at 2|d: per mile.
This includes-petrel, oil, garage, -insurance, depreciation, and
wear and tear. The enclosed photograph shows the .special

body I have had made for samples. (It is interchangeable
with touring body in-, two minutes.) The machine is

thoroughly reliable, except for it being a little too lightly
built in places, but the friction drive is perfect. The machine
will climb any hill, and beat nine out of ten cars on any
incline. I have done 3,000 miles in two months, which in

itse'.f is a testimonial. "-' "

My experience of a 3^ h.p. motor cycle is that it works
out at l^d. per mile on 20,000. (You will notice I do not
base my figures on petrol only.) I ran an A.C. for a season,
which worked out at 2^-d. per mile. As encouragement to
any commercial interested, I have trebled my turnover in

three years, solely through the use of motors. X 1140.

The G.W.K. referred to in letter from X 1140.
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Chivalry o! the Road.
Sir,—To put up against. " Melanzie's " experience as

described in a recent issue, I should like to relate a little

experience that fell to ray lot.

About two years ago, when in the old country and out
on a long business ride, I broke the exhaust valve of my
1909 Triumph. This misfortune happened to me about six

miles outside Bridgwater, and the nearest repair shop of

any description was in Bridgwater. .

I was carrying a, "spare" in my toolbag, but when I

came to fit it, I found that my agent had given me a 1910
valve, and, as I was riding a 1909 machine, it would not fit.

In despair I packed up my traps, took off my belt, raised my
saddle as high as it would go, and started to leg it back to

Bridgwater. I had not gone a mils when I met another
Triumph rider, who immediately stopped, sold me another
valve (the right size this time), assisted me to fit it, and
finally (being one of those lucky fellows, with lots of spare
time) accompanied me for the best part of the day and
showed me the way over the very intricate country roads
which I had to cover that day and 'with .which he was
familiar. . .

Although I am at present a stranger in a strange land,

and, unfortunately, without a mount .of any kind, yet I

would say that when ' in the old land I always met with
every assistance and courtesy possible from passers-by,

although, riding a Triumph as I was, I was more often in

a position to render assistance than to ask for it.

Ontario, Canada. A.C.S.

Sidecarring in Mysore.

Sir,—I enclose photograph of a 2£ h.p. F.N. and sidecar

combination. It is a year now since the machine has been
used with a sidecar, and has given the greatest satisfaction

with least amount of trouble ; in fact, it is far more satis-

factory than our new 9 h.p. car. We generally use the
combination to take us to the shooting grounds and back,
covering twenty to 100 miles a trip, on some of the worst
roads imaginable, where it is a common sight to see country
carts stranded with broken axles, eta It is marvellous
what the little engine can do on these roads, for it averages
eighteen miles an hour. We have never as yet been held up
with any mechanical trouble.

We find the shaft transmission ideal for our work, and has
safely brought us through many a fix where a belt would have
given trouble. To quote an instance, we were once caught
in a heavy shower of rain which turned the road into a strip

of slush in which the wheels sank in from five to seven
inches. With the exception of a stop to clean the float

chamber of water, we got home (a distance of twelve miles)

without trouble.

The upkeep of the combination is very cheap, as it is

light on tyres and does over 100 m.p.g. with sidecar.

The Millford Herald sidecar has stood the rough usage
splendidly. A few months back a heavy iron-tyred carriage
ran into it, one of the wheels passed over the front of the

basket on to the seat, and bent the mudguard ; the carriage
turned turtle; the- axle on sidecar or the tube carrying it

was not affected in the least.

Mysore, South India. WILL THEO.

A Double-seated Sidecar.

Sir,—Enclosed is a photograph of my wife, daughter, and
myself in my special sidecar turnout, taken on Brickfield
Hill, on the occasion of the Feilding Motor Cycle Club

Double-seated sidecar referred to by E. F. P. Hinds.

Hill-climb. We successfully climbed the hill,
.
which has a

gradient of 1 in 4^, and in the competition for solo machines,
which I won, several failed to make the

,
ascent.

The car has a wheeltrack of 3ft. 6in., with two elliptical

springs fitted on main axle underneath the body, making
seat position very low and comfortable. We have two. main
frame tubes joining back axle, and these are brought up
to one lug, which connects to the main tube at head of

cycle. This, with the extension at back, makes it very
rigid. The seat and back are upholstered with springs,

and I can assure you it is luxury itself to ride in.

Palmerston North, N.Z. ' E. F. P. HINDS.:

Sidecarrin; n Mysore. (See accomoanyin? letter.)

Patrol Consumption Better on Hilly Roads.
Sir,—The letters in your much appreciated paper respect-

ing petrol consumption and costs of motor cycling suggest
that it.might interest your numerous readers to learn of my
experiences.
Seven months ago I landed a motor cycle with arl

85 x 85 mm. J.A.P. engine, Chater-Lea pedalless -frame,
Druid forks, B. and B. carburetter, . MaBon clutch, and
Dunlop rubber-studded tyres. I '. have , travelled just od
2,000 miles since, over the very indifferent roads of New
South Wales, during which distance I.' used Shell petrol,

averaging 99f m.p.g., or a cost of Is. 2|d. per 100 miles.

My total running! costs, are.. exactly Id. per mile. This
includes petrol, cylinder oil, . tools, lamp, £oat, . leggings,

cap, spares, punctures, The Motor Cycle (2d.),- "Hints
and Tips," "Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them"
(Is. 6d.), maps, repairs, licences, etc. I got three punc-
tures and broke three springs in my Druid forks.

On one occasion, in' riding over the mountains, I averaged
155 m.p.g. petrol, consumption, the roads very, very
hilly, rising 4,500 feet, in one place over 2,600 feet in

twelve miles, and the temperature 24° to 29° Fahr. On
another occasion I averaged 125 m.p.g. on a trip of 237

miles, when the temperature during the hottest part of the

day was 155° in the sun, say 113°. to 116° in the shade;
and made yet another run of 258 miles on 2^ gallons.

On some of the roads the surfaces are almost unmade,
and they are rough and hilly, 1 in 4, 5, 6, and 8 grades
being frequent.

Sydney, N.S.W. W.O.W-
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The ' Definition of Cyclecars.

Sir,— In your last issue I notice a paragraph in which
" Ixion " refers to a certain make of cyclecar which competed
in tins year's Six Days' Trials, and suggests that this vehicle

0! ot have conformed to the rules governing that event.

If I am not mistaken, the cyclecar which "Ixion" has in

his mind is one in which the body is separable from the

chassis, and therefore it can only be the chassis weight that

is in question. '1 he heaviest chassis of any of the competing
cyclecars turned the scale at 5 cwt. 3 qrs. 27 lbs., and there-

fore conformed to the definition of a cyclecar. •

T. VV. LOUGH OROUGH, Secretary A.C.U.
[According to_this letter the body and spares of the cyclecar'

mentioned by " Ixion " weighed 5 cwts. 2 qrs. 81bs.—almost
as much as the chassis.

—

Ed.]

Importance of Efiicient Lubrication.
Sir,—We observe that frequently no distinction is made

between "mechanical" and "forced" lubrication. The
letter under the above heading in your issue dated the 10th
inst. is a case in point. We should, therefore, Hire to make
our point quite clear.

In the W.D. engine the main bearings, crankpin, and
gudgeon pin are force lubricated under a pressure of 10 lbs.

per square inch (or more, if desired). In the Veloce engine
the oil is not pumped under pressure to the bearings ; the
main shaft runs on ball bearings and oil is thrown on to the
big end of the connecting rod, whilst the small end is lubri-

cated in the ordinary way by the oil thrown from the revolv-
ing parts.

May we quote Horn I'-/i J Engineer for November 11th,
1911, and leave your readers to judge whether the claim
made by Veloce, Ltd., "to lubricate their engine and gears
mechanically in a more efficient manner than is accomplished
in any other motor cycle is valid."
The Engineer says: "The whole problem of lubrication

is to supply the maximum possible amount of oil to the
bearings without, getting too much on the cylinder walls.
The right way to do this is to force' the whole of the oil

through the bearings before any of it can be thrown into
the cylinder, and the only system which does this is the
forced feed." W.D. MOTORS.

Motor Cycle Taxation.

Sir,— 1 nave much pleasure, in _ enclosing the petition
against further taxation of motor cycles, and will certainly
send a copy of the proposed letter to our parliamentary
representative. W. R. ROWE.

The Stan'ey-Bai'ey Mitch.
Sir,—I notice in your paper of the 10th October a sug-

gested match between Bailey and Stanley at Brooklands,
which seems to be of a very sporting nature.
There is another match in contemplation which is also, I

believe, for JB1C0 a "side, betvyeen the Vauxhall and the
Sunbeam, and I think this is to be a three-lap race.
Would it not be possible to hold both these events on

the same day?
The date at present suggested for the Vauxhall and Sun-

beam match is Saturday, October 19th, although nothing is

absolutely settled about this.

I think Percy Lambert is making the arrangements.
A combination match between two of the most "successful

motor cars and two of the most successful motor cycles of the
year held at the same time would, I think, be a great
attraction. F. LINDSAY LLOYD,

Clerk of the Course.
[The above suggestion has been placed before Messrs. W'nit-
worth and Mansell.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—As the acceptors in this challenge, we think we ought
to inform your readers that the whole ol the details connected
with this race have not been settled.
The point that was overlooked by us is that Mr. Bailey

himself is having something to say in the matter, and he feels
that in a competition of this nature the events should be
such as to bring out the relative merits of both machines and
riders under conditions with which both parties are equally
familiar.

Mr. Bailey is very jealous of his own reputation, and in a
letter we have received from him recently he points out
that, while Mr. Stanley has had a great deal of experience in
road hill-climbs, and is experienced in this form of competi-
tion, he himself (Mr. Bailey) has only ridden in one road hill-
climb, and he suggests that the Brooklands hill shall be used
as one of the events.
A conference is being arranged between Mr. Stanley and

Mr. Bailey, and we trust that all difficulties will be got over
satisfactorily. THE COLMORE DEPOT. ..

Sir,—In reference to taxation ot motor cycles, the only
way as far as I can see in regard to taxation of motor
cycles and motor cars is for the Inland Revenue tax to be
abolished altogether and put on petrol. It is the only fair

way of dealing with this question. If the tax be put on
petrol, it will not matter whether you run a 1 h.p. or a
60 h.p.—you will just pay your share whether you run one
mile or 1,000 miles. The bigger and heavier the vehicle,

the more petrol it will use. What can be fairer?

J. T. BRADFORD.,

Sir,—It is with great pleasure that I torward you
enclosed list of names protesting against the unfair taxation
which the authorities are trying to thrust upon us. I hope
our efforts will be successful, as I think we are taxed toe-

heavily now. I, for one, cannot think of keeping a motor
cycle if it comes to pass, and I am only voicing the opinion
of many others. I am only a working man in the motor
trade and could not afford it. Hoping you will not spare
any effort on your part to remove the present recommenda-
tion, and to reduce the present tax. J. HAMPSTON.

Sir,—In this district (Gainsborough) we have approximately
150 motor cyclists, the greater part of whom work in the
engineering works here. These men are in receipt of a weekly
wage of say, 30s. per week, and the value of their motor
cycles range from £5 upwards. I should say that fifty per
cent, of these are accumulator models, and you know these

have a very low value. I feel sure there must be thousands
of the working classes, who by dint ot hard work and thrift

have managed to scrape up sufficient to buy a motor cycle,

and who are a credit to the roads so tar as their behaviour
is concerned. This increased taxation would bear far heavier

on them.than the more prosperous rider could imagine, and
will most certainly compel many of them to give up their

best means of recreation. G. C. WILSON.

Sir,— I have read with dismay that there is a proposal on
foot to increase the present tax on motor cycles. This will,

I trust, be opposed by all who are interested in this means
of locomotion.

Tf the suggestions become law, then the industry is sore

to suffer.

Take my own case as an example. In 1908 I was the owner
of a 6 h.p. combination with sidecar, and fitted with a two-

speed gear (which I found was indispensable with all its

imperfections). Through monetary considerations, I had to

give up the pastime. I now want another 6 h.p. sidecar

combination, for business and pleasure purposes, and havs
been in communication with several makers for a new outfit,

and I had practically settled for a well known make.
This latest proposal has squashed the whole scheme until

I know what is going to happen, as I certainly will not pay
£3 per annum tax, besides driving licence and petrol tax.

I reside in Wales, so require 6 h.p in order to get about

with any degree of comfort. It the Chancellor wants some-
thing to tax, let him put a £20 tax on those modern
"Juggernauts" called steam lorries, etc., which tear about
this part of the country in dozens with loads of four and
five tons at ten miles per hoai. They tear up the roads in

a few weeks after steam rolling ; consequently it is positive

torture for one to ride in a well sprung modern car at more
than fifteen miles per hour I cannot quite agree with your
remarks in your leaderette of September 26th, " We do not

say this because motor cyclists, generally speaking, are

men who cannot afford more, but because we think that

on the lines of a general taxation motor cyclists are suffi-

ciently burdened already." The majority of motor cyclists

round Merthyr cannot afford more, and, if the tax be increased,

then they will have to get rid of their machines. To some who
own 5 h.p. and 6 h.p. machines two and three years nld.

the extra £2 per annum means half. .of their present running

expenses, as they only go out at week-ends for short rides.

MAGNETO
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The B.M.C.R.C. Open Championship Meeting.
A BIG PROGRAMME.

Sidecar records broken by Barnes (Zenith) and Garrett (Regal-Green).

ill F. W. Barnes Zenith sideai), winner
of the hour sidecar rac :.

(2) Hugh Gibson (Bradlury)
adjustments at

filling up and making
the depot.

(3) S. F. Garrett (Regal-Green), who finished

third. Garret t c?ptured the one and two hours

sidecar records last Friday at Brooklands.

HELD in glorious weather and with a large number of

spectators in attendance, the B.M.C.R.C. Open
Championship Meeting wa; a great success. The
fog at the outset was very thick, so bad in fact that

the track could not be used, and so dtnse that people were
seriously delayed on their journey down. At, 11 a.m., one hour
after the advertised starting time, Major Lloyd asked us to go
round the track and report on its fitness for racing. We did
so, and found the fog clearing off, so the Clerk of the Course,
on hearing our report, gave the large assembly of com-
petitors twenty minutes for practising, and at 11.45- the
cyclecar race was started. .

The Cyclecar Race.
By this time the fog had almost cleared off, the sun

shone brightly, and the air became so warm that overcoats
could be taken off. The one hour cyclecar race was for

vehicles complying with the R.A.C. and A.C.TJ. definitions,

(i.e., not exceeding 1,100 c.c, chassis weight not exceeding

6 cwts., or if the body and chassis are not separate 7 cwts.)

Prizes, the club's gold," silver, and bronze medals arid

certificates to all who finish. -
•

-

Though a dozen entries had been received, only five com-
petitors turned up at the starting line. Among these was
Robert Bourbeau, the designer of the Bedelia, whom as a

mark of hospitality on- his visit to our shores, the police

saw fit to trap near Surbiton the day previous. Bourbeau was
driving the same machine he used at Le Mans.
At the end of the first lap the G.W.K. established a

fine lead. Ward driving a Bedelia with a J.A.P. engine

came next, followed by the Rollo and Bourbeau, who was
not travelling particularly well. Wood on the G.W.K.
began lapping at 52, and later increased his speed to 53.99

miles an hour. He maintained his lead, and in the eighth

lap was a lap ahead of Ward. In the fifth lap the Sabella

started about twenty minutes late, but, .despite this fact,

put up a good performance. On his tenth lap it was

noticed that Wood's off side rear tyre was flat, and on the

RACING IN THE FOG
An impression of the sidecars at full cpeed. Competitors emerging from the fog which was dense on some parts of the track.
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1,058
1,008
1,080
965

965

mis. yds.
47 30
39 1J296
32 1,698
10 laps

8 laps

7 laps

The B.M.C.R.C Open Championship Meeting.

—

twelfth lap he came in on the rim, the cover having come
completely off. A new tyre was put on in about four

minutes, and he restarted. The Sabella stopped owing
to a belt coming off. Wood stopped again in his fourteenth

lap tc replace a high-tension wire which had become
detached. A. W. Lambert (Morgan-Jap) started 32m.
late. Result :

Bore
and stroke, c.c.

1. J. T. Wood (2 cyl. G.W.K.) 86 x 92

2. R. Bourbeau (2 Bedelia) ... 80x100
3. C. G. Pullin (2 Sabella) ... 85 x 95

V Busby (2 Rollo) ... 85 x 85

H C. Ward (2 Bedelia) ...

A. W. Lambert (2 Morgan-
Jap) 85 x 85

Wood was inside record until he stopped, and his average
speed was only 60 yards outside his own record.

The Sidecar Race—Records Broken.
The next event was the hour sidecar race for machines

with sidecars fitted with engines not exceeding 1,000 c.c,

and carrying a passenger weighing not less -than 10 stones.

Prizes : The club's gold, silver, and bronze medals, and
certificates to all finisning. Barnes led at the end of the
first lap, but he shed his belt opposite the timekeeper's

box. He was followed by Hunter, Tessier, Garrett, Wells,

Applebee, Mago, Ware, Griffith, Hill, Woodhouse, Baskill

(who was riding the new long stroke Rudge, 85x132), and
Wiles. Tessier and Garrett ran neck and neck for the
first place in the second lap, while Wells, Barnes, Applebee,
Griffith, and Ware followed in a bunch. Garrett main-
tained his lead for the first eight laps, and then Barnes
recovered his lost ground and took the first place, which
he never afterwards relinquished. Garrett pluckily stuck

to_ the second place till the fifteenth lap, and then Wells,
who had gamely stuck to his task, crept up to second place.

Garrett's performance on the 499 c.c. water-cooled Green-
Precision engine is little short of marvellous, and a great

credit to an engine of which two year's ago we prophesied
great things. Curing the race Hunter retired owing to a
frozen carburetter and other troubles, and Ware through
a broken cylinder.

(
Two records were broken, as will be

seen in the results given below :

Bore
and stroke, c.c. mis. yds.

1. F. W. Barnes (2 cyl. Zenith) 90 x77.5 998 52 300*

2. W. H. Wells (2 Indian) ... 82.5x93 994 51 840
3. S. F. Garrett (1 Green-

85 x88
Indian) 82.5x93
Regal-

85 x88

(2

(1

499 50 l,740t
994 48 1,734

Precision)

4. F. A. Applebee
5. J. Woodhouse

Precision)

6. G. Griffith (2 Zenith)
7. A. Mago (1 Bradbury)
*Barnes beat his own record, Class E, 49 miles 1,283

yards, March 27th, 1912

499 45 1,700
SO x77.5 938 44 1,257
89 x89 544 43 530

C. B. Collier (8 h.?. Matchless-Jap 1, winner of the five lap race.

tGarrett beat the record he gained last Friday, 46 miles
1,333 yards, which supersedes Stanhope Spencer's record on
August 30th this year of 46 miles 587 yards.
Barnes also improved on the fifty miles record time, 57m.

32|s., beating his own record on March 27th, lh. 0m. 18.6s.

Garrett also beat his own record of lh. 3m. 55|s., 46.93
m~.-p.il., of the previous Friday, by 5m. 10s. On Friday
Garrett also gained the two hours' record, covering in that
time 87 miles 889 yards, 43.76 miles an hour. Previous best,

Stanhppe Spencer (Rudge), 30th August of this year, 86
miles 115 yards.

Mechanical Notes.
The contrast in sidecars was distinctly interesting. Tessier

had one of the lightest possible sidecars attached to his

machine. Others used coach-built sidecars of the Canoelet
pattern. Of the machines entered the majority were single

geared, and as in these days single geared sidecar machines
are an anomaly, it is a pity that variable gears are
not rendered compulsory in sidecar races, a starter being
forbilden. It is pleasing, however, to note that Barnes, of

course, used the Zenith-Gradua gear, and Wei's came in

second, using the Indian two-speed gear and clutch. Mago
(Bralbury) naj a curiously shaped beli-mouthed air intake,

the bell-mouth facing forwards, so that the air was forced up
against the end thereof and then back up the pipe into the

carburetter.

Start ol the hoar race for Junior T.T. machines. G. E, Stanley (2J h.p. Singer) proved victorious.
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Tnc long line of starters lor the Hour Championship for " The Motor Cycle " cup—ot which J. L. Emerson (31 h.?". Norton) proved the ultimate

winner, covering 63 miles 1289 yards in the hour.

The Junior Hour Race.
The Junior Hour A.C.U. Championship race was really

an exciting event. The first prize was The Auto Challenge
Cup and the A.C.U. gold medal, the second the club's

gold medal, the third the club's silver medal, and as

fourth prize the club's bronze medal. The winner in 1911
was Harry Martin. McNab rode a Regal-Jap, which
looked diminutive beside his bulky form. Scorning a push
off which some kind spectator offered him, he said, "Oh!
no thanks, I can throw it away if I don't like it." He did

not follow out this threat to the letter, but gave up in three

laps. Bailey led at the end of the first lap, followed by
Newsome, who was seen on a Douglas for the first time, then
came Weatherilt, Stanley, Kickham, Colver on the new
Enfield, Barnes, Cox, Bashall, Dawson, Martin, and Roberts.
In the next lap Stanley took first place and Bailey followed
close in his rear. Right up to the fourteenth lap it was a
ding-dong race between Bailey and Stanley. The latter's

299 c.c. engine was running in the most extraordinarily
e.fficient manner. Martin, who was running the only accumu-
lator ignited machine, retired owing to the earth wire coming
adrift. Barnes gave up through plug trouble. Weatherilt's
cylinder blew to pieces in a manner very similar to Ware's in a

,

previous race. Bailey, who was leading in the thirteenth lap,

had a valve break in the fourteenth, and Newsome had the
valve spring cup come adrift in the thirteenth, but restarted.

These various retirements brought Stanley into the first

place, and Colver and Kickham into second and third re-

spectively. The result was as follows :

Bore

E. Stanley (1 cyl. Singer).

V. Colver (2 Enfield)

Kickham (2 Douglas)
F. Newsome (2 Douglas).
H. Bashall (2 Douglas) .

and stroke. c.c. mis. yds.

69 x80 299 55 1,260
54 x76 348 53 10
60.5x60 3S0 52 1,390

60.5x60 350 50 36
60.5x60 350 48 85

G.
H.
E.
W.
W.

The next event was the Five Lap A.C.U. Championship
Race, for machines up to 1,000 c.c. First prize the Motor Car
Journal Challenge Cup, and the A.C.U. gold medal; second
prize the club's gold medal ; third prize, the club's silver

medal ; fourth prize the club's bronze medal. The winner
in 1911 was C. R. Collier. Tins time Collier was out to win,
again, and we noticed he had fitted a forced induction
arrangement in the shape of a pipe from the crank case to

the bottom of the jet. Collier led from the start, and in-

creased his lead throughout the race. The first lap order was
Collier, Bashall, Reed, Godfrey, Baragwanath, Hunter,
Printz, Jamieson (who started late), Garrett, Da Silveira, and
Mills. Second lap order, Collier, Beed, Bashall, Godfrey,
Jamieson, Baragwanath, Hunter, Printz, and Garrett. Third
lap order, Collier, Reed, Godfrey, Jamieson, Bashall. Hunter,
Garrett, and Baragwanath. Fourth lap order, Collier, God-

Garrett, Printz, Bashall, and
Collier won easily. Results :

Bore
and stroke.

90 x78.4
82.5x93
90 x58

frey, Jamieson,
Baragwanath.

1. C.E.Collier (2 Matchless)
2. O. C. Godfrey (2 Indian)
3. H. Hunter (2 Zenith) ...

c.c. m. s. m.p.h.
999 10 531 ?4.65
994 11 45i
738 12 401-

nior Hour A.C.U.The last event of the. day was the Senior
Championship Race for The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup, pre-

sented by this journal. This and the other cups competed for

in the championship races were given to the R.A.C. in 1900

as perpetual trophies for motor cycle events, and as there was
to be no A.C.U. race meeting this year they were run off at

the B.M.C.R.C. meeting.
The first lap was^ completed in the following order : Stanley,

Emerson, Hill, Spencer, Garrett, Martin, Woodhouse, God-
frey, Collier, Carter, Miller, Vallis, Oliphant, and Tollady.

Stanley kept his lead for the next lap, but in the third gave
way to Emerson, who kept his place for two laps, and then

surrendered the lead to Hill. Emerson again led, then Hill,

and finally Emerson, who never again lost his place; in fact

he was at one time two laps ahead of Godfrey, who was
second when he (Emerson) stopped to replenish. Collier, C.

R. Martin, and Godfrey kept together during the greater

part of the race. Emerson's long stroke Norton ran like a

dream, winning by over a lap, and carrying off The Motor
Cycle Challenge Cup. The result was as follows

:

Bore
ai

L. E. Emerson (1 Norton)
R. Collier (2 Matchless)
R, Martin (1 Triumph)
C. Godfrey (1 Indian)
F. Garrett (1 Regal-
Precision)

Woodhouse (1 Regal-
Precision)

. T. A. Carter (2 Martin-Jap)

It. will be noticed that only twenty yards separated the
second, third, and fourth men. Last year C. R. Collier won
The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup. The meeting was one of

the most successful the B.M.C.R.C. has yet held, alike as
regards entries, organisation, and attendance.
As the time trials were postponed owing to the fog, these

will be run off at the next B.M.C.R.C. meeting to be held
on November 9th.

1. J.

2. C.

3. C.

4. 0.

s.

J.

and stroke. c.c. mis. yds.

79 x 100 490 63 1,289

70 X 64.5 497 60 1,660

85 X 88 499 60 1,650

82.5 X 93 497 60 1,640

85 X 88 499 56 740

85 X 88 499 56 700
76 ,x 64.5 499 56 660

C. R. Collier (Matchless) and P. Weitherilt (Zenith) at full speed in the Hour
Championship Race.
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THE PREMIER CYCLECAR.
Features : 7-9 h.p. tt.O.I.V. Engine, Tubular Frame. Chain Drive, Two Speeds.

IKE many other large firms of motor
cycle manufacturers the Premier

I ^ Cy;le Co., Ltd., Coventry, have
built a light four-wheeler, and the

first example was completed at the
beginning of this week. It is a very
si.iiple little vehicle, so constructed that
thcie is the least possible chance of any-
thing going wrong. The engine is the
7-9 h.p. twin-cylinder described and
illustrated in our last issue, and drives
through a single chain to a two-speed
g< ar placed amidships. The engine
drives from the off side, the valve gear
being disposed on the near. A leather
to metal cone clutch is mounted on the
primary shaft of the gear box, as also is

Chassis of the Premier. The absence of rear springs will be noted.

The gear
members
forwards

box is mounted on two flat

and may be slid backwards or

for chain adjustment.

Front hinge for the body.

a large brake drum. The gear box is of

the dog clutch type, the gears being
always in mesh and the change being
effected by sliding dogs ; a direct drive
is obtained on top gear.

Chain Drive Throughout.
, From the gear box the drive is trans-
mitted by a single chain to a differential

mounted centrally on the rear live axle.

This axle. follows the usual practice and
carries at each end the shoes of powerful
expanding brakes which operate one on
each rear wheel. The frame is of some-
what unusual construction, being of the
braced tubular type, the fore part being
narrowed to allow of a big steering lock
and raised to permit good axle clearance.

as to provide an adjustment for the rear

chain.

The Suspension of the Body.
In front the chassis is suspended on

semi:elliptical springs, while the fore end
of the body is hinged, the rear being
supported on quarter' elliptical springs.

Steering is by worm and sector, a 14£in.

wheel being fitted. 26in.x2^in. tyres are
used, and the machine has a 4ft. trackj

and 6ft. wheelbase. The body gives
comfortable room for two people to sit

side by side, and ample accommodation
for tools and luggage at the rear ; both
brake and change speed levers lie inside

Tiu two-speed gearbox and chain wheels.

The rear axle is bolted direct to the
frame members by means of two pairs of
flat plates. These plates are slotted so

Method of springing the rear oi the body.

the body. A dummy radiator adds to the
appearance of the little vehicle without
interfering with the cooling, for five air

scoops are fitted on each side of the
bonnet.

The complete vehicle, v.hich, as will De notea, has a dummy radiatoi

FEUGEOT 1913 MODELS.
The firm of Peugeot Freres will exhibit

at the forthcoming shows the following
nev mod Is. A 3i- h.p. single-cylinder, 84 x
90 mm., with Bowden controls through-
out. A stand, carrier, and specially wide
mudguards will be fitted to bring this

mount up to British requirements. The
sidecar model will have a V twin air-

cooled enghr of 5 h.p., 75x75 mm., and
arrangements are being made to fit the
Armstrong hub gear as a standard.
A Millford sidecar will probably be
adopted, and the tank of the motor cycle

will be enamelled.

EII
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TIME IO
Oct. 17th

„ 13th

„ 21st

„ 23rd

LIGHT LAMPS.
6.2 p.m.
5.58 „
5.54 „
5.50 „

Short Measure in Petrol Cans.

A reader asserts that nine out of ten
tins of petrol he recently purchased were
not full and contained less than the two
gallons of spirit paid for. It is bad
enough in all conscience to pay Is. 6d. per
gallon, but to have short measure in the

bargain is really serious.

Yorkshire made Motor Cycles.

Both the P. and M. and Scott firms are

considerably extending their works
capacity to enable a larger output of motor
cycles. These two Yorkshire products are
among the most popular on the market,
and for some time the demand has far

exceeded the supply.

Police Trap.

We are informed of the presence of a
police trap on the Pinner-Northwood
Road. This is always working during
week-ends, and occasionally during the
week. The distance is a measured fur-

long, including the Eastcote-Watford
cross roads.

English-Dutch Trial.

Messrs. A. Citroen and J. Ferwerda,
the donors of the N.M.V. Beker in the
English-Dutch International Trial, have
decided that the cup will be won outright
by the country winning it on two occa-

sions. In 1913 the trial will he held in

England, consequently, should this country
prove victors, the final decision will be in

Holland in 1914.

Trips to Olympia.

Trips are already being arranged to the

Olympia Cycle and Motor Cycle Show
next month. On Saturday, the 30th
prox. , the Birmingham Centre of the Cycle
and Motor Cycle Trades Benevolent Fund
will run a trip from Birmingham. Full

particulars can be obtained from Mr. A.
B. Williams, 13, Weaman Street, Bir-

mingham, or Mr. J. Francis, 50, Alexan-
der Road. Acocks Green, Birmingham.

An Appeal before the Stewards of the R.A.C.

For the first time since the founding of

the Royal Automobile Club" the stewards
have met to hear an appeal against. the
decision of a committee. It may be
remembered that Vernon Taylor was
recently suspended sine die by the A.C.U.
Committee, and it was against this

decision that he appealed. Sir David
Salomons, Col. H. C. L. Holden, and Mr.
F. P. Armstrong heard the case, and dis-

missed the appeal after giving the matter
due consideration.

A Thousand Motor Cycles Wanted.
We have received an enquiry for the

name of a firm who can deliver a thousand

3i h.p. motor cycles next year, with and
without three-speed gears. Replies should
be addressed " M.T.C.," c/o the Editor.

Liverpool A.C.C. Hill Climb.

By the kind permission of Sir William
H. Lever and the Liverpool Corporation
Waterworks, the club has secured the
use of the private road up Rivington
Pike, Horwich, for its open hill-climb on
Saturday. The course will be just under
three-quarters of a mile long, with an
ideal surface. It is practically straight
and nas an average gradient of 1 in 10,

the worst part being 1 in 8. The club
headquarters fo- the climb will be the
Royal Hotel, Wigan. The nearest towns
to the hill are : Wigan, Chorley, and
Bolton, each of which is about six miles
from the hill. 150 entries had been
received on going to press, including
Harry Martin, F. W. Barnes, P.
Weatherilt, H. C. Newman, F. G.
Edmond, W. E. Cook, F. S. Whitworth,
S. W. Phillpott, A. J. Dixon, H. Petty,
and K. H. Clark. Further entries will

be accepted at double fees.

SPECIAL FEATURES:

THE NEW TAXES.

B.M.C.R.C. OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP:
MEETING.

COLONIAL MOTOR CYCLES.

Plan view of the new 7-S h.p. Premier cyclecar

described on page 1179.

The A.C.U. Silencer Trial.

It has definitely been decided that J

this event will take place this' year, pro-

bably during the third week in December.
The standard silencer has been copied,

and the regulations are to be sent out il

immediately.

The Taxation Petition.

Thousands of forms have been received

from readers protesting against the pro-

posed new rates of taxation for motor
cycles, but still more are wanted, i

Motor cyclists should note that all The I

Motor Cycle blue sheets should be re-

turned by Saturday next, the 19th inst.

M.C.C. Winter Run.
The date of the Motor Cycling Club's

annual twenty-four hours' winter run has

been altered from Boxing Day night,

December 26th, to the 27th inst. The
turning point will be Exeter, but in all

probability some alteration will be made
in the route.

Partially Illuminated Number Plates.

Motor cyclists whose lamps only

partially illuminate the number plate

should be careful in Warwickshire. A
number of Coventry riders have been

summoned and fined, and on Saturday
evening some members of the Coventry
and Warwickshire M.C. were stopped

on the Kenilworth Road. Two, un-

fortunately, had left their licences at

home, so a double summons is likely to

follow.

New 3| h.p. Sidecar Records.

The Green-Precision water-cooled

engine used by S. F. Garrett when he

broke the one and two hour single-

cylinder sidecar records at Brooklands

so handsomely, is the same one he

rode in the Isle of Man and other races

since. The only difference between the

engine and the one Messrs. F. E. Baker, •

Ltd., will market after the show is

that the connecting rod and piston have

been reduced in weight to a greater

extent than would be advisable for'

touring engines. Timing, compression

ratio, and other essential details are, "i

are assured, standard. The 1913 engines

will, however, have rather larger valves

It is worthy of mention that Garret!

weighs nearly 12 stones, and his pas

senger was no lightweight.
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The Trade and the T.T.

Mr. A. BednelJ, secretary of the Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' Union, assures us

that the manufacturers have not yet dis-

cussed their 1913 competition programme.

Si Douglas Cyclecar Promised.

The latest cyclecar announced is the

Douglas, but the machine is not yet

ready, as it has not been tested. After
all, as Messrs. Douglas Bros, possess

such an excellent power unit in their

8 h.p. twin-cylinder horizontal water-

cooled engine, it is not surprising that

they have been tempted to mount one
on four wheels.

Regrettable Accident to a Club Secretary.

We regret to report a fatal accident

to the secretary of the Bradford-on-Avon
M.C.C., Mr. A. W. Wheeler. Mr.
Wheeler was riding a 2 h.p. lightweight

last week-end and collided at a bend in

the road near Norton St. Philip,

Bath, with another motor cyclist

on a twin-cylinder machine, who was
carrying a passenger on the carrier. The
other two riders escaped with severe cuts

and a shaking.

"The Motor Cycle" Petition.

The new rates of taxation are to come
into force on January 1st next, unless
sufficient pressure can be brought to bear
on the authorities. Readers are urged to
do their utmost to obtain further signa-
tures and forward the petition forms to
us by Saturday next. The example of

Mr. A. Eades, 28, Anderton Road,
Birmingham, might be copied. He has
sent us a lengthy form containing no less

than 118 signatures.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

The Liverpool Conference.—At the
Liverpool conference of motor cycle
clubs, which will be held on the 25th
inst.—the day before the Autumn One-
day Trial—the amateur question will be
fully discussed. As most people are
aware, the matter is one which has
engaged the attention of those who take
an interest in motor cycle politics for a
long time, and a solution to the diffi-

culty is hard to find. It is thought that
by suggesting to the clubs that in their
competitions classes be instituted for
" novices " and " experts " some of
the difficulties may be removed. By
" novices " are meant those who are
private owners who have not gained any
award in competition, and by " experts
those who have won prizes. Club secre-

\

taries are finding that they cannot run
competitions without trade support, and
[yet they cannot get sufficient entries
from private owners, since the latter are
'unwilling to compete against men whom
1 they have no possible chance of beating.
Perhaps at the Liverpool conference
some solution may be found.

The International Federation of
Motor Cycle Clubs.—A meeting of the
representatives of Scottish, Irish, and
foreign motor cycle clubs will be held
at Olympia during the show week.

Honours to the Taunton M.O.C.
Officials.—Messrs. W G Potter and
T. Goldsworthv Crump will be awarded
the AC. U. gold medal in recognition of
their services to the A.C.U. during the
1912 Six Days' Trials.

The Stanley-Bailey Match.

On going to press we heard that though
Major LinJsay Lloyd's suggestion in om
correspondence columns this week to run
off the match at Brooklands on the 19th
inst. had been considered, it was feared-

that the time was too short to enable
arrangements to be completed for this

date. We understand that Stanley is

quite ready, but Bailey is preparing an
exceptionally light machine with single

forks, wood rims, and other light parts.

It will be capable of over 60 m.p.h.

Successful Year's Trading.

We are very pleased to record the
fact that the balance-sheet of Rudge-
Whitworth, Ltd., shows a nett profit of

£25,098, which with £14,776 brought
forward from last year shows an avail-

able balance of £39,874. This sum will

be appropriated as follows : Two years'

6% preference dividend, £11,200; 5%
dividend on ordinary shares, £5,000;, to

reserve fund, £10,000; to carry for

ward, £13,575. The Rudge motor
cycles were exhibited for the first time
at the Olympia Show in T910,
and a record number have been turned
out this year. The machine has also

been most successful in competitions.
The Enfield Cy«'le Co.'s report also

shows a good profit, the nett amount
being £14,055,' which with £6,297
brought forward amounts to £20,352. A
dividend of 5% has been recommended
oh the ordinary shares, and 7% on the
preference. £5,000 will be added to
reserve and £8,707 carried forward.
Owing to the development of the industry,
additional works have been acquired.

TlSl

Motor Cycle" Show Numbers.
Th<- first of the special show issues of

The Alitor Cycle will be devoted to
passenger motor cycles of all types. This
number will appear on Thursday, Novem-
ber 14th, the two further show numbers
will be dated November 21st and 28th.

The A.C C.F. 1912-1913 Programme.
This club, which is the pioneer club

of the motor cycle revival in France, has
drawn up a progressive programme for

the future. Among the more important
events are a hill climb at Gometz on
December 1st, the Circuit de Paris on
23rd and 24th March (Easter), 1913, in
which twenty English competitors took
part last year, and the International
Motor Cycle Cup Race on June 13th. Tnere
will also be the Paris-London-Paris trial

on 15th, 16th, and 17th August, and in

September the Tour de France 3,000
kilometres (1,863 miles).

aso Hour Record Broken.
On Tuesday last, the 15th inst., at

Brooklands, G. E. Stanley, riding a 3i
h.p. Singer, broke the Class C (500 c.c.)
hour record. He covered just over 66 miles
in the hour, and did laps at 68.5 m.p.h.
Nearing the completion of the perform-
ance Stanley unfortunately broke a valve

;

but foi this the speed would probably
hove been higner. We offer Stanley
and the Singer Company our con-
tiatulations. The previous best time was
tanhupe Spencer's. 65 miles 803 yards

on a Rudge, October 3rd, 1911.

Engl-sh Machines in Bavaria
A correspondent in Miinchen writes as

follows :
" The first big Bavarian reli-

ability run took place on the 5th and 6th
inst. over a most difficult road from
Munich to the Bohemian frontier and
back again—five hundred miles in all.

This time English machines were not
barred, and secured first and second
places. The two days' trial was run off

in beautiful weather, and was controlled by
officials in cars. The motor cyclists were 1

not allowed to stop their engines within
the controls. Severe mountain roads
had to be crossed. Result : 1, H.
Frankel (3^ P. and M.); 2, C. Holste
(3J, T.T. Triumph) ;* 3, Nicolay (3£
N.S.n.); 4, Mayerhofer (2£ F.N.)
There were others competing, such as
Douglas, Peugeot, Wanderer, etc. It

looks much like the revival of the motor
cycling sport."
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A NOVEL GLORIA SIDECAR.

Front and rear views. This special design admits of a handy tool locker and tyre carrier.

Quite an attraction at the Olympia
Show will be the sidecar of novel design
which the Gloria Cycle Co., Ltd., are
introducing for high-powered motor
cycles. The body is shaped like a pro-
jectile, coming to a very fine point for
ward and ending in a plain circle aft. In
the back is a locker fitted with shelves
for carrying tools, etc., on the lines we
recently suggested, and behind is a tyre
carrier.

The suspension is ingenious and
embodies the well-known Gloria spring
wheel, while the body itself rests on
three large compression springs, rolling

being prevented by light auxiliary leaf

springs attached to the two rear coil

springs. The- chassis is of particularly
stout construction, the main frame being
carried right round the front of the
vehicle, while a circular stay completely
surrounds the two ends of the body.
From the top of the front circle a fourth

Suspension of the Gloria sidecar body,
spring wheel is retained.

The

attachment leads to the cycle head. The
body, has no door, but -a" neat metal
running board affords a simple method
of entry. The machine is beautifully

£14

A motor cycle projectile ! A novel design of Gloria sidecar suspended on spiral springs. The frame
work, as will be observed. Is of special construct-on.

finished in every detail, and is sure tc

'attract ..much attention. We suggested

a streamline sidecar body some months
ago, and this is the nearest approach

to it we have seen.

A.C.U. AUTUMN ONE-DAY TRIAL.

This event will be held over a secret

route, starting from Kendal on the 26tb

inst., and will be the last important

Auto Cycle Union event of the year,

The following officials have beer

appointed : Judges, Messrs. S. W,
Carty, W. B. Little, and the Rev

E. P. Greenhill; timekeepers, Messrs.

C. P. Glazebrook and J. A. . Walker
and chief marshal, Mr. S. W. Philpott

secretary of the Liverpool Auto Cycle

Club.

DATES OF CHIEF 1913 EVENTS.
The annual meeting of secretaries ol

clubs affiliated to the Auto Cycle

Union will : take place at Olympia

on ; the Wednesday during the (show

. week,' when - the dates "of various

competitions = will bo settled. The

following are' the provisional dates

of the chiel A. C.U. events in 1913:

March 1st, the Spring ' One-day ' Trial

;

Wednesday, June 4th, and' Friday, June

6th, the "Tourist Trophy ' Races ; Jul}

14th to 26th,' the Auto' 'Cycle Union

Long-distance Trials; September 24tb,

the • Autumn One-day Trial. The

Tourist Trophy Races will 'consist o)

two days' racing' of. four laps each foi

the machines . entered ' for the .
Juniot

T.T. and two days of five laps, each foi

the Senior machines, -with one ilay ol

rest in' between, during which time thf

machines will be kept locked up. Th(

engine dimensions are to be. the same at

last year. .There is a suggestion thai

the A.C.U. Long-distance Trial thii

year should last over ten days, and tx

run in conjunction with the Scnttiii

Trials. This would indeed provide <

searching test of machines.
<iu*
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THE 1913 BROWN MOTOR BICYCLE.
We have lately had an opportunity of inspecting the

latest model 3£ h.p. Brown. The dimensions of the engine
are 86x86 mm., 499 c.c. The engine has been considerably
improved, being fitted with a greatei number of radiating

fins, larger valves, which are placed further apart, adjustable
tappets, and valve ports of ample dimensions. The same
cylinder fastening, hitherto employed by means of two
vertical rods fore and aft of the engine attached to bolts

running through the crank case, has been retained. This is

a very simple and excellent way of fastening down the
cylinder With the aid of two nuts only. The exhaust valve
lifter is now of the internal type. The compression tap
13 placed in a most accessible position. Other features of

the machine are low riding position and its comparatively
light weight. In fact, Messrs. Brown Bros, claim that it

is 30 lbs. lighter than the average 3£ h.p. " The excellent
Bowden two-speed gear with kick starter and either hand or
foot control is fitted. 19)3 model two-speed 3J h.p. Brown, with chain and belt transmission.

IP <r-

A.C.F. AND FRENCH COMPETITIONS.
THE Competitions Committee of the Automobile Club of

France met recently in Paris, and in co-operation
with the following French manufacturers of motor
cycles new regulations were established for the 1913

French reliability trials. The firms represented were

:

Clement-Gladiator, Terrot, Rene-Gillet, Peugeot, Griffon,
Alcyon, and Bedelia. Representing the A.C.F. Competitions

The new 3! h.p. Brown motor cycle showing kick starter and countershaft gear.

Committee were MM. Rene de Knyff, Surcouf, de la
Valette, Longuemare, and Forreau. It was decided that the
formation of a Federation would not bring about any improve-
ment in French motor cycle competitions, and that it was
better for the pastime to encourage a good sporting spirit
under the a3gis of the A.C.F. Monsieur de Knyff then
announced the- formation of a sub-committee composed of

' members of the Competitions Committee and the manufac-
turers to deal with motor cycle events. The following regu-
lations were decided :

Class I. for motor cycles, sub-divided as follows

:

Single-cylinders, 250 c.c, weight 40 kgs., tyres 45 mm.
Single or multi-cylinders, 350 c.c, weight 50 kgs., tyres 50 mm.
Single or multi-cylinders, 600 c.c, weight 60 kgs., tyres 55 mm.

Class II.—Sidecars.
350 c.c, weight 80 kgs., tyres 50 mm.
500 c.c, weight 100 kgs., tyres 55 mm.
750 c.c, weight 110 kgs., tyres 60 mm.
1000 c.c, weight 120 kgs., tyres 65 mm._

Variable gears optional, but clutches compulsory.
Class III.—Voiturettes.

500 c.c, weight 100 to 200 kgs., tyres 50 mm.
1050 c.c, weight 120 to 250 kgs., tyres 55 mm/

The makers present would not hear of a motor bicycle class
Kith cylindrical capacity exceeding 500 c.c.

The following definition of a touring motor cycle was
drawn up :

Touring motor cycles competing in events held under A.C.F.
rules to have two independent brakes, a toolbag (dimensions
to be defined later), front and rear mudguards forming an
angle in front of 120° and at the rear 180°, to extend from
edge to edge at least 10 mm. beyond the tyres on each side,

comfortable saddle, footrests, silencer fitted with cut-out,

luggage carrier, and tank to contain a minimum of five litres

petrol and one of oil. '--'-

The industry in France appears to be anxious to support
the A.C.F., and an attempt is to be made to form a union of

the clubs in Paris to organise big trials next year.
The decision not to support the formation of ' an Inter-

national Federation appears to us to be rather unwise, because
if all countries were to meet on level ground and formulate
rules for the proper conduct of competitions it would be far
better for manufacturers of motor cycles and competitors.

NATAL M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB.
The N.M.C.C. recently held a most successful hill-climb for

the Shimwell trophy at Inchauga, which was attended by a
large gathering of spectators. Nearly all well-known English
makers were represented, and the timing was carried out by
an electrical apparatus made by Mr. C. Morris. The positions
of the leaders were :

Rider and machine.
1. P. Flook (T.T. Triumph) ...

2. E. W. Banfield (T.T. Triumph) ...

3. H. E. Markham (T.T. Triumph) ...

W. A. Berkenberg (T.T. Bradbury)
R. H. Christian (Norton) ...

C. H. Hope (Triumph)

sees. Formula.
51
51
55
55

58f
6l|

3772
3874
4350
4529
4917
5047

AN AUTO-AVIETTE.
A 2} Royal Enfield, prepared for the Pewsey Carnival. The little twin (w.th

cut-out open) made a noise similar to an aeroplane engine, and the propeller

was driven by a round belt from the belt rim on the back wheel. Th3
monoplane was on the lines of the Morane, and measured ten feet across.

B19
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Mersey M,C. Hill-climb at Pen-y-Ball.

A. J. Brewer, in the passenger class. He was travelling well, but when
nearing the top his belt broke.

THE Mersey Motor Club was again fortunate in

having a perfect day for its open hill-climb last

Saturday, the weather conditions being more like

midsummer than October. Holywell was a buzzing
hive of motors of all descriptions. The natives, however,
are getting used to it, and appear to like the noise and
excitement, and the hotel proprietors were smiling. Tea
was difficult to obtain after the competition, every hotel
being full.

During the competition the telephone worked well, which
was particularly necessary owing to the system of timing.

One timekeeper stood at the top with the receiver at his

ear, while the starter, holding the transmitter, was placed
about thirty yards above the mark where the competitors
lined up. On the course being signalled clear, he would
shout, " Number —

, get ready. Go." The timekeeper at

the top could, of course, hear all this, and clocked them
from the word " Go " till they passed him at the finish.

Any competitor who passed the starter was considered to
have started. If he failed to get going, he was permitted
one more "attempt. This arrangement worked very well
indeed.

Time and Formula Results.
There were four classes, and the results on time in

Class 1 (singles or twins up to 350 c.c.), in which nine
competitors took part, were :

Time.
C. Williams (2J A.J.S.) ... ... =.'. 551s.
F. S. Whitworth (2J Colmbre-Douglas) 59gs: -

S. W. Phillpott (2J Humber) ... ... lm. 3|si

The formula results give the same positions as above.

Class 2 (twins or singles between 351 and 600 c.c.

)

This class drew the biggest entry, sixteen starters facing
the line. Results :

. - Time.
K. H. Clark (3£ Corah-Jap) 52&s.
H. C. Newman (3£ Ivy-Precision) ... 54js.

V. E. Horsman (3-^ Singer) 55|s.

Horsman unluckily had a dry skid on his way to the
hill, and damaged both himself and his machine.

Formula results : 1, Horsman ; 2, Clark ; 3, Newman.

Class 3 (twins or singles between 601 and 1,000 c.c.)

Of the ten entrants only six took part. Results :

Time.
J. J. Cookson (7 Matchless)
N. H. Brown (7 Indian) ...

A. Marston (8 Matchless) :..

Formula results same as above.

44fs.
51|s.

56|s.

Class 4 (sidecars and cyclecars).

Only four turned out, as the regulations insisted on a
full-sized passenger. Result :

Time.
N. H. Brown (7 Indian) ... lm. 15|s.

H. W. Coopland (8 Williamson) ... lm. 42s.

These two were the only competitors to complete the
ascent, and on the formula were placed in the same order
as given above.

The Motor Cycle formula was used.
C Williams (2J A.J.S.) won the Palmer Tyre prize.

(1) P. E. Tollree (3i n.p. Bat-Jap) crossing Ihe starting line. The starter's

telephone may be seen on the right.

12) H. D. Ashworth iTriumph) hall way up Pen-y-Bah
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Competitors who took part in the reliability competition on Sifurdiy tor the '

The photograph was taken at the start from
Bisby Cup," held by the Sheffield and Ha.lamshire M.C.C,

' Crosspool," near Sheffield.

Walthamstow M.C.
The speed-judging competition for the Henbrey Cup re-

sulted as follows : Time error.

1. J. H. Kerr (34 N.S.U.) 4s.

2. W Wilson (34 Springfield) 17s.
3. W. S. Low (3J Scott and sc.) 55s.

The distance of 51 miles had to be covered at a speed
of 20 m.p.h.

South Birmingham M.C.C.
A reliability trial and flexibility test will take place on the

20th inst. The course will be vid Stratford, up Sunrising,
through Tysoe, llmington, Chipping Campden, down Weston-
sub-Edge, up Saintbury, down Willersev, up Weston-sub-
Edge to Broadway, up Fish Hill, down Sa'intbury, up Willer-
sey, up Tysoe, up Shennington to Stratford-on-Avon, and
Red Hill. In the event of a tie the flexibility climb will
decide the result.

Ilkley and District M.C.C.
The following are the results of competitions held recently :

The Team Trim, fob the Hemingway Trophy.
The course was one of about 200 miles, being from Ilkley

to Kirkby Lonsdale, Kirkby Lonsdale to Keswick and back.
One hour was allowed at Kirkby Lonsdale both on the out-
ward and homeward journey for refreshments. Out of four-
teen starters ten completed the journey. The result was as
follows

:

1. Chas. Ackroyd (5 Matchless sc.) and Hy. Sunderland
(34 Triumph), error 1J- marks ; 2, Chas. Thac'kray (3A Con-
trast-Jap) and E. Turner (34 Rex), error 2i marks; 3, Bert
Piatt (34 Triumph) and A Drummond (5 Johnson), error
74 marks.

Handicap Hill-clime for the Dixon Cup.
This hill-climb was run off on the knockout syst'em in heats.

The hill, which had a gradient of about 1 in 12, was perfectly
straight, with magnificent surface, so some splendid racing
was seen. There were eighteen entries. . The winner was
J. A. . Hoffmann (34 Triumph) ; 2, Burwin Whitaker (34
Triumph) ; 3, Wilfred Moore (34 Bat).

Speed Trials for the Trade Cup.
The speed trials took place on a perfect stretch of road in

the Blubberhouse district. The measured course was 645
yards long. Electrical timing apparatus (the invention of
Mr. A. Griffiths) was used. Each competitor was given
a certain speed to do by the Handicapping Committee, the
rider beating his set speed the most, or, in the event of ho
one attaining his set speed, the one nearest to it, to be the
winner. Results

:

1, C. Thackray (34 Contrast-Jap), speed given 584 m.p.h.,
speed attained 61.65 m.p.h. = + 3.15 m.p.h., winning the
cup presented by "The Trade," and the club gold medal;
2, W. Mahgham (5 h.p. Matchless), speed given 624 m.p.h.
speed attained 64.67 m.p.h. = + 2.17 m.p.h., winning the
club silver medal; 3, J. A. Hoffmann (34 T.T. Triumph),
speed given 67 m.p.h., speed attained 68 m.p.h. = + 1 m.p.h.

Mr. Felix Scriven has unanimously been elected to the
presidency of the Ilklev and District M.C.C.

Mid-Bucks M.C.C.

On the 3rd inst. the members of the above club held a

hill-climb on Kingston Hill. The results, decided on formula,
were : 1, C. H. Wright (Rudge) ; 2, T. Hopcroft- (Rover)

;

3, J. W. Tollady (B.S.A.) Fastest time was made by J. W.
Tollady.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The speed-judging contest last Saturday proved an en-
joyable function. A paper trail of eighteen miles was laid

on Warwickshire by-roads by the hon. sec, Mr. G. Smith,
from a Fiat car kindly loaned by Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.
Eighteen competitors took part, the winners being :

Motor Bicycles.—W. Gibb (2| Douglas), 2m. slow.
Sidecars.—V. A. Holroyd (34 Rudge), 14m. slow.
Cars.—M. W. Danks (8 Rover), 4m. fast ; D. J. Corser

(12 Rover), 4m - slow.

The Humberette made its first appearance in competition
in this event. S. Wright, who drove, was 3m. slow.

Oldham and District M.C.

A hill-climbing competition was held on the 8th inst. on
the Yorkshire Moors. The hill, which is about a mile long, is-

quite safe, and some excellent times were recorded. Results :

Formula. Time.
Solo Cl \ss.'

J. Smith (T.T. Triumph)
2. F. Wood (F.E. Triumph)
3. P. Piatt (T.T. Bradbury)

Sidecar Class.

1. J. Smith (T.T. Triumph)
2. F. Wood (F.E. Triumph)
3. F. Whitehouse (F.E. Triumph) 104

The club's A.G.M. is called for the 29th inst

preceded by dinner and presentation of prizes.

m. s.

101 . . 1 7
Ill . . 1 24
123 . . 1 15

91 . . 1 41
93 . . 2 4
104 . . 2 16

1 inst., at 8 p.m.,

A group ot competitors at Wellesbourne, the starting point of the Coventry

and Warwickshire M.C. speed-judging contest last Saturday.
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luton and South Beds. M.C.C.

Inter-team speeds trials v. Herts County A. and Ae.C. will

take place on October 19th, at Luton Hoo Park.

Doncaster and District A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The following won prizes in the reliability trial to Bal-

dock and back on the 20th ult. : E. Goul't (Budge), H.
Borrill (Triumph), G. Brenchley (2-£ A.J.S.), E. Cio s (8

Matchless), F. Wells (6 Matchless), C. Barnsdale <3£ Bex),
and J. Smith (Bradbury).

Bedford and District M.C.C.

A reliability run was held irom Bedford to York and back
on the 5th and 6th inst. Besults :

Solo Class.—1, G. Crawley (3-£ T.T. Triumph); 2, Waring
(2| Enfield).

Sidecar Class.—1, F. W. Jameson (8-10 Jemmy-Jap) ; 2,

S. Crawley (3£ Triumph, ; 3, H. H. Bapley (3J, Triumph).
Jameson and Crawley were oniy separated at the secret

check, being "dead on" at all the other checks. Two men
went to sleep whilst riding; the first, N. A. Yarrow
(Triumph); ran into a gate and did considerable damage to his

machine. The second, Haywood (New Hudson and sc),
ran into a ditch. On the outward journey, stops were made
at Stamford, Newark-on-Trent. and Doncaster.

Dundee and District M.C.C.

Very successful speed trials were held at Lunan Bay on
the 7th inst. The sand was hard, but a trifle wet, and the
weather fine. There were sixty-four entries, and some
excellent performances were made notably by A. J. C.
Lindsay, J. R. Alexander, who made fastest time' of the
day, and C. M'Gregor. Results:

One Mile.
Lightweights.—1, 0. M'Gregor (Douglas); 2, C. Y. Miles

(Dougiis); 3, D. Robbie (Douglas). Time, lm. 25s.

Under 600 c.c—1, A. Fori- r (Rudge) ; 2, H. W. Braid
(Morton); 3, D. Robbie (Douglas). Time, lm. 18s.

T.T machines.—1, A. J. C. Lindsay (Rover) ; 2, J. Steele
(Indian); 3, O. G. Braid (Indian).- Time, lm. 3s.

Under 1,000 c.c—J. R. Alexander (7 Indian)
-

; 2, A. J. C.
Lindsay (Rover) ; 3, J Steele (3£ Indian). Time, 57s.

Six JV:Iles.

Lightweighs.—1, C. M'Gregor (Douglas) ; 2, C. Y. Miles
(Douglas). Time 9m. 56|s.

Under 600 c.c—1, D. Robbie (Douglas); 2, H. W. Braid
(3^ Morton); 3, J. H. Ferrier (3£ N.S.U.). Time, 9m. 13s.

-, T.T. machines.—1, J. Steeb (3£ Indian); 2, O. G. Braid
(3J, Indian) : 3, A. B. Watson (3-| Scott). Time, 8m.
- Under 1,000 c.c—1, J. R. Alexander (7 Indian); 2, O. G.
Braid (3£ Indian) ; 3, J. Steele (3j Indian).

DONCASTER M.C.C. RELIABILITY TRIAL.

S. Nettleton and J. H. Wilkinson caught in one cl the secret checks.

Bishop Auckland and Darlington M.C.

The results of the recent hill-climb are :

Touring Class.—C. W. Smith (2|- New Hudson).
T.T. Class.—C. Bone (3i T.T. Smith-Precision}. -

. All-comers' Class.—C. Bone (3i T.T. Smith-Precision). : ;

Sidecar Class.—C. Bone (34 T.T. Smith-Precision).

Twin Class.—E. T. GIaister-(5-6 Bex).

The formula used was .„ -, as recommended by The

Motor Cycle. The fastest time of the day was made by Ci.

Bone.

Doncastei and

District M.C.C.

trial to Ealdock

and back. Check-

ing competitors in

Tuxtord market

place.
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TWO NEW
WORLD'S RECORDS
Created at Brooklands, October 3rd and 5th, 1912, by
Mr. G. E. STANLEY, on his 3^ h.p. Singer, using a

PEDLEY BELT
FIFTY MILES
Class C, 500 c.c. in 43 minutes
40 seconds

—

AVERAGE SPEED 68JM.P.H.

FIVE MILES
Classes C and D, 500 c.c. and
750 c.c—
AVERAGE SPEED 70-7501^.11.

Mr. STANLEY writes, Oct. 7/12, as follows
—"I have proved your Belts

to be a mile an hour faster than anything else I have touched."

The Pedley Belt has already secured the highest possible award for reliability

—

SILVER CUP FOR BEST BELTS in the recent A-.C.U. 6 Days' Belt Trials, and this

latest speed success has not only firmly established its absolute supremacy over all other
oelts for both SPEED and RELIABILITY, but provided indisputable evidence that the

PEDLEY
is the

WORLD'S PROVED BEST BELT

J. PEDLEY& SON, LTD., Gl
sS"!" BIRMINGHAM

Wholesale Agents for South Africa—Messrs.
Smith Denharn & Co., P.O. Box 2839, Johannesburg.

Wholesale Agents for New Zealand—Messrs.Bell
Bros., 168, High Street. Christchurch. New Zealand.

In answerina this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'*
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THE PULLMAN CAR
OF MOTOR CYGLING

ON H.M.
WAR OFFICE LIST.

Built by the

BAT MOTOR
MANFG. CO.,

PENGE,
LONDON, S.E.

WHY WAIT
FOR THE SHOW!
If you are wanting a motor cycle

—

to be available for use in a reason-

able time—to be equipped with all

the refinements that go to

make a high grade mount —
DECIDE NOW.

THE BRITISH BUILT BAT
has the SPRING FRAME (sprung fore and aft), SANE MAG-
NETO POSITION (away from wet and dirt), TWO SPEED
GEAR (countershaft type) , CLUTCH (foot or hand controlled)

FOOT STARTER (most effective as well as dignified),

and other features which place it in a class by itself.

Send for "The Book of the Bat" and investigate.

BS6 In answering this advertisement it is rlrsirahle to mention " The Motor Curie..
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K. Holden (B.S.A.I. winner of his class in the Birmingham M.C.C. flexibility

hill-climb held near Evesham.

Leads M.C.C.

After several postponements the annual run to Edinburgh
took place on the 28th tad 29th ult. A start was made at

6.30 a.m. The route left the Great North Road at Scotch
Corner and turned across the moors through Bowes and
Brough. thence vid Appleby, Penrith, Carlisle (lunch). Long-
town, Eskdale, Mosspaul Summit, Hawick, and Galashiels.

Out of seventeen competitors seven reached Edinburgh. On
the return journey the coast road was taken through Dunbar,
Cockburnspath, Berwick, and Alnwick, where a steady
downpour commenced. J. Stuart-White (Bradbury) won the
solo, and J. Tattersall (Bradbury) the sidecar class. Other
finishers within schedule time were A. Mackie (3^ New
Hudson), J. Wilkinson ^4 Singer), and Brewis (B.S.A.).

The Brookdale Club, Catford (Motor Cycle Sec'. ion).

A hill-climb for members was held during the week-end,
at Westerham, Kent. There were no mishaps of any kind,

and some excellent climbs were made. Results :

Class I.—Machines up to '554 c.c.

1.

2.

3.

R. A. Croucher (Kerry-Abingdon)
S. T. Tessier (Bat)

W. F. Guiver (Rudge).

Class II.—Machines up to 1,000 c.c.

R. A. Croucher (Kerry-Abingdon)-...

S. T. Tessier (Bat)- - ... ;

W. F. Guiver (Rudge)
Fastest time of the day : R. A. Croucher, 52|s.

Class III.—Sidecars.

1. H. A. Cooper (Bradbury /

2. W. "F. Guiver (Rudge)

Fig. of merit.
74

1.

2.

3.

75
81

73
75
78

72
83

Herts County A. and Ae.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

There will be a slow lull-climb on the knock-out system at
a hill not far from Welwyn on Saturday, October 26th, at
3 p.m. sharp. Separate classes will be run for single and
twin-cylinder machines.

Furness M.C.C.

The members of the above club held their last competition
of the season on Saturday, 5th inst., in the form of a secret

reliability run. The course was a circular one of 46j miles.

Eighteen miles per hour was to be maintained throughout
the journey. There were no fewer than seven checks, lour of

which were secret, and Lindale Hill was observed. Possible

marks 120. Result : 1, E. E. Clow (6 Zenith), 118&, and
H. C. Wilkins (P. and M.), 118J, equal; 3. W. Jones (5 V.S.
sc), 113. Two competitors failed on Lindale Hill and re-

tired. _

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

A time trial was held on the 21st ult. for sidecar and solo

machines over a course of fifty-three miles. There were eight

open and four secret checks, and competitors were penalised

a mark for each minute under or over schedule time.

Winners :

Sidecar Class.—1, B. Ayrton (3| James sc), 5.27m. out.

Solo Class A.—1, C. F. Blincoe (3| Scott), 7.20m. out.

Solo Class B.—1, H. B. Beckwith (2J Douglas), 9.50m. out.

On the 28th ult. an all equal hill-climb was held on Yearby
Bank. D. K. Webster (3£ Triumph) made least divergence
from schedule time. During the competition S. Gjertson (7

Indian) made a record ascent of the hill in 44s.

Newcastle and Dis'rict M.C.

I The ; Bevan-Goold reliability run and hill-climb was held

on the 22nd ult., when the competitors and officials were
favoured with glorious weather, and eighteen competitors

finally faced the starter ; of these nine survived the trial.

- The course was of a very heavy nature, being vid Hexham, .

Brunton Bank, Stagshawbank Top, West Woodburn, Elishaw
Bridge, Otterburn, Rothbury, Alnwick {via Lakeside and
Corby Hills), Wooler, Millfie'ld, Cornhill, Coldstream, Kelso,

Jedburgh, Hawick, Langholm, and Brampton to Newcastle-

on-Tyne, vid the Military Road. Competitors , were required

to' -make their own feeding arrangements, no time being

allowed for this, so making the competition a test for the

competitor as well as the machine. Results :

Reliability Trial (Silver challenge cup, presented by Mr. J.

E. Goold, and silver tankard).—1, G. W. Raper (24 A.J.S.)

;

2, R. J. Robson (8 Chater-Lea sc); 3, R. Wilson (3£

Triumph) ; club enamelled silver medals—I. Batv (4^ Dene
sc), F. A. Rudd (6 Rex-Jap), and F. Turvey, jun. (3i B.S.A.)

;

club bronze medal—Cecil Armstrong (3£ Ivy-Precision). ..

Hill-climb, Single-cylinder Class (Silver challenge cup, pre-

sented by Mr. Edward Bevan, and silver medal).—1, G. W.
Raper (2\ A.J.S.).

'

Multi-cylinder Class (Silver challenge cup, presented by Mr.
Edward Bevan, and silver medal).—1, F. A. Rudd (6 Rex-Jap).

Sidecar Class (Silver challenge cup, presented by Mr.
Edward Bevan, and silver medal),—1, I. Baty (4£ Dene sc).

Harry Long (4h.p. two-speed Singer sidecar), the only motor cyclist who has ever claimed "20,000 miles in 20 weeks without a single involuntary stop,"

trial his luck on Brooklands recently. He covered a lap at 37J m.p.h.
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A selection of questions ot general
interest received from readers and our
replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor
Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and
whether intended for publication or not
mast be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope for reply.

iBenzole for Motor Cye es.

Can I use benzole for my

B
motor cycle without risk of

damage? and can I mix it with
petrol? If so. kindly give quan-
tities.—B.H.T

You may use benzole without doing any
more damage to your engine than perhaps
sooting it up a little, but you will find it

necessary to give more air. You would
be aavised not to mix it with petrol.
See The Autocar for October 5th.

The Motor Cycle in Ceylon.

I am going to Ceylon rubber
planting in a fortnight's time.
What are the prospects of
motor cycling in Ceylon ? Are
the roads fairly good? Are

there many machines out there ?

What is the price of petrol and oil,

etc. ?—A.F.B.H.
The roads in Ceylon are quite good, on
the

1

whole—naturally, not so good as
they are in England, and they are well
giaded ; but soim- ot the hills are long.
The pastime is -going ahead very strongly
over there. Petrol and oil are slightly
more expensive than in England. It is

advisable to take some spare parts
with you.

Skirting London.

I should be very much obliged
if you would send me the best
route from London to Ipswich.
I wish to avoid the London
traffic, as I live in West London,

and would like to strike on the main
road at Chelmsford.—S.S.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Chiswick, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's
Bush, Wood Lane, which follow straight
through till you reach the turning to the

. Batluirst Garden^ then go straight through

j

West . Avenue, Cavendish Road, West
i
End Lane, after which take" the right-
hand road, which will bring you up to

i the top of Fitzjohn's Avenue, then go
past The Spaniards, down Bishops Road
into the Great North Road. Immediately
after you have passed East Finchley
railway bridge turn right, and continue
absolutely straight on till you strike the
Ware Road, just after the point where
th- Seven Sisters Road joins it. Go
straight across this through Tottenham
Hale, then turn right, continuing
straight on across the Marshes to where
you join the Woodford Road. (This route
is somewhat difficult to explain, but is

clearly shown on the R.A.C. Official

Map of Recommended Routes Round
London, which can be obtained from
these offices, price Is 7d. post freer) You
can then continue through Epping,
Ongar, Chelmsford, Witham, and Col-
chester to Inswich.

B28

rye Levers.

(1.) Will you please tell me how

Sto remove the back wheel cover
from a motor bicycle, having a
belt rim one side and a dummy
belt rim for the brake on

the other? Is any tool sold for the
purpose. (2.) Is belt slip readily dis-

tinguishable from clutch slip?—G.O.S.
(1.) We do not know of any special

lever sold for this purpose. The problem
is certainly a difficult one. (2.) Only
by making sure that the belt is perfectly
tight. If this is the case, it is obvious
that th: slipping is in the clutch and
not the belt.

London to Bournemouth.

I am thinking of going from
London to Bournemouth, and
would like your advice as to

the best route, giving mileage,
etc. and the charge for ad-

mittance to Brooklands. as I should like

to have a turn on the famous track.

Would it be safe to go on the track
with ordinary touring handle-bars?

—

S.J.

Correspondents are urged to write
clearly, and on one side of the paoer only,
numbering each query separately, and
keeping a copy, for ease of reference.
Letters containing legal questions should
be marked " Legal " in the left-hand
corner of envelope, and should be keot
distinct from questions hearing on technical
subjects.

The route from London to Bournemouth
would be as follows : London, Kingston,
Cobham, Ripley, Guildford. Hog's Back,
Farnham, Alton, Alresfordf Winchester,
Romsey, Cadnam, Lyndhurst, Christ-

church, Bournemouth. Xhe distance is

approximately 129 miles. The admission

to the track is Is. You would be quite

safe to try your machine thereon.

Starling on Stend.

(1.) Would you please tell me
in what way I can start up a
Douglas two-speed model H 1912

machine on the stand? As it is

not 3 free-engine, I have not yet

been able to do so, and there are no

pedals to assist in starting it. (2.)

Would this machine be suitable for

sidecar work?—T.J.K.

(1.) -We have tried ourselves to start

our 'own 2J h.p. Douglas by pulling over

the back wheel, but it does not. seem
to fake kindly to it. . You really want to

run the machine on the low gear, and the

first time thecylinder fires throw the lever

into neutral. Then you can throttle down
and jack up the machine if you" desire

to. The makers have wisely prevented

this machine from being started on the

stand, and thereby probably greatly in-

creased the life of the engine. (2.) The
machine is not suitable for sidecar work.
Though it will take a sidecar, it is not

fair to ask it to do so.

A COMPARISON. 10 H.P. CVCLECAR-20 H.P. CAR.

The Singer ryclecw being su;h a penect min.ature oi a oig oar, and to scale in every part, it is

difficult to gain an dea of its smill size from pictures. The above photograph 01 tho cyclecar beside a
20 h.p. Singer conveys an exce.ient id.a of its relative proportions.
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accepted
That will take place as under

—

At BROOKLANDS, a five lap and a ten lap race, and—a hill-climbing contest
on a Hill to be chosen later (dates to be arranged).

The details were left to a Committee consisting of the Hon. Sees, of the following Clubs :

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club, Oxford M.C.C., Sutton Coldfield and Mid-
Warwickshire A.C., 'Mersey Motor Club, together with the Editors of "The Motor Cycle

"

and " Motor Cycling," but one condition was mutually agreed, viz.

—

That puncture or belt troubles on the part of either rider, and in either event, should

necessitate a re-start.

That's the match—the Tit-bit of the year, and now

—

Watch the Singer.
Fuller particulars from

SINGER AND CO., LTD., COVENTRY AND LONDON,
who will also send you Singer Booklet free.

DOUGIAS
In answerina this advertisement :' .s desirable to mention. "Th.r. Motor' Cycle.

*3ftf

.934
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(ETCHER,
DREADNOUGHTS
THE TYRE THAT IS SUPERIOR

The North British Rut ber
Co., Ltd

Ture Sales Dei,tutment,

CLINCHER HOUSE,
Great Portland St.,

London, W.

e32

-^"sHi its:

in answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

T&=3

r^^RiSmiMfMei
Burl' like a, ca.r

Originates—does not imitate.

Takes its model from the car.

Shaft transmission.
Differential axle. -

Two driving wheels.
No belts or chains. '

Roc patent two-speed gear.

Easy and safe to drive.—
Cheap to maintain.
Light on tyres.

Turns in own space.
Weatherproof—does not 'skid. —

The comfort of a car.

The economy of a motor cycle.

Orders are now being executed for

the 1913 two-seater model of the same
type that will be exhibited at the

forthcoming Olympia Show.

Trial runs are available any day

by appointment, either at the Works
or at the London Agency.

Booklet describing the machine

will be sent on application.

Sole Makers and Patentees:

A. W. WALL, Ltd.,
Roc Motor Works,

Hay Mills, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON:

Messrs. ROBERTSON'S, 1S7, Gt Portland St, W.
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T. A. Edwin, Eastern Divisional Commander of

I
the Salvation Army, who uses his 3.1 h.p. Brown

!
regularly and speaks in praise of its reliability.

: The owner's work in East An^ia renders the

motor cycle's duties by no means inconsiderable,

but he tells us he can run with almost
"Bradshaw" precision.

Local Taxation Licence.

I own one motor cycle and
have purchased a second, and am
selling the original one. If I

place it in the hands of an agent
to sell for me, that is, leave it

stored on his premises, may I use the
new one without taking out another
revenue licence?—F.H.B.

If you do not use your old machine after

taking the new one on the road you are
not liable for a second licence, otherwise
you must have a second licence, which, if

purchased after October 1st, will cost 10s.

Pitting of Exhaust Valve. .

Will you kindly help me out of

^1 my difficulty with my 1912
> standard motor cycle? My ex-
-JJ haust valve gets badly burnt or

pitted after about 100 miles run-
ning, so I have to grind my valves
often, or the compression goes away
entirely. I use a B. and B. carburetter
with a No. 32 jet, and Price's Huile de
Luxe for lubricating.—W.M.

The trouble is due to the exhaust valve
being composed of incorrect material.
What you had better do is to write to
the makers about this, and if they do
not send you a valve which wears better
you had better get one specially made.

Ovsrheating.

I should be very pleased if

^T| you could tell me the cause and
> remedy of the following : I have

a 3j- h.p. 1910 Fafnir, overhead
m.o.v. About two weeks back

I took the cylinder down and cleaned
it, up to which time I had had no
trouble whatever. Since then I have
bad overheating to such an extent that
three exhaust valve stems have
broken. I find the valve to be badly

.
pitted after running about five miles.
I have tried various mixtures, but
fail to remedy. I can, however, run
with full air and about one-third gas.
Do you think the timing is wrong? I
give one pump of lubricating oil about
every five miles. I use a sidecar, and
run on a 33 jet. Is this too large?—
W.M.

It is almost impossible, to account for
the trouble of which you complain. We

do not see what harm you can have
done when taking down the cylinder and
cleaning off the carbon deposit. Wo do
not see how the timing can be wrong.
The only way to tell whether the timing
is wrong is to check this over. A 33
jet is on the large side, but not suffi-

ciently so to account for the trouble.

Are your exhaust pipe and silencer

choked or obstructed in any way ?

London to Edinburgh Run.

Next March I intend purchas-
ing a 3j h.p. Triumph with
a three-speed gear. I am very
keen on entering for the M.O.C.
London-Edinburgh and back

trial, but a friend of mine, who has
had some experience of competitions
and trials, says I have .

" no earthly
chance" of success. Now at the time
of purchasing the machine I should
be an absolute novice, but I should
spend the Easter holidays on it and
all week-ends previous to the trial. I
am not of a mechanical turn of mind,
but, in spite of this, am disinclined to
agree with my friend, especially con-
sidering the reputation of reliability

this make has won. However, I

should value your opinion. Also the
800 odd miles (almost continuous), do
you think that would affect the engine
to its detriment?—A.B.W.

Anyone who can stand the fatigue of
sitting on his machine and allowing it

to take him along, and who can keep
awake for one night, can get through
the London-Edinburgh run and gain a
gold medal. All he has to do besides sit

on his machine is to keep within a
quarter of an hour of schedule time to

get the single journey gold medal. To
get the double journey medal he has to

do the same thing again after one night's
rest. To get the cup is certainly more
difficult, as this is simply a matter of

adhering to a certain speed. There is no
further test for the reliability, of the

11S9

machine ; it requires, however, a cer-

tain amount of practice. It is not reli-

ability alone which gains the cup, but
adherence to schedule time, and simply
to the ability of the rider to guess his
speed. As the whole ride is taken at a
very" easy speed, it cannot affect tin-

engine any more than an ordinary run.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences of

others with various motor cycles or accessor'es
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which
the replies may be forwarded. Answers to the
queries below should be addressed c, o The Editor.

"C.ll.W." (Brighton).—8 h.p. Match
less for sidecar work.
"J.H.S." (Dorset).—Reliability of Bow-

den two-speed counter-shaft gear with
3£ h.p. Bradbury or other standard 3g h.p.
machine.
"Dr. N.S." (Wien, Austria).—The

Scott for use in the Alps ; solo and side-

car.

"P.C.B." (Crawley).—A satisfactory

exhaust whistle for a 1912 Douglas.
" W.G." (Newcastle).—Mabon variable

gear with Triumph and sidecar.

"C.W.H." (Croydon).—T.M.C. and
8 h.p. water-cooled Williamson.
"W.J.K.B." (Dublin).—2i h.p. Levis.

Lubrication, . liability to overheat, and
petrol consumption.
"C.D.M." (Edinburgh).—3i h.p. P. and

51. and sidecar.

"W.J.P." (Dublin).—3J, h.p. Triumph.
Solo and with sidecar. As regards reli-

ability, hill-climbing, petrol consumption,
and wear on belts and tvres.

"J.D." (Cardiff).—Mabon or Albion
free engine clutches.

"W.H.T." (Harwich).—Pillion or tan-

dem seats on 3^ h.p. motor cycle and
variable gear used.

"W.T.M." (Dublin).—Binks tvyo-jst car-

buretter fitted -to a 3£ h.p. 1912 Indian.

Is it better than the pilot jet carburetter

fitted as standard?

THE SIDECAR POPULAR IN SOOTH AFRICA.

With so much attention being paid to cyclecars, it behoves manufacturers to remember that the side-

car is exceedingly popular, and likely to temain in public favour for a long time to- come on account-of

its cheapness, low cost of running and general reliability. Our photograph shows a group of Cape Town
sidecarists.
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Connecting Rod Construction.

This invention is intended for appli-

cation where two connecting rods drive

on to the same .crank pin. The con-

necting rod A is provided with two
side lugs B, be-
tween which
passes the end C
of the second
connecting rod.

A bush D is then
inserted in the
eyes of the rods
and spun or
riveted to the
lugs B. Inter-

posed between the crank pin E and the
bush D is a floating bush F, the object
of which is to reduce wear to a minimum.
Suitable ducts are formed to convey the
lubricating oil to the
various faces.—Blum-
field, Ltd., and T. W
Bhimfield, No. 25,727,
1911.

An Interesting Cyclecar.

The accompaning ele-

vation and plan "show
clearly ' the general
arrangement of a three-

wheeled two-seater
vehicle on cyclecar lines.

Two wheels A B are
arranged in the same
plane, and are both
operated for steering

pm'poses. The third

wheel C is driven
through clutch and shaft

gearing from the engine
arranged at D. Other
particulars are readily

obtainable from the
drawings.—W. Starley,

No. 16.830, 1911.

yrlcTi? l()&//dr?

ca,n be movui '^to eitlier of two posi-

tions by the leyer J and rod and pedal
mechanism K, the latter being held
against stops LM by a spring N. The
decompressor rocker D is provided with
a coil spring at its pivot, which nor-
mally moves it into the position shown.
It will be seen that the heel of the

^O. / -7=>^4

Ariel Decompressor.
The exhaust cam A and decompressor

cam B are arranged in parallel planes,
' the former acting through a rocker C
as usual. The decompressor rocker D
is pivoted at its centre on the rocker

C, and is provided with a heel F
engaging a cam G, which is provided
with a recess H as shown. This cam G

rocker D lies within the recess H in

the cam G, raising the operative end of .

the rocker out of the path of the cam B.

This is the position for normal running,

the rocker D being clear of the cam.
To obtain the reduced compression, the >

mechanism K is moved to rotate the cam :

G to a position in which the recess is

moved from beneath the heel of the <

rocker D, causing this to be raised

against the action of its spring 0, and 1

depressing its operative end into the _••

path of the cam D, causing the rockers

C and D to be lifted by the cam B,
raising the valve tappet P, and allowing

part of the charge to escape in the well-

known manner. The ordinary ev '>aust

valve lifter is shown at 11. This is

op: rated in the usual way.—C. T. B.

Sangster, No. 22,475, 1911.

Accessories to a Record.
When G. E. Stanley broke the five and

fifty miles records he used a Pedley belt,

Dunlop tyres, and Wakefield Castrol oil.

Catalogues Wanfed.
Rag. Guido Parodi, Vico Giannini,

1 2 Genoa, would like the leading firms

of motor cycle manufacturers to send
him their latest catalogues.

A Double Success.
Continental tyres and a Continental

belt were used by E. F. Baxter when
he won the Reliance Cup. in the Liver-

pool A.C.C. open reliability trial on a
twin Rex* machine.

Changes of Address.
The Moto-Reve Co., Ltd., inform us

that they have changed their address to

Moto-Reve Works, Alperton, Middlesex.
We are informed that the London

depot of the Clipper Tyre Co. is at

102, Lennard Street, E.C.,' oft' Great
Eastern Street, E.C.

New Sidecar Model.
With reference to the Swan sidecar

illustrated on the 26th ult., page 1,096,

the makers, the Midland Motor and Cycle
Co., Cowiey Road, Oxford, state that they
are manufacturing and putting this on
the market at once, the chassis, suspension
and design of body being all provisionally

protected. Reference to the illustration

previouslv published will show its special

construction.

Decompressors.
Arrangements have been made whereby

the Endrick Engineering Co., Warwick
Road, Olton, Birmingham, have become
sole concessionnaires for Guest's Patent
Decompressors^ A special short pat-

tern .- is marketed for . Rudges and
Brad bury s, and for fitting in lieu

of a compression tap in the centre of

the cylinder head. The makers do not
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Duplicates of photographs appearing
in "THE MOTOR CYCLE" will be
supp ied at the following rates:

—

Unmounted prints, ha f plate, 1/6 post
free; mounted, "WO post free. This
refsrs only to photographs taken by
"THE MOTOR CYCLE."
Orders, which must be accompanied

with remittance, should be add -essed
to the Photographic Department— Lliffe

and Sons Limited, 20, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.

recommend it for cylinders of less than
•350 c.c., but for this and larger sizes it

gives good results in the matter of easy

starting and slow running. We have one

in use on a 4 h.p. single-cylinder engine,

and find the results warrant the fitting

of it both for starting and slow running

on top gear.

Tyres 'Cheaper.
Since September 16th the prices of

tyres manufactured by Messrs. George

-

Spencer Moulton and Co., Ltd., have

been reduced.

31 h.p. B S.A.
The B.S.A. machine is of 3| h.p., and

only one size of engine is made at present.

Owing to a slip E. Clissett, who won
the Cowbridge and District M.C.C. hill

climb, was stated to be riding a 5^ h.p.

B.S.A., and this has led to a number of

enquiries being received by the makers.- '

Trade Announcements.
We understand that E. A. Colliver. a

well-known amateur, has joined Messrs.

Godfrey and Applebee, Ltd.
B. Alan Hill, a successful rider of

Rudge and latterly Indian motor

bicycles, is shortly going into partner-

ship with D. S. Parsons in the motor
cycle and sidecar business at Squirrel's

Heath, Romford. The firm has arranged

for the exclusive agency in • Essex for

Rex and G.W-K. cyclecars, and

Quadrant, Rex, and" Corah motor cycles.
:

A-S4
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A Corner of Boumville Worts

OURNVILLE
TneCQCOAdeWe

The name suggests the

bright, airy surround-

ings and the healthy,

contented workers in Cad-

bury's Factory in a Garden.

It stands, too, for a pure

cocoa made from the finest

cocoa beans, selected with

skill and judgment.

Id. a 1-lb. tin.
21

GtfburV "BY TEST THE BEST."
Cadbury, Boumville.

WHY
is it that on nearly every one of the " crack "

machines you see about everywhere you find a

hODG
PLUG? H

Ono reason is probably that
the owner is a discerning
rider and knows a good
sparking plug when ho sees
one.

Again, it is now widelyknown
amongst motor cyclists that
a Lodge Plug is so designed
as to develop just a shade
more power than can be
obtained with any other plug
made. And engine power is

what they want.

Suitable with all magnetos
on all motor cycles, the Lodge
Plugs are English made, and
are obtainable everywhere.

Price 4/~ each.

When ordering specify " motor cycle
typo "—those in EEI> boxes.

LODGE BROS. & CO.,

Dept. H„

New St., BIRMINGHAM.

. A New Book .

for Motor Cyclists.

TRACING
TROUBLES

Motor Cycle Faults

;

their identification,

and their remedies
simply and fully
explained. : : : :

Specially prepared for novices, and invaluable in cases of roadside
trouble. It gives methods for locating faults in the running of
motor cycles, and advice as to the best means of remedying them

when found.

Trice from By

1/- ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., Post

net. 20, Tudor St., London, E.C 1/2
and all Booksellers and Bookstalls.

The WORLDS

Telephone: Gerrard 7758.

FOLLOW THE EXPERTS.
REFUSE WORTHLESS IMITATIONS.

LEO RIPAULT & CO., 64a, POLAND STREET, LONDON, W.

rfl answering these .advertisements it is desirable- to -mention "The Motor- Gyclt. M7
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FACETS

Grasp,
the

OpportuiT

—it offers YOU many advantages.
You pay for the motor cycle by easy monthly

instalments, and have the use of the machine
from the start. You also avoid all capital dis-
turbance. We arrange

QUICK DELIVERY
of the best-known makes and give disinterested
advice free of charge.

Write now lor further particulars.

10=11,
Jermyn St. London, S.W.PAGETS LIMITED,

it

Imgladlgbtit"

w»1

" A friend of mine told me to write for the
ROYAL RTJBY catalogue, and I'm glnd I gr-t it .

Such a specification as yours combined with the
famous J.A.P. engine, and the ROYAL RUBY
reputation f^r first-class workmanship, must cer-
tainly appeal to the mo^t fastidious motor

cyclist."

GET THE CATALOGUE
TO-DAY.

YOU'LL WANT THE
MACHINE TO-MORROW.

ROYAL RUBY
CYCLE CO.,

Ruby Works,
Great Ancoats Sire et,

[ANCHESTER.

Reduced Prices
at end of Season.

MATCHLESS.
HAZLEWOOD.

CALTHORPE.
ACCESSORIES. REPAIRS.

•;UTHE

•MAINTENANCE
" COMPANY^Established A i ^ 1907.

184, Great Portland Street, W.
Tele /

pbone : ^39 M»>"kfc-
\ ;arrams : "Motenance, London.'*

AMAC AMAC
BELT FASTENER.

,<£E3s>

ONE year's guarantee, made out of soud steel
BARS. HARDENED—UNBREAKABLE.

ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES Co. ttd.
Talford Street, Aston, BIRMINGHAM.

AMAC AMAC

THE GROSVENOR SIDECAR.
High-class workmanship and distinctive design.

High-class roomy coach-made and painted body, thoroughly enclosed with locker

under the seat. Exceptionally light, being much lighter than a cane-built body

of the same design.

Model No. 3. Grosvenor

torpedo coach-built sidecar,

as illustrated, £10 10s..

Storm Apron, 12/6.

Colours : Blue, Green, Red. otlj

Grey.

THE GROSVENORi
MOTOR CO.,

BRADFORD ST. WEST

BOLTON.

In answering these advertisements it is desh able to mention !'J7<e Motor Cucle."
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nre the result of years of
specialisation—s killed
workmanship— e x p e r t

knowledge — perfect
:: :: materials. :: ::

Every car. is sold under a
liberal guarantee—every car

is made as a quality car

should be made. Perfect

in construction—artistic in

.view — excellent in work-
manship — strong — sound
and low in price they are

at once the ideal car.

Our free booklet deals fully

with these and other things.

May we send you 'a copy
to-day — whilst they last.

Prices from . . £6:6:0.
Obtained from all dealers.

4JH.P. PRECISION ENGINES
Let us take your under-
powered engine in part
payment for a 4jh.p. Big
Single Precision. We have
a. large stock and can
deliver immediately. Write
for exchange quotation.

Binks 2-Jet Carburetters.

Fit one of these and increase
the power of your engine,
run more miles to the gallon.
Let us take your present
carburetter (whatever make)

in exchange.

Weather-Proof Magnetos.
Get rid of your out-of-date magneto,
coil, or accumulator, and let us take
them in exchange for the latest water-
tight magneto.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North,

HALIFAX.
_^^^___^___ Telephone 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TTEBDEN'S Motor Mart, BuruleF.

o
19 1

M

FFFBS Wanted for tlic following new and 2nd-
hand machine},-:

TTi.TI Ru.fc at £50.

N

REE Engine Triumph; list £65 ; two in stock.

.T. Triumph; lUt £50.

E\V Hudson, 3ih.\>., S-sr^cd, -T.A.P. enpirjp; £59/17.

THE Latest 1913 Model Winijiiiwou-Dcu^hw. 8h.p.,

water-cooled, 2-?peed ^ear, chain -drive, and special

Cancelet sidecar, built to suit same, with luggage
carrier, wind screen, apron, and other special fitments,

The finest combination ever made; list price £98.

N O Reasonable Offer Refused.

WE Have Several 2nd-haud 1912 Radges, Doughs
{ladies aud gents). 1911 Rudges, J.A.P.'s, etc..

Triumphs, Ilexes, Lincoln Elks, N.S.U., etc., etc., all

up-to-date inag. machines.

"\T7RITE, call, cr 'phone 488 at once if you rerjui:e

VV "a machine at your own pri. c.

EBDEN'ri Motor Mart. Burnley. [0171H f

1Q12 Royal Enfield, ejilendid condition, lyres n.LV new: £35.—Butler, 4. East Eaiade, Bradford.
[X8238

TRIUMPH. 1906. Bosch, tyres aud belt n"w, joid
order: £20.—R. Humphrey, Swinton, Rotherhain.

[X800C
1Q12 Standard Triumph. FR.S. lamp, horn, mirror,
JLt/ new Pedley tyre; burpaiu, £42.—Smith, Horbury.

[6706
TRIUMPH, 3h.p.. in perfect order, new tyre, Whittle

belt, etc., guaranteed: £11.-17, Peel St., Aecrinf:
t.m. [X8126

"1O09 Triumph, excellent condition. Whittle : beat
Xf/ o«er.-26, Ashbourne Grove, Hillidse Rd., Hunslet.
Leeds. [X8047

PRESTON.—To secure early deliveries for 1913 see

us now; Scott, Zenith, Rex-Jap, Levis, and most
others.

PRESTON.—Liberal allowances on your present ma-
chine to early buyers,

PRESTON.—Bargain** in modern 2nd-hands ; mu*1
clear.—The Motor Cycle House, 82, Fisberfrate,

Preston. [X8162

F.N., 4 cvK, 5-6h.p.. central intake, footboards, per-

fect order; what, offers—White, 16, Main Ridite.

Boston. [X8185

CLFMENT-GARRARB. 2Jh.p., 2-speed, sprins forks,
Clincher Al on back; £7/10.-FouiKCr, Alice St.

Keijrhley. [6776

1 Q12 (just received) Light Enfield, latest^ listed
i-U £52/10. ea«h £42.—Vaulkhard, Central Garase.
Lancaster. [691

'

12 (just received) K. Douglas ; listed £50, cash £45.
—Vaulkhard. Central Garage, Arcade, Lancaster.

[691F
12 (just received) Latest I', and M.; listed £65
cash £62.—Particulars, Vaulkhard, Lancaster. [6920

1Q12 Rndge. just received; listed £55. cash £48.-
-Li/ Particulars, V

r
aalkiiard, Central Garage, Arcade.

Lancaster. [6919

ARIEL, 1911. variable, decompressor, sidecar: £36:
exchange 1912 Bradbury.—Cooke, 45, Sankev St.

Warrington- [X8139

"I Q12 8h.p. 2-speed Rex-Jap and ccachbuilt sidecar.
A«7 splendid condition: £70; trial.— 68, Renshav.
St., Liverpool. [X7589

3h.p. Rover, m.o.v., B. and B.. just overhauled, fine
order; £8-—Sykes, Stafford Hjuse, Kirkheaton.

Huddersfield. [X7971

ENFIELD. 2Jh.p., late 1911. perfect order; sacrifice
through sickness ; £25.—Rev. George, 276, Scotland

Rd., Liverpool. [6825

TRIUMPH, 1909, new back tyre, perfect condition;
£27. a bargain.— Griurshaw, Whalley Banks. Black-

burn. Tel-: 3X. [X8079

A.J-S., 5h.p.. chain drive, 2-speed. free engine, kick
starter 2,000 u>i!e3; £53; any trial-—Clive St

Sidings, Bolton. [X8034

PHELON-MOORE, 1910. 3,lh.p., 2-speed and free en-
gine, good condition ; £35 for quick sale.—Taylor,

Crossbill, Driffield. [X8150

ENFIELD. 2ih.p.. 2-cyl.. spring forks. Whittle belt,

splendid condition ; offers. — Wilson, Houghton
Green, Warrington. [6853

NEW Hudson, 1912, 3Jh.p., Armstrong 3-speed, 1913
pattern, sbcp-soiled on,y; £oi.—Heoden, i^a. rui

stone St., _ Sheffield [X8314

3 speeds, new
£45.—Woolgrove,

[X7582

19

19

MAKE YOUR OFFER
and secure a machine at your own price. We wish
to reduce our stock to make room for new models.

We have a few brand new

191H 3J h.p.

REMIERS
as turned out by makers, and fully guaranteed.
These are fitted with stand, carrier, number-plates,
toolbags, tools, lamp, horn, etc.

Price S36-10-0
We can supply same machines fitted with Sturmey-
Archer 3-spsed Gear for £10 extra. Ideal sidecar

machines.

CLV^O, 7912, only run 200 miles £57 10
HUMBER, 1911, 3A h.p., 2 speeds, handle

starting, and Miiitord sidecar £33 15
PREMIER, 3J h.p., 1911 model £27 10
MOTO-REVE, 1910, splendid condition .. £16 10
N.S.U., ji h.p., 1908, magneto. 26m. wheels £16 10
REX, 3A h.p., 1908, spring forks, magneto. . £16 10
VINDEC, 5 h.p., 1910. 2-speed £35
REX, twin, 1910, Speed King £20
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, 1911, M.O.V.,

with £12 12s. Rex sidecar £47 10
REX, 3} h.p., vertical engine, magneto .... £8 10
TWIN REX, 5 h.p., 1909, magneto, complete

with £6/6 sidecar £20
MORGAN RUNABOUT, only run 1,500 miles,

.screen, lamps, speedometer, special 3L1.

tvre £79
SAROLEA s h.p. Tricar, P. and M. gear £10 10
ENflELD Lightweight, 1910 £18 10
QUADRANT, 3* h.p., magneto, spring forks £16 10
TRICAR, fitted with 4% h.p. Barnes engine,

free engine, requires-doing up,convertible
to motor cycle £5 10

VINDEC SPECIAL, 5 h.p. twin, magneto,
spring forks, b.-b. control, 2 speeds, free

engine £25
WOL.- Lightweight, iqro £10
QUADRANT, 3 h.p.. vertical engine £5 10
FAFNIR, 3 h.D., M.O.V £6 15
MINERVA, 2i h.p., nice order £6 10
RtX l>t LUXc, 7 h.p., 1911, 2-speed £40 u
REX DE LUXE, s h.p., 2 speeds, magneto £22 10
TWIN DOT, 1912, 6 h.p., J. A.P. engine, M.O.V.,

2 speeds, complete with sidecar; cost £80 £47 10
PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

£2,OOO WAITING.
We are buyers of good magneto machines in any
quantity, either new or second-hand. Send us full

particulars of the machine you wish to sell, and
lowest cash price you will take.

ENGINES.
6 h.p. TWIN REX, magneto, etc £10
3 h.p. DARRACQ, water-cooled, pump, and

carb £9 10
6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE, £6 f>

1 h.p. ORIENT £3 3 h.p. QUADRANT £2 10
2? h.p. MINERVA £2 10 2\ h.p. DE DION.. 30/

Exchanges entertained.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Xl'all Spring Forks 8/9
New 1912 B. and B. Carburetter 23/6
26 x 2,1 in. Heavy Pedley Cover , , , , 2a/-
Longuemare Carburetter 3/6
Nearly new 1912 SensDray 7 19/6
Bradburv Pattern Handle-oars 6/6
New Plating Dynamo £4
Rigid Sidecar, complete 37/6
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends .... 5/6 and 6 6
Coronet Silencers , up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4 6
Unity Coupling 10/i

B. & B. and Amac, h . b, control 1 3/6
New Amac Carburetter, h.b. control 18/6
Montgomery 12-guinea Castor Sidecar .... £6
Mills-Fulford Sidecar £3 15
Tubular Carrie-s, with drop ends 4/6
Cyclecar Chassis, wheel, tyres, P. & M. 2-sp. £9 10
Nilraelior Low Tension Magneto, car size. . .

.

30/-
New Druid Spring Fork, heavy model .... 45/*

"I Q12 3}h.p. Premier, Armstrong
At/ condition, including spares;
Heslington Rd., 1'oik.

1Q12 Bradbury. N.S-J. penr. fide entrance car, Bplen
X«7 did condition, cur ttnd Rear new; £50.—Walker. 1

Church Lane, Liverpool. FX7967 '

Booth's (Victories,
Keighley Mills, Badlord Street North, Halifax,

Telephone 1062.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numbei at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. »i»
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SPECIAL REDUCTIONS
In new (soiled onivi 1912 Models as below. ALL

GUARANTEED.
ZENITH, 6h.p., 191?, Gradua gear .... 12$%*
ZENITH, 3I h.p., 1912, Gradua pear I2j%*
REX, 6 h.p., 1912, 2-speed De Luxe 10 %*
REX, h.p., 1912, 2-speed Sidette '. 10 %*
ARIIL. 3^ h.p., 1912, 3-speed, spring seat .. 15 %*
RUDGE, 3i h.p., 1912, free engine 15 %*
RUDGE, 3* h.p., 1912, Standard model 15 %•

Allowed off list.

Alt Br-nd New ana for Immediate Delivery.

SECOND HAND.
RUDGE, *£&&'*"

™°*v..
v
?? £34

PO. Rflj 191 1, 2-speeds, Cowey meter,
CSC IVIij Millford sidecar. A beauty

A ^ Sociable, 1012 de mxe model, hood,**" screen. All lamps. Like new ....

7FNITH 6 li.p. r9 12 standard, not
""'*' ' "J run 50 miles

HUMBER ,S&£
I9"' 3"sp

.

e

.

ed
' OTd

INHIAIU 7/9 h.p. 191 1, 2-speeds, and
II1UIHI1, £8/8/0 sidecar

RUDGE 1912, clutch model, like new

HUiVIBER I912
'
2 -sPeed >

likenew --

HU!V!BER|ghI^p- twin
'
6ne

£55
£85
£65
£37
£60
£45
£44
£30
£38
£42
£52

ZENITH,"&y'p- I912
'

shop 50iIed £48

1912
twin

h.p.,. 2-speedENFIELD,
DAT 1912, 5 h.p., T.T. Speedometer and
**** s lamp, grey finish .

.

..

ppy 6 h.p., 1912, sidette, complete,*t/Yj a bargain.

nly .

.

«****

ADICI 2| h.p., handlebar control, £-i t%nnltLj 2 oin- Wheeis *'*
A O 3 h.p., twin, just been overhauled CQA

mVmOaf anc] re-enamelled .
*r*t

Fill 5/6 h.p.. four-cylindpr, exceptionally £AC
I'M good order *AO

MOTO REVE. g£feffi#iE £22
DARRACQ i^'J^Sfr £25
F M 2^ h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, very

4 h.p., Bowden 2

sp'ds, kick start, 1911 m'd'l

good order

CHATER^:
DCV 3^ h.p., 1911 model, cone clutch,
I»t'» J good order

SSIIf'H ?"> h -P-. T-T - model, Boschirwsan, magneto
F N 5/6 h.p., good tyres 1910 model ..

£22
£28
£28
£25
£24

SIDECARS.
PORTLAND, 1911, rigid model, fit any
machine, 26x2^ wheel ". £3 15

RIGID, 26 x zi wheel and tyre, good wicker
body £2 17. 6

P.fVJ.C wicker torpedo body, 26x2^ Michelin
tyre, fits Chater £3 12 6

RIGID Model, 26m. wheel, cane body, new
studded tye '.'. £4 10 f

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
I36 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

t_ O N D O M W
Telephone 532 M^yfalr
Tel^brrtins "Ahd.ente" London

(LISTS POST FREE)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3 l.h. p. Map. Matchless, thoroughly overhauled and

2 enamelled, tyres as new; exchange for light

weight;—Brigge, Whitby. [X8304

MINERVA, 3Jh.p,. m.o.i.v., Fitall 2- p ed, R. and B.
1911 carburetter, good tyres; £13.-Hartley, £.9,

Common, Thornhill, Dewsbury. [X8184

TRIUMPH, 1912, May, standard, horn, all spares,

tools, excellent condition throughout; £37.—Chad-
wiek. 2. Ellesmcre Rd-, Pemberton. [X8123
1Q10-A Triumph and Sidecar, engine just overhauled;
-Li/ £50; cyele only £27/10.—Rev. W. 6. Paddcy,'
Kirkby Vicarage, Stckesley, lorks. [XV 913

STLENDID 3h.u. Motor Cvcle, very low, grand con-

dition, accumulator ignition ; £12; part exchange
cn.-le.-26. EntwiEle Rd., Rochdale. [6646

COTT, 4h.p., 1910, in excellent condition, engine,
gear, just overhauled by makers, take sidecar any-S
£33.—Everingbarn, Pccklingtou.

1911, B. and B., variable,

accessories, condition as new ; .&40,

Premier Garage, St. George's Rd., Bolton,

h.p. Triumph, 1911.
_
T.T., first-class

where

7 h.p.
• a*

[X81
and many
or offer-.-—

[X8263
condition

:

2 ~£35 or oiter.—Premier Garage, St. George's Rd.,

Bolton. fX8264

h-P- Lightweight, Minerva engine. B. and B.. Bcsch
mag., very smart machine ; £13, or offer.— 121

and 123, St. George's Rd., Bolton. tX8265

WHAT Offers for a 3Jh.p. Eiswick-Precision. only

done few hundred miles) nnpiinetured, and per-

fect; any trial.—Weed, Bridge Rd. Chatburn. [X81C4

12 B.S.A., 3ih.p., F.E.. speedometer; lamp, etc

2i tyres, perfect, little used; cost £65, accept

£47.—Smith. Tho-rnleigh, Greenmount, Bury. [X8242

1Q114 ^ee Engine Triumph, horn, lamp, Stewart
J. *J spmloineter, Dunk p belt, beautiful condition

;

£38/10 eaah.—Hoodlerss, 88, Castlfgate, Malton. [X81£0

LATE 1909 P. and M., with Montgomery sidecar,

lamp, generator, Cowey speedometer, £35; 1912 P

02
Boll

2"
and

Vv
feet

19 1

and M., almost new, £52.—H. Rcse, "Wetherby. [X8102

2-speed,SCOTT, 1912. water-cooled twin, 2-st:

perfect, powerful, plating as new, Jones trip,

accessories: £57, cost £f5.—29, Oak Lane, Bradiord
[6808

SCOTT, 1910, and sidecar. 2-speeds, new Kempshall
and tube, automatic lubrication, lamp, horn, etc. ;

£34 lot; buying later model.— Senior, Milton St., Fleet-

wood. [X8124

ROC, 4h.p.. 2-speed gear, perfect condition, enamel
and plating almost new; a bargain, £27/10 cash;

deferred or exchange terms arranged.—Hitchen's, Ltd.,

Morecambe. [6422

REX-J.A.P-, 1911, 8h.p.. 2-speed and F.E., brand
new, never been on road; listed £73/10, our price

£60
Ltd.,

cash; no offers,

Morecambe.

"I Q10 Lincoln Elk.
J-t/ 1912 Premier.

19 1

swaps, or deferred.—Hitchen's
[6424

1A12 4h.p. Singer, 2-speed gear and free engine, with
A*/ -torpedo eanc sidecar, spare Whittle and Service

helt, 2 spare tubes, Lucas lamp and horn, perfect condi-
tion ; what offers?

1 Q12 8h.p. Bat, 2-speed. chain drive, lamp, horn, and
A*/ accessories, finish French grey, only done 1,200;
60gns. -

3h.p., mag., gcod order, £14/10;
2?h.p. T 3-speed Armstrong gear, 3

months old, beautiful condition, what offers?

12 4-wheeled Crescent Runabout, 7-9h.p., wind
screen, and hood. 2 head lights, finished in grey;

offers wanted.—Apply, 19, Liverpool Rd., Birkdale.
[X8030

3JLh.p. M.M.C., new Palmer cords, new accumulator,
2 tine goer, £8; 3h.p. Fafnir, new engine, very low,

all spares, fast and powerful, £12/10—Hart, College

St., Hull. [X8305

1 Q08-9 5-6h.p. Twin Rex, 2-speed and free engine,
ltf mag., suit sidecar, new Palmer tyre on bark, new
belt good order; cash £.28.-1,575, The Motor vyc.c

Offices, Coventry. [X814J

INDIAN. September, 1911. 1912 improvements, 7h.p.,

2-speed, excellent condition, ideal sidecar machine,
just thoroughly overhauled; £50, or nearest.—W. S.

Life, Southport. [6774

SCOTT, .1911. just overhauled at works, engine in
splendid condition, new spare tube, lamp, horn,

tools, fine sidecar machine; £42.-13, Ainslie St.,

Barrow-in-Furness. [6788

B.S.A., 1912 (June), free, 2 speeds. Cowey, F.R.S.
lamp, Dnnlr.ps, new back, 10 gri. cane canoe side-

car, accessories, perfect ; £50, no effers.—Fletcher, 34,

St. James's St., Burnley. [X8121

single-cyl., 2-epeed, free engme.
, excellent condition, new studded

tyre, butt tuhe; rock bottom price £30 '.thirty pounds!
—Brook, Gibbet House, Halifax. [X8251

MATCHLESS Twin, 6b. p.. excellent condition, take
sidecar almost anywhere, new P. aud H. 27/- lamp;

bargain, £32/10; ride 50 miles to genuine purchaser.—
Joe Whitter. 52, Market St., Wigan. [X8125|

HUMBER "1912. 3^h.p., 2-speed, in perfect condi-
tion, guaranteed only done 1,000 miles, Brooks

saddle, tyres very Utile worn ; trial by appointment
willingly; £42-— Manorlands, Oxenhcpe, Yorkshire.

[6650
3Xh.p. Bradbury, Aug.. 1911. very successful relia-

2 bility trials, machine which will go anywnere
sihg'e gear, winner several medals, very powerful,
machine and accessories in faultless condition; £36.

—

G. A. Gregson, Hesketh Rd., Southport- [X8261

TWO NEW MODELS.

MODEL "DE LUXE 13

A cheap model with semi closed front. In wlifl

enamelled cane (not wicker)

Price £7 17s. 6d

MODEL "DE LUXli No. 4."

i

A closed model introduced to meet the demand
for a closed car at a nominal price. In wicker

£7 17s. tid.

OTHER MODELS:
£6 6 £7 7
£8 8 £9 9

£11 11 £12 12
SEND FOR LIST.

<www aw mt

N.S.TT., 1911, 4h.T).,

sidecar couii'lrte.

Why not a Trial ? The "A^." gets

you there AND brings you back.

AND STILL YOU'RE CLEAN.

i

De Luxe Model - £92 10 I

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
LIBERAL EXCHANGES.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS. I

MAUDES MOTOR MAHT.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

t_OM DOI-< W
Telephone. 558 Mayfarr
Tele6r?»ins "AHtl.ente" L'onflun

(l_ISTS P>OST FREE)

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the dat« of the issue
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SCOTT'S
POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

1913 MODELS
RU DG E S
ZENITHS

WhyB!S.Y"
s
NotJAMES

C U Y N O
P. a.nd CVI.'s

Boole your order now.
HUMBER, 19/2, 2-speed, handle starting £44
NtW HUDSON Lightweight, 2} h,p.

Tan, like new, 3-speed gear, a bargain £35
RUDGE, Standard T912, 3$ h.p £38
NEW HUDSON, jj h.p., 1912, not done

300 miles, 3 speeds £45 1

HUMBER, 3£ h.p., 2-speed and free

engine, take a sidecar £39
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., late 1908, a beauty £25
TRIUMPH, with 2 speeds and free

engine . . . . .

.

. . , . £28
TRIUMPH, clutch model, 1910J . . £36
LINCOLN ELK, 3} h.p., 2-speed and

kick starter , £38
REX, rooS, 34 h.p., h.b.c £18
P. St M., complete with 9 guinea sidecar £32
REX, 1910, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed and free

engine complete with sidecar .... £36
QUADRANT, 3I h.p., Bosch, B. and B. £18
P. & M., 1909, 2-speed £23
CHAMPION, 1911, like new £28
F.N. Lightweight, 1911-12, s'laft drive,

shop-soiled, complete with £10 worth
of spares £38

F.N., 5-6 h.p.. fitted with 2-speed gear
and free engine at a cost of over £80,
a bargain £38

MINERVA, 3$ h.p., h.b.c, magneto igni-
tion, spring lorks £15

HUttBER, 3 £ h p., and forecar, P. & M.
2-speed £18

50/- town and 5/- per week sesures

the following :

REX, 2l h.p., B. and B £8
N.feU.,3£h.p £16 o
REX and Forecar, complete, with free

engine, h.b.c £14
8-guinea Sidecar, second-hand £4 C

Guaranteed for 12 ttonihs.

As lllusirated, 10 GUINEAS.
Write For Sidecar Catalogues.

We claim to have the finest and strongest Side-
car on the market. No tear of wheel dropping off.

|

Footrests, post paid 2/10

|

SCOTT, Victoria Motor House,
Powell Street, HALIFAX.

j

1 Telephone- 433, National.
I
Telegrams— '• SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 1911, 31h.p,, free engine, fitted with 1912'

forks, very litt'.Q used, and equal to new; £42.—
The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston lid., Birmingham.

L0155
TRIUMPH, 1911. 3Jh.p., T.T. roadster; fast machine,

in good condition; £30.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Ltd., Aston ltd.. Bu'imaghain. T0156

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1911, 3th.p., free engine, excel-
lent condition; £33.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Ltd., Anton Rd., Birmingham. 10157

TRIUMPH Motor Cycles.— Latent 1912 free engine
and T.T. roadster models in stork , buy vour

machine from the official agents for Birmingham and
district.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [0158

VELOCE 2jn.pl Motor Cycles, 2 :speed, automatic
lubrication; now in stock for immediate delivery;

price "48 giis. — Sole Birmingham agent, Frank Hall,
64. Parade, Birmingham. [X8316

1 Q12 Zenith-Gradua, 6h.p., with T.T. and touring
M-9J bars. Xl'all pan seat, and all accessories, run
1.500 miles, fastest 6 in the county, special engine; price
£55.—B. Rhodes, Moortjwn, Lincoln. T6691

BAT-J.A.P., 6-7h-p. J.A.P. engine, Bosch mag,, B.
and B. carburetter, free engine, 2 speeds. Con-

tinental tyre, £32 ; also handsome coach-built sidecar,
£6/10.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X8226

LADY'S Motor Cycle, 2ih.p., Bosch mag-, B. and B.
carburetter, Armstrong 3-speed gear and free en-

gine, spring forks, only hide used; bargain, £28/10.—
Brown's. 12. Bull Ring, Birmingham. [XG227

QUADRANT Motor Cycle. 3ih.p., Bosch mag., spring
forks. Clincher tyres, first-class condition; oaigain,

£17/10.-12, Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X8228

MATCHLESS Motor Cycle, 1910 model, J.A.P.
2ih.p. engine, mag.', spring forks, "equal new;

bargain. £22.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.
[X8229

ARIEL, late 1911 model, 3m. p.. var. gear, decom-
pressor, mag.. Lueafl lamp. Premier sidecar ; sell

turnout £32.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.
[X8230

ROC Motor Cycle, 4h.p., mag., free engine, 2-^peed
gear, together with sidecar; sell turnout £24.—

Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X8231

TWIN Humber, 2Jh.p., Armstrong 3-speed gear, 2Jin.
rear tyre, double footrests, belt guard, spare belt,

lamp, horn, and spares, splendid condition; near offer
to £40.— Geoffiey Smith, Dunelm, Northumberland Rd-,
Coventry. [0141

LINCOLN Elk, 1912, 3h.pi, new July, complete, lamp
and horn, tyres unpunctured. perfect in every de-

tail; written guarantee given; £27/10; illness cause of
disposal.—Smith, Lincoln St., Basford, Nottingham.

[X8036
DOUGLAS. 2|h-p., in excellent running order, just

overhauled by the makers, engine practically new.
with various 1912 refinements ; owner buying1 1913
model; may be seen bv appointment.—Box 1,410, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [0165

ROVFR, 3Jh.p., 1912, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear,
delivered June last, ridden 1,400 miles; listed at

£59. will accept £49/10; would take a sidecar anywhere:
no offers or exchanges entertained: may he seen bv ap-
pointment.—P. W. Johnson, 22, St- George's Rd., Cov-
entry. . [0163

3 1_h. p. 2-speed Free Engine 1909 Humber, handle
2 starting, new D union studded tyre and belt,

spare tube, valve, "Uiiittle belt, etc.. enamel and plating
a« new, in splendid condition, gonuine bargain, £26;
sidecar, with apton and spare studded tyre, ±3.—
Motorist, Bungalow, Stechfoid. [X8320

2ND-HAND 2-speed Free Engine Motor Cvcle for sale,
Triumph. 1909. splendm condition, re-enamelled,

re-plated, 1912 cylinder, piston, and fork spring, all
wearing parts recently renewed, new tyres, lamp. horn.
tcols. spares, Cowey speedometer; £55.—Dunlop Rubber
Co., Salford St., Aston, Birmingham. [X8051

BARGAIN.—Triumph, 1907 model, with 1911 cyl.
and piston, 1912 improvements, new belt, Dunlcp

tyres, Triumph lamp and generator, Jones speedometer
T.T. and touring handle-bars, spares and tools, in splen-
did running order; take £27/10, or near offer.—Box No
1,435. The Motor Cycie Offices, Coventry. [0167

PLASTOW, Grimsby, has the following machines on
offer: 1912 Douglas, model G, effers; 1911

Douglas 2-speed, £28/10; 1911 Douglas 2-speed, foot-
boards, handle starting, £32/10; 1911 Premier light-
weight, new condition. £21; 1310 F.E. Triumph.
£32/10; 23h-p. twin Enfield, spleudid order, £21.

|X8301
HUMBER Motor Cycles. 1911. shop-soiled modeJs,

greatly reduced, 3ih.p., 2-speed, £45; 2Jh.p. twin
T.T. or touring, £35; 2h p lightwe.ght, £30; ditto vith
3-speed, £35; lady's free engine nit del, £37/10; all these
are new 1912 machines and cannot be repeated; cash
only ; no exchanges. — Humber Depot, 78, New St.,
Birmingham. [6892

MOTOR Cycles—1911 Humber, 3 (.hp., 2-speed, £32;
1910 ditto, £24; 1911 22h.p. 3 ,=pced. £j2 : 1911

2h.p. lightweight. £22; 1911 Zenith- lirndmi, 3£h.p.,
£32: 1910 Enfield lightweight, £15; 1910 Humber,
3ih.p., chain drive, splendid machine, £18 ; all must
he cleared.—Humber Depot, 78, New St., Birmingham.

[6893

1912 BRADBURYS
LIBERAL EXCHANGES.

CASH. EXCHANGE. OR EASY PAYMENTS.

N.S.U.,^S-
,peed'

magIiet0
'
and £26 10

IVSINERVA, Sb
t

p
^es

2 "s

r.
d.'£16 10

KbAj iqio Twin, special finish. . . . %£u 1 U

SCOTT, ™Sc
ta?gain

2-s^d
: £33nry 1900, 3£ h.p.,Tourist, specially jCOO "| Q

REXS.DEnE
;
iVr^6h.p.,mi 1eused-,

£59 1Q
mmE rva.^T". !:!

Q

:.

s

r™? £i

6

i

o

OLYMPIC, 3 h.p., vertical engine £7 10
tWinTn.RFVF 2 h.p., single
m\J | U-nt» C, cylinder, very ij-j Q * rt

fine condition * « ,w

WHITE&POPPE,J^ «
1fi 10

spring forks *'" "

REX, 5i h -p- Twin
'

fr

rodo^£18 10

J
A D 2j h.p., Lightweight, spring «Q -f

n
.«.r., forks, H. Ft. control •» ,u
nPV 2.V h.p. magneto Lightweight,»c«l H.B. control, very handy jM g •* Q

machine *i I w IV

Collier's Motories,
Westgaje, Halifax. England.

ROVER, iqii, 3i h.p., fine order £39 1

N.O.U.,3\ h.p., 2-speed and magneto fcil SU

TRIUMPH,M&^ £35 10
REX, *" 4 h -p - rourist

' 8+SX93
' £46

REX DE LUXE
- $t 4 Lp- 2 "speed

' £56
BRADBURY,^Trr

wheel, 1912 F.S.L. Cane Side- iM[Q "| A
. car, smart lot **t%7 IV

REX, v
7
er

h

v
•p
ho>

Twin
•

spring forks'£35 10

ANTOINE,Lh
o;irmg

in

ork
m
s

:

:

fi

: £23 10
Dry DELUXE, 191 ii.Twin, 2-speed, jJCQ 1 Q*^* new, 1912 frame and control.. ***** **

DCY DE LUXE, 1911. 3^ h.p., 2-speed

*~**and new sidecar, very smart Af% tf||C
lot, with maker's guarantee . .

^** & IB *»"

IVY-PRECISION, &«,« 10
forks, condition extra good . .

***" " ^*

REX.X'wo3 * hp
"

Touri5t
'

very £29 10

REXS^r5
.

h

:

p
;'.r:

p
:

e

.

d
.T:!

n
: £35

Offers wanted.

1912 REX EXCHANGES

SPECIAL QUOTATIONS. OFFERS WANTED.

REX-J.A.P., all 1912 Models
LISTS FREE ON APPLICATION.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote 'tbenwaxber-- at the end of eaoti advertisement! and the date ol the issue. 'A45
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ISPECIAL1
2j TEMPTING BARGAINS (2.

The whole of stock to be cleired considerably B9
under List Price to make room for the 1913 H
Models. Now is the time to get a new machine B
at the right price, and have a season's. riding for

practically no cost. Let me have your cash offers. v»>

tt) New Shop -soiled Models, w
<fj HUMBERS,
t»
vu

1

Iwm
**>

tsj

3* h.p., 2-speed, £45; 2 h.p., 3-speed, £37 10s.; ;•;
2} h.p., twin, £35; Lady's Clutch Model, >JJ
£37 10s. ; 2 h.p. 3-speed, £35.

ENFIELD,
6 h.p. and Sidecar Combination, £75.

CLYNO,
6 h.p. and Sidecar, £72.

TRIUMPH.
Clutch Model. £55, with spares.

ZENITH,
3l h.p. Model, 43 gns.

BRADBURYS,
Standard, £38; 2-speed, £45; Chain Drive,

2-speed, £48 10s:m
«$) JAMES,
«* 4 h.p., 3-speed, Belt, £48; 1913, Chain Drive,

3-speed, £48.

DOUGLAS,
Standard, £36. bai

A.J.S., [£l

Io.\ h.p., 2-speed, £42.

NEW HUDSONS.
2$ h.p., 3-speed, £40; 3 £ h.p., 3-speed, £50. |gg

w RUDGE-MULTI, J»
*»> Offer Wanted. IS'•> - - , Wm Montgomery and «J
JfJ Canoelet Sidecars, rat
••• Also Lamps. Speedometers, Spares, etc., JK
ra» considerably reduced.

f#\

Special Clearance List.
2 H UMBER and Montgomery sidecar .

.

£46
3 JAMES, 3-speed, chain £48
z TRIUMPH, clutch model- £45
2 HUMBER, 3i h.p., 2-speed £42
2 BRADBURY, chain drive, new £j0
2 NEW HUDSON, :? h.p., 3-speed £38
2 HUMBER, 2J h.p., twin, very fast .

.

£32
1 CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed £42
2 BRAD3URY, standard, new £38
r INDIAN, 5 h.p., clutch model £32
1 HUMBER and sidecar £35
1 BRADBURY, free engine £28
1 RUDGE, T.T. model £28
1 HUMBER, lightweight £22
1 H U MBER, 3i h.p., 2-speed £32
1 BRADBURY, clutch model £35
1 ARIEL, variable gear £32
r ENFIELD, z} h.p., chain drive £28
1 A.J.S., 25 h.p., belt drive £26
2 CHATER-LEA, 4 h.p. Peugeot £25
ENFIELD, 2ih.p., lightweight £18

1 ZENITH-GRADUA £32
r DOUGLAS, 2-speed £30
1 HUMBER, 2} h.p., 3-speed £32
1 HUMBER, 3* h.p., chain drive £18
o HUMBER, 3} h.p., 2-speed £24

@

ra?w
rat

-»»

Huntingdon,

19

rj

P. J. EVANS,
358 & 360, STRATFORD RD.,

SPARKHILL, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone : 13 Victoria.

S<
rat
it*
(at

.§§!&$BBE

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge,
and Bedford.

09 Triumph, standard, in gocd order and condi-
tion; £24.-37, Searle St., Cambridge. [X8158

PREMIER. 3ih.n., clutch model. 1911. now last July,
absolutely as new; £40.—L. Cole, High Fen Farm.

Lakenheath, Suffolk. [6654

L.M.C., 1912, 3ih.p., var. gear, running einre June
1st; £35; tyres as new. all complete.—Apply, M.

Butcher, Great Yarmouth. [X8016

1Q12 Rudge, T.T. model, Kemp/shall back, recently
-LU overhauled by makers, capital condition; £32.—
Brockbank, Toftrees, Fakenham, Norfolk. [6817

ZENITH. 1911. 6b.p., drip feed, lamp, horn, etc.,

everything splendid condition, about 2,000 miles
only; £48/15, lowest.—Parkinson, builder, Chatteris.

[6633
MINERVA, Slh.p., mag'., Ji. and B.. Xl-all seat, low,

burnished copper torpedo tank, 26in. wheels,
Dunlop, Micheliti. and Whittle.: £18. or offers.—Steeple
Cottage, Garboldishain. [6870

ROVER, 1912, 3ih.p., brand new, free engine and
variable pulley, beautiful machine, never used

;

cost £56, accept £47/10
;
good modern lightweight part

payment.—G., 96, Crown St., Ipswich. [X8312

TRIUMPH, T.T. Racer, with roadster handle-bars, and
racing ditto, very fast machine, in fine condition

;

£46, complete with £3 Lucas lamp and Cowey speed
indicator.—S. Savage, c/o Crawley, St. Mary's, Bedford.

[X8053

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

TJQ12 T.T. Rudge, 3 months old, in new condition:
Lis £43, offeia.—Weale, Leominster. TX8170

TRIUMPH. 19113. clutch, excellent condition, full kit
and spares; £38, or offers.—Marshall, Belle Vue

House, Malvern. [6802

P.
and M., 1909, good condition, new chains, new
inner tubes, lamp, exhaust whistle, spares ; £29.—

27, Walter Rd., Swansea. [X8115

F.N.. 1912 model, 2Jh.p., 2-speed. Boseh mag., Al
condition, run about 2.000 miles, complete ; £35.—

Maueon, Tutshill. Chepstow. [X8245

TEIUMPH, 1911, standard roadster, in good con-
' dition throughout; for quiek sale £30.— G.M.O.

84. Etnam St.. Leominster. [X8182

"IQ12 F.E. Rudge, excellent condition, carefully used;
Jtw any trial or expert ex^'ninaticu ; genuine bar-

gain, £37.—Drew, Battenhall. Worcester. [6823

CLEMENT Lightweight, new Miehelin, all accessories

;

also lib. p. 3-speed Wolf ; .both good condition

:

cheap.—Stradling, Lark Hill, Kidderminster. [6770

TRIUMPH, 1912. lamp, horn, tools, spares,, £39; ad-
justable pulley. N.S.U., to fit, £6/10; art cane side-

car, £3/10: all excellent condition; no offers.—Sweet,
Boneath, Pem. [X8000

WHAT Offers for late 1911 3Jh.p. 3-speed New Hud-
son. 3ih.p. 2-speed Hnmber? 3ih.p. Quadrant,

£14; 6h.p. wheel steering tricar, £16; both in excel-
lent condition.—Fred. Morgan, Talgarth. [X8116

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

MATCHLESS, new No. 7, passenger model, 8n.p. ; 62
gns.— Freeman, 151. Barton St., Gloucester. [6876 1

'TiRIUMPH, P912. F.E.. Keinpshalls, only done 2.500,'
-I- new condition ; £45.—Paxman, Tewkesbury. [6806

1 Q13 Douglas, all models.—Ensure early delivery by
1.U ordering now from Gibt Motors, Gloucester.

[5308
DOUGLAS, late 1910. Whittle belt; £22. bargain;

bought ear.—77, St. Thomas St., Portsmouth.
[6716

DOUGLAS. 1911, fixed engine, just overhauled, bought
new pattern; £25.—Herapath, 12, Brunswick Sq..

Bristol. [X8154

SCOTT, 1911, lamp, horn, speedometer, spare tube,
overalls ; £42.—Lieut. Finch, H.M.S. Vernon, Ports-

mouth. [6715

ZENITH. 6h.p., late 1911, low built, boat-shape side-

car, accessories, and spares ; £48.—J. J. Edney.
Fareham. [X7590

"I Qll 3ih.p. Bradbury, good condition. Garner, back
X*/ tyre nearly new, spares, accessories; £28.—Hunt,
S. Afeot. ' [6880

OXFORD—Eyles and Eyles, 113, St. Aldate's, hare
the famous G.W.K. cyclecars: immediate delivery;

trial runs.

OXFORD.-Eyles and Eyles.-1912 Seotts, B.S.A..
Pre\niers, and Bats, 2nd-hand models; Zenith,

Rudge, Premier, Seott Kerry. Enfield, and N-S IT. mn
chines taken in part payment. [X8300

ZENITH, 1912, 6h.p., lamp, horn, tools, excellent
condition ; bargain, £55. — Heybourn, Motors,

Maidenhead. [9624

THE BARGAIN TIME
OF THE SEASON IS)

TAKING
CLEAR UP.

Great opportunity for Motor Cyclists to secure

hundreds of useful articles of fitment and equipment

All goods guaranteed in perfect condition,

only showroom window soiled, and in some
cases slightly scratched in railway transit.

CARBURETTERS.
1 only Lukin, soiled

showroom model. Usual

price, 50/-. Sale prica,

42/-.

2 only B. and B., ror2, used once for trials.

Usual price, 30/- ; sale price, 22/6.

25 TOP TUBE SPARE PETROL
TANKS. Holds one quart

Enamel slightly scratched.

Usual price, 6/- ; sale price,

4/3.

-Half-gallon size. Usual price, 8/-

;

10 Electary Belt and Tube

Cases for tin., |in. or Jin.

belt, soded— State size

required. Usual price, 9/6;
sale price, 6/11.

6 TAYLOR'S STORE TOOL-) I

BAGS, soiled.—Fit between

carrier and back mudguard. Usual price, 7/6

;

sale price, 4/11.

12 LYCETrS PANNIER TOOLBAGS.--"With
lock and key, soiled. Usual price, 8/6 ;

sale

price, 6/11.

TYRES.
1 only Continental Rubber-studded Cover.

2S x 2}, soiled, only. Usual price, 40/- :
sale

price, 23/6.
20 Taylor's Fearnought Extra Heavy Rubber-

. ,

studded Covers, extra strong beads and treads

26x2}. Usual price, 33/9 ; sale price, 26/6.

15 Ditto, 26x2*. Usual price, 36/-; Sail

price, 28/6.
00 Best Quality Guaranteed Heavy Red Rubbe; .

Inner Tubes, 26 x 2, 5/-.

26x21,5/9.
26x21,6/6.

Butt-ended Tubes, various makes, soiled, bir

perfect.

26 x 2. Usual price, rr /- ; sale price, 8/-.

26X 2i. Usual price, 12/6 ; sale price, 9/6.

26 x 2i. Usual price, 13/6 ; sale price, 9/9.

Quantity of Second-hand Covers from 3/6.

SPEED INDICATORS
1 only Cowey, rgr2, run 50 miles, guarantee 1

perfect, £3 12 6.

1 only Cowey, good order, £2 2.

TELL US YOUR WANTS, WE CAr>
|

SUPPLY THEM AT BRITAIN'S LOWEST
BARGAIN PRICES.

Street,

Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I

±46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
6.6,,p. Twin. B. and „.. tyres good, engine >WWWVWWVWt"WW.W. »3

l«te]j remishcd, excellent order; £10, or offers.- e I

,„,. CiiriH.-tr,. [6718 »
E

",

CJDGE Multi, latest improved model, in st^ck; trial

niii^; exchanges entertained; trade supplied.—

nea, Oolnbieok, Bucks. [XB045 i
' 1912, free cngian model, perfect condition, q q

tyres as new, cost £55, bargain, £i9: Kex, 3ili.ii., J J
ignition, 1912 a. imd B. carburetter, good cendi- "

E \
', £10.—Barnes, Colnbrock, Bucks. [X8046

BlUMPH. 3]l:.p.. 1908 new piston, cylinder, ^pulley. B
H
-

m \ ?
% ,

i- rPWIN n «x - new
.
Hellesen coil, h.b.c., gc

fff J- order; £14.-13, Maple Ed., Surbiton.

tl. 1Q12 2ih.p Singer, nearly new; £30,£» X3 Lockw„od, 19a, Iirocksby St., Islingt

and ba^k cover; owner going abroad; what offers.'— wrg~
il (Well. Newport 1'agnell. [A7961 Ji ^
!i:'\\lt New unregistered free engine B.S.A., unable *

hi rnkc deliver*: ecet £56/10, accept £48/10.— *-*.

,i8h, Clifton Vale, Bristol. [6699

hi] i;I,AS. 1912, model H.. practically new, splendid
' running order; price £38, or near offer.—Bodsiler,

j.-li ltd., king-wood, Bristol. [X6I91 .

I0UQLAS, late 1911, clutch, 2-speed, not ridden "a "
I 1.000 liiihv, everything perfect, spares; 35 gas.. B- D.

lest.-Hidsdon, nigh Wycombe. [X8098

Ghater-Minerva, h.b.c., B. and B., L.M.C. var. -
|M ",Vn

;
'-
m

' i'-
E
M « ">ew accumulators; £16 de- B»n" imperative that the Agent who sells

All Saint's Cottage, Alton. [X8160 > you a Motor Cycle £hmld have a
T1LBKE. 1910. 3{h.p., 2 speeds.

"

excellent condition Throughout; £30,
nuierville, 8, Melrose Place, Clifton.

i

I Take carelm
*b.p. (

IE j.al

It—as-.

.
B Jl You should use the same care in
,n J docidin/r WHERE to huy, as you do

when choosing WHAT to buy. It is

.. 1

IwFIELD, 1910, 2ib.p. twin, splendid condition; sell

£22/10. or exchange 3ih.p., good make, cash ad-
iIiuent.-Balls, High St., Ltmiington, Hants. [6695 •

2 2Jh.p. Humber Twin Lightweight, done 400
utiles, unseratthed, complete with Lorn and tools;

nj offers.—Avenell, 68, Alarket St., Maidenhead.
;

a «

I^IUMPH, 1912. free engine, almost innscratched, i

B
i *5 immediately you become a purchase

very little and caieiully used, accessories, spares; _ _ °"r staff and works are at you
H 10.—Barrett, fruiterers, -nigh St., Cheltenbaui. |

* B
* service. : ; : : ; :

JX8262 JtS
- Any dealer can sell you afcOTOSACOCHE, 2;h.p., 191H. free, splendid con

-" iliriou throughout, lamp, born, tools, spaies com
01 !; sell or exchange higher power.—Siggs, Wolvertcn,

[6725

?i^ You get service- 1$
l J J if you buy your machine from us— J b

ill

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
FREE Engine Rudgc, 1912, uever been ridden; will

take £49 cash.—RicO Bros., Lewes. [6656

6h.p. Zenith, 1912. excellent condition; £56, or offer.
-Kar.k. 40, Adelaide ltd., N.W. [6792

~|Q12 Centaur, 2h.p., new: best (.ffer accepted to
J-«7 clear.—l'hillip-3, Hill Ilisc, Richmond. [6670

good running
[X8049

complete.—
lington. [6766

^:"|Q12 Premier. 2 1h.p., only run 200, good as new;
^J^J-«^ bargaiu.-rhillips. Hill Eise, Richmond. [6669

-- QAh.p. N.S.U.. 1911 mag., new lost July: will ac-

Ti t)4 cept £29.-Clandeboye, Acacia Rd.. Acton. [6675
rTTJMBER, 2h.p., lata 1911, in good condition;

sacrifice, £24.—Owen, Lancing, Susses. [6779

3ih.p. Fleet, perfect order, good tyres, low built:
2 £12.-3, Heathview Ed., Tnornton Heath. [6833

RITJMPH, 1909, fine condition, tyres good, acces-
sories; £24.-39, Fairview Rd., Stamford Hill N.

[6840
6h.p. Rex de Luxe, 2-sneed and free engine, in sp.en-

did condition; £23.-19, Cheriton Sq., Balham
[6863

4h.p., June, 1912, 2-epeed, clutch; £45
after 7.—Cartwnght, la, Berne-a St., "W,

T6804
cr, mag., new Dunlop belt. 1911 B.B., per-
:ondition; £10, offers.—Warner, Irefcester.

[6791
DOUGLAS, model G. purchased August, condition as

new; price £36.-5, Uuadrant, Weybridge, Surrey.
[6805

1 Q08 3Jh.p. Eex, Bosch mag., Amac : trial; £10,
J-& offers—Townsend, Manor Rd., Bishop's Stortford.

[6714

nn 9 equipment and staff to
always effect any replacements or
adjustments you require?

are Sole Agents, and our clients are
thereby saved any irritating delays.

Ifll2 Stanton, 3h.p., Bosch waterproof mag, adjust.
U able pul'ey, B. and ji. carburetter, tyres, oelt, C "
t as new; £22. — Weston, West View, Bradwell, m* J>

[6764 K
^b. p. Moto-Reve, 1909, fitted new
*0 Druids, overhauled, and in s

or exchange pony and governess
VI ey.

pinGE. 3Jh.p., free engine, n
V scratched, lamp, horn, and all
lot 2oj unle.-

: . £42.-R. Pugh. Uessboro Rd., High
Vi'iube, Bucks. [6643

I
lit Standard Triumph, exceptionally fine condi-

\
tion throughout. JJunl.-p and Palmer tyres, lamp,

TO spares, run 1,600 miies; price £34.—Hart and
jc Bescombe. [S7433 : a" l" We have now in stock the follow'ng
»'-.p. Triumph, 1911, free engine, Jones spe«lo- ! r " J,

912
.
mode's : '"Triumph" (Free

J meter, lamp, horn, done only 1500 miles per- 1 ?? Engine, T.T. Roadster, and THREE
• order; £38. no ofiers.-Lawrence, Brow'nshill ' *\ SPEED) ; Rex-J.A.P. (6 h.p. de Luxe,

,
Stroud, Gios. [X8213 \\ "The Heal Sidecar machine");

2 3)h.p Peugeot, 2 speeds, free engine, Druid £% Scott two-stroke ; 6 h.p. Zenith
spring *-

prooi

absc
)a

PH

condition

:

SECTION VIII.

ford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
1 Sussex.

LORVS.— 1912 6h.p. Clyno and sidecar, 2-spced
im 900 miies, unseratched; £55.

L0E'S.-1912

r

p LOE'S.-1912 6h.p. Clyno, soiled only; £59.

[> "LOR'S.-1912 2{h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed; £42/10.

LOR'S-1912 6h.p. A.C. de luxe, latest nicdel
'Ugme, j'.L,t deliveied; £99.

Ji?^?;^1
,
9^ 2 Sih-»- « lutl* Bradbury, soiled

nij ; i^o/ 10.

LOE'S.-1912 3Jh.p. T.T. Rndge, perfect; £35.

***»»»*»*##**»*#**

jj
Real Bargains- JJ

5 a We have a number of new slightly " "n
l 0- soiled 1912 models to offer at -special I
i~ir ]irices—also a good stock of Second-
la^ Hands—Write for list.

| Q 12 Indian, free engine. Rood condition, Peter-
i-»/ Unions, new; £47.—Kirkella, Harpenden, Herts-

T6681

V.S.. 5-6b.p.. 2 ppeeds, free engine, late 1910, all liko
new ; £35.—Martin, Charles St., Euston, Londcu.

[X8048
RUnfiE. 191 2-i free engine, lamp, horn, ppnerator,

run 500 miles; £42.-239, Broadway, Cricklewocd.
[68664h.p. Bat, B. and B-, h.b.c, perfect running order;

aacrittce £7/10.—Speechlcy, 45. Church Ed., Acton.
[6875

ne"\v, all acces-
Ed., Hendon.

[X8019
peedorheter, only used

itbourne Grrve.
[6676"

trood mechanical
£17.~Eolt, West Wickham, Kent.

[6762
EAGLES. — Bradbnrv. 1910i. N.S.TT. 2-apeed gear,

free engine, exceptional condition; £34; all acces-
sories.

EAGLES. -N.S.TT. . 3ih p., 1908. map., spring' forks,
h.b.c, adjustable pulley, little used; £17.

EAGLES.-Mnto^onno. 1918. Bosch, free engine,
Druid forks, Whittle belf; £15.

TTiAGLES.-N.S.IL, 3ih.p„ Model de Luxe, late 1911
frame, N-S-U-

Bosch ma?..
cessories ; £18.

b
=? T^AGLES—N.S.TT.. 3h-p., single-cyl., new la^t June,
a~u -" mag., 1911 spring lurks, new condition; £21.

^5 TTAGLES.-N.S.TL, 4h.p. twin, 1910, . Bosch, m.o._- XU valves 1911 spring forks, N.S.TT. 2 speeds, free

LOR'S-igil 3Hi.p. P. and M,
omhtion; £45.

s.c, gears, fine

CASH, EXCHANGES, or

EASY PAYMENTS. :

LOR'S,-1911 35h.p.
nd-band; £27

Bradbury, Albion clutch,

LOR'S-mi 2jh.p. Enfield, chain drive
yernanlod; £26.-10.

LOE'S.—Herajd sidecar, coiled only; £5,'5.

The Premier

Motor Co., Ltd.,
ASTON ROAD,

mgine; £28/10

EAGLES.—N.S.TT., 3ih.p., popular model, new la?t

June, a.s new. mag., 1911 spring forks, adjustable
pulley, new Dunlop belt, Palmer cord tyre; £24/10.

EAGLES.—Immediate delivery from stock of -the

famous N.S.U. 2-spe«d gears with free engines,
from £5'15, for Triumph £6/15, for Bradbury £7; trade
supplied.

EAGLES.—We have a few brand new 3Jh.p. 191H
N.S.U. 85x88 Model de Luxe, jiwt delivered, fine

...achines for sidecar work. Bosch mag , 1912 spring
forks and other improvements, finished in latest style,

complete with stand, carrier, tool case, full set of toulri,

£37; N.S.U. 2-speed gear £5/15 extra: Millford Herald
- sidecar with No. 1 torpedo body, £7/15 extra; deferred

Jl-* payments, exchanges entertained.

S"i^ "[7AGLES and Co., High St., Acton.-N.S.TT. West
_ Ji

i Xj London District Agency. Liberal allowance* for

machines in part payment.—TeL : 556 Chiswick. [X824955

$J
BIRMINGHAM. jjlJg

J% Tele

TRIUMPH, 1912, free enpine. lamp, horn, tools, first-

class condition; £45/10.-127, Harbord St.. t'ul-

ham. [6847

12 Scott. Xl'all saddle; cost £70, accept £55.—
Frankenstein, Antrim, Teignmouth Rd., Brondes-

[6688

^L0R'S.-1911 3Jh.p. Zenith and sidecar; £35.

r

r

}i Storc'g,.. w.c. [6868

Bt.^"y--*-pin»d6n, late 1910, free engine, ma;.,
KjK'cn. Lyso-..£22.-HooJler, Cuttrield, Sussex.'

Ja
1 KcfV-AMnsdon. late 1910, free engine

eldluiex
Evleed twin or °e!1 £22.-Hooker.

A!! letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A47

23.h.p. F.N., engine rebored, new piston, adjustable
4, pulley, belt; £9.—Stone's. 337. High Rd.. modgrams : " Primus, Birmingham.'

pnone : Central 4310.
^rr" Green.

' " ~ [6775

mag., ?^j«lj«L»lji_" _«_B_^_*_^_^_" ^_^_" ^_^_"_'t iQlh.p. N.S.U.. 1908, mag., adjustable sprinp forks,

Hooker CSick^,%W%rWU'm'VWVyVmjTm~m -^^_"Tl O2 spare tyre; £12/10.-Sayers, Shamley Green.

[elst!lV^r^^~mmmm',mmamm"mmmmam^,mmmmUmmB^mmmmm Guildford.
.

[6844

kit
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
WANDSWOETH—Clyno. latest 1911, 6h.p. tria,

m.o.v., mag., 2 Bpeeds, nice order; £38/10. —
Below.

WANDSWORTH.-F.N.. latest 1912, 6h.p., 4-cyls.,

niag.. done 700 miles, as new: £43/10.—Below.

WANDSWOETH.— V.S., latest 1910, 7-9h.p. twin,
mag., 2 speeds, cream finish, new: £38/10.—Below.

WANDSWOETH-Eex. latest 1911, T.T.. 6-7h.p.
twin, m-o.v., mag., Druids, like new; £32/10.—

Below.

WANDSWOETH.—Rex, late 5-6h.p. twin de luxe,
mag., 2 speeds, fine order; sacrifice £28/10.—

Below.

WANDSWOETH—Moto-Eeve, latest 1911 model, 2}
h.p. twin, mag.. Druids, as new: £18/18.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—N.S.U., 1909 model. 4i-5h.p. twin,
mag., B. and B., extra fast, fine order; £18/10.

—Below.

WANDSWOETH.—Boo, 1909, 4h.p., m.o.v„ mag.,
Druids, clntch, handle starting, extra condition

:

£19/10.-Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Fairy lightweight, latest. 2|-3h.p.,
twin, Bosch mag., Druids, just like new; £13/10.

—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Bex, 3ih.p., vertical, Palmers,
cheap, £6/15: exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor

Exchange. Ebner St., Wandsworth Station. [5.8083

RUDGE, 1912, brand new. in crate, taken for debt:
accept £40.—Wright, Silverdale, Sunnyeide Rd.,

Hford, E. [X8163

1Q10 Bat-Jap. 4h.p. F automatic lubricator, Whittle,
J-t/ mag. in tank, guaranteed perfect; £23.—Millard,

. Belvedere. [5.8209

P 0DQB, June, 1912, mirror, lamp, Cowey, watch,XV Garner, as new; offers.—Smith, 7. Camden Ed.,
Wanstead. [6828

ZENITHS, 1913 models, early delivery guaranteed.—
South Wimbledon Motor Co., 1, York Ed.,

Wimbledon. [6713

Slh.p. Motor Cycle, Bosch, B. and B., h.b.c., Whittle
2 belt, good tyres; £14.-114. Markhouse Ed.,

Waltliamstow. - [6822

DOUGLAS. 2}h.p., excellent condition, mag., lamp,
horn, etc.; £20, or near offer.—T. f 303, Friern

Ed., Dulwieh. [6757

INDIAN. June, 1910. 5h-p., climb any hill, good con-
dition: £30.—Ancell, 27, Albemarle Gardens, New

Maiden. SurTey. [6826

V.8.,
5h.p. twin, 1909, 2-speed and free. Bosch, Sens-

spray, good order; £22.—Woodward, Crosbie,
Bromley, Kent. [6732

f Q12 Humber, 2}h.p. twin, new July, ridden only
-L«7 300 miles; any trial; £35. — E. Spicer, 136,
High St., Deal. [6733

"I Oil Enfield. 2-speed, free engine, guaranteed per-XU feet; £30.-Write, Peers. Oxford House 8chool,
South Croydon. [6872

"I Q12 Douglas, Model G, Jamp and horn, only used for1" 3 months, in perfect running order; £38.—Millu,
Hawkshill, Esher. [6697

WHITE and Poppe, 3jh.p., 1912 B. and B„ new!
piston rings, perfect; £12, or near offer.—Bennett,

Ninfield, Sussex. [6855
I

3ib.p. Motor Cycle, splendid condition ; sacrifice
2 £5/15.—Apply, letter only, c/o Mr. J. Ede, Jupi-

ter Place, Shalford. [6842

~|Q12 Rudge Multi, received in Aug., not done 300,
i-v complete lamp and all tools; £55.—Marriott, Port-
land Rd., Worthing. [X8075

B.S.A., free engine, March, 1912, splendid condition;
£38 for Quick sale; appointment.—55, Earlham

Grove, Forest Gate. [6801

31_h.p. Bradbury, 1911J model, everything new con-
2 dition, private misfortune; £33/10.—Cullen, Bur-

ton Villa. Cranleigh. [6724

TRIUMPH, 1911, free engine, horn, lamp and
generator; £32, no offers.—Moas, St. George's

Mews, Primrose Hill. [6785

3in. p. Rex, BoBch, B.B., nearly new tyres, 2 beltB,
2 PH. lamp; trial in sidecar; £17.—Hole, 129,

Park Lane, Carshalton. [X8086

TRIUMPH. 1911, lamps, speedometer, good tyres,
little used, in excellent condition ; £38.—Central

Garage, Bromley, Kent. [6663

33.h.p. Minerva, very low, new tyres, B.B., footboards,
4 fast and reliable: £12/10. — H.S., 33, St.

.

Stephen's Rd., Bow, E. [6767'

~|Q12 T.T- Triumph, open to best offer, machine
JLE» guaranteed—'Phone : 1525 P.O., Kingston. 37,
Richmond Rd., Kingston. [6883

33.h.p. De Dion, Amac h.b. carburetter, spring fork
4 and seat pillar; seen any time; £10.-36. Stroud'

Green Rd., Finsbury Park. [6784
i

RUDGE, 1912, 3*h.p., free engine; cost £55 three
weeks ago ; must sell : best offer secures.—Donald,

39, Cromwell Ed., Colchester. [6673 I

33.h.p- New Hudson. 1912. horn, lamp: £40, or'
4 nearest cash offer; used week-ends.—E.E.H., 61,

Haverstock Hill, Hampstead. [5734 l

ESTABLISH ED 20 VEARS"11J THE HEART OF THETRAOr

Before the T.T. Race we had the

highest opinions of the future of the

Scott motor cycle, and we advertised

in these columns before the race that

we placed very high the chances of

the Scott. Moreover, we backed our
fancy by placing before the T.T. Race
an abnormally large contract for 1913
Scotts. Our anticipation was justified,

now and all next season Scotts will be
in enormous demand, and we shall be
one of the few firms who can supply.

Big as our contract is, we expect it to

be much below the possibilities of our
sales, so we recommend our customers
to order early.

Book now,
at the

Colmore,
to get your

1913 Scott
early.

Remember the wonderful record of

the Scott in T.T. Races,, showing
power and speed, and in the Six Days'
Trials, showing reliability.

Exchanges, or any other

special terms, can be

arranged either by inter-

view or correspondence.

COLMORE,
35, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

18, Renshaw St., Liverpool.

261, Deansgate, Manchester.

62, High St., Leicester.

45, John Bright St., Birmingham.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAL1
HUMBEE, 1911, 3Jh.p., 2-spced, handle ita

excellent condition, lamp, horn, spares; £32
Barcombe Av., Btreatham Hill.

TRIUMPH. 1912, F.E.. nuite new, with aw.
Taken tor debt ; what offers for cash.—Green,

side. GoldCT's Green Ed., N.W.

RUDGE, 1912, as new, with accessories ; £38.-1
Wayside, Golder's Green Rd., N.W..

TRIUMPH, 1911. 2-Bpeea. free engine, ebs< l

perfect, complete with sidecar and access
]

special bargain. £39.—Below.

N.L.G., 1911. 4h.p. J.A.P.. perfect. Jones tad I

lamp, generator, horn, and spares: £32/10.-1 I

TEIUMPH, 1911. free engine model, lamp,
i

ator, horn, and Bpares: £38.—North London >

age. Corsica 8t.. Highbury, N.

Iih.p. Motosacoche, accumulator. Whittle belt, t

4 good; £6 cash, or gradual.—Seen at Harvey, V
Bon, and Co.'s, South V\ oodford.

Oiih.p. Brown, Chater frame. Amac carburetter, .

/W4 footrests, very low, good condition; £7 ea •
gradual.—Seen at Harvey, Hudson, and Co.'e, i

Woodford.

TEIUMPH, 1911, 3-Jh.p., free engine, absolnti

feet condition; £36—Apply Harrington,

dealer, Wood St., High Baruet.

3ih.p. 1912 Auto Motor Cycle, Amac carburetti

2 justable pulley, splendid running order; be

£16.-106. Trafalgar Ed., Old Kent ltd.

TRIUMPH, 1910. splendid condition, P. and H.

horn, new back Michelin ; £32.—Box L>5'

Motor Cycle Offices. 20, Tudor St., E.C.

DOUGLAS, standard, June, 1912, Brooks I

Dunlop back, good lamp, horn, spares, tools

Quick sale.— 1, The Green, Eltham, Kent.

£8/10.—De Dion. Chater frame, brass torpedo ta

and B.. h.b.c, Hellesen ignition, tyres perfec

fast.—Ashburnham, Litchfield Ed-. Sutton.

TRIUMPH, 34h.p., 1909, excellent condition,

ometer, Brooks pan saddle, lamp and gem

£25.—Rogers, 42, Church Ed., Hendon.

T.T. Rudge, new September, very fast, horn and i

1913 Senspray carburetter, new tyres; £36.-

son, 3, Church Ed., Bengeo. Hertford.

HQ12 Centaur, 2Jh.p. twin, like new, £31/10;

X«7 featherweight, £25. excellent condition,

oughly overhauled.—21, Holborn Viaduct.

DOUGLAS, 1911, new condition, lamp, gen

horn, and spares, new 2J Dunlop and tube on

£25.-2. Upper Roman Rd., Chelmsford. C

DOUGLAS Lady's Model, excellent condition,

used, 2 BPeeds, free engine, all accessories;

Apply, John Turner, engineer. East Hoathly.

1Q12 T.T. Rudge, all accessories and tools, i

XU condition, ver- fast: £38: must sell: huyin

car.—Press. Cock Hotel. High St., East Ham.

3 h.p. Mag. Lightweight, Bosch, B. and B., foil

adjustable pulley, spring forks, tyres and <

ance good; £13.-49. Griffin Ed.. Plumstead.

MUST SelL— 19114 free engine Premier, with o:

ont sidecar; first offer; splendid condition

No. 1.530. The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.. [

TRIUMPH, 1912, 3Jh.p., free engine model; '

delivery; £55, cash, or deferred paymenta-

Barker and Co.. Kensington High St., W.

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4, Percy St.. W
several 2nd-hand P. and M.'s for Bale: pari i»

on application, or can be 6een at above address. »

1Q12 T.T. Eudge, very fast, B. an B. rarbi •;.

XtJ knee grips, h.b.c. mag., competition mnnei '*

or good offer.—Homestead, New Thundersley, Essex W

SINGES. 2Jh.p., 1912, 2-speed; owner givi; *
doctor's orders; £35 nett.—To be seen, B!..

Motor Works, 165, Shooter's Hill Ed., S.E.

3-STROKE 3Jh.p., late refinements, mac., T I
Mabon ; ride 20 miles enquirer : £20 : a

lower power.—Pink, Wrotham Rd., Gravesend. I

F.N., 4-cyl., central intake, B. and B., foot
J

Stewart speedometer, in splendid condition M

nearly new; £20.-104, Camberwell Grove, S.E. H

1Q12 Chater-Jap, 3ih.p.. Bosch enclosed. B. i 1

A«/ do 60, insured to April; disposing 1*
illness; £25.—Grimes, 14, King St., Chertsey.

£7/10.—6h.p. twin Sarolea, good condition, 1

quires overhauling, and must sell.—Wall -

Cqleraine Cottages, Portis Green, E. Finchley- *

SCOTT, Oct., 1910. just overhauled. £35/10 j>

ford torpedo 6idecar, 1912. £5/10: ma «j

part.—111. Walton Ed., East Molesey, Surrey. I

•'

TEIUMPH, 1912, free engine, condition pcrt<**"9

miles only: forced sale: seen Dover: £« S
L158, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C W
£8, bargain.—2|h.p., spring forks, good tyr ( 3E

seat, footboards, battery, strong frame, I "S

engine.—319. Upper Richmond Ed., East Sheei
^!

"I Q 10 Triumph, Palmer and heavy Kempsb I
lu new, new belt, exhaust whistle, extra mud ^
first cheque lor £24 has it.—33, Killyon Ed., <- I

A48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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Cyclecar Definition.

OUR
contemporary, The Autocar, in its current

issue, asks the pertinent question, What is a

Cyclecar? Those who have read the R.A.C.
and A.C.U. definition of the miniature motor-

car might be inclined to reply that the resolu-

tion passed by the joint committees of the two bodies
[referred to answered the question. This definition is

(that a cyclecar is a motor vehicle, the chassis of which
jdoes not exceed 6 cwts. unladen, and the engine of

which has a cylinder capacity not exceeding 1,100 c.c.

The question is, does this definition cover all vehicles

of the motor cycle class?

Apparently not, for we have had vehicles compet-
ing in sporting events and trials, which, although they

have not exceeded the chassis weight mentioned
above, have been much more than cyclecars when the
ratal weight is taken into account. This is where the

; ncompleteness of the definition comes in, because it is

nconsistent to fix a chassis weight of 6 cwt. and allow
rnlimited body weight and seating capacity. Granted
he A.C.U. committee added a rider to the original

resolution which prevented a vehicle exceeding 7 cwts.

otal weight from competing in their events, but it is

inly effective in the case of vehicles of which the
bodies are inseparable. We should like to ask to what
ehicle this clause applies, for we have yet to find a

motor car from which the body cannot be removed.
This rider, by the way, has never, so far as we are
able to trace, been confirmed by the committees of

10th the R.A.C. and A.C.U., therefore the correct
md only definition existing which may be called, so
o speak, " legal," is the 6 cwt. chassis ruling and
[,ioo c.c. capacity. This brings us to the question.

' What is a chassis?" Everyone conversant with
notor matters knows that the definition of the French
void "chassis" is a motor car minus the " car-
•osserie "—cmc/lice body and upholstery. No British

Organisation has laid down any definite ruling as to

what does or does -not constitute a chassis. It is,

However, interpreted ,by The Autocar as a motor car
vith tyres and all tanks, but minus body and wings.
[Some makers to this day quote prices for a chassis
md state that the figure is without tyres, others include
yres but not wings, and still others do not include the
lash if the latter be of wood.

J Until some definite ruling be instituted the word
rhassis may be interpreted according to the maker's
jlesire. The Manufacturers' Union has accepted the

R.A.C. and A.C.U. ruling of a 6 cwt. chassis, and no
vehicle exceeding this weight can b'e exhibited at the

cycle and motor cycle show next month. It will be

interesting to see if a maker whose voiturette chassis

exceeds 6 cwts. will be allowed to remove such articles

as the dash, wing supports, and running board irons,

etc., to reduce the weight to the limit, or whether these

parts must be calculated in the total. It should not

be left to the discretion of the show management to

give decisions on such an important- point, and we
suggest that the R.A.C. and A~.C.U. should forthwith

define a chassis once and for all.

This brings us to the question of what is a cyclecar

from the point of view of a purchaser. If the pro-

spective buyer see at the car show a little car the

weight of which (chassis) is 6% cwts.., he will not give

up all intention of buying it because it exceeds the

R.A.C. definition.. He will buy it if he can afford it.

The weight definition will not concern him. Taxation
is far more likely to be a deterrent unless he find^

that he can use a single-cylinder 7 cwt. four-wheeler

for a less tax than he can own and use a motor bicycle

and sidecar with a tw'in-cylinder engine, which is the

absurd position of the taxation question at the moment.
One thing is certain: there will be no sharp line

of demarcation between the present owners of motor
cycles and cars and those who now own, or intend to

own, cyclecars. No new species of motorist will be
created because the chassis weight of the vehicle used
does not exceed 6 cwts. The motor cyclist who sells

his motor cycle and sidecar and buys a little runabout

will not call himself a " cyclecarist." The policy of

this journal has been to cater for motor cyclists, and
knowing as keen riders the interest taken in small

runabouts by motor cyclists, we shall continue to

place before our readers descriptions and illustrations

of any light vehicles of new design.

The Motor Cycle will be the complete paper dealing

alike with the motor bicycle and the motor cycle

passenger machine. Occasionally we shall, perhaps,

overstep the hard and fast line set down by the govern-

ing bodies, but that will make the paper ho less

interesting.

Makers of "cyclecars " will also take care that no

strict definition is adhered to for long, and will not be

any more bound by arbitrary regulations than we intend

to be. Everything which interests motor cyclists will

be the policy of the journal which has been the motor
cyclists' paper for nine years without intermission.

A17
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The Low Forced Induction Engine.
THE ingenious experimental forced induction engine

invented by Dr. A. M. Low, D.Sc., Was fully

described and illustrated in The Motor Cycle of

February 29th, 1912. This was attached to an
early type of runabout. The engine we now describe has
been much improved and has been made by F. E. Baker,
Ltd., Birmingham.

Fig. 3 is a section of the engine, which has a cylinder of

70 X 130 mm. Petrol is delivered by the pump K (fig. 2),

driven by the eccentric L, and an intervening rocker into

the petrol jacket (fig. 3), which almost encircles the cylin-

der. The heat of the cylinder converts the petrol into
vapour under very high pressure, and it issues from the jacket
into the transfer pipe V (fig. 3), and by the passage U (fig. 3),

through the rotary valve, and thence by the part X into the
combustion chamber. The rotary valve W (fig. 3) is timed,
and does not admit vapour until tire piston is at the top of

the compression stroke. As the piston descends on the in-

duction stroke the mechanically operated overhead valve Y
opens and pure air is drawn in. This, then, is compressed,
and the valve W is then timed to open at the moment of

highest compression, at which moment the spark takes place

and continues during the early portion of the stroke. , .

The exhaust valve Z (clearly shown in fig. 3) is operated in

the usual manner. This represents the cycle of operations.

The petrol pump (fig 2) is provided with a pressure control-

ling arrangement. There is a pipe Q leading from the petrol

jacket to a valve above the petrol pump, the tension of which
is controlled by the screw compressing the spring P 1

. In the
event of the pressure in the jacket being too high, any excess

of petrol passes through the ball valve m the by-pass R back
again to the tank.

Fig 1 shows the lubrication arrangement. There is a sump
C, at the bottom of the crank case, from which oil is raised
by the pump A, driven by the eccentric B, winch is 111 tun,
driven by the chain E from a sprocket on the main shaft.
The oil passes from the pump up the. pipe F, and is distri
buted to the rotary valve I, and thence from the other sidi

of the valve to the bottom of the cylinder by means of th(
pipe J.

_
On its way to the valve the oil branches off, and if

forced in two directions at once, not only to the valve, bul
also to the main bearings.

The dynamic compression whilst running shown on an indi-

cator is 500 lbs. to the square inch, while the static" compres-
sioh—that is calculated from the compression ratio—is 26C
lbs. to the square inch.

It will be noticed on referring to the drawings that th<

petrol jacket is carried round the lower portion of the cylin

der, as it has been found that when the jacket is over th<
j

cylinder head, as was the case in the earlier model, th<

pressure rose too quickly. An interesting point is that tin

piston comes up to a point within ^in. of the top of tin

cylinder, thus scavenging the cylinder almost completely.

While the petrol gas passes down the slot leading to thf

combustion chamber, at the moment determined by the hand*
controlled rotary valve, it thereby cools itself, but it!

temperature on entering is immediately raised by the gai

passing the flame of the plug, which sparks continuousl)
during the early part of the stroke. The gas burns slowl)

at first because the air is compressed to only about 80 lbs 1

1

to the square inch, and no ignition takes place until thtl.

explosive mixture is formed. If the pressure of air be abou)

150 lbs. to the square inch (depending upon what fuel ii

The Low forced induction engine. The lettered inscription refers to all the figures.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

A Oil pump K Petrol pump T Water jacket

K Oil pump eccentric L Pump eccentric U Transfer passage

O Oil sump M Union for petrol pipe from tank V Transfer pipe

D Oil filler N Petrol pipe w Rotary admiss:on valve
F. Oil pump driving chain O Petrol jacket X Transfer port

F Oil delivery pipe P Spring controlling petrol vapour valve y M.O. air admission valve
H Rotary distributing valve driving chain « Vapour pipe z M.O. exhaust valve

I Rotary distributing valve R By-pass 1 & 2 Levers controlling Rotating sleeve, operat

J Oil return pipe by Bowden wire

.18
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e IiOW Forced Induction Engine.

—

,1). the theory of stratification becomes more correct, and
,. gas at entry is so cooled by expansion that no actually

plosive mixture is formed at once, but explosion takes

ace between more or less local particles, on their tempera-

re being raised to ignition point by the spark.

The rotary valve is provided with two sleeves, which can

operated by means of Bowden wires. One sleeve works on
quick thread, and slides longitudinally if rotated, and is

ovided with a helical slot covering the actual gap in the

Ive. Another sleeve when rotated opens or closes this gap
means of an annular slot, so that, not only can the timing

the valve be varied, but the petrol gap can be cut off

together or opened to the fullest extent.

;
The control is entirely by means of this rotary valve, and
is interesting to note that the slot in the valve itself is

ceedingly small. The valve is driven by means of a chain

,f the mainshaft at half the engine speed. The annular

live sleeve, possessing a longitudinal helical slot which
lyes a variation in timing, may be used in the same manner
a spark lever. The second annular sleeve has a triangular

10 cut round it, so that by bringing different portions of

e slot opposite, the valve, the amount of opening can be

tried at will. Driving fast on the level one would naturally

Imit just a suspicion of gas very early, expansively, just

1 a locomotive driver links up his engine as the tractive

lEoi't eases off after leaving a station. To climb hills, one
limits the gas late, and allows it to enter for some period

the stroke, thus maintaining pressure on the piston

roughout the length of the stroke.

'As a more or less continuous spark is necessary a high

Seed trembler coil is employed. Experiments, however, are

ing made with an alternator, so as to do away with the

1193

necessity of carrying accumulators. The fact that the engine
is water-cooled, especially round the valve, and the fact that
the valve is lubricated by oil under pressure, render the
working of the latter possible, while further to ensure the
absence of leakage, rings are cut round the sleeves and valves

to ensure an ample supply of oil and thus prevent leaking of

pressure. Most details of the engine are quite ordinary, the

crank case is of steel and very deep, while all moving parts
are made especially strong. No ball bearings are employed,
the main bearings being of ample size.

In the case of the old model a carburetter was used for the

initial starting efforts, but with the aid of a quarter com-
pression device starting is rendered quite easy, if a little

petrol be injected into the rotary valve and is allowed to be
sucked in with the air. TL/13 will permit the engine to run
on the four-cycle system as long as the petrol lasts. In the
meantime the engine becomes warmed up, and when the
quarter compression lever is released the engine runs on the

Low cycle.

The petrol gas is at a pressure of about 1,000 lbs. to the

square inch, but the spirit evaporates so quickly that the
pressure is never constant, a.nd if the safety valve be used as

soon as this is opened pressure drops immediately. If, howT -

ever, the valve is screwed up the pressure regulates itself to •

a certain extent, causing re-condensation. The exhaust valve
will probably be a piston in future, but at present it is of the
ordinary type, but probably our old friend the concentric
double exhaust valve will be employed. This, our readers

may remember, consists of an ordinary exhaust valve with a
small valve in the centre, which is timed to open slightly

'

before the main valve, thus allowing part of the exhaust to

escape and presenting a small area of resistance against the

exit of the gases, after which the main valve opens in the
ordinary way.

> «>&-<-

A 1913 Pattern Binks Carburetter.
r IT R. CHARLES BINKS is about to introduce a

iV/l new carburetter which he terms the optionally
* automatic carburetter. That is to say,

though the carburetter can be used entirely auto-

matically, yet an adjustment is provided by a second

ver by means of which the mixture may be either

lengthened or weakened to suit the varying condi-

kns such as occur in hill Lclimbing or very high speed

}rk.

A Spring Steel Shutter.

In most respects the new carburetter resembles the

i>i2 automatic type, for it has two jets and choke
hes which are in turn uncovered at the correct instant

1 a single piston throttle. This piston is now
versed, and opens downwards instead of upwards,

he main alteration, however, lies in the shutter 6,

hich is made of spring steel and lies above the main
t 1. Normally this shutter should be about half-

ay open, and such a combination of jets used that

:e engine will accelerate quickly when the main jet

nnes into play. It may then be used as an automatic

trburetter in the usual way. Should a corner be

icountered or a steep hill, the shutter may be lowered,

ins increasing the velocity past the main jet," or, on

te other hand, if very high speed be required the

mtter may be raised, thus "lowering the velocity,

he shutter is controlled by a lever on the handle-

rs, which should be marked in its mid-position, so

jiat the rider can always return the shutter to its most
Sclent automatic position.

Mr Binks points out that the carburetter has been
reduced solely for hill-climbs and for those who do

Jot yet believe in the automatic carburetter. He points

jut that after much experience.he finds that the second
'ver can only be of advantage in a competition hill-

llimb or for racing work. He will, therefore, continue

to market his present type of single lever carburetter.

Both these types are made also in. a lightweight size
;

and either as shown or inverted.

Main jet.

Spring controlling,

Pilot jet.

Piston throttle.

Opening in throttle for

pilot jet.

Spring shatter controlling

air velocity past main jet.

The Binks optionally automatic carburetter.

Arej
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RUDGE 1913 MODELS.
A 750 c.c. ENGINE FOR SIDECARS AND CYCLECARS.

1913 model T.T. Budge.

THE new model Rudge motor bicycles

have undergone very little change
for 1913, which will cause no
surprise, seeing that the machines

have been eminently successful during the

present year. A sidecar model is a new
departure for the company, and another

new . vehicle to be shown at Olympia is

the Rudge cyclecar, though the complete
machine is not yet ready. We are, how-

Belt side ot the new Budge Multi.

The 750 c.c. Budge engine, which in 1913 will

le ussd on Radge cyclecirs and sidecar machines.

ever, able to illustrate the power unit, and
to state that it will be of very light con-
struction, incorporating belt drive and a
variable pulley gear.

In connection with the two types of

engines for 1913, these will be fitted with
specially designed roller bearings to the
crank pin and gudgeon pin as it has been
found that at high speeds this type of

hearing causes far less friction and is more

durable tlian any kind of phosphor bronze
bearing. The construction of the bearing
makes it especially easy for oil to get in.

A new design of piston has been adopted
for 1913. There is a ring at the top and
bottom with a recess in the piston wall,

which not only reduces weight to a mini-
mum, but also ensures a film of oil in the
path of the rings. The riveting up of the
engine flywheels is nearly twice as strong
as last year, we are assured, and the
timing wheels are almost doubly as strong
as they have been hitherto. Special
attention has been paid to air release,

there being four points at which com-
pressed air may escape. The new pattern
Senspray carburetter is a standard fit-

ment. This carburetter, it will,be remem-
bered, is of the " straight through " type.
Ruthardt magnetos will be used in addi-
tion to the Eisemann, which has been
standard during 1912. It goes without
saying that the Ruthardt has been selected

after exhaustive tests.

Waterproof Hubs.
One of the main defects of motor bi-

cycles which the wet summer has dis-

closed is the bad effect of wet on the front

cones. To overcome this a new type

hub flange has been adopted, which drai

all the water that runs down the spot

away from fjh^ entrance to the cups, a

further, these cups are protected by di

caps. The front brake and front mi

guard stays are now placed entirely 01

-side the mudguard. In the fron bra

the shoes are pivoted
midway along the
links, which are
pulled up the forkit

;

this gives increased
leverage. The 1913
Multi has been im-
proved in detaii

throughout, and the
twenty-speed gear
has been rendered
thoroughly weather-
proof. The rear
side the mudguard,
steel, ensuring concentricity, balance, a

uniformity of material. A new design

flange enables spokes to be used with or

a small bend in them, .and it is claim

that the possibility of broken spokes

either wheel has been entirely eliminate

On the front fork large grease chambe

Method of Siting

timing wheel on ser-

rated shaft.

In th-e front bra

The Rudge sidecar combination, tJ he supplied comp-ete next year.
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I dge 1913 Models —

,)udge small end roller bearing with one thrust
plate removed.

1"'. provided to each pah1 of shackles,
I mgh they arc not, of course, visible

1 the eye.

The 750 c.c. Engine.
<V big single-cylinder engine has been

sjeially introduced for passenger work,
W tie Rudge is a popular sidecar
1 chine. The engine is illustrated on page
114, and it will be gathered that it is on
tictly similar lines as the 85 x 88 mm.

art of the trussed sidecar frame and mudguard
fixing.

6;ine. The 750 c.c. engine has a stroke
< 132 mm., the bore remaining 85 mm.
( course, heavier flywheels are used. By
c eful designing it has been possible to
runt this engine into a standard frame
star as the height of the top rail is eon-
cned, but to give sufficient clearance the

tank tube has been slightly deflected and
the tank recessed for the overhead inlet
valve mechanism. This big engine will
be fitted to the sidecar model and also on
the new cyclecar. It may be obtained
with either clutch or the -Rudge multi-
gear. It is worthy of mention that the
sidecar model has a larger tank capacity,
which is appropriate to the larger cylinder
capacity. We are told that the 750 c.c.

engine is exceptionally powerful on hills

and has succeeded in taking three up
Budeley Hill, near Winchcombe.

The Sidecar Chassis.
This chassis, like all Rudge productions,

has been carefully thought out from A to
Z. It has been tested all the year, and
improvements which suggested themselves
at once carried out. Four-point suspen-

sion is adopted, the
fourth point attach-
ment being at the
footrest. It will be
remembered that we
recommended all
sidecar users to

have a similar

attachment fitted to

their machines for

their own safety.

The wheel is dished
on the same lines

as the ' Rudge-Whitworth motor ^ar

wheeis ; that is "to say, the outer row of

spokes are inclined at a considerable angle,

thus giving lateral stability. The hub
flanges are also flared to prevent the water
irunning into the bearings. The attach-

ment of the mudguard is an instance of

the care in design. A round stay is used

fore and aft coupled direct to the side

tube, and in the centre the guard is

steadied by a duplex ste
#
el member

embracing the crown of the mudguard
both inside and out. The chassis, it will

be observed from the photograph, is of the

underslung type, the main tube being

about four inches below the centre of

the wheel. The diagonal tube connecting

the left side member with the right side

member is worthy of notice. Two long

leaf springs are used curved at each end.

and shackles are also provided. The
coach-built body is of up-to-date design

and affords a most com-
fortable seating posi-

tion. In general design

it resembles a swingboat

Latest Rudse Pi-ton.

Chassis of the Budge sidecar, showing long leaf springs.

Device for adjust-
ing the magneto
timing invented by
A. H. Hunt, of

A. H. Hunt, Ltd.
By means of the
ratchet devic3 the
timing can be
gradually advanced
or retarded without
interfering with the
locking arrange-
ment on the arma-
ture spindle. The
operation can be
performed without
the use of tools.

1*95

CHATER-LEA CYCLECAR.
The new Chater-Lea cyclecar, which

will be seen for the first time at Olympia,
will rank among the first-grade vehicles
of this type. Two models will be shown,
one fitted with an air-cooled engine and
the other with the new Chater-Lea
water-cooled engine, which, except that
the cylinders are water-cooled, is similar
to the air-cooled type. The bore and

"•w*
A new design of 8 h.p. twin water-cooled engine

by Chater Lea, Ltd., and intended for use on
cyclecars.

stroke are 85 mm. The exterior finish

is remarkably good, and the engine
appears to be a very neat job. The new
cyclecar will be provided with a channel
steel frame, while the transmission
through the Chater-Lea three-speed gear
box and worm driven back axle, which
have proved their worth during the
present year, will be retained.

A FLEXIBLE BELT.
A new rubber and canvas belt of

wonderful flexibility is the Clincher
introduced by the North British Rubber
Co., Ltd. The belt has grooves both top
and bottom, the design of the top
rendering the belt very flexible.

The small round indentations are

intended as an indication where to
bore the belt for a fastener screw, so
as to ensure that the hole is punched
through the thickest part of the belt.

The size, ffin., ^°o, is a point of note,
the makers contending that this size will

better suit a Jin. pulley than the ordinary
Jin. belt does, for it is well known that a
belt wears and stretches after continued
use and drops lower in the groove.

A2 3
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A selection of questions of general
interest received from readers and our
replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor
Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and
whether intended for publication or not
mast be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope for reply.

How to Improve Acceleration.

(1.) I should be greatly obliged if

you can tell me what (if anything)
I can do to improve the picking
up of my machine, which is a
four-cylinder F.N., automatic

carburetter. When running at 15 m.p.h.
it is all I could wish, but after closing

throttle and slowing to 6 m.p.h. it is

very slow in picking up when again
opened. (2.) What is the correct
petrol level in jet? (3.) How can I

ascertain that level?

—

Novice.

(1.) You must be careful not to open the
throttle too suddenly. Opening the
throttle in this way tends to choke the
engine. You might also try fitting

new inlet valve springs. (2.) The correct

level is about j^in. from the top of the
jet. This can be ascertained by removing
the jet and fitting a dummy jet, in the
shape of a tube consisting of a piece of

copper pipe of the same size as the
ordinary jet, in which the level can be
clearly seen.

Speed an i Gears.

(1.) I am rather puzzled by
your gear ratio speed, page 148,
" Motor Cycles and How to
Manage Them." Take one line

—

"itio .Speed" with
of gear. 26in. wheel.
3 to 1 ... 51.5

What is 51.5? Are" they miles per hour?
If so, the largest gear, say, 12 to 1,

seems to go slower than the smaller one.

(2.) Running up hill 1 in 10 vou say-

0.05
this mean

/ 0.05 \
( 3 +

jj
jjp- I to 1. Does

0. x 05 divided by horse-power, and,
if so, say horse-power is 2^, would it

be 3 1-45 to 1? (3.) I have a 2£ h.p.
Minerva, second-hand, just overhauled,
which, on the level, will take gas and
air all right, but up hill the trouble
begins. The gear ratio (measured by
me, according to your book) is 1 in 5.

Is this too high ; if so, what do you
recommend ?—E.M.

(1.) The speed is, of course, in miles per
hour. Naturally, a gear of 12 to 1 will

give less speed with the engine turning
at the same number of revolutions per
minute. A gear of 3 to 1 means that the
engine turns three times wlrile the wheel
turns once. (2.) The second formula

/ .05 W \
should read— I 3 + p tt p J

to 1. If

we take the weight of yourself and
machine to be 300 lbs. we get the follow-

ing result

:

3 + "—g^. = g| (9| to 1 gear.)

You cannot get so low a gear as this with
a direct belt drive. (3.) About 6 to 1

will be a useful ratio. You might reduce
the size of your pulley and have a larger

belt rim fitted.

An English Machine for Austria.

I am about to buy an English
motor cycle. From catalogues
received I should prefer a
Scott cycle, but unfortunately
it is impossible for me to see

one before buying. As an old motorist
I have been fascinated by the excel-

lent qualities of this original con-
struction, and I think it has no
doubt important advantages. Yet,
being an eager reader of your periodi-

cal, it did not escape my observation
that there seem to exist ticklish

points on which one can judge by
experience only, e.g., the automatic
lubrication, the gas-tight joint where
the mainshaft leaves the crank case,

the crank case compression depending
thereon, and others. I intend to

make use of the cycle both for solo

and sidecar purposes, and for use
on very steep roads in the Alps.

—

Dr.
N. Schw-aez (Austria).

The automatic lubrication on this

machine is quite satisfactory, but you
might halve a little trouble from loss of

crank case compression, and the gauze
of the transfer ports requires to be
cleaned from time to time. We have
used these machines for a considerable
time at intervals since they were first in-

troduced, and last year found the 1911
model excellent—very smooth running,
silent, and altogether delightful. It was
used by us over the stiffest hills in York-
shire, in which the gradients are quite as

Correspondents are urged to write
clearly, and on one side of the paper only,

numbering each query separately, and
keeping a copy, for ease of reference.

Letters containing legal questions should
be marked "Legal" in the left-hand

corner of envelope, and should be kept

distinct from questions bearing on technical

subjects.

bad as those in the Alps, though nol

course, quite so long. The wateiscoi

should give no trouble whatever.

Misfiring at Speed.

Can you tell me what is w
with my machine ? My
trouble is that at high sp

(43 m.p.h.) my engine begir

misfire, and will not go r

faster except for a few moment
so. I have tried to regulate

carburetter, but it seems to be

the same with each jet. I have
tried different plugs and altering

space between the points of the :

neto, each without any better re

I think the valves are all right,

the timing is correct. I may say

up to 40 m.p.h. my engine 1

misses, and will also run quite sk
—F.C.W.

From your description we should

the trouble lies in the points of

magneto. Trim these up till they

bright and meet evenly, and set 1

to break so that the feeler on the i

neto spanner is rather a tight fit.

would also suggest cleaning the i

stems, as these may have become gu

The above line sketches are those of the
exhaust and inlet cam contours taken from a
record breaking motor cycle engine. We publish

them as being of interest to motor cyclists who
are in a position either to make new or alter old

cams to obtain improved speed results.

and stick in the guides.

Starting a Cyclecar.

I wonder if you can he\\

with regard to the startinj

of my A.C. It is a 1912 m
new from the works in .

and sometimes it is impos

to start the engine from the na

even after a dozen or more t

unless the engine is hot, whei

may possibly go the first turn wil

a backfire. When once startei

the engine runs beautifully, an

no trouble at all. I have been ad

to start the engine by using my
hand, so as to obviate the dangi

backfires, but it is impossible on

A.C, as the pressure is so enorr

I have just lately "cranked" a

A.C. with my left hand with

greatest of ease; Can I make
like that by having the ma;

seen to ? ' Do you advise me to

it to a local garage or to send it t

makers?—(Miss) M.I.L.W.
The trouble is almost undoubtedly
to a loose connection in the unioi

tween the carburetter and engine, i

leaks of this kind are almost certa

prevent easy starting. We should

for a moment suppose that it is nece I

to send the machine back to the ma
j

If you will get into communic
with them, they will probably give

!

some little hints that will quite ovei 1

the difficulty.
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Doctors and Motoring.

(1.) Are there any special rights

J granted by law and police for the

benefit of the doctor., and does he

i enjoy a certain reduction in regard

to taxation? (2.) Do any of the

11 erg offer special facilities to doctors

ing motor car or motor cycle?

i Have doctors any special motoring
sviation? (4.) What does the public

ik of the motoring doctor?—L.V.

doctor has no special legal privileges

I perhaps in districts where he is

i iown and friendly with the police.

not allowed any license by law
•1 irds speed. However, he is allowed
It.' of one-half on the petrol tax and
i Revenue licence. (2.) We believe

i.) Doctors usuallv become associates

e R.A.C. and A.C.TJ. (R.A.C.
I rigs, Pall Mall, S.W.) or the A.A.
\l.V. (Fanuni House, Whitcombe

;
. W.) (4.) The public has no objec-

ijjs a rule, to the motoring doctor ; in

. hey recognise that without a motor
i motor cycle a doctor would indeed
Lilly off. Nearly every doctor in the
gran lias a motor vehicJe of some kind.

A Mysterious Misflring.

I shall be glad if you can make
jj any suggestions towards solving a
« mysterious trouble I have had
J with my machine (a 1912 4 h.p.

|

Rex) ever since it was new. On
.1 speed reaching over 25 m.p.h. mis-
r j will occasionally set in, particu-
ii when the engine accelerates down
il This will continue for several

ii;. and will then mysteriously cease,

II perhaps remain almost entirely

b nt for a number of miles when it

p start missing again at high speeds,
b.sioually the misfiring is chronic. I

t d mention that I never get a mis-
ci t any speed under 20 m.p.h. Opening-
i. throttle does not improve matters,
retarding the spark and opening

11 hrottle. I have had three different
if iretters on my machine, my present
a being a Binks two-jet, but I have
a he misfiring on all three carburetters
9 since the engine was new. . The
a is work freely in the guides, the
a • springs are very strong, and the
1: one has plenty of power. I have
•i different kinds of plugs. Contacts
rclean and set correctly, and I have
i various magneto timings. The
\j

tension wire appears all right.
If mystery is that, for miles the'rnis-
ri; will entirely cease. I am no novice,
ajag owned six machines, and have
ej rally been able to elucidate most
itianical mysteries, but as I have
ici-n some 4.500 miles with this

inline, and the misfiring is neither
Uiv nor worse, I must confess to being
ulled. The only thing I can think
sp a likely cause is something loose
1

11= magneto which might get on to
^collector ring. I have not had the
iaietd down. Perhaps you or any of
/ Motor -Ci/cle readers can offer
nestions.—C'.E.T.

I ict that you have changed carbu-
|! should prove that the trouble is not
fi quarter, and we should be inclined
tnk that the misfiring is caused
p|h a defective magneto, and we
II it would be worth your while to
e\ tested by the makers. It may be

due to the carbon brush sticking occasion-
ally, or to the valve sticking in the guide
when the engine runs fast and gets hotter,
or perhaps a bent stem at certain positions
fouls the guide.

?

THE " CARIOLE ". A new coach-built sidecar

body which is said to ' weigh less than basket
bod.es of similar shape.

Multi-gear on Counter-shaft.

My present machine is a
^jTl Rudge, and as I like the infinitely

% variable (between high and low)
-U gear, my natural objective would

be the Kudge multi. But the
bottom gear is only 7 to 1, and with
3£ h.p. engine- this, to my thinking, is

not low enough. If the Rudje variable
gear system were incorporated with a
combined drive, a la Douglas, would
not the following advantages accrue?

(1.) Owing to larger diameter driving
pulley being adopted, less belt wear
and slip. (2.) Also for the same
reason, and the pulley being variable,

a larger- range of gears. The Rudge
people claim to keep correct alignment
of the belt by their system but it

seems to me that this is only partly
true, because the smaller must of

necessity have more sideway movement
of the movable flange that the belt rim
flange which has to take up the slack,

etc., and, incidentally, help the gear
alteration. Now with larger driving
pulley, these movements would approxi-

mate more, and therefore (3) the Rudge
claim for correct alignment would be
nearer truth.—T.D.

We are inclined to agree with you that
where the gear is- incorporated with
chain and belt drive, it has the advant-
ages named in your letter. Certainly

the type of drive suggested would be
most interesting and well worth experi-

menting with. We do not see that there

is any insuperable difficulty to overcome.
Your remarks on alignment are, however,
incorrect. If the diameter of a circle be
increased by one inch, the circumference
is increased by 3.1415 inches no matter
what the original size may be.

d d nn c d a a a o a a

"The Motor Cycle" Photographs.

Duplicates of photographs appearing
in "THE MOTOR CYCLE" will, be
supp ied at the following rates:

—

Unmounted prints, half plate, "1/6 post
free; mounted, 1 /9 post free. This
refers only to photographs taken by
"THE MOTOR CYCLE."
Orders, which must be accompanied

with remittance, should be addressed
to the Photographic Department— lliffe

and Sons Limited, 20, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.
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Trouble with Accumulator Ignition.

I l ave an old M.M.C. engine
witli accumulator ignition and
make and break contact breaker.
Everything seems in order, and
yet the following peculiar be-

haviour is observed. At a certain ad-
justment of the point I can get a spark
at the plug (out of cylinder lying on
engine) also at contact breaker points,
by lifting tie bl'ade carrying the one
point off the other (carried on end of

the screw). NevertheJess, if the engine
is pedalled round no spark occurs at
either place although the contact
breaker lifts and breaks as before. I

may say that I have just renewed one
.
platinum point (that in the Made of
contact breaker) with German silver.

The engine " roared off " at first, but
soon stopped, and has not been induced
to start since The accumulator is

fully charged, and all other connections
correct. ' A mew Oleo plug has been put
in and points ai'e at proper gap.

—

Puzzled.
What we should advise you to do is to get

hold of a second-hand magneto and fit

it to your machine as soon as possible.

Make sure that the connections are sound
throughout youvr machine ; adjust the
screw on your contact breaker until good,
firm contact is made. Provided there is a
contact at tins point the engine ought to

fire. If you can persuade ,it to fire, adjust
the screw wifJh the engine running until

the best results are obtained from a
certain throttle position, then leave the
screw at that point. You should get
practically no sparking at all at the con-
tact breaker. If you do get excessive
sparking at this point it shows that the
condense*.' in the coil is not effective.

Make sure that you have a good earth
return between the contact breaker and
the crank case. If you use German
silver in place of platinum it will rapidly
burn away. Nothing but platinum or
iridium will do for this purpose.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences of

others with various motor cycles or accessor'es
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which
the replies may be forwarded. Answers to the
queries below should be addressed c, o The Editor.

"O.TtG." (Mon.).—T.M.C., Indian,
Scott, and 5 h.p. A.J.S., all with sidecar.

"J.B.P.M." (Rutherglen).—4i h.p.

Precision engined machine for solo and
sidecar work with two or three speed
gear; petrol consumption, speed and
general reliability; also 4 h.p. water-
cooled Rex.
"W.E.M." (Barking). — Duocar,

general reliability.

"G.W.G." (He.rne Hill).—1912 A.C.
Sociable with new engine. Average speed.

"V 1520 " (Cumberland).—Scott fitted

with a sight feed drip lubricator. How
fitted and with what results.

" B.C." (Manchester). — Lukin car-

buretter on twin lightweight.

"W.G." (Islington).—7 b.p. two-speed
Indian and sidecar. Wear of rear tyre

and gear box ;
petrol consumption.

"H.D.F." (Glossop). — G.W.K. for

business purposes.

"G.P" 'Leven);—1911 6 h.p. twin

Indian with and without sidecar. Speed
and running costs.

"A.T." (West Hartlepool). — Water
pistols "for the temporary disablement of

vicious dogs.
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OCCASIONAL COAAENTS.
By

The Cyclecar Price Limit.
I have received news which shows that the A.C.U.

will shortly be fdtced to legislate more accurately with

regard to four-wheeled cyclecars. A well-known make
of four-cylinder car will be marketed for 1913 at a

lower price than is now asked for several well-known
quadricycles, falsely so-called. The situation will then

be Gilbertian to a degree, and the present overlap

between the car and cycle markets will be grossly

extended.

Humours of the Runabout.
The cyclecar type of runabout has introduced at

least one new joke into our pet hobby. With most
belt-driven machines it is possible for a belt to drop
off without the drivers being aware of the fact

!

What ingenious engineer can invent a safeguard for

this annoying and expensive contretemps? We shall

have to get belt-makers to stamp our name and address
on the top run

!

Leaning In and Out on Cyclecars.

I withdraw in toto my apologies to those makers
of cyclecars who denied my allegation that their

passengers " weath.erilted " on bad corners in the

trials. I had much difficulty in believing that my senses

and my memory had alike deceived me, but their pro-

tests forced me to doubt myselfr I have looked over
my rile of The Motor Cycle and rind a picture pub-
lished on August 8th in connection with the Scottish

Trials, which revealed a passenger leaning in on a
corner taken to the right. The manufacturers may
assert that this balancing was a piece of gratuitous

"swank," intended to convey an impression of sensa-

tional speed and dash to the untutored spectator ; but

of the fact there is no longer a tinge of doubt. I also

possess several other photographs • depicting the same
attitudes at corners.

Air=cooling and Water=cooling on Voiturettes.

A new interest is added to the thorny question of

runabout design by the problem of cooling. There
is not the faintest shadow of doubt that air-cooling

will suffice for all ordinary purposes. A light chassis,

designed on hybrid motor cycle lines, and 'used for

general work in the southern half of England, need
not be burdened with the weight, cost, and complica-
tion of water-cooling.

It is, however, questionable whether some of the
air-cooled motor cycle engines now fitted to cyclecars

could face the arduous work of a Scottish Trial, or

whether an inexpert driver could cross London on one
of them non-stop.

I notice among the projected designs for 19*3
several types which are distinctly .heavy, and which -

incorporate a deal of friction in their efforts to obtain ••

a no-trouble transmission. These factors imply a •

reduction of hill-climbing speed, and real hard work
in the northern half of Great Britain might prove that

these designs are inefficient under special strains. . At >

any rate, the presence of a fleet of cyclecars promises
to add a spice of genuine interest to the 1913 Trials,

which might have degenerated into a mere exercise

canter if they had been confined to motor bicycles.

Water-cooling should certainly be eschewed wherever
air-cooling can suffice.

K2%

IXION."

The AlUblacK Motor Bicycle.
Publish it not in Gath, but I remain a devol

the push bicycle as a local runabout. For tin

twelve months I have ridden ah all-black machine \

out a spot of plating anywhere in its anatomy,
delights of the change from a superbly nickelled mi

battle description. I can take the machine 01

all weathers, or leave it out in the rain all night,

it never asks for more attention than a swill froi

hose, followed by a rub from an absorbent cloth

need never grease it down to avoid rust; I need n>

tire my elderly muscles by massaging it with'

m

polish and dusters. Why cannot I procure any mak
motor bicycle I fancy in the same finish ? A m
bicycle is not like a silk hat, designed to impress

poorer classes of society on infrequent occasion!

ceremonial. It is becoming the everyday meaiir

locomotion for a hard riding and busy section of

community ; and cleaning one down is a wearines

the flesh. There are one or two makers who I

good deal of the machine, but they are inconsisti

they give you a black handle-bar. with plated cor

levers ! A black hooter, with plated rings round it

!

black lamp and generator, with plated knobs and el

But there is not a single machine (I believe) with

plating at all on itself and its accessories, and

machine would be very popular with many of 11-.

is true that certain nuts and bolts cannot be ename !

or covered with a skin of black celluloid, but t'J

might be finished in dull black
;
plating is very little

on nuts, as it is so liable to peel off from the corn ,

Miss Mona Clease, ot Shrewsbury, mounted on her 22 h.p. Font

Miss Clease is but seventeen years old, and had had no experience of ra

cycles a month ago, but she now manages her machine skilfully in

notoriously difficult streets ol Shrewsbury, and has climbed Wenlock E !

Her costume was designed tor ski-ing in Switzerland.
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HUMBER NEW MODELS.
Cone Valves on the 3J h.p. Engine. Belt Guards Standard.

The 2| h.p. twin Humber with three-speed gear.

HUMBER motor cycles for 1913 have undergone
but little change—in fact, the ladies' model,
the 2 h.p. mount, and the 2^ h.p. twin remain

inaltered to outward appearances except for a belt

!;uard on the latter. The-- 3% h.p. model is the one
nost altered from % the present year's, design, but as

he forerunner of this new pattern was illustrated in

"he Motor Cycle last August, when P. J. Evans pef-

;ormed so conspicuously on it in the Six Days' Trials,

he latest photograph will present no real departures.

|Ve may' review the new features. First of all the

hree-speed Sturmey-Archer gear has been adopted,
iid also a kick' starter, which, by the way, is of sub-

tantial construction. It is mounted on the right-

/aiid chain stay, and consists of a pedal and crank
perating a chain mounted on the free-wheel. An

i ccentiic adjustment is provided to take up any slack-

j

ess which may develop in the chain after use.

The rear brake appears to be exceptionally powers
rl, which should commend the 3^ h.p. Humber to

idecar users. It operates inside the groove of the
ummy belt rim, the long pad having a compensating
evice. The engine (bore and stroke 84 x 90 mm.)

i now fitted with cone-seated valves.

The sinjle-spse 1 2:J h.p. twin. Observe the roar belt guard.

A iin. belt is now a standard fitting. The question
of silence has received attention. An outlet nipt
extends from the silencer proper under the left foot-

board, but the cut-out at present used may be dis-

pensed with.

A neat belt guard is^ formed by a, continuation of the
rear mudguard. Though it will not keep all wet off the

O0f^r

Rear portion of 3i h.p. mount, showing the neat kick-starter-

1913 pattern 3J h.p. three-speed Humber. Observe extension pipe from silencer.

sp belt it will prevent mud, etc., being flung on to the

rider's back. Two stands are used, and the magneto
!

is handle-bar controlled.

The 21 h.p. Twin.
The belt guard is the only departure on this model,

the Armstrong gear being retained. The flat-faced

valves are retained, as they answer all requirements.

We ourselves have used one of these models all the

year, and have never experienced a broken valve.

The three-speeder is a most sporting little mount to

ride, and its pace is equal to many 3^ h.p. machines.

The consumption averages about ninety miles to the

gallon. One trouble has bean oil leaking from thc<

crank case joints, but in the 191 3 model we understand

this has been got over by the adoptio-n of felt washer.-

to all bearings in preference to oil rings.

We saw a 3^ h.p. racing machine with sidecar,

at the Humber Works ; this is only an experimental

model made to see what a well-tuned 3^ h.p. Humbei
really can do. We are assured that 50 m.p.h. .can

be maintained on the open road

The Humberette we have already described.
3^1
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THE B.S.A. CARBURETTER.
THE B.S.A. carburetter most of our readers will

recognise as the C.A.P. under a new name,
seeing that it has already been dealt with in

these pages. The B.S.A. Co. have now taken over
the manufacture, and are producing it in considerable
quantities.

Method of operating the air and throttle barrels.

Petrol is fed to the jet by means of the usual float

mechanism. The float level is set correctly at the
works, and should not be altered, but if after long
use it should require resetting, the operation is ren-

dered simple by the use of a screwed float needle and
a castellated nut, which may be fixed thereon in any
position by means of a split pin.

The main jet is easily adjustable from the outside,

->->••

WATERPROOFING THE
ONE of the chief drawbacks to winter riding is

the amount of cleaning necessary if one wants
to have a presentable bicycle for the dry

season; other ruisances are hubs which persist in

letting mud into the bearings, and control wires which
are continually getting jammed.

This is just the right time of year to fit good non-
skid tyres to the wheels.

To Prevent Rust.

While you have got the wheels out, examine the ball

bearings, and fill the races with hub lubricant. (Don't

overdo this, or the overflow will render your brakes

useless.) The cones should then be adjusted so that

there is just sufficient slackness for the wheel to swing

back after revolving slowly. After replacing tyre,

cover hub, spokes, and rim with vaseline or any similar

grease. (Vaseline is best applied with a paint brush.')

If this be done thoroughly there should be no need

to touch them again till the spring. Brake pad holders,

clips, and speedometer wheels all enjoy the same

A32

Section of the latest B.S.A. carburetter with variable jet.

and lies directly between two horizontal barrels, on-'j

of which acts as the throttle and the other as th

air control. Both are normally held in the off positioi

by powerful clock springs and opened by Bowde
wire control. A slight alteration has taken place {

the suspension of the barrels, which are now su|

. ported by a central bearing instead of revolving i.

- their housings, which was apt to cause jamming. Th
barrels; rotate in such a manner that the stream of ai

entering through the air port impinges directly on th I

jet, and so that there is always a straight throug

passage in the full open position there is no cthe

obstruction to the flow of gases than the jet itsell

The carburetter is made almost entirely from bras

castings, and. is finished in dull plating. It will L>

fitted to all 1913 B.S.A. machines as standard, an
*

will also be sold as a separate unit.

»-< r

MACHINE FOR WINTER.
treatment. If a bicycle has been thoroughly vaselinec

one can safely turn a hose on it, avoiding the hut

and magneto. A gentle flow of water is all that i

necessary if the mud is not given time to harder

When the tyre is off you will probably find the insid 1

of the rim very rusty. Emery cloth and a coat C
|

enamel should prevent this happening again.

For Bowden wires there is nothing like powdere

graphite mixed with vaseline for lubricating the inne

wire. This is also excellent for valve guides, and th

threads of valve caps, plugs, etc. A common caus
;

of trouble with wires is that the outer casing gel

nipped between the frame and the spring forks, whe

the wheel is turned right round.

The coil springs of fork and saddle are alwav

difficult to clean, and therefore require a plentift

application of vaseline.

After hosing down a bicycle, the enamelled portiot

'

should be rubbed with a wash leather, and a vis'

next morning will show where you have forgotten t

vaseline. Oilskin. ,
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The Avon India Rubber Co., Ltd.

are offering a limited number of

Avon-Lyso

Motor-Cycle Belts
at the following prices—

per foot.

r
1/5

1
1/9

*"
2/1

"
2/4

less 50%
discount.

Postage 6d.

each extra.

The last word in Belts.

Unsurpassed for flexibility and durability.

These belts can be obtained direct from our

Depots and Works, or through any recognised

Agents.

Post orders must be accompanied by cash.

THE AVON INDIA RUBBER CO., LTD.
Head Office and Works: Melksham, Wilts.
Telegrams : RUBBER, MELKSHAM. Telephone : No. 2 MELKSHAM.

Trade Mark.

Branches

—

LONDON
BRISTOL
BIRMINGHAM
MANCHESTER
GLASGOW .

.

Telegrams—
Avonnes, Rand, London

Avonnes, Bristol

Avonnes, Birmingham

Avonnes, Manchester

Avonnes, Glasgow

Telephone—
1260 Gerrard.

No. 4347.

6967 Central.

2226 Central.

415 Douglas.

nHBUmm^HaHI^HB^^^^BHK^^SBII IIHIIIII

in answering t/iis advcrtisevient it u desirable to mention "The. Motor Cycle."
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DO NOT
MISS THIS

SPECIAL
DISPLAY

OF

OYCLECARS
DURING

OLYMPIA
SHOW (N°v 8 16)

AT

HARRODS
Write for Harrods' Cyclecar List.

A FEW VERY SPECIAL
BARGAINS IN SECOND-
HAND MOTOR CYCLES

STILL LEFT.

HARRODS LTD Richard burbidge,
xm. J» *fc \* MJ IS Mu M. m*» _Manikin? Director.—

BROMPTON ROAD, L9AD0N, S.W.

PALMER

Sole Concessionnatre for the British Empire for

THE
FAMOUS BEDELIA
TORPEDO TWO-SEATER CYCLECAR. (

The Best Runabout Obtainable.

t a' 01 l =<- /> • Immediate deliveries. •lype A, 3£ h.p., 56 Guineas.
Type » 1, 4A h.p., 65 Guineas.
Type B)l, 5A h.p.. 80 Guineas.
Type BD2 8-10 h p., 96 Guineas.
Type BD2M, 8-10 h.p. deluxe, 103 Gns.

Catalogue post free.

Trial with pleasure.

EXHIBITING AT O LYMPIA.

L. N. PALMERS GARAGE,
MERTON TRAM TERMINUS, TOOTING,

'Phone 208 Streatham.

LONDlN, S.W
8 minutes Balham L.B.&S.C. \

RIy. /

Telegrams :

Palmer's Garage, Tooling^

The following Cars, Cyclecars. and Motor Cycles are all in stock,

immediately available, subject unsold, with many others.

Four-cylinder Cars.

18-24 h.p MARTINI Landaulet £85

20 h.p. J. & B Landaulet £30
12 h.p. PIEPER Van £45

10-12 h.p. ADLER 2-seater £165

15-20 h.p. TURGAN £i0

16-24 h.p. RADIA £1.0

10-12 h.p. HUMBER Taxicab .. £100

16-20 h.p. DE DIETRICH Van. . 140
16-20 h.p. SIMMS Touring Car . . £45

15 h.p. NAPIER iqio Torpedo . . £375

10-12 h.p. CLEMENT .".... £100

28 h.p. DAIMLER £s0

20-32 h.p. DARRAC0 £85

lo-r2 h.p. SPEEDWELL. ...... . £40

20 h.p. SIMMS Landaulet £i0

i2-r6 h.p. DECAUVILLE £30
14-16 h.p. DARRACQ Cab .... £145

12-15 h.p. New 1912 MORS £3a0

18-28 h.p. MERCEDES £.100

25 h.p. GOBRON Landaulet £145
16 h.p. TURNER Steam Car .. £55

30 h.p. DARRACQ ...'..' £100

One and Two-cylinder Cars.

9-11 h.p. CLEMENT 2-seater. .... £30

9 h.p. RILEY 2-seater £75

7 h.p. OLDSMOBILE £15

12 h.p. WEST-ASTER Coupe .... £75

6 h.p. DARRACQ 2-seater £25

6 h.p. ROVER, hood, screen U0
12 h.p. GLADIATOR Tonneau .. £20 1

12 h.p. DE DION CORRE £51

10-12 h.p. MASCOT Cab £30'

10-12 h p. PEUGEOT £'0

14 h.p. NATIONAL £20 •

5 h.p. PANHARD Van £10'

Cyclecars and Motor Cyc'es.

3i h.p. Standard REX (magneto) £22

5 "h.p. F.N., 4-crl £20

.-,' h.p. WANDERER £22

4* h.p. Bcl.hL, A MO
8-10 h.p. BEDELIA £85

3 h.p. DE DION CHATER .... £5

4! h.p. SOCIABLE RUNABOUT £2>

5-6 h.p. N.S.U. and Sidecar .... £20

2 h.p. MINERVA M
23 h.p. AURORA f*

3 4h.p. SAROLEA *'•<

In answering these advertisements it is

Clients should remember that AUCTION SALE5 are held at L N. PALMER'S
G«R GE, mOTTVG, every fortnight, where great bargains in motor-cars,

cyclecars, motor cycles, and accessories are obtainable. Next Sale, Nov. 6th,

'roi2, at 2 o'clock. Write at orree for Catalogue. Your motor cycle or car can be ,

included. Terms : no sale, no charge. Free Fire Insurance. Low charges if sold. .

Pro npt payments, and straight dealing. V\ rite for sale note. . Please say whether

Bedelia or Auction Catalogue (or both) required.

Note only address—
L. N. PALMER'S GARAGE, TOOTING.

desirable' to mention " The M-ator CijcleJ'
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should he accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

The Springing of Motor Cycles.

Sir,—If " Springus," or anyone looking for comfort in

motor cycling, should be coming Southampton way, we could

give them a ride on a machine with the fittings we think

they are looking for, viz., our new ball spring suspenders,

patent No. 30352, on which we have done some 4.C0O miles.

We are not in a position to turn out complete machines fitted

with this device, but we should be pleased to fit a set to a

few machines, pending the arrangement with some firms for

manufacturing or increasing our plant for this purpose.
RELIANCE WORKS CO., LTD.,

F. SotrrHARD, Manager.

Amateur Police Traps.

Sir,—I have followed with some interest the correspond-

ence re action proposed to be. taken by sundry cyclists in

Manchester, with regard to timing motorists and laying

information against those found driving in excess of the
speed limit. While very rightly pointing out the im-

pertinence of a Mr. Bnrrows, who is apparently the ring-

leader in the matter, you seem inclined to suggest that the

Cyclists' Touring Club are not officially concerned in the

matter. Now, I have before me a current issue of the

C.T.C. Gazette, and on pages 387, 388, and 389 is given

a very full report of this same matter, and it is stated that
Mr". Burrows is hon. secretary to the C.T.C. District

Association, and that his proposals were submitted to a
'

' conference of members of the local association of the
National Cyclists' Union ' and Cyclists' Touring Club,"
approved by the hon. consulting solicitor to the Manchester
District Association of the C.T.C, and it was resolved by
the meeting "to submit the scheme, fully recommended by
the Conference, to the members of the organisations

represented for approval and further action."
In face of the above, I consider that it is the duty of

the motoring press to keep this matter very closely under
observation, and if any official approval is given to such
proposals, to give it the greatest publicity amongst
motoring members of the C.T.C, so that their resignations
may go in en bloc, as it is manifestly wrong for motorists
to support any concern which directly or indirectly lends
itself to the furtherance of the already severe persecution
to which motorists are subjected.

J. STUART WHITE, Member of C.T.C

Novel Interpretation of Competition Rule.

Sir,—I think the following instance of the manner in which
rules are sometimes stretched to an extraordinary degree

!
will be of interest to some of your readers.
On September 15th, the Hunslet Motor Cycle Club held

a 200 mile reliability trial in whifch I competed with my
5 h.p. A.J.S. and sidecar and won. I was surprised to hear
a few days afterwards that I had been objected to on the
grounds of having received assistance from my passenger
in the repair of a puncture in my sidecar tyre.
The question came up for decision at a meeting of the club

on October 3rd, and I was duly disqualified under a rule

—

the only_ rule they had. by the by, for the control of the
competition—which consisted of a resolution passed at a
meeting of the club a few days before the trial, to the effect
that the sidecar passenger should not be allowed to drive in
the competition. How such a rule can be held to cover
assistance in repairing a puncture passes my comprehen-
sion. Such an interpretation is truly Gilbertian in conception,

'to call it childish would be an insult to the intelligence of
i.a child.

As indicating the highly judicial manner in which the
subject was treated, I should like to quote one remark
which was made during the discussion—it was that "the fact

of turning the wheel round to locate the puncture is in

itself driving." After that I am sure you will not be
surprised at the decision arrived at. I may add that I have
no knowledge as to whether such assistance is usually barred
in such competitions or not, as it is my first experience of'

motor cycle club competitions, and, if this be a fair sample
of what takes place after them, I think it will be my last

;

but I am told that such assistance is always allowed unless
specifically prohibited in the rules. H. G. BOWES.

A Suggestion to Olympia Exhibitors.

- Sir,

—

Be the coming motor cycle show. I should be much
obliged if you could suggest to the authorities that the
attendants at the various stands should he distinguished in

some way, either simply as " attendant " or with the firm's

name, say on a button. I have sometimes wasted much time
in trying to pick out a representative of a firm on a large stand
.when a number of people were on it. I have also greatly
offended some visitors by asking them if they were on the

staff of a firm. ERNEST E. ALLKN.
[This suggestion has already- been made by The Motor Cycle

to the secretary of the Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union.
Several well-known firms already use a distinguishing badge.
—Ed.]

A Rejuvenated Tricar.

Sir,—Enclosed you will find a. photograph of my 6 h.p.

water-cooled Centaur with alterations made by myself. I

think I have greatly improved its appearance and that it is

now quite a smart looking turnout.

I have turned the forecar, which was open, into a closed

cpach-built front, with wind screen and door, only adding

George E. Oake's modernised Centaur tricar described in accompanying letter.

about seven pounds to the machine's weight by taking other

parts off. I am a keen reader of The Motor Cycle, and send

this photograph for your approval to be reproduced in a future

issue of your magazine for the benefit of any reader who may
wish to make improvements on similar lines.

GEORGE E. OAKE.

= 5
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Ttz Weights of Cyclecars.
Sir,—We notice that " Ixion " makes the statement that

la certain cyclecar was permitted to run in both the Scottish
and English Six Days Trials which weighed well over
11 cwts. minus its passengers. As we were the only manu-
facturers who apparently had sufficient' faith in their
machines to enter them tor both these trials, it is obvious
that his remarks refer to us, and we must take this oppor-
tunity of pointing out Chat his statement is not correct.

The only report where we have seen this weight given
is in The Motor Cycle of August 22nd, under the heading
of "Weights of competing machines fully loaded with
fuel, etc.," and which should also have read "with pas-
sengers." This same list gives a bicycle and. sidecar as
weighing 7 cwts. 2 qrs. 7 lbs., and an A.C. as weighing
8 cwts. 3 qrs. 19 lbs., and a Morgan as weighing 7 cwts.
o qrs. 17 lbs. We should imagine that no one reading this

list could have formed the conclusion that this was the
unladen weight of these machines without passengers.
Consequently at the time we took no steps to correct
this list.

Since " Ixion " seems to doubt the possibility of our car
being a cyclecar, for his information we may say that the
body of this particular car was removed before the
Taunton Reliability Trials, and the chassis weighed separ-

ately, when, of course, it complied with the regulations.

G.W.K., LTD.
[The chassis of the G.W.K. in the Taunton Trials weighed
5 cwts. 3 qrs. 27 lbs. It is quite true that the weights
previously published included passengers, though this

was not made clear to us at the time.

—

Ed.]

Belt and Chain Transxis ion.

Sir,—I note that several of your readers are criticising

my letter re belt drive, which you . published a week or
two back. One of them, Mr. Huntley, gently hints that
some of my troubles were caused through bad driving. In
reply to this, I would say that I have been driving a motor
bicyple for the past six years, so that'ITiardly think I can
be classed as a novice.

I do not say that all belts are bad, but what I do say is

that it is all a matter of chance whether you get a good one
or a bad one. For example: Early in the year I ran a
certain belt 2,000 miles, half of it with a side:ar. During
mis Ume my belt only broke once. A friend of mine, using
an identical belt for solo work only, use'd it for 880 miles,

when it fell to pieces absolutely worn out.

Again, a week or two ago one of your correspondents
stated that a certain belt lasted him 2.500 miles. I purchased
or.c of these belts this summer. At the end of 9C0 miles

I the rubber began to peel off the canvas, and, after 1,300
miles, the belt pulled through with mono-
tonous- regularity. It was not worn out, mn^nmraa
it simplv collapsed. A leather belt

is certainly stronger' and grips well in wet
weather, out in mua^y .or dusty weather it

collects the grit and grinds the pulley into a
i/eautiful hollow shape and then the slipping

oegins. A leather belt is also very dirty to
handle.

If you have the good fortune to get a
'really good rubber belt, I agree with your
correspondents that it is hard to beat it,

but however careful you are in your selection

it is really a lottery and you " never know
your luck." E. K. WYATT.

Motor Cycle Taxation.
Sir,—Enclosed please find six signatures to the protest

against alteration of taxation of motor cycles. I consider
you are doing all motor cyclists a g>eat service by your
valuable paper, and especially in taking up a matter of this

sort. Wishing you and ourselves every success.

R. S. DARLINGTON.

Sir,—As an intending purchaser of a motor cycle and side-

car, I have pleasure in sending you herewith my signature
for the petition against the proposed increased taxation of

motor cycles. If the threatened tax be imposed I shall not
purchase, as I do not see my way to pay such a. preposterous
tax. I wish you . every success, as I am convinced that,

should the tax be imposed, it will throw many men engaged
in the trade out of employment. R. F. BALL.

Sir,— I always doubted any benefits accruing from motor car

and kindred associations, but since realising that they have
provided a formula for the basis of taxation, which is like

adding insult to injury, I am convinced they would be better

non-existent.

1 note, however, they have managed to suggest a relief scale

for the taxition of old cars. May we . not reasonably expect
this extended to cycles, and ought not the R.A.C. and ocner
bouies to agitate tor the extension?
My uwn case is the owning of an old tricar, for which I

gave £16, and on this, by R.A.C. formula above referred to,

I am to be taxed £3 3s. per annum. Can vou wonatr at my
dissatisfaction? W. P. WRACK.

Sir,—It is with grave apprehension that I view any possi-

bility of increased taxation c motor cycl?s.

I am a school attendance officer in a rural district and am
compelled to keep a motor cycie at my own expense in order
to cover the large area which comprises the district allotted

to me.
Any increase of taxation, therefore, will fall very hard

on me, and, I am sure, on many others in a similar position.

CHAS. F. BAILEY.

Srr,—I am glad that this matter is now being taken up,

and I sincerely hope that every motor cyclist will follow

your instructions, and, as it were, stand shoulder to snoulder
against the unfair tax which has been recommended to the
Treasury.
In view of the valuable services rendered by motor cyclists'

during the recent manoeuvres, it has been proved beyond
doubt that they could render useful service in actual

warfare in case of invasion of this country. The Govern-
ment's proposals at the present time, I consider, amount
to nothing short of an intended tyrannical suppression of

motor cyclists, more especially to those who. like myself,

could not afford the proposed heavy tax and would nerforce

have to give up altogether. STANLEY ADDISON.

Sir,

self.

The Motor Cycle in Ceylon.

I eniluse photograph of my wife and
My wife has just taken to motor

cycling after having owned and driven, cars

for over six years, and still owns one, .She
declares she was less tired on her first tun
of twenty miles on her Douglas than had
she been driving a car. Personally, this is

also my experience—especially when one has
to deal with bad roads one feels it less on a

motor cycle as one can pick one's track.

Ambalangoda. CHAS. NORTHWAY. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Northway, of Ambalangoda, with their Douglas and Bat motor cycles.
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A LIGHT HOME-MADE RUNABOUT.

The runabout illustrated was home built by Mr. J. Mackiey, a farmer of

Redmill, Notts. It weizhs \l cuts. Tne engine is 2:; h.p. and a two-speed
gear ani free eneine are fitted^ toiether with chain drive. The gear levers may
be seen on the driver's ruht. Everything has been assembled in the v'Uaee
blacksmith's shop. Mr. Mackley says he can climb any hill around Redmill
and can attain a speed of 20'm.p.h. on the level.

Sir,—We have much pleasure in enclosing you herewith
four signatures to the petition against the iniquitous
proposals re the new taxation of motor cyclists.

Much credit is due to you for the steps you are taking
to protect motor cyclists' interests. You are apparently
doing more than any of the organisations speciaJlv formed
for their protection. • HOWARD AND CO.

Sir,—The other week I sent you ten signatures against the
proposed increase of taxation on motor cycles. I also wrote
to the M.P. for this constituency (Campbeltown), and have
been promised his support against any increase.

I a-yi very pleased indeed that you are taking such a firm

stand in this matter. I venture to think that had our large
motor cycling organisations bestirred themselves earlier in

the day, we would have heard nothing of this proposed
absiu'd and- unfair increase of tax.

Though I am not in the same position as your corre-
spondent "J.T.J.," I am at one with him in his ideas.
Personally I use a 7 h.p. Indian, weight just 2 cwts., for

business purposes, my district, being hilly.

Taxes of every kind are increasing every day, but if these
were equitable, 1 think none of us (motor cyclists) would
complain; it is when such as myseif are called upon to pay
without reason ah increase of £2 3s. to our yearly revenue
tax—the same tax as for a large car weighing 12 to 20 cwts.
and carrying four, sometimes five, passengers—that our com-
plaint is more than justified.

I trust you will not lay down the cudgels of war until
we have gamed a victory; a victory for which we ought
not. have been called UDun to fight. JAMES S. SMITH.
[The foregoing letters are typical of dozens we are receiving

regularly on the same subject. -Ed.]

The Date of the T.T. Race.

Sir,—*On hearing, about the middle of July, that 1913 T.T.
races would probably be held on 4th and 6th June, 1913, I

wrote the A.CD. and pointed out the difficulty North-
country men would have in reaching the I.O.M. at that date,
as the sailings from Heysham to l.O.M. do not begin until
21st June. I was informed "that the A.C. U. was entirely in

the hands of the I.O.M. authorities." Then 1 wrote to the
Chairman of the I.O.M. Highway Board, and he replied " that
30 application had been made to the Board for the closing of
the roads on any dates next year and the dates- arranged were

generally those selected by the Aulo Cycle Union." That
being the case, we should like to know if the races cannot be
held alter 21st June, as the earlier dates will prevent many
North-country men making the trip to the Isle as usual,

much to their disappointment Fourteen motor cyclists in

Skipton and district have expressed the same opinion, and no
doubt many more in the North would agree Ihe journey by
Liverpool would take up two more nights, which in many
cases could not be spared. R.L.

Sir,—I see in last week s Motor Cycle it is proposed to

hold the T.T. in the middle of a week. This will be a
great disappointment to many, as at that time ot the year
a week-end is the only holiday possible. I know many
keen motor cyclists who were- there this year, and look upon
the few days over on the island as the joll.est- outing of the
whole year, none of whom could attend in the middle of a
week. I should like your readers' opinions on the matter,
and, if necessary, to petition the A.C.U. before it is too
late. WEEK-ENDER.

A Run on an 8 h.p. Cycleear.

Sir,—I read with interest your article headed as above,
and note that you refer to the " side lever which controls

the free engine and the gears." In the Rollo cycleear the
free engine, or clutch, mechanism is foot-operated, and
only when changing the gear ratio is it necessary to take
a hand off the stee-ri'.ig wheel.
The control with one foot on the accelerator and the

other on the clutch pedal and both hands free for steering,

I find to be perfect, and anyone accustomed to the Zenith-

Gradua gear with and without separate clutch handle will

realise the advantage gained from being able to clutch and
declutch independently of the gear-operating handle and
without altering the gear tatio.

I do not write this in any spirit of criticism or antagonism
to the Duocar, which I believe to be ah excellent little

vehicle of its kind. CHAS. S. LAKE.

To Settb a Wager.

Sir,—A few weeks ago, alter an argument with a friend,

a wager was made that I would not succeed in carrying six

persons on a standard motor cycle for three miles ; this I

An accident risked to settle a wager.

did, ana afterwards 1 tried with seven, as the enclosed
photograph depicts, and I succeeded in carrying this load
(an aggregate weight of nearly half a ton) for a distance of
two and a half miles without a fall on my 3^ h.p. Armstrong
James, the last mile being to Stonebridge, where I delivered
the load safely, demonstrating the fact that a modern motor
cycle is capable of standing enormous strain.

ALBERT MILNER.

Will the motor cyclist living va Sweden who wrote to G.
V. Lobb. Trenault, Egloskerry, Cornwall, write again, as his

address has been lost?

B7
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HILL-CLIMB AT RIVINGTON PIKE.
Liverpool A.C.C. Event attracts Record Entry.

General view of the competitors lined up for the start, which took place on a' gradient of 1 in 12.

NOT content with a matter of 208 entries, the official

programme of the Liverpool Auto Cycle Club stated

that further entries would be accepted. Naturally,

with so many contestants, the environments of

. Rivington Pike, Horwich, presented an animated scene. The
hill is in private grounds, and permission to hold the contest

at Rivington was granted by Sir Wm. H. Lever, ar..d the

Liverpool Corporation Waterworks. When we arrived at

the hill—aftei an ever-to-be-remembered ride through Man-
chester—weighing operations were in progress, and after-

wards the machines were lined up in systematic order for

inspection by the judge, Mr. T W. Loughborough, whose
onerous duties were rendered more simple by tlie> peculiar

absence of restrictions governing the machines.

Some of the entrants considered the surface of the hill

very rough, others were shy of the two gradual bends, the

last of which was the most difficult to negotiate, but really

we- could see. little to cavil at. seeing that straight hills with
billiard table surfaces are non-existent. The course was
about five-eighths of a mile It was one o'clock when a start

was made. Messrs . F. Sellar? and Percy Butler officiated

at the start. The latter's duty was to hold the telephone
receiver, and h'S "Get ready," "Go," were heard by the

timekeeper at the summit, who started the watch.

A standing start was made, helpers being allowed, and they
were wanted too! for the gradient on the starting line was
about 1 in 12, and the engines were not allowed to ba
started beforehand.

The Single and Twin Lightweights Separated.

Single and twin-cylinder lightweights had separate classes

allotted to them. F. G. Edmond led off the ball, his 2'h.p.

Hnmber picking up splendidly. Dudley (Hobart) and Barnes
(Zenith) followed in quick succession. Williams (A.J.S.)

made a quick start on his low gear, but it was left to J.

Cocker (2^ Singer) to accomplish the fastest climb.
r
Barnes,

who was only -gs. slower, easily scored on account of his"

heavy weight. The result was :

CLASS I.

—

Single-cylinder Machines up to 350 c.c.

on Formula.
Time.
64s.

63fs.
73is.

1. F. W. Barnes (2| Zenith) ...

2. J. Cocker (2{ Singer)

3. F. G. Edmond (2 Humber)
. The twin lightweights were very little faster, only F. S.

Whitworth (Douglas) beating Cocker's time. Smytheman,
on another Colmore-Douglas—a brand new machine out of

stock, so we were told—was second fastest. The twin
Humbers were single-geared and appeared slow in picking
up. Phillpott's was the fastest of the team.

CLASS II.

—

Twin-cylinder Machines t;p to 350 c.c.

on Formula.
1. F. S. Whitw ,rt.h (2| Colmore-Douglas) ... 61s.

2. H. Smvtheman (2| Colmore-Douglas) ... 63|s.

3. J. Haslam (Douglas) ... • 64s.

The class for single-cylinder machines over 351 c c. drew
most entries. Of the outstanding performances, W. E;
.Cook on . a touring model A.S.L. struck one as travelling

splendidly. D. Bradbury (Norton) was also fine. H. C;
Newman (Ivy-Precision) made a splendid start and finished

w*ll, and his remained the fastest ascent until P Weatherilt
carne along. He accelerated in splendid style, thanks to

his Gradua gear. The hill and conditions just suited such

a device. Weatherilt was easily fastest in this class. His
Zei.ith had a J.A.P. 90 x 77.5 mm. engine with overhead
valves. L. ISewey (Ariel) appeared very fast, likewise Br!

V. Stevens (Dot), R. G. Mundy (Rudge), Axford (Martin),

and McMinnies (Triumph). The last-mentioned was using

the experimental Triumph with overhead inlet valve. Tol-

free (Bat-Jap) trailed his silencer for several hundred yards.

P. Pumphrey (Arno) ran very close at the top bend.

Bottoms, an amateur on a T.T. Triumph, took 57s. only,

and would have done better had not his cap dropped over

his eyes, causing him to wobble badly H. Gibson (Brad-

bury) appeared to be bumped about more than anyone by
the surface ; we ascribed it to the tyres being inflated too

hard. The results on formula are given below, also the times

of the leaders.

CLASS III.—SlNGLE-CTLINDER MACHINES OVER 351 C.C.

on Formula.

1. P. Weatherilt (3£ Zenith)
2.

' W. G McMinnies (3£ Triumph)
3. S. R. Axford (3^ Martin-Jap) .

Time.
531s.

55i:S.

59s.

S. W. Phillpott (2J h.p. Humbor), the hon. secretary of the club, on the

starting line. On the left the starters, Messrs. Sellars and Butler, are seen

at the telephone.
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Hill-climb at Rivington Pike—
A LucRy Escape.

The twins over 501 c.c. made light work of the hill. The
first up, F. Shakespeare (7 Rex-Jap), gave everybody a

fright. Travelling at about 50 m.p.h. he ran wide at the

top bend, and headed straight for a spectator on the left-

hand footpath. The latter became nervous and jumped
into the roadway, seeing Shakespeare's frantic wobbles, but
the rider recovered and charged him, both falling heavily,

though providentially there were no bones broken. The
machine, strangely enough, continued its mad career, and
the sight of it running across the road riderless was most
uncanny. It finally charged the bank and buckled the front

wheel. J. J. Cookson (Matchless) followed,- and as the

crowd had not quite cleared off the road he was signalled

to stop, but did not heed the warning, and actually made
second fastest time of the day. H. Reed (8 Dot-Jap) had a

narrow escape at the top bend, riding in the gutter with
the valve lifter raised for nearly fifty yards. Nevertheless
he clocked 48s., which is surely a record for this bill. Reed
was entered in other classes, but wisely requested his time
£0 count throughout after that thrilling incident.

Class V.

—

Twin-cylinder Machines over 501 c.c.

on Formula.
Time.

1. J. J. Cookson (8 Matchless-Jap) ... 48,ts.

2. J. L. Timperley (5 Dot) 521s.

3. H. Reed (8, Dot-Jap) 48s.

Best amateur performance : J. H. Fox (7 Matchless).

Best performance of local rider : E. F. Baxter (6 Rex).

The T.T. Machines.
The Junior and Senior T.T. machines were again divided.

In the former section Whitworth again scored a notable
success, his little Douglas, with valve springs of the Colmore
tension, simply roared up the incline. He was backed up by
Sniytheman and Haslam, Cocker tying with Haslam in order
of speed, Weatherilt coming next.

In the Senior T.T. class Weatherilt improved his previous
time by |s., whilst Newman went 3s. better. Tolfr&e made
a fine ascent in 58s., as also Mundy on a Rudge. Bottoms
fell at the comer whilst travelling at over 40 m.p.h., but
escaped luckily. Sheldon's Regal-Preeisioni shone conspicu-
ously, and Horsman's 3^ h.p. Singer was another fleet hill-

climber.
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Class VII.—Senior T.T. Machines on Time.

1. P. Weatherilt (3£ Zenith)
2. H. C. Newman (3£ Ivy)
3. W. N. Sheldon (3£ RegaJ-Precision)
4. V. E Horsman (3^- Singer)
c /R. G. Mundy (3-'- Rudge)

IP. E. Tolfree (3£ Bat-Jap)

521s.

54s.

57s.

575s.

"J
58s.

Class VIII., for any machine, on time, consisted of a
mixture of the previous runners. Several were slower than
formerly, including Cookson, Bradbury, Newman, McMinnies,
and Mogridge, proving that a second or third attempt does
not always mean a faster climb. .No one even approached
Reed's wonderful speed. Result :

Class VIII.—Any Machine, on Time.
Time.

1. H. Reed (8 Dot-Jap) ... 48s
2. P. Weatherilt (3J,- Zenith-Gradua) ... 52s.
3. J. J. Cookson (7 Matchless) 53s
4. J. F. Sirett (7 Indian) 54s .

5. H. C Newman (3-£ Ivy-Precision) ... 55As.
6. N. H. Brown (7 Indian) ..." 56-< s .

Fixed Gears in the Restarting Test.
The stopping and re-starting test was run. in two classes,

first on time and then on formula. Consequently some of
the competitors' faces were becoming rather too familiar and
the proceedings too long drawn out. In this class there was
no stipulation as to variable gears, consequently the crowd of
spectators were treated to the interesting sight, of motor
cyclists struggling to start big twins and high compression
singles on a gradient. Some succeeded, notably Cookson,
who, after an almost superhuman effort, got his 8 h.p. fixed-
geared Matchless off the mark and picked up in wonderful
fashion. He was easily fastest. One or two others tried
to restart single-geared machines, but almost collapsed with
exhaustion and gave up. Surely a restarting test was never
intended for any but variably geared machines. Barnes and
Weatherilt on their Zenith-Graduas stopped promptly and
got away without leaving the saddles—really impressive per-
formances which were, however, overshadowed by muscular
men who knew how to handle their machines. Whitworth
(Douglas) pushed off on the low gear, and in stepping on the
footrest half of it broke away, letting him down and tearing
a rent in his pants. Marston (8 h.p. two-speed Dot-Jap) re-

started without dismounting, and he succeeded in making

V. E. Horsman tZl h.p. Singer) 100 yards from toe start. II. V. Smytheman (2J- h.p. Douglas) nearing the timekeeper's tent.
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H. C. Marston (3 h.p. two-speed Dot-Jap) stopping between the lines, in the stopping ana restarting testt All the variable-geared machines were actually

beaten for speed by a rider of an 3 h.p. fixed geared mount.

the fastest ascent in the formula class. E. Longden drove
sidecar, a sporting terrier on board heralding his approach.

Class IX.

—

Stopping and Restarting Test on Time.
Time.

1. J. J. Cookson (7 Matchless)
2. F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith)
5. P. Weatherilt (3A. Zenith)

Class X.

—

Stopping and Restarting Test on

62s.

62fs.
63|s.

Formula
Time.

... 76|s.

... 73|S. '

... 77s.

Ashworth

1. F. W. Barnes (2J Zenith)
2. G. Griffiths (3^ Zenith)
3. J. Haslam (2| Douglas)

Best amateur performance : H. D. Ashworth (34
Triumph). Time, 76£s.
Best performance by local rider : A. J. Jenkins (2f

Douglas). Time, 86|s.

The Sidecar Clashes.
Sidecars were again split up into singles and twins, but

there was a sad lack of idea as to the definition of a touriug
sidecar. Most were baby carriages in the single-cylinder class,

several were devoid of springs, and a mudguard was practi-

cally unknown. Moreover, one competitor actually carried a
baby as passenger.

Class XI.

—

Single-cylinder Sidecars on Formula.
Time.

H. Clark (3i Corah-Jap)
Bottoms (3£ Triumph)
C. Newman (3£ Ivy-Precision)

performance : H. Taylor

. 76-^s.

• 781s.

. 78s.

Bradbury).(3i

Rudge). Time,

1. K.
2. H
3. H

Best amateur
Time, 741s.

Best local performance : F. Rees (34

1171s.

In the twin class matters were somewhat improved, but it

was thought that the limit had, been readied when a Douglas
rider brought a box—more like a coffin than anything else

—

without springs or upholstering and with a cardboard cover.

Class XII.

—

Twin-cylinder Sidecars on Formula.
Time.

1. F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith) 58is.
2. A. J. Stevens (5 A.J.S.) 7.1.JLs.

3. E. Longden (8 Dot-Jap)

B12

Best amateur performance : A. J. Brewin (8 Zenith).

Time, 95|s.

Best local performance : A. J. Jenkins (8 Williamson).

Time, 104s.

The contest was smartly run off, and but for the absence

of rules governing equipment in the touring classes, can be

regarded as a very successful event. The many officiala

worked with a will, Mr. Phillpott in particular ; also Messrs.'

C. Hobbs and E. F. Baxter, who worked out the formula

results.

The formula recommended by The Motor Cycle CxT'
w

was used.

PROPOSED AMATEUR MOTOR CYCLISTS' ASSOCIATION. !

A meeting ^jvas held at 89, Pall Mall, London, S.W., on

Wednesday, the 16th inst., further to consider the formation

of a Motor Cyclists' Association, restricted to ladies and

gentlemen fulfilling the aTateur definition as recently fully

explained in The Motor Ci/rle.

Mr. H. P. Harding (in the chair) was supported by Mr.

C. C. Cooke. Mr. A. G. Reynolds, one of the promoters of

the scheme, was unavoidably absent, but there were also

present several well-known motor cyclists.

The Chairman read several letters from interested motor

cyclists promising support to the scheme, and he also an-

nounced that he had received promises of support from a

number of amateur riders.

The meeting discussed at length the proposed definition

of an amateur, and two or three slight alterations were

made.
The promoters of the proposed body wish it to be clearly

understood that it is in no way intended to compete with anyi

other club or body, it being their sole intention to bring]

together a body of motor cyclists whose ideas are in agree-if

ment with the scheme, and who will support a national:;

motor cyclists' movement on the lines of the definition for!!

the furtherance of' the sport.

It was eventually decided to hold another meeting at anj

early date, the date and place of which will be announced

.

later, when all interested motor cyclists will be invited tc
j

attenr1
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67 rtiles 782 Yards in 60 minutes on a 3| h.p.

A CHAT WITH G. E. STANLEY, THE HOUR RECORD HOLDER.

PROBABLY the most important record of the

long list and the one most coveted is the 500

c.c. single-cylinder hour record. The list of

previous holders only gives some idea of its import-

ance, seeing that many have tried but failed, and even

the present holder did* not annex the record at the

first time of asking. G. E. Stanley has undoubtedly

placed himself in the very front rank of track riders
' by this latest achievement of 67 ' miles

782 yards on a 3^ h.p. 85x88 mm.
Singer, and last week we sought "him in

order to obtain a few experiences, though

Stanley is very reticent. He experienced

, lubrication trouble and a puncture in

; the hour race for The Motor Cycle Cup

j
on the 1 2th inst., and returning to

! Coventry he spent Monday making

!
finishing touches, -setting off for Brook-

I

lands on Tuesday. After- a lap he

.waited until the late afternoon before

making his attempt. Timed by Mr. A.

V. Ebblewhite, his first lap from a stand-

ing start was at 64 m.p.h., which he has

improved upon, but the next lap

averaged over 70 m.p.h., and Stanley

imanaged to maintain this speed for lap

after lap. He was using a 3^ to 1

gear, so that his engine was " revving 'I

at approximately 3,400 r.p.m. The
record ride was practically devoid of

incident; he experienced no trouble till "

...;

the last lap of all. The Singer engine

continued to pull magnificently without the slightest

variation. Stanley had no fear as regards his petrol

i ronsumption, for he is no- believer in huge jets.
.
He

ijses a i Y\ gallon tank, and usually averages about

;ixty miles to the gallon, his B. and B. carburetter

Deing unfaked in any way. Fifty miles were reeled

jff at an average speed of 69.439 m.p.h. The jolting

[it this speed will be best understood by Brooklands
habiUies. To those who do not know the effort

equired to keep in the saddle on a 3^ h.p. single

it nearly 70 m.p.h., we would say that a twin at 80
in.p.h. is to be preferred. The back wheel of a

3^2 h.p. machine is constantly bumped clear of the

ground, and the effect upon the rider can be very

easily imagined.

It was nearly dusk when Stanley finished, but the

exhaust pipe was not glowing as some do, which speaks

well for the condition of his engine. There was
every likelihood of the record being placed in a safe

position for a long time to come when Stanley com-
menced his last lap, but on this final

stage, at the end of the railway straight,

the inlet valve—which was not new

—

broke at the cotter hole. The engine
continued to fire intermittently, the valve

working automatically, but Stanley had
to assist his machine along to the finish-

ing line by paddling with his feet.
. . This

one and only contretemps, reduced the

record to 67 miles 782 yards, but in

Stanley's opinion it may not remain there

long. By next spring he considers, that

over 70 m.p.h. in the hour will be pos-

sible with a 500 c.c. single-cylinder.

Of course, luck must be with the rider

as Stanley explained. He mentioned,
also, how quite simple details, often

ignored by the ordinary rider, such as

the tension of the belt, made several

seconds difference in the lap speed.

By the way, a dinner was arranged
by the Singer Motor Co., Ltd., at the

Queen's- Hotel, Coventry, last evening to

celebrate Stanley's success.

Hour Record Holders.

A review of past records in the 500
interesting as showing the progress

design and machine construction during
years:

0. C. Godfrey (Rex)

W. F. Newsome (Triumph)

V. J. Surridge (Rudge) ...

J. R. Haswell (Triumph) ...

W. Stanhope Spencer (Rudge)
G. E. Stanley (Singer)

mis. yds.

59 1,350

59 1,478

60 783

63 194

65 803
67 782

c.c. class is

in engine

the last few

Nov. 24, 1909
Apr. 29, 1911

May 25, 1911

Aug. 26, 1911

Oct. 3,1911
Oct. 15, 1912

Details of the kick-starter and hub plate clutch operated hy a pedal and Bowden wire on the 1913
Zenith. See page 1313

HOOD FOR SIDECARS.

This latest example of sidecar hoods is of

smart ippearince, rigid and easily manipulated.

The upright main stay allows a clear entrance to

the sidecar sen. The Dulwich Hood and Screen

Co. are the makers.

EI3
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OPPOSING THE NEW TAXES.,
More Signatures Wanted. Further Petition Forms with this Issue.

ALTHOUGH we have received many thousands

of signatures to the petition which we circulated

on the 3rd inst., many more are required if

motor cyclists do not want to be saddled with a burden

in the shape of greatly increased taxes next year. As
the Auto Cycle Union meeting to consider the question

of taxation of motor cycles is not until the 30th inst.,

we have decided to reprint the petition form, and one

of these forms will be found in every newsagents' copy

of The Motor Cycle this week. Nothing whatever has

been done so far by the Treasury to calm the minds

of motor cyclists with regard' to the iniquitous proposal

of the Taxation Committee to tax motor cycles on
the motor car basis, i.e., on the bore only, but the

Treasury has issued a draft of new regulations which

are to come into force on January 1st next. These
follow the recommendations of the Committee on

the Horse-power Rating of Motor Cars, but not a word
has been said about the injustice of the proposal to

tax such a motor cycle as the one described in the:

current issue, and which has a cylindrical capacity of

750 c.c, £1, and the Smooth-running four-cylinder

F.N. by the same rule -£$ 3s. The total cubical

capacity of the F.N. is 494 c.c. We have given other

examples of the gross injustices of the recommendation
week by week, and we want to show the Lords of the

Treasury the opinions of motor cyclists generally on
the subject.

A number of readers have addressed a copy of th^.

letter wre attached to the petition form to their respective

Parliamentary representatives, and in many instances

replies have been received from the members in ques-

tion, stating that they have noted the arguments and
will endeavour to prevent motor cyclists being unduly

taxed. We trust they will keep their promises, and
that the Treasury will carefully consider our petition

when it is presented.

Club secretaries, employers of men engaged directly

or indirectly in the motor cycle trade, should do their

best to obtain further signatures.. Thousands of work-
men will suffer if the proposed new taxes become law,

for it will mean a direct blow to the motor cycle

industry. All who may be affected should make a point

of signing the petition. Those readers who are con-

sidering the purchase of a motor cycle and cannot

afford a ^3 3s. tax should also sign the forms. United

action must be taken without delay if the petition is to

succeed.

T is latest GUlyard cyclecar on which W. Gillyard won the P. and M. Cup
and Gold Medal at the Bradford M.C.C. Hill Climb. This model has wood side

members with springs in one piece from both axles. S n.p. engine, three-speed

gear box, chain drive to one re ir wheei, the other wheel being ioose on the

axle. Tie weixht of the chassis is i§ cwts. and the complete vehicle 6 cwts.

T le nnlnrs tell us that the michine is not so fast as a motur bicycle and
sidecar; the four wheeler, however, has an advantage in the increased

comfort of the springing.

1913 ARIELS.
A 6 h.p. Twin. Kick

Three types of Ariel motor cycles will be marketed
in 1913. The $% h.p. roadster type will be obtain-

able in three models, the T'.T. racer in two models,
and an addition to the ranks is a 6 h.p. twin cylinder

with two-speed gear, free engine and chain drive,

which should appeal to sidecarists. The bicycles will -

be supplied with free engines and three-speed gears.

In addition to the well-tried Ariel decompressor, the

starter on the 3| h.p 's.

three-speeders will have a new kick-starter, enabling

the engine to be started with'the wheels on the ground.
The frame . has been redesigned and the wheelbase
lengthened. A new front fork is also fitted, as well as

oil-retaining and wet-proof hubs. The magneto is

now controlled by a handle-bar lever. The front foot-

rests are adjustable, and will be made in two lengths.

T.T. model Ariel for next year.
1913 model 31 h.p. Ariel with kick-starter, three-spaed gear and sprung

saddle-pillar. The wheelbase has been lengthened.

BI4
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The winning t3am in the A.C.U. Ea-.t Milhnis contest lv>t S^'iriiy,
iescribel on ptge 1213. T.ie riJers are G. W. Spencer, J. D. Mitchell, and
J. Farnjwortn all on Rovers.

ENTRIES FOR THE AUTUMN ONE DAY
TRIAL.

Below we give the entries for the A.C.U. Autumn
Trial, which starts from Kendal on Saturday next,

the. 26 th inst.

:

MOTOR
Rider and machine.

O T. Newsouie (34 Hover)
D. H. Noble |3J Rover)
V. E. Horsman (34 Singer)
A H. Alexander {7 Indian)
J R. Alexander (7 Indian)
li. .T. Beal (3 N.S.U.)
J. D. Nixon (3.] Rudge)
G. B. Bennison !3i U.D.)
G. N. Norn's (3 New Imperial)
J. Andrew (41 New Imperial)
T. C. Delaheay (2j Sunbeam!
J. E. Greenwood i2j Sunbeam)
A. H Ratililf ,34 B.S.A.)
P. N Gilbanks ,2| Douglas)
G. \V. Bruithuaite 134 Rudge)
E. Walker ,41 Monarch)
V. Underbill (3j Monarch]
E. A. Wilson 134 New Hudson)
H. C. Wilkins 134 P. and M.l
E. C. Clow 16 Zenith)
H Reed 18 Dot;
R. Rhodes (31 Wulfruna)
L. Pennington (24 A_d.S.)

BICXCLE CLASS.
Rider and machina

I
S. T. Tessier (5 Bat)

1 V. Busbv (34 Allduys)
A. J. Moffat 13! Zenith)
L. Newry

( 3J Ariell
1'. C. North (34 Ariel)

F. H. Thornton (4 Swan)
H. Ball (3! Triumph)
J. H. Kerr 16 N.S.U.)
Mrs. M. Hardee (34 P. and M.)
G- D. Hardee (34 Triumph)
T. J. Ross (34 Triumph)
V. D. Walker (34 Rudge)
C. Lester |34 P. and ai.)

W. Pratt (34 -P. and M.)
V. Shaw (3* P. and M.)
J. Oliphant (34 Premier)
S. A. Rowlandson (34 Rudgei
G. T. Gray (34 Rudge)
rl Harrison (3) Rudge)
S. Crawley (34 Triumph:
R. R. Rothwell (2J Douglas)
J. Pass (6 Clyde)

U G. Nundy (8 G.W.K.)
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan runabout)
Sam Wright ,8 Humberette)
A. G. Eames (5-6 A.C. Sociable)
H. C. Mandy ,5-6 A.C. Sociable)

H. G. Dixon (34 New Hudson and so.)

PASSENGER CLASS.
J. Oliater-Lea, jun. (8 Chater-Lea

and sc.)

F. Smith |5-6 Clyno and sc.)

C. M. Keiller (8 G.W.K.)
J. T. Wood (8 G.W.K.)
F. J. Fisher (8 Chater-Lea and ec.)

W. D. South (5 Rudge and sc.)

RUDGE CYCLECAR EXPERIMENTS.
In his speech to the shareholders of Rudge-Whit-

wortTi, Ltd., on Monday last, the chairman and
managing director, Mr. C. Vernon Pugh, referring to
the Rudge cyclecar, said they were engaged on experi-
ments on what might prove, and he hoped would
prove, to be an exceedingly important departure—

a

Rudge cyclecar. In this they were strictly confining

themselves to motor cycle methods and making it a
real cyclecar, and not in any sense a motor car. They
had every reason to believe that they would be able
to exhibit a standardised model at the Olympia Show
in November, and it was his own belief, from what
he had seen of the experiments so far, that they would
have an exceedingly good cyclecar to offer in the name
of Rudge-Whitworth, and one that would do the firm

the very greatest credit.

THE LATEST P.V. SPRING FRAME.
The illustration shows the latest model 3^ h.p.

twin-cylinder P.V. It will be noticed that the mud-
guard is provided with an ample extension, and that

the new 5% h.p. twin-cylinder J.A. P. engine, 60 x

3i h.p. spring frame P.V.

76 mm., is fitted. As our readers are aware, the chief

speciality of this machine is the ingenious form of

springing which has been referred to on previous

occasions in our pages. Messrs. Seale and de
Becker, 162, Great Portland Square, specialise in

twin-cylinder machines, the other models being the

4-5 h.p. 70 x 71 mm. and the 5-6 h.p. 76 x 85 mm.

THE DOUGLAS
CYCLECAR.

Last week we re-

ferred to the fact

that Messrs. Dcurlas

Bros, were experi-

menting with cycle-

cars. We arc now
able [0 illustrate the

first model, which,

of course, is pro-

pelled by a twin-

cyllndor horizontal

engine.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Oct. 24th ... 5.48 p.m
„ 26th ... 5.44 „
„ 28th ... 5.40 „
„ 30th ... 5.36 „

Four up Sunrising on a Cyclecar.

A Humberette carried four passengers
up Sunrising Hill last Saturday. Sam
Wright was at the wheel.

The New Four-cylinder F.N.

The information we published concern-
ing the 1913 moael four-cylinder F.N.
was too premature, and there is a slight

inaccuracy in the preliminary announce-
ment. Complete details will be published
shortly.

A New Appointment.

Mr. H. Belcher has resigned his posi-

tion as sales manager to Messrs. Humber,
Ltd., to join the firm of A. R. Atkey,
Ltd., Nottingham. This firm does an
enormous business in South Africa, im-
porting motor cycles and accessories. We
wish Mr. Belcher every success.

Cyelecar Examiner.

The Show Management Committee of

the Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union
have appointed Professor Sharp Wh.Sc,
A.M.I.C.E., M.I.A.E., etc., examiner of

cyclecars to be exhibited at the forth-

coming Olympia Motor Cycle Show, to

ascertain that such cyclecars conform to

the definition as per regulations.

Through France and Switzerland on a
Lightweight.

Greame Fenton, who competed success-

fully in the Gaiilrn hill-climb, is now
making a tour with the same Clement-
Enfield machine through Switzerland
and France Among the places he will

touch are Besancon, Geneva, Grenoble,
Marseilles, Lyons, Dijon, etc., returning
to Paris next month. Incidentally, Mr.
Fenton tells us that he climbed Gaillon

Hill with sidecar and passenger, the total

weight being 4 cwt. 2 qrs. 24 lbs., which
is distinctly good for a 2f h.p. twin light-

weight.

Racing at Brooklands.

The extra monthly meeting, which will

be held on November 9th, will include

the following races :

1. The Fourth 1912 Time Trials.

2. The Cyclecar Olympic Hour Race.
3. The Sidecar Olympic Hour Race.

(2 and 3 will be run together.)

4. Three Lap 500 c.c. Race.
5. The Junior Olympic Hour Race.

(For machines under 350 c.c.)

6. Three Lap 1,000 c.c' Race.
7. The Senior Olympic Hour Race.

(For machines under 500 c.c.)

The entries close on Saturdav. Novem-
ber 2nd.

The Hour Record.
F. H. Arnott is now the head of the

Rudge-Whitworth racing stable, and we
hear that a squad of Rudge testers is now
at Brooklands preparing to recapture the
single-cylinder hour record.

Awards Confirmed.

Hugh Gibson (3£ Bradbury and sc.)

has now been officially declared winner
of the P. J. Evans rose bowl, offered in

the passenger class of the Birmingham
M.C.C. twenty-four hours' trial. R. G.
Mundy (Rudge) won the cup in the solo
class.

Hill Climbing.

F. J. Watson writes that he success-
fully climbed Arms Hill, Henley-on-
Thames, at the beginning of- the week
on his 3^ h.p. Swift with sidecar and
passenger. The machine was in full
touring trim, and the total weight of
machine and passengers was 568 lbs. The
gear used was a Sturmey-Archer, the
lowest ratio being 13 to 1.

More Taxation Crudities.

It is worthy of notice that the new
Rudge sidecar machine, which has an
engine of 750 c.c, owing to its long
stroke,- will come within the £1 limit,

though with sidecar it may turn the scale

at 4j cwt. The Martin-Jap racer, how-
ever, a machine which weighs 150 lbs.

and has a capacity of 498 c.c, will

necessitate a payment of three guineas.
Thus we see the absolute unfairness of
the proposals without having to- make
comparisons between motor cycles and
cars or carts. We should very much like

to know what qualifications the committee
which made these proposals had to legis-

late for motor cyclists. A simple ex-
planation of the recommendations is in
itself a condemnation.
We urge every reader to sign the

petition form in this issue.

SPECIAL FEATURES:
LATEST LOW FORCED INDyCTION

ENGINE.
1913 MODELS Illustrated,)

HILL-CLIMB AT R1VINGTON PIKE.

Definition of a Cyclecar Chassis.

The Show Committee of the Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' Union have decided
that a chassis shall comprise complete
transmission, tyres, bonnet, radiator (if

any) and tank. Mudguards and foot-

boards (if any) need not be included when
the chassis is being weighed. The maxi-
mum chassis weight must not exceed 6 cwts.

Stolen Motor Cycles.

A 1911 Triumph, of which the follow-

ing is a description, was hired from King -

and Harper, Bridge Street, Cambridge,
on the 16th inst. and has not been re-

turned. The hirer gave the name of

Cecil Thompson, Christ's College, which
name and a-ddress prove to be false. The
registration number is CE 1683, engine
number 16305, and frame 189827.
A T.T. B.S.A., BO 756, has been stolen

from a Cardiff member of the A. A.
A 1912 Motosacoche, engine No.

MV 23581, frame. No. A 4735, was
recently stolen from the Penzance
Garage, Ltd., 69a, Market Jew Street,

Penzance.
A T.T. Triumph roadster was stolen

on the 19th inst. from outside a shop in

Northampton. The engine number is

13704 and the registration NH 631.

There was not enough petrol in the tank
to travel a mile, and when the machine
was taken it was too late to purchase
any, being after 11 p.m. Possibly some
Northampton motor cyclist supplied the
necessary fuel, in which case he may
be. able to give the owner, Mr. J. Lees,

44, Bridge Street, Northampton, some
information.
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The Amateur Quest'on.

The Auto Cycle Union conference on
the amateur question will be held on
Friday, October 25th, at the headquarters
of the Mersey Motor Club, St. George's
Restaurant, Redcross Street, Liverpool.

Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

Bona tide members of clubs may obtain

an admission ticket to the Olympia
Motor Cycle Show at half-price if applied

for through their secretaries in quantities

of not loss than six.

$69,949 17s. 3d. Profit.

The above sum represents the profits

of the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., during
the year ended August 31st last. 20%
dividend and a bonus of 2s. per share is

being paid on the ordinary shares, and
6£% on the preference shares. A magni-
ficent result 1

, jymjiRE e/EPfiRs

Kick starter fitted to 1913 Humber 31 h.p.
three-speed models (see page 1199.)

The S anley-Bailey Match.

Matters have not progressed in the
matter of arrangements for the Stanley-
Bailey match. Bailey is said to be the
stumbling-block. It appears that he has
been told that Stanley has a four valve
350 c.c. engine ready for the match, and
he objects to this new type of engine.
Stanley, however, assures us that he has
no such engine, although he admits having
prepared a new 350 c.c. engine with over-
head valves, which is according to the
agreement.

An Air-cooled Exhaust Valve.

An exhaust valve of novel construction
was shown to us a few days ago by Mr-,
de Lissa. This valve, which was fitted
to a Motosacoche engine 64 x 90 mm.,
had the following advantages: (1.) It was
air-cooled, having quite a large surface
exposed to the air instead of being
situated in the midst of the hot gases,
with the result that it did not become
pitted and require grinding. (2.) Owing
to its construction it did not require to
be forced open by the cam against the
pressure in the engine, but only against
its spring, thus allowing the engine to
turn over extremely fast. Mr. de Lissa
informed us that a speed of 5,450 revs,
per minute had been attained, which
gives an average piston speed of 3,225
feet per minute. We saw the engine
running on the stand at a very high rate;
so fast, indeed, that it sounded like the
buzz of a twin-cylinder. The valve has
two faces, and one might suppose that
it would be a difficult matter to keep it

gas-tight in consequence, but this is not
the case, as it automatically fits itself to
its seating, and we never met with better
compression on any engine,' large or
small. This valve can be. easily fitted to
any engine which has a cap over the
exhaust valve.

Oct. 25.—A.C.U. Conference on the
"A'Tiateur" Question at
Liverpool.

26.—A.C.U. Autumn Open One
Day Trial,

v. 8-16.—MOTOR CAR SHOW
AT OLYMPtA.

25-30.—MOTOR CYCLE SHOW
AT OLYMPIA.

Dec. . . —Auto Cycle Union Open
Si.encer Trial.

27-28.—Motor Cycling Club Annual
Winter Run.

The Dutch-English Trial.

The above successful competition, which
will be held next year in England, pro-

bably on August Bank Holiday, will be
organised by the Auto Cycle Union. The
actual organisation has been referred to

the Competitions Sub-committee Dutch
motor cyclists are very keen and excellent
sportsmen.

The Low Engine.

The forced induction engine invented
by Dr. Low, and described and illustrated

in this issue, is said to give 10-15 h.p.,

although only 70 x 130 mm. The design
is not at all displeasing to the eye ; in

fact, with one or two exceptions the
casual observer would take it for an ordi-

nary water-cooled petrol engine.

What is a Cyclecar?

An attempt has been made to keep the
Singer cyclecar out of the Olympia Motor
Cycle Show because it is designed on car
lines, but the photograph reproduced in

our last issue showing its small dimen-
sions has, we believe, put an end to the
movement.

Next Saturday in the Lake District.

Mr. T. W. Loughburough, the A.C.U.
secretary, rode round the One Day 'Trial

course last Monday astride a two-speed
Douglas. He also made the necessary
hutel arrangements, including the usual
cup of tea provided by The Motor Ci/rh.
Kendul is the starting and finishing
point, and one may expect Red Bank,
Grssmere, and Kirkstone Pass to be in-

cluded in the course. There are othei
noted acclivities in the neighbourhood,
Tow Top for instance, the Lake District
providing a really excellent testing ground
just before the shows.

Lighting Byelaws.

A few weeks ago we were advised by a

reader that he had been summoned under
a byelaw existing in one of the Welsh
counties for not carrying two lights show-
ing the full width of a sidecar combina-
tion. We have endeavoured to obtain
particulars of these byelaws both from the
Loc; 1 Government Board and the Homo
Office, but without success. The last com-
munication we have received is from the
Under Secretary of State, who advises us

that he was directed by the Secretary of

State to say that he has no knowledge of

any byelaw such as we mention. If no
such byelaw exists anywhere in the United
Kingdom, how is it that the motor cyclist

in question was summoned under it, con-

victed, and fined? Rerhaps readers who
.live in the county or counties- in which
these byelaws exist will acquaint us with
the wording and the date upon which
they were sanctioned, as we wish to pub-
lish information respecting them for the
benefit of those readers who may happen
to be passing through the counties in

question with their motor cycles ard side-

cars, and who apparently cannot become
acquainted with the facts of any such bye-
laws being in existence except from those

who are locally acquainted with them.

RIVINGTON PIKE, HORWICH.
Three parts of the way up the ascent, which was the scene of the Liverpool A.C.C. open hill-climb

Vast Saturday.
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ZENITH IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1913.
Free engine and kick starter. New cut-out and sidecar fixing.

ENITH motor bicycles have been so

successful and . so universally

victorious in competitions during
the past season that the general

design in the standard machines has

undeigone little alteration. A special

sidecar clip bracket is now fitted. Lugs
are hrazed to the top tube and down tube,

which a.ve connected by a short vertical

tube, thus making a solid fixing between
the two frame tubes. This is the fitting

suitable for Mills and Fulford sidecars,

Extra strong sidecar lug embracing the top and
down tubes on the latest Zenith.

but slightly different modifications of these
are designed for different makes of

passenger attachments. A further small
but important improvement is the intro-

duction of a new magneto shield, which
is fastened to special lugs on the footrest

bracket. Curved over the magneto, further

secured beneath the latter, and thus
brought well under the crank case, this

shield is of ample width, and further

performs the important function of protect-

ing the belt. Messrs. Zenith Motors, Ltd.,

have found that the belt suffers mostly

from mud thrown up by the back wheel.
The tank is now made of heavier gauge
material, and is secured by clips on its

underside, thus leaving the top free,

greatly enhancing the appearance and
rendering the top of the tank easy to
clean. The petrol

gauge has been done
away with, and in

its stead a glass top
filler cap is fitted.

As regards the
rider's comfort, a
pan top Middlemore

|
saddle is now K

supplied. On the
twin model two
separate exhaust
pipes are fitted with
numerous small holes

drilled at the end,
and, despite the
possibility of the
proposed new Local
Government Board
regulation coming
into force, a cut-out
is supplied, Messrs.
Zenith Motors, Ltd.,
assuming that the
length of pipe affords the necessary room
for the expansion of the gases. The ex-

haust cut-out, which is clearly shown in

the accompanying illustration, is a particu-

larly neat job.

New Control Arrangements.
A slight alteration in the control is the

adoption of a double Bowden control lever

fitted to the near side of the handle-bar.

On the particular machine we examinee,
this worked the front brake and exhaust,
valve litter respectively.

By far the most ingenious and interest-

ing innovation on next year's Zenith is

the free engine and kick-starter, which

Cut-out fltted to the 1913 Zenith twin-cylinder
' model.

Kick starter and hub clutch operated by a pedal on the new Zenith.

will be fitted to order only. In the back
hub. there is an Albion plate clutch con-

trolled by a quick pitch thread, and
worked by a pedal and Bowden wire from
the offside footrest. This 'pedal is fitted

with a toe release, so that the clutch may
be held permanently out of engagement or

instantly engaged. The brake is in this

case worked from the near side footrest.

The kick-starter pedal is attached to a
spindle running through an eccentric bear-

ing on a carrier slotted at the end to take

the rear wheel spindle and sliding in a
bearing at its forward end, so that the

whole control mechanism can slide with

the wheel. As regards the kick-starting

'

device, the free wheel, which is con-

nected by chain to a sprocket on the

rear wheel spindle, is attached to the

ldek starter spindle so that it may be

easily dismounted if required. The
eccentric busli is, of course, for facilitating

the adjustment of the chain. The whole
design is well carried out and reflects

great credit on the company's works
manager, Mr. F. W. Barnes, who has

had it under test on his own machine
for some time.

The Taxation Committee.—The Hon.
Arthur Stanley, M.P., has kindly con-

senied to act as chairman, Mr. Otto
Thomas taking the post of vice-chairman.
The A. A. and M.U. will be represented

by Messrs. Charles Jarrott, R. H. Head,
and the Rev. Hassard Short; The Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' Union by Messrs. J.

V. Pugh. W. H. Wells, and T. H. Testier;

the Scottish A.C.U. by Messrs. Norman
Macmillan, John Gow, and James "Fulton

(secretary). The Motor Cycle Union of

Ireland representatives have not yet been
nominated.
A New Member of Committee.—Rear

Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, M.V.O.,
R.N"., has been nominated by the Boyal

AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.
Automobile Club to serve on the A.C.U.

Committee. His election to this post

was heartily acclaimed at the first meet-

ing he attended.

Membership.—The increase of mem-
bership of the A.C.U. during the last

month is 232, which number is. made up

.is follows : 119 touring members, 21 full

members, 60 through the affiliation of

newiy formed clubs, and 32 by the increase

of membership of clubs already affiliated.

The total membership of the Union now
amounts to 10.000.

Akviliation.—The Hertfordshire Motor
Cycling Club, Ltd., has become affiliated

to the -governing body; the membership

was given as 60

The Local Government Board
Silencer Regulation.—The draft of the

above regulation was referred to the

A.C.U. Silencer Sub-committee for con-

sideration.

The One Day Trial.—Mr. A. H.

Priestley has been appointed chief travel-

ling marshal on the occasion of the One
Day Trial in the Lake District.

Military Motor Cyclists.—A letter

has been received from the Army
Council thanking the Auto . Cycle Union

for the services of those members who
had placed themselves and their machines

at the ' disposal of the War Office

during the recent manoeuvres and those

responsible for the arrangements.
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NEW SINGLE-CYLINDER RECORDS.
G. E. Stanley Captures

AS reported in our last issue, G. E. Stanley was busy at

Brooklands last week. In his attack on the hour record

on Tuesday he was successful in covering 67 miles 792

yards, and at the rate at which he was travelling would
probably have done 63 miles 800 yards, but in the last lap

the inlet valve spring broke. Fifty miles were covered in

43m. 12|s., or an average speed of 69.439 miles an hoar,

beating his own record made October 3rd by 27|s. His
fastest lap was the second, which was covered ' at the

remarkable speed of 70.48 m.p.h. The slowest was the

seventeenth, when he was unfortunately partly obstructed

by a cyclecar which was being driven on the track; the

speed in this lap was 68.70 m.p.h. The average speed for

>

the Coveled Hour Record.
five laps was over 70 m.p.h. Stanley's performance beats

Stanhope Spencer's Class C 500 c.c. record, in which the

latter covered 65 miles 803 yards on a 3£ h.p. Rudge at a
speed of 65.45 m.p.h.
On Wednesday Stanley made an attack on the mile and

kilometre, but his best speed was £s. under record, owing
to a nasty cross wind.
Harry Martin, however, on an 85^ X 60 mm. Martin-Jap,

captured the five-mile standing start Class B record, cover-

ing that distance in 5m. 14,1s., beating his own record at

Canning Town, time 5m. 26s. On a smaller machine, 76

X 60 mm., he established the five-mile standinc start record,

time 5m. 42s.

^©assfc-^—

The Springing of Aotor Cycles.
COMMENTING on the letter published in a recent issue

and signed " Springus," Messrs. Randall and Co.,

of High Street, Wanstead, have sent us an illustration

and particulars of a newly designed spring frame

motor bicycle, the design of which has been registered. " The
chain stays pass right round the back

of the wheel in the form of an arch

and are brazed to the seat stays at the .-, .,. ,.,,„

centre. The wheel is carried on a - :

pair of elliptical springs like carriage

springs, and is free to rise and fall

within certain limits. This method of

springing the rear wheel of a motor

bicycle is not absolutely new, but the

illustration is of interest as there is

little doubt that eventually all motor
bicycles will be sprung fore and aft.

The proper place to insulate the

machine and rider from vibration is at

the road wheel. It is strange that

few large firms have seriously tackled

the question of springing the rear

wheel as well as the front. It has

been pointed out to us from time to

time by manufacturers that springing

the rear wheel causes the rider to feel

more of the engine vibration. This
may be true to some extent. The
machine illustrated has been ridden
a good deal by the Captain of the

Essex M.C., who reports that it is

most comfortable and the springing is

a most practical device. The engine is a 3 h.p twin-
J.A.P. Saxon forks are fitted to the front wheel,
attention has been paid to the mudguarding of the
machine, the guards on the machine illustrated are

than 5in. across the chord.

cylinder

Special
RandaJl
no Ipsa

A J.A. P. enjinel motor bicycle, sprung front and rear, made by Randall and Co.

— >-eso-<

Inter-club Trial in the Aidlands.

ON Saturday, the. 19th hist.,' the East Midland Centre

A.CD. held an inter-clnb team trial. Each club

comprising the centre was eligible to enter four teams

of three riders, teams consisting of cycles, sidecars,

or cyclecars. The Nottingham, Derby, and Lincoln clubs

entered the full complement of competitors, Chesterfield con-

tributing two teams. * Leicester and Mansfield were not repre-

sented. A start was made promptly at 3 p.m., the men being

despatched at minute intervals.

The first checking station was at Clarke's Garage, Derby,
where heavy rain commenced to fall. However, before reach-

ing Leicester, the next cheek, the rain had been left behind,

and dry roads were again experienced. At the Quorn Garage
competitors were checked in, and here Mr. Spence, the pro-

prietor, had very kindly provided tea for all the riders.

Most competitors lighted their lamps before setting off for

the next stage to Grantham, and ten miles from that place the
secret check, controlled by Messrs. King and Dance, was in

operation. Practically all riders lost time here and at the

check1 in Grantham.
The finish was at Mitchell's Garage, to reach which com-

petitors had to ride through Nottingliam Market Place, which
at ahout 9 p.m. on Saturday may be considered a bold
achievement.

Five complete teams finished—three Nottingham, one
Derby, and one Lincoln. The check sheets were worked out

during the progress of a smoking concert at the Welbeck
Hotel. Results

:

The Nottingham Club win the Centre Challenge Trophy,

with silver cups to the members of the winning team. The
second team (also Nottingham) receive gold medals. Teams :

1, J. Farnsworth (3i Rover), J. D. Mitchell (3^ Rover), and
G. W. Spencer (3^ Rover) ; 2; H. Dawson (3£ Bradbury), J.

R. Sylvester (3^ New Hudson), and J. Richards (3-£ Sun).

The organisation throughout was very good. Assistance

rendered by the police in passing through the towns en route

was greatly appreciated.

=eu
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Passenger Machines.

„ „ 21st .. Show Forecast & Buyers' Guide.

„ „ 28th .

.
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CLUB NEWS.

A section of the members of the Denton M.C. (Lanes.) who competed in a reliability trial on the 6th inst. The membership of this club is now 58.

North Middlesex M.C.C.

All competitions have been cancelled for the remainder
of this year.

Chichester and District M.C.C.

A club has recently been formed with the above title.

The hon. secretary is Mr. J. Holloway, Avoca, St. Paul's
Road, Chichester.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington and District M.C.C.

The result of the hundred mile reliability trial has just

been confirmed, and is as follows : 1, W. Swan (5-6 Zenith
sc); 2, N. Hill (3^ Zenith). These two riders alone com-
pleted the severe course out of twelve starters.

Grosvenor M.C.

The second annual dinner was held on October 16th at the
headquarters of the club, the Unicorn Hotel, Altrincham,
Cheshire. The Chairman presented to Mr. E. G. Crisp the
gold medal won by him in the reliability trial.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The reliability competition for the Bisby Cup was run
off on the 12th inst. A circular course of about fifteen

miles had to be covered no less than six times, and the
secret checks—which, by the way, numbered about thirty-

six or forty—were changed on each circuit of the course,

so no competitor was prepared for the next point, thus doing
away with the practice of making up for lost points on
the first round Results : 1, S. Sawer (3£ h.p. Premier),

lost 42 marks; 2, Roper (7 h.p. Indian), lost 97 marks; 3,

I). Bradbury (3^ h.p. Norton), lost 100 marks. Twenty
competitors finished the ride.

Do-icaster and District M.C.C.

A special competition in which the riders were expected
to adhere as closely as possible to set speeds was held at

Pigburn Hill on the 17th inst. The winner, B. Crouch

('•J h.o F"Tnb°v) ^nliie *he T ittlewood Peroetual Trophy
for one year. Barnsdale (3£ h.p. Rex) wins the Rudge
CiiiOe ,/j o..p tor th" Oest tingle -cyl.nder pertormance. There
will be a slow half-mile competition this (Thursday) afternoon.

Oxford M.C.C.

There was a musical, social in the club room at the Hotel
Buol on the 12th inst., Mr. W. R. Morris being in the chair.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

On the 13th inst. a paperchase was held. The hares,. T.

C. Atkinson (3^ Triumph) and H. W. Fortune (3j Brown),
made for the Hambleton Hills, tackling a bad hill in the

vicinity of Wass Bank. The hares were not caught, but
W. Fawcett (2J A.J.S.) arrived five minutes later.

Hunslet M.C.C.

A reliability -competition was held from Hunslet til

Stamford and back, distance two hundred miles. Controls

were at Tuxford, Stamford, and Bawtry ; there were alsc

four secret checks. Result : 1, W. "Wood (3^ Premier)
;

2, F. Simpson (6 Bloomfield) ; 3, E. Thawley (6 Rex);
4, J. A. Eyre (6 J.A.P.)

Newport (Mon.) M.C.C.
The reliability trial for the New Hudson Cup resulted

in a tie between J. W. Foreman (Rover) and 0. Harris.

The tie was decided by a single round of the course, and the

former won. H. Webb (Premier) made the best siugle-geai

performance, and Pngh (6 Enfield) was first in the sidecar

class.

Oldham and District M.C.
The season was brought to a close with a very successful

hill-climb on the Yorkshire Moors. The weather was
favourable and the contest was a great sucess. The
Motor Cycle formula was used. Results :

Sidecar Class.—1, F. Wood (Triumph); 2, F. White-
house (Triumph) : 3, H. Bottoms (Triumph).

Solo Class.—1, J. Smith (Triumnh) ; 2, H. Bottoms
(Triumph); 3, F. Wood (Triumph).

P. Piatt made fastest time in both classes;

Novices' Class.—1, G. Wood (Bradbury); 2, 0. Wild
(Bradbury); 3, T. Wigglesworth (Enfield).

T. Kenworthy (Dot) made fastest time.

All members are particularly requested to attend the

A.G.M. on Tuesday, October 29th.
'

Members of the Doncaster A.C. (motor cycle section) at the hill-c.i mb at Pi ;burn. The handicapping was done by each competitor estimating the speed

at which he would ascend the mm

B26
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HOUR RECORD BROKEN
at Brooklands, on October 15th, 1912, by Mr. G. E. Stanley

on a 3J h.p. single-cylindered "SINGERS fitted with

DUNLOP TYRES
DISTANCE COVERED: 67 MILES 782 YARDS.

The above is practically two miles better than the

previous record, and also beats the twin-cylinder class record.

Brooklands, October 12th, 1912.

JUN50R ONE HOUR A.G.U. RACE: Mr. G.E. Stanley (2J h.p. Duhlop-tyred.'-' Singer';) FIRST.

SENIOR ONE HOUR A.G.U. RACE : Mr. J. L. E. Emerson (3i h.p. „ "Norton") FIRST.

The DUNLOP RUBBER Co., Ltd., Astoa Cross, BIRMINGHAM ; Alma St, COVENTRY.
Branehes—London. Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Glasgow, .Dublin, Belfast.

N.S.U.
The leading
vmotor cycle

Why not fix on a 1913 N.S.U. now?
—thai Would ensure good delivery.

MODELS for 1913
2 h.p. ungle-cyL, 58x 72 mm. 3 h.p., 8insle-cyt.73x ' 8 mm.
3ih p . „ ,t -85x88 mm. 3 h.p. twin ., 58x75mm.

6l h.p. twin-cylinder, 75x91 mm.
All fitted with carburetter with dual control, magneto ignition (high tension),
loop frame sprung at rear, and spring forks. Can be fitted with the
famous N.S.U. I wo-speed Gear and Free Engine at small extra cost.

MORE SUCCESSES

3 CUPS WON
WALTHAMSTOW MOTOR CLUB SPEED
TRIAL 5th October.

J. Henbury Cup - Mr. J. H. Kerr, on 6 h.p. N.S.U.

WESTERN DISTRICT MOTOR CLUB (London),

SMART CUP, RELIABILITY TRIAL (202 miles).

Mr. W. F. Ritchie - - - 5 h.p. N.S.U.

WINTER CUP, RELIABILITY TRIAL (132 miles).

Mr. H. J. M. Hughes - 6 h.p. N.S.U. and SC.

The N.S.U. Company are unrepresented
in a few districts, and are open to appoint
Agents. Early af plications should be made.

THE N.SU. MO I OR CO, LTD.
Offices and Showrooms -186, Great Portland Street, London. W.
Goods and Repairs - - - 83-85, Bolsover Street, London, W.

In answering ihc&e advertisements it is d'es-uabte to mention " The Motor Pycle." sin
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Watcli1 thi

4

<

jj Are you "watching"?

Have you noticed the

consistency of its

success ?

Do you realise that

such consistency
means perfect service?

Note the records set

out here and say-

Is it not worth while

to know more of this

all-conquering machine?

And then, if you would
do so. write us—

SINGER & CO. LTD.,

Coventry & London.

E28 In answering this advertisement it is desinabie to mention ' I1he Motor Cycle."
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5,000 Miles on a 3|h.p. Brown.
SINCE last Easter the writer (a Northern repre-

sentative of this journal) has owned a 3^ h.p.

Brown, and during the intervening period has

given it a severe testing both with and without a

sidecar attachment.

The machine, as delivered, was single geared, but

a Bowden two-speed gear was quite easily and satis-

factorily fitted under the bottom

bracket without recourse to the

makers or any dealer. Approxi-

mately 5,000 miles have now been

completed with reliability and prac-

tically without any real trouble.

Such troubles as have been en-

countered have only been minor

ones, e.g., a broken throttle wire,

belt, two valves one at the head
and the other at the cotter pin hole,

both after running over 4,500 miles;

also punctures, of course ! The
original Dunlop tyre is still on the

front wheel ; the back one, after

doing about 3,500 miles, had to be
discarded because it had begun to

go at the bead.

A Selection of Hills.

When ridden solo the machine
has climbed Kirkstone Pass (from
Ambleside), Kidstones Pass, Green-
how Hill, Buttertubs Pass, Wass
Bank, Kilburn Bank, Sutton Bank,
Limber Bank, and other hills. With
sidecar and passenger clean ^ascents

have .been made of such hills as

Garrowby, Brownstay Ridge, and
Guy's Cliff. Generally the machine is powerful, fast,

and comfortable, although perhaps a little on the

noisy side.

There is one objection to this model, namely, the

disadvantage of having to remove the engine from the

frame when it is necessary to take off the cylinder

for cleaning purposes. I understand, however, that

on the new model this difficulty is non-existent, and
also that certain other improvements have been
incorporated.

The Bowden gear has behaved splendidly, and has

given no trouble at all. It has been oiled regularly

(about every 200 miles), and the chain removed a

few times for cleaning and boiling in grease. The

On Smilesworth Moor, above Hawnby (Yorks.) near S'ltton Bank, showing a sample of some of the roads
over which the 3'. h.p. Brown has been tested. The Brown machine is shown at the back waiting its turn
to be carried across the stream which was too deep to allow the machine to be pushed through.

chain has been run without any protection in all

weathers, and although it looks the w^orse for wear,

it should still be good for a lot mofe work. A chain

cover would be an improvement, and also an adjust-

able bracket so that the slack of the chain could

easily be taken up. Altogether the machine has been
a success. H.W.F.

->-•«•-<-

The Sabella cyclecar, a recent competitor at Brooklands,

CARELESSNESS OF PEDESTRIANS.
A case was recently heard in the King's Bench

Division when a compositor sued the London General

Omnibus Company for damages received through 'being

knocked down by one 'of the defendants' omnibuses

when crossing a road. The defendants denied neg-

ligence, and contended that the plaintiff did not keep

a proper look-out and stepped in front of the motor

omnibus. The jury returned a verdict for the

defendants. While expressing our sympathy for the

victim, we cannot he'p rejoicing at a verdict of this

kind. The number of people who blindly step off the

pavement in front of moving vehicles be they donkey

carts, taxicabs, or motor cycles, is quite surprising, and

it is astounding that more accidents do not take place;

in fact, it speaks marvels for the skill and care of the

average motor vehicle driver. »If everyone would

keep as keen a look-out as all motor cyclists must do,

there would be but few accidents.

....... B31
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A Motor Cycle Radiator.
A radiator for use on motor cycles,

having water-cooled engines, is of U
shape, the water inlet A and outlet B
being below the top
of tue device. The
water enters at A,
and travels up pas-
sages CD in either

side of the radiator
to the top tanks E,
whence it fails by
gravity through the
restricted cooling
chambers F' kn the;

lower pips B. Fill-

ing caps G are pro-
vided aa are. also

suitable, spaces- ror

the passage of bolts ior securing the radi-

ator to the machine.—Pendleton Badiator
Co., Ltd., and A. L. Dunn, No. 25,866,
1911.

A Decompressor.
The space into . which the . gas is

compressed may be increased by the
provision of a chamber A, which can
be screwed into a

valve cap or else-

where. The cham-
ber A is provided
with a conical valve
B, the spindle of
which is screwed at

C and provided with
a handle D, whereby
it may be rotated to
open or close the
valve B A second
valve E is provided, which is adapted
to engage a seating F, so that there can
be no leakage of gas due to a slack

thread at C.^J. J. Rowe, No. 19,778,

1911.

OCTOBER 24/h, i<ji2.

rlcti? Watford

A New Bat Frame.
To provide a more comfortable position

than has hitherto been" attained, the
footboards A are arranged further for-
ward, and pivoted to the frame at their

Decompressor Mechanism.
The valve tappet A is provided at its

lower end with a foot B working
through a slot in the tappet guide C.
This guide can be rotated through a
suitable angle by means of the lever
D for the purpose of moving the foot B
over a rocking lever E pivoted at F
upon the same
spindle as the ordi-

nary valve lever G. 0*

The cam H is pro-

vided with a sup-
plementary swell J,

the swell H being in

the plane of the
lever G and that of .

J in the plane of tne U
decompressor lever

F. With the parts
in the position illustrated ordinary run-

ning is obtained, the movement of the
lever E by the swell J not being trans-

mitted to the tappet A. When, how-
ever, the foot B is brought over the
lever E by rotation of the guide C,
movement of the iever E by the swell J
raises the valve, this occurring on the
compression stroke and allowing a portion
of the charge to escape, thus providing
easy starting.—G. H. Illston and H. A.
Smith, No. 18,828, 1911.

Tightening Inaccessible Nuts.
F. R. Archer, 7, Hosier Lane, Snow

Hill, E.C., has acquired the sole rights of

the well-known Ukantes driving spanner,
which is specially designed for tightening
inaccessible nuts.

Cleaning Outfits.

The Nottn gham Factoring Co. are sell-

ing tne itelyabull chain brushes, which
wii. ft» found very useful at this time of

the year for cleaning the transmission of

chain-driven machines.

Saddle Seats.
Not the least popular of the many lines

made Dy J. B. Brooks, Ltd., Birmingham,
is their motor cycle saddle seat, which
has beer selected as a standard fitment by
several important motor cycle manufac-
turers for the 1913 season.

Catalogues Received.
We are in receipt of the Bosch booklet

containing coloured charts of the .latest

ZE1 waterproof motor cycle magneto.
This booklet enables the reader to under-
stand the working/of the magneto, and
everv metal and material used is shown
ir a different colour.

Air Cushions for Sidecars.
The. Hitchinsun Tyre Co., 70, Basing-

hall Street, E.C., have recently introduced
various sizes of air cushions for use on
sidecars and cyclecars. They are suitable
for the seat or th" back of the-seating;
one is also made as a foot cushion.
Ladies will appreciate these pneumatic
anti-vibrators.

B 3-

The Veloce London Agency.
The Wilton Cycle Co., Wilton

Road, S.W, have secured the sole

London agency for the Veloce motor
bicycle, the exoellent running of which
was lately referred to in these pages.

A DOUBLE SEATED SIDECAR.
The passengers are seated back to back and

it is arranged that the loo.'rest may be folded up
This sidecar is made- by E. Bowser of-Leeds-.

forward ends, as shown at B. The
seat carrying tube C is shaped to corre-
spond with the frame tube D. The links
E are carried by springs F.—T H
Tessier, No. 24,184, 1911.

Cylinder Cleaning.
This cylinder has been designed to

facilitate internal
cleaning. The if

valve pockets A B
aiei arranged on
opposite sides.
The cylinder head
C is made convex,
as shown, and the
combustion space
D is made of
rounded form and
free from recesses,

enabling the
cylinder to be
cleaned by re-
moving the valve
cap? and using
suitable tools.-J. Weller, No. 26,270, 1911.

Williamsons in London.
One of the latest model 8 h.p. William-

son motor cycles can be seen in London at
the premises of Wauchopes, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet Street, E.C.

The Senior Hour Race at Brooklands.
J. L. E. Emerson's Norton which won

The Motor Cycle challenge cup at Brook-
lands on the i.2th mst. in the Senior Hour
Championship was fitted with a Lyso
belt, which fact has, of course, very
much pleased the makers, The Lycett
Rawido Belt Co., Ltd., Bromley Street,
Birmingham.

Tyres for F.N. Motor Cycles.

Owners of F.N. motor bicycles as well
as agents for this make of machine will

be interested to know that they can
obtain information as to Englebert tyres,
which have been largely fitted to F.N.
motor eyries, from Englebert Tyres, Ltd.,
200, Great Portland Street, W.

Excursions to the Paris Show.
The London, Brighton and South Coast

Railway Co. will issue fifteen day
excursion, tic'iets to Paris on Fridays,
December ,6th, 13th, and 20th, and -

Saturdays. i>ecember 7th. 14th, and 1

21st. These excursions are being rim in

connection with the Paris Salon, which
will be specially interesting this year on
account of the number of light voiturettcs
which will be on view. Further par-
ticulars can be obtained from the Con-
tinental' Traffic Manager, Victoria Station.
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W. F. NEWSOME
winner of the Herts County Trials, Oct. 5th, made
fastest & slowest times on aTriumph fitted with

PHILIPSON'S *«* GOVERNOR PULLEY
making best performance by trade rider, gaining

full marks for fast and slow hill climbs, winning

SILVER CUP AND GOLD MEDAL.
A gear of approved merit, simple but sure.

Telephone' 147 EAGLEY.
Telegrams :

" SAFETY, BOLTON.'

Works - PHILIPSON & CO.,

Engineers & Machinists,
Holland St., BOLTON.

SPENCER MOULTON
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES
THE photographic reproductions below show the three styles of the Motor Cycle

Tyre that is fast gaining first place in the esteem of men who know " What's
what" in tyres. No picture, however, can show their sterling, sovereign

qualities on the wearing, tearing, fretting road. This is a matter of performance,
not claims 1 " Deliberate long—choose quickly."

Satisfy yourself about the vital question of tyre superiority — then decide.
Long: and trouble leas service for minimum outlay in every pair. Booklet free*

GEORGE SPENCER, MOULTON & CO., LTD.
KINGSTON MILLS, BRADFORD-ON-AVON, WILTS.

LONDON:
77-79 Cannon Street, E.C.

GLASGOW:
6S-67 Bnthwell Street.

LEEDS:
68 Albion Street.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' A33
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THE

BLUEMEL
MASCOT
::PLUG::
WILL get the last ounce out

of your engine.

WILL stand up to the hardest

work it can be possibly

put to.

WILL do so consistently for

a greater length of time

than any other plug.

WILL regularly fire the
weakest mixture, and

WILL give you the much
desired immunity from
ignition troubles.

MODELS for Motor Cycles.

Write for List, Motor Cycle Dept.,

C. W. BLUEMEL & BROS.
WOLSTON, near COVENTRY.

FURTHER

SIDECAR RECORDS
at Brooklands, August 30, 1912,

made by Mr. W. Stanhope Spencer with

BRAMBLE
SIDECAR.

Resrd. No. BO 7 124.

THE BRAMBLE MANUFACTURING CO. Ltd.
Charterhouse Mills, London Road, Coventry.

London Representatives—
fiOBEBTSONS, 157, Gt, Portland Street, London, W.

Catalogue on application.

'"ylene burner
Gives from a single gas-way only, an atmospheric

flat flame which cannot become distorted and crack mirror or lens.

The burner is of the air-injecting type—it will not carbonise.

It is now fitted with a pressure check which obviates flaring.

Send for descriptive booklet of the " Roni " Burner to

GEO. BRAY & Co., Ltd., Dept. M. LEEDS, ENGLAND.

FAMOUS ^^'•kTll 9'

4i REGAL PRECISION
FOR SIDKOAR WORK GIVES JUST THAT LITTLE EXTRA TOWER

THAT YOU WANT,
Single Cylinder, S9xf!6 m/m., BOO e.e.

Extra strong frame and forks, that you can always rely upon.
Extra large tank capacity, with detachable sump and petrol

Alter.
Extra low saddle and comfortable riding position.
Sturniey-Areher 3-speed, or Bowden or Hoc 2-speed.
Excellence of practical design and finish, heaps of good points.
That little "extra" all round that makes "just the difference

"

Immediate Delivery.

ERNEST SMITH & WOODHOUSE, Ltd.,

88, John Bright Street, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON AGENTS: H. C. MILLS & Co.

:
15,Woodhouse Parade, North Finchley

A34 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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NEWSOME & FLETCHER,
Motor Cycle Specialists,

3, SANDAINGHAM PARADE, EALING.

We are the London and District Agents for the Philipson Self-

Governlng Pulley. Orders executed in rotation. Fits any
belt-driven machine. All spares tor Triumph, Premier, and
Douglas machines in slock. Tuning up a speciality. Come
and see our place.

We are now booking up orders for 1913, and any motor cyclist

desiring that his new machine be in perfect order should place

his order with us, W. F. Newsome (late of Triumph Cycle Co.,

Ltd., Coventry), personally inspecting each machine before it

leaves our depot.

1912 MACHINES IN STOCK.
F.E. Triumphs.

3J h.p. 3-speed Premier.

21 h.p. Lightweight Premier

5 h.p. A.J.S..

T.T. and Touring Douglases.

6 h.p. Zenith and 3| Zenith.

Rudge Multi.

Canoelet and Mills-Fulford

Sidecars.

What offers for W. F. NEWSOME'S T.T. Hill-climbing
Machine ? Guaranteed perfect.

TWO SPLENDID
BARGAINS.

1911 F.E. Triumph, looks
like new, £41.

1912 S t u r m e y- Archer
Triumph, complete with
headlamp, horn, and
spares, £56.

BRING YOUR

MAGNETO
UP TO

'CONCERT

PITCH.'

EISEMANN
MAGNETO OIL
is the only oil you should use for your magneto.
— Specially prepared for electrical apparatus. —

Price 2/8 per tin, post free.

THE EISEMANN MAGNETO CO.,
43, Berners Street, Oxford Street, London, W.
Telephone: 4601 City. Telegrams :" Rousillon, London." c.D.C

OFFERS WANTED.
We have the following machines left that we
wish to clear, to make room for 1913 stock :

CYCLECARS-
A.C.'s ; Morgans ; G.W.K.'s.

MOTOR CYCLES-
P. & M.'s, Colonial and ordinary
models; Scott; 7 h.p. Indian; 8 h.p.

Rex-Jap, 2-speed; Douglas, model
K; Rudge, f.e.

Besides these we have new Clyno Sidecars,

new Montgomery No. 8, 9-Guinea Sidecar. A
few 1912 second-hand Sidecar Machines, also

a small number of cheap Magneto Machines,

and a quantity of new and second-hand

Accessories. List free.

Note'tbe address

—

KITCHEN S LTD.,
MORECAMBE.

Telephone 112. Wires—Hitchen's Ltd., Morecambe.

JUST THE TIME OF YEAR
when protection is required

against wet and mud.
Extra mudguards may keep

the rider clean, but they
certainly do not prevent water
carrying grit from working
havoc in unprotected hubs
and other bearings.

HUB LUBRICANT is recognised as an ideal

lubricant for ball bearings. Its special

value, however, is in the protection that it

affords against the ingress of wet and mud.

Hub lubricant is now being

generally adopted for bottom
bracket two and three speed
gear boxes such as Bowden,
Clyno, Douglas, Chater Lea,

F.N., Bradbury, and James.
It is quite different to the

usual gear grease.

-

Write for H. L. literature to

—

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE CO. LTD.,
BATTERLEA, LONDON, S.W.

Hub Lubricant—post free— Jib. tins, 9d ; lib. tins, 1 /-

In answering these advertisements it is desiraoie to mention " The Motor Cycle.' *37
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id, per wore
after. Each paragraph is charged separately

Name and address must be counted. Sent

discounts and special terms to regular trad,

advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To insure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor St., E.C.), by

the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it apoeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
- For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand
motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many readers like to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before

going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

Northumberland
morland.

Durham, West-

SECTION II.

Vork and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton.

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.
SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants.
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XL
Ireland and Isle of Man.

THE II POINTS ON WHICH

Are simply saving and satisfaction. You pay less
and get more in value, efficiency, and sure satis-

faction than elsewhere.

ALWAYS OVER 300 MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK,
INCLUDING NEWEST 1912 MODELS, AND GEN-
UINE SECOND-HAND MACHINES RENOVATED
AND PUT IN PERFECT RUNNING ORDER, AT
PRICES THAT CANNOT BE BEATEN.

Ask for a copy of to-day's List which includes:

3ih.p. 1911 T.T. road. TRIUMPH £35
3* h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH £30
3* h.p. 1911 ZENITH GRADUA.. £36
3i h.p. 1912 SCOTT £30
3j h.p. 1912 SCOTT £45
3 h.p. 1908 N.S.U £15
3i h.p. 1912 F.E. TRIUMPH .... £47
3* h.p. 1912 ZENITH £40
5 h.p. 1910 twin REX and sidecar £30
3i h.p. 1911 T.T. TRIUMPH .... £34 10
6 h.p. 1911 2-sp. N.S.U. & sidecar £42
2| h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS £18 10
3J h.p. 1910 free-engine TRIUMPH £33 10
8 h.p. 1911 2-speed MATCHLESS £50
2J h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £22 10
2$ h.p. 1912 2-speed DOUGLAS,

Model J £38 10
3,Vh.p. 1907 2-speed TRIUMPH . . £25
3* h.p. 1908 2-speed N.S.U £16 10
2J h.p. BRADBURY £6 10
3* h.p. 1912 free-engine TRIUMPH £46
3* h.p. 1912 standard TRIUMPH.. £39
3* h.p. 1911 F.E. TRIUMPH £38
3I h.p. 1909 BRADBURY £22 10
4 h.p. 1911 Free-engine INDIAN £32 10
3l h.p. 1912 2-speed HUMBER . . £44 O
8" h.p. igri T.T. MATCHLESS . . £50
z$ h.p. 1911 DOUGLAS £26
3I h.p. 1912 3-speed BRADBURY

and sidecar £62
-.' h.p. 1912 ZENITH GRADUA .. £45
3i h.p. 1911 2-speed BRADBURY £35
5-6 h.p. 1912 A.C. SOCIABLE .... £79
5-6 h.p. igir 4-cylinder F.N £28
8 h.p. 1912 2-speed BAT, chain

drive £60
1909 DOUGLAS £20
1910 CENTAUR £20
1911 cone clutch REX .... £30
into ROYAL ENFIELD .. £18
1912 ZENITH GRADUA .. £42 10

6-> h.-p. BAT-J.A.P £22 10
5 h.p. ion tourist REX £30
25 h.p. 19T1 T.T. J.A.P £28 10
3* h.p. 1911 T.T. BRADBURY . . £28
3* h.p. 1912 2-speed HUMBER . . £42 10
2} h.p. 1912 3 sp. NEW HUDSON £37 10
3} h.p. 1910T.T. TRIUMPH .

2fh.p. 1912 2-speed ENFIELD
2} h.p. 19123-speed HUMBER
5-6 h.p. 1908 2-speed F.N. . .

.

2} h.p. GRIFFON £15
3* h.p. 1910 KERRY ABINGDON £30
3* h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £25
3i h.p. 1910 free-engine PREMIER £24
V1

. h.p. 1911 standard BRADBURY £30
2} h.p. iNi 1 2-speed ENFIELD .. £35
2 h.p. 2-stroke lady's £7

MOST LIBERAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCE

3i h-P-

3} h.p.

5 h.p.

2} h.p.

3i h.p.

£32 10
£42 10
£37 10
£20

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., LONDON, E.C.

'Phone; 5777 Holborn. Wires; Opificer, London.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers,- letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.
When this is desired, 2d, will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
.3- added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

m*DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

valne, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
,10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

J

SCOTTS, 1912, the ideal .motor oycle, ready for j:r-

mediate delivery.—Parker's, engineers, Kendal. [6705

reason-
Working-
[X8722

speedometer/ lamp, etc.

;

G. Ormrod, Workington,
[7040

MINERVA,, 2Jb.p., B. and B„ 1911 Bosch, adjust-
able pullev, footboards, new back tyre; £15.—

Herbert. Windermere. [X9123

"I Q13 Douglas Zenith, New Hudson, Rover, Smith,
-L*7 Precision motors- send orders now for early de-

NEW SJh.p. F.E. Rudge, just received; n
able offer refused.—Smith, motor agent,

ton.

TRIUMPH, 1911, late, F.E,
£38; done 1,700 miles.-

Cmnberland.

livery.—C. w_. Smith, Northgate, Darlington. [7237

SCOTT, late 1910, new tyres, done 1,200 miles, £38;
Roc, 5-6h.p-, 2 speeds, in good Condition, tyres

good, £25—IIling-worth, Beast Banks, Kendal. [X8429

"I
Q12 Standard Triumph, mileage under 2,000, perfect

JL«7 order," all necessary spares and accessories; £40,
a bargain.—Walton, 67, Grange Rd., W. Hartlepool.

[X8918
1 Q 1 2 7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model, speedometer,
1»7 Brooks carrier bag, and all accessories, not done
3,000 miles; a bargain; owner bought car; £52, or near
offer—Gloag, Darlington Rd., Ferryhill, [7004

ZENITH, 4h.p,, late 1911, condition absolutely per-

fect, spare tyre, tube, heirs, valves etc, enamelling
unscratched ; £41, or with Millford Herald sidecar £45;
buying twin.—Forslind, Stanhope Av., West Hartlepool-

[X9079
31Jh.p. N.S.U., stand, carrier, new belt, new aceumu-

2 lator and batteries, good running order, takes

sidecar easily ; also Motosacoche, lih.p., newly enam-
elled, and perfect condition ; best cash offers, or ex-

change for higher power.—Taylor, Blackford, Carlisle.

[7071
5-6h.p. Rex de Luxe, 1909-10, a.i.v., and sidecar, Roc

2-speed gear, handle starting, fice engine, Whittle,

Cowey, lamp, horn, watch, mirror, Senspray, spring
footboards, backrest, Bates special tyres, 26x2i-2i,
almost new, whistle, mag. and all controls on handle-bar.
wicker sidecar, specially sprung, 2£ tyre, combined
luggage board and petrol box, road drag, luxuriant rid-

ing, combination in excellent order, engineering rare;

inspection invited; selling reason decease of owner;
cheap at £45.—Hardy, Yewdale, Durham Rd., Stock-

tun-on-Teee. [X9038

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SINGER, lady's, 2ih. p., 2-^need and free' engine, not
run 30 miles; £42/10 to clean

SINGER, 3ih.p. F
Tourist Trophy model, equal to new;

£38.

SINGER, 2^h.p., free engine, been little used; £35.—
Carnforth Cycle and Motor Co., Carnforth. [X7915

HUMBER, 23h.p.. twin-cyl-, 3-speed and free engine,

shop-soiled • 47 gne —Carnforth Cycle and Motoi

Co., Carnforth. [X7918

A3S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the- date of the issue.
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ADVERTISEMENTS. 49

HAVE YOU THOUGHT
of purchasing a 1912 Rex de

Luxe ? Our exchange allow-

ances are greater than ever.

NEW REX BARGAINS.
Maker's Price. Our Price,

1911-12 3* h.p. Tourist £45 3 34 guineas
1911-12 3.J h.p. 2-sp. de Luxe £59 17 46 guineas.
1911-125 b.p. 2-sp. Twinde Luxe, special price51 Gns
1912 2| h.p. 2-speed Rex Junior de Luxe .. £45
19124 h.p. Tourist, S4J bore x 95 stroke.. £46
1912 4 h.p. 2-speed de Luxe, handle starting £56
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin de Luxe £62 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-sp. Twin de Luxe, chain drive £70
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed Coach-built Sidette .. £75 u

Offers wanted.
SOLD UNDER MAKER'S GUARANTEE.

SECOND-HAND REXES.
REX, 1912, 4 h.p., 2-sp. de Luxe, 200 miles £46 10
REX, 1912, 2-speed, Junior, 100 miles .... £29 10
REX, 1912, 6 h.p. Twin de Luxe, 2-speeds £49 10
REX, 1912, Twin, 2-speed, de Luxe £49 10
REX, $i h.p., Twin, spring forks £16 10
REX, 1912, 4 h.p., Tourist, done 200 miles £38 10
REX, 3i h.p., magneto, free engine, 1909 . . £26 10
REX, 3i h-P-- magneto, spring forks £19 19
REX, 2\ h.p., magneto, lightweight, h.b. con. £16 10
REX, 1909, 5 h.p., 2-speed, Rex de Luxe . . 129 10
REX, 1910, 5-6 h.p., Twin, very fast £29 10
REX, 1911, 3I h.p., 1912 mag., shop-soiled 32 Gns.
REX, 3i h.p., light and low, h.b. control . . £12 10

EASY PAYMENTS QUOTED AT KEEN RATES.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
1912 2-speed BRADBURY £44 10
1910 6 h.p. M O.V. 2-speed N.S.U £34 10
TRIUMPH, 1910, clutch, splendid £35
ROVER, 1911, clutch model ; cost £55 £39 10
HUMBER, 1911 3*- h.p., tourist, little used £29 10
PRECISION, 3* h.p., magneto, Druids £32 10
ROYAL ENFIELD, twin, lightweight, mag. £19 10
ANTOINE, 6 h.p., magneto, Saxon forks £21 10
4£h.p. twin MINERVA, h.b.c, spring forks £16 10
ROC, 4 h.p., 2 speeds, handle starting £23 10
J.A.P., 2| h.p., low frame, spring forks .... £910
N.S.U. , 3 h.p., magneto, bargain £15
ROC, 5 h p. 2-speed free engine £26 10

Easy Payments quoted on any machine.

1912 SIDECARS.
Illustrated List on application.

" Exchange," with Continental tyre £5 5
" De Luxe," with best tyre, apron, footmat £6 6
" De Luxe," with special side-entrance body £7 17
" De Luxe," with best coach-built body .. £7 12
Improved quick-detachable joints, cranked extra

strong back axle and spindle, tip-up body, and caged
ball races to all models. Prompt delivery to suit

Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any other
make.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

SUNDRIES.
1912 .Armstrong 3-speed Gear, new and

complete £5 19 6
Lycett's Large Size Motor Saddle, new .... 9/b
New 800ft. F.R.S. Lamp, grid generator .. 35/-
26x2 Avon Non-skid Covers, new 17/6
Phoenix Forecar, less tyres 17/6
Shop-soiled Cane Sidecar Body 16/6
Wicker Sidecar Body 10y-
1912 Bradbury 2-speed Gear, NEW £7
24 x 2i Clipper Covers, 10/6 ; Tubes .... 5/9
£12 12s. Montgomery Sidecar, almost new £6 6
XL' All Spring Forks 8/6
Myers' Motor Cycle Stand 3/3
Fuller's 20-amp. Accumulators, NEW 11/9

The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

1 Q12 Ends
JLt/ Eiidge,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH. 1909. Fit-all 2-epeed sear, and flat headed

piston, lump. horn, spare pulley, valve, etc., also
Sidecar, all in good condition ; £30.—C. Greaves. Ays-
ffarth, Broom Rd.. Rotherham. [X8833

3 J_h. p. 1911 Premier. T.T., with touring equipment,
2 just enamelled and plated, £50, or ofler; 5h.p.

R-ox, free onffine, Bosch, B. and B.. new Rom tyre,
£25, or ofler.-13, Derby St., Bolton. [X9125

DOUGLAS. 1912, model K, excellent condition, new
special Amnc, touring and racing bars, do over

50, belt shield, Lycett pan seat, and accessories, £40

;

Jones speedometer, Lucas horn, spare tube, £42,—Wors-
nop, Union St., Halifax. [X8870

Multi, new. shop-soiled, £49; 1912
2, free engine, £44; 1912 B.S.A., free en-

gine, new, shop-soiled, £45/10; only these three left.
carefully packed, absolutely new, never been out of
depot; room wanted.—Carrs, Knowsley St., Bury. [X8934

3ih.p. Rex, complete, with lamp, horn, tools, etc
2 absolutely perfect condition, appearance as new

£25, or near offer; also sidecar, almost new, £5; together
or separate.—Bankwood, Egerton Rd-, Fallowfield, Man
Chester. [7107

"I Oil 3ih.p. J.A.P., Chater, only done 2,600 miles.av footboards. Bat spring forks, Cowey, Whittle,
F.R.S. lamp, Lucas generator, tyres 26x2£, new heavy
Kempshall, and Hutchinson, spare valves, tube, tools,
etc., as new.—H. Readhead, Silverdale, Sealby, Yorks.

[6701
TRIUMPH, July. 1909. very good condition, new tyres,

£26/10; Triumph. July, 1910, free engine, just
overhauled by makers, £33/10; Triumph, almost new,
T.T- roadster, 1912, cannot be told from new, £44.—
Stanley Garage, Westbrook St.. Bolton. 'Phone: 1348.

[X8195
Oih.p. F.N., contains new coil, new battery, 2 new
-*v4 tubes (cost 10/- each), one new cover (cost £1),
1912 B. and B. carburetter, £12. ot nearest offer, or
exchange for new sidecar equal value; also new 1912
Binks carburetter for sale, what offers?—H. Bardsley.
Lyndhurst, Shaw, Lanes. [X8867

T.T. Bat-Jap, side by side valves, special
... 2 Jin. tyres, efficient mudguards, spring

forks, etc., etc., not done 1.500 miles, tools, spares, etc.,
guaranteed perfect throughout, any speed from 10 to 70
in.p.h. ; cost over £70, offers; ordered next year's model.
-Box L212, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, 1'udor St. E.C.

[6975
tTR.EE Engine Triumph, June, 1911, engine, tyres,A tubes, perfect and new condition absolutely, in-
cluding all parts, Cowey, mirror, watch, Autoclipse lamp
and generator, all tools, spare plug and valve, also Mill-
ford right side 1 4gn. model spring wheel sidecar ; a
genuine machine; £46 cycle, £8 sidecar.—Holden, 12,
Thoresby St., Hull. [X8849

"\TORTHERN Depot. Ltd.. " Everything Motorish,"
Leece St., Liverpool, are prepared to accept rea-

-IQ12 6h.p.
J-w timing.

r\
sonable offers lor the remainder of the new 1912 ma-
chines, previous to The show. The following, among
others, are in stock for immediate delivery: A-C. Soci-
able, 3-speed Rover, 3-speed Colonial New Hudson, 2-

speed Bradbury, clutch 4h.p. Rex-Jap, standard Kerry-
Abingdon. clutch Kerry-Abingdon. [X9047

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

Hunihcr, 1912, 2-speed, nearly new; £40. no
offers.—Pc-Tcy Malfby, Ilkeston. [X8431

TRIUMPH, good tyres, mag., running order ; offers
or exchange.—Osborne, 19, Bore St., Lichfield.

3ih.p
2 c

PHELON
model,

Wem.

and
just

[X8961
Mcore, brand new, standard touring
arrived- immediate delivery.—Moss.

[X895E

F.E., splendid condition ; anv
70, Halesowen Rd,, Old Hill,

atans. [X9007

MOTOSACOCHE, 19114, 2*h.p., very little used, in
perfect order, with spares; £22.—R. Cadnian, Trent

College, Derbyshire. [6982

TRIUMPH, 1911J,
trial; 37 gns.

-

peed, free engine, perfect con-
"30.—Geo. Sale, Newcastle St.,

[7096

F.N.,
h;

'Phoae : 766.

DOUGLAS. 1911. 2-

dition ; anv trial;

Cooperage, Eurslem.

TRIUMPH, 1910}, tyres almost new, 1912 handle-
bars, splendjd machine ; bargain, £27/10 ; trial.—

Stubbs, Laurels, \\ insford. [X9083
"IQ11 Rudgfi; F-E. (June), splendid order, spfire inlet,
J-v exhaust, inch Lyso; £30, or nearest quick sale.
—Hughes, Isf-iyn, Trawsfynydd. [7007

2ih.p., late 1910; £19.; clutch operated from
handle-bar, B. and B. carburetter, overhauled, con-

dition perfect, spares.—Dr. Nock, I'enkridge, Staffs.

[X8433
TRIUMPH, 1909. and sidecar, splendid condition,

recently overhauled, might separate, lamp, horn,
accessories ; £30.—Rev. Rider, Wliitchurch. Salop.

. [X8432
3gh.p. Rex. Mabon F.E., h.b-c., spares, covers, tubes,

complete running urder, with detachable Phcenix
forecarriage ; £ 1 2.~Butler, Grasmere, Leasowe Rd.

,

Wallasey. [X8430
5 h.p. Indian, 1911 model, free engine, guaranteed per-

fect condition, new Palmer cord tyre ; cost £61
Julv, 1911, nearest offer £35.—View, Fishwick, Devon-
port Green, Wilmslow. [X9030

{THE NAME WITH A REPUTATION

5, HEATH
Established 1900.)

STREET, HAMPSTEAD.NW
Close

(
to Hampstead Tube Station.

Tele. : "Rey, Hampstead." Tel. : 2678, P.O., Hampstead.

FOR CASH ONLY
1912 SHOP-SOILED MACHINES, otherwise new.

SINGER, 4 h.p., 2-speed £54
BRADBURY, F.E, Model £43
RUDGE T.T. Roadster £39
ZENITH, 6 h.p £58
TRIUMPH , F.E. Model
DOUGLAS, Model H £42
CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed £59
A.C., Standard Model . . , £80
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-speei, No. 5 £59
BAT, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, chain drive. . £62 10
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-speed, No. 7
double belt £62

HUMBER, 3* h.p., 2-speed £44
RUDGE, 2-speed £46
RUDGE, free engine £46
BAT, 5-6 h.p £49

Compare our prices with others.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
NO EXTRA CHARGE

on LIST AS UNDER—
BRADBURYS, BATS, RUDGES, MATCHLESS,
CLYNOS, ZENITHS, SINGERS, DOUGLAS,
HUMBERS, ENFIELD, NEW HUDSON,
PREMIER, TRIUMPH.
ALL NEW 1912 MODELS, until further notice.

1 nfllMlLl BALANCE TWELVE EQUAL

£ UUWill MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

SECOND-HAND
£28. F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p 1911
£25 F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p 1910
£26. F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p., with clutch 1910
£38. RUDGE, T.T. Roadster 1912
£37 REX, 6 h.p., clutch, speedometer and sidecar 1911
£20. REX, 3*- h.p., good order 1910
£39. BRADBURY, 3J h.p, as new 1912
£39. SCOTT, splendid order 1911
£49. CLYNO and sidecar, as new 1912
£49. RUDGE, Multi, with side-entrance sidecar 1912
£12. MINERVA, 3* h.p., low 1909
£29. PREMIER, }\ h.p. T.T, as new 1912
£28. JAP-CHATER, 4 h.p 1912
£23. REX, Twin, 4 h.p., T.T 191a

£8. MILLFORD Radial castor cane sidecar .... 191.1.

£2 10s. 1912 MABON CLUTCH.
£280. F.N. Car, 10-14 h.p., as new 1912

All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
OF 1912 MACHINES, OVER 50 IN STOCK OF LEADING
MAKES, INCLUDING P. & M.'s SCOTT, MORGAN RUN-
ABOUTS, A.C.'S, G. & N.'s, AND G.W.K.'s.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES,
INCLUDING SIDECARS AND CYCLECARS.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT.

THE FAMOUS "REY" SIDECARS.
£6 5s. £5 5s.

Side-entrance Models, Wicker, £7. Coach-built, f9 10s.
2 Elegant Cane Models, Side-entrance, £10 10s-

All complete with Hutchinson or Michelin 26 x 2^in. tube
and tyre, and quick detachable joints.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.

ORDER NOW FOR EARLY DELIVERY.
We are now Booking Orders for 1913 MACHINES and
RUNABOUTS, now is your time, to Book with THE ONLY
HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

Sole LONDON Wholesale Agents for LINCOLN ELK.Telegrams : " Perfectio

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the nunibet at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue A41
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ALL OUR SIDECARS ARE

GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS

MODEL E, MODEL D.
with Reversible and with Coach Built Body,

Detachable Child's Seat, £8,
£7 Ss.

OUR
REED CANE BODIES

have undoubtedly hit the mark.

Undoubtedly this class of cane is far superior and
more classy than ordiuarv cane or wickerwork,

besides being considerably lighter. These beautiful

sidecars appeal to those who want absolutely the

^t. BVIocLel Cs

£8 8s.
All our Sidecars are supplied

Complete with Lamp, Foot Mat, Kick-up Stand,
Quick Detachable joints, Continental or Michelin
Tyres, Round or Car Pattern Mudguard, and
CARRIAGE PAID. Send tor List.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New Rubber-studded Covers. 26x2!, beaded 17/6
Water Circulating Pump 5/-
Small Tricar Radiator 5/-
Triumph pattern Handlebar, new 6/6
,New Prested Accumulators 7/6
New Prested Trembler Coil 15/-
Lycett's " Top Tube ''" Toolbags 7/-
2 h.p. Stationary Engine water-cooled..., £4 10
Albion Clutch, fits Triumph 35/-
New Screw-cutting Lathe, 4in. centres £6 10

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

Two minutes
from G.P.O.)HALIFAX (Two minu,M

Telephone 919.

A42 All letters relating to advertisements

S
—

c

D

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
I Q08 Minerva, 3£h.p., in pood running order, with
-L*/ 2 accumulators, corapletej ready for the road;
bargain, £7/10.— Collier, 52, Somerset St., Abertillery.

[X9070
"IQll Clutch Triumph, with 2-speed t;car and sidecar,
J-*/ all in new condition ; what offers?—Collier, 52,
Somerset St., Abertillery. [X9071

"IQll Rudge, in fine condition, been carefully used,
J-tJ and not been used with sidecar: £35, or near
offer-—Collier, 52, Somerset St., Abertillery. [X9072

RUDfiE, 1911, free engine, Cowey, new Dunlops,
drip feed lubricator, lamp, horn, spares, £39;

Million! sidecar, F.R.S. lamp, £4; together, £42.—
Howard, Bridge St., Bakewell. [X9028
"IQ12 Free Engine Bradbury, splendid condition, best
J-*J offer accepted, Douglas or Triumph part; 2£h.p.
New Hudson, accept £8/10, exchange ' good^.—Thoa. i\
Watson, Ryeeroft, Ripley, Derby.- [X9026

TRIUMPH, 1910, recently completely overhauled by
makers, excellent condition, with tools and spares,

splendid engine; seling to buy 1913 machine; £33.—
Duckworth, 2, Mere Lane, Wallasey, Cheshire. [X8997

PREMIER, 3ih.p., 1912, as new, Millennium 2-speed,
dropped frame, head light, coach-built sidecar,

side lamp, Bluemel's wind, screen; trial; used for
demonstration purposes; genuine bargain, £58. — Os-
borne, ,19, Bore St., Lichfield. [X8960
IQll A.J.S., 2ih.p., model B, 2 speeds, perfect order,'
J-t7 £35; 1911 Indian. 51i.p., and sidecar, £42; 1911
RE. Singer, 3ih.'p.*, £35; brand new 1913 2Jh.p.
Premier in stock; we are now booking orders for 1913.
place your order with a reliable firm ; exchanges a
speciality. — North Wales Motor Exchange, Rhosddu,
Wrexham. Tel.: 283. [X9085

SECTION SV.

Nati inghain, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

"DIRMINGHAM-

CLEARANCE of new late 1912 machines.

COTT.—A few machines still due from our 1912
contract. Special enquiries invited regarding these.

Colmore, 27, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X9182.

OUGLAS.—A few machines still due from our 1912
contract. Special enquiries invited regarding these.

—Colmore, 27. Colmore Row. Birmingham. [X9183

MATCHLESS.—A few machines still due from our 1912
contract. Special enquiries invited regarding these.

—Colmore, 27, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X9184

TRIUMPH—A few machines still due from our 1912
contract. Special enquiries invited regarding these.

—Colmore, 27. Culmore Row, Birmingham. [X9185

PREMIER.—A few machines still due from our 1912
contract. Speci d enquiries invited regarding these.

—Colmore, 27. Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X9186

WILLIAMSON.—A few machines still due from our
1912 contract. Special enquiries invited regard-

ing these.—Colmore, 27 Colmore Row, Birmingham.
[X9187

"BIRMINGHAM Agents for Triumphs.

WE can give immediate delivery from stock of the
new 3-speed Triumph, £60 ; free engine Triumph,

£55; T.T. roadster Triumph, £50.

BUT your machine direct from the official agents. The
Premier Motor Co., Ltd.. Aston Rd-, Birmingham.

[7234
1 Q12 Free Engine Rudge, in splendid running order;
-1*7 £42.—Harris, Dunehurch Rd., Rugby. [X.9016

"I Q12 32h.p. Precision-engine Motor Bicycle, perfect
X*7 condition: £39.—Harris, Dunehurch Rd., Rugby-

CXS017
"I Q12 3±h.p. Peugeot-engine Motor Bicycle, "splendid
-L*7 condition; £38.—Harris, Dunehurch Rd., Rugby.

[X9018
ROYAL Enfield, 2 cyl., little used, new this year,

perfect condition.— Watson's Garage, Retford.
[X9032

BAT-J.A.P.. 4h.p.
t

1908, mag., overhauled, splendid
condition; £19.-40, Wentworth Rd., Harbnrne-

[X8727
1Q09 rT.N., 2£h.p., accumulator; running condition
J-t7 except belt; £6—C. G. Bird, St- Martin's, Stam-
ford. [X8926
"IQll Triumph T.T. roadster, will do 60, and in
LJ7 splendid condition; £36.-25, Bedford St., Cov-
entry- [X8999

TRIUMPH, 1911, F.E.. little used. 148 m.p.g., tyres

as new; £40.—L. Bednell 113, Little Park St.,

I

Coventry. [X8845

BRADBURY, 3ih.p., 1911, splendid OTdei. new Pal-

mer cord, 2 belts; £27.—Lloyd, Victoria Terrace,

I

Leamington. [X9051

3 in. p. Premier, 1912, 12 weeks'old. only ridden 7C0
3 miles; £27/10, no offers.—Hannovex House,

I

Queen Victoria Ed-. Coventry. [X842.4

REX de Luxe, 1912^ standard model, 6h.p., 2 speeds,

perfect, not run 200 miles; must sell; what offers?

—159, Learn Terrace, Leamington. [X9050

B.S-A., 1912, 3fh.p., free engine, all accessories, splen-

did condition ; owner having more powerful cycle

;

£45—aa. Forest Rd., Nottingham. [7036

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
We have a quantity of frames by well-known maker.

Two styles to choose from.

PRICE 32/6 EACH.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 45/- extra.

Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

NOTHING EXTRA FOR EASY PAYMENTS.
We are prepared to supply almost any make of

New 1912 Motor Cycles for

1
Balance in 12 Equal Monthly Payments.

DOWN
THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.

4i h.p N.S.U., ^ speeds, Bosch, Druids £24
1912 6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2 speeds, chain

drive £45
1910 5-6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2 speeds £30 S

1907 3.V h.p. TRIUMPH, extra good £25

1912 2§h.p NEW HUDSON, 3, speeds, new £42

1911J 3* h.p. PREMIER, 3 speeds, new ... . £46
1912 8 h.p. MORGAN RUNABOUT, new-. . 85 Gns.

19123! h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds .... £46

1910.SCOTT, a beauty £32

3 h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V. ... £11

3 h.p. BROWN, mag.,. Druids, 2fiin. wheels £16

3t h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto -. . . £24
4 h.p. 1911 QUADRANT, Roc, 2 speeds . . £33

3* h.p. 1910 L.M.C., Bosch, h.-b. control . . £22

3* h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH, beautiful order £33
3I h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed model, Bosch. . . £23

191

1

(Nov.) 31 h.p. RUDGE, free engine £39
2 h.p. WOLF,"magneto £15
r9n Lady's HOBART, Armstrong 3-speed . . £32

3i h.p, Twiu PREMIER, fine machine . . £25

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
3* h.p. 1908 Tourist, 1909 engine £23

3^ h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine ........ £23
3" h.p. 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
1906 5-6h.p. Twin Rex £20

5-6 h.p. Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear £22

5-6 h.p. De Luxe, rgoS, 2-speed model £25

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
1912 3I h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds, ten

guineas sidecar, done 600 miles £55

5-6 h.p. 2-specd 1908 REX and sidecar .... £33

7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £53

_*>>! nnUN SECURES ANY. OF THESE.
Jb4- JJUWn BALANCE 25/- MONTH.
2 h.p. WOLF, mag.. 2l)in. wheels, A.J.S. eng. £15

3 h.p.MINERVA, M.Q.V." £J«
3 h.p. BROWN, magneto, Druids £16

.OK TtnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE
35/0 UUWH BALANCE 30/- MONTH.
4$ h.p. N.S.U., Bosch magneto £19

3 h.p. r908 REX, Bosch magneto £17

5 h p Twin REX, spring forks, h.-b. cmtrol £16 10

4i h.p. WOLF Tricar, 2 speeds .- £19

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
191 2 Farrar's Sidecar, good £3 10

D.A. 2 Bosch magneto, single-cylinder £2 10

New Lycett's Saddle, large size 9/»
F.R.S.Headligbt, new 25/-

Powell's 2-speed, free-engine back wheel £4 15

New Basket Body, upholstered green £1

One ditto, uphols'tered red £1

r9i2 B. and B. Carburetters, single jet 27/-

1912 Senspray Carburetters 28/6

Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs .

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.
Telephone HALIFAX K'S

should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
OXl'ORIi —Eylc i id Eyles, US, St. Aldnte's, have

the faiuou Q.W.K. cyclecars; immediate delivery;

trial runa.

OXFORD.—Eyles and Eyles.—1912 Scntts, U.S.A..

Premiers, and Bats, 2nd-hund models; Zenith,

Rudge, Premier. Sect Kerry. Enfield, and N-S IT. ">a-

luues taken in part payment. [X8300

DOUGLAS. 1911. lamp, horn, studded tyres, spare

tube, valves waterproof dust coat ; 28 gns-—Wood,
New College, Oxford. [6984

RUDGE Multi latest improved model, in stock ; trial

runs; exchanges entertained; trade supplied.

—

Barnes, Colnbrcok, Bucks. [X8045

RUDGE, 1912, free engine model, perfect condition,
tyres as new cost £55, bargain, £39 : Rex, 3ili.p.,

mug. ignition, 1912 ±f. and B. carburetter, good condi-

tion, £10—Barnes, Colnbrook, Bucks [X8046
,

TRIUMPH, 1911 (late), 3ih.p., free engine, grand
machine, only used 9 months; £38.—Youngs,

38, Friar St., Reading. [7221

DOUGLAS. 1912. model H., practically new. splendid
running order; price £38, or near offer.—Rossiter.

South Rd., Kingswood, Bristol. [X6291

TRIUMPH. 3Jb.p., 1908 new piston, cylinder, pulley,

and back cover; cmner going abroad; what offers?—
Ceoil Odeli, Newport Pagnell. [X8971

SCOrr, 1912, Sept., perfect, ridden 400 miles; accepi
best offer over £52/10.—Newman, 16, Osbourne

Villas. St. Michael's Park, Bristol. [X889f

SINGER. 1912+. 21h.p., roadster, practically new, flue

machine, and grand hill-climber ; cost £39. accept
£29.-HartwelI. 19. High St., Chipping Norton. [X8732

3 ih.p. Werner, Amac, h-b.c. new H. plain coil and
2 dry battery,- good order and appearance; genuine

bargain, £7.—Counsell. Corn Market, Faringdon. [7154 I

3 ih.p. Moto-Reve, 1909, fitted new carburetter, mag.,
4 Druids, overhauled, and in splendid condition ;

,

£15, or exchange pony and governess car.—Wright, tailor.
Witney. [6679

SINGER, 19114. 3jh.p., clutch model, new condition,
|

only done 3,000, new Stewart speedometer and
Dnnlop belt: £35. a snap.—Young, Advocate, Shirley
Southampton. "''[X89K

RE £ St6h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, tyres, belt and
pulley fitted new recently, complete with sidecar

and accessories, in good running order; £30.—Baker
and Sons, Beading. [7111

MOTO-REVE, 2Jb.p., mag., splendid running order;
£15.-Baker and Sons, Reading. [7112

first-class condition, lamp,
-Baker and Sons, Reading.

MOTOSACOOHE. lady's. Hh.p., mag., lr.b.c., abso-
lutely perfect; owner too nervous to ride; sacrifice.

£18/10.-Bak.er and Sons, Reading. [7114

'PRIUMPH, free engine,
•*- horn, and spares; £34.-

footboards,
' Sons,
[7115

"1Q12 Bradbury jN.S.U.
J-v instable pulley), \

4 Ih.p. F.N., 4-cyl., B. and B., h.b.c,
2 first-class running order ; £

Motor Cycle Engineers, Reading.

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle for Sale, free engine, 1911
model, excellent condition, the property of a

fentleman; price £30.—Britnell and Crawter, Ltd.,
'etersfield. [7169

. 2-speed, free engine (ad-
pulley), perfectly new condition;

cost £60. June, take £50.—Horwood, Eastcote, Twy-
ford, Berks. [7212

"IQ12 Lincoln Elk. 3Jh.p., as new, good condition,
J-w £25; 6h.p. Italian Peugeot, 2-seat., good con-
dition, 3 new tyres. Stepney, wind screen, lamps, £35.—
Cycle Depot, Highworth, Wilts. [X8836

1Q12 Triumph, free engine, F.R.S. lamp, horn,
J-t/ speedometer, all as new and ridden under 3,000
miles; will accept £42/10.—Box L249, The Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St.. E.C. [7236

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2-apeed, model I, , winner gold
mgdal 6 days, lamp, horn, numerous spares, guar-

anteedv»t>erfect condition, fast, splendid climber; ap-
proval Willingly ; £40.—Gibb, Gloucester. [X.90OB

ROYAL. Enfield, 1912. 2Jh.p„ 2-speed, free engine,
cush drive, perfect condition, tyres almost new, not

done 600 miles; can be seen any time.—St. Ippollytts,
Eldorado" Rd., Cheltenham. Owner ordered abroad.3[X8428

ih.p. Zenith. 1909 type, J.A.P. engine, mag., gradu-
2 ate gear, in splendid order throughout, tyres

good, new belt and acetylene lamp; accept £25 for im-
mediate sale.—Caversham Motor Co., Ltd., Reading.R[6949OYAL Enfield, 1912, 2ih.p., 2-speed, free engine,

lamp, horn, Jones speedometer, back rest. Brooks
valise, Binks 2-iet automatic carburetter, tools, spares,
new Michelin back tyre, perfect condition; £42, no
offers.-Pridham. Stroud, Glos. [X884-7

"POR Sale, 2ih.p. Royal Enfield motor cycle, Minerva
rr. . engine, m-o.v., accumulator ignition, h-b.c, 2 new
Miclielm tubes, Dunlop tires re-treaded, new Lycett
belt, first-class conauion throughout; £18; inspection
oy uppointment.-B., 134, Castle Hill, Reading. [X8435

~F!
ND of Sea«on; must clear.— 2jh.p. 1910 Dougias,

' -*-*,. S°°d condition, £18; 23h.p. 1911 Douglas, perfect
condition, £27; 2}h.p. 1912 Alldays-Matchless, new,
asual price 43 gns., £41- 3Jh.p. 2-speed 1912 Alldavs-

£?"i ,i
e8s

' mua ' Price 18 gns., £46; 2Jb.p. 2-speed 1912
i fcnneld, new, usual price 50 gns.. £48.-Apply, G. H.
< Lox and Co.,. Ltd., Castle Rd., Southsea, Hants. [7008

WHY NOT-
fit your machine for the

Winter with one of the

famous

MM.,
Sidecars

—they are of light weight,

perfectly sprung, of long

life, and constructed on

scientific principles. Every

ounce of material entering

into the construction of

P.M.C. Sidecars is of the

finest quality obtainable

—

and the workmanship of

the highest grade.

Prices range from

£5 17 6 to £10 10
Ask for Catalogue

and List of Testimonials.

The Premier
Motor Co., Ltd.,

Aston Road,

BIRMINGHAM.
" Primus, B'ham/*
Central, 4310.

1Q12 Premier,
J-w condition

;

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"1 t|08 Triumph, re-plated, re-enamelled, thoxougklj
JLtJ overhauled, including new cylinder this year;

honestly worth £28: best offer over 18 gns. has it. This
is a perfectly genuine offer. On Oct. 10th we adver-

tised in " The Motor Cycle " 4 2nd-hand mot r cycles,

and they were all sold at once, in each case to the
highest bidder, and we shall do the same with thi-

machine.—Julian, 84, Broad St., Readiug. [X8965

2ih.p., new belt, absolutely grand
lost £36 this year, honestly worth £30

;

best offer over 22 gns. has it. This is a perfectly genu-
ine offer. On Oct. 10th we advertised in " The Motor
Cycle " 4 2nd-hand motor cycles, and they were all sold

at once, in each case to the highest bidder, and we sbali

do the same with this machine.—Julian, 84, Broad St.,

Reading. [X8966

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

and Sussex.
i "VTYE'S Annual Clearance Sale.—See large ad.

1912 Bat. T.T. model, grey, almost new;

2-speed, almost new; cost £60;

1912 Bradbury standard, fine condition; £32.

NYE'S.-
£35.

NYE'S.—1912 B.B.A
£45.

J^YE'S.-

NYE'S.—1912 Bradbury 2-speed, chain driven, as new;
£48/10.

NYE'S.—1912 6h.p. Bat, chain drive, 2-speed, as new;
cost £75; £65.

"VTYE'S.—1912 Triumph, free engine, new April; £42.

"VTYE'S.—1912 Premier, free engine, new April; £39.

"VTYE'S—1912 T.T. Rudge, fine condition; £38.

VTYE'S.—1911 T.T. Triumph, fine order; £31.

VTYE'S.—1911 Free Engine Rudge; £35.

NYE'S.—19101 Free Engine Triumph, 1912 improve-

ments; £35.

"VTYE'S.—1911 Kerry-Abingdon, fine order; £26/10.

NYE'S. — 1911 Humber 2-speed and sidecar, lamp,

horn, etc.; £42.

"VTYE'S.—1911 Motosacoche, 2 Ih.p. model, as new; £22.

NYE'S—1911 7h.p. Rex and Sidecar, overhead valves,

2 speeds; £38/10.

NYE'S Sale open from. 9 a.m. to 9 jMh.! 14 days

only. Close to Maples and Euston Roads, 3min.

Gt. Portland St.-16, Hamrretead Rd., Tottenham Court

Rd., London. Tel.: 3625 North. [7-"7

RUDGE, F.E., cost £55 in June; real snip, 35 gns.

—Bunting, Wealdstone. IAS1™
DOUGLAS, lovely little machine, tyres aud other

parts simply splendid; £22/10.-Bunting, \Wa-
stone. -

[X9138

TAYLOR'S.-6h.p. 1912 Clyno and sidecar combina-

tion, not ruu 700 miles; £55.

TAYLOR'S.-3Jh.p. 1911 clutch Triumph, N.S.TJ. 2-

speed; £42/10.

TAYLOR'S—3ih.p. 1912 2-speed; immediate delivery;

new; £60.

TAYLOR'S—3ih.p. 1911 P. and M. and Gloria tide-

car, fine condition; £50. -

TAYLOR'S.-5h.p. 1912 A.J.S., 2-speed, perfect;

£53.

6hp. 1912 A.C. Sociable de Luxe, wind

;
£99.

rTlAYLOR'S.-1912 3{h.p. Zenith: £39/10.

rpAYT,OR'S.-3jh.p. 1911 P. and M., 2 speeds; £45.

nPAYLOR'S.-35h.p. 1909 P. and M., 2 speeds; £31/10.

TAYLOR'S.—5-6h.p. early 1912 F.N. mode], 4-cyl.. 2

speeds, fine condition; £42/10.

TAYLOR'S—3ih.p. 1910 clutch Triumph, good con-

dition; £31/10.

TAYLOR'S.— 6h.p. 1912 Rex de Luxe, not run £00
miles; £45.

TAYI,OR'S.-3 j :_.p. 1912 clutch Bradbury and side-

car, soiled only; bargain, £52.

TAYLOR'S.—3jh.p. 191* Zenith-Gradua and sidecar:

bargain, £28/10.

mti District Agents for the

W [7043

good running order.—20,
[7033

new tyres,

belt: £13.— 3. Rushe'y Green,.' Catford. [Y095

ARIEL, 3ih.p„ very low. B.B., h.b.c., tools; bargain,

£6-—Perry. 64, Claremont Rd., Leytonstone. [7032

TRIUMPH. 1909, Mabon F.E.. £26, faultless; side-

car. £2.-Ball. 49 High St., Kingston. S.W. [6998

TAYLOR'S.- —
screen, etc., new; £99.

TAYLOR'S. Sole Londoi
A.J.S.—21a, Store St.,

3 ih.p. Rex and Sidecar,
2 Reginald Rd. Bexhill-on-Sea.

"I Q10 24h.p. Motosacoche, as new, jnag

ill letters relating to ad.vertjusfinierifg„s.h(jmd fluote theinumber at th* end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue, aav
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
12 Douglas, latest mclel K, almost new; £40, cost

ever £50.—Suriidgc, Ongar, Essex. ; [X8985

OTOSACOCHE, 1911. £18; and one Mctosacoehe,
1909, £15.—Bowidge, Ovrgur, Essex. [X8286

.N., 4-cyl., shaft drive, mag., good order; £19.-
Surridge, Ongar Essex. [X8987

12 Lady's Enfield, Z speeds, free engine, chain
drive; £40.—Surndg'e,, Ongar, Essex. [X8988

UDGE, 1912, line mauhine, very fast, little used;
£34.-Snrridge, Ongar, Essex. [X8989

WANDSWOETH.-P.N.. lutest 1912, 6h.p.. 4-eyls..

mag-, done 700 miles, as new; £43/10.—Below.

19
M
P ;

19
R

late 1910-11, 2;h.p.,

free, fine order; £22/10.

w

WANDSWORTH.-F.N..
m.o.v., mag., 2 speeds,

-Below.

WAOT>SWOETH.-F.N., late 1911, 6h.p., 4 cylfi.,

mag., drip feed, just li'ce new: £33/10.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Bat-Jap, ilate type, 9h.p. twin,
rnag., tine powerful sidecar machine; £28/10.

—

Below.

ANDS'vVORTH.-Itoc, late type, 41r.p , m-O.v., 2
speeds, nice order; sacrifice £23/10.—Below.

WAXDSWORTH. - Cliater-Lea, fitted with 5-6h.p.

twin Keiry engine, take sidecar; very cheap,
£12/15.-Below.

WANDSWORTH.—N S.TL, 3;h.p., m.o.v., mag., new
belt, beautiful order; great bargain, £14/10.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Rex, 1909, 5-6h.p. twin, mag.,
new Binks, free engine, handle starting; £26.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH. •- Triumph, 1908, 3Jh.p., mag.;
£22; exchanges.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange,

Ebner St., Wandsworth Station. [X9113

EAGLES.—Zerktlr-Grachul, 6h p. twin, 1912 model,

new in .Inly, perfect condition, all accessories ; £55.

EAGLES. - Bradbury. 1910J, N.S.D. 2-speed gear,

free engine, exceptional condition ; £34 ; all acces-

E AGLES.—N.S.U., 3Jh p., 1908. mag., spring forks,

h.b.c., adjustable pulley, little used; £17.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., 35h. p., Model dc Luxe, late 1911
model, latest improvements, spring frame, N-S.U-

2-spceds, free engine ; £34/10.

EAGLES.-Lincoin Elk, 3hp., 1911, Bosch mag-
Druids. B. and B. carburetter, all accessories; £18.

EAGLES—N.S.D., 3h p., single-cyl., new last June,

mag., 1911 spring forks, new condition; £21.

EAGLES.—Zeuith-Gradua, 3Jh.p., late 1911. perfect

condition, with 1912 Mrllford £10/10 sidecar, all

accessories; £43/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., 3jh.p., popular model, new last

June, as new, mag., 1911 spring forks, adjustable

pulley, new Dunlop belt, Palmer cord tyre; £24/10.

I
RAGLES—Immediate delivery from stock of the
!i famous N.S.U. 2-speed gears with free engines,

from £5/15, for TTiumph £6/15, for Bradbury £7; trade

supplied.

EAGLES.—We have a few brand new 3ih.p. 191U
N S U. 85x88 Model de Luxe, just delivered, fine

machines for sidecar work, Bosch mag ,
1912 spring

forks and other improvements, finished in latest style,

complete with Btand, carrier, tool case, full set of tools,

£37- N S.U. 2-speed gear £5/15 extra; Million! Herald

sidecar with No. 1 torpedo body, £7/15 extra; deferred

payments, exchanges entertained.

EAGLES and Co., High .St., Acton.-N.S.TJ. West
London District Agency. Liberal allowances for

machines in part payment.—Tel. ; 556 Chiswick. [X9010

J A P 8h.p., Bosch, B. and -B. ; £20 ; first-class con-

dition ; after 7-— 6, Bowron's At:, Wembley. [7209

F.-ST. Motor Cycle, 4-cyl., mag., spring forks; genuine

bargain, £16/i0.—Lime*, Sudoury, M.auiesex.
T7218

NEW Bosch 1912 Twin Magneto, £4/15; new N.S.D.
2-speed gear, £5/5.-1, Ebner St., Wandsworth.

[X9113

3 b p. Rover, m.o.v., perfect order throughout; trial;

sacrifice £8/10.—Speeehley, 45, Church Rd., Acton.
[7054

DOUGLAS, 1912, Model G., new condition, not

ridden 3 months ; £31.—W. Sliutes, 3. Wilbury Av.,

Hove. [7027

F.N-. 21h.p. 2-speed, F.E., 1910, good running order;
£24.—Cr'agg, Menivale -Nurseries. Heston, Middle-

sex [7092

ZENITE'5. 1913 models: early delivery guaranteed.—.
Wimbledon Motor Agencies, 1, York Rd., Wimble-

don. [7035

REX 4h.p., mag., perfect tyres, and thorough run-
ning order; £11.—Clark, 7, Lychett Rd., Bromley,

Kent. [6969

ICfelO 5-6h.p. 4-cyl. F.N.. Michelin light car tyres,
i-'J splendid mount; £19/10.-111, Walton Rd., East
Molesey. [X8996

aih.11. A.J.S., 1911. lamp, horn, tools, spare belt,

jW2 excellent condition; £25. — Chilton, High St.,

Watford. [7116

RUDGE, 1912, brand new. in crate, taken for debt;
accept £40.—Wright, Silveidalc, Sunnyside 'Rd.,

Ilford,..E,, [X8163

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS ".IN THE HEART OF THE TRADE"

Two-speed, two-stroke Scotts will be
scarce after the Show. We foresaw
this five or six months ago, and
placed our 1913 contract then. Even
now we shall probably be short of

sufficient supplies for all our cus-

tomers, so we strongly advise
ordering early.

BOOK YOUR
SCOTT

before the rush,
earmark one
from our

(COLMORE)
contract

Remember the Scott not only has
speed and power, evidenced by the
result of the T.T. race, but it has
complete reliability, proved by its

splendid record in the great test of

the year, the A.C.U. Six Days' Trial.

Beyond this, it is distinguished from
all other motor bicycles by its

silence and comfort.

We have a few 1912
Scotts still to come from
our 1912 contract (which
was an all - the - year-

round one, and does not
expire for another few
weeks). We are pre-

pared to make exchanges
or special terms for these

late 1912 Scotts.

COLMORE,
35, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

261, Deansgate, Manchester.

62, High St., Leicester.

45, John Bright St., Birmingham.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4h.li. Twin Werner, 2-^peed, hand'e "starting ; £11

cash. — 13, E. Block, Cambridge Cottagi -,

Woolwich. [7101

MINERVA. 2411. p., tyre* pood, now Lyso, and Oleo
plug, engine splendid; £5 secures.—Hewlett, Man-

ning-tree. [7035

1Q12 Douglas. £33 spares, lamp, and horn, speed!
lis onieter £1/10.—Richardson, 62, Bruadwat-r litre

Tottenham. [XS916

3 ih. p. Fafnir, 2--p<i-d. map., B. and B , combined
2 drive, Chater fitting; £23.-30, Rav nswa u

Rd., Balham. - 1X8949

3h.p. J.A-1*., special ball bearing engine, cverhedjj
valves, very last, ncariy new, latest pattern frame;

accept £21 to clwir.—30, Ravenswood Ru., Balbtmi.
[X8950

3 Ah. p. Fleet, good condition, tyres perfect; hirgain,
2 £8.—J. Webb, 10, Leatherdale St., Globe Rd.,

Mile End. [7165

V.S., 1909, 5-6h.p., recently rebuahed and overhauled,
Bosch, B. and B., spares; £24.—R., 23, i^igin

Rd-. Wallington. [713.7

MATCHLESS, 8h.p., as new, 19112. 2 belts, -pare
cover, lamp, horn; £50, "no oilers-—86, Oxbridge,

Rd., West Ealing. [X8862-

3Ah. p- Quadrant, spring forks, Brown and Barlow,
2 Whittle, suitable for sidecar; £12/15.-739. Old

Kent Rd., S.E. [7076

£8.—Chater-Lea-Minerva, Dunlops,- 2h.p., good con-
dition, perfect order.—36, Stroud Green Rd.,

Finsbury Park. [7187

BRADBURY, 1912, 2,000 miles, usual accessories,

perfect order, tyres sound; £39.-179, East St.,

Walworth, S.E. [7167

DOUGLAS, 1911, late, not more than 1,500 miles,

light use only ; £33, practically new.—Bond and
Russell, Bexhill. [6350

~|Ql2 T-T. RoadsV-i' Triumph, Lucas lamp, 3 belts, as
J-*7 new;' 40 gns.— Bas.-;ett, Holyrcod, Alderfsbrooli I

Rd., Manor Park. [6941 I

DOUGLAS, late 1910, lias new tyres and belt, lately

overhauled; £23, or near offer.—Barnard, 57, Ard-
gowan Rd., Catford. [X8846

3Ah. p. rreinier. Motor Cyde, free engine, 1911 model,
2 practically new condition ; £35.-25, Grosvenor

|

Mews, Bond St , W [6997 1

1 Q12 2^h.p. Premier, as new, 200 miles, 3-speed, free
-i-t/ engine, lamp, horn, and spares; £35.—Turner,

i

137, High St., Acton. [7070

TRIUMPH, late 1910, lamp, horn, mirror, tyres as !

new, recently Overhauled, perfect; £28.—Avondale,
Bective Rd., Putney. [7083

TRIUMPH, 1912, standard, condition perfect, had
little usage; bargain, £39.-1,037, Forest Rd„

Upper Walthamstow. [7172

"I Q12i- Bradbury, N.S.U. 2-speed, var. pulley, eendi-
It/ tion as new; what offers; buying 1913 model.—
Street, oiitfitter, Deal [7201

"IQll Humber, 3ih.p., guaranteed first-class order,
M-*J with sidecar, new tyres; £32.—Bryant, St. Piter's

St., St. Albans, Herts, [7162

BRADBURY, late 1911, speed model, Scrvi.e belt,

lamp, etc.; £31, or exchange for 8h.p. J.A.P.—50,

Manor Rd.. Brockley. S.E. [6972
'

INDIAN", 1911, 7h. p., red, free engine, chain drive,:
fast ; trial given : to clear £38.—Clarke's Motoi

Cycle Works, St. Albans. [6960

REX, 1908, running order, Bosch, 1911 B. and B.,

good tyres ; £ 1 8.—H. Bryans, Manor House,
Woodmansterne, Surrey. [7173

3h-p. Victo, low, good condition, £10; also Amac car-

buretter, 15/-; twin Antoine cylinder, £1.-15,
Fleming Rd., Keanington. [7068

SPEED King Rex, 6h.p., twin, 1911i, speedometer,!
lamp, etc, splendid condition; £30. — 122,

Napier Rd., Leytojistone. [7060

TRIUMPH, 34h.p.. 1912 (July), free engine model, not
ridden 2,000 miles : £45; inspection invited.—

_

Byrnes, 14. Talbot Rd.. W. [6955

33.h.p. De Dion, Amac h.b. carburetter, spring foifc

4 and seat pillar; seen any time; £10.-36, Stroud
Green Rd.. Finsbury Park. [719C

Q3.h.p. New Hudson, 1912; horn, lamp; £40, on '

/W4 nearest cash offer; used week-ends.—E.R.H., 61,

Haver^tock Hill, Hampstead. [5734

REX, 3Jh.p.. 2-speed, F.E., handle starting, dual igni

tion, B. and B., h.b.c.,- footboards; £8/10.—H,, 55
Pepys Rd- Wimbledon, S.W. [719(

-| Q08 Motosacoche, Palmers Unscratched, spring

It/ forks, accumulator, stand and carrier, perfect
£12.-722a, Old Kent Rd., S.E. [707'.

33.h-p. Minerva, m.o.v., Amae carburetter, h.b.c, Dun 1

4 lop tyres and belt, good order; bargain, £6/10
—224, Wood St., AYaithamstow. [X889(

PRACTICALLY New 1911 5-6h-p. F.N., guarantee*
perfect, exceptionally fine engine, unsenitcheu

£32/10.— 186, South Lambeth Rd. [X895'

'

ASCOT-CHATER, 3ih.p., perfect throughout, B. am
B., tyres, belt, excellent, accumulator; £9.-

Langiey, Pretoria Rd., Romford. [713,

TRIUMPH, May, 1911, standard, perfect . condition
Triumph head light, and accessories; lowest £35.-

5, Heath Rd-, Thornton Heath. Surrey. [699

A46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MUX'S and Co., North Finchley, sole London

agents, etc., lor the Regal-Green-Preeision, the
nl the world's sidecar records.

JIjTILLS,—1911 clutch Rover, thoroughly overhauled,
done up as new; £35.

Bradbury and sidecar, excellentMILLS.-1911
condition

Mil. 1,3.-1912 4ih.p. Quadrant and sidecar, hardly
been used; £45.

TtTIIXS.—W12 4-cyk F.N., perfect; £35.

]\T ILLS—1912 Zenith, splendid condition; £40.

"JITILLS.—1911 twin Bex; real bargain, £28.

TVTrLLS.—8h.p. J.A.P. (overhead), very last; £36.

M1LT.S—1911 Clyno combination, just overhauled;
offers ?

~\fIT,LS.—3ih.p. Arno and sidecar; £21.

MILLS.—4Jh.p. 1912 Regal-Precision, 3-speed, nn-
ridden; £54.

MHiLS.—2jh.p. 1912 New Hudson, 3-speed, un-
ridden; £42.

TV/TILLS.—1909 T.T. Rex, done up as new; £22/10.

Stock the famous Regal sidecar,
and fast

Mn.LS has
specially suitable lor light machines

iidiug.

MILLS.—Montgomery sidecar, done up and
new ; £8.

"ILLS has Several 2nd-hand Sidecars.M 1 [7056

TltlUJIPH, 1-912. F.E.. nnitc nrw. with accessories,
taken for debt; what offers for cash.—Green, Way-

side. Golder's Green Rd., N.W. [X8164

RUDGE. 1912. as new, with accessories;
Wayside, Golder's Green Rd.. N.W.

£38.—Green,
1X8165

INDIAN, 7h.p.. 1912. free engine, blue, fine condi-
tion, new Peter Unions ; seen London or country

£47.— Kirkella, Harpenden, Herts. [6681

N.S.U., 3ih.p., 1909, free engine, 2-speed, mag.,
new tyres, perfect; £18, near offer, bargain —

[Gardiner, 16, Prideaux Rd., Clapham. [7159

3i-4h.p. Brawn, Chatcr, B.B., h.b.c., mag., new tyre,
2 footboards, lump, and all accessories; £15. or

i • ir cflcr.—20, Milkwcod lid., Heme Hill. [X9120
yitIUMFH. 1912, 3{li.p„ free engine model ; instant
.-*- delivery; £55, cash, cr deferred payments John
;
(arkcr and Co.. Kensington Hiitli St., W. [0130

ROC. 1911. 6h.p. twin 2-.-peed sear, handle start-
ing; aale £30. or exchange for T.A.C. or Indian

-E. Thompson. Cllcrkley Court. Lcatherhcad. [6936

RUDGE Multi, 1912, condition as new, grand ma-
chine: cost £60, accept £44 for quick sale —

.liters. West, photographer. Cobham, Surrey. [7049
pnitTMrH, 1912, free engine mode), nil accessories,
«- and first-class sidecar, not done 1,000 miles; £50
-Hesse and Savory, Callow St., Fulham Ed. [7047
>ihp. Torpedo Precision. August, 1912. condition asW2 new, 21/- exhaust whistle: £36: getting sidecar

;
laclnnc-OddwcIl, Great Maplestead, Essex. [7020
ih.p 1910 Bat-Jap, spring frame and forks, Bosch» mag.. Amac. gocd tyres, just overhauled: -worth
isnechon; £32/10.-29. East St., Barking. [X8946
ilh.p. Peugeot, Bosch, F.E., Roc 2-speed gear lin
* * Whittle belt splendid condition, £22; also side-

tar, almost new, £4.-403, Barking Rd., Essex. [7025
|OEX, 1908. 5h.p. twin, spring forks, h.b.c, new Pal-
Lfc met back. Matron clutch. £12: also new sidecar
3.—Robinson. Sayesbury Rd., Sawbridgeworth. [X8875
>h.p, Pebok, torpedo tanks, B. and B., low, fast, feot-

honrns, new accumulator; £12. nearest offer.—h'eu-
Cazenovc Rd., Stamford Hill, London. [X8970

with horn, spares, n t

uuipscn, 83, Anlaby Rd.,
lull, or Holm, 2. Gordon Place, London, W.C. [X8924
I^HELON and Moore, Ltd., 4. Percy St , W have
!- 6cveral 2nd-liand P. and M.'s for sale; particulars

;

n npn.icatio.1, or can be seen at above address. [0131
Q12 T.T. Rudge, very fast, B. and B. carburetter,

', . „ e Br
-J
ps

'
h - b - c - ma "-- competition winner; £36

good offer-Homestead. New Thuudersley, Essex. [6702
J.Ui.p. Minerva, adjustable pulley, Kempshalls. long'•i exhaust pipe whistle; £10. or exchange twin en-
ne., mag.-697. Seven Sisters Coiner, S. Tottenham.

?15.-1909 3ih.p. Silver Quadrant. 1912 B. anil B ,

rf„e
I

?
as

'v°,?,
nti,

!
fmtaK adjustable pulley, spring forks,

rlect. reliable, low.-lO, Bismarck Rd., Highgate, N.

i 9 12a50bart
'
n-V- uiTt ' 2 speeds, all accessories;

.r-VVS? n
,

e"T otter, or exchange 6h.p. combina

I Q12 New Rovei, clutch model,

\,.f, -
Us2?'. *54.-Appiy. Thompson, 83, Anlaby Rd.,

on, cash adjustment—93, High St., Cheriton, Kent.
[7066

'„? kIP' 35hp -- 19u -
lamP. 1:oni- Cowev. Druids,

,! -n", „ 'i
6Bar??. 'ires good, condition excellent;

V> =ns., or oflers.-H., 293, Upton Lone, Forest Gate.
[7153

/\
'THE GARNER'

LIGHTWEIGHT
ALARM .

"

3

is designed and made

especially to meet the

requirements of light-

weight motor cycles.

THE . . . .

DELIGHT OF
THOUSANDS.

PRICE :

NICKEL-PLATED - 12/6

BLACK-PLATED - 13/6

It is, therefore, the most

suitable one for the

purpose, for, besides

being specially designed,

it embodies all the well-

known features of the

"Garner" M.C. Alarm,
and it can be relied

upon to do its duty

in an effective but

pleasing manner.

\
Send for one to-day./
HENRY GARNER,

LTD., Dent mi.

Moseley Motor Works,
BIRMINGHAM

N/

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
£15.— 3,'h.p. Peugeot, Chuter-Lea, 13. and B.. h.b.c,

Whittle—To view, Lan^s, 14, Queen's 1M.. Wal-
thamstow.-Letters, Owner, 11, Belgrave lid. Wultliam-
Bt0W. [6930

P.
and M., 1912, splendid condition, tube ease, spare
tube and valve, extra toolbag, Lucas Kiun of Road

lamp set: £52.—Boyer, 605, Alexandra Turk Rd.. Wood
Green, N. [X8954

NEW Hudsone from 47 gns-, or 67/- monthly; Ariels
from £40, or 55/- monthly; all models stocked.; ex-

changes.—Lamb's Motor Stores, 151. High St.. Will-
thamstow. [5905

TRIUMPH, late 1911, free engine model, in perfect
condition, including extra tubes and sparetj; expert

examination invited; £40.—Redding. 35. Westwell LU\.,
Streatlmm. [7240

DOUGLAS. 1910. had very little use, lamp, generator,
horn, valise on carrier, perfect running order;

genuine bargain, £26/10.—Pawnbroker, 168. ttandswoith
Rd., Vauxhall, S.W. [X8872

T.A.C-, several 1911, in excellent condition, thoroughly
overhauled and adjusted ; low price for quick sale.

-The Wilkinson T.MC. Co.. Ltd.,
field Rd-, Acton.

Oakley Works, tiouth-

[0152

B.S.A., 1912, 3ih.p., free engine, quite new, a little

soiled; only £42 cash, or low easy payments, usual
price £56/10.— Wilkins, Simpson and Co.. 11, Hammer-
smith Rd., London. [7135

B.S.A., 1912, 3ih.p., 2-speed gear, "quite new, a little

soiled; only £48 cash, or low easv payment';, usual
price £60.—Wilkins,
wnith Rd., London.

Simpson and Co.. 11, Hamme
[7136

3JLh.p. J.A.P., grey, racer, and modem appearam '•.

2 very low, powerful, triple h.b.c., new tyres and
belt, everything excellent condition, accessories: £12.—
5, Amesbury Av., Streatham. [7038

TRIUMPH, 1910, standard, exceptional condition,
been carefully used, lump, horn, spare valve, new

covers; price £30, or with torpedo sidecar £34.-— 1,
Thurleigh Av., Balham, S.W. [6999

3JLh.p. Ohater-Lea, mag., B. and B., brand new tyres,

2 tubes, and lin. Lyso belt, Duvisun raak, lump,
generator, horn; any trial; bargain, £21; buying car.

—Mantalini, Aerodrome, Hendon. [X8346

TRIUMPH, late 1910, purchased 1911, 3Jh.p., fi>t-
class condition, thoroughly overhauled, re-enamelled

last month, lamp, horn, spares; £29/15, bargain. —
Reeves, 22a, Oxford St.. Whitstable. [X8904

BRADBURY, 1911*, standard, extra fast, engine as
new, plating, enamelling excellent, brand new back

tyre; £32/10: appointments by telephone, 1388 Syden-
ham.—Truss. Fox Hill, Norwood. [7029

BALHAM-—Rudge, free engine, only few weeks old,
unpuctured, absolutely better than new, complete

with P. and H. lamp set, valves, 3-note horn, spare
luhr: cord £58. accept £45.—Below.

AM—Royal Enfield, 2£h.p. twin, late 1910,
lleut order, lamp, horn: accept £1W10.—Pen-

274, High Rd., Balham. 'Phone: Battersea 1903.
17062

1Q1U Motosacoche, 2ih.p„ free engine, only run 600
-L*J miles, tyres impunctured, absolutely new erudi-
tion ; will take 19 gns., no offers.—Box L243, The
Motor Cycle Offices. 20. Tudor St., E.C. [7194

twin, 2 speeds, free engine,

.

splendid condition, carefully
used; anv test given: sacrifice 29 gns., genuine bargain-
Box L242, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St.,

[7193

6h.p. Matchless. 1912 ILmac carburetter, 2 speeds,
free engine, voiturette back, Brooks back rest, most

vnli'.ihle, will tnkp 2 passenger and siHncnr anvirTx*™

without strain; 36gns., no offers.—S.R.L., St. John's
Terrace, Suttun, Fuiningham, ±».ent. 1.^92

BA^

"IQUi Douglas, 22h.p.
J-v handle starting.

E.C.

23h.p. Quadrant. 1911 B.
4 low,

nd B. h.b.c. carburetter,
powerful, fast, Shamrock belt, trembler coil,

Palmers, good condition throughout, all accessories;

bargain, £6.-17, Ford Sq., Milo End. [7140

TRIUMPH, 1912. free engine, in new condition, tyres
unpunctured ; any trial and examination ; lamp,

Kenerator, all spares ; accept first 40 gns., a genuine
bargain-—J. Leath. Steine St., Brighton. [7003

flh.p. Bat-Jap, Sept., 1909, splendid condition, good
tc tyres, new mag. and B. and B. carburetter, every-
thing complete ; £28, a bargain ; owner going in for
car.—W. Harrison, Tapton, Arundel, Sussex. [7128

RADBURY, 1912, new August, not been 200 miles.
Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear, cost £58/10, good as

new; £46 cash, or low easy payment*.—Wilkins, Simp-
son and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London, [7134

3*h-p. model, P. and H.
fine condition, only done

2.000 ; £26 for quick sale, exceptional bargain ; seen
after 8.—Millar, 92, Avondale Rd.. Croydon. [X8843

£35.—3*h.p. 1911 Rover, plate clutch model, Cowey
speedometer, P. and H. head lamp and generator,

F.R.S. back rest gh saddle, Whittle belt, tools, and
spares, in splendid crder-—Central Garage, Bromley. [6986

"I Q 10 Vindec Special, 6h.p., Bosch, free engine, B.
JL«7 and B., very powerful, new condition, all acces-
sories; £29: exchange lower power and cash.—Rose, 29.
Sonning Buildi; Hdimt St., Bethnal Green. [7024

ZENITH (August, 1912). as new, 6h.p., Gradua gear,
tools. Hutchinson tyres, etc. ; full details on re-

quest-; anv reasonable trial given; £60, cr offer; buying
car.-Write Zenith, 1. Campbell Rd., Crovdon. [X8982

B 1

QUADEAKT. 1912 T.T.,
lamp, penerator. all in

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end cl each advertisement, and the date of the issue. M7
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
RUDGE, 1911, 3jh.p.. T.T. roadster, oil in good con

dition, new uuniop studded rear;

St. Albans.
£30.— Laurel

[6961Cottage. 112. Hatfield ltd.

F.N., 1911, 4-cyl.. in really good condition, new tyre

rear; trial given; £25.— Searle, 66, Victoria St.,

8t. Albans. [6962

F.N., 4-eyl., 4Jh.p., clutch, £23 worth 1912 improve-
ments and accessories, speedometer, footboards, 800

miles ago, splendid condition; £30, near ofiei.—Har
rison, 26, Carysloot Ed., Crouch End, N. [7088
rpit, I _\H'M, 19103. N.S.tT. 2-speed gear, MilUord £9/9
A sidecar, Autoclipse lamp, watch, belts, valve, tools,

plugs, overalls, numerous oddments ; £42 ;
giving up

riding.—J. Summers, Parkdale, Burghill, Sydenham-
[X8902

LOOK, a genuine offer.—Triumph, 1910i, absolutely
perfect, carefully used, 2 almost new covers, and

several accessories, for £35, including sidecar, or near
offer.—H.S.F., 3, Graccdale Kd., Streatham Pk., S.\V.

[7084
"DUDGE, June, 1912, free engine, at present being
-O* thoroughly overhauled by makers, guaranteed per-
fect; £40, or exchange.—W rite, Rudge, 13, Conway
Villas, Conway Rd.. Southgote, N. 'Phone; 3961 Cen-
tral. [7017

8h.p. Matchless-Jap and Sidecar, with castor wheel and
new basket, 2-speed, F.E., spring forks, J.A.P.

carburetter, h.b.c. Whittle belt; bargain, £37/10.—
Little Britain Engineers, Gotton Rd., Tooting Broadway,
S.W. [X9019

TRIUMPH, 3sh.p., 1911s, free engine, coudition as
new, very little ridden, Keinpshall back tyre, with

every accessory, £40 : with trip speedometer, £42.—
Green, Park Lodge, Fairfield, Kingston-on-Thames. By
appointment. [X9090
J.A.P.-CAMPION. 4h.p.. 1912, free engine, easy

starting, Bosch Druid forks, low built, generator,
lamp, B. and B. ; cost £50 this Slimmer; sell £39. or
nearest; perfect running, like new.—115, Ivanhoe Rd.,
Denmark Park, S.a. [700C

CHATER-LEA No. 7'8h.p. Motor Cycle, J.A.P., with
Chater-Lea coach-built sidecar, hood and screen,

speedometer, acetylene lamp set. horn, perfect condi-
tion ; buying a motor car ; best offer.—Barnes, 3, Rath
bone Place, London, VV. [X8841

DOUGLAS.-Three machines for sale, two 1909
models, £18 and £19; and one 1911 model, £28

COBDIHBLEY
The Man to supply your next Mount.

this machine ia very fast ; all in perfect running order
guaranteed ; carriage paid on machines lor caeh.—Llo;
and Son, Douglas agents, Lewes. [X88 1

GREAT CLEARANCE
of 1912 Stock.
NEW MOTOR CYCLES
(ONLY SLIGHTLY SHOP-SOILED).

Clearance
Price.

?rftTT tQ 12 m0|Iel
>
" XL'All " saddle,Oww I I

j jus t from works. Usual price figO 1

Q

O AT_ I j D ;j h.p.,with P.&M. chainOn I ™U./%.I. drive,2-speed gear.heavy

tyre rear, spare valve, as good as money -CRA
can buy. Usual price, £6o *w"» V

7> 1 1nV ii h.n..N.S.U. 2-soeed

in running order; what oftera?—C.»EX, 3h.p.,
Willow Vale, Fronie-

Usual price, £60 .

DDAlSRIIDV 3i h.p.,N.S.U. 2-speed
DnHUDUnljgear, with variable £JC

pulley. Usual price, £56 6s *****

BRADBURY, ^odei^Usual™!?^ £AA
£54 ios. ....**»

RES-J.A.P., 1912J-, 8h.p., Hoc 2-speed, B. and B.
carburetter, *1,200 F.B.S. lamp, 80 Cowey epeed-

ouieler, apur&s, valve*, etc., extra strung handle-bars I01
sidecar combination, ridden 500 miles: accept £68.-26
Prince of Wales Mansions, Battersea Park, S.W. [696';

DOUGLAS, 1909, 2£h.p., in splendid condition,
not run 500 miles, owner used car, inner tubes

brand new, covers quite" good, sundry improvements
lowest price £18, no offers; seen by appointment.-
C. V. Turk, 28, Cavendish Sq., London, W. Tel.;
1721 Pad. [7163

GTJILDFOBD.-Crow Bros., 190, High St., offer end
of season bargains : 1912 6h.p. Zenith, speedo-

meter, £54; 1912 model K Douglas, spares, £42; 8h.p.
Chater-Lea-Jap, No, 7, £58; 1912 2ih.p. Premier,
speedometer, £28; brand new, unscratched, 3-speed
3ih.p. .Singer, £54. [7156

INDIAN, 1912, 7h.p. clutch model, with kick
starter, fitted with 4 gn. Cow&y srjeedome+ er,

liucas lamp, Serpentine horn, and handle-bar mirror,
bought in 'May .ast., and only ridaeu aoout y,56.0,
splendid condition ; £50 ; can be seen by appoint-
ment.—Old Park, Palmer"s Gteen, Southgate, N.

T7232
QUADKANTS. — Call and inspect stock at Cass's

Motor Mart, the sole agents, or write for cata-
logue giving complete specifications of the famous 44h.p.
passenger Quadrant, fitted with Armstrong 3-speed gear,
the most efficient combination for solo and sidecar work.
and the cheapest of its power; exchanges or extended
payments.

CASS'S.—Scott, late 1911, splendid order throughout;
£45, or near offer.

CASS'S.-N.S.TT., -6b.p., 1912, spring frame, 2-epeed,
free engine, accessories; £45.

ripRUMP-J.A.P., 5h.p„ 1912 model, twin; £44.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1912. 2ih.p., brand new, variable
gear; £35.

/MASS'S.—Triumph, 3ih.p., 1909, thoroughly over-

RUDGE-MULTI, gj£;££! *50
Used a few miles. Usual price, £fio Xnfv

GINfiPD 4 h.p., 2-sp. bracket gear CEC
3II1UCK, model. Usual price, £65 .. *•»•'

NEW HUDSON^e^uSai
fig1

hauled; bargain, £27.

3Jh.p., mag. ; any examinationCASS'S.-J.A.P.,
£17/10.

CASS'S.—Last weea of clearance sale of 2nd-hand and
shop-soiled machines at genuine bargain prices.

Call and inspect stock, or write for detailed list-. Ex-
changes or extended payments.—Cass's Motor Mart, 5,

Warren St., W. (opposite "Warren St. Tube Station)

Tel.: 3624 Mayfair. [7129

-| Q12 Bradbury, 3ih.p., 2-speed gear, absolutely per-

_L«7 feet running order, £40; 1912 3!h.p Bradbury,
clutch model, as new. £42: 1912 3'h.p. New Hudson,
run 800 miles only, 3-speed Armstrong, £45; 1911 2i

hp Motosacoehe, free engine, £20: 1911 clutch Tri-

umph, £35: 1910 clutch Triumph, real gond, £33: 1908
standard Triumph, perfect order, £23; evray machine

price, £59 r7S. .

PREM

I

EMJa-SS^fs? r^?
1

.
£44

PREMIER.^ffnStr;™ "?
1

: £36
CENTAUR HUMBERj2hp , -,«

3 speeds and free eng. Usual price, £47 ios. *"*»
Other Special Bargains for Immediate Sale.

Send particulars of your requirements.

1913 MODELS (Show delivery).

CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., twin, with detachable wheels.

MATCHLESS 3i h.p., twin, chain and belt drive,

Gradua gear £64 1

MATCHLESS, 5 h.p., twin, Gradua gear £67 4

MATCHLESS, No. 8, new model, 2 speeds, free

engine, chain drive £73 10

B.S.A., 3A h.p., 2-speed, chain drive £60

NEW HUDSON, No. VIIa., complete with canoe-

let sidecar ^75 12

PREMIER, 3£h.p., 2-speed counter-shaft, chain

and belt drive *56
Also ENFIELD, RUDGE, SINGER, BRADBURY for

November delivery

Best makes of Cyclecars—PREMIER,SlNGER,SWIFT,etc.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES
F.N., 5-6 h.p., 4-cylinder, igrr model, splendid

order, complete with lamp, tools, etc £32

PREMIER, 3* h.p., rgro model, complete with

lamp generator, horn, tools, etc., and good

sidecar
:

"0
DOUGLAS, 2J h.p., i9ro model, great bargain £22

MOTO-REVE, 2jh.p., 1910 model, grey, non-

skid tyres • • S1|

J.A.P., 2 h.p., accumulator machme, running order £5

BROWN, 3ih.p., accumulator, fast and powerful £7 10

TRICAR.
REXETTE, 5-6 h.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds, free

engine, handle starting, coach-built, magneto,

twin tyres rear, Whittle belt, all absolutely

faultless ; well worth £45 ; accept £27 10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"I Q12 New Hudson, 3?h.p,, 3-speed clutch mo<l. I, coiXU plete with lamp, speedometer, horn, mini
spare belt and case, spare butt end tube, spare pall

machine not vet done 2,500 miles, tyres in pin
dnition; cost £68 not 6 mouths ago, sacrifice for £48
Apply, Smithers, The Hut, Langton Green, Tuutir

-'

'

Wells.

MESSES. Palmer and Kitson, South-Eastern
Heme Hill, London. S.E., invite your attenti

the underlisted machines, representing the best

(private or trade} obtainable: Rex Sidette. 6-7h.j

new (1912). £65: Rex, late 1911. 6h.p., 2-spced,

Turner coach-built sidecar, £45; Zenith, May, 19'

h.p., like new, £60; Zenith, Aug., 1911. with

6h.p., £58: B.S.A.. late 1911, 3{h.p., £38: three

Enflelds, 1912, 2Jli.p. twins, 2 speeds, £38 eaol

like new; three Motosacoches, prices from £12. all

condition; N.S.U., late 1908, 3jli.p., £16: Douglal,

1910, £21; Bradbury, late 1911, gold medal
£28; Minerva, late model, 3!h.p., £15; F.N.,

F.E. clutch. £23: Minerva. 2Jh.p., £6: Olympic,

£8: one Morgan and one N.S.U. runabout, full

on request; Simms twin mag., £3/10 (new);

automatic ear carburetter. £5: Bosch plugs, lamp
etc. ; write us your requirements ; full detailB

quest willingly. We shall be pleased to hear froi

"We are now booking orders for new season moiu

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

RES
ju

i A12 Free Engine Triumph, slightly shop-soiled

XV offers—Batten Jiros., Cullompton.

DOUGLAS. 1911, single speed, £29: 1911
clutch. £35; 1912 T.T., £40.-Mo«at, Yea

Itill Kerry-Abingdon, 2 speeds and free engine,

XV perfect order; £35, or close otter.—Western, U
eulrne.

BRADBURY, new, 1912, now in stock, 3ih.p.,.N.8.

2-speed gear; £55, for £49.-E. Beech, Liskraij

Cornwall.

TRIUMPH, 19103 onlv done 4,500. 1912 Mali

clutch; any trial: £36.-Truscott, Moons H.ti

Liskeard.
-

lx811

"I OH Douglas, Model E., with Lucas lamp and gen

XV ator, horn, spans, excelleut order; £32/10—

&

ton, Shaftesbury. (A91

31h.p. Llinon, ace, spring forks, 1910, B. and 1

2 h.b.c, running order; £6/10—Price, Wireli

Station, Lizard.

BRADBURY, 1910, 2-speed, not much used, so

condition, splendid sidecar machine; £30

Duggan, Builth Wells. I>90

1 O09 Triumph, 1911 piston, good order, tyres 1

111 cellent, Service belt; price £28/10.-Ireeuii

Bank House, Torrington. LA9!

GUY and Reynolds, Weymouth, have started tli

clearance sate of motor cycles, all machrncs 1

guaranteed to be in 6onnd condition, and will be si

on approval, deposit.

INDIAN, 4h. p.. clutch model, blue finish, guarante

not run 400 miles, and as new ; £35.

BAT, 4h.p., fitted with P. and M. 2-speed gear, go

anteed perfeot, would make a good sidecar a

chine; £33.

"DREMIER, 3Jh.p., not run 100 miles, as new; £32/1

2-speed sear, free engine, in good ecu
F.N., 2Jh.p,.

tion throughout; £20

OTO-REVE, in very good condition; £12.

Speciality : EXCHANGES.

guaranteed.'— Batchelor, Clarence St., Kingston. [X9100 |JAC| INGDEN
-|Q12 Triumph, 3-speea, Sturmey-Aicher- hub (fitted \~ w, r**—" rinrdin 'l
JLJ7 hv Triumph), m stock; £59/5
Hvery.-Batehelor, Clarence St., Kin;

A48

immediate de-

ttoii. [X9101

J. S. CORDINGLEY,
THE MOTOR CYCLE MART,

Lancashire.
Wires—"Cordingley, Haslingden."

M
TRIUMPH, 3jh.p.. 1912 clutch model, as new, 1

been run more than 100 miles ; £50.

FOR Sale. Arao motor bicycle, 1912, property of

officer going abroad, good condition; any trial

appointment—Apply, Holdsworth. Widdicombe Hoi.

Kingsbridge. S. Devon.

1 n 10 Triumph with 1912 cyl. and piston, tjaie to

LV tube in case, F.R.S. lamp, spare cyl. »nd rust'

and other spares; trial or exaniination here, or nde

miles- £34.-Toms, Tremoor, Withiel, Bodam, W
wall.

-1012 Rover, 3ih.p., free engine, only ««« 1,2

XU miles, Dnnlop tyres and belt, horn, bar n

trolled waterproof Bosch, eyervthing best eondjtie

£48/10, or exchange lightweight twin, speede<-t^li"

Bridgwater.

SECTION X.

Scotland.
clutch model, almost je

1 012 Rover, 3ih.p., ^.

Xtf £43.—Train, Charing Cross, Larkaaal. I

1909 Quadrant, h.b.c, 3h.T- mo

;

3ih
'Vle!7oodTond^tion;'bTrK'ain7£12.-Iiitoi^l

33h.p. Hobart, 1912, Armstrong 3-speed aidJwe
4 gine; £38.-Clarke, c/o Stevenson, 17, WeH.

Paisley.
'

TRIUMPH. 3ih.p., free engine, 1911. "!"•''::

etc., overhauled, without lamp ;
£34.-Paist»r. 1

Holm, Langholm.Phone^—2Y Haslingden.
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Motor Cycle Taxation.

ON
September 16th last a White Paper was issued

containing the report of the Committee on the

Horse-power Rating of Motor Cars. This
Committee was not asked to make any sugges-

tions for the increase, decrease, or alteration of

existing motor cycle taxation. It went outside its

terms of reference, and made a suggestion that

the motor cycle rate should be amended by the addi-

tion of a cyclecar class. It also recommended that

motor cycles should be taxed in future on the basis of

motor car taxation, i.e., on the bore of the engine.

VVe published the first article on the subject on the

19th September, and followed it with a leaderette on

the 26th. Later the correspondence we received ex-

pressing indignation at the committee's recommenda- -

don prompted us to insert in the issue of October 3rd

a petition form with a copy of a letter which it was
suggested should be forwarded by readers to members
of Parliament. A draft of the new regulations

following the recommendations of the Committee has

just been issued by the Treasury. This draft

regulation does not contain any reference to increased

or decreased taxation in connection with motor cycles,

nor does it differentiate between cyclecars and any
other form of small four-wheeled motor car. It deals

only with motor cars.

In the House of Commons on the 24th inst. Mr.
Cathcart Wason asked the Secretary to the Treasury
" whe'ther any proposals for the increase of taxation

on motor, cycles had been submitted to the Secretary

to the Treasury, and are now under his consideration,

and if he proposes to take any action thereon?" The
Financial Secretary to the Treasury, Mr. Masterman,
replied as follows :

'

' The recent Committee on the

Horse-power Rating of Motor Cars, in paragraph 9
of their report, suggested certain alterations which
could not be carried out without legislation in the

present system of taxation. My right hon. friend
the Chancellor of the Exchequer has no present in-

tention of taking action in' the direction indicated."
This is reassuring, except for the word. " present

"

I

used in the last paragraph. If this had been omitted
I
from Mr. Masterman's reply, the minds of motor
cyclists would have been at rest, but with the word
inserted it leaves it an open question whether the

;

Treasury may or may not make suggestions later on
for increased taxation should they consider it ex-

pedient. On the other hand, there is a remote possi-

bility that the Treasury may be considering decreased

taxation in connection with second-hand motor cycles,

and we hope that is the intention.

The " direction indicated," referred to by the

Financial Secretary to the Treasury, in his reply to

Mr. Cathcart Wason, was, of course, the £i tax for

cyclecars with single-cylinder engines under 89 mm.
bore and the taxation of motor cycles on the basis

of motor car taxation. Motor cyclists all over the

kingdom will rejoice with us that the absurd and
incomplete recommendation of the Committee on

Motor Car Taxation has so far been ignored by the

Treasury, and we would even go further, and say

that this recommendation should never have been

made. The Committee was asked to consider motor
car taxation, and went out of its way to make a

recommendation with regard to motor cycles, which

was not asked for. Whatever opinions the Committee
as a body or its members individually may hold with

regard to motor cycles, it had no excuse for suggesting

any alteration to the taxation of motor cycles beyond
the fact that it had heard the arguments advanced by
the representative of the Auto Cycle Union, Mr.
Archibald Sharp.

We assume the Committee acted in good faith,

and thought that it was suggesting something that

would remedy an injustice, but if the recommendation
were directed at motor cycles of a certain type, weight,

and horse-power, it appears almost like an attempt

on the part of a few individuals to suppress motor
cycles which do not conform to their opinions of what
a motor cycle should be.

Although the Chancellor of the Exchequer has

apparently no present intention of taking action in the

direction indicated by the Committee, an official state-

ment of the nature referred to above does not male
The Motor Cycle petition any less valuable. The
signatures of the petitioners with a draft of the peti-

tion- will be sent to the Lords of the Treasury accom-

panied by a copy of the letter which we suggested

should be forwarded to Parliamentary representatives.

The petition will prove the indignation of motot

cyclists regarding the Committee's recommendation,

and the letter contains a suggestion for reducing the

tax by one half for machines over two years old, a

suggestion which we hope the Lords of the Treasury

will consider.

A2I
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FORCED LUBRICATION.
The Difference between Mechanically Fed and Forced Lubrication.

I
HAVE lately been taking a series of test runs on
forced lubrication machines, and probably my
experiences will prove interesting to many.

Forced lubrication is, however, in its infancy as

regards its application to motor cycle engines, although

for commercial machinery and motor car engines it

has long proved a trusted method.
In the first place, it is necessary to differentiate

between forced and mechanically fed lubrication. Such
systems as induce oil into the crank case by utilising

the partial vacuum formed therein can only be called

mechanical feed. In this category fall the Indian

system and devices employing spring-loaded pumps,
such as the Best and Lloyd. That this is true one
has only to consider what happens when the oil reaches

the crank case—it is a case of ordinary splash lubri-

cation obviously, but with the advantage over the

ordinary hand pump that the amount of oil present

is more uniform and approaches nearer to the requisite

amount. Last Olympia Show really marked the com-
ing of forced lubrication when the Veloce and' W. and
D. were exhibited. To take the Veloce first, here a

small rotary pump driven off the magneto drive draws
oil through a filter and sends a copious supply through

a regulating tell-tale device to all the main bearings.

Two Examples of Forced Lubrication.

The oil also passes to the gears and clutches and is

sprayed on to the connecting rod bearings and cylin-

der. The oil pressure is adjusted at the works to a

figure which has been found most suitable—about 10

lbs. .
per square inch. The sump alone contains oil,

and a filler is attached to it in a convenient position,

all that the rider has to do being to fill the sump every

300 r miles. Now as regards the running of this

machine. With an engine of 70 x 76 mm. bore and
stroke it easily takes two full-grown men up 1 in 7
from a standing start. Also running all out for miles

on end never makes the cylinder more than comfort-

ably hot. As for wear, 7,000 miles (1,000 of this

with a sidecar) quite fails to make any appreciable

difference in the bearings or clutch, while the piston

and cylinder have merely acquired a fine polish.

RACING ON DIRT

Turning now to the W.D., we find here a small
Albany type pump, which draws oil through a filtei

from a sump at the bottom of the crank case, muni
the same as the Veloce. The oil now passes through
a regulating needle valve to a distribution chamber,
thence through channels in the crank case to the main
bearings. The main shaft on the timing gear sic It-

is drilled, and oil passes through the shaft, flywheel,

and crank pin to the big end bearing, thence up a

pipe fixed to the connecting rod to the gudgeon pin.

Excess oil escapes from the bearings on to the fly-

wheels and is flung on to the cylinder. In this case

the bearings are floating on a film of oil, and under
running conditions the two surfaces of the bearings

are not in actual contact at all. Let the reader grasp

this fact and he will see what a- stride this is from

the ordinary splash system. In fact, it is this forced

lubrication system which has made the modern high

speed commercial steam engine possible.

Another Advantage,
I also saw an engine in which the bearings had been

damaged owing to the presence of aluminium filings

on the wrong side of the filter, and here, although

the bearings were known to be very slack indeed,

when running it was quite impossible to tell this, there

being no vestige of knocking or rattling. On the road

the W.D. proved also phenomenally cool, although

the compression of the particular mount I bestrode

was 85 lbs. per square inch and the speed was high.

Points in common were that both machines had a

peculiarly silky feel about their running ; this is doubt-

less due to the comparatively small amount of friction.

In both cases the power developed seemed to be a little

above the average, showing at least that the work done

in circulating the oil is no drain on the engine power.

.The real advantages, however, are the small amount

of, wear and the absolute fool-proofness of the work-

ing parts of the lubrication systems.

It will be interesting to watch the progress of this

type of lubrication, and the coming Olympia Show
should prove instructive in this respect.

A.G.D.C.

TRACKS IN CANADA.

(1.) J. Cruikshank (Indian) leading in the five-mile event.
Indian riders carried all before them.

(2.) Winnipeg motor cyclists in the flying start of the ten mile four-lap race. The officials

and a number of spectators may be seen in the background. .-
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Top Tube Toolbags.

One of my faddist friends called round last week
and showed me a notion Which is not protected, and is

worth the attention of the trade He started with the

conviction that the top of the tank was the correct

place for toolbags, partly because the space was other-

wise wasted, partly because road vibration reaches its

zenith at the tail of the carrier, and carrier panniers

need very careful packing if the tools are not to jangle.

Consequently he procured a standard " top tube bag,"

but he soon found it too small to be of any
practical use.

After one or two experiments he fitted a long bag
with four compartments. At the forward end he

carries spare plugs and valves ; just abaft of this he

stores his tyre repair kit and belt adjusting kit in

separate compartments ; and the long stern division

houses his big tools. The whole outfit was very neat

and compact, ii: spite of the fact that all his clips had
to be bolted on. He pointed out that if flat brackets

were brazed to the top tube, a large comprehensive

outfit could be ~most handily mounted in this position.

The Life of Epicyclic Hubs.
My request for information as to the wearing life of

epicyclic hubs has not elicited much evidence. Three-
speed users have been quite inarticulate, and I have
received no particulars of more value than my own
experience. Early in the year I arranged for a

Sturmey-Archer and an Armstrong hub to be fitted to

tfi h.p. machines under my observation, and to be
worked hard, with and without sidecars. Both hubs
are still running, and neither has "ever given a mite of

trouble or cost a penny in repairs. At one time the

clutch of the Sturmey was somewhat inclined to slip,

but this proved to be due to the rider's failure to com-
prehend the clutch adjustment; when he got the hang
of the Manx ha'penny device on the right hand end of

the spindle, the clutch gripped like a good 'un. Both
these hubs have done many thousands of miles ; I will

endeavour to acquaint readers with their subsequent
history, but they are going strong at present, and have
proved delicious investments. My correspondents con-
fine themselves to two makes of two-speed hub, and
some of the letters do not appear to be entirely

disinterested. Some of the distances are too short
to be conclusive, but none of them talk trouble.
Mr. Squire, of Sheffield, does not come in this cate-
gory. He bought a 1909 5^ h.p.' Roc two-speeder
second-hand in 1910, and. has run it 13,600 miles with
only three road stops to tighten the high gear band.
His sole objections are that it requires an hour to
remove and replace the wheel, and that there is a

!
slight chatter on low gear (a failing of many speed

;

hubs). His repair bill is more than reasonable, viz.,
: overhaul and new axle, 21s. ; new brake drum and
' rebuilding wheel, 21s. ; pair of cones, 3s.; pair Hoff-

r. .d^*-

mann bearings, 17s.; one hub pinion, 8s. 6d. j nine

dozen brass studs, 9s.; total, £$ 19s. 6d., a very

creditable record. Several other riders speak of the
B.S.A. two-speed hub in the highest terms. Alto-

gether the correspondence entirely confirms my own
experience, viz., that the epicyclic hub has now
reached the stage when it is absolutely reliable, em-
bodies a minimum of friction, and proves exceedingly
durable in prolonged wear. Several readers comment
with delight on the noble fashion in which a modern'
air-cooled engine stands up to its work under exhaust-
ing spells of hauling heavy sidecar outfits on the low
ratios. Overheating is comparatively unknown, and
the face of the exhaust valve pits but slowly.

Another Query.

A correspondent writes,, saying that he is keenly in-

terested in the rnedium-powered machine, indicating

the 350 c.c. singles and twins. He says he is in-

formed that their high-speed engines do not yet, wear
as well as a 3^ h.p., and that loose bearings appear
too soon, while valve troubles are unduly frequent. I

have not yet attempted to run one of these handy
machines to. destruction, my own experience of them
being practically confined to 500 mile tests of a few
leading types, during which I could collect no ex-

haustive evidence. I imagine that a new type requires

lime to come into its own, and it is scarcely to be
expected that miniature engines should solve the metal-
lurgical problems which still hamper their bigger
sisters, but I am sure he need not expect an un-
reasonable amount of trouble. Perhaps one or two
users who have driven a 350 c.c. engine a distance of

10,000 miles will send their repair bills to the Editor?
The results should be interesting.

^^
[-Y-BALL.

H. W. Coupland (8 h.p. Williamson sidecar) at the top of this noted Welsh
Ml!, which has several times lately been used for hill-climbing contests.

A2.3
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COLLAPSIBLE SIDECARS.
Two ingenious attachments designed

EVER since the sidecar and its predecessor, the

tricar, have been introduced, the difficulty of

storage has always been present to the user

who has not the necessary premises at his disposal.

The first collapsible motor cycle brought to our notice

was a folding tricar,

described in The
Motor Cycle a

couple of years ago,

which . was the in-

vention of Mr.
Browning. Mr.
Browning, finding

that the tricar was
falling into disuse,he
then devoted his at-

tention to the side-

car, and succeeded
in bringing out a
very clever model,
which was exhibited
at the last motor
cycle show.
The Browtiin;

Sidecar.
Since that- time

he has constructed
several machines,
and recently his in-

vention was taken
up by Mr. R. Gor-
don Barrett, 54,
Florence Road,
Stroud Green, N.
To fold up the side-

car so that it will

pass through a narrow doorway, two clips holding down
the forward portion of the sidecar springs are undone.
The type of clip used throughout is that shown in

the third illustration, consisting of a clip and bolt com-
bined, which is absolutely secure and free from rattle.

The rearward portion of the sidecar springs is provided
with a wedge to fit into a specially cut groove, which
can be seen in the same picture. The body can now be
pulled forward and lifted off. When the body is removed

The Browning folding sidecar passing
through a narrow doorway.

to overcome the storage difficulty.

two more patent clips are undone, one attaching the

long diagonal member of the sidecar to the down tube

of the motor cycle, and the other fastening the lateral

portion of the frame to the tube supporting the side-

Showing how the sidecar swings outwards.

Chassis design of the Browning.

car axle. This allows the lateral portion, together

with the long tube attached to the down tube of the

motor bicycle, to be lifted up, and the wheel is free

to swing close up against the motor bicycle, the whole

pivotting on the rod attached to a special bracket

situated behind the saddle-.pf the motor bicycle. By'

undoing this latter fastening the whole sidecar can

lie lifted away from the machine if required. It is

therefore unnecessary todetach the sidecar completely

to pass through a

narrow door, as is

shown in first illus-

t r a tion . .
The

second picture
shows a further

advantage of the at-

tachment, which is

not at once ap-

parent, and that is,

that by undoing one
clip the sidecar may
be swung round,
allowing the near

side of the machine
to be accessible for

repairs or adjust-

ments. All these

operations may be
effected without the

aid of tools. The
sidecar cannot get

out of alignment,

however many times
it is detached and
attached. The side-

car is guaranteed
for two years, and
is made in two
types, the Standard and De Luxe

Showing motor and sidecar being wheeled
out of an entry.
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THE COLLAPSIBLE SIDECAR, MADE BY THE PATENT COLLAPSIBLE SIDECAR CO.

The second one of this folding type is manu-
factured by the Patent Collapsible Sidecar Company,
S129, Conybere Street, Birmingham. The photographs
show the machine in various stages of collapsibility.

The annexed illustrations render the operation of this

ingeniously thought out sidecar quite clear.

One of these reproductions, showing the complete
machine passing- through a narrow doorway, should

appeal to owners who have lack of storage room.

Both these devices are distinctly ingenious and, to

use a hackneyed expression undoubtedly supply a

long-felt want. •":

COMPULSORY SILENCE.
ON careful examination the new draft regulation

of the Local Government Board regarding the

use of cut-outs appears to me to be open to

civ severe criticism. To my mind there is

imple evidence that this regulation has been
Irawn up hurriedly, or carelessly, or both, by
ne who has little or no knowledge of motor cycles,

ir even of the Motor Car Act of 1903. The draft

eads as follows: " He shall not use any cut-out,

tting, or other apparatus or device which will allow
iie exhaust gases from the engine of the motor car

J

motor cycle) to escape into the atmosphere without
rst passing through a silencer, expansion chamber,
t other contrivance suitable and sufficient for reducing
s far as may reasonably be practicable the noise which
ould otherwise be caused by the escape of the said

'

;ases."

No Regulations Necessary.
! The first argument against such a measure becom-
ig law is that it is totally unnecessary. That alone
hows the want of intelligence, or even knowledge- of
xisting law, on the part of the person or persons
espbnsible for the regulation. For under the

903 Act the owner of a motor vehicle, which is

bjectionably noisy is liable to conviction. Therefore
;s the law stands aU present the police have the
emedy in their own hands. What the L.G.B. should
ave done if they wished the silencer regulation en-
jrce'd more strictly was to put pressure on the police
3 remind them that this clause of the 1903 Act was
ot merely a dead letter. The whole case is analogous
p the law as to the speed limit. The police have
all powers to arrest anyone whose driving is dangerous
|> the public, therefore why impose a limit of speed at
t.U? Everyone admits the absurdity of the speed
j.mit, even

.
many - police, yet the L.G.B. in. their

nlightenment propose 1 a regulation equally futile.

Then how will this regulation work in practice?
Many riders, the majority in fact, drive with their

cut-outs open on country roads when' clear, and closed

in towns and villages and when near horses. Make
the cut-out illegal, and see what happens. The motor
cyclist must obey the lawr

, and he must have efficiency.

He therefore takes the obvious course of riding a
machine which is just sufficiently silent to escape
trouble with the police. And this will mean that his

machine is probably considerably less silent than it

used to be when he shut the cut-out. It is not noisy

enough to create trouble, but that does not mean
that degree of silence possible on many 1912 machines,
for no one minds a little back pressure for town
riding if he have a free exhaust for fast work on the
open road. The silencer of 191 3 will be neither free

nor silent if the regulation come into force.

A Really Silent Machine.
Many people regard a really silent motor cycle or

car as dangerous, and should we get the real silence

by this regulation (which, as I have said above,

I do not think likely) I believe their fears will prove to

have been well founded. Further, the public prefer

a machine they can hear, all the time, to a dead
silent machine with a horn or exhaust whistle going.

Nothing annoys people more than to be startled by a
motor horn ; when they hear the machine coming and
move on of their own accord they do not seem
to mind.
What we want, and what I trust we shall get under

a reasonable Government, is freedom to use our cut-

outs at our own discretion, with heavy penalties for

those who make nuisances of themselves. This latter

is highly necessary. The only good that I can see likely

to arise from the draft regulation is that it may draw
more attention to silencer design, and may ultimately

give us a really free silencer. Red Wheels.
a2j
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A LEADING FRENCH CYCLECAR.
Detailed drawings and a trial of the four-cylinder Baby Peugeot.

THE illustrations of the Baby
Peugeot" published in a recent

issue gave an excellent impres-

sion of the outline of the vehicle,

and we now reproduce line drawings of

the chassis showing the disposition of

the parts and -the mechanism.
The engine crankshaft is solid, and

the crank case is divided into two
compartments communicating by means
of holes. Oil is fed to the base by
gravity through a drip feed lubricator

with two pipes passing each to one
division of the crank case. The base is

almost rectangular, and is attached

direct to the frame, which is of pressed

steel, and passes right under the engine,

forming at the same time a mudshield.
The valves are mechanically operated,

• s-
Plan view of the chassis, showing disposition of parts.

Pa^t sejtioial view cf the four-cylinder engine.

It wi I be noted that the valves are on each side of

the cylinder, and valves, springs, tappets, etc., work
in oil, the aluminium cover plates being fitted to

the cylinder with an oil-tight joint.

and situate each side, covered completely
in such manner that the tappets and
springs work in an oil bath. The timing
gear is across the front of the engine,

and the pinions and wheels are alternate

bronze and fibre. The water circulating

pump and the Bosch magneto are gear-

driven off a continuation of the timing

wheel shaft. A Claudel automatic motor
cycle carburetter feeds the engine per-

fectly, and is placed on the right just

behind the magneto. The engine
(which is 55 x 90 mm), magneto, carbu-
retter, and water pump weigh complete
•188 lbs., which is, we should think, about
the lightest form of four-cylinder water
cooled engine unit on the market.

The. clutch is of the leather-covered

cone type, the external part forming
the flywheel.

The Two=speed Gear.
Behind the clutch is a two-speed gear

contained in a round casing, which con-

nects up to the rear axle by means of a

torque tube. This gear, is quite a departure.

The tubular torque rod is, of course, a
fixture ; through its centre runs a revolv-

ing tube and a solid rod. These connect
by means of bevel pinions at their rear-

ward extremities to two bevel crown
wheels on the driving axle. It will there-

fore be seen that there is always one set

of bevels driving and one set running
idly, the change of gear being effected

by clutching either the tubular or solid

shaft to the clutch-shaft by means of a
sliding dog, which is really a disc carry-

ing internal and external cut teeth, which
mesh with keys or flutes on the engine-
shaft and gearshafts.

A reverse is provided by a pinion not
in mesh unless required. When it is

necessary to travel backwards this pinion
is brought into mesh with the low gear-

shaft by a Bowden wire, and causes a
reverse motion.
The universal joint connecting the clutch

and propeller-shafts is simply a leather

disc, which allows for a slight motion
j

every direction.

The front axle is of I section, dropj .,

below the starting handle, and the steij

ing is irreversible by screw and sector

Plan sectional view of the Truffault shock absorber, also side views, showing how the suspension is fitted

to the front and rear wheels. The left hand elevation is for front wheel and the right hand for the rear wheel.

This device allows the road wheel to return slowly to its place when suddenly lifted by shocks. The damping
action is caused by a frictional pad of leather gripped between metal discs.

A28

Tin Tim'mj Diagram. I.O. Inlet open., E.S. Exh:

shut, D.C.T. Dead centre top. I.C. Inlet dus

D.C.B. Dead centre bottom, E.O. Exhiust 0]

The Suspension.
One of the most interesting and pr;

cal features of the vehicle is the Truff

suspension, a most practical device,

which the springing of the little ca

vastly improved. Roughly described,

Truffault is a friction device which
|

vides for big shocks by letting the wli

back again gently after they have I

suddenly jerked upwards by bad ro

The rear springs are semi-elliptic,

the front springs are merely attachec

- the frame where the dumb irons

usually placed.

The frame is cranked upwards at

rear and narrowed in front to alio'

sufficient lock. The wheels are sma
22in. x 2iin.—but one would never 1c K
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l Leading French Cyclecar.—

hey were unduly small owing to the

lelightfully easy running of the Truffanlt

usponsion.

The control is very simple. There are

10 levers on the steering wheel, an
iccelerator pedal opens and closes the

hrottle, and side levers and pedal work-
up inside (he body operate the internal

xpanding brakes and change of gear.

lie brakes are operated by pedal and
ever independent of one another.

The body is of metal, torpedo shaped,

and upholstered in leather, the petrol

tank is cunningly hid in the back of the
seat, and holds about six gallons, and the
consumption is about 40 m.p.g.

The chassis weighs complete about 6£
cwts., and the complete car has a hood,
screen, two Ducellier lamps for acetylene
gas, and a horn.

A Short Run.
The makers took our representative for

a short run in the Bois de Boulogne, and
afterwards up a hill called the Cote de
Valarien. This hill is about a kilometre

inlength and has a maximum gradient of
1 in 9. and an average of 1 in 12. The
Baby went up afc about 18 to 20 m.p.h.
on the low speed, and lias a "maximum
high speed of about 37 to 38 m.p.h. On
tour, we were informed, it would average
nearly 25 m.p.h.

Side and front elevations of the tour-cylinder Baby Peugeot voiturette, showing method of control, tubular torque rod, clutch, and oil tank.

The petrol tank in rear seat is not shown.

->~• ••—<-

Alldays Midget and Other Models.
\LLDAYS and Onions, Ltd., Bir-

mingham, showed us last week an
entirely new 8 h.p. twin sidecar
model, also the Alldays Midget.

acre will be little alteration in the

h.p. single-cylinder model for next
ar, except that it- will have a

imter-shaft three-speed gear with the
st chain running in an oil bath. This
ar is of the sliding type.

A Sidecar Machine.
l'he 8 h.p. twin has an engine the cylin-

j"s of which are 85x88 mm. bore and
oke set at an angle of 90°. The cranks
i also at 90° with the connecting rods
iking on separate journals. The flywheels
: internal. Both valves are mechani-

1 ly operated side by side. The magneto,
:ieh is on the left-hand side and behind
1 engine, is gear-driven off one of the

cam wheels. The gear is similar to that
on the 3j h.p. machine. On the engine-
shaft is a metal-to-metal cone clutch.

Lubrication is by hand pump.
The Midget lias been on the road up-

wards of 7,000 miles this year, and
Alldays and Onions have decided to make
500 of them. The engine is a water-
cooled single-cylinder 4-^in. bore X 4^in.

stroke with external flywheel and solid

crankshaft. The magneto is fitted on
the right side and is chain-driven, the
chain running in an oil bath case.

Lubrication of the engine is effected by
a mechanically operated pump which
pumps the oil up from a sump in the
crank case through the bearings of the
engine, etc.,' and then returns the oil

to the tank. Where the oil issues from
the bearings it falls to the base and is

splashed from there on to the cylinder

walls. A cone clutch transmits the power
to a three-speed gear box of the sliding

type, the top ratio being direct driven.

Worm Drive and Differential.

From the gear box a propeller-shaft

conveys the power to a worm-driven real

axle, the worm and wheel being below the
axle. The box containing the worm gear
and differential is provided with an oil

filler so placed that when filling up an
overflow device prevents too much lubri-

cant remaining in the' box. To enable
the propeller-shaft to assume a horizontal
position, the engine, gear box, etc., are
carried on an underframe of steel tubing,

which obviates inclining the engine. The
frame on which, the body rests is of

channel steel.

Two expanding and contracting brakes
are fitted to each rear wheel. The steer-

ing is irreversible by worm wheel and
sector. The- springing is by means of

four semi-elliptical springs, which are

free to turn about their centres on pins

attached to the frame. The front axle

, is of stamped I section steel. A tubular
torque rod connects the gear box and rear

axle, and in it revolves the propeller-

shaft. The steel wings are rounded in

section, and pass well around the circum-
ference of the wheels. . Pedals operate

the clutch and brakes, and the Victoria

body seats two passengers. The total

weight of this little vehicle is about 7J,-

cwts., and it will attain a maximum speed
of thirty-eight miles per hour.

The Alldays Midgot cr.r, which is propelled by a single-cylinder water-cooled engine.

Mr. R. Surridge wishes us to inform
readers that he regrets anyone having
trouble with his solution flask, as it was
only after a large number had been sent

out that a fault was discovered. Previous
purchasers x>i the flask can obtain a new
one if they send a postcard to 58, George
Street, Camberwell.

A3I
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An Ingenious Two-cycle Engine.

A TWO-STROKE engine possessing many novel

features has been designed by Mr. Karl M.
Gibbons, of Basford Hall, Stoke-upoi:-Trent.

Unlike the usual type of two-cycle engine, in which

the gases are "transferred from the- crank case to the

cylinder by means of a port cast in the cylinder walls,

this engine allows the gas to pass

through a valve in the piston head.

This valve is mechanically operated

by means of a cam mounted on the

crank pin and a tappet carried in-

side the hollow connecting rod. The
cam is arranged to point directly to

the centre of the crankshaft, so that

every time the piston nears the bot-

tom of its stroke, i.e.. when the

crank case, compression is almost at

its highest, the cam comes into

action and the compressed gas

passes through the valve and is de-

flected upwards by the shape of the

piston in such a manner that it does

not mix with the exhaust gas, but

assists it out through the exhaust

ports.

High Engine Speeds.

The engine has a bore and stroke

of 88 mm., and a compression of

90 lbs. per square inch There are

twelve exhaust ports of f^in. x f£in. and the engine

is said to reach 4,000 r.p.m. The cylinder has been
machined from a solid mild steel bar, and in future

will probably be water-cpolea

At the vpresent time the engine has undergone a

test of about 200 miles, and has developed great

power. So far the valve spring tension has not been
adversely affected by the heat. The inlet valve should

not require grinding any more frequently than that

on a four-stroke engine, but should it become neces-

sary it is a comparatively .simple job, as the valve

can easily be detached by means of .• special tool

As will be seen from the drawings and photographs
the gas (supplied by a Senspray carburetter) is drawi
direct into the crank chamber through an autoruati

valve. The crank case compression has been raiso

by the addition of aluminium plates where space exisJei

Sectional Tiews of Mr. Gibbons's two-stroke engine.

Cylinder and crank case, showing aluminium plates used to raise crank case compression.

which could be filled up. Oil is led to a groov^j
the base of the cylinder, thence to the main bearing

through ducts, and thence by centrifugal force to th

inside of the crank pin, which is drilled to allow c

to reach the big end.

The engine was manufactured by W. Tagg and Ccl

Newcastle-under-Lyme.

A COMPLAINT ABOUT MOTOR CYCLISTS.

A serious complaint has been received by the R.A.C

from a member resident in Bedfordshire of the .dij

graceful : wa'j .in .which

motor cycles are driven

by. irresponsible persons

through certain Bedford-

shire villages. Recently

a farmer whose horse

was frightened by a pass-

ing motor cyclist was
thrown out of his cart and
his shoulder broken.

R.A.C. road guides will

be stationed in villages in

which fast driving has

been noticed, to report

the behaviour of any
offenders. In Bedford-

shire there have never

been any police -controls,

and ten-mile limits are

unknown ; therefore the

abuse of the privileges

offered by a county which
is notably friendly is

highly to. be deprecated,:

A.-?2

Pulley side of the complete en;i

described in the article on this ps,
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VALVE
GRINDER.

The Value
of Compression.
It is impossible to over-estimate the value of

perfect compression.

Compression cannol remain perfect unless your

valves-are regularly ground m.

Valve grinding has been sadly neglected in the

i) ajonty of motor cycles because it has hitherto

been an irksome and irritating operation.

If you knew of a cheap tool which would

enable you to grind in your valves, simply,

perfectly, without dismantling the cylinder'

with no more trouble than you at present take

in giving your tyres an occasional pumpful of

air, you would not sacrifice that amount of

power which must be lost through imperfect

compression.

Send for fullest particulars.

PKICE 7/6(p
e°Hd

-)

BOWDEN WIRE Ltd,

PRATT STREET, CAMDEN TOWN,

LONDON.
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BROOKS
to-day, &—
BROOKS
lo-morroWo
Has it ever struck you how very
subject to saddle change and substitu-

tion is the man who does not ride a

BROOKS?

And have you noticed how very seldom
the man who rides a BROOKS to-day

rides another make to-morrow ?

Of course there is a reason

—

It is this

—

There is no other saddle which yields

the same degree of- comfort—none
other which maintains its comfort-

giving qualities from the first day of

Its fitting to the- last day of its use as

does the BROOKS—none other which
can embody the" BROOKS Patent
Compound Springs—the secret of its

luxury.

Hence — " BROOKS
BROOKS to-morrow.'

to-day, and

Anyway, you should put it to the test

and make comparison, and note

—

That all our latest models will be on view at

STAND 231
Gallery, OLYMPIA,
where we shall be delighted to demonstrate
their value.

J. B. BROOKS & CO., Ltd.,

49, Criterion Wks., Birmingham.

A full range of the BROOKS Cycle and Motor
Cycle Specialities may be seen at oar

London Showrooms—Criterion House.
1 1, Grape Street Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.

(Oxford Street end).

.The BROOKS
latest model

—

B 4 1 ; the
"Pullman of

Saddles."

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oyclc"
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THE A.C.U. ONE DAY
QUARTERLY TRIALS.

More Successes for

STELASTIC TIRES
2 G.W. R. Cyclccars,

Fitted with Stelastic Tires

Gained Highest Awards.
Manufacturers' Private Test

of Motor Cycle Tires. —:—Ltd.

Coventry,

11th Oct. 1912.

Dear Sirs,

I am sending to you to-day the two Stelastic covers
taken from my machine after covering over 5,000 miles.

Yours faithfully)

Both tires, which are in excellent condition, can be seen at
our

-

Showrooms, 76. York Street, Westminster. They have
not been punctured, and there is not a cut on the tread.

In the recent Paris-Tours Reliability Trial
Mr. Rex Mundy, using Stelastic Tires, obtained

FULL MARKS AND HIGHEST AWARD.

5,000 MILES TRIAL
Great success of the Stelastic Tire.

The longest Pneumatic Tire Trials ever successfully accom-

plished under Royal Automobile Club observation. The four

tires originally fitted to Daimler car weighing 35cwt.
completed the whole distance without puncture or other incident.

THE STELASTIC TIRE is capable of accom-
plishing 5,000 miles On either Cars Or motor Section of Tire showing the Tread

cycles.
Write for Booklet. Agents ;—

-

Torkington Tires, Ltd., 76, York Street, Westminster, S.W.

In answering this advertisement' it is desirable to mention, " The Motor Cycle.
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1913 MODELS.
Advance Details and Illustrations of

New Model Motor Cycles.

1913 ROVER TOURING MACHINE.

THE Rover Co., Ltd., have found

their present models so satis-

factory, as proved by achieve-

ments in competition, that they

do not intend to make any radical

changes ; they are, however, modifying

all their tvpes. We have been privileged

to examine the first of the new touring

3^ h.p. models, and found that several

minor improvements had been carried out.

The petrol tank has an increased

capacity and neatly rounded corners, the

top and bottom edges being enamelled

though some of the bearing surfaces have
been increased, and the machine we
inspected was fitted with a neat Rover
leg guard round the valve chest. A large

diameter silencer is fitted under the

The new Armstrong gear is fitted to the

rear wheel, which is covered by a wide,

quickly-detachable mudguard attached to

the carrier. Substantial stands are fitted

to each wheel. Great care has been

1913 Rover tank, showing cylindrical oil compart-
ment and glass-topped filler caps.

black with the usual Rover red panel on
aluminium ground between. The tank is

now supported by two brackets from the
under side, and a steel pressing let

into it forms a non-leakable oil compart-
ment. The top bar of the frame has been
slightly raised to accommodate the larger
tank, but the saddle height remains the
same. Sidecar lugs are now brazed to the
fiame, and the company are constructing a
sidecar of their own. The 85 x 88 mm.
engine remains practically the same.

The new 3\ h.p. Rover, with Armstrong three-speed gear.

bottom bracket, to which the gases are

led by a long pipe and have their egress

through another pipe of smaller diameter
on the opposite side. This silencer is,

however, at present in its experimental
stage, and may be somewhat modified.

Belt side of the 3.1 h.p. Rover described on this page.

bestowed on the design of the brakes; the

front has an improved type of shoe fitted,

while the leverage to the rear brake -has

been materially increased.

The model illustrated is not finished in

the standard colours, but gives a good
idea of the lines of the Rover Company's
latest production.

THE JAMES THREE-SPEED GEAR.

AFEW weeks ago we published an
account of a long distance trial

on a 1913 model 3g h.p. James
and sidecar, and we are now able

to publish sectional drawings of the three-

speed gear employed on this mount. The
sprocket A is driven direct from the

engine by means of a chain, and trans-

mits power through the clutch plates C
to the shaft B. The central pbrtipn of

this shaft is splined and carries" the
sliding gear pinion D, which has dogs
E and E, machined at either end. On
either side of the splined portion of the
shaft lie the idle wheels F and G having
corresponding dogs E, and-E respectively.

In the case of the wdieel F, the clogs

consist of semi-circular recesses machined
in the face of the wheel. Directly

above the mainsliaft 13 lies the layshaft H
carrying the three gear wheels J K and
L. *To obtain the high gear the dogs
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Section of the 1913 James' 3-speed gear box and striking mechanism.

E, are engaged, thus locking the shaft

B to the idle wheel F. It will be noted
that splined on to an extension of F is

the driving .sprocket. Thus the shaft B
is locked to the sprocket ftl, and, since

it is driven by the sprocket A, a direct

drive is obtained. The middle gear is

obtained by meshing the wheel D with
the wheel K. The drive is then as

follows : From D tc K, then back from
J to F, thence to M, a further movement
of D to the right engages the dogs E or

the low gear. By locking the wheel G
to the shaft JB, the drive is then from G
to L, from J to F, and thence to M. In

each case the sprocket M drives the rear

wheel through a single roller chain. The
gear box is mounted throughout on
Skefko ball bearings, with the exception
of a double cone race carrying the wheel
F, which takes any slight side thrust

that may be caused by the striking

mechanism. A kick starter is encased in

the right side of the gear box, and con-

sists of a toothed quadrant N, which may
be rotated by a pedal P, under which
circumstances it engages with the gear
wheel mounted on a free-wheel device
carried by the mainshaft. The gear runs
quietly and changes simply, and the

ratios aie worked out so that there is

not too big a difference between them. -

THE LATEST CALCOTT.

THE 2^ h.p. Calcott has been con-

siderably modified for the coming
year. The 70x76 mm. -m.o.i.v.

engine is retained, but the cylinder
is offset fe'm. al,d > s constructed with
much deaper radiating fins and larger

valves. The timing gear has been greatly
simplified, all wh-.els being held in

position by a phosphor bronze plate, so

that the cover may be taken off without
disturbing -the timing. It is worthy of

Valve litter mechanism and adjustable tappet

on the 1913 Calcott.

note that the timing gear shafts are held
stationary, the wheels only revolving on
phosphor bronze bushes. Adjustable
tappets are fitted to the new model, and
a neat form of valve lifter which consists

of an inclined face which forces the

exhaust tappets upwards. The frame has

been improved in details, and the engine
is carried at the rear by a stout cradle.

The mudguard stays are carried on
separate pins, so that they in no" way
impede the detachment of the wheels. A

flew 2.} ii.p. Calcott single-speed machines.

Calcott engine which has an offset cylinder;

simple spring-up stand is fitted to the

rear wheel. The carrier .has been

strengthened, and two pannier bags are

fitted close in so as not to give a

clumsy appearance to the machine. The
tank has a rounded top and is -fitted with

a glass topped petrol filter, the whole

being supported by platforms brazed to

the lower tube. The Calcott is obtainable

either, as a •single-geared

mount, or with a three-

speed to order.
' The firm have under con-

struction a 4^ h.p. machine
of 89 mm. bore x SO mm.
stroke ; the cylinder will

not be offset, but in other

respects it is a laige edition

of the 2£ h.p. modej. .

This machine should
prove itself to be an ex-

tremely satisfactory one for

sidecar - work in hilly dis- (appellor* twin

tricts 7-9 1. p. Premier
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THE CRESCENT CYCLECAR.

rE recently had the pleasure of

inspecting the Crescent cyclecar,W 1

which is being built and mar-
keted by descent Motors, Ltd.,

of Pleck Road, Walsall. The firm started

Operations in 1910, and after two years'

experimental work they have evolved a

machine that not only comes within the

A.C.U. definition of a cyclecar, but what
is still more important, one . that is

designed and priced on the lines of what

to the majority of people the word cycle-

car means.
The Crescent is friction driven, this form

of transmission having been proved satis-

factory over lengthy tests carried ^out by

the manufacturers. The standard pattern

two-seated side-by-side body is both com-
fortable and spacious, the inside dimen-

sions of the seats. being 37in. wide, 21in.

high, and 16in. deep.

An 8 h.p. V-type J.A.P. engine (85 by
85 mm.), placed longitudinally in the

frame under a bonnet at the front of the

Showing the friction drive, tubular frame,
and rear springing of the 1913 Crescent.

chassis, supplies the motive power. Xt is

air-cooled, and a dummy radiator is fitted

to enhance the appearance of the car. In
addition to a vane flywheel, a two-blade
fan is driven off the driving shaft imme-
diately behind the engine. From _ the
engine a long propeller-shaft transmits the
power to the friction discs, the driving disc

being carried on the end of the shaft and
the driven disc on a counter-shaft. From
the counter-shaft a short single chain

'

transmits the power to the live back axle.

Five Speeds and Reverse.
Although, of course, a friction drive

is really a variable gear, notches are
formed in the change speed quadrant,
to give five forward speeds and one
reverse. The combined change speed and
biake lever works in a gate and quadrant,
the latter being utilised for changing

!. The notches are in the quadrant
and the lever being moved through the
gate into a slot which is at the side of
the change speed notches, applies a
band brake to the counter-shaft. In this
way the counter-shaft brake cannot be
applied without first putting the gear
into neutral, and one lever operates the
change speed and one brake. This latter
remark also applies, to the front wheel

The latest Crescent cyclecar which now has sociable seats.

brakes, which are operated by the clutch
pedal ; depressing the clutch pedal first

holds apart the two friction discs, and
further depression applies the band brakes
on the front wheels. It may be added that
besides the clutch pedal there is another
pedal which operates the throttle, and
underneath the steering column there is

one lever to control the timing of the Bosch
magneto by means of a Bowden wire.

The carburetter is an Amac automatic,
which dispenses with the necessity for

an air lever.

Appearance and Springing.
The chassis is carried on semi-elliptical

springs fore and aft, and a tubular frame
is used, ft runs on 26in. wire wheels
fitted with 2^in. voiturette rims and
tyres. The wheelbase is 7ft. 9in.,

the track 3ft. 2in., and the ground clear-

ance 85m.
It will be gathered from the accompany-

ing illustration that the complete machine
presents a particularly smart appearance.
The bonnet merges into the scuttle dash,
which contains the petrol and oil tank's, in

a very neat manner, and the lines of the
body harmonise with both. Domed mud-
guards and running boards not only

further enhance the car's appearance, but
aro fittings which are useful and appre-

ciated by the owner.

A short run we had on the car demon-
strated its stability and good springing

—

indeed, the extremely comfortable manner
in which it held the road without any dis-

comfort to the occupants at high speeds
over a bad surface was most impressive.

Power unit of the Crescent. The engine is an
S h.p. a"ir-ccoled twin.

The efficiency of the friction drive for this

class of vehicle was also demonstrated,
especially when the car was driven up a

short stretch of road with a loose cobbly

surface having a reputed gradient of

1 in 4.5.

An example of the water-cooled Green-Precision

85 x 88 mm. engine. This engine holds the

single-cylinder sidecar records, having covered 50

miles 1,740 yards in an hour—an excellent

performance.

F.R.S. LAMPS.

Samuel Hall and Sons, Wrottesley

Street, Birmingham, showed us a few days

ago a special generator made for cyclecars,

which holds I5 lbs. of carbide. This is a

very neat and light generator considering

its size. It works on the ordinary F.R.S.
drip feed principle, and has the firm's

riddling grid. They are also making a

complete set- of cyclecar electric head, side,

and tail lamps. These are also suitable

for any small ..car, and are egg-shaped.

The following—the Major, the Big, and
the 5in. sizes for motor cycles—will be
continued in an improved form. An addi-

tional model is a new lightweight head
light and generator. All are fitted with
genuine Mangin lenses. The generators

for 1913 are both smaller and neater than
before. F.R.S. lamps will be found at the

Olympia Cycle and Motor Cycle Show on
the stand of their principal agents, tin

Service Co., Ltd.
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THE MATCHLESS'.

A RECENT visit to Messrs. Collier

and Sons' Works. Plumstead Road,
Woolwich, revealed a good deal

that was of interest. The success-

ful 8 li.p. passenger machine with double
belt drive and epicyclic gear in the rear hub
will be retained, while a few detail im-

provements will be added. An innovation,

however, will be an 8 h.p. chain-driven

passenger model. The drive is by chain

(o the counter-shaft, and thence by two
chains to the rear wheel. The change-speed

is in a small gear box in the bottom
bracket containing dog clutches, which
engage the low or ' high s?peed chains as

required. Also, on the counter-shaft,

there is mounted a friction clutch, con-

sisting of two internal expanding wedge-
shaped rings, the wedges having an angle
of 90°. Oil from, a bypass from the main
supply to the engine lubricates the clutch,

and any excess, therefore, is directed on
to the front chain, which runs in an
aluminium case

;
guards are provided for

the back chains. A- segment type kick-

starter is used. The rear brake is of

the internal expanding type, and is lined

with Ferodo. The machine is of

thoroughly practical design, but it must
be remembered that the particular one
illustrated herewith is an early model of

the new type, and the chain case and
guards have been removed.
Another new model will be the 3£ h.p.

twin with overhead valves. The trans-

mission from engine to counter-shaft will

be by enclosed chain, -and thence by belt

to the rear wheel which will be built on to

an Armstrong three-speed hub. The six-

speed model with expanding pulley gear

and sliding back wheel to preserve an
even belt tension will be retained.

The Matchless Cyclecar.

Quite a novelty, which has been awaited
for some time, will be the 9 h.p. Matchless
cyclecar, which is the result of two years'

careful experimenting. It is now ap-

proaching completion, but will not be

ready till just before the Show. Belt

drive was tried in the early models and
found wanting, and the final type is now
a three-wheeled vehicle. The motive
power will be a 90° J. A. P. 85 x 95 mm.
engine fired by Bosch magneto. The

The new two-speed Matchless-Jap, with chain transmission throughout.

clutch will be of the leather-faced cone
type. Long bolts extending through the

Garrard Maxfield 1913 model sidecar, with hood
complete.

crank case also hold the gear box, render-

ing engine, clutch and gear box one unit.

Behind the gear box will be a well-made
De Dion type universal joint with a

grease-retaining cone. From gear box to

the rear wheel the drive will be by pro-

peller-shaft, while the final drive is by
bevel. The chief bugbear of the three-

wheeler, the inaccessibility of the back
wheel, will be absent, as the latter will be

detached almost instantly by merely with-

drawing the spindle. The back wdieel is

then free to drop out, leaving the driving

mechanism and the brake drum in titu.

These two portions are connected to the

main hub by means of dog clutches.

Geared steering is fitted, the gear box

being situated on the top of the steering

column immediately beneath the wheel.

The frame is of channel steel, while the

rear wheel is carried in a tubular sub-

frame, and is connected to the main
frame by leaf springs attached to the

latter at their after ends. The centre of

the front axle is curved, and serves as a" I

cradle for the engine, which is mounted
longitudinally. Laminated springs extend
from each extremity of this curve to

vertical plungers, supporting the stub

axles and running in guides on the main
frame, thus ensuring good springing and
ample lateral stability. In a word, the

springing is somewhat after the system in

vogue on the Sizaire-Naudin car. The
track is 56in., and the wheelbase 7ft. The
cylindrical petrol tank is carried over the

engine and possesses a compartment tor

oil. The gear box contains two speeds,

and the top gear ratio is 4^ to 1. 550x6)
mm. voiturette tyres are to be fitted to

the front wheels, while the rear wheel will

be shod with a 700 x 85 mm. combination
cover. Altogether, the Matchless cyclecar,

will be one of the most up-to-date thiee-

wheeled vehicles on the market.

The 1913 8 h.p. chain-driven Matchless sidecar com lunation.

SIDECARS A SPECIALITY.
Hoods for sidecars are manufactured by

the Garrard-Maxfield Motor Manufacture:
ing Co., Ltd., 5-5, Aston Road. Birming-
ham. We illustrate the 1913 pattern

sidecar made by this firm complete with

Cape hood. These sidecars are also fitted

with side curtains and front celluloid

screen to order. The company have

already supplied a number to France.
Instantaneous sidecar couplings are also

a feature of the Gerrard sidecar.
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1913 REX.

I

I' has not been

make any great

cylinder 6 lip.

77
tin

stroke

tine, and

Pressure pump for Rex
oil tank.

found necessary to

changes in the twin-
Rex. The bore and

X 96 nun. , remain the
only alteration of any

importance to the

f.
power unit lies in

the . timing gear,

which has been
considerably sim-
plified. It will be
remembered that an
oil pipe leads from
the crank case

into each of the
inlet valve cham-
bers. The gear is

unaltered, and the
chief improvements
in the frame lie

in the lengthening
of the ball head
and a slightly in-

creased rake to the

steering. The lever-

age on the rear

brake has been
increased, and the

V brake drum re-

placed by a flat

one. The mudguards have been much im-

proved, and the side flaps extend right

round the front guard. Another innovation

lies in the method of lubrication, which is

by air pressure. A small hand pump is let

iitt'i the oil filler cap, by means of which
ail- is forced into the tank. This drives the
oil out through an adjustable sight feed

drip to the engine. Either belt or chain
drive can be supplied.

The company has produced a solidly

constructed sidecar for use with this

machine, the design of which may be
clearly followed from the photograph.
11 will be seen that there are four points
of attachment, a cross-bar being fixed to
the engine plates in front of ' the crank
<.a<e. The chassis is constructed for
iast ing wear, and. the body is beautifully
sprung, and is supported on coil springs
m addition to the usual leaf springs-.

The most striking feature of the 3j h.p.
model is the belt guard, which extends
round the pulley and underneath the-belt

Re-designed Rex sidecar chassis with four-point attachment. The front clip extends to the engine cradle.

to tlie rear rim, as may be seen from the
photograph. We have advocated tins

fitting in these pages for a long time past,

and the Rex Co. are to be congratulated
on being the first firm to make it a
standard fitting. The model we illustrate

is fitted with a metal-to-metal cone clutch

Rex handle-bar lug, which is keyed on to the pillar

and clips the bars, so that they may be set

in any position.

in the rear wheel. This clutch consists of
two metal cones, which are forced against
corresponding coned surfaces in the hul
shell. The whole forms a- particular!!

neat and light contrivance. The engine

has a bore and stroke of 84^ X 95 mm.,
and may be started by a handle fixed on
the rear stay -and connected to the hub
by chain. Both types are fitted with a

front wheel stand and a novel handle-bar
clip, which is keyed to the head pillar and
clips the handle-bar which may be set at

any angle.

ANOIHER MOIOR CYCLE LAMP.
.Messrs. Bleriot, Ltd., Long Acre, W.C.,

are turning their attention to the manu-
facture of motor cycle lamps, and we learn

that they have already designed a motor
cycle head light and generator. ' The
former will be of the lens mirror type,

and the latter will be made on the diving

, bell system, following the pattern of one
of their generators for car lamps, which
has been found to

_ be absolutely satisfac-

tory. One of its chief points is its great
accessibility, allowing it to be taken apart
quickly, thus rendering cleaning particu-

larly easy. The lamp, which will not be
ready for delivery for some time, will un-
doubtedly be a good production worthy of

the name of Bleriot. It will be of British

manufacture.

1913 pattern 4 h.D. Rex. Observe the footboards and efficient belt guard.

WEAR OF EPICYCLIC HUB GEARS:
At the Rex Co. 's works recently an

epicyclic gear was shown to us which
their draughtsman, Mr. H. Sargisson. has
had in use from 1906 to the present date.

For the last eighteen months the machine
has been in use with a sidecar and the
original gear pinions are still good. Mr.
Sargisson thinks this . is conclusive proof
that " Ixion's " f query about epicyclic

gears is well answered: Of course parts
of the gear changing mechanism have
been renewed from time to time, but the*
original hub and pinions have never been
replaced The gear pinions, of the Bex
two-speed gear are very much larger than
those of the 'three-speed hubs which arc

popular on motor cycles, but we sec no
reason why these latter should wear any
quicker than a pedal cycle hub three-

speed gear, which, as is well known, has

a life practically equal to that of the

bicycle.

B5'
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RELIABILITY TRIAL
A SEVERE TEST IN LAKELAND.

QUITE the most severe one day trial which has yet
been held by the Anto Cycle Union started from
Kendal on Saturday morning last. . The entries

amounted to fifty-eight, and of these the non-starters

were L. Pennington (A.J.S.), J. Pass (Clyde), and F. Fisher

(8 Chater-Lea sc.). Harry Reed, who had entered in the

bicycle class, had a sidecar attached to his 8 h.p. Dot.
Immediately on leaving the garage a turn to the lsft was

taken up quite a steep hill, which was a foretaste of what
was to come. The surface was excellent on the .1 in 5

portion, but at the very summit—the hill was a mile long— it

was very greasy. Thereafter for a spell the roads were good,
but interspersed with steep pitches. Then a sharp turn to

[he left was taken and a by-lane followed which called for

careful negotiation. Shortly we came on a watersplash just

deep enough to souse the belts, and on the narrow bridge
Ijj' which it could be avoided a marshal was stationed. Then
Hie main road was entered, and thereafter 'the going was
excellent. There had been a white frost in the night, and
the morning broke fine, though somewhat misty. Snow lay

on tin; mountain tops and ice in the puddles on the road.

The fog had been so bad in the Midlands the day before,

and everyone dreaded it and talked of nothing else the pre-

vious evening, that it was a relief when it was seen that
all that remained of it was a slight haze over the mountains.
The first hill after Kendal—Brigsteer—was encountered after

the watersplash, and, though steep and tricky, it was as

nothing in comparison with Tow Top; nor yet was Duke's
Hill, which, owing to the nature of its approach, was strongly
reminiscent of Byber's in the Six Days' Trial.

Tow Top was approached suddenly from the main road.

It consisted of a series of sharp corners with a maxi'uu'ii
gradient of 1 in 4 and a. surface of loose granite. It was
the first real test of the day, and accounted for naiiy
failures. Newsome (Rover), Noble (Hover). Horsnian
(Singer), and Alexander, jun. (Indian), all cine up in gocd
form. Real (N.S.U.) dismounted and ran. Norris and Lee
(New Imperials) both dismounted. Braithwaite (Rudge) got
up. but tiilbanks (Douglas) dismounted. Rennidon (W.I).-)

was baulked and brought to a standstill by an inconsiderate
non-competitor, who did not appear to be at all concerned
at what he had done.

On our suggestion, the judges' present (Messrs. Greeiihill

and Little) allowed him another try, on which occasion he
was successful. Ratcliff (B.S.A.) dismounted. De la Heay
and Greenwood, both mounted on the new Sunbeams, made

Map of the course of the A.C.U. Autumn One-day Trial.

Starting the first two— D. H. Noble and C. T. Newsome (3J Rov3r;l who
both made non-stop runs and were t.vo of but five to climb B!ea Tarn Pass.

steady and sure ascents. Walker (Monarch) went u|>

steadily. Tessier (Bat) and Busby. (Alldays) made" excellent I

ascents. Underbill (Monarch) and Wilkins (P. and Ml
came to a stop. Moffat t (Zenith). Clow (Zenith). Newel
(Ariel), North (Ariel), Thornton (Swan), and Bail

Triumph) all came up in good - form. Kerr (N.S.'TJ.)

skidded and stopped. Hardee (Triumph) came up well.

Ross (Triumph) failed. Harry Reed (Dot sc.) came up in

excellent style. Mrs. Hardee (P. and M.), Pratt and Shaw

(P. and M.'s), Walker (Rudge), and Rowlandson (Rudge) all

came up in a bunch. Lester (P. and M.) and Mrs. Hard:''

both failed, but by a remarkably clever piece of sic

Rowlandson cleverly threaded his way through the tangle.

Walker (Monarch) and Oliphant (Prci'vier) failed. Hani
(Rudge) made a good climb, and Crawley (Triumph | cai

up very well indeed. Rothwell (Douglas) came to a stop,

and on someone asking him if he was looking for them
(hills presumably) he remarked, " I'm not looking for any

thing, but when I conks out I conks out." Cray (Rudge)

came up well, but assisted slightly with bis feet. Morgan
(Morgan runabout) made a splendid climb. The arrival of

the Humberette was eagerly awaited, but nnfortunatelv- it
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TOW TOP, A STEEP AND STONY ZIGZAG CLIMB.

Hal. Harrison (3§h.p. Hudge-Multi) passing stranded competitors. T. C. De la Heay on one of the two Sunbeams, followed by A. H. Ratclift

came to a standstill. Anyhow it left barely room for

Mundy (G.W.K.) to get by, but the latter, by dint of

skilful handling, made an excellent ascent. South (long

stroke Rudge sc. ) went up well with the passenger leaning
uver the carrier. Chater-Lea, jun. (Chater-Lea sc), F.

Smith (Clyno sc), and Keiller and Wood (G.W.K. 's) all

made excellent ascents. Dixon (New Hudson sc), and
Eames and Munday (A.C.'s) came to a standstill. Tessier

(Bat) probably made the best ascent of the solo machine
riders.

. Tow Top was a good test and a fair one, and a pleasing
contrast tu what was to follow in the afternoon, but to this

we shall refer later.

From Tow Top the course continued over undulating and
twisty roads, necessitating a watchful eye ahead. The
picturesque views were much enjoyed. Soon after Staveley
a sharp 'turn was taken to the right up Glimmers How and
Strawberry Bank, long ascents through woodlands, culmi-
nating in a pitch of 1 in 5 or 6, which was covered with
loose stones. The highest point is 1,054 feet above sea level,

and the view of Windermere' from the top is a sight to be

(3i h.p. B.S.A.)

remembered. Here many met their 'Waterloo. The Rovers,
Sunbeams, Horsman's Singer, Crawley's Triumph, the Ariels,

and the Indians made fine climbs, but Beal came to a full

stop, his little N.S.U. twin being geared much too high for

such a severe trial. J. A. Lee (New Imperial) stopped, as

also P. N. Gilbanks (Douglas), H. C. Wilkins, and C. Lester

(P. and M.'s) and the. Humberette. V. Underhill (3g h.p.

Monarch) failed simply because he had to use his feet for

steadying himself, and ' his low gear happens to be foot

operated.
Among the best performances may be mentioned S. T.

Tessier (twin Bat), who tore up the gradient at over 25 m.p.h.
(wobbling badly on the loose stones), S. A. Rowlandson
(Rudge), W. Pratt (P. and M.), and J. Oliphant (Premier).

A. H. Ratclitf (B.S.A.) just got up by dint of clutch slipping.

Of the passenger machines, R. G. Mundy (G.W.K.) went up
neatly with none too much power in hand ; the Morgan,
which steered a remarkably straight course ; and H. G. Dixon
(New Hudson), whose performance with .an 85 x 88 mm.
engine, geared llf to 1 on the low, was an eye-opener to the
knot of spectators assembled on the hill. The Chater-Lea and

A G.W.K. (driven by C. M. Keiller) rounding the first bend on "The Struggle,"
Kirkstone Pass.

The Humberette (driven Dy S. Wright) ne&ring the summit of Kirkstone
Pass.

.sj
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Autumn One-day Reliability Trial.
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Clyno sidecars made sure climbs. Harry Reed, though lie had
ample power, could not use it owing to the loose surface ; still

he got up successfully.

Mrs. Hardee suffered a sooted plug in the lower reaches of

the hill, and so elected to retire, as also did T. J. Ross, who
,'ould not get a low enough ratio on his Triumph with

N.S.TJ. gear.

Ascent of KirKstone Pass.

Through Wiuster and Bowness, over less difficult roads, a

magnificent run was enjoyed by the side of Windermere to

Ambleside. Here the riders halted for a moment or two at

the arranged check, and then commenced the ascent of Kirk-
stone Pass. In some respects this momentary halt was to be
regretted, as the engines had a chance to cool. Kirkstone,
however, is long enough to test the coolness of running of the

best engines, for, commencing with a real hairpin, it is long

and after over a mile of real climbing the last stretch zigzags

for a quarter of a mile on a single figure gradient. To make
matters worse the road had recently been covered with stones,

thick mud being used as the binding material. A track of

about 2ft. was cleared for the solo mounts or more would
have stopped.
Most of those who had performed conspicuously on the

previous test hills were again to the front, so we need not
mention them individually. Those who stopped included

Real, Nixon, and Moffatt.

The passenger machines suffered badly. Reed's belt

jumped off, the two A.C.'s could not get sufficient grip for

their back wheels, whilst H. G. Dixon came to a standstill

momentarily ; his engine, nevertheless, pulled like a Trojan,

and with the passenger's weight over the hack wheel the
machine picked up again. J. Chater-Lea was rather hindered
by the Clyno, which was pegging away steadily in the middle
of the road, but there was no room to pass. Both got up
well. South's 750 c.c. Rudge-multi sidecar had a low gear
of 7 to 1 only, and though the new long-stroke engine
tagged gamely it was touch and go on the steep section.

A right angle bend tnrough a gateway. Eric Walker (4j Monarch) on the

way to Blea Tun.

The trio of G.W.K.'s made very creditable performances.
As we descended Kirkstone we could not help feeling how

far the -French road engineer was ahead of his English
cousin in the actual engineering of the road, and how far

behind him in road surface. However, to spread thick mud
and stones on an important pass like Kirkstone is not road

mending, although it only extended for 20 or 30 yards.

'# *

. SCJN3 ON BLEA TARN PASS, which wis climbei 07 only' fiva competitors. Tnis test hill was subsequently rulej out owing to the impojsible „t2te of

the surface. In our opinion the till should never hav? been included.

I
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Presently the pretty little lake known as Brothers' Water
came into view, and next beautiful Ullswater, whence
(lure was a glorious glimpse back over the mountains
through which we had just come. In this section Harry
Reed suffered a puncture and South had the fastener pull

through' the belt. The final run into Keswick was over
magnificent roads, but was marred by endless flocks of sheep.
Il.ivellyn, which towered on the left, had its summit covered

with a sprinkling of snow. The last climb before lunch
was up to Druid's Corner. The lunch which was served in

the Royal Oak Hotel was of the very best. Among those
who. had retired in the section before lunch was TJnderhill

(Monarch), whose hub gear seized near Scarfoot. Alec Ros3
was in charge at Keswick. About a mile 'from Keswick

1231

(Premier), and Ball (Triumph). The view from the top of
Red Bank was very fine, as it overlooked Grastneve and the
mountains behind
The roads continued to be excellent for iu<s most part,

but thev were particularly narrow in the neighbourhood of
Great Langdale. Over two or three miniature " Ballig
Bridges," round right-angle turns, through gates, and over
a road through a meadow, the competitors struck the piece
de resistance, of the trial, viz., Blea Tarn Pass, called after
one of the many tarns of that name.

A Well Nigh Impossible Climb.
Here the ascent zigzagged with an average gradient of

1 in 6j and a maximum of 1 in 3 (according to the local

surveyor), but what troubled the riders was me loose sur-

Ganeral view of the last stretch of Kirkstone Pass.- The competitor in front is A. G. Eames (A.C.), followed by H. C. Munday on a similar machine. Our
photographer was standing on the road above the bend for this picture, which will give some idea of its winding nature.

there was a long hill which was quite steep at the foot and
then rather easier. On the summit of this the wind began
to make itself felt, and from here on it blew a gale in the
face of the riders, who, skirting pretty Thirlm ere," had to
battle against it on their way to the Langdale district.
However, the machines took little notice of bunmail Raise,
iespite the heavy wind. Red Bank, the second timed hill,
was 1 the-; next item of interest. It was fairly steep, rather
Sreasy, and possessing a watercourse half-way up. The first
few riders took it with ease. Among these we may mention
the two Rovers. Tessier (Bat), the two Alexanders and their
Indians, the two Sunbeams, Busby (Alldays), Horsman
ISuiger), North (Ariel), Newey (Ariel), Walker (Monarch),
Wilkms (Zenith). Braithwaite (Rudge), Shaw (P. and Ml),
Uowlandson (Rudge), Pratt (P. and M.), Lester (P. and M.)
—the P. and M.'s were particularly quiet—Lee (Imperial),
Hat cliff (B.S.A.), Clow (Zenith), Gray (Rudge), Oliphant

tace of soft earth and stones, which provided no adhesion

for the tyres. Big ruts were soon churned up by the

wheels. The scene at this hill has never been equalled

in our experience of reliability trials. It could be likened

to a battlefield, for all the way up riders were Struggling

with their machines to prevent them running backwards,
others had been hastily dragged aside to make way, and at

one point not more than two hundred yards from the foot

there was a bunch of five or six. When the two leaders,

Newsome and Noble, on three-speed Rovers, came along

and got up with foot assistance at the first time of asking,

followed by No. 5, J. R Alexander, jun. (7 Indian), it

was thought that the climb would not trouble the com-
petitors so much. Lakeland motor cyclists had gathered

here in force in anticipation of seeing some fun. Ws
gathered that they were jealous of the fuss made of Porlock

in the Six Days' Trials, -and all were keen on proving that
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Autumn One-day Reliability Trial.—
the Lake District boasts one better. But whether it is a

fair climb—ask the fallen ones. The successful riders say

yes. Our own opinion is that it was distinctly unfair,

simply because it was not a matter of engine power, but

only the lack of surface for the driving wheels to grip, which
caused all the failures

For nearly half an hour the competitors continued to fall

off tbssir machines, some having two or three attempts

without success, but still one more was destined to show the

way to the summit, and this was Crawley on the Triumph,
fitted with a Sturmey-Arcber gear. He started well, but

was soon performing weird gyrations, his front wheel first

pointing one way and then the other as the back wheel
slewed round. He stuck pluckily to his task, and his effort

was rewarded with success. But it was a most exciting and
daring exhibition not unattended with risks. Several riders

performed remarkable evolutions in determined attempts to

retain their non-stop records. Tessier's Bat was really

fast, but a huge skid landed the rider in the bank. F. C.

North got near the top, but his back wheel suddenly slid

from under him. and in a second his machine shot up a

bank. G. D. Hardee ran off the road and charged. G. N.
Norris, who had removed his machine several yards on to

the grass. Poor Pratt was much upset when he was
brought to a stop, and there were many others who said

nasty things about the man who selected such a hill. There

is no disguising that fact that the so-called test was a farce.

The passenger machines were eagerly awaited, but all

were doomed to failure, though Frank Smith must be given

the credit for the best showing. He got over the worst part

by dint of much jockeying and other extraordinary methods,
but on the last bend but .me he ran on to loose surface, and
the Glyno's wheels stopped, ihough the engine at once
picked up agam after illi watchers had given him a
push off. South (Pudge) pulled his belt through, and was
equally unfortunate at the next attempt.

The Run Home.
As the rear guard of the competitors were leaving Blea

Tarn it began to rain, and the mountains were left shrouded

in mist. The little Tarn giving its name to the now- famous
Bill looked dreary in the extreme. The road surface was
better, though the descent on the other side was steep and
winding. One other hill had to be surmounted, and this was
Foolstop, a few miles from Ambleside. It was fairly short,

but very steep, and accounted for about a dozen failures.

The rain became worse and the roads were soon very wet
and greasy. At Ambleside, at the White Lion Hotel, The
Motor Cycle provided tea for the competitors.—an institution

ivhich, some are good enough to say, is much appreciated. There
was ;; gsod deal of grumbling about Blea Tarn which the

Competitors sitting themselves out on Blea Tarn Pass. The three depicted
skidded into each other. Observe the state of the surface which accounts
sMely for so many failures.

officials duly took into, account, and after the conclusion of.

the trial the following notice w-as posted in the official hotel :i

" Owing to the surface of Blea Tarn Pass having churned
up-worse than was anticipated, the judges have decided that

failures on this hill shall not be recorded as a stop, and a

latitude of ten minutes will be allowed in consequence at

Kendal. On the other hand the certificates of those whou
made specially meritorious ascents of Blea Tarn Pass will

be endorsed to that effect.

Especially good climbs were made by C. T. Newsome (3£

Royer), D. H. Noble (3£ Rover), J. R. Alexander (.7 Indian),

V. .Busby (3^ Alldays), and S. Crawley (3j Triumph);
meritorious climbs bv P. Shaw (3-^ P. and Mr), S. A. Row-'
landson (3£ Rudge), "and F. Smith (5-6 Clyno)."

The trial was a great success and splendidly organised.

Not an arrow was missing, and the marshalling was excellent.

The only mistake "-'S-the inclusion of Blea Tarn, and that

the officials remedied.

wm&Sm

(1) A cheerful failure on Kirkstone Pass.

BI2

(2) F. Smith (Clyno) on Kirkstone Pass.
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LIST OF COMPETITORS AND THEIR PERFORMANCES.
BICYCLE CLASS.

Rider, H.P., and Make of Machine.
Denotes private owners.

No.

of

Cyfe.

t !. T. Newsome (31 Rover) ......
IX H. Noble (3£ Rover)

*1. R. Alexander, jun. (7 Indian)
•I. EL Greenwood (2| Sunb?am) .

.

Erie Walker (4 j Monarch)
S. T. Tessier (5 Bat)
L. Neuey (31 Ariel)

F. (J. North (31 Ariel)

*G. 1>. Hardee (31 Triumph)
W. Pratt (3i P. & M.)
P. Shaw (31 P. & M.)
S. A. Rowlandson (31 Rudge). . .

.

G. T. Gray (31 Rudge) . . .
.-

8. Crawley (31 Triumph)
*V. E. Horsma'n (3J Singer)
A. H. Alexander (7 Indian)

*H. J. Beal (3 N.S.U.)
*d. D. Nixon (3} Rudge)

I
*G. B. Bennidou (3i W.D.)
G. N. Norris (31 New Imperial) .

J. Andrew Lee "(4]
: New Imperial)

T. C. De la Heay (2| Sunbeam) .

,

*A. H. Ratcliff (31- B.S.A.)
*P. N. Gilbanks (2§ Douglas)
G. W. Braithwaite (31 Rudge) . .

.

V. Underliill (31 Monarch)
*E. A. Wilson (31 New Hudson) . .

.

*H. C. Wilkins (3£ P. & M.)
*E. C. Clow. (6 Zenith)
Harry Reed (8 Dot)
R. Rhodes (31 Wulfruna)
V. Busby (31 Alldays)

*A. J. Moifatt (31 Zenith)
F. H. Thornton "(4 Swan)
*H. Ball (31 Triumph)
*J. H. Kerr (6 N.S.U.') . r

*Mrs. M. Hardee (31 P. & M.)
<*T. J. Ross (31 Triumph)
*P. D. Walker (3 J Rudge)
G Lester (3-| P. &M.)

,

J. Gliphant (31 Premier) ....
*Hal Harrison (31 Rud"e) .

*R, R. Rothwell (2f Douglas) . . . \

R. G. Mundy (8 G.W.K.)
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan runabout)
J. Ghater-Lea, jun. (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

F. Smith (o.6 Clyno sidecar)
J. T. Wood (8G.W.K.)
Sam Wright (8 Humberette)
A. G. Eames (5-6 A.C. sociable)
H. C. Munday (5-6 A.G. sociable)
H. G, Dixon (31 New Hudson sidecar)
<

!. M. Keiller (8 G.W.K.)
W. D. South (5 Rudge sidecar)

Bore
and

Stroke.

mm.
85 x 88
85 x 88

82.5 x 93
75 x 79
89 x 96
76 x 85
86:5 x 85

86.5 x 85
85 x 88
82.5 x 89
82. 5x 89
85- x 88

85 x 88
85 x -88

85 x 88
82.5 x 93

Cubic
Capa-
city.

85
85

85

89
75
85
60
85
85
85

x 88
X 88
X 85
X 96
x 79
x 88
x 60
~x 88
x 88
x 85

82. 5x
76
85-

84

85

85

85

85
75

X 80

X 80
x 89
x 88
x 85

85

94
82.5 x 89

80 X
85 x
82. 5x
85 x
85 X
61 x

88
88
89
88
88
60

c.c.

499
499
994
349
597

770
498
498
499
475
475
499
499
499
499
994
396
499
499
482-

597
349
499
345
499
499
488
475
770
986
499
499
488
480
499
830
475
499
499
475
499
499
350

Gear. Remarks.

Sturmey .

Sturmey .

Indian . .

.

Sunbeam
Roe ....

Armstrong
Armstrong
Armstrong
Sturmey .

P. & M. . .

P. & M. ..

Rudge
Rudge . . .

Sturmey . .

Sturmey .

Indian . . .

N.S.U. ..

Sturmey .

Sturmey .

Armstrong
Sturmey
Sunbeam
B.S.A
Douglas .

Rudge
Roc
Armstrong
P. & M.
Zenith
Dot
G.H
Alldays . .

.

Zenith

Swan
Sturmey .

.

N.S.U.." ...

P. & M.
N.S.U, ...

Rudge
P. & M.
Armstrong
Rudge . . :

.

Douglas . .

Non-stop.
Non-stop.

Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.

Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.

Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop
Non-stop.
Non-stop.

Stopped on Red Bank.
One stop, saddle twisted.

Stopped Tow Top and Gummer's How, retired Keswick.
Stopped on Kirkstone, also near Keswick
Retired, -gear seized.

Stopped on Tow Top, Red Bank, and Kirkstone.
Stopped Tow Top and Gummer's How.
One stop, petroi turned ofi.

Stopped Tow Top and another hill.

Frozen carburetter, puncture, and stopped on Red Bank
Three stops for petrol.

Stopped on Brigsteer,.Tow Top, and Red Bank
Retired.

Stopped on Tow Top and Gummer's How.
Retired.

Puncture and other troubles

Retired.

One stop,- petrol turned oil.

Stopped on Kirkstone.

Stopped on Kirkstone, Watermillock, and Red Bank.
Stopped on Gummer's How.
Stopped on Tow Top.
Retired.

Retired.

Stopped on Tow Top and Red Bank..
Stopped on Tow Top, Gummer'; How, and Kirkstone.
Stopped on Tow Top.
Broken belt.

Stopped on Tow Top and Kirkstone.

PASSENGER. AND CYCLECAR CLASS.
2 86 X 92
2 85 X 85
2 85 x 85
2 76 x 82
2 86 x 92
2 84 x 90
i 95 xl02
1 95 xl02
1 85 X 88
2 86 x 92
1 85 x!32

1068
964
964
744
1068

998
732
732
499
1068
750

G.W.K. .

.

Morgan .

.

Chater-Lea
Clyno
G.W.K. .

.

Humber .

.

AC
A.C
Armstrong
G.W.K. . .

Rudge . . .

Non-stop.

Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Stopped on Tow Top, Kirkstone and Red Bank
Stopped on Kirkstone and Foolstop.

Stopped on Kirkstone and Foolstop.

Stopped on Bank Head, puncture and broken valve

One stop, missed gear change.

Three stops for belt, failed Foolstop.

Autumn
,

Which is the more difficult climb, Biea Tarn Pass or
Porlock in the mud? Most consider that the former is.

It was almost certain that the Lakeland terror would, be
ruled out. Even a motor bicycle of 1920 may not succeed
unless the surface be altered.

Some said the first arrivals at the Pass had the best
2nance of success, owing to the surface being more even.
Seeing that Nos. 1, 2, and 5 got up, there may be some-
thing 111 this, but Busby was No. 26 and Crawley 44. All
rive successful soloists, of course, trailed their feet to steady
themselves. There was no such thing as an absolutely clean
[ascent of Blea Tarn.

Trial Notes.
Dixon made an exceedingly plucky attempt to take his

34- New Hudson sc. through the trial. Several times he
succeeded when solo riders of machines fitted with engines of

the same size came to a standstill.

The Humberette was much admired. In each case the
stops on hills were due to the clutch refusing to grip, the
engine all the time running splendidly.

A useful suggestion emanating from Mr. H. F. S.

Morgan was that before a surprisingly steep hill is definitely

selected that a 15 lip. car should be sent up. If it be un-
climbable by a good 15 h.D. , it should not be included in

the trial.

B13
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Autumn Trial Notes.

—

The two 7 h.p. Indians, ridden by the Brothers Alexander,

had beautifully clean engines at the finish c>f the trial

Why did the officials ignore at the lumheon interval the

regulation regarding filling up with water';

Some rode nearly five hundred miles to compete in the

trial. Mrs. Hardee, for instance, rode her P. and M. from
town, along the Great North Road to Kendal via Skipton
und Settle.

Our staff were mounted 011 Triumph and Douglas
machines,, which acquitted themselves remarkably well.

The Triumph was practically a 1913 model with Sturmey-
Archer gear and other refinements, including a new and
efficient silencer, which will form the subject of an article

in these pages shortly.

With the course so severe, including hills with single

figure gradients every twenty miles at least, it is not sur-

prising that the percentage of non-stops was low. Nineteen
out of fifty-four starters gained non-stop certificates.

"

Even the panting and crestfallen competitors on Blea
Tarn Pass could not refrain . from remarking upon the
gorgeous view.

Many started back by road from Kendal, but owing to

drenching rain most decided to take train after reaching a

town where the service was good.

Odds were offered before the trial that no machine would
get up Blea Tarn. A number who had faith that their

machines would climb anything willingly accepted the
wager, and were poorer on Saturday night.

Another trial like Saturday's in the Lake District will

put a stopper on amateur entries. A number whose machines
were somewhat battered were asking themselves where the
fun came in on such indescribable hill surfaces.

Harry Reed's Dot-Jap was fitted with a three-speed

counter-shaft gear, the first drive being by chain and ths
second by belt.

Th" first few miles of the course were through extremely
narrow lanes ; two sidecars or cyclecars could not possibly-

have passed. One description of the route was that it

resembled the edge of an enormous saw, the competitors
riding up and down the teeth.

T.ie two Rover riders, D. H. Noble and C. T. Newsome, vho were the first two

competitors to make an ascent of Blea Tarn Pass.

Our thanks are due to Rex Mundy, who took one of our

staff as passenger on the G.W.K. No. 47. We thoroughly

enjoyed the run, and our opinion of the friction drive was

enhanced thereby.

If rumour be true, someone has invented an indicator

which will automatically register all stops in road trials.

Mr. Loughborough told us he had long ago suggested an

indicator to register the average speed throughout a trial.

A combination of the two in one instrument would save

a lot of trouble.

... ... -.-.....

ASCENDING TOW TOP.

W. D. South on the 750 c.c. Rudgc Multi and sidecir. H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan runabout), who as usual made a non-stop rup.
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A Twin Two-stroke Vertical Engine.

J

1ST about a year ago we gave a' description of the
Stuart-Turner two-stroke motor bicycle, the forerunner
of the improved type we are about to describe. The
new model, which will be handled exclusively by llessrs.

I!. G. Nye and Co., Hampstead lload, N.W., is a particu-

larly interesting machine and a pleasing departure from
standard practice. It is designed specially for sidecar work.
The~ engine, which develops 8 h.p.. is a two-stroke, and
has a bore and stroke of 78x82 mm. The cylinder?, which
arc placed tandem fashion, are two in number, so that an
impulse is given every revolution, and are water-cooled.
The two cylinders form a monobloc casting, the top of the
water-jacket being a detachable aluminium plate, so that
the water-spaces may be easily cleaned out. The crank case
and gear box form a single unit. The clutch, which is

contained in the flywheel, is situated inside the crank case

The.back wh3el and worm drive.

and is of the multi-disc type. The crankshaft is in two
portions. The first part, turned out of the swlid, lias the
balance weights shrunk on and pinned, while the second
portion is built on to the first, and the balance weight
forms an integral portion thereof.

Two=speed Gear Box.
The gear box provides two speeds, the change being

effected by means of sliding dogs. In our illustration of
the partly finished power unit the further vertical shaft is

tlie gear-striking rod, which is operated by a lever working
fore and aft situated adjacent to the tank. To the shaft,
projecting horizontally from the after end of the gear box,
the chain sprocket connected up to the kick starter is fitted.

To the other shaft, projecting above the gear box, the clutch
pedal is attached, as this operates the clutch fork. The
gear box and final drive, which is by worm, are connected
by a short propeller-shaft. This is almost in line, so that

the ordinary sliding universal joints which are fitted suffice,

The worm appears to be of somewhat larger dimensions than
would be expected on a motor cycle, but this is not actually

the case, as the chief reason for its big appearance is the
size of the ball thrust behind it, which is designed so as

to be fully up to the work it will have to do.

A belt rim is attached to the rear wheel, acting solely a.<

a bearing surface for the rear brake. The worm is self-

The tandem type twin-cylinder two-stroke engine, also rear frame of the new Stuart.

contained, and allows the back wheel to be withdrawn
after undoing two or three nuts. Adjustable footrests,

which may be altered to suit the rider's convenience, are

supplied. Ball bearings are fitted throughout, and these

.are provided with the Stuart-Turner patent frictionless air

and oil-tight sleeves, which have been previously described

in The Motor Cycle.
The oil is fed from the tank through a drip feed, by

pressure from the crank case to the cylinder walls and base
chamber. The petrol tank contains two gallons, while, an
Amac carburetter, and Druid forks are supplied. The frame
is of strong construction, and has the top tube dropped at

the rear. The magneto is carried behind the engine, and
is driven off the gearsliaft by a Coventry Silent chain, which
runs through a slot in the gear box shown in the photo-

graph. This slot is covered by a small aluminium dome.
Our illustrations of the power unit, showing the thermo-

syphon circulation and honeycomb radiator, and the sketch

of the crankshaft and transmission system, demonstrate
that the machine is neatly and simply designed. It is manu-
factured by a firm of engineers of long experience.

The 1913 Stuart-Turner transmission, showing crankshaft, flywheel,

plate clutch and gears.

F. C. North (3! Ariel), who made an exceedingly plucky attempt to ci'.mb

Blea Tarn Pass. " He had reached the last bend when his machine leaped

sideways and mounted the bank as seen in the photograph.
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TIME TO
Oct. 31st

Nov. 2nd
,, 4th

„ 6th

LIGHT LAMPS.
5.34 p.m.
5.30 „
5.27 „
5.23 „

Riving'on Pike Hill-climb.

Mr. Phillpott writes that in Class II.

for single-cylinder sidecars on formula,
Hugh Gibson (3^ Bradbury) gained third
position.

A.C.U. Autumn Trial.

The excellent photographs of the above
trial, reproduced in this issue, were taken
by on_ oi our staff photographers, who,
as usual, accompanied the competitors
mounted on his motor bicycle.

Motor Cycle Cut-outs.

The President of the Local Government
Board was asked in the House of

Commons last week if he were in a

position to state the steps that he has
tafer] with a view to prohibiting the use
of cut-outs or open exhausts 011 motor
cycles.

Mr. Burns's replv was that an order
on the subject had been drafted, and he
hoped to be in a position to come to a

decision in the matter at an early date.

Motor Cycles at the Front.

In addition to the specially fitted up
F.N. illustrated on the next page for the
use of a cinematograph operator at the
Balkan war, Messrs. Collier and Sons
have supplied a Matchless motor cycle
for a similar purpose to "MM. Pathe
Freres. That company's operator will

be with the Bulgarian Army.

Successful Year's Trading.

The report of the directors of the
Rover Co., Ltd., Coventry, which will
be presented to the shareholders at the
works, Coventry, on Monday next, shows
a trading profit of £57,680. Out of this
sum it is proposed to allot £13.057 to pay
a 10% dividend. £10,000 will be written
off goodwill and patents, £8,000 off plant,
and £13,499 will be carried forward.

Dinner and Presentation to G. E. Stanley.

On Friday evening G. E. Stanley, the
hero of the hour record was entertained to

dinner by Singer and Co., Ltd., Mr. W.
E. Bullock (works manager) presiding*.

Several congratulatory telegrams were
read from well-wishers of the firm. On
behalf of the Singer Co.. Ltd.. the Chair-
man presented Mr. Stanley with a cheque
and gold watch bearing the following
inscription . ' Presented to G. E.

SPECIAL FEATURES:
AUTUMN ONE-DAY TRIAL.

Detailed Description and Numerous Illustrations,

1913 MODELS.
Advance Details and Illustrations.

COLLAPSIBLE SIDECARS.

THE AUTUMN TRIAL IN LAKELAND. H. G. Dixon (New Hudson and sidecar) rounding one of tK
bends on Kirkstone Pass. The state of the surface will be noted.

Stanley by Singer and Co., Ltd., in
'

recognition of his many fine performances
on Singer motor cycles." His health was
then drunk with musical honours. The -

Chairman humorously explained to those i

present that it was partly due to Stanley

finding the correct cam in an old suit of

clothes that the record was secured ; a

similar but improved cam to the one used

was passed round for inspection, and on

it were stamped the words " Singer and

Co., 1913, 90 miles an hour."

Benevolent Fund Dinner.
On Thursday evening last the annual

dinner of the Motor and Cycle Trades

Benevolent Fund was held at the Con-

naught Rooms, Great Queen Street. Mr.
Albert Brown presided.

First Details oi 1913 Models.
This week's issue contains the first

illustrated descriptions of

:

The new Crouch carette.

The 1913 Rex single and sidecar.

Two improved types of collapsible side-

cars.

The 1913 Calcott.

New chain-driven Matchless.

James three-speed gear.

Chassis view and details of the Baby
cyclecar.

Alldays Midget car.

Stuart two-stroke twin.

Detailed drawings of Baby Peugeot.

Brooklands Note.

We are a-sked to state that F. H. Amott
is not the head of the Rudge racing stable,

and has no connection with the firm.

The Stanley-Bailey Match.
S. L. Bailey writes us a long letter

which, unfortunately, we have not space

to reproduce in e.xlenso, from which it

appears that he (Bailey) desired the

match run off on October 12th at the

B.M.C.R.C. meeting, and pressed for tins

date, Subsequently. Mr. Bullock, of the

Singer Co., said that under no circum-

stances would Stanley ride the match

until lie annexed the hour record. Mr.

lUiilej asks, "Why should I await, their

convenience, especially as I have other

work in hand far more important than a

match with Mr. Stanley? When this is

completed. I assure youi readers I shall

not be afraid of the new four (or evert

fourteen) valve engine." Mr. Bailey then

misquotes statements from The Motor

Cycle, but points out that the special

Douglas he is preparing, with light tyres

and wheels, will attain a speed of 70

m.p.h. Finally, Mr. Bailey assures us

that, so far as the match is concerned, he

will use a standard T.T. Douglas.
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A21 h.p. F.N., equipped in two days, for use at

the Front in the Balkans. This was ordered by
the Gaumont Film Company after a careful

investigation of the- merits. In addition to the
weight of the operator and some hundreds of

pounds of baggage, the machine is taking a
sidecar with other kit. It will be used by a
Cinematograph operator to obtain war pictures.

1913 Models.

A correspondent recently noticed H. A.
Collier on the Sevenoaks Road on an 8

It. p. chain-driven Matchless with sidecar

and passenger. This rather looks like

villain-drive on Matchless machines in 1913.

Proposed Club for I.O.M.

A meeting of motor cyclists has been
held at the Marine Hotel, Peel, to dis-

cuss the advisability of forming a motor
cycle club for the Isle of Man. There
are nearly 100 motor cyclists in the
island, but, as yet, no organisation to

look after their interests.

Stolen Machines.

the following machine was stolen last

week- from a shed at VVhittington
Barracks, near Lichfield : 1912 New Hud-
Run, three-speed gear, J. A.P. engine
(13866), frame 3172, registration number
K 1729. Lieut. Blackburn oilers a reward
of £10 to anyone who gives information
which will lead to its recovery.

French Hour Record.

Grapperon, riding a motor cycle
with Anzani engine, 85 x 87 mm.,
494 c.c, set up a new unofficial French
hour record at the Pare des Princes
track. Paris, on Friday last. The dis-

tance ridden was 52.98 miles. The per-
formance is not official, because the
A.U.F. has declined to recognise motor
cycle track records accomplished in
private, tests. Grapperon should come
to Brooklands and see if he can approach
0. E. Stanley's latest figures. Fourteen
and threequarter miles will be the extra
distance Grapperon will have to ride in
an hour to tie with *h e British hour
record.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

Road Warning.—Several complaints
have been lodged with regard to the speed

of motor cycles and cars between Little

Heath and Hatfield, and unless more
consideration is shown, the police will

have no alternative but to institute con-

trols.

Regrettable Accidents.

Two serious accidents occurred to motor
cyclists last week. Frank Philipp,

secretary of the Scott Engineering Co.,

Bradford, collided with a car, and the
impact was so violent that the car owner
was thrown out and killed, Philipp sus-

taining a broken leg. and other injuries.

E. B. Roper, of Sheffield, was driving
a sidecar on a lonely road in Lincoln-
shire last Friday evening in the fog,

when he came into collision with a car
and was instantly killed. J. W. Wheat-
ley, jisn.ii also of Sheffield, was the
passenger in the sidecar, and he was
badly injured about the head, but it is

expected that he will recover.

Alternative Road from Warrington to

Preston.

Motorists who have travelled north and
south by way of the West Coast road well

know the difficulties of the usual road
between Warrington and Preston, which,

for the most part, runs through busy and
unlovely manufacturing centres in which
there are many miles of tramlines with
much congested traffic. The R.A.C. has

had mapped out an alternative road,

avoiding practically all these difficulties,

nearly all of which is very good, and
passes through pleasant country. This
alternative road is now being signposted

between a point south of Warrington and
Preston, so that every motorist will be
able to have the advantage of the club's

experience. Of course, it is impossible to

avoid travelling through Warrington, but
in doing so it is not necessary to drive

through the centre of the town, and in

carrying out the work the Club is sign-

posting an alternative road.

News.
A recent programme of tbe Mersey

.Motor Club states, among other things :

" The most businesslike arid tip-to-date

and go ahead motor club in this or any
other district."

Marriage of Well Known Motor Cyclists.

" From now Muriel Hind is Mrs. It.

Lord." Such is the wording of a tele-

gram received at our office last week.
"Dick" Lord will be recollected, as the
"Rex rider. We extend our heartiest

congratulations. We understand Mr. and
Mrs. Lord will reside near Coventry.

Spanish Motor Cycle Competition.

That well-known Douglas exponent,
Gordon L. Fletcher, wires from .San

Sebastian that the cup for the best

performance at the Mont Igneldo hill-

climb on the 27th inst. was won on a

Douglas, which also made fastest time,
beating three well-known nv.kes of

motor cycles which have larger engines.

The Safety of Three-wheeled Cycler ars.

Mr. Davies's recent query as to what
happens when a modern three-wheeler
burst a tyre at high speeds has excited
some discussion, and has possibly occa-

sioned a certain gratuitous prejudice
against veliicles of this type, winch, of

course, differ profoundly in detail from
the 1906 tricars. The makers of the A.C.
tricar inform us that the}- are arranging
a test on Brooklands track during Show
week. The test outlined is that an A.C.
tricar should- be driven round the track at

reasonable speed with a large carpet nail

(or nails) embedded in the rear cover just

so deep as not to penetrate the tube.

The demonstration should be interesting,

and its success would reassure users more
than reams of opinion and correspondence.
The bother is that it is rather difficult to

arrange a real burst. If the tyre should
slowly deflate instead of bursting the test

will not be absolutely exhaustive, but
the maintenance of a tolerable spe d
should render mere deflation s: fficiently

instructive.

J. Chater Lea

SATURDAYS A.CU. AUTUMN TRIAL IN LAKELAND,
ih.p. Chater.-Lea sidecar) and H. C. Munday (A.C. sociatls) climbing Tow Top.
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The 8h.p. Crouch Carette.
A New Cyclecar with a Light and Compact Engine and Gear Box Unit.

FOR some time we have been aware of tests pro-

ceeding with a new Crouch cyclecar. The four-

wheeler was soon on the road' after it had been

resolved to produce such a machine, for practically

all the parts used in the construction of the three-

wheeled C.M.C. carette were utilised with the excep-

tion of the back wheel, a live axle being fitted in its

stead. Last week we had a practical trial of the

machine, and were favourably im-

pressed by the comfort of the body gagsasB^sfflBa
and efficiency of the springing, the

power, of the engine, and the ease of

management. A more reclining seat

would undoubtedly be an advantage,

and this small matter is receiving at-

tention. The rack and pinion steer-

ing works very freely, and- ample lock

is provided. The whole machine is

clean and workmanlike in appearance
despite its unconventional design of

radiator in front and the forward

position of the seats.

The designer, Mr. W. Crouch,

demonstrated the flexibility of the

springs by jumping on the tail of the

car, which caused a surprisingly big

range of motion. The front springs

are full elliptical and the rear of the grasshopper type,

that is to say, they are pivoted at their forward ends

and suspended in the centres, while the rear 1 ends carry

the axle. The rear live axle is driven by a short single

chain. It has a spur differential, and the whole axle

revolves in ball bearings, fhe wheels being carried on
plain bearings which only come into use on rounding

corners or when the differential is in action. An
adjustable torque rod is fitted, which keeps the chain

in alignment and at the correct tension. Both hand and

toot brakes are of the internal expanding type.

The power unit is that described in The Motor Cycle

of September 5th, page 1017. It consists of an 8 h.p.

V twin-cylinder water-cooled engine of 80 x 90 mm.

bore and stroke, with cylinders set at 60°, side by

side mechanically operated valves enclosed by metal

covers. A Bosch magneto and gear water pump are

bevel driven from the timing gear side. Bolted to the

other side is the gear box and a stout aluminium mem-
ber'enclosing the conical Thermoid faced clutch.

This unit lies behind the seats and across the frame,

and the water pump is connected to the radiator in

The new model 8 h.p. C.M.C. three-speed four-wheeler.

front by rubber pipes. The petrol and oil tanks are

arranged immediately behind the engine. The gear

box gives three speeds and reverse with a direct drive

on top, the ratio being.4^ to 1, 8 to'i, and 14 to 1.

The front axle is of square section, and the wooden
wheels are shod with 650x65 mm. tyres. A wood and
steel flitch plate frame is used. The body is roomy and
comfortable, and' fitted with two side doors, which. is

a great convenience, as the driver does not need to'

disturb the passenger on taking his seat. The mud-
guarding is well carried out, and a large underpan will

be used to protect the mechanism, but ample ground
clearance will be provided, so that the carette will be

suitable, for Colonial conditions.

Front and rear views of the new C.M.C. carette described on this page.
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A Single-cylinder Friction-driven Cyclecar.

The complete sociable seated Bi.by cyclecai-.

of the internal expanding type. The
control is arranged on standard lines,

while an accelerator pedal is fitted. The
chassis is suspended on three-quarter
elliptical springs at the rear, the front
being hung on a transverse spring in a
manner similar to that employed on the
Sizaire-Naudin car. Radius rods, are

fitted. We were given a short run
through London streets, and found the
little vehicle to be well sprung, smooth
running, and capable of rapid accelera-

tion. The accompanying photograph
shows that the. Baby has a most pleasing
appearance, being provided with a Prince
Henry type body, which is well up-
holstered and comfortable, possessing a
spacious locker at the rear. Hood, screen,

and electric side lamps may be purchased
fitted to the car at an inclusive price.

THE Baby has arrived. This
attractive looking vehicle is a

French production, represented

in this country. It is driven

by a single-cylinder 7 h.p. Buchet
\v:iU-r-cooled engine, 90 x 110 mm.,
mounted transversely in a channel steel

frame. The engine, which has mechanic-
ally operated inlet valves, is water-cooled

on the thermo-syphon principle. The
ignition is by Bosch magneto, and the

carburetter is a Claudel-Hobson. The
lubrication is on the splash system, and
the oil is delivered by gravity through a

drip feed on the dash to the crank case.

The transmission is by shaft to the fric-

tion plate, while mounted on a ball-

bearing feathered shaft is the leather shod
friction wheel, which is arranged to give

four forward speed positions and the re-

verse. On the transverse shaft is carried

toe foot brake, and from this shaft to

the off side rear wheel the transmission is

by chain. The brakes controlled by the

side levers are on the rear wheels, and are
Plan view of the Baby cyclecar, showing the 7 h.p. single-cylinder engine in front, friction drive,

and general arrangement of parts.

A.C.U. Silencer Tests.
The committee appointed by the A.C.U.

to go into the question of silence has
decided that a 500 c.c. single-cylinder

engine is satisfactorily silenced by an
expansion chamber- as
shown in the appended •

drawings. The A.C.U.
invites manufacturers and
others to submit silencing
devices, which will be
listed against the "stan-
dard"- silencer, the fol-

lowing points being taken
into consideration:

Degree of noisiness com-
) ared with "standard."

Weight.
Volume.
t ieneral practicability.

Brake tests will be car-
ried out on a 500 c.c.

engine, and entrants must also submit a
complete motor cycle fitted with an
engine of approximately 500 c.c. and with
their silencer. The results of the trial
will be published and certificates awarded
to all entrants whose silencers are, in the
pinion of the committee, worthy of.

commendation-

The committee selected to judge in

the final tests is composed as follows

:

Colonel H. C. L. Holden, R.A.,
C.B., F.R.S. (chairman), Mr. E. M. P.

Boileau, Mr. J. W. G.
Brooker, Mr. H. P. E.

,r Harding, Dr. A. M. Low,
5 B.Sc, Mr. W. G. McMin-
J nies, Mr. A. Sharp, B.Sc,
3 A.M.I.C.E., M.I.A.E.. Dr.
* William Watson, B.Sc,

Auto Cycle Union Silencer Committee.
It will be seen that the gases finally

emerge through a -£rn. pipe.

r^.

1

F.R.S. ; secretary. Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough, A.M.LA.E.
The committee points out that the

standard silencer is merely a simple de-
vice to give the required standard of

silence, and that it need not be copied
in any way. We reproduce scale draw-
ings of the silencer referred to by the

A COMPLETE REPAIR OUTFIT.

A complete repair outfit, the Vulco
Junior, made by the Roberts Non-skid
Co., St. Mary's Row, Birmingham, is ,

one of the most complete outfits that

can be found. It contains, besides

solution, French chalk, glass paper, and
canvas, a box of special valve patches,

which have a prepared surface made with
the patch, a piece of duplex strip patch-

ing, valve tubing, a pencil, a file-card, and
a stout inside: gaiter. This alone consti-

tutes a full outfit, but such useful articles

as plug washers, emery powder, and
insulating tape are % also included. This
firm specialise in tyre repairs and con-

verting tubes to butt enders. They
have a wide range of retreads and
outside gaiters. They were pioneers in

the detachable steel-studded non-skid

bands, and supply a form with an easily

renewable tread. The Roberts belt i3

already well-known.

B25
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Oxford M.C.G.

There will be a musical social at Banbury on Novembei
5th. Members will meet at the Martyrs' Memorial at
6.30 p.m.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Birmingham-Carlisle Open Trial.—L. Mogridge has been
awarded a bronze medal for completing the double journey
in twenty-five hours.

Portsmouth and District M.C.

The first- whist-drive, arranged b}' the committee of the
Portsmouth and District Motor Club, - was held on the
21st inst. at the Mikado, Souriisea;

Chester and District M.C.C.

A successful reliability trial was held on the 12th inst.

over the following route : Llangollen, Valle Crucis, Ruthin,
Mold, Holvwell, and Chester. Results : 1, C. Dean
(Triumph) ; 2, R. Bate (Rudge) ; 3, W. Price (8 Matchless).
The special prize given for the best performance on Valle
Crucis Hill was won by J. H. Fox (5 Matchless).

Wimbledon M.C.C.

A speed-judging and non-stop reliability trial, over a,»course

of twenty-six miles, starting from the Talbot Hotel, Ripley,
took the place of the usual weekly run on the 20th inst.

Members were started at two-minute intervals for the first

round, and they were expected to complete the second round
in as nearly as possible the same time as their first, speedo-
meters and watches being barred. Result : 1, R, C. Martin
(3j h.p. Humber), two minutes early; 2, Percy Lyon
(Triumph), three minutes early; 3, G. B. Barham (6 h.p. Rex
and sidecar), seven minutes late.

Luton and South Beds. M.C.C.

The results of the speed trials and inter-team trials with
the Herts County A.C. (M.C. section), held on Saturday,
October 19th, were as follow

:

Speed -Trials.

Racing in pairs from standing start for anyEvent I.

machine. Result

:

Time.
1. Barker (6 Zenith) ... 42s.
2. Dunn (3£ Rudge) ... 42|s.

3. Smart (3i Rudge) ... .;. 431s.

Event H.—Passenger class for 3£ h.p. machines. Result

:

1. Terry (3£ New Hudson) 55fs.
2. Child (3i New Hudson) 56^s.

o. Sills (3i Rudge) 56|s.

Inter-teaii Trials.
These were won "by the Luton and South Beds. M.C.C,

wlio won the lightweight and sidecar classes, and got four
men placed out of six in the 3^ h.p. class.

Luton and S.B. M.C.C. | Herts County A.C. (M.C.S.)

-Time. ,-,_ A Time
Sees.

. 42

. 36

34*
37

Class A.

Simpson (2^ Singer)

Class B.

Gutteridge (3^- Rudge
Smart (3^- Rudge)
Dickinson (3^ Rudge) ..

Cumberland (3^ Triumph) 35
Dunn (3^ Rudge) ... 35
Terry (3£ New Hudson) 40

Class C.

Barker (6 Zenith) ... 33

Class D.
Twigg (6 Enfield) ... 41

Class A.
Sees.

Cheeney (2j Humber) ... 42

1

Class B.

Colliver (3-£ Zenith) ... 31g
Walker (2£ Hobart) '

... 37
Wells (3-L Triumph) ... 36
Howe (3± Zenith) ... 47f
Jarvis (3^ Triumph) ... 38<
Nott (

) 37f
Class C.

Carter (5 Matchless) ... 30|

Class D.
Dudley (6 Zenith) ... 44|

Bristol M.C.C.

On Saturday, November 2nd, a special trial for amateurs
will be held over a route of about fifty miles for a silver cup,

presented by Messrs. Humber, Ltd. It is probable that
Weston Lane, near Bath, will have to be ascended.
On November 9th the annual dinner will take place at the

.Queen's Hotel, Clifton. Prize wjnners from a distance are

invited to be present as the guests of the club, and they
should notify the lion, sec, Mr. P. Grout, Warmley, near
Bristol.

Essex M.C.

In the recent standard 'ride to King's Lynn and back,
the following qualified for the club' silver medal : Dr.

Sempey (5 A.J.S. sc), E. Lewis (8 J.A'.P. sc), A. V. Deacock
(6 N.L.G.-J.A.P. sc), L. G. Brown (8 Rex-Jap sc), G. T.

Gray (3^-. Rudge), F. Roberts (3^ Rudge), D. S. Parsons (3£

Corah-Jap), B. W. Wild (3i Precision), H. Moore (3-J, B.S.A.),

and S. Tharp (3£ Bradbury). H. C. Bouffler, on his 6 Rex
sidette, had very hard luck in puncturing after having
covered 185 miles out of the 200.

In the speed-judging competition just held the following

awards are made subject to confirmation by the committee:
Silver medals—Dr. Sempey (5 A.J.S. sc), error 1.21s., and
B. Alan Hill (3^ Corah-Jap), 1.51s. ; bronze medals—S. G..--

James (6 Enfield-Jap sc), F. Roberts (3^ Rudge), L. G.
Brown (8 Rex-Jap sc), D. S. Kapadia (8 Rex-Jap sc), and
Miss R. Hammett>(2§ Douglas).
On Saturday, October 19th, the closing run, combined with

a paperchase, was held, starting from headquarters at

4.30 p.m. The captain acted as hare in his 12 h.p. De Dion
car, and gave a most sporting course up hill and down dale,

right through the heart of Epping Forest," until he was finally

caught by F. Roberts on a 3^ h.p. Rudge.
A paper will be read on December 5th, at 7.30 p.m , at the

R.A.C. Associates' Room, Pall Mall, by Mr. Douglas Leeck-

man, on the Motor Cycle Show at Olympia, 1912. to be

followed by a discussion. All motor cyclists are heartily

invited to attend.

The club dinner will be held at the Great Eastern Hotel oa

December 14th.

A GOOD LOAD.
A 6 h.p. H.S.U. and sidecar, belonging to H. C. Sharp, of Eiling Common,-

,

with a driver and three extra passengers.
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Nurth Birmingham A.C.

There will be a flexibility hill-climb on November 9tli at

FTiiits Hill.

Doncaster and District A.C.

A slow half-mile competition was held on the 24tb inst.

Jtesult : 1. L. Baker (3£ R?x) ; 2. C. Simoson (3£ Premier)

;

3 \V. \Vagstaff,e (3£ Premier); 4. W. A. Bassett (3£ B.S.A.).

OroiKvWCILS 1240s.

-1- W. Heaton (2f A.J.S.); 2, E.

Hall (3£ Scale

E. Abram

-1, F. Sirrett (7

Stockport and District M.C.C.

1 1 ill-climb results :

Olass I-. Lightweights.

-

Woods (2i Levis).

Class II., Single-cylinder Machines.—1,

Jap); 2, H. Thompson (3£ Kynoch)

;

Matchless).

Class III., Twin-cylinder Machines
Indian) ; 2, J. Woodrow (5 Wcodrow).

Class IV., Sidecars and Cyclecars.—1. S. Emerson (8 Wood-
row) ; 2. H. Greenhagh (8 Matchless) and J. Cheetham (8

Matchless) ; 4, E. Woods (10 G.W.K.).
F. Sirrett (7 Indian) made fastest time of the day.

Result of Reliability Trial. — 1, H. Marsden (21

Douglas); 2, W. Heaton (2| A.J.S.) ; 3, H. Greenhagh (8

.Matchless).

The chief prize was the Talbot Cup. kindly presented to the

club by the owners of the Talbot Garage, Stockport, which
was won by H. Marsden on the 2§ Douglas.

Western District M.C. (LonioA).
At a recent cpnvmittei meeting it was decided to hold the

annual dinner and prize distribution at headquarters (Paul's
restaurant). The provisional date is November 27th. A
musical programme is to be arranged. The president, Mr.
E.. Cubett Sayers, J. P., has kindly offered to present a.

prize for competition next season. The runs for this month
are to Burnham Beeches (refreshment house), Bagshot
(King's Arms), and Wisley Hut, Surrey, which is the last

run of the season.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

The above club held a reliability trial over a severe course
on the 20th inst. The route was as follows: Hall Green.
Stratford, Sunrising, Tysoe, Oxhill, Shipston, Ilmingtou,

Chipping Cainpden, Saintbury, Willersey, Campdcn, Shipston
return journey to Stratford and Red Hill. There ?\v?r.

twenty-five entries, and all but two were started by 8.30/ a.m.
Sunrising, Saintbury, and Willersey Hills proved toe mucV
for several competitors, and before the finish seven coiilpetito'

had retired through various failures. The results are a:

follows : Best performance of an amateur, J. Huntingto
(T.T. Triumph), lost no marks; best performance of a trad
rider, J. J. Woodgate (Singer three-speed), lost 110 marks;. -<

The following competitors made non-stop runs, but w^eS
the course on the homeward journey and were disqualified,

but another competition .will be held for them and the date

announced later : J. Woodhouse (4-| Regal sc), L. Bees
(L.M.C.), L. Poole (B.S.A.), A. Edwards (B.S.A.). F. W.
Merrick (6 Enfield sc), and C. Moss (B.S.A.).

A.G.U. Inier-club Conference at Liverpool.
UNFORTUNATELY the abuve meeting, which was

called to discuss the important question of the
amateur, was by no means well attended. The
Mersey Club, however, did its duty nobly. Its

members turned up in force, and over the mantelpiece in

the comfortable room in which the meeting was held in

the St. George's Restaurant on Friday last; there was an
artistically written card bearing words of welcome to the

A.C.U. delegates. Altogether sixteen people attended who
represented the A.C.U., the Mersey M.C, the Westmorland
and the Oxford M.C.C. 's, the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland,

and the Scottish A.C.U. Mr. J. R. Nisbet, who presided,

suggested that the first point to be discussed was the
grievances of the amateurs, and the second their remedy.

The Amateurs' Grievances.

Mr. S. W. Carty, the Iron, secretary of the Mersey M.C;;
in opening the discussion, stated that the grievances of the
amateurs could be summed up in the word "shamateur,"
and against this individual the former had just cause for

complaint. The suggested novice class had been no new
idea, and the Mersey M.C. had adopted it in a hill-climb.

His own idea was to have two classes of amateurs—novice
and expert—with a slight difference in entry fees between
each, and two trade classes—the professional, or, in other
words, the tester, wdio should be in a class by himself, and
the agent—the small local man who found the fees demanded
from the trade too heavy.
Mr. Rees, vice-president of the Mersey M.C, after

heartily welcoming the A.C.U. delegates, also suggested a
reduction in fees for the small agent and increased fees

tor the manufacturer, and Went on to say that he considered
that the "shamateur" question could not be solved.
Mr. Campbell McGregor. S.A.C.U., said that Scotland

was in a different position, there the real trouble -was with
the agent, who was assisted by the manufacturer and com-
peted on the same terms as the amateur. He suggested
dividing the latter class into tyros wdio had never won
an event, and novices who had never won a speed test

or hill-climb.

On being asked by Mr. Greenhill to state the views of
the A.C.U. Committee. Air. Loughborough, secretary
A.C.U., dealt with the question in a particularly clear and
able manner. The two points to consider, he said, were
.1) the degeneration of competitions into purely trade affairs,
uirl (2) " shamateurism." Competitions should be divided
into two classes. Those run by the A.C.U. for the im-
provement of the machines, and those run by clubs, which
should be of a purely sporting nature. Any definition of an

amateur was unfair, and it was better to divide competitors,

trade or otherwise, into expert and novice classes. . The
winning of, say, two first prizes, or four second prizes in any
consecutive open events in which there were not less than
twelve starters in the class entered, should place a rider in

the expert class. Permits should be in'no way restricted if

the expert be barred from certain classes. The arrange-

ment to start at the beginping of 1913.

The Formal Resolution.
Finally, on the proposal of Mr. S. W. Philpot, seconded

by Mr. Heaton, the following resolution was passed: "This
meeting is of the opinion that the scheme, as outlined by the

Secretary of the A.C.U., provides a basis for a more satis-

factory classification of competition riders, subject to certain

modifications, particularly as regards the iocal agents." The
Secretary was instructed to circulate the proposal amon^
the clubs and to ask their opinion on the matter. After the
meeting the A.C.U. delegates were entertained to tea by the

Mersey. Motor Club.

The twin-cylinder V type Crouch engine, complete with gear box, magneto,
and water circulation pump.

B2 7
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, B.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and ad Jress.

The Date of the T.T. Race.

Sir,— I quite agree with your correspondents' views re-

garding the dates of this year's T.T. races. It has come as

a. surprise to the majority of North-country motor cyclists,

especially Tynesiders, as the race week vacation comes just at

the right time, namely, June 21st. I for one will be unable
to go, and I am not the only one, as I know several

motorists who are sorely disappointed, and fully agree with
" Week-ender," who says petition the A.C.U.

FEED H. RYLANCE.

An Appeal to Car Drivers.

Sir,—Referring to the letters of " Medicus " and S. Jefford

expressing their views on the difficulty of persuading drivers

of -cars „ that motor bicycle drivers (particularly when a

sidecar is attached to their machine) have a right to a fair

share of the road, I have found that, at the approach of

a car. instead of edging to the near side of the road, if one.

keep on the middle until the last moment, the- car driver

will invariably make room. N. H. MACLEAN.

Water-proofing the Machine for Winter.

Sir,—I ,was greatly amused at "Oilskin's" letter re

waterproofing machines with vaseline. This method has
brought my once happy home very near to disruption. It

spoilt quite a number of my wife's dresses. It is at best

very antiquated and messy.
.A friend of mine at Hendon gave me a few weeks ago a

sample tin of a transparent metallic lacquer which they
use for protecting the metal parts of aeroplanes. It dried

as hard as steel,'-and the bright plated parts of the machine
have not been affected by the damp atmosphere of an out-

side cycle house. Neither mud nor oil has any appreci-

able effect on the surface, and the greatest advantage seems
to me that it is absolutely part and parcel of the .frame,

invisible to the human eye. The tin was marked " ' Dopon,'
for metal and wood and canvas. Jensen and Nicholson,
Ltd." Could you kindly let me know where I could obtain

it, as the above firm donot advertise it? REXITE.
[The address of Messrs. Jensen and Nicholson, Ltd., is

Goswell Works, Stratford, E.—En.]

Tyre Bursts on Three Wheelers.

Sir,—I read with interest your contributor "Ixion's"
remarks on " Tyre Bursts " in the issue of the 17th inst.

I have had considerable experience of burst tyres whilf
travelling at speed on cars and motor cycles, and some
experience of the same on cyclecars, and I quite agree with
your contributor that in the case of a car there is no real

danger. On the other hand, a burst in either tyre of a

motor cycle travelling at over 30":m.p.h. is fraught with
considerable danger, unless the rider be very expert.

With regard to the three-wheeler, I have driven a Morgan
runabout about 3.000 miles and have had two burst tyres

—

one front and one back. When the front tyre burst I was
travelling at about 30 rn.p.h., and the effect on the steering

was the same as it would be on a car. The back tyre burst
whilst practising for the cyclecar race at Brooklands, doing
55 rn.p.h. The ear swerved a good deal, but at 'no time
was it in the least degree out of. control. This experience

agreeably surprised me, as I had looked forward with trepi-

dation to a burst in the driving tyre, whereas now I am
convinced that a three-wheeled cyclecar is infinitely safer

than a motor bicvele and very little different from a. car in

this resj-eot. A. W. LAMBERT.
B2S

A Rust-proof Machine.

Sir,

—

Be "Ixion's" remarks on the all-black motor cycle,

I fancy that we must have something more substantial than
a brittle enamel to keep the parts absolutely safe from rust.

Some years ago, in your columns, I advocated the galvanis-
ing process, and for the life of me I cannot see why this

should not be adopted. Even the nuts and bolts could be
treated and made rust-proof.

1 only wish that I could have my 1913 mount completely
galvanised. I would not even ask for any enamel to finish

the job—only for the tank. MUDLARK.

Amateur Police Traps.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. J. Stuart White, seems to

be labouring under a grievance, although I cannot see any
justification for the tone of his remarks.
The Manchester District Association of, the C.T.C. is

endeavouring to put a stop to reckless driving by motorists
in that district, and has adopted a simple and peaceable
method of doing this.

Evidently Mr. Stuart White advocates the breaking of

the law. and, what is more, wants everyone to know it.

The names of those members- of the C.T.C. who are

going to resign en bloc (according to Mr. J. Stuart White)
because they are not to be permitted to choose their own
speed on the road, should be noted.

CECIL W. COOKE. >

[The C.T.C. disclaims official knowledge, of the proposed
amateur traps. Our correspondent is illogical in his

inferences. It does not follow that because a motor
cyclist objects to persecution, official or otherwise, he is

a law-breaker. We all know how inaccurate timing over

short distances is apt to be, and to what injustices it liS

led.—Ed.]

Large Variable Pulleys.

Sir,—I notice in your " Questions * and Replies " column
last week a suggestion that a wider range of gears could be
obtained with a- variable pulley gear if a large counter-shaft
pulley is used. Though, of course, a lower gear can be obtained

by gearing down the pulley the required amount, the range
of gear is not . increased ; on the contrary, the larger toe

pulley the smaller the range of gear, unless the width of

the belt be increased in proportion. For example, suppose
a lin. belt is used with a pulley 5in. diameter outside.

With a 28° belt the depth of the'Vof the pulley is twin-

the width oi the belt, i.e., 2in., so that the diameter of

the pulley can be reduced to lin. inside the belt, i.e., about
2in. to the neutral- axis of the belt (taken' to be about 5I8.

from the lower and |in. from the '.upper surfaces of the

belt). The maximum diameter to the axis of the belt ,is then

4-^-in. With an 18in.' belt rim this gives gears from 4 to 1

to" 9 to 1. But if a lOin. pulley,- geared down 2 to 1. is

used, the" V remains the same depth, since it depends only

on the width of the belt and the angle of the V. The inside

diameter of the pulley is then 6in., and the extreme diameters

to the axis/ of the belt are 9-^in. and 7iu., giving gears from

5| to 1 to 5.1-7 to 1, a much smaller range than before.

Of course, these ranges are increased slightly in the case OS

the Rudge by the use of a variable belt rim; also difficulties

of construction make it difficult to get so low a gear as 9

to 1 with the" direct >drive; but the point is that no increased

range is obtained with a larger pulley. V. A. LE\V1S.

[Theoretically .-our correspondent is quite correct, but' what

belt, will stand a 2in. tndlev?—En.l
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The Control o£ Clutches.

Sir, The following is a brief account of a new idea, in

. lull li controls : A B is the rod leading from the clutch pedal

to the clutch itself. When the pedal is depressed B moves
towards the right. This draws the plate C forward, and
so compresses the helical spring D, producing a tension in

blre rod A. This tension tends to press the clutch plates

ipart. The action then is as follows : When the clutch pedal

is depressed the strength of

the clutch spring is weakened,
,1 slipping begins. The

mi, >unt of slip increases as the

pedal is further depressed.

until finally the plates are

separated and a free engine

obtained. The amount of slip,

therefore, depends on the

position of the clutch pedal. This buffer spring can, of course,

lu' placed anywhere on the clutch extracting mechanism, and
the strength of Uie spring can be made adjustable. When the

pedal is near the end of its stroke the plate C comes up
against the sleeve E.

The idea is protected, and I should be glad to hear through
t'hc Motor Cycle of anyone anxious to buy the patent.

G.L.M.

Sir.

A Warning.
-Will you kindly warn fellow motor cyclists through

Hie medium of your paper? One mile on the London side

of Brentwood on tJie main Colchester Road there is a ten-

mile limit—about, 300 yards long. As I was passing through
il recently, I stopped and spoke to a friend of mine, who
is a member of the Brentwood Bench. He informed me that

lie had just come from a meeting of the Bench at which the

chief constable of the county had been specially requested
to do all in his power to catch motors exceeding the limit

on this piece of road, as at present very little attention is

paid to the signs. While I was talking to him, several

cars and motor cycles came through at about 25 m.p.h.
There will certainly be a very strict police trap there shortly.

A. J. USBORNE.

Cyclecar Design.
Nil.—I cannot see why there should be all the bickering and

agitation regarding the use of the term " cyclecar." After all,

the vehicles which come under this name, whether they be
nater-cooled or air-cooled, shaft, chain, or. belt-driven, three
in' four-wheeled, are not designed for freak performances in

lumpetitions, but for the general comfort of those who might
V expected to purchase them. Provided their cylinder

japacity is of or below the specified limit, does it not rest

with their several manufacturers as to whether they consider

such and such a refinement conducive to the efficiency of their

iwn particular model?
Surely, a firm which turns out a smart shaft-driven water-

cooled cyclecar can be credited with knowing its own mind
ind also that of the public it caters for just as well as the
maker of the vehicle which does not possess these refine-

ments. It is certainly not the place of the latter manufacturer
I" tind it necessary tu cavil at the outcome of the former's
xperience, even though the former may market a runabout
E20 or £30 dearer. CHACUN A SON GOUT.

The Life of Epicyclic Huts.
Sir,—As a practical motor engineer in the trade, and having

lidden most of the best makes of motors since their inception,

i am perfectly satisfied that a two-speed free engine gear with
1 variable pulley is sufficient for all requirements.
My present mount is a 3£ h.p. B.S.A., two-speed, free

..ngine model, which has covered over 6,000 miles since I got
ft in July. When I inform you that I let it out on hire to

fill classes of .riders, you can judge the severe usage it gets
'mm inexperienced riders. Up to date not a single part
cis been replaced, and on examining the gear I find

t absolutely perfect. On two occasions I have been long
ouni'eys with two passengers averaging over twelve stones
Nidi and myself fifteen stones, and taken Lord Decies Hill,

.asswade, without a falter. This is a long, severe hill, rising
ibout one in eight.

In my opinion, three speeds will cause a lot of trouble even'
" experienced riders, by the undue racing of the engine, and
lolb agents and manufacturers will suffer through the serious
n^iue complications that -will arise.

I fitted a three-speed hub to a customer's mount only seven
weeks ago, and it is already burst up and returned to the

makers for repairs. The argument that the extremely low
gear is necessary in traffic does not help the cause of three-

speeds in the slightest, as I can travel as slowly as I wish on
my two-speen. For instance, I attended Musselburgh Races,

near Edinburgh, on the 4th inst., and after the last race took
two sergeants through all the traffic, obliged to follow in line

behind cabs, pulling up, going on, and stopping, without the

slightest trouble. With the free engine position I could stand

still, leaving the engine running, and by letting the clutch

gradually into the low gear I could glide away as slowly as 1

wished.

I hold no brief for the B.S.A. (Jo , but imy experience with
their two-speed gear is that it fulfils all requirements in a

really efficient manner, and is absolutely reliable in every

respect. W. HUNTER.
[Other readers, P. Gately and H. Britton, state that they
have done 12,000 and 4,000 miles respectively with sidecars

on similar gears.

—

Ed.]

Sir,
—" Ixion's " invitation for experiences of two or

three-speed epicyclic gears over a prolonged period prompts
me to send you mine.
Although I have not used three-speed gears for any length

of time, I have for several years had two-speeders in use,

and one of these, fitted with the Rex adapted Roc two-

speed gear, has been in constant use for the last thr«" years,

during which time it has covered a distance of over 35,000
miles. Fully 30,000 of this has been with sidecar attached,

and this, in conjunction with the fact that a great proportion

of it has been traffic riding, will show that the low gear
has been used very considerably.

Throughout all this period the only- renewals I had to

make to the gear were a pair of expanding arms and pin

for holding high gear in (cost 4s. 6d.) and new low gear
band brake ^cost 12s.) The gear was frequently dismantled,
and the gear wheels "and pinions were always found to be
in perfect condition with practically no sign of wear. These
excellent wearing qualities, combined with the ease of

manipulation of the Rex-Roc gear, give it a foremost place

in my opinion, particularly as later models have been
strengthened in the two parts I had to renew. All parts

are of ample dimensions, and well up to the work required
of them—a fact which hardly applies to some of the three-

speed gears on the market—and to this I attribute the
satisfactory results shown. J. A. MASTERS.

A recent convert to the motor cycle, Miss M. A. Greaves, A.L.C.M., and her sister.

Miss Greaves is now able to manase her 5 h.p. Vindec sidecar with ease, even in

the busy thoroughfares of Leicester.
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Transmission.

Sir,—I have been greatly interested by " Ixion's

"

vigorous defence of. the belt drive, and by the correspond-
ence which has followed. All seem, however, to have for-

gotten one point—the great value of the adjustable pulley.

I am rather surprised at some of your correspondents'
experiences, as I have ridden in all weathers in a hilly

district for two years, and have never had belt slip. My
machine is a Triumph, and belt a Jin. Dunlop. About
twice a week I apply a very little Belticum, which is most
effective. LITTLE JIMMY.

Tyre Wear.
Sir,—I note the letter of R. Haddock in reply to mine on

the above subject. He seems to be one of those fortunately

happy ones who obtain satisfactory service out of the
present type of motor cycle tyre, and is the first I have
come across.

I named no firms, nor any special brand of tyres, but may
say that my own experience and that of many friends

embrace the most noted as well as the less known brands,

and all cause grumbles, especially with sidecar.

I maintain that about five hundred miles is the average
useful life of special tyres on a combination rear wheel.

Having a larger section tyre, say 2^in. or 3in., which is

practically no stronger, is in my opinion no improvement,
as it is, if anything, more liable to gashes, bursts, and
punctures. A thicker and stronger article is required.

Your contributor, Mr-. B. H. Davies, in his recent article

on tyres is surely supported in his statements by thousands
of sidecar users in the British Isles. He puts 1,000 miles

as the general run on a 3£- h.p. solo rear wheel, and, as he
says, and many know to their sorrow, one gash sounds the

knell of your cover. His experience of extra heavy covers,

which I have always used, appears to have been rather

fortunate, and I strongly agree with him and think that

butt-enders should be fitted as standard on all motor cycles.

Earnestly hoping there will be some stouter tyres, more
on car lines, on the market next year, for which I predict

a plentiful demand, ROADSIDE SOLUTIONER.

LThere are already thick heavy tyres on the market, and
some sidecar makers fit them as standard. Sidecarists and
purchasers of solo machines who intend occasionally to

attach a sidecar should specify thicker rear covers, for

which they must pay proportionately.

—

Ed.]

Combined Chain and Belt Drive.

Sir,—There seems to be a difference of opinion between
some of your correspondents on the merits of the belt drive.

Mr. E. K. Wyatt certainly had bad hick on his holiday with
his belt. Others say practically that they have no belt

troubles at all. In view of my own experience with belts

—

nearly 27,000 miles—I am very much inclined to discount

these latter statements. My worse case of belt troubles was
also on a tour of 450 miles with a sidecar, during which
distance I had to adjust the belt either by shortening or

closing the front pulley, both of which are adjustments,

about six times, besides which it broke twice. The belt had
run under 100 miles before the tour, and broke twice more
in 120 miles after the tour, when it was discarded—a total

of 670 miles. My best belt record is a mileage of 6,600 miles

from one belt on a solo machine, with occasional sidecar

jaunts. This belt I had to shorten about once in 180 miles.

Both these belts were lin. rubber. Other belts have lasted

between 1,000 and 3,000 miles.

Other readers who have probably had similar experience of

belt drive will probably also say why am I not satisfied with
belt drive—ft is quite satisfactory. It is satisfactory to

those who have tried nothing better. Now that the com-
bined drive has come to the fore, with belts lasting up to

8,000 miles according to "Ixion," and only 5,000 according

to Dr. Patterson (botli on light machines), motor cyclists

think they have found the most durable drive. It is a real

novelty to have a belt last for all that distance. But what
of the adjustments? Certainly they are fewer per 1,000

miles, but they are just as annoying. Before a belt is finally

adjusted, there is a period of slip which gradually gets worse
and worse until the rider's patience can stand it no longer,

and so he adjusts the belt.

The longer he can put up with a slipping belt the fewer

will be his adjustments, of course. It is this state of things

that the chain does not possess. It gradually gets slacjjgj

and slacker, but it does not slip even in wet weather, 'flic

necessity for adjustment is less frequent, and takes no longfi
than belt adjustments as a rule.

Dr. Patterson mentions that he does not know who I am.
Well, I really think it makes no difference to the superiority
of the chain drive who I may be! Perhaps I might mentim
that my experience with chain drive started seven years aJS
011. a 2J h.p. Humber, P. and M. gear, which 1 rode 17,000
miles on one set of unprotected chains. In this distance I

had one road stop due to chains. This was on a very wet
day, and the mud ran from the mudguar'd right on to the
back chain, causing very rapid stretching, and finally the
chain came off the back wheel. In ten minutes' time I had
readjusted the chain and altered the mudguard and was on
my way.
About every 1.200 miles I used to adjust the chains^H

had a Scott and had no trouble with the chains. I now ride

a 6 h.p. Enfield with sidecar. To date I have ridden this

2,200 miles without chain trouble and only one chain adjust
ment at 1.600 miles. During the recent very wet weather I

rode 1,062 miles in eight days of the wettest, and the chain.-

never grumbled in the least.

I think Dr. Patterson is rather afraid of chains if lie dis-

cards his chain after 5,000 miles just because they Have
stretched a little. They should run three times that distance

on a Douglas without any trouble. The question of the slip

ping clutch I hope to be allowed to touch on in another letter

THOMAS F. MAW.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Traveller writes: "A cyclecar weighing 4 cwts. with

5 h.p. twin engine, foot-operated clutch, two speeds, chain

to counter-shaft, and two one, inch belts from counter-shaft

to driving wheels, can surely be sold for about £60. When
will manufacturers ignore the speedman and cater for the

thousands who want a machine like the above? "

" Godalming Motor Cyclist" referring to our reply -to

"E.M.N." advising a route through Munstead Heath and
Peasmarsh to avoid Godalming says: "It is only motorists

who exceed speeds between 14^ and 18 m.p.h. who are

summoned in connection with the Godalming speed limits."

V-

IN PRAISE OF A LIGHTWEIGHT.

A well known surveyor and estate agent Mr. Robert R. Procktor, of Catford,

on his Motosacoche ; his machine is a 1909 model which has been in constant

use since delivery and no trouble has been experienced with it otherwise than

ordinary wear and tear. The nature of the.rider's profession very often takes

him far afield—and it is then that the motor cyeie is invaluable. Frequeni

long journeys are undertaken to mske surveys. In one week the machini

compassed five non-stop runs to Southend-on-Sea.
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One Day Trial
• climbed Langdale Hill,

I ROVERS entered,
evsome and Noble.

special certificates may be awarded.

COVENTRY.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Mdtor
Cyclist

is he whose

tyres are fitted

with Atlas Puncture

Proof Inner Cases.

No worry over Punctures-

it absolutely prevents them.

You can ride even on a burst tyre.
Send at once for Booklet and copies of testimonials.

ATLAS NON-PUNCTURE INNER CASE SYNDICATE, LTD.,
124, High St., Kensington, London, W. Telephone (2 lines) 4634 and

4635 Western.
BIRMINGHAM BRANCH—103, Bristol Street.

Wholesale Agents

:

MANCHESTER— I. E. Feay, 28, Jackson's Row, Deansgate.
SCOTLAND—J. Thomson & Son, Lady Lawson Street, Edinburgh.
IRELAND—H. Whitehead & Co., y, May Street, Beliast.

Will be shown on STAND No. 193 at Olympia.

BOOKS
FOR

Motor Cyclist-Photographers

Every Motor Cyclist who uses a Camera will

find these books instructive and interesting.

Photography for All. Photography by Rule.

Practical Slide Making. Practical Frame Making
Toning Bromide Prints.

Price of any of the above

1/- nett per volume. By post, 1/2.

Send

Postcard

for full

List of

Photo-

graphic

books.
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A selection of questions of general

interest received from readers and our

replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor

Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and
whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope for reply.

Aldershot to Holyhead.

Please give me your advice as to

the best route to follow from
Aldershot to Holyhead, so as to

avoid large towns and bad hills,

travelling on a 3^ h.p. New
Hudson and sidecar; no passenger in

sidecar, but carrying small amount of

luggage.—R.W.V.'K.
Your best route would be as follows :

Aldershot, Odiham, Hook, Bath Road,
Streatley, Wallingford, Oxford, Wood-
stock, Shipston-011-Stour, Stratford-on-

Avon. Alcester, Headless Cross, Broms-
grove, Kidderminster, Bridgnorth, Shrews-
iiury, Llangollen, Corwen, Pentre-Voelas,

Bettws-y-Coed, Bangor, to Holyhead.

5P-

f̂ef*^K

Petrol Consumption.

I would like to ask a question
relating to consumption" of petrol

in a 1912 3£ h.p. Precision engine
and B. and B. carburetter. I get

at present 70 m.p.g. with sidecar,

and liquid petrol jumps out of the
har.dle-bar controlled air inlet. If I fit

a tube about 4in. long to this inlet, will

I benefit therefrom in power and con-
sumption ?—G.W.T.

Perhaps the level of your petrol is a little

too high in your jet. This would account
lor the high consumption and blowing
back of petrol. Another cause may be
too weak an inlet valve spring. If you
fit a long tube to the inlet pipe you may
get slightly increased efficiency.

Choked Jet.

Quite recently I purchased a

new 1912 Scott. I believe some-
thing is wrong with the carbu-
retter,' and would like to Jay
before you the following facts, and

trust you will be good enough to answer
them : The engine runs at speed per-

fectly, but with the throttle not more
than one-third open, and the air lever
in every conceivable position, I feel con-
tinual snatches on the chains, which, I
conclude, are due to misfires. The
action of closing the throttle lever has
the effect of violently accelerating the
machine for some twenty yards, unless
the air lever is far advanced^—Novice.
We should say that the trouble is pro-

bably due to a partial obstruction in the
carburetter jet. When using the Scott
on which we followed the Six Days' Trials
last year, the same symptoms occurred,
and it was found that the jet was parti-
ally obstructed by grit, and when cleaned
out the engine ran perfectly. You might
inspect the transfer gauzes.

A BROOKLANDS BEDEL1A.
Mr. Root. Bourbeau on the racing Bedelia with disc wheels with which he finished second in the last cyclecar

race at Brooklands. Mr L. N. Palmer, the. British agent for Bedelias, is standing beside the vehicle.

Correspondents are urged to write

clearly, and on one side of the paper only,

numbering each query separately, and
keeping a copy, for ease of reference.

Letters containing legal questions should

be marked " Legal " in the left-hand

corner of envelope, and should be kept

distinct from questions bearing on technical

subjects

Exhaust Whistle.

I should be obliged if you

would inform me (1) if an exhaust
whistle harms the engine in any
way, carbonises it, or causes any
loss of power. My machine is a

3£ h.p. model. (2.) If a piece of wire

or a chain stretched across the tyre to

catch thorns, etc., is bad for the tyre,

or wears it out before its time.—D.S.

An exhaust whistle will not harm the

engine in any way. Of course, it sets

up a little back pressure when the whistle

is actually being blown, and carbon
eventually forms inside the whistle, but
it will not carbonise the engine. No, a

piece of wire just clearing the coyer to

catch the thorns, etc., is quite good.

Reliability Trials.

As a constant reader of your
valuable paper and a club mem-
ber, I would thank you- if you
would kindly give -me your
opinion on the following relia-

bility trial held recently. Entries are

accepted from thirty-three club mem-
bers. Twenty-four competitors start on
a reliability trial from headquarters
at 2 p.m. '(one minute intervals), the

last competitor leaving at 2.32 p.m.,

to a point fifty-two miles away and
back. A control of one and a half

hours is made at the aforesaid point,

all competitors leaving to schedule
time. On the way fog is encountered

;

two or three competitors meet with
accidents. The first man checked in at

headquarters fourteen minutes late, some
eight or nine others completing the

course within the hour late. Do you think
- the committee would be acting up to

general club principles to declare the

competition void on account of the fog?

Further, if a secret checker wait the
time appointed after the last man is

due at his check, and having checked
some eight or nine competitors, should
the check stand in defining the
winners? Also what is the general

custom, in penalising a competitor who,
passes through after the check has
ceased working?—O.B.

We should say that, under the circum-
stances, it would be right to render the
competition void on account of the fog.

If the checker wait until the maximum
time has expired for the last man, the
check should naturally stand. Anybody
arriving after time, of course, cannot
qualify for an award. In the case of fogs,

floods, etc., either special allowances must
be made or the competition should be
rendered void. A competitor who passes

through after the check has ceased work-
ing usually loses the maximum number
of marks for that section.
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Starting a Sidecar.

My 1912 T.T. roadster Triumph
'

Montgomery sidecar I am able

tc start with passenger seated

on the level and jump into

saddle, and now I am thinking

of ordering a 1913 Rex-Jap 6 h.p.

standard twin. Do you think I shall

be able to start this with Canoelet
sidecar in the same manner, or will

the weight be too heavy? I do not

want to go to the expense of a free

engine and two speeds. Do you consider

that the machine will give me satis-

faction and climb hills of 1 in 5 with

sidecar and passenger, geared 4£- to 1,

my weight thirteen stones?—V.B.
No, -you will not be able to start this

machine on any gradient with a passenger

and sidecar, and we should advise you to

invest in a similar model with change-
speed gear. The machine should be satis-

factory, but it would hardly climb 1 in 5

singly geared.

3J h.p. Sidecar in India.

My machine is a 3-^ h.p. 1912
Triumph with free engine. I

intend to take it out next month
to a part of India where the

country, for hundreds of miles

round, is dead flat. The roads are

good, there is no speed limit, and no
traffic riding. (1.) Can you please tell

me if you think that the use of a side-

car, with passenger up tc twelve stones,

would strain the engine, etc.? (2.)

Supposing that you consider the engine
would suffej from this, What parts

.exactly would be affected? (3.) Would
the life of the engine be appreciably
shorter than if the machine were used
only without sidecar?—S.D.V.

(1.) The machine would take a sidecar

satisfactorily under such conditions. (2.)

If the machine is driven carefully, it

should not damage it in the slightest

degree, but you must be careful not to

over drive it. Possibly the hot climate
in which you reside, combined with use
of sidecar, will increase the risk of over-

heating, and the combination would
shorten the life of the engine.

Weight o[ Piston. .

Not long ago I broke my
piston. I ride a 3£ h.p. 1910
Triumph A local firm here
(India) cast me another, and as

far as I can see it works very
well indeed. I have, however, managed
to secure a Triumph piston, and find

that the one made for me by the local

firm is slightly heavier than the
Triumph. Is there any harm in this?

Of course a light piston means
more speed. Is there any harm in using
the heavier piston besides a small
diminution in speed? I did a run of
ninety-five miles recently with the heavier
piston and never had any trouble,
the engine being- surprisingly cool at
the end of the journey. I should •

deem it a favour if you wo.pld kindly
• give me your advice on this point.—
R.P.

Yes, we shout'-, advise you to use the
Triumph piston, as this is'lighter, and the
lighter piston gives greater speed.
We do not know that there is any actual
harm in the heavier piston, beyond the
fact that, it must upset the' balance
slightly, and thus strain the bearings.

?

1913 mods! twin-cylinder Clyde-Jap wit l kick starter and N.S.U. two-speed gear.

Bad Knock in New Engine.

I have a new 2£ h.p. machine
~ZT]_ on which I have, covered about
«j; 350 miles. From about 10 to

_lJ 20 m.p.h. there is a clanking
noise in the engine, giving a

metallic ring. If the pulley is rocked
sharply to and frc I can feel a knock ; in

fact, it can be felt by holding almost any
part of the machine as well as being
audible. It occurs in all positions of

the piston, and is unaffected by the
positions of the cams. It is more pro-

nounced with the compression cock
shut. The engine is the product of a

well-known firm, and, on consulting

them, they say that it is a cylinder

knock caused by the piston rocki;,/

about the gudgeon pin. They say that

they, make their pistons a slack fit and
rely on the rings entirely for com-
pression. The clearance between piston

and cylinder must be of generous pro-

portions to give such a knock, and I

should think conducive to rapid wear.
" Is it bad workmanship?—W.B.S.
We should say that the ~ cause of the
knock ' is either bad .design or some
mechanical defect. The engine should
be taken down and put right by the
firm,, so that there is no knock noticeable.

Runs Badly on Top Speed.

Under the proposed new rate

_| of taxation : (1.) Would a 3J.
% Triumph be liable to ah increased
-i-l tax? Will a sidecar be taxed

no matter what the power of

engine may be?_ (2.) My Vt will fire freely

on 8 to 1 gear, but seems to ha,ve not
much power- on 4£ to 1, and will often
choke and stop on the slightest gradient.

I have cleaned out everything and had
magneto thoroughly overhauled by
maker. My tank has had a bruise near
oil partition. Would oil getting through
cause this bad running on top gear?

_ Sometimes engine runs well on top
gear, but rlvays runs well on low.

gear.—H.M.
(1.) The proposed tax will not affect
single-cylinders up to 89 mm. bore with
or without, sidecar. (2.) Oil leaking into"
petrol tank would very likely cause the
trouble you mention, if it occurred on
both speeds. It would alter the float

chamber level, decrease the efficiency of

the mixture, and possibly soot the plug

temporarily. We should, however, advise

you to check petrol level and look to the

-compression.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"C.E.H."' (London).—Binks two-jet or

any other carburetter which improves hill-

climbing of 1912- four-cylinder two-speed
P.N.

" W.J.D." (Dumfries).—Two-speed and
free engine Bradbury and James motor
cycles, solo and sidecar, as to reliability,

hill-climbing, and petrol consumption.
"J.J.B." (Bayswater).—2^ h.p. Levis

touring model, especially as regards cool-

ing and petrol consumption.
" P.J.D." (Ilford-).—Kerry-Abingdon

two-speed gear control.

"P.C." (Norwich). — Levis motor
cycles, particularly lady's model.
"A.L." (Bradford).—Twin Zenith and

sidecar. Belt wear in hilly country,
speed and petrol consumption.
"W.M.M." (Carlisle). — Brampton

variable gear.
" J.C.E." (Newton - le - Willows).—

Turner's sidecar, comfort and power for

haulage. 8 h.p. water-cooled Williamson,
and 3§ h.p. water-cooled Green-Precision.
"A.W.G.M." (Amersham).—6 h.p.

1912 Speed King Rex, hill-climbing, speed,

and reliability.

"A. Barnes," (Wellingborough).—1910
Standard Triumph fitted with Mabon
variable, Bowden two-speed, or any other
change-speed gear for sidecar.

"L.H.C." (Streatham).—1912 model K
Douglas, _ particularly as regards slow
running. " -.• »
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"The Motor Cycle" Photographs.

^ Duplicates of photographs appearing ^
bj in "THE MOTOR CYCLE" will be ^
:: supp'ied at the following rates:— ^
bz Unmounted prints, half plate. "1/6 post jd

r: free ; mounted, *79 post free. This ^
^ refers only to photographs taken by ^
^

" THE MOTOR CYCLE."
Orders, which must.be accompanied

[

q with remittance, should be addressed
[

q- to the Photographic Department— lliffe
[

q and Sons Limited, 20, Tudor Street,
[

London, E.C.
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Three Precipitous Northern Test Hills.
By B. H. DAVIES.

1.VERY year when I ride north

for the Scottish Trials some
sporting friends of mine in

County Durham are prepared with

tw ) or three " unclimbable " hills.

They have yet to find one I cannot

get up, but this year they unearthed
two magnificent test climbs, worse
than anything on the Scottish 1,000

miles so far as gradient goes, and I

failed lour times on one of them
before getting up, and at the fifth

lime of asking T had to trail my feet

to keep upright. Messrs. Rutter

Bros, at the smithy in Langley Park,

live miles out of Durham *on the

Lanchester Road, will .•'direct any
interested riders to the hills, if the

directions given below are insuffi-

-eient.

Holmside Hill.

Holmside Hill is distinctly the more
severe of the two. I made the first

solo ascent of it at the fifth attempt,

and I believe it has yet to be climbed
by a sidecar. It is reached by going

to Witton Gilbert (five miles out of

Durham on the Lanchester Road),
and at the west end of the village

take the road to Acron Close ; at -

the first fork avoid the road through a gate, which
goes to Burnhope, and proceed straight on down
Holmside Hill. The hill is a mile long, and very

rough, but the upper stretches are negligible. The
gradient and the surface and the fierce corners are

at the bottom. I will not attempt to estimate the

gradient, for the. real difficulty consists rather in sur-

(1) J. W. Hutler, with passenger, on the second corner of Peat Hill,

Westgate. (2) The steepest portion of the hill, gradient 1 in 3J.

How to re?.ch Peat Hill.

attempt with my
companions, ridi

face and corners. I was riding a

Triumph (three-speed Armstrong), and
for the fiist 200 yards the machine
and myself were oftener in the air

than on the ground. I failed once
owing to belt slip, and three times
owing to my thigh knocking the gear
lever out of its notch. The fifth

time I bounced up somehow. So
far as I know, no motor of any sort

has ever got up before ; a car once
came down, and nearly demolished
the house at the bottom.

Peat Hill, Westgate=in=Weardalc.
Peat Hill turns at right angles out

of the village of Westgate, twentv-

seven miles from Durham on the

Durham-Alston road, and is an ideal

test hill, having excellent surface,

and no bad bends until most of the

gradient is surmounted. I never
venture to make precise statements

about the grade of unsurveyed
climbs, but local riders are confident

that it contains 200 yards of 1 in 3
and a fraction ; while I think this is

a slight exaggeration, I admit it is a

perfect gradient test. The natives

say one Triumph had gone up prior

to our visit. I climbed it at, the first

Armstrong Triumph, but my three

fig two-speeded P. and M. machines
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VIEWS OF HOLMSIDE HILL^A DURHAM COUNT* ACCLIVITY.

(1) Showing top bend, gradient 1 In 3J. Note' tie surface of hill. (2) Bird's-eye view of hill showing the bends.
without brakes. (4) Rutter stops on the top corner.

(3) J. W. Ruttsr coming down hill

HAIRPIN BEND.

TOTAL RISE 335 FEET

TOTAL LENGTH 2800 FEET

MAXIMUM GRADIENT 1 IN 375

SCALE OF FEET
'""

CONTOUR SECTION OF PEAT BILL.

and a two-speed N.S.U., all stuck low down. Since

my visit Mr. J. W. Rutter has made the first sidecar

ascent with a two-speeded 1912 Clyno, carrying 24 st.

He was successful at the third attempt, after inserting

larger jets in his Binks carburetter. The photographs

do not convey a correct idea of the steepness of this

hill.

Softley Bank for Corner Practice.

Riders desiring some hairpin practice should enquire

in Stanhope for a very pretty little hill named Softley

Bank, close to the village (five miles nearer Durham
on this same road), which includes five Amulree
corners in half a mile, plenty of single figure gradient,

and a decent surface, composed of small stones which

entail no bouncing, but induce an . inclination to dry

skids at the bends. Any machine which can make sure

of these three climbs is in good order.

Pp5os@aLS Show Numbers.

Thursday, Nov. 14th

» 1, 21st

» tt 28th

Passenger Machines.

Show Forecast & Buyers' Guide.

Complete Report.

*34
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The WORLDS
PREMIER

4.000,000 in use and still no soot

Id 3/-

6d 4/-

PLUG

Telephone: Gerrard 7758.

FOLLOW THE EXPERTS.
REFUSE WORTHLESS IMITATIONS.

LEO RIPAULT & CO., 64a, POLAND STREET, LONDON, W.

mm pP jpa

2 - 2J - 3 and 4 h.p.

Dear Sirs,

You will no doubt be interested

to hear what your machine will do.

Riding one of your 2 h.p. 27 guinea

models, I came from Offord, Hunts.,

to Scarboro', 186 miles, at an average

of 18 miles per hour, including stops

for petrol. Considering that I weigh

1 1 stone, this, I consider, is a

remarkable performance for such a

small machine, and one which only

weighs 80 lbs. Congratulating you

on this remarkable little engine,

Yours truly,

L. M. J.

NOTE NEW ADDRESS:

M0T0-REVE Co., Ltd., Alpcrton, Middlesex.

I

HEWETTS
SOLE DISTRICT AGENTS

•inn WESTERN Rd.
I \3L HOVE, sussex.

ENIT
MOTOR CYCLES

ALWAYS

J.A.P.

Motor Cycle

AGENCY
Tel. 8,028.

STOCK

ENGINE ^
ZENETH irJP
CYCLE <£°

- - - THE - - -

GUARANTEED
WATERPROOF

AGNETO

UH 3
See it at

OLYMPIA
STAND
348 Gallery.

is unaffected by wet, being absolutely waterproof, and will

give a regular and intense spark at all speeds. The

moment you fit the 'U.H.' to your Motor Cycle your

ignition troubles end. The ' U.H.' will make your motor

cycling easier, cheaper, and more pleasurable because of

the absence of anything approaching worry or expense.

Get our booklet about it to-day.

S. WOLF AND CO.,
115, Southwark Street, LONDON, S.E.

Telegrams—" Widerstand, London." Telephone—5172 Central.

In ansivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A37
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We can now accept orders for

EARLY DELIVERIES
OF 1913 MODELS
of the best-known makes, including

Triumph Rudge
Indian Scott
Matchless Bradbury
Douglas
Bat

Clyno
New Hudson

Zenith-Gradua

By adopting Pagets Plan you can purchase

any of the above by easy monthly payments

and have the use of the Machine from the first.

Write to-day for full particulars.

PAGETS, LIMITED,
11-12, Jermyn Street, London, S.W.

LAMPS andGENERATORS

,

HOLD WORLDS RECORDS.

47/6 to 78/6

WITHOUT A K8VAL.

HALL, LTD., Wrottesley Street, BIRMINGHAM.
60, SHOE LAKE, LONDON.

SPECIAL 1 Service Co., High Holborn, W.C
AGENTS f

Taytor and Co.. Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W»
J Robertson, 157, Great Portland Street,W

-J

Reduced Prices
at end of Season.

MATCHLESS.
HAZLEWOOD.

CALTHORPE.
ACCESSORIES. REPAIRS.

THE
MOTORS

MAINTENANCE
COMPANY '-

Established 2Z&3& 1907.

184, Great Portland Street, W.
Te|e / phone : 4839 Mayfair.

\ grams :
" Motenance, London.'*

Make your . .

machine inde-

pendent of the

road and weather

and increase its

efficiency for

all purposes by

fitting the

BRAMPTON
VARIABLE GEAR

~Seven speeds and Free engine : simple

in construction ; easy of manipulation

;

light and compact ; easily attached.

Write for illustrated booklet—free.

BRAMPTON BROS., Ltd., Oliver Street, BIRMINGHAM

Showing gear at full speed.

A38 In answering litest advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle*"
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For elegance,

durability,

refinement,

and economy
you must buy a sidecar that is built by
• firm of rvpute from quality materials at

a reasonable price.

are built \>y a sound firm from the finest

materials, and sold at competitive prices.

Every part of a Coronet Car is fully

guaranteed. The springing is perfect

—

the construction such as will minimi?e the

possibility of sideslip. Each -car Vis
rigorously overhauled and tested" before
delivery—each car comes to you as perfect
3S human skill can make it.

We should like to tell you more about
these cars—prove why it would pay you
to invest in one. May wc — without
obligation on your part ?

Prices from . . £6:6:0.
Can be obtained from alf dealers.

Coronet Detachable Joints.

All Coronet sidecars are fitted with these.
joints, enabling sidecar to be attached or
detached in one minute.
We can supply them for other makes of
sidecars.

Price per pair, 12/6.

Binks 2-Jet Carburetters.
Increase your power by fitting a Binks.
We will take your present carburetter in
exchange. Write for quotation.

Weather-Proof Magnetos.
Get rid of your out-of-date magneto,
coil, or accumulator, and let us take
them in exchange for the latest water-
tight magneto.

BOOTH'S MOIORIES,
ley Mills, Bedford Street North,

HALIFAX.
Telephone 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EXCEPTIONAL Opportunity.—1912 3Jh.p. Premier,

brand new, latest Armstrong or siturmcv-Arrlipr
3-speed gear; usual price £58. best offer secures; also
21h.p. 3-speed free engine Premier, guaranteed perfect,
cost nearly £50, nearest £35 6ecures; immediate de-
livery.—E. G. Eaglesfield, Maryport. [X9814

SECTION I!.

York and Lancashire.

H
L1V

ITCHINGS'. Ltd.,

EltPOOL. 74. II, .Id St.

rT*RIUJVIPH, Matchless, and James motor cycles, and
J- Crescent eyclecars : sole a&renrs ; courteous service
and absolute satisfaction guaranteed- "fcour enquiries
invited by Hitehings', Ltd., 74, Bold St., the pioneers
of motor cycling in the north. (Established 35 years
ago. No connection with auv other firm.) [0179

OTJELAT, the great Douglas agent.G
rjOUKLAT, the- great 8h.p. AVillii uison agent.

OEDEE a Gourlay
,
in December-

Doug 1913 models, delivery

CALL and see the 1913 "Williamson, chain drive, with
shock absorbor.

rjOUELAY, sole agent for the Icing of lightweights.

T)° it Now; order a Gourlay Douglas, and be happy.

DON'T Forget the great Williamson for power and
smooth running.

WRITE for particulars why you should buy a Gour-
lay Douglas.

CALL and Try the great 8h.p. Williamson; you will
bo delighted.

SOLE Manchester Agent for the great Douglas and
Williamson machines, Gourlay, Followfield, Man-

[X9763Chester.

TJTEEDEN'S Motor Mart, Burnley.

FFEES Wanted for
hand machines

:

the following new and 2nd-

12 Models.

o
19
Ty/TTJLTI Budge; list £60.

T^BEE Engine Triumph; list £55; two in stock.

rp.T. Triumph; list £50.

XTEW Hudson, 3!h.p., 3-speed, J.A.P. engine ;'£59/17.

THE Latest 1913 Model Williamson-Douglas, 8h.p.,
water-cooled, 2-speed gear, chain drive, and special

Canoelet sidecar, built to suit same, with luggage
carrier, wind screen, apron, and other special fitments,
the finest combination ever made ; list price £98.

"|yo Ecasonable Offer Eefused.

WE Have
(ladies

Several 2nd-hand 1912 Radges, Douglas
and gents), 1911 Eudges, J.AP.'s, etc.,

Triumphs, Bexcs, Lincoln, Elks, N.S.U., etc., etc., all
up-to-date- mag. machines.

WRITE, call, or 'phone 488 at once if you require
a machine at your own price.

TJTEBDEN'S Motor Matt. Burnley. [0171,

BAT. 1912. 7-8h.p.. 2^speed, kick starter, etc., denmn-
stration machine, little used; £62.

"DAT, 1911, 7-8h.p., P. and M. 2-speed; £42.

A .J.S., 2;h.p.. 1912, 2-speed. not done 300 miles; £38.

L.
F. HARVEY and Co., 227, Deansgate, Manchester.

[7517
CCOTT, ,1912, July, conditon almost as new, Palmers

£47/10.—Timberlake. Wigan. [X9838

STOCK of Shop-sailed Motor Cycles, consisting Eudge.
Rover, Humbers. New Hudsons, Enfield light

'ghts. etc., etc., to be cleared; offers invited.—Timber-
lake, Wigan. 1X9840
"1Q12 Scott, brand new engine; £56, a bargain.—
J-t/ Ewbank and Co., Aire St., Castleford. [7044

~|Q12 New Hudson, 3-speed gear, 3ih.p., only been
Lis 50 miles, as new: reason for this sacrifice is

customer has bought a car; will accept £52.—Ewbank
and-Co., Aire St.. Castleford. [7046

Rover,- late 1911, free engine model, perfect
order; £35, bargain.—Dyson, Church St., Barrow.

[X9935
Oh.p^ Hurnber, new Aug., 1912; £28.—Dyson, Church

3ihr -

St.. Barrow. [X9936

BARGAIN.—2h.p. 1911 Singer, splendid condition;
22 gns.—Particulars, Vaulkbard, Arcade, Lancaster.

[7388

1913 Premiers.
We specialize in these and can make the best allow-
ance for your machine. We can give quick delivery.
We can supply the 3 J h.p. model fitted with the
countershaft 2-speed gear, or Armstrong latest
3-speed, enabling engine to be started while machine
is at rest on the ground.

BARGAINS IN REXES.
7 h.p. REX, M.O.V., a speeds, handle start-

ing, complete with £10 sidecar (ran) . . £42 10
5 h.p. REX, rqrr, M.O.VC, 2 speeds, com-

plete with Rex spring wheel £r2 sidecar £40
5 h.p. REX, rqroV, M.O.V., 2 speeds, handle

starting £32 10
5 h.p. REX, 1900, with £f> 6s. sidecar .... £22 C

5 h.p. REX, 1908, z speeds, handle starting £22
5 h.p. REX, iqiomagreto, h.b. control .. £18 10
3|h.p. REX, 1910, M.O.V.. magneto, etc... £19 10
it h.p. REX, 1908, spring forks, magneto .. £16 10

VARIOUS BARGAINS.
3} h.p. PREMIER, brand new'from makers £34 10
3jh.p. PREMIER, 3-sp. Sturmey gear, new £44 10
3}h.p. PREMIER, 1911, very little used .. £27 10
5 h.p. CLYNO, rqr2 model £57 10
6 h.p. DOT, rgi2, J.A.P. engine, M.O.V.,

2 speeds, complete with sidecar, cost £80 £47 10
MORGAN Runabout, run r,5oo miles, screen,

lamps, speedometer, dust screen, special
3in. tyre £79

6 h.p. twin N S.U., spring forks, 2 speeds,
magneto, complete with sidecar £26 10

3$ h.p. TRIUMPH, I9rr, free engine, com-
plete with sidecar £39

3&h.p. HUMBER, I9rr, 2 speeds, handle
starting, with Millford sidecar .... £33 15

3} h.p. HUMBER, igro, 2 l speeds, handle
starting £27 10

3* h.p. N.S.U., rooS, M.O.V., magneto £13 10
3jh.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring forks £13 10
2| h.p. twin'ENFIELD, rg.ro, lightweight . . £17 10
2 h.p. twin MOTO-REVE,i9io, lightweight £16 10
i| h.p. WOLF, lightweight, i9ro model £8 10
3 h.p. FAFNIR, vertical engine, M.O.V. .. £6 15
2j h.p. MINERVA, nice order £6 10
3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V.. magneto £8 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT, vertical engine £5 10
5 h.p. SAROLEA Tricar, twin, P. & M. gear £8 10
3j h.p. PHCENIX Tricar, Minerva engine;

' M.O.V., 2-speeds, fan-cooled, coach built £10 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

G.W.K. LIGHT CAR WANTED.
We are cash buyers of above, either new or

second-hand. Onu only.

ENGINES.
6 h.p. TWIN REX, magneto, etc £10
8 h.p. TWIN FAFNIR water-cooled, M.O.V.,

complete with clutch and magneto .... £16
6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE £6
6 h.p. TWIN REX £6

3£ h.p. REX, ion. M.O.V £6
3 h.p. QUADRANT £2

MISCELLANEOUS.
XP'a'li'Spring Forks 8/9
New ioi2 B. and B. Carburettet 23/6
Chater Lea 3-speed gear box £4 10
Bosch Magneto, suit Twin Rex 57/6
Nearly new 1912 Senspray 19/6
Bradbury Pattern Handle-bars .' 6/6
Cyclecar Radiator 35/-
Rigid Sidecar, complete 37/6
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends . . . ._ 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/J and 4/6
Unity Coupling 7/6
B. & B. and Amac, h b. control 13/6
New Amac Carburetter, h b. control 1R'6
Albion Free-engine Clutch 30/-
Mills-Fulford Sidecar £3 Id
New 24 x 2 or 2$ Clipper Covers 8/6
Mabon Free-engine Clutch for Triumph .... 35/-
Bosch Magneto, suit Triumph 37/6
New Druid Spring Fork, heavy model .... 45/-

Booth's Motories,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halifax,

Telephone ro62.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number, at the end of each advertisement, and ^he date of the issue. A41
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EXCHANGES
EASY PAYMENTS

New 1912 Models.
Immediate delivery ex-stock

1912 DOUGLAS, model K.
1912 RUDGE. free engine

£50
£55

rii2 ZENITH, 6 h.p., Gradua gear £68
£55
£75

1912 ZENITH, 3| h.p., Gradua gear

1912 REX, S h.p., Sidette complete
in 1 2 REX, 6 h.p., De Luxe £62
1912 RUDGE, 3^ h.p., Multi gear £55
1912 ARIEL, 3J h.p., 3-speed .

.

£55
IQ12 TRIUMPH, 3i h.p. clutch model £55

SECOND-HAND.
Please compare our prices with other so-called cheap
firms who offer "ASTOUNDING REDUCTIONS."

PRFIW5SFR 3J h.p., 1912 twin, con-r rkEISBB t r'c, dition like new. Great »Q4
bareain *00

£57
£32
£16

2-speeds,

PLYNO 6 h.p. 19 12. and Millford sidecar,
VIbI Hwj 2-speed,65gn.model,good order
BiUffM IV 8 h.p duo car, water-cooledr nVt B« B J%. j 2 speeds and reverse ....

MINERVA 4*
h '? ' *- in * spring forks

*

low built.

fijpv 1910, 6 h.p., de luxe,»f»j handle starting

Si h.p., 191 1, Gradua gear
excellent order

1912, 3* h.p., 2-speeda,
condition as new

ZENITH,
H UMBER,
FU ion, 5-6 h.p. model, free engine.•"> Just as newDEV 3i h.p., 1905 model, very good
FS, £.,/%, or(Jer

FILJ 5-6 h.p., 1911 model, shaft-drive,«! good tyres

RllftfiF 3
1

, h.p., 1912. clutch model,nUUUt, oniy used for trials

M0T0SAC0CH E, £££?*,
HUiVSSER. 3i h

f-
I9I° /"odel-**"**»», 2-speeds, magnetoDCy 6-h.p., ioirr.de luxe, brand new,*t**l List price 60 gnsDEV 6 h.p. 1912 sidette, only -done 500 i>EC» fc*v > miles, and as new. Bargain .... WW

A^ Sociable, 1912 deluxe model, hood, roc
•*» screen. All lamps. Like new *OU

INniAN 7/9 h.p. 1911, 2-speeds, andI11SIMI1, £8/8/0 sidecar

ENFIELD, ggj ***••
.

2"spe
^DEV 6 h.p., 1912, sidette, complete,

£33
£36
£44
£35
£11

£28
£46
£15
£32
£54

a bargain.

£60
£38
£52
£12

A.I C 2j h.p., twin, justbeen overhauled DftJt
•W.O., and re-enamelled *A*t
FU 5/6 h.p., four-cylinder, exceptionally (QC'> good order W
M0T0 REVE, %^af:?S£

h
: £22

ADICI 2h h.p., handlebar control,
26in. wheels.

SIDECARS.
MILLFORD, castor wheel, fits Rex £4
MILLFORD rigid model, 26" wheel fit Clyno £4
PORTLAND, 1911, rigid model, fit any
machine, 26x2$ wheel £3 15

RIGID, 26 x 2j wheel and tyre, good wicker
body £2 17 6

P.M.C wicker torpedo body, 26x2j Michelin
tyre,' fits Cbater £3 12 6

RIGID Model, 26in. wheel, cane body, new
studded tyre £4 10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

HUMBER, 1912, 3ih.p., free, engine, 2-speed, Whittle,
!

newly overhauled: £41.—12, Avondale. Place, Hali-
fax. £S9315

1 012 'Enfield, 2-speed, 2Th.p. lightweight, new Aug.,
Xi/ with sidecar; £38.-126. Stockport Ed., Levens-

[X9810

nearest £36,
~Jarton,
T7440

|he \i 5mzcji

AGENTS NOTE.

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

l_Or-jDOrx w.
Telephone 552. Mayfair- 1

Telegrams "Ahdieate" London ,.,*

(i_is-rs p»ost free)

age. Settle.

1 Q12 Eudge, standard, bought September, done -500
J-*/ miles, like -new; £38.—Clarkson, 5, Sayile Ter-
race, Halifax [X3751

PEESTON.—1912 Scott, £62/10: 1912 6h.p.
and sidecar, not done 2,000 miles, £75; exchanges

huhnei

1(111 Free Engine Triumph; urgent 6ale;
X«J bargain.—Tomlinson, Welcome Hotel juaixon,

,

b""*1'001- r744Q ,We are during the comii
31h.p. , free Engine Kover, run 800 miles, in "eplen-

1

2 did condition, 1912 machine; £45.-Balmforth, SeaSOIl fiTantinj*
Ormslrirk. [X9713I ° *»

RUDGE Multi, delivered August, absolutely new; (SOLE DISTRICT AGENCI]
price for quick sale £52.—West Yorkshire Gar-

,

,9 for the 1913 "Portland Sid

car." We allow agents
Enfiew profitable margin and " Pr
changes -- —

tect rigidly his district" Wl
PEESTON".—1911 Bradbury and.sidecar, £29/10; 1911

Budge, £31; 1912 3ih.p. Singer, practically new,'nnf <**>* .nfn tnwvoh «rirli *«
£37; many others, all at bargain pricee.-The<Motor| 11"l &*=• IIIIO lOtlCIl Willi IIS>
Cycle House. 82. Fishergate, "Preston. [59823 «r ^

QINGER, 3£h.p.. 1912 model. Armstrong 3-speed gear; " e Can maKe y°** mODC"
KJ liet price £58/15; shop-soiled, equal to new; ac- r

-

cept £50.—Below.

SINGER, 3£h.p., free engine, 1912, in perfect con-
dition, Lucas lamp, horn, watch, Reflex light,

£45, or nearest coffer; also 3^h.p. Premier, in splendid
j

running order: £27—Timms and Co.. Stafford St.. Bar-
row-in-Furnee3. £731

9

HTIMBER, earlv 1910, 2 speeds, and free engine;
£25 cash; exchange or deferred terms arranged.—

Hitchen's. Morecambe- £7274

KERRY, B. and B. carburetter, running order, foot-
boards, mag. ignition; £10 cash; exchange, or de-

ferred terms arranged.—Hitchen'B, Morecambe. [7275 I

N.S.XT., mag. ignition, h.b.o. carburetter, running
order; £10 cash; exchange, or deferred terms

arranged.—Hitch en's. Morecambe, [7276 i ii

MOTOSACOCHE. In want of 'overhaul, mag. igni-
tion, Whittle belt, spring1 forks; £8; no swaps or

deferred.—Hitchen's, Morecambe. £7277

INDIAN", 1912, new 7n.p., 2-speed; listed £75, £70
cash will purchase; exchange, or deferred terms

arranged-—Hitchen's, Morecambe. v [7279

PHELON" and Moores, Colonial models, £65; ordinary
models £60 cash; exchange or deferred terms

arranged.—Hitehen's, Morecambe. [7280

DOUGLAS, Model K., listed £50, will clear a few at
£45; the same allowance oft J.'s; no swaps or de-

ferred at these prices.—Hitehen's. Morecambe. [7281

SCOTT, 1912, just come m; £65 casn; exchange or
deferred terms arraDzed.—Hitehen's, Morecambe.

[7284
FEW Accumulator Machines nt'prices about £5;
write for particulars- all i the .thirty-five bob motor

cycles are sold, please note.—HitrVhen's. Morecambe.
[7282

HALIFAX.—1912 Rex models from stock; offers

wanted for cash, exchange, or easy payments. —
Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax. [7521

HALIFAX—1912 Rexes at very special allowances;
1908 Rexes urgently wanted.—Motor Exchange,

Westgate, Halifax. ' [7522

1 Q12 New Hudson, 3-speed and free, not done 200lv miles, no time to ride; £35.-73, Granville Rd.,
Grangetown. York. [527

TRIUMPH, 1912, standard, new Palmer back, new
condition, horn, spares, guaranteed; 35 gns.—

L

MODEL "DE LUXE No. 4." ;

A closed model introduced to meet the demand J
for a closed car at a nominal price. In wickeo

'

£7 17s. 6d.
OTHER MODELS:

£6 6 £7 7
£8 8 £9 9

£11 11 £12 12
SEND FOR LIST.

Leech, Wallgats, Wigan. [59826

"f O06 Twin Rex, 5h.p., tyres and engine fine condi-
JLt/ tion, 1912_carburetter; £10.—Riley, c/o Stevens,
Wellington Rd Dewsbury.

"1Q12 New Hudson, 2?h.p,
A*/ in August, not soiled
ton St., Moss Side,

3-speed,

. £42.—W.
Manchester.

[59724

tree engine, new
Bragg, 61, Crof-

[7253

RED Indian. 5h.p., 1910 twin, not ridden 4,000 miles,
in excellent condition, many spares, horn, etc.

£28.—Openshaw, Brooklands, Bury.

BRADBURY. 2-epeed, free engine,
and,.all tools, condition as new

Clymer, 98. KiDg St., Manchester.

[59745

Bpare inner tube,
; bargain, £38.—

£59929

DOUGLAS, late 1911
horn, .etc., runnin:

£29/10—Bowling

Sturmey 3-speed, Bplen-'
_ luxurious cane sidecar,

£59/15.-327, Skircoat Green Rd.. Halifax. [7524

2-speed gear, new Avon tyres,
perfectly, deliver 50 miles;

Sefton Av.. Leeds. £528

BRADBURY. 1912, 3ih.p..
did order, £51/10 :_ with luxurious cane sidecar,

(MM
MMf

1913.
Book your orders NOW.

So great has been the rush on one popular
type of motor cycle that we have already sold

one-third of our output for rgr3.

Why not book early, £2 deposit secures

ANY MACHINE,
ANY DELIVERY;

or, why Dot let us have your present machine
|

(it is worth more to-day than 6 months hence)

as deposit, and -reserve for you any specified

date for delivery.

SPECIALITIES:
1913 MATCHLESS.

1913 REX SIDETTES.
1913 SCOTTS.

1913,DOUGLAS.
1913 NEW HUDS0NS.

1913 ENFIELDS.
1913 RUDGES.

THINK IT OVER.

MMMMVHMti

3ih.p. jvover, B.. and B.,'h.h.c-,"newly enamelled and
2. plated, new belt, horn, lamp, capital, order ; £10,

or offers(r-Riehards. 12S Hijrh St., , Jlolton. T7498

DptTGLAS/Decemoer, 1911. 2-6peea, free eng:
baik tyre, perfect icondition. comnlete wit

—jme, new
back tyre, perfect icondition, complete with acces-

sories ; £32.—Turner, Finchwood.' Leigh. Lanes. [59761

B.S.A., 1912, 3ih.p., F.E.. Cowey, lamp, accessories,
etc., perfect, little nsed;..cost £65; reasonable offer.

MAUDES MOTOR MART
156 GREAT PORTLAND STREET

l_ON O O M W.
Telephone 552.Mayfalr
Telegrams "Ahdteote" London

(LISTS P»OST FREE
wanted.—Smith, Thnrnleigh, Greenmount, Bury. [X9739'

All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
rnon

U

Phone: 7C6. Telegrams : " Perfection.*'

ntii the demand is satisfied we are

prepared: to offer unprecedented

allowance for ALL TYPES of second-

hand machines in part payment for

these:

NEW REX BARGAINS.
FROM STOCK.

Maker's Price. Our Price,

1911-12 ii h.p. 2-sp. de Luxe £59 17 46 guineas.
191 1- 1 2 5 b.p. 2-sp. Twin de Luxe, special price51 Gns
1912 2% h.p. 2-speed Rex Junior de Luxe . . £45
1912 4 : h.p. Tourist, 8-fi bore x (^stroke.. £46
1912 4 h.p. Rex Speed King £46
1012 4 h.p. 2-speed de Luxo/handle starting £56
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin de Luxe £62 10
1912 6 h.p. Twin de Luxe, chain drive .... £70
1912 6 h.p 2-speed Sidette de Luxe £75

Offers wanted.
SOLD UNDER MAKER'S GUARANTEE.

REX,
REX,
REX,
REX,
REX,
REX,
REX,
REX,
REX,
REX,
REX,
REX,

SECOND-HAND REXES.
1912, 4 h.p., Tourist, nearly new ....
1912, 2-speed, Junior, 100 miles ....
5 h.p. Tourist, magneto and sidecar
r9t2. Twin, 2-speed, de Luxe
5* h:p.. Twin, spring forks
1912,4 h.p., Tourist, done 200 miles

3I h.p., magneto, 1909
3§ h.p., magneto, spring forks
2i h.p., magneto, lightweight, h.b. con.
1911, 5 h.p., 2-speed, Rex de Luxe .

.

5j h.p., free engine, h.b. control ....

3} h.p., light and low, h.b. control .

.

£36 10
£29 10
£25 10
£49 10
£15 10
£38 10
£22 10
£19 19
£16 10
£38 10
£18 10
£14 10

EASY PAYMENTS QUOTED AT KEEN RATES.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
PRECISION (Ivy), Druids £32 10
1910, 6 h.p. 2 speed N.S.U. & CHATER-LEA,
sidecar £38 10

TRIUMPH, 1910, clutch, splendid £35
ROVER, T911, clutch model; cost As £39 10
BRADBURY, 1912, 2-speed ~ £44 10
ROC, 4 h.p., 2 speeds, handle starting £23 10
ROYAL ENFIELD, twin, lightweight, mag. £19 10
ANTOINE, 6 h.p., magneto, Saxon forks £21 10
ROC, 5 h p., 2-speed, handle starting .... £26 10
4* h.p. twin MINERVA, h.b.c, spring forks £16 10
GLOBE, 3} h.p., h.b. control, cash bargain £5 19
EXCELSIOR, i.l-h.p., cash bargain £5 19
2-speed HUMBER Tricar £13 10
2-speed Magneto PHCENIX Tricar £15 10

Easy Payments quoted on any machins.

1912 SIDECARS.
Illustrated List on application.

"

t

Exchange," with Continental tyre £5 5
„ De Luxe," with best tvre, aoron, footmat £6 6
^De Luxe," with reversible child's seat ..£77
De Luxe," with best coach-built body . . £7 12
Improved quick-detachable joints, cranked extra

strong back axle and spindle, tip-up body, and caged
ball races to all models. Prompt delivery to suit
Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any other
make.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

SUNDRIES.
1912 Armstrong 3-speed Gear, new and

complete £5 19 6
Lycetts Large Size Motor Saddle, new 9/6
Neiv 800ft. F.R.S. Lamp, grid generator .. 35/-
rhcenix Forecar, less tyres 17/3
Wicker Sidecar Body 10/-
19 1 2 Bradbury 2-speed Gear, NEW .'

.' .' .' .' .'

.'

'. £7
26x2 new Avon non-skid Covers, Druid model 17/6
26x2 new 3 Spires Covers, 15/6; 26x2!, 19/6
26x2 Avon Tubes, new 6/-H x 2J Clipper Covers, 10/6 ; Tubes ".'.'.'."

5/9
;i2 12s. Montgomery Sidecar, almost new £6 6
flyers' Motor Cycle Stand 3/3
^uller s 20-amp. Accumulators, NEW ' 11/9

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
CLYNO,

orde
sidecar.

1911, 6b.11., fitted with 1912 gear, in peifect
all complete, and including best Millford

many extra* ; £45.—Erio S. Myers Bradford.
[X9816

CLYN'O, 1912, 6h.l)., with couch-built sidecar, barfly
been ueed, as "new ; to clear £55 the lot, great bar-

gain.—ETic S. Myers, 52 and 62, Manningham Lane,
Bradford. [S:9817

POWERFUL 5-6h.p. Dot-Jap, Whittle belt, new
tyres, plating and enamel perfect ; trial : £26.—

Anderson, 846, Chester Rd., Stretford, Manchester.
[X9894

SCOTT. Nov., 1911, just overhauled, complete with
torpedo cane sidecar, trip -speedometer, spare tanks,

etc. : no reasonable offer refused. — Sinmson, Wynd,
Bedale. m .

[X9328
TRIUMPH. 1910 engine, mag., carburetter, tyres,

tubes, and belt almost new, full spares ; exchange
lightweight, or small car; sell £25.—W. T. Powell,
Bedale. [X9329

BARGAIN" of the Week.-3h.p. N.S.U., mag., Amac,
h.b.c. Whittle, low, fast, powerful, excellent con-

THE NAME WITH A REPUTATION (Established 1900.)

5, HEATH
STREET,

Close to Hampstead Tube Station.
Tele. : *'Rey, Hampstead." Tel. : 2678, P.O., Hampstead.

dition, except back tyre

:

srapher, Charley.
must sell. £9.- Cowsill, photo

[7503

1Q12 8h.p. Bat, only ridden 1,800 miles, ivitb Bat
J-t/ 2-speed gear, foot starter, Jones speedometer,
Lucas lamp and generator, spares, as new; £62.—Open-
eh'aw, Broolriands, Burv. [X9746
"I Q12 Free Engine Triumph, run 1,000 miles, £47/10

;

L*J 1911 free engine Triumph, run 4.000 miles, £43;
both in splendid condition.— Gregory and Norburv, Gar-
age, Heatou Moor, Stockpjrt. [X9786

1Q12 P. and M., 2 speeds, free, Kempsball, Hutchin-
-*-*J son, butted tubes, 1 spare tube, adjustable back
rest, Key whistle, Veeder, P. and H. lamp; £50.—
Peters. "Wilfred Rd-, Bolton. T7496

SCOTT, late 1910 model. 3ih.p., in splendid condition,
newly overhauled, tyres gocd. will mount any hill;

on fullest approval to bona-fi.de buvcr; bargain, £35.—
Perkins. 22. Buxton Lane, Prizinghull, Bradford. [7508

1Q10 Triumph, free engine, splendid condition, new
-L tf tyres, Kempsball back, lamp, generator, horn,
Cowey speedometer, mirror, Whittle belt, tools; £38-—
Halton, 288. Warrington Rd., Pemberton, Wigan. [X9776

QUADRANT. 4h.p.. 1911 engine, everything else
latest 1912, No- 9 frame, Saxon fcrka, front wheel

rjtand, all accessories, spares, brand new condition
throughout; expert f-xamination ; £27, or near offer.—
16, Deepdale Rd., Pieston. [7299

1 Q12 Rudge Multi, new, slup-soiled, £49; 1912
-L*J Rudge, free engine, £44; 1912 B.S.A., free en-
gine, new, shop-soiled, £45/10; only these 'three left,
carefully packed, absolutely new, never been out of
depot; room wanted.—Carrs, Knowsley St, Bury. [X8934

CLEARANCE Sale of one or two machine.—Mag.
Motosacocbc, say 1910, £9/10: Simms, mag. igni-

tion, about 3h.p., running order, £8/10; accumulator
Hobart, about 2£h.p., £6/10; these prices are cash;
deferred or exchange terms arranged.—Hitchen's, Ltd.,
Morecambe. [7320

1Q 12 6h.p. T.T. Bat-Jap, side by side valves, special
J-*J timing, 2£in. tyres, efficient mudguards, sprin;
forks, etc., etc.. not done -1,500 miles, tools, spares,
etc., guaranteed perfect throughout, anv speed from 10
to 70 m.p.h.

; cost over £70. offers: ordered next year's
model.—Box L335, 27ie Motor Cycle Offices 20, Tudor
St., E.G.

*

[7548
MAGNIFICENT 3*li.p. T.T. Motor Cycle, extra quality

throughout, spring .forks, mudguards, 2 brakes,
.Bosch mag., special -Bihke engine, --overhead inclined
valves, Binks 2-jet carburetter, will run from 6 m.p.h. to
about 70 on level, demon hill-climber, done about 1,000
miles, practically equal -to new; accept £40.—Leslie
Binks, 67, Snowdon Rd., Eccles. [72*71

GREAT Sale 2nd-hand Motor Bikes, muet be sold —
2ih.p. J.A.P., £8/10; 2ib.p. Rex, mag., £12;

3;.h.r. Triumph, mag., £17; 2h.p. Moto-Reve, free en-
gine. 1910, £14/10; 5ih.p. 4-cyl. F.N-. with 2-speed
gear, £18/18; 1910 Triumph, new condition, £26; 1909
P. and Mr, 3ih.t)., with 2-speed and sidecar, new con-
dition, £36; 1910 Douglas, £26; 1910 Rex, with 2-speed
gear, £20; 1912 Rex and Sidecar, practically new, £50.
—Motor Cycle Exchange, 160 Young St., Sheffield.

[0100
SECTION IIJ.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

PLEASE Note New Address : The North Wales Motor
Exchange, Holt St. Wrexham. Tel. : 283.

"|012 8h.p. Matchless," 2-speeci gear, all complete, withA" £22 Gloria si'deeax, travelling case, etc., a mag-
nificent turnout, just like new, £75; two Rudge multis,
beautiful condition, £55 each; 1911 standard Triumph,
appearance and running like new, £38 ; 1911 5h.p
Indian and sidecar, £42/10; 1911 free engine 3^h.p,
Singer, £35; 1911 3jh.p. L M.C.. 2 speeds and free
engine, all complete, a beauty, footboard starting, £36;
1909 Triumph, just been overhauled, £27; 3ih.p. Rex,
1910, Speed King, French grey, a beauty, £28; 1913
Premier, 2£h.p., drop frame, a little beauty, uncrated,
£36; we have one T.T. model 1913 Douglas left for
December delivery, now don't crusn; ih.p. N.S.U., mag.,
B.B., spring forks, good tyres, monotonously reliable, a
bargain, £16. We are now booking for 1913 delivery,
exchanges a speciality, place your order with a reliable
firm and get satisfaction. Our Mr. Jonas will be at
Olympia Show, make an appointment, we can help von.

[X9829
HAMPSTEAD,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A43

HAMPSTEAD, N.W.

FORCASHONLY
1912 SHOP-SOILED MACHINES, otherwise new.

BRADBURY, F.E, Model £43
RUDGE T.T. .Roadster £39
ZENITH, 6 h.p £58
TRIUMPH, F.E. Model
DOUGLAS, Model H £42
CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed £59
A.C., Standard Model £80
BAT, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, chain drive.. £82 10
HUMBER, 3£h.p„ 2-speed £44
RUDGE, 2-speed £46
RUDGE, free engine £48

Compare our prices with others.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
NO EXTRA CHARGE

on LIST AS UNDER—
BRADBURYS, BATS, RUDGES, MATCHLESS,
CLYNOS, ZENITHS, SINGERS, DOUGLAS,
HUMBERS, ENFIELD, NEW HUDSON,
PREMIER, TRIUMPH.
ALL NEW 1912 MODELS, until further notice.

1 ftniAfiM BALANCE TWELVE EQUAL
- UUDV N. MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

SECOND-HAND.
F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p. „-„", 191

1

F.N.
;
4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p

,
1916

F.N., 4-cylinder, 5-6 h.p., with clutch 1910
RUDGE, T.T. Roadster 1912
REX, 6 h.p., clutch, speedometer and sidecar 191

1

BRADBURY, 3! h.p., as new 1912
SCOTT, splendid order 191

1

TRIUMPH, 3 i h.p. T.T rgn
MINERVA, 34 h.p., low 1909
PREMIER, 3i h.p. T.T.., a? new 1912
JAP-CHATER, 4 h.p r9 i2
REX, Twin, 4 h.p., T.T 1910

£8. MILLFORD Radial castor cane sidecar .... iglt
£2 10s. 1912 MABON CLUTCH.
£280. F.N. Car, 10-14 h.p., as new 1912

All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

£28.
£25
£26.
£38.
£37
£39.
£39.
£35.

£12.
£29.
£28.
£23.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
OF 1912 MACHINES, OVER 30 IN STOCK OF LEADING
MAKES, INCLUDING P. & M.'s, SCOTT, MORGAN RUN-
ABOUTS, A.C.'s, G. & N.'s, AND G.W.K.'s.

Rg\ T*% C" SUPPLIED WITH
*^ *-* *~ VARIOUS MAKES,

NCLUDING SIDECARS AND CYCLECARS.
LIBERAL DISCOUNT.

THE FAMOUS "REY" SIDECARS.
£6 5s. £5 5s.

Side-entrance Models, Wicker, £7. Coach-built, £9 10s.
2 Elegant Cane Models, Side-entrance, £10 10s-

All complete with Hutchinson or Michelin 26x2£in. tube
and tyre, and quick detachable joints.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.

ORDER NOW FOR EARLY DELIVERY.
We are now Booking Orders for 1913 MACHINES and
RUNABOUTS, now is your time to Book with THE ONLY
HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

Sole LONDON Wholesale Agents tor LINCOLN ELK.

Only npY 5» HEATH
Address: S% Em II 9 STREET,
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ALL OUR SIDECARS ARE

GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS

MODEL E, MODEL D,
with Reversible and with Coach Built Body,

Detachable Child's Seat, £8,
£7 5s.

OUR
REED CANE BODIES

have undoubtedly hit the mark,

Undoubtedly this class of cane is far superior and
more classy than ordinary cane or wickerwork,

besides beint considerably lighter. These beautiful

sidecars appeal to those who want absolutely the

best Model

£8 8s.
All our Sidecars are supplied

Complete with Lamp, Foot Mat, Kiclc-up Stand,
Quick Detachable joints, Continental or Micbelin
Tyres, Round or Car Pattern Mudguard, and
CARRIAGE PAID. Send for List.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
3i h.p. Rex Engine, like new £4
2! h.p. De Dion, Variable Pulley £2
2i h.p. Antoine Engine, good 30/-
New Rubber-studded Covers, 26x2$, beaded 17/6
Small Tricar Radiator 5/-
Triumph pattern Handlebar, new 6/6
New Prested Accumulators ; 7/6
New Prested Trembler Coil 15/-
Lycett's "Top Tube" Toolbags 7/-
Albion Clutch, fits Triumph 35/-
New Screw-cutting Lathe, 4m. centres.

.

.... £6 1

Q

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.

HALIFAX lTwo minu,e5

Telephone 919.

from G.P.O.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"I Qll Free Eugiue Triumph, Lucas 50/- lamp,* Garner
J-t/ -nliistle, watch, spare butted: £39.-21, Market
St., Leek. [X9852

INDIAN, 5h.p., red, too fast for owner; £35, or ex
cnange good change gear model.—Coates, Oaka-

nioor. Staffordshire. [5.9887

TRIUMPH, free engine. 1912, new July, perfect con
dition ; accept £45.—Normanton House, SoutL

Nonnanton, Derbyshire. [X9889

O Q-—F.N., 24b p., splendid running order, recently
cV O cost £5 to overhaul, new E. and B., h.b-c., low;
must sell ; bargain.—Mitchell, Wein. [59338

"J
Q12 T.T. Budge, racing and touring- bars, not ridden

JlU 500 miles, as new;«E37, or nearest offer.—
Madeley, High St., Newcastle, Staffs. [X9868

RUDGE Multi, lamp, horn, Palmer tyres, Burbury
car, done 100 miles, like newr £56, or exchange

for cyelecar-—John O. Jones, Llangollen. [X9830

OFFERS wanted for 4h.p. motor cycle. Roc gear, bein,
built ; specification on application.—Box L333.

The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.O. [7545

"I Q09 Triumph, splendid condition, new Dunlop belt,
X*/ only ridden fine Saturdays; £27/10, including
spares, bargain.—Shaw, 5, Mount Carmel, Derby. [X971C

"IQ12J F.E. Triumph, brand new, just delivered, besl
J-tf offer; also 19113 F.E. Triumph, equal to new,
little ridden, witb canoelet sidecar, £50.—Bradford House,
Cradley Heath. [7486HUMBER Motor Cycle, 3ih.p., mag. (Simme), ma-

chine splendid condition : £12: exchange enter-
tained, musical. — Colclougn, Eric House, Stone Ed.,
Longton, Staffs. [X9939
"I Q12 Bradbury, only done 600 miles, as new, Xl'all
-I-«7 saddle, will sell £33; also 1912 2£h.p. Brown.
Precision engine, perfect condition, £24; any trial.—
Fox, Wliittington Barracks, Lichfield. [X9958

311i.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, free engine, new belt, nearly
2 new tyres, splendid condition, £25; 1910 2±h.p.

F-N-, sbaft drive, 2-speed, free engine, new tyres, per
feet, £22, offers.—Cycle Depot, Blaenau Festiniog.

[X9843
RUDGE, 1911, free engine, excellent condition, new

piston and cyl. recently fitted by makers, new 2i
combination Rom rear. Garner whistle, Lucas Moto-
cyclorn, new toolbags, all spares and ralves, £33; with
Lucas lamp and Cowey speedometer {run 2,000), £35/10,
—Squarey. 45, Derrington Av., Crewe. [X9831

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland
N orthamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

33.h.p. De Dion, in good condition ; a bargain, £6.-
4 Townell, Boston Rd., Spilsby. [X9948
h.p- Peugeot, h.b.c, re-bored and re-busbed, want:

pulley; £8, offers.—130, Nicbolls St., Coventry.
TX9737

EX, 1912, 6h.p. de luxe, sligbtly soiled: £52/10 —
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[0185
COTT, latest 1912 model (soiled); £60.—The Premier

Motor Co., Aeton Rd., Birmingham. [0186

2

R
S'

PREMIER, latest 1912 3*h.p. 3-speed model, Druid
forks (soiled) ; £42.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston

Rd., Birmingham. [0187

TRIUMPHS.—2nd-band 1912 free engine, £45; 1911
free engine, £38; 1909 standard, £24; 1909 stand-

ard, £22. — The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [0188

INDIAN, 7h.p., clutch model, 1911, with 1912 im
provements; £45.—"Williamson, St. George's Sq...

Stamford. [X9945

JAMES, nearly new, delivered July, perfect order,
spare tyre, belt; £33.—Chesterfield, 15, Church

St., Rugby. [X9743

TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, 3*h.p., mag., in perfect order,
£17/10.—Dnlton, whip manufacturer, Pershore St-,

Birmingham. [X9835

BRADBURY, 3£h.p., 1911, splendid order, new Pal-
mer cord, 2 belts; £27.—Lloyd, Victoria Terrace,

Leamington. - [X9967

rpRIUMPH, 3*h.p., B. and B., Bosch, in . splendid
J. oruer; £21.—McDowell, 7, Lavender Rd., Win-
chester Av., Leicester. [7481

REX de Luse, 1912, standard model, 6b.p., 2 speeds,
perfect, not run 200 miles; must sell; what offers?

—159, Learn Terrace, Leamington. [X9968

B.S.A., 1912, latest model, free engine, 2-speed, 2sin.
tyres, butted tubes, inch belt, drip feed, as new;

£50.—"Wliitehouse, Swan Hotel, Studley. [X9882

DOUGLAS, 1912 Mcdel G., perfect condition, ridden
under 1,500 miles, tyres unpunctured, all acces-

sories; £33.—Pears, Limes, Wylde Green, Warwickshire.
[7343

3Vh.p. Free Engine Triumph Motor Cycle, condition
2 perfect, 5,500 registered mileage ; no offer enter-

tained under £38.—T. Duxbury, 73, Church Gate. Lei-
cester. [X9748
LADY'S 3£h.p. Motor Cycle, 2-speed and free engine,

chain drive, very low, in perfect order and condi-
tion, with large lamp and horn; £35.—Lewin, 11. High
St., Kettering. [X22
1 A12 Matchless, 3sh.p., 2-speed and free engine motor
X.U cycle, equal to new, 38 gns, ; sidecar, £5.—Lewin,
12, High St., Kettering. [X23

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES
We have a quantity of frames by well-known makei

Two styles to choose from.

PRICE 32/6 EACH.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 45/- extr;

Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

NOTHING EXTRA FOR EASY PAYMENTS.

We are prepared to supply almost any make c

New 1912 Motor Cycles for

1^
4

Balance in 12 Equal Monthly Payments

DOWN
THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.

1911 3ih.p. HUMBER, likeneiv £28 l

3$ h.p PREMIER, 2 speeds, new £46 I

4^ h.p N.S.U.," 2 speeds, Bosch, Druids £24 '

1912 6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2 speeds, chain
drive £45 1

19m 5-6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2 speeds, M.O.V. £30 1

1907 3* h.p. TRIUMPH, extra good £25 1

1912 2jh.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds, new £42 II

1911} 3! h.p. PREMIER, 3 speeds, new £46 II

I9I2~8 h.p. MORGAN RUNABOUT, new .. 85 Gn<

1910 SCOTT, a beauty £32 1

34 h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto £24 I

4 h.p. ign QUADRANT, Roc_2 speeds . . £33 I

3! h.p. 1910 L.M.C., Bosch, h.-b. control . . £22 I

"34b.p. 1910 TRIUMPH, beautiful order £33 I

3ih.p. HUMBER, 2-speed model. Bosch . . £23 I

1911 (Nov.) 3J h.p. RUDGE, free engine £39 I

2 h.p. WOLF, magneto £15 I

I9ir Lady's HOBART, Armstrong 3-speed . . £32 !

3? h.p. Twin PREMIER, fine machine £25 I:

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
34 h.p. 1908 Tourist, 1909 engine £23 I

3* h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23 I

3" h.p. 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17 l

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
1906 5-6h.p. Twin Rex £20 '

>

5-6 h.p. Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear £22 '

5-6 h.p. De Luxe, rgo8, 2-speed model ... . £25 I
I

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
1911 3£ h.p. HUMBER, MiUford sidecar. ... £32

Brand new sh D-P- 2-speed PREMIER and
new 18 guineas sidecar. £55

5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £30

-£t> R T\AWN SECURES ANY OF THESE
gjO WUWll BALANCE 30/- MONTH.
44 h.p. N.S.U., Bosch magneto £10 I

3" h.p. rgo8 REX, Bosch magneto £17

5 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.-b. control £16 It

WOLF Lightweight, magneto, 26in. wheels £15 1

44 h.p. WOLF Tricar, 2 speeds £10 I

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
1912 Farrar's Sidecar, good £3 1'

D.A. 2 Bosch magneto, single-cylinder .... £2 1'

New Lycett's Saddle, large size 9/ 1

F.R.S.Headlight, new " 25/

Powell's 2-speed, free-engine back wheel. ... £41;

New Basket Body, upholstered green £1

One ditto, upholstered red £1 '

1912 B. and B. Carburetters, single jet 27/

rgi2 Senspray Carburetters 28/

Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs . . 7/

Mills-Fulford Sidecar, good £4 I

One ditto, additional room for child . . . £4 '

Farrar's Motor Exchangi
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.
Telephone HALIFAX KSS

&44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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National Road Guards.

IT
must not be supposed that we are entirely hostile

to the control of motorists by Liverpool

amateur police, or that we are out of sympathy
with all the users of the king's highway except

motorists; for such is not the case. In fact, if

the National Road Guards simply proposed to

put down the road hog, who, though a vara avis com-
pared with the number of motorists on the roads,

undoubtedly does exist, and is, we fear, fairly common
in certain districts, they would have our- entire support.

No reasonable man can object to cases of dangerous
driving being reported to the police and action taken

to put a stop to this reprehensible practice. We
notice that such steps are being taken by the Birming-

ham police, and we are glad of it : for these practices

are not only objectionable in themselves, but they

bring discredit upon the whole body of motorists, and
are often the cause of complaints, unnecessary restric-

tions, and police activity. Then the innocent are

likely to suffer with the guilty.

What we do object to,- however, is the very evident

animus and ill-feeling displayed by the instigator and
his followers, who have threatened to take action

against all motorists who exceed a bare 20 m.p.h.,

as timed by inexperienced timers, and possibly with

watches that cannot be relied upon. There is already

too much of this sort of thing done by the police,

who, instead of regulating the traffic, horse as well

is motor, in towns and villages, at dangerous corners

ind cross roads, and in other places where special care

is necessary, lie in wait in the very places where a
fast speed is perfectly safe and exceeding the legal

limit then becomes simply a technical offence, and this

with the object of extorting money to relieve the local

rates, as is proved by the ferocity of the fines, which
j.n some counties—Surrey, Sussex, Lancashire, and
ately Huntingdonshire—are out of all proportion to

he offence. In fact, the sport of wife-beating and
issaulls on the police can be indulged in more cheaply
nan riding a motor bicycle if the rider has chanced

leave his licence in the pocket of another coat.

If the National Road Guards will confine their

.ittention to putting down the road hog and stopping
pally dangerous driving We should be only too glad

give them our support. It is not, however, fair

J

o blame all motorists for the faults of a few. What
s wanted is a little more consideration all round and
1 stricter observance of the rules of the road.

Silencers.
HE interesting and instructive article on silencers

recently published comes at an opportune
time when the Local Government Board is

about to issue fresh regulations regarding

the' use of cut-outs on motor cycle engines.

It will be noted that our able contributor confirms the

statements made on several occasions in this journal,

viz., that to secure reasonable silence it is necessary

to have a fairly large expansion chamber, and that

without a certain cubical capacity in a given length of

piping in which to allow for expansion and to permit

cooling to take place quietness of running cannot be

expected. Motor cycle engines have for long enough

suffered from a lack of adequate means of quietening

the explosions, and manufacturers have not cared to

spoil the graceful outline of what is recognised as the

beau ideal of motor cycle design by fitting what must

inevitably be a somewhat cumbrous box. On May
30th, 1904, an excellent article contributed to

this journal by a Continental writer, Dr. Wood
McMurtry, showed that he had spent a con-,

siderable amount of his leisure in experimental work
in connection with the silencing of the exhaust of

motor cycle engines.' Various trials were made with

exhaust boxes of small dimensions, but they -were all

finally abandoned in favour of long pipes leading from

an expansion chamber. This writer recommended two

or more pipes to be led from the expansion pot towards

the rear of the machine. The total area of these pipes

in the case of his experimental models equalled the

area of the exhaust port, and they were wound in one

case round and round the chain stays of the bicycle

frame. The flattening of the pipe ends was not sug-

gested, but the writer proved that if was possible to

silence an engine to such a degree by the above

method that the noise of the expanding exhaust gases

was scarcely audible.

We shall' welcome the regulation of the Local Gov-

ernment Board if it really render a motor cycle more

silent, by the prohibition of a cut-out, because by the

abuse of it a certain class of motor cyclist has made
himself an intolerable nuisance. The L.G.B., how-

ever, should not overlook the fact that there is no

real necessity to legislate in the direction of. the cut-

out; because it has already a remedy in its own hands.

The law says that no motor cyclist or any driver of a

motor vehicle shall cause an undue noise which can be

construed as a nuisance to others.

A23
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Hosing Down.
I believe that, within a year or two, it will have

oecome the custom for the ostler of any hotel we stop

at to touch his cap with the query, " Hose your

machine down, sir ? " The novel attention paid to

weather-proofing seems to point in that direction.

Really, there is not a great deal to be done to render

this millennium possible. Some plating has still tobe
eliminated from the lower portion of the machine;
many controls are far from waterproof {e.g., the handle-

bar control of magnetos, the small frame spindles in-

corporated in steel rod control gears, etc.); many
frame bearings still admit water ; many carburetters

would soon rust their slides under the hose; and so

forth. In the old days' we had to clean the largest cars

down by hand, ami the coachwork was the only part

adapted to hosing. Such a state of affairs would be

intolerable to-day, and the motor cycling public will

not long tolerate the abominable dilemma of having to

ride a filthy mount, or of going carefully over earh
detail with a hand rag, a bristle brush, and paraffin.

Cyclecars and Small Cars.

It is abundant!) obvious that the " cyclecar

"

designers are sure that they have got hold of a surviving

proposition in the light three or four wheeler, and the

high prices listed by some of the innovators, which
exceed the list prices of many a small car proper, show
that the cyclecar is thought to possess marked
advantages over the genuine small car. The future of

the cyclecar will depend upon the reality of these

alleged advantages. The cyclecars most obvious scoop

consists of its higher speed and greater hill-climbing

capacity, but these may probably be balanced by its

inferior comfort. The greater weight and the more
luxurious upholstery of the genuine car afford a degree

of comfort which will not easily be obtained on the

lighter chassis with its high speed engine and faster

road travel. Hence, it is probable that the survival of

the cyclecar depends on low upkeep charges.

Taxicab experience shows that a small car proper

cannot be run for less than 4%A. a mile, even when the

economies of cheap petrol, skilled attention, and giant

organisation are available. The practical question of

i9r3 may therefore be as follows: Can. a single-

handed amateur run a cyclecar for 3d., 3d., or 4d.

per mile? The final answer should certainly be
affirmative. Some of the comparatively experimental

chassis may be far more expensive for a year or two,

but when the new designs have had time to settle

down, cyclecar upkeep should be distinctly economical.

A light well-made chassis should cost little for

mechanical attention and replacements. In all motor-

ing upkeeps tyres are easily the heaviest item, and the

cyclecar in its simpler forms should have a lower tyre

bill than a heavy motor bicycle and sidecar. A pair

of good back tyres can accomplish extraordinary mile-

ages on the rear wheels of a light quadricycle, if the
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clutch and brakes are sensibly handled, and if the rider

be content to accelerate slowly. Banging the clutch

in on full throttle to effect sensational dashawavs is

what peels off rubber treads.

Cheap Covers.
Some controversy has been excited by a diatribe on

the alleged short life of the 35s. type of cover. Per-

sonally I should estimate there is a considerable varia-

tion in the quality of different samples. Several years

have elapsed since I managed to secure a mileage of

over 1,000 from one of these covers; but 1 perfectly

recall obtaining nearly 4,000 miles from a cheap ribbed

Clincher in the year 1906, and during the interim I

have come across samples which have performed
almost equally well. Only last week a rider showed
me a 35s. cover on his back wheel, which had done
2,800 miles; true, the lozenges had completely dis-

appeared, and the tread had become a mere " plain

round "
; but it was free from cuts and cracks, and still

carried plenty of rubber along the business contour.

If it had been mine, I should have got a fresh

studded tread vulcanised to it, and transferred it JM
the front wheel, on which I should expect a further

2,000 miles or so.

The last two or three 1,000 mile trials have provided
numerous cases in which a single rider has used up
two, three, four, and even five of these covers within

a week, owing to hard riding over bad roads. It is

probably advisable to fit a stronger cover on any back
wheel which is not readilv removable.

In the 1 912 Taunton Trials very few of the best

riders trusted to standard 2% in. covers on their back
wheels ; and it is possible that a few leading makers
will standardise the medium heavv covers for 1913.

An American runabout propelled by a twin-cylinder V type engine rated at

81 h.p. The drive is by chain throughout, first through a counter-shaft and again
to each rear wheel. The wheelbase is 72in. and the track 42in., and the total

weight is 550 lbs. The makers, the C. V. Stahl Motor Co. of Philadelphia, now
have in hand a four-cylinder engine to fit this cyclecar.
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THREE ON A CYCLECAR.
THROUGH DARKNESS AND RAIN ON A G.W.K.

IT
was raining, literally pouring, when we set out from

Kendal for Coventry on a G.W.K. at the begin-

ning of last week. The vehicle was the one on
,vhich R. G. Mundv accomplished a non-stop run in

i autumn trial; it had been driven down from
ondon by road, and up to that point the run had

1 in without incident. It was arranged that we should

hive it to (he Midlands, and our arrival necessitated

; shuffling of positions, H. P. -Beasley, the assistant

;ecret£(ry of the A.C.U., being perched on the engine

Three on a cyclecar is perhaps expe*iing too much,
specially -as a heavy portmanteau was carried in

iddition, but from our viewpoint the test was more
omplete. The 180 miles trip was not exactly

run of unending pleasure, but that was due to no
ault of the gallant little G.W.K.. which answered all

tquirements and gave no trouble

inriedly prepared, and no
ood and screen were provided,

jo we may be excused for raid-

lg a motor agent's shop on a

undav and bedecking ourselves

1 oilskins and sou'-westers.

Ve finally got away from
Leridal at 1 1 .

r
5 a.m., and were

ion cutting out the pace for

ancaster and Preston, the

jorting little machine being, as

vely as a 20 h.p. five-seated

ir of which we have lately had
icperience.

The car had been

heHandlingof the Machine
One needs no special tuition

the handling of a G.W.K. ;

ere are no levers on the steer-

g wheel, an accelerator pedal being the only form
control. Depressing 'the pedal,, which is the usual

utch pedal, disengages the friction wheel from the

etal disc, further pressure bringing the brake into

tion. The worm and sector steering is delightfully

sy, without play, and yet not too sensitive. Gear
ranging is easy after getting accustomed to the fric-

m drive. The clutch pedal is depressed and the gear
i'er put into the position desired as usual, but the

rial must then be released before touching the

jcelerator. To race the engine before releasing the

1 itch pedal would in time have the effect of grinding

''flat " on the friction wheel.
Though a friction.gear provides an infinitely variable

lio between the low and the high limits, five notches
e formed on the quadrant as- an indication to the

<iver. With a long journev before us, and owing to
ie late start, we hurried along at a fine, bat, the engine
*dom calling for a lower ratio than the top (4 to 1),

lough for that matter a 5 to 1 would increase the

ed on gradual ascents. The engine is effectively

need, and the friction drive emits but a slight hum.
I esley, who at first hung on to his insecure seat

1 laciously, was not long in discovering that he had the

\rmest seat of the party, the engine being directly

ilderhim. The wind was dead against. us and blowing

The G.W.K. on which three passengers travailed 180
in a day at legal limit speed.

with tremendous fury. After about twenty miles we
watched for the water to boil, but the pump was doing
its work too well.

Nearing Lancaster, the look-out man observed the

Hutchinson tyre 20 h.p. Belsize on our heels, which,
of course, meant extra throttle opening, but the bigger
car was three or four miles an hour faster on the level,

yet we covered nearly five miles before the party was
out of sight. We stopped for a moment or two to

offer assistance to a stranded cyclecar driver outside

Lancaster, and then began to make up lost time.

More Rain on the Lancashire Cobbles.

At Preston our average was 25 m.p.h., despite the

strong wind, but then we struck the cobbles and tram-

lines, the memories of which are always associated

with Lancashire in any casual reference to the district.

To make matters worse, the clouds broke and the

rain poured down with doubled
fury. It was well-nigh impos-

sible to see, and our pace was
reduced to 18 m.p.h., and soon
we were sitting in a pool of

water. For nearly ten miles

these discomforting conditions

prevailed, and we elected to

stop at Wigan for a snack. The
rain ceased here, and' after hall.

an hour's delay we pushed on
again as' fast as the stone

setts would allow. We must be

forgiven for feeling thankful

that we were mounted on four

wheels, two would have been
a nightmare on such a network
11I' greasy tramlines, a sidecar

an improvement.- though a

rather exposed position for the driver, but we were
snug on the four-wheeler and protected from the

elements. Nearing Warrington the good engine com-
menced to dot and carry one—no petrol left. By-

strategy in running with the off side wheels low in the

gutter, we scraped along another two miles, but the

engine finally gave, up in sight of Warrington—not a

drain of the precious spirit left. A passing cyclist

took a message to a sporting evele agent, who at once

jumped on his bicvele and pedalled his hardest. We
crossed the Manchester Ship Canal by the swing

bridge, and struck out lor Knutsford.

The Conditions Improved.

We revelled in the Cheshire roads, not that the

little G.W.K. was uncomfortable on any surface, and

we were able to show much bigger cars how to shoot

up hills. Through Holmes Chapel and NewCastle-

under-Lyme the going was without incident—it had

stopped raining for a time—and we finally reached

Stone, Staffs., just before dark, our average through-

out being just 20 m.p.h. After dinner at the Crown
Hotel we set out into the inky darkness with twn

miserable little oil lamps to light our path. Luckily'

we knew the road, which added 5 m.p.h. to our

speed, and caused Mundy and Beasley several times
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' iea/ after leaf, day after day

Were massed into the common clay."—Shelley.
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Thrj: oi a Cyelecar.

in press imaginary clutch and brake pedal, as at

turnings a black wall suddenly loomed ahead. We
had not done with the rain yet: it pelted down and
mil our laces like sharp stones. Lichfield looked
dismal enough, but outside the city the conditions were
miserable to a degree. Large pools of surface water

reflected our weak lights, and somehow we managed
to lake die left turn for Tamworth instead of right

to Coleshill.

So much rain had fallen that water stretched across

(he road, ami more than once we dashed through it

unawares at legal limit and sent a big wave over the
dashboard. The incessant wet had but one effect on
the vehicle, and that was to render the gear-changing
mechanism stiff. This was especially noticeable on
die ascent through the main street of Coleshill. The

ran 1251

load between this place and Stonebridge should
be avoided if it means twenty miles added to one's
route. It is terrible, and there is no such thing as
dodging the pot-holes, even, in daylight. Another
watersplash taken all out in the dark was the last

rei ollection of this moist run.

It will be observed that no reference has been made
to skidding, simply because there was no suspicion
ol such a thing. The low build combined with the
Stelastic tyres, which had only just begun to show
the steel coils through the tread, contributed to the
stability of the car. .

'Ac like the G.YV.K. very much. The twin engine
only makes its presence felt at slow speeds, there is

ample-leg room, a comfortable reclining position, and
il only the brakes were more powerful it is difficult

to imagine a more sporting little four-wheeler.

Cyclecars.
A DISSERTATION ON DESIGN.

A
CORRESPONDENT signing himself

" A.M.I.C.E." has written a letter on " Cycle-

car Design
:

' to our contemporary, Internal

"oiiihiistioii Engineering. The letter is obviously

uitten by one who understands the design and con-

traction of motor vehicles, and "we think it of such a

iractical nature that we reproduce it for the benefit

if our readers. We do not agree with all the opinions

if
" A.M.I.C.E., " but many of his arguments are very

ound.

Sir,—I see that many designers of cyclecars are falling

uto some fundamental errors.

Assuming that the machine is to be a, comfortable all-

.-eather vehicle for ladies and luggage as well as for men,
lather than a. "sporting affair." may I suggest the follow-
ing points as correct in principle.

1
Without correct principles failure ill the end is assured.

1 Following the reference above to a "sporting affair" there

I

re such different ideas as U> "sport."
In the case of the most "sporting" machines of all. it is

t times essential for them to be pushed up greasy hills in
re midst of trams and lorries. I have seen this with a
vclecar which had no reverse.

My remarks will appeal mostly to those who refuse to do
lis sort of thing at any price. They will not appeal to the
lan who must cut the first cost down to the minimum and
prepared for some discomfort. He will put up with the
sporting affair."

Points Considered Desirable.
1. Seats abreast, not tandem. (The unsociability of the
icar helped its doom materially.)
2. A differential and four wheels. (The differential gear
loidd give as little trouble as any part of the machine.)
The tricar form of three-wheeler is unsuitable owing to
/re wear and instability ; the weight is wanted on the
riving wheel and also low down and well inside the wheel-
ise ; these three things are not obtained, as a rule, with the
icar form, especially with the seats abreast. There is also
le difficulty of steering if the back tyre bursts at speed.
Of three-wheelers there remains the tricycle form. This
not so bad, but you have a differential and three tracks,

'id it.^ is better all round to add another front wheel and
like it a cyelecar. As regards the separate drive by- one
ilt to each wheel instead of a differential, in this the belts

• asked to slip for going round corners, and to grip for
iving, and to do both at once going uphill round corners,

h agreeable belts have not yet been made. If they
1 not slip going round corners, the back tyre bill will be
aiming. A differential gear should be less' trouble all the

aid cheaper in the end.
'there is a form of differential action combined with V belt

drive and infinitely variable gear, which should be cheap to
make, but is not yet on the market.
Each back wheel is driven by a belt running over a pair

of variable pulleys, one of which closes by centrifugal force
when the speed rises, thus raising the gear, and vice versa ;
at the same time the other pulley opens against a spring
owing to the pull on the belt increasing and vice versa.
By using a suitable chain or other gear reduction, the

pulleys can all Be kept large enough to suit a belt and small
enough to put in a case. The life of a V belt running over
large pulleys and protected in a case should be quite different
from that to which we have been accustomed.

3. Seat midway between the wheels, for comfort, and
very low.

4. Engine and gears behind seat, to get weight on driv-
ing wheels, and plenty of room for legs in front. About
8 to 10 h.p., three speeds and reverse.

The position of the engine behind the seat makes water-
cooling advisable, and there is room between the two seats

for the control rods or wires and for the pipes to come up to

the radiator in front.

5. Wheels and tyres as large as possible within limits.

The extra cost is soon saved in money, not to count the
comfort.

6. Body. Weight and money can be economised here.

It might run to a carefully designed wind screen, but a
hood, though very useful when standing still, is a terrible

h.p. absorber on the move if put rip. There is plenty of

room for luggage over the engine. "

7. Appearance. I especially suggest that too much
attention should not be paid to convention in appearance.
"Looks" are a matter of opinion and of usage. Nothing

"looked" more ridiculous than the pneumatic tyre when it

first came in.

Luxury Not Essential.
I should also point out that in many fundamentals there

need be no difference in aim between the designs of the

open two-seater car and the cyelecar. This may appear quite

a heresy, but it will bear looking into. Other things being
equal, no one wants an open two-seater car to be dear or •

heavy, and no one wants a cyelecar to be uncomfortable
or unable to carry luggage, w-hich it will be so long as the

seats are placed over the back wheel or tandem.
People only want a .vehicle which can be relied upon to

take them and their luggage over comparatively bad roads

in a cheap, comfortable; and speedy manner.
They buy the small car because there is nothing else at

present to do what they want. The cyelecar is speedy and
cheap now. Make it, by suitable design, a comfortable, reliable

luggage carrying vehicle, and it will till the small car's place

without the hitter's high price.

I make a difference between comfort and luxury. The
luxury found on large cars r.owadavs is not fnr the open car

at all A.M.I.C.E.

A2Q
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An Open Letter to the
Motor Cycle Trade.

GENTLEMEN,—In the name of thousands' of

grateful riders we have to thank you for the

courteous efficiency with which you have pro-

vided for our pleasures during the year 1912. The
memory of the motor cycling community is stored with

a blurred panorama covering millions of miles of road,

ridden with an unparalleled minimum of compulsory

stoppages, disfigured by exceptionally few heavy repair

bills, and marred only by what Mr. Mantalini

felicitously described as " demnition dampness," for"

which you were not in the least responsible. You
have added to the gaiety of nations, and you have done

even more for the public health than either Mr. Lloyd

George or the British Medical Association. We trust

that in return you have reaped reasonable dividends,

and that the whole of your staff, from the principal

scripholder down to the newest office boy, will share

in the prosperity of your business.

Spring Frames.
And now we are turning to you in sanguine anticipa-

tion of the 1 913 season, trusting you will not think us

wholly ungrateful if we respectfully mention a few

minor matters which aie dear to our hearts. There
is that matter of springing, you know. British roads

are not materially improving. We do not know which
sub-section of the traffic is mainly responsible for the

indescribable pot-holiness of many once velvety high-

ways ; it cannot be the motors
;
perhaps the odium

must be shared by the perambulating scouts and
peelers who watch us so narrowly'. The sad thing is

that, while roads are deteriorating, your springing

remains stationary. Four or five years ago you intro-

duced some spring fork designs, which were admirable,

regarded as temporary expedients, but which frankly

did not deserve to be eternalised, as we fear you are

inclined to eternalise them. WT

e recognise your handi-

caps ; rigidity, lightness, and complete insulation

appear as irreconcilable as oil and water; but we
trust your ingenuity, and we remind you that your
oldest clients are not chickens, i.e., we do not grow
tougher with each passing year, and many an in-

voluntary curse has escaped our lips as your bucking-

bronchos humped us oxer rude pot-holes in this year

of grace and floods.

Really Sound Tyres.

We would further request that you should deal

faithfully with your henchmen, the tyre manufacturers.

We never relished those cheap covers for which you
have evinced so strong a penchant. They puncture
often, they gash readily, they are soon worn out. Now
that in response to our clamour for variable gears you
have hemmed in our back wheels with a thousand
twiddly bits, and made tyre changing a weariness in

&3&

By B. H. DAVIES.

the flesh, we are compelled to put you in a dilemma.
Will you be pleased either to 'invent new methods of

•wheel detachment, or alternatively to fit a 3,000 mile

cover to the rear wheel of e.very machine with a huh
gear ?

Some of us who exceed the allotted span in stature

would be grateful if you provided better accomnn illa-

tion for our inches. • Your taller clients encounter nc

little difficulty in stowing themselves away on voun
short frames, and you surely do not wish to emulate
the classic hotel keeper, who kept but one lied ii

his hostelry-, and either lopped or elongated all his

guests until they fitted it ?

Belts and Gears.

We are particularly grateful for the magnificent
assortment of variable gears which you have provided :>

but we would hint that in these days of sidecars andr

Porlocks we have no earthly use for any design whicl

lias a bottom ratio of not more than 7 to 1.

We think that the belt makers represent a sectior

of your satellites who have done their manful bests

and as the best belt is not too satisfactory on a 1912

design, we hope you are all offering us two-step drives

for 1913. Otherwise we think that the chain drive

with some form of spring or slipping clutch device, ii

likely to be forced upon you.

We hope you have devised some better method ol

carrying tools than the small, inconvenient and rattle

First appearance of the Sunbeam in competition. Tho machine is of 2} b.p.

with two-speed gear and oil bath chain cases. The rider is J. E. Greenwood,

one of the non-stop competitors in the A.C.U. Autumn Trial in Lakeland.

I
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An Open Letter to the Motor Cycle Trade.— .

some pannier bags, on which you lavished a somewhat

misguided affection last autumn. We fancy that a

top tube bag, of decent dimensions, mounted on brazed

lugs, has distinct possibilities.

If we had time to favour each of you with a repre-

sentative deputation, we could display a varied assort-

ment of excoriated knuckles. Surely it is high time

that control clips were made without a multitude of

sharp corners and projections, and nuts made more
conventiently accessible

!

We implore you to keep a statesmanlike watch on

the cyclecar movement. We believe that if it is sanely

directed it may open a vista of new delights for us

motor cyclists ; but we regard many hasty designs as

uncomfortable, expensive, and even unsafe, while we
think it. grossly 'unfair that a miniature Rolls-Royce

should be allowed to compete with motor cycles on

even terms. We remember, too, how the early tricar

was killed by over-elaboration, and we trust you to

keep designs light, simple, and cheap.

Prices and Discounts.

We are perhaps exceeding our province when we
suggest that the time has come for established makers

to reduce their catalogue prices by a distinct per-

'

centage. At one time the agent who sold a motor
cycle laid a train of trouble for himself. To-day he

sells a certain advertisement, and starts a permanent
source of increased income ; he neither needs nor

deserves so large a commission as was once his due.

You yourselves will, of course, be inclined to grasp all

the profit you can realise, just as we on our side have

nostrils that dilate at the chance of discount. But
there is no denying the fact that established firms

make handsome profits ; and we fear that envious

foreign rivals will interfere before long, and com-

mandeer a good slice of your business, unless selling

price soon assumes a fairer ratio to the cost of pro-

duction. We would further hint that certain very

costly avenues of advertisement, connected with track

racing, have ceased to interest the majority of your

clients.

In the name of the many duffers we number in our

ranks we beg to compliment you on the high efficiency

achieved by some of your automatic carburetters ; and
to remind you that simplication of control and main-
tenance of power in prolonged use are the factors

which weigh most heavily with a majority among us.

The open exhaust, dropped bar " knut " is distinctly

over-articulate.

Belt and Cylinder Guards.

In respect of cleanliness we are not too fastidious ;

we are accustomed to removing dust and mud. When
semi-charred oil is freely mingled with the aforesaid

commodities, a most loathsome compound is pro-

duced, and it is distinctly loth to be removed from a

profusely carved crank case. Wherefore it is not

ungracious to mention that there is seldom a really

sound crartk case joint or tappet-guide-oil-trap among
the, lot of you. In this connection Ave may add that the

lower run of your belts earns many a pound for the

vendors of leg-overalls, and that the hot cylinder flanges

on the far side normally assist the belt in its lethal

work. If a new pair of leggings do not split on their

first ride, they come home with the right knee burnt
through, and the left ankle slit to ribbons. Further-
more, a rider of several leading make?, can always be
identified* by the fact that his left boo'* will never take

another polish in this life.

As the motor cyclist's year dates from Olympia, we
take this opportunity of wishing you all, with genuine
gratitude, a very happy New Year.

A MODERNISED DE DION QUAD.
ADE DION quad that is still in regular use must

be accounted as somewhat of a rarity. The
photograph shows one that is owned and regu-

larly used by Mr. Charles Newbury, J. P., of Green-

wich, a member of the Greenwich Borough Council

¥~p

Mr. Chas. Newbury, J.F. mounted on his quad.

and former mayor. He finds tlis machine very useful

for journeying to and from his country residence at

Hextable, Kent.

Under the platform he has fitted a large box cross
:

ways for carrying fruit and garden produce from his

large gardens. As evidence that the machine can still

travel, it climbed Footscray Hill on top gear, whilst

the other day its rider was cautioned by a police

trapper on the Maidstone Road.
Various improvements have been effected by its

present owner since he acquired the machine four

years back from a Plumstead motor cyclist. In place

of the water-cooled De Dion engine and direct drive

by, small pinion is a neat two-speed gear box with

quadrant change and Roc type of clutch. A White
and Poppe water-cooled engine removed from a tricar

proved more powerful, and fifteen feet of coiled copper
tubing replaced the small gilled radiator. The
original frame, wheels, and tanks are used, but the

large circular tank at the back is made to serve for

water and oil only, and carries over three gallons.

The frame tank is used for petrol, and carries two

gallons.

Palmer Cord tyres are used, and a set fitted eighteen

months ago are still in good order. The passenger

states that the chair is better sprung and more com-

fortable than sidecars that she has ridden in.
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1913 MODELS.
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Advance Details and Illustrations of

New Model Motor Cycles.

NEXT YEAR'S JAMES
MACHINES.

THE James Cycle Co., Ltd., of

Greet, Birmingham, have a very
complete range of models for

1913, including two and three-

speed chain-driven mounts and three-

speed, free engine, and T.T. roadster

belt-driven types. Of these, the three-

speed chain-driven machine is the

latest production, and shows great care

in design. The engine is the same in

all cases, and has a bore and stroke of

86 X 96 mm. It is now constructed

entirely at the James Co.'s own works,
and we were impressed by the construe

of construction. The distinctive arrange-
ment of radiator fins is retained, and
the engine throughout is on the same
lines as the 1912 type, but is now fitted

with a very simple form of decom-
pressor, which operates as follows : The
exhaust cam is fitted with a small cam
opposite the usual cam face, and the
exhaust valve lifter . is fitted with a

The Three=speed Chain Driver.
Taking the three-speed chain-driver

model first, we find that the drive i<

conveyed by a carefully enclosed, chair

to a three-speed counter-shaft gear

which was described in detail in oui

issue of October 31st. This gear box ii

quite easily detachable from the frame,

and has a very simple adjustment foi

Chain side of 1913 James The grease bath chain cases have been removed for the purpose of the photograph.

Three-ring piston of the new James.

tional and testing methods and by the
fine finish on all working parts. All
cylinders are now tested under working
conditions up to a water pressure of

500 lbs. per square inch, and an elec-

trical brake testing plant is in process

toe. On moving the exhaust valve
lifter laterally on its supporting pin,

this toe is brought into engagement
with the auxiliary cam, thus allowing
a proportion of the gases to escape on
the compression stroke. The cylinder
head and valve ports are now machined
all over, and the pistons and connecting
rods are machined to a dead weight.

the chain tension, as it lies in a cradli

which is machined in a jig, and consen

quently fits the gear box accurately. • Bjl

this means it is impossible to get thd

gear box out of line or twisted. The

gears are operated by a substantia

lever, but have a compensating sprinj

buffer arranged in the control rod, so ai

to render it almost impossible to damage

the gears by careless changing. The

rear driving chain is now entirely en

I

closed in a dust-

proof case. Turning
to frame details, we
find that black
celluloid - covered
handle-bars pre

1 now
standard on all

James models. The
tank has rounded
corners, one seam
only, and is sup-
ported from the
bottom by lugs

brazed to the frame.
The magneto is con-

trolled from the
handle - bar. All

wheels are now

James stand clip.

fitted nth wide'

The T.T. James is beit-drivon.

hubs, which are very strongly conl

structed and are of the disc adjust •

ing type. The front guard is fitted wit]

side flaps for its entire length, while

the. rear guard, which is detachable
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re-tyre
or

retire
The choice is one of obvious

necessity. When your tyres have
carried you over thousands of
miles of roads during the time
which has elapsed since the season
opened, it is surely wise to examine
them carefully, insicle as well as
outside, and consider whether it

would not be better now, before
jtrouble comes, to replace those
which have done the hard work.

Here are
patterns of

two favourite

won GOLD MEDAL in the
SCOTTISH SIX DAYS'

TRIALS.

They can be relied

upon to give good

service on the heaviest

machines, and their

non-skidding properties

enable you to laugh at

greasy surfaces and the

thick tread renders

them extremely punc-

ture - proof.

Other patterns
from 27/-.

Send a postcard for fully

priced list to :

The

HANOVER

RUBBER Co.,

17, Goswell Ed.,

Aldersgate,
LONDON, E.C.

—and the secret

is the Spring.
To the man who has ridden other Saddles the
first experience of a

BROOKS
is a revelation in comfort-giving qualities.

And he naturally wonders "why "

—

WHY this sensation of unlimited elasticity ?

—

WHY this total absence of that usual and irritating

bounce?

—

WHY so superlatively comfortable?

"And the~sec7et is the Spring"—THE BROOKS
PATENT COMPOUND SPRING—the spring we
illustrate above

—

the only spring which can entirely

absorb vibration, and, at the same time, by its

perfect compensating action, ensure an absolute

immunity from bounce .

And that spring is an exclusive feature of the

BROOKS—
Hence, you should see it and the various models
in which it is embodied at

STAND 231 Gallery, OLYMPIA.
BROOKS Book free from

J. B. BROOKS & CO., LIMITED,
49, Criterion Works, Birmingham.
Note that a full range of the BROOKS Cycle and Motor Cycle
Specialities may also be seen at our London Showrooms—
Criterion House, 11, Grape St., Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. {Oxford
Street end.)

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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THE

3i hpROVER
Stand 86, Olympia.

Full of practical improvements.

WE SHALL BE SHOWING :

The 32 ROVER, with Fixed engine £48"15

The 3i ROVER, T.T. Model .. £48"15

The 32 ROVER, with Free engine £55 -

'• Ql D4"bl7"E71> with 3-speed gear and GK.Q AThe J 2 KUVEiK, P
2f Dunlop tyres, Ii50 -

3JL DfVl/171) with 3-speed gear, fitted with a
2 H."WIZi.Ia, coach-built sidecar of our own

manufacture, finished equal to the best cars. The
chassis, made in our own works, is fitted with a
brake on the side wheel, easily coupled up to the
bicycle pedal brake

—

Price, complete, £73-15

Catalogues free from :

The ROVER Co., Ltd.,
COVENTRY.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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1918 ModsLs.—

reus

.--:.,i-:.ici' rear view of 1913 nioctel three-

triangulated sidecar stays, The

from the back stays, has side flaps, at
the front end, and is of extra width to
prevent mud throwing up. The pannier
toolbags are protected from mud by
steel covers, l'ootboards are fitted, and
these will piobably be sprung at the
rear ends. The kick starter is attached
to the gear box, and all its gear is

enclosed. The toothed starting quadrant
has a loose tooth to ensure easy
engagement.

Chain and Belt=driven Mounts.
The two-speed model is a replica of

last year's type, with the exception of
the frame fittings' mentioned _ above,
which will be standard on all the 1913
models. Both the chain-driven types
are now fitted with a neat internal
expanding rear brake. This is

thoroughly mudproof, and yet does not
cause the rear wheel to be difficult of
detachment. The belt-driven mo'dels
will be fitted .with (1) the Sturmey-
A idler three-speed gear, (2) the Villiers
tree engine, or fixed gear. In detail
work these machines follow out the
i 'instruction of .the machines already
described, except, of course, that the
T.T. mounts will not be fitted with
footboards.

The James Co. are now manufacturing
the Canoelot sidecar under licence, and
in a form which is particularly suitable
to their machines. The chief variation
from the standard Canoelet is the tri-

angulated rear frame, which enables a
straight tie rod to be used. If desired,
a large silencer can be supplied with
the sidecar, which is connected to the
expansion chamber by flexible tubing.
This additional silencer renders the
machine almost noiseless, and it may be
recalled that we made this suggestion
si'ine months ago. naturally we are grati-
fij d to see it adopted.

3peed James siieear comaimtion, showing tt
sidec?.r is a 1913 pattern Canoelet.

THE NEW HOBARTS
Messrs. ffsbart Bird and Co., Ltd.,

are making the following machines for

next season : Tourist Trophy model with
long-stroke 2J h.p. engine ; this is a very
fast lightweight solo mount. 4 h.p. twin
68 x 76 mm. (552 c.c.). with Armstrong
1913 free engine and three-speed gear,

starting from the ground. Brooks pan
seat, large tank, with auto-drip oil feed

;

this "model is intended for sidecar use.

3i h.p. 85.5 x 85 J. A. P. engine. 2i
h.p. with 70 x 76 mm. (292 c.c.) vertical

engine for ladies' use, Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gear, very low frame ; and a

similar machine for men's use. The 2',

h.p. machines are fitted with Eisemaun
enclosed magnetos, the others with the

new Bosch. All, have Druid forks. The
new models will be described and illus-

trated in our Show numbers.

12 o

NEW QUADRANT ENGINE.
The Quadrant Co., of Law ley Street,

Birmingham, are manufacturing a large
twin - cylinder

engine for pas-
senger work. It

lias the cylinders
set at 50° and a

bore and stroke
of 87x95 mm. re-

spectively. The
inlet valves are

placed over the
exhaust and are

particularly
simple to remove. The design of the engine
is characterised by its simplicity and
strength. The operation of the valve gear

will be observed from the illustration

reproduced. A straight induction pipe

is used with the carburetter, placed

exactly centtal.

Qmirant inlet valve
dome.

A'-'

New Quadrant twin-cylinder engine. It is

described'on this page.

- This new engine is to be fitted to a

chain-driven bicycle with change speed

gear, and should then make a fine

machine for passenger work.

The original Quadrant Co. was one of

the first firms in this country to take im

the manufacture of motor cycles, and it is

pleasing to note that, despite vicissitudes,

the name Quadrant is still to the fore.

1913 model 6h.p. Martin-Jap three-speed machine.
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New design 7 li.p. two-speed Indian. Observe the rear springing, which is now standard.

SPRING FRAME INDIANS.

THE latest pattern Indian is a
distinctly handsome machine.
The chief novelty" lies in the
springing of the rear portion,

which is clearly shown in the accompany-
ing sketch. There is a substantial lug
at the rearward portion of the frame,
which is further stayed by an additional
saddle tube. To the lug referred to is

bolted a seven-ply laminated spring.

The chain stays aiv hinged at the bottom
of the supplementary saddle tube, as we
have termed it, and are free to move in a
hardened steel bush, while there is a
further movement of the vertical stay
surrounding the rear mudguard and
bolted to the : afte/ end of the chain
stay. A further improvement is the
fitting of the gear box. This is now held
in the reverse position to what it was
in last year's models, and is suspended
in a slotted bracket immediately behind
the saddle tube proper. Over the slotted
bracket are plates which prevent the
ingress of wet and grit. The fixing is

particularly neatly carried out. It also

has the advantage of allowing the chains
to be easily adjusted when occasion
demands.

Indian Eront hub showing attachment ol Hand.
Also observe mudshield over pivot.

The Low Saddle Position.
Referring to the frame, it will bo.

noticed that the saddle position is

extremely low ; in fact, the top of the'

saddle is considerably lower than the.

level of the top tube. The engine re-]

mains unaltered, except that the .big ends,

are provided with roller bearings. . The!
carburetter, spring forks,, etc., remain'
as before. The silencer, however, is how'
fitted with a tapered exhaust tube.;

There is nothing in the silencer to re-;

tard the flow of the gas, and yet its

velocity is so far reduced that the

Chain side cf the 1913 pattern 7 h.p. twin-cylinder Indian.

Iniian gear box showing the slide rails with
covered-in slots.

exhaust is almost inaudible. Refer
ence to the illustrations will show. I he
extremely long pedals fitted to the brake
on one side and to the clutch on the',

other. These allow enormous braking
power and very' easy withdrawal of the
clutch. The foot-operated brajve is of the; i

internal expanding type, and that con--',

trolled by hand by the lever on the lung

handle-bar of the externa) type, onej

brake being fitted outside the other.!

Folding footboards are fitted. It will

also be noticed- that the chains are very
efficiently guarded in the 1913 model.
Particular attention has been devoted to

mudguarding, the guards measuring 4 in.

.
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Olympia Cycle Show, STAND 94 ($
R
L
°U
S%).

Avon Motorcycle Tyres
Suitable for all climates.

TRICAR.

24111., 26m. , and
2 Sin. diams.

afm 40/-
2hm 42/6-
2^in. to fit 2jin.
rim . . . . 45'/-

3-in. to fit2Mn.

rim .... 50/-

CYCLECAR.
Covers in this Pat-

tern.

650x65, with
voiturette
beads . . . . 50/-

STONEHEKGE.

24m., 26in., and
28m. diams.

2in 25/-

^din 26/9
2iin 28/6
2-i-in. to fit

2Jin. rim
. .

.

31/-

Extra strong casing.

2{in. section,

45/-
2.inu „ 50/-

Made by our
n e w Electro-

Hi ydraulic
process, which
ensures . uniform-
ity in casing and
tread, and pro-

duces a superb
finish.

Lightweight A.

24-in., 26in., and
281a. diams.

17'9
19/-

Also 26in. x
i:Jm. .-. 16/9

As a cheap cover this

cannot be beaten.

COMBINATION.

24m., 26in., and

28in. diams.

. . . 42/3
:. .. 44/-

. . . 45/9

. . . 49/3

Steel and rubber
studs : an ideal all-

weather non-skicL

TUBES
(fitted with Motorcycle Valves).

24111., 26in., and jSiu. diameters.

AVON Quality (Red). NOVA Quality (Red).

ijin 8/-- ilia 6/9
2in 8/9 2in 7/6
2}iu 9/6 2-Jin. ..-..' .. 8/3
2iin 10/3 2jin 9/-

All motorcycle tubes can be fitted with the Avon
Dome Ends at 2/- each extra.

AVON DOME ENDS.

Easily fitted. Easily detached.

Registered Nos. 572, 420.

AVON MOTORCYCLE BELTS.
|in 1/4 per foot. gin. .. 1/10 per foot.

iin 1/7 „ „ iin. .. 2/2 „ „
1 Jin 2/7 per foot.

RETREADING (any make of Cover).

26m. or 28in.x 2in., 2jin., or 2.Hn.

Extra heavy tread, Round Stud or 7-ridge

patLern 12/6
Medium heavy tread, Rouud Stud or 7-ridge

pattern 10/6

Combination tread 22/6
Steel-studded tread 28/-

BICAR.

24m., 26m., and
28in. diams.

32/6
34/3

2^m
2iin
2^in. to fit

2jin. run . . 36/9
3m. to fit 2.1,in.

rim .. .. 41/9

Suitable for 3£in. to

5-6 h.p. machine.

DRUID.

24m., 26111., and
28in. diams„

^

2in.

2iin.

21/-

22/9

Also 26in. X
ijin 19/3

Suitable for 2J to

3£ h.p. and Sidecar SmL
tvhppl<; V*^-wheels.

Lightweight B.

24m., 26in., and
28iu. diams.

4*££fc>

A special grade at a
special price.

Steel-Studded.

24m., 26in., and
28in. diams.

Write for our new illustrated catalogue, with full information, free upon application.

Whatever machine you ride, see that the Tyres bear AVON name.
MELKSHAM, WILTS,

J ENGLAND.
LONDON: 35, Lone; Acre, W.C. MANCHESTER: 229, Deansgate. BRISTOL: Bristol Bridge.

BIRMINGHAM : 204, Corporation Street. GLASGOW : 197, Buchanan Street.

Large Stocks kept at all our Branches. Also at most High-class Motorcycle Depots.

THE AVON INDIA RUBBER CO., Ltd..

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B3
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Easy Detachability ofRear Wheel
another advantage of the

MOTOR
BICYCLE

DC ^

BS.A.

TWO-SPEED

FREE ENGINE

MODEL.

£60.

FITTED WITH THE

B.S.A. Two-Speed Free Engine Hub
To detach the rear wheel of the B.S.A. Motor

Bicycle, fitted with the B.S.A. Two-Speed
Free Engine Hub, is practically as simple an

operation as removing a wheel with ordinary

hub. There are only two additional nuts,

both easy of access, one on friction arm and

one on actuating lever as illustrated. The
latter nut releases the control, which being

fitted ON ONE SIDE ONLY, greatly simpli-

fies detaching or replacing the wheel. The
adjustment of hub and control is not affected.

The B.S.A. Motor Bicycle, fitted with the B.S.A. Two-Speed, is

the ideal combination for solo and side-car work. Starting away
from the free engine position, which is perfectly free from
friction, the movement of a single clutch operating both gears,

takes up the drive with silent smoothness. The B.S.A. Two-Speed
is the simplest, most efficient, therefore best change speed hub on

the market.

B.S.A.

MOTOR

BICYCLES

FROM

£48 10s. to

£60.

WRITE NOW FOR LATEST CATALOGUE.

The Birmingham Small Arms Company Limited,
13 Small Heath, BIRMINGHAM.

Mr. H. Perry, Uttoxeter, writes:—"/ use B.S.A. Cylinder Oil solely, and have a great opinion of same for cool

running and preserving engine."
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THE HUMBER SIDECAR.
Humber, Limited, have decided (0 add a sidecar (0 their range of 1913 models. Our photographs show— (1) The chassis design and (2) the complete sidecar

attached to a three-speed bicycle.

cross, a far greater width than usual.

All extremely strong lamp bracket, is now
supplied. The method of carrying the
toolbag at the rear of the carrier, which
is now rigidly and independently fastened
to the frame, is well worthy of attention.

Immediately below it the number p'ate

can be carried. The tyres are of ample
dimensions, being almost 3in. Altogether
the machine has an extremely handsome
appearance, and should be ideal for side-

car work. The only other model to be
listed .for 1913 is the 3^ h.p., which in

the main closely resembles the 7 h.p.

we have just described.

ENCLOSED DRIVE
BRADBURYS.

We recently inspected twTo Bradbury
machines with enclosed drive. One w'as

a chain-driven model with both chains

enclosed, and the other a belt-driven
machine with a guard running com-
pletely round the belt and between the
wheel and belt rim. These guards are the
work of the Coventry Plating and Press-
work Co., which firm also showed us a.

guard constructed for the Bradbury belt-

cum-chain model, in which the chain is

entirely enclosed and the belt is enclosed

all but the outside. All these guards
are easily detachable and are made of tin
with the exception of the inspection
doors on the chain-driven f types, which

Petersburg, Melbourne. San Paulj,
Bombay, and- Corea, it gives a fair-

idea of their popularity. We saw
one of these machines, fitted with
a twin 6 h.p. engine, which will

be on view at Olympia, but there
are only to be detail alterations to

the machine, which has proved
very satisfactory. The chief of
these refinements will be the fitting

of a hand brake, which acts on the
belt rim in a similar fashion to the
usual motor cycle foot brake.

Rear portion o£ 1913 Indian showing the laminated
rear springs and arrangrment of carrier.

are aluminium spinnings neatly hinged to
the guard.

ROC THREE-WHEELERS.
A call at the Roc works proved a revela-

tion as to the number of three-wheelers
being turned out by the firm. A large

number of these are light delivery vans
;

and when we say that they have been
sent to such far away spots as St.

THE NEW TRIUMPHS.
- We' insp?cted the 1913 Triumphs

last week, but our illustrated de-
scription must remain over until next
Thursday. There is but little changa
in this highly successful mount,
though improvements in detail work
are noticeable. The silencer has a
long pipe extending to the rear, and
is minus a cut-out. From experi-

ence we know '„ this arrangement to
be highly efficient. The three-speed
model has a new form of changing
mechanism, somewhat similar 'to the
long lever used on the T.T. machines.
It is attached to the tank tube immedi-
ately behind the engine. A new design
front mudguard has been adopted, render-
ing the shield over the magneto unneces-
sary. A decompressor may also ba
expected as standard on 1913 Triumphs.

Chain-driven Bradbury with entirely enclosed transmission. A Bradbury with complete belt shield bv the Coventry Plating Co.

U S
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NORTON.
TUE frame of the 1913 Norton has

the ball head, top and bottom lugs

made in one piece. The frame
tube from engine to ball head

passes right through the bottom lug and
mitres against the socket tube; flush

joints to the top and bottom tubes make
;i neat aimep-'ince. and a flush joint is

also used at the seat tube. The fork -ends

snowu in cnt annexed sketch have been so

made. that when refitting the rear' wheel
with i three-speed hub the spindle may be
lodged on the projection of the fork end,

and so facilitate reassembling.

i The stand is of the spring-up type,

i.e., when the machine is wheeled off the
(stand it springs up without the Tider

Sprii:g-up stand new fork end and rear guard
ruled to 1913 Norton's.

bending down to lift it or fasten it in

position. The front fork on the sidecar
model has been considerably widened at

the struts, but they narrow to the usual
width at the front wheel spindle. Side
extensions to the mudguards have been
added. We illustrate the rear guard
with side wings or extensions, which are
so designed as to keep mud and water
off the belt._

The aluminium footboards are now
pla-ced above the engine pulley, and are
attached to one of the crank case bolts

Expansion chamber litted to the right side of

Norton silencer.

nearest to the cylinder. The standard
model will in future be fitted with an
expansion chamber on the silencer. We
illustrate this. From the expansion
chamber a long tube leads to the rear
of the machine, and is clipped to the
mouth of the expansion chamber by means
of a cross pin, the end of the expansion
chamber being split for the purpose.
The 1913 Norton cylinder has an air-

cooled passage cast between the combus-
tion and valve chambers, radiators being
cast on both sides of the passage. The
standard piston has been lightened and
webbed, and now weighs only 16 ozs.

c6

A patent duplex steering sidecar attached to a Clyno. The sidecar wheel, as will be noticed,

is connected to the handle-bars of the bicycle. It will be exhibited at Olympia.

One piston ring only will be used in

conjunction with the Norton oil grooves,

and the connecting rod has been improved
by rounding off the I section in such a
manner that it approximates nearer to a
solid rod. The chain cover for the mag-
neto, instead of being of stamped brass,

is now cast in aluminium, and presents

"

a very neat appearance. Mr. Norton is

engaged on a new sidecar with semi-
streamline shaped body ; the body will be
made of wood and hung on long shackles

between C leaf springs, which are inverted

both front and back. This should provide
a very fast form of springing.

FAFNIR ENGINES.
The principal Fafnir model for 1913 wijl

be the twin 84x88 mm. engine, which will

be known as the " 682 " 8 h.p. type.

It is externally practically the same as

the old 6 h.p. twin engine, 70x80 mm.,
except that the magneto is chain driven.

Also a cyclecar engine, which is similar

to the above, except that it is provided

witli a leather-faced cone clutch, and is

suitable for cvclecavs with shaft trans-

mission, in which case the engine is set

longitudinally in the frame. If, however,'

the engine be fixed transversely in the

frame, the clutch is not used, but in itsv
-

stead a large outside flywheel is fitted;

The 3£ h.p. type, 85x88 mm., is also

retained. All Fafnir engines will be fitted

with Bosch magnetos, and the now type

of B. and B. carburetter; the Fafnir two-

speed gear is also made adaptable to

all these engines. This gear is a highly

practicable and well-tried type and really

deserves to be better known. The pulley

is driven by enclosed gears from the engine-

shaft, and the gear incorporates a free

engine clutch and two speeds, the change,

being effected by means of dog clutches.

All models will be fitted with adjustable,

tappets.

A.S.L.
A new design two-speed gear will bo

introduced on the 1913 model 3i h.p.

A.S.L. It is placed in front of the

engine, whence the drive is by belt from n

a 6in. pulley to a 14in. belt rim. The
drive between the engine and gear box is

by an enclosed chain running in oil.

Side and enl views of the "682" 8 h.p. twin-cylinder Fafnir cyclecar engine, showing magneto drive

and leather faced coned clutch.
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ENFIELD.

THE principal new model Enfield for

next year is the 3 h.p. chain-

driven twin. This machine has a

V engine with cylinders at 60°,

bore and stroke 60 x 75 mm. = 425 c.c.

The cylinders are held to the crank case

by a "double dog in the centre and a

separate dog on each side. The usual

bolts and nuts used to fasten the cylinders

to the base are done away with, and all

that is necessary to remove the cylinders

is to undo three nuts, which are easily

accessible, one to the central dog and
the others to the side dogs. This arrange-

ment greatly facilitates the removal of the

cylinders and the cleaning of combustion
heads.

The inlet valves are mechanically oper-

ated by overhead rockers and long tappet

rods, the mechanism on combustion head
being covered by a dome. This dome
has a bayonet joint, and when the valve
cage is screwed down to its seat the
dome is inserted, turned through about
one-eighth of its diameter and locked
upwards. The dome forms a complete
cover for the inlet valve and its

mechanism, and on it is cast a union
for the induction pipe which connects to

the two-lever Amac carburetter, placed
between the cylinders.

A new feature of the 3 h.p. engine,
which, by the way, is made throughout
by the Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., at their
Hunt E.id Works, is the mechanically
forced lubrication. This is effected by
means of a gear punif fixed t-> the side
of the crank case and driven off one of

the timing wheels. At the rear of the
seat tube is a cylindrical glass oil tank,
the gla?s being practically unbreakable
owing to its thickness—a quarter of an
inch. The tank holds sufficient oil for a
considerable distance ; in fact the same
oil is used over and over again until its

viscosity be destroyed, when, of course,
it should be renewed. Oil is pumped
from the glass tank and conveyed in a
tube to a hole in the main shaft, through
this it passes and on through a web in

The new design 3 h.p. twin-cylinder Enfleld for 1913.

.

the flywheel to the connecting rod big end
bearing. Channels are cut in the sides

of the bushes and the connecting rod
bearing to allow the oil to overflow into

the crank case sump, whence it is

pumped back to the oil barrel through a
tube which stands up in the centre of the
glass tank and is bent over near the top.

When the engine is running, a continual
flow of oil from this tube acts as a tell-

tale and enables the rider to verify the
lubrication and also the quantity of oil

that is delivered to the bearings. The
supply is governed by a needle valve with
a knurled top.

The air release is fitted at the back of

the crank case and communicates with the

timing gear case, the cover for which is

the whole diameter of the crank case.

There is a partition cast between the

flywheels and the timing gear. To remove
the timing gear cover it is only necessary

to undo a few nuts, when the cover can

be lifted off with the pump and magneto
drive in situ.

The silencer is fitted longitudinally below

and just to one side of the crank case,

the exhaust pipes leading into the top of

it at each end. This exhaust box acts as

an expansion chamber, and the taper

silencer pipe extends from the rear end

of the box to a point close to the rear

wheel axle. We append a diagram of the

mechanically forced lubrication showing

the path of' the oil from the tank through

engine to the sump and back to tank.

The engine is a particularly well-made

and well-finished job and looks very

workmanlike. Its running on the track

at the rear of the works proved it to be

well balanced and capable of good speed.

A. Glass barrel. E.

B. Regulating needle valve. H.
C. Filter. J.
D. Return pipe engine to tank.

Suction pipe tank to engine.

Induction pump.
Expulsion pump.

K. Suction from sump to return
pipe.

L. Oil entrance in crankshaft.

M. Oil entrance in pump front tank

B7
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1913 Models.—

Tlie new model 3 h.p. Enfield is pro-

vided with a kick starter. The mechanism
of this has no ratchets, pawls, or other

parts to get out of order, and is made
<m the same principle, so far as the free-

wheel portion is concerned, as the 1912

five wheel pedalling gear.

The 6 h p. Sidecar.
Over 700 of these machines have been

sold this year, and it is not surprising

to hear that, owing to the great success

of the combination, only minor detail

improvements have been found necessary.

A new 6 h.p. J. A.P. engine fitted with a

decompressor and timing gear, which is

said to be quite silent, will bo used, also

an enlarged petrol tank holding just over
two gallons. This latter is readily de-

tachable.

Three stands are now employed on the
1913 sidecar model, viz., rear and front

stands for the bicycle and a sidecar

Headers will remember that the Enfield
sidecar is specially attached to the

bicycle in such a manner that when
attaching or detaching it is impossible to

get the sidecar out of alignment. This
sidecar has only been, sold so far as a

complete combination ; next year the

bicycle will be supplied as a solo mount.
At Redditch we inspected parts of

an experimental vehicle which Mr. R.
W. Smith has designed with a view to

meeting the demand for c.yclecars. The
Enfield Go. are no new firm to cyclecar

construction. As far back as 1899 the first

Enfield quadricycle was exhibited at the
Stanley Show, and some are still running.

The firm still have one of these Quadri-
cycles, fitted with a 2J h.p. De Dion
engine and two-speed gear, in good run-
ning order.

Although the company is not thinking
of marketing the sociable seated Enfield
Auto-Quad just at present, experiments
are being made with a cyclecar, which
will be running about in a few days, and
we had the pleasure of examining the
first of these machines. Mr. Smith is

ever-willing to be read}' for a public
demand, and is making preparations to

cope with it. The Auto-Quad will be
made on motor cvclo. lines, and manv

Valve side of next year's model 6 h.p. Clyno.

parts used on the sidecar model will be
employed in its construction. The general
lines on which experiments are being made
are : Enfield 4 h.p. water-cooled twin
V-engine in front under a bonnet; the

Enfield two-sped gear with chains to a

counter-shaft and balance gear carried in

ball bearings on the frame, the final drive

being by chain from each end of the
balance geared axle to the road wheels.

The total weight of the vehicle will

not exceed 4 cwts. There is no intention

of exhibiting the machine or taking orders
for it until it is proved to be thoroughly
reliable, and readers should not write
concerning it until further announcements
appear in The Motor Cycle.

CLYNO.

A CALL at the Clyno's new works at

Wolverhampton proved to us that

the firm have no intention of

being left in the lurch during the

coming season. The new model has,

with the exception of the engine, been
entirely redesigned by Mr. W. Comery,
the company's consulting engineer. The
only points which have been altered on

T..e nsw Clyno three-speed geir dissected.

c3

the 76x82 mm. twin engine are the

valve ports, which are somewhat more
free, and the release Valve to the crank

case, which has been made larger and
exhausts through a pipe on to the front

engine chain. The clutch two-speed gear
- has been superseded by a substantial

counter-shaft three-speed in combination
with a multiple plate clutch. A fourteen

tooth sprocket is mounted on the engine-

shaft, and driven by means of coil springs

which absorb the shock ; it is connected

to a clutch member on the counter-shaft

by a special fin. Hans Renold chain.

The clutch itself is a very neat piece fif

work, and has forty plates of alternate

phosphor bronze and pen steel ;~ these

are enclosed and run in oil, and may be

dismounted without disturbing the clutch

spring. The operation is by foot on

the near side, the pedal being connected

to the. actuating bar by a stout wire

cable running over a pulley ; a light

spring keeps the bar from wearing the

push rod when the clutch is engaged.

The gear box is of the sliding type, and
is carried by four bolts under a slotted

platform which is built into the frame.

To adjust the front chain, it is only

necessary to slack the nuts, which are

very accessible, and rotate a specially

made screw which forces the gear box
in the required direction without the

possibility of it getting out of line. The
gears are of the sliding type and provide

ratios of 4^ to 1, 8^ to 1, and 14^ to 1,

and are designed in an unusual manner,
as the sliding portion consists of one gear

wheel and one dog only. To obtain tlu

high gear, the gear wheel is meshed with

an internally cut wheel in the mainshaft
constant wheel, and when this gear' is in

action the layshatt is disengaged,
thereby saving a certain amount
of friction. For the middle vatic

first the constant wheel is engaged, ami
then the sliding gear wheel meshes with
a corresponding wheel on the layshaft -

-(this by one motion of the striking gear).

For the low speed the dog engages with

a similar device. The gearshafts are

mounted on ball bearings throughout.
From - the box,- power is transmitted
through a single fin. chain to the rear

wheel.

i It is here to be mentioned that both
|

chains and clutch gear are totally enclosed

.
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(1) Chain side and (2) valve side of the latest two-speed Wulfruna.

by roomy but neat aluminium cases which
may be detached fairly easily, though this

should be seldom necessary, as will be
judged from the fact that the wheels are

of the detachable type. These wheels aTe

manufactured by the Cly.no Co., under
tlie patents of Mr. McGhie Lamb, whose
device has been illustrated in this

journal. It will be remembered that

Clyno power unit, also showing the three-speed
counter-shaft gear.

they run on ball beariirgs separate from
the sprocket, and may be detached by
merely withdrawing a central bolt. The
chief alteration to the device as described
is that the driving jaws are now on one
side only, a distance piece being mounted
on the off side. The wheels are quite
interchangeable. The adjustment for
the rear chain is on cycle lines, but the
jaw on the near side, which takes the
greater part of the driving strain, is

carried right round so as to give extra
strength. A powerful internal expanding
brake is now fitted to the rear wheel and
operated by a pedal on the off side.

To suit the improved construction the
frame has been considerably modified. A
front wheel stand has been added. A
dropped tup tube is now standard, and the
bottom bracket is a large casting which
forms the rear part of the engine cradle,
and also a carrier for the gear' box and
magneto. The kick starter has been brought

' :o the off side and is now partially enclosed

;

it is mounted with the gear box so that

its adjustment is" not affected when the
front chain is tightened. As. the new
Clyno is essentially a sidecar machine,
all sidecar lugs are made with the frame,
as are the carrier lugs. This is a com-
mendable point of design.

The tank is now carried on three lugs

brazed to the lower bar, the central one
forming a support for the gear striking

quadrant. The oil tank will be circular'

and let into the main tank, the oil being
fed by air pressure through a sight feed
drip. Straight clutch and brake pedals
will be used, so that they may be con-

veniently operated from the long metal
footboards. The latter have holes drilled

at their lowest point to allow water to

escape. 26in. x 2^-in. tyres are fitted

as standard, but the guards and forks

are constructed to take 3in. tyres, which
the firm strongly recommend, and will fit,

to order, as an extra. The front mud-
guard has useful side wings, and the rear
guard is detachable from the back stays.

An automatic carburetter will supply the
gas. Two levers will be placed on the
handle-bar in the usual way, but the upper
will control the magneto and the lower the

carburetter. The 1912 silencers will bj
replaced by aluminium castings, and a

long pipe will extend to the rear. Un-
fortunately, the very latest model was
not in its complete form, but wo are

able to illustrate the experimental
vehicle, which embodies most of the

alterations, also the uiifinished parts. Th j

sidecar chassis has been strengthened,
and a new body is fitted, otherwise the
alterations in this part are insignificant.

An unusual feature, however, is the
inclusion (as an extra) of an internal

expanding brake for the sidecar -wheel,

to be actuated either by the driver or

passenger.
The knuckle joints throughout the

machine are neatly rounded off. Thin
adds greatly to the general finish, and
appearance.
While in the- works we inspected an

interesting experimental frame (which
will not be marketed)., in which the
frame tubes are used as oil reservoirs,

leaving the main tank for petrol only.

The advantages of this construction are,

however, said to be counterbalanced by
its disadvantages.

Chain side of the 1913 two-speed belt and chain-driven L.M.C., showing the hick starter.
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1913 model P. & M. Engine increased in capacity. Detail improvements.

of a drawbolt ; there is also a .peeial

adjustment for the engaging block and a

spring buffer to relieve tin- return r.f the
starter. The hack pedal brake level is

fitted in a more accessible position, and
the gear changing lever is now placed
further forward.
The driving chains remain the same,

but the short chains are now practically

enclosed, the cover fitting close up to the
engine and is not cut away as before

; an
extension of the cover is carried over the
top of the long chain.

The eccentric shell whereby adjustments
of the chains are obtained has been
altered, and it is now an easy matter to

make the adjustments to a nicety. The
tank is much neater being cut away at the.

front and having rounded edges. Spring
filler caps are fitted, and in place of the
old style oil pump a Best and Lloyd semi-
automatic drip feed pump is used. The
tank is now supported on lugs brazed to

the tube, leather washers being placed
between the lugs and the tank.

The New Locking Device.
In previous years when the chains on

the P. and M. required adjusting it was
necessary to loosen the eccentric by means
of a hammer and chisel, make the ad-

justments, and obtain the help of another
person to keep the adjustment correct

while you again hammered up the locking
ring. Now. however, a complete shell

has been fitted into the bracket, and at

one end of the shell is a toothed circle,

fig. 1A, which is locked by means of the

nut, fig. 2. When an adjustment is re-

1

quired all that is now necessary is to

undo nut fig. 2, then nut B fig. 1, pull

away the part C, and revolve A to posi-

tion required, replace C, tighten up nut
B, and finally locking nut fig. 2, and the

adjustment is made with ease.

1913 P. and M. Sidecar.
Messrs. Phelori and Moore, Ltd., have,

designed a new style of chassis which is

being built for them by Messrs. Mills-

Fulford. The main points are lightness,

strength, and comfort. Mud-guarding has

received especial attention. The spring-

ing is by means of underslung cee springs,

which make it exceptionally comfortable.

The weight, with coach-built body, was i

given as about 76 lbs.

Chain side of the 1913 P. and M. Observe the new

AT a casual glance it would be hard
to say where these new models
have been altered, the general
design being the same ; but a care-

ful examination soon reveals that little

things have been added here and there, all

which go to make the P. and M. what the

makers claim, namely, a clean, reliable,

and comfortable mount combined -with
speed and quietness.

As the P. and M. is so much used for

sidecar work, the makers decided to

strengthen up the frame, to fit a some-
what stronger stem to the handle-bars,

and to use an extra pair of girders to

the spring forks, at the same time allow-

ing a bigger movement to the fork blades :

the back hub has also been strengthened
at the point where the sprocket wheel is

fixed, and the engine will now be 499 c.c.

as against 465 c.c. in 1912, this increase

in cubic capacity being obtained -by en-

larging the bore.

The mudguarding problem has received

special attention, and channels are being
fitted to prevent splash and to allow

liquid to drip back to the road. The back
mudguard has an extension to below the
chain, and is of peculiar formation to

allow the new pattern saddle, which is

specially made for the P. and M. by
Lycetts, to carry out its proper function

without fear of any bumps or jars. The
saddle itself is of the padded pan shape,

being exceptionally comfortable. The
saddle-pillar lug is now brazed to the

frame in a lower position, and thereby
an exceedingly low seat is obtained.

Engine and Gear Details.
The only alteration to the well-tried

two-speed gear is the substitution of a

new type of four-point thrust bearing,

made by Hoffmann, and for which the
following advantages are claimpd : still

more foolproof, sweeter in action, and less

attention to lubrication needed. The car-

buretter float chamber is deeper, and the
drain tap, instead of being fitted to the

tank, is now placed directly under the
jet, thus, by removing the tap, the jet

is also removed, and, if necessary, to

clean the jet, all one need do is to insert

a piece of fine wire through the tap and
thus up the jet hole.

The valve cams have been redesigned

and now open and elose quicker,- and

drip fesd lubricator and tank with rounded edges,

although the actual duration of the

movement is the same, the valves remain
open at the fullest extent for a longer

period. The valve box is a trifle bigger
and the valve gear bushes longer, the

reason for this being to obtain an abso-

lutely clean engine, no oil now being able

to escape. The exhaust valve lifter ful-

crum will be placed on the inlet valve

The gear locking device,

tappet guide, and thus a much bigger
movement to the exhaust valve is

obtained.
An entirely new silencer is fitted, and

whilst giving exceptional silence it is said
to cause no back pressure.

The old st_yle lamp bracket is now dis-

carded, and in its place special lugs are.

brazed to the forks, lamp fittings being
easily obtained from the various makers.
The foot starter has been redesigned, a

stronger sprocket and chain being fitted,

the chain having an adjustment by means

Valve side o! 1913 P. and M. the engine of which is 85 x 88 mm.
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A.J.S.

MESSRS. A. J. Stevens and Co.
will confine themselves to two
models during next year

—

a 6 h.p. twin and a 2g
h.p. single. As the 6 h.p. model is almost

a twin-cylinder replica of the 2^, a de-
scription of it will suit both types.

The engine has a bore of 74 mm. and
stroke of SI mm., the cylinders being set

ill an angle of 50°.

A steel piston is now employed having
two lop lings and a broad spring steel

ling to retain the gudgeon pin: this pin
is hollow and is prevented from rotating

in tlic piston boss by a set pin. Although
the new piston is both of greater diameter
and length than last year's, it is eon-

ably lighter. Adjustable tappets are

fitted as standard'. To reader the machine
quieter a smaller' valve lift is given, but
t fie valves have been greatly enlarged so

.is to give an even freer port opening.
Heavier flywheels are fitted so as to give
wry smooth running. A chain transmits
the power to a clutch on the counter-
shaft. This clutch is- of the plate type,
having cork insets. In the 1912 models
it will lie remembered that the sprocket

Valve side ot the 6 h.p. 1913 A.J.S. engine, snowing
method of holding down cylinders.

earried the insets, and was gripped
1 'tween two plates, but in the new model
the number of plates has been doubled.
The gear box provides three speeds and
is a particularly neat piece of work; the
sliding member consists ot a single gear
wheel and two dogs, and provides a
direct drive on top. Both gearshafts afe
mounted on ball bearings, an oil catcher
is fitted round the opeu end of the shaft

which leads any leakage down an over-
flow pipe to the hase of the box, thus

New 6 h.p. A.J.S. passenger model with three-speed bottom bracket gear and enclosed chains.

avoiding the unsightly mess which is only
too common on coiintei'-siiaft gears.

The clutch is operated from the handle-
bar and the gears by a lever on the top
tube. The gear ratios obtainable are 4§,
Tj-, and 12^ to 1. A single chain drives
tiie rear wheel, and both this and the
engine chain aTe entirely and effectrvery

guarded. Silence has b«en studied in an
unusual degree, and to. prevent any sound
from the. chains the cases are made of two
layers of metal with packing interposed',

and to dismantle either gear box, or

clutch, or chaius it is not necessary to

remove the main portion of these cases.

The kick starter is also enclosed, and its

adjustment is not affected by the position

of the gear box. A powerful internal

expanding brake is fitted to the rear

-wheel, and is carefully mudproofed.
Amac carburetters and chain-driven
TJ.H. waterproof magnetos are used.

Disc-adjusting hubs are now fitted.

The tank, which as a capacity of two
and a quarter gallons, has rounded edges,

and is held from below, a glass-topped

filler cap taking the place of the usual
petrol gauge. Both front and rear wheel
stands are supplied, and the tool bag is

covered with sheet metal. All the car-

rier joints are welded. Comfortable foot-

rests are supplied having good sized heel

plates. All wheels are shod with 650 x 65

mm. tyres, and a large aluminium silencer

is placed under the magneto platform.

The2f h.p. type,, as has already been men-
tioned, is on the same lines as the twin,

but has only one cylinder. On this model
a slipping clutch is- mounted: on the

engine-shaft, and a neat spring compensat-
ing device is fitted to the gear control rod

to avoid damage to the gears. Either a
two or three-speed gear can be supplied

with this model.

Njw design si, outer on the ial3 4.j n.p. i....^or.

starter and internal expanding , brake or bnek whoe!.

L.M.C.

THE following models will constitute

the L.3I.C. group for 1915: 3-£

li.p. L.Jl.C; two-speed, chain and
belt gear; 3-^- h.p., Auto Varia

gear; 4 h.p., Sturiney-Archer gear; 4
h.p., Roc gear; and the 3^ h.p. T.T.
model. The engine sizes are: 05 h.p.,

85x88 mm.; 4 h.p., 89x92 mm. Im-
provements are in detail only.

The L.ii.C. chain and belt two-speed
gear will be provided with a new control,,

and the chains, instead of being on oppo-
site sides, will be both on one side, with
the belt, drive on the other.

Mr. W. J. Lloyd lias designed a new
half-compression, device; the lever for

operating this is attached, to the. top rail.

New pattern side wing mudguards have
also been adopted.

The Aato-Varia gear has been im-

proved by fitting the coil springs in holes

bored in the solid part of the pulley

instead of using a separate cage as this

year. The front fork lias been redesigned,

and will have coil and recoil springs

instead of the springs being in tension

alone. The exhaust- valve lifter, which is

of the outside type, will be so fitted that
the cylinder will be easily removable. A
hinged rear mudguard will enable the rear

tyre to be easily manipulated m the case

or tyre repairs^ and a kick starter is

an- addition. The tank has been im-

proved by the fitting of larger filler caps.

The new kick-starter and other details

are shown in the illustration on page
1261.

B73
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NEW SWIFT CYCLECAR.
Features: Twin-cylinder Vertical Engine, Three-speeds, and Shaft Drive.

AN important addition to the
numerous light two-seaters which
will make their dtbnt at the
Olympia Motor Cycle Show is the

6 h.p. Swift. We examined 'the machine
at the company's works in Coventry the
other day, and are now in a position to

give the first illustrated description.

Unknown to outsiders, the Swift Motor
Co., Ltd., have been studying the cycle-

car question for some time, and have
carried out long-distance tests with an
8 h.p. air-cooled engine. The engine finally

adopted, however, is a water-cooled twin-
cylinder of 75 mm. bore and 110 mm.
stroke, the cylinder casting being in one
piec^ The interchangeable valves are

arranged on on© side and are enclosed by
a readily removable aluminium cover.
Adjustable tappets are provided, sup-
ported on hardened ste?l rollers. The
camshaft is driven by a chain from the
mainshaft, and a feature is the provision
for chain stretch which is taken up auto-
matically. The cranks are set at 180°,

and the shaft and flywheel flange are
forged in one solid piece of metal. Care-
ful attention has been paid to the balance
of the engine, weights bolted to the crank
slabs ensuring smooth running. Thermo-
syphon cooling is relied upon in conjunc-
tion with a wedge shaped radiator of

handsome design. The lubrication system
is particularly praiseworthy. An oil

well, of a capacity of about three-fourths

of a gallon, is cast in one piece with the

aluminium crank chamber. By a syphon-,

ing process the lubricant in the troughs

is kept at a constant level until the

supply has run out, thus the worry of

lubrication may be dismissed from one's

mind for from three to 400 miles. A

The side bv side twin-cylinder water-caoled engine of the new Swift evclecar.

The wedge-shaped radiator on the new Swift.

single . branch connects the two exhaust

ports, the burnt gases being swept to tlm

rear by a long pipe. Between the two,

the inlet port is arranged with a passag

formed in the casting for each cylinder

A Longuemare carburetter has
_
bef

adopted, connected with which is

accelerator pedal and lever on the stee

ing wheel.

A high-tension magneto supplies the

electrical current. It is driven by «

worm and worm wheel at right angles

to the crankshaft, and situated in froo*

in an accessible position.

E14
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Details of the Chassis.
A leather-faced cone clutch of ample

dimensions is used, and a refinement is

the springs placed under the leather to

ensure a smooth engagement.
An idea of the care and forethought

in design may be gathered when we
stats that the gear box is cast in one

in order to prevent oil leakages.

The gears and gearsliafts are cut from
the solid, and the primary-shaft is cas-

tellated. The striking gear is enclosed,

The large diameter foot brake, also showing the
ready adjustment provided.

and a lever working in a gate change
[quadrant actuates the three speeds and
everse. Behind

, the gear box is the
'oot brake. A universal joint is fitted

it each end of the driving-shaft, the
orque of the bevels being taken up by
1 sleeve completely encasing the cardan-
ihaft. The live back axle is of the car
ype, and the differential gear is pro-

dded with three bevel pinions meshing
vith two extra strong bevels, which
atter are stamped in one piece with
heir respective axles. The side brake
perates internal expanding brakes on
he rear' wheels.

Frame and BodyworR.
The frame is of the tubular pattern,

nswept at the front to allow ample
teering lock, the engine and .gear box
ieing mounted separately on an under-
r'ame, whilst the brackets on which the
ngine and gear box are supported are
lachined after the brazing process in

roler to ensure perfect alignment.

Swift gear box (cast in one piece) and operating rod,

with foot brake and universal joint at the rear.

The frame is suspended on semi-

elliptical springs front and rear, and the

steering is by rack and pinion.

A low-built body with scuttle dash,

and inside guards to the front wheels,

give the~ Swift . cyclecar a very smart
appearance. The seating is novel. The
passenger sits a little to the rear of the
driver, not to allow a narrower frame,
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but to permit the driver to gel out of

the car without disturbing the passenger.
. The weight of the chassis was given

to us as approximately. 5 cwts. The
wheelbase is 7ft., and the track 3ft. 4in.,

whilst 650 x 65 mm. tyres are fitted.

Finally, we must pay a tribute to the
high-class finish of the various parts.

Swift workmanship is too well known to

need more than a passing reference, but
certain it is that the quality of work in

the Swift cyclecar will compare with
anything in the Olympia Show.

Three bevel pinions are used in the Swift
differential gear as shown.

Enclosed worm drive for the magneto.

SINGER.
The Singer Company have not found it

necessary to make any great alterations

in design to their 1913 models. The
only alterations to the 2£ and 3£ will

be in such details as the strengthening
of the carrier and the provision of neat
platforms for carrying the pannier bags.

The standard finish will be somewhat
striking, and a new silencer will be used.
This consists of two aluminium castings,

an outer shell which forms a.n expansion
chamber, and a perforated pipe into which
the gases escape, finally issuing to the
air through a series of small holes in the
end plate. The construction is rendered
clear from the photograph on page 1263.

The 4-£ h.p. model has under-
gone some slightly more important
changes. The engine size has been in-

creased to 89 mm. bore x 95 mm. stroke,

giving a capacity of 591 c.c. This model
will be fitted in future with an adjustable
counter-shaft pulley of 63m. diameter.

'

Side and front. views of the new P. and SI. underslung sidecar attachment referred to on page 1262. The excellent muagmrding will be obsjrvsi.

BIQ
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Nov. 7th

9th
11th
13th

5.21 p.m.
5.18 p.m.
5.15 p.m.
5.12 p.m.

Next Week's Issue of " The Motor Cycle."

Our next issue—the first of three
specially enlarged numbers in connection
with the Olympia Show—will deal with
passenger motor cycles of all kinds.

viz., sidecars, runabouts, and evclecars.

Trades Benevolent Fund Annual Meeting.

The annual general meeting of the
members of the above fund is fixed to

take place on Tuesday, December 17th

next

Saturday at Brooklands.

Next Saturday's closing, meeting of

the British Motor Cycle Racing Club
has attracted a fine entry, and a number
of newcomers will make their first

appearance at Brooklands.

Motosacoche 3i h.p. Twin.

A new Motosacoche is to be marketed
next year having a 3j h.p. twin engine,

the probable bore and stroke being
64 x 77 mm. This machine will be fitted

with chain drive and a counter-shaft
two-speed gear.

Hill-climb in Yorkshire.

We are informed by Mt. C. Hirst,

the hon. secretary . of the Wakefield
M.C.C., thai no hill-climbing competi-
tions will, in future, be allowed in the
W-est Riding of Yorkshire in consequence
of the Bradford M.C.C. holding a, hill-

climb in the district on Sunday, Sep-
tember 21st, and causing much annoy-
ance to other users of the roads.

Pride goes before a fall—in Cycecar Shares.

A prospective customer recently called

upon the maker of a cyclecar ; having
examined: the machine he accepted the
offer of a trial run. The little vehicle

performed well, taking a long hill easily

on top gear, but as they were approaching
a sharp corner, the tester said, " See me
take this corner,'' whereupon he put up
the helm (is that correct?) ; but the list

to starboard was so pronounced that the
vehicle turned turtle and became a
complete wreck. Our friend did not see

him take the corner—he was. as a matter
of fact, "attitudinising for the benefit

of the spectators," like Mark Twain's
friends upon another occasion. The
passengers, fortunately, were unhurt,
but—need we finish? That prospective
customer still rides a motor bicycle.

"JVimia fiducia calamitati xolct esse,"

as the Latin grammar hath it.

Efficient Belt Guards as Standards.

Bradbury motor cycles in 1913 will

have effective belt guards as a standard
fitment. The guard completely encircles

the belt, and is similar in design to the
one adopted by Mr. Hugh Gibson for the
last twelve months. The new guard will

be finished to match the tank, and will

first appear on the show models.

A Novel Transmission.

An Armstrong hub as a counter-shaft
gear has been adopted by Messrs.

Hazlewood, Ltd. They have fixed a

sprocket in the place of the usual belt

rim, and drive through a chain from
the engine, thence to the rear wheel by
belt, a large' sized V pulley being fixed

to the hub shell. The motive power of

the new model is a special 70 x 76 mm.

A NEW MODEL ON ORIGINAL LINES.

Both sides of the Armstrong three-speed gear
fitted into the counter-shaft of the new twin
Hazlewood.

twin J.A.P. engine with extra large

flywheels. The machine has undergone
its road trials in fine style, and will be
seen at the forthcoming exhibition. A
very neat and simple adjustment is

used for tightening the front chain.

This form of drive brings up many in-

teresting questions, for, although the

gears are running at a higher speed, for

that very reason they have less driving

strain.

SPECIAL FEATURES:
1913 MODELS.

Described and illustrated.

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE TRADE.

THREE ON A CYCLECAR.

Copper and Acetylene Generators.

Motor cyclists will do well to see that

no copper tubes or nipples are used in

connection with their acetylene lamps or

generators, or. indeed, copper in any
form, as this metal or its salts is capable
of causing self -ignition. A short time
ago the Rev. Colin King wrote to the

Acetylene Publicity Co., Ltd., to enquire
the cause of an explosion, or rather a

puff of flame, which occurred in a
generator of American manufacture. In-

vestigation by Mi'. Gatehouse, F.I.Cr,
public analyst, showed that this flame
was caused by copper salt contained in

the green paint with which Mr. King
had painted the interior of the genera-

tor. Tins caused the formation of acety-

lene of copper, which has the property
of emitting fierce sparks on very slight

-provocation. No danger can accrue from
brass, 'of which motor cycle generators

are generally made, although brass itself

is an alloy of copper.

Speed Contest at Wimhorne.

The Boiujitrniouth and District M.C.C.
held a speed contest on Wednesday. 23rd

lilt., in the grounds of Canford Park,

Wimborne, some few miles from Bourne-
mouth, and by kind permission of Lady
Wimborne were fortunate in securing

the entire use of one of the private drives,

practically level and safe for all speeds.

The racing was carried out on the

"knock-out" principle. The course was
three fifths of a mile. Results :

Class I. Machines up to 350 c.c.—1,

Thompson, Portsmouth (2| Douglas).
Class II. (members' event). Machines

up to 500 c.c—1, E. L. H. Erring

(Triumph); 2, 0. Goodman (B.S.A.).

Class III. (open). Machines up to 500

c.c.—1. Bleach. Portsmouth (3^ Bat-Jap):

2. Thompson. Portsmouth (2| Douglas).

Class IIIa. Machines from 500
to 600 c.c—L Allen. Wimborne (3j Scttt

Class IV. (members' only). Machines
of anv eapaeitv.—L Gooden-Chisholm id

Enfield) : 2. H. Goodland (Triumph).
Class V. (open). Machines of any

capacity. — 1, Gooden-Chisholm (6

Enfield) : 2. Thompson, Portsmouth (2|

Douglas).

Class VI.. Passenger machines up

500 c.c.r-1. Bleach (Bat-Jap) ; 2. 0.

Goodman (3J B.S.A.).
Class VLT. Passenger machines over

500 Q.c—1, A. G. H. Alsford, Bourne

mouth (6 Enfield) ; 2, V. Jones, Bourne

mouth (Morgan Runabout),
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Tank Capacities in T.T. Machines.

i'l'ho
following tank capacities have

been decided upon for machines com-

peting in the 1913 T.T. races : Junior,
1

I

gallons : Senior, ljj gallons.

The One Day Trial.

The Auto Cycle Union, through its

secretary, Mr. T. VV. Loughborough,
wishes to thank each one of tile army oi

helpers who assisted during the One Day
Trial in the Lake District.

French Motor Cyclists' Federation.

All important French clubs were re-

presented at a meeting at Lyons held on
the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd inst. The following

cylinder dimensions were decided on for

racing classes: 250, 350, and 800 c.c.

750 and 1,000 c.c. were adopted for tour-

ing classes only. It was decided that all

sidecar machines must have a clutch in

the 350, 500, 750, and 1,000 c.c. classes.

Official timekeepers will be appointed.
The majority were in agreement to form
an independent motor cyclists' federation,

only the Touring Moto Club de France
declaring that if an independent body were
formed it would not remain associated to

the Federation of Motor Cyclists.

A Marvellous Recovery.

We are glad to hear that Mr. Frank
Philipp, who recently met with a bad
uiccident in Yorkshire, is making a

.marvellously rapid recovery and quite

thinks he will be riding in the T.T. next
year. Mr. A. A. Scott informs us that he
ithinks there is no reason to expect any per-

manent effects from the injuries he received.

Incidentally Mr. Scott told us that his

firm expects to be in the new works at

Saltaire in about six weeks. A private
testing track will be a feature of the
:iew premises.

Unbiassed!

The following is an extract from a
letter recently received from a solici-

tor, the name and address of whom
ve withhold for obvious reasons.
The extract reads :

" It is very diffi-

cult to get the judge, in this county
:ourt to give a verdict in favour of a
notorist or motor cyclist as against
ither users of the road." Is it not
icandalous that it should be necessary
tor a solicitor to point out that it is

lifficult to get a judge to give a verdict
u favour of any one class of persons?

particulars of the Douglas Cyclecar.

A fortnight ago we published the first

i

llustration of the new Douglas cycle-
ar, which has undergone several
hundred miles of road testing. Another
nodel embodying many improvements is

low in hand. An 8 h.p. twin-cylinder
tit-cooled horizontal engine is used to
iropel the machine, the front cylinder
iead facing forwards. We understand
hat a friction drive has been used with
success on the first model, a shaft
onveying the power to a differentially
Reared back axle. The horizontal engine
illows a low bonnet, and a smart and
acy-looking vehicle is the result. It is

lot definitely known whether an air or
" water-cooled engine will be adopted,
nit in any case the motive power will
Be no experiment, for Messrs. Douglas
' i os. have been making both types for
nonths past.

(rOTOI&E. B!fHWS

Nov. S-l6.—MOTOR CAR SHOW
AT OLYMPIA.

. „ 2 5-10.—MOTOR CYCLE SHOW
AT OLYMPIA.

Dee. .. — .Auto Cycle Union Open
Silencer Trial.

27-28.—Motor Cycling Club Annual
Winter Run.

French Eoad Records.

The bad state of the roads caused by
incessant rain during the last few days
prevented the A.C.C.F. running off the
proposed road record trials last week.
The committee has postponed the event
until there is an improvement in the
weather.

Taxation of Business Motor Cycles.

Still another case was heard at Saffron
Walden Petty Sessions recently of
a motor cyclist who claimed exemption
from local taxation on account of his
machine being used solely for the pur-
pose of business. The usual arguments
for and against were advanced by both
sides, and no one in court appeared to
be aware of the magistrate's decision in
the case of the Skelmanthorpe motor
cyclist, Taylor, reported in The Motor
Cycle of August 15th last. Readers will

remember that the A.C.U. Legal Depart-
ment defended Mr. Taylor and lost the
day. The magistrates found that Taylor's
" motor cycle had not been constructed
or adopted solely for the purpose of

business," and fined him 10s. and costs.

The A.C.U. was legally advised that
there would be no probability of success
if an appeal were lodged, and the matter
was allowed to drop. The magistrates in

Saffron Walden court decided to adjourn
the case, until November 6th (yesterday),

and advised the defendant to obtain legal

assistance, the maximum penalty being
£20.

I267

Activity at Brooklands.

Many record attempts are on the ln./tii

before the show. We believe that a new-
comer to the track, a 2| h.p. A.J.S.,
will shortly make its appearance on Brook-
lands. We have heard wonderful reports
of its capabilities on the road.
The Singer Co., too, have produced a

350 c.c. single-cylinder machine, afnd

Stanley will shortly make an attempt
on the lightweight records up to one
hour.

Budge experts are still on the track
tuning up and may attempt the hour
record at any time.

The Date of the 1913 T.T.

A great many motor cyclists are
grumbling because next year's T.T.
Races will not, as has been recently
announced, take place over the week-end.
We are sorry to have to say that there
is no doubt that motor cyclists have
brought the alteration on themselves, as

the number of complaints about motor
cycles being ridden at speed through
Douglas, and in the island generally, 011

the Sunday has urged the authorities to

request the A.C.U. to hold the race in

the middle of the week, so that Sunday
does not intervene.

Another New Club.

About forty persons interested in the

running of cyclecars, of whom about
fifteen were actual owners of these
vehicles, met together at the Holborn
Restaurant on the evening of the 30th
ult., with the object of founding a club

to be known as " The Cyclecar Club."
The Rev. E. P. Greenhill. was in the
chair. In his opening speech, Mr.
Greenhill stated that he considered the
time had come when the cyclecar needed
its own organisation to further its

interests. It was finally decided that
the club should be formed, and Mr. F.
Thomas should be elected lion, secre-

tary. About thirty-one of those present
were elected to form "a committee to elect

the first committee of the club and to

arrange details. These met together
yesterday evening.

A NINE HOURS' CYCLECAR RECORD ESTABLISHED.

The 8 h.p. Duo which set up long distance. cyclecir.rtc rds ast week with two passengers.

rfSi
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NEW CYCLECAR RECORDS.
A DUO AVERAGES 37 M.P.H. FOR NINE HOURS.

On the 30th nil a Duocar, driven alternately by L. de
Peyrecave and J. McArthur., established several new long-

distance records. Heavy rain fell off and on during the
day, there was a high wind, and, owing to the rain, the
track was very wet for the first three hours and the last

two hours of the performance. New cyclecar records from
three to nine hours were made, also the 150, 200, 250,
and 300 miles records. Nothing occurred of any sort except
a stop to change a sparking plug half an hour from the
start, and the engine was not stopped once during the run.

The performance is an extremely good one, as a passenger
was carried throughout, and the car was quite a standard
model fitted with a comfortable two-seated body. The
Duocar, which is the product of Duocars, Ltd., 76, York
Street, Westminster, was fitted with a twin-cylinder J.A.P.
engine (85^- x 85 mm.), Lurquin carburetter, and Bosch
magneto. The tyres were Stelastic, the belts Duo, and
Pratt's motor spirit was used. Below is a table showing
the total distance covered, average mileage per hour, and
hourly distances. Asterisks, denote new records. A. V.|

Ebblewhite took the times :

Average Hourly

J. C. McArthur and L. F. De Peyrecave who drove alternately during the
nine hours' record at Brooklands.

Hours. Distance,
mis. yds.

m.p.h. Distances,

mis. yds.

Driver.

1 35 1,120 35.63 35 1,120 L de Peyrecave'

2 74 1,200 37.34 39 80 ., ,,

*3 114 520 38.10 39 1,080
? > y)

*4 152 8 38.00 37 1:248 J) r}

*S 190 '90 38.01 38 82 J. McArthur
*6 230 1,576 38.48 40 1,486

j >)

*7 267 245 . 38.16 36. 429
*8 300 1,170 37.58 33 925 L de Peyrecave
*9 333 824 37.05 32 1,414 ») jj

h. m. s m.p.h Driver.
*150 miles . 3 56 44 38.02 L de Peyrecave
*200 „ . 5 14 47| 38.12 J. C. McArthur -

*250 „ . 6 30 43 38.39 'J J J

*300 „
—<!

. 7 58 40 | 37.60 L de Peyrecavt

ttOTOR CYCLE TAXATION.
The Auto Cycle Union has appointed a powerful com-

mittee representative of all motor cycling interests in the

country to impress upon the Government the iniquity of the
proposed increase in taxation, and to formulate and adopt

every means possible to prevent the said proposals be-

coming law, also to adopt counter proposals. The composi-

tion of the committee is as follows :

Chairman : The Hon. Arthur Stanley, M.P.
Vice-chairman : Mr. Otto Thomas.
Representing A.C.U. : Major Lindsay Lloyd, Major

Nicoll, and Mr. Archibald Sharp, B.Sc.

Representing A. A. and M.U. : The Rev. P. W. Hassaid-
Short, Messrs. R. H. Head, and Chas. Jarrott.

Representing the Scottish A.C.U. : Messrs. Norman
McMillan, John Gow, and J. S. Fulton.

Representing the Manufacturers' Union : Messrs.. C.

Vernon Pugh, T. H. Tessier, and W. H. Wells.

Secretary : Mr. T. W. Loughborough.
In the circular sent out by the A.C.U. appear copies of

letters which have been published in The Ijilotar Cycle,

several of the arguments that have been raised against

increased taxation, and additional arguments. Accom-
panying the circular is a printed statement signed
" T.W.L. " This article is a criticism of the Treasury Com-
mittee's recommendation. In it the writer points out that

it is an acknowledged fact that the R.A.C. rating rule as

applied to cars of different ages is useless as a measure,

comparative or actual of power, whereas the rating basis

on cubic capacity gives results that are much nearer the

truth. As evidence of this, he mentions the figures pub-

lished in the R.A.C. Journal on the b.h.p. tests of fwenty-

seven different cars dating from 1903 onwards. He also

points out that if the Committee had adopted or suggested

a cubic capacity rating for motor cycles it would have

involved admission of the unsuitability of the R.A.C. rating

for motor cars, and says " three pages of the report are

therefore devoted to clever pieces of special pleading in

defence of the R.A.C. rating rule, and it is recommended
with much plausibility that motor cycles be similarly

rated for taxation purposes."

-Xc»i

AMATEUR MOTOR CYCLISTS' ASSOCIATION.
The committee met on Thursday evening last at the Auto

Cycle Union premises, and with the assistance of Messrs.

J. Simmons (Nottingham), H. Karslake, B. T. Rice-Pyle, A.

M. Rundall. and J. Hopkins, the definition of an amateur for

"this Association was finally fixed as follows :

1.—Membership to the Amateur M.C.A. shall be open to

those fulfilling the following definition of an amateur :

(a.) A member must not be connected directly or in-

directly with the manufacture or sale of motor vehicles,

or accessories, or parts, used in conjunction with them,
(b.) Must not be in the trade employ of anyone in

connection with the above, or receive any payment in
• money, goods, or other assistance for riding, other than

prizes. «

(c.) Must not receive what is, in the opinion of the

oommittee, advantageous terms in the purchase of motor
vehicles, their parts, or accessories.

The definition is not retrospective.

The membership fee has been fixed at the nominal sum of

5s. The promoters have decided to go ahead with the

scheme- There will be a committee of management and three

stewards appointed who will hear appeals which may arise

in applying the definition to individual members. The Anto

Cycle Union has been asked to nominate one of these stewards.

Clubs who wish to adopt the A.M.C.A. definition and

prospective members should communicate with Mr. C. 0.

Cooke, Rose Cottage, North Mymms, Hatfield.

Three special issues of "The Motor Cycle" will le

published in connection with the Olympia Motor Cy b

Show-, dated Nov. 1M, 21st and 2$th
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CLUB NEWS.
Motor, Cycling Club.

\ smoking concert will be lieltl on the 19tb inst. at the

Crown Room, Holborn Restaurant, at 7.30., Mr. C. Jarrott

hi Hi.' chair. Members of the A.C'.U. and all clubs are invited.

Folesbill and North Warwickshire M.C.

The result "f tlie recent reliability trial was
us follows,: 1. A. Broad (3i Triumph); 2, F. Rollason (3£

Ariel) ; 3. F. Miles (6 Rex-Jap and sidecar) ; 4, J. W. Bar-
iii Id i3'. Triumph). Tlie route was 105 miles, and included

four ascents of Edge Hill and Sunrising. It was raining most
of the time, and although the first, second, and fourth rode

de-geared machines they did not fail on hills.

The club will hold their first annual dinner and smoking
concert at the General Wolfe Hotel on the 19th inst.

Lincolnshire A.(T. (Motor Cycle Section).

A petrol consumption trial will be held on Saturday next,

tlie 9th inst., starting from top of Cross Cliff Hill, Lincoln.

Petrol tanks will be emptied, and one-half gallon "of petrol

served out to each rider. Tlie course will be to Sleaford, via,

bcadenham. returning to starting point by the Sleaford Road,
past Dunstan Pillar. Distance, 35^ miles. Maximum time
allowed for the run, two hours. Formula (highest to win)

:

Weight of rider and machine X Distance x C.C. Factor.

Petrol in ounces

Bristol M.C.C.

The last trial of the season (for amateurs only) was held
on the 2nd inst., in beautiful weather, over a very hilly

course of about 18^- miles, which had to be covered twice.
Seventeen entries were received ; there were fourteen
starters. Weston Lane, near Bath, had to be ascended twice.
Results: 1, F. C. Wasley (2J Douglas, two-speed), error 30s.,

wins Humber Cup ; 2, H. Hutchinson (3£ Rudge), 43s. ; 3, A.
(i. Barr (3i Bradbury, N.S.TJ. gear), 116s. These three
were the only finishers, all failed on Weston Lane except
Kellar, Symes, and Clement.

Bradford M.C.C.

Result of reliability trial to Morecambe and back, October
19th. 1, C. Hart (3^ Rudge) ; 2, P. Shaw (P. and M.) ; 3.

ll'V Green (3^ P. and M.) Other riders who finished the
nil course were : F. Wild (2^ A.J.S.), F. Hodgson (3£ Brad-
uiry and sc.), F. Haswell (3£ Bradbury and sc.), F. L. Harri-

[son (5 A..J.S. and sc.), A. Grimshaw (6 Clyno and sc), and
•V. Jagger (3^ Bradbury). F. Atkinson (3^ Bradbury and sc.)

an into a tree near Lancaster and was put out of the
uniiing. Result of speed trials held October 26th. These

;
rials were held in two classes, solo and sidecar, with a
otal of twenty-three' entries. Result of solo class : 1.

Stanley Croft (T.T. Triumph), winner of the W. Briggs cup
md.gold medal; 2, F. Wild (2J, A.J.S.), silver medal; 3.
foe Layeoek (T.T. Bradbury), bronze medal. Result of

! idecar class : 1, W. R. Lake (8 Chater-Lea), winner of th
Criumph cup and gold medal; 2, C. Hart (3£ Rudge), silver .

nedal ; 3. A. Grimshaw (6 Clyno). bronze medal.

Birmingham M.C.C.
The club billiard room was opened on the 1st inst. There

was a- capital attendance, and the scheme, which is to have
a private billiard and card room at the Grand Hotel every
Friday night during the winter season, seems an assured
success. On the 2nd inst., the annual autumn reliability

trials were commenced. There were fifteen entries, and all

but two completed the course. At the end of the run the
competitors joined the members of the South Birmingham
M.C.C. at a smoking concert at Hockley Heath.

Walthamstow M.C.
A competition was held on the 3rd inst. over a very billy

course in Essex, for prizes kindly presented by Messrs. God-
frey and Applebee. Competitors were credited with 100 marks
at the start, ten being deducted for every stop on a hill and
five for any other cause (traffic excepted). The severe
gradients and sharp corners called for tricky driving by the

single gear brigade. All three winning machines were fitted

with speed gears. There were thirteen starters—seven failed

on hills and six made non-stops. Results :

Rider and machine. Time error.

1. G. West (5 A.C. tricar) 71s. slow
2. W. S. Low (3| Scott) lis. slow
5. J. Beal (3-i N.S.U.) 15s. slow

Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centre).

'The first winter reliability run of the season was held on
Saturday, starting at Fortwilliam Park, Belfast, and includ-

ing in the course Larne, Ballymena, Ballycastle, Cushendall,
and Carnlough, giving a total mileage of 133^ miles. For
the event, the Triumph Cup (to be won twice in succession)

and an accompanying prize were offered for the winner, and
the second prize was the Rudge-Whitworth Cup.
The start took place in a heavy mist, which as the day

advanced developed into a regular downpour, whilst the
wind blew with hurricane force, and the plight of the riders

when traversing the Ballycastle mountains and on the open
coast road with the waves breaking over was terrible.

Sidecars, with the exception of W. J. Chambers (3£
B.S.A.) found the task so difficult that they failed to finish,

and the latter would have been well amongst the prizes if

he had not experienced magneto troubles through the wet.

J. Stewart (2| Douglas) also had magneto troubles,
and lost three marks through being delayed on that
account. T. Moles (3^ Triumph) gained full marks throughout,
and was closest to schedule at the secret checks. He in-

advertently ran through a secret check, and withdrew his

claim to the prizes, receiving for his sportsmanlike action

the subsequent thanks of the committee. Result :

Variation
Marks at from schedule

open controls, at secret checks.

*1. W. Dowse (3| Dot) ... 60 ... 2m. 32s.

12. G. Dowse (3i Dot) ... 60 ... 3m. 48s.

3. S. Pyper (4i- Dot) ... 60 ... 5m. 32s.

''Triumph' Cup and prize: tRudge-Whitworth Cup.

Saturdays hill-climb of the; oxford university m.c.c.
On the starting line. W. L. Openshaw (8 Zenith) starting in the sidecar class.

E2J
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Surface on Kirkstone Pass.

Sir,—I have read with interest your representative's re-

marks on the above in the One Day Autumn Trial.

Does he expect to see a steam roller there?
If your representative will inspect the thick "mud and

stones " m a month's time, or less, he will find a very smooth
surface. The reason for this is, what your representative de-
scribes as

'

' mud " is a natural cement in which to bed the
stones. There is no steam roller in this county that could
roll the steep gradients of Kirkstone. These roads would
be in much worse condition, considering the heavy rainfall

and summer traffic, if it were not for this tenacious marl,
which is found half-way up the pass. E.H.P.

Date of the T.T. Races.

Sir,—I notice your correspondent " Week-ender " invites
readers' opinions on the date fixed for the 1913 T.T. Race.
I myself, with many others, think that it would be much
better held the same as this year, and not in the middle of
the week as arranged. A large party of us went over to the
island this year, and we must admit we had the time of our
lives. Had the race been held in the middle of the week,
we should certainly have been unable to attend. Therefore
I agree with your correspondent, and think it would be far
better that the race should be held at a week-end, at least

from the spectators' point of view.
AN INTERESTED SPECTATOR,

It is my conviction, from long experience with all kinds of

cars, that the danger of a burst tyre is almost negligible

except at excessive speed. Most frequently a tyre bursts

because the car swerves or skids dangerously ; very seldom
does the car swerve or skid dangerouslv because tin- tyr;

bursts. H. "F. S. MORGAN.

Inconsiieiate Driving in Bedfordshire.

Sir,—As an ardent motorist, and one who has recently

had occasion to motor (by cycle and car) upwards of 2,0(X)'

miles in the county of Bedford, it distressed me to read in

a recent issue of complaints about motor cyclists in

that county. Unfortunately, I know these complaints are

only too well founded ; but when I met with a serious

collision there with stray cattle a few weeks ago I found
the utmost consideration and assistance from the super-

intendents of the county and town police.

Here is a county which, as you say, has no police con-

trols, and ten-mile limits are unknown. On several occa-

sions I have found the police most courteous to us

motorists. Surely it is most unfortunate that advantage

should be taken of their courtesy and consideration towards
us by a few careless individuals.

I hope, by referring again to this matter in your largely

circulated journal, you will be able to awaken a little

more practical appreciation, which
. is due from some of

- my motor cycling brothers.

EDMUND A. JORDAN.
Sir,—I notice a letter in The Motor Cycle -re date of 1913

T.T. Races, and notice that it is proposed to hold same on~

June 4th and 6th. Well, if this date is fixed, I am afraid
it will prevent hundreds of people from attending the races

in the I.O.M., as they would like to. do—I mean people
connected with "farming operations"—for the reason that,

during the early part of June, hay-making is in full swing,
and therefore farmers could not get away. Being an
enthusiastic mechanic-farmer myself, I thought of enter-

ing the race myself next year. If it is held in July]

I probably shall, if in June it will be quite impossible, and I

know at least a dozen other fellows just round here who are
situated the same as myself. I therefore trust your valuable
paper will make an effort to change the date from June to

July, as was the date this year. F. K. PORTWAY.
[As regards the days selected for the 1913 T.T.. mid-week

is recommended by the Isle of Man authorities in deference
' to the wishes of Manx people to avoid Sunday riding.

—

Ed.]

Tyre Bursts on Three-wheelers and Others.

Sir,—A.C., Ltd., are making a sporting effort at Brook -

lands to convince the gain-sayers that " what will happen
to a three-wheeled cyclecar if the back tyre bursts" is

nothing. Your correspondent Mr. Lambert (The Motor
Cycle, October 31st) has already proved it in the case of a
Morgan. Personally, though I have driven our cars probably
30,000 miles, including all the chief reliability trials, I have
never had experience of the effect of a back tyre burst,

which, perhaps, goes to disprove these complaints of excessive

strain on the back tyre of a three-wheeler. But, in theory,

I cannot imagine any reason why the bursting of a back
tyre, in the ease of a three-wheeler, should be more disastrous

than in the case of a four-wheeler. The chief danger of

burst tyres lies in the fact that the collapse of the tyre

.suddenly decreases the size of the wheel on one side of the
car and causes the car to swerve. But if the wheel is in the
centre of the car this danger is diminished, not increased.

U26

SK PASSENGERS UP STJNRISING HILL.

A P.M.C. Motette climbing Sunrising with six passengers. The engine is a

new 8 h.p. V type water-cooled pattern, and the teat, which took place list

week end. was witnessed by " The Motor Cycle."
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A Throttle Valve Suggestion.

Sir,—The "straight through" type of carburetter appears

in be much in evidence at present, but, in my opinion, the

throttle valves are not perfect, as a straight through draught

is permitted only at full, or nearly full, throttle. I suggest

that an iris diaphragm, such as is placed under the stage of

every, high-class microscope, would make a most efficient

valve, as it could be very easily worked, and the throttle

opening would be concentric with the bore of the inlet pipe

at nil 'speeds. PETONE.

Military Motor Cycling.
I Sir.—Your contributor " Geleriter "

• is inaccurate in the

information which he gives with (regard to the Kent Cyclist

iUattalion. Eastbourne not being in the county of Kent, the

Kent Cyclist Battalion obviously cannot have a company
there. There is no longer a company at Chatham.
I he present companies are as follows : Tonbridge,
J'uiihridge Wells, Bromley, Beckenham, Maidstone, Canter-

bury and Ashford, Folkestone, and Ramsgate';

F. W. HASSAHD SHORT, Chaplain,
Kent Cyclist Battalion.

I

' Celeriter " is at present abroad, and, unfortunately, we
have no means of communicating with him.

—

Ed.]

Reliability of Counter-shal't Gears.
Sir.—I own a 35 h.p. Bradbury, to which I have fitted a

Bowden counter-shaft gear, and these work exceedingly well.

The 8in. pulley on the counter-shaft greatly lessens the

strain on the belt. I am using a Dunlop belt which has not

ieen shortened since the gear was first lined up and
idjusted, and which has since travelled about 1,500 miles.

I do not experience an}' belt slip in wet weather, as

mppens with smaller pulleys. With the . Bowden gear I

an start my Bradbury engine with the back wheel touching

,he ground on a very cold and frosty day (after injecting a

ittle~ petrol into the exhaust cap), and then, by gently

iressing back the pedal operator, engage the low gear and
engine will take up the loaded sidecar and myself on almost

jury gradient. The free engine is beautifully free when

j

mining down hills or when one wants to stop for traffic.

I am not connected in any way with the Bowden or

inulbury Companies; I am merely expressing my satisfaction

vith gear and bicycle. ~ B. J. B. MARSDEN.

Liverpool A.C. Open Hill-climb.

Sir.—As a competitor in the open hill-climb of the Liver-

ool Auto Cycle Club on October 19th, I feel the club

eserves a special word of commendation for the excellent-

ay in which the whole thing was carried out.

The fact that the entry was a record one did not interfere,

ith every climb being run off during a few hours. The
mekeeping was thorough and undisputed.

There was no confusion—obviously due to the thoughtful
rangement by which a position was allotted to each coni-

etitor before the start, and also to the sending of the riders

om the top of the hill to the bottom by a circular route,

i that during the three hours' climb no motor cyclist de-

ended the hill.

The weighing at the top of the hill directly a man finished

is ride was the obvious logical method.
Taking it all round, the whole thing was well done and

'•fleets great credit on the club, and particularly on the
ganising secretary, Mr. Phillpott.

Another point much appreciated was the printed complete
iieet of times and results, which reached every competitor
TO days after the climb, so that even the unsuccessful ones
;ere able to compare their performances with other un-
iccessfal ones. FRANK WHITWORTH.

Cyclecars.
Sir,—I think many of your correspondents, who are
iking an outcry against the over-development of the cycle-
ir, fail to realise that, at present, it is uncertain to what
ass of people the cyclecar will appeal most. I consider
(at, roughly speaking, there are three markets open to this
pe of vehicle.
firstly, there are ex-motor cyclists who wish for something
fast, or almost as fast, and as handy as the motor cycle,

it who,, for physical or. business needs, 'require slightly
lore comfort and luggage capacity, or the chance of taking
Si odd ride or so with a passenger. To these the racy
ndem seated Bedelia or- Rollo type will appeal.

Secondly,. there are those who cannot afford a car, but who
do not like motor cycles. These are suited by the comfortabl

j

middle-weight cyclecar, as the A.C. or G.W.K., or, perhaps,
by something more luxurious still, like a water-cooled
Singer. Whatever they choose, a high-class cyclecar, with
its comparative low cost of upkeep and good workmanship,
is a much better investment than a shoddy cheap car with its

higher upkeep and shorter life.

Finally, the Colonies will open out, I feel sure, into an
eager market for the right kind of car. Very often we see
accounts in your contemporaries of the state of the roads
abroad, generally accompanied by photographs of disconso-
late motorists being dragged out of sand !by horses. If,

therefore, a cyclecar was built in a sensible way, and by
that I mean designed, or an existing design improved, by
men who have had bitter experience of colonial roads, I
feel certain that, until the roads had been immensely im-
proved, the cyclecar would oust the heavy car.

No car can be pared down in weight much without sacri-

ficing strength, whilst the smaller cyclecar cannot be
strengthened without sacrificing lightness. I think, there-

. fore, that over most roads, or tracks, as they really are, a
cyclecar, such as a special Colonial Singer, would hold its

own with the average car, by reason of its comparatively
light weight, general handiness, and lower upkeep. I must,
I suppose, add the usual disclaimer that I have no interest

whatsoever in the trade, and must mention that any names
in this letter are to be taken as representing types, rather
than makes, therefore, being absolutely impartial, I sign
myself AN ADMIRER OF ALL.

Motor Cycle Taxation.
Sir,—Taxation on means of locomotion is an absurd

anachronism, but the imposition of a toll' (or road rent) on
road users, proportionate to the expenditure that they
occasion, is obviously just, and probably expedient Leaving
for special treatment those true road hogs, iron-tyred loco-

motives, also heavy carts and cattle, we find that vehicles

wear down roads in proportion, firstly, to their weight ; and
secondly, to their speed. Propelling power is a convenient
measure of both. Thus we arrive at the following scheme of
tolls on road users : (a.) Tolls on vehicles ".not over 5 cwt.."
man propelled (handcart or bicycle), 2s. ; horse propelled, 5s.

per horse; mechanically propelled, 5s. per horse-power, (b.)

If over 5 cwt., 2s. for every cwt. over 5 cwt. in addition.

Thus, for example : (a.) The toll on a bicycle or hand-
cart, 2s. ; milk cart (1 horse), 5s. ; 2 h.p. motor cycle, 10s. ;

6 h.p. motor cycle. £1 10s. (b.) The toll on an 8 h.p. cycle-

car (weight 8 cwt.), £2 6s. ; 40 h.p. 'bus. etc. (weight 50
cwt.). £14 10s. ; 60 h.p. motor car (weight 35" cwt.), £18. It

..'J

A competitor asctmain; Red Bank. Grasmero, in the A.C.U. Autumn Trial.
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may be urged that this scale penalises the use of high
powered engines. Is this any real objection? Surely, in

view not only of the tender surface and tortuous nature of

our roads, but also of the state of public feeling, it is wise
to discourage high speeds. Police traps and perjury are

odious to all. Why not try the above plan, which seems fair

all round? To break the suddenly advanced demand on
owners of heavy and high-powered vehicles, the toll for two
years might be limited to 50% of the increased amount
payable. Thus an 8 h.p. motor cycle pays .at present £1 and
would pay £2 under the all-round scheme. "For the next
two years the amount of toll might fairly be fixed at £1 10s.

What do readers of The Motor Cycle, think? H.K.P.

Sir,—At your invitation, I should like to enter a strong
protest against any increase in motor cycle taxation. The
two signatures enclosed are not of motor cycle owners, but
prospective owners. In my own case, I have been on the
look out for a good second-hand 5 to 6 h.p. with sidecar to
take out the wife, who is engaged in very trying work. I
cannot very well afford a new machine, but I thought probably
1 might get a decent second-hand for between £30 and £40.
However, with the suggested increase in taxation I shall be
entirely ruled out, and, as a matter of fact, must let the
prospect of becoming an owner stand in abeyance until I see

what really is to happen. A more unjust proposal I do not
remember ever having come across. To think that a £20
second-hand bicycle should be taxed to the same extent as a
£300 or £400 car seems to me to be at least preposterous.

A NEW READER OF THE MOTOR CYCLE.

NOVEMBER yth, igi2 .

Sir,—I am one of those who consider the new proposals
axe right. I was -a motor cyclist in 1901, though I have not
owned one for the last two or three years, so that I am not
opposed to motor cycles as such.

If, however, I own an 8 h.p. car, I consider it unfair that
an owner of a motor cycle and sidecar, who does about twice
my speed, and half my petrol consumption, and who makes
a noise that rends the firmament, should only pay £1 while
I pay three guineas. Really the owners of 8 h.p. machines
have had it their own way long enough. Everyone who does
not actually own a motor cycle, or is a., prospective owner,
detests them, and why? Simply because so many motor cyclists

make beasts of themselves by riding through towns with free

exhausts and tearing round corners. The craze for high
speeds among motor cyclists is babyish. It is, however,
fostered by certain manufacturers, and to a certain extent
by the press.

Motor cyclists have shown the public no mercy, and they
need expect none for all their squealing. Most people who
drive horses and carts, when they hear of the new taxes,
will say, "And a jolly good thing too."

It's the penalty for being a public nuisance.

P. W. MORRICE.

Silencers.

Sir,—I was greatly interested in Mr. Aston's articles on •

silencers. There is, however, one point I should, like to
question if he will allow me to do so. Mr. Aston makes the
statement, I believe, that the larger the expansion chamber
the more efficient will.be the silencer from the theoretical

I
point of .view. Now, it: seems to me that in -adopting this

advice one may run into a rather interesting source of trouble.
Assume that it is possible to determine the actual shape

of the peaky wave of pressure produced in the silencer by
the escaping charge. This, as Mr. Aston suggested, might
be carried out by means of a delicate manometer or pressure
gauge inserted through the silencer wall at the chosen spot.

Further, assume that we can obtain a series of such "peak"
diagrams all along the passage of the exhaust from exhaust
valve to open air at equal intervals. We are now in a
position to ascertain exactly where and to what extent the
peaks of the pressure wave become damped down.
Applying our apparatus to a simple long exhaust pipe we

find that as we go along from engine to atmosphere the
peaks die down at a practically uniform rate, as indicated
in fig. 1, where six points of observation are shown. It
will be noticed that close to the exhaust valve the length
of wave is about equal to the time taken to drive the gas
out of the cylinder, that is, half a revolution, whereas if the
pipe be long enough the length of wave may become equal

B28
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this, that unless the length of

finally issuing into the air is equal
two explosions, the wave is not damped as well as it migh

be, and the silencer is capable of improvement from tha

point of view.
Now, consider a silencer with a large expansion chambe

and comparatively small inlet and exit pipes, as shown ii

fig. 2. The effect of the chamber is to do in one fell swoop

so to speak, all that the long exhaust pipe took the whol
of its length to do. The short length of pipe. 1, 2, 3, doc

not do much to damp down the peaks,
and the waves of gas are hurled in a
dangerously sudden manner into the
comparatively low pressure space in the
expansion chamber, with the result that
a more or less violent explosive sound
will be generated within the silencer at this point. This, ii

spite of the fact that the gas at the final exit may be conrinj

out as smoothly as possible.
The solution of this difficulty seems to be the use of ai

exhaust pipe of gradually increasing diameter which wil

provide a chamber of greater volume than the average lonf

pipe, and at the same time do away with this objectionabli
point of sudden expansion of the gases. Such an arrange
merit might take the form of that shown in fitr. 3.

G. LAMBERT.

Chivalry of the Road.

Sir,—Having read the letter of " A.C.S." n the abovi

I

in your issue of October 17th, I should like to add nn

testimony. On October 9th I was riding my motor cycli

near Rudyard Lake, Staffs., when I had a breakdown
through" magneto chain jumping the teeth and upsetting tin

timing. I had only just bought my machine and could nol

readjust the. magneto, and, to add to my difficulty, it wai

pitch dark, being about 7 p.m. I looked' like having a fimi

miles walk pushing my machine, when, luckily for me, i

'gentleman passed on his cycle and called out to see if I \ra

all right. He stopped his machine and set my timing right

and also shortened magneto chain, thus preventing a recur

rence of this difficulty. \T.H.R.

NEXT THURSDAY!
FIRST SHOW NUMBER

T With special references to Sidecars, Runabouts, and T

y Cyclecars.

|. SPECIALLY ENLARGED,
. ONE PENNY AS USUAL. f

t»-*—4

—

*- * * *+ » + 4 » ---»-
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THE ARIEL RUNABOUT.
Features; Twin-cyiinder Water-cooled Engine, Wedge-shaped Radiator, Two-speed

Sliding Type Gear.

AX exceeding!} interesting cyclical', which is built

on somewhat unusual lines, is the 8 h.p. Arid,

the chassis of which is illustrated herewith.

The motive power is an 8 h.p. water-cooled Precision

V i\ pe engine, having a bore and stroke of 85 x 85 mm.,

(doled In a wedge-shaped radiator, consisting of gilled

P.an ol new Ariel cyelecar chassis.

u'hes. Tile circulation is on the thermo syphon system,

l'he valves are mechanically operated. Gas is supplied

p the engine by means of a Lukin carburetter, a carbu-

retter which has proved itself to be very successful on

•yclecars. It will be noticed that the engine is bolted

o the frame by means of special brackets attached to

I he forward ends of the frame and to the first cross

nember. On the engine-shaft is a leather-faced

action clutch,, and from engine-shaft to the gear box
lie drive is by means of a Coventry silent chain. The
ear box, which contains two speeds and reverse, i^

Frjn! view of / riel cyelecar

chassis.

Kilted to the main transverse member of the frame, and
s additionally stayed by means of an extra bracket,
l'he. counter-shaft is supported by four ball bearings.
The gear box is particularly simple, and the change-

1' <*•] is effected by means of one rod coupled to the

change-speed lever. The gears are of the ordinary
sliding type. The counter-shaft brake, as well as that

on the rear axle, is of the 8 h.p. Rover type, and of
very simple construction, constisting merely of a band
wrapped round the drum, one end of which is anchored
to the cross member of the chassis and the other to a
rod connected to the brake pedal.

Silent Chain Transmission.
The final drive from gear box to back axle is by

means of a Coventry double roller chain. The drive is

on the offside wheel only, but the near side wheel is

provided with a friction device, consisting of a fibre

disc on the outside of the hub, against which the hub is

pressed by means of a powerful spring behind. This
allows a certain amount of compensating action in turn-

ing corners. There is no axle casing, the axle itself

revolving in large ball bearings, and behind it there

is a tie rod serving to keep the bearings in line. The
channel steel frame is somewhat peculiar in design, and
its forward member serves as the front axle. As will be
seen from the illustration, it is suspended on a large

transverse spring, somewhat after the manner employed

The Ariel cyelecar as it will appear when completed.

on Sizaire cars, while Lanchester springs are fitted to

the rear wheels. The steering is particularly well

carried out and is irreversible, being provided with a
rack and pinion. The vehicle, which looks a

thoroughly sound and satisfactory job, is the production

of the Ariel and General Repairs Co., Ltd., Camberwell
New Road, S.E. A comfortable torpedo type of bod}'

is provided.

1913 Roc two-speed gear and free engine unit with rear fork attachment.

132<»
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Valve side of the n3w Henderson.

AN AMERICAN FOUR-
CYLINDER MACHINE

WE recently inspected the four-

- cylinder Henderson motor
bicycle, 65 x 77 mm., 7 h.p.,

which Messrs. Robertson's Mot:r
Agency, 157, Great Portland Street, W.,
will handle during 1913.

The engine is somewhat' of a departure
from standard practice, while the fran.e

is distinctly out of the ordinary, since

the bottom tube is in duplicate, and
serves to carry the four - cylinder
engine. The latter has four separate
vertical air-cooled cylinders, with ex-

haust valves of the usual type and over-

head inlet valves, operated by rockers

and tappets. The inlet valve springs

are external. The ignition is by Bosch
magneto, protected by a metal case, and
the advance and retard are effected by
rotating the armature, by means of a

worm gear in relation to the driving
shaft, thus enabling the ignition to be
varied over a large range, and allowing
the spark to be of the same quality

throughout this range, since the maximum
position is not affected.

The lubrication is by drip feed to the

crank case, and thereafter by splash to

the big ends, piston, timing gear and

Sectional plan of induction pipe on the four-cylinder

Henderson.

transmission gearing. The crankshaft is

supported at three points, and at its

after end is a bevel driven cross-shaft,

on one side of which is fixed the chain
sprocket, and on the other the folding
starting handle.

Cooling the Oil.

The crank case is a decidedly neat
casting, divided up into compartments,
so as to allow an ample supply of oil

into which the big ends may dip. The
joints are machined carefully, and steps

are taken to ensure them being absolutely
oil-tight. An intc ^sting feature is that

E3°

radiating flanges are east on the bottom
of the crank case so as to ensure the

oil being kept at a reasonable tem-
perature.

The camshaft :? a one-piece drop
forging. The frame, as mentioned before,

is of unconventional design. It is im-
mensely strong, and is constructed of

very heavy gauge tubing.

The carburetter is the Schebler or

Breeze, types well-known in the United

The solid crankshaft which has a central

bearing.

States. The petrol pipe is in duplicate

one end of the pipe reaching to the forward

end of the tank, the other to the rear, so

that a continuous flow of petrol is en-

sured either when going up or down
steep gradients. The automatic car-

buretter is controlled by twisting grips

which are rubber covered and possess a

ratchet, allowing the grip to
;

stay in

whatever position it is put without being-

held by the rider.

NOVEMBER yih, i<jt>.

An Unusual Position.

The present model is fitted with a
clutch of the multiple disc type. The
somewhat curious appearance of the

machine is due to the footboard forward
of the engine. The rider is usually

accustomed to sit with the engine be-

tween his feet, but in the case of the

Henderson the rider's feet rest on Hie

footboard well in front.

The machine is not ready for delivery,

the model being only a preliminary one,

Operation of the magneto advance and
retard.

and douhtless future models will be made

to conform more closely to the wants of

English riders.

Mr. Robertson Brown, of Messrs.

Robertson's Motor Agency, allowed us to

give the machine a short run in traffic,

when we found it to be - exceedingly

smooth running and to possess an extra-

ordinary amount of power. Although

fitted with a 4i to 1 gear,

Mr. Robertson Brown
quickly attached a 11 ills-

Fulford sidecar, and took

us for a spin in the adjoin-

ing streets. The machine,

//""•f'iCl though single - geared,

/'. fjjPj started from standstill

with the greatest ease,

and showed itself capable

of very quick acceleration.

•G-'F

Chain side of the Henderson, an American four-cylinder machine.
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WHAT IS IT?
— It is the proved World's Best Belt—of unique and exclusive design

—

made of pure Para
Rubber and finest quality Cable, and is all that a perfect Belt should be.

The genuine NEW " LYSO "

Belt is marked "L.G.O."
in embossed letters on one transverse bar, position of which is about the middle of the Belt.

— It is skilfully manufactured.
—The Rubber will not crack nor grind away.
—The core is the strongest in the World—50% stronger than' any oth*r—and will not

stretch nor pull out.

—By virtue of our Patent and Registered features embodied in "The New LYSO"

—

this Belt absorbes less engine power, is far more flexible, and is the fastest made.—Here are a few of the host of successes on the new "LYSO"—part of the " proof":—
At BROOKLANDS : J. L. E. Emerson, on a Norton, won the Senior Tourist Trophy Race and broke the too miles,

2 hours, and 150 miles records. September 14th, 1912.

„ •„ S. L. Bailey, on a Douglas, won the Junior Tourist Trophy Race and broke the 3 'hours
record. September 14th, 1912.

,, Championship Meeting. J. L. E. Emerson, on a Norton, won the Senior Hour Championship
by over a lap. against all comers, thereby gaining " The Motor Cycle " Challenge Cup.
October i2th| 1912.

„ l'\ W. Barnes, on a Zenith with sidecar, won the 1 Hour Championship Sidecar Race and
broke the 1 hour, go miles, and 100 miles records. October 12th, 1912.

,, ,, S E. Garrett, on a Green-Precision with sidecar, broke the 1 hour, 2 hours, and 50 miles
records, October nth, 1912 ; and on October 12th 1912, he broke his previous day's
records of 1 hour and 50 miles ; Class C, 500 ex., and secured third place in the Cham-
pionship Sidecar Race. October 12th, 1912.

,, S. L. Bailey, on a Douglas, broke the Hying 3 miles record. October 3rd, 1912.
IRISH E.ND-TO-END RECORD: J. Stewart, on a 2

J-
h.p. Douglas, broke this record by 16 mins,, covering

394 miles in 12b. 50m., thus beating the previous record, which was made on a 3J h.p. machine,
September 25th, 1912.

LIVERPOOL M.C. OPEN HILL-CLIMB, October 19th, 1912 : F. W. Barnes FIRST in Class I. and Class X.,
and FIRST on time and formula in Class XII

; J. J. Cookson FIRST in Class V.
\ik\ HARRY LONG ON HIS GREAT 20,000 MILES COAST RIDE IN 21 WEEKS on a Singer and sidecar

with passenger averaged 3,600 miles per " LYSO '" Belt.

AH used New "LYSO" Belts
—Obtainable of all Motor Agents or direct, LYCETT SADDLE AND MOTOR
ACCESSORIES Co., Ltd., "The Saddlery," Bromley Street, Birmingham.

See us at OLYMPIA SHOW, Stand 166, Gallery.

In answering this advertisement, it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'ude.'
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ANOTHER 100% SUCCESS
Li

TO THE

\ymas RECORD
FOR RELIABILITY

IN THE

A.C.U. AUTUMN TRIAL,

I ARIELS ENTEREDA HIGHEST AWARD

Be sure you see the Ariel Stand 91, Olympia,

WHITE FOR ART CATALOGUE, DEPT. 2,

ARIEL WORKS. Bournbrook, BIRMINGHAM.
London Showrooms—FRISWELLS, ALBANY ST., N.W.

B42 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor €yeh\"
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The Buttertubs Pass
(Yorkshire).

T(
) cross over the rugged moorland known as

Abbotside Common—which is part of the Pen-
nine Chain—from the village of Hawes in

Wensleydale to Muker in Swaledale, motor cyclists

and others proceed by that delightful road called

iButtertubs,' which is easier to surmount from the

'Hawes side than from Swaledale.

Hardraw Scaur.
Passing over the railway line at Hawes, bear to

pie left until a signpost directs to Muker. Here,
however, one might deviate a little and visit Hardraw
Scaur, about half a mile away. It is a pretty little

pell, with a fine waterfall, and well worth seeing, the

best time being on a fine day after rain, for the best-

i'ffects are then to be obtained. After spending a

hort time here a return should be made to the sign-

iost, and turning to the left the climb commences.

The Ascent.
The hill rises in steps with a few corners hot really

ifficult, unless greasy. The hill starts well, but

radually increases in gradient and bad surface, until,
f
ter climbing for a mile or so, the engine getting nice

|id hot, a gate confronts the tourist, but, worst of

1, immediately after the gate, the most severe gradient

id surface has to be tackled from a difficult start.

t the top a vast and glorious expanse of mountains
id moorland looms up in the distance. It is, how-
er, safer to allow the scenery to take care of itself

itil the traveller 'decides to stop and look around,
r. although the road is fairly level, the surface is

1
d, and there is a sheer drop for the unwary on the

> t-hand. The road does not exactly run by a preci-

pe, but once a start is made on this downward grade
fere is no chance of finishing safely. Further along
8a drop changes over to the right side, becoming at

the same time more precipitous and deeper. An
attempt is now being made to save people from either

walking or riding to destruction, but the attempt is

somewhat feeble, only a species of railings being

rigged up.

The "Butter Tubs "

Just about where the drop turns from one side

to the other a halt should be called, for at hand are

the remarkable " Butter Tubs " from which the pass

takes its name. These peculiarities of nature are deep
fissures caused by the percolation of water, which has

removed the soft limestone and left the hard stone in

the form of basaltic columns upon which ferns and
even trees manage to exist. Shortly after leaving the

"Tubs " there is -a short ascent, and from the road

user's point of view this is practically the highest

altitude, about .1,700 feet above sea level. .The

descent in Swaledale now commences, but it will be
advisable to detail it as an ascent, for the descent

presents no difficulties.

The Swaledale Side.

Commencing practically at Thwaite the motorist

has to encounter a long hard grind on bad surface,

culminating in a turn to the left, and then a very severe

gradient strewn completely over with loose stones.

A right turn must next be, negotiated, mid then the

hill is easy. A little further on a gate must be opened,

but this should not cause any trouble. Leaving the

pass near Thwaite, the run through Swaledale should

on no account be missed, for passing along through

Muker, Reeth, and on to Richmond, some of the finest

scenery in Yorkshire can be enjoyed.

Either side of the pass should be climbed by any
present day motor cycle, if geared fairly low because

of the surface. A 3^ h.p. three-speeder with sidecar

should be ' able to surmount the Hawes side of die

pass without much difficulty. H.W.F.

.0 A pietty view on Wensleydale, not far from Buttertubs Pass. (2) One of the Assures call "The Butter Tubs," from which the pass takes its name. The road

is seen at the back, and immediately afterwards is a drop of some hundreds of feet. (3) The anish of the stiff climb on the Hawes side of the pass.
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A selection of questions oi general

interest received from readers and our

replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor
Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and
whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope for reply.

Remarkable Tappet Clearance.

I have an Ormonde with a Kele-

com engine, built about 1900.

(1). In going up hills if the

motor slows down should one
retard the spark? (2.) Is 5 to 1 too

high a gear for sidecar work with a 3
'.p. engine on moderate hills? I find

that the engine will not take steepish

hills of, say, 1 in 6 with a passenger.

(3.) I have a small hole in my carbu-

retter with a sliding cover made of tin.

It is meant, I think, as an extra air

inlet. Would opening this make any
difference? (4.) Would fitting a first-

class sparking plug give me more power?

(5.) What should be the clearance of the

valve tappets. The ones I have are

adjustable, and 1 find that the engine

will not start at all if the tappets have
not got a clearance of nearly iin. This

seems a great deal. If by dint of very

hard work one does get the engine to

start it will only go on a retarded spark.

—S.M.
(1.) Yes; you should retard the spark if

the engine labours on a hill. (2.) 5g to 1

would be a more correct gear if you use a

sidecar. You cannot expect the machine

to take hills of 1 in 6 with a passenger

unless a very low gear is fitted. (3.)

Opening this might make a difference

on hills, also closing it if the engine slows

down at all. (4.) You would not find the

fitting of a high quality plug would im-

prove the power appreciably. (5.) The
tappet clearance should be about the

thickness of a visiting card. It is strange

that the engine should not start if the

tappets have not a clearance of £in. ; such

a clearance seems absolutely impossible.

It is difficult in this case to see how the

valves lift at all. We have, however, met

with a similar case on the same make of

engine. Evidently the engine should be

retimed.

riming loi speca.

I should be pleased if you would

S
assist me in trying to get more
speed out of my 500 c.c. engine.

Could you give me some speed

timings' to try? What bus over-lap

to do with speed? Would you explain

the best method for tuning up a machine

for fast work? Is a man in the trade

who uses his machine for trade purposes

bound to take out an Inland Revenue

licence? If so, what cost?—B.E.

You are bound to pay the usual Local

Taxation licence. Valve timings vary

for different engines. Try exhaust valve,

opening with piston about 12 mm. from

bottom and closing 1-2 mm. down. Inlet

opening 2 mm. down and closing about 5

mm. up. This may necessitate new cams,

and be hardly worth your while, as it may
not prove the best setting for your engine.

Valve timing is largely a mattei of experi-

ment for each type of engine, and you
would possibly have to make several cams
before the best speed results were ob-
tained. Keep your magneto platinum
points clean and level and adjusted on the
close side. Try stronger valve springs.

A well-balanced engine ' is essential for

speed work. Over-lap in valve timing is

only advantageous on some engines,

though in actual practice the valves of

nearly all engines over-lap at high speeds
owing to the inertia of the valves which
prevents them following the cam contour,
and thus they do not shut quite «t the
instant one would expect.

Valve Timing and Magneto Timing.

(1.) What should be the posi-

tion of the piston when the
exhaust and inlet valves open
and close (stroke 3in.)? (2.) What
should be the position of the
when the magneto contact
and where should the lever

piston

breaks
of the magneto be ? (3. ) The crank case

leaks oil. Is shellac varnish smeared
on the joints before putting together a
preventive? (4.) I have run about
100 miles and carbonisation on the top
of the piston has taken place in a large
quantity. I have run with both levers

Correspondents are urged to write

clearly, and on one side of the paper only,

numbering each query separately, and
keeping a copy, for ease of reference.

Letters containing legal questions should

be marked " Legal " in the left-hand

corner of envelope, and should be kept

distinct from questions bearing on technical

subjects.

on the handle-bar nearly closed ; that

is, the secondary air has been com-

pletely turned off. The engine heats

up and refuses to take hills. There is

a Mixa fan in the inlet pipe, and the

number of the jet is 32, and was

recently supplied by Brown and Bar-

low, the makers of the carburetter.

I have put a pressure gauge_ over the

exhaust valve cap, and this vibrates up

to 50-60 lbs. per square inch compression

when the bicycle is pedalled round, and

above 100 lbs. per square inch when
the engine is run. What should the

compression be?—A.H.
(1.) Set your exhaust valve to close when
the piston is dead on the top of the stroke.

The exhaust valve should begin to open

when the piston is one-seventh of the

stroke, i.e., f^in. from the bottom of the

firing stroke. The inlet valve begins to

open when the piston is ^in. down from

the suction stroke, and closes when the'

piston is commencing to rise on the firing

stroke. (2.) You should time the magneto

so that with the lever retarded the points

should be just about to break when the

piston is dead on the top of the stroke.

(3.) To cure the crank case leaking of oil

you might try a washer of brown papei

soaked in boiled linseed oil ; or, before

putting it together, paint the joint with

Coverol or Jointilac, sold by the accessor)

houses. (4.) The fault here, we should

say, is in your driving, as if you drive

with the air closed you tend to make the

engine overheat and soot up. You mighl

try removing the fan from the inlet pipe.

A compression of. about 60 lbs. is right.

Do not attempt to use the gauge on a

single-cylinder with engine running. .

The Wall trisycle is becoming exceedingly popular as a .rade vehicle
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Motor Cycle Insurance.

Is damage caused by sideslip

nr] (or anything else) covered by
ff a motor insurance policy? I was
LiJ riding close to the left hand kerb

of a main road tram route : near
kerb very dry, tram sets very greasy.

A motor van came out of a left hand,
little used, side street. I did not sound
horn ; nor did the van, according to my-
self and a voluntary witness. My speed
was 5 m.p.h., van speed 10 m.p.h. To
avoid being killed I had suddenly to
swerve on to tram route but skidded on
the lines. Result, a damaged belt rim
that would not revolve between forks.

I sent to my motor insurance company
a claim form with particulars, but
added, unless anything further de-

veloped, I should make no claim if it

did not cause belt slip after straighten-
ing as well as I could. A new rim
would cost 7s. and present loss of use
of cycle, but I should lose 4s. bonus
through making a claim at all this
year. I think readers should be warned
tin this point in their policies. Copy
of "accidental damage " clause in motor

;
cycle insurance policy :

" That the
I company shall indemnify the assured by

repairing, or paying the cost of repair-
ing, any damage caused by external
accidental impact to any motor vehicle
(including accessories, lamps, and tyres
actually fitted to such motor vehicle)
belonging to the assured and described
in the schedule hereto, but only to the
extent of the total sum of £30."
Schedule referred to : 3£ h.p. 1910
Triumph, value £30, registered letter
and number F 3808. I append the in-

surance company's reply :
" We are

obliged for your letter and also the claim
form you sent in connection with some
damage sustained to the belt rim of
your motor cycle. We note the particu-
lars you give, but, of course, in view of
the fact that your machine had no
actual impact this damage would not
be covered by your policy. We see that
in any case you, for the moment, make
no claim, but we give you the above
information in case something further
develops in connection with the belt
rim.—Tours faithfully, for the
Insurance Co. General Manager."
I should be grateful for an early
reply, not that I am likely to press
any claim, but I think the insurance
company should be told my view of
the case, as it appears to me a
flagrant disclaimer of liability—and
that from one of the principal insur-
ance companies.—F 3808.

'or legal adviser writes as follows :
" I

aye perused the letter from ' F 3808 ' en-
airing whether damage caused by a side-
ip is covered by an insurance policy
mtaining the clause he sets out.- I am
ssuming that there is no other clause
i the policy affecting the matter, though
would be advisable to look carefully

prough the conditions, as there may be
clause directly excepting damage due to
lechanical breakdown, bursting tyres,
deslips, etc. There is also, in all proba-
ility, a clause providing that any dispute
to be referred to arbitration instead of-

Jing settled in the law courts. Failing
ich clauses, I consider that your corre-
ipndent could recover any damage sus-
ined through sideslip in the particular
rcumstances. His claim would be much

stronger than in an ordinary case of side-
slip, as it was caused through his en-
deavouring to avoid a collision with
another motor vehicle, and the impact
with the greasy tram route was therefore
undoubtedly accidental. In all cases of
sideslip there must be an external impact
with the greasy surface, but the policy
uses the words ' external accidental im-
pact.' With regard to recovering on the
ground that the impact is external, I
think there can be no doubt as to this, nor
can there be any doubt as to the side-
slip being an impact. The insurance
company would probably contend that a
sideslip is not an accident, but, personally,
I think they would not succeed in this.

I
_
cannot find any decided case dealing

with the point precisely, but the mean-
ing of the word ' accident ' has been very
fully gone into in recent years in con-
nection with the workmen's compensation
cases, and the leading case reached the
House of Lords in 1903. In that deci-
sion, which dealt with the question of a
workman rupturing himself by an act
of over exertion in turning a wheel, Lord
Macnaghten said that the expression

The Garrard Maxileld instantaneous sidecar
coupling. The top illustration shows it .-open,

and the bottom one closed.

' accident ' is used in the popular and
ordinary sense of the word as denoting
an unlooked-for mishap or an untoward
event which is not expected or designed.
In the same case, Lord Lindley said that
an accident meant any unintended or un-
expected occurrence producing hurt or
loss."

Starting Difficulties.

(1.) The 3£ J.A.P. engine on
my 1911 Zenith has taken to
knocking very badly at slow
speeds with spark advanced, and
I find that both big and little

ends are loose and really want re-

bushing. As I only had the big
end rebushed after having run 2,200
miles, I do not want to go to
the expense of having it done again so
soon. Do you consider there is any real
danger, if it be left alone, of the con-
necting rod or anything else breaking ?

(2. ) Can you suggest any really good tip

for starting a motor cycle (e.g., Zenith)
which has to be pushed along on a cold
early morning when the oil has got
gummed up? I am often half an hour
starting—injection of petrol, all mix-
tures, changing plugs, cleaning plati-

num points, etc., being often of no
avail. It seems merely due to the low
ness of the temperature. I have heard
of a tip of taking the connection out of

the magneto and injecting petrol right
into the heart of the magneto.—H.S.M.

(1.) The bush should not have gone so
quickly as this. We are afraid you must
have it replaced, and we should recom-
mend you to go to the extent of seeing

that it is properly fitted this time, and
that oilways are cut so that it has every
chance of getting sufficient lubrication.

(2.) Take care to see that there are no
leaks in the carburetter unions. You
might try putting a cork in the fixed air

inlet of the carburetter, with a small liole

in it, so that you can restrict temporarily
the air supply, removing the cork the
moment the engine has fired. Do not
attempt to use the tip you have men-
tioned as regards the magneto. Try a

thinner oil in winter.

READER'S REPLY.
Mysterious Misflring.

I have had the same trouble as

"C.E.T." with my machine—a 1907
Triumph—on one occasion, and as I got
completely over my fault, which may
possibly be the same as " C.E.T.'s," I

may, at all events, put him on the track.

(1.) The lift of the exhaust valve was
not sufficient. When going faster than
about 20 m.p.h. there was not time for

the burnt gases to escape, leaving a slight

pressure behind at the moment the inlet

valve opens, causing a slight throw-back
through carburetter, and also a bad mix-
ture which does not spark well. When
the spark occurs a second time, the mix :

ture being now clear and no pressure of

spent gases, I get an explosion every
other spark. (2.) As the speed increases

the voltage of the current given out by
the magneto rises. Now, suppose some-
where on the high tension circuit there
was a point where the insulation resist-

ance was not much more than the air

gap at plug points. As the voltage rose

this other gap would also be bridged and
very much affect the sparking. My fault

was worn insulation of the carbon brush
holder. The magneto was sparking
through to the frame at higher speeds.

A little rubber composition insulation,

applied, put the matter right.—G. A.
Bishop.

" C.T.B.," Alford, Lines., and others
will receive, replies to their queries if

they send stamped addressed envelopes.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" F.J.T." (Camden Town).—Mead motor

cycle, reliability.
" C.W." (Portsmouth).—Roc two-speed

gear. Consumption of 5 h.p. twin Roc.
" J.H.W." (Birmingham).—5 h.p. A.J.S.,

with and without sidecar.

"R.W.S." (New Southgate). — A.C.
Sociable. Reliability, skidding, comfort,
control, cleanliness of engine, and cooling.

. "N.G.G." (Cambridge).—5-6 h.p. Clyno,
with sidecar. Reliability and efficiency.

"Ajax" (Kent).—1912 6 h.p. Matchless-
Jap. T.T. and touring models ; six

speeds and ordinary two speeds.

"C.RW." (Brighton).—8 h.p. William-
son sidecar.

"W.R.H.C. (Nantwich).—Morgan run-
about. Consumption and life of rear tyre.

" H.R.D." (Somerset).—Morgan run-
about rear tyre wear and skidding pro-
pensities, reliability, and running costs.

"J.F.T." (Suffolk).—Binks two-jet
carburetter on Matchless sidecar.

"C.C.C." (Dawlish).—3i h.p. Ivy-
Precision.

"G.A." (Wimborne).—Crank case
compression on Scott.

"T.H." (Normanton).—1911 3£ h.p.

two-speed Humber with sidecar.
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Hoods for Cyclecars.

The Dulwich Hood and Screen Works
inform us that the hood illustrated on page
1207, October 24th, can also be supplied
for cyclecars.

Lamps in the Colonies.

Samuel Hall and Sons, Wrottesley
Street, Birmingham, inform us that they
have arranged sole agencies in South
Africa and New Zealand. They have
also fixed up in three States in Australia
and one State in India. Where arrange-
ments have- not been made the firm is

open to hear from other importers.

Lamp Manufacturers' Successful Year.

Joseph Lucas, Ltd., Birmingham, after
paying 5% on the preference shares have
declared a dividend of 15% on the
ordinary shares. £15,000 has been placed
to reserve and £13,774 7s. 4d. has been
carried forward. The total net profit for
the year after due provision for deprecia-
tion amounts to £42,899 7s. 4d. The
subscribed capital is £200,000.

Leakage through Generator Filler Cap.

Being continually troubled by water
pouring from the filler cap of the generator
on one of our machines, which cove; ed the
tank with drops and rusted all the plated

fitt.ngs within its reach,
we sought a means of

overcoming the difficulty,

and completely cured the
trouble by soldering a
short piece of copper pipe
on to the base of the
filler cap and plugging
the end with the head of
a brass rivet, which was
soldered on to the bottom.
Two holes were then
bored in the position
shown. The dotted line
snows the shape of the
interior of the cap, which
rendered it of such a

nature that the water forced itself up the
dome and leaked out freely through the
hole at the top until the tank had emptied
itself to .a certain level.

Tyres in Competition.
R. Charlesworth, competing in the

Herts County A.C. third quarterly trial
won the slow hill-climb in Class C (twins)
and the private owners' silver cup. He
used a cover on the driving wheel of his
6 h.p. Zenith made by W. and A. Bates,
Leicester, which had done 2,000 miles,
mostly with a sidecar. We understand
that there is still plenty of rubber on
the tread, and the tyre looks like doing
another 2,000 miles.

Motor Cycle Saddles.

A case of some interest was decided
recently by the Comptroller-General in
regard to saddle patents. J. B. Brooks
and Co., Ltd., entered two oppositions to
the patents relating to the XL'All
anatomical steel base saddles, and re-
quested their entire rejection on the
ground that their features were old and
well-known at the date of application.
The decision of the Comptroller-General
was to seal patents both for the pan seat
or anatomical top and the parallel spring-
ing of rigid top saddles. Further de-
velopments of this litigation may be
expected.

SPi

A home made
generator cap.

Storing in Cambridge.
Mr. King, of. King and Harper, Bridge

Street, Cambridge, who formerly made
a motor bicycle bearing his name, and is

well-known to Cambridge motor cyclists,
has greatly enlarged his premises, and
is

_
now storing 150 motor bicycles. Mr.

King caters for cars and motor cycles,
and the smaller vehicle is never neglected.

A Sidecar Hood.

An excellent sidecar hood is that made
by the Capital Screen and Hood Co.
It is a copy on a small scale of the ordi-
nary two-seated car hood, and is made of
strong double texture twill and has a
celluloid window at the back. It should
prove a serviceable fitment. It is shown
in the illustration below.

NOVEMBER yth, ign

Co., Ltd., and the Singer Motor Co.,
been compelled, owing to failing eyesm
to resign his position. He has been reci

mended to adopt an outdoor life, and i

in future take up a line of business wh
will not entail so much strain on
ej'esight.

"Tracing Troubles."

The above is the title of a new be
]

published by Iliffe and Sons L\
London and Coventry, and i3 obtaina
from The. Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tui
Street, E.C. It is intended to as>
motor cyclists to identify faults in I

running uf their machines', and to reme
J

them with the least delay. The mam
has, been prepared on the same lines
Mr. J. S. V. Bickford's automob
manual and is arranged as follows:

j

the reader knows what is the matter w,
his machine, he begins with the index
the end of the book, hunts up the troul

.

there, and looks up the paragra-
directed. If he does not know what'
the matter, he turns to Section I., whi
consists of numbered tables. As n|

example, if the engine will not stai
hints regarding this will be found '

No. 1 table. If it runs badly, but wit
out stopping. No. 22 will probably gi

'

The ". Capital " sidecar hood fitted to a Matchless.

Trade Announcements.
The City Ignition Co. advise us that

during the period of the Olympia. Motor,
Cycle Exhibition they will exhibit their
specialities at 4, Beaconsfield Terrace
Road, facing the back entrance to Olympia.

Trade Notes.
Mr. W. Earl, late foreman of the F.N.

Repair Works, informs us that he has
re-opened the premises at Kelvin Road,
Highbury, N., recently vacated by the
F.N. Co., and is specialising in repairs
to these machines.

Mr. A. Alderson, who has acted as
designer for eight years for Singer and
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Duplicates of photographs appearing
in ' THE MOTOR CYCLE" will be
supp ied at the following rates :—
Unmounted prints, half plate, 1/6 post
free; mounted, 1/9 post free. This
refers only to photographs taken by
THE MOTOR CYCLE."
Orders, which must be accompanied

with remittance, should be addressed
to the Photographic Department— Iliffe
and Sons Limited, 20, Tudor Street,
London, E.C.
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the reason of the trouble, and if it stop
altogether, table 95 will suggest a remed'
for the fault. The book is priced at Is
net, and can be obtained, post free, fo
Is. 2d. It is edited by " Road Rider.'
the compiler of "Hints and Tips foj

Motor Cyclists," and will be found use
ful even to the most experienced riders

"Complete Hints and Tips for

Automobilists."
' The fifth edition of this work, whirl)

has been thoroughly revised by the stall

of The Autocar, is now ready." All hints
and tips which have become obsolete
have been eliminated, and others, giving
information with respect to the latest

types of cars, have been inserted in their

place. Many owners of motor cycles are

also owners or prospective owners of

motor cars and will be interested in a

book of this sort. Among the various
chapters are such articles as overhauling
a car in a private garage, tuning up a car,

what to do with a new car, etc. The
book is full of excellent illustrations, and
the price, post free, is 2s. lOd. Copies

are obtainable direct from The Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.C, or

from leading booksellers.
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BSpSBISHSEiS
ON HILLS

or whenever you find your
belt slipping, .ipply the world-
famed remedy

—

"BELTICUM."
Prepared specially for Motor Cycle Belts.

Equally effective on Rubber, Canvas, or

Leather. It makes no difference whether your

belt is new or old. whether your pulley is worn
or not, the belt will grip all the time. With a

bit of Belticum handy there is no need to

shoitep the belt during a run. Last, but not

least, Belticum will double your belt mileage.

Price 6d. a bar.

Clean to rnnrfle. Carries like a Plug. TRY IT.

[LTDLMCg sHsasnsras

BRITAIN'S
that w

BEST.
Ideal for wet and

LAMPS.
Wc are special Agenls foi

F.R.S. Lamps and carry large

stocks of all leading makes.

FOR .

"I bo2 to inform you that I have
Swift, with Siikr.ir ahil passenst
with heavy 'lamp, generator, and ti

machine ami passertKer 568 poiui'ds

G Days'

T

However, I did

SERVICE BELT DRESSING
For leather belts, clutches, etc.

Increases efficiency.'

Recommended for Service Belting.

Price, 6d. tube on/- large tin.

ANTARNISH.
A Special Preparation for preventing rusl
and preserving plated parts of machine.

Price 9d tin

Wrilefor Booklet dea 'ing with Best Belt w«i

not slip, but always g
winter work.

Extract from A.C.U. 6 Days' Trial Judge's Official Report.

" .... I would also mention as haviUK gone through the trials in a most satis-

factory manner, the set of Service leather belts (set No. 7), outered by the
Service Co., Ltd., and carried on Mr. W 1). Little's one-cylinder 8j h.p. Premier
motor cycle. In all these sets of belts one belt only was used, and in each case
only one piece required to l>n cut off the belt. At the conclusion of th trial

they were all in a perfectly serv ieeable condition, and apparautly yood for use
for many more miles."

London. N.TV.. 21/10/12.
limited Arms Hill. Henl y, on my 3i h.p
r. The machine was in full touring trim
olhags fe 1 >£ tools anil spares, weight of

The ma' h ne is rhe same as I used in the
greasy, there being some rain over-night.
teel as I used a steel-studded Hutchinson

LIST Or R. LORD'S SUCCESSES
Using the Service Belt.

Sutton Coldfield 12 hour Gold Medal
London, Gloucester, London Silver Cup
Herts. Co. Quarterly Trial Bronze Mdl.
Liverpool 12 hon* .. .. Certificate
A. C.U. Trial .. . . Cert ficate
English via Dutch Trial Silver Medal
Wolv Thampton Two Days' Trial Mdl.
London, Exeter, Loud n Gold Medal

.; Land's End, London Silver MSI.
Liverpool 24 hour Trial Gold Medal

"" (only Sidecar to finish).

London, Edinburgh .. Gold Medal
lush End-to-End . . Gold Medal
Essex 24 hour Trial .. Silver Medal
Liverpool 12 hour .. G Did Medal

Dark nights are here. Good lights

are required.

F.R.S. Standard Lamp Set.

Sooft. beam, complete with brackets,

generator, and tubiDg.

S The SERVICE Co., Ltd

asBisBis^siasiisia8ij

47/6 Set.

i.oooft. beam Set . . . . 68/6
1,200ft. „ „ .. .. 78/6

Magneto Electric Lamp Set.

Specially for Motor Cycle. Set com-
plete with lamp, wiring, etc. 52/6

Sidecar Self-contained ^Lamps, 10 6

292-293, High Holborn, London, W.C.

SHSBSHSBSBSBSBSHS^Sjgs^SH

(6YOU RUN NO RISK.
EVERY TYRE GUARANTEED FOR "3,000 MILES" If used

=j&
or wUWt

* sidecar.

THE " IDEAL" WATER-
PROOF MOTOR SUIT.

"J. P.
FOR

3,000
LONG

" MOTOR CYCLE COVER
DISTANCE TOURS.

Double -breaste^
Jacket, 36hv
long, fitted with
wind cuffs, deep
storm collar, tab
on sleeves, etc.,

and 1 pair
shaped thigh
Leggings, spat
fronts, Double
Texture, Fawn
Paramatta, 25/-

complete.

THE "MANX"
WATERPROOF
MOTOR SUIT.

Double- breasted
Jacket 40in. long,
fitted with wind
cuffs, etc. Strap
at waist, cut full

in skirt. Also 1

p.ai r shaped
Thigh Leggings,
spat fronts.

Double Texture,
Dark Fawn,
Paramatta, 33/9
complete.

The Improved

'ACME 9

MOTOR CYCLISTS'

" Size 26 x 21

'

JOHN PIGGOTT'S

Special

Price

In G r e y or

Brown Frieze,

linedthroughoLit,

fitted with our

new Multi Collar

and Duplex
Wind Cuffs.

Plain Grey and
Dark Fancy
Frieze, and our
new Multi Collar,

which enables it

to be worn in the
three positions
shown; also fitted

w i t h D u p 1 e x
Wind Cuffs com-

plete.

329
Plggolt's Price

33/6

SEND FOR SECTION PC ST FREE.

Piggott's Price

25/-

Sizes in stock, 36 to 44
chest-

AND MILK ST.,

JOHN PI6G0TT, ">>-- 1 17-1 18
f
CHEAPSIDE, SSSSC E.(

In answering these, advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A^5
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MAN'S MASTERY
. OVER THE AIR . . f
This fascinating subject should appeal to

everyone who is interested in mechanical

locomotion. Human flight, in all its as-

pects, is fully dealt with month by month in

FAMOUS n, ^^kl^flB *'

BRAIDS1
Gives from a single gas-way only, an atmospheric

flat flame which cannot become distorted and crack mirror or lens.

The burner is of the air-injecting type—it will not carbonise.

It is now fitted with a pressure check which obviates flaring.

Send for descriptive booklet of the " Roni " Burner to

GEO. BRAY & Co., Ltd., Dept. M. LEEDS, ENGLAND.

44 REGAL PRECISION
FOR SIDECAR WORK GIVES JUST THAT LITTLE EXTRA TOWER

THAT YOU WANT.

Single Cylinder,.89 x 9G m/m., 600 c.c.

Extra strong frame and forks, that you can always rely upon.
Extra large tank capacity, with detachable sump and petrol

filter;

Extra low saddle and comfortable riding position.

Sturniey-Arcber 3-speed, or Bowden or Hoc 2-speed.
Excellence of practical design and finish, heaps of good points.
That little "extra" all round that makes "just the difference. 1 '

Immediate Delivery.

ERNEST SMITH & WOODHOUSE, Ltd.,

88, John Bright Street, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON AGENTS: H. C. Ml LLS & Oo.

:
1 5,Woodhause Parade. North Finchley

1 AMAC AMAC
BELT FASTENER.

ONE year's guarantee, made out of solid steel
BARS. HARDENED—UNBREAKABLE.

ASTON WIOTOR ACCESSORIES Co.Ltd.
Talfoi-d Street, Aston, BIRMINGHAM.

AMAC AMAC
\%6 In answering thete advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle-." ",
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DO NOT
MISS THIS

SPECIAL
DISPLAY

OF

CYCLECARS
DURING

OLYMPIA
SHOW <N°v- 8 - 16 )

AT

HARRODS
Write for Harrods' Cyclecar List.

A FEW VERY SPECIAL
BARGAINS IN SECOND-
HAND MOTOR CYCLES

STILL LEFT.

HAnRAHfi T rrfk RICHARD BURBIDGE,A I£K \J W9 » ill M*. -Managing Director-

BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

CLEARANCE LINE.
We have 7 h.p. Indians, model
K Douglas, P. & M.'s, 8 h.p. Rex-
Jap, f.e. Rudge, Scott, A.C.,

Morgan, G.W.K., left from our
year's trading, and we wish to
clear these out cheap.

If you are a buyer, make us a cash offer, or

if you are a deferred payment purchaser you

can have any of them at list price—one fifth

to one quarter down, balance by 12 monthly

instalments. Swaps entertained if reasonable.

P.S.—Our Mr. Hitchen will be sunning

himself at Morgan's Stand during show week.

Have a packet with him.

Note the address

—

HITCHEN'S LTD.,
MORECAMBE.

Telephone 112. Wires— Hitchen's Ltd., Morecambe.

A BALL BEARING
is a delicate mechanism, and
the finely finished surfaces

of the balls and races are

quickly ruined by wet -and
grit which soon work in when
the motor cycle is ridden in

wet weather.

HUB LUBRICANT is recognised as an ideal

lubricant for ball bearings. Its special

value, however, is in the protection that it

affords against the ingress of wet and mud.

HUB LUBRICANT is easily injected and

it stays in and keeps wet out.

Hub lubricant is now being

generally adopted for bottom
bracket two and three speed
gear boxes such as Bowden,
Clyno, Douglas, Chater Lea,

F.N., Bradbury, and James.
It is quite different to the

usual gear grease

Write for H. L. literature and 1913 Lists to

—

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE CO. LTD.,
BATTERSEA, LONDON. S.W.

Hub Lubricant—post free— Jib. tins, 9d ; lib. tins, 1 /-

In answering these advertisements- it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' *T>
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id, per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately

Name and address must be counted. Series

discounts and special terms to regular trade

advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To insure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor St., E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

eaci advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into
districts, as many readers like to know what machines
are for sale m their immediate neighbourhood before
going further aiield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections,

Northumberland,
morland.

SECTION
Cumberland, Durham, and West-

SECTION II.

York anil Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire. Derby, Stafford.
Shropshire. .Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester. Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.
SECTION VII.

Gloucester. Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Esse:-., Middlesex: Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IN.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
lreiand and Isle of .Man.

9, SHOE LANE,

FLEET ST., LONDON, E.G.

FAMED FOR THE
SELLING SYSTEM
THAT ENSURES
SATISFACTION.
The system that gives

buyers the largest choice
of all best makes at
lowest possible prices,

including newest up-to-
date Models, and desir-

able 2nd-hand Machines
repaired and renovated
ready for the road.

ASK FOR OUR
TC-DAY'S LIST,
which includes

6128. 3ih.p. inn free-engineTRIUMPH £40
6129. 2§ h.p. igri 2-speed DOUGLAS

Model E £32 10
6T30. 3I h.p. 1910 free-engine TRIUMPH £35
0134. 3ih.p. 1912 2-speed HUMBER

and sidecar £56
6139. 2} h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD . . £18 10
6142. 3-1 h.p. 1912 2-spced HUMBER . . £38
6116. 3| h.p. 1912 SCOTT £52 10
6117. 3 i h.p. 1912 3-sp. NEW HUDSON £42 10
6119. 25 h.p. 1911 2-sp. lady's DOUGLAS £32 10
6120. 3ih.p. CHATER-LEA-FAFNIR ..£22 10
6121. 3! h.p. 1911 T.T. SINGER £32 10
6122. 6" h.p. 1912 ZENITH GRADUA . . £64
6083. 3* h.p. igri T.T. road. TRIUMPH £35
608s. 3 i h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH £30
6086. 3; h.p. 1911 ZENITH GRADUA. £36
6088. 3", h.p. 1912 SCOTT £50
609.1. 3-'. h.p. 1912 F.E. TRIUMPH .... £47
6095. ji h.p. 1912 ZENITH £40
6098. s h.p. 1910 twin REX and sidecar £30
C104. 6 h.p. rgrr 2-sp. N.S.U. & sidecar £42
6073. 3.!-b.p. 1910 free-engine TRIUMPH £33 10
6074. 8" h.p. 1911 2-speed MATCHLESS £50
6076. 2J h.p. 1010 DOUGLAS £22 10
6o8t. 3\ h.p. 1907 2-speed TRIUMPH .. £25
6056. 3S h.p. 1912 free-engine TRIUMPH £46
6057. 3J h.p. 1912 standardTRIUMPH.. £39
6060. 3H1.P. 1911 F.E. TRIUMPH £38
6063. 3I h.p. 1909 BRADBURY £22 10
6019. 4 h.p. 191 1 Free-engine INDIAN £32 10

6035. 8 h.p. 1911 T.T. MATCHLESS ..£50
6007. 2} h.p. 1911 DOUGLAS £26 10

5989. 3 i h.p. 1912 ZENITH GRADUA . . £45
5983. 3I h.p. igri 2-speed BRADBURY £35
5981. 5-6 h.p. 1912 A. C. SOCIABLE £79
5980. 5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cvfinder F.N £28
5947. 3! h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS £20
5908. 3* h.p. 1910 CENTAUR £20
5901. 5 h.p. 1911 cone clutch REX .... £30
5870. 3.'. h.p. 1912 ZENITH GRADUA . . £42 10
5861. 6-"7 h.p. BAT-J.A.P £22 10

5834. 5 h.p. 1911 tourist REX £30
5809. 2J h.p. 1911 T.T. J.A.P £28 10

5799 3; h.p. 1911 T.T. BRADBURY ..£28
5-188. 3; h.p. 1912 2-speed HUMBER .. £42 10
57S6. 2» h.p. 1912 3 sp. NEW HUDSON £37 10

5742. 3.V h.p. 1910 T.T. TRIUMPH .... £32 10

5732. 2^ h.p. 1912 2-speed ENFIELD .. £42 10
5621. 2jh.o. 1912 3-speed HUMBER .. £37 10

5596. 3 i h.p. 1910 KERRY ABINGDON £30

5559. 3} h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £25

5504.. 3I h.p. 1910 free-engine PREMIER £24

5441. 3! h.p. 1911 standard BRADBURY £30

5420. 2J h.p. 1911 2-speed ENFIELD ..£35

Wires:

Phone: 5777Holbom.
Opificer, London."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adveiti^er^, 1. !t<^ ni.iv b*

addressed to mnnber- at "The Mut<T i vcl
When this is desired, 2d. will t-e charged 1<>r rcgMration
and three stamped and addressed envelope-, must b^JHjl
for forwarding replies. Only t h-j mmdier will appeal
the advertisement. Replies r.hnukl lie addressed
ooo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Cove-try "

, or it
*'

!

is added to the addrx*^. then to the iinmhcT g:

"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

MTDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money tn unknown

may deal in perfect -ai.-ty by availing ihe.nsclv.

Deposit System. It the money be deposited wil

Motor Cycle,-' both parties are advised of this !

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three clays, and if a sale 1? effected we remit the

J

amount' to the seller, but if not we return the amount '

to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in !

vahie, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when una
1

,10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with7

at
f

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should !.

payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited. .

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements end receive no

!

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the I

ilence as an indication that the goods advertised have
;

ilready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so '

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and'
Westmorland,

"jQli: CaltLorn.-P cision, ju-t he '. v: rhauli d I

|\6fcks; £23.—Muir'e, Stockton

Bradbury, (me pair ep-ire wood wheels, E
X«7 hem
overhauled <

1 Q13 Calthorpe-Preeision,
j-*J boinpetition engine

;

Stocktofi.. 'Phone: 561.

and sparer, new tyres and belt, just b-

works; £50-— Mine's, Stoekion. [X81

T.T. mode), list £46, FPeCii

bargain, £38. — Muir'

LINCOLN Elk,
£50.-Roseby,

1912,
Irvine

Sih.p.
St..

fren engine, p> rfeel

Wi lkiijgtjn. [765

NEW Hudson, 2|h.p.. 5-sneed, free engine, good cor

dition; £38/10.~Seott, cycle agent. Ke-wiek. [X6B

21h-p.
4 did condition

Royal Enfield, twin lightweight model, in splen-

£21.-Turver and Co., The Motoi
Sunderland [i935S

3ih.p. Twin N.S.TT
., praetieally new, not having hi

2 ridden niore than 100 miles; a decided bargj

£22.—Turvey aud Co.

3ih.p. Triumph,
2 2,500 milesj a bargain,

The Motor House,

3Vh-p. Triumph, free eng
2 May a bargain,- £38.—Turvey and Co.,

The Motor House, Suuderlam
[X953

1911 model, free eni-ine, 11 t dm
£36.-Tuevev and go

Sunderland. - [X933

gine. bought new thi- year i

Sunderland. L^93:

1912 T.T. model twin, 3-speed, not

belt, large tank; a ljur?aui.

Turvey and Co., The Motor House, Sunderland.

asents for E.S.A., Hmnber, Triumph, Royal En-

etc. [X9537

Rudpe, free cn?inc, April 19th, splendid con-

trrc* as new; £42.—Cleail

merchant, Kendal.

and M., Oet., 1911. Kempshallfi, perfect condition

expert examination invited.— Grey, StuntunaWB
Heaton, Neweastle-on-Tyne.

Motor HoiiS'

23.h.p. Huniber,
4 ridden 300 miles,

£44,
Sole
field,

1Q12
J- «/ dition, little used.

P
Ay.;

DOUGLAS, new Xmns. 1910, excellent running erf

tvres practically new. replete with all accssdH
£25.—Smith, 51, Victoria Rd., Darlington.

Hudson, Rover, Sin

Iv

Darlington. [01

free engine, J<

i H."lnuui,
£55.

1Q13 Douglas Zenith, Stew _lw Precision motors- send orders nniv for early

livery.—C. W. Smith, Northgate,

1Q121 Hnmber, 3;h.p.. 2-speed, .

-LtJ speedometer, P. and H. lninp, 18 l;ii. eiui
'* Sutton, WarkwortU M

|X77
-w.1,190 miles, perfect;

Whitley Bay.

TRIUMPH, May, 1911, in good condition, little a
nc winter riding, wew Palmer on bad,-, original

front, spare belt, lamp, generator, overalls, eti
;

tl

lot £37, or near offer.—Foster, Dental Surgery, Crt -

[X531

IVY-PRECISION, T.T.. 1912 model, aret-class con

dition, very fast, with Stewart speedometer, Lata

horn, lamp, £37: Bradbury, 1911. touring and TI
handle-bars, just overhauled, £28.—Newton, GcorpeTM
Neville's Cross, Durham.

A40 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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are built of the finest materials

by skilled workmen. Every car

is as perfect as human know-

ledge and skill can make it.

The springing means riding

comfort ; the construction, free-

dom from sideslip. Every time

you take the car out you can

depend upon security, comfort,

beauty, perfection. A Coronet

Sidecar embodies all the latest

improvements ; carries the full-

est possible guarantee. Our
free booklet explains why it

will pay you to secure a

Coronet. May we send it ?

Prices from . . £6:6;
Can be obtained from all dealers.

Coronet Detachable Joints.

All Coronet sidecars are fitted with these
joints, enabling sidecar to be attached or
detached in one minute.
We can supply them for other makes of
sidecars.

Price per pair, 12/6.

Binks 2-Jet Carburetters.
Increase your power by fitting a Binks.
We will take your present carburetter in
exchange. Write for quotation.

Weather-Proof Magnetos.
Get rid of your out-of-date magneto,
coil, or accumulator, and let us take
them in exchange for the latest water-
tight magneto.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
KcigMey Mills, Bedford Street North,

HALIFAX;.
Telephone 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EXCEPTIONAL Bargain.-l.912 SIli.p. Premier, 2-

speed, absolutely norfcet, and very little n«ed, just
like new. honestly cneup irt £45, casli only £40; also
brand new 3l.li. p. 3-speed Premier, very latest model,
offers wauted.-li. G. Eaglcdidd, Maryport. [X649

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

L.
TTITCHINGS', Ltd.,

T IVERPOOL, 74, Bold St.

TRIUMPH, Matchless, and James motor cycles, and
Crescent evcleears: sole agents; courteous service

and absolute satisfaction guaranteed. \our enquiries
invited by Hitching', Ltd., 74, Bold St., the pioneers
of motor cycling in the north. (Established 35 Years
ago. No connection with any other firm.) [0179

f

H
O

EBDEN-S Motor Mart, Burnley.

PPEBS Wanted for the following
hand machines

:

new and 2nd-

1 012 Models.

"lyTTJLTI Budge; list £60.

TpKEE Engine Triumph; list £55; two in stock.

rp.T. Triumph; list £50.

"^"EW Hudson, 3ih.p., 3-speed, J.A.P. engine; £59/17.

THE Latest 1913 Model Williamson-Douglas. 8h.p.,
water-cooled, 2-speed gear, chain drive, and special

Canoelet sidecar, built to suit same, with luggage
j

carrier, wind screen, apron, and other special fitments;
[the finest combination ever made; list price £98.

"fcTO Eeasonable Offer Refused.

WE Have Several 2nd-hand 1912 Budges, Douglas
(ladies and gents). 1911 Budges, J.A.P.'s, etc.,

Triumphs. Rexes, Lincoln Elks, N.S.U., etc., etc., all
up-to-date mag. machines.

WEITE, call, or 'phone 488 at once if you requir*
a machine at your own price.

HEBDEN'S Motor Mait, Burnley. [0171

T IVEEPOOL.

piLEAEAISrCE of New and 2nd-haud Stock.

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed, free engine, model E. in
good condition, reliable mount ; £32. — Colmore

Depot. 18, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [X836

"OTJDGE, 1911, 3ih.p., free engine, fine condition;
J-** £38, or will accept best offer.—Colmore Depot, 18,
Renshaw St., Liverpool. fi.837 ,

BRADBURY, 1912, 2-epeed, built for sidecar work,
complete with sidecar, a useful passenger machine;'

£45 the lot.—Colmore, 18, Renshaw St., Liverpool.
[Ji.838

CLTNO, 1912, 6h.p., 2-speed gear, with the special
high-class Clyno sidecar, this machine tised only

for demonstration purposes, good as. new; cost £85, take
£59 to clear, a fine opportunity.—Colmore, 18, Renshaw
Bt-, Liverpool. [S839

-t Q12 A.J.S., 5h.p. twin, new August, £55; 1912 T.T.
i.3 Triumph, £40.—Bassett, Doncaster. [X715

MOTO-BEVE, 2}h.p. twin, 1910, fast, good order:
£17.-Cook, 10. Brunei St., Burnley. [X132

311).p. T.T. Calthorpe. bought Nov., 1911, perfect;
2 £28.-Fox, 7, Cemetery Rd.. Sheffield. [7602

"| Q12 Douglas, model K, as new, horn, mirror, spares,
JlU etc.; £42—Larrad, Horbury, Wakefield. [X605

£9.—3~h.p. N.S.U., mas. ignition, spring forks, 26x2r
Palmers, liu- belt.—65, Hilden St., Bolton. [X704

1 Q0Q 5-6h.p. Rex de Luxe, canoe sidecar, splendid
X«7 condition ; trial; £30 'cash.—28, Abbey Walk, Hali-
fax. . [X655

TRIUMPH. 1909;. all accessories, back rest, good
condition, £25; sidecar, £4/15.-17, Moorgate,

Bury. [X142

ROYAL Enfield (1911), 23h-p., 2-speed, free engine,
perfect condition: £35.—Lilburn, Arlington St.,

Hull. [7657

RUDGE Multi, 1512. little used; sell £50, or ex-
change 1912 P. and M.—Hodgson, 19, Glen Ter.,

Halifax. [X135

Oih.p. Humber, aceumulator, s"ple*ndid tyres; £9/10,
«^2 or exchange.—Brook, 19, Lindley St., Longwood,
Hnddersfield [X672

NEW Hudson Lightweight, just bought for £53, will
accept £39 cash; faultless.—39, Aughton Rd.. Birk-

dale, Southport. [X572

"1Q12J New Hudson 3-speed Motor Cycle, lamp, horn,
JL*7 accessories; accept £50.—Tuddenham, 85, Beck-
ett Rd., Doncaster. . [X464

1913 Premiers.
We specialize in these and can make the best allow-
ance for your machine. We can give quick delivery.
We can supply the 31 h.p. model fitted with the
countershaft 2-specd gear, or Armstrong latest
3-speed, enabling engine to be started while machine
is at rest on the ground.

BARGAINS IN REXES.
7 n.p. REX, M.O.V., 2 speeds, handle start-

ing, complete with £ro sidecar (ion) . . £42 10
5 h.p. REX, rorr, M.O.V., 2 speeds, com-

plete with Re* spring wheel £r2 sidecar £40
5 h.p. REX, roro.V, M.O.V., 2 speeds, handle

starting £32 10
3i h.p. REX. 1009, with igro engine £18 10
5 h.p. REX, rooS, 2 speeds, handle starting £22
5 h.p. REX, 1910 magneto, h.b. control .. £18 10
3ib.p. REX, igro, M.O.V., magneto, etc... £19 10
3i h.p. REX, 1908, spring forks, magneto .. £16 10

VARIOUS BARGAINS.
3$ h.p. PREMIER, brand new from makers £34 10
3^ h.p. PREMIER, 3-sp. Sturmey gear, new £44 10
3l h.p. BRADBURY, rgrr £29 10
5 h.p. CLYNO, rgr2 model £57 10
6 h.p. DOT, 1912, J.A.P. engine, M.O.V.,

2 speeds, complete with sidecar, cost £80 £47 1

MORGAN Runabout, run 1,500 miles, screen,
lamps, speedometer, dust screen, special
3in. tyre £79

6 h.p. twin N S.U., spring forks, 2 speeds.
magneto, complete with sidecar £26 10

3£h.p. TRIUMPH, igrr, free engine, com-
plete with sidecar ' £39

3} h.p. HUMBER, rgn. 2 speeds, handle
starting, with Millford sidecar £33 15

3* h.p. HUMBER, 1910, 2 speeds, handle
starting £27 10

3i h.p. N.8.U., rqo8, M.O.V.. magneto £13 10
3* h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring forks £13 10
2fh.p. twin ENFIELD, rgio, lightweight .. £17 10
2 h.p. twin MOTO-REVE, rgro, lightweight £16 10
i5 h.p. WOLF, lightweight, rgro model £8 10
3 h.p. FAFNIR, vertical engine, M.O.V. .. £6 15
2.V h.p. MINERVA, nice order £6 10
3} h.p. HUMBER, chain drive, free engine £7 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT, vertical engine £5 10
5 h.p. SAROLFA Tricar, twin, P. & M. gear £8 10
3i h.p. PHCENIX Tricar, Minerva engine,

M.O.V., 2-speeds, fan-cooled, coach built £10 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

G.W.K. LIGHT CAR WANTED.
We are cash buyers of above, either new or

second-hand. One only.

ENGINES.
6 h.p. TWIN REX. magneto, etc £10
8 h.p. TWIN FAFNIR- water-cooled, M.O.V.,

complete with clutch and magneto .... £13 10
6 h.p. TWIN ANTOINE £6
6 h.p. TWIN REX £6
3£ h.p. REX. ioti, M.O.V

, £6
3* h.p. MINERVA, with magneto £5

MISCELLANEOUS.
Xl'all Spring Forks 8/9
New iqi2 B. and B. Carburetter 21/6
Chater Lea 3-speed gear box £4 10
Bosch Magneto, suit Twin Rex 57/6
Nearly new 1912 Senspray 19/6
Bradbury Pattern Handle-bars 6/6
Fit-all 2-speed gear, fit 3^ h.p. Minerva 55/-
Rigid Sidecar, complete 37/6
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends .... 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6
Unity Coupling ." 5 '6

B. & B. and Amac, h b. control 13/6
New Amac Carburetter, h.b. control 18/6
Albion Free-engine Clutch 30/-
MUls-Fulford Sidecar £3 1 $
New 24 x 2 or n\ Clipper Covers q/q
Mabon Free-engine Clutch for Triumph .... 35/-
Boscb Magneto, suit Triumph 37/6
New Druid Spring Fork, heavy model .... 45/.

Booth's Motories,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halifax.

leieplxme 1002.HEBK
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A4.1
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EXCHANGES
EASY PAYMENTS

New 1912 Models.
Immediate delivery ex-stock

1912 DOUGLAS, model K £50
1912 RUDGE, free engine £55
1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p., Gradua gear £68
1912 ZENITH, 3i h.p., Gradua gear £55
1912 REX, 6 h.p., Sidette complete £75
1912 REX, 6 h.p., De Luxe £62
1912 RUDGE, 3i h.p., Multi gear £55
1912 ARIEL, 3.1 h.p., 3-speed, £55
1912 TRIUMPH, 3! h.p. clutch model £55H iiilllllll ll—IIMIHI !!! 'Ml,l«l IB^M—M lIHMI^W

SECOND-HAND.
Please compare our prices with other so-called cheap
firms who offer "ASTOUNDING REDUCTIONS."
PRFMiFR 32 h.p., 1912 twin, con-
rnciviicrft, dition Iike new_ Great «.>

bargain »»0
^|_YiUf| 6h.p. 1912, and Millford sidecar, 1?C"T» '"»') 2-speed,65gn. model.good order ***'

PUfPMJV 8 h.p duo car, water-cooled, Mf)rrUfcl'B'tj 2 speeds and reverse ***
MINERVA/L^Lirt:':'.

5

^^.^: £1

6

PCV roro, 6 h.p., de luxe, 2-speeds, J>QO«»K/\, handle starting XOO
7FNITH 3d ''-P., ion. Gradua gear Q9GAEIllin, excellent order *«"
NUMBER, Sti3

o"as
p
-new

peec
'.

s

: £44
FU ion, 5-6 h.p. model, free engine. 4>OC"J Just as new SOO
Dry 3} h.p., 1905 model, very good J>-| -f

FU 5-6 h.p., 1911 model, shaft-drive, £f)Q'J good tyres SAO
Rllnf5F 3? h.p., 1912, clutch model, fAC
flV LrUC , on iy „swl gjr trials Xp**0

MOTOSACOCH E, £J*£^ £1

5

HUMBER, Epe
h
ed
P
s; ^netr^ £32

DpV 6 h.p., ion, de luxe, brand new, 4>C/I
**fc*»j List price 60 gns *U»t
DCV 6 b.p.ioia sidette, only done 500 jpEC"t/Yj miles, and as new. Bargain .... *****

A/* Sociabte, 1012 deluxe model, bood,' 4>QE
«v « screen. All lamps. Like new *OJ

INDIAN, ^^siS 2 "5^5'^ £60
ENFIELD, S 2

*.
h-P".;-^ed £38

PfV 6 h.p., 1912, sidette, complete, fCtf)Vf* j a bargain 3&Oi;

ADiPI 2£ a.p., handlebar control, £<IA
Mff\l tk, 26in< wneeis Xtfl<£

A I © 2J- h.p., twin, just been overhauled £t}/iUaVsy anci re-enamelled 5vA*f

FAI 5/6 h.p., four-cylinder, exceptionally fOCJ pood order **w
MOTO RE¥E,^^y

t^ £22
SIDECARS.

MILLFORD, castor wheel, fits Rex £4
MILLFORD rigid model, 26"' wheel fit Clyno £4
PORTLAND, ion, rigid model, fit any
machine, 26x2^ wheel £3 15

RIGID, 26 x z{ wheel and Lyre, good wicker
body £2 17 6

P.M.C wicker torpedo body, 26x2^ Michelin
tyre," fits Cbater £3 12 6

RIGID Model, 26m. wheel, cane body, new
studded tyre £4 10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HUMBER, earlv 1910, 2 speeds. :uirt free online;

£25 cusb; exchnn
Hitclien's, Moreeambe.

carburetter

[7274

aider, foot-
or de-

ferred tennis arranged.T-Hitchen's, Moreeambe. [7275

N.S.U., rnag. ignition, h.b.c. carburettor, running
order : £10 cash ; exi-hange, c-r deferred terina

KERRY, B. and B. carburetter, running
boards, mag. ignition; £10 cash; exuhang

arranged.—Hitcben's, Moreeambe. [7276

MOTOSACOCHE,
tion, Whittle belt.

IDECfc

ivant of overhaul, mag. igni-

ting forks; £8; no fiivap.s or
deferred.—Hitchen'6, Moreeambe. - [7277

INDIAN, 1912, new 71i.p.. 2-spoed : lifted £75, £70
cash will purchase ; exchange, or deferred terms

arranged.—Hitcheu'e, M,>recainbe, [7279

PHELON and Moores, Colonial models, £65; ordinary
models £60 cash ; excliange or deferred terms

arranged.—Hitch en's, Moreemube. [7280
|

DOUGLAS, Model K., listed £50, will clear a few at
j

£45; the same allowance off J.'s; no swaps or de-

1

ferred at these prices—Hitclien's. Moreeambe. [7281

SCOTT, 1912, just roiuo in; £65 cash; exchange or
deferred terms arranged.—Kitchen'*, Moreeambe.

[7284

A FEW A'Ccunmlator Macliine^ at prices about £5;
write for particular, all the thirty-five bob motor

cycles are sold, please note.—Hitclien's, Moreeambe.
- [7282

DOUGLAS, late 1911. 1\ and H. lamp, N.A.B. seat-
pillar, etc.. exceptional condition ; £30.—Waller,

74, Aigburth Rd., Liverpool. [X647
|

new engine, splendid
guaranteed faultless

;

trial.—Heppenstali, Greetland. [X656

Ei.ee Engine Triumph, renovated like new, all

accessories, with or without sidecar; best offers.

-H. Whitfield. Whitkirk, Leedd. [X729

1910,), P. and M. 2-peed, handle
pparets, recently overhauled ; £35.—

Bury. Lancashire. [7664

BRADBURY, 1912, Yilliers clutch, only used week-
ends, horn, spare valve, plug, 3 belts; any tiial;

£40.—Ratcliffe, 20, Princes Rd-, Sale. [7733

SACRIFICE.-Txiumph, 1911, free engine, speed-
ometer. Whittle, accessories, fine order; bought

car; offers.—30, Grovehall Drive, Leeds. [X784

AGENTS NOTE.

We are during the comi

;

Season granting
SOLE DISTRICT AGENCI ,

for the 1913 "Portland Si<
'.

car." We allow agents 1

profitable margin and "Pi

.

tect rigidly his district." W
'

not get into touch with u <»

We can make you mom

£24.-4-cyl. E.W., practically
condition, plenty spares,

19^
INDIAN. 5-6h.11.

starter, Cowey.
16. CSiesham Ed..

1 Q10 J.A.F., 1912, P. and H. lamp, and Lyso No. 3
Xt/ saddle, new Dunlop studded tyres, Sinims, B.
and B., perfee

P.
)unl

£17.-48, i'arli Grove, Barnsley. [X699

SCOTT, 1911J, sidecar, latter run 50 miles, nnnsed
PalmeT cord tyre, spare tube

offers considered.—Motor,
mnst sell, health

7, De Grey Ed., Leeds. [X743

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
156 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.UOIMDOIM W.

Telephone 552. M*xyfair
Telegrams "Ahd<«ate" London

I Q12 Rex-Jap, Sli.p., 2-epeed -and F.E. ; also
-lv 1912 Rudge, E.E., special cash discount:: deferred
or exchange terms arranged.—Hitcliens, Ltd., Moreeambe.

|

[7775,
"I Q12 P. and M.'s, just come in; special discount: de-
-1- *J ferred terms arranged.—Hitchens, Ltd., More-
eambe. [7776
1 Q12 Seott, absolutely new : cash discount allowed;
J-w deferred terms arranged.—Hitchens, Ltd., More-
eambe. [7777

~|Q12 Model K. Douglas; cash discount allowed; de-
J-t-J ferred terms arranged.—Hitchene, Ltd., More-
eambe. [7780

i

SCOTT, 1911, carefully used, new chains, engine, gears I

as new, Herald sidecar, storm apron ; £46 ; taking |

1913 model.—Sudderby, Becketts Bank, Pocklington. ;

[X568'
SLN"GER, 2jb.p., standard, brand new; first cheque,

£32 secures; book your order for the Rolls Roycei
of cyclecars, the Singer.—Cunlifle's Cycle Depot, South-
port. [X458,

MUST -Sell.—2|h.p. Minerva, spring forks, B. and B.J
Boscli mag., low, and in excellent running order; 1

bargain for quick sale, £10/10.-168, The Moor, Shef-
field. [0100

"J Q12 Rudge. free engine, mileage 800, carefully ridden,'
J-tf unpunctured, everything in excellent condition;!
real bargain, £40.—Higher Hall, Hindley Green, near
"Wigan. [S144

'

.;ear, free engine, decompressor,
new June, 1912, run 500 miles, perfect order;

cost £53, accept £44.— Glen,- Albert Mills, Barrowford,
Nelson, [X659

TRIUMPH, 3£h.p., 1907, and new sidecar, new cyl.
and piston this year, good tyres, splendid condi-

tion; must sell; £25, or nearest offer.—Stevenson, Park
Rd., Preston. [X676

|
1 Q12 P. and M-, 2 speeds, free, Kempshall, Hutchin-

,

-1-e/ son, butted tubes, 1 spare, back rest, Rey whistle,
"Veeder, P. and H. lamp; £48, or offers.—Peters, 'Wil-
fred Rd., Bolton. [7764

SCOTT, 1912, £20 Gloria spring wheel sidecar, Lucas'
best lamp, and generator, Cowey, all accessories, I

j

perfect condition; £70. or very near offer.—Simmomte,

'

|
Princes Rd., Hull. [X6M
3ib. p. Centaur, Phelon and Moore 2 speeds and frcel

2< engine, handle starting, h.b.c, Arnac carburetter,
' H. Arthur, 6,

[X731
"1 Q12 Free Engine Triumph, run 1,000 miles, £47/10;
J-*/ 1911 free engine Triumph, run 4.000 miles, £43;
both in splendid condition.— Gregory and Norbury, Gar-
age, Heaton Moor, Stockport. [X9786

Oih.p. Ariel,

MODEL "DE LUXE No. 4/'

A closed model introduced to meet the demand •

for a closed car at a nominal price. In wicker i

£7 17s. 6d.
OTHER MODELS:

£6 6 £7 7
£8 8 £9 9

£11 11 £12 12
SEND FOR LIST. .

MM l»W«AWMMW

r 1913.
Book your orders NOW.

So great has been the rush on one popular

type of motor cycle that we have already sold

one-third of our output for 1513.

Why not book early, £2 deposit secures

ANY MACHINE.
ANY DELIVERY;

or, why not let us have your present machine
|

(it is worth more to-day than 6 months hence)

as deposit, and reserve for you any specified

date for delivery.

SPECIALITIES :

1913 MATCHLESS.
1913 REX SIDETTES.

1913 SCOTTS.
1913 DOUGLAS.

1913 NEW HUDSONS.
1913 ENFIELDS.

1913 RUDGES.

THINIC IT OVER.

NMM

I i in exceptionally good condition; £13/10
I
Toad Lane, Rochdale.

MAUDES MOTOR MART
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET/

l_OM D O M W.
Telephone 552 . Mayfair
Tete6r?,ms "Ahd.«ate

u London

(w-IS-TS P>OST FREE)

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end oi each advertisemer t, and the date ol the issue.
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The CLYNO
Specially designed
for SIDECAR WORK

The remarkable success of the CLYNO is due to the fact that it is designed

and built for passenger work. It has shown its mettle in the most severe

Trials of 1912, having secured highest awards and many special

SIDECAR PRIZES,
including the Colmore Cup in the Midland Open Reliability Trial, the

Sidecar Prize in the M.C.C. London-Land's End Run, and the Well's

Cup, and the Clark Cup in the M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.

Two Recent Successes

:

In the Liverpool M.C.C. One Day Trial, the CLYNO and SIDECAR
was the only passenger machine to make a non-stop run,

In the A.C.U. One Day Autumn Trial, the CLYNO and SIDECAR put-

up the best performance by a passenger machine.

Don't hesitate, buy a CLYNO for 1913.

The A.C.U.

Autumn -

One Day Trial

Make a

note

to call.

The Clyno

and Sidecar

on Kirkstone Pass.

Stand No.

122
Olympia.

*

fuU particulars—

PELHAM STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON.
In answering thm advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. BS
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There will be

many things to

interest you at the

SINGER STAND—
OLYMPIA, Nov-

ember 25—30.

For instance, there will be

staged a complete range

of our 1913 Motor Bicycles,

varying in horse-power from 2\

to 4, and every model characterised by

that refinement and distinctiveness

has ever been associated with the

SINGER

which

Singer name.

Again, as evidence of the Singer speed and service we shall stage

STANLEY'S RECORD BREAKER—the mount on which he has put up

so many brilliant performances, culminating with the smashing of the ONE
HOUR RECORD, when he covered over 67 miles within that time.

Also the Singer passenger machine upon which Harry Long covered

20,000 miles in 20 wee :s, travelling with a passenger right round

the coast of Great Britain and Ireland.

"There will be many things to interest

you," and we shall be delighted

to see you there. •

If you cannot call, ask us

for latest literature.

smra SINGER 81

CO., LTD.,
COVENTRY

and LONDON.

BIO In answering this' advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."-
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Cyclecars and Sidecars.

THIS
issue is mainly devoted to passenger motor

cycles of all types, and there is no doubt that
very great interest will be displayed in light

type three and four-wheeled passenger vehicles
at the Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

In addition to the illustrations and -description of
modern runabouts which are published in this issue,

we have dealt editorially with the evolution of cycle-

cars, and have proved that the- cyclecar, so-called, is

no new type, though it- must be admitted that the
design is not settled. There is a great diversity of

opinion as to whether the ultimate cyclecar will take
the form of a miniature motor car, that is, embodying
the best car practice, or be a development of the motor-
cycle, i.e., with an air-cooled engine and belt or chain
drive. Time alone will show. We know that prac-
tically every motor cyclist owning a passenger machine
and all prospective purchasers are wondering whether
their next new mount is to be a sidecar, tricar, or
four-wheeler ; therefore a few criticisms of both types
are opportune at the present time.

.
The sidecar as we know it now is light, speedy, and

|

economical. On it have been tested practically all

the various forms of transmission which are being
fitted to four-wheelers, with the exception, perhaps,
of gear transmission, although a trial of this is possible
with one or two types of four-cylinder motor bicycles
with sidecar. Taking first the oldest form, the belt,

this, has not been found absolutely satisfactory.

Chains, if they are to give perfect results, must be
protected, and the latest forms of chain-driven side-

cars have the chains running in oil bath cases.
Friction drive has not so far been used commercially
on sidecars, but has proved to be satisfactory on one
or two types of runabout.

The introduction of four wheels has, of course,
brought up the question of driving one or both rear
wheels. Engineers tell us that when driving two
wheels of a four-wheeled vehicle it is essential to use
a balance gear to allow one wheel to over-run the
other when turning corners. It yet remains
to he seen whether a friction clutch method of attach-
ment for one wheel will enable the balance gear to be
dispensed with. Theoretically such a system should
not give perfect results, but considering that the side-

car was looked upon when first introduced as a most
unmcchanical design and has yet proved to be not

only a serviceable but practical passenger-carrying

vehicle, other principles which are condemned as

mechanically wrong by engineers may prove in the

case of light motor runabouts to be quite equal to

the occasion.

We think readers will agree with us that it is in

competitions like the Thousand Miles Trials that

vehicles prove their capabilities ; unfortunately we
cannot refer to many of the runabout class which have
shown themselves capable of serious tc-uring. A few
makers have had sufficient enterprise to enter them
in' hall-marked" events, and all credit to those that

have—they are bound to reap their reward. At the

same time, it must not be overlooked that there have

been during the last year or two a fair number of

cyclecars on the market, and considering their number
we have no proof that more than a few of them are

capable of the same work as a well equipped sidecar.

One advantage that a three or four-wheeler with a

two-seater body possesses over a motor cycle and

sidecar is that the driver as well as the passenger is

protected from wet and mud. This is an advantage

which would in many cases outweigh many disadvant-

ages, and when a small difference in price is no object

we can see a very big future for sociably-seated

cyclecars.

For some time the motor cycle and sidecar will be

considerably cheaper both in first cost and maintenance

than three or four-wheeled runabouts. The reason

for this is that motor bicycles are already standardised

and can be made in quantities bcdi economically and
rapidly, and they can also- be sold with or without a

sidecar. The same remarks apply to sidecars. The
reason why they are cheapev to maintain is because

the combination of a rncxor bicycle and sidecar is

lighter than most runabouts, and consumes less fuel.

Last but not least, the sidecar combination provides

two vehicles in one, and in many instances can be

stored where a iwider self-contained vehicle would be

rejected on account of lack of accommodation.

In conclusion, we think that where storage space is

sufficient and the owner does not wisli to use a motor

bicycle solo he will, if price he no consideration, pur-

chase a cyclecar or small car. However, we antici-

pate even a larger demand for sidecar attachments

next year, and although we are 'sure that a big number
of runabouts will be sold, all who make them will be
forced to prove their capabilities in open competition

bHore the demand approaches that of the sidecar.

BIl
:.-; ...-...:,..-.. tl
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BY

"IXIOTST

An U.ibora Run bout.

The other day I ran into an elderly tradesman whom
I have often tried to convert to the pastime, but in

vain. I had a recent issue of The.Motor Cycle in my
hand, and 1 began to talk motor cycle runabouts for

the rocks my arguments have always split upon in

coi 'don with bicycles were the familiar bogeys of

side Klip, dirtiness, cold, and starting acrobatics.

He informed me he had just returned from trip

to town, undertaken with the special object of inspect-

ing and testing a eyclecar, but that he had 'returned

without making a purchase. His idea was that at the

present moment these machines stood exactly where
motor bicycles were a few years ago.

The " spell of the knut," as he called it, was over

the whole notion, and speed was the chief factor kept

in mind' by most designers. Speed means power, and
power means price. "

I shall buy a eyclecar for my
work in a year or two," he concluded, " bui it will not

in the least resemble the machines I've been looking

at to-day j I daresay these will survive, for there will

always be fools who want to tear about at over

40 m p. hi But the eyclecar of the future will be a

small, light, low chassis with a 3^2 h.p. engine, and

I shall not pay a penny over jQ6o for it, perhaps less.

" It won't win hill-climbs or break records, and I

daresay it would not get a gold medal in the Scottish

Trials; Dut it will tote a nervous, middle-aged old

josser like myself over his business rounds in the

undulating Midlands at very low cost. What the

biggest public want is a four-wheeled edition of the

lightweight bicycle, not a quadricycle caricature of

Charlie Collier's racer."

I shoukl not be at all surprised if my elderly friend

proves to be perfectly right. Nevertheless the industry

is working on the right lines.

Very few " nervous, middle-aged old jossers " will

buy cyclecars in 191,3, because years bring caution,

and caution does not buy semi-experimental goods.

The " knuts " will have to "try out " the auto quad,
as it was the " knuts " who " tried out " the motor
bicycle. When the runabout has made good, and has

won its spurs in public, then the "josser " class will

begin clamouring for a cheaper, lighter, slower breed

of four-wheeler; and the trade will tackle the demand
in the light of some useful previous experience.

It will be very interesting to see. what three years

can evolve in the shape of a cheap, light, -comfortable,

single-seated runabout. VVith a big. output of standard-

ised models something rather sensational should • be
possible in the way of. design and price, when the

pioneers have educated the general public.

Wear of Lightweight E gines.

From my budget of letters in reference to trie above
I select a typicai example. Mr. W Hutchison, of

Paisley, has run a 1912 2j4 h.p. twin for 5,800 miles

BI3

over Scottish roads, of which 3,200 were accomplished

with a sidecar. His repair bill is as follows : Engine,

gears, and belt, nil. ; new fork springs, 2s. 6d. ; new
back wheel spokes, is. 9d. ; new back tyre, 38s.;

tyre repairs, 6s: 6d. ; two new belt fasteners, 2s.

This is an excellent testimonial to the staunchness

of the medium-sized mount, which was never designed

to haul a passenger attachment. His experience

—

embodying a mileage of 5,800 from a single belt

—

confirms the testimony of many of my friends on the

merits of the combined drive, but I am surprised it

has lasted quite so long, and more surprised that his

engine chain has put him to no expense. These

details will be read with incredulity by many, and
surpass the " previous best " quite easily. He finds

that his 2-J4 h.p. is actually superior to the average

3
J
/2 h.p. in power maintenance; his engine bearings

show no appreciable wear, and the carbonisation pro-

cess, is so slow that he actually had the temerity to

start on a 600 miles tour with a sidecar when his

engine was fouled by the carbon accumulated in 1,700

miles. He ascribes the freedom from carbon and the

durabilit} of his bearings to the drip-feed oiling.

He frankly states that in 1911 he would have

mocked at the possibility of such experiences as are

outlined above, but that the drip oiling has revolu-

tionised an engine which was already excellent. I

publish these details because tney are likely to be

challenged, and if they arouse controversy, sufficient

evidence may be forthcoming to startle the makers

who cling to the direct belt drive, ami irregular lubri-

cation, into initiating certain experiments For a

long time I have urged that combined drive and regu-

lar lubrication ought to be standardised on the typical

British machine, and the more evidence we can elicit

on such points the better.

M igneto Controls.

Perhaps the magneto control as it is often fitted is

the worst back number on the average machine. The
tank lever is an anachronism, and reminds us of the
" twin tap " familiar in the half-forgotten age of the

surface carburetter. With regard to fitments for con-

trolling the contact breaker by means of a flexible wire,

I have tried most types, and I ha~ve yet to find one

which is absolutely wet and dirt-proof, while ^ome have

quite primitive " stops " for the wire casing on the

handle-bar. My invariable procedure all this )ear has

been to-iree and uncover the inner sliding barrel of the

fitting on the magneto itself. After ruhhing this clean

I oil it carefully, and finally (as often a> not* adjust the

nut which holds the swivel at the top of thr bracket.

If the handle-bar lever be then waggled a feu times the

control will work well in dry weather and fot half a

day in wet weather, but towards the end of a wet run a

retard general!) mean* that the ignition cannot be

advanced again unless the mechanism be re-oiled.
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It the correct description of a cyclecar be a vehicle the chassis weight of which does not exceed 6 cwts.,

then instead of being recently discovered, as some would have us believe, it was practically the first born
in the motor world. It has been, apparently, mislaid and recently detected, one might almost say stumbled
across, since when it has been very much in the limelight.

LIGHT runabouts were very much in vogue about

the year 1900, or even before then, if one
include the three-wheeled variety. Leaving out

such early types as the Benz tricycle and one or two
others which were the first motor-propelled vehicles on

the road, almost the earliest of the cyclecar type was
the old Bollee tandem. This vehicle was practically

possible for a motor vehicle to be. The one referred

to was the New Orleans. This little voiturette had a
single-cylinder, air-cooled, vertical engine placed in

front under the bonnet, and the engine was cooled by
fans. The transmission was by belts, and the seats

were sociably placed. Two of these vehicles took part

in the first 1,000 miles trial and were favourably

Ariel quadricycle, built in 1899rl900. Progress light car made in 1899, and which would
now be regarded as a cyclecar

A two-seated Enfield lour-wheeler of 1900.

the first to be commercially exploited in this country,

and has been often introduced in The Motor Cycle on
occasions when historical articles regarding motor
cycle construction have appeared. The date of the

introduction of the Bollee was 1896. Soon after its

introduction the manufacture of the vehicle was taken
up by Humbers and the Motor Manufacturing Co.,

the latter firm selling it under the name of the

Coventry Motette.

Early Auto Quads.
Then came De Dion's motor tricycle, almost imme-

diately followed by the De Dion quadricycle, which
was nothing more than a tricycle with a forecarriage

attachment. Licences for the manufacture of tricycles

and quadricycles fitted with De Dion or De Dion
type engines were taken out by various cycle manu-
facturing firms, among them being the Beeston Co.,
Coventry; the Ariel Cycle Co., Birmingham; and
the Enfield Cycle Co., Redditch. Both Ariel and
Enfield quads took part in the 1,000 miles trial of

1900, as also did several light vehicle's built on motor
cycle lines, which if in existence to-day would come
under the cyclecar definition. The writer particularly

remembers one British-made machine of this class

which was as near the present-day cyclecar as it is

commented on by the judges. The Ariel quad, driven

by Mr. J. W. Stocks, won a medal in its class, as

also did the Enfield quad, entered by Mr. E. M. Iliffe,

and on which the writer travelled through the trial.

Incidentally it is interesting to note that one of the

' Twelve yean bstore its time." The Eistmead-Briggs worm-driven
voiturette—a sociable-seated cyclecar.

B36
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The New Orleans. An air-cooled belt-driven miniature car of 1900.

.Mr. H. G. Bun>,rd at ti.e wheel.

New Orleans voiturettes referred to was driven by
Mr. H. G. Burford, late manager of Humber, Ltd.

The Autocar, commenting on the performance of

the two New Orleans, said " the very long and trying

gradients did not appear to interfere with the effective-

ness of the. air-cooled motors.''

Another vehicle in the trial, also of the cyclecar

type, was the Century tandem, and one must not
forget the 3

1 h.p. De Dion voiturette, certainly as

much a cyclecar as any vehicle of the period.

An 1898 Model with Air=coo!ed Enrine.

Leaving the 1,000 miles trial vehicles, one can recall

the air-cooled Decauville voiturette of 1898. This
had a 2-1- h.p. engine, and, leaving out the fact that

the steering pillar was vertical and the body some-
what skeleton in design, it was a true cyclecar. One
of these -machines ran nearly 25,000 miles between

T « Oestmobile, a true cyclecar of American ori'in. It was illustrated
in "Tie ^utocir" cf 1901, and had air-cooled engine, chain drive with
twj-speel counter-shaft.

BI4

June, i£>9v> and November, 1902, and in 1902 was
still in the possession of its original owner.

The number of voiturettes or light runabouts which
were exhibited at the Paris Shows from 1900 to 1903
was legion. Many of them were enlarged and recon-

structed quadricycles ; we illustrate one which was
called the Bailleau ; it was' exhibited in 1902. This
was practically an evolution, of the quadricycle, because
it was driven by a 2| or 3J h.p. De Dion engine

situated behind the rear axle just like a quad, and was
sold complete with a change-speed gear and two-seated

body for /I96. Its total weight was 5 r.wts. 3 qrs.

16 lbs. ; with a wrter-c-ooled engine it weighed slightly

more, and was catalogued at. ^104. We . mention
these prices and weights to show that the idea of
weight and price for the ideal ^100 motor vehicle

was very much the same in 1902 as it is now.
A large number of small four-wheeled cars built on

motor cycle lines have been brought' out at various

times between 1903, the first year The Motor Cycle was
published, and the present date. Most- of them have
been illustrated and described in these pages, but" to

revive the memories of our readers we have reproduced
two or three to illustrate this article. In the inscrip-

tions we have appended the dates of publication, and

The BMHotu, built in 1902. It had an air or water-cooled engine (to

orier) b3hind the rear axle and a Bozi:r or other two-speed gear.

these who have files of The Motor Cycle in their posses-

sion will be able to read the detailed particulars.

To republish pictures of every one of the run-

abouts which have appeared in this journal would mean
many more pages than we can spare at this busy time.

Therefore, we have only reproduced those which most

nearly approximate to the present idea of a cyclecar

in its' tandem or sociably seated design.

As a proof that the belt drive was not only possible

but practical in early days we publish a sketch on next

page of the method of the belt transmission used on

a French cyclecar, the \inet. Several modern cycle-

cars employ flat belt transmission and very few have

improved on the Vinet design exhibited' in 1902.

Other small cars of about the same period were the

Darracq, and the 6 h.p. De Dion Populaire.; the latter

was sold in Paris, for" ^156. ' This excellently

constructed and reliable! little. De Dion vehicle had a

big run at home and abroad—in fact, the evolution of

cyclecars w'ould be almost completed by publishing a

treatise on the De Dion vehicles from 18,99 to date,'-

commencing with the. quad; then the. 35^ h.p. voitu^

rette with engine at the back, followed by the 6 h.p.

Populaire with engine in front, which was the last of
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The Evolution of Cyclecars.—

1 In- small motor cars made by this renowned firm and

now withdrawn.

What was Wrong ?

Whatever was wrong with the
.
cyclecar type of'

vehicle about 1900 to 1904, it is safe to say that

motorists as a body fought shy of small vehicles.

True the 6 h.p. Rover had a good run about 1905

6^5 "cr"

Plan view of the Vlnet system of belt transmission male about 19D1-2.

and later, and was a cyclecar when first introduced,

hut rapidly became a full blown motor car, as the

requirements of customers were complied with and the

strength and' weight of the vehicle was increased to

meet the .conditions of bad roads here and abroad.

The introduction of the tricar perhaps prevented

the development of the four-wheeled cyclecar type of

vehicle. The tricar commenced with a motor bicycle

and fore-carriage attachment, and gradually went

through various stages until it reached its zenith in

the form of a 9 h.p. twin-cylinder machine capable

of speeds up to forty miles per hour. Some argue

that increased power and weight were the death knell

of the tricar; possibly true, but there were other

circumstances which militated against its success.

It was neither so weatherproof nor so reliable as

a small motor car, and the tandem form of seating

was very much against it. As it died down the sidecar

rose phcenix-like from its ashes, and up to recent

times this form of motor cycle vehicle has been with-

out a rival.

Talking of the phoenix, reminds us that this article

would be incomplete without a mention of the Phoenix

quad, a vehicle built by a firm who have been in the

business from the earliest days, and who should know,
if anyone does, what constitutes a cyclecar and when
it was born.

The Revival of Small Motor Cars.
The revival of the runabout type of vehicle com-

menced practically with the introduction of a French
car, described at the time by one who has studied

motor design from its earliest days " as a somewhat
cheeky adaptation of the motor cycle engine, and trans-

mission to a four-wheeler." The particular machine
referred' to is the Bedelia tandem, an illustration of

which was published in the Motor Cycle of Septem-
ber 8th, 1910. A good deal of the credit for the

revival of the motor cycle, type of runabout as a com-
mercial proposition must be given to the^ French

;

although several forms of runabout have been made in

England by amateur and professional engineers at

odd times, nothing perhaps caused so much comment
as the Bedelia.

The manufacture of these hovel quads- was com-
menced on commercial lines, and instead of being

made in ones and twos, they were produced in

quantities. Doubtless others may claim to have re-

vived interest in the light runabout previous to the

introduction of the French machine named, but we
can trace the increased interest which has been taken
in cyclecars from the date of the publication of the

description and illustrations of the Bedelia.

The De Dion Popuiaire. This was the first of this famous range of

models with engine in front—previous De Dion voiturettes were practically

enlarged quads with engine at the back.

The 9 h.p. Riley, which had a V. twin engine with cylinders at 90°

It was made in 1908.

The daily press about this time went into rhapsodies

over what it termed the " poor man's motor car," and
generally speaking there has been a little boom from
the date referred to up to the present time.

To infer that the introduction of the cyclecar has

been due to any one journal, firm, or person is totally

absurd, and any such claim can be dismissed at once.

Further comment on such a ridiculous statement would
be superfluous to anyone with the slightest knowledge
of motoring history.

The Bedelia had not been on the market very long

before the old objection was raised to the tandem form
of seats, and copies of this ingenious vehicle sprang

up in every direction, many with sociable seats. Eng-
lish designers got to work and dismissed the somewhat
crude form of changing gear by means of different

sized pulleys, and adapted the motor cycle variable

gear by means of expanding pulleys to two-seated

cyclecars. Others went further, and provided • motor
car gear boxes and either chain or gear-driven balance-

geared rear, axles. Some went in>„for water-cooled

engines, and the very latest developments include a

twin or four-cylinder water-cooled engine, three-speed

gear box, and bevel-driven axle with a differential.

B15



The Evolution of Cyclecars.

—

11 isto y Repeating Itself.

The cyclecar movement has during the last year or

two gone through the same phase as it did from, say,

1899 *o 1904 with the exception that, instead of the

single or twin-cylinder air-cooled three or four-wheeler

becoming a four-wheeled water-cooled car of 15 to

25 cwts., it has developed from a belt-driven, air-

cooled tandem or sociable into a gear or chain-driven

water-cooled sociable of very light weight with a four-

cylinder vertical engine.

Some argue that the last-named specification is not

a cyclecar but a small car, and we are inclined to agree

The V.S. cyclecar exhibited at the Stanley Show of 19D9. it had a 7 h.p.

V twin air-cooled PcUjeot engine. This photograph was reproduced in

this journal on December 6th, 1909.

with them. The true cyclecar is one which embodies

the characteristics of the motor cycle, and must natu-

rally be of a lower-priced description, so far as cost of

production is concerned, than that of a motor car. If

a cyclecar be fitted with a four-cylinder engine, water-

cocled, and all the adjuncts of a motor car, it cannot

very well be produced for less than motor car prices,

unless it be made in thousands instead of

hundreds. The writer overheard two private-owner

motorists discussing the subject of four-cylinder cycle-

cars which are produced and offered in the neighbour-

hood of ^170, and the thing that puzzled them most

NOVEMBER 14th, 1912

was that they had each paid over twice this figure for

sugntly larger cars whicn, in their opinion, ought not

to have cost over 25% more, taking into considera v
i in

that only a little extra weight of material was used

and the workmanship was approximately tire same.

They are still puzzling.

As cur readers know, we have much competition in

small cars in this country from the United States,

where a full-sized motor car to carry four people can

be sold for a sum much less than ^200. Such
vehicles are motor cars, arid it remains to De seen

-whether those in search of a runabout which shall be

more than a motor cycle, so far as comfort and weather

proofness are concerned, will purchase a British-made

small vehicle weighing about 6 cwts. chassis in pre-

ference to a larger heavier vehicle which will, in some
cases, cost less and carry four passengers.

Of course, it is almost certain that it will cost more
to run -a four-seated Yankee runabout than a two-

seated British-built cyclecar of the latest design.

Firstly because the majority of the former have com-
paratively big engines for the weight they have to haul,

and secondly because when they are supplied as four-

seaters and occasionally two seats only are used they

cannot be so economical as a 7 cwt. two-seated run-

about. Another reason for increased maintenance is

the fact that' cars with large engines and only two

speeds cost more to run than cars with smaller engines

and a greater number of gear ratios.

In conclusion, we think we have shown that the

evolution of cyclecars is to al' r-te^ts a-~d purposes

the history of the motor car. What is called a cycle-

car to-day was a. motor car in iqoo. b or exampxe,

the 5 h.p. Humberette of 1903, the 6 h.p. Rover of

1905, Velox, 6 h.p. De Dion, and 9 h.p. Riley, all

come within the cyclecar definition, and yet in their

time were regarded as motor cars. If there is any

novelty in connection with this type of vehicle it is

the name only. Although we wish the revived type

every success, it should not be forgotten that the

motor bicycle is still and always will he the cheapest

form of motor-propelled vehicle it is possible to make.
This is a belief founded on the popularity of the pedal

cycle, which remains the cheapest form of road vehicle

ever invented. For this reason the addition of a

sidecar renders the combination the cheapest motor-
ing for two at the present time.

_—_ _ , _

An amateur-ouilt lour-wheeled cyclecar illustrated

and desciioed in " Tne Motor Cycle" of April
7th, 1910.

Bl6

The original Bedelia propelled oy an atr-coo-ed
V twin engine. From •' The Motor Cycle " ol
September Stb, 1910.

Harold Dew's Qrst spider quvJ im.i over two
years ago, and described in " The Motor Cycle

"

ol September 8th, 1910.
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ENGINE

SILENCER
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CARBURETTER

MUDGUARDS

TANK

MAGNETO
and CONTROL
3-SPEED GEAR

A number of improvements have been

made, of which the following are a few.

Heavier and more substantial, 2-fin. Clincher de Luxe tyres.

the studs are larger, the central ones are joined up to give a
continuous running tread which will materially increase the

mileage. They fit 2jin. rims.

Re-designed valve pockets, positive!}' prevents sooting of plug

points.

Fitted with extension pipe to rear of wheel, splayed end^ no
back pressure,, no cut out.

Fitted with guze-lined cover to prevent ingress of dust and
grit, considerably economises petrol consumption.

Registered design front mudguard, wide and curved backward,
effectively protects feet and power unit. Back guard wider

and carried lower.

Fitted with very ingenious petrol gauge, dial on top of tank

with registering finger.

Waterproof and handlebar controlled.

Sturmey-Archer with Triumph Special Gear and clutch control.

Models will include Roadster with Free
Engine; T.T. Roaditer ; and T.T. Racer.

NEW MODELS.

Roadster with Sturmey-Archer 3-speed Gear.

T.T. Roadster with Free Engine.

Olympia
Stand 49.

TRIUAYPH
FREE ENCINE. MODEL

Triumph
Cycle Co.,

Ltd.,

Coventry.
LONDON:

4/5, Holbjrn Viaduct, E.C.

LEEDS

:

4, Kiag Edward Street.

MANCHESTER

:

160, Deansgate.

GLASGOW

:

14, Waterloo Street

AGENTS
EVERYWHERE.

In answerinn thw advp.rt;hp.mp.nt it is de^irnhlp. in ms.nt.ijin " Thp Mntnr Citd*. "
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SEE THAT TREAD?

Both in design and thickness, it is

ABSOLUTELY "TROUBLE-PROOF. 1

Insist on

Motor Cycle Tyres
when ordering your

new machine.

\jlAilD O Cycle and Motor Cycle Show. OlAlll/

The Continental Tyre and Rubber Co. (Great Britain), Ltd.,

3-4, Thurloe Place, London, S.W.

BIS In answerina this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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ACCESSORIES for PASSENGER
MOTOR CYCLES.

IT
is scarcely possible to generalise about the right

type of accessory for the cyclecar, because the

design of the vehicle ranges from what is prac-

tically a four-wheeled edition of the 500 c.c. bicycle

to a miniature duplicate of a Rolls-Royce. The
principal factor in both the design and purchase of the

equipment must invariably be lightness. The novice's

temptation will be to imagine that since he has plenty

of space he can add any luxurious fittings which attract

him irrespective of weight ; and to forget that a few

bulky fitments will have the stopping effect of an extra

passenger by dint of either weight or wind resistance.

1 append a few considerations, especially with regard

to cyclecars.

Wind Screens.
Heavy glass screens are ruled out by sheer weight,

and by the fact that a transparent screen is intended

to be used at a comparatively vertical angle, which will

absorb 1 h.p. when forged against a breeze. Celluloid

screens are too inflammable, talc screens are not really

transparent. The wise cyclecarist will protect his lower
person by a deep scuttle dash, preferably of leather

or waterproofed fabric on light metal stretcher rods,

brought well up to the top front edge of the steering

wheel at a well-raked angle ; or by a hinged and adjust-

able opaque screen of similar construction ; and will

trust to goggles and head wear and storm coat for

shielding his upper storeys against inclement weather.

The weight and wind resistance of a full-size, vertical

screen are too big a handicap for a genuine cyclecar.

Ca~e Hoods.
The Cape cart hood is outlined in classical

mythology in the guise of a leather bag, in which the

god ^Eolus kept the wind. A hood is all very well

when you have 20 h.p. to push it through a storm with,

but it is quite out of place on a light cyclecar. If

bought, it should be regarded as a tent under which
the passenger may seek temporary and stationary pro-

tection in a tropical downpour; but for actual travel

in heavy rain, oilkskins are infinitely preferable. A
proper hood would stop a genuine cyclecar down to a

crawl in rough weather; if we pile on enough power
to push a gipsy van at 20 m.p.h. against a gale we
shall kill the cyclecar by over-development.

Lamps.
The cyclecar will travel as fast as a biggish car, and

it needs penetrating illumination. My own plan is to

carry one centrally mounted 6in. head lamp, fed by
two small motor cycle generators, so saving 50% on
*he weight of an ordinary four-wheeler lighting system.

The same generators will simultaneously feed two baby
acetylene head lights, little larger than turkey's, eggs;
or some may prefer a brace of miniature electric side

lamps, which save messing up the generator for a five-

mile run in the dusk. Long experience in the wiles
of tail lamps has made me an enthusiast for the
" Dependence " type in a smaller size.

Toolkit.
An extended toolkit is advisable for a vehicle which

has springs and other parts which may require lusty

handling, and my plan is to buy one of the big tool-

rolls, costing 30s. or so, and empty its contents into

a small leather handbag of the kind in which running
men carry their spikes, zephyr and shorts. If a

duster is stuffed in on top of the tools^they will not
rattle, and are easily accessible. Delicate spares

should be separately stored. The toolbag reposes
handily under my thighs on the floorboards.

Hooter.
A really penetrating alarm is very serviceable,

especially on cyclecars provided with only two gears,

which cannot easily be got back on to top gear when
baulked half-way up a longish rise. Exhaust whistles

have to be carefully used in these days of new laws,

but their penetration and lightness make them very

suitable, if they are courteously used, and not employed
in the vicinity of police or population. Otherwise an

electric horn is very good. The modern electric horn
possesses a reliability which its predecessors never

boasted, and its one drawback is the need of carrying

a special accumulator or dry cell for it.

Personal Luggage.
In respect of luggage the cyclecar should be re-

garded as a glorified motor bicycle, and stern self-

restraint is advisable. Of course, if a lady be the

passenger, some leniency will be compulsory. In

this case the tailboard is the correct location. Placed

there a suitcase entails no extra wind resistance, and

its weight will make the wheels bite on greasy hills;

but it is wise to buy her a special suitcase, and r5s.

will purchase a featherweight waterproof case of

flatfish outline, and large enough to house a suffi-

ciently killing toilet. B. H. Davies.

HANDLE OR KICK STARTER.
Our photograph shows a combined hand and kick starting apparatus tilted to

a 6 h.j). Rex two-speeder, and for which a patent has been applied for. It

consists of an encased ratchet running in an oil bath and having a recess for

a copious supply of oil. It was designed by W. R. Cooke, of Nottingham.

Big
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ACCESSORIES.
Some Novelties for the

Olympia Motor Cycle Show

A. C. Davison, 163, Arlington Road,
Camden Town, N.W.. the well-kiown
manufacture! of tanks, filler caps, gauges,
and >o. 1. |juu. £, has lately introduced an
ingc-'ioi.s and- siniple sight feed lubricator,
wh ;

i' works in conjunction with his tap-
less oil pump. The lubricator consists of

a glass, .reservoir containing a ceitain
quantity of_',; l. which is allowed to flow
by gravity into thi engine, the flow being

Davison patent continuous sight feed lubricator.

controlled by means of an adjustable
needle valve.

If the tapless oil pump be filled and the
handle depressed the oil normally passes
from the tank by means of the pump into
the glass reservoir, and the lubricant will
now feed by gravity into the engine as
fast as may be desired, according to the
adjustment of the needle valve. Should,
however, it be required to inject a pumpful
immediately, the lever on the top of the
drip feed, must be pushed over to the left.

This slides up an inclined plane. Kits the
needle valve off its seating, closes
the air vent, and allows a full pumpful cf
oil to be delivered to the engine. The
amount of oil in the glass reservoir does
not matter in the slightest, as the air vent
being closed there is an air cushion behind
a quantity of oil, and even though the
reservoir be half full this quantity will
remain unaltered and a full pumpful be
delivered to the tank.
Mr. Davison has lately taken up

acetylene welding, and is undertaking
the^ repair of broken cylinders, crank
delivered to the engine.

t=^
Brown Bros.' grease injector for filling gear boxes.

T.ie top of the syringe is bell stuped, allowing
the plunger to be easily pushed home.

B20

An ingenious and useful attachment
for fixing on to the filler cap of a
petrol can will be exhibited by the
Safety Petrol Filler Co., Ltd., 20, Vic-

WIRE GA'UZdgf

A filter for attachment to petrol tins.

toria Street, W. This enables the liquid
to be poured out freely, and at the
same time filters it by means of a
strainer. The device possesses a nozzie
of small dimensions, which is detach-
able, so that the gauze therein can be
easily cleaned. It is also ingeniously
fitted with two threads, so as to fit

petrol tins with large or small orifices.

The company is also making a speciality
of a material known as Cycling, which
is a preparation claimed to prevent belt
slip on either rubber or leather belts.

When used on the latter it acts as a
preservative. Each block is packed in
a neat box holder.

Several improvements have been made
in the Watford speedometers, made by
Messrs. iNiccie, Nielsen, and Co.,
Watford, for 1913. These instruments
are made with the greatest accuracy and

The Watford speed indicator, with watch
attachment below.

care. An innovation will be a motor
cycle speedometer registering in kilo-

metres, which should apppal to foreign
riders, with trip registering up to 999
kilometres. Fp to the present time, the
Watford speedometer has not registered

the tenths of a mile ; but this innova-
tion will be introduced into the 1913
models.
Another novelty will be a Nicole-

Nielsen watch to attach to the handle-
bar. This is sold in a well-made case.

The case is a particularly neat and well-

finished job, and, being free of (lutings

and projections, should be easy to

clean. The clip by means of which it is

attached is similar to that used on the
speedometer, and is secure and ingenious.
A speedometer model has been intro-

duced, in which a match case is attached
to the complete instrument^ In the
mechanism itself the chief alteration is

Back of Watford machine watch, showing simple

and effective mithod of atticnment, which is also

used on toe Watford speecometer.

the introduction of worm drive for

rotating the registering mechanism off

the governor, formerly a ratchet drive

was. employed, and, while this was

quite ' satisfactory and possessed the

advantage of always registering in the

forward direction irrespective of the

machine being wheeled backwards, the

worm drive has been found to be better

and to give a more accurate reading.

The Forward sparking ' plugs, belt

fasteners, etc., will be found on some of

the accessory stands. The principal

novelty for 1913 is the patent steatite

plug. This is made with a solid nickel

red and heavy nicktl points. The steatite

insulator is held in place by hermetic

cement, which, it is claimed, is unaffected

by heat. At the base of the steel body
is a copper washer on which is seated a

detachable sleeve, containing the cement

and steatite. It is, therefore, possible,

by undoing the sleeve, to remove the in-

sulator and the nic'.ul rod complete from

the body of the plug. This is claimed to

be a revolution in sparking pl.'g con-

struction. The Forward Cycle Company,
Edmund Street, Birmingham, also niako

other types of single, two and three point

plugs, and plug holders, also the Forward
ejector sparking plug, particulars of which

have already appeared."
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There's

the Saddle—
of all fitments responsible for your ease

and comfort more than any other, and

—

There's the Show—which presents

to you an exceptional opportunity of ensuring

that comfort by a personal inspection of the

various types which are offered to the Public, and—

There's the BROOKS—the only

saddle in which that comfort-creating feature—

THE BROOKS PATENT COMPOUND
SPRING—can be embodied.

If you're looking for luxury

you should call.

There's

the Bag—
upon which your convenience is equally

dependent and, again—
There's the Show—where you can

examine the many luggage-carrying devices

which are being made to-day, and

—

There's the BROOKS—a range of

Bags and carrying specialities which cover

every need

—

You should see these, too, and note that

both saddles and bags will be on view at

Stand
231 Gallery, Olympia.

If you cannot call, ask for the

BROOKS BOOK—
it is free. J

J. B. BROOKS
& Co., LTD.,

49, Criterion

Works,

BIRMINGHAM
Note tJtat a full range
of tWe BROOKS Cycle
and Motor Cycle
Specialities may also

be seen at our London
Showrooms—Criterion
House, n, Grape S/. t

Shaftesbury Avenue,
W.C. {Ox)ord St. end).

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle*
1 * B2X
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Greater Luxury .

Increase of Speed

Simplicity of Control

.

Silent Running .

bbbbbbbbbbbbii

BBBBBBBBBBBIi

BBBBBBBB

Slow Speeds on Top Gear .

It is owing to the many improvements and refinements, which, to quote The Press, make it

"ONE OF THE FINEST MOTOR CYCLE:

YET CONSTRUCTED." .'
. . .

The HENDEE MANUFACTURING CC

Goods and Repairs—39, Bolsover Street, London, W.

E32 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Among the Accessories.—
The Continental Tyre and Rubber Co.,

Thurloe Place, South Kensington, S.W.,

will be showing their standard De
['nurse model, which remains as before,

though the tread is now made slightly

heavier. The well-known basket pattern

will be retained, and the rubber-

mm.
For
tyre
non-

Tho Continental heavy rubber studded tyre,

studded pattern is now made in all

sizes. A heavy combination type has

1
been introduced, while 28in. x 2|in.

tyres are made for Indian and other

: machines with 28in. wheels. The com-
bination is also made in the 700 x8(
size for A.C. and other cyclecars.

sidecars, the well-known Autobi
will be retained, also the _ rubber

i

skid and the steel-studded. The exhibit

I, will also include Continental belts of all

sizes and the various rubber accessories

made by the firm.

. The Rom Tyre Co., 31, Brooke Street.

Holborn, E.C., will exhibit two new
[
covers—650 x 65 mm. and 700 x 80 mm.

i —for fitting to voiturette rims. - These

I will be provided with square treads, and
are intended for those motor cyclists

who use sidecar machines or cyclecars

and do not require non-skid tyres.
: They possess a very heavy tread, and
should be most durable.

The Rom sqiiar tread voiturette tyre.

i The firm is also specialising in a 3m,
tyre of the well-known combination
rubber bar and steel studded pattern to

fit motor cycle rims. The combination
tyre in many sizes and Rom belts will

also be on view.

There is little doubt that the accessory

exhibit of Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., 359 361,

Euston Road, N.W., will be a most in-

: teresting one. Among the novelties we
may mention a ball-jointed handle-bar

mirror, which can be so adjusted that the

light from the lamp may be reflected

back on to the machine, thus enabling a

tyre to be repaired or other adjustments
effected after lighting-up time. A very
handy little accessory is the pocket petrol

filter and case. Quite a novelty, and a

speciality of Messrs. Dunhill's, is a. chrome
leather band designed to be inserted inside

the cover and between it and the tube.

It is practically unpunoturable and has

been tested by several riders on the flinty

roads of Norfolk with considerable success.

It is easily fitted, and only needs a slight

application of solution just to hold it in

place while it is inserted, after which the

air pressure will keep it in position.

Another simple but handy accessory

which should appeal to many who have
not a proper motor house in which to

store their machines is a grease tray,

which, if the machine is left in the hall,

(nay be placed underneath the crank case

:
- ' ' B -."..:

Dunhill's nandie-oa. mirror, which can be used
to reflect lie:ht on any portion of the machine

needin? adjustment after dark.

to. catch oil drippings and keep the floor

covering clean.

Another novelty is a match and
cigarette holder for fixing on to the
handle-bars.

Motor cycle garments of all kinds aiid

types will be on view, while amongst the

novelties in this department will be a

sack rug for sidecar passengers. It is

made- of plush, is very warm, and is

fastened round the body by the aid of

glove button fasteners, and therefore,

easily donned and doffed. Another
novelty is a camel fleece smock, which
takes the place of a coat lining, so that

even if" a light thin coat be worn the

l\ JBA

12S7

rider is sufficiently protected from Hr
cold.

An interesting accessory will be the

Kerry motor cycle lamp marketed by
the East London Rubber Co. This is

fitted with a special bracket, so that the

lamp" can be turned up and down or

Kerry looi,muil.

turned completely round so as to facili-

tate repairs after dark. Another novelty

will be a toolbag fitted with a recess for

each tool; this is held in position by
means of springs so that rattling U
impossible The East London Rubber
Co. also make1 a speciality of a sidecar

stand As regards clothing, a novelty is

a sidecar foot muff made in 'two styles

—

square for the ordinary basket, or V-

Ounlop Pillion tyre for passenger machine;.

Thc Kerry iamel ttoeco under-jacket.

shaped fo? til? canoe type of sideom
body.
A very useful article of clothing is

or may be worn loose under a thin coat.

a camel fleece under-jacket, which is

made so that it may be attached by
means of spring buttons to an overcoat,

or may be worn loose undei a thin coat.

Another very useful article of clothing

is- a -waistcoat lined with beautifully soft

chamois leather, and possessing Italian

cloth sleeves lined with the same
material The firm will be showing the
" Shackleton " cap, of which we hare
already made mention ; it is lined with

fur, which can be unfolded and serves

to keep the ears warm. A double-

breasted oilskin coat with a storm

fastening, which is absolutely imper-

meable to wet, will also be shown among
other articles of clothing.

(To be continued,)
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Sporting Quadcars.

H !--. Dew's latest spider quad side and front views.

LM.
This neat design of, four-wheeled cycle-

car, previous models of which have been
described from time to time in The Motor
Cycle, and of which we reproduce a

photograph of the latest model, has,

practically speaking, undergone no

This single seated four-wheeler is prop. lied by a twin-cylinder engine,

GORDON.
A visit to Mr. Gordon Armstrong's

works at Beverley revealed many im-

provements to the Gordon cyclecar, the

first example of wuich was made three

Three-quarter view of the latest L.M.

alterations outwardly, but at the same
time it has been considerably enhanced
in its general appearance. Frpm front

to rear, the mechanism may be described

as follows : The engine is of the well-

known 8 h.p. J.A.P. twin type, fitted with
B. and B. carburetter and Bosch high-

tension magneto. From the engine the

power is transmitted by Renold chains

to the clutch and
two-speed gear box
mounted on the

counter - shaft.

Thence, the drive
is again by chain
to a live back axle

fitted with differ-

ential gear. Ad-
justment is pro-

vided for both
chains, and a point

worthy of notice is

that the engine
may be started

from the driving
seat. The complete
vehicle, which is

well -sprung fore

and aft, and weighs
approximately 5
cwts., fitted with
Auster hood and
screen, presents a
smart appearance.
All four wheels are
shod with 26 x 2£
Michelin tyres. Three
fitted as an extra.

The power unit of the Gordon. The ongine is a J.A.P., with cylinders at 90°.

inch tyres are

ine Lime Midland loui-wr.eeied s,ng,e-iiaiea machine with central steering.

vears ago. The engine now used is the

8 h.p. J.A.P. with cylinders at 90°,

85 x 95 mm. bore and stroke, giving a

cubic capacity of 1 078 c.c. This engine

is much more vibrationless than that

fitted to previous models. Chain drive

and a three-speed and reverse gear box

have been standard for the last two

years, and have prov-d most satisfactory.

The Ferodo lined brakes are very power-

ful and smooth in action,, either foot or

hand braKe being sufficiently powerful

to hold the machine on any hill. The

engine is started, on accumulator ignition

and afterwards switched over to the mag-

neto. Two large fans are used for

cooling purposes, one to each cylinder.

The framework jt the body is very novel,

being built of tubes with the chassis;

the seats are on the hammock principle

and very comfortable. In a trial

trip of 800 miles in the Lake

District and Scotland, the car performed

exceedingly well and climbed Kirkstone

Pass on second speed.
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1913 MODELS.
Details and Illustrations of New Design

Passenger Motor Cycles.

8h.p. WILLIAMSON.
The Williamson has been designed horn

start to finish as a sidecar machine, and

the engine, frame, and transmission are

all of sufficiently robust proportions to

withstand the extra strain. At the same
time, it must not be imagined that it

cannot be ridden solo. We ourselves

have enjoyed a very comfortable solo run

on an air-tooled model. The engine is

manufactured on the well-known Douglas
lines; that is to say, it has two hori-

zontally opposed cylinders with the

connecting rods actuating opposed cranks.

A large outside flywheel is fitted, which
adds materially to the smooth pulling.

The engine has a capacity of 964 c.c, and
is rated at 8 h.p. It can be had in either

water or air-cooled models. The engine
is connected to the two-speed gear box by
chain, and the drive to the rear wheel
is similar. The gear box is a strengthened
replica of the Douglas, and a leather-to-

metal cone clutch is employed.
In future models a*spring drive will

be fitted to the rear wheel to absorb
ransmission shocks. (This device was
described and illustrated in a recent issue

if this journal.) The frame, is of peculiar
instruction, most of the tubes being ^in

iuplicate. The saddle gives a particu-
arly low riding position, and long foot-

boards add to the comfort and appearance
>f the machine.
26 x 3in. tyres are fitted, the tank

las ;i capacity of one and threequarter

gallons of petrol and half a gallon of oil,

and standard gear ratios are 4£ and 7 to 1.

The whole machine has an unusual, but
businesslike, appearance, and the engine
runs with that pleasant absence of vibra-

they have decided upon very few altera-

tions for 1913. The following machines
will be on view at the Show : A three-

seater painted cream, fitted with hood,
screen, and all accessories ; a two-seater

tion which is common to the horizontally „ painted standard green, without extras ;

opposed twin. a two-seater painted blue, fully equipped

1913 model A.C. sociable, the chief alteration to which is the lengthened wheolbase.

A.C. SOCIABLES.
The manufacturers of the A.C, Auto-

Carriers, Ltd., Thames Ditton, are so

well satisfied with the present models that

with all extras ; a two-seater fully

equipped, painted grey ; and a two-seater
painted silver grey. It is certain that

the finish of the A.C. sociables will

appeal to all tastes. An interesting
exhibit will be an unpainted A.C. fitted

with De Luxe body, showing the material

The latest model ot the 8 h.p. air-oooled Williamson, with Canoelel sidecar.

Front view of A.C. sociable. Attention Is directed
to the inside extensions to the mudguards.

and workmanship of the coachwork.
which is carried out entirely at the com-
pany's works. All the 1913 models will

be of the De Luxe type, and will be
fitted with the latest type of engine,
which has a bore of 95 mm. and a stroke
of 102 mm
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CRESCENT.
In our issue cf October 31st we dealt,

briefly, with the mechanical features of the

Crescent friction-driven cyclecar, and .now
we reproduce photographs of the latest

model complete with sociable body fitted

with hood and screen. These illustra-

tions convey a good idea of the very smart
appearance the complete machine presents,

and we can testify that the finish is as
good as the general appearance. The lines

of the machine are particularly pleasing,

thers being no abrupt breaks in the body-
line ; and it is evident that comfort has
been studied hand in hand with appear-
ance. C Points worthy of note are the
toolbox at the back, the wide entrance,
and the neat manner in which the bonnet
hinges forward, allowing easy access to

the twin air-cooled J. A. P. engine. The
acetylene head lamps are carried by
brackets fixed to the front mudguards.
They therefore show the extreme width of

Front and side views of the latest friction-driven Crescent.

th* car and do away with the necessity

of carrying side lamps. This is a good
point, provided the mudguards are well-

braced to the frame and the lamp brackets
firmly fixed to the mudguards, as is the
case in this instance.

CHATER-LEA.
The latest Chater-Lea cyclecar chassis,

which we were privileged to see recently,

is a production well worthy of the firm

responsible for its construction. The
whole is designed and built on sound and
well-tried lines, and there is nothing
experimental about it.

The frame is of channel steel, strongly

stayed by means of tubular cross members,
inswept at the front, so as to provide an
ample lock, and is suspended on semi-

elliptical springs fore and aft. The 85 X
85 V twin Chater-Lea engine is set trans-

versely in the frame on special brackets.

and is supplied either air or water-cooled.

The cone clutch is of the ordinary

leather - to - metal type with external

springs, rendering adjustment easy. Be-

tween clutch and gear box there is a slid-

ing joint forward and a flexible joint at

the rear. The connecting-shaft between
clutch and gear box is in two pieces, so

Front view of Chater-Lea cyclecar chassis, showing new radiator with centre door for allowing easy access

to valves. The radiator is here shown on an air-cooled chassis merely to donote the manner in which
It Is fixed.

The Chater-Lea cyclecar three-speed and reverse

gear box, and external Ferodo lined brake and

universal joint.

that by undoing the joint in the centre

the clutch may be conveniently with-

drawn.

The gear box has been jmproved in

design, and now provides three speeds and

reverse, while the change is effected

through a gate. Behind the gear box on

the gearshaft there is an external brake

of approved design, with a simple means

of adjustment.

The forward end of the propeller-shaft

is fitted with a universal joint of the pin

type, while at the rear there is a hexagonal

sliding joint. The final drive is by over-

head worm. No torque rod is fitted, the

torque being taken by the springs.

The front axle is tubular, and the steer-

ing pins are provided with ball bearings.

The steering is direct, a system, which
Chater-Lea, Ltd., have found to "be per-

fectly satisfactory.

The radiator designed, for the water-

cooled model has been photographed, 1

.firstly; to show the method of carrying it;

and secondly, to depict the door in the

centre through which is obtained easy

access to the valves. The air-cooled
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New Chater-Lea No. 7 sidecar frame showing meniod of carrying three-speed gearbox and magneto.

model will probably be provided with a

cylindrical tank over the' engine, with
gauze at the sides to allow for good air

circulation.

As regards control. The throttle and
air levers are on the steering column.
The brake pedal operates the internal

expanding brakes on the rear wheels and
the side lever the gearshaft brake.

The latest No. 7 Chater-Lea sidecar

model has a frame with special brackets

behind the bottom of the saddle tube on
' which the magneto and gear box are

,

carried. That provided for the gear box
is slotted so that the chains can be easily

adjusted.

AUTOTRIX.
Three designs of the Autotrix are

standardised by Edmunds, Wadden and
Co., Weybridge, namely, an 8 h.p. water-

cooled, 8 h.p. air-cooled, and a 6 h.p.

water-cooled, the first two involving the

use of J.A.P. engines, the latter of a

Fafnir.

The 8 h.p. water-cooled car, with body
a little larger than the standard, is a
very different vehicle from that shown at

Olympia last year.

This is true, not only of the body, but

!
of the chassis. The special features that

the designers have endeavoured to secure

are comfortable seating accommodation
for two, good leg robin .'and weather pro-

tection, coupled with efficient and com-
fortable springing, and particular atten-

tion has been given to the last point,

I for it is especially upon the springing of

the back wheel that the makers consider

j

the success of the three-wheeler depends.
Accordingly, in this registered design,

ithe springs are so constructed as to be
effective with a great variety of shocks,
from the smallest to the largest, the

i smaller being taken up by the longer
part of the spring, while the shorter part
only comes into operation when certain

stresses are exceeded. It is claimed
that this effect can be obtained without
allowing the back wheel to cant when
rounding corners or on highly cambered
roads : consequently no trouble is experi-

' enced with the chain getting thrown out
of alignment.

6 h.p. P.D.A. cyclecar, which has two speeds
and is shaft-driven.

One model is built for commercial
travellers' use, a class of work to which
the makers are giving considerable atten-

tion, and for which there is certainly a

demand.

-
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BEDELIA.
The general specification of the Bedelia

is probably fairly well-known. In the
case of £he two-cylinder models duplicated
steering cables are now fitted, and the
possibility of backlash reduced to a
minimum. A different design of brake is

also now fitted to the counter-shaft.

It is worth noting that in the two-
cylinder engine (the bore and stroke of

which, by the by, are 80 x 100 mm.) the

cylinders are set at an angle of 90°, which
enables a very good balancing effect to

be obtained about as good as it is possible

to obtain in a twin-cylinder V-type engine.

Singer new design of bottom bracket for pedalling

gear on the 4£ h.p. machine.

The proof of the pudding is in the
eating, and although we have not tested

the Bedelia engine for absence of vibra-

tion with the system of balancing
employed, we can well believe the claim
made by Mr. L. N. Palmer, that a glass

full of water can be placed upon the
petrol tank immediately over the engine
when running without any of the water
getting spilt, "and articles may be placed
on the wings while the engine is running
q lite fast and yet not be shaken off.

The front suspension has been improved,
so that a lateral motion is provided to

enable the chassis to accommodate itself to

almost any road inequality that can be

The latest Autotrix three- .vheeler, with raiiator on dash.
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A 1913 Bedolia cyclecar, with hood and wind screen.

surmounted by wheels. This is effected

by a special form of shock absorber con-
tained in a box underneath the coil

spring that is enclosed in the brass tele-

scopic casing.

Tt is doubtful whether the new models
will be ready in time for the Show, but,

in any case, the Bedelia exhibit will be an
imposing one, comprising among other
things, two models, each fitted with a
distinctive magneto—the one of the new
Alterno type, the other a new Gibaud,
both, of course, specially designed to fire

cylinders at 90°.

G.N.
G. N. Higgs and -Co., 31, Vauxhall

Bridge Road, S.W., will exhibit G.N.
cyclecars solely. Among the. exhibits will

be a polished chassis, which should
attract a great deal of interest, as it will

be a novelty among cyclecars. It is

interesting to note that Mr. Higgs was

one of the earliest cyclecar users in Eng-
land. His experience, therefore, in the

construction and handling of these

vehicles is probably unequalled. The
G.N. runabout is fitted with a twin-
cylinder 80 x 98 mm. engine, with the
cylinders set at 90° The engine is

slightly out of the common, in that it

has a long outside bearing to the crank-

shaft, a big external flywheel, and the

timing gear in a separate unit. There
are only two timing wheels, two cams,
and four rockers operating the valves

for each cylinder. The inlet valves are

of the overhead mechanical type, oper-

ated by ball-ended tappet rods. The
fan is mounted on a hinged bracket,

the hinge allowing the fibre friction

wheel to be held against the flywheel by
means of a spring. The transmission is

by chain to the counter-shaft, on which
is mounted the two-speed gear, and
thence to the back wheels by belts.

NOVEMBER ijfh, 7912.

G.W.K.
One of the finest cyclecars of the season

has undoubtedly been the G.W.K., made
by G.W.K., Ltd., Datchet, Bucks. Tins

is one of the few vehicles of this type

which has consistently proved its worth
in various reliability trials and competi
tions. So successful has it been that [he

makers have decided to make no startling

alterations, but to pay attention to a

few details in which improvement might
be effected.

For example, the rear axle is now
made of special nickel chrome air-

hardened steel with a tensile strength of

120 tons. They have done away with all

Component parts of the A.J.S. free engine clutch

which has cork insets.

cone type ball bearings, their place

being taken by ring type bearings.

Riley detachable wheels are employed,
and the brake drums have been en-

larged. The chassis has been generally

strengthened where necessary.

Brough Cyclecar.
The Brough firm are_ manufacturing a

cyclecar which has a twin-cylinder 85x95
engine driving a three-speed gear of the

sliding dog type by chain, another chain

transmitting the power to the rear axle,

which has no differential. The body is

coach-built, and the chassis is sprung on

semi-elliptical springs throughout.

NEW SWIFT CYCLECAR.

This machine was described and illustrated In our last Issue, It has a 6 h.p. twin-cylinder engine, three-speeds, shaft drive and tubular frame.
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INVICTA RUNABOUT.
Tlif Invicta is a. very smartly designed

eyclecar made by Mr.' H. E. Clarke, of

L'l irendon Square, Leamington. We
recently inspected one of these machines

arid found Mr. Glhrke busily preparing an

example of the Invicta for exhibition.

'J 'lie engine, an 8 h.p. J.A.P. water-

eouli'J. 85 X 85 mm., -drives through a
leather-faced cone clutch and propeller-

shaft to a three-speed Cliater-Lea gear

box. Thermo-syphon cooling is employed
and the water pipes are very large.

The handle starter is geared up by
means of a skew gear, thus enabling an
easy start to be made. We agreed with
Mr. Clarke that handle starting on
small twin engines with magneto ignition

was rather uncertain unless a gear were
employed. In addition to gearing up the

Front view of Invicta runabout.

tarting he has fitted an exhaust valve
ifter which operates by Bowden wire
nd lever, the latter being attached at

he corner of the Jrame.

The Bosch magneto is bevel driven off

lie timing shaft. The gear box provides
hree speeds and reverse, with direct

rive on top gear. A universally jointed
haft runs between the gear box and
kitchshaft, and also -between gear box

I nd bevel cross drive, which is on a
ounfer-shaft behind the gear box. From
ibis cross-shaft to the rear axle the drive

s by a single chain. The live rear axle
evolves in Skefko bearings attached to

Broadside view of the Invicta.

the spring boxes, and only one wheel is

keyed to the shaft, the other being con-
nected by a friction clutch plate in the
hub. A strong spring holds the friction

clutch sufficiently tight to prevent the
wheel from slipping when the vehicle is

travelling in a- straight line. When it is

turning a corner it is claimed that
sufficient slip takes place to enable one
wheel to over-run the other, and so dis-

pense with a. balance gear.

The springs are quarter elliptical, and
torque rods are provided front and" rear,

the latter being adjustable to allow for
chain stretch. Two external brakes are
fitted to the back wheels and one on
the counter-shaft behind the gear box.
The two former are operated by side hand
lever and the latter by pedal. The clutch
is also pedal operated.

The main frame is of wood with inside
angle plates, the cross members being
tubular and brazed to lugs bolted to the
frame.

. There are four ordinary cross
members, to two of which are attached
the gear box and cross counter-shaft.
The front cross member is of angle steel
and on it is fixed the geared starting
handle, etc. The engine is supported by
a sub-frame of tubing, and the same sub-
frame supports the gear box.

Steering is by rack and pinion ; the
tanks for petrol and oil are concealed
in the dash, as also are the oil pump
and drip feed lubricator.

One of the simplest things on the
vehicle -is the quadrant for the gear
change lever. No gate is employed, and

yet it is almost impossible to make a
mistake in changing gear. The silencer;

is of large dimensions, divided into four,

compartments with the holes decreasing
in size towards the end, the final exit
of the gases being through a single pipe
with flattened end. The torpedo-shaped
body is upholstered in leather, and all

body corners are nicely shaped off. At
the rear a large luggage grid provides;
ample space for touring bags; underneath'
it is a box for spares, the top being
finished off with a rubber mat. The
wheelbase is 7ft. 9in., track 3ft. llrn.,1

and the chassis weight under 6 cwts.

MONTGOMERY.
Montgomery sidecar improvements in-

clude cantilever springs in place of the
ordinary cee springs ; these are very
sensitive, have an increased range of

action, sav9 5 to 6 lbs. in weight, and
are readily adjustable to accommodate
passengers from 8
to 14 stones.

There are also new
attachments fitted

with double
security locks, and

Plan view of chassis oi Clarke's Invicta runabout.

Cantilever springing- on the Unbreakable trussed frame
new Montgomery. A spiral oa tne Montgomery.
spring is enclosed in the

tubes.

providing adjustment for bringing the
sidecar axle parallel with the ground, and
also in perfect alignment with the
bicycle. This is a most important im-
provement, because the sidecar wheel can
be made to run perfectly upright (even
if a 26in. wheel sidecar be used with
a 28in. bicycle wheel, or lAce vt.rm).

Perfect alignment adds considerably to
easy running, removes fear of spindle
breakage, and distributes the - - weijrht
even.y on both springs instead of strain-

tileing the spring nearest to the bicycle.

C5>
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1913 Models.

'Die frame has received special atten-

tion, and a new design produced,
strengthened in every part, and strong
enough for use with the highest powered
motor bicycles.

The hub has been made rain and dust
proof, by providing the mudguard stay

bracket with a flange which half encircles

the hub and extends as near as possible

to the spokes.

NOVEMBER 14M, igi2 .

Meihod of securing Humberette rear wheels with a
colter pin.

The luggage capacity has been improved
by providing a sprung grid which accom-
modates a two-gallon can of. petrol, tool
box on the lower part, and a specially

made valise on top.

The front extension and lateral - ad-
justment of the frame, used for the past
ten years, is retained, although

A Montgomery sidecar 'feature. Adjustment for
height of rear portion.

strengthened in all parts to meet the re-

quirements of high-powered machines and
fast speeds.

Special attention has been given to the
bodies, both in coach-built, cane, and
wicker work ; deep seats, low backs, and
ample leg room being special features.
Weight has been considerably reduced.

A fine example of the I umberette, which has an air-cooled engine three-speed gear, and shift drive.

An experimental wind-propelled light <ar, built by the Beacon Engineering Ci. An 8 h.p. J.A.P. eigne drives

the propeller. A fair speed IV possible on the level, but on hills the car is not such a success.

The automatic lubricating system on the new Swift

cyclecar. Ses last week's issue, pages 1264-1265.

C6

This handsome design of cycloc ir may have been seen by readers in the Midlands. It is to make .is llrst

appearance at Olympla, but at present we may not divulge its name.
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Broadside view o£ the 8 h.p. Autocrat.

THE AUTOCRAT.
The Autocrat is the production of Mr.

"W. Ivy Rogers, trading as the Autocrat
Light Car Co., Gough Road, Birmingham.
The chassis is of channel steel, upswept at

the back, while the front axle is dropped,
giving a low centre of gravity. The frame

of the sliding gear type, and a gate
change is fitted. The clutch is of disc pat-
tern, with one central disc leather-faced
on both sides, and is so constructed that
there is no thrust on the engine-shaft or

gear box pinion. A universal joint con-
nects the propeller-shaft with the engine-

the petrol consumption is alknit 40 m.p.g..
Accessibility to nil parts has been aimed
at, and Amae, jVilRin, or Hinks carbu-
retters are fitted to order. Two brakes
are fitted to each rear wheel, one internal
expanding and the other external contract-
ing. The wings are shrouded, and there
is a long step board. The wheelbaso is

7ft. 6in. and the track 3ft lOin
The body is of taking appearance, with

a long dashboard, and is upholstered
throughout in real leather. It seats two,
and there is ample leg room for tall

persons. The brake and gear levers work
inside the body. At the rear is a luggage
box with a hinged lid, which for a slight-

extra cost may be fitted as a dicky seat.

650 x 65 mm. tyres are fitted. The
weight complete as given to us is 7 cwts.
and chassis weight 6 cwts.
A four-cylinder water-cooled model is

also made, in, which the same design is,

observed.

WILTON SIDECAR.
The speciality of the Wilton Cycle

and Motor Co., Wilton Road, S.W., is a

Front view of the Autocrat.

is carried on semi-elliptical three-leaf

springs. The 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine and
transmission up to the gear box are carried

on a sub-frame of angle steel, secured to

three tubular cross members, which also

carries the clutch control mechanism. A
fan (not illustrated) is fitted to assist in

cooling the engine. The transmission is by
(shaft to the gear box, thence by chain to a
balance geared back axle. The gear box is

Design of the Wilton Cycle and Motor Co.'s sidecar chassis,

shaft. Steering is effected by rack and
pinion. The lubrication is by automatic
adjustable drip feed from the dashboard.
The petrol tank contains four gallons, and

The latest type of Hollo cvclecar, with tandem seats.

sidecar of their own manufacture, which
possesses a rectangular frame; the chief
point in its construction is the use
of an additional stay from the centre of

the forward part of the frame to a.

special fitting, which clamps round the
lug and tube of the diagonal member
of the motor bicycle. The springs are in

two parts, one portion being above the
frame and the other below. The lower
one carries the footboard, which is

fastened by a butterfly nut. The attach-
ments are conical pegs on the machine,
fitting into conical holes on the sidecar
frame, the whoie being secured with the
aid. of a nut. The bodies for this side-

car have been carefully selected ; one in

particular is provided with a patent
leather body, which cubctince has been
found to wear better thin the ordinary
coach finish. It is fn*cd to a sidecar
known as the " family " incdcl, and has
a child's seat in front. Etcr;:i aprons are
provided with back extensions to fit over
the shoulders, or completely to cover in

the body of the sidecar when empty. The
latest pattern single-seated bodies are
gracefully swept away underneath, thus
giving ample room for a tool box below
the seat.

C7
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The G.N. runabout, a racy looking belt-driven machins, fitted with a twin-cylinder
engine. The G.N. was one of the earliest cyclecars.

The experimental Douglas, which has an 8 h.p. horizontal engine.

It will not bs exhibited at Olympia.

QUADRANT.
The new 7 h.p. twin engine which this

firm is making for the coming season has
already been described in The Motor
Cycle, and the following notes relate

to the rest of the machine.
As this model is intended for sidecar

work, permanent lugs are attached to

the frame. A chain drive is employed
with a two-speed gear forming the
countershaft. It works on the double-
clutch principle, and gives a direct drive
on both gears. The chains are com-
pletely enclosed in oil-bath cases, and
the gear is controlled frpm the top of

the tank by a gear lover supported by,;

the top tube. The one end of the'
counter-shaft is contained within a hole
cut in the wall of the chain case, so that
the adjustment of the gear can be
carried out without taking this off. In
order to make the case dust proof, an
aluminium disc cast integrally with the
footboard is made to register with the
hole, making a very neat and readily
accessible fitting. Best and Lloyd drip-

feed lubrication is furnished, whilst the
specification also includes a Bosch mag-
neto and any of the leading makes of
carburetter, at purchaser's option. The
petrol tank holds two gallons of petrol
and three pints of oil.

650x65 heavy tyres are fitted to both
wheels, whilst the mudguards are also

if sensibly large dimensions. A new
type of spring fork is used which

follows the original Quadrant design,
but is furnished with an additional
spring for taking up the rebound. The
sidecar chassis, which has been specially

designed for this machine, " is four-point
suspended. Special rails are provided
on the back of the sidecar body to allow
a spare tyre to be carried very con-

equal sized driving pinions with specially

formed spherical teeth mesh with three

concentric rings of spherical holes in the

driven plate attached to the hub, the

whole being enclosed in a weather-proof
case.

The 4^ h.p. standard machine with a

bore and stroke of 87 x 95, and fitted

with overhead inlet valves, will also be

shown. A T.T. model will be on view.

SCOTT.

The Supreme sidecar. This coach-built sidecar
is constructed of three-ply birch ; no metal is used
in the framework. Note the step for the use of
passenger.

veniently. No carrier of the ordinary
kind is fixed on the back of the machine
itself, but instead a very large one is

attached to the sidecar.

The Quadrant Co. will have at the
Show a 3^ h.p. model fitted with a three-
speed Humphris gear. This is a very
interesting form of transmission, in .which
each of the gears is direct. Three

There are no radical alterations in the
Scott, but several minor improvements to

details. For instance, four-point attach-

ment lugs for sidecar are brazed into the
frame ; the tank filler is no longer on
the steering head, but a special filler is

incorporated with the saddle lug, which
makes the filling of the oil tubes an easier

matter ; the chain sprockets are so fitted

that they can be exchanged for solo or

sidecar work without removing the change
speed gear; the engine is made with air-

cooled heads, thus effecting a saving in the

size of the radiator and weight; the
lubrication system is improved ; further

improvements have been made to the
spring fork ; the tank is now leather-

covered, which enhances the appearance
of the machine ; and the - chains are

entirely hidden by side chain shields.

Other small details have also been
attended to, such as the improvement of

petrol fillers and strainers.

The Duo, a sociable-seated runabout, propelled by a twin air-cooled engine, A friction-driven twin-cylinder four-wheeler, Built by the Bex Co.

CS
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THE LEO.
The Leo, which is sold by Derry and

Tows, High Street, Kensington, W., has

Hi,' whole of the power unit in the fore-

carrikge, and the front instead of the rear

axle is driven. The engine is an 8 h.p.

J. A. P. 85 x 85 mm. The gear box con-

tains two speeds, a reverse, the clutch and

bevel drive ,to the front wheels. The
engine is partly cooled by a chain-driven

fan. The steering is by crown wheel and
bevel, the latter being attached to a short

Power plant of the Leo cyclecar (front view),

showing gear box on front axle, fan-cooled

engine, etc.

shaft carrying a worm which meshes with
a segment on the movable part of the
forecarriage. The petrol tank is carried
inside the dash. The engine can be
istarted by means of a starting device
from the driver's seat. The steer-

ling wlumn is pivoted, and can be
adjusted to any angle or height to suit

ithe driver. The large Bowden lever on
; the offside, of the dash controls the change-
ispeed. The frame is hung on semi-elliptic

springs in front and transverse spring
behind.

PHANOMOBILE.
Although the No. 1 Phanomobile is the

jOnly model bearing this name that,
strictly speaking, comes within the
definition of a- cyclecar, the No. 2 T
(design is, from the motor cyclist's point
of view, to all . intents and purposes a
cyclecar, and, moreover, it exempli-
;fies a very neat adaptation of the
(torpedo body of Phanomobile design.
The car is fitted with a 10-12 h.p.
.engine, having its two cylinders of 82 mm.
bore and 110 mm. stroke placed side by
side, as first introduced in 1912. A
Claudel-Hobson carburetter and magneto
ignition are fitted. The air cooling of the
engirle is assisted by a fan, which also
jserves to keep the mechanism free from
dust. For 1913 we understand that the
l'hiuiompbile firm is retaining the well-
tried and very effective epicyclic gear, and
the chain drive. Mechanically, the design
for 1913 only differs from that of the
previous yqar in very minor details, but
it is worth noting that detachable rims
can now be fitted to order. ..

Side view of fhe Leo, the front steering axle of which machine is driven.

THE PONETTE.
The Ponette is another vehicle of the

cyclecar type, but bordering closely on
the small car. It has a four-cylinder
engine of 65 X 110 mm., thermo-syphon
circulation, and multi-tubular radiator.

Lubrication is by plunger pump, delivering
oil from the tank on the dashboard to a
trough in which the big ends dip. The
-internal clutch is of the ordinary leather-
faced cone tjpe, and the gear box contains
two speeds and reverse/ the final drive
being by bevel. The pressed steel frame
is inswept at the front and upswept
slightly at the rear, the springing being
by means of semi-elliptical springs frcnt"

and threequarter elliptical rear. The
steering is by worm and segment, and
the control of the engine by accelerator

pedal. It will be exhibited by N. A.
Stevens, Godwin -and Co., 19, Brick
Street, W.

THE KERRY.
The East London Rubber Co., 29,

Great Eastern Street, E.C., inform us

that the chief improvement in the Kerry
motor bicycle for 1913 will be 'the fitting

Of the Armstrong three,-speed gear;

though the Kerry two-speed is unaltered

and will remain on the market.

SILENCERS.
The other day we had an oppor-

tunity of driving a Rudge-Multi and
sidecar, fitted with a newly designed
silencer, which Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd:
will probably adopt next year. In the
opinion of the works manager, Mr. V."

A. Holroyd, who showed us the de-'

vice, an exhaust box of large dimen
sions is not essential- to quietness, and
certainly he has proved to us, by the
test we made, that it is possible to make
a very quiet exhaust box without apparent
back pressure, and not exceeding ordin-

ary dimensions. The interior construc-

tion of the new silencer is at present not
for publication. The only exit for the
exhaust gas is through an inch pipe.

We drove the combination, which carried

a total weight of nearly twenty-nine
stones at an average speed of twenty
miles an hour, and did not spare it on
hills. Owing to the quietness of the
exhaust, ' we at least expected the engine
to knock when the Multi gear was raised

after climbing short sharp hills, but thi3

was not the case, and from the very
short trial Ave had, we are convinced that
Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., have found out
how to make a silent exhaust box without
rendering its size abnormal.

A new model liehtweiffht Hobart. The engine has overhead valves.
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1913 DOUGLAS MODELS.

1913 Douglas models. Model full touring machine. Model S ladies'.

A visit to the Douglas works at Kings-
wood, Bristol, last week disclosed the
fact that five models will be marketed
in 1913. The first is called model N and is

a single-geared model with counter-shaft
and pedalling gear, but no two speeds.
Model is the light touring model with two
speeds, free engine clutch, raised handle-
bars, footboards and larger petrol tank
which now holds a quart more than last

year. Divisions are also placed in the
tank below the point where the new attach-
ments are fitted. These latter are
special brackets brazed to the top tube.
The handle for operating the change
speed rod is now securely attached to a
special bracket also brazed to the top
tube. This is very much neater than

Douglas (ront mudguard. Note the slits to
prevent a vacuum behind the engine.

this jwr's fittings, which were only
clipped to the top tube. Owing to the
wider tanks it has been found neces-
sary to build a tube into the tank
through which the operating rod passes.

Model P is the light touring model with
two-speed gea'r, doubls footrests, dropped
handlebars but no clutch.

Excellent Mudguarding.
Model R. is the full roadster model, and
in addition to the specification of the
other machines this is provided with a
kick starting device and special mud-
guarding, a detail illustration of which we
publish The front guard is very wide

£10

and effective, and in addition to the side
extension there is a very wide metal wing
which is pierced at a point opposite the
engine, so that any tendency for a
vacuum to be created behind this mud-
guard is prevented by the air passing

The 1913 tank, fitted with new spring fed oil

pump and regulator.

through the slits. At the bottom where
the metal guard would be likely to touch
road obstructions a leather extension is

riveted on to the wing. The side
wings of the back guard are only
provided on the belt side, as it has
not been found necessary to fit them on
the opposite side. These extensions keep
all mud and water from being thrown on
the belt, and should be an additional
attraction to the already much sought
after compound transmission of the

Douglas machines. .The excellent re

suits obtained with this twin horizonta

engine have not necessitated any im

portant alterations for' next year. How
ever, our illustration will show that thi

induction pipe has been altered to accom
modate the new inlet ports which now
form a clear passage direct to the inlet

valve.

Horse-power Extraordinary, .

The exhaust exit is also modified ir

design to enable a clearer path for thi

gases. The "cylinder dimensions an

60.5x60 mm., and recent tests at thi

works, under the supervision o£ Professoi

Morgan, of the Merchant Venturers' Col

lege, Bristol, have shown that with a far

brake one of these engines has given S\

h.p. at a speed of 4,803 r.p.m. A maximum
speed of 5,600 r.p.m. has been obtained,

but at this speed power fell off. Thi

exhaust pipe is one-eighth of an inch

larger, and the Bosch enclosed magneto

has been adopted. Previous to the intro-

duction of the 1913 models, Douglas Bros,

enclosed the magneto themselves. With

a view to improving lubrication, a larger

oil pump has been fitted. There is also

a needle valve regulating the feed of the

oil to the engine, the oil being forced

through the regulator by a coiled spring

in the pump barrel. If a full pump be

Valve side of the Douglas light touring machine.
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1918 Models.—
required suddenly to climb an unexpected

hill, all that is necessary is to open the

needle valve and operate the pump in

the ordinary manner. The diameter of

the friction clutch has been increased to

<in., and the clutch covering is now
Raybestos.

1913 Fittings.

A detail improvement to the rear wheel

is the shape of the belt rim. Previously,

owing to its shape, this allowed mud to

run up to the highest point and drop

over into the groove for the belt. By
altering this slightly

in shape and placing a

ridge close to the edge

of
" the groove, any

mvfd which climbs to

the outer edge is flung

off this ridge instead

of dropping down into

the groove. Both
brake and clutch

pedals are longer and
situated more conveni

ently than before. The
handle-bars are made 1

slightly wider, and
the ends are brought
into a more natural
position. The controls

for magneto, carbu-
retter, and brakes are

now pinned to the

bars by neat bolts

which pass through
small tubes brazed
through the centre of

the handle-bars. The
lamp bracket of the
Douglas machines is

particularly strong.

to 10 to 1 on low. The belt and
chain drive for the two gears are
arranged on either side. The chain
transmission is on the right-hand side,

where is also mounted the pedal of the
foot starter. The spindle to which this

is attached is carried through to the
further side of the machine, where it

supports a geared segment meshing with
a free wheel on the chain-driven counter-

shaft. The engine is therefore started
through the low gear chain, whilst the
gear is in its free position.

The clutch for the high gear is carried

on the engine-shaft, and consists of a

1913 2J h.p. Douglas engine. Tae snape ef the new induction pipes
will be observed.

It is pressed
from sheet steel, and is brazed and
pinned to the underside of the steer-

gun-metal expanding ring working inside
a steel case, and operated by a wedge
piece. This, in turn, is forced in and

ing socket. Passing up between the out against the action of a spring by a
jfork blades, it brings the lamp into the
correct position for illuminating the
number plate as well as the road. It is

a particularly neat bracket, light and
strong, and brazing it to the base of the
steering socket is a very much better plan

horizontal pivoted lever, which is hinged
to a bracket on the front of the crank
case, as shown. An exactly similar form
of clutch is fitted to the low gear
counter-shaft, and both of these clutches
are operated by a toe-and-heel pedal

than, clipping it round the handle-bar placed just inside the right footboard,
stem. The springs of the fork are now This pedal is connected up to a cam

device, which operates the thrust rod,made with larger coils and thicker
wire. This improves the springing of the
fork, and does not destroy its resiliency.

; Hutchinson studded-tyres have been
(adopted as standard ; the tocJbags are

j

slightly larger, and the modele de luxe
touring type will have a pan seat saddle.

Ladies' Model Retained.
The lady's -model is practically the.

same as the model R. touring machine.
The frame remains unaltered, bnt it will,
of course, be fitted with" the improved
(engine, wide front mudguard, and rear
^mudguard with ride extensions.

which in turn controls the action of the
two clutches.

_
The pedal has, of course, three posi-

tions, viz., high gear, free engine, and
low gear. The footboards themselves,
which are rubber-covered, are very
neatly sprung, the spring for this pur-
pose being furnished with a means for

L.M.C. spring fork link.

adjustment, so that the tension can bo
altered to suit the weight of the rider.
A neat half compression device, in
which a second subsidiary cam is thrown
into action underneath the exhaust
tappet, is carried inside the timing case,
and is. worked by a small lever, giving
two positive positions, • and supported
at the side of the tank.
A very good point which has been in-

cluded in this machine is the use of
deeply flanked mudguards to both the
front and rear wheels. In the latter
case, the larger half of the mudguard
is supported by the carrier, which, upon
the removal of a single pin, hinges down-
wards and gives very complete access to
the tyre. The spring forks have also
undergone some little modification. The
fork is shown in the illustration below,
from which it will be seen that the
spring is now wound open instead of
closed, as previously, so that upon the
rebound the motion can be softly taken
up. The oscillating links supporting the
hub are carried in hardened steel and
phosphor-bronze, bearings, which, in the
event of wear developing, are readily
renewable.

It will be noticed that the link is

slotted to allow free removal of the front
hub, whilst the washer underneath the
securing nuts is cupped to register with
a flat cone on the link itself, and so
prevents the possibility of the hub
slipping out of position, even should the
nuts be slightly loose.

L.ft.C,
The new 4£ h.p. L.M.C. sidecar

model, 89 x 92 mm. bore and stroke, is
full of interesting points. A two-speed
gear is provided, in which the drive on
the high gear is by belt direct from the
crankshaft to the back wheel, whilst on
the. low gear^the drive is conveyed by
.chains through a clutch on the counter-
shaft, which is, of course, always run-
ning, as it is permanently coupled to
'the engine. The gears available are
from 4 to 5 to 1 on top, and from ,9

Belt side of 3£ h.p. 1913 L.M.C. Notice the efficient mudguards which have side extensions for their

entice length.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Nov. 14th. 5.11 p.m.

16th
18th
20th

5.8 p.m.
5.6 p.m.
5.3 p.m.

"The Motor Cycle" Show Numbers.

This issue ie the first of our three special

numbers in connection with the Olympia
Motor Cycle Show, and is mainly devoted
to passenger motor cycles oE all types.

Next week " The Motor Cycle Buyers'

Guide of 1913 Models" will appear. The
Motor Cycle for the 28th inst. will contain

a complete description, with numerous
illustrations, of the Olympia Motor Cycle
Show exhibits.

Road Dangers.

A motor cyclist member of the A.A.
recently suffered injuries—and his machine
was badly damaged—through being
thrown off his machine while rounding
a corner where the road was strewn with
refuse dropped from farmers' carts. As
it is an offence under the Highway Act
1835, for any matter to be laid on the
highway to the injury or personal danger
of road users, the facts were reported to

the responsible authorities, who are
communicating with the farmer in

question. -

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

Railway Rates fob Ctclecaes.—The
Auto Cycle Union is now busily engaged
in trying to persuade the railway com-
panies to reduce the rates for carrying
cyclecars, which are now charged thu
same freights as motor cars, by train.

Club Rooms at Olympia.—The
Princes rooms at Olympia, which are
placed at the disposal of the A.C.U. and
affiliated club members, are also available
for members of the Scottish Auto Cycle
Union and the Motor Cycle Union of
Ireland, as there are reciprocity agree-
ments between these bodies and the
A.C.U.

Proposed Ten Days' Trial.

Kendal seems a likely spot as a centre
for the proposed ten days reliability

trial of the Auto Cycle Union next year.
We have already mentioned that there
is a proposal afoot to merge the Scottish
and English six days' trials into, one long
event. Mr. C. B. Robinson, the hon,
secretary of the Westmorland M.C.C.,
told us last week that he could almost
guarantee £100 worth of prizes if the
Auto Cycle Union select Kendal as the
centre, influential local gentlemen being
interested in the proposals. Hotels and
jarages are also willing to give assistance,
whilst th6 local press too favour the
project.

£13
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SPECIAL FEATURES:

THE EVOLUTION OF CYCLECARS.

B.M.C.R.C. EIGHTH MONTHLY MEETING

SOME CONTINENTAL RUNABOUTS.

Parent cyclecar. Front view. See description
on page 13i9.

The Gometz Hill Climb.

The hill climb organised by the Auto
Cycle Club de France at Gometz-sur-le-
Chatel will be held on December 1st.

Motor cyclists anxious to take part,

should signify their intention of so doing

to the secretary of the A.C.U.. who can

then make the necessary arrangements as

to the prices of tickets, customs' facili-

ties, etc. Members are particularly re-

quested to be prompt.

A Mystery.

Is it true that a certain rider, who u
credited with successfully climbing Blea

Tarn in the autumn one day trial, never

put_ in an appearance at the hill at all? :

There is such a report current in Kendal,
confirmed by the local observers.

Stolen Machines.

On the 25th ult., at 10.30 a.m., a 3J
h.p. Triumph, registration H4277, was
stolen from the office of Mr. A. Hermon
Turner, King Street, Reading.
Another machine was stolen from Mr.

T. - C. Harrison, Longridge Vicarage,
Preston. It has a 3£ h.p. De Dion type
engine, and the registration is B 604.

The name "Dean" is on the tank, and

the machine has a 1911 Bosch magneto
and B. and B. carburetter.

Side view of the Parent, a new light cyclecar of-French orlein (sea naee. 1319).-
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A Racing Absentee.

A notable absentee from the B.M.C.R.C.
race meeting at Brooklands last Satur-

day was G. E. Stanley, the Singer ex-

ponent, who has been ill in bed for a

fortnight. ^

Horse Power.

It is interesting to note that the horse-

;.
power of a 2§ Douglas running at 4,800

i r.p.m. worked on Prof. Dendy Marshall's

formula is 10.54 h.p. The actual brake-
:

horse-power claimed by the makers, calcu-

lated by fan brake at the same speed, is

|9ifp.

Ihe Godlrey-Garrett Duel.

Doubt still exists in the minds of specta-

tors at Brooklands last Saturday as to the

actual winnfcr of the 600 c.e. hour race.

After all, Garrett and Godfrey should be
able to settle all doubts on this score, and
from what we know of them both we
think that they are sufficiently good
sportsmen to prevent doubt existing for

long.

Slow Moving Vehicles in London Streets.

It will be remembered that the A.A.
imd M.U. has during the past two years
indeavoured to secure the adoption of a

iryelaw by the London County Council
j'endering it compulsory for slow moving
j'elrjcles to keep close to the near side of

he street. The Motor Cycle under-
stands that the Home Secretary has
l.pproved a list of streets to which the
jnyelaw should apply. It may therefore
lie anticipated that the byelaw will be
dopted in the near future.

.n Engine without a Flywheel.

Not long ago we heard of an unusual
ccurrence which is likely to be of general
iterest. A purely experimental engine

. the outside flywheel type was on the
iad undergoing tests ; the flywheel had
ien altered from the original casting

r various experimental reasons, and
though the makers knew that the thick-

!'ss was hardly sufficient ' for safety, they
'.cided on a trial run. The result was a
irst flywheel some miles from home, yet
e engine (a single-cylinder) was re-

nted by handle and the machine suc-
ssfully driven home. It should be
vted that a fairly heavy dutch was

| ted on the counter-shaft.

ro Lights on Sidecars.

So far as we have been able to ascer-
in, there is a byelaw in Glamorgan-
ire, sanctioned by the Secretary of
ate, which makes it compulsory to
ii'y two lights on a motor cycle with
ecar. It comes about as follows : The
ghils on Vehicles Act, 1907, requires all

hides to which the Act applies to
ve a light on the off or right side,
d the byelaw mentioned requires any
licles to which the byelaw applies to
ve a light also on the left side. The
37 Act does not apply to motor cycles
motor tricycles," but the byelaw

plies to a motor tricycle and not . to

motor cycle. The byelaw bears a
tnote- pointing out that it was duly

fjimitted to the Secretary of State
cped January 28th, 1908, and not dis-
•'jiwed within the time fixed by law,
r received a communication a' few
\eks ago from the Under Secretary of
fc.te informing us that he could not
Aply the names of counties in which

pSftj^iui

these byelaws existed. A motor tri-

cycle is a motor cycle, and the Act of
1907 does not apply to motor cycles, yet a
county byelaw like this can go farther
than an Act of Parliament, and a motor
cyclist ignorant of the byelaw who is

seen riding a sidecar machine, in the

GWOIRE LSfEIrTO

Nov. 8-i6.—MOTOR CAR SHOW
AT OLYMPIA.

„ 25-30.—MOTOR CYCLE S.TOW
AT OLYMPIA. -

Dec. ,. —Auto Cycle Union Open
Silencer Trial.

,, 27-28.—Motor Cycling Club Annual
Winter Run.
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A Sidecar Feat.

We hear that last week a 4£ h.p.

(650 c.c.) Excelsior succeeded in climbing
Sudeley Hill with a load of three full-

grown passengers and alow gear of 9 to 1.

A Long Week-end Run.

We covered nearly 500 miles in two and
a half days on a Humberette last week-
end, a performance which goes to prove
that cyclecars are thoroughly dependable.
The weather, too, was of the worst pos-
sible description, yet no difficulty was ex-
perienced in averaging the legal limit

—

and a little over !

The Limit

!

One hundred and four miles were actu-
ally covered by a Premier rider last week,
no lubricating oil being to the

county is fined 40s. and costs. The
latest information received on the sub-
ject just as we are going to press is

that the byelaw has been amended so
as to require sidecars to carry a rear
red light" as well.

Autumn One Day Trial.

The official awards in connection with
the A.C.U. one-day trial in the Lake
District have now been issued. Of the
total number of starters (54), seventeen
in the single and passenger classes have
been awarded first-class certificates, j tiey

are as follow : C. T. Newsome and D.
H. Noble (34 Rovers), J. R. Alexander
(7 Indian), Eric Walker (4£ Monarch), S.

T. Tessier (5 Bat), L. Newey and, P. C.

North (3i Ariels), G. D. " Hardee (3£
Triumph), W. Pratt and P. Shaw (3J,

P. and M.'s), S. A. Rawlandson (3-j

Rudge), S. Crawlev (3J* Triumph). R.
G. Mundy and J. T. Wood (8 G.W.K.'s),
H. P. S. Morgan (8 Morgan), J. Chater-
Lea, jun. (8 Chater-Lea), and F. Smith
(5-6 Clyno sc). Of this list one only
is a private owner, viz., G. D. Hardee.

-8 given
engine after the start. Though to some
extent instructive, we almost fear to
mention the test lest novices may be
foolish enough to attempt to emulate tha
feat. Testing a machine to ruin opens
many other fields. To others on the look
out for something sensational, we suggest
a run on a motor cycle from Coventry
to London without tyres, just to test the
wheel rims and springing, or, say, a non-
stop run at 20 m.p.h. with a gear ratio
of 10 to 1.

Cyclecars at the Motor Show.
Although strictly speaking no cycle-

cars whatever are exhibited at Olympia,
there are several miniature vehicles to
cover which the definition of cyclecar
might possibly be stretched. These in-

clude one single-cylinder Zebra, 88 x 106
mm. ; one single-cylinder Globe, 105 x

120 mm. (described on page 1518) ; one
8 h.p. Ariel (illustrated November 7th),

twin-cylinder, 85 x 85 mm. ; one 8-10 h.p.
four-cylinder Marlborough, 59x100 mm.;
and the Baby Peugeot (described October
31st), four cylinders, 55x90. mm. These
are fairly familiar, to our readers. All
have engines which come well within the
cyclecar qualification of 1,100 c.c.

MIDLAND CLUB'S RELIABILITY TRIAL.
After lunch at Cheltenham the competitors were sent away in pairs from Steel's Garage by Mr. Howard)
Smith. Our photograph shows S. A. Rowlandson (3! h.p. Rudge) and R. H. Edwards (Si h.p. Triumph

about to start.

«3
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Accessories at the Motor Show.
MKSSKS. liOSS, COCRTNEY AND Co. show

a neat little petrol gauge adaptable
specially for motor cycle

tanks. A sketch of this

is given which shows its

simple mechanism. . A
varnished cork float is

adapted to slide up a

helical twisted rod, which
carries at its upper end
a small finger under the
glazed lid of the cap.

Vertical motion of the
float is accordingly trans-

formed into a rotary
motion in the indicator

hand which registers on
the dial so that the con-
tents of the tank can he
seen at a glance.

On Shim's stand the
centre of attraction is the
Seebright combined light-

ing dynamo and H.T.
magneto. This machine
is quite self-contained,

and is not very much
larger than an - ordinary
magneto. It is of special^

interest to motor cyclists"

Ross Courtney's
because it foreshadows,

petrol tank gauge undoubtedly, the means
For motor cycles which will be adopted
or cars. for electric lighting of
motor cycles in the future, and we believe
that a motor cycle model is already being
prepared.

Messes. Drummond Bros., whose well-

known 3^in. and 4in. lathes are very
much favoured by motor cyclists who do
their own running repairs and experi-
mental work, have considerably improved
the former type. The head is now
stronger, having been furnished with a
reinforced yoke between the main bear-
ings. The leading screw is placed in a
position where it is entirely out of the
way of turnings. The mandrel takes a
larger size stock, and an automatic
throwing-out device is fitted to the saddle.

There are also a number of other detail

improvements, which make this lathe very
well worthy of inspection. They are
made for treadle or power.

S. Smith and Son's latest introduction
is a carburetter for motor cycles, this is

a reduced facsimile of the Smith carbur-
etter, which has already earned an en-'

viable reputation for car use in a very
short time. This instrument is entirely

automatic. The usual type of float

chamber supplies four jets, which are
contained within a choke tube divided by
two diametrical walls which therefore
form virtually four small choke tubes.

One of these is sharply tapered in order
to supply a high velocity of air past the
jet for easy starting. At the top of the
choke tubes are four ports, one for each,

and these ports are uncovered one after

the other by a cap which is worked quite

Smith's fcur-jet carburetter.

automatically by the suction of the engine
itself. An extra air setting is shown as
arranged in the sketch in the form of a
collar immediately over the base of the
jets. No extra air lever is, however, re-

quired, as the air adjustment needs atten-

tion only from time to time. The throttle

is worked by Bowden wire. This car-

buretter is used on the Humberette.

Fenestre, Cadisch and Co.—This
firm show an exceedingly neat little

Zenith carburetter designed for motor
cycle use, which is light in weight,

and simple in form. It embraces all the

'JBp
The Zenith carburetter for motor cycles.

essential parts of the full size Zenith,

which has already obtained such an

enviable reputation for power, slow

running, and flexibility. The motor
cycle Zenith is of the single lever type.

The Millford-Cruiscr sidecir. This model has

a frame encircling the wheel by means of which

both ends of the hub spindle are supported.

A NEAT TERMINAL.
An ingenious and effective form of

terminal has lately been brought out

by Messrs. Delafeilds, 8, Bedford

Street, , Plymouth, which is known as

the Rooshaw. As clearly shown by the

The Stuart-Turner water-cooled two-stroke twin-cylinder machine. The transmission is by propeller-
shaft with worm drive. It was described in our Issue of Oct. 31st.

illustration, it consists of two portions,

wire is wound round the projecting

eyelet, and the two are pressed to-

gether, and finally the sleeve is slipped

over the whole.

CI4
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Chassis of thn new T.M.C. four-cylinder water-cooled cyclecar to be exhibited at Olympia.

THE T.M.C. CYCLECAR.
A new cyclecar, built on accepted lines,

is the 7 h.p. T.M.C, made by the

Wilkinson T.M.C. Co., Acton, W. "The
: engine is water-cooled, has four separate

I cylinders, 61 x 70 mm. = 816 c.c. A
\ cross shaft, driven . by skew gearing,

drives the magneto on one side and
the water pump on the other. -A honey-
comb radiator is fitted. The carburetter

is the Stewart-Precision automatic. The
I

oiling is by gravity through a sight-

feed lubricator. Inside the crank case

is a pump, driven off the camshaft,

;

which returns the surplus oil.

Both petrol and oil tanks are carried

under the dome-shaped dash. Engine
and gear box are carried on a sub-

1 frame, the gear box is close up to the
' clutch, and no universal joint is em-
ployed. The clutch is of the leather-

1 to-metal .type, and three speeds and
reverse are provided. Universal joints

. of the slotted ball type are "fitted to

each end of the propeller-shaft, and the
final drive is by bevel gear. There is

an external foot brake on the gear-

shaft, while internal brakes are fitted

j

to the rear wheels. The frame is of
'. channel steel narrowed in front to allow

of ample lock, and suspended on semi-

elliptical springs at the front and
quarter-elliptical springs at the rear. The
design of the vehicle shows promise of

a successful future. It will be exhibited
at the Olympia Motor Cycle Show.

JOB DAY CYCLECAR.
The cyclecar made by Messrs. Job

Day and Sons, of Leeds and London,
and designed by Mr., H. A. Smith, has

a twin-cylinder V type air-cooled

engine, uj x 88 mm. = 998 c.c. The
transmission is through a cone clutch

faced with vulcanite fibre and a three-

speed gear of sliding type to a pair of

bevel wheels and counter-shaft, on
which is a straight pinion differential.

At each end of the counter-shaft are

pulleys for belt drive or sprockets for

chains. The makers favour lin. V belts.

The tubular frame weighs 60 lbs.

The • wheelbase is. 6ft. 6in., and track

3ft. 9in. The weight of the chassis is

4^ cwts., and the complete weight 5£

cwts.
The gear control is through a semi-

gate change-speed quadrant. Two brakes

are fitted, both- acting on the rear wheels.

The wheels are 26in. diameter with 65 mm.
tyres, all wheels are detachable and

interchangeable, and a spare wheel csn

be carried. The whole
of the bearings, with_

the exception of the engine bearings,
are of the swivelling two-row type ball

bearings. The supply tank holds 2^ gals.

of petrol and 2 qrts. of lubricating oil.

Lubrication is pressure fed, and the lubri-

cators are replenished by foot pressure.

Twin-cylinder air-cooled engine fitted to the
Job Day cyclecar.

An easy starting device enabling the
engine to be started easily can be put in.

operation from the driver's seat.

The ojmDlete vehicle, built by Job Day and Sons.

6-3 h.p. twin AIIdays-Matchless which has chain drive and three-spied

gear. The efficient chain guards will be noticed.

C19
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Valve side of the 1913 pattern ehiin-driven Star.

THE STAR.
The Star Cycle Co., Wolverhampton, are

no new firm to motor cycle" manufacture.

magneto is chain-driven and situated at

the rear of the cylinder The transmis-

sion is by chain running in a chain case,

and neat footboards are fitted. The foot

THE SWIFT.
The 3j h.p. Swift standard touring

machine, which possesses particularly
pleasingv lines, has a 3£ h.p. 86x85 mm.
engine. The valves are of large diameter
and adjustable tappets are fitted. The
cylinder, which is' provided with large
radiating fins, is rendered easily detach-
able, as the holding down bolts are placed
in the most accessible position possible.

The tank has been enlarged to carry

If gals, of petrol and 3 pts. of oil.

Both rear and front stands are fitted.

The saddle is Brooks B. 104, with padded
top, and is very comfortable and gives a
low riding position. The mudguards
have been a good deal improved, the

front guard being provided with large

mud flaps, and the rear guard with an
extension piece on the belt side, which is

a most desirable feature. The handle-

bars have been brought well forward and
strengthened, and the ends have been
dropped, rendering the riding position

most comfortable. Two pairs of foot-

rests are provided, those in the front

being adjustable. The frame is very
strongly constructed and has the top tube
dropped at the rear.

The three-speed touring model, similar

in detail to 'the above, is fitted with ail

Three-speed touring Swif '. The kick starter is a new feature of these machines. Standird T.T. model Swiff.

They have decided to market for 1913 the
machine we illustrate. This, as will be
noticed, has a somewhat unconventional
type of frame. The vertical single-cylin-

der engine has neatly er.-closedvalves. The

brake operates on- a brake rim attached to

the right side of the rear wheel. Sason^
front forks are employed, and the front

guai'd has side extensions brought well
round the wheel.

fc20

Chassis view of the four-cylinder Ponette, a vehicle on the border line of car and cyclecar.

Armstrong three-speed gear with free

engine clutch. This is the new model
Armstrong which can lie started with the

driving wheel on the ground, and for this

purpose a kick-starter is provided.

The T.T. model is of similar pattern,

but without the special mudguarding de-
vices mentioned above, and can be fitted

with Armstrong three-speed gear if

desired.

The Swift Company have just com-
pleted a most successful season, as during
1912 numerous excellent performances
have been- accomplished by them. Among
these we may mention the ascent of

Arms Hill by F. J. Watson on a single-

cylinder sidecar machine. All models
referred to are - fitted with a half-com-

'

pression device. A special feature is a

new petrol filter so placed that it is

easily taken apart for cleaning. When the
union is detached every drop of petrol

can be emptied from the tank.

The new Swift cyclecar was fully dealt

with in our last issue, This excellently

designed four-wheeler has a -twin-cylinder
water-cooled engine, three-speed gear, and
shaft drive.
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THE last meeting of .the B.M.C.R.C., held on Satur-
day, was a fitting conclusion to the club's success-

ful year. Even at an early hour, when the time
trials were being run off, and there was nothing

of a spectacular nature going .on, there was- a

large crowd brought down to Brooklands by train,

car, and ' motor ~ cycle. The morning - was fine and
mild for the time of year, but a strong south-westerly wind
prevented record times being made. The new four-valve,

single-cylinder and eight-valve twin-cylinder Indians were
the centre of an interesting group of spectators. They have
Jwo inlet and two exhaust valves in each cylinder, operated
by forked rockers. A large exhaust pipe 1 is fitted, and
ports are drilled communicating direct with the air. The
machines are ingenious and clever from a racing point
of- view, but will not be marketed in any form. The
long-stroke Rudge is a recent arrival at Brooklands, and
is now fitted with a special inlet dome, to which the standard
exhaust valve is fitted, thus rendering the valves interchange-
able. Among the cyclecars we noticed a new G.N. with
the engine set across the frame and shaft drive to a counter-
shaft, the final drive being by belt, very large pulleys being
used. Below are given the results of the fourth 1912 time
trials. Certificates are awarded for the best performances
in each class, and the club's gold medal to the riders making
the best aggregate performance in each class during 1912
who have taken part in all but two of the series.

The Time Trials.
CLASS. A (not exceeding

Bore and
Rider, Machine, and Cyls. Stroke. c.c.

mm.
H. Martin, Martin-Jap (1) 76 x 59.5 270

CLASS B (not exceeding
P. Weatherilt, Zsnith (1) 76 x 65.5 298
S. L. Bailey, Dougla* (2) 60.5 x 60 350
H. Martin, Martin-Jap (1) 89. 5x 59.5 340

CLASS C (not exceeding
G. C. Godfrey, Indian (1) 82. 5X 93 497
O. C. Godfrey, Indian (1) 82. 5 x 93 497
J L. E. Emerson,

Norton (r) 79 x 100 490
O. C. Godfre* Indian (1) 82.5 x 93 497

CLASS D (not exceeding
C. R._Colner, ivlatchless"(2)90 x 58 738
C. R. Collier, Matchless (2)76 x 54,5 498
II, Hunter, Zenith (2) . . 90 x 58 738

CLASS E (not exceeding 1
C. R. Collier, Matchless (2) 90 x 78.4 999
C, B. Franklin, Indian (2) 82.5 x 93 994

,
C. B; Franklin, Indian (2) 82, 5 x 93 994
C. B.Franklin. Indian (2) 82,5 x 93 994

275 c.c)

Kilometre,
sees, m.p.h.
43-89=50.97

350 c.c.)

34.33=65.16
34.33=65.16
36.6 =57-95
500 c.c.) '

34.4 =65.03
33.12=67.54

34.4 =65.03

750 ex.)

29.71=75.29
32.2 =69.04
36 =62.14
,000 c.c)
27.66~80.47
29.2. =76.61
29.2 =76.61

Mile,

sees, m.p.h.

71.19=50.57

55.48=64.8}
59.6 =60.4
62.2 =57.88

55 =65.44
53.74=66.78

53.16=67.72

48.02=74.05
52 =62.23
58.2 =61.86

45.07=79-87

46,8 =76.92
A1 —76.60

CLASS C (with Sidecar).

s F. Garrett, Regal
Green Precision (1) 85 x SS 499 47.66=46.93 74 95=48.03

s. F. Garrett, Regal
Green Precision (1) S5 x 8S 499 48.6 =46.03 76 8 =46. SS

CLASS D (with Sidecar)

A Mago, Bradbury (r) 89 X89 554 - 46.17= +3-45 "74 35=48.42
S. T. Tessier, Bat-Jap (2) 85. 5X 64 736 50.4 = 41-38 —

CLASS E (with Sidecar).

F W. Barnes, Zenith (2) 90 X 77- 5 <)SS 3;. 75=59. 20 6r = 59.02
(, F. Hunter, Zenith (2) 90 X 77- 5 . (88 30.- =57 07 t>3 = 57.14
G F. Hunter, Zenith (2) 90 x 77- 5 98S 40.8 =34.83 05 6 =54.88

Cyclecars,
A W. Lambert, Morgan-

Jap (2) 90 x 85 io'r.5 3».'9?= 5S-.94 6' 6=58.86
1- T. Wood, G.W.K. (2) 86 x 92 3068 40. i

= 5
C..37 6-i ' =55.73

F E. Readwin, Sabelia (2) 85 x 95 1096 47 =t7-59 7j 4 =47-75

Those who rode more than once had paid extra entry fees,

but we understand this will not be allowed in future.

TttiinTimrra Bti iii iiiii iii i i ii
iimn i i i i int^wMii ii i ii iHi ii iiiii iii«antaiiiBmiijiTBiM

The winner of the cyclecar hour race, H. F. S. Morgan (two-cylinder Morgan-
Jap), surrounded by an ajmiriiu group. He created a new record.
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Racing proper Degan at 11.to a.m. witn tne Olympic
Cyclecar Race. Prizes:. The Club's gold, silver, and bronze
medals to the first, second, and thiid respectively, and the'

Club's certificate on request to all finishing.

Run together with this race, but started just after it,

was the Olympic Sidecar hour race, limited to sidecar

machines dot exceeding 1,000 c.c. and for similar prizes.

The fact that both races were" run together made them
exceedingly difficult to follow. As regards the cyclecars,

Morgan established a lead from the first, but for the first

five laps Wood hung on to him gamely until water on the
h.t. terminal caused him so long a delay that he did not
restart until Morgan had completed his ninth lap. Various
troubles played havoc with many. Tessier's flywheels came
adrift. Godfrey broke a piston and Ware's cylinder head
blew off. In his fifth lap Jones (Bedelia) retired owing to

inlet valve trouble. Martin sheared a key in the trans-

mission of the Morgan he was driving. Nash, on a new
type G.N., broke a petrol pipe, but re-started later. Gibson
(Bradbury sc.) suffered from misfiring. McDonagh's long-

stroke Rudge had a stretched exhaust valve, and Carter's

Arden broke a connecting rod. In the cyclecar class Wood
made a gallant effort to gain lost time, but hisundershield
came adrift, and caused him to slow up somewhat. Sanger
(Bat sc.) had a burst sidecar tyre. Result :

NOVEMBER 14th, 1912.

The three-lap race for machines not exceeding 5C0 c.c. was
the next item on the programme, and in it Godfrey on the new'
four- valve Indian (a machine built sol ly for racing) signally

distinguished himself. Godfrey led from the start, and on the
first lap was followed by Brewster, If ill, Batenian, Weatherilt,
Spencer, Elce, Greaves, and Woodhouse. The second lap

order was, Godfrey, leading by 1300 yards, Brewster,
Weatherilt, Hill, Elce, Spencer, Baternan, Woodhouse, and
Greaves. The result was as follows

:

Bore and
Rider and machine. stroke. c.c. m. 8. m.p.h.

1. O. C. Godfrey (1 Indian) 82.5x93 497 7 22§ 65.6

2. P. Brewster (1 Norton) ... 79 xlOO 490 7 Z6| 64.27

3. P. Weatherilt (1 Zenith) ... 90 X77.5 494 7 40| 63.9

L. Hill (1 Rudge 85 x88 499 7 43
W. H: Elce (1 Rudge) ... 85 x83 499 7 491
F. Bateman (1 Rudge) ... 85 x88 499 8 1>

W. S. Spencer (1 Rudge) 85 x88 499 8 3
The next event was the Junior Hour Race for machines

with engines not exceeding 350 c.c- For the first three laps

Harry Martin led the procession, followed by Bailey, Mason,
Bashall, Newsome, and the remainder, but in the third lap

Martin's petrol pipe broke and placed him hors de combat.

Cyclecars.
mm. c.c. mis. yds.

90x76 , 966 55 , 329*

85x95 1,096 47 1,540

86x92 1,068 46 1,202
85x85 964 33 1,260
80x98 985 33 676

964 33 400

1. H. F. S. Morgan (2-cyl. Mor
gan-Jap)

2. F. E. Readwin (2 Sabella) ..

3. J. T. Wood (2 G.W.K..) ..

F. W. Carryer (2 Duo)
A. G. F. Nash (2 G.N.) ..

L. F. de Peyrecave (2 Duo) 85x85
*Record

Morgan, who gained the hour record (previous best J.

T. Wood, G.W.K., 25th September, 1912, 47 mis. 1,390 yds.),

also got the 50 miles, time 54m. 39js. (previous best J. T.
Wood, 25th September. 1912, lh. 2m. 32s.)

Sidecars.
1. F. W. Barnes (2-cyl. Zenith) 90 x 77.5 988 51
2. S. F. Garrett (1 Green-Pre-

cision)

3. C. B. Franklin (2 Indian)
J. Woodhouse (1 Regal-Pre-

cision)

H. Gibson (1 Bradbury) ...

A. W.' Sanger (2 Bat-Jap) 85 x 85
A. J. McDonagh (1 Rudge) 85 xl32
G. F. Hunter (2 Zenith) ... 90 x 77.5
G. Griffith (2 Zenith) ... 90 x 77.5
S. T. Tessier (2 Bat-Jap) ... 85.5X 65

85 x 88
82.5 x 93

89 x 99
89 x 89

499 49
994 47

897

420
210

617 45 1,475
554 40 1,085
965 38 83

6 laps

4 laps
4 laps

736 2 laps

Then Bailey went to the front, but a broken tappet delayed

him for some time. The lead was now left in the hands of

Mason, who maintained it throughout the race, with Xew-
some a good second. In the seventh lap Thompson's
high-tension wire came adrift, "while Bashall was troubled by
misfiring, and McNab by oil on the belt. Bailey, after re-

starting, covered many laps at a splendid speed in a vain

endeavour to recover lost ground, but he finally had to retire

owing to a broken rocker. The result was as follows :

mm. c.c. mis. yds.'

1. H. Mason (2-cyl. N.U.T.-Jap) 60 x61 350 52 625

2. W. F. Newsome (2 Douglas) ...

3.- L. Temple (2 Moto-Reve) ...

T. Thompson (2 Douglas) ...

W. H. Bashall (2 Douglas) ...

S. h. Bailey (2 Douglas)
H. P. Beasley (1 'Singer) ...

Beasley suffered considerable delay through his oil pump
not working properly.
The three-lap race, not exceeding 1,000 c.c, provided a

good deal of excitement. Poor C. R. Collier slipped and fell

just as his big twin began to fire; he was dragged along

for a yard or two, and by sheer pluck and strength he re-

covered himself, and by a supreme effort reached the

saddle, but, despite help from his pusher-off, he had to

retire, as the belt broke when the engine fired again.

Bashall took the lead at the start, and at the end of the

60.5x60 350 51 1,368

53 x77 340 41 688

60.5x60 350 40 1,680

60.5x60 350 38 1,627

60.5x60 350 38 83

69 x80 299 33 108
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first lap was first over the —line, followed by Franklin,
Remington, Reed, Hunter and Rogers, who brought
up the rear some way behind. At the second lap, Franklin
assumed the lead, with Reed second and Basliall third.

Reed's Dot was running magnificently, and brought him in

an easy winner. Result :

mm. c.c. m. s.

1. H. Reed (2-cyl. Dot-Jap) ... 90 X77.5 988 6 31f
2. C. B. Franklin (2 Indian) ... 82.5x93 994 6 33J;

3. E. F. Remington (2 Matchless-
Jap) 90 x77.5 988 7 10

W. H. Bashall (2 Zenith-Jap) £0 x77.5 988
T. Rogers (2 Matchless-Jap) ... 90 x77.5 988
H. Hunter (2 Zenith-Jap) ... 90 x77.5 988

*Reed's time equalled 74.97 m.p.h.

Franklin was riding the twin racing Indian with four
valves in -each cylinder. The fastest lap was made by

standing start by

the
him

Harry Reed, and the fastest lap from
Bashall, 74.12 . m.p.h.
The last race of the day was one of the most interesting

and exciting events ever witnessed at Brooklands. This
was .the Senior Hour Race for machines with engines not
exceeding 500 c.c. Emerson (Norton) led on the first round,
followed by the Rudge riders, Bateman and Hill, and the
remainder. Emerson looked a certain winner, but in
early stages of the race Weatherilt promised to cause
some trouble. After leading for many laps, Emerson had
to stop through the~ top of his float chamber coming un-
screwed, and the race resulted in a terrific duel after the.
twelfth lap between Godfrey and Garrett. Emerson's stop
lost him two laps, and, despite his strenuous efforts, he got
no near-er than two miles to the second man. Towards the
end it was a ding-dong race between the two leaders, and,
seeing that there would be some trouble in settling who was
the leader at the expiration of the hour, Mr. A. V. Ebble-
white, the senior timekeeper, sent Mr. A. G. Reynolds with
a synchronised watch and a pair of strong field glasses to
the top of the tower over the club buildings in the paddock.
Godfrey and Garrett crossed the line simultaneously on the
last lap, after which Garrett shot ahead, and -was leading
at the members' bridge. That was all we at the fork
knew. Garrett was thought to be a certain winner, and
the crowd was delighted. A dozen enthusiasts joined hands

S. F. Garrett (U h.p. Green-Precisian), whose speed in Class C time
trill with sidecar was 48 milss an hour.

and danced round Mr. F. E. Baker, the manufacturer of the
Regal Green-Precision engine, and when Garrett arrived
he was carried shoulder high. When the news came that
as the hour expired Godfrey was leading by eight yards,
Garrett objected to the decision and lodged a formal pro-
test. The result was as follows :

1. O. C. Godfrey (l-cyl. Indian)
2. S. F. Garrett (1 Regal Green-

Precision)
3. J. L. E. Emerson (1 Norton)

P. Weatherilt (1 Zenith) ...

J. Lamb (1 Triumph)
W. Stanhope Spencer

Rudge)
H. Reed (2 Dot-Jap)
H. Greaves (2 Enfield)

(1

mm. c.c.

82.5 x 93 497
mis. vds.

60 1,370

85
79

90
85

x 88 499
xlOO 490
x 77.5 494
x 88 499

60 1.362
58 1,047
55 1,590
55 1,276

85
76

60

x 88 499
x 54.5 495

x 75 425

51 1,119
49 1,236
49

-^—as©€»—<-

A.C.U. Autumn Trial. Judges' Report.
THIS trial, held in the Lake District, starting and

finishing at Kendal, proved a good and severe
test, both for machines and riders, although the
course of 103 miles was shorter than usual.

The weather was ideal for the purpose, first severely cold,
then mild and windy, the day ending in heavy rain. The
cold proved that the protection of carburetters, either by
shields or by exhaust heating, is still not fully provided for.

There were several stops owing to frozen carburetters. The
mild and windy part of the day proved that overheating
of air-cooled engines has still to be contended with, as witness
the failures on Underwood Hill and Dunmail Rise, and the
fact that many engines that did not actually stop here were
labouring heavily and getting -dangerously overheated. And,
lastly, the condition of machines and riders at the finish,

and also the beltTslip noted on the few rises between Amble-
side and Kendal traversed in the rain, proved that there is

yet room for much improvement in the mudguarding both
fore and aft. The magnetos in this trial gave no apparent
trouble and caused no stops.

The route was a splendid one for the purpose of the trial,

and, with the exception of Blea Tarn Pass, not too severe
for the proper testing of the modern motor cycle. The road
surfaces were on the whole good, and hardly any tyre trouble
was reported. This was also largely due to the fact that the
quality of tyres has greatly improved of late, and that motor
cycles are not so under-tyred as they used to be.

The condition of machines at the finish was^ from a
mechanical point of view, good. In a few cases steering
heads were loose. On one machine the wheels were badly
out of track (pointing to frame weakness). Most engines
were noticeably free from waste oil, while several left much
to be desired in this respect.- Front brakes still require
the closer attention of manufacturers. Most of the motor
cycles entered proved reasonably silent. The performance
of the machines talsen as a whole was very good, mechanical

breakdowns were very few, and with two or three exceptions
the engines seemed most efficient. The power developed
by the engines of the Morgan, the three G.W.K.'s, the Clyno,
and Chater-Lea was especially noticeable. The ability of

several riders was very poor, and gave the impression that
the men had very little experience in districts abounding in

sharp turns and steep hills. The old fault of neglecting to

lower the gear early enough and trying to change up too
soon was noted again and again, and caused several failures,

as' did apparently too little knowledge of carburation and
ignition. On the other hand, the expert driving of the
majority of the competitors is deserving of great praise.

Exceptionally fine performances were those of Rex Mundv
(G.W.K.) on Tow Top, and C. T. Newsome (Rover), D. H.
Noble (Rover), J. R. Alexander (Indian), V. Busby (Alldays),

S. Crawley (Triumph), and F. Smith (Clyno), on Blea
Tarn Pass.

One all too common a feature was the ignorance of the
printed rules shown by the majority of the competitors.

Riders would add greatly to their own chances of success,

and also lighten the duties of officials, if they would only

make themselves conversant with this simple printed matter
before they come to the post.

C
E. Percy Greenhill.

Judges -j- W. B. Little.
S. W. Carty.

THE AWARDS.
table appeared in The Motor Cycle ofThe results

October 31st.

The undermentioned were officially credited with non-stop

runs on the day of the event, but the judges have not con-

firmed the awards : J. E. Greenwood (2| Sunbeam), assisted

on Tow Top, Kirkstone, and Foolstep ; G. T. Gray (3£

Rudge), climbed Red Bank under set speed, assisted with

feet on Tow Top, and stopped on Foolstep.
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Miles Ton-miles
er gal. per gal.

213 40.25

135 24.3

112 20.75

116 20.25

Colchester and District M.C.C.

It is~proposed to form a club with the above title. Riders
are asked to communicate with Mr. H. B. Chappie, Butt
Road, Colchester.

North-west London M.C.C.

At an extraordinary general meeting of this- club, all

the members of which are amateurs, several new rules

denning tb.e amateur status were adopted. No shamateurs
need apply.

Canterbury and District M.C.C.

A petrol consumption trial took place on the 7th inst.

over a course of 24-^ miles. Result :

Competitor and machine.
L. Rumens (3j Singer three-speed)

G. Denne (3J, Triumph F.E.) ...

P. Kingsford (3± Triumph F.E.)
J. Poxon (3g Bradbury) ...

A speed-judging contest was held at the same time, and
won by J. Poxon (3£ Bradbury), with P. Taylor (3g Rover)
second.

Oxford University M.C.C.

The results of this event,
.
illustrations of which were

published last week (page 1269) were as follow :

Class 1.—Sidecars : S. P. Openshaw (Christ Church
College), 8 Zenith, 40is.

Class 2.—Scratched.

Class 3.—Touring Singles : J. W. Pedley (Pembroke), 3£
Triumph, 37|s.

Class 4.—Tourist Trophy Singles : A. ^C. Hardy (New
College), 3£ Norton, 31|s. , .

Class 5.—Any twin cylinder : S. P. Openshaw (Christ

Church), 8 Zenith, 29£s.

Class 6.- -Open class : S. P. Openshaw (Christ Church),
8 Zenith, 28s.

Rand M.C.C. (Johannesburg).

Result of mile speed trial held at Johannesburg, 13th Octo-
ber, 1912 :

Standard Class (seven entries).

1. J. H. Cutting (Precision)

2. F. Dunn (Triumph)
3. S. Home (Rudge)

T.T. Class (sixteen entries).

1. P. Flook (Triumph)
2. W. Hodge. (Rudge). ....

3. E. Reynolds (Rudge)

Open Class (fourteen entries).

1. G. Taylor (twin Bat)
2. F. Layland (twin Indian)
3. W. Hodge (Rudge)

M.C.C. of South Australia.

The first hill-climb for the season of the above club was
held at Snake Gully, a steep rise of threequarters of. a mile
about . sixteen miles from Alelaide. The result was worked

CxT2

Dut on the formula, , as recommended by The Motor
W

Cycle, and first used in Australia by Mr. W. Churchward.
Rider- and machine. Points.

1. N. K.. Torode (3^ Triumph) 360
*2. L. S. Eglinton (3| Rova Kent) 3o6
3. C. Lindsav (3^ Norton) 323
4. E. G. Clark (3£ Radge) 315
5. F. R. Limb (3i Calthorpe) 288
6. A. J. Hinton (3£ Norton) ... ... ... 255

* Fastest time; •
;

C24

lm. llfs.

lm. 14^s.

lm. 16^3.

55is.
5U|s.

59|s.

56|s.

57|s.

58is.

Mersey M.C.

The above club held a trial on November 3rd, the cours«

being a secret one of forty miles, embracing some of the most
difficult and hilly by-roads in North Wales, the start and
finish being at Queen's Ferry. There were over twenty

entries, fourteen facing the starter. Result : 1, N.' Brown
(7 Indian) ; 2, H. C. Marston (8 Dot and sidecar) ; 3, J. Foi
(7 Matchless).

The annual dinner and prize distribution, followed by the

general meeting, will be held at the St. George's Restaurant,

Redcross Street, Liverpool, on the 22nd inst.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

On the 4th inst. a hill-climb was held on Weston Hill,

near Baldock. The hill is about 700 yards long, rising

sharply from the main road, with a fairly steep gradient, and

terminating in a right-hand bend at the top. The surface

was good, except on the corner, where it was loose.

Results :

Class I.—Single-cylinders up to 560 c.c.

On time.

1. E. N. Clifton (3i Triumph) 41fs.

2. S. R. Cooke (3^ Rudge) ... 45^3.

3. B. de Montigny (3^ Rudge) 45|s.

On formula. Fig. of merit

1. E. N. Clifton m Triumph)
2. C. D. Betteridge (2^ Singer)

3. S. R. Cooke (3| Rudge)

241

248
281

1. E.

. Class II.—Twins up to 1,000 c.c.

On time.

I. Gibbons (8 Martin) -

H: Lees (7 Indian)

H. McClure (7 Indian)

On formula.

I. Gibbons (8 Martin) ... .

L. W. Edwards (5 Bat) ...

H. McClure '(7 Indian) ...

Class III.—All Comers.

On time.

C. Maxwell (8 Bat)

E. H. Lees (7 Indian)

G. F. RandalI-{8 Bat) ... ...

Ori formula.

C. D. Betteridge (2£ Singer)

W. S. Till (3i Rudge)
. S. R. Cooke (3-| Rudge)

Fastest time of the day was' made by E. I. Gibbona (8

Martin). Fastest single-cylinder- time was made by E. N.

Clifton m Triumph).

The formula used was that recommended by The Motoi

CxT'

Cycle : \y

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

E.
L.

J.

J.

... 33s.

'.'.'.}
38|s -

Fig. of merit.

... 277

... 329

... 356

... 38is.

... 38|s.

... 39s.

Fig. of merit.

... 257

... 275 ~J.

... 281

NEXT THURSDAY!
J

MODELS t

INVALUABLE FOR REFERENCE PURPOSES. i

ENLARGED-ISSUE. ONE PENNY AS USUAL.
j

BUYERS' GUIDE OF 1913
Containing the full specification of all up to date

motor bicycles and passenger motor cycles.
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Midland Club's Annual Reliability Trial.

THE annual reliability trial of the Sulton Coldfield

and Mid-Warwickshire A.C. was rim off on the 9th
inst., starting at the early hour of 7.30 a.m. from
their headquarters at Sutton Coldfield, the whole

course measuring 141 miles. Lunch was taken at the Plough
Hotel, Cheltenham, one and a half hours being allowed,

the first two competitors being due to arrive back at head-

quarters at 4.3 p.m., and the others in pairs at minute
intervals. The route was well marked with confetti the

whole way round, a car for this purpose being kindly lent

and driven by Mr. George Patterson.

There were thirty-five starters out of forty entries. Legal

limit had to be maintained, and at the secret check, six

miles out, at Castle Bromwich, no fewer than fifteen out of

the thirty-five starters were within 15s. of schedule time.

On Umington Hiil (forty-three miles out) there were four

failures, these being : G. L. Haydon (3j Calthorpe), H. E.
Perry (3£ Ixion), T. Pollock (34 James), and G. N. Norris

(3J New Imperial). Pollock was unfortunate here in being

unable to change his gear, as the observers on the more
severe hills at Saintbury, Sudeley, and Willersey reported

him as going well. F. H. Stephenson (Morgan Runabout)
retired at Campden with a broken frame, whilst J. Gibson
(8 Matchless) was also lost sight of.

On Saintbury Hill (hfty-two miles out) there were five

failures, these being : Haydon, Perry, S. E. Elwell
(Douglas), Norris, and G. H. Tangye (Forward), who
pedalled. Excellent climbs (in tluck grease) were made by
S. A. Rowlandson (Rudge multi), R. H. Edwards (Triumph),
Miss Hough (Scott), A. E. Winehcombe (Scott), W. D.
South (5 Rudge and sc), and H. Newey (2^ Levis and sc.)

On Sudeley Hill (sixty four miles out) there were eight

failures, these being : Haydon, Perry, G. Hill (Rudge), W.
R. Jones (3^ Ixion), L. A. Bees (L.M.C.), Tangye, Norris,

and IC. Clark (6 Corah and sc.) ; the only lady competitor, Miss
Hough, when making an excellent climb, was baulked very

W. H. Jones (3J h.p. three-speed Ixion) and G.
Kudge) leaving Cheltenham.

Hill (3J h.p. T.T.

Graham Dixon (3J h.p. three-speed New Hudson and sidecar) on the
steepest part of Willersey hill.

badly by a fallen competitor, but nevertheless succeeded in

finishing the hill from a standing start. South ran out of

petrol just before arriving In Cheltenham, Perry and Norris
ran off the course before arriving in Cheltenham (seventy-

seven miles 'out), whilst Smith and Stuart retired.

After the luncheon interval the only hill worthy of com-
ment was Willersey Hill (sixteen miles out), which was in a
fearfully sticky state, and on which there were eight failures,

these being : Haydon, Hill, Jones, Bees, Norris, F. Sang-
ster (Ariel), Clark, and G. Bryant (Motorette), whilst B. W.
Lee was baulked, his second ascent being good. Specially

good climbs were made by Edwards, Miss^ Hough, Elwell,

South, and H. Newey, whilst there was no trace of Tangye.
Of the remaining thirty one competitors Haydon and Bees did

not arrive- at the finish, and Clark retired at Stratford-on-

Avon after colliding with a bridge.

Out of the twenty-eight competitors arriving at head-
quarters (sixty-four miles out), there were eighteen making
non-stop runs, but three of these, Miss Hough, A. D. G.
Clease (Veloce), and S. B. Mayell (Rudge multi), exceeded
the time allowance of 2m. either way made at the control at

Cheltenham. The other fifteen, therefore, Rowlandson,
Edwards, Winehcombe, S. Crawley (Triumph), H. C. New-
man (3i_ Ivy), F. H. Southam '(6 Zenith), W. B. Gibb
(Douglas), J. Allday (3^ Allday), S. Smith (34. Norton), F.

C. North {Ariel and sc), L. Newey (Ariel and sc), A.
D. Arter (James and sc), H. Newey, H. G. Diyon (3^ New
Hudson and sc), and W. Guest (8 Matchless and sc), may
be considered to be all from which the committee "will select

the winners of the different prizes, amongst which are the
Sutton Cup, two special prizes for amateurs, with special

prizes in sidecar class and single-cylinder class.

The competitors were delighted with the way in which the
whole route had been marked and the trial conducted. The
exceptional way in which both Edwa-rds and H. Newey com-
pleted this difficult course deserves to be specially mentioned.

M.C.C. WINTER RUN: LONDON-EXETER AND BACK.
The start will be from Hounslow at 7 p.m. on Friday,

December 27th. The route to be followed, starting from
Hounslow, is via Basingstoke, Salisbury, Shaftesbury,
Yeovil, Chard, Honiton, to Exeter. The return journey
will be via Lyme Regis, Bridport, Dorchester, Blandford,
to Salisbury, whence the outward route will be followed in
the reverse direction to the finish.

Any competitor found more than 15m. ahead of minimum
schedule time at any point of the route will be disqualified.

Silencers.—Every machine taking part in the run must be
provided with an efficient silencer^ Long exhaust pipes,
except when these latter form the final outlet to an efficient
silenoer, are absolutely prohibited. The use of cut-outs in
populous places will entail disqualification. No machine
will be allowed to start which, in the opinion of the officials,

is likely to cause annoyance to the public.

The schedule time for the first competitor at the chief

places en route will be approximately as under :

Outward.—Hounslow, depart 7 p.m. ; Basingstoke, 8.58
p.m. ; Salisbury, arrive 11.0 p.m. ; Yeovil, 2.31 a.m. ; Exeter,
5.4 a.m.
Return.—Exeter, depart 6.34 a.m. ; Dorchester, 9.10 a.m. ;

Salisbury, arrive 11.7 p.m. ; Basingstoke, 1.55 p.m.
;

Hounslow, 3.47 p.m.
Awards.—Gold medals. In order to qualify for a gold

medal entrants must sign the checking sheet at Exeter
within 15m., either early or late, and the finishing sheet at
Hounslow within 15m. early and 20m. late of their schedule
time. Silver medals will be awarded to all finishing within
24hrs. who do not qualify for gold medals.

Intending competitors should apply to Mr. E. B. Dickson,
The Croft, Pinner Road, Northwood, Middlesex. , .

C2!
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

The Taxation of Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I have pleasure in informing you that, as a result
of representations made to the Chancellor of the Exchequer
by the Hon. Arthur Stanley, C.V.O., M.P. (chairman of

the committee appointed by the Auto Cycle Union to repre-

sent the following bodies : The Auto Cycle Union, the
Scottish Auto Cycle Union, the Motor Cycle Union of

Ireland, the Automobile Association and Motor Union, and
the Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders'
Union), Mr. Lloyd George has definitely stated that, having
gone carefully into the question, it is not his intention, as

it present advised, to propose legislation to. give effect to
the suggestions made by the Horse-power Rating Committee
regarding the increased taxation of motor cycles.

T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH, Secretary A.C.U.

The Life of Ericyclic Hubs.

Sir,—The following experiences, all made with a sidecar

and Triumph, mav be of interest.

I fitted a N.S.U two-speed gear last year and have driven
8,000 miles. Recently I had a new pulley flange put on, as

the old one was worn ; chiefly due to driving with a Whittle
belt last year. The wear was not nearly bad enough to make
a new flange absolutely necessary, but it conduced to belt

slip, otherwise no repair of any kind was done to the gear.

T had it once dismantled (after 6,000 miles) prior to going
on tour—nothing was wrong.
Tyres : Sidecar (Clincher), 4.500 miles, still on. Front

wheel Clincher, 4.000 miles. Driving wheel : (1.) Clincher

1.500 miles; then retreaded, and since has done 1,000 on
front wheel. This tyre has not been punctured. (2.) Heavy
Hutchinson, 2.000 miles; would have done more, but was
badly cut, and the vulcanising did not hold. (.3.) Pedley,
2^in. by 2|in. rim, 1,500 miles; still or and tread is hardly
worn at a Ik This, to my mind, is the best heavy cover for

2|in. rims I have seen. The centre ridge wears far better

than rubber studs. The same company's belt I found
excellent ; it stretches a lot at first, but does not crack.

Engine: I add this because it has been frequently stated

that a 3J h.p. will not stand prolonged sidecar work. Up
to date (5.000 miles with 1912 Triumph, sidecar never taken
off) replacements and repairs for , engine have been three

piston rings. There is now very 'slight play in the bear-

ings, but rehushing is not yet necessary. Nearly all my
j'iding has been done in the Dublin and Wicklow moun-
tains and in North Wales. I may add that I am the poorest

of mechanics and hate tinkering; also never drive tyres to

the bitter end. CECIL BANCROFT.

The Wear of Small Engines.

Sir,—I am very glad to see that ' Ixion" has introduced
the subject of the wear of small engines for discussion, in

your columns, and I venture to submit my experiences.

My 2| h.p. Douglas was new in July, 1910, and has now run
7,000 miles only. From the following list of replacements you
will readily understand that the quick wear of the engine
aarts is a sore point with me. After 3,250 miles the makers
prescribed two new cylinders and pistons, one new main
bearing, tightening one big end, and a few sundries.

Since then I have had anothei main bush, two more
gudgeon pins, both big ends tightened and two , new
push rods. The valves have been very satisfactory,

ind only require attention at long intervals, but two inlet

calves broke when almost new. After tightening the big ends
(not at the maker's) one seized twice, and it seems only fair

to conclude that these great shocks were the true cause of tha

S<T

crankshaft breaking a few days afterwards. I am, however,
still an a.dvocate of the " vibrationless horizontal twin," but
I do hope that if I go in for a 1913 model I shall not be
troubled with such heavy repair bills.

Let us see what owners of 1912 machines have to tell us!

CLAUD MIDDLETON.
[Proper lubrication has a great deal to do with the wear

of all engines.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—I notice that you are inviting readers to give their

experiences with lightweights, respecting, engine wear, etc
The following is au account of my 1911 2i n.p. F.N.

:

This machine has travelled about 8,200 miles ; it has not

yet had a bush replaced, the only renewals being a gudgeon
pin and two new rings.

My journeys have been chiefly between London and East-

bourne (all weathers), and during the last 2,200 miles I
have kept an accurate account of the petrol consumption,
which averages 157 miles per gallon.

Since August I have carried a 9^ stone passenger (my
weight ll-£ stones) 1,200 mites. The engine has not been
touched (except externally) since then, and to demonstrate
that smali engines do not necessarily require constant over-

haul to keep them efficient, I went the other Saturday and
climbed Westerham Hill, Cudham Hill, and Cudham Church
Hill (1 in 4). These hills I had never previously seen, but I

climbed them at first attempt.
I retained the F.N. carburetter, but converted it, to double

control. D L. FLEXMAN. ,

A full blooded Chippewa Indian who has deserted his horse for the motor

cycle. Tne machine belongs to an agent and the Indian uses it at every

opportunity In preference to his old cayuse.
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Fair Treatment.

Sir,—For some time past the clutch on my 1912 Douglas has
never ceased to slip, and ali attempts to improve matters
having tailed, 1 wrote to Messrs. Douglas Bros., asking
them what they could do to remedy the trouble. By return,
[ received a reply from the firm expressing their regret that
the clutch was unsatisfactory and offering me a new clutch,
with pulley and gears complete, free of charge. There was,
in fact, only the carriage of the goods to pay for. A few
weeks ago the new clutch and gears arrived, but no sooner had
they been fitted than it was found that the sliding rod,
running tranversely through the gear bos, was too short
to thoroughly disengage the clutch. Thereupon I again wrota
the firm, and, by return, a new rod was sent, and now the
clutch works as well as the other parts of their efficient

motor. I venture to think that such generosity and prompt-
ness on the part of Messrs. Douglas Bros, is a matter other
motorists might be glad to know of. I am consequently
taking the liberty of asking you kinifjy to insert this letter

in your paper. (Rev.) VV. A. DOUGLAS HAMILTON.

Transmission.

Sir,—As a constant reader of your most interesting and
instructive journal, I have noted with interest the numerous
letters upon the vexed question of transmission. Until this

year I was a firm beiiever in rubier belt transmission,
because I had never ridden a motor bicycle with chain
drive. I had read and heard so many objections to a chain
drive that I took it for granted that these objections
existed, and far outweighed their apparently few advant-
ages. Last spring I bought a two-speed chain-drive light-
weight Royal Enfield, and I cannot speak too highly both
of the machine and its chain transmission. I have ridden
the machine practically every day .since its purchase, and
the conclusion I have come to is that chain transmission

—

at any rate as fitted to the Enfield—is almost perfect. In
over 3,000 miles I have on two occasions had to shorten
the long single chain by pulling back the back wheel a
small distance to take up the slight lengthening in the
chain ; the two short chains have only once required
shortening—also a simple matter—and were done at one's
leisure at home and not in the pouring rain. The above
alterations were not at all dirty, :as the chains did not
require to be touched by the' hands.
\ The tales of noise, jerking, and last, but not least, wear
of back tyre, are all myths. The original back tyre is still

being used, and I weigh . between 13 and 14 stones, and,
moreover, not infrequently have a passenger on the luggage-
carrier—a pernicious habit, I grant.

• F»om a medical man's point of view, it is a great com-
fort to have eliminated that bugbear of belt drive—slipping
belt. Then, again, I find a chain drive so much cleaner—it

does not fling the mud about like a belt. I am now a
decided believer in chain transmission.

(Dr.) B. JACKSON-TAYLOR.

Sir,—At the beginning of this season I was inclined to

;
favour chain drive because I had not tried it. Now I un-
hesitatingly plump for combined chain and belt drive both
for solo and for sidecar work. I have two 19-12 machines
and some experience with a third. No. 1 has complete
chain drive, with two chains to counter-shaft, and one
behind. The rear chain requires adjustment every ninety
miles, and the front chains every 300 miles. Life of chains
is about 3,000 miles. I am somewhat sensitive to vibra-

tion, and, although this machine has a smoother running
engine and a better spring fork than any other, together
with a clutch that slips with the slightest jar, I find that
three hours 1 is the limit of enjoyable riding, which I

attribute to the chain drive. The snatching of the chains
at low speed is unpleasant.
No. 2 is a combined belt and chain drive. The chain is

certainly the most troublesome part of the transmission, as
it requires adjusting every 300 miles. The machine has run
1,600 miles, and the belt has never been touched, although
every time the chain is tightened the belt is made slacker.

I can ride all day on this machine without fatigue. On a
similar machine last year I found the transmission excellent
for passenger work. The life of the chain was 3,000 miles,
belt 7,000 miles.
No. 3 is a motor cycle passenger combination, with one

chain in front and two behind. The thump of the engine
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can be felt by both driver and passenger, and the snatching
and noise of the properly adjusted chains is unpleasant.

I note with interest that the Quadrant people are bringing
out an 8 h.p. machine with combined drive, and I am of
opinion that other passenger machines would be improved
if a belt were substituted for the rear chain.

FLEX-DRIVE.

The Arming of Motor Cycle Companies.
Sir,—I have read the military motor cycling notes with

great interest, and have nothing but good " to wish them.
I see it is advocated that each of the motor cycle companies
should' have twenty-five Rexers, and that the thirty-five
officers, N.C.O.'s and men should be armed with Mauser
pistols. This, in my mind, will be a vast mistake, as, unless
you have a first-rate fire control—and you can only get that
by prolonged and unceasing training—you will find that
ammunition will run out and not be easy to replace. I have
seen Rexers on active service, and they eat up a waggon-
load of ammunition in no time. I would like to see the
units armed %vith the regulation arm, as it is a well-known
fact that magazine fire is not half so deadly as single fire

—

especially with young troops, who will pull away as hard
as they can_ unless, as I said, they have had a long and
careful training, and the military motor cyclist, I judge, will
not.be able to spare the time for this. I should not care to be
the man on the saddle with my half-section dangling a
Mauser pistol seated on the pillion in the event of an alarm
being suddenly given right ahead. ; C.R.L.

Zululand.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2,

Tyre Levers.

Sir,—I enclose sketch of a lever designed for the removal
of the back covers of machines fitted with dummy belt rims.

Fig. 1 shows the
- lever.

Fig. 2, the lever
inserted between
the bed of the tj're

rim and the cover.

This is done at a
point which is clear

of the mudguard

,

in order to allow
the lever free play.

Fig. 3 shows the
lever pressed down,
the bead of the cover being free of the clinch before the
lever comes into contact with the dummy belt rim.

W. PRETTY.

The Courtesy of the Road.

Sir,

—

I am burdened by an accumulating debt of gratitude

for help and advice received on the road due to unknown
gentlemen, whom I cannot repay. I want to tell about it,

if you will let me relieve my mind in your columns.
Let me explain. I am a 1912 novice, having bought my

first motor cycle and sidecar in May last. I was quite un-
familiar with such things, having no mechanical knowledge
or experience. Why, I remember the first time the driving

belt came off I did not know how to replace it. I have now-

done, about 2,000 miles, and have encountered most of tire

beginner's roadside troubles.

~

What I want to proclaim aloud is this. Never, day nor
night, have 1 been in difficulties on the road but some brother

motor cyclists have stopped to ask what my trouble was,

and to render practical help, given freely and courteously,

and with amazing patience. They have diagnosed the troubla
1

that my inexperience could not detect, and, when the sooted

plug, or broken valve, or tappets~out of adjustment, or

whatever it was, was located, I have been almost pushed

aside while the matter was put right for me. And not only

motor cyclists have helped me, for, on at least two occasions,

motorists have stopped to take my passenger on to the

nearest garage and send me help. I still have a sparking-

plug lent me on the Brighton Road on the 5ih October by a

gentleman who said he would be at t.he Gloucester Hotel

that night, but whom I failed to find; there on arrival.

At another time, when held up in the dark on a country

road, a passing motor cyclist took my [passenger and myself

eight miles to the nearest town.

C27
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Belt guard and supporting plate for pannier bags on the 4J h.p. Sin.?er.

If, sir, there is any other sport where such astonishing

decency and good feeling are shown to beginners, I wonder
what it is. I thanked all these gentlemen as well as 1

could at the time, and I thank them again. Each has
always said, "That's all right," and ridden away. As' it

happened, in the case of the breakdown mentioned above,

that my passeneger was an American guest to whom I

was trying to show something of our countryside, I was not

a little proud that he also obtained such a favourable im-
pression of the good feeling amongst British motor cyclists

on the road, an
1

. I know he has not failed to take that

impression home with him.
N

In conclusion, it only remains for me to say that I am
trying to catch the spirit that has been shown to me. It

was with peculiar satisfaction the* other night that I assisted

an absolute beginner to locate his trouble, and diagnosed it-

right (sooted plug) the very first time. " Amongst the blind

the one-eyed man is kingl '•' LE2555.

A Long Journey on a Cyclecar,

Sir,—I should like to give my' experiences of a long run
in a Rollo cyclecar, as I think they will go to prove two very
important points which a cyclecar, with any claims to be
practicable, must have, 'namely, simplicity and reliability.

I decided to go to Birmingham, take delivery of my car at

the Rollo Car Co.'s works, and drive it to Aberdeen, a
distance of close on 500 miles.

Having never before driven a car (my motoring experiences
being confined to two years of a motor bicycle), I received
an hour's driving instruction from one of the mechanics at

the (works. So, easy did I find the steering and manipula-
tion of the clutch and speeds, that on the next morning,
with the utmost confidence, I started off

' alone on my long
journey. The front seat easily held my suit cases, so that I

was . absolutely independent, With easy, running I. arrived
at -Darlington in the afternoon of the second: day, the only
trouble being .a small piece of • grit in the jet; this, took a
very short time to put right and has not occurred again.

After leaving Darlington, the rain came down in torrents

for the whole of the day, but I was extremely well sheltered
by the hood, while there was no belt slip of any kind.
North of Newcastle tyre troubles started ; two bursts, the

first caused by a piece of glass, and the second by a large
nail. However, thanks to the four wheels, the covers were
easily removed and repairs made. After reaching Scotland,
I had no further troubles of any kind and easily did the
220 miles from Berwick through Edinburgh, Stirling, and
Perth to Aberdeen in two days.
During the whole run I had only to touch the engine once

to replace a sparking plug. There was absolutely no over-
heating, and the oiling arrangements (exhaust pressure feed)
were admirable.
The belts had only to be adjusted once, two links out of

each. Since then I have only had to take out one more

;

in fact, three links in close on 800 miles. The three-point
suspension of the car is admirable. The roads in places
could not have afforded better tests.
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The improvement over a motor cycle and sid-ecar is

immense ; handy in traffic, with speed sufficient for most
people, the Rollo cyclecar in reliability, simplicity, and coHh
fort (that is in springing and protection against dust and
rain) is far ahead of-- any motor cycle combination I have
seen, and all these advantages are obtained at very slight

extra initial cost and expense in upkeep.

.

J. E. MACDONELL.

Tyres and Tyres.
Sir,—We notice that your correspondent, " Roadside Solu- .

tioner," complains that he has not yet found a satisfactory

tyre for heavy work, and we can only come to the con-

clusion that he has been unfortunate in his choice. We
think it a pity that he should have felt constrained to utter

such wholesale condemnation, and, under the circumstances,
we trust you will allow us sufficient spjce to draw his atten-

tion to at least one make, of which, apparently, the extra-

ordinary merits are not sufficiently known. This tyre, the
Rom, has a very heavy tread formed by combination of

rubber bars and steel studs, these being placed alternately.

Every motor
,
cyclist to whom we have recommended this

make has been most enthusiastic about the results obtained.

One rider of an 8 h.p. two-speed machine with sidecar found
no appreciable signs of wear on the back wheel tyre after

it had been 2,500 miles, and for the first thousand he had no
occasion to use a pump. Hll CHUNGS, LIMITED.

Sir,—I shall be glad if you can find space to insert my
reply in your paper, The Motor Cycle, to " Roadside Solu-

tioner," who must have had cheap covers or else is a bad
driver, because I have just done 1,000 miles on my 5-6 h.p.

V.S. and sidecar, having been through Lincoln, Yorkshire,

etc., covering up to 187 miles in a day, and have not had one
puncture or even had to pump up my tyres, which are

26in. x2^m. Palmer cords, and am pleased to say are good
for at least another 2,CC0 miles, as the rubber studs are not

worn smooth ; tTiis proves that all tyres are not the same
as

'

' Roadside Solutioner
'

' buys, and as I have no interest
1 in any tyre company I cannot pass his remarks without_a
mnmur, but advise him to give these tyres a trial. Then,
perhaps, he will have a different opinion.

GEO. BENNETT.

THE CRAVEN PATENT FOUR-SEATED
SIDECAR.

A four-seated sidecar is somewhat of a rarity, and its

introduction was due to the exigencies - of the growing
family of its designer, who can now take out his wife and
four children. The body has side doors, is coachbuilt, and

An interesting type of family sidecar,

of not unpleasing design, while the upholstery is comfort-
able. The machine, which, like the sidecar, is built by the

Craven Motor Co., 116, Greenwood Road, Dalston, is pro-

pelled by a 9 h.p. J. A. P. engine, and has a three-speed
Chater-Lea gear box, multiple disc clutch, and 650x65 mm.
Dunlop tyres.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR 1913.
Details and Illustrations of the Latest Aodels.

is connected by a rod to an eye at the

bottom of the pump plunger, and this

latter is returned by spring pressure, the

oil How being regulated by an adjustable
needle valve. The action of the pump
plunger is the reverse of the usual type,

viz., the plunger descends to charge the
pump barrel and ascends to feed the
engine.

BROUGH.
Two types of motor bicycles only will

be produced in 1913 by W. E. Brough
and Co., of Basford, Nottingham, viz., a
6 h.p. twin and a 3£ h.p. single. The
twin-cylinder engine has a bore-of 77 mm.
and a stroke of 88 mm. The cylinders are
very clean castings, and an air passage

Valve side oi the Bradtury, with tw»-;pe:d eagine shaft gear.

BRADBURY.
The standard Bradbury for 1913 will,""

in all essentials, remain as heretofore,

and still have an engine of" 89 mm. bore
and stroke, but the side flaps on the front
mudguard will extend right to the front,

and a belt guard will be fitted. The two-
speed belt-driven model will be fitted -

with an engine-shaft gear made by
the Bradbury Co. and a kick-starter.
Special heavy 2| Dunlop tyres will be
standard. 'There will be two models fitted

with the Bradbury counter-shaft gear, one
with chain drive throughout and the other
with combined chain and belt, both
having a new gear changing device. In
these machines it is worthy of especial

note that the transmission will he fully

guarded and the chain connected with the
kick-starter enclosed in a case. The
Sturmey-Archer or Armstrong three-
speed hubs will also be supplied. The
Druid forks will have improved springs.
Four models of sidecars will be marketed,
one having a coach-built body of three-
ply, wood finished in French grey or dark
green.

mm. or 90x77 mm. J.A.P. and overhead
mechanical inlet or side by side valves.
The 6 - h.p. twin sidecar model will
be fitted with the Rigby two-speed
gear, which is of the selective clutch type,
the standard ratios being 4£ and 8 to 1.

The lugs for sidecar attachment are
brazed to the frame, and the Corah Co.
will make their own sidecar. The frame
improvements "include double tubular
chain stays, the lower stay being extended
and attached to one of the lower crank
case- bolts. The ball head is one inch
longer than before, and the lower rail is of

D-shaped tubing with- the flat portion
uppermost ; this allows half an inch more
head room for the cylinder.. The tanks-
of the single-cylinder machine are half an
inch wider, and those of the twin model
three-quarters of an inch wider. A
feature of these machines is the foot-

operated od pump ; this is made for the
firm by Best and Lloyd, and is charged
by depressing a pedal hinged to one of

the crank case cradle bolts. The pedal

Geared down clutch pedal on the new" Triumph.

is left between the valve chests and the

cylinder. Very large valves having l^in.

ports are fitted. The timing gear is un-

usual, as the gear wheels are set one
above the small crankshaft pinion and one
directly below. By this means one cam
operates both inlet valves, and the other
both exhausts, so that the inlet and
exhaust valves are synchronised on both
cylinders. The big end bearings are set

side by side and are of large diameter.

L.M.C. kick starter, high speed clutch and
operating mechanism.

CORAH.
A recent call at the Corah works at SBk

King's Norton established the fact that
this firm will fit J.A.P. engines exclu- fUl
sively next year. The T.T. 3£ h.p. model
will bo supplied either with the 85x85 The 1913 model 3} h.p. Bradbury chain and belt-driven machine.

B^l
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(1) Belt side. (2) Valve side of the new model 6 h.p. three-speed Brough. A starting handle is fitted.

The flywheels are of large diameter, and
the magneto platform is -cast with the
base chamber. The Senspray carburetter
will be a standard fitting, as also will the
Simms magneto.

Transmission is by lin. belt and Arm-
strong Mark VI. gear. This gear gives a

riding position, a ground clearance of
4iin. is obtained below the crank base.
The control for the gear change is fixed

to the lower rail so that the lever is not
liable to be damaged. A finger adjust-
able pulley is supplied which enables one
to alter the ratios in a few seconds.
Another important item is the inlet pipe
w-hich is cast arid fixed with bayonet
joints, particular attention being paid to
the prevention

, of air leaks. The neat
arrangement of the machine will be
noticed from the photographs. The engine

be obtained, the chief alteration being
that it has a fixed gear instead of the
three-speed hub. All models have en- i

closed brake cables, arid three lengths of

piston can be ordered—high, medium, or

low compression.

Method oj holding down cylinders on new
3 h.p. twin Enfield.

direct drive on top, and the engine is

started by a handle, which rotates the
driving gear through the medium of a
short chain. The frame has a dropped
top tube, and is designed to give a very
low seat position, the actual height to the
top of the saddle being 29^m. Druid
forks are fitted, and the carrier has special
lugs for supporting the pannier tool-

bags and the pump. The front mudguard
has side extensions for its full length, and
is supported by flat stays. There are no
stays on the rear guard to interfere with
tyre changing, as it is supported by the
carrier. The tank has a capacity of one
and a half gallons of petrol and three
pints of oil. Lubrication is by means of

a ball valve pump, a tap also being fitted

to prevent waste. Though held from the
top, the tank is very securely fixed and
the seams are double. In spite of- the low

The Wulfruna pedal starting mechanism,

pulls well' and runs very smoothly, and
our readers will remember the fine re-
liability records set up by Mr. G. Brough
in various trials throughout the year.
The 3£ h.p. model has a bore of 85

mm. and stroke of 88 mm. and a shorter
frame, but in other respects resembles
the twin. A T.T. type of" each model can

THE 1913 PATTERN N.S.U. > CARBURETTER.

Clutch operation and chain cases on the
new Clyno.

N.S.U.
Ever since the N.S.U. motor cycle has

been sold in England, its manufacturers
have made a careful study of English re-

quirements, so that, notwithstanding the

fact that it is made abroad, the N.S.U.
has always met with a favourable recep
tion in this country and its colonies. The
new models are the 3 h.p. twin and the

3 h.p. single. The motive power of the

former is a twin-cylinder engine with

horizontal radiating fins, bore and stroke

58x75 mm..__ The magneto, the water-

proof Bosch, is^ear-driven, and is placed

in a protected position behind the rear

cylinder. The cover of the transmission

gearing, which is a particularly neat job,

forms part uf the cover of the distribu-

tion gear > chamher. - The^ chief novelty

is the new double
.
lever control carbur-

i Fie. r.

Air and throttle controls on the
j handlebar. They open inwards.

Fig. 2«

Section of spring controlled
hrottle and air pistons operated
by Bowdcn cables.

Fig. 3.

Section of the N.S.U. car-

buretter, snowing float agitator,

petrol pipe union, a.d jet.

Fig. 4.

Exterior view of complete
carburetter.
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The latest N.S.U. twin-cylinder engine and carburetter.

i
etter. Last year the N.S.U. carburetter

i had a single lever, but, owing to the

: request of riders, the makers have reverted
' to the double control, as they feel that

more perfect results can be obtained

thereby. As will be seen from the

accompanying illustration, the flow of

oil and gas is restricted by means of

;

piston slides, all the air being controlled

from below the jet. Both tappets are

adjustable, while footrests and a pedal-

operated cut-out are now fitted. Large
• tiller caps are now supplied. The frame

j
has the top tube slightly dropped at the

1 rear ; the engine is carried in a loop,

i The hinder portion is sprung as before,

and the excellent spring forks are re-

; tained. The N.S.U. gear remains un-
1 altered, except that a slightly stronger
1 type is fitted to the 6^ h.p. twin for

sidecar work. Another new model is the

2 h.p. single. 50x72 mm. Both this and
the 3 h.p., 73x78 mm., single, which we
illustrate herewith, are practically iden-

j
tical as regards the details we have

f
described, except that the 2 h.p. model

is supplied with a
' Ruthardt magneto

and a coaster hub
brake. It is inter-

esting to note
that the brakes on
all the other

models act on the
rear wheel ; that

bearing on the

belt rim is shod
with wood, while
the band brake,

introduced during
^the latter -part of

last year, remains
the same as

before! The lightweight N.S.U. models
may be purchased fitted with an adjust-

able pulley, an under-geared pulley, or a

two-speed gear.

Drilled steel piston tested

on the A.J.S.

O.K. SIDECAR.
The chief departure in next year's pro-

gramme of Messrs. Humphries and Daws
is the addition of their existing models of

a 6 h.p. chain-driven twin cylinder sidecar

System of rear springing adopted on the O.K.
sidecar.

combination. This machine will be fitted

with a two-speed gear of a simple type,
which, by means of expanding clutches,
engages either a high or low gear chain. A
shock absorber is also fitted to the rear
driving sprocket. The engine is a 6 h.p.

J.A.P., and the frame and fittings are par-

ticularly neatly carried out. The tank,
which is enamelled all over, is supported
on lugs brazed to the lower rail, and is

fitted with a Best and Lloyd semi-auto-
matic lubricator and large hinged filler

eap. The Amac automatic carburetter will

be fitted as standard, and a Bosch magneto
supplies the current. Attached to this

machine is a sidecar of unusual construc-

tion ; the sidecar side members are bent in

it long sweep which follows the lines of

the body, and across the rear lies a

tubular member. This forms a long bear-

ing for a cross-shaft, which carries at each

end a bell crank lever, one arm of each
being attached to the body, while the

Shoes and cam of A.J.S. internal

expanding brake.

other arm is connected to the frame by a

coil spring, thus giving a very comfortable
suspension. The front is suspended on a
small check spring. Besides this model,
there will be T.T. and tourist models fitted

with a single-cylinder 85 X 88 mm. engine

and a 2| h.p. 70 x 90 mm. lightweight.

All these machines are carefully finished,

and much attention is given to details.

The big single-cylinder three-speed Excelsior, a bicycle particularly suited for sidecar work.
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TRIUMPH.
Six patterns of Triumphs will be

marketed during 1913, all as usual possess-

ing the same type of power unit. The
85 x 88 mm. engine has been very little

altered, though it has been found by re-

ducing the size of the port opening that
the possibility of
fouling the plug
has been almost
eliminated.

The two new
models adopted
are a T u ri s t

Trophy model
with free engine
clutch in rear
hub and a three-

speeder, the gear
used being the

' Sturmey - Archer
hub gear.

We have been
privileged to test

one of the three-

speeders' on the

road, and can

speak in high

terms of the new
silencer design.

So far as the rider

is concerned, the exhaust being swept to

the rear of the machine renders the
driving much more pleasant, especially

en a long rim, foi the continual " pop,
pop, pop." which becomes so irritating to

some on a long day's ride, is noticeably
absent.

a £$1*5

Encased ratchet of the
Triumph gear changing
mechanism, also show-
ing petrol indicator at

top of tank.

Top of Triumph new tank. The dial showing the

amount of spirit in the tank can be seen hy the
rider when in the saddle.

Amongst the special points which have
.

received attention in the new models are

several important ones making directly

for the general convenience of the rider.

First of all there is the new gear lever
arrangement, two sketches of which are

1913 model T.T. Roadster Triumph.

which, as shown in the second sketch,

terminates in a circular ratchet and pawl
device, and is neatly covered in with a
dust cap. The dimensions of the device are

thoroughly sensible in every part, and,
while it works quite easily, the ratchet pro-

vides chat the accidental slipping of one
gear to another is absolutely prevented!
The petrol gauge, consisting of a clock dial

carried under the glass lid of the petrol

filler cap, .will be noticed in the first

sketch of the gear lever. The Sturmey-
Archer hub gear is used, and for the

control of the clutch of this, a special

toe-and-heel pedal, working oh the dead-
centre principle, has been designed. la-

this attention has been given to pro-

viding means whereby the clutch engage-

Extra wide mudguard on the 1913
Triumph, doing away with the
necessity of a shield over the

magneto.

given. The lever, which is ball-headed,
is of good size, and conveniently placed
alongside the tank on the right-hand side

and almost immediately above the engine.
The shaft of the lever is carried on a

bracket on the lower horizontal tube,

The new three-speed Triumph, which has a special design of gear changing lever.

The large change speed gear lever adopted

by the Triumph Co.

ment eaii.be performed exceedingly gently

and progressively. The sketch shows

what a large amount of leverage is

available. The brake mechanism, as

applied to the rear wheel, has also been

redesigned, and. as shown in the sketch,

now contains nothing but straight -pull

links. The first link from the pedal itself

is placed betweeu the belt pulley and the

crank chamber, and is connected to a cross

pivot which runs through to the further

side of the machine, and there operates

the brake through a crank and a second

straight lever.

In the. Triumph engine itself very few

changes have been made ; adjustable

tappets are provided, .and work on a

simple screw principle with a lock nut. A
very good point, however, is the provision

H! a special washer to keep out mud and
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New Models.

—

CranK case washer on the

new Triumph to prevent
escape of oil.

dust from the

ball race of the

crankshaft at the
pulley side ; a

section of the
crank chamber at

this point is

given, showing
how the leather
washer is speci-

ally formed so as

to tend to grip

the shaft. The
washer is shown
in the sketch in

black, and is

held in position
in the housing
by a left-hand

threaded nut.

The mudguarding arrangements on the
front wheel of the new models, is very
.complete, a deep wide Hap of the form
shown in the sketch being fitted to the
front wheel. This acts so well that any
further mud-shield for the magneto, etc.,

becomes unnecessary.
2|in. covers have ben adopted as

standard on 1913 Triumphs, which will
undoubtedly prove a great convenience in
the long run, and should prove more
comfortable and give greater mileage
than the smaller section.

REX-JAP.
It is expected that the largest demand

next year will be for machines fitted with
the 6 h.p. (76 x 8o) and 8 h.p. (85 x 8o)
side by side valve twin-cylinder J.A.P.
engines. A new type of sirgle-eylinder
J.A.P. engine, 85 bore x 95 stroke, with
mechanically operated overhead inlet
valve, wil' also be fitted.

The frame has been strengthened at the
ball head, which is considerably longer,
and the steering rake has been increased.
The sidecar lugs are brazed solid with the
frame, thus ensuring correct - alignment
and longer life for the back tyres. The
sidecar has four point attachment and
vertical coil springs in addition to the
usual Cee springs. The bodies are made
in two types—one a torpedo coachbuilt

The Rover Co. has added a sidecar to its range of motels. We I.lustrate above the chassis design.

Observe t.ie band brake, stand, and long Cee springs,

body, painted to match the machine, and
the other a torpedo solid cane body. The
springs in the upholstery of the body and
the special springs on the chassis insulate

tlte passenger from all vibration.

The tank has been improved by having
the corners rounded off. The petrol

capacity has been increased to two gallons.

The oil tank is fitted with a small air

pump, which is used to raise a pressure in

the tank of about 5 lbs. per square inch.

This forces the oil under pressure through
a sight feed drip lubricator on the top of

the tank, where the flow of oil can be
regulated by a hand-controlled needle
valve.

Every machine" will be fitted with a belt
guard, which extends round the engine
pulley and underneath the belt to the rim.
The mudguards haye been improved, and
the side flaps extend right round the front
mudguard. This is an excellent point.

Front wheel stands will be fitted to all

models.

The gear is unaltered, except that the
low gear contracting V shaped band has
been replaced by a flat one. The leverage
on the foot brake has been increased. The
cantilever springing for the saddle pillar

and comfortable rubber-covered footboards
ensure the comfort of the driver.

CALTHORPE.
The Calthorpe models for next year will

be three in number, viz., a 4^ h.p., a 3j
h.p., and 6 h.p. twin. The last named is

being specially constructed for use as a

sidecar combination, for which purpose
lugs have been permanently brazed into

the frame.
It will be fitted, as with the other models,

either with a two-speed Calthorpe counter-

shaft gear, complete with kick starter,

How the 6 h.p. Rex-Jap sidecar model will appear in 1913.

1913 Calthorpe two-gallon tank and detachable
sump filter.

and driving both by chain and belt, or

• with an Armstrong three-speed gear, or

with the usual single gear.

Several important improvements have

been made in the 6 h.p. model. To start

with it has a really sensible sized tank,

holding two gallons of petrol and three

pints of oil. A sketch of this is given,

showing its nicely rounded sides, the Best

and Lloyd drip feed lubricator, and also

the petrol sump and filter—a special

feature. This last is also illustrated in

detail, and has the advantage that the

last drop of petrol is used from the tank,

whilst should water get into the petrol

one can ensure that upon emptying the

tank it gets away. The filler caps are

of the screw-down type, and that ai the

petrol tank has a .glass lid. Druid forks

are standard.
Practically no change has been made in

the Calthorpe gear, which is driven by a

chain from the engine and then transmits
through a belt to the back wheel, except
the provision of an adjustable belt pulley.

The rear chain stays in all models are

made sufficiently wide to allow a hub
gear to be fitted to the fixed gear models
at any time and without structural altera-

tion should a change be required.
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NEW HAZLEWOOD.
As mentioned in our last issue, the

Hazlewood Go. have produced a new
model with, an Armstrong Mark V gear
in the bottom bracket. The fitting has
been particularly neatly carried out, and
the gear is mounted in eccentric trunnions
to allow tor front chain adjustment.
One of these trunnions has a. serrated
outer edge which effectively prevents the
adjustment from slipping. A chain
connects the gear to the engine, and is

enclosed by a quickly detachable alu-

minium casting. The engine is a specially

constructed twin J. A. P. of 70 mm. bore
by 76 mm. stroke ; it has extra large

flywheels to ensure smooth running and
an oil well on the timing side. The
fittings of the motor cycle -are little

altered but two points are worthy of

notice. The rear rim on which' the brake
shoe works is now made in the form of

an inverted V, so that the wheel may
be detached without disturbing the brake
gear. The second interesting point is

that, the rod actuating this brake is

supported in the middle by a bracket,
which also forms a spring stop for pulling
it off the rim. This machine is sure to
attract n considerable amount of atten-

jvjpraa®^ NOVEMBER n,
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Valve side of new twin Hazlewood, with conntor-shaft gear.

for sidecar work. The engine, which is

being made throughout at the Ariel
works, is 83 x 88 mm. bore and stroke.
The valves are side by side, and the
cylinders are set at an angle of 60°.

^^S^S^fer*^^*

The drive is by chain throughout, a

two-speed selective friction clutch gear

taking the place of the usual counter-

shaft. This is operated by. a quadrant
lever on the tank. The machine is

built especially for sidecar work, and
has lugs especially for this purpose
brazed into the frame. A handle-starter

is provided.

Belt side of the new twin Hazlewood which has an Armstrong three-speed gear in the counter-shaft.

tion, as we have frequently heard the
desire for a three-speed counter-shaft
gear expressed. Its obvious advantages
are accessibility, neatness, and the possi-
bil'ty ot using a large belt pulley. Its
disadvantages are considerably harder to
discover.

The kick-starter fitted to 1913 Arlels.

In the 3£ h.p. Ariel machine using an
Armstrong three-speed hub a kick-

starter is now included. It is, as can
be seen, very neatly arranged, and has
its pedal in a very convenient position.-

ARIEL SIDECAR.
The principal introduction for next

season which this firm are making is a

7 h.p. twin machine, designed especially

Ariel adjustable lootresi. Different lengths to

-Hit tall or short riders are now obtainable,

A SINGLE-CYLINDER SIDECAR MODEL.
New Si h.p. Premier flttec with the company's counter-shaft two-speed gear. An enclosed ohaln transmits

the power to the gear, a 1" belt being used for the final drive.
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HE NEW 2! H.P. TWO-SPEED SUN3EAM WITH OIL BATH CHAIN CASES.
thence through a neat two-speed gear of

the sliding uog typs to a sprocket on
the offside of the machine, and finally by
chain to the rear wheel. Behind the
clutch a kick starter of the wheel and
quadrant type is mounted, and both chains
and starter are enclosed in quickly de-
L.ciiable oil bath cases.

Tyre Ke pairs Ka«y.
The rear wheel is mounted on a divided

axle, so that by detaching a centre 1 b~lt

and a distance piece the air tube may be
removed entirely wit lout dismounting t/ie

wheel from the frame. The adjustment of

the front chain is carried out by sliding
the gear box, which, however, can- ot Con e

out of line. The rear chain is adjusted
by moving the rear wheel backwards

;

26x2^ tyres are fitted, and the machine
is protected from -mud by extensions on

"".'
'

2] h.p. two-sp ed Su.ibeam, a newcomer for next year.

SUNBEAM.
k we took the opportunity of

pig one of the 1913 2j h.p. Sunbeam
ii s, arid were particularly impressed
1 Is cl.'an and workmanlike lines.

tole cf the transmission and kick

t( is enclosed, rendering it practically

[1 "proof, in addition to which the

d d model will be finished in black
tout, that is to say, black celluloid-

handle-bars, black hubs, and
k-pring fork fittings, which latter

11st important point, as they are
\\ awkward to clean. The edges of

ris are, of course, plated where the

« hoes torch, but this is almost the
• lint liable to rust., " The tank ajso

|j.c, finished with broad gold lines,

ii t be imagined that this would give
By appearance to the machine, but

i not so, as we can say after seeing
li shed article.

The Motive Power.
h engine has a bore of 75 and a

k sf 79 mm., and has a clean compact
Mince. The crankshaft is fitted with
h nn roller bearings, which, of course.

ine and not point contact. Adjust-
i ppets are fitted, and the cams are
h external type. A striking point is

B • of the timing gear bearings, which
1 de of cast iron which has particu-

y nod wearing qualities. The valves
llge for the size of the engine, having

port diameter of l£in. From the
at port a l^in. outside diameter pipe
ho a large silencer, which consists

.expansion chamber from which the
? escape through a series of |in.

ej The flywheels have eccentric
sfor balancing purposes, and the
jjpn pin is hollow and driven into a
it wo-ring piston, and prevented from
ling the cylinder by copper studs.
a; 3 type enclosed Bosch magneto lies

hip behind the engine, and is gear-

I
through a short train of gears.

| the end of the crankshaft lies a
fig sprocket hel 1 by a spring between
H'erodo faced phtes, which act as a
'ig clutch to take away the harsh-'
3;f the chpin drive. A Hans Renold
transmits the power to a multi-
clutch on the counter-shaft, and

Tie Sunbeam engine, showing timing gear.

Sunbeam bick hub, showing the divided axle,

each side of the rear guard and side
Haps on the front guard. All Bowden
wires are enclosed in the handle-bar, in-

cluding that from the hand-op:r..ted cl'.tch

lever. The tank is supported from below
and is fitted with large filler caps and a
B st and Lloyd sight feed drip. The
filler caps have large gauze strainers
within. The carrier is welded into one
piece and carries pannier tool bags; the
machine is finished off with neat rubber
covered-, footboards. On the road we
found the machine quiet, flexible, and
powerful, while the manipulation of the
change-speed is very simple. In all we
consider the machine a very handy and
serviceable mount, which should still

further enhance the high reputation of

the makers of Sunbeams.

Removing air tube from back tyre through divided axie.



Ei field sidecar etasiif. ; tLe framework is excep-iomlly strong and it is impossible for it to get

cut of alignment.

Litest design of Canoelet sidecar : sade by Mead and Deakin.
higher than formerly.

The body is deeper and the back

NOVEMBER 14th, igi?..

1913 CANOELET.
The popular Canoelet sidecar, made by

Messrs. Mead and Deakin, of I adypool
Eoad, Birmingham, has undergone a few

slight alterations for 1913. The frame

now has a square front, and the attach-

ments have been somewhat improved

;

notably the rear fixing which has an
additional stiffening piece. The body

itself follows the popular lines of its

predecessor, but is now fitted with com-

fortable unholstered arm rests While in

the works we inspected a most interest-

ing form of friction driven cyclecar,

but this is entirely in the experimental

stage, and we were asked to. give no

details of its construction at present.

A clever sidecar attachment
on the new Calthorpe show-
ing details.

THE FORWARD.
M. J. Varley, 57, Stoney Lane, Spark-

brook, Birmingham, has introduced several

improvements in connection with the

Forward sidscars. Four-point suspension

has been adopted, the chassis is lower,

and the front and rear springing are

separate, the rear springs being carried

on the main outer tubes. The four

diagonal tubes between the sidecar and
motor bicycle are straight, and steel

forgings are used for all the attachments.

Luggage carriers can be fitted to all

models, and a spare petrol can holder is

also supplied to order.

M. J. Varley's litest desi™ "Forward" sidecsr,

wcich will be seen at Olympia.

A special sidecar attachment, by Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., showitg luggage-carrying capacity.

DUNHILL'S SIDECAR.
Many people who have sidecars require

to carry a small child as well as tha

passenger, and this has been overcome

in the sidecar body lately introduced by

this firm. The seat has been neatly in-

corporated into the body, so that the

child does not encroach upon the room
occupied by the adult. The sidecar has

received careful stud^ at the, hands oi

this firm.

hzS
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FOR GENTLEFOLKTOSACOC
NO OILY DIRT NO NOISE NO GYMNASTICS

SUPERB
LIGHTWEIGHT

machine for middle-aged men and for

medical men especially is the 2\ h.p,

(2P9 c.c.) with change-speed gear— It

is clean, silent, and the control is

simple—it is known as ...... .

The GENTLEMAN'S MACHINE.

4$22 H.P. (500 c.c.
is fast, powerful, and clean for solo

MEDIUM WEIGHT SJ^a«S^% be
shown at Olympia

TWIN
(Stand 102, Olympia)

SPECIFICATION—2-Speed Gear, Chain Drive, Footboards, Starting Handle,

Front and Back Wheel Stands.

Our machines are constructed from the finest materials procurable, and you

take no risks and make no experiments when you purchase either of the

above Motor Cycles.

MOTOSACOCHE, Ltd., 65, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.
Teleprrams—" Motosacoetae, London." Telephone—Holborn 5439.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention 'The Motor Cycle." B20
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I

LAMPS LTD.
SPECIALISTS IN ACETYLENE

LIGHTING FOR
MOTORCYCLES
CYCLECARS
TRI-CARS ETC

OLYMPIA STAND 210
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SOME CONTINENTAL RUNABOUTS.
Light Four-wheelers which come within the Cyclecar Definition.

La Yiolette has performed very satis-

actorily in French competitions this year,

t is sold in England by Mr. Jacob, 13,

jrape Stieet, New Oxford Street, W.C.,
nd is fitted with a single-cylinder water-

ooled engine £0 X 140 mm. The magneto
s a U.H., and the carburetter a CLiudel.

nternal flywheels are employed, and the

oppression is moderate. The inlet valve

s automatically operated ; the water-

tooling is by thermo-syphon with very

arge .' water spaces. Lubrication is

ured by means of a sight feed drip

Sin le-cvlinder engine of La Violette, a friction-

driven French cyclecir. OLs.tve the long
rminshaft bearing and trie.ion disc.

ubricator. It will be noticed that the
'ear portion of the crankshaft is excep-
tionally long .and provided with bearings
)0 take up the thrust of the friction drive.

On the shaft .is keyed a large diame'ter

riction plate ; the surface is polished,

liid the back of the plate is strengt li-

med by ribs. The friction wheel is on a

:ross-shaft, and is made narrow and
jpvered with a special wear-resisting

naterial. To change gear the friction

Rear portion of Li ViJett. chassis, showing springing, friction wheel bearing on disc, also

iau^ chain drive to axle.

wheel - is moved inwards towards the
centre of the disc to lower the ratio or
outwards towards its periphery to provide
a higher gear. The friction wheel is kept
in close contact with the disc by means of

a compression spring, and before changing
the friction wheel is withdrawn from the
plate by a pedal which takes the place of

the usual clutch operaticn.

The power is taken from the friction

whejl cross-shaft to the rear axle by means
of a single chain running over jut key
pulleys. The rear axle has no halanoe
gaar. but one wheel is keyed to the shaft

and the other is connected to it by a
friction disc, and it is claimed that one
wheel can over-run the other when turn-

ins cornel's.

The main members of the frame are of

wood strengthened with flitch plates on the
outside and strutted by cross bearers of

channel steel. Quarter elliptic springs are
used fore and aft, and there is a cross

spring in front. The brakes are internal-

expanding on the rear wheels.

Among the latest refinements may be
mentioned coil springs to the steering con-

nections and brake connections, detachable
wheels, and complete metal undershield.

The complete Violette friction-driven cyclecar. The weight of this vehicle, as illustrated, is undor y cwts.

Our representative had a trial run on one*
of these vehicles, "when it carried three

passengers, and performed, satisfactorily.

Tlie humming "noise fr'nni the frict ion gear

was slightly more pronounced than some
other friction-driven cars- we have tried,

otherwise there was nothing to. complain
of. A racing car of this make is said to

have accomplished in a timed trial on- the
road a distance of twenty-four kilometres

in 14m., and hIso to have climbed a gradient
of 22%, which equals about 1 in 4^.

The Metropolitaine.
Although rather close to the cyclecar

and small car border line, this vehicle, is

worthy of attention. It has a four-

cylinder rhtmiibliir engine 60x120 mm.,
three speeds and reverse, balance-geared
back axle, and pressed steel frame. The
makers emplny the U.H. magneto and
Cljudel carburetter. The wheelbase is

7ft. lOin., and the track 3fl. llin Wood
or wire wheels are fitted. The crank
case, gear box. and clutch form one unit,

and the machine presents a very neat ap-

pearance. It is uit.de by Cochez et Jean-
nel, Puteaux, near Paris.

A Cyclecar with Rotating Valve
Engine.

The voiturette C.I..C is rather over the
border line <>i a 6 rwt. chassis, but as it

will be considerably reduced in weight
for 1913. we think a description of the

engine and one or two illustrations will

interest our readers.

The C.I..C. is made by the cnmpany-
of that name at 165, Avenue dM.tr.liti,

Paris. The engine, which is called val e-

less, is a rotating valve engine mfdo
under Da Cosia patents. The rotating

valve consists of a sleeve outside the

piston, which is rotated by geaiini; dn;n
off the engine-shaft by a chain The
ordinary working piston reciprocates in-

side the rotating sleeve, the result b J
"'

- »g

that, with suitable ports cut in th3
cylinder fur inlet and exhaust, which
register with oilier ports cut in the st°ev3,

the gas is induced and exhausted thi'Ttfh
the ports when the holes in the sl'ive

register with the holes in the cyLnder.

»3I
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Some Continental Runabouts,

—

To enable the sleeve to revolve easily and
to prevent any undue friction on the

walls of the cylinder it is supported on
a double ball bearing. That the engine
is not inefficient is

proved by the trial

made on August
9th last by the
Automobile Club of

France, when
C.L.C.
engine,
running
T.p.m.

standard
80 X 140,

at 2,188
gave 11

C.L.C. rotating sleeve

valve engine.

brake horse power.
This, the makers
claim, is approxi-
mately 25% more
than can be ob-
tained from a
similar engine with
poppet valves. The
rotating sleeve ex-

tends, of course,

right up into the

combustion head,
and the compression
is there retained by
means of suitable

•rings. Imbrication

is by a mechanical
oiler in the scuttle

dash, separate leads being taken to the base
of the crank case and also to the
mechanism by means of which the sleeve

is rotated. On the present type of vehicle

the gear box is in one with the crank
case, but it is the makers' intention for

nea-t year to move the gear box to a
position midway between the rear axle
and the engine^ as the construction at
present is rather heavy. The weight of

the chassis is 800 lbs., but the makers are
contemplating a lighter model with air-

cooled cylinder, as they are confident,

owing to the cool running, that it would
be quite successful as a motor cycle

, engine.

Incidentally, they are on the look nut
for an English firm who would like to

take up the engine for motor cycle work
and make it under royalty ; they are
prepared to carry out the necessary ex-

periments required over -and above those
made for the water-cooled type and to

build the first engine. Firms interested

in this proposition should address en-

quiries to C.L.C, c/o the editor.

lie Clctevoiturette. This neatly desirned runabout has a flat belt and single chain transmission,
chun drive runs in a metal case.

The final

The Globe.
The Globe, which is the name of a

cyclecar sold in England by Globe Cars,
Ltd., 37b, Duke Street, W., is an in-

geniously designed four-wheeled voitur-
ette, known in France, its country of

origin, as the Sphinx. The latest type
is illustrated herewith.
The vehicle differs from others in the

design and construction of the trans-

mission, which is distinctly ingenious. In
front, under a bonnet, is placed a 9 h.p.
single-cylinder Aster engine. This trans-

mits its power to a counter-shaft by
means of a flat leather chrome belt four

inches wide. The counter-shaft has on it

a pulley, and in the centre of this pulley

is an epicyclic gear which runs solid on
the top ratio and comes into action only

when the low gear is required. The
drive from the counter-shaft to the rear

axle is by one chain, which runs in a
chain case. The clever part about the
device is that the counter-shaft is inter-

connected with the rear axle, and the
axle, with its chain transmission and the
counter-shaft, can all be moved slightly

towards the engine-shaft, so slackening

the belt and enabling a change of gear to

be made. The axle and counter-shaft are
then moved back to their original position

and the belt can also- be tightened by this

device if necessary, although a protected

Slliiing under-carriage of the Globe runabont. The wide flit belt from engine to countershaft will be clearly seen, also the dog
clutches for operating the epicyclic gear in pulley.

flat belt, when run in, seldom requires
any shortening. The change of speed is

effected by means of positive clutches, the
teeth of the dogs being used to lock the

central sun pinion of the epicyclic gear.

Tiie movement of the back axie is effected

by means of a long lever, which ia

operated quite easily when the vehicle is

in motion, and the belt gives a very
supple form of transmission to the gear
and the back axle ; one rear wheel only

is driven. The 9 h.p. Aster engine is of

rather haavy construction, and we think
if this vehicle were made with a lighter

multi-cylinder engine or a single-cylinder

engine specially designed for cyclecar

work, with large outside flywheel, the

vehicle would be still' more enticing, 'the

9 h.p. Aster engine is made for a much
heavier type of car than the one under
discussion, and our reason for pointing

out that a lighter multi-cylinder engine

would improve the vehicle is because the

weight of the engine used adds consider-

ably to the weight of the vehicle.

The frame is made of ash bars,

strengthened with steel flitch plates, and
the rods connecting counter-shaft arid rear

.

axle serve the purpose of torque rods as

well as connections between these two por-

tions of the vehicle. The engine is started

by a handle which fits on to a starting

clutch behind the front wheel. The
method of springing is

unusual. The frame is

made rather narrow, and
the springs are fitted at

each side in such a manner
that the frame is able to go
down below the springs
when the latter are de-

pressed. Although the

writer did not have an

opportunity of trying this

vehicle on the road, ho
was informed by the makers
that it steers and holds
the road better than
ordinary types, because the

gyroscopic action of the fly-

wheel is in the direction

of travel. The engine is

placed with its axle across

the frame, so that all the

transmission shafts are

parallel, a feature which
must lead to efficiency.
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MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.

Palmer Motor Cycle Tyres are

now made in three types. The
,

first with the patent "Airless"

Cord, called the Cord Tyre, the

second with four layers of

Fabric, called the Palmer

Heavy Fabric Tyre and the

third with two layers of Fabric,

known as the Palmer Ordinary

Fabric Tyre.

The Palmer Fabric consists

of parallel threads* of extra-

ordinary strength, each thread

being thoroughly insulated

with rubber, rendering the

fabric practically impervious

to .moisture. The woven

canvas used in most other

tyres does not possess this

feature to the same extent as

the Palmer Fabric, with the

result that it is more liable

to rot if a gash or puncture

occurs in wet -weather and

water enters the breach.

pALM.ER mmfl ORDINARY FABRIC l|
f;

I fJ
:>\ MOTOR- CYCLE '

L TYRE;:

The Palmer Cord Tyre is

extra strong, and constructed

on similar lines I- the well-

known Cord Motor Tyre,

which has gained so many

successes on road and track.

Every Motor Cyclist should

know that there is a vast

difference between Palmer
Cord Tyres and all other

Motor Cycle tyres. Instead

of three layers of canvas, the

foundation of a Palmer Tyre

consists of two layers only of

cotton cord, impregnated and

coated with the finest rubber.

Canvas as the backing or

foundation for a tyre has

many defects. It rots, for

one thing, and being a woven

fabric of coarse manufacture,

the cross threads cut one

another.

OLYMPIA,
STAND No. 136,

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD.,
119, 121, 123, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.

Motor Cycle Tyre Dept. : 103, S>. John St.. Clerkenw II, EC.

In answering these 'advertisements it is desirable to mention "~The Motor Cyde.' r-33
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Dunhill's
GETTING BUSY for the OLYMPIA SHOW.

OUR STAND
is being prepared for the exhibition of all the

latest improvements in

MOTOR CYCLE ACCESSORIES,
CLOTHING, AND EQUIPMENT.

It would be impossible to attempt to give here,

even a small description of the many good

things we shall have ready to show you at the

OLYMPIA.
Our Siand will be in the corner of the Gallery,

as usual.

We have pleasure in making this preliminary

announcement and extending

A CORDIAL INVITATION
to all old customers and friends to meet us there.

We hope to see also those to whom the pleasures

of Motor Cycling are as yet unknown.

Advice and information for beginners freely

given at DUNHILL'S.

DONT FOHGET!
The STAND NUMBER
IS- ————171.

Get our NEW Catalogue before the Show Opens or look in at

359-361, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
Manchester: 88, Cross Street. Glasgow: 72, St Vincent Street.

City Branch: 42-43, Lombard Street, E.C.

B34 In, answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."-
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Some Continental Runatouts.

—

A new Fmcb cycleor, the Meyer, which has an 8-10 fc.p. Anzani en-inc, channe' stee] frame,

Lanchester springs fen and aft, chain and belt transmission with slidirg back wheels and br:ke blocks

acting on belt rims. It weighs 5 cwts. approximately, and is said to be capable of 50 m.p.h.

V Single=cy Under Runabout with
Large Outside F ywheel.

A little voiturette which will in all pro-

ability be seen in English competitions

ext year is the Parent, made by the firm

E Parent et Cie., Paris. A call at their

<:orks recently elicited the information

Kit they intend to make one thousand of

hese little vehicles, and have already put
i hand one hundred, the parts for which
e saw in the factory. Illustrations of the
liaoWne appear on another page of th.s

sue. The engine is a single-cylinder

) X 140 mm., and gives 6 h.p. at about
500 r.p.m. The cylinder is offset, and
ater-cooled by thermo-syphon system.

\: le three-speed gear box, which is of the
ding type, with three speeds and reverse,

ns in an extension of the engine crank
se so that the engine and gear box with
igneto are what the French style en hlor.

I'le flywheel is carried in front of the

'line just behind the bonnet, and is of

, ry large diameter to assist the engine
pull the vehicle slowly in traffic on top
ar. The carburetter is a Solex automatic

k'J the magneto a Bosch. With the aid
the large flywheel and automatic carbu-
ter the engine speed can be as low as

• ) r.p.m., which is an extremely slow
ia;ed for a single-cylinder engine that

il run up to nearly 3,000, and shows
lit with an outside flywheel of large
*< '.meter, very great flexibility can be
* ured even with a single-cylinder engine,
e compression of the engine is com-

i atively low, which is, of course, correct
3 a voiturette of this type. The whole
the, power unit is suspended at thiee

Tuts, the gear box ending. at the rear in
Srunnion, which allows the whole frame
(turn on it when it is subjected to shock.
• e friction cone clutch is a single disc
died between two friction plates. The
lirs are all made of chrome nickel steel,

U all running parts revolve en double
gl bearings, the propeller-shaft drives
'm the gear box on to. a back axle with
t usual type of car bevel gear, only, of
e rss, made very much smaller and
biter. The shaft runs in a tube, which
as as a torque tube as well as a tur.nel
* the shaft to run in. The back axle
A no balance gear in trie ordinary sense,

H is Constructed as follows : One rear

hub is keyed to the axle, and the other
wheel is driven through the intermediary
of a conical friction clutch which connects
the axle and the hub. contact being kept
at a constant pressure by means of a
spring washer. The wheels are
interchangeable and detachable, and a
spare wheel is carried. The frame, which
is made of channel steel, carries on it the
starting handle which is fitted in front,

the radiator for the thermo-syphon circu-

lation, clutch pedal, accelerator pedal, rear
wheel brake pedals, charge-speed hand
lever, and brake hard lever. The last

two are fitted inside the body.

In connection with the brakes, it might
be argued, owing to the friction cone
clutch arrangement in place of balance
gear, that the braking action would not
be effective. We are assured, however,
that it prevents side-skidding. The
springing is by means of four semi-
elliptical springs, and the two-seated body

.
is of torpedo shape, the driver's seat being
set a little in front of the passenger's.

This vehicle is sold at an extremely

moderate price, taking into consideration

that it has a hood, screen, spare wheel,

aeid electric lamps. Tuese latter are fitted

in neat recesses in the dash. The steering

is not by worm, wheel, and sector, but by
l-vers ; the front wheels ire inclined so

that a line drawn through the steering

centres strikes the ground slightly in front

of the vertical line dia.wn through the

wheel, so that any shock to the wheels is

not . direct' y transmitted to the steering

wheel. Trie steering is, moreover, claimed

to De irreversible.

The lubrication of the engine is. by
gravity from an oil tank in the dash.

The petrol tank is- also carried in the

dash with the batteries for fne electric

lamps The wheelbase is 7ft. 6in., and
the t-rack 3ft. 9 n. The chassis weight is

4 cwts. 3 qrs. 7 lbs., and the total weight
of the vehicle is only 5 cwts. 3 qrs. 16

lbs. It wilt, therefore, be seen that this

is a true cyclesar. T'he contrcl cf the engine

is by means of an accelerator pedal. There
is no advance lever for the magneto; the

lubrication is automatic; and one rod,

which pushes in and out like the handle
of a pump and protrudes from the dash,

cuts off the petrol, oil, and ignition at

one movement. All that is necessary is

to push it in to shut off everything, and
to pull it out to turn on everything ready
for starting. The firm making this vehicle

are ergineers with a very fine equipment,
and have been making paits for the trade

for a considerable time.

Baby Peugeot.
The Baby-Pciigeot is a vehicle we have

already described and illustrated, and it is

safe to say that when the firm of Peugeot
Freres, London, are in a position to give

delivery there will be a run on this model
of a bigger vehicle. The chief items of

the specification are : Pressed steel

frame, four-cylinder water-cooled engine
(55 x 90 mm. = E56 c.c), two speeds and
reverse, propeller-shaft and balance-geared
rear axle, 22in, x 2^in. wheels and tyres,

irreversible steering, Truffault suspension,

and two-seated torpedo-shaped body. The
price is to be £160.

Another view of the two-speed shaft driven Baby-Peu^eot. Tais vehicle nas 22" wheels.
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The Ronteix Four-cylinder Runabout.
A French Cyclecar with Concentric Gear and minus a Differential

AMONG the light runabouts which
attract general attention, the
Ronteix 6-8 h.p. four-cylinder has
the merit of solving several

•mechanical problems in a particularly

simple manner.
The vehicle is built for two or three

people, and the engine being economical,

the running expenses should be small.

Both engine and chassis consist of a few
strongly built parts that are easily inter-

changeable, the construction enabling
the owner to effect repairs under the
most inconvenient circumstances, as, for

instance, where expert workmen are not
to be found.

Engine and Transmission.
The motor is a four-cylinder, cast en

bloc, bore and stroke 60 x 80 mm., and
rated at 6-8 h.p. The gear box is quite

unique of its kind, as the transmission is

obtained by a direct drive on all speeds,
including the reverse. It acts in the
following way : the transmission shaft

Plan of chassis, from which it will be seen that the drive is on one wheel only.

Neat design four-cylinder engine. Observe the valve casings.

carries a pinion which meshes at will

with three concentric gears, and thus
effects the change of speed as it is moved
from one to the other.

The transmission acts through a chain
only to one of the hind wheels, and
there is no differential.

Another innovation in automobile prac-

tice is found in the suspension, both in

front and rear. This suspension, which
our pictures explain sufficiently, is very
flexible and strong ; it is specially suited
for colonial use.

The steering column operates through
an eccentric and a rod.

Chassis details.
The chassis is made of pressed steel and

has a total length of nearly 10ft. ; the
wheelbase is 8ft. 4in.. and the track
nearly 3ft. 6in. A leather cone clutch,
thermo-syphon cooling, lubrication by
forced feed, ignition bv Nilmelior mag-
neto, and automatic Claudel carburetter
aTe other features. The tank contains

B13

about four gallons of
petrol, which is suffi-

cient for a 125 mile
ride.

Two brakes acting on
the rear wheels by ex-

tensible segments are
operated by a hand
lever ; a pedal works
also in the same way
on the shaft of the gear
box; this pedal also

controls the clutch.

Either wire or wood
wheels can be supplied
at the option of the
purchaser.

The acceleration is

effected by a hand
lever fixed under the
steering wheel and con-,

trols the carburetter.

Weight : two seats,

9 cwts ; three seats, 10
cwts. The whole
vehicle strikes "us as
being strongly built and

likely to be very serviceable. Alt!

slightly over the R.A.C. definitio:

could obviously be made lighter.

Special form of rear springing on the Ronli

Next week's issue will contain

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" BUYERS' GUI
An annual feature.

Front springing of the Ronteix. Any one wheel can lift without affecting the others.
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We exten
cordial invitation

to all old and new friends of

the " BA I
' to make Stand

No. 97 their rendezvous at

OLYMPIA. While waiting

you can pleasantly pass the

time by inspecting the new
models of this favourite motor

cycle. That you will find

plenty to interest we know from

the many features exclusively

embodied en these machines.

poR of the Bat

ttt free on request.

SE BAT MOTOR MFG. CO.,

ENGE. LONDON. S.E.

Among other items are the—

SPRING FRAME, sprung fore and
alt, making riding easy on the roughest

roads,

MAGNETO POSITION, out of

the wet, and unaffected by ra.n storms,

FOOT STARTER, enabling

the machine to be started with

both wheels on the ground,

and the

TWO-SPEED GEAR,
permitting theslowest 1

ace

on treacherous sui faces

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B*7
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GLORIA
Sidecars,

Dangerous
Sidecar
Attachments.

A Correspondent in

"Motor Cycling" writes:

" I am looking round for

a safe and properly con-

structed sidecar, but as

far as I can see the only

correct fittings on the

market appear to be

the Gloria double tube

attachments, which em-

brace the top tube, and

backbone of the machine

at the front and the seat

stay and bottom stay at

the rear."

The Gloria has a positively

safe attachment, no other

Sidecar like it, and it is

most readily attached and

detached.

Then again, the wheel is

spring suspended, which
allows it to rise and fall and

so correct the irregularities

of the road surface. However
uneven the surface the

passenger rides in perfect

comfort.

There are several Models to choose from, each one
beautifully appointed, and they will be on view on

Stand 76,
Olympia.

Be sure and see them before ordering your Passenger Outfit.

Gloria Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

B38 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oucle."
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended tor publication or not
must oe accompanied by a stamped ailrssssi envebps for raply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Magneto Cut-out.

Some little time ago I fitted a
magneto cut-out fto my 2^ h.p.

machine, and have used it for

the purpose of retarding the
engine, in preference to raising

!e exhaust valve. Am I correct in

is, or has such use any ill-effect on
ie compression of the engine?—
Ic.h.

!Tj there is no harm- in using a mag-
E cut-nut in preference to the exhaust
ta|3, though it wouli cause the machine
o»:op and start, more jerkily, owing to

hisudden acceleration, when current is

B shed on.

Overloading.

I have a 3j h.p. two-speed
'71 machine and sidecar. After

running about five miles the
I J engine. seems to tire and knock

when on the high gear. How
s>uld the spark Uver be advanced or
'ijirded for cr binary riding on the
|,sl and on hills?—A. H.P.

Fhj trouble seems to be overloading,
yhj 1, of course, is due to the
oa( being too heavy on the high gear.
I park lever should be fully advanced,

» parly fully advanced, on the lsvel,

mc i the engine shows signs of labour-

BJ a hills it should be slightly retarded.
Pel ps after the engine has been running
i 1 le while it will improve.

Licence and Re ntrafion.

A short time back I had a trial

run on a motor cycle with a view
to purchase, but, owing mainly to

a defect in carburetter I had a
collision with a car. Thishappen-

i\ under the eve of a police constable,
I as requested to produce my licence,

I oh, although I had written for it,

d not arrive until the next day. I
' e

1 ow received a summons f. r fail-

B to produce same, and also for riding
< unregistered cycle, as the registration
h bean cancelled by the owner just
pvio sly. I was perfectly ignorant of
t canc-llation of the number.

—

Had.
We ho ild say that if you can prove that
}'« ad actually written for a licence, or
I

:

"I laid he fee, this part of the case
1111

' e dismissed. Also, you might
i norance that the registration of

I ac ire had been cancelled. You
"ng also point out that you were having

J
feJ run, and it is quite possible that

nj ;ench may take a lenient view of
youhase. •

?

?

Old Number for a New Machine.

Last week I sold my motor cycle,

which was registered at Sunder-
land, on the condition that I

retained my registration number
(BR 109) for my new- machine.

I notified the Sunderland authorities
of the sale and also that I wished to

keep the old number for the new
machine. I have received a letter

from the chief constable of Sunderland
to the effect that my action is irregrlar.

Have I any ground to take exception
to his demand for a further fee of £s. ?

I am not keeping two motor cycles, but
only one for which I have already
paid the registration fee required.-

—

Perplexed. n
The chief constable is quits in order.

In making your application for retaining

the old number you should have asked
him to cancel the registration of the
former machine, and for permission to use
the old number. There is no alternative

to your paying the full registration fees

again ; this is the usual procedure. It is

the machine, not yourself, which is

registered, and the registration can be
transferred to another owner for a fee of

Is., but it cannot be transferred to ano her
machine, although, as a rule, the same
numbers can be used. In the case of the

Inland Revenue licence of £1, it is the
owner who is licensed to keep one motor
cycle, and so long as he keeps only one vent hole.

at a time, it does not matter how often

he changes his mount, but each new onfe

must be registered at a charge of 5s.

Air Lock in the Ink.

I have noticed on mctor cycles,

with or without automatic catbu-

retter. the following fact: While
rid ng under hervy lain the carbu-

retter from time to time stops

feeding t'ne engine with mixture, this

being a consequence of the float cha 1 ber

being without the necessary petrol flow

from tank. As soon as I 1 pen tcie petrol

filler cap on tank the wanted petrol flow

is re-estabH;hed and engine fires again. .

I cannot understand why this only

happens while raining heuvily. What
influence can the damp atmosphere have
on the air pressure in the tank, and how
is a remedy poaible without opening
the petrol filler cap on tank?—C.A.S.

Evidently what you are suffering from is

an air lock in the tank.. Met, mud, or

dust gets round the edgss of the filler cap
at the top and into the vent hole and
hermetically seals it up so that the air

cannot get into the tank. The remedy
is to have an additional hole in the filler

cap, so as to ensure an ample access of

air to the interior of the tank, otherwise
the atmospheric pressure in the pipe will

prevent the petrol from flowing freely.

Some firms fit a hub lubricator in the

3i h.p. three-sptea single-oyunuei lorpedo to le'exmiiiieu" av oijmpi.i. 'iho 'lorteao majtrnes are nwue
at uartou-on-Humber, by F. Hopper ana Co.
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<n

naju.tmant of Contact ttreaket

.

I have bought a second-hand
Quadrant and I think the timing
of it is wrong. The contact
breaker, I think, is what is called

make and break. Can you tell

me how tn adj' st it?—J.W.B.
You should adjust the platinum screw,
rougnly, so that engine just fires; then
sec engine running with the machine
jacked t p ; unscrew the platinum screw
until the engine begins to misfire, then
revolve it half a turn in the opposite
direction and lock it. You will find h.nts
on tuning engines in the latest edition of
" iVloto.' Cycles and How to Manage
Them," which can be obtained from these
offices.

Liabilities of County Councils.

I am writing you regarding an
experience that Dei'ell my wife and
mj self lately. My wife being an
invalid, I took advantage of the
very fine afternoon to motor to

South Cave. Fioin there we. decided to

return via Ripplingha-n and Kirk Ella.

All went we.l until coming down Uie
hill from Ripplingham, when we sud-
denly ran on to a patch of stones thrown
loosely all over the road, and I may
scld tuat before we palled up we had
run over several more patches, having
no alternative, as they piactically

stretched the full width of the road.

The result was that, though we
managed to keep our seats, I had to

repair a burst in my new tyre. This
was not all. for after being delayed a
considerable time (in the dark), I had
then to pusn the -combination -fully half a
mile, passenger included, to say nothing
of having to walk m places on the loose

granite. My reason for writing is to

get to know if the East Riding Council
(Beverley) are justified in. leaving the
main road in what I call a dangerous
condition, for that is what it amounts
to.—A.A.T.

Our legal adviser writes as follows: "I
think it is possible that ' A.A.T.' would
succeed in any action brought, but the
circumstances of the case would have to
be very carefully gone into, and he should
consult a solicitor. The local authority is

not liable for any damage caused by the
non-repair of a road, but if damage is

caused through the negligent way in
whicli the repairs are carried out tlien

the authority would be, unless there was
contributory negligence on the part of the
one injured. Ihe fact that it is a com-
mon thing for local authorities to repair
country roads by covering the surface with
rough stones and leaving the same for

some time might weigh with a judge or
jury as to- whether that was to be con-
sidered a negligence. On the other hand,
it might be held that whether it was
negligence or not, if the motor cyclist had
a good light on, he ought not, in the dark,
to have been going at such a speed as -to

be unable to get off when he saw that the
state of the road would be likely to
injure his tyres. A very interesting case
was decided in 1909, where damages were
claimed for the loss of a horse attached to
a waggon. In a lane through which the
waggon had to go the defendants were

. repairing the road, and tor 130 feet five

inches of granite stones had been laid down
over the whole roadway. On part of it-

a

steam roller had been at work, but part
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ct it hau not been rolled at all. The
driver was unable to get his hoises along
the part that was ur.rolled, and one of

them fell down and died from a ruptured
vessel. The waggon^ could not be tic-wied

round in the lane, and there was no
warning notice at the commencement of

the lane. It was alleged that the read
had not been closed, that it should have
been made up by halves, that the road
should have been scarified, and that no
warning notice had been put up. The
jury held that there was negligence on
the part of the council in the way they
carried out the repairs, and that the driver
could not, by taking reasonable care, have
avoided the consequence of such negli-

gence, and also' that the death of the
horse was the natural consequence of such
negligence. This judgment was supported
in the Court of Appeal, although one of_

the judges said that there was no evidence
that the death of the horse was the
natural consequence of the riegVgence.
In another interesting case, decided only
this year, a county council were engaged
in repairing a road, and had employed a
steam roller to roll -down and level m
new metal. The operations were confined
to half the width of the road. A man
driving in a donkey cart was going along
the half left open, and was jerked from
his seat by the wheel colliding with a
large stone lying c'ose to the grass margin.
He was thrown jnder the wheels of the
steam roller and received injuries from
which he died. It was found that the
stone had been there two or three days,
and it was held that in repairing a road
the county council must take care that the
portion left open for public use should be
reasonably fit and safe for user."

How to Obtain Driving Licence.

I should be obliged if you
— I would inform me whether it is

^ necessary to possess a motor
S-i cycle before getting a driving

licence, as I anticipate having
several opportunities of . riding a
friend's machine, not possessing one
myself. Also please state the neces-

sary procedure for obtaising same.
A.G.M.

?

Anyone over 14 years of age can obtain
a driving licence ; the ownership of a
machine is not necessary. All you have
to do is to /apply to the offices of the
nearest police authorities, whoever they
are (any policeman will tell you), then
fill up a form, and pay 5s.

Registration of Tricar.

I am in the possession off
second-hand tricar, 4^ h.p. wal
cooled, coach built, oik b.

behind and basket seat in ft-oil

weight is exactly 4cwts. The lo

taxation authorities demand a n-yi.4

tion fee of £1. Is this charge correct,?

should it be 5s., the same as mo
f

cycle and sidecar? I feel sure til

there are some of the latter outfits .

heavy as the tricar I have, and .

registration fee of 5s. is asked for thej

Are they not bote tricars or tricycl

as far as the Act goes?—J.M.R.
Yes, we are afraid you will have, to pi

a £1 registration fee, as the weight is O'k

3 cwts. The local taxation licence will \

£1, as the machine is a tricycle.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" E.B.L." (St.. Helens).—1911 P. and jl

with Senspray or Binks carburetter.

"T.D.Y." (York).—3± h.p. Zepi
Speed, power, tyres, belts, and flexibilit

"L.P." (Roxburgh).—B. and B.jjiJ

Senspray (variable jet model) carburett!)

on 3£ h.p Brampton variable gear.

"H.S." (Nottingham).—P. and M. «a 1

and without sidecar.

"O.G.P." (London). — Mabon varia

gear with Triumph and sidecar.

" T.B.R." (Cleethorpes). — Clyno al

sidecar Reliability.

"E.W.F.' ;

(Slough).—Brampton gel

"B.P." (Hampstead).—3§ h.p. Sco

lasting qualities.

"W.S." (Huddersfield).—8 h.p. ar

cooled Williamson. Reliability, hill-din-

ing, and petrol consumption.

"J.G.L." (Childs Hill).—6 or 8 hi
Zenith, Matchless, or No. 7 Chater-I

with sidecar, particularly as regards w(|>!

of ryres, belts, and chains.

"F.N." (Barnard Castle).—Best tj;'

for wear on 8 h.p. Chater-Lea sideer

650x65 wheels; mileage.
" W.J.W." (Cardiff). — Four - cylinc

F.N. and four-cylinder T.M.C. Spet

reliability, and consumption. Also tM.i

stroke Scott.
" Harrigan " (Cork).—5 h.p. A.J.£|

hiii climbing with sidecar, transmission

and clutch.

"T.V.B." (Gateshead).—2i F.N. ; col

sumption, upkeep, wear of rear tyre, ail

reliability of bevel drive.

As evidence of the growing popularity of the Arden cyciecar, we reproduce the above, showing flv» complete

vehicles awaiting delivery. The Arden has already been described in " The Motor Cyeifc*
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Show Features.

NEXT week's Cycle and Motor Cycle Show at

Olympia will be more a motor cycle and less

a pedal cycle show than ever. Practically every

stand in the exhibition will have on it either

motor bicycles, passenger motor cycles, or

accessories appertaining to the motor cycle. During
the past few weeks we have dealt with nearly every

new make of motor cycle, practically all of which will

be on view at Olympia, and this week, in addition to

further new models, we repeat The Motor Cycle Buyers'

Guide, which includes specifications and prices of all

machines on the British market.

Reviewing the principal features of 1913 machines.
Side by side valves are most popular in both singles

and twins, and the overhead inlet valve, successful as

it has been, is not gaining ground, i.e., there is no
sign of a rush on the part of reputable firms of long
standing to change from the former to the iatter design.

Bore and stroke ratios are practically unaltered ; the

motor cycle engine in this respect differs greatly from
car practice. In car engines it is common for the
ratios of stroke to bore to be nearly two to one,

whereas in motor cycle construction the stroke rarely

exceeds the bore by more than five millimetres in

single-cylinder engines of 500 c.c. ; this is doubtless

almost wholly due to lack of head room. In some twin-

cylinder engines of small bore the ratio is 1.4 to 1,

this being brought about by the division of the bore
into two cylinders of' small bore instead of one of

: larger dimensions, without decreasing the overall length

of the engine. An article in the current issue of The
Aniocar, written by a practical designer of a most
successful engine, shows that, even for the compara-
tively slower running motor car engine, a ratio of

1.3 to 1 produces an engine which is quicker in

acceleration, more durable, and smoother in action

than those which exceed the proportion named. It

hppears, therefore, that motor cycle engineers are on
the correct lines. The two-stroke engine has not,

Jespite its great success in this year's T.T. Race, been
idopted by many manufacturers: two or three new
nodels with two-stroke engines will be shown, but
here is no sign of this principle becoming in any way
general. This we regret because the two-stroke simpli-

fies design to such an extent that it is possible to make
'. two-stroke engine with only three moving parts—
rank, piston, and connecting rod.

There is a slight tendency, perhaps, to revert to

detachable heads, which simplifies valve grinding and
the removal of carbon deposits, but this again is not

general, for by far the greater number have one-

piece cylinders. Partly enclosing the valves and
tappets is a noticeable tendency in the right direction

;

it makes for a cleaner and slightly quieter valve- action,

and if carried further the guides, etc., might work in

oil, which would tend to reduce wear and absolutely

exclude grit. Lubrication methods are receiving far

more attention than previously, and many more
engines will be exhibited this year with various forms

of drip feed either entirely automatic or depending
partly on the rider for replenishment of the pump
barrel ; forced lubrication has been adopted by several

firms this year, whereas last year there were only two
examples in the Show. The introduction of a special

force feed apparatus for motor cycles by a leading

firm may revolutionise motor cycle engine lubrication.

Nearly all motor cycle engines remain air-cooled,

but examples of water cooling will be shown. The
control of engines is little altered, the twin handle-bar

control for the carburetter is almost universal, and
few machines will be offered without a handle-bar-con-

trolled magneto. The fittings for these in many not-

able instances are permanently attached, and where
they are not the clips have been dispensed with and
neater methods adopted.

Silencers will be inspected with more than usual in-

terest this year in view of threatened legislation. The
question of a quieter exhaust has been settled in most
cases by the fitting of an expansion chamber and a

rearward extending pipe which certainly reduces noise,

particularly to the rider. The transmission question

still remains a vexed one. All types have their

advantages: direct drive by belt is still the most
popular, fallowed by the all chain system. The com-
pound type either by chain and belt or gear and belt

is" third in popularity from a manufacturing stand-

point, and shaft drive comes last.

Frames are htrle changed, and we are surprised that

more attention has not been given to springing ; there

are one or two notable efforts to improve in this direc-

tion, but the majority still adhere to a rigid rear

frame. In regard to sidecars the passenger's con-

venience has been further studied, and it is now easier

to obtain a sidecar giving all the comfort obtainable

on a touring motor car than ever before.

Cyclecars were fullv dealt with in our last issue.
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WHEN I first became the possessor of a motor
cycle, and had been initiated into the simpler

problems connected with it, such as how to

make an ancient crock whose maximum effective horse-

power was .25 or thereabouts surmount a humpbacked
canal bridge, I became desirous of penetrating further

into the mysteries of the petrol engine. For instance,

I used to ask why dees an engine take more air when
travelling fast than when travelling slow ? The answer
I usually received from my motor cycling friends was,
" Oh, because when she's going fast she can fire a

weaker mixture," and when' 1 again asked " why," I was
regarded as a duffer or an utter lunatic not to under-

stand ' so simple a statement. Perhaps some of my
brother motor cyclists have not yet discovered the

reason, so I will attempt to explain. In a properly

adjusted carburetter there is no 'flow of petrol through
the jet when the machine is standing, but as soon as

the piston begins to move there is a flow cf air through
the carburetter, due to the partial vacuum in the cylin-

der on the suction stroke. This vacuum causes not

only air to flow but also petrol from the jet, and in

this way the explosive mixture is formed. The
vacuum in the carburetter increases with increase of

piston velocity, and hence the flow of petrol also

increases, there being a definite rate of petrol flow

for each piston velocity. But the petrol flow is not

related to the piston velocity by a " straight line for-

mula," as the mathematicians would say. That is to

say, if the piston velocity be doubled the petrol flow

is not doubled, but is increased in a still greater ratio,

making the mixture too rich. Hence the experienced
rider, as the speed increases, opens his extra air valve,

which has the effect of reducing the air velocity, and
hence the vacuum decreases and the petrol flow returns

to its normal value.

Combustion Chamber Design.

Another point about which there is a good deal of.

misconception among motor cyclists is combustion
chamber design. We are continually hearing the

praises of the spherical chamber sung by the makers
of this or the other machine, and every motor cyclist,

even if he is only of the " potterer " type, knows that

the combustion chamber which approaches the sphere
most nearly in shape is the most efficient. Now, I am
afraid that some bold bad advertiser, for reasons of

his own, first created the idea that efficiency is what
is wanted in a motor cycle engine. I think every

practical motor cyclist will agree with me when I say

that the average man, whether he favours the 90 lb.

lightweight or the mighty 7-8 h.p. twin, would rather

run ten miles less to the gallon and be able to tackle

every hill he meets without fear of having to indulge

in a furious spell of l.p.a. before he reaches the'

summit. What the motor cyclist wants is a large-

reserve of power, provided the machine is reasonable

in other respects, such as weight, life of tvres and

A SUMMER TOUf! ME_"iO-->>;. buuo.it oa tue Tuames at fan^iourn;

cS
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A Few Points Simply Explained.—

bell, and so on. Now, a spherical combustion

chamber may be economical as regards petrol, but I

will endeavour to prove that it is not suited to hill-

climbing.

Suppose we have two cylinders with equal piston

displacements and compression ratios, but let one

have a combustion chamber of spherical form and the

other a very flat chamber, as is necessary when the

valves are placed on opposite sides of the cylinder.

Let us call the engine with the spherical chamber A
and the other B. Now the combustion chamber of A
has a certain volume and a certain superficial area,

while B has an equal volume but a much greater area,

and will, in consequence, be able to dissipate heat

much faster than A. Let both machines tackle a long

steep hill. In my opinion, at first A and B will

pull fairly equally, A being more economical of petrol.

Soon, however, owing to the smaller cooling surface,

A will begin to get hot, and consequently the power
will fall off owing to a smaller weight of gas being

admitted on each suction stroke. To counteract this

the rider will open the throttle and close the extra

air, admitting a richer mixture, which, for a time,

will increase the power, but will also tend to raise the

temperature of the cylinder higher and higher until

the increased friction and diminished charge weight

pull the engine up. B, on the other hand, owing to

the large surface available for cooling, will not over-

heat so soon, though at each st-roke a greater percent-

age of useful heat is lost when running at a low
power ; when overloaded this very loss of heat enables

the engine to run cool much longer. Of course, by
making a bigger engine with a spherical combustion
chamber the hill Could be climbed satisfactorily, but.

then, look at the disadvantages of a big engine—more
weight, which of itself means increased petrol con-

sumption and increased tyre bill, to say nothing of

minor disadvantages such as Increased difficulty of

handling and starting.

Scavenging.
Some time ago we heard a good deal about

scavenging the combustion chamber, and there were

dozens of letters in the motor press, some of them by

people who knew what they were talking about, arid a

great main by people who did not ; and we have had
suggestions made which their originators as a penance
should be made to experiment with. The one thing

that everybody seemed agreed on was that scavenging

would increase the power of the cylinder, the idea

.

bei:>g that a bigger weight of charge could be taken

in on each suction stroke. Now, personally, I have

grave doubts about this increase of power. The first

objection that strikes one is the cooling problem.

Unfortunately, our pistons and cylinders are mostly

made of cast-iron, which expands when heated, and
our lubricants are oils of various sorts (when they are

not concoctions of soap), and hence we are limited as

regards temperature. This means that we have to get

rid of a certain amount of heat somehow; and, as it

is, the cooling powers of motor bicycle cylinders are

often pushed to their, limits Now, if we take in a

bigger charge into these same cylinders, obviously a

proportionately greater amount of heat has to be got

rid of, so that mere is a greater chance of overheating

trouble, or at least the temperature of the cvlinder

will rise until the power fails to its original limits.

Then, again, there is another objection. I<> com
pletely burn 1 lb. ot petrol, approximately ,?, ' 2 lbs. ol

air are required. This i^ a matter that can lie deter-

mined with great accuracy in the laboratory. Now,
the. most efficient mixture for an engine has been
determined experimentally to be about one part of

petrol by weight to seven or eight of air, or about
double the quantity of air required to consume the

petrol ; and a similar condition of affairs is found in

gas engines, any increase in the proportion of gas
resulting certainly in a slight temporary increase of

power, but a very large increase in the amount of

heat carried away by the cylinder walls. Now,- this

large amount of extra air must be only necessary as a
diluent, and the inert exhaust gas remaining in the

combustion space probably serves the same purpose.
Obviously, therefore, if these exhaust gases are ex-

pelled, air, and not mixture, must be drawn in to take
their place, leaving matters in statu quo. "Yes/'
says the enthusiast for scavenging, " but the hot exhaust
gases will be replaced by cool air, which will tend to

make the engine run cooler, and therefore give more
power." Well, I' am afraid the increase of power
would be very small, and I have not yet seen a
scavenging arrangement suitable for motor cycles that

would not absorb it all. Ma.gneto.

DISSOLVED ACETYLENE FOR
MOTOR BICYCLES.

THE accompanying photograph is the first to be
published, showing how a D.A. cylinder may
be carried on a motor bicycle. The method of

fixing may be somewhat crude, but it is satisfactory

enough until the Acetjlene Illuminating Co., South
Lambeth Road, S.E., devise some better method of

The dissolved acetylene outfit attached to a 2 J h.p. Douglas machine.

carrying it. Clearly seen in the illustration is a needle
valve adjacent to the union, which -is turned by a key
supplied with the outfit, and resting on the saddle is

the gauge designed to be screwed on to the union which
allows the contents of the cylinder to be measured.
The cylinder is filled with acetone, that is cupric

chloride, a spongy substance which dissolves the

acetylene in such a manner that it cannot possibly be

ignited unless mixed with oxygen. The gas is per-

fectly free from impurities, and bums with a beauti-

fully clear light. The capacity of the cylinder is six

cubic feet, being sufficient gas to give light for about

twenty-four hours.

CQ
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OCCASIONA
COMMENTS

Compound Drive.
The more I see of advanced 1913 models the more

interested I become in the possibilities of the com-
pound drive by chain and belt. I do not base my
interest on the chain driver's criticisms of the primary
chain drive ; the fore chain certainly gives more
trouble than the rear chain on a complete chain drive,

,
but it stands up wonderfully well on a combined
chain-belt drive, in spite of the fact that a very light

front chain is often employed. Possibly the excessive
wear of the front item in an all-chain drive is par-

NOVEMBER 21st, 1912.

Tubular framework of the Gordon light car.

tially ascribable to inefficient slipping devices or to

placing them in the wrong position, and to the fact

that there is a certain amount of rigidity both ways,

i.e., when the rear wheel is driving the engine, as well

as when the engine is driving the wheel (notice, for

example. *v, e strains in a futile effort to start, with a

sudden pull-up against compression). With a com-
bined belt and chain drive the snatch of the road
wheel turning the engine is doubly eased—once by the

belt and again by the slipping device. I base my
interest in the compound drive on its superior grace-

fulness of aspect. A fully-encased chain drive creates

an inelegant excrescence on a machine, no matter how
neatly it is made, and this would be altogether avoided

by using an encased shaft as the primary item of a
combined -drive, while the wear could be largely elimi-

nated by the use of some of the recently invented high

grade steels, and adjustable bearings would not be
difficult to arrange.

The shaft drive could effect a greater gear reduc-

tion than is convergent with chains and sprockets, and
as a consequence the diameter of the belt pulleys could

be made more equal. 1 fancy this drive has greater

possibilities than are yet realised, and I should not be

surprised it it suddenly attained a great vogue. Un-
fortunately few people have any practical experience

of it, but 1 commend it to the experimentalists, both
fer motor bicycles and cyclecars.

Dr'p Oil ng and Carbon deposits.

It will be interesting to notice at Olympia how many
machines of first-class make remain loyal to the hand
pump oiler wi'h i

fs alternating periods of over-oiling,

correct ci'ing, and under-oiling. I know a 1912 3^
h.p. single-cylinder machine fitted with a drip-oiler,

cro

BY

"IXIOIM"

which has covered 7,500 miles during the summer;
its cylinder was removed for the first time after 5,000
miles, and the amount of deposit was by no means
excessive.

After 7,000 miles its light piston collapsed, and so

the engine was compulsorily dismantled once more,

but there was not sufficient deposit to have justified

the labour of a clean-up.

, I am. well aware riders vary greatly—some are

methodical, and others are casual in respect of lubri-

cation. Riders who seldom scrap along on full

throttle, and who are sufficiently methodical to keep
a constant eye on their speedometers can probably
drive an engine 2,000 miles with mere hand pump oil-

ing before decarbonisatiou becomes essential. But
such riders form a small minority, and in my opinion

it is the duty of the trade to supply lubrication

systems which will prevent a forgetful and speed-

loving duffer from silting up his engine with charred
tilth every thousand miles.

I regard the drip-feed as a mere temporary make-
shift, pending the adoption of some truly mechanical
device, though the drip is a.real advance on the hand
pump. Nor am I greatly in love with such mechanical
oilers as I have yet tested. My experiences- with one
device were not too encouraging, owing to shoddy
workmanship. When the mechanical oiler was work-
ing, it spattered one entire side of the engine with oil,

owing to faulty joint facings and packings, and it very

frequently went on strike altogether

Car manufacturers have solved this problem in a

variety of quite satisfactory designs, and it is high

time that motor cycle designers make a real advance.
Many of the complaints one hears about short-lived

bearings are due to a momentary forgetfulness on the

owner's part working in conjunction with a primitive

lubrication system. Ten to twelve years ago motor
cycle engines were fitted with the same oiling system
which on most machines remains standard to-day.

An example of the P.D.A. cyclecar, with Mr. H. C. Fickering at the whetl.
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CHATER-LEA.
Chater-Lea, Ltd. (Stand 78).—In addi-

tion to the Chater-Lea cycleear and No. 7
sidecar, particulars of which have already

been published, the following will be
exhibited by Messrs. Chater-Lea, Ltd.

One item is an entirely new sidecar-

chassis called the Model fi, specially con-

structed for low-built flat-bottomed canoe-"

shaped bodies. This has a dropped axle

tube, and the supporting tube and springs

are all specially designed. A quantity

The No. 7 Chater-Lea sidecar model has a band
brake fhted to the rear hub.

of fittings for motor bicycle, sidecar, and
cycleear construction will be on view, such
as worm-driven axles, gear boxes, belt
and chain-driven hubs, etc. Chater-Lea,
Ltd., have such an enormous variety of
fittings that almost any design of motor
cycle, cycleear, or sidecar can be built
from their standard parts. No less than
five separate catalogues are issued dealing
with various brandies of the motor cycle
industry. Any of these will be handed
to enquirers at the stand.

SINGER.
Singer and Co., Ltd. (Stands 79 and 79a).

—Twelve Singers will be on view, varying
in horse-power from 2£ to 4^. Arranged
in a prominent position will be the actual
machine used by G. E. Stanley when he
broke the hour record recently, also the
4 h.p. passenger machine on which Harry
Long covered 20,000 miles tin's year. Ihe
3£ h.p. Singer will be obtainable for 1913
in five models, i.e., fixed engine, free

engine, two T.T. models, and with three-
speed gear. The 2£ hrp. Singer will be
supplied in six different variations of

specification, viz., as a light roadster with
fixed engine, free engine model, light
roadster two-speed, two T.T. models, and

with three-speed gear. The alterations to

the 4^ h.p. sidecar model were detailed

in the issue of November 7th. The lady's

Singer is a 24 h.p. machine, which has
already enjoyed considerable popularity
among lady riders, and a large number of

orders have been booked for it for next
year.

Singer Cycleear.
Four examples of the Singer cycleear

will be on view, and these, of course, will

attract a great amount of attention. Two
will be chassis enabling the whole of the
mechanism to be easily inspected. The
other two will be complete with bodies
and full touring equipment. Singer and
Co. have decided to call this machine
"The little car with a lot of luxury."
To repeat one or two details of its

specification the wheelbase is 7ft. 6in.

;

track, 3ft. 6in. The engine is a water-
cooled four-cylmder of 63 mm. bore
x 88 mm. stroke, the cylinders being
cast in pairs. Lubrication is auto-
matic and by pump to all main bear-

ings and troughs. Three spe?ds and
reverse are provided. The ignition is by
Bosch magneto, and the carburetter is a
Claudel-Hobson. One of these cycl-cars
fully equipped for trial purposes will be
held at the disposal of interested visitors

during the whrle of the exhibition, and
the makers will be delighted to give any
prospective purchasers a trial run.

specification. The engine is an air-«ooled

twin-cylinder, 85x88 mm., with cylinders

at 50°. The chassis is tubular and the
wheels 26in. x2£in. Transmission is by
chains throughout, and the change-speed
gear is on the counter-shaft midway
between engine and rear axle. This cycle-

car has a differentially geared back axle
of substantial design. The wheelbase is

6ft., track 4ft.. and the overall length
8ft. 6in. Screen and hoed art- optional.

PREMIER.
The Premier Cycle Co. (Stand 111).—

Two models of the Premier cycleear will

be on exhibition. This machine we have
already illustrated and described, but we
repeat a few of the principal items in the

T"ie simple timing gear mechanism of the 8 h.p.

Ch iter-Lea enpne. Tae iilrt valvss are
operated by internal cams.

In examining the cycleear the new
models of the Premier motor Dicycles

must not be overlooked. They con prise

3^ and 2^ single-cylinder models with
various specifications. To deal with the
broad outline of the two types, the' 3^
h.p. improvements include a dropped

The 1913 i\ h.p. model two-speen Singer. The engine has a bore and stroke of 89 x 95 mm. and is specially

designed for sidecar work.
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1913 Chater-Lea No. 7 model with three-speed gear box, multipla-disi clutch, 8 h.p. engine and chain dri e.

seconds, and when removed from the
sidecar is held in position by a concealed
stand. A luggage grid is provided. For
next year the firm is preparing a 1£ h.p.

Torpedo lightweight. The specification

frame enabling cylinder to be removed
without disturbing the engine. The tank
will have rounded eiges, a belt guard
will be fitted, and also a spring-up rear

starid, which is provisionally protected.

The rear guard divides to facilitate tyre
repairs.

The 2£ h.p. engine, 66x72 mm., has
an off-set cylinder, weighs about 103 lbs.,

and has .only minor improvements over
the 1912 design. Three-speed Armstrong
gears are fitted to both types. The
Premier Cycle Company will also put on
the market for next year a 7-9 h.p. twin
sidecar model, but it will not be ready
in time for exhibition.

.___

TORPEDO.
F. Hopper and Co.. Ltd. (Stand 82).

—The firm of Hopper and Co., Ltd.,
make the Torpedo motor cycles. The
models which will be on exhibition are
the 2J-, 2£, and 4i h.p. The first is a
lightweight, weighing 105 lbs., the height
to the top of the saddle being 29in. A
3g h.p. model will be shown with fixed
or three-speed Armstrong gear. The
frame of this model has been entirely re-

designed, and the saddle position lowered

3.'. h.p. Torpedo engine, showing handle-bar
controlled carburetter, aljustable footrests, and
heel operated telt rim brake.

NOVEMBER ust, [i} i2.

will include chain drive and three-speed
hub, bat this machine will not be ready
in time for exhibition.

L.M.C.
Thf Lloyd Motor Engineering Co., Ltd.

(Stand £8).—Advance particulars of tin:

L.M.C. 1913 models have already
appeared. Various models will bs ex-
hibited. Some will be fitted with the
L.M.C. two-sneed gaar designed by Mr.
W. J. Lloyd "for th L.M.C. motor cycle.
This gear has a combined belt and chain
drive, the belt drive being direct from
the engine pulley to the back wheel. This
simple form of change spaed should be
examined by all who are interested in

variable gears for motor cycles. Detail

Dunhill's new sidecar body with seat at side for child.

improvements to the L.M.C. comprise
a half compression device, adjustable
tappets, a new spring fork, new toolbag,

. and mudguards. The rear portion of the

back guard is joined to the carrier, and so

made that the guard and carrier can be
swung round to give easy access to the
tyre. Incidentally we may mention that

roller bearings to the connecting rod

which have been -adopted by one or two
manufacturers for next year have been
employed in L.M.C. engines for five years.

Low speed clutch and kick starter crank on the
new L.M.C.

2'in. Belt shields will be fitted. The
sidecar which will be fitted to the
4£ h.p. model is pf an entirely new
design. The chassis is built on the
girder principle, and the hub is sup-
ported at botn ends of the spindle. The
sidecar wheel can be detached in a few One of the additions to the Triumph range. T.T. roadster- with hub-plate clutch.

I
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LINCOLN ELK.
Among the Lincoln Elk machines to be

exhibited by Mr. J. Kirby, on stand 121,

is a new model with 4j h.p. engine, bore
and stroke 89 x 96 mm. This machine
has a double drive, a lin. belt conveying
the power on the high gear and a chain
on the other side of the machine being
utilised for the low gear. It has a
dropped rear frame enabling a low saddle
position, Druid forks, a front mudguard
fitted with side extensions, and comfort-
able footboards. 26in. x 2jin. heavy
tyres are fitted as standard, so that this

model should be especially suitable for
passenger work.

1913 TRUMP.
A wide range of models will be ex-

hibited by Trump Motors, Stand 40,

and will be fitted with nearly all the well-

known models of J.A.P. engines. At the
first glance it would appear that the
machine has not been greatly altered,

2-speed Lincoln-Elk with chain and belt drive.

Belt-side of the 3 J h.p. 3-speed O.K. Touring model.

and a detachable petrol sump and filter.

Stmmey-Archer three-speed hubs will be
fitted to the 4 h.p. single and 3 h.p. twin,
and Armstrong Mark v I. to the heavier
models; the latter will also be fitted witli

mudguards which allow of 3in. tyres

being fitted. The front guards are fitted

with continuous side tia^s. which pass

tlirough the forks without soecia' fitting.

A front wheel stand will be fitted, and
the carrier, which ha.s been somewhat im-

proved, supports a pair of metal enclose!

pannier bags. AH types are fitted with a

hand or kick starter fixed to the near
stays and connected to the hub bv a short

chain. A ffin. bilt rim. will ue standard,

so that either lin. or Jin. belts may be

used, and the belt will be protected by
a neat shield. The Ainac five-jet car-

buretter will be fitted. A sidecar can be

supplied specially to suit these machine?,

which has four points of attachment, and
is fitted with, a neat rubber-covered step

for the use of the passenger.

except that the standard finish is now in

black, but, as a matter of fact, several

improvements have been made which tend
to increase the reliabihty and comfort of

the machine. In describing these details,

we may add that they will be found as

standard on all models. The engines will

be fitted with a combined decompressor

it sufficiently strong to withstand the

strains imposed by sidecar work. The
tank, which contains two gallons of petrol

and a quart of oil, is supported from
below and fitted with a rounded top and
2in. snap filler caps, while to its

lower side are fixed a swivel priming cock

IVY.
S. A. Newman (Stand 16).—Ivy motor

cycles to the number of seven and one
separate Ivy sidecar. The Ivy models
comprise machines from 2£ h.p. to 4^ h.p.,

the latter being a sidecar model. The
2£ h.p. lightweight will have a Brampton

Removable sump and
strainer fitted to the

1913 Trump-Jap.

Design of the steering

head on the new
Trump-Jap.

and internal exhaust lift, arother feature

being adjustable tappets, while somewhat
larger exhaust pipes will be used. The
steering head is now cast in one piece and
strengthened by a steel liner, which makes 1913 3 fc.s. twin S^peed Trump-Jap.
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viiriabb gear, the 3^ touring model a

B.S.A. two-speed gear, and the 4j side-

car model a Sturmey-Aruher three-speed

gear. The lady's model will have

a three-speed Sturmey-Areher gear.

The Ivy sidecar ' has a coach-built

body and a patented springing device.

Thnilop tyres are fitted ti> all models, also

Dunlop belts. The Swan sidecar, with

specially constructed body, details and
illustrations of which have already

appeared, will be found on the Ivy

stand. The Swan sidecar is made by the

Midland Motor and Cycle Co . of Oxford.

NEW IMPERIAL.
A wide choice is offered to the

prospective buyer by the New Imperial

Cycle Company (Stand 67), who list

models from a 2£ h.p. single to a 6 h.p.

twin. J.A P. engines will be fitted

throughout, and ean be obtained in nearly

all their variations. The motor cycles are

fitted out very completely, and are solidly

constructed. All fittinas which should be

permanent are brazed to the frame and so

avoid a number of clips and nuts. Both
frQit and rear mudguards have wide side

extensions, while the rear part of the back-

guard is detach-
able with the
earner to facili-

tate tyre repairs.

Both front and
rear wh eel stands
will be fitted.

The clutch and
brake pedals are
mounted on separ-

ate legs, and the
footrests are ad-
justable in any
direction. The
tank, which is

supported from the
bottom, is capable
of holding two
gallons of petrol

and a quart of oil.

The petrol tank is

fitted with a clock
dial gauge, and
oil is supplied
through a Best

and Lloyd semi-automatic drip lubricator.

Bosch magnetos and Amac carburetters
are standard fittings, and the firm con-
struct their own spring forks under Druid
licence. They also construct sidecars for

commercial purposes and passenger carry-

ing, and all frames which are to carry any
considerable weight have double wheel
supports and a dropped frame to give a
low riding position.

New Imperial footrest

which may be adjusted
in any direction.
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the principal novelty of it is a front hub
wi'ih divided spinole for quick detach-

ment. '"The petrol and oil capacities have
both been enlarged and bayonet-jointed
filler caps are fitted. Some models vjill

bfi exhibited with three-speed gears and
free engine hubs. The Elswick sidecar

is a low-priced attachment well-designed

and sprung, and can be recommended to

those who cannot afford a more expensive

sidecar. Another model will be shown
caihd the Elswick model B sidecar. This
is of an improved type and is provided
with a special mudguard with side wings
covering the entire upper half of the

wheel. The cane body is torpedo shaped.

Vaivo side of tho 2* n.p. New Imperial.

ELSWICK.
Elswick Cycles and Manufacturing Co.

(Stand 84).—Elswick motor cycles are
made in various models and powers. The
lightweight is a 2!2 h.p. and the 3J h.p:

r

SHERWIN and LEO.
The Sherwin and The Leo are two cycle-

cars which will be exhibited by the London
Motor Coach Components. (The Leo
was illustrated last week.) The engine of

the Sherwin is a monobloc 8-10 h.p. twin-

cylinder, lubricated by trough and splash,

a constant level being maintained in the

troughs by a plunger pump. Cooling is

by thermo-syphon, and the cone clutch

is of the ordinary leather-to-metal type,

'three speeds and reverse are provided,
and the final drive to the rear axle is by
bevel. The frame is of pressed steel

supported on underslung semi-elliptical

springs in front The Sankey detachable

-

wheels carry 650 x 65 mm. tyres, and a
special device is embodied with the artil-

K

The latest pattern two-speed shaft driven F.N., which has a silver gr-y finish, which colour greatly

enhances the appearance of the machine.

the standard touring model. Both of
these machines have the same specifica-

tion so far as fittings are concerned. The
3-J h.p. has an £5x83 mm. engine, and

lery wheel to enable it to be more
readily detached. The steering is by
crown wheel and b'vel and the control

of the engine by accelerator pedal.

Elevation and end drawinjs of the 8-10 h.p.

Sherwin chassis.
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HE RED <$hdm
l FEATURES FOR 1913 :

:

SUSPENSION—The Laminated Spring Principle, front and rear.

FOOT-STARTER—The Improved " Indian " Type.

WHEELS & TYRES—Specially Heavy Rims, Large Tyres.

CONNECTING RODS—Fitted with Roller Bearings.

SILENCER—A Revelation in Efficiency.

MUDGUARDS—Extra Wide.

Investigate the RED INDIAN with the supple chain drive, ic will

interest you. If you are not visiting Olympia, send for catalogue.

THE HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO,
178, Great Portland Street, London, W.

|-'s nd Repairs— 89, Bolsover Street, London, W. Telegrams—" Hendian, London." Telephone— 1749 Mayfair.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor OyeU
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ALWAYS
GRIP"

NEVER
SLIP''

answering advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Plans of Olympia, showing Positions of Exhibitors.
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GLORIA.
Many improvements have been made to

the Gloria sidecars (Stand 76), and the
bodies have been enhanced in appearance.
Tho spring wheel is used on all models,
and, in audition to stands for U13 wheels
and receptacles for small parcels, the
luggage problem has been carefully con-

sidered Grids may be obtained attached
to the heelboard accommodating large
size touring trunks, and provision is

made for a two-gallon tin of petrol. A
model which is sure to create great
interest is the projectile illustrated and
described in our is'rue of October 17th
last. This sidecar is luxuriously fitted

out with ev^ry requirement, and is finished

in first-class style.

MOTOSACOCHE.
Motosacoche, Ltd. (Stand 102).—The

Motosacoche models will be the 2^ h.p.

single-cylinder with variable gear, which
remains unaltered for 1913, the 2 h.p.

lady's model with variable speed gear, the

2| h.p. twin with two-speed gear incor-

porating free engine, cnain transmission,
footboards, and starting handle, and the

3^ h.p. twin, which, in the main, resem-
bles the 2J y.p., and is suitable for sidecar

An example of the latest T.T. Rudge Mult;.

A handsome Gloria sidecar attachment f :r next year, embodying the patent saring wheel. There is a

receptacle in the back for parcel , etc., also a lujgage grid underneatii.

forward, allowing the cylinder to be easilyn^BHO|nH|m withdrawn. The valves are ljin. diameter
and the tappets rods are enclosed in an
aluminium cover extending upwards
round the valve pockets. The piston is

made of malleable steel. The connecting
rod is a steel forging with extra large

gudgeon pin bearing. Ball bearings are

fitted to the crankshaft. The cam wheels
are cut from the solid, and the spindle

runs on a ball bearing. A decom-
pression device is provided for starting

and slow running. This is contained in

the timing gear case, and consists of a
slipper lever rocker operated by a small

cam, and is put in and out of action by
a lever connected to the exhaust lifter

on handle-bar.

The free engine clutch is mounted on
the engine-shaft, and is of the cone type

leather-faced. The three-speed gear box

is of the sliding type, just like a car,

the top gear being direct. The box is

p*.iced at the rear of the engine and

bolted to a platform attached to the

crank case. Both chain drives from the

-work. A 6-7 h.p. engine will also be on

view. This engine we have previously

dealt with ; it will be supplied to manu-
facturers of sidecar macliir.es and cyclecais.

STAR.
The Star Cycle Co. (Stand 83).—The

Star Cycle Co. were among the earliest

manufacturers of motor, cycles, but have
not marketed these machines for some
years. They will re-enter the industry
at Olynipia with a 4| h.p. motor bicycle

89x103 mm. = 600 c.c. This has an
offset cylinder with dotacnable head for

which many advantages are claimed. A
detachable head allows easier access for

grinding in valves, cleaning piston top,

etc., and the valves can be ground in the

ordinary manner without removing head.
It also allows a lower frame, as it is not
necessary to provide such a large space
between the bottom rail and the cylinder
top.

The cylinder is held down to the crank
case by eye bolts which can be swung
C22

A new model for 1913. 2 h.p. New Hudson, bore and stroke 70

model is offset.

90 mm. The cylinder cf tUs
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When at the Show—y°u must see the

1913

u

1913

The Proved Best Sidecar Machine.

"

THERE is no doubt— 1913 will be a Twin
Cylinder year—it is now generally admitted
that the Single Cylinder is not satisfactory

for hard Sidecar work.

The REX-J.A.P. has been specially designed

throughout for Sidecar use—fitted with the world-

famous Twin Cylinder J.A.P. Engine—especially

strengthened frame with brazed-on lugs, ensuring

perfect alignment of Sidecar—powerful brakes

—

spring cantilever seat and spring forks

—

exceptionally large tyres—pressure-fed automatic
lubricator—and many other exclusive features.

For speed, power, and flexibility, the REX-
J.A.P.' Cannot be surpassed, whilst it is an idea!

mach'ne for traffic riding. Most h L

lis can be taken
on top gear—this is an enormous saving in wear
and tear to the machine, and greatly increases the
pleasure of dr ving.

The two-speed gear is perfect, and absolutely
foolproof.. -On top gear the drive is direct from the
engine to the back wheel.

c Mav we post you Preliminary 1913 Catalogue,
giving fu details of the improvements embodied
in the 1913 Models? C AGENTS—We have some rood distri ts still'

open—our proposition will interest you.

THE PREMIER MOTOR CO'., LTD., £S Birmingham

-™

?

In answering tfiis advertisement it t-i desirable to mention " The Motor Cycie. «3
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THE

Stand 86, Olympia.

Full of practical improvements.

WE SHALL BE SHOWING:

The Fixed Engine Model

The T.T. Model

£48-15

£48-15

The Free Engine Model £55 "

The 3 -speed Gear Model with 2| Dunlop Tyres .. .. £58 "

And a 3| h.p. ROVER with 3-speed gear fitted with a
coach -built sidecar of our own manufacture, finished
equal to the best cars. The chassis, made in our
own works, is fitted with a brake on the side i?"7Q_1ff
wheel easily coupled up to the bicycle pedal brake— ^ * >J~i«J

Catalogues free from :

The ROVER Co., Ltd,
COVENTRY.

ESSBB2SBSB33
C24 In answering this advet-tisemetit it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Valve side of the new model Rex single-cylinder bicycle.

engine to gear, box and gear box to rear

wheel are on the same side, thus ensuring

a direct" pull. The standard gear ratios

are 4, 6, and 9 to 1, but the gear can be
varied by substituting. a different cog from
the gear box or sprocket of the" roacl

w heel .
- The gear- irr no Tray" interferes with

the removal of the back wheel. Control
is by means of lever and quadrant fitted

to the top tube of the frame. A kick
starter is' provided on the gear box shaft.

The fitting' of the exhaust pipe used on the 2| h.p.
S.I.A.M.T. Notethe method of attaching the silencer.

The lubrication of the engine is by
means of oil Singers cast on the crank
webs. The oil first enters these from the"
drip feed or force-pump, centrifugal force
carries it to the crank/ pin, then through
the connecting rod to the gudgeon pin
and cylinder walls. The magneto is a
Essen chain-driven from the engine-shaft,
and the chain runs in an aluminium oil- -

tight case. The carburetter is of the
multi-jet variable choke type. An illus-

tration of the new Star machine was
published last week (page 1202).

S.I.A tt.T.
Radium S.I.A. M.T. Co. (Stand 23).

—The interesting S.I.A.M.T. motor
bicycle'has been considerably improved,
and has now been made thoroughly to
conform to English ideas.

The loop frame is maintained,- but the
top tube is dropped so as to allow of a

. very low saddle position. Spring forks
are fitted; though the : model .illustrated

has S.I.A. M.T. forks; Druid forks will

be fitted to order. The engine, with its

ingenious detachable head, which carries

the valves and valve tappets, remains
, unaltered, but the new exhaust pipe,

. which is lfin. internal diameter, is now
brought through an eyelet iri^fire down
tube of the frame to a new aluminium
silencer, fitted -with a" foot-operated cut-

out. The silencer union also carries a

bracket, through - which the adjuster of

"the Bowden exhaust lifter passes.- Alu-
minium footrests are fitted. •--.•-

It will be noticed that the front mud-
guar<T is provided with side shields, and
that similar shields are fitted to the
lower half of the rear, mudguard. ' This
mudguard is halved, and the carrier is

attached to it, so that three parts of., the

mudguard can be swung out of. the way,
allowing a large portion of the; circum-

ference of the tyre to be exposed. The
carrier is strongly constructed, and suit-

able for carrying luggage. Both, brakes
are hand-operated, and are applied, one
to- the inside and the -other to the^out-
side of the belt rim. The tank has also

1313

been improved in outward design. The
finish of the engine is particularly good.
The Villiers two-speed hub can be

fitted if desired,, The Radium
S.I.A.M.T. Co. are shortly introducing
a 3£ h.p. twin, 68 x 68.8 mm. = 498 c.c.

This machine has obtained several
successes in open competition since its

introduction into this country, and many
more in Italy, its country of origin.

GRANDEX.
Grandex Cycle Co. (Stand 107).^

Among the items on this stand will be

a front and rear springing device, the
invention, of Messrs. Southard, f'ooth-
ampton, the makers of the N.A.B. spring
seat-pillar. The fork ends are supported
on enclosed springs working in tubular
guides. Ball bearings in a cage allow

The latest pattern . N.A.B. seat-pillar to be .

clipped on to the saddle tube. It will be shown .

by the Grandex Co. at Olympia.

the moving portion to work easily. A
TJ- tube encircles the front wheel- and"
to it a front brake is attached. The rear

spring is similar, being bolted to the rear

fork ends, one spring to each side, and
arte joined by a U tube encircling the

rear wheel. This springing may be fitted

1913 model 2ih.p. S.I.A.M.T. fitted with overhead valves.
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An 8 h.p. three-speed Bat-Jap finished in French grey.

to any make of motor cycle. Another
ingenious Southard idea which will also

be exhibited by the Grandex Co. is an
oscillating oil pump operated by the
exhaust valve tappet of a motor cvcle
engine and working through a ratchet
and pawl. The pump is of the plunger
type, and is supported on a special

bracket. Its function is to deliver a
constant supply of cil to the crank
chamber and to maintain a constant level

therein! It can be adapted to almost
any make of machine.

BAT.
The Bat Motor Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. (Stand 97).—The new Bat sidecar
machine (8 h.p., 85 x 85 mm.) is a par-
ticularly pleasing model. In the main
it resembles this year's machine, but the
detail improvements fitted to the 1913
model are well worthy of consideration.
In the first place the back wheel is now
made readily detachable. The brake

the right hand side of the machine, and
the external contracting brake controlled

by the pedal on the right hand side of

the machine, which .also operates, the
clutch. The square nut on the spindle

is for adjusting the clutch, and if turned
brings the inclined planes., which expand
the clutch closer together. The design of

clutch is unaltered, it is of the internal

expanding type. The cover over the
magneto bevel drive is a neat alu-

minium casting. It will be noticed that
the front mudguard has been consider-

ably improved, and a front wheel stand
is now fitted.

Spring frame retained.
A fitment which adds to the comfort

of the machine is the XL'All saddle,
which is now a standard on this model.
The well-known Bat spring frame re-

mains as before. . The kick-starter has
been strengthened by the fitting of a
larger chain. Particular care has been
taken to protect the driving chains from
mud. The front chain is also almost
entirely enclosed, but the removal of a
door or lid (shown in the accompanying
sketch) allows of ready access to the
chain.

The arrangement whereby the clutch

pedal being ' depressed to its fullest

extent applies the external brake on tin

rear wheel is ingenious. The first o I

the sketches show how this is carnal
oil' When it becomes necessary to shif

the gear box to adjust the chains it i:

impossible to get the gear box out o
line, as on the bed plate on which i

rests there is -i feather engaging wit I

a groove at the bottom of the box, thui
preserving perfect alignment. We con
sider the 8 h.p. Bat to be one of tin

finest sidecar machines on the market.
So far as bicycles are concerned, tin

Bat Motor Manufacturing Company!
are specialising on three model*!

1

only, and have dropped the single I

cylinder type, altogether. The 6. h.p
model, 76x83 mm., is of a semi-T.T i

type but is thoroughly suitable for tour
ing, and is intended to be used occasion
ally with a sidecar. It is fitted with ;

good carrier, there is a front whee
stand, ample mudguarding is provided
and the Armstrong three-speed gear is

fitted. The lever controlling this i;;

situated on the right-hand side of th

tank, the coupling rod of the controlling

mechanisn passing at right angles

through a tube running across the chaii

stays, thereby carrying the control to thi

left-hand ' side, of the machine. Th<

Bat front chain guard, showing lid, which allows

access to chain, a spring holding the lid in position.

magneto is carried in front of the engine
in this model. The third model is the

T.T. twin, 85x65 mm., fitted with over-

head valves and J. A. P. carburetter.

The particular model shown will have

the exhaust pipes and silencer copper

plated. All-Bat models are fitted with

J. A. P. engines.

Bat clutch pedal, which, when depressed to its

fullest extent, operates the band brake.

rods are now fastened by means of
special clips. The old method of fixing
these rods with a pin, washer, and split

pin has been done away with. The pin
running through the eyelet in the rod
has a groove cut round the edge, into
which fits a clip, keeping the rods
securely fixed and yet rendering them
instantly detachable. To remove the
back wheel it is only necessary to undo
tne chain and loosen the nuts on the
back spindle, when the whole of the
wheel can be dropped clear of the
frame, carrying with it the clutch and
the whole of the brake mechanism, as is

clearly shown in the accompanying illus-

tration. It will be noticed that tht back
wheel drum carries two brakes, the
internal expanding brake controlled from

V2

/alve side of the two-sneed 8 h.p. spring frame Bat-Jan with chain drive.
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Avon-Lyso Belts.

50/ discount.

Guaranteed Quality.

Prices per foot.

1/5
All said.

in. .. .: 2/4
Less 50% discount.

Postage- 6d. each extra.

fin

fin.

tin

Licensed by Lycett's Rawido Belt Co., Ltd.

Our license is strictly limited ; only a

definite number of belts can be sold, and
never again will you have a chance of

buying belts of the best quality at half the

usual price. This is not a clearance line

—every belt is of best quality and not even

shop-soiled. Selling fast. Order quickly.

Send immediately to our Branches or Works, or order through any recognised agent.

Post orders must be accompanied by cash. Cash returned if not approved.

Mr. —-, of Newquay, writes :
" I have fitted the Avon-Lyso Belt to my 31- h.p Zenith-Gradua,

and have already done nearly -200 miles with it, and will -let you know later on how it goes. At
present it shows no sign whatever of wear, and meets with much admiration from the many .motor
pyclists in this district who have seen it."

THE AVON INDIA RUBBER Co., Ltd.
WIJLTS.

Telephone: No. 2 MELKSHAM.

Works : MELKSHAM,
Telegrams: 'RUBBER, MELKSHAM."

Branches :

LONDON: 35, Long Acre, W.C. BIRMINGHAM
BRISTOL: Bristol Bridge. MANCHESTER

GLASGOW : 197, Buchanan St.

Trade Mark.

204, Corporation St.

229, Deansgate.

In answering this adve.rti.xe.rn.ejnt it is desirable to mention "The Motor Oucle." D3
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THE

VARIABLE
JET

CARBURETTER
THE MOST EFFICIENT

CARBURETTER ON THE MARKET.
Every necessary adjustment for varying conditions has been

embodied in the design, and it is possible to travel at a walking

pace with the engine just moving, or to accelerate very quickly

to an exceedingly high rate of speed.

This Carburetter was fitted to the win-
ning machines in the Brooklands
Senior and Junior Tourist Trophy Races.

Write for nets) 'Booklet
or let your local motor agent give you full particulars.

The Birmingham Small Arms Company, Ltd.,

13, Small Heath, BIRMINGHAM.

ALLDAYS
MATCHLESS MOTOR CYCLES.
Olympia Cycle

Show, Stand 106
2 h.p. Lightweight Single Cylinder,

Belt Drive.

3 h.p. Twin Cylinder, Belt Drive.

3j h.p. Countershaft Chain Drive,
Single Cylinder, 3-speed.

3J h.p. Belt Drive, 2-speed Hub under
Roc Patents.

3J h.p. with Belt Drive, Clutch Hub.
6-8 h.p. Twin Cylinder, 3-speed, -

Countershaft Chain Drive. For
Sidecar work. r«—<-

- -. — -- -.----

ALLDAYS & ONIONS =^ CO., LTD.,
Matchless Works, BIRMINGHAM, and 58. holborn viaduct, London, e.c.

»4

BaiBBHSBBBESHHHBBHBHBIKiaraaaSDHKa
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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AN AMERICAN MODEL.
A machine which hails from the United

Stales lias just made its appearance in

London. This is the 3| h.p. Pope,
handled by the Pope Motor Cycle
Agency, 55, Banner Street, Golden Lane,
E.C, It will be exhibited at the Olympia.
Motor Cycle Show,
The engine is 84.5

. x89 mm., 499 c.c,

and is built en-

tirely at the Pope
factory, U.S.A.

The cylinder is

offset and the com-
bustion head is

separate from the
cylinder. The
valves are of the
overhead type, 'ihe

carburetter is the
Schebler automatic,
a popular vaporiser

in the States. The
tank, which is

cylindrical with
domed end, con-
tains two gallons

o( petrol and two quarts of oil. A large
silencer is situated underneath the bottom
bracket. The transmission is by a flat,

endless, waterproof belt lfin. wide, and
both pulleys are covered with leather.

The free engine and belt-tightening de-
vice is ingenious. In the pulley is a
plate clutch, which is operated by a long
side lever ; coupled up to it is a lever
freeing .the "clutch, and attached to the
main lever is a long spring, at the end
of which a jockey pulley is situated. The
action of pushing forward the combina-
tion Jever. is first to engage the clutch,

when any further; movement will press
the jockey up against the belt and in-

crease the tension thereon.
Wide mudguards are fitted. The

spring of the front fork is a laminated
flat spring. .A coaster brake_ is fitted in

the rear hub, but to conform with Eng-
lish ideas a belt rim brake and also foot-

rests will be fitted. The wheels are 28in.

and 2^in. tyres are fitted. The" standard
gear ratio is 4.6 to 1. The magneto is a
Ruthardt, and the control is by twisting
handle, grips, operating the throttle on
one side and the spark and exhaust lifter

on the other.

there is no outstanding feature which
specially calls for attention, one finds on
close inspection that all details have
been carefully thought out, and that the
machine is soundly built.

Gas is fed by a B. and B. straight-
through type carburetter, and the charge
is fired by a Bosch magneto, whilst the

3 J h.p. Pope to be exhibited at Olympia.

transmission is by belt to a Sturmey-
Archer three-speed hub gear. The frame
has a dropped top tube, and is of very
stout construction, the back stays being
particularly noticeable. Handle-bar con-

trol is fitted throughout, the levers

SPRING FRAMES.
: Edmund and Co. (Stand 103.)—
Three models of the above machine

;
w ill be

;

staged at the Show, two, fitted

with a revolving two-speed counter-
shaft gear and a 5-5 h.p. twin-cylinder
for passenger work. The latter has a
jtwo-speed free engine hub. The Charles
Edmund frame has been improved.
jThe footboards of this machine work in
unison with the saddle, thus ensuring
lateral rigidity combined with a firm
wheelbase. The springing also does not
prevent the attachment of a sidecar.

MONOPOLE.
A few days ago we inspected the first

lachine of a new make which is being
lanufactured by the Monopole Cycle
nd Carriage Co. (Stand 56) Olympia.
lie model we examined is fitted

ith a 3£ h.p. engine of 85 mm.
ore x 88 mm. stroke, and is designed
l standard lines throughout. Though

Bo wden combination control levers on the new
Monopole.

being of the Bowden combination type,
in which only one clip is used for the
carburetter and brake control, etc. The
tank has rounded edges, and is fitted

with a glass petrol gauge and a Best and

Lloyd semi-automatic drip-feed lubri-

cator. Specially thick front - wheel
spindles are fitted, and the rider is pro-

tected from mod by large side Haps
running the whole length of the front

guards ; the rear guard is extra wide,

and provided with
an additional
guard over the

belt. We especi-

ally noticed that
all jaw con-

nections on brake
rods, etc., are
accurately ma-
chined from the

, solid, and not
merely filed - up
castings. The
footrests consist of good rubber covers
let into the strong aluminium p'ates, which
provide side pieces to prevent the foot
slipping off. The clutch and brake pedals
are mounted on separate rods, and care
has been taken to set them in convenient
positions.

Monopole rear fork end.

Enfield magneto drive and kick starter.

A. Cap covering magneto armature spindle.
BB. Adjustable ba'l bearings.

C. Crank of kick starter.

A 2j h.p. model of 70 mm. bore x 76
mm. stroke will also be marketed. It
will be constructed on much the same
lines as the 3^ h.p. -

' E. G. Nye and Co. (Stand 118).—This
firm will stage Stuart-Turner motor bicycle,

which we illustrated on November 14th.

They also hope to have the Gyroscopic
engine, made by the Gyroscopic Engine
Co., of Cardiff, and one or two other
makes of motor cycles.

The 1913 Edmund spring-frame motor cycle, which is fitted with a twin engine.

Dj



EXCELSIOR.
Somewnat of a novelty will be shown at

Olympia by Bayliss, Thomas, and Co.,

the makers of the Excelsior (Stand 98). It

consists of a single-cylinder engine of
96 mm. bore x 112 mm, stroke, and rated
at 5-6 h.p. This engine is manufactured
for heavv sidecar work as it is realised

Excelsior timing gear and decompressor.

that, though many people require extra

power, they are afraid of the slight extra

complication of a twin. In general lines

the 5-6 h.p. resembles the the 4^ h.p.

model, but , extra cooling ribs are set

diagonally across the cylinder head. A
novel feature which is to be adopted on

all Excelsior models is the combined de-

compressor and exhaust lift, the working
of which is as follows, and can be fol-

lowed from the accompanying sketch. The
valves are operated, by. a single cam
through the medium of rockers, and in

front of the camshaft lies a third ^gear

wheel running at engine speed. On this

is mounted the decompressor cam, which
also acts through a rocker. Above this

rocker is mounted a tappet carried in a

steel guide and pivoted to the crank case.

6 h.p. single-cylmd5r Excelsior, built especially

for passiinjer work.

This guide may be swung round its pivot

by means of a Bovvden control. In the

normal or running position the tappet is

swung right out of action, but when it

is desired to use the decon.f ressor it is

,D6

Sidecar chassis of the 1913 model Rex-Jap w.th four point suspension.

moved to the. position shown in the sketch.
Thus, on the compression stroke, the
auxiliary cam comes into action, and
through its tappet raises the main exhaust
rocker, thus allowing a certain amount of

the compressed gas to escape. To lift

the exhaust valve the tappet guide is

forced further round and a toe formed
with it comes into action on the exhaust
rocker, keeping it raised till the lever
is released.

Neat magneto fixing on Excelsior.

The magneto fixing is unusually neat
and simple, as, it is carried on a bracket
which is clamped to the engine plates by
Wo set pins. The silencer dimensions
have been increased, and it now has treble
the previous capacity; some of the gases
are allowed to escape through the silencer
end plate and some through a drilled
pipe.

The machine is built throughout on
standard lines, the frame being very
powerfully made to withstand the strains
of the big engine and sidecar. It is well
mudguarded and may be fitted with either
the G. and H. bottom bracket two-speed
gear with chain drive, or Armstrong three-
speed with belt drive. The Sturmey-
Archer hub is fitted to the smaller models.

REX-JAP.
The control of the Rex-Jap is veiiB

simple, and it is not necessary to take thi

hands off the handlebars. The - machini

can be driven at a crawl on low gear, am
on high gear with a passenger and sideca

can attain considerable speed..

In order to prevent their clients having

trouble with the tyres, the firm have mad<
extensive road tests with various makes
and have finally decided to fit a 650 X 6!

Kempshall . heavy non-skid tyre on tin

back wheel and a 26 x 2£ Kempshall tyrt

on the front wheel. These tyres will b(

specially made with an extended flap, s<

that the tube is completely protected,- and

they are guaranteed, when used for side-

car work, for at least 2,500 miles.

H. Taylor and Co. (Stand 128).—This

firm of agents will exhibit A.J.S. motor

cycles, for which they are sole London
and district agents ; also Douglas, Rudge,

and Zenith machines - will be on view.

Another exhibit will be the Super cycle-

car tandem, an illustrated description of

which has already been published in The

Motor Cycle. It has an Anzani engine,

8-10 h.p., water-cooled, wheel steering,

and combined chain and belt drive. A
range of accessories will also be exhibited.

Triumph adjustable footrests, and new design

brake pedal. The operating rod passes behind

the pulley.
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AUTOWHEEL.
International Auto Wheel Co., Ltd.

(Stand 126).—The new Autowheel has
undergone several improvements. The
chassis portion consists of a rectangular
frame supporting the engine, over which
a circular tube runs, the ends of which
arc brazed to the frame. To this the

Large timing wheel, camshaft with double cam,
and chain wheel, showing castellated shaft.

mudguard is bolted, and brazed to the
latter is a special cradle which carries
the petrol tank, while the mudguard is

ittached by brass nuts so as to avoid
rust. As regards size, the engine re-

gains the same, though the new cylin-
der has larger radiating fins.

An examination of the parts of which
-lie engine is composed shows that great
are is exercised in its manufacture. The
iming gear wheels are carried on castel-
ated shafts, while the crank and cam-
hafts are dropped forgings of Ubas steel.
he small pinion of the distribution gear

s formed in one with a sleeve which is

1
dead tit on the end of the crankshaft.

Cesways are cut on the crankshaft in

Exhanst lifter 01 tne Autowheel.

ie sleeve and in the flywheel, and two
-»ys secure the whole, while a castel-
ted nut on the end of the crankshaft
cks the whole together.

'

To stop oil frnm leaking from the
ankshaft bearing, a felt washer is in-
rted, which is ingeniously kept in posi-
on by a split ring of steel wire, the
to ends of which are bent up at right
igles and engage with two holes in the
uimmum boss of the crank case. The
:haust lifting arrangement consists of
i'o sleeves, on each of which an arm
mis an integral part on which inclined

Latest model of the Autowheel.

planes are cut. These slip over the
exhaust valve tappet guide and form a
simple and effective method of raising the
valve.

As will be remembered from our pre-
vious description of the Autowheel, the
crank case casting comprises the crank

1337

the correct timing of the valves being
brought about by two cams on the wheel
instead of one. ' There is no doubt that
great care is exercised in the design and
manufacture of the Autowheel, and wc
cannot but congratulate the makers
thereon.

T.tt.C.
Wilkinson T.M.C. Co., Ltd. (Stand

22).—This firm inform us that they
were unable to obtain as large a space
as they expected at Olympia, but they
will be pleased to give the fullest infor-
mation at the above stand, where they
will be exhibiting a lightweight, a
T.M.C. sidecar, and a cyclecar.

THE COMFY SIDECAR.
The Comfy Sidecar Co. (Stand 114).—

Eight sidecar models. The new design
of frame enables the body to be slung
several inches lower than previously, and
reinforces the main axle. Four inch
mudguards -are fitted, supported by thre«
solid steel stays'. The hubs have extra
strong, axles; plated rims are used, and
these, together with twelve gauge spokes,
make a very sturdy wheel. Michelin tyres

(26x2,Jin.) are fitted as standard. The
aprons are made of Cape cart hood
material and fastened with six tabs. The
bodies of all models, excepting the lowest

Crankshaft, small timing wheel and flywheel on the Autowheel engine
showing method of fixing.

Front halt of T.W

case proper, a lubricating oil reservoir,

and a bed plate for the magneto (the

firing point of which, by the way, is

fixed). The lubrication works on the
bird fountain) principle. The reservoir is

airtight, and the only means of reaching
it is through a pipe which is normally
covered with oil in the crank chamber.
When the oil is below the level of the

orifice of this pipe air

passes up it into the
reservoir and allows
the oil to flow into

the crank chamber.
The flow into the crank
chamber is controllable
by means of a needle
valve operated by a
screw ad j ustment
underneath the crank
case. The 'lubrication,
therefore, is automatic.

The camshaft, it

may be remembered,
is geared down 1 to

4 from 'the engine,

.C. cyclecar chassis.

priced ones, are of solid reed cane with

,

rolled edges, and are upholstered in

leather cloth. A telescopic stand is fitted

adjacent to the sidecar wheel, and all

connecting tubes are telescopic, enabling
the Comfy sidecar to be fitted to any
make of motor bicycle. The policy of

this firm is " No Extras," prices include

apron, stand, etc.

An example of the Comfy sidecar.

DC,
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Two imposing examples of Bumble sidecir bodies

to be exhibited at Olympia. Slant No. 41.

LAKE & ELLIOT.
Lake and Elliot (Stand 190).—One of

the earliest firms to take up the manu-
facture of a two-speed gear for motor
cycles was Messrs. Lake and Elliot,

Braintree. The 1913 pattern has been
improved in several details. The expand-
ing brake, which is of phosphor bronze,

has now two grooves cut round its cir-

cumference which allow the oil to be got

lid of more quickly during engagement,
while the wedge expander has had the

angle on one side slightly altered, to-

gether with the corresponding .edge of

the brake or clutch against which it

aJbuts. so that the drive is taken up
with greater certainty. Both these
alterations tend to allow the drive to be
taken up more quickly and to obviate
any possibility of slip."

DAY & SONS.
Job Day and Sons (Stand 95).—In addi-

tion to the cyclecar described last week,
page 1301, this Leeds firm will exhibit a

3J h.p. motor bicycle. An overhead inlet

vah'e is fitted, and a special feature is

the system of lubrication. The lubricator

discharges into a well at the base of the
cylinder into which the piston dips at
every downward stroke. One pint of oil

has been found sufficient for 250 miles
under normal conditions. . An, easy start-

ing device which is fitted to these engines
enables the engine to run under its own
power and propel the machine at a speed
as low as 2£ m.p.h.

New Cowey speed indicator with trip recorder
on periphery of dial.

DIO

STELLA.
"Stella" is the name chosen by

Messrs. R. G. Nye and Co. for the new
two-stroke water-cooled machine manu-
factured by Messrs. Stuart Turner and
Co., for which Messrs. Nye and Co. are

the selling agents. We were given, a
short run on the machine, to which a
sidecar was attached, the other evening.

It proved itself to be easily controllable

in traffic and capable of a good turn ' of

speed. The engine runs extremely
smoothly, the clutch takes up the drive

very sweetly, and altogether the machine
appears to be highly suitable for sidecar

work.

WINCYCLE.
Yet another ' folding sidecar has been

introduced by the Wincvcle Trading

Co.. Ltd '(Stand 20).—Briefly de-

scribed, the chassis consists of a rect-

angular frame composed of two longitudi-

nal tubes connected by two pairs of cross

stays pivoted at their ends to the former.

The C springs, which are of the usual type,

are secured together by transverse rods

on which the

body is fixed.

Two stiengthen-

ing bars are

secured between
the springs, and
are spaced a

short distance
from the frame.
The ends of

these bars are
adapted to slide

into slotted
brackets brazed
on to the cross

stays, and are
locked thereon
by means of

spring catches.

Two attaching
arms are ar-

ranged on the
side of the
frame nearest
the cycle, one
being attached
to the diagonal
tube of the
machine near
the rear foiks
arid the second
to the saddle
pin. To detach
the sidecar it is

only necessary
to undo two
bolts at the forward end of'the rectangular

frame. This allows the body to be with-

drawn, and also permits the frame to be
folded up against the motor cycle. In the
illustration of the chassis is shown a lug-

gage carrier. This telescopes into the

main longitudinal members of the frame,

and is an additional means of keeping the

whole rigid. It also serves to secure the

frame if the chassis is used without a

body. There are two stays underneath
the springs, thus serving to keep the body
rigid under normal conditions. The whole
device is simple and looks as if it is likely

to be a successful job. The sidecar has,

we understand, been thoioughly tested.

The fixings to the motor cycle frame are

of the quickly detachable type, and it is

interesting to note that the sidecar when
folded will pass through a 2ft. 6in. door-

wav. The Wincvcle Trading Co. will

Service Co.'s spring footrest. (Stand No. 20.)

also exhibit a 3£ h.p.. Win-Precisior
motor bicycle, a 3^ h.p. T.T
models, a 4^ h.p. with Roc two-speec
gear, and a 2^ h.p. Both the 2^ h.p

and the 3^ h.p. will be fitted with thi

top tube dropped at the rear.

The folding sidecar to be exhibited by the Wincycle Trading Co.

STURMEY-ARCHER GEARS.
Sturrney-Archer Gears, Ltd. (Stand

143).—The Sturrney-Archer hub gear n
mains practically the same. Among otl

firms who will fit the Sturmey-Arc
three-speed gear in 1913 are the Triun

and the Humber. A special plant of th

latest automatic machinery, which has

cost over £10,000, has Just been in-

stalled, and the producing capacity of!>/

the firm is now 20,000 hub gears per

annum. The makers recommend that in

fitting this hub precautions should be

taken to secure the axle and left-hand

cone from turning, and that an anchor

plate shuuld always be fitted in the same

way as on pedal cycle coaster hubs.

Sturm ey-Archer Gears, Ltd., claim that

the only thing necessary for the perfect

workinc of this gear is correct fitting.
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THE NEW PERRY.
An Up-to-date Cyclecar, with Twin-cylinder Engine, Three Speeds, and Worm Drive.

A
WELL-DESIGNED runabout has been pro-

duced and will be on view at Olympia on the

stand of Perry, and Co., Ltd., Tyseley, Birming-

ham, the well-known chain makers. This machine has

been undergoing tests for a considerable period, and
is not in any way an. untried vehicle We ourselves

had a run on one some six weeks
or more ago. In spite of its cai-

like lines and general appearance,

the machine' is a true cyclecar, as

the chassis is said to weigh only

4
l/i cwts. and the complete machine

well under 7 cwts. The engine

is of the two-cylinder vertical type,

with both connecting rods working
on a single crank pin, both pistons

rise and fall together, and' the ex-

plosions occur alternately. The cylin-

ders, which measure 72 x 108 mm.,
are water-cooled, and have the ex:

haust and inlet leads cast in them.

The valves lie all on the near side,

and are enclosed by a quickly de-

tachable cover.
,
-Adjustable tappets

are used, and a ball takes the cam-
thrust. The magneto is driven

direct from the front end "of this

shaft. .Gas is supplied by a very

simple form of automatic carbu
retter manufactured by the com-
pany. The motion of- the single

barrel opens the throttle and air

ports in the correct proportions.

The Unit System Adopted.

The gear box provides, three speeds and reverse with
'" a direct drive on top, andris bolted to the crank- case

so as to form a complete, unit. The. clutch is of the

cone . type,, two metal faces working in a- bath of oil

being engaged by a powerful spring.. Both clutch

and gears are easily: accessible by simply removing
• a long sloping .cover. -From the gear, box, power is

transmitted to the rear axle by a long propeller-shaft,

which has a simple but effective T universal joint at

each end. The rear axle is of the live type, driven

by a carefully designed overhead worm. The central

casting is of malleable iron, while the side members
are tubular steel. A spur differential is fitted.

The springing has received special attention, and
the machine is carried throughout on long semi-elliptic

springs, the rear pair being assisted by -auxiliary coil

springs. As will be noted from the plan view, the

channel steel frame is narrow, thus providing a wide
steering lock, and is upswept over the rear axle. The

L__

The twin-cylinder vertical water-cooled engine and gear box unit.

cross-members are all tubular. A neat honeycomb
radiator of pleasing shape is placed at the front of

the chassis, and cooling is carried out or, the thermo-

syphon principle. The steering connections are on the

usual Ackerman system, but the steering is direct

—

Details of the automatic carburetter.

Method of springing the rear of frame.

that is to say, no gearing is used. This system has

proved perfectly satisfactory, and has the advantage

of being verv simple

Two Internal Expanding Brakes.
Both foot and hand brakes are of the internal

expanding type, and operate side by side in drums on

the rear wheels-. The rear axle casing has an

accessible oil filler placed at such a height that it is

impossible to overfill the box.

Both petrol and oil tanks are neatly concealed in

the dashboard, and the lubric.tion is by gravity drip
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The New Perrv —
feed to the crank case, whence it is splashed to all

bearings. Sankev detachable steel wheels are fitted

throughout and shod with 700 x 80 mm. tyres. Our
run in the experimental machine convinced us of its

smoothness and flexibility, and the machine was quiet

am! capable of surmounting quite fair hills on top

speed. Altogether we were very favourably impressed

with the new Perry.

Some of our readers may recognise the above as a

description of the vehicle illustrated in our last issue

which at the time had- to be nameless. The wheelbase

y-»

NEW MECHANICAL LUBRICATOR-
Now that mechanical lubrication is engaging the serious

attention of motor cycle manufacturers, the fact that the
Bosch Magneto Co. have brought out a pressure fed lubri-
cation system for motor cycles is an item • of . extreme

M M

of this little vehicle has been fixed at 7ft. 6in., and

the track at 3ft. 7%in.

D.D.
E.E.

K.
M.

BOSCH FORCED FEED
LUBRICATOR.

Union to connect pipe to

oil reser.oir.

Central spindle which can
be driven in either
direction.

Cam or helical disc oper-
ating pump plungers.

Pump plungers.
Leads irom pumps to

engine.
Transmission-shaft.
Adjusting screw ' for re-

gulating feed of pumps

interest. The Bosch device consists of a cylindrical metal
casing, the top of which is easily detachable, containing a
series of six plunger pumps, each provided with an outlet

conveying "the oil to any desired portion of the machine.
Oil enters at the union A from the main tank, and the
central spindle C is worm-driven off the shaft K. As it

turns it carries with it the cam B, which in turn operates
the plungers D D of the pumps (two only are shown in the
section). These pumps, by means of the plungers D,
force the oil through the various exits E. The whole
mechanism, of course, runs in oil, has no springs, and there
is nothing to get out of order. Although considerable
pressure is exercised, we understand that there is no danger
of the pipes bursting. The lubricator may be driven in

either direction. It will be noticed that the length of throw
of each pump can be altered' by means of the adjusting
screw M.
The Bosch Co. have a N.S.U. motor bicycle at their

works on which the experiments have been conducted, and
it may be taken for granted that these have proved satis-

factory, otherwise the device would not have been
marketed. No suggestions have been made so far as to

the position the pump should occupy, but it is so compact
that it might easily be placed in front of the crank case

when the magneto is behind, and vice versa. The method
of transmission from the engine is the same as a magneto
drive. The power absorbed to drive the pump is not stated,

but in the case of medium-powered motor cycle engines any
disadvantage in this direction should certainly be out-

weighed by the superior lubrication.

Pi3

Worm drive and universal joint on Perry.

THE BADCOCK BY-PASS.
Mr. E. Badcock, 110, Woodville Road, Thornton Heath,*

has lately invented a by-pass for motor cycle carburetters.

It is clearly obvious, (1) that if the , relative size ,of jet .

and choke tube are suitable for all-round purposes there is
'

so little air passing round the jet, relative to the size oi-

the choke tube, at slow speeds that insufficient petrol is,',"-

drawn through; (2) that when the throttle is in the nearly

closed position there is a considerable vacuum in the inlet

pipe and ports, which will draw a quantity of air through
the valve guides and any leaky joints in inlet pipe without
drawing in any corresponding amount of petrol.

In the case of the by-pass we are describing, advantage is

taken of the vacuum to draw a small quantity of air through
a minute choke tube of special construction, which causes

a very strong mixture. The quantity necessary to counteract
the defects mentioned is regulated by a self-locking thumb-
screw, which can be adjusted while travelling. This is

shown in the illustration. . Once adjusted the action is

automatic, for as the throttle is opened and there is an*
increased rush of air past the .jet, so there, is a decrease,

of vacuum in the inlet pipe, causing less of the strong

mixture to be drawn through the by-pass. This "balancing

action makes the carburetter entirely automatic for slow

and moderate speeds, especially if a "larger choke tube be
fitted, and the extra air will only be wanted when a high

speed is obtained. The illustration, shows the by-pass
attached to the float chamber of an ordinary carburetter.

Petrol flows into it. through the hole A, which is so fixed

that . the level of the petrol . is just below the jet. The
pipe JJ conveys the mixture to the inlet pipe above the
throttle, and the pipe E -collects' the hot air from the

radiating fins near the exhaust valve. A spring not shown
renders the adjusting screw self-locking. The device can
be easily fitted and is inexpensive ; it thus provides a means
of converting a carburetter of ordinary type into an auto-

matic one, at least at slow speeds.

BADCOCK BY-PASS CARBURETTER.
A. Hole into float chamber.
B. Spray hole.

C. Special shaped spraying
chamber.

D. Mixture pipe leading to inlet

pipe.

E. Pipe collecting hot air.

F. Seh-locking regulating screw.
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One, Two, and Four Cylinders.

19)3 model Touiist Trophy Rover.

All entirely new Matchless. This model is a 3 h.p. twin. It has a new type J.A.P. engine with overhead
inlet valves, chain and belt drive and Armstrong hub gear.

MOTO-REVE.
We recently inspected the new model

Moto-Reve's in the company's new works
near Wembley. Quite a new model will

be the 4 h.p. twin 63 x 80 mm., pro-
vided with overhead valves. It is chain-
driven, and provided with a two-speed
gear of the interna! expanding clutch
type. The mudguarding is excellent,

while Druid forks, a pan saddle, and
comfortable footrests are provided.

$»it-f

Belt rim on Moto-Reve two-speed gear, showing
adjustable spokes for truing up rim.

The 3 h.p. twin is a somewhat similar
engine, but the machine which it propels
possesses a light and efficient two-speed
epieyclic hub gear manufactured at the
Moto-Reve works. This hub only adds
5 lbs. to the total weight of the
machine. The belt rim is attached to

the wheel by spokes, which permit of it

being easily trued up. This engine has
a bore and stroke of 53 x 77 mm.
In addition, the company will be

selling a 2^ h.p. single, 67 x 85 mm.,
and the 2 h.p., a genuine lightweight,
62 x 85 mm'., fitted with two-speed
gear, which is an inexpensive model, and
should be good value.

Valve side of the 1913 model tour-cylinder shaft-driven F.N. showing two-speed gear and the new
type of operating lever

Footboards fitted to 3 h.p. Moto-Reve.

All the machines, have loop frames
except the 2| h.p., and all are pro-

vided with overhead valves except the
2 h.p. They will be exhibited on
Stand 117
The lubrication of the 4 h.p. models

is by the Rotherham pressure drip feed
lubricator. The Moto-Reve engines aro
splendid pieces of workmanship, and are
well finished. Particular attention is

paid to the carrying of tools and spares,

and spacious bags fitted to the top tube
are supplied with each machine.

J.A.P.
The following new type J.A.P. engines

(J. A. Prestwich and Co., Tottenham) will

be on exhibition at Olympia : 4 h.p. side

by side valve and overhead inlet valve
engines with enclosed exhaust litter ; 4j
h.p. side valve, 90x93 mm. engine, also

with enclosed lifter and heavy flywheels

;

the 70x64-i mm., twin side valve engine;
and the 70 x 76 mm. side valve twin,

fitted with heavy, flywheels. All the
above engines will have force feed lubri-

cation.

D13
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c.c, intended specially for sidecar ani
cyclecar work. It has enclosed valve?
which are of the overhead type, the cas
communicating with the crank case, fn

the purpose of lubrication. The oil i

drawn up from the crank case by suctifil

lubricates the rockers on the way, an
returns to the crank case.

The splendid work put into the Mote
sacoche engines should be closely noted
Mr. de Lissa informs us that his paten
valve was recently tested at the Moti
sacoche works in Geneva. The engine o
which it was tested gave an extra -\ h.[

for four hours, and at the end of thai
period was so cool that it would nc

ignite a wax match.

Method of carrying oil

and paraffin cans on
Motosacoche.

1913 model of the 3.V h.p. tw.n-eylinder Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE.
On Monday last .we were privileged to

see the first 1913 3£ h.p. Motosacoche to

be completed. Outwardly it strongly re-

sembles the 2| h.p. model. The engine is

a beautiful piece of work and excellently

finished. The dimensions are 64 x 77
mm., 496 c.c. The
tank holds 1|
gallons of petrol

and three pints of

lubricating oil. As
in the 2j| h.p.

'• model the accom-
panying sketch
shows that the

1 usual compression
taps are placed
half-way down the
cylinder, and when
the paraffin or

petrol is injected,

it reaches the
pistons and free3

the ring, and none
of it is deposited on the combustion head
to be rapidly burnt away and deposit car-

bon. The valve tappet guides are screwed
into an extension of the plate forming that
part of the cylinder casting, which is

bolted to the crank case so that nothing
is screwed into the aluminium. Both
the 3£ h.p. and the 2J h.p. are provided
with excellent mudguards fitted with
efficient side shields. The transmission is

by chains, the gear change being effected

by means of internal expanding rings

inside the sprocket. A friction device is

provided on the main shaft, and there is

a rubbeT buffer type shock absorber in

the rear hub, with the result that the
chain drive is practically as smooth as

a belt. The magneto is placed behind
the crank case and is accessible, well-

protected, and easily dismounted. Either
an Amac or Dufaux carburetter is fitted

at the option of the purchaser. Hutchin-
son tyres are standard. The gears are

5| and 8 to 1 on the 2J h.p. machine.

A 6 h.p. Motosacoche.
In addition to the 2£ h.p.. the suc-

cessful single-cylinder lightweight model,
which remains unaltered, will be shown,
and the 6 h.p. engine, which is a genuine
novelty. This engine is 72x90 mm., 742

DI4

FEATURES

BARIttAR CYCLECARS.
The Parent cyclecar illustrated and d

scribed in the last issue, page 1319, wit

in future be known as the Barimar cycl

car, and will be handled in this counti
by Barimar, Ltd., 10, Poland Street, W

MOTOSACOCHE.

The 1913 84 h.p. Motosacoche, showing posit on of injection tap and exhaust lifter

mechanism, which allows the front valve to be lifted before the rear, if desired, by means

of the adjustment screw at A.

Chain side of the new 496 c.c. twin-cylinder Motosacoche.
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B.S.A. 1913 MODELS.
New design engine with off-set cylinder. Kick-starter. Enclosed chain-drive optional.

Taking the 3>,- h.p. 85x88 mm. engine

as a standard, the B.S.A. Company have
worked on several variations in trans-

mission till they can offer a wide selec-

tion to the prospective buyer. They will

show at Olympia a T.T. type with single-

gear and belt drive, a tourist type with
the B.S.A. free engine, a two-speed model
with the B.S.A. two-speed hub and belt

drive, and a two-speed model with- the^

same hub, but chain driven. It is this

last type, which is the most interesting,

as it is a considerable deviation from the

firm's usual practice, and has, therefore,

been selected for a detailed description.

The. B.S.A. engine has been redesigned,

and is now fitted with a very clean pear-

shaped cylinder which is offset 10 mm.
to the crank pin. The valves have been
somewhat increased in diameter, and the
ports improved in general design.

The tuppet guides are fitted with very
neat dust caps, which prevent the ingress

of grit and also have a deadening effect

on the tappets, which helps to reduce
noise. Flat section valve springs will be

used for 1913. The flywheels are now
made of steel, as this has been . found
more satisfactory than cast iron. The
dome-topped piston remains much the

same as last year ; it is a light piece of

work, beautifully finished. On the crank-

shaft is mounted the driving sprocket,

which is driven through the medium of

a simple spring drive. This consists of

a stand anchor piece which carries three

compression and three buffer springs, and
through them drives a plate to which the

sprocket is fixed. A short -chain drives a

counter-shaft, which is mounted eccentri-

cally for adjustment purposes, and carries

a clever out unusual form of kick starter.

This works on the well-known B.S.A. free

wheel system; a train of epievolic gears

is also interposed, so that, though the

startt.r is kicked down backwards, a for-

ward motion is imparted to the engine.

This sounds somewhat complicated, but it

is in reality a very neat and simple piece

of work. From the counter-shaft the

final drive is by a second chain to a

sprocket mounted on the hub two-speed

gear. This hub has proved so satisfac-

tory that little change' will be made in

niMMaMMMM

The B.S.A. motor cycles may now be bad witb enclosed chain drive and two speed hub gear.

it, except that the balls will be carried
in such a manner that they do not drop
out should the hub be dismantled. Both
chains are thoroughly protected by a
single case, which is made in two pieces
and is readily detachable. This model is

fitted with neat footboards, the right one
being pivoted so as to be swung out of

the way for starting purposes. A new
silencer is fitted in which the exhaust gas
passes through a cone drilled with a
number of holes. After this, part escapes

through small holes in the silencer end
and part passes out through a long ex-

haust pipe to the rear. In belt-driven

models this pipe is cut off in front of the

rear wheel and passes across to the off

side of the machine. The frame remains
practically unaltered, but a neat front
wheel stand has been added which also

forms the front mudguard stays.

Other Details.

It will be remembered that the B.S.A.
is one of the few firms which turn out a
generator bracket integral with' the front

forks, a small point, but one of great

convenience. The new B.S.A. carburetter,

1

described in our pages recently, is, of

course, fitted to all models. Either a;

tapless pump or Best and Lloyd semi-j

automatic lubricator may be had at]

option. The footrests on the belt-driven!

model are adjustable in all directions, and'

are covered with neat rubber pads. The 1

front wheel hub is of the knockout type,

and may be removed by simply detaching
one bolt. The pedal operating the two-
speed gear has been much improved, and
now works on a notched quadrant, a
second pedal, conveniently placed, raising]

the catch from the notch when it is neces-
sary to change down. A neat enclosed
spring is fitted to the coupling rod which
helps to hold in the low gear. With the
exception of transmission details, the
models resemble each other so closely that
descriptions are unnecessary ; but we may
add that the T.T. model will have a.

rather longer wheelbase than usual, and
that the handle-bars have been shortened
on all models. The B.S.A. new models!
possess such originality that they are
sure to be examined with interest at
Olymp a.

Auxiliary rear springing

on the latest Singer
cyciecar.

81 h.p. 1913 model T.T. B.S.A. with off-sot engins

ANOTHER NEW CYCLECAR
The Croydon Central Motor Co., High

Street, Croydon, inform us that they are
now engaged in building a cyciecar with
friction drive, giving four speeds and
reverse, propelled by an 8 h.p. J.A. P.'

engina

Dio>
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77M£ TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Nov. 21st

„ 23rd

„ 25th
,, 27th

5.2 p.m.
5.0 p.m.
4.58 p.m.
4.56 p.m.

Red Rear Lights on Vehicles.

The Surrey County Council passed a
byelaw last week making it compulsory
for vehicles to carry either red rear lights

or reflex lights.

News.

It is probable that a Dursley-Pedersen
four-cylinder air-cooled cyclecar will make
its appearance at Olympia next week.
Some weeks ago we referred vaguely to

experiments which were being made with
the vehicle.

Club for Brighton and District.

A meeting has been called of Brighton
and district motor cyclists at 190, King's
Road Arches, for 8 p.m. on Wednesday,
December 4th, with the view of forming
a motor cycle club in connection with the
Brighton Cyclist Club. Communications
should be seut to Mr. George White at

the above address.

Educating the Public by Cinematograph.

A private exhibition of a film depict-

ing London traffic conditions will be
given at the next council meeting of the

JR. I. A. This Association is considering
ithe possibilities of the cinematograph for

|(1) educating the general public how to

avoid common traffic dangers, and (2)

demonstrating to the authorities cases of

needless traffic congestion, dangers, etc.

A.C.U. Badges.

After November 26th the Auto Cycle
Union badge will be sold at 3s. instead
oi 6s., as hitherto. We are glad to say
that the artistic design has not been
altered in any way. The badge is made
to fit the front mudguard extension,

the handle-bar, or to attach to the top
of the lamp, where undoubtedly it is

most conspicuous.

International Federation of Motor Cycle
Clubs.

At the meeting on Thursday of Show
week, called to re-found the I.F.M.C.,
Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman has agreed to

take the chair. The English delegates
are Messrs. E. M. P. Boileau, G. P.
Sharp, L. Meyi'ick-.Tones, and T. W.
Loughborough. The Federation of

American Motor Cyclists will be repre-

sented by Mr. W. H. Wells. Messrs.
Longuemare and Fenton will represent
France, there will be a representative
from Denmark, while Belgium will have
four representatives—Baron Northomb,
M. Fagard, Emile de Beukelaer, and M.
Marchant.

S20

Midland Trial Results.

The results of the reliability trial

organised by the Sutton Coldjeld A.C.
have now been issued. H. G. Dixon (3^
h.p. New Hudson and sc.) carries off

the Sutton Cup and gold medal as well
as the first prize for best performance on
a sidecar; 2, A. D. Arter (James sc.) ; 3,

W. B. Gibb (2J Douglas). All the above
accomplished a non-stop -run and gained
the maximum of 100 marks. The first

amateur is R. H. Edwards (Triumph),
who also secures the prize for best per-
formance on a single-geared machine. The
cvclecar prize was won by G. Bryant (8
h.p. P.M.C. motorette).

Nov. 25-30.—MOTOR CYCLE SHOW
- AT OLYMPIA.

„ 27.—Meeting of Club Secretaries at

Olympia.

„ 28.—I.F.M.C. Meeting at Olympia.

Dec. 7.—M.C.C. Annual Dinner and
Prize Distribution.

„ . . —A.C.U. Open Silencer Trial.

27-2S.—M C.C. Annual Winter Run.

Godfrey-Garrett Case.
Garrett's protest in connection with the

announced result of the Hour Race at the
B.M.C.R.C. meeting on the 9th inst. was
considered on Monday. After lengthy
and careful consideration the committee of
the B.M.C.R.C. sitting in full attendance
as stewards of the meeting, are of opinion
that the evidence brought before them is

not sufficient to contradict the judge's
decision, and, therefore, the decision of
Mr. A. 6. Reynolds, deputy judge, stands.
They are further of opinion that the
method employed on the occasion in ques-
tion of deciding the winner of a race
against time, i.e., by direct observation of
the position of the leaders at the exact
conclusion of the time and period, is the
correct one.

An Unofficial Sidecar Trial.

A telegram from the Enfield Cycle Co:,
Ltd... announces a fine run under winter
conditions from London to Edinburgh on
a 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar. The driver was
F. Begley, of the Motor Cycling Club,
who intended to make a non-stop engine
Tun throughout, and but for accidentally
stopping the engine, his object would
have been achieved.

Cyclecar Hoar Record.

Late on Tuesday afternoon last we
received a telephone message informing
us that the G.W.K. cyclecar had broken
the hour record at Brooklands, covering
56 miles 76 yards. The previous best was
55 miles "23 yards.

SPECIAL FEATURES :

"THE MOTOR CYCLE'' BUYERS' GUIDE
OF. 1913 MODELS.

FORECAST AND GUIDE TO THE SHOW.

A FEW POINTS SIMPLY EXPLAINED.

British Imports and Exports of Motor
Cycles.

In the following tables will be found

the value of motor cycles and parts which
have been imported and exported by
Great Britain during October and during

the ten months ended October 31st.

Imports.

Month ended October 31st.

1910. 1911. 1912.

£ £ £
Motor cycles ... 1.390 1,709 3,157

Parts thereof ... 4,559 3,018 38,433

Total £5,949 £4,727 £41,590

Ten months ended 31st October.

1910.

£
"Motor cycles 40,655

Parts thereof 47,032

1911. 1912.

£ £
37,739 38,256

54,847 134,862

Total... £87,687 £92,586 £173,118

It will be noticed that for the month
of October, 1912, the imports are over,

nine times the amount of the correspond-!

ing month in 1911 (it will be interesting

to observe if . this huge increase is main-
tained), while for the ten months of 1912

the amount is not quite double the amount
of the same period in 1911.

British Exports.
Month ended 31st October.

1910. 1911. 1912.

£ £ £
Motor cycles 15,906 33,020 68,139

Parts thereof 2,847 7,844 26,195

Total £18,753 £40,864 £94,325

It will be seen that the exports for

October, 1911, are less than half the amount
for the corresponding month this year.

Ten months ended 31st October.

1910. 1911. 1912.

£ £ £
Motor cycles 93.346 198.293 420,798
Parts thereof 32,063 56,568 151,267

Total £125,409 £254,861 £572,065

Again the exports for 1912 are oveT

double the amount of 1911.

The above tables show that the exports

for 1912 are over three times the amonnt
of the imports, or £572,065 export*,

against £173,118 imports.
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77,855 Copies of " The Motor Cycle."

The circulation of this journal continues

!<> increase at a rapid rate. No less than
77,855 copies were printed last week. In

the corresponding week of last year the

number was 65.000, and in the same week
of 1910 51,130.

Olympia.

Hundreds of motor cyclists visited the

Car Show at Olympia last week, the half-

dozen cyclecars exhibited attracting much
attention. By the way, the total attend-

jance at Olympia approached a quarter of

a million.

.

Pity the Poor Editor !

We ' naturally receive many curious

enquiries among the applications for

information received at this office, but

the latest pioblem we are asked to solve

is as to whether Somebody's system of

increasing the height is genuine or not!

Record Attempts.

We were glad to see G. E. Stanley out
again last week, much better from iiis

attack of quinzies. He told us that he
would attempt a number of lightweight
records at Brooklands this week on his

new 350 c.c. single-cylinder Singer
machine if he felt well enough.

Dates of 1913 Events.

A meeting of club secretaries will be
held in the concert room at Olympia on
Wednesday, the 27th inst., at 4.20 p.m.
The meeting has been convened in order

to arrange dates for open competitions to

be held during next year, in order to pre-

vent clashing as far as possible.

Loudon to Constantinople.

After the present war in the Balkans1

it is probable that at least one great main
road will be constructed right through
to Constantinople. It will be remembered
that the two motor cyclists who left

London last August to ride to the Turk-
ish capital succeeded in attaining their

object. Previous to this Mr. R. L.

Jefferson was the first motorist to get

through by road. The motor cyclists are

Auto Cycle • Union members, and were,

of course, aided by the Union in the
accomplishment of their object.

A.C.U. Note.

The A.C.U. has decided upon special

insurance rates for cyclecars. Previously,
insurance companies have quoted light car

rates for these vehicles. .

Frank Philipp Progressing Favourably.

We are pleased to say that Frank
Philipp, the well known Scott rider and
secretary of the Scott Engineering Co., is

progressing favourably. He was allowed
to write for the first time last week, and
informs us that the fractures sustained in

the accident are all going on as well as
possible.

French Hour Record.

Our contemporary, VAe.ro, says that a
French rider, named Lombard, will make
an attempt on the 500 c.c. French hour
record probably before this issue is in

the hands of our readers. He rides an
Albatros, and the attempt is to be made
on the Pare des Princes Track, Paris.

Show Excursions.

The Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union
have arranged for excursion trains at

cheap fares to run from 'practically every
town in the kingdom to London for the
Cycle and Motor Cycle Show at Olympia
on November 25th to the 30th inclusive.

Readers should enquire for particulars of

these excursions at their nearest railway
station. On another page we give some
information regarding the best train and
'bus routes from the chief London railway
termini to Olympia. The exhibition will

.open at 10 a.m. each day and close at

10 p.m. Arrangements have also been
made with the L. and N.W. Railway Co.
to . run a special through train from the

Midlands direct to Olympia on Monday
morning, the 25th inst., to arrive ten
minutes before opening time. This train

will leave the undermentioned L. and
N.W.R. - stations as - follows : Wolver-
hampton 6.45, Dudley 6.25, Dudley Port
6.55, Birmingham 7.25, Coventry 7.55,

Willesden 9.40, and will arrive Addison
Road at 9.50. There will be no inter-

mediate stops. Breakfast cars will be
provided, but seats for breakfast should
be ordered in advance from Mr. Alfred
Bednell, secretary, 13, Queen Street,

Coventry.

A Stolen Machine.

1910 Bradbury, registration V743, no
pedalling gear, tank dented, Michelin and
Dunlop tyres. Information regarding it

should be addressed to "W.J.H.," c/o

the Editor.

Belated Particulars for the Buyers' Guide.

Service, 34 h.p. J. A. P. or Precision,

Armstrong three speed hub, 53 guineas;

6 h.p. sidecar model, J. A. P. or Precision;

both machines are fitted with B. and B.

carburetter, Dunlop or Hutchinson tyrea.

Connaught two-stroke, 3 h.p., 292 c.c,

Amac, fin. belt, Michelin tyres, Arm-
strong or Sturmey-Archer, weight 115 lbs.,

£33 10s., or £44 with three-speed gear.

Paris-Nice-Monte Carlo.

Our contemporary, L'Aero, is organis-

ing a race for motor cycles from Paris

to Nice and Monte Carlo from February
1st to 5th next. The organisers antici-

pate that this event will be very suc-

cessful, particularly as the competitors
will- arrive at Nice while the Carnival
is in full swing. The organisers expect
that several British competitors will

take part.

Entry forms and further particulars

can be obtained from L'Aero offices,

23. Boulevard des Italiens, Paris.

First Speed Trial at the Cape.

A very successful " speed competition,

took place on the 26th ult., organised

by the Cape Peninsula Motor Cycle Club.
Riders had to do a trial run, and in the
second attempt to improve upon the first

made time, the man nearest to 6% im-
provement to be the winner. Distance,
one and a quarter miles. Results

:

Per-
Timte cen tage

Rider and machine. in improve-
sees. ment.

1. H. S. OKve (7 Indian) ... 77? 5.61%
2. J. Ockleford (34 Rudge)... 92£- 4.55%
3. A. Douglas (34 Triumph) 83L 2.11%
A very fine stretch of road had been

discovered, and in the shade of the abun-
dant foliage motorists gatheied for the
first soeed contest of "the C.P.M.C.O.
Thornton (34 h.p. T.T. B.S.A.) made the
fastest time of the day—70fs. The only
sidecarist to compete was O. J. Prillevitz

(6 h.p. Enfield), who gained fifth position.

FIRST SPEED CONTEST AT THE CAPE, ORGANISED BY THE CAPE PENINSULA M.C.C

Great interest was shown in J. T.iornton (3i h.p. T.T. B.S.A.), who made
fastest time of the' dav.

J. Ockleford (3! Rudge) finishing well up to time,

second prize.

He secured the
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Crossgates and District M.C.C.

The club will hold their first annual whist drive and
dance at the Recreation Hall, Crossgates, on the 29th inst.

Herts County A. and Ae.C.
The fourth quarterly trial will take place on Saturday,

December 14th. The route will be very similar to that
of the third trial, and the hon. secretary for the event
will be Mr. G. S. Carter, Aplins Close, Harpenden, Herts.

Dewsbury M.C.C.
A reliability run was held on the 3rd inst., the route

being via Leeds, Yeadon, Blubberhouses, Harrogate, Hare-
wood, and home. The following qualified for prizes :

Marks lost.

1. H. Hainsworth (3| Triumph) ... 4
2. J. Rispin (3^ " Bradbury) 7
3. S. Naylor (3i B.S.A.) 20

HUMBERETTE CLIMBING RED BANK. GRASMERE.

Last week we referred to a week-end trip of 500 miles to the Lake District, when
the Humberette we observed succeeded in climbing Tow Top, Glimmers How. and
Red Bank, three notorious test hills in Lakeland.

Mersey M.C.
The annual dinner and prize distribution will be held on

the 22nd inst. at 6.30 p.m. After the dinner the annual
general meeting will be held, to be followed by a smoking
concert at St. George's Restaurant, Redcross Street, Liverpool.

Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A petrol consumption trial was held recently. Result on
formula: 1, B. Rhodes (6 Zenith); 2, J. E. Harston (31

Campion-Jap) ; 3, J. H. Brookes (3^ Rudge).

Cheltenham M.C.C.

A speed-judging contest was held on the Cotswolds over a-

circular course. Result: 1, A. G. Meats (B.S.A.) ; 2, G.-
Nash (Triumph) ; 3, A. K. Lewis (Triumph).
A demonstration of the Veloce engine will be given on

December 3rd, at the Belle Vue Hotel.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

The winter programme has been sent round to the indivi-

dual members of the club. Attention is called to the fact

that a club room is now provided at headquarters, and the

club evenings are Wednesdays and Fridays. The first of

several very interesting lectures and discussions was held

on the 15th inst.

Worksop and District M.C.C.

. Tbe first annual reliability trial took place on the 13th ult.,

when twenty-four competitors took part and six tied for the

first place, losing no marks. A re-run resulted as follows

:

1, R. Bagshaw (6 Matchless and sidecar) ; 2, T. W. Barlow
(5 A.J.S. and sidecar); ,3, A. H. Imber (Rudge) and-G. J.

Burnett (Rudge).

Motor Cycling Club.

The annual dinner and presentation of prizes* will tak*

place on December 7th (Saturday) at the Adelaide Gallery
(Gatti's Restaurant) at '6 p.m. The president, Mr. Chas.
Jarrott, will be in the chair, and Mrs. Jarrott has kindly

consented to present the prizes. Ladies are cordially invited.

An' excellent programme, of music is being arranged, and it

is hoped that all members who can possibly attend will do
so. Tickets, 7s. 6d. each, can be obtained from the secretary,

Mr. Southcomb May, 34, Gower Place, W.C.

Cycleear Club.

The second meeting of the above club was held at the)

Connaught Rooms, Great Queen Street, at 8 p.m. on the*

6th inst. Mr. E. Parnacott occupied the chair. The busi-

ness of the meeting was to elect officers, fix subscription,

etc. It was decided that the committee should consist of

nine persons, of whom five should be unconnected with tbe

manufacture or sale of cyclecars. Tire joint hon. secretaries

are Mr. F. Thomas, 172, Belsize Road, N.W., and Mr.
Osmond Hill, 19, Elsworthy Roa4, N.W., from whom
further particulars may be obtained. The subscription was
fined at a guinea with an entrance fee of 5s.

Leicester County M.C.C.

Result of reliability trial held October 31st. The course

was most severe, being one of the most strenuous in the

county. There were four hills with gradients of about 1 in 4

and three watersplashes. No member made a non-stop, and

the only competitor to negotiate the watersplashes was Harold
Petty: .

Rider and machine. Marks lost

1. A. L. Barker (3^ T.T. Singer) 176

2. Harold Petty (3i Singer) 191

3. E. Folwell (3J- T.T. B.S.A.) ' 206

Sidecar Class.
1. N. Mee (8 Matchless) ' 201

U22
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Complete model ol the 1313 Eric sociable.

THE ERiC.
The Eric sociable, which is made by the

P. and C. Syndicate, and will be exhibited
on Stand 45, has been considerably "im-

proved. It is propelled by a two-cylinder
horizontally opposed water-ccoled engine,
the thermo-syphon system being used, and
the radiator being immediately in front
of the engine and situated under the
driver's seat. - The valves are inclined,

the cams working directly against the
valve tappets. The magneto is placed oil

the crank case between the two cylinders,

and is chain-driven. An Amac carbur-
etter is fitted.

The lubrication is effected in the fol- .

lowing manner : There is a sump in the
crank base into which oil is poured, when
the two pistons come together, the air

pressure in the sump forces the oil into

the crank chamber through a non-return
valve, and while this valve is open, any
excess of oil flows back into the sump.

In this manner a constant level of oil is

always maintained.
The gear box and crank case are con-

nected by a cylindrical aluminium casing,
in which the leather-covered cone clutch
is situated. A large inspection orifice is

provided in this for enabling the clutch
to be adjusted or dressed. To the
cylindrical casing the gear box is bolted,
which provides three speeds and reverse
of the ordinary sliding type. The change
is effected through a gate. From gear
box to rear wheel the transmission is by
cardan-shaft, the final drive ' being by
bevel.

Rear Springing.
The frame is constructed of heavy gauge

tubing, and is suitably trussed where
necessary. The back wheel is sprung in

a somewhat unusual manner ; the triangu-
lar portion of the frame, which carries
the back wheel, has the cross-bar hinged
at the bottom, and on the bar is

anchored a quarter-elliptical spring, the
upper portion of which is attached to the
rigid portion of -the frame. This allows
the back wheel to rise and fall vertically

and yet to be sprung in a comfortable
manner. The front portion of the frame
is supported on half-elliptical springs.
By undoing a nut on the off side of

the back wheel spindle the chain stays
and back forks may be swung to one side,
allowing free access to the tyre. It is

interesting to note that the vehicle is pro-
vided with detachable rims ; these are
provided with two bosses each side of the
valve hole which engage with correspond-
ing slots in the felloe, while at the
opposite side of the rim ar'e two eyes,
which register with two similar eyes on
the felloe, allowing the tyre rim to be

One of the features of the 1913 New Imperial
machines is- that the carrier and rear mudguard
may be swung down, as shown, to facilitate

tyre repairs.

bolted to the ielloe. This detchable rim
is exceedingly simple. A side hand lever
controls the band brake on the . rear
wheel axle, while a pedal operates the
external' brake on the gearshaft. The
steering is by chain and sprocket, and
wires are carried fi'om the Jtain direct
to the steering arm. The extremity of
each wire is provided with a coil spring
which is held in tension and thus lessens
shock and strain on the wire.

The twin-cylinder horizontal engine and gear box of the 1913 Eric sociable.

D23
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AH letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address

Fair Treatment.

Sir,—I have read (Rev.) W. A. Douglas Hamilton's letter

in The Motor Cyrle, dated 14th November, stating the
treatment received from Messrs. Douglas Bros., which is

decidedly on the generous side. All motorists will be pleased
.to note this action, and nothing but good business can
follow

.

My reason for writing you is to state my case fairly in

regard to the Rex Motor Co., Coventry. I had the mis-
fortune to break a connecting rod, after the time of guarantee
had passed and a distance done exceeding 3.000 miles with
heavy sidecar outfit, fitted specially for business purposes,
covering the whole of hilly Devon md Cornwall.
My treatment beats the above, insomuch that I did not

pay carriage either way for the engine sent or returned to
me, and that is not .all, the engine had a real overhaul
that made the machine. It has since done many hundreds
of miles, without the least thing going wrong, and I am
so, pleased that I shall certainly see the latest production at

the Show. I have no connection with the Rex Co. other
than as a satisfied rider. T. D. A. CHAPMAN.

Reliability Trials. A Suggestion.

Sir,—In Mr. Davies's admirable "Open Letter" he expresses
the hope that prices may be reduced in 1913. I wisli to sug-
gest in outline a way in which this could be accomplished. .

Let future reliability trial awards be given on a basis of actual
running costs. All petrol, oils, tyres, and belts used during the
trials would be charged for, and to this would be added the

.
initial cost of the bicycle. The grand total would be divided
by the mileage of the trials, and on these results prizes would

, be awarded.
Various classes would be necessary, and the trials would

have to be sufficiently severe to eliminate weaklings, but the
main result would be that if, say, a very low-priced bicycle

could really weather the trials it would win, and down
would come all other prices. If, on the other hand, cheap
bicycles are dear in the end, we should know it for certain.

Nothing, to my mind, however, is more stupid than the
present distribution of endless numbers of gold medals. It

would be scarcely less ridiculous to give a gold medal to every
competitor who reaches the first control on the first day.

I trust you will find space to print this, and if it evokes a
storm of adverse criticism from makers, then it will be certain

that we are attacking prices on the right lines.

W. A. JESSOP.

Petrol Ganges.

Sir,—I was astonished to see in a contemporary journal last

week a description of the old device of a cork float winch
actuates a hard on a dial on the top of the tank as it rises

and falls described as a "new" petrol gauge. It was possibly
" new " over thirty years ago when an uncle of mine patented a

similar device for paraffin lamps.' The cork float cannot begin

to rise until the greater part of it is submerged, and, there-

fore, does not indicate a small quantity, just when an indica-

tion would be most useful.

The friction of the cork on its guides and on the central

worm together with that of the bearings make the rising and
falling of the float very uncertain. It is in this respect worse
than the older variety with a wire rising through the top of

the tank, and every user of these will remember how he

always wondered whether it was indicating properly or not.

024

I have made several gauges of this type for customers whtf

specially desired them, and know from the experience that,

just as the earlier steam boilers started with a prototype of

this device, a float, and now universally use a gauge glass, so.

will history repeat itself and the " fittest " survive for motor
cycle tanks. A. C. DAVISON.

An Unborn Runabout.

Sir,—Your paper influenced me to start motor cycling

many years ago, and later pointed out the advantages of

possessing a cyclecar.

Accordingly I purchased one, and have ever since waited

patiently for Thursday morning to see what was to be said

in favour or otherwise of our runabouts.
" Ixion's " remarks are to the point, . but I don't agree;

with everything he says. As to comfort, you won't find

any car more delightful to sit in than a Bedelia, and after

a long run you don't feel that awful stiffness that thin

people experience after sitting for some time in a car.

Of course, the ideal cyclecar should have side by side seats,

no belts, and reasonable comfort. We don't want a small

Rolls-Royce. " Ixion " speaks about the price of these,

vehicles. I entirely agree with' him. Manufacturers list •

their cars at far too high a rate ; £100 should buy any
cyclecar on the market. And unless these prices come down
I'm very much afraid that the boom will break.

I have talked the question over with many people, and
they all say, " I should like a cyclecar if the price was right,

"but I am going to get a 20 h.p. car, which is just as cheap
as a cyclecar." No.. Let some firm go in for cyclecars

exclusively, and turn out a good number per week, so

that we can have a decent four-wheeler, that is worth £100,
complete with tyres, lamps, bolts, etc., with hood and

screen, and not listed at about £130. In my opinion, unless

this is done, we will find the small car ousting the cyclecar

out of existence. _
I enclose my card and sign myself ENTHUSIAST.

Sir,—

1

1 common with most other writers, " Admirer of

All " omits from his interesting letter in -The Motor Cycle of

the 7th inst. all reference to a class of would-be cyclecar

owners which, personally, I believe to be quite large enough
to claim attention from manufacturers. I mean those people

who are only deterred .from keeping a small pony and cart

by the work and trouble which would be involved. An
hour and a half spent every day feeding, cleaning, and

bedding, and special arrangements when his owner desires

to leave home, are a few.ot the more obvious points in the

pony's disfavojr. He is quitj fast enough. The only ser-

vice asked of him is to take his owner and wife, or child-

ren, to a town, say, eight or ten miles away, to church, or

for an afternoon drive, at the most two or three times f

week.
Surely this is a need which could be most appropriately,

met by the cyclecar. Bearing in mind the cost of a pony

and cart capable of the work—say £30—it is evident the

initial cost of the cyclecar must be substantially below £100.

even the ugh it will be cheaper to run. This at once rules

out three-speed and reverse gear boxes, water cooling, fancy

coachwork, etc., etc., which indeed are not required.

Who will be the first maker to offer the " Junior car
"

at £50? RUSTICUS.
[The £50 four-wheeler is_ a long way off. The cheapest pas-

senger machine by far is the motor cycle and sidecar.— Ed.]
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present to you the
DI I! 1 MileageDU LL Competition

ULL T.T. Covers from the time of purchase

Jnember 30th, 1913, the closing date of the competition,

\\en this record is completed, and the chart shows the total mile-

<: covered by the competitor from the day of purchase to September

C h, 1913, it must be posted to the manufacturers together with the voting

cd upon which, judging from his own experience, the competitor must give

the spaces provided his estimate of the average mileage as above, and a report

ato the condition of his tyre at the tim2 his own record was completed.

1; competitor whose estimate is nearest to the actual average mileage, worked out

f ti the whole of the competitors' returns, will receive the prize, and two independent

jiges will be appointed to proclaim the winner.

V.ing cards and mileage charts will only be obla'nable . on purchase of a JOHN BULL
CDSS GROVE T.T. Cover, either through an agent singly or fitted to complete machines,

a, every person competing must advise the manufacturers of his. intention so to do within

the days of purchase, for which purpose a printed postcard will be found attached, with

Vi.ng card and mileage chart, to every cover.

Iw you'd like that Cyclecar, wouldn't you ?—then take the first step

nv, viz.—fill in the Coupon below and post to the manufacturers to-

ri it. In response they'll send you all the details which you ask for

tie together with full particulars of the tyre concerned—the tyre -

w. the compressed rubber tread—the tread that means more

image

For The Leicester Rubber Co

%
To The LEICESTER RUBBER Co.,

Granby Rubber Works, - Leicester.

Please supply full details of your mileage competition as

advertised, and state nearest agent where I can purchase

the JOHN BULL CROSS GROOVE T.T. Cover.

Name „

Address ™

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cgdt." \>21
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A Reliable 10 h.p. TWO-SEATER
Speed over 45

miles per hour,

exceptionally good

hill climber.
Petrol consump-

tion 40 gallons.

English made
throughout.

PRICE, complete

with hood, screen,

lamps, etc.,

£135
Chassis only witl.

wheels,

£120
Tax only £L

Patentees of the

P. & C. Detach,

able Rim, the

simplest, easiest

to detach, and best

on the market.

PRICE,

£12-12-0
per set of three

and spare rim.

'©/(§/

Stand 45.
THE P. & C. SYNDICATE, LTDT,
Registered Offices, St. Giles' Chambers,

NORTHAMPTON.
Stand 45.

ON STAND 36
WILL BE STAGED 5 MODELS OF THE FAMOUS

-BROUGH-
"CONSPICUOUS for its

clean and neat appearance."
—THE MOTOR CYCLE.

E. BROUGH & CO., BASFORD, NOTTINGHAM.
London Agents—

Robertson's,
Great Portland Street.

Colonial Agents

—

Tozer, Kemsley & Fisher, Ltd.,

84, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

D28 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'

.
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Waterproofing for Motor Cycles.

Sir,—You" correspondent "Mudlark" is slow, very slow,

waiting some years for the galvanising process to come
alung. Mr G A Wiinwright, qf Grape Street, Leicester,

would, I feel sure, be pleased to electro-galvanise his motor
1 ifcle for him, even the smallest nut. I had a machine
galvanised two years ago. It is used daily and the saddle

only covered at night. I clean it about once in three weeks
with a bucket cf water and a brush, followed by, first, a dry,

then an oily rag. The galvanising scarcely shows signs of

wear. I have no interest in Mr. Wainwright only as a

oustomer. SKIDMORE.

Sir,—Since you published our name in connection with the

waterproofing lacquer for the bright parts of motor cycles

and cars, we have been inundated with enquiries and orders

for this new speciality of ours. We were not prepared to

supply the public—we are, as manufacturers, entirely in the

hands of factors who stock our specialities. We should,

however, like to mention that our chief reason for introducing

a waterproof metallic lacquer was the numerous complaints
'

we have received from our own travellers who are using
motors, about their inability to keep. their magnetos -abso--

lutely waterproof. In experimenting,. with a view to solving

this very important question for- motorists, we have dis-

covered this new method, which, according to the opinion

of our own men who have now been using it for several

months, has solved the most difficult problem of winter motor-
ing. JENSON AND NICHOLSON, LIMITED.

The Springing of Cyclecars.

Sir,—We notice in your issue of the 7th inst., de-

scribing the Ariel "runabout, there is a statement that
'Lanchester springs are fitted to the rear wheels." We
would point out that the illustration in no way bears this

statement out. The illustration shows an ordinary quarter-
elliptic spring, such as was used on the Oldsmobile car

The Lanchester Mstor Co.'s rear springing (see letter)

some years ago, and differs vastly from the Lanchester
system, both in principle and in detail of design.

Firstly, the Lanchester spring is underslung, i.e., the spring
is below the axle.

Secondly, the Lanchester spring does not act as a radius
rod, which the quarter-elliptic spring illustrated on the
Ariel cyclecar does.

Thirdly, the Lanchester parallel link motion, in conjunction
with the half-elliptic cantilever spring, imparts a parallel

motion to the back axle, instead of a radial motion, such as
is given by the quarter-elliptic spring of the Ariel cyclecar,

and all other would-be imitators of the Lanchester system.
We enclose herewith a photograph of Lanchester suspen-

sion, which illustrates the above points. We shall esteem
it a favour if you will give this letter publicity, as the
description and illustration of the Ariel runabouts are liable

to give an erroneous impression' of Lanchester practice to
many of your readers.

THE LANCHESTER MOTOR CO., LTD.

The Life o! Epicyclic Hubs.

Sir,—Regarding " Ixion's " invitation for experiences of
three speed epicyclic gears after a season's wear. I have had
an Armstrong three-speed gear (sidecar model) on a 3^ h.p.

Hover since February, during which time I have ridden^ the

machine 12,000 miles, 4.0CO with sidecar and two passengers,
without the slightest trouble or any replacements, and the
gear appears as good to-day as when new.

I attribute my freedom from trouble to keeping it correctly
adjusted and oiling every day. J. FARNSWORTH.

Sir,—I have read with interest the letter by W. Hunter
with reference to gears, and should like to quote the experi-
ence which I have had with three speed hubs, which has
been somewhat different from that of Mr. Hunter.

I have this year run two machines, both Trump-Jap, one
a 6 h.p. twin- the other a 3i h.p. single, both fitted with
Sturmey-Archer three-speed gears. I have, on the 6 h.p.
twin, covered about 5,000 miles, and upon the 3^ single over
30,000. During the whole of this distance I have been
stopped once on the road, due to a failure of the gear, this
being in the case of the 3£ h.p. ; in no other instance have I

had any trouble whatever except the occasional adjustment
which is always necessary with this type of gear.

I do not agree with Mr. Hunter that a two-speed gear is

preferable to a three-speed, as I think a little experience of

both will show. D. A. PEARSON.

Nail Catchers.

Sir,—If you would allow me to take up a small space, in

your paper, I should like to offer a useful hint to fellow
motor cyclists.

I cannot emphasise too strongly the necessity of using
"nail catchers" on both tyres. I have used the thin strips

of metal fastened to the stays of the wheels, that are
standardised by some firms, and found them quite useless,

unless an extra large nail should be picked up—a thing that
very rarely happens.
A quite inexpensive way of making nail catchers that will

prevent the smallest nail or even thorn from entering and
so puncturing the tyre, is to purchase a couple of steel

burnishers consisting of a series of small steel rings entwined
and trailing them over the tyres so that they actually touch
the whole time.

I have ridden well over 3,000 miles on my 1912 Triumph
and have not had one single puncture up till now. I weigh
twelve stones, and have frequently carried a ten storte

passenger on the carrier (a dangerous proceeding) over
dreadful roads with half inch of grit- and flints. I have made
careful tests, and find that on each revolution of the wheel
practically all the grit is wiped off as soon as it passes the
chain, thus minimising punctures.

I admit there is a slight wear on the tread owing to
friction, but it is very slight, and certainly worth it con-
sidering the saving in punctures. Personally I use rubber-
studded tyres, but the same effect is got from any other
pattern, with one exception, and that of steel-studded tyres

—

the danger here being that after the tyre has. had a little

wear the studs are liable to be pulled out by the chain.

P 7098.

1

The Records of Cyc'ecars in 1912.

Sir,—It may be of interest to some of your readers who
are confused by the multitude of cyclecars to sum up the

results of the main events on road and track in which
cyclecars have taken part this season -

1. M.C.C. London-Exeter: Morgan, one gold medal;
A.C., one gold medal.

2. M.C.C. London-Edinburgh : Morgan, one special gold

medal; A.C., one gold medal; Chater-Lea, one gold medal.
3. Scottish Six Days' Trial : G.W.K., one gold medal.
4. English Six Days' Trial : Morgan, one gold medal

and silver cup; G.W.K. , one gold medal.
5. A.C.U. Spring Trial : Autotrix, one first-class

certificate.

6. A.C.U. Autumn Trial : G.W.K. , two first-class certi-

ficates ; Morgan, one first-class certificate.

The Duo and Humberette each entered for one event,

but did not obtain a first-class award. No other cyclecar

competed in these events. They had no doubt sufficient

reasons, but it seems a pity they held aloof.

On the track at Brooklands, the Morgan won the first

cyclecar race (average speed, 49 m. p.h. ) The G.W.K.
won the hour cyclecar race at the Championship meeting in

October (47 m.p.h.) The November Olympic one hour
cyclecar race was easily won by the Morgan (55 m.p.h.),

which holds the hour 'record. E. S. B." SYDNEY.-
D29
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The Wear of Small Engines.

Sir,— I note in your issue of November 14th that a corre-

spondent (Mr. Claude Middleton), after detailing an ab-

normal list of new parts, rendered necessary by a mileage
of 7.0CO covered on ,his 1910 Douglas lightweight, invites

owners of 1912 lightweights to give their experiences.

I am quite certain that owners of Douglas machines, of

whatever year, while sympathising with your correspon-

dent, will contest stoutly that such experience is anything
but exceptional.

Since I purchased a 1912 Douglas in the early part of

this year, I have covered a distance of quite 3,250 miles,

which equals that covered by your correspondent before he
was advised to fit new cylinders and pistons. The only
part which I have replaced is an exhaust valve spring, and
I do not think there is a part of the engine which is not in

as good a condition as on the day on which I took delivery.

I can only imagine that your correspondent may have been
rather too sparing with his lubricant.

I am glad to note, however, that he is still an advocate
of the horizontally-opposed twin, and feel sure that he will

have reason to withdraw his criticism after riding a second
7,000 miles.

May I add the usual disclaimer.

F. L. E. DYNE.

Power for Sidecar Work.
Sir,—Having read with interest several letters in your

columns relating to the power required for touring purposes
with a motor cycle and sidecar, I beg to write a few lines

with reference to my experience of a 3£ h.p. two-speed
Humber and sidecar.

After severely testing the combination with an eighteen
stone passenger on
the steepest and
roughest hills in this

district (Lancashire),
rough

vith a

about

expecta-
maehine.

I tried it on
surfaced hill

gradient of

1 in 8.

The result was far

beyond my
tions ; the
with sidecar and four"

extra passengers actu-
ally started and went.
up without a falter.

i

The total weight of

passengers alone was
forty-four, stones, We
then descended ' and-
started in the middle
of the hill, but the
result was just the
same.
The half compression

device is a decided
advantage, as it allows
a slow speed and easy
pick-up without the
slightest knock in the engine.

Considering that I use the machine for business and
pleasure purposes, over all kinds of loads and in all weathers,
I trust to be allowed to express an opinion. I have no
hesitation in saying that a good 3£ h.p motor cycle, with
a variable gear and lin. rubber belt, is quite ample for
anyone, except the "road hogs" who foster disgust on a
most enjoyable pastime.

Permit me to add that I am in no way connected with airy

motor or accessory company, but simply a satisfied owner
and ordinary everyday rider. . W.B.

The 31 h.p. sidecar combination referred to

in letter signed Vi/.B.

Sir,—I am a reader of The Motor Cycle of some years'
standing, and it has occurred to me that some of your readers
may be interested to know what a good 3j h.p. single-cylinder
motor bicycle can do with sidecar attached. My machine is a
three-speed Bradbury, and a few days ago I drove it with the
load depicted (43^ stones), consisting of my wife and daughter
in the sidecar and Mr. Manthorpe, local Bradbury agent, on
the carrier, up the Magazine Hill in Phosnix Park (Dublin)

r>3°

Photograph accompanying Mr. W. Parker's leiter.

on top gear, 4| to 1. The photograph enclosed speaks for

itself. I have no interest whatever in the Bradbury Co.,

but am a satisfied user of the -machine., which is excellent

either for solo or sidecar work. W. PARKER.

Exhaust Whistles.

.Sir,—.Your reply to "D.S." re exhaust whistle in the issue

o| the 31st ult. is a little misleading if used in a general sense,

and we should- like to point out that, whilst most exlialist

whistles use a valve to obtain sufficient warning sound, we,

with our Garner M.C. alarm, do not employ any such means,

the exhaust gas having greater release immediately the alarm
is operated.

There is therefore a freei passage for the exhaust, and no

likelihood whatever of back pressure, and we should say that

the engine would be cleaned rather than carbonised by the

use of the Garner M.C. alarm: HENRY GARNER, LTD.

Loose Bushes.

Sir,—For ' some time past I have been troubled over a
mysterious sound in the. engine of my 1912 3j. h.p. two-speed
machine, which, for, a considerable period, baffled all tny

efforts to elucidate. The noise sounded like a distant
" reaping machine " and worried me considerably, and I

have just solved the mystery. ' I find that other riders! of

the same make machine are, or have been, similarly troubled,

hence my writing you to set such at their ease. I find that

the magneto gear wheels have worked their bushes loose in

the timing cover, and these revolve in the aluminum casting,

thus causing the peculiar suund. These bushes are only a

pressure fit in the soft aluminum, and, upon taking off the

half timing cover to investigate, all five bushes dropped out.

However, a steel strip collar wrapped round the bushes has

restored the pressure fit. BONA SATIS.

Motor Cycle Taxation.

Sir,—If your correspondent, P. W. Morrice, " who owned

a motor cycle in 1901," feels that his 8 h.p. car costs him

more, and is not, on his own showing, so satisfactory as a

sidecar, why not make the obvious exchange?

I do not hesitate to assert that the average small car makes

more noise than many powerful sidecars, such as the

standard Chater-Lea, Clyno, Enfield, and Indian, to instance

a few of the first that come to mind.
Anyhow, noise does not affect the question of -taxation,

and P. W. Morrice's display of adjectives is. quite uncalled

for. P. H. LOVEGROVE;
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Victona
In' a crowd the Victoria Motor Bicycle

always stands apart—its very distinctive-

ness ensures that—And just as that

distinctiveness picks it out from the

multitude of commonplace productions

—So does its efficiency prove it entirely

worthy of "a place apart." Its h.p. is

3J- and its specification includes

—

Precision Engine, single cylinder 85 m jm

bore x 88 in [in stroke with mechanically

operated side by side valves and variable

pulley ; specially designed Druid patent

girder spring forks ; Bosch high-tension

magneto chain driven ; Brown & Barlow

carburetter with hxndle-bar control

;

Dunlop rubber belt ; Dunlop heavy
'

rubber studded tyres ; Brooks B 170

. saddle; and an exceptionally full

equipment.

And we ask you to note its price

—

£38 complete

—

and compare with "the rest."

Full details from —

Victoria Motor & Cycle Co. Ltd.,

VICTOBIA WOBKS, DENNISTOUN, GLASGOW.

Write us to-day, or see us at

—

Olympia, Stand 129.

A^.>^.>.j..>.j..j..t..j.^..j..j..j..*..j..:..j..j..j..j..j..;..j..j..>.t.»:«y

BOWDEN
Control Levers

V

?
f

*

Call and See the New Designs at

Stand No. 208.

The Complete Exhibit comprises

The Bowden Control System

(Including a New Cyclecar Control),

The Bowden Accessories,

The Bowden Valve Grinder,

AND THE

Bowden Two-speed

Gear

V

designed to fit

existing machines.

BOWDEN WIRE Ltd.,

Pratt Street,

Camden Town,

LONDON.—

In answering these advertisements it is

*;..>;..:..:;.:.:.:..;..:.:.:«::::::::::

desirable to mention '' The Motor -Cvr.le." I>3 I
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See them on MESSRS. HOBDAY'S SXAND No. 155.
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November 2ist, 1912. THE MOTOR CYCLE. ADVERT) ISEMEN IS. (j_>

I

2X/N1CE-
(OMPANION
in your sidecar
will add to your
pleasure <BUT
you. must have
a nice sidecar?

COME & SEE
^cBRAMBLE
8 ftJOflTGjOMERY

(Bring your (smpanion will? you)

AFTER DECIDING,
PLACE THE ORDER FOR YOUR

1913
MOTOR CYCLE, CYCLECAR, op SIDECAR
WITH ONE OF ROBERTSON'S MANY REPRESENTATIVES

AT THE SHOW
EXCHANGES. EASY PAYMENTS.

TELEPHONE: MAYFAIR, 5767.

I
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." C27

.



Advertisements. THE ": T IK CYCLE November zisi, 1912.

Olympia-
Stand 79.
C2« In anAcsriug thh advertisement ii U desirable to mention "The Motor P.acli."
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ZENITH
fou should read this description
if the new ZENITH kick starter.
" By far the most ingenious and interesting innovation on next
;ar's Zenith is the free engine and kick-starter, which will be
tted to order only. In the back hub there is an Albion plate

utch controlled by a quick pitch thread, and worked by a
;:dal and Bowden wire from the offside footrest. This
,:dal is fitted with a toe release, so that the clutch may be
Id permanently out of engagement or instantly engaged.

'he brake is in this case worked from the near side
lotrest. The kick-starter pedal is attached to a
s indie running through an eccentric bearing on a
trrier slotted at the end to take the rear wheel
sindle and sliding in a bearing at its forward
ed, so that the whole control mechanism can
sde with the wheel. As regards the kick- // ^«
sirting device, the free-wheel, which is // £fr
cinected by chain to a sprocket on
rir wheel spindle, is attached to the
k k starter spindle so that it may be
e;ily dismounted if required. The
eentric bush is, of course, for

falitating the adjustment of the
cl in. The whole design is well
cried out and reflects great
cidit on the company's
wis manager, Mr. F
W Barnes, who has

hi it under test on
hi own machine for

scie time."
— he Motor Cycle,

Oober 24th.

This, and all

the special features

of the ZENITH, in-

cluding the world-re-

nowned GRADU.\ GE\R,

will be available there

for minute inspection. You

cannot fail to be interested in the

machine which has gained FIR3T3

every important Trial during

the past season. Remember this is

THE MACHINE THAT
HAS MADE VARIABLE

GEARING POPULAR.

LATEST
SUCCESSES
Brooklands
B.MC.R.C.
Meeting.

RECORD TIME TRIALS.

Cl ss E with Sidecar.—Kilo, FIHST. Mile, FIRST,
59 02 m.p.h.

Sidecar Olympic Ronr R ^.-FJiST, 51 milas 897
yards.

Three Laps 1,000 c.c. Race—Fastest Lap Islanding

start). 74- \i m.p.li.

WaiYafiKiiilGE,

ZENITH MOTORS LtMIiED, ^SK'
SPARES STOCKED IN LONDON BY

ROBERTSONS, 157, G^eat Por'laxid Street, W.

In answering- this -advertisement it isdcsirahle to mention " flee Motor Cycle. C39
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AUTO CYCLE UNION
SPECIAL INSURANCE POLIClj

including

TOURING MEMBERSHIP.

The 'Union" Unlimited Policy grant;
COMPLETE INDEMNITY

at

Reasonable Premiums,
and is issued exclusively by the

LIVERPOOL VICTORIA INSURANCE CORPORATION, LTl
\

Head Office: 45-49, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

City Office : 12-13, Poultry, E.C. WEST END OFFICE : 199, Piccadilly, 'I

SPECIAL FEATURES:
i. Claims arising whilst the Insured is taking part in any Event run under A.C.U. Rules, such as Reliability Trials, H«
Climbs, Consumption Tests, and Speed Judging are covered, but actual racing is excluded. 2. Arbitration by Members of t J
A.C.U. Committee in case of dispute. 3. No Cancellation Clause. 4 A replacement value will be agreed, if require!

Fall particulars on application to the A.C.U., 89, Pall Mall, S.W., or to the Head Office or any Branch Qffi

of the Corporation throughout the Country.

J

THE

WHITTLE 1 BEL!1

Can be seen at OLYMPIA
on the following Stands:

BROWN BROS.

HOBDAY EROS.

MOTOSACOCHE LTD.

East London Rubber Co.

ROLLO CAR CO.

C. LOHMANN.
TIMSON BROS.

and many others.

Over 3,000 UllSOlicitCJ
Testimonials received.

NO Fastener Required.

GREAT STRENGTH,
FLEXIBILITY,

and
DURABILITY.

Can be shortened it

ONE MINUTE.^3el ^te---^^ji.

THOS. WHITTLE & SONS, Ltd., Warrington.

C|0 In ansvering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Olympia.

THE
third Olympia Show organised by the Motor

Cycle Manufacturers' Union, which was opened
on Monday last, will be looked back on in years

to come as a thoroughly representative exhibi-

tion. Practically every stand bristles with the

latest in motor bicycle, sidecar, and cyclecar constxuc-

ion, and a prospective purchaser who leaves the Show
.vithout having arrived at some idea as to what his

notor mount for 191 3 is to be will be either difficult to

ileaseor so bewildered with variety that he will reserve

iis order until he can consult an expert friend.

We found when inspecting the motor cycle exhibits

hat, broadly speaking, the bicycle frames are little

hanged—to the casual observer they are not altered

t all from last year—but there are, nevertheless, to

le practised eye evidences of detail refinement and a

eneral strengthening up, particularly where sidecars

re to be permanently attached, i.e., used almost con-

antly with the bicycle.

Gears are by no means settled ; for serious side-

lt riding in general and touring the all-chain drive is

idoubtedly correct, and preferably with a multi-cylin-

>r engine of about 5 h.p. Solo tourists have a

mice of all belt and three-speed hub, all chain and
lunter-shaft two or three -speed gear, combined chain,

gear and belt and infinitely variable gear between

o points.

Engines are receiving more and more that close at-

trition which only comes as design is settling down.

akers are looking more carefully into the lubrication

lestion. The life of any petrol motor depending so

nch on correct and even oiling of all the parts, it is

genual that this point should have the most careful

tits, and signs are not lacking that this is forthcoming

ta very large extent.

Mudguarding of engine, rider, and transmission is

Ijstly improved; far-seeing firms are standardising belt

cards, and entirely enclosed chain drives are becom-

2; quite common. The stowing and carrying of tool

c;es is one of the items which many makers have im-

p>ved, and numbers of these fitments are now fitted

^h metal frames, so enabling the leather portion

bier to retain its shape. Although the motor bicycle

iimost cases is as well designed as it is possible for

ito be under existing conditions, we cannot refrain

hm mentioning that in comparison with many portions

0: a motor car there is still room for simplificaticfn

and reduction in number of parts. The average man
is apt to make comparisons between the two, and think

a motor bicycle complicated when he sees so many
working parts exposed. Simplicity combined with

efficiency is the keynote to strike, and there is always

room to make details more simple.

Brakes are wonderfully efficient in these days, but

none should be so fitted that they increase trouble in

removing a wheel. Most brakes in the Show are greatly

improved. In an exhibition it is, of course, excusable

to polish everything on a motor cycle or car till it

both attracts and dazzles, but we think it would be a

good idea if every firm were to show one example of

the same highly plated and enamelled machine,

finished in grey paint only, just as a reminder that it

is not necessary always to keep that glittering plate

like a mirror. A few firms do adopt this course, but if

more were to follow suit we do not think it would be a

bad business move.

Novel sidecar frames and bodies are quite a

predominant feature ; the former are in most cases

lower than before, and security of attachment has been

more carefully studied. The bodies on many side-

cars are most luxuriantly fitted, and with easy spring-

ing suited to the passenger's wreight are more comfort-

able than many cars. Hooded, screened, and sprung

as they are, their popularity will increase, because

there is nothing to equal a sidecar as a passenger motor

vehicle in first cost, maintenance, speed, and efficiency.

The greatest interest is displayed in the miniature

motor cars, and the cyclecars of both three and four-

wheeled types. Orders will, we know, flow in for

these handy little runabouts, which should in many
cases cost little more to maintain than a sidecar.

While there are tried and tested designs on view, many
of them have hardly smelt the road, let alone been

tested as they should be for a few thousands of miles

before being offered to the public. Like the motor

bicycle, the fittest will survive, but we think some are

bom to disappointment. There are examples of great

excellence which reflect the utmost credit on their pro-

ducers, and w.e wish them all the best of good fortune

and success during the coming year. The perform-

ances of the untried ones will decide to a very great

extent whether the public will obtain the same amuse-

ment and good health from their use as they have done

from motor bicycles and sidecars, and the few tried

cyclecars there are on' the road.
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COMMENTS
Lightweight Maintenance.

The Scottish correspondent whose experiences I

described on November 14th has now forwarded some
additional details. He omitted to charge up his spare

belt, and now explains that two belts were concerned
in the surprising mileage of 5,800, but that the spare

was purchased in July, foil, and had run 1,500 miles

before the season started. In other words, with two
belts he claims to have covered 7,300 miles, and
asserts that both are in excellent condition.. He
answers my astonishment at the behaviour of his engine

chain by explaining that it is periodically ' removed
and soaked in grease, saying that friends of his, using

similar machines, wear out both chains and sprockets

in much shorter distances, because they merely oil

the surfaces of the rollers with the chain in situ,.

Under any circumstances such a transmission experi-

ence must be regarded as extremely satisfactory.

Engine Silence in 1913.
It will be interesting to see whether threatened legis-

lation and consequent modifications in design procure

a real advance in engine silence next year. So far as

I can see, the similar pressure in the car world has

effected very little improvement. In many provincial

towns, where the police are neither expert jurists

nor motorphobes, a keen observer would find no
evidence" for supposing that circumstances had
changed

;
possibly the road-hog type of driver is a

little more considerate in the use of his cut-out, and
that is all. Personally I hope that the corresponding

movements in the motor cycle world will extend no
further. I regard a really quiet motor bicycle as a
public danger. An inaudible car is dangerous, but

it is less dangerous than an inaudible motor cycle,

because it is larger, and the eye helps the ear in

assisting to keep reckless pedestrians out of danger.

There would be no genuine cause for complaint if the

new pressure prevented road-hog motor cyclists from
driving on the open exhaust in populous places. Some
of the modern ultra-efficient engines, with perfect

tuning, peculiar valve timing, and open exhausts,

create a perfectly abominable and unpardonable noise

;

and numerous bounders have often driven such

machines through towns and villages, not only on

ordinary occasions, but late at night, early in the

morning, and on Sundays. This ought to be stopped,

and will be,stopped. But it is ridiculous to fuss about

the noise created by a standard roadster machine of

1Q12 design with the cut-out shut. It is only the

novelty of its noise which sets people talking, for

there are m&ny long-established noises which repre-

sent a far more genuine nuisance.

The swift passage of a heavy tram, the shouting

drovers and barking dogs in charge of cattle, the

whistles of locomotives, railway shunting, the rumble
of a heavy traction engine or caravan, the squeaking

BlG
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ot a cumbrous waggon, barrel organs, street play*
,

brass bands, etc., etc., are all far more tiresoi

Behind most of these noises there is some pul ci

necessity ; and the motor cyclist can fairly claim
p

right to create a reasonable noise in the interests F

personal and public, safety, not to speak of mec l<

nical factors. If the dummy silencer and open cl
out are killed by the new designs and regulations, h
more need be expected or hoped for. If there is pa

exception, it is that a special degree of silence sho J
-

be enforced in all motor cycle trials. A stream f.

motor cycles stand in a different, category from
j

passage of a solitary machine. The row created jii

Scotland and in the West of England by the hold;;

of the two big Six Days' Trials was wholly unjuslj-

able; nor was it confined to the fringe of scallywB

who attend such functions and delight in disgust
J.

all sensible men.

The Price of Motor Bicycles.

The sharp lesson administered to the British an

mobile industry appears to be ignored by the mo>H

cycle industry. A huge invasion of cheap foreign ceIJ

designed on simple lines, produced in vast quantitiii

and manufactured by very keen organisation, Ifi

hampered the second-hand car market, and has v I
considerably fluttered the manufacturing dovecot) 1

A similar attack upon our motor cycle industry is I
a matter of time, and may or may not incorporate si t]

a depreciation in quality as is characteristic of i

Miss Florrie Richards, a%e sixteen years, said to be the Drst lady motol

cyclist in Nottingham. Miss Richards has been a motor cyclist for two yeirs
|

Her present mount is a 2J h.p. Eiswick; on this she has ridden as moon a

200 miles a day. She is particularly clever in traffic, and often drives be

father out in a Sun-Precision and sidecar.
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Dccas'onal Comments.—
,-ar invasion. At the moment there are no signs of our

motor cycle industry being forewarned, or forearmed.

Efforts to cheapen the motor cycle are confined to

1 few small firms, turning out machines in

small quantities, the economy being apparent rather

ban real, and being effected solely by avoiding middle-

nen's commissions, racing expenses, advertising

barges, and all that would rank as " establishment

barges " in the case of big firms, an item that often

bs'orbs 25% of the list price of a commodity. There

,re no immediate signs of a motor cycle invasion, but

>ur markets are expanding by leaps and bounds, and

nine such onslaught is only a matter of time. I

ppeal to our big and successful firms to consider

tether they cannot form plans for protecting fhem-

elves by substantial reductions in their prices for

cm 4. Such a reduction would have very far-reaching

Sects. It would popularise the hobby, and, as we
ime near the ideal of possessing a motor cyclist in

rery household earning more'than ,£3 per week, our

>sition would be much improved. It would build up
ie national prosperity, and improve the national

?alth, now suffering from the pleasures of artisans

jing largely confined to watching Football matches

lid attending picture palaces. Manufacturers are

stified in charging ,£50 for a good machine so long

as they can get it; but prices are rising steadily; and
few years may elapse before huge batches of American
or French or German machines are dumped upon us
at .£4° or ^30 apiece.
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A 6 h.p. Matchless ana sidecar, used by Mr. J. Van Zwielen in the city of

Pretoria and suburbs, tor advertising purposes. We are told that the machine
was run for Ion* periods at almost walking pace.

Some Experiences with a Lukin Carburetter.
k S the Douglas which we are now- riding is used

A a great deal in London traffic, and often has
' to be driven through London parks where a

sleed hi the neighbourhood of twelve miles an hour

Is to be maintained, a carburetter which would give

jb greatest amount of flexibility had to be found.
'. e first time the Lukin was put on it achieved the

iired result. Easy starting and slow running were

ained with the minimum amount of trouble. There
i no need to search for the mixture when it was

t ired to run slowly in tricky places. It was always

f;re, so to speak, no matter to what degree the

fi Dttle was opened. The difficulty of adapting the

l<in carburetter was overcome by fitting an extra

jit pipe as shown in the illustration, which allows the

Iburetter to be stowed away neatly behind the mag-

HMMSBSBHMBI _

The warming pipe from the exhaust fitted to the Lukin carburetter.

neto. It could not be fitted in the, usual way, as owing
to the position of the mixture orifice it would have
had to have been placed with the float chamber out-

wards, and would have projected too^ far. The method
of fixing, though neat, is by no means ideal, as the

rear cylinder, owdng to the acute corner the gas has

to- turn to reach it, receives its mixture under more or

less of a disadvantage. We mention this fact pur-

posely, as notwithstanding this difficulty the carburetter

works extremely well, gives ample power and wonder-
ful controllability. Thanks to the latter excellent

attribute it renders traffic driving a real pleasure. In

fact, we have never traversed congested streets -on a

motor bicycle with greater comfort than on the Douglas
working with the Lukin. The new carburetter was
fitted in October, when the mornings were "cool and
foggy, and the first great fault soon manifested itself.

This was freezing, which would cause a complete

stoppage in the early part of the day, and would dis-

appear as the temperature became wanner. How this

was overcome may be seen by the 'accompanying illus-

tration. A hot air sleeve was bolted round the vapor-

ising chamber and connected to the exhaust pipe of

the front cylinder by a pipe lagged with asbestos

string. Since the fitting of this warming device the

carburetter has worked perfectly. It gives plenty of

power, and is not extravagant. In a word, it has

greatly altered the machine for the better. It would
undoubtedly give better results still if it could be

bolted direct to the induction pipe, doing away with

the extra pipe showni. The whole of the fitting was

carried out by Messrs. Lukin, Ltd., the Ride, New-
comen Street, S.E. Incidentally, the photograph

shows a method of carrying a spare piece of belting

in an unused corner, and a home-made mud-shield

which is mosr effective.

nir
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Calthorpe cast aluminium footboard.

Rover compensating link for rear
belt rim and sidecar band brakes.

The lever is mounted in the usual
position.

Chain-driven Machines at the
Show.

A striking example of the 86 x 96 mm. tiree- peed James.

A single aluminium casting which
constitutes the Clyoo silencer.

3 h.p. twin-cylinder two-speed Lea-Francis—a new mount for 1913.

B.S.A. combined front stand and mudguard stay.

jBlS

Valve side of next year's 2J h.p, two-speed Sunbeam with oil bath chain cases.
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Tourist Trophy Types.

A T.T. Triumph stripped for racing
L.M.C. new ball bead clip, also showing clips for

Bowden wires.

i913 mode! T.T. Racing Rudste.

A useful accessory in the form of an oil squirt

is fitted to Bradbury machines 2nd is carried,

as shown, on the saddle tube.

BI9
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RECORDS AT BROOKLANDS.

G.W.K. Regains Hour Record. A Douglas averages 44 m.p.h. for Six Hours.
UESDAY last week proved a successful day for

record aspirants. The weather was fair with

a gusty wind, but the track was wet. At 10.13

a.m. J. T. YVood and S. L. Bailey were started by
Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite. The former was driving a

G.W.K. with twin-cylinder Coventry-Simplex engine

of 86 x 92 mm. = 1,070 c.c, the weight of which
all on, including body, was 721 lbs. Wood's task

was a difficult one, as he had several miles to add to

his previous best hour record, for H. F. S. Morgan
had wrested the title of hour record holder by adding
seven miles to the G.W.K. record of September 25th.

However, the G.W.K. buzzed round the track regu-

larly at a speed not far short of a mile a minute, and
Wood was successful in his object, incidentally cap-

turing the fifty miles record on the way. The times

and distances were :

1 hour ... ... 56 mis. 76yrls

50 miles 53m. 8is.

Previous Best.

H. F. 9. Morgan (Morgan cyclecar), 9/11/12.

1 hour ... 55 mis. 329 yds.
|
50 miles ... 54m. 39|s.

>

= 56.04 m.p.h.
= 56.45 m.p.h.

S. L. Bailey, riding a Douglas as usual,

much longer ride, his object being to annex C
(350 c.c) records up to six hours. The Douglas
fine fettle, though, of course, it was never foTcec

utmost in view of such a long gruelling trial,

record was characterised by the regular running

little twin, as a consideration of the speeds
Every new record actually averaged between 4;

44f m.p.h. Bailey already held the three

record, and commenced raking in new records

the expiration of four hours, when he irriprov

10 miles the distance covered by N. D. Slattei

247 c.c. single-cylinder Alcyon over a year ago. I

of the new records are appended

:

4 hours ... ... 173 mis. 786yds.
5 hours 223 mis. 864 yds.
6 hours 264 mis. 216 vds.

200 miles 4h. 30m. 22§s.

250 miles 5h. 43m. 28|s.

Previous Best.

N. D. Slatter (single-cylinder Alcyon, 62x82). 31:

4 hrs. ... 163 mis. 1622 yds. I 6 hrs. ... 223 mis. 14
5 hrs. ... 196 mis. 1011 vds. 200 mis. ... 5h. 5m. 1

= 43.46 m.p
= 44.69 m.p
= 44.02 m.p
= 44.38 m.p
= 43.67 m.p

»0«5»—<-

A.C.U. Silencer Tests. The Regulations.
THE Auto Cycle Union invites manufacturers of

motor cycles and others to submit silencers for

the purpose of testing their efficiency in a trial

which will be held near London during January next.

The committee consists of A.C.U. members and repre-

sentatives of the Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union.
The judges are Col. H. C. L. Holden, R.A., Mr..

J. W. G. Brooker, Dr. A. M. Lowe, D.Sc, Mr. Archi-

bald A. Sharp, B.Sc, and Dr. Wm. Watson, B.Sc.

The method of carrying out these tests has been
decided upon by a committee appointed by the

A.C.U., and for the purpose preliminary tests were
held earlier in the year to determine the " standard

"

of silence, which was obtained by constructing a

special telescopic silencer, details of which have
already appeared in these pages.

All silencing devices entered for the competition

will be tested against this " standard " silencer, which,

it should be noted, is of so simple a form that manu-
facturers may easily construct duplicates in order to

ascertain the degree of quietness, irrespective of

efficie' . y, which the committee consider desirable.

It sb aid also be understood that the committee put
this .lesign forward merely as an exhaust arrangement
that is effective as a silencer, and do not suggest

tha' it is necessary or desirable that motor cycle

silencers should be of such large dimensions.

Silencers submitted for the test will be divided into

two classes

:

A. Silencers that are suitable for attachment to

any- make of motor cycle.

B. Silencers which are an essential part of the

whole design of a particular make of machine.
Silencers in Class A will be tested both on the bench

and on Brooklands Track, such combined tests render-
ing them eligible for a First Class Certificate.

In Class B silencers will be tested at' Brooklands,
and will be eligible for Certificates of Merit only.

Conditions for the BrooKlands Trial.

In order to judge the noisiness of the various
\

cycles, they will be ridden by an official of the A
at definite speeds., throttle openings, etc., both

and without their silencers and exhaust pipes.

Tests will also be made to determine the 11

efficiency on the level and uphill, and for these]

tests the entrant must supply the driver.

Silencers entered in Class A will be tested fit

a standard 3^2 ri-.p. Rudge motor bicycle (plao

the disposal of the A.C.U. by Rudge-Whihi
Ltd.), and such silencers must be submitted con

with exhaust pipe and all other necessary attache!

Conditions for the Bench Tests.

The bench tests entered in Class A will he h
'

the works of Auto-Carriers, Ltd., Thames C
where a $% h.p. single-cylinder water-cooled

\
field engine (lent by Blumfield, Ltd.) will be insJ

and coupled to a fan dynamometer, lent for

tests by White and Poppe^ Ltd.
Data will be obtained with the engine runni

1,000 and 2,000 r.p.m. respectivelyvwith the 5ti

silencer, and compared with similar date I

obtained with each competing silencer fitted,

will- be taken that the engine is run under the

conditions throughout the tests. The noise mai

the various silencers will be measured bj

Holden's audiometric apparatus, and the pressi

a point between the engine and the silencer will

be recorded.

In judging the results the following points W
taken into consideration : (a) Degree of ^ioisine.4

compared with the '
' standard

'

' ; (b) weigl

silencer complete, including emission pipe if f :

(c) volume
; (d) general practicability.

Entries close on December 31st, 1912.
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Westmorland M.C.C.

The animal dinner and presentation of prizes took place

111 the 7th inst.

Stockport and District M.C.C,

Tho annual dinner of the above club will be held on
December 5th, at headquarters, White Lion Hotel, Stockport.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.

A supper and smoking concert took place on the 21st

11st., and there will be a fault competition on December 5th.

Foleshill and North Warwickshire M.C.

The first annual dinner was held on the 19th inst. at the
ieneral Wolfe Hotel, followed by the presentation of the
nizes won during the year. Mr. S. Bettmann, J.P., the
resident, promised to present the club with a silver cup.

Cork and District M.C.C.

The annual dinner took place on the 26th ult The prizes

ompeted for during the season -were distributed. The
inner was followed by an excellent musical programme to

hich the club orchestra, under the title of the "Non-skid"
and. contributed several pleasing items.

Penang (Straits Settlements) M.C.C.

As there are now a large number of motor bicycles in

I'enang, it lias been decided to form a club. Will any
lotor cyclists willing to join kindly sent their names to

le lion, secretary, •pro tem., Mr. L. W. Learmount, c/o

ntersoii, Simons and Co., Ltd., Penang?

Motor Cycling Club.

On the. 19th inst. the Motor Cycling Club held a most
oeessful smoking concert at the Crown Room, Holborn
jstaurant. The programme was an exceptionally good one.

:. Charles Jarrott (the president) was in the chair. Visitors

>in several metropolitan and provincial clubs attended.

Bristol B. and M.C.

The thirty-seventh annual general meeting of the above
lb was held at the headquarters, Full Moon Hotel, on
ednesday, the 13th inst. The meeting was well
tended, the chief result being that the motor section was

v t oil a much firmer footing. The following were elected
icers for the coming year: President, Mr. E. J. Prosser;
ptain, Mr. P. Bevan ; hon. sec, Mr. A. S. Richards, 34,

'lvoir Road, Bishopston, Bristol.

.
i
The annual dinner (at which prizes will be presented) will

held at headquarters on December 7th, at 7 p.m.

Colchester and District M.C.C. "

A club has been formed with the above title. Mr. E.
Herdman is captain and Mr. C. L. Gray hon. sec. Head-
quarters, Red Lion Hotel.

Cumberland County M.C.C.
The annual general meeting was held on the 9th inst.

The club has had a most successful year; and the member-
ship now totals 130. The following officers were elected

:

Captain, Mr. E. A. Iredale; joint hon. sees., Messrs. W.
B. Little and Hilton Robinson; treasurer, Mr. T. B. West-

' morland. A dinner and concert followed the meeting.

Herts County A. and Ae.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The last of the series of four open reliability trials for

motor cycles and passenger machines will take place on
Decern oer 14th. The route will be : St. Albans, Harpenden,
Luton, Barton, Sundon, Dunstable, Ivinghoe, Aston Clinton,
Aston Hill, Wendover, Prince's Risboro', Missenden, Ches-
ham, Hoxmoor, Hemel Hempstead, Water End, Gaddesden,
Markyate, Dunstable, Caddington, Harpenden, St. Albans.
The trial will consist of non-stop runs over certain sections
of the route and two timed hill-climbs, a fast and a slow.
The competitor in each class making the best time either

:
fast or slow will set the standard tor the hill and gain full

marks, the rest will lose one mark for every two seconds
variation. Five marks will be deducted for failure on an
observed hill. Particulars may be obtained from Mr. G. S.

N. Carter, Aplins Close, Harpenden, Herts, to whom entries

must be sent »n or before December 2nd.

Aberavon, Port Talbot and District M.C.C
On the 16th inst. a novel speed-judging competition was

held. The competitors were required to travel twice over a

circuitous route of slightly more than twenty miles, and
the winners were to be those riders showing the least

variation of time for the two trips. Speedometers and
watches were not permitted. The weather was fine and the
roads in dry condition. The results were as follow :

Sidecab Class.

Time of Time of Varia-
Rider and machine. 1st journey. 2nd journey, tion.

*E. W. Roderick (6 Zenith)... lh. im. lh. lm. nil

H. J. Brokensha (6 Enfield)... lh 0m. lh. lm. lm.
A. Salway (3£ Premier) ... lh. 24m. lh. 25m. lm.

* Club gold medal.

Solo Class.

J. Davies (3£ Zenith) ... lh. 15m. lh. 18m. 3m.

Bristol M.C.C. members at Keynsham on the occasion oi the last competition of the year.

B2I
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7/M£ TO L/G//r LAMPS.
Nov. 28th

„ 30 th
Dec. 2nd

„ 4th

4.55 p.m.
4.53 p.m.
4.52 p.m.
4.51 p.m.

Next Thursday.

Next week's issue of this journal will

contain critical and commentary articles

on the different types of motor cycles

exhibited at- Olympia, written by well-

known experts.

Record Breaking in Novembsr.

Record breaking has started again in

earnest. There are quite a number of

aspirants to record fame at Brooklands,

new figures at Show time being especially

sought after.

A. Two-stroke Engined Cyclecar.

We hear of a cyclecar being built in the

Midlands which is to have a two-stroke

twin-cylinder engine. We have awaited
with expectancy and, not a little interest

the advent of such a type of runabout.

Meeting of the F.I.M.C. at Olympia.

The Marquis de Mouzilly de St. Mars
regrets he was unable to take the chair at

the meeting of the delegates of foreign

and colonial motor cycle clubs. He has
always taken the greatest interest in

international competitions, and it is only
owing to his being in bad health and
having been ordered abroad by his doctor
that he was unable to attend.

Stolen Machines.

A 1912 free-engine Triumph was stolen

from outside the Royal Hotel, Sutton
Coldfield, on the 14th inst. The machine
number is 193,377, registration number
E 1503. The oil tank is dented through
a collision with a motor car. The back
tyre is a Michelin and the front Clincher.

Home-made Petrol and Excise Duty.

In the House of Commons on the 19th
inst., Mr. Bigland asked the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, if the Government
would undertake to allow the sale of

home-manufactured petrol or petrol sub-
stitutes free of excise duty, with a view
to securing an adequate supply immune
from the liability to capture by an enemy.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said

:

" The answer is in the negative."

Championship Races at Ontario.

The Ontario championship motor cycle

races were decided at Toronto before 5,000
spectators on the Toronto dirt track. In
ths five mile race for private owners rid-

ing belt-driven machines, Percy Barnes
(3| h.p. Triumph) was an easy winner in

6m. 25^s. Tn the sidecar race first,

second, and third places were taken by

Fred Hall, A. McHaffrey, and Fred Green-

wood, who all rode Triumphs. The
winner's time was 8m. 23-5S.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

New Scheme or Classification for
Competitions.—It was agreed that the

adoption of the new scheme of classifica-

tion should be a condition attached to all

permits issued next year, with the excep-

tion of six meetings. The six meetings
are to be balloted for by the secretaries

of the various clubs. It was also agreed

that a sub-committee consisting of Messrs.

S. W. Carty, E. M. P. Boileau, W. G.

McMinnies, J. F. McNab, J. G.

Brooker, and Archibald Sharp should

meet and draft the new scheme of

classification.

Permits.—A permit has been granted

to the Herts County A.C. to hold the

fourth of a series of one day reliability

trials on Saturday, December 14th, sub-

ject to the timekeepers being approved
by the A.C.TJ.

Records.—Various claims have been
passed and accepted, except one claim by
Harry Martin for a half-mile record,

which the A.C.U. Competitions Sub-
committee decided was not a recognised

distance.

English-Dutch Trial.—This" competi-

tion will take place on August 4th, Bank
Holiday, as last year. Further details

will be published in due course.

An Unofficial Trial.—The A.C.U.
has decided to take action with regard
to F. Begley's unofficial ride •from

London to Edinburgh ; both the makers
of the machine and the rider have been
communicated with.

British Motor Cycle Racing Club.—
The following dates have been fixed for

B.M.C R.C. meetings at Brooklands :

March 9th, April 26th, May 17th, June
14th, August 9th, September 13th, and
October 11th.

Membership. — Two hundred and
forty-two members represented the in-

crease in membership of the A.C.U. dur-

ing the last month.

Affiliation.—The Bournemouth and
District M.C.C. and the Bristol Sports
Club (motor cycle members) have become
affiliated to the A.C.U.

Cyclecar Definition.—It has defi-

nitely been passed as a rule which has
received the approval of the R.A.C.
Competitions Committee that a cyclecar
complete with body shall not exceed
7 cwts. [This • announcement is inter-

esting, as we recently pointed out that
a cyclecar could have a body of any
weight, according to the old rule, pro-

vided the chassis weight was less than
6 cwts.

—

Ed.]

SPECIAL FEATURES:

OLYMPIA SHOW REPORT
Profusely Illustrated.

A TOUR IN SWITZERLAND.

REGULATIONS FOR SILENCER TE

Annual Dinner.—The annual < 1
of the Auto Cycle Union will bf

about the second week in Jai

Further particulars will be publish 1

due course. This year ladies wiM
be invited.

Canadian Motor Cyclists, -fi
Canadian Motor Cyclists' Associ>B
which has entered into an agreiH
with the Federation of American IM
Cyclists, has also entered into an iMk
ment with the Auto Cycle Union he

idea being to maintain as far as po.fjt
the same competition rules, to recooj
records in either country, and to e: nd

touring facilities to A.C.U. membe in

Canada, and to Canadian menbl
travelling in England.

The F.I.C.M.—To-day, the 28th t

the delegates of the English, Irish, il

tish, and the principal foreign H
colonial governing bodies of the il
cycle sport and pastime are being e 0i
tained to luncheon at the Royal -

J o-

mobile Club. A meeting is to take ] I
at Olympia with the object of re-foun ig

the Federation Internationale des C a
Motocyclistes, it

which Mr. J. If

Orde, secretar if

the R.A.C, in e

absence of

M e r v y n O'l

man, will presw
The delegates ft

be entertained >

tea at Olyn 1

after the meet .

The Nil
Badge. — Menl 1

was made in th!

pages last w
||

of the new A.C
badge which al

last Monday \

available for p

chase at 3s. ea

Those who poss

the old patti

badge may obi.

new ones by

turning their present badges to the sec

tarf- and enclosing six stamps.

The L.G.B. Cut-out Regulations.!

The draft of the above regulations w
duly considered by the Silencer Comra

tee, and it was agreed to recommend
the General Committee that no objecti

be offered.

New A.C.U. badge tilting

for top of lamp or front

mudguard extension.
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ALLDAYS, No. 106.
5j h.p. Model: 85x88 nini. ; m.o.i.w :

Amac ; Y belt ; two-speed hub and
free engine.

Alldays and Onions. Ltd., Birming-

ham.—Most models on view are of the Sj

h.p. size, but the new twin' is the attrac-

tion. In 1903 models a new steering head is

adopted, also a new design of spring forks

and front stand. Care has been taken in

Bl'udguarding both, front, and back wheels,

side flaps being "fitted ' to the guards
in both cases. . A new guard over the belt

rim should' be ntitedj while on the type
tit-ted with two-speed Roc gear a neat
aluminium cover over the band brake and
clutch is provided. The luggage carrier

tool-cases are metal housed. On the two-

Alldays handle-starting mechanism.

speed model the chief points in the power
'ant are waterproof magnetOj placed
ehind the crank case and driven by
hain, and spring plunger drip feed pump,
'eat aluminium footboards are well supp-

orted at both ends, and on the right -

and side heel and toe pedals are pro-

ved for the brake and the low-speed
ontrol. On the left side is the high gear
edal held in place when required by a

dal trigger. A hand-starting device
ables the engine to be started with the

sick wheel raised. A new sidecar frame
being adopted. The 8 h.p. twin

engine has already been described. This
is fitted to the Alldays sidecar machine,
and also to the Alldays Midget, a cycle-

car which is described elsewhere in this
i issue. The bore and stroke of the 8
h.p. twin-cylinder engine are 85 x 88 mm.

BIGGER, inore oomplete and better

arranged than hitnerto, the third annual
Oiympia Show of Motor Cycles and Ac-
cessories cannot tail to prove an im-

mense attraction. The doors are open at 10 a.m.
each day, and remain open until 10-30 p.m.
Admission 1 /-. We deal elsewhere with the

tendencies of design for 1913, but the outstanding
feature of the Show is the large proportion of pas-

senger motor cycles exhibited. This is not only
due to the new rule admitting light four-wheelers
which come within the definition of cyclecars,

for sidecavs also have undoubtedly increased
in numbers. Even the casual observer must be
moved to pay a tribute to the exquisite finish of

most of the machines which include the best

that British workmanship can produce.
The gallery is packed with ingenious acces-

sories made for greater convenience and to reduce
time and trouble. No motor cyclist or prospec-
tive rider of a motor cycle should fail to visit the
exhibition.

The descriptions of 1913 models in this issue

have been written by our own staff, who are
all motor cyclists of long experience, after a
stand to stand tour of the Show.

NOTE.
Our Last few issues have contained advance

reports of many new models; for detailed descrip-

tions and illustrations of such machines we
append the following reference table

:

Oct. 10. Cyclecars. Hurnberette.

Oct. 17. Cyclecars. Premier.

Oct. 24. Motor Cycles. Rudge, Huinber Zenith.

Ocl. 31. Motor Cycles. Rover. Calcott, Matchless,
Rex, Stella.

Cyclecars. Alldays Midget, Crescent.

Indian, Enfield,
Henderson.

Nov. 7. Motor Cycles. James,
Clyno, P.&M., A.J.S.,

Cyclecars. Swift.

Nov. 14. Motor Cycles. Williamson, Douglas, Swift,
Bradbury, Brough, N.S:U., Triumph,
Rex-Jap, Calthorpe, Hazlewood, Sunbeam,
Ivy, Corah.

Cyclecars. L.M., Gordon, A.C., Crescent,
Chater-Lea, Autotrix, Bedelia, G.N.,
G.W.K, Invicta, Autocrat, Leo, Day-
Leeds.

Nov. 21. Motor Cycles. Chater-Lea, Torpedo, Trump,
New Imperial, Star, S.I.A.M.T., Bat,
Pope, Excelsior, Auto-wheel, Moto-Reve,
Motosacoche, B.S.A., Monopole, Premier,
Stella, Lincoln Elk, L.M.C.

Cyclecars. Sherwin, Perry, Eric.

A.J.S., No. 29.

2% h.p. Mode:,: 74 x 81 mm.; side by

side m o.i.v. ; Amac carburetter ,

chain transmission ; two - speed

A..T.S. ; countershaft sliding.

A. J. Stevens and Co., Retreat Street,

Wolverhampton.—-This is one of the most
successful medium weight machines,

which was entered in competitions this

A.J.S. kick starter mechanism, showing how a
portion of chain ease can be removed to gain

access to kick starter, also front and back chains.

year. In this and other A.J.S. models

the latest type of waterproof U.H. mag-
neto is fitted. The -company has wisely

decided to * confine its - attention to two
models only. The chains are entirely

enclosed in dust, mud, and waterproof
casings.

It is interesting to note that the back
wheel, gear box, clutch, sprocket, chains,

and kick-starter can all be removed with-

out dismantling the chain cases. The
internal expanding brake on the rear

wheel is also well worthy of inspection.

The clutch has fiv© plates, two of

these being provided with cork insets,

which allow the drive to be taken up
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very sweetly. This model mny be had
with a three-speed gear at a slight extra
cost.

6 h.p. Model (twin) : 74 x 81 mm.

;

side by side m.o.i.v. ; Amac car-

buretter ; chain transmission

;

A.J.S. three-speed sliding.

The 6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar model is

one of the most successful passenger
machines of the year, and in the
main closely resembles the smaller model
we have just described. It is fitted

with stronger chains and is quite up to
the work for which it is intended. All
the tappets are held down by springs
which keep them pressed against the

JpOTffJ^IUS NOVEMBER 28th, 1912.

Plan view of 6 h.p. 1913 A.J.S.

cams, thus reducing noise. Two of these

machines are shown fitted with the new
A.J.S sidecar, the -panels of which: are

of sheet steel, following a practice adopted
in motor car building. The back is well

padded, and at the rear there is a locker

for a spare tyre cover. It will also be
noticed that the leg room is ample. An
advantage' is that the engine, motor cycle,

and sidecar are made in one factory.

Ariel T.T. roadster with spring seat pillar. The mudguarding is a good feature of this make.

ARIEL, No. 91.
3A.-h.p. Model: 86.4x85 mm.; side

by side valves; B. and B. auto-
matic carburetter ; belt ; Armstrong
V. or VI.

Components, Ltd. (Ariel Dept.),

Bournbrook, Birmingham.—The Ariel Co.
still retain the detachable tank and lower
rail as a standard feature ; the tank has
rounded corners, petrol sump, and filter.

Lubrication is by a semi-autpmatic drip
feed oiler. The frame may be obtained
with either dropped tube or straight top
rail, both are used in conjunction
with the Ariel spring seat-pilar. The
front wheel has wide side extensions for

its full length and specially made
splashers attached to the front wheel
stand. The rear guard is fitted with a
long wicle flap extending to the belt rim
and low enough to protect the belt from
.mud.

The spring forks are made somewhat
wider so as to accommodate the new
mudguard, and an improved water-tight
front hub is fitted. Tne front brake acts

on the rim in the usual way, but the
fork carrying the shoes lies outside the
guard's, and., takes its bearing in special

lugs brazed to, the frame.
Pannier bags are fitted below the level

of the carrier, and are enclosed in a sheet
steel housing. The Ariel engine remains
practically unaltered. It is notable' for

its simple and effective form of decom-
pressor and the extra width between the
valve chests. This model may be obtained
with the Ariel free engine and variable
gear, also with a fixed engine and a
T.T. model. The free engine model is

fitted with neat aluminium footboards.
All the three-speed models are fitted with
a kick-starter.

7 h.p. Model (two-cylinder) : 85 x 88
mm. ; side by side valves; B. and
B. carburetter; chain; two-speed
counter-shaft gear.

This is quite a new model for 1913,
and is made either for solo or side-

car work, sidecar lugs being incorporated
in the frame. The engine is a neat piece
of work; and drives to a counter-shaft
by two chains, and thence by chain to

the rear wheel. The gears
. are engaged,

by means of expanding clutches, which
lock one of two front chains to the
counter-shaft. A slipping clutch is fitted

on the engine shaft. The - frame has a

dropped top tube, and is built on the

same lines as tlw &> h.p. frame. Handle

starting is fitted to the engine, and very

long footboards. The rear brake is of the

internal V-ijpy actios; on a dumui) belt

rim. No decompressor is fitted to this

model. The company also construct a|

special sidecar, the chief feature of which'

is the low chassis positron.

ARNO, No. 43.

3i h.p. Model : 84 x 89 mm. ; side by

side m.o.i.v. ; B and B. carburet-

ter ; belt; SturmeyArcLer three-

The Arno Motor Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—One of the features is the attachment

of the engine to the frame.. The crank

chamber is furnished with two horizontal

plates resting on platforms brazed to the

down tubes of the frame. The attach-

ment is made by four bolts, upon remov-

ing which the whole power unit slides

out sidevvise. In the T T. model the

ordinary type of silencer gives place to

a long rearward tube. The frame is

Arno external exhaust lift and adjustable
tappet.

dropped considerably, and careful atten-

tion has been paid to making it extremely

rigid.

The magneto is .gear driven, p"d >s

placed behind the cylinder, being located

•on one of the crank chamber plat.es CO

which we have already referred.

The.2| h.p. 77 X 81 mm. and the

2i h.p. 65 x 70 mm. machines conform
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In the same specification, but are shown
in single-geared form only. Except in

the case of the smallest model, all of the

Arno machines can be fitted with pedal-

JjfmrclaQBLB

for easy access to the valves. The tank
has large filler raps, and the lubrication
by Best and Lloyd is semi-automatie.
Tlie fa'ont mudguard has wide side ex-
tensions alL the way round. The rear

Valve side ol the Z\ h.p. Arno.

ing gear, which is entirely removable by
iindoing a couple of bolts, detachment
being so arranged that no sign remains
of the pedalling gear when it has been
removed.

The A.S.L. air spring suspension applied to the
rear portion ot a sidecar.

A.S.L., No. 85.

3j h.p. Model : 84 x 85 mm. ; side by
side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

A.S.L., N.S.U., or Sturmey-Archer
gear ; belt.

Am Springs, Ltd., Stafford. — The
chief feature of these machines is, of

course, the air spring suspension. For
some time past these models have been
fitted with 26in. wheels.

A departure for the company is a

'machine with a rigid rear frame, the

saddle and front forks being supported
on air springs only. The tank has
rounded edges, and a portion cut away

guard is fitted with a protector for the
mud thrown from the belt rim, and a
tray to protect the working portion of

the rear air springs. Band brakes are
fitted to both wheels, that at the rear
being operated by a pedal and Bowden
cable. A new feature shown for the first

time this year is the A.S.L. two-speed
gear, which is carried in front of the
engine and driven from it by a chain
enclosed in an aluminium case. Inside
the gear box lies a multiple plate clutch,

the gears being always in mesh and
changed by sliding dogs. This operation
is carried out by a double pedal.

The clutch is operated by a Bowden
lever and cable on the left handle-bar.
From the gear box the transmission is

by a single belt of considerable length,

and as the driving pulley is geared down
considerably, a small rear belt rim is

fitted.

The engine may be started by a pedal-
ling gear which is attached to the bottom
bracket, and may be removed by undoing

13*1

one nut. All models are fitted with a
neat petrol filter.

6 h.p. Model : 70 x 80 mm. ; side by
side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

N.S.U. two-speed; belt.

The 6 h.p. twin-cylinder model is quite
new, and is fitted with a Fafnir engine.
A chain-drivea kick starter is fitted, and
in most respects this model resembles
the 3i h.p. The chief alteration lies in

the silencer, which fits longitudinally in

Seat-pillar suspended on an air spring.

(AjS.L. stand).

the frame and has a central air tube for

cooling purposes. From the silencer a
very large diameter pipe extends to the

rear, and is flattened at tile end. - A
guard is fitted over the rear exhaust pipe

to protect the riders leg.

A sidecar suspended entirely on air

springs was a late arrival. It should be
most comfortable.
The A.S.L. system of spring suspen-

sion is an excellent one, and as we wrote
last week it is surprising that more
motor cycle frames are not sprung.

A spring frame A.S.L., with two-speed counter-shaft gear in front of the engine.

C3
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AUTO-WHEEL, No. 126.
1 h.p. Model : 54 x 54 mm. ; a.o.i.v.

;

Wall carburetter ; chain ; single

gear.

The International Atjto-Wheel Co.,
Russell Garage. Russell Road, W.—This
attachment was very fully dealt with- on
page 1337 in our issue of November 21st,

so it needs no more than a passing refer-

ence. The stand contains many examples
of this ingenious device, which are shown
separately and also attached to pedal
cycles.

BAT, No. 91.
5-6 h.p. Model (twin-cylinder) : 76 x

85 mm. ; side by side valves ; Amac
carburetter; chain; Bat two-speed.

The Bat Motor Mfg. Co., Penge,
London, S.E.—The well-known Bat
rear springing is retained without altera-
tion, the chief change being in the rear

Bat 8 h.p. back wheel, showinj both brales.

brakes. These act on a single drum,
one internal expanding, the other exter-
nal contracting. The rods are connected
to the bands by a special spring clip,

rendering the rear wheel easier to take
out. The tank is large and fitted with
spring filler caps. A short chain trans-
mits the engine power to the gear box,
which is of the sliding type, an ex-
panding clutch, the faces of which are
slightly coned, being used. Thence .an-
other chain drives the rear wheel. A kick
starter is fixed to the right chain stay,
power being transmitted by chain to the

gear box. The 8 h.p. model has* a bore

and stroke of 85 x 85 mm., and is an
exact duplicate of the 5-6 h.p. in other

respects, tt was described on page 1334

of the last issue. A similar machine is

constructed for fast touring, the chain

The Eralbury gear control I ;ver has a universal
movement.

drive being replaced by a, belt, with
three-speed hub gear. The magneto lies

in front of the engine, and is driven by
chain, and the Bat spring forks . are
used, but not a spring frame. The tank
is torpedo-shaped. Pump lubrication
only is relied on. All models are provided
with wide and serviceable side exten-
sions to the front guards, and front
wheel stands are fitted throughout. The
carrier is made of flat strip steel, and
supports a single large toolbox at the
rear, the top of which lies flush with the
top. The coi.trol for the Armstrong
gear is somewhat unusual, in that it lies

on the right-hand side of the machine
and is carried across the frame by a rod
passing through the bottom bracket.

5-6 h.p. Model (twin-cylinder) :~85 x
65 mm.; overhead valves; J. A. P.
automatic carburetter ; belt ; fixed
gear.

This is a T.T. model, and is con-
structed on semi-racing lines through-
out. It will be noted that a short stroke
overhead valve engine is used, in com-
bination with an automatic carburetter.
Small silencers are fitted at the
end of eaeh exhaust pipe. This model
is very tastefully finished for the Show,
having the exhaust pipes, etc., copper-
plated. All the Bat models are beauti-
fully finished in black or French grey.

BRADBURY, No. 113.
3i h.p. Modll : 89 x 89 mm. ; side by

side m.o. ; B. and B. carburetter;

engine-shaft and counter-shaft two-

speed ; belt, belt and chain, or all

chain.

Bradbury and Co., Ltd., Oldham,
Lancashire.—The Bradbury 1913 models
were dealt with in The, Motor Cyrio, of

Novemb3r 14th- (page 1319), and as the

belt-driven machine is already so well-

known, we devote this report to the

combined drive and the all chain-

driven machine. Both are fitted with the
Bradbury two-speed counter-shaft gear,

and in both . cases great care has been
taken to protect the transmission with
sheet steel guards. Taking the chain-

driven model first, one of these is shown
with standard pattern sidecar, for which
work it has bsen specially designed, the

sidecar attachment lugs are brazed to

the frame, and specially strong tubing
is used in the frame construction.

To /er plant of the 2-spec1 cluin and belt drive

Bradbury, showing clutc'i control and kick-
starter.

In the engine the cylinder has been re-

designed, giving 1 rge valve pockets and
adjustable valve tappets, while the kick
starter has also been entirely redesigned,
and is now enclosed in an extension of the
counter-shaft gear box. The cone clutch
is now worked by pedal. The gears are
changed by lever on the top tube. For
chain adjustment the gear box is slid

along the stays. A new method is

adopted for hardening the gear wheels.
Four patterns of sidecar are on view,

Yalvo side of the 6 h.p. three-speed belt dr:ven Bit. 8 h.p. chain driven two-speed Bat-Jap.
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including one coach-built. This is the

product of the firm's own Baby Carriage

Department, in which they have had
nun h experience with this class of work.

R lure leaving the machine, special men-
tion should be made of the design of the

left foot rest, which affords an additional

security attachment for the sidecar frame.

The circular dished cover for the clutch

is now hinged, and by undoing a single

screw the clutch is accessible. On the

gidecar the combined sprag and stand is

pivoted on the axle, and by means of a

lover can be operated by either driver or

passenger. The sidecar frame is extended
rearwards to form a luggage platform.

The combined belt and chain-driven model
may best be described as a modification of

the chain model, but it is noteworthy that

the gearing down of the counter-shaft

admits of a comparatively small rear belt

rim and a large counter-shaft belt pulley.

The very special provision for protecting

the belts has already 'been illustrated in

our pages. A new kick starter of the
free wheel chain-driven type and totally

enclosed is incorporated in the open drive

belt model.

BRAMBLE, No. 41.
Bramble Mre! Co., London Road,

Coventry.—Five types of Bramble side-

cars, with various patterns of bodies. The
most interesting feature is a quickly
detachable joint which consists of a cir-

cular slotted end, the slot being cut on
a spindle formed with the portion

attached to the bicycle frame. Inside

Jfmwffifggus i.m

An entirely new model Brown. The engine is a 3.1 h.p. twin-cyiinder.

A stand is fitted to the fork in which
the wheel runs ; this is similar to those
used with motor cycles.

BROUGH, No. 36.
3^ h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by

side m. o.i.v. ; Senspray carburetter

;

single gear ; belt.

Brough Motors, Nottingham.—This is

a well-designed machine built on absolutely

standard lines. A feature is the wide
petrol tank, which carries an ample supply
of spirit. A similar model is shown fitttd

with an Armstrong three-speed gear.

Bramble sidecar chassis, which has a slightly dropped frame.

it is a circular slotted disc provided with
a lever which allows it to be turned
round. Another feature on this stand is

a sidecar provided with a detachable,
wheel. This wheel is carried in a pair
of forks slotted at the rear end. When
the spindle nuts are loosened they allow
the wheel to be removed in its entirety.

Example of a Bramble sidecar body.

6 h.p. Model (twin-cylinder) : 77 x 88
mm. ; side by side m. o.i.v. ; Sen-
spray carburetter ; single gear

;

belt.

The Brough machines were fully

described on page 1309 of our issue of

November 14th, so that only a brief refer-

ence is necessary. On the T.T. model a
single gear is provided, no silencer but a

long exhaust pipe, whilst in the touring
model an Armstrong three-speed gear and
standard silencer are supplied. This is a
type on which Geo. Brough has been so

successful in various competitions during
the 1912 season.

Lady's Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by-

side m. o.i.v. ; B. and B. car-

buretter ; Armstrong three-speed

gear ; belt.

The lady's model is an excellent piece

of work, and it is interesting to note
that the top tube is duplex, and there are

no curved tubes used in the frame. The
back mudguard is extended to prevent
mud being thrown up by the belt rim,

and, in company with other models
shown, is provided with a handle starter

and three-speed gear. There are also

shown on this stand two sidecars, one
fitted with a tradesman's carrier, and the

other with a handsome touring body with
side door and adjustable wind screen.

BROWN, No. 144.

34, h.p. Model (twin): 63 x 80 mm.;
overhead valves ; semi-automatic
carburetter, two jets ; Armstrong
gear.

Brown Bros., Ltd., Great Eastern

Street, E.C.—A new model twin-cylinder

medium weight of 3j h.p. The cylinders

are set at 60°, and the valves are of the

overhead type, the seating being in the

domes, so that the whole -"alve can be
removed for regrinding. 'j.'he exhaust

pipes are driven tightly into holes in the

cylinders and secured by a grub screw.

Each jet of the _two-jet carburetter is

adjacent to the inlet pipe which it serves.

The tank holds li gallons of petrol, and

ignition is by Bosch magneto. Footrests

as well as pedals are provided. The gear

is the ' No. 7 three-speed Armstrong,

which allows the engine to be started

with rear wheel on the ground. The mud-
guarding has been well looked after, that

of the front wheel being particularly

good, w-liile the back guard has an exten-

sion to catch any mud thrown off the

belt rim. The handle-bars are wide, and
have the ends dropped, allowing a com-

fortable riding position. A Brown petrol

Improved design spring fork on the Brown.
Note the long bearing and veinforced head.
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filter with three-way cock is fitted, also

liandle-bar control to the magneto. The
exhaust pipes are long and gracefully

curved, terminating in an expansion
chamber of slightly larger diameter than
the exhaust pipe, and drilled with numer-

ous small holes. The spring fork design

has been improved, and the machine is

beautifully finished.

34 h.p. B Model : 86 x 86 mm. ; side

by side m.o.i.v; B. and B. carbu-

retter; belt; three-speed Arm-
strong or two-speed Bowden
counter-shaft gear,

i
.The 54 B model, like the 34-4 B, has

dropped top tube, which is a new feature

of the Brown motor bicycles. It is fitted

with Bowden two-speed gear and kick

starter. It has not undergone any other

alterations

sion. A semi-automatic lubricator is

fitted, whilst the sprirg forks are of the

well-known B.S.A. type. The silencer" is

Showing neat bend ot exhaust pipes and expansion

chamber at the end, on the new 3.V h.p. Brown twin.

B.S.A., No. SO.

34 h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v.; B.S.A. carburetter;
chain ; counter-shaft two-speed.

Birmingham Smai.i. Arms Co., Ltd.,

Small Heath. Birmingham.—It is quite

safe to say that on no stand do the motor
cycles exhibited show a higher standard

of workmanship and finish than those

exhibited by the B.S.A. Co. The most
interesting machine is naturally the

newest type, in which entirely enclosed

chain transmission is used in conjunction

with the B.S.A. two-speed hub. The
change is effected by a rocking pedal
placed adjacent to the left footboard.

The cylinder is offset, and the widening
of the fins so as to give the largest

possible radiating surface to the head is

very noticeable. The B.S.A. carburetter,

which was described in our' pages
recently, is designed to give a straight

through induction at all speeds. A kick
starter is very neatly arranged on the
off side of the machine, arid is

adapted to the bracket which supports
the counter-shaft of the chain transmis-

On theT.T. B.S.A. a secondary exhaus! pipe conducts

the gases to the rear of the engine.

in front of the engine immediately behind

the chain-driven magneto. An exhaust
pipe lead to the extreme. Tear of the

machine ensures quietness of runnir.g.

Other models which are shown on this

comprehensive stand have all the same
sized engine, and comprise" a.T.T. type
with single gear and belt drive, a touiist

type with, single gear and free engine, a

B.S.A. spring drive mechanism fitted on the
engine-shaft.

belt-driven two-speeder with the B.S.A.
hub gear, and a model which the firm

have named " All English Type."
These machines have been very sue

cessful in nearly all the open and other
events in which they have been ridden
during the past season.

CALCOTT, No. 51.

24 h.p. Model : 70 x 76 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. car-

buretter ; belt ; Armstrong three-

speed.

Calcott Bros., Ltd.—The 24 h.p.

fixed gear model is shown in addition to

the above, also as a T.T. model The
engine is specially characterised by com-
pactness. The magneto is placed im-
mediately behind the cylinder, where it

is driven by an enclosed train of gear
wheels. Immediately behind and at the
side of the magneto is the carburetter.

The cylinder is pronouncedly off-set to

the crankshaft a valua.ble point in a
small-sized engine that is required to

pull hard. The silencer is. of aluminium
and the use of a copper-plated exhaust
pipe gives this part of the power unit a
vary natty appearance.

In order to allow the use of straight
levers on the foot brake and gear control
neat rocking shafts are arranged. A
feature of the machine is the design of

the bottom bracket, which carries a
pedalling gear and is extended forwards
and out-vards to support the engine. The
T.T. model has adjustable footrests in

the place of pedalling gear, but the latter

can be substituted for them immediately
if desired. It has also a long plain ex-
haust pipe with a flattened end in place
of a silencer. Druid forks are used
throughout, and an ordinary hand lubri-

cating pump is employed.

CANOELET, No. 125.
Mead and Deakin, Ladypool Road^

Sparkbrook, Birmingham.—Undoubtedly
the sidecar that will attract most atten-

tion on this stand is the luxurious coach-
built torpedo-bodied conveyance complete
with wind screen, Cape cart hood, and
side c"" f - ; *-' *' ''-- '- -' • substan-
tial luggage grid that lunges down from
the curved up back members of the
frame. An additional tubular strut

has been introduced with the result that
the structure is now triangulated to

afford very much greater strength. Not-
able among ths other bodies is a deep
torpedo open touring body with rolled

and upholstered side arms, and another
fitted with a. torpedo apron giving very

complete protection for an open body.
An important point in the Canoelet de-'

sign is that the front connections are

carried across both' the longitudinal

frame -members, so that were one joint to

go the other would still be available.
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1913 Clyno Standard Sidecar Outfit. Detachable wheels are fitted and a spare wheel is included. Sbtied baseplate of magneto on the Clyno to enable

ready adjustment of driving chain.

Alidays 6 h.p. twin sidecar combination. Centaur Si h.p. three-speed model, with kick starter.
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CALTHORPE, No. 23.

2£ h.p. Model : 75 x 85 mm. ;

m.o.i.v., side by side ; Amac car-

buretter ; belt ; Armstrong three-

speed gear.

Minstrel and Rea, Barn Street, Bir-

mingham.—This is a very serviceable

6 h.p. Model (twin-cylinder) : 75 x
85 mm. ; side by side m.o.i.v.

;

Amac carburetter ; belt ; Calthorpe
two-speed.

This is another sidecar model, which,

except with regard to the engine, pos-

sesses the same* features as the two fore-

going machines.

NOVEMBER sUth, igis.

tank is circular and lubrication is by an
enclosed pump. Neat rubber-coveted

'iuu .,.o..rds are ntted as standard.

The Armstrong mark VI. hub gear is

used. A neat kick-starter is fitted on

the off side, consisting of a pedal, which
drives the rear hub clutch by a short
length of" chain. The magneto is gear'

driven, and lies behind the engine well

out of the way of mud and water. Tho
gear is operated by a single pedal, but
the clutch may be held out by means of

a spring catch. The rear rim brake is

interesting in that the shoe is of unusual
length; it operates inside the V of a

dummy belt rim. The shoe is pivoted

so tha't the full length of the shoe accom-
modates itself to the radius of the rim.

The front mudguard has side wings
extending its full length, and the rear

guard is hinged and has a neat belt

protector attached to it. The carrier is

T.T. Calthorpe with overhead valve engine. This machine has wood rims.

lightweight, and in company with all

other Calthorpe models it is fitted with
pump fed drip feed lubrication. Pedals
are provided for starting on this model,
but all others are without pedals.

3J h.p. T.T. Model : 85 x 88 mm.

;

overhead valves ; Amac carbu-

retter ; belt ; single gear.

This model is fitted with wide handle-
bars, ordinary saddle, and fixed gear,

i'ootrests instead of footboards are pro-

vided, but in all the other models except
this and the 2^ h.p., comfortable foot-

boards are supplied.

4£ h.p. Model : 90 x 95 mm. ; side

by side m.o.i.v. ; Amac carbu-

retter ; chain and belt ; Calthorpe
two-speed counter-shaft gear.

This machine is especially designed for

sidecar work, and the sidecar to which
it is attached is provided with a trades-

man's delivery body. The chassis also

takes a touring passenger body -if

desired.

3^ h.p. Model : Green-Precision en-"

gine, 85 X 88 mm. ; side by side

m.o.i.v.; Amac carburetter; chain

and belt; D.H.K.. three-speed
gear.

This mode] has a water-cooled Green-
Precision engine and a kick starter. In
the case of tne D.H.K. gear, the change
is effected by means of dog clutches.

The . plate clutch is carried on the
counter-shaft. All models are provided
with efficient side shields to the front

mudguards, spring-up back stands, and
front wheel stands.

CENTAUR, No. 89.

3j h.p. Model (single-cylinder) : 84x85
mm. ; side by side valves ; Amac
carburetter; belt; Armstrong VI.

The Centauk Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—

The new Centaur model may be dis-

tinguished by square cylinder radiating
ribs. In most respects, however, they
are similar to last year's model. The

2\ h.p. C'.nta lr power plant. The adiallng flanges

are of square snipe.

of ample dimensions, and supports

pannier toolbags,- which do not interfere

with the luggage accommodation. The
spring forks are of the Druid type made
under licence. A large expansion box is

fitted across the frame in front of the

engine, which renders the exhaust ex-

tremely quiet.

6 h.p. Wulfruna, with counter-shaft gear and chain drive. Twin-cylinder two-speed Calthorpe, with belt an J chain drive.
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2J h.p. Model (V twin) : 60 x 60

mm. ; side by side valves ; Amac
carburetter; belt; Armstrong V.

This model is similar in most respects

to the 3-j h.p. ; the silencer, however, is

fitted with an internal baffle plate and
has no emission pipe, and the side flaps

of the front guard extend to the fork

only. The foot brake also is of the usual

pull-on type and shoe is not pivoted.

Pedalling' gear is fitted chiefly for the

purpose of starting the engine, which
can be done with the rear wheel on the

ground.

2 h.p. Model (single-cylinder) : 60 x 70

mm. ; side by side valves ; Amac
carburetter; belt.

This model is practically a single-

cylinder replica of the 2| h.p. just

described, with the exception of the fact

that no change-speed mechanism is fitted.

All Centaur models have off-set cylinders.

CHATER-LEA, No. 18.

8 h.p. Model r Side by side valves

;

Amac carburetter ; chain ; Chater-

Lea three-speed counter-shaft.

Chatek-Lea, Ltd.,Golden Lane, E.C.

—

Several examples of the popular No. 7

sidecar model are exhibited. The magneto
is now fitted behind the engine. The

1 three-speed gear box, which incorporates

a multiple disc clutch and chain drive,

I
remains as before. The tank is capable

of containing two and a half gallons of

ipetrol and half a gallon of oil. The side-

'ear has a dropped loop frame with trussed

;side members and a coaehbuilt body.
'

3j- h.p. Model : 70 x 64J,- mm. ; side by
side valves ; chain and belt

;

Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear.

This is quite a new model, and a very
interesting machine. The engine is a

Avin J.A.P. The drive is by chain to the

:ounter-shaft, where a spring wheel
oftens the harshness of the chain, thence

o the back wheel by belt with 8in.

liameter pulley. The foot starter

ngages with the counter-shaft. The

Neots lubricator is fitted. Side wings are

litted to both mudguards. This model is

known as the No. 10.

CLYNO, No. 122.
5-6 h.p. Model : 76 x 82 mm. ; m.o.

side by side ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; chain ; three-speed counter-
shaft.

Clyno Eng. Co., Wolverhampton.

—

Various examples of the Clyno, with and

for special remark. The sidecar lugs are
bra/.ed to the frame. The Clyno is

essentially a sidecar machine, and in this
connection it is instructive to note that
the sidecar frame has been strengthened
by the introduction of a diagonal tubular
strut at the front of the frame, where it

connects to the motor cycle.

COMFY, No. 114.
Comfy Sidecar Co., High Road, Ley-

tonstone.—The sidecars on this stand

Parts of Clyno multiple-disc clutch.

Chater-Lea No. 7 model, showing combination of engine, magneto, gear box
and clutch with operating mechanism.

without sidecars, are exhibited. For
1913 this excellent passenger motor cycle

has been entirely redesigned, and it

would be a difficult matter to criticise any
portion. The kick starter is now on the
right hand side, whilst the frame has
been modified to give a larger tank and
yet a lower riding position. The- silencer

is made of aluminium. The waterproof
type magneto is handle-bar controlled,

and the carburetter is automatic and
controlled by one lever placed above
the throttle lever. The" lubrication

arrangements also have been modified,

so as to feed the oil automatically by.

pressure through a sight feed adjustable
oiler on the top of the tank. The chain
cases aire made so as to constitute an oil

bath for the Renold
roller chains from
engine to gear box
and gear box to

back wheel. As
the magneto, which
is placed on the
bracket above the
gear box, is chain
driven, provision is

made for adjust-
ment by securing
it with bolts

through slotted
holes, and the
same principle is

applied to the gear
box. The gear
ratios are now 4£,
8^ and 14^ to 1.

26in. x 2^in. tyres
are fitted, and
special care has
been given to ren-

der both quickly
detachable. Strong
stands are provided
for both wheels,
the patent adjust-
able stand of the
back wheel calling

comprise two designs of chassis. In one

the axle is reinforced by a dropped
tube that enables the body to be swung
lower, as the back stay to the seat-pillar

can then be carried in a straight line from
the lower member. With the addition of a

light grid arrangement accommodation is

afforded for a spare petrol can or luggage.

At the outer end of the axle, too, the

down tube to the lower member is used

to accommodate a patent stand, which

slides in it, and on being let down by

the release of a catch, automatically

locks itself with the lifting of the sidecar

wheel. Various types of body are fitted

to this sidecar, but to suit the torpedo

type of body the frame is made with a

dropped front member.

(1) Chater-Lea patent

sidecar stand. The hinge

is kept in open or closed

position by the coil

spring.

(2) New design of fork

Dttid to the Chater-Lea
No. 7 model. The con-
necting Units are fitted

with ball-bearings,

C13
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Brampton's vimbu
pulley, showln.* odj,

atin* mechanism.

Variably-geared Lightweights.

2% h.p. two-speed Douglas, fitted with new pattern front mudguard.

She'! of the Sturmey-Archcr three-speed gear, with
two of the set of clutch plates.

Triumph giuze c~ver -.\hich clips over the
'V" i» "let.

Triumpj aecnm- i,h . b

inlet valve cam.

>i

2i h.p. twin-cylinder clutch model Humter.

CI4

2
'. h.p. shaft-driven two-speed F
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Single-cylinder Three-speeders.

B.S.A. gear control which works on a notched

quadrant, and has an enclosed spring which aids

the low gear clutch mechanism.

Valve side of the Monopoie—an entirely new mMa
]
fitted with a Precision engine and

S.A. three-speed gear.
Arrangement of L.M.C.

new fork-

!

.^10

1 JG&sT

, y
Tip

'", \ 3§*l!

Forkea big end
bearings of the

new 7-9 h.p. twin
Premier. The
large diameter of

the bearing and
the oil hole will

be noted.
Valve tappet adjustmcn

plates on tho Service Co.'s

stand.

E# trs

a IS

•»*^|ft^

89 x 89 mm. Bradbury three-speed (bolt side) showing the efficient mini warding of the belt. Bat rear chain guard.
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CONNAUGHT, No. 11.

3 h.p. Model: 292 c.c. ; two-stroke;
Amac carburetter ; belt transmis-
sion.

Bordesley Enginkeiiing Co., Birming-
ham. — This is an interesting little

machine, which is shown on the Service
Company's stand, in that the lubrication

is effected in a peculiar manner. To the
present model there is no lubricating oil

p"mn but ri snip 11 measure screwed on to

the oil tap union which is filled with
oil anJ pourta into the petrol tank.
Beyond a charge of oil in the crank case,

the lubrication is effected through the
lubricant being mixed with the spirit-—

a

system which we are led to believe is

entirely satisfactory. The gas is drawn
in from the front of the cylinder, and on
enu-i ing' the engine it cools the outgoing
exhaust charge. There is, of course., a
partition between the inlet and exit ports.

The transfer port is cast at the rear o'f

the cylinder. The machine is neatly
designed throughout, and is illustrated

on another page.
,

Spring filler caps on the Corah tank.

A.A. spring points.

CORAH, No. 25.

3 h.p. Model: 60 x 76 mm. ; m.o.i.v.

;

B. and B. carburetter ; belt ; single

gear.

Cokah Motor Manufactuiung Co.,
King's Norton, Worcester.—At the time
our report was made only one model was
to be seen on this stand, specification as
given above. The machine is fitted with
a somewhat novel built-up lamp
bracket attached to the sprung portion
of the frame, thus possessing the advant-
age of being insulated from road shocks.
Comfortable footboards are fitted, and the
peculiarity of the frame construction is

that an additional stay runs from the
rear fork ends to the lower portion of the
crank case. The hubs and handle bars are

finished in black. The suecaf is fitted

with a canoe-shaped body with a spacious
locker behind. The sidecar wheel is

sprung, and the wheel runs on ball bear-

ings of the cage type. A 6 h.p. machine
was expected.

DAY-LEEDS, No. 95.

3|- h.p. Model : tJ5 x 88 mm. ; overhead
inlet; carburetter to order; Bow-
den counter-shaft two speed : belt.

"Job Day ash Sons, Ltd., Ellerby Lane,
Letud.— fiiis is tire fii-sL time the Day-
Leeds motor cycle has been exhibited at

Olympia, The engine hi'S several features

well worthy of"* note. The decompressor
is particularly simple and is brought into

action by the mnnnu of a special rocker.

The exhaust valve lifter is neat, the valve

being raised by a cam. " The inlet, valve

lies over the exhaust, and may be very

CIS

readily detached complete with its pocket.
This is done by simply unscrewing a lock-
ing ring and removing the unit. Both
valve tappets are adjustable, and the inlet

tappet has an additional guide cast with
the inlet pipe.

The magneto is gear-driven and behind
the engine The frame is of the standard
dropped-tube type, and the tank has
neatly rounded edges ; it is supported by
lugs fixed to the lower rail. The lubrica-
tion is by semi-autumatiu drip, and the oil

pipe leads to a groove surrounding the
baffle plate in the crank case. Thus the
piston dips directly in the fresh oil, and
the surplus is splashed to the base
chamber. This method ensures perfect
lubncatiou to the most important part,
i.e., the piston. The machine may also
be obtained either with fixed gear or
Villiers free engine. Side flaps extending
to the front forks are arranged on the
front guard, and both front and rear
wheel stands are fitted. The handle-bars
are finished all black. Druid forks are
fitted, and a particularly stout carrier
with pannier tool hags.

An important item on this machine is

the finger-adjustable pulley, which is of
very stout construction and extremely
simple in its action.

A special sidecar chassis is shown, which
is extremely low and especially strength-
ened at the important points.

DOUGLAS, No. 104.

2| h.p. Model: 60 5 x 60 mm.';
m.o. inclined ; combined chain and
belt ; counter-shaft two-speed gear.

DorGLAS Bros., Ltd., Kingswood,
Bristol.—All Douglas 1913 machines, of
course, embody the 2| h.p. horizontally-
opposed engine, and the combined chain
and i elt counter-shaft drive w^'ch the
firm have rendered so famous. We dealt
at such length with these models in our

Tiie tank supports and bracket tor gear control
are brazed to me top tube on the 1913 Doujlas.

issue of the 14th hist, (pages 1286b and
1297) that it only remains to recapitulate

a few of the more salient features. Apart
from the modification in the valve design
affording an easier flow of gas, and the
adoption of the enclosed Bosch magneto,
the improved lubrication is one of the
more essential new features. Oil is

supplied through a Best and Lloyd pump
by a spring-forced plunger, the feed of

which is regulated by an adjustable
needle' valve.

On© feature of the Douglas machine
which at once strikes the eye is the fact
that while the chain from engine to
counter-shaft is carried on the left the
drive from counter- shaft to back wheel is

taken on the right hand side of the geai

!

box. The several patterns exhibited in
elude a single-geared light touring
model with free engine clutch and loot
boards, a light touring model without
clutch and with two speeds and toot
rests, while still another is the full

roadster, the lines of which are, in

general, followed on the ladies' model S,

but this has, of course, an open frame.
The saddle position is unusually low,,

thus the machine is suitable not only for

ladies but for short or elderly men.
The mudguarding has been specially

studied. The operating rod for the two-
speed gear now runs through the wide
tank on the men's model. The great
successes of the Douglas machines dur-
ing the last yeai or two have so focussed
public attention on them that we need
not dilate too much on the details of the
machines, which, however, deserve most
careful study and attention from every
motor cyclist.

DUNHILL, No. 42.

Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., Euston Road,
N.W.—Several sidecars are exhibited
fitted with various bodies, from the
inexpensive but comfortable wicker body
to the more expensive type of coachbuilt

body with torpedo top. A novel. form of

body with an extra seat at the side for

a child was described in our last issue.

An interesting type of sidecar is one fitted

with a sort of tulip body—quite an un-

conventional design. One sidecar is fitted

with a nickel-plated chassis. Dunhills,

Ltd., also exhibit the Regal-Green motoi
bicycle on which Garrett recently " suc-

ceeded in making some new sidecai

records.

EDMUND, No. 102.

3i . h.p. Model (single-cylinder):

85 x 85 mm. : side by side valves;

B. and B. carburetter ; chain and
belt ; Albion two-speed .counter- I

shaft.

Charles Edmund and Co., Chester.—
The chief feature ot this bicycle is its

spring frame. The saddle member is i

pivoted at the steering head and sup-

ported at the rear end of the carrier by

an arrangement of laminated leaf springs,

a quarter elliptic spring being supported
at each side of the carrier and shackled
to another leaf spring, which is pivoted
to an extension of the rear fork ends'.

This feature is a clever attempt to over-

come the frame springing difficulty. In
other respects ihe machine follows standard
lines. The front mudguard has side flaps

extending as high as the forks. A cast

aluminium silencer is fitted at the front

of the engine and below the magneto, the

latter being chain-driven.
Three other models are shown, one fitted

with the new 5-6 h.p. twin Fafnir, which
has belt drive to an Albion hub two-
speed. A 4 h.p. single-cylinder Fafnir
with belt drive to an Albion hub clutch

and a 4 h.p. single-cylinder J.A.P. with
a fixed belt drive:
An unusual fitment is that of the

new Albion two-speed revolving counter-

shaft gear, with which we intend to deai

in detail at a later date.

Briefly described, the gear is mounted
on a bracket just above the bottom
bracket of the frame. The whole -geai

revolves, and it is fitted with a neat

kick-starter. It is chain-driven from the
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engine-shaft, a simple chain adjustment

being fitted. On the outside of the gear

shelf is a large adjustable pulley from

which the drive is taken to the rear

wheel by belt. Another model is shown

Jf5ras(f§aLB

stroke of 70 x 76 mm In other respects
these models are similar throughout, the
frame of the 2£ h.p being constructed
specially light. A neat sidecar is shown,
having an outside bearing for the •/heel,

and a particularly good mudguard, which

1391

front wheel stand is fitted, and the front

mudguard has mud flans extending for

its full length ; it is also fitted with a

splash guard of large dimensions at its

lower end. The rear mudguard also has
side flaps, which extend from the seat

3 h.p. two-speed Enfield, with new design engine. Edmund spring-frame mount, with Albion revolving counter-shaft gear.

similar in all respects, with the exception

of the engine, which is a 3£ h.p. twin-

cylinder, having a bore and stroke of

60 x 76 mm.

ELSWICK, No. 84.

3^ h.p. Model (single-cylinder) : 85 x 88
- mm. ; side by side valves ; B. and

B. carburetter ; belt ; Armstrong
three-speed gear.

Elswick Mfg. Co., Barton-on-Humber.
—This machine follows standard lines

throughout. It is fitted with a dropped
tube frame and a tank of large capacity.
The filler caps are of th€ snap type, and
have gauze strainers inside. Lubrication
is by semi-automatic sight feed lubrica
tor. The front mudguard is fitted with
side extensions. The rear guard has wide
extension pieces covering the belt and
brake rims. A front wheel stand is fitted

and the rear brake shoe is compensated
50 that it grips with its entire surface
it once. Pannier toolbags are protected
311 three sides by steel covers. All models
ire finished in a neat sliade of green with
black and gold lines. The machine has
1 pleasing appearance, and is fitted with
1 guard enclosing the front end of the
ielt and driving . pulley.

The 4i h.p. has a bore and stroke of

19 x 36'mm., and the 2^ h.p. a bore and

has deep side flaps on each side and a
tubular luggage carrier behind.

ENFIELD, No. 101.
6 h.p. Model (twin-cylinder) : 76 x 85

mm. ; side by side valves : Amac
carburetter ; chain ; Enfield counter-
shaft two-speed gear.

The Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., Red-
ditch, Worcestershire.—The 6 h.p. En-
field remains practically unaltered. The
well-known, and reliable Enfield two-
speed i gear is retained.

The tank is of unusual capacity, and
the lubrication is by sight feed drip, an
auxiliary hand pump being fitted. The
control for the change-speed is by handle
placed on the tank. Long footboards are
fitted, and the brake pedal is in a con-
venient position ; it acts on a dummy
belt rim, the shoe and actuating
mechanism being particularly powerful.
The engine is started by means of a

handle-starting device fitted on the seat

tube. A large silencer is placed under-
neath the footboard which has a pipe
reaching to the back of the rear wheel. A

stays to the back stays. The carrier is

particularly strong, and may be detached
with the rear portion of the mudguard
to facilitate tyre repairs. The pannier

Foot starter mechanism of the Etfleld lightweight.

toolbags are protected from mud by steel

sheaths. The Enfield sidecas' and attach-

ment are essentially the same as befort

,

but a strong luggage carrier has bee:^

fitted. Points worthy of special observa-
tion on the Enfields are the sidecar

frame and springing.

Simple but efficient belt guard on the Eiswick 3 J h.p. Elswick, fitted with Armstrong three-speed gear and B. & B. single lever carburetter.
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3 h.p. Model (twin-cylinder) : 60 x Vt>

mm. ; overhead inlet valves ; Amac
carburetter ; chain ; Enfield two-

>: speed.

The 3 h.p. is a new model,, and was
described in a recent issue of this journal.

The engine is a striking piece "of work'.

The method of attaching the cylinders

r.

EXCELSIOR, No. 98.

44 h.p. Model (single-cylinder) : 86x112
mm. ; side by side valves ; Binks
automatic carburetter ; G.H. two-
speed or S.A. three-speed ; belt or

chain.

Bayliss, Thcmas, and Co., Ltd., Cov-
entry.—The 4i h.p. model is chiefly made
for sidecar work. The engine, except

New madel open frame' Enfield

is unusual, and it is only necessary to

undo three nuts, when both cylinders can
be removed. This is effected by three
small clamps, which grip a flange on the
base of the cylinder. A neat kick-starter

is attached to the 2 to 1 gear. A
mechanical oil pump is fitted on the
timing gear side. This forces oil through
the crank pin and big ends, whence it is

splashed to the pistons and remaining
bearings. A large glass oil reservoir,

through which the oil is pumped, is fitted

behind the seat-pillar. As in the case of

the 6 h.p. model, the front chains are
entirely enclosed, and the rear chain is

protected on the upper side. Footboards
are fitted, and the Enfield V. handle-bars
with controls braced on, which have be-

come a feature of. these machines.
This model is also shown constructed

as a lady's machine, with a sloping front
bar. The petrol tank is provided with
a large glass topped filler cap, which acts

also as a petrol gauge. Simple and neat
dressguards are fitted round the tank,
extending below it. These are hinged to
the upper edge of the tank and held in
position by simple clips. Thus the engine
is readily accessible, although the shields

afford ample pretention for a. lady's skirt.

2j- h.p. Model (twin-cylinder) : 54x75
mm. ; side by side valves ; Amac
carburetter ; chain : Enfield two-
speed

The 2f h.p. Enfield is too well known
to require lengthy description, and has
undergone no important alterations with
the exception of the fitting of a kick-
starter. This is carried on the front
down tube and connected to the crank-
shaft by means of a chain. The Enfield
" cush " drive is fitted to all models;
this consists of a drum divided. into three
compartments, in which lie six rubber
blocks ; between each pair of blocks is a
flange attached to a plate on which is

carried the driven sprocket. All the
Enfields are beautifully finished.

C22

wi'.h 3 Kp. twin-cylinder engine.

for its bore and stroke, is typical of all

the firm's productions, and consequently

a description of this one model will

suffice. The chief improvements on the
Excelsior are re-designed timing gear,

which runs on ball bearings, and a par-

ticularly neat and simple decompressor,
which was described and illustrated in

our issue of the 21st, page 1336. .

Adjustable valve stems are fitted

instead of adjustable' tappets. The mag-
neto is carried high up behind the supine.

I

Excelsior oiling system, which feeds the gudgeon
pit at tue bottom of the stroke, tne surplus oil

being conducted to the main bearing.

The frame has a dropped top tube, and
there are side extensions to the front
mudguard and a particularly wide rear

mudguard, the rear portion of which is

detachable. The silencer has Deen con-

siderably increased in size. Its construc-
tion is unusual, in that the tubular por-
tion is carried in the engine plates and
extends on each side, this forming a reat
unit. Druid spring forks are fitted, and
a metal protected toolbag which lies flush

with the rear of the carrier.

The control for the Sturmey-Archer
gear is brazed to the top tube, and if

the y G.H. gear be fitted, both chains are
neatly protected from mud. The gear

box is bolted to the bottom bracket, and
slides to adjust the chairs. The tank ha.

rounded edges, and is supported by lugs
from underneath. LuLrication, is by
semi-automatic drip, and a petrol filti

-is combined with the petrol tap.

The 5-6 h.p, model is similar to th
in -all respects, but the engine has bore
and stroke of 96x112 mm., and the Arn
strong Mark VI. gear replaces
Sturmey-Archer ; 2J,in. tyres are fiUed
both these models.
The 3} h.p. engine has a bore an

stroke of 8jx88 mm., and can be
plied with Sturmey-Archer three-spee
Villiers free engine, or fixed gear. A
models are fitted with Coolguard trcuse:

protectors, which consist of a coil spring
extending round the cylinder radiating

ribs

As a striking contrast to the Excelsior's

new models, an old machine built by the
company in 1£02 is exhibited. It is fitted

wiih a 24in. frame, 28x2 wheels, and
2| h.p. M.M.C. engine. This was, of

course, fitted with rigid forks, atmos-
pheric valves, surface carburetter, and
coil and accumulator ignition.

. Wire coils are arranged around the cylinder head
of the big single-cylinder Exceisior.

The lubrication of the Excelsior is

somewhat unusual, and it has been
slightly altered for 1913. Oil is led to

a lug cast between the valves of the

cylinder, whence a hole is drilled into

the cylinder on a level with the gudgeon
pin when at the bottom of its stroke.

Thus oil reaches the small end bearing

through the hollow gudgeon pin, but the

lu.g is also drilled down to the crankshaft
bearing, from which it is led by ducts

to all the' main bearings.

F.N., No. 19.
5 h.p. Model: Four cylinders, 52} X

57 mm. ; automatic inlet, over ex-

haust; F.N. automatic carburetter;

shaft drive; F.JSi. two-speed gear.

F.N. (Jikgland), Ltd., Great Portland

Street, VV.—Ten examples of the F.N.

are exhibited, two of them nickel-plated

all over. Several alterations have been

made in the new four-cyjinder model,

and. the lines of the machine have been

somewhat altered so that thev tbould

conform with the English ideas of a

standard machine. Ihe engine remains

practically unaltered, except for the

strengthening of certain reciprocating

parts. Two plates have been added to

the clutch, an'd a kick starter is "now

fitted. A neat two-speed gear is incor-

. porated in the cafing of the shaft drive.

This gear is of the sliding type. The
high gea> is direet, and is engaged by a

sliding dog ; the low gear is engaged by

a sliding gear wheel. The shafts run on

adjustable ball bearings, and the. portion
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Oil which the dog slides is castellated.

The gear casing is of cast steel, and has

an inspection door. The frame is some-
what lower, and has a dropped top tube,

giving a saddle position nearly four inches

Kew ..A.P. 3 J h.p. engine with overhead inlet

valve on a Hobart.

lower than in previous models. A front
wheel stand has been added, and the
carrier and part of the rear mudguard

i are detachable to facilitate tyre repairs.

Pannier toolbags are now fitted. The
J

tank is shallower but wider, and holds
i 1£ gallons of petrol and nearly half a
gallon of oil. It now has an enamel
finish instead of the oxidised finish so
well known on these machines. Large
glass-topped - filler caps are used ; a
strainer is placed inside each filler cap,
and, in addition, a filter is fitted between
the tank and the petrol pipe. Lubrica-
tion is arranged on the sight feed drip
plan ; once the adjustment has been set
it is only necessary to pull up the pump
handle and the feed is automatic. A
gear and shaft drive cut in section
demonstrates the extreme simplicity of

the gear. The carburetter is of the semi-
automatic type. An extra air valve of

novel design with a delicate action is

situated over the jet and controlled by
a handle-bar lever.

2] h.p. Model : Single-cylinder, 65 x
85 mm.; m.o.v. side by side; F.N.
automatic carburetter ; shaft drive

;

F.N. two-speed gear.
This model remains unaltered except for

the finish, the tank being now enamelled
and plated rims being fitted. Side exten-

sions are now fitted' to the mudguards,
and the saddle position is very low.
The ten motor cycles shown comprise

n 2-£ h.p. and 5 h.p. in section, a 2^ h.p.

and 5 h.p. finished in French grey, a

2i h.p. and 5 h.p. plated all over, a
2j h.p. and 5 h.p. finished in black with
gold lines, and two 5 h.p.'s fitted with
somewhat novel sidecars.

FORWARD, No. 26.
M. G. Varley, Sparkbrook, Birming-

ham.—Eight different models of the For-
ward sidecar. The latest pattern is pro-

vided with a step at the side, and an
apron of Cape cart hood material, which
is fastened by means of spring fasteners.

Another model has a special frame
made to support a suit case behind, and
at the side of this there is a subsidiary
frame carrying a specially constructed
spare petrol can. On the luggage grid
there are springs to prevent the box from
rattling. A further model is provided
with an efficient double folding wind
screen, whilst the type illustrated on page
1316 of our issue of November 14th is

also exhibited. Yet another model is

provided with a screen and hood.

GLORIA, No. 76.

Gloria Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—

The centre of attraction is undoubtedly
the Projectile sidecar, which was recently
described and illustrated in our columns.
This is specially built for use with high-

other models of more conventional design
with special extension at the back to

carry a touring bag and petrol can.

GRANDEX. No. 101.
Grandex Motor Cycles, Gray's Inn

Road, W.C.—The chief models for 1913
made by this firm are a 5-6 h.p. twin for

sidecar work, a 4£ h.p. single cylinder

for sidecar work, and a 3-| h.p. Tourist
model, all of which are fitted with
Sturmey-Archer three-speed gears. In
addition to these there are the 3| h.p.

and 2J h.p. T.T. single-geared models
and the 2J h.p. competition model and
a 2£- h.p. lightweight. All of these

machines are fitted with Precision

engines, Best and Lloyd lubricators, and
the same double dropped frame which
was introduced at the end of last year.

The carrier is .slightly altered, being
made rather more strongly and attached
to the rear mudguard, and Saxon forks

are used on all models. The magneto is

handle-bar controlled, and the latest

pattern automatic Brown and Barlow
carburetter is fitted.

HAZLEWOOD, No. 54.
5 h.p. Model: 70x76; side by side

m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carburetter

;

chain and belt; three-speed Arm-
strong gear.

Hazlewoods, Ltd., Coventry. — The
twin Hazlewood is quite a new model,
and is an extremely interesting and well-

3 h.p. three-speed twin-cylinder Hazlewood.

powered machines .and is luxuriously
fitted. It has a parcfel-carrying receptacle
in the back, and a spare tyre carrier and
cover. The extreme front of the body is

carried on a helical spring.
The Gloria spring wheel remains prac-

ticallv as heretofore. There are several

Plan section of FN. transmission.

designed machine. Its most nolable
feature is the fact that an Armstrong
three-speed hub is mounted so as to form
a counter-shaft which is driven by chain,

the latter being entirely enclosed in an
aluminium case. The final transmission
is by belt. The usual method of operat-
ing the Armstrong gear is employed.
The foot brake operates a fibre block

through a rocking shaft and takes effect

upon the outside circumference of the
brake rim. Both cylinders discharge into

a single silencer, which is immediately
underneath and forward of the crank
chamber. Above this is the magneto,
which is driven by chain. A similar

model to the above is shown with three-

speed Armstrong gear in the hub.
The now well-known 2? h.p. 70 x 76

machine is also fitted with Armstrong
hub gear.
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HOBART, No. 77.

23 h.p. T.T. Model : 65 x 100 mm.

;

overhead m.o.i.v.; Bosch magneto;
B. and B. carburetter ; belt

;

Hutchinson tyres.

Hobaut Bied and Co., Ltd., Coventry.
—The 2| h.p. T.T. machine is quite a

new model. The engine is fitted with
very accessible overhead valves having

adjustable tappet
rods and very
strong rockers. The
tank is of the tor-

pedo shape, and
lubrication by auto-
matic • drip - feed.

This machine is

said to be capable
of 50 m.p.h.
The popular

ladies' model 2£
h.p. has a new
frame in which the
engine is fitted

vertically instead
of being inclined
as before. The

engine is improved in detail and
is slightly larger (300 c.c.) than
before (292 c.c). The three-speed is a
Sturmey-Archer. All controls, inclading
the magneto (an enclosed Bosch), are on
the handle-bar.

3£ h.p. Model: J.A.P., 85.5x85 mm.;
-overhead valve; Bosch magneto;
B. and B. carburetter ; belt

;

. Hutchinson tyres.

The motive power of the 3^ h.p. model
is an improved J.A.P. engine with over-
head inlet valve. The Villiers F.E. hub
is standard on this machine. A front
wheel stand is fitted, and the carrier is

provided with pannier plates to carry the
toolhags. - Large glass-topped filler caps
take the place of gauges. By loosening
two screws the back mudguard can be
turned back to facilitate tyre repairs.

4 h.p. Model: Twin Hobart engine,
68 X 76 mm.; Bosch magneto: B.
and B. carburetter ; belt ; Hutchin-
son tyres.

Tbs sidecar machine, a 4 h.p. twin,
nas been brought quite* up-to-date and
the size of the valves and exhaust pipes
ini*-'ased. The fittings are the same as
in jlie other models. An Armstrong side-

car gear is standard (this gear starts with
the back wheel on the ground). The
petrol consumption is said to be quite
moderate.

NOVEMBER 28U1, iqt2.

A neat Iooktnj twin-cylinder lightweight Hobart with hub three-speed gear.

HUMBER, No. 52.

3g h.p. Model : 84 x 90 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; belt ; Sturmey-Archer or

Armstrong three-speed gear.

Humber, Ltd., Coventry.—Several im-
provements have been made to the 3£
Humber. In the, type which is designed
for sidecar work, and which is shown
attached to the latest Humber coach-

built sidecar, a simple and strong form
of kick-starter is employed, consisting

of a chain sprocket with a single cranK
mounted upon a bracket brazed on to the
off side chain stay. The bracket which
supports the spindle also serves to carry

the fulcrum of a very large and well-

designed fibre foot brake.
A special mudguard forming a side

extension to the rear guard is fitted to

protect the belt. A very sensible-sized

silencer is now used, and is placed for-

ward of the engine, having a plain out-

let pipe extending rearwards behind the
bottom bracket. A1J the 3^ h.p. models
are furnished with a crossbar for- acces-

sories between the grips of the handle-
bars. In addition to the above, the

3j h.p. model is exhibited with a fixed

gear and also with a Villiers clutch hub.

2j h.p. Model : 60 x 60 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carburetter;
belt ; Armstrong three-speed gear.

The improvements which have been
made in this machine are similar to those
which have been outlined above and in

previous issues regarding the 3^ h.p.

model. This machine is shown in T.T.

form, as well as with fixed and three-

speed gears.

2 h.p. Model : 60 x 70 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carburetter

;

belt; Armstrong three-speed gear.

The lightweight remains unchanged
for next year. Its features are already

well known. The cylinders in this and

all other Humber motor bicycles are i

considerably off set.

INDIAN, No. 10S.

3£ and 7 h.p. Models: 82^ x 93mm.;
m.O. inlet over exhaust ; Indian

carburetter; chain transmission;

counter-shaft two-speed gear.

The Hendee Mfg. Co., Great Portland

Street, W.—'ihe new Indian design in

which the back part of the frame is

spring-supported has already been dealt

with in The Motor Cycle, but one of

these machines fitted with a sidecar

exemplified in an extraordinary manner
how the provision was made for the play

of the back springs when attaching the

sidecar. In this an attachment coming
from close to the- seat-pillar was provided

with a hinged joint. Apart from ths

new spring-hung models, the most strik-

ing machine is the Tourist Trophy Indian,

distinguished by its short wheelbase and

the rakish appearance of its steering head.

In all the machines Indian practice is

followed throughout ; that is to say. the

engine is supported on a curved bottom

Valve side of the 3 1 h.p. three-speed Humber. 2 h.n. Humber lightweight model.
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tube, cylinders are constructed with de-

tachable combustion heads, and an over-

head rocker-operated inlet valve. Per-

haps most important of all, lubrication

is fed to the engine mechanically by a

geared down force pump. In the new

engines, too, roller bearings are used

on the big ends, and the gear-driven mag-

neti> is of the waterproof pattern. The
-mission to the two-speed counter-

shaft is, as before, by chain, and thence

through a plate clutch. The Indian

transmission has been carefully studied,

and is very soft in action. The move-
1 ment of the laminated spring at the

front is transmitted to the front wheel

by forks joining on to one arm of a bell

crank lever pivoted on the axle_ spindle,

and supporting on the end of its other

arm the trussed forks. The handle-bars

are designed so as to allow the arti-

I culated throttle and exhaust valve con-

trol to be brought to their work in a

straighter line than of yore, and thus

put less severe work on the joints. Of

course, the machines, which are all

finished in Indian red, make a very strik-

ing exhibit.

IVY, No. 16.

2J h.p. T.T. Model : 70 x 90 mm. ;

side by side m.o.i.vT; Amao car-

buretter ; belt.

S. A. Newman, Lichfield Road,

Birmingham.—The 2| T.T. model is fitted

with a Precision engine, provided^ with
i an extra large exhaust valve, and is the

same as that used by H. C. Newman in

the Junior Tourist Trophy Race last

July. It is provided with a forced in-,

duc'tion device, consisting of a pipe run-

ning from the crank case to the jet, the

theory being that the descending piston

sends a "column of warm air up the jet,

forcing the petrol with it. This device

is also fitted to the 3£ T.T.

2£ h.p. Model : 70 x 75 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbur-

etter ; belt ; Brampton variable

gear.

The 2j h.p. model is fitted with a
imaller Precision engine, but has a
irampton variable gear.

3£ h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v.; Amac carburetter;

belt ; B.S.A. two-speed gear.

The 3^ h.p. T.T. model is similar in

most points to the other machines men-
tioned, except that a Best and Lloyd
lubricator is fitted instead of the ordinary
pump.
The lady's model is quite an interesting

machine. It is of 3j h.p., with Sturmey-
Archer three-speed hub and a kick-starter

device. The top tube of the dropped
frame is in duplicate, and encircles the
tank, which is bolted to it. Efficient

shields protect the lady's dress.

in a separate frame provided with
ordinary fork ends which render the
wheel interchangeable with the front
wheel of the motor bicycle.

JAMES, No. 65.

3^ h.p. Model: 86x96 mm.; S.S. ;

)i. and B. carburetter; James
three-speed in counter-shaft ; chain.

The James Cycle Co., Greet, Birming-
ham.—These machines all have the same

1913 3; h.p. twin three-speed Trump-Jap.

-Comfortable footboards are fitted. The
lubrication is by drip feed pump, and a
comfortable saddle is provided.
The 3^ h.p. touring model has wide

handle-bars and comfortable saddle, B.
and B. carburetter, and B.S.A. two-
speed gear, while the mudguarding is

good, and it is a thoroughly serviceable

machine. The water-cooled T.T. model,
with Green Precision engine (same dimen-
sions as above), is another mount which
attracts attention.

4j h.p. Model : 90 x 96 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v.; Amac carburetter;
belt ; Sturmey-Archer gear.

The sidecar model has an Ivy make
sidecar with coach-built body hung inside

a rectangular frame, and is supported on
four coil springs. The wheel is carried

Ivy-Preci:ion three-speed machine for 1913.

sized engine, but are turned out in a
variety of forms.
The three-speed model is most interest-

ing, and this we recently described and
illustrated. The gear is in the counter-
shaft, and is worked by sliding a toothed
wheel which has dog clutches on either
side.

For high and low gears the dog clutches
come into engagement and the wheel
itself for the middle gear. Combined with
this is a very effective multiple plate
clutch. The back brake is of the internal
expanding type. The footboards are sup-
ported by springs at the rearward end.
The engine is fitted with a decompressor
operated by a Bowden wire on the handle-
bar. Another lever controls the magneto.
The silencer has an extension pipe runnmg
to the rear and has no cut-out. The tank
is made in one piece, supported on
brackets from below. The filler caps are
on the right-hand side—a great conveni-
ence when a sidecar is attached to the left.

Lugs for attaching the sidecar are per-
manently brazed to the frame. The
standard sidecar is the James-Canoekt.
This has three-point attachment, and
underneath is fitted a large silencer con-

nected with the expansion chamber on the
machine 'by a flexible pipe. Other models
are fitted with the James two-speed gear,

the Sturmey-Archer three-speed hub, and
the Villiers free engine. The mudguards
are provided with side flaps of suitable

dimensions.
One point about the kick starter is

worthy of mention ; the first tooth is

made movable, so that it is impossible

for the teeth to meet end to end as the

movable tooth slips to one side and the
drive is taken up smoothly. Another
important item is that the kick-starter

gear is entirely enclosed in the gear box
:asting and thus protected from mud.
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KERRV-ABINGDON, No. 58;
3^ h.p'. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by

"side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; chain and belt ; two-speed
gear.

The East London Rubber Co., Great
Eastern Street, E.C.—The - most pro-.

KYNOCH, No. 44.

4 h.p. Model : 85£ x 85 mm. ; side
by side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter; belt; three-speed Sturmey-
Archer.

Kynoch, Ltd., Birmingham.—Careful
attention to detail and studied construc-
tion generally are characteristics. .of the

Twin-cylinder Kerry-Abingdon with chain and belt drive two-speed gear.

minent feature on this machine is the
two-speed gear, which is arranged so. that
a belt transmits the power on the high
ratio and a chain on the low. In both
cases the transmission is direct. The
belt pulley and a small chain sprocket
are- connected to the engine-shaft by
means of an enclosed leather faced
clutch, which is worked from the left

handle-bar grip. This clutch therefore
applies to both high and low gears. Be-
hind the bottom bracket a chain counter-
shaft is arranged, with its driving
sprocket on the side of the machine
opposite to the driven one. The belt

rim and the final drive sprocket are
therefore on opposite sides of the back
hub. The change of gear is effected in

the hub by a clutch device worked by a
small lever on the side of the petrol tank,
which connects either of the two drives.

When the top gear is in operation the
low gear chains run idly, and nice versa.

The front forks are of the Kerry type
with enclosed springs.

A case with a .quick detachable lid

for spare belt or inner tube is fixed at
the back of the carrier, at each side of
which is a pannier toolbag of good size.

The 3J; h.p. machine is also shown with
a single gear. •

.__ ,

6 h.p. Model : vSide by side m.o.i.v. ;

B. and B. carburetter ; chain and
belt ; two-speed gear.

This model is shown attached to a
sidecar, and has exactly the same, form
of transmission system as that adopted
in -the one previously described. The
sidecar is of pleasing shape, and special
attention has been paid to luggage and
tool-carrying capacity, there being a
deep pocket behind the back of the seat
and a cupboard underneath it. The
twin engine has separate silencers, both
of which are fitted with cut-outs. In
all models a front wheel stand is fitted,

iwhich also acts as a mudguard stay.

Kynoch machines. Amongst several not-

able features may be mentioned the fact

that a special bracket for supporting .the

quadrant and lever of the gear control is

brazed to the top tube and forms a
very neat fitting. The engine is 'a

J.A. P., and has the magneto set for-

ward of the crank case immediately over
a large aluminium silencer. The latter

is furnished with a foot-operated cut-out.

Pedalling gear is provided, and there are
also a pair of rubber-covered footrests,

and these are adjustable both as to

height and fore and aft, positions. Druid
spring forks are used, and the lowei stay
of the front mudguard serves as a front

wheel stand. A similar model to the
above, but without the three-speed gear,
is also shown.

6 h.p. Model (V. twin) : 75 x 75 mm.
;

mechanical side by side ; B. and B.

carburetter ; belt ; Sturmey-Archer.

NOVEMBER 28th, igi2.

A- third machine is a 6 h.p. twin Kynoc
also fitted with a V-type J. A. P. engii

and' a three-speed- Sturmey-Archer gja
In .

all the Kynoch models commendabl
large pannier .tool cases are fitted to Hi

side 'of the "earlier Automatic drip-fee
lubrication is provided.

' LEA-FRANCIS, No. 73.
"'. 31 h.p. Model: Two cylinders, 60 :

'7o mm. ; side by side m.o.i.v.
- Amac automatic carburetter ; Lei
Francis two-speed gear ; chain.

Lea-Francis, Ltd., Coventry.—Th: '

machine is a new-comer to Olyu.pia. be
its appearance is attracting considerabl
attention, the model finished throughoj
in what is known as beech colou

being especially distinctive. For a ne>

make we have seldom seen a machine ill

which detail has been so carefully studie

belore production, and the name of Leal
Francis in the push cycle' world is sutt'|

cient guarantee of excellence of wort

Lea-Francis k.ck-starter quadrant.

manship. • All the small fittings, suchail
the nuts, brake levers, mudguard stays!
etc., are finished, with a black non-rusttl

able finish, which from a weather-prop:!
point of view has a great advantage oveil

nickel plating. The only portions which!

are iiickel L plated are thoee winch are th(l

least likely to rust. One of the most strikJ

ing . features is the. chain guarding, whicl

is D' rticularly well carried out. It ill

claimed that these guards are greaseJ
pro'oi and do not rattle, and they havel

been so arranged, that thev do not del
tract from the appearance of the machine.

'Ihe front chain case serves also for al

cover to the magneto chain, which is
J

driven from the crankshaft, the mi gnetc

lying behind the crank case. The two4
speed gear is of the sliding type, and Ml

N:w 6 h.p twin-cylinder Kynoch with Sturmey-Archer gear.
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mounted eccentrically in a special bottom

,1 listing in such a manner that

the chains ran be adjusted without inter-

wit.h the adjustment of the kick

ter'or Rear operation. Mudguarding
lias received special attention, with the

that the machine is one of the

lusi protected mounts in the Show. Long
lOar-ds an' fitted, between which lies

a large double silencer. The rear wheel
i> nf the quickly detachable type, it being

only 1 not.-suy to withdraw a single bolt

and a small distance piece to remove the

complete, but without disturbing

the rear sprocket, which remains in situ.

A feature is that both front and rear

brakes are of the internal V type acting

1111 dummy belt rims, and are so arranged
that they do not interfere with wheel
removals. The lines -of the frame have
been designed to give a harmonious ap-

pearance, and every Bowden wire has

neat clips cast with the frame lugs to

accommodate it. The high-tension wires

ate i arried in metal tubes, which are

easily detachable, as they are held to the

name by a neat internal spring clip. The
rear portion of the back mudguard is

removable, and detail work is extremely
good, even the joint pins working on
hardened steel bushes. Pannier tool

bags are fitted in a specially constructed

carrier. A .small leather case carrying

an inner tube is fitted above the front

wheel between the stays of the spring
forks, and Brooks's pair seat is provided.

Inside the petrol tank, where it can be
easily seen through a large tiller cap, is

a battle plate marked alternately black

and white, by which the petrol level can
be easily judged. Only one type is mar-

\; ,;'>;\\';\> \ >V*J ||l)H.i,il'.]!)i]i)lrn]

,»

Yee-r—>

Neal ball head change speed lever ot the Lea-Francis.

keted, and three -specimens of this are on

view. We have already dealt with the

running of this excellent medium-powered
1 win, and' we' have ho doubt that before

long private owners will be singing its
!

oraises.

two-
belt :

Bir-

LEVIS, No. 39.

2i h.p. Model : 70 x 70 mm.
;

stroke; Amac carburetter;

single-speed gear.

Maulers. Ltd., Station Street,

ningliani.—This particular model remains
iractieally unaltered, for 1913.

2 h.p. Model : 62 x 70 mm. ; two-
stroke ; Amac carburetter ; chain
and belt ; single-speed gear.

This machine is similar in most respects

o the above, except that it is provided
vith a combined belt and chain trans-

nission, the rearward portion of the chain
leing protected by a case. The top tube•em;

is now dropped at the rear, and an auto-
matic lubricator is fitted.

2| h.p. Model (twin) : 58 x 66 mm. ;

two-stroke ; Amac carburetter

;

chain and belt ; single-speed gear.

This model is an entirely new one.

The cylinders are placed side by side,

and the magneto is carried on the rear of

Chain and beltdiivson the Levis single-cylinder,

(belt on right side of machine).

the engine. A drip-feed lubricator is

fitted. The same system of lubrication is

employed on this model as in all Levis
machines. The oil is conducted down the
sides of the cylinders to the main bear-
ings, thence through a hollow crankshaft
to the big end. afterwards lubricating the
cylinders by splash. Oil also flows into

the main bearings and to the bearings of

the magneto drive.

One and a half gallons of petrol are

carried. With a two-stroke two-cylinder
engine almost as even running is obtained
as with a four-cylinder of the ordinary
type. The twin Levis runs with, extreme
smoothness. The exhaust release situated

at the top of the cylinder is now covered
in so that no name can issue therefrom, as

Z'397

this was thought to be a source of danger
should there be any' petrol about owing
to the tank being overfilled.

- L.M.C., No. 88.
'2 h.p. Model: 85x88 mm.; side by

side valves ; B. and B. or Amac
carburetter; belt and chain;
L.M.C. two-speed or Auto-varia.

The Lloyd Manufacturing Co.,
Monument Road, Birmingham.—The

The efficient rear mudguard on the new L.M.C.
Note also pring-opsrated stand and new

tool case.

model chosen for description made its

first public appearance in the A.C.U. six

days'" trials, where it gained a gold medal.
Most of the' features of the L.M.C. are
still retained, that is to say, the engine

L.M C. flywheels and connecting rod showing roller

bearing at big end and universal Joint at small end.

is unaltered except for adjustable tap-

pets. The silencer lies in trout, and tne
rider's legs are protected from the ex-

haust gases by a neat cover. Sprung
footboards are used, and the principle

of the L.M.C. spring fork is retained;
this, however, has undergone some im-

Twin-cylinder (side by side) Levis two stroke, with belt and chain transmission on left of machine.

DX
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provement. In addition to previous de-

scriptions, one other new feature of tins

engine consists of a decompressor which
is operated by a small lever on the .tank.

This provides particularly easy starting

and slow running. The L.M.C. two-speed

4 h.p. Model: 89x92 mm.; side by
side valves ; B. and B. or Amac
carburetter ; belt ; Sturmey-Archer
three-speed or Auto-varia.

This model resembles the 3J- h.p. in

nearly all particulars, but a Sturmey-
Archer gear is fitted and the well-known

NOVEMBER 28th, igi2.

siderably less than four inches, the
clutches arj very compact, and the side.

cams are worked by a single lever earned
up the side of the tank.
A feature in the 4^ h.p. model is the

stay brought down from a point on the
seat-pillar below the tank to the bridge
joining the lower back wheel stays. A
coachbuilt sidecaT is shown in conjunc-
tion with the 3^ h.p. Lincoln-Elk, while

L.M.C. two-;peed model, fitbd with kick-starter, footboards, and specially efficient mudguards.

gear was described in a recent issue, -and
it is only, necessary to remind our readers
that the high gear is by belt direct and
the low by chain. The front fork is now
fitted with a special spring which takes
both thrust and rebound strains, and is

pivoted on plain bearings. The mud-
guarding has received special attention.

The rear part of the rear guard,
together with the carrier, is readily de-
tachable to facilitate tyre repairs. A
neat and simple kick-starter is fitted on

L.M.C. footboard starter, by means of

which the. engine is revolved by depress-
ing the rear end of the footboard. A
similar model is shown fitted with the Roc
two-speed gear.

LINCOLN-ELK, No. 121.
2\ h.p. Lightweight, 3 h.p., 3^ h.p.,

and-4{ h.p. Models: 70x72, 79 x

82. 85x88, and 89x96 mm.; side

by side m.o.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; two-speed counter-shaft ;

belt and chain.

J. Kirby, Broadgate, Lincoln.—The
four models specified above are all single-

cylinder machines, the lightweight being
the only model to which the two-speed
gear, mentioned in our issue of the 21st
irist. (page 1329), is not fitted. This
counter-shaft is a remarkably compact
design ; it is driven from the engine by
a chain, protected by a neat sheet
alunfinium cover, and on the high gear

6 h.p. Motosacoche Engine.

a counter-shaft, a pedal being" fitted on
each side so as to form an additional
footrest. The carrier is of unusual shape,
and has a sloping rear portion which
carries a toolbag of considerable dimen-
sions. This is so arranged that the top
of the bag lies flush with the carrier and
provides ample luggage accommodation.
Both foot and hand brakes act .on the
rear belt rim, being placed one below
and one above the rear chain stay.

Operating mechanism of the Lincoln Elk counter
shaft gear.

drives through a belt on the left side of

the chain, on the low gear through a
chain on the other side of the wheel.
High and low gears are each fitted with
a separate clutch, which is simplicity
itself, consisting merely of a split bronze
ring of .good bearing surface, contracted
by the operation of a side cam so as to
grip tightly and transmit the power. As
the diameters of these rings are con-

Details of the Lincoln Elk kick-starter.

a 4^ h.p. machine is fitted with a new
sidecar made by Bey, of Hampstead.

In this model the sidecar wheel is prac-
tically given a separata spring suspension,
working as it does on the end of a lever
pivoted to the sidecar axle and controlled
by .strong helical springs. The design is

quite new, but we have not tried it.

MATCHLESS, No. 74. /

3£ h.p. Model : 70 x 64i mm. ; m.o.

'

valves ; Amac carburetter ; chain i

and belt ; Armstrong three-speed
hub, Mark YI.

H. Collier and Sons, Plumstead.^
All the Matchless machines for the ensu-.;
ing year are fitted with twin engines."
This new model is provided with the

"

now popular' counter-shaft drive, in
which belt and chain are combined.

New Hudson clock spring. *

6 h.p. Model : 76 X 85 mm. ; mechani-
cal side by side valves ; Amac car-
buretter; belt; V.S. two-speed
hub.

Several of these machines are in evi-

dence, fitted with single and double belt
drive. A new feature is the substitu-
tion of a foot starter for pedals. This
is attached to the bottom stays, and
drives by a chain through the free-wheel
provided for the pedalling chain.

8 h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; mechani-
cal side by side valves; Amac car-

buretter ; belt or chain ; V.S. two-
speed or Matchless C gear.

The chain-driven model is essentially a
machine for passenger work. The Match-. ,

less gear on the counter-shaft is operated
by dog clutches; the. friction clutch is ot

the metal-to-metal cone type. Several
sidecars with Matchless chassis were
attached to machines on this i stand.
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New 350 ce. lightweight Norton, another late arrival in the Show. 1913 Veloce 21 h.p. two-speed machine.

MELEN EXPRESS, No. 57.

6 h.p. Model (twin) : 76 x 85 mm.
;

side 'by side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B.

carburetter ; Boc two-speed ; belt.

F. and H. Mklen, Ltd., Ckeapside,

Birmingham.—This firm show a very
sturdily made sidecar combination in

which the motor cycle is upon standard

lines with a large petrol tank and a pro-

nouncedly dropped frame. Tho rider's

omfort is provided for by the use of the

Melen patent spring handle-bars, which
nsnkite the wrists and arms- from road
[shocks.

A Roc two-speed hub gear is controlled

ly pedals fitted on the footrests, which
ire of the plain tubular variety. .The

'Ugine- is standard J.A.P., with a single

ilencer to both cylinders. The sidecar is

nade on neat lines with a cane body, in

Yliieh attention has been paid to luggage
arrying A fourth attachment tube is

itken from the top of the head to the

idecar chassis to give extra rigidity.

The attachments are of the positive nut
ud bolt type. Generally speaking, the
ombination presents a very agreeable and
radical appearance.

MILLFORD, No. 63.
MiLLS-Frxi-OKD, Coventry.—An exeel-

nt display of sidecars of all kinds. The
gid type is most numerous, but there

re also examples of spring wheel, castor

heel, and the radial castor. The chassis

:e practically of two types, the dropped

A Milliord sidecar known as the
streamline principle was suggested in

frame being very popular ; this allows a
low position for the body, and is very
suitable for attachment to modern types
of motor bicycle. The frame tubing of

this chassis, as well as all other Millfords
except the lowest priced model, is dupli-

cated where the rear wheel attachment
is fixed. This allows the attachment lug
(which is a steel forging) to move back-
wards and forwards, so providing perfect

alignment of the wheels. One rigid wheel
model is so constructed that the wheel
spindle is supported on both sides. At
the same time it can be removed very
simply by withdrawing the wheel pin. No
less than nine different chassis and
twenty-four distinct bodies are supplied

by this firm. Two very attractive bodies
are those finished in varnished wood and
designed on the stream-line principle, the
wood used being three-ply. A large

parcel post sidecar carrier occupies the
centre of the stand. Several of the side-

cars are shown attached to motor cycles.

MONOPOLE, No. 56.

3^ h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; belt ; Sturmey - Archer
tnree-speed.

The Monopole Cycle and Cahiuage
Co., Ltd., Fokshill. Coventry.—The
Monopole machine was described in The
Motor Cycle of the 21st, page 1335, and
it therefore suffices for the moment to
say that it is designed upon standard

lines and has no
|

particularly out-

standing features

!
beyond its obvious

' good workmanship
I

and sturdiness of

construction. Saxon
spring forks are
used.

The frame is

dropped, and the
petrol tank is of

exceedingly neat
appearance, an
automatic drip-

feed lubricator

being a standard
fitting. A pedal-

ling gear is fitted,

and special means
have been taken
to prevent the
pedal crankshaft
rotating of its own

accord. Sturmey-Archer hub gears are

provided with the standard means of

operation. A 2!, h.p. machine is shown
which is upon exactly similar lines with

the exception of the engine dimensions,

which are in this case 70 x 76 mm.

MONTCzOMERY, No. 127.
7 h.p. Hendekson ; 64 x 76 mm. ;

overhead m.o.i.v. ; Sehebler car-

buretter; bevel and chain.

Montgoiieky and Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—In addition to the four-cylinder Hen-
derson, one of the most distinctive

exhibits is in the modele de luxe sidecar,

" Streamline." A side3ar on the true
' The Motor Cycle " several months ago.

A "Shell" wicker sidecar on the Montgomery
stand.

specially designed for these machines.

This has a coach-built torpedo fronted

body with side doors, wind screen, and is

luxuriously upholstered. The front of the

chassis is trussed . for extra strength,

whilst at the rear it is carried well back
to accommodate a neat luggage case and
extra petrol can. To allow for variety in

height and angle of bicycle frames a new
fitting has been designed. This device

was recently illustrated. To those

interested in racing work, the sporting

model, with a wicker body shaped like an
artillery shell, 'will appeal.

MOTO-PlEVE, No. 117.
2 h.p. and 4 h.p. Models : 62 x 85 and

63 x 80 mm. : rn.o. valves ; B. and
B. carburetter; chain and belt;

two-speed counter-shaft and hub.

Moto-Reye, Ltd., Acton Vale, Middle-

sex.—The exhibits on this stand are

of two types, single and twin-cylinders.

The latter have overhead valves, adjust-

able tappets, and chain drive through a

two-speed counter-shaft with expanding
ring clutch. The front chains are totally

and the back semi-enclosed. Both engines

are started by handle, which is applied

to the counter-shaft.
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The Olympia Show.—
The magneto is carried in front and

the carburetter is automatic or hand-
controlled as desired. The exhaust is

taken from each cylinder by a separate
long tube with splayed end carried to the
back of the rear wheel.

The. convenient long footboards are
easily detachable, and on the front wheel
the mudguarding is carried complete right
through the front forks.

By the loosening of two nuts the back
carrier and half the rear mudguard can
be swung clear to leave the tyre free for
repairs. Oil is fed to the engine by
pressure obtained from a pump, and a
neat gauge registers the pressure, which
can be maintained for considerable
periods, the flow of oil being adjustable
through a: sight-feed needle valve. In
all machines an extra long toolbag carried
on the tank tpp and bridging the top
.tube allows of tools of reasonable length
being carried.

The 2 h.p. single-cylinder machine,
with two-speed hub gear has been de-
signed for those who want a convenient
little mount at a moderate price. The
two-speed hub is of the firm's own manu-
facture, and adds but 5 lbs. extra weight
to the machine. In other respects this

machine embodies the practice that the
Moto-Reve firm have already made well
known.

MOTOSACOCHE, No. 102.

3i h.p. Model (two-cylinder) ; 64 x 77
mm. ; side by side valves ; Arnac
carburetter ; chain ; two-speed
counter-shaft gear.

Motosaooche, Lid., Holborn Viaduct,
E.C.—The most noticeable features of

this engine are the horizontal radiating
ribs and the position of the valves which
are disposed in front of the front cylinder

and beljind the rear cylinder. The
petrol injection taps are fitted to lead
the petrol into the cylinder about half-

way down. This makes the freeing of
the piston a simpler job, and also causes
the taps to act as half-compression de-
vices. The tank has a large capacity,
and lubrication is carried out simply by
hand pump.
•The frame has a straight top tube, but

is so arranged that it gives" a low saddle
position. Footboards are fitted, and the
counter-shaft chain drive is excellently
caiTi?d, put. Side flaps are fitted to both

front and rear guards. A handle starter

is fitted to the counter-shaft. A similar

machine to this is exhibited attached to

a sidecar, and we "are told that it is fully

capable of this work.
The 2§ h.p. model resembles the above

except for the fact that its twin-cylinder
engine has a bore and stroke of 54 X 75
mm., the one alteration in this model
consisting of bigger vaives

Besides this, two models of the well-

known Motosacoche lightweight are-

shown. The 2^ h.p. has a single-cylinder

engine of 64 x GO mm. bore and stroke
and a variable pulley gear, and the 2

h.p. which is fitted on a lady's dropped
frame, has a bore and stroke of 62 x 75
mm. Both these models remain un-
altered except for the position of the

paraffin injection tap.

A very interesting engine is the 6 h.p.

twin, 72 x 91 mm. This is offered to

those desirous of building sidecars or

cyclecars. The engine was described in

our issue of the 21st Last.' The castings
are extremely well finished throughout,
and we are told that this finish is abso-
lutely standard. The timing gear is un-

usual, one large cam serving to operate
both exhaust valves, while a separate
one is fitted for each inlet valve.

Another novelty shown on this stand
is the "De Lissa patent balanced valve,

which is shown in section on a 2£ h.p.

engine. It will be remembered that this

valve has two seatings, one in the upper
part of the combustion head, and one in

the usual place. This valve, besides
increasing the power of the engine, keeps
it extraordinarily cool, even under prc--

longed work. At first sight it would
seem that it would be difficult to obtain
good compression with two seatings on
one valve, but we are assured that this
is not the case, and certainly the machine
which, we were enabled to try a short
time ago had most excellent compression.

NEW COMET, No. 250.

A. H. Haden, Princip Street/ Birming-
ham.—Among the various sidecar frames
on this stand a drop frame called The
Dual frame, suitable either for passenger
or commercial purposes, demands atten-
tion, affording, as it does, a very low
position, combined with great strength,
while the quick detachable fittings are
neat. The drop frames for touring work
have also quick detachable fittings.

The most important exhibit, however, is

a new registered motor cycle frame, in

which the centre rail is replaced by two
parallel square section tubes, on which
the tank rests, and to which it is held by
four bolts. Thus, the tank can ba
quickly removed, and the space between
the two supporting tubes affords ample
head room for getting at the engine, with-
drawing cylinders, and so forth.

NEW HUDSON, No. 62.
2| h.p. Model: 70. x GO mm.; side

by side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; belt ; Armstrong gear.

The New Hudson Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Summer Hill Street Works, Birmingham.
—Special features of the New Hudson
engines are the off-setting of the cylin-

der and the position of the magneto,
which is supported on a platform bolted
to the crank chamber, which brings it

immediately behind the cylinder. It

Mew Hudson sileneer with central pipe Biting, also

showing foot plates upturned at the front.

exceptionally well protected from mud
and wet. The magneto drive is by
chain, which is, of course, enclosed in a
neat aluminium case.

The clutch control is by means of a

double-ended pedal working on the dead
centre principle, and placed immediately
above the right footboard, whilst the

gear control is by an improved quadrant
on the side of the petrol tank. The lever

is now fitted with a polished vulcanite
handle.

The footboards are cast aluminium,
and are nicely curved. A kick starter is

fitted, and takes the' form of a crank
carried by a bracket on the right chain
stay, which is connected to the hub gear
with - a chain and sprocket. A clock

spring is. used to return the crank, and
the free-wheel • clutch is mounted on

the hub. -

P. & M. sidecar combination, sold complete. 6 h.p. twin two-speed Ariel sidecar combination.
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You are bound to be
interested in these :—

u
THE NEW DUNLOP

PILLION TYRE
(as illustrated). 650 X 65 mm.
Specially manufactured for driving wheels of

passenger-carrying motor cycles and for

cyclecars. A new pattern Dunlop butt-ended
tube is now made in six sizes, one suitable

for this tyre.

THE NEW EXTRA HEAVY

DUNLOP TYKE-
26 X 2fin. and 26 X 2fin.

(as illustrated). For passenger work.

Heavy rubber-studded Dunlop tyres, wired
or beaded pattern. For solo work. New
rubber-studded Dunlop tyre for speed work.
Dunlop sidecar tyre 26 x 2jin. beaded only.

Warwick rubber-studded tyres.

THE NEW DUNLOP

MAGAZINE OUTFIT
(as illustrated). Patent 23738/1911.

This has only to be seen to be appreciated.

The receptacles contain the exact amount of

chalk or solution requisite for one repair, and
can then be thrown away. Always tidy.

Refills obtainable.

DUNLOP BELT, |in. to l^in. All prices reduced. New Dunlop belt piercers. New Dunlop
security bolt. Dunlop " Surepatches." Dunlop patch fixer. Dunlop fitter's stop, etc.

OLYMPIA CYCLE AND
MOTOR CYCLE SHOW

November 25 to 30.

The DUNLOP RUBBER Co,, Ltd., Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM ; Alma St., COVENTRY.
Branches—London, Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

Til ansivcriiiff this advertisement it is desirable to Mention <e The-^Motor (.'t/rfr.'_

TAND116
"5
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VIBRATIONLESS LIGHTWEIGHT

The most successful machine
of Season 1912

191
Mode! N.
Single-geared machine

with countershaft and

pedalling gear, but not

two speeds.

The

Heart

of the

Douglas.

Model O.
Light touring machine,

with two speeds, free

engine clutch, raised

handlebars, footboards,

and extra large petrol

tank.

Ladies' Model, similar to Model R, but with dropped frame.

Fitted with wide front mudguard and side extensions to rear guard.

INSPECT THEM AT STAND 104, OLYMPIA.

The 2f h.p. Douglas Engine fsr 1913

still further improved.

Model P.

Light touring machine

with two speeds, dropped

bars, double footrests,

but no clutch.

Model R.
Full roadster machine,

similar to touring model,

but provided with kick

starter and specially

wide mudguards.

LADIES' MODEL.

>., Kingswood, BRISTOL.
Telephone—No. 51. Telegrams—"Douglas, Kingswood." LONDON—336, Goswell Road, E.G.

D6 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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RECORDS GALORE

Ridden by Mr. S. L. BAILEY, on Tuesday, Nov.

19th, at Brooklands, placed itself still further ahead

of all competitors by easily breaking the following

RECORDS
200 and 2SO miles
4, 5, and 6 hours*
o<x><x>o<x>o<xxxxx>oc>oc<>cooo<xxxx>cooooo<xx>o<x><>c joooooooooo

A SPLENDID FINISH to a successful season

for the motor cycle which has no serious competitor.

cooooooooocooocxx )<XOOC<XOOOOOO<>»0<>X<>X>OCKX<>0<X>C*c>C>C>e<X><>CC\>OOOOC>OCCOO

NOTE.—The DOUGLAS also holds the S miles,
ISO miles, and the 3 hours' records.

Range of 1913 models on show this week, Stand No. 104, Olympia.

DOUGLAS BROTHERS, KINGSWOOD, BRISTOL.
Telephone No. 5 1. Te'egrams : " DOUGLAS, KINGSWOOD, GLOS."

LONDON OFFICE: 336, GOSWELL ROAD, E.C.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Avon-Lyso Belts.

507 discount.

Guaranteed Quality.

Prices per foot.

fin.; ..
-'., If5

lin. AH sold,

fin/ .. fe|l

lin. .. ... 2/4
Less 50% discount.

Postage bd. each extra.

Licensed by Lycett's Rawido Belt Co., Ltd.

Our license is strictly limited ; only a

definite number of belts can be sold, and
never again will you have a chance of

buying belts of the best quality at half the

usual price. This is not a clearance line

—every belt is of best quality and not even

shop-soiled. Selling fast. Order quickly.

Send immediately to our Branches or Works, or order through any recognised agent.

Post orders must be accompanied by cash. Cash returned if not approved.

Mr. , of Newquay, writes : "I have fitted the Avon-Lyso Belt to my 31 h.p Zenith-Gradua,

and have already done nearly 200 miles with it, and will let you know later on how it goes. At
present it shows no sign whatever, of wear, and meets with much admiration from the many motor
cyclists in this district who have seen it." -

-

THE AVON INDIA RUBBER Co., Ltd.
Works : MELKSHAM, WILTS.

Telegrams :
'• RUBBER, MELKSHAM." Telephone : No. 2 MELKSHAM.

Branches

:

LONDON : 35, Long Acre, W.C. BIRMINGHAM : 204, Corporation St.

BRISTOL : Bristol Bridge. MANCHESTER : 229, Deansgate.

GLASGOW: 197, Buchanan St.

Trade Mark.

d8 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'

A
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—

h p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-

retter : chain and belt ; three-

speed Armstrong gear.

]n this model the general specification

follows the already well-known New
on lines, with, of course, the ex-

111 that a combined form of trans-

mission is used. Between the engine and
bottom bracket is a ball bearing

ounter-shaft, driven by chain from the

mgine, and carrying a large belt pulley

for the drive to the back wheel. The
nitial chain drive is entirely enclosed in

111 aluminium oil bath case. The control

if the gear and clutch is the same as

hat already described. The footboards

hi (his machine are supported in front

11 pivots and at the rear upon spiral

prings. A new type of silencer is used,

11 which the exhaust pipe is led to the
luininismi expansion box at a point

near its centre, and the gas makes its

it through holes at each end. A
h.p. direct belt-driven model is also

ho'wn.

NEW IMPERIAL, No. 61.
Zi, h.p. -MODEL : 90 x 77£ mm.

;

m.o.v. overhead valves; Amac
carburetter ; belt.

. New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., Princip
11 1 . Birmingham.—This being a T.T.
aidel it has a short wheelbase. Drip-

ed lubricators are fitted, and the tank
supported from underneath on

ackets.

4J h.p. Model : 90 X 93 mm. ; side by
side ; Amac carburetter ; belt

;

Armstrong three-speed.

The footrests- are adjustable, and the
ake fittings attached to separate lugs,

pe carrier with the back guard attached
I secured by a snap fitting below the
! ddle. and is easily turned back for

re repairs.

This model has a petrol gauge worked
a celluloid iioat within the tank. The

linder is a particularly neat casting
th almost square radiators.

\

:

j h.p. Model : 76 x 85 mm. ; side by
side ; Amac carburetter ; belt ; Roe
two-speed.

These two models are particularly suit-

;;e for sidecar work and have the side-
'- lugs brazed to the frame. The mrd-
Rlfyls have very serviceable sida. fins,

JpraB@3LB
anil the finish is black with a green
tank. Stands are fitted to both wheels.
In addition to these models 2^ h.p. and
3^ h.p. touring models are supplied with
similar details.

The New Imperial sidecar frame has
a tube running all round, into which the
body is dropped. This gives great
strength and a low riding position. At
the back are special supports for a bag
and petrol tin. _ The sidecar body is

fitted with a hood and screen.

NORTON, No. 32.

2i h.p. Model : 70 x 90 mm. ; m.o.i.v.,

side by side ; Amac carburetter

:

belt} Armstrong three-speed.

Norton Manufacturing Co., Sampson
Road North, Birmingham.—On this new
lightweight model the cylinder is off-set

1U mm., otherwise it follows the general
features observed on Nortons.

3J, h.p. Model : 79x100 mm. ; m.o.i.v.,

side by side ; Amac carburetter

;

belt ; Armstrong three-speed.

This machine may be taken as a typical

example of Norton motor bicycles. The
.footboards are longer than last year's,

rubber covered, and provided with a heel
plate. Druid spring forks are fitted. An
Armstrong three-speed gear is fitted, and
both front and rear mudguards are pro-

vided with side shields.

The carburetters fitted to all Norton
machines have specially large gauzes to

the inlets. The magneto is the C.A.V.,
and is provided with a special cover
made by the Norton Co.
The other models are a single-geared

machine and a T.T. pattern. Pan seats

are fitted to all the standards except the
T.T., and it is interesting to note that
all the joints of the carrier are welded,
the tops, where the luggage fits on, being
absolutely flush.

4 h.p. Model: 82x120 mm.; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; Amac carburetter

:

belt ; Armstrong three-speed.

This machine, except that it is fitted

with a larger engine, is similar in every
respect to the 3g h.p. model, on which,
as in the case of other Norton models,
the exhaust box has a taper outlet, and
the final exit is through a long pipe. The
Big Four is shown fitted to a sidecar, and
is specially constructed fur passenger
carrying.

1 JOT

N.S.U., No. 109.
2. 3, and 6i h.p. Models : 58 x 72

nun., 73 x 78 mm., and 75 x S4
nun. ; overhead m.o.i.v. ; N.S.TJ,
carburetter; belt; two - speed

• N.S.C. gear.

N.S.U. Motor Co.. Ltd., Great Port-
land Street. W.- -The chief feature about
the 1913 N.S.U. machine is the dual con-

trol carburetter, which was described and
illustrated in Tim Motor Cycle, of the 14th
inst., page 1311. In other respects the

4 5': Hi :

.• A smart touring sideeir on the N.S.U. stand.

Observe the springing, auxiliary petrol tank and
luggage grid.

only changes that have been made are in

the drop frame and in the modification of

the inlet valve design to one of the over-
head tappet worked type. The frame is

sprung at the back by a helical spring
behind the seat-pillar and hinged at the
bottom bracket extension. A heavier
type of the well-known N.S.U. two-speed
gear is being used for the two roadster
models—the 3£ h.p. and 6£ h.p. twin and
single-cylinders respectively—and it is

worth remarking that the other pattern
of gear is designed so that it is adaptable
to any make of machine, either with fixed
or adjustable pulleys.

Valve si le of the three-speed Norton, fitfe-J with kick-startei. 31 h.p. clutch model. Sun Precision.

r>()
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The Olympia Show
Among the sidecars is one with the

type of patent bcdv that was shown last

year, but, in addition, a wind screen,

hub, luggage -grid, and subsidiary petrel

llSS^IL®

separate chains from the engine, these
chains being enclosed in a weather-proof
case. A single chain on the off side of

the machine transmits the power from
the counter-shaft. The gear is operated

'Tp^xsrsi:: ..

The Wilkinson-Wooler, a two-stroke machine of unconventional de:ijn.

tank have been added. The handsome
sidecar adapted for commercial purposes

and fitted with a trade, box body also

calls for comment.
The models on this stand (the 2 and 3

h.p. single-cylinders and the 6^ h.p. twin)

are entirely new. The first two are

essentially solo machines. The. 62
- h.p.

is a useful machine for sidecar work.

by a vertical rod and a handle, which is

moved in a horizontal plane. In con-

junction with the gear a hand starting

arrangement is used, and consists of a

chain sprocket carried on the saddle tube
immediately below . the tank, and con-

nected with the counter-shaft through a
long chain. A single silencer is used for

both cylinders, and is furnished with an
exhaust cut-out ' actuated by a rocking
pedal placed in front of the left foot-

,
board. These boards are of aluminium
studded with rubber. A special brake
rim is spoked to the back wheel, and on
this the foot brake is applied. The 'petrol

tank is very neatly designed, and is free

from any sharp corners. Both this and
the oil tank are fitted with large fillers.

3^ h.p. Model : 85x88 mm; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; Amac carburetter;
belt ; three-speed Armstrong gear.

This model, together with the 2^ h.p.
Precision-engined machine, is on stan-
dard lines, and lias no features particu-
larly to call for attention except a radiat-
ing device in' the exhaust valve cap
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through which the air circulates. A large
cooling surface is thus provided, the idea
being to keep the temperature of the
cylinder head at this point as low as

possible. We are assured that the device
works very well indeed.

P. AND M., No. 81..
,32

- h.p. Model (single-cylinder) : 84.5

x

88.9 mm. ; side by side valves ; i\

and M. carburetter ; chain ; P. and
M. two-speed.

Phelon and Moore, Ltd., Percy
Street, W.C.—As will be noticed frord

the above, the engine dimensions of tin-

P. and M. have been somewhat increased
so as to bring it just inside the 500 c.o.

limit. No radical

.

alterations have
been made, but
several improve-
ments of some
import are to

be seen on the
new model. The
engine is still

fitted with the

P. and M." de-

compressor, and
it will be re-

membered that
this was one of

the very first

machines to be
so fitted. Detail
"improvements in"

the kick-starter

consist of a fold-

ing pedal, an
adjustment for

the chain, and
an adjustment for

the trip mechan-
ism actuating the
ratchet. Special
stops are also

now fitted for
this starting
gear. The two
front chains and
expanding clutches are protected by a

chain cover which comes close up to the

crank case,and the eccentric bottom bracket
adjustment for the chains has been con-
siderably simplified ; it, is now only
necessary to remove a set-screw from a
notched quadrant, rotate the eccentric,

and replace the set-screw in another
hole. The silencer has been improved,

The latest P. & M. forks

.

have triple stays. The''
lamp bracket is detach-

Valve side of the 61 h.p. N.S.U. This illustration

shows the loop frame, exhaust leads and new
carburetter.

O.K., No. 55.
6 h.p. Model : 76 x 85 mm. ; side by

side m.o.i.v. ; Amac carburetter ;

.

chain; O.K. two-speed gear.

Humphries and Dawes', Lancaster
Street, Birmingham.—The 6 h.p. twin is

a handsome machine specially designed
for sidecar work. The two-speed gear
consists of two cl itches driven by

-

* T^f-^^Sm^^l

T T. &l h.p. O.K.' Precision wnich, it will bo notice!, has extra stays at the rear to ensure engine rigidity. .
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and consists of a large diameter tube run-

ning longitudinally under the engine;

inside this is a smaller tube through

which the gas enters. Thence, after re-

turning to the front, it is allowed to

escape through two small, diameter tubes,

one on each side of the rear wheel. The
Frame has been strengthened throughout,
twelve-gauge tubing being used. The
front forks have been improved in detail,

and it is now practically impossible for

then) to become clogged by mud. Addi-
tional girders are fitted to the front
forks, and the lamp bracket is detach-
able. The forks are somewhat wider so

as to allow for the passage of wider mud
juavds. The flout guard has side exlen-

<TfflO

New method of eccentric adjustment of the
P. & M. gear.

ions for its full length and a large mud
lac at the base. The rear guard has
hort side flaps, which prevent mud
hipping on the chain. The upper part
f the rear chain is also protected by a
eat guard. A front wheel stand is fitted

elow the footrests. The petrol tank has
Sounded edges, and no taps are employed
1 its construction, needle valves only
eing used. A useful primer is fitted.

Inch also serves as a drain tap should
become necessary to empty the tank.
portion of the rear mudguard is con-

derably lowered so as to provide ample
.

I

imping room for the pan saddle. A
rge toulbag is fitted between the rear
udguard and the saddle-pillar, and

irries a paraffin can on one side and an

| 1 can on the other in readily accessible

a isitions. Lubrication is now on the
est and Lloyd semi-automatic drip
inciple, and petrol and oil gauges are
ted to the tank.

^ A colonial model is also shown, which
is several interesting features, the most
jt'iking being probably the tank, which
s a well on the near side extending

.- roughout its complete length. This
iSjdl reaches to the bottom of the lower

il and gives a tank capacity of over
Ifco gallons. The colonial model is finished
^th all-black fittings throughout and has
ecially large ground clearance, this

_'ing obtained partly by the footrests
j-!.ing fitted somewhat higher up than the
undard footboards. The finish of th.3

ichine is excellent.

A well-known fitting on P. and M.
machines is the small metal tube carrier,

which is supported by the side of the
rear mudguard. A novelty on both P.
and M. models is the fitting of a Hoff-
mann ball thrust bearing to take the
strains of the operating gear.

New 6 h.p. twin Precision engine with overhead
valves.

POPE, No. 124.
3 h.p. and 3^ h.p. Models : If,

76 x 94 mm. ; K, 84L x 89 mm.
;

H. automatic inlet valves ; IS., over-
head mechanically operated valves ;

Schebler automatic carburetter; H,
V belt; K, flat belt.

The Pope Motor Cycie Agency, 55.

Banner Street. E.G.—There are three
Pops machines on view, known as the K

1403

In the K type a Ruthardt magneto and
automatic carburetter are also employed,
but the engine is designed with overhead
valves closed by helical springs placed
between the tappet and tappet spindle*
the latter being adjustable.

The greatest departure from British
practice is the flat ljjiu. belt drive. A
plate clutch is mounted on the engini

pulley. The lever which operates the
clutch is provided with a bell crank arm
having a spring-mounted jockey pulley

at its end.

When the lever is in the mid position

it brings the clutch only into action,

further forward movement causing th.'.

jockey pulley to bear on the belt and
tighten it. The chain pedal drive is

adjusted by an eccentric on the pedal
crank bracket. The cylinder is off-set,

and the gudgeon pin is secured to the con-
necting rod by a taper lock nutted bolt,

and rocks in hearings on the bosses of the
piston.

PREMIER, No. 111.
2^ and 3^ h.p. Models : 73 X 66 mm.

and 85 x 88 mm. ; m.o. side by
side valves ; Brown and Barlow
carburetter ; belt and combined
belt and chain : Premier two-speed
counter-shaft and Aimstrong three-

speed hub.

The Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., Coven-
try.—»The 2£ and 3£ h.p. machines on
this stand demonstrate various methods
of transmission. On the 3g h.p. T.T.
machine the firm have an example of

fixed drive, while a belt drive is used

Section of the new P. and M. silencer, which is very efficient.

Valve side of the 3'

and H models. The H model is a 3 h.p.

machine scaling 160 lbs., with an auto-

matic inlet valve and Schebler automatic
carburetter. RuthafHt magnetos are fitted.

A free engine is obtained through the
medium of a plate clutch on the engine-

shaft. Another feature of both these
machines lies in the triple head that

recalls. the Referee
pedal bicycle of some
years ago, the trussed
forks being supported
on the arm of a bell

crank lever fulcrummed
from the axle and con-

trolled by a flat leaf

nickel steel spring pro-

jecting forward from
the fork crown.

h.p. Pope motel K.

either in conjunction with an Armstrong
three-speed hub, free engine, or direct.

A fine example of the 3i h.p. is fitted

with the Premier two-speed counter-shaft

gear, which involves chain transmission
from engine to gear box, belt from gear
box to back wheel, and in this the 8in.

belt pulley which drives to the back
wheel is of a new pattern, adjustable,

and designed so that its own driving
gives it a tendency to self-locking, while
the turning of a large diameter nut
unlocks it. A striking feature about
this machine is the width of the back
mudguard, which is about 7in. wide.
It can be swung clear for tyre repairs.

The arrangement of the engine in the
frame is exceptionally neat. The water-
proof Bosch magneto placed at. the back
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of the cylinder is gear-driven, and a
Brown and Barlow carburetter supplies
jthe mixture. The auxiliary exhaust

JflOK@3IJB

Premier pedalling gear bracket, brake rod carrier,

and connections.

ports that have for so long' formed a

feature of the Premier design are, of

course, retained, the exhaust from them
being led by a. pipe to the "silencer.

Details of Premier spring

up stand.

With the counter-

shaft gear the
engine is started

by a hand] .•

working- on tin;

mainshaft of the
gear box. A 30-

plate clutch

,

alternate bronze
and steel plates,

is used, and the
gears are the

sliding dog type,
always in mesh. The ' oil pump is

incorporated in the tank, and in this tank
the spring filler caps of last year are re-

tained. New features, however, are seen
in the front wheel stand, which also acts

as the lower mudguard stay, in the neat
fitting of the toolbox, and in the spring-
up stand at the back.

Stction of the 3 \ h.p. sin;le-
cylluder Pi emie : engine.

r
IffTffJff-*jJ-_ -

j

'

. :,

:
;

;
' ' .. '

"
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In the counter-shaft model, the chain
is exceptionally neatly enclosed, and in

the single-cylinder belt-driven type a neat
aluminium protecting device is carried
over the belt pulley.

The firm also have on their stand an
example of the 7-9 h.p. engine that they
are fitting for sidecar work. This is an
85 x 88 mm. twin, and the exceptional"

size of the crank discs should give ex-

ceedingly steady slow speed running. A
notable point, too, is the quick detach-
ability of the inlet pipe from the
cylinder.
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lugs brazed to the frame. The petrp
filler has a jdass cap which serves, also,

as a leve' indicator, and with the oil

filler caD s incorporated an air pressure
pump. "*;

.- it li a few strokes of this pump
sufficient air pressure can be obtained in

the tan.> to feed oil through an adjust
able sig) t-feed drip for a considerable
period. The frame is not much altered,
but a somewhat stronger steering head
is now standard, an interesting feature
being the handle-bar lug, which is keyed
and bolted to a solid steering pillar, and
is clipped to the bar itself so that the

New twin Quadrant silecar. machine. It has two spesds, chain Af.vz, and handle-starting.

Section of Premier two-speed 1 om'.er-shaft grar
with enclosed plate clutch and adjustable pulley.

QUADRANT, No. 45.

7 h.p. Model (twin-cylinder, V type) :

87x95 mm. ; overhead inlet valves,

m.,o. ; B. and B, carburetter ; chain
;

two-speed gear.

Quadrant Co., Lawley Street, Birming-
ham.—This fine sidecar machine is the
attraction on the Quadrant stand. The
engine is well up to its work and is an
entirely new design with the magneto
built, and the chains have neatly de-
carried at the rear. The frame is sturdily

signed guards. The gear is mounted in
the counter-shaft, and is of the selective

clutch type, whilst handle starting is

provided. Underneath the left footboard,
a long silencer of big capacity is located.

A new form' of spring fork makes its

'

first appearance..

Single-cylinder models, on much the
same lines as the twin, but with belt

drive, are -also exhibited. One is pleased

to note that the Quadrant retains the
excellent characteristic of a smooth crank
case, rendering the cleaning - operation
much more simple, and, generally, the
new Quadrants appear very workmanlike
designs. They embody up-to-date prac-

tice throughout.

.REX, No. 92.

4 h.p. Model (single-cylinder) : 84jx95
mm. ; side, by side valves ; Brown
and Barlow carburetter; belt; Rex
two-speed gear.

The Bex Motcb Mantteacttking Co.,

Ltd., Coventry.—Several interesting

features are incorporated in the new
design. A new and neatly shaped tank
is fitted which has a particularly clean
appearance since there are very few
fittings. It is supported from below by

bar may be set at any angle to suit the

ri ier. The engine has had but few
alterations made. The timing gear, how-
ever, is considerably simplified, and the

cylinder is held down by two long bolts, 1

which are attached to the head, in addi-

tion to the four usual bolts. The mag-
neto is operated from the handle-bar and
is placed above the bottom bracket and
driven by chain, the high tension wire

6 h.p. Rex twin-eylindor silo by side

valve engine.

passing through a ring- fixed to the tank.

The well-known cantilever saddle suspen-

sion is, of course, still used. The rear

portion of the frame is detachable and

carries the Bex two-sp ad gear, which is

made under Roc licence. Footboards are

fitted, and the imudguarding 'aas been
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wt'll carried out. The belt guard de-

sen cs special attention, as it is carried

COUlld the driving pulley and extends
wards below the belt almost to the

pear hub; it has, also, a side member
ii protects the belt from any mud

©¥©M(x€IL-®

6 li.p. M.ODJX : 76 x 85 mm.; side by
side valves; B. and 15. carburetter;
belt ; Rex two-speed hub gear.

This machine is fitted with a Rex canti-

lever saddle-pillar. A guard is placed
below the belt to protect it from wet and
mud. Sidecar lugs are permanent attach-

.

Open frame 6 h.p. belt-driven Rex.

which might drip off the rear guard.
This modet may also be obtained with
a fixed gear or the Rex hub cone clutch.

6 h.p. Model (twin) : 77^- x 95 mm.
;

side by side valves ; B. and B.

carburetter ; belt ; Rex two-speed
gear.

With the exception of the twin-cylinder

engine this model is similar to the 4

h.p. Both types have sidecar lugs made
with the frame. The latter model may
be obtained with a specially low frame
suitable for a lady. In this case the oil

tank is separate and lies across the frame
just in front of the saddle-pillar. The
description and illustrations of this frame
will be well remembered by readers of

this journal: A sidecar is shown which
was described in a recent issue. It has
four points of attachment and a specially

strengthened frame, also auxiliary coil

spring suspension.

The 5 h.p. chain-driven is similar to the

belt-driven models, with the exception of

the transmission, which is well protected
from mud. A 4 h.p. lady's model, with
open frame, was expected on the stand,
hut had not arrived at the time of our
visit.

REX-JAP, No. 68.

Z'2 h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; over-

head valves; B. and B. carburet-

ter; belt; Sturmcy-Arelier three-

speed hub gear.

The Premier Motor ""'o., Aston Road.
Birmingham. — The mudguarding of

(his increasingly popular machine is very
well carried out. Front and rear stands
are fitted. The inflator, which is of a
commendable length, is attached to the
stays of the spring forks which are of

Druid pattern. Instead of a netrol gauge
tin tiller cap has a glass too

ments, covered with caps. Kempshall
tyres" are a standard fitting. Several side-

cars are shown with coach-built and cane
bodies, two of which are attached to
Triumph bicycles. One sidecar chassis

has a dropped frame to admit of a low
position.

ROLFE, No. 71.

6 h.p. Model : 76 x 85 mm. ; side by
side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

Rolfe three-speed in counter-shaft ;

chain.
"

The Rolfe Mfg. Co., Ltd., Smeth-
wick. Birmingham.—These powerful look-

ing machines are fitted with twin Pre-
cision engines. The counter-shaft three-

speed gear, with which is incorporated
tlie kick starter, is operated by a con-

venient lever on the right side of the

*405

tank. Tlic dutch is controlled b ya pedal
on the left-hand side, while a similar
pedal on tl.e right brings into action an
expanding brake in the hub. A band
brake is fitted to the front wheel. Saxon
forks and Hutchinson tyres are standard.
Two of these machines have sidecars
attached, one of which is fitted with an
excellent Cape cart hood. A third is

combined with a tradesman's carrier.

Tlie lubrication is by Best and Lloyd
pump and drip feed. The mudguarding
is efficiently carried out.

ROVER, No. 86.
3^ h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by

side; B. and B. carburetter; belt:
Armstrong VI

The Rover Co., Ltd., Coventry.—
The chief alteration to the Rover model
lias in the tank, which has rounded
edges, and is also sloped away towards
the rear. The oil tank is a steel press-
ing let into the main tank so as to form
an absolutely unleakable joint. A plain
tapless pump and large glass-topped
filler caps are fitted with a gauze
strainer mside each.
The frame now has a dropped top

tube, but in other respects remains un-
altered. The front mudguard has side
flaps extending to the fork head, and the
rear guard has side . extensions for both
belt rim and brake rim. The foot
brake is placed above tlie chain stay in-
stead of below, and the leverage .some-
what increased from the pedal The
carrier is particularly large, and the
pannier toplbags are protected on two
sides by steel plates. A new silencer is

fitted which is circular in shape and lies

underneath the bottom bracket. For
this reason it is necessarily somewhat
short, but the diameter is very . consider-
able. From this expansion chamber a
pipe, leads back to a point near the rear
hub, and in actual practice. the exhaust
is extremely quiet.

Except for these fittings the Rover
machine is little altered.

.

A similar model can be obtained either
with a free engine, which is of the
Triumph type, and made under licence

by- the Rover Co., or with a fixed gear.
A Tourist Trophy type is also manu-

factured which is on the same lines

throughout, but has a shorter wheelbase,

The new Rover sidecar which will be sold complete in 1913. The sidecar wheel has a band brake.

DI3
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fixed gear, and the usual T.T. fittings.

A special sidecar chassis is made by the
company, one of the chief features of

which is a band brake on the sidecar

wheel. This is connected to a pedal on
the bicycle and is compensated with the
rear motor cycle brake. The chassis is

low and the body has a. pleasing appear-
ance.

The magneto is handle-bar controlled,

and lies well out of the way of mud and
dust. The excellent finish and work-
manship ot Rover machines are too well
known to need our praise.

RUDGE, No. 9S.

3j h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; mechani-
cal valves, overhead inlet ; Sen-
spray carburetter; Rudge-jnulti
gear; belt.

Rtjdge-Whitworth, Ltd., Coventry.

—

Eight splendidly-finished machines are
exhibited on this stand. Also an excel-

lent display of parts ; these are mounted
on boards. The arrangement of these
parts is an excellent .way of showing
visitors the various details of the Rudge-
Whitworth machines. For example, the
parts of the multi hub and gear, piston,

connecting rod, timing gear, roller bear-
ings fitted to connecting rod and starting

gear, are all shown in this manner.
There are also neat enamelled iron stands
on which are fitted engines in part
section, the cylinders being cut away to

show such parts as the piston, rings,

valve ports, etc. The timing gear cases
are also cut away to show the timing
gear wheels, magneto drive, and arrange-
ment of cams. Visitors who examine
these should take particular note of the
magneto transmission gear wheel attach-

ment to armature-shaft. There is a very
fine adjustment for the magneto timing
by means of serrations or fine flirtings

on shaft and wheel. The latest device
should prevent any possible chance of
the washers working off the end of the
shaft. Projections are cast on the inside

of the aluminium cover plate ; these do
not touch the washers when the shaft is

revolving unless there is a tendency for
them to work endwise, when the projec-
tions immediately prevent, any further
movement.

One of the stands carries an engine
fitted up with the Multi-gear expanding
pulley ^ind clutch, also the lever for

operating same, and a portion of ' a

handle-bar with Bowden control for the
clutch. The outside of the pulley is cut
away to show the clutch plates, spring,
etc! , SO' that by moving the gear-operating
lever and clutch lever the visitor can see

for himself exactly how the gear works.
Still another stand shows the whole
power unit, but with the clutch only.

Another little detail improvement which
has net been previously mentioned is the
spring-fitted lid to the tank fillers. The
lid is rectangular, and by means of two
springs—one a coil spring anchored to
the inside of the tank—the lid can be
turned back and will remain in that
position until it is partly lifted up with
the finger, when the spring automatically
shuts it and holds it in the closed

position.

Two Radge-mul'.i models driven by
electric motors show the operation of the

fear in an excellent manner, which any
amount of demonstrating by word of

mouth could not improve upon. Moving
the connecting rod of the sample crank
case, flywheels, and connecting rod, which
have been fitted up to show- the easy
running of the roller bearings, proved to

us that Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., have left

no stone unturned to provide efficiency.

The free-engine model is provided with
a spring end cap to the clutch cover, so
preventing any oil being blown out on to

the rider's feet. Caps are fitted to the
centre of the cylinders, .allowing l^in.

hole when removed. Thjs is done to

•facilitate the casting of the cylinders. At
the same time it allows a big opening
through which one of the scrapers sold

for cleaning off carbon deposit can easily

be inserted. The finish of these machines
should be particularly noted ; the celluloid

covered handle-bars give the machine a

very handsome appearance and match
excellently the fine enamelling of the
frames.

5-6 h.p. Sidecar Model : 85 x 132 mm.,
7o0 c.c. ; mechanical valves, over-

head inlet ; Senspray carburetter ;

Rudge-multi gear ; belt.

The latest addition to this long-stroke
model is the fitting of the £00 c.c. exhaust
valve spring to the inlet valve. The
flywheels have been increased in weight,
and the cams have been redesigned to

give the necessary increased opening for

the passage of the greater volume of gas.

The connecting rod has the same roller

bearings as the 500 c.c. engine.

The sidecar chassis is made up of straight
tubes throughout, and is particularly well

attached to the bicycle. In addition to

the usual front and rear attachments,
further security is provided by clipping

the inner frame member of the sidecar
to the footrest tube. To arrive at a
straight tube design the chassis . is

dropped so that the connecting . tubes
need not pass underneath the sidecar
body. A diagonal tube connects the out-
side tube with the one nearest to the
bicycle which greatly strengthens the
chassis. At the rear is a strongly-made
luggage grid, and the mudguard is par-
ticularly well stayed to the' frame. A
double bracket is provided for lamp and
generator. The sidecar wheel is very
strong laterally, being built with wide
flanges. The wheel is enamelled black all

over and fitted with a 26in. X 2£in. tyre.

The body is coachbuilt. upholstered in

green pegamoid, and painted to match the
Rudge finish on the tanks, i.e., aluminium
with broad green lines. The apron is a

particularly practical and neat idea. It

folds in such a way that it can be used
as either an ordinary apron or a storm
apron, but when folded the eyelets of the

storm apron fit over the turn buttons
provided for the ordinary apron so that
it is not necessary to fold up a detachable
portion and carry it under the seat. At
the front of the apron is a little draught
excluder, which prevents wind blowing
underneath.

The Rudge machines have come to the
fore in a surprising manner, and a visit to

the company's stand will confirm our good
opinion of the workmanship and material
used in their construction.

SERVICE AND W.D., No. 11.

3A h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; side

by side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carbu-

retter ; Armstrong three-speed
gear. -

The Service Co., Ltd., High Holborn,
E.C.—This is a well-built, well-designed
touring model, following standard lines

throughout.

3A h.p. W.D. Model : Overhead inle

valve,; B. and B. carburetter;
belt ; single gear.

This machine, which is shown by the.
.

Service Co., made its first appearance
last year, and has not, we understand,
been materially altered. Its chief

feature is the very excellent system of

lubrication employed, in which, we may
remind our readers, a large sump is

fitted to the bottom of the crank cham-
ber, from which oil is taken by pump
and delivered under pressure through the
hollow crankshaft to all the bearings.

There are also shown on this stand a

31 h.p. Triumph, 2| h.p. Douglas. 6

h.p. Rex, d!2 h.p. Rudge, and 3j h.p. Dot.

SCOTT, No. Ilia.
3| h.p. Model : Two-stroke valveless

twin; Scott carburetter; chain;
two-speed counter-shaft gear.

Godfrey and Ape-leuee, Great Port-

land . Street, W.—By arrangement with
the Colmore Depot, who agreed to give

up their stand to Godfrey and Applebee,
visitors to^.the Show will be able tn

see the winning Scott in the Tourisl

Trophy Senior Race. In general appcar-

How chain driven Rex, 6 h.p. twin, with two-speed gear and spring siat.
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inn :e the 1913 Scott is exceptionally ne;it.

The modifications in design are chiefly

those of detail, the most noticeable being

the system of encasing the transmission

in sheet aluminium guards, and the finish

of the exterior of the petrol tank in

Itexiue, which gives a very pleasing ap-

pearance. The principle of the two-stroke

Scot* engine, with its crank case com-
pression, is well known, but we may
point out that, although it has the ap-
pearance of being water-cooled, the jacket
Is not carried over the heads of the
cylinders, which are air-cooled, as this

arrangement has been found to give
higher engine efficiency than if entirely

water-cooled. In the gear the wearing
surfaces are larger, and a great improve-
ment has been introduced in the design
of the counter-shaft, by which the chain
sprocket driving to the back wheel can
now he removed without taking down
the counter-shaft. This is effected some-

JJSraiQgLE

portant feature of the engine is- the fact
that the head which carries the valves
is screwed into the top of the cylinders.

SINGER, No. 19.
2'
2 h.p. Model : 69 x 80 mm. ; side by

side ; B. and B. carburetter ; belt.

Singer and Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—

There is a very attractive display of motor
cycles on this stand, one being a lady's
machine, another a T T. model, while a
third is fitted with a Villiers free
engine hub clutch. The Bosch magneto
is carried in front of the engine and con-
trolled from the handle-bar. The lady's
model is fitted with the Singer two-speed
counter-shaft drive, the drive from the
engine to the counter-shaft being by gear
and thence to the back wheel by belt.

Druid forks, Middlemore saddles, and
Dunlop tyres ^are standard. The control
wires of the two-speed machines are
carried in metal tubes above the handle-
bars.

Moto-Reve new twin model with chain drive and two-speed gear.

what on the divided shaft principle,

merely by withdrawing a bolt and washer
at the left-hand end of the sliaft. Of-
course, chain transmission is used, and
the clutch works on the expanding ring
principle, but these details embody no
new features. Another feature, not new,
but worth mentioning, is the sim-
plicity of the method by which the front
of the footboards is supported on small
flat springs, while the support' of the foot-

boards at their back end renders them
instantly detachable. The waterproof
Bosch magneto is chain driven off the
counter-shaft as before. Silent as the

Scott machines certainly are, the 1913
model has been mad'e quieter still by a

small expansion chamber fitted at the
end of the exhaust pipe. It should be
mentioned that the actual machine upon
which F. A. Applebee, jun., won the
Senior T.T. Race, as well as its rider,

are to be seen on the stand.

S.I.A.M.T., No. 23,
2\ h.p. Model: 68x72 mm. ; overhead

valves; S.I.A.M.T. carburetter;
single gear; belt.

L. N. Palmer and Co., 9a. Trevelyan
Road, Tooting, S.W.—The two machines
shown on this stand are identical with
the new models described on pa.ge 1333
of cur isMic of the 21st insr. An hn-

5i hp. Model: 85 x 88 mm.; side

by side ; B and B. carburetter ;

_
belt.

This machine is shown single-geared,
and also fitted with the Armstrong
three-speed hub. The saddle is a Brooks
pan seat. It will be remembered that
upon this make Stanley recently annexed
the hour record.

4.J h.p. Model : 88 x 95 mm. ; side

by side; B. and B. carburetter;
gear and belt; Singer two-speed.

This machine is most suitable for side-

car work. The gear is operated by a
lever which is attached to -the tube be-

low the tank. The footboards are of

cast aluminium. Pedals are provided for

starting purposes geared direct to the
engine by a chain. The carrier with the
back mudguard will turn back on the re-

moval of a bolt. The Singer machines
are provided with neat valve covers, hav-
ing an extension to protect the riders'

clothes from the heat of the engine.

These are made of aluminium.
The Singer sidecar has a special low

frame with an extension at the back for

luggage carrying. The springing is de-
cidedly novei, being by means of spiral

springs working in metal cylinders. A
Turner sidecar is attached to one of the
machines.
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SPARKBROOK, No. 99.

6 h.p. Model (V twin) : 76 X 85 mm.
;

m.o.v. side by side; B. and li.

carburetter; Sparkbrook two-speed
counter-shaft gear; chain and belt.

Sparkhkook Mfg. Co., Ltd., Coventry.—This old-established pedal cycle film
with an excellent reputation- enters the
motor cycle lists for the first time at
this Show\ The only model exhibited is

a 6 h.p. sidecar, with the firm's own two-
speed gear on counter-shaft. This is of

the dog clutch type, and operated from
a lever on the top tube. The gear ratios

are 4^ to 1 high and 7j to 1 low. The
drive is by |in. pitch roller chain from
engine to counter-shaft, thence by lin.

belt on 8iu. pulley to rear wheel belt rim.
A free engine clutch is contained in the
counter-shaft pulley. The front forks are
of Sparkbrook design manufactured under
the Druid patents. The tank is carried
on brackets brazed to the lower frame
tube, and lubrication is by sight feed
and pump. The frame is built up with
lugs suitable for quickly attaching! the
sidecar. The sidecar has a coach-built

body luxuriously upholstered with spring
cushions on back and seat ; the body is

suspended on wide C springs, and a
tubular luggage carrier is attached at the
rear of the chassis. The wheels are 26in.

X 2^in. with extra heavy Dunlop tyre

on the rear wheel.

STAR, No. 83.

4; h.p. Model (single) : 87^x100 mm. ;

side by side valves ; multi-jet car-

buretter; chain; Star three-speed
gear.

The Star Cycle Co., Ltd., Wolver-
hampton.—This machine is quite a new
comer, possessing several rather unusual
features. The frame has a dropped top

tube and a curved front down tube.

Saxon front forks are supplied, and both
wheels are carefully mudguarded. The
tank is tapered fore and aft, and has
rounded sides. Lubrication is semi-auto-
matic. Both petrol and oil taps : are of

the needle valve variety The handle-

bars are distinctly unusual, having a very
sharp drop to provide a natural position

for the handsr and flats to accommodate
the Bowden control for carburetter and
magneto. From the levers the wires are

led inside the handle-bars, which gives

the machine a neat appearance. The
engine has many original features. The
valves lie in large chests, which have ail

air passage all round. The cylinder head
is detachable, and held on by four long
bolts. The valve gear is enclosed by an
aluminium cover, which grips the tappet
guides and renders the valve gear oil-

tight and dustproof. The carburetter is

made by the company to suit their own
machines. It is on the multi-jet prin-

ciple, and has a variable choke tube. It

is of the automatic variety, and draws its

supply of air from an aluminium casting

which encircles the cylinders, and, conse-

quently, warms the mixture. The mag-
neto lies behind the cylinder, and is

driven by chain. A curious feature is

that the oil is led into the magneto chain
case. The system of lubrication is so

arranged that the oil, having run from
the chain case into the timing gear, is led

Di5
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into oil Hingers, which, by centrifugal

force, carry the oil into the crank pin, a
lead being taken through the connecting
rod to tne gudgeon pin and cylinder

walls. A simplo'form of decompressor is

combined with the exhaust lift. A
leather-to-metal cone clutch is mounted on

the engine-shaft, and transmits the power
by means of a chain to the gear box.

This box is of the sliding gear type, simi-

lar to car practice,' a direct drive being
obtained on top. The driven sprocket is'

fitted with a spring-controlled shock
absorber, which removes the harshness
from the drive. The gear box is bolted

to the bottom bracket, ample allowance
being made for chain adjustment, and the
final transmission is by chain to the rear

wheel. Careful provision has been made
fur protecting both chains from mud and
wet. The operation of the change-speed
is by a lever working in a quadrant bolted
to the top frame tube. A neat enclosed
kick starter is attached to the gear box,
and rubber-covered footboards, which are
sprung at the near, are fitted. The rear

brake is unusual in that it acts on what
may be termed an inverted belt rim ; that
is to say, the bottom of the V is on the
outside periphery. Pannier toolbags are

fitted, and the rear forks and chain ad-

justment are particularly solid. A very
iarge expansion box is placed in front of

the engine with the exhaust gases escap-
ing through a long pipe with a specially
flattened end. The whol>e machine is of

unusual construction, and is calculated to
attract a- good deal of attention. Two
attractive models of the Turner sidecar
are shown on this stand ; both models are
built specially to suit the Star machine.

SUN, No. 90.

3J.h.p. Model (single-cylinder): 85x83
mm. ; side by side valves; B. and
B. carburetter; Sturmey - Archer
three-speed ; belt.

The . Srx Cycle and Fittings Co.,
Ltd., Aston Brook Street, Birmingham.
—Although this model is not entirely
new this is its'- first appearance at

Olyflrpia.
.
One notices at a glance that

the finish throughout is excellent. There
are no very special featurer., tne Irame
being of the standard dropped tube type
and fitted with ^Druid forks. All frame
fittings are coslettised. The tank has
neatly rounded edges, and is fitted with
large filler caps, lubrication being effected
by enclosed hand pump. •

Both front and rear guards have short
side flaps, and a stand is fitted to each
wheel. A neat petrol sump combined
with a strainer is placed between the tank
and the petrol pipe, while pedalling gaar
is fitted as standard. The carrier is. of the
usual 'type, having pannier toolbags and
giving ample accommodation for luggage.
A pan saddle is fitted. A very neat clip

for Bowden cables is placed under the
tank; it consists'; of a metal trough,
which slides in grooves fixed to the base
of the tank.
The above description is correct for

all Sun models, which are made' with the
following- sized engines: 4 h.p:', 85x85
mm., and % h.p. 90 x 96 mm. (either of
these models may be. had with- Villiers free
engine or fixed gear); 2§ h.p., 70x90
mm-; and 2i h.p., 70x75 mm. Each
model is fitted'with an efficient magneto
guard and silencer.

Di6

POWER UNITS OF SHOW
MODELS.

Power unit cf tin n™ 31 h.p. Swift, fr«m
the vilve side.

Ciiain sije of ths 2, h.p. Sunbeam power unit.

The foot brake is mounted separately from the

footrest on the Monopole.

SUNBEAM, No. 64.

?.\ h.p. Model : 75 x 79 mm. ; side

by side valves ; Amite carburetter

;

chain ; Sunbeam counter-shaft I

speed gear.

John Muiston. Ltd., Sunbeamland,
Wolverhampton.—There are several ea

amples of this beautifully finished

machine, which we described in oar
issue of November 14 th, page 1315.

Naturally a special point is made of pin

tecting the chains. Incidentally, it may
be remarked that the same guards als .

protect the variable gear and clutch.

The tank, which is finished in black

and gold, is firmly supported on brackets.

The lubrication is by pressure fed pump.
The inlet tube is tapered, the larger end

being towards the engine. This is said

to improve the carburation.

Front a id rear stands are fitted. The
back mudguard can be turned bark

bodily to allow of tyre repairs. The
handie-bar is enamelled black. Mention
has already been made of the back axle,

which is divided to allow tyres to he

changed without the removal of

wheel. Comfortable footboards aH
standard equipment.

SWAN, No. 53.

Si/ h.p. .Model: 85 X 85 mm. ; side by

side m.o.«.v. ; Senspray carbu>

letter; two-speed gear; chain.

Cygxus Motors, Ltd.,. Frodsham.—
The iSwan motor cycle possesses a number
of highly interesting and valuable features.

Its makers claim that' it was one of the

first machines in which a deliberate efforl

was made to enclose as much as possible

the transmission and to provide a satis-

factory form of spring frame.

Although it has an unconventional
appearance, no one can possibly deny its

thorough practicability.

The frame, instead of being tubular,

has no top bar, but consists of a chassis

of stout aluminium plate strongly riveted •

and bolted together. At each side of the

two side members are comfortable rubber-

covered footrests. The engine is placed

well forward, with the top of its crank

case level with the top edges of the frame

members, and this allows an aluminium
plate to be clipped . on so as to leave

only the cylinder projecting. The crank-

shaft carries' a leather-faced cone clutch,

on an extension' of which is fitted a hand
: tarting device operated by a long lever.

The gear box is of the positive or dog

clutch type and is placed at the rear of

the engine and driven by a chain, the final

drive being also by chain.

The gear control and also the clutch

control are on the right-hand grip handle,

both being worked through Bowden wires.

The Mea magneto is placed immediately

over the gear box and driven by tun

chains and a small counter-shaft. &
powerfuL.heel brake working on a special

brake rim is fitted. The tank is imme-
diately underneath the seat, which is of a

new and very comfortable type- Suspen-

sion of the frame consists of two long leaf

springs working in conjunction with

pivoted chain stays, which are mounted
on ball bearing trunnions. A J.A.P. drip

feed lubricator is fitted to the small oil

tank, which is under the steering head of

the irame.
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Open Frame Show Models.

Swan double magneto drive with adjustment
for chain stretch.

Natural position of handle-bar grips on the
new Star.

Ladies* model single cylinder Veloce.

Novel cooling device fitted in tn*e exhaust valv»

cap of the O.K.
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SVi/IFT, No. 100.

3i h.p. Model (single) : 86 x 85 mm. ;

side by side valves ; B. and B.

carburetter ; belt ; Armstrong; three-

speed gear.

The Swift Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—The new Swift models are characterised

by their simplicity and clean design. The

;
.
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Pulley side of Swift engine. This picture

shows the brake pedal on the T.T. model, also

handle-bar controlled magneto advance.

engine has large valves and adjustable

tappets, and the cylinder holding-down

bolts are extremely accessible. A neat

and very simple half-compression device

is fitted to the timing gear and operated

by a small pedal. The machine has a

dropped frame which gives a very low

riding position.

Two pairs of footrests are fitted, the

front pair being radially adjustable.

The tank is supported on lugs attached

to the bottom rail. It has large filler

Rear wheel ot 3 J h.p. Swift, showing kick starter
mechanism, carrier, and stand clip.

cups and a combined petrol sump and
strainer. Semi-automatic lubrication is

used. An enclosed Bosch magneto is

fitted in front of the engine and driven

by chain. Ample clearance is allowed in

the chain case to prevent rubbing.

The hand, brake is a particularly neat

and simple piece of work, and the arch to

which the shoes are attached slides

in guides brazed to the fork. One
model shown -is fitted with B. and B.

automatic carburetter, and handle-bar
controlled magneto is standard through-
out.

Mudguarding has been carefully

studied, and in addition to side flaps

running the full length of the front guard
a large splasher is fitted to the front

wheel stand. The. rear guards have a
wide extension covering the belt and rim.
A kick-starter is fixed to the back stay

and connected to the hub by means of a
short chain.

A fixed gear model is also shown and
T.T. models with both fixed gear and
Armstrong three-speed gears. The pan-
nier toolbags are protected by steel

shields, which are carried round three
sides of the bag, and a Reflex rear light

is fitted to all models.

STELLAR, No. 118.
6-8 h.p. Model: 78 x 82 mm.; valve-

less ; Amac carburetter ; two-speed
sliding gears : worm and propeller-'

shaft.

Nye and Co., Hampstead Road, N.W.
—One of the finest examples of the

influence of car practice on motor cycle

design is to be seen on the Stellar machine
exhibited by this firm. In this the two-
stroke engine, flywheel, clutch, and two-
speed sliding gears are incorporated in

a single unit construction, in which the

crank case is extended and enlarged to

cover the flywheel, and the gears are

contained in a casing bolted to the crank
case. The Bosch magneto of the enclosed

type is carried at an angle on the right-

hand side of the gear box, and driven by
the extended engine-shaft through a
Coventry silent chain. Where the engine-

shaft extension projects at the back of

the gear box, a free-wheel pinion is

fitted, and this, in mesh with a quadrant
on a pedal-operated lever, gives the neces-

sary kick-starting facilities. The engine
utilises compression from the crank case,

and a 40-plate clutch transmits power
to the gear box. Thermo-syphon
cooling is used, and the gear is operated
from the lever on the left-hand side. The
machine is equipped with a front-wheel

rim brake, and one 1 working inside a

special TJ brake rim on the back wheel.

T.M.C. AND WOOLER, No. 22.
7 h.p. Model (four-cylinder) : 60 x 60

mm. ; side by side m.o.i.v.
;

Stewart - Precision carburetter;

three-speed sliding gear ; bevel.

Wilkinson T.M.C Co., Ltd., South
field Road, Acton, W.—This ambitious
sidecar machine, which has a four
cylinder water-cooled engine, the rylin
ders being cast separately, remains prac
tically unaltered. Since last shown at

Olympia a modified form of radiator liaj

been fitted The design of the liand-

The front rim brake on the Swift. Notice that
the brake itself is carried outside the guard to

prevent mud splashing.

starting device has also been amended, ill

and side extensions to the front mud-
guards added. The magneto drive is now
flexible, a fibre disc being interposed

between the two cheeks of the coupling,
pins from each side engaging -with holes

in ,the fibre disc. The gear ratios have
also been altered, and how are 4.6, 6.7.

and 11.8 to 1.

2J h.p. Model: 76 X 76 mm.; two-
stroke; B. and B: carburetter; ex-,

panding pulley gear ; belt.

The Wilkinson T.M.C. Co. are fortta
nate in having two machines which are

a refreshing departure from standard,
and both are attracting much attention

at the Show. In addition to the four-

cylinder just described is another inter-

esting, model, viz., the horizontal engined
Wooler, which first made its appearance
at Olympia last year.

The engine is of the two-stroke type,

and possesses a blank-ended cylinder and
a double-ended piston with one ring on
the displacing end and three on the firing

The Stellar two-stroke twin, a machine of clever design.
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bhd. Each end of the cylinder is eon-

nected by an external pipe with valves

11 each end, while the exhaust is effected

by a port in the lower side of the cylinder

walls. The crankshaft is now hollow.

The lubricatioi is by pump, which

delivers oil to tne cylinder and drips oil

on to the .
connecting rod and on to the

bin-end. In the sump, a lubricating oil

injector is fitted into the tiller cap, thus

1
milling oil to be injected to any moving

pari in the- mechanism which may require

it. The pn'ley is slightly under-geared,

thus allowing it to be of ample dimen-
ioi -. The back wheel is suspended on

coil springs while we may also mention

an ingenious device for tightening the

belt. The pulley is free to swing back-

wards and forwards, pivoting on the

irankshaft centre thus allowing the slack

of the belt to be taken up when the lower

gear is in engagement. This slides

through an adjuster, which controls' the

limit of movement and allows the belt

stretch to be taken up. The streamline

tank and efficient system of mudguarding
also call for attention. All control wires

are enclosed, running through the handle-

bar and then through tubes to the carbu-

retter. 11 is also interesting to note that

the brake rod works through one of the

frame tubes and is an exceedingly neat

fitting. Detachable wheel spindles are

fitted to both front and rear wheels—

a

great convenience.

TORPEDO, No. 82.

2£ h.p. Model: 70x76 mm.; S.S.

;

B. and B. carburetter ; Armstrong
three-speed hub ; belt.

F. Hopper and Co., Ltd., Barton-on-

Humber. — This, little machine is also

shown fitted with the B.S.A. free engine.

The Best and Lloyd system of lubrication

is adopted. The toolbags are carried

pannier fashion in metal brackets.

3^ h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; S.S. ;

B. and B. automatic carburetter

;

Armstrong three-speed hub ; belt.

Except in size, this model is similar to

that already described. Front and rear

stands are fitted. The finish of these

machines is exceedingly good.

4J h.p. Model: 89x96 mm.; S.S.
B. and B. carburetter; Armstrong
three-speed; belt.

This is essentially a sidecar model, and
is shown with .a Torpedo sidecar attached.
The sidecar chassis has a dropped frame.
The axlr is supported on both sides, and
the sidecar wheel is well protected. All
the Torpedo machines are fitted with Pre-
cision engines, Druid forks, and Lycett or
Empi're-de-Luxe pan seats.

TRIUMPH, No. 49.
34 h.p. Models (clutch, T.T., and

three-speed) : 85 x 88 mm. ; side

by side m.o.i.v. ; belt.

Triumph Cycle Co.. Ltd., Coventry.
—The Triumph stand is always a centre

tirely new design. It is flattened out at
the lower end, and on account of its

width and special design, is found to
be so efficient that the ordinary water-
proof cover over the magneto has been
dispensed with. On the clutch mudel the
operating rod is connected almost at tin-

top of the toe and heel pedal, which has
the effect of gearing down the movement
of the rod. Thus it will be gathered
that ;i very gradual engagement for the
clutch is possible. The foot brake rod is

of fiat section and arranged on the inner
side of the engine pulley, whilst the
pedal is much longer than formerly, giv-

ing a great deal more leverage. Minor
improvements have been made to the
engine. The adjustable tappets with en-

New form of silencer on 1913 Triumphs. The only outlet is at the fishtail end of extension pipe.

New Torpedo sidecar with frame around the wheel.

The special design of mudguard will be noted.

of interest. At this year's Show there
are six types of machines submitted for

examination, all possessing the same type
of power unit, viz., a 3^ h.p. engine of

85 x 88 mm., with interchangeable
valves, which has now had such a long

trial and has emerged triuiiiphantly. All

the different models are exquisitely

finished. The three-speed machine pos-

sesses the most departures from previous
Triumph practice. First and foremost,

a change-speed gear has been adopted as

standard for the first time. The one
selected is the Sturmey-Areher, but it is

controlled by a patented form of gear
lever. This lever is much longer than
the usual change-speed device on motor
cycles, and is attached to the tank tube
immediately behind the cylinder, where
the ball head of the lever is conveniently
placed for the rider's right hand. A
ratchet and pawl device on the other
side is neatly covered in to exclude wet
and dirt, which would cause the gear to

work stiffly. The change of speed is

effected with the greatest of ease, and
the ratchet prevents the possibility ' f

one gear being accidentally slipped, which
is a not infrequent occurrence with the

ordinary type of lever. Other new fea-

tures of tire latest Triumphs are a new
form of silencing arrangement in which
the ordinary silencer is used as an ex-

pansion chamber, a long pipe extending
behind the rear hub conveying the gases

to the rear. A clock dial petrol gauge
is now used, the advantage of which is

that the rider may observe how much
petrol there is in the tank as he rides

along. The front mudguard is of en-

closed springs are retained, but one of

the best points is the new leather washer
on the crank case to prevent the escape

of oil. The washer in question is held

in position in the special recess of the

crank case by a left-hand threaded nut.

the washer itself being shaped in such a

way that it tends to grip the engine-

shaft, l'lug fouling is said to be almost
unknown with the new Triumph, the

reason being ascribed to a modification of

the design of. the valve ports. As re-

gards the carburetter, this now has a

gauze cover over the extra air inlet.

which is found greatly to economise
petrol, besides excluding a certain amount
of dust from being drawn into the engine.

The magneto contact breaker is now con-

trolled by a neat lever on the left handle-

bar on all models. A T.T. model with
a hub plate clutch is a new departure,

as also a simple decompressor. This
machine, and the three-speeder, are the

additions to the Triumph range.

TRUMP-JAP. No. 40.

3J, h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm.
;

m.o.i.v., side by side; Senspray
carburetter ; belt ; Sturmey-Areher
three-speed gear.

Trump Motors, Ltd., John Bright
Street, Birmingham.—This machine was
dealt with in our last issue, page 1329.

It is a machine built on' standard lines,

fitted with Sturmey-Areher three-speed

gear and kick starter, front mudguard
with wide extensions, a wide tank with
exceptionally large filler caps, and is

altogether a sensible touring mount.
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3^ h.p. Model (twin-cylinder) : 60 X

76 ram.; m.o.i.v., side by side;

Amac carburetter ; belt ; Sturmey-
Archer three-speed gear.

This machine strongly resembles the

3j h.p. which we have just referred to.

6 h.p. Model : 76 x 85 mm. : m.o.i.v.,

side by side ; "Amac carburetter

;

belt ; Sturmey-Archer three-speed

gear.

This machine has Garrard-Maxfield
sidecar fittings, and, in company with

the other models referred to, has a

specially strengthened head. A good
feature of this machine is that the tool-

bags are carried in metal frames
attached to the carrier. The latter , is

provided with an additional stay, so as

to give ample strength. Another feature

is a special type of sidecar, the frame of

which is underslung and fitted with a

cane body.

VICTORIA, No. 129.

3£ h.p. Model : 85 x 88; side by side;

B. and B. carburetter; belt.

Victoria Motor and Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Dennistoun, Glasgow. — Victoria motor
cycles are shown in different models.

This make of machine is the only repre-

sentative from Scotland. All have the

different types of single-cylinder Precision

engines, the 4^ h.p. machine with smart
coach-built sidecar being the pick of an

excellent array. There is nothing untried

or experimental about the Victoria. It

is on standard lines, with Druid forks,

Bosch magneto, Dunlop tyres and belts,

and Brooks saddles. It is built of

substantial fittings, and is bound to give

satisfaction. A choice of change-speeders
or single-geared mounts is offered. The
price, too, is an eye opener.

WIN-PRECISION, No. 20.

34 h.p. T.T. Model and 3i h.p. Totm-
ing Model : -85 x 88 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; Armstrong gear.

Winoycle Trading Co., Great Saffron

Hill, E.C.—The Win-Precision is a

machine which follows standard lines and
is built of the best material. On the
stand is to be seen the 3^ h.p. machine
used by W. J. Clarke on two unofficial

long distance rides, one with and the
other without a sidecar.

Xdus

The folding sidecar, recently described
on page 1338, November 21st, is shown
fitted to a 4^ h.p. 90 x 96 machine with
Roc two-speed gear.

All Win-Precision models are fitted

with B. and B. carburetters and Druid
spring forks. Another 3^ h.p. model is

fitted with a Villiers two-speed gear in

the rear hub.
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VELOCE AND WILTON,
No. 123.

3£ and 2^ h.p. Models : 85 x 88 mm,
and 70 x 76 mm.; m.o. valvas

;

B. and B. carburetter ; belt ; three

speed and two-speed.

The Wilton Cycle and Motor Co..

Wilton Road, S.W.—The Wilton side

Victoria-Precision sidecar outfit—the only Scottish representative in the Show.

Trump four-point suspension sidecar chassis.

WILLIAMSON, No. 81.
8 h.p. Model: 85 x 85mm.; side by

side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

chain ; Douglas two-speed counter-
shaft gear.

The Williamson Motor Co., Coventry.
—These machines are shown in two
forms—air-cooled and water-cooled. The
engine is the now well-known Douglas
8 h.p. horizontally opposed twin. The
two-speed gear is controlled by a level-

attached to the top tube ; the rear band
brake by a pedal for the right foot. The
greater part of the frame is double. The
Douglas adaptation of the Druid fork
is fitted. The front mudguards should
prove very effective. From the fork to-

wards the front the side flaps lie in the
plane of the wheal, but from the forks
downwards they are turned out at right

angles. The footboards are attached to

extensions of the. frame itself and uot
to crosspieces bolted on. The chain drive

is softened by a
spring device in

the back hub.
The silencer con-

sists of a long

tube extending
rearwards and
flattened at the

end. The Bosch
magneto is con-

trolled from the

handle - bars.
Large hinged
filler caps . are

fitted, h a v i n g
glass tops. The
saddle is Lycett's

Le . Grand. The
machine is

finished in black,

the tank and
chain guards be-

ing grey in colour.

cai's are shown, in 'which the design en-

ables the car to be secured to the frame
at all points, and the fittings are such
that by a single nut all the fixings a't

the back can be detached. The axle is

dropped. Matchless, Clyno. and Veloce
machines are displayed. The Veloce
is made in two models—3-^ and 2{
h.p. The machine depends upon belt

transmission, while three speeds are

available through the medium of an

Armstrong hub gear. It is in the
2^ h.p. machine, however, that the chief

features lie. In the engine of this

machine the valves are placed in front,

and, unlike its larger brother, the inlet

is above the exhaust, and worked by an

adjustable tappet. Lubrication is carried

out automatically by means of a pump
operated by rotary gear off the gear-

shaft. The two-speed gear is con-

tained within the crank case casting.

An "outside flywheel is adopted.

WULFRUNA, No. 35.

6 h.p. Model : 76 x 85 mm. ; m.o.i.v.
;

Amac carburetter ;
chain.

-

Wulfruna Eng. Co.. Ltd., Wolver-
hampton.—This is a serviceable machine de-

signed for sidecar work. It is provided with

Toe and heel pedal controlling clutch of the G.H
gear on the twin Wulfruna sidecar maehine.
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two-speed counter-shaft gear. The chan

speed lever is on the top tube, and the

clutch pedal is on the right hand side of

the gear box. The lubrication is by
pump, and a petrol tank of large capacity

is fitted. A special sidecar is shown
attached to this machine. The weight
uf the machine solo is 240 lbs.

3i h.p. Model: 34 x 89 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carb'jret-

' ter ; chain ; two-speed counter:

shaft gear.

This model is similar in detail to the

6 h.p. just described, except that it is

of smaller h.p., since a similar type gear

and transmission are fitted. A machine
.if the same h.p. is the 3£ T.T.. but this

is provided with belt transmission and
dropped handle-bars.

2% h.p. Model; 77 x 81 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carburet-
ter; belt; Armstrong three-speed
gear.

This machine is fitted with sloping
footboards, carries the magneto behind
the cylinder, and is provided with a

special bracket for the back brake spindle
which is brazed to the back forks. This
feature is to be found on all models. This
model, in conjunction with the other
types, is provided with Armstrong gear
and a^starting device which can be oper-
ated either by the hand or foot ; also

worthy of mention is the fact that a
special filtei

pipe union.
provided at tl

h.p. Model : 76 x 65 mm.
;

head inlet valve ; Senspray
retter ; Armstrong gear.

etrol

over-

jarbu-

This model is provided with an eugine
of a totally different type from the others.

The magneto, which is gear driven, is

neatly carried on a platform behind the
cylinders, and the design of the two-to-
one gear casing is particularly neat. Foot-
hoards, kick or hand starting device, and
Armstrong three-speed gear are fitted.

2\ h.p. Model : 65 x 70 mm. ; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carburet-
ter ; belt ; single gear.

This model is the smallest shown by
the Wulfruna Engineering Co. The mag-
neto is chain-driven and carried behind
the engine. All models are provided
with Druid spring forks and have side
shields to the front mudguard.
With so man}' standard machines there

i-i no lack of variety on this stand.

ZENITH, No. 112.

4 h.p. Modkl : 85 x 88 mm. ; 6 h.p.

twin. 76x85 mm. ; 3J h.p. , 90x77.5
mm. ; 2% h.p.. 85 x 60 mm.;
all side valves, except racing

—

racing, overhead ; B. and B. and
Amae carburetter ; all Gradua gear.

Zenith Motobs, Ltd.. Weybridge.

—

On the Zenith stand there are the follow- tank,

ing models: Tin. Zenith Green, with tap.

'J'he Motor C.yi'lil. The features of tlit

latest Zenith designs may best he seen in

the clutch model. The tank has been re-

designed with corners rounded off, and is

now carried on I able lugs underneath,
obviating the necessity for attachments to

the top tube. A very useful detail, too,

is seen on the combined sump and
strainer placed at the bottom of the petrol

This i< combined with the petrol

A now motUl. Tae wator-cDOIj.1 Gr^ea-Prjcision easing on a Zanith Graiiu.

water-cooled Green engine; the clutch
model, fitted with kick starter, designed
lo give free engine on any ratio of the
( fradua gear with which it is fitted ; the
standard 6 h.p.. fitted with long separate
plated exhaust pipes to each of its two

Rear fork end ot the Zenith to enable the wheel
to be readily detached.

cylinders, and cut-out at the rear in the
back axle; the 3£ h.p. overhead valve
racing model ; racing models with single
and twin cylinders, having overhead
valves, the powers being respectively

2| h.p. and 3^ h.p. for the singles, and
8 h.p. for the twins. All the machines
are fitted with the special lug jn front to

lake a sidecar, as already described in

Another very distinctive feature is the
wide shield which protects the magneto
and is carried outwards, also to protect
the gear. This, it is claimed, has proved
more effective than wide front guards, as,

among other things, the engine is left far

more open to air cooling.

Attention should be given to''the careful
side-guarding of the wdieels, the mud-
guards of which are provided with slide

wings. The wing on the right of the back
wheel being especially wide.
The Zenith stand is a most distinctive

feature, and merely consists of two legs
swinging on a pivot-shaft passing through
a tube bracing the bottom back wheel
stays together. In this position the

machine on the stand is balanced so that
the slightest pressure at the rear end will

lift the front wheel from the ground,
and the whole design is simplicity itself.

Another point to notice is the easy detach-
ability of the 'back wheel from the frame.

SPEEDWELL MFG. Co.,No.I24a.
Speedwell Mfg. Co., Abbey Works,

Alcester.—This firm makes a speciality

of conversions from single to three speech
with Armstrong hub gears. Examples

s_. ... _... ,,..._.,, :-
7?:rr.--- -;-.-;;:—

r

Examo.es of the 3

m/
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1913 pattern Scott. The tank has a leather covering. Observe the encased gear. Ladies' three-speed Hobart, a clean design with vertical engine.

of machines so converted are on view,
and complete back wheel sets, suitable

for Triumph, Rudge, and other machines,
are exhibited complete with the hub and
control, which can be either by pedal or

Bowden cable and hand lever.

THE SERVICE CO., No. 17.

Service Co., High Holborn, W.C. (No.
17).—Another interesting attachment is the
Carrol sidecar. In this sidecar the rear

wheel is carried on a small additional
frame hinged upon the rear tube and con-

nected thereto by a coil spring. It also

slides on this tube to a limited extent,

and consequently has a sort of radial

castor action. At the- front of the foot-

board there is a chamber which is con-

nected by flexible pipe to the exhaust
pipe of the motor bicycle, and acts as a
foot warmer for passenger. The body is

Vevo folding foot pump.

comfortably light, well upholstered, and
provides ample leg room. Another
feature is a quickly detachable sidecar

fitting which is a decided departure from
standard practice. The Service sidecar

is provided with a particularly strong

hub, and the main mudguard stay is

held to the frame by a spring bolt. If

this bolt be disengaged the whole of the
mudguard can be swung round to act as

Montgomery "Man ol War " type sidecar body
with cantilever springs.

a stand. The Brown and Hingston two-
speed gear is also exhibited. This has
been improved in detail, and will be
referred to later.

. Service accessories are dealt with on
a later page. '

TAYLOR AND CO., No. 166.

H. Tayloe, and Co.. 21a, Store Street,

Tottenham ' Court Road. W.C.—The
Douglas, Rex, Rudge, and A.J.S. machines
(for which last named make the firm are

the sole agents) are exhibited on this

stand, and some interesting examples of

sidecars are also displayed. One of the

features is a coach-built sidecar body,
beautifully constructed with sheet- steel

panels, and with a compartment at the

back for the spare tyre. This has been
designed especially for the 5-6 h.p. A.J.S.

sidecar machine.

A VARIED EXHIBIT.
Watjchopes, Ltd., 9, Shoe Lane, E.C.

—Some of the best known makes of

motor bicycles are shown here, such as

the Matchless, Chater-Lea, Triumph,
Williamson air-cooled, Humber, Douglas,

and Premier, for which the firm are

agents.

Warming pipe from the exhaust inside th6
induction pipe on the Williamson.

.Messrs. Wauchopes make a speciality

of dealing with all makes of new and
second-hand motor bicycles, and have
had a long experience in this branch of

the business.

6 h.p. Excelsior, with counter-shalt gear and chain drive A Calthorpe fitted with the Green-Precision engine, counter-shaft gear,

and combined transmission.
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A.C.rNo. 60.

5-6 h.p. Model : 95x102 mm.; m.o.v. ;

cooling air; B. and B. carburetter;

chain ; epicyclic two-speed gear

;

single-cylinder engine ; wheelbase,

6ft. 2in. ; track, 4ft. 6in. ; weight,
weight, 560 lbs. (chassis) ; seats,

side by side.

Auto-Carriers (1911), Ltd., Thames
Ditton. Surrey. — The Auto - Carrier

machine is now so well known 011 the

road that a detailed description is un-

necessary. However, for the benefit of

those who have not a practical acquaint-

ance with the machine, it might be

briefly described as a runabout, capable

of doing as much as and more than many
four-wheeled vehicles. The passenger and
driver are seated side by side, while the

engine is situated behind the seats. The
engine is of the single-cylinder vertical

type, air-cooled, with two large flywheels

on each side of the crank case, air vanes
being cast on the flywheels to act as

fans. The drive is from a small sprocket

on the left-hand side of the crank case

to a sprocket on the rear wheel axle. The
rear axle is supported on leaf springs,

and carries an epicyclic gear. The low
speed engagement is brought into opera-

tion by the depression of a pedal by the
right foot, while the engagement for the

direct drive is brought about by pressing

forward a vertical level-

, this locks together

the whole of the epicyclic gear, which
thus revolves as one mass. With refer-

ence to the -petrol supply tank on this

vehicle, a rather novel feature is em-
bodied. The filler cap carries a hollow
tube screwed at its lower end and drilled

with a hole about an inch up. The feed

to the carburetter is in the normal way
through this hollow, but in case the

vehicle stops for want of petrol it is

only necessary to unscrew the filler cap,

and it is found that there is a reserve of

petrol about the depth of the hole from
the bottom of the screwed stem- which
serves to get the passenger either home

or to a place where a fresh supply can
be taken in. The steering is bv hinged
tiller, the lower part of the steering stem
being directly connected with the front

steering levers. It should be mentioned
that, in addition to a foot-applied brake
which can be notched up automatically to

any given decree of pressure and released

instantaneously, there is a pair of front

wheel bands to operate on the front hubs.

This brake is applied by pulling back the

same lever, which when pushed forward
gives the direct top speed drive. The
b;inds of the foot and hand brake are

lined with Fercdo. The frame is tubular

built, and is supported at the front on

semi-elliptical springs and at the rear on
inverted quarter elliptical springs. On the

two-seated vehicle staged a very easily

raised and lowered iiood is fitted, whilst

the storm apron, or dash, is hinged at its

A thickly uphol-:t2red back rest is provided on the
A.C. Sociable, under which are arranged pouches

for tools.

Design ot cylinder on tho A.C. from which the large

radiating surface will be noticed.

lower forward end, and carries at the

upper end a hinged wind screen which
can be adapted to any angle. This is not
only an efficient waterproof guard, but
entrance to the front is made particu-

larly easy. There are other models staged

—a two-seater which carries a dickey seat

behind for a third passenger, and also

luggage carrying models suitable for

various trades. It is interesting to note

that there are- some 1700 of these vehicles

now on the road, and the output at the

works is about twenty-fikve per week. The
wire wheels carry 650 x 65 mm! tyres to

the front, and the single rear wheel 700

X 75 mm.

ALLDAYS, No. 106.
Mit.get Model : < V twin-cylinder;

85 x 88 mm. ; air-cooled ; m.o.

valves; worm drive; three-speed

gear ; wheelbase, 9ft. ; track, 4ft.

2in. ; weight, 6 cwts. ;
position of

seats, side by side

Alldays and Onioss, Ltd., Fallows

Road, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.—On
this stand two vehicles are exhibited,

one the Alldays Midget and the other

the Expressodel. The former is a

four-wheeler and the latter a three-

wheeler. The Midget car has a twin-

cylinder air-cooled engine, the drive from

this being through a cone clutch arm a
three-speed and reverse gear box, thence
through a universal joint at the forward
end of the propeller-shaft to the worm
driven rear axle. Tho propeller-shaft is

enclosed.

The main frame is tubular, and tho
springing • thereof is by means of in-

verted elliptic springs centrally pivoted
at the front and similar springs at the
rear. Both foot and hand brakes act
upon the rear

, wheel hubs, the hand
brake being of the contracting band typa
lined with Ferodo, and the foot brake
internal expanding metal-to-metal. 650
X -65 mm. tyres are fitted to the road
wheels, which are wire built. The front
axle is an " I " section steel stamping.
The steering is of the worm and sector
.type. The vehicle is shown with lamps,
wind screen, and hood, and presents a
good appearance.

8 h.p. Model : 108x114 mm. ; water-
cooled ; m.o. valves ; carburetter
to order ; chain ; three-speeds

;

wheelbase, 4ft. 6in. ; seats side by
side.

The "Expressodel" is shown with
a luggage-carrying box forward of tho
steering wheel and seat accommodation
for a passenger beside the driver. The
frame, is of channel steel. The two front
wheels, which are steered by a worm
and quadrant, have axle pins swivelling
in the open-jawed ends of the tubular
front axle. Semi-elliptic springs of good
length and camber are fitted to support
the front end of the frame, whilst in-

verted semi-elliptic springs are arranged
between the rear of the frame and the
rear axle, the spring being pivoted at

the centre. The engine is situated be-
neath the driver's seat, this latter can ba
tipped forward on a hinge so that it

renders the\ engine quite accessible. The
engine is of the single-cylinder water-
cooled type set transversely on the frame.
The cone clutch transmits the ' power to
a three-speed gear box, from the gear-
shaft of the latter through a chain to a
large chain wheel to the rear axle. A
chain case is provided to afford proper
protection from dust and mud. The
radiators for cooling are of the vertical
gilled tube type, and are placed on each
side of;, the driver's seat.

Attention should also be paid to the
lever and rod arrangement provided for

keeping the rear axle parallel with the
frame. This vehicle is most handy for

rapid delivery of parcels, and has a
carrying capacity of 5 cwts.

ARDEN, No. 27.
8 h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; mecha-

nical valves ; two-cylinder V type,
air-cooled; J.A.P. carburetter

;
gear

and propeller-shaft transmission

;

three-speed gear ; wheelbase, 7ft. ;

track, 3ft. 8in. ; seats side by side ;

weight of chassis, 5^cwt. ; finished

vehicle, 6i cwt

The Arden- Motor Go., Ltd., Berks-
well, near Coventry.—This vehicle, shown
in chassis form and as a finished car, pre-

sents a very good appearance, and is

practically a small edition! of an ordinary
touring motor car. The V type engine
is cooled by means of a fan situated in

front, the bearings of the fan being car-

ried .in spring-controlled hinged brackets

so that the?, rear end of the fan drive-

rs

;
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shaft which carries a friction wheel is

kept in contact with the flywheel. The
magneto is mounted on a stand above and
central with tile two cylinders, and is

chain driven. A standard J. A. P. auto-

matic carburetter is fitted. The drive

is through a leather-to-nietal cone clutch

to the three-speed gear box, the top
speed being direct. The gear is actua+.ed

by means of a hand lever working over

a straight-cut quadrant. The propeller-

shalt ib enclosed, and drives the rear

axle through a pair of bevels. The frame
is of wood reinforced with steel Hitch

plates, the, frame being mounted at the
front on threequarter elliptic springs and
at the back on a special form of quarter-

elliptic spring, the rear end and plates

of this being carried in a slide lock ar-

rangement. The axle spring flaps are dis-

tanced by means of radius rods. 28in.

X 2^in. wire-built wheels are fitted. The
steering - is of the direct acting lever

type. The control of carburetter throttle,

extra air, and ignition timing is by means
of levers placed on the steering stem and
on the spoke of the steering wheel, the

motion being transmitted by means of

liowden wires. The foot and hand brake
take effect on the rear wheel brake drums,
the foot brake being internal expanding
metal-to-metal, while the hand brake is

of the contracting band type lined with
Raybestos. The petrol and oil tanks
are carried beneath the torpedo dash. The
nil feed to the engine is automatic. The
finished vehicle presents a smart appear-
ance, fitted as it is with Single hinged
wind screen, Cape hood, luggage carry-

ing locker behind, and acetylene head
lamps with separate generator.

AUTOTRIX, No. 47.
8 h.p. J.A.P. and 5-6 h.p. Fafuir

.Storaxs: 85x85 and 70x80 mm,;
m.o.i.v. ; twin- cylinder water-
cooled V type engine ; Senspray
carburetter ; two speeds

;
gears and

chain ; side by side ; wheelbase,
7ft. ; track, 4ft, 3in.

Edmunds, Waddbm, and Co., Wey-
trridge.—In this model the twin-cylinder
water-cooled engine transmits the drive
from the crankshaft, which is furnished
with a small self-contained clutch, to the
gear box, which gives two speeds, and
thence by means of a single chain to the
single rear wheel. The gear is operated
by a lever working over a straight-cut

quadrant. There is a small crescent-

shaped vertical tube radiator in front.

The magneto is chain driven, and is

carried forward of the. engine. The crank
case is in an accessible though unobtru-
sive position. The main frame is of
tubes suitably strutted and braced where
necessary. The steering is of the plain
bobbin and cable type. The road wheels
are wire built, the front carrying 6t0x65
tyres and the rear 700x85. The frame
is sprung by semi-elliptic .springs at the
front and by a pair of quarter inverted
elliptic springs at the rear. One of the
models shown is fully equipped with wind
screen, Cape hood, speedometer, and
everything necessary for the road. We
would point out that the body work of

the seats is of very narrow size from
front to back—a small matter which
might be easily remedied with advantage
to the user.

BEDELIA, No. 23.

8 10 h.p. Model : 80 x 100 mm. ; ex-
haust mechanical inlet automatic
valves ; twin V air-cooled engine,
90°; G. and A. carburetter; chain
and side belts; slipping belt with
low emergency pulley ; one model
expanding and contracting pulley
on counter-shaft; wheelbase, 8ft.

6in. ; track, 3ft. ; weight, 400
lbs. complete ; tandem seats.

Palmer and Co., Tooting, S.W.—The
models on this stand are fitted with boat-
shaped bodies, and present a very racy
appearance with torpedo, dash, and
curved back and body made up of alu-

minium and wood. The 90° V-type air-

cooled engine is placed transversely in

the frame. The ignition is by Nilmelior
alterno magneto.' The drive from the
crankshaft is by means of a roller chain
to a chain wheel on the counter-shaft.
The counter-shaft ends have twin pulleys,

one size being larger than the other. On
one model there is an expanding pulley,

the decrease in size being brought about
by increasing the belt tension.

The side lever is so arranged that as

the belt sags on pulling the rear axle
forward bodily and the hand brake is

applied, since the belt rims come into

contact with fixed shoes. The other
brake is applied by means of a pedal,

the first depression lifting the exhaust
valves of the engine and further de-

pression applying a metal band brake on
the drum secm-ed to the counter-shaft.

The front axle is tubular, centrally

pivoted with the spindle acting on a
coiled spring coutained in the barrel.

Suspension is thus three-point. The

NOVEMBER 28th, tqi?.

steering is by means of duplicate wire
cables which are wound on a wooden
bobbin under the action of the steering
wheel, which is wire built. The road
wheels are wire built and fitted with 26
x2| tyres. The rear 'suspension of the
chassis is by means of inverted quarter
elliptic springs. With regard to the
seating of the body, this is of the ham-
mock type for the front and rear
passenger.

CHATER-LEA, No. 18.

8 h.p. Moiii:l : 85 x 85 mm. ; m.o.v.
;

V type; air and water-cooled;
A mac carburetter; - gear and
worm; three speeds; gate change;
wheelbase, 7ft. 6in. ; track, 7jU

.

lOin. ; two seats side by side.

('hater-Lea, Ltd., Golden Lane, E.C.
—The fittings supplied to the trade by this

well-known firm have an excellent repute
tion, and in the cyclecar chassis exhi-
bited the high quality of the design, con

The Craig three-wheeler. The engine cover has been removsd to show position of engine and gear box.

D20

Double acting belt rim brake on the Day-Leeds
cyclecar.

struction, and material which is put into

the parts which go to make up the chassis

is clearly apparent. One of the chassis

has an air-cooled 8 h.p. V type engine,

85 x 85, whilst the other has an 8 h.p.

water-cooled engine of similar dimensions.
Dealing with the first chassis, this has a
leather-to-metal cone clutch to transmit
the power for the engine, the clutch being
engaged by the action of the compression
spiral springs. The power is transmitted
to a three-speed gear box, actuating an
enclosed propeller-shaft by a gate change
lever to the worm-driven rear axle. . Top
.gear ratio is 4^- to 1. The brakes are ar-

ranged so that the hand brake acts upon
the rear wheel brake .drums, whilst the-

foot brake (which is of the contracting
type, is applied to the drum behind the
gear box. The. chassis has a pressed steel

frame inswept at the front to give, a large
steeling lock, whilst tubular cross mem-
bers carry the braking, tackling, and the
gear box.' The frame is supported by
semi-elliptic springs at the rear which
take the drive, and no torque rod
is fitted to the back axle. Wire wheels
are fitted with 650 X 65 mm. tyres.

With regard to the water-cooled model,
the front of the' bonnet is closed by a V-
shaped radiator having an open centre,
and with this it presents a remarkably
pleasing appearance. A special point to
notice is the large clearance from the
ground, which renders it suitable fot

colonial work.
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DAY-LEEDS, No. 95.

8-9 h.p. Model: 85 x 88 mm. ; V type
60° air-cooled m.o.i.v. ; carburetter

to order; gear: counter-shaft and
side belts; sliding gear; three

speeds ; wheelbase, 6ft. 6in. ; track,

3ft. 9in. ; weight of chassis, 4j
cwts. ; total weight, 5^ cwts. ; side

by side? seats.

Job Day ano Sons. Ltd., Ellerby

Lane, Leeds. This vehicle was briefly

described and an illustration of it com-
plete was given in The Motor Cycle ot the
14th inst., page 1301. The V type air-

cooled engine is set in the frame with the
crankshaft/ longitudinal therewith. The
fibre-faced cone clutch transmits the
engine power to a three-speed gear box
giving direct drive on the top gear. The
gears in turn pass the power to a bevel-

driven counter-shaft with combined
straight pinion differential. The ends Of

the coilnter-shaft have pulleys to take lin.

V belts, which drive the rear, wheels.
Chain sprockets instead of the belts can

be specified if desired.
It should be specially
noted" that particular
attention has bee n
directed to the produc-
tion of a machine which
should prove very- free
from frictional resistance,
since the whole of the
bearings—less those of

the engine—are of the
self-aligning double row
type, Skefko pattern.
The tubular frame is

we'll sprung on semi-
elliptic plate springs of

fairly large compass.
Both sets of brakes act

fitted half way down upon the rear wheel brake
he cylinder.

drums; gpeckl attentipi ,

has been directed to engine lubrication, the
lubricators being foot operated. The road
"wheels are detachable and interchangeable
throughout, and arrangements are made
for carrying a spare wheel. 650x65 mm.
tyres are fitted. The petrol tank holds

two and a half gallons and a half gallon

of lubricant.

A' refinement is the fitting of a starting

arrangement to enable the driver to start

the engine from th? seat without using.

the starting handle. Generally speaking,

this model is well produced.

%->

The twin
Motosaeochc lias a

half compression tap

Chassis of the Chater-Lea cyclecar with 8 h.p. air-cooled engine.

Front view of. the 8 a.!>. Dvo.

DUO, No. 33.
8 h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; mechani-

cal valves ; V type engine, air-

cooled ; Lukin carburetter ; single

chain to counter-shaft and two side

belts ; expanding pulley ; variable

gear ; wheelbase, 7ft. ; track, 3ft.

4in.

DrocAES, Ltd., York Street, West-
minster, S.W.—This vehicle is noticeable

for being fitted with a framework made
entirely of timber, having two fairly

lengthy longitudinal members forming
an inner frame and two outer main frame
members, whilst there are five transverse
bars for staying the longitudinal

members together, and carrying the
engine and various fittings, such as

counter-shaft, brackets, and springs.

The engine is set in line with the
frame, and power is transmitted by a

single roller chain from a sprocket on
the left-hand side of the crankshaft to a

sprocket fixed to the counter-shaft. At
the end of the counter-shaft are expand-
ing pulleys, which are contracted or ex-

panded by the action of a quick thread
boss, so that as the pulley flange is

moved outward the effective driving dia-

meter is increased, thus raising the gear
ratio. From the counter-shaft the final

drive is by belt. To take up slack or

allow for the tightening up of the belt

on the alteration of the effective diameter
of the counter-shaft pulleys, there is a
hand lever arranged at the right-hand
side of the driver's seat, which operates
suspension links which serve to .push

back or pull forward the rear, wheel.

Two brakes are fitted, one acting inside

and the other outside the belt rim. The
latter comes into action when the rear

wheel is slid back to its fullest extent.

The steeling is of the thimble and wire
type, the wires being arranged in dupli-

cate. They are fitted with springs at

their ends, so as to absorb road shocks
and ease the strain on the wires. The
front axle is tubular, carrying open
steering jaws at its outer e.uds. whilst a

special arrangement of swivelling half-

elliptic springs are fitted to each side at

the rear. The road wheels are wire-built,

and fitted with 650 X 65 mm. tyres.

The petrol tank is arranged in bonnet
form, forming the upper part of the
hollow dash. The lubrication is bv a

hand-operated pump, the oil tank being

carried on a board which forms the front

of the driver's seat. It should be noted

that for cooling the engine a cast alu-

minium fan, belt-driven, is fitted on the
right-hand side of the engine. Although
the design is unconventional as regards
frame, springing, and other minor points,

it presents a workmanlike appearance. .

ERIC, No. 45.

Mechanical valves ; Amac carburetter ;

gear en propeller-shaft ; twin
opposed water-cooled engine ; three-

speed gear, gate change ; two
seater, side by side.

P. and C. Syndicate, Ltd., St. Giles'

Chambers, Northampton.—This three-

wheeled machine has a dummy front

bonnet and radiator. It was fully de-
scribed and illustrated last week on page
1347. The twin horizontal opposed engine

and the gear box form one unit. The
power is transmitted through clutch and
three-speed gear to the bevel-driven single

rear wheel. The radiator is of the tubu-
lar type, and is carried beneath the seat.

Provision is made for attention to the

high tension magneto by the removal of

a slide at the centre of the passenger's
cushion. One of the vehicles shown is

complete with- lamps, hood, and wind
screen. An additional model to the one
described last week has a vertical single-

cylinder air-cooled engine. In this the
crank case is supported on the large tubu-
lar centre member, which is practically

the main frame of the machine. Mechani-
cal transmission is used, and an Amac
carburetter is fitted. A large flywheel on
the right hand of the engine drives a large

aluminium cast fan. The drive is from
the clutchshaft to the gear box by means
of a roller chain, the gear box giving

three speeds, these being operated by a

gate change lever arranged outside the
body. On the other side of the gear
box the drive is continued by means of

a roller chain to the rear wheel. A foot,

operated expanding nietal-to-rr.etal bT.i.e

is arranged to act on the drum on the-

right hand side of the gear box, while
a hand applied brake operates upon the

rear drun.. In this case the rear wheel
is sprung by quarter inverted elliptic

springs, while the front axle is Sprung
by men.ns of semi-elliptical springs The
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stewing is by a chain running over a

sprocket at the bottom of the steering

stem, the chain being connected to cables

which transmit the motion to the steering

lever.

cylinder. The cylinder possesses a detach-

able valve box, in which (he valves are
horizontally situated. By undoing four
bolts this may be removed, when the
valves may be ground in on the bench
while the top of the piston and cylinder

ERIC SOCIABLE CHASSIS.

G. Bolt to be removed to render back wheel accessible. H.H.I. Hinges on which nearside back fork

and chain stay turn aside when nut G is removed. K. Fixing point of rear spring to pivot of

triangular back wheel support. K. Fixing point of spring to rigid portion of frame.

GIRLING, No. 110.
5 h.p. Model : 95 x 95 mm. = 650

cc. ; mechanical valves ; wheel-
base, 7ft. ; track., 4ft. 8in. ; weight,
6 cwts.

Girling Motors, Ltd., Finsbury
Circus, E.C.—The Girling utility car is

intended to be used by inspectors, sur-

veyors, and commercial travellers. The
speed is up to about 30 m.p.h. It is

made intensely strong, and will carry an
extra passenger, or there is room for a

quantity of luggage. It possesses many
interesting mechanical features. In the
first place, the engine is air-cooled, and
practically the whole of the cylinder is

enclosed in an aluminium casing, formed
in two halves. On one side is an en-

closed fan, driven off the flywheel by
friction. The friction wheel is kept up
against the rim of the flywheel by means
of a screw. The. fan. draws air across

the radiating fins on the valve box round
the sparking plug and over the top of the

head are exposed to view, and can be

cleaned without any further dismantling
of the engine.

The valve operating mechanism re-

sembles that employed on the Lan-
chester car. The valve springs are flat,

and are connected up to the cotters by
means of wire links. The oil filler cap
on the base chamber carries the relief

valve, which is merely a flat strip. of brass,

anchored at one end and covering a large

hole. It works admirably, we were told.

Lubrication is effected by two plunger
pumps operated by the valve cams. The
pumps fill with oil the small sump, out
of which they project, lubricating the
small pinion of the 2 to 1 gear, the large

pinion, and also the cams; at the same
time the oil is fed into the big end
trough, and then overflows into the main
sump and back through gauze filters to

the pumps.

The change speed is by friction disc

and wheel, the bearing adjacent -to the

%*>.'.-;.

friction wheel being both a thrust and
load bearing, thus taking up _the thrust
of the friction disc. All bearings are

Skefko, self-aligning. Gas is fed to the
engine by means of a single lever con-
trol carburetter. The control of the
friction disc is by pedal, on which the
driver's foot lightly rests the whole time.
In this Mr. Girling claims the success of

his system lies, since the pressure can
be varied according to the gear ratio

in use. When the highest gear ratio is

in use, very light pressure is needed,
more pressure being required on the

lower of the five speeds provided. A
second pedal is used for declutching, a
further movement of which brings the
friction-driven shaft up against a fixed,

shoe brake.
The final drive is by propeller-shaft to

a bevel gear at the rear. A sliding joint

is provided at the forward- end of this

shaft,, while the whole thereof is enclosed
in a torque tube provided with a U
joint at its forward end. To remove the
rear wheel it is only necessary to swing
outwards the rear spring, and undo the
nuts which secure it to the bolts situated

at intervals round, the hub shell, when
the wheel can be drawn out.

In the bevel gear case an internal

expanding brake is fitted.

The frame is of oak, 7in. deep by
l^in. wide, suitably strengthened where
necessary. A metal frame bolted thereto

supports the friction disc shaft on two
ball bearings.

G.N., No. 31.

8-10 h.p. Model: 80x98 mm.;
mechanical valves ; V-type engine,

air-cooled, round barrel; chains Eg

counter-shafts, final" side belts

;

two - speed, straight quadrant

;

" wheelbase, 8ft. ; track, 3ft. bin. ;

,

weight, chassis 3| cwt. ; side' by
_ side seats.

GonrnKv antD Nash. The Burroughes,

Hendon, N.W.—This model has the engine

placed longitudinally in the frame. A
large outside flywheel drives a three-blade

Girling eyclecar engine, showing the laminated valve springs, etc. Cylinder, showing easily detachable

valve box.

Friction-driven fan on the G.N.

fan by a pulley on the left-hand of the
engine between the cylinders. The drive
is from a chain wheel at the inner side
of the flywheel to a counter-shaft carrying
a plate leather-faced clutch engaged by
four toggle levers and actuated by
a strong compression spring. On each
side of the clutch the drive is further
transferred by a roller chain to chain
wheels on another counter-shaft. These
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chain wheels can be lucked to the

counter-shaft by means of a sliding sleeve.

which carries two pegs at its extremities.

Phese pegs can be brought into holes in

the chain wheels, so the drive is turned

to either end of the counter-shaft From
.-.

1 1 1 h belts transfer the Una! drive to the

being by means of a roller chain through
a three-speed gear box, whence the power
is transmitted by a single chain to the

rear axle. A hand applied brake takes
effect on two drums on the rear axle,

whilst the foot brake acts upon a drum
on "the left hand side of the gear box.

The frame is tubular supported on quarter

twin-cylinder water cooled engine is

specially made for this firm by the
Coventry Simplex Engine Co., and is

arranged a little behind the centre of tin-

frame beneath the boot and slightly

•behind the passenger's seat. The engine
is set transversely in the frame, and a

large friction surface flywheel is arranged

Tht ncy looking G.N. rumbout shown by G. N. Hijgs.

rear wheels. The engagement on the
right-hand side chain wheel gives the low
speed and on the left-hand side the top
speed. A pedal and hand-applied lever

bring into action two brake shoes on the

inner surface of the belt pulleys. The
frame is of wood, the engine being
carried on wooden cross members, and the
support for the counter-shift is also of the

same material. The steering is by wheel
and tw: in- cables actuated by a metal
bobbin. The front suspension is by
quarter elliptic springs. The petrol tank
is circular and carried in a wooden
thimble at the rear end attached to the
-dash|and by a clip formed by two angular
pillars at the front. The tyres, on wire
wheels, are 659 X 65 mm.

GORDON, No. 33.
85 X 95 mm. ; cooling air; m.o. valves;

Senspray carburetter ; chains and
gear ; three speeds ; engine, V
type J.A.P. 90° ; wheelbase. 7ft

6in. ; wheel track, 3ft. 8in. ; weight,
5 cwts. ; seats, side by side.

G. Armstrong, East Riding Engineer-
ing Works, Beverley.—This four-wheeled
vehicle has a twin-cylinder V type engine
with the crankshaft set transversely in

the frame, the drive from the crankshaft

The Gordon, a Yorkshire built runabout.

inverted elliptic springs at the rear, and
likewise at the front. The wire built

wheels have 659 x 65 mm. Palmer tyres-

all round. The steering is of the plain
lever type. The petrol and lubricating
oil tank form the upper part of the tor-

pedo dash. The seats are upholstered in

pleated form and are practically hammock
supported.

G.W.K., No. 34.
8 h.p. Model : Mechanical valves

;

Solex carburetter ; friction drive,

propeller transmission, - shaft and
bevels on back axle ; twin-cylinder
vertical water - cooled engine

;

wheelbase, 7ft. 7in. ; track, 3ft.

9in. ; weight, chassis, 5J cwts.

;

seats side by side.

G.W.K.. Ltd., Datchet, Bucks.—Inspec-
tion of the chassis and finished vehicle
of this highly successful car discloses

the great attention which has been paid
towards obtaining a reliable and speedy
vehicle. The oft discussed friction drive
embodied in the design of this vehicle
is here shown in its best and latest
form, and the records and severe trials

which the G.W.K. has accomplished are
sufficient answer to the critics who assert

that this drive is

impracticai. Look-
ing at the chassis

we find that there
is at the forward
end a plain vertical

tubular type radia-

tor arranged with
the tubes slantwise
to allow large and
effective cooling
surface. From the
lower end of this

the long water
pipes run to the
engine, the water
pump shaft, and
the magneto shaft

being in line, and
chain-driven. The

Finger adjustment [or the rear brakes is provided
on the G.W.K. Note also attachment of springs
to rear axle.

to act upon another disc which transmits
the motion to a propeller-shaft, which is

further connected at the rear end with
the rear axle by means of a bevel drive.

A lever placed immediately to the right

of the driver can be slid along so that
the friction-driven wheel can be moved
over the surface of the driving wheel.
Thus the gear ratios are increased as this

Valve side of the 8 h.p. Coventry Simrlex engine
fitted to the G.W.K.

friction wheel is moved from the centre

to the outer diameter of the disc. On
passing on the other side of the centre

a reverse motion is given to the vehicle.

Depression of a pedal by the left foct

causes the friction-driven disc to be

moved out of contact with its driver,

and by further pressure a shoe brake is

brought into action on a drum arranged
at the forward end of the friction-driven

shaft. The frame is of pressed steel, in

swept at the front to give large steering

lock, and is mounted at the front end
on semi-elliptical springs, and at the

rear on half inverted elliptical springs.

The steering is of the pinion and quadrant

D2J
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type. The front axle is tubular. The
wheels are wire built, 26in. x 2Jin. in

size. The side lever serves to apply
expanding metal-to-metal brakes on the
rear wheel hubs.

Generally speaking, the chassis is a
finely finished piece of work, and the
general appearance of the vehicle, as a
complete machine, is quite attractive.

L.M., No. 115.
8 h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; air cooled ;

B. and B. carburetter, hand con-
trolled ; two speeds, chain and
gear. Engine, J. A. P., 50°; wheel-
base, 7ft. 9in. ; wheel track, 3ft.

3in. ; weight. 6^ ewts. ; seats, side
by side.

YV.u. M. Cunningham. CJitheroe,-

Lanes.—The L.M. ear has a twin-cylinder

Standard pattern G.W.K. cyclecar tor 1913.

HUMBERETTE, No. 52.

Humberette : 84 x 90 mm. ; V type
twin; m.o.r.v. ; four-jet car-

buretter ; gear and propeller-shaft
transmission ; three-speed gear

;

wheelbase, 7ft. 3in. ; track, 3ft.

6in. ; weight of chassis, 6 cwts.

;

seats side by side.

Hcmber. Ltd., Coventry.—The Hum-
berette chassis is a fine piece of work.
The V type engine crankcase, the
gear box casing, together with the clutch
enclosing member, are all of aluminium
and form a, single unit. The drive from
the engine is through a cone leather to

metal clutch engaged by three compres-
sion springs. The gear box case contains
three speeds, and the drive to the rear
wheels is by propeller-shaft. The tubular
frame is carried at the front on a single
transverse semi-elliptic spring, the ends
if the open-jawed tubular axle being
stayed by tie rods to the crank case. The
rear of the frame is carried on quarter
inverted elliptic springs. Spring-ended
radius rods are fitted to the rear axle.

The foot and hand brakes are of the con-
tracting type lined with a friction pro-
ducing material. The foot brake takes
effect on a drum behind the gear box. and -

the hand brake on drums attached to the
rear wheels. Easy adjustment of both
brakes is arranged for. The steering is

Df the rack and pinion type. The wheels
are wire built, with 650x65 mm. tyres.

The throttle control is bv pedal and by
lever working over a quadrant secured to

the steering stern below the wheel. The
ignition is controlled by a hand lever on
the steering wheel, tie.', connecting rod
passing through the hollow stem con-
necting at the bottom with levers which
move the contract breaker magneto. The
petrol and lubricating tanks are -carried

beneath the scoop dash. The neat fitting

of the horn, acetylene lamps with separ-
ate generator, and the hood should be
noted. Various shades of finish are
obtainable

air-cooled V type engine, the drive to the
two-speed gear box being by chain. This
chain transmits the drive to the primary-,
shaft, thence to the gear box, a- cone
leather-to-metal clutch being arranged on
the crankshaft to drive the forward
sprocket. From the extremity of the gear
box shaft a chain transmits the power
to a chain wheel attached to the differen-

tial gear of the rear axle. The frame is

wood, reinforced by flitch plates, and is

supported at the front end on the front
tubular axle by means of four spiral

springs, reinforced and positioned by
means of a single plate spring. The rear
axle is connected to the frame by quarter
elliptic inverted springs. The rear end
of this spring can slide in guides above
the axle sleeve, and the range of move-
ment of the rear axle is controlled by
double radius rods on each side of the
frame. Provision is made for adjust-
ment of both the driving chains. The
hand brake takes the form.of fibre shoes,

which are pulled forward on to dummy '

belt rims. The foot brake is of the con
tracting band type, situated at the side
of the gear .box. The petrol tank is

carried beneath the dash. The steering
is by direct levers. The steering stem

Front swinging of L.M. quad.
is hollow, and carries the casing of the
control wires.- The seats for passenger
and driver are hammock type. In the
curved back of the bo_dy there is a lid,
behind which luggage may be carried.
The wire wheels are fitted with 26x2^ni.
tyres. The three vehicles shown on the
stand all bear witness to careful atten-
tion to finish.

MEDIA, No. 125.
Messrs. Mead, and Deakin stage the

Media cyclecar. This machine has an
8 h.p. air-cooled engine and friction
drive. It is illustrated on another page.

MATCHLESS, No. 72.
H. Collier and Sons, Plumstead, S.E.—The new Matchless cyclecar is fitted

with a 90° J. A. P. engine, having over-
head valves. It is a three-wheeler, the
torque rods and the springing of the rear
wheel are clearly shown in the
illustration we publish on this page.
The seats are side by side.

The transmission is oil-retaining and
dustproof. The two-speed gear box is

made in one unit with the engine, and
includes a Ferodo-lined cone clutch. The
whole engiue and gear box unit is sus-
pended from three points. The power

.

is conveyed by a cardan-shaft to the
bevel-driven back axle. The top gear is

direct, and the lower gear is very seldom
required. The capacity of the petrol
tank is 3£- gallons ; this quantity is suffi-

cient for 150 miles. .

Broadside view of the Matchless cyclecar, showing sjstr re.u- springing.
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The Olympia Show.— two chain wheels,
which can be engaged
by one or other of a
pair of_ dogs. The
final drive is thus by
one or other of the
two chains fitted,

which give motion to
the sprockets fixed to
the rear wheel hub.
The road wheels are
wire, mounted on
adjustable cone bear-
ings, and are fitted

with 650 x 55 mm.
tyres. The steering

X420k

timing of the high-tension magneto 13

variable. A large locker for tuols and
spares is arranged beneath the footboard,
and, so far as the bodywork is concerned,
the passengers sit side by side in a most
comfortable position. A large bracket is

arranged behind the body to carry any
extra parts required for touring. Sub-
stantial front and rear mudguards, in con-
junction with a hood and wind screen,
make this vehicle suitable for use in
all kinds of weather.

NEW HUDSON, No. 62.
The New Hudson Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Birmingham.—A new design four-wheeler

Frontvlew of the Matchless three-wheeler, fitted with a 90' J.A.P. enjinj,

showing the method of springing.

MORGAN, No. 18.
8-10 h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. = 964

c.c ; air-cooled ; V type engine

;

B. and B. carburetter; propeller-

shaft, bevel counter-shaft, and
change ; two speeds ; no reverse ;

wheelbase, 6ft. ; track, 3ft. lOin. ;

chassis, 3 cwts. ; complete, 4 cwts.

;

side by side seats.

Morgan Motor Co., Ltd., Worcester
lload, Malvern Link.—This vehicle is one
of the three-wheel type, the, rear wheel
being driven. The engine is the 8 h.p.

J.A.I5 ., set longitudinally in the front, the
drive being taken from the engine to a
propeller-shaft through a leather-to-metal

cone clutch, which is engaged by four

compression coiled springs. The pro-

peller-shaft extending behind the clutch

is encased in what is practically the main
supporting member of the frame. The
propeller-shaft has a ball bearing at both
ends. Arranged on the counter-shaft are

pivots of the front

wheel are carried in

columns, which are

we'll" braced by means
of two transverse
tubular members,
compression springs
being arranged to

take the load. Direct wheel steering is

fitted. There are two brakes, both acting

on the rear wheel brake drums. One is

pedal operated, while the other is hand
operated, both being of the contracting

band type. The rear wheel is attached to
a pivot on the casing which is at the back
of the gear box, the wheel being allowed
movement by the action of a half elliptical

spring. The change speed-gear it

actuated by a pull up and push dow
lever, which is situated immediately
behind the hand brake. The control of

the carburetter is by means of a lever and
Bowden wire on the steering wheel. The

S-10 h.p. Morgan runabout, with light scuttle dash body, minus doers.

New 8 h.p. Media eyclecar exhibited by Messrs. Mead and Deakji.

ouilt on piotor cycle lines throughout,
was a lato arrival on this stand. We
•are, however, able to give an illustra-

tion. The power is supplied ,by a
4j-5 h.p. single-cylinder engine. This
engine' has a long stroke, and is fitted

vvith a decompressor which may be con-
trolled from the steering wheel, an addi-
tional control lever actuating a Brown
and Barlow automatic carburetter. The
transmission is by belt from engine to
gear box, working on large pulleys, and
by chain from gear box to live axle.

The gear box is a new Mark X. Arm-
strong, specially made for cyclecap
work, which provides three gear ratios

of 5, 7j, and 12 to 1, and incorporates a
multiple disc clutch, which is pedal
operated. An eccentric chain adjust-
ment is provided. The rear axle is of

the live type, and runs on ball bearings
throughout. It is fitted with a central
differential and a drum for a powerful
brake of the internal expanding type,
which type of brake is also fitted to

each rear wheel. Steering is carried out
on the worm and sector principle, and
all wheels are shod with 26in. x 2§in,

extra heavy Dunlop studded tyres. Tho
steel mudguards have ample side wings,
and should be very efficient. The frame
is tubular, the engine and gear box
being carried on an underframe, and
the whole is sprung on semi-elliptical

springs fore and aft. The wheelbase is

6ft. Sin. and the track 3ft. 6in. A
roomy coachbuilt body is fitted, and

D21
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's .-implied with a scuttle dash and side

door. The fine performances which we
;-.?av from private sources that this

in.-, inrie has put up on trial, coupled

ward in place of the two seats. Of
course, the control is also arranged
further back to suit the position of the
driver. Botli types of machine are very

well finished and carefully thought out.

New Hudson, a light four-wheeler with single cylinder engine.

with its extremely reasonable price, are

bound to attract many visitors.

P.M.C. MOTORETTE, No. 68.

6-7 h.p. Model : 95x102 mm. : single-

cylinder ; water-cooling, thermo-
syphon ; m.o. valves ; J.A.P.
carburetter ; chain and epicyclic

gear; Hoc epicyclic two-speed;

weight, chassis 448 lbs. ; seats, sjde

by side.

Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston

,Road.—The Motorette is a
;

three

wheeled two-seated vehicle in which the

single cylinder water-cooled motor is

arranged behind the passenger's seat, the

motor having large flywheels on each

side of the crank case, vanes being cast

as spokes in the wheel to induce a

draught past the tubes of the radiators

arranged at each side of the rear portion

of the body. The tubes are flattened

and placed at an angle. A roller chain

transmits the drive from the crankshaft

to a chain wheel arranged on the back

axle, this axle carrying the Roc two-

speed epicyclic gear. This gives a direct

drive on top, and the low speed. Below
the top speed lever a tiller is arranged,

connected by direct levers to the two
front ' wheels. A novel point in the

bodv of this vehicle is .that the dash can-

be. lifted after two locking bolts have

been slid back. Then the dash, includ-

ing the wind screen, can be raised from

the side members. These latter form doors

which are automatically closed up under

the action of two wires which pull them
together out of the way. The two front

wire-built wheels have 650 x 65 mm.
tyres, whilst the single rear wheel has

a 700 x 80 mm. tyre.

The Omnium motor carrier, for which
this firm are agents, has a carrying capa-

city of 6 ewts. and is identical with
the . above except that there is on©
seat for the driver arranged further

back over the engine, and the carrying

'

compartment occupies the position for-
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PREMIER, No. 111.
7-9 h.p. Model (twin-cylinder) : 85x88

mm. ; mechanical valves ; V engine,

air-cooled, cylinders set at 50°

;

Lukin carburetter ; chain and gear
;

two-speed and reverse, direct on
top ; wheelbase, 6ft. ; track, 4ft.

;

side by side seats.'

Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., Hood Street,

Coventry.—This is fitted with a V-type
twin engine with the cylinders set at 50°,

the firing point being arranged at the
.correct position for each cylinder by a
special arrangement of connecting rod
adjustment introduced by the Premier
Cycle Co. The engine is placed trans-

versely in the frame, and the drive is

by means of a single Coventry chain to

the two-speed and reverse gear box.
From the latter the drive is transmitted

NOVEMBER 28th, 1912.

by a single chain to the chain ring
attached to the bevel type differential
gear box on the rear axle. The latter is

directly attached to the rear part of the
frame members, whilst the forward end
of the frame is attached to the front
axle by means of semi-elliptical springs.
The springing of the frame is thus
arranged for at the forward end, whilst
the springing of the body is by cjuarter-
elliptical springs at the rear.

The two-speed gear box gives direct
drive on top, whilst the low speed is

indirect through a train of wheels, as is

likewise the reverse. The forward speed
is operated by a lever working over a
straight-cut quadrant. The reverse is

brought into action by the depression of
a separate lever fitted with a universal
joint. It is a good point to note that
the top and bottom of .the steering stem
is fitted with ball thrust bearings. The
main frame is of Xjpn. 10-gange steel

tube, the frame being trussed by extra
tubular members with short struts so that
all deflection is avoided. The wheels are
tangent wire spoked, designed to carry

650x65 Dunlop plain-tread tyres. The
length over-all is 8ft. 6in.

The engine lubrication is arranged with
a Rotherham suction drip-feed lubricator

attached to the lubricating tank, which
is arranged beneath the dash, and is to

be made part of the petrol tank. In
addition there is a hand pump for giving
an extra supply to the crank case if

necessary. The control of the magneto
timing and the throttle opening is by
means of levers arranged on the steering
wheel. An accelerator pedal to act upon
the throttle will be fitted in future.

The clutch is of the leather-to-metal

cone type. The clutch actuating pedal
is operated by the driver's right foot,

whilst the foot brake is operated by
the left foot, this being the reverse to

practically universal standard practice on
motor cars, which is a pity. The foot

brake is of the contracting band type,
taking effect upon a drum alongside the
gear box. The hand brake lever is of

the push-on type, and takes effect through
spring balanced" rods on to malleable

Premier cyclecar with hood and screen. It has a twin-cylinder air-cooled engine and two speeds.
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Chassis of the Perry cyclecar in the gallery.

drums, in which expanding cast iron

shoes act. A point on which the Premier
Co. lay special stress is that so far

as the vital parts are concerned, such as

the open-jawed ends of the tubular front

axle, the steering swivels, transmission,

axles, and so on all are of vanadium
chrome steel and not malleable castings,

as is most often the case in these lightly-

constructed vehicles. Further, the gear
wheels are air-hardened by a special pro-

cess, and have an exceedingly high ten-

sile strength, so that gear trouble should

be unknown.

PERRY, No. 157.
8 h.p. Model; 72 x 108 mm.'; V type;

m.o.v. ; water-cooled ; Perry car-

buretter ; shaft ; weight, of chassis,

6 cwts. ; side by side.

Pkeet and Co., Ltd., Tyseley, near

Birmingham.—The Perry cyclecar chassis

lengthy description would be redundant.
A visitor, however, might make a note of
the compact construction of the engine
combined with the gear box casing, form-
ing one unit and suspended on four

forged brackets bolted to the side mem-
bers of the frame. The neat arrangement
of the propeller-shaft, universal joints,

and the overhead casing of the back axle,

and the long camber of the front and rear

springs, together with the embodiment of

A device for closing off the main air is fitted

to the Perry radiator to ensure easy startiig.

is shown complete, -and is a cleanly

designed piece of work from front to rear.

This was described in The Motor Cyclz of

November 21st (page 1339), so that a

Perry overhead worm drive.

all the brakes on the rear wheels, deserve
attention. With reference to the rear
springs, it should be particularly noticed
that the back parts of these have first

intention shock-absorbing coiled springs
in compression similar to the practice
which was first favoured on Daimler
cars. In addition, there are detachable
Sankey all-steel wheels made so that the
front and rear wheels are interchangeable.

To enable this to be done without inter-

fering with the brakework . the front

wheels also carry brake drums.

Wool frame of the 8 h.p. Duo.

ROLLO, No.- 119.
8 h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; mechani-

cal valves ; V air-cooled engine ;

Araac carburetter ; chain from en-

gine to counter-shaft, belts to rear

wheels; expanding pulley, change
speed gear ; wheelbase, 8ft. 4in.

;

track, 3ft. lin. ; weight of unassis, 4

cwt. ; seats, tandem or side by side
;

wheelbase, 7ft. 6in. ; track, 3ft. 4in.

The Rollo Cab Co., Ltd., Conybere
Street, Birmingham.—The chassis shown
suitable for the tandem form of vehicle

is identical in construction with that in-

tended for a sociable type of body, the

only difference being that the frame is

made wider in the latter case and the
steering brought more to the right. The
frame is tubular, inswept closely at the

front, which portion also carries the sup-

porting tubes for the twin-cylinder air-

cooled J.A.P. engine. A belt-driven

double fan is mounted on the stay mem-
bers of the steering head in ball bear-

ings. On the left side of the crankshaft

is a chain sprocket, by which tlie drive

is transmitted through a silent chain to

a larger sprocket on the counter-shaft.

At the end of the latter, which is

mounted on ball bearings, are expanding
and contracting pulleys, through which
the drive is taken to the rear by belt.

The pushing forward of the pedal in-

creases the effective size of the counter-

shaft expanding pulleys, and at the same
time can be used for declutching pur-

poses, so that a free engine may be ob-

tained with the gear lew in any position

Adjustment for the belt is arranged
for by means of a lever which jvoris

over a slotted quadrant placed ccn-

TWO EXAMPLES OF THE ROLLO AS EXHIBITED AT THE SHOW.—(1.) Thj Rollo Mono, with snjlj-cylinlsr ongln.3. (2.)

has a twin-cylinder engine.
The Sociable pattern which
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veniently to the right hand of the driver.

The perlal brake is internally acting, and
extra hand brakes are provided when the

belt adjusting lever is pushed far for-

ward, in which case shoes are brought

into contact, with the forward part of the

V belt pulleys. The rear part of the

vehicle is suspended on inverted semi-

elliptical springs. The front axle affords

centrally pivoted steering, the support

of the centre of the axle acting upon a

coiled spring in strong compression.

The steering is by means of thimble and
steel wire cable. The wheels are wire-

built, fitted with 26in. X 2£in. tyres.

Turning to the single-seater, this has
a 4| h.p. Precision engine, 89 x 96 mm.,
and the only difference in the arrange-

ment is that there is a two-speed gear

box, witli which is incorporated a clutch.

The final drive and the design of the

frame are exactly similar. This model
is fitted with 26in. x 2±in. tyres.

RUDGE, No. 98.

5-6 h.p. Model : 85x132 mm. : 750 c.'c.
;

mechanical valves; overhead in-

let; Senspray carburetter; belt;

Rudge-Whitworth variable gear

;

wheelbase, 6ft. 9in. ; track, 4ft. ;

height to top of back seat rest,

4ft. lin. ; weight, 5^ cwts.

Rudge-Wbttwobth, Ltd., Coventry.

—

The Rudge cyclecar engine is the same as

the one described in connection with the

sidecar model, and is placed transversely

in the frame, driving. by. a single lin.-

V

rubber belt from the engine to the

counter-shaft, and thence by two |in.'

belts from each end of the counter-shaft to

belt rims on the road wheels. The engine
pulley has expanding and contracting
flanges similar to the Rudge multi-gear,
but the clutch has been transferred from
the engine-shaft to the counter-shaft, on
which another expanding pulley is fitted.

Each of the expanding pulleys has the

Hinges supported by ball races, but the
.expansion and contraction of the flanges are

worked by means of forked levers and not
1 y earns as in the ease of the multi-sear.

The sizes of the pulleys are ; Engine, 6in. ;

counter-shaft. lO^in. ; side pulleys, 6in.
;

belt rims, 20in. ; thus providing a. range
of gear ratios from 3^ to 14 to 1. Ten
notches are cut in the change-speed lever

quadrant, thus affording ten different gear
ratios. As in the Rudge multi, the align-

ment of the first drive belt remains correct
throughout the range. The gear lever is

fitted inside the body, and is pulled

back for low speed and pushed forward
for high.

NOVEMBER 28th, igi2.-

except that, instead of a pedal, it is worked
by handle between the off front wing and
the frame. An exhaust valve lifter is

provided at the corner of the scuttle dash
convenient to the driver's left hand, so

that when starting with the right hand
the left bears on the valve lifter and the
engine can be rapidly revolved.
The frame is made of steel tubing,

arranged in two planes one above the
other, and formed into a girder by the
engine and dash supports. The' rear

Tiie Rudge runabout. Observe the springing and reclining *eats.

Where this gear differs from the ordi-

nary multi-gear is that if the car were
stopped by declutching

1

while on a fairly

high gear ratio it would be difficult to

start without lowering the gear. This
gear has the clutch on the counter-shaft
and not on the engine-shaft, so that if

the car be stopped with engine running
and clutch out the belt between the
counter-shaft and the engine is in motion,
and thus it is possible to change the gear
to a lower ratio with vehicle at a stand-
still. The clutch lever and gear lever are
together but work independently.
For starting, the auxiliary lever

expands the engine pulley until the belt

can drop on to a bearing ring at the
bottom of the flai:ge. The engine starter

is of the Rudge geared up chain type,

springs are quarter elliptic, and the
front springs semi-elliptic, the former
having eight ^leaves, while the latter has
four. Two independent brakes are pro-

vided, both working on the rear wheels.
Two shoes bear on the outside of the belt
rims and two in the belt grooves. The
former are operated by hand, and the
latter are emergency pedal brakes.
The front dumb irons are particu1arly

neat; here the front springs are attached,
the other ends being supported by
shackles fastened to the frame. The
steering is by rack and pinion, the -rack
being connected to the left steering centre
by a long rod, thus providing for a larger
arc or radius to be described, in relation
to the steering centre when the front
wheels are lifted, than would be possible

Front and rear views of the rakish looking Rudge which is causing much comment.

D2S
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Every motor cyclist, and
everyone who intends topurchase
a machine, should possess a copy
of the book. It is a reliable

guide to the beginner and a help-
ful companion to the more
advanced rider and the expert.

Commencing with advice on
the choice and purchase of a
machine, it tells how the motor
works, and how its mechanism
may be understood and mastered.

It then deals with every con-
ceivable point in regard to the
care, management, and running
of machines of all types.

It is the only work of the
kind published which gives
details of the leading 1912
improvements.

The index is arranged alpha-
betically and is very copious.
Numerous explanatory drawings
are given. .

This new edition has been
revised thoroughly by the staff

of "The Motor Cycle," and
much new and valuable inform-
ation has been added.

"MOTOR CYCLES & HOW TO MANAGE THEM"
was first published in 1900. Since then it has
run through fourteen editions—thereby proving its

immense popularity. Each edition has been

thoroughly revised and brought up-to-date, and
to-day the book is repognised as

TheStandardHandbook

of th< em Motor Cycle.

ftoTOR(YCLES
& howtomanage them.

(Fifteenth Edition)

Revised throughout by the staff of

. . " The Motor Cycle." , .

Containing new chapters on cooling systems,

ladies' machines, etc., and numerous up-to-date

illustrations of new features embodied in the

leading machines of the day.

Price 1/- net. By post 1/3.

OBTAINABLE FROM—

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED, 20, Tudor Street,

LONDON, E.C. - And all booksellers and bookstalls.

Remittance must accompany alt orders by post.

D29 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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/
For the conven-
ience of tourists

the size of the
book has been
made suitable

for the pocket
or valise.

N?

P]otor(xcle

Route Book
Know your road

before you start.

It will save much time and discomfort.

" The Motor Cycle " Route Book
contains carefully selected routes

for the whole of the British Isles,

with distances clearly shown

;

45 Sectional Maps and Index

Map (by Bartholomew), Speed
Limits, and a copious index.

In every case the BEST route—and not

necessarily the shortes;—has been chosen.

Large towns, congested districts, and bad
roads are avoided.

Before commencing a tour every motor
cyclist should study this book carefully. He will be well repaid

by the added enjoyment which comes of freedom from worry.

net. By Post 1/9.
Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, LONDON, E.C.

And from all Booksellers and Bookstalls. (Remittance should accompany orders sent by post.)

BOOKS
F.OR

Motor Cyclist-Photographers
Every Motor Cyclist who uses a Camera will

find these books instructive and interesting.

Photography for All. Photography by Rule.

Practical Slide Making. Practical Frame Making
Toning Bromide Prints.

Price of any of the above

1/- nett per volume. By post, 1/2.

Send

Postcard

for full

List of

Photo-

graphic

books.

Iliffe &
Sons Ltd.,

20 Tudor

Street,

London,

E.C.

MAN'S MASTERY
..OVER THE AIR..

This fascinating subject should appeal to

everyone who is interested in mechanical

locomotion. Human flight, in all its as-

pects, is fully dealt with month by month in
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were the rack connected to the right or

nearest steering centre. The car will

turn in a circle of 23ft.

The body is moulded on the lines of the

Rndge sidecar, and is coachbuilt, with

long mudguards and belt shields, combined
with running board or step. The scuttle

dash is carried right up to the steering

wheel. The petrol tank is a novel feature,

and gives the vehicle a very racy appear-

ance. It runs from the top of the

scuttle dash, over the engine, and extends

forward level with the frost axle. It is

an enlarged motor cycle tank, divided in

the centre, thus forming two tanks, eaLh

with its own petrol tap. The capacity is

five gallons, and the consumption averages

45 m.p.g.

The driver's seat is slightly in front of

the passenger's, allowing space for a

locker behind. The vehicle exhibited has
26in. X 2£in. Dunlop tyres, and is painted

grey throughout, owing to lack of time

for a more elaborate finish. It is, how-
ever, intended that the chassis shall be

enamelled -black and the body painted in

the same manner as the sidecar.

SINGER, No. 79.

10 h.p. Model (four cylinders): 63x88
mm. ; m.o.v. ; water - cooled

;

Claudel-Hobson carburetter ; three-

speed gear
;

gate change ; wheel-

base, 7ft. 6in. ; track, 3ft. 6in.
;

weight of chassis, 5f cwts. ; side by
side seats.

Singer and Co., Ltd., Coventry.—The
Singer Co. make a bold display with three

complete vehicles and a highly finished

polished chassis. The exhibits consist of

two open touring two-seated models, com-
plete with hood and screen, lamps, etc.

So far as the general arrangement of the
various parts is con'cerned, these have
been so fully described in previous issues

that a brief risximi will serve to convey a
general idea as to the design and con-

struction.

Speaking broadly, the design is that

of a car in miniature. The engine has
four cylinders, water-cooled, cast in pairs,

and the lubrication is mechanical. Cool-

ing is by thermo-syphon, a large flat tube

radiator 'being fitted. The clutch is of

the leather covered cone type, whilst the

rear axle is gear driven, and carries the

[51ffiI|fciLE 1423

gear box. Close attention lias been given
to the design of the parts in every
respect. It should be mentioned that the
pinions of the gear box are constantly in

mesh, the striking mechanism bringing
dog clutches into action.

Foot and hand brakes take effect upon
the drums on the rear wheels, both being
internally expanding. The wheels are

Sankey 700 x 80 mm.

SUPER, No. 128.

8-10 h.p. Rlonzi, : 75x120 mm.;
mechanical valves; V-type water-
cooled engine; Claudel carburetter;

chain and belts ; expanding pulley ;

.seven-speed ; wheelbase, 10ft. 6in. ;

track, 3ft. 6in. ; weight, 400 lbs.

E. Jozot, Ltd., New Oxford Street,

W.C.—On the stand of Messrs. Taylor is

An exr-mple of the Super, a tandem seated runabout.

Since our previous descriptions various

minor alterations and improvements have
been effected. One which is readily seen

is that of fitting a first compression spring

at the rear and semi-elliptic plate" springs

•which connect the rear axle with the

frame.

Water outlet pipe on four-cylinder Singer
showing how inlet gases pass through slots

in he casting.

The steering is of the worm and sector

type, and the front axle is an X section

steel stamping. The Singer is one of the

best finished cyclecars of the miniature
car class to be seen in the Show.

Three quarter view of Sin.xer eyclecar with latest design of body.

shown the Super tandem eyclecar. This
vehicle has already been described in

these columns, so that .
only brief

reference is needed here. Attention,

however, may be- directed to the
cross springing of the frame, which is

somewhat similar to the Sizaire Naudin
light motor oar, whilst the springing at
the rear is Of a pattern now coming into
favour, being the modified Lanchester
type. The fact that seven speeds can be
gained by means of variable pulleys
which drive the belts passing over the rear
wheel belt rims shows that this vehicle
should be a speedy one in eoaiunction
with the 8-10 h.p. water-ccoled Anzani
engine. Full provision is made for
adjusting the chain drive from the engine
to the counter-shaft. The car exhibits a
workmanlike appearance and' the inscrip-
tion of the name over the radiator top
gives added distinction.

SURRIDGE, No. 21.

8 h.p. Model: 84 x 88mm. air-cooled
Fafnir V twin, 50° angle; m.o.v.;
B. and B. carburetter ; friction and
chain; five speeds forward and re-

verse ; wheelbase, 8ft. ; wheel track,
3ft. 9in. ; seats side bv side

;

weight, 5-j cwts. chassis, with body
6£ cwts.

Rout. Sukridge, Lombard Grove,
Camberwell, S.E.—This eyclecar is not-
able for having a friction drive with long
shaft extending from .the crankshaft to
a position beneath the tool .box behind
the driver's seat. A large cast-iron disc
transfers the motion to a cross disc fitted

with leather washers. The actuation of
this disc across the face of the cast iion
friction wheel by means of a change speed
lever at the side, increases or decreases
the gear as required, and also gives the
reverse. A pedal actuated by the left

foot serves the purpose of a clutch, whilst
in case the spring which brings the" fric-

tion disc .into action should
,
break an

extra lever is provided to enable the
passenger to put pressure on the discs.

There is also a trigger which is provided

D31
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to throw the disc permanently out of

engagement. The frame is made up cf

four ash membi'vs, suitably reinforced by
steel flitch plates. It is mounted on in-

verted quarter-elliptic springs front and
rear. The steering is by plain lever.

Lubrication of the engine is effected by a

being enclosed, the enclosing tube serving
also as a torque rod. The main Frame is

tubular, and, also, there is a tubular
undert'rame to carry the engine and gear
box. The brakes are, so far as the foot

operated one is concerned, of the con-
tracting type with a liner acting on the
brake drum of the gear box ; the hand

Surridge Cyclar, one of the smartest looking four-wheelers in the Show.

hand pump. One foot brake is fitted,

this being actuated by a right-hand pedal,

the braking effect passing through wire
balanced cables to internal expanding
shoes arranged on the rear wheel drum.
The wire wheels are fitted with 700 X
65 mm. tyres. The petrol tank is carried

beneath -the bonnet, and holds four

gallons. This vehicle is well thought out

and is excellently finished.

SWIFT, No. 100.

6 h.p. Model : 75 x 110 mm.

;

mechanical valves ; Longuemare
- carburetter ; shaft ; three speeds,

gate change; wheelbase, 7ft.;

track, 3ft. 4in. ; weight of chassis,

5 cwts. ; two seats, side by side.

Swift Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—

This cyclecar is really a modification of

the ordinary motor car, the lines through-
out being practically the same, the only

thing being that the design is smaller.

At the same time there is no undue sacri-

ficing of strength to gain lightness, and
it will no doubt perform well over the
roughest of roads. The engine is of the

twin-cylinder vertical water-cooled type,

the cylinders being a hloc casting. The
bore and stroke are 75 X 110 mm. re-

spectively. The valve stems, tappets,

and springs are covered by-- a detachable
plate. The Eisemann magneto is fixed

at the forward part . of the camshaft
timing cover and skew wheel driven. The
ignition is variable by means of a Bowden
wire actuated by a lever attached to a

quadrant on the right hand side of the
body. The same type of control is fitted

to tlie carburetter. The lubrication of

the engine is effected on the chicken foun-
tain principle. The connecting rods are

lubricated, on the splash system. The
cooling of the engine Is by thermo-syphon,
a large tubular V shaped radiator being

.

fitted at the front of the bonnet. The
clutch is of the. leather-to-metal cone
type withdrawable by a pedal actuated
by the left foot of the driver. The gear
box gives three speeds forward and re-

verse, a gate change lever being fitted.

The final drive is by bevel, the propeller

D3-:

brake is applied through balanced wire
cables to gunmctal shoes, which are

contained in the real wheel brake drums.
Steering is of the rack and pinion type.

The wheels are wire built and carry
650 x 65 mm. Dunlop plain tyres. The
general finish

_
of the body and chassis is

excellent throughout, a special point
about the body being that the passenger
sits a little further to the rear than the
driver, thus giving ample room to the
driver and, at the same time, plenty of
leg room to tlie rear passenger.

TINYCAR, No. 47.

Twin V type air-cooled engine

;

mechanical valves ; two-speed gear :

final single chain : seats, side by
side.

Nansen, Babkek and Co., Esholt,
Vorks.—-This machine is conspicuous for its

aisaa&HKJ* j^hemha

Front view of the new Swift cyclecar.

low build and long wheelbase. The engine
has the crankshaft parallel withthc frame
sides, the drive being by shaft to the
two-speed gear, and thence by a single
roller chain to the rear live axle. The
working parts of the machine were hardly
complete at the time of our inspection.
A dummy radiator is provided. The
coach-built body of the machine shown
is finished black and vellow.

T.M.C., No. 22.

7 h.p. Model: 60 x 75 four-cylind
vertical 848 c.c. ; cooling water
m.o. valves ; Stewart-Precisio
carburetter ; shaft ; three-speed
wheelbase, 7ft. 6in. ; track,
lOin. ; weight, chassis 5 cwts. bod
1 cwt. ; seats, side by side.

The Wilkinson "T.M.C." Co., I
Southfield Road, Acton, W.-
T.M.C. chassis possesses a four-cylind
water-cooled engine with cylinders ca
separately, the crank chamber and ge
box being carried on a tubular inner
frame. On one side at the forward end
of the distribution gear case tlie mag-
neto; which is skew driven, is situated,
while a geared water pump is placed on
the other, the water being circulated
through the cylinders and the circular
tube honeycomb radiator. Three main
bearings are fitted to the engine, and all

bearings .are white . metal-lined. Tlie
lubrication of the engine is effected by a
drip-feed lubricator oh the dash where
the oil tank is situated. The excess of
oil is pumped from the crank chamber
back to the tank, so that a constant
level is maintained in the troughs. The
clutch is of the cone leather-to-metal
type actuated by three compression
springs. Close up to the clutch is the'
three-speed gear box. the change speed
lever being actuated over a straight,
quadrant. An open propeller-shaft with
cardan joints fore and aft transmits the
power to a bevel-driven live axle.. The
load is carried on extension sleeves and
the axle runs on ball bearings of

ample dimensions. The
frame is mounted in
front on semi-ellipti-
cal springs of long
range and camber,
while there are in-
verted

. quarter-elliptical
springs at the rear.
Botli hand and foot
brakes take effect on
the rear wheel brake
drums, the foot brake
being internal expand-
ing metal -to -metal,
whilst the hand brake
is band contracting ex-
ternal lined with Ferodo.
The steering 4s by
worm and sector. Tlie
front axle is tubular
with open jaws. The
wire wheels take 26 x
2|in. tyres. A very
smart body is shown
separately for this
vehicle, which is an
admirable piece of. work
throughout, such as one
would expect from the
makers of the T.M.C.
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Chassis of the Humborette.

Details of the G.W.K. foot brake. The drum
is moved transversely anj comes into contact
with the brake shoe on the left. The spring
of the friction drive is shown on the rl^ht.

Chassis of the G.W.K. , showing general arrangement of parts.

Plan view of the 7-8 h.p. Premier chassis. Arrangement of connecting rods on Perry cycleear.

C35,
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TYSELEY. No. 80.

8 h.p. Model: V twin water-cooled;
82^ x 102 mm. ; side by side valves

;

two speeds and reverse gear ; four

wheels ; weight complete under 8
cwts.

The Tyselet Car Co. (proprietors,

Bowcien Brake Co., Ltd.), Tyseley,
Birmingham, are the mailers of this car,

which they do not claim to be an ordinary
eyclecar or to compete with the numerous
lightweights at present on the market.
It is called by its makers the car de luxe
of the small car world. The engine,

clutch, and gear box are a self-contained

unit ritted in front of the vehicle under a

The Tyseley a smart-looking four-wheeler.

bonnet, both crank case and gear box
being cast together. Heavy internal fly-

wheels are fitted and the crankshaft runs
on ball bearings.

The magneto is in an accessible posi-

tion in front of the crank case and carried

on a special platform. ( is gear-driven
off the left hand timing shaft. Lubrica-
tion is provided for by means of a small
geared pump which forces oil under pres-

sure to the various bearings and then to

the shafts of the gear box. All valves

are easily accessible, being arranged in

front of the engine.

The gear is of the sliding type, two
speeds and a reverse being provided, the
top gear ratio being direct. From the
engine to the gear box the power is con-

veyed through a plate clutch of large

size, which is inside the gear box, where
it can be copiously and efficiently lubri-

cated. From the gear box to the back
axle the drive is by a universally jointed

propeller-shaft, and a balance gear is

provided.

The frame is of pressed steel and the
front axle is a stamping of I-section axle

steel. The steering is irreversible, move-
ment of the front levers being effected

by the usual type of worm and wheel
with ball jointed connecting rod. The
worm wheel is a complete circle, not a
segment, which allows for it to be turned
round to engage new teeth when those
previously in mesh become worn. Detach-
able wire wheels, 650 x 65, are fitted,

and a spare wheel is included ; this is

carried in a recess under the seat and
toolbox.

The side brakes are of the internal ex-
panding type, hand operated, and ritted

to the rear wheels. A shaft brake is

also provided at the end of the gear box.
The price includes a spare wheel, lamps,
screen, horn, and tool-kit. The body is

C.l6

coach-built with aluminium panelling.

The average speed of this little vehicle
is 25 to 30 m.p.h., and the average con-
sumption 40 m.p.g. The total weight is

given by the makers as under 8 cwts.,
but no attempt has been made unduly to

lighten the parts of the Tyseley, which
is essentially a small car.

WALL TRI-CARRIAGE, No. 120.

4£ h.p. Model: Precision 89x96 mm.;
cooling air valves; H.C. carbu-
retter ; shaft ; two-speed gear

;

wheelbase, 6ft. 3in. ; track, 3ft.

7^in. ; weight, 336 lbs. ; seats, side

by side.

A. W. Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills, Bir-

mingham.—The Roc three-wheeler, of

which many
examples are
shown, has the
front wheel ar-

ranged and steered
similarly to a
motor bicycle, ex-

cept that there is

a long spring lever
terminating in an
oval-shaped handle.
In one model a

single-cylinder Pre-
cision engine, 89 x
96 mm., is fitted,

whilst another pos-

sesses a twin-cylin-

der 75 x 80 mm.
air-cooled engine.

The transmission
design of this vehicle is worth minute
inspection, for the usual direct crankshaft
drive is dispensed with, and in its place
is substituted a reducing pinion drive, by
which the speed of the crankshaft is re-

duced by half. This reducing speed shaft

carries a bevel into which is meshed the
starting handle bevel-shaft, which re-

volves while the engine is in motion, and
a prolongation of the driving-shaft carries

the differential gear.

The gear can be locked up so that the
drive' is then transmitted through an
enclosed propeller-shaft to the bevel
driven rear axle.

The release of the centre pedal and
pressure applied on the left-hand pedal
brings the epicyclic low speed gear into
action, whilst depression of the right-hand
outer pedal applies the contracting brakes
to the rear wheel drum. The Wall
tricycle is not new to the Show.

The hand applied brake consists of a

single fibre shoe which, acts upon a V
rim on the right-hand rear wheel only.

The frame is made up of substantial
tubes, goose-necked at the front, and
carried to the rear axle sleeve. Also
attached to the frame are double plate
fiat springs, which carry the body.
The models shown include a single-

seater, a two-seater (side by side), a
single-seater with luggage-carrying box
.behind, and all give the impression of
excellent workmanship and high-class
material. Quite a number of these handy
tri-carriages are in use for delivery of

goods.

WILTON, No. 123.

-
9- -.h.p,-.'-Model :•-.Interchangeable valves;

• new J. A. P. air-cooled engine,
twin cylinders ; double jet car-

buretter ; three speeds and re-

verse, gate change ; wheelbase,
9ft. ; track, 3ft. lOia. ; weight of

chassis, b% cwts. ; side by side.

Wilton Cycle and Motob Co., Wilton
Road, S.W.—This Wilton eyclecar is

staged in an incomplete form, without
engine or gear box, as it could not be got
ready in -time. The general specification

of this vehicle is as follows: New J. A.P.
9 h.p. twin-cylinder engine, with overhead
valves. _ The ignition is toy Bosch mag-
neto. The carburetter is of the double jet

type, operated by accelerator pedal from
the footboard. The lubrioation is by
sight feed drip and hand pump. The
petrol tank forms part of the scuttle dash.
The gear box contains three speeds and
reverse, operated by gate change lever,

with direct drive on top gear. The trans-

mission is through the gear box to bevel-
driven rear axle, the bevel drive being
contained in a special oast steel outer
casing; the differentia] is of spur type
contained in a forged steel casing. The
frame is built up of inverted " U " section
pressed steel, with semi-elliptic springs in

front and threequarter elliptical at the
rear. The steering gear is of worm and
segment- type, and the brakes are
internal expanding, both acting on
the rear wheels, one brake being operated
by pedal and the other by hand lever.

Wire wheels are used, fitted with 700 mm.
tyres. Judging by the inspection of the
unfinished product, it is likely to prove
very substantial, being well and soundly
constructed.

Nansen, Barker & Co.'s four-wheeled " Tinycar," which is extremely low built.
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Acclbs and Pollock, Oldbury, Bir-

mingham (No. 200), _
are showing

handle-bars and seat-pillars of all

sizes and - types. The chief items of

interest to the ordinary purchaser are

various types cf box spanners, one being

of a particularly neat form in which the

tommy bar is riveted permanently into

the box spanner. It "is of short length

and can easily be stowed away in the

toolbag. Another type of spanner shown
is the Ferret, which consists of a special

set of box spanners, together with a
ratchet device.

Armstrong Three speed Gear Co.,

Birmingham (No. 177).—The Armstrong
hub is shown in three patterns. Mark 5

has the normal gear on the middle ratio

as betore, but it is now made to start

with the back wheel on the ground.

,

Mark 6, a new motor cycle gear, has the

direct drive on top and gives reductions

of 65% and 130% through one train of

wheels for the middle gear, and two for

the low. Mark 10 is a special cyelecar

gear for a combined chain and belt drive

on similar lines, but more strongly built.

To facilitate adjustments on all models
there is a hole in the gear quadrant, and
a small screw carried in the top of the

handle, when placed in this hob, holds

the gear in neutral position. The back
wheel should then be quite free with the
clutch in engagement/ :

-

BATES HEAVY TYRES.
W. and A. Bates, St. Mary's Mills,

Leicester (No. 70).—The Bates tyre,

which was introduced last year, is now
made in three : weights. No. T, suitable

for solo work on machines up to 3^ h.p.

No. 2, specially heavy' on three-ply can-

vas suitable for twins and sidecar work,

and the extra ' special . heavy, on four-ply

canvas suitable for cyclecars and heavy

:
sidecar work. A motor cycle belt

which has been well tested is introduced

for the first time. Motor cycle tubes

both ordinary and butt-ended are shown
in all sizes.

Best and Lloyd, Handsworth, Bir-

mingham (No. 246).—This exhibit con-

sists mostly of : lubricating devices,

several of which have - been previously

described and illustrated in our pages. A
new accessory at the Show is the throttle

controlled type of engine lubricator,

which provides for a . varied supply of

oil according to the load on the engine.

That is to say, when the throttle is nearly

closed a very small quantity of oil passes.

When the throttle is fully open it alters

the supply of oil to suit the conditions

of the increased load or speed.

.
'. Bltjmfield, Ltd., Lower Essex Street,

Birmingham (No. .248).—The features on
this stand are the water-cooled engines

• that were designed for the Toruist Trophy
i Bace. •: These are both of 3i h.p., a twin
.(61.8 x 83 mm.) and a single (81.5 x 95
mm.). la the single the valves are side

by side ; in the twin overhead inlet

valves, worVed by adjustable mechanism,
are used, and the inlet passage is brought
-across the cylinder head from the opposite

side. In the air-cooled engines slight

modifications have been made, so that
while air space is left between the lower
parts of the valve chambers ard the
cylinder the cqol'.ng fins are continuous,
giving greater strength with better cool-

ing. The lubrication arrangements have
also been improved, and the big end
design of the twins, the possibility of

seizure being, reduced. These details are

well shown by some sectional models.
The air cooled engines are 3^ h.p. single-

cylinders, 5-5 and 7-8 twin-cylinders, all

with side by side valves, and the 7-8

produced especially for cv.cl.ecar work.
A very neat half-scale working model of

the 5 h.p. twin with a bore and stroke of

32 x 44 mm. is shown.

PRECISION AND LOW
ENGINES.

F. E. Baker, Moisom Street, Bir-

mingham (No. 198).—The stand of F. E.
Baker, Ltd., is a particularly interesting

one, as on it are shown Precision engir.es

of all types, and it is interesting to note
that all the principal engines are shown
in section demonstrating the accuracy
with which they are constructed. Many
well-known makes of machines shown on
the floor are fitted with these engines.

Not the least interesting is the water-
cooled Green-Precision, of which a model
is shown provided with a Phelon and
Moore two-speed gear, whilst the chief

attraction on this stand is the Low
forced induction engine which has pre-

viously been dealt with in The Mntnr
Cijrle. This engine is a single-cylinder,

measuring 104 x 78 mm., ard gives 15

h.p. Its maximum revolutions are 3,300
per. minute. Forced oiling is used.

Brown Bros., Great Eastern Street,

E.C. (No. 144).-^The
Guillotine belt cutter

is a new introduction
by Brown Bros., Ltd.
Reference to the
sketch will show
that this is a straight-

bladed knife, work-
ing in guides, and
forced through the
belt by means of a
finely-pitched screw
thread. It should meet
a want, as it is an in-

convenient method of

shortening a belt to

cut it with a knife,

resting the belt on
some part of the
frame or saddle. A
laree assortment of accessories is shown.

Guillotine belt

punch, sold by
Brown Bros.

Brown and Barlow,, Ltd., Witton,
Birmingham.—In addition to the well-

known models of carburetters made by
this firm, particular mention must be m 'de

of a new automatic straight through type.

In this the flow of petrol is regulated by
a tapered needle attached to the vertically-

acting p ston throttle in such a way that

its position can be regulated for per-

manent adjustment, consequently this

handle lifts with the throttle, and, as it

rises up, it increases the jet opening, but
at a point in the tub;, in which it travels

is a jet hole of such a size as to meet
maximum requirements, and travel beyond
this point does not affect the mixture, but
merely the throttle. The throttle already
mentmned is operated from the handle-
bar. The air supply is regulated by a
conical ohoke tube formed by a coiled

spring, which permits additional, air to
enter between the coils, as the increasing
engine speed causes it to open by suction.

A feature to be noticed in these car-

buretters is the split pipe connections
tightening up a clamping ring and screw
—very simple and effective.

The Clipper Tyre Co., Ltd., Steel-

house Lane, Birmingham (No. 6).—The
motor cycle . tyre made by the Clipper
Company is called the Reflex Clipper
Ideal. It is built on motor car tyre lines.

Other patterns of these
,
motor cycle

tyres comprise those of the rubber studded
type and ribbed, both beaded edge and
wired. The Clipper butt ended tubes
for motor cycles are also displayed.
Among motor cycle accessories may be
mentioned the Silent repair outfit in a
leather roll, Perfect patches, solution, in-

flators. rubber belts, and a complete range
of motor cycle suitings. Among the
latter is a- new form of chest protector,
and the Clipper Company show a
motor cycle over boot for the first time,
also a new wood rim for motor- cycles,
the special features and advantages of
which are demonstrated at the stand.

Coi.strktor Type Co., London, E.C.
(No. 69).—The motor, cycle tyres shown
by this firm are all of the wired-on pat-
tern. The peculiarity of the construction
is ihat the fabric is wrapped round the
wires. The chief type shown has a
groove tread.

The County Chemical Co., Bradford
Street, Birmingham (No. 259).—A new
metal polish in powder form, called
Carshine. For use it is mixed with
petrol, a tin costing sixpence making a
pint of excellent metal polish. The
makers point out that petrol as,

s
a

polishing medium has many advantages,
In ordinary metal polish a high flash

point spirit must be used to enable
the makers to obtain cheap railway
rates Petrol is a low flash point spirit,

very pure, and producing a much better
polish "It is certainly an advantage to

be able to carry a polish in powder form

C39
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winch has merely to be mixed with a
small quantity of the contents of the

petrol tank to become immediately
effective.

Chaeles Cuthbe, Great Easteri.

Street, E.C. . (No. 12).—The Max
Cycar tyre, which has already been
described in The Motor Cycle, and a
new cover containing SQ% of pure rubber.

The maker informs us that £50 will be
given to anyone who can prove by
analysis that the percentage of rubber
in this cover is not correct. Mr. Cuthbe
is also introducing a quick repair patch

and a special solution.

FIREPROOF WIND SCREENS.
Dover, Ltd., Northampton (jno. 214).

—In addition to the Exonite steel rims
and other well-known products of this

firm, the chief exhibit is the new non-
inflammable Exonite wind screen for

sidecar work in which the Exonite is as

clear as the clearest celluloid. Its ellip-

tical shape renders it very graceful. Sets

of box spanners, pumps, and some neat
black Exonite coverings for handle-bars.

are among other notable features in the

exhibit.

A. H. Hunt's crossbir with electric light and
H. H. battery for reiding sneedomBter and route

card. Tiie H. H. match cartur may also he seen.

The Eisemann Magneto Co., Berners
Street, W. (No. 169).—The Eisemann
magneto illustrated on this page is suit-

able for 3£ h.p. engines, and is made
waterproof throughout. It differs from
other waterproof magnetos on the market,
since, instead of making the joints

between the magnets and the end plate

waterproof by means of packing, there

is a dome-shaped piece bolted to the

pole pieces, underneath the magnets, and
separate end plates, making a metal-faced

joint and screwed to the dome cover, pre-

vent any possibility of oil or moisture
reaching the armature chamber. The
new model also has a new design of pole

piece, which is of the single step type,
giving a very wide range of effective

spark, as, although at the retard, the
spark h slightly less hot than at the full

advance, it is sufficiently powerful to

allow the engine to be started with the
lever right back. The most effective

spark is obtained with this magneto
five degrees before full advance, while
the depreciation at full advance is

only 5%.

Goodrich Tyre Co., Golden Lane,
-E.C (No. 13).—The speciality of this

firm is rubber-studded tyres, in the con-

struction of which they were early in the

field. The Goodrich tyre is of very high
quality, and we understand that during
the 1913,. season a vigorous programme
has been arranged, so that a good deal

040

Holt's special sidecar mudguard on the Service
stand.

(1) A. H. Hunt's electric

lamp, showing frame work
to carry H. H. dry battery.

(2) The complete lamp
and battery.

Kerry lamp bracket which may be adjusted
to any angle.
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will be heard of these tyres in various

competitions.

Gorton Rumier Co., Openshaw,
Manchester (No. 7).—This firm is show-
ing motor cycle tyres of various types
and sizes. Particular care is taken in

the manufacture to render these tyres

both durable and serviceable.

W. H. Halliwell, Priory House,
Coventry (No. 236).—The chief item

of interest to motor cyclists on this

stand is the Endrick decompressor..

This is a device which fits in the inlet

valve cap, the thread being made the

same size as a sparking plug thread. In

some engines it can be screwed in the

centre of the combustion head.

The Hanover Rubber Co., Goswell

Road, E.C. (No. 131).—This firm

specialise in the Shamrock-Gloria belts

and tyres provided with heavy tread,

both rubber and steel-studded. All types

of rubber goods used in connection with .

the industry are also shown, such as

pump connections, horn bulbs, lamp con-

nections, etc.

S. Smith & Sod's handle-bar stop watch.

Eisemann waterproof magneto.
A, Dome shaped cover to armature chamber.

B. Magnet removed. C. .Contact breaker ring.

Hans Renold, Ltd., Manchester (No.
175).'—A most interesting feature of this

exhibit, where the Renold chains are
shown in great variety, is a show case

describing and illustrating with actual

parts the manufacture ot. the Renold
chain and the testing of the materials.

This involves no less than 109 processes

and 6,145 operations. There is also an
assortment of milling cutters for the

making of sprocket wheels.

ELECTRICAL NOVELTIES.
A. H. Hunt, Cannon Street (No. 162).—

The chief feature of the exhibit is the

H.H. Hellesen dry cells. During the
week a certain number of these batteries

will be given away free of charge under
certain conditions and a special leaflet

giving full particulars of tins offer can be
had at the stand. This firm sell a new
pattern portable electric hand lamp, con-

sisting of a metal frame carrying a dry
battery to which a lamp is fixed. This is

suitable for the Flash type, winch is used
for motor cycles. Leather carrying cases,

and also a special metal case, are supplied
for carrying these batteries. Other items
shown include the H.H. Morse key signal-

ling lamp, the H.H. cyclecar switch, insu-

lating tape in tins, high and low-tension
wire, armoured gas connections, and
patent combined belt punches and cutters.

For cyclecars there are steering wheels,
push button switches, and tyre pumps.
The H.H. matchbox for the handle-bar is

a useful accessory. The matchholder is pro-

vided with an efficient clip, the matches
are held down by a special clip the whole
being protected by a watertight lid
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011 which a str.kcr is provided. Another
novelty is the ftlapl.te for lighting route,

cards, maps, speedometers, or watches.

This is fitted with universal adjustment.

A very attractive item is the new electric

lamp, which is made in two sizes suitable

fur a motor cycle or to be used as a side

lamp with sidecar or cyclecar. The finish

is excellent.

Chas. Macintosh. amd- Co., Manchester
(No. 9).—This firm was one of the
earliest to enter, upon the; manufacture
of pneumatic tyres. The -type.; shown is

provided with a peculiar pattern tread,

consisting of three studs - followed by
across, this pattern continuing round the

tread. Great care is used in their manu-
facture, and their non-skid properties

should_ be excellent.

Markt and Co:, Clerkenwell Road,
E.C. (No. 160).—A full range of Jones
speedometers, which have been so

Markt & Co.'s cyclometer drive by means
of spur tearing.

successfully used on motor cycles since

their introduction into this country.

The Jones was one of the earliest

speedometers on the market, made suit-

able for motor -cycles. As this speedo-

meter has reached a high stage of

perfection no alterations have been
made for 1913. A novelty will consist

of a cyclometer, driven eff the front

wheel bv means of spur gearing.

Considerable difficulty has been experi-

enced in the past in getting one of th;se

instruments to stand the heavy work
required by a motor cycle. The new
model, however, instead of being driven

by a star wheel and striker which used

to give trouble, is now provided with a

strong gear drive, which is both smooth
and steady. The stir wheel mechanism,
especially in cases when the instrument
is placed some distance from the centre

of the wheel, had to withstand very
heavy . shoe'es from the striker, which
used to damage the internal giars,

causing the case to open and allow wet
and moisture to- enter, which resulted in

the ruin of the instrument. For
cyclecar purposes a bracket will be
provided for clamping to the steering

arm. The Baby Giant pulley remover is

another useful accessory shown by Markt
and Co.

The Michelin Tyre Co., Fulham
Road, Chelsea. S.W. (No. 10).—Michelin
tyres do not undergo any great altera-

tions for .1913. For lightweight motor
cycles and front . wheels of machines
of 3^ h.p. and upwards, the company is

making a light cover with wired or

beaded- edges, which- is shown both
in trident and standard patterns. There
is also a substantial cover for. back
wheel work of machines over 3i h.p. The
famous Michelin Semelle steel-studded
leather protected cover remains as

before. All types are made with both
wired on and beaded edges. A new form
of the standard cover will be rounded
in form.. As regards quality and dura-

bility Michelin tyres are second to none.

light (its on the right -hand side of the
handle-bar, and throws a red light to the
rear, bat in the dav time a mirror is

fitted over this to give a view of the
road behind.

Miller lamp set.

. MlDDLEMOKE AND LaMFLCGH, LTD.,

Birmingham (No. 179).—This firm shows
a good selection of saddles, toolbags, etc.

Their heavy motor cycle saddle is a fine

piece of work, and is
'.
particularly well

sprang.

A NOVEL REAR LIGHT.
H. Miller and Lo., Miller Street,

Birmingham (No. 178 Gallery).—Miller's
- motor cycle lamp, the Cetolite, is made
in two sizes, and fitted on a very sub-

stantial bracket, which can be attached

to the handle-bar or handle-bar stem.

Another model is designed to fit an or-

dinary lamp bracket. In connection with

this Miller's new rear light can be used,

the rubber tubing from the generator

brandling in two directions. This rear

fe '

Miller's handle-bar red light. A mirror Qls on
to the lamp (or Uie in day time.

David Moseley and Sons, Ltd.,
Aldermanbury, E.C. (No. 5).—A large
range of motor cycle tyres, including
the Ardwick rubber-studded pattern,
built up of three-ply canvas, with
studded-rubber tread, and the thiee-ribbed
pattern made in two qualities for cyclecars
and also for motor cycles.

A NEW SADDLE.
Leatheries, Ltd., Sampson Road

North, Birmingham (No. 215).—The chief
item of interest is the No. 81 Empire de
Luxe saddle. The patented frame is

arranged to be adjustable to any required
angle. Tne top is a pressed steel plate
comfortably padded and covered with
best quality leather. The exhibit com-
prises valises and belt and tube cases.

The Palmer Tyre. Shaftesbury. Avenue,
W. (No. 36).—Here are to be found
examples of the famous Palmer cord and
fabric tyres. It is interesting to note tint
the Sin. Palmer co.d tyres entered for the
tyre trial run in connection with the Six
Days' Reliability Tiial in the West of

England this year was successful in gain-
ing the highest" possible award, which
shows they have reached a high point in

construction and that the material, is of

the best.

Complete F.R.s. electric lighting set tor cvclecars, made by S. Hall and Sons.

P. & H. btacK finished head tamp and
generator set.

Powell and Hanmer, Birmingham
(No. 172).—A large range of the P. and
H. lamps suitable for motor cycle and
cyclecar use is shown here. Some of these

are self-contained ; in other cases the
generator is separate.

Price's Co., Ltd., Battersea, London,
S.W. (No. 146). — The usual samples
of Price's lubricants. so popular
with motor cyclists, consisting of

Motorine C, which- has proved its worth
for many years ; Huile de Luxe, one of

the highest class lubricants on the
market, on which many successes have
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been gained both on the track and on tile

road ; special grease for lubricating

motor cycle hubs ; and grease for gears

of all types.

DETACHABLE TREADS.
Alfred Roberts and Sons, Ltd.,

Gripwell Works, Birmingham (No. 238).

—Detachable studded leather bands with
hooks to clip on to the beaded edge of

the rim, and gaiteis on the same prin-

ciple for protecting the tyre o"utside, are

features on this stand, while the Roberts
reinforced liner affords useful protection

on the inside. Besides this, the firm have
a new motor cycle cover of special design.

Their belt and the Vulco Junior tyre

repair outfit also calls for remark.

pmiQpj&,

Pedley rubber handle-bar grips.

Self-sealing Rubber Co., Ltd., Bir-

mingham (No. 133).—'A peculiarity of the

Hermetic tyres is the zigzag
,
pattern

which runs round the tread. It is also

shown in the form in which steel studs
are placed round at intervals. . The tyre

is manufactured on sound lines, and is

made in all sizes. Of course, a suitable

tyre is made for cyclecars. Another in-

novation is the Hermetic belt made by a

patent process. In its construction layers

of wire gauze are run through the'canvas,
and the. belt, we understand, is non-
stretchable. Repair outfits, etc., are also

shown.

The Service Co., Ltd., High Hol-
born, W.C. (No. 224).—Among the most
prominent of the accessories shown are

a collapsable luggage box, constructed

out of sheet metal. It is meant to be
attached to the carrier by straps, and
when folded lies completely flat on the

machine. A spring footrest, the portion

on which the foot rests being heavily

shod with rubber; it is clipped to a
tube suspended on an enclosed spring,

which adds greatly to the comfort of

the rid-er. The H.P. cyclometer trans-

misa'.on, which is quite a useful device,

allowing the cyclometer to be easily

read from the handle-bar. Map and
route-card holders for military motor
cyclists, but should be useful to ordinary
riders. A new two-speed gear, and a
handy device, consisting of two flat

metal leaves, which damp tightly over
and press repair patches- on to punc-
tused tubes, and a petrol gauge. The
Service Co. 's clothing exhibit is also well
worthy of close inspection.

The Stern Sonneborn Oil Co., Royal
London House, Finsbury Square, E.C.
(No. 237).—The well-known brands of

oils and greases which are known as

Sternol. Those which interest motor
cyclists most are the Sternol motor cycle

oil, g>ease, and Sternoline for chain lubri-

cation.
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R. Suhridge, 58, Lomond Grove,
Ciimberwell, S.E. (No.' 21).—Holdtite
patches are here shown in all sizes, also

repair outfits, rubber terminals, and mag-
neto covers. There is also a new gas
lamp connection with a big bore, ensuring
a steady flow of gas and a small trap or
filter for preventing any moisture being
carried into the burner.

H. Taylor and Co. Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W.C. (No. 166).

—A notable instrument is the Robinson
combined milometer and speedometer,
worked by gear and flexible shaft from
the front wheel, and registering up to

10,000 miles and speeds of fifty miles
an hour. A red hand registers the thou-
sandths, a black hand the hundredths,
while a white pointer registers the trip.

In addition to this a small inset dial

records the tenths of a mile.

Herbert Terry and Sons, Redditch
(No. 168).—Every variety of spring is to
be found here. There is also a large
selection of wire controls suitable for car-

buretters and brake work. Special
reamers are supplied for use with a taper
pin sold by the firm. The valve lifters,

spanners, etc., are well known.

SPHINX PLUGS.
The Sphinx Mfg. Co., Bradford

Street, Birmingham (No. 197).—Of
course, the chief item of interest on this

stand is the Sphinx sparking plug.

This plug is made in a variety of •

sizes and shapes. A new terminal is

shown, and a belt fastener with a
hinged jaw made on the principle of

lazy-tongs. The pull of the belt is

sufficient to keep the joint tightly closed

on to the belt. The combined belt

punch and cutter is a well-made, service-

able article, and the spring handle-bar
is an item we shall refer to again.

The Tormo Mfg. Co., Bunhill Row,
E.C. (No. 147).—Sarolea engines, 3£ h.p.

85 x 88 mm., mechanically operated
valves, chain-driven magneto, ball bear-
ing crankshaft ; a similar engine, only
with gear-driven magneto ; 2 h.p. and
2g h.p., 66 x 72 mm. and 66 x 86 mm.
respectively. The only alterations to

these engines are that the magneto is

gear-driven, and there is a slight modi-
fication in the timing gear. The F.S.
ball bearings, which are at present fitted

to many makes of motor cycles, will also

be on view.

The Union Rubber' Co., Manchester
(No. 186).—One of the most interesting

exhibits to be found on this stand is_the

new Turco belt, which is built up of a
special fabric. This is one of the most
flexible rubber belts we have ever
examined. The firm also make a speciality

of motor cycle tyres of all types and
sizes, carbide, lubrication oil, patches,
gaiters, tyre stopping, etc. The repair

outfit is particularly well equipped.

The Vacuum Otl Co., Caxton House,
Westminster, (No. 156).—A full range
of lubricating oils. Vaeuum B is one of

the most popukr lubricants ; it is a pure
mineral on of heavy body, recommended
by many manufacturers of motor cycle

engines and used by many prominent
riders.
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C. A. Vandervell, Acton Valg (No,
161a).—This firm specialises in electric

side and head lamps which are made n
several patterns. These are lit bv
means of a dynamo in the case of cycle-

cars, but for motor cycli use an acco
mutator is recommended. A motoi
cycle head lamp is fitted to a neat urn"
versal adjusted bracket, and is supplied
with a 4 or 8 volt bulb. A feature of

the Ruthardt C.A.V. magneto is the ex-
cellent current generated at low speeds.
There is also a well finished switch
board tor cyclecars.

The Villiers Co., Wolverhampton
(No. 229).—This firm is showing the
Villiers free engine hub and also the
Villiers two-speed gear, which has been
previously described in these pages.

Weill Bros., Ltd., Kirby Street,
Hatton Garden, E.C. (No. 221), exhibit
a motor cycle lighting dynamo mounted
on a clip designed to be attached to

the back forks. It is provided with an
adjusting screw which allows the tension
of the friction wheel against the tyre
to be varied. The dynamo is of the
permanent magnet type, and is designed

Weill Bros', motor cycle lighting dynamo.

to adjust itself to the speed of the
machine ; that is to say, it gives a very
good light at slow speeds and yet cannot
damage itself by over-running at high
speeds. The armature revolves in a long
plain bearing, provided with a grease cup.

PATCHQUICE,
_ Messrs. Woodgate, Tiverton, No. 165,

are showing their well-known repair
patches and outfits. This specially prepared
rubber is also sold in long strips of various
widths which should be very useful for

repairing slits and strengthening parts of

the tube that may have chafed against the
beads or spoke-heads. The motor cycle

outfits are sold in neat lea her cases com-
plete with three tyre levers.

Wood Milne, Ltd., Preston (No. 11).—
This firm specialises in steel rubber tyres,

which have established for themselves an
enviable reputation during the 1912 sea-

son. These tyres are shown in all sizes

suitable for motor cycles.
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(Continued from page 1S7S.)

Our Show Report.

This number of The Motor Cycle can

not only claim the largest circulation, it

is the biggest number ever offered to the

public in connection with motor cycle

matters.

Late Arrivals at the Show.

As. usual there were many late arrivals

in the Show, most of Sunday the
machines were flowing into Olympia, and
some were not there on . Sunday night.

However, on Monday, there was only one
cyclecar absent.

t.F.M.C. Meeting.

The Dutch M.C.C. will be represented
at the meeting of the International Fede-
ration of Motor Cycle Clubs by the cluh
president, Mr. Robert R. toe Laer, who

, took an active part in the English-Dutch
trial in Holland last August.

Paris Show.

The Automobile Motor Cycle and
Cycle Show at the Paris Salon will open
on DecembeT 7th and remain open until

December 22nd. Among the British

motor cycle firms who will exhibit, either

direct cr through agents, are : Humber,
Ltd., Douglas Bros., Triumph Cycle Co.,

Ltd., Ne.w Hudson Cycle Co., Ltd., etc.

llumination oJ Number Plates.

- The police have been rather active in

the Coventry district lately with regard
to the illumination of number plates on
motor cycles. < Some riders are very care-

less in this connection, but we know of

one or two instances where men have
'been stopped and their names taken when
the letters and figures have been easily

distinguishable.

It is difficult for a motor cyclist to. con-
vince magistrates on his own testimony
against that o° two or three police offici Is

that his number plate was properly illu-

minated, therefore the best course for a
motor cyclist who is stopped is to stay
where he is with the police and request

them to wait also until individuals," motor
cyclists or otherwise, come along who can
help him with regard to evidence.

An Officially Observed Sidecar Ride.

On Wednesday, the 20th inst., J. T.

Gibbons started on an A.C.U. officially

observed ride from London to Yarmouth
and back, a journey in which he should

cover 1,500 miles. The original idea was
to take two routes (starting on the 19th

inst.), one to Norwich and the others

to Yarmouth, but as he was consider-

ably delayed in starting owing to carbu-
retter trouble he did not leave until

1.40 on the morning of the 20th
to cover only one circuit. He restarted

Nov. 25-30.—MOTOR CYCLE SHOW
AT OLYMPIA.

„ 27.—Meeting of Club Secretaries at

Olympia. '.

„ 28.—I.F.M.C. Meeting at Olympia.

Dec. 7.—M.C.C. Annual Dinner and
Prize Distribution.

„ 27-28.—M.C.C. Annual Winter Run.

Jan. —,—A.C.U. Open Silencer Trial.

on Thursday last at 8 a.m. The ride
was continued over Friday, Saturday,
Monday, and Tuesday. The machine is

a 3£ h.p. Alldays, with Millford side-
car. The equipment is as follows :

Lucas lamps, Watford speedometer,
Senspray carburetter, Armstrong gear,
Wood-Milne tyves, Whittle belt, and
D.H. magneto. The A.C.U. observer
is R. W. Sprague.

Police Traps.

An electrically timed trap is arranged
in the Burton-on-Trent neighbourhood.
Machines are timed eleotrically and
the operators are. carefully disguised.
Once caught in this trap, it is quite
useless to fight the case.

- Caution is necessary in passing through
the village of Thurgoland, near Sheffield.

R.A.C. Founder Members' Dinger.
ihe pioneers of motoring will assemble

at the R.A.C. on Friday next, the 29th
inst., for the founder members' annual
dinner. The Club was formed in 1897,
and the first 200 members were styled
"Founders." At the present time there
are 170 left out of the original .band.

Clubs at the Show.
The motor cycling organisations are well

represented at the Show. The A.C.U. has a
stand between Nos. 8 and 9 at the entrance
to. Prince's Rooms, where particulars
regarding membership mav be nbti i""d.

The A.A. and M.U. stand is No.' 129a,
close to Addison Road entrance. Their
telephone number is 2399 Regent. It has
been decided to extend the full member-
ship to cyclecar owners for an annual
subscription of half a guinea.

Famous Machines at Olympia.

During our srrvey of the motor cycle

exhibits at Olympia we noticed the
following machines, each meritorious in
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its own way. Firstly, the 3£ h.p.
sim'le-cylinder Singer, on which O. E.
Stanley recently broke the single-

cylinder hour record. Likewise S. F.
Garrett's actual record-breaking Regal-
Green, on Messrs. Dunhill's stand,
while the Excelsior Co. are showing
one of their early models of about
twelve years ago. A visitor asked the
attendant on the stand what model they
called it, the prompt reply was, " One
of Crosse and Blackwell's." Another
machine was a 3j h.p. Soott with a
rifle mounted on the handle-bars, made
for the Coventry Ordnance Co. Oq
this stand was the Scott racer on which
F. A. Applebee won the T.T. Race
last July. Harry Long's 4 h.p. Singer is

. also staged.

Show Banqruet.

The annual dinner of the Manufac-
facturers' Union was held at the Waldorf
Hotel on Friday evening last. Mr.
Arthur Brampton. J. P. (president), was
in the chair. After the dinner there was
an excellent musical entertainment.
Mr. Edward Manville, who for six

years held the presidency of the

S.M.M.T., proposed the toast of "The
Union." He spoke about the cyclecar,

and mentioned that this vehicle caused
the dividing line between motor cycle

and motor car to vanish. He also spoke
of the action of the Union in limiting

racing and only retaining that which was
really useiul.

Mr. Arthur Brampton, chairman, re-

plied.

Mr. Robert Todd, chairman of . the

A.C.U., proposed "The Show." Speak-
ing of the cyclecar, he referred to it as

a "hybrid," and mentioned the hours
spent on defining it by the R.A.C. and
A.C.U., stating that the definition come
to was really no definition at all, but it

was sufficient for the time being...

Mr. C. Vernon Pugh replied to this

toast. He gave very interesting figures

regarding exports of motor cycles. The
number in 1934 was 776, which fell the

next year to 688, and afterwards in-

creased to 3.341 in 1910; 7,357 in 1911,

and in the first ten months of 1912 to

10,491. Speaking of the definition of

the cyclecar, he said in his opinion it

should be a three or four-wheeled

vehicle w,: ch followed motor cycle prac-

tije in every detail.

Mr. Harry Smith proposed the toast

of "The Guests," to which Messrs.

J. P. Holland and R. J. Mecredy replied.

Mr, C. A. Hyde mentioned the excellent

work done by Mr. Alfred Bednell, the

secretary of the Union. -

Colonial model P. & M., which has a deep tank and a bigger grou U clearance. All-black Alliavs, with two-speed gear and chain drive.
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RECORD BREAKING AT BROOKLANDS.
II |J ill 1 11 mi

9KOSEB53MHR9S9ESSESSQ9uRMSH5nHBB^BSHSS9i Rn^nMi
H. F. S. Morgan (8 h.p. Morgan runabout) at the start of his successful "attempt on the hour record. . He covered a few yards short of sixty miles.

ECORDS are much sought after .at Show time, and
special efforts are being put forth to secure them.
Quite a coterie of riders have made Weybridge their

headquarters during the past week, and the results

trf their endeavours are as follow :

On Friday Hugh Gibson established two hours and 100
miles Class D (7o0 c.c.) sidecar records on a Bradbury
standard speed model. The distance ridden in two hours
was 91 miles 1,752 yards = 45.99 m.p.h. The 100 miles
occupied 2h. 10m. 19s. = 46.04 m.p.h. The machine was
equipped with Sinks carburetter, Dttnlop tyres and belt,

Bosch magneto, and Bradbury sidecar, whilst Shell spirit

and Wakefield Castrol oil were used. These records have
yet to be confirmed by the A.C.U.
Gibson lost control of the steering at one period of the test

owing to a sudden swerve loosening the handle-bar stem.

One of the footrests hit a post close to the track edge, but
nothing serious occurred to rider or maclrine.

Following in the path of the G.W.K. driver, whose record

performance of Tuesday of last week is published elsewhere
in this issue, H. F. S. Morgan brought out his Morgan run-
about on Saturday. He started at 2.40 p.m., in fine

weather, and without a single stop put the cyclecar record

figures very close to sixty miles in the hour. Mrs. Morgan
and Dr. Morgan were at Brooklands to witness the attempt.
The cyclecar hour record, therefore, stood on Saturday

evening last at 59 miles 1,123 yards, only 637 3-ards slioit

of the coveted sixty miles in the hour. Tlie fifty miles timp
was 50m. 28|s. = 59.43 m.p.h. The Morgan was fitted with
a V twin J.A.P. engine, 90 x 77.5 mm., with overhead valves,

and had a wind-cutting single-seated body. Pratt's spirit.

Gastrol oil, Amac carburetter, two Continentals aud one
Hutchinson tyre were used. Morgan's fastest lap was at the
rate of 62 m.p.h.
We understand that H. V. Colver (2| h.p. Enfield), Axfoid

(2| h.p. Martin), and P. O'Donovan (2-£ h.p. Singer) intend
. to hiahe an attack on the. six hours' Class B records during
the week.

THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE.
In connection with the International Conference to be

neld at Olympia to-day (Thursday), at 4.30 p.m., the follow-

ing delegates will attend:
Belgium.—M. Emile Beukelar, president of . Committee

L.V.B. ; M. Fagard, president -Motor Club Liegois_;.M.
Michant, secretary R.A.C.L. ; Baron Northomb, president

Commission Sportive R.A.C.B.
Canada.—Mr. Wm, H. Wells, Canadian M.C.A.
Denmark.—M. H. Christiansen, vice-president Danish

M.C. ; M. Matthiwsen, president Motor Cycle Club. Ellenham
England.—Mr. E. M. P. Boileau, chairman Relations

Committee of the Auto Cycle Union ; Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough, secretary A.C.U. ; Mr. Meyrick Jones, General
Committee A.C.U. ; Mr. G. F. Sharp, vice-president A.C.U.
France.—M. Longuemare, Commission Sportif A.C. do

France; Mr. T. G. Fenton, Commission Sportif A.C. de
France.
Holland.—Air. R. R. toe Laer, president N.M.V.
Italy.—M. le Doct Oreste Togni. president dn Moto

Club d'ltalia.

Switzerland.—M. Neher.
U.S. or Ahetuca.—Mr. Wm. H. Wells, Federation of

American Motor Cyclists.

There will be a reception at 12.45, and lunch at the
Royal Automobile Club at 1.0 p.m.
To receive the delegates at the Royal Automobile Out

prior to the conference : Mr. J. W. Orde (secretary R.A.C.
and chairman of the Confaj'ence), Col. H. C. L. Holden.
R.A., C.B., F.R.S. (vice-president Auto-Cycle Union, repre-

senting the Royal Automobile Club, and the International
Organisation of Recognised Automobile Clubs), Mr. Robert
Todd (chairman Auto-Cycle Union), Major Lindsay Lloyd
(vice-chairman A.C.U.), Mr. Jt R. Nisbet (vice-chairman
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A.C.U.)', Mr. Otto Thomas (vice-chairman A.C.U.), M.
Sweerts (L'Aero), representing the French Motor Press.

Afterwards the company will journey to Olympia on cars,

arriving at 3.30 p.m.

To receive the delegates -at Olympia : The Relations Com-
mittee of the Auto-Cycle Union, comprising Mr. E. M. P.
Boileau (chairman), and Messrs. W. G. McMinnies, G. F.

Sharp, W. Pratt, T. H. Tessier, and W. H. Wells.

SHBK': ~ -2SHHHSB

A Scott with a quick firing gun of a new type, made by the Coventry Ordnance
Works. The gun weighs 16 lbs. as against 48 lbs. of the ordinary type.

..
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the "Editor, The Motor Cycle," 20, Tutor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

The GodJrey-Garrett Case.

Sir,^In view of the unsatislactory (to me) result of the
last one-hour race at Brooklands, when Mr. Godfrey and
I ran such a close race, and also the result of my
protest when the verdict went against me, I should be glad
if you would publish the following challenge, which I wish
to make to Mr. Godfrey.

I would like to meet him in another one-hour race, using
the identical machines that we used last. I have no doubt
that the B.M.C.Xi.C. would be pleased to appoint a time-
keeper and judge for the occasion. I am willing to race

for whatever amount he likes (within reason), and also have
the pleasure of saying that a challenge cup has already been
offered by Mr. VVing, of the Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., and
others for a rsce between us.

Hoping he will see his way clear to accept and fix a date,

and thanking you in anticipation of your publishing this,

S. F. GARRETT.

Evolution of Cycleoars.

Sir,—r-There are now frequent letters in your paper bearing

on the price of cyclecars. As an old motor cyclist, the owner-
driver of a 15 h.p. car, and an engineer with a goo J know-
ledge of the costs of engineering work, may I say a few
words on the matter.
Beyond confidence in the coming boom, I imagine that few

manufacturers know exactly what line the demand will take

ao regards price. At £120 and over there is a wide range •

of choice for the purchaser, and for £160 he can get a motor
car in miniature with all its attendant labour as regards
attention required. For the man with only £80 to £90 to

spend the choice is much harder, and he must see rather,

what he can do without, in order that the money may be
expended in obtaining quality (which means freedom from
subsequent annoyance) rather than quantity.
" Rusticus," for instance, can be provided with the simple

equivalent of a £20 pqny and trap for about £50 to £60,
but will the demand be large enough to justify a manu-
facturer laying himself out for this class of vehicle? It would
be very simple, and would probably be ideal for a large

number of peopia Lamps would not be included, but could

be bought cheaply second-hand by the purchaser of such a
car and fitted by him if he is handy.

It is no use buying a complete makeshift at either £50 or

£100 if it is to give trouble. The point a purchaser must
watch is simplicity of construction, and his attention should

rather be given to those v-yclecars from which most of the
features of a standard car are absent—I mean such as expen-
sive sliding type gear boxes and differentia] back axles

(although parsonally, 1 consider a differential to be absolutely

indispensable, it can be placed more cheaply on a counter-

shaft rather than on the axle itself). He must be content

with a twin-cylinder air-cooled, or a single-cvlinder waler-
cooled engina, and probably friction drive will give better

results for a small outlay than a more or less crude three-

speed ard reverse gear box.

He must also be content with a simple type of body, and
must remember that the more there is spent on the paint ana"

varnish, the less will be left for essentials vnder the floor-

boards. Novices are apt to be led away by varnish and
padded cushions, and if they have not been motor cyclists

the choice for them is, indeed, a difficult one.
• I am glad to see the letter from the Lanchester Co.

A. VON STRALENDORFF.

Sir,—Your article on ••The Evolution of Cyclecars" is

particularly apropos just now. when a new name and much
revived interest is being bestowed on that handy little

vehicle. It is, of. course, abundantly evident to those of us

who have been in the motor movement for any length of

time, that only 'the name of the cyclecar is new : the

machine itself, as you so truly point out, has been gradually

evolved from the Quad of 1E99. It is equally obvious that

those who know so little of motor history as to claim that

the cyclecar was " discovered "two years ago, are mere babes
in motor lore : their experience apparently goes no further

back than to the introduction of the Bedelia in 1910.

The writer of your article mentioned that he went through
the l.OCO miles trial of 1900 on an air-coolad Quad ; I remem-
ber him well. I myself tcok part in that historical event on .

a 3J h.p. air-cooled Decauville, a littL vehicle which would
to-day be called a cyclecar. Later—1902-3— I had a lot of

fun with a 5 h.p. Clement. The author omits (probably

through lack of space, rather than the fault of forgetfillness)

raference to the Victoria Combination, two specimens of

which participated in the 1.0C0 miles of 1900 ; as did a
Gladiator and a M.C.C. Triumph. Also, what about th'e

Jackson three-wheeler, the Yankee Buckboard, and the four-

wheeled, singla-seated l)e Dion spider, on which Mr Chas.

Jarrott used to whiz about the country? The young hopefuls

who have " arrived " during the last couple of years know
not these, and the other ancestors of the machine which they
nave just "discovered!" H. W. BARTLEET.

Fair Treatment.

Sir,—I was pleased to see the Rev. W. A. Douglas Hamil-
ton's letter in your issue of the 14th inst. I think the incident

quoted a"d also the following ought to-be taken to heart by
the manufacturers. Some months ago a small crack appeared

in the crank case of my 1910 Pradbury at the front Frame

lug, and at the makers' request I sent the machine to them
for inspection. They, repaired it with a new 1911 crank case

ard fra.rn.ej put in n°w a? ves," made several other miner
improvements, and returned the machine to me promptly

looking like new. The f fie'.e of this was dene free of charge.

I a'so find the same firm send all renewals by return of oost.

and as ordered, which is quite as important.

Of course, I have nc interest in the firm, but I do appre-

ciate their businesslike methods as well as the excellenc? of

their machine. F. E. PETT.

The Wear of Small Engines.

Sir,—I read Mr. Claude Middleion's letter in your issue

of the 14th inst with great surprise, and must say my
experieuce with a Douglas is quite contrary to his.

Five years ago I bought one of the first Douglas motors

and have been running it continually since, and have covered '

at least 25,000 miles with it.

I have not had anv occasion to have either new cylinders

or pistons fitted. The only replai etnents to the engine so

far have been new rings and two e.\haust vaives, and bushing

flywheel side of engine, which has altogether cost me thirty-

five shillings.
•

I have a great mimber of friends who ride Douglas

machines, and their experience is similar to mine.

I can only come to the conclusion that Mr. Middletou

must have under-lubricated his engine.
W. H. KIDDELL.
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Tyre Wear.

Sir,—I should be grateful if any of your readers can help
me out of a difficulty. The tyres on the back wheel of my
4 h.p. motor cycle (used with sidecar) give way very quickly
close to the bead. What can I do to prevent this?

AN OLD READER.

Sidecar Brakes.

Sir,—There appears to be an increasing inclination in some
quarters towards the fitting of a brake to the sidecar wheel.

At first sight this doubtless appears admirable, as the elabora-

tion of the sidecar emphasises the desirability of efficient

brake power.
I venture to think that the suggestion is a mistake.

Already the stresses to which the forward members and
attachment parts of the sidecar chassis are subjected are very
severe. Many of the modern underhung sidecars have the
weight carried too far forward on the back axle. Braking
resistance, should brakes be fitted, will also be imposed upon
the forward members of the chassis, adding an altogether new
and unfair strain upon the often overloaded forward tubes.

Experience seems to prove that with reasonable care in

driving the extra brake is unnecessary, and it appears to me
that it will only be an added source of danger to sidecar users.

SIDECAR.

Wear of Small Engines.

Sir,—I read " Ixion's " remarkable example and the un-
fortunate experience of Mr. Claude Middleton in your issue

of the 14th inst. with great interest.

During, the latter part of this year I have been using a
similar machine (new), and for the first thousand miles pur-

posely kept the engine on the point of smoking, then began
to reduce the oil supply to normal, but soon had trouble.

I found by experiment that with the sight feed set to

drip slowly only one quarter of the oil out of the pump
reached the engine, the remainder leaking back to the tank,

and this is written to warn others, novices especially, not
to trust merely to seeing some oil dripping.

The old-fashioned outside oil pump with two-way tap has
given me more satisfaction than the enclosed tapless patterns.

J. I. HUNTER,

Sir,—Referring to "Ixion's" remarks quoting experi-

ences of the above, I beg to say that I know Mr. Hutchi-
son's machine. Without wishing to detract from the very
creditable performance of the Douglas motor cycle, I feel

obliged to criticise the figures quoted. Nothing was spent

on belts, but Mr. Hutchison omitted to state that he had
two in use all the season, and that, whilst both may be good
for further use, they are nearing the end of their fives. All

was not right in the gear box " about 2,000 miles ago

"

(if I may coin an expression), and no mention is made of

its journey to the works at Bristol, where a ball race and
a clutch lining were replaced, albeit free of charge, by
the makers.
One new tyre was purchased, but no account was taken

of an old spare cover which shod the front wheel while the
original front tyre did its share of back wheel work.

I confirm the statement about the life of the chain,' but
only the frequent and thorough cleansing it received at Mr.
Hutchison's hands enabled it to run so long. Another
Douglas under my observation wore a chain to destruction in

4,000 miles. It was cleaned and lubricated twice. Mr.
Hutchison cleans and lubricates his chain every four hundred
miles ; the result, after 5.800 miles, is the pitch is not yet

too great to prevent further use.

In submitting details of costs, the temptation to suppress

items which are likely to make the performance of a

machine good instead of extraordinarily fine is great, and
perhaps pardonable, but false impressions and dissatisfac-

tion are generated thereby in the minds of novices and
inexperienced riders. H. M. STICH.

Sir.-~.7ft re Mr. Middleton's letter in your issue of the
14th inst., giving Ids experience of the Douglas motor bicycle,

I think a word of protest is necessary, as such a letter, how-
ever truthful, is apt to create a wrong impression. I do
not know how Mr. Middleton treats his machine, but I

have used Douglas motor cycles for the past four years and
have never yet experienced a breakage in a vital part. Last
year my mileage was about 4,000, and I required two fork
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springs, one sparking plug, and one back cover. This year
my mileage has been just over 2,000, and I have not 6pent
a penny on replacements or repairs. My sole trouble haa
been one puncture. I have not hud a plug out or taken Hie
belt off. I ride in all sorts of weather, using Eli Clark's
mud-shield both in summer and in winter. I average be-

tween twenty-five and thirty miles an hour; but I give the
machine fair play as regards lubrication, and I never run
on full throttle. The only trouble that the machine gives
me "is cleaning, but it is a trouble that I evade as much as
possible. Clark's shield keeps the engine clean, and the rest

does not matter very much. I never grind in valves nor
amuse myself taking the engines to pieces, for the machine
always runs faster than I have any need for. But I have
no doubt that I could abuse it and smash it up if I wanted
to; but I don't. U. A. MACKAY.

Sir,—When writing the footnote to my letter kindly
published in your issue of November 14th, you no doubt
took it for granted that the big-end seizures were due to
insufficient lubrication (and you therefore assume that I

have under-lubricated always), whereas they were owing to

the firm who had ground down the steps to take up wear
making one big-end very tight. The engine consequently
was given lots of oil—in fact the belt was brought to slipping

point by the liquid shower from the rear silencer. (Most
machines would have stopped with plug trouble.) However,
it seized—the first time within a mile of starting up.

Under normal circumstances I have lubricated according

to the makers' instructions, but lately I have periodically

augmented the regular doses by giving extra charges until

the smoking point is just reached.
CLAUD MIDDLETON.

[We are obliged to hold over many other letters received

on the subject of "Wear of Small Engines."

—

Ed.]

Hoods and Screens on Cyclecars.

Sir,—On reading the article " Accessories for Passenger
Motor Cycles," by Mr. B. H. Davies, in your issue of Novem-
ber 1,4th, I was thunderstruck to gather from the writer's

remarks that the cyclecar is incapable of affording, proper
weather protection by means of efficient hood and screen.

This is the very point where a great many people had hoped
to find the cyclecar scoring oveff the motor cycle and sidecar,

and certainly I was about to purchase one for this advantage
alone.

Surely for many years past now 6 h.p. and 8 h.p. small

cars, such as the Rover and Swift, have been giving great
satisfaction fully equipped with proper hoods and screens

so as to render them weatherproof.
Now, if such a small car can carry hood and screen and yet

not be " stopped down to a crawl " by the wind resistance,

AN AMATEUR'S ACHIEVEMENT IN 1912.

D. S. Kapadia who has had a remarkable run of successes on his 8 h.p.

Bex-Jap during 1912. In Essex Motor Club contests he won three cups, two
gold, six silver, and one bronze medal, the contests including hill climbs,

reliability trials, a sidecar race at Brooklands, and a speed-Judging contest.
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then a cyclecar, with its much lighter chassis and body, ought
to be still better able to carry such accessories and maintain
a fair speed. I consider this a vital point, and one which
ought to be settled without delay, as if it is a fact that a
cyclecar of, say, 8 h.p., is incapable of travelling at fair speed
on average roads with hood and screen up to protect passen-

• gers from the storm, then, in my opinion, one-half of its

advantages are lost.

If this is not a fact, I think that the article is one which
is likely to misbad.

H. H. S. TEMPLETON, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

The Unborn Runabout.
Sir,—I have read with interest " Ixion's " article re

the above, in your issue of November 14th. The matter
being one of greatest interest to the average public, I beg,
leave to encroach on your valuable space sufficiently to
detail a personal experience.. At the commencement of

1911, 1 drew oat plans for a cyclecar almost identical with
that required by the "old josser," and approached many
firms with a -view to manufacture. I was '. informed m
every instance that the power and speed were too low to
appsal to the pubiic. viz., the "knuts." Not to be outdone,
however, I have myself constructed a cyclecar : 4 h.p. air-

cooled, engine, sociable seats, four wheels, direct raked
steering, etc., the total cost to me being £31. Tire

runabout is capable of an average of eighteen miles per
hour, and will climb almost anything with two up. I

have now drivni this runabout over 4.0C0 miles, and have
still the same 700 X 45 tyres, that seem little the worse
for wear. I venture to think that it is not only possible,

but probable, that a similar type will soon appear on the
market at a price ranging arou.id £55, now that the test-

ing has proved so satisfactory.

This being so, there is no reason why those with an
average pocket, content with an average speed, should not
shortly find their want filled. CYCLECARIST.

Silencers.

Sir,—I have been interested in articles you have recently
had in your admirable paper on silencers. 'I read them care-
fully, and from the data your contributor gave I believe I
have turned out a simple cut-outless. exhaust. One of the
most persistent demands has been for a long pipe. In the
accomp°nvi"g photograph of my silencer there is 12ft. of lin.

pipe. Another requirement is large cooling surface. This
silencer has 420 square inches entirely exposed to the sur-
rounding air. The pipe is made of very thin steel, and its

construction naturally lends itself to radiating the heat, thus
cooling the gas within.

A long s'lencer pipe of flexible metallic tubing triel by a reader.

In practice I find the sound as quiet as any silencer with
cut-out closed, and this without any baffle plates or a
flattened end to the pipe. Also, the end of the pipe keeps
almost dead cold. E. A. DAVIES.

Sir,—From time to time silencers are brought out which
embody novel principles as regards obtaining silence, with
lack of back pressure, but it may safely be claimed that
this silencer belongs to a class apart. At first sight it may
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appear to defeat its own object, but a studv of the principles
of its action will justify the claims made for it.

It consists essentially of a close-coiled spring which ia
firmly attached at one end to the exhaust pipe of the
engine. The free end of the spring is plugged up by a
special plug, and there we have the silencer complete.

To Frame.

Close-Coiled Spring
BoWDEM
Cable

Spring for Cut-Out
The action is as follows : Just previous to the opening of

the exhaust valve, the plugged spring effectually seals up
the" exhaust pipe from the atmosphere. The first rush of

the expanded gases down the exhaust pipe blows open the

spring, which is set at just the right tension, and in open-

ing exposes a path to the gases quite sufficient for them to

escape without back pressure. The instant that the flow

of gas diminishes, the spring closes with a snap, and leaves

a partial vacuum in the exhaust pipe. This, it will readily

be seen, has the effect of assisting the exhaust of the suc-

ceeding stroke.

The secret of the silencer's success is that the exhaust
gases are split up by the manifold coils of the spring The
temper of the spring "is by no means impaired by the heat

of the exhaust, as after several hours' continuous running
-it is possible to bear one's hand on the coils.

As the engine under test ran better with a pair of these

silencers than with the standard pattern, it has not been
found necessary to fit a cut-out. Should, however, the rider

prefer one, it can easily be adapted as shown. In this case

the fitting of an adjustable external spring puts a ready
means to the rider's hand of trying his engine under
different tensions of spring.

Several of these silencers have been made, and found to

work satisfactorily, and the idea is provisionally protected.

H. H. PIKE.

Cyclecar DefM'ion.

Sir,—There seems to be a lot of controversy as to what
constitutes a car on cycle lines. By taking the words
separately, "cycle" indicates lightness. Now the lighter

(consistent with strength) this cycle is made the less energy
or force is required to propel it, hence lightness must be
one of_the cyelecar's features. I think everybody aoce-pts

the word 'n
car " as meaning "something comfortable to

ride in," so from the above the only possible definition of

cyclecar is a vehicle light, cheap, comfortable, and accessible.

Personally, I do not think there will be any great rush on
the manufacturers' part to put cars in miniature on the
market, as there is a limit to all things. If they do, and
the public do ,not respond so readily as expected, manu-
facturers can acknowledge that they did not gauge the.

market correctly.

Simplicity is the key to everything, and I fail to see how
you attain that end in a four-cylinder with its dozens of

small parts, also gear box and live axle. The two latter

fitments I will acknowledge, provided they are well designed,
give no room for . anxiety as to their reliability. Then
there is the water cooling with joints and radiator. No. I

do not think the motor car in miniature can be classed as

a cyclecar.

My experience r and I know that one or two manufacturers
will agree with me, is that the cyclecar of the future can
only be on sociable-seated lines. Air-cooled twin-cylinder

engine with ample power (8 h.p.). two speeds, with chain
from engine to counter-shaft, thence by hilts to back wheels.
A differential is essential to any vehicle with a track of

over 3ft. Change of gears, etc.. through variable pulleys,

will soon give way to chain drives of the P and M. and
Enfield types, as belts run best in perfect alignment, they
also have a knack of slipping when nut wanted to.

By the way, what about the compulsory reverse in these
so-called cyclecars that weigh, it seems, anything from 5
cwts. to 12 cwts? Have they one in truth or only in mind?

HAROLD E. DEW.
C55
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ik koitzcriarid

EING in possession of the International Travel-

ling Pass and Special Customs Card prepared

by the K.A.C. , I started from Folkestone on
my 600 miles journey to Switzerland and crossed the

Channel on a sunny October day at 12 noon. I

reached Boulogne at 1.30 p.m., and had no trouble

in getting through the Customs thanks to my papers

.

and the kind assistance of the R.A.C. representative.

I had taken the precaution of supplying myself with

all the necessary tools and spare parts, such as "plugs,

tubes, springs for front forks, belt, etc., including a

spare ordinary pulley in place of which a Mabon
clutch was fitted. My luggage weighed 4c kilogs., and
owing to the great weight of my machine a charge of

12s. 6d. was made for it. The first two or three

villages gave me a good idea of French roads, which

for some miles were terribly rough, and this was 1115

doubt caused by the French road races, and I really

imagined that I should never reach Paris without

breaking all the springs of my machine. However,
fortunately for me everything went well for the first

day, and I reached Abbeville at 5.30 p.m., and having

decided to stop there put up at the Hotel de la France,

where I took my first continental dinner.

Abbeville to Paris, 104 Miles.

The next day, with the intention of reaching

Paris in the afternoon, and after supplying myself

with petrol and looking carefully over all the parts of

my machine, I started at 8 a.m. for the capital. After

travelling for fifty-three miles 1 arrived safely at Beau-

vais at 10.45 without the slightest incident happening.

From there I intended to reach Pontoise about 1 p.m.,

which is twenty miles from Paris. However, the old

adage "Man proposes and God disposes " applied in

this case, and soon after I left Beauvais the weather
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changed and it started raining, and did not cease all

the day, but being determined to reach my destination

I journeyed on slowly but carefully, my Lomax on the

rear wheel acting for the first time as a non-skid. On
reaching Meru 1 decided to have luncheon and an hour's

rest, hoping by that time that perhaps the rain would

have ceased, but my lucky star was not in the ascen-

dant, for the weather did not change at all that day.

However, 1 started on my journey again and reached

Pontmse at 4 p.m. My desire was to reach Paris be-

fore nightfall, but I had little idea of what those odd
twenty-one miles meant, and 1 had to ride along the

worst roads that I have ever seen, and in some parts

Hotel opposite the Care du Nord, and at 8.30 I

was dressed and ready to sit down to a well-deserved

dinner with my friends. The next morning I got up
early to see about my machine and to take it through
Paris as early as possible, intending to start for

Switzerland the next day. But once more fate was.

against me, and I had to wait three more days until

the sun once more was visible, and then I started

from Bezons at 8.30 a.m. for Paris. At the Porte

Maillot and at every other entrance to Paris all petrol-

driven vehicles have to stop, in order to pay duty on
the petrol in their tanks. For every iitre a charge of

20 ct. (2d.) is made, which is returned on leaving Paris

by any of the gates. Having passed the Arc de

The str»'g t road, about fifty

kilometres (in', Irt'veen S'zanne
and Vitry-le-Francois.

The pretty villt?e of Ornans behind Besingon, T'te houses in tte background
are all built a; in Venice, a river ftowinj between them.

they were so terribly bad that I had to ride on the

footpath, but, of course, I was careful not to be
caught by the police. Once I had to dismount when
a farmer came along and put his walking stick in front

of my machine.
After this little incident nothing more exciting

happened, and I reached Bezons (eight miles from
Paris) about 6 p.m. I knew it would be unwise at

that time of night to ride through the thickest part

of the traffic over greasy roads, so I put up my
machine at the nearest place, which I took to be a

garage, but which turned out to be a stable. Then,
taking the next train to Paris, I put up at the New

A view of Chamonix, showini the snow-clid mountains.

Triomphe, down the well-known Champs Elyssee,

to the Place de la Concorde, and then to the Rue de

Rivoli, I stopped to take some refreshment. It is no

easy task to take an 8 h.p. machine across Paris, and
immediately a curious crowd surrounded my machine,

nearly stopping the traffic on the pavement. There
were taxicab drivers, butcher boys, bicyclists', men of

every age and condition, asking numerous questions

in regard to h.p., make of machine, maximum speed,

clutch, etc. - There was no doubt about the admira-

tion of my machine, and remarks such as " splendid,"

"wonderful piece of work," etc., were numerous.
After giving a man the desired address of the agent

C59
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in England of my Jones speedometer, I continued

my journey through Paris. I carefully studied the

map supplied by the R.A.C., and soon found my
way to the Place de la Bastille, and passed through

• the thickest traffic I had ever been in. At last I

reached the Porte Daumesnil, at the other end of the"

city, and there put up my machine until the next

morning, intending to start as early as possible. The
distance so. far was 166 miles, which my speedometer

registered exactly.

Paris to Vitry=le=Francois, 109 Miles.

After a hearty adieu to the proprietor of the garage, -

the owner of an old-fashioned 3^ h.p. machine, I

made straight for Porte Daumesnil to get my 40c.

back, paid the day before for duty on entering Paris.

At 10 a.m. I had left Paris behind me, but only to

encounter some more vile pave for another seventeen

miles until I reached Tournan, the end of the " En-
virons de Paris." It being a cold morning, I stopped

there for a cup of coffee.

On looking over my route again on the famous
" Carte Taride," I found to my joy that no more
cobbles were indicated, except, of course, in and out

of towns. Thinking that this was a chance for getting

compensated a little for the bad roads passed on the

other side of Paris, and without experiencing any not-

able incident I reached Sezanne (fifty-one miles) in time

for luncheon, reaching Vitry-le-Francois about 5 p.m.

Having travelled 109 miles, I decided to stay there

and continue my journey the next morning. While
examining the nuts of my machine, I found my trip

indicator only showed sixty-one^ miles, but soon dis-

covered that the little driving wheel on the front wheel
was too high, and would not catch properly, which
was probably caused through a knock whilst riding

over the cobbles. That had been my best day's run

up till then, having had a splendid straight road, the
" Route Nationale " between Sezanne and Vitry being

absolutely straight. My machine mounted the hills in

such a splendid way that it seemed almost as' if there

were no hills at all, and I had done the right thing

in getting an 8 h.p. machine, despite the increased

cost of running, which is the only disadvantage against

many advantages. ' Travelling between thirty and
forty miles an hour over a good road really feels like

sitting in a Pullman car.

• Then followed a good dinner in the Hotel de la

Cloche. Dinner in France is usually served between

6 and 8 p.m. at a fixed price ranging from if. 50c. to

3f. 50c, according to the class of hotel, and wine is

included. The habitual drink is claret, which in that

part of France is served one bottle for each person.

Coffee is supplied in all the hotels, but is usually taken

in a cafe near by. The breakfast is. plain, consisting

of coffee and milk, rolls and butter Luncheon is

usually served between 1 and 2 p.m., and is the same
as dinner, excluding soup.

Vitry=le=Francois to St. Dizier, 18 Miles.

The next morning I decided to reach Besancon (129
miles), but, alas ! the sky was grey with clouds, and
it poured with rain all the way to St. Dizier (eighteen

miles). Then, having waited in vain for the chance

of better weather, I decided to stay in St. Dizier for

the night.

St. Dizier to Pontarlier, 130 Miles.

Having started early to make up for lost time and
being favoured with sunshine, I reached Chaumont
at 9 a.m. and Langres at 9.40 a.m. That was one
of the prettiest runs I had had so > far, there being

a splendid view from the top of the hill, looking

down to the source of the Marne and the picturesque

valley below. By a special signpost motorists are

requested to drive slowly—partly on account of the

wonderful scenery. I did not stop long in Langres,

having to make up for previous stoppages. My route

now lay through some more picturesque valleys to

Gray—twenty miles. That place is well known by

its mines jeodales and the pretty Forest de Belle-

combe. Having lunched here, I started for Besancon

at 2.30 p.m. This town has 50,000 inhabitants and

is of great historic interest, especially from the date

of the Revolution. It is a wonderful sight—the town
being surrounded by high forts and gates. One can

still see the citadel, \rfiich is" the big military prison.

After taking a snapshot of the forts from below, T !

tried to find my way to Pontarlier, the frontier of

Switzerland and France. I wanted to reach Pontarlier

before sunset, but I did not know that I had to go
over a winding mountain pass about twelve kilometres

long, over which it is mpossible to exceed a speed of

twelve miles an hour.

It being rather misty I could not take any snap-

shots after passing Besancon, but it was a very

curious sensation to feel the cold Swiss mountain air

creeping up my knees. Before reaching Pontarlier

I found the clutch slipping and the engine going

much too quickly compared with the speed. Thinking
the clutch had been lubricated rather too much, I

went on, reaching. Pontarlier just before lighting-up

time. 1 put up at the Hotel de- la Poste, and then

enjoyed a splendid French dinner. I was near my
destination, having only thirty-two miles to go.

Pontarlier—Yverdon.
Next day I started, at 9.30 a.m., having plenty

of time to spare ,to reach Yverdon in time for

luncheon. I had to pass the frontier at Vallorbe, but

my clutch gave me some more trouble when I was

seven miles out of Pontarlier. After wasting more
than two hours in trying to adjust it, I found out that

the clutch was ruined by too much slipping, and there

was nothing else to do but to change the clutch with

the ordinary pulley, but that operation was easier said

than done, foi the nut would not come off in spite of

my efforts. After some trouble the clutch was re-

assembled, and I went back to Pontarlier to obtain a

key to enable me to remove the nut. The manager
of the cycle shop promised me to have it done in

about twenty minutes, but that twenty minutes was

extended to nearly two, hours, as, he had to make a

key from an old bicycle tube.

At 3 p.m. I left Pontarlier once more, and at 3.40

I stopped in front of the Douane Francaise, the

Swiss being ten yards further on. I had no trouble

on the French side, but the Swiss Douane officer took

about forty-five minutes to fill in the visa de V entree

en Suisse in my I.T. pass. But everything comes to

an end, and so did my journey, my destination being

reached at 5 30 p.m.—a journey of thirty-two miles

taking eight hours.
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I have been round the Lake of Geneva and to

Chamonix, the nearest town to Mont Blanc, one of the

prettiest excursions, provided the roads are dry.

There are about fifteen kilometres of constant climb-

ing over a mountain pass, but my machine—geared

4% to 1—arrived at the top as if it had done five miles

on the level ground. On my arrival there I heard that

I was the rider of the first English motor cycle to visit

.Chamonix. I took my way back after a three days'

visit over Chatelard, Vernayaz, Montreux, and
Lausanne. At Chatelard I heard, to my horror, that

there was no suitable read from there to Vernayaz.
There are two ways out, and a Swiss douane officer

told me I would have to take the Funiculaire to

Vernayaz or go, back the same way to Geneva. I

decided on the first, and, after two hours' waiting,

my machine was put inside the only waggon. I did

not regret having taken this way, as it was a most
delightful journey of seventy-five minutes over "the

mountains to Vernayaz. From there I continued my
journey and reached Lausanne the same evening. I

have made numerous little excursions from Montreux
up to Caux (4,000 feet), Yverdon St. Croix (the winter
resort of many Englishmen), and round the Lake of
Neuchatel—a delightful excursion.

There is no doubt from my experience that England
is far ahead of any

,
other European country in the

making of -motor cycles, not only in design, but in

workmanship in general.
.

" Twin."

LIGHTING BYELAWS.

IT
is a very .great pity that it should be possible for

county and borough councils to make byelaws
concerning the lighting and other regulations

governing motor cycles. At the present time we
have a. very complex set of laws and regulations

concerning motor venicles generally, and even a legal

mind is often puzzled to know just exactly how the

various acts and byelaws apply.

For instance, as mentioned recently, there is a bye-

law in existence in Glamorganshire which compels side-

carists to carry two lights showing the full width of the

vehicle. This byelaw is a supplement to the Lights on
Vehicles ^Act (1907), and in the text it is particularly

pointed out that it shall apply to every sort of vehicle

except bicycles, tricycles (other than motor tricycles),

or velocipedes. It would, therefore, appear that the

byelaw has been particularly framed to deal with side-

cars and all vehicles, wider than a motor bicycle.

The above byelaw was amended as recently as the

nth ir.st. so as to require vehicles such as sidecars to

carry lamps showing a red light to the rear as well as

two lights showing the full width of the combination.
Now red rear lights or reflex rear lights are excellent

safeguards, but what we should like to see would be
an Act making it universally compulsory to carry red
rear lights and lights showing the full width of every
vehicle with more than, a single track. We always

recommend sidecarists to carry lights, showing the full

width of the vehicle, both for the safety of others and
for their own safety's sake.

When regulations regarding lighting become uni-

versal there could be no complaint, but when one

county applies it to one type of machine and a handful

of counties apply the reflex rear light byelaw to some
road vehicles and not to others, it becomes extremely

difficult to comply with the law, and it is particularly

hard on touring motor cyclists who may through ignor-

ance of the law fail to carry these lights. In their own
district there may be no compulsion to do so, and there

are apparently no steps taken to advertise the byelaws

outside the district to which they apply. Presuming

that a London or Midland motorist was on tour in

Glamorganshire with a sidecar with a single front or

side light and no rear light, he would be liable to be

summoned and fined up to 40s. and costs for the first

offence and ^5 for the second or subsequent con-

viction. He might have no idea that byelaws existed

on the subject, and he runs into the arms of the law

without the slightest knowledge of having infringed it.

At the present time the reflex rear light byelaws only

apply to about six counties, and are not. compulsory

. on pedal cycles or .motor cycles. ' We see no reason

why they should not apply to every vehicle. Decen-

tralisation is at the bottom of the -trouble-.

-

c6i
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for rsply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in. the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Choice of Machine.

I have on order (unless I change
my mind) a 1913 model 3^ h.p.

Rover, F.E., with Sturmey-Archer
gear. I want a machine to take
any hill without having to rush,

and, most probably, a sidecar attach-

ment on occasion. I do not
intend to do any riding in wet weather,
but, of course, one may have from time
to time to ride on wet roads, especially

patclies in the winter. (1.) What tyre
would you advise—one rubber or steel-

studded? I want the one least inclined

to skid. (2.) Would you prefer the
Armstrong gear, or is there nothing to
choose between them now? Both starting

off the ground. (3.) What do you think
the most comfortable saddle? Brooks
pan is supplied, 1 believe. (4.) I see

the high gear is just double the low,
ranging from 3, 4£, 6, to 7, 10^, 14.

What gears would you advise for my
.

purpose? I do not want great speed.

—

W.R.M.
The machine would do exactly what you
require. (1.) We should recommend good
tyres, made by a reputable firm. Rubber
and steel-studded combination tyres are
satisfactory. (2.) Either of the two gears
would suit your purpose ; both are excel-

lent. (3.) Brooks pan seat is most com-
fortable, and highly to be recommended.
We should recommend 4, 6, and 8 as suit-
able gears. You can, of course, further
vary this with the aid of the adjustable
pulley.

?

Lights on Sidecars.

I was fined 5s.. including
costs, and licence to be endorsed,
for driving a motor cycle and
sidecar without having a light

on the sidecar, and my licence

was also endorsed for failure to pro-

duce same to the police constable.

Had the magistrates the power, in

the first case, so to endorse licence,

as the summons is under a byelaw and
not under the Motor Act ? In my
opinion, they have exceeded their
power. In the second case, the offence
was quite a technical one, which
could have been met with a small fine,

and did not warrant at all an endorse-
ment of the licence.—D.C.W.

Our legal adviser writes : "-With re-

gard to the points raised by 'D_C.W.'
as to endorsing his licence, this matter
of endorsement is not one in the discre-

tion, of the magistrates, but it has to be
done where the person is convicted of

any offence under the Motor Car Aet, or

of any offence in connection with the
driving of a motor car other than a first

or second offence for exceeding the speed
limit. Driving a motor cycle without
having a proper light is an offence in

connection with driving, and failing to

produce the licence is an offence under
the Motor Car Act, so that these, con-
victions would have to be endorsed.
The byelaw, a copy of which was sent,

does not in any way affect the question
of lights on motor cycles. The byelaws

Threequarter ttont visw of the Four-wheeled Crouch Carette. It was described in " The Motor Cycle

'

of Oct. 31st. The Crouch is not in the Show but is available for trial runs in the vicinity.

sent are made under the Lights on

Vehicles Act, 1907, and it is expressly

provided that that Act is not to apply

to cycles or motor cars, and therefore

cannot apply to motor cycles. I have

heard from the Clerk to the Justices in

connection with the conviction at L!an-

daff. He does not enclose a copy of the

byelaw, but states that some few months
ago a similar summons was issued against

another person, and the matter was

taken up by one of the automobile asso-

ciations, and at their request the hear-

ing was adjourned in order that they

might consider the question. Ulti-

mately the Society intimated that they

did not intend to -proceed with the

defence, and the defendant was fined iu

the ordinary course."

Misfires Except at Full Throttle.

I am the rider of a Motosacoche
motor cycle, and .1 can't get the

machine to nrn satisfactorily

unless the throttle is full open.

At intervals there occurs a sharp,

snappy explosion different from the
' regular explosions of the engine. It

occurs more often if I close the throttle

a little. The.machine has an automatic
carburetter and a.o.i.v.—F:E.P.

The carburetter appears to be generally

disarranged. It should be taken down
and earefully examined. You will pro-

bably find that the union of the inlet

pipe is loose and the engine is taking in

too much air. This would account for

the symptoms of which you complain.

Also see if the inlet valve is working
properly.

Dry Battery Ignition.

I am contemplating the pur-

chase of one of the original Rover
motor cycles, ' date about 1906,

chain drive, f.e., 1911 B. and B.

carburetter, and m.o. valves. Can
you answer me the following questions

:

(1.) Considering it in good order, what,

approximately,, should be the price? (2.)

Is accumulator ignition good enough?

(3.) Would Hellesen dry battery be

better? (4.) Can the same coil be used?

—R.M.A.
(L.) The .machine should be worth about

£10. (2.) Accumulator ignition is satis-

factory so long as the accumulators are

kept well charged, but accumulators are

troublesome. (3.) Dry battery ignition is

less trouble and more satisfactory if used

with a non-trembler coil. (4.) The same

coil can be used provided that it is a

non-trembler one. It would be advisable

to get it tested.

?
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B'fl et to Harwich.

Will you please forward to me
my best route from Byfleet,

Surrey, to Harwich, avoiding
London?—A.M. C.

Kour best route would be as follows :

Byfleet, Weybridge, Oatlands Park, Sun-
bury, past the brown Bear, rianwoitii.

At tlvf-rd Arms turn left, and go
straight through till yon reach Houns-
iovv, past die iJuke of • Wellington Inn.

From this point follow the route marked
blue on the "R.A.C. Official Map of

Recommended Routes round London"
(obtainable from thesa offices, price

Is. 7d. post free). If you follow this

right round, it will eventually bring
you out at Chingford Green ; here, take
the left-hand fork, and go through
Epping, Ongar, Chelmsford, Witham,
Colchester and Manningtree to Harwich.

Carrying a Child on a Motor Cycle.

I recently purchased a 2 h.p.
^1 Humber lightweight motor (new).
<;' I have taken my little boy, eight

years of age, for short rides on
the luggage carrier. I folded a

soft cushion and strapped it on, and
made stirrups for his feet, with a long
rug strap, and he enjoys the rides veiy
much. My frier.ds say it is very danger-
ous, and would be likely to cause s.de-
slip. (1.) Kindly say if" you think this

a safe way to carry a child. (2.) Would
you suggest any other method? The
machine is too light for a sidecar.-

—

. C.E.S.

(1.) We should say that it is» certainly
dangerous to take a chid in Ill's way. (2*)

There is really no way of carrying a child,

safely on a n otor cycle. A sidecar is the
only rea.lv safe method, and. of course,
a 2 h.p. machine is not suitable for this.

One cannot deny the fact that a motor
.

cycle is prone to sideslip, and if the
machine did slip with a child on the
carrier, the consequences might be very
serious indeed.

Loss of Power.

I am experiencing a peculiar

^1 fault with my 3>j h.p. Minerva
% tricar. The chiet trouble is that
2-i for some time now the engine has

been in the habit of suddenly
pulling up as if it was overheated or the
carburetter choked, which is not the
case. This sometimes occurs perhaps
every two miles, another time it will

go perhaps eight miles. Sometimes on
a sliglit rise the engine gives up, and
another time it will go up all right. It

used to rim well with the Minerva-
Longuemare carburetter, which was
fitted to it when new, but that has wcrn
out, so I have fitted a 1911 B. and B.
The engine is a 1904 m.o.v. ; the com-
pression is good. It pulls up with a
sucking noise as if choked, piston and
rings good fit, all bearings and bushes
good, gudgeon pin good fit, machine
starts off at unce after pulling up, valves
lift properly, new springs and valves,
new bell crank ard new cams have been
fitted, smallest jet in carburetter No.
2b, battery ignition, which I consider
to be in perfect order. Timing

:

exhaust valve opens iin. from bottom
of fir'ng stroke, and inlet opens just as
the' piston gets to the top. The engine
g>ts its oil "roperlv, and I have tried

various sparking plugs. I have tried
plains 'tie. coils in petrol pipe in

lias been to two garages but is no
better. The engine is cooled by blowers
from the front of carriage. I have re-

wired the ignition. I have had th

;

-macliine since it was new and know
what it can do."—D.U.

It is difficult to form any definite opinion
re 3£ h.p. Minerva tricar without see-
ing the machine, buts it looks as if the
trouble with the engine lay either in the
ignition or carburation. As accumulator
ignition is used, it is possible that the
batteries are showing a false voltage |a

dry battery will sometimes show quite a
fictitious reading when current is quite in-
sufficient to produce a satisfactory spaik),
and so run down after the first mile or so,

otherwise it looks as if the carburetter
were at fault. Another possible cause
might lie in the valves. Is there space
between the tappets and the bottom of

the valve stems to allow for their expan-
sion under heat? A No. 26 jet is on the
small side. Try a No. 31

Cost of Motor Cycle in New Zealand.

I believe it is possible to
avail oneself of your deposit
system for the purchase of motor
cycles or goods. Does your
department undertake to choose

a second-hand machine ? I see so
many bargains advertised by firms in
your paper, such as clearing shop-
soiled and slightly ridden motor cycles
of each previous year's design. In
the event of my getting a new motor
cycle, would you ascertain whether the
different firms .would send out the
machine as received from the manu-
facturer for expoit? I have seen
Triumphs arriving here beautifully
packed—the engine unit with magneto
all fitted together, and the frame and
tyres, etc., in pieces ready to be bolted
together. My reason for this question
is that we do not have to pay duty on
the engine, or magneto, or gear, as it

is classed as chassis of car. We pay
twenty per cent, on British-built cycle
parts. The firms out here charge far
too much. On free engine Triumph

they charge £80; on two-speed
Douglas, £/0. Compare these with
the home prices. What are the charges
r—freight; insurance, and packing—to

New Zealand on (1) Douglas two-
speed or (2) Triumph F.E. ?—A.H.A. V.

(New Zealand).
We greatly regret we cannot choose a
second-hand machine' for you. If, how-
ever you desire it, we shall be pleased
to recommend you a reliable firm who
make a speciality of this work. We have
often done this sort of thing for our
Colonial readers. The cost of exporting a
maehine to New Zealand is 51s. 6d., in-

cluding packing in a crate- and collecting

within four miles of the Bank of

England.

READER'S REPLY.
Starling in Cold Weather.

A flannel soaked in boiling water and
wrapped around carburetter and induction
pipe will i,eip \ apcrisat.cn in ccld wea.her.
Jixtreme care must be taken to pievent
water entering the float chamber.

—

W.A.H.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"R.H.A ' (Diiiimmv). :—6 h.p. Zenith,

particularly with regard to reliability of

belt transmission.

'•P.O.'' 'Dublin). — 2| h.p. Douglas
light touring model, average speed on
long journeys, steadiness in grease, and
reliability

" S.R." (Sulham).—6 h.p. Zenith, 8 h.p.
Williamson, and 8 h.p. No. 7 Chater-Lea
with sidecar, particularly as regaftU tyres,

belts, chains, and petrol consumption.
"P.J.B." (Dublin).T-1913 8 h.p. Match-

less, two speeds, chain drive. Consump-
tion, reliability, and wear of tyres.

"J. II." (Lurgan).—2i h.p. 1912
Gamage. Sliced, flexibility of engine,,

and general relial ility.

A letter addressed to W. E. Winn-
Jones, 24. St. Mary Axe, E.C., has been
returned marked " Not known." If Mr.
Jones will send his correct address a reply

to his query will be forwarded.

different positions ; in fact, the' machine

SINGLE-CYLINDER SIDECAR OUTFIT.

The 4i h.p. three-speed Dane-Precision sldec r outfit. The bicycle is a sturdi'y built mount specially designed

lor sid. car work. Features are the kick-starter and footboards.
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Amateur Workshops.

The Society of Model and Experimental
Engineers (secretary H. G. Riddle, 27,

Minard Road, Hither Green, S.E.) has a
good workshop. The society welcomes
motor cyclists who have no opportunity
of getting repairs done and who have no
proper workshop of their own. The
annual subscription is half a guinea.

A "Twin Screw" Motor Cycle.
The following is a cutting from a

Rangoon paper : "For Sale, just landed,

ane Douglas 2g h.p. ' twin screw ' motor
:ycle." The Rangoon motor cyclist who
has sent us the paragraph says that he
ihinks perhaps a "twin screw" motor
:ycle will be a curiosity even to us.

A Motor Attachment.
The Cross and City Garages, Southgate

Street, Gloucester, have introduced a

motor set for attaching to pedal bicycles.

The engine is one horse-power, magneto
ignited, and has a single lever automatic
.arburetter. The set comprises engine,

magneto, carburetter, petrol and oil

tanks, and all pipes required ; also the
control levers, belt rim with spoke clips,

jockey pulley, and twisted hide belt and
fastener. The attachment fits midway in

the frame, and engine is vertically

placed.

Paraffin Carburetters for Motor Cycles.
The SAewart-Precision Carburetter Co.,

Ltd., 199, Piccadilly, W., inform us that
they are conducting experiments with a
paraffin carburetter for motor cycles. The
Stewart-Morris paraffin carburetter is

already a success on cars, and has been
tested uader R.A.C. observation. The.

company is prepared to guarantee that

the use of paraffin will not soot up plugs
or cylinders to a- greater degree than is

associated with a well tuned engine
burning petrol.

01 Interest to Traders.
A case of interest to retail traders is that

of W. Naylor, Anstey, near Leicester,

who was summoned for failing to close

his shop for the serving of customers one
afternoon in the week at one o'clock,

except for the sale of motor cycle and
aircraft supplies and accessories to

travellers. The . defendant said that,

garages did not close, and lie was under
the impression that if he sold nothing
except petrol, oil, and carbide he was
complying with the law. He was ordered

to pay the-costS; in default five days'

imprisonment.

A Cyclecar Competition.
It is not every day that one has an

opportunity of winning a cyclecar, but

such is presented to all our readers by
tilt, makers of the John Bull cross groove

tyre—the Leicester Rubber Co. The
period of the competition extends from
January 1st to September 30th, 1913, and
the prize—any standard British-built

cyclecar fitted with John Bull tyres and
not exceeding a total value of £125—is

offered for the nearest estimate of the
average mileage covered by competitors

during that time. Between the dates

named every John Bull T.T. cover sold

will have attached thereto a voting card

and mileage chart, and a condition fixed

by the manufacturers is that competitors

must record their back wheel mileage.

Complete details can be obtained from the
manufacturers, whose address is Granby
1 lubber Works, Leicester.

C64

Lancashire Motor Cyclist's Appointment.

Mr. S. W. Phillpott, the organising
secretary of the Liverpool Auto Cycle
Club's open hill-climb, and well known
in connection with his series of consistent
successes in important motor cycle com-
petitions during the last year, has re-

signed his position with Messrs. Henry
Whitlock and Co. in order to take up
the management of the Mead Cycle Co.'s

motor department at 11-13, Paradise
Street, Liverpool. Mr. Phillpott will be
at Olympia, and will be pleased to meet
old friends and past competitors there.

Communications should be addressed to

him c/o Messrs. C. Macintosh and Co.,

Ltd. (Stand No. 9), where appointments
may be made. The Mead Cycle Co. have
already fixed several important sole

NOVEMBER 28th, t9 t2.

A Differential Counter-shaft.

The Contrast differential counter-shntt
made by Denby and Co., Contrast Works.
Jlkley, is composed of two hollow sliijl

which telescope one into the other. The
outer shaft is driven by belt, through the
pulley E (chain or gear can also be used),

and carries at each end -a fixed flange.

The inner shaft slides endwise and roti

with the outer one. but projects at each cud.

and there carries two other flanges whir
,

are adjustable. This combination of inriti

and outer shafts and flanges forms at eai

end of the shaft a V pulley. It will,

therefore, be seen that when the flange-,

are closed at one end the groove in the

opposite pulley is widened.
The differential action works as follows.

On -turning a corner to the left the re-

sistance of the road wheels causes the befi

to climb up the right hand pulley, the

flanges close and raise the gear. The
corresponding action increases the width
of the left hand flange and lowers the

gear on the other side, and when a corner

is taken to the right the action is it-

versed. The makers inform us that the

device works well, and when turning
corners one belt can be distinctly seen to

rise, and the other to fall in the pulley

grooves.

Denby's cyclecar axle. An ingenious method ot overcoming the balance geared pinion type of axle.

A. Frame bracket. C. Outer flange. E. Variable gear flange!

B. Outer shaft. 1). Adjustable pulley nut. Inner flange.

Trade Notes.

Mills-Fulford, Coventry, the makers of

the Millford sidecars have received an

apology for infringement of their patented

and registered design for commercial

sidecar chassis from T. Cadby and Sons,

Birmingham.
The tool and accessory business lately

carried on by R. Broadhurst, 25, Smith-

ford Street, Coventry is now transferred

to 130, Queen Victoria Road, Coventry,

where the business will be continued

under -the style of R. Broadhurst and

Co., and under the sole management of

Mr. R. Broadhurst. A 1913 catalogue

is now ready.
Mr. W. Ivy Rogers informs us that

he is not the proprietor of the Autocrat

Light Car Co:, the makers of the Auto-

crat cyclecar, and is only responsible for

the design.

Cass's Motor Mart, 5, Warren Street,

Euston Road, N.W-., inform us that

they have been appointed sole agents

for Trump-Japs for London and district,

a,nd a representative will be in attend-

ance on the Trump stand during the

Show.

A Company Matter.

Prices' Co., Ltd., is the new title of'i-

Prices' Patent Candle Co., Ltd., which
company has now acquired the business, :

goodwill, and premises of Charles Price ',

and Co.

Catalogue Received.

"Douglas Motor Cycles of 1913" is

quite a bulky little volume, containing
illustrations of the various Douglas
models with complete specifications and
prices. A number of detail particulars

are well illustrated by means of half-tone

blocks, such as the mudguarding, lamp
bracket, carburetter, valve gearing, and -

two-speed gear. An excellent line draw-
ing is also published showing the engine
in part section, with all the various
working parts numbered ; cm the right

of this is a price list of all the spare

parts. The same applies to the gear,

carburetter, pedalling gear, etc. Then
follows a list of Douglas successes, illus-

trated with excellent photographs, some
o€ which have appeared in our pages.

The booklet can be obtained from
Douglas Bros., Kingswood, Bristol
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All-British ENGINE
SECURES THREE IMPORTANT EVENTS

At BROOKLANDS, on Nov. 9th.
One Hour Cyclecar Race, won by H. F. S. Morgan, on Morgan

Runabout with J.A. P. Engine, who also made the

ONE HOUR CYCLECAR RECORD,
and 50 MILES

Junior

Hour
Race

won by
H. Mason,

on
N.U.T. with

JA.P.
Engine.

Three-lap

Race
won by

. H. Reid
on DOT
with

J.A.P. Engine.

Nov. 16th, 1912.

J.A.Prestwich, Esq.

Dear Sir,

I am pleased to be
able to tell you that
I was successful in
doing a non-stop en-
gine run from London
to Edinburgh, arid

maintaining an aver-
age of 20 m.p.h. This
was done under the
most trying weather
conditions, as it was
blowing a gale and
raining hard. How-
ever, I think it only
fair to tell you that
the engine ran splen-
didly throughout, there
being no sign of over-
heating, knocking, or
loss of power even
after - she had been
running for 19 hours.

I remain,
Faithfully yours,

(Signed) F. BEGLEY.

A FEW RECENT J.A.P. SUCCESSES:
A Non-stop Engine Run—P. Begley, on 6 h.p. Enfield and Sidecar, fitted with J.A.P.
Engine, made a non-s>tup Engine Run from London to Edinburgh in 19 hours 56 minutes.

AT BROOK' ANNS.
Mr. Hugh Mason, riding a 2J h.p. N.U.T. with
J.A.P. engine, finished second in the Junior
T.T. Race.

3 to 9 hours' Cyclecar Record set up on Duo
Cyclecar with J.A.P. engine.

AT CANNING TOWN.

IN SCOTTISH TRIALS.

ONE GOLD MEDAL and TWO BRONZE
MEDALS won by machines with J.A.P. engines.

IN A.C.U. ONE DAY TR'*L.

A Morgan Runabout with J.A.P. engjne made a
non-stop run.

IN A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

FOURMachines with J.A.P. engines won
SPECIAL PRIZES, SEVEN GOLD MEDALS,
and FOUR SILVER MEDALS.

1 to 6 hours' record set up on a Martin Light-

weight with J.A.P. engine.

When ordering your 191 3 Motor Cycle, Sidecar, or Cyclecar, specify the famous J.A.P.

J. A. PRESTWICH 6 CO., Northumberland^-^^ „
. Telephone : Tottenham 1612 (3 linx).

JAP Engines can be obtained from stock from ROBERTSON'S MOTOR AGENCY, 157, Gt. Portland Street, W.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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BLUEMEL'S
are exhibiting at

OLYMPIA, ST^D
a

New Sidecar Screen.
Swings open like a door. Easy to attach or

detach. Thoroughly protects the occupant
of the car.

Price 35/- each.

THE

Bluemei Mascot

Sparking Plug
with Patent Enamel
Gastight Joint and
S teatite
insulation.

Send for

M.C.

List.

We have
tSese plugs

n section at

our stand and
shall be glad

to show
and ex-
plain to
you—and we
have some

really vonder
ful original le'.ters

from users — we
should like you to

read them.

C.W BLUEMEL
AND BROS.,

WOLSTON, nr. Coventry.

The above drawing is from
an actual photograph, and
represents the

LEAFRANGIS
MOTOR BICYCLE

climbing a gradient

of 1 in 2 ! !

The telegraph poles

show the true vertical.

Make a special note
to see OUR LATEST
product at Olympia
—it maintains the
Lea-Francis Standard
of excellence.

Stand No. 73
OLYMPIA.

LEA 6 FRANCIS, Ltd., COVENTRY.

B2S In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle''
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Made like

a Gun."ROYAL
ENFIELD

Ten models of the Royal Enfield chain -driven motor

cycles, each fitted with the Enfield patent Two-speed
and Free -engine countershaft gear, will be exhibited

at Olympia; and there our staff will gladly demonstrate

the points of superiority embodied in these machines.

OLYMPIA - STAND 101
The special 1913 features and improvements embodied in

the Royal Enfield models were fully described in last

week's issue of' 'The Motor Cycle." These new features

will be found on the models at Olympia—and the Royal

Enfield preliminary Motor Catalogue for 1913 should

be in the hands of every motor cyclist engaged in the

selection of a new machine for the coming season.

Write to Dept. F. for a copy of the catalogtie.

THE ENFIELD CYCLE CO., LTD., REDDITCH.
. . . . . . . . and 48, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C.

Motor Cycles and
their1913features

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B29
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You will be well advised not to place your order until you have seen

TheGLOBE CAR
Winner of Silver Medal, Tour de France, Paris to Nice, 1912.

Built in England from the finest material

procurable in Great Britain and France.

Spee4. 1-40 m p.h. on top. 38 miles

to the gallon. Aster Engine- Clam el

Carburetter. Mea Magneto. Gate
Change. PRICE chassis with '-sealer

Torpedo body. 125 Guineas, or

complete wit.i Hood. Screen L nips,

and Accessories. 14-5 Guineas.

8 h.p. Glebe Car
(1 cylinder, but sweeter than any 4).

We guarantee the car to be as Bexible,

smooth, and sweet running as any four or

6-cylinder car on the market. The running
of the car in actual practise is so WON
DERFUL that to describe the same
would savour of exaggeration, there' ore

we prefer you to judge for yourself.

Let us arrange for a trial run without

delav, it will be a revelation to you.

The' finest value in sir.all cars ever

offered. Send a postcard to

GLOBE CARS, LTD.,
37a, Duke St., Manchester Sq.,

LONDON, W.
Telephone—Mayfair 6067.

Telegrams—" Globule, London."

World's

Endurance

Record on

"WOOD-MILNES."
What stronger evidence of the
reliability of Wood-Milne Motor
Cycle Tyres than Mr. Harry
Long's 30,000 miles ride—the
world's long distance sidecar
record ? 1 sidecar tyre 16,000
miles, 2 back-driving tyres 5,000
miles apiece, 2 front tyres 8,000
miles each. 20,000 miles in 20
weeks. 1,576 miles in 12 days.
5,000 miles in 33 days, round
the coast of Ireland !

30,000 Miles - 34 weeks.

World's

Speed

Record on
" WOOD-MILNES."
Mr. S. F. Garrett, using the same
set of Wood-Milne Tyres each
day. broke the World's Record
on Oct. nth and 12th, for 3^
h.p. machine and sidecar. He
rode a Regal Green Precision.

First day, r and 2 hours' records
and 50 miles records. Second
day, 1 hour and 50 miles record
again. Mr. Garrett, whose time
averaged 4 miles an hour better
than the previous World's best,

writes :
—"Strength, speediness,

and wearing qualities " are
excellent."

Record beaten by 4 miles per hour.

in, STAND No. 11,

OLYMPIA SHOW

For RELIABILITY and SPEED.
WOOD-MILNE, LTD., Preston, London, Birmingham, Bristol, Belfast, Glasgow, Berlin.

*3° In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle"
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As illustrated

£98.
Without Hood

or Screen. ::

The Wonderful Torpedo

PORTLAN
:LIGHT OAR ::

SPECIFICATION:

6-8 h.p. single cylinder, Buchet motor, water-
cooled. Bosch magneto. Claudel carburetter.

Pressed steel frame. Wire wheels. 650 x 65
tyres. Chain drive. Four speeds and reverse.

Petrol consumption 50 miles to gallon. Speed

—

35 miles an hour. Climbs all hills. Foot
brake—operates on two rear wheels. Side

brake—on propeller shaft. Two side and one
tail lamp, pump, horn, jack, and kit of tools.

Sole Concesaionnaires

:

—
PORTLAND MOTOR CO., 101, Gt. Portland Street, London, W.
Phone— 7539 Gerrard. Apply to Portland Motor Co. for districts vacant and full details as to Portland Light Car*

As illustrated

£108.
With Hood
and Screen.
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are the very latest conception of the well-known

firm which has been manufacturing Speedometers
in large quantities for the Trade since 1904.

They are the outcome of the unique experience of

a first-grade English watch manufacturing firm,

established in London 1839.

Speedometers
Various tyres from £3 3s. upwards ore illustrated in our Catalogue. Ple.ise call or write for copy.

MOTOR CYCLISTS—PLEASE NOTE ! ! !

COPY OF LETTER.

From THE NEW ROVER CYCLE CO., LTO., 8o, Njrihunuerland St., NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.
Messrs. Nicole, Nielsen & Co., Ltd., 14, Soho Square^ London, W. Oct. 28th, 1912.

Dear Sirs—I have much pleasure in enclosing cheque in payment of the enclosed account.

I have now given your Speedometer a pretty severe te*t and must candidly say it is far

superior to any other I have had, which include every speedometer of note. Where yours scores

over the others is, the milo neter is most accurate and the speed hand is as firm as a rock when
running at any speed. With the other makes I have had it has beea really impossible to know
what speed you were going at on account of the hand shaking all d er the pk.ee.

Yours faithfully (Signed) J. ADAMS.
PRBCES-

Type 706.. 3in. dial £3:3:0
Indicates speeds to 60 miles per hour, with total mileage counter to 10,000 miles.

Type 702 (as illustrated) - - - £4- : 4- : O
Indicates speeds to 60 miles per hour, with total mileage counter to 10,000 miles.

Quickly re-set trip counter to 100 miles.

Type 700 £5 : 5 ' O
Indicates speeds to 60 miles per hour, with total mileage counter to 10,000 miles.

Quickly re-set trip counter to 100 miles. Maximum speed hand.

Manufactured by NtSOLE, NIELSEN & CO., LTD.,
Inventors and Patentees of the Chronograph, 1862; Split Seconds, 1871 ; and

Speedometer. 1 904.

THE WATFORD SPEEDOMETER WORKS,
London Showrooms—14, SOHO SQUARE, W.

Telephone— 2833 Centra' Telegrams—Niconielco, London.

STAND
251

o.

THE
LONG STROKE ENGINES
FINEST DESIGN, WORKMANSHIP, MATERIAL.

Long Stroke. • .

Large Valves.

Air Passage between Valve Pockets
and Cylinder Wall.

Proper lubrication to bis end through
hollow Crank Pin.

Large Roller Valve Gear Rockers.

These are NOT special features for the Show only.

They appear in EVERY STANDARD Blumfield

Engine since 1910.

7-8 h.p. Engine.

OLYMPIA JESS,."
4-

November 25th to 30th, 1912.

B32

LSJMI? ItLLlP Lj BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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That's the prize we offer to the winner of the

John Bull Mileage Competition

and below is the Coupon that will bring you full particulars.

You know we've stated many times that the John Bull "means more mileage"

—

Our competition is designed to prove it and, with so handsome a reward as a

British-built Cyclecar shod with John Bull tyres, and costing anything up to £125,

during 1913 thousands will be helping us to do it.

The result will prove the John Bull's superiority—of that we are convinced.

More, it will reveal the exceptional merit of the compressed rubber tread, which

is an exclusive feature of the

John Bull cross Groove Tyre.
Such .proof will mean a widening popularity—that's

our reward, and yours—a greatly increased Tyre

economy and the prospect of a handsome prize.

Now, remember, you can see the John Bull at"

Olympia, Stand 137,

also that details of the competition will be

sent gratis on receipt of attached Coupon.

Post it now

!

Copyright

To the LEICESTER RUBBER Co.,

Granby Rubber Works, LEICESTER.

Please supply full details of your Mileage Competition,
and state nearest agent where I can purchase the JOHN
BULL CROSS GROOVE T.I. Cover.

Name

Address

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B33
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r> MOTOR
CYCLES

LATEST MODELS FOR 1913

MTflllDIOT TDflOUV" 2} h.p Long Stroke with Overhead Valves.
I I > U H I O I I nil "n I ALL Newest Details. Exceedingly Fast Lightweight.

STANDARD LIGHTWEIGHT z\ h.p. with Improved and more
Efficient Engine. Fitted with Pedal
Starting Sturmey- Archer Gear.

i /inv'Q i inuTVwnPUT 2^ h-p- with Vertical Engine.

-

LAUl O LlUni WrlU" | Entirely New Frame construction,
.. i.. —

—

— ancj absolutely UNiyUE refinements.

CTAWnADn PCMT'C 3J h.p- with Improved J.A.P. Ball-

OlH''uMnU b£N 1 O bearing Engine. Overhead Inlet Valve;
-

.

— '
™^^^~ Bosch Enclosed Magneto.

4 h.p. Sidecar Model. Exceptionally
Efficient and Wonderfully Economical.HOBART" TWIN

WRITE OR CALL AT OUR STAND FOR CATALOGUES.

HOBART BBRD & Co., Ltd., S
e

&. COVENTRY
i London Agents : MORRIS RUSSELL & Co., 6, Great Eastern Street, E.C-

"LJ6yCOL.IU ELK" New Models, 1913
Stand No. 121 OLYMPIA.

Nov. 25th to 30th.

Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone

:

Telegrams :

484. "ELK." LINCOLN.
Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58. Great Clyde Street Glas»ow.

4J b.p. 2-speed Model £43
B£ h.p. ----- t35
8 h.p. £31 10

2J h.p. £29 10

All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and
Footrests. " Druid " Spring

Forks.

Sole London Agent:
R E Y ,

Heath Street Motor Works,
5, Heath Street,

Hampstead. London, N.W

JUST WHAT'S
WANTED.

A BOON TO
MOTOR

CYCLISTS.

The acme of comfort and pleasure. Vibration and
shock entirely eliminated. Easily fitted to any machine

PRICE 25/-.
STAND NO. 57, OLYMPIA, Nov. 25-30.

F. & H. MELEN, Ltd., Makers, %£ Birmingham.
77, New Oxford Street, London.

EVERYBODY'S DOING IT. DOING WHAT?
Why taking advantage of our offer io retread Motor
Cvcte Cover? at special reduced prices during Nov.,
Dec., 1912, and Jan., 1913, as below :—
Covers Reireadeo . . 8/6 each. Usual Price, 10/-

„ ,, extra heavy 12'- ,. „ 14/.

We are the oldest firii in the United Kingdom making
a speciality of all lauds of Tyre Repairs.

COVERS.
15/- each.
24/- each.

TUBES.
8/- each.

10/- each.

MOTOR CYCLE
Standard Quality '

Extra Heavy Tread .

.

MOrO ,-VCLE
Standard Quality .

.

Extra ..e,»y

Auo > e prices are for 26m. by 2£in,
Sections sent free.

The Excelsior Tyre & Rubber Co.,

HURST STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

»34 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Future Olympia Shows.

THE
Olympia Show is over and is unlikely to be

repeated until November next year. It has

been a successful exhibition, and reflects great

credit on those responsible for it. The attend-

ance was a record, on one day alone 6,000 more
people paid for admission than at any previous motor
cycle exhibition, and overcrowding occurred practically

all the week. Almost every day it was difficult to ob-
tain a good and close scrutiny of the more interesting

machines on the stands, and many must have gone
away without examining some of the. most attractive

mounts solely on account of the crowds around them
rendering them inaccessible. The crowding in the

gangways was almost as bad as at the Car Show of the
previous fortnight, and if the Show is to be made more
comfortable another year the exhibitors' space, already

rather restricted in many cases, must be still further

curtailed and the gangways widened. There should
be no difficulty in coming to some amicable arrange-

ment by which the largest firms should be confined

to an exhibition of one each of their standard models.
That is if Olympia is to be the venue in 19 13. There
is some talk of a larger building being erected, and
unless this be done drastic alterations will be necessary

in the stand arrangements.

The Show is a popular meeting ground at an admis-
sion fee of is., and large numbers of tickets are given

away by exhibitors to agents and prospective customers.
The supply of these should be restricted, and the

reduced prices to clubs might be withheld another year.

On all sides we hear good business has resulted; but
the bulk of our readers will be interested to know
when they will . be able to obtain the machines they

have ordered, and those who have not yet ordered or

seen a 191 3 model will like to know when the agents

in their respective districts will have the article cf

their choice or fancy ready for inspection.

Most of the large firms making motor bicycles and
sidecars are ready for practically immediate delivery,

but many of the cyclecars shown were "firsts" and
properly tested duplicates in most cases will be some
months before they materialise.

This prompts us to give a few words of advice. To
those who have been well satisfied this year with a
motor bicycle and sidecar we say order another in

preference to waiting till the spring for delivery of a
machine which may not be ready even by that time.

1
To those who have decided they must have the

comfort and protection of a four-wheeler with enclosed

body, and who cannot obtain the article they want

before May or June, we advise the purchase of a side-

car combination in the interval in preference to being

without, a mount during the best part of the riding

season. To the makers whose cyclecars are yet untried

we urge the necessity of entering them in all the pos-

sible competitions to show the public what they can do.

The Sutton Coldfield Club will hold a members' trial

confined to cycle cars this month, and there is also

the Motor Cycling Club run from London to Exeter

and back over hilly country at Christmas; we hope to

see several cycle cars in these events, and shall take

particular note of their performances.

Cyclecar Test on Brooklands.

IT
has been urged, and quite reasonably, that a

prolonged race or test on Brooklands would give

an excellent idea as to what a cyclecar is capable

of. We are speaking now of those which have
not yet won their spurs, and we would suggest

that during what we will term, for want of a better

name, the off season, a prolonged test might be made,
open to makers of four-wheeled cyclecars. Nothing
would be easier than to set each entrant to drive a
lap at his top speed, and let this be the set average
speed to be attained in a six hours' test, machines
which fell below the set average to lose a mark for

every mile or fraction of a mile per hour below the

average. Nothing finds out faults so well as high
speeds at Brooklands. A long distance trial on the

road would better test mudguarding of transmissions,

but we should at least ascertain :which is the best type

of cooling, and whether chassis parts and springing

would stand a six hours' run all out with two passen- _

gers and standard frame, engine, etc. Perhaps a

better method of arriving at the average speed would
be to take the present hour record speed for a four-

wheeled cyclecar and allot speeds in accordance with

the cubical capacity of the engine.

An organised competition on the lines suggested, if

taken in hand by the B.M.C.R.C. or A.C.U., would
settle a good many doubts as to the capabilities of
machines now being offered, and provide data as to
consumption, speed, and reliability which would
otherwise be unobtainable until the spring of the year
or even' later, when the A.C. U. and other long
distance road trials are held.
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CLUB MEETING AT OLYMPIA.
The Ruling Body seeks to Encourage the Private Owner.

AT tk< General Committee meeting of the A.C.U., held
at Olympia on the 27th ult., it was agreed that
during 1913 the policy of the Union in regard
to open competitions should be to grant permits

to responsible clubs, in accordance with the Competi-
tion Hules of the Union, and subject to the following
conditions being complied with, either (a) that the meeting
for which the permit is sought shall be wholly " expert
barred " or (b) that at least fifty per cent, of the events at
any meeting shall be restricted to "novices," whilst, in the
case of those meetings comprising a single event, such as a
reliability trial, a separate set of awards shall be made for

experts and novices.

Classification of Competition Riders.
Definitions.—The following definitions and rulings as to

the classification of competitors were agreed upon

:

1. That no event at any meeting shall be "novice barred."

2. That unless at least six entries are received in any
event the same shall be cancelled.

3. That wins at one meeting become operative at subse- -

qnent meetings only.

4. That all competitors on the register of the Union on
January 1st, 1912, and all who have since that date been
registered, shall be classified as "novices," except that com-
petitors who have during 1912, or who shall subsequently, in
any twelve months ending December 31st, win in open com-
petition either two first or four seconds, or one first and two
seconds (or the equivalent of such wins as may be decided
by the Union and announced upon the grant of permit), shall
be classified as " experts."

5. That an "expert" who does not compete in any open
competition during twelve months shall revert to the
" novice " class.

6. That an " expert " who, having failed to win a first or
second prize in open competition during any twelve months,
may, oa application being made to the Union, be allowed to
revert to the " novice " class.

Meeting of Ciub Secretaries.
Afier this meeting, a meeting of club secretaries was held

in the Pillar Hall, with a view to fixing up dates for events
during 1913. The Chairman (Mr, J. R. Nisbet) went into a
full explanation of the new policy regarding the classification
of riders for open events. This policy was practically self-
explanatory, and after Mr. Nisbet had gone through the
points one by one very few questions were asked. Mr.
Nisbet pointed out that the Union had been forced to define
its policy in this respect through the difficulty the clubs
had found in giving sufficient encouragement to inexpert
riders. He also announced that a list of experts, as defined
by the above definition, would be published by the A.C.U.
Mr. W. B. Little congratulated those who had drafted the
scheme, and stated that he regarded the difficulty as being
solved in a satisfactory manner ; in fact, he gathered from
the feeling of those present that this was the case. Here
Mr. W. H. Browne remarked that the scheme was due to
Mr. Loughborough, secretary of the A.C.U.

Twenty=six Clubs Represented.
About twenty-six clubs were represented as follow :

The Liverpool A.C.'C. Mid-Bucks M.C.C., Dublin
and District M.C.C., North Middlesex M.C.C., Oxford
M.C.C., Sutton Coldfield and District M.C.C., Birmingham
M.CC, Cheltenham and District M.C.C., Leicester M.C.C.,
Streatham M.C.C., Coventry and Warwickshire M.CC.
Essex M.CC, Cumberland M.CC, Westmorland M.C.C.'
Woolwich M.CC, Purley and District M.CC, Chesterfield
M.CC, Notts and District M.CC, Bristol M.CC, Surrey
M.CC, and Bristol C and M.C In the room a large black-
board was divided into spaces giving the varidus Saturdays •

throughout 1913, on wluch were marked the various' dates
engaged by the A.C.U. for their trials. The spaces were
then filled in, and the following list of 1913 events was
compiled :

Jan. 18th.

Feb. 8th.

15th.

Mar. 1st.

8th.

J) 15th.

April

22nd.

24th.

29th.

5th.

12th.

19th.

26th.

May 3rd.

„ 10th.

„ 17th.

24th.

.., 31st.

June 4th.

6th.

14th.

July

,19th.

(Thurs.)

. 21st.

23rd.

5th.

5th.

Diary of Events in 1913.
North Middlesex M.CC Open Trial.

Liverpool A.C.C. Trial.

Sutton Coldfield A.C One-day Trial.

A.C.U. One-day Trial.

Herts M.CC and East Midland Centre A.C.U.
Bristol M.CC. Trial.
Essex M.C. Hill-climb.

M.CC Jarrdtt Cup Contest (closed com-
petition).

Birmingham M.CC Trial.

Westmorland M.CC Hill-climb.
M.CC. Jarrott Cup Contest (return journey).
Birmingham M.CC Sangster Cup Trial.

B.M.CR.C Meeting.
Oxford M.CC Hill-climb.

Birmingham M.CC Passenger Trial.
Liverpool A.C.C Hill-climb.

Bristol M.CC Open Trial.

Bristol B. and M.C. Trial.
Essex M.CC Open Trial.
B.M.CR.C Meeting. . . f
Herts M.CC Hill-climb.
A.C.U. East Midland Centre Trial.

M.CC Edinburgh Run (closed competition),
Birmingham M.CC Land's End Trial.

Sutton Coldfield Novices' Trial.

Birmingham M.CC Hill-climb.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Reliability
Trial."

3

Herts M.C.C. Open Trial (half-day).

\ Tourist Trophy Races.

M.CC Inter-team Trial for Tim Motor
Cup.

B.M.CR.C. Meeting.

Cycle

Trial.

Am

12th.

19th.

26th.

2nd.

4th.

9th.

16th.

-23rd.

29th.

30th.

Sept.

Birmingham M.CC. Open Circulai
Herts M.CC Open Speed Trials.

Notts M.CC Speed Trials.

M.CC Brooklands Meeting.
North-Eastern Automobile Association

climb.

A.C.C. Six or more Days' Trials.

Herts M.CC Half-day Trial.

Brookdale C.G. Team Trial.
Liverpool A.C.C. Speed Trial.

Birmingham M.CC Perth Trial.

Anglo-Dutch International Reliability Trial.

B.M.CR.C Meeting.

A.C.U. East .Midland Centre Trial.

Mid-Bucks M.CC Hill-climb.

'J
Essex M.C Twenty-four Hours' York Run.

Herts M.CC. Half-day Trial."

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Hill-climb.

B.M.CR.C. Meeting.

A.C.U. One-day Trial.

Oct.

Dec.

6th.

13th.

24th.

(Wed.;

Liverpool A.C.C Reliability Trial.

30th. Streatham M.CC Hill-climb.
Birmingham M.CC Carlisle Trial.
Herts M.CC Speed Trials.

4th. Sutton Coldfield A.C. Hill-climb.

11th.
, B.M.CR.C Meeting.

18th. Liverpool A.C.C. Hill-climb.

26th. M.CC. Winter Run (closed competition).

27th. Birmingham M.CC York Run.
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OCCAS1QNA
COMMENTS

Keynotes of Olympia.
Outside the experimental boom in cyclecafs, I

notice how thoroughly the Show endorses the policy

anil opinions advocated by this paper since its incep-

tion. To-day I find myself almost a doyen of the
motor cycle press, and I well recall the abuse and
vilifications undergone by some of my confreres and
myself for having ten years or more ago deprecated
attempts to produce an 80 lb. lightweight, and for

having preached variable gears in season and out of

season. To-day 'variable gears are universal, and the

80 lb. lightweight is as far from solving our problems
as ever it was. In reality there has been very little

reduction of weights. In 1902 and 1903 I rode and
owned machines which weighed less than 130 lbs. all

on; in fact, I possessed four different makes of this

class. Two years ago it looked as if 120 lb. machines
might oust the heavy 3J-2 h.p. roadsters, but since

then there has been a general advance of weight in

most classes. The original 2%-2% h.p. types have
been loaded up with heavier frames, heavier engines,

change-speed gears, free engines, spring forks, bigger
carriers, tool bags, tanks, etc., until there are few-

left which do not scale about 160 lbs. ready for the
road, while the 3^ h.p., similarly caparisoned, has
advanced " beyond the 200 lb. mark, and in trials,

with a week :

s equipment, often scales 230 lbs. or even
250 lbs. These facts confirm my old ruling principle

that nobody particularly minds what a machine weighs
so long as the machine can always propel its own
weight sufficiently. We may get down to a truly effi-

cient 8p lb. or 100 lb. machine some day, but the

time is not in sight yet. And, oh, those variable

gears! At Olympia I met leading manufacturers
who used to cut me, or write vituperative letters,

signed and unsigned, because we denied that a 4 to 1

gear, behind, say, a 75 x 80 mm. engine, was effi-

cient for a go-anywhere tourist. »To-day they are all

tumbling over each other to improve* their variable

gears ! Then some fools say the press is an incubus.

. I venture to think also that my predictions regarding

1445
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the future of the cyclecar will come true. I mentioned
a week or two ago that the speed brigade are being,

studied too much in connection with the design and
horse-power of small runabouts, and that the public

Mould buy when these machines have been tried out.

Probably I got. cursed for my pains, but if there be an
unhealthy rush lor eyclecars T for one shall be sorry.

The Gear of the Future.
Continuing Cassandra's role, I venture to prophesy

that out of the seething welter of variable gears the

counter-shaft three-speed is likely to be the immediate
survivor. I even expect it to be the dominant note

of the 1913 Show,. I do not say there are many
samples of the type which I dare purchase to-day.

It is a novelty, and a drop of canny Scots' blood
trickling down from a remote ancestor, induces me to

let others do most of the experimenting for me. I

know the hub gear is sound all through. It wears a
season, it very seldom gives trouble, and the engine

can stand four miles of it with the throttle wide open
and the pulley right down. This is good enough for

the time being. But if the future can offer me a gear

which removes 10 lbs. weight to the centre of the

wheelbase, and permits me to drop out my back wheel
in a couple of minutes, after a few leisurely twists of

a single spanner and a swift juggle with a belt-hook,

I should be a fool to refuse such an ideal. When the

same design includes a two-step drive, incorporating

a belt which will wear twice as long as my present

drive, and seldom slip tO' the point of non-propulsion,

why, "I grow rapturous. My secret petition to the

trade, once more, is that they will " try out," as the

Yankees say, the inclusion of a bevel-shaft as the

primary item of a two-step drive. I always thought
there were possibilities about the shaft, and T fancy

it is in this respect that" they may ultimately be
realised. Meantime, hats off to the three-speed hub

!

It is a contingency we under-valued when we were
recovering the balls of the old experimental change-

speed hubs from a mile of road with nettlesome ditches

on both sides.

Two variably-geared show models. 2} h.p. standard Motosacoche and 6i h.p. (two-speed) N.S.U. with spring frame.
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A November Trip on a Humberette.
A Slrenuous Week-end of Nearly 500 Ailes.

LATELY we have had
experience of the run-

ning and manage-

ment of the Humberette,

the design of which is no

doubt familiar to our

readers, a detailed descrip-

tion having already been

published in these columns.

Our initial test of the little

car was in the Midlands,

the biggest hills within easy

reach of Coventry, such as

Edge, Sunrising, and Warm-
ington, being easily accounted

for. We have,' in fact,

seen a Humberette climb

Sunrising with four up, and

restart with the same load

on the steepest gradient at

the top. Of course the

question on everybody's lips

in examining a cyclecar with

air-cooled engine is, " Does
the engine overheat?" No
matter where you go you are bound to hear the subject

broached. Why? Because it has been the custom in

the past for engine makers to design an engine of a

certain capacity, and no matter what ratio of com-
pression it possessed or how big the flywheels em-
ployed, it was used for ^all sorts of conditions, and
frequently for purposes for which it was ill-suited.

The result was " pink hot " engines, broken valves
-—mainly owing to the heat—excessive oil consump-
tion, and so on.

Now, however, it is generally realised that for

success the engine must be designed from the first for

the particular work it is expected to perform. This
simple fact was patent to Messrs. Humber, Ltd.,

when they decided to market a runabout, which
explains why the 8 h.p. twin-cylinder air-cooled

engine of 84 mm. bore and 90 mm. stroke is able to

keep cool on long-distance

runs without any artificial

methods of cooling. It

has a low compression

enabling it to run cool,

and heavy flywheels en-

suring flexibility, this

being most marked at

slow speeds.

A Complete Equip-
ment.

A rery smart vehicle

complete with hood,

screen, lamps with

generators charged, and
all necessary tools was
placed at our disposal,

and very brief instruc-

tions were needed to

send us happy on our

way. Though a throttle

a.26

^pam^

Near the top ot sunrising.

The twisty ascent of Tow Top near Kendal.

lever is provided ou the

steering column, a foot

accelerator is all one need

be concerned with. The
magneto lever does help

occasionally at slow speeds

in traffic or on a hill, but

once set needs no attention.

We found gear changing

quite easy and the clutch

sweet in action, whilst we
must particularly express

appreciation regarding the

power of -the brakes. The
steering required a few
miles practice before get-

ting really accustomed to

the car, for it is much more
sensitive than the average,

only a slight movement of

the wheel altering the track

of the machine. The metal

steering wheel, too, we
found very icy on a cold

day ; if the writer had a

Humberette he would wrap cord around the wheel

rim. This, however, is a detail. The more important

question of reliability most concerned us, and we are

able to say that no trouble whatever was experienced

from start to finish. The engine pulls excellently,

climbing most ordinary rises on top gear, and though

it is quiet when on the move, we can quite believe

that springs under the tappets would effect a further

improvement.

The consumption of petrol is approximately forty-

two miles to the- gallon on long give-and-take runs,

which must be considered excellent. An automatic

drip-feed lubricator is used, with a hand pump as

reserve, which is most necessary, as we found in cold

weather that the engine vacuum was insufficient to

induce thick oil to flow through the pipes. A pump
every six miles is enough for ordinary conditions.

The engine is not

addicted to sooting up
its plugs ; twice we over-

lubricated and caused
the engine to smoke
badly, but it seemed
to like it. The four-jet

carburetter left little to

be desired. Occasionally

one could detect a sus-

picion of choking if the

accelerator were sud-

denly depressed, but it

was only momentary.

A Longer Test in
Lakeland.

On a suhhequent week-

end we had an extended
trial of the car at the

invitation of the Hum-
ber Co.
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A November Trip on a Humberette.

—

Just how many air-cooled four-

wheelers can account for the four

real test hills included in the

A.C.U. Autumn. Trial course it

would be interesting to know.

We refer to Tow Top, Gummers
How, Red Bank,, and Kirkstone

Pass. Certainly the trial itself

helped us but little to answer the

query, for the Humberette was
the only one of its type entered,

and that machine was unfortunate

in suffering from a slipping clutch.

The vehicle used was the one the

firm has tested for upwards of

10,000 miles over all sorts of

roads, and the clutch leather had
just worn down to a point which
caused the inner member to bear
on - the nuts at the back of the
outer portion. After fitting a new,
clutch leather, it ..was resolved

to give the Humberette another
trial with the same gear ratios,

and we were invited to observe/
the run, though it was more in

the nature of a private trial to

test the low gear ratio on the

steepest of hills. The car will subsequently be sent

into Devonshire to-be tested over the Minehead-
Ilfracombe stretch. When S. Wright picked us up
at Coventry on the Saturday morning he talked of
being home again the next evening, though we had
our misgivings with a journey of nearly 500 miles

Climbing Red Bank in the pouring rain.

before us. We need not dwell on the run through
Lancashire, for there was little of incident to chronicle,

nor need we do more than repeat that the good
impressions we formed of the springing, general

comfort, and handiness of the car on the occasion

of our initial run were amply sustained. Driving in

Tne stony surface of Gummers How, a comparatively unknown but long trying ascent. Lake Winaermere in the background.

A29
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A November Trip on a Humoerette.—

turns, we actually reached Warrington (100 miles
approximately) in 3I1. 35m., which surprised us both
in view of the heavy state of the roads in parts.

Wc intended to avoid the tramlines and travel via

Ormskirk and Painfull, but a necessary call at Black-
burn upset our plans. We lit lamps at Preston, where
it commenced to rain, finally reaching Kendal in good
time. Incidentally, it may lie of interest to prospec-
tive ' cyclecar owners to know that, a couple of King
of the Road motor cycle head lamps . answer
splendidly. We had ours low down near the front
axle, where they were more useful than, on the dash-
board, though the glass doors get splashed.

Tow Top Climbed,
It was still raining when we set out for Tow Top

next morning, but we were cosy and dryVunde. l-he

hood. Substituting a bigger jet for the; smallest of

the tour, and making sure that we left a blue trail

astern, we commenced the steep climb over the stone
track, swinging round the first hairpin at a good
twelve miles per hour. This time the engine made
no mistake, the clutch held perfectly, and our worthy
driver was soon wearing a more contented "expression

as the engine tugged gamely with the hill summit
in sight. Continuing- our way to Gummers How
over roads now thick in mud, we were both impressed
by the severity of this climb.:. However, after a cool
down, we put paid to the account of Gummers How
also, and, descending; hurried along .the road beside
Lake Windermere to Ambleside.'and Grasmcre. How
different the winter aspect in. these parts!' Cold and
bleak, the rain falling pitilessly, and the road surface
strewn with, fallen leaves,- the Lakes now had little

attraction for us. Red Bank, with its i in 4 gradient,
was our objective, and after Tow Top we knew that
success was ours. The surface of Red Bank is

splendid; in fact, it can be said to be One of the
fairest test hills in the country. The ascent success-

fully accomplished, we returned to Ambleside for tea.

By this time dusk was upon'' us, so we resolved to
make tracks for home and drive all through the night.

We got along finely, each of us being - moved to
comment from time to time on the roadworthiness
and weatherproof qualities of the Humberette. The
roads were covered with seas of water—it hardlv ever
stopped raining—yet we continued to average our 23
odd m.p.li. without forcing the car along.

Half an hour was spent in Kendal obtaining re-

plenishments, and then we struck out fi r Lancaster;
and Preston in the inky darkness. No incident of
note occurred, though we frequently ran over branches
of trees beaten down by ' the heavy rain and strong
winds blowing from the sea. Thunder and lightning
near Preston caused us to alter our plans; neither of
us relished the thoughts of an all night run with
flashes of lightning dancinc across our path. Con-
tinuing through Wigan over indescribable surfaces to
Warrington, we stayed t'-.e night, and next morning
got away.at nine o'clock in improved weather. It

still rained" in showers, so we kept the hood up.
Knutsford was our first stop) to' change drivers, and

A deflated tyre at Coleshill—our only road stop.

we continued at a good 33 m.p.h. bat to Stone and
Lichfield. The engine continued to run faultlessly,

but nearing Coleshill we noticed an ominous " bump,
bump '"—front tyre down. Failing to find a puncture,
we re-inflated the. tyre, and it remained hard. Have
not tyres peculiar temperaments? The road surface to
Stonebridge vies with the worst that Lancashire can
produce. We reached the city of the three spires
without, further incident at exactly one o'clock, the
week-end run totalling nearly 500 miles. By^the way,
it would be interesting to know if this distance has
been beaten on a cyclecar in two and a half days.
The experience has left us with an excellent impres-
sion of the Humberette, and especially of its

reliability, comfort, and weatherproofness. G.S.

Kew 4$ n.p. single-cylinder model with chain drive and counter-shaft
two-speed gear.

30

1-9 n.p. two-speed chain-driven Quadrant, fitted with handle starbr anj
Quadrant four-point suspension sidecar chassis.
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Passenger Machines and Fittings

at The Show.

A.C. SoeUble complete, fitted up with lamp, nooj, and wind scrasn.

6 h.p. Spirkbnok sidecar model. This was described last week on paie 1407 and is fitted with a twin-
cylinder J.A.P. engine and the Sparkbrook two-speed gear. Note also kick-starter and combined belt and
chain drive with large pulley on the counter-shaft. The machine has a most workmanlike appearance, and
the sidecar, frame and attachments are particularly good.

Burelto sidecar stand.

Coach-built sidecar fitted to the 8 h.p. No. 7
Chater-Lea.

C. F. Mitchell & Co.'s V.M. tandem seat for fixing'

to the carrier. . . .

Chater-Lea 1913 model sidecar with dropped frame. The luggage grid is a new feature of this make
of •jMop.ar.

1%

Bat mauod of attaching brake conneotton.
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Four-cylinder White and Poppe Unit.

Hot air intake from exhaust branch on
White and Poppe cyclecar engine.

Two aspects of the new White and Poppe four-cyiind

THE well-known firm of Messrs. White and Poppe,
Ltd., have lately turned their attention to the

light car movement, and. as was to- be ex-

pected, have produced a reallv beautiful piece of

work, which takes the form of a power unit com--

prising engine clutch and' gear box. The engine has

four cylinders cast en bloc with a bore and stroke of

60 x 90 mm. respectively. The valves are disposed

on either side of

the cylinders, the

exhaust on the

near and the inlet

on the offside.

They are operated

by separate cam-
shafts through the

medium of rollers

and adjustable

tappets, and the

valve gear is en-
b

closed in neat

aluminium covers.

Both inlet and
exhaust manifolds are cast with the cylinders and give

the -engine a. symmetrical appearance. Cooling is

arranged on the thermo-syphon principle, the outlet

being of large diameter and considerably sloped up-

ward. A double intake pipe is fitted, so that the

water may return from each side of the radiator.

Design of the Interior.

The crankshaft is supported by three main bearings,

and throughout the ample bearing, surfaces are par-

ticularly noticeable. The bottom half of the crank
case serves as an oil well and sump, and may be de-
tached without interfering with the rest of the unit.

The camshafts are driven by gears from the rear end
of the crankshaft, and the crank case is extended so

as to form a cover for the flywheel. To this cover is

bolted the gear box casting, which contains a train of

gears providing three speeds and reverse with a direct

drive on top. The clutch is of the multi-plate type,

having thirty-six plates carried in an extension of the

flywheel, and running in oil. The lubrication is in-

genious, but at the present moment we are not allowed
to say more than that the oil is raised by the flywheel

i.3j

r water-cooled c clecar engine, clutch and gear box unit.

and led to troughs under the big ends, thence it returns'

to a sump. A lead also provides oil for the gear box

and even for the rear axle. A White and Poppe car-

buretter supplies the mixture, hot air being drawn from

the exhaust pipe. The magneto lies on. the near side

of the engine, and is driven from a gear wheel engag-

ing with the exhaust camshaft- wheel. It is provided

with a simple timing adjustment, and driven through a

short length of strong coil spring, this providing a

flexible joint.

Behind the gear box is mounted a universal joint

enclosed in a neat spherical casting.

This power unit is constructed specially for the

Morris-Oxford J-ight car.

The chassis is on car lines throughout, and has a
7ft. wheelbase and 3ft. 4m. track. The. frame is of

pressed steel, the side members being quite straight

but providing ample steering lock. The front axle is

of I section and mounted on semi-elliptical springs,

the steering being by worm and wheel. The rear axle

is driven by an overhead worm, and the rear suspension

is by threequarter elliptic springs. The propeller-

shaft is enclosed in a tube which takes the torque, and
all wheels are of-the Sankey -detachable steel type,

shod with 700 x 80 mm. tyres. Both brakes are

internal expanding, and lie side by . side in drums
mounted on the rear wheels. The whole design follows

the latest car practice, and the differential and driving

shafts may be removed for inspection' without even
jacking up the wheels. A V-shaped radiator is

mounted in front of the engine.

Magneto spring drive and oil filler on White and Poppe engine.
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' TREpLlEK
A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and

on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Cracked Cylinder.

I have a 1911 3£ h.p. Singer
(new March, 1912), and it has just-

developed a crack across the
exhaust valve seating. I have
been advised to run the machine

as it is, as this is said to be a common
occurrence. Would you advise me to

do so or should I have it welded ?

There is no loss of compression, and
the machine will do nearly sixty.

—

F.E.P.
You say there is no loss of compression
at the present time, but if this develops
you had better have the cylinder
examined by a welding expert and see

if it can be repaired.

Forks and Belt.

(1.) I have purchased a back
~^T\ wheel from one of your adver-

^ tisers, but find that my back
-1J stays are not wide enough to take

the new hub, the width of stays
being 5in. and of hub 6in. Can I

reasonably expect the forks to

"spring" this amount, or am I

likely to damage the frame? (2.) Is

it wise to use a |in. belt on a fin.

rim?—L.H.D.
(1.) The forks must not be sprung to
the extent mentioned. You had better
take your machine to a good engineering
firm, and have the forks set out £in. on
each side. (2.) The |in. belt would
run on a |in. rim in some cases quite
satisfactorily. Provided not more than
a iVm - stands above the rim when
driving, the belt will not be damaged.

Two-speed Single v. Single-speed Twin.

At present I possess a 1911 5
^1 h.p. free engine Rex motor cycle,

> and I am thinking of disposing
-JJ of this and purchasing a new 1912

4 h.p. two-speed Rex. Do you
think I would get as g'ood results or
better from the 4 h.p. two-speed
maehint as I get from my present 5
h.p. single-speed? This is a very hilly

district, and about one-third of my
mileage will be with sidecar. Of course
it will be necessary to take the same
degree of engine tune as granted in

each case.—A. E..J.
On the top gear you could not hope to
get the same results, with a 4 h.p. as
with a 5 h.p., but with the two-speed
gear you should get better. On the
whole, what we should recommend is a
twin with two-speed gear, and if you
can manage to get one of these we should
strongly recommend you to do so.

Glasgow to Leicester.

I see from The Motor Cycle
— I that you give information to

5 motor cycling correspondents re-

-i-J gaiding the best and shortest
routes between certain places.

I should be very glad if you could give
me your advice for riding from Glasgow

, to Leicester, and also from Glasgow to
Stamford, for the middle of December.
I ride a four-cylinder F.N. niacldne

(1910 model), and want to avoid hills

and towns as much as possible.—1I.G.G.
Your best route would be as follows

:

Glasgow, Lanark, Peebles, Galasluels,

Melrose, Coldstream, Wooler, Alnwick,
Morpeth, Newcastle, Durham, Darlington,
Northallerton, Boroughbridge, Wetherby,
Aberford, Ferrybridge, Doncaster, Work-
sop, Mansfield, Nottingham, 'Lough-
borough to Leicester. To get to Stamford,
instead of branching off at Doncaster go
straight down the Great North Road,
through Retford, Tuxford, Newark,
Grantham, to Stamford. We have pur-
posely given you a roundabout way, as

you have asked us to avoid hills.

The most direct way from Glasgow

to Leicester is to go through Hamilton,
Beattock, Lockerbie, Lougtown, Bramp-
ton, Alston, Middleton-in-Teesdale, Bar-
nard Castle, Scotch Corner to Borough-
bridge, and then as we have previously

mentioned.

Long and Short Stroke Engines.

1 should be glad of your

_| opinion of the above engines,

^ and also your answer to the
_LJ following questions : (1.) Would

you consider the 3-j h.p. long
stroke 79x100 mm. suitable for sidecar?
Is it not more inclined to knock
than the 85x88 type? (2.) Would you
say 79 x 100 gave more power than
8o x 88 ? It is supposed to be

you sayflexible, I believe. Would
that is correct? (3.) Is the Norton
clean engine? How about compres-
sion ?—J.K.

(1.) Yes, the engine is suitable for side-

car work. It does not appear to knock
more than an 85x88 engine. (2.) It is

quite as powerful and flexible as an engine
of 85x88 mm. (3.) The engine certainly
keeps clean. Ihe compression is

moderate.

AN IMPRESSION OF THE MORGAN RUNABOUT AT SPEED.

H. F. S. Morgan travelling at a mile a minute speed during his hour record of 59 miles 1,123 yards.
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Heutley (Hants.) to Blackheath.

I shall be very much obliged
if you will kindly tell lire the
best route from Bentley, Hants.,
to Blackheath, avoiding traffic

as far as possible.—D.H.C.

You. best route would be as follows i

Bentley, Farnham, Hog's Back, Guild-
ford, Shalford, Shere, Gomshall, Dor-
king, Reigate, Redhill, Westerham, up
Westerham Hill, then through Hayes,
Bromley, and thence to Blackheath. If

you dt not care to ascend Westerham
Hill, you had better continue your
journey a little further on till you reach
Riverhead, north of Sevenoaks, where
tur.r left.

Lamps and Burners.

I would be grateful for your
valuable opinion on the follow-

ing questions: (1.) Can a 1913
T.T. roadster Triumph safely

carry a 6^in. Rushmore head-
light weighing, without bracket, 65 lbs. ?

I notice a big F.R.S. set for the head
of a machine weighs : Lamp 4^ lbs.,

generator 2 lbs., bracket 1^ lbs., so pre-

sumably, when in actual work, this

strain would amount to approximately
9i lbs. to 10 lbs. (2.) Would you
recommend my fixing a Rushmore to
the handle-bar stem in head or the
girders of the front fork? In the
latter position, would vibration be ex-
cessive? (3.) I have a 14 litre burner
in my F.R.S. Does that mean I con-
sume 14 litres of gas per hour? Is 14
litres an average burner? (4.) How
many litres go to a cubic foot? (5.) I-have
a Sentinel generator which I find ad-
mirable. It is guaranteed to burn for
live hours

; probably it will do about
four hours. Does that mean that a
charge of carbide and water produces
from 56 litres upwards of gas? (6.) A
Rushmore 6£in. lamp carries a 14 litre

burner. Could I, consequently, burn
this lamp as long as the F.R.S.?, (7.)

Does a consumption of 14 litres demand
a given pressure being maintained?
(8.) Does the area of the lamp affect
the presure demanded?—R.B.R.

(1.) We should say that the Rushmore
lamp could be easily carried on this
machine on one of the special brackets

supplied by the lamp makers. (2.) The
most satisfactory fixing would be on the
handle-bar stem, or round the handle-
bar. The girder of the fork would be
most unsuitable, as the lamp would be
constantly changing its angle. (3.) A 14
litre burner means that it would consume
14 litres of gas per hour. This is the
average size burner. (4.) There are just

over 28 litres in a cubic foot. (5.)

Assuming a 14 litre burner : 56 litres

downwards as burner capacity represents
maximum at normal pressure. (6.) Yes,
you could burn the Rushmore as long as

the other lamp mentioned. (7.) Natur-
ally, it means that the gas is given off

comfortably in the generator, and the
flame must not be flaring. (8.) We do
not think so.

Liabilities of Dog Owners.

Would you please inform me
I if I have any chance of obtaining

compensation in the following
1—I case : In passing along a

country road in the middle of

the day with a motor, cycle and sidecar

at a speed of about 10 to 12 m.p.h., as
to which I have two independent wit-

•nesses to prove, a dog rushes out of a
gate in a field, striking the wheel of

sidecar and breaking axle, throwing
out passenger. The person with the
dog was standing on the opposite
side of the road, about thirty yards
from gate from which the dog came,
the gate being 011 the left-hand side

of the road. Also has the owner of

the dog any claim against me for

injury to dog (if any)?—F.C.
Our legal adviser writes as follows ;

" Your correspondent has no claim
against the owner of the dog unless he
can show that the dog was of a vicious

nature, and that it was customary for

it to rush at motor cycles, and that the
owner knew of its propensity. This does
not seem to be the case, as the dog was
evidently running across to its master,
and had 110 evil intentions towards your
correspondent or his cycle. On the
other hand, the owner of the dog would
have no claim against your -corre-

spondent, if, as would appear to be the
case, he was not negligent in the way
he was riding his machine."
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Misfiring at Slow Speeds.

I have trouble with the start-

pn ing of my 1912 Z\ h.p. Humber,
y it only firing on the back cylinder
-i-l until I get the engine working

at about 15 m.p.h. This I have
to do with the aid of the pedals, which
is unpleasant. When I have got over
this difficulty the machine is all one
could desire. I should be very glad it

you could give me a solution to this

little difficulty. I am using a No. 28
jet and have had both cylinders down,
but cannot find any defects in either,

both having about the s^me compres-
sion.—A.H.T.

In the ordinary way we should imagine
it was due to a defective or sooted plug in

the front cylinder. Try a change. Also,
the trouble is possibly due to the carbon
brush conducting the high tension current
to one of the cylinders sticking in its

guide, or may be to the inlet valve stick-

ing. Remove both magneto carbon
brushes and wash them in petrol, also

follow closely the working of the contact
breaker, making sure that the platinum
points are clean and flat.

Electric Lamps.

I am thinking -of fitting my
head light up for electricity, as I

am tired of the constant trouble

caused by acetylene. I propose
using a 40 amp. accumulator,

and a four or seven candle power Osvam
bulb (1.) Will a metallic filament*
bulb withstand the vibration of a

motor cycle '! If not, can you advise me,

what sort of bulb to use to get the

best light? (2.) Will the accumulator
stand the vibration if placed somewhere
in the region of the pannier bags on*
the carrier?—J.H.G.

(1.) A metallic filament bulb will with-

stand the vibration, but it is advisable
not to switch on the current while the

machine is on the move. (2.) The
accumulator, if a good one, will stand the

vibration ; we have had one in use for

nearly two years, and for short distances

every evening much prefer it to acetylene.

The accumulator is charged about once
every month or five weeks (it is a 20

amp. hour, and the lamp consumes .6

amps).

READER'S REPLY.
Belt or Clutch Slip.

All excellent tip for distinguishing belt

slip from clutch slip is to run the machine
with the belt or clutch slipping for a

hundred yards or so and then, put

the finger on the clutch. '

If clutch is

hot or very warm the fault is there. The
same test may be made with belt pulley.
- Oscah C. Fkied, Rekawinkel. Austria.

ihree-quarter from view of the invicia. This machine was described in our issue of NovemDei 14th.
It was used outside Olympia last week for trial trips and evoked great admiration, y

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences of

nhers with various motor cycles or accessories

must ecidose a stamped addressed envelope in wh'ch
tiie replies may be forwarded. Answers to the
queries below should be addressed c The Editor.

" Mac " (Crewe). Binks and Sen-
spray carburetters on 3^ h.p. Premier.

"T.H." (Sydney, N.S.W.) Two and
three-speed counter-shaft gears on 1912

Rover:
" W.F.A."(Godalming).—8 h.p. J.A.P.

engine (1912) fitted with Lukin, S.P., and
Senspray automatic carburetters, as to

petrol consumption, speed, etc.
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THERE is nothing in the motor cycling world so

much looked forward to now-a-days as the

Olympia Show. It is really one of the most
wonderful sights imaginable to see the thousands of

people arriving each evening by tube, car, and 'bus.

The jollity and good feeling prevalent in the Hall
make one feel that motor cycling is certainly one of

the great joys of life.

This year more than ever the Show seems to have
been a social event, and a very noticeable feature was
the number of married couples of all ages who might
have been seen walking round, criticising and testing

the comfort of the different types of motor vehicles.

It has long been maintained that the success of

motor cycling depends upon the participation of both

sexes in the movement. This has been amply demon-
strated by the enormous boom in sidecars and open
frame machines during the present year. Never
before in the history of the sport have so many
ladies been seen on the open road, either as the

occupants of sidecars or as rider's of solo machines

;

in fact, they have rivalled their more favoured sisters

who have attained to the luxury of the motor car.

An Increasing MarKet.

I am told that one firm alone have turned out 300
ladies' machines this year, and hope to make 400
during 191 3. Another firm have already booked

;
orders for fifty. At present the fringe of the move-
ment has only just been touched : another year or two
will probably see great developments. The rising-

generation are enthusiasts on solo riding, leaving their

parents to take up the sidecars and cvclecars.

Manufacturers now have so many models to show
that it must have been a matter of difficulty to stage

!each one to the best advantage. In consequence,

some of the open frame models were placed on high,

rather inaccessible stands, which made it very diffi-

cult to examine some of the interesting points

critically.

Ladies' machines have been greatly improved, and

r are much more interesting than those of any previous

year. The designers of the several models are to be
congratulated on the progress made. Frames have
•been re-designed and strengthened, mudguarding has

received special attention (although in one or two cases

there is still room for some improvement), starting

devices have been fitted, and, lastly, makers have
realised that ladies do not wish to stop every few

miles to buy petrol, and have fitted larger tanks.

This is in itself a boon.

The machines exhibited at Olympia place themselves

. naturally into three classes

:

1. Single-cylinder machines.

2. Twin-cylinder machines.

3. Sidecar machines, which may be singles or twins.

The first-named claims the greatest number of

models, the power ranging from 2 to 3
1

'i h.p.

The 2 h.p. Motosacoche is almost identically the

same as was exhibited last year, and for its purpose

has no rival. It is light, very clean, and easily

handled, and is, in fact, ideal for shopping and
visiting.

Single-cylinder Models.

The Hobart has been greatly improved, and looks

much more workmanlike than before. The engine is

now fitted vertically instead of inclined, and is slightly

larger. All the moving parts are well enclosed by
shields. A Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear is fitted.

The open frame Singer is a very smart-looking little

mount, and simplicity is its keynote. It is fitted with

the renowned 2^4 h-P- Singer engine, and tucked away
in the crank case is their excellent two-speed gear.

The starting arrangement is good, and the clutch

device is a marvellous piece of mechanism. This

machine has a high turn of speed, and is altogether a

most efficient and comfortable little mount. Some
small improvements in the mudguarding would make it

ideal for long or short distances.

A very interesting and handy-looking machine is the

Veloce,which made its debut at the Show. This model
also is fitted with a 2% h.p. engine, and has a two-

speed gear in the crank case, as well as a free-engine

arrangement and forced lubrication. Its method of

uiling is quite unique and gives no trouble. An indi-

cator rod passing up the side of the petrol tank keeps

the rider informed as to the proper flow of oil. It

will be interesting to know how this little machine
performs on the road. We welcome it as a very pro-

mising looking mount, and congratulate the makers

on their enterprise.

A New Comer.
Another newcomer to the ranks is the Ivy-Precision.

This name is so well-known in. the motor cycle world

that great things will be expected. Although this is

only the second lady's machine made by the firm, the

excellent design and finish are worthy of great praise.

It is fitted with a- $% h.p. engine, and a Sturmey-

Archer three-speed gear.

A very noticeable feature is the kick starter, which

is fitted on the right-hand side of the machine and
slightly in front of the ordinary pedal position To
start the engine only a slight push forward is required.

This appears more natural than a back kick.

The engine and carburetter are enclosed by easily

removable shields clipped to the down tubes.

Although a good solo machine the Ivy is specially-

built for sidecar work. The frame, with its double

down tubes, is remarkably strong, and extra large oil

and petrol tanks have beet) fitted.

B3
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Ladies' Motor Cycles at Olympia.—

Another machine of this type is the $}i h.p. Broiigh,

which is- absolutely bristling with good points. The
frame is strengthened by means of duplex down tubes,

•which are exceedingly neat and graceful as well as

strong. Of special note are the extra air-cooling

arrangement, the easily detached front wheel, and the

efficient guarding which all point to the practical mind

of the designer. It is fitted with the Armstrong three-

speed gear and handle starting, and would be an ideal

sidecar machine for a lady. -

An open frame machine on rather novel lines is

provided in the Swan, which may be used by either

sex. Generally speaking, however, it is not altogether

suitable for a lady, the saddle position being rather

high, aniil the saddle ilself, although excellently sprung,

not giving a feeling of absolute safety. The mud-
guarding on both wheels, as well as under the engine,

is very satisfactory: in fact, it ought to be one of die

cleanest machines on the market.

Twin=cylinder Types.
Tor those ladies who prefer twin-cylinder machines

four firms, were showing models.

The 254 h.p. Douglas holds pride of place in regard

to popularity, and its suitability has been fully demon-

Valve side of the lady's model 31 h.p. Brough exhibited at the Show.

strated in open competitions during the past season.

The chief alteration for 1913 is in the mudguarding,
which has been extended outwards on each side of the

front wheel.

The Enfield Cycle Co. were showing a 3 h.p. twin

in place of last year's single-cylinder. This machine
possessed many smart features, notably the unique oil-

ing arrangement which is operated mechanically from
the engine. The shields are most cunningly fitted,

being hinged from the top tubes and fastened down
by means of twist clips. The gear levers and brake
pedals are not mounted on the footrests, so that should

the machine fall no damage to the former would result.

The overhead inlet vabves and plug terminals are fitted

with very efficient protectors.

Two 6 h.p. models of ladies' machines were shown
by the Rex Motor Manufacturing Co., one being

attached to a sidecar. For this work it ought to be

one of the best, but its use as a solo'mount for a lady

is questionable on account of its weight and starting

arrangements. It would be safe to say these two
machines had the most serviceable mudguards of any
ladies' machine in the Show.
The remaining open frame machine goes into a

class of its own. It is the 3|^ h.p. Scott—a machine

E4

scarcely to be recommended to a beginner, but

eminently suitable' for a lady with some little experi-

ence of the art of motor cycling. The riding position

of this machine is perhaps the safest and most com-
fortable of any open frame machine on the markel

.

The frame is remarkably low, and every part is well

protected, including the driver.

The Position of the Speed Gears.
With one exception all models were fitted with two

or three-speed gears and free engines. The hub gears

seem to be the most popular, although perhaps the

counter-shaft geared machine is the better balanced
and the more comfortable to ride.

One of the essentia] points of a lady's machine is

the simplicity and ease of starling. On the whole ;;>e

Show machines had been well attended to in this

respect,- particularly the Singer and the Ivy-Precision.

. The mudguarding is far in advance of last year (the

past summer may account for this), but we lady riders

are taking some little credit to ourselves for indirectly

helping on the' movement. A clean machine is a sine

qua nou for a lady. One point which seems to escape
notice by makers is that just behind the saddle-pillar

on both sides the mud thrown from the rear wheel
reaches the rider's coat.

Gear and Brake Levers.
Owing to the general design of an open frame

machine it seems to be the practice to mount the

brake lexer and speed-operating pedal on the foot-

rests. After the slightest fall or mishap the footrests

would probably lie bent, and the back brake and gear

mechanism would be rendered inoperative. Several

of the Show models were mounted in this way.
In saddles, again, a great improvement was notice-

able. The majority of the machines were fitted with

very comfortable saddles, the XL-All seeming to be

the favourite.

The greatest stumbling block to the,"popularity of

motor cycling for ladies is the almost prohibitive price

of motor bicycles, especially those with open frames.

This is 'the outcry of all the girl cyclists one meets,

and one cannot at the moment see any signs of a

reduction.

I believe one Show model may be marketed at ,£45,
and, if' so, will be excellent value for the money, r

is

it is fitted with speed gear and free engine.

Dress and Equipment.
The disappointing part of the Show was in the

clothing. Ladies were practically uricatered for. '.

The Service Co. were showing a cape and detach-

able hood which would be of great ' service to sidc-

carists, but certainly not a thing of beauty.

The Express Rubber Co. had some rather nice

silkproof coats in various colours, but it was difficult

to get any information about them as to price, as they

only supply the trade.

Messrs. Duuhill were showing some macintosh hoods.

These notes would be very incomplete without some
reference to the wonderful little Auto-wheel. The
simple method of attachment to any ordinary bicycle,

and the whole idea of the thing being 'SO self-evident,

seemed to appeal very strongly to all cyclists, and

we may expect to see several on the road in the

near future. Locomotion by this means is a pleasure

in store. . M.C.C.
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Avon Motor Cycle Tyres
Suitable for all climates.

TRICAR.

24111. , 26m., and
28m. diaras.

2.! in ' 40/-
aiin 42/6
siin* to fit 2jin.
rim . . . . 45 -

3tn. to fit :Mn.
rim . . . . 50/-

CYCLECAR.
Covers in this Pat-

tern.

650x65, with
voiturette
beads . . . . 50/-

STONEHENGE.

Lightweight A.

24m., 26m. , and
2S111. diams.

.. .. 17/9

.. .. 19/-

Also join, v
1 fin. .. 16/9

As a cheap cover this

cannot be beaten.

COMBINATION.

2|in., 261x1., and
2.sin. diams.

2in 4-2/3

?Jm 44,'-

;!in." .. .. 45/9
3iu. .... 49/3

Steel and rubber
studs: an ideal all-

weather non-skid.

SUNSTONE.

1
26111. only.

2] in. section,

4S/i
2lin. ,. 50/

1 Made by our
n c w Electro-
Hydraulic
process, -which
ensures uniform-
ity in casing and
tread, and pro-
duces a superb
finish.

TUBES
(fitted with Motor Cycle Valves).

24m., '6in., and 2Sin. diameters.

AVON Quality (Red).

rijin 8/-
-i" 8/9
-I in 9/6
2|in 10/3

NOVA Quality (Red).

i2in 6/9
='" 7/6
-liu S/3
^in 9/-

All motorcycle tubes can bo fitted with _the Avon
Dome Ends at 2/- each extra.

AVON DOME ENDS.

[

Easily fitted. Easily detached.

Registered Xos. 572", 420. ,

AVON MOTOR CYCLE BELTS.
[in 1/4- per foot. gin. .. 1/10 per foot.

'in 1/7 ,, „ 1 in. .. 2/2 „ „
1 Jin 2/7 per foot.

RETREADING (any make of Cover).

2bin. or 2S111.' 2in., 2 1 in., or 2I111

Extra heavy tread, Round Stud or 7-ridge
pattern 12 '6

Medium heavy tread, Round Stud or 7-ridge

pattern 10/6
Combination tread j .

Steel-studded tread

Write for our new illustrated catalogue, with full information

Whatever machine you ride, see that the Tyres fc»ear AVOM nar

MELKSHAM, WILTS,
ENGLAND.

LONDON: 35, Long Acre, W.C. MANCHESTER: 229, Deansgate. BRISTOL: Bristol Bridge.
BIRMINGHAM: 204, Corporation Street. GLASGOW: 197, Buchanan Street.

THE AVON INDIA RUBBER CO., Ltd.,
ON: 35, Long Acre, W.C. MANCHESTER: 229, Deansgate. BRI!

BIRMINGHAM : 204, Corporation Street. GLASGOW : 197, Buchanan

Large Stocks kept at all oar Branches. Also at most High-class Motor Cycle Depots,

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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BICYCLE
1913 CATALOGUE
NOW READY.

THE NEW B.S.A. CATALOGUE IS THE FINEST
LIST OF MOTOR BICYCLES EVER PUBLISHED

and forms a comprehensive guide to all that is best in

motor bicycle construction. As a book of reference it should

be in the hands of everyone interested in motor cycling.

Each B.S.A. Motor Bicycle is shown by a full page illustration

printed in colours. The reader thus has the advantage of

seeing at a glance how B.S.A. Motor Bicycles really appear,

and is better able to appreciate the pleasing design and beau-

tiful finish of these " Perfect in Every Part " machines. The
many exclusive refinements and 1913 features of B.S.A. Motor
Bicycles are illustrated and described, and useful information

on the driving and care of motor bicycles is also included.

Write to-day for your free copy.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL
13, SMALL HEATH,

Also ask for free copy of the new- booh—
"Some Helpful Hints for Riders of B.S.A.Motor Bicycles."

ARMS COMPANY LIMITED,
BIRMINGHAM.

Use only B.S.A. Cylinder Oil for your motor cycle.

It ensures a cool running engine!

%&**
36 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle,."
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AT THE SHOW.
A Faddist among the Motor Bicycles

By B. H. DAVIES.

THERE was a time when I carefully shepherded
any youthful relative who went up to a motor
cycle show with a doting parent's cheque burn-

ing his pocket. It was so easy to invest ^50 in a

manner likely to impale the tyro on the horns of a

dilemma represented by disillusion or bankruptcy.

But nowadays I pat young hopeful on the back, give

him my blessing, and bid him call round in a week"

and tell me what he's bought; for I know he is sure

to have a jolly season whatever bicycle takes his

fancy. All machines are roadworthy. One may be more
likely to damage a standard speedometer ; one may
require new engine bushes a month sooner than an-

other; one may have softish valves, rings, and cylin

ders ; but practically the entire exhibit may be com-
pared to Charley's Aunt, Tennyson's brook, or any

other symbol of perpetual motion. The greenest

duffer can scarcely find a " dud jigger " in the entire

exhibition. (P.S.—This judgment does not neces-

sarily apply to all the cyclecars.)

An aged and blase, scorcher like myself is apt to

visit a show in unduly critical mood ; but criticism

for once must have reference to what was not there,

and ought to have been there, rather than to the

actual exhibits staged. I wandered from stand to

stand, and found on each a good engine, strong frame,

sound ignition, improved carburation, excellent trans-

mission, reliable brakes, etc., etc. Details show great

ingenuity and refinement. The comparative absence

of originality and genuine innovation was a thing to

weep over ; but the public are to blame for that.

They will not buy unconventional articles ; the. manu-
facture of motor cycles is a trade, not a philanthropy

;

capital is limited, and dividends are desirable. Hence
a firm which comes to the Show knowing that double
its 1913 output is easily saleable has small inducement
to consider revolutionary possibilities.

Straws and the Wind.
Things are moving fast in the transmission world:

Only yesterday a few heretical engineers were coquet-
ting timidly with variable gears—mostly- heavy" two-
speed hubs or two-speed counter-shaft gears, seldom

New 3.1 h.p. Day-Leeds, on which combined belt and chain drive has
been adopted.

free from serious technical flaws, To-day a cheap,
light, reliable three-speed gear is listed by practically
every exhibitor; and quite evidently within a short
time the three-speed gear will " advance quick march "

from the hub to the counter-shaft, a change which
will enforce two-step drives on all roadsters. The
battle royal between belt and chain will then have
reached its Chatalja, and we shall see whether

(a) enclosed chains,

(b) enclosed chain and naked belt,

(c) enclosed shaft and naked belt, or

(d) enclosed gear and naked belt

is likely to be the victor. Other combinations are,

of course, possible. I doubt myself whether the fore

chain will be permanent, since other rigid substitutes

offer a prospect of neater aspect and less adjustment.

I doubt also whether the secondary belt will ever be

ousted, for it touches the zenith of simplicity and
cheapness, it is satisfactory in use, and it leaves a truly

accessible back wheel. I think that the h.p.

A N.S.TJ. refinement. The pedal kick-starter addad for 1913.

Hazlewood, with the counter-shaft three-speed hub,
may prove to be as true a prophet as any. I cannot

regard hub gears as final, yet, per contra, the three-

speed hubs are too good to die; they are cheap, light,

compact, .efficient, and reliable. Nobody has yet

evolved a counter-shaft three-speed half so attractive

as a migrated hub would be.

B7
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At the Show,—

2\ h.p. Junior T.T. Calcott. The cylinder is offset.

Wear of Bearings and Lubrication.

AVe have heard a lot about short-lived engine bear-

ings lately, and no wonder. Bearing pressures must
have increased tremendously since 190;;, the size of

the bearings has rather been decreased than otherwise.,

lubrication has remained stationary for ten years, and
thousands of duffers have entered a sport which was
once the monopoly of mechanics. I did not realise

what a makeshift splash lubrication is., whether
operated by a hand pump or a pump and drip, until

I heard the car owners commenting on the cvclecar

lubrication systems. The motor cycle industry stands

where the push-bicvcle industry was when everybody
with the necessary dibs bought a new pedal cycle

roadster every spring. So long as this habit continues,

makeshift lubrication and short-lived bearings will lie

tolerated. But to-day I ride a push-bicycle I bought
eight years ago; and a similar era is ahead in the

motor cycling world. Consequently one may prophesy
with confidence that such oiling systems as are to be

seen on the 3 h.p. Enfield, the 3*2 h.p. W.D., the

Veloce, and a few other machines show which way the

wind must blow. They are vanes of progress.

Carburetters.

The automatic and semi-automatic carburetters have
swiftly entrenched themselves. Derided by croaking

experts for years past, they have none the less got

their teeth into the general public. I have tried most
of them, and find them a tolerable compromise. You
may sacrifice a few '' revs." (with some examples),

DECEMBER 5th, 1912.

you may so]) up more petrol per century, you may find

them tricky to tunc to the finest limit; but you
get an excellent average product of gas, and you get it

without tap-twiddling. Cyclecars will aid their evolu-

tion vastly.; the man who has a clutch and three gears*
does not want to be bothered by an air lever. But
die problem is easier with a multi-cylinder engine.

Engines.

I found nothing to encourage a general departure

from the side-by-side m.o.v. Valves in the cylinder

head may give a shade more speed, but they do not

ease the job of cleaning the cylinder or attending to

the valves themselves. When we get oiling systems

which lengthen out the periods between decarbonise

tions, overhead valves will have a better chance to

show' their, merits. At present I am sure 95% of the

buyers prefer side-bv-side valves. The decompressor

has come too late. It is an admirable fitment on a

T.T. single gear, or to ease the shove of a kick

starter; but a solo rider with a variable gear will not

value it excessively, for the engine is so easy to

start without it. I particularly liked the James
notion of operating the magneto and decompressor by

means of a standard two-lever carburetter control.

Four years ago J would gladly have paid ^5 for a

good decompressor; this year i had one on my three-

Valve side or a new 21 h.p. mount made By Components, Ltd.

7 h.p. twin-cylinder Ariel, fitted with two-speed counter-shaft gear, chain drive,

and handle starter.

speeder, and I never used it except for a wheel-pull

engine start. Deconrpressors will be convenient, but

scarcely as necessary as once they were.

Mudguards.
There will be much less mud-throwing next year, but

it is easy to exaggerate the value of the new wheel-

sheaths and broad footplates. Machines will still

need cleaning from stem to stern after a day's mud-
plugging, though the pile, of scrapings should assume
more modest dimensions. For consider, mud gener-

ally means rain, and even when it doesn't, no guards
can intercept all the flying clobs. After a rough day
on the road, the machine will be lightly filmed with

mire (instead of heavily), oil will still exude with con-

siderable freedom from most -engines, rust will still

hide amidst all the .tiny bolted-on fitments. 1

have attacked the myriad little fancy chinks and cran-

nies ; the practical motor cyclist has no hopes of a

machine which will never need cleaning, but he would
give the world for a maohine which is easy to clean.

It does not matter how much you encase the wheels
of a 30 m.p.h. two-Avheeler, you cannot keep liquid

mud off it. But a little thought would render the

machine far, far easier to cleanse.

«!S
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At the Show.—

bh.p. single-cylinler Rulge-mulii sidecar combination. The bore a.U strode
ot the engine are 85 x 132 mm. Njte the cut a.vay t nk l.x ihi overhead .niet

valve anl tappet.

Clean Design.

I notice how wisely car designers tackle this point,

so grossly neglected by motor cycle engineers. A
typical modern car engine resembles nothing more
than an up-ended suit case. The under-works of the

chassis have smooth cylindrical or spherical surfaces,

devoid of excrescences. No small plated parts are to

be found in the subterranean, mud'eatching regions.

The chassis is often a symphony in cubes and spheres,

as smooth as a maiden's cheek. Now the Stellar

machine with its unit construction gives a blurred

idea of a distinct possibility. My prophetic eye
peers ahead, and dimly discerns a machine which
resembles these cars. All the details of its forks and
brakework are blacked. It has disc wheels. The
magneto is self-advancing. The automatic carburetter

is controlled by a twisting grip and internal wire. The
shape of the carburetter, magneto, gear box, and
engine are not designed to grip their innards com-

H57

pactly, but to afford smooth, hosable surfaces, cubical
or spherical. The valves and tappets are encased, sc
are the sparking plugs and their cables. If water-
cooled, the engine is merely a large oblong box to ai
exterior view

;
if air-cooled, its radiators are detach-

able,^ and are the only part with complex outlines,
imagine a four-cylinder mono-bloc car power unit seen
through the wrong end of a field-glass and mounted
in a motor cycle frame and you get my meaning. The
transmission is similarly encased. The very toolbags
consist of padded metal boxes. There is not a chink
or a cranny from stem to stern, and an ostler can he
left to hose the outfit down at his leisure. If one
of our leading makers produced such a machine bli-

the 1913 Show, without sacrificing any of his present
model's merits, what a colossal vogue" it would have.
Wider mudguards, the trade's present solution, are
only tiding over the difficulty. One of the machines
which had about the best mudguards in the Show
would take three hours to clean after a ride from
London to Coventry on a typical November day. I
notice that the debutant firms, like the Sunbeam and
Lea Francis people, show a keen perception of this
crying need, though they do not go much farther than
the others towards a solution. Mere black enamel and
chain cases cannot solve it. We want square engines,
spherical gear boxes, cylindrical carburetters, and a
scathing elision of all " twiddlv bits.'.' Otherwise we
shall not rope in the fastidious doctor, the retired
major; et hoc genus dmnej nor yet any damsels of
Victorian tendencies.

A\ hen discussion simmered down to the choice of
a machine for next year's riding, I found the selection
seemed to depend principally on a man's political
opinions. Wet all had jolly 'good" seasons on our 1912
mounts', and the 1915 editions of the same makers
were obviously about ro% better. So such of us as
were Conservatives and disliked change gave a repeat
order, while those of us who are Radicals and prefer
novelty transferred our patronage to the chief rivals
of the firm whose mount we bestrode last summer;"
while the Socialists, well, I suppose that, pending
the free provision of State motor cycles, thev pressed
for the largest obtainable discounts'

The oil sump and filler cap pomp on the
Wilkinson-Wooler horizontal two-stroke machine. Kerry-Abingdon combined belt case and rear

number plate, also showing spring catch to
secure stand.

Mew spring fork with double spiral springs
fitted to Ivy-Precision models.
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Our Artist's Impressions of the Show.
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Views ol the new Morris-Oxford light car, fitted with the four-cylinder 60 x 90 mm. White & Poppe engine, d«se-ibei on page 1450. Ihe frame is by RuOery Owen
and Co., and the hack axle by E. G. Wrigley. The designer, Mr. W. B. M. Morris, is seen at the wheel in one illustration He will be remembered by old readers

as thedesigner of the Morris motor bicycle of 1904.

The Number of Motor Cycles af Olympia.
It • is interesting to note how motor cycles were

represented at the recent Olympia Show. We give
below a few figures compiled by Harry Hewitt Griffin.

F.S.S., M.J.I.

Solo Motoi. Bicycles.
Transmission :

All belt

All chain

Compound
Gears

Sidecars . .

.

Solo mourns

Totals.

4ii.

162
5i

13

493

637

There were no sidecars and bicycles permanent!
forming part of each other.

Runabouts.

Of light complete motor cars (now called cycle

cars) used for passenger—solo, double, or multi

—

service, there were

:

Three-wheeled ... ... ... ... 8

Four-wheeled ... ... ... ••• 54

Of the latter, 9 were of the tandem-seated type.

Including cars for goods delivery and chassis there

were no.

THE NOISE OF MOTOR CYCLES.
Edict of the Local Government Board.

On March 31st, 191 3, the new Local Government
Board order concerning the use of cut-outs on motor
cycles comes into force. It will be gathered that cut-

outs fitted to the exhaust pipe will soon become
illegal; the exhaust gases must first pass through an
expansion chamber.

It is pleasing to be able to state that the open
exhaust fiends will soon disappear from our roads.

For historical purposes we give below the reading
of the Local Government Board Order:

•'

(7) He shall nut use any cut-out, fitting, or other
apparatus or device, which will allow the exhaust
gases from the engine of the motor car to escape into

the atmosphere without first passing through a silencer,

expansion chamber, or other contrivance, suitable and
sufficient for reducing as far as may reasonably be
practicable the noise which would otherwise be caused
hv the escape of the said gases." Front portion of the new Perry runabout, showing twin engine and gear box imn.

Et
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SHOW MACHINES.
Clyde.

The 8 h.p. Clyde sidecar machine was
a late arrival on the stand of Messrs.

.Montgomery and Co. Its motive power
is an 8 h.p. J. A. P. engine, 85 X 85 mm.,
1'64 cub. I'm., driving by chains through
a G. and H. counter-
shaft t\Vo-si>eed gear.

It will be noticed
that a loop frame
is employed, a fea-

ture which has been
standard on Clyde
machines during the
last ten years. The
frame also gives a
very low-riding posi-

tion. The lubrica-
tion is by crank
case suction through
^ui adjustable drip
feed, while as a

stand-by an ordinary
oil pump is also

supplied. The back
wheel is fitted with
Hoffmann cage t; pe
ball bearings, which
vender the wheel quickly detachable. The
silencei- is well designed, consisting of an
expansion chamber of ample dimensions,
which possesses a long exit pipe. The
machine is well thought out, and shows
the result of the long experience gained
by its manufacturer, Sir. G. H. Wait, of

Leicester.

The Media Gear.
An infinitely variable gear (within

limits) of, very ingenious and quite
practical design is employed in the
.Media cycle car chassis, shown by Mead
and Deakin. The principle upon which
it works is. one of the oldest in the
history of mechanics, viz., friction, but
the application discloses several quite
novel and interesting points, which are
set out in the following description and
the subjoined sketch. The latter does
not portray all the details of the gear
attachment—for instance, the near side
frame tube is left out for the sake of
clearness—but illustrates the essentials

of the device.

second but much larger fern-pot-shaped

body, in this case the shell being of

aluminhim, is similarly lined, and is

carried by the front end of the pro-

peller-shaft. The journal bearing sup-

porting the latter is very long, and is

An ingenious cone friction transmission.

The engine-shaft is continued rear-

wards (the crankshaft being longitudinal)
to support a conical body of very much
the same shape as an ordinary flower
pot. This body, which is the driving
member of the mechanism, is shod with
a special kind of fibrous material. A

8 h.p. twin-cylinder Clyde-Jap filed with G. & H. two-speed gear, and
chain drive.

swung upon two trunnions, which in

turn are supported in a metal housing
forming a tunnel over the shaft. This
housing is pivoted upon a couple of

cranks, and is extended rearwards to

provide an anchorage for a couple of

stout tension springs. The effect of

these is, as will be at once seen from
the sketch, to press the inner surface
of the large cone upon the outer surface
of the small one. The cranks support-
ing the journal are attached t,o a pivoted
rod, which carries what may be described
as the change speed lever.

The gear, as illustrated, is giving a
low gear ratio of slightly more than two
to one. If the gear lever be pushed to the
left, the bottom pivots of the cranks, and
the housing to which they are attached,
will move to the right, and the large cone
will move also in this direction, so that
the small cone will be frictionally driving
an outer cone of smaller diameter than
before. As a consequence the gear
is raised. By pushing the gear lever to
the extreme left, the small cone beds
down into the base of the^large one and
forms practically a cone clutch, thus
giving a direct drive and entirely cutting
the frictional transmission out of action.

It will be understood that the slope of the
cones and the length of the cranks are so
arranged that the larger cone moves in

a direction parallel to the upper surface
of the small cone. This means, in effect,

that the contact between the two cones
is always represented by a line of con-
siderable length, so that the tendency for

the cones to slip is reduced to a minimum.
This is, of course, one of the great ad-
vantages of the gear.

Free Engine.
Referring again to the sketch ; if the

gear lever be moved to the right, the
large cone is taken out of engagement
with the smaller one, being both lifted

from it and slid away from it ; and this
action provides a clutch effect giving a
perfectly free engine position.

The behaviour of the Media gear on
the road will undoubtedly be watched

with great interest, as it certainly appears

to have several very desirable features

—

not the least of which is simplicity. It

need, perhaps, hardly be pointed out that

the propeller-shaft is furnished with a

universal joint at its differential end in*

order to take up the change in angularity

of the shaft, though this, owing to the

length of the latter, is comparatively

small. It will be observed, incidentally,

that with this form of friction gear, no
reverse is possible except by extraneous

mechanism.

A Spring Handle=bar.
We referred briefly to the Sphinx

spring handle-bar in our last issue, and

now illustrate this useful device. The .

chief disadvantage with some makes
of spring handle-bars is that they -are

not sufficiently rigid laterally. The
Sphinx handle-bar, instead of having the

springing arrangement in the centre near

to the stem, is provided with
'
joints on

each side, the two sprung portions of the

bar being joined by a cross tube. The
springs are adjustable, and the lateral

Sphinx spring handle-bar.

bearings are easily tightened. The total

range of action is about six inches, and
there is ho difficulty in mounting, owing
to the bars being depressed, as they
depress to a stop and are thus rigid.

Provided there is the same lateral rigidity

as with an ordinary bar there is no ques-

tion of doubt that the spring handle-bar

is very effective in "absorbing vibration.

The standard size of stem is Jin. It is

made by the Sphinx Manufacturing Co.

Popularity of Dunlops.
A census of the tyres and belts at

Olympia showed that there were 45% of

Dunlop belts and a large number of tyres.

-u.^.*^

New Bosch helical spring and stop con-
trolling the advance and retard of the

contact breaker.
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Ace.
The 8 h.p. Ace, made by the Salmon

1 Co., Ltd., Burton-on-Trent. was

used for trial runs outside the Show last

week. It is a vehicle which comes easily

under the cubical capacity and weight limit

of a cycle car. The frame is of pressed

steel, suspended on quarter-elliptical

springs at the rear and s,emi-elliptical in

the front. The

CYCLE CARS.
purchased which has three speeds and
worm drive. In the lower priced model
the rear wheel brakes are of the internal

expanding type, while the foot brake,

which is of the shoe pattern, is applied to

a drum on the cross shaft. The steer-

ing is of the geared type, and the control

of the engine is by accelerator pedal.

It appeared to be excellent value for £100.

engine, which

develops 8 h.p.,

has the cylin-

ders, which are

56 x 76 mm.,
cast en bloc,

while the valves

are enclosed.

The circula-

tion is arranged

on the thermo-
syphon system.

The carburetter

is a Binks.

The camshaft

is driven by
.skew gearing,

which also
drives the mag-
neto. The latter

is mounted
transversely in

the chassis, as is

the oil pump,
which delivers

the oil under
Four-cylinder Ace power plant.

pressure to jets which squirt it on to the
big ends on their downward path, thus
preventing any excess of oil being carried

upwards, .The oil is also delivered into

wells over the main bearings.

The clutch, is of simple design and con-

sists of two discs, one of steel attached

to the main shaft and the other faced

with Ferodo attached to the propeller-

shaft, the two being kept in engagement
by means of adjustable spiral springs.

The gear box, which gives two speeds

and reverse, contains a bevel-driven cross

shaft, whence the drive is conveyed to the
rear axle by means of a chain.

.
A

slightly more expensive model may be

Eagle.
We have several times mentioned in

these pages that the vehicle known as

the cycle car is by no means a new intro-

duction ; in fact, it is as old as the motor
movement itself. As a proof of our con-

tention there arrived on Monday of last

week, at Olympia, two Eagle runabouts
which came by road from Manchester. One
of these was an original 6 h.p. Eagle made
ten years ago and bought for a mere song
by the present company, tuned up, and
fitted with a new body. This was fitted

with a De Dion engine and the old

expanding clutch gear and silent chain
drive which was exhibited at the earlier

J.l6l

exhibitions at the Crystal Palace. The
new type of 6 h.p. will be fitted with a
water-cooled engine and the Ralph Jack-
son epicyclic gear, giving three speeds
forward, or two speeds forward and
reverse, according to' the customer's re-

quirements. The Eagle is, of course, a

three-wheeler.

Tinycar.
The Tinycar, made by Messrs. Nansnn,

Barker and Co., Asholt, Yorkshire, and
which was only briefly referred to in our

last issue, has a suitably stayed tubulai

frame, in which the engine is set longi-

tudinally in front. The drive is by

propeller-shaft to the three-speed gear

box containing a cross shaft driven by

bevel gearing, through which the drive

is finally transmitted to the rear axle by

single chain. A differentially geared axle

is "fitted. The clutch is of the leather-

to-metal type and has a heavy rim giving

an additional flywheel effect. The engine-

is the well-known 8 h.p. J. A. P., the

carburetter is the Brown and Barlow, and
the ignition is by Bosch high-tension

magneto. The top gear ratio is 4 to 1.

The differential previously referred to

is provided with spur pinions, and the

axle is supported on ball bearings. The
lines on which this vehicle is constructed

are quite sound. The following dimen-

sions are interesting : Wheelbase 8ft.

6in., wheel track 3ft. 8in., over-all length

lift., and over-all width 4ft. 4in. The
chassis is suspended on semi-elliptical

springs front and rear.

Broadside view of the Ace tour-cylinder, two-speed, chain-driven cycle cat

Dash ot the Day-Leeds cycle car showing peda
controls and lubricators.

New Hudson.
The New Hudson cycle car was pos-

sibly more like a motor cycle than any
other passenger vehicle in the Show.
Mr. A. E. Wilson, the managing
director of the firm, told us that he
had no intention of enlarging the vehicle
until it reached the dimensions and
adjuncts of a small motor car. He said
they intended to keep it as originally

designed and exhibited, i.e., a light-

weight passenger vehicle weighing little

more than a heavyweight motor
bicycle and sidecar, and with the same
methods of transmission, etc. 'lelivery

will not be possible for somR mont's,
but we . are promised a trial of it as
soon as the makers are prepared to

deliver.
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77M£ 70 LIGHT LAMPS.
Dec. 5th 4.50 p.m.
„ 7th 4.50 p.m.

„ 9th ... , ... 4.49 p.m.
„ 11th 4.49 p.m.

Officially Observed Sidecar Trial.

The official information regarding the

I

sidecar ride referred to elsewhere in

this issue is that the ride was abandoned
at 1,086 miles through the driver falling

' asleep.

Benzole as a Substitute for Petrol.

The Petrol Committee of the R.A.C.
are desirous of obtaining information
regarding the use of benzole on all types
of motor vehicles. Letters sent to the
editor, and marked "Benzole," will be
forwarded to the right quarter.

Next Year's T.T. Races.

F. A. Applebee, jun., will, of course,
defend his title to the Senior Tourist
Trophy next year, and among other
intending competitors may be mentioned
0. C. Godfrey and Harry Reed. W. H.
Bashall will also defend his title to the
Junior Trophy, thus making, with his
brothers, a total so far of six entries.

French Events.

The meeting of the newly formed
F.I.C.M. in Paris on December 14th
precedes the date on which the Auto
Cycle Club de France will hold its hill-

climb at Gometz-.sur-Ie-Chatel. Those
who attend the conference will therefore
be able to witness the hill-climb and also
the Motor Shows in the Grand and
Petit Salons.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

Cycle Car Membership.—Motorcyclist
members contemplating the adoption of
cycle cars for the next season in place of
motor cycles will be interested in know-
ing that such a change will not effect
their rates of subscription, i.e., 10s. 6d.
per annum. To retain the benefit of this
low subscription, however, it is necessary
that the total cylinder capacity of the
cysle car engine does not exceed 1,100
cubic centimetres, and the weight of the
chassis must not exceed 6 cwt.

SrEcrAi. Warming.—By request of the
Chief Constable of the Exeter City Police,
the Association warns members and
motorists generally that unless thev drive
more carefully along the Alphington
Road (Exeter-Da wlisli and Chudleigh),
between the tram terminus and railway-
bridge (about one mile from Exeter), also
on the Exeter-Crediton -Tiverton Road,
between the Bul'.er Statue (Queen Street.-
Exeter) and Cowley Bridge (fork of
Crediton and Tiverton Roads), he will
be compelled, to institute controls on these
roads.

The Wily Salesman!
An amusing story is told of a cycle

car provided witli the usual dummy
radiator, through the meshes of which
an air-cooled engine could be dimly
seen. Save for frame and engine, the
vehicle was unfinished, and so evidently
came into line with the " new- simple
and cheap motoring." An expert sales-

man was seen lifting up the back por-
tion to show a customer how little it

weighed'!

A.C.U. Silencer Tests.

The following firms have already
entered for the tests : J. C. Lyell and
Co., three silencers; A.B.C. Manufac-
turing Co., one silencer; J. Warley
and Co., one silencer ; and the Rover
Co., Ltd., one complete motor bicycle
with their own silencer.

The entry fees for the above tests
are £2 2s. for the first silencer and
£1 Is. for every additional silencer
submitted by the same entrant. Entries
close on December 31st, and should be
sent to the Secretary of the Auto Cycle
Union, 89, Pall Mail, S.W.
Non-stop Runs on the Road.
A month ago we were invited to

observe an attempt to accomplish a
twenty-four hour run on a sidecar
without stopping the road wheels. We
declined on the grounds that such an
attempt would involve inconvenience to
other road users, especially drivers of
restive horses. We now understand that
a similar application to the A.C.U. has
elicited a reply in the negative, express-
ing the same views.

SPECIAL FEATURES:
STATISTICS AND FEATURES OF SHOW

MACHINES.
A NEAT TWO-SPEED GEAR

A NOVEMBER TRIP ON A CYCLE CAR.

Dial of the Robinson indicator and mile
recorder. A red hand (shown black) registers
thousandths, a black hand (shaded) hundredths,
while a pointer (double line) registers the trip.
The speed is recorded by the long hand on the
'ett. It is handled by H. Taylor & Co.

"The Motor Cycle" Show Report.

We have to thank readers for congratu-l
lations received respecting our report ol

the Olympia Show. The fact that the
descriptions of machines were arranged
in alphabetical order and under three'
separate headings was generally appre-
ciated, as reference was rendered
extremely easy.

Steel Cylinders for Record Work.
Is it true that Bailey attempted shorfi,

distance records last week on a Douglas
fitted with steel cylinders? We are toll
by an eye witness that he was electrically
timed by Major Lloyd. The engine had :

overhead valves, and was carefully kept
from prying eyes.

Stolen Machines.

A 2h.p. F.N., registration " LE 1116,3
was stolen from H. Douglas Leng. 164,
Broadfield Road, Catford, S.E., on the,
28th alt.

A model G Dung-las was stolen from tin
Berks County Council Offices, The FoJ
bury, Reading, on Saturday last, that
30th nit. Registration BL 2,744, engine'
No. 6,619, frame No. 6,370. Particulars-
should be sent to E. O. Gerrard, Lark"!
field, Albert Road, Caversham.

Cut-outs on the Hammersmith Road.
It is astonishing that more discretion

-as not displayed by riders of motor
cycles who used their machines to ride to
and from Olympia. Some of them were;
attendants on the stands. Racing taxieabs
on the Hammersmith Road between 10

i

and 11 p.m.. with cut-outs wide open,
may be fine sport, but it somewhat
counteracts the good effects of a smart
show. Some of the remarks passed bv
visitors leaving Olympia show that such!
conduct was not calculated to assist the
movement.

Reliability Trials.

A cycle car reliability trial in Scotland
is suggested by Mr. Massac Buist in The
Motor World. Certainly a good idea, but
was not a special passenger class set
aside in connection with the Scottish
Trials arranged by the Edinburgh M.C.C.
last July, and is" almost bound to be re-
peated in 1913'/ Furthermore, the A.C.U.
Six Days' Trials last August drew entries
for cycle cars, and a special class for these
vehicles will certainly be included next
year. Scottish roads may be traversed
if the suggestion to combine the two
events and extend the trial to ten davsl
be adopted

.
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British Motor Cycles at the French Show.

I'ho Williamson must be added to the
list of British machines to be exhibited

at the Paris Salon this month.

Three-speed Counter-shaft Gears.
" Ixion " predicts that the change-

speed gear of the future will have three

speeds and be located in the bottom
bracket.

Petroi Consumption Tests in New Zealand.

In a recent petrol consumption test in

New Zealand, the winner, J. Davies, is

credited with covering the whole course

of fifty-two miles on a 3j- h.p. B.S.A.
roadster with a consumption of 384

ounces of petrol, which works out at an
average of 216 miles to the gallon.

First Cycle Car Trill.

A cycle car trial is being organised by
the Sutton Coldfield and Mid" Warwick-
shire A.C. for Saturday, the 21st inst.

It is open to members only. The course
will be to Banbury and back, including
Smirisiug on the way out and Edge
Hill on the journey home. Schedule
speed, 18 m.p.h.

Nice-La Turbie Hill Climb.

Several entries have already been re-

ceived for the Nice-La Turbie hill-

climb, which will be held on the 15th
inst. Among the machines which will be
ridden are the Peugeot 5 and 6 h.p.

twins. Moto-Reves, Magnnt-Debon,
Terrot, and two machines fitted with
Moser engines, as illustrated in our
issue of the 21st ult. Entries close on
Sunday. December 8th. at midnight, and
should be sent to the Nice Motor Club,

Nice, France.

Grometz Hill-climb.

We have received an official communi-
cation from the Auto Club de France, 49,

Rue Lepeltier. Paris, that the Gometz
hill-climb will take place on Sunday, the

15th inst., the day after the International

Conference of the F.I.CM. at the Auto-
mobile Club de France. Machines will

be divided into the usual classes, namely,
up to 250 c.c, up to 550 c.c, and up to

500 c.c; three-wheeled motor cycles [i.r.,

tricars and sidecars) tip to 550 c.c. 500
c.c, 750 c.c, and 1,000 c.c. All vehicles

of this class, must be fitted with a free

engine clutch of some kind.

The voiturette or cycle car class will be
open to vehicles with single, twin, and
tour-cylinder engines as follow : Singles,

maximum bore 90 mm. ; two cylinders, 85
mm. ; four cylinders. 65 mm. ; and belt-

driven machines where the engine does
not exceed the dimensions of the three first

classes. The competition is confined to
touring vehicles. To all competitors who
are A.C.U. members taking part in this

event the -A.C.U. extends its valuable
touring facilities.

Those who intend to compete should
communicate at -once with the secretary,
S3, Pall Mall, S.W.
We have received a letter from the

committee of the A.C.F., in which they
ask us to transmit any entries received

.

dhvrt to them. Entries may there-
fore be addressed, The Editor, 20,
Tudor Street, E.C.
The medals won by the English

competitors in last year's event will be
presented to them on this occasion.

Open

7.—M.C.C. Annual Dinner and
Prize Distribution.

-Herts. County A.C.
Quarterly Trial.

-Sutton Coldfield ami
Warwickshire A.C
Cyclccar Trial.

8.—M.C.C. Annual Winter Run.
LA.C.U. Open Silencer Trial.

-North Middlesex M.C.C. Open
Trial.

Show Attendance.

On Wednesday of last week 6,000 more
visitors passed through the turnstiles of

Olympia than in any previous year of the
Motor Cvcle Show, the total number
being 27.334.

Returning to the Antipodes.

S. L. Bailey is leaving for Sydney.
Australia, on the 16th inst. Not long-

ago he wagered thajt he would have most
of Class B records to his credit before
leasing these shores, and by the aid of
•his little Douglas he has .accomplished
his ambition. Bailey will be greatly
missed at Brooklands meetings.

Death of Mr. 3. W. Davis.

We verv much regret to report
the death of Mr. J. W. Davis, late-

managing director of the Enfield Cycle
Co.. which occured on Tuesday last.

week. The funeral took place on the
29th ult. at Redditch cemetery. Mr.
Davis was only 39, and his long and severe
illness and death are among the saddest-
things that have occurred in the history
of the motor cycle industry. We offer
our sincere condolences to his widow and
family in their sad bereavement. Mr.
Davis was well known throughout the
trade and was respected by all : his
loss will be severely felt.

Paris Show.

There will be an overflow exhibition
near the Grand Salon, Paris, which will

be known as the Petit Salon. This
will open on the 14th inst. The big
show opens next Saturday. A descrip-

tion will be published in our next issue.

Lighting Byelaws.

With reference to the lighting byelaws
of the Glamorganshire County Council,
lecently referred to in an article in this

journal, we wrote to the clerk to the
Glamorganshire County Council pointing
out the reasons why we considered there
was nothing in the byelaw which re-

quired two red rear lamps to be carried

on a motor cycle with sidecar attached
and have now received a reply stating

that the matter has had further con-
sideration, and the note endorsed on the
byelaw now reads as folkrws : "And
also a lamp or lamps showing a. red light

to the rear." This confirms our view
that only one rear red light is necessary
in this county.

W. H. Bashall's Stud.

We had an interesting chat with W. H.
Bashall at the Show last week. He has
mapped out a competition programme foi

next year which should keep him busy.
He will defend his title as holder of the
Junior T.T. on a Douglas, and will also

ride in. the Senior race, probably on a

Triumph. Before that date he will com-
pete in the M.C.C. London -to Exeter
Run at Christmas, and also in the
Paris-Nice-Monte Carlo, event next
February, details of which were pub-
lished last "week. For private touring
work, Harry Bashall has ordered a 1913
Phelon and Moore, believing that it is

unwise to use special competition mounts
on the road more than can be helped.
His brothers, Aubrey and J. T. Bashall,
will also compete in the Tourist Trophy
Races.

A WINTRY SCENE IN THE PEAK DISTRICT.

An Enfield rider finds the snowy going somewhat difficult in Buxton.
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Business at the Show was excellent.

Several firms will have the greatest diffi-

culty to deliver all orders received during
Show week before the 1913 Show comes
round.
Are we to have a cycle car race in the

Isle of Man next year? The suggestion
was put forward in these columns some
weeks ago, and we notice lias been
revived by a contemporary.

The general opinion of the cycle cars at

Olympia was that half of them had not
had a severe enough testing on the road.

Some of the features came in for much
criticism. It is common knowledge that
a number exhibited last week had not
had a proper testing on the load.

Quite a smart idea was that of the
Rudge Co., who had a shorthand writer
jotting down the. criticisms of Show
visitors regarding their cycle car. These
opinions should prove of great service and
guidance to the designeis.

It will be illegal to use one or two of
the cycle cars which were shown at

Olympia on the road, as they possess no.
reverse and are over the weight allowed
without one.

There is no hiding the fact that
many who a week or two ago had in-

tended ordering sidecars at the Show
were unsettled in their minds by the
number of cycle cars. We encountered
many such, who, however, were afraid
to take the plunge and speculate in a
cycle car, so they are waiting.

Old hands at the game freely expressed
the opinion that some of the hurried
examples of cycle cars will give their
owners trouble before the touring season
commences.

Mr. F. W. Barnes told us that there
were two or three glaring copies of his
patented Gradua gear, and he was com-
mencing proceedings.

Despite the waverers who withheld
their orders, sidecar makers experienced
a large demand, and many are booked
up for months ahead. Our statement
last week that there will be a great
many more sidecars on the road in 1913
will be. fully borne out. It is far
from being replaced by the cycle car. as
some would have us believe. The low
first cost and economical running ex-
penses are bound to appeal to many for
Rome time to come.

SHOW GOSSIP.
There were important meetings at

Olympia practically every day.

Mr. W. E. Brough was in the best of
spirits on Saturday, having taken over
five hundred orders,, though half that
number represented his most sanguine
expectations when the Show opened.

The Singer, as we predicted when
first dealing with the cycle car in these
columns, was a centre of attraction. Mr.
Bullock, the works manager, told us that
so many orders were taken that a special
meeting was held to consider whether
all could be executed in view of the
work already in hand.

Norman Longfield, the one-time amateur
rider of a Scott, has joined the Scott
Engineering Co., and attended at the
firm's stand at Olympia.

The Perry and Swift cycle cars were
giving trial runs for the first time on the
road, and were much admired.

In two cases -at least the prices of
cycle cars were advanced on the opening-
day of the Show.

The number of true cycle cars in the
Show could be counted on the fingers.

The others are better termed miniature
cars, though everyone will agree they
are no worse for that—probably better
at the present stage.

Another twelve months will do> the
runabout movement a great deal of
good.

Clyno, Enfield, and| A.J.S. sidecars
will be difficult to obtain at once. All
three firms have large contracts in hand.

The demonstration four-wheelers cer-

tainly scored last week! When it com-
menced to rain, up went the hood, and
both passenger and driver were ' pro-
tected from the elements. This is a
point that weighs considerably in the
sidecar versus cycle car controversy,
though, of course, one has to pay
dearly for such an advantage.

The B.S.A. Co. will pursue an active
competition programme in 1913, we
understand, entering a team of riders in
the more important events. F. W. Apple-
bee is booked to ride a B.S.A. next year,
including the Tourist Trophy Race. This
event is the one the veteran rider is most
looking forward

The Motor Cycle circulation last week,
certified by our chartered accountant
was 83,081.

We notice that one firm has adopted
the title "The Rolls Royce of Cycle! i

for its new production. Strangelj
enough, this is just the type of mac
some correspondents have declared thi

do not want. They may change
opinions before long.

The "amateur'' question lias been
settled by a decision to classify competi-
tion riders as "novices" and "experts."
Some years ago we suggested in a leader-

ette classifying riders as "maidens,"
"juniors," and "seniors," as in rowing.
Mr. Loughborough, the A.C.U. secretary,

must be given the credit for carrying the
scheme through.

Trial runs were greatly appreciated,
The engines of some of the cars were
hardly stopped,' fur. as one stepped out,

there was usually another ready to occupy
the vacant seat.

The Motosacoche Co., who exhibited

last week a new twin 750 c.c. engine/

will shortly be marketing a Motosacoche
sidecar machine with chain drive and
two speeds to which the above engine
will be fitted.

Presumably, as a reply to an article

published iu The Daily Mail of last

Wednesday, which conveyed the im-

pression that both three-wheeled and3
four-wheeled cycle cars were an absolute

novelty, Auto-Carriers displayed a big

sign on their stand on Thursday which
read, " Alone in 1907, foremost ever

since."

Once again so-called " stand to stand

show reports " included machines not i9
the Show at all. The Motor Cycle reporfe

was, as usual, written in the Show, and
supplies of the number were on sale Si
Olympia on Tuesday evening.

The A.C.U. did excellent business at'

its stand at Olympia. The three R.A.GB
guides were never idle, and in the vefl
enrolled over 250 new members and sold

many of the handsome new badges,

which can now lie obtained for 3s. SeerrS
tary Loughborough moved his office from
Pall Mall to Olympia for the whole week,,

and put in a. very busy time with general

work and numerous committees and coim
ferences. The Prince's Rooms were much
used and greatly appreciated.

Each day of last week at the Hammersmith road entrance to Olympia a busy and animated scene was presented. Here fie cycle cars were awaiting visitors

who desired trial trips. The runs were made around the adjacent roads and streets.
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Bury and District M.C.C.

A meeting will'be held at the Royal Hotel, Silver Street,

Bury, this evening (Thursday) with the object of forming
a club with the. above title.

Manchester Amateur M.C.C.

The club dinner and distribution of prizes will be held

at Ingham's Hotel, Chorlton Street, on December 12th at

7 p.m. followed by a smoker.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

The next three items on the winter programme are

:

Saturday, December 7th, club supper at headquarters, 8.15

p.m. ; Friday, December 13th, there will be a discussion at

headquarters on "Which will survive, the cyclecar or the,

sidecar?" at 8.30 p.m.; Friday, December 20th, there will

he a lecture, at headquarters at 8.15 p.m.

.The Cycle Car Club.

The general meeting of tire above club was held in the

Pillar Hall, Olympia, on Friday evening last, and was
attended by about forty-five persons. Mr. Glyn Rowden
presided and explained to those present the aims and objects

of the club. The business of the meeting consisted of adopt-

ing the rules, deciding to aihliate to the Auto-Cycle Union,
and to get out a suitable badge. The first meet of the

club will take place at The Hut, Wisley, at 1 p.m. on Satur-

day next, the 7th inst. Thirty-nine founder members were
enrolled at Olympia.

Mersey (Liverpool) M.C.

This club had a most successful gathering on the 22nd ult.

at headquarters, St. George's Restaurant, Kedcross Street,

Liverpool, about seventy members being present. At the
conclusion of the dinner the report of the year's working
was read by {he lion, secretary, Mr. S. W. Carty, who
stated that the membership of the club is now 130. Member-
ship includes affiliation to the A.C.U. and association to the

R.A.C., and to show that this was no empty honour, the
Hon. Secretary mentioned that five members had received free

legal assistance during the season, with the result that in three

cases the charges were dismissed, and in the»other two only
nominal fines were imposed. Fifteen competitions took
place, of which four were open trials, a. record for any club.

OHicers for 1913 were elected as follows : President, Mr. F.
Pees; captain, Mr. V. Horsman hon. treasurer, Mr. F.
Smith; hon. secretary, Mr. S. W. Carty. A proposal was
brought forward to change the name of the club, and after

considerable discussion it was agreed to alter it to Mersey
(Liverpool) Motor Club. The evening was concluded by the

nrize distribution and a smoking concert.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The. annua! dinner and prize distribution will take place

at the King's Head Hotel this evening (the 5th just.),

at 7."0.

Tyldesley and District M.C.C.

It is proposed to form a motor cycling club in the district.

Riders wishing to join are requested to be present at a

hot-pot and smoker to be held at the Star and Garter
Hotel. Tyldesley. on December 11th, at 7 p.m.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The annual Christmas reliability run, Birmingham to

York and back, will be held on Saturday, December 2oth,

starting about 6 a.m. and finishing about 9 p.m. the same
day. Full particulars are obtainable from the trials hon.
secretary, Mr. S. C. Ferryman, 67, Wood End Lane, Erding-
ton, Birmingham.

York County M.C.C.

Speed trials were held on the 23rd ult. on a secluded road
near Harrogate. The event was run on handicap, and results

are as follows : 1, H. Waterman (6 h.p. Bat), gold medal ;

2, J. C. Bennett Mitchell (Douglas), silver medal. Fastest
time, J. A. Prendergast (3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision), silver, medal.
The annual dinner will be held at headquarters on the

loth inst

Cambs. M.C.C. v. C.U.M.C.C.

(in Thursday, November 21st, a reliability trial was held

between the Cambridge University M.C.C. and the Cam-
bridge M.C.Ci The teams consisted of seven a side—five

solo and two ""passenger machines. The result was a win for

the Cambridge M.C.C. by the narrow margin of one mark.
The route was as follows: Cambridge, Barton, Haslingfield,

Barrington Hill,- Orwell, Wimpole (check), along the Old
North Road to Gamlingay' via Croydon Hill (secret check),

Potton, Biggleswade, Baldock (check), Ashwell Station Road
(check), Royston, along the road to Newmarket (secret check
two miles from Royston), turning througli Whittlesford and
Shelford, and home to Cambridge. The distance was fifty-

nine and a half miles. Marks were deducted as follow :

One mark for each half-minute early or late at check, ten
marks each tyre stop, twenty marks each mechanical stop.

The use of speedometers was prohibited, but watches were
allowed. Specially good performances -were made by the
three Morgan runabouts (driven by C. W. Wilson, M. B.
Stewart, and F. T. Cox), B. L. Peters (Rover). M. E.
Wright (Scott), I. If. McClure (7 Indian), "and P. V. Smith
(Rover).

R. Holt (Singer) lost twenty mark? through a skid, and
H. V. Simpson (3i- Premier) failed on Croydon Hill.

BRITISH SIDECARS IN CANADA.
Toronto sidecarists who (ook part in the first organised sidecar run ever held in Canada. Naturally the procession caused considerable stir in the villages

[through which it passed. All the machines are British made—Triumph motor bicycles and Millford sidecars.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the "Editor, The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Tyre Wear.
Sir,— " An Old Reader" asks for suggestions for

obviating the wear on the bead of his tyre. I had constant
trouble of that kind with one wheel till I discovered that
the rim was faulty (the two grips were unequal) and got it

replaced with a. standard rim. Of course any rim that is
allowed to get rusty will rot the bead. R

Si:

Wear of Big End Bearings.

I should like to invite your readers' opinions upon
the subject of the wear upon big end bearings. I have," of
course, read with great interest your articles on this and
kindled subjects, but an ounce of practical experience is

worth a whole page of theory.
,

In my own case, I had the big end bearing of my motor
cycle taken up last June, and have since done about 3,000
miles. On taking the cylinders down to remove carbon, I
find the big end bearings again show considerable wear.
This, in the face of being continually told that I was over-
oiling, seems excessive.

I trust this will be of sufficient interest to induce other
readers to give their experiences and opinions. N.H.

Evolution o£ Cycle Cars.

Sir,—With regard to your, article on "Evolution of Cycle
.
Oars " and the letter written by H. W. Bartleet in the last

issue, I have by me at the present time a small Decauville
which was bought about twelve years ago I believe it

took part in the London to Brighton event. It was fitted

with a twin-cylinder air-cooled 5 h.p. engine and three-
speed gear, with accommodation for three passengers, total

weight about 5 cwts. This came well within the range of
cycle cars. It is now going through the mill for a three-
wheeled cycle car I am fitting a De Dion engine with a
two-speed gear, chain and belt drive

;
and water-cooling. ; I

have cut away the whole of rear frame, lengthened the main
chassis tubes, built up a back wheel on an old hub from a
De Dion car, taking a 700x85 mm. tyre, two bucket seats
fitted with Brooks springs ; when completed I will send photo-
graphs of both. E A. JOHNS.

A Show Grievance.

Sir,—I have one grievance to ventilate on the subject of

the Show, which applies to the majority of stands I visited.

I was only able to be there for a short three hours on Mon-
day morning, and, only visited about twenty stands (acces-

sories about ten). I was unable to get catalogues from more
than one-third of these ; in fact, I could mention one stand
in particular, showing an accessory which will probably
become the rage as regards lighting, where there was abso-

lutely nothing done at eleven o'clock. At half-past twelve
their articles were laid out, but there was nobody to tell one
anything, nor was a printed leaflet of any description avail-

able. I do think, seeing that there must have been many
people like myself—up for the week-end and only able to

spend a couple of hours at the Show—that firms should have
everything that might possibly be wanted ready to the tick

of 10 a.m. E.C.
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A Family Coach.
Sir,—Enclosed is a photograph of my 7 h.p. Bat and

Phoenix sidecar. The machine has now run its fourth season,
and 1 have travelled on it thousands of miles with my wife
and child.

The sidecar, which is fitted with a Chater-Lea spring wheel,
is the acme of comfort. Of the two I prefer the sidecar,

but my wife likes the saddle best, and she thinks it delight-
ful to sit over a big engine and to be able to make it do
almost what she likes, while the spring-frame Bat causes nc
discomfort even to a lady rider.

I have the sidecar on the right-hand side because I can get
at the clutch, carburetter, and belt, and I have also fitted a

starting arrangement, which consists of an extended back
axle nut on which slips a bicycle chain wheel and crank. At
the other end is a free-wheel sprocket screwed on the end of

the Millennium Pit-all gear. The two are connected by a

bicycle chain of suitable length, and starting is quite an easy
matter. The Fit-all gear* has been in use three seasons.
The additional cross arm which is fixed to the handle-bars

by means of clips extends to the front of the sidecar seat,

and the control levers can be fixed on it when I want to

drive solus from the sidecar seat, as I often. do.

The Whittle belt of lin. section is the same as supplied
when the machine was new, and it is protected by a patent
leather shield (home-made) which runs round over the back
tyre and along the underside from the bottom of the mnd-

A 7 ii.p. Bat and sidecar, illustrating the letter signjj T. Enderby.

guard to the crank case. The cover on the front wheel is

the original one. The back wheel, however, has demolished a

host of tyres, but the substitution of a 2£ih. flat base rim

(voiturette) and a 650 x 65 mm. Shamrock Excelsior comM-
nation cover, seems to have ended my troubles there, for

afte.r 1,400 miles running with full load all the time there is

hardly any perceptible wear upon it.

Wishing good luck to The Motor Cycle, and thanking you
for the energetic part you took in regard to the recent

attempt to impose additional taxation upon us.

. T. ENDERBY.
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The Transmission Question.

Sir,—I have read with interest the letters appearing in

your paper re wear of small twin engines and transmission.

In April last, as I could not obtain another well-known 1%
twin at the moment, I was induced by the agent to take

a 2|- two-speed Royal Enfield. I was suspicious of the

chain drive at the time, having only owned a belt-driven

machine previously, but since the month mentioned I have

i|

done between four and Jive thousand miles, and still have

the original chains in use, and they do not yet show signs

of wear The engine has not required any new parts and
no attention beyond valve grinding three times.

I have had four nails in the back tyre, which are my
uuly stops. The original Dunlop covers are still in use,

although the back one will soon require renewal.

I ride for business purposes all over the South of England
Including Devonshire), and have never found any hill too

stiff for my machine' to tackle.

CHAIN DRIVE CONVERT.

Sir,—In your issue of the 21st ult. I notice that you
make mention of the different forms of drive in the follow-

ing order : Belt alone, chain alone, and then combined belt

and chain. Now I am greatly puzzled to know why makers
do not go in for the belt drive with under-geared pulley,

especially for lightweights. The advantages of this device

pre: (1) Large belt pulley; (2) the pull of the belt is taken
<>ft' the crankshaft bearing and is taken up on a bearing
which can be made the full width of the engine if neces-

sary
; (3) the transmission wheels, which of course are on

the side of the engine remote from the belt, are enclosed

and run in oil, and practically require no special attention.

Now, while the combined drive gives a large belt pulley,

=t ill the introduction of the chain means the introduction

of something else liable to go wrong—either to break,

stretch, or get dirty if not enclosed. It also means, as a
rule, a shorter belt drive, which is not an advantage.

I may say that my own mount is fitted with an under-

geared pulley and is most satisfactory, and I consider the
arrangement worthy of more general adoption, especially as

the usual design of engine would seem to lend itself quite

readily to the device, most engines having already some
kind of geared shaft to actuate valves, etc.

UNDER-GEARED.

The Wear of Small Engines.

Sir,

—

I notice Mr. Claude Middleton in your issue of

November 14th desires the experiences of riders of 1912

Douglas machines.
My Douglas was new at Whitsuntide and has since

covered 3,900 miles (by speedometer) with only two involun-

tary stops. Thee were caused by a broken belt-fastener

and exhaust valve rocker arm ; both happened in the first

200 miles, and the broken parts, were replaced free by the

Colmore depot. In the case of the valve rocker, I did

thirty miles quite comfortably on the front cylinder only.

I have had no punctures, but as the back tyre began
to go at the beads, it was replaced by a new one at the
end of 1,800 miles, the makers allowing me half-price for

the old one. The front tyre still has the centre row of

studs, and the new tyre which I put on the back shows
practically no signs of wear. Nothing on the machine
beyond those points mentioned has required replacement,
and I cannot detect any signs of wear in the engine ; the
compression is better now than when new. The original Lyso
belt, beyond cracking across the grooves on top,, looks almost
as good as new. My total petrol consumption, including

that used for cleaning and lost by evaporation, etc., works
out at 125 miles per gallon. I beg to add the usual
disclaimer. E. P. LUCKING.

Power for Sidecar Work.

Sir,

—

I have been a regular reader of your excellent

paper for many years, and this is the first time I have
ventured to trespass upon your valuable space. My reason
for so doing is to say a few words about my combination
which may be of interest to your readers. A great deal

has been said for and against the 3£ h.p. as a sidecar

machine, and I do not think that the climbing of freak
hills with a dozen passengers has helped in any way to

convince the prospective and incredulous buyer.

I shall be classed as a " potterer," for I never care to

average more than the speed limit, unless in open country

and pressed for time between services, which sometimes
happens. My machine is a 3J,- h.p. T.T. Triumph, N.S.U.
two-speed gear, and a sidecar made by the Gosford
Engineering Co., Coventry. I cannot, of course, relate such
experiences as appear in the two letters of your issue of
the 21st ult., for I do not wish to figure in the police court
on the charge of cruelty to—engines. I have driven a
sidecar (wicker) for some years ; but a few months ago you
illustrated what seemed to me one of the soundest con-
structions of sidecar that I had seen, a patent of the above
company. I wrote the firm, and they advised a coach-
built body with hood and screen. After a thorough test I

am more than satisfied with the combination : the machine
does not appear to mind the weight, which is not excessive
—just over 90 lbs.—owing to the light, yet exceptionally
strong, chassis, which is of channel steel and in one piece.

There are no brazed joints or weak points ; the springs are
full elliptic, like a car ;' indeed, it is a miniature car. In
former years I have gone in fear of an accident on bad
roads, but not now. I have not had to change down yet
for any main road hill, my low gear being used only for
corners and traffic, but the feeling of safety is to me the
great factor, as good people are very scarce ! The steering
is very easy, owing, I think, to its semi-flexibility

—

universal joints—which prevents any jar and yet is suf-
ficiently rigid to prevent sideslip. For lightness, comfort,
ease of steering, and safety it will be hard to beat.

(Rev.) T.W.

'Shape of Combustion Chamber.

Sir,—I fear "Magneto" is not to be congratulated on
the simple explanation of the main point of his recent
article. He sets out to prove that the combustion chamber
presenting the minirou-n surface—the spherical—may be
efficient but is not suited to hill-climbing, but fails because
he cannot., distinguish between heat abstracted from the
charge and heat dissipated from the cylinder walls. The
combustion chamber with the greatest area plainly absorbs
the most heat, which is quite different from dissipating it.

Supposing we take some figures to show the matter
clearly. Two cylinders, say, have a combustion ehamb3r
surface of 200 and 400 sq. cm. respectively. Take the
temperature of the gases on, the firing stroke at 1,500°.

Then the heat absorbed by the two cylinders will be in

the ratio of 300,000 and 600.000 respectively ; that is, the
cylinder with the largest surface will hold twice the heat
and will require twice the radiating surface if the tempera-
ture is to be equal.

If "Magneto" thinks a moment he must realise that
the coolest cylinder is the one that presents the least surface
to the charge and the greatest surface to the air. The
spherical combustion chamber gives the former, and the
latter is a question of radiating surfaces.

GEO. H. CUTBUSH, A.M.I.A.E.

Proposed A.C.U. 1913 'Ten Days' Trials.

Sir,

—

I see that it is suggested that these trials would be
held next year at Kendal, and I would like to put forward
one or two criticisms and suggestions thereon.
Holding a six or ten days' trial from one headquarters

inevitably means that some of the days are employed in

simply making up mileage over flat uninteresting roads that
form no test of the machine, and are dreadfully monotonous
to the rider: such days this year as the ride to Bourne-
mouth and back and the return from Gloucester.

I would suggest that next year the trials should be held
from several headquarters, having, say, two days in Devon-
shire, so. as to include Porlock, Lynmouth, Beggar's Roost,
and the best of the remaining hills ; two days in North
Wales, including Pen-y-bal and other notorious hills with on-

spellable names : two days in Cumberland, like the recent

A.C.U. Quarterly Trial; and the remaining time essaying
some of the Scottish pimples. Hill-climbing is the only thing

that breaks the monotony of those long rides, and such a
trial as I have outlined would not only be saved from
monotony, but would form a real test of the machines, and
none but the very best would gain gold medals.

An additional advantage in spreading the trial over several

districts is that it arouses interest among so many more
people, and it would be less tax upon the local clubs in

arranging and marking out the courses.

I do not agree with a recent writer to your paper that a
thousand miles run over main roads forms a real test of a
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machine. A machine that will not stand that is not worth
looking at, but a macliine that will stand such a strain as

this year's Six Days, or the A.C.U. Quarterly, or the Liver-

pool One Day Trial is a machine to be relied upon, and you
can be sure of getting value for your money.

I am afraid that increasing the trial to ten days will mean
eliminating amateurs from the competition, as very few will

be able to spare so much time, or if -, they could spare the
time will not be able to afford the heavy cost. This might
to a large extent be mitigated and amateurs encouraged by
dividing the trial into two parts of five days each at a

reduced entrance fee, awarding the usual medals to thosa
successful in either of the five days and .special prizes to

those successful in the ten days.

I hope chat the intending entrants, including some of the
trade riders, will write and give their views on the trials

and these suggestions. DENARIUS.

Sir,

Silencers

-The L.G.B. iiav.e now issued their regulation pro-

hibiting cut-outs on motor cycles after March 1st. The
daily papers, in commenting upon it, congratulate the com-
munity on the fact that it will stop the practice of
careering afoout with open exhausts, so dear to the hearts
of certain young idiots. This is true, but it does not seem
to me that it prohibits the standard cut-out as fixed to the
majority of machines, which merely opens extra holes in

the silencer. The noise made by a roadster single is very
slight when throttled down, even with the so-called cut-out

open, and if that is so, and the gases pass through a

silencer, the regulation is complied with. This point is

of considerable interest to the very large number of riders

who will not be able to buy 1913 machines. My 1912 single,

of very famous make, will" not climb a gradient of 1 in 12

with the cut-out closed, but will fly up when it is open.

What is to prevent me taking off the cut-out fitment and
having the extra holes permanently open? I can then say

I have no cut-out, and as the noise is very slight at 15 to

20 m.p.h. the police could not interfere.

H. C. WYLEY.

Sir,—In the commentary of " Red Wheels " on the compul-
sory silence question, may I point -out a few misstatements
that have been made by him?

In the-first instance, the noise made by' the exhaust of the

majority of motor cycles has become an intolerable nuisance
both to the ordinary user of the roads and to people whose-
liouses adjoin them. Whatever "Red Wheels" may say to

the contrary, very few motor cyclists close the cut-out of their

machines when driving] in town or village ; in fact, that is

just the opportunity for the fraternity of the dropped handle-
bars and weird attire to distinguish themselves.

"Red Wheels" next 'asserts that "the motor cyclist must
have efficiency," but may I remind him that efficiency and
noise are not synonymous terms. Experiments have proved
that the increase of horse-power developed by an engine with
an open exhaust over one fitted with a good silencer is

barely if at all perceptible.

The next statement of your contributor, " That the silencer

of 1913 will be neither free nor silent, but just sufficiently

silent to escape trouble with the police," is,. I think, a rather

unfortunate statement to make, as if lie and others of similar

views intend to exercise their ingenuity in discovering the

limit of the forbearance of the local authorities, the foolish-

ness of any such procedure is obvious. For if these motor
cyclists get so perilously close to the edge of what is con-

sidered reasonable in districts where the police view the

matter leniently, theyWill probably find themselves in trouble

if they pass through places where the regulations are

stringently enforced.

If we. accept "Red Wheels's" concluding statement that
"a silent machine constitutes itself a danger to the public,"

why close the cut-out in a town or village where it is most
required and open it in the deserted country places? If a

machine is such a menace to public safety that it is necessary
to herald its approach with a noise like a gatling gun, then
it has no right to be on the road at all.

I fail to see that the advent of the silent motor car has
engendered an epidemic of accidents because of its silent run-
ning, and if the motor cycle is fitted witli efficient brakes, and
is driven with the consideration due to others, I cannot
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believe that the new regulation will convert it into a modi n
Juggernaut.

I do not wish to defend the Local Government Board, bin

we must remember that it is the irresponsible members of oui
own ranks who have brought this draft into being. Thepublii
think the noise of motor cycle exhausts is excessive, and iis

we are such a small minority of the community surely tin

great majority have a right to place some restriction on what
they consider a nuisance. Motor cyclists have been warned
time and time again through your editorial columns that

unless the noises were abated the Government would take the
matter in hand, but little notice was taken of your timely
advice.

I give "Red Wheels" every credit for his good intentions,
but am afraid he displays more zeal than perspicacity in hi s

handling of the subject, and must warn him that if he niaki--

dogmatic assertions which he cannot support then his opinion.-;

degenerate to fatuity. Because others do not see eye to eye
with us, it is rather unwise to presume they lack intelligence.

I think it would be as well to avoid calling any further
unpleasant attention upon ourselves by flouting the Goverti-
hient regulations. -

I hope this will be a lesson to motor cyclists, and that in

future the advice of The Motor Ci/r?e. will receive the respect
due to its intimate acquaintance with the trend of things.

As regards "Red Wheels' " insinuation that at present
manufacturers cannot make an efficient .silencer, I will [efw
those manufacturers who claim silence, and efficiency 3«
defend their claim against that. The L.G.B. demand tin

silence, and for the other cluui spiro s'-pzra.

L. J. AUSTIXlv ;

[Expressions of opinion can hardly be characterised as mis-
statements. The authorities already have full powers if

they care to use them.

—

Ed.]

M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.
Sir,—With reference to the London-Exeter run, would it

not be much fairer to put all lightweights into a separate
class? Take the case of an amateur rider of a 2 h.p.
machine over a course of, say, 200 miles. The set speed is

20^ m.p.h., and his little machine is expected to adhere to

this as closely as a big twin of four times its power.
I would suggest that in future winter trials lightweights

be put into a separate class, with a "set speed of 15 m.p.h.,
or, if lightweights and heavyweights are to be run under
equal conditions, that an award "should be given to every
lightweight completing the course. CECIL PEEKS.

'

The Care of Tyres.

Sir,—I have noticed a lot of comment in The Motor Cyli
lately as to the wear of tyres on motor cycles, but I have
looked in vain for any statement as to the care riders -i ve to
their tyres.

I liave a rather heavy tricar with a compressed tread Ronf
cover on driving wheel, which has done over 1,000 miles, andj*
the diagonal bars are only very slightly worn in the centre as"
yet, and it is otherwise unscratched. "and I do not think it

has had. the pump used on it but once since it was put oud|
although the Dunlop inner tube is some years old.

After every two or three rides T wash, the covers with a
damp -cloth and carefully look -round for any -small pieces of

flint, etc.. and if I find any extract them, and if the hole is"

large enough ram in a little tyre stopping. I think the life!

of the tyre is considerably prolonged by this practice, besides!
giving the wheels an improved appearance. F. VALLIS.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Will W. A. Hallsworth, designer of the hand-stariin3

device for the four-cylinder F.N., kindly communicate witjfl
us as we have several enquiries waiting for him?

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the farm of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION.
Luncheon at the R.A.C. and Conference at Olympia.

AS announced in our last issue., the delegates repre-

senting France, Italy, Denmark, Holland,,

America, Canada, and England, met together in

London last week, and on Thursday were received at

1 in- Royal Automobile Club by the Hon. Arthur
Stanley.' M.P., Mr. J. W. Orde (Secretary R.A.C),
Colonel H. C. L. Holden, R.A., F.R.S., Messrs.

Robert Todd (Chairman), T. W. Loughborough
(Secretary A.C.LI.), Otto Thomas, G. F. Sharp, L.

\l. Meyrick-Joncs. J. R. Xisbet, and E. M. P. Boileau

(Chairman of the International and Relations Com-
mittee of the A.C.U.) Only one delegate (the Vice-

president of the Danish M.C.) was absent, but Danish

interests were allv represented by M. Mathiesen.

After the reception in the Great Hall of the R.A.C,
the company adjourned to lunch in the private luncheon

Front view of the improved Singer cyclecar, from which it will be

noticed that the' radiator has been slightly enlarged.

100111. The Hon. A. Stanley presided, M. Longuemarc
sitting on his right and the Dottore Togni (represent-

ing the Motor Chili d'ltalia) on his left. After

luncheon the delegates were shown over the R.A.C,
and were then convoyed in cars to Olympia, where,

after a short interval, during which they viewed some
of the exhibits. Jhe party adjourned to the Pillar Hall,

where the conference was held.

The Hon. Arthur Stanley, who was in the chair,

•.velcomed those who had responded to the Auto Cycle

Union's invitation. He said he ought to explain that

the Federation was already in existence. It originally

consisted of clubs representing France, Germany,
Austria, and England. The three former clubs

dissolved or resigned and. England alone was left.

He proposed that the Federation should be resusci-

tated in preference to founding a new body, as the

latter procedure would involve the loss of the funds
the surviving body still possessed.

There then ensued a brief discussion, which took
place in French, between M. Tontlemonde, represent-

ing the newly-formed Federation of (Provincial) Motot
Cycle Clubs in France, and Messieurs Fenton and
Longuemare, representing the Competitions Committee
-of the Automobile Club of France.

The Chairman, speaking in French, then pointed

out that such affairs must be discussed in France, and

M. Tontlemonde bade adieu to. Mr. Stanley and with-

drew. Mr. R. toe Laer (Holland) then asked if any-

one objected to the members of the A.C.F. represent-

ing France, which question the chairman put and no

objection was offered.

The meeting then proceeded to the election of

delegates, and the following representatives of the

different countries were duly elected: MM. E. Beuke-

lar, Fagard, and Michaut. members of the Commission

Mixte de du R.A.C Beige (Belgium); Mr. W. H.

Wells, the Canadian Motor Cyclists' Association

(Canada) and the Federation of American Motor-

cyclists .(America); M. Mathiesen (Denmark);

Messrs. E. M. P. Boileau, T. W: Loughborough, L.

M. Meyrick-Jones, and G. F. Sharp (England); MM.
Longuemarc and Fenton, sen. (France); M. toe Laer,

DutclvM.ee. (Holland); and il Dottore Oreste Togni,

Presidente del Moto Club d'ltalia (Italy).

On the proposition of Mr. E. M. P. Boileau,

seconded by Mr. R. toe Laer, the Marquis de

Mouzillv St. Mars was elected- patron of the Inter-

national Federation; and, on the proposition of M.

Longuemare, seconded by Mr. Wells, the Hon. Arthur

Stanley, M.P., was elected president, while it was

decided that each club should nominate its own vice-

president in its own country.

Colonel Holdcu then made the following proposal,

which was duly carried :

"That those representatives present who were mem-
bers of the F.T.C.M. in the past should undertake to

renew their support, and those delegates present who
represented other countries should undertake to per-

suade the bodies which they represented to join the

new Federation."

M. Longuemare then invited the delegates to meet

in Paris on December 14th to discuss the rules.

Delegates from all parts of Europe at the Meeting of the Internationa'

Federation of Motor Cycle Clubs. Our photograph was taken at Olympia where

the delegates were entertained to tea. Read !ng from the left.—1st Bow—
(seated) Col. Holden, Messrs. Mathiesen, B. toe Laer, O. Guillot, Hon. Arthur

Stanley, Messrs. G. Fenton Senr., G. Louguemarc, and Robert Todd.—2nd
Row—Messrs. 3. B. Nisbit, S. T. Tessier, J. W. Orde, W. Pratt, G. F. Sharp,

A. Michaut, Dr. 0. Togni, T. W. Loughborough, W. H. Wells, L. M.
Meyrick-Jones.—3rd Bow—E. M. P. Boileau, G. Fenton, Jnc, Otto Thomas,

G. Sweerts — Neher, K. Fagard.
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ROAD ACCIDENTS.

A SECTION of the daily press is constantly

publishing articles intended to stir up interest

in road accidents of all kinds, among which
motor cycle and motor car accidents are not the least

prominent. It is really difficult to see what advantage
is gained by giving these unfortunate accidents so

much publicity. The amount of road traffic, motor
and otherwise, is now enormous, and human nature

being what it is, some accidents are bound to occur.

We do not for a moment pretend -that many of the

accidents could not be avoided by care on the part of

the driver, but in nine cases out of ten the cause of

an accident might quite well be through carelessness

on the part of a pedestrian, cyclist, horse driver, or

the driver of any other vehicle. It usually takes

two to cause an accident, and it appears that those who
report these unfortunate incidents seem to lose sight

of this fact altogether. Times out of number a man
gets run down by a motor cycle simply because he

suddenly steps off the pavement without looking where
he is going, and then the accident, but not the real

cause of it, is given the fullest publicity in the daily

and evening papers. By this means the man in the

street is badly, scaled, local magistrates become
panic striken, and persecution of motorists which is

totally undeserved is bound to follow. In cases where
negligence is proved the authorities are often not half

strict enough, but instead they wreak their vengeance

in a totally unfair way by setting traps and catching

the first individual who exceeds the limit, irrespective

of there being any traffic on the road or not.

We know that carelessness on the part of some motor
cyclists does exist; and we urge most strongly thai

the greatest care should be exercised at all dangerous
points. Motor cyclists, particularly in London an I

other large cities, cannot be too careful. Now tlni

change-speed machines have become general, a low geai

should be always used at dangerous corners and eroqj

roads, which in many cases should be taken at an

absolute crawl. All classes of vehicles, taxicabs par-

ticularly, turn out of street corners where lea^' ejj

pected, and against one of these heavier vehicles a

motor cycle stands a very poor chance. No less care

should be taken at dangerous spots on open countrv

roads, not only on account of oneself and one's own
machine, but also for the sake of others.

While on this subject we should like to urge on all

motor car drivers, amateur and professional, the im-

portance of giving sidecarists as much room as pos-

sible. A sidecar is a pleasant vehicle to drive, exceij

on heavily cambered roads ; if the sidecarist be
"bored " to the side, the sidecar wheel may hit the

grass edging, when it is much more easily overturned

than a four-wheeled vehicle of heavier construction. \

->-»e«~<^

An Official Long Distance Sidecar Ride.
DURING the Show we had a talk with J. T. Gibbon,

who recently accomplished the first A.C.U. observed
trial on a 3j h.p. motor cycle and sidecar. As
announced in our last week's issue Gibbon started

on Wednesday, November 20th, on a 3£ h.p. Alldays and
sidecar, from the General Post Office, at 12.40 a.m., and
proceeded to Great Yarmouth rid Chelmsford, Colchester,

Ipswich, and Lowestoft, and back •via, Norwich and New-
market. Beyond lamp troubles the journey was covered
without incident, and after covering 260 miles on the first

day, he took a short rest and restarted at 7.30 a.m. The
second day was covered without trouble. On the third day,
which he started at 11 a.m., he had an excellent run to

Yarmouth. But after reaching Norwich he experienced
gear trouble, w

v
hich, together with further lamp troubles,

caused a serious, delay, and were such as to prevent him
obtaining any more sleep until the six days had expired.
He duly arrived in London at 2 a.m. On the fourth day he
started at 6 p.m., and shortly after he had to pull up so
sharply at Stratford, when a motor, omnibus turned round
suddenly in front of him, that he pulled the back tyre off

the rim. Owing to the appalling condition of the roads the
machine was completely clogged with mud. Troubles were
not done with, and at Brentwood the gear control quadrant
broke and took ten hours to repair. Thereafter there ensued
a good run to Yarmouth, but near that town the gear control
rod stripped its thread and he drove on second speed into
Norwich, where he arrived at 2.30 p.m.

A new use for Sandwiches.
After effecting repairs he started at six o'clock the next

morning. These repairs included straightening the spindle,
filing the bronze discs in the clutch, and repairing or
refitting control rod collar and clutch nipple. Four
miles from the garage, after the restart, the clutch began
slipping owing to the severe head wind and heavy roads.
Near Newmarket Gibbon had again to stop, and took out
the back wheel and adjusted the clutch in one hour. During
the ride the roads were appalling, and although he wore two
suits of overalls on more than one occasion he was com-
pletely wet through. The run was started with plenty of
food on '-.yard, but the first night when Gibbon and the

Dbserver felt the . pangs of hunger it was found that the
latter had been using the sandwiches as a footstooM
Altogether in the six days during which he was running
1,076 miles were covered, and Gibbon only obtained fifteen,

hours' sleep.

We may mention that the gear, though of well-known
make, was an old pattern. Only one adjustment was made
to the engine, namely, the replacement of an exhaust valvej

J. T. Gibbon's (3J h.p. Alldays and sidecar.) This ridnr has lately

accomplished an officially observed six days' ride. The machine just
as it finished the ride was on the Alldays' sund-
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THE ALBION TWO-SPEED GEAR.
A Revolving Counter-shaft Gear giving a

Kick Starter

ONE of the neatest motor cycle gears which we have
ever seen is the Albion two-speed counter-shaft gear,

which Messrs. Harris and Sons, Ltd., of Upper High-
gate Street, Birmingham, have just introduced.

Originally intended for adaptation to low-powered light-

weights, the gear has under test shown itself more than
capable of doing all the work imposed upon it by a 3j h.p.

single-cylinder and sidecar. The gear has the important
characteristic that it has no permanently fixed gear box,
but instead the whole affair revolves in almost exactly the
same manner as a hub gear. This, of course, constitutes a

Free Engine and

Part section of the Albion gear4

very great advantage on ordinary counter-shaft gears, be-

cause in the Albion directly the top gear is engaged there are

no gear wheels revolving, and the entire gear is running just

as if it were a solid counter-shaft. Consequently there is

the least possible loss of power. Further important points

are the weight, namely, 7 lbs., which makes it probably
the lightest two-speed gear on the market, and the price,

which is so reasonable that anyone who can afford to motor
cycle at all is well catered for.

Belt and Chain Drive.
The niodus operandi of the gear will be clear from the

accompanying description and diagrammatic half-section.

I lie engine drives through a short ehain a large sprocket
011 the left-hand side of the device, and in order to avoid

. any possibility of confusion this sprocket and the part to

which it is permanently lixed is shaded with a. number of

40 % Reduction,

included.

dots. The sprocket is screwed on to a- belled ring, the end

of which is cut to form an internally toothed pinion. This

meshes with a pinion, or rather a series of four planetary

pinions (left unshaded), which are free to revolve on spindles

supported by a second ring (shown black), which forms
part and parcel of the gearshaft and the belt pulley flanges

which are screwed on to it. The planet pinions also mesh
with a sun pinion which is integral with a long hollow7

sleeve (shaded diagonally), which is provided with two squared
- portions adapted to carry the alternate plates of two quite

distinct and independent multiple disc clutches. At the

right-hand side of the gear is a bell-shaped body which is

rigidly attached to the fixed spindle upon ^which the whole
rotates. The function of the two Clutches is to connect the

sun pinion either to the outer shell or to the fixed spindle.

In the latter case it will be seen that rotation of the chain

sprocket causes the planet pinions to walk round the fixed

sun pinion and carry their pin-spindles and the belt pulley

with them; this gives a gear reduction of 40%. The low

gear is put in by pushing the small plunger at the left-hand

end of the spindle to the right. This forces the diagonally

shaded cup against the plates of the right-hand clutch, and
locks it accordingly to the hub spindle so that the sun

pjnion is held stationary.

The Free Engine.

Free engine is obtained by sliding the small plunger

slightly to the left and so disengaging the clutch. Top
gear is* actuated by a further movement in the same direction.

This brings the "diagonally shaded bell piece against the

larger right hand clutch which engages with the clutch

plates fixed to the black portion in the diagram. The whole

gear is now locked up and runs solid. For sliding the

plunger, which it will be observed works with a small ball

bearing thrust collar, a quick thread thimble is used, whilst a

double ended position pedal is used for the control of

the gears. The larger si^ and number of the ball bearings

upon which the Albion counter-shaft _gear runs is clearly

shown in the drawing, and is certainly notable.

The Advantage of Correct Alignment of the Belt.

One of the great advantages of the gear will require no
pointing, out to the initiated, namely, that since both belt

pulley flanges are screwed and held in position by lock

nuts, the belt drive gear can easily be, altered, and at the

same time the belt line perfectly adjusted for alignment—

a

most important point if belt life is considered worthy of

attention.

To make the gear quite complete a kick-starter is embodied
and is arranged at the left hand end of the spindle. It is

of the free-wheel type, in which the undercut teeth of the

ratchet upon the starting chain sprocket are forced into en-

gagement with the similar teeth upon the main engine chain

sprocket by a small position cam wliich comes into action

immediately the starting pedal is. pushed down.

S h.p. Matchless, with Gradua gear.
TWO OLYMPIA SHOW MODELS.

New Imperial twin-cylinder two-speed machine.
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A Spring Fork.

This fork has a compound action, en-

abling it to yield to shocks, both vertical

and longitudinal. The fork girders A
have built into them on either side a

drum B, which
forms a housing
for a set of conical

springs C, the

inner ends of

which engage a

spindle D carried

by the lower end
of the steering

column of the
machine. At their

upper end the fork

girders are con-

nected to the

steering head clip

by a pair of links

E, and a spring
1 F is also arranged
at this point. A

modified form is described, in which
blocks of rubber take the place of the
springs C—J R. Hannam, No. 27, 1912.

Silencing the Exhaust.

The exhaust gases pass along the pipe

A into a chamber B of double ring for-

mation giving a circulating motion to the

gases. The rings B are provided with
slots C through which the gases escape.—H. Clarke, No. 12,647, 1912.

An Exhaust Whistle.

In this device the pipe A is provided
with a whistle orifice B, over which slides
a sleeve C movable by a lever D against
the action of a spring E. The lever D is

pivoted at F, and engages the sleeve at G.
Also upon the pivot F is a throttle disc H,
which moves with the sleeve and partially
closes the pipe A, deflecting the exhaust

gases on to the whistle orifices in the
desired manner. The illustrations show
the whistle in the open and closed posi-
tions respectively. -—H H. Lanman, No.
12,395, 1911.

.fF>-*

Front Mudguards

The forward part A of the front

mudguard has side pieces B which act as

number plates. The portion A is easily

detachable, being provided with a box
joint C as illustrated at the rear end and
being held at the front by a spring stay

D.—A. A. Scott, No. 22,695, 1911.

Rear Springing.

The drawing illustrates the link system
employed. It will be seen that the rear

wheel spindle A is carried at the rearmost

point cf the links, the weight of the

main frame B being taken bv the springs

C—L. Chambers, No. 27,980, 1911.

Spring Footrests.

Each rest A is carried by a tube B
surrounding a second tube C secured to

the frame Within the tube C are springs

D and E, D normally taking the weight

and E Taking the recoil. An abut-

ment F carried by the tube B engages

the springs D, E and prevents the rest

A from twisting around the tube C.—S. J.

Heaney, No. 4,980, 1912.

A Frame Improvement.
To facilitate removal of the cylinder A.

the lower horizontal frame member B
which carries the tank C is made
detachable. The l,ube is provided at

either end with lugs of half circular form,
engaging corresponding lugs D, E to which
they are secured oy bolts. By removal

of this tube and the tank carried by it,

a clear spacv is left, enabling the
cylindei to be lifted vertically clear of

the piston.—C. T. B. Sangster, No.
25,566. 1911.

A Three-speed Hub.
In this hub the high gear is direct, two

reductions being provided through gear
trains. The pinion carrier A carries

three sets of pinions B, C, D. The pinions
B engage on the one hand an annulus E,
which carries the driving member of the
hub, such as a pulley or chain sprocket,
and on the other hand a sun pinion F,
which can be slid to "engage either a
rotatable clutch member G, which engages
with the annulus E, or fixed clutch dogs
H on the wheel spindle. The pinion C
engages a sun pinion J, which can be slid

so as also to engage either teeth on the
carrier A or another clutch member K
fixed to the spindle, whilst the pinion
D engages a further sun pinion L, carried
by one member of a plate clutch device,

which operates in the usual manner to

transmit the drive to the hub shell. The
operation of the gear is effected through a

sliding rod and key N, and for the direct

drive the sun pinion F engages the rotat-

able clutch member G, and the pinion J
engages the carrier A. Thus the mecha-
nism rotates solid. For the first reduction
the sun pinion F is moved to engage the
fixed clutch H, being thus held stationary.

The sun pinion J is still in engagement
with the carrier A, so that the reduction
is through one train of gears. For the
low gear the pinion J is moved to engage
the clutch K, and disengage the carrier A.
The sun pinion F is still in engagement
with the clutch H, so that both . sun
pinions are anchored, and all the pinions
B, C, D free on their carrier. Consequently,
a reduced drive through both gear trains

is transmitted to the sun pinion L, plate
clutch M, and hub shell.—A. H. Reillv,

No. 28,925, 1911.
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SILENCER TOPICS.

THE recent outcry concerning the noise of motor
cycles and the promised Local Government
Board regulation will eventually, lead to' the

really silent machine if ' rigorously] observed. The
causes which have made ttiis step necessary are

various. I. think, in, a measure, the T:T. "races

have had some influence. The- T.T- races seem
'

to have a bad effect on some of the younger and more
foolish " riders ; they cannot ride in the races them-

selves, but must needs ride machines of the racing

type which are supposed to give the general public

impressions of untold power and speed, and make
them admire and worship, in a manner only found in

comic opera, the bravery and dare-devilry of the heroes

who bestride them. I believe this rowdy section of

the motor cycling world has been labelled the " K-nut,"

and in some mysterious manner the word at once
describes the breed. The particular feature of the

K-nasty K-nut seems to be an inordinate love for a

K-noisy machine ; it always opens its cut-out if going

through a busy city thoroughfare. Even as I write

one goes by riding a twin, very noisy, and not in very

good tune. This, I may say, is another peculiarity

;

it cannot keep an engine in tune for—I was almost
going to say knuts. These gentlemen ( ?) are indirectly

those whom we have to thank for the recent outcry, I

ihink.

Silencer Construction.
The question arises, are manufacturers on the right

track as they at present construct silencers ? It is hard
to say. The general rule is to follow car practice,

but are there many really silent cars on the road
to-day? The big four and six-cylinder cars are the

quietest, but their quietness is nothing like silence—
it is a continuity of noise which gives us the impression

of comparative quietness. Notice one of these cars

when' it is misfiring. It is not often one hears such a

thing, but perhaps a friendly car owner will short-

circuit a plug or two if very nicely asked. If he will

so oblige he will probably be very much surprised

himself at the noise his pet engine is capable of. The
noise is no greater than when running properly

—

rather less—but, being intermittent, it is much more
apparent to the human ear. Consider also the small

one and two cylinder cars; they are not so quiet as

their bigger brothers. This is not a theory of my own,
but is now generally recognised by those who have
studied the problem. The degree of quietness already
reached on large cars is quite aausractory—I have
never heard one grumbled at yet—but to reach thus
far on the motor cycle is going to take some doing,
with present methods at any rate. Having as a rule

only one cylinder, the problem is correspondingly
difficult, and we are also restricted as to the size of
the silencer. A car, however small, has plenty of
room for a very large silencer or series of silencers,

and it is in this manner that the problem has been
treated in the' car. Also on the car there is much
more' chance for the exhaust gases to cool down before

discharging into the atmosphere, and it is the degree
of cooling obtained that gives us the silence. Turning
our attention more particularly to motor cycles, let us

glance atVsome, of the quietest machines we have on
the road to-day.

Some Silent Machines.

Very few singles are anything like quiet, ,but some
of the 3^ h.p. Humbers and Rovers run as quietly as

any I know. If we look at them, we find that a large

silencer is used for the size of the engine compared with

other 3J4 h.p, single cylinders. Of the twins, the Clyno
could travel far before it met a quieter machine than

itself, and here again is car practice, a fairly large

silencer and apipe leading aft, with the result that the

exhaust is very cool when it leaves the pipe. Of the

lightweights, we must give the Enfield the palm. It

is always a source of wonder to me how such a tiny

silencer can do so -well. - A machine which I must
mention -is- the Scott; with its two two-stroke cylinders

we get quite the effect of a four-cylinder car, and it is

wonderfully quiet. .The same is true of the four-

cylinder F.N.

The Principle of Expansion.

One principle^ which I should not be surprised to

see partly adopted is this: when a gas under pressure

is allowed to expand suddenly through a small orifice,

a very rapid reduction in temperature takes place. This
action is accumulative ;• that is to say, if the gases so

cooled are allowed to escape round the outside of the

pipe or vessel containing the hot gases, these hot gases

are cooled a little, and the issuing gas becomes a little

cooler still, and so it goes on, the issuing gas getting

cooler and cooler. This principle is used commercially

in the production of liquid air, and, as I have said,

I should not be very surprised to hear of experiments

being made in this direction. The difficulty will

be, of course, to apply the principle without causing

back pressure, and I confess I do not see how it could

be done in its entirety, although it may be, and I

think will be, partly used."' If only- the principle

could be carried out as it stands! What a vista such

a proposition opens up ! Higher compression and
hence greater efficiency, and yet no overheating and
conking. No burnt valves, and yet perhaps we might
have trouble in this direction, as the gases would be
got rid of earlier, and therefore while hotter, but
probably an auxiliary valve or extra cylinder ports

would overcome the difficulty. All this, of course, is

only conjecture, but the principle I have mentioned is

sound, and has stood the test of commercial use.

Perhaps my conjecture may be old and stale in a few
months. Who knows? A.G.D.C.
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Indian Expert in London.

Mr. Charles Gustafson, sen., chief of the
experimental department of the Hendee
Manufacturing Co., visited Olympia last

week. He will also visit his Swedish
li we at a later date.

A Successful Year.

The seventeenth annual report and
accounts of the Self-sealing Rubber Co.,
Liu.., ioi' tne year ended August 31st

last shows a total nett profit of £2,329
los. 7d. A dividend of 10% and a bonus
cf 2£% free of income tax is recom-
mended by the directors.

Presentation to a Designer.

Mr. Cecil T. Bayliss, son of the director
of the Kerry Motor Co., Ltd., Tyseiey,
Birmingham, has been presented by Mr.
J Martyn Smith (the chairman) with a
gold chronometer bearing the following
inscription: "From the chairman of the
Perry Motor Co., Ltd. (Mr. J. Martyn
Smith), to Cecil T. Bayliss, age 20, the
desi^""r of the Perry motor car, Novem-
ber 25th, 1912." The chassis exhibited
at the Show reflects the greatest credit on
so youthful an engineer.

J.A.P. Successes in 1912.

We have received from Messrs. J. A.
Prestwich and Co. a list detailing the
successes gained on J.A.P. motors during
1912. So numeious have been the suc-
cesses of machines fitted with this engine
that the booklet contains no fewer than
fifty pages. Fiom the summary of
awards we observe that 259 firsts have
been gained, 162 seconds, and 82 thirds.
Surely this is an easy record

!

Insurance.

We have received particulars of the
new A.C.U. unlimited policy for motor
cyclists, which includes touring member-
ship of the A.C.U. The premiums are
now based on horse-power only, and run
from £2 5s. for a machine not exceeding
3 h.p. to £3 10s. for a machine not
exceeding 8 h.p. The premiums quoted
here cover all indemnities, including
sidecar. Cyclecars can be insured by
payment of 50 '/„ extra of the premium
charged for motor cycles ; 25% extra is

charged if the machine be used for
business purposes. Continental risks can
be covered by payment of an extra 25%,
provided the insured pays the first 50s.
of any claim arising ' on the Continent.

Catalogues Received.

We are in receipt of the latest cata-
logues of Messrs. Crater-Lea, Ltd., 74 84,
Banner Street (Golden Lane), E.C. Cf
these, one refers to the Chater-Lea cycle-
car. The other catalogue is' that
of the Chater-Lea No. 7 sidecar
combination, which is so well-known
that only a passing reference is needed.
The catalogue is well got up and deals in
detail with this interesting machine. '

Harrods, Ltd., Brompton Road, S.W.,
have published a most interesting cata-
logue of cyclecars for 1913. In this
particular catalogue no fewer than seven-
teen different machines are described and
illustrat d. The details and information
g:v?a are the fullest possible. Anyone
anticipating the purchase of a passenger
motor cycle vehicle should make a point
of studying this catalogue.

A34

Readers who are interested in carbura-

tion should not fail to obtain the latest

booklet of the Senspray carburetter,

issued by C. H. Pugh, Ltd., Whitworth
W orks, Birmingham. This is an excellently

got up booklet, describing the action of the
Senspray principle. It is illustrated with
sectional, line, and half-tone illustrations.

" Rudge Motor Bicycles" is the title

of the 1913 Rudge-Whitworth motor
cy-le catalogue. This contains illustra-

tions and specifications of the complete
machines, a list of 1912 successes, also
particulars and illustrations of some of

the constructional details of the Rudge

New design quickly detachable sidecar clips.

engine, multi gear and other parts. A
page is devoted to handle-bar patterns.
The handle-bars are shown in plan and
elevation, so that when specifying a
machine a handlebar can be ordered to
suit any particular requirements. Spare
parts are illustrated by line sketches,
each part having price and specification
number under it. There are also several
pages devoted to moderately prioed ac-
cessories suitable for these machines.

DECEMBER 5th, i9i2 .

The catalogue of the Connaught tw<

stroke motor cycle has just reached nj

The machine is made by the Bordeslc
Ensr. Co., Ltd., New Bond Street, lii,

mirgham. The machine created quite
favourable impression at the Show, "am

jj

those who failed to obtain a catalogs
there will be able to do so if they writi

to the firm direct.

Business Announcement.
A report of the annual meeting of th<

Armstrong Three Speed Gear Co., Ltd.
has just reached us. The 1912 profits

will produce a dividend of twelve and. a

half per cent, on the ordinary shares,

and sufficient has been carried forward
to pay a further dividend of ten per II

cent, and to write off debit balance from J
the previous year in addition to pro- I
viding for all charges and current ex-

penses. The capacity of the works it

15,000 motor cycle hub gears per anniim. I

B. Alan Hill advises us that he will [I

not after all be connected with the firm I

of Parsons and Hill, Romford, but will II

carry on business on his own account at 1
the Woodford Wells Motor Works, Essex. I

Cyclecars.
A firm which has been making steady I

progress in the building of cyclecars is A. J
W. Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills, Birmingham. I

This firm has found markets for its I

machines in several foreign countries and I

the colonies. The Wall tri-carriage is fitted I

with a sociable two-seated body, and was
[

on view at the Show. Incidentally, the I

increased output has justified the firm in I

marketing its 1913 models at somewhat (

lower prices, a policy which cannot fail

further to increase their popularity.

Shameful Treatment.
Can readers wonder that garage priH

prietors and others are not always ready -J

to open at unearthly hours in the mom- •>

ing to supply petrol? F. E. Bailey, oil
22d, Stanstead Road, Forest Hill, . S.fS
informs us that a person rang him up "sj

at 1.30 a.m. on the 22nd ult. and asked "3

for petrol, and explained the tank had J
run dry fifty yards away from the shop, *

He. was given two gallons with which tcfl
replenish and said he would return, but \
neither rider nor can was seen again by 1
Mr. Bailey.

Valve side of the new 2+ h.p. single-cylinder Villiers

engine and change-speed gear, showing timing gear
which is on the left hand.

Right hand side. The two-speed gear is driven
by an- enclosed chain. This enine was ex-

hibited at the Show.
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The Proved Best Sidecar Machine."

The REX-J.A.P. throughout has been "Built to an Ideal, not to a Price," and, owing
to its unfailing reliability and consequently low cost of upkeep, it will be more
economical in the end than a machine with a lower first cost.

tf|T The 1913 preliminary catalogue fully describing the
£\l /J if Write for our agency proposi-

ti many improvements and refinements on the new
^j ^figCTltS I tion, it will interest you.

models is now ready, may we send you a copy ?

The Premier Motor Co., Ltd. £3 Birmingham.

PLUG
Obtainable everywhere. Price 4/-
English made and guaranteed.

When ordering, specify " Motor Cycle Type."

Lodge Bros. & Co.. L ! S1
,

Birmingham

In answering tfiese advertisements it u desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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GEORGE ADAMS
Sparking
Plug Taps.

Plug
or Taper.

1/3 each
post 2d.

77&78 HIGH HQLBQRN LnMnnkj
Loose descriptive sheets of any desired articles sent gratis per return post.

Complete catalogue
of tools costs 6d.

post free.

I ASSORTMENT
12 ENGLISH BROACHES

Set of Best LANCASHIRE TAPER BROACHES from i-^nd to 3-i6th, in wood tube, 3/-. post 2d.

SMALL LIGHT SOLDERING IRONS, straight or hatchet shaped.

pB, -Extra small 6d. ; small, Gd. ; medium, 8d. ; large, 9d. ; post id.\

No. 11

TIN WAN'S SNIPS
with Bent Handles ... . . toin. long. Price 3/-, post \i.

with spring, nut & screw, & strap I2in. long. Price 4-13, posted
[

MOTOR CYCLE GAITER.

Strongly made and heavily rubbered, in 2in.

»

2iin., and 2£io. sections at 2/6 each.
Postage extra.

MOTOR CYCLE INSIDE
PLASTERS.

ROBERTS'

SPECIALITIES

MOTOR CYCLE DETACHABLE BAND.

All sizes. 22/6 each. Postage extra. Invaluable for

For 2J & 2j Covers.9d.eacb.Postageextra
Winter Riding. Any old Cover may be used under it.

M9

MOTOR CYCLE LINER.

Made. on tlie same principle as oil
Car Liner, but with flaps at sid

'

Can be used in Cover after Cove <

and will save its cosi many time
;

10/6 each.

alfred robert!

|& sons, limited]
(Formerly ROBERTS TYRE CO.),

GRIPWELL WORKS,

ST. MARY'S ROW,

BIRMINGHAM

Telegrams

:

"Bands. Birmingham."

Telephone

:

Central T2ij8,|

eneBorner ||

for Headlights I
Gives, from a single gaaway ooly. so J^f-

atmospheric flat flame which cannot become ;
:K-

distorted and crack lens or mirror. '^Ji;

The Burner is of the air-injectus* type—it will $»
not carbonise, §$

It is now fitted with a Pressure Check, which #|
obviates flaring. ii;":|

Sea* lor descriptive loeklct ol tie "fieai" Bamcr t**$

/\ -' Geo. Bray t^ij?'^'
" ^^J2e$ M - Leeds.!

BEACON OILSKINS
keep you dry anywhere—always.

No cl imsiness —no stickiness* See the smart practical lo5k of lb 8

motor cycle suit 1 Jackets 33, 36* 39 inches Ion? Bac; or
Yellow. 11/6. Tan or Grey=green. 17/> Le gi 'gs. B ack or
Yellow, 1 /6 ; Co'ours, 8/6. ' It's worth while writing for " the
Only vVay," our new Beacon Catalogue. Send for it now
before you ge'. wet again

BARBOUR'S, Thc s,TDSl« a
D

t

f:

eiWe!lr
SO. SHIELDS.
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SELFRIDGES
Will supply the Motor Cyclist with all his Accessories
at the lowest possible prices. Good quality always.

Write for

Patterns.

Is the "Agros" Motor Cycle

Suit in your Outfit?

The " Agros " Motor Cycle Suit (as

illustrated) is made from our well-known
" Agrosette " cloth, and is porous yet
waterproof.

No rubber is used in the manufacture of

this suit. It is made easy fitting, and the
wearer is doubly protected from cold winds,
etc., by having a large underflap neatly
arranged in front of jacket. This underflap
is invisible. The jacket is lined with warm
fleece and is of an extra length to give good
protection on the saddle.

This Overall is not seatless, but made on
the principle of trousers, here again giving
extra protection on the saddle.

It is made with inverted pleats at the sides,

has strong leather straps to fasten under the

boots, and is finished with a belt round the
waist.

It is an admirable suit, and much in

demand by Motor Cyclists.

All sizes, 75/-
A Cheaper quality Weatherproof, 60/-

5ELFRIDGE & CO., LTD.,

The Motor Cyclists' Cap
This Cap is exceedingly

suitable for the Motor Cyclist,

inasmuch as it can be worn
either as an ordinary cap, or
as shown in the illustration.

It is designed with a specially

made elastic round the bottom
part, which can be tightened or made loose at

will. Another special feature is that it is

absolutely waterproof, and about the lightest

cap made. Our price 6/6.
'

Motor Cycles and Sidecars.
We are now prepared to sell nearly every

make of Motor Cvcle and Sidecar on EASY
TERMS OF DEFERRED PAYMENT.
We invite you to call and inspect our

representative stock of Motor Cycles and
choose yours. In the majority of makes
we charge only 2\ % 611 the balance after

deposit has been paid.

As we are now booking orders for

the 1913 season, you will benefit

by making early application.

OXFORD STREET, W.

\
Complete Outfit, comprising

Lantern Flexible Conducting

Cord, Metal Filament Buft>

Switch, 5&-volt Giant Voles
Battery, ready for use. Can bo
fitted in a few minutes.

Full particulars of useful Electric

Accessories for the Motor Cycle. See

our M. & E. Catalogue on application.

WARD &
GOLDSTONE,
Contractors to H.M. Government,

Salford, MANCHESTER.
Telephone

:

Telegrams :

7084-5-6 Central.
" Multum, Manchester.'

1913
Literature
for Motor Cyclists.

Fully descriptive of

Lubricants
for Motor Cycles.
Various lubricants for air and
water-cooled engines, gears, hubs,

chains, clutches and worm and
bevel drives fully described.

All Literature post free from

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED
/PTUCE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY LIMITED\
\ Lubricating Oil Department . /

BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

In amwering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' a-39.
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Motor Cycle
Purchase ptAl

PAGETS have in Stock
and for Early Delivery:

5-6 h.p. BAT, ?-speed gear and chain drive.

5-6 h.p. CLYNO, 3-speed gear, chain drive.

3J-4 h.p. NEW HUDSON and Sidecar, 3-speed gear,

belt and chain drive.

3J h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed gear, chain drive.

2| h.p. DOUGLAS, all models,

3J h.p. TRIUMPH, all models,
8 h.p. MATCHLESS, chain or double belt drive.

Also Indian, Zenith-Gradua, ^
Rttdge, Scott machines, etc.

SIDECARS from

£5 deposit secures any of the above machines, and the

balance on Pagefs Plan of deferred payments. Write
to-day for particulars and price lists. Unbiassed advice
given as to best machine to suit your requirements.
We pay carriage and crate.

PAGETS

for Best

Deliveries.

PAGETS LIMITED,
10 & 11, Jerrayn Street,

Piccadilly Circus-

London, S.W.

Telephone—Citv Q134.

PAGETS

for Sidecar

Machines.

r ' MilaVF
LAMPS andGENERATORS

,

HOLD WORLDS RECORDS.

47/6 to 78/6

WITHOUT A RIVAL.

HALL, LTD., Wrottesley Street, BIRMINGHAM.
60, SHOE LANE, LONDON.

SPECIAL
AGENTS

Service Co., High Holboru, W.C.
Taylor and Co., Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.
Robertson, 157, Great Portland Street, W.

One . .

Control

only. .

Send Card
to . . .

Automatic

Carburettor
enables Hie expert 1

get bettei results, an

ensures the novicfl

getting correct mij

ture at all speeds.

Easy Starting, Power
Hill. Flexibility. SlwJ
Running, Spee(

STEWART-PRECISION CARBURETTOR COJ

LTD ,- 199, PICCADILLY

BRAMBLE
SIDECARS

(Rejd. No. 607124)

For High-class Finish. Reliability. Comfort.

Used at Brooklands in Sidecar Records.

THEBRAMBLE MANUFACTURING CO. Ltd.

Charterhouse Mills, London Road, Coventry.
London Representatives—

ROBERTSONS, 157, Gt. Portland Street, London, W.
Catalogue on application.

A40 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention. " The Motor Ci/clt."
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ROBERTSONS

irf

'Hfy&x-T*

^sa

DONT SPOIL
YOUR, CrtANCE
by giving a ride \\)

ai) unreliable t^-v

CYCLEC&R,
Come and
tr^y tbe •»"»-

'CROUCK
or'WAlX at

ROBERTSONS
ABRIDGED SPECIFICATIONS.

CROUCH. WALL.
8-10 h.p. Twin-cylinder, water-cooled, ENGINE 41-5 h.p. single-cylinder air-cooled.

80 x 90 mm.
Drip feed and hand pump LUBRICATION.. .. Hand pump.

Eisemann H.T. magneto IGNITION Bosch H.T. magneto.

Amac or B. & B CARBURETTER . . Amac.

21 gallons . . ...;.. ..-'.. . . PETROL CAPACITY 1\ gallons.

One short chain through differential . . TRANSMISSION . . Cardan shaft through differential."

3-speed (direct on top) and reverse . . GEARS 2-speed epicyclic.

i4in. wheel and Ackermann STEERING "..". .. Spring Tiller.

Usual car type of elliptic SPRINGS SpeciaV Cee.

Foot and hand, internal expanding . . BRAKES Foot and hand.

Armoured ash CHASSIS Large tubular.

Artillery WHEELS .. ...... Wire.

650 x 65 mm. car .. .. TYRES 26x2i.
Best coach built . .

.,' BODY Best coach built.

Four to forty m. p.

h

.. SPEED Four to forty-five m.p.h.

With screen, lamps, and tools, £127 10s. PRICE Ninety Guineas.

WRITE FOR LISTS.

157b, Great Portland Street, W.
Telephone : Mayfair 5767.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " TJie Motor Cycle." A.] I
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
— First 14 words or less 1 /6, and Id, per word
after. Eacb paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. Series

discounts and special terms to regular trade

advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied, with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To insure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor St., E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

eac'i advertisement, and the date of the issue in

Which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid m stakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many readers Like to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before

going further afield.

Plan showing division of England Into Sections.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and West-
morland.

SECTION II.
York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.
Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford
SECTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, an 1 Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XL
Ireland and Isle of Man.

FOR SATISFACTORY
MACHINES AT

SATISFACTORY

PRICES

CANNOT BE
BEATEN.

Whether you are looking for the latest

and best Models of the most famous
Motor Cycles, the smartest introduction*

in Sidecars of the newest patterns for

the 1913 Season, or t>onie of the most
interesting Cyclecars which were such
an attractive feature of the Olympia
Show

YOU CAN GET THEM
ALL AT WAUCHOPE'S.

If you want 1012 Models, new or s top-

soiled, or ^nly sliehtlv n^ed, a d in

piacucally new condition, at most ad-

vantageous r->rg Tn ,
»-"-'-=

YOU CAN GET THEM
ALL AT WAUCHOPE'S.

Or should you be looking for a second-

hand Motor Bicycle, thoroughly sound
and satisfactory in every detail, over-

hauled, renovated, and repaired, ready

for the road, just make up your mind
as to the particular manufacture you
would prefer, and call and make your
selection, for

YOU CAN GET THEM
ALL AT WAUCHOPE'S.

We hold the largest stock of Motor
Cycles, Sidecars and Cyclecars in the

Trade, comprising an immense variety

of [913, IQ12, and new and second-hand
machines of even' make, all in tLe most
satisfactory condi tion guaranteed, and
certain to give satisfactory service. All

machines onered at prices that cannot
be beaten for value- -the most satisfactory-

bargains in the trade.

ASK FOR LIST AND BOOKLET.

WAUCHOPE'S
9, Shoe Lane Fleet Street,

LONDON, E.C.

•Phone: Holborn 5777.
Wires :

" Opificer. London."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters ma- %

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " C
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registry

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be 1

for forwarding replies. Only the number will appe
t

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, '

ooo, c/o * The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
; or if " Lone

is added to the address, then to the number given,
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate lo send money to unknown pet

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of B
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "

Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this receif

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of

E^oods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit
amount to the seller, but if not we return the ami

,

to the depositor, and each party to the transaction
j

carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £1
value, a deposit fee of as. 6d. is charged, when ui

,io the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt wit!

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be a
payable to llifie & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertis-mcots and receive

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard

ilence as an indication that the goods adv.rtised 6

-lready been d'sposed of. Advertisers often receive

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to e

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE. I

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, t ij

Westmorland.

3.1 h.p. for sale, 2-Fpeed, free engine, like new;
2 reasonable offer refused-—Fish. Shop, Sbibc A

lid-, Blaydon-on-Tyne. [X3t 3

TRIUMPH, 1912. F.E., new laet June, been oil
fully need and condition guaranteed aa new; JJB

—Avery. Wetheral. Carlisle. [X3? 1

DOUGLAS, Xmaa, 1910, excellent running ord

tyres practically new, replete, all accessories; ill
-Smith, 51. Victoria Ed., Darlington. [85

1Q13 Douglas Zenith, New Hudson, Rover, Smr *

A«J Prerision mctora- send ordeis now for early il
livery.—O. W. Smith, Northgate, Darlington. 101

14

2_lh.p. 1912 Model, forced induction, Amac cc |2 trolled mag., automatic and pump lubricati 1

adjustable pulley: £25; buying car.—Cotton, 14, Bar 1

ard St.. Sunderland. [X37 I

I Q12 Zenith, 5-6h-p., excellent condition, with lai 1

-I */ Lucas lamp, spare belt and tubes, and belt cat I

aew heavy Kempsiiall on back ; £52, or nearest offer." 1

Wilson, 39, Stanhope Ed., Darlington. 1X37'..'

INDIAN. 1912, 7h.p., free engine, only done 2,0(

miles, original tyres still fitted, enamel and platii

perfect; price £42, complete with lamp, horn, etc-i'

Forster, Douglas. Crescent, Bishop Auckland. [X37J •.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

TTITCHINGS', Ltd.,

T Xv-EEPOOL, 74, Bold St.

TRIUMPH, Matchless, and Jamee motor cycles, a
Swift cyclecars ; sole agents ; courteous genie

and absolute satisfaction guaranteed, lour enqoirie

invited by Hitching', Ltd., 74, Bold St., the pionett

of motor cycling in the north. (Established 35 yeu
ago- No connection with any other firm.)

6b p. Matcnless. speedometer, F.R.S. lamp and bom
£48.

3Xh.p. Tnurnph, F.E., speedometer, lamp, and noil
2 £44.

OJLb-p. Singer; £33.

A LI» 1912, condition as new; nearest offers.

\TTJST Sell to make room for 1915 models; Triumph!
WX already being booked.

EJICKS. Motor Works. Sherburn, York. [876E

3.1 h.p. Bradbury, good condition, powerful, gooc

2 tyres; trial: £23.—G. Harker, Graserngtjn, Skip-

ton. - [513222

A42 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Paris Show.
M'HE Paris Salon, which opened its, doors on

Saturday last, was rather disappointing from a

motor cyclist's point of view. This- was partly due

J
to the fact that the largest French firms making
motor cycles had signed a bond not to exhibit

I s year. When we say that the names of such well-

kown firms as Clement-Gladiator, Peugeot, Alcyon,

(jiffon, and La Francaise were not in evidence, it

i\ be understood that the Show was by no means
nresentative. The absence of these firms does not

pw us to criticise the whole of the French motor

rjcle industry, but those makes which were in evidence

not compare at all favourably with the British

,i)lor cycle exhibits-dn the same exhibition, and no
parison whatever can be made between the Salon

id Olympia. At the latter exhibition practically

ry stand was of interest, whereas at Paris the

iirch for novelties of interest to motor cyclists was
pious in the extreme. There may be more motor
les shown at the Petit Salon, which will open next

iturday, and probably there will be also some
resentative cycle cars there, but the Salon proper

practically devoid of cycle cars. Descriptions of

:e present would be only a repetition of the last few
ues of Tlu, Motor Cycle, as all the principal French
abouts have been dealt with in our pages.

French firms still devote more attention to the

igines and power units of their machines than they

to detail work of frames and fittings, a failing

ey have always had. This may be partly, due to

e price question, as most French machines are lower

price than well-known British makes.
As a spectacle the French Salon is unequalled ; it

is always led in decorative effect, and the lighting
: the interior and exterior of the building is a wonder-
1 sight. We refer here to the main hall, which is

ven up wholly to motor car exhibits. This domina-
Dn of the best positions by large motor car concerns

previous shows is what partly inducedjhe large cycle

akers to refrain from making any display at all this

iar. . At the last Show motor cycles were relegated to

i obscure corner, so this year many firms are absent

Itogether.

It is particularly gratifying to British makers to hear
le opinion of some of the French exhibitors, who

Kake no secret of the fact that they are modelling
eir 1913 machines on the lines of the best English

esigns.

British riders have shown the pre-eminence of our

machines in open competitions held in France during

this year, and it is no idle boast to say that, were it

not for prohibitive tariffs which the French Govern-

ment impose on all foreign made motor cycles, British

motor cycle makers would be able to do a very large

amount of business during the next year Or so. French
riders recognise the reliable quality and easy control

of our best motor cycles and covet them, but the

business to be done is comparatively small owing to

tariff walls. A first-class French machine can be

obtained at about ^10 less than a best grade British

mount when duty, freight, and other charges are

added. During our visit to Paris for the Show we did

not see one single motor bicycle being ridden in the

streets of Paris or in the vicinity of the Salon, and

only a few cycle cars were in evidence—a contrast to

the conditions prevailing at home.

The High Price of Petrol.

THE
meeting convened by the Royal Automobile

Club to enquire into the cause of the unduly

high price of petrol, and to discuss the possi-

bilities of permanently reducing this price,

showed that there was no real reason why the

price should be so high. It is, of course, much easier

to decide that the price is too high than to discover

any practical means of reducing it. It has been sug-

gested in The Autocar that the R.A.C. and the A. A.

and M.U. should combine to buy petrol in bulk, as

is done by the great omnibus and cab companies, at

a reasonable price and retail it to their members. The
difficulties of such a scheme seem to be that a large

amount of capital would be locked up in it which

could' be usefully employed in other directions, and

that very complicated arrangements would be neces-

sary to cope with the distribution, as depots would

have to be established all over the country.

The great petrol companies seem to think that they

are justified in obtaining as large a profit as possible,

and as the petrol trade is in the hands of three com-
panies only, it does not seem probable that competi
tion between them will result in any very considerable

reduction of price, if any at all.

The necessity of a home-made fuel becomes more
and more apparent, and it seems evident that the

time has arrived for a reconsideration of the heavy

tax on alcohol for industrial purposes and the further

experimenting with such fuels as benzol.

A25
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Decorated Sideears at

ATAHOSPITAL
FETE IN CAPE TOWN
LAST MONTH ONE
OF THE GREATEST
ATTRACTIONS WAS
THE COMPETITION
FOR DECORATED
MOTOR CYCLES.

Our photographs
show :

(1) The winner, B.

Spilhans (6 b.p. Enfield).

(2) M. Chenery (34

h.p. P. & M).

(3) F. Barling (6 h.p.

Enfield).

London
Gloucester \J

Run.
On Boxing Day the JJJ.--W. London

M.C.C. will hold an open winter run

to Gloucester and back, starting ' from
Jack Straw's Castle, ^Hampstead. The
route will be via Watford, Wendover,
up undeclared hill in Risborough dis-

trict, Dashwood, Cirencester. . Return

via Birdlip, and then same route as

outward journey, climbing undeclared

hill in Aston Rowant district. Dis-

tance about 235 miles. To qualify for a

silver cup a competitor must on the outward
journey (a) climb Aston Hill, the undeclared

hill, and Dashwood Hill at the first attempt

:

(Z») make a non-stop run from the start to

top of Aston Hill ; (c) lose not more than

ten marks. On the return journey, (a) climb

Birdlip Hill and "the undeclared hill at the

first attempt; (fi) make a non-stop run from
Gloucester to Cirencester ; (c) lose not more
than ten marks. The trials see is Mr. H.
E. Taylor, 17, Taviton Street, Gordon
Square, W.C.
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OCCASIONAL COAAENTS.
By "IXION."

Show Hustling.

Though the crowds at the Olympia Motor Cycle

Snv did not quite equal those at the car exhibition,

ll hustling rendered a close inspection of the more
puilar exhibits a very difficult business. It is

eniently desirable that on one day at least of the

iv t Show admission should be limited to people who
I more or less potential buyers. This should be

e;y to arrange, if the promoters would limit admission

a midweek date to persons holding membership
tkets of recognised motor cycle clubs, who might

an increased entrance fee in return for the

vilege.

[ set aside one afternoon for a precise study of

sjeral original mounts which I had not previously

hn able to overhaul as closely as I wished, but the
< wd made it practically impossible to scrutinise

tlm at all in detail. Finally, in sheer despair I

\Vndered up into the gallery : and there the squash

vk even worse. The narrow gangways will not hold

Hj. crowd of stand devotees and a double stream of
p "ambulating enthusiasts.

Wanted, Better Springing.

The real disappointment of the Show was the

clousness with which designers treat the springing

pblem. The last few years have been practically

"jgrren in this most important respect. I admit that

J:
problem is difficult, but when we • consider the '

umber of first-class brains connected with the in-

qstry, the lack of originality in this respect is little

||>rt of amazing. Springing has to be cheap to

ijinufacture, neat "of aspect, and to possess such
Jjeral rigidity that it will not interfere with balance.

']|it I can assure the trade that the motor bicycle can
r/er attain its full popularity until it^rs better

i'ulated from road shocks.

^Extensions of the market must include a majority
c! weakly and elderly individuals. These recruits

Si desire to ride moderately lengthy distances; and
t;y cannot do it on the existing rigid frames, on
Rich the main dithers and jerks are only modified
I springing the front wheel and using spring-sus-

Bnded saddles. The ache across the wrists, the ache
gross the back, and a weariness at nightfall are all

separable concomitants of a prolonged ride for many
wp\ over forty years of age on existing machines.
•If we were certain that motor cycle makers were
ienly devoting their best energies to the problem,
fc would hold our tongues- and make the best of

lings. That may be true of the American -industry

here the roads are worse), but it is not true of ours.

Bie average British manufacturer knows he can sell

I many machines as he can make, and he devotes

ilmself somewhat cynically to perfecting his present

Isign, as if any departure from it must spell bank-

|ptcy-

In a year or two, when established makers are

fchting hard for a slice of the steady, week-in, week-

lit supply, those' makers' who>—other things being

Ijual—supply the best springing will have a gigantic

loop. Surely every maker might make' a beginning

i) insulating the saddle-pillar from the ,rigid frame ?

Surely every maker might set one man to experiment
with a rear spring fork ? Are the possibilities of air

springs exhausted ? Would not bigger tyres pay on

the " cob " types of machine, at any rate? Will some
large firm of reputation take up the matter seriously

and be for ever after blessed by motor cyclists

generally ? Even the most rabid and youthful scorcher

would thank them, for he would be able to travel

faster with less fatigue.

Cleaning and Springing.

I could only reflect sadly that if a tithe of the

ingenuity shown in carburetter and engine production

had been devoted ' to ' springing ' and to making a

machine rust and mudproof, motor bicycles would be
far more suitable for all-the-year.-round road work
than they are. The real fact is that the racing factors

have dominated the industry during the last two years
;

the track and the hill-climb have been the two features

on which most makers have glued their eyes. The
industry and the pastime could do with a rest from
all speed work for twelve months.
The healthiest object lesson any manufacturer could

have to-day would be a clientele consisting exclusively

of very dropsical elderly men whose anatomies were

excessively tender, whose business compelled a daily,

journey of a prolonged character, and whose tempera-

ment forbade them either to ride a rigid or shabby
machine, and to clean it themselves. If I were a petrol

king or a- Rothschild I would unearth 5,000 indivi-

duals ansAvering this description, and provide them
each with motor bicycles drawn from ten leading fac-

tories. Their vitriolic correspondence with the makers

and in The Motor Cycle during the next twelve months
would procure sundry urgently needed reforms.

Mrs. S. Robinson, an enthusiastic Northamptonshire motor cyclist who, a

month or two ago, completed a 700 mile tour alone to Scotland and back on

a lightweight fitted with a 2\ h.p. J.A.P. engine. The machine is fitted with an

Armstrong three-speed gear and Is efllclently dress-guarded. 100 m.p.g. is the

average consumption.

A27
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THE CONNAUGHT TWO-STROKE.
Two-stroke engine details are always

interesting, and we are now enabled to
publish a detailed description of the
Connaught single-cylinder engine made
by the Bordesley Engineering Co., Ltd.,
Birmingham, and shown on the stand of

the Service Co.
at the Olympia
Motor Cycle
Show. The
cylinder is of the
three-port type,
and one of the
most notable
points is that the
ports are situated
only in the front
and rear walls,
so that the

• side pressure of
the piston, due
to the angularity
of the connecting
rod, is utilised to
keep the piston
tight over the
ports in spite of
any wear. To
this end tire inlet

and exhaust ports
are arranged one
immediately over
the other, and
this is shown
clearly in the
appended dia-
grammatic sec-

tion of the complete engine. The piston
is shown Hearing the bottom of the
stroke, having already opened the
exhaust port A. A second port B, which
acts as a transfer port in conjunction with
the third port C, has also been opened -

by means of a port which is cut in
"

wall of the piston.
The vacuum or

suction in the
crank case induces
the fresh gas, and
this occurs when
the piston rises

and uncovers the
inlet port D, thus
bringing the carburetter into communi-
cation with the crank case. Immedi-
ately the piston descends on the power
stroke, the inlet port is closed.

Fig. 1.— Elevation and
plan section of the Con-
naujht engine.

It will be at once realised that a great
benefit accrues from the close juxta-
position of the- inlet and exhaust ports,
which: are, in fact, contained in the same
box cast on to the side of the cylinder,
since the cool incoming gas tends to -keep
the temperature down in the neighbour-
hood of the exhaust. It will be noticed
that the piston is furnished with the

Fig. 3.—Connaught cylinder, showing exhaust
pilte and compression release.

Fig. i.—The special crankshaft hearing and
hardened steel ring to render the crank chamber
gas tight.

usual deflector head, which extends semi-
circularly round the piston as indicated.

The sketch also shows the extreme width
of the poris, this giving a very rapid

cut-off, and at the same time providing
very large apertures for the gas "to pass
through.

The" second illustration shows how the
ports are arranged so as to lie close under-
neath one another, whilst the third sketch
shows clearly the cylinder and port box,
and the attachment of the exhaust pipe,

the inlet pipe being placed at the side.

From this sketch it will be noticed that the
sparking plug is placed in the centre of

the cylinder head, and that the compres-
sion' release valve,

.which is operated by
a Bowden lever from
the handle-bar, is at

the side.

The fourth sketch is

a section of the crank-
shaft, which is given
to illustrate the manner
in which the crank
chamber is kept gas-
tight. The gunmetal
crankshaft bush is in-

dicated by diagonal
shading. Against this

bears a hardened and
ground steel ring
(shown black), which
is made an exceedingly
good fit on the shaft,

and is held against
the sides of the bush
small springs let into

A large outside flywheel
is fitted, and enables the engine to re-

volve at very slow speeds. The method
of lubrication adopted is simplicity itself,

and follows the practice which has now
become standard on two-stroke engines
in the United States, viz., the admixture
of a suitable quantity of oil with the
petrol. The oiLis kept in a separate com-
partment of the petrol tank, and the
correct Quantity is measured into the petrol

Fig. 5.—The oil

measure for lubri-

cation. -

by a circle of

the crank webs.

when the latter is replenished, wit
]

aid of a small cup, which is screwi
to a specially made tap on the oil

(see sketch). The proportion of oil

is one-sixteenth of a pint to every e

of petrol. The cylinder is offset.

H. & B. GEAR.
The H. and B. gear remains J he fai

all its essential features, in that it

has only two gear wheels, the outer, b
is internally cut, being mounted ecce
tally and driving by means of eiai

levers. The expanding clutch, howi
has been replaced by a cast iron
clutch, which is operated by meainl

Hingston and Brown two-speed gear, n
ufaotured by R. T. Shelley Ltd., with hub she.
removed showing new cone clutch.

a pair of cam faces. Another new feati

lies in the belt rim, which is fixed tot
driving portion by tubular spokes._M
rim is held to the spokes by nuts, vSft
screw on to lugs brazed to the rim. Tl
gear has the merit of simplicity.

Sectional elevation of the H. & B. gear. .2

A. Ball race supporting cccl

trie shell.

Plate carrying clutch spriui
Inn r clutch member. "5B
Outer clutch member.^
Clutch springs.
Clutch supporting plate.
Outer shell of clutch ballrat
Inner member of clutch la

race carrying profiled fai

for clutch withdrawal.
Operating lever for duh
withdrawal.

Lock-nut.
flange brazed to belt rim.
Nut locking spoke to^H
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MUDGUARDING.
Devices for Mudproofing Rider and Machine.

j AST year I was permitted to air

my grievances on mudguarding in

J^ the pages of The Motor Cycle,

and in the hope that they will

I of interest to winter riders, I am
nturing once more on a few remarks
SMit the same subject. The no.tes

fni which this article is written were
tten at the recent Olympia Motor Cycle
flow, and, owing to the limited time
ai unlimited crowds, it is probable that
1 passed over more than" one clever

ifdguarding device. If this is the case,

J>ffer my apologies to the manufacturer
,<j such device, and beg to point out
iljit where I have mentioned the names
ci any firms, I have done so merely to
He examples, and have not attempted
tj give a full list of machines fitted

i' any particular manner.
.First of all, the thanks of all of us
no are mudpluggers,_ by inclination or

Showing how rear guard on belt driven
ichines should extend below the belt and when
ssible inside the belt lim.

fliessity, are due to the manufacturer
m giving us better front mudguards,
jre are many really fine examples of

Brit wheel guarding, among which the

lie side wings fitted to the Douglas,
>tt, and Williamson machines deserve
Icial notice.

|Videly=spread Front Guards.
have heard it said that they are both

feghtly and wind jammers, but I cannot
wee with either of these statements.

the first place, people are much too

ft to label anything they are not used

J as unsightly, and, in the second, the

mrds are no wider than the rider's

s which they protect. In any case

ftv are well worth the fitting, for they

al save not only the rider and working
•ts, but also the enamel, and thus the
chine will retain its smart appear-

fte for a longer period.

Quite a large number of

firms were showing machines
having front guards with side

flaps extended for their whole length,

and a few were shown with useful mud-
splashers either attached to the lower
extremity of the front guard or to the
front wheel stand.

More attention has been given to the
protection of the front wheel brake gear,

but it is little short of marvellous how
many machines there were in the Show
fitted with side flaps to their front guards
and stopped off just behind the spring

forks. Thus the springs and shackles con-

stantly need cleaning and the brake gear
jams, necessitating a dismount after

every few applications of the front

brake, to free the shoes from the rim.

It is true that certain types of fork

carry their springs above the guard, where
they are in little need of protection, but
this is no excuse for not properly pro-

tecting the rider.

A good front guard should have side

flaps for its entire length. These should
increase in depth as they approach the
bottom of the guard, and should also be
somewhat splayed outwards, a large mud
splasher being fitted at the bottoin. The
guard should also extend forward at least

as far as the outside of the wheel rim.

Even this does not fully protect a sidecar

passenger from mud thrown by the wheel.

Protecting the Belt.

Turning to rear guards and belt

guards, things are disappointingly un-

altered, and were it not for the ray of

hope which emanates from such far-

sighted firms as the Rex, Bradbury, Rex-
Jap, and New Hudson, the outlook would,
indeed, b» misty. All these firms have
paid attention to the belt-guarding ques-

tion, and though I am an enthusiastic

supporter of belt drive (for solo work at
any rate), I fully realise its shortcomings
as a winter transmission. During the
past year, however, I have been riding
a machine fitted with a special belt guard,
and although the driving pulley was a
very small one, no signs of slip have
been noticeable even in the worst weather.

A good front mudguard should extend at least

as far forward as the wheel rim and have wide
side wings and a mud splasher.

This proves that a belt can be properly
guarded, and there is no possible doubt
that the subject should be at once taken
up by the manufacturer. Several firms
are fitting guards round the engine pulley,

and amongst the neatest is the aluminium
casting on the Premier. This machine also

has the distinction of being fitted with
what is probably the widest rear guard
on the market. It is of the domed type
and measures approximately 7in. across
the chord.

Failing a complete belt guard such as
is fitted by the firms previously men-
tioned, why, oh why, does the manu-
facturer finish off his rear guards just

at the very worst point, i.e., just above
the bottom length of belt? When finished

in this place, all the mud and water

The writer's notion of a weather-proof machine. It has an all-black finish and guards as described

in the accompanying article.
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Mudguarding.
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picked up by the rear tyre is flung round
the guard and on to the belt in a con-

tinuous stream. The correct way to

protect the belt is to continue the guard
to a. point just below the belt, and to fit

a side flap from the guard to just inside

L: .
"'"

Holt's trouser guard, for which the Service
Co. are agents.

the belt rim (as shown in accompanying
sketch). In the case of a fixed geared
machine it is impossible to bring the
flap so near the centre, but it will be
found quite efficient if brought to within
£in. of the belt rim. Tins remark applies
equally to machines having a " counter-
shaft gear with a belt as a secondary
means of transmision.
The usual extension over the belt and

brake rims, and even side flaps carried
right round, unless brought round to the
points above mentioned, do. not save the
belt, though thejr protect the rider, and
for this purpose are admirable. The
Humber and Centaur Co.'s fit a neat
guard of the latter type, and as it is

brought very close to the belt rim it

probably protects the belt to a limited
degree, but not sufficiently for real mud-
plugging. On reading the above re-

marks, I can almost hear chain drive
enthusiasts chuckle, but after riding a
chain-driven machine hard for a con-
siderable period I have a few re-

marks to make on this subject also.

The Guarding of Chains.
Chain guarding appears to have re-

ceived a great deal of attention during
the year—a fact which no doubt accounts
chiefly for the growing popularity of
this type of drive. The A.J.S., Sun-
beam, Clyno, and Lea-Francis are fine

examples of how guarding should be
carried out, and deserve much praise
for their ingenuity.
The first point to be mentioned against

entirely enclosed chain drive is usually
inaccessibility, but with the coming of
detachable wheels this point is easily
disposed of, and a little thought has
rendered the machines with fixed wheels
at least as accessible as belt-driven
machines with hub gears. Unless, how-
ever, the chains are enclosed, mud and
grit soon ruin them, and also the
sprockets, necessitating constant adjust-
ment and spoiling the pitch, with conse-
quent noise and loss of efficiency. It is

possible to run exposed chains over dry
roads for quite long periods without
any very serious effects, but even then
any grease or oil on the chains immedi-
ately collects dust and foi'ms an excel-
lent grinding paste.

Judging from the. progress made
during- the past year, I am tempted to
repeat more emphatically than last

A32

year that absolutely oil-tight chain cases
could be fitted which would not interfere
with accessibility, and chains running
in oil in combination with a good spring
drive or slipping clutch should form an
almost ideal drive.

Weather=proof Machines.
With the exception of three machines

—the Scott, Swan, and Lea-Francis—

I

searched- the Show in vain for an under-
shield, and yet I feel sure that anyone
who has once tried a well carried out
device of this kind would refuse to be
without one. It saves the rider, the
working parts, and the cleaning brush,
and consequently, given an oil-tight

engine, one can go out in any weather
and return with a spotless crank case.

The mud can easily be scraped off a
smooth undershield, or even washed off

with a hose.

While on the subject of weather-
proofing, it is a welcome change to see

so many all-black machines in the Show,
but here again there are only a few
instances in which it is carried far

enough . With the
possible exception
of tank fittings,

which are easily

cleaned, there is no
necessity for any-
plating on the
machine at all, and
if each manufac-

A "Semi" sh" eld made turer was to turn
bj X^on* C°" ^ ,°n6 «^ *

black model, it

seems certain that it would find a ready
sale among the regular winter riders. I

fear that there are only four or five

machines in the Show which can claim to

be really thoroughly weather-proof, and
there are points even on these which are
open to improvement.
Mudgnarding of motor cycles is pro-

gressing, but progressing." very slowly,

and in the meantime it is well to remem-
ber that there are several firms of repute
who make special devices which may be

"

attached to almost any make of machine
for the purpose of keeping it and its

rider clean and dry.

These firms are too numerous to men-
tion, and their goods aTe mostly too
well-known to need it. Two devices,

however, the efficiency of which the
writer has personally tested, are the
Miller mudshield and the College screen.

In conclusion, motor cycle manufacturers
have got to wake up and attend to their

DECEMBER 12II1, i9i2.

weather-proofing, unless they wish to ti

their clients leaving them for the nr<

tection afforded by a cycle car. It wi
not my intention to mention this fori

of locomotion in this article, but (yd,
car manufacturers would do well to tak
note of the experience gained by ca
manufacturers, for there were severs
light three and four-wheelers at til

Show fitted with guards which wil

vibrate off and give 'very little protectio
to the driver and passenger.

run.!! i

A CLEAN DESIGN.
Mr. B. H. Davics's suggestions in 011

issue of December 5th have prompted j

contributor to send us a suggested desigi

(reproduced below) which embodies

:

A two-cylinder water-cooled enginr

with valves on opposite sides and enclosed

leads.

A three-speed g. ar box cast with tlie

crank case, and the final drive by belt.

The- machine is well mudguarded and
has a smooth surface wherever possible

Adjustable footrests are provided on the new
Premier, the engine plates having three sets of

holes to receive the footrest bar.

so that the whole may be swilled down.
The tank is cast with the frame lugs

(which practice is used by a well-known
American firm), and with it is cast a

tool box.
The front forks have enclosed springs,

and the magneto is placed high up behind

the cylinders.

All frame tubes are straight and a large

silencer occupies the space between the

bevel box and the rear mudguard.
Disc wheels are shown.
The design is novel and should be par-

ticularly easy to keep clean.

A CLEAN DESIGN, PROMPTED BY A SUGGESTION IN THESE COLUMNS.
(See paragraph above.>
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DID not consider that the average cycle car exhibit

was too encouraging. Symptoms indicated that

the boom had caught the bulk of the trade nap-

ping. Some of the exhibits had obviously never been
on the road at all. A reluctance to

exhibit naked chassis is not a good
sign : on several stands coachwork
was tightly bolted down to cover

all the mechanism, and as the pre-

sence of the coachwork made im-

portant derails inaccessible or even
invisible, except by crawling under-

neath, obviously the coachwork was
intended to limit inspection, or,

alternatively', the whole machine
was experimental.

One cycle car is said to have
received its finishing coat of varnish

in the railway van en route horn the

Midlands. ' Another had such tiny-

brakes that it plainly had not

covered 500 miles. Others had
very long chains, with rather crude

and limited adjusters. In fact, quite

a number of the newer cycle cars

will need a great deal of re-design-

ing before they can face a six days'

trial.

The average three-wheeled chassis

was well designed on the whole ; the

difficulties of obtaining an accessible

back wheel has been admirably

handled in most instances. The
passenger market of 191 3 will with-

out doubt fall into the hands of the

sidecar, the established 1911-12

cycle cars, and a few select representatives of the

newly-designed cycle cars.

Genuine Cycle Cars.

The genuine cycle car, as opposed to the miniature

automobile de luxe, has scarcely come into existence.

The Morgan chassis, weighing 2% cwts., with an 8

h.p. engine, has few rivals either in lightness, price,

orgeneral efficiency. Together with some of the belt-

driven four-wheelers, it points to the ideal of a light

machine, with air-cooled engine and simple transmis-
sion. If such a machine be eventually produced in

mBK~: ._7::.. quantities at a really low price, it

(>. . .; --, will have a tremendous market, for

.
>\ it can compete with the sidecars.

1 At present the lighter and simpler

cycle cars are more costly than a

typical sidecar outfit, and their road
capabilities .are eomparativelv un-

known.

The body width of cycle cars is an important point.

In some designs the driver is placed slightly in

front of the passenger to give more elbow room,
as in the case of (he Swift body illustrated. Observe

the compartment behind the driver's seat.

Will Belt Drive Survive ?

There is considerable controversy

as to whether any belt drive is really-

desirable on cycle cars ; and I should

say that the Morgan transmission

(bevel gear and two chains) and the

A.C. all chain are the greatest

arguments against the survival of

the belt. If a rigid transmission

be practicable on one of the lightest

and, cheapest machines now manu-
factured, the future of the belt is

certainly problematical. On the

other hand, big belts on big pulleys

stand up excellently in sidecar

work with medium-powered engines.

Small belts and small pulleys are

responsible for -95% of our belt

troubles.

The advantages procurable in

two-wheeler work by changing a

4m. for a 6in. pulley, and a J^in.

belt of inferior make for a tin. belt

of good make are simply incredible ; and I hope the

lightweight enthusiasts will persevere with the belt for

a year or two at least. The rriain merit of the belt

is that it makes a large range of gear ratios possible

on a light machine. A cheap chain-driven cycle car

cannot' very well have more than two speeds, or three

at most; a cheap belt-driven one may easily have eight

or nine.

Rear scringing, showing belt rim brake The framework and front springing.

A useful tool-box Is arranged at the back 01

the driver's seit.
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Passenger Machines at the Show.—

The New Hudson chassis is interesting in this con-

nection. .Presumably a four-speed epicyclic hub type

of gear could be cheaply made, and
,

with anti-shock

devices incorporated, might stand up under chain

drive. But we cannot expect a machined iour-speed

sliding gear on .a low-priced model. The smaller the

engine, the greater the number' of gears desirable.

I still fancy that there are great possibilities in the

direction of a medium sized air-cooled engine, with a

transmission consisting of large belts running over large

pulleys, and gearing composed either of expanding

pulleys or epicyclic hubs, used as counter-shafts.

Tandem and Sociable Seats.

;It is obvious that the public do not like tandem

seating. This prejudice will retard the advent of the

light, cheap cycle

car, for a broad
two-seater is a great

wind stopper, espe-

cially when it has a

screen and hood,

and power will have

to be piled on to

push these outfits in

the teeth of a gale.

Some of the makers
narrow down their

side-by-side seats to

34in. or so : this will

never do. Some of

the miniature auto-

mobile-de-luxe types are wonderful value for the

money, 1 hough I should not be surprised to see the

price-; rise as the models are perfected, and large

deliveries commence.
On one single chassis I spotted eight points which

struck me as urgently demanding alteration, and- I was

told that the price of that machine had already been

raised three times since it was first planned. The
pioneer evele cars which possessed any refinement of

design or fulness of specification have mostly been

listed Hose up to small car prices.

Notes on Trial Runs.
Trial runs in the Hammersmith district were very

interesting. It was obvious that many of the new
tvpes were clamouring urgently for better balanced

engines, more flexihle carburetters, and improved

Exhaust valve Utter on the Day-Leeds
tour-wheeler.

silencers. The 50 tvpe of V engine, with small

enclosed flywheels, cannot be run so slowly as a 90'

twin with large outside flywheel ; it is questionable

whether the best carburetters can make such engines

really pleasant when running light ; and I expect to

see them all gradually ousted by go twins or small

monobloc four-cylinders, both with large outside fly-

wheels.; probably the former, since they will be cheaper

and more efficient.

There are already one or two good engines on the

market, with. 90 cylinders and good sized outside

flywheels ; but there has not been time for their

makers to give deliveries.

Where there is but a small reserve of power, the

cross drives and shafts requisitioned by setting the

crankshaft longitudinally with the frame are far from
ideal ; and if the crankshaft be set across, the chassis

is too short ; in one or two cases these engines were

mounted on stubbv chassis, and the rear cylinder was
not specially accessible.

The commonest criticism of the demonstration
machines outside the Show was that their engines were
unpleasant when running free. I was agreeably sur-

prised with the springing, which was much better tha.n

I had expected ; but, of course, touring speeds were
not attempted in the Kensington traffic. The next

year will show a wholesale advance in design and
construction.

Sidecars.

Turri. % to the sidecar, which promises to enjoy the'

bulk of the passenger trade for at least another twelve

months, we saw thgjt practically every maker supplies

a bicycle well adapted for pulling a sidecar. J. R.

Haswell, Hugh Gibson, the Rev. P. W. Bischoff, and
others have demonstrated that a skilfully handled 3 %
h.p. change-speed bicycle is capable of hauling a pas-

senger and sidecar round some of the most exacting

routes in the British Isles ; and from this we mav
make the obvious deduction that the average duffer

mav expect excellent results with similar outfits in

ordinary country.

The 8 h.p. three-speeded type of sidecar hauler i-i

now a luxury, rather than a necessity, provided one is

content with a hoodless, screenless wicker chair. Of
course, if a heavy coachbuilt sidecar with full auto-

mobile fittings be selected,- the engine power should

be in proportion.

Since tyre troubles are unduly prominent with such

powerful outfits, the Clyno detachable wheels are ex-

Ccnstructtcn ot the Clyno rear frame, with which is incorporated a olatform for the gear box and magneto.
Vaned outside flywheel of the AX.

sociable to assist cooling.
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FOR 1913.

The machine that is different.

The INDIAN models for next season represent quite

a new departure in motor cycle design and con-

struction. Its numerous improvements and refine-

ments, which will be found below, make the new
models at once the most easy riding and the most
trustworthy machines extant.

The Laminated Spring Frame—makes the 1913

INDIAN the most comfortable machine on the road.

The Improved Foot Starter—enables you to start

easily and gradually without effort.

The Extra Heavy Rims and Tyres—ensuring great

strength and increased comfort to the rider.

The New Silencer—most effective, can be used with

end release open without offence.

The Roller Bearings in Connecting Rods—ensuring

increased flexibility and silence.

Booklet of the Red TNDIAN furnished on request.

The HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,

178, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.
Goods and Repairs-
Telegrams

—
" Hendian, London.'

Bolsover Street, London, W.
Telephone—1740 Mayt.11

In answering this advertistment it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.."
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The only tyre that is really an efficient non-skid. Obtains a firm grip on grease, and is

equally secure on met asphalte, where steel studs are worse than useless.

Remember its unapproachable record, viz: the winning of the Team Prize in the A.CU
Six Days Trials four years in succession.
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" Studless, London."
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'Passenger Machines at the Show.

—

1 win-cylinder A!H-""=-MateMess and Sydenham sidecar. The wheel springing

and front fixing of the sidecar will he noticed.

ceptionally attractive ; probably such wheels will even-

tually figure on all the heavy outfits ; for motor cycle

tyres are notoriously somewhat of a lottery on the

big sidecar pullers, and though some of them emerge
from 1,000 miles' trials without a tyre stop, they

generally use much heavier and costlier tyres than a

private owner cares to employ.

Some extraordinarily comfortable bodies were staged.

It may be questioned whether any motor vehicle pro-

vides greater comfort than a good sidecar-; vibration

and bumps seem to be totally eliminated, and the only

'drawback is a

gentle swinging

sensation, due
to the insulation

of a feather-

weight chair by
large springs on
a light chassis.

At the present

moment a good
multi - speeded
motor bicycle

with a modem
sidecar repre-

sents a much
better developed
outfit than four

out of six cycle

cars : the exposure of the driver to wind, dirt, and
vibration is its real demerit, partially balanced by
the compensations of having two machines in one

(when the sidecar is detachable). This demerit is

sufficiently real to ensure an ultimate future for the

cycle car so soon as it can actually compete with the

sidecar outfit in price, economy) and reliability ; but

.that day is not yet.

Sidecar Attachments.

Other things being equal, it is a great advantage to

own a motor bicycle which has brazed sidecar lugs.

•[ fear I am rather a lurid driver at times, and I gener-

ally manage to shift my sidecar fixings by brilliant

cornerwork ; while novices encounter some trouble in

adjusting the sidecar correctly; brazed lugs would be
a help to us both.

End view of F.N. two-speed gear on the 5 h.p.

four-cylinder model.

1483

The sidecar brake is attractive. We cannot use the

bicycle front brake very ruthlessly, and the bicycle

rear brake is apt to glaze on tours with a heavy load
in hilly country. The only sidecar brake I ever used
was a band brake, operated by a Bowden wire from the

handle-bar, and quite uncompensated. I did not like

it ; but I shall watch with interest the type of double
rear braking which is interconnected and compensated,
such as the Rover. In its absence, most of us use

throttle braking wherever possible, and so spare the

belt-rim shoe.

- I fancy two shoes on the rear wheel of the motor
cycle, one inside and one outside the belt-rim, would

be equally efficacious and perhaps a little cheaper.

The single belt drive will lose much ground among
sidecar enthusiasts this year, although it is tolerably

efficient. Some

5^

Front springing and cable steering on the G.N.
runabout.

of the new three-

speed hubs have
a lower bottom
ratio than in

191 2, so that a

4^in. or jin.

pulley will per-

mit of a double
figure bottom
gear with a big

belt riding on
the top of the

engine ~ pulley.

But there are attractive alternatives ; in one line

we have three-speed chain-drivers like the James
and A.J.S. and powerful twin bejt or chain drivers such

as the Rex Sidette ; in another, we have such combined
drives as the New Hudson. It is an exaggeration to

say that the secondary belt on a combined drive never

slips. But beyond contradiction such belts run for

several thousand miles with remarkably little attention,

and will grip in pouring rain if they are tight, fairly

well protected, and fit their pulleys. I have never

known one absolutely refuse to haul on the most
puddlesome flats or against a rainstorm on a hill

—

when conditions have often made me dismount with the.

single belt drive. In the heavier class we have such

ideal sidecar outfits as the Clyno, Bat, Enfield,

Williamson, etc. These will appeal very forcibly to

riders who seldom think of detaching the sidecar, while

the lighter machines are more attractive to men who
more often use their , machines for solo work.

6 h.p. twin-cylinder Rolfe sidecar machine, fitted with Precision engine,

chain drive, and counter-shaft gear.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the "Editor, The Motor Cyclo," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Riding Hands Off.

Sir,—A rider of a racing Douglas (judging from its Brook-
lands crackle) was observed on Sunday morning, while pass-
ing through High Street, Bromley, Kent, at a comfortable
pace,

_
to place his hands simultaneously into his pocket,

bringing forth matches and cigarettes, and then to light a
cigarette and redace the before mentioned articles in his
pockets without in the least disturbing himself or the control
of his .machine. This speaks well for the steadiness of the
Douglas and the rider's skill, and he should next try Bromley
High Street on a Wednesday evening.- after early closing,
when he will have an appreciative audience.

MYER B. LEE.

Mudguarding.
Sir,—On page 1391 you illustrate a belt guard as used on

the Elswick. I fitted my 3£ h.p. two-speed Humber with
a similar guard (but carried further back on the underside)
three months ago, and find it very efficient.

I had an incident with this machine which I should like
to relate for the benefit of fellow motorists. It is fitted with
a Binks two-jet carburetter, and on going out one evening
it was missing badly on the small jet. When throttle was
opened wide enough to expose the large jet it ceased missing.
Naturally I diagnosed the trouble as a partially choked jet.

I took down the carburetter, but could find nothing wrong,
still the missing continued. I then tried a new plug in
which the spark gap was nearly -fam., the missing ceased..
I then opened out the points of old plug and the missing
vanished. I remembered I had closed the point somewhat
after my previous run, and, as I could see daylight between
them, did not think it possibly could be the plug; thus
it is. not an advantage to have Che points very close.

TI 140.

Cycle Car Design.

Sir,—There is much to interest those of us who are keen
on the cycle car vn. your recent issues, but there are one
or two matters which I think can profitably be considered by
your numerous readers.

Firstly, as regards the matter of the carriage springs for

the cycle car, there is a notion abroad that springs are

expensive. They are not. A set of four first-class springs

for a cycle car I have built cost me one sovereign, and each
spring is four feet long and quite fiat when loaded. These
are the fundamental conditions for smooth running and
freedom from pitching and bumping so common in what
pleases " Ixion " to call the genuine small car, which, as

lie says, cannot be run for 45a. per mile.

Again, weight is not a necessary condition for smooth
running. Dead weight on tyres and harshness of drive, to

say nothing of the careless use of the brakes, are the chief

contributory causes of rapid tyre wear, and therefore

expense, so I should strongly recommend those interested,

whether professionally or otherwise, to see that the cycle

car selected shall be economical as to tyres. There is no
reason why a cycle car, a "genuine" one, with the drive

divided between two wheels, and the weight nicely distri-

buted between the four wheels, should not average quite

10,000 miles with good large motor cycle tyres.

There are other points, such as durability of engine,

auii>ber of speeds, etc., that I should like to write on, but

Ba

I must content myself with a word of caution to the user
and to the trade, that hasty rushing into the really new
motoring will not be best for all concerned. There is no
reason, however, that the co-operation of really skilled

designers, with sound originality, based on a broad engi-
neering experience, and capitalists, should not readily pro-
duce and sell with handsome profit four-wheel cycle cars,
having ample engine power, four speeds and reverse, and
differential gear, luxurious springing, and roomy two-seated
body, side by side, for under the £100.

I sincerely hope that the genuine amateur will come for-

ward and support the new " Cycle Car Club," so that the
professional element will be quite in the minority.

A. E. PARNACOTT.

Silenf?e.

Sir,—I shall be obliged if you will allow me a small spa
in your valuable paper to comment on the remarks
" Ixion " re the undesirability of a silent motor cycle
your previous issue. I have always read his excelle
articles, and much appreciate the great influence they must
have had on the trend of design of modern motor bicycles.

I must, however, disagree with him on -one point. He
says : "I regard a really quiet motor bicycle as a public
danger. An inaudible car is dangerous."
Now has he ever ridden a really quiet motor cycle and

driven an inaudible car, or is his statement merely drawing
a bow at a venture?
His argument against silence is an old one. It was held

against the noisy boneshaker, and again against the Silent

Knight engine when first used by the Daimler Co., yet
somehow all these objections are never heard of now ; for

it is a curious thing, too, that ever since the advent of this

engine manufacturers have endeavoured year by year to

produce a more and more silent and smoother running car,

and with never- a protest from car owners and drivers,

winch would ' be strange if their cars were more dangerous
to drive than noisy ones.

Ask anyone who drives a Silent Knight engine or rides

a modern push-bicycle whether its silence is a danger, and
he will say, quite the contrary—it is both safer to ride and
drive than a noisy one.

Has "Ixion"" ever ridden, say, a modern Scott machine?
I have, and, in company with many other satisfied users of

these machines, say it is even safer to use and less frighten-
ing for the pedestrian than the usual 3£ h.p. touring
mount. I have never heard a word against its silence,

except, perhaps, that it would be an improvement to make
it even more quiet.

Of course, with a quiet machine as against a noisy one,

one cannot blind through villages at full speed, trusting
that the hideous noise produced will compel every other
user of the roads to make way, but must simply slow down
to a respectable speed of, say, 17-18 m.p.h., and give a
warning, if required, by horn in a gentlemanly way ; for

as soon as the flashy bounder or " Knut " sees that he
himself will be in danger when blinding through traffic on
a silent machine he will slow down. Thus you will see that
silence, far from having a bad effect, will automatically
reduce speed through towns and villages, and will be as

great a boon to the general public with motor bicycles as it

has been with cars. SILENTIUS THE SILENT.
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Before Olympia
we were convinced that the Victoria

value would cause a mild sensation

—

and it did.

After Olympia
we hold the proof, for motor cyclists

far and wide have not only shown
appreciation, but filled our order books
with practical evidence thereof—and
when you think of it—when you study
the specification of the

VICTORIA
MOTOR BICYCLE
which is as under—

Precision engine, single cylinder, 85 mjm,
bore x 88 mjm stroke, with, mechanically-

operated side-by-side valves, and variable

pulley; specially designed Druid patent

girder 'spring forks ; Bosch high-tension

magneto ; chain driven ; Brown and
Barlow carburetter, with handlebar control ;

Dunlop rubier belt ; Dunlop heavy rubber-

studded tyres ; Brooks B 1 70 saddle, and
an exceptionally full equipment—
When you know its price—£38—you,
too, should be convinced.

Anyway, we're here to fill that purpose,

and we ask you to let us tell you more
about " Victoria " value— write us.

Victoria Motor and Cycle

Co., Ltd., Victoria Wks.,

Dennistoun, Glasgow.

^v

f '&

fffl™
'—-:<'=-v

.... .

Price £38 complete.

BROOKS

That is the

story in a

nutshell, and—
you can prove it

on the open road.

Everywhere you find

the BROOKS— here

and there the saddles

with another name

And would that be so

if the service were not

best? And the secret

is the spring— the

BROOKS PATENT
COMPOUND SPRING—
the spring that makes the

roughest road vibrationless 1

Do you know it ?

If not, ask us for the

BROOKS BOOK.

J. B. BSOOKS
^ CO., LTD.,

49, Criterion Works,

BIRMINGHAM.
Note thai a full range of

.the BROOKS Cycle and
Motor Cycle Specialities

may also be seen at our

London Showrooms—

-

Criterion House, n,
Grape Street Shaft-

esbury Avenue,

W.C. (Oxford St.

end.)

SERVICE
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." »3
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STURMEY-ARCHER
3-Speed & Free Engine

Motor Cycle Gear.

At Glympia the most popular variable gear was

the 3-speed hub gear, seen on practically every

maker's stand in the Show.

Experts declare that 80% of the 1913 Motor Cycles

will be fitted with 3-speed gears. See that you

get the BEST, the original Sturmey=Archer
with direct drive on top gear. As fitted by

the leading makers, Triumph, Humber, Bradbury, etc.

Send for new illustrated Booklet to

—

STURMEY-ARCHER GEARS, Limited,

NOTTINGHAM.

^ -^
B4 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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A SELECTION OF LETTERS FROM OVERSEAS READERS.

*?#5

Opening meet of motor cyclists of the Eistern Province, at Port Elizabeth, South Africa. Most of the machines are of British manufacture.

The Sidecar in Tasmania.

Sir,—Being a reader, of your interesting journal, and one
that has taken a keen interest in motor cycles for some years,

T am forwarding a photograph of myself and family taken on
my free engine Triumph and sidecar. This is a- very hilly

C Jillett with his heavily loaded Triumph and sidecar. (See letter.)

country, and, considering our weight (26£"stones), the machine
is really a marvel for power and reliability, and I cannot
speak too highly of it. The three-speed gear will be a great
boon. There is only one three-speed machine (a New Hudson)
out here yet. Wishing your journal every success,

Hobart, Tasmania. CECIL JILLETT.

Riding Conditions near Port Elizabeth.

Sir,—As probably one of the oldest motor cyclists in Eng-
land, and having been in South Africa about eight months,
perhaps a few words re the prospects of motor cycling here
may be of interest.

I came out in December, 1911, with visions of terrible

roads, impassable streams, hills which would surprise me,
and therefore without a. motor cycle, but after a few weens
found things locally not to be so bad as I expected^ so in-

vested in a B.S.A. single-gear (1911 late) machine, on which
I have now done over 7,5C0 miles over all parts of the
country.
The roads here are bad at times, only tracks with bad ruts,

but do not let anyone think they are unrideable, for more
pleasure I never had than in the last six months. I broke
uhe cross country record to Grahamstown, a city ninety-six

miles away, which I did in 3J hours—surely sufficient in

itself to prove machine, roads, and rider are in good order.

I have not yet met a hill which I could not easily sur-

mount—in fact after three weeks solo riding T felt that a sidecar

would improve the pleasure, so invested in a Montgomery,
castor wheel, which has "done me good service. "" With this

combination I regularly average 20 to 25 m.p.h. over the
local roads, and romp up hills not more than 1 in 8 with
12 stone passenger, and have managed our pet hill, Whites
Road, average 1 in 65, with a 10 stone 8 lb. passenger.

In short, South Africa offers pleasures equal to home for

the motor cyclist, no police traps and no speed limits.

Port Elizabeth, South Africa. J. W. BROWN.

The Motor Cycle Going Ahead in New Zealand.

Sir,—The photograph herewith may be of interest to

.readers of The Motor Cycle, which is looked forward to by
motor cyclists here. The photograph shows the opening run
of our local club, which has now forty members, and was
promoted by myself. The favourite machines out here are

the- Rudge, Triumph, Bradbury, Indian, and the Douglas.
The pastime is really booming just now, the trouble is to

get deliveries. The 3J h.p. is the most popular, and there

is a fair demand for lightweights, but I am rather afraid'

that they will not come up to expectations, as some of their

owners expect too much from them. They are driven fast

over our rough roads, and if anything breaks their owners
are the first to want to know the reason why.
Ferguson Street. Feilding, N.Z. W. B. BENSON.

mm

New Zealand motor cyclists assembled at Feilding, the event being the opening run of the newly formed Feilding M.C.C.
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Does an Engine Run Better at Night ?

Sir,—-A recent contributor to your columns puts the ques-

tion, Does an engine run better at night? Now, I have
frequently noticed that engines do run better at night, and
they have been made to run equally well tlu'ough the day
by increasing the air supply. Sunshine through the day and
chilliness at night is, in my opinion, very conducive to this

condition, as the temperature being iower at night the air is

much more dense, and, therefore, more of it enters through
an orifice than would be the case through the day, therefore

I do not doubt that an engine would run more uniformly if

it were made possible for more air to enter the carburetter.

ALFRED RILEY

j(OOTi(f||PLII DECEMBER 12th, iqis.

The Price of Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I was greatly impressed at the perfect truth of
" Ixion's " article in your isue of November 28th with
reference to the price of motor cycles. Like all other good
motor cyclists I visited the Show and was struck with the
wonderful glitter and finish, awfully high prices, and amazing
inaccessibility of the majority of the machines staged.

I am getting about sick of paying anything between fifty

to sixty-five guineas for a motor cycle, consequently I was
greatly disappointed to notice the general rise in prices. Will
no firm of assemblers or makers come forward and offer the
public (and a huge number of the public at that) a

thoroughly good 3£ h.p. single or twin, simple and reliable,

at £30 to £35. Let us (the crowd) have a cheap and reliable

machine and let the man with the long purse pay for racing
track experience.

"Ixion's" reference to the influx of foreign machines is

just true, and if the foreign motor cycle is as good as some of

the foreign cars, well then good-bye to the motor cycle trade.

BUILDER.

Territorial Motor Cyclists.

Sir,—I wish to draw your attention and that of your
readers to the difference in treatment accorded to civilian

and Territorial motor cyclists.

When it was first decided by the authorities to employ
motor cyclists during the Army Manoeuvres, I understand
the scheme provided that the vacancies should be filled by
members of the Territorial Force upon the following terms,
viz., 8s. per diem for maintenance and insurance of motor
cycle, and pay

,
and messing in addition, amounting in the

case of a private to 2s. per diem.
It was found desirable to enlist the services of civilians

in addition, and application was made accordingly to the
Automobile . Association and Motor Union. The terms
offered were as follows, viz., 8s. per diem for maintenance
of machine and 8s. per diem subsistence allowance. This
means that a civilian draws £2 16s. allowance per week
as against 14s. by a Territorial soldier, and probably does
not expend more than 25s.

The grievance, therefore, under which Territorial motor
cyclists are suffering is that, although they have been
trained in military duties, and hold in the majority of cases

non-commissioned rank with attendant responsibilities, the
value placed upon their services by the authorities is

exactly one-quarter of that of civilians untrained in military
duties.

In view of these facts, the authorities can hardly expect
to retain the services of Territorial motor cyclists who have
served under the existing conditions, unless the terms
offered to Territorials and civilians are placed on an equal

footing. ONE WHO HAS BEEN BITTEN.

Tyre Wear.
Sir,—Replying to "An Old Reader's" letter in The

Motor Cycle of November 28th, I beg to state that I have
given my close attention to this particular problem for the
past two years and have conducted all manner of tests to

fathom the undue wear taking place at the walls joining the

beads. As the result of those tests, I found that the wear
occurred through movement of the beads in the^ rim both
laterally and in creeping, also when a sidecar is attached

there is a severe twisting strain set up on the inner bead
wall, the one nearest to the sidecar, which is increased con-

siderably if there is not perfect alignment between the side-

car wheel and the motor cycle driving wheel, both horizon-

tally and vertically. Then there is another factor, viz.,

thickness of beads. I personally have handled quantities of

mo'for cycle covers of various manufacture, and some have

B6

thick beads, some medium, others thin; most rims are
standard in size at the edges of rim to take the bead. If

that bead does not fill that space, movement occurs, especially
if the tyre be a trifle under inflated, and the result is,

through movement, the edge of rim cuts its way through
rubber and canvas at that part in time. I can positively
say that the wall joining the bead is the weakest part of a
tyre, as at that part you get the join between the solid"

and stationary part and the flexible and moving part of
tyre.

I have handled plenty of covers of various makes which
have had splendid treads on them ; in some cases one bead
had parted in various places, and in some cases both beads
had gone. I am pleased to say I have devised a means
of preventing this chafing, but to all I would say keep your
tvres hard. ,,<|

WTALTER MORRIS.'

Fair Treatment.
Sir,—With reference to the letters which have recently

appeared in your excellent paper giving instances of the fair,

manner in which some motor cycle makers treat their cus-
tomer's, I should like to point out that such 'treatment is not
common only to the makers of the actual machines them-~

" selves, but is shared by some of the accessory makers.
My experience, though not so striking perhaps as that of

Rev. Douglas Hamilton, will bear testimony to the manner
in which Messrs. C. H. Pugh, Ltd., makers of the Senspray
carburetter, deal with complaints.
My carburetter, an early 1912 pattern, appeared to have

one of two defects, causing, amongst other things, very high
petrol consumption, so I wrote to Messrs. Pugh to ask their

advice. Their reply was the immediate despatch of a " shop
"

carburetter for my use whilst they overhauled my instrument.
Besides a complete overhaul, they brought my carburetter
into line with their most recent model, for which they made
no charge.

I trust that you will find space to print this letter, as I

think such promptitude and consideration are deserving of a

little publicity. I may add the usual disclaimer.
RALPH WADE.

Shape of Combustion Chamber.
Sir,—We are informed that the spherical (is cylindrical

meant?) combustion chamber is not suited to hill-climbing.

Whatever doss this mean? If, as the author asserts,
"

. . . Every motor cyclist, even of the potterer type,

knows that the combustion chamber which approaches the
sphere (again, cylinder?) most nearly in shape is the most
efficient." Then why are we subjected to theoretical results

which are attributable solely to the exterior surface of the
combustion chamber itself? Making use of his system of

logical deduction, cannot we say that- if it takes a certain
period of time for a given surface of metal, such as we have
in the construction of cylinders for valves either side by side

or on opposed sides, to. get hot, that it will take a relatively
shortened period of time for a smaller surface, such as is

employed in the cylindrical combustion chamber having over-

head valves to get cool? Here an advantage is derived, and,
although without the adduced argument, it must be shown
that we are not constantly hill-climbing. Therefore, the
matter resolves itself into the question of cooling, and it must
be conceded that properly cooled overhead valves should,
theoretically, score a comparative advantage which it is to

be hoped the 1913 season will cause attention and due
consideration.

The presumed answer of the enthusiast for scavenging
needs no comment. It is correct, and it should be further
emphasised that all but a very small, quantity of waste,
exploded matter remains in the combustion head, whereas in
the case of side by side or other valves the quantity is very
considerably greater owing to the extra surface necessary as
valve pockets at the very place where most heat is generated
and retained, and where better cooling becomes a very
valuable necessity.

Then, when the explosion takes place in the cylindrical
chamber the whole power transmitted thereby is obtained
exactly where it is required, on the piston head. Contrast
this with an explosion which spends a really greater pro-
portion of its energy than is usually imagined in the valva
pockets, serving no useful purpose, but rather the contrary",
and but one obvious answer is forthcoming. Was -it not
stated in the motor cycle press at the time of the last T.X.
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races that the riders of Regal-Green machines (overhead

valves and water-cooled) were miles an hour faster up hills

than their confreres? And was it not stated in the same
press that in the excessively arduous Six Days' Trials—

a

"trial" truly in more senses than one—an overhead-valved,
water-cooled machine of only 499 c.c. went successfully

over the course on a gear of 4^ to 1 when very many failed

on higher powered machines geared much: lower? [this

statement did not appear in The Motor Cycle, and it is not
true.

—

Ed.] What more, then, is required to show that a
machine having the combustion chamber of its power unit as

nearly true cylindrical as circumstances permit, plus efficient

cooling, is at present equal to any other type of chamber at
present in use? Is this due to overhead valves or to the
coolino- system? To the happy combination of both I would
reply. * KULIXDOS.

Sir,—With reference to an article in The Motor Cycle of

November 21st, entitled " A Few Points Simply Explained,"
signed by " Magneto," I should like to draw your atten-

tion to several discrepancies and misconceptions therein.

Your correspondent asks, "Why does an engine take
more air w-hen travelling fast ?

" and proceeds in a rather
lengthy, indirect way to explain this phenomenon ; whereas
it is know'n amongst the scientific people .that an engine
actually takes less air per revolution as the speed increases,

due to the throttling or wire-drawing effect at higher gas
velocities, and, of course, this is the reason why one has
to open the extra air, to make up the deficit due to

throttling, in order to keep the mixture strength correct,

l)ut at the same time the mixture gradually becomes richer

as the speed increases, in a secondary manner, due to the
petrol obeying a fluid law of flow, whilst the air supply
obeys a gaseous law, which results in a greater weight of

petrol being sucked at higher speeds than the air.

_Avl scavenging has been proved, beyond doubt, to increase
the power of a petrol engine, and' the writer has recently
taken indicator diagrams from an aeroplane engine, air

scavenged, which showed an increase of powrer of twenty-
five per cent, over a similar capacity unscavenged type.

It is rather interesting to note that in "Magneto's

"

simple explanations of the disadvantages of scavenging,
based chiefly upon his erroneous figures, he uses the "most
efficient mixture" (whatever is meant by this, as authorities

upon the subject use four distinct meanings for efficiency,

each depending upon the sense in which it is used) as the
basis of his beliefs, whereas in his expositions upon com-
bustion chambers he infers that " efficiency is not what is

wanted in a motor cycle engine:" D. M. NEWTON.

The Transmission Question.
Sir,—We notice in last week's issue of your journal that

a correspondent laments the fact that manufacturers .

generally do not turn out a motor cycle with an under-
geared pulley in conjunction with belt drive. Will you
allow us to point out that the N.S.U. Co. have marketed
several models with the above method of transmission for

some years, and that a machine fitted with an under-
geared pulley in conjunction with belt drive can still be
supplied by them? N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD.

Proposed A.C.U. Ten Days' Trials.

Sir,—I see that there is a proposal to combine the A.C.U.
Six Days' Trials with the Scottish Six Days' Trials next year,
and, as one interested in the manufacture of Tight cars (may
I be excused if I do not call them cycle cars, it is an awful
name), perhaps I may be permitted to say how this idea
strikes me. At the first glance, the idea appears to be
excellent, and would, without doubt, prove a most exacting
trial for any machine; but on consideration it has its dis-

advantages. In the first place it is doubtful if many amateurs
(or are they novices now?) could spare time or money for

such a protracted trial. Secondly, there is the human
element. At the end of the Scottish trial this year, many of

the men had done about as much as they could do, and if

they had had to go on for another six days many would have
retired from ill, health. At the end of the A.C.U. trials,

which were nothing like so hard, many competitors seemed
to have had enough, and the smiles of relief as each man
finished on the last day were eloquent of this. Given fine

weather in the proposed combined trial all might be well,

but I fear ten days of wet and exposure might prove too
much for many riders. Thirdly, there is the question,
can the smaller and younger firms afford the time necessary

for such a trial? This does not affect the large and nj ,

established firms who can afford to employ men to ride for

them and do nothing else, but it does affect, to my mind, the
smaller manufacturer.

In most cases the principals of small firms elect to compete
personally in these trials, and wisely so, as they can learn
more about the machines they are responsible for in this way
than any other. Now to compete in such a trial as is

proposed would mean an absence for the best part of three
weeks from business for such men, and it seems to me that
very few could afford to be so long away from their works.
The views of other manufacturers would be of interest at the
present moment before the matter becomes one of decided
fact. J. TALFOURD WOOD.

Judging Distances with One Eye.
Sir,—Your splendid paper, The Motor Cycle, has many a

time been called upon to settle a complex question, so I take
the liberty to ask the readers to help me in the solution of

the following case :

I have a patient, aged about 47, whom I converted into a
keen motor cyclist about twelve months ago. Previous to

this he had no experience of motors, and could only mount
a push bicycle by the step, but now he can moraif a 3^ h.p.

by the pedal with engine working.
A fortnight ago he was out shooting, and had the mis-

fortune to get shot in the eye (right). This necessitated the

removal of his eye. He now fears he will never be able to

motor cycle again, and as this troubles him very much he
has asked me to write to your paper to find out if there are

any motor cyclists with one eye. Since the removal of his

eye my patient cannot judge the distance of objects from him.
Would any motor cyclists who have the misfortune tr> be

minus an eye give me their experiences and the difficulties

thev have to contend with in the pastime? They could com-
municate with me direct (my address is Bassingbourn,

Cambs.), or through The- Motor Cycle, if you think their

replies would be of general interest.

(DR.) SELBY CLARE.
[It is possible that the difficulty may disappear as the patient

becomes accustomed to depending upon one eye only.—En.]

HEAVY-WEIGHT SIDECARISTS.

Mr. and Mrs. R. Holland, of Hawtenstall, on their 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar
combination. Mr. Holland scales 16 stones 9 lbs., and his passenger 14 stones
7 lbs., yet after 5,000 miles, including the roughest surfaces, the owner reports
complete satisfaction. 80 m.p.g. is given as the petrol consumption.
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WHEN we visited the Paris

Salon on Saturday last we
were prepared to find the

motor cycle exhibits placed in their

usual obscure position, but were
hardly conscious of the fact that the

motor cycle stands would be all rele-

gated to the galleries. In previous

years the large firms have had their

motor cycles intermingled with the

cars when they happened to be

makers of both ; "this time the large

firms,' for reasons stated elsewhere,

have held aloof. The British made
machines are more numerous at this

Salon than at any previous Parisian

exhibition, which made one feel

proud of the position we hold in the

industry. The exhibits of Douglas
Bros., New Hudson, B.S.A.,

Rudge, Triumph, Williamson,

etc., were all being examined with

the^ greatest interest by French
visitors. These machines make the

French motor bicycles " look very

second-rate, as it is only during the

last year that French makers have
seriously considered the fitting of

change-speed gears, and naturally,

while the British product has been
gradually, improving-, the Gallic one

has been practically at a standstill.

Foreign firms like the Moto-
sacoche, Moto-Reve, F.N., N.S.U.,

etc., which have had the benefit of

British agencies or depots to advise

and help them to keep in touch with

modern British requirements have
brought their models into line, and
their exhibits at the Salon show that

they have profited by that experience

and advice. Naturally with the Olym-
pia Show only just over there is little

to lay before our readers regarding

the above-mentioned firms' exhibits

and their stands ; we shall, there-

fore, be content briefly to mention
the fact that they are represented,

The Renc-Gillet gear box and belt drive. The
cylindrical box is built into the frame as shown.

and state for the benefit of foreign

readers where they may .be found in

an exhibition that is bewildering in

its maze of galleries, anterooms, and
passages.

The decorations, particularly those

in the main hall, are indeed splen-

did. "The colour scheme of every

stand is identical, i.e., the pillars and

sign are of the same shape and
painted a light stone colour with

panels of chocolate. On the top of

each sign is a kind of inverted chan-

delier of many imitation candles

;

these are each tipped with an elec-

tric bulb for evening illumination,

and when all are lighted and the

dome of the Grand Palais and the

surrounding panels are all picked out

in a blaze of many coloured lights,

the effect is magnificent. The light-

ing of some of the galleries was very

bad on Saturday last,, and the exhibi-

tion closed at 6 p.m. without some
stands receiving any light except what
was reflected from the main hall and
adjacent anterooms.

Motor Traffic in Paris.

Outside the exhibition building the

mind was bewildered with a rushing

stream of taxicabs, private motor
cars, etc., and crossing the Champs
Elysees was only undertaken at some
Slight risk. We noticed that agenU
de -police were stationed at the im-

portant crossings to warn taxi-drivers

of their speed propensities, but often

without any notice being taken of the

caution. When the Show closed at

6 p.m. the. rush for.the Tube was so

great that the entrance to the nearest

stations had to be closely guarded

by the police, and only a sufficient

number of the crowd to fill each

train was admitted.

Belt and valve sides of the Austral, a neat single-cylinder machine with Swiss engine.

BS
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Both sides of the 31 h.p. twin Rene-Gillet, showing the two-speed gear box. This was exhibited in an incomplete state.

Austrjl.
Cycles Austral, 12, Rue de Lamar-

tine, Paris (Salle T, Stand 1).—The
erstwhile makers of the Austral tricar,

once a familiar feature of the Paris
Shows, were exhibiting one example of
the Austral motor bicycle. This is a
2 h.p. model, 62x82 mm., with an
ordinary type of frame and a special

spring fork. The blades of the latter

are hinged at their centres, and lugs
above and below the hinge serve to carry
coil springs in compression. A Longue-
mare carburetter and Bosch magneto are
fitted. The tank is circular and nickel-

plated, and a large hand outside oil:

pump is fitted to the side of the tank
well forward. The engine is made by
Zurcher et Cie. , Pontarlier, and has an
adjustable belt pulley.

Automoto.
Automoto, Rue Gutenberg, St. Etienne

(Balcony, Stand 15).—This firm was one
of the first to manufacture motor cycle
engines "in France. It shows one
example of a twin-cylinder belt-driven

machine with Moser engine and carbu-

retter, the latter handle-bar controlled.

The belt transmission is provided with a
jockey pulley for tightening the oeit.

The magneto is in front of the crank case

and silencer underneath it. The hand
oil pump is too close to the saddle, other-

wise the machine is neat and workman-
like in appearance.

B.S.A.
Potier Lecorsier and Co., 196, Boule-

vard Voltaire, Paris (Salle S, Stand 14).

—One example of the B.S.A. motor
bicycle fitted with a. cane-seated side-

car. The machine was in a very obscure
position, and we only discovered it late

one evening just before the building was
cleared.

Douglas.
Douglas Bros;, Kingswood, Bristol,

and 190, Boulevard Pereire, Paris (Salle

U, Stand 1).—Messrs. Davis, who are
the Paris man-
agers of the
Douglas business,

have staged ten
machines, and a •

very imposing
show they make.
Nine of the
models are the
standard gentle-

man's Douglas
with and with-

\ out change-speed,
the other is a
lady's. The same
firm also handle
the Williamson
sidecar machine,
and examples
both of the air-

cooled and water-
cooled types are

on view, also a

Ganoelet sidecar.

The firm will be
in possession of

new premises
on January 1st

A floatless carburetter

named "the Fill."

(address

next

.

abovi

Fill Carburetter.
Of course, there are hosts of acces-

sories of all kinds in the gallery, but the

only real novelty of interest to motor-

cyclists is the Fill carburetter, which we
illustrate. This is the product of a firm

styled Carburateur Fill (Bonduel, 25,

Boulevard Inkermann, Neuilly, Seine).

Briefly described, this has one chamber
and no float. Petrol enters at the base,

the flow of liquid being controlled by a

long taper needle valve which opens more
.

or less according to the suction and speed

of the engine. This valve can be adjusted

to give a greater or less quantity of fuel

to suit engines of various dimensions.

The vaporising chamber has one lever

only. This raises or lower the adapter

around the jet tube, thereby increasing

or decreasing the amount of extra_air.

With the lever in closed position the

suction _ on "the jet is powerful, thus

rendering starting easy.

F.N.
Fabrique . d'Armes de Guerre j

d'Hekstal, 4-6, Rue Pierret, Neuilly,

Seine (Salle T, Stand 103).—The well-

known 2^ h.p. two-speed single-cylinder

and the 5-6_ h.p. four-cylinder models
are to be found here, ' finished in the

same style as -they were exhibited ii.

London.

Gillet.

Rents Gillet et Cie., 12&V Route
d'Orleans Montrouge, Seine (Salle U,
Stand 3).—No less than seven different

twin models are. made by this firm,

which is one of the leaders of the

Two views of the 3! h.p. Harding-Jap, a twin-cylinder machine bnilt in France with British parts throughout. The gear is a Bowden two-speed, the frame
Chater-Lea, and the forks Druid.
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Paris Show.—

A Red Cross Service ambulance si .iecar attachment
shown on Motosacoche stand.

industry across the Channel. The prin-

cipal patterns, however, are the 3i h.p.

64x76 mm. =488 c.c, 5 h.p. 70x76 mm.
= 584 c.c, and 7 h.p. 80x100 mm.
= 1,006 c.c The novelty for 1913 is

the change-speed gear, which, previously
forming part of the rear hub, is now
built into the frame at the bottom
bracket in a very neat and workmanlike
manner. The gear box is a cylindrical

casting, enamelled black like the rest of

the frame, and the main- shaft is driven
by belt from the engine pulley, both
pulleys being of equal diameter about
5£in. The control pedals are carried on
strong bosses formed on the right side

of the casing. ' Patents are pending con-

cerning the internal construction, so the
device cannot be described at present.

To stop with engine running the control

pedal is depressed by "the toe, this

releases the clutch, a further movement
applies the brake, and carried still

further the throttle is partly closed to

prevent the engine racing. To change
gear the heel portion is depressed, which
applies the low gear clutch, and upon
pressing the heel further downward the
high gear is brought into play. The
clutches are conical, and, when starting,

the high gear cannot be put in without
first applying the low gear, an important
point in the case of a machine in a
novice's hands. The left pedal is used
to apply a belt rim brake, and the whole
of the rear triangle is covered in by
sheet aluminium. Rene Gillet machines
all have the magneto fitted in the tank
like the Bat, and gear driven by a
vertical connecting shaft from the timing
gear. The control on the handle-bar is

by rotating grips as on American
machines. A -sidecar is fitted to one or

two models; one is made by T. Cadby
and Sons, Birmingham, and called the
Burbury ; the V others are by Mills-

Fulford, Coventry.

Harding=Jap.
H. J. Harding, 49, Boulevard

Gouvion, St. Cyr, Paris (Salle F, Stand
7).—The Harding-Jap is made of

British material and parts, the engine

is a 3^ V twin J.A.P., Chater-Lea frame,

and Druid forks are used. The two-speed
counter-shaft gear is a Bowden, the

saddle an Xl'All, tank Davidson, and
belt Watawata. We illustrate this

machine. The firm is agent in France
for several different makes of English
rnotor cycle parts, among them being

J.A.P., Chater-Lea, Xl'All, Druid forks,

Davidson tanks, and the British Hub
Co.'s cycle car and other hubs.

EI2

Hercltle and Bruneau.
Herdtle and Bruneau, 93, Pelleport,

Paris (Salle T, Stand 5).—Motor cycle

sets for attaching to ordinary push-
cycles .have formed the bulk of this

firm's business up to date, but they will

exhibit to-day (Thursday) quite a new
model, advance particulars of which
were given to us by their representative.

The new mount is a twin-cylinder
vertical model, water-cooled, with bore
and stroke 48 X 75 mm. ; the connect-

ing rods work on one crank pin, and
explosions occur' alternately in each
cylinder. The transmission is by fric-

tion wheel and disc to a counter-shaft,
thence by chain to the rear wheel. The
feature of this transmission is that
every part of it is entirely enclosed.

The attachments are the same as those
previously described, and consist of a
little water-cooled single-cylinder engine
fastened under the down tube, and
driving by belt.

Humberette.
Humber, Ltd., Coventry (Main Hall,

Stand 113).—This cycle car will occupy
a position on Humber's motor car stand
in the Main Hall by to-day (Thursday),
and will doubtless be subjected to the
closest scrutiny. At the time of our
visit to the Show, it was in the hands
of the French customs authorities.

Motes »coche.
Paul Munch, 2, Avenue Alphand,

Paris (Salle U, Stand 4).—The 3^ h.p.

twin Motosacoche has attached to, it an
ambulance sidecar with canvas hood and
pillow, the hood bearing the cross of

the Geneva Convention. The frame is

constructed of steel tubing, artd is sus-

pended on long laminated springs.

Another model new to British readers is

a sidecar with the 750 c.c. Motosacoche
V twin engine, chain transmission, and
substantially constructed sidecar chassis.

The attachment of the sidecar is well

worthy of attention, and we illustrate

the complete machine.
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Malicet and Blin.
Malicet and Bltn, 103, Avenue de In

Republique, Aubervilliers, Seine (Salle

X, Stand 1).—Some excellently finished

examples of cycle car parts, either com-
plete chassis, or gear boxes, steering,

front axles, back axles, with balance

gear, etc. They are employed on some
of the best examples of cycle cars which
were shown at Olympia.

Millford Sidecars.
Jouve, M., et Cie., 145, Boulevard

Murat, Paris (Salle T, Stand 12).—The
sidecar is not a quarter so popular in

France as it is in England, but never-

theless the Millford sidecar should have

a fair run in France, as it appears to be

in good hands. The agents for the firm,

Messrs. Jouve, informed us that the

demand is increasing, and they have

already sold quite a number of these

attachments..

New design Moto-Reve carburetter with separate
unions for front and rear cylinders.

.

Moto-Reve.
The Moto-Reve Co., 35, Rue de

Lancy, Geneva (Salle T, Stand 11).— I

This Swiss firm exhibit direct the same
models that were shown by their

agents at Olympia. The English

New model 750 c.c. Motosacoche sidecar. This is a very fine example nf a chain driven passenger machine.

The engine is the same as the Motosacoche Arm exhibited at Olympia.
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Paris Show.

—

machines are fitted with B. and B.
carburetters, but those made for the
Fx'ench market have a new carburetter
made by the Moto-Reve Co. Provision
is made in the body of the instrument
itself for the junction of two separate
inlet pipes. A concentric type of float

1491

Clutch oontrol lever on the Moto-Reve handle-bar.

is used, and the chamber carries a
couple of jets diametrically opposite
each other. Below each of these is a
small hole in the bottom of the carbu-
retter ,.box, which serves to admit a
supply of air. As the sleeve throttle is

opened the area of these air ports is

increased in unison, whilst for close

adjustment a hand-controlled port is

arranged on the side of the mixing
chamber. The clutch on engine-shaft
is also worthy of notice, as it" is another
item which the English agents do not
supply.

New Hudson (France).
SOCIETE FEANCAISE DE - BlCYCLETTES

New Hudson, 5, Rue de Sablonville,

Neuilly, Seine (Balcony, Stand 13).

—

The 2| h.p. and 34, h.p. New Hudson
models in French - grey are suitably

staged by the French House. Another
machine is painted a brilliant canary
yellow with black lines. Canoelet side-

cars are fitted to two or three of the
machines.

Simplex.
-Simplex Cycle Co. (Amsterdam), 7,

Rue N. D. de Lorette, Paris (Salle T,
Stand 13).—The sole example of Dutch
motor cycle manufacture in the exhibi-

tion is a rather strange-looking machine.
The double top tube of the frame goes
from the top of the ball head right to the
rear axle. The seat tube carries a
springing arrangement for the saddle,

and the spring fork is a very elaborate
arrangement of tubes and joints with
compression and recoil springs enclosed
in nickel-plated tubes extending from
the centre' of the hub to the fork crown.
The general design of the frame and

A Dutch mount called the Simplex. It is made in Amsterdam, and has a spring saddle pillar, unconventional
frame, and spring front forks.

appearance of the tout ensemble will be
gathered from the annexed photograph
and sketch. The engine is a Fafnir,
84x88, and the carburetter is a B. and B.

4k«e engine clutch fitted to the Moto-Reve engine-shaft.

Detail sketch of the Simplex front fork,

snowing the case for the springs.

Wanderer.
A. Heroed, 5, Allee Erasme, Ville-

momble, Seine (Salle S, Stand 2).—The
Wanderer machines were not at Olympia
this year, therefore a short description

of the new lubrication method will be of

interest. The oil is fed into the crank
case by hand pump about every thirty

miles to keep up the level of lubricant in

the chamber. To circulate the oil to

the bearings, there is a small oil pump
(see sketch) fastened to the side of the

crank* case. This returns the oil to

the reservoir, when the supply, which
is pumped in by hand, is exceeded.
From the reservoir the oil passes

through a sight feed lubricator and
down two pipes enclosed in an aluminium
covering. These pipes lead, one to the

front, the other to the rear cylinder.

There is a valve on the sight feed to

regulate the flow of oil.

The Societe des Ateliers d'Avettgles
(Blind Society), 9, Rue de l'Echelle.

Paris.—The motor tandem tricycle on
this stand has two saddles. The two
front wheels are used to steer, and the
rear one to drive. The engine -is situ-

ated in front of the first rider, and
drives by belt. The machine very much
resembles a pedal tricycle in appearance,
and is on the lines of a sketch suggest-
ing a similar construction published in

The Motor Cycle of 1903.

Cycle Car Improvements.
Two cycle cars, both- of which have

been fully described and illustrated in

previous issues, have undergone modifica-
tions and improvements.

The Automobilette. A. Coignet, 11.5,

Bd. Murat, Paris (Gallery C, Stand 1).—
The first transmission of this machine
was by chain from engine to " cross-

shaft, but the latest chassis shown in

an unfinished state has a propeller-drive
from the same twin-cylinder vertical

engine as formerly used, a Huguelet, to
a gear box containing a bevel drive and
cross-shaft. The bevel gear allows a
reverse to be employed, and the final drive
from the ends of the cross-shaft is by V
belts to belt rims on the rear road wheels.
The single - cylinder Automobilette

Oil pump on Wanderer crank case.

BI1 I



A'ne mcaon transmission of the Violette cycle car. On the latest model the disc and wheel are situated midway
between dash and rear axle, this shortens the chain and dispenses with the jockey pulley.

remains unchanged, except as regards the
engine, which is now a Huguelet of the
same type as the twin vertical engine
referred to in a previous" paragraph.

Wanderer lubrication system. The sight feed oiler.

The Violette Friction=driven
Cycle Car.

Franc et Cie., 55, Rue Freres Herbert,

Levallois, and whose English address is

now Violette Cars (England), Temple
Chambers, Temple Avenue, London, E.C.
This has the friction wheel and disc

placed midway between the dash and
rear axle, the drive being connected to

the engine by a propeller-shaft and to the

rear axle by a chain. Formerly the fric-

tion mechanism was close to the dash,

and the transmission from that point to

the rear was by a rather long chain

which ran over jockey sprockets by which
the chain was adjusted.

Various Exhibits.
The following machines were exhibited

by various wholesale and retail agents.

We indicate the positions of the stands

and give the agents' names and ad-

dresses for the benefit of foreign readers

of The Motor Cycle, but any further

description of the machines is unneces-

sary, as they have all appeared in these

pages within the last few weeks.

A. and L. Levy, 27, Rue St. Ferdi-

nand, Paris (Salle I, Stand 1.)—Cal-
thorpe motor cycles and Garrard-Max-
field sidecars.

Sl4

Longuemaee Frebes, 12, Rue du
Buisson-St.-Louis, Paris (Salle N, Stand
6).—One 3^ h.p. motor bicycle with
Sarolea single-cylinder engine. This was
exhibited to show the control and fitt.ng

of the automatic Longuemare carburetter
for motor cycles.

W. H. Dorey, 14, Rue Torricelli,

Paris (Salle G, Stand 10).—The Dorey
50° twin cycle car engine, 85 x 95 mm.,
has side by side and very large inlet and
exhaust 'valves. Both are interchange-
able, and no less than 2in. diameter at

the head. The carburetter is a Claudel
and the magneto a Bosch ; the latter is

gear-driven by an enclosed train of
pinions situate across the front of the
crank case.

Hugo Storr.
Hugo Storr, 17, Rue Saussier-Leroy,

Paris (Salle S, Stand 4).—N.S.U. and
Rudge-Whitworth machines, for which
this firm is agent for France. The models
are exactly the same as those exhibited

in England. The Budge came in for

special attention, doubtless due to the

number of Continental wins to its credit

this year.
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Triumph.
Auto Velo Co., 23, Avenue du Roule,

Neuilly-sur-Seine (Salle S, Stand 3).

—

A little crowd surrounded the stand on
which Triumphs were displayed when-
ever we passed near to it. The Triumph
is well known and feared among French
competitors in races and trials, and has
wrested some of the best prizes from
the French this year and last.

Tyre Firm's Display.
The British motor tyre industry is

represented by the North British

Rubber Company, 27, rue Jean Jacques
Rousseau, Paris, and the Palmer Tyre,
Ltd., 152, Avenue Malakoff, Paris, who
exhibit the machine which is used in the

construction of the Palmer cord fabric.

The Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., 4, rue
du Colonel-Moll, Paris, have a stand in

the balcony, as also the Paris Continental
Tyre Co.'s house, of 146. Avenue Mala-
koff, the French Goodrich Co., 221,

Boulevard de Vulmy, Colombes, Hutchin-
son Co., 60, rue St. Lazare, Paris, and
last, but not least, the Michelin Tyre Co.,

of Clermont Ferrand.

Model Wind Waggon.
One or two very neat little model

motor cars are on exhibition. The one

on the Cadillac stand is an exact repro-

duction of a larger car, and is propelled

by a Cadillac electric motor used for

the self-starter. The little vehicle will

run an hour on one charge of electricity

at a speed of about ten miles an hour.

Another has a small air-cooled engine
at the rear of the two-seated body, and
drives an aeroplane propeller.

The propeller, which is about two feet

•diameter, is enclosed in a circular wire
screen. We hardly know whether a
juvenile would 'be allowed to drive such
a machine on the public roads in France,
but, of course, its use in this country
would be restricted to private premises
in the case of children under fourteen

years of age.

Another, called the Baby Auto, has a

friction drive, and is offered as a high
class toy for use in large private

pleasure grounds.

The chain drive ol the Automobilette cycle car is n <»w replace-* b v a woceller-shaft and bevel gear providln

a reverse. The final drive Is by two V belts.
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M.C.C. London to Exeter Run.
\V. H. Wells (7 Indian sc.)
Bouthcomb May (8 Match-

toss sc.)

N. 0. Sorosby (3! Budge
ruulti)

P. W. Moffat (23 Douglas!
E. J. Hanoock (3£ Premier)
H. G. Bell (5 P.tf.l
F. Q. Roberts f3i Green-
Zenith)

A. E. Catt (3.'. Triumph)
II. C. Mills (3i Regal-
Green)

R. 0. Davis (5-6 Clyno sc.)

II. G. R. Slingo (5-6 Clyno
sc.)

F. Smith (5-6 Clyno sc.)

C. \V. Meredith (3J Brad-
• bury sc.)

Harold Karslake (3i Rover
sc.)

Hugh Gibson (34 Brad-
bury sc.)

R. G. Muntly (3* Triumph)
G. Brough (6 Broughl
R. Rainshaw (8 G.W.K.

cycle car)
R. B. Clark (3i Rudge)
R. J. Charlesworth (6
Zenith sc.)

H. Johnson (31 Triumph)
P. Newbold (5-6 Zenith sc.)
P. Phillip* (2} D.mglasl
C. M. Keilier (8 G.W.K.
cycle car)

G. L. Drew (3J Premier)

R. Chesterfield (7 Indian

W. 'il. Bashall (7 Match-
less sc.)

J. T. Bashall (7 Matchless
"

sc.)

A. Bashall (7 Bat sc.)
A. T. Tamplin (9 Match-

less cycle car)
J. A. Neumann (6 Rudge

sc.)

C. Percival (25 Douglas)
J. H. Kerr (3.'. N.S.U.)
P. Grout ( )

W. B. Gibb (8 Williamson
sc.)

W. C. Hemy (5-6 Clvno ST..)

P. D. Walker (3'. Rudge sc.)
J. C. Haward (6 Zenith sc.)

S. F. Garrett (31 Green-
Precision)

W. F. Guiver (3i Ariel sc.)
C. H. Kouwenhoven (Si-
Ariel)

B. A. Hill (—-)
H. P. Robertson (2i
Premier)

Robertson Brown (Crouch
cycle car)

R. E. Lucy (3i Rudge)
F. Begley (6 Enfield sc.)

D. S. Parsons (G.W.K. cycle
ear)

J. A. Hoult (3J. P. and M.

LIST OF ENTRIES.
W. Pratt (3J P. and M.)
W. P. Tippet (2J Humberl
H. B. Wilioughby (6 Stellar

A. 'c. Evans (5-6 A.C.
cycle car)

W. H. Eggington (31 New
Hudson)

A. G. Peppercorn (3! Brad-
bury)

T. J. Ross (3i- Triumph)
W. Ford (3i Lugton)
A. AJcock (2i F.N.)
R. O. Olark (5-6 F.N. sc.)
C. V. "U right (34 Humbert
W. H. Eke (31 Rudge sc.)
C. S. Franklin (6 N.S.U. sc.)
G. Pitcher (8 Duo cycle car
O. Hill (G.N. cycle car)
F. J. Watson (31 Swift sc.)
A. P. Hann (10 Pinnace
cycle car)

R. Hollowuy (31 Premier sc.)

F. De la Hay (23 Sunbeam)
N. C. Dear (3 2-str. Con-
naught)

R. M. Aston (32 Bradbury'
G. E Cuffe (7 Indian sc.)

G. Nott (8 Matchless sc.)
A. J. Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc.)
J. Stevens (2J A.J.S.)
H. Stevens (6 A.J.S. ec.|

W. Hanson (5 A.J.S.)
E. J. Webster (6 Zenith "eel
W. E. Roots (-

R. M. Stallelinse (6 Kynoch]
R. M. Mcssciliy (8 Duo

cycle car)
G. B. Balaam (6 Rex)
L. Crowe (8 Bound-Jap)
W. L. Slingsby (31 P.V.)
C. E. Curwen (8 Matchless).
P. Bound (8 Bound-Jap sc.)

A. J. Dixon (10 Singer cycle
car)

A. J. Meo (22 Diamond)
L. Cass iu Trump-Jap sc.)

W. H. Bedford ( sc.|

H. G. Chester f8 L.M. cycle
carl

J. G. Palling (8 Zenith sc.l

Eli Clark (23 Douglas)
A. V. Sumner (3? Dav-Leeds)
A. B.Wade (3i Imperial)
F. W. Southern (23 Sunbeam)
S. T. Tessier (6 Bat sc.)

G. Featherstonhaugh (Si-

Rover)
M. A, J. Oide (3i Rover)
C. T. Newsome (3! Rover)
D. H. Noble (3J Rover)
H. E. Davison (31 Kerrv)
W. Cooper (8 Humberette)
F. A. McNab 'a Ariel)
J. S. Holroyd <3i Moto-

saeoche)
G. P. Howe (

)

F. \v. Carryer (31 Imperial)
S. J. Saunders (5 Rudge sc.)

M. Geiger (8 V.S. sc.)

H A. Suafeldt ,t; V 8 so.)

E. Vullis (8 Matchless ec.|

E. B. Wan- ( sc.)

Dr. cr- B. Mose-Blundell (6
[liiioiiiiiiatc-.tap BC.)

H. . Bea) ( )

J. 1. Love (5-6 A.C.)
E. O. Babbington (8 Ii;it sc.

H. A. Cccper (31 Bradburj

R. E. Guest (7 Matrhli -. ...
i

C. R. Collier (7 Matchless so.)

Adl. Sir R. K. Arbuthnot,
Bt. (31 Triumph)

H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan
runabout)

J. Chater-Lea, jun. (8 Chater-
Lea sc)

T. E. B. Jourdain (31 Brad-
bury)

G. \\. Marsden (3i Bradhnryl
H. G. Digby (5-6 A.C. cycle

car)
D. Ellis (6 Calthorpe)
V. H. Barnard (31 Bradbury)
A. G. Cocks (2) Connaught)
G. Griffiths (8 Zenith)

- L. ... i<\x (31 Hampton)
A. H. Radclifl (31 B.S.A)
'E. R. Cass (10 Gordon cycle

car)

E. B. Dickson (7 Indian)
J. l'eachey (31 Premier)

It. must be noted that the return journey has been made
more difficult, and the hilly road from' Sidford via, Lyme
Regis to Dorchester will be followed. The following time-

table will allow interested motor cyclists to watch the com-
petitors pass through the more important places. Leave
Exeter 6.30 a.m., Sidford 7.17, Lyme Regis 8.1, Bridport
8.28, Dorchester 9.12, Salisbury 11.4, Basingstoke 1.52 p.m. .

The first man is due at Hounslow at 3.40 p.m. Most riiLis

will therefore finish in daylight.

NOT BROOXLANDS !—THE TORONTO M.C.C's. HILL CLIMBING CONTEST.
This hill—said to be the steepest in Toronto—is located on Bathurst Street,

about half-mile north of St. Clair Avenue. The gradient is 1, in 6j. The
numerous bumps and ruts on the hill caused a great many spills and several
of the machines were unable to make the assent*

AEROPLANE COMES T3 GRIEF IN LONDON.
On Friday an aeroplane came down on to the roof of a house in Derwent

Road, Palmers Green, North London. , A large hole was made in the roof, but
the pilot, M. Mario, who was flying from France to London, and at the lime
of the accident was making his way to Hendon, escaped injury. He v. a;

eventually rescued by means of a ladder.
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r/M£ TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Dec. 12th 4.49 p.m.

„ 14th 4.50 p.m.

., 16th 4.50 p.m.

„ 18th 4.50 p.m.

A Business Trip in Canada.

W. W. Douglas, the well-known Doug-
las competition rider and sorT of the
proprietor of Douglas Bros., is leaving
for Canada on the 26th inst. per
the R.M.S. Oceanic from Southampton.
He will be accompanied by J. B. Clark-
son, of Wellington, New Zealand, who
will travel with him as far as Victoria,
British Columbia.

Much Safer Roads.

In view of the recent outcry in con-
nection with motor accidents in the
Manchester district and the formation
of the National Road Guards (self-styled)

by certain members of the Manchester
centre of the C.T.C., it is particularly

' interesting to note that Mr. R. Peacock,
.the chief constable of Manchester, has
stated that .more accidents, fatal and
otherwise, have been caused by trams
than by motors, in spite of the fact that
5,000 driving licences have been issued
in the city. He also said that undue
prominence was given to motor accidents
in the daily press.

Sound Advice Concerning Cycle Cars.

At the annual dinner of the Triumph
C.C. last Friday, Mr. M. J. Schulte,
who presided, gave his opinion of cycle
cars. He said that lately a new baby
had come into the motor line, and that
was the cycle car, but he was afraid that
it had had rather a premature birth into

the world. He believed that the trade
was not generally ready for it, and he
thought that 1913 would see a great many
failures in this line. When one took a
walk round the recent Show one found
that many of those small cars were in a
very crude and experimental stage. The
movement had come too rapidly, and he
hoped that everybody connected with
the trade would move slowly and
cautiously or else they would find that
it had come before its time, and would
die out again.

Lantern Lecture in Coventry.

Members of the Rudge-Whitworth
C.C, Coventry, listened to an interesting

lecture on motor cycling delivered by
Mr. V. A. Holroyd one evening last

week. The lecturer was assisted by a
quantity of lantern slides depicting
Rudge motor cycles in course of con-

struction at the works and in use on
road and tra-ck.

French Hour Record.

On Saturday afternoon last, at the
Pare des Princes Track, Paris, Lombard
attacked the French hour record for motor
cycles of 500 c.c, and succeeded in beat-
ing Grapperon's previous performance of

85 kilometres 320 metres by 480 metres,
covering 85 kilometrese 800 metres. This
distance equals 53.28 miles. The English
hour record, made by G. E. Stanley,
October 15th, 1912, on a 500 c.c. Singer,
stands at 67.42 miles, a difference of 14.14
miles. Lombard rode an Albatross.

Air-propelled Motor Cycles.

Concerning the article in the current
issue, no less an authority than Mr. S.

F. Edge recently stated that he felt sure

that the air-propelled motor car had a

great future. Of course, the same
remarks apply to motor cycles in a
marked degree on account of their lighter

weight. Mr. Edge does not suggest that
screw-propelled cars will come into use
in populous countries, but in wild, rough,
and open areas.

A propeller-driven motor cycle -is not
new, nor is it new applied to a cycle car.

A 7 h.p. twiii:cylinder motor bicycle some
years ago attained a speed of 50 m.p.h.
on the road, the tests being made in con-
nection with the form of aeroplane pro-
peller used. We illustrated a Beacon
cycle car with a propeller at the rear in
our Passenger Issue of November 14th.

Hill-climbing in Australia.

Some months ago a well-known rider

achieved the feat of climbing the famous
Oberon Hill, at the Jenolan Caves. On
a recent Sunday twenty-five members
of the Sydney Motor Club, who selected

this way to proceed to Yetholme, success-

fully ascended this hill on full touring
machines. The gradient of the hill is

rather severe, as it rises 1,900ft. in three
miles, and there are bends to nego-
tiate. Norman Saunders, one of the
party, mounted on a 3^ T.T. Bradbury,
with a 5 to 1 single gear, put up a very
creditable performance in riding from
bottom to top in seven minutes. Alf.

Foy, on a 7-9 Peugeot and sidecar, also

successfully ascended the hill. He has
the honour of being the first sidecarist

to climb the hill.

A.A. and M U. Notes.

The Association learns that the road
from Helmsley to the top of Sutton Bank,
via, Rievaulx and Scawton, is not now
suitable for motor traffic. There is a much
better road via Sproxton and Waterloo
Lane. Members are advised to use the
latter, and proceed from Helmsley over
the Rye, and then take the first turn to

the right (near the Nelson Gate leading
to Duncombe Park).

SPECIAL FEATURES:
PARIS SHOW.

PASSENGER MOTOR CYCLES.
MUDGUARDING.

Speed Limit.—An application has i

been lodged for a ten miles per hour speed

limit for certain portions of the Thame
Road and Aylesbury Road, Duke Street, J

High Street,' and Bell Street, at Princes i

Risborough (Bucks). Objections must be
;

lodged on or before, December 23rd. i

Therefore members able to furnish I

evidence or information bearing upon this

application, should communicate their

views to the ' secretary as early as J

possible.

Misleading Flash Lamps on High- i

ways.—Complaints are coming in from i

members regarding the flashing of electric

pocket lamps in front of cars and motor
cyclists by pedestrians. In connection J

with the complaints received concerning .

this practice at Swindon, it is satisfac-.

tory to note that the Association has

obtained the hearty co-operation of the

police authorities in suppressing it.

The Gometz-le-Chatel Hill-climb.

The following English motor cyclists

have signified their intention of crossing

over to France this week-end for the

Gometz-le-Chatel hill-climb next Sunday : I

S. T. Tessier (Bat), A. J. Dixon (Singer), J

G. Griffiths (Ariel), T. M. Rogers i

(Matchless), W. H. Bashall (machine not

stated). Sidecars : F. W. Barnes <j

(Zenith) and W. Pratt (P. and M).
The British contingent leave Charing I

Cross to-morrow (Friday) evening at tl

nine o'clock.

New Main Road out of Portsnnuth.

A meeting of influential inhabitants

and representatives of outlying districts

was held at the Portsmouth Town Hall I

last Monday evening, the Mayor (Alder-

man Corke) presiding. A resolution was •

unanimously passed in favour of a new
wide road being constructed out of the

,

borough of Portsmouth into the county
j

of Hampshire. The Corporation of.

Portsmouth has been asked to take up 'j

the proposal.

Nice-Turbie Hill Climb.

This event is to be decided on December
15th. The mountain pass is over four and-

threequarter miles in length, and is full of

sharp turnings. The motor cycle climb
will comprise two classes, those who com-
pete for a club challenge prize and a,

purely speed event. To be eligible fortha
former machines must be fully equipped.
The following French machines have been
entered-: 3 h.p. Moto-Reves, 2i and 7 h.p.

Peugeots, 3-i h.p. Zedels, 2-| h.p. Terrots,

and 3^ h.p. Magnat Debons.
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Repairing Brooklands Track.

Repairs are m progress on Brooklands
track, the stretch near the Members'
Bridge receiving attention.

The Auto Cycle Union Silencer Trials.

The Auto Cycle Union has invited a
Local Government Board official to witness

the silencer trials, which are to be held

in January.

From Overseas Readers.

Our postbag last week brought many
interesting letters and photographs from

readers scattered all over the world. A
selection of the communications appears in

the current issue.

Bravo, Bobby

!

A well-known rider recently arrived

in a populous part of London in the

wee sma' hours with no lamp. After

daringly running the gauntlet, he finally

found himself cornered. No escape being

possible, he brazenly asked the officer to

lend him his lantern while he went to the

nearest garage to borrow one. Much to

his surprise his request was granted.

We echo Bravo, Bobby ! may you have
speedy promotion

!

British Imports and Exports of Motor
Cycles.

The value of imports and exports of

motor cycles for tlie month and eleven

months ended November 30th for tire last

three years is given in the following

tables

:

Imports.
Month ended November 30th.

1910. 1911. 1912.

Motor cycles ... 2,101 2,216 2,180

Parts thereof... 4,771 7,177 12,248

Total ... £6,872 £9,393 £14,428

From this table it will -be noticed that

while the imports of parts have increased

by £5,071, the motor cycle imports have

decreased £36.
Eleven months ended November 30th.

1910. 1911. 1912.
r\ r> r>

Motor cycles ... 42,756 39,955 40,436

Parts thereof... 51,803 62,024 147,110

Total ... £94,559 £101,979 £187,546

British Extorts.
Month ended November 30th.

1910. 1911. 1912.

£ £ £
Motor cycles ... 1d,509 46,113 60.581

Pa^ts thereof... 2,816 11.367 19,299

Total . £18,125 £57,480 , £79,8

The value of our exports of motor
cycles and parts is still steadily assuming
large figures. The total exports for the

eleven months ended November 30th of

this year, as the following table shows,

I are over double the amount of the corre-
- sponding period in 1911 :

Eleven montlis ended November 30th.

1910. 1911. 1912.

£ £ £
Motor cycles ... 108,655 244,406 481,379

Parts thereof... 34,879 67,935 170566

Ir^raKE ESPEPflnS

Dec. 14.—Herts. County A.C. Open
Quarterly Trial.

„ £l.—Sutton Coldfield and Mid-
Warwickshire A.C. first

Cycle Car Trial.

„ 26.—N.VV. London M.C.C. Open
Winter Run to Gloucester
and Back.

„ 27-28.—M.C.C. Annual Winter Run
to Exeter and Back.

1913.

Jan. . . —A.C.U. Open Silencer Trial.

-North Middlesex M.C.C. Open
Trial.

Another Australian Record.

Last month at Melbourne, J. Booth,
holder of two championships, attacked
the one hour Australian track record,

and although the three-lap track was
not in -the best condition, he covered
52 miles 201 yards. His machine was a
3^- h.p. B.S.A. shod with Dunlop tyres.

The Speed of Motor Cycles.

Our attention has been drawn to a
suggestion made by the Coroner during
the inquest, at Truro, on a motor cyclist,

who met his death by colliding with a
car which came out of a side road, that
it was necessary "to keep a motor
cycle running at 30 m.p.h. in order to

keep the engines going properly." This
is, of course, a. misstatement, and
unfortunately there appears to have been
no one present sufficiently conversant
with the subject to contradict the im-
pression conveyed by this suggestion.

It would be a great pity if the idea

became general, for it is entirely errone-

ous, as all our readers know, and it is

to be regretted that any person in

authority should, without exact know-
ledge, have, given expression to such a
notion, for the man in the street will

swallow anything, especially if it happens
to be somewhat to his taste.

*495

Roads Improvement Association.

On and after the 20th December the
headquarters of the Roads Improvement
Association (Incorporated) will be trans-
ferred to 15, Dartmouth Street, West-
minster, London, S.W.

Mystery o£ Motor Cycles.

We read in a daily paper that the
Kent police are investigating a curious

case of - three motor cycles. . A few
days ago a motor cycle was left at an
inn near the canal at Gravesend by a
stranger, who did not return. On Thurs-
day two motor cycles were discovered in

the canal in the same locality. Both are

said to be in good condition.

French List of Motor Cycles Registered.

The following table showing the

numbers 1 of motor cycles in use in Great
Britain, "' France, and Germany from
1907 to 1912 was published recently by
our-JTrench contemporary, the Auto. We
do not vouch for the accuracy of the
figures, but reproduce them as an item
of interest :

Great
year. France. Germany. Britain

1907 .. 35,111 15,954 34,664

1908 .. 27,473 19,808 35,247

1909 .. 27,215 21,176 35,784

1010 .. 28,840 22,379 36,242

1911 .. 27,061 20,705 48,857

1912 .. 28,641 20,157 71,020

Motor Cyclist Despatch Riders.

We are informed that the Royal
Engineers, Territorials (headquarters,
12, Palmer Street, Westminster, S.W.),
have lately formed a motor cycle section.

There are at present ten vacancies in

the troops as despatch riders. The corps
consists of wireless, cable, and air line

telegraph units. Intending members
should preferably be engineers or tele-

graphists, though this stipulation is

not absolutely enforced. Allowance and
conditions of service are set forth by
" Celeriter " in our issue of October
17th (page 1170). Applications should
be addressed to the headquarters.

Total £143,534 £312,341 £651.945 A sidecar ambulance, patented by the French manager of the Motosacoche Arm and exhibitel

on their stand al the Paris Show.
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A LECTURE ON CYCLE CARS.
ON Saturday last, at the Imperial Hotel, Mr. R. Vernon

C. Brook, A.M.IIE.E., read a paper on " Cycle Cars
"

before members of the Birmingham M.C.C.
He opened his remarks by stating that when he

agreed to lecture on this subject he had no idea of how many
machines there would be to deal with. Owing to their mush-
room growth he did not intend to deal with each one
individually, but would be content to deal with each class.

The motoring millennium had not yet arrived, and in this

respect the British public, which has been bolstered with
this idea by the press, was doomed to disappointment.

In Mr. Brook's opinion the present cycle car is in no way
the descendant of the old Ariel and De Dion type quad, but
a modern growth which originated in the Bedelia and Dew
spider quad. - He proceeded with the history of the cycle

car (to which name, by the way, he particularly .objects,

preferring runabout or carette), and stated that at the recent

Show, out of thirty-six makes, ten were water-cooled.
American competition will, he thinks, to some extent,

affect manufacturers as well as the demand, but the American
car cannot compete with the cycle car for running costs.

Probably runabouts will finally oust the heavy twin and
sidecar, but will not affect 3^ h:p. and 4-^ h.p. combinations.
Two types of cycle car will probably remain. The minia-

ture car and the belt, chain, or friction driven models,
mainly on motor cycle lines.

Mr. Brook- has faith in the armoured wood frames, trans-

verse semi-elliptical springs, steel wheels, and a four-cylinder

water-cooled engine. The design of steering, gears, reverse
gears, tyres, and body work, was touched upon- and dealt

with in a sound commonsense manner, as also were the
merits of three and four-wheelers and tandem or sociable

seating.

With regard to the motor cycle type he recommended a
silent chain drive to the eounter-shaft and belt drive there-

after on the lines of many well-known present day cycle cars.

He suggested the fitting of a flywheel on the counter-shaft
and of a crossed belt for the reverse to come into action when
the axle is in its most forward position. Nearly all forms
of cycle car transmission were dealt with, and special atten-

tion was drawn to the bad practice of fitting an auxiliary
flywheel and clutch to engines not designed for the purpose.

Torque rods were mentioned as an important point which
has not received the necessary attention.

Mr. Brook estimated the running costs of an 8-10 h.p.

runabout to be 40% more than a single-cylinder sidecar
combination.

Altogether the subject was dealt with very fully, especially

considering its scope and the limited time at the disposal of

the lecturer. A discussion followed.

The Discussion.
Mr. F. E. Baker, who occupied the chair, opened the

discussion by- first thanking Mr. Brook for his excellent

papeiv He considered that Mr. Brook had covered the

subject comprehensively. He did not agree with the lecturer

that the early motor cars, such as the Bollee, De Dion quad,
etc., were not cycle cars ; on the other hand they were the
first real cycle cars. Mr. Baker considered that the cycle car

movement was likely to cause a revolution in road transit

far greater even than the most optimistic mind could con-

template. He did not agree with the lecturer in his remarks
on gear-driven versus friction and belt-driven machines; he
considered the question of relative costs of the two types

was not so much one of labour charges as capital charges,

and he thought that, given sufficient capital, it would be

easy to produce gears at a price that would compare favour-

ably with the belt and friction drives. Mr. Baker was
sorry there was a prejudice against drum and cable steering,

-

as he considered this type quite satisfactory and cheap to

produce. Single-cylinder engines of big cubical capacity

would, in his opinion, be the solvers of the cycle car engine

proposition.

Air v. Water=cooling.
The Chairman said he hoped there would be a discussion

on the merits of air versus water-cooling. Personally he con-

sidered "mechanical cooling," as he preferred to call air-

cooling, quite efficient up to a certain point.

Mr. E. W. Winckle considered the 5-6 h.p. single-cylinder

quite efficient for cycle car work, provided the engine- speed

was kept up. He thought that with a single-cylinder engine I

it would be possible to keep prime costs down. He considered
||

a reverse essential on all cycle cars, and mentioned that -

at

least one manufacturer was contemplating a three or four.

speed motor cycle gear box with a reverse for s id .

•

car work.
Mr. P. Lewis said he had had 4,000-5,000 miles' experience

with a Morgan three-wheeler, and he could safely say that

with care there was no risk of serious skidding to be feafl
through having three wheels. With regard to water cooling,

he mentioned that he had once covered five or six miles on

the low gear with his air-cooled engine without experiencjffl

the slightest difficulty through overheating. A reverse might
be useful at times was the conclusion he had come to utter

driving in all kinds of traffic. . i

The Earliest Cycle Cars.
Mr. H." S. Bilbe mentioned the names of several early

machines which the lecturer had not spoken of. He quoted
the De Dion Spider, the V.S., the O.T.A.V.. the Chater Lea
carette, and others. The four "year old Chater-Lea carette

with Sarolea engine had a combined belt and chain drive,

and thus anticipated some of the present day models by a

considerable margin. He considered the belt or chain drive

on to one wheel quite satisfactory, and by this means a differ-

ential was unnecessary. He rather wondered whether the

lecturer had forgotten the early 6 h.p. Rover, wliich was, in

his opinion, the first real cycle car. He did not agree with

the lecturer that side doors were not necessary. The tandem
' machine had one strong point against it, inasmuch as the'

narrow track would not fit the track of other road vehicles,

therefore it was impossible to take advantage of the best

road surface. He considered that automatic lubrication

should be standard on all cycle cars.

Mr. Chalmers (B.S.A.) did not consider that American
competition was a serious factor, for he thought the';

depreciation on an American car might be put down at at

least 50% per annum, whilst depreciation on a British built

cycle car would -not exceed 25% per annum. He had had

a good deal- of unsatisfactory experience with a- tandem
cycle car of the belt-driven type. He considered that makers
should pay more attention to the lubrication question. With
efficient lubrication the air-cooled engine would give mucB
better results than it does even now.
Mr. Biggs (Humber, Ltd.) said that his experience of worirfj

drives had not been satisfactory. He considered the worm
drive had far less " go " in it than a bevel drive. An expensive

worm gear might give better results than a cheap bevel

gear, but lie considered, quality being equal, that the beveB
drive was most satisfactory.

Mr. Ivy-Rogers (New Merlin Cycls Company) fullJ

agreed with the lecturer that the four-cylinder water-cooled

engine would ultimately become universal in cycle can
practice. The absence of vibration and smoother running

would give longer life to the whole vehicle. He agreed

that the V type twin would probably be standard for s,

year or two. Water, cooling was, he considered, essential." H-eu

did not agree with the lecturer on the transmission question!

He considered that the combination of shaft from engine tol

gear box, and chain from gear box to differential, would
become universal, thus obviating either bevel or worm]
drives.* This system would be considerably cheaper thaia

if a bevel or a worm was employed. He did not agrea
that side doors were riot necessary, and pointed out that m
saving of a few shillings as quoted by the lecturer was noj
worth" consideration.

Mr. H. C. Pickering quoted the report given in the current;

issue of the R.A.O. Journal regarding the test of a friction]

driven car ; he pointed out that the majority of the troubles]

experienced during the trial were due to slipping frictio^

drive due to wet on the friction wheels.

Author's Reply.
In reolying to the discussion, Mr. Brook said how gla>

he was that his paper had brought forth such a large

amount of discussion. It was always a lecturer's object to

make his paper as contrpversial as possible in order to
1

encourage a good discussion-, and, having attained that end,

he felt he had been rewarded with some measure of success-

He agreed with Mr. Baker that the cycle car movement. was
likely to assume enormous dimensions in the near future.

id'
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Replying to the question raised by one or two speakers re-

minding satisfactory single-cylinder engines for cycle cars, the

author did not consider it possible to get a balance in a

big single-cylinder engine that would give as smooth and
flexible running as it was possible to obtain with a twin-

cylinder engine. A big heavy flywheel was possibly a

partial solution of the difficulty, but this added extra weight

to the car if it was to be of sufficient dimensions to overcome
Hie vibration.

In reply to Mr. Winckle, the author stated that he agreed
that a reverse would be very nice on all cycle cars, but it

would be possible to get along on the cheaper machines
without it, and it was by doing without such luxuries that

the cheap vehicle could be produced.
In reply to Mr. Lewis, the author pointed out that he

had admitted in his paper that it was possible to drive a
three-wheeler on bad roads without risk of skidding pro-

vided the speed were kept down to 8-10 miles an hour
when cornering or crossing train lines or turning out of the
line of travel. He would like to add that a steel-studded
single driving wheel was also apt to skid on dry granite
setts.

Replying to Mr. Bilbe and also to one or two other
speakers on the subject of side doors, the author stated he
was not thinking so much of the saving in cost of a body

without side doors as tho greater satisfaction to be obtained
from a body which was solid all through.
On the lubrication question, the author agreed that

automatic lubrication would ultimately become standard
;

in the meantime the semi-automatic hand-operated primp
was a very good makeshift.

Transmission.
The author pointed out that he had quoted the shaft and

ehain drive transmission in his paper, and agreed that this

system might obviate the worm and bevel drive* and
become very common.
On the subject of carburetters, he believed the automatic

carburetter would become universal.

Regarding the friction-driven car tests quoted by Mr.
Pickering, the author thought it only fair to point out that
the car under test weighed close on 11 cwts. , and in addition
was probably heavily loaded with luggage, so that it would
be unfair to judge the average friction-driven cycle car

which weighed 50% less on these figures ; further, the car
under test was evidently insufficiently shielded from the
wet.

[*Unless the engine and gear box are set across the frame,
in which case there is usually little room for a shaft,

this form of drive does not obviate the use of a worm
or bevel.

—
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M.CC. Eleventh Annual Dinner.
;>-l-r HE Motor Cycling Club ha

• to a fine art. At the M.I
as reduced the club dinner

to a fine art. At the M.CC. dinner last Saturday
! J. the speeches were brief, to the point, and brought

down to the smallest possible number, and the dis-

tribution of prizes, which formerly took up an inconsider-
able time, occupied only a quarter of an hour, so most of
the period between the loyal toast and " God Save the
King" was filled up with the very excellent musical pro-
gramme, for the organisation of which Mr. Ernest Cheny,
a member of the club, was responsible. There is no little

doubt, therefore, that the M.CC. is fully conversant with
the running of social events.
The dinner took place in the Renaissance Saloon at the

Royal Adelaide Gallery, King William Street, W.C. Mr.
Charles Jarrott, president of the club, occupied the chair.

After the Chairman had proposed the health of His
Majesty the King, Mr. Robert Todd, chairman of the Auto
Cycle Union, proposed the toast of the M.CC.
The club, he was glad to say, went on making
history and doing things. Like one of the Balkan States, it

stood alone. That state had now fovind the benefits of
union with the other states, and he, as chairman of the
A.C.U., hoped that soon - the M.CC would follow this
example. In view of the present developments in the motor
cycle world, he wondered what sort of motor cycle car the
members of the M.CC would go in for, and what would
happen to it afterwards. He then referred to his early
experiences 'with the oldest form of cycle cars, the ancient
quads, one of which he had driven for 10,000 miles.
Mr. Southcomb May (secretary M.CC), in response,

made a very brief speech. The actual membership, he said,
was 445, and with members to be elected at the next com-
mittee meeting it would soon approach 500.

Presentat'on of Prizes.
Mrs. Charles Jarrott then presented the prizes, among

which the most important were the Jarrott Cup, won by
Harold Karslake (familiarly known as " Oily ") with an
error of only 52s. over the whole distance from London to
the Land's End and back; the M.CC. London to Edin-
burgh Cup by George Brough, for the third, time in suc-
cession, so that the cup now becomes his absolute property

;

and the team prize cup presented by The Motor' Cycle,
which has been won by four different clubs, and this year
by the Nottingham M.CC

Mr. Robert Head (chairman M.CC) announced that
Mr. Arturo Mescini, proprietor of Pagani's Restaurant, and
a member of the club, had. offered a valuable prize for a
competition, if held in Switzerland in August, and undertook
to entertain for two days all who took part at Lugano.
(This matter will, of course, come up for consideration by

,_the M.CC. committee.)

Mr. Head also proposed a vote of thanks to Mrs. Janott
for presenting the prizes, and announced that she had
offered prizes for the cleanest and driest men to arrive in

Edinburgh on the occasion of the famous Whitsun run
(cries of " Here's a chance for ' Oily '

"
!), which she herself

would judge.
Mr. B. Marians, in proposing " The Visitors and Press,"

mentioned that it had been said that the Club was falling

away on the social side, but he was pleased to see that by
the attendance at the dinner this was not so. He was
extremely gratified that so many ladies had put in an appear-
ance. Among the visitors he mentioned Major Lloyd and
the many valuable members of the press whom the M.CC
counted as its friends.

BrooKland's Bumps.
Major F. Lindsay Lloyd, in reply, said he had some diffi-

culty in responding for the Press, but on behalf of the mem-
bers of that profession he thanked the M.CC for always
providing plenty of "copy." He thanked the last speaker
on behalf of the ladies, and concluded by. hoping those who
rode on Brooklands tracks would survive its bumps. (Here
a noisy party in the far off corner of the room sang "We
don't want to go to Brooklands Track, to Brooklands Track,
'cos if you make a noise they'll send you back, etc. ," and
-the " Galloping Major," much to the amusement of that
gallant officer.) . .

Mr. L. A. Baddeley, in proposing the health of the " Chair-
man,'' sa-id the Club ought to be thankful for having a " live

"

president, and spoke of the splendid interest Mr. Jarrott
took in all the important competitions, how he turned up at

the start of the Edinburgh run and drove through with the
competitors, at the. start and finish of the winter run, and
at the start and finish of the Jarrott Cup run, wishing every
starter the best of luck, and giving every finisher a cordial

welcome.
M«r. Jarrott, in reply, said he was pleased at the good

fellowship and good feeling 'which prevailed, and he hoped
the Club would always uphold the ideal of sport. Touching
the cycle car, this, he said, was no new type of vehicle.

It was at least ten years old, but the earlier types were
not built with the knowledge prevailing at the pre-

sent day. The cycle car must go through many trials

and tribulations before it reaches the perfection the present
'

day motor cycle has attained. He, however, looked on the
movement with interest, and thought it had possibilities.

He trusted that those present would remember that they
were the Motor Cycling Club, and would maintain that posi-

tion, and keep the sport of motor cycling before them for

all time.

The proceedings concluded with the singing of " Auld
Lang Syne."
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The Cycle Car Club Opening Meet.
THE opening meet of the Cycle Car Club took

place at the Hut Hotel, Wisley, that comfort-

able and greatly appreciated hostelry on the

Portsmouth Road, midway between Cobham and
Ripley. The sun did not shine on the first event the

club ever organised. Instead he hid his face behind

dreary clouds and a misty rain fell, of which those in

the less protected vehicles got the full benefit. We
were given a seat in the new Sherwyn cycle car, a most

comfortable vehicle, with ample seating accommoda-
tion, well sprung and equipped with hood and screen

and dickey seat. Mr. Sherwell was at the wheel, and
Mr. Selwyn rode behind. Our photographer had a

most successful run down on a Duo driven by Mr.

Messerby, which took all hills on top speed. The
meet was timed for 1.30 p.m., but, owing to the non-

arrival, of Mr. Greenhill, who experienced carburetter

trouble, it was nearly 2 p.m. before lunch was served.

Altogether twenty-two members sat down at the tables

and fifteen cycle cars put in an appearance. These con-

sisted of Duos, G.N.'s, G.W.K.'s, Humberettes, a Sher-

wTii, a Bedelia, an Averies, and a Parnacott. The latter

vehicle was a distinct departure from standard prai i

tice. It is driven by an air-cooled F.N. motor cycll

engine set transversely in the chassis and situated we) 1

to the front. The power is transmitted by two chain]

to the counter-shaft, and thence by two more to tli I

differential. These chains are all enclosed. Th<

chassis is suspended on double transverse springs fori]

and aft, and should be most comfortable. The engim

can be started from the driver's seat. This was thij

first appearance of the Parnacott in public, and ;j

detailed description of it will appear shortly in fhest

pages.

The leading lights of the Cycle Car Club were pre-

sent, and among these may be mentioned Messrs.

Glyn Rowden (chairman) and the joint secretaries

"G.O.K." Thomas and Osmond Hill. The Rev.'E.J

P. Greenhill duly arrived, and after lunch those who

had leisure were entertained by him at his house at

Walton-on-rhe-Hill, near Epsom. Several troubles

were experienced between London and the Hut, but as

this was an informal meet we refrain from mentioning!

them in detail.

General view of the first cycle car meting at the Hut, Wisley, last Saturday.

CLUB NEWS.
Streatham and District M.C.C.

On January 4th, 1913, the annual dinner will be held at

Holborn Restaurant, a't 7 p.m.

Southampton and District M.C.C.
The second annual dinner took place on the 4th inst. at

Scullard's Hotel, fifty-eight members and friends being pre-
sent. This was followed by music and the presentation of
prizes.

Kingston and District M.C.C.
Between sixty and seventy members were present at the

first annual dinner held on the 3rd inst. at the Kingston.
Hotel. This was followed by the presentation of prizes.

Manchester M.C.
As usual the above club's annual dinner and prize distri-

bution, held at the Albion Hotel, Piccadilly, Manchester,
last Friday evening, was a most enjoyable and well attended
gathering. In responding to the toast of "The Visitors,"
Mr. R. Peacock, the Chief Constable of Manchester, as a
leading guest, stated that over 900 motor cycles had been
registered at the Manchester Town Hall this year, and over
5.000 driving licences had been issued. He deplored the
outcry as to motor accidents, and said too much was made
of them and undue prominence given to them, while acci-

dents due to other vehicles were ignored. As a fact, more
accidents, fatal and otherwise, had, in the Manchester area,
been due to tram cars than motors,
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Bury and District M.C.C.

At a well attended meeting, held at the Royal Hotel, Silvei

Street, Bury, on Thursday, the 5th inst., a motor cycle club,

was formed. Mr. H. Clough, 80, South Cross Street, Bury,
was appointed secretary. Another meeting will be held at

the same hotel this evening (Thursday) at 8.30.

Brighton C.C. (Motor Section).
A special meeting of motor cyclists was held at the head-

quarters of the Brighton Cyclists' Club, 190, King's Road
Arches, on the 4th inst., to consider the advisability of forming
a motor cycle club or section of motor cyclists to the present

club. The chair was taken by Mr." Geo. White, and there

was a. large attendance of members and others interested in

the pastime, and it was unanimously decided to form a
motor section to the Brighton Cyclists' Club.

The Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
The membership is still on the upgrade, the total number

on the books now having reached 194. The attention of the

Chief Constable of Coventry has been drawn to the prevalent

practice of carters overloading their vehicles with scrap iron

turnings when carting from the works, with the result thai

the streets are strewn with iron scrap, and considerable
damage to rubber t^res is likely to accrue. Monetary
assistance is being given to the Daventry Rural District

Council towards the cost of improvement to certain roads.

The annual Yuletide run is arranged for the 28th inst.
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Club News.—

Birmingham M.C.C.

A smoking concert will be h<dd on Saturday, the 14th inst.,

mi (he Imperial Hotel, Temple Street, commencing at 8 p.m.

The Cycle Car Club.

The fixtures arranged for next year are as follows :

January.—Lecture by Dr. A. M. Low, B.Sc.

March 15th.—100 miles non-stop run.

Easter.—Welsh tour.

April 19th.—Petrol consumption trial.

May 3rd.—Gymkhana.
May 11th.—Whitsun rally of cycle cars from all parts of

he country.

May 24th.—Ante-breakfast paperchate.

June 23rd.—Open hill-climb.

July 5th.—Ladies' run.

August 4th.—London to Paris trip.

September 13th.—Members' flexibility trial.

Eastern Province M.C.C. tSouth Africa).

On October 23rd a meeting was called of the motor
cyclists of Port Elizabeth, as a result 'of which the above

club has been formed. At the first meeting over forty

members were enrolled. The Mayor (Mr. A. W. Guthrie)

has accepted the presidency. The programme for the first

season embraces all branches 'of the sport, and social runs and

gymkhanas are included. Last month the opening run took

place to Cadles, a pretty spot amongst the hills twenty-five

miles away from Port Elizabeth.

On the 8th ult. the Captain gave a ' lecture, which was
greatly appreciated, on " Hints," Tips, and Roadside Re-

pairs,
5

' at the Grand Hotel, to an audience of over forty

members and friends.

New Zealand Clubs.

The recent trials of the Manawatu Motor Cyele Club went

off in a most successful manner, although the unpleasant

weather proved a severe handicap to competitors. Some
twenty-nine faced the starter. Many of the competitors

admitted that it had been one of the stiffest competitions

they had competed in, the management enforcing the rules

with the utmost stringency. B. Jenkins (Rudge) was

responsible for a splendid performance, being the winner

in both the open and private owners' classes, thus securing

the Rudge and Jarvis Cups, and a trophy. He only, lost

one mark during the trial, this being due to arriving in

Wellington one minute late. W. Passmore (Triumph) was

second" in ^both classes, receiving the Dunlop Rubber Co.'s

trophy and a gold medal. This rider gained one mark less

than the winner, and would have tied with him but for

his footrest being- bent before he started, and through his

failure to draw the attention of the officials to it it was not
noticed until after the trial, when a mark was deducted.
R. Burns (New Hudson) was third. Results :

Petrol. Reliability. Total.

B. Jenkins (Rudge) ... 43.01 ... 99 ... 142.1

W. Passmore (Triumph)... 39.6 ... 98 ... 137.6

R. Burns (New Hudson) ... 36.5 ... 96 ... 132.5

It would be as well for motorists to note that the address

of the New Zealand Motor Cycle Club's Touring Branch
has been changed to 290, Lambton Quay, Wellington.

Here they can obtain almost any data they require regard-

ing the different routes throughout New Zealand from the

secretary of the Touring Bureau.

.

Sydney M.C.C.

The reliability trial to Hartley Vale was favoured by
good roads. It was a non-stop run at 21 m.p.'h. Mr. A.
Foy drove the only sidecar. Results : 1, V. H. Page
(Si Zenith), lost three points; 2, R. E. Fletcher (3£ B.S.A.),

lost six points ; 3, R. W. Allen (3£ Zenith), lost nine points.

Rand M.C.C.

The Rand and West Rand M.C.C.'s met in a series of team
competitions on the 3rd ult., at Mulder's Drift Hill.

Results

:

SrEED Competitions.
Standard Class.—Hodgson (Triumph), West Rand, beat

Cutting (Precision), Rand; Thomson (Triumph), West Rand,
beat Siems (B.S.A.), Rand ; Reynolds (Rudge), Rand, beat
Francis (Triumph), West Rand.

T.T. Class.—Merry (Triumph), West Rand, beat Howie
(Rudge), Rand ; Venter (Bradbury), Rand, beat Vorster
(Bat), West Rand ; Cuttiford (Triumph), West Rand, beat

Hodge (Rudge), Rand, who fell while leading ; Bright
(B.S.A.), Rand, beat Hodgson (Bradbury), West Rand

;

Flook (Triumph), Rand, beat Robison (Triumph), West Rand.
Sidecar Class.—All four matches fell to the Rand Club,

represented by Leyland (Indian), Chater (Zenith), Reckenbarg
(Bradbury), arid Cutting (Bradbury).

HIEL-CLIMBS.— STANDARD CLASS. 111. S.

1. Hodgson (Triumph), West Rand 1 42

2. Cutting (Triumph), Rand 1 43

3. Francis (Triumph), West Rand 1 46|

T.T. Class.
'1. Flook (Triumph), Rand 1 20

2. Bright (B.S.A.), Rand 124
3. Merry (Triumph), West Rand 1 27£

The Rand M.C.C. proved to be the victors with 12

points to 7.

_>-•••-<-

Points in the Design of 1913 Models.
Extracts from a Paper by Mr. Douglas Leechman before the Essex Motor Club.

An interesting paper was read by Mr. Douglas Leechman
in the R.A.C. Committee Room, on Thursday evening last,

entitled " What I Saw at the Show." Mr. E. M. P. Boileau,

The Motor Cycle, presided. The lecturer opened his paper

by discoursing on the fitting of roller bearings to several

important makes of machines, such as the L.M.C., Rudge,

Indian, and Sunbeam. He dwelt on the excellent idea cm-

ployed on the Mark 7 Brown, which had detachable valve

Beatings. He also mentioned the increase in the number of

engines with off-set cylinders, a practice which should bo

especially valuable in the case of two-stroke motors. He
also spoke on the unconventional fitting of the gudgeon pin

in the Pope engine, in which the pin is fixed in the con-

necting rod. It was free to move in and took its bearing

from the piston itself. He also dwelt on the fitting of

decompressors and "straight-through" carburetters.

Frame Construction.

It. is quite evident that Mr. Leechman's strongest point

was frame construction. He showed those present a frame

he had had built specially for him. It was of the loop pattern

and also had an additional stay running from the top of the

saddle tube up to the head, the tube below it running from

the former to the bottom of the head and being parallel with

the ground. He had also chain stays extending beyond the

bottom bracket, and of these the near side chain stay was very
slightly bent to allow for the belt rim. -

Speaking of gears, he said he liked the employment on the

Hazlewood of the Armstrong as a counter-shaft gear. All!

the important features found on modern motor bicycles were
adequately dealt with. After Mr. Leechman had concluded

his paper the Chairman declared the discussion open.

The Discussion.
Mr. Karslake spoke for some time on the mud-guarding of.

machines, 'and showed by means of a clear sketch how the

belt was best protected. The discussion was carried on by
Messrs. Pratt, Cooper, Simpkin, Thomas, and Gray. Mr.
Gray, in his remarks, gave an interesting tip regarding the.

refitting of roller bearings to the gudgeon pin. He said that

before taking the bearing down the top of the crank case

should be covered with a cloth in case the rollers fell therein. I

To re-assemble, the best plan was to have a loose fitting I

dummy gudgeon pin, place half the rollers in the bearing,
|

then insert the dummy gudgeon pin, and then the remainder
of the rollers, the dummy gudgeon pin, of course, being fitted

through the piston. When everything was assembled it uas
then only necessary to push out the dummy pin and put in

the proper one ana the job was accomplished. The proceed-

ings terminated with the usukl votes of thanks to lecturer

and chairma*.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
Clothing.

The well-known firm of Selfridges,

Oxford Street, W., have given special

attention to the needs of motor cyclists.

They have insti-

tuted a motor
cycle depart-
ment, which is

, shortly to be en-

larged, and is

run by a mana-
ger who is him-
self a motor
cyclist. In this

department the
clothing section

has been given
every attention,

and we illus-

trate the latest

motor cycle
waterproof suit.

It is light, but
being lined with
fleece is very
warm. The coat
has an efficient

storm flap, and
the trousers are
seated. The legs

are provided
with inverted
pleats and fasten
up with buttons.
Another novelty
is a leather lined
waistcoat which
has a knitted

wool neck, and wristbands. The third
novelty is a waterproof cap made up of
light material. This can be made to fit

right over the back of the head and ears
and has a large peak. It can be adjusted
by tightening an elastic band which
encircles the crown.

The fe.C.C. Sidecar.

Selfridges' motor cycle suit.

A novel design of sidecar body with flit bottom,
sold by the B.C.C. Co.. of Coventry. The front
half is permanently covered in*

Sidecar Cushion.
A pneumatic cushion was exhibited

at the Show by the Hutchinson Tyre
Co., 70. Basingh'al] Street, E.G. It

should be ideal for sidecar use.
Luxuriously sprung and upholstered as
some of these machines are, a pneumatic
cushion will still further increase the
passenger's comfort and greatly alleviate
the fatigue of a long journey.
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Service Co.'s route card carri r, which has a

waterproof celluloid covering.

Handle-bar watch bv Nicole, Neilsen and Co., Ltd.,
makers of the Watford speedometer.

Rotax lamp and generator set. The head light

has a large hood.

Useful Grease Gun.
Ross, Courtney, and Co. are makers

of a small grease gun, which we illustrate.

It is for injecting grease into grea
bearings, or any part of the motor
that requires this kind of lubrication.

Ross-Courtney's grease gun.

This short grease gun can be carried in a

motor cyclist's tool kit.

A Throttle Controlled Lubricator,
The section of lubricator in annexed

sketch is that of a new type of B. and L.,

which allows of
a varied supply
of lubricant ac-

cording to the
engine and
amount of
throttle open-
ing. The feed
and carburetter
throttle lever are
inter - connected
so that more or
less opening of

the latter affects

the former.

Spring Frame
The Oakleigh

Motor (io., of

65a, Rosendale
Road, West Dul-
wich, S.E., are
making a special

stiong bicycle
frame for heavy
sidecar work.
This has a sprung
back wheel and
large upholstered
pan seat placed A ,ype g{ Best and L| d
on springs. In- oi | pumP; tne drip feei oI

stead of the usual which is interconnected with

single tube

The Lindum easily adjustable and self-locking
pulley.

the throttle lever,

front the frame is built up with double

tubes, and the top tube is strongly

braced to the- top of the ball steering

socket.

A Ribbed Non=sk'd.
Gaulois tyres have now been on the

market some years. The firm's latest

type of cover for
motor cycle or
sidecar work is

known as the
"Triple Stripe."
We illustrate

this pattern,
which is made in
practically all
sizes, with grey

,

or white tread,
and should prove
an efficient non-
skid. A steel

studded cover as
well as butt Section of the Gaulois triple

ended tubes art strioe COTer

also sold by Gaulois Tyres (1909), Ltd., 6,

Bath Street, City Road, E.C.
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AIR-PROPELLED MOTOR CYCLES.
The Pros and Cons of an Ingenious System.

By W. G. ASTON.

WITHIN the last few months there has been a good
deal of talk and quite a stir in some sections of

the daily Press in regard to a certain " winged
motor car " which attracted the attention of Fleet

Street by accomplishing a run of a few hundred miles in

France, and which was hailed as an entirely new thing. Of
course, it was not a " winged motor car " at all, but merely
an apparatus which is commonly known as a " wind waggon,"
and is practically an aeroplane without wings ; that is' to

say, the tractive effort is provided by an aerial screw pro-
peller instead of being applied directly to the driving wheels.

This sort of thing is as old as the hills' ; there are, and
have been for years, quite a number of them in various
parts of America", there are also a few in France, and there
are at least two full-sized ones in' England, and they are
generally used by manufacturers of aeroplane propellers or
engines as testing machines.
The fact that they can travel with remarkable smooth-

ness at high speeds, that they "are also good hill-climbers,

and, as motor vehicles, are characterised -by extraordinary
simplicity, has led not unnaturally to the supposition, and
even in some quarters to- the deliberate statement, that
they are the forerunners of a new type of motor car in

which practically all the inherent disadvantages of the pre-

sent type will be overcome at one stroke. This sort of

prediction is to be taken very much cum gfano salis.

One wishes one could say, as a contributor to The Autocar
recently, that all such troubles would be put an end to by

1 merely coupling the engine up to a screw propeller. This,
alas, is hardly true, still one never knows what may
happen, what new discoveries may be made, and what new
and more efficient forms of air propellers may be devised.

;
It would, therefore, be very unwise to say that the air

propulsion principle can be dismissed as so much " bunkum,"
but it is quite safe to say at the present time that it stands
very little chance of -regular adoption, inasmuch as its

disadvantages very greatly outweigh its advantages.

The Advantages of Air Propulsion.
First let us glance at the advantages of air propulsion.

These may be roughly classified as follows : (1) Simplicity,

(2) cheapness, (3) absence of skidding, (4) greatly reduced
wear on tyres, and (5) easy gliding motion. These require

some little explanation.
Essentially, the air-propelled motor cycle consists of a

bicycle to which is fixed a motor and a screw propeller ; this

means that no transmission strains are applied to the frame
of the machine or to the wheels and tyres, hence all of

these may be extremely light—ordinary "push cycle stuff"
would certainly be strong enough for general purposes, as
only the road strains have to be considered.

It is of course, principally in this respect that cheapness
of production can be attained. A first-class bicycle to form
the basis of the machine, and perhaps strengthened all

round a little, and shod with good-sized tyres, should not
cost more than £12 at the outside. A 5 h.p. engine with
direct coupled propeller ought not to exceed £22, bringing
the total to £34.

Freedom from Side=slip.
For ordinary purposes 2in. tyres would probably be ample.
Incidentally to the rolling action of thu tyres comes the

freedom from skidding, which is justly regarded as one of

the principal advantages of the air propulsion method. It

is, or should be, well known that a wheel which, like the
front wheel of a- motor cycle, merely rolls over the road
surface exhibits far less tendency to sideslip than does one
which is being forcibly driven or being braked.
With the air-propelled motor cycle, the speed of which

would be checked by brakes on the road wheels as well as

by the engine control, the ordinary tendency to skid would,
of cou.?e, be exhibited just the same were the brakes to

be applied harshly or suddenly, but in ordinary running
it is safe to say that so far as road grip is concerned,

-

corners could be taken at a speed much greater than is at

present possible.

Not least of the favours which air propulsion has power

of bestowing is the beautiful easy gliding motion which it

imparts to the machine. There are absolutely no trans-
mission shocks, since the resistance against which the pro-
peller reacts in order to thrust the machine forward is fluid

air, which is an ideally elastic medium.
This, in a way, carries its own disadvantage with it, for

't means that very rapid acceleration cannot be obtained when
}i is wanted. The throttle may be opened .with great
suddenness, but the effect of the increased power upon the
machine would be felt far less rapidly than with the present
positive system of transmission. There would likewise never
be any opportunity for the engine to " konk out," as its

load, namely, that due to the mere rotation of the propeller,
and not directly the propulsion of the machine, is a more or
less constant one, or, at all events, decreases with lessened
engine speed. A positively driven machine ascending a hill

of progressive gradient imposes a greater and greater load
upon the engine, as the revolutions of the latter become
less and less, hence the power falls off as the resistance in-

creases. With the air-propelled motor cycle exactly the opposite
is the case, for the power can remain, if desired, at its

maximum under all conditions, whilst what is even more
important, the thrust of the screw propeller becomes greater
and greater as the speed of the machine decreases. As the
machine goes forward and increases in speed, less and less

air is deflected backwards, hence the thrust becomes less

and less proportionately. If one could obtain a propeller of

perfect efficiency, namely, one in which there was no slip at

all, it would continue accelerating the machine until its

speed were such that the screw blades were working as

positively as a bolt works in a nut. Such a propeller is,

needless to say, quite impossible, and hence no air-propelled

machine could ever reach the theoretical speed of the screw
which drives it. There is, and always must be, a certain

amount of slip ; if not, it would be impossible to turn the
propeller round, no matter at what speed, without causing
the whole machine to progress a certain definite distance.

The Disadvantages Explained.
Let us now glance at the other side of the- picture. Right

away from the beginning it is necessary to say that the dis-

advantages outweigh the theoretical benefits by a very great

deal. They will be dealt with in a similar manner to the
latter, and are categorically more or less as follows : 1, large

size of propeller ; 2, slow acceleration ; 3, effect of torque
;

4, necessity for transmission ; 5, effect of wind ; 6, necessity

for protecting screw ; 7, dust raising ; 8, effect of gyro-

scopic force ; and 9, necessity for multi-cylinder engines.

The first item, namely, size of propeller, is a matter of

great importance, possibly more so than any other when one
is considering two-wheelers only.

A propeller 3ft. in diameter and 4ft. 6in. in pitch should

at 1,300 revolutions per minute be capable of driving the
machine (of which the resistance to the air is assumed to

be small) at a speed of just on 60 m.p.h. The engine

power necessary for this would be 5 b.h.p. (This statement

does not represent a mathematical calculation, but is deduced
from results obtained with actual propellers.)

The thrust given by the propeller when the machine is

stationary would be, roughly, 50 lbs., whilst at various

speeds the running thrust would be approximately as

follows :

At 30 m.p.h. ... 31 lbs. I At 50 m.p.h. ... 18 lbs.

,, 40 m.p.h. ... 24 lbs. | „ 60 m.p.h. ... 15 lbs.

It will be noticed that when the maximum speed is

obtained the thrust is so' small that the machine and its

rider would have to be of very small air resistance indeed,

to say nothing of the friction of the rolling wheels. To
assume that 60 m.p.h. is within the capacity of a machine

of this type is undoubtedly very optimistic, and it has only

been taken as representing the best possible case for

comparison.
Now a 5 h.p. twin motor bicycle in anything like tune

should easily be capable of a mile a minute, so that a

rough comparison can easily be made.
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Air-propelled Motor Cycles-

—

So far as the present design of air propellers goes, no
claims for high efficiency can be made for them. With a
direct driven, or, at any rate, a high speed propeller of
small diameter, such as would have to be used on a motor
cycle, the efficiency could not be expected to be more
than about sixty per cent., which is undoubtedly consider-

.

ably lower than is to be obtained with a transmission of
the usual type.

A Screw Three Feet in Diameter.
The screw I have suggested above, namely, 3ft. in

diameter x 4ft. 6in. pitch, would unquestionably be rela-

tively inefficient owing to its high speed, but I certainly do
not see how a larger one could very well be used. By
increasing the diameter, decreasing the pitch, and keeping
the speed the same, the thrust per h.p. could be increased,
and from an aerodynamic point of view this would be advis-

FlG. I.

able, but it is impracticable for this reason, that the
machine would require nearly as much lateral space on the
road as a small car, and its usefulness would thereby be
considerably destroyed. The 3ft. diameter is clumsy enough
in all conscience, especially as the screw would have need
of very complete protection, but it is conceivable that such
a machine could be negotiated through fairly heavy traffic.

Let us now consider what a machine so equipped should
be capable of in the way of hill-climbing. From the above
figures relating to screw thrust, it is clear that if the
machine and rider weigh together 200 lbs. (they will be
almost sure to exceed this figure), a hill of 1 in 8 could
not possibly be climbed at more than 33-35 m.p.h. Allowing
for any frictional losses in the machine itself, a gradient
of 1 in 12 could not be taken at more than ^about 36.

Bearing in mind that these figures do not take into con-
sideration the power absorbed in wind resistance, it will be
seen at once that they compare not at all favourably with
the existing records of positive transmission systems.
The above machine should be just capable of climbing a

hill of 1 in 4g, but at an exceedingly slow rate of speed.
Point No. 2 deals with slow acceleration, which might

perhaps have mure properly been designated as "Lag."
As everybody knows who rides a modern motor cycle, one

has only to open the throttle to dart forward, acceleration
being very rapid indeed. Inasmuch as the transmission is

not positive in the air-propelled machine no such instantaneous
response is to be expected. Upon opening the throttle the
engine would certainly accelerate, and the propeller thrust be
accordingly increased, but the inertia of the machine would
prevent it from getting away with a bound ; in other words,
whilst it might accelerate to the same speed over a given
distance, it would get on the move much more slowly. The
reason of this is that in the one case there is no slip at all,

and in the other there is a great deal. Indeed, for practical

purposes the aerial propeller may be regarded more or less as

a. slipping clutch.

Two Alternative Types of Wind Motor Cycles.

In sketches 1 and 2 I have made rough suggestions for

alternative types of air-propelled motor cycles. The first is a
very obvious sort of arrangement. The affair is practically a
pedal cycle frame and wheels with an extra strong luggage
carrier, upon which is -mounted an engine direct coupled to a
propeller. It is, of course, simplicity itself.

In the second sketch another design is given in which the
propeller is in the same place, but the engine is much lower
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down, the transmission between the two being by means of a
chain. To the uninitiated it would appear that the two designs
were practically the same, but in reality this is far from being
the case

; the distinction hinges on "the matter of torque, I

which has been mentioned as disadvantage No. 3.
In the first design the tendency for the torque of the engine I

is to twist the machine about the axis of the propeller-shaft. I
This might quite possibly, on greasy roads, be rather af
serious matter when the engine was "opened up with some I)

suddenness.

In the second design this torque is got rid of by employin"|
the chain drive, and no such twisting tendency exists. 'Thel
latter is, therefore, the better design of the two, which brings!
us to the fourth disadvantage, viz., necessity for transmission.!

It will be realised from what lias been said before thatl
unless a direct drive of the screw can be employed one of thel
greatest claims of the air propulsion idea falls "to the ground,!
and especially so as in view of the poor efficiency of thel
system one cannot afford to be negligent of one's power. ' il
do not suggest that a well-protected chain drive would makel
a great difference to the efficiency of -the plant, but the differ-l
ence, slight though it might be, would be there none the less.l

It may be asked on glancing at the above figures, " Why!
not put the screw in front ? " The answer to this is that if sol
the rider would have the whole of the slip-stream directed!
into his face, so that if he were climbing a steep hill at a!
walking pace he would be as much blown about as if he were!
doing a mile a minute on the level.

Another advantage of having the propeller behind is thatl
in this situation it stands a chance of recovering a certain!
amount, of lost energy by working in the frictional wake ofJ
the rider's body.

Wind Effect.
We now come to wind effect, and in regard to this it isl

almost true to say that alone it is enough to blast the pro-l
spects of air propulsion for good and ever. As a case inl
point. A 60 m.p.h. air-propelled machine could only do 351
m.p.h. against a 25 m.p.h. wind, which, during spring and!
winter, is a thing quite frequently Tnet with ; indeed, during!
these seasons winds of this speed are almost the rule rather
than the exception. Gusts of much higher speed almost ire-!
quently occur, and these would have considerably more effect!
upon an air-driven machine than upon an ordinary mourit.l
It is true that when the wind is behind the rider 'his speed!
would be proportionately increased, but this, by no means!
makes up for the fact that he, would always be entirely at theH
behest of the wind for his distance and average speed. The!
ideal condition for the suggested machine would be, of!
course, a perfectly calm day.

The next point, which deals with the necessity for pro-l]
viding adequate protection to the rapidly revolving" propeller,!
scarcely calls for any enlargement. Certainly the cage in j

which it rotates must be strong enough to prevent it beingl

smashed in case of the machine falling over, and it must like-

wise be a very complete one in order to prevent enquiring
person's from having their fingers cut off.

: Owing to its

enormous peripheral speed, the propeller is hi effjet as weak
and brittle as a biscuit. A pebble Hung up by the back tyre
would be quite sufficient to splinter the blades if it were
allowed to strike them, and this point would therefore requiee
careful attention.

One inevitable result of fitting a really protective guard
would be, it may be added, an immediate means of reducing
propulsive efficiency.

With regard to point No. 7, it has been said that air pro-

pulsion for motor vehicles would practically solve the dust
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THE POETRY OF MOTION
is the only way to describe the running of the

Si h.p. TWIN
(500 c.c.)

I Tra^eSijra^B » V ^k JjL(L m gEL (
Hg

NO GYMNASTICS-

With CHAIN DRIVE—TWO-SPEED GEAR, FOOTBOARDS, Etc.

When it is remembered what a wonderful little machine was the ij h.p.,

it will be weh 'imagined what the 3! h.p. Twin will be capable of accomplishing.

With the admirable 2,\ h.p. Motosacoche, the Gentleman's machine, with

change-speed gear and free engine, and the 3-| h.p. machine, both

second to none, we have motor cycles to meet the requirements of all.

MOTOSACOCHE, LTD., 65, Holborn Viaduct, LONDON, E.C.
Telegrams—Motosacoche, London." Telephone—Holborn 5439.

The Question
which is THE BEST TYRE'

ANSWERED,

Read the following comment by Major F. Lindsay Lloyd, the judge of the

Tyre and Belt Trials held in conjunction with the A.G.U. Six Days' Trials :

The prize referred to is,

of course, the "Motor
Cycling Cup " for the
BestTyre Performance,
awarded to the
Palmer Cord.

The condition of the set of tyres (Palmer Cords) to which the prize has

been awarded was undoubtedly better at the conclusion of the Trial than that

of any other set under my observation. In fact, except for the tyre mounted
on the driving wheel, it would have been difficult to say that the covers had

been used at all, and on the driving wheel cover itself, except for very-slight

markings on the outstanding rubber ribs, there were practically no indications

of wear..

6 out of 7 riders of
PALMER TYRES
gained 6 gold medals
and 4 cups. The 7th
failed through
mechanical trouble.

The Sin. Cord Tyre can be supplied from stock.

THE PALMER TYRE LTD.. 119 121, 123,
Motor Cycle Tyre Dept.*-

—. —Write for list-

Shaftesbury Avenue LONDON. W-C.
103; St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.CPALMER

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention" The Motor Cycle." B31
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f ^TLEXIS"
II MOTORCYCLE BELT

CLINCHER "FLEXIS" MOTOR CYCLE BELT.
MANUFACTURED BY THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER Co., Ltd., EDINBURGH.

The Clincher " Flexis " Belt is designed to give extreme
flexibility and mileage. It does not stretch and can be used
slack without danger. Particular notice is called to the

SIZE {fin., as this will better suit the |in. pulley than the

ordinary Jin. belt. Tests have absolutely proved it to be the

best belt on the market.

THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER Co., Ltd.,
Tyre Sale Department,

B3S

Great Portland Street
London, W.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mentitm " The Motor Ovcle."

V
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Air-propelied Motor Cycles.

—

problem. Thjs is the truth, but not by any means the whole
truth. As a matter of fact, it is true only provided that such
motor vehicles are always travelling at their maximum speed,

and in this event the dust they would raise would certainly be
relatively slight. Unfortunately, the presence of a high speed

blast of air from the screw when the machine was starting

from rest, or climbing\a hill, would cause dust to be raised in'

prodigious volumes.

In discussing multi-wheelers, viz., vehicles of which the

stability is assured, it is not necessary to consider very

seriously the effect of the gyroscopic force produced by the

revolving propeller, but in single-trackers this matter is not

to be lightly dismissed. It is quite unquestionable that

taking sharp corners with full power would require most
certainly great skill, and possibly enormous muscular
strength, in the rider.

The necessity for using with an air propeller a multi-

cylinder engine will, I imagine, be rather obscure, except to

those readers who take a lively interest in aerodynamics.

Briefly the reason is as follows :

For it to give maximum efficiency a propeller must be
subjected to a constant driving torque. If its angular

speed be not constant, as would be the case if it were driven

by an ordinary single-cylinder engine, it would give a

thrust of slightly varying strength. This variation in

thrust might be met by a synchronised variation in speed

of the machine, but this is prevented by its inertia. Such
being the case, the effect of the varying thrust is to deform
the propeller blades by slightly bending them out of pitch.

In consequence of this, the air resistance of the propeller

blade is increased, and its efficiency accordingly very

adversely affected.

1503

When, the rate at which the screw receives impulses
corresponds with, or is a simple multiple of, the spring
period of the blades themselves, a steady flutter will be si I

up which would reduce the efficiency enormously. To over-

come this difficulty, either the propeller must be driver
through a reduction gear of big ratio, or enormously heavy
flywheels must be fitted to the engine, or a multi-cylinder
stationary engine must be used, or a rotating engine of the
Gnome type. The first alternative is, as we have seen above,
impracticable on a road vehicle, because it means that the
propeller must be very large. The second is highly un-
desirable, because it would destroy the liveliness of the
engine, which, as has been pointed out, is already seriously

discounted by the nature of the drive. The third and fourth
alternatives are the only available ones, but it need hardly
be said that in either case they would result in the price

of the machine going up to a pretty high figure.

Two and Other Wheeled Wind Motor Cycles.
In this article I have admittedly been considering two-

wheelers only. It need hardly, however, be pointed out to

advocates of air propulsion for cyclecars that practically

every one of the arguments holds as good for one type of

machine as the other. As 'a matter of fact, the cyclecar is

even worse off than the motor cycle, because it weighs more
per unit of power. Large propellers being barred, it must
therefore cut a poor figure on hills, unless, of course, the
power available is very large. I estimate that a 20 h.p.

air-propelled four-wheeler would on an all-round basis be
about comparable to a positively-driven machine of 8 h.p.

There are, by the way, one or two other disadvantages I

might mention, but those I have dealt with should be
sufficient. I have tried hard to add to the number of

benefits, but without success. Perhaps some screw enthusiast
can do so.

THE TRANSMISSION CONTROVERSY.
I should like to answer " Ixion's " summing up of

this controversy. The main features about his article appear

to be that he knows veTy little about chain drive, and that

the chain drive has not even a single advantage over the

belt. Yet he is willing enough to admit that by the adoption

of the front chain to take the hardest part of the drive- to

relieve the belt, and by shortening the belt, so making it

harsher, you get an improved drive.

I notice also that he still claims that popularity proves

the superiority of the belt drive. But, according to the

popularity idea, I suppose that no improvement is superior

to the old article until it has become popular

!

He writes some pointed remarks about the public, press,

and trade in his final arguments, and with all of which I

agree in certain respects. Each accusation applies to a

small portion of these individuals. Generally speaking the

trade supply what they can sell best, and that which is

cheapest to make. The belt drive me judice,, has only two
advantages over the chain drive—that is the direct belt with

adjustable pulley and the chain drive with the slip clutch

or efficient shock absorber. Firstly, it is cheaper to manu-
facture. Secondly, being able to alter the gear to any

ratio more easily has given the belt an advantage in hill-

climbs and races', where conditions alter at the last moment.
The belt, although it has a short life, has a life long enough
"for a hill-climb . or short race between adjustments, and for

long distance races the practice of carrying one or more
spare belts proclaims to the world its unreliability. These

two advantages have been the cause of the belt's popularity.

Nevertheless, the P. and M. lived through it all. because

their drive can equal the belt in all points except cheapness

of manufacture and ease of ratio change, but could always

beat the belt in reliability and cheapness of upkeep. The
belt has been improved many times, but is now absolutely

out of keeping with the general reliability and durability of

the modern machine, and always will be, unless motor cycles

deteriorate.

Taking " Ixion's " points in favour of the belt, his argu-

ments that it is cheaper to make and lighter, although quite

true, carry no weight against its unreliability. "It is easier

to repair and adjust and cleaner to handle."
_
As for repair-

ing it entirely depends on the break in either case—one
might be more difficult than the other, but when ons con-

siders that the chain very seldom breaks and the belt often

does, the chain becomes preferable.

" Ixion " states that the belt is safer under certain circum-
stances. What circumstances? His other remarks about
"duffer drivers," "smoothness," "steadiness on grease," and
"livelier engines" only apply to the badly designed chain drive
without a slip clutch or shock absorber of any sort. "Ixion"
will agree that the Indian, A.J.S.. Scott, or J. A. P. engines
used with -chain drive are just as light and lively as engines
used on belt-driven machines, and wear as well and as satis-

factorily. The P. and M. and Clyno engines, of which
" Ixion " is probably thinking, are low compression engines,
not because the machine is chain-driven, but because the
type of engine has many advantages for steady touring and
everyday riding.

Now, turning to the mongrel drive—the combined belt and
chain. This loses the two advantages of belt over chain. It

is as expensive as the chain drive to manufacture (it is as
heavy, too), and it loses the adjustable pulley, besides short-
ening the belt, thereby making it harsher and less flexible.

It still retains the slipping of the belt, and still has belt
fastener troubles. The former of these is, of course, im-
proved, but the flexibility of this drive is not as good as that
of the direct drive, since the belt is shorter, and. conse-
quently, has to run a little tighter. My original points
was and is. since the combined drive has no advantages
over the chain, why retain the belt. It has the dis-

advantages of belt slip and breakage, requires more
looking after, and the belt has a shorter life than the back
chain. Its efficiency is less, and its smoothness of drive

variable. Once a slip clutch has been properly adjusted it

remains adjusted for a year or two and does not vary.
;1 Ixion " loves the word " belt "

; it has some magic charm
for him, but it should not make him blind to the fact that
in whatever form you have the belt drive, it is inferior in

durability and reliability, and requires more looking after

than the chain does. So soon as the shaft drive is fitted

with a satisfactory slip clutch mechanism this drive can
compete with the chain, but will always be more expensive,

although it has the advantage of " w-eatherproofness." '

I notice in the " Buyers' Guide " fifty-five models of chain-

driven machines are listed (five with optional chain or belt),

and only twenty-two combined drives. I wonder if " Ixion
"

will back this state of aifairs up by his popularity fallacy,

and admit that the chain drive must be better than the com-
bined drive, or will he agree with me that popularity prove?
nothing? THOMAS F. MAW.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addrassed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Tyres Giving at the Bead.

I have ridden my 1912 T.T.
machine 5,100 miles, and in that

distance have worn out, on back
wheel, three outer covers besides

half wearing out another two.
The covers all go at the bead, though
there is nothing that the garage can '

find wrong with the rim. (1.) Can
you suggest any possible faults or

means of remedy ? (2. ) A tyre liable

to stand the strain better. (3.) Would
the trouble be obviated by converting
wheel to wired-on? - (4.) Are there any
objections tp wired-on covers? (5.)

Would the conversion cost much?

—

W.P.
(1.) We should say that the cause of the

trouble is high speed, and the size bf the
tyre fitted is not up to the work. Per-
haps, also, you do not inflate the tyres

sufficiently. (2.) Try a heavy cover of

any first-class make. (3.) Possibly; but
special rims are required for these covers,

and they are not so easily detachable.

(4.) There are no objections to wired on
covers ; many riders prefer them ; but
they are not so general. (5.) The cost

of conversion can be obtained from the
tyre makers, who would give you a

quotation for new rims.

Easy Starting

1 have great difficulty in

^Tl starting up my 8 h.p. twin

*p Dot, which has a handle
_U staiter. 1 cleaned out the

sta'e oil from the bearings

lately, and this improved it, but did

not cure it. (1.) Would the fitting of

decompressors cure the trouble, or

can you suggest some other remedy '!

(2 ) Tin- cylinders ire rather badly

carbonised ; would this have any effect

n starting? (3.) When the engine is

running free it races at a fearful

pace. Would this also be remedied
by decompressors, or is it the fault

of the carburetter? (4.) I would be

pleased if you could tell me if there

are any silencers on the market which
<an be attached to the sidecar and
connected up to the silencer on the

cycle by means of flexible connections.

—NANTON

.

(1.) The fitting of decompressors would
considerably assist matters; also the

Hooding of the carburetter before start-

ing. (2.) We would recommend you to free

the cylinder head and piston of carbon

deposit. (3.) If the engine races when it

i« running free, it shows that the carbu-

retter is not adjusted for running at slow

speeds. The fitting of an automatic
carburetter, such as the Lukin, Binks,
Stewart-Precision, Brown and Barlow, or

other good make, would make a wonder-
ful difference to the running, and the
fitting of the decompressors would help
the machine as regards easy starting, and
also as regards slow running as well.

(4.) Yes, any silencer could be fitted up
in this way. There were several

examples of this method of attachment
shown at Olynipia.

Taxation of Carrier Motor Cycles.

I have a 3 h.p. motor cycle

and I have fixed a permanent
carrier and basket behind with
the intention of getting exemption
from licence. I made applica-

tion here (Blackpool) and took my
machine to the town hall for inspection,

also saying I would paint name, etc.,

on plates. The borough treasurer said

he had not 'heard of a motor cycle

getting exemption, but if I could get

to know whether there were any such
cases he would be very pleased to

consider my request.—C.J. P.

What we should advise you to do is to

refuse to take out a local taxation licence,

stating that your machine is used solely

for business purposes. On the other

hand, you must be prepared to swear

s>

The Lindum Spring Fork—Tills should be

particularly suitable tor sidecar machines as the

large ball bearing at the top prevents lateral

movement.

that the machine is not, and will not

be, used on any occasion whatsoever for

other purposes than the delivery of good;

and merchandise. In the event of youl

being prosecuted, if you are a member ol

the Auto- Cycle Union (89, Pall Mall.

S.W.); or any club affiliated to it, theii

Legal Department will defend you free

of charge. The only case, which was
recently referred to, which the A.C.U.
took up they had to drop because it was
stated . in court that the applicant had

used the motor bicycle on one or tw<

occasions for pleasure purposes.

Misfiring on Pilot Jet.

Will you kindly say what is th.

cause of my 7 h.p. two-speed
Indian (1912) misfiring on th:

pilot jet? It has run about

2,200 miles, and the misfiring de

veloped after 1,500 miles. The jet and
carburetter have been taken down an:'

thoroughly cleaned. The exhaust
valves have been refaced, but the inletr

were not touched. No new spring:

have been fitted. I know three similai

machines which have shown the sam:
trouble and we cannot remedy it.

—

J.L.W.
Misfiring at low speeds may be due to a

variety of causes. Carburetter : Jet

choked, petrol supply intermittent, too

much air (possibly caused /by a leak at

the union). Magneto : Platinum points

want refacing and cleaning, contact

breaker sticks, carbon brush and ring

want cleaning. Plug : Points too far

apart or very .possibly too close together.

Inland Revenue Tax

In your handbook you state

that the Inland Revenue tax of

£1 has to be paid within twenty
one days after putting the
machine on the road. I conclude

from that that one can keep a machine
for an indefinite time without paying the

tax if one does not ride it. Also, as 1

am buying a bicycle soon, if I bought
it on or afte: the 11th of December.
would I then avoid the payment of

10s. tax for the remaining part of this

year, as this date will be within the
twenty-one days limit.—P.G.

You can keep a machine without an
Inland Revenue licence so long ns you do
not use it. If the machine is used the

tax immediately becomes payable, but
you are allowed twenty-one clays grace.

Therefore if you first use your machine
on December 11th, the tax 10s. becomes
due on January 1st, and this licence

must be renewed for 1913.
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Compensation tor Injuries.

(1.) I ride a motor bicycle for

IjZl my employers. In the event of

> an accident whilst on the bicycle,

-SJ can I claim compensation for

personal inj uries from my firm ?

(2.) Can I drive a motor car whilst
holding a licence to drive a motor
cycle? (3.) What should be the
highest gear on a 2£ h.p. machine
with an Armstrong three-speed ? I

only weigh about 9 stones. (4.) Is it

possible to use too large a belt on a
motor bicycle, even though it fits in

the engine pulley ? For instance, an
inch belt on a 2£ h.p. model. (5.) Is

it advisable to "treat" rubber belts

in any way? (6.) Would there be
sufficient exhaust from a 2^ h.p. single-

cylinder to blow an exhaust whistle
that had not a valve in the exhaust
pipe ?—DY 435.

(1.) Our _ answer to this question is in

the negative, unless your salary allows
you to be treated under the Workmen's
Compensation Act. (2.) No, but if you
hold a car licence, which costs the same,
you may drive a motor cycle. (3.) We
should say about 4| to 1. (4.) The
larger the belt, the more power is ab-

sorbed. A Jin. belt should be quite big
enough for the machine you are using.

(5.) It is not necessary to "treat" rubber
belts. (6.) Yes, the exhaust should
blow a low pressure whistle.

Transmission on Cycle Cars.

As a regular reader of The
Motor Cycle of three years' stand-
ing, I venture to ask you for in-

formation on the following points
with regard to friction drive for

cycle cars : (1.) If the driven friction

wheel or disc be fixed on the back axle,

and the driving disc be fixed on a shaft
continuous with the engine-shaft, what
do you consider should be the diameter
of (a) the driving disc and (b) the driven
disc? (2.) If the driven disc be fixed on
a counter-shaft and connected by chain
to the rear axle, what should be the dia-

meter of (a) the driving disc and (b) the
driven disc, and what reduction in gear
should the final chain drive give? (3.)

Of what material should the friction

discs be made, and do you consider
plain or ball bearings the best for carry-
ing them? (4.) What should be the
thickness of the disc where it makes
contact at its edge? (5.) Do you con-
sider friction drive quite satisfactory for

a light cycle car with an 8 h.p. air-cooled

engine, or would you prefer a direct top
drive by chain, and friction drive for

the lower gears only? (6.) Is friction

drive quite satisfactory when climbing
hills? (7.) Can you tell me the per-
centage of the brake-horse-power of an
engine which should reach the road
wheels, assuming full efficiency—(a) by
direct belt drive, (b) by direct chain
drive, (c) by chain drive and epicyclic
gearing on low gear through one set of

pinions, and (d) by friction drive?—P.P.

At all times we are willing to answer
queries regarding the handling and con-
trol of motor cycles, but replies to queries
regarding manufacturing problems are
somewhat without our province. (1.) As
a matter of fact, it would be impracticable
to run a car with friction wheel on back
axle and driving disc on shaft, unless
diameters were tremendously dispropor-
tionate. (2.) The approximate diameter

of the driven and driving discs in the case

of counter-shaft friction drive, 18in.

driven and 12in. driving; see illustra-

tions of G.W.K. drive, also Violette fric-

tion drive in our issue of Nov. 14th, page
1317. (3.) The disc is made of cast -iron,

and the friction wheel is made up of com-
pressed paper, held between side plates.

Ball thrust bearings should be used.

(4.) The thickness of the friction disc can
only be determined by experiment. (5.) If

friction drive be. adopted there is no
necessity for a direct top drive by chain.

(6.) Yes; quite satisfactory if properly
designed. (7.) We cannot answer this

question with any exactness, as so much
depends upon the condition of the various
parts and their lubrication, but you may
take it that the following are approxi-

mately correct : (a) 15% to 20% loss
;

(b)

2% to 5% loss on each chain
;

(c) 10%
loss on each train of gears ; (d) 20% to

30% loss.

Tuning and Timing.

My machine is fitted with 3^
h.p. twin Peugeot engine, Amac
carburetter, and Bosch magneto,
will you help me out of my
trouble which is : (1.) When run-

ning engine on the stand for thirty

seconds the back cylinder gets so hot
that I cannot touch it with the hand.
The silencer is quite clear, and the
piston is getting a fair amount of oil.

(2.) The front cylinder I cannot get

to fire at any time. The spark is

good and also the compression, the

inlet and exhaust valves work quite

freely, and the carburetter appears to

be all right, and the engine is

thoroughly clean. (3.) You might also

tell me how to time my engine. (4.)

How to alter the timing when the
magneto is chain-driven. (5.) Is a
gear 5 to 1 too small for my engine

(my weight 9^ stones), and how many
miles per hour should I- get out of the

machine on the flat? (6.) Is the Amac
carburetter a good one, or do you re-

commend some other make?—Q.E.D.
(1 and 2.) If you run the engine *Dn the

stand you must not be surprised if it gets

exceedingly hot so that you cannot touch

it. This is not an abnormal heat for an
air-cooled engine. Of course, if the

exhaust valve springs are weak, causing

the valve to close late, it will affect the

power, etc., of the engine. The fact

that the front cylinder does not fire is

probably due to the carbon brush con-

ducting the current from the magneto to

the front plug being broken or not
making proper contact. Try changing
the plugs. (3.) You time the engine as

follows : Retard the spark, and set the

platinum points to break when the piston

is on the top of the compression stroke.

The exhaust valve should be set to close

when the piston has reached the top of
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"The Motor Cycle" Photographs.

^ Duplicates of photographs appearing ^° in "THE MOTOR CYCLE" will be °

^ suppied at the following rates :

—

^
^ Unmounted prints, half plate. 1/6 post ^J

EJ free; mounted. 1/9 post free. This ^a refers only to photographs taken by a
° "THE MOTOR CYCLE."

q Orders, which must be accompanied q
q with remittance, should be addressed q
n to the Photographic Department— I liffe a
q and Sons Limited, 20, Tudor Street, a
D London, E.C. n
DDDDDDDDDODDDDDQaDDaaDnDnD
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the exhaust stroke or just a shade later,

(4.) You will probably find the chain

wheel on your magneto fitted with a cone.

The nut should be removed, leaving the

wheel free to move on coned end of arma

ture-shaft, when the timing can^be altered

to suit your requirements. (5.) Try gearing

a. little higher, say 4£ to 1. You should

be able to get 40 m.p.h. on the flat with

this machine. (5.) The carburetter in-

ferred to is a good one.

Tyres and Nominal Horse-power.

(1). Is a wired-on tyre likely

to creep? If so, are there any
means of preventing same? (2.)

How is it that some engines

85 x 85 are 3^ h.p. and others

85 are 4 h.p. ; what is the differ-

Kindly explain.—X.Y.Z.

(1.) No; wired-on tyres are not at all

likely to creep if kept properly inflated.

(2.) The horse-power is reckoned accord-

ing to the makers' own ideas. Probably
every 85 x 85 engine gives well over 4

h.p. A modern engine should give at

least 1 h.p. for every 100 c.c. capacity.

The nominal horse-power is no guide at all.

85 x
ence?

READER'S REPLY.
I notice in The Motor Cycle for Novem-

ber 21st that you advise "V.C.B."
on the way to Weymouth after Birming-
ham. As I have done this many times,

and have been over the route you
suggest, I hope you will not mind if I

suggest another which I have found, from
experience, is far better. The best way
from Birmingham to Dorchester (Hants) is

as follows : Birmingham, Bromsgrove, Wor-
cester, Tewkesbury, Gloucester ; follow

the Bristol Road six miles out, take the

left road to Stonehouse (the directing

post says Stroud, but it is not neces-

sary to go to Stroud, as you pass by it

and avoid the hill in Stroud, and it is

also shorter, therefore turn sharp right

at Dudbridge, one and a half miles from
Stroud, straight to Stonehouse). Then
on to Tetbury_(not to Minchinhampton

;

Minchinhampton is on top of a tre-

mendous hill, almost the highest point

of the Cotswolds), Malmesbury, Chip-

penham, Melksham, Westbury, War-
minster, Gillingham, Stnrminster,

Newton, Pulham, Buckland Newton,
Piddletrenthide, Dorchester, to Weymouth.
You will find the last part of the route

is different from yours, which is actually,

except Bridport-Lyme Regis Road, the

most hilly road in Dorset, and I know it

well. Shaftesbury itself stands on a hill

and Blandford to Dorchester is also

hilly. On the route I have given

you there is only one hill, and that is

easy, between Stonehouse and Tetbury.

I was over it a fortnight ago, and it is

quite the best.—W. E. Denslow.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"L.S." (Streatham.) 3^- h.p. Kerry

Abingdon two-speed with and without
sidecar. Also Alldays, Matchless, and
Roc gears.

" C.B.M.B." (Huntingdon.) Morgan
runabout, reliability and stability in

grease ; also 3j h.p. Green-Precision

and 6 h.p. air-cooled twin for sidecar.

"W.W.H." (Bromley). 1912 Scott,

consumption, chain adjustment, and
running costs.

" G.M.N." (Walsall). 1912 Scott,

reliability, consumption, and hill-climbing,

solo and with sidecar.
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A Spring Seat Pillar.

The saddle is carried on the usual
pillar A sliding in a socket B, which is

formed integral with a. tube C provided
;it its lower end with a guide plate D,
which is plotted

to pass round a
bolt E secured
to the cycle

frame by a clip

F. The tube C
is therefore free

to slide verti-

cally, but under
the restraint of

springs G H.
These springs
are threaded
around a rod J
having an abut-

ment K at its lower end for the spring H,
the tube C having an internal collar L act-

ing as an abutment for both springs. The
rod J is attached to the saddle-pillar bolt

M, and the springs GH are arranged

nearly to balance each other so that the

saddle is not raised excessively when
its load is removed.—W. Hunt and L.

Masters. No. 1,309 1912.

A Two-spt2d Gear.

The gearing is carried between two
plates AB, which can be bolted to the

the Albion Gear.

We are asked to state that the Albion

revolving counter-shaft gear, described

in our last issue, cannot be delivered

until the middle of January. The correct

title of the firm is the Albion Engineer-

ing Co., Ltd., Tower Works, Upper
Highgate Street, Birmingham.

Two-speed Hub Gears.

those readers who were unable to

examine the Lake and Elliot Millennium
two-speed hub gear at Olympia can in-

spect the gear in running order at the

London showrooms, 14a, Great Mali-

borough Street, Oxford Street, W. Mr.

G. EL Smith is in charge here.'

Paris Salon.

We are informed by the organisers of

the Petit Salon (Paris), which will open
on the 14th inst. and . close on January
3rd, that the price for space is 40s. per

square metre, with a share in the

profits. The organisers are prepared to

find competent persons as stand

attendants for the sum of 6s. a day.

All correspondence should be addressed
to the Manager, 2, Rue Blanche, Paris.

hm

7^
(pricJt>k)a//dJt)

then from the sprocket J to the shaft G.

pinion E, compound pinions D, and thence

to the pinion F, driven-shaft H. ami

aprockut K. The driving -shaft is pru-

^O./TP^

frame. The gear drum C is mounted in

ball bearings in the plates A B, and is

provided with spindles for compound
pinions D, engaging corresponding pinions
E F on the driving and driven shafts G 11

respectively. On the driving-shaft G is

mounted a chain sprocket J driven from
the -engine, and the driven-shaft H is

provided with a sprocket K transmitting
tile drive to the road wheel. Also upon
the driven-shaft is screwed a clutch drum
L, engaging clutch segments M carried by
the driving-shaft. These segments are
expanded by a taper rod N, operated by
mechanism not shown, and when in full

engagement with the drum L. the driving
and driven-shafts are locked together and
a direct drive obtained. The clutch drum
C is surrounded by a band brake (not
shown), which is engaged to hold the drum
stationary for the low gear. The drive is

If-t-i —craf
vided with a gear wheel 0, engaging a

toothed sector for starting purposes.—G.

Wrav, No.' 24.801. 1911

3howins details of Smith & Son's speedometer
drivo^

British Motor Cycles in Canada.
Despite what- has been said to the con-

trary, British motor cycles are rapidly
gaining favour in Canada. The Matchless
agent in Toronto, Mr. W. J. Porter, has
just ir-fide an extensive tour on an 8 h.p.

Matchless sidecar combination, and excel-

lent business Iras resulted. Incidentally,
Mr. Porter mentions that he has been
agreeably surprised at the manner in

which his machine has negotiated the
very roughest roads which it has been
necessary for him to traverse. The writer
then goes out of his way to compliment
The Motor Cycle on the large circulation
enjoyed by this journal in Canada.
The first batch of 1913 Matchless motor

cycles are leaving for Canada next month.

An Automatic Carburetter Experience.
One of the most flattering testimonials

we have heard concerning the Binks car-
buretter is from an acquaintance, who
uses one on a 3^ h.p. 1911 standard
model. The particular carburetter re-

ferred to was tuned in accordance with
instructions and converted a machine
which had previously been rather sluggish
and difficult to control at slow speeds to
a state of absolute docility, also it greatly
increased the power at fast speeds. Our
acquaintance fold us he could attain fifty,

miles an hour on the road, while on
Brooklands track he attained sixty miles
per hour with a 5 to 1 gear, and with
the same gear climbed the test hill.

Even if the figures are only approximate,
the results are wonderful.

*

Catalogues Received.

Xl'All, Ltd., 6-7, Moseley Street, Bir-

mingham.—A booklet of "th; scientific

saddle" is to hand. In it are set forth

solid reasons for every point of saddle

construction adopted on the Xl'All ; the

reading matter is consenuentlv instructive.

to all.

Woodgates Bros. (Tiverton-.) have just

issued a list of' Palchquick patches and
repair outfits, which are so highly appre-

ciated by motor cyclists.

Messrs The United Motor Industries,

Ltd., 45, Poland Street, W., have just

published a booklet of measurement tables

which should be most useful to engineers.

Duocai-s Ltd. 76, York Street, West-
minster, S.W.—The latest list published
by this 'firm contains full particulars of

the Duocar, which lately established the

six hours' iong-distance record at Brook-
lands, a really fine performance.
There comes a time in the life of tyres

when they require retreading. The
Hermetic, reinforced tread is excellent for

this purpose. The tread is manufactured
by the Self-sealing Rubber Co., Birming-
ham, and their work in this direction is

of good quality.
,

Compeer Motor Carriage Co., Colmore
Road, Birmingham.— Catalogue of side-

cars with bodies of different types.

Stand clip on the Monarch machine.
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congratulate
Zenith Motors, Ld.„ of Weybridge, on the intelli-

gent Way in Which their exhibit is arranged."

Tims writes "Kuklos," the well-known writer on motor cycling

matters in " The Daily News." He proceeds :

" Every auto-cyclist has heard of the Zenith-Gradua infinitely

variable gear, and the opportunity of seeing exactly how it is

done slwuld not be lost. There is nothing new, of course, in an
expanding belt pulley, but everything is new and unique in the
Zenith way of doing it, and more particularly in the scientific

and ingenious way in which the belt is kept at the right tension,

no matter how the belt-pulley on the engine may be varied.

There are two standard models—3i, with J. A. P. single cylinder
engine SS-S by 85 ; and a 6 h.p., J A.P., V-twin engine, 76 by 85.

Tyres on the latter are 2|in. A special Zenith fitting is supplied
for use with sidecars. The firm issue an eleven-page book
containing nothing but a closely-printed list of Zenith successes
in competition during 1912."

Catalogue and

list of 1912 successes

sent free on request.

ZENITH MOTORS, Ld.,

Weybridge, Surrey.

Choose ZENITH °«* »°« ««'

congratulate yourself.

"THE PULLMAN CAR OF
. . MOTOR CYCLES." . .

ON H.M. WAR OFFICE LIST.

IT
STANDS RIGHT' OUT.

The "BAT" is a distinctive Motor

Cycle ; its Spring Frame—its Two-

speed Gear—its Magneto position—its

Foot-starter—its Ease of Control—its

Comfort in Use, in starting, in stopping,

in running—all combine to make it so.

Send for the Book of the Bat,

and read of its features, before

deciding on your new mount.

Models from £62.

. . the . :

BAT MOTOR MFG. CO.,

PENGE, LONDON, S.E.

In aiUuicring thest advertisements it it desirable to mention. " Thf. Motor Cycle." A3 3
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GEORCE ADAMS
77&78 HIGH HOLBORN LONDON

Loose descriptive Bheeta of any desired articles sent gratis per return of post.

pa^'-sstvr

VULCAN COMBINATION TOOL, 8in. long,

drop forged of steel tempered and blued.

Hammer, cotter pin puller, various sized spanners, pipe wrench, 3 screwdrivers, bottle

opener. In canvas case, 3 /3, post 3d.

POCKET PRIMUS OUTFIT
Measures 5* x 4! x 2jin.

Contains Primus wickless oil stove,
spirit can, wind shield, etc.

Complete price 10/6, post 46.

MOTOR CYCLE GAITER.

Strongly made and heavily rubbered, in sin.,

2$in., and 2^in. sections at 2/6 each.
Postage extra.

MOTOR CYCLE INSIDE
PLASTERS.

SPECIALITIES
MOTOR CYCLISTS.
MOTOR CYCLE DETACHABLE BAND.

For i\ & 2i Covers.9d each. Postage extra

All sizes. 22/6 each. Postage extra. Invaluable for
Winter Riding. Any old Cover may be used under it.

MOTOR CYCLE LINER.

Made on the same principle as oui
Car Liner, but with flaps at side.

Can be used in Cover after Cover,
and will save its cost many times.

Prevents Punctures and Strengthens
Weak or Worn Covers.

10/6 each.

ALFRED ROBERTS

& SONS, LIMITED,

GRIPWELL WORKS,

ST. MARY'S ROW,

BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams

:

"Bands, Birmingham. 1

Telephone

:

Central 1298.

AcefyleneBarner 1

forHeadlights |
Gives, from a single gasway only,

1

an atmospheric flat flame which
cannot become distorted and crack lens
or mirror.

The Burner Is of the air-injecting

,
type— it will not carbonise.

It is now fitted with a Pressure
Check, which obviates flaring.

Send for descriptive booklet of the
" Roni" Burner to

GEO. BRAY & C° LJ?"
'"""

Depr.M„._ „-.Leeds.$
a '

T
1913 MODELS.

2 h.p. SINGLE,
with 2-speed Gear.

2Jh.p. SINGLE,
with 3-speed Gear and Clutch.

3 h.p. TWIN.
with 2-speed countershaft gear and

chain drive.

4 h.p. TWIN,
with 2 speed countershaft gear and

chain drive.

LATEST SUCCESS.
JUNIOR OLYMPIC HOUR RACE,
BROOKLANDS NOVEMBER 9th.

G. LEE TEMPLE .... THIRD.
Riding the Smallest Twin in the Race—Non-Handicap.

The Moto-Reve Co., Ltd.,

ALPERTON, MIDDLESEX.
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Motor Cycles and all Accessories at the lowest possible prices.

Write for

Patterns.

Suits

sent on

approval.

Is the "Agros " Motor Cycle

Suit in your Outfit?

The "Agros" Motor Cycle Suit (as

illustrated) is made from our well-known
" Agrosette " cloth, and is porous yet
waterproof.

No rubber is used in the manufacture of

this suit. It is made easy fitting, and the
wearer is doubly protected* from cold winds,
etc., by having a large underflap neatly
arranged in front of jacket. This underflap
is invisible. The jacket is lined with warm
fleece and is of an extra length to give good
protection on the saddle.

This Overall is not seatless, but made on
the principle of trousers, here again giving
extra protection on the saddle.

It is made with inverted pleats at the sides,

has strong leather straps to fasten under the
boots, and is finished with a belt round the
waist.

It. is an admirable suit, and much in

demand by Motor Cyclists.

All sizes, 75/-

A Cheaper quality Weatherproof, 60 /-

SELFRIDGE & CO., LTD.,

Thc Motor Cyclists' Cap
This Cap is exceedingly

suitable for the Motor Cyclist,

inasmuch as it can be worn
either as an ordinary cap, or
as shown in the illustration.

It is designed with a specially

made elastic round the bottom
part, which can be tightened or made loose at
will. Another special feature is that it is

absolutely waterproof, and about the lightest

cap made. Our price 6/6.

Motor Cycles and Sidecars.
We are now prepared to sell nearly every

make of Motor Cycle and Sidecar on EASY
TERMS OF DEFERRED PAYMENT.
We invite you to call and inspect our

representative stock of Motor Cycles and
choose yours. In the majority of makes
we charge only 2J% on the balance after

deposit has been paid. Payment may be
extended over 12 months.

As we are now booking orders for

the 1913 season, you will benefit

by making early application.

OXFORD STREET, W.

PES
THE SIX DAYS'
OBSERVATION TEST
of the Auto Cycle Union affords the

U.H. Magneto another- opportunity
of proving its reliability and consis-

tency. Mr. J. T. Gibbon, riding a

3J h.p. Alldays fitted with a U.H.

Magneto SUCCESSFULLY CON-
CLUDED the above test on Nov. 26.

Specify a U.H. and relieve yourself

of all ignition troubles,

S. WOLF & CO.,
115, Southwarfc Street, LONDON, S.E.

'Grama—" Widerstand, London." -

'Phone—5172 Central and 2734 Hop.

A BALL BEARING
is a delicate mechanism, and
the finely finished surfaces

of the balls and races are

quickly ruined by wet and
grit which soon work in when
the motor cycle is ridden in

wet weather.

HUB LUBRICANT is recognised as an ideal

lubricant for ball bearings. Its special

value, however, is in the protection that it

affords against the ingress of wet and mud.
HUB LUBRICANT is easily injected and it

stays in and keeps wet out.

Hub lubricant is now being

generally adopted for bottom
bracket two and three speed
gear boxes such as Bowden,
Clyno, Douglas, Chater Lea,

F.N., Bradbury, and James.
It is quite different to the

usual gear grease.

Write for H.L. Literature and 1913 Lists to

—

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED
/PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY LIMTTED\
V Lubricating Oil Department /

BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Hub Lubricant—pos> free—^lb. tins, 9d.; lib. tins, 1/-

In answering these advertisement* it is desirable to mention " The Motor Qi/cfo. A37
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PAGETS have in Stock
and for Early Delivery:
5-6 h.p. BAT, 2-speed gear and chain drive.

5-6 h.p. CLYNO, 3-speed gear, chain drive.

3J-4 h.p. NEW HUDSON and Sidecar, 3-speed

gear, belt and chain drive.

3! h.p. BRADBURY. 2-speed gear, chain drive.

2| h.p. DOUGLAS, all models.

3^ h.p. TRIU UPH. all models.
8 h.p. MATCHLESS, chain or double belt drive.

Also INDIAN, ZENITH-GRADUA,
RUDGE, SCOTT Machines, etc.

Sidecars - - from £8

£5 deposit secures any of the above machines, and
the balance on Pagets Plan of deferred payments.
Write to-day for particulars and price lists.

Unbiassed advice given as to best machine to suit

your requirements. We pay carriage and crate.

PAGETS

for Best

Deliveries.

PAGETS LIMITED,
10 & 11, Jermyn Street,

Piccadilly Circus,

London, S.W.

Telephone—City 9134.

PAGETS

for Sidecar

Machines.

THE

BLUEMEL
MASCOT
:: PLUG ::

WILL get the last ounce out

of your engine.

WILL stand up to the hardest

work it can be possibly

put to*

WILL do so consistently for

a greater length of time

than any other plug.

WILL regularly fire the
weakest mixture, and

WILL give you the much
desired immunity from
ignition troubles.

MODEL S for Motor Cycles.

Write for List, Motor Cycle Dept.,

C W. BLUEMEL & BROS.
WOLSTON, near COVENTRY.

(( LINCOLN ELK" New Models, 1913.

Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone

:

Telegrams :

434. "ELK," LINCOLN.

Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58, Great Clyde Street, Glasgow.

4| h.p. 2-speed Model £43
3£ h.p. ----- £35
3 h.p. - .-- - £31 10

2J h.p. - - - - - £29 10

All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and
Footrests. " Druid " Spring

Forks.

Sole London Agent:
R E Y,

Heath Street Motor Works,
5, Heath Street,

Hampstead, London, N.W.

AMAC AMAC
BELT FASTENER.

ONE YEAR'S GUARANTEE. MADE OUT Of SOLID STEEL
BARS. HARDENED—UNBREAKABLE.

ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES Co. Ltd.
Talford Street, Aston, BIRMINGHAM.

AMAC AMAC

BooksforMotorcyclists
Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them.
The standard Handbook of the Motoi Cycle,

Fiiteenth edition, revised and enlarged, now
od sale. Price 1/- net. By Posi l/j.

Hints and Tips tor Motor
Cyclists.

Full Of useful '* wrinkles " with regard to the

care and management of.motor C}i.ie>: rd
edition. Price 1 /-net. By Posi i

t
z.

The Motor Cycle Route Book.
CoDtains best routes for the whn.e 01 the

British Isles, 45 maps and speed irnits

Price 1/6 net. By Host 1/9.

Obtainable (with remittance) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20. Tudor Street, LONDON, E.C., also from all Booksellers.

A3& In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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I

SIDECARS
FINEST STOCK IN LONDON.
BRAMBLE, No.* ©r with child's £ s. d.

seat, plated chassis, dark blue
body and upholstery, storm
apron 12 12

BRAMBLE, No. 5, raring model,
black body, tan^upholstery,
storm apron 12 12

BRAMBLE, No. 9, black body,
red uphulstery, storm apron 12 12

BRAMBLE, No. 7, red body and
upholstery, storm apron .... 1212

BRAMBLE, No. 2, plated chassis
cream body, green upholstery,
storm apron 12 12

BRAMBLE, No. 9, black body,
tan upholstery, storm apron 12 12

BRAMBLE, No. 7, dark green
body, red upholstery, storm
apron 12 12

BRAMBLE, No. 2, grey body,
green upholstery, storm apron 12 12

l s. d.BRAMBLE, No. 9, dark purple
upholstery and body, storm
apron 12 12

BRAMBLE, No. o,' black body,
green upholstery, storm apron 12 12

MONTGOMERY, No. 5,

standard wicker body, green
_ upholstery 13 10

MONTGOMERY DE LUXE,
coach-built model, cantilever
springs ' 22 15

MONTGOMERY, No. a, with
standard wicker body, green
upholstery 8

MONTGOMERY, No. 8, with
dark brown cane lounge body
and red upholstery 14

MONTGOMERY, No. 7, with
white cane lounge body,
upholstered tan 14 15
MONTGOMERY, No. 8,

cantilever springs, wicker
lounge body, green upholstery 13 5

TURNER, No. i model, with £ s. d«
grey body, hood, screen, and
luggage carrier 18 10

MILLFORD HERALD, standard
body 6 6

MILLFORD RIGID model with
No. 14" cane body 14 17 6

MILLFORD CABRIO, No. 18,

cane body 18
MILLFORD HERALD, No. i,

cane body 10 15
MILLFORD RIGID, No. 8, cane
body 11 11

MILLFORD SPRING WHEEL,
No. 4, wicker body 14 10

MILLFORD RADIAL CASTOR
WHEEL, No. 4, wicker codv 14 10

MILLFORD HERALD, No. r body 7 15
MILLFORD RIGID, No. 4 body 11 7 6

F.N. GIRDER FRAME, lounge
white cane tody

MANNINGS LIGHTWEIGHT
model ,

MIDDLETON, model B

11 11

8
6 5

NOTE : All the above can be fitted with Hood, Screen, Luggage Carriers, etc., etc., as extras.

ALSO A VERY LARGE NUMBER OF SECOND-HAND MOTOR
CYCLES, SIDECARS, ETC., ETC.—WRITE FOR LIST.

EXCHANGES—EASY PAYMENTS.
TO LONDON'EXETER COMPETITORS
DISSOLVED ACETYLENE IS

CHEAPER THAN CARBIDE,
Besides being cleaner, quicker, simpler and more reliable.

Lamps, Horns, Speedometers, Whistles, Belts, Plugs, Overalls, Watches,
Mirrors, Goggles, etc., etc., etc., of the best makes

ALWAYS IN STOCK AT-

157, Great Portland! St., W,
Telephone i May-Fair, 5767.

»

I
In answering (Iiis advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle-" A39
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1 /6, and Id, per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately

Name and address must be counted. Series

discounts and special terms to regular trade

advertisers will be quoted on application.

All adveriis3ments in this section should be

accompanied witli remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Mdtor Cycle," Coventry.

To insure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor St, E.C.), by

the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

aiotor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many readers like to know what machines

ire for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before

;oing further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections,

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and Wesfc
morland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
'Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.
SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, an 1 Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XL
Ireland and Isle of Man.

THE BEST OF
THE NEWEST
Introductions for the

1913 Season are

now being ex-

hibited at

MOTOR CYCLES,
CYCLE CARS, and
SIDECARS.

London's Great Show of Utt*W*M **'&m*\"
j

the most satisfactory New and Second-hand 1912

Models.

INIMITABLE VALUE.
MATCHLESS PRICES.

J
Study these specimens. Then call and see.

6143. 3ih.p- 1912 3-sP: NEW HUDSON £40

6147. 3* h.p 1910 tounst REX SZO u

6!52. 6 h.p. i 9» BEX Sidette £50 2
6153. 3ihP-i9i°?-speed p . &M. --£38

6157. 3ihpi9io£reeeng.neTRUIVIPH|35
i 6160. 3} h.p. 1912 free-engine TRIUMPH £« u

i 6161! I* b p. 1912 free-engine RUDGE . .
£40

I

6163. 3* h.p. 1912 RUDGE rnulti and
j

J " Gloria sidecar £55

j 6169 3* h.p. 1910 standard BAT £30 I

p 6170. 3I h.p. 1911 tourist REX £28

6177. if h.p. 1912 3-speed HUMBER . .
£37 10

1 6i7q. 3 h.p. 1912 2-speed N.S.U "« v

6180 8 h.p. 1910 ZENITH-GRADUA
and sidecar £45

I 6187 6 h.p. 1912 2-speed ENFIELD and
sidecar £65 |

6189. 6 h.p. 1912 F.E. MATCHLESS .. £47 10 1

6195. 3i h.p. rgii 2-speed HUMBER ..£30
I 6199. 3* h.p. 1911 free-engine TRIUMPH £37 10

I 6202. 7" h.p. 1911 2-speed INDIAN and
sidecar £50

I

I 6204. 8 h.p. 1912 3-speedCHATER-LEA
and sidecar £75

I 620s. 6 h.p. 1912 2-sp. F.N. and sidecar £55
[

6211. 2* h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £20
6212. 3£h.p. 1912 T.T.BRADBURY ..£32 Oi
6226. 2* h.p. 1912 2-speed DOUGLAS,

1 3 F J
Model K £40

I 6227. 6 h.p. 1912 2-speed MATCHLESS £50

6229. 6 h.p. 1912 T T. BAT £37 10

6232. 5 h.p. I9ti twin A.S.L £25

6234. 3I h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £25
6237. 5-6 h.p. 1911 A.C. Sociable £50

6238. 3*h.p. 1912 ZENITH £40

6239. 3* h.p. 1911 2-speed N.S.U £30

6254. 3* h.p. 1912 2-speed P. & M £52 10

6255. 31 h.p. 1912 F.E. TRIUMPH, new £50

6256. 3ih.p. ignstandardTRIUMPH.. £30

6257. 3* h.p. 1911 F.E. TRIUMPH ....£35
6244. 2% h.p. 1912 SINGER £30

6249. 3* h.p. 1912 2-speed BAT £40

6251. 3i h.p. 1912 standard HUMBER.. £35

6252. 5-6 h.p. 1909 4-cylinder F.N £20

6253. 3* h.p. 1908 2-speed N.S.U £20 1

I 6258. 3* h.p. 1912 ZENITH and sidecar £45
I 6259. 3* h.p. 1909 2-speed HUMBER and

sidecar £25
I

6264. 6 h.p. 1912 2-speed MATCHLESS
and Canoelet sidecar £65

6276. 8 h.p. 1912 ZENITH and sidecar £60

WAUCHOPESE
I

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, LONDON, E.C.

'Phone: Holborn 5777.
Wires : " Opificer, London."

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Christmas Holi-'

days, the issue of " The Motor
Cycle " for Dec. 26th will be

closed for press earlier than usual.

All copy and instructions for

paragraph advertisements in this

Issue must therefore be in our
hands not later than first post on
Thursday, Dec. 19th.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at '.* The Motor Cycle '" Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle/ Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

JWDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
^io the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited. •

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eacb

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and |

Westmorland. ;

19 12 23bp. 3-epeed New Hudson, lamp, horn, all

spares, aa new : offers.—Below.

I

"I Q12 F.E. Rudge and Gloria sidecar, Lucas lamp and
1 Xv horn, reflector. Jones speedometer; sell separ-

3j

ately.—Thompson and Edwards, West Hartlepool. [X4328

"\T7ERNER, 3b.p., good condition, B.E., h.b.c, Whittle
VV belt; £10.—J. Robson, Mortimer St, Blaekhil],
Durham. [X4235

Qih.p. Dene, perfect condition, absolutely reliable,U2 spares; £24.— Urwiu, 24, Tenth At., Heaton,
Newcaetle-on-Tyne. [X4485

"I Q13 Douglas. Zenith, New Hudson, Rover, Smith,
X«7 Precision motors: eend orders now for early de-
livery.—C. W. Smith, Northgate, Darlington. [0177

ihp. Humber Motor Cycle, 2-speed gear, with close
2 cane torpedo sidecar; a bargain, £36; to clear

without sidecar £30.—Tuivey and Co., The Motor House,
Sunderland. [X4324

31_h.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, free engine, 1911 model,
S£ "sold new in Mav. L912, in grand running order;

£37: with sidecar, only used twice, £42.—Tuivey and
Co., The Motor House, Sunderland. [X4325

23hp. Humber Motor Cycle, T.T. twin, 3-*peed, 1912
4 model, extra large tank, practically new, not

ridden 400 miles, very fast; a bargain, £42, to clear-

—Turvey and Co., The Motor House, Sunderiand. [X4326.

3Vh.p. B.S.A. Motor Cycle, 1912, T.T. model, has won
2 several prizes in speed trials, has done over 70

ui.p.h-, in perfect condition; a bargain, £40-—Turvey
and Co., The Motor House. Sunderland. [X4327

A40 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Lauaceaton

Next Year's Reliability Trials.

THE
proposal to combine the English and Scottish

Trials next year has drawn various opinions in

our correspondence columns which form in-

teresting reading. Undoubtedly past events

have shown that present clay motor bicycles are

more than equal to a Six Days' Trial over ordinary,

roads, and the percentage of successes in the Taunton
Trials suggested that a trial of longer duration would
be an advantage if we are to have a convincing demon-
stration of the machines which stand out as the best

of their type. On the other hand, there are many
objections to- such a long distance trial, one of which
is the obstacle which will be placed in the way of

amateur riders who will not only find it almost impos-

sible to spare the necessary time, but may further con-

sider such a test quite unenjoyable, by reason of its

strenuous nature. The expense, too, will be consider-

able. Further, the possibility of such a long distance

trial being too much of a physical strain for the average

rider must be considered. It is quite true, as a corre-

spondent has mentioned, that last year competitors

were only too glad to reach the last day, for even the

Six Days' Trial had been rendered particularly severe

,
by reason of the adverse weather, and there is no man-
ner of doubt that if such a trial had been prolonged

to twelve days many would have been incapable of

surviving it, even if their machines had been equal to

the task. It might be argued that the fatigue experi-

enced by a rider is due to the unsuitability of his mount
lip the matter of springing and comfort, which is true

to some extent. It is generally agreed that the annual

reliability trials should be made as severe as possible,

yet it would be most unfortunate if by reason of the

j

physical strain upon a rider a machine had to be with-

drawn. That being so, the first duty of the organisers,

should the combined test be approved, is to provide

that drivers may be changed. Perhaps it would become

too complicated if two drivers were allowed to com-

pete on alternate days, and it would further tax hotel

accommodation, so that probably the simplest rule

would be to provide that the driver may be changed at

the end of the first week.

If, as is suggested, the. English trial be conducted

from a centre as last year, and the Scottish trial be

arranged for the succeeding week on entirely different

ground, it would be a comparatively simple matter to

arrange for prospective contestants to enter for the

English Six Days' Trials or the Scottish Six Days, or

both if they felt sufficient confidence in themselves and
their machines to survive such a strenuous ordeal.

The fees would, we take it, be similar. :

Motor cyclists are inclined to look upon the annual

reliability trials as ordinary daily jaunts, and the

discussion as to whether a twelve days' trial may
prove too much of a strain does not appear at first sight

a good, advertisement for the pastime, but a study

of the mileage chart will show that the distances

arranged for each day are much more than the average

tourist would plan on a pleasure trip. Let any doubters

keep this up for six days, add the mental strain to

the rider of the fear that something might happen to

his machine (for his reputation depends upon success),

and remember that he is, perforce, constantly on the

alert owing to the fact that he is riding on strange

roads with possible single-figure gradients to encounter

at any moment, and their opinion must change. By
reason of the dates being separated, makers are able

to overhaul their machines completely after the first

event, and it is clear that with this . attention many'

a motor cycle of doubtful reliability can survive both •

ordeals, though if the two events were rolled into one

a different tale would no doubt have to be told.

There" would be less chance of. a simply lucky survival

in a twelve days' test. When one considers that most
of the leading manufacturers support both events, we
are inclined to favour the dual event being run con-

jointly, with the two provisos' that (i) entries may
be made in either or both events- and (2) that drivers

may be changed in the case of a manufacturer entering

a machine for the combined event.

Whilst on the subject of trials, we think we may
reasonably suggest that more care be taken in the

matter of selecting test hills. Motor cyclists do not.

desire machines which will climb sheep tracks, am!

seldom, if ever, wish to attempt, to ride over an excep-

tionally hilly road strewn with boulders. We suggest

that those, whose duty it is to select the hills in these

trials, should be guided by the ordnance map, and

that no hill should be included unless marked in this

map as a first class or secondary, road. We have

always urged that the severest tests should be included

in the annual reliability trials, but we do consider

it of paramount importance that the road surfaces

should be reasonably passable.
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BROOKLANDS IMPRESSIONS.
Ten Guineas for Timing a

By S.

" Neither a great fact, nor a great man, nor a great poem,
m>r a great picture, nor any other great thing, can be
fathomed to the bottom in a moment of time."

—

Ituskin.

IT
is with something more than regret that I bid fare-

well to Brooklands, the awakener of idle dreams,

the conqueror of engines, the Waterloo of

designers, for it is here I, like many others, have fought

numerous battles, not always victorious, but neverthe-

less always interesting. It is here, too, that I have
competed with some of the finest sportsmen it has

ever been my good fortune to meet.

But Brooklands is not always serious. The whole
atmosphere is full of humour—jokes cracked by knuts,

appreciated by knuts ; tales of motoring by motorists

with a motoristic spirit, and wheezes of every kind by
king fakists."

An Interesting Personality.

Perhaps the most prominent of these was " Sparking
Billy," the magneto expert, whose ability to increase

the speed of any good engine by five miles an hour was,

according to Billy's statement, vouched for by Charlie

Collier, G. E. Stanley, and the drivers of the Grand
Prix Sunbeams. " Sparking Billy " was in much
demand; his' success was reported as phenomenal; his

fee was the inconsiderate sum of five guineas, but one,

evidently of Hebrew origin, gifted with persuasive

powers, obtained reduction to the nominal sum of five

shilling's. But, alas ! there came a change. A certain

owner-driver, who had obtained a very satisfactory

second place at the B.A.R.C. Meeting, and had heard
of " Billy's " marvellous deeds, sought his services.

On being approached " Billy " was quite prepared to

give the necessary extra speed required to win the next

event, for a matter of ten guineas. "Billy " always

spoke of guineas—it was more professional. The
owner was quite satisfied, so " Billy " set to work.

Those in the know anxiously watched the finish, with

an expression of expectation that surpassed the Fry's

chocolate boy. Expectation suddenly changed to dis-

appointment, for the car on which " Billy " had
operated was amongst the "also ran." Evidently
" Billy " also ran, for he has never put in an appear-

ance from that day to this.

Brooklands as an Experimenting Ground.
1 wonder just how long it would take to conquer

Brooklands, to realise one's most idle dream of speed?

I should like to spend next season on this famous
track, for, like everything else worth experimenting

with, it takes time, though doubtless it will come as a
surprise to some readers to learn that Stanley, the

most successful rider this season at Brooklands, fre-

quents the track less than any other rider I know.
Speaking of riders brings home to me, aftec an

intimate acquaintance, just how little the majority of

Brooklanders know of petrol engines. Perhaps I might

mention Brewster and Stanley as two of the cleverest

;

the others are much in the same class, and merely play

with carburetters, timing, and compression ratio, or

think of some absurd " wheeze " or fake without the

least technical knowledge. Probably they obtain speed

Magneto. Predictions for 1913.

L. BAILEY.

by the merest accident, do something sensational, and
for a time are in the lime-light. But let them have
the misfortune to break up that particular engine, and
what do we find ? They practically disappear from the

successful list. My contention is that a good rider

understands what he is doing, and why he gets speed,

so is always in a position to equal his past perform-

ances. For proof, where are the riders so much in

evidence last season ?

I do not wish here to touch upon such subjects as
" How to Time " or " How to Get Speed," but hope to

do so in a later issue, when I shall deal with points

probably unthought of by the majority of riders.-

A Prediction for Next Year.

I predict that the 19 13 season at Brooklands will

show the distinct merits of the twin engine, with a

speed of not less than 80 m.p.h.-in the 500 c.c. class,

while much better advancement will be shown in

Class B with twin engines of 350 c.c, for 70 m.p.h.

will not seem fast for the little lightweights.

For engines of 1,000 c.c, I doubt very much if

Charlie Collier's record of 92 m.p.h. will be equalled,

and I expect very little improvement in the single-

cylinders. I fancy I can see smiles at this prediction,

but I know at present of one 350 c.c. twin which
develops 12 h.p., and whose speed is already known to

a select few. This little twin engine will, I think,

soon surprise many.
I regret that business compels me to leave Brook-

lands, the ideal testing ground, the finest track in the

world (though admittedly not the fastest)—indeed, the

School of Motoring, where none are too learned to

be taught.

The writer of the accompanying article, who is leaving for Australia to-day

(Thursday), is seen shaking hands with W. W. Douglas. On the right

will be recognised W. H. Bashall, the Junior T.T. winner.
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COMMENTS

1913 Carburetters.

Nothing impressed me more at Olympia than the
carburetters. The leading types showed an extra-

ordinary sympathy with our practical needs, and a
bewildering wealth of ingenuity. The advance since,

say, 1909 is colossal. I must admit that there is an
equal advance in metallurgy and in the whimsies by
which high engine efficiency is procured ; but that is

less obvious—you have to take the machine on the

road to discover it, whereas a cute observer can esti-

mate the value of a carburetter when a section or
a drawing is put in his hand.

Spring Handle-bars.

I was particularly pleased to see that a few makers
are coquetting with spring handle-bars. I used such
a bar on a rigid framed machine nine or ten years ago,

and though it was of pretty crude design, I am bound
to say that it afforded more comfort, in spite of the

rigid fork beneath it, than many a modem spring fork

with rigid handle-bar.

Crude devices are apt to be rather " jiggety," owing
to the spring action being unduly rapid ; but it should
not be difficult to combine a refined spring handle-bar
with a refined spring fork, designing Hie two to act in

co-operation, after the fashion of the main and supple-

mentary springs of a car chassis. The gain should be
equally great in both instances.

Another minor fitting which took my eye was the

Air Spring saddle-carrier. Pneumatic springing is

generally less bounceable than the metallic type, and
this particular patent possesses the great merit of being
adjustable. In theory, of course, coiled metal springs

can be made of any desired tension, but in practice,

so far as machines and forks are concerned, the same
springing is generally supplied to heavy men and light.

Toe 1913 Trials.

Critics must remember that the organisers of the

chief annual trials are beset with many difficulties, of

which hotel- accommodation is one of the worst. Few
towns can accommodate between one and two< hundred
additional visitors in the busy summer season, and
owing to past hooliganism many hotels and a few town's

are not at all eager to receive us.
, Unless discipline

be considerably stiffened next year, it will soon become
impossible to find six or ten hotels ready to accom-
modate the Trials for a night apiece. If we are limited

to a single headquarters, with the consequence of

routes radiating from a centre, the' monotonous repeti-

tion of mile after mile of flat road is inevitable. In
the public interest it is highly desirable that separate

English and Scottish Six Days' Trials should be
retained. The amalgamation of the two events into

a ten days' trial necessitates the elimination of many,
trying roads, increases the factor of luck, and reduces
the amateur entry.

BY

"IXIONP

Per contra, the amalgamation would be very

welcome to the trade, would diminish the time of

absence of the chief riders from the. works, reduce
expense, and penalise a few machines which complete

a six day event in rather a decrepit condition. Never-
theless, until quality improves still further, I prefer

the two separate trials. 2,000 miles are better than

1,500, amateur entries are more instructive than trade

entries, the chance of bad weather is increased, the

advertisement is spread over a larger area, and the

additional cost is not really appreciable when it is

distributed over such a gigantic output.

In the near future it may be necessary to limit the

number of . entries ; and it is certainly desirable that

each firm should stand or fall by a couple of entries—

•

one professional and one amateur. At present it is

possible for a firni to enter a fleet of machines, and
for the failure of five machines to be over-shadowed
by the success of a single survivor. I. recall an actual

example of this kind which occurred some years ago.

A team of machines was entered, and by the fourth

day all the machines, with one exception, had retired

with various mechanical troubles. The survivor's

engine was in rather a shaky condition, and he wired

the firm to say that he thought he would do better t<>

retire after the luncheon interval. At lunch he

received a wire imploring him to crawl round to the

finish somehow, if he had to do it on one wheel and
one cylinder.

He persevered, and on the. last day happened to

snatch a useful advertisement by a feat compounded
of luck and skill. This feat was well boomed, and it

is safe to say that within a month the superficial public

had forgotten the fate of. his fellow teamsters, and the

one solitary and somewhat fluky achievement was alone

remembered. A longer trial would, of. course, prevent

shaky machines of this type gaining the maximum
award.

A 'light four-cylinder runabout.
The Parnacott, which is propelled bv a four-cylinder air-cooled F.N. engine.

It is very lightly built.

A^3
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7 h.p. Motosacoche enclosed overhead
inlet valve gear.

NOW that the Motor Cycle Show is a thing of thi;

past, those of us who are critically-minded are

left wondering what are the most striking

features that are likely to gain ground in the coming

year. Out of a blurred background of dull sameness

a few points stand out vividly, and it will be my
endeavour to group these points, and where possible

to explain the why and wherefore of their existence.

To deal with all new features would be tedious, and

require more space

than I could reason1

ably expect from Mr.

Editor. Therefore this

article will be confined

to engines, which sub-

ject in itself is so large

that only a few points

can be dealt with; and
those briefly.

On the whole there

is disappointingly little

alteration in 1913
engines, and the l'eason

of this is only too

obvious. There is such a large demand for motor

cycles at the present time that the manufacturers can

sell all they can produce of their standard models

without going to the expense of experimenting with

new patterns. Who can blame them ? For is not the

present-day motor cycle a wonderfully reliable and

satisfactory machine ?

When the demand lias been supplied and the slack

time" comes, we may expect some radical improve-

ments, many of which are now being tried by small

firms whom the public refuse to recognise, as their

names are at present little known.

These reasons will account for the majority of in-

novations being found

on machines made -by

small manufacturers,

and possibly for the

lack of headway which
these innovations have

made so far.

Valves.

There is very little

change in the matter of

valves, though in some
cases they have been

considerably enlarged,

and the lift decreased so that quieter valve movement
m iy be obtained. This \ooks like a step forward, and

[•.•ie that might be more, largely brought into promi-

i:ance. The chief criticism which may be brought

124

Quadrant overhead inlet valve

mechanism.

CONCERNING
POWER UNITS.

against it is that in the case of the exhaust valve there

is a somewhat larger surface to be raised against the

pressure in the cylinder. This objection has been

cleverly got over by Mr. de Lissa, whose new valve

shown on a Motosacoche was one of the most interest-

ing novelties in the Show. For the benefit of those

who were unable to get to Olympia, or who missed this

item, it may be useful to explain that the valve has

two seatings, one in the usual plat and one directly

above in -the head. Thus the val forms a hollow

piston, and is held on its seatings by a powerful spring

from above, but operated in

the usual manner. In this case

the pressure in the cylinder has

little effect on the valve gear,

tending slightly to open the

valve instead of closing it. The
device has the additional ad-

vantage of exposing a large sur-

face of the valve to the atmos-
phere and thus cooling it con-

siderably (it was for this pur-

pose that the valve was designed). The tension of

the valve spring may be controlled from the handle-

bar, and thus a decompressor action is obtained, since

if the spring pressure be weak the valve opens slightly

under pressure. One would naturally think that the

two seats would be likely to cause compression leaks,

but from all accounts this is not so, as the valve auto-

matically beds itself into both seatings.

Position of Valves.

There is a slightly increasing tendency to place the

inlet valve over the exhaust, there being quite a dozen
different engines so fitted. The obvious advantages
of this design are that the waste heating surface is

Valve fitted to the Dia-
mond. This is notable tor

its large diameter and
sunk head.

J.A.P. enclosed rocker gear on overhead Inlet valve engine.

reduced, and that the incoming charge cools the

haust valve head. However, in only one case are t!\

inlet and exhaust valves interchangeable.

Designs which embody both valves in the head d<

not appear to be gaining much ground, though the

Pope and the new Moto-Reve are newcomers in this
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Concerning Power Units.—

class: The public seems to be afraid of the valves

breaking and causing serious damage to the engines.

There is a certain amount of reason in this, as up to

the present time valve failure and consequently a

broken piston have been only too frequent. It must

not, however, be imagined that it is impossible to turn

out a good touring engine on these lines, for with an

increase in valve diameters and better cooling there is

no reason why valve breakages should not become
almost extinct, added to which in only two cases out

of eight in the writer's experience has a broken valve

led ta further damage. An air-cooled Precision model
and the water-cooled Green-

Precision are constructed with

both valves overhead, and they

will be watched with interest,

for Mr. F. E. Baker is not the

man to place new models on

the market unless he is confi-

dent of their success. The de-

sign lends itself to the con-

struction of the best possible

form of cylinder head, "i-e.,

spherical, or failing this

spheroidal, though as yet there

have been but few attempts to

secure this end. Side by side valves still outnumber
by far any other form, probably because they are easily

made interchangeable and may be operated by simple

mechanism, thus saving some moving parts which

usually become noisy after a time. There is also very-

little fear of damage being done should breakage

occur, and finally the public has become accustomed

to this type of engine, which has proved itself satis-

factory time and again.

Two=stroKe Engines.

The next type of engine which comes under notice

is the two-strok'e, in which valves are generally re-

placed by ports in the cylinder walls which are covered

and uncovered at certain times by the action of

the piston. The two-stroke movement is gradually

growing stronger, and the writer has a firm belief in

its future in one form or another. To begin with, it

does away with the complication of valves, and con-

Dsep radiating ribs on
the overhead valve
Precision.

Qu'cklvdetaci.a&e
iniet pipe on 7-9

lup. twin Premier.

sequenlly with any noise rrJade by them, and with the

extra cost of valve timing gear, rockers, etc. Against

these advantages must be set a somewhat increased

consumption of oil and petrol, a tendency to overheal
if the cylinders are of large capacity, and in some
cases decreased efficiency per size. All these disadvant-
ages are, however, being rapidly overcome. Thus we
find the Levis winning a petrol consumption trial,

another machine- of the same make taking a sidecar and
passenger through a strenuous reliability trial, though
it was fitted with a single-cylinder air-cooled engine
of only .70 x, 70 mm. bore and
stroke. .Again, we find the', Scott,

the holder of the Tourist-.Trophy,
is now fitted with an air-cooied
head, the water-cooled head being
discarded. The Connaught is a

newcomer and looks a very nice

piece of work, while the water-
cooled. Stellar is interesting in many
ways, being, as it is to all intents and
purposes, a two-wheeled car. The
VVooler was to be seen last year, but
has been somewhat improved, and is very interesting

on account, of its decidedly unconventional design.

Outside Fly-wheels,

Outside flywheels- have made but little progress, and
here again public feeling shows itself, for though
people appear to put up with the outside flywheel as

a feature of two strokes and engines of unusual design,

they do. not care for it on a standard machine. It is

true that, with two exceptions, it is some time since a

vertical four-stroke engine has been offered with an

outside flywheel, but this is probably because the

manufacturer dare not do it. This is curious, especi-

ally after the constant successes of Douglas machines,
and the smooth running of the Williamson, A.C., and
Veloce. With a well-designed outside flywheel a con-

siderable saving of weight may be effected and a solid

crankshaft used. At the same time, there are. no in-

ternal flywheels to throw the oil in the crank case
away from the big end bearings, and thus shorten the

life of this already much misused part. Much could
lie written on this subject from both sides but space

Piston, connecting rod, crank-shaft and friction

disc of the Girling utility car.

8 h.p. twin-cylinder Precision engine showing
adjustable tappets and external valve litters.

Section of 5-6 h.p. air-cooled engine fitted to A.C.

sociables. Observe position of valves..

A27
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forbids. I leave the field, however, with an appeal to-

both" manufacturers and public to consider the merits

of the outside flywheel before condemning it on its

very slight demerits.

Cylinder Design.

Detachable heads are to be found on a few machines
and have the advantages of greatly facilitating the

removal of carbon —deposit and simplifying valve
grinding. These features can also be claimed by
certain engines which have detachable valve seatings.

Other advantages are also claimed which are. too deep
to discuss in ah article on general design. The Star

and Pope are two new machines at Olympia, both
fitted with detachable heads.

.

Against the design may be mentioned the difficulty

of making the joint compression tight, but this should
not prove serious to any firm capable of building a

sound motor cycle engine. Offset cylinders have not

become anything like standard practice, though the

B.S.A. and little Norton are now so 'fitted. It is pro-

bable that the advantages are not fully realised, or else

the advantages obtained are not considered sufficient

to warrant the trouble of redesigning present models.

Lubrication.

Lubrication is possibly the point which is in most
pressing need of attention. The present form of

splash lubrication works, and that is all that can be
said for it. In the hands of an expert, splash with

hand pump or drip feed is tolerable, but used as it is

by thousands of motor cyclists who give a pumpful
every so many miles, or set their drip feeds and leave !

them, regardless of pace and roads, it is bad and un- ;

mechanical, especially as motor cycle bearings (in par-

ficular; big ends) are nothing like large enough.
Bearing pressures have been greatly increased dur-

j

ing the past few years, and the big ends of many J
singles and most twins require attention after an
absurdly short amount of running. There are obvious

i

difficulties in the way of increasing bearing sizes in

the modern light motor cycle engine, so why is not
j

more thought given to 'increasing their life by the

obvious remedy of forced lubrication? There are a '

few praiseworthy efforts to use the centrifugal action

of the revolving parts, and a few more which use a

mechanical oil pump to feed some parts of the engine,

but they do not go far enough by a very long way.
Shame to relate, firms who force oil under mechanical
pressure to all their engine bearings can be easily

'

counted on the fingers of one hand, so that, it was
with joy that I read the description of the new
Enfield in the pages of The Motor Cycle. I have
been fortunate enough to ride a W.D. on more than

one occasion, and found that it had a silky feeling

peculiar to it, which can only be accounted for by
proper lubrication, and- its worst enemies could not

accuse it of being a dirty engine. In fact, after a

strenuous run, I have seldom seen a cleaner crank

case. One hears people grumble about the extra

complication caused by an oil pump, but this objec-

tion is futile, for an oil pump is a simple piece of

mechanism and runs under ideal conditions. Let us

hope that during the coming year manufacturers will

devote some time to this most important item, which
will make motor cycles reasonably fool-proof.

A2i

Bearings.

Roller bearings are being fitted to many machines
this year; especially are they noticeable in big ends.

They score over ball bearings because they give line

instead of point contact, and over plain bearings in

that they are not liable to seize from under lubrica-

tion, and also produce rather less friction. In at

least one case they are fitted in the small end bear-

ing, and this seems an excellent place for them, for

the small end bearing seldom gets sufficient oil for

proper lubrication. The construction, however, must
be carefully carried out, or there will be undue weight

added to the reciprocating parts. The Pope engine

is interesting in that the gudgeon pin is fixed in the

connecting rod and oscillates in the piston, a design

which has some distinct advantages.

Cam Gear.

There has been little alteration in the methods of

driving can; gear and valve .operation, and" there are

no signs of chain cam gear becoming popular as on
cars. The cause of this is that motor cycle timing

wheels produce so little noise that alteration is un-

necessary. The timing gear on the Diamond is

Diamond power plant, showing bevel gear drive and method of operation.

unusual, being driven by bevels. The whole of this

machine is most interesting, and it had the distinction

of being fitted with the largest valves for its size in

the Show, the port measurement being 1 J^in. (44^2
mm.), though the bore of the cylinder is only 75 mm.
The liming gear on the twin Brough is also un-

usual, as instead of one cam being fitted for both inlet

and exhaust valve on- each cylinder, one cam actuates

the inlet valves on both cylinders and one the exhaust

;

this ensures synchronised valve timing and enables the

timing of the inlets to be varied with respect to that

of the exhaust.

Cooling.

Except in a few instances cooling has received but"

little attention. Water-cooling does not seem to catch

on, and curiously enough most twins still have their

ribs set at right angles to the cylinder, whatever may
be the angle of the cylinder to the vertical. Some
Precision models have considerably' increased cooling
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surfaces, but on the whole there has been little change
in this direction.

The Low Engine.
The Low engine attracted a considerable crowd

throughout the Show. The cylinder is now partly

jacketed with petrol, the head being water-cooled.
The heated petrol attains great pressure, and is in-

jected during part of the stroke through a rotary valve.

Both inlet and cut-off of this valve are variable. Oil

is pumped through the rotary valve and to all im-
portant moving parts. The chief feature of the

engine is the extraordinary power produced for the

size, and its compression of approximately 500 lbs. per
square inch. The design is extremely clever and new
as applied to motor cycles.

Decompressors.
Decompressors are becoming almost standard fea-

tures, and many and wonderful are the methods em-
ployed to reduce the quantity of the charge for starting

purposes. Considering the ease of starting on modem
motor cycles one is inclined to wonder if it is worth
the trouble. Certainly it is a useful refinement, especi-

ally on a single-geared mount.

1513

Moving Paris.

Pistons, connecting rods, and moving parts remain
altered in detail only. It is curious that the solid
crankshaft has not a greater vogue, as it removes a
fault which is more common than is generally be-
lieved Crankshafts of the present built-up type often
get slightly out of line, thus causing excessive wear,
vibration, and loss of power. Probably the reasons
for not fitting solid cranks are cost of manufacture,
and the difficulty, of fitting a split big-end to a machine
with inside flywheefs.

The Unit System.
There are a few 1913 machines which have the

gears built in the crank case or an extension thereof.
This is a practice which the wriier particularly
admires, as it makes a very neat and compact unit
with fewer -crevices to catch mud and also saves a cer-
tain amount of machining.
The Villiers is a new example of this type, and is

very neatly designed. It has a silent chain drive from
engine to gears which is a point well worth the atten-
tion of manufacturers in general, as the silent chain
is somewhat more suitable for running at high speed.

Ubique.
"—

<

Methods of Finding Winners in Reliability Trials.
THERE are no doubt many motor cyclists, keen

riders, who would enter the many club' com-
petitions held every year now were it not for

the absurd systems of finding first prize winners.

Reliability trial riding has reached a fine art, and
more depends upon the rider's watch than the machine,

as was shown in a recent Midland trial, when a rider

of a single-geared Triumph obtained full marks, but

was placed fifth in the awards behind four. variably

geared machines, thus allowing a creditable perform-

ance to go> practically unnoticed, because he was at a

secret check fifteen seconds out of time. In every big

competition we find that so many riders obtain maxi-

mum marks, and a winner is obtained by a secret

check; supposing a trade man wins, he advertises the

fact that in such and such a competition his machine
made the best performance of the day when he has
really done no better than the other competitors who
obtained full marks. Anyone who has tried riding

through secret checks dead on time will find, when
he imagined himself to be absolutely to the second
on passing the check, that the results show him to be
very much out, to his great surprise.

Timing by Competitors' Own Watches.
Some clubs have tried various ways of finding a

winner in reliability trials. Flexibility climbs are

sometimes adopted, but this is not fair to all riders,

because machines differ, and all are not suited to slow

conking climbs on hills.

A good idea is timing by competitors' own watches

in sealed cases, the time being taken to the minute

and second. This rarely results in a tie, and a man
knows what time he is arriving at a check, and in the

event of his watch gaining or losing theTe is no differ-

ence, because he is timed by his time. This practice

is used by the Bradford and two Birmingham
clubs with success. First prizes in club events, apart

from such trials as hill-climbs, speed trials, consump-
tion tests, etc., which clearly give a winner, are un-

necessary, in my opinion. Let the club give a decent
medal to all who gain full marks in reliability trials,

and it will find a better feeling existing among the
competitors and bigger entries for its competitions.
Give special medals for amateurs, and let the amateur
see that he is being fostered. I am speaking now of
the bona fide. ' Should any competitor shine con-
spicuously over the others and be the only one to gain
full marks, make him by all means the winner. In
this case he would certainly be entitled to receive the
honour, but secret checks are an abomination. Sup-
pose -the A.C.U. adopted them in the one day trials,

etc. What would the trade sa"y ? And it is clearlv

shown in A.C.U. trial that one machine can perform
equally as well as its rival, hence the satisfaction

obtained by the trade Irom these events.

The Way to Award Trophies and Cups.
If clubs are fortunate enough to become possessed

of a few trophies and cups let them set store by them
and keep them in the club members' hands till the end
of the season, then classify the results of all competi-

tions under such headings as reliability trials, hill-

climbs, and speed contests, and smaller events such as

speed-judging and petrol consumption tests, and
award a cup for the best performance in each class of

competition ;. if the "club has plenty of prize money
or spare awards it can give firsts, seconds, and
thirds for each class. This method would meet with

the approval of thousands' of clubmen who are keen

on trials but
;

cannot compete in speed events and hill-

climbs. A man may get three firsts in a club hill-climb

with a> machine that would not last twenty miles in a

reliability trial, hence the need for classification in

awarding trophies. The sooner something is doneto
equalise performances in trials, and award prizes on

fair lines, the better it will be for all concerned. The
trade man should be a little less keen on diking over

the amateur, because it is the amateur who keeps die

trade alive,. S.A.R.
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Flexibility Hill-climb at the Cape.

THIS competition was
held on Saturday,
November 16th,

on the Kloof Road, the
active Cape Peninsula
M.C.C, organising the
event.

The distance was
about half a mile, from
Camps Bay to the
" Round House," and
the eighteen competitors
were each given one
slow and one fast

attempt, the greatest

difference determining
the winner. There was a class for
variable and another for fixed

gears, the latter only attracting a

couple of entries.

The results on formula of the
variable-geared class are

:

i. J. Nosworthy (4 hip. Singer
and sidecar).

2. W. F.. Duell (3^ h.p. P.
and M.)
The winner on his Singer an<

empty sidecar had in his slow
attempt all the advantages of a

smooth-acting clutch, his time,

13m. i%s., beating that of the
next man, J. Thornton (3^ h.p.

(3) Scott (Rudge), in the fast attempt, nearing the bend.

J. Nosworthy (4 h.p. Singer and sidecar), winner of the
flexibility ciimb, (variable gear class).

B r a d b u r y), by
nearly five minutes.

The latter, however,
made best time in

his fast attempt
(im. 49%s.), Nos-
worthy being con-

siderably slower.

Only one other

. sidecarist, J. Hop-
per (3^ h.p. New
Hudson)) com-
peted.

Several contest-

ants failed to keep
the engine going in

attempt, the average
of the hill being

ANOTHER CHRISTMAS TRIAL.

Already twenty-four entries

have been received for the

South Birmingham Motor Cycle

Club's reliability trial, which
will be run off on Friday, the

27th irist., starting at 9 a.m.

from the Gun Barrels Hotel,

Bristol Road. The route will

be via Rose Hill, Worcester,

Gloucester, Birdlip, Chelten-

ham, Evesham, and Alcester.

->-••«

SUBSTITUTE FOR PETROL.
The Sporting Star. Johannesburg, of September

21st, describes a test with a new motor fuel, known as
" Parol." A 3!- h.p. Rudge and sidecar was used
for the test, and a claim is made of 50% greater

;fficiency. Both petrol and " Parol " were used, no
adjustment to engine or carburetter being necessary

with the change of fuel. " High Tension," a con-

tributor to the above-named paper, writes as follows

regarding the test :
" (1) ' Parol ' ignites and performs

*3°

the same as petrol. (2) No adjustment or alteration

to engine, carburetter, or mechanism is necessary. (3)

Can be used in any engine or carburetter. (4)

Evaporates less freely when exposed to the air. (5)

I have yet to investigate the claim regarding increased

efficiency, and have also to see what effect, if any, its

use has on cylinders or other parts." Representatives

of the principal motor firms in Johannesburg witnessed

the test above described.
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THE development of new vehicles is always

watched with much interest by everyone in-

terested in motoring, and a year or two will be

needed to show whether the cycle car will become a

popular vehicle or whether it will eventually be

regarded as an unpractical fad like the heavy tricar.

Those of us who can look back over a good many
years can remember a host of weird vehicles which
have made their appearance since the old high bicycle

was first put on the road, and which one never sees

now except on the scrap-heap of some small dealer.

Tricycles with large and small wheels arranged in

different ways, quadricycles, and the old heavy type

of tricar are occasionally seen on the road. Is the

future of the cyclecar to be with these, or will it rather

replace the popular sidecar ?

Development of Cars and Motor Cycles.

There seems to me to be a considerable difference

in the way the development of cars and the develop-

ment of motor cycles has been engineered in this

country. The car makers, for years at any rate, simply

followed Continental practice at a distance, while they

strove to impress on their customers that their pro-

ductions were as good as, if not better than, their

rivals.

On the other hand, the. bicycle maker has un-

doubtedly done his best to work independently of any
foreign example and to give due attention to his

customers' needs and wishes. Witness, perhaps better

than anything else, the enormous development of

variable gears in the last two years.

If it be possible to indicate a fault it is perhaps this,

that manufacturers have devoted too much attention

to the sporting side and not enough to the touring, so

that the improvement of spring frames and other aids

to comfort in riding have not kept pace with driving

efficiency. Be this as it may, the British motor cycle

industry is easily the first of its sort in the world,

and can hardly be said to be in any danger of foreign

competition. Its goods are deservedly booming.

Crude but a Practical Success.
The motor bicycle and sidecar combination may

perhaps be compared in a way with the old Daimler
and Panhard type of car gearing now in common use,

of which the celebrated engineer who introduced it

said, "It is crude and brutal, but it goes !"

The sidecar attachment is undoubtedly crude as a

passenger conveyance ; it imposes strains that are

brutal, in the French sense, on the frame of the

bicycle, and it is wasteful of horse-power, yet it un-

doubtedly provides a useful and sociable means of

carrying a passenger, and is deservedly popular.

The passenger's comfort is well secured, but the

driver's place on bad roads, or in bad weather, is much

less enviable even than if he were riding the bicycle

solo, and is not to be compared for an instant with

the comfort he can obtain in the body of the crudest

cycle car. It is in the attempt to remedy these draw-
backs that the cycle car has been introduced. Had
more attention been given to the development of the

springing of the bicycle frame, it is possible that the

interest in runabouts would not be so great as it

certainly is.

Increased Comfort.

There is no doubt in the writer's mind that the new
movement will be a success, the only question being
the measure of that success. The man who has been
content up to now with a sidecar combination will

welcome the neater appearance, increased comfort,

and greater efficiency of a runabout, provided always,

as the lawyers say, that it is within his means and
will give him satisfactory and lasting service.

It should be remembered by manufacturers that

great care must be taken with the workmanship and
material of these light four-wheelers, or they will soon

shake themselves to pieces on bad roads at the high

speeds they are intended to run, and, further, that

the price must be kept low.

The bicycle part of the present popular combina-
tion, which takes the chief strains, can easily be built

strong and rigid, and the present standard of strength

and rigidity must be adhered to -at least. It is to be
feared that some of the experimental machines now
being marketed will fail in this respect.

It should not be forgotten, too, that directly the

cycle car exceeds a certain weight and cost it has
serious rivals. There are several small, light cars on
the market with water-cooled engines and costing from

£ I 3° t0 £ l 15> as wel ' as rwo or three well-known
American makes with four-cylinder engines of about

20 h.p., and these cars are wonderfully reliable and
light considering their power.

Weight, Speed, and Horse-power.
It is tolerably safe to predict of the successful

cycle car that it must be small, otherwise it cannot be

strong enough without being too heavy ; it must be

as cheap as possible, or the public will prefer to go

direct from a sidecar combination to a full-blown

motor car when increased comfort is sought ; it musi

be as simple and easily understood as the motor

bicycle. People are beginning to understand that cost

of upkeep, both as regards tyres and petrol, is a

question of weight, speed, and horse-power, and so.

above all things, weight must be kept down, and too

high speeds should not be aimed at if economy be

studied. Five or six hundredweights should be quite

sufficient- for the complete vehicle.

POTTERER.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the "Editor, The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

The Unborn Runabout.
Sir,—I have read with much interest " Cycle Carist's " letter

in your issue of November 28th, and should feel extremely
obliged if he would give me particulars of the cycle car which
cost him £31 to make. I should like very much to make one
for myself this winter, so that my wife and I could enjoy a
run in the summer months of next year when it comes along.
I certainly cannot afford to buy a cycle car at the present
price. I have a motor cycle, but it only carries one, and I

should like to share the joys of the open road with my
partner. FLY WHEEL.

'

Motor Cycles in Chamonix.
Sir,—With reference to "Twin's" interesting article

concerning his tour in Switzerland and France, he was mis-
informed as to his being the first English motor cycle to

reach Chamonix, as in August three of us, riding English
3^- h.p. machines, went there from Geneva. -We were also

told that the road from Chamonix was almost impossible,
but as we wished to reach the Rhone Valley, to save time,

we risked it, and went over the Tete Noire arid Forclaz
passes. The latter proved to be one of the most severe tests

for a motor cycle that it would be possible to imagine, the
hairpin bends being extremely steep and acute. We, how-
ever, reached the top in good style with only one stop
to cool - down. We would warn your touring readers

not to attempt this route in the reverse direction (from
Martigny to Chamonix), as the road from Martigny to the
top or the pass is in very poor condition in some parts,

hardly affording a grip for the wheels. We cannot speak
too highlv of the jovs of motor cycling amongst the Alps.

TRIPLETS.
Sidecar Spindles.

Sir,—For the benefit of motor cyclists in general, I would
like to give my experience of the other day while taking
my boy, age 4-^ years, out for a ride. While travelling about
20 m.p.h. on a splendid bit of level road, the sidecar spindle
snapped off, and you can guess the result. A high turf

hedge hit us in a flash of time, and perhaps you may not
believe it, we were both up again in ten seconds absolutely
without a scratch or bruise of any kind. On " picking up
the bits " I found a very severe,, flaw in the spindle. It

was only fin. diameter, which, personally, I do not think
is enough even if sound. About twelve months ago I put a

query to you re the strength of sidecar axles, to which you
kindly replied that I need not worry at all about it. Of
course I do not impute any blame to you, but I thought that

perhaps you would be interested in this little adventure. I

might say I have carried my wife and boy hundreds of miles

on all sorts of roads without any kind of mishap, and other

"heavy" friends at different times. The sidecar cost

£6 10s., and, was got from a well-known and reliable firm

of dealers. I think there should be a greater margin of

safety on all vital parts such as these, so as to allow a little

for any possible flaw (which, of course, it is usually im-
possible to detect from the outside) that might be there.

[ think the majority of your readers will agree that the
attention of the makers of these articles should be drawn to

this matter. AF274.
[We have enquired- of two leading makers of sidecars for

the measurements of their standard sidecar spindles, and
give them below :

Max. diam. Min. diam.
W. Montgomery and Co. ... l|in. ... A'n.
Mills-Fulford ' Jin. ... f|in.

The above dimensions ensure a margin of safety.

—

Ed.]

Silencers.
Sir,—With reference to Mr. H. C. Wyley's letter con-

cerning silencers in your issue of the 5th, I have been expect-

ing to see some such letter as this, and, like him, fail to see

how the new regulations can affect the cut-out as fitted to

present day silencers. In this connection also I fail to see

why the Triumph Company are altering theirs and fitting

a long exhaust pipe, unless it be that they intend going
further than the regulations require. On page 1159 of same
issue you publish the text of this new regulation, which
reads that no cut-out shall be used which shall allow exhaust
gases to pass out "before, having passed through a silencer.

Hence, I cannot understand the alarm of some motor
cyclists who talk of taking off the cut-out fitment or of

having a long exhaust pipe fitted, etc., etc. Your opinion,

Mr. Editor, will be valuable to all your readers on this

point. It is my intention still to use, with discretion of

course, my cut-out, as it would very materially affect the
running of my machine if it were permanently shut. CM.

Sir,—May I crave a little of your valuable space in

which to reply to some of the points raised by Mr. L. J.

Austin in his criticism of my article on " Compulsory
Silence," which I will endeavour to do as shortly as
possible.

1. I hold no brief for the man who makes a nuisance
of himself, and if Mr. Austin will kindly read through my
article again, with a little more care, he will see that I

advocate drastic punishment for those inconsiderate riders
who, besides causing great and unnecessary annoyance to
other people, bring the whole pastime into disrepute.

2. I do not hold the view that noise and efficiency neces-
sarily go together, nor do I insult our highly qualified
designers, who have given us in the motor cycle of to-day
what is probably one of the finest examples of modern
engineering extant, by telling them that they are incapable
of designing a really efficient silencer. But, on the other
hand, I must remind Mr. Austin, since he appears to have
forgotten it, that efficient silencers have been by no means
general .in the past, and are not entirely so on 1913
machines. My own machine last season was fitted with one
of the finest engines of the day, but if I shut the cut-out
the speed visibly dropped, and if it was kept closed for

long the engine began to overheat. Now, does Mr. Austin
seriously suppose that the enormous number of jnotor
cyclists who ride old machines with inefficient silencers

(there are quite a lot of us who cannot run to a new
machine every year) are not going to try to get more
power with the cut-out closed, whether at the sacrifice of

silence or not? And the same applies to the owners of

those 1913 models whose silencing arrangements are still

inadequate, and there are many such.

3. I disagree with Mr. Austin that the silence of the

modern car has not increased its danger, and I think he
will find, if he cares to investigate the matter, that a good
many accidents may be traced to it. His argument that,

granted that the silence of the automobile is dangerous, we
ought to keep our cut-outs open in crowded places, is

futile, for no motor cycle at present made glides along

with the absolute silence of a car, even with the cut-

out shut.

Finally, will Mr. Austin please tell me why the makers
of the Indian motor cycle, who are strong advocates of

silence, after abolishing the cut-out on their 1912 machines,

have replaced it for 1913? RED WHEELS.
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The Gift

appropriate-
and when it is so, it is always the more welcome—
the more appreciated.

Now for your friend who rides a Motor Cycle

you can choose nothing more acceptable than one

of the many luggage-carrying specialities made by

BROOKS.
We illustrate four here, but in the BROOKS
BOOK there are many more described and
illustrated.

And, remember, the leading Garages and Agents

will supply.

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd.

49, Criterion Wks. , Birmingham
Note that a full range of the BROOKS Cycle and Motor Cycle Specialities

may be seen at our London Showrooms—Criterion House, 11, Grape Street,

Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. (Oxford S. . end).

The BROOKS
BJ63 Motor
Cycle Spare
Belt and Tube
Case, Price 7/6

The BROOKS
B26S Motor
CycleToolBag,

Price 13/6

In answering this advertisement it. is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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1913
MOTOR CYCLE DELIVERIES

(At time of going to press, viz. Dec. 12th.)

A.J.S DEC.
BAT IN STOCK
BROUGH .. .. DEC.
B.S.A. DEC.
CHATER-LEA JAN.
CLVNO .. JAN.
DJUGLAS.. IN STOCK
ENFIELD DEC.
EDMUND IN STOCK
F.N IN STOCK

HUMBER DEC.
INDIAN DEC.
IVY IN STOCK
IVY LADIES MODEL .. .. IN STOCK
MATCHLESS FES.
NORTON JAN.
REX-JAP DEC.
RUDGE " IN STOCK
TRIUMPH IN STOCK
WILLIAMSON DEC.

ZENITH .. IN STOCK
ZENITH GREEN JAN.

CYCLE CARS.
3 WEEKS
IN STOCK

CROUCH
WALL SIDECARS.
BRAMBLE IN STOCK
MONTGOMERY IN STOCK
MILLFORD IN STOCK

(NO EXCHANGES ON THE EARLIEST DELIVERIES).

EVERY MAKE OF MOTOR CYCLE,
CYCLE CAR, SIDECAR, AND

ACCESSORY CAN NOT
BE OBTAINED AT ROBERTSONS, BECAUSE
THEY HANDLE THE BEST ONLY. BUY FROM THEM
AND SAVE YOURSELF A LOT OF WEEDING OUT.

EXCHANGES—EASY PAYMENTS
A FEW BARGAINS FROM ROBERTSONS SECOND-HAND LIST.

1912.
1274 A.J.S., 5 h.p., twin cylinder'

2 speed gear, chain drive,

lamp, horn, and tools

1260 CL.NO, 6 h.p., 2-speed gear

and clutch chain drhe, Jones
speedometer, XL'ALL saddle,

and back rest, lamp, horn,

tools. CI.YNO coach-built

sidecar, fitted with bell, lamp,

and Reflex rear light .

.

1276 2.ENUH, 8 h.p., gradua gear,

Lucas' lamp, horn, tools,

speedometer ONE WEEK
OLD ONLY

£52

£62

(WRITE FOR FULL LIST.)
1911.

1203 SCOTT, 3f h.p., 2-speed gear,
chain drive, two stroke, twin
cylinder water cooled, lamp,
horn, and tools £38

1261 NUMBER, 3J h.p., 2-speed
gear and clutch, hand starting,
lamp, horn, and tools . . . . £36

1275 B.S.A., & h.p., clutch model,
lamp, horn, and tools . . . . £34

£62
1278 ZENTH, 3J h.p., gradua gear,

lamp, horn, and tools .

.

£35

1910.
1241 REXDE LUXE, 4 h.p, 2-speed

gear and clutch, hand starter,

spring seat, lamp, horn, tools £29

1270 BROWN, 3* h.p., with „iqi2

2-speed N.S.LI. gear, lamp,
horn, tools, areo guard . . . . £22

1269 CALTH0RPE,4n-p.,withiai2
2-speed gear and free engine,

lamp, horn, tools .- £24

1232 BROUGH, 5 h.p., twin cylinder

lamp, horn, and tools . . . . £26

SOLE LONDON AGENTS FOR
CROUCH & WALL CYCLE CARS. BRAMBLE & MONTGOMERY
SIDECARS. BROUGH, EDMUND, IVY, AND HENDERSON

MOTOR CYCLES..

Telephone : Mayfair, 5T6T.

»
I

B2» In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Military Motor Cyclists.

Sir,—As no doubt you remember, some time during last

July, the War Office asked for a number of motor cyclists to
volunteer for duty with the Army during the Manoeuvres. I

believe they got the required number, and during' and also
after the Manoeuvres we heard a great deal about how well
they performed their work, and what a help they were, but
now, apparently, the War Office have forgotten all about
them, as no pay or acknowledgment has come along up to

date. Now, sir, do you think this is the way to get us
mother year? I have asked several for their opinion, and
they all "say "No thanks." DISGUSTED.

A Substitute for Petrol.

Sir,—The ever-increasing price of petrol, which has already
reached an exorbitant figure, must result sooner or later

either in the adoption of a much cheaper substitute, such as

paraffin, or in the serious crippling of a vigorous industry.

Paraffin costs 6jd. per gallon, and when one considers the
large number of high-class and efficient engines in the marine
motor world which run either on petrol or paraffin at will,

aiid which include both two-stroke and four-stroke types,

one naturally wonders why a similar choice of fuel is not
open to the purchaser of a cycle or a car.

There could be no simpler or more economic engine for car,

carette, or cycle than the two-stroke paraffin motor. The
two-stroke engine has already proved itself second to none
on the road, and the slight loss of efficiency through the

use of paraffin could be borne with equanimity, if the fuel

used were obtainable at a reasonable price. RYNO.

Sir,—Seeing notes at times in your paper about the use of

paraffin for motor cycles, I would like to give an experience.

On the evening»of the 5th inst., at 6.30, I started a 4^ h.p.

Calthorpe machine on a carburetter full of petrol, the tank
being full of paraffin. After running from Birmingham to

Stafford in 1£ hours with sidecar, I obtained another half

gallon of paraffin to be sure of having enough to carry me
further. I proceeded with my run and reached Manchester
by exactly 10.30 p.m. without further use of petrol, the

consumption being 1 gal. 1 qt,, and the carburetter an
Amac. On examination next morning I found the plug
quite clean. All the difference I noticed was that the spark
needed more variation than with petrol.

FRANK PRICE.

Shape of Combustion Chamber.
Sir,—With reference to "Magneto's" ideas upon com-

bustion chambers, he appears to t.hmk that because the

spherical type gives the greatest petrol economy, it will

overheat more than the "pocket type" on hills. From the

very fact that, for the same dimensions of engine, the

spherical type gives more horse-power for the same strength

and quantity of mixture than the pocket type, it is evident
that it will prove superior to the latter wherever more horse-

power is needed either on hills or for speed.

The cooling explanation is fallacious, as the spherical

type will not require so much throttle opening as the pocket
type when climbing the same hill, and consequently even
if the reduced cooling surface had anything to do with the
question, less heat is lost in heatHig up the cylinder walls

than in the pocket type, since the former is more powerful
than the latter, for the same cylinder capacity.

" Magneto " is wrong in supposing that as the mixture
becomes richer the cylinder temperature becomes higher, as

it is well known that the mixture for complete combustion
(neither rich nor weak) develops the maximum cylinder tem-
perature ; in fact, as the mixture gets weaker or richer

than this, the cylinder temperature falls nearly in direct

proportion.
Some recent experiments upon exhaust temperatures with

different mixture strengths by the present writer confirm

the existing beliefs upon this subject.

Further, it is the accepted idea of the leading authorities,

such as Messrs. Lanchester, Clerk, Dr. Watson, etc., that the
spherical head is the most efficient—that is, gives more
horse-power for the same petrol consumption than any other

type—apart from such advantages as more rapid ignition

velocities and greater charge induction, etc.

"Magneto's" numerical data are interesting, and perhaps
it may help matters to mention that completely to combust
1 lb. of petrol requires not 3£ lbs. of air, but 14.75 lbs.,

according to the ordinary simple chemical calculation and
from various authorities (vide Dr. Watson's "Thermal

Efficiency of a Four-cycle Engine," Proc. Inst. Autom.
Engrs., 1908J, and that the most thermally (not mechani-
cally, as he assumes) efficient mixture is about 17 lbs. of
air to 1 lb. of petrol—that is, about one-sixth more air (not
double) than for complete combustion—so that his argu-
ments based upon his figures are quite wrong.

D. M. NEWTON.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. Cutbush's criticism of my article I

should like to point out to him the following facts : First,
the quantity of heat absorbed by a body is no indication of

its temperature, other factors having an important bearing
on that matter. To take some figures which seem to appeal
to Mr. Cutbush, one ton of water will absorb 56,448 gm.
calories with a rise in temperature of 1°C, but the same
amount of heat will raise 1 lb. of iron through 1,133°C pro-
vided, of course, that no losses occur in the transference.

Again. I do .not, at all agree with him when he says that
the coolest cylinder is the one that presents the least surface
to the charge and the greatest to the air. Were this so water
cooling would be unheard cf, as efficient air cooling cor.^d be
obtained by simply making a cylinder with sufficiently" large
radiating tins, and I think most designers of air-cooled
engines will agree with m.2 in saying that large surface is

not the
.
only factor in satisfactory cooling. Had Mr Cut-

bush substituted "effective radiating surface" for "surface
exposed to the air " I might have been inclined to agree
with him, but that is a different matter.

With regard to Mr. Cutbush's figures I should like to
know why he confines his. investigations, out cl the whole
cycle of operations, to the moment of firing, and what law of
physics does he use to prove his statement? He takes the
temperature of the gases to be 1,5C0°, but omits to mention
whether this temperature is measured from the zero of the
scale or from absolute zero. No mention is made of the
temperature of the cylinder walls, and assuming, as I sup-
pose he does, that both cylinders start at the same tempera-
ture, he tacitly assumes that the spherical combustion
chamber will be the cooler when a steady state has been
reached. W. McWHINNEY, A.R.C.Sc.I. ("Magneto.")

Miss Marshall, of Clay Cross, a member of the North Derbyshire M.C.C. Her
nnunt, which is fitted with a 21 h.p. Minerva engine, was built throughout
by her father, who is over seventy years of age and has never had an hour's tuition

in motor mechanics.

B-
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Engine Bearings.
Sir,—I notice in a decent issue of The Motor Cycle- a

letter from a reader asking for experiences regarding the
wear of engine bearings, and think the following particu-
lars may be of interest.

I use a 4 h.p. J.A.P. engine, which has run some 12,000
miles, being used mostly with a sidecar, and geared about
5^ to 1. The pulley side crankshaft bearing was renewed
after 4,000 miles owing to wear caused by an experimental
pulley with a large amount of overhang. The big end bush
ran for 11,000 miles before being replaced, and the gear
side crankshaft bush is still in use after 12,000 miles, as
are also the original timing gear bushes

!

Owing to a scored cylinder necessitating regrinding and
a new piston, the original gudgeon pin bush was replaced
after 7.000 miies, being then practically unworn. This bush
is hardened steel in the J.A.P. engine.
In connection with the present discussion of the relative

merits of air and water-cooled engines, the possibilities of

fan cooling seem to have been overlooked. About six months
ago I had a three-speed gear fitted to my machine, and at

the same time arranged a 7in. fao (driven by belt off the
pulley boss and a small bevel gear) in front of the engine,
and find that I can drive with sidecar up long hills calling

for the bottom gear of 10g to 1 without the least sign of
overheating, and never have to stop to cool, even after the
hardest driving ZERO.

The Experiences of a Beginner.
Sir,—In perusing your paper for the last twelve months

I have noticed many questions which have been asked by
the unsophisticated or prospective motor cyclist. Summar-
ised, these questions include the following :

1. Cost of motor cycling.

2. Reliability, hill-climbing power, and speed.
3. Pros and cons of chain and belt drive.

4. Horse-power for passenger work, and the question of
gears.

My experiences as . a beginner may help some others,

especially when I state that I motor for pleasure only, and
have not the slightest interest in any manufacturing firm.

All my riding has been with a sidecar and passenger, includ-
ing, many times, a fair amount of luggage.

Under the first heading, for a season's mileage of 3,000
miles the cost has been three halfpence per mile. This figure

includes depreciation, running expenses, licences—-in fact,

all my expenses due to motor. JMy first machine was a
powerful single gear belt-driven clutch model. This ran
perfectly, with the exception of a slipping belt, which
happened approximately every hundred miles, then, as you
know, it had to be shortened. A trip in the Peak country
at Eastertide settled the question of single gear and belt

drive as far as I am concerned. One evening it took three
hours to do twelve miles. Further comment is needless. I

decided either to go back to Shanks's pony, or buy some-
thing that, would climb single figure gradients. Result, I

bought a James, two-speed, chain drive.

As motorists, we all appreciate the remarkable perform-
ances of professionals in reliability and speed trials, but are
they of much value to the amateur, and especially the
beginner? What we wish to know is, what the ordinary
touring machine will do rather than what a machine tuned
up every time it leaves the works will accomplish. On my
chain-driven machine I have had three stoppages, number
one due to a drop of water in the carburetter, therefore no
fault of machine; number two, through chain wheel nut on
engine-shaft coming loose, which was rectified in a few
minutes; number three, chain wheel on counter-shaft came
loose ; this had to be sent to the makers, and the firm put
a newly-designed counter-shaft in, and on this it is impos
sible for the wheel to come loose, as four raised keys
have been embodied in the shaft. No charge was made for

it. As to hill-climbing, I have yet to come across a hill

which bids me shed my passenger, and I have been in

Cumberland, North Wales, and the Peak District. On open
roads I can easily average 30 m.p.h., and, if necessary, can
do over 40, by speedometer. My petrol consumption is

approximately 80 m.p.g., Amac jet used being 29.

Regarding the chain drive, I may say that the chains run
beautifully, and have only had to be adjusted once. I am
unable to find that harshness in them ahout which so many
devotees of the belt drive talk. Maybe the bath of grease

and graphite has something to d" with this; anyway, a

slipping drive is a thing of the past.

The horse-power is nominally four, and I have found it
ample. It has been stated in your columns that with low
horse-power a machine is soon knocked to pieces, but a
thorough overhaul of mine shows that it is as good as when
I took delivery last June. The counter-shaft gear is per-
fectly satisfactory, but not having had experience of an
epicyclic hub or engine-shaft gear 1 cannot make comparisons.

A. ENGLAND, M.Sc.

The Wear o£ Small Engines.
Sir,—My motor cycling mileage up to date is composed as

follows: 1908 (six months), 1| h.p. F.N., 1,253 miles; 1909,
3^ h.p. Triumph, 4,008 ; 1910, Triumph-Gradua, 3,365 ; 1911
(eight montlus), 2| h.p. Douglas, 2,330; 1912, 2| h.p. Douglas,
3,700; total, 14,656 miles.
Having done 7,373 of the above with "large" engines, and

the remainder, 7,283, with small ones (6,000 of which were
with twin cylinders, which might reasonably be expected to
give more trouble than singles), I feel that I can express an
opinion founded on experience. To have ridden one of the
best known medium-powered machines and one of the best*
known lightweights an approximately equal distance is about
as good a test as can possibly be made, bearing in mind that
each traversed practically the same roads, under similar con-
ditions, surface and gradient, and were driven by the same
rider, with an equal amount of care in each case.

Of course, did one not get a new machine every year, it js
possible that some difference would be apparent in a very
prolonged mileage, but for a lightweight to cover 3,700 miles
with no mechanical trouble to speak of, and to be run often
at 30 to 40 m.p.h. into the bargain, is, I think, a sufficient
indication of its quality. The engine of my present machine
has only had carbon deposit removed and valves ground once,
and that after 2,000 miles had been traversed, and the same
applied to last year's make. The following extracts from my
diary are all the mechanical "troubles" experienced with
my last two lightweights :

Douglas, Model E (1911).
Mileage.

1,235. Valves stuck with oil, causing misfiring at start.
(Needed cleaning.)

1,975. Front cylinder bell crank (for tappet) stuck. (Had
never been oiled ; own fault.)

2,150. Front plug sooted.
(2,290. Carbon removed, etc., for the first time )

2,302. Front plug sooted.
These are absolutely all the "troubles" connected with the

engine in 2,330 miles total running, and not one of them is
really worth mentioning.

Douglas, Model K (1912).
Mileage.

476. Exhaust valve stems stuck with congealed oil (when
cold). (Rubbed with emery cloth.)

685. Ditto. (Put into lathe.)

1,165. Ditto. (Only disadvantage, irregular running until
warming up of the engine liquefied the oil on the
stem.)

1,366. Ditto. (Apparently lubricating rather generously.)
2,110. Ditto.

(2,185. Carbon removed and valves ground for the first time.
Really unnecessary yet, but taking the machine
away when on holidays.)

2,715. E.V. stems stuck again (when engine cold).

3,160. Cam wheel pin of timing gear loose, upsetting timing,
especially when the engine was run at all fast.

These are absolutely all in 3,700 miles to date. There is

really only one worth mention, and that is the last (sticky
valves at the start being a fairly common experience). The
pin was easily tightened up again, but I wrote and worried
the makers about it, asking them how I could prevent its

recurrence, and they very generously offered to give me a
complete new crank case free of charge, and sent nie a "lock-
ing frame" for the timing gear, which I fitted. But I cannot
send the engine to them at present as I am still using it, with
every satisfaction, I may say, having done 540 miles since
then. I have never broken a valve, and on this year's
machine have not even had a sooted plug, and this in '3,700

miles

!

In conclusion, I would say that, from my experience, at any
rate, the engines of the Triumph and the Douglas appear to
give about- equal satisfaction. OILS.
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Bringing in the Boar's Head.

A Prehistoric Banquet.
Our prehistoric forefathers were a sporting lot ; they hunted the woolly

elephant and the Iguanasaurus with arrows and stone clubs—they had

no "Cordon bleu" chef to cook him when caught, but probably

enjoyed the eating just as well as we do.

The modern man has greater luxuries—good wine, good food, good

cooking, and a comfortable motor cycle to take him to the feast.

But best of all, he has the AVON TYRE wherewith to cover the

wheels of his motor cycle and make his journeyings as comfortable as

"riding on air,'! and a good deal safer.

AVON TYRES are strong, resilient, and durable, and can be retreaded

after thousands of miles. Compare the "tyre" of the past with the

AVON and give thanks to the makers.

A Seasonable

Suggestion

:

If in doubt about the Xmas present for your motoring
friend send an AVON and give him an agreeable surprise.

No Advance in Price.

Avon Tyres
LONDON—35, Long Acre, W.C
BIRMINSHAM—204, Corporation St.

GLASGOW—197, Buchanan Street.

BRISTOL—Bristol Bridge.

MANCHESTER—229, Deansgate.

works-Melksham, wilts.

Have YOU tried AVON or NOVA GOLF BALLS. Avon 2/- ; Nova, 1/3. Standard, Heavy and Junior.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR 1913.
DUN HILL'S are Agents for the REGAL
GREEN PRECISION MOTOR CYCLE.
You are strongly advised to place your order

for the 1913 Models at once.

DUNHILL'S have excellent facilities for the supply of

1913 Motor Cycles of practically every known make.

Customers can place their orders now without fear

of being disappointed.

"THE FAMILY BASKET"
with extra Side Seat.

Cane Body .. . . £6 - 10 - 6

Sidecar Combinations from

£5 - 12 - 6.

1913 MODEL SIDECAR.
Special Cane Torpedo Body, with side entrance and cupboard.

Body only . . . . Price £9-8-6.
For Chassis, see our Motor Cycle Catalogue—price from £4-8-6.

OUR NEW MOTOR CYCLE CATALOGUE IS NOW OBTAINABLE, POST FREE.

Dunhills
359-361, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

City Branch : 42-43, Lombard Street, E.C.

MANCHESTER : 88, Cross Street. GLASGOW : 72, St. Vincent Street.

b6 In answering this advertisement it *$. desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Judging Distances with One Eye.
Sir,—In the last issue Dr. Selby Clare enquires if, in the

case of a person who has sustained the loss of a-n eye, would it

render such person incapable of safely riding a motor bicycle?

It will interest Dr. Clare to learn that an intimate friend
of mine lost one of his eyes some years ago through an
accident, but lias not in any way been incapacitated from
riding or taking part in competitions, and more than once
winning such.

Also one year he rode in the Irish End-to-end Trial, and
gained a medal. At present his mount is a 6 h.p. Enfield

and side car. He wears glasses even when riding to prevent
undue strain on his one optic. R. U.L.

A Novel Machine Promises.

Sir,—With reference to " Ixion's " comment on springing
in the last issue, I have an engineering friend who is

devoting considerable time and attention to the perfecting
of a comfortable and economical motor cycle using petrol

or a percentage of petrol and paraffin or paraffin alone on
full load without a vaporiser.

A machine will be placed on the market in about six

months that possesses more comfort than the present best

car to ride on. This machine, I understand, will carry one,

two, or three passengers without any noticeable difference

to the springiness of riding. The wheels are made of

aluminium, which will certainly be very convenient to clean
and cannot rust. The special feature that takes my eye
is the exceeding lowness of the design, which will enable
quite a small person to control the balance with ease. It

has front wheel drive, back wheel steering, wheel control,

and portable seats. In wet weather the whole machine
can be covered in by a light waterproof. I understand
provision is made to always carry the extra seats and
waterproof, and these give to the machine an appearance
of a. motor car when in use. The appearance of the
machine generally is delightful. It does not possess the
heavy and clumsy appearance of the present type, and I

feel certain my friend's only trouble will be to cope with
the enormous demand.

If this should catch my friend's eye, I hope he will not
be annoyed at me giving vent to my delighted feelings, as
I have not exposed any details that I have been entrusted
.with. P. MATHEWS.

Dscompressors.

Sir,—Our attention has been drawn to an article by Mr.
B. H. Davies in the issue of the 5th inst. in which appears
tlie following :

" The decompressor has come too late. It is

an admirable fitment on a T.T. single gear, or to ease the
shove of a kick starter ; but a solo rider with a variable
gear will not value it excessively, for the engine is so easy to

start without it. Four years ago I would gladly have paid
£5 for a good decompressor ; this year I had one on my
three-speeder, and I never' used it except for a wheel-pull
engine start. Decompressors will be convenient, bul scarcely

as necessary as once they were."
This may be Mr. Davies's view, but is it not in direct

opposition to facts? Curiously enough in the days of the
single-speeder, decompressors were non-existent (almost), and
it was not until the kick-starter and variable gear became
really popular that manufacturers adopted the decompressor.
To those who fully understand what a decompressor will

do, it has always remained a mystery that it remained so
long neglected. Had manufacturers adopted it seven years
ago, it would undoubtedly have exerted enormous influence
on the design of motor cycles and the demand for them,
doing away, to a great extent, with the demand for expensive
clutches and variable gears, and removing, for good and all,

nearly every objection that can be made to the push start.

Despite Mr. Davies, we hold the opinion that decom-
pressors are as necessary as ever they were, and they are
something more than a convenience. Eiders of machines
with variable gears will understand how much better it is

to run in crowded traffic on low gear with the decompressor
in use and preventing the engine tearing its heart out and
getting pink hot. As for sidecarists, there must be many
who still think that the advantage of a decompressor would
not be too dear at £5, though they might not be prepared
to pay that amount—and are not asked to do so. We look
to the 1913 season to disprove Mr. Davies's statement and
modify Ids views. THE ENDEICK ENG. CO.
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Fifty-eignt Competitions in 1913.

Sir.—With regard to the 1913 competitions, in my opinion
the clubs are quite capable of running all the one day
reliability trials needed—in fact more.

Why should the A.C.U. compete with the clubs by
running quarterly or half-yearly one day trials? The manu-
facturers want fewer trials at less expense, not more. The
Six Days' Trials waste nearly a fortnight's time.

Why not make them five days? It should still be

possible to cover 1,000 miles, and the men would be able to

leave home on a Saturday and return the following Saturday.
What an absurd proposition it is to run the A.C.U. and

Scottish six days' trials consecutively !

The competitors would be absent from home nearly three

weeks, and, as far as manufacturers are concerned, there
would be only one advertisement from them instead of two,

and only one opportunity of a strenuous test instead of two.
If a machine fail in the A.C.U. Six Days' there would be

no time tojevise details and try again in the Scottish or

•vice vena.
A rough analysis of the diary of events for 1913, published

on page 1444 of your issue of December 5th, shows fifty-

eight in all. Of these nineteen are open trials, including
two A.C.U. one day trials and one six or more days. Twenty
club trials, including three East Midland Centre A.C.U.
events, seventeen hill-climbs, six Brooklands meetings, and
the T.T. races. These are without a mention of any Scotch
or Irish events.

I would suggest that two 1,000 miles Five Days' Trials be
run bv the A.C.U. and Edinburgh M.C.C., one as early as

possibly the other in August. MANUFACTUBEB.

The Proposal to Combine the Scotlish and English Six

Days' Trials.

Sir,—Mr. Talfourd Wood has suggested that the views
of manufacturers might be of interest in regard to a

ten days' trial. Personally, I am -wholly in favour of such
a trial—firstly, because I find that on a well-sprung cycle

car there is no discomfort after a long ride (my lady pas-

senger in the Six Days' Trial agrees ith mej , and,
secondly, because if the Scottish and English trials are

held separately many manufacturers (including myself)
will certainly enter for both, aud the time and expense will

be greater than if they are held together. On the other

hand, I know that some riders do feel the strain of even a
sin days' trial, and the ten days' will probably eliminate

the genuine amateur altogether. These trials have had a
twofold object—to test the skill and endurance of the riders

and to test the reliability of the mechanism. Undoubtedly
the latter is becoming the main feature of the trials. Now,
ten days may be an unfair test for a rider, but it is cer-

tainly not an unfair test for the machine. On the con-

trary, I cannot imagine a more useful test, not merely as

an advertisement, but as an object lesson for the

manufacturers.
Would it be possible to allow- a rider to compete for

half-time, and to win the reward of his riding in the shape
of a medal or certificate, and then to allow a second rider

to complete the trial on the same machine? This course

is already adopted in long-distance trials at Brooklands, such

as that of the Duo. This is only a suggestion, which might
serve to meet the difficulty of the human element. Per-

sonally, I should hope to drive through the ten days, as I

do not feel the difficulty.

May I suggest that " an absence for the best part of

three weeks " is rather a liberal allowance for a ten days'

trial ? A car should be ready to start the day after it

arrives on the course and to return the day after the trial.

If not, it is the fault of the car or of the driver.

H. F. S. MORGAN

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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QUARTERLY RELIABILITY TRIAL.
Final of the Herts. County A.C. 1912 Series.

SCENES ON MAPLE HILL
J. Oliphant (Premier) and C. W. Meredith (Bradbury).

LAST Saturday, starting at 10 a.m. from St. Albans, the
Herts County A.C. held their fourth and last trial of

the year over the usual course, with the exception of

Kop Hill, which was cut out at the last minute owing
to the bad state of the surface. Twenty-six competitors faced
the starter, the non-starters being P. C. Vestey (3Jt Rudge),
C. D. Wright (3^ Humber), and F. Begley (Enfield sidecar),

who has been suspended by the A.C.U. for undertaking an
unofficial trial. He therefore took our photographer round
the course, the machine running splendidly throughout.
The weather was anything but perfect. It was raining at

the start, but it cleared as the wind sprang up, which,
during the morning, increased to a perfect hurricane. This
must have given a great deal of trouble to the lightweight
riders, as it was against them all day.

DURING THE SLOW HILL-CLIMB.

W. F. Newsome making a wondorfully slow climb. He used a
T.T. Triumph with Puillipson pulley.

The first hill of note was Sundon, often used by the

M.C.C. for hill-climbs. Most of the competitors came up
very well, particularly Reg. Holloway (3£ Premier sc.)

The failures were A. G. Cocks (2^ Connaught) ; Mrs. Hare'
(6 Enfield sc.), who had carburetter trouble all day and
finally retired; U. Chatwyn (3£ Ariel sc); W. Cooper
(Humberette), who was suffering from a slipping clutch, and
later in the day retired ; and B. T. Rice Pyle (8 Bat sc.)

The next was Whiteleaf, but this ascent gave very little

trouble, although the wind, which was now blowing harder
than ever, was very trying. After Whiteleaf the route lay

over a bad stretch of road to Aston Hill, where there was a
fast climb, and most of the competitors, who, by now, knew
the hill very well, experienced no trouble; the surface in

winter is usually rather rutty. Near 'tlie foot of .isiu., «_

G. E. Cuffe (7 h.p. Indian sidecar) on Sundon Hill during the
morning's ride.

V. Wllberforce (G.W.K.) The 6 h.p. Enfleld sidecar nsed by
" The Motor Cycle " photographer is seen by the roadside.
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Class C.

A. Collivev (6 Zenith), bronze medal ...

U. J. Charleswoi'th (6 Zenith)

Class D.—Passenger motor cycles.

T. Wood (G.W.K.), gold medal
M. Keiller (G.W.K.), silver medal ...

\V. Lambert (8 Morgan), bronze medal
Wilberforce (G.W.K.)
Baxter (6 Basil sc.)

Holloway (3j Premier sc.

)

E. Curie (7 Indian)

1521

199
196

189
177

176
169
144
111
42

First appearance of the two-stroke Connaught in competition. The machine
was ridden by A. G. Cocks in the Herts County Trial last Saturday.

passed Holloway with a broken chain, which took so long to

repair that it made him an hour late at the next check.

The Slow Climb.
After lunch there was a slow climb on Maple Hill ; here

Newsome found the benefit of his' Philipson pulley, and made
a star climb, going up at about four miles-ail hour and being
passed by three-speed machines. G. Baxter went up a lot

too fast, and G. E. Cuffe was troubled again with his clutch
slipping. Most of the others went up very well, especially

A. E. Walker on his little Hobart-Precision. Below are the
complete results :

Results of Saturday's Trial.
Class A.

A. E. Walker (2| Hobart), bronze medal
C E. Searle (2| Douglas)
A. G. Cocks (2r Connaught)

Class B.
W. F. Newsome (Triumph), silver medal
C. W. Meredith (Bradbury), bronze medal
J. Oliphant (3j Premier)
Rex Mundy (3j Triumph)
H. Berwick (3^- New Hudson)
H. L. Meyer (3J,- Rudge)
E. C. Jarvis (3£ Triumph)

Marks
193
171
118

196
187
179
173
163
162
154

A. W. Lambert (8 h.p. Morgan runabout) climbing Maple Hill.

In Saturday's trial, E. A. Colliver (6 h.p. Zenith) carried
off the silver trophy for the best performance of the day
by a member of the trade. By the way, Colliver has ridden
consistently in all four contests and would have annexed the
Amateurs' Cup but for the fact that he has joined the trade
in the interim.

R. G. Charleswoi'th, anothes*Zenith rider, gains the trophy
for the best performance of an amateur in Saturday's trial.

Results of the Four Trials.
Total Marks.

1. F. W. Newsome (3£ Triumph), Trade
2. E. A. Colliver (6 Zenith)
3. • C. W. Meredith (3i Bradbury)
4. R. G. Charleswoi'th (6 Zenith)
5. J. Oliphant (3£ Premier)
6. H. Berwick (3£ New Hudson)

Rid< Cup 782
738
700
682
665
660

.

PASSENG3R MACHINES AT THE START. An Enfield sidecar followed By a Morgan runabout, a 3J h.p. Ariel sidecar and G.W.K.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
D<k. 19th

„ 21st

., 23rd

„ 25th

4.50 p.m.
4.51 p.m.
4.52 p.m.
4.53 p.m.

Our Christmas Issue.

The next issue of The Motor Cycle,

dated December 26th, and on sale

before Christmas, will contain season-

able articles and illustrations.

A Petrol Substitute Wanted.

2,000 guineas is the amount offered by
the Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders as a prize for a home produced
fuel which is capable of being put on
the market at a commercial price and in

sufficient quantities.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

A Stolen" Motor Cycle.—The Associa-

tion has been informed of the theft of a

member's motor cycle, on November 30th,

from the county surveyor's department,
Beading. The machine is a 1912 model,

23 h.p., twin Douglas, engine No. 5619,

frame No. 6370, registered No. BL 2744.

Dangerous Corners.

Through the instrumentality of the A.A.
and M.U. several dangerous corners and
high hedges are receiving attention.

Among the roads which will probably be
improved are Chorley Wood Common to

the Railway Station (Rickmansworth),
Frimley and Farnborough road, and
Coombe Hill on the Tewkesbury-Chelten-
ham road.

Speed Warnings.

Motor cyclists are warned of the vital

necessity for the most considerate driving

in and around Sevenoaks. There is con-

siderable agitation in favour of a ten-mile

limit being imposed in the district, and
only by a display of the utmost, considera-

tion for other road users can motor
cyclists prevent application being made
for the scheduling of a considerable area.

The Wolverhampton magistrates have
intimated their intention to deal seriously

with cases of dangerous driving in the

town.

Remarkable Speed.

The following paragraph appeared in

the London Mail of the
_
14th inst.

:

" Young George Duller attained a speed
of 110 miles an hour on his motor cycle

at Brooklands the other day. A third

of that speed would have got Koul home
at Sandown." A reader asks, Has a

motor cycle ever attained the speed of

110 miles an hour? The highest speed

reached by a motor cycle on Brooklands
track officially checked and timed is C. R.
Collier's 91.37 m.p.h. on a Matchless-Jap

on August 11th, 1911.

BI3

Where Motor Cycles Exceed Cars.

On September 1st last, there were
registered in Denmark 4,507 motor cycles

and 1,587 cars.

Indian Compositors' Slips.

The following advertisement appears in

an Indian paper :
" For sale, four-cylinder

F.N. in splendid condition. Not Are
engine model." Another advertisement
reads :

" Beautiful slop soiled motor
tricycle." The sender of the paragraph
says that Indian compositors frequently
cannot l'ead, write, or speak the English

• language.

Ghent International Exhibition.

At the present time British goods of

all kinds are in high favour in Belgium
;

therefore the Ghent International Exhibi-
tion, which is to be held next year, offers

a fine opportunity for British motor
cycle makers to gain a stronger hold on
the Belgian market. The Board of

Trade, Exhibitions Branch, Queen Anne's
Chambers, S.W., points out that France
and Germany are both erecting special

pavilions at this exhibition, France
having taken much more space than at

Brussels.

SPECIAL FEATURES:
CONCERNING POWER UNITS.

NEXT YEAK' , TRIALS.

GOMETZ-LE-CHATEL HILL CLIMB.

Motor Cycle "Estafette."

Seven competitors took part in mo
motor cycle "estafette" (express ride)

organised by the Auto Cycle Club de
France on the 8th inst. The route was
St. Germain, Pontoise, Palaiseau-Longju-
meau, and back to St. Germain.

Christmas Holidays and Winter Runs.

Most large firms of manufacturers and
dealers will close their premises for the
Christmas holiday from Tuesday night
till the following Monday morning.
Those who intend to compete ' in long-

distance winter runs or to take pro-

longed trips should therefore order any
spares or clothing they may require by
the end 'of this week at the latest.

Owing to Boxing Day being our usual
publishing day, the next issue of The
Motor Cycle will be on sale on Tuesday,

.

the 24th inst.

FINAL QUARTERLY TRIAL OF THE HERTS COUNTY A.C.

Outside the control at Aston Hill. The competitors are H. Berwick, W. F. Newsorae, J. Oliphant

and another.
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London-Exeter Run.
The Motor Cycling Club's Loudon-

Exeter winter run closes with a total

of 164 entries—an easy record.

Output of Cycle Cars.

Last week Messrs. Humber, Ltd.,
turned out a record number of Hum-
berettes, the week's output totalling

fifty-two. Several times fifty has' been
approached. In the new year the out-

put will be greatly increased.

Saturday s Cycle Car Trial.

Among the entries for next Saturday's
cycle car trial—the first of its kind

—

organised by the Sutton Coldfield and
Warwickshire A.C. are two Perrys, two
G.W.K.'s, a Morgan, Rollo, P.M.C.,
Motorette, and Humberette. The course
measures approximately 100 miles, and
includes Sunrising and Warmington hills

in the morning route, and Edge Hill on
the return journey from Banbury.

Antipodean Road Race.

The West Australian M.C.C. recently

carried through successfully a 150 miles

motor cycle handicap on lines described

as somewhat similar to the T.T. Race.

The winner turned up in Lewis, who
rode a 2§ h.p. N. Hudson and negotiated

the trying course in 4h. 23m. 58s. He used

Dunlop tyres. Fastest time was made by
F. Baker (3£ h.p. Rudge), 3h. 56m. 43s.

The event created great interest in Perth
and all along the route.

Outputs Sold.

The Swift Co. and Perrys have sold

the whole of their 1913 output of cycle

cars, which remarks also apply to the
Singer. It is worthy of special mention
that the cycle cars mentioned were
each first illustrated and described in

these columns, and, in -fact, The Motor
Cycle is the only journal to have pub-

lished detailed illustrated descriptions

of the three cycle cars named. We
give the dates for reference purposes

:

Singer, August 29th ; Swift, November
7th ; Perry, November 21st.

A.C.U. Notes.

Unofficial Road Trials, Stspension.

—The A.C.U. has decided to suspend

,the registration of F. Begley from the

10th inst. to the end of the year, on

account of his having taken part in an
unofficial road trial a few weeks ago. His
passenger will also be held to be incapable

of holding registration for the same
period

.

Permit Granted.—A permit has been

granted to the Bournemouth and District

M.-C.C. for a reliability trial on January
Bth over a course measuring 128 miles.

The Noble Iddon trophy, which is com-
peted for during the trial, will be
awarded to the rider gaining the highest

number of marks.

Misleading Advertisements. — The
attention of the A.C.U. has been called

bo misleading advertisements published in

the motor cycle papers, and steps are

being taken to remedy the- matter.

The 1913 Competition Programme.—
The Mersey M.C. (Liverpool) have booked
the following dates for competitions

'during 1913 : March 21st, May 12th,

June 27th and 28th, August 4th, and
October 28th.

[MTOJ&E rOT5TO

21.—Sutton Coldfield and Mid-
Warwickshire A.C. First

Cycle Car Trial.

26 —N.W. London M.C.C. Open
Winter Run to Gloucester
and Back.

27-28.—M.C.C. Annual Winter Run
to Exeter and Back.

1913.

. . —A.C.U. Open Silencer Trial.

iS—North Middlesex M.C.C. Open
Trial.

A.C.U. Open One Day Trial.

Novel Fittings.

One of the Alcyon machines which
competed at the Gometz hill-climb not
only had double the usual number of

valves, but was fitted with two carbu-

retters. It is said that two heads are

better than one ;
possibly the same

applies to carburetters.

Cairo to Alexandria.

Three Englishmen, on motor cycles,

recently rode from Cairo to Alexandria
and back, a distance of over 337 miles.

The roads are said to be the worst in

Egypt. The ride was held under the
auspices of the Cairo Sports Club. One
of the competitors, J. Price, rode a

3f h.p. Mead, and on the journey used
eight litres of petrol and one litre of

oil, and attained a maximum speed of

46£ miles an hour.

Nice La Turbie Hill-elimb.

The above event was decided on the
15th inst., and drew an entry of twenty-
eight competitors. The contest was
divided into two classes—those who com-
peted for a club challenge prize, and a
purely speed event. The results on
speed are: 1st, Yenne (Escoffier-Kochler),

7m. 28fs. ; 2nd, Agnero (Peugeot), 7m.
50fs. ; 3rd, A J. Dixon (Singer), 8m.
13^s. The climb is about four and three-
quarter miles in length, and comprises
several hairpin bends and sharp turnings.

Bound for the Antipodes.

P. Weatherilt, the well-known Zenith
exponent, is leaving for Sydney with S.
L. Bailey to-day (Thursday).

Motor Cyclists and Charity.

The Brookdale Club, Catford, is pro-
viding a Christmas dinner and entertain-
ment to 300 of the poorest children of the
district .at its headquarters, Catford.
Last Christmas over 200 children were the

guests of the club.

The London-Gloucester Run.

In addition to the entries for the

N.W. London M.C.C. Gloucester run
given on page 1529, the following entries

have been received : Elswick Co.

(Elswick), James (Triumph), Strickland

(James), Fletcher (Douglas), Dreydel
(Ivy sc), and Jeffery (Whitgift cycle car).

Class B Records Broken.

Late on Tuesday afternoon we received
a telegram from the Brooklands Track
informing us that S. L. Bailey, on his
Douglas, fitted with A.B.C. steel

cylinders and fittings, had broken the
Class B records for the mile and kilo-

metre. The speed for the kilometre was
72 m.p.h., and for the mile 70 m.p.h.

Guide Cards through Towns for Motorists.

To enable motorists to find their way
through towns and cities where it is often

difficult to follow the main roads the

Automobile Association and Motor Union
has prepared a series of cards showing
selected routes through a large number of

towns and cities. These plans are based

upon the Ordnance Survey, and, in addi-

tion to indicating " recommended " routes,

indicate other main roads carrying heavy
road traffic which are best avoided. The
cards are being distributed to members,
upon request, from the head offices and
branch offices of the Association. A few
towns in respect of which guide cards
have been prepared are: Brighton,
Burton-on-Trent, Canterbury, Carlisle,

Chelmsford, Chester, Colchester, Cov-
entry, Doncaster, Harrogate, Lancaster,
Leamington, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Preston,
Reading, Stamford, Warwick, York, and
further towns are beinc; dealt with.

The English riders who went over to Gometz-le-Chatel to compete in the rnli-ciTio last Sunday. From
left to right : W. Pratt (31 h.p. P. & M. sidecar), H. C. Mills (3.V h.p. Green-Zenith sidecar). F. W. Barnes
3

l h p. Zenith), and W. G. McMinnies (3
1

. h.p. Triumph). In the background may be seen Mr. T. W.
Loughborough, H. P. Beasley (A.C.U.). and E. M. P. Boileau ("The Motor Cycle").

313,
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THE LITTLE SALON.
AFTER the Grand Salon de l'Auto-

mobile, the Petit Salon was dis-
tinctly disappointing. There were
only a few cycle cars and one

make of motor bicycle to be seen.
The La Roulette cycle car was not

without interest, though not shown as
a final, model. The chassis was of
'pressed steel, and the motive power a
V twin water-cooled engine, thermo-
syphon circulation, and fed with gas
from the new type Longuemare carbu-
retter. The transmission was by chain
to the counter-shaft, which carried a
leather-to-metal friction clutch and a
differential. The final drive was by
belts, the rear wheel sliding forward
and giving the free position and apply-
ing the brake. The model shown had
no change speed gear, but- we .under-
stand that in future models the front
pulleys will be of the expanding type.
Two brakes are fitted, one of which is

applied to the counter-shaft by means of

a pedal, the other acts upon belt rims on
the back wheels, and is operated by a
lever which forces the wheels back. The
springing on semi-elliptical springs fore
and aft appeared to be very good. The
chassis shown with body was also inter-

esting. The seats were arranged
tandem fashion, and afforded plenty of

room. The front seat would accommo-
date an adult and a child, while the rear
seat would take two adults at a pinch.
The coachwork and upholstery were dis-

tinctly good. The firm showing La
Roulette also showed Kempshall tyres,
and were agents for the 'Sarolea motor
bicycle. This latter was shown in two
sizes—2^ 'h.p., 65 x 86 mm., and 3£ h.p.,

85 x 88 mm Both models were built

in strict conformity with English ideas,

and were fitted with Armstrong three-

speed gears and B. and B. carburetters,

the whole bearing a very distinct re-

semblance to a well-known English
make.

Another Friction=driven
Runabout.

The La Fleche on En dus Jack, 16, Av.
Pereire, Astriere, was a friction driven
vehicle with a patent device for varying
the pressure of the disc against the
friction wheel'. It was provided with a
lever for starting the engine from the
driver's seat, which also, when pushed

8 h.p. Fleche which has a single-cylinder engine and tandem seats.

forward, applied the rear brakes. The
motive power was a water-cooled 8 h.p.
Buiihet engine, or a 14 h.p. Chapuis
Dernier could be fitted to order. It was
shown fitted as . a three-seater, the seats
being arranged tandem fashion. The
back seats were made detachable so that
a tradesman's box or racing tail could be
fitted. The final drive to the near side
rear wheel was by chain. The next item
of interest was a tandem seated tricar or
three-wheeled cycle car of tremendous
length and fairly substantial weight

—

La Torpille, Perrin et Cie., Annonay
_

(Ardeche). The motive power was a 14
h.p. Chapuis Dornier engine, cooled on
the thermo-syphen system . by means of a
multi-tubular radiator arranged on the
Eenault principle in front of the dash.
From the engine to the three-speed gear
box the drive was through a friction

clutch and propeller-shaft, the final drive
being by chains. The back portion was
sprung, the rear wheel being carried in

an inner frame. The front portion was
suspended on full elliptical springs, the
upper leaves of which were clamped on
to the upper portion of the chassis.

Other points of interest were that the
change speed, lever worked in a gate
and the back wheel was shod with twin
tyres. Among the other exhibits were
an old and respected friend in the form
of an A.C., and the Baby light car lately

described in these pages. The latter

looked a well-finished and sensibly de-
signed vehicle.

PILOT SIDECAR.
The Pilot Motor and Cycle Co., Soho

Road, Handsworth, Birmingham, exhibi-
ted several types of sidecars at the
Olympia Show last month. One of

the models was provided with a
hammock springing suspension to the
body ; the side members were ex-

tended behind the body, and at each end
were shackles to which long springs were
attached. Bolted to these long springs
were ordinary C springs on which the
body was carried ; underneath were two
spiral springs supporting the C springs
and fastening them to the chassis. The
result is that the body is most luxuriously
sprung.
Another feature was the four-point sus-

pension, the sidecar frame was, of course,

attached to the saddle tube and close to

the rear axle of the bicycle, but it was
also fastened at two points to the bicycle

down tube. The body had a well-padded
back and a lid fastening over the front

portion on which were pockets for maps.

Another model was the Safety sidecar.

The chassis had two longitudinal mem-
bers on each side, one above the other,

and the wheel was carried in a fork.

The model shown possessed the ordinary

type of C springs, but if it is desired

to use a lighter model, a coil spring

arranged fashion could be fitted, which
saves a good deal of weight. An
efficient grid luggage carrier was situated

behind the chassis.

La Torpille tandem seated voiturette, which is propelled by a 9 h.p.

four-cylinder engine.

Pilot sidecar frame and springing, showing luggage grid and the now
popular four-point attachment.

H-,4
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THE GOMETZ HILL-CLIMB.

UNFORTUNATELY, owing to the differences existing
between the Federation of French Motor Cycle Clubs,
the entry at Gometz did not assume the same pro-
portions as last year. The total entry amounted to

thirty-three, of which six were English, and of these Griffith

and Rogers were missing. Our readers will remember that <

the course is up a perfectly straight hill through the village
of Gometz-le-Chatel. The road was admirably policed by
(fens d'armes and gardes-cham pet res. Unfortunately the

i

weather was not too favourable, as just before and during
the competition there was a slight rainfall, which increased .

until the hill climb was over. The road surface was smooth
but covered with thick mud, which had a decidedly retard-
ing effect on the machines. The English- competitors had
crossed over by the 9 p.m. train on Friday, and after
a rough crossing via Calais reached Paris in the early hours
of Saturday morning. Mr. H. .P. Beasley, assistant secretary

,

of the A.C.U., travelled with the party. The chief objection
to the Calais service is that the machines are placed on
deck, but they were covered with a tarpaulin and did not
suffer any appreciable damage. Most of the competitors who .

stayed at the Hotel de Grand Bretagne went to the Salon
in the morning, some attended the International Conference, !

and others visited the Petit Salon and other places of
j

amusement during the afternoon and evening.

On the way to the Course.
An early start was made for the train to Bures. As the

line runs below the level of the road from the Gare de
Luxembourg, the first station level with the ground, Gare
de l'Enfert, had to be reached. Here the railway people
behaved splendidly, and to aid the men a lady came up
and did yeoman service as interpreter. Bures is a tiny

station about threequarters of a mile from Gometz, at

which a woman fills the several posts of- station-master,

ticket-collector, and porter. Here M. Longuemare and M.
Plazolle, secretary of the A.C.F., brought cars to convey
several of the English delegates to the scene of the hill-

climb—a kindness which was much appreciated. The
weighing in took place in a farmyard, the clerk of the
scales being M. Buissard. The course was 800 metres in

length, and A.C.F. timekeepers were stationed at the foot

and at the summit of the hill, the maximum gradient of

which was approximately 1 in 12. There did not. appear
to be a great improvement in the French machines since

the hill-climb last year, but signs of the influence of the

English designs were not entirely absent.

Novel French Machines.
Several French machines presented points of :

interest.

One of the Alcyons possessed not only four valves in the

head, but two separate Claudel carburetters. It was also

provided with a mechanical oil pump delivering oil through
a sighl feed to the big end and main bearings.

One of the Rene Gillets, we noticed, possessed a flat belt,

while one of the competing Alcyons had a new spring

device on the mainshaft for absorbing the shock of impulses

of the engine.' A curious machine was the Albatross, which
had overhead valves ; to provide clearance for the valve

rockers the lower horizontal f"ame tube had been cut away to

half its normal thickness. It possessed a huge oil pump,
and had a bore and stroke of 76 x 110 mm. Consequently
the cylinder was tremendously tall. An Austral tricar

was provided with a whip for chastising the savage
French dogs.

The Competition.
The ascents were all made without incident, though several

competitors swerved in the mud, which, however, was too

heavy and wet to be dangerous. The ascent of Barnes
(Zenith) in the 1,000 c.c. class was impressive, and Pratt

(P. and M.) made a very good performance. The Clement
machines, especially that with the new 3£ h.p. Motosacoche
engine, were much admired and are clearly the most up-to-

date of the French machines.
Numerous English spectators were present, among whom

we may mention Messrs. T W. Loughborough, W. H. Wells,

T. H. Tessier, and F. E. Baker and H. Collier, sen., who
arrived too late for the competition, which when once started

was very quickly run off. The results were as follows r

British Riders secure Three Firsts.

Class I. (up to 250 c.c).

m. s.

421
50?

1 7f

1. Stoeffel (Alcyon)
2. Canale (Alcyon)
3. Bange (Terrot)

Class II. (up to 350 c.c, single).

1. Lehmann (Alcyon)' ...

2. Franquebalme (Terrot)

3. Oacier (Austral)

Class III. (up to 350 c.c, multi.)

1. Lacroix (Peugeot)

2. Fenton (Clement)

Class IV. (up to 500 c.c, single).

1. W. G. McMinnies (Triumph)
2. Lombard (Albatross)

3. F. W. Barnes (Zenith)

'Fastest time of the day..
In this class Mills (Zenith-Green) made the ascent in 38s.,

but .was disqualified, as his entry had not been received

in time.
Class V. (up to 50u c.c, multi).

1. Perrin (Peugeot)

2. Fenton (Clement) ...

Amateur Class.
Baudry (Clement)

Sidecars.
Class I.—No entrants.

Class II. (up to 500 c.c).

1. F. W. Barnes (Zenith) 54|
2. Fenton (Clement) lm.

3. W. Pratt (P. and M.) lm.

Class III. (up to 1,000 c.c).

1. F. W. Barnes (Zenith)

Cycle Car Cl. sses.

Bourbeau (Bedelia) lm. 5|s.

Bonville (Bc-delia) * ... lm. 4s.

The scarcity oi cycle cars was due to the A.C.F. intro-

ducing a ne.v regulation which ruled out the heavier types.

Happily, however, this was altered at Saturday's meeting,
and the limitations are now the same as ours. '

As last year, a trumpeter turned up at the start, but this

time his services were not employed. After the hill climb

several prominent members ot the A.C.U. were entertained

to lunch by the A.C.F., whose officials as usual extended a

hearty welcome and were most hospitable.

"0 74|
40
43

41

491

35|

35f
39?

42Js.

451s.

55J-S.

41s.

7s.

41|s.

— Lehmann (four-valve single-cylinder Alcyon), who made fastest time of

the day at the Gometz-le-Chatel hill-climb, beating 8 h.p. twins. This typt

of engine was used in the last T.T. race.
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The Congress of the F.I.CM. in Paris.
International Trial in England next year, and in France in 1914.

ON Saturday the second meeting of the International
Federation of Motor Cycle Clubs took place at the
Automobile Club de France, Place de la Concorde.
The delegates were received by the Baron de Zuylen

de Nyvelt, the Chevalier Rene de Knyff, the Comte de La
V alette, and Messieurs Longuemare and Fenton, sen. The
representants of the different countries were then entertained
rignt royally at luncheon by the Automobile Club of France.
At the conclusion of the luncheon, the Baron de Zuylen
expressed great pleasure at the Federation having chosen the
A.C.F. as the meeting place of the second conference. After
a brief interval those present ' adjourned to the committee
room. In addition to those already mentioned, Messieurs
Fenton, jun., Hugo Storr (chairman Touring Moto Club of
France), and Debuilly (chairman Auto Cycle Club of France).
England, Messrs. Boileau, Tessier, Pratt, and Loughborough.
Belgium, Messrs. Beukelar, Michant, Guillot, and Fagard.
Holland and Denmark, Mr. R. toe Laer. Switzerland,
Messrs. Megevet and Neper. Italy, the Marquis Ferrero
di Ventimiglia. The United States and Canada, Mr. W. H.
Wells. Austria, Mr. Fasbender. Germany, Mr. M. D. Hein.

An International Trial.

At the beginning of the meeting the Baron de Zuylen took
the chair, but later vacated it in favour of the Chevalier
Rene de Knyff. After Mr. Loughborough had read the
minutes of the last meeting, Mr. E. M. P. Boileau, speaking
in French, and on behalf of The Auto Cycle Union pro-
posed that the international trial for 1913 should be run in

connection with the first section of the A.C.U. trials in the
North of England. He further suggested that each
country should send a team of three riders, and each com-
peting machine should be painted a distinctive colour, the
riders to carry armlets and a rosette of Jthe same colour.

These colours, which were ultimately accepted, were the same
as those employed in the Gordon-Bennett Races, and were,
with some addit 'jns, as follows : England, green ; France,
blue ; Germany, white ; America, white and blue ; Belgium,
yellow ; Spain, yellow and red ; Austria, red and green

;

Italy, red; Switzerland, red and white; Denmark, green
and white. In conclusion, Mr. Boileau extended a hearty
welcome to the teams on behalf of England,' and hoped that

the best team would win. (Applause.)

There then ensued a lively discussion, during which every-
body tried to speak at -once. France claimed priority of

dates for the Grand Prix races in July, which clashed with
the A.C.U. Trial, and Belgium claimed the week after for
its races. After further discussion, it was decided to hold
the international trial in England over four days, about
September 22nd. The distance is to be 1,000 kilos., 250 kilos,

per diem, and the A.C.U. is to draw up separately the rules,
while it was also decided to hold the 1914 trial in France.
The rules of the Federation were then passed, the only

alteration from the draft submitted by the A.C.U. being
that the annual subscription for each country was reduced
to 150 francs (£5).

'

The stvle of road surface which is encountered in various parts of Holland.

The next procedure was the appointment of a sub-
committee to consider the rules of the A.C.F. affecting the
classification of motor cycles, and their application inter-

nationally. The sub-committee, consisting of Messrs.
Longuemare (chairman), Boileau, Fasbender, toe Laer,
Wells, Guillot, Megevet, and Hein, then proceeded to busi-

ness at once. A lengthy discussioif followed? which lasted

till seven o'clock. These rules were divided as follows :

For motocyclettes, known as two-wheelers, i.e., motor
bicycles in England. Motor cycles, i.e., motor bicycles

and sidecars or cycle cars. It is interesting to note that
the basis of the A.C.F. regulations was the A.C.U. rules;

but the chief differences were soon brought into line with
the A.C.U., so that all the countries represented will work
under practically the same regulations.

THE GOMETZ-LE-CHATEL HILL CLIMB.

H. C. Mills (3A h.p. Green-Zenith sidecar), who was disqualified, as his entry
had not been received in time.

(See previous page.)

F. W. Barnes (31 h.p. Zenith) travelling well.

for sidecars.

He won Classes 2 and 3

A lecture on " Carburation " was given by Mr. Charles
Binks before the Denton M.C.C. on the 10th inst., and the
next evening before the Leeds M.C.C. The paper was
much appreciated.

Mr. T. E. Patchett has been appointed " commercial
manager and secretary " to the Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd.
Mr. Patchett has been with the company for sixteen years,
and for several years past has held the position of secreta i'.V-
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From London to Le Mans.

LE MANS, the scene of one of this year's French

road races, is not very conveniently situated.

To reach it by rail from England it is necessary

to go to Paris and change, consequently the way is by

motor cycle over the most direct road. As soon as I

heard I was to go there I rang up a friend who was
keenness itself when he heard of the proposed trip,

and in a short time all was fixed up.

The Start.

My mount was a- brand new 2J h.p. Douglas, only

delivered the day Before, and consequently, so far as

I was concerned, untried, and up to the time of

starting I was busy fixing number-plates and other

odds and ends. Among the latter was the G.B. plate,

which everyone who holds the much too bulky Inter-

national pass must attach to his rear number-plate.

This is now made of heavy enamelled iron, as several

people have complained to the Royal Automobile Club
of the flimsiness of the old kind. The light plate,

,

though not so smart to look at, is practical, and the

new one, though it is everything as regards appear-

ances, is too heavy and requires to be fixed very

securely. Thanks to the efficiency of the R.A.C.
Touring Department, to which motor cyclists have full

access through the Auto Cycle Union, the preparations

were soon over, and when the buckle of the last strap

had been tightened we were off for Newhayen. Dodg-
ing tramlines and traffic by sundry back ways, we
avoided the whole of Croydon, and at Purley Corner
struck the main road. Here a stop was made to

tighten up my rather heavy bag, which was enveloped

in a waterproof cover, and to which a pair of Hutchin-
son boots and a macintosh were attached. When
the trick of fastening the straps on tightly and securing

the ends together was learned everything kept taut.

Despite its newness, the little machine pulled well,

and ah excellent run was made to I.ewes, on the out-

skirls of which a stop was made to light the lamp.

Dinner at Lewes.
Here we stopped for dinner at the Bridge Hotel and

met our companion, who had arrived on his Triumph
only two minutes before. The remainder of the journey

over the twisty road to Newhaven was not too pleasant.

This disgraceful lane is under the consideration of the

Road Board, and the sooner that body gets it" straight-

ened out the better. It is positively dangerous for any

who do not know it to traverse it by night. We had
timed our arrival well, and there was plenty of time

to empty petrol, weigh the machines, shorten my belt,

and see the machines safely stowed. My companion
is a sailor, and his practised eye soon told him that

the machines as stowed would roll into one another

all night, so one was placed fore and aft and the other

athwartships. I must congratulate the L.B. and S.C.

Railway Co. on their care in covering the motor

' ' ' ""tsiXXsT" ' "
'

bicycles up and making them secure for the voyage.

In fact, on both the outward and homeward journeys
the machines were most carefully handled on both
sides of the Channel.

After a comfortable but rather rough crossing we
arrived at about 2.30 a.m. and found that the man
with whom we had arranged for petrol had failed us,

and all we could get was five litres from a porter, who
charged us three francs. Our lamps though lit before
burned brightly, and knowing my way out of the town
I swung out on to the front, turning left at the extreme
end and up the steep hill and on to the road to Rouen,
which was in. fairly good order. One has to be care-

ful to take the right hand fork at the top, as the other
road goes north of Paris.

A Short Halt for Adjustment.
At the first village we found a level-crossing with

the gates shut, but fortunately the old man in charge
was awake and let us through. All went well until an
ominous noise from the front wheel told me some-
thing was wrong. An inspection revealed it to be a

loose cone, due I may say in justice to the makers to

my own fault. 1 had had to remove the wheel to fix

the front number-plate, and in replacing it had put a

washer back wrongly. Luckily, all the balls were re-

tained, and thanks to the skilful help of my friend we
fixed things up. Meanwhile dawn had broken, and a

quick run over a good stretch of road followed which
brought us to the outskirts of Rouen, the pave being

of the worst description. After breakfast it was not

quite so bad, but on the way to Grande Couronne the

road possessed no surface at all. We had both been
going pretty hard when we suddenly struck a section

which was completely worn out, no other words can
describe it, and we both narrowly escaped a bad toss.

The next incident was that probably owing to the sur-

face our minds were so much occupied that we found
ourselves five miles out of the way beyond Bourg-
Achard, where a kindly motor car driver put us right.

Morning and Better Roads.

The roads were now excellent, the sun came out,

and with the wind behind we made splendid progress

through old-world market towns and along tree-lined

highways through Brionne, Bernay, and on to Gace.

Mostly on the level, but at times climbing long hills,

up which the little one needed nursing, as the hard
work and her new condition caused symptoms of over-

heating at times. The way out of Gace was some-
what complicated, and after we had gone two or three

miles we consulted our maps and a signpost. Mean-
while a cyclist came along and my friend addressed him
in a mixture of French and English. The cyclist re-

plied in a mixture of English and French, and pre-

sently turning to me said, " Sprechen Sie Deulscn? "

To which 1 replied, " Ein bischen " (a little) in fluent
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From London to Le Mans.

—

Teuton, which fairly started him. However, he got

ahead of me in German, and I had to ask him to re-

lapse into French, which I know fairly well. -To make
a long story short he put us in the right direction, and
after covering the distance quickly we struck Route
Nationale No. 138 and reached Alengon, where we
enjoyed a well earned lunch and a rest. The road
to Le Mans was somewhat rough, but we soon got
there, arriving at about 2 p.m.

The Town en fete.

The race has already been described in detail. It

was the best Continental road race of the year, and
resulted, as our readers will remember, in two British

wins, that of Devay on Newsome's Triumph in the

500 c.c. fclass, and that of Bailey in the 350 c.c.' class.'

It is interesting to record that I saw Bailey's engine
taken down at Brooklands for the first time after the
great race. Though naturally over-oiled all the
time, there was very little carbon deposit and not
a shake was traceable in any of the bearings. Mr.
Mellano, the late London manager of the Hutchinson
Co., was an interested spectator, who rejoiced greatly

at the British triumphs.

The evening before the car event the whole town
of Le Mans was jn fete. In the great square, the
Place de la Republique, were thousands of people,
many driving cars and cycle cars without cut-outs and
making a most unearthly din. In one corner there
was a space roped off for fireworks, while the two
chief objects of interest in the square were the band-
stand, where a full military band discoursed sweet
music, and the statue of Jaureguiberry brandishing his

sword. It was indeed a lively scene. As the evening
wore, on the crowd of pedestrians increased and the
vehicles became fewer in number.

' Fireworks Galore.

As I had had a long journey the day before and
was up at five o'clock that morning, and I had to be up
again at five the next morning, I went to bed, but
had no sooner put out the light than a deafening
report sent me out of bed and to the window with a

rush. Zes feux d'artifices had begun, and very good
they were. Rockets and shells shrieked through the

air, and rocket sticks and sparks fell on the roofs of

the adjoining houses, but everyone was much too
happy to care. The show ended, as I thought, with

a fine set piece of a racing car with wheels that r-e-

.
volved and Coupe de la Sarthe written beneath it in

letters of fire. So I went back to bed and to sleep.

In five seconds my room was lit up as bright as day,

and to the window I rushed again. Jaureguiberry's

statue was a mass of flame, to every spike of every

railing was lashed a firework, while to his sword arm
was' tied a stake to which a bunch of fireworks was
attached. It was a grand sight. Then a deafening
series of explosions, and all was quiet. That after-

noon I had met a keen French motor cyclist who
spoke perfect English, and, pointing out to him that

he had no silencer, he remarked, " You see I'm a

Frenchman and I like noise." He spoke the truth

—

they do.

On the next day at the car races there were many
more people. The car race was a most impressive
affair. The high speed of the competing vehicles and
£22

the numerous incidents at the depots rendered it most
attractive.

The Return Journey.

We left Le Mans at 3 p.m., and this time took
another road back to Dieppe in search of better sur-

face. We began by ascending steadily out of the town
and entering fine hilly country we continued to

Belleme. at the outskirts of which the Triumph punc-

tured, the only trouble my friend had throughout the

trip. The Douglas ran regularly but without power,

and as we were racing against nightfall there was only

time to adjust a tappet and none for further investiga-

tions. So we pushed o.n all we knew, passing through

Mortagne, after which it became bitterly cold, and
then entering Verneuil, where the pave is of the vilest.

Between this place and Nonancourt the road was
somewhat rough,, but on the whole its general condi-

tion was better than that by which we came, and,

moreover, we never once lost our way. The last lap

in the twilight was over a plateau on an absolutely.

.

straight and smooth road. Two kilometres from

On the way to Le Mans. A stop for lunch at Alencon.

Evreux we stopped to light up, and on asking for

water for the lamp it was brought in a bucket. We
were indeed glad to see the lights of Evreux and the

welcome doors of the Hotel du Grand Cerf. We had
been up at a quarter to five, and between 3 p.m. and
dinner time had covered eighty-live miles.

A ChoKed Silencer.

The next morning we had a splendid run unmarred
save by the-.pave in Louviers and Rouen. Near the

latter place, as we were in good time, I glanced at my
silencer, and there saw the cause of the loss of power at

a glance. Almost every hole was sooted up, owing, of

course, to too liberal a supply of oil to the new engine..

When the silencer was clean the old healthy bark

returned, and the kilometres swept quickly by. In

Totes, as I was short of oil, I purchased"a tin of Huile

A.D., not quite so thick as Price's or Vacuum, but of

a respectable consistency, and, though I put it in with

some misgiving, I found it suited the engine excel-

lently. Then on to Dieppe and on board the Brighton,

which brought me comfortably back to England. Thus
ended one of the most eventful, interesting, and enjoy-

able week-ends I have ever spent. .... E.M.P.B.
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Essex M.C. Annual Dinner.
Although some few members were in France at the Gnmetz-

le-Chatel hill-cliuib no fewer than 120 members and guests
were present at the annual dinner of the Essex Motor Club
on Saturday last at the Great Eastern Hotel.

The Chairman (Mr. Stenson Cooke) in proposing the health
of the club, referred at length to the work of its president
—Mr. S. G. Cummings—winch had gone far to make the
club the successful body that it was at the present time.
He coupled with the toast the names of Messrs. A. P.
Howard and E. J. Bass. He also made a deserved tribute
to the past work of Mr. A. G. Reynolds and a reference to
Mr. Owen Summers (now in America) and Mr. F. A. Applehee,
sen., who was present. Mr. E. J. Bass gave some instructive
figures concerning the position of the club, which now
numbers 150 members—an increase of 68 on the year. He
pointed out that the club was distributing a large number
of prizes. -

! Among those to receive prizes from the hands of the chair-

man was F. A. Applebee, jun., winner of the Senior Tourist
ilVophy Race. Mr. R. Selz proposed the health of "The
^Visitors, Ladies, and Press," to which Mr. H. Rutter and
'Mr. Whittal, in the absence of Mr. Douglas Leechman,

replied ; while Mr. S. G. Cummings proposed the
" The Chairman," which duly elicited a response
spersed with the speeches were the varied items of

able musical programme.

I529

health of

Inter-

an admir-

1913 3£ h.p, single-cylinder Indian with spring Irame and kick-starier.

> o o<

North-West London M.C.C. Annual Dinner.
..• A company of about sixty sat down to the annual dinner
at the Richelieu Hotel on Saturday last, the number being
augmented later in the evening. Mr. J. W. Thomas (Hippo-
;Pa-Thomas) acted as chairman. The proceedings passed off

'in the' happy family spirit associated with the club's

functions, the usual toasts being interspersed with musical
litems, among which special mention may be given to Miss
Thomas's two contralto songs, the glees of the St. James's
[Glee Singers, and the humour of that other old favourite,

Mr. Cotchin. The Chairman, in a happy speech, when
Itoasting the club, gave a resumd of the year's proceedings

fwith a tribute to the work of the officials. Mr. Pooley, in

reply, called on the club to select carefully their officials for

the coming year to take the place of the rather large number
,who are compelled to vacate office. Club life must continue
on other lines than a purely competitive programme in

future if clubs are to last—the perfection of modern machines
is undoubtedly weakening the sporting side of competitions

run on the stereotyped "lines. The new challenge cup pre-

sented by Mr. E. Gwynne is a most handsome piece of

THE AGGREGATE CUP WINNER.
W. F. Newsome (Triumph), who In the lour Quarterly Trials of the Hcits

county A.C. has easily scored top marks.

plate in silver gilt. The trophy is a perpetual one, and was
gained for the first year by H. J. Pooley. The Thomas Cup
fell to H. Karslake, and m all about 250 prizes and medals

were presented to the successful competitors by Mrs. J. W.
Thomas.

ANNUAL LONDON-GLOUCESTER RUN.
Entries for the annual twelve hours open trial of the North-

West London Motor Cycle Club are coming in satisfactorily,

and it has been decided to extend the closing date for

entries until to-morrow, the 20th inst. We are

asked to state officially that entries posted to-day,

Thursday, the 19th inst., will be accepted at the ordinary

fee 12s. 6d. and should be addressed to Mr. H. E. Taylor,

17, Taverton Street, Gordon Square, W.C. This concession

is in order to allow motor cyclists who see the notice of the

event for the first time in this journal still to partake in

the run. Later entries can only be accepted at double fees

and if posted at the latest on S'aturday, the 21st inst. This

event marks the anniversary of the first open winter run
under A.C.U. permit, the corresponding event last year

being the first of its kind. The North-West London chib

events are always carefully organised, and as the winter run

is free from irksome conditions, it should be an excellent

holiday fixture.

The following is an early list of entrants received up to

last- Tuesday

:

Rider and machine.

Chas. Janicker (Rudge Multi)

J. Beal (— -)

Rider and machine.

W. C. Knight (8 Zenith sc.)

W. Cooper (8 Humberette)
H. F. S. .Morgan (8 Morgan)
R. Scott (3j Triumph)
Frank Thomas (7 9 G.N.)
Osmond Hill (8 G.N.)
G. D. Hardee (3£ Triumph)
C. Meredith (3£ Bradburv sc.)

R. G. Mundy (8 GW.lv.)
J. Cocker i4i Singer sc.)

D. R. O'Donovan (4 Singer sc.)

A. A Briiikiuan (5-6 Clvnosc.)

W. O. OMman (3£ Bat)

M. P. Gibbins (Rudge Multi)

G. Nott (8 Matchless sc.)

E. Rose (7 Indian)

C. L. Mowbray (3^ James sc.)

W. Ford (
)

H. J. Pooley (3J Premier)

V. Garland (5-6 Clyno sc.)

C. A. ttYrner (6i N.S.U. sc.)

P. A. Goddard (2| Douglas)

Claude Rose (7 Indian)

H. E. Taylor (5-6 F.N. sc.)

C. J. Burton (10 Mors car)

In the description of the Moto-Reve exhibit at the Parti

Show in our last issue, we inadvertently mentioned that the

Moto-Reve Co., Ltd., Alperton, Middlesex, were the British

agents for this make of machine, whereas the English Moto-

Reve Co. is an entirely British concern, manufacturing th«

whole of its machines in England with the exception of

the engine, and using English frames and fittings.

B23
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Brookdale Club, Catford (Motor Section).

The annual dinner will be held at headquarters, Brookdale
Hall, Catford, this evening (the 19th inst.)

Birmingham M.C.C.

The smoking concert on Saturday last, at the Imperial
Hotel, was well attended, and the evening proved most en-

joyable. Mr-. F. Lewis occupied the chair. The arrange-
ments were admirably carried out by Mr. S. K. Jones.

Surrey M.C.C.

A penalty run will take place on Boxing Day, starting at

10.15 a.m. Route : Guildford, Godalming, Petworth,
Arundel, Littlehampto'n, and return. Distance, seventy
miles. The annual general meeting will be held on January
14th at headquarters.

Brighton and Hove M.C.C.

An enthusiastic meeting took place on Tuesday, Decem-
ber 10th. A committee was elected, with Mr. C. C. Spurin
as chairman, and a club was duly formed with a member-
ship of thirty. All interested are invited to communicate
with the secretary, Mr. E. S. Northam, 52, Norfolk Square,
Brighton.

Manchester Amateur M.C.C.

The annual dinner and prize distribution was held on the
12th inst. at Ingham's Hotel (Whilloughby's). There was a
good attendance of members and friends, the chair being
taken by the captain of the club, who distributed the prizes
to the successful members. The prize winners were : Gold
medals, S. H. Y. Birley, R. Birkett, and H. D. Ashworth

;

silver medals, R. N. Earwaker and J. McCann ; special
prizes, F. Taylor, jun., H. Marsden, T. L. Timperley, and
J. McCann.

| Liverpool A.C.C.

The annual supper and prize distribution of the above
club were held on the 11th inst. in St. Margaret's Hal],
and were attended by between seventy and eighty members
and friends. The speeches were cut down to a minimum,
and even then the evening's programme was not completed
until 11.30. During the evening prizes were offered by the
following for competition next year : Messrs. Lamb., Great-
wich. Coopland, Smythe and Wade, the Mead Motor Co.,
Pobjoy, Phillpott, and Baxter.

Luton and South Beds M.C.C.

The first annual dinner took place at the Red Lion
Hotel on the 14th inst. The chairman, Major E. W.
Brighten, announced that cups had been given to the club

by Captaiti H. Green (president) and Mr. Harold Karslake,

the latter to be called the Dreadnought Cup.

Western District M.C. (London).

The annual supper and prize distribution took place on
the 4th inst. Mr. M. G. Tweedy, the retiring honorary
secretary, - was presented by the club with a cakestand. A
committee meeting was held on the 8th inst. Hon. sec,
Mr. E. S. Hitter, 27, Ennismore Avenue, Chiswick.

Bristol B. and M.C
The annual supper was held at the Full Moon Hotel on the

7th inst., when about forty members were present. A pleasant

evening was spent, the usual toasts being proposed aad
acknowledged. The speeches were interspersed with songs
and music and by the presentation of prizes, something
like thirty prizes and medals being distributed.

Exeter and District M.C.C.

. The third winter reliability run from Exeter to Penzance
and back, for motor cycles, sidecars, and cycle cars, will be
held on Saturday, January 11th, .1913. Regulations.—The
first machine will start at 7 a.m., and the route wilLbe:
Exeter, Moreton, Two Bridges, Tavistock, Gallington,

Liskeard, Lostwithiel, St. Austell, Truro, Redruth, Cam-
borne, Hale, and Penzance. The speed from Exeter to
Penzance and from Penzance to Liskeard will be calculated

at twenty miles per hour. The speed from Liskeard to

Exeter will be reduced to fifteen miles per hour. Cycle cars

must not exceed 7 cwts. unladen.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

A company of members and friends, numbering a few
short of one hundred, sat down to the third annual dinner
of the Dublin and District Motor Cycle Club on Saturday
evening at the Dolphin Hotel, the chair being filled by Mr.
F. A. Wallen. The proceedings throughout the evening
were most enthusiastic and enjoyable, and were characteristic

of the manner in which all the undertakings of the club

are carried out. A considerable portion of the evening
was occupied in the distribution of the prizes won during
the past season. There was an excellent musical programme.

LIVERPOOL A.C.C. ANNUAL PRIZE DISTRIBUTION AND SUPPER.

Members of the committee on the platform. Mr. Roberts is seen handing the 50 Guinea Reliance Cup to

the president Mr, Sellers, who in turn hands it over to the winner, Mr. E. F. Baxter. From left to right

the members are : Messrs. Barton, Baker, Hobbs, Roberts, Sellers, Baxter, Mogridge (Chairman), Longton,
and Phillpott.
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Mr. and Mrs. imal-. .oadsd up with prizes.

This photograph is suggestive of-" collaring the

lot !" All have been won on Rex machines.
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NO doubt, by this time, many of our readers have
read in the newspapers varied accounts of the

new petrol substitute. The steady increase in

the price of petrol, coupled with the prospect of a

still further increase in price owing to the growing
demand for the commodity, is causing scientists and
motor cycle manufacturers to turn their attention to

the possibility of increasing the supply, or discovering

a suitable substitute, in order to reduce the price.

At present, benzole seems to be the most popular
competitor, and, as already' pointed out, it can be
obtained as a by-product of coal. As the chief mining
centre of the world, South Wales will probably take

the lead in producing the new substitute, and already

South Wales colliery owners, alive to the value of the

commodity and die rapidly increasing demand for it,

are setting up plant at the most important of their

collieries. What has yet to be discovered is whether
it can be produced at such a cost as satisfactorily to

compete with the imported article, and many scientists

believe this possible.

It is asserted that, properly treated,' South Wales
coals, excepting, of course, the steam and the anthra-

cite, will yield from 7% to 35% of their own weight
in valuable oils similar in quality to petroleum. Re-
fined oils have been made in Germany for some years,

and great importance is attached Jo the recovery of

the spirit in that country.

Mining Expert's Opinion.
To gain further particulars regarding the new sub-

stitute, our Glamorganshire representative interviewed

a well-known South Wales mining expert, who said that

the cost of producing benzole from South Wales coal

seams was such as to make the laying down of plant

an exceedingly doubtful speculation.

The amount of benzole recoverable from, say,

100,000 tons of coal would be so small that even with

the present high price of petrol the profits accruing

to colliery owners would be very small. This would
not allow the producer to grant a Very material reduc-

tion in the price of the spirit. This fact would seem
to throw cold' water on the whole scheme, but, on
the other hand, there will be an increased demand for

petrol in the near future, and it naturally follows that

there would be improved machinery and plant for the

recovery of the spirit, so that with both combined it

is more' than probable that a modern plant, efficiently

managed, 'would more than justify its production.

On the Continent for years the recovery of by-

products has been a considerable factor in connection

with a large number of collieries, and in Belgium
many collieries would be financial failures if they

depended solely upon the profits from the sale of coal.

But the expert chemist . has stepped in to assist the
mining engineer, with the result that the mines are

working advantageously from a financial standpoint.

The recovery of by-products commenced at the

Great Western Collieries, Powell Dufiryn Collieries,

Lewis Merthyr Collieries, and elsewhere is only an
augury of future progress in this direction. The
excellence of South Wales coals has been in a certain

way a cause of loss. The mining engineer, having
depended almost entirely upon the market price of
his large and medium coal, has frequently " gobbed "

the small, which could be utilised to advantage. The
oils which are obtained by distilling coal at a low
temperature have been completely ignored owing to

the fact that a considerable proportion of small
valuable coal has been " gobbed."

A Profitable Use for Small Coal.
However, it is expected that the mine owner will

now see the advisability of turning his small coal to

greater advantage than -hitherto. Of course the idea
of utilising this coal extract is as yet in its birth.

Nevertheless the fact that mining and engineering
students are turning their attention to the study of the

subject is taken as a very hopeful sign of eventual
success. The Blaenavon Colliery Company have
already placed orders for new coking ovens, which are

now almost completed. The coking ovens will, of

course, form a considerable factor in the production
of the spirit. The company have also decided to set

up extensive plant for this purpose, and expect to com-
mence operations in the course of a few weeks, and to

be recovering refined benzol in the early part of next

year. Of course, the success of the scheme is not

definitely assured, but the Blaenavon Co. are evidently

very sanguine as to the ultimate success of their enter-

prise, for in their report issued to shareholders they

point out that with the coming into operation of the

new plant, and with anything like the usual conditions

in the coal trade, they expect to realise large profits.

Surely the time is now far enough advanced
when an effective petrol substitute should be brought

into use. for with petrol controlled by a trust, which

is credited with pressing the prices to an extravagant

height, there has been a continuous enquiry for a

suitable spirit which would serve consumers equally as

well as petrol. It is really interesting to notice the

shameful manner in which petrol has advanced in

price since the end'-of last year, when it is generally

supposed an arrangement took place between those who
control our only constant supply. This action placed

both dealers and the motoring public completely at

the mercy of monopolists.

However, should the new discovery prove as

efficient and economic as it is generally believed, then

perhaps, after all, the way is open to freedom from
the exactions of monopolistic trusts. It is also quite

within the hounds of possibility that, should the sub-

stitute exhibit any marked success in the early stages

of its trials, the present inflated price of petrol will fall.
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THE CHOTA RUNABOUT.

Ba*I bearing rocker and new
ball head tappet device.

A True Cycle Car with Single-cylinder Engine and Belt Drive.

NOT long ago we published a description of the

Buckingham engine, manufactured by Buck-

ingham and Manly, of Spon Street, Coventry,

and last week we were given an opportunity of

examining the complete cycle car to which it is now
fitted. We may recall that the engine has a single

cylinder of 89 x 120

mm. -bore and stroke,

overhead valves, and
a large outside fly-

wheel. A Senspray
carburetter is fitted.

With the exception

of minor improve-
ments, such as a

ball-head tappet and
a magneto running at

engine speed, the

engine remains the same. Two chains transmit the
power to clutch drums on the counter-shaft, which is

placed well forward in the chassis, and either of

these clutches

may be en-

gaged by a

single operat-

i n g pedal.
Pushed right

forward, the

low gear clutch

is engaged ; on
being allowed
to come back-

wards, first a

free engine
position is ob-

Front axle and springing of the Chota.

tained and maintained by a trip pedal mounted on
the main pedal, then when the trip is released the

high gear is engaged. The process is extremely

simple, and it is impossible to change gear badly.

The clutches are of large diameter, and, instead of

sliding on the usual keyed or squared shaft, are held

Rear view, showing the low build and simple construction.

to the shaft by four steel arms of ample strength, on

which they slide.

Belt Transmission.

From the counter-shaft, long belts drive the rear

wheels and no differential is employed. The ehassis

is of channel steel, and all the wheels are mounted
on similar spindles so that they can be changed with

ease. The front of the frame is mounted on a single

transverse spring, the rear being supported by two
quarter ellipti-

cal springs,
which are al-

lowed to slide

on plates on the

rear axle. Long
radius rods are

used to main-
Lain the correct

belt tension.

Both brakes

are of the shoe
type, acting on
che belt rims
and placed one
above the other.

Rear springing, belt drive, and brakes on the

new Chota.

The power plant. The single-cylinder engine measures 89 x 120 mm.,
and bas overhead valves.

The machine is particularly noticeable for its simple
md stout construction ; it is in every way a true cycle-

ar, but considerably stronger than many at present

>n the road. Thus it should meet the requirements
of those who require a light but substantial cycle-

car.

The engine is extremely flexible and runs very

smoothly, its most noticeable feature being that it

-vill stand with comfort a very high gear. With a top

gear of approximately 3^2 to 1, we are assured that

it will easily go from Coventry to London and back
with two up and without changing gear, which speaks

well for its power.

B2 8
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The Taxation of Cycle Cars.
FROM the number of enquiries we receive on the

above subject it appears- that many people do
not realise that all four-wheeled cycle cars are

taxed as cars, and that the taxation is based on the

/D 2N\
R.A.C. horsepower formula I } ; that is to say,

on the bore of the cylinder or cylinders only.

Below we give the taxes most likely to affect owners

of cycle cars

:

Single-cylinder engines up
to 102 mm. bore ... jQz 2 o tax-

Over 102 mm. and up to

Then there is the registration fee, which is £1, the
same as for cars.

As regards three-wheeled runabouts, if the weight
be less than 3 cwts. a 5s. registration fee will suffice.

The annual tax for three-wheeled machines, no matter
how much they weigh, is -£i.

We publish this list for the benefit of those who
are unaware of the facts, but, although it seems unfair
to tax a light cycle car upon the same basis as a big
car, those who can afford a cycle car will scarcely be
deterred bv the extra tax.

138 mm. bore £3 o tax

With single-cylinder engines, there will not be many
who will have to pay more than £2 2s., but in the two-

cylinder class all users of 8 h.p. engines will have

to pay .£3 3s., as will be seen. below:

Twin-cylinders up to 72

mm. bore ... ... £2 2 o tax-

Over 72 mm. and up to

98 mm. bore ... ... ,£3 3 o tax

Four-cylinder engines start at ^3 3s., and few cycle

cars would exceed this tax, as to keep inside the 1,100

c.c. capacity allowed for cycle cars, the bore would

seldom reach 68 mm.
Four-cylinders up to 68 mm. ... ,£3 3 o

Over 68 and up to 80 mm. ... ^,'4 4 o Eroadside view of the single-cylinder Chota, described on previous page.

•-<

Belt Drive and no Differential.

AN amateur-built runabout which has been driven

nearly 10,000 miles this year is the subject of

our illustration. The designer, who is seen at

the wheel, is Mr. Noel Crane, of Nottingham. In send-

ing us the photographs, he mentions that the machine
still has the original tyres (700 x 65 mm. Michelins).

This long life the owner largely attributes to the belt

drive, which he considers splendid for a light machine,

provided it is arranged in a proper manner, which
only road experience will prove. Mr. Crane has had
no trouble on the road through breakdown ; also he
finds his vehicle steady to steer at all speeds,

whilst in wet weather skidding is almost unknown. One
reason for this may be attributed to the fact that the

frame is underslung and the centre of gravity is kept

low.

The engine is an 8 h.p. J. A. P. twin, and has splen-

did pulling qualities, enabling the little car to climb

all ordinary hills on top gear. The maximum speed
is about 40 m.p.h. The Whittle belts have stood the

test splendidly, we are told. The consumption is given

as fifty miles to the gallon. The designer does not

consider there is the slightest need for a differential

;

at any rate, he has not suffered from the absence of

one on his machine, nor has abnormal tyre wear sug-

gested its desirabilitv.

An 8 h.p. runabout built by a Nottingham reader to his own designs-

T>29
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(Replies
A selection of questions of general interest received from reaaers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Oil Leakage.

I have a 1912 3£ h.p. two-speed
B.S.A. Would you tell me if

there is any way to prevent oil

being blown out through pulley

(ciank case release)? After rid-

ing about five miles at a moderate
speed the side of my boot is bespat-
tered. Drip-feed lubrication is fitted.

—J.M.B.

The best way to obviate the trouble is not
to lubricate too freely. Another thing
you can do is to fit some sort of guard.
The same difficulty is experienced with
all machines having hollow crankshafts.
These should be "a sort of baffle or guard
in front of the outlet so that the oil is

not blown straight out.

Fixing a Sidecar.

(1.) Is it absolutely necessary
for the wheel of a sidecar to be
the same size as that on the
motor cycle? (2.) What is the
best method of fitting a sidecar?

I assisted a friend with one, and we
did it by using straight edges on the
rim of the sidecar wheel, and on that
of the motor cycle back wheel, then
measuring; the distances between the
ends of the two.—T.E.

(1.) It is not necessary, though desirable,
for the sidecar wheel to be the same size

as that of the motor bicycle. (2.) The
method referred to of fixing a sidecar is

quite satisfactory.

Cut-out Regulations.

.On page 1159 of The. Motor
^1 Cycle. I notice in the note on
\ cut-outs' that "any apparatus or
-LI device which will allow the ex-

haust gas to escape into the at-

mosphere without first passing through
an expansion chamber " will not be
allowed. My Rudge is fitted with
Clianticler exhaust whistle. (1) Would
you be good enough to tell me if I
shall have to have this removed? (2.)

Could it be fitted the other side the
exhaust box—by a law-abiding citizen?

(3.) Is this now law or iust a proposal.

—

W.B.V.
.

(1.) We think you may safely take it that
the Local Government Board will not
count an exhaust whistle as an offence
against the regulation. (2.) Whether the
whistle would be efficient on the far side
of the exhaust box depends upon the de-
sign of the latter. (3.) The regulation,
referred to comes into force on the 1st
March.

Low Gear Climbing.

(1.) My machine is a 2£ h.p.

Hobart, 1912, three-speed and
clutch. After mounting a hill on
low gear (which ' the machine .

does splendidly), I find at times
that the engine will not "pick up"
again on the high, or even the second
speed. Is this due solely to overheat-
ing, as when the engine cools, matters
are quite right again? (2.) Although
the compression seems fairly good
when the engine is running, I can feel

a leakage from under the compression
tap washer, also the sparking plug.
How can I bed the washers better?
Both are screwed up as tightly as

possible. Do you think it necessary
for them to be absolutely air tight or
gas tight? (3.) Should oil be drained
from the crank case frequently?—S.B.

(1.) The symptoms certainly seem like

overheating, which would be. due to

running continuously on low gear. Use
plenty of oil. (2.) You had better fit a
new washer to the compression tap and
sparking plug, and see that the surfaces

of the joints are clean and true. It is

necessary for all joints to be absolutely

gas tight. (3.) Yes, oil should be drained
from the crank case every three hundred

miles, and the crank case well washed out
with paraffin after which inject two
pumps of oil.

Maintaining Compression.

(1.) I have a 2f h.p. a.o.i.v.

and cannot get compression after

cleaning deposit of cylinder and
fitting new piston rings which fit

dead true. Provided that cylin-

der walls are not worn, what is the
most likely cause of loss of compression?
(2.) Before disturbing the cylinder
compression was perfect. Am I right

in concluding that slight eccentric wear
in cylinder is met by the same wear in

piston rings, and therefore preserving
compression? (3.) What is the cause of

eccentric wear in cylinder?—M.I.J.

(1.) You do not say how long the machine
has been running since you cleaned out
the cylinder. Probably after about "a
couple of hundred miles the compression
will return and the machine will run as

well as ever. Probably the loss of com-
pression is due to the new rings requiring
to be run in, and also to the fact that
you have disturbed several joints which
had eventually become sealed up with
burnt oil. (2.) We think you are correct.

(3.) Eccentric wear is caused by the
weight and side thrust of the piston.

ANCIENT AND MODERN.
Our photograph shows a two-speed lightweight Enfield beside the Lanyon Cromlech. There are three or

(our of these cromlechs in Cornwall, and they are supposed to represent the headstone or monument of a
chieftain during the Druidical period.
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Licences.

I bought a motor cycle last

October, and obtained my
driving licence and transferred

the number, but I did not take
the carriage tax licence. What

I want to know is, am I forced to

take this out for this year, provided
I do not ride the machine, which I

have not done yet, as I have been
altering and repairing it ? My neigh-

bours tell me the police have been
enquiring about the machine, but they
have not asked me about it yet.—W.H.

?ou are not liable for the local taxa-
tion licence—10s., available until

December 31st—if you have not used
the machine on any occasion at all. Of
course, the fact that you have registered

the machine and bought a driving licence

naturally gave the authorities the infor-

mation that you were keeping a machine,
which, for all they knew, you had been
using.

Electric Lamps.

Could you recommend a really

first-class electric head lamp for

3^ ,h.p.- 1912 Triumph? I have
at present Lucas's best lamp.
Would the electric lamp be as

powerful ? A really good lamp is

essential here (Co. Tipperary), as the
road is regarded as a good sleeping

place for donkeys, etc. !

' I should want
a lamp capable of- burning for one
month without recharging, but actually

burning about twenty-four hours a
month.

—

Electric Light.
The C.A.V. and Hunt electric lamps
are very good, but would not be quite

so powerful as a good acetylene lamp.
Full particulars can be obtained from
Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co., Ltd.,

Warple Way, Acton Vale, W., and
A. H. Hunt, 115, Cannon Street, E.C.
We should recommend at least a 20 amp.
accumulator. It would be advisable to

have two.

Petrol Consumption.

I have ordered a T.T. roadster
James for 1913 with the racing
universal model B. and B. car-

buretter, with variable jet and
variable bottom air-shutter. As

petrol may reach a prohibitive price
next year, I am anxious to get a very
economical carburetter. Tile machine
will be run with a 4 to 1 gear (round
London mostly). (1.) I am thinking
of ordering the new Binks two-lever
carburetter in addition to the variable
B. and B. Do you consider that the
.former should give the limit in low
consumption, and, if not, what make
can you advise? It seems to me that
a variable jet type such as the new
B. and B., if properly handled, should
be fully equal in this respect to a two-
jet instrument which has fixed jets.

On my 1912 T.T. Bradbury I get 95-

100 m.p.g., averaging 28 m.p.n. On
the other hand, I know a man with a
600 c.c. single-cylinder Precision motor
and 4 to 1 gear who gets 120 m.p.g. and
reaches 30 m.p.h. on the pilot jet with
the standard touring one-lever Binks.
I also should like to get 120 (I have
got 120-140 m.p.g. with a 32 jet stan-
dard 1910 Triumph carburetter, aver-
aging 22 an hour). What do you re-

commend? I want to average 25 an
hour. Easy starting, of course, is a
sine qud non. iB) Which is the better
for low consumption in your opinion
(round London)—a high gear, say 3| or
4 to 1, or a lowish one of say

4-J- or 4£
on the make in question? Different men
tell me exactly opposite things, and the
B. and B. people recommend a very
high gear for the purpose. (Expert
driving allowed of course in either

case.) Weight of rider, 10 st. 10 lbs.

—

C.P.

We think you would get very good re-

sults from the B. and B. Universal or
the Binks two-lever carburetter. Petrol
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consumption is mysterious on some motor
bicycles. Some machines will run econo-
mically and others do not, and if any
attempt be made to make them run
economically they sometimes lose a great
deal in efficiency Experiments with the
two should be interesting, and we should
be glad to hear the result. If you are
running in London, for low consumption
we should say that a 4j to 1 gear would
be better. If by round London you mean
the country roads surrounding London
you should gear just as high as it is
comfortable to ride the machine.

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN JAPAN.
Motor cycle racing is being taken up with enthusiasm in Japan. A meeting was held on the 10th ult.

at the Naruo Race Course. A 2J h.p. twin Bumber, ridden by Shigesaburo Emi, took part in eight races,
winning seven and obtaining second place in the eighth. In addition, the rider secured the Championship
of Japan ; toe speed in this contest was approximately 56 miles per hour.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences of

others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclosea stamped addres ed envelope in which
the replies may be forwarded. Ans ' ers to the
queries below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"R.W.M." (Ashton).—T.T. Rudge and
Singer, also Binks carburetter.

_

" H.W." (Co. Armagh).—Coronet and
Farrar's sidecars with 3^ h.p. machine.

"Codfish" (Cromer). Morgan runabout,
reliability, consumption, and average
speeds on long runs.

"V.M.D." (Chester).—Martin-Jap and
Multi-Rudge, cost of upkeep, particu-
larly tyres and petrol.

"W.D." (Birmingham). — G.W.K.
petrol consumption, speed, hill-climbing,

and tyre wear.

" H.R.J." (Kimberley).—Scott, its

reliability, chain and gear wear, and
petrol consumption?
" CM." (Greenhithe).—4 h.p. twin

Hobart for sidecar work ; as regards
wear and reliability.

"A.A." (Nelson).—Binks and Sen-
spray carburetters on 2| h p. Enfield or

similar lightweight. Also the use of
paraffin instead of petrol with Senspray.

" U.W.M." (Dublin).—Any type of
variable gear fitted to a model G
Douglas.

"G.W." (Dublin).—5 h.p. four-

cylinder two-speed F. N., 4^ h.p. three-

speed Excelsior, and 3^ h.p. two-speed
belt drive Bradbury for sidecar work.
Experiences as regards petrol consump-
tion and hill-climbing.

';B.M.V." (Crouch Hill).—Exhaust
whistle for 1912 Indian with long
exhaust pipe.

"M.B." (Surrey).—Reliability of
"Auxiliary motor set" made by City
Motor Works. Gloucester.

"A.J." (Rotherham).—3j h.p. Brad-
bury, engine-shaft two-speed gear with
sidecar, reliability, hill-climbing, and con-

sumption.

"Lieut. R." (Bouillon).—tl.) 5-6 h.p.

F.N. two-speed and 3£ or b h.p. N.S.U.
two-speed for use in the Ardennes, occa-'

sionally with a light sidecar. (2.) Best
non-skid (a) steel-studded tyre or (b)

KempeJiall.

"C.W.C." (Surbiton).—Cowey speed-
ometer, accuracy of registering.

"P.A.W." (Chatham). — Private
owners' experiences with Matchless, Wil-
liamson, and Veloce. Binks two-jet car-

buretter and electric lighting on motor
cycles.

" H.W.C." (Brockley).—Levis. Con-
sumption and reliability.
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A Two-speed Gear.
This gear is stated in the specification

to be applicable as an engine-shaft,

counter-shaft, or hub gear, the latter

being the one illustrated. The belt

pulley carrier A is formed with a gear
wheel B engaging planet pinions C, which
in turn gear with pinions D mounted on
fixed spindles in the • hub shell E. The
pinions D engage a further pinion F on a
sleeve G, which is formed with a carrier

cr abutment H. This carrier is provided

OT©M(lpLi

yyis.
(hrlcTlflddJfdrd

K are in the neutral position a free

engine is provided.—A. E. Hooke, No.
25,535, 1911.

Wooler's Anti-vibratory Frame.
The frame itself is on original lines as

can be seen from the illustration, and
both the front and rear wheels A and B
are mounted in spring housings C and D,
the former carried by the steering fork
and the latter built into the rear stays.

Supports or stands E, whereby the machine
may be held vertical when stationary, are
pivoted to the housing C and D, and are
retained in position by internal springs
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Sidecar Frame.

In order to provide a low body position

while retaining the usual main axle tube,

the frame comprises two longitudinal
members AB connected at the rear by

c

with projecting drivers engaging two
sets of clutch plates J K, the former for
clutching to the hub shell and the latter

for securing it to a fixed member L,
which is anchored to the frame of the
machine. Operation of the clutches is

effected by means of face cams M pro-
vided with an operating lever N. When
the clutch plates K are in engagement
the carrier H and pinion G are held
stationary, and the drive is transmitted
through the gear train B C D F. When
the 'clutch plates J are in engagement
the drive is direct, the mechanism run-
ning solid, and when both clutches J and

the cranked axle tube C. The cross

tabes D E supporting the body are U
shaped, affording a low position.— E.

Fairer, No. 5,070, 1912

Rear Wheel Mounting.

The rear driving wheel A of a tricar is

mounted upon an axle B carried by the

ends of a pair of laminated springs C.

To maintain the wheel A in its correct

plane a pair of rods D are provided, and

actuating a detent (not shown). The
tank G is of a novel type, being made in

two parts, H and J, which can be
assembled around the head of the machine
and secured together. The shape of the
tank and tire fact that a large part of

it projects forward of the head of the
machine enables a tank of large capacity
to be used %vithout cramping the space
available for the engine, etc.—J. Wooler,
No. 26,152, 1911.

these rods are connected at their upper
ends" to cranks E, on a shaft F, free to

rotate in bearings on the body G. The
springs C are, therefore, free to work in

a vertical direction, whilst twisting is

prevented.—Alldays and Onions Pneu-
matic Engineering Co., Ltd., and C. E.
Simms, No. 25,189, 1911.

Winter Hill Climb.

Continental tyres were fitted to L.
Mogridge's 3£ h.p. Mead when he won
a gold medal and the " Percy Butler

"

challenge shield in the Liverpool A.C.C.
hill-climb on November 30th.

Change of Address.

Lodge Bros, and Co. are moving from
14, New Street, Birmingham, to larger

and more convenient premises immediately
adjoining their works. On and after the
24th inst. all communications should be
sent to Lodge Bros. 'and Co., Wrentham
Street, Birmingham.

Heavier Tyres for Special Work.
The Kempshall Tyre C°- inform us

that the Triumph Cycle Co. have given
their depots instructions to recommend
Kempshalls to any rider wishing to order
a stronger or heavier tyre than that
which they fit as standard pattern. This
decision has naturally caused great satis-

faction to the makers of the Kempshall.

Neat Sidecar Fittings.

The new design of quickly detachable1

sidecar clips illustrated on page 1474 in
our issue of the 5th inst., are manu-
factured by the Carroll Sidecar Co.,
Ltd., Conybere Street, Birmingham,
which company hold the patent for the
clips. It is claimed for them that they
are the most rigid and the most easily
detached clips on the market.
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Cycle Car Trial Runs.
Stewart and Ardern, Ltd., 18, Wood-

stock Street, Bond Street, W., have
acquired the sole London and district

agency for the Morris-Oxford light car.

Trial runs can be given the first week
in January next.

Phoenix Sidecars.
' Excellent business in sidecars is

reported from the sidecar depot of
Phcenix Motors, Ltd., 736, Holloway
Road, London, N., where a full range
of different types of- chassis and bodies
is on view in their showrooms.

A Comfortable Saddle.' .

Mr. Gibbon, who recently completed
the first A.C.U. official trial with an
Alldays motor cycle and sidecar, informs
us that he used a Leatheries saddle,
and states that during the 1,076 miles
covered he never suffered from saddle
soreness. The type of saddle used was
the Empire de Luxe, made by Messrs..
Leatheries, Ltd., Birmingham.

Liverpool Repair Depot.

A special department for the repair' and
overhauling of all makes of motor cycles

has been opened by the Mead Cycle Co.,

11-13, Paradise Street, Liverpool. H. A.
Brayshaw, recently in charge of the motor
cycle special competition department of

Humber, Ltd., has been engaged to

supervise overhauling, repairing, and
testing of machines.

Catalogues Received.

An excellently arranged and printed
catalogue of the 1913 Rover motor cycles

is just to hand. It contains among other
items an account of the ascent of Snow-
don by Mr. Spencer on a 3£ h.p. three-

speed Rover, a list of Royer successes
accomplished by private owners and the
firm's own trade riders. There are also

good illustrations and specifications in

detail of the 3^ h.p. Rover motor bicycle

and the new sidecar with brake on sidecar

wheel. This catalogue can be obtained
from the Rover Co., Ltd., Coventry.
The catalogue of Martin motor cycles,

handled by Cars and Motor Sundries,
Ltd., 175, Shaftesbury Avenue, W., con-

tains particulars and illustrations of the
following : 3g h.p. standard roadster,

85 x 85 mm. ; 4 h.p. standard T.T.,
90 x 77i mm. ; 4"£ h.p. Brooklands T.T.,
with same sized engine; a twin 6 h.p.,

76 x 85 mm. ; and an 8 h.p. twin. The
catalogue also contains a list of Harry
Martin's records.
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1912 saw the introduc'ion of the

BAT Model No. 3, and a com-
parison with any machine shown
at Olympia must have convinced

any rider lhat nothing has yet

been produced to excel it as the

IDEAL SIDECAR MOTOR
. . CYCLE. . .

Spring Frame : Two-speed Gear :

Chain Drive: Foot-starler: Clutch:

Sane Maqneto Position : Ample
Power allied with Comfort col-

lectively emphasise its merit.
11 Book of the Bat " free on

request.

THE BAT M0T0I1 MFG. CO.,

PENCE, LONDON, S.E.

The WORLD
PREMIER

4,000,000 in use and still no soot.

id 3/-

6d 4/-

Telephone: Garrard 7758.

FOLLOW THE EXPERTS.
REFUSE WORTHLESS IMITATIONS.

LEO RIPAULT & CO., 64a, POLAND STREET, LONDON, W.

GODFREY & APPLEBEE,

WILL BE PLEASED TO SHOW YOU

THE

1 91 3scon
MOTOR CYCLE

AT

87, GL Portland St., W.
EARLY DELIVERIES

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

'Phone

:

' SCOTT SPARES. 'Grams :

4350 SIDECARS "Gofrabike

Mayfair. REPAIRS.
^ J

London.'

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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GEORGE ADAMS
778.78

HIGH HOLBORN
Loose desoritftive sheets of any rtesiri'd articles sent matin pur return of nost. Complete Tool Catalogue costa 6d. post tree.

Solid Spiral Fluted Hand Reamers. Sizes between those given are at midway prices. All in stock.

Sizes: ins. J
&*""&"". i & ft & 1 1 A 'JS J ''A i 4 i . 1 f j < U <i 1} U U 2 ins.

Price: 1/2 1/2 1/3 1/3 1/4 1/5 1/5 1/6 1/719 1/10 2/- 2/3 2/7 2/10 3/4 3/7 4/3 4/9 5/3 5/9 7/- 8/6 10/- 11/6 15/6 20/6
Post: 1d. Id. Id. Id. Id. Id. Id. 1d. Id. Id. 1d. 2d. 2d. 3d. 3d. 3d. 4d. 4d. 4d. 4d. 5d. 6d. 6d. 7d. 8d. 10d. t.o.r.

Millimetre sizes: 5, 1/3, post 1d.; 6, 1/4, post 1d.; 7, 1/4, post id. ; 8, 1 /5, post 1d. ; 9,

1

16, post 1d.; 10, 1/8, post Id.; 11, 1 /10, post 2d.; 12, 2/-, post 2d. :

14, 2/6, post 3d.; 16,2/10, post 3d.; 18, 3/4, post 4d. ; 20, 4/-, post 4d.

MOTOR CYCLE GAITER.

SPECIALITIES
FOR

Strongly made and heavily rubbered, in 2in.,

2iio.. and 2$iif. sections at 2/6 each.

Postage extra.

MOTOR CYCLE INSIDE
PLASTERS.

MOTOR CYCLISTS.
MOTOR CYCLE DETACHABLE BAND.

All sizes. 22/6 each. Postage extra. Invaluable for

For 2i & 2J Cover..9tf.6ach.PostaReextra
Winter RidiDg

- ^ °ld Cover m^ be used under "•

MOTOR CYCLE LINER.

Made on the same principle as oui
Car Liner, but with flaps at side.

Can be used in Cover after Cover
and wUl save its cost many times.

Prevents Punctures and Strengthens
Weak or Worn Covers.

10/6 each.

ALFRED ROBERTS

& SONS, LIMITED,
GRIPWELL WORKS,

ST. MARY'S ROW,

BIRMINGHAM,

Telegrams

:

Bands, Birmingham.'

Telephone;

Central 1298.

LODGE
PLUGS

quit their present premises

(New Street, Birmingham)
at Christmas, owing to need for greater

space for dealing with record sales.

New and spacious offices have been built

adjoining the works at Wrentham
Street, Birmingham, and will be open
for business immediately after Christmas.

All orders will then be able to be dealt

with more promptly and under greatly

mproved conditions.

Lodge Plugs are on sale
everywhere.

Price 4/ " Each.

LODGE BROS. & CO.,
Electrical Engineers, Dept. E,

BIRMINGHAM.

IMPORTANT.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS.

Manufacturers
ofH.REED & Co.,

DOT MOTOR CYCLES,
Have now removed to Larger Works situate at

38, ELLESMERE ST., HULME, MANCHESTER.

Telephone : 2125 Central.

A FEW SUCCESSES.
July 27th—R.A.C. Meeting, Brooklands.

H. Reed, DOT, FIRST.
August 3rd -Mersey Motor Club Hill Climb.

H. Reed, DOT, Fastest time of the day.
Oct. 1 9- Liverpool A.C.U. Club Hill Climb.

H. Reed, DOT, Fastest time of the day.
Manchester Moto- Club Hill Climb.

H. Reed, DOT, Fastest time of the day

London Agents : ServiceCo.,Ld.,292,HighHolborn,W.C.
Liverpool „ F. Jones and Co., 3, Red cross Street.

Leeds „ F. K. Lan^ton and Co.. 3, Bri 'gate.

Southport „ Mascot Motor Co., 17, Lord Street.'

Belfast „ Stanley Motor and Cycle Co., 19,
Mayfair Buildings, Arthur Sq.,Belfast.

Applications for Agencies invited.
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PROMPT DESPATCH
from stock or the works of any of the

following high-class motor cycles or cycle cars.

MOTOR CYCLES—Scotts, P. & M., Zenith,
Humber, Matchless, Bat-Jap, Douglas,
Clyno, Premier, Lincoln Elk, Sunbeam,
James, Rudge, A.J.S., Triumph,
etc., etc.

CYCLE CARS—Humberette, Crescent, Arden,
G.W.K., A.C., Morgan, Singer, Premier,
Voiturette Baby, Invicta Runabouts.

TERMS: Retail—cash or deferred; wholesale—best
trade discount

Remember our address:

HITCHEN'S
Motor Cycle and Cycle Car Factors,

MORECAMBE.
Telephone : 112. Telegrams :

" Hitchen's Ltd., Morecambe.

1

If retail buyers prefer to purchase a motor cycle or cycle car
through their local agents, we are always pleased to quote trade
tencs to the local agents.

THIS WET WEATHER
pack gears, bevels, worms,
and hubs and other bearings,

with Hub Lubricant to keep
out water and grit which
will otherwise work in with
ruinous results.

(See A.C.U. Trials Results.)

HUB LUBRICANT is many times more
efficient than oil, more easily applied, and it

stays in and keeps wet out.

Hub Lubricant is fluid when
warm and it can then be
injected into gears and bear-

ings with a grease injector,

which is like an ordinary

syringe on a small scale. 1

1

flows in like oil and jellifies on
cooling.

HUB LUBRICANT and other interesting

preparations are fully described in 1913 Lists.

All Literature is sent post free.

1 ICES' COMPANY LIMITED
, PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY LIMITED^

Lubricating OU Department /

EATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Hu.> Lubricant—pos* free—£lb. tins, 9d.; lib. tins, 1/-

Your

Opportunity

at

HARRODS

50
New Machines

(Late 1912 Deliveries)

GOING AT

SPECIAL
PRICES.

Write at once for List.

HARRODS Limited.

Motor Showrooms,
BROMPTON ROAD. LONDON, S.W.

RICHARD BURBIDOE—Managing Director.

In answering these advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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H for Motor Cycles If

H Sidecars - jf§

jj Cycle Cars g^ Registration Letters J|f
=== • • • an<J Numbers, . . . ==
£55 . . Monograms, etc. . .

'

=—

i

=== Artistically Designed and Neatly Printed. ••—

GRATIS Upon receipt of particulars of Transfer
* A|J required we will submit, free of charge, a

specially prepaied design.

If
When asking for gratis design please state
the colour of the background upon which
the transfers will be affixed.

H ILIFFE & SONS LTD., H= TRANSFER SPECIALISTS, COVENTRY. ===
== London : 20, Tudor St., E.C. —s

^SfitilHIinifHHHiaiiimilliiiffiflHHHSHHilliUirmUllfHUiUi^S

BEACON OILSKINS
for motor cycling are not an experiment,

they're a well recognised means of absolute p o-eclion in the
wildest weather. They're worth your consideration. B.ack or
Yellow ^ui's, 21 '-. Tan or Grey-green Su ts, 25/- You\l et 64
pages of information ab ut our wet weather wear if you write for
" The Only Way "—the Beacon Catalogue. Getyour pen out and
do the deed now—before you get wet ajrain.

J. BARBOUR & SONS <DePt.D), SO. SHIELDS.

SUITABLE XMAS GIFXS
Nothing would be more acceptable to your motor cycle friends than a Waterproof Suit.

If you buy our garments you secure the best value obtainable. Note particularly the
"Allseason" Jacket.

"STANDARD"
SUIT.

In grey-green or fawn
double - texture cloths.

Guaranteed absolutely
waterproof.

Jackets. pcuble-
breasteci. lnsid,e "and
outside cutis, Pockets
lined.

Price 18/-

Lcggings. Leather boot
straps. V-shaped gus-
sets and patent dome
fasteners. Neatly
shaped.

,

Price 8/-

Complete Suit, 25

-

Same siyle but n bronze
heavy twill cloth.

"ALLSEASON"
JACKET.

A Lined Waterproof !

!

Guaranteed absolutely

waterproof. Double-
texture. Inside and out-

side wind cuffs. Fitted

with detachable fleece

lining, making the gar-

ment serviceable all the

year rounds

Now extensively used by
the medical profession.

Best value ever offered.

Yourfriendwould greatly

appreciate one of these

coats as a Xmas Present

Price 25/-

WINTER
"TROUSER-

OVERALLS."

In Rrev-Treen, fawn, or
bronze heavy twill
double-texture cloths.

^

Guaranteed absolutely

waterproof. Comes well

up to protect stomach.
Leather boot straps.

Storm gussets and dome
fasteners.

PRICES.

Without seat

—

In green or fawn. . .13/11,

With seat 15/11,

In heavv bronze
twill .. 16/6 & 18,6

Goes well with ',' AU- ;

season " Jackets.Complete Suits, 32/6

TERMS: Nett Cash with Order. Goods sent promptly and satisfaction guaranteed.

Measurements required :—Round Chest, over ordinary jacket, and length. Also inside leg measurement.

Send now for illustrated catalogue and patterns to

G. RAWS & SONS, ¥^teArE^T, ZW^Ln^r^!3:"^: LIVERPOOL.

A36 In an&ivering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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SELFRIDGE'S
Selfridge & Co.. Ltd., Oxford Street, London, W.

FOR MOTOR NOVELTIES AND ACCESSORIES

Motor Cycle
Watch, strongly
made ; in nickel

ease 4/3

V

Spare Belt or Tube Case. In solid leather,
6£ins. diameter, 3*ins. deep 5/-

Larger size to take both spare tube and
belt, 9-Vins, diameter, 3iins. deep. With
division inside 6/9

The "Hebo" Motor. Cycle
Watch, in dust and water
proof nickel case. Guar-
anteed for 12 months. .12/6

Motor Cyclist's Hand Protectors ; self-sup-

porting and flexible. Covers all levers, but
does not interfere with free access to them.
In black waterproof, lined grey cloth, pair 9/6
In.best black waterproof,UnedTamo,pairl5/6
Jn tan-Ieatber waterproof, lined fur, pair 22 /6

Motor Cyclist's

Tool Kit ; best
quality folding
leather case, con-
taining 16 tools,

10/6

Repairlite. A portable
light for use on the road.
Can be fitted to any
acetylene generator and
packs up neatly in a flat

circular tin 1/9

The " Agros" Gaiter, clips into the bead of
the rim. It is correctly moulded and heavily
rubbei. One of the most necessary and valu-
able spare. To fit 2, z\ and 2iins. tyres. .2/"

"Agros" Motor Cycle Head
Limp, Fitted with genuine
Mangin lens, mirror, reflector,

and Bray's Roni burner.
Diameter of front 5ms.. .12/9
Generator. ... .7/9 and 16/6

Jack for Sidecar.

Very light in

weight, and con-

ven i en t for
travelling as it

takes up very
little space.. 3/6

Motor Cyclist's Cap.
Is designed with a
specially made elas tit-

round the bottom,
which can be tightened
or made loose at will.

It is absolutely water-
proof and about the
lightest cap made.
Can be worn as an
ordinary . cap or . as
illustrated .6/6

" Fiat " Motor Cycle
Watch ; high quality
finish,

: in dustproof
nickel case. Guaranteed
for 12 months. .. .9/6

The Eagle Mascot, In nickel finish

;

will fit the majority of handle bars.

3/11

MOTOR CYCLES & SIDECARS
We are prepared to supply any make of Motor
Cycle or Sidecar on the most

EASY TERMS OF
DEFERRED PAYMENT.

The interest is charged on balance only, after a
deposit of 20% is paid. The rate of interest is

from 2j%. Packing and crates free.

We are so very busy booking orders for 1913
models that you will benefit greatly by making
early application. Call or write for particulars.

We pay carriage throughout the United Kingdom.

Motor Cycle Box
Spanner Set. Set
of three spanners
with tommy and
screwdriver. .1/6

Figskin case (as

sketch) 9d. extra

Billiken Mascot: will fit J and Tin.

bar. Nickel finish .5/6

aThSWCi'ing advertisement it. is desirable, to mention" The Motor Cycle." A37
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Motor Cycle
PurchaseFLAN.

PAGETS have in Stock
and for Early Delivery:

1913 MODELS. .

8 tip. MATCHLESS, chain or double belt, 2-spee<l gear.

7 b.p- INDIAN, 2-speed gear, chain drive.
5-6 h.p. BAT, spring frame, chain drive and 2-speed gear.
5-6 h.p. G .YNO, 3 speed gear box, all transmission encased.

3J h.p. BRADBURY, a-speed gear and chain drive.

3i-4 h.p. NEW HUDSON and Sidecar, 3-spced gear, belt and
chain drive.

35 h.p. ZEN TH-GRAOUA, belt drive and "Gradua" gear.

25 b.p. DOUGLAS, all models.
3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-bpeed gear, belt drive.

Also RUDGE, SCOTT, etc., etc.

Sidecars - - from £8

Order now. Only ^5 required, with order, - and
"fhe balance on Pagets Plan of deferred payments.
Write to-day for particulars and price lists.

Unbiassed advice given as to best machine to suit

your requirements. We pay carriage and crate.

Deliveries guaranteed.

PAGETS

for Best

Deliveries.

PAGETS LIMITED
10 & 11, Jermyn Street,

Piccadilly Circus,

London, S.W.

Telephone—City 9134.

PACETS

for Sidecar

Machines.

Can be fitted in

a few minutes to
any handlebar.

P__MOTOR CYCLE

THE IDEAL ROAD CLEARER FOR
THE MOTOR CYCLIST.

PENETRATING AND PERSISTENT.

COMPLETE OUTFIT, comprising Electric Horn, Handle-bar
Push, Flexible Connecting Wire, 6 Volt Special Batteries and
Satchel Container, Price 16/-.

Spare 6 Volt Batteries, 2/6 each. ; Additional Pear Push for Sidecar,
with flexible connecting cord, 1 /-

The Famous VOLEX GIANT Dry Battery

The Most
Powerful

and
Lasting

Primary
Battery

in the

World.

: THE /

•BAtfERy.

As an Ignition
Battery it is

pre eminent

—

better than
accumulators
for ..id any
purposes.

Price—
4! volt, 4 6 each.

Post 54.
5'. volt, 6/6 each.

Post 6d.

In. ordinary use for Motor Cycle head or aidrcar

lighting lasts about ti months without renewal.

Jt will pay you to send Jot our .1/. & E. Catalogue. An
invaluable gtti*le to things electrical.

GOI.DSTONE,WARD &
Contractors to H.M. Government,

SALFORD, MANCHESTER.

AMAC AMAC
BELT FASTENER.

PRICE

-ONE YEARS GUARANTEE. MADE OUT OF SOUD STEEL
BARS. HARDENED—UNBREAKABLE.

ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES Co.Ltd.
Talford Street, Aston, BIRMINGHAM.

AMAC AMAC

WORLD-RENOWNED

'PEUGEOT'
ENGINES.

"O. G." ADJUSTABLE
PULLEYS.

Do you require a Bosch
Magneto ?

J. TAYLOR, "O, G." Works,
Warwick Road, Greet, Birmingham.

A38 In answering "tliese advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle'
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are built of the finest materials
by skilled workmen. Every car is

as perfect as human knowledge
and skill can make it.

The springing means riding

comfort ; the construction, free-

dom from sideslip. Every time
you take the car out you can
depend upon security, comfort,
beauty, perfection. A CORONET
SIDECAR embodies all the latest

improvements ; carries the fullest

possible guarantee. Our free
booklet explains why it, will pay
you to secure a CORONET. May
we send it ?

Prices from £6 : 6 : O
Can be obtained from all dealers.

TEE BEE LOW
SEAT-PILLAR,

5/- each.

20 NEW AMAC CARBURETTERS
fitted with variable jet and handle-bar control.

F*rBc© 17/6 each.
Now is (he time to obtain an up-to-date carburetter

at a great reduction.

Binks 2 Jet Carburetters.
Increase your power by fitting a Binks.
We will rake your present oarburetter in

exchange Write tor quotation.

'Weather-Proof Magnetos
Get ri i of your out-of-date magneto, coil,

or accumulator, and let us take them in
exchange for the latest water-tight

magneto.

BOOTH'S MOTORI ES,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North,

HALIFAX,
Telephone io52.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

L.
TTITCIIINGS', LM,

T IVERPOOL, 74. Bold St

Liverpool, nnd Manchester-

TRIUMPH, Matchless, and .Tomes motor cycles, and
Crescent cycle cars; sole agents: courteous service

and absolute satisfaction guaranteed. Your enquiries
invited by Hitching'. Ltd., 74, Bold St., the pioneers
oi motor cycling in the north. (Established 35 years
ago. No connection with anv other firm-) [0179

B.
TDIRKENHEAD,

SALE of new and second-hand at the leading depots
for the north, Colmore Depots : agents for Doug-

las, Scott, Matchless, Bat, Clyno, Premier, etc., etc.—
Golmore Depjts, 18, Kenshaw St., Liverpool, and 261,
Deansgatc, Manchester. [9164

1Q12 Scott, practically new; £55.—Ewbank and Co-,
A*/ Castleford [9186

"I Q08 Triumph, just been re-dsne up at the Triumph
-1- *J works, like new ; £30.—A. H. Burnell, Lvnton
House, Castleford. [9185

tf>3.h.p- N.S.TJ. Motor Cycle, brand new mag., B. and^4 B. carburetter, in perfect running order; £10.—
Ewbank and Co., Castleford. [9187

~|Qll T.T. Triumph, just had new engine fitted at
X*7 ivorks, like new; £36.—Ewbank and Co., Castle-
foTd. [9188

IMMEDIATE Delivery of Hurnberet tea, Scotts, Tri-
umphs, New Hudsons, and Douglas motor cycles.

-Ewbank and Co., Castleford. [9184

PRESTON.—1913 Seotts, Zenith, Rex, Jap. Match-
less. Levis. Alldays, and most others; early de-

liveries guaranteed,

PRESTON.-1913 cycle cars ; delivery from stock;
G-W.K.'s, also the Baby; fix up a trial run now.

-1912 several good second-hands, must be
room wanted.—The Motor Cycle House,

Fishergate, Preston- [X5347

PRESTON.-
cleared

;

23-h-P-
4 be

B.S.A., 3)1. p , 1911, Mabon clutch, not done 3,000,
like new; £33.-10, Haymarket, Sheffield. [X5247

De Dion, 1912 B. and B., 26 Palmers, foot-
boards, low and fast. £9/10: 5-6h.p. twin Rex

tricar, 1911 B. and jj-, engine recently re-bushed, tyres
good, Lomax on back, cantilever seat, £12; good grama-
phone part exchange for either.—F. Axup, Attercliffe,
Sheffield. [X5252

Oh.p. Motosacoche, free engine. Bosch, condition new,& mileage 400; £18.-80, Bispham Ed., Southport.
[X5217

31_h.p. Quadrant, running order; £6/10, offers, or ex-
2 change.—320. Manor View, Cudworth, Barnsley.

[X5268

P.
nnd M.. 1911, particularly good machine, 1912
carburetter; £42-— G. H. "Wilson, Pannal. York-

shire. [9171

ROYAL Enfield, 22h.p.. free engine, 2-speod, 1911,
excellent condition ; £35.— Turnbull, Kirkgate,

Thirsk. [X4995

1 Q12 Douglas H. in perfect condition, with many
J-*-/ extras.—Dr. McMauus, County Asylum, Lan-

[8948

J.A P., excellent condition, hn^ 2 new Dun-
lop tyres; bargain, £8/10; must sell-— 168, The

Moor, Sheffield. [0224

caster.

1Q12 Free Engine 3;h.p. B.S.A-, new Easter, perfect
-i-*? condition; any trial; £42.—Highgate House,

[X5151Lostoek, Bolton.

B.S-A.—Two 1912 machines, standard £36, 2-snoed
rnode]^ £48: both splendid, condition.— Darling.

Sunnyside, Keighley. [X5086

TRIUMPH, 1911, F.E., speedometer, Whittle, lamp.
generator ; bought car ; best offer over £35.-30.

Grovehall Drive, Leeds, [X5183

10)13 Triumphs, Rudges, Excelsiors, A.J.S.. and Ford
X*7 cars; b.iok now for early deliveries.—Redfern and
Co.'s Garage, Rotheiham. [X4397

8h.p. Bat Motor Cycle and Mills-Fulford Cabrio side-
car, new August, 1912, also Lucas acetylene head

light.—Shaw, Wellington St., Salford. [X5150

"1Q10 T.T. Triumph, perfect, £32; 1909 Triumph,
X*/ £20; 4h-p. twin N-S.U., £12, bargains; must
sell-—Robinson, West View, Gainford. (X5313

and~|Q11 Ladv'e Motosacoche, perfect Tunning order,
-L*/ excellent condition, real good machine; £22

[9189

Minerva, in first-class condition, tyres almost
new; £9; exchange lightweight and cash, or 4-

11 Ladv :

excelle

Mrs. Burnell, Lynton House, Castleford-

31h.p,
2 r

cyl. magneto, Bosch, and cusli.—Below..

3ihp. Minerva, in new condition, Bosch, N.8.U. 2-

2 speed, B. and B., 1912, low; £20, with sidecar
£22/10.—Below.

3JLh.p. Minerva, new engine 2 months ago, 1912
2 Mabon "

bargain, £22.

JX -6h p. Rex, magneto, free engine ;

tJ Chorley New RcL, Horwiclr.
£13.—Jones, 7,

[£5165

PREMIER
Cycle Gars.

BEST VALUE FOR 100 GUINEAS.
If you wish to secure early delivery of one of these

high-class cycle cars, it will be necessary to place order
now. They will be going at a premium in another month.
Save money by purchasing now,

BARGAINS IN REXES.
7 h.p. REX, M.O.V., 2 speeds, handle starting,

complete with £ro sidecar (ion} £42 10
5 h.p. REX, rgir, M.O.V., z speeds, complete with

Rex spring wheel £12 sidecar £40
5 h.p. REX, roiol, M.O.V., 2 speeds, handle starting £32 JO

3J h.p. REX, rooo, with rnio engine £18 10

5 h.p. REX, 1908, 2 speeds, handle starting £22
5 h.p. REX, rnrb magneto, h.-b. control £18 10
3* h.p. REX, iqio, M.O.V., magneto, etc £19 10
3! h.p. REX, 1908, spring forks, magneto £16 10

VARIOUS BAROAINS.
3$ h.p. PREMIER, brand new, igrii model £34 10

3i h.p. PREMIER, 3-sp. Sturmey, rcjriJ, new .. £44 10

3I h.p. PREMIER, ror2, 3-sD. model, run r.ooo mis. £39
6" h.p. DOT, io.r2, J.A. P. engine, M.O.V., 2 speeds,

complete with sidecar ; cost £80 £47 10

3 \ h.p. BAT, ioro model, J.A. P. engine, spring
frame, speedometer £22 10

3^ h.p. P. & M., rgio. with speedometer, horn
back rest, other spares, and sidecar £40

3! h.p. TRIUMPH, igir, free engine, complete
with sidecar £39

3ih.p. H UMBER, ioii, 2 speeds, handle starting,

with Millford sidecar £33 15

3! h.p. HUMBER, roio 2 speeds, handle starting £31

3A h.p. N.S.U., 1008, M.O.V., magneto £13 10
3^ h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring forks £13 10
2|h.p. Twin ENFIELD, 1910, lightweight £17 10
2} h.p. WOLF, lightweight, rorr, magneto £15
i£ h.p. WOLF, lightweight, roro model £8 10

3 h.p. R. & P., vertical engine, 26in. wheels .... £8 15
2\ h.p. MINERVA, nice order £6 10

3 h.p. ANT0INE, vertical engine, spray £6 15

3 h.p. QUADRANT, vertical engine £5 10

5 h.p. SAROLEA Tricar, twin, P. & M. gear £8 10

3$ h.p. PHOENIX Tricar, Minerva engine, M.O.V.,
2 speeds, fan-cooled, coach-built £10 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

EASY STARTING for 1J2/S.
ENDRICK DECOMPRESSORS enable you to start youc

machine without effort. Screws into valve cap ; no
alteration required. Supplied to fit all engines.

12/6 each. Postage 3d.

Send valve cap with order, and we will bore and fit

decompressor for 1 /- extra.

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Sidecar Frame and Wheel 35 1-

1 1 in. Plated Horns, each 2 /fl

New 26 x 2 Continental Cover 1C/-

New MotorCycIe Frame, suit J.A. P £3 7*5

Darracq 3-speed and Reverse Gear Box £3 Id

Binks' Racing Carburetter 20 /

Bosch Magneto, suit Triumph 37 >S

New Cane Sidecar Body, side door 45 /-

Coronet Pistons, new, 8r mm. bore 2 'fi

New 26 x 2.J in. Wood-Milne Cover 35/-
Shop-soiled High-tension Magneto £2 11
Bosch Magneto, suit Twin Rex 57 /€

Nearly New rt>i2 Senspray 19/<
Bradbury Pattern Handle-bars, lin. stems 4/fi

Sidecar, complete with art cane body 38/fi

Long Handle-bars, dropped ends 5/6 and 6/fi

Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/S
New Sidecar Basket, canoe tront 21 /-

B. & B. and Amac, h.-b. control 13/6
New Amac Carburetter, h.-b. control 17/6
Albion Free-engine Clutch 30/-
Mills-Fulford Sidecar £3 15
New Druid Soring Fork, heavy model 45/-
New Pair Saxon Spring Forks 32 /a

Booth's Motories,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North,

HALIFAX.
Telephone : 106*,

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issu* A4I
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MODEL "DE LUXE B."

Price ;6T 1Ts. 6d.
H A Sidecar makes a very fine Xmas gift, *

I

and moreover is very acceptable. Prices
range from six to sixteen guineas, and
all models are guaranteed 1 2 months.

LIST POST FREE.

1913 MODELS
| MOTOR CYCLES.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
EX STOCK OF 1913

DOUGLAS (MODELS N. P. &R.)

TR1I IIWS PUS ( J9 12 w«th IQ13 engines)
[

• « 1U HH rnO £2 below list price.

BAG. SOCIABLE (DeLuxel

I

model with front wheel brakes)

.

ENFIELD (6 h.p. Sidecar Combination)

ZENITH (6 h.p. model).

RUDGE
| REXES

I

PREMIER (3i h.p. 2-speed model)

EARLY DELIVERIES
OF

SCOTTS (MARCH 21st).

TRIUMPHS jSg-J
W.)

| MORGANS (JANUARY).

PREMIER
G.W.K

3i h.p. MULTI.
3J h.p. STANDARD.

6 h.p. De Luxe 6 h.p. Sidette
6 h.p. Tourist 6 h.p. T.T.

CYCLE CAR
(JANUARY).

(JANUARY).

I.
H

R Q A >c (All models including chainD.O.M. & driVen , i days).

Other Models can be delivered on best dates,
and terms cash or exchange, or for deferred

payments.

THE LIMIT IN LUXURY.

THE PROPOSITION FOR 1913.

\nm, |@frra,ABW ^"^IPECAR

GET OUR LIST, post free.

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
156 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.LON DON W

Telephone 5.52 Moyfair-
Teleijr*ms "Ahd.enfe" London

<I_ISTS P»OST FRE.E)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"I Q09 3Jb-p. Quadrant, low, h.b.c, cut-out, Bosch
J-& mag., Aniac carburetter, iu splendid order

:

£14/10.—Baron, 386, Blackburn Rd., Aocrington. [9180

ROVER, late 1912, 3-speod, perfect condition, £40;
Xl'all pan saddle, 50A ; self-contained sidecar

lamp, 10/-.—Bamford, Manchester Rd., Marsden, YorkB.
[X5087

1Q12J 3Jh.p, 2-speed Lincoln Elk, run 200 nailer
Xt/ just, soiled, kick start, chain-belt drive; £28,
offer, or exchange.—W. Burrows, Cudworth, Banwley.

[X52673h.p. Rex, spring forks, Continental tyres, splendid
goer; would take £12 cash, or cycle and grama-

phone taken in part exchange; after 6 p.m.—Young
Maack, 35. Porter St, Hull. [919',

FOR Sale, 3ih.p. 1912 2-speed Humber motor cycle,
2 tanks, lb gallons, Tourist Trophy, ordinary

handle-bars; . can be seen by appointment any time.—
Bernard Glover, 9, Newton Rd-, Leeds. ^ [X5212

T> TJDGE, free engine, shop-soiled only, £45; ditto,Xt Multi, £50: B.S.A., free engine, £45; 3ih.p. 2-

speed Humber, 1911 £29/10; new sidecar, £7/7 model.
for £5/5.—Carrs, Knowsley St., Bury. [X4666

NORTHERN Depot, Ltd-, Everything Motorish. Leeco
St-. Liverpool.—Only 4 new 1912 models left; cash

offers considered ; standard Kerry-Abingdon, Colonial
New Hudson, clutch Rex-Jap, A.O. bociqble.

REX-J.A.P. Specialists.—A few early delivery dates
still open for 1913; trade supplied,

A .C. Sociables; immediate delivery.

ZEBRA, 6h.p. single, 8h,p. 4-cyl., small cars: £150
and £175 complete.— See above. [X5246

"POR Sale, a Peugeot-Cbater-Lea, 7-9h.p. D.H.K. free
J- - engine in bark hub, only 6 months old, done 500
miles, lamp, horn, generator, speedometer; £47, or
near offer.—W. H- Bunting, Alton, Shawheath, Stock-
port. 19214

PHELON and Moore, April, 1912, special model,
black handle-bars, 2-i tyres, extra stays to front

forks, chain guard, Broolis new B170 saddle, Cowey
speedometer, just overhauled; £54.—Byroni, Albion St.,
Leeds. [9241

MY Competition Rndge Multi. 1912, for disposal,
. winner gold and silver- medals, complete with

speedometer, lamp, horn, generator, many spares, and
sidecar. Quick detachable, run 1,800 miles; £59 or
offer.—Pj-oud, Birkdale. T9030

PARTSH, Preston.—Agent for Douglas, Bradbury.
Williamson, Sunbeam, Premier; the superior ma-

chines ; exchanges ; sidecars ; cycle car buyers learn
about the Premier : best value for 100 gns. ; built in
Coventry.—Agent, Parish, Preston, ' [X5277

TWIN Rex, 5hp-, 1910-?,. thoroughly overhauled, en-
gine re-bushed, B.B. carburetter^Mabon var. gear,

free engine, decompressors, tyres nearly new, Clincher
back, Bates front, Lycett saddle, new Sphinx plugs,
powerful, fast, s..lo or sidecar; £26, lowest.—Bell, Can
Lane, Acomb, York. [924C

"IQ12 6h.p. T.T. Bat-Jap, side valve engine, special
X*/ timing;, pot done 1,500 miles, equipped for tour
ins purposes, spring forks, extra wide mudguards, 2Jin.
tyres, automatic and hand pump lubrication, speed 7

to 70 m.p-h. guaranteed; cost over £70, accept £55, nc
offers; approval, deposit system.— Grindell, 128, Coltmar;
St., Hull- [9136

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, " Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

SCOTTS, 1913 model due this month; new 1912 Scott
and Phelon and Moore in stock.— Moss, Wem.

[X5206
DOUGLAS. 1913, immediate delivery of any model:

Model R. actually in, stock-—Moss, Wem.. [X5207

LEVIS, 2-Jh.p , one month old, only riuden 150 miles r

£29/10 for quick sale.—Jtay. Tyn-y-Fiordd, Colwyn
Bay. [X5250

James; book now for
Gloddaeth St., Llau-

auano. [X4392

LATE 1911 Standard Bradbury, in perfect condition,
lamp, horn, et«. j £25.—Fox, Barracks Golf Club-

Lichfield. [X5213

ZENITH, 3U>^>., 1912, good as new, with all acces-
sories; £40, or nearest offer-—Makin, Abbey Rd..

Ashton-on-Mersey. [X5124

HTIMBER. 23h.p., free engine, handle starting1
, fast,

reliable, tools and spares; first cheque £6.—M. C
Fletcher, Hill St., Clay Cross. [X5178

~|Q13 Triumphs, P- and M., Indians, B.S.A., a*
Xt7 models; book now for early delivery.—Black-
heath Motor Depot, Blackheath, Staffs. [X3015

BARGAIN.—2h .p. Minerva, in splendid running order,
nearly new tyres, all ready to drive away ; £5.—

Jones, 64, Rhosddu Rd., Wrexham. [X5201

LATE 1911 3*h-p. Bradbury, with 1912 fittings, com-
plete with tools and spares; any reasonable offer

taken.—G. Pettit, Pied Bull Hotel, Chester. t\§S£L

PREMIER, T.T., selected engine, Sep., 1912,^S^
1913 improvements, not ridden 1OQ miles ; any

XMAS only.
SECOND-HAND. I

(INDIAN,
CLYNO,

1912, 7-9 h.p., 2-speeds
1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed, just
been re-enamelled ;

I ENFIELD J 9I2 >
22 h.p., twin,

fc"" >fc ™**j 2-speeds, chain drive

ZENITH 1112, h.p., Gradua gear,
! "I like new throughout

I9r2, 2% h.p., twin,

chain drive, 2-speeds.

.

I——---
""in

ENFIELD,
PIUIVIIStKjh^nJiest, ,.

REX,

J I2j 34 h.p., 2-speeds,

art, as
JQ12, 35 h.p., twin,

I
PRfcMlcR, t: T." model/like new

6 h.p., 1912, sidette, like new,
only done 500 miles,

911, 3J h.p., de luxe, excellent
order, 2-speeds, handle start

B MATCHLESS, ^Ife^Offers
£50
£52
£36

£57.
£35 1

£41
£32
£56

I DARRAfin Car, 8 h.p., 3-speeds and ifrtC
j

I **" , * ,m"*'Tcreverse,t-seater
1
exchange*'A»*

j

MATCHLESS£&-^^-£60
1

£30
£28

1

£26
£32
£16
£36 M
£12"
£24
£26
£22
£32 _

£121
£22
£30
£20

REX,
F N I9I1 » 5"6 k*P/> tour-cylinder, shaft»» derive, beautiful condition

REX X9XX > 3^ n-P" cone cxutch, free&*»» engine, handle starting

PHflclNBX 8n -P- duocar, water-c,r m*»*««*»f 2 speeds and reverse .

,

MINERVA ft
b "P* Twin'

s r̂iD^

I
ZENITH 3i b-P-» X0II

»
Gradua

e» b>a« 1 1 f gear, excellent order ,

.

A DIE?

I

2 J b.p,, handle-bar con-
#Ai* llfcfc

S trol, 26in. wheels

A J O n\ h.p., twin, just been over-
ritUiOaji hauled and re-enamelled ....

F N 5-6 h.p., four-cylinder, exception-
* •!> ally good order ._.....'

MOTH REVE 2*h.p.,grey finish,ITIVIV I»t¥K, I9I0 racxiel twin

ZENITH 3*h.p.. rgir model,- $ Gradua gear, a bargain
U C II il h.p.; 1908 model, magneto,n.UiVny

]0W puIh, good order
z\ h.p,, shaft-driven model, two
speeds

I

F.N
HUI
ENI

1Q13 Scott, A.J.S.. TrmmpL,
JL./ early delivery.—Nelson,

trial: £42.-Lovatt, 70, Stafford St., Hanley, Staffs
[X5205

MIIMRPI? 19 io model 32 h.p., 2-nvinDbri| speeds, handle-startingnUnd n roio, 4 h.p., twin, belt
_ tnriC bL"| drive, kbaki finish

I LINCOLN ELK, fcUffift:

I
good tyres . . . ^

RPAnRIIRV 1912, s^hp. 2-speed, i^DnHUDUIlI jsideear, speedoraeterfiM m
all accessories *****

£14

NAP1FR CAR-
15 '*'>-' 19t0

'
5-«ater,

'*** "-" excellent order, fully eenlpped,

lamps.horn, whistle, speedometer (Stepney),

two s reens, hood, spare cover and tubes,

. Entertain motor jM QAcondition as new.
cycle exchange.

THESE PRICES STRICTLY NETT.

I

I

FULL LIST OF THESE AND OTHER II

MACHINES POST FREE UPON REOUESTI *

DEFERRED PAYMENTS, 5% EXTRA, ! DOWN
AND BALANCE 12 MONTHLY PAYMENTS. I

SEND FOR XMAS LIST OF CLEAR-
ANCE & ACCESSORY BARGAINS.

MAUDES MOTOR MA
I56 GREAT PORTLAND STR

<i-

l_ON O O M
Telephone >52 M^yfair
Tele^r7*ms 't.entc" Lonct««n

ISTS OST »=" '- £E)

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.'
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rhe Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, VtESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone; 766. Telegrams: " Perfectioa."

Prompt Deliveries of

REX, REX-JAP,

101 * BRADBURY,

111 DOUGLAS,w
WILLIAMSON,

PERRY & CHATER-LEA
CYCLE CARS.

EXCHANGES QUOTED.

Urtil our market is satisfied we are
prepared to offer unprecedented .

'

B^ allowance for ALL TYPES of «n
* second-hand machines in part pay- ^

ment for these

;

NEW REX BARGAINS.
FROM STOCK.

Maker's Price. Our Price.
iGii-12 3£ h.p. 2-sp. de Luxe £59 17 43 guineas.
1911-12 5 h.p. 2-sp. Twin de Luxe.special price 51 Gns
1912 23 h.p. 2-speed Rex Junior de-Luxe .. £45
1912 4 h.p. Tourist, 84^ bore x 95stroke .. £46
1912 4 h.p. Rex Speed King £46
1912 4 h.p. Tourist, clutch model £49 10
1912 4 h.p. 2-speed de Luxe, handlestarting£E6
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin de Luxe £62 10
1912 6 h.p. Twin de Luxe, chain drive .... £70
1912 6 h.n. 2-speed Sidette de Luxe £75
1912 REX Cane Sidecar £12 10

Offers wanted. Cash or exchange.

SOLD UNDER MAKER'S GUARANTEE.

SECOND-HAND REXES.
REX, 191 1, 3 J h.p., 2-speed, shop-soiled .. 37 Gns.
REX, 1912, 2-speed, Junior, soiled only . . £29 19
REX, 5 h.p., 1909, 2-speed, de Luxe £29 10
REX, 5 h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar £29 10
REX. 1912, Twin 2-speed, de Luxe, as new £43 10
REX, 5J h.p.. Twin, spring forks £15 10
REX, rgi2 4 Q.d., Tourist, done 200 miles £38 10
REX, 7 b.p., twin very powerful £29 10
REX, 3$ b.p., magneto, spring forks £17 10
REX. 2J h.p., magneto, lightweight, h.b. con. £16 10
REX, 1911, 5 h.p., 2-speed, Rex de Luxe 138 10
REX, 5I h.p., free engine, h.b. control £13 10
REX, 3I h.p., light and low. h.b. control ,. £11 10
REX, 5$ h.p . Twin de Luxe, mag. ignition £21 10

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
RUDG ;, ji h.p. Tourist, grand condition. . £37 10
NUMBER, 3j h.p., 1911, 2-speed, grand

condition £34 to
NEW HU i)S JN, 3j h.p., 3 speeds £35 10
TORPtlhJ, 1912, 3^ h.p., tourist, very smart £33 10
PRECISION llvy), Druids, h.b. control £32 10
1910 6 h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. & CHATER-LEA

coachbuilt sidecar £38 .0
ROVES, ton, clutch model:. cost £55 £39 10
GLOBE, 2 h.p., lightweight, little used £6 10
P. & M.

, n h.p., h.b. control, bargain .... £12 10
ANTOINE, 6 h.p., magneto. Saxon "forks.. .. £21 10
ROC, 5 h.p., 2-speed, wants attention £19 10
P.F., special machine, 3i h.p., vertical engine £9 10
BROWN j* h.p., h.b. control, good order. . £11 10
HUNIBER, 3 h.p., chain drive, runs well .. £8 10
4l b.p.w.c. 'sreedMONOCAR, wants tuning £11 10
2-speed NUMBER Tricar £11 10
REXETTE. w.c, wants attention £9 10
W0L8ELEY 4-cylinder 2-seater Car £39 19
ROVER, 6 h.p., 2-seater, hood, screen, and

electric lamps £39 10
Easy Payments quoted on any machine.

DON'TFAIUON HELLS.
^^^ I'll a 3-speed gear to your present machine
^^T whilst you have time. We give you a
golden opportunity NOW. DON'T MISS IT.

1912 Armstrong 3-speed Gear ; new and complete :

Mark 11., £5 19 6.

Mark HI., for passenger work, £6 12 6.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"1Q13 A.J.3., 3-^peed, the perfect motor cycle, solo
-*-«J or Bidecor; del ivory January. — F. W, Salmon,
Biimington, Chesterfield. [X4481

BAEGAIN.-3)h.p. Brown, mac, 1912 B.B., new
Lyao belt, good tyres, low, fast, excellent condi-

tion; £18.-46. Corporation St., Stafford. [X.5264

6 h.p. A.J-8. 1913 Motor Cycle, delivery end of week,
complete with horn, speedometer, and £2/10 suit

cost £80: offer**

Walsall. [X5287
overalls ; owner unable to take delivery
wanted.—Apply, 203, Bloxwich Bd.,

TKITJMPH, free engine, now Nov., 1911, splendid
condition, just overhauled by makers, new P. and

±1. lamp, horn. 2 belts, extra tyre, spares, complete
with sidecar fittings ; £41, bargain.—Withers, \\ iae-

morc, Walsall. [X5120

THE North Wales Motor Exchange, Holt St., Wrex-
ham. Tel. : 283.—We have a magnificent stock of

good, sound 2nd-hnnd motor cycles at very reasonable
prices; a visit will put money in your Docket if you are
looking for one; we specialise in exchanges, and have
the cream of the agencies from which you can select
your 1913 mouLt, including tne Singer and Humberette
cycle cars ; your cu.ia;rv will receive our meet careful
and immediate attention. [XS216

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

T>IBMINGHAM and Leicester-

SALE of new and second-hand at the leading depots
for the Midlands: agents for Douglas, Scott, Match-

THE NAME WITH A REPUTATION. (Established 19001

5, HEATH
STREET,
Tele : "Rey, Hampstead. 1

less, Enfield,
Chater, etc.,

Birmingham.

Triumph, Premier, Eat, Zenith, Clyno,
etc.—Colmore Itepots, 31, Colmore Row.
and 62, Hish St., Leicester. [9163

TDIEMINGHAM.

QALE of New and Second-hands.

DOUGLAS, 1912, Model K-. fine conditio:*, powerful
engine, niechaircal valves; cost £50, price £37.—

Colmore Depot, 27, Cohnore iiow, Birmingham. [X5270

DOUGLAS. 1911. Model E.. 2-epeed, free engine,
overhauled, good condition; only £29.—O.dmore

Depot, Birmingham. [X5271

P. and M.. 1912, Colonial model, just received. £6:
model: take £59 for quick eale-—Colmore Depot

27, Colmore Bow, Birmingham. [X527I

3ih.p. N.S.TJ.,- early 1911, Mabon clutcb. 1912. Brooke
2 B105, accessories-—Firth, Baldertou, Newark.

[X4994
1Q12 Bradbury. N.S.TJ. 2-speed, lamp, horn, speedo-
1*/ meter, mirror, spares, li Dunlop belt; £45. —
Below. '

~|Qll Bradbury, N.S.TJ. 2-speed, and sidecar, eplendidlv condition, lamp, and born; £40.—Clay, Wigstou,
Leicester. [X5202

Riley engine, mag-, good
Hodge, 8, Grosvenor Rd.,

[X5344

m.o.v., modern frame, tank, B. and
take sidecar part—Hoya, Evingtou

[X4671

1Q11 Bradbury, 3ih.p., splendid order: exceptional
JLtF bargain, £25. complete.—Lloyd, 159, Learn Ter
race, Leamington.

1Q10 Douglas, condition excellent,
-L*7 teuiber, all spares;
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

MOTOR Cvcle, new 2Jh.p.
'goer, but shabby; £15.-

Coventry.

O ih.p. Minerva,
/W4 B. : £10;
Rd-, Leicester.

T.T. Triumph,
horn tools.

[X5223
new pistons, Sep

£19.—Box 1,959, The Motor
[X5346

1911, splendid condition, Kempshall.
spares, etc.; 29 gns—A. W. Cott, 21,

St. Nicholas St., Coventry. [X5273

"I OH 3*h.p. P.E- Triumph, perfect condition, all

J-«7 accessories, only wants seeing.—J. H. Falre, 69.
Sparkenhoe St., Leicester. [9169

ZENITH GBADTJA, 1912. 3ih.p., with Millford art

cane sidecar, new condition; £46, or separate.—
14, Pakenham Rd., Edgbaston. [X5210

1QU Bat-Jap. 8hp., 2-speed, Cowey, Cbater sidecar,lv splendid condition; £45, lowest.—Dobson. Yard-
ley Road Sanatorium, Birmingham. [X5121

INDIAN. 1912, late Ausust, 7h.p.. free engine model,
2-speed motor cvcle; price £60; excellent con-

dition.—Maseey. Westlode St., Spalding. [9121

"J Q 13 Matchless, Triumph, Scott, Zenith, Douglas
X*7 Bramble, Conoelet sidecars: immediate deliveries-

get our prices.—Clifford's Motorics, Eastwood. [9133

TRIUMPH. 1912, F.E., run rather more than 2.000
miles, tyres and belt renewed, as good as new

;

£44.—A. Lord, Eerquen, Stvvechale Av., Coventry.
[X5352HUMBER, 3ik.p., late 1911. 2 speeds, free engine,

new Dunlcp tvres 2 months aso, art caue sidecar,

horn, tools; £37/10.-Wilson, 175, Walsgrave Rd-, Cov-
entry. [X5094

REX 5h.p- Twin. 1911. free engine, 2-e=r>eed, m.av.,
Bosch mag., Druids, in capital condition ; accept

£29 must sell.—Box 2,010, TJus Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry. [X5275

CLUTCH Bradburv. Sept., 1911, just overhauled by
makers, not- run 5 000, new Palmer, new belt,

etc. ; £47 : getting large twin.—Miles, Scotland Parage,
Birmingham. [X5110

AND 173, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.
AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A4.3

HAMPSTEAD,* w.

Tel. : 2678, P.O., Hampstead.

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
DOUGLAS, any model.
BAT, 7-8 h.p., 2-speed.
ZENITH, any model.
MATCHLESS, 6 or 8 b.p.,

2-speed.
BRADBURY, any model.
TRIUMPH, T.T. Roadster.
TRIUMPH, 3-speed
INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-speed
SCOTT, 3J h.p.
NORTON T.T.,
NUMBERS, 3-speed.

RUDGE, any model.
SINGER, 4$ h.p., 3-speed.
SINGER, )i h.p., T.T.
NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p.,

3-speed.

ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 3-speed
NEW HUDSON, 3.1 h.p.,

2-speed.
LINCOLN ELK, 2-speed.
MORGAN.
G.W.K.
A.C.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH
VARIOUS MAKES,

INCLUDING SIDECARS AND CVCLE CARS,

LIBERAL DISCOUNT.

SECOND-HAND.
OUR SECOND-HAND STOCK OF MACHINES comprises

the FINEST IN LONDON, AT LOWEST PRICES:

£43.
£39.
£12.

£25.
£28.
£25.
£36.
£28.
£33.
£38.

£38.
£37.
£35.
£ 0.
£28.

£280.

DOUGLAS....
F.N., 5-6 h.p..

F.N., %-6 h.p.

,

RUDGE T.T..

1910
191

1

1910
191:

ZENITH, 61). p. lot;
SCOTT loir
MiNERVA 1909

£39. BRADBURY.. 1912
TRUMP-J.A.P., Twin, good order 1912
MATCHLESS, s. h.p.. Twin 1912
KERRY ABINGDON, 3^ h.p. 2-speed and

sidecar 1913
NEW-HUDSON, 3J b.p., 3-speed 1912
REX, 6 h.p., clutch, speedometer and sidecar r9ll
TRIUMPH, 3.V b.p. T.T. Roadster 1911
PREMIER, 3I h.p., 2-speed 1911
J.A.P.-CHATER, 4 h.p 1912
F.N. Car, 10-14 b.p., as new T912

All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

NEW 1912 MACHINES TO
CLEAR—CHEAP.

RUDGE, T.T. Roadster ." £36
TRIUMPH, free engine £48
S.NGER, 4 h.p., 3-speed £54
CLYNO, 5-6h:p £59

Sole London Wholesale Agent
for Norton, New Imperial, and
Corah MotorCycles, also Canoelet
Sidecars, and shall be pleased
to appoint Agents for same.

THE FAMOUS "REY" SIDECARS.
ALL MODELS IN STOCK.

Wicker body, £5 5s. Torpedo, £6 5s.
Side-entrance Models, Wicker, £7. Coarh-budt, £9 10s.

2 Elegant Cane Models, Side-entrance, £10 10s.
All complete with Hutchinson or Micbelin 26 x 2£ in. tube

and tyre, and quick detachable joints.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.
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ALL OUR SIDECARS ARE

GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS

MODEL E, MODEL D,
with Reversible and with Coach Built Body,

Detachable Child's Seat, £8,
£7 5s.

OUR
REED CANE BODIES

have undoubtedly hit the mark.
Undoubtedly this class of cnne is far superior and

more classy than orrfinary cane or wickerwont,
besides being considerably lighter. These beautiful
sidecars appeal to those who want absolutely the
best. Model G

£6 3s.
All our Sidecars are supplied

Complete with Liunp, i-oot Aiat, Kick-up Stand,
Quick Detachable Joints, Continental or MicheJin
Tyres, Kuund or Car Pattern Mudguard and
CARRIAGE PAID. Send lor List.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Cowey Speedometer, done 100, penect .... £310
3i h.p. Rex Engine, like new £4
New Rubber-studded Covers, 26x2^ beaded 17/6
Small Tricar Radiator 5/-
Triumpb pattern Handlebar, new 6/J
New Prested Accumulators 7/6
New Prested Trembler Coil 15/-
Lycett's " Top Tur.e " Toolbags 7/-
Nes. Screw-cutti.ig Lathe, ,tin. centres £6 10

Farrar's Motor Exchange

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
QUADRANT Motor Cycle. 3jh.p-, mag., spring forks,

Clini-her tyres, stand, carrier, first-ilass order; bar-
gain; £15/10.-12, .bull King. Birmingham. [X5311

HUMBER Lightweight, 2h.p.. mug., Druid forks,
Dnnlf.p tyies- bargain, £15/10.-12, Bull Ring,

Birmingham. [X5311

LADY'S Motor Cvcle, 2Jh.p., mag., Druid spring
firlK, Dunlcp tyrw, 3 tviceds; bargain, £15/10-

12, Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X53U
SINGFR Mctor Cycle, 1912,, 2Jli.p., Dunlop tyrey,

sprint; iorks. onlv little used, very fast; bargain,
£26/10.-12. Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X531S

SCOTT Motor Cycle, 4h,p., twin-cyl., free engine, i

speeda, Brocks saddle, back rest, Kinu of Road
head ligU; bargain, £28-—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring. Bir
uiingham. . [X532C

PREMIER, 1912 model. 3ih.p., shop-soiled only. fre<

engine, B.^ch water tight mag., tp rig foxk«, Dun
lop tyres; makers 1 price £54/17, sell £59/10.—Brcwn's.
12, Bull Ring, Birmingham. [X5321

ROYAL Enfield, brand new, 1912, 23h.p. twin, free
engine, 2 speeds, Dunhp tyres, chain dnve: makers'

price £52/10, bargain, £39/10.—crown's, 12, Bull Ring.
Birmingham. [S532I

rQll Rex De Luxe, 3ih.p., free engine, 2 speed;,
** Borich. Diuid*, B. and B., splendid connition

:

£30 : take good push cycle part payment.—RV Crump,
10. Dalton Sq., Butte, Coventry. [X52fie

MOT03ACOCHE, 1911 (Dec). 2ih,p., free en^im
mac. Whittle, iu perfect running order, plafinj:

enamel, tyre^ very good, overhauled makers August
£25.—Nichols, solicitor. Peterborough. [909'

"I Q13 Triumphs. M-itchles*. Dcusrlns, Hazlewood. Nev
L*/ Hudson, Euftelds, Rudge, Zeniths, Bradbury*

:

get our prices before ordering ; de.iveiies December; alts*

:ycle ears.—Clifford's Motories, Eastwo.d. [886.

3 Ah. p. Singer, new last August, fast, reliable, woi
2 silver medal in Frtnch trial, just being over

hauled by makers : what offers? ownpr buving side^p
nachine.—Bollank, 54, St. Patrick Rd . Coventry. [X509<

ROVER, June, 1912, 3!h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed
gear, only done 1.500 miles, owner leaving the

district; what offers? appointment may be arranged —
Address. Box L339. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor
St., B.C. [0189

|Q12 Model 25h.p. Twin Humber {new at WMtsun
J-*7 tide}, Armstrong 3-speed gear,- 2iin. rear tyre,
ioub'.e fcotrests, belt guard, spare belt, lamp, horn, and
spares, sp'endid condition; near offer to £0/.— Getfirpi
Smith, Dunehn, Northumberland Rd., Coventry. [014i

BARGAIN.—Triumph, 1907 m^del, with 1911 cyi
and piston, 1912 improvements, new belt, Uunlci

tyres, Triumph lamp and generator, Jones speedouietei
T.T- and touring handle-bars, spares and toola, in splen
"did running order; take £27/10. or near offer.—Box N< /

1.435, The -Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. f016
r
<

PLASTOW, Grimsbv. has for sale a 1912 Doughs
Model G., brand new, £36; 1911 Douglas, Mode

£., £32/10: 1911 F.E. Triumph, £36; 1912 E.E. Tri
unipli, £42; 1910 F.E. Triumph, £32; 1911 Premiei
lightweight, £21; 1910 twin Enfield, £18/10: 1911
Indian, 7h.p., including new spare tyre, £42. [X524S

BARGAINS in new machines.—I have managed t<

purchase a limited quantity of first-class she])

soiled, hut otherwise new, machines at ridicnlous prices.

Now is. your chance tj secure one at equally astonisji

n? prices. If yon wait until the spring you will he
unable to buy on anything like euch terms. Do it now.
Particulars of machines; new machines, cheap, absc
lute bargains- Blumfield, 4hp., Simms mag., B. and B.
arbnretter, Armstrong 3-speed, Dunlop tyres, price
£4n/io- Ustnn-Smith, 2£bp.. Bosch inag., B. and B.
carburetter, BILK, free engine clutch, Dunlop tyres,

price £30/10: ^.A.P-. 4h p.. Bosch mag.. B. and B.
arburetter, B.H.K. ' free engine, Dunlcp tyres, price
£35/10: J.A.P.. 4h.p.. Bosch mag, B. and B. car
buretter. fixed gear. Hntchmson tyres. £32/10: also a
few Brsch magnetos, price £3/10: and B. and B. car
burettets. price 18/6. Write for any further particu-
lars which yon mav require, or make an appointment.—
D. Afihmore, 1, Newhall St., office 62, Birmingham.

[0207

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon I

and Bedford.

"I Q13 3-speed Triumph, ditto Bradbury, and free
It/ engine Triumph, just in.—Triumph Agent, King's
Lynn. [X5301

DOUGLAS, 1913 model R, 2-speed, kkk start-: in

stock, immediate delivery ; £32. — Hohinson's,
Green St., Cambridge. [0239

DOUGLAS, 1913, model P, T.T. model; immediate
delivery; £48.— Sole Douglas agents, Robinson's,

Green St.. Cambridge. [0241

TRIUMPH. 1911, free .engine, new Kempshall back.
1

engine and bearings first-class ; £.38.—Robinson's.
Green St , Cam'oridge. - [0242

DOUGLAS, 1911. 2-speed. racing model, tyres and
engine first-class; £36.—Robinson's, Green St.,

Cambridge. [0243

5-6h.p., 3-speed gear, detachable wheels;

'

January delivery. — Sole district agents :

:

Robinson's,' Green St., Cambridge. [0244

ARLT Deliveries of Triumphs. Matchless, Douglas,
Enfields Bradbury*. B,S.A.'s. Humbers, Premiers,

Rudges, Huinberettes.—Lambert, Thetford. TX5002 !

"IXION" says:—
"The MORGAN Chassis, weighing 24 cwt., will
an 8 h.p. engine, has few rivals either ii

lightness, price, or general efficitn y."

WE CAN GIVE EARLY DELIVERIES

Price 8i guineas.

EXCHANGES QUOTED.

1913
A. J. S.,

New Hudsons,

Swiit GycSe Cars

EXCHANGES QUOTED.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
Brand new 1912 2-speed B.S.A. £18
191 2 34 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds ....£45
1912 3 i h.p. RUCGE IY1ULTI £45
3A h.p. BEX, venicu, M.U.V., good £14
3* h.p. PREMIER, 2 speeds, new £46
tj h.p N.S.U., 2 speeds. Bosch, Druids £24
1912 6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2 speeds, chain

drive £45

.

iqio 5-0 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2specds. M.O.V. £39
1912 2} h.p NEW HUDSON, < speeds, new £42
1911* 3* h.p. PREMIER, 3 speeds, new £46
rgio SCOTT, a beautv £32
4 h.p. iqr: QUADRANT, Roc 2 speeds .. £33
-• h.p. WOLF, magneto ..-..: £15
191 1 Ladv'sHOSART. Armstrong 3-speed .. £32
i h.p. TRIUMPH, vertical, M.O.V.. good .. £15
\k h.p. 1907 TRIUMP.I, extra «eod £25
1* h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH, verv line £30
3* b.p. i 9I o TRIUMPH, clutch model .... £35

SINGLE-CYLIMCER REXES.
3* h.p. 1908 Tourist, 1009 engine £23

3.J h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23
3 hip. 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17\
3i h.p. 19 10, fine goer. £25

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
roofi 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex £20
s-6 h.p. Bosch, Lloyd's variable gem £22
5-6 h.p. De Luxe, 1908, 2-speed model .... £25-

1910 J 5-6 h.p. Rex de Luxe, 2-specd £30

SIDECAR COMBllfAT'GNS.
Brand new 3J b.p. 2-speed PREMIER, and

new 10 guineas sidecar £55 tt

5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £30

1910 5-6 h.p. REX, 2-speed and sidecar. . . . £35 0'

.O K TAAlA/N SECURES ANY OF THE8E.SiO 1/UW11 BALANCE 30/- MONTH
,.V h.p. REX, M.O.V., spring forks £14

3 h.p. 190K REX, Bosch magneto £17

S h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.-h. control £16 10

WOLF Lightweight, magneto. 26in. wheels £15

4» h.p. WOLF Tricar. 2 sneeds £19
Discount for Cash down.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES
We have a quantity of frames by welt-known maker.

Two styles to choose from.

PRICE 32/6 EACH.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra.- Dniid forks, 45/- extra.

Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

MISCCLLAN-OUS >"V"*GAINS.

Cycle Car Clutch, leather to metal 1&
Loop Frame, with forks'.' ,. . .........

'

-^^K
Cowey Speedometer, done 5,000 ^3T
New Lycett.'s Saddle, large.size "916

F.RIS. Headlight, new 25jk
19 r 2 B. and B. Carburetters, vary jets .... 27/-

I9r2 Sehs'p'ray Carburetters 28/6

Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs .. 7/6

Mills-Fulford Sidecar, good -.' £4 8

One ditto"additionalrooih for child. ...— £4 4

Pair 3.J h.p. Druid Forks. 30/-

19 13
,7
C
5r-

19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.
U ai WBJ> A "V (Two minutes
JtEi*.i.JB.Jf J&J%. ,rom ti.f.O.j

Telephone 919.

A44 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue,

E A

Farrar's Motor Exchange

19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

j ™tr HALIFAX (Two minul«
rromO.P.0.;
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Cut-outs on Motor Cycles.
CORRESPONDENCE and queries published, in

the last two or three issues have led us to

think that many motor cyclists are becoming
unduly nervous regarding the Local Govern-

ment Board regulation concerning the use of

cut-outs on motor cycles. Some readers appear to

imagine that they will be called on to discard their

present silencers, others think a long exhaust pipe, in

addition to a silencer or expansion chamber, will be

compulsory, and very few apparently have read the

wording of the order in such manner as to interpret it

correctly. With a view to clearing the air on the sub-

ject we repeat the wording of the order, which is as

follows

:

"(7'.) he shall not use any cut-out, fitting, or

other apparatus or device, which will allow the exhaust

gases from the engine of the motor car to escape into

the atmosphere" without first passing through a

silencer, expansion chamber, or other contrivance,

suitable and sufficient for reducing as far as may
reasonably be practicable the noise which would other-

wise be caused by the escape of the said gases.''

The fact that the order distinctly states that the

exhaust gas must first pass through a silencer or ex-

pansion chamber should be sufficient to satisfy any-

one that he will not have to discard an existing silencer

provided it is suitable and sufficient.

There are many motor cycles in use with an

arrangement fitted to the end of the silencer by which

the engine can be made more silent by closing some

of the holes in the expansion chamber, but if these

holes were left open permanently it could not be very

well argued that the Order was being disobeyed,

because the gas in this case would first pass through

the silencer. Provided no undue amount of noise

were made with this arrangement in use, we do not

see how it would be possible to proceed against the

rider for using a cut-out.

Motor cycles fitted with a long exhaust pipe and

no expansion chamber will be an infringement of the

Order, and machines so designed will have to be

altered. The Order prohibits the use of such an

apparatus, because it allows the exhaust gas to escape

into the atmosphere without passing through an

expansion chamber, which must be obviously larger

in cross area than the exhaust pipe. An exhaust pipe

flattened at the end with or without a cut-out at any

point in its length will be contrary to the regulation.

The Local Government Board Order is doubtless

the first step in legislation towards a reduction in the

noise made by motor cycles, and motor cyclists would
be well advised to accept the intimation as one which

may become more drastic if not taken notice of. There
are many very noisy motor cycles in use, and some
riders do not make the slightest attempt to reduce

noise ; on the contrary, by riding on the public roads

machines fitted with engines which have been obviously

designed for racing purposes, they draw the attention

of the Legislature, which is apt to think that, because

a minority of riders are careless in this direction, the

majority are also offenders.

Once again we would point out that the Order,

which will become law on March 1st, is unnecessary,

because the authorities have now, and have always

had, their remedy, viz., they could summon under

common law any rider of a motor cycle or car whose

engine, by reason of its noise, became a nuisance.

Running Costs.

WE
are again being queried regarding the running

costs of motor cycles, sidecars s
and cycle cars,

and there is little doubt that prospective pur-

chasers have been misinformed on this subject

by articles in the daily press. Very incorrect

statements have been published respecting the running

costs of cycle cars. We noticed one daily paper stated

recently that cycle cars, meaning four-wheelers up to

7 cwts. and two passengers, could be run for a fraction

over a penny per mile. We trust our readers will not

be misled by such absurdities as this. It costs, on

our own readers' statistics, many of which were pub-

lished early this year, about a penny per mile to run

a 3-J- h.p. motor bicycle solo. The average sidecar

combination costs for the same distance about ijd.

per mile ; how, therefore, is it possible to run a

machine of double the weight, and in most cases of

greater horse-power at the same cost ? Articles

in the daily press regarding such matters may be read

with the same credulity as statements respecting the

motor bicycle in 1905-6. According to the daily press,

at that time the motor cycle trade was a dead or dying

industry, and not likely to be resuscitated.

We only wish it were possible to reduce Tunning

costs to the low margin indicated by the contributors

to some of the daily papers, but unfortunately, from
our own experiences extending over many hundreds

of miles, we know it is not so at the present time.
A2i
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THE MOTOR
CYCLIST

AND THE
TRAMP.

ONE of the keenest and smartest motor cyclists

in the North of England (the fact that he is as

modest as he is good at winning prizes necessi-

tates him remaining anonymous) is known to his

intimates as " The Tramp's Pal," a title which is

understandable when the number of "lifts" he has

given to the occasional rather than the habitual fre-

quenter of the road is taken into account.

Until promotion found him a permanent home, this

motorist had to make frequent business journeys

between London and Manchester. Unless the weather
was very bad, the trips were, made on his motor cycle,

and as he generally had a sidecar attached the idea
occurred to him one day to seek original company.
From the day the thought was put into execution until

the time arrived for the discontinuance of the journeys,

the cyclist never afterwards found a ride monotonous,
and it can pretty safdy be assumed that those he
picked up do not belong to that section who regard

motorists in general as sellish.

The Passengers.
The company he sought was not of his own class,

nor was it of the recognised " gentleman of the road "

genus. So, far as possible, those who were invited

to occupy his sidecar seat were irregular tramps, men
who . were really looking for work and whose means
prevented them travelling by any other method than
that of the oldest and slowest, namely, " Shanks's
Pony." At first he found it difficult to differentiate,

but after awhile he became wise. One thing the

traveller quickly learnt is that the genuine victim of

hard times was reluctant to tell his story. He was
willing to reveal it if he found a sympathetic listener,

but he did not parade his misfortunes like the
" regular."

Gratitude.
In the majority of cases the motorist never heard any-

thing more of the men he picked up,' and a word of

thanks at the end of the " lift " ended the casual
acquaintanceship. But there were occasions when the
thanks took a much more practical shape. One wet
night he was driving his machine through a village just

outside London when he caught sight of an unhappy-
looking individual tramping along through the rain.

A query showed that this man had just set out to walk
;

to Liverpool, where he knew he could get work. His
was a perfectly genuine case of hard luck, On the
long journey he explained that he had been employed
as a groom in a big London house, but the advent of
motors had thrown him out of a job, and his little i

savings had disappeared before he could find fresh

employment.

The rain was so heavy and the night so dark that

the motorist decided to put up for a few hours, and,

giving the groom a shilling or two to find himself a

bed and some food, he put the machine away in a very

muddy state and himself retired. In the morning he
found the man waiting for him, standing by the sidecar,

which was dazzling in its spick and span appearance.
Instead of going to bed the groom had invested a part

of tlie money he had been given in candles and metal
polish and had spent the hours in polishing the vehicle

until it looked like new. It was' all he could do to

show his gratitude.

Other instances of a somewhat similar nature come
to mind. Once a man of over seventy was helped.

He had had a hard fight with fate in London, and had
eventually to give up the contest. His son owned a
little home in the country, and the old man had been
asked to come down and spend the evening of his

days with him. The son, apparently, had not thought
his dad was not even able to raise the train fare, and
the- old man was quite concerned about having to

confess that he had been forced to walk. The home
he was making for was a few miles off the motorist's

track, but he dropped the father at the son's door,

and jvas well repaid by the gratitude of both men, the

. younger one quickly appreciating the position.

Jack Ashore.

Then there was a sailor who had missed his' boat

at Liverpool. The vessel had gone round to Bristol

to load, and the sailor, without the means to take

him, found himself faced with the probability of

losing a situation he had held for many years. So he

had set off to walk, but his pace would have been
quite inadequate to take him to his destination in time.

A " lift " of some sixty or seventy miles, however,
made all the difference, and " Jack " was put down
again with every certainty of catching his boat and
keeping his job.

As has been indicated, " regulars " were picked up
sometimes, but only once was the "passenger " carried

after, the discovery was made. Then he was such an
entertaining character that the driver could not find

the heart to drop him. He kept up a running com-
mentary on the machine and the passers-by which was
genuinely funny, and eventually he called " stop

"

outside a large building in a town through which they

were running. This, he explained, was his country
home—he preferred it to his other " seats " because
they did not insist on washing him directly he got

inside.

Sidecar drivers with a seat to spare may easily

obtain entertaining company in this way. B.F.
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Trans Trissions.

Several correspondents have written to criticise my
suggestion that an enclosed shaft might be tried as the

primary item of a two-step drive. I would remind

them that 1 have only asked for experiments to be

made— I did not pretend to guarantee their success

;

so I noted with interest the combined, shaft and chain

drive of the Diamond lightweight at Olympia.

The main defect of the primary-shaft is the difficulty

of avoiding two right-angled gears (worm or bevel),

ranning at high speed, and subjected to all the

shocks of the engine ; for, though a small engine can

easily be set with shaft longitudinal, it is no easy

matter to set a 3^ h.p. single in this position.

Perhaps smallish monobloc vertical twins would come
into vogue if the shaft .drive were largely adopted. The
main advantages of the shaft are its neatness when
enclosed, and its freedom from constant and irritating

adjustments. However, there is room for experiment,

and I doubt whether any of the existing transmissions

can be regarded as ideal.

Motor cycling stands to-day just about where pedal .

cycling stood when Society dames spent ^25 on a

roadster, and ambled gently about the London parks

at fashionable hours, i.e., it is a pursuit appealing to

a section of the community, largely as a recreation or

a hobby. Its big day is coming, for it is rapidly pass-

ing into a general means of locomotion.

When it is fully established as the best method of

making necessary journeys, there will be a much fiercer

demand for a no-trouble transmission than we have
heard yet ; and such a transmission is bound to come.
The single belt can never fill this bill. Uncased, it

gets filthy, and needs adjustment ; wholly encased, the

huge case would be hideous. The choice will, there-

fore, lie between wholly encased rigid drives, or a

rigid-cum-belt drive, with the rigid item encased.

Against the encased chain we must set the dis-

appearance of chain drive from car design, the unpopu-
larity of gear cases on push bicycles, and the ugliness

of the big chain cases staged at Olympia. We must
note, however, that the possibilities of chain drive have
not been exhausted ; nobody has marketed a wide silent

chain running over sprockets of small diameter, inside

a cast aluminium extension of the crank case, which
should also house the gear box ; this would maintain
alignment, and permit of ready adjustment.

The bulky and cumbrous appearance inherent in

these designs makes the notion of a slender encased
shaft very attractive, and the newest steels are so

excellent that the weight formerly associated with such
drives may soon cease to be necessary.

Last week I was contrasting the first speed gear
wheel off a 1901 Panhard car with the

-

parallel

"B.N.D." steel wheel from a rgi2 Grand Prix racer;

if metallurgy advances at its present rate, we may
eventually see motor cycles driven by shafts little

thicker than a modern speedometer transmission.

•#-
&*#

Mounting of Gear Boxes.
Among the . items which attracted my attention at

the Show none was more pronounced than the

mounting of counter-shaft gear boxes. I should guess

that insecure mountings are responsible for some of

the complaints one hears about chains requiring very

frequent adjustment. :

,

When a gear box is subjected to a fierce cross strain

(owing to the drive entering at one side and leaving

at the other), a light steel plate, gripped by a couple
of nuts, is scarcely sufficient anchorage, and increased

attention will certainly be given to this point in the

next twelve months.
At the moment I certainly consider that the lug and

eccentric mounting is preferable, though this may
often require a pair of extra stay tubes when there is

a cross strain introduced.

Handle-bar Magneto Controls.
Bowden Wire, Ltd., inform me that in their testings

they have never had the telescopic tube of a magneto
control jam, and that such apparent, defects have
always been due to the timing lever ring being so tight

a fit on the magneto that the entrance of grit makes
it stick.

Doubtless this is often the case. I am not aware
who are the actual manufacturers of the two magneto
controls I used for the best part of my mileage during

1 91 1 and 19 1 2, but I know that they were apt to

jam, and that the injection of oil into the sliding

barrel portion usually freed the control.

I met a very profane individual this summer—

a

novice, of course—who had actually retired in an
important trial solely for this reason. His machine
suddenly ceased to develop any real power, and he
could not climb the hills. After wasting twenty-four

hours in taking his engine to pieces, he found that

his ignition control had jammed after a temporary
retard, and that he was permanently running on fully

retarded ignition. A spot of oil and a blow from a

spanner restored full power in ten seconds !

" The Niagara Motor Bob," an American boy's motor, made at. Niagara Falls*

It has a 3 h.p. air-cooled four-cycle engine and the transmission is by belt

throughout. The wheels are 22in. -with wood spokes .and solid .rubber tyres

The line of demarcation between motor cars and cycle cars is difficult to draw.
Should this vehicle be classed as a cycle car or a motor ca*? ; ,; ' !''""'

A21
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The Marshall-Arter.

THIS cycle car is the production of a long-estab-

lished engineering firm, Messrs. Marshall, Arter

and Co., Beavor Lane, Hammersmith, W.
The engine is an 8 h.p. J. A. P. with crankshaft set

longitudinally and water-cooled by thermo-syphon

system, each cylinder having a separate delivery pine

to the radiator.

The radiator is of the multi-tubular type, and is so

efficient that up to the present a fan has not been

needed. Our illustration shows the engine arrange-

ment, the J.A.P. automatic carburetter, and the water-

proof Bosch magneto, which is chain-driven. The oil

tank is also visible; diis contains five pints, and from

it the lubricant is fed to the engine by crank case suc-

tion through a J. A. P. sight-feed lubricator.

The simple form of carburetter control by means of

an accelerator pedal acting directly on a lever con-

nected to the throttle spindle by means of a ball-

jointed rod can also be seen. The cone clutch is of

the leather to metal type with springs underneath the

leather ; the clutch is not only effective but very sweet

V-type water-cooled engine of the Marshall-Arter.

in action. A spring drive is provided by connecting

the clutch and propeller-shafts by a bar of spring steel

3oin. long, ij^in. deep by j£in. thick. This runs

in a tube with pieces of wood each side situated mid-

way therein to ensure a central position being main-

tained. The tube is. provided with spherical ends,

which allow of just sufficient movement to prevent

binding. The final drive is by an enclosed propeller-

shaft, the forward end of which is provided with a

universal joint and runs in ball bearings. The back
axle is excellently designed, and incorporates a two-

speed and reverse gear box.

The change speed gear, its counter-shaft, the

differential, and the bevel gear transmission are all

contained in a box surrounding and forming part of

the back axle. The low gear change is effected by
sliding the gear wheels ; the top gear is engaged by
means of positive dog clutches. One illustration

shows the cover removed, exposing the gears and
differential.

The ends of the rear axle casing are steel castings.

. Both foot and hand brakes are of* the internal expand-
ing type acting on the rear wheel drums and situated

side by side. The frame is of ash strengthened by
flitch plates and by two 'steel transverse members,
one of which acts as an anchorage for the forward

. ends of the back springs, while both serve to support
.the running boards. The chassis is suspended fore
and aft on quarter elliptical springs.

The change speed lever engages the low gear whfli

pushed forward and the top gear when pulled back.
No quadrant nor gate is provided, the gears being
kept in engagement by means of spring bolts acting

on the striking rod inside the gear "box. The reverse

is put into action by means of a separate lever. The
front axle is tubular, and the steering is by quadrant
and bevel. Wire wheels with straight headed spokes
are fitted.

The body is of ample width, and can be fitted with
a dickey seat behind if required. On the whole, the

Marshall-Arter cycle car impressed us most favour-

ably ; the body design is pleasing, and throughout the
vehicle is built on sensible lines.

Mr. Ernest Arter took us for an extended drive in

the London district, which included some rough roads
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Tee Marshall-Arter two-speed gear box and back axle unit.

Which demonstrated the excellence

of the springing, the ascent of Cam-
den Hill on top speed, the ascent of

Ladbroke Grove to within a few
yards of the summit on top, and the

climbing of Aubrey Road (1 in 5)
on the low gear with ample power
in hand. We ourselves drove the

little vehicle from Kensington to

Pall Mall, and found it easy to

handle in the thickest traffic, capable

of rapid acceleration, and delightful

to steer, and, altogether, very

pleasant to drive.

NEW 500 c.c. TWIN HORIZONTAL ENGINE.

THE firm responsible for the cylinders and parts

fitted to the Douglas motor bicycle referred to

in the article describing S. L. Bailey's new
records (the All British Engine Co.) are putting on
the market shortly a new high speed lightweight motor
cycle engine. This is of the two-cylinder horizontally

opposed type cylinders 68 mm. bore x 68 mm. stroke

= 494 c.c, and thus it will be within the 500 c.c.

class. The design of the cylinders, pistons, connect-

ing rods, valves, etc., is similar to that used on the

A. B.C. aero engine, and also on the record breaking
Douglas, the overhead valves being ij^.in. diameter.

Three connecting rods and a three-throw crank are

used, one connecting rod to the centre crank pin going
to one cylinder, and the side connecting rods on the.

.
other crank pins going to the other cylinder. An out-

side flywheel is used. The arrangement of the con-

necting rods and the centre lining of the engine is such

that absolute balance is claimed, and it is for this

reason that the extremely high speed is obtainable.

The engine is designed to give its maximum power at

4,000 r.p.m. The cylinders are slightly offset from

the crankshaft. The engine has 01.!y four bearings,

two for the crankshaft and two for the camshaft, and
splash lubrication is employed. The standard pistons

weigh. only nine ounces. The engine will be about

50% lighter than the usual motor cycle engine of the

500 c.c. capacity, and has been so arranged that it

will be possible to fit it to most frames without much
alteration. Special high grade steels are very largely

used in its construction. A slightly larger engine for

cycle car work is also to be introduced later.

->—<*««—<—

ACCESSIBILITY.
'Xow that the reliability of motor cycles is firmly

established, and the general design of the machines is

settling down, more or less into well-established lines,

it would be well if manufacturers would give more

attention to accessibility. Of course, the first task was

to make the machines as reliable as possible, so that

it might be unnecessary to take an engine down except

on rare occasions, but in spite of the Cylclean process

for getting rid of carbon deposit and other labour-

saving devices it is still desirable to be able to remove

the cylinders occasionally, "and in the case of many
engines (small twins especially) this is a longish job

on account of inaccessibility of the nuts and other

fittings. It is often impossible to get at these with

anything but a punch and hammer, which is a rough

arid ready method, and the position of the exhaust

lifter sometimes makes it more difficult still. I have

mentioned small twin engines as being most to blame,

but it is only fair to mention that after a tour of

Olvmpia it was upon a small twin that this subject

seemed to have, been most carefully considered, for

both cylinders could be removed from the new 3 h.p.

Enfield when three nuts had been taken off.

The detachable wheels adopted on the Clyno and

Tea -Francis are a very great advance, for they en-

able the wheels to be taken out in a few seconds for

rife changing purposes, thus" making butt-ended tubes

]iiite unnecessary, and that without disturbing the

brakes, transmission, or the hub bearings. Contrast

this with the old method of removing fust the belt 01

chain, then the brake mechanism, and lastly (on some
machines) having to take off a mudguard stay before

the wheel could be got out between the mudguard and
the stand. Auriga.

THE SIDECAR IN THE POSTAL SERVICE.
A 35 h.p. Rudge Multi recently adopted for the delivery and' collection of

letters by the Coventry , Post Office, in the district of arley. Motor cycles
have been used by the Coventry Postal authorities for over a year, and the '

experiment has proved a great success. The service may be" considerably
extended at any time.
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New Records with Steel Cylinders.
kilometre and Mile Class B Records Broken. Over 72 m.p.h. on a 2| h.p.

SOME few days ago, by the courtesy of Mr. Gran-

ville E. Bradshaw, of the All British (Engine)

Co., Weybridgc, Surrey, we" examined the

Douglas motor bicycle with A. B.C. steel cylinders

with which S. L. Bailey afterwards broke the kilometre

and mile Class B records (350 c.c.) on the 17th inst.

By way of preface, it should be remarked that the

All British (Engine) Co. are very well known for their

aeroplane engines, which are remarkable for their

exceptionally clever design and the skilful use of

materials of the very highest grade, points which in con-

nection with aeroplane engine work are of paramount
importance, since the aeroplane engine is called upon
to perform a duty vastly heavier than in almost any
other branch of petrol engine work. The success of

this engine may be gathered from the fact that it is

the present holder of the duration flying - record,

having remained in the air for 2>y2 . hours.

The All British (Engine) Co. 'are at the present
time experimenting with an entirely new type of aero-

plane engine. This is extremely Hght for its power,
by reason of the fact that its normal speed of revolu-

tions is 4,200, the bore -and stroke being a trifle more
than those of the 350 c.c. motor cycle engine.

Details of the Record=breahing Douglas.
At Bailey's request, Mr. Bradshaw designed and

made the cylinders, valves, pistons, and connecting
rods of an exactly similar type to those to be used
in the new -aeroplane engine, and it was with these

that the Douglas motor bicycle was fitted, experimen-
tally, when the above records w-ere broken.
The cylinders are of steel, the bore and stroke

being 60. q x 60 mm. = 350 c.c. The valves are

placed in the cylinder heads, and are operated by
tappet rods and rocker arms, the tappet rods being
arranged to fit the standard Douglas timing gear
box. A cast iron piston with one ring is used,
and a steel connecting rod. The big and small end
bearings are placed centrally on the connecting rod
so that there is no overhang, and the cylinders are

not therefore set out of centre, but they are offset from
the crankshaft.

At the time when we first saw this engine it had
just been erected and taken out on the track with
its cylinders " in a bag," so to speak, and an attempt
was made on the record. This, however, was frus-

trated by a plug misfiring just before the finish, but
an astonishingly high speed was attained. The com-
pression used at this time was not far short of 100
lbs. per square inch, and as this u-as thought to be
too high, plates were fitted between the cylinders and
crank case so that it was reduced to 80 lbs. per square
inch. It was just after this alteration had been- made
that we saw the machine again, and were present
during its trials on the stand.

After a little trouble with- the magneto, the engine
started and ran up to a terrific speed. Of separate
explosions one could hear nothing at all, the noise of

the engine being merely a continuous note, "and, in

fact, one could only tell alterations in speed by the
alteration in the pitch of the note.

The only tachometer that was handy registered up
to 4,000 r.p.m., and this was, put on to the engine-
A V->

shaft, but, of course, it was found that it would not

register high enough. During the next attempt we
tried it on the counter-shaft, which was running at

approximately two-thirds the engine speed. The
tachometer needle went up to its 4,000 stop and
stayed there, so that the engine must have been

turning round at something like 6,000 r.p.m. Its

maximum speed has since been found to be 6,500.

It develops about 13 h.p., and the power curve rises

evenly up to the 5,000 r.p.m. point.

A successful attempt was made on the records on

the 17th inst. at Brooklands, Messrs. A. V. Ebhle-

white and A. G. Reynolds timing.

Detai.s of Records.
Flying kilo 30.8s. = 72.63 m.p.h.

mile 5i:4s. = 70.04 „
Previous Best.

m.p.h.

Flying kilo. ... 32.76s. = 68.28, Martin (Martin-Jap, 85|x60)

,, mile ... 53.03s. =67.85, „ „ ,,

In the mile test Bailey would certainly have equalled,

and might even have bettered; his kilometre speed with

better luck. On the occasion of his first attempt, when'

his speed was 70.04 m.p.h., he took insufficient start

to really get his engine turning over, with tire result

that the maximum speed was Only attained in the last

quarter-mile. On his second attempt the speed fell to

67.67 m.p.h., owing to the screws holding the car-

buretter coming loose and so causing the engine to

misfire. He was about 300 yards from the finish at

the time, and from -appearances, judging by the con-

tinuous hum of his engine, -Bailey was travelling even

better than on his kilometre trial. In the third and

last attempt a plug blew to pieces near the finish.
_

The actual speed has been estimated at 76 miles

per hour. This might have been realised in another

attempt, but the porcelain particles in the cylinder had

to be cleared away.

The Douglas, with steel cylinders and ovorhead valves, ridden by S. L. Bailey.
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ff TTOW comfortable I feel! How thoroughly

I
-

"! tired!. To-day I have' covered a hundred
and forty mile; on my motor bike, over dry,

frozen roads. It has been a fine ride, but not without
incident. That carburetter fire! I "can't make it out.

Now, let me think: whatever could have caused it^

Top much air? Blow back? Something wrong with

the inlet valve? Or—oh, bother! I'm too tired now;
I'll puzzle it out to-morrow!"

•Such were my thoughts as I lay in bed. I had come
to spend the week-end with my old friend Brett and
his wife. Brett is a doctor with a good practice, and
lives at the little village of Dippingdon. He has quite

a nice house and seems to have a good time. I had
arrived cold and hungry, and, after dinner, when we
had settled down before a blazing fire in the drawing-
room, I had actually almost fallen asleep. I simply

could not help it.

Motor Cycling as a Cure tor Insomnia.
Of course I apologised, and Brett kindly laughed

it off, saying he would have to prescribe motor cycling

for insomnia, in future. Later on I had livened up,

the sleepiness having passed off, and Ave had even-

tually retired to bed quite late.
* * * # * *

Almost asleep, I was yet puzzling my head about
that carburetter fire. It had ignited while I was
descending a hill with the exhaust valve lifted. I had
felt a strange warmth arising, then a smell of scorch-

ing rubber—my. overalls—and then, glancing down-
wards, I had caught sight of the carburetter ablaze!

Pulling up sharp, and turning off the petrol tap, T
had let the petrol burn itself out of the carburetter,

rind, by leaning the machine over, had prevented the

flames from playing very much on the tank. And so

no real damage had been done.- In fact, the. machine
ran as well as ever immediately afterwards.

But that smell of burning still haunted me. I lived

through the incident again and again in my thoughts,

and cudgelled my brain for an explanation of the

accident.

Carburetter must have been flooding—hot exhaust

pipe—no, couldn't be that, exhaust pipe right away
from carburetter—inlet valve stuck, ignited back along

the pipe—no, inlet valve mechanical, couldn't stick

—must have been a stray spark set alight—alight to

—

ali' to—carbret—carb—oblivion !

That smell of burning!

It filled my dreams'! Dreams of the ride, down hill,

round corners, up hill, past cottages and Signposts, a

road to the left, a long descent, strange heat, smell

of burning, flames

!

I AwoKe with a Start !

"Confound that carburetter! I shall always feel

uneasy whenever I ride the machine again. I cant
get the incident off my mind. Suppose I've ridden a

bit too far and am over-tired."

And so to sleep again, and to dream the same thing'

over once more.

That smell of burning

!

I was sitting up in bed

!

A burning, smouldering odour !

"It is , it is a real smell ! Not my fancy.

Something is burning
!

" . .

My heart stopped momentarily- ! Was the house on
fire ?

Useless question! Get up and see.

Plucking up courage I hastily donned a jacket, and,

opening the bedroom door, peeped into the passage.

Burning

!

" Yes, something is alight! The odour is quite

distinct !

'

'

' Hark ! Is that the snap and crackle of burning wood?"
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Drivirg to Save a Lite.

—

Should 1 awaken the sleepers? Raise the alarm?

Shout " Fire ! Fire !
" at the top of my voice ?

No, fool! Trace the smell. Find out where it's

coming from.

Hark! Is that the snap and crackle of burning

wood? Can't say. My imagination probably. How
dark it is! Get a candle. . Go downstairs.

Downstairs in the hall the dreadful smell was

stronger. I grasped the handle of the drawing-room

door, and gasped with pain!

Goodness ! It's Hot !

I snatched my hand away. I saw smoke coming
from under the door, and trie

varnish on . the door all

blistered.

And then I knew- a devour-

ing fire was-, raging in that,

room. Keep- it there !; Don't
open the door f Don't let the

fire spread !
.

'
-

Upstairs I flew and rattled

hard at Brett's bedroom door.

No answer ! Both he and his

wife were- fast asleep' I tried

the door. It yielded. With-

out ceremony I entered, and,

going to Brett's bed, shook
him.

'-' Wake up ! Wake up ! I

want you !"

Brett awoke.'

"Margaret worse?" he

asked. Margaret, his only

:hild, lay seriously ill in bed,

ind a hospital nurse attended

aer.

" No, just come outside,

will you? Quick!"
Brett sprang out of bed,

and followed me out of the

room.

I explained everything hur-

riedly. Brett was calmness

itself.

" Explanations and thanks afterwards, old man,",

he said, " now is the time for action. We must be
ready to leave the house. But poor Margaret ! She
must not be moved, unless we can possibly help it.

Removal will kill her! She can't stand it. But, of

course, if the' fire spreads, she must be got out. But

I know it will kill her ! I only pray that the fire can

lie stopped in time. The drawing room door must
lie kept shut. I will arouse the rest. You run round

to the Post Office, knock them up, and get them to

telegraph to the fire brigade."

A Mad Race for the Fire Brigade.

Round to the Post Office I rushed. Just as I was.

Pyjamas, jacket, slippers. In my excitement, I felt

no cold! It took some minutes to awaken the post-

master. At last he came, wondering at the furious

knocking,
" What's wrong ? " said he.
" Mr. Brett's house is on fire ! Please telegraph

for *he ire brigade."

=d^D
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Cra-a-a-sh ! I am on (he edge of the ditch,

" Good gracious !
" cried he. " I'll try.

doubt if there's anyone at the other end."
The postmaster rushed to the instrument, and began

rap—rap—rapping.

But he rapped in vain for some minutes.
" I'll keep on frying," he said, " but I'm afraid there

is no one there to receive the message. You had
better send a man in on a horse."

" Where is the fire station ? " I asked.
" Marketown. Six miles of hilly road !

"

I dashed madly back to the house. " Six miles

!

I might do it in ten minutes—over forty miles an hour
in places—moon has risen—won't trouble about a

lamp—hope to get the fire-engine here in threequarters

of an hour !"

The house was now all astir.

People were about. The fire

could be heard crackling in

the drawing room. The floor,

above was hot, and likely soon

to catch !

I quickly detailed the result

of my visit to the telegraph

office, and explained that 1

was off to Marketown on my
motor bike.

" Drive like mad," cried

Brett, " and fetch them here

to save the house. If they

save the house, they save my
daughter ! If I move her, I

kill her!"
* * * *

There were helpers now,
but little water. All they

y could do was to keep the
:"' drawing-room door and also

the floor of the room above
the drawing-room constantly

splashed with pailsful of
water. Thus they hoped for

a time to keep the fire from
breaking through.

Now I am on the road,

a little better clothed, but
chilly enough. Heading for Marketown. Driving for

a life ! Willingly the engine pulled, with cut-out open
and throttle wide, and carburetter feeding all the gas
the pipe could' pass. Greedily the engine sucked the
petrol vapour in and wondrously transformed it into
power to drive the wheel. Busily clicked the valves,

nor failed to shut and open wide at thfflr appointed
times. The failure of one little part would mean a

dear one lost! The hill-top reached, a flat stretch of
road stretched out before me. And now the pace
grows fierce, and fiercer yet ! The engine roars, the
night air whistles past my ears. A bumpy road just

here, and, farther on I know, a patch of new laid metal
lies to try my steed still more. But what's the use of
slackening? I'll take it at this pace, and fly above the
stones ! I'm mad with speed ! It's fifty—fifty miles an
hour ! How goes the fire behind me ? Are they
keeping down the flames ? They're waiting anxiously
enough for me, I know, with news that help is on the

way. That- patch of stones! It's here, it's

cra-a-a-sh ! A rolling, leaping, sliding, side to side

!

The engine slows, but not for long. I find it hard to

'
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Oriving to Save a Life.

—

steer. I am on the edge of the ditch when the unrolled
road at length is safely passed.

The Fire Engine on the Road.
And now the town's bright lights ! The tram lines,

free from grease, are quickly traversed, and the fire-

man's nap is rudely broken by my hammering on the

door. The message given, I only wait to see the

horses pull the engine from the shed. And then I

go> before them, returning to the fire to tell my friends

the engine's on the road!

How goes the fire ? I find it has broken through
the floor, and is lapping up the walls around the room
above. But the furniture has been moved from here.

Wise thought. The door below has stood the strain.

Good hardwood door ! But it cannot last much longer.

Miss Margaret's not been moved as yet I hear. If

all goes well, she need not have that pain. She
does not even know the house is being burnt around
her. She's far too ill for that.

And now it's time the men were here. The. door
has split, and flames are licking through ! Once the

door is down the stairs will be in danger ! And then

the invalid must be moved. More water, more

!

Quench the thirsty flames ! The flames that put their

tongues through every crevice they can find !

Anxiously Awaiting the Firemen.

Will the firemen never come ! With their engine
' and hose, and water from the pond.

" Run out, someone, and see if there's a sign of

them," Brett cried, in agonised tones.

I went into the road. Nothing in sight. I listened.

No sound of—but hark ! what is that ? Bells, jingling

bells ! Very faint. The sound has died away. There
it is again! Yes, they are coming! And now the

sound of wheels ; then the thud, thud of galloping

hoofs. At last, around the bend, the lights appear,

and the fire engine comes jingling, rattling, crashing

up, and stops with the horses on their haunches.

Down jump the men ! Out comes the hose ! The

USEFUL HINTS TO
NOW that the days are short and the roads are

heavy, a few hints collected from riders of

long experience may be of use, especially to

those who have recently joined the ranks of motor
cyclists.

Keep warm. Always put on more clothes than you
think you will need. You are not likely to be too hot

and it is misery to be too cold.

Either long boots and good leggings or Wellington

thigh boots are essential to comfort in bad Weather.

There is no head gear to equal a good " sou'-wester
"

to keep out the rain.

If the lamp connection is too long, wrap it round

the handle-bar or some other convenient spot, other-

wise when you go over a bump it will " kink " and
put your lamp out.

Always carry a pocket electric torch ; it is invaluable

for night repair work and for examining signposts.

If you have drip-feed lubrication you will probably

have to reset the drip or use thinner oil, as thick oil

becomes almost solid in cold weather.
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captain runs into the house, and is out again in half

a minute. Soon the hose is in the pond, the engine

is pumping and driving a powerful stream through the

drawing room window. Another stream is played

upon the room upstairs, and in ten minutes the danger

is over.

" Around the bend the lights appear, and the fire engine comes
jingling, rattling, and crashing up."

Another quarter of an hour and the stairs would

have been impassable

!

And so a life was saved by my trusty motor bicycle.******
Brett now rides a motor bicycle, and he is going to

get a sidecar for Margaret. R.W.

WINTER RIDERS.
Gear considerably lower in winter; it gives your

engine a chance and saves many a skid.

If your machine has a lot of plating on it (which it

should not have), clean it and cover it with vaseline.

If your magneto terminals are exposed, cover them
with a thick layer of vaseline, or, better still, rubber
covers sold for the purpose.

Those who compete in winter trials should keep
their route card in a waterproof case or varnish it,

otherwise it will probably be reduced to pulp long
I "'fore .the end of the trial.

Gloves that have a pocket- for all four fingers are

the warmest, but some form of gauntlet should be used.

Many tips are given- for fog riding, most of which
are more or less useless. A yellow light appears to

be the best for the purpose, so that if your lamps have
not brassed reflectors, try thin yellow linen or, if

obtainable, yellow glass on the inside of the lamp.

Some forms of electric light are also excellent. The
most important point, however, is to drive slowly.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Ail letters should be addressed to the "Editor, The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Judging Distances with One Eye.

Sir,—I am the man Dr. Selby Clare is looking for, or one
of them.

I lost an eye from a guncap accident at about the same
age as the gentleman the doctor mentions, and, also, just
as I was starting motor cycle riding.

That happened ten or eleven years ago, and since then,
thanks to the motor, I have had the most enjoyable time of
my life. First solo, and later with my good lady (and others)
in the sidecar, I have been through nearly all the towns and
villages in the Midlands, have ridden through the thickest
traffic of many large towns : Birmingham, Coventry,
Worcester, Bristol, York, etc., and I have toured the East
Coast, main part of the South of England, Devonshire and
Wales, and never made a mistake or been at a disadvantage
through having to depend on the one optic.

My accident happened when I was seriously considering
whether I should not take to glasses, so my sight is not
above normal.
At first I experienced the difficulty mentioned by Dr.

Selby Clare. If I went into a garden nothing was very
clear for a time, but now I guarantee to pick out a ripe

strawberry {and eat it) with anyone. In my business I have
to judge between objects £in. and tW' 11 - different in size, and
for a time was at fault, but that corrected itself as the eye
got used to the altered focus. The same applies to my
judgment of distances, and I can size a thing up as correctly

as most people. I have no difficulty in taking my engine
down, doing my own minor repairs, attending to magneto

. points er other small details.

Now I think my case ought to be comforting and encourag-
ing to the doctor's patient, who, I hope, will not worry about
his riding in the least. I feel sure he will be all right later

on ; but should he find any difficulty, why not call round for

me? He has lost his right, I have lost my left, we could
make up a good pair between us and get on all right with

PETROL.
Sir,—In reply to Dr. Clare, I should like to say that his

patient need not lose heart as regards giving up motor
cycling, as no doubt he will get quite used to judging dis-

tances with the remaining eye. In 1911 I rode through the
London-EdinbaH'gh run (with sidecar) with one eye covered
up (the result of an accident at the lathe). Probably start-

ing in the dark and daylight coming gradually allowed me
to get used to the altered vision, but I did not notice any
difficulty in judging distances ; in fact we returned through
the winding roads of the Lake District.

GEORGE WRAY.

Sir,—I hope you will again allow me to trespass on the
valuable space of The Motor Cycle to thank my numerous
correspondents who are motor cyclists minus an eye, and
who so very kindly gave me their experiences '. and dtffi-

culties. The number of letters I have received makes it

quite impossible to answer and thank each correspondent
individually.

Their replies have been most comforting to my patient,

and he now looks forward to the dry roads to learn to ride

his motor cycle again depending on one eye.

I have heard of one-armed and one-legged motor cyclists,

but one would never believe there were such numbers of

one-eved motor cyclists.

Who says that the "motoring brotherhood "is dead when
so many men have gone to such trouble to write in full

their difficulties in reply to my enquiry? Truly, sir, our
conjoint sport is one which can be participated in by " the

halt, the maim, and the (partially) blind.
'

(Dr.) SELBY CLARE.

The Application of Brakes.

Sir,—Consequent upon the development of machines fitted

with variable gears and starters, a need has arisen which I

was surprised no exhibitor at the Show seemed to have
recognised. I refer to the control of the brakes. There
are many times when one would like to keep one of the

brakes on without having to keep either hand or foot on it,

as, for example, .when starting the engine on an up gradient,

or when descending a long hill.

My idea of the best way of doing this is to control one of

the back wheel brakes by a twisting handle, or in the case

where only one is fitted this control would be in addition

to the pedal.

I do not care for the ordinary twisting grip, and would
prefer one in which a slightly enlarged knob at the end only
rotates, and as it is not essential that this control should be
very rapid in action a screw with a finer pitch than is usual

for twisting handles would give the necessary power and
would retain the brake on when desired

I had drawn up a specification for a differential counter-

shaft, but the description you published on November 28th

of Denby and Co.'s showed me that I had been anticipated.

May I point out that this counter-shaft possesses the

advantage one of your contributors has been asking for, viz.,

it is not possible for a belt to get lost without the driver's

knowledge, as if one comes off the other pulley immediately
opens out and the belt slips. It also has the advantage that

it automatically divides the load between the two belts,

whereas in the ordinary fixed pulley counter-shaft if the
belts or pulleys differ in size it is possible for one belt to

be actually acting as a brake. C. S. SQUIRE.

A Clean Design.

Sir,—I write to you to " back up " Mr. T. F. Maw's argu
ment, as I thoroughly agree with his statements, havin
found from personal experience the chain very much mor
satisfactory than the belt.

I also wish to say a few words in praise of "A Clea
Design," appearing in the same issue. There are, however
one or two points which I would like to comment on. The
first is the combined drive. Instead of this I would suggest
final transmission by shaft, or enclosed chain, as on the
Lea-Francis.

Disc wheels are also shown. These, I think, would make
the bicycle extremely troublesome in a high or even moder-
ately high wind. I would advocate a sort of artillery wheel,
the spokes of which could be made out of galvanised steel

rods which would thus be rustless. I imagine also that a

Green type water-cooled engine might be less liable to

radiator trouble in the event of a fall.

The foregoing changes would, I think, make the machine
more weatherproof and less liable to damage.

WATER-COOLED CHAIN DRIVE.
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Silence.

Sir,—Having read with interest the many letters and

articles in The Motor Cycle on silence, may I point out a few

obvious advantages of a silencer cut-out.

To the keen motor cyclist who desires to obtain the best

results from his engine a cut-out is a necessity, as with a

noiseless exhaust it is almost impossible to tell if one has a

perfect mixture. Further, with an open exhaust any foreign

noises and the slightest knocking in the engine are plainly

audible. NOPTHAMPTON.

Sir,— I have been forced to the conclusion, after regular

reading of " Ixion," that lie knows what he is talking about,

notwithstanding the apparent doubts of your correspondent
" Silentius."

Individually, my experience of the silent car is that it is

a positive nuisance both to the driver and the public. The

driver because his hand has to be constantly on the horn in

traffic, and to the public because a horn startles.

I had on my present 3^ h.p. a horn that was not a good

one, and, though a careful driver, found to my cost that with

my cut-out closed in traffic I was not safe.

One day I was passing a lorry, the driver of which was

sitting on the wrong side (left). A boy was in the driver's

seat, and although I blew the horn vigorously, the boy

dropped off the lorry on to my front wheel. Had my cut-

out been open, I am of the opinion that we should not have

been mudlarking. AD SUM.

A Substitute for a Differential.

Sir,^Irt your issue of the 28th November you illustrated

-and described a differential counter-shaft in which a large

V belt pulley is mounted on a tubular shaft earned in bear-

ings; to the outer ends of this tubular shaft are fixed one

half of a V belt pulley, the other halves of which are carried

by the solid shaft passing through the tubular one and

having end plav, and thus giving a differential action with,

perhaps, a negligible want of alignment of the belts. I want

to state that I designed such a mechanism some years back

and afterwards improved it by pinning or feathering the

inner shaft so as to take part of the drive, and also, by

mounting the large driven sprocket, not on one tube, but in

halves on the inner ends of two tubes; then, by moving the

counter-shaft forward or aft, a change of gear is effected in

what is probably the most efficient and simple manner for

belt drives. I have not adapted it in my cycle car because

of the large amount of power, quite 40%, necessarily wasted

in each belt drive. • A. EDMUND PAPNACOTT.

Improvements in Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I am pleased to see that "Ixion" is having a growl

at motor cycle manufacturers in general. Some time ago a

number of well-known trade riders "were discussing the same

topic and each of them complained cf the aversion manu-

facturers manifested to make any much needed improvement

on their machines. The one conclusion we came to was that,

until a slump conies along, we are not likely to get much

attention bestowed on our suggestions. - It is always a

surprising thing :-to me to see a firm engage an enthusiastic

and expert rider very often at a high figure and yet (more

often than not) totally ignore liis suggestions for improving

the machine. .

A man who is practically living m the saddle and continu-

ally travelling up and down the country soon knows (if he

keeps his eyes open) what is wanted, and, more important

still what will be wanted in the motor cycle line, yet his

suggestions and ideas are simply shelved and the old design

of frame and engine turned out again for another twelve

months, simply because at present the demand for motor

bicycles is equal to the supply. When the slump comes we

shall get our improvements, but when the slump comes it will

mean the survival of the fittest, and the few go-ahead and

progressive firms will reap their reward. Many of the others

wilf I am afraid, go the the wall because mere copyists are

always twelve months behind. However, the slump will be

a blessing in disguise. May it come soon is the. wish of

TRAD.faj KUJiLrv.

The Transmission Question.

Sir,—I am glad to see " Ixion " taking up the case of the

"dropsical elderly man," in relation to motor cycles. Better
springing of the back wheel is, of course, very much desired

by most of us, but better weatherproof qualities are a crying
necessity. The youthful hill-devouring enthusiast will have
his day, but certainly the all-weather business' man will

prove a more reliable market in the long run. In the issue

of December 12th is illustrated a well meant attempt to

mudguard a belt-driven machine. I have tried that, and
regard it as hopeless. It is not necessary that the belt

should be, like the poor, always with us. Its reappearance
in the combined drive is, I suppose, a dreadful example of

the survival of rudimentary and unnecessary organs.

I entirely agree with Mr, T. F. Maw's remarks in your
paper, but should like to point out that there are actually

shaft-driven machines with satisfactory clutches on the
market, though they are not yet superior to belt-driven

machines by " Ixion's " test of universal popularity. Having
owned a shaft-driver with a good clutch and gear box for

two and a half years I am quite convinced that this form of

transmission is incomparably superior to belt drive and far

better than chain. For six years I did all the work I could
on belt-driven machines of various good makes, and had to
keep a horse for the winter work. Since investing in the
shaft-driver I have done all my work for three summers ami
two full winters on it. The horse has been sold, and this

machine has been running practically every day over very
bad roads and its mileage is now over 12,000. During this
time the transmission has never failed, and has only been
disturbed to remove the back wheel for tyre changing. The
clutch control has been adjusted once and gear box drained
of oil once after 11,000 miles had been covered. The oil ran
out as clean as when put in, which sounds incredible, but it

is true. There is no appreciable wear in any part of the
transmission, which runs a shade better than when new.
Belt enthusiasts please note ! This form of drive does not
necessarily spell short engine life, as the engine ran 11,000
miles before any repairs were needed. These were one new
big end bush, one main bearing bush (flywheel side), and a
new piston and rings, total cost about 15s. (I do my own
repairs.) This is much better than anything I had previ-
ously owned.
Need I add that this shaft-driven machine is much cheaper

to run than the others, that I am a country doctor, and not
interested commercially in any form of motor vehicle.

F. C. JAMES.

Sir,—I was very interested to note that the question of

transmission is again under discussion. There is no point
on the modern motor cycle that is so much lacking in per-
fection. I note Mr. Maw favours the chain drive and is

somewhat hard on the merits of the compoimd drive. While
agreeing with most of his statements I take exception to
others. Firstly, he states that the compound drive cannot
be fitted with an adjustable belt pulley. Why not? An
adjustable pulley can be fitted to the counter-shaft, though
the same variations in gear ratio cannot be obtained as in

the direct belt drive, owing to the large pulley used in the
counter-shaft gear. Secondly, he states that engines _used

Valve side ot the three-speed Grandex fitted with 3J h.p. Precision engine

Observe the comoined trouser guard and cover for the valves.

U7
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with chain drive'are just as light and lively as engines used

on belt driven machines, and "wear as well." But it is

not only the question of engine wear that must he taken
into consideration, it is the back tyre and transmission that

suffers mostly—with a rigid drive—and undoubtedly makers
have favoured the compound drive as against the entire

chain drive, solely on account of the harshness of the latter.

Unfortunately the compound drive, though more efficient

and reliable than the all belt drive, is still very inefficient.

Cut, as against that, the all chain drive, unless containing

an efficient shock absorber, is far too harsh, is noisy, the

chains quickly stretch, thus ruining the initial higher efficiency

of this drive, and must be enclosed to be really satisfactory.

This latter is not easilv carried out and also adds the great

drawback of inaccessibility. Mr. Maw states that "so soon
;is the shaft drive is fitted with a satisfactory slip clutch

mechanism this drive can compete with the chain—but will

always be more expensive." The only known shaft driven
machines already on the market are so fitted and always
have been (with the .exception of the earlier models of the
four-cylinder F.N., bit the even torque of a four-cylinder

engine practically does *way with the necessity of providing
vur the absorption of shock (the same reason applies, of

course, to twin two-stroke machines). Also, it is question-

able if a shaft drive does cost more than a chain drive.

The ideal system, of course, can only be one in which the
unequal turning moment of the engine can be transmitted
to the back wheel as an even torque without any slip at all,

or any loss of efficiency. Therefore the uneven impulses of

the engine must be absorbed and given out again at an even
rate. As it is not feasible on a motor cycle engine to fit a
large flywheel to absorb and so equalise this uneven turning
moment, the greater part of the duty falls to the trans-

mission system.

A properly designed shaft is positive but flexible. It is the
torsional elasticity of a shaft that constitutes its great ad-
vantage over the chain, the shaft itself absorbing shock and
giving out the power again with practically no loss. "No-
shock absorbing devices already devised or used in connec-
tion with chain drive can anything like compare with the
shaft drive on this point alone. In fact the shaft practically

equals the belt in the question of flexibility, and easily beats
it in the question of^efficiency. Further, the shaft drive is

simple, absolutely reliable, absolutely cleanly, all being
enclosed, and is very neat, and the wear almost nil iff com-
parison with belt or chain. At least 10,000 miles should be
covered without any replacements. Though the cost of the
shaft drive is somewhat high in the first case, this is more
than compensated for by decreased cost of repairs, to say
nothing of its greater reliability and freedom from trouble. As
soon as the exceptional merits of shaft drive are realised
by riders, its use will become almost universal, and it is the
only system that can substantiate the makers' favourite adver-
tisement "The all-weather machine." W.M.

Countei'-sha^t Gears and Belt Drive.

Sir,— I notice thaJ
. a discussion is taking place, through

the medium of yo-.r columns, as to the respective merits of
belt and chain transmission.
The problem of transmission will be largely influenced by

the position of the change-speed gear. The best modern
practice in change-speed gears is to provide three speeds,
the lowest being an emergency gear- (so long advocated by
The Motor Cycle), and, therefore, giving a ratio of 10 or 12
to 1. This very low gear is undoubtedly necessary and will

probably be general for next season
It will be fairly obvious to most readers that if we place

our change-speed gear in the counter-shaft position we at once
rule belt drive out of court, the season being that when our
very low emergency gear is in use an enormously increased
driving stress is thrown on the final unit of the drive, coin-

cidently with a big fall in its speed. If the final unit is a
belt, it is very much overloaded when the emergency gear
is in use (and it is frequently in use), and belt slipping,
stretching, breaking etc., will be much more frequent than at
present. It will also be obvious that when we have a 10 or
12 to 1 gear in use" the belt speed falls extremely low. The
result is that we get a very inefficient drive, and a drive
that fails just when failure is least desirable.
On the other hand, if we place our change-speed gear in

the hub the belt is never overloaded on any speed, and the
belt speed never falls, so that our drive is very efficient.

If a' counter-shaft gear has only a moderately low bottom
speed (say about 7 or 8 to 1) belt drive is quite satisfactory,
but the inclusion of a very low gear means that a chain will

have to be substituted for the belt, otherwise the drive will

always be unsatisfactory.

As belt drive is so popular (and deservedly so in ray
opinion), the hub gear is undoubtedly the best to use with
it—a fact that has been recognised by all our big firms.

I believe very great headway is being made in the develop-
ment and construction of hub gears, and there is no doubt
but what their present minor drawbacks will soon disappear.

ENGINEER.

The Wear of Small Engines.

Sir,—It was my original intention not to take any notice
of letter in your issue of 28th ult. by Mr. Stich, criticising

my statements to " Ixion " on above subject; but as my
friends expressed surprise and regret that I have not yet
taken the trouble to clear myself, I now briefly state that
the points questioned in Mr. Stich's letter had my careful

consideration before writing, and I cannot admit that they have
anv bearing on the subject, and Mr. Stich now knows this

to 'be true. W. HUTCHISON.

Second-hand Machines.

Sir,—Having suffered from misstatements in regard to

F.N. motor cycles in advertisements of second-hand
machines, we are constrained to write and point out in

what year each particular model was made.
We have recently seen advertisements of 4^ h.p. four-

cylinder F.N.'s being termed 1911 models.
The 4£ h.p. four-cylinder was introduced in 1907, and was

not made or sold after 1909. In 1908, a 5-6 h.p. model
(50 mm. bore) was introduced and sold throughout that
year and 1909. This was followed in 1910 by a bigger
engine (524 mm. bore), and called 5-6 h.p., and this par-

ticular size of engine is still in use.

The first single-cylinder shaft-driven machine was intro-

duced at the end of 1909, rated at 2j h.p., and sold until

the end of 1910. This can be distinguished from the next
model by the leather-covered cone clutch fitted.

At the end of 1910 an improved model with multiple
disc clutch was introduced, and this was sold until May,
1912, when the first of the latest 2^ h.p. machines was
introduced.
The 1| h.p. belt-driven model with geared down engine

belt pulley was introduced in 1907, and sold right through
to the middle of 1909.

We shall be glad if you will bring these facts to the
notice of readers, so that they can protect themselves
against those who advertise machines as of a certain year

when in reality they are at least two years older.

For F.N. (ENGLAND), LTD.,
H. G. Bell, Sales Manager Motor Cycle Dept.

Defective Fittings.

Sir,—Having read several articles in recent issues of the
motoring press re shoddy methods on the part of manu-
facturers with regard to nuts and bolts and the lesser fittings

of motor cycles, I should esteem it a favour if you could

find room for the following glaring instances, which' have
lately been brought to my notice, and which seem to me
to reveal a very loose link in the construction of a machine
intended, as a motor cycle is, to carry a considerable burden
of weight.
A few weeks ago I drove my machine (a lightweight)

some ninety miles, part of which distance traversed the

well-known Shap Fell. When nearing my destination

—

Carlisle—I became aware of a slight squeak in the springs

of the front forks. On garaging the machine, I grasped

the handle-bars lightly, and gave one or two up and down
motions, sufficient to depress the springs a quarter of an
inch or so, endeavouring to locate the squeak. Imagine
my surprise when I felt the whole handle-bar give way-

several inches in my hands. On inspection I found that

the bars (which were of the forward lug variety) were
hanging on to the steering pillar by a mere shred of metal

;

in fact, they subsequently dropped off with their own
weight. The bars were lin. and the steering pillar Jin.

diameter. After the usual delay, I had a new pair of bars

fitted, only to find that in less than one week's riding the
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new steering pillar had bent at least a quarter of an inch
out of truth. Having had this straightened out, I find
that in another week the steering pillar is again developing
a list.

Still more recently I was in an agent's shop, when I
was shown the " remains " of a motor cycle, the result of
the handle-bars snapping off by the steering pillar. I do
not know what became of the unfortunate rider, but the
machine looked as if it had been trying conclusions with a
stone wall. In this case both the bars and steering pillar
were of lin. diameter, but in both cases the metal of which
the steering pillar was formed seemed to be barely -j^in.,

and the fracture occurred at the joint of the pillar with
the bars. It strikes me forcibly, although I am but a
novice in such matters, that manufacturers should pay
more attention to the tremendous stress and strain bound
to be felt in this, the most vital part of a machine, and on
the strength of which a rider's life constantly hangs.

I do not know whether such events as the above are of
frequent occurrence, my motor cycling experience only
dating from some three months back, but to come across
two cases in one month shows that something must be wrong.

N.E.S.

B;nzo!e.

Sir,—Perhaps you would be interested to know what
pleasing results I am getting from benzole. I have not made
any alteration to carburetter (B. and B.) ; the only thing I
find necessary is to give more air with extra air lever. My
machine is an 8 h.p. J.A.P. engined cycle and sidecar, and
I must say it pulls a great deal better with benzole than
petrol. Other riders' experiences with this spirit would be
very interesting. . CANNOT AFFORD PETROL.

Cycle Cars.

Sir,—I noticed in your issue of December 12th, in a report
of a discussion on cycle cars, that one gentleman referred to

having driven his Morgan runabout four or five miles on low
gear, putting this forward as evidence of the utility or safety

of an air-cooled engine in a cycle car.

I may state that on a twelve hours' reliability run I had
the misfortune to damage my high gear on a similar machine
when over sixty miles from home, and drove that distance

on the low gear, frequently exceeding 20 m.p.h., without
the slightest indication of overheating, and further that
while in Ireland in October I snapped my high gear chain,

and, while waiting for a new one, drive eighty miles quite

comfortably on the low gear without doing any damage to

the engine.

I have had a season's trial of the Morgan, and in spite of

many mishaps it is running now better than the day I got it,

and I would not exchange it for any water-cooled cycle car
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on the market. I have had no trouble through skidding, and
have yet to meet the hill it will not climb with two up. I
have had no punctures in back tyre in 4,500 miles.

A. W. MONTGOMERY.

Sidecar Spindles.

Sir,—We would like to point out to your correspondent,
"AF274," that if he desires a large margin of safety on his
sidecar he must be prepared to pay a higher price than
£6 10s., which he stated was the cost of his present sidecar.
If " AF 274 " were to examine some of the best makes of
sidecars he would find that there is a much greater difference
between the low priced and the expensive models than merely
the difference in the body.

In addition to the wheel spindle there is the frame gener-
ally, and the points of attachment to the cycle particularly
to be considered, and people cannot reasonably expect a low-
priced article to stand the same amount of knocking about
as a better one.

Where price is a factor to be taken into serious considera-
tion in the purchase of a sidecar, buyers would be much
better advised to spend all the money in the chassis and rest
content with the very cheapest type of wicker chair. This
would be much more satisfactory all round than purchasing
a cheaply got up imitation of a first-class sidecar.

NORTHERN DEPOT, LTD.,
S. K. Bboadfoot, Managing Director.

Weatherproof Finish.

Sir,—Once again as winter approaches, motor cyclists, as
shown by your correspondence columns, turn their attention
to protecting their machines against the ravages of rain
and mud.
Now are all-weather motor cyclists prepared to pay from

10s. to 15s. more per machine if it is guaranteed not to
rust or corrode? I recently heard of a new process
which should answer the demand perfectly. I do not think
it has been mentioned in The Motor Cycle.
The preparation is called Pellolit. It is built up in layers

on the metal, being stoved and rubbed down several times,
and forms a hard protecting coating on the metal.

Pellolit has properties which should appeal to motor
cyclists. First it cannot chip or crack. It is unaffected by
acids, or alkalies, or damp. It is a non-conductor of heat
and electricity, and will stand a temperature of over
400°F. In appearance', like>ebony, it can be finished dull or

polished.

Can you, sir, give us any experience with Pellolit? At
present, I believe it is a new thing. Who will be the first

to market a motor cycle in Pellolit finish-, with no nickel
to clean or daub with vaseline and no enamel to be scraped
off at every spill? O.C.K.

->-5#©«

CLUB NEWS.
Winchester and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting was held on the 10th inst.

Oxford M.C.C.

The annual meeting will be held on January 6th, and the

annual dinner on January 25th, at the Hotel Buol, Oxford.

Merthyr M.C.

The annual whist drive and dance took place on the 12th

inst., during which Mr. E. Gunter presented the prizes won
during the year. The attendance was good and a most
enjoyable evening was spent.

Tyldesley and District M.C.C.

The hot-pot and smoker held on
(
the 11th inst. proved

very successful, the social being thoroughly enjoyed. The
new club commenced its career with a membership of

forty-nine.

Bradford M.C.C.

The sixth annual dinner and presentation of prizes and
medals won during the past season took place on the 10th
inst. at the Albert Buildings. Mr. Percy Butler presided,

and an excellent musical programme completed the evening's

entertainment.

North Derbyshire M.C.C.

This new club has already over seventy members. The I

management is to be strictly in the hands of amateurs,
[

although trade riders are welcomed as ordinary members.
Hon. sec, Mr. W. Brown, headquarters, the Station Hotel,!
Chesterfield.

Ayr and District M.C.

The annual smoking concert and presentation of prizes

took place on the 16th inst. at the Hotel Dalblair, Ayr.
The president, Mr. John Hourston, occupied the chair, and
presented the prizes, the chief event of the evening being
the handing over of the President's Cup, for the best
average marks gained during the season, to Mr. James i

Gilchrist.

Sydney M.C.C. (N.S.W.)

The non-stop reliability trial, held on October 5th, was
won by V. H. Page (3i h.p. Zenith) with a loss of three
points; second, R. E. Fletcher (3£ h.p. B.S.A.), six points;

third, R. W. Allan (3^ h.p. Zenith), nine points. The trial

was over a distance of seventy-eight miles and included the

famous Blue Mountains. Motor bicycle competitors had to

average 21 m.p.h. and sidecars 18 m.p.h.

Up
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M.C.C. LONDON-EXETER RUN.
The Time-table, Complete List of Competitors, and their allotted Numbers.

MANY of our readers on or near the route of the
annual London-Exeter run will find the time-table
below of great convenience for reference. We
give also the numbers allotted to the various com-

petitors and the machines they are riding. This year the
entries total 163 ; last year there were 119.

Mr. F. T. Bidlake will despatch the first competitor

—

E. B. Dickson, tne trials hon. sec.—from Hounslow at
V.O next Friday evening, and he is due at Exeter at 5.4 a.m.
Starting back at 6.34 a.m., he is due at Hounslow at

3.40 p.m. The tail-enders will finish in darkness.

.

ROUTE AND
The times given are approxim.

Outward.
Distance from

Start. Time due.
Hounslow ... — 7.0 p.m.
Bagshot ... 16 7.53 „
Basingstoke 35^ 8.52 ,,

Andover ... 54 10.3 „
Salisbury... 71£ 11.0 „
Wilton ... 75 12.12 a.m.
Shaftesbury 93 1.15 „
Yeovil ... 115 2.31 „
Crawkerne 123J 2.59 „
Chard ... 131| 3.27 „
tloniton ... 145i 4.12 „
Exeter ... 161 5.4 „

TIME-TABLE.
ately the times of first arri

Homeward.
Distance from

Start. Time
Exeter ... 161
Lyme Regis 189|
Bridport ... 198|
Dorchester 213A

229^
252

269i

Blandford.
Salisbury
Andover
Basingstoke 288"

Bagshot ... 307i
Staines ... 317
Hounslow... 323£

6.34

8.1

8.28

9.12

9.56

11.4

12.57

1.52
2.51

3.20

3.40

vals.

due.

a.m.

p.m.

List of Competitors.
1. E. B. Dickson (8 Bat)
2. H. Q. Bell (5 F.N.I
3. W. H. Wells (7 Indian sc.)

4. N. O. Soresby (3i Budge Multi)
5. P. W. Moflat (22 Douglas)
6. W. E. S. May (8 Matchless so.)

7. E. J. Hancock (34 Premier)
8. A. E. Catt (31 Triumph)
9. B. C. Da™ (5-6 Olyno sc.)

10. H. Q. E. Slingo (5-6 Olyno sc.l

11. 1'. Smith (5-6 Clyno 6C.)

12. H. Karslake (31 Bover sc.)

13. B. E. Bothwell (8 G.W.K.I
14. C. Q. Boberts (31 Green-Zenith)
15. H. O. Mills (34 Eegal-Green)
16: S. F. Garrett (3} Eegal-Green)
17. B. B. Clark (31 Eudge sc.)

18. P. Newbold (5 Zenith sc.)

19. B. G. J Oharlesworth (6 Zenith
ee.1

20. H.. Johnson (31 Triumph)
21. P. Phillips (22 Douglas)
22. E. Chesterfield (7 Indiau sc.)

23. W. H. Bashall (7 Matchless sc.)
24. J. T. Bashall (7 Matchless sc.)
25. A. Bashall (7 Bat sc.)

26. A. T. Tamplin |9 Matchless
cycle car)

27. C. W. Meredith (31 Bradbury
sc.)

28 H. Gibson (31 Bradbury sc.)
29. H. B. Willoughby (6 Stellar sc.)
30. O. Percival (22 Douglas)
31. J. H. Kerr (31 N.S.U.)
32. P. Grout '6 A.J.S. sc.,

33. W. B. Gibb (8 Williamson sc)
34. W. O. Hemy (5-6 Clyno sc.)
35. L. A. Baddeley (

1

36. D. 8'. Baddeley (31 P. and M.

37. P.' D. Walker (31 Eudge sc.)
38. F. O. Hayward (6 Zenith sc.)
39. E. G. Mundy (31 Triumph)
40. F. A. McNab (31 Ariel)
41. W. F. Guiver (31 Ariel sc.)
42. O. H. Kouwenhoven (31 ^.riel)

43.
44,
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61
62.

'63.

64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.

92.
93.

94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99

100.
101.
102.

1

103.
104.
105.
106

B. A. Hill (8 Humberette) 107.
K. Brown (8 Crouch carette) 103
D. 8. Parsons (8 G.W.K.) 109.
W. Pratt (3J P.M. sc.)

A. C. Evans (6 A.C. Sociable) 110.
J. A. Hoult (31 P.M. sc.) 111.
T. J. Boss (31 Triumphl 112.
H. H. Egginton (31 New Hud- 113.
son sc.)

G. L. Drew (31 Premier) 114.
G. B. Barham (6 Kex de Luxe) 115.
W. P. Tippett (22 Hurnber) 116.
O. D. Wright (31 Humber) 117.
H.. A. Plnyfair-Robertson (24
Premier) 118.
O. Hill (8 G.N. cycle car) 119.
A. G. Peppercorn (31 Bradbun-i 120.
W. H. Elce (31 Eudge sc.) 121.
A. Adcock (2! F.N.)
E. O. Clark (5 F.N. sc.) 122.
O. S. Franklin (6 N.S.U. sc.) 123.
J. A. Neumann (6 Eudge so.) 124.
S. J. Saunders (6 Eudge 6C.)
E. E. Lucy (34 Eudge) 125.
B. M. Aston (31 Bradbury) 126.
1''. O. North (8 Matchless) 127.
V. H. Barnard (3; Bradbury) 128.
G. Pitcher (8 Duo cycle car) 129.
F. G. Watson (31 Swift sc.) 130.
W. Cooper (10 Humberette) 131.
E. Holloway (31 Premier sc.) 132.
N. O. Dear (3 Connaught 2-st.) 133.
G. Brough (6 Brough) 134.
T- Eigbv (6 Brough)
G. E. Cufle (7 Indian sc.) 135.
E. G. Webster |6 Zenith sc.)
P. G. E. James (7 Indian sc.) 136.
P. Bounds (8 Bounds-Jap sc.)
L. Crowe (8 Bounds-Jap sc.) 137.
-a- J. Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc.) 138.
J Stevens (2} A.J.S.) 139.
H. Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc.) 140.
W. Hanson (5 A.J.S.) 141.
A. H. Mee (22 Diamond) ,

142.
W. Bootes ( ) 143.
E. M. Stallebrass '6 Kynocb) 144.
E. F. Messerbv (8 Duo cycle car)
C. M. Keiller (8 G.W.K.) 145.
O. Patteson (8 G.W.K.) 146.
W. L. Slingsby (3J P.V".) 147.
A. J. Dixon (10 Singer cycle
car) 148.
F. Begley (6 Enfield Be.) 149.
A. G. Cocks (21 Connaught 150.
2-st.) 151.
L. Cass (6 Trump-Jap 6C.) 152.
W. H. Bedford (-r-) 153.
H. G. Chester (8 L.M. cycle car) 154.
J. Pauling (8 Zenith sc.) 155.
G. Nott (8 Matchless sc.)
E. Vallis (8 Wilton-Matchless 156.
60.; 157.
E. Olark (22 Douglas) 158.
A. V. Sumner (31 Dav-Leeds) 159.
T. C. de la Hav (22 Sunbeam) 160.
F. W. Southern (22 Sunbeam)
S. T. Tessier (6 Bat sc.) 161.
G. Feathcrstonhaiigh (31 Hover) 162.
M. A J. Orde (31 Bover) 163.

C. T. Newsoine (31 Bover sc.)

D. H. Noble (31 Eover sc.)

H. E. Davison (34 Kerry-Abing-
dou)
P. Hann (10 Pinnace light car)
J. S. Holroyd (31 Motosacoehe)
G. P. Howo (3) Eudge sc.)

F. W. Carryer (31 New Im-
perial)
M. Gciger (8 V.S. sc.)
±i. A. Sudleldt (6 V.S. sc.)

E. B. Ware (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

Dr. C. B. Moss-Blundell (6 In.
nominate)
S. H. Beal (3 N.S.U.)
J. L. Love (5-6 A.C. de Luxe)
E. D. Babington (8 Bat)
Bear-Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuth-
not (31 Triumph)
R. E. Guest (7 Matchless sc.')

O. E. Collier (3 Matchless sc)
G. W. Marsden (31 Bradbury
sc.)

H. A Cooper (31 Bradbury sc.)
L. W. Fox (31 Hampton)
J. Chater Lea (8 Chater-Lea sc.)
T. E. B. Jourdan (31 Bradbury)
H. G. Digby (5-6 A.O. Sociable)
K. Ellis (6 Calthorpe sc.)

J. Peachey (31 Premier)
G. Griffith (8 Zenith sc.)
A. H. BatcliSe (31 B.S.A.)
E. E. Cass (10 Gordon cycle-
carl

H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan
runabout)
A vv. Lambert (8 Morgan run-
about)
E. Kickham (22 Douglas)
V. Wilberforce (8 G.W.KJ
G. N. Higgs (8-10 G.N.)
Eev. E. P. Greenhill (8 G.W.K.)
N. B. Stewart (8 Morgan)
A. V. Deacock (22 Douglas)
D. W. PoppleweilJ3i Triumph)
O. F. Halsall (8 Wilton-Match-
less sc.)

W- Waterson (34 Triumph 6C.)
B. A. Hvem (3 G.W.K.)
S. C. Humphries (8 Arden cycle
carl

H. E. Williams (8 Humberette)
L. A. Bees (31 L.M.C.)
W. A. Jacobs (

)

A. J. Sproston (31 Bover).
W. P. Brandon (7 Indian sc.)
A. B. Abbott (31 Bradbury sc)
O. Dickinson (31 Ariel sc.)
H. A. Collier (Matchless cyHe
car)

N. H. Pearson (7 Indian sc.)
M. C. Breeze (31 B.S.A.)
K. MacDonald (4 Singer ec.)
S. Wright (Humberette)
P. H. Jones (8 Morgan run-
about)
K. Harkridge (21 F.N.)
F. E. Pitber (10 Hurtu)
O. Lester (10-12 Bclsizc)

BIRMINGHAM-YORK AND BACK.
Below we give a list of entrants for the Birmingham

M.C.C. second annual winter run to York and back on the
28th inst. :

1. S. A. Eowlandson (31 Eudge sc.)

2. E. W. Duke (34 James sc.)

3. S. C. Perryman (34 Quadrant)
4. L. Newey (34 Ariel)
5. F. E. Farmer (31 Calthorpe)
6. T. Pollock (31 James sc.)

7. Bert Yates (8 Humberette)
8. Ji. Ball (31 Triumph)
9. E. I. Slatterv (6 Trump sc.)

10. F. O. Sangster (31 Ariel sc.)

11. A. G. D. Clease (31 New Imperial)
12. H. E. Davies (22 Sunbeam)
13. W. H. Egginton (31 New Hudson

s.c.)

14. J. E. Greenwood (22 Snubeum)
15. E. V. Pratt (6 H. and D. sc.)

16. H. Newey (21 Levis)
17. Cecil Peers (22 Forward)
18. Geo. Hill (3* Eudgej
19. Tom Silver (31 yuadrant)
20. D. A. Pearson (3| Trump-Jap)
21. A. W. Waldcn (9 Premier cycle

car)
22. A. E. Hawkins (31 Premier)
23. F. H. Brown (6 Ees Sidette)
24. V. Busbv (3-1 Ariel)
25. Eric Walker (3'. Moiia'ch)
26. V. Underbill 13) Monarch)

OPEN WINTER TRIAL.
The Bournemouth M.C.C. are holding an open winter

reliability trial on the 8th January. The distance is 13(1

miles and the route is : Bournemouth, Dorchester, Yeovi]
Shaftesbury, Fordingbridge, Bournemouth. Three test hills

will be officially observed, and to gain full marks competitors
will be required to make clean ascents. Another hill will be
selected for a slow climb.

The competition will start at 9 a.m., and. competitors must
assemble at King's Park, Bournemouth, by 8.20 a.m. Com-
petitors who arrive within schedule time will be awarded
100 marks. For each clean ascent on the observed hills fifty

marks will be awardedj and the competitor who makes the
slowest time in the >lpw climb will be allotted fifty marks.

The Noble-Iddon Trophy will be awarded in this event.
Entry forms can be obtained from Mr. E. L. Herring, The
Gables, Pine Tree Glen, Bournemouth West.

LONDON-GLOUCESTER TRIAL.
The North-West London M.C.C. open Gloucester trial for

motor cycles, sidecars, and cycle cars, on Boxing Day, has
attracted the following entries :

The start is at 7 a.m. prompt from Jack Straw's Castle.
Entrants to be in position ready at 6.30 a.m. The distance
is about 235 miles.
Mrs. Baxter (6 lady's model Eex)
E. F. Baxter (6 Eex)
W. C. Knight (8 Zenith sc.)

W. Cooper (8 Humberette)
H. F. S Morgan (8 Morgan)
E. Scott (31 Triumph)
Frank Thomas (10 G.N.)
Osmond Hill (8 G-N.)
G. 1J. Hardee (31 Triumph)
v;. W. Meredith (34 Bradbury sc.)

E. G. Mundy (G.W.K.)
j. Cocker (41 Singer sc.)

D. E O'Donovan (4 Singer sc.)
A. A. Brinkmann (5-6 Clyno Sc.)
... O. Oldham (31 Bat)
M. P. Gibbins (Budge Multi)
Chas. Jannicker (Eudge Multi)
J. Beal (61 N.S.U.)
G. Nott (8 Matchless sc.)

E. Eose (7 Indian)
C. L. Mowbray (31 James sc.)
W. Ford (

)

H. J. Pooley (34 Premier)
T. Garland (5-6 Clvno 6C.)
C. A. Werner (61 N.S.U. sc.)

P. A. Goddard (2J Douglas)
Claude Eose (7 Indian)
H. E. Taylor (5-6 F.N. sc)
Elswick Co. (Elswickl
J. H. Jeflery (Whitgift cycle car]
Percy James (31 Triumph)
G. A Strickland (31 Triumphl
G. L. Fletcher (22 Douglas)
A. J. Dreydel (Ivy sc.)

T. E. Trotter (34 B.S.A.I
D. Popplewell (31 Eoverl
F. G. Boddington (8 Morgan)
L. F. de Peyrecave (8 Duo)
Cecil Feeds (22 Forward)
Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno sc.)
F. C. uhite (31 Budge)
A. G. Eames (6 A.C.)
H. C. Munday -(6 A.C.)
L. Mogridge (31 Mead)
J. Oliphant (34 Premier sc.)
W. Edmonds (8 Humberette)
J. Bradford (5-6 Letheren cycle carl
W. T. Sherwell <8 Sherwyn)
Glynn Eowden (2-2 Douglas)
C. -J. Burton (10 Mors ear)
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
A True British Tyre.

The John Bull cross groove motor cycle
tyre is a cover which has been greatly

appreciated by
motor cyclists

during the year.

On the stand of

the Leicester
Rubber Co. at

the recent motor
cycle show, covers
were shown which
had travelled

5,000, 6,000, and,
in one case 11,000
miles, and yet
were by . no
means worn out.

It is interesting
to recall to our
readers the fact

that Mr. Geo. Brough won the London
to Edinburgh and back cup for the third
time in succession on a machine shod with
these tyres.

Some Useful Tools.

Messrs. George Adams, 77-78, High
Holborn, W.C., are selling many small
tools which are of use to motor cyclists

who spend some of their spare time in

either doing their own repairs or improv-
ing their machines. Among these we
may mention an auxiliary vice, which is

designed to be held in the jaws of an
ordinary vice. The clamping portion can
be moved in any direction, and the little

instrument allows small work to be easily
filed up in any position while held in a
vice. The Fit All pliers can, if desired,
be carried in the tool bag. In one posi-

tion they can be used as an ordinary pair

John Bull Tourist Traphy
weight co\er.

Vulcan combination tool.

of gas pliers, but by moving the fulcrum
pin to another hole they can be adjusted

to take a small nut. The Vulcan com-
bination tool is fitted in a neat case, and
comprises' a spanner, split pin extractor,

and hammer ; the serrated portion in the

centre is used as a pipe wrench, -while

the extremity forms' a screwdriver and
split pin spreader.

Hawk-eye motor cycle wrench.

Another useful tool is the Hawk-eye
wrench, which can be used as a spanner
in the manner indicated in the sketch or

as a pipe wrench. In the centre is a

screw plate for ^-in., gin., and |in.

threads ; this is useful for restarting a

screw thread on bolts, the threads of which
have been damaged. The firm of George
Adams supplies other interesting tools, but
we have mentioned those which are of

special utility to motor cyclists.

A suggestion in these columns has been adopted

by the makers of the Ramsden sidecar, viz., to

provide a convenient receptacle for parcels, which
can be reached without disturbing the passenger.

The back of the seat as will be seen, takes the

place of a lid.

New Belt Punch.

The makers of the Enots lubricator^

Benton and Stone, Ltd., Bracebridge
Street, Birming-
ham, have just

introduced a new
belt punch for

motor cycles,

which is a neatly
made tool which
cuts a clean hole
exactly in the
right position,

namely, in the
centre of the belt.

One punch will

cut all sizes of
belts from one
inch downwards,
there being four
pairs of adjust-
able plates, which
are hinged to the sides of the arch and
by using the plates as packing a central

position is assured for the belt.

Pilot Jet.

The annexed illustration is that of a
pilot jet or bypass, made by J. H. Wil-
kinson, 40, Jubilee Road, Doncaster. It

is shown attached to the induction pipe
of a twin-cylinder 5 h.p. T.T. Matchless-

Wilkinson Pilot jet.

Jap, on which it has been tested with
the following results : Ten miles per hour
slower speed than formerly ; and five

miles per hour higher speeds have been
attained, and, we are told, double the
distance per gallon of fuel has been
covered. The device may be used as an

extra air inlet if desired, and is made
suitable for handle-bar control. High
speeds are attained by stopping up the

main jet and opening out the bypass,

using the throttle as an extra air opening.
Varying sized choke tubes may be screwed
in the end further to atomise the fuel

if desired. This device will also atomise
paraffin as well as petrol, and can be
fitted to practically any type of motor
cycle carburetter.

Storage of Parts on Sidecar Bodies.

Accessible lockers on sidecar bodies are
now becoming a feature. It will be
remembered that The Motor Cycle re-

cently drew attention to the inconveni-
ence of being obliged to ask one's pas-'

senger to get out of the sidecar while
the driver foraged for a tool in the space
under the seat. Messrs. D. Ramsden
and Co., 17, Great Ancoats Street,

Manchester, who noticed our remarks,
have sent us photographs of a body
which has a locker behind the passen-j

ger's back, measuring 24in. deep, 19in.i

wide, and 7in. between the backs. From
the above dimensions it will be gathered
that an ample-sized compartment for all

ordinary tools is provided in a con-
venient space which is usually wasted.

Waterproof Coats.

A useful double texture waterproof
coat is being sold by the Eclipse Rubber
Company, 85, Hatton Garden, E.C. It
is shown in the ac-

companying illus-

tration. The coat
is lined with a de-

tachable unstretch-
able fleece lining,

provided with
spring b u t to n
fasteners. Wind
cuffs and belt are
included, and the
length overall is

forty inches ; leg

overalls are sold

to match. A
speciality" is also

made of a double
breasted oil-skin

coat, forty - two
inches long ; this

has wind cuffs, a
leather belt, and
Raglan shaped
shoulders. It is claimed to be absolutely

impermeable to wet, and may be folded

to a very small size. I

Eclipse Rubber Co/s
waterproof coat with
warm detachable lining.

Auxiliary vice by George Adams.

B15
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77A/£ 7"0 LIGHT
Dae. 26th

„ 28th
„ 30th

Jan. 1st

LAMPS.
4.53 p.m.
4.55 p.m.
4.57 p.m.
4.58 p.m.

Italian Team in T.T. Race.

We understand that . it is extremely
probable that a representative Italian
team of three riders will enter the next
T.T. Race, most likely in the Senior
event.

Midland Cycle Car Trial.

The first cycle car trial last Saturday
attracted fourteen entries ; there were
six three-wheeled machines—the A.C.,
Morgan, and P.M.C. Motorette—whilst
the remainder were four-wheelers.

Spanish Motor Cycle Race.

A road race recently held in Spain over
a course of 38j miles in length, starting
at Bilbao and finishing at the same place,

resulted in a win for Don Gregorio
Pradere, who rode a Rudge-Multi. The
winner's time was lh. 2m. 7s. Other
machines ridden in the race were : F.E.
and T.T. Triumphs, T.T. Rudge-Multi,
and Peugeot.

A.C.F. and F.M.C.F.

From recent developments, we have
every confidence in stating that the
friction which has existed between the
Auto Cycle Club de France and the
Federation Motorcyclistes de France will
very soon be smoothed over and forgotten.

-A.C.U. Notes.

The Auto-Cycle Union Annual Dinner.
The A.C.U. annual dinner will be held

on a Friday evening early in February.
Increase of Membership.
The total increase of membership for

the month amounts to 438, consisting of

312 touring members, 26 individual mem-
bers, and 100 members of affiliated clubs.
Nearly 300 members joined at. Olympia,
when 398 badges were sold.

The 1913 A.C.U. Long Distance Trial.
Owing to the importance assumed by

the 1913 International Reliability Trial,

there is a distinct possibility of the joint

A.C.U. and Scottish Trial being aban-
doned for next year. (Each, of course,
will be held separately.) Instead, it is

likely that the A.C.U. Six Days' Trial
will be held in September, and the Inter-
national Reliability Trial will be held in

conjunction with it.

POSSIBLE SIDECAR DESIGNS FOR 1914
AND ONWARD.

SPECIAL FEATURES:
SEASONABLE STORIES AND

ILLUSTRATIONS.
NEW RECORDS WITH STEEL CYLINDERS.

THE CHRISTMAS TRIALS.

List of Competitors.

A STEAM MOTOR BICYCLE.

c4 £?z5&<?£.-

A Steam Motor Bicycle.

Many references have been made in
these columns to the possibilities of a
steam motor cycle, and now such an I

attractive mount is an accomplished fact
and has been ridden by one of The Motorl
Cycle staff. A detailed description of thej
machine appears in this issue.

Seasonable Articles.

This issue being on sale before
Christmas, we have departed from our
usual custom to find space for a selection
of seasonable articles and a number of
special illustrations. The lighter side of
motor cycling will no doubt be appreciated
by readers at this festive season. -

Midland Open Trial.

The third open reliability trial of the
Sutton Coldfield and Mid-Warwickshire
A.C., for Saturday, February 15th,
promises to be an important event. The
two previous Colmore cup winners—W.
D. South (Scott), in 1911 and F. Smith
(Clyno) in 1912—will again compete.
With regard to the article published in

our last issue, "Methods of Finding
Winners in Reliability Trials," it is

interesting to note that the Sutton Club
particularly desires to select the winner of
the Colmore cup without recourse to odd
seconds in timekeeping, though, of. course,:
the plan of not allowing more than a,

minute's margin at the various points
will be retained, and rightly so. Perhaps
some of our readers can offer suggestions
for some better method of determining
one winner from a number of non-stops.
A ne-iv route has been chosen for the 1913
trial, via Warwick and Stratford to
Cheltenham ; parallel to this road runs
the northern half of the Cotswolds, and
sufficient tests for the machines will be
found in climbing such hills as Saintbury,
Willersey, Broadway, and Sudeley.

Number of Motor Cycles.

Our contemporary The Car repeats
in the current issue the figures given in
the books of the Registration Authorities
throughout the Kingdom. The total
number of motor cycles registered is

132,245, pleasure cars 175,247, com-
mercial vehicles 12,627. When the above
figures are compared with the returns
made- by the Local Taxation Authorities
of machines on which taxes are paid, it

will be seen that there is considerable
divurgence.

Bi6
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"A Happy Christmas " to our
READERS ALL OVER THE WORLD.

Frank Philipp's Progress.

We are pleased to say that Frank
Philipp, who was injured in an accident
on Yorkshire roads- a few weeks before
the Skow, is going on very well. The
process of , recovery seems slow, but
Philipp sustained severe injuries.

Stolen Machines.

A three-speed 1912 2 h.p. Humber light-

weight, registration BW 15, was stolen
from Mr. F. Butler, 1, Townley Road,
Dulwich, S.E., on the 16th inst. The
thief is described as about 5ft. 6in. in

height, dark and clean shaven, and gave
the name of James Ward. £4 reward is

offered for information which will lead to
recovery Of this machine.

The Use of Benzole.

We have received some interesting
reports lately on the use of benzole for

motor cycle engines. Nearly all the
users state that benzole gave more power,
a greater mileage to the gallon, and less

carbon deposit than petrol, provided
precautions were taken to provide suffi-

cient air and so ensure complete com-
. bustion. Often benzole can be used
without the necessity for any special

adjustment of the carburetter, but not
infrequently the float requires to be
weighted slightly with the aid of a
washer, and more air must be given.

90% benzole is said to give better re-

sults than the pure spirit, while it is not
generally known that unless it be mixed
with a small percentage of another sub-
stance it freezes readily at 0° Centigrade.
Benzole is about 4d. a gallon cheaper than
petrol, but while the annual consump-
tion of petrol is about sixty-two million
gallons, the greatest possible output of

benzole per annum in England would not
probably amount to over twenty-three
millions of gallons.

French Motor Cyclists' Differences.

The want of adhesion between the
Federation des Motocyclistes de France
and the Automobile Club of France is

interesting to English motor cyclists,

since any registered British rider wishing
to compete in France cannot do so
unless the competition be run under
A.C.F. rules, owing to the joint under-
standings .between the R.A.C., A.C.TJ.,
and A.C.F. Every effort is being made
to bring about an agreement between
the two dissentient parties.

We sincerely hope that these efforts

will result in an amicable settlement.

While in Paris, M. Toulemonde (presi-

dent of the Federation) and M. Bouvard
(of the Lyons M.C.C.) called on Messrs.
Boileau and Loughborough, and put
their case before them. The Federation
claims to be a body of sportsmen un-
trammelled by trade influence, and is

anxious to come to an agreement with
the ruling body whose authority it

acknowledges.

Before leaving Paris. Mr. Boileau
drafted a letter to the Chevalier Rene
de Knyff clearly setting forth the
constitatisn of the A.C.U. for the
guidance of the Federation delegates
and ihe Commission Sportive of the
A.C.F.
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KJTOIRE LOTITO
~N.W. London M.C.C. Open

Winter Run to Gloucester
and Back.

:8.—M.C.C. Annual Winter Run
to Exeter and Back.

1913.

. . —A.C.U. Open Silencer Trial.

i8.—North Middlesex M.C.C. Open
Trial.

iS.—Bournemouth and District

M.C.C! Reliability Trial.

15.—Sutton Coldticld and Mi
Warwickshire A.C. One
Day Trial.

Three and Four Wheels.

Our attention has been drawn to a

paragraph in The Glasgow Herald of

December 10th under the heading " Motor-
ing Notes." The contributor is Mr. A.
N. Sinclair, and, writing about three-

wheelers in competitions, he says : "The
tricar has had a long enough innings for

its shortcomings to become well known

;

it is but a compromise, a makeshift at the
best, and should be excluded from such
a contest, with a view to its suppression."
This is not a fair criticism of such
machines as the A.C. Sociable and the
Morgan, and strikes us as being altogether
too sweeping without being explanatory
or authoritative. Three-wheelers have their

drawbacks, but they have performed quite
as creditably as, if not in a superior manner
to, four-wheeled machines which have
been in competitions this year. We see
no reason why three-wheelers should be

J.55.5

barred; on the contrary we should advo-
cate competition between the two types
as a means of proving which is the better.
Present proofs are by no means conclusive.

Steel Cylinders on Motor Cycles.

Is it likely that steel cylinders will

revolutionise track racing '! We are
inclining to such an opinion. Ever
since we published the first mention
that S. L. Bailey was using steel

cylinders on his Douglas there has been
considerable discussion in trade circles.

This week we describe an attempt
on world's records, when he accom-
plished nearly 73 m.p.h. on a 350 c.c.

machine.
The subject of steel cylinders is of

absorbing interest at the present time,
and in our next issue we shall publish
an informative article concerning the use
of steel cylinders for motor cycles, by a
well-known expert.

A Two-seated Sidecar.

A sidecar attachment possessing the
advantages that both driver and passen-
ger sit side by side, and may also be
protected from the elements by a hood
and screen, is about to be placed on the
market by Messrs. Lloyd, Dunn, and
Co., of Redbourn, Herts. It is on the
lines of the Davis-Double which was
introduced a couple of years ago. The
clutch and brake pedals are arranged
inside the sidecar body, the carburetter
control levers are mounted on the special
handle-bar, and the valve lifter is

attached to the seat-pillar for cooling
the engine downhill. We have heard
good accounts of the comfort and cleanli-

ness of the machine, which will be adapt-
able to most makes of motor cycles.

1

A DOUBLE SEATED SIDECAR.
A patented sidecar attachment known as the & 1, made by Messrs. Lloyd, Dunn & Co., of Redbourn,

Herts. It will be placed on the market la the course ol a fen weeks. (See paragraph above).
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A STEAM MOTOR BICYCLE.
A NEW AND PRACTICAL DESIGN BY STEAM CAR MANUFACTURERS.

Water tank. B. Paraffin tank.

WE have referred previously to the possibilities

of the steam motor bicycle, and in 1909
published a description and photographs of

a steam sidecar machine, which was actually in use for

some little time.

It is now our pleasure to make the announcement
that Messrs. Pearson and Cox, Ltd., Shorthands, Kent,
who are manufacturers of light steam cars, have 'been

giving considerable attention to the question of pro-

pelling a motor bicycle by a steam engine. They have
been experimenting for about two years, and have
evolved thj machine which is the subject of this

article.

The illustration of the complete motor bicycle

shows it to be fairly neat and by no means displeasing

to the eye.

The engine is set in the old Ormonde position

behind the saddle tube, and the diamond frame is

taken up by the water tank, while fitted transversely

across the forward ends above the footboards is the

generator or boiler. The engine has a single acting

cylinder, and develops 3 h.p., with a bore of i3_L
in.

and stroke of 2111. A single acting engine is the most
simple type, and dispenses with the need for glands

and packing. There are very7 few parts, which are as

follows : Cylinder, piston, flywheels, connecting rod,

crankshaft, two mushroom valves, and a simple type

of plunger pump, worked by an eccentric off the crank-

shaft. The valves are operated by means of cams and
rockers, the earns being keyed one to each side of the

crankshaft. The valves have a lift of 3-32111. and
rarely need attention. The feed water pump is of the

vertical plunger type, having double . suction and
delivery valves. The generator burner is of the

318

Complete view of the Pearson-Cox steam motor bicycle.

C. Steam release valve. C 1
. Steam release valve lever. D. Generator or boiler,

E. Steam pipe.

horizontal Bunsen

D 1
. Water control valve lever.

type, practically noiseless, and
burning paraffin ; it is fitted with a hand operated valve

for reducing the flame when the machine is at rest.

Starting from Cold.

In the present model the starting is somewhat crude

and takes about ten minutes, but in the new type a

small spirit lamp will allow the main burner to be
lighted within five minutes. The generator consists

of horizontal layers of specially drawn weldless steel

tube, the various layers forming four sections, which
are coupled together by means of unions placed out-

side the rectangular casing. A section, therefore, can

be replaced with ease if one be damaged. It is im-

possible for the generator to explode, owing to the

small quantity of water and steam at any time in the

generator and to the extremely strong form of con-

struction afforded by the small bore tubing, which will

withstand a pressure of 7,000 lbs. to the square inch,

although the actual working pressure varies between
100 lbs. and 500 lbs. to the square inch.

Transmission.
The drive from engine to the back wheel is by a

single chain, and the gear ratio is 3% to 1. The inner

flange of the large chain wheel acts as a bearing sur-

face for the internal expanding rear brake.

On the occasion of our visit to Messrs. Pearson and
Cox's works we were interested to see the machine
started up from cold. In the first place, a small

quantity of methylated spirit was poured into a trough

running round the burner soaking several wicks and
then lighted. After about ten minutes .sufficient heat

was obtained to allow the paraffin carried in the tank

behind the saddle to be turned on, while pressure was
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The control arrangements.

C. Steam release valve lever. D. Water control valve lever.

I. Paraffin pressure gauge. J. Steam pressure gauge.

obtained by means of a hand pump fitted to the off-

side of the machine, until the gauge in the pressure

tank on the near side showed a pressure of 30 lbs. to

the square inch. The paraffin vapour valve was then

opened and the burner lighted.

As the engine is of the single-acting type, and de-

pends upon its own pump for delivering water into the

generator, it is not self-starting, and, in

consequence,- the machine must be walked

for a yard or two before it will start. On
the stand it is only necessary to pull up
the back wheel slowly once or twice.

Control and Running.
At this stage we must say a few words

concerning the control, which is of the

simplest possible nature. Adjacent to

the offside handle-bar grip is a lever con-

trolling the quantity of water supplied to

the generator, and close to the near side

handle-bar grip is a Bowden lever, which,

when raised, closes the steam release, to

which we shall refer later.

. To start the engine the feed water con-

trol is opened to its full or nearly fullest

extent, and after the back wheel has been
turned round the engine will start slowly

at first and then rapidly accelerate. The
water control lever is then adjusted till

the machine assumes a speed of twenty-
live or thirty miles an hour, and then left

in this position. This position of the

water lever provides ample reserve for hill-climbing,

or for a short burst of speed. To stop the machine
it is only necessary to let down the steam release valve

lever on the near side, which instantly allows any
steam there may be in the generator to pass into the

water tank.

We were allowed to take the machine to the nearest

hill, and found it very easy to control and start, and
capable of extreme flexibility, so much so that it could

be turned round in the ordinary suburban road with-

out the rider dismounting and with the engine " fir-

ing
'

' at every stroke.

On the hill, which was approached at a particularly

slow speed owing to the appalling nature of the sur-

face, as soon as the water control lever was opened
the engine took hold and brought us to the top at a
very smart pace, easily beating as regards acceleration

a well-known machine with 3^ h.p. petrol engine

which was following. Naturally, this brief trial was
totally insufficient to give any idea of the capabilities

of the machine during an extended run, but we hope
to have an opportunity for a longer trial at no very

distant date. The machine we tried is absolutely the

first of its type, and a few further points concerning it

may be of interest

Exhaust.

The moment the water reaches the generator it is

flashed into steam, and passes through the steam pipe
(the lagged tube shown in the illustration of the com-
plete machine) to the cylinder. After having done
its work the steam enters the exhaust pipe and passes

through two tubes on either side of the generator
casing, on the lower portion of which holes are bored.

The exhaust steam is, therefore, able to get rid of the

by-products of the burner by creating a down draught,

and it issues from the pipes in an invisible form, owing
to its high temperature.

Although only of the single-acting type, the engine

has a considerable advantage over the four-cycle petrol

motor, as the piston receives an impulse every . down
stroke. As the hand control is entirely on the quantity

of steam the boilev is allowed to generate, it will be

Elevation and plan views of the new Pearson-Cox steamer. The engine, it will be observed,
is placed vertically and slightly lower than in the experimental model.
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seen that, Ly turning on the full supply of water, the

steam pressure is immediately raised, and the engine

will develop its full power on a steep hill, even if

travelling very slowly; in consequence no change speed

gear is necessary.

Owing to the fact, however, that the engine is not

self-starting, a plate clutch in the hub would, perhaps,

be desirable, or self-starting could be obtained by the

use of a hand pump to inject water into the generator

tubes.

The advantages claimed by its makers are silence,

smoothness of running, great flexibility, and wonderful

hill-climbing power.

Modifications on the New Model.

The present type carries sufficient petrol and water
for about forty miles, but the new model will have a
stroke " c "

T
J.v-"'. in place of

%
sin., a new type of

geneiator (the burner of which can be started in about
five minutes) and larger water and paraffin tanks.

The line elevation on previous page shows how the

latest model will look when finished, and we certainly

think readers will agree that the design is very neat

and symmetrical. On the new model the water and
fuel rapacity will be sufficient for seventy miles, and
the fuel will cost about 4d. a gallon. Whereas the

experimental machine weighs 145 lbs., the new one will

weigh 150 lbs. Engine lubrication is by crank case

DECEMBER 26th, 1912.

part of the tank, from which a charge of air-cooled

or special steam oil must be injected every nine miles.

The maximum speed on the road is between forty and

forty-five miles an hour—surely sufficient for reason-

ably-minded tourists.

splash, a hand pump being situated on the forward d'. wa?er
n
contcoi valve.

The power unit.

F. Double-acting water pump.
H. Exhaust pipe.

->-•••--£-

YE FEAST OF THE T.T.
And there had been many wet days in the land.
And it came to pass that the Feast of the T.T. drew nigh,

and the Masters which are called Manufacturers did
™.-vmur an(j say unto each other,

Behold, on the morrow shall our six-speed model wipe from
the face of the earth all manner of change-speed
devices.

And it came to pass that on the day, Monday, the people
who had travelled from afar did rejoice and say,

We will arise and congregate about the banner of Start.

And,, notwithstanding the early hour, a great multitude had
assembled together to behold the start.

And one Ebblewhite did lift his voice and say " Go," upon
which James, who is surnamed Haswell, did gather
his girdle about his loins.

And James, who is surnamed Haswell, hastening into his

saddle did wend his way amidst an exceeding great
noise and dust.

And on the tenth hour it became monotonous, insomuch
that we said one to another, Let us remount and depart
unto Mount Snaefell

;

For it is written in the book The Motor Cycle, He who abides
at the Mount shall find his reward.

So we arose and smote (two strokes) the throttles of our
asses, which are called Scotts, and did ride exceeding
fast nigh unto "blinding."

And behold we came unto the Temple of Bungalow

;

And being athirst we lifted up our voices and cried, Give
us of the waters of Soda and Whisky.

Having satisfied our thirst we assembled together on the
brow of the Mount.

And it came to pass that we did hear from afar an exceeding
loud noise like unto the roar of the sea and wind.

And behold one C. B. Collier, son of H. H.
Collier,. flashed o'er the brow on his mount,
which by the prophets is called Matchless.

Then came one Frank, who is surnamed Applebee, riding

nigh on to the wayside

;

And he also was exceeding fast-

Yea verily, insomuch that we were afraid.

And many riders flashed by on their iron mounts—venly, a

pleasing sight

—

And our spirits ran high.
_ , . , - n j •

But lo ! from afar off came the noise which is called mis-

And w^fifted up our eyes and beheld one coining slow, inso-

much that he wobbled : .

His spirit was low, yea very low.

Now at the twelfth hour the multitude were. an hungeied

and the men folk did fetch from their ients called

sidecars and carriers, loaves of bread, and small —

And many' were the longing glances of those called com-

petitors at our pitchers of Waters of Bass.

And it came to pass that we did again remount and

unto the city of Douglas, even unto the foot of

Hill, whence cometh many people.

And we did inspect the machines, from the 1,000 c.c.

racer to ve olde crocks. '

Then did w/say one to another, Let us back to our tents

or the temples will be closed, for the hour^s late^

rode
Bray
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&J Rretty Richie.

CHRISTMAS is always a festive season with me.

I am one of those old-fashioned individuals for

whom romps and puddings and crackers and
waits never stale ; and like most outdoor men I find

the long'autumn's grind in a City office particularly

trying. With a grey blanket of fog hanging perma-

nently over streets filmed with the greasiest slime, and

fifteen miles of traffic and tramlines barring one off

from the open road in every direction, there is small

temptation for a Cockney who lives and works in the

heart of London to take out his motor cycle between

September and Yuletide. I am usually in high spirits

.when August comes- round, but as Christmas closes
,

down on me I get positively humpy.
This year I don't mind admitting I was more than

usually above myself as the winter holiday approached.

I once fancied that nothing had such power to enthuse

me as a new overhead-valved engine with ramshom
handle-bars and the exhaust of a Mauser rifle, but

I'd changed my viewsTast August. You see, I met

Mabel! She was staying with an old college pal of

mine, who offered to put me up for a night when I

was touring the Highlands, and though I was riding a

brand new machine with a three-speed hub, she put

it clean out of my head.

Precipitous Mountain Climbs Forgotten.

I planned to spend one night at McDermott's with

the. idea of climbing three or four bouldery catcrawls

on the back side of the stupendous crag that over-

hangs his ancestral castle. But when I got home and

wrote up my mileage log I found I'd stayed a whole

week, and that the precipitous hairpins on that moun-

tain side were still virgin soil so far as motor bicycles

were concerned. In fact, I believed should have been

there yet, only unfortunately she had to .come south

after a week to nurse a sick aunt or something.

She was one of those rare girls who remind you of a

350 c.c. twin in perfect tune. Lots of go, never a

misfire, full of surprises. Danced like an angel, sang

like a nightingale, eyes that went right through you

and gave you a sort of thrill every time she looked at

'

you. Genuine thoroughbred, 80 mm. waist, or there-

abouts, hung on springs—oh, she got me all the way.
' But there was a miserable little rotter staying up

there—fellow called Askew—he'd been there a month,

and he sat in her pocket right up to the last lap. 1

could see she didn't fancy him particularly, but he sort

of hung on to her back wheel,. and it didn't matter how
much throttle I put on, I never really left him.

Well, before she left she let. out that she had a

brother in a Mincing Lane shipping office, with'whom

our firm do good business, and you bet I spent that

autumn making good with him. Couldn't tell you how
many dinners and halls I stood him, and the result at

last was an invite to spend Christmas up at their place

near Thirsk.

I laid my plans well.

I Went in for a Cycle Car.
It went against the grain to sell my motor bicycle, but

her brother Geoffrey, let out that Askew was coming

too. Now Askew, as I've pointed out, behaved as if

she were a motor bicycle and he were a sidecar—per-

manently attached type—and I thought a cycle car

was the one chance of an occasional iete-a-tcle with

Mabel. So I traded off the bicycle for a sort of tan-

dem spider quad, or cycle car as it is called now. If

I'd waited for the Show I should have laid in one of

the new small car breed, with two seats side by side,

and a hood and screen. As it was, I fixed on this

tandem.
They're not half bad ; you can put a big suit case

in the front seat, and it doesn't keep banging you, as

it would on one broad seat. I put on my oldest

clothes, with a couple of sweaters under my jacket,

and a huge oilskin and sou'-wester in case it rained.

Then a few days ago I cleared town, and headed the

narrow beak of my new four-wheeler dead north. I

had some beautiful skids out Barnet way. Never knew
these light four-wheelers pirouetted before, but you

can take it from me they aren't jam with narrow

smooth tyres on a greasy tramline junction. And
you're so helpless—you can only sit there and look

amiable, while your little coffin on wheels bounces

from one motor 'bus to another. I registered a vow
to fit steel studs before I started back.

On DicK Turpin's Highway.

Once clear of the tramlines and traffic I got along

faster than I should have done on two wheels, and by

the time I was North of Stamford I was thoroughly

enjoying myself. A cycle car doesn't steer so trickily

in thick mud as a bike does, and as my seat was made
of a broad piece of webbing slung between two steel

crosspieces, it didn't bump like a motor bicycle does,

while the dash comes up nearly breast high, and the

engine diffuses a grateful warmth along the lower

regions, so that only your nose gets really cold. More-
over, the tandem type causes little wind resistance,

and the new 90 10 h.p. engines run like oiled silk. 1

buzzed along a bit with the roads like a mixture of

porridge and isinglass. Then came my Chatalja

(hope that's spelt right—I'm better up in French

motor lists than war maps).

I was spinning along just north of Newark when 1

saw a big Daimler limousine standing by the roadside .

with the bonnet off. Three men were playing about

with spanners and monkeying round the engine in an

amateurish sort of way, and through the misty windows

I caught a glimpse of dark eyes and beauty in the cosy

glass drawing room behind. One of the fellows held

up his hand as I shot alongside. He was a Frenchified

sort of Johnnie with a trim- little black moustache..
" Excuse my stopping you, sir," he said very

politely, ' * we are in a frightful hole. Can you give

us. any assistance?" I unsheathed myself

—

that's the.

<*?3
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only word which describes drawing oneself out of a

cofiiny tandem when one's swathed in wraps. The
girl opened the door of the big car and stood on the

step, eyeing the congealed mud on the road with

evident disgust. He 'went on :

A Damsel in Distress.
" This lady, Miss Carstairs " (we bowed) was tele-

graphed for early this morning to York, where her
father has suddenly been taken dangerously ill. Our
ignition has given out—I'm afraid there's a short cir-

cuit somewhere in the armature of the magneto. Your
little machine looks very speedy. I wonder if you will

waive the conventions and convey her to Doncaster,
where she can catch the afternoon express ? Some
hours must elapse before we can obtain another car,

and in any case she is not inclined to trust so urgent

a matter >o a mo'?or after this disheartening con-

tretemps." Wherewith he waved contemptuously at

his magnificent car.

• .Spinning along jvst north of Newark, 1 saw a tig Daimler limcusine standing by the roadside."

1 thought a moment. Doncaster was on my road.

The job entailed no delay for me, and the girl was
jndeniably pretty.

"By all means," I said heartily.'.
' ; My. name is

Frank Griffiths, and I am -going through to beyond
Thirsk. I shall be only too pleased, to be of service.

Can I send a car out from Retford for the rest of

you ?
" -'.---;

He refused the suggestion, saying they knew some
people who owned a car and lived a few miles away,

and they w:ould get a cyclist to take a message. The
B24

men joined in thanking me, and prepared to ensconce
Miss Carstairs in my front seal.

There was one obvious snag—she was dressed in an

ordinary morning costume, which might be comfortable

enough in a heated limousine, but was scarcely suited

to the open front seat of a tandem cycle car. However,
she rapidly removed her smart toque, one of the men
produced a woollen arctic' helmet, and helped her into

his big frieze leather-lined ulster. Then he lifted her

bodily off the car step to pack her into my front seat,

when my suit case caught his eye. He looked enquir-

ingly at me.
"May we put this on the train for you?-' he en-

quired. I consented readily enough, but was rather

piqued when they put her dressing case on her knees

without a by your leave. One of them started my
engine, and we shot off.

Comforted and Reassured.
I made a few enquiries about her father, which she

answered. He was a retired general, and had suc-

cumbed to a stroke—his second— ,

and she was evidently consumed
with anxiety lest she should not

find him alive. I comforted her

by tales of an imaginary uncle of

mine, who after his sixth stroke

could still play golf in all w:eathers.

She cheered up a little, and
chatted quite pleasantly from
time to time. It was curious to

see how the arctic helmet and
ulster transformed a slim, pretty

girl into the semblance of a burly-

man.
We soon ran into Retford.

Here I stopped to get petrol, and
noticed to my disgust that the

neai'-side belt had dropped off

somewhere ; that's the worst of

these solid axles—one belt dis-

appears and the other keeps on
driving, and you never know. I

hadn't a spare, and the garage

people had only got Jim. in

stock, whereas nothing1 under
T^in. is. any good for cycle cars.

They sent a man off to procure

a bigger size, and I coaxed my
protegee into a neighbouring hotel.

As I lifted the suit case off her

knees I was struck by, its tremen-

dous weight—I fairly had to heave
to shift it. She noticed my sur-

prise :
" Silly things, these fitted

dressing cases," she said pettishly.

I got her into the hotel, and when she pulled off her
gloves I saw she was trembling with cold. So I

paternally ordered half a bottle of Heidsieck. She
removed the hideous helmet, and I saw she was a

real scorcher; in fact, she was the trickiest looking
girl I ever saw. The champagne put a sparkling

colour into her cheeks, and I was just feeling quite

proud of escorting such a stunner, when

There came a Horrid Blow.
A biggish car had just stopped to replenish at the

garage, and who should come into the lounge but
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Askew with two other fellows! He gave my com-
panion one quick glance, and then pretending not to

recognise me, whispered something to his companions,
and went out quickly. ' The car swept off in a moment,
and cold shivers went through me. I could see a

pretty garbled version of the incident going round the

dinner table that night at Thirst, and Mabel would
have a pump-assisted, Alpine-?,ized radiator welcome
waiting for me. I vowed never again to succour charm-
ing damsels in distress. A pair of new ij^in. belts

arrived at that moment, and I took the road agaiif

feeling rather anxious and discomfited.

The champagne seemed to have caused oblivion of

her parent's mournful condition in 'my companion's
breast, and she grew quite arch; in fact, she told me
a few stories which would have done with a little fan

'

' cooling. I was not half sorry when we got to Don-
caster and I unloaded her at the station, dressing case

and all ; the station constable assisted her to carry the

thing into the booking office. I thanked my stars I

was rid of her, and divided my attention for the rest

of the way between keeping the car on the road in the

dark, and deciding how I could carry off the matter
• with a high hand at Thirst, -and thaw the icy' recep-

tion likely to be prepared when Askew had described

his view of me drinking champagne in a public lounge

with a rather fast-looking girl.

To cut a long story short, I arrived at Mabel's home
. about n p.m. half dead with cold. The butler met
me on the step, and in response to my enquiries in-

- formed me that my suit case had not arrived ! They
I were having an impromptu dance, and there was I with

stained and mustv tweeds for my only wear.

He suggested a hot bath, a little supper in my room,

and bed ;
probably my clothes would arrive before

breakfast next morning. Yes, Mr. Askew had got in

just after dinner, and was dancing. I did not feel

like removing false impressions in my present garb,

and 1 followed the worthy butler's advice. I was not

exactly looking forward to nex? morning, but to tell

the truth 1 was so tired after my long drive that I- had
no difficulty in going to sleep, and I don't remember
any dreams.

Arrested for Burglary.

When I first awoke, I thought it was a nightmare.

A gigantir pulicenian was standing by the bedside,

with another biggerbrute in blue behind him ; Mabel's
buother and father and that swine Askew were in the

background, while some of the servants, looking very

excited, were craning their rubber-necks round the

edge of the door. As I stared in amazement, the

sergeant said: "I'll trouble you to corae along with

rue, sir; 1 have a warrant for your arrest on the

charge of heing concerned in the big jewel robbery at

Sheffield yesterday!"

Protestations were useless. The family were plainly

convinced of my guilt. The police cleared the room,
helped me into my fusty old tweeds, handcuffed me,
and marched me out down the big staircase and across

the hall inin a cab.

Talk about running the gauntlet ; all the guests—
many of them pretty girls I didn't know—were waiting

there to peep at the monster, and Mabel among them,
with her arm through Askew's, who was smiling his

slimy " knevv-he-was-a-rottcr " kind -of grin.

15O1

During the four miles' drive into Morpeth I

astonished the police by my language, and they told
me that the news of " my burglary " had been wired
to all the adjacent railway stations, as the Sheffield
police thought I should strike for town ; that by a
gorgeous fluke the railway police at Doncaster noticed
the weight of my companion's handbag; that they
hadn't sufficient proof to delay her, but noticing she
had booked to Hull, they had wired there, and she
was taken just as she was boarding the steamer ; that
they wired up the road and, traced me by my registra-

tion number; that they expected there'd have been a
few jewels missing round Thirst before the New Year
if they hadn't collared me ; and they concluded by
beseeching me bo own up like a man, and say whether
" my gang " had worked the dozen successful jewel
raids of the past twelve months, and by prophesying
that if 1 turned King's evidence 1 should get off with
fifteen years ?

By the time we reached Thirsk Police Station my
brain had cleared a trifle. The top dog in blue there

had a head on his shoulders. I produced my papers,

told him my story, and got him to wire to my governor
at our London office. Half a dozen wires proved that

I'd been in London when the Sheffield crib was
bracked, and inside four hours 1 was released with a
thousand apologies, and tooled back to Mabel in the
Chief Constable's own car.

The Thieves got away after all.

I found my suit case had arrived—so the thieves

were not quite devoid of decency. It came by rail

from town, and the police said the Daimler had been
stolen from a private garage at Sheffield ; it was found
hidden in a wood a few miles from Grantham in perfect

running order, its occupants haidng evidently walked
into the station, and trained south. They got away to

the Continent comfortably, and simply unloaded that

girl on me because they thought it safer to divide

forces, and to setid the swag off vid Hull.

Mabel soon consoled me. Askew wasn't exactly

popular among that house party; he'd been bragging

all morning that he was the only one to see through

me. I danced six waltzes with Mabel that night, and
I don't mind telling you that for certain reasons 1

shall never own another motor bicycle, and that my
next cycle car will have side by side seats.

Mabel says the one I've got would be all right if I

were a little nearer to her.

Single-cylinder water-cooled engine of the Barimar tour-wheeiu,
sold by Barimar, Ltd.

i
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THE INTEREST IN RUNABOUTS.
By B. H.

IT
wili be very interesting to watch the development

of cycle cars during the next two years. In one

respect, and in one only, the circumstances are

identical with the premature tricar boom of 1905-6,

wh n ended so disastrously in the extinction of a new
type. The public were clamouring for a new brand
of light passenger-carrying vehicle, in which one or

two makers had achieved some small success during

the previous autumn. As a consequence hosts of

mushroom firms sprang into existence, marketed un-

tried designs, and left the public to perform the

experimenting which ought to have been done secretly

by designers and makers during the preceding year.

The results were catastrophic. Delivery was difficult

to obtain during the next spring, as manufacturers
realised their new designs were not roadworthy, and the

breathlessly-made contracts for material and provisions

for construction fell into hopeless confusion. Buyers

who obtained delivery encountered heart-breaking ex-

periences on the road. Within twelve months the tricar

was almost as dead as the dodo, and the passenger-

carrying department of the industry received a stagger-

ing blow, from which it has yet to recover. The pre-

judice thus created still survives, and considerably

hampers the path of firms who make infinitely superior

tricars to-day. Beyond contradiction this element of

unpreparedness figures in the present situation. Twelve
months ago, six months ago, yes, even twelve weeks
ago, many firms now posing as cyclecar manufacturers
had never dreamt of manufacturing a passenger vehicle

other than sidecar outfits. The last time the trade was
taken by storm in this fashion the effects were duplex.

Delivery was delayed until far on in the ensuing

season, and when machines were delivered they were
grossly unsatisfactory. The interest of 191 3 will con-

sist in watching how far history repeats itself.

Disappointments in Delivery.

I am quite certain the 1905-6 debacle will not be .

repeated in totg. Cycle cars will not die out ; they have
come to stop I find grounds for confidence in the

fact that perhaps half-a-dozen makes are already

established ; they have won their spurs in many a fierce

test, and they are already manufactured on a com-
mercial basis. If all the newcomers were failures, the

pioneers are sufficiently numerous and sufficiently

honest to create a lasting demand. After this preface

to prophecy, we may go a step further and admit that

delays and disappointments in delivery are likely to

be a trouble next spring. The industry is much better

organised than it used to be, and the- purveyors of

parts and material are in a more established position,

while a number of firms have laid their plans in states-

manlike fashion. Nevertheless the last-minute advent
of perhaps fifty firms into a new branch of the industry

must imply much congestion and confusion between
now and Easter. Such delays will, however, be limited

to a minority, and will only be temporary.
Retracing past history, we remember that the pre-

maturely-introduced tricars were slain by bad ignition,

bad carburetters, bad engines, shoddy water-cooling

devices, bad brakes, bad clutches, bad springing, light

tyres, and details connected with three-wheel design.

Of these counts in the indictment, the cycle car need

DAV1ES.
only be afraid of bad springing. The all but perfert

ignition, carburation, engines, cooling, brakes, and
clutches can be transferred with only detail alterations

to a cycle car chassis ; and there is no reason for sup-

posing that detail troubles of these kinds need be
anticipated. As most cycle cars are four-wheelers, tyre

troubles need not be feared. Similar engines have
transmitted their power for years past through a single

2^ or 2j4in. tyre, and the addition of an extra driving

wheel should improve the tyre question ; if any makers
undertyre their cycle cars, it should only be necessary

to fit an" extra fort " cover on the existing rims.

The Problem of Springing.

Springing is, however, sure to cause much heart-

burning, especially on cycle cars fitted with vibratory

engines and no by-pass jet. The engine of a
cycle car must often be left running with the vehicle

stationary; and we know how we get shaken when we
run a motor bicycle engine free ; the same engine will

shake more when it is mounted on a light spidery four-

wheeled chassis. The 90 engine and pilot jet car--

buretter will soon reduce engine vibration to negligible

limits. Road vibration still remains to be reckoned
with, and will take much more killing. Men accus-

tomed to speedy bicycles will not be satisfied

with a cycle car which cannot touch 40 m.p.h. at a
pinch, and a smooth-running vehicle, weighing from

3-7 cwts., and capable of -the speed mentioned, will

not hold the road if it is sprung as simply and crudely

as many designs which I have seen. This is going to

be the real crux of the cycle car movement, as long-

distance drivers who purchase some of the experi-

mental models will rapidly realise. A London-Edin-
burgh trial on sundry models will be exhausting for men,
and injurious to their fair passengers. For the rest

there need be no anxieties. The chassis problems are

the same problems which automobile engineers have
long since solved, only they are now to be viewed
through the wrong end of a field-glass. Some of them—

j

e.g., silence and steering—may require more attention

than they have yet received, but outside the springing

there is nothing to be anxious about.

Sidecar or Cycle Car.

I imagine that many a cautious buyer, particularly if

his purse be shallow, will remain faithful to the sidecar

for a time, and that by Olympia, 1914, the boom
in cycle cars should touch its zenith. In the interim

the carelessly-planned and made vehicles will grace-

fully retire from the unequal struggle j the trade will

concentrate into fewer hands ; and the survivors will be

ready to manufacture on a large scale. - If I were pur-

chasing a cycle car this week, I should inspect every

detail very closely, and I should select a firm with a

well-known reputation for good workmanship. Having
made my choice I should insist on a prolonged road

trial, and I should steer the machine over the worst

roads I could find, for I remember that many a ,£400
car, with a ton to glue it on the road, and long springs

and rebound snubbers, is excessively uncomfortable

on bad roads ; and I should realise that a vehicle at a

quarter the weight, with very elementary springing, is

likely to be even- more kangarooish in its progress.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelops for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Age Limit for Tilcar Driving.

As I am thinking of, purchas-
ing a tricar, I should like to
know whether a boy of sixteen
would be allowed to drive a

. three-wheeler.—C.J. P.
A boy of sixteen would not be allowed to
drive a three-wheeler if it were suffi-

ciently heavy to necessitate it being
registered as a motor car ; that is to say,
over 3 cwts. unladen. Seventeen years
is the minimum.

Siiecar Frames.

(1.) What advantages has the
dropped frame chassis got over
the ordinary, especially as to
springing, comfort, safety, and
easy running? (2.) Do you con-

sider the arrangement of cantilever
springs better as regards comfort in
springing and durability than the C
springs

?_ (3.) Can I rely in safety on
three-point couplings when using a
well-known make, passenger's weight
not to exceed 12 stones?—G.B.S.

(1.) The dropped frame chassis gives a
lower position to the body, with ample
room for the springs. (2.) C springs with
shackles are quite as comfortable as any
other method. (3.) Three-point couplings
constructed by well-known makers are
quite safe, but four are better.

Miiinj an Engine Reverse.

1 shall be much obliged if you
will let me know (1) if it is a
difficult matter to reverse an
ordinary single-cylinder motor
cycle engine, and (2) if it is

possible, what alterations are to be
made to the timing of the valve cams
and ignition?—W.E.B.

(1'.) Whether it is a difficult matter to
reverse a motor cycle engine woold de-
fend largely on details, such as whether
the inlet valve was mechanically or
automatically operated ; if the latter,

whether the inlet cam was formed in one
with the same camshaft as that carrying
•the exhaust cam ; whether the engine
cylinder was off set, and whether finger
levers were interposed between the cam
face and the valve tappet ; but, in any
case, if an engine is designed to run in
a given direction, it is not advisable to
alter it. (2.) The alterations neces-

' aary to the valve setting, and possibly to

|

.the cam contours, would best be dis-

covered by making a diagram of the valve

|
working, and the valves and ignition, must

. be re-timed. If you cannot do this—and you
must reverse the running—put the matter
in the hands of a really good engineer.

Si'cncei' Rojulations.

Would you please inform me
whether there are any specified

requirements in regard to the
silencer of a motor cycle under
the new Act re cut-outs? My

machine is at present very noisy with-
out a cut-out, and I want to experiment
with a silencer of my own design.

—

E.P.L.
_The new regulations, which come into

force on March 1st, require that there
must be no outlet for the exhaust before
the latter passes through an expansion
chamber. On the other hand, even if an
expansion chamber be fitted, the police
will have the power to stop a machine
whkh causes a nuisance by making too
much noise.

Newport (Mon.) to London.

Will you kindly give me the
route from Newport (Mon-.) to

London?—W.E.
There are two ways of reaching London
from Newport. Probably the better way
is to go by road to Severn Tunnel
Junction and take the machine by
train as far as Pilning ; then make
your way through Filton, Mangotsfield,
Marshfield, Chippenham, Marlborough,
Hungerford, Readvng, Slough, Hounslciw,
to London. Or you can make your way
through Clienstow, Lydney, Newnham,
Gloucester, Cirencester, Fairford, Lech-
lade, Wantage, Wallingford, Nettlebed,
Henley, Maidenhead, Slough Hounslow,
to London. The first-named route is

very much shorter.

E tn Air In'.ake.

I should be pleased to have your
opinion on the subjects below.
(1.) Does the fitting of a Bowden
extra air intake, on the induction
pipe between engine and car-

buretter, contribute towaTds (a) economy
in petrol, (b) speed, and (c) general
efficiency? (2.) Does it not lessen- the
suction on the jet, and -at the same time
detract from the correctness (if I may
so term it) of the mixture? (3.) Is the
practice of giving overlap more general
than not giving it, and what is the
usual amount allowed on engines so
built ?

—

Mechanic.
(1.) All the items mentioned depend upon
the general adjustment of the carburetter.

If the carburetter is right, an extra air

inlet will not materially improve the
running. If, however, it is adjusted
distinctly on the strong side,-- an
extra air inlet would greatly tend to

economy and might improve the speed a
little. (2.) The only way in which the
device could detract from the con-ectness
of the mixture would be if it leaked at

all when fixed, or were wrongly used.

(3.) The practice of giving overlap on
valves is somewhat on the increase in

motor cycle engines, but, on the whole,
we should say that the "no overlap"
setting is the more general. Overlap from
three to five degrees may be allowed.

Sidecar Axles.

(1.) What sort of steel is it

advisable to make sidecar axles

of—mild forged steel, cast steel, or

would tool steel be good if left

in a soft state? (2.) Are the
cones case hardened or hardened and
tempered right through? (3.) The
broken axle is |in. diameter (but had a
bad flaw in it). I can increase the
diameter of new one to fin. Provided
there was no flaw anywhere in the
metal, do you think tliis would be
absolutely proof against another similar
breakage in the future? Can you give
me tne size of axles generally fitted to

the heavy coach-built sidecars, say,
Millford's or Montgomery's? (4.) Re
tyre wheel rims, which is the best size

(diameter) of rim to order? I have
enquired of several different tyre firms
and each one appears to differ slightly

from the others. 22J-, 22£, 22|, 22f,
have been some of the answers re-

ceived. Which do you think advisable?
I do not always use the same firm's

covers.—H.P.H.
(1.) For sidecar axles we would recom-
mend a mild steel of 30 or 35 tons tensjle

;

tool steel, even if annealed, would* not
be suitable. (2.) In some of the cheapest:

work cones are of mild steel case

hardened, but in best work they are of

crucible steel, hardened and ground.
This latter process you might find difficult.

We believe several steel makers pro-

duce a steel for cones, which can be
used unhardened just as it is machined.
(3.) It is impossible to say whether the
axle would be absolutely proof against a

similar accident in the future without
seeing its design ; probably you would
b-e the best judge if you bear in mind
that the increased diameter from § to

-J

of an inch ought, on the sectional area,

to increase the strength 50%. Do you
mean the' spindle inside the hub or the
part outside the wheel? (4.) We should-
advise you to order a standard rim
specifying at the time the sis? ri the
tyre you intend to use.
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PorlSTiiuth to Er.tmuMJ.

Is it possible to go by cycle
car from Portsmouth to East-
bourne, avoiding Brighton and

its tramlines?—II. G.
We suggest via Portsmouth, Cosham,
Havant, Chichester, Arundel, Worthing,
to Shoreham. Here turn left and take
the old road to Brighton, which avoids
the town altogether, and misses all the
tramlines where traffic is likely to give
trouble. Then continue through Lewes
and Wilmington to Eastbourne.

Two-stroke v. Four-stroke.

I have never yet ridden a

_| motor cycle, but hope to take

^ lip the sport at an early date.
-2J While at the Show recently I

was very much struck with the
simplicity of the two-stroke engine,
and as an entire novice I shall be much
obliged for your opinion on the follow-
ing points: (1.) Is there not a greater
possibility of gas escape in the two-
stroke type, and do you consider this

JfOOTi(2pLII

danger adequately overcome by the
device adopted in the Connaught
machine? (2.) Is there not a greater
liability to overheat? (3.) Do you con-
sider the method of lubrication in use
on the Connaught engine a thoroughly
effective one? Is it not likely to cause
carburetter trouble? (4.) From your
experience, is the two-stroke engine
likely to give as much satisfaction, as

regards economical working, durability,

and power, as the ordinary type of

motor?—A.S.W.
(1.) One difficulty with a two-stroke is

loss of crank case compression, but th : s

does not occur until bearings are worn
badly. (2.) There is a slightly greater

tendency to overheat. (3.) The lubrica-

tion in use on this machine has been
thoroughly tried. (4.) Tlie two-stroke
engine is not so economical as the four-

stroke, but many two-stroke engines are
now giving " the greatest possible satis-

faction, due to simplicity, durability, and
evenness of torque, and a two-stroke
Scott won the Senior T.T. Race.

DECEMBER 20lh, 1912.

Steel Bushes.

I have had a J. A. P. engine I

for .about twelve months, and |:

have ridden something like

1,300 miles. I find that a new
bush is required for pulley side.

On examining the bush it seemed to be
as much hammered as worn, as there
is quite a rough edge on the outside of

the bottom . To o
s
bviate

,
the trouble of

having to rebush so often, I am order-
ing a hardened steel bush, which I

purpose fitting, and write to ask your
opinion on the matter. * The J.A.P.
people in their specification say that
the spindles are liardened.—J.H.

There is, no reason why you should not
use a hardened steel bush to work against
a hardened steel spindle, but you will

have to be very careful in fitting it, to
see that the hole is dead parallel and
not too tight a fit, otherwise the bearing
will .seize. That is one reason why-
bronze bushes are; fitted to hardened steel

shafts in preference, to the other kind.

READERS' REPLIES.
Misfiring on Pilot Jet.

I notice that in~ The Motor Cycle oL'
December 12th "J.L.W." complains of
misfiring on pilot jet on his own and
three similar machines. I, , myself, have
also been troubled with the same fault
in my machine. May I be allowed
to suggest that "J.L.W." adjusts
the air supply of the pilot jet by the
means provided. I found this stopped
all misfiring and the results. to be quite
satisfactory.

—

Indian.
Be "J.L.W.'s" query in The Motor

Cycle, of December 12th as to misfiring on
pilot jet of 7 h.p. Indian. We. have had a
number of these machines through our"
hands, and in two or three cases have_
had " J.L.W. 's " trouble.; this we traced
to the hack cylinder exhaust spring,
which required renewing. — Qvoen"-
Garage (Leicester), Ltd. .

I had the same trouble as "J.L.W."
with my 7 h.p. two-speed Indian (1912),

and found it was due to a' dirty pilot

jet and a too close setting of the points

of the plugs. Let "J.L.W." make,
absolutely certain that the . pilot jet is

clean inside and out. A thin wire should
be run through it, as a very small par-

ticle of matter might cause all the
trouble. . Do not rely on merely looking
through it. Let him also try the plug
points jij in. apart .or further (the Hendee
Co. say a

!?in.), and the misfiring will

probably cease.

—

Henry K. Lockhaet.
Misfiring at Slow Speeds.

In my case^ a drawback similar to that

mentioned by ,: A.H.T." was cured by
making the induction £tf)e joint absolutely

airtight with a thin washer.

—

Humher,

EXPERIENCES WANTED.

(Dynas Powis).—Dynolite

PLEASURES OF THE PILLION SEAT.
"Oh, Algy dear, here comes a horrid motor ; do be careful, darling, I'm frightfully nervous, and if you

upset me 1 shall never £rgive you."

' L.S.V.J." (Wolverhampton).—2i h.p.

Grandex, 2^- h.p. Mead, and 3 h.p.

Lincoln Elk.
'.' Crofter

"

lighting set.

"T.H." (Burslem); — Hampton and

Victoria. Reliability, spsed, hill climb-

ing,' and consumption.
"R.M." (Paddington).—3J h.p. Pre-

cision engine. Speed and reliability.

"Buyer" (Batley).—4-i. h.p. Lincoln Elk,

two-spe -il gear ; Portland and Victoria.

Reliability.

M8
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WE ARE ....
CONCESSIONAIRES
for the Six Northern Counties for

Arden, Crescent and G.W.K. cycle cars.

AlsO, we can deliver A.C., Morgan,
Singer, Humberette, Premier, Match-
less, Voiturette Baby, and Invicta.

In motor cycles, we can supply you
with Scotts, Zeniths, Humber, Match-
less, Bat -Jap, Douglas, Premier, Clyno,
Lincoln Elk, Enfields, Rudge, A.J.S.
James, Triumphs, etc., etc.

Our retail terms are Cash or Deferred; and our Whole-
sale terms are the lowest on the market. We want your
enquiries for both. We have nothing to give away, but
we have the stuff people want, and our prices are right.

Write at once

—

HITCHENS LTD.,
MGRECAMBE.

Telephone 1 1 2. Wires— Hitchen's Ltd.

!EW
1913 MO

2 h.p. SINGLE,
with 2-speed Gear.

2Jh.p. SINGLE,
with 3-speed Gear and Clutch.

3 h.p. TWIN,
with 2-speed countershaft gear and

chain drive.

4 h.p. TWIN,
with 2 speed countershaft gear and

chain drive.

LATEST SUCCESS.
JUNIOR OLYMPIC HOUR RACE.
BROOKLANDS NOVEMBER 9th.

- G. LEE TEMPLE .... THIRD.
Riding the Smallest Twin in the Race—Non-Handicap.

The Moto-Reve Co., Ltd.,

ALPERTON, MIDDLESEX.

x\&vl
FURWArtD

L'GHTwt

a 1313 Model greatly improved. 39 GUINEAS. •

LISTS FREE. AGENTS WANTED.

FORWARD MOTOR Co., Summer Row Birmingham.

1/6

' FORWARD," the strong-
est and best fastener
ever invented. Fitted

by all the best manu-
facturers, used by all the
"CRACKS."

All sizes, also special
pattern for Watawata
belts. —*»

SIMPLE, YET PERFECT. PATENT !9*B8/o9

1,076 Miles in
Perfect Comfort.

i

UNTROUBLED BY SADDLE SORENESS
The following letter, bearing such striking

testimony to the excellence of Empire de Luxe

Saddles, is one of the many we are constantly

receiving from satisfied customers

:

41, Beversbrook Road.
Gentlemen, Tuffnell Park, London, N.

On my recent successful officially observed six

days' trial, in which I covered 1,076 miles on a

3i h.p. Alldays Matchless and sidecar, an A.C.U.
observer was in the car all the way. I was never
troubled by saddle soreness, and I attribute this to

the fact that my machine was fatted with

EMPIRE de LUXE
Saddle. There is no need for further praise, facts

speak tor themselves.—J. TAYLOR GIBBON.
The
LEATHERIES

LTD..
Sparkbrook,

Birmingham.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' AJ. I
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AcdyleneBarner I
forHeadlights |

Gives, from a single gaswayonly,
an atmospheric flat flame which
cannot become distorted and crack lens
or mirror.

The Burner is of the air-injecting

k
type—it will not carbonise.

It is now fitted with a Pressure
Check, which obviates flaring.

Send for descriptive booklet of the
*'Ronr' Burner to

sSffl *?jSB •!

p GEO. BRAY & C? U?
DepOvl LEEDS.!I.'.,".'. I

Ornamental Lake in Recteation Grounds, Bournville Works.

BOURNVILLE
DlneCOCOAdeLuxe

A/Tade exclusively from the finest
-*--!cocoa beans, selected with

skill and judgment. This, com-
bined with the healthy conditions
under which it is made, renders it

pure, wholesome and digestible.

"BY TEST THE BEST"

nd.

a i-lb.
C&oburP

Bournville

**tS"^-:- l_j

BEFORE PLACING YOUR CONTRACTS
SEE THE FAMOUS

Brough
BASFORD, NOTTINGHAM.

ENGINES for Solo or
Passenger Work.

PITH
5::-. WmKtSFjV3

THE SIX DAYS'
OBSERVATION TEST
of the Auto Cycle Union affords the
U.H. Magneto another opportunity
of proving its reliability and consis-

tency. Wlr. J. T. Gibbon, riding a
3£ h.p. AlWays fitted with a U.H.

Magneto SUCCESSFULLY CON-
CLUDED the above test on Nov. 26.

Specify a U.H. and relieve yourself
of all ignition troubles,

S. WOLF & OO.,
IIS, Southward Street, LONDON, S.E,

'Grama—" Wideratand, lionaon."

'Phone—5172 Central and 2734 Hop.
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ClarioneUe

The Premier Motor Cycle Horn.

Length. 16in.

Diameter of Bell. 3 5 in.

T^LEGANT and compact design. The tube

*—* passes through the bell of the Horn instead

of by the side of it, ensuring great economy in

sp^ce. Tone—deep and distinctive, and the volume

of ^und makes it audible for a considerable

distance in advance of machine.

Nickel Platen.
Fitted Oust C-p and
Best Quality Rubber Bulb.

From
Your
Agent

Illustrated List—Free and Post Paid.

RGTAX MOTOR ACCESSORIES CO.,

43-45, Gt. Eastern Street, London, E.C.

. A New Book .

for Motor Cyclists.

TRACING
TROUBLES

Motor Cycle Faults

;

their identification,

and their remedies
simply and fully
explained. ; : : :

peciatty prepared for novices, and invaluable in cases of roadside
trouble.. It gives methods for locating faults in the running of

motor Cfcies, and advice as to the best means of remedying them
when found.

Price From By

1/- ILIFFE& SONS Ltd., Post

net. 20, Tudor St., London, E.C. 1/2
and all Booksellers and Bookstalls.

SELFRIDGE'S
OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO
EVERY MOIOR CYCLIST
We are now prepared to sell nearly every make of Motor Cycle

and Sidecar on EASY TERMS OF DEFERRED PAYMENT.
We invite you to call or write for particulars of this important

departure of our Motor Section. Intending purchasers should

enquire early, as we are already booking orders for the

1913 season.
£ B. d.

EXAMPLE : A Cycle at cost of, say 40
Accessories added, say 3

43
Pay 20% as deposit 8 12

Balance 34 8
Add 2te/u 17 1

35 5 1
12 monthly payments of 2 18 9

If payments are completed in six mouths only ij per cent, in tcrest

will be added instead of zl per cent.

GUARANTEE

:

The makers' guarantee is confirmed by us with every sale.

We can now accept orders for FarlvOeliveries of nearly all the

leading makas of 1913 Models.

SELFRIDGE & CO., LTD.,
OXFORD STREET, W.

ISSote the smart, practical
look of these

(Reg.)BEACON

OILSKINS
Inside a Beacon Suit you are free ot

weather worry. Write about your

suit to-day. Black or yellow double

lightweight oilskin jackets, with wind-

cuffs and double fronts, 13/6.
Leggings, 7/6.

Suit complete . . 21 /-

Post paid.

In tan or grey-green

—

Jackets .. ..17/6
Leggings .. .. 8/5

Suit complete . . 25/-
Postage paid.

Terms—Nett cash with
order. Money back if

you say so.

Send tor patterns and " The
Only Way," showing many
jther comforts for rainy
days..

J. BARBOUR & SONS, LTD.,

The Store for wet weather wear,

Dept. D, SOUTH SHIELDS.

In' answering' these ad ccrtiscments it is desirable to mention " The Mntor C>/r1r. Mi
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PAGETS
-^Motorcycle "Dli >AN

1JL Purchase KMTW TlBHJ

PA6ETS have in Stock
and for Early Delivery:

Id13 MODELS.
8 h.p. MATCHLESS, chain or double belt, 2-speed gear.

7 b-P- INDIAN, 2-speed gear, chain drive.
5-6 h.p. BAT, spring frame, chain drive and 2-speed gear.
5-6 b.p. C YNO, 3 speed gear bos, all transmission encased.

Z\ h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed gear and chain drive.
3i-4h.p. NE*V HUDSON and Sidecar, 3-speed geat, belt and

chain drive.

3? h.p. ZEN TH-GRAQUA, belt drive and "Gradua" gear.

2i b.p. DOUGLAS, all nr-dels.

3$ b.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed gear, belt drive.

Also RUDGE, SCOTT, etc., etc.

Sidecars from £8

Order now. Only £5 required with order, and
the balance on Pagets Plan of deferred payments.
Write to-day for particulars and price lists.

Unbiassed advice given as to best machine to suit

your requirements. We pay carriage and crate.

Deliveries guaranteed.

PAGETS

for Best

Deliveries.

PAGETS LIMITED
10 & 11, Jermyn Street,

Piccadilly Circus,

London, S.W.

Telephone—City 9x34.

PAGETS

for Sidecar

Machines.

MOTOR CYCLE GAITER.

Strongly made and heavily rubbered, in 2in, f

2£in., and 2^i.n. sections at 2/6 each.
Postage extra.

MOTOR CYCLE INSIDE
PLASTERS.

BBSs,

SPECIALITIES
FOR

MOTOR CYCLISTS.
MOTOR CYCLE DETACHABLE BAND.

For 2\ & 2\ Covers.9d.each.Pos

AH sizes. 22/6 each. Ppstage extra. Invaluable for
Whiter Riding. Any old Cover may be used under it.

MOTOR CYCLE LINER. I

Made on the same principle as qui

Car Liner, but with flaps at side£

Can be used in Cover after Cover,

and u"ll save its cost many timeSf

Prevents Punctures and Strengthens

Weak or Worn Covers.

10/6 each.

ALFRED ROBERTS

& SONS, LIMITED,

GRIPWELL WORKS,

ST. MARY'S ROW,

BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams

:

"Bands, Birmingham.'

Telephone:

Central 129&

AMAC AMAC
BELT FASTENER.

ONE YEAR'S GUARANTEE. MADE OUT OF SOLLD STEEL
BARS. HARDENED—UNBREAKABLE.

ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES Co.Ud.
Talfbrd Street Aston, BIRMINGHAM.

AMAC AMAC

BooksforMotorcyclists
Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them.
The standard Handbook of the Moio Cycle,
Fifteenth edition, revised and enlarged, now
on sale. Price l/-net. By Posi i 3.

Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists.

Full of uselul " wrinkles " with regard to the

care and management of motoi cycles, rd
edition. Price 1 /- net. bv Host 1 /2.

The Motor Cycle Route Book.
Contains best routes lor the wh^ip 01 th*

British Isles. 45 maps and speed limits

Price 1 /6 np ' By -osi 1/9

Obtainable (with remittance) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, Tudor Street, LONDON, EX., also from all Bookseller..

*44 In answering these ad ccrtisc «ients it
:
-s desirable to mention u The Motor Cycle.*
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" Duco " Ribbed Pattern
Motor Cycle Cover.

Model II.' Heavy. Extra strong.
Suitable for machines up to 3 h.p.

No. 1-4836.

Size, 2d x 2]ius. Each. 22/6

Anyof the accessories on this

page can be obtained from
your regular dealer or garage

Motor Cycle Oil or Grease Syringe.
The top of the syringe has a bell shaped mouth, allowing plunger- to be
when tilled with lubricant. No. JSTOOc, each 1/6

sasily pushed homo

" Duco " Rubber
Motor Cycle

Model I. Extra Heavy,
machines from 3 h.p.

No. 14835.
Size z& or 2S x cjins.

Swag Bag:.
An exceedingly neat
Bae for fixing- to rear
carrier. Will hold a
vei*7 Ianje Quantity
and when empty
folds down Very
closely. It is made of
black waterproof
material.
Ko. 10I45ax,

large size,

11/3
JL014Baz,

sinair, 6/3.

Mabufactttred from the finest Egyptian Canvas. 5-ply

Btrengtli, and finely woven steel -wire in the torinof a

network-embedded in rubber. 1/- each.

Fitspractieally every
saddle. Upholstered
real leather.

No. I2086x.

Enamelled, ,

£, each, IO/6.

B.S.A. Motor
Cycle Lubrication

Oil.

Quart Cans, 1/9 each
4-Gall. „ 2/9 „

Motor Cycle Tool Roll.

Finest grade leather and fitted with good
quality tools, as follows : 7m. spanner,
6in. cutting pliers, screw driver with special
handle, pin punch, double ended spanner,
set of three tyre levers, 6in. ; midget

ipanner, 3in. ; half round file

No. B2/13, each 9/-

Sidecar
Telescopic

Jack.
\ very simple
and effective art-

icle. Absolutely
firm when set.

Light in weight
and convenient
in size. Quickly
adjustable to any
height. Price.

4/9 each.

" A K.''

KNEE GRIPS
for Motor

Cycles-

is steering very much easier, as the knee Hives the
liTer a firm hijld on the machine when riding at
ligli speeds, thereby leaving the bauds free to
naiiipiil.itc haudle-bar levers.

1'or pair, 6/6

The "Du o" Adjustable Girder Fork Lamp
Bracket for Motor Cycles.

Adjust ah' c in every sense of the word, design d for

lixiug on the front fork sliders, and is strong enough
to carry the heaviest lamp. Its chief advantage is

that the lamp can be tilted at any angle. The
Bracket is attached to a screwed bar, which can bo
rotated in tapped holes in

the clips, thiin enabling VV
necessary angle to l>e obtained
Supplied for round or oval

clips.

No. UUi-id .. each 49

The
"Duco"
Model A
Sidecar.

No. 12824&, MODEL Price, complete « ith Tyre, £6 5 O
FRAME.—14 gauge welded steel tubing, with specially s&ons Jugs, well

finished and beautifully enamelled High grade double leaf steel springs. Mud-
euard of ample proportions, titled with specially strong stays which will not shake
h ose. Quick detachable joints which enables Hie Sidecar to bo detached from the
Motor Cycle in a few minutes, all the clips being nickel-plated and in keeping with
the general finish of a high-grade Motor Cycle.

Th' Wiek'T Basket is well dcei-ned and splendidly upholstered, back being
rather higher than usual, while the leg room will accommodate even a tall person.
The front of the basket is built up on a curve, thus making a good protection for

the feet and legs, and adding to the neat appearance as well as to the comfort of

tho complete Sidecar.

4'-vo't 3 cell

Sets
Tin's battery is ma le

up of tlu'ee of tEe
tf R. Ctlls,

TyneG.W".
Site, 7t*ftx7i 10'-

Type &.&.«. Size

4ix29"-15x6i 7/-.

Cycle
Passenger Seat.

It i6 scientifically sprung at each corner, and
gives to the slightest road shock, completely in-

sulating the passenger : but it cannot roll, and
there is no risk of affecting the steering or increas-
ing the-tendenev to skidding. Dimensions: 8iu.

x 12ini x Jin. Clips fit 5iu. or Sin. tube, and are
adjustable to suit carriers of various widths.
"Weight; 4 lbs. Price complete 17/6

Detachable Out-
side Tyre Gaiters

with books for motor
cycles.

No. 129851c.

9 & 2t, each 1/9
Sjin,, each 2,-

Taylor's Patent Motor
Cycle Wind Screens
for Sidecars, Trailers.

etc.

Celluloid Window. Weight
about 3 lbs. Adjustable to

any width. To enter side-

car, screen swings round
like ordinary door. Stan
dard (not folding) , each 29/6

Folding pattern, nickel

finish, each 32/6

By the use of this small tool it Is an easy
matter to replace a chain holt, each 1/9

" Duco"
Magneto
Knife.

Best Quality blade,
ga'ige of the correct
thickness for i>J-

iusting the plati-

num points, and a very fine tile for smootlt-
iilg down the platinum tips.

No. 11350kh. l/-each.

" Little Veena" Side Lamp
For Motor Cycle:
Heiuht, Tins. Glass,
light at iea>\ N<
Brass 20/- per pail

827- Der pair.

us. IleiJ

UI37ke..
Ni.-k.-L

Showrooms

—

15, Newman St.,

LONDON, W.

BrowNBrothersXte
GREATEASTEKNSTLONDON.B2

269-273,

DEANSGATE,
MANCHESTER.
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GAMAGES
ADEQUATE PROTECTION FOR WINTER MOTOR CYCLING-

These Garments are made
from selected Chamois
Skins ; are quite water-

proof and very warm.

All sizes in stock. .

Waistcoat with long sleeves,

16/6

These Waistcoats are made
in Brown Chamois Leather,

without sleeves, at 12/6

AH sizes in stock.

MOTOR CYCLING SUIT.

CHAMOIS LEATHER UNDERCLOTHING
For Motor Drivers and Motor Cyclists.

LONG SLEEVED
WAISTCOAT.

EXTRA LONG BROWN
CHAMOIS WATERPROOF.

New Brown Chamois
Leather Waistcoat, long

sleeves, 21'/-

With Sleeves close fitting at

.

wrist, excludingall draughts,

35/-

All sizes stocked.

MOTOR CYCLING SUIT.

Grey Frieze,

lined Fleece . . 21
1

'9

No. 2. Grey Frieze,

ined leather . . 23/9

Grey Frieze,

superior quality,

lined Fleece . . 30/-

4. Grey Frieze,

superior quality,

lined leather . . 35/-

5. Grey Frieze,

superior quality,

ined detachable

eather . . . . 40/-

No. 6. Real Irish

Frieze, assorted

colours, lined

Fleece . . . . 40,

No. 7. Real Irish

Frieze, assorted

colours, lined

leather . . . . 45

No. 8. Real Irish

Frieze, assorted

colours.lined de-

tachable leather 50

Gamage's Motor List illustrates and
describes every requisite for man or

machine. Post free to any address.

CHPAPSlDEr.
w^mw^> ^-Q,<S>pagxg>Cff@^i
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THE CAR THAT
LEADS THE FASHION
IN THE NEW MOTORING.

The cnspness of a winter's day and the rare pleasure of driving through

wintry landscapes are at a discount unless the car be of a kind that offers

its occupants complete protection. The view is one thing—the point

of view another. With the A.C. Sociable the roughest weather and the

keenest cold can alike be disregarded. The hood and screen can be raised in

a moment, and you have an ideal winter vehicle. Compare the protection with

that obtained from a motor cycle and sidecar—and then make your choice.

We shall be pleased to demonstrate on the road what we put down on paper.

We have a few January deliveries vacant.

Orders booked AT ONCE can be fulfilled.

PRICE OF STANDARD MODEL £92 10s.

AUTO CARRIERS (1911), LTD, FERRY WORKS, THAMES DITTON, ENGLAND.

The following Agents have demonstration machines, and can arrange trial runs

:

NOTTINGHAM—Mr. H. W. Gardiner, Thurlarid Street BIRMINGHAM- The Colmore Motor Cycle Depot, 31, Colmore
Row. LEEDS Mr. G. E. ennant, York Street. GLOUCESTER—Messrs. Twining & ' o„ The Quay. STOKE-ON-

l RENT— Messrs. F. W. Harris & Ca, Burslem. CINDERFORD- Mr. F. H. Munn. High Street.

Sole Agents for Scotland and Northumberland:—Messrs. Rossleigh, Ltd., 32, Shandwick Place, Edinburgh, with branches at Aberdeen.
Dundee, Glasgow, and Newcastle-on-Tyne.

- i

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

.J
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ALPHA AND OMEGA.

THE REX
Any unprejudiced Agent or Rider KNOWS
that tne Rex Co. produced the first rideable

Motor Cycle, and the same unprejudiced

Agent or Rider ALSO KNOWS that the 1912

and 1913 Rex is acknowledged to be the

finest designed engine and best constructed

Motor Cycle on the market. Both Single and
Twin engined machines are absolutely un-

beatable for SPEED, RELIABILITY, AND
COMFORT. Come to the Works and see

them being made. Write for our RELIABLE
book of testimonials. REX stands for Relia-

bility. If you want to motor without

WORRY and TROUBLE buy a 1913 REX.

Catalogues sent post free on application.

THE REX MOTOR MFG. CO., LTD.
COVENTRY.

In ansu-crinci this itdvertisertient it is 'de-iirabk to mention "The Motor Glide*
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EVERY

Motor Cyclist
who uses a camera

should read

Edited by R. CHILD BAYLEY.

The most influential photo-

graphic paper in the World.

Helpful to every camera worker.

Splendidly illustrated by half-tone

reproductions of the best work of the

day. Pithy and practical paragraphs.

Lessons for beginners. Numerous
competitions.

Published every Tuesday. Price Id.

Of all Newsagents.

Published by

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.

Makes

Route

Finding

Easy
Specially prepared

for Motor Cyclists

The Motor Cycle
ROUTE BOOK
Contains carefully selected routes for

the whole of the British Isles, with
distances clearly shown ; 45 Sectional

Maps and Index Map by Bartholomew;
Speed Limits, and a copious index.

In every case the BEST route and not
necessarily the shortest has been chosen.

Large towns, congested districts, and
bad roads are avoided.

For the convenience of tourists the size of the book
has been made suitable for the pocket or valise

Price 1/6 net. By Post, 1/9

Obtainable from

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor St.,

LONDON, E.C., and all Booksellers.

AUTOMATIC RINKQ
CARBURETTORS " "mi%u
GENTLEMEN,

A successful invention creates a host of friends, and some enemies.

Please bear this in mind. I say that my patent TWO-JET AUTOMATIC
CARBURETTORS start easier, pull slower, are more flexible and faster

than any other, and enable the engine to TICK ROUND WHEN
STANDING, and PULL SLOW IN TRAFFIC and GIVE VIOLENT
ACCELERATION when the lever is opened as quickly or slowly as you
like, no choking possible. They improve the running of a machine to an

incredible extent. If you want to get the best out of your machine,

have one fitted. No other carburettors are like these, and no others

can do what these can. ALWAYS S£NT ON APPROVAL
AND TRIAL. Thousands of genuine unsolicited testimonials.

Winners of World's Records, Hill Climbs, and Reliability Contests in

all parts of the world.

TOURISTS.
, an acknowledgedRev. R. E. D

authority, writes :

" I discern no loss of power compared with
well-known standard two levered carburettor,

which means a gain of power in unskilled hands.

Consumption very low. Pull on small jet round
comers magnificently. Nothing sacrificed to

automaticity."

Rev. Chas. Palmer, Nuneaton, writes :

" Far beyond anything in pre Binks days."

A. Beaumont, Esq., writes :

" Never appreciated my Matchless until I had
a Binks fitted.'

5

Mr. Ashworth writes

:

"Would never dream of returning to two
levered types on^either of my machines."

W. C. A , Leominster, writes

:

" Your carburettor has transformed my
machine so intend to keep it and not get a new
one."

W. H. Bentley, Esq.,

Newbury, writes :

"Gives me unbounded
pleasure. Power can be

regulated to a nicety. It

is really delightful."

Dr. Ba.kwell, London.
" Your carburettor

has now made my
machine possible for

London traffic."

G. B. Gloucester.

"Carburettor a dis-

tinct success and far

superior to the two lever

type-"

Mr. Potter, Leeds.
" 1 have had your

carburettor on five

different machines. It is

perfect, and the flexi-

bility and silence a

mystery to my friends."

A. C. L , London.
" I doubted your

claims at first, but after

trial 1 am convinced it is

the finest instrument in

-the world. The only one
that gives the extremes
of slow and fast running.

Mr. Edwards wire, after

reaching London on his

Bradbury :

"GOD BLESS BINKS."

PRICE:

45/-
COMPLETE
With Spare

Jet and Keys.

ADDRtSS ME PERSONALLY
C.BINKS, LTD.

(NR. MANCHESTER.

SPEEDMEN.
Mr. Hugh Gibson on his recent record
breaking feats at Brooklands last month
used a Binks.

Mr. Axford on a Martin Jap, at the
Streatham meeting, completely wiped
out all the other champion riders and
machines, scoring highest figure of merit,

winning two gold medals, fastest single

cylinder time of the day, and three first

prizes.

SOUTH HARTING HILL CLIMB.
" Motor Cycling " says

:

" Watkins & Williams came up fast,

but Meredith on a T.T. Triumph, with

latest BINKS
carburettor, simply

streaked the hill and

roared over the

summit at a speed

estimated at 50

m.p.h.

Mr.ClarkonaCorah,

Mr. Flook on a
Triumph,

Mr. Smith on a

Triumph,

Mr. Bone on a Smith
Precision,

and numerous other
celebrated riders,

always use Binks
carburettors because
they are the fastest

made.

BINKS Carburettor

makes the

Scott Engine turn

dead slow.
PHCENIX
WORKS. ECCLES

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A-5
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SPENCER MOULTON
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES

9 "Road Wisdom 99

"The tyre is the thing ! " The tyre has to bear all the friction and fret

of roads. It is the most expensive item in upkeep. Look, therefore,

to the tyre ! A little wisdom at the outset, a keen discrimination in

tyre selection—and a maximum enjoyment of motor cycling is yours.

SPENCER MOULTON tyres are
strengthened doubly at the point
of greatest wear—the tread! Made
solely from purest Para rubber,
they outlast two pairs of ordinary
tyres. Do not be " penny-wise " 1

In three styles—STANDARD HEAVY,
THREE RIBBED, STEEL STUDDED.

Standard sizes. Booklet tree. „

W
^

GEORGE SPENCER, MOULTON & CO., LTD.

Kingston Mills, Bradfoi'd-on-Avon, Wilts.

LONDON: GLASGOW: LEEDS:
77-79 Cannon St., E.C. 65-67 Bothwcli St. 68 Albion St

'//////////J

Motor Cycles

Z\ h.p. 4'j h.p.

Catalogues on application.

CAL.COTT BROS., LTD.,

XL WORKS, COVENTRY.

In answering these advertisements il is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.".
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As illustrated

£65
without Hood
or Screen. :: ::

THE

BABY Car
Note our Price

:

£65
Complete as Illustrated ; or with Hood and Screen,

We have 25 of these Baby Cars on order* from V. Silvestre, of 46,

Rue de Londres, Paris, and are open to sell them at these prices.

'Phone—7539 Gerrard. Wire—Skidlessly, London.

PORTLAND MOTOR CO., 101, Gt. Portland Street, London, W.

As illustrated

£75
with Hood and
jjCrcco •'.»

In answering this advertisement it id desirable to mention " The Motor Ct/de."
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Before

You Skid
1 IS THE TIME

TO BUY A

Stepney

Road-

Grip

Tyre.
Grips the road better

than any form of

Motor Cycle Tyre.

PRICES.

26x2| .. £2 10

26x2| •• £2 12 6

BUTT ENDED
TUBES.

26x2J .. 13/4

26x2! .. 16/-

The STEPNEY SPARE MOTOR WHEEL Ltd.,

STEPNEY WORKS,

SOUTH WALES : : : LLANELLY.
London Showrooms and Depot

:

168. GREAT PORTLAND ST., W.

.

ENGINES. The Same as
You can Buy."

The Water-Cooled
" Green - Precision."

This is the already
famous engine which
broke the World's Hour
Sidecar Record (Class C.)

with a total distance of

50 miles 1740 yards.
3| h.p. engine,

85 m /m bore,

88 m/m stroke,

overhead valves,

water - cooled
cylinder (Green's

Patents).

The 2f h.p. Overhead Valve "Precision.

A splendid engine

for solo or light

sidecar work. Built

into a proper frame,

these engines have
a speed capacity but
little below the
average 500 c.c.

70 m/m bore,
90 m/m stroke;
overhead valves.

Full details of the com-
plete range of " Pre-
cision " 1913 mo els

post free upon request.

F. E. BAKER, LTD.,
PRECISION WORKS. MOORSOM STREET

BIRMINGHAM.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

for Australia

:

Messrs. A. G. Healing & Co.,

354-356i Posl Office Place,
Melbourne.

Agent for South Africa, Rhodesia.
and Portuguese East' Africa

Mr. Victor S. \\ elford,

P.O. Box fr.83,

Durban. e.h.c.

In answering thc^e advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyde.'
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REMIE
JigTOR cycles

THREE TYPES IN PASSENGER MACHINES.
3 1- Two-speed, . 7-9 Twin, and 7-9 Cycle Car.

3ih.p.2speedMcdel
ENGINE - - Premier 85 x 88,

fitted with the famous Auxiliary

Exhaust. Bosch waterproof
magneto. B. & B. Carburetter, etc.

FRAME - - New design,
special for sidecar work, with

sloping -top tube and ample

clearance to remove cylinder

without taking engine from frame.

GEAR - - Premier new counter-

shaft two-speed. Chain drive to

gear box. lin. belt to road- wheel

over 8in. adjustable pulley.

OTHER FEATURES Adjustable

footboards. Divided rear guard.

Spring up stand. Large Pannier

Bags, etc.

Price £56 -O-O.

7-9 h.p. Cycle Car.

ENGINE . Air-cooled twin, 85
x 88 mm., 993 c.c, cylinders at 50°.

CHASSIS - Tubular trussed con-

struction of heavy gauge weldless

tubing.

SPRINGING - Half elliptic front

;

quarter elliptic rear.

TRANSMISSION - Chain through-
out, protected by splash guard.

GEAR BOX - Premier two-speed
and reverse.

STEERING GEAR - Worm and
segment ; 14|in. celluloid covered
steering wheel.

DIMENSIONS - Wheeibase 6ft.

6m., track 4ft. ; length O.A. 8ft. 6in.

TYRES - Dunlop plain, 650 x 65. -

Price 100 Guineas.

OTHER MODELS.
3|-Single Gear Model, £48. 3J Clutch Model, £54. 3| 3-speed, £56. ;

2J Single Gear Model, £36. 2i Clutch, £42.

7-9 Sidecar machine (engine twin 85 x 88), £75.

Competition Model, £48.

2\ 3-speed Model, £44.

WRITE TO-DAY FOR THE PREMIER MOTOR LITERATURE.

THE PREMIER CYCLE CO., LTD., COVENTRY.
20, Hotborn Viaduct, London, EC, & 64, Holdenhurst Rd., Bournemouth.

?@@@@@'^#@®@@@@@@@'©@@®@'@®®'®@@@@#®#@@'®@@@@@#@^@#@^@@@@#@@@@
In anmuccinq this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cj/de AQ
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THE 1913

BRADBURY
Standard Model.

Price £48

You get the Speed and Power of a Twin with the Economy and Simplicity of a Single in the 3i h.p. BRADBURY.

Made in 7 different Models.
"

Snuijor Catalogue and Address of nearest Agent to— .

BRADBURY & CO., LTD., OLDHAM.

..c

We say it " means more mileage," and—the

JOHN BULL MILEAGE COMPETITION
is designed to prove that statement, and—

The Prize—any standard British-built
Cycle Car not exceeding a total value
of £125—
is offered to encourage you to put it to the test.

To do so will reveal its value—prove the advantage of the compressed
rubber tread, and—convince you that its use will ensure a tyre economy
hitherto unequalled

—

and all that's worth while.

Anyway, ask us for particulars—

Leicester Rubber Co., Granby Works, Leicester.

LONDON STOCKISTS—
Armstrong and Co., 24, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Busli,

W. ; Harrods, Ltd., Brompton Road, S.W. ; The Service
Co., =92-1. High Holborn, W.C. ; H. Taylor and Co.,

2ia, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, W.C.
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The Clubman's tyre—the speediest, most reliable, '

safest under trying conditions, and • most
economical of all

—

" Wood-Milnes" are best under

stress because they are

—

weight for weight- -stronger

than any competitive make.

WOOD-MILNE LTD.,
PRESTON, LANCS.

Telegrams r "Comfort, Preston."
Telephone : Preston 413.

LONDON, BRISTOL, - BELFAST,
BIRMINGHAM, GLASGOW,
DUBLIN, PARIS, VIENNA.

G. Raws & Sons Motor Cycle Clothing.
GREAT STOCKTAKING SALE, commencing to-day, and

ENDING 9th JANUARY, 1943.

All Garments guaranteed absolutely waterproof.

JACKETS.

Double-breasted, deep storm

collar and throat tab. Inside

and outside wind cuffs, etc.'

In grey-green, fawn, or bronze

Heavy Twill double-texture

cloths.

Guinea Suit

Standard .

.

Untearable

Usual

Price.

15/6

18/-

•22/6

Sale

Price.

13/6

16/-

19/6.

All Sizes in Stock.

LEGGINGS
To match Jackets.

Usual Sale
Price. Price.

Guinea Suit ... 6/- 5/-
Standard .. .. 8/- 6/6
Untearable.. .. 10/6 9/-

TROUSER-
OVERALLS.

All latest improvements.

Without Seat, in

fawn or green
In bronze heavy

twill .. ..

With Seat, fawn
or green
Bronze twill .

.

Usual
Price.

13/n

16/6

18/6

Sale
Price.

12/6

15/-

14/6
16/6

"ALLSEASON"
JACKET.

Double-breasted, deep storm

collar and throat tab, inside and

outside wind cuffs. .Pockets

lined. Fitted with Best Detach-

able Fleece Lining.

Price 25/-

Owing to superior quality, finish,

and unique design of this Jacket,

no reduction is possible, tmt if

a complete suit is purchased, that

is, " Allseason " Jacket and
Trouseroveralls or Leggings, a
sale discount of 16% is allowed.

Send your order at once.A geuuine opportunity of securing the best quality Suits at a reduced price. Don't let it pass you.

TERMS—Nett Cash with Order, Goods sent promptly, carriage paid, and may be returned if

not satisfactory in three days and money refunded.

Send chest measurement over ordinary Jacket and length required for Jackets, and inside leg measurement only lor Leggings.

Illustrated catalogue and patterns on application to

G; RAWS & SONS, T^R££, Z\?£L?t

s^£rT.s
: LIVERPOOL.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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S* Miller

XWWUHW/////.

onenf Miller's newest models—distingu :shed b}' all
' the Miller merit, and—unequalled in its quick

dctachability. i

That latter feature "Us eciallv appeal for, when you •
know that by the simple rnscrewing of two nuts }'ou *
can 1 ft away with a single movement Bracket, Lamp ^
and Generator complete, you will recognise its value, fife

Other points are

—

^*
TH- NE v GIRDER CARRIE"? made on an ^
entirely new system from toughened rolled steel,in two
equal parts, and unrivalled in simplicity and strength.

THS NON-SPLASH GENERATOR with air vent
in handle. ,

-
™*~

SP/iClALLY GROUND MANGIN LENS
MI&itOR4in. diameter. '

5in- DETACHABLE FRONT GLAS3. «

NEW TYPE BURNER which cannot crack glass
'

or reflector.

i And lastly
—

" The beam that's better," and always
* unequalled in its penetrating power.

1^^ Those are its merits, aid its price is 37/6.

0^^± Other models, together witfc the Miller Rearlite

^0^g± are illustrated and described in oar latest Catalog

^P?S^. —ask for copy.

*^%»r///////"""

MILIEU & Co., Ltd.,

55, Miller St, Birmingham.

Speedometers

are the very latest conception of

the well-known firm which has been

manufacturing Speedometers in large

quantities for the Trade since 1904.

They are the outcome of the unique

experience of a first-grade English

watch manufacturing firm, established

in London 1839.

Various types from £3 3s. upwards aro illustrated iu our Catalogue.' Please call or write tor copy.

MOTOR CYCLISTS—PLEASE NOTE ! ! !

COPY OF LETTER.

From THE NEW ROVER CYCLE CO., LTD., 86, N jrtnumoerland St., NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

Messrs. Nicole. Nielsen & Co., Ltd., 14, Soho Square, London, W. Oct. 28th, 13:2.

Dear Sirs—1 have much pleasure in enclosing cheque in payment of the enclosed account.

I have oiw given your-Speedometer a pretty severe test and must candidly -say it is far

superior to any other I have had, which include every speedometer ot note. Where yours scores

o\er the others is, the milo:ncter is most accurate and the speed hand 15 as firm as a rock when
running at any speed. With the other makes I have had it has been really impossible to know
what speed you were going at on account of the hand shaking all over the place.

Yours faithfully (Signed) J. ADAMS.
PRICES—

Type 706, 3in. dial - £3:3:0
Indicates speeds to 60 miles per hour, with total mileage counter to 10,000 miles.

Type 702 (as illustrated) - £4:4- : O
Indicates speeds to 60 miles per hour, with total- mileage counter to 10,000 miles

Quickly rc-set trip counter to too miles

Type 700 - - - - - - £5 : 5 • O
Indicates speeds to 60 miles per hour, with total mileage counter to 10,000 miles.

Quickly re-set trip counter to 100 miles. Maximum speed band.

Manufactured by NICOLE, NIELSEN & CO., LTD.,
Inventors and Patentees of the Chronograph, 1862; Split Seconds. 1871; and

Speed Dfneter, 1904.

THE WATFORD SPEEDOMETER WORKS,
London Showrooms— 14, SOHO SQUARE, W.

Telephone— 2833 Centm* TeleRrams— Niconielro. London.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention
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RU5HA0RE LA/1P5
In grace of

outline, substantial

build, great lighting effici-

ency ; combining all the

advantages of the world-famous

Rushmore Car Headlights and Gen-

erators, the NEW RUSHMORE MOTOR
CYCLE, CYCLE CAR, and TRICAR SET

has revolutionised all other similar lighting

equipments.

Please send postcard for descriptive and illustrated booklet

just published, mentioning " Tlie Motor Cycle."

Ltd.RUSHMORE LAMPS,
46, Brewer Street,

Piccadilly Circus, LONDON, W.
'Grams

—
" Aplanatic, London.**

'Phones—8S34-8835 Gerrard.

«?

&

Blumfield Ltd., 70, Lower Essex St., Birmingham.

In answering cnese advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
1 *I3
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IDEAL FOR
ALL AGES, ALL CLIMATES,
ALL ROADS, ALL WEATHERS.

FAST,

SILENT,

RELIABLE.

Notice our Four
Lamina' et* Springs

at back*

Specification.

7 h.p., 4-cylinder. Water-
cooled, M.U.I.V.3-speed
Gear Box, Bevel Drive,
Au om itic Carburetter,
Automatic Lubrication,
Frame Sprung on Car
Lines, and specially de-
signed (or Sid car Work,
Weather - proof Trans-
mission, Hand Starting,

Comfortable Bucket Seat,
7in. Road Clearance.

The 4-cylinder
Sidecar Machine.

Qualification,

^ A silent machine,

unfailing in its reli-

ability, & remarkable

for its efficiency, as

comfortable as an arm-
chair, and so economi-

cal on tyres,petrol, and
oil. that it proves a~

revelation after the use

of other machines.

The WILKINSON T.M.C. Co., Ltd., Oakley Works, Southfield Rd., ACTON, W.

For up=to=date machines with Free Engines
theLUKIN

IS

THE IDEAL CARBURETTER.
Perfect Slow Running. Instant Acceleration.

Absolutely Automatic in any throttle position

without the aid of dashpots, tuned spiings,

or other mechanical devices.

Write for particulars.

LUKIN, LTD.,
The Ride, Newcomen Street, Borough, SE.

Telephone : 1083 Hop. Telegrams: "Autocarbur, Sedist, London.'

In answering these advertisejnente it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle..'
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Before Olympia
we were convinced that the Victoria

value would cause a mild sensation—
and it did.

After Olympia
we hold the proof, for motor cyclists

far and wide have not only shown
appreciation, but filled our order books
with practical evidence thereof—and
when you think of it—when you study
the specification of the

VICTORIA
MOTOR BICYCLE
which is as under—

Precision engine, single cylinder, 85 m\;n
bore x 88 in jm stroke, with mechanically-

operated side-by-side valves, and variable

pulley ; specially designed Druid patent

girder spring forks ; Bosch high-tension

magneto ; chain driven ; Brown and
Barlow carburetter, with handlebar control ;

Dunlop rubber belt ; Dunlop heavy rubber-

studded tyres; Brooks B170 saddle, and
an exceptionally full equipment—
When you know its price—£38—you,

too, should be convinced.

Anyway, we're here to fill that purpose,

and we ask you to let us tell you more
about " Victoria " value— write us.

Victoria Motor and Cycle

Co., Ltd., Victoria Wks.,

Dennistoun, Glasgow.

Price £38 complete.

O

m$

gpmachm'e we
jtmake>is placed

"our^Trade Mark-

As will be seen,

it is n ot a
peregri n at i ng
placard of the
MATCHL ESS
name, but a mark
by which our
machines are
known from
others, just as
their behaviour
disti nguishes
them from the
rest.

Ride of the famous

MATCHLESQ
*'* MOTOR CYCLES *^

are proud of that mark, because

it indicates the possession of a
machine that hasmade history.

We are proud of that mark,

because it has been associated

with performances in the motor

cycle world that have never

been equalled.

You can read about Matchless suc-

cesses in the new art catalogue,

which can be obtained free from
the manufacturers— -

H.COlLIER&SONS,U.
Offices and Showrooms :

44, Plumstead Road, London, S.E.

Works—Burrage Grove.

In* answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle"
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More Worlds

RECORDS
,®

®

®.
I

'

:

'>'- tl ^ v'v
V

-.-

©
i« ft i KgV:

At Brooklandt, Dec. 17th,-

Mr. S. L. Bailey on a 2£ hp, Douglas

broke the Kilometre Record
at 72 miles per hour, and
the Mile Record at 70 miles

per hour, Class R.
KOTE.—The genuine " LYSO " Belt is marked " L.G.O." on one
transverse flat -and the genuine " i-YSO " Winter Belt is marked
" O.V\r ."—don't accept a substitute! Insist on a "LYSO."

Obtainable of all good Agents, or direct.

\
L.YCEITS,

"The Saddlery," Birmingham.
/
P

©

Ezm4

^W\L

iELT
®.

In anwerino (7ns advertisement it "is 'desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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ABLESERVICE
XMAS & NEW YEAR PRESENTS

appreciated by all Riders.

The suggestions beiow are selected

BEST ACCESSORIES at LOWEST PRICES.

The Famous F.R.S. Lamp Sets.

GivE a most powerful light. English made throughout,
and best quality finish.

Standard Lamp Set, complete with Generator,
Brackets, and Tubing . . ; 47/6

Sooft. Beam Set, open back door ., ..58/6
1000ft. „ „ „ „ ... 68/6
1200ft. „ , .... 78;6
The Service Lamp Set. complete with Generator,
Mangin Lens, Brackets, etc JO /-

direction

MASCOTS.
BEST MAKES. BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED.

Gnome Engine, with Revolving Propeller Blade 18/6
Poll eman, wixh movable arms and revolving

propeller .. .. . r 15/-
Swastika Mascots 3 e

Teddy Bear Mascots 3-

Service Handle-bar Mirrors.

Best make, will not fall to pieces . . . . 5/6
Lucas Observation Mirror, adjustable in any

7/6

The Service Post Horn.

Undoubtedly the finest Horn yet produced.
Best French Manufacture. Gives a loud,

deep, and penetrating tone.

Or fitted with Dust Gauze

13/6

15/-

Cowey Speedometers. A most useful Present

Absolutely reliable and accurate, to register to 60 m.p.h.

Price - £4-4-0
With trip and total mileage recorder . . £5-6-0
Ditto to register to 80 m.n.h £6-6-0

Jones Speedometers.

Guaranteed 12 months - - £3-3-0-
With trip recorder £4-4-0
Ditto, and with maximum hand . . . . £5-5-0
Special watch lor attachment to above - £1-1-0 extra.

Service Handle-bar Watches.

Specially made to withstand vibration and
rough usage.

5/6 each. Cheaper quality, 3/9
Best quality, in strong case,

Watches with best Movements, •

12/6 and 25/-

THE SERVICE CO., LTD., Kfc2&.
,V& Holborn,

(almost opposite First Avenue Hotel, going1 West).

The

"A very smartly designed cycle car."— .. The Motol. Cvde ..

"INVICTA"S Car.

45 miles to the gallon ........ 45 miles per hour.

Guaranteed to clirhb Stoneleigh Hill on Top Gear, and no breaking or burning valves.

Note the Specification,
j

8 h.p. J.A.P. Water-cooled, Thermo- •

syphon, Leather Cone Clutch, 3-speed

and Reverse Gearbox through Bevel

Box, with Chain to Back Axle and
Slipping Clutch to one wheel.

"Built throughout on sound
mechanical lines.

Price
complete, with hood, lamps, screen,

tools, readv for road,

£140.
Before ordering it Cycle Car inspect

the I \' ViL'l A.

Sole Manufacturer :

H. CLARKE, 1, Clarendon
Square, Leamington.

Telephone—692.

In av /icrr 1 n a 0fex adccrikcmaits it vs dedrahh to virnfinn " Tin Motor Ci/rle." A17
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G.W. K.
Olympia Show Opinion:

That this car is absolutely

IX.

G»WoK, Ltd., HOME WORKS, DATCHET, BUCKS.

Telephone : 331, Windsor. Telegrams :
" Cars. Datchet."

Z^__._—„^^._——_^_.^_, _., ,|||^^| IM—...-,,.,-

EMBODIES

WWfe for Illustrated ~^^^^JHIBW^^^^ Catalogue, Post Free.

KYNOCH, LTD., -

London Office :

- BIRMINGHAM.
20, BUCKLERSBUHY, EC.

Z« answering !«<\se adwriwements •»< is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyclt

'
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FEATURES

:

j^S% FEATURES

:

Kick Starter on

Right-band Side. i^^^^^^^k
All Sidecar Lugs

are made with

Front and Back

Stands fitted. ^hnbkess the machine, thus

ensuring perfect

Low Riding Position. >**JL*>- l9H0ffite^r alignment always.

THE

CLYNO
THE SIDECAR MOTOR CYCLE.

For

1913
Recent improvements have made the CLYNO unquestionably the

finest passenger machine of its time—the most reliable, the most

"

comfortable, the best hill-climber, and the cheapest to run.

The 5-6 h.p. 1913 Model far surpasses all other machines for

passenger work. It is fitted with Interchangeable Detachable Wheels

and Three-speed Gear Box. Every detail has been carefully con-

sidered in the light of experience gained in practically every Open

Trial of any kind held during the past few years, and consequently

the design is practical throughout.

Write for 1913 List and address of nearest agent. Nothing is so convincing as

a trial, and any of our agents will be pleased to arrange for a test run.

The CLYNO ENGINEERING CO.,
Pelham Street, - - - Wolverhampton.

FEATURES:

Ample power for

all occasions.

Entirely enclosed

transmission.

FEATURES:

Increased Petrol

capacity.

Pressure-fed Oil.

Multi-plate Clutch.-

Tn answering L/tis advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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ft\\eSingferSl

The letter "S" is fust the nineteenth in the Eng'ish Alphabet,

commonplace enough when placed m that position, of no greater

value than the rest—

but,
when you see it on the

Singer Motor Bicycle
it becomes the SINGER " S" and, as such, it has a special

value—a unique significance

—

ill©II
it means service, satisfaction, and success, and each in a
degree unequalled by any similar machine.

Olympia proved this—our order books are evidence and, m
1913, the MOTOR BICYCLE on which

Stanley smashed the hour record
and Harry Long (with passenger)
put up that marvellousperformance
of 30,000 miles in 34 weeks,

promises to be more popular than ever.

Now, you may not ask your- Singer Steed to do anything
like that, but you will ask of it that perfect service without

which such performances could never have been chronicled.

Hence the value of the SINGER "S" to you .

And, remember, every model is capable of equal service—
of these there are 14 varying in H.P. from z\ to 4J
and in price from £38 to £80.

Let us send you List.

SINGER & CO., LTD.,
Coventry and London.

AJO Iii answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle*'
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I

1913
MOTOR CYCLE DELIVERIES

(At time of going to press, viz., Dec. 19th.)

ntn uiiMvro npr. tpnith rrfiA.J.8 DEC.
BAT IN STOCK
BROUGH .. DEC.
B.S.A. DEC.
SKATER-LEA JAN.
CLVNO JAN.
iuGLAS IN STOCK

ENflELD DEC.
EUMuND IN STOCK
F.N IN STOCK
HENDERSON IN STOuK

HUM3ER DEC.
INDIAN DEC.
IW IN STOCK
IVY LADIES MODEL .. .. IN STOCK
MATCHLESS FES.
NORTON DEC.
REX-JAP DEC.
RUOGE IN STOCK
TRIUMPH IN STOCK
WILLIAMSON IN STOCK
ZENIT/4 IN STOCK

ZENITH GREEN JAN.

CYCLE CARS.
CROUCH 3 WEEKS
WALL IN STOCK
G.W.K 1 WEEK
MORGAN 1 WEEK

SIDECARS.
BRAMBLE IN STOCK
MONTGOMERY IN STOCK
MILLFORD IN STOCK

(NO EXCHANGES ON THE EARLIEST DELIVERIES).

TRADE SUPPLIED.
TO LONDON-EXETER COMPETITORS:

ROBERTSONS WILL BE OPEN TILL 9 P.M. ON TUESDAY
THE 24th INST. FOR SUPPLYING BELTS, TUBES, PLUGS,
LAMPS, GOGGLES, OIL, CARBIDE, ETC., ETC., ETC.

EXCHANGES—EASY PAYMENTS
A FEW BARGAINS FROM ROBERTSONS SECOND-HAND LIST.

(WRITE FOR FULL LIST.)
1912.

1288 TRIUMPH, 31 h.p. standard
model, lamp horn, and tools,

very little used

1274 A.J.S., 5 h.p., twin cylinder
2 speed gear, chain drive,

lamp-, horn, and tools

1290 F.N., 5-6 h.p , 4-cyliuder,
clutch model, lamp, horn, and
tools. Practically unused. . .

.

12R1 BRADBURY, 3J h p., 2-speed
gear and free engine, . lamp,
horn, and tools

£52

$3S

1911.
1203 SCOTT, 3J h.p., 2-speed gear,

chain drive, two stroke, twin
cylinder water cooled, lamp,
horn, and tools £38

12S1 hUMBER, 3$ h.p., 2-speed
gear and clutch, hand starting,
lamp, horn, and tools . . . . £36

1236 MATCHLESS and Matchless
sidecar, 6 h.p., 2-spetd gear
and clutch, twin belts, lamp,
horn and tools. Beautiful order £62

1287 BAT, 5-6 h.p., twin cylinder,
clutch model, lamp, horn, and
tools £36

1910.
1241 REX DE LUXE, 4 h.p., 2 speed

gear and clutch, hand starter,

spring seat, lamp, horn, tools £29

1289 V.S., 7-9 h.p. 2-speed gear
and clutch, lamp, horn, speed-
ometer, watch, tools, and cane
sidecar, in very fine order. . . . £48

1269 CALTHORPE, 4 h.p., with 1912
2-spped gear and free engine,
lamp, horn, tools . . . . . . £24

1232 BROUGH, 5 h.p., twin cylinder

lamp, horn, a..d tools . . . . £26

SOLE LONDON AGENTS FOR
CROUCH & WALL CYCLE CARS. BRAMBLE & MONTGOMERY
SIDECARS. BROUGH, EDMUND, IVY, AND HENDERSON

MOTOR CYCLES.

157, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.
Telephone : Mayfair, 57GT.

I
Ir> answering this adverttecirient it is desirable to ntentiofl " The Motor CucJe." M5
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1 /&, and Id, per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately

Name and address must be counted. Series

discounts and special terms to regular trade

advertisers will be quoted on application. -

All advertisaments in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To insure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor St., E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relatin? to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

eaei advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid m siakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many readers like to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before
going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and West-
morland. -

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
"Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.
SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Btickin^ham, Berks, "Wilts and Hants,
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIIL .

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, ar 1 Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Sot! and.

SECTION XI
Iieiand and Isle of Man.

A SELECTION THAT

GUARANTEES

SATISFACTION
The Kingdom's largest

Show of Motor Cycles,

Sidecars, and Cycle Cars of 191 3 and
1912 Models, and splendidly reno-
vated second-hand mounts certain to

give most satisfactory service.

CAN BE SEEN TO-DAY AT

ASK FOR
TO-DAY'S LIST, WHICH INCLUDES—
6276. 8 h.p. 1912 ZENITH and sidecar £60
6265. 3*h.p. lorr standardTRIUMPH.. -£32 -0

6264. 6 h.p. 1912 2-speed MATCHLESS
and canoelet £65

6262. 2j h.p. 1912 DOUGLAS Model G .. £32
6261. 3i h.p 1910 FE. TRIUMPH £32 10
6260. 3; h.p. i.ii; ZENITH GRADUA . . £43 10
6239. 3£ h.p. 1909 2-speed HUMBER and

sidecar £25
6258. si h.p. 1912 ZENITH and sidecar £45
6257. 3* h.p. ign free-engine TRIUMPH £35
5256. 3I h.p rgil standardTRIUMPH.. £30
6254. 3*h.p. 1912 2-speed P. & M £52 10
6253. 3J h.p. 1908 2-speed N.S.U £20
6252. 5-6 h.p. 1909 4-cylinder F.N £20
6251. 3ih.p. 1912 single-speed HUMBER £35
6249. 3X h.p. 1912 2-speed BAT £40 O
6244. 2! h.p. i'H 2 SINGER £30
6239. 3.V h.p. ion 2-speed N.S.U £30
6238. 3* h.p. 1912 ZENITH-GRADUA .. £40
6237. 5-6 h.p. 1911 A.C. SOCIABLE . ... £50
6234. 3I h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £25
6232. 5 h.p. 1911 twin A.S.I £25
6229. 5-6 h.p. 1012 T.T. BAT £37 10
6227. b h.p. 1911 2-speed MATCHLESS £50
6226. 1% h.p. 1912 2-speed DOUGLAS . . £40
6212. 3J h.p. 1912 T.T. BRADBURY . . £32
6211. i-; h.p. 1. no DOUGLAS £20
6255. 3£ h.p. 1912 F.E. TRIUMPH, New £50
6205. 6 h.p. 1912 2-sp. F.N. and sidecar £55
6204. 8 h.p. r9 i2 CHATER-LEA No. 7

and sidecar £75
6202. 7 hp 1911 2-speed INDIAN and

sidecar £50
6200. 8 h.p. 1912 3-speed CHATER-LEA £67 10
6199. 31 h.p. 1911 free-engine TRIUMPH £37 10
6195. 3Jh p. ion 2-speed HUMBER ..£30
6189. 6 h.p. 1912 F.E. MATCHLESS .. £47 10
6187. 6- h.p. 1912 ENFIELD and sidecar £65
6180. 8 h.p. 1910 ZENITH-GRADUA -

and sidecar £45
6179. 3 h.p. 1912 2-speed N.S.U £30
6176. 3.V h.p. 1912 free-engine RUDGE .. £35
6172. 3Jh,p. 1911 standardTRIUMPH.. £33 10
6170 3jh.p. 1911 tourist REX £28
6169. %\ h.p. 1910 BAT £30
6163. 3! h.p. 1912 RUDGE nmlti . . £55
6161. si h.p. 1912 free-engine RUDGE.. £40
6160. 3* h.p. 1912 free-engine TRIUMPH £43
6157. 3I h.p. 1910 free-engine TRIUMPH £35
6155. 3I h.p. 1912 2-speed P. & M £57 10
6156. 34 h.p. 1910 2-speed P. & M £38
6152. 6" h.p. 1912 REX Sidette £50
6147. 3i h.p. 1910 tourist REX £20
6143. 3i h.p. I9ia3-sp. NEW HUDSON £40
(6282 23 h.p. 1911 DOUGLAS £25
6286. 2J h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS £17 10

w

9, SHOE LANE,
FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may '

i
addressed to numbers at '' The .Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the "number will appear iu
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle/' 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

JWDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale Is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For ail transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d, is charged, when under
,ro ,the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE;
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

inswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
iie nee as an indication that the goods advertised have'
(ready been disposed of. Advert isrrs often receive

'
so

.any enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

"IQ13 Douglas Zenith, New Hudson, Eover, Smith,
JL«7 Precision juotors Bend orders now for early de-
livery.—C. W. Smith, Northgate, Darlington. [0177

3ih.p. Hmnber Motor Cycle, 2-speed gear, with cfose
2 cane torpedo sidecar; a bargain, £36; to clear--

without sidecar £30.—Turvey -and Co.", The Motor House,
Sunderland. [X4324
3ih.n. Triumph Motor Cycle, free engine, 1911 model,

2 "sold uew in Mav 1912, in grand running order;-
£37: with sidecar, only used twice, £42.—Turvey and •

Cn., The Motor House. Sunderland. [X4325

OJih.p- Hmnber Motor Cycle, T.T. twin, 3-speed, 1912 1

fyJ 4 model, extra large tank, practically new, not I

ridden 400 miles, very fast; a bargain, £42, to clear-*
—Turvey and Co-, The Motor House, Sunderland. [54326 I

3ih.p. B.S.A. Motor Cycle, 1912. T.T. model, has won.
'

2 several prizeB in speed trials, has done over 70 -
:

m.p.ns in perfect condition ; a bargain, £40.—Turvey <

and Co., The Motor House, Sunderland. [X4327 J

RTJDGE, 1912, 3^h-p., free engine, with horn, speed-':

ometer, Lucas lamp, only done 2,800 miles, engine.'
in first-class order; £39.—Bos No. 2,050, The Motor CycTo

'

Offices, Coventry. . [X5880jj

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

L.

HITCHINGS', Lid.,

F IVJEEPOOL. 74, Bold St.

TRIUMPH, Matchless, and James motor cycles, andi
Crescent cycle cars; sole agents: courteous service }

and absolute satisfaction guaranteed. \our enquiries!!

invited by Hitehings'. Ltd., 74, Bold St., the pioneers!
of motor cycling in the north. (Established 35 yearsM
ago. No connection with any other firm.) [0179,;

MOTO-B.EVE, 1910, 2h.p.. just thoroughly over-

hauled; 420.—P. Moon, IS. Brooinhall Kd., Shef-

field. [9360 •

1 Q07 Magneto Triumph, 'new Dunlop back. lauip, ;

L*7 speedometer; £12.—Scott's Garage. Alire St.,

Keighley. [9312

TJOYAL Enfield, 23h.p.. free engine, 2-speed, 1911,"

Xtj excellent condition; £35.—Tumbull, Kirkgatw
Thirsk. - [S4995

1 Q12 Douglas H, in perfect condition, with many
'

--*/ extras.—Dr. MeMauus. County Asylum, Lan-?
caster. ("8948

.

3ih.p. J.A.P., excellent condition, has 2 new Dun-
2 lop tyres; bargain, £8/10: must sell—168. The

Moor, Sheffield. F0224

B.S-A-—Two 1912 machines, standard £36, 2-spe.aj

model £48: both splendid rendition.—Darling;

Sunnyside, Keighley. [X5086.

H.tS All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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are built of the finest materials
byskil.ed worKmen. Every car is

as perfect as human knowledge
ind skill can make it.

The springing means riding
somfort ; the construction, free-
)om from sideslip. Every time
rou take the car out you can
lepend upon security, comfort,
jeauty, perfection. A CORONET
ilDECAR embodies all the latest
mprovements; carries the fullest
tossible guarantee. Our free
looklet explains why it will pay
ou to secure a GORONET. May
fe send it?

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3Xh-v. Matrneto Ucx, fjilcndid rendition, recently over-

hauled ; £1S.-Rumncy. 73. Russell Rd„ Wlinlley
ltim^e, Manchester. [5.5870

1Q13 Triumphs,' Ruder =. Excelsiors, A.J.S.. and Ford
*~*J cars; b.ok now for early deliveries.—Redft'rn and
Co.'s Garage, RothcThaui. [X4397
*JOXl Douglas, in fine order, £26; 1910 Triumph,
JL«J'.£30; 1906 Triumph, mat;., 11. and IS-, £16; 1909
Triumph, £22.—Cross, asent. Rotherhaui. [X5910

Id 13 Clutch Triumph in stock, £55/10; 1913 8h.p.
-L*J Matchless, twin belts, 70 ens. : in etock.—Crosw.
atrent, Rotherhaui. [5.5911

,<?h.p. Grandox-rrrcision, 1913, 3--pecd, lamp,
<* tools, etc- ; owner unable to take delivery

;

Bee £S2.—R. Oxtoby. 9, Westhourne Av., Hull.

TEIITMEH. T~T.; 19101,
expert -examination

;

rices from £6 : G
Can be obtained from all dealers.

TEE BEE LOW
SEAT-PILLAR,

5/- each.

NEW AMAG CARBURETTERS
itted with variable jet and handle-bar control.

Price 17/6 each,
r is the time to obtain an up-to-date carburetter

at a great reduction.

(inks 2 Jet Carburetters.
Increase your power by fitting a Binks.
-We will take your present carburetter in

exchange Write tor quotation.

[cather-ProoJ Magnetos.
Get Hi of your out-of-date magneto, coil,

or accumulator, and let us take them in
exchange for the latest water-tight

magneto.

DOTH'S MOTOR! ES,
eighley Mills, Bedford Street North,

HALIFAX.
Telephone 1062.

horn,
flatri-

[XG940

little used, very fast, perfect;
all nct'esories ; must sell, £27

cash, worth £35.-103, Rugby Place, Braarord. [A.5914

PREMIER, oih-ii., ,1911!. Armstrong 3-^peed, frer
engine, 1,500 .miles only, new condition. Service

inch belt; £38.—
CX5487

3h.p. Brown, Bosch, h.h.c, spring forks, adjustable
pulley, Whittle, Clinchor and Tiilnicr, uupunetured,

lamp, horn, spares: trial : £15.—Davidscn. 10. Swinton
Av., Plymouth Grove, Manchester. [9366

RIUMPH. 1912 Bowden 2-spoed* Bosch. Triumph
Jl hub clntrh. Kick starter, all latest irnrircveirients,
covers and tubes never been out. -machine as frjm makers;
eacrifice £63. —Hebbron. 121, Falfigrave R<1., SearbcronKri".

[9335
MIXERVA, 3£h.p. r Bcsch, B. and B. rompleto

h.b.c, new cylinder, rings, valves, and bolt, also
footboards, horn, tmare^. new Dnnlop spe-ial, low. t-co

powerful ; £22/10 ; wanted, twin lightweight.—Fllirtt,
149. Blenheim St., Hull.- [XG941

PRFMIER, 1912^ 2ih.p.. Armstrong 3-epeed gear,
free engine, Cowov speedometer, Lucas King of

Rrad lamp and generator, horn, extra toolbag, ?pare
belt, unpuueturod, ext>.'h>nt condition; £37/10.—Bnrgin.
Ht m'eworth , near Wakefield. [X5907

ROYER, 1912. Sturrney-Arohrr 3-speed. free engine,
sidecaT model, and grey Canoelet sidecar, ;iprou,

lucirage grid, and lamp brack* t, Autrrlipse lamp, horn,
spare new Dunlop belt and Dnnlop butted tube, plug,
etc., new end of October, not done 200 miles: £65, or
separate-—Hutehinsjn, Beer Shop, Cudworth, near Barn«-
lcy. [X5493

SECTION III.

Carnarvon. Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

delivery. — H.
[X5879

ROTER. 1912. free engine, rw new, only soiled;
£42/10.—Collyer, 14, Tamworth St-. Lichfield. [9328

Premier Cycle Cars
BEST VALUE FOR tOO GUINEAS.

It you wish to secure early delivery of one 01 these
biih-class cycle cars, it will be necessary to place order
now They will be going at a premium in another month.
Save money by purchasing now.

BARGAINS IN REXES.
7 b.p. REX, M.O.V., 2 speeds, handle starring,

complete with £10 sidecar (1911) £42 10
i h,p REX, 1911, M.O.V., 2 speeds, complete with

Rex spring wheel £1.2 sidecar £40
5 b.p REX, ioio£,M.O.V., 2 speeds, handle starting £32 10
[?. !i.p REX, 1909, with iQioengine £18 10
5 b.p REX, 1908, 2 speeds, handle starting .... £22
5 h.p REX, 1910 magneto, h.-b. control £18 10
3$ h.p. REX, roro, M.O.V., magneto, etc £19 10
3A h.p. REX, 1908, spring forks, magneto £16 10

VARIOUS BARGAINS,
3.'. h.p. PREMIER, brand new, igui modei £34 10
3A h.p. PREMIER, 3-sp. Sturmoy, ioiii, new r. £44 10
3.'. h.p. PREMIER, ior2,3-sp. model, run 1,000 ml?. £39
6" b.p. DOT, i-ji2, J.A. P. engine, M.O.V., 2 speeds,

complete with sidecar ; cost £80 £47 10 "

b.p. BAT, 1910 mode', J.A.1\ engine, spnng '

frame, speedometer . . . 1 £22 10
3} h.p. P. & M., 1910. with speedometer, horn

back rest, other spares, and sidecar £40
3£ b.p. TRIUMPH, igir, free engine, complete

with ridecar £39
3.'. h.p. NUMBER, 101 1, 2 speeds, handle starting,

with Millford sidecar £33 IS
3 a n.p. HUMBER, iqio 2 speeds, handle starting £31
3A b.p. N.S.U., 1908, M.O.Y., magneto £13 10

3
1
. b.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring fonvs £13 10
\ h.p. Twin ENFIELD, ioro, lightweight £17 10

2{ h.p. WOLF, Lightweight, ran, magneto £15
" h.p. WOLF, ligntwcight, 1910 model £8 1C

3 h.p. R. & P., vertical engine, 26in. wheels . £6 15

SCOTT, 1913 model, for immediate
Braddock, motor agent. Marple.

2l h.p. MINERVA, nice order £6 10
3 h.p. ANTOINE, vertical engine, spray £6 15

3 h.p. QUADRANT, vertical engine £5 10
h.p. SAROIEA Tricar, twin, P. & M. gear £8 10

Si h.p. Pt.OZNIX Tricar, Minerva engine, M.O.V.,
"

2 speeds, fan-cooled, coach-built £10 JO
PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN KXCHANGK.

I Q13 'Scott, A.T.S..
A «7 early delivery.

-

Triumph,
-Xelsoii,

TWO Motor Cycles, 3.0i.p. and 4Jli.p..

best cash' offer the two; money
Saudiford, Holmes Chapel.

1Q12 Scott,
X *J watch

;

James: book now for
Gloddaeth St., Llan-

[X4392

DOtTGLAS and Williamson. 1913; immediate delivery
of n'l models: 3-tougIa.s Model It. aetuallv in stock.

-M«s, Weru. [X5901

"I Q13 A..T.S., 3-specd, tlie.perfect motor cycle, solo
*-*? or sidecar: delivery January. — F. W. Salmon,
Brimington, Chesterfield. [X4481

good engines;
wanted.—C.H.,

. [9329

as new, delivered July, lamp, horn, and
£55.—A. Warrington, 1G3. Grange Rd.,

Birkenhead. Early delivery of 1915 Scotts.

THE Korth Wales Motor Exchange. Holt St.. Wrex-
ham. Tel 283.—Whv wait? 1913 models actually

in stock, a deposit will secure.—1913 TT Douglas, £48;
1913. 2 'h.p. Singer touring model, £39, Show modp];
1913 New Imperial, 3ih.p. J.A.P.. 3 speeds, ideal tntfe-

car machine. £54/7, Olympia Show mai-hine; 1913 22h.p.
Hmnber Twin T.T. model, £43'10

;
we can deliver 6h.p.

A.J.S. in February . 3'h.p. 3-speed Jarnes January, 3ih p.

2-spced Premier January. Rudges January, and Singero
in January. If you require a 2nd-hand mount, get our
list, we can sell you a good mount cheap, cash or easy
payments. Cycle ears : we can deliver MumbercttPs in
January and Singers in April. Exchanges a speciality

;

place your order at once, otherwise you will be too late.

Sidecars we can deliver from stock. [X5913

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

MOTOSACOOHE. 1909. maff., Rood running order;
£13.—Glover Bros., Windsor St.. Coventry. [X594S

TBIUMrH. 2-=pecd, Welt rtnrtins; £35; accept side-

ear part.—32. Livingstone Ed-, King's Heath
[X5949

1Q13 Matchless, Triumph, Scott, Zenith, Donglaa;
JLJ7 Bramble, Canoelet sidecars; immediate deliveries:

Clifford's Motories, Eastwood. [9133

free

get our prices.-

TIUUMrHS, new 1913 models, 3-speed £59(15,
engine £55; in stock for immediate delivery; also

one- brand new- 1912 free engine Triumph, £50.—The
1'fcmfer Motor Co., Aston Rd-, Birmingham. £0249

EASY STARTING for 12/6

ENDRICK GSKS
DECOMPRESSORS
Give easy ptnrting at a walldng pace and
dead slow rurniinswhen required. Suin

V all cn^in'6 witU cylinders over 850 tj.-j,

$ fetandard ping thread. PRICE
' Fits ml v lve <"np or in

lieu of cDinpresKton tap.
1 Boriny and Screwiuu carh.
Yalye Cap .. 1/-. PuS'aga
Y Adapters for enainca 3d.
with one plaR hole. .2/6

126

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Motor Cycle Drop Frame, Stand, Carrier,

Pedalling Gear, Mudguards, etc £3 11 6

Bosch Magneto, suit Triumph 37 /•
New Cane Sidecar Body, side door 45 /-

Coronet Pistons, new, Si mm. bore 2/6
New 26 x 2iin. Wood-Milne Cover 35/-
Shop-soiled High-tension Magneto £2 12
New ^6 x zl Rubber Studded Cover, cost £2 5s 27/6
Bosch Magneto, suit Twin Rex 57/6
Nearly New 1912 Senspray 19/fi

Bradbury Pattern Handle-bars, iin. stems 4/6
Shop-soiled Sidecar, good make £4 5
Sidecar, complete with art cane body 38/6
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to" 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6
New Sidecar Basket, canoe front 21 /-

B. & B. and Araac, h.-b. control 13/6
New Amac Carburetter, h.-b. control 17/6
7ft. 6in., £in. Whittle Belt 10/fi

Mills-FuUord Sidecar . .» £3 IS
New Sidecar Frame and W neel 35/-
New 26 x 2 Continental Cover 10/-
New Druid Spring Fork, heavy model 45 /•

New Pair Saxon Spring Forks 32/6

Booth's Motories,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North,

Telephone
HALIFAX.

IO62.

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date CT the issue. A47
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|bhe
I" 55©ECAR

TWO NEW MOD^^R,

igl'3 MODEL " COACH.''—The only coach-built ear givir^,
plenty of -t'oom for passenger. The largest coach-built body

marie. Pri;e 16 Guineas.

iy.13 MODEL " SUPERRE."—Very low riding position
whole cane body. Prise 14 Guineas.

Oilier Models from 6 Guineas upwards.

""h iffl'i'MMi I I l liil l
llll llWIIlli liHill 1 1 i li i II

1013 MODEL "T)E LUXE B." — A very attractive

enamelled cane model : highlv recommended as a cheap
l Pri e £7 17 6 ootnnloto

£7 7 in Cane. £3 8 m Wicks/.

Marry other .models, including a very attractive Eleven
.Guinea, " The Dutch Clog Model."

Send for full illustrated lists, post free upon request

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREET,

i_ c r*4 OO h* w
Telephone 552 M^yfair
lc\ebmvrr&

u
A*-w1 >*»?€" Lorvctort

<I_1STS P»OST PRE.E)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ROVEE, June, 1912, 3Jh.p. F

Sturmey-Archer 3-speed
gear, only done 1,500 miles, owner leaving the

district; what offers? appointment raay be arranged.—
Address, Box L339. The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor
St., E.C. [0189

"I Q12 Model 23h.p. Twin number (new at "Whitsun-
Xt7 tide}, Armstrong 3^sneed gear, 2iiD. rear tyre,
double footrests, belt guard, snare belt, lamp, Lorn, and
spares, splendid condition; near offer to £37.—Geoffrey
Smith, Dunelm, Northumberland Kd., Coventry. [0141

BARGAIN.—Triumph, 1907 model, witb 1911 cyl.

and piston, 1912 improvements, new belt, Dunlop
tyres, Triumph lamp and geneiatQr, Jones speedometer,
T.T. aud touring handle-bars, spares and tools, in splen-
did running order; take £27/10. or near offer.—Bos No.
1.435, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. ["0167

PLASTOW, Grimsbv, lias for sale a 1912 Douglas,
Model 0-, brand new, £36; 1911 Douglas. Model

K.. £32/10; 1911 F.E. Triumph, £36; '1912 F.E. Tri-

umph, £42; 1910 F.E. Triumph, £32; 1911 Premier
lightweight, £21; 1910 twin Enfield, £18/10; 1911
Indian, 7h.p., including new spare tyre, £"42. [S.5249

BARGAINS in new machines.—I Lave managed to
purchase a limited quantity of first-class shop-

soiled, but otherwise new, machines at xidicidous prices.

Now is your chance to_ secure one -at -equally astonish-
ing prices. If you wait until the spring you will be
unable to buy on anything lite such terms. Do it now.
Particulars of machine-;; new machines, cheap, abso-
lute bargains- Elumfield, 4h-p., Simms mag., B. and B.
carburetter, Armstrong 3-speed. Dunlop tyre--, price

£40/10; Ilstou-Smith, 2-J-h-p.,. Bosch lhag., B. and B.
carburetter, B.H.K. free engine clutch, Dunlop tyres,

price £30/10: J.A.P.. 4h-p., Bosch mag.. B. and B.
carburetter, B.H.K. free engine, Xhinlop tvres, price

£35/10: J.A.P., 4h.p.. Bosch mag., B. and B. car-

buretter, fixed gear", Hutchinson tyres, £32/10: also a
few Bosch mairnetos, price £3/10: and B. and B. car-

buretters, price 18/6. "Write for any further particu-

lars which you may require, or mate an appointment-—
D. Afibmore, 1, Newhall St., office 62, Biimingham.

[0207

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon
and Bedford.

19

19

12 34I1.11- Twin Premier, as new; £39/10.

12 3*h.p. Zenith, srand order; £45.

IQil 3;.h.ii. Zenith; £38.

JQ11 Trinmiih. F.E. ; £38.

TO 12 "Hover. 3-ETj'eed; eost £61/12; been 200 miles:
XiJ £50.

1A12 3;h.p. T.nt, r. and 51.. 2-speed, as new; £45.-
Xi7 Enastei and Cox, 29, Green St., CarnD-ndfre.

[X5939
"I Q13 3-gpeed Trrnmnh. ditto Bradbury, and free

At* engine Triumph, just in.—Triumph Agent, Kind's
Lvrw. .[X5301

DOUGLAS. 1913 model It. 2vpeed, trek start: in
stock, immediate delivery; £52. — Kobinson]

Green St., Cambridge- [0239

DOTIGLAS, 1913, model P, T.T. model ; immediate
delivery; £48.—Sole Douglas agents, Robinson';.

Green St.. Cambridge. [0241

"1 Q12 Triumph, free engine. T.T. model, tyres and
Xtf engine as new; £43.—Robinson's, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [0242 ^

"I Q12 2 'lip. Brown Precision, Ilimlop tyres, not ridden
JL«7 200 miles; £25.—Robinson's, Green St., Cam-
bridge. 10243

DOUGLAS. 1911. 2-speed. racing model, tyres and
engine hrst-class ; £36. —Robinson's, Green St..

Cambridge. £0244

EARLT Deliveries of Triumphs, Matchless. Douglae,
Eiitir-lds. Bradburvs. B.S.A.'s. Bmnbei-, 1'reiniers,

Rudges, Hvunberettes.—Lambert, TlietfoTd. TX5002

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Bred
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,

Cardigan, and Pembroke.

1 Q.l-2 6lLP- Enfield Combination, nearly new; £72.

1012 Seott. new Sew. 1st.; £54.

-IQ12 Scotl :oi.l Sen Millford £14 Sidecar; £66.

"IQIO P. and !U-. fine condition: £33.

Iftll 2-siwd Douglas; £28.

JEXKS'S Motor Garage and Ocle Depot, 68. Load
St.. Bewdley. [9083

f Maudes Bargains
_ List of Motor Cycles for Disposal

SECOND-HAND, all guarantee!

MATCHLESS, ^fe^Offen
INDIAN, I9I2( 7-90,41, 2-speeds £51
RLYNft '9 12

'
6 n -p-' 2-sPeed, just §cnvhll,v l been re-enamelled *«"

ENFIELD 1912
'

2i h-p- tw ' n
' JftfiUiriEhW, 2-speeds, chain drive *««1

7FN1TH rqra, 6 h.p, Gradua gear, CI^ttl" • n J like new throughout *»»•

HUMBE R,Slurtk2

ne
P
2: £41

rKtlVllCiR, T . x.' model! like new *3*
Dry 6 h.p., xo-r2, sidette, like new, fiEJB
IYfc'»J only done 500 miles *U«
DARRAHA Car

'
8 h 'P' 3-speeds and fOKcjr #-1 1 1 uinv^ reverse,4-seater,exc, anKe**"

MATCHLESSfeSf5

.T?:£60
FPjTY

1911, 3* h.p., de luxe, excellent <C9fl* fc/*J order, --speeds, handle start .. *****
U 193 1, 5-6 h.p., four-cylinder, shaft £>O0'» drive, beautiful condiUon *AO

DCY ion, 3A h.p., cone clutch, free rOC*"**> engine, handle starting *•"

' * *~* '*M 2 speeds and reverse , . **»*

MINERVA ^
hp T vin spring £1fi1 vi e 11 1. r\ v «, iorkSt low built *iu

3Jll.pM
gear, excellent order

1 01 1. Gra4ua i?OC
ellent order . . *»OV

a

I

ZENITH,
ARIFI 2} h.p.', bandle-bar con- 1H f\
9%" fc fc

» trol, 26in. wheels * *
A J C -' h.p., twin, just been over- £OA

J

fnaV«Oa| hauled and re-enamelled .... *•
.

FRJ 5-6 h.p., four-cylinder, exception- fOfi'•5 ally good order *^«
MOTO REVE, jj^ffi^ £22
ZENITH 3ih.p.. 1911 model, Q9n^^11 1 I n, Gradua gear, a bargain *•**

NO II ri h.p., 1908 rnodel/magneto, £19.O.V., low built good orcier.. »l*
FEU 2.} h.p., shaft-driven model, two COO•"' speeds 36*«
UJIMRrD I 9 I° model 3.'. h.p., z- fiOlln-WITIDE,l\, speeds, handle'-starting *«M
ENFIlTLn rgro, 23 h.p., twin, belt MO
fc'»r ltS.1.', drivep krjaki gmsh &£M
LINCOLN ELK 3 h.p. magneto,

good tyres .. «•''

RRArtRfilRV tor2, si h.p. 2-speed,DUiKUUVni jsidecar, speedometer*M
all accessories Ks*#i»

HUMBER, S^/ST^ £3#
RALEIGH, d,

3 h.p., 2-speeds, chain £12
QOHTT 3j h.p.. late 1911, entirely fQOWUI I j water-cooled *"*
N.S.U., h.p., magneto, low £9
WEDNCD 2 h.p., low built, 26m. ny
'» tnlltR, wheels, c . and ace ... «»
ADIpl 3^ h.p., r9tc, brand new. CAB
**^ ^" "s 3sspeeds, fully guaranteed * **

NAPIFR CAR
'
1S h P' 1910'

Sweater,'"*•• t» excellent order, fully equipped,
S lamps, horn, whistle, speedometer (Stepney)
two screens, hood, spare cover and tubes,
condition as new. Entertain motor o< nn
cycle exchange * '

^"

NEW 1313 Models in StocU.

JB.b.A.,
c ]ulch nwaeJ, 3; h.p. S5o 1

RE^J fi h.p., De i^ise *62
TRIUMPH, ^1C IX.

3
. £50

«**•, Sociable de Luxe model *"*

ZENITH, 6 hp., Gradua gear £72

I REX, 5 h.p., Speed King £50

MAUDE5 MOTOR MART
136 GREAT PORTLAND STREETil-ONOON W.

Telephone 552 M*»yfatr
Telegrams "Ahd.eate" Loooon

^ «_l STS P»OST FREE)

A4S All letters relating to advertisements shoald qnote the namber at the end of each a<tvei'tiacmcnt. and the date oi the issue.
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone: 760. Telegrams

:

Prompt Deliveries of

REX, REX-JAP,
BRADBURY,
DOUGLAS,
WILLIAMSON,

PERRY & CHATER-LEA
CYCLE CARS.

EXCHANGES QUOTED.

UrtH our market is satisfied we are
. -^ prepared to offer unprecedented
S^- allowance for ALL TYPES of

second-ruind machines in part pay-
ment for these

:

NEW REX BARGASNS.
FROM STOCK.

Maker's Price. Our Price
€911-12 3* h.p. 2-sp. de Luxe £59 17 43 guineas.
1911-125 h.p. 2-sp.Twinde Luxe.special price 51 Gns
1912 23 h.p. 2-speed Re\- Junior de Luxe .. £45
19124 h.p. Tourist, 84 h bore x 95Stroke.. £46
roi 2 4 h.p. Rex Speed King £45 9
1912 4 h.p. Tourist, clutch model £49 10
f9'i2 4 h.p. s-speed de Luxe, handlestartihg£56
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin de Luxe £52 10
(912 6 h.p. Twin de Luxe, chain drive £70
r9i2 6 h.o. 2-speeri Sidette de Luxe ...... £7i
1912 REX Cane Sidecar £12 10

Offers wanted. Cash or exrhanga.

SOLD UNDER MAKER'S GUARANTEE.

DON'TFAILON HILLS.
^^^ Fit a 3-speed gear to your present machine^^^ whilst you have time. We give you a

golden opportunity NOW. DON'T MISS IT.

1912 Armstrong 3-speed Gear; new and complete ;

Mark U., £5 19 6.

Mark III., for passenger work, £6 12 6.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
RUOGE, 3! h.p. Tourist, grand condition . . £37 10
TORPEDO, rnr2, 3* h.p., tourist, very smart £33 10
PRECISION (Ivyl. Druids, h.b. control £32 10
toio 6 h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. & CHATER-LEA

coachbuilt sidecar £38 .0
ROVER. 1911. clutch model ; cost £55 £39 10
P. & HI., 2J h.p., h.b. coutrol, bargain £12 10
ANTOINE, 6 h.p., magneto. Saxon forks £21 10
ROC, 5 h.p.. 2-speed. wants attention £19 10
P.F., special machine, 3i h.p., vertical engine £9 10
BROWN- ji-h.p., h.b. control, good order.. £11 10
HUMBER, 3 h.p., chain drive, runs well . . £8 10
4{ h.p. w.c. 2-soeed MONOCAR, wants tuning £11 10
2-speed HUMBER Tricar £11 10
REXETTE, w.c, wants attention £9 10
WOLSELEV 4-cylinder 2-seater Car £39 1

}

ROVER, 6 h.p., 2-scater, hood, screen, and
electric lamps £39 10

Easy Payments quoted on any machine.

SECOND-HAND REXES.
REX, 19x1, sk h.p., 2-speed, Rex de Luxe,

shop-soiled 37 Gns.
REX, 1912, 2-speed, Junior, 100 miles £29 i

1

}

REX, 5 h ; p., E909, 2-speed, de Luxe £29 10
REX, 5 h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar £29 10

1 REX, 1912, Twm 2-speed. de Luxe v £43 10
REX, 5$ h.p.. Twin, spring forks £15 10
REX, 1912. 4 h.o.. Tourist, done .200 miles t38 10

I REX, 7 h.p., twin very powerful £29 10
, REX, 3^ h.p., magneto, spring forks £17 10
REX. 2J h.p., magneto, lightweight, h.b. con. £16 10
REX, 1911, 5 h.p., 2-speed, Rex de Luxe *38 10
REX, si h.p., free engine, h.b. control £13 10

I REX, 3} h.p.. Hunt and low, h.b. control . . £11 10

I

REX, 5$ h.p., Twin de Luxe, mag. ignition £21 10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
~|Q12 3ih.p. Zenith, nsed very little, fitted with
-*-*J Hutchmaun tyres, splendid condition, tools, etc.;
any reasjnable trial allowed, fully guaranteed; £43.

12 2Jh.p. Hobart, with 3-speeda and free engine,
in excellent condition ; offers invited.

10 3ih p. Seott, with kick starter, free engine, 2
apceds, good tyres, etc.; £29/10.

£h.p. Twin Minerva, with sidecar, complete; £17.

19
19

OLE Agents for Scott, Zenith. Imperial and MorRan
machines; good deliveries ; deferred, payments fromS

2!%.

"OUTJRELLI, Ltd. Albany Ed.,

SECTION VII.

Cardiff. [9372

19
19
H,

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

"I Q12 Premier, in good condition; best offer over 15

1 OH Free Engine Triumph; best offer over 29 gne.

1 Q09 Free Engine Triumph and Sidecar; best offerX */ over 27 gns.

"J Q12 2Jh.p. 2-specd Free Engine Enfield; best offer
Xi/ over 29 gns.

"I Q12 2'h.p. 2-epeed Douglas, free engine, kick 6tarter;lw best ofl.er over 31 gns.

11 (Dee.) Matchless; best offer over £24.

12 Zenith-Gradua and Sidecar; best offer over 37
gns.

JULIAN, Motor Crde Depot, 84. Broad St.,
• Beading. ' [9345

Oii-p. New HucVon, new Mar, 1912; £36.—Warner.^4 West St.', Chipping Norton. [X5912

1 Q 13 Douglas : earliest deliveries of all models.—
At? Morris Garage, Oxford. [0203

1(113 Phelon and Moore: a few left for early ne-
xt/ livery; secure one before it is too late.—Sole dis

evict agents. Morris Garage, Oxford. [U204

"I Qlo Triumphs: December deliveries of clutch and
Xt/ 3-*peed models.—Sole district agents, The Mor-
ris Garage, Oxford. [0205

3ib.p. Eor, mo. v.. adjustable pulley, Bosch, com-
2 plete; £6/10, or otfer.-38, High St.. Ventnrr

[9330

F.N*., 4-'.h.n.. good running order, just been overhauled
by expert; £18.—Ciaig-Kelly, Manse, Newport

I'agucll. [X5851

1Q12 T.T. Bat, 5h.p., not done 700 miles; £50.—
Xi/ Apply, \\. G. Head, Wellington Cycle Woikr1-,
Maidenhead. [9238

"I Q13 Douglas and Williamson; nil models from
Xi/ stoik. — Gibb, Gough, and Son, Gloucester.
'1'hone: 852. [023t

A.J.S., the thing for 1913; order now, early deliveries
of all models.—Bristol and Bath agent, S. J Fair,

201. Cheltenham Ed.. Bristol. HX.5324

B.S.A. Motor Cycles, the best 3ih.p. monnt for 1913;
early deliveries all models.—Sole Bristol and dis-

trict agent/s, S. J. Fair, 201. Cheltenham Ed., Brist> 1

[X5323
DOUGLAS, E., done only 10 months' easy work,

grand condition, h.b. mag. control, spring pillar,

born, lamp, mud screen, free engine; £30.—Potter, 21.

Frame Ed., Ashton. Bristol. [X5480

TEIUMPH. 1910, free engine, almost new tyrea, en-

gine overhauled, £32/10; Tiiuinph. 1911, fixed,

only run 5.000 miles. £32: new 3'h.p. Singer, F E-,
special clearance price: delivery 1913 B.S.A 's and Hum-
bers from stock.—Eowland and S^ns, Salisbury [9340

DOUGLAS, 1913 models, from stock; A.J.S.. 6h.p.,

3-speed, clutch model, delivery this week; Scotts
in January; B.S.A., F.N... Bradbury. Eudge, Zeniths.
Williamson. Buts. Ariel, Morgan runabouts, Ivy Pre-
cision, for earlv delivery, in some ca-'etj frjni stock.—
A G. H. Alsfofd, The Motor Cycle Depot, 43, Palmers-
ten Ed., Boscombe. [9151

1Q 12 23h.p. Eovnl Enfield, 2-speed, new, clearance
Xi/ £45/10; 1912 Triumph, F.E., and Canoelet side

car, mileage 2,000. 50 ens. ; 1911 Triumph, F.E., ir

new condition, effers: 1911 date, Triumph, F.E.. mile

age 2.500. £37/10: 1910 Hnmbei, 2-*pecd, £25. 1910
Eoyal Enfield, belt drive. £15, Kerridge, G.W-'K., Tri-

umph, and B.S.A. agent, Alton, Hants. [5.5877

SECTION VIII.

Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, KentHertford,

and Sussex.

14112 P. and M.. little used, excellent condition: £50.
X«/ -Potter, 33, Bigwood Av., Hove. [X5916

lOH Enfield. 23h.p-, 2-speed, F.E., chain drive, good
X i/ condition ; £27'10.—Hull. 56. West St., Horsham.

(X6875
TEIUMPH. 1912, epares, and all accessories, com-

plete, in first rate condition; £36; new Contin-
entals.

PLEASE NOTE OUR ADDRESSES—

5, HEATH STREET, HAMPSTEAD,
and 173, GREAT PORTLAND ST.

Alt letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. AiO

TEIUMPH, 1908, in unusually good order, lamp, and
spares; £23.—Osman, 26, Mortlake Ed., Rich

mond. [X5878

THE NAME WITH A REPUTATION. (Established 1900)

1™^ HAMPSTEAD,n.w.
Close to Hampstead Tube Station.

Tele : "Rey, Hampstead." Tel. [ 2678, P.O., Hampstead,

BSVSiYlEDIATE DELIVERY OF

1913 MACHINES
Almost every make.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.

NO EXTRA CHARGE
on most makes.

1 DOWN and twelve equal

4 Instalments.

CYCLE CARS.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

G.W.K.'s
A.C.'s
MORGANS.

We are SOLE LONDON AGENTS for

CANOELET SIDECARS

NEW IMPERIALS

LINCOLN ELKS

NORTONS
CORAH.

TRADE SUPPLIED at our
HEATH ST. DEPOT

with various makes, including SIDECARS
and CYCLE CA .S.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT.
My NEW WEST END SHOWROOMS at 173,
GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W., are now com-
pleted, where a full range of all Models are on
view.

Give us a visit, and choose your new Mount from
STOCK.

THE FAMOUS "REY" SIDECARS.
From £5 5s. to £10 lOs.

Side-entrance Models, Wicker, £7. Coach-built, £9 10s.
2 Elegant Cane Models, Side-entrance, £10 lOs.

All complete with Hutchinson or Micbelin 26 x ziin. tub*

and tyre, and quick detachable joints.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.
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ALL OUR SIDECARS ARE

GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS

MODEL E, MODEL D,
with Reversible and with Coach Built Body,

Detachable Child's Seat, £8.
£7 5s.

OUR
REED CANE BODIES

have undoubtedly hit the mark.
Undoubtedly this class of cane is far superior and

more classy than ordinary cane or wickerwgrk,
besides being considerably lighter. These beautiful
sidecars appeal to those who want absolutely the
best- «... . . x—Model G

£8 8s.
All our Sidecars are supplied

Complete with Lamp, Foot Mat, Kick-up Stand,
Quick Detachable Joints, Continental orJUicbelifl
Tyres, Round or Car Pattern Mudguard, and
CARKIAGli PAID. Send lor List.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Cowey Speedometer, done too, perlect .... £310
3^ h.p. Rex Engine, like new £4
New Rubber-studded Covers, 26x2j, beaded 17/6
Small Tricar Radiator 5/„
Triumph pattern H andiebar, new 6/3
New Prested Accumulators 7/6
New Prested Trembler Coil 15/.
Lycett's "Top Tube" Toolbags 7/-
Nev. Screw-cutting Lathe, 4in. centres £6 10

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.

HALIFAX if*""-"^
from *».»* O.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BAT, 3ih.p., B. and E.. new tyres, lainj>, horn, spares,

Lvso belt: bargain, £10/10.-125, Itamuore Jtd.
t

Earlsfieli fX5936
rUITJMPH, Latest 1911J. clutch model, -magneto.

nearly new; great bargain, £36/10.-1, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth. [X5904

3 in. p. Quadrant, just re-enamelled and overhauled,
4 guaranteed perfect running; £6/10.—Dale; grocer,

Broadway, Barking. [X5874

3 h.p. Minerva, good condition, wants new back tyre
only, 1912 B.B. carburetter; &Z.—T. Nash, High

St., Steyning, Sussex. [9318

A.J.S., 6 and 22h.p., chain-driven, 3 speeders ; order
now to avoid disappointment.—Crow Bros., 190,

High St., Guildford. [8319

EARLIEST Deliveries of Ariels, New Hudsons,
Hnmbers, B.S.A.'^, James.—Lamb's Motor Stores,

151, High St., \\ althamstow. [X3717

BUCK, 4h.p-, 1912-L free engine, the engine with
reserve power, accessories, and spares, little used

;

trial ; £35.—Densham, Foxley. Pufley. [9327

TEIDMPH, 1912, 3£h.p., free engine model; instant
delivery; £55, cash, or deferred payments.—John

Barker and Co., Kensingtor. High St-, Y\. [0130

T.T. Racing Triumph Motor Cycle, Sturmey-Archex
3-speed, special engine, only run 100 miles in

T.T. race; £47.— S. Gaspar, Hawkhurst, Kent. [933a

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4. Percy St., W., have
several 2nd-hand P. and M.'s ier sale

;
particulars

on application, or can be seen at above address. [0131

QUADRANT. 4£h.p., 3-speed, 1912, £59/10 machine,
shop-soiled; will consider rjuejrs to clear.—Applebee

Bros., motor agents. Walthamet' w. 'Phone: 517. [8260

MATCHLESS-J.A.r., 1912*. 8h.p., 2 speeds, free en-
gine, only run 1,000 miles, also £20 coach-bnilt

sidecar, as new; £75.—Noel Mees:-n, Battlesbridge, Essex.
[930?6 h.p. 1912 (August) Zenith, lamp, horn, speedometer,

drip feed, tools; trial run; just overhauled; good
as new; £62.—Mae, 34, Bridgeman Rd., Teddington.

[930 C

TRIUMPHS.—Immediate delivery of 1913 models; a
few 1912 new Triumphs, clutch models, at special

prices.—F. Spearman, Bridge St. Garage, Bishop's ^tort-
ford. T9224
TRIUMPH, 1909J, splendid condition, lamp, horn,

spares, £25: with Millford sidecar, £28; or ex
change for 2ih.p. Douglas.—Francis, 174, High St,

Tooting. [931?

TRIUMPH, 191 H, clutch model, N.S.U. 2-speed, Wat
ford speedometer, Brooks seat and rest, new belt

perfect condition; any trial; £38.—Chatwins, King St-,

Richmond. £935',

HUMBER, 3ih.p., 1911, 2-speed, and free engine
just been overhauled by makers, tyres and beli

nearly new; price £35.—Seen and tried, 2, Milner St.

Cadogan So... S.W. [930;

TjiNFIELD, 22h.p.. 1912 model, new August, 850
-Ej miles only, perfect condition, unused spare chain
tools, etc.; owner going abroad; bargain, £37-—Stevens
L'arkleigh. Farnham [9324

TRUMP-JA.P.'s, 1913 models: catalogue upon appli
cation to Cass's Motor Mart, sole agents. The

finest JA-P.-engined motcr cycles on the market ; ex-
changes or extended payments,

CASS'S.—Scott, late 1911. 2-speed, free engine, kick
starter, first-class condition; £45, or near offer.

CASS'S.—L.M.C., 1912, 4h.p., 2-epeed, Kempshall
tyres, accessories, machine not run 700 miles

:

bargain, £42.

CASS'S-—Douglas, 2Jh.p., Model E., 1911, clutch and
free engine, accessories, splendid machine; £32/10.

CASS'S.—1913 new machines. Practically every make
supplied. For prompt delivery * book immediately.

List of shop-soiled and second-hand machines upon ap
plication ; splendid stock ; inspection invited ; exchange*
or extended payments; also large stock of new and
second-hand accessories, belts, tyres, etc.—Call or write,

Cass's JMotor Mart,- 5, Warren St., W. (opposite Warren
Street Tube Station). Tel.; 5624 Mayfair. [9368

"1Q13 Motor Cycles.—Why wait for deliveries? I can
-M~*y deliver Rovers, New Hudson. Bradbury, Premiers,
Enfield, Douglas, Zeniths, Morgans, etc., etc., all in
January; write for lists.—Batche lor and Co., Kingston-
on-Thames. [X5937

INDIAN, 7h.p.. this year's 2-speed and engine model,
only 5 months old, with about £15 spares, includj-

ing race handle-bars, for the ridiculous low price of
£59: any trial and seen any time.—18, Hampstead niil
Gardens, N.W. . [9193

1 Q12 Douglas, Model K.. run 12,000 miles, lamp,
IJ/ horn, spares, overalls, new Rom back, spare
Hutchinson fitted, leather band, Jones speedometer,
driving chain requires repair; £40.—Henderson, 3.7,

Hampstead Lane, Highgate, N. {9315

, »IU< MPH. late 1911, T.T. roadster, splendid condi-
-i tion, very little used, Rey exhaust whistle, all

^paTes. inner tube, new P. and H. lamp, generator, used
twice only, only wants seeing; £36.--Grimaldi, 5, Hill-
side Mansions, Jackson Lane, Highgate. , [9305

TRIUMPH. 1907, fitted with 1911 cylinder, piston,
ball bearings, Bosch ball bearing waterproof mag.,

B. and B. carburetter. Palmer rubber studded tyre, £20;
2?h.p. Lurquin and Coudert, h.b. Araac, Dunlops, etc,
£10, or near offer.—Hutchings, 302, Albany Rd., Cam-

[9364

"IXION" says:
" The MORGAN Chassis, weighing z\ cwL, with
an 8 h.p. engine, has few rivals eitlieu in
lightness, price, or genpral efficiency."

WE CAN GIVE EARLY DELIVERIES,

Price 85 guineas.

EXCHANGES QUOTED.

1913
A. J. S.,

New Hudsons,

Swift Cycle Cars

EXCKAN3ES QUOTED.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
3i h.p. 1911 RUDGE, new £48 I

8 h.p. CHATER LEA Cycle Car, 3 speeds . . £60 I

191231 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds .... £45 I

1912 3Jh.p. RUCGE MULTI £45
14 h.p. REX, vertical, M.O.V., good £14
3i h.p. PREMIER, 2 speeds, new. . . : £46
1* h.p N.S.U., 2 speeds, Bosch, Druids £24
1912 6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2 speeds, chain

drive .. £45
1910 5-6 h.p. REX DE LUXE, 2 speeds. M.O.V. £30
1912 2|h.p NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds, new £42
i9iii 3jh.p. PREMIER, 3 speeds, new £46
1 910 SCOTT, a beautv £32
1 hTp. 1911 QUADRANT, Roc 2 speeds . . £33
j h.p. WOLF, magneto £15
igiiLadv'sHOBART, Armstrong 3-speed .. £32
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, vertical, M.O.V., good .. £15
ij h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, extra good £25
}i h.p. igio TRIUMPH, very fine £30
3* h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH, crutch model £35

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
3i h.p. 1908 Tourist, 1909 engine £23

3I h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine ££3
3 h.p. 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17
3J h.p. 1910, fine goer £25

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
1906 5-6h.p. Twin Rex £20 O
*-6 h.p. Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear £22 ft

s-6 h.p. De Luxe, 1908, 2-speed model .... £25 Q
iQioi 5-6 h.p. Rex de Luxe, 2-speed £30

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
Brand new 3J h.p. 2-speed PREMIER and

new 10 guineas sidecar £55
5-6 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £30 ©'

910 5-6 h.p. REX, 2-speed and sidecar £35

-O K nAMN SECURES ANY OF THESE.SrO UUW11 BALANCE 30/- MONTH
i
\ h.p. REX, M.O.V., spring forks £14 gL

$~ h.p. 1908 REX, Bosch magneto £17 H[
^ h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.-b. control £16 10,

WOLF Lightweight, magneto. 26in. wheels £15

a h.p. WOLF Tricar, 2 speeds £19
Discount for Cash down.

riOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
vVe have a quantity of frames by well-known maker*

Two styles to choose from,

PRICE 32/6 EACH.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 45/- extrauj

Enamelled and plated in -first-class style.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Rex patternfoot brake, new ; 7/fi

Belt ca>rying case 3m
Cycle Car Clutch, leather to metal 12/6
Loop Frame, with forks 15/«
Cowey Speedometer^ done 5,000 £3
New Lycett'5 Saddle, large size 9/6

F. R.S. Headlight, new . . . 25/3
igr2 Bt

and B. Carburetters, vary jets .... 27/-

TQ12 Senspray Carburetters 28/6

Sidecar Aprons, ereen or red, with studs . . 7/Sj

Mills-Fulford Sidecar, good £4
One ditto, additional room for child £4 4
Pair 3* h.p. Druid Forks 30/3

Farrar's Motor Exchange

19, 21,23,25, Hopwood Lane.

Telephone HALIFAX ft™ GTS!?919.Telephone gig.

A.50 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the nuo'b'r at the end of each advertisement, and the date of tke issue.
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SCOTT'S
POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

We can supply anything,

especially

RUDGES ZENITHS
JAMES DOUGLAS
LEVIS CLYNO

ENFIELD, ii)i2, two-speed, £52 worth
for £38, shop-soiled

SCOTT, rni2 £50
PREMIER, iqi2, 3-speed, 3i h.p., with

lo-guioea sidecar £47 10
RUDGe-MULTI with sidecar, etc £

PREMIER, like oew, 191: £36
BAT, 1911-1912. J.A.P. engine, P. & M.

two-speed £39
HUMBER, 1911, 3§ h.p., two-speed,

take sidecar £35
RUDGE Standard Record Breaker, 1912 £34
REX, 1911, 5 h.p.. foirist, like new .. £23
REX, iQioi, two-speed, 5 h.p., take

sidecar .".
. . _ £29

TRIUMPH, 3lh.p £19
HUMBER, 191 2,^-speed, handle starting £42
NEW HUDSON Lightweight, 23 h.p.

Jap, like new, 3-speed geai, a bargain £32
RUDGE, Standard '912,3! h.p £33
NE«V HUDSON, it h.p., 1912, not done

300 miles, 3 speeds £46 10
HUMBER, 3fc h.p.. 2-speed and free

engine, take a sidecar . £36
TRIUMPH, 3i h-p., late 190S. a beauty £23
TRIUMPH, with 2 speeds and free

engine .

.

'. . . . . . £26
RUDGE-MULTI, like new £45
CHATER-LEA-tUX-P. 5 h.p., free engine (23
REX, 191 1.1., 3i h.p., 2-spced, like new. . £35
REX, 1908" $J u p.. h.b.c £16
REX, tgro, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed and free

engine, complete with sidecar .... £36
P. & M., 1909 2-speed £28
CHAMPION, tgir like new £23
F.N. Lightweight, I9it-t2, shaft drive,

shop-soiled, complete with £ro worth
of spares £35

F.N., s-6 h.p.; fitted with 2-speed gear
and free engine at a cost of over £80,
a bargain £36

HUMBER, 3i h p., and forecar, P. & M.
2-speed £18

MINERVA, t9o8, 3J h.p., spring forks

etc £15
REX, ?.l h.D , B. and B £8
AUTO-MOTOR, 3 h.p., h.b.c, etc £7 10

REX and rorecar, complete, with free

engine, h.bx £14
8-guincn Sidecar, second-hand £4 4

4| h.p. N.S.U. Engine, twin, like new £5 10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ZENITHS.—Don't let Easter steal a march on you,

it *ill soon be here; place your order now and
ensure guaranteed delivery date of any model : come and
see our selei-tiru of sidecars Inline oraeriug eisewnere.
—Wimbledon Motor Manufacturing Co., 25, Imperial
Parade. Wimbledon [9181

8h-n. 1912 T.T. Twin Bat, new April last, finished
grey, complete with J.A. P. overhead valved engine,

mag.. Brown and Harlow carburetter, adjustable pulley,
spare belt, lluulip und Bates tyres, alulcst new. carrier,

stand, spring forks, I'.E.S. lamii and generator. Watford
speedometer to 80 lu.p.h.. hi m, tcolc, £55 ; also 3ih.p.
1913 type T.T. roadster Ivy-1'reeisicn, new end of August,
1912, mag-, .spring Jerks, Dunlop tyres as new, F.lt.S.
lamp set. Auiac foned inducti n. 3 brakes, stand, car-

rier, spare belt, tools, adjustable pulley £40; winners
of several hill-climbs: or* near cfreis.—Digby Johnson,
Westmorland, Tunbrklge O ells. [9402

MESSRS. PALMER and Eitson, South Eastern
Garage, Heine Hill, London. S.E.. invite your

attention to the following machines: Triumph, July.
1912. £48; Bat-Jap. Sept., 1912. 6h p., £48; Roval
Enfield, 1912 as new, 2 epeeds, 23h.p., £40; B.S.A.,
late 1911. £3C. Rex. 19U. 5-6h.p.. 2 speeds, i?e :

Ivv-Prei-ision, 19l2 3}h.p., £32; Triumph TT..
1911. £35: Toiptdo Prevision. 2)h.p., £32- . U08
Tiiumpb. £25: N.S.U.. 3-lh.p.. 1911. £26; Rex
3Jh.p., £25: Bat-Jap, 1911. 3jh.p.. £25; E.N., 4-

vl.. 1909. £22: Viudee Special. 5h.p., inns., £23;
Douglas.- 1910. £21; Enfield ligiitweignt, 1910, £20:
Rex 3Jh.p. £15; N S.U., 3Jh.p., 1908. £14: two Moto-
sacoche. Uh.p., 1910, £14- .Olympic. 3h.p.. £7

':

Minerva. 2-3U.p.. £6; Minerva 2n.p.. £6: Mcto-
saeoche, £9, Roe-Jap 8b. p., 1911 speed gear, coach-buiit
sidecar, £38; Zenitli-Giadua. 1911. eh.p., wicker sidecar
£50: 3ih.p Sociable cycle car, £32: 4jh.p. tricar, 2
speeds, £15: Mabon clutch, brand new. £2/10: Simrrus
twin magneto, new, £3/10: J.A.P. cat earburettei, new,
£4: Ford car carburetter, £1: exhaust whistle; Rover
back wheel, complete with clutch: Millennium 2-speed
gear, £4: 26x2 butted end tubes, as new; cycle car
generator, new. etc., etc Full details on request. Nov;
is the time of the yeai to secure bargains. [9289

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

T7<XETEE Motor Cycle Co., 7. Bath Ed. Tel.: 975.

EXETER Motor Cycle Co.—Rudge Multi. 1912. as
new. only 200 miles, many spares, and Canoelet

sidecar; £65.

IjiXETEE Motor Cycle Coi-Zenitli-Gradua, 1912
-J 6hp., new tyres: £57.

EXETEE Motor Cv. le Co,—Free ergine Bradbury,
1912. braud ne\v ; £47.

EXETKR Motor Cycle Co.—N.S.U. 2-speed Bradbury.
1S12. soiled; £42.

EXETER Motor Cycle Co.—.Zenith'Gradna, 3'li.ri.,

1912. grcd 'condition
; £42.

tentaur, 1912. 3;h.p., 2-

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE,
And let us quote you.

SCOTT, Victoria Motor House,

Powell Street, HALIFAX.
[(•Telephone— 433, National.
Telegrams—"SCOTT. Powell Street. Halifax."

All letters relating to advertisements

Collier's Motorics,
Westeate, Halifax, England.

FLAUt YOUR ORDER NOW 1 OR A

1913 BRADBURY
$1 n.p., tourist or speed raoriel £43
34 li p., free enqine £o4 10

3& h.p., 2-speed, belt drive £57 J

^i h.p., 2-speed, chain driven £60
3& h.p., 2-speed, belt and chain £60
3& h.p., StLU'mey or Aimstrons 3-speed .... £60

EXCHANGE QUOTED.

1913 REX-JAP.

i

LIBERAL EXCHANGES.

EXETER Motor Cycle Co.-C
speed, tine ordt-i

; £42.

to match ; £70; afia.fi Show model from

EXETEE Motoi Cvcle Co.-Douglas, 1911, 2-specd.
flne order: £32

"1(>13 Centaur. 3'di.p.^ 3-speed. and Canoelet sidecar

Olympia.

T71XETEE Motor CyclO Co. for Cycle Cars.

f~1 .W.K.. delivery January.

GWIFT, delivery March.

A.J.S. Motor Cycles. January

;

Enfield, ditto, all models.

TTTiAELY Delivery Singer. Centaur, Bat.

ENFIELD. 23h.p. twin, new July. 1912, unscratel'ed

:

£33.-Toyer, Torbay Inn, l'aignton. [9380

DOUGLAS, 1913, Model O.. £48; Model E., £52;
both in stock. -Mcflat, Yeovil. 'l'hone: 50.

(5324
1 All 3'.h.p. Zenith, splendid condition, just-ever-
XJ? hauled; accept £35. bargain.—Sanctuary, Mangel

Zenith-Gradua. ditto

:

TX5757

t n, Mclplasb. Dorset. [X5867

DOVItLAS, Scott, Olyno, Bradbury, Singer; order now
fin immediate or earlv deliveries.

Motors Taunton. 'Phone: 191X2.
Edward:

[8973

GUY and Reynolds, Weymouth, have started their

clearance sale of motor cycles, all machines are

guaranteed to be in sound condition, and will be sent

on approval, deposit.

INDIAN, 4h.p.. clutch model, blue finish, guaranteed
not run 400 miles, and as new : £35.

BAT, 4h.p.. fitted with V. and M. 2-speed gear, guar-
anteed perfect, would make a good sidecar ma-

chine; £33.

"DttEMIEE, 3!h.p., not run 100 miles, as new; £32/iu.

I^.N., 2;h.p.. 2-speed gear, free engine, in good condi-

tion throughout ; £20.

TV/TOTO-EEVE, in very good condition; £12.

TEIUMPH, 3Jh.p., 1912 clutch model, as new. not
been run. more than 100 miles; £50. [0172

NEW REXES.
1912 2? h.p. 2-speed Rex Junior de Luxe . . £45
ic,r2 4 h.p. tourist, 84S bore x 05 stroke . . £46 D
1912 4. h.p. Rex Speed King £46
1012 4 h p tourist, clutch model £49 ID
1912 4 h.p 2-speed de luxe, handle starting £06
I9r2 6 h.p. 2-speed twin de luxe * £61 10
191 2 6 b p twia de luxe, chain drive .... £70
191 2 6 h p. 2-speed Sideite de Luxe £75

Discount to trade. Exchanges quoted Colonial
orders—Half cash with order and balance

against delivery. -

SINGLES.

1911 3$ b.p. tourist REX, spring forks .... £27 10
3* h.p. IVY-PRECISION, Druid forks £32 10

3S h p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks £17 10

3? h.p. ROVER, 1011, clutch model £39 10

2?,hp. REX, magneto, lightweight £16 10

3S h.p REX, spring h.rks £14 10

3J h.p.. REX, h.b. control, veiy low £11 10

1912 3I I. p. RUDGE, grand condition ..-.. £37 10

3 b.p.'HUMBER, chain drive £9 10

3J h.p. BROWN, h.b control £11 10

3t h.p magneto TRIUMPH £18 10

1911, 3I h.p. 2-bpeed REX, new £33 10

rot2" 2$ h.p. 2-sneed REX I nnior, as new .

.

£34 10

5* h.p. Twin REX, free engine £17 10

TWINS.

iqio 6 h.p. M.O.V. N.S.U., 2 speeds £29 10
1910 late model SCOTT, 2-speed £33
1011 5 b.p 2-speed twin REX £35 10

5.1 h.p.tree-engine twin REX £18 10
7* h p. REX, spring forks £35 10

6 b p. ANrOINE. Saxon forks £23 10

1909 5 h.p Twin REX de Luxe, 2 speeds . . £29 10

1911 Twin REX, free engine £32 10

1912 6 h.p. REX de Luxe £46 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

3* h.p. HEW HUDSON, 3-speed Armstrong
gear and Premier side'car ' £39 10

5 h^p 2-speed twin REX de Luxe, and Mont-
gomery sidecar £29 1

3! b.p. P.F. Motor Cycle, and rigid sidecar,

bargain £12 10

1909 5 h.p. 2-speed twin REX de Luxe, and
new rigid sidecar 634 1

3

1911 s h.p. 2-speed twin REX de Luxe, and
£12 12s. shop-soiled Montgomery sidecar £40

MISCELLANEOUS.

New 3-speed Armstrong Gear, with controls . .£5 19 6
New Sidecars ; list on appl —ilion : from £5 5

Lycett's Large Size Motor Saddle, new 9/6
New 800ft P.R.S Lamp grid generator 3i/-

Cane Sidecar Body, shop soiled 12/6

1912 Bradbury 2-speed Gear, NEW £7

26x2 new Avon non-skid covers, Druid model 17/6

20x2 new 3 Spires Covers, 15/6; 26x2! 19/6

26 x 2 Avon Tubes, new 6/-

28 x 2k new Calinon Covers 12/5
26X 2.t ne.v, extra heavv Covers, leading make 16/3

24 x 2\ Clipper Covers, 10/6 ; Tubes 5/9

£12 r2S. Montgomery Sidecar, almost new £6 5

Myers' Motor Cycle Stand 3/3
Fuller's 20-amp. Accumulators, NEW 11/3
New Rex Tool Bags 5 K
Mabon free Engine Clutch, fits Twin Rex 34/-

Twin Rex Frame and Tank 19 '6

Lomax detachable Non-skid, 26 X2i, shop-soiled 14/6
Whittle Belts Jin., 21- Dcr foot." Inch 2/6 per foot.

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the iESue. A5I
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SATISFACTION.
Not a single dissatisfied cus'ome- after
eleven years' trading. Every client brines
repeat orders. Let me quote you for your

new mount. I can give you

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
of

HUMBERS
ENFIELDS
JAMES
ZENITHS
NEW-HUDSONS
A.J.S.

1913
TRIUMPHS
CLYNOS
ROVERS
BRADBURYS
INDIANS
ETC.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MEAD-PRECISION, 1912. 3ih.p„ free engine, Smith'B

speedometer, not ridden 600 miles, unpuncturer1

Ifichelins ; best r ffer over £35 : owner buying 3-speetl

same make.—Byron, Ottery St. Mary. Devon. [X5846

1Q12 3ih.p. Free Engine Singer, £10; 1912 3h.p.
i-U Lincoln Elk, £26; 1911 Triumph, £34; 1911
2-speed 5-6h.p. Bex, £39 ; twin Werner, h.b.c, spring
forks, £5/10: 2Jh.p. Kerrv £5; latest 4h.p. eliain drive
Rex. £50.-Holmee, The Motorcyclerie.3, Vauxhall St

,

Plymouth. [X5897
• SECTION X.

Scotland.

agent6 for Tri-
early deliveries.

[9333
ABERDEEN and District agent for Scott, Levis 2

6trjke, P. and M-. A.J-S-, Suu, and Matchless.—
', humming, motor evele agent, 165. Holburn St. L632V
1 « "•

r>. Rex,
cla

Graves, 746, Balmoral Terrace, Yoker Rd.

SECTION XI
Ireland and Isle of Man.
1Q12 32-4h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, and sidecar, free
-Ltf engine, almost new; owner buying car.—D. J.

Browne, 14, Tembroke St., Tralee. 19350

CYCLE CARS.
EARLY Delivery of Humbcrettes.—Lambert, Thetford.

[X5003

SINGER Cycle Cars.—Order immediately for delivery

in January.—F. Spearman, Bridge St. Garage,

ALEXR. Robertson and Son Wick,
umph. Scott, P. and M., Douglas;

OOJLh.p. Rex, thoroughly overhauled, everything firstW2 class condition, lots of spares; £10, ornearest.
Glas :ow.

[9309

MOTOR CYCLES, also
MONTGOMERY & CANOELET

SIDECARS.

Bishop's Stortford.

CINGER Cycte Cars.
livery.

Bros., 190,

T9225

Order immediately for early de-
Guiktford and Godalming agents, Crow-

High St., Guildford. T8320

CYCLE
1913 MODELS

CARS.
Humberette

1 Q12 Rollo Cycle Car, 2.000 miles, speedometer, com-
X*/ plete ; nearest £80 secures : drive 50 miles to

Complete Sf^r £125
GUARANTEED IN STOCK.

Also 1913

G.W.K. and FORDS
Don't forget—IN STOCK.

I can guarantee
delivery of the

in March, price

PERRY Small Car
130 Oris., complete.

E=

SPECIAL Tempting Offers.

NEW 1912 MACHINES.
TRIUMPH, clutch model £48 15
TRIUMPH, standard model £42
ZENITH, 3i h.p., Gradua gear £48 0>

JAMES, 4i h.p., Armstrong, 3-speed £45
HUMJER, 2? h.p., twin, T.T. model .. £35
HUMBER, 2 h.p., lightweight £28
HUMBER, 2 h.p., with 3-speed £35
HUMBER, lady's clutch model £35

SLIGHTLY USED MACHINES.
1912 6 h.p. ENFIELD and coach

sidecar £65
1912 6 h.p. CLYNO and coach sidecar £52
1912 zl h.p. HUMBER and coach

sidecar -£48
X9i2 TRIUMPH, clutch model £42
ioi? CL NO, 6 h.p., 2-speed, as new £45
1012 :.! Ii.p. HUMBER, 2-specd .... £38
I9t2 NEW HUDSON, 2| h.p., 3-speed £35
igrr HUMBER, 3* h.p. 2-speed ....£32
inn ZENITH GRADUA, 3J h.p £32
1911 HU.ilBER Lightweight £22

P. J . EVANS
SPARKHIIX, BIRMINGHAM

New Premises opened ihortlv :

89 & 91, John Bright St, B'hain. M

o
o

01
o
o

D
O purchaser.—Apply, 1,612, Tlie Motor Cycle Offices, Cov

entry- [0180

^M pOLLO Cycle Car, 8h.p. J.A.P. engine, like new; cost.

^i-LV £120 la->t June; done 1,600 miles, complete with

I

hood and screen, heavy Continentals, spare Kempshall,
inner tubes, etc. ; sell £85, bargain.—E. Morgan, Nag's
Head Inn, West Bromwich. [9219

MONOCAR and Duccar Parts of every description
manufactured to customers' special requirements

Worm or bevel-driven back axles o£ exclusive design,
gear boxes, steering mechanism, and special Eagle mono
engines for this class of work from 3j to 9b. p., watei
or air-cooled; cars constructed to customers' own
designs; also manufacturers of motor cycle air

cooled engines from 2 to 9h.p- : alterations and repair-

a speciality-—The Eagle Motor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
1, Shepherd's Bush Ed., W. [0080

TRICARS FOR SALE.
4_lh.p. 2-speed Tricar: sell separately; what offers?—S-,

2 2. Petersham Mews, London, S.W. F9343

A-C. Owneis should write Bass, Insurance Broker
Bishop's Sfortford, for particulars of special policies

%*9 [0005

O
1 A .0. Sociable. Julv 1911, hood, screen, lamps, speed-
x»- ometer. luggage carrier, spares, new condition; ±65,

^ or near offer.—Barker, Lauehester, Durham. [X5882

l^'TJIL-EY Tricar, water-cooled, 2 speeds, veiy fast, per-
XV feet order ; bargain. £25 : photograph and full par-
ticulars.—Write, Superintendent, Baths, Plumstead, S.F-

[932 5

SOCIABLE Tricar. lOh.p., water-cooled Win, wheel
steering, foolproof gears, perfect condition, fast.

Ogood climber, recently overhauled : bargain at £35 : nr (

exchange—Williams, 6. Broad, Oxford. [9326

Ol A -C- Sociable, Sept.. 1911, fitted with hood and side
1 J\. curtains, screen, luggage carrier, head Jainps, Lucas

Oside and tail lamps, horn, tools, pump, jaclt, and spares,
tyres are in excellent condition, non-skid on rear wheel

D

the car ha<* not done 2.000 nri'.es, and all .working part
are perfect, will climb any hill; price complete for quick
sale £65.—Sir Wm. Angus Sanderson and Co., Ltd.. St.

Thomas' St., Neweastle-on-Tyne. [9313

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
OJIDECAR, Mills-Fulford, 1910, art cane, Continental

,
-3 tyre, all in good condition ; £3/10.—Kerry, 96,

| Mandeville Ed., Enfield Wash- [9374

"'OLE Makers of the famous Rey sidecar, from £5/5
to £10/10; send for catalogue; trade supplied.—

Rey. 5, Heath St., Hampstead, N.W. [X7169

MIDDLETON'S, the trade' house for sidecars: 20
models manufactured throughout in own factory.

—Showrooms : 27, Stroud Green Rd., Finsbury Park,
N. Hornsey 1584. [X7277

D

os
J He.

D

TOPICAL TALKS.
Coming to town ? Why not call at our Show-

rooms ? We are open on Dec. 27th and 28th with
a large stock full of interest for every motorist.
At your service.

HIGH-CLASS
MOTOR CYCLES
AND SIDECARS

IN STOCK
at

Tempting Prices.J

Trial Runs
Arranged.

Prices from £9

We are the Sole London Agents for the renowned

Easily first everywhere as the

best

PASSENGER OR SOLO MOUNT
tor 1913.

A.J.S.
MOTOR
CYCLES. Contracting Agents for

P. & M.'S, TRIUMPHS, DOUGLASES, ZENITHS.
RUDGES, ETC.

Early Deliveries and keenest prices guaranteed.

SPECIAL LONDON AGENTS FOR
Rex Motor Cycles and Spare Parts. Retail & Trade.

THE HOUSE FOR CORRECT CLOTH NG.

Equip yourself for winter riding from our large

stock. Every article a guaranteed bargain.

Best CHROME LEATHER SLEEVE WAISTCOATS
Lined tan, green, or black. Very smart.

Usual price, 45/- ; our price, 32/6.
Ditto, Sleeveless. Usual price, 30/- ; our price,

and 24/-

COLD WEATHER CAPS.

With ear flaps. Pure wool.

Price 4/6, post 2d.

THE WINTER CAP. Pure

wool. Folds into different

shapes to suit all weathers.

Price 2/6 and 3/6. Useful:

present. Postage 2d.

TAYLOR'S ASBESTOL
HORSEHIDE GLOVES.
With wool wrists.

Price 6/6.
With gauntlets .. 6/ff
Long gauntlets . . 9 6

Tan horsehide gauntlets 9/6

COMPLETE WATERPROOF SUITS

from 25/6.

COMPLETE OILSKIN SUITS

from 21 /-

SOUTHWESTERS to match, 3/-

SILKOLINE OILSKIN COATS. For

ladies or gents for sidecar work,;

Usual price 35/- ; our price, 27/6

and 28/6. Supplied in green^

yellow, brown, and red.

LAMPS, HORNS, SPEED INDICATORS, BELTS,
etc. Large assortment stocked.

Ask for a copy of our Big Accessories List.

Nearly 100 pages. Hundreds of illustrations.

Post free.

OO 3 OOO]

O/^OACH-BDILT Sidecars.—Advertiser, who is maker
. V> and designer of sidecars, will be pleased to quote

^ lowest prices, or make to your own designs.—Langford,

^j , coachbuilders, Smethwick. [55903

f QIDEOARS De Luxe, from £4/15 complete, finest

EJ ^ selection in London.—Call and inspect stock at
new showrooms, 25, Imperial Parade, Wimbledon.—
Wimbledon Motor Manufacturing Co, , T9182

P.M.C. Sidecare from £5/17/6 to £10/10; write for
catn'osne fully illustrating the various models and

patent P.M.C. quickfit couplings.—The Premier Motor
| Co., Ltd., Aeton Rd., Birmingham- [0154 '

THE BARGAIN HOUSE,
21a, STORE STREET,

Tottenham Court Road,
LONDON, W.G.

Wires—" Dynametro, London.''
'Phone—10.957 Central.

A.v.2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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ALL BEST MAKES

CORDIIMGLEY
CVCLE CASS or MOTOR CYCLES.

1913 MODELS
FOR IMMEDIATE DEI IVFRY.

CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., 3-speua. Absolutely " it
"

for sidecar work ; too of these for any
date delivery £75

Sidecars for Clvnos from . . : £10
MATCHLESS 8 h.p., 2-speed, chain drive . . £73 10
MATCHLESS, 6 h.p.. double belt drive, 2-sp. £73 10
MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., Gradua gear twin . . £67
MATCHLESS, 3; h.p., 3-speed, twin £63
MATCHLESS, ail models, for Prompt Delivery.

SCOTT, 33 h.p., 2-stroke (delivery February) £65
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., passenger combination .. £84
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-speed, twin-cylinder .. £52 10
NEW HUDSON, 3.J h.p., passenger combina-

tion, canoelet sidecar £75 10
JAMES, 3^ h.p., 2-speed, chain drive, com-

plete with canoelet sidecar £73
RUDGE, 5 h.p., multi gear £70
RUDGE, 3^ h.p., multi gear £60
B.S.A., 3^ h.p., 2-speed, chain drive, XL'All

saddle £60
SINGER. 4V h.p., 2-speed, bracket gear model £65
BRADBU SY, 3'. h.p., 2-speed, chain drive. . £60
BRADBURY, 35 h.p., 2-?pced, chain and

belt drive £60
BRAD3URY, 3ih.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-sp.

model £60
SWIFT, 3I h.p., Sturmev-Arch.-r ^-speed .. £53 15
DOUSLAS, Model R, 2 speeds, F.E., kick

starter £52
LEVIS, 2J h.p., "Baby" £33 12
LEVIS, 2 j h.p., twin £46 4

C'CLE C&RS.
SINGER, January delivery £185
PREMIER, January delivery .

.

". £110
SWIFT, January delivery £125
HUMBERETTE, Immediate delivery £125
A.C. SOCIABLES, Immediate delivery.

NEW 1912 MODtLS TO CLEAR.
Usual Clearance
Price. Price.

m £52 10
tM 10 £44
tM 17 £44
£« 7 £36

£37 10

BAT-J.A.P-, 3* h.p., with V, & M.
chain drive, 2-speed gear,
heavy tyre tear, spare valve

;

as good a<= monev can buy .

.

BRADBURY, 3*- h.p., F.E. model
PREMIER, 3.V h.p., F.E. model' .

.

PREMIER, zh h.p., F.E. model .

.

CEN fAUR-HUMBER, 2 h.p., 3-spr
and free-engine £74

SeCQND-HAND MACHINES.
INDIAN, 1912, 7 h.p., twin, specially built

T.T. model, free engine, kick starter.

Jones' speedometer, reg. 80 miles, with
max. hand, Lucas Lamp, generator, Lucas
horn, complete, guaranteed almost new-;
cost nearly £8c ; very special bargain . . £55

BRADBURY, 3! h.p., 1912 model, as new,
^-speed, chain drive, complete with lamp,
generator, horn, tools, speedometer, etc. £45

RUDGE, 3i h.p., 1912 model, F.E., with
" Herald " sidecar, Jones' £4 4s. speedo-
meter, Lucas lamp, generator, and horn,
back re*t, special toolbox, spares, etc.,

just as new, only run 1,400 miles; cost
£-80 last July ; accept £57 10

IVY-PRECISION, 1911 model, 3l-h.p., lamp,
tools, etc., perfect ~. £25

F.N^ 5-6 h.p., 4-cyI., ioir model, splendid
order, complete with lamp, tools, etc. . . £30

PREMIER, 3i h.p., 1910 model, complete
with lamp, generator, horn, tools, etc. . . £25
WE SPECIALISE IN EXCHANGES.

This is the address you are looking for—

J. i>. CORDINGLEY,
THE MOTOR CYCLE MART,'
Haslingden, Lancashire.

Wires : " Cordingley, Haslingden.'
2Y, Haslingden.

SIDECARS AND FOHECAHS.
CITY P>asket Works, 17, Gt. £«coata St., Manchester,—" Motor Cycles" suK&eatioiw embodied iu our
new model Ram-car, makes it the moat perfect sidecar
on the market, tor storage, of spart parts; list-t tree.

1X4376
CASS'S.—Latent types of sidecars; fineet stuck in Lon-

don; dczen various models to select from, price?
£4/15 to £20; extended payments. ^Casa's Motor Mart,
5 Warren St., W. [opposite Warren Street Tube Station}.
Tel.: 3624 Mayfuir. [9370

COACH-BUILT Sidecar Bodies.—We are mnmifactur-
im,' these iu very large quantities and all tbe

latent de^isna, ami shall be pleased to quote very lowest
prices: customers' own designs made up.—J. T. -Cairns
and Co.. Griwshaw St. Works. Preston, Lanes. TX587I
PHCENIX Sidecar?, bi^beM grade, from £4/15, com

plete with tyres: immediate delivery. Send lor illus.
trated list of different de^ijru chassis and bodies. Side-
cars on hire. 2nd-hand sidecars nlwavs in Mock.—Phre-
nix Motors, Ltd. (Motor Cvcle Depot), 736, Holloway
Ei, London. N. Tel.: Ilornsey 449. [0135

STOKES and Ro't, Ltd. Leicester, makers of all

kinds 01 sldoear bodies ; special designs carried out
promptly. Our cane sicecara are tip top quality and

j

cannot be ex.'died ; specialists in eoaciibuilt bodies;
makers of Ingamell's registered design with side eeat
for ciii'd —Loudon buyers should see stock -at Wimble-
don Motor M.jt. Co.. 25, Imperial Parade, Wimbledon,
S.W. Write for desi^rus. [0190

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
1Q11 5-6h.p- Twin Dot and Sidecar for sale, chenp —
le/ Applv Hollin»s, 294, Upper Brcok St., Man-
chester. [9304

~| Q12-V Hadge Multi and sidecar, accessories, spares,
I- *J 600 miles perfect ; £52.—Shepherd and Co.,
Enfield Highway. [X5482
"I Qll Free Engine James and Sidecar, lamp, horn.
At/ ete. ; £33. or near offer. — A. Jackson, Heath
Farm. Wolston, Coventry [X4444

5-6h.p. Twin and Sideear, Teugeot throughout, Bcscli
ma?., free engine; £35: cycle car wanted.— 6, Allen

Villas, Lady Lane. Chelmsford. [9352

1012 6h.p. Zenith. Mills-Fulford 18 gn. sidecar, fullylw equipped; cost £93. accept £68.—A. Warrington,
163. Grange IU1-, Birkenhead. [X5494

JQ10
T- arjd M., with practically new sidecar, exeel-

O lent conditiou ; must sell, bargain, £58, worth
£50.-168. The Mcor, Sheffield. [0223

ROYAL Enfield, 1912i. 61i.p.. and sidecar, only run
100 miles, perfect condition ; owner buying car

;

£G9.—Ceppage, Gables, Brecon. [9338

BRADBrrRY. 1912 bore and piston, adjustable pulley.

new Kempshalh Milliard castor sidecar, all acces-

sories; £25.-4, Crooms Hill, Greenwich. [9356

CLYNO, 2-fmeed, 1912, coach-built grey sidecar, lug
gage grid, new spare Palmer, 2 lainps, 2 horns, all

tools.—Ainscow, 32. Athertor ltd-, Hindley, Wignn.
O5850

CHATER-LEA No. 7 3-speed, torpedo spring wheel
sidecar, plenty spares, tyres, etc.; cost ever £100,

-ell £65.—Particulars 46, Hamilton Ed., Oxford.
[X5899

1 Ql2i Bradbury and Sidecar, 2 speeds, free engine,
A*/ every accessory, perfect condition, fast, very
powerful: £40.—Lnurclniount, Churchtield Rd., "Walton-
cn-Thames. rX5£13
1012 Zenith-Gradua. 3-Ui.p., fitted eomplete and like
At/ new. £40; coach-built sidecar for same, £5; seen
by appointment.— 65, Douglas Rd-, Handeworth, Bir-
uin&nain. 1X5917

P. and M. 1909! bis1 valves, fine maehine, everything
just overhauled, guinea whistle. 2 !anip3, all acces-

sories, and Millford tiidocar; any trial; £39.-103, Kugby.
Place, Bradford. [X5915

JAMES, 1912, 3.'h.p-, 2-specd, chain drive, free en-

gine, kick starter, Canoelet sidecar, accessories,

new April : £45, recently cjst £80.-2, Wendover Rd..
Bromley. Kent. [9371

INDIAN. 6h.p., clutch, late 1911, sidecar, Lueas.
Cowey, 3 Palmer's cord, tools, accestwries, spares,

la'np, chain, tyre, condition new; £42.—Tiuntuin, 43.
Kestrel Av.. Heme Hill. [9346

]Q12 Free Engine Triumph and sidecar; cost over
-t/ £70 -in September, not done 500 miles, 5 gn.

speedometer, spare ccver, tube, all accessories; accept
£55.—A. Morgan. 2. Gerrard Place, W. [X5490

6h.p. 1912 Enfield Combination, new in August, run
600 miles, better than new, £65; another ditto,

60 gns. ; 1911 2-speed Humber and sidecar, perfect,
£32.—Batehclor and Co., Kingston-on-Thames. [^5938

CiLYNO, 1912. ynd coaoh-bnilt sidecar, painted frrey.
' F.R.S. lamp, J ones speedometer, exhaust whistle,

all tyres brand new, in perfect condition; £65, or near
offer.—Adams, Ashleigh. Bowness-on-Windermere. [X5758

3JLh.p. 1912 Humber, 2 speeds, sidecar, with 4-point
2 attachment, spare belt, 3 spare inner tubes, Lucas

k-l lamp, horn, watch, mirr. r, all accessories, condition good:
£44/10. no offers.—Siitton, Denmark Rd., Walsall. [9310

CLYNO. 1912, 5-6h.p., first-class condition, F.R..S.
lamp, Cowev speedometer, spares, £52; absolutely

new 1912 2-speed Humbei and Canoelet sidecar, preatly
reduced price-—Rowland and Sons, Salisbury. [9339

1 0L2 James, 3ih.p„ chain-driven, 2 speeds, handleA %J starting, with coach-built sidecar, spare parte
sufficient to run all next season, cost £70, in perfect
condition; £50.—Proudman, 56, Park St., Grimsby.

[9168

The 1913

" The Proved Best

Sidecar Machined
1 MB I. Ill llllllll! II III lll lll l 11 1 1 1 11 1

If you require a Motor Cycle

which will take a Sidecar any-

where—a machine that is neither

too light nor too heavy— that

has ample strength—a powerful

and flexible engine — and the

quality of construction that

ensures long_ life and freedom

from trouble

Then

WRITE NOW for Catalogue

of the 1913 REX-J.A.P., and

carefully study the specification

of these famous machines.

The Premier
Motor Co., Ltd.,

Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.
'"Tplpgrams :

" Primus, Birmingham.*'
X c-lCphon.e

: Central 4310.

Sole Agents for London':

THE OMNIUM MOTOR CO., LTD..
198, Gt. Portland St., LONDON W.

MX letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, a.*;*
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A Splendid

Xmas Present

//
is the beautiful
mellow - toned
" Garner " Alarm.
Simple in con-
struction, but
thoroughly reliable,

it fits any machine.

THE
'GARNER'
ALARM

NICKEL 12/6.

BLACK 13/6.
. Postage 5d.

What could be better

than to insure the

life of your motor
cycling friend
against the perils

of the road and the

dangers that lurk

unseen. Give him
a "Garner" Alarm
this Xmas, and the

blackest' night will

have no terrors

for him.

From all dealers,

or direct from :

—

HENRY GARNER,
LTD. (Dept. M),

Moseley Motor Works,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone : South 3.

Telegrams: "Dependable, Moseley."

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
MATCHLESS, 3912, 6h.p., complete with 10 gn. eide

car, speedometer, lamps, generators,, horn, and
iiiiiierous (-pares- bargain, £55, complete.—To be seen,
North London Garage, Cornea St.. Highbury, N.

[X549?
6h.p. Rex de Luxe, with coachbuilt sidecar, 2 head

lights, £5/5 speedometer, horn, spares, butt-ended
tubes, etc., overalls; £60, or nearest .Iter for 1 quick
sale.—Schmidt, 2, "Woodlands, Daisy Bank Ed., Victoria
Park. Manchester. [X5954

ROYAL Enfield Sidecar ComhinntioD, coachbmlt,
6h p., nearly new, only ran 1,200 miles, perfect

condition, lamp, horn, spares, cover; nearest to 80gns.

;

trial; owner buying ear.—W.tf., 47, Hill Rise, Richmond,
Surrey. [0191

CLYNO. 1912 model, with luxurious'natural cane side-

car, side entrance, best F.B.S. lamp eet. horn,
-peedometer, splendid order, grand sidecar outfit ; any
trial; cost over £90, sacrifice £63.—Butcher, Derby Ed,,
Nottingham. [X5759

CLTNO, 1911, 5-6h.p., 2-speed gear, new tyres, engine
been bushed and overhauled, Lucas lamp and horn,

and all spares, also Gloria 1911 sidecar, with luggage
arrier, complete combination £55.—Bobinson's, Green

St., Cambridge. £0240

1 Q12 Bat-Jap 8h.p., 2-speed gear box, chain drive
«- *J (clutch), Lncas horn, lamp and generator, MillB-
Fulford art cane Cabrio sidecar, all new September, tyres
never punctured; cost nearly £100, accept £70; expert
examination.—King, Fisherton St.. Salisbury. [9642

C"
HATER-LEA and Canoelet Sidecar, both 1912, all

in perfect condition, driving wheel steel studded
Dnnlop, sidecar new September, on special frame, Cowey,
F.R.S.. 2 generators, spare cover, rew, engine newly
overhauled; owner bought car: what offers? — Davies,
Iscoed. Llandebie. [9321

HANDSOME Christmas Present.-1912^ Singer, 31
h.p., 3-speed, free engine, with Mills-Fulford side-

car, complete with lamps and all accessories; the above
is reliable every way. and just like new: anyone wanting
a real combination, here it is: a real goer, not a gibber;
a treat to drive; price complete £50.—Leadbetter, St.
i.nn's-on-Sea- [9334

L.M.C., 1912, 4h.p-, 572ce.. F.E :, 2 speeds. 24in. tyres,
also sidecar, canoe front, apron, with Dunloji

motor tyre, also P. and H. lamp, spare 2-iin. tyre, nejv
belts, tube, t^ols, valve, etc.; cost £67/10 in April, ac-
-ept £44 ; guarantee absolutely perfect, and almost as
new; cash returned in 7 days if not as stated; disposal
owing to health.— Duncan, Jan., 55. George IV. Bridge,
Edinburgh. • [X5855

ROYAL Enfield Sidecar Combination, May, 1912, cost
£95/19, little used, carefully kept, accessories in-

clude Smith speedometer and watch-, Bluemel screen,
College shield and apron, toolbox, Autoclipse lamp,
Lucas horn, new Dnnlop car tube, aUo unused spare
valves, etc. ; will sell with or without accessories ; turn-
out like new.—Apply, stating .offer, ta Motor, 3, Alston
Terrace, Longridge, Lancashire. [9361

CARS FOR SALE.
ROVER. 6h.p., ra.o.v., 2-seat., 3 speeds, reverse, hood,

guaranteed ; £36—1 , Ebner St., Wandsworth.
[X5905

DAIMLER Car, 12-14h.p., 4-cyl., mag., side entrance,
painted red, in excellent condition, complete with

accessories, and spare tyre ; £55, or in part exchange
for good motor cycle.—C. EogeTson, 92, Main St., Bramp-
ton, Cumberland. . [9381

BAEGAINS.-De Dion-Corre, 10-12h.p.. dual, 4-

seat., £35: Leader, 20h.p.. 5-seat., £35: Reo, 2
cyL, £20; Humber, 15h.p-, open body, £40: Hnmber.
10-1 2h-p. chassis, dual, gate change, £35 ; Rochet

-

Schneider limousine, mag-, gate change, £65; Pipe
limr-nsine, mag., £75; Panhard landaulet, £65: "Wolse-
lev landaulet, 12h.p., dual, £45 ; all above running

:

1912 Centaur motor cycle, 23h.p. twin, £28: N.S-U.
5h.p. twin. £12/10.—Star and Garter Garage, Kew
Bridge, Brentford- [0232

ENGINES.
3J_h.p. Engine, a-o.v., Bosch mag., fast and powerful,
2 absolutely faultless, £5/10.—E. R. Stranger,

Tavistock. [9355

BROUGH. 3^h.p., 1911, B. and B.. Sirams mag., per-
fect condition; £9, or near, offer.—Evans, Friar-

sate, Derby. [X5754

BARGAIN.—2>yh.p. .Quadrant, complete, carburetter
coil, accumulator, pulley, clutch, etc.; 30/-.—304,

Whalley Range, Blackburn. [9348

"I 012 Rex Engine, 6h.p., almost new, perfect order,
Xt7 complete with mag, etc.; £12.—Service Co., Ltd..
292, High Holborn, W.C. [9284

8-10h.p. J.A.P. Engine, overhead valves, unnsed, with
carburetter; cost £25, price £i&. — Service Co.,

Ltd., 292, High Holborn, W.U [9285

6-8h.p. Coronet Engine, twin, ra-n-v. valves, adjustable
pullev £6/10; good 3 ! h.p. wanted.—Bolton, 108.

Holdenhnrst Rd., Bournemouth. [X5489

5-6h.p. Bercley Engine Twin, with Bosch mag,, 1911
ruodeL accept £7 ; a bargain.—Dene Motor Cycle

Co., Hay-market, Newcastle-on-Tyne- [X5485

BRAND New Rex 4h.p. "Water-cooled Engines, com-
plete with new Bosch 1912 mag.; £12.—Bastone's,

228 Pentonville Ed., King's Cross, London, N. 'Phone:
2481 North. [X5946

DON'T FORGET
TO SPECIFY THE 1913

ROC
SSPHEODdi

ON YOUR NEW MOUNT.

The Roc free engine clutch and

two-speed gear has been the longest

on the market—has been subjected

to the longest tests, and is the

recognised gear for powerful

machines and sidecar work.

The- Roc 1913 gear is silent,

smooth, and sure in action, and

ful ly guaranteed. Many makers fit

the Roc gear as a part of their

standard equipment. If you have

any difficulty in obtaining it, write

us stating the make of machine to

which it is intended to fit the gear.

If you already possess a serviceable

machine, we will fit the gear, and

return ready for use within a few

days at the inclusive charge of ten

guineas.

NOTE TO THE TRADE.
For the convenience of local bnilders

we supply frames built up with the Roc
gear complete, ready for local assembling.

They are just what you want. Write at,

once for particulars.

THE ROC GEAR GO.,
HAY KILLS, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone: 99. Acock's Green.

Telegrams M Roc; Haymilh.* 1

LONDON AGENTS-

ROBERTSON'S (Roc Gear DepJ,

157, Great Portland Street, W.

A54 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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James

GROSE
LTD.,

Telephones

:

7712 Central

1297 Nortb.

OLD JEWRY,
CHEAPSIDE, LONDON. E.C.,

land at 255-257 Bolloway Rd. London, N

2/6
4/6
1/4.V
1/9"
9d.

48/-

7/3
8/3
9/-
1/3
2/2

SIDECARS — Wicker torpedo, Michelin tyre.. £4 10
Belt Rim Brake Blocks 8d.

Bowden Valve Grinders 6/9
EXHAUST CUT-OUTS 1/3
Handle-bars, various shapes, Triumph, etc 4/6
Roughrider Rubber Handles pair 3/1
Hook-end Handles . pair 1/10
A.K. KNEE GRIPS, Laced or Straps 4/e
Belt Grip. A special. preparation for Rubber

Belts tin 1/-
Motor Cycle Rims . . . . each 2/6
BELT AND TUBE CASE (leather) 5/3
Fork Tyre Levers 9d.
IMP SOLDERING LAMPS 4-
Bray's Roni Burners. 7, ro.V, 14, 17 or 2r litres 6Ad.
Reflex Rear Lights .• 1/7
SUITS, waterproof, double breasted, high

storm coiiars, dust and windproof, fawn,
dsuble texture 16/6

leggings only 5/6
Eieatless Trousers 9/6
MUDGUARDS- ;Un pair 2/9

Detachable Side Wings . . pair
For. sidecar, 3-stay model . . each

Magneto Covers—Waterproof each
Rubber each

Piston Rings each
IEAT-PILLARS, swan-neck, extra strong each 2/11
1PRING BACK STANDS pair 6/11
lIotoT Cyclist's Tool-rolls each 1/3
913 Hutchinson T.T. Covers, 26 x 2j 36/-
013 Hutchinson Passenger Covers, 26x2^ .. 46/-
$r 3 PEDLEY Covers, 26 X 2J "

- 10 - ALLOWANCE FOR OLD COVERS.
IED INNER TUBES, guaranteed—

26x2in. .. Plain 6/3 .. Butted
26x2jin; . . ;, 6/9 . . ,,

26x2jin. .. „ 7/9 .. „
ne-minute Tyre Levers, motor' cycle size, set
itchquick Outfits 10Jd. and
otor Cycle Inside Tyre Plasters .... each 6d,

Otor Cycle Outside'Tyre Gaiters each 1 /•

andle-bar Watch and Case Holder . . each 3/6
KHAUST WHISTLES -Single, brass .. each 1/6

Large, double butterfly valve 5/6
Garner's 10/6

(HAUST VALVES, to-suit *nv Engine .... 2/6
-its. single, plain, guaraj eed 8/6
SCUMULATORS-

15 amp. .guaranteed 6/6
20 amp. ,, 6/9
30 amp. ,, 9/3
40 amp. „ 10/6
60 amp, „ 14/6'

Jlesen Drv Batteries, Flash 6 /-

I0SE RUBBER AND CANVAS BELTING—
i'in. 1/-, jln: 1/3, tin. 1/6 per foot.
Sample sections free.

IROME LEATHER BELTING, Jin. ..foot

„ 1 in. . . foot
PLEV Belting. Jin foot
:lt Fasteners—Simplex hook each
Itvden Belt Rim Brake each 12/6
"BURETTERS—Brown and Barlow. . ench 22/6

„ „ Lightweight 21/-
:nt Silencers each 2/6
ing Fork Attachments pair 9/6
NUINE MICHELIN GUARANTEED COVERS—

"26 x 2in. .. Wired 13/9 .. Beaded 14/9
„ 15/- ' 16/-

., 16/- .. „ 18/6

OTOR CYCLES.
TRIUMPH, ' IN-STOCK*.
DOUGLAS, IN STOCK.
MATCHLESS, IN STOCK.
RUDGE, IN STOCK.
P. & M-, IN STJDCK.
B.SA., IN STOCK.
ROVER, IN STOCK.
SCOTT, delivery January.
PERRY CYCLE CARS, early delivery.

Motors taken in exchange.
rms—Nettcash. Est. 1876.

lid.

1/9
5d

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
HIGH Tension tfifgxfetos, Binplea, 57/6, twins 70/-,

' guaranteed.—Miller aud Co., Narrow Wine St.,

Bristol. [0042

IRIDIUM Champion Contncte, warranted pure, fitted

return post 1/6 each; fierewa for Bosi-h magnetos,
Qf6 poir—Williams, 16, WellicRton St, Woo'.wich. [0070

JEBRON, registered 291,298, greatly superior to
platinum, unequalled for blades, screws, rockers,

coils, cures misfiring ; 2/6 each rivet; Jebron screws fit

Bosch iiragnclud, 5/6 pair; old screws Jebronised, 2/6
each.

JEBRON Contacts used by Messrs. Collier Bros., Col-
ver, Martin, in making world's records; Jebron

fitted return post.—Jebron, 38, Herbert Rd., Plumstcad,
Kent., [0071

MAGNETOS, Coils, and Accumulators repaired; re-

magnetising, re-winding, re-platinising; repairers
to trade; catalogue-—The Hijrh Tension Co., Hungerford
Work*, 62, Belvedere Rd., Westminster, S.E. Tel.: 39
Hop. [0029

MAGNETO, Coii, and Accumulator Repairs; every
type of magneto repaired and guaranteed at lowest

prices in 2' days ; 4-cyl. F.N. magneto repairs
speciality; re-maguetising, 3/6.—Fellows, 26i, Clarges
St.,.Mayfair. [0119

YOUR Magneto.—If you are tired of paying makers
exorbitant charges fm repairs, and the usual

(delay, send your magneto along to us. We save you
,'£ s. d., and guarantee our work.. Repairs within . 24
hours. We do' it.—The London and Paris Magneto
Repair Co., "154, Gt. Portland St., W. Tel.: 1908
Gerrard. [9062

MANCHESTER. — Ignition specialists. Magneto,
coils, accumulators, etc., skilfully and promptly

repaired; latest new tyre** and spare parts kept in stock;
several second-baud, cheap aud in good condition, for
sale.—Torrance and Runbaken, succrs., 4, Quay St.,

IDeansgate, Manchester. Note address and Tel.: No.
1368 Central. [0229

MANCHESTER'S Expert. — Latest Efcemann mag-
netos and Bosch spare parts supplied from stock;

trade enquiries solicited; repairs scientific-ally under-
taken to magnetos, coils, accumulators, all makes, re-

winding, remaguetising, several* reliable 2nd-hand mag-
ueros for sale.— J. H. Runbaken, Motor Ignition
Specialist. 7, Peter St., Manchester. Carefully note
address, as connection with firm similar name discon-
tinued. . [0193

B
BELTS.

ASTONE'S.—Leather and chrome belting,
and lin., lid-, 1/1, 1/2. and 1/4 per ft.

BASTONE'S.-r-Sperial clearance line iu new Camel
rubber and canvas belting, Sin. and lin., at 1/3

per ft.

BASTONE'S, 223. Pentonville Rd,, King's Cross. Lon-
don. N. 'Phone: 2481 North. Telegrams: Bas

tone's, London. [X5945

DUNLOL', lin. x 7ft. lin., new condition ; bargain,
12/—Ferrer, 230, Alum Rock Rd., Birmingham.

[X5868KA £ Gnaviter 1912 Rubber Belts, guaranteed best
t/v British make; 10/6 each; approval.—Anderson,
38, Furnival St., London. [0073

ELITE.—Special clearance line cf rubber and canva3
belts, best make, 8ft.x3in., 6/9 each.—Elite Rubber

Co., 260, Coldharbour Lane, Loughborough Junction,
S.W. 'Phono: 2042 Brixton. [9377

DTJNLOP Belts (flat-topped clearance), — The best
that money can buy; £in. f "}in., Jin., lin., 1/1, 1/4,

1/7, 1/10; two-join, Sin., 3in., 3in., 10Jd., 1/-. lllh—
Long and. Co., 34, Narrow Wine St., Bristol. [9375

SERVICE Leather Belting.—Britain's best, the most
flexible, durable, and generally satisfactory belt

made; hundreds in use; usual life 10,000 miles; price,
Sin. 1/9. Un. 21-, Sin 2/3. lin 2/6, fastener included;
all . other belts stocked and sold at lowest prices—Ser-
vice Co., 292, High Holbom, W-C. [0127

TYRES.
*0 ASTONE'S. London, for value iu covers and tubes.

BASTONE'S.—New heavy moulded covers, ribbed
pattern, beaded edjre, well-known make, 26x2 15/6,

26X2J 16/9. 26X2J 17/6, 28x2 17/6.

BASTONE'S.—Brand new Mielielin 1912 covers, great
reduction in prices; beaded edge, 26x2 14/9,

26X21 16/-, 26X2J 18/6, 28x2 16/6. 28x21 16/9.

BASTONE'S.—Brand new Mieheiln 1912 covers: wired
edge, 26X2 13/9, 26x2i 15/-. 26x24 16/-, 28X2

B ASTONE'S.—New clearance Hutchinson Brooklands
rubber non-skid covers, beaded edge, 26x2 17/-.

BASTONE'S.-Brand new Michelin tubes. 1912 stock,
24x2 9/3. 24X2; 9/9. 26x2 9/6, 26X2} 9/9,

26x2; 10/-, 28x2 10/-, 28x2J 10/6, 28X2J 10/6.

BASTONE'S.,— Best quality red motor cycle tubes,
26X2 6/6, 26X2J 7/-. 26x2; 7/6; grey tubes,

28x2 aud 21 7/6.

BASTONE'S, 228. Pentonville Ed., King's Cross, Lon-
don, N. 'Phone: 2481 North. Telegrams: Bas-

tone's London. [X5943

ROM Steel-studded Cover, new condition, 12/-: Palmer
cord, 5/-; both 28in.x2in. beaded; approval, de-

Iposit; exchange for 26in. or carburetter.—14, Sua Lane,
Oatton, Norwich. • f9347

I

I

I

A CONVIVIAL
XMAS GATHERING.
Our- Machines TalU.

It was Xmas Eve, The Palatial Show-
room of Godfrey's Ltd., in Great Portland
Street, was in darkness save for the one
electric night lamp.

Outsi.le, Motor 'Buses pounded their

way through the Yuletide slush, and the
seasonable rain fell down as it invariable
does at this season of the year. Ranged
around the Showroom was a magnificent
selection of new and second-hand motor
cycles. Suddenly the silence was broken.
" What rotten weather," whispered a
T,i h.p. 2-speed Indian (Indians, you know,
never raise their voice above a whisper},
" here am I, been advertised as shop-
soiled at £50! Just think of it, £50! Why,
if it was only dry and frosty. I should
have been snapped up at full price the
day I came in." "Are yon tuned up."
barked a second-hand free engine Rudge.
"Tuned up !" replied the Indian, almost
raising his voice in his indignation.
" Tuned up ? Didn't I tell you I was
brand new, silly?" "No offence, sir,"

said the Rudge, " I was only wondering
whether oneof us had by chance escaped
the torture chamber downstairs. What a
man O. C. Godfrey is for tuning up,"
continued the Rudge. "Charlie," I heard
him say to one of the shopmen, " has this

machine been overhauled ? ' " Yes, sir,"

said Charlie.' "Start it up," said O.C.G.,
"and let m hear it running, I will have
every machine leaving my shop up to
concert pitch ; we have a reputation to
uphold." "

" That was me," purred a second-
hand Douglas, "I went down twice because
I didn't start easy enough to suit the
Boss."

"Shut up," said a free engine Triumph,
but in su 1 h a well-bred and refined voice
that there could be no doubt he had been
tuned up— ' I like the airs you gi e
yourself because your cousin won the
Junior T.T."

" / won the Senior T.T. this year with
Applebee up," murmured a igr^ Scott by
the window.

"Oh, did you?" whispered a 7 h.p.
Indian, " and perhaps,-old two-stroke, you
think you will do my tribe down again
next year. O.C.G. will see to that, my
boy."

The Scott had no chance to reply, for

just then the second-hand machines all

spoke at once. It was evident something
important was being discussed.

" If I'm not de'arred from speaking,
shouted a 3! h.p Zenith—on full throttle

to make himself heard—1 will move a
resolution which will, I am sure, meet \\ ith

the approval of all my second-haiid
friends."

"Resolved that this meeting of second-
hand machines, held on Xmas E\e,
mo es a hearty vote of thanks to
Godfrey's, Limited, for the careful

overhauling and tuning up which
each one receives. Here's to

O.C.G. , who turns us out like new
and erables us to do ourselves
justice on the road."

With open exhausts , every, machine
voted in favour of the resolution, and a
policeman peering in at the window, said,

"Well I*m blest, 1 could have sworn
someone was riding one of them there

motors inside."

For new, shop-soiled, and second-hand
machines at bargain prises.

208, Great Pcriiaitd St., Lender), W.
Phone No.—Mayfair £850. C-D.C.

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of e_acji ndfertlsement, anditke date ot .the, issue,
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i
1

3

THE
OPPORTUNITY!
to obtain a second-hand motor I

bicycle or a new 1012 machine at
|

end-of-season price is

INOW
The following is a selection from our I

stock, and we shall be pleased toj

send complete list upon request.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1911,2* h.p., free engine £21 I

INDIAN, 1911, 5 h.p., clutch £38 I

TRIUMPH, 1910, 3* h.p., free engine . . £30 I

hUMBIR, 1911- 3i"h.p., 2-speed £341
DO^oLAS, 1911, i\ h.p., D £251
TKIUMPH, 1912, 3>. h.p., clutch £431
BRADBURY, 1911, 3J h.p., 2-speed £3S I

REX, mi, 3! h.p., tourist £26 I

BRAOBURY.'iqii, 3! h.p., clutch .... £341
REX, iqoS, 2] h.p., free engine £181
WULFRUNA, 1912, 2}li.p., 3-speed .... £351
SCOTT, 1911, 3jh.p £381
ZENITH, 1912 3V h.p. £401
RUDGE, 1912, clutch £40 I

TRIUMPH, 1911. standard £31 I

RUDGE, rgn, T.T. roadster £30 I

TRIUMPH, 1911. olntc ". £371
ZENITH, 1912% ..n.p., Slid sidecar £60 I

ROVER, 1912,3! h.p., 3-speed, and sidecar £55 I

ZENITH, 1912, 6 h.p., and sidecar £58 I

A.C., 1912, complete equipment £75 I

We have special contracts running]

for the 1913 models of

BAT
DOUGLAS
HUPIBER
P. 6 n.

RUDGE
SCOTT
SINGER
TRIUMPH
ZENITH

and we can supply any other make I

you may choose. Our terms off

business' are Cash, Exchange,
and Deferred Payments.

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,j

418, ROMFORD ROAD,
FOREST GATE, E.

'Phone: 'Gram:
10 Stratford. " Egaraco. London.

GARAGE

10/-
Kempshall
Clinchers,
Store St.,

F

^//A'V ~Tf j »^^A^

TYRES.
ELITE.—Kempshall heavy non-skids, 28x2i, 37/6,

usual price 52/6; heavy anti-skids, 26x2.1, 22/6,
nsual price 37/6. - -

EL1TJ3.—Heavy Rubberstudded Covers, 26x2, 2±, and
2i, 13/9 each; Avon motor cycle tubes, 26x2, 4/9

each; Avon 650x65 bquare tread covers, 30/-, guaran-
teed perfect; 1912 stock.

I
7< LITE.-Motor Cycle Retreads, special heavy 17/6,
-J heavy 12/6, medium 10/-, rubber studded.—Elite

Rubber Co-, 260, Coldharbour Lane, Lou^hboro' Junc-
tion, S.W 'Phone: Brixton 2042. [9376

Allowance Guaranteed for old tyres for best
quality 2-| or 2i:n. Continental, Peter Union,

. Pedley ; Michel in, Fearnought, Palmers,
etc., stocked.—Taylor's, Tyre Stockists, 21a.
W.C.

"

[0132

TYRE Bargains.—Brand uew ribbed, bv best maters,
nearly half price, 7 davs' approval; 26x2 13/6,

26x2* 15/-, 26X2* 16 '6, 28x2 15/-: various others,
suitable for 5h.p. driving, IS/-.- tubes, heavy red, 2bx2
6/9. 2± 7/-, 2{ 7/9; also Palmers. John Bull, Hutchin-
son, Continental. Rom. Peter Union, Clincher, Gaulois,
Wood-Milne, Skew, Armour; 10/- allowed for old
covers; accessory bargain list per return. — Armstrong,
24, Gjldhawk R-i, Shepherd's Bnsh, London. [0170

SITUATIONS VACANT.
MOTOR Cycle Frame Finishers wanted by large firm

in Midlands; state experience, age, and wages re-

quired.—Bo^ 2,051, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.
[X5S45:

MOTOR Cycle Assemblers wanted for Midlands.—State
wages, aae, and experience to Box 2,052, Thv

Motot Cycle Offices, Coventry.-. [X5849

MOTOR Cycle Mechanics wanted, all branches of
the trade—Apply by letter, stating age, wage, and

experience, to The Bat Motor Co., Penge, London, S-E.
[X5093

HOTELS AND APARTMENTS.
LLANDUDNO-—Belvedere Boarding Establishment.

W^t Shore, facing sea and golf links, 18 holes,
tind three otbex courses near, too; terms for golfers, 6/-

per day; baths. [9332

INSURANCE.
OR Motor Cycle and Cycle Car Insurances apply,

Bass", Insurance Broker, Bishop's Stortford. [0004

AUTO Cycle Union.—Insurance and free membership.
. —Adams, Insurance Broker, 4, York St.-, Sheffield.

[X9759
ADVICE on Insurance; premiums from 20/-.—Fred

Cawood, 16. Change Alley, Sheffield, and 32, Royal
Exchange, City So.-, Leeds. [0010

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.
MOTOR AVoiks, 137a, Keafeal Rd.. "W.-To be let,

large premises, suitable for garage, rent £50 pei

annum, or the bnildintr comprising workshops, 2 flats

over, let at 7/6 each per weeK, and yard, etc, may be pur-
chased ; lease 7$ years ; ground rent £10 ; price £600
or near offer; £60 down, and balance on easy terms; keys
with tenant on first floor.—H. Trot-lder, 77, Huron Rd,.
Tooting. - [9124

AGENCIES.
AGENCY wanted for mstor cycles, cyclecars, etc.—

"Williams and Co., Moucrieff Lane, Glasgow. [9322

FINANCIAL.
PARTNER (active or otherwise) wanted, with £500,

to further extend well established motor cycle and
small ear business in Midland town, best agencies.—
2,004, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X5084

OPPORTUNITY occurs for gentleman to join private
limited company holding the sole monopoly for

an entirely new passenger motor cycle; offices in Lon-
don.—Applv, in confidence. Box L131, The Motor Cycle

Offices, 20,' Tudor St., E.C. [0233

PATENTS.
ADVERTISER wishes to hear from manufacturing

firms that would ent'Xtain an improved silencer

for motor cycles, etc.—2,023, TJie Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry. [X5491

PATENT AGENTS.
ADVICE Free.—Book " How to Patent Inventions "

gratis.—Write, King, Chartered Agent, 165, Queen
Victoria St., London. [2431

MOTOR Cycle Inventions.—Fletcher Wilson, Chartered
Patent Agent, High St. Chambers, Coventry.—

Patents handbook gratis. [XI 889

PERSONAL.
WILL Anybody who can give information about Rudpe

Mult;, engine 4530, frame 664089, communicate
'with. Garage Victor, 85, Avenue de la Grande Amiee,
Paris. [X5875"

BOORS.
" rriHE Arena" is a monthly magazine which keepsX its readers in .touch with the Universities, Public
Schools, and amateur sports of all kinds, Profusely
illustrated. Largely taken by " Old Boys " at home and
abroad. Price 1/- net. Annual subscription poet free
16/- home and abroad, 13/- Canada.—Publisher*;, Ilitte

and Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, E.C [0090
)

rWILTON CO.

CLEARANCE
SALE

of Second-hand Motors.

1912 Scott and Canoelet
Sidecar, i,,^ 3na l„an> a; n™ fcoo

1912 Matchless,ig£* £50
priori conriirion - _ - cfcwVgood condition

1912 Bradbury, Sffife:.; *50

1911-12 Bradbury,^ ««-
lamp, horn, etc.

:
quite new <w***J

1 91 1 Triumph, F.E., HE*- «,<,
lamp, horn, etc *rrV

1911| Sabelia Cycle Car,
8 h.p.. j.A.P. engine, new service, belts, JPftQ
new spare tyre, hoed, screen, etc *W

.

1911 Clynos& Sidecars £45

Indian, Rover, Premiers,

F.N.'s, P. & M., Wanderer,'

A.J.S., etc.

•from £23.

Others from £14. Write for Lists.

/

1

1913 DELIVERIES
MATCHLESS— immediate.

VELOCE, any model „

WILTON Sidecar „

WILTON Cycle Car, January

CLYNOS—Early February.)

SPECIALISTS—
Cycle Car & other Accessories:

Trade Enquiries Invited.

P

WILTON cy^oatnodr CO.,
110, Wilton Rd., Victoria,

Tel.: 5115 Victoria. LONDON, S.

\s6 All lettfi-s relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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[SMft^^^j^^^l
A MERRY

I CHRISTMAS
E

TO ALL.

DINNA' FORGET TO
TIME!

MONEY!!
TEMPER*!!

BY JOINING YOUR BELT WITH THE

SAVE

*

I?

1

SIMPLEX §

9
EACH.

Jg

*

HOOK FASTENER,
WHICH IS NOW WELL ESTAB-
LISHED UNDER ITS NEW NAME

SIXPENCE

REMEMBER.
FROM THE ADVENT OF THE "V" BELT

DRIVE FOR MOTOR CYCLES WE HAVE
BEEN ACTUAL PATENTEES AND MANU
FACTURERS OF HOOK AND LINK BELT

STANDARD
1913.

SPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR DUNLOP
BELTING (ROUND TOP).

| ONE SHILLING EACH.
IMITATIONS DON r WORRY US—

THEY SO jN W£AH OUT.
OUR SALES FOR 1912

&
9

PROOF. ARE A REC R\

WE TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY -OF
|THA,1KiN.3 OUR N-J7IEROU3 CUSTOMER3
FOR TriElft SUPPORT.

9
*
9
ft

M
S

lerwin, Canny & Go.
36, WILLIAM STREET,

WOOLWICH, S.E.

'RADE PRICES.
(LONDON'S REPAIR SPECIALISTS.

We make and stock

ISTON RINGS, CON. RODS, SHAFTS, GEARS,
1 VALVES, ADJUSTABLE PULLEYS, etc.

(jansave you money by WELOING that broken
part equal to new. Write for price list.

1LE & CO., AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERS,
ill, Surrey Row, & 11 5, B,ac kfrials Rd., London, S.E.W

WANTED.
OTOR Cycle, with or without sidecar, must bo cheap.

Gledholt, Hall Dottape, Hudderefield. [9349

IDECAK, with child's scat. XL'all saddle; cheap tor
cash.—104, Thorn low Ed., West ivorwood. L9279

WANTED, light sidecar, in good condition, to fit

1911 Bradbury.—Ekins, Micklcover, near Derby.
[X5756

WANTED, sidecar, Rood condition, fit Rex, 1911, fcr
cash.—l'ennv, Woodlands Cottage, Harrow Weald.

[9316
WANTED Triumph crank case, flywheels, and con-

nectinx rod-—Page's Garage, Acre Lane,' Brixton.
[9307

3-SPEED Gear wanted, any condition, or incomplete
must be cheap.—Vendale, Roman Rd-, Chelmsford.

[5585?
WANTED, lb. p. engine, outside flywheel, m.o.i.v.,

magneto.—89, Cambridge Ed., Southend-on-Sca-
[55122

WANTED. B. and B. carburetter, h.b-c, also
Whittle and map ueto.—Mechanic, Burghead, N.B.

[9336
GOOD Lite 1912 Combination, perfect, cheap.— D.

J. Shepherd and Co.. Motor Garage, Enfield High-
way. [X5483

WANTED, pair spring forks, cheap, 26x2j wheel,
Bin. stem, Jin. handlebars.—Vateher, St. John's.

Jersey- [55869

WANTED, magneto, suitable for 48° twin, 6h.p., anti-
clockwise ; approval.—49, Russell St., Lough-

borough. [55951

WANTED, motor cyclists for racing every Saturday
night ; cash prizes.—Particulars, Lloyd Rink,

Leamington. [55881

PHELON and Moore, new 1913 model ; will ex-
change any otner new motor cycle or cycle car.—

Moss, Weill. [55902

WANTED, 2irh_B. Douglas, good condition, cheap for
cash, free engine preferred.—Clark, 15, Churcnvilie

Rd., Bedford. [55872

WANTED. 3i-h.p. motor cycle, 1911 or 1912. with
speed gear; approval against deposit-—Chapman,

Fairdale. Oonsett. [9359

GOOD Sidecar, with attachment, for Triumph inolor
bicycle, must be bargain.—Hewens, St. Anne's,

Hayes, Middlesex. [9325

"I Q12 Torpedo Sidecar, suitable for 3>h.p. Humher
J-*/ cycle. MHlford or other good make.—Hare, 147.
Victoria Dock Rd.. E. [9341

WANTED, high-class engineer's lathe, in exchange
f^r brand new free engine Triumph (£55).—Wray,

Triumph agent, Southpcrt- [55893

TRIUMPH. 1312. T.T.. good condition imperative;
state price and iiul particulars.—liaikc-r. 11, xienry

Ed., West BiidgforiT, Notts. [X5909

WANTED cv.'*uder, to fit a 3ih.p. Coronet engine, of
about 1933 or 1904. type A.D., No. 524. must

be perfect —F Bird. Melton, Houghton, Norwich. T9353

WANTED. 1912 Triumph free engine wheel, com-
plete with rods, fittings, etc., must be in g.cd

condition; deposit, approval.—Long, Malahide, Co. uub-
lin. [55854

WANTED, modern motor cycle and sidecar, for cash

;

might lend few pounds if allowed use of motor
cycle—Scud full particulars, Lee, 702. Fulham Rd-,
London. [9363

MOTOR Cycle Covers to retread, special heavy 17/6,
heavy 12/6, medium 10/-; rubber studded.—Elite

Rubber C >, 260, Coldharbour Lane, Loughborough
Junction, S.W- [9379

CASS'S Motor Mart purchase for prompt cash motor
cycles, cyle cars, and sidecars: mu_t be cheap for

cash.—Write or call, 5, Warren St., W. (rpposite Warren
St. Tubo Station). -Tel. : 3624 Mayfair- [9369

WANTFD. immediate delivery, new Humberettc.
Swift. Perry, and Singer cycle cars; P. and

M., Scott, ana Douglas motor cycles ; state best trade
discount unu delivery dates.—Hitchins' Ltd, More-
cambe, [9172-

WANTED, back numbers, complete with advertise-

ments, of '• Tue Autocar " and '• The Meter," up
to and including 1935: also " The Motor Cycle." 31/3/03
to 31/12/09, and " Mitji Cycling." from November,
1909, to May. I910.-Addre6s, Bos No. 2,049. Tim
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry- [55866

EXCHANGE.
l.h.p. Brown Motor Cycle for pedal cycle and cash,

ell £9.~A.B., 17. Suudtoft Ed., Charlton.
[9365

3ih.p. Minerva, runuinp order, aeeurnnlator low, for
2 5h-p., cash adjustment.—Shurey. Lancaster Rd.,

Enfield. [9358

I
EXCHANGE American Bussv. as new, cost 70 frns.,

J for inotcr cycle; fiell £30.—G. IMowe, l>ane.
Church Lane, Boltcu. [9314

I
EXCHANGE 6$hp. De Dion 2-scat. ear for motor
-i evele, or sell £30; 4-cyl. ear coil for cycle mag-

neto.—Waite. Burgh. Liues. [9362

EXCHANGE mellow toned violin, Margin! model, bow,
case, worth £3-10. fcr reliable speedometer.—Cuth-

bert, Peck's llii. Mansfield. Notts. [9320

EXCHANGE Mabon Free Enmne Clutch, nearly new.
with var. pullcv. for Xl'all saddle or speedometer

-Jones, Electricity Works. Dartford. [9344

t)2
S.E.

ACCESSOR IES
Specially suitable for

XM AS & WINTER
PRESENTS TRIALS.

ELECTRIC LAMP.
The latest. Complete
with switch, adjustable
focus, and bracket. De-
tachable bulb bolder.

In two sizes.

PRICE 13/6 & 21/- ea.

ROUTE CARD OR
Sho ,\ ing fron t view,
fitted with celluloid

sheet, rendering holder
waterproof, bize, /£ x 6
inches.

No. 395. 5/- each.

HANDLEBAR LAMP
Adjustable clip.uriversal

movement, detachable
lamp. Complete with
switch and wire. Easily
fitted.

No. 364. 7/6 each

MATCHBOX.
A cute roveity. Fits

or handlebar. Spring
snap lid. It is water-

pro ol and heavily
nickel- plated.

No. 370. 1/: each.

OBTAINABl E

BATTERY CASES.
Made in leather of
metal in several types
and sizes for " Flash "
and " Flight " battery.
Batteiieb extra.

No. 387. 6/6 each.

MAP HOLDERS.
Showing back view
and special adjustable
clip, which is attached
at three points. Black
or grey finish.

No. 395. 5/- each.

BATTERY & CASE,
Containing 4.V - volt.
' Mignon ' battery wiLh
case for strapping on
to machine. 3attery#
4/4 ; Case 2/6 each.

No. 382. 6/10 each,

A

PLUG COVER.
Fits over anv plug.

Being waterproof it

elimiuafs " snorting"
in wei weather. Made
in two sizes,

Hf. 364. 6d. each.

EVERYWHERE

Write to-day for special booklet and l.sis.

A. H. HUNT,
GANNON

DEPT. C—115-117,

STREET, LONDON, E.C.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A 57
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THE MAN WHO NEVER

HAD A CHANGE!
You've often heard of him,

haven't you?

What about the man who had
a chance, and didn't take it ?

You have your chance now

!

Will you take it ?

Delivery FROM STOCK of

1913 Motor Oy@ies.

TRIUMPHS,
3-speed
Free engine .

.

HUMBER,
3-speed

and other models,

BRADBURY,
2-speed, chain drive

and other models,

RUDGE,
Multi

and other models

A.J.S.,
6 h.p., 3-speed

'
. and other models.

ENFIELD,
6 h.p., and sidecar

and other models.

PREMIER,
31 h.p., 2-speed ...
7-9 h.p., 2-speed

£59 15
£55 10

£57 10

£60

£60

£72 9

£84

£56
£75

and other models.

ROVER,
3-speed £58

and other models.

CYCLE CARS.
Humberette £125

Singer £185

G.W.K. and all the best makes.

SGOTTS ! FORDS ! !

Send for list of Second-hand
machines.

The biggest dealers in the

South of England.

The House with over 40 years'

reputation.

JULIAN,
84, Broad Street,

READING.

EXCHANGE.
N.S.TJ., 5-6h.p., F.E., Bosch, B. and B., tyre* as new,

also sidecar; £25. or exchange 3ih.p., with F.B.

—

Seymour, 47, Coclrtarn St., Edinburgh. [X5857

BAT-J.A.P-, 6-7a.p„ Bosch, B. and B., sprii frame,
£30 too powerful for owner ; or exchanp 3£h.p.,

with F.E.—P. Nelson, 55, George IV. Bridge, Ed. iburgh.
[X5856

EXCHANGE Bowuen car speedometer, Aeroplane
dial, for old pattern Crypto front driver bicycle,

or lathe chuck.— 6, foiithill Ud., Kirkdale, Liverprol._ R5876T^XCHANGE Piano Player. Simplex, like new, taking
-L* 65 notes, standard music, value £13, and cash
for good combination— 64, Tilton Ed., Small Heath,
Birmingham- [3.5953

WOULD Exchange magnificent upright iron grand
piano, full trichord, check action, by eminent

oiakeT. cost recently £60, for modern motor bike, value
£35, of reputable make.—Apply, 148, Poineno St., Shef-
field. [0225

Nor 71

REPAIRERS.

pos?OPES.-Weiaera.

T30PE8.—Not mere middlemen, but actual welders.

POPES.—Welders of cranlt cases, flanges, valve seat-
ings, broken crankshafts, gear boxes, new teetb

on gears, or any description of breakages. No chafge if

unsuccessful.

POPES—By trading direct with actual welders you
save 25%. We possess both welding knowledge and

plant, highly specialised. Skilled operators with abso-
lutely unequalled facilities at command ensure 'per-

r'ect work at minimum manufacturing prices. Esti-
mates free. Quick deliveries.—A. C. Pope, 55. Mac-
donald St., Birmingham.

_
[X5950

TTflHTTALL.

WHITTALL Machinists' Co.. War Office Contractors,
lor all repairs.

WHITTALL.—Repairers of established reputation

;

expert welding ; cylinder flanpes, valve seats, etc.

:

aluminium a speciality ; no cnarge if unsuccessful ; work
returned in 7 days.

WHXTTALL for re-boring and new pistons r overhaul-
ing-, old engines rejuvenated, frame alterations;

all repairs guaranteed ; examination and estimate free.—
Whit-tall Machinists' Co., 27. Whittail St., Birmingham.

[0136
X>REMIER Motor Co. for all repairs-

PREMIER Motor Co.. for Antoine parts.—Aston Rd.
Birmingham.

NTOINE Cylinders, Pistons, etc.

[0245

prompt delivery.ANT(—

,

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders ground and new pistons
fitted, 24/- : oldest engines restored _to highest

.'itality.—Premier Motor Co., Birmingham. [0247

CYLINDERS, Crank Cases welded; quotations free;
send your enquiries.—Premier Motor Co.. Aston

Rd., Birmingham- [0248

VALVES.—Nickel steel valves,, any size-, 3/6; per pair
6/-.—C. R. Foster, Kirkstall Rd.. Leed<=. [0134

MANCHESTER.—Weldings, Ltd., expert repairers of
cylinders, broken flanges, valve seatinge, jackets,

aluminium, cases.

WELDINGS. Ltd.—Cylinders re-ground and new pis-
tons fitted, compression guaranteed; rebushing and

overhauling.

WELDINGS, Ltd., 235. Gt. A.ncoat.8 St., Manchester,
for prompt attention, sound work, and reasonable

charges- [0064

QUADRANTS.—A large stock of parts still to- bp
cleared; write for latest list.—Reg. Samson, Tsling

ton Row, Birmingham [0126

CRACKED Cylinders, castings, forgings, etc, buc-
cessfuiy repaired by Lea's metallurgical process.—

Lea, engineers, Runcorn. [0036

WELDING Experts.—Broken cylinders, crank cases,
etc., made equal to new by skilled workmen

;

sound and reliable work at rock-bottom prices.

A LTJMINIFM a Speciality; Dothmg too difficult;
ri. quotations on sight

; quick deliver'*.—'JL'onge Weld-
ing Works. 174. Oldham Rd., Miudleton, Manchester.

[3450
CYLINDERS Re-bored, new pistons fitted," accuracy

guaranteed; price;; from 14JV; list on application.
— 1, John's Mews, Rosebery Av., London, E.C. [4992

PISTON, fitted with top and bottom, step-cut rings,
hardened steel gudgeon pin, and your cylinder re-

nor HAIL,

nor SNOW
adversely affect the

STANLEY

the original detachable

BELT FASTENE1
It is constructed to withstand hai

usage, as thousands of riders have (

covered—to their exceeding great j
And it costs but ONE SHILLING compl*|

A SHILLING SPE1
also on the purchase of a

STANLE

"SPARE LINKS 1

is the best investment for any mot
cyclist whose machine has an adjusta|

_^
pulley. It enables you to lengthen I

'

shorten your belt in 5 seconds ; ana
runs so sweetly over the pulley ijjt

won't know it's there-

Send a Postcard to-day for illustria

description, or ask your Local Agent.

show it you.
Patentees and Manufacturers-

Stanley Motor ft<

and Fastener
.Mam

, London

Broi

bored and ground,
Leeds.

-C. B. Poster, Kirkstall Ed.
[0020

AUTOGENOUS Welding—The right people for weld-
ins broken cylinders, flanges, jackets, internal

leakages, etc., are undoubtedly the Alvaston Motors,
Derby.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Aluniinium breakages "are

perfectly amenable to our fusion process ; quota-
tions on sight.

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Nothing too difficult: no
humbug; no botelly soldering or brazing makeshift

AUTOGENOUS Welding.—Another word, cracked valve
seatings absolutely rectified. The business people.—

Alvaston Motors, Derby- Tel.: 1 Alvaston. fX.678

^. Stanley Webb, I

I ^ 32,Lom

lb:
DUTCH FIRM WANTS

AGENCY
for a

GOOD CYCLE CA1
Address letters to

ZELDENRUST, CAMPERSTRAAT

:

AMSTERDAM.

Aj;8 All letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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PUNOTUREj reduced to a, minimum
ay using the

B.&W. Nail Extractor.

[Adaptable to all motor cycles. Clips on to the stand.

Is easily adjustable. Does not wear the tyre. Made
to fit 2in., 2 ( in., 2iin., and 650 x 65 tyres.

State make of cycle and size of tyre.

' PRICE 2/6 EACH.
Carriage -.—Brit sli Iel e, 2d. All British Possessions, 7!d.

Fri'Te, Geiinany. ^"'iizorlan'l L'ld

bbe obtained hom The East London Rubber Co., or

all Agents.

Sole Makers— BAX rER & WROE,
Newmarket Street, SKIPTON, Yorks.

FtJLHAM Motor
ltd., l'ar-on's

l!l

A FEW XMAS BARGAINS.
8h.p. BAT-J.A.P., igra canoelct sidecar,

2 speeds, chain drive ; cost nearly £100,
run Soo miles £70

5h.p. BAT-J.A.P., roi2, belt drive; list ^58.
shop-soiled . . £45

5 h.p. ZENITH, 1912, fine sidecar machine,
only £53

jih.p. BAT-J.A.P., roi2, T.T., run about
600 miles £38

jjh.p. TRIUMPH, rorf, T.T., Lucas 50/-
lamp set, nearlv hew £38

[i h.p. F.E. RUDGE, ror 2 , had little use , . £38
j:Jh.p. DOUGLAS -T.T., Sept., 1912,2-speed,

Model J, as new £40
J h.p. DOUGLAS, Model G, escelleut con-

dition , £33
1} h.p. TRIUMPH, F.E., xqii, rox.2 Bosch,

pan seat, as new £38
J h.p. SCOTT, to 11, 2-speed, and coach-

built sidecar, lamps £45
$ h.p. BRADBURY, 2 speeds, sidecar, 1911,

fine order » .' £38
.Vh.p. RUDGE, 19.1 1, good condition" £32
-6 h.p. N.&.U., 2 speeds, 1911, had little

. use, lamp set £3 i

ij h.p. ZENITH, 191 1, lamp set £33

f|
h.p. DOT-PEUGEOT, inio, lamp set, as .

1 new - £38
lany Bargains in Second-hand Sidecars, Lamps,

Con's, Carburetters, Valves, Tyres, and other
Accessories.

arly Deliveries of 1913 Motor Cycles and Cycle
Cars. Liberal exchange allowances.

CASH. EXCHANGE. EASY PAYMENTS.
THE MOTOR CYCLE HOUSE,

69* Leather Lane, Holborn, E.G.

REPAIRERS.
CTLINDFKS Ground, new pistons fitted, rebushing,

etc, Minerva spares stocked; parts uuplieuted.—
Minxborousfh Mutor Works, Ellenburousii ltd., Wdmi

Green, N. [6278

Enfjiuecriiif: Wprka, Peterborough
Green —iSeunomicnl repairs, accir-

imlator« charged.: splendid garages. Call or 'phone anv
h-jur. Putney 1056. [0226

PISTON Rings 9d., valve?. 2/-, postage extra : special.)
made to order: materia!, aecunicy, and quiol

despatch suaranted. — W. E. P^ole, Grove Lane, Hands-
worth, Birmingham. [7535

.pOMPETSSSION Good, &uarantee4 -Cylinders re-
v> bored and ground, new piston and rings, fr..rn 15/-;
jest materials us'ed.—Bejiance Motor Engineering Co

,

Smethwjcki Birmingham. [9024

CCCCCCCCC Compression Means Power.—Cylinders re-

bored and new pistons tilted, guaranteed fit 4-1.000
inch., hears 13 stone on pedal. Write for list.—
Gmdior Maohiue Co., Stafford. fX9715

BBITTSH Motor Improvements Co.. Whitehead St.,
Birmingham.—Cylinder grinding, new pistons and

rebushing. cycle tar. components, all types: trade en-
quiries solicited; estimates tree. [X5896

WE are motor repair experts. Any trouble pertain-
.ing to motors we can remedy cheaply and well.

Cylinders rebor^d, new pistons fitted, rehashing, frames
dtered and repaired, gears cut. obsolete parts accu-
rately duplicated; quotations free and per return pc*=t.

livery repair fully guaranteed.—Motor Repair Co., 3,

New St., Birmingham. [X4407

WELDING.—Flanges, crank ea-'ies, vake searings,
and every description of welding carried througn

by specialists. Estimates free. No charge if unsuc-
cessful.—Motor Repair Co., 3, New St., Birmingham.

[X4406
MADISON Motors, Littleover, Derby.—Catalogue 3d.

First-Glass water or air-cooled engines and castings,
cycle, boat, car, aeroplanes, stationary, etc., pisrous,
pares, rings. First-olaea in.p; miuiature petrol moici>
;>;irt machined. 9/9. [005

CRITERION Motor Repairs Dect. -- Our cylinder
grinding is perfection, 18/6 inclusive, with new

piston complete, u.y to 85mm. bore: every cylinder
ground- and perfect compressions guaranteed ;. we
specialise in complete engine overhauls and guarantee
riiorough practical efficiency.*-Criterion Motors, Criterion
Mews, Upper Holloway, London, N. [5349

MORMAN and Bliss, General v Engineers and Motor
Works, Loudon Ed., Hounslow- 'Phone: 227.— Let

us have your repairs; cylinders bored and ground, new
piston and rings fitted, from 19'6, carriage paid U.lv.,

and guaranteed for four month*-; screw-cutting,
turning, brazing, and case hardening ; obsolete parts
duplicated, or quotation by return from sketch,
we are engineers with 20 years' experience. Have your
work done by technical men. experimental work uudei-
takan. Spare parts promptly supplied. [X5512

PALMER

L. N. Palmer's Garage&v s

TOOTING

100
MISCELLANEOUS.

.OOO Miles

IS the approximate distance covered to date by motor
cycle? fitted with T.F valve shield*. Thus for tliis

huge mileage have theii dis- riminating owner.-, been
saved fr.m the bugbear ot scorched and oily rlotlring.

dirty engines, worn and noisy valve cear Dozens of
testimonials.—Particulars. T. Ford. Chestergate, Mai-r-les

field. [0228

DON'T. Scrip that cracked cylinder; try Barker's iron
cement; 1/1 tin. post free.—Oxford ltd.. Worthing.

[55853
STOCK-TAKING Sale; all lines reduced. Scud for

list.—Reg. Samson. Islington How, Birmingham
[0178OIK. Screw-cutting Lathe. 3ft. gap bedj £5/7/6j lists

free-—F. I'atrick, 6, (irosvenor Terrace. L^ds.-t^o^e h.p

BEDELIA CONTINENTAL
Cycle Cars. Stockists.

IMPORTANT.—Start the year well by attending

The Great AUCTION SALE
to be held at Palmer's Garage, Tooting,

NEXT WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 1st, 1913, at 2 o'clock.

Many Non-reserve lots of Cars, Cycle Cars and Motor
Cycles will be offered. Catalogue post tree. Auctions

every fortnight. Entries invited.

L. H. PALMER S GARAGE, TOOTING,
have the following immediately available. All in stock :

LAN AULETTES AND LIMOUSINES.

28-36 h.p. CROSSLEV Limousine £125
ro-12 h.p. HUMBER Taxicab ".

.

£100
20 h.p. CRAWSHAY-WILLIAMS Land.iulet £40
20-eS h.p. DARRACQ Landaulet £125
10-12 h.p. MASCOT Taxicab £25
10-12 h.p. DARRACQ Cab, branJ new tyres £75

Two 10-12 h.p. DARRACQ Cabs, less tyres .. each £35

10 h.p. PANHARD Lan.Uulet £55

15 h p. REGENT Landaulet £50
10-12 h.p. DARRACQ Landaulet £60
20 h.p. J. & B. Limousine £25

TOURING CARS.

12-15 h.p. IQI2 MORS Torpedo £295

28-32 h.p. MERCEDES £150

18-28 h.p. MERCEDES £100

28-36 h.p. ARIEL Torpedo £200

14-16 h.p DARRACQ Semi-torpedo £110

ro-ieh.p DARRACQ Chassis £30

10-I2h.p SPEEDWELL £35

8-11 h.p PANhARD £45
ro-r2h.p PEUGEOT •• £55

7-0 h.p CADILLAC £30
DARRACQ £S5

T
[8905 i5 h.p. HUMBER £65

EANSF^BS of Every Description, small quamilies 15 h p HUMBER Van £65
-Sterling Transfer Works. 5. Eidley Ed.. Forest ,2-14 h p WEST-ASTER Racing 2-seater £110

Gat0 ^67 ,0.^ h .p\ BEAUFORT 2-seater £18
HHEIUMPH Free Engine nub. belt wheel, clutch rod 7 h.p. OLDSMOBILE £9

' Hainc, 19. South St.. 7 h.p. STAR 3-seatcr £35-I- and control complete
Eastbourne.

£4.-

[9373 CYCLE CARS AND MOTOR CYCLES.
KEEEY Alungdon Free Engine Clutch, fit Triumph, „ -

, „ „ c-« .
only used 4 times; bargain, bul-.—n. Narrow 8-10 h.p. G.N. , 1012 tou

1
Q

V\ ino St., Bristol. [9286 8-ro h.p. 1913 DUO 97 Gnj
S-ioh.p. 1912 SA3ELLA £85

FEAMES. £2/10- wheels. 17/6 pair; complete, spring
forks £1/10: foot brakes, 8/6; also lugs and tubes;

lists tree.—Millard, ijelvedere. .

NO Offer Refused for 106 copies of
Cycle." 24 • Motor Cycling." 20

Nash. High St., Steyning, Sussex.

RUin Forks (Model A., 1912). 8in.
Chater back wheel (chain), complete,
Crown St.. Ncwca-stle-on-Tyne.

D

[9351

" The Mctol
' Motors."—F.

[9317

head. £2/7;
10/-.—Atkin-

[9311

4 J h.p. S0CIA3LE Runabout £20
5-"6 h.p. 1912 F.N. and Sidecar £42 10

3.'. h.p. TRIUMPH, iqii £27 10

3i h.p. BRADBURY, I9ir ; £30 or of.'er.

8-10 h.p. 3EDELIA Torpedo £80

23 h.p. WANDEI.ER £22 10

5-6 h.p. F.N. 4-cylindcr £22 C

TOirBIST Adjustable Pulleys. - Motor cycle, plated,
8/6: cycle ear, on receipt particulars: most effi-

cient.—Peacock and Bird. Hinckley. TX4413
rvyi'FWBlTUR, No. 7, Ec.ningtou. late model. per-

;

JL feet as new; £5; approval arranged.—G B. Key-|
Holds. 9. Lc-under Ed., Thornton Heath, London. [9132

3 h-P
2j h.p
2 4
" h.p

L.

DE DION £5
MINERVA £5 II

AURORA £«

N. PALMER'S GARAGE
Merton Tram Terminus, Tooting, S.W.

.244,

Phone : 208, Streatham.

44 Stepped Pisrbn Eings, nt Telegrams : ''Palmer's Garage, Tooting."

. ^'db^t 84mm. Triumph (after slight wear) dead, also ,(20 minutes Victoria via Balha^m L.B..and S.C. Ely.)

_
imm.. 2/- each.—Gradior Machine Co., Stalfcrd. [X9716 |(io minutes' Wimbledon, L. and S.W. Ely.)

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. as>j
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CONTRACTORS TO THEcG.P.O,. Etc

NEW 1913 LINES.

SEVERN BELT GRIP 6d.
THE ONLY RELIABLE PREVENTIVE.

SEVERN BELT SEAL 6d.
PR 1 VENTS CRACKING AND PULLING
THROUGH. FOR SEALING ENDS

AGAINST DAMP.

TYRE I

STOPPING

SEVERN TYRE STOPPING 6d.
DOES NOT DRY UP IN TIN.

EXCELLENT FOR CUTS OR BURSTS.

SEVERN
SPECIAL PATCHES
WONT COME OFF"

IN cicaprtErcASEsroR PACKETS
l/-, 1/6, 3/-, & 5/-, EACH.;

MISCELLANEOUS.
BANCROFTIAN Cc, the cheapest houee in the United

Kingdom for tyrea and accessories ; everything
new and up-to-date, and practically at 2nd-hand prices.

BANGROt'TIAN Tyres, special heavy covers, 1912,
well-known make (canno*. advertise nainej, about

iialf usual prices; 26X2 15/6, 26x2* 16/11 26x2^
17/6, 28X2 17/6; tubes, complete, 26X2 6/11, 26X2J
?'9, 26x2i 8/9. 28X2 7/9; butted 2/6 extra. In etock,
J .ntinental. Midland, Pedley, Palmers, Hutchinson,
Dlincher, Peter-Union, Eccles, etc. Eetreadinff 12/6.
14/6, and -17/6. Eoberts detachable leather and steel
bands, 20/6.

BANCROFTIAN" Waterproof suits, complete. 14/6,
usually eold at 21/-; highest class double texture

-1/-. usual 30/-; latest suits, with seatlese trousers,
nest quality, 32/6, as sold at 45/-; leggings from 3/6.

BANCROFTIAN Belting. — Special purchase 1912
camel rubber and canvas, Jin. 1/2, jiu. !/

per foot, about half uenal prices; leather, best
1 Hid. per foot, 2 1/3. I 1/6. lin. 1/11; and others
equally as cheap. Belt fasteners, special detachable, 4jA,
W- line 9<L best make; punches, 8d- and. 1/-.

BANCROFTIAN Sparking- Plugs, Minerva 1/10, usual
3/6; Popular, Hd. ; Bancroftian. 1/9, guaranteed:

Cup, 5/6.

BANCROFTIAN Accumulators, Fullers, 20 ampo.,
10/11, usual 21/-, Lamps, with generator, Rush-

.nore pattern, 1 5/6 ; voltmeters, 3/3. Handle-bars, all

-hapes, from 4/11; silk goggles, 1/-, usual 3/6; rubber,
9Jd. pair, 1/6 line; watches, in eases, 3/7i; handle-bar
mirrors, 3/3; exhaust whistles, 1/10-i, usual 3/6: mud-
guards, 3/6. Close 1.30 Saturdays.—The Bancroftian
Co.. 64, Bishopsgate, E.C T-A.: Chaikel. London. Tel.:
9897 London Walk [0074

BINKS 2-jet Carburetter, 18/6; 2-epeed reverse bos,
35/-: 3-speed and reverse, iJ5 ; 9ft. leather lin.

belt, 7/-.—Illingworth, Beastbanks, Kendal. [X5900

EXCEPTIONAL Bargains in tyres, belting, acces-
sories, inagnetoee. Get our list : save money.—

Armstrong Co., 24. Goldnawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush,
London [0192

DO You Photograph?—Try a sample of either P.O.P.,
self-toning, or gaslight paper or cards, 2 stamps;

ameras bought for cash or exchanged.—Martin, chemist,
Southampton. £0222

DON'T pay fancy prices Just because you ride a
motor; send P.C. for my motor cycle tyre and

-iundrips list and save money.—H. Fitzpatrick, Dept.
A2, Burnley. [0231

MOTOR Cycle Covers re-treaded, special heavy 17'6,
heavy 12/6, medium 10/-; rubber studded.—Elite

Rubber Co., 260, Coldharboux Lane, Loughborough
Junction, S-W. [9378

FOR Sale, 4h.p. Coronet engine, £4; one Watawata i
belt. 7/6; two Miehelin covers, 5/- each; one new

51/6 Bates, 30/-; all in good order.—Harding, Hill View.
Fore St., Tiverton. [X5847

ACCESSORIES of all descriptions; lowest prices
always, for cash.—Try Nye's, 16, Hampstead Rd-,

Tottenham Court Rd., close to Gt. Portland St., Lon-
don. Tel-: 3625 North. [0107

TANKS, newest designs, double partition, internal
pump, and complete set plated fittings, 21/9; old

tanks re-modelled, 6/6.—Smith's Tank Works, Lincoln
St.. Basford, Nottingham. [X5908

A HAPPY New Year assured to all by using 1913
type Extractor silencers ; th& best ; remarkably

silenced; power increased: illustration Triumph fitted:
Li3ts free.—Dawson. Whittlesea. [X5906

NEW Motor Cycle Cover, studded, 26x 2£, accept
18/6; new cycle car cover, 26x2±, 4-ply, diamond

tread, accept 15'6; Dunlop butt-ended tube, new, ac-
cept 71-.—Jones, Orchid Nurseries, Kenilworth. [X5947

MOTOR Rug, handsome, £8/8, black fur, very large,
£2/2; also set furs, with fox heads, tails, paws,

perfect condition, both new this year, £2/2; approval
willingly.—Hamilton, 19. Oxford Terrace, Hyde Park, W.

[X5113
BARGAINS.—ljh.p. Werner, £3; 3ih.p. Triumph,

£22; 3ih.p. Rex. £9; 4h-p. Forward, £8; 3h.p.
Quadrant, £13 ; drilling machine, 30/- ; all in goad
order.—The Conway Cycle and Motor Agency, Woking
Village. [X5952

HANDLE-BAR Muffs. " better than others advertised
same price " (testimonial), 2/9 pair: V.S. frame,

complete. Truffaults, 2-speed and free, tyres and tubes
as new, minus engine, only £6/10. worth double.—E. R.
Stranger, Tavistock [9354

PULLEYS for Any Motor.—Dion, M.M.C-. 6/6; Rex,
Brown, N.S.U., 5/6; Peugeot, Triumph, Bradbury.

Kerry, Minerva. 4/9- Mrtosacoche, 4/-; plated, guaran-
teed, carriage paid.—J Perkins, 299. High Rd., Ley-
ton. 'Phone: 248 Walthamstow. [5181

3,000 Pairs of Motor Leggings (strap or spring front),
new, 4/11, 5/6 per pair; army Bedford cord

riding breeches, 4/6, 5/6; new whipcord breeches, 6/6.
j

8/6. Send for price list—Anscomb, Govt- Contractor, I

14, London Rd., Southwark, S.E. [762G

GRAMAPHON "~ magnificent hornless, Sheraton ma-
hogany r I lecord cupboard enclosed, height

4ft., powerful actor, 12in. turntable, distinct
mellow tone, pui. ed 1912 records; £4/5-— 3, Aubert

I

Park. Highbury Barn, London. [X5114'

ALBION 2-speed Hub and Free Engine, built up in
26x2f wheel, 20in. belt pulley, 2iin. line, starting

handle, coaster brake, rods, pedal, all ready to fit, wheel
quite new ; cost 10 gn. ; seen any day.—Apply, Dav, 3,
Holies St.. Oxford St., W. Tel: 3641 Mayfair. T9337

;

The

A.B.C.
Mfg. Co.

Offices

:

Norfolk House,

Gannon St.,

Birmingham.

Bookhl free.

UGH
is of course t

I very first esse

tial of the lamp s<

If you admit that

so, yo'u will find

to your advanta;

to investigate tl

claims of the

A.B.C
—SET-
MUCH BETTEI

AND
A LOT CHEAPE

DURABLE—
LASTING-

Afford the max
mam of lighi

NICKEL PLAT EI

OR DEAD BLACK

25/-
Don't pay more.
Don't be content

with any other.

EARLY DELIVERIES
P.V., 3J h.p. spring frame twin Immediate Stool

A.J.S., 6 h.p., 3-speed .. .. Jan. and Feb.

P. & M., 2-speed. . Jan. and Feb,

ZENITH, all models .. .. .. Immediate

HAZLEWOOD, 5 b.p., 3-speed February

MATCHLESS, all models .. .. January

BRADBURY, all models .. .. January

NEW HUDSONS, all models .. January

TRIUMPHS, T.T., F.E., & Standard Marcb

PREMIER CVCLE CARS. £r25 January

HUMBERETTE „ £1525

MORGAN „ all models

A.C. ,. „

SUPPLIED ON EASY

TRY

February

February

January

PAYMENTS

NYE'S (EST. 1909)

SEVERN PATCHES ARE NOT NEW BUT
THEY ARE BETTER THAN EVER.

THE ABOVE BE NOW ON SALE AT ALL
BEST AGENTS

STOCKISTS—Agents everywhere. LONDON—
Servi e Co., Ltd.. Hum's Ltd., Robertson's Ltd.
Ct-ASGOW-NORTH BRITISH MACHINE Ltd.,
or direct

—

SEVERN RUBBER Co. Ltd.
Mascot Works. Newnatl Street. BIRMINGHAM.

A.60 All letters relating *n advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

OR EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

CHOICE SECOND-HAND MOUNTS ']

ofiered at tow Cash or Easy Payment Prices.

Weekly list free. (Note all our second-band

machines are in fine running condition. Any;

examination invited.)

NYE'S, IS. Hampstead Road,
Tottenham Court Road, LONDON.

Tel. 3625 North.

Close Gt. Portland St. and Euston Rd. Tube.
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ESTABLISHED 20 VE^RS^NIME HEART OF THE TRADE*

tm&m
TOLAtOREDEPOT

—i B1RMIAIGHA/VV—

SOME GOOD LINES
(WRITE FOR DETAILS).

Six 19l2 2nd-hand DOUGLAS from £28

Two three-speed TRIUMPHS from £50

Two second-hand- 8 h.p. MATCHLESS
sidecur combinations, from . . £50

A water-cooled WILLIAMSON, new £65

Three
-

1913 ENFIELD sidecar com-
binations, from the Show models.

Three new late 1912 PREMIER three-

speeds from • £45

A MORGAN Runabout and an A.C.,

both straight from the Show Stand.

One P. & M. Colonial Model, new.

COLIV3GRE DEPOT,
35, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
261, Dsansgate, Manchester.

18, Renshaw Street, Liverpool.

62, High Street, Leicester.

45. John Bright St., Birmingham.

G.N.HIGGS.
THE F,8j- 9 am To Spet.ALIZE

iN ti -e - «.« a
Wnl« for (Vucuia. 6 jI «\» G « ;-CLtC»R

'iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiniwil»/>/>?»».

RE PA I

R

Shops

SHOW ROOKS
ANY **iftKE Of ..YCUtCAR 5UPOUED.

uABGE STOCK SECOND fthMO MAlnlNELS

VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD,
— VICTORIA —

3.VV. -AW Victoria I2i5*

MISCELLANEOUS.
MOTOR Cj-cling Suits. 21/- complete, guaranteed

watcrpiooi, strung double texture or Dibit ^n.

Accidents to our suits caused through riding repaired
free. Send for couiiilete list.—Tlio Para ltubber Co.,

Waterproof Specialists;, John U right St., BiriniugmuLi.
fOUO

31 -4b. p. Motor Cycle, free engine, eto-, wortli £30,
2 sacrifice £23, or near tfler: Dunbp Warwick

extra heavy rubber studded, 26x2, beaded. 15' 6; Wata-
wata, h 7ft. 6in., 8/6; Continental rubber, 3, 7ft. 7iu„
71- : all new- genuine bargains.—38, Wclluieadow Rd.,
Hither Green. [8927

3-SPEED Motor WhceR—We oflor a few Armstrong
type IIII heaw pattern hubs, built into 26x24

beaded edge plated rims, with bralce rim. fitted on com-
plete with all fittings and levers, 20xlin belt ritcu quite
uew, and perfect, accept £7.10 each, also one been used.
26x2J rim. one ditto, 650x65 rim, both perte.t. accept
£6/10.— I tone M^tor Cycle Co.. Haymarket. Newcastle-
on-Tyne. [X5484

"|Q12 Seriepray Carburetter, good order, accept 17(6;
J-U Brown Barlow, variable, jet model. 1912. 17'6;
Jones speedometer, not done 2.000 miles, accept £1 15;
Stewart speedometer, quite new, accept £2'2 . targe
generator, 2-way outlet, accept 6/-.—Dene Motor Cycle
Co., Haymarket. Ncwcastleon-True. - TX5486

CARBURETTER.-Don't change yours. Try Bad-
cock's Bypa«*s. Marvellously itupuivep flexibility,

enabling machine to crawl in traffic, accelerate rapidly
nhd smoothly without touching air level, start easily,

tick round when idle, knock lees; this with best jet

and cheke tube for cpen road; fitted in lialf-linur -.

money back ir returned; complete 10/6.—Surrey Works,
110. Wbodville Ed.. Thornton Heath. [0169

BASTONE'S —Miscellaneous Soiled Covers: ' Con-
tinental 24x2£ B.E.. 15/-: Continental rubber-

studded 26x2 BE, 17/6; Spencer-Moulton 26x2
B.E.. very heavy, 18/-; Hutchinson Vanorie 26x2i
B.E., 12/-; John Bull rubber studded B.E.. 26x2 18/-,

23x2i 20/-. 28x2i 20/-; Hutchinson Tourist Trophy
rubber studded 26x2^, 28/-; a few only soiled Conti-
nental tubes, 26x24 5/6, butt ended 7/-.

BASTONE'S. — Clearance line of soiled Michelin
covers: Beaded edge, 26x2, 26X2±, 28X2, 12(6

each; 28x2 wired edge, 12/6 each , heavy Michelin
Trident 26x2i. beaded edge. 27/- each.

BASTONE'S, 228. Pentnnville Rd., King's Cross, Lon-
don. N. 'Phone: 2481 North. Telegrams: Bas-

tone's, London. [X5944

MABON Clutch, complete, with spare discs and
spring, fit Bradbury, just overhauled by makers,

and new flanges fitted, 25/-; Whittle belt, 9ft.xlin.,
15/-; Bradbury lin. plated handle-bar, with grips, 3/6:
Bradbury back wLeel, 26x2.!, with belt rim and free-

wheel, 7/6: Frankonia separate generator lamp, com-
plete, 7/-; Bowden back wheel brake complete. 5/-; all
certified goncl condition; £3 buys the lot. — Oliver,
Berash. Tyrone- [X5942

WHAT Offers?—Sidecar, Liberty, extra well sprung,
upholstered red pegamoid, apr^n, toolbox, etc.,

complete. 40/-; mcto- cycle frame, low built, tanks,
complete, 20 '- . back wheel and hub brake, with tyre,
12/6. handle-bars, with switch, 6'-; J.A.i'. and R.O.M.
contact breakers, for twin, 7/6 -each; Auto lock levels,
three for 5/6; J.A.iJ . silencer, 4/-; head ligH, by
Worsnop, 6/6 ; hem. flexible tube. 5/- ; Longuemare
pattern H. carburetter, 8/6. etc. , rider clearing tut
odd.nents.—Apply any evening, 11, Natal Ed., Bowea
Park, N. [X5755

WRITE a postcard for our catalogue, 124 pages, 700
illustrations, all the latest motor cycle accessories,

lower prices than any othei house in the trade. Several
shop-soiled 1912 fixed and free engine models at bargain
prices to clear- Supplementary catalogue just issued
with reduced autumn prices and new models of sidecars;
accessories value £5 or over supplied on monthly pay-
ments; 10/- allowed on old tyres in part payment for

.best makes of tyres; pillion seats from, 10/--. sidecar
fetlock absorbers. 12/6 set of 4: adjustable pnileys, to
fit any en sine. 12/6: screw-cutting lathes, £9/2/6
cash, or 17'6 monthly; double texture fawn water-
proof suits, 24/6; eeatless waterproof trousers^
12/6; double-breasted oiVkm jackets, 6/11; Oilskin leg-
gings, 4/11; leather leggings, 5'11. blue engineers'
overalls, -6/6 suit; lamps and generators, sixteen
p litems in stock , the college mudshield, 20/-; roller

blind mudshield 15/-; leather mndftaps and mag. shields,
from 2/9 ; handle-bars, 7 pattern*, stocked; exhaust
whistles, 6 patterns, from 2/6; sidecar gongs. 7/-, l_.

,

8/9, and 11/6: handle-bar mirrors. 3/6: rear sidecar
lamps, 10/6 : Bluemels sidecai screen, 35/- ; leather
gauntlet gloves, 5/6 ; rubber-covered footboards, 12/
pair. 2r»d-hand machines bought, sold, or exchanged.
Repairs, enamelling, plating-—M.C. Dept., Metropolitan
Machinists' Co., Ltd.. 248. Bishopsgate, London. E.O.
Phone: 12857 Central. Telegrams: Uuills, London.

[0040

Height Increased.
If you are under 40, I can in

crease your height by from two
to three inches within 3 months.
No appliances, no drugs, no
dieting. Send\ three penny
stamps for particulars of my
wonderful system. ARTHUR
G1RVAN. Specialist in the
Increase of Height(Dept.K).! 7,

Stroud Green Rd.. London, N.

Highest Award
for Reliability.

World's Records

for Speed.

That's what stands to

the credit of the Pedley

Belt, and to this must

be added the immense

satisfaction it gives to

every user.

The Pedley Tire has

proved itself equally

successful, and together

PEDLEY
BELTS & TIRES

have won

SUPREMACY

i

i

\

%

DEW
The Belt of Uniform QualitvV

Write for booklet post free from—

J. PEDLEY & SON, LTD.,
Gt. Charles St., BIRMINGHAM.
Wholesale Ajrcnts for South Africa-

is nith, Ddiihvn. and Co.,

P.O. Ecx iHQ .Tohaunesburfi.

New Zealand— , rt . L

Messrs. Eell Bros.. 16S. Hieb. Street,

Christenurclt,

All letters relating to advertisements should ouote the numher at the end of ench nilvr-rtispniKnt. nod the date of the. is
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A REVOLUTION IN
SPARRING PLUG
CONSTRUCTION.

This, Sir, is the

Forward Pro. Patent

Steatite Plag.

The Steatite, which is an
exceptionally good insulator

and practically unbreakable,
is fitted into a steel sleeve

without the need of any
sort of soft packing by
special Hermetic Cement
which is una fleeted by heat.

This sleeve is- screwed into

\tl ffl the body of the plug on to a
copperwasher, makingan absolutely

gastightjoint. The great advantages
of this plug will at once be apparent
as the sleeve together with the Steatite

insulator is easily removed from the

body of plug, allowing all parts to be

thoroughly cleaned.

No Asbestos Packing.
No Pressure on Steatite.

Instantly taken Apart.

Prices : 2/9, 3/1, and 3/6. Fully Guaranteed.

9 FORWARD MOTOR CO.,

M Summer Row. Birmingham.

MOTOR CYCLES

i#%
"CHALLENGE"

OIL,.
Used by the winner of the
Tourist Trophy Race for 3 years.

Samples on application.

MOEBIUS & SON,
Howard Works,

Stoke Newington, LONDON, N.

HOLDTITE GAS LAMP
CONNECTION.

Reg.Design No.6078 78.

An entirely new

method control-

t^ ling flow of gas,

ensures a perfect

steady flame

under all con-

ditions and

trapping all

moisture.

Your Agent can

supply Surridge's

Patents, or direct.

6in. gin. izla. 15m. iSin. 2\'m

1/- 1/2 1/4 1/6 1/8 2/- each.

HOLDTITE PATCHES,
58, LOMOND GROVE, CAMBERWELL, S.E.

w
The Best

Lubricant
for

K.B.—Use "CHALLENGE" Carbide in bags.

<m

CRESCENT CYCLE CARS.

NORTON MOTOR CYCLES .

FORWARD SIDECARS.

Sole Midland Agents

:

HOUGH, ROSS & CO.,
113, John Bright Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Singer Motor Cycles. Swift Cycle Cars.

Zenith & James Motor Cycles.

GUARANTEED DELIVERY.

SPECIALISTS IN REPAIRS.

Telephone : Midland. 440 ¥>;__, • .et. «~
Telegrams : Horoco Birmingham.

'THE SWAN" . . "which floats."
(The fin°st car on ON c '"heel.)

Write now and enquire ab .ut—the 'floating'
suspension, the Square "built-up" axle with its
enormous strength the ease f steering, tightness, L
the absolutely silent and rigid mudguard (without
s*ay) • - - Let us send you catalogue, and
give you fifty reasons, if you like, why ours is
best to buy.

Price - - d&13 10 O
MIDLAND MOTOR CO., OXFORD.

* 'Phone 581.

The FORWARD Sidecars for 1913.

Model 10.

Manufactured by M. J. VARLEV, Forward Works,

Stoney Lane, Sparkjrook, Birmingham.

Sole London Agents : A. DUN HILL, Ltd., Euston Rd.

"IVY" MOTORS SS?Si".
Entered for Seven Hill Climbs and Speed Contests,

H- C. Newman seemed 21Tirsts, 3 Seconds, 2 Thirds, besides
various fastest times of the day.

WHY NOT TRY AN IVY ?

NEWMAN, Lichfield Road, BIRMINGHAM.
Agency for Australia & New Zealand: T. Habris, P.O. Box 337
Rvd'.^v. Anctfli" London: Robertson's. ir>7 Gt. Portland St..YV

1913 Lists ready. Pivotal Mnd Stop supersedes Hud Flaps. 4

Pivotal Side Shields, 4/9 Mudguard Edges, 3/9 pair. Extensions.*

Post free. Cycle Necessity s Mfg. Co , Vine St., B'hani.

Simple and sure to

please. No Hammer
or Chisel required.

No Rattle. Fit one

to-day.

THE LINDUM
ENG. CO., a

67B, Stratford Road,

BIRMINGHAM.

A&2' AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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DON'T BE SHOCKED !

!

Use a "SENTINEL" mag-
neto cut out, which, by a
touch ot the finger will

give you perfect control
of your ignition,

Shock-Proof and
Absolutely Reliable.

A small unobtrusive fitting

for the handlebar, being
pgl only the height of shilling,

and the diameter- of a
sixpence — for iin. and
Jin. bars.

Price 1/9.

BOWEN & ODERY MFG. CO.,
62, NEW CROSS RD., LONDON, S.E.

Ls-

gSSar fUK K£LIABLt

f
0/= EVERY"DESCB/PTAO/y

^TURLEYeWlfLlANSj."

To start a 3* h.p. at a slow
walk, to get dead slew running
in traffic 01 in grease, fit the
guaranteed

ENDRICK
DECOMPRESSOR.

As supplied to the leading
manufacturers.

No. 1 fits Triumph, J.A.P.,
Precisian, etc.

No. 2 suits Bradbury, Rudge,
' etc.

Price 12/6. Postage 3d.

crews into valve cap or second plug hole. We bore
Wd screw vah e caps, 1 /- each. Y adapters for

ecompressor and sparking plug, 2/6. THE ONLY
DECOMPRESSOR that Is fully GUARANTEED.

THE ENDRICK ENGINEERING Co.,

Warwick Road, OLTON, Birmingham,

it lases («£««•
round
the tube,

A Nuttall Sleeve makes that burst or weak
spot the strongest in the Tyre.

For Motor Cycles 1/7, post-free
UTTALL SLEEVE CO., Goodmayes.

[AG 4£ h.p. 90x95m/m.

"he Successful Big Single for

Sidecar and Cyclecar work.
lnumificeut onKino d siprned by best
lor., l>eautifully Aniaht-d, and giving
pusiastic satisfaction to its.numerous

e Engine with the reserve of power.'

|AG CO., LTD.,
Sherwood, Nottingham.

Ipimorly known as "Buck" Engines.

EARLY DELIVERY
1913 MODELS.

TRIUMPH, DOUGLAS,
PREMIER, JAMES,

NEW HUDSON,
SUNBEAM, and

MATCHLESS.

Please order immediatelv for December
and January delivery.

TOM NORTON, LTD.,
LLANDRINDOD WELLS.

Branches— 40. Maddox Street, London. W.

RHAYADER & KNIGHTON.

SILENCE IS GOLDEN.
YOU CAN OBTAIN IT BY FITTING A

"CLAIR" SILENCER.

They are not dear—10/6 to 20/-
And we will send one on seven davs' approval for you

to test—Really there is NO BACK PRESSURE.'

J. C. LYEIL & Co., Ld.,113, Gt. Portland St, London,W.

VEVOSWING UP HI SWING
HANDLE. I hf |j FOOT.

Brass. Braided
Nickel Plated. Connections.

1913 MOTOR CYCLE INFLATORS
From all Dealers, or Post Free from Makers.

5 6 Large. .'. 4/6 Small,
jfe~"-'riiiiit ^m ---- MH@g
If not satislie' wi'.lt p •- return within

seven days and ca-shsho 1 b- un i

VEYO WORKS, St. Paul's Sri.. BIRMINGHAM.

TOURING Gt)NDOLA SIDECA.RS
for motor cycles ot any horsepower.

" The Sidecar with the most accommodation."

No. 1 MODEL. Patented. Bet;stored,

Patont .'(-point shackled sua-
pens! -n ; 4-i»oini attachment
—attach yourself to its other
(jnod points by writing for
List, NOW.

Plenty 1 1 leg room fur the tallest passenger, and also for chilj.

Gondola bodies are the World's roomiest, most
comfortable. lightest—and weatherproof.

These cars are tne handsomest on the King's

highway. London Agent : Wauciiope, 9, Shoe
Lano, E.C. List free from

Wm. HASTINGS and Co., Ltd., New St, Huddersfield,

and Southwell, Notts.

Telephone : 1261. Telegrams :

Telegrams: ' Gondola, H'field.' ' Hastings, Southwell'

FOR QUALITY

Prices are on rail Stainea Station.

6ifl.x4ftx6ft. high £2 7 6
Z 10
2 15
3 5
4 3 6
5 5
5 12 S

7?t. x 5ft. x 7ft
Sft Jt 5tt. x 7ft.

8ft. x 6ft. x 7 ft
9ft. x 7ft. X7ft
loft, x 8ft. x 7ft.

12ft. x Sft. X7jft
Double doors 2/S extra.

Roof double boarded 'JO "!» oxtr..
Walls ditto, ouethiri extra.

These houses are tenants' fixtures, and can be bolted

together in a few minutes. They are made of sound . well-

seasoned matchboard, and complete with floor Window
in any desired position. Roofs of Stoniflex Felt. We
treat each house with Brown Sideroleum.
If pralvanised iron walls and roof. 50 per cent, extra.

MORGAN RUNABOUTS,
Delivery January.

BURRELLI, LTD.,
2, Albany Rd., CARDIFF.

CYLINDERS RE-GROUND AND
NEW PISTONS FITTED.

COMPRESSION GUARANTEED
Send for prices, which include

GRINDING PISTON & RINGS into CYLINDERS.

WELDINGS, Ltd.
LIONEL STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

'Phone

:

Telegrams

:

Central 7574. " Autogenous."

And at 235, Gt Ancoats Street, Manchester.

GERZINTA.
Every motor cvclist who gerzinta Newsome'& Fletcher's

Depot to purchase a new or second-hand motor cycle

or Philrpson Governor Pulley, or brings his machine to

be repaired, tuned up. etc.,

GERZOUTA
satisfied and contented person.

Tel iss7 EiUina. Newsome & Fletcher, Ealing Broadway.

8 b.p. and 10 h.p.

GORDON
2 & 4-seater Cycle Cars.

London Agent—E. CASS,
Warren Street,

Euston Road, W.

Three Years' Experience. No Vibration.
Steel Frame and Body.
Three Speeds and Reverse.
Two Ignitions (Easy Starting.)
Simplicity. Reliability. Accessibility.

NOT CHEAP, but Good, is our Motto.

For Particulars, write—
EAST RIDING ENGINEERING WORKS,

BEVERLEY. E. YorKs.

FRAME OF "GORDON" CAR.
Jfoie Strow 'Desu/n..

Ail letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement.- and .the date of tt>s ?>sire. A53
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THE CAMPION MOTOR CYCLE
is made with the same skill which has al way.'

distinguished the Campion pedal cycle. Ai
strong and reliable as if made all in on<
piece, it is a glutton for work, and takes th«
steepest hill like a bird.

4 h.p., £45. 6 h.p., £55. CAMPION
Particulws [roni

MOTOR CYCLE WORKS, NOTTINGHAM

TheMbwtte

" The best thing in. tight two-seaters."
6-7 h.p., water-cooled, two speeds, chain drive,

usuriousty upholstered and sprung. Fast,
reliable, and economical.

PRICE, complete, 100 Guineas.

Manufacturers :

—

THE PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,
BIRMINGHAM.

Sole Concession 11 aires :

THE OMNIUM MOTOR CO., Ltd.,

198. Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.

EXTRACTOR S1I.ENCERS.
Illustration of

touring type of Ex-
tractor Silencer as
applied to Triumph

• Motor Cycle.

Combining depth
o£ silence nnd top
or power. No back
pressure. Pills local
govern m e n i

teuuiremcnts.

Satisfaction or money back. DAWSON, Whittlessa.

f XACTLY WHAT YOU WANT ">

IN MOTOR CYCLE, SIDECAR, OR CYCLE CAR |

FOR XMAS or
NEW YEAR'S
GIFT,

Will be found at

"BELT GRIP"
STOPS

BELT SLIP
IN ANY WEATHER.

WAUGHOPES
BARGAIN HOUSE,

9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St., London, E.C. J

FOR RUBBER. BELTS.
Simply smear a VERY LITTLE on
the inner surfaces of the belt—that's

all—"BELT GRIP" will do the rest.

One Price—1/-—One Size

Agents write for best trade terms-
Sole Manufacturels

:

The Increased Power Co., Ltd.,
11, queen Victoria Street, London, EX.

' Hiats and Tips for Motor Cyclists.'

Brimful of useful information.

Price 1/- By post 1/2

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor St., E.G.

Holborn Autochange
LIMITED,

invite attention to the following selections from t
f

stock:

REX DE LUXE, 1912, 6 h.p., handle starting,
2-speed, with sidecar; splendid bargain . .£4!

INDIAN, 1911, 5 h-P-. il
"
ee engine clutch £3(

1912 two-speed chain-drive BRADBURY, shop-
soiled 50 1

REX DE LUXE. 1912, € h.p., two-speed, handle-
starting, as new ; used for demonstration,
done about 200 mites ; a bargain £5J

Holborn Autochange, Lt
100, High Holborn, W.G.

QUALITY AND CHEAPNE8S COMBIN
Immediate dispato

Cycle Houses,

£2 17s. 6d. Send tc

for our catalogue or

and inspect, for pr
Telephone—Putney 7:

South Western Timber C

High street, Fulham, S.W.

GAITEE

Reg. SaoH

Islington B
Birmingha

MANCHESTER
BAT CLYNO & A.J.!

SOLE AGENTS:

L. F. HARVEY & CO.,

227, Deansgate, MANCHESTI

THE

"CANOELET TT

THE SIDECAR
WITH AN EVERGROWING

RE F» U T A. T 9 O N

IF YOUR SIDECAR IS A " CANOELET "

YOU KNOW THAT IT IS THE BEST.

Our Model S3 (see illustration), is coach, built and ccach painted.

Richly upholstered.

JUST THE SIDECAR FOR 31 h.p. MACHINE

THIS S3 MODEL, £12 12s.

jtamafiiiiiii

Other Models :

S4 £.13 Is.
L3 £13 4s.
L.4 £13 13s.

Model c"e Luxe £15 15s.

Body Re3 . Design No. 59699/1

Chassis Palent No. 21045-1

Couplings Patent Nt. 24612/1

MEAD AND DEAKIN,
Patentees and Manufacturers,

Ladypool Road, BIRMINGHAM.
Wholesale Agent for London : A. P REY, HAMPSTEAD.
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CARBURETTERS
P^* Perfectly simple & simply perfect.

THE 1913 STRAIGHT THROUGH MODEL, with Vapourising Jet.

It is

impossible

to get any

waste of

Petrol with

this Model

through

blow-back,

as it is

fitted with

our Patent

Hooded

Vapourising

Jet to

prevent this.

Price

30/-

It is

eminently

suitable

for Twins

which spit

back very

badly at

fast speeds.

Write for Booklet, which includes " Hints and Tips " to

Motor Cyclists. Free of charge.

BROWN & BARLOW, LTD.,
Westwood Rd., Wltton, BIRMINGHAM.

QUALITY.

'SPHINX'
QUALITY
" Guaranteed till

the Brand wear's

out."

THE SPHINX MFG. CO.,

BIRMINGHAM.

ROYAL WBV

The
AXX BEST"
Motor Mount.

We manufacture motor

cycles, 2i h.p. to 8 h.p.

All J. A. P. Engines.

As you run your eye over the speculation of the ROYAL
RUBY motor mount, and as you come to point after point,

you'll admit that everything is there to make the All Best

motor cycle. The Royal Ruby reputation for reliabilitv

settles all doubt about the rest

THE ROYAL RUBY CYCLE CO.,
Ruby Works, Cannel Street, Ancoats,

MANCHESTER.
i eiegrartiic Address ; " ivlacHines, Manchester.'

WINTRY WEATHER
brings a difficulty in starting

up from cold due to gummed
up pistons resulting from the
use of heavy and unsuitable
oils.

HUILE DE LUXE (winter grade) has been
specially prepared for use on most air-cooled

engines in cold weather. It has the advantage
that although light in body it is very rich in fatty

matter. Consequently it is highly efficient as a

lubricant whilst being free from any tendency to

gum up the piston on cooling.

Huile de Luxe is now stocked
by the leading agents, and it

is used and recommended by
a large number of firms
including A., C, D., F.N.,

H., J., L.F., M., N.. N.H..
P., S., S„ T., R., R.

AH Literature is sent post n.ee.

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED
.PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY LIMITED)
( Lubricating Oil Department /

BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Hub Lubricant—post free—jib, tins, 9d.; 1 lb. tins, 1 /-

In answering these ar1verti$eme7its it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle."
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"YES

!

INSPECTED
every machine there before I made up my mind to buy the four-cylinder

' F.N..' She's a beauty, so smooth and flexible, that riding on grease and

through town has lost half its terrors !"

Many hundreds of riders have already discovered the sweet " car like" running of

the four-cylinder "F.N." motor cycle, truly the "Car on two wheels," and the new

model for 1913 is a still further revelation of what " Motor Cycling de Luxe" may be.

The discerning have already discovered this, are you also amongst the number who have

come out of the rut and decided to think for themselves ?

2\ h.p. Single-cylinder F.N., complete with two-speed selective

sliding gear and hand controlled plate clutch 45 Gns.

5 h.p. 4-cylinder F.N., complete as 2J h.p.

Very low saddle position . . . . . £65

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
OF 2J H.P.

MODEL.

F.N. (England), LTD.,
Showrooms and General Offices,

106, Great Portland Street, W.
Telephone : 8048 Gerrard. Telegrams :

" Efenmo London.''

Repiir Works:

31-32, Foley Street, W.

ti
<?
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